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Exploring the Handi-johi. - 
: 

| Riake country to which the light of civilization has pene- 
trated has its antiquity, middle age and modern time, 

So even Minnesota, the State of the North Star, as we now 
like to call it. 

Tn ancient time the country was in exclusive possession of 
the Indian, the scene of his hunting exploits and savage war- 

fare. To this our knowledge of that remote period is limited, 

for the red man has no written history, nor hardly any tradi- 

tion ; and about the pre-historic mound builders, or in regard 
fo that equally unknown mining population which once in- 
babited the shores of Lake Superior, it is not our purpose 
within the limits of this short sketch to offer any surmises or 
Suggestions, 

The middle age of Minnesota yoes back two centuries. By 
that time French fur traders and missionaries penetrated to 
the country by way of the great lakes, and among the latter 

Father Hennepin, who, in the year 1680, discuyered the 

great falls of the Mississippi, which, in honor of his patron 

saint, he called St. Anthony, France now laid claim to the 
land, calling it Northern Louisiana (La Louisiana du Nord), 
continuing its nominal owner until the whole Mississippi Val- 
ley, in the year 1802, came into the possession of the United 
States by purchase. During this period, however, very little 
progress was made. The scanty white population consisted 
almost exclusively of Frenchmen and Canadians, who bar- 
tered from the Indians their peltries, and most generally mar- 
ried their daughters, : 

The commencement of modern times in Minnegota is of 
quite recent date, counting hardly thirty years of existence. 
It was organized into a territory in the year 1849. About 
that time Fredrika Bremer, the’ illustrious Swedish novelist, 
visited the country, and the glowing description she gaye of 
the beauty of the land, its fertility, healthfulness of climate, 
and many other advantages, had the effect of inducing quite a 
number of her countrymen—the writer of thisone of them—to 
come out here. Miss Bremer may therefore justly be entitled 
to the distinction of having been the first Swedish emigrant 
agent for Minnesota. Those who came here first found the 
country 45 Tepresented, and their letters to friends and rela- 
tives at home soon enticed thousands to join their fortunes 
with the infant territory. Their number is increasing year 
by year, and the census of last year shows that nearly 200,- 
000, or more than one-fourth of the whole population of this 
‘State, are Scandinavians or their descendants born here. 
And those who know the country cannot wonder at the pro- 
pensity of the Scandinavians to make Minnesota their home ; 
for the most fertile and valuable regions of their native land 
care found here in rejuvenated and embellished forms, The 
fertile plains of Skane, Ostrogothland and Upland, the rich 
pineries of Smaland and Norrland, and the iron and copper 
moines of Wermland and Delarne—all have their correspond- 
ing representatives here—slumbering, it is true, like the in- 
fant in its cradle, but waiting impatiently for the magic spirit 
of industry and enterprise to awake them into life. In those 
early territorial times the settlements in Minnesota were 
mostly confined to the country between the Mississippi and 
the St. Croix rivers, with a few embryo villages in the valley 
of the Minnesota River, Our State, as is now well known 
by everybody, is divided in two almost equal parts by the 
* Big Woods,” a belt of timber stretching abont 150 miles 
north and south, with an average width of sixty miles. 
Twenty-five years ago the country lying west of the wilder- 
mess was almost entirely unknown, But rumor told that the 
Gnest part of the territory—the Handijohi* country, as the 
natives call it—was to be found there, and an expedition, in 
which the writer took part, was organized (o explore it. 

From St. Paul and Minneapolis we started, some twenty 
in nuniber, most.of us on horseback, others in wagons, fitted 
out with provisions, tents and camp equipments, others still 
on foot, shouldering their rifles. Onur route lay the first day 
along the beautiful Minnesota Valley to Carver, then a village 
with half a dozen houses, now a quite important railroad 
centre, The following morning we turned westward, taking 
the ‘Big Woods.” A trapper's path, which was soon lost, 
anda compass were our only guides, Timber liad to be 
felled, swamps corduroyed, steep hills ascended, and the bone 
aud muscle of the whole party pul to the severest test. But 
nobody complained, none scemed tired. We were on our 
way to the “promised land.” It took us three whole days 
‘with our heavily laden wagons to accomplish this journey of 
forty miles, which is now, in a comfortable railroad ear, easily 
made in two hours. Toward nightfall of the third day we 
reached the western edge of the forest, and made our camp on 
the bank of Crow Hiver, a small tributary of the Miksissippi. 
Imagine a heaving ocean in an instant being transformed 

into dry land, and this land covered by a carpet of the richest 
yerdure, interspersed with flowers of every shade, the wild 
rose couspicuous among the rest, but the blue waters of the 
er ee Se 
* Kandi johi” are two Dacctah words, and mean “gathering place 

of the bofalu tis,” , i BF, 

deep still here and there peeping through the rents of the 
flowery expanse, forming crystal lakes of the most perfect 
purity, and surrounded by groves of majestic oaks and maples. 
Such waa the scene which the following morning, from an ad- 
jacent hill, presented itself to our view. Many a fine rolling 
prairie, many a beautiful lake have I since then admired, but 
rites? firsh acquaintance with them, will forever be remem- 
ered. = 
This was the beginning of the Kandi-johi country, and in 

this charming region, among such enchanting scenery, we 
roamed about for several weeks, extending our explorations 
up toward the source of the Minnesota River. Everywhere 
the same waving prairie, sprinkled all over with lakes and 
groves. The soil the same black, rich loam. And as for 
game, speak about a ‘*sportsman’s paradise!” If ever a re- 
gion in the world deserved so to be called, the Kandi-johi 
country in those early times could lay a just claim to that dis- 
linction, for surely in no place haye I eyer seen game more 
abundant. Numbers of deer were seen and hunted every 
day. Now and then a ging of elk showed themselves in the 
distance, but of these we did not succeed in killing any. 
The waters swarmed with wild fowls, ducks, gecse and swans, 
and of the latter I noticed, what I never saw anywhere else, 
several pairs followed by their brood of cyguets. The sharp- 
tailed grouse on the praitie, and the ruffed grouse in every 
grove, were found in the greatest abundance. Tn any of the 
lakes you need only throw a line to catch all that you 
Wanted, and more, too, of pickerel, pike or black bass. Being 
elected captain of the hunters, of whom there were several 
good ones in our palty, I had, after the second day, to issue 
an order that not more game must be killed than was wanted 
for daily consumption. I feel confident that, with some 
effort, the hunters of our party might haye killed every day 
game and fish enough to feed 100 men. But no human be- 
ing, Saye our Own Company, was seen during the whole 
journey ; no dwelling, no cultivation, no trace of the presence 
ef man. Hyerywhere the same’ almost paradise-like nature, 
super-abundant in animal and vegetable life as issued from 
the hand of the Creator, ready and inviting to receiye the 
crown of the creation, 

Longest we tarried at the Great Kandi-johi, a sheet of 
water of indeseriballe beauty, surrounded by groves of the 
finest timber. It seemed to us hard to tear away from this re- 
gion, and we made a resolution to make it our future home. 
On the bank of the lake we marked out a town site, which we 
called Kandi-johi City. Somewhat later we had the land sur- 
yeyed and purchased from the government, and the title is 
still held by some members of the party. But the great crisis 
of 1857, followed by the civil war, dispersed the old comrades, 
and the intended town is not yet built. ow correct, how- 
ever, was our judgment, as to its adaptability for such a pur— 
pose, is best shown by the fact that, after mature delibera- 
tions, the Legislature of the State have, on two several occa- 
sions, decided to remove fo this place the capital of the Com- 
monwealth, a resolution that only the veto of the governor, 
infayor of St. Paul, has prevented from being executed. 
Many, however, are those who firmly believe that sooner or 
later Kandi-johi will be the capital of Minnesota. 

After some time our stock of provisions commenced giving 
out, but what did we care? Venison, even without currant 
jelly, broiled goose, mallard or grouse, although innocent of 
oyster stuffing, and baked pike or black bass, even if the 
horse-radish sauce was wanting, was good enough fare for old 
Minnesota hunters. But atlast, even the salt and flour and— 
worst of all—the tobaceo was at. an end, and with reluctance 
we returned to the settlements. 

At. Paul, Wis. 
os 
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2 RED SNAPPER FISHING. 

\ In a recent issue you published some remarks regarding the 
snapper of the Florida coast, and furnished your readers with 
a scientific description of the fish, from the pen of Mr. Goode. 
I propose supplementing the article by a few remarks regard- 
ing the habitat and capture of this fish, Having visited the 
banks on more than one occasion and landed, or, more correct- 
ly speaking, decked the crimson beauties, I can give an 
opinion, as did Capt.-Bunsby. To the piscator who can ad- 
mire one of the most beautiful of the denizens of the deep, 
and appreciate a long pull and a strong pull, I will say, engage 
in snapper fishing. Visitors to Florida, who enjoy sea 
fishing, miss their sport when they fail to engage in the cap- 
ture of the Ludjanus blachkfordti, 

This fish exists in great quantities along the eastern and 
western coasts of Florida. Its habitat is rocky banks or rotten 
coral bottom. ‘This bottom exists in patches of greater or less 
extent around the entire coast, and whiereyer found, if the 
water is Of a suitable depth, there is the home of the snapper, 
grouper, yellow tail, hemalun, porgy, grunt, and sea bass. 
Near Pensacola, at a distance of seyen or ten miles from land, 
banks exist and excellent fishing is obtainable. Off Cedar 
Keys, twenty miles due west from the outer or sca buoy, a 
rocky bottom will be found and siiperior snapper and grouper 
fishing secured. Off the month of the St. John’s River, in s 
course from H. to N. B. in from eleven to fourteen fathoms, 
bauks are found where fish of the varieties referred to exist in 
Immense quantities, and where they can be hooked as fast as 
lines can be baited, and made to reach terra jirma, On these 

banks sea bass and the other small fish referred to abound in 
greater numbers than at any point along the coast of the 
United States, When snapper are not biting, the ardent fish- 
erman can find continuous employment if he uses light lines 
and small hooks. On one oceasion J used a light line with 
seven hooks, and almost the moment the sinker reached the 
bottom I commenced hauling in, and until I hecame tired of 
the sport T landed from four to seven sea bass, ranging from 
three-quarters to two pounds, at every haul, Wor the gratifi- 
cation of those who have been in the habit of fishing on our 
northern banks, and who have quietly condemned the bait 
stealers, it affords me pleasure to state that they will not be 
troubled with bergalls on the Florida banks. The only cap- 
ture to be grumbled at will he an occasional shark from two 
to three feet in length; but as these pests make excellent bait 
they are not yery objectionable. 
To feel the bi'e of a twenty-five pound snapper at a depth 

of twelve fathoma,and to experience the sensation of ‘pull Dick 
and pull devil,” of fish and fisherman, will cause a feeling 
never to be forgotten. As they are pulled and firstseen at the 
depth of séyeral fathoms, they look like silver and not larger 
than the hand. As the fish nears the surface his tints deepen, 
and ag he struggles to escape at the surface and’ displays his 
tich crimson tints, as the fisherman braces himself for the ef 
fort of lifting his prize to the deck, the sensation experienced 
is—well, | won’t attempt to describe it, And when he is 
Janded on the deck, and his rich crimson scales and glowing 
eyes are exposed to the sun, the successful fisherman will ex- 
claim, * What a beauty !” 

Highteen gentlemen, including the writer, left Jacksonville 
on a steamer and found themselves in twelyefathoms of water 
and about as many miles from shore, before Old Sol poked his 
nose above the horizon, ‘The second cast of the lead furnished 
unmistakable evidence of rocky bottom, and overboard went 
the lines. They scarcely reached bottom before the cry of 
‘*Snapper!” ‘* Snapper!” was heard, and a crimson beauty 
graced the deck, Ail were soon engaged, forward, aft, star- 
board and port; with each it was a tug, a yank, a few yarda 
of line hauled in, followed by an unwilling surrender of & por- 
tion, a repetition Of such proceeding, the approach of the 
crimson fish (o the surface, the landing of the prize and sn 
exultant smile. Wor afew moments all went merry as a mar- 
riage bell, and as they were landed the shout of ‘*Snapper" 
could be heard at various points; but a change occurred. 
Hach man labored as though the number captured depended 
upou his exertions, and no breath or time could be spared.to 
cry *‘ snapper” or to indulge in fishermen’s chaff. At the ex- 
piration of less than two hours the whistle sounded up lines, 
for we were compelled to cross the bar al a particular stage of 
the tide. The tish were biting rapidly, but blistered fingers 
pa tired arms induced all to quietly submitto the warning of 
up lines. 

Hin, route for home, noses were counted—not sea bass, por- 
geys, and other small fry, but fish worth counting—and we 
found that the party had captured one grouper, weighing 
85lbs., two of 18lbs., and 208 snappers, averaging 2lbs, the 
entire catch weighing about two and a half tons. One gen- 
tleman landed twenty, one eighteen and two sixteen each. 
One of our young piscatorial athletes decked three braces as 
easily as he would the same number of catfish or perch. 
Bome of your readers will probably asi, ““ Why was it that 
a greater number were not captured if they were biting free- 
ly ?’ To such I will say, it takes time for a line to descend 
seventy feet, and the hauling up of a fighling snapper a cor- 
responding distance is no joke. After three or four have 
been landed, tender fingers become blistered, and jfestina lente 
becomes the rule, After half a dozen have been landed the 
business becomes, if not monotonous, exceedingly disagree- 
able for abraded fingers, more especially when they are treated 
hydropothecally with salt water. 

In the * Sportsman's Gazetteer” I find the following: 
“The snapper seems to be a wary fish, and requires finer 
tackle and more careful fishing than most coast fishes.” This 
language will apply to the mangrove snappers of the southern 
Keys, and to those of the [ndian River, but is not applicable 
to the Lutjanus blackfordli, so plentiful along our const in 
from ten to fourteen fathoms. All that is necessary to cap- 
ture these fish is a strong line, a sinker, weighing from 
eighteen to thirly ounces, and from two to three large and 
strong hooks. Mullet bait is preferred by many, but I 
fancy shark for bait. The flesh of a young shark is white, 
and owing to its toughness is difficult to remove from the 
hook. Bait that is not easily stolen is 4 consideration when 
fish are biting rapidly and a line has to be hauled up tyelve 
or more fathoms to re-bait. When feeding, snappers are 
good biters, and anything in the line of cut fish bait is wel- 
come, 

Ii is surprising fo me that Mr. Blackford, or some of the 
enterprising fishermen of the North, do not utihze onr well 
stocked fishing grounds durmg the winter season. Fish ex- 
ist in unlimited quantitivs, ice 1s yery cheap, and we ave sel- 
dom troubled wits storms during the winter months. The 
hotels and boarding honses of our city wonld consume quite 
a quantity of sea fish if they could he obtained, ‘The cities 
of Savannah and Charleston, and the cities and towns of 
Tennessee, Kentucky, and of the interior of Georgia and 
South Carolina, would furnish good markets, One steamship 
Jeaves Fernandina weckly for New York, and four sieamera 
leave our river weekly for Sayannah and Charleston, connect— 
ing with steamships for Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Yorle 
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and Boston. Jf our fish could be iced, forwarded and intro- 
duced into the northern markets during the winter months, 7 
feel assured that they would find ready tale. Tf a steam fish- 
ing smack were used the fish could be taken to Savannah, 
pare on board one of the new steamers leaving for New 

ork, and could be landed in the latter city in a little over 
fifty hours. In our river we have plenty of shad, mullet and 
Bea trout, and if it was too rongh to fish on the “ banks,” the 
men could engage in fishing with gill nets and seines. The 
roullet and trout would find a ready sale in Southern cities 
and the shad could be shipped North. 

I have reason to believe that there is money for an enter- 
prising crew in our coast fisherics, and if any of your readers 
feel disposed to engage in the business and wish information. 
they can address ‘‘ Al Fresco,” Jacksonville, Fla, and he 
will communicate any facts in his possession, Ax Fresco. 

Jacksonville, (ld,, June 25, 1878. 

Kish Culture. 
J THE McCLOUD RIVER HATCHERY. 

. 
— 

Error Forrst AND STREAM ; 
The geason’s work here is well advanced. We have a large 

force of men at work, about a dozen, and as many Indians. 

The unusual high water of last winter did considerable dam- 
age to the place. The McCloud was higher than eyer known 
before, and covered the whole place. The water rushed 

through the hatching honse and swept out tanks, troughs, and 

eyery moyable thing; carried away all the fluming and 
fencing, and it was feared at one time the buildings would go 
as the water was several inches over the floors, which are 
raised four feet from the ground, and tore away a part of the 

Piazzas. The water that supplies the hatchery is raised from 

the river by means of a large current wheel, which rests on 
two boats. These boats were securely fastened with a wire 

rope and could not get away, but they were swept into the 
bank, and, when the river subsided, were left high and dry. 
Small brooks running acrogs the stage road, that in ordinary 
winters are easily forded, and early in the summer are almost 
entirely dry, were rapid streams and impassable for the stage. 
All the damage done is about repaired now. The boats haye 
been relaunched, flumes rebuilt, and the wheel is running, 
sending a stream of twenty inches through the hatching 
house, where new tanks have been built and one double line 
of troughs put up. Four more lines will be added, giving us 
800 feet of troughs, room for 10,000,000 eggs. 

The passage of salmon up the river was obstructed early 
this month. The piers were placed in the river the last part 
of June, and by the 4th of July the racks were in place and 
the river closed. Salmon are very abundant this year; very 
many haye gone up to the headwaters, and below the racks 
the river seems aliye with them. We have counted eighty 
jumping in a minute in the evening. On the 11th we made a 
trial haul with the seine and landed between a thousand and 
twelye hundred. <A great many were young salmon, two and 
three years old. Of course they were all returned to the 
river again. The prospects for taking s large number of 
eps this séason is very good, and if we meet with no acci- 
dent, hope to secure ten or twelve millions. The weather 
is very pleasant this summer, not a8 hot as usual, allhough 
to-day has been rather warm. Temperature 3p. M.: Shade, 
102 deg; sun, 130 deg.; water, McCloud River, 60 deg. On 
ihe 4th we had a little celebration among ourselves. The first 
thing in the morning we raised a handsome new flag, made by 
Mrs. Stone; then followed rifle and pistol shooting, foot races, 
Indian bow and arrow shooting by the Indians, a swimming 
match, and the most amusing of all, a wheelbarrow race. 
The course was over rough, uneven ground, and each contest- 
ant was obliged to wheel a large, round boulder the entire dis- 
tance; and the efforts to make quick time and keep the boulder 
on the barrow were very laughable. In the evening there 
was a display of fireworks, and the entire day passed very 
pleasantly. I must mention a pet we have—a young cinna- 
mon bear. Some two months ago an Indian brought him 
here and Mr. Stone bought him. He was quite small, and as 
ungainly lookiug a creature as one can imagine, At first he 
cried almost incessantly, but as he had plenty to eat and per- 
fect freedom, soon became reconciled to the situation, and 
has improved yery fast. Has increased in weight from eight 
pounds 1o twenty-eight, has a new coat of hair, and, in fact, 
is quite a handsome young bear. It is necessary to keep him 
tied up now, for he is so mischievous. He has a half-grown 
pup four a play-fellow, and they are excellent friends, though 
sometimes in frolic they pinch each other a little too bard, 
and then have a little spat, but itis soon made up, ‘‘ Jack” 
1s yery sociable and does not like to be left alone at all, Mr. 
Stone frequently takes him ont fora walk. He follows like 
a dog, but if he loses sight of Mr. Stone he immediately be- 
gins to cry. 

Although there are many more Indians up through this part 
of the country than whiles, which in these times of Indian 
uprisings causes some feeling of insecurity, I cannot think 
there is any danger to be apprehended from those in this yi- 
ecinity. Some eighteen or twenty years ago they were yery 
troublesome and committed many depredations, buf were so 
severely punished by the whites they have too wholesome a 
dread of them to ever think of any more mischief. Many of 
them are quite industrious and find plenty of employment on 
the ranches. Some are engaged in mining over on Pit River 
and Squaw Creel, a few miles from here. Of course, there 
are some restless, unruly spirits among them who, perhaps, 
would like to ‘+ break out,” but they are in a decidedly small 
minority. 

The Pit River Indians mentioned in the papers as being 
unfriendly belong away up near the head waters of that river, 
some two hundred miles or more from here. We have heard 
that there have been runners among these Indiansfrom the Pit 
River tribe, and also a Piute Indian, but think they did not 
accomplish much. JE. B. Prara, 

ed 

~ A Wise Sucexstion.—Hast Boston, Mass.—Hditer Forest 
and Stream: Would it not be as well for the gentlemen, who 
have undertaken the commendable task of re-stocking Lake 
George with bass, to turn their attention, first, to some means 
of checking their wholesale destruction? Lake Mahopac was 
stocked with bass many years ago, and under the natural 
course of things would now be swarming with them; but 
thoughtless boys, and men without conscience or considera- 
tion, are on the watch, in season and out of season, to catch 
them from their spawning beds as fast as they appear, thus 

destroying hundreds for eyery one they catch. If the farm- 
ers, or others owning Jand around the lakes, or the hotel pro- 
prietors (whose interests are especially at stake), would adopt 
severe measures to protect fhe fish while spawning, an abund- 
ance of fish, in a year or two, would well repay them for 
their time and trouble, DipyMvs. 

Tn the United States fish culture is at its maximum, but fish 

protection atilsminimum, Tat is all there is avout it. 
a 

From Szra Green.—MUr. Hditer: In the year 1875 Mr. 
Newell sent us 500 California brook trout spawn. We have 
now 3800 fish raised from the above eggs. They weigh over 
a half pound each. We took 40,000 spawn from them this 
spring. We will raise 15,000 of them for breeding fish. I 
think they are a good fish to stock many of our streams with. 
They spawn in the spring, and will hatch in much shorter 
time than our trout, and are a much hardier fish, and are 
game to the last and a good table fish, I can furnish any 
State or county or private parties with men that are practical 
fish culturists, and who could take charge of any works. 

Address, Sere Green, Rochester, N. Y. 

The men Mr. Green proposes finding positions for are all 
practical and reliable persons, who baye been in his employ 

for the last five to seyen years. They have not only a knowl- 

edge of fish and how to hatch them, but are conversant with 

the waters adapted to fish, In fact, our friend, Seth Green, 

keeps a first-class fish school. 

—— 

Trour Fry.—We invite the attention of interested parties 

to the advertisement in another column of the Ludlow Trout 

Ponds, . 

Glatural Histors. 

Rerorts oF THE Museum oF WzsLeyan Unryersiry.—The 

Fifth and Sixth Annual Reports of the Museum show it to be 
in a very flourishing condition, Through the tireless energy 

of Prof. G. Brown Goode its collections have recently been 
greatly increased, not only in size, but in real value, since 

they now contain the types of the numerous new forms dis- 

covered by this naturalist during his connection with the U.5. 
Fish Commission and his explorations in the West India 
Islands, At the close of the report for the fifth year we are 
told that the collection contained about 98,000 specimens of 

animals representing 11,000 species, about 6,000 specimens of 
3,000 species of plants, about 10,000 specimens of 400 species 
of rocks and minerals, and about 500 specimens in ethnology, 

aitotal of 115,000 specimens. Since that report was presented 

the results of seven months’ exploration in the Bermudas, six 

by Professor Goode and one by Professor Rice, haye come to 

hand and are represented by sixty-five barrels, boxes and 

crates filled with alcoholic specimens, shells, plants and geo- 

logical collections. ‘This material will be submitted for study 

to leading specialists, who will report to Professor Goode on 
the collections. m ¢ 

As the Museum of Wesleyan University was first organized 
in 1871, we cannot but feel surprised and gratified at its rapid 

progress since that time, a progress wholly due to the earnest- 

ness and enthusiasm of those who have it in charge, 
= __—__—— 

Four New Brrpos rrom tue Wesr Inpms.—We have 

just received an interesting paper, describing four new species 
of birds from the islands of Grenada and Dominica, through 

the kindness of the author, Mr. Geo. N. Lawrence. In this 
contribution to our knowledge of the ornitholozy of these 
islands, read before the New York Academy of Sciences, Mr. 

Lawrence defines Turdus canribeus, Thryothorus grenadensis, 

Blacious brunnetcapilius and Quisealus luminosus. Blactous 

brunnetcapillus was given by the author as B, dlancoi in his 

‘Provisional List of the Birds of Dominica,” published in 
Forest AND SteeAM of Dec. 6, 1877, but additional material, 
and an opportunity to compare the former with Dr. Gund- 

lach’s type of Blancot, has convinced Mr. Lawrence that, 

although closely allied, the two species are distinct. 
The specimens on which these descriptions are based were 

recently received from Mr. Ober, and the types are nowy in the 

Smithsonian Institution at Washington. 
————— 

Tue War or THe Sea.—The Carolina rail, which was 

caught 250 miles at sea by Lieut. Commander Evans, of the 

U. §. steamer Saratoza, has been sent by us to Mr, Conklin, 

the Director of the Zoological Department at Central Park, 

There the bird, in a large and commodious aviary, will have 
better chances of life than in a small cage in a newspaper 
office, ‘During the four days he wasin our office the bird had 
become quite tame. If ever a bird deserved to live this Caro- 

lina rail did. : 
-o 

Sam AnD Baonrra—Two Nubians are they, and the pret- 

tiest little hippopotami you conld want tolookat. It is not 

often that in describing these beasts the final plural **i’’ can 
he used. We generally speak about seeing a hippopotamus, 

but in this case there aré two hippopotamusses, These two 

crealures, with the most engaging mouths in the world, 

studded with nascent tusks, arrived here on the HAtne from 

Bremen on Saturday, and are now lodged in the Aquarium. 
They were captured last February in Nubia by one of Reiche’s 

expeditions. ‘The two heastes are male and female, Said, the 

masculine representative, heing somewhat the heavier of the 

two. Both of the hippopotami will weigh together fully 500 

pounds, Dr. Kohn of the Aquarium, who had the last hippo 

in charge, will lavish now his affection on this pair, and will 

make them as docile as the Jast one—Baby—which died. On 

being introduced into the Aquarium, they took to the water 

with huge delight, playing in it like kiltens. Their food is. 

milk, as they havenot yet been weaned—the milk strengthened 

with a dozen or £0 of the yolks of eggs, These are the 
only pair of bippos at present in the world, and all New 
York ought to go and see them. 
es 

Tau Norz or rae Miaratrory Qvain.— Williamsport, Pa. 
July 3.—Mr, Editor > I haye he great inteheat eiedtig at- 
templts—which now promise to be successful—to acclimatize 
the migratory quail in this country, There is one pleasant 
feature about this bird that I am surprised none of your 
numerous correspondents ¢yer mentioned, and that is their 
exceedingly pleasant song or call note. We bad one in con- 
finement, procured from a New York bird store, for a number 
of years, and every spring or summer morning, eyen before 
the wood thrush or robin thought of shaking up their little 
feather beds, preparatory to singing their morning prayers, 
the clear, metallic notes of the quail, inits German Wachtel 
haus, would stir the morning air, These notes, although not- 
as sweet and melodious as old Bob White's, can be heard a 
longer distance, and, as before remarked, haye a peculiar 
tnetallic ring about them, from which I presume the expres- 
sion, scilegen (German for "to strike”), comes. The German 
does not say “The quail sings,” buf ‘The quail strikes 
(schlagt).” After a preliminary strut and a guttural cluck ! 
the quail raises itself to its full height, and then from three to 
eight times it repeats, as near as can be written, ‘' Pick-per-a 
wick!" There is a pause of perhaps second between each 
sharp and clearly defined note. After the last note there is a 
pause of two or three seconds before repeating. Throughout 
perfect time 1s kept. BoBorn«, 
Ee 

Nzstinc or tHe MrssivA Qvar,.—We are very thankful 

for the welcome tidings given below. We shall promptly 

publish information of the young birds, sent by our 
numerous friends all over the country who haye promised to 

give us the earliest news of the mating of these new-comers ; 
~ Mr. Editor : J have good reason to believe that a pair of the 
newly introduced European quail has nested and hatched the 
present season in this place. Visiting a friend who lives on 
the outskirts of the town yesterday, he reported having twice 
seen a quail (with young) which he was sure was not our 
common bird, haying apparently longer and more pointed 
wings. Ishall take an early opportunity to follow this up ; 
but a sure identification van of course be made only by shoot- 
ing one of the birds, which must not be done yet awhile. Will 
report further when able. F.C, Brown, 
Framingham, Mass., August 2. 

My. Hditor : The migratory quail imported by the Salisbury 
Game Club last spring are doing finely, several broods of 
young ones having been seen, and their calling, which as much 
resembles the “‘twit, twit, twit” of a young turkey as any- 
thing, is to be heard all over our fields. If sportsmen gener- 
ally will let them have a few years to get established here, we 
feel sure of success. We should like to hear from the other 
importations of this spring. If all have been equally fortunate 
with our club, we should have a fine start by fall. Our 
farmers like the birds very much, and think that they kill bugs 
and worms enough to more than pay for the grain they expect 
them to eat this fall, W. H.W. 

Lukeoille, Conn, Aug. 5, 
—_————__+~+e 

_ Aw Ausryo Swattow.—Mr. W. B. Garrabout, of Newark, 
informs us of haying killed an albino swallow, but unfortu- 
nately his choke-bore spoiled the bird as a specimen. He was 
not pure White, our correspondent writes us, haying two light 
buff colored feathers in his left wing. His eyes were black, 
with legs and feet of Mesh color. 

Se 

ABNORMAL Brep’s Eaas,—Auiter Forest and Stream: Tune 
20, 1878, Mr. John H. Sears collected a nest of the golden- 
crowned thrush (Siwus auricapilius) at Boxford, Mass., con- 
taining four eggs, three of which were of the normal form, 
and with their usual markings. The other was of an elliptical 
form, of diminutive size, and with markings uniformly dis- 
tributed over the entire surface. ‘The series which is now in 
my cabinet present the following measurements: No. 1, 
-78x.63; No. 2, .79x.62; No. 3, .53x.62; No. 4 (abnormal), 
-42x.58 inches, No. 4 contained no yolk, Mr. Raymond L, 
Neweomb, of Salem, informs me that he saw an esz of the 
olden-winged woodpecker (Colaptes auratus) of about One- 
alf the usual size, “lhe rest of the series were of the usual 

form, and were collected this spring. Arrnor F. Girax. 
Danversport, Mass., July 29, 1878. 

Reap tHe Parer More CargrcLty.—aA correspondent, 
writing from Pittsfield, Mass., under date of July 15, says: 

‘Ts it a usual thing for the red equirrel (Soiurus hudsonius) 
to be carnivorous? Having always considered them strictly 
vegetarian, was moré than astonished to see one eat a youns 
robin, taken from the nest on Thursday, 13th. We were in- 
formed by the farmer and his,family, who were much ex- 
cited over the occurrence, that that was the second bird taken 
from the nest in two days. On further inquiry we learned 
that the red squirrel also catches and eats mice.” 

We dislike to have to give up our really valuable space to 
questions that we have answered time anil again. If our cor- 
respondent will refer buck to our issue of June 27 he will 
find his question answered in the * Natural History” 
column, 

——eeEe 

A Forp Fostzr-Parner.—Our friend, Mr. 8. W. Williston, 
writing to us from Manhattan, Kansas, relates the following 
very interesting incident. He says; 

‘*My sister here has a male Curdinalls virginianus that, 
has always livedinacage. <A pair of newly-hatched Balli- 
more orioles were put in his cage'& few weeks ago, and since 
that he has devoted his whole time to rearing them, He has 
stopped his singing and feeds them assiduously, and when 
turned into an empty room is trying to teach them how to fly. 
Tt is extremely comical.” 

$e 

Ropiys PoisonrnG THER Younc.—The Lancaster Jyteiii- 
gencer Says 

‘* Two robins in Westchester recently fed Uieir offspring on 
poison vine because the children had caged them, It is char- 
acteristic of these birds to poison their caged young when no 
hope of their liberty is offered.” 

A very old idea, but whether it. has any foundation in fact 
is doubtiul. 
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HORLIGULTUERAL SOOTY. 

NEW YORK FLOWER AND FRUIT 
MISSION. 

(Extracts from tie Reports of 1°76 and 1878.) 

HERD is an Arab proverb-—“ If any man have two loaves 
of bread let him exchange one of them for the flowers 

of the Narcissus; for bread nourishes the body alone, but to 

Tool on the Nareissus feels the soul.” It is to satisfy the 
hunger of the soul that the Flower Mission came into being. 
Wat it has accomplished during the past eight years 1s now 

so well known that it seems hardly necessary ta defend our 
existence. Still, if here and there some skeptics are to he 
found who exclaim: ‘* What, all that fuss over a few roses 

and strawberries! Do you think itis worth while?” to them 
we would say: ‘'Isit ot worlh while to bring such cheer 
into crowded pauper hospitals, tliat the physician says, ‘Hven 
the operations aré more successful on flower day, for then the 
patients seemto take courage?’ Is it not worth while to 
carry a bunch of grapes to the old woman dying alone in the 
attic of a Baxter street tenement and hear her murmur with 
tears in her eyes, ‘Ah, but dear lady, the best is, they taste so 
aweet to my heart?’ Is it not worth while to bring the ‘ glory 
ot the ilies? into the darkened lives of that great multitude of 
struggling, sinning, and sorrowing beings living in the depths 
of our great city, to show ihose whom, perbaps, words would 
never reach, the purity and blesscduess of Him whose ioying 
heart yearneth after them ?”” : 
hose of us who have accompanied the flowers on their 

migsion have seen how a few vivlets softened the heart of a 
poor, sinning girl, who had been preached and prayed oyer in 
vain, ind that a bunch of roses often brought new life to a 
sufferer whom medicine had failed to relieve. 

If those skeptics who think that charity should be confined 
to sou, and flannel, the necegsilies of life, could have witnessed 
the jay with which the ‘Blower ladies” were received on 
their first visit, to one of our great Charity Hospitals, we think 
they would have come away remembering that, after all, now 
as of old, we do not live by bread alone. 
At first the patients fo whem the little bouquets were offered, 

thouzh looking at the flowers with longing yes, all said they 
didn't care for any that day;” but at last one poor girl, al- 
most foo far gone in consumption to speak, exclaimed, in 
broken tones: ‘‘Indeed, I would give anything for one of 
them roses, marm ; but I haven't a cent to buy one with.” 
When we explained that the flowers had been sent as a gift 

by those who, aljhough strangers, had thought about and felt 
sory for them in their suffering, the news seemed too good to 
be true. ‘Uhese poor creatures were so accustomed to be for- 
pollen by the outside world, that at first they could hardly 
realize this touch of brightness which had come in to them ; 
but in a fuw minutes, however, all those able to be up were 
crowding around our baskets, begging for cven a single flower, 
while those who were too sick to ba out of bed were beckon- 
ive to us with 4 most pitiful eagerness. We shall Jong re- 
member the joyous tones of a poor crippled girl, who limped 
off on one crutch, waving the other in the air, and shouting at 
thie top of her yoice: “‘ Look a here, girls; git up, git up; 
here's some ladies with a lot of flowers to give away for 
nothing.” d 

The only ead feature of the occasion was that, though our 
bouqhets were of the smallest possible dimensions, we could 
not make enough to supply the eight hnndred patients, and 
the disappointed looks of those who were passed by were most 
trying to us. ; ] 

Wiicn we visited the hospital again, several weeks after, 
many of the patients showed us tle dried flowers, which they 
‘tenulda’t bear lo throw away till you brought some more.” 
When we had not flowers enough to #o round—too often, 

alus! the case in our vreat hospitals—preference was always 
given two those confined to their beds, and the yarious subter- 
foges to which the convalescents resorted to secure the much- 
eoveted bouquets were most comical, One oid blind woman, 
though well enough tobe up and dressed, the moment she 
heard tlie flower Jadies were coming, would jump into bed, 
shoes and all, and with only the tip of her nose appearing 
above the sheets, would announce in the feeblest tones 
thaf she ‘* was very sick to-day.” When at last a nurse told 
us of her trielk, her grief at the thought of losing her ‘sweet 
posy,” a8 she cilled if, was so intense that in future she at 
least was always remembered, 

At the end of our first seasun one of the chief physicians of 
this hospital was asked what he thought had been the effect 
of our Mower Mission there, He answered: “I can only 
hope that you will continue your good work. On flower days 
the whale atmosphere of the hospital seems changed, The 
patients brighten up wonderfully, and your flowers haye done 
muny of them more good than my medicine.” 

It owvould be impossible here to give an account of the many 
pleasant instauces which were continually happening in the 
hospitals, and which showed better than mere words the good 
the flowers were doing. Neyer wastherea charity whose ad- 
ministration was so delighttul; tears and blessings were 
showered upon us from every side, and as year after year 
pasees we see new evidences of the lasting good which has 
been accomplished. In the insane asylums, also, the tlowers 
were most gratefully received, and the physicians in charge 
testified as to the soothing influence which they exerted even 
oyer some of the most violent cases. 
Amoug the institutions for children on Randall’s Island, the 

pbouquets seemed always particularly welcome. One little 
dwzrt cried for joy over the first one he received, aud said in 
a pathetic tone: “‘ Why, nobody has given me a single flower 
before this summer.” We should think it there were any one 
unable to appreciate the flowers it would be a blind idiot, but 
the following exivact from a letter of one of the lad es who 
visited Randall's Island speaks for itself; * * ** As the flowers 
were not sufficient to serve all, we had to leaye ont 4 great 
portion of the idiot children, except such special cases as 
Jobn, who bas been there fourteen years, and who las been 
blind for the past three. Ifyou could only have seen the joy 
the smell of those flowers gave that poor afflicted creature, 
and how gently he fingered them over lo examine thein, you 
would, indeed, have felt rewarded for all your summer's toil 
and labor among the flowers. Do persevere and never get dis- 
couraged, Your present efforts are the actual, but the future 
ossibilities of what you may consider but a small act no man 
noweth,” 

the sick children, enfeebled by bad air and lack of food, the 

During the past summer (1877) eyery hospital in this city 
and vicinity, from Chambers street to Hart’s Island, has been 
visited by the lower Mission, and the unanimous testimony 
of the nurses and physicians in charge as to the good actually 
accomplished, has been most enconraging. 

Buta. branch of our work which has greatly inereased 
within the Jast two years, and to which we would now call 
special attention, is the distribution of frnil and flowers among 
the sick poor in tenement houses, This has been done chiefly 
by ths aid of Bible readers, City Missionaries and Children’s 
Aid Society visitors. Last summer over 11,000 bouquets, with 
large quantities of oranges, lemons, grapes, strawberries and 
currants were taken to stich cases. 

The miseries endured by the sick in a New York tenement 
house during the intense heat of our summer can scarcely be 
exaggerated. Without the skillednursing found now even in 
our charity hospilals; with a scanty supply of the most un- 
palatable food; with absolutely none of the comforts which 
alleviate the sickness of our own deat ones; breathing the 
stifling almosphere of a tiny room which often serves for a 
kitchen as well as a chamber, what wonder is it that every 
summer the mortality list of our poor rises to thousands. After 
seeing the surroundings of many such a sufferer, one only 
wonders that they ever take courage to live. Wasting away, 
perhaps with some disease which cannot be admitted into the 
ordinary hospitals, friendless, losing faith in God and man, it 
18 to such that the Flower Mission goes. The elnster of roses, 
the basket of fruit fresh from some country garden, and the 
few words of sympathy piven week after week, bring a cheer 
and comfort that are often the first steps to recovery. And 
if, as alas is often the case, the struggle for life is too hard for 

Plower Mission has comforted the heart of many a poor 
mother by laying on the coffin of her little one, who was as 
dear to lier as yours are to you, the bunch of flowers picked 
and sent by some other child, whose happier lot was to liye in 
God’s blessed country. 

Tossing upon the straw pallet laid so often on the bare floor 
of a, tiny room, which serves for kitchen as well as chamjer— 
the stifling heat of a New York July day pouring in, a cup of 
warinish water.and a bit of bread the only tood—one can well 
understand how the gift of a bunch of delicate wild flowers, 
fresh from the fields, an orauge and a few kind words seem 
almost like a glimpse of heaven. One little girl, who lay on 
the floor moaning her life away with a hopeless disease, said, 
when 2he grasped the Jittle bouquet and looked up to sec a 
lady holding ont a bunch of white grapes, “Is it an angel, 
mother ?” 

As one of the flower ladies climbed, last summer, the steep 
stuirway which led to an upper tenement, where a little boy 
had lain sick for weeks, she was met by the weeping mother, 
who said; Oh, mam, Johnny died this morning, but do 
come in and see him.” There on a bed of rags lay the little 
five-year-vld child, elaspiug in his tiny hand a withered rose- 
bud. ‘*I’s the one you brought him last Monday, 1 conldn’t 
get it away even to putit in the water, aud last night, when 
he was a little out of his head, he kept saying, ‘ Don’t it smell 
like the conntry, mother?’ ”* 

One woman, who had been confined to her bed nearly two 
years with a most painful disease, was delighted by the gift of 
a Jittle hanging pot of slips some friends had sent us. It was 
placed by her bed and made the one bright spot in the wretched 
room she occupied. Day after day she watched it with the 
greatest interest, counting every new leat that came out. As 
she grew worse and worse, it was almost her only pleasure, 
aud the day before she died, as her last request, she begged it 
might be taken over and placed on her grave. 

Last summer one of the ladies connected with the Mission 
made it her work to take every weelk a basket of flowers and 
visit the various tenement houses in some of the most wretched 
quarters of the city. She sought ont especially the sick, but 
also gave as far as possible a single rose, a spray of lilacs, or, 
what among the Germans was always most bighly prized, a 
peony, to any poor woman who seemed to especially care for 
just sucha gilt, Going into some of those rear building, 
which are almost shut out from the light and sunshine of 
heaven, she wonld be quickly surrounded by a erowd of 
women in every stage of wrechedness, and the eagerness with 
which they begged for a single flower was really pitiful. 
These were not children, but grown women, from the totler- 
ing grandmother who could hardly craw] along, to the young 
girl whom misery and want had tate a woman of almost he- 
fore she had left her ghildhood behind, 

if the lady had brought a busket of bread Lo distribute, not 
half the excitement would have been caused. Jt was as if the 
wealth of the Indies had been offered them. One poor 
creature said, with tears of joy in her eyes, ** Why, I never 
hatl a bouquet in ail my life before.” And another exclaimed, 
as she touk the pure and fragrant lily of the Annunciation (a 
flower always especially welecme), ‘* You seem like an angel 
from Heayen, lady; if you should go through eyery atreet in 
New York you conldn’t find a sadder or more wretched 
woman than 1.” Sometimes they would almost overwhelm 
the Hower lady in their anxiety lest fhere should not be enough 
to go-around, but some stout-fisted woman was always found 
to Offer herself as a protector, to say as one of them really did, 
“Tma just going to see that there ain’t any family in this 
house mean enough to want two bouquets.” 

One hot day last July this lady found her way with her 
basket to the upper story of a great tenement house, knocking 
at several doors without response. At Jast a feeble voice was 
heard to say, ‘‘ Come in,” and there sbe found in a dark bed- 
toom, haying light ooly through a door opening into another 
room, a Womau in the last stages of consumption, She was 
éntirely alone ; on a box beside the bed was placed a crust of 
bread and a cup of water. When asked if she had nobody to 
take care of her, she answered, ‘' There is only my husband 
and me, and if he should stay at home he would lose his 
work. When I cough yery hard I do feela bit lonely, but 
then the beighbors come in sometimes, and it isn't as bad as 
you'd think.” She could hardly realize that the bunch of 
fragrant lilies was really for her, and said, ‘Oh, how happy, 
how happy lam; now [I shan’t be afraid of dying alone with 
them by me.” 

The avenues are continually opening before us. One day 
last eummer a large box of fluwers came to our rooms too late 
in the afternoon to be taken to any hospital. Waving heard 
that there was to be a meeting held that evening abt a mission 
among fallen women in one of the worst quarters of the city, 
it ie suggested that we send the loose flowers there, which 
we did. 

would be given out to all those who cared to wait for them. 

around, begging for even a bit of green. 

friends. 

procured. 
means of conveyance, 
purpose almost as well, and saves us the trouble of returning 

The next day the missionary in charge came up to tell us of 
the excitement they had caused, At the close of the meeting 
it was announced that some flowers had been sent, which 

The women were almost wild with delight, and crowded 
One poor girl was 

found in the corner of the room sobbing piteously over a 
faded rosebud of a kind ‘just like those which used to grow 
in ‘mother’s little garden at home.” Several of the most 
hardened wemen went away in tears, hugging their flowers to 
their bosoms. 
_ The lady in charge said, '*The great difficulty has been to 
induce the girls to come to our meetings, but if you would only 
send us flowers sometimes I really believe we could be the 
means of saving some of these poor creatures.” 

Gut not for flowers alone d) we appeal. We would remind 
you most earnestly how acceptable, uct only fruits of all 
kinds; but even the fresh veretables which you have in such 
profusion, would be to our sick here. The poor in tenement 
Houses have not even the comforts of the hospituls. Tmayine 
your own loved ones trying to recover from a fever on a diet 
of lumps of greasy meat of the toughest deseviption, with the 
occasional luxury of some withered vegetable which has been 
kept in the market until its price has fallen to the limits of 
the poor man's purse. Think of the young girl dying with 
lingering consumption (brought on by overwork and ex- 
posure), with only a crust of bread and cup of water, not 
even cold, to tempt her appetite. 

Bot while dwelling upon what yet remains to be done, wo 
would not fail to thank most heartily those friends whose 
generous contributions in the past have already enabled us to 
accomplish so much, And first, the yarious express com- 
panies to whose liberality we are most deeply indebted. In. 
deed, but for their generous offer fio bring us packages free of 
charge, our work could not have been carried on. Ti bas been 
A great gift, and one which we all appreciale. Even the ex. 
pressmen have taken the liveliest interest in the Flower Mis- 
sion, and when staggering up to our rooms with the heavy 
baskets and barrels they so often bring, their cheery, ‘* Well, 
we'ye got a splendid load for you to-day,” was always en- 
couraging. 

Then to the children, who have ever been among our best 
Many day-schools in neighboring towns have made 

most liberal contributions, and several Sunday-school classes 
lave sent regularly boxes of flowers they haye themselyes col- 
lected and made into little bouquets, 

And lastly, our warmest thanks ure due to the hundreds of 
friends throughout the country who haye taken such a hearty 
interest in the New York Flower and Fruit Mission. The 
have made us most liberal contributions of both flowers ang 
fruit, whose collection and packing have often cost them rea 
personal sacrifices, 
our Mission is due, and thoughit has been impossible to thank 
ayery individual contributor by letter, we would say here that 
more thanks and blessings haye been bestowed by the grateful 
recipients of their bounty than would guflice to reach every 
one of them, 
regular weekly contributions, while from thirty-eight others 
owcasional contributions were received, 
branch flower missions have been formed to collect and fer- 
ward flowers and fruil, and we would recommeénd that this 
plan shonld be carried out whenever practicable, as so much 
more is accomplished by organized and systematic effort. 
order to form such a branch it is best to have notices given in, 
the churehes and newspapers that contributions for the New 
York Flower Mission will be received once or twice a week at 
some specified house, 
people to send, if only a few flowers ora handful of fruit, and 
little trouble will be found in filling weekly a large box, 
some places the young people meet together in the evening to 
tie up the flowers in bunches, undjto arrange the fruit ready 
for distribution. 
a preat assistance, 
more easily than the loose flowers, they should not be packed 
till just before the box is sent. 

It is to their efforts that the success oft 

During the past season forty towns sent us 

In many of these 

Tn 

Then appoint a committee to urge 

During our busy season this is, of course, 
As these small bouquets are crushed 

Oover the bottom of your box or basket with a newspaper, 
or a few ferns or leaves. Tie the flowers together in bunches, 
each kind by itself, and pack them in layera separated by 
papers; the upper layer should he sprinkled and covered 
closely with newspaper, to exclude the air as much as possi- 
ble, A simple wooden box fastened with a strap is easily 

It is almost air tight, and furms one of the best 
A pasteboard box will answer the 

it. Fruit should be packed, if possible, in a basket or tin 
box, never mixed with the flowers. 

All boxes and baskets which are to be returned to the 
senders should have clearly painted on them in addition to the 
directions (New York Flower and Fruit Mission, 239 Fourth, 
Avenue) the words, return to Mrs, —— , with the full 
address. Complaints have sometimes been made that baskets 
have failed to be returned to their owners, This almost 
always arises from the fact that the address is written on a tag 
or ecard, which is often rubbed off and lost in transportation. 
All packages should be given to the express agent on board 
the train, who hag orders to forward them to New York free 
of charge. ‘They should be sent in as early a train as possible 
on Monday or Thursday mornings, directed ' New York 
Flower ant Frnit Mission, 239 Fourth Avenue.” 

All Isinds of flowers are acceptable, but lilacs, laurel, pond 
lilies, roses, pinks and sweet geranium seem to be the greater 
favoriles, We would suggest to \hose who occasionally send 
flowers made up into bouquets ready for distribution that the 
bouquets should be small, the stems should not be cut off too 
short, and thatif possible a sweet flower should be put into 
each one, The cry always is, ‘Give us something with a 
smell, plense !"" 

Fruit of every diseription is valuable (as are also jellies), 
though grapes call out the deepest gratitude. 
putgne vegetables—peas, lettuce and tomatoes are especially 

ood. 
: The rooms of the Flower Mission are at the Hall, 239 
Fourth Avenue (up stairs). They are open every Monday and 
Thursday from ten to two, from the ist of May till the last of 
October, and the ladies in charge will always be glad to give 
any information about the working of the Mission, ‘l/hoso 
who are willing to assist cither in making bouquets or in dis- 
tribuling theny in the hospitals and various instilulions will he 
cordially welcomed, Such assistance is especially desired. 

Tne Cootrst or Summer Crhovning.—Peeuliar stutts 
adapted to summer gear seem, to be only mada in tho Mast. 
Now Boston enjoys peculiar oriental fabrics which the rest of 
the world knows nothing aljont, But Messrs. G. W. Simmons 
and Son, of Oak Hall, Buston, come to the yesecue and offer 
al these dainty Hast India materials. Here can he found such 
novelties as pitre Corgh silk, old fashioned Seersucker and 
Pongee, and real Nankeen, All these iqre goods Mesers. Sim- 
mons and Sons make up, or will give the purchaser thuse of 
oriental fashioning. hoy offer chogas, pijamaks and cybias. 
Por warm weather there is nothing like a pijamuh.—[See adver- 
tisement. 
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The Kennel. 
TO CORRESPONDENTS,—Those desiring ns to prescribe for their dogs 

Wlil'please take note of and describe the following points in each anl- 

mal: 
1, Age. 2, Food and medicine given. 8, Appearance of the cya; 

Of the cost; of the tongue and lips, 4. Any changes in the appearance 
of the body, as bloating, drawing im of the flanks, eto, 5, Breathing, 

the number of respirations per Minute, and whether labored or not, 

6. Condition of the bowels and secretions of the kidneys, color, etc. 7. 

Appetite; regular, variable, ete. 8. Temperature of the body as Indi- 
sated by the bulb of the thermometer when placed between the body 

and the foreleg. 9. Give position of kennel and surroundings, outlook, 

contiguity to other buildings, and the uses ot the latter, Also giye any 

pevullarities of temperament, movements, etc., that may be noticed, 

sign of suffering, etc. 
— 

THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS AND 
BENCH SHOW, 

Sr. Pav, July 30, 1878. 
Mr, Eprror—tt is a matter for congratulation and a hand- 

shake all around, that the prospects of a completely successful 

show and field trial here next September are so brilliant. 
Assurances strengthen as plans mature and letters arrive at 

the headquarters of the Kennel Club, There is no doubt a 
wide-spread interest felt in the coming eyents. The exhibits 
of the Bench Show will not be confined to Western dogs, and 

I know it to be the intention of one Boston gentleman at least 
to enter the pick of his kennel incompetition with dogs which 
have been broken on game not known in New England. As 

usual, Mr. Charles Lincoln’s efforts haye been most happily 
directed and employed, while his experience in the manage- 
ment of similar affairs, his acquaintance with sportsmen and 

dogs all over the country, and his general knowledge of the 
physical features of geographical sections and the habits of 
game, are felt to be invaluable. ‘The advantage of personal 
acquaintance with men, and the attributes of their dogs, can- 
not be too highly estimated. By some logical sequence of 
fortuitious circumstances Mr. Lincoln has gradually drifted 

into the position of Superintendent of Beneh Shows; and JT 
now consider his aid and adyice, gathered from long experi- 

ence, quite as essential to a proper presentation and a satis- 

factory result as those of a general officer would be in an en- 
gapement, It isthe same kind of discipline and education— 
2, gradual growing into and annealing of the work, as it 

were, which giyes to Forest anp STREAM ils vantage 
ground among journals, and enables if to know and adminis- 

ter to the requirements of its constituency with the same in- 

telligence and sagacity that a physician diagnoses a disease. 

I regard the Minnesota Field Trials as most important in 
their immediate and ultimate bearing upon the whole subject 

of dog culture and selection. Hitherto our field trials have 
been run on quail only, the latitude of whose habitat is 

wider than the range of the speckled trout. Dogs are more 

generally broken on quail than on any other single variety of 

bird, taking the entire area of our country into the account. 
Qf course I do not mean to intimate that the dog so broken may 
not bea good ali round dog, equally staunch on woodcock, 

ruffed grouse, snipe, etc,; but to the nose of three-fourths of 
the dogs in the country the scent of the prairie fowl is a’ 

stranger, and we are anxious now, not only to inspect the 
york of western-reared animals at home, but to note and 

compare with theirs the performances of our Hastern and 
Southern dogs in scrub oak and grass. We wish to learn 
what constitutes a thoroughly competent dog; whether any 

special qualifications are requisite for prairie work; and 

whether, in the opinion of the judges, Mr. A’s dog, of Bos- 

tion, is an inferior animal to B's dog, of Kansas, only because 
he fails to pick up his points on pediwcetes phastanellus. Rule 

9 of the N. A. Kennel Club requires dogs to discriminate be- 
tween plover, snipe, etc., and the quail and grouse which he 
ig being hunted on, but it awards no demerits for pointing 
terrapins, shoats, and stink-birds. There is a delicate ques- 
tion involved here, which I hope the keen perception of the 

judges will be able to decide; for (I am pleased to state) the 
tule referred to has been scratched, 

It was my good fortune to be present last night at a meet- 

ing of the Kennel Club, held in the Court House, to adopt a 
scale of points for judging the Field Trials, or rather, to adapt 
those of the National Kennel Club to the conditions of the com- 
ing competition. Certain changes were made with much care, 

after conferring with prominent sportsmen in many States ; but 
it is particularly desired that fanciers and owners of dogs shall 
bear in mind that the schedule in question applies solely to 
the forthcoming trial—on sharp-tailed grouse. Two more 
points have been allowed for nose, and with very good reason, 
Birds lis much better to dogs which wind them than to those 

which track, or rake ; and if nose is to be depreciated we may 

as well hunt with a greyhound (who hunts by sight only,) as 

with setters and pointers. The scale of points as reconstructed 

now stands: 

\ SCALE OF POINTS YOR JUDGING THE FIELD TRIALS. 
\ Merits, Demerite. 

B points... 26... seer ene nets 25 Flushing—(left to the judges). 
Baking. ...,.2.-.2ee sees 8 Failing'to back............., 3 
Nose. .-..-.-::- “ Soh el iit Ss eases 3 
MPACOt neds Suey reese es 10 Breaking short..... rene ee 
Style...... Sse ae His ht 5 Walse points........ Set alee 2 
Quartering..d,...-5 21-5. 5 
Retrieying....4.....- ep -lcele 5 

AN) [Ea See ae er eee es 

Tn the puppy trials no merits or demerits are to be allowed 
for retrieving ; also the rule requiring puppies to be drawn 

and work singly, is cancelled. It is also to be left to the 
judges to decide whether points made are true or false. 

I cannot reconcile myself to the negative value placed upon 
retrieving, especially as applied to setters, whose ancestors 
were retrieving spaniels. To ignore this quality in a setter is 
simply to bar one of hia chief natural characteristics. It is an 
English prejudice that too close contact of game with the nose 
injures the scent, but I am inclined to pin more faith on the 
natural propensity of the setter to fetch and carry than on the 
opinion of men, Of the pointer I haye nothing to say; and 

while I advance the foregoing thoughts, I admit that the ques- 
tion is a delicate one, for which there is still room for much 

more discussion. 
The great charm of the coming Field Trials will consist in 

the fact that they are to be held en bivowac. The entire army 

of owners, handlers, judges, exhibitors and commissaries 
are to go into camp by one of the most beautiful lakes near 
Sauk Centre, in Stearns county. I know the region well a3 
one of the best in the State, with an abundance of birds, a 
magnificent outlook and unsurpassed natural scenery. The 
advantages of a bivouac on the field, with an early start, fresh 

dog and fresh man, will be appreciated by those sportsmen 
who are wont to rise with the larkto bag the early bird that 

catches the worm, What an experience can be more charming 
to men to whom the prairies area novelty! As an astern 

mau, sojourning here for a brief period, I can truly say that 

no trip or experience can be more enjoyable to Eastern men 

than a jaunt to Minnesota next September. Birds are unusu- 

ally abundant, and the breadth of stubble will be vast ; and 

after the formal trials are over sportsmen will have only to 

lapse confidingly into the hands of these hospitable Western 

friends, who are more than anxious to do them service and 
honor, Here willbe an opportunity not often afforded to 

come to what was so recently the Far West, and fo enlarge 

one’s ideas in the proportion afforded by 1,500 miles of travel. 
The railroads are, 2s usual, liberal and fares are much re— 

duced. 
My. Charles Lincoln has been kind enough to supply you 

with current notes of the events to come, and through his 

courtesy I am enabled to send you the following list of special 
prizes, which will be much enlarged : 
For the best English setter stud dog, to be shown with two of 

his get, Messrs. M. F. Kennedy & Bros., manufacturers of fine 
guns, offer a handsome Smith & Wesson reyolver, pearl handle 

and silver mounted, suitably engraved, yalue $26. 
For the beat English Setter brood bitch, to bs shown with two 

of her progeny, a splendid silver cup, value $25, presented by the 

Metropolitan Hotel- " 
For the best Irish Setter stud dog, to be shown with two of his 

get, a splendid silyer cup, presented by the Merchants’ Hotel, yalue 

$25. 
For the best Irish Setter brood bitch, to be shown with two of 

her progeny, asplendid silver oup, presented by the Windsor Hotel, 
value $25, : 

For the best Gordon Sstter stud dog, to be shown wilh two of 

his get, a splendid silyer onp, value $25. 
For the best Gordon Setter brood biteh, to ba shown with two 

of her progeny, & splendid silyer cup, value $25. 
For the best Pointer stud dog, to ba shown with two of his gat, 

a splendid silyer cup, yalue $25. 

For the best Pointer brood bitch, to be shown with two of her 

progeny, a splendid silver cup, value $25. 
For the best dog or bitch, of any breed, most suitable for duck— 

ing purposes, Capt. Lee Dayis offers a splendid trout rod, yalue 
$20. 

For the best collection of fox hounds, to consist of not less 
than three couples (dogs or bitches), a splendid silver mounted 

rifle, presented by 8. B. Dilley, Hsq., Lake City, value #50. 

For the best Oocker or Field Spaniel (dog or bitch), prize #10, 
presented by W. BR, Burkhard, Eaq., dealer in sportsmen’s goods. 

For the best Greyhound (dog or bitch), Messrs, Myers & Pinch, 

jewelers and manufacturers of pilyerware, offer a splendid silyer 

cup, value $25. 
St. Louis Shell Co. have presented 2,000 shells to begiven to the 

best Gordon Setter stud dog, to be shown with two of his get. 

By the way, I may mention as an incident of the approach- 

ing competition, that I have met Mr. George B. Olason, of 
Milwaukee, who offers to run after the main trial a brace of 6 
months pups by Royal Duke out of Gift, against Mr. J. H. 

Whitman's Berkenthal’s Rake out of native Pearl. Mr. Cla- 
gon is a most proficient sportsmanand earnest advocate of the 
silent system of training and working dogs ; and when we al- 
low that the trained dog reflects the character of the man, it 
is easy for us to judge “‘whata man he’s kind of,” as the 

Dutchman says. The performance will be 4 most interesting 

one. HALLoog, 
P, S. Lhope to send you the fourth letter of my regular 

series in time for your next issue. 

Tast or Paeatums—Mrinnesora Benow Snow. 

DIVISION I—SPORTING DOGS, 
[Wote—No Dog or Bitch can compete in classes numbered 3, 4, 

8, 9, 18, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28 and 29, that has ever wou a 
firat prize at Chicago, Baltimore, New York, St. Louis or Boston, 
All other classes are “ free for all," | 2 

Class 1—Qhampion Imported Hnglish Setter Dogs. Free for all. 
Se cup, or 430, Class 2—Bitches. Free for all. Silver cup, 
or $30. 

Class 3—Imported English Setter Dogs, Silver cup, or $20 ; 
second, silver cup, or $10, Olass 4, Bitches. Silver cup, or 
$20 ; second, silver coup, or $10. 

Class 5—English Setter Puppy, dog or bitch, onder 12 mos. 
Silver cup, or $10; sscond, silyer medal. 

Class 6—Champion Native Setters, of any strain. Free for all, 
Silver cup, or #30. 

Class T—Champion Native Setters, of any strain. Free for all. 
Silver cup, or 330. 

Class 8—Native English Setter Dogs. Silver cup, or $20, Bec- 
ond, silyer cup, or #10. Class 9—Bitohes. Silver oup, or 820; 
second, silyer cup, or $10. 

Class 10—Natiys English Setter Puppy, dog or bitch, under 12 
mos. Silver cup, or $10; second, ailyer medal. 

Class 11—Ohampion Irish Setter Dogs. Frée for all. Silyer 
cup, of $30. Class 12—Bitches. Silyer cup, or #50. 

Class 13—Imported Irish Setter Dogs. Silyer cup, or 820: 
second, silyer cup, or $10. Class If Bitches Silver ae or 
20; second, silver cup, or $10, 

Class 15—Irish Setter Puppy, dog or bitoh, nnder 12 mos. Sil- 

Olas 16-Native Iniab Setter Doss.” _Olase ative Irish Setter Dogs. Silver cup, or $20; sec! 
silver cup, or $10. Class 17—Bitches, Silver sup, & a0 eo? 
ond, silyer cup, or $10. 

Class 18—Native Irish Setter Puppies, dog or bitch, under 13 
mos. Silver cup, or 310; second, silyar medal, 

Class 19—Ohampion Gorden Setter Dogs. Free forall; Silyer 
cup, or $30. Class 20—Bitches. Free to all. Silver enp, or $30, 

Olass 21—Gordon Setter Dogs.—Silver cup, or $20 ; second, sil- 
yer cup, or $10, Class 22—Bitches. Silver coup, or 320; second 
silyeroup, or $10, ; 
Class 23—Gordon Setter Puppies, dog or bitch, undar 12 moa. 

Silver cup, or $10: second, silver medal. 
Class 24—Ohampion Pointer Dogs. Free for all. Silyer cup, 

or $30. Class 25—Bitches. Silver cup, or $80. 
Class 26—Pointer Dogs over 65 lbs. weight. Silyer cup, or $20; 

second, silyer ¢np, or #10. Class 27—Bitches over 50 lbs. weight. 
Rilyer cup, or $20; second, silver cup, or #10. 

Class 28—Pointer Dogs under 55 lbs. weight. Silver cup, or 
$20; second, silver cup, or $10. Class 29—Bitches under 50 Ibs. 
weight. Silver cup, or $20 ; second, silver onp, or 310.3 

Class 30—Pointer Puppies, dog or bitch, onder 12 mos, Silver 
cup, or $10; second, silver medal. 

Class 31— English Retrievers, curly or wavy coated, Silver cup, 
or #15: second, silyer cup, or $10. 

Olasa 32—Chesapeake Bay Dogs, Silver cup, or 316; second, 
silyer cup, or $10. 

Class 33—Irish Water Spaniels, Silyer oup, or 15; second pil- 
ver cup, or $10. 

Class 34—Uocker Spaniels. Silver onp, or $15; second, silver 
cup, or #10. ' 

Olass 85—Field Spaniel, other than Cockers, 
$15; second, silver cup, or S10. 

Class 36—Hox Hounds. Pur tlie best couple, silver cup, or $15 
second, silyer cup, or $10, 

Class 37—Beagles. Silyeronp, or $10 ; second, silver cup,or i; 
Class 33—Dachsnhnde. Silver cup, or 310; second, silver onp, 

Silver cup, or 

#5, 
a 39—Fox Terriers. filyer cup, or $15 ; second, silver oup, 

or $10. 
ae 40—Greyhounds. Silver cup, or $10; accond, silyer cup, 

or 
Glaas 41—Scotoh Deerhonnds. Silver cup, or medal, #15; sec- 

ond, silyer onp, or meda}, $10. 

DIVISION II—NON-SPORTING DOGS. 
Class 42—Mastiffs. $5; second, silver medal. 
Olass 4S—St Bernards. $5; second, silver medal, 
Class 44—New Foundlands. $5 ; second, silver medal. 
Class 45—Shepherd or Collis Dogs, rough or smooth coated, 

Silver cup, or $15; second, silver cup, or $10. 
Class 46—Dalmatians or Coach Dogs. $5; second, silyer modal, 
Olass 47—Bull Dogs. $5; second, silver medal. 
Class 48—Bull Terriers. $5; second, silyer medal. 
Qloss 49—Blauck-and-Tan Terriers. #5; second, silver medal, 
Class 60—Skye Terriers. $5; second, silver medal. 
Class 61—Yorkshire Terriers. 35; second, silver medal. 
Class 62—Scotch Terriers. $5; second, silyer medal. 
Cluss 58—Pugs. $5; second, silyer medal. 
Class 54—Ltalian Greyhounds. $5; second, silyer medal. 
Clase 55—Poodles. $5; second, silyer medal. 
Class 56—Miscellaneous, For any breed of dogs that have not 

been assigned a regular class, silyer medals. 
Claas 57—Trick Dogs. For the best performing Trick Dog n 

silver medal. ; 
_———— 

Waar is A Narrye?—The following question has been put 
to us by Mr. W. Arthur Wheatley, of Memphis : 

© Joe, Jr., was conceived and born in this land. His father 
had been here for years, and his mother is several generations 

removed from any imported strain, and is of Irish, English 

and Gordon stock mixed. Question: Is Joe, Jr., a native 2” 
Answer.—Joe, Jr., is & native. The same rule applies to 

dogs in this matter as to man or any other animal. There can 

be no Official organization which has the power to make arbi- 

trary rules applicable toa dog, so as to determine when he 
becomes a native. The race-horse is imported or native, ac- 

cording as he is bred in this or some other country. It is the 

same witha man. ‘This can be verified in-regard to the man 

at any bureau of naturalization. The question as to whether 
in this case Joe, Jr., is a native requires no argument. The 
opinion that the dog in question is # native can be proved by 
the best authorities in New York. 
ee 

Frrpinc Does Onor a Day.— Aditor Forest and Stream: 
For the past eight years I have owned s dog, and most of that 
period several dogs; sometimes to the number of five and six. 
At present I have three, two English setters and one black 
and tan. My rule is to feed them once during the day, and I 
doubt any one can show three healthier, stronger or better’ 
looking dogs of the same breeds. [ am not troubled with 
skin humors or weak eyes in my dogs, for I think the great 
portion of diseases of dogs arises from over-feeding. M 
setters I feed about 5 Pp. M., giving them all they want. tr 
they clean the dish I get more, and assoon as they leave the 
dish with food on it I take it away. In the morning they are 
not hungry, and do not wish for food then. If I am going 
out for a day’s gunning I put some crackers in my pocket, 
and after they have worked an hour or two give them a bite. 
This fall I shall use Spratt’s cakes. I should like to hear 
from some dog owners, and if those who have dogs with skin 
diseases breaking out every little while would try the feeding 
once per diem they might be less troubled. Of course I would 
not break a dog from three meals down to one per day imme- 
diately, but do it gradually. Paun. 

West Boylston, Masa, 
Without agreeing precisely with our correspondent as to 

the oné-meal a day idea, what we do think is that a great 

many dogs are over-fed. In the numerous tests of maladies, 
cures for which are asked of us, our diagnosis generally shows 

that half the diseases in adult dogs arise from a surfeit of 
food. A light breakfast for a dog is wise, and the great bulk 
of the food should be taken by the animal at about 5 o’clock 
in the afternoon. Still, in working a dog the case is different. 
We are quite certain that alight meal before starting in the 
morning is good and proper. You must have something in 
the dog to draw upon Like a good traveler who doesn’t 
know where he can get the next meal, and always takes a 
good tuck before starting on a journey, it is wise to give a 
dog something before going into the field. The excellence 

of Spratt’s biscuit lies in the fact that three or four of them 
can always be carried in the sportsman’s pols et, but then one 
can't always gét the biscuit. We have known, if it can beo 
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any advantage to our correspondents, of horses on heavy work 
Only getting one meal a day and doing well. There was a 
case of # man, lately recorded in the public prints, who never 
ate but one meal a day, and was well and happy, Still, such 

& condition we consider as abnormal, 
OOO ooo 

A Dasrarpny OuTRAGr.—The poisoning of dogs seems to 
be on the incresse. We call attention to au advertisement in 

onr paper, where 50 is offered by Dr. Stub, of 136 Dean 
street, Brooklyn, for the discovery of the malicious person 
who poisoned.a fine Newfoundland dog. ‘This cage seems to 
pe & most aggravated one, as the dog was known to be kind 

and pentle. A good sentence, with a term of imprisonment 

if a heavy fine were not paid, would inculcate a good lesson, 
——_— +3 - + 

Tae SHEEP Question—Mr. Wditor. In reply to your 
query, Will temale dogs worry sheep?’ I must say they will, 
A very fine pointer bitch owned here by Thomas Baetic was 
Buot while fastened fio a sheep, so there could be no mistake 
‘about it, as both bitch and sheep were killed by the some dis- 
charge. In defence of the bitch, I must say that her educa- 
tion had been sadly neglected. JO. F, 
tt a 

Ay ADMIRER oF PopaERs—Savannah, Ga., July 23.—My. 
| Hditoy ; 1 haye vead with great pleasure in your paper of July 

44 letter from ‘'Podgers,“ of San Francisco. Twould like 

fo meet this gentleman and be able to ‘‘talk dog” with him, 
Thaye owned dogs from childhood, and never saw anything 
in print or heard any one say before what so exactly met my 
views of our four-legged friends as does ‘‘ Podgers.” I now 
owna Gordon and @ pointer, both trained by me, and I under- 
stand them and they me in eyery word and look, My dogs 
ave not fanay broken, but for hard work and good results1 do 
hot (hink many can beat them. We often talk together, and 
eyery night my pointer, Punch (who has his liberty at night, 
heing more sedate than Don, the setter, and not so much 
given to roathing), comes fo me on the piazza and we have a 
little talk, Very few men know what they Jose in not treat- 
ing their dogs more like friends, and very often they are 
trucr friends {han humans. Thanking ‘* Podgers ” for the 
reat pleasure | took in reading his letter, I remain yours 
truly, GL, A, 

ee a 

AtwaAye BE Ponrrr,—A brave; active, intelligent Terrier, 

fielonging to a lady, one day discovered a monkey belonging 

fo an jntinerunt organ-grinder seated upon a bank within the 
grounds, and at once madeadash forhim, The monkey, 
who was attired in jacket and hat, awaited the onsel wilk 
such undisturbed tranquillity, that the dog halted within a 
few feet of him to reconnoitre. Both animals took a long 
steady stare at each other, but the dog evidently was recoyer- 
ing from his surprise, and abont fo make a spring for the in- 
truder, At this critical juncture the monkey, who had 
remained perfectly quiet hitherto, raised his paw, and grace. 
folly saluted by litting his hat. The effect was magical; 
the dog’s head and tail dropped, and he sneaked off and 
entered the house, refusing to leave it till he was satisfied 
that his polite but mysterious guest had departed. His 
whole demeanor showed plainly that he felt the monkey 
was something ‘ uncanny,” and not to be meddled with.— 
Nature. 

— OO 

DeEnis.—Denis is an Irish water spaniel, and the property 
of A. O. F. Bruce, now of Uriterion, Lake Megantic, Canada. 
Denis is by Patsey out oi Norah, Patsey by Young Doctor 
out of Ohampion Bridget (now in Ontario), Young Doctor by 
Doctor out_of Beayer; Norah by Crigilback’s Pat ont of 
Ohampion Duck, Pat by Boatswain out of Juno, Duck) by 
Pailing’s Drake out of Lord Howth’s Duck. 

Czar.—Pedigree of Czar, the property of Mr, 1, A, Gage, 
of Fulton, N. ¥.; Ozar is an English cocker spaniel, liver and 
White, whelped May 17, 1878, Czar is from Flora and Sam, 
out of Caper and Captain, and Nellie and Captain, from Juliet 
and Romeo. The dog came from Mr. McKoon’s well-known 
kennel in Franklin, N. Y. 

Names Chammen—fFranklin, VN, ¥., August 3.—Mr. M. P. 
McKoon claims the name of Bess (formerly Lively) for his 
liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, out of S. J. Bestor’s 
Snip and Juliette, whelped November 20, 1875. Through an 
oversight she still retains te name of Lively on Mr. Bestor’s 
record book, hence the aboye totrectify a possible error. 

Mr. BE. 8. Wanmaker claims the name of Fame for his red 
Trish setter bitch pup, by Hlcho out of Rose, born April & at 
Centerville, IN. J. 

st 

Weetrs—Si. Louis, July 28.—The St. Louis Kennel Club 
Trish setter champion Biddy has whelped io Thorstein three 
dogs and four pitches. Irish setter Hrin has whelped to 
‘Thorstein three dggs and two bitches. 

Strathroy, July 29.—Mersey, Leicester-Dart, seven puppies, 
to Gladstone. 

—————r 

Satus.—Mr. H. ©, Gomell has purchased from Mr, E. 8. 
Wanmaker his English setter dog Ripple ; Pride of the Bor- 
der-Jessie. 

—IMr. G, H. Goodrich, of Toledo, Iowa, has recently made 
the following sales of the Dash-Nellie litter: ‘Po McKenna 
Bros., Toledo, Iowa, two dogs; Wm. Whalin, Howard, 
Towa, one dog; Stoner & Emerling, Toledo, Towa, one dog; 
J. 8, Margerum, Washingion, Pa, dog and bitch; 6, M, 
Walker, Dubuque, Iowa, one dog; J. Ri McClarkey, Toledo, 
Towa, one dog; Geo. N, Beckwith, Pittsburgh, Pa,, one dog. 
The black and tan dog advertised in Forzst AND Srnmam is 
disposed of, CSC 

Oe 

Visms—Strathroy, July 29.—Dart to Leicester: Myr, D. 
‘Bryson’s Zephyr, Rake-Fanny, to Gladstone. 

———E—E—E—E—————— 

—Dr. Wiliiam Jarvis, of Claremont, N. H., has placed in 
My, Wanmands hands for breaking his pair of red Irish setter 
‘pups, by Elcho, out of Rose, born Aprild, 1878; Raleigh, dog;. 
Lorn, bitch, Gaia 

Biachting and Zoating. 
HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE. 
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YACHTING NEWS. 
Brooxnyy Yacut Cour,—At a special mesting of this club, 

held July 31, it was resolved to start, on a cruise to the Rast- 
ward Aughst 26. The rendezvous is to be Glen Cove, Gom- 
modore Lester Wallack spoke on the necessity of the club 
making a good display, and he hoped that all craft that could 
getaway would join, while there was a probability of several 
yachts enrolled in other clubs joiuing: in the cruise if in- 
vited, Authority to extend invitations was granted the com- 
modore, The course laid ont is to Black Rock, New Lan- 
don, Greenport and New Bedford. 

Esrtre Yaorr Ciuve.—Four yachts entered for the match 
of this club on the Harlem August 1, and sailed for the Har- 
lem River challenge cup, presented by Mr. Dowling, one of the 
owners of Honma D. Course, from 104i street, ast River, 
fo stake-boat off Ward's Island; thence to Highty-ninth street 
and returo, four times around. Tide was ebb and the wind 
fresh from the southward. Jt was a free wind up to the first 
mark, which was rounded by Zmma D. in the lead, Mary D. 
second. Dowling & |tuth's boat was well handled by Ed, D, 
McManus and his regular erew. Her only rival was Mary Di, 
the nld-\ime Comet, built sore twenty years ago by the famous 
Archie Smith, On the second round Cora, up to this time 
the lastin the fleet, took third place, with Joe “gan astern. 
The wind in the meantime had come ont, puffy, accompanied 
by squalls and rain. On the third ronnd Mery D., when her 
chances of winning were fair, was struck by a squall and put 
on her beam ends without further ado. yan withdrew, and 
the race finished by Mme D, winning in 1h.!58m. 45s., cor- 
rected time, healing Cora D. im. 40s. The challenge cup 
foes to Himma D., this being the second time she has won it. 
It successful once more the cup becomes her property, in ac- 
cord with the deed of gift. 

Maron AmonG THE SitaAtn Fry.—Mr. J. M. Sawyer, of this 
city, 11 connection with other yacht owners, has been making 
arrangements for an open race for boats 23 to 26 feet in 
length. Wntries $100 each, first boat to take the entrance 
fees, second to save hers. Martia« M. aud Wettle were the 
only entries made up toa Angust 2, bul others are expected. 
Course to be same as that for New York Bay Regatta, 
Quaker City Yacnr C1p.—The-.ocean match of this 

club was sailed off Cape May, Del., July 27. Course from 
Denizot's Pier around lower buoy on Eph’s Shoal, thence 
around the upper buoy on same shoal, rounding these buoys 
tyvice and return home, distance twenty miles, Entries: La 
Belle, Captain YW. E, Reisky; Stella, Captain Chas, B. Magee; 
Wi. S. Quay, Captain Thomas Klose; Phantom, Captain 
Charles Seline; White Wing, Captain Paul Klotz. They all 
crossed the line under plain sail, the two sloops of«the first— 
class haying top-sails set. Za Belle, Stella ond Phantom 
hoisted jib topsails on the run down to the buoy. The latter 
was rounded by WM 8. Quay first, Stella, La Belle, White 
Wing and Phantom following. The latter two went off to the 
northeast, having mistaken their sailing directions. On the 
stretch between the two buoys La Belle overhauled the Quay, 
and Stella brought up the rear, There occurred another dif- 
ference of opinion at this point as to the true course, for 
while the Quay went around the two buoys a second time, the 
other two yachts resailed the whole course. The Quay 
finally changed her opinion, and followed the othergaround 
the whole coutse a second time. On rounding the lower buoy 
again, La Belle led, Quay second, and Stellé third. On the 
Tun, home (way parted her topsail halliards and doused the 
sail La Belle crossed the lime in 1h, 57m. 30s., Stella 1m. 
82s. later, and Qvay in 2h. Om, 278. Wiete Wing and Phan- 
tom not timed. The match was sailed under the auspices of 
the following gentlemen : Judges—General J. T. Owen and 
Harry Jackson ; referees, Thomas Magee, G, P. Agar and A. 
A. Hyneman ; starter, John Hockley, Jr. 

Bouxn ¥oR viz Lares.—tit has been mooted that seyeral 
yachts of the Brooklyn squadron ‘will, after the termination 
of their cruise, make for the lake region yia St, Lawrence 
River. Mr. W. H. Wood, a member of the Brooklyn club, 
is now in Detroit trying to arrange a series of matches 
with local yachts from Detroit to Cleveland, races to take 
place in September, 

A Monsrax Sarety Dookep.—The beautiful Inman Line 
steamer, City of Chester, was successfully docked on Wednes- 
day last, in the large sectional dock foot of Rutgers street, 
Jt was at first doubted whether any dock in New York could 
lift the big ship, but as it was absolutely necessary to replace her 
broken propeller with a spare one borrowed from the Algeria, 
the attempt had to be made. The Otty of Chester is the 
longest ship of the Inman Line, with the exception of the 
monster Cty of Berlin. She measures 475ff. over all, and 
displaces, when light, 5,500 tons. The steamer was docked 
“bows out,” and her immense bull towers high above the 
neighboring shipping She has an extremely handsome 
model, her bows being almost those of a yacht in fineness and 
heauty. Her midship section is easy, with moderate ‘*tum- 
ble home,” and her run is remarkably clear. She represents 
4 model in which there is a unison of lines noticeable through- 
out the design to a greater degree than generally met with in 
ordinaty Atlantic steamships, Like all yessels of the Inman 
Line, she is full ship-rigged, and is able under canvas as well 
asunder steam. She will be delayed only a day or two 
by the docking, and will sail immediately for Liverpool in 
command of Capt. Brooks. Messrs, Dale & Inman deserve 
credit for the energetic manner in which they haye had the 
versel fitted again for duty, 

Tue Prague or Bririsa YacHtauey. The inventive 
Yankee is a veritable nuisance to staid John Bull across the 
water. Wo sooner has he lulled himself into the belief thet he 
has reached perfection, when up starts some pestiferous 
Yankee and beats him out of sight, inflicting a rude awaken- 
ing upon his phlegmatic constitution. The latest that has 
turned up to plague him is the catamaran. A veritable Her- 
teshoff double-huller sailing around the British fleet, at the 

“The Yankee nondescript twin sailing boat was out trying 
with the yachts, and went along as if she had a steam engine 
in her, She easily passed the racing boat on all points of sail- 
ing; but such a craft has no pretensions to be styled a yacht; 
she is A Mere sailing machine,” 
_Atuaytio Yaour Crvs.—The annual cruise of the Atlan- 

tic Yacht Club of Brooklyn, set down for Aug. 3, brought 
together a fleet of eight yachts off Baylia Dock, opposite 
Whitestone, on the evening of that day. The Ziton, Gom- 
modore Thayer, is the flagship for the occusion, and Peerless 
and Vision, with the sloops Orion, Dolphin, Imperia, Intrepid 
and WVomad, formed) the fleet, Thistle, lately from Boston, 
also accompanied the squadron, In company they made sail 
for Glen Cove witha leading wind. Thistle, famous in Bos- 
ton waters, but recently outmatched by the wind-jammer 
Undine, showed the good stuff she has in her, in spite of her 
defeat by the New York built sloop. She showed her stam 
to Orion, and as she is a weatherly craft likewise, there will 
ba some close work ahead for Commodore Cooper's able 
Orion. The fleet made harbor with Z'viton leading, Thistle 
second, Orion third, Peerless, Dolphin, Intrepid, Imperta, 
Noma and Vision in the order named. A large accession to 
the fleet will be made at an early day, as the craft now crnis. 
ing fallin with the flag-Officer’s command. Lizzte L, Alma, 
Me , Undine and others are expected to join, and the flect will 
probably number twenty sail by the time Greenport is reached. 
‘There the open regatta, already announced in our columne, 
will bring together a yery large fleet of cabin yachts, and a 
spirited match is expected. On Sunday diyine service was 
held aboard the flagship, the Rey, Dr. W. H. Thompson, 
chaplain of the clib, officiating. New Haven, New London 
and Greenport is the order of the crui:e as far as settled yet. 
At the latter port further instrictions will be issued to the 
captains. The cruise has commenced under the most favor- 
able auspices, and bids fair to maintain the high reputation 
this club has acquired for the zeal and drive its members put 
into the sport, and for the Corinthian character of the yacht 
owners sailing under the white and red, 

Grvyeriy Yaour Cius.—The forty-first regatta of this club 
will be held off Conit, Mass,, August 16. Open to all yachta 
under 35ft. on water line. Only one class. Prizes in money. 
Club time-allowance. Start flying. No restriction in regard 
to sails, Two men allowed for 18ft. and under, three men for 
13ft. to 17ft., four for 17ft. to 21ft., five for 21ft. to 26ft., six 
for 26ft. to B0ft., over 30ft., seven men, No trimming by dead 
weights allowed. These last two rules accord so entirely with 
our Own views concerning the proper limitations to be set 
upon crews and the abolition of sand-bags that we are glad ta 
notice the strict enforcement of these rules by the Beyerly Yacht 
Club, and only wish that the matches among open boats 
in metropolitan waters could be carried on in the same sports- 
inanlike spirit. Entries must be made by August 15 to Mr. 
John T, Coolidge, Cotuitport, Mass. Regatta Committee— 
Messrs. G. P. Gardner, J. G. Minot, J. T. Coolidge, G. P 
Upham, Jr,, and W. Lloyd Jeffries. Judges—J. T, Coolidge, 
A. L, Lowell, ¥. C. Lowell and G. Crocker. For the forty- 
second regatta of the same club, to be teld the day following, 
there will be two classes, yachts over 17ft. and under 30ft., 
and yachts of 17ft. and under. Regatta Committee same as 
before. Judges—G. C. Lowell, G, P. Gardner and J. T. 
Coolidge. The yacht Misie, B. Y. C., will serye as judges’ 
boat for the occasion. 

BorsTay FAnis.—There seems to be considerable trouble 
among English cutters with parting their bobstay falls, Have 
they neyer tried reeying off wire? The Muriel has a flat- 
cheek block of iron af the end of her bobstay-rod, asingle 
block at the bowsprit end, and a pliable wire rope rove 
through, the standing part being secured to the block at bow- 
sprit end, then rove down through the lower block, back 
through the upper one and inboard to the winch. 

Sanz or THE Stoop Anna.—Mr. Thomas Manning, yacht 
broker, 53 Beayer street, has sold to Boston parties the C, B. 
cabin sloop yacht Anna, 43ft. Gin. over all, built by Kirby in 
1869. While fying the Atlantic Yacht Club burgee she won 
seven regattas and has never heen beaten. She will be added 
to the fleet of the Hastern Yacht Club, and as soon as she 
reaches Boston will go on a cruise with the Wayward, which 
has been chartered for the season. Mr. Manning has been 
appointed honorary agent of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, 

OHADLENGE ‘to Jip AND MAarnsArts.—Mr. Taylor, of Jersey 
City, will match the Addie Taylor against any 22it. boat for 
$250, or will take pari in any sweepstake race for #100 
entrance fees, 

Lone Oruise.—The yacht Ofanesta, of Oleyeland, O., ar- 
rived at Charleston, 8. 0., July 31, via the Gulf of Florida. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
RervrRN oF THE SHOE-WAE-CAE-MuTTHS.—The Monroe crew 

returned from their visit to Henley, England, in the steamer 
Utopia of the Anchor Line. They arriyed in New York, July 
31, and were met by delegates from the Triton and Eureka 
clubs of Newark, who invited them to become their peer 
and be present at the coming regatta of the N. A. A. O. Tt 
is not probable that the inyitation will be accepted, as the 
members of the crew desire to remain at home a while, and 
the distance from Michigan to Newark is too’ great. They 
will attend the coming regatta of the Northwestern Associa- 
tion however. Concerning their visit to Henley, they say 
that, though well treated by the townspeople, they did not 
receive that attention or courtesy which was their due, and 
which would haye been extended to Hnglish crews visiting 
us. But for the sickness of Mr, J. Nadeau, they feel confi- 
dent they would have won. Mr. Lee, who returned in the 
same steamer, was given to understand by Mr, Brickwood, of 
London, that he could enter for the champion race from Pat- 
ney to Mortlake, and eyen went so far as to send his boat to 
the club-house of the London Rowing Club, and was only then 
informed that 1t had heen decided not to allow visitors to enter. 
He repudiates the idea of the London press that he was used 
up, and says, very truly, that it is ridiculous to suppose he 
could not pull one or two strokes more when leading Moss, 
but that he had been distinctly instructed to stop at the 
stump, and when he did so he was under the conviction that 
he hadwon the race. Moreover, when he passed the stump 
the flag was dropped. No explanation was given him of this 
doubtful proceeding. Moss himself considered Lee the win~ 
ner, and Mr. Playford assured the American that he had an 
easy thing of it and was a sure winner. Alfogether, the ac- 
tion of the judges at Henley betokens either a sad amount of 
indiscretion and incapacity, or something much less excusable. 

HaAnton-Ross Rac».—After five postponements Hanlon 
finally met Ross'at St. John, N. B., July 31, and the race ter- 
miuated in an unsatisfactory manner, Thewater was smooth, 
and everything favorable to the match. In the morning 

Royal London, onor off the wind, or as Land and Water hasit: | Ross objected to row on account of the water not suiting 



6 FOREST AND STREAM 
him and the starting buoys being out of line. Hanlon of 
fered to give him two lengths start, but nothing could induce 
the St. John man to pull. Sheriff Harding, the referee, then 
threw up his appointment and went ashore from the judge’s 
steamer. In ihe afternoon, however, Mr. THarding, being 
telegraphed for, consented to act, and steamed out into the 
bay on the judge’s boat ata quarter to five. Both scuilers 
#00n put in their appearance, and a start was effeeted at 5h, 
8m, For the first 200 yards neither seemed to gain. Ross 
was pulling 86 and Hanlon 389. Ross then gota slight lead 
and kept it for the first quarter of a mile; but Hanlon spurt- 
ing caught bim again, and at the half mile they were once 
more eyen, Ross slowing down to 84 and the ‘l'oronto man to 
81. At Appleby’s Whart, two-thirds of a mile, Hanlon led 
by half a length, pulling 30 against 32 of Ross. Both spurt- 
ed vigorously, and by the time that the lead was spun out to 
a length Ross puf on another spurt, when suddenly his oar 
jumped the patent rowlock and in an instant he was over- 
board and disappeared. When he came up again he was res- 
cued by the judge’s boat. Ross claims that his boat got in 
bad condition soon after the start, and that he was watching 
it and not his opponent. The prevailing opinion seems to 
be, however, that he was overmatched and would have been 
beaten anyway. From the mile mark, where the accident 
occurred, Hanlon took matters easy, and paddled over the 
course in 36m. 68s. And so the great sculler from Toronto 
has used up another man. Gradually, but surely, the list of 
candidates for him to pull is being narrowed down to Court- 
ney of Union Springs, and efforts are now being made to 
bring about a match between the two at Ottawa for a purse 
of $5,000. 

CanozinGc iy Open Warter—WMr, Editor: The canvas 
** Clochette,” N. Y. C. GC. (Shadow) and “Star” (Rob Roy), 
which left New York on July 6, cruising, and bound for New- 
port, by way of Long Island Sound, arrived safely and in 
good order at Newport on July 26, after making stops of 
several days at New Rochelle, Rye, Stamford, Sachems 
Head, New London, Watch Hill and Narragansett, Pier. The 
weather and wind were all that could be desired between New 
York and New London, but between the latter place and 
Newport the canoes experienced heavy weather, stiff though 
favorable winds, and an ugly sea. While off Rocky Point, 
three miles west of Point Judith, on July 23, such a heavy 
sea was rolled in by afresh scuth wind, that the canoes were 
obliged to put for the shore and come in through high surf. 
No damage was done beyond a thorough wetting, the break- 
ing of a paddje and some small epars. During the cruise the 
““lochette” had an extra two-inch keel attached,which added 
greatly to her sailing powers. Under suil she was much faster 
than the ‘*Star,” but was no match for the latter with the 
paddle, L. F. dO. 

Tue Dory Nautivs.—The little dory Nautilus has safely 
arrived in European waters, and put in at Mounl’s Bay, 
Cornwall, England, Aug. 1. She left Beverly, Mass., June 
12, making the passage in fifty days all told. With the excep- 
tion of the fatigue occasioned yy their cramped quarters and 
continuous duty at the helm, the brothers Andrews experi- 
enced no difficulties on the yoyage which good seamanship 
and watchfulness could not cope with. They propose, after 
a short rest, to start for Havre. The crew complain only of 
the fatigue, due to the impossibility of obtaining undisturbed 
rest, their sleep being akin to stupor and but little refreshing. 
The dory is 19ft. over all, 15}ft. on the bottom, and 27in, 
deep; carries a lug sail of 26 yds. duck; mast, Sft. above 
deck, 87in. diameter; and the boat and rig weigh 4500\bs. 
She was of the usual ‘‘dory” model, flat bottom, flaring 
sides, and raking stem and stern. 
Woopsipz Rowine Cros.—The new boat-house of this club 

Was appropriately opened for the use of the members, August 
6, at Kearney-on-the-Passaic. The house is 80x24ft., two 
stories high, and built in Swiss style. The lower floor will 
accommodate a dozen club-boals snd as many more private 
shells, A dressing-room is partitioned off, fitted up with 
lockers, bath and wash-stand. On the upper floor is the re- 
ception room, handsomely ceiled and finishad in black 
wainut. Balconies surround the building, affording a fine 
view of the River Passaic and the club course. The float is 
80x16ft. The club is in a prosperous condition and owns six 
club-boats, besides the private property of the members, The 
officers are as follows: President, F. B. Littlejohn; Vice- 
President, E. W. Sadler; Secretary, F. M. Wheeler; Treas- 
urer, E. N. Norton; Captain, J. H. Osborne; Lieutenant, 
FE. M. Wheeler. 

ps 

ROWING RIPPLES, 
M. F. Davis, F. Plaisted, Evan Morris, and J. A, Kennedy 

have formed a new professional four in Boston, and haye ad- 
dressed a general challenge through the Boston Herald, with 
whom they haye deposited $1,000. This means business. 
Their challenge is directed to Messrs. Faulkner, Reagan, Mc- 
Gahey and Hosmer, the Boston Four...... Woodsides, of Kear- 
ney, N. J., ara having a fine boat house built......Ricketson 
and Mitchell scored three successive victories at New Bedford, 
Mass., J uly 20, and take the flags..,..,Tufts-Cone crew beat 
the Ross-Foley and Williams crews on Bedford Basin, Hali- 
fax, July 16, in a four-oared race, four-mile course...,.. Weis- 
gerber and Felsniger will pull a three-mile race with turn, for 
$600, at Wheeling, Va., Aug. 13......Hric Railroad carries 
boats free and oarsmen at half fare to the national regatta at 
Newark; same on return trip...... O'Donnell, of Hope Club, 
New Orleans, and Crotty, of Galveston, are likely to meet. 
Bet on Crotty......Union Rowing Association offer $400 for 
four-oared shell race, and purses for singles, at Sebago some 
time in August. Big guns all expected to row...... osmer 
may get foul of Davis, of Portland...... Playford won the 
Wingfield Scull on the Thames, England, July 22. Fortu- 
nate for him that Lee, of Newark, was debarred; {ime, 24m, 
18s.; Putney to Mortlake. 

————— Se 

CANOBING IN THE BAY STATE. 

PUTMAN, Conn., July 19, 1878, 
EpiTok FOREST AnD SrREAW: 
Perhaps some of the canvsists of the old Bay State who are begin- 

ning to look forward to the pleasure of a short summer cruise would 

have no objections to our pointing outa route over which we paddled 
a Summer or two since, and one which includes the advantages of be- 
ing near to the‘ Hnb” and yet afforiling opportunities of camping, fish- 

ing aid pleasant incidents that well Tepay the captain and all hauds for 
the troubles and ‘outs’ of the trip. Allow us to draw the attention of 

the réader to the map of Massachusetts, and, beginning to trace with 
the point of your pencil at the month of the Charles River follow its 

Winding and devious conrse as far 48 the town of Natick, where yeu 
find yourself only three miles distaut from Lake Cothituate. Wollow 

the lake to its Toot, where you approach the lead of the Sudbury River 

and again you trace the course of thia stream until you reach the Con— 

eord; aud from thence into the Merrimac River, which you follow fo 
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the city of Lowell, and you are back once more to within only twenty-six 

miles by rail from your starhing point. Here you can either have your 

canoe and self (ransported back to the “* Hub,’ or continus your trip to 
Lake Winnepisankee, 

If the vanocist’s leisure time is short he can make the cruise as far us 
Lowell by water lia week, including time spent in pertages over dams 

and across to the lake trom the Charles; or, \f more time be ah his dis- 
posal, he can pass two or three weeks very ploasaotly fishing and camp- 

ing wherever inclination predisposes him. The canoe which varried 
ua overthis rouie wasa Rob Roy of fourteen feetin length and iwo 

and one haifin width, and supplied ample stowige room for cooking 

utensils, rubber coat and blankets, ishing rod and all the ‘‘ eteeteras” 

incidentally necessary Lo tle comfort of the captalu and crew, We car- 

Tied Do tent, as it was our intention to sleepin the “cabin” at night 

and the mast, with mainsail and jib, when folded up, was about the size 

of an old-fashioned family umbrella. Canned corned beef anti bolled 
chicken, coffee, sugar, potatoes and hard tack formed the requisite 

provender for the inner man, and with éyerything stowed away in good 

shape, and all hands happy over the strong easterly breeze biowing in 

our fayor directly from the ocean, the Rob Roy left the float at the 

Union Boat Club House as the bells of Boston were striking the hour of 
seven one bright July morning in 1s7—. In quick succession we pass 

ander the bridges that span the Charles River, past the Brighton 

blanghter house and Harvard's famous college, past farm and garden, 
meadow and woodland, aud af noon reach oor tiral portage at the town 

of Watertown, the dam there stopping the further flow inland of tide 

Water. Here we transpor! Gunoe and baggage, partake of a short lunch 

ind balt not in our journey nntll just beyond Waltham, where, as night 

is approaching, we propose tu make our resting place, On the edge of 

the woods close by te water's edge we land, dvaw the canoe on shore, 

light a tire, and shortly the strong odor of ol Java uniles with the in- 
cense of pidkerel fried brown and crisp, caught with a trolling spoon as 

we paddled along past the lily pads, and, wich the addition of fried po- 

tatoes and hard tauk, comprised a repist that full justice was done to. 

And here began the troubles of a coffee-pot wiih # tale, aa that neces- 

sary tin convenlence parted with its spout by incautiously allowing too 
Mlch heat 10 strike it from the stone fire-plute on which it rested. The 

day following the cover-handle disappeared, then followed In rotation 

the hinge of the Goyer, and finally the handle of the coffee pot, so that 

when the cruise was euded we hung up on 4 nail the battered and Iimb- 

less remains Of & once wseTul utensil in memento” of our experience, 

Sapper disposed of and dishes cleared away we open a box of clears 

from the hold of the Rob Roy and, lazily reclining on the grass, with 

the blankets for a pillow and one of Wilkie Coljins' novels for perusal, 

we smoke and read away the time until darkness draws a mantle ovel’ 

the scene; aud remembering the old adage, “ early to bed and early to 

rise,” we atow ourselves in the close quarters of the cauve und, with 

ribber blanket Over the deck-lole to keep out the damp air and mols- 

ture, we are lulled to sleep by the melodious bass notes of a huge bull- 

frog executing & solo to admiring brethren trom the top ofa dead stump 

protruding near by from the water. 

Shortly after daybreak we are astir, dispose of an early breakfast, 

and the Rob Roy 1s under way again. Passitg numberless smail fowns, 

stopplog here and there to fish, or idle away our time, trolling Jor pick- 

erel and perch as we sailor paddle along and, when inclinution sng- 

gests, taking 4 bathin the clear, cool waters underneath some over- 

hanging ledge of rocks, or in the shadow of the woods that at portions 

of the route line the banks of the river, The end of the fifth day brings 
us to Natick, where our store of provisions is replenished and the sum 

of three dollars pays for transporting cunos and cargo to Lake Cochi- 

tuate. Three days are passéd on the lake, two of pleasure and one of 

discomfort, as & heavy rain-storm from morning until night made any 

uittempt at enjoyment a decided failure, Passing buta day and « half 

on the Sudbury River we continned onward to the Concord, exciting 

frequent and hearty greeting from the farm banda cutting aud making 
hay, and the ‘inmumerable “small boy” who stand on the river’s bank to 

See the strange craft invading the hitherto quiet stream. Into Concord 

Riyer, past Concord, with tts weil-tilied surrounding farms and fruit- 

laden orchards, we pass on our way aud are fully satisiied with our 

cruise, when the tall chimneys and brick bulldings of Lowell, on the 
Merrimac, come to view, and our tiwo-weeks’ trip is al an end, The 

Riob Roy takes passage on a freight car to Bosion and we are once 
again ready for business, hale, browned and hearty, and remember long 

the beauties and sport of living in the open air. BErr, 

Sea and River Mishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 

—o—_ 

FRESH WATER, 
Trout, Salmofontinalia. 
BSalwon, Saimo salar, 
Salinon Trout, Salmo confinis. 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo glovert. 
Grayling, Thyntallus tricolor. 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmotdes ; 

MM. nigricans. 
Muskalonge, Hsox nobilior, 
Fike or Pickerel, Bsox lucius, 
Yellow Perch, Perca favescens, 

SALT WATER, 
Sea. Basy, Seirenops ocellatua, 
Bieeneheat, Archosaryus probato~ 

Cbs. 
Striped Bass, Rocewa linneatts. 
White Perch, Merone anierteunn. 
Weaktish, Gyndscion regaits. 
Bluefish, Pomatomua saltatria. 
Spanish ‘Mackerel, Cybtum macula- 
tw. 

Cero, Cybium regale. 
Bonito, carda pelamys. 
Kingtish, Mentictrrus nebulosus, 

Fish mm Market—Reram Pricks.—Bass, 20 canta; bluafish, 
6 ; salmon, 25; mackerel, 15; weak fish, 10; Spanish mackerel, 
cative, 30 ; green turtle,10; halibut, 15; haddock, 6; king fish, 185 

codfish, 6 ; black fish, 12 ; flounders, 10 ; porgies, 6; sea bass, 15 ; 
eels, 18; Jobaters,10; sheeps-head, 18; frogs, 30; whitefish, 

12}; Canada brook trout, 40; Long Island do., $1; pompano, 

salt water, 25; smoked salmon, 18; hard crabs, per 100, $3; soft 
crabs per dozen, $1,50. 

Spanish mackerel have been taken in quantity on the New 
Jersey coast in the vicinity of Port Monmouth, selling at 30 
cents; pompano, large catch in Chesapeake Bay; bluefish 
abundant on the coast from Canarsie east as far as Cape 

Cod. \ 

Massacnusertsa—Wantucket, Aug. 4.—Bluefish are very 
thick at present, and expect to haye good sport for the next 
week or 80. The largest catches are as follows: Gypsie, 107; 
Favorite, 77; Flor del mar, 62. Shark fishing is in its prime, 
one party bringing in thirteen. Last Monday the Undine 
caught & man-eater—the first of the season. While coming 
through Great Point Rip Friday, the Vesta sprung her mast, 
and was damaged to the extent of $100. AoK CURLEW, 

Conneoricur—Hast Hampten, July 24.—Hast Hampton 

spent an afternoon there the other day, from 1:30 to 6 o'clock, 
catching 14 black bass and two yellow perch. Used shiners, 

ite camping ground. H, GC, 

large bass were taken here lust week, one 403 pounds by Mr, 
Thomes HE, Tripler, and the other 484 pounds Re A. B. 
Dunlap, Pech as 

high water are full of sick fish, some of a very lange size. 

Lake, balf a mile from the depot, is the resort of anglers. We 

smal! bullheads and roach. The Island inthe lake is a fayvor— 

Raope Istanp—Pasgue Island Club, August 2.—Two more 

New Jersny.—Hinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, 
lug. 3.—Unprecedented succéss among the sheepshead and 
blackfish. As high as 210 pounds of sheepshead taken in 
one day; with one pair of hands 197 taken in one day; they 
Tun larger than heretofore known, Bluckfish weighing from 
2 to 5 pounds taken off the different wrecks. The following 
are some of the scores: C. 8, Bilyau, T. S. Dando and G. G. 
Sill, Philadelphia, 67 weakfish, 76 blackfish, 1 sheepshead pif 
the mediator; Howard, Middleton & Co, Philadelphia, 71 
barb; G. T. Mills, 45 barb; Geo. Birdsall, Philadelphia, 34 
barb ; G. P. Snowden, N. Y,, 27 sheepshead; same day 197 
taken by all the other boats. Not less than 150 taken per day 
on dlst, Ist, and 2d, Bluefish—on the 1st a decided improve- 
ment. Messrs, Cartledge, Westcott & Oo, scored 32 on the 
2d. They run about 2 pounds, and were caught in the inlet 
immediately opposite the house. 

X Bisse Prewnenon my Inscxoiws.—ii. Hiitor: A destructive 
epidemne is raging among the fish of Rock River, Illinois, and 
one of its tributaries, the Pecatonica, It was noticed on the 
20th that hundreds of dead fish were floating on the surface 
of the water. Thousands of them driftedto the shore and lay 
in heaps upon the flats. They are of all sizes. A sturgeon 
stranded near Rockford that measured eight feet, and weighed 
150 pounds, It is noticed that no bass, pickerel or game fish 
are aifected. The fish decaying in the sun emit an intolerable 
stench. This has become so bad that health officers have 
commenced cleaning out the river. ‘Twenty boat loads of fish 
were disposed of in one day at Rockford. The same state of 
affairs exist In the Pecatonica, ‘The waters are very high and 
haye a reddish tint never before known, and of a soapy, slimy 
nature. Some attribute the epidemic to the fact that the fish 
lave fed on decayed and putrid vegetation which the high 
water and hot weather have made rotten and poisonous, At 
Freeport, on the Pecatonica, the sloughs and land oyerflown y 

seems that lurge fish are particularly nffected with the dis- 
temper. Newspapers are cautioning people not to eat fish 
caught at present in the waters. Rover. 
We urge our correspondent and others in the locality to 

make a thorough examination of the causes of this epidemic. 

Similer instances are not rare, but no satisfactory cause has 

yet been discovered. 

Minngsora—Lake Minnetonka, July 31,—This favorite re- 
sort, Luke Elmo and White Bear Lake, are now thronged with 
visitors from all parts of the country, and being well stocked 
with black bass, afford much sport to anglers, Charlus Zim- 
merman, of 8t. Paul, and friends, have been taking them a 
a fly, 

An Orrice Boy on nis TrAvets.—The following, from one 

of the Forrsr anp Srream office boys, is characterized by 

brevity and pith : 
COAST OF MAINE, Aug. 2, 1875. 

DEAR FOREST AND STREAM = 

I hada good passage to Portland yia Maine Steamship Company's 

liné and can well recommend the route fora short similer voyage to 

get a goo sniff of the ocean and a little sea sickness, We are camped 
ont on Hog Tsland and haye named jt“ Camp Lookout.” Al well and 
feeling good. More anon, THAD. 

e+ — — 

BLACK BASS, 

\ THIRD PAPER, 

“Ti is good luck to any man lo keep on the good sida of the min who 

Knoweth fsh.”—Complete Angler. 

lhe would perhaps be well to notice some errors concerning 
black bass before we enter the last and deep mysteries of 

black bass fishing, There is no subject on which so little is 
known as upon this, and yet thousands will tell you tbat 
they understand it very well indeed. I notice in Forest ayp 
Srream that many Florida correspondents speak in glowing 
terms of the *‘ black bass” they have caught in Florida 

waters. Now, I deliberately and solemnly deny that there 

eyer was a black bass found in Florida, or, 1deed, in the 
waters of any Southern State, except they have been intro- 

duced by human agency. I make this bona jide offer to any 

of the correspondents of whom I have spoken, that if he can 
find & black bass in Ilorida—caught there—a native of Plori- 

da waters, I will send him a fifty-dollar bill, and on his fail, 
ure to do so he is to send me the like sum. ‘The fish to be 
sent to any scientific man or men for examination. 

There is a fish in Florida—a congener of the black bass— 
which looks something like is cousin; bul he is no more a 
black bass than a negro isa white man. These fish are found 
in all southern waters, and they are known from Virginia to 
Texas as ‘ trout;” yet they are less like trout than they are 
like black bass. They are bold biters, but they soon tire, 
having none of the game qualities of the black bass; nor 
are they near so fine @ fish for the table, their flesh being 
coarse, and in many instances giving forth a peculiar musky 
odor. In size they excel the black bass, for while they often 
attain to the weight of twelve or even fifteen pounds, a black 
bass that ‘weighs ten pounds is considered* an exceptionally 
large fish. Longitudinal bars mark the trout, giving it a very 
pleasing appearance. In many localities in te and 
North Carolina these fish are called *‘chub!” Why, is a 
mystery, for they don’t look like a chub; and, indeed, in 
some parts of Georgia the ‘‘ wawmouth,” or ‘‘mawmouth" 
perch is called a chub. Why, is another mystery, for the 
*( wawmouth" perch is first cousin to the rock bass. And I 
know no fish that looks less like 4 rock buss than a chub; 
yet the rock bass are found in some southern waters—only in 
Georgia, and only in three streams emptying into the Flint. 
River, and in some emptying into Hie Coosi, ; 

But our southern fish which is neither a trout nor a bass— 
where shall we place him? He is often caught in Kentuelsy 
and Missouri while fishing for bass. Ue is there called 
mreen bass" on account of his color. Neither a bass nor a 
trout, like Mahomet’s coffin, between heayen and earth he 
Temains suspended until he shall have been taken down and 
pluced in his proper scientific niche, , 

But, vevence nous a meres bass, Go wilh me some still, 
calm evening in May. Tet the locality be the White River 
in Indiana, The gentle current sweeps light, and munmiliring 
at every obstruction, piling masses of foxm and yellow bios 
soms sgainst every overhanging bough. Mark well those 
placas, for under them Jurk some black pass that will try 
your rod, your line, your temper andl your skill. Bit down 
here while I cut away those yinee loaded down with yellow 



FOREST AND SI RBAM: 

blossoms—while I part the honghs of this noble sycamore, 
just putting on its summer hvery of green leaves, ow drop 
your line, with one single buckshot on it, aboufta yard above 
the foam ; it will float down under it, where the black and 
yellow beauties lie, Was that the current which gave the 
line that tug? ‘No, by St. Bride of Bothwell—no!" It is 
a veritable six-pounder! See how gallantly he dashes down 
the river and spins out fifty yards of line, and then leaps 
high in air, mouth wide open, fins extended and « general air 
of determination to get rid of the hook at all hazards! De- 
press the end of your rod now and the real work of captur- 
ing a six pound bass with a nine ounce rod commences, 
Stand a little higher up the stream and you can see the ald 
tree lap toward which he is now turning. Give him the butt! 
The good, tough rod bends until you can touch the tip with 
your hand, You hear the timber creak and groan, but it 
holds, for it was made by an honest man and an honest maker 
(Conroy), who stands no chance of being beaten by, or wilh, 
rods! Now let him run at his own sweet will—and he will 
he sure to doit. Round and round, in constantly decreasing 
circles, until, all play exhausted, he is lifted up the bank—a 
full prown specimen of— 
And yet, all the youthful fire is not gone out of the old 

man. AsTJyecall all the exciling sports of my youth and 
boyhood, I am tempted to say: ‘* Would I were young 
again,” But age has its hallowed pleasures, to which all other 
periods are strangers—the fond pleasure of a genil retrospec- 
tion. ‘l'o haye merely lived, that isnot enough. If we have 
not done some good in our ‘‘day and generation” then in- 
deed must our lives be called miserable failures. That the 
few lines we have written may induce some half dead dys- 
peptic to try his hand at “bass fishing” were reward enough; 
fo know that genial sportsmen and accomplished gentlemen 
have read them with pleasure were a still higher reward ; but 
the highest of all, the knowledge that what I have written 
has ceee a solace and a pleasure to my own jaded and wearied 
mind. 

Boon, I promise you some arlicles on “Southern Angling.” 
Larotonville, Ga. Sr. Cram, 

The black bass of the North is Mieropterus nigricans, that 
of the South MW. salmotdes, and the question of the relationship 
is very fully discussed in the ‘‘Sportsman’s Gazetteer,” which 

Contains the latest information on the subject. The differ- 

ences between them consist mainly in the size and arrange- 
ment of the scales and the bones of the head, and in the num- 

ber of the dorsal, pectoral and anal fin rays. There are also 
differences of habit, the Northern bass preferring running 

waters while the Southern delights in stretches of still water, 
such as the mill ponds and quiet bayous of the Southern 

States afford. There are many variations from these two 

types, and it is as yet difficult to say whether some of these 

yarying forms are not entitled to be regarded as permanent 

yaricties, or whether individual variation will account for all 

differences. As stated in the “‘ Gazetteer,” “The differences 

of the two primary forms are, however, perfectly apprecia- 

ble, so that even the veriest tyro, seeing them side by side, 

must admit their distinction.” 
The fish of which our friend Sf. Clair writes is of course 

WM. satmoides, which may be called “the cousin german of 

the black bass proper.” 
Neen Tan Sine 

THE STRIPED BASS IN TEXAS, 

XK Homston, Texas, July 9, 1878, 

4 thought 

Environ Forest anp STREAM : 
Your correspondent, 8. Clair, in his article on bass 

fishing in Forner asp Srrmanof the 4th states that the striped 

ass is not found anywhere in the West except Missouri and 

Arkansas. If Texas isa Western State, then he is mistaken 

in his statement, or lam mistaken inafish, For some time 

past we have had in our market a fish which exactly resembles 
the fish described by St. Claiy as the striped bass, and the 
fishermen here call it by that name. The only difference that 
Tcan see is, thatas we have it here it rarely reaches a pound 
in weight, and usually not so much, while he gpeaks of it as 
often weighing several pounds. It is caught in the San 
Jacinto River and other streams flowing into Galveston Bay. 
Tt is a most excellent little fish for the table, and the fisher- 
men te]! me that for his sizehe is remarkably gamy. 1 have 
noticed them for the first time this season, but the fishermen 
gay they are plentiful in San Jacinto. { intend to go out ta 
that river in a few days and try them on. 
1 was for some time perplexed to know where to place this 

fish ichthiologically, and 1 may be mistakenin it yet. 1 atfirst 
they jnight be the young of the Hocous lineatus, or 

sea bass, but I never heard of that fish in Texas, and my opper- 
tunity has been a pretty good one to became acquainted with 
all our coast fishes. Then I concluded that it must be the 
Dabrose Wneatus, but Mr, Hatlock does not credit us with the 
possession of that fish. It isvery evident that itis St. Clair’s 
striped bass, whatever that may le. f y 
And while on this subject of bass, ‘‘ which I wish to 

remark,” is this: I have seen nothing in any of the books 
which properly describes the bass of Western Texas, or the 
fish commonly known there as the trout. He is very unlike 
our black bass here. The latter is of a dark greenish 
or bronze color, with # distinct dark line along his 
flanks; hia shoulders are very heavy, and le has a 
most monstrous and ungainly mouth. He is a furious fiphter 
when hooked. A few days ago Il caught one in Eagle Lake, 
sixty miles west of Houston, weighing 5} pounds, which 
fought with such desperation that [ thouzht for a while I had 
hooked a wild horse. They are sometimes caught weighing 
10 or 12 pounds. They are neyer seen’ in brooks or shallow 
water, but stay altogether in deep and! still water. The bass 
of Western Texas are longer, slimmer, of a light color, “with 
no line on the flanks, and have no such shoulders or prodigi- 
ous niouths. They rarely reach 4 pounds weight. They are 
very gamy, but not at all equal in that respect to the terrific 
hump-shoiildered “cusses” we have here. ‘Though inhabiting 
mainly still water, I have often seen them by hundreds sport- 

ingin rapid brooks, where the water was not more than five 
or six inches deep. Coming upon them in such sports, they 
dart like lightning toward the deep water, jumping clear out 
of the water over one another in their haste to get away. 
yery brook in Western Texas, in the hilly regions, is filled 
with them. Indeed this bass is a highland or mountain bass, 
while our black bass belongs strictly to the lowlands, At 
least T have never seen the West Texas bass in the lowlands, 

| or our bluck basa in the bigblands. Tbelieve the West Texas 
hass is the true Sodmo fontinalis in everything except his 
scales and spots. 

fas this West Texas bass been described in the books, and 
if so, what is his name ? iy Fess’ as 
We have doubts whether our correspondent is exactly 

right as to the fish being the Roceus lineatus. The Fish Com- 
mission is not. informed that A. lineatws ranges in the Missis- 

sippi Valley. At the Smithsonian there is a single specimen 
from the Gulf, taken at Pensacola. ‘This is the only case of 
its occurring below the St, John’s River, Perhaps the fish 
may be the 2. chrysops, 

——————_+—-# 

SHOULD FISH BE KILLED AS THEY 
ARE CAUGHT? 

Brooxtyn, N. Y., July 27, 1878. 
Eprror Forest AND STREAM: 

In your journal, May 16, 1878, page 283, you publish a 
communication on thisimportant subject from Charles Roedel. 
You supplement his adyice on the question with a strong and 
characteristic article acyising each angler as eéacli fish is 
caught, either to knock if on the head or to thwack it over the 
head ‘‘ona stone or the thwart of the bont,” or, what you 
suy is more genteel and to the point, pierce the cervical column 
at the ‘*base of the brain withasharp knife.” Yousay further, 
* This produces paralysis, ar almost immediate death.” ‘The 
postulate with which you commencs your interesting article, 
viz.; ‘' Fish will keep twice as long by being killed by a blow 
ou the head directly after being caught than if left to die a 
natural death,” is, we think, with due respect to your larger 
experience, rather a proposition needing proof. 
We have faithfully tested the matter for ourselves and find 

your posulate anzgnis fatwus. Those fishes which we have 
knocked on the head begin to decay long before those which 
we have left to die a natural death, and the decay begins first 
atthe bruise. But, further, is it possible to kill a fish by 
knocking it on the head, or by the knives, as proposed, id 
est instanter, so much so as to become toa humane action? 
T reply to this question, which I raise with hesitation and all 
due respect for your experience in these matters, by stating 
the following facts—nothing but facts will serye at this stage 
of the argument: 
Two or three years ago I spent many days with that noted 

and most skillful fisherman, the late Republican candidate 
for Mayor of the City of Perth Amboy, that city just one day 
older than New York Oity, Hon. Isage C. Acken. Eyery day 
Taccompanied him in his fishing excursions about Perth Am- 
boy bay for nearly or quite a fortnight. As soon as the tide, 
had served for, say twenty minutes, he would up anchor and 
start forhome. As fast as we caught’ our fish we placed them 
in a car, thus keeping them alive. If the time was just before 
dinner, I would take the oars and he would seize his knife 
and proceed to prepare some of the wealtfish for dinner. Many 
times I have witnessed the following, and I make the state- 
ment without fear of contradiction, for Isaac ©. Acken’s word 
will not be doubted by any one who knows him, and he is my 
Wilness to prove my statement: 

After the head of a weakfish had been cut off, and entrails 
taken ont, taken alive from the car, and killed in cleaning for 
dinner, I have seen the fish actually jump off the seat of the 
boat and continue hopping about on the boat’s bottom, 

Further, L haye seen the cook of our homestead bring a cod- 
fish to the table which she had just bought alive, and had 
killed and cleaned, and, just as she was going to put it in the 
pot, it actually leaped from the table to the kitchen floor. 
Like all good and faithful cooks, she uttered a nice little 
surecam and said: ‘‘ Why, really, that fish ain’t dead yet!” 
T now propose to show that a fish suffers no pain whatever as 
soon ag it 1s out of the water. I own, at the start, that I can- 
not show this affirmatively ; only by induction. No one is 
asked to believe unless convinced. ‘If so be the ship's gone 
down, she’s gone down; if so bethe ship's aflnat, she’s afloat,” 
ete., elc, The hypothesis upon which this showing must rest 
is as follows, to wat: 

Place a man in a room filled with pure oxygen gas, and his 
life will be short but ecstatic. He will livea lovely life of ex- 
quisite happiness in a very short time, [le will literally die 
in eestaty. Man from common air to pure oxygen presents 
the ratio of a fish from water to commonair. The yery jump- 
ing of the fish is, therefore, by induction, an exhibit of 
ecstasy, not pain. It is proper to conclude by adding, we 
faithfully and devotedly believe that the Creator has wisely 
and with Godlike skill appointed it so that fish should die a 
death of pleasure when wanted for the sustenance of man. 

CO, Harton Smurrr, 

The question of the fish haying no feeling when ont of 
water is only hypothetical. That different organisms have 
different; perceptions of pain is, however, true. When fish 

jump out of the frying-pan into the fire, itis automatic, and 

certainly there is uo sense of pain. It is, no doubt, true, as 
our correspondent writes us, that a bruise in an animal is the 

first place where decomposition takes place. If a knife is 

used, and the spinal column be touched, instant death occurs, 
without bruise of course. An excellent way to killa fish is 

to take the head, and with the thumb and fingers move 1t to 
the right or left, and so the vertebral column at the base of 

the head is severed. The oxygen theory, however, of fish 

enjoying themselves when taken out of water into the air we 

do not agree with. A fresh mackerel on a gravel bank has 
yery little appearance of being happy- 

—The Pennsylvania R. KR, Company, with its vast and con- 
tinuvus branches, is the best route to take for the great; West. 
We cin assure our readers that all dogs intended for the St. 
Paul Bench Show will receive the best uttention, and on as 
good terms as by any other line. Officers and superintendents 
of the road are selected with especial care as tr efliciency, and 
travelers are forwarded with comfort anddispatch, The ride 
over the Alleghany Mountains is one of the grandest as to 
segnery in the world. 

—We have seen several yery elegant specimens of penman- 
ship—both curious and ornamental—executed by Mr. Oharles 
Gonzalez, of this city. With pen this gentleman reproduces 
articles copied from the Porusy anp Sietam so plain and 
so singularly uniform as to give his work the appearance of 
original print. It is not only the lettermg which is perfect, 
but the chaste and elegant scroll work around his designs that 
Stamps him gs anartist of rare ability. 

Rational Pastimes. 
Nuw York Arutytre Onys.—The ninth annual fall games 

and third annual competition for the amateur championships 
of America will take place at the club grounds, Mott Haven, 
October 12. The club also give notice that the second annual 
one mile swimming tace for the amateur championship of the 
United States will take place on the Harlem River on Satur- 
day, August 17, at 5 o'clock p. wu. The swimming course 
will he between the Railroad Bridge and Macomb's Dam 
Bridge. Entrance for the Swimming race (entrance fee $1) 
a Sabl en Tuesday, August 13, at the club post office box, 

Scomsn AMERICAN Ararerio Onvu.—The club will holda 
series of open games at their grounds on West Fifty-fourth 
street, August 10, at 5.30 P. m. 

Ancnrery,—Following is the score of the regular weekly 
meeting of the ** Oritani Archers,” Hackensack, N. J., July 
27. ‘he target used is 2din. in diameter, with gold, red, blue, 
black uud white rings, Sin. in diameter. Scale of points: 
Gold (bull’s-eye), 9; red, 7; blue, 5; black, 3; white (outer), 
1, Distance, 30 yds. 7 in.: 
J McD Gardiner, Capt..... 24 Wi Holberton, Gapt......... 16 
Ti AeEOOLs wien ors ocapnie’ st ET AEH Oppery sci: spe cos pews 20 
C B Goodwin, Jr....,,... ers Wry Sis 5 og euros peices 12 
Miss I) Hopper.....:::.-... 6 JM Knapp..-.........-.-. it 
Mra W Holberton.......... 7 Miss K Poor...........0055 & 
Miss A Sherman............ 10 Miss Well#............000. Il 
Miss L Zingzam,...,....... 7 Miss M Ward...,.-......-. 21 
Miss EH Sherman....,.....- 16 Miss Gardiner..,.......... 12 
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Game Bag and Gun, 

GAME IN SEASON FOR AUGUST. 

Woodcock, Philohela minor, 
Black-bellied pjover, ox-eye, Squa- 

tarola helvetica, 
Ring plover, Agialitls semipalma- 

Us. ' 
Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopus 

nigricollis, 
Red-breasted snipe, or dowitcher, 
Macrorhunphus griseus, 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringea anericand, 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Linosa fedoa, 

Willet, Totanus semipalmatus, 
Tatler, Totanus melanoleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Votanus flavipes. 

“Bay birds” generally, including yartous apecies of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avocats, 
6tG., coming under the group Liyacole or Shore Birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after August 15, 

Massaonuserrs—Nantuchet, Aug. 4.—Black ducks con- 
tinue to arrive in great numbers. Birds are also coming in 
in great numbers, and our ponds are so full that; they have 
no place to feed. JAck CrRLEW. 

Connzoticur—Hast Hampton, July 29.—Shooting pros— 
pects in this vicinity are very good. Quail plenty. H. v. 

NarRAGAnsert Guy Crus.—The Narragansett Gun Club 
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Pres, 
James Gordon Bennett; Treas., Frank B. Ponter; Sec., 8. 
Howland Robbins; Governing Committee—James Gordon 
Bennett, Frank B. Ponter, 8. Howland Robbins, Travis Van 
Buren, John G. Heckscher, Martin Yan Buren, Carroll Liy- 
ingston and Perry Belmont; Committee on Birds—S. How- 
land Robbins, Carroll Livingston and Travis C. Van Buren. 

AprronpAacks—Wartin's, Sarandacs, July 31,—The usual 
rush here and to surrounding points has not commenced yet, 
and I do not think will. Disregard fo game laws has 
rendered this region less attractive to the sportsmen, 
Another infringement on the region has just taken place— 
a steamer has commenced running on the lower lake. 
I find booked here, Mr. Shack, of New York; Rey. ~ 
Mr. Wood, of Brooklyn; Mr. Brandy, New York. 
Yesterday, Dr. W. W. Ely and Mrs. J. 8. Ely, of Rochester, 
N. Y.; Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Romeyn, E. KE, Romeyn, of Keese- 
ville, N. Y., and Miss Babcock, Brooklyn, N. Y., passed 
through here en youte to Bartlett's. A grand hunt took place 
a day or two ago, but the two deer driven in the lake by the 
hounds escaped. ‘Che State law forbids killing deer until 
Sept. 1. Here they muke the lawtoread Aug. 1, and over- 
look the fact that the law forbids hunting with dogs at all. We 
need State Fish Commissioners to prosecute every offender, and 
not until {hen can we save the deer and tront from being un- 
mercifully slaughtered. 8. 

A Gav Case Berorr Breaxrast.—‘ Val” writes from 

Columbia, Tenn., of what must be lively fun : 

“Do not think that I have reference to a moonlight chase 
in nether garments after the feline that discourses sweet mevw- 
sic from back fence and convenient sheds. ‘I'he cat in ques. 
tion is her more retired brother, the wild-cat. Daylight 
found our party of three mounted on fiery mules and at the 
haunt of the cat. Wesoon surrounded the canebrake and put 
the dogsin. A few minutes of silence ensued, during which 
time each rider kept an eye on his mule’s ear to tell when he 
was going to buck. We were soon relieved of our suspense 
by the bay of the leader, and we knew ‘the cat was thar.” 
It took some time to drive him ont of the brake, but finally 
we succeeded in ousting him, when he made for the swamp, 
but was headed off by a gallant charge from Tom D. He then 
took to the woods, hard pushed by the dogs. After half an 
hour’s run he was treed, and brought down by a ball from 
Uncle John’s trusty rifle, and his skin now adorns the sanctum 
of your humble servant. After the cat was bagged we re- 
turned to Uncle John’s to breakfast, about sunrise. Var.” 

“Fusuo1s— Charleston, July 81.—Squirrel hunting is toler- 
ably good around here this summer. Some yery good bags 
made, the best by Freeman Biggs, the old squirrel hunter, 
and the best in the State. There has been a fine doe seen 
galloping over the prairie, near the three groves, It is he- 
lieved that she has a fawn in there, The underbrush is very 
thick, The unmerciful pot liunter is making «a terrible 
slaughter of the pinnated grouse. J.B. D. 

—Freeport, Illinois, has a newly-organized ‘ Wreeport 
‘Shooting Club,” whose object is the protection of game and 
glass ball practice. ‘The officers are: President, L. Z, Par- 
well; Vice-President, Dr. W. B. Mills; Secretary, E. B, 
Hall; Treasurer, J, H. Staver; Executive Committee, Presi- 
dent Farwell, Vice-President Mills, Jesse Burchard, EH, Y- 
Hall and Charles D. Knowlton, 



Wisconsin— Watertown, August 1,—If any of your people 
should come West this season, they will do well to take in 
Take Koshkonong and the canvas-backs. At the present time 
anipe and woodcock shooting is good. The engineer of the 
steamer, Joe Marckres, with a friend, bagged 32 wooudcock 
Tuesday afternoon last, and not content with that, he bagged 
six more before breakfast the next morning. Summer duck 
are.quite plenty now, but the season is not yel open for them. 
Prairie chickens will be quite plenty, though it was feared 
the early rains would drown them out; but now it is evident 
the rains came so early that the chickens nested on high 
ground, and are consequently safe. A Jittle steamer has been 
placed on Rock River and Gea of great convenience to 
Sportsmen, who are thus enabled to have quick communica- 
tion with the sporting grounds. 8. M. BE. 

CanirorniA—l’all Brook, San Diego Co., July 10.—1 am 
very pleasattly located in a lovely little valley of live oak, 
etc,, ina very wild country, with plenty of game around. 
The deer have not yet come down from the high mountains, 
but soon will be here. Ihave shot three, however, since the 
open season (July 1) began, but there are at present foo many 
acres per deer for good sport. The quantity of quail within 
a circle of a mile from where I am writing is truly astoiund- 
ing, but I shall not bother them until winter. There is also 
fine duck shooting within a few miles’ in winter. Hare are 
also yery plenty. It isa different country in every respect 
from any otherpart of the State that [have seen. Theclimate 
is as delightful as one could wish and not half as hot as one 
would expect of this latitude. T. 8S. Van Dyxr. 

A Boy, an Ox Anp A Brar—Mr. Hditor: While at 
Aiken afew days ago I saw the foot of a large black bear 
that was killed within a few miles of that high and dry town. 
Tt is common to find them on the Edisto, fifteen miles from 
the town, but very uncommon to find one so far from his old 
haunts. The discoyery of the old fellow caused quite an 
amusing incident. Mr. Daniel Cook, a respectable farmer 
living five miles from Aiken, had sent a colored boy to look 
up avery gentle old black ox named Buck. In about an 
hour's time Mr, Cook and family were startled by an unusual 
lumbering sound, a heavy cloud of dust and a black streak 
coming with lightning speed right for his house. This some- 
what alarmed Mr. Cook, not being accustomed to such sights 
and sounds, and he at once concluded that it must certainly 
be the eclipse of the sun coming ahead of time. On it came, 
tight for the house by the front gate, and over a ten-rail fence 
clear right into his house lot, where it came to a sudden halt 
with a heavy thump. Mr, Cook cautiously approached the 
lot and to his amazement found old Buck and the little dar- 
key all in a pile, and the boy apparently in his last gasp, with 
both hands completely tied up in the hair of Buck’s tail. Mr. 
Cook called for help and soon extricated the boy, took him 
into the yard under a shade, and after using a bottle of cam- 
phor and rubbing an hour, the little fellow opened his eyes 
and said in a low whisper, ‘‘ Bar! bar! bar!” and he was 
then soon able to give a rational account of his troubles. 
After finding Buck he had him by the tail, driving him 
through the head of a branch, when all on a sudden ‘* Buck 
rear up on he hind foo: and fotch a snort, and dar been de 
big bar in tree feet ob we. Buck break for de house. I faint, 
and when I come to Mars. Daniel been rubbin’ me in de face 
wid campfire.” Mr. Cook alarmed the neighbors, collected 
all the dogs and guns he could, and they were soon in hot 
pursuit of old bruin, and after an exciting chase of half an 
hour and thirteen shots, the old fellow fell a yictim to his 
foolishness in leaving his old range. Weight, 281lbs. [Gone 
to meet the bears that ate the little boys who cried, ‘Go up, 
thou Bald-head.”—Ep. ] 

While in Aiken we attended a meeting of the Goddard 
Shooting Club, and saw some good shooting at plass balls. 
Probate Judge Williams, of Aiken Qounty, is the Bogardus 
of the club, ONE OF THE GaNG. 

Williston, S. O., July 8, 1878. 

A VireintsA Bear Hunr.—Rig Spring, Va., July 21—Mr, 
Aiditor: Wave just been on a bear hunt in the Fort Lewis 
Mountains, which are three miles from this place. Ihave 
made several trips in the mountains, and haye had fair sport 
among the birds, but had neyer been successful in encounter- 
ing my desired game until the 12th of July, when I fell in 
with Bruin. I started early on the 11th, taking with me a 
colored geryant and two good hear dogs, and provisions sufii- 
cient for two days. After a hard tramp over the mountains 
we camped for the night; were up by sunrise next morning 
to start In pursuit of our game. We had been out best part 
of the morning without any success, when our dogs, passing 
down into a deep ravine, struck the trail. On coming up to the 
dogs with the utmost caution, I beheld Bruin at the foot of 
a tree, snapping and growling at the dogs. Taking steady 
aim with my rifie, I pulled the trigger; the ball striking too 
low, and not taking much effect, only served to increase the 
excitement and fury of the brute. Catching sight of me, 
laying back his ears and opening his mouth, with a snort the 
animal bounded at me, hardly giving me time to place a tree 
between us. Fortunately the dogs fell suddenly on his rear 
with a fury which completely diverted his attention. 
Dropping my gun I ascended the tree, from which I watched 
the fight below. It lasted some minutes, one of the dogs be- 
ing badly hurt from a blow of his paw. ‘The bear suddenly 
beat a retreat down a slope, followed by one of his tormentors.. 
I descended the tree and looked round for my servant, who 
was nowhere to be found. Picking up my gun and placing a 
cartridge, I started with all speed and soon overtook the bear, 
as he continually turned to drive back the dog. Placing the 
rifle to my shoulder I fired, the ball hitting in the right 
shoulder. Jt wounded him badly, and roused him to a piteh 
of fury almost impossible to describe. ‘The roar he gaye 
when the ball struck him I shall never forget. It so scared 
me that [almost dropped my gun. He bounded toward me with 
a speed one would hardly believe the unwieldly brute capable 
of. Drawing my knife in my left hand, cuttmg my hand in 
getting it out in the hurry, my revolver in my right, I waited 
for the attack, which did not take half the time it takes me to 
write this. He reared on his hind legs, and as quickly as pos- 
sible I placed three bullets in his chest, when he fell all of a 
heap in front of me. In his dying struggles he continually 
tried to grab hold of the dog, who still continued to attack 
him. I now proceeded to look for my servant. Aiter wan- 
dering about the woods I discovered him up a tree, half 
Scared to death. I sent him back after a mule, with which 
he returned late that night. The next morning he took our 
trophy home. He was in pretty good condition, weighing 
336 pounds. FF. 0, OC. 

Noves or Western Traye,—Our readers will be glad to 
learn that the party conyoyed by Texas Jack are now wel 

under way. The following letter is from Rawlins, Wyoming, 
under date of July 26: 

Mr. Editor: The 16th of this month we left New York via 
N. Y. Central for Chicago, where we had tor two days a jolly 
time with our friends. After Jack had joined us there. we 
started for Omaha, to stop there twenty-four hours. I think 
this isa very good place to purchase saddles; we bought two 
handsome and comfortable ones for $35 apiece, having all 
kinds to choose from. Here we made the mistake of sending 
two boxes by freight to Rawlins, our destination, intending 
to save money, as we had about 200 pounds over-weight. 
After many introductions to reporters and Jack’s numerous 
friends at almost every station, we found ourselves at the 
Railrorzd Hotel, which was so crowded on account of the 
eclipse that, although we telegraphed for rooms, we three 
were put up in one little room like herrings. A good night's 
rest made us rise early ; we were anxious to get ready for our 
trip as soon as possible. This was not so easy as we thought, 
as suitable horses or ponies were very scarce. After two days’ 
search we bought seyen ponies, four for pack and three for 
saddle, at the rate of $45 apiece. Our second guide, whom we 
hired for $2 a day, had his own pony and outfit. The usual 
price for ponies such as we got is $36 to #40, but they say 
that this season the price is higher than it used to be. Our 
other outfit, consisting of pack saddles, tent, blankets, pro- 
yisions, ammunition, etc., we purchased at moderate prices, 
Hunting parties can get at Rawlins the whole outfit tney want 
for a trip, even rifle cartridges for amy kind of rifle and any 
calibre. Our first trip will be south of U. P. R. R., near the 
border of North Park of Colorado, to Battle Creek and Battle 
Lake, about 65 miles from here. 

The auspices for fishing and hunting hoth seem to be first- 
rate. Everybody here speaks with great enthusiasm of the 
abundance of trout in the above-mentioned stream and Jake, 
They. say that they bite at a bare hook, but that they never 
saw any one fishing with a fly. Game, such as antelope, 
deer and elk, are said to be just a8 plenty there as trout in the 
waters. What is true of this we will soon find out ourselves. 
This first trip will not extend longer than about three weeks, 
as we made ap appointment with Mr, Story, from Chicago, a 
gentleman whom I got acquainted with at A. P. Jones’ hos- 
pitable retreat at Homosassa, Fla,, and another gentleman 
from New London, whose name | forget, to meet at Rawlins 
the 16th of August. The second trip very likely will be north 
to Wind River Mountains. The last three days we had a 
thunder storm, which cleared the weather, so thal we may 
have it fair for the first week or so. My friend Frank is in 
very good spirits and bumor, and cannot await the time to kill 
his first deer; so is Jack, who is now engaged in packing, as- 
sisted by Tip, our second guide. If nothing happens, we start 
to-morrow morning, You will shortly hear from us in thé 
field. : SoHMART. 

Morr Apour Witp Rioz,.—r. Hditor: I wish to say 
through the ForrsT AnD Stream to all who are writing mein 
regard to wild (or Indian) rice, that [am not in the business 
of gathering it; that the article in the Forzsr aND STREAM 
of July 4, page 430, was not an advertisement, but to throw 
out suggestions as to the manner of gathering it, in order to 
secure its germination by parties whoare at the trouble to get 
the seed and desirous of introducing this desirable wild-fowl 
attracting food. I willrefer those wishing to get the seed to 
what is said in that communication. TI still doubt if it will 
grow after the seed becomes dry. It may require various 
modes in putting up to send any distance. 1 wish parties who 
have gathered the seed and bean successful in making it grow 
would post up the ‘* boys” how long before sown, whether it 
dried, how far carried, etc. 
order the seed to tellin what manner to send it; whether in 
sacks, green; in sacks, damp; boxes, dry, or seed damp in boxes; 
or Eegs, in water. T have received so many inquiries and ap- 
plications for the seed that I have got the promise from parties 
to-gather some. They cannot fix the price, never haying 
gathered any. It will be procured as cheap as it can be af- 
forded; probably $3 to $5 per bushel. After this year a price 
can be fixed, but now no one here has any ides what it’s worth 
to gatherit. No more will be charged than it costs to gather 
and ship. It must go by express. I would not advise over a 
half-bushel in one package. If more is desired, put up in dif- 
ferent ways. 1 will see to the putting up and send in the best 
manner, or as ordered, as soon as the seed is gathered, so that 
it can be sown in the shortest time, Parties who order must 
be responsible, or send the money with their order. It will 
be probably about the middle of September before it will be 
ready to harvest, perhaps sooner or later. I will do my best 
to aid in something to give pleasure to sportsmen. Let this 
be sufficient answer to all interested. W. 5, Raysom, 

St. Joseph, Mich., August 1. 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

CoNNECTICUT —Hirmingham, Aug. 1,—Bogardus rules and trapa > 

New Haven. 
~01000000101010111011-9 
110000211900101001111—-1 
~101000121121010111011—8 
110101711011111110000-8 
10001010111111001111—18 
-01101000111111110110—8 
01111100111110110101—1 
§270211211270111010111—15 
011000171111 00710007111—11 

Rtetson. .. 2. voce peewee eesceel OLOIZ 111002 77010071 iia 

TOUR). nav eneae=n yp nb sae = weet minted > ofsckensntsesn uae axeyeede 

Birminghams. 
111011001101000010—10 
101010011111001 01218 
1011007T11101000001-i1 
100TH1110001001010—8 
00101371110001160111—712 
1010101270112111101—16 
1HO00H100100LT00H7T00—5 
1110112 000701210101—18 
TO1ND0NTO0OTOLOL11O9 
VLLVOOMOL1LLOLTLI0ON0OHR 8 

TOGHLs seu snsssovesess—te+ 

New Jersey Gun CLus.—Monthly hahdicap pigeon shoot, West Side 
Driving Park, Jersey City ped dee uly 25 ; fen birds, 80 yards bonnd- 
ary ; use of both barrels; club rules to govern: 
W Hughes, 24 yards....--sssceac-eceeenesd 2 2 0 122 1 1 1-9 
Smith 9 yards. ....ssccccscssesoes 311111002118 
Barclay, 21 yards. yl a 4 LG a ek er 

lams, 21 yard AT) pe Le ae Lees De 
J Hughes, 21 yard 103 17 13 067 1 6 
Pearson, 23 yards. Os OP af OL or 
Hepsley, 23 yards 1 yg Aare el i 
Dusey, 22 yards dn det Ltt FS iat Oot She —2 

Ties ou nis. . 
W Hoghes.,pecys-se0y-e2 1 1-8 DOseyerenwesspsicye-e-' iit3 
Hoepsley......5.....s00161 1 1-3 

Seconil tis. 
wily W Houghes.........-. wowed 1 1—3 DiHGYs.-.ssan--pos-aesaad 

HEPBlCY,-.- 22+ ee-rseeeet 1 1-8 

I would suggest to parties who- 

Third tle. 
W BHugheseieesssccd 1 1 1 0-4 Dusey...........0 0 1 1 OR? 
Hepaley............1 1 1 @ 1-4 

fourth tie. 
W Hughes..,.-.-.--.---1 O 1-2 Hepsley...,....cyesecrseel 1 O—2 | 

Pith tie, 
W Hoghes.-..... +1 111 0-4 Hepsley............4 110 038 
Same day Mr, james Hnoghes won the club ba lis), asin 

Hepsley’s patent glass ball traps, COU ARL PAIR? z 

PatisaDe Gun CLus—H'eat Hoboken, N. J., August 8.—Regular club 
competition fora cold badge, twenty balls, Bogardus Tules, dureateape: 
18 yards rise, and 21 yards for all that have won the badge once : 

L Palmer...... 11110011116010111—15 
Jy Lengerke f3 000201111212141021 115 
W Payne, a 01100106011011011 1-10 
A Anders S 1O0110111100100111—-18 
J Corbett. ‘ P1L1O1011100100HN00—-7 
iy Lengerke.. 1 0121211101110117200—15 
Joe Jouiras,._. ah’ 1100100110001110 0-19 
© Hesse ...... el T121117101111110101-46 
E OGollins wegnoue a) OL1TU0T10111111101—4 
Dr Valson...........-----22:1101101011111001 0011-13 

O. Hesse wins the badge the second time. 
Sweepstake : 

Dr Talson.. 
A Anderso: 
J Corbett. . 

TLLINOIS—Freéport.—_ Regular matches of the Freeport Shooting Olub 
Wednesday, July 24; three traps, Bogardus rules, 18 yarasrise. Wirst 
match, ten balls : 

Burchard,.1 01010 
m,010107 
O1O01111 
10101 
Tiiidg 

LL1i11i21 

oh, ten ba 
Burchard...J110101111—8 Stevens....0111110110 7 
Knowlton 110111011 0— 7 Hall........ 1001110111—-7 

111011000—6 4 lidiiaiwes 
OOKD00HT1E 8 1000001—4 
1111101101—s8s 10T11i11-9 

Third math, ten balls. 
Burchard,..10011211111-—8 121111111—10 
Knowltin..0101701001—5 Milig.......111111111 1-0 
Merrill... 1OLUT11101I—7 Jenking,,.olLvn00011 3 
Piersol 1001 001100—4 Farwell....3111111101—9 
Steyena....U011001111—6 

Friday, July 26.—Three traps, Bogardus rules, 18 yards riae. First 
match, ten balls 

Stevens...1100011230—6 Rose,......111111111 1-40 
Milis,,...--11011112101—8 Burrell,...d01117T0111—8 
Richards... 11110601111—9 Koowhon..0U11110111-9 
Merrill.,.... 00001010114 peeeeeee-LI11L1110000—6 
Piergol,....1100010101—65 
Second match, ten balls 

Halleeges..-0 TLL 1I11110—S8 Rose... 1111110108 
Mills......0L 12121137 01—9 Merrill.....11201011011—T7 
Burtell....- 1110111110—8 Richards...0111011111—8s 
Stevens.....011011111—S8 Piergol..,._ 11111110007 
Knowlton, J111111001—7 

Third match, ten balls: 

1111111110—9 Rose..-.. OL1L111001-—7 
111071100—T7 Morrill... L0O07071T110—-6 
O11017001—86 Richards....0u 101000 a 

Steyeus....1010110101—6 Plersol,...,.1111111100—8 
Enowlton..1010000111—45 Barchatd...1111111111—-10 

WitaitneTon Snootine CLuU—Wilmington, O., July 30,—Olub shoot ; 
ten pigeons, 21 yarda tise, 6 yards boundary : 

Rannells ,...410001000 1-4 Nichols,,...001010%160 1-4 
Sayrea --1101121°121—8 Welch,...0..* 1100111117 
Baldwin..... 1090*100000—2 Van Horm...i1010001*1 0-4 
Haybes...... 1011011111—8 

In shooting off ties Sayers and Rannelis won. 

Auguat 1,—Glass ball shoot, ten balls, Bogardus trap, 18 yards rise: 

Sayers.:..--.0101010110—5 Haynes...... OUU1T1L00111—5 
Rannells....1001001001—4 Haldwin.--.110000001 0-3 

wl111110111—9 LB Welech..1 0101110117 
1110010110—6 Haoknsy....1011011001-6 
21001110005 

Van Horn aud Sayers won on shooting off ties, Posrap, 

OAPTAIN BoGaRDuS’ VieroRY—London, ee 6.—The great inter- 
national shooting match between Capt, A, H. Bogardus, the American 
champion, and Mr. Aubrey Coventry, came off to-day at the grounds 
of tne International Gun and Polo Club, and excited enormons Inter- 
eat. The match was Tor £i0 a side, each to shoot at 100 birds, 30 
yards tise. Capt, Bogardos was the winner of the contest by one bird. 
The score was: Bogardus, 79; Coyentry, 7% The weather was tine 
and the wind very light. For the first 25 birds both men shot padly, 
Bogardus killing 17 and Coventry 16. The shooting now began to Im- 
prove, aud at the end of the second 25 the score was 37 each. Bogardos 
had hard luck, three of his birds falling dead just beyond the ling. At 
his 65th shot Bogardua missed and Coventry led. Bogardns missed hia 
57th bird, but Coventry missed his 59th. At the enuu of the third 25 
birds, Coventry had killed aod Bogardus 57. Coventry missed his 
Téth bird, but Bogardus lost his 62d, Coventry then led untill the s01h, 
when the scores weré again eyen. Bopardus missed his gist bird and 
Coventry once more led; but he missed his 96th and 9ich birds, while 
Bogardus lost uo more, ending the fourth 25 birds by a score of 28 to 
Coventry's 20, The excitement was intense during the last 86 birds, 
for it Waa not until the very last shot, which was Ured by Bogardus, 
that it Was decided that the latter had won or the tiatchwasatie, We 
give the full score as cabled lo the New York Herald; 

SCORE. 

‘Match £600 a side, 100 birds ench, $0 yards rise, from five traps 
placed five yards apart ; double-barreled guns, 13; ow. shot, and London 
Gun Club rales to govern. 

Captain Bogardus.....» «1 
Tiiliiiatiioiitoi 
1i11101001111 

{rds killed, 79; missed, 21. 
ubrey Coventry...... 
10111110111 
11111010110 

kK ds killed, 78; missed, 22, 

Uy} 
1 
1 
bo 

ra 

t 

rs 

TA 
9011 
oOLitl 
oO1iil 

ir ne 

Ho! vor Beien'ros Bracn!—On Tuesday another new 
route to the Atlantic beach was opened. Nearly five hundred 
persons embarked on the Pullman cars at the Long Island 
City depot of the Long Island Railroad for Brighton Beach, 
Time ta be occupied trom the foot of Thirty-fourth street to 
Brighton Beach will be some 45 minutes. The new feature 
of this road, which is most important for some of the 500,000 
people who swelter in New York and Brooklyn during the 
summer heats, is that Brooklynites can take the elegant cars 
of the road at Flatbush ayenue and go straight to Brighton 
Beach. ‘The trains leaye cyery 20 minutes up to 4p. M. 
from Flatbush -ayenue, and after that every 15 minutes. 
Tens of thousands of people will avail themselves of this new 
route. On the 6th, Messrs, Breslin & Sweet, of the Brighton 
Beach Hotel, did the honors, and a sumptuous repast yas 
presented to the guests. The rapidity with which Coney 
Island has been converted into a famous place of summer re— 
sort is marvelous, and the Brighton Hotel, with its special 
roads, will be suze to be the favorite house of resort. Our 
thanks are due to Colonel Sharp, of the Long Island Road, 
for attention. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
answers to Conresyondents. 

Wo Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications. 

W. R. E., Lebanon, 0.—For an unayerto your inquiries pee Iasti 

week's paper, 

tT, M. W., Silver City, Idatio.—The suge hen and the pinnated grouse 

are two entirely distinct birds, 

d, A, B., Crawford, N, d.—Very good shooting for boya who had 
ever tried their hands af it before. 

R, P, B., Louisville, Ky.—Write to Secretary Narragansett Gun Club, 

Wewport, R. I. Send us your scores, 

H. L,, Versailles, Mo.—¥on will ind Bond’s portable boat quite handy 
in Florida waters. Take a small sail along, 

G. E. J., Richmond, Va,—Use solution of bromine, or jodine, 

wiyrrh mixed with olive oil gives great veller. 

J. H. B., 0. ©, R. R,—Having carefully read your letter we think the 
rifle you mention last would sult your purpose. 

TRAMP, Inka, Miss,—There is no difference between hard water and 

coft water Im regard to the fish dwelling in them, 

Gum 

G. M., Dauphin, Pa,—In Minn. the open season for pinnated grouse 

opens Aug. 15 ; quail, ruffed grouse and water fowl Sept. 1, 

1. S., Gallapville, N. B—You will find good duck shootingin Ohesa- 

peake Bay and in the Snaquehanna at Havre de Grace, 

c. W. B., Uxbridge, Mass.—Por information as to the Government 

jands of Minnesota write to the State Commissioner of Immigration, St, 

Paul, Minn. 

a. A., Rawsonville.—You could haye barrels made by the Winchester 

Repeating Arms Co., by the Providence Tool Co., by Sharps and 

by Muynerd, 

Supscrisen, Baldwinsville, Pa.—The season for water fowl shooting 

in Maryland opens Noy. 1, In the yicinity of Wikton you may tnd good 

duck shooting. x 

i. N. M., Toledo, Ohio,—In regard fo wildrice see letter in this week's 
paper. Send to this office the address of your friend. It will not be 

used without your consent, 

A, G, T. B., Lake Megantic,—Cannot give you plans of catamaran af 
present, Haye sent you papers containing information of same. See 

answers in last weék’s paper. 

A, M. B, Phila,, and A, Van D., N. Y—Send your application to John 
Ayery Esq, Clty Hall, New York City, He is the President of the 
Blooming Grove Park Association. 

i, M, I, Belvidere, N. J.—Cannot give you plans of racing boat in 
this column, but willsend you a design for $2,if you will be more 

specific as to Kind of boat wanted. 

AvausTA, Augusta, Me.—You can procure any of the books you de- 

rire by sending to Appleton & Co., Broadway, N. ¥., or to Charles 

Seribner’s Sons, Broadway, N.Y. 

J. P, La Indianapolis.—Letter at hand. Englehardt's Rowing Al- 
manac sent; also paver requested. No design for single shell published, 

but Ga send you a set of lines for $2. 

Toya, Bradford, Pa, and G. K.M., Mount Holly Springs, Pa.—I. M. 
Brown, of 160 Narsan st., New York, wishes to correspond with you, 

Will you please send him yout address? 

R. M. 2, West Granby —Where can I get.a book on fish-culture, the 
best book on brook trout? Ans, Mr. Livingston Stone’s *‘ Domesticated 

Trout.” Published by Osgoot & Co,, Boston. 

BLack Grorew, Mobile.—In a miss-and-out match C breaks three 

palls and missesthe fourth. D also breaks three straight. Must D 

shoot at a fourth ball to winthe match? Ans. Certainly. It ts nowa 

tie. 

Rano, ithacs.—Please give me the number of pellets in a good target 

with 10 gauge gun, 4 drs, of powder, 135 02, No. 8 shot ina 80-inch tar- 
web, distance 6 rods? Ans. Three-fourths about of tie whole count of 

pallets. : 

w. &. £., Cambridge, Mass.—On Mt. Chocorua, N. H., You may get a 
shot af a. bear if your aspirations are so high as that, Partridge shoot 

ing is good. Go to see Piper, au olil hunter, who livés at the foot of the 

mountain. : 

@. A. T., Glenville.—The Hart shell has two kinds of primers, the 
common one and the Berdan. Common caps would not do. Yon 
yould want an ejector to load with. The Winchester cannot be wiped 

from the breech, 

H. W. B., Romeo, Mich.—Please explain what you mean wher you 

say, ‘Load with 3 drs. powder and 1}yoz, shot?” Js it struck measure 

or heaping, just as you would take it out of a quantity with a dipper ? 

Ans. The load is a struck measure. 

a E. 'T. H,, Augusts.—Have & pup Smonths old. Byes infiamed and 

yunning. Has hatinomeatfora month. Appetite good. What can T 

do forhim? Ant, Keep them clean with warm water and use a wash 

containing three grains of alum to one once of water. 

Dicx, Painesville, O.—In shooting pigeons from trap, double rises, if 

ff Ign misses hia first bird and, his gun being properly loaded, misses 
fire on bis second bird, 18 he entitled to another bird or another double 

rise, or not any bird? Ang, He is entitled to another pair. 

G, L, S., Berwick, Pa.—Please inform me of some responsible parties 

that reed and haye for sale pure blood dachahunde and fox terriers. 

Ans, For dachshunde address Dr. Twaddell, West Philadelphia. For 

fox terriers, Captain John M. Taylor, Bellefonte, Nottoway Vo., Va, 

J. W., Pittsburgh.—The three patterns yon send tis (251 pellets, No. 

6 shob, at 40 yds., Parker gun, 10 gauge; 240, No, 6 shot; and 944, No, 

10 shot—made with d drs. Dittmar) is first-class, good all around, and 

dificult to better. We think the Dittmar just as safe as any other 

powder. 

J.J, P., Cleveland, O.—For a fast sailing yacht write to Pat McGiehan, 
Pamrapo, N.J. He has built the well known clippers Bella, Hxcelsior, 
Meta, Kaiser, Ina, Cora, etc. H. Smedley, of South Brooklyn, or R. 
Walling, foot of Court st,, South Brooklyn, also are known for their fast. 

tuim-ouls. 

Samor, N. ¥.—The centre of buoyancy is the centre of displaced 

water. 
yacht, oulfitandcrew. ‘the former varies its position as the displace- 
ment changes In form; the latter always remains in the same place of 
the yeesel. 

0. K., Boston.—t haye access tow very large Muzzle-logding single 
gun very wellmade. Barre) dlinches. Bore just the size ofa silver 
quarter, What would bs a correct charge for same and What size bore 
would apply toit? Ans. Yourgunisa No, 6. Load with 5 drs, pow- 

der and 2 78, shot. 

—————e 

se 

The centre of gravily is the centre of weight of the entire, 

% Ans. 
i 

_three times a day, 

a. N. P., Auburn.—You want us to give you a good nom de primis Tor 
your hunting stories. We would suggest Jackass-rabbit Jim, or Coyote 

Chris. We have not been, however, reading much abont Western ad- 

venture lately. Buy some ten cent novela with a blood-dripping picture 

cover and choose for yourself, ‘ 

E. T. E., Washington, D. ¢.—Think my setter must have worms. 

Keeps thin, and throws up his food. Have given him yermifage, 1817 

months old. Ans. Giye him a teaspoonful of salh each morning for, 
three days, and then a pure of castor oil, Note effects, If not strong 

give 2 grs, quinine three times a day fora week. 

T. L. M., Brooksburg, Ind.—l ask your opinion of thé guns made by 

——, and advertised for sale by —-? TI wanta good gun—one that will 
year well, shoot well, aud look well. Are the —— guns at $86, $100 

$125 to be relied upon? Ans. You can put the utmost confidence in 

them, First class work, and gill last a lifetime. 

F. P. H., New York.—It is not a ylolation of any express statute to 

shoot with a rifle on Sunday, buf a person s0 doing might be liable to 

arrest upon complaint that lie was disturbing the quiet of the Sabbath. 

Creedmoor rules prohibit Sunday shooting on that range, and the ex- 

ample is a good one, The day was not made for rifle shooting. 

W. J. M., Danville, Ill.—t. Where can get a copy of Randall's 
Practical Shepherd?" 2% Which is best, a long or mid-range rife for 

hanting on the plains und in the “ Rockies?” 3, Which js best for use, 

nl0origbore? Ans. 1. Write to Orange Judd, New York. 2, Mid- 

Tange, 8, According to game, If four-footed, a 10; if wing game, a 12 

G, W. H., Goshen.—l. What size or grade of Dittmar powder sitould 

be used for duck and quall shooting? 2, Does Bogardus shoot with 

both eyesopen? %. What sizes of chilled shot should be used for duck 

and quall with No. 10 gun, one barrel choke and the other medinm? 

Ans, 1. C, powder, 2. Yes, %, No, 4 for duck; we prefer 8 always for 

quail. 

I. M. B., New York.—Aadress Proprietor Hotel, Cobb's Island, Va., 

and send your letter care of Old Dominion Steamship Line, New York 

Keating's Insect Powder will give the gentle hint to woodticks that 

their room is better than their company. Carbolic soap is also effect- 

nal. Wor duck shooting use 4 drs, powder and 14402. shot. The PF, 

and §, is mailed Thursday morning. 

SupscRiBER, Phila.—l have purchased a gun made by —, of Lon- 

don. How do they stand as makers? The gun I have reference to is a 

9 ponnd 12 gauge modified choke, Damascus barrels, rebounding locks. 

pistol grip and cost $80. Please state in your next issue if such & gun 

is reliable and what isthe proper load? Ans. Your gun Is perfectly 

reliable. Load with 34 drs. powder, 13g oz. shot, 

R, M. B., New York.—In Pike Co., Penn., you will find excellent 
sport at Lackawaxen, Willlamson’s Hotel there ls headquarters for 

sportsmen; board $3 per week. Deer, ducks, snipe, grouse, trout, bass 

and pickerel will he fouidin the neighborhood, ood hétels at Mil- 

ford $10 to $12 per week. Another good centre is Sholola, where there 

are reasonable hotel accommodations. You can hardly go astray. 

R. H, B., Middletown, Conn.— We repeat the oft-repeated recipe for 
aquarium cement. Make a thick paste of these ingredients: Two ozs. 

powdered litharge, one oz. gronnd white lead, three ozs. boiled linseed 

oil and one oz, copal varnish, Another good cement may be made by 

mixing litharge and glycerine to the consistency of putty. It may be 
used tomend all sorta of broken household ware. Giveit & week to 

harden. 

A,B, C., Germantown,—My Skye terrier has a swelling on his urinal 
organs. Ingreat pain, Haye tried an ointment of carbolic acid which 

seemed to glve somerelief. Passes water with difliculty. What shall 
Ido? Ans. Difficulty arises from seme local irrifation. Purge him 
with castor oil aud give five grains nitrate of potash ina little water 

For all diseases of the bladder the nitrate of potash 

is excellent. 

E. G, B., Montrose, Pa.—For a safe steam yacht write to N, Y. Safety 

Steam Power Co., 30 Cortlandt st, N. ¥,;or to Baird, Huston & Co., 

Beach and Vienva sts,, Philadelphia; or to Geo. Parr, Buffalo, N, Y. 

They are all rellable parties and can do as well with youas any one 

else. For a second-hand yacht advertise In our columns. A 20 foot 

steam launch will cost new about $375 to $400, Will seat six to eight 

persons. Speed ten to twelve miles, 

D, D. M., Hast Rockaway.—I haye a very fine W. & C. Scott & Sons 

8-bore breech-loader, purelased of Schuyler, Hartly & Graham express- 
ly for wild fowl shooting, and am thinking about laying one barrel 
choked. Please inform me through the columns of Answers to Cor- 
respondents what your opinion is in choke bores for shooting coarse 
shot, say No, 4to BB? Ans. A choke bore, if anything, shoots the larger 

numbers better than the smaller ones. 

J, P., St. Paul, Minn.—My Trish setter has felons over hereyes. I 
thought I had cured her, Since then occasionally matter will form in 

her eyes. The eyes look glossy, nose dry, appetite fair, but not strong 
What shallIdo? Ans, Try to improve general health. Plenty of ex- 

ercise and good food givea good coat. Givea little sulphur once a 

week and now and again a mild purge of castor oil, and wash the eyes 
with weak alum water once a day, three grains to an ounce. 

J. W. W., Baltimore,—My Setter dog is 4 years old and has some- 

thing the matter with him. Uoat looks dead, and stomach is swollen. 
Is dull and apathetic. Have given him oil. Does not seem to suffer. 

Ifeed him on scraps. He is troubled with fleas. Ans, Perhaps your 

dog has dropsy, aly physiclan can tell you, and you must destroy the 
fieas about the kennel at the same time you kill them on the dog. 

Cleanse the kennel withlime, and wash the whole with water contain- 
ing a little carbolic acid. e 

0. V, L., Springfield.—Settter pup, 4 months oid, lias been sick a 

jaonth, Gaye him oil and be passed a few worms. As he kept grow- 

inp worse I thought I would destroy him, but thought I would try some 

sults, Ile threw upa greatmany worms, Gaye him then areca nut, 

but he is net in good order. Had canker in the ear, but that is cured 

Whatcanl doforhim? Ans. Giye him two grains of quinine three 

times a day fora week. Alsoa teaspoonfal of salt the first thing in 

the morning for three days. 

R. H., Newport,—1, I want to purchase a new breech-loading shot- 
gun to be Used on quail, grouse, chicken, snipe, duck and occasionally 

geese and turkey. How shall T have the bore for this variety of game ? 

T want the gun light, say seven pounds. Should lt be true cylinder for 

one barrel and moderate choke for the other, or should it he moderate 

choke for one and follforthe other? 2. Is the the best for the 
money? Ans. 1, Geta 12 bore gun, one barrel moderate and the other 

full choke. 2, An excellent gun. 

PauL, West Boylston.—i. Please give proper charge, powder and 

shot, for a muzzle-lonter, 16 bore, 80 Inch barrela? 2. In the trial of 

‘«Qhilled vs. Soff Shot’ IT see the Grange Lghtning gives better pene- 

tration than the Dittmar; also, better pattern, Is the Dittmar as good 

for every-day shooting as black powder? 8. What would you recom— 

mend for fall nse in breech-loading shot-gun, Dittmar or black powder? 
1. 214 gre. powder, 102, shot, ¥, Dittmar excellent for all kinds 

of phooting, 3, Both equally good, 

G. 0. A., Fitchburg, Mass.—Parrsboro’, Nova Scotia, is a fine initial 

point for game and fish. Jt is thestarting point for hunting moose 
caribou, bears, wildeats, red and cross foxes, ruffed grouse, black 

grouse, woodcock, snipe, plover and curlew, and fishing for trout and 

salmon. Gond hatel accommodations, and guides for hunting and fiah- 

ing, You cannot lawfully kill moose in the Province before October, 
and then, being a non-resident, you will have fo procure a license (fea 
$20) irom the Provincial Secretary, 

J, A. O, K,, Parker City, Pa. —i, What is the best gun for a boy of 15, 

a muzzle, or breech-loader? 2, How much would s book on canoe 
and sallboat building cost? 8. Where can I get such # book? 4, How 

much will it cost for 4 muzzle-loading rifie? Ans. 1, A breech-loader, 

Half the accidents arise in loading, and for this reagon # breech-loader 

issafer. 2, and 3, “Nelson's Practical Boat Building” will cost about 
$1.60. Can send it to you as soon as shipment arrives from England. 
4, From $12 to $20—mosi any pricenow. 

T. T., Beayer Ayeaue, Allegheny Cliy.—Where oan I get information 

on the breeding, management and breaking of goats? Ans, There is 

a series of articles now being published in the London Live Stoek Jour- 

nat. It isa very easy matter to breaka goat, providing be is not too 

old. First break him so that he can be driven around withont a wagon, 
After you have him accustomed to the bit you can pnt a wagon behind 

him. You will find it a tough job to break a goat alter he js one or two 
years old, as affer this age they become very stubborn. 

G. P. K., Norwich, Conn.—The crawfish are, popularly speaking, o 

cross between the shrimp and the lobster. The scientific name is 4a- 
taom bartonit of the Northeastern States, and 4A, missippiensia of the 

Western States, with other names for the species of other localities, 

They are common inall fresh water streams, and we should presume 

that you would find them about Norwich. Can be procured in the 
market. Do not prefer them to Dobson ag bait for bass, though much 

depends upon locality, ete, See I. &. S., Vel, TX,, p. 105; Sept, 13, 1877 , 

G. G., Homosassa.—To potlead a boat give her a thin coat of linseed 

oil and dust on the blackiead, rubbing it down smooth. Pot lead may 

be obtained from R. J. Waddel & Co., 52 Beekman st., N.Y. Cost 10c, 

per pound. Order 20 pounds. A gallon of fresh water weighs 10 pounds, 
Six and a quarter gallons make one cubje foot, which weighs 62.4 

pounds; if salt water 64.2 pounds. There are 35.84 cubic feet of fresh 

water in a ton and 34.9 cubic feet salt water. Ton, 2,240 pounds. Will 

Send book on boat. building as soon as shipment from Hngiand comes to 
hand. 

L. ¥, New York.—What kind of game is found In Wyoming and 
Montana? Which of the two are best for a hunter-and trapper? Ans, 

In these territories you will find elk, mule, black and white-tailed deer, 
cinnamon and black bears, buffalo, moose, mountain sheep, antelope, 

mountain lions, jack rabbits, common rabbits, squirrels, gray wolvan, 

prairie wolves, beayers, otters, pinnated grouse, snipe, ducks, geese, 

cranes, pelicans, brant, herons and sage hens. You will find enough 

gamein either one ofthem, The Winchester is the better of the two 
rifles you mention, 

d. W. L,, Bowmanville.—1, Is powder best kept by putting it into a 
glass bottle tightly corked? 2, Should it be Kept in a warm, dry place? 

8, Would Creedmoor rules allow moyeable rubber butt to be used if 

With it the rifle weighed over ten pounds; or in weighing rifle wonld 

this be taken off or included in its weight? 4. Would a pad fastened 

toarmbe allowed? Ans, 1. Admirably well. 2. Yes. $8. Therifia 
alone must not weigh over ten pounds, with trappings. 4. It would be 
allowed—so that it was not a sling or support to the piece, 

SUBSCRIBER, Brooklyn.—I haye a breecti-loading shot-gun 10 gauge, 
97s pounds, which is too heavy for summer shooling, Could I procure 

a pair of barrels, 12 bore, 28 or 30 inch to fit the stock? How soon could 

T procure them? Does chilled shot injare the choke of a gun, or has it 

& tendency to leadit? Ans, 1. A 12 gauge barrel would lighten your 

gun go yery little as to make but little difference, Would cost about 

$75. Go to Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt st,, N. Y., or to Madison, Fulton st., 
Brooklyn, 2, Aboutacouple of months. 3, Not in the least. 

F. W, B., Boston.—On account of crowded condition of our columns 

the design for a deep sloop yacht has been deferred. You may taka 
the design on page 181, vol. 10, draw in the desired depth and retaining 

the beam, sketch in the frames and so make an acceptable design. But 

when opportunity offers later on we will deyote attentiou to large dl3- 
placement craft. A twenty foot jib and mainsail will cost about $3u0 

new, according to quality of build. Would advise youto pick up a 
second-hand boat, There are many in Boston to be had from $150 up. 

Address of 1¥,""has been sent to yon. Will take about twenty-flye 
days to build such a yacht. 

CANVASBACK, Cleveland, O.—The following are the dimensions of 

canyas for a sloop 24 feet long, medium rig: Matngail, 21 feet holst ; 

27 feet on boom, 14 feet on gaff; jib, 20 feet on foot ; 22 fect on leech. 

Lay out this canyas on paper, find its centre and place mast so that it 

will balance with centre of longitudinal immersed section, centreboara 

down. No definite rule for settling upon dimensions of canyas can be 

giyen. Experience governs the amount. If also depends npon stiffness 

of the boat, consequently above figures are only approximate, as we 

haye not full particulars of the yachtat hand. Total area, about 700 

feet, and assuming immersed cross section of the yacht to measure 11 

feet she will have about 64 feet of sailto1 of cross section, whichis a 
fair amount for ordinary use. 

Born Hyus, New York.—Does Carver use a rifle with two sights, or 

in shooting does he use the sight or sights? I think it would be very 
dificult for him to use two, or eyen one sight, and my Impression {8 

That.a sight on a shot-gan is not needed. These inquiries are elicited 

by reading the article of ‘* Cesticus” In your Issus of July 25. 2. Ara 

the Damascus barrels {n the —- guns imported or mate by them? 

Ans, 1. The Winchester ts the ordinary one with the two sights, but 
the sights are not used by Carver in shooting, It would be impossible 

for him to catch the shots with the sights, so quickly does he alm at 

flying objects. Itis yery possible that Bogardus does not use the sights 

in his shot gun. At tirst he may haye done so, but the end of the bar. 

rel directs his alm. We could not, howeyer, dispense with the sights, 
They are used by the shooter instinctively, 2, Imported, 

A. F., Sixteenth U, 8. 1, Forf Riley.—Snbscription expires Auguat 9, 

1878. Toriga boat 12 feet long, canoe model, proceed as follows, for 

ordinary rig: Mast, 8 feet long; stepped 3 feet from bows. Lug sail, & 

feet on foot; 4 feet 9 inches on Inf, the latter being perpendicular to 

the foot; 7 feet 6 inches on leech andd festonhead. Use a light pole 
tor the head and one for foot. Have single halliards rove through sheaye 
in masthead, ora simple “ thimble” seized on one side of the mast, 

The lower boomis kept down by a Jasliing round the mast, ors cleat. 

Single rope for sheet about 1 footin from end of boom, For tacking 

ose a‘leeboard,” Jf moré gail la wanted add a small jib forward and 

& corresponding *Jiggzer” aft, Latter is simply a light pole, with boom 

on bottom and a triangular gall stretched between the two. If required 
have line of reef polite in the lug sail? feet up from boom. Make sail 

of light and close drilling, Hemall aronnd, Lave to gaifand boom 

through atiched “eyelets” in the hem. Have line from boom end to 
Masthead and down again, so thal you can brailup the boom up and 
down the mast. Lee board should have 13¢ square feet immersed, 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING 
WEEK. 

Friday, Aug. 0.—Trotting at Rochester, N. Y.; Prophetstown, Ill.; 

Piqua, 0 ; Mansfeld, 0.; Charlotte, Mich. Base Bull: Indianapolis ya 

New Bedford, at New Bedford; Buffalo vs. Utica, at Buifalo, 

Saturday, Aug. 10.—Scottish-American Athletic Club Games. Base 

Ball: Indisnapolis ys. Providence, at Providence; Milwaukee vs. Cin- 

cinoati, al Milwaukee; Buifalo ys. Utica, at Buffalo, 

Monday, Aug. 12,—Professional sculling at Barrier, Ont. Trotting: 

Mendota, Ill.; Utica, N, ¥.; Geneseo, Ill. 

Tuesday Aug. 18.—Sculling as aboye, Weisgerber-Felsinger sculling 

match at Wheeling, W. Va. 

Thursday, Aug, 15,—Eastern Rowing Association Open Regatta at 

Silver Lake. 
44+ 

ANOTHER MILE-STONE. 

To-day our readers receive Volume Eleyen, Number Ona. 
This reminds us that, with the rolling years, the, days of our 
youth are passing and we are growing old, But while as- 

suming with becoming grace the quiet dignity and the increased 
wisdom which are popularly ascribed to age, we mean never 

to lose the freshness and buoyancy of the youthful spirit. 

With ten bound yolumes behind us, a subscription list larger 

than ever before, a steadily increasing demand upon our ad- 

yertising space, and the most flattering prospects for the fu- 

ture, we might crave the reader’s indulgence if we gave way 

to a little self-laudation, But the many friends whose names 

haye been on our subscription list from the first few weeks, 
will not expect any such exhibition of this latent talent, and 

those who know us less intimately might misunderstand our 
lapse from accustomed modesty. With an expression of 
hearty good will to all, then, we go on our way, trusting that 

in the future, asin the past, the Forusr anp SwREaAM AND 

Rop ANp Gun may pursue its onward course among an eyer- 

increasing number of congenial and warm-hearted friends. 
i 

Ss Forest Anp Stream will be sent for fractions of a year 
as follows: Six months, $2; three months, $1. To clubs of 

two or more, $2 per annum 

A CRITIC CRITICISED. 

I“ the August number of the Atlantic Monthly appears a 

critical note which should not be left unanswered. 
A correspondent, in the ‘* Contributors’ Club,” takes excep- 
tion to Judge Caton’s statement that the Black-tail Deer is 

confined to ihe western slope of our continent, and asserts 
that, having hunted in most of the States and 'I'erritories 
between the Rocky Mountains and the Missouri River, he has 

found the Black-tail in all of them, and he is informed that it 
occurs in Idaho and Washington. He also states that the 

question as to whether the antelope shed their horns is still a 

disputed one, and winds up his note with a statement attrib- 

uted to Jim Bridger, and which is worthy of the old man. 
The note to which we refer is an unfortunate one, for it is 

calculated to convey entirely erroneous impressions to all 

readers of the Atlantis who are not up in scientific nomencla- 
ture. The case in hand is only auother instance of the 

lamentable looseness with which common names are applied 

to animals of all kinds. The Black-tail blunder appears es- 

pecially hard to kill. We haye corrected it many times, but 

it still comes up—smiling, if we may use the term, 
The fact is that there aretwo entirely distinct species of 

deer inhabiting our western country, both of which are called, 
in their respective sections, Black-tail. The one to which the 
contributing critic refers is the Oariacus macrotis of natural- 

ists, called, from the great lenzth of its ears, Mule Deer, but 

fnown throughout its range as the Black-tail. It inhabits 

the Misscuri River country, and the Rocky Mountains as far 
as the eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevadas. A variety of 

this species is found, too, in Arizona and Southern Culifornia, 

where it is called by the Mexicans the Burrs Deer—a name 
synonomons with its proper Nnglish appellation, for duro is 

Spanish for jackass. 
Cariacus columtianus is the other, and the true, Black-tail. 

Tt is most abundant on the Pacific Coast, but its range proba- 

bly extends eastward beyond the Sierras, so that it no doubt 

somewhat overlaps that of the Mule Deer. ‘The two species 

are so different in appearance that one need not be a naturalist 

to distinguish one from the other—an inspection of the tail 
will decide the matter at once. That of the Mule Deer (0. 
macrotis) is naked below, covered with short, white hairs 

above, and terminates in a heavy brush, or pencil, of black 
hairs. Itis as different as can be in appearance from the tail 

of the Virginia Deer, The tail of the Black-tail, on the other 

hand, is broad, and, except in its color, resembles the tail of 
the Red Deer (C, virginianus), but itis black above and white 

below. Besides these characteristics are many others which 

would render the confusion of the two species well nigh im- 

possible even to the most casual observer. It is the name 
that has done the mischief, and nine inen out of ten, no mat- 
ter where they have hunted, when they hear of the Black-tail 

imagine that it must be the deer which they know by that 

name. 
This confusion of names is very common, and a few exam- 

ples will serve to call attention to its unfortunate consequences. 

‘A}l of our readers know that the partridge of the South is the 

quail of the North and West, while the partridge of the Mid- 

dle and New England States is the pheasant of the South and 

West, and is, after all, neither a pheasant nor a partridge, but 
a grouse. The gopher of Georgia and Florida is a land tor- 
toise (Xerobates carolinensis.—Ag.), that of the plains is a 
little ground squirrel (Spermophilus), while the gopher of Cal- 

ifornia is another and very different rodent, the pouched rat 

(Thomomys and Uromys). Dozens of analogous cases might 

be cited. 
Tn nine years of campaigning on the plains, in the Rocky 

Mountains, and on the Pacific Coast, we have never met a re- 

liable hunter who did not believe and strenuously affirm that 

antelope shed their horns, and the fact has been known to 
naturalists for about ten years. We must not be understood 

as maintaining that the whole horn is shed, as is the case with 
the deer. It is only the sheath that drops off, leaving the 

core of the horn clothed with a soft, hairy skin which grows 

hard in a short time, and within a month or two attains its 
fulllength. This shedding takes place in late November or 
December, some little time after the rutting season is over, 
An’ interesting account of the process of shedding will be 
found in Gray’s ‘‘ Catalogue of the Ungulata in the British 
Museum” (London, 1872). 
We may mention in thisconnection that we haye on hand 

two very interesting articles, one on the “ Black-tail of the 
Pacific Coast,” and the other on ‘‘ Antelope Shedding Their 
Horns,” which will appear as soon as we can find space for 

them. 
= SS 

THE FLOWER MISSION, 

HE conception of the Flower Mission was eminently 
feminine. Like many another charitable project sprung 

from the impulse of woman’s good soul, it was not at once 

recopnized by the prosaic. We are not surprised that when 

the New York mission was started some nine years ago, there 
should have been well-meaning advisers to urge the substitu- 
tion of the utilitarian for the wsthetics—bread and butter for 

violets and lilies. How the wisdom of the ladies has been 
shown by the sequel, and how the flowers have proved them- 

selyes to famished souls more than meat and raiment to the 
body, is eloquently told in the simple recital of facts which 
we publish in our Woodland columns. These records are a 
contribution to floral literature. In all the prose and poetry 
of flowers we recall nothing more beautiful or touching than 
some of the incidents here recounted, 

The first Flower Mission originated in Boston; there are now 
similar missions in Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, 
and possibly elsewhere. There should he one in every city 
in the land. The New York society was formed in the spring 
of 1869, and has since carried on ils modest work of love 

with most surprising and gratifying results, The work and 
its object have only to be known to be warmly seconded by 
generous contributions of flowers and fruits from woodland, 
garden and conservatory, During the summer of 1877 con- 

tributions from seyenty-eight different towns amounted to 
73,828 bouquets, which were distributed among Hospitals, 

Homes, Asylums, Prisons, ete. Eleven thousand distribu- 
tions of fruit and flowers were made to the sick in tenement 

houses. ‘The actual expenses of carrying on the Mission for 

the past eight years have only been a little over one hundred 

and twenty-five dollars. Any donations of money, which are 

always thankfully received, are spentin the purchase of fruit 

for special cases of seyere illness in tenement houses, 
But with the increasing facilities and larger means have 

also come new avenues of labor. As the work is better known 
new demands come pouring in, the field constantly enlarges, 
the demand is ever greater than the supply, and the complaint 

of the ladies is that with’all their careful management they 

cannot split a rose. 

The simple story of their work, as told by the ladies who 
are engaged in this ministry of the flowers, is a much better 
plea than any comments we ourselves could make upon it. 

Our purpose in devoting space to itis a very practical one: 

Let the men and women and children who read this journal 

contribute their quota to the good work; and if modesty 

stands in the way, let the fruits and flowers be sent to the 
Mission as coming from the readers of the Porrsr aNp 

STREAM, 
es 

THE DORY “NAUTILUS.” 

UR London advices of the 2d inst. announce the sate 
arrival at Mount’s Bay, Aug. 1, of the dory Wuutilus, 

from Beverly, Mass. Thongh we find little to commend in 

any such foolhardy undertakings as that of the brothers An— 

drews, who formed the volunteer crew of this little boat, and 

believe such trips as they undertook to be fraught with 
dangers altogether out of proportion to the benefits to he ob- 

tained from the rash undertakings, the arrival of the 2aatilua 

carries with it a little lesson probably never thought of by 
those who, without any apparent object or aim, set their lives 

needlessly at peril. The public at large is imbued with a fal- 

lacy which the venture of the Wautilus will do much to dis- 
prove. It seems to be generally the impression that size is 

one of the chief elements of safety in ships and yachts, and 

that the smaller the boat the greater the risk of fatal issue at 

sea, ‘This, however, is not the case, On the contrary, the 
yery reverse istrue. The smaller the yacht the safer she 
becomes. Model, and not size, is the main element of safety- 
The dory had a better chance of safely crossing the ocean 

than the big Mohawk, and many another craft of her kind. 

The latter are built on wrong principles for sea-going vessels. 

Their curves of stability indicate clearly the great danger 

such craft are in of capsizing at sea. Buta boat of only 20ft, 
in length can be so modeled as to be absolutely uucapsizable, 

and therefore perfectly safe in any kind of weather. She 
may be less comfortable than her larger sister, it is true, 

but for all that her small tonnage has nothing to do concern— 

ing her safety. It is model and not size, then, that should 

be considered either in designing a vessel for sea, or for invyesti- 

gating her chances in heavy weather. The smaller the boat 
the stronger will she be in proportion to the strains brought 
upon her. Cork up a bottle»put some weight on the bottom, 

and no gale can destroy it at sea—the neck will float above 
water dry and snug. Build a yacht on similar principles— 

ballast low down, easy form, handy rig, and you can brave 

the storm that would make matchwood or a scrap heap of the 
biggest vessel afloat. 

-—+8+—=— 

A New Harpy Hontine Grounp ror Eneuisnmey.—No 
sooner has the European imbroglio been cleared, and that good 
lady, Victoria, been made Queen of Cypress, than English- 
men are casting longing eyes on the game to be found in and 

near their newly acquired possessions. Perhaps to many 

English gentlemen, when the news reached them that Cypress 
was theirs, this idea was paramount, ‘‘ What a jolly good 

time we are going to have with the gamein Cypress! ‘arl 

Beaconsfield is a thoughtful fellow after all.” Asa centre 

from whence hunting expeditions can be made, Cypress musi: 
present great advantages. The Feld tells us that on the 
mainland of Asia Minor, extending from Adalia to Marash, 
on the Taurus Mountains, there are red deer, fallow deer, 
roe deer, ibex, chamois, bears, and any quantity of wild boars, 
besides francolin, while on the plains, between the mountains 

and the sea, there are partridges, woodcock, snipe and large 
quantities of wildfowl. With the wonderful facilities Eng- 
land possesses for travel, in four days the sportsman might 
leaye England, be in Cypress, and ina day more find himself 

amid the lofty ranges of the Taurus. When England exhausts 
one hunting ground, she casts hereyés about for another, The 

gobbling up of Cypress, and the facilities it will give in Asia 
Minor for hunting, will make the present diplomacy of the 
greatest man in Europe moat popular. The first wild boar 

shot ought to be sent to *‘Dizzy.’’ He would not be preyented 
by religious scruples from eating it. 

——<$<$<$<$<$<$§_¢.9—_____ 

Mare Barz.—Scores of our readers will learn with sadness 

of the recent death of Mr, Mark Ball, who was so well and 
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widely known among sportsmen. For twenty-three years he 
Was a conductor on the Brie Railroad, in which position his uni- 
form courtesy wou many friends. Later, as the traveling agent 

of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, he extended his 
acquaintance among traveling sportsmen. From 1868 to 
1870 he was a member of the Forester Club of Buffalo, N.Y., 

and afterward the founder of the Canisteo Valley Sportsmen's 

Club. 

ARRIVAL oF CarraIn TAYLOR.—We had the pleasure of re- 

ceiving a visit from Captain John M. Taylor, who arrived 

from Europe on Wednesday lest. Captain Taylor brings with 
him a pure Yorkshire blue terrier for OC. H Raymond, Esq., 

bred by the Fosters of Bradford. His portrait, and pedigree 
will appear in this journal in due time. He has also brought 

with him for his own kennel one lemon and white pointer 

bitch pup, also a black and black-ticked pointer dog pup, 
both bred by J. H. Salter, of Tolleshunt D’Arcy, and stud, 

Dandie Dinmont terrier, bred by Hugh Dalzill, Hsq, Captain 

Taylor had with him also a siud fox terrier. The latter 

jumped ashore, however, at the Victoria ducks in London 
and bolted home. Oaptain Taylor trusts they will find the 

fox terrier again; if not the National Line will haye to make 

it food, as he has the receipt of the National Line, and paid 
freight on all the dogs, We shall receive from Captain Tay- 

lor a course of letters of what he saw connected with the dog, 

rod and gun in England. Our correspondent speaks in the 
highest terms of the courtesy he met abroad, both in England 
and the Continent. Captain Taylor proceeds at once to his 

plantation in Nottoway County, Virginia. 
— 

Time, Space anp ‘‘ Toe Heratp,”—Captain Bogardus de- 

feated Mr, Aubrey Coyentry, Tuesday afternoon, on the 
grounds of the London Gun Olub, London, England. New 
Yorkers who read the Hvening Telegram—and the sign boards 
say that every one reads it—were discussing the scores over their 
tea biseuits, and the Herald account over their morning coffee. 

The Herald and its safety-valve, the Hvening Telegram, make 

nothing of time and space. It is a matter of perfect indiffer- 

ence to them whether a thing to-day happens in Paris, London 

or New York, It all appears this eyening and to-morrow 

morning. . 
— 

[FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT. | 
IN ROBINSON CRUSOE’S ISLAND. 

S87. Pizere Martrxigur, July 3, 1878. 
Evitor Forrst anp Srream : 

In the language of the eminent statesman of my native State, 

‘‘T still live.” Notwithstanding the time that has elapsed since 

last I wrote you, Lhaye held your memory ever dear, as usual. 

Two months ago I nearly ‘‘ burst the bonds of silence” that 

bound me, and poured forth my soul in inky flow. The how 

of it was thus: A weather-stained, storm—beaten package of 

papers—the same you sent me in February—reached me just 
as I returned froma month in the woods, I was hungry, I 
was thirsty and tired, and yet, though my quart of Bass’ pale 

ale stood at my elbow ready to be quaffed, it waited half an 

hour longer than usual ; for just then J espied, in a corner of 

my shanty that veritable package of Pores: anp STREAMS, 
With what eagerness I pitched into that same package, only 

he who has been deprived of their presence for a good year 

can imagine. 
In traveling with the goodly band of hunters who narrate 

their experiences in your columns, I forgot both food and 
drink, and only the waning lighf of afternoon and the little 
darkey who arrived with my dinner, recalled me to my duties, 
Then I was hunting over hallowed ground; no less a place 

than ‘' Robinson Crusoe’s Island.” Of a truth, my dear friend, 

I have trodden the very sands in which ‘* poor old Robinson 

Crusoe” first saw the impress of Friday’s foot; I have 

gathered shells on the very reef on which his vessel wrecked ; 
T have hunted the wild goat, the peccari or wild hog, the wild 

dog, armadillo and agouti in the forests made eyer memorable 
by De Foe as those in which his hero lived; eyen the very 
caye in which was stowed the powder that Crusoe saved from 

the wreck and in which Friday secured their prisoners, I have 

visited. In the dark and gloomy forests of the interior and 

along the rocky shore, with its mumerous beaches of silver 

sand, I have shot birds whose plumage might vie with the 

rainbow ; birds of strange shape and with weird notes; birds 

_ with feathers of gold and green, blue, yellow, crimson, and 

yermilion. My camps haye been by the side of rushing 

streams, beneath gigantic tropic trees and palms that lifted 
their plumed heads far into the sky. 

And this was in Crusoe’s Island, 
In writing this I give you the credit of having read, when a 

boy, as every boy has done, the adventures of Robinson 
Crusoe; of haying neglected breakfast, dinner, supper; of 

haying ** played hookey,” as I have done, to read the.pages 
of that wonderful book. Ihaye a vivid recollection of my 
first sight of that volume. How I waited for mouths before 

the librarian of our public library ‘ forked over" the number 

which had been on my card so long. With what avidity did 

I devour it, piecemeal, as I walked home; how many times 

did I stop—beneath the old elm, beneath the poplars by the 
cemetery, sitting a while on the ledge that jutted into the road, 
and when I once got it safe home there was no rest until it was 
mastered. No book, Ican safely say, possessed the interest 
that centered in Crusoe and his man Friday. 

It was only through great exertions that I reached Crusoe’s 
Island; by slow sailing in a small sloop, beneath a tropical 

sun, glowing stars and a silver moon, alternate; guided at 
night by the beautiful Southern Cross, which here serves the 

same purpose to the mariner that the North Star does to the 

sailor of more northern seas. I was sailing then from an 
island where still exist, in almost countless numbers, bands of 

monkeys, monkeys with the intelligence of human beings 

(always excepting ourselves, of course); monkeys who would, 

when I missed a shot at them, curl their mighty tails over a 
limb and ‘* thumb their noses" at me; monkeys that nightly 
robbed eocon and nutmeg groves and placed the useless husks 

of the former on the owver’s doorstep. That was a month 

after leaving the island in which I camped in the crater and 
ferreted out, through storm and mist, the truth respecting the 

mysterious bird of the voleano. And now I am backagain in 

this island in which I landed one year and a half ago. I have 
two things to encounter here—snakes and prejudice—but hope 

to successfully triumph over both. 
The snakes are the deadliest known to man; there is no 

known remedy for their bites, no antidote for their venom, 
Weekly occur deaths among the laborers, and not a hunting 

season passes without a death being chronicled of some gen- 
tleman of the country. That there are antidotes known to the 

negroes, I have been assured, and shall try to secure them 
for the benefit of science. Relying upon the old and tried 

alligator boots, that for five years have defied alike elements 
and sarpints, | expect to escape. There is, however, no snake 

possessing the peculiarly yenomous nature of this serpent. It 
seems to entertain a feeling of positive hatred against the hu- 
manrace. It lies in wait, curled over a branch overhanging 

the bridle paths of the mountains, for the horseman, and deals 
quickly and certainly a fatal blow. The poorer classes have a 
superstitious horror of it. They positively declare that it will 

watch the people from the country going to market, and will 
stretch itself across their path at dusk when they return, in 

order to bite them, I hope he is not so black as he is painted, 

though, Regarding this individual, as well as many others, I 
must write more fully ai some future time. In my goings in 

and comings out of the forests and mountains, I much re- 
semble some water animal coming up to the surface to breathe, 

for no sooner haye I shaken the mists of the mountains from 

my eyes and taken in a good gulp of civilized atmosphere, 

than back I plunge into the depths of my retreats. 

Frep. BrvERty. 
—_—. 

he Rifle. . 

Massacnusrrrs—Gardner, July 31.—The Gardner Rifle 
Club, Hacmatack range ; distance 200 yards, off-hand ; two 
scores of ten shots each; possible 240 Massachusetts, 100 
Creedmoor ; 

score 21, 1st prize; D. P. Lyons, 20, 2d; William Gormley, 
20, 3d; Wallace Gunn, 10, 4th; J. H. Teackle, 19, 5th. Five 
hundred yards military—Wallace Gunn, score 23, 1st prize; 
J. H, Teackle, 22, 2d; Harry Nichols, 14, 3d. Five hundred 
yards, all-comers match—R, 8. Bassett, score 24, 1st prize; 

. C. Kingman, 22, 2d; Wallace Gunn, 21, 8d; Harry Nich- 
ols, 21, 4th ; J. L. Moore, 20, 5th. ; 

CRrEEDMOOR.—The second competition for the selection of 
ateam to defend the Centennial Trophy during the coming 
year was continued on Wednesday week last. Vhree com- 
petitors participated, and all madegood scores. The weather 
was very favorable for shooting, a very gentle breeze blowing 
from the northwest, the light being good and elevations steady, 
The scores made by the contestants were as follows: 

SU0 yards, 900 yards, 1,000 9 HS UH Olatkar eens yack one elek ca ge gs VNR T site yates 
G) WODEvison. Shavers ehe a3 62 64 199 
8’ G Dudley......... AOOREAD Soon 73 66 = = 

The spring of Dr. Dudley’s gun broke before he finished 
his score at 1,000 yards. A match was shot by the members 
of the Irish-American Rifle Club for a Sharps special military 
rifle. The ranges at which the match was shot were 300 and 
600 yards, ten shots at each; standing at 300 yards, any posi- 
tion at 600. This was the first competition, The first winner 
of the prize was N. D. Ward, who recorded a fine score of 82 
points, A number of members of the Twelfth and Twenty- 
ee Regiments shot at the competitions for the selection of 
eams to represent theseforfanizations in the military matches 
of the fall meeting. 

Comprrirrons AT CREEDMOOR FoR Aueusr,—Competitions 
for places on the team of 1878 will be held on Tuesday 18 
and Wednesday 14. Saturday, 10th—‘* National Guardsman 
Match,” at 300 and 600 yards; Skirmishers’ Badge Match, at 
unknown distances. Saturday, 17th—*‘Soldier's Match,” at 
2:20 Pp. mt, at 200 yards, for military teams of cight; Cham- 
pion Marksman’s Badge Match, at 200 and 500 yards. Wed- 
nesday, 2ist—‘ Ballard Match,” at 2:30 Pp. a, at 200 yards ; 
no cleaning, Saturday, 24th—‘ Sharps Match,” at 10:45 ie 
m., at 800, 900 and-1,000 yards; ‘Turf, Hield and Farm 
Challenge Badge Competition,” at 2:30 p. a., at 800 yards. 
Wednesday, 28th—Match for *t Gildersleeve Medal,” at 2:30 
P, M., ab 200 and 500 yards. Saturday, 3ist—** semington 
Match,” at 10:45 a.m. The Seventh Regiment Rifle Club will 
shoot for the “* Rifles,” Saturdays, 10th and 31st. The mem- 
bers of the Amateur Rifle Club will shoot their ** Long- 
Range Match,” Wednesday, 21st, and the ‘short Range 
Match,” Saturday ist. The Washington Greys Rifle Club 
will shoot for their ‘‘ Life Membership” prize, Tuesday, 20th. 

CoMPETITION ror AmERtIcAN TEAM.—To-day the matches 
will be closed, and next week we will give resume. Ten 
competitors made their entries on Tnesday. Fiveof the com- 
petitors, Messrs. Jackson, Gerrish, Sumner, Rockwell and 
Brown, are members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association 
and shot in their first two competitions at Walnut Hill Range, 
near Boston ; Mr, Davison is from Providence, and Gol. Clark 
is from Poughkeepsie. The remaining competitors, including 
Col, Clark, shot their frst competitions at Creedmoor. Dr, 
Dudley, who was one of the competitors heretofore, broke his 
Tifle last week, and us it was not ready yesterday, he will be- 
gin the first of his final competitions this morning, The 
scores Were : 

§00 vee. 900 yds, 1,000 yds. 
73 6 HO Enowlton...........-. 104 103 45 FT 8 214 

G@ R Fratt....2.. «102 a5 105 ao 207) 8 =690 | Col H WP Olark,.,.09.--, sce esses 72 WS 6b Daun 
GF #ilisworth, - oF 43 105 45 12 73 64 209 
Gilman Brown.. 98 44 103 45 710 el Gd 206 
William Austin, 90 41 $s 43 66 70 68 208 
Charles Hinds... 62 $1 87 40 ¢ 66 72 63 301 
Oliver Ditgon..........0eeee 95 40 98 42 H F Rockwell. BT GL 53 156 
J Kretsinger......-...-. seer £5 a5 92 40 lit §8 | Willism Gerrich.............00005 70 51 Retired. 

G@ W Davison..... oeeves +63 61 Retired. 

Watnut Hitrr—Boston, July 31—Third competition, long- 
range match af 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, This match brought 
out some superb shooting. Captain Jackson's score of 216 in 
a possible 225 is immense, as are Messrs, Tyler and Brown's 

Urica—Mohnwk Valley Rijle Range, Aug. 3.— Competition 
for for Ilion prizes, 200 and 500 yards, seyen shots at each 
distance. We give the leading scores ; 

ll. e give th res in full ; 200 yarda. ( 211. We give the sco A RETORDNGKG,-wanndon bio Rea Ate Mae 
Captain W H Jackson. DE Pomeroy,...-. “ H4¢0¢44—-25 556545 5 5—84—69 

ROO: SEALIG: Bosc. $5655664656565 6 5 & 6 573 WY Parks, ....-.s2s000+ 434234823 64565 5 5—34—57 Tiree ee 55558665 45 46 5 & 649 WS Martin... seeprpeese se 04649383493 55466 5 41986 1,000 wc. 8 6 65 F 65 8 & & 4 & & 571-216 | F W Partia...... «443444 4—97 $633 64 4—31—f4 H Tyler. Jas Thistlewwit..........2..05 22404419 655665 5 5—35—54 

BNDyerseesesnred 6565646565565 6 5 & 613 B, A. G, 
Q00....cceces eee 4 46 6 466565 5 4 6 & GHTL 

1000..ecccc0e eet § 6 5 5 8 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 OG 4—67—2)1 New Jursey—Lakeview, Aug. 3—Match between members 
J F Brown. of Amalgamated Rifle Club of Paterson ; Creedmoor ruleg - 

800-...sysurmmei 9 4 56 6 55 5 6 BG Sy GT 100 yards ; off-hand ; possible 50 : j 
bie Paewene se pehae 6 6 i 6—71 i 4s 

L0inecul ued 66684584465 8 6 § 5oos—o1 | SO Sizer... ced caaaat ‘46 
J § Sumner. . Aid Wm © Marti 44382 4 4 4-36 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5-74 Satan Qainn,. 4 43 2 4 4 4 3—36—T2 

5 5 ¢ 5 5 5—69 At 200 yards; position, lying on the breast, heels six ij 
5 rae 5 55 55 5 4 6—67—209! shove the head, target elevated : ¥ ee ele 

: Jas O Siglerssisssccesgeeees Ab ieee : 49 Fhe eh bok 4b Prot Wildamson. se... Me cea AR RAlGn Gear ns 4-89-81 
445355455 8 & Sst-0 | a WmO Martie eee 44 4 8B 440 

8 Wilder. Position sitting. 
5B 45 6S 86 5 6 & soa Ald Dr John Quinn..,............... 42353 46 45 5 4 4~40—80 
4454454464 4 5-65 HE. H. Jr, 
584845 43 5 5 4 583-200 ; 

William Gerrish, «| _Newsnk.—The Amateur Rifle Club, of Newark, Wayne 
2) Soe hd) deed A Gee ode ae County, N. Y., haye issued the programme for their annual 
8 3 6 ‘ 4 4 4 5 E I: ‘ 5 4 5—ft prize meeting. It will be held in Wayne County to-day and 

W arthur, > 4 S—t56—196 | to-morrow. On the former day a match at 200 yards will be 
Hp 5 é 5 4 . 5 5 4 85 6 4 G 5-67 shot at Lana or Lai aggregating $35. Forty dollars in 

hte ees wee 4 5 4 656 6 3 5—~6 prizes will be offered. The feature of the second day’s shoot- 
WOO ees atte y net +..0 4 3 aU 45 4 4 5 8 3 4—57—193 | ing will be a competition af 800 and 1,000 yards for a rifle 

keh Ue Md Bo O'S) Bw B Gbegad valued at $80, and money prizes amounting to $50. Entries 
50 |G) Gp to deel (4) 5° fy Ged weal will be received on the range up to the commencement, of 
53625 5 3 6 6 4 5 4 6 3~59~193 | each match. 

W M Ward, 2 
664488396 6 8 0 & 4-56 Aziantio Crry.—A match was shot at Atlantic City, N. 
56403642465 422 8 452 J., on Monday, 29th ult., between teams representing various 

saseod £2 3 2 0 3 3 26 0 3 6 ¥ 044-152} Trish volunteer organizations of this city and Philadelphia. 
On the 28th the second competition for the honor of being 

placed upon the American Team took place, All the aspirants 
were present except G. W. Davison, who is absent at Creed- 
moor. The other members of the team who represent the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association are Captain Jackson, H. 
Tyler, J. F. Brown, J. 8. Sumner and William Gerrish, 
whose elegant scores it will be hard to excel. 

Coxyrcricur——Biridgeport, July 28.—The tie on the Howe 
sewing machine was shot off by Geo. F. Hull and J. H. 
Teackle of Stamford, Mr. Geo. F. Hull won on the score of 
20, Mr. Teackle making 17. The following is the list of 
those taking prizes: 200 yards, all comers matech—G. F. Hull, 
score 238, 1st prize; Harry Nichols, 22, 2d; R.§. Bussett, 21, 
8d; Captain D. HE. Marsh, 21, 4th; @. G. Smith, 20, Sth. 
Two hundred yards military rifle match—E. EF, Latham, 

The distance was 200 yards, the highest possible team total 
150 points, The best scores were as follows: Irish Volun- 
teers, 105 points; Montgomery Guards, 10: points; Sheares 
Rifles, 97 points ; Emmet Guards, 78 points. 

Cotumera Rieu Ranex,——The Columbia Rifle Range, 
located at Bergen Heights, will be open ina few days. It 
can bereached by the B. R.R. in fifteen minutes. Theofiicers 
are Col. E. P. C. Lewis, the Hoboken millionaire, President ; 
L. G. Bruce, Vice-President ; John Kennell, Secretary, and 
Colonel Bird W. Spencer, Treasurer. 

GEN, SHERMAN AT A Sonunrrzmnrest.— Washington Aug. 6. 
At the Schuetzentfest of the Washington Verein this evening, 
Gen, Sherman performed the ceremony of crowning the King 
of the Schuetzen Oadets, and made a short speech, 



12 FOREST AND STREAM. 
Frogmoor—Wew Orleans, July 28.—Match between teams 

of four, seven ghots each at 200 and 600 yards ; 
Louisiana Field Artiviery, 

200 yards, 500 yards, 
Schmutz.... 4648 8 4 4295 ¢5 6 d 6 R 531-59 
Glynn.....- 456244 6 427 6466 5 4 0—28—hnb 
Goldthwaite.- 4445 4 4 3—25 456 25 4 4 4-28—h6 
Bercegety....:...8 4 8 4 4 3 3—24 6 4 ¢ 6 3 0 gd -—95—49 

Tofal......... eee ge meee cece rs nanewtccreee tremens ah abeusctressa~ +-. 220 

Continental Guards, 
MeQuithy...... wt 443 4 8 +26 56 6 6 5 5 5—35—fl 
Tio ee ig 844 2 2 3—22 485 4 6 3 5—29—5I 
Renand....,.....43 548 4427 656 384 3 3 9 3—24—51 
Rosenburg,.....5 4 4 3 4 6 3-298 44 4 2 3 2 32149 

Total...... ne Seo cere oo te ee Ss ole a! 212 
Washington Artillery. ; 

3 B43 4 4-26 35465 4 § 2—28—5d 
Babbittn., 443 4 6-299 4 2 4 3 2 4 5—24-53 
Arms... 5044 5-2 0656 8 5 & U0 422-45 
Belph.. 3 2 4 4 3—2b 888 2 4 2 5-22-47 

TOGA). 2k weajcnes cebereineed gab pantyess < seseels phererecease ee EEO 

Scores made in the final competition for the Crescent City 
Rifle Company prize. The prize haying been won three times 
by the Louisiana Field Artillery, it becomes their personal 
property. ‘Teams of eight, seven shots each, at 200 and 500 
yards : 

Loulsiasna Field Artillery. 

OD. seenn 43444 5-28 346 4 4 0 2-22-50 
boeure.. 44544 4-97 08 28 3 4 3-20747 
Sotiuind . 04044 4-19 3825 2 9 2 2-18-37 
Calleau.,...+-+- 44483 44297 4445 4 5 4-30-57 

Rigi oveneeceee F< 46528445 4298 56 4 8 5 5 4 028—i6 
Goldthwaite. 4445 4 4 BeO8 4 5 25 4 4 4-28-56 
Schmotz........4 543 4 4 4-98 4 5 5 4 5 3 5—31—59 
Bercegaey,.......3 48 44 8 $31 5 44 8 5 0 529-49 

TER EAL ae te mera tats & tected « sewage cee weer o iat amity ate ee enkre Pell 
Washington Artillery, 

Gen4 3428 4 4620 5424 5 5 4-29-49 
: Rone. 53 8 8 4 8 4-2) 8 3 5 0 B & B—20-dd 

Brown. 84248 4-2 44 3 2 4 4 4-25-49 
Ghariton..., «..-.. 342443 2-92 86 3 fb 4 5 4-29-51 
Babbit...........6 44 4 8 4 B20 4 2 4 3 2 4 B25 
Selphs..c.sec0e3 43 24 4 3-28 32 8 3 4 8 5-22-45 
ATNG......-s00ee4 465 04 4 5-26 0 5 8 5 5 0 4-22-48 
Brediord..... V4 484 8 4 4-26 8 5 4 5 4 5 228-4 

Continental Guards, 
553843497 408 2 0 8 0=12—39 
36243 221 5 26 44 4 5-29-50 
g8448 5 $25 446 5 3 9 599-55 

433443495 65 4 0 3 6 B® 0-19-44 
38 4 4 8 2 8—228 SE ea 

we 248456 82 4a 2 a1 
See ope ea a 3548 44-9 5 44 3 8 § S24 51 
MoGuithy...... weed 248423496 #5 6 6 5 5 5 5861 

Tih te eer eee See tod eens eerie ooee bee onto Locos 298 

ably send teams. 
a i enter from the Engineer and Ordnance Departments 

of the United States Army, and allow competitors to shoot 

their fourth competition upon any ranges which they may 

choose. The beginning of the meeting will be on Tuesday, 

September 17. The prizes have not yet been determined in 

all of the matches. There will be 24 contests, including the 

Military Champion Match. The match will be shot in two 

stages, the first at 200, 500, and 600 yards, seven shots at 

each distance; the second stage will be shot at 800, 900, and 

1,000 yards, and will be open to the competitors who make 

the 21 highest scores in the first stage. 

} RAMME UP To NoyEmprr.—Albany, at 

Fees Bente aaa Driving Grounds, August 6 and ihe 

Saratoga Springs, at Glen Mitchell, August 9; Bing Sing, at 

Brookside Driving Park, August 10; Utica, August 1%. 

Thereafter at Syracuse, Rochester, Auburn, Buffalo and 

Watertown, arriving at New York, Augnst.18. Newark, N. 

J., August 19. Places and dates not fixed fron August 20 to 

27—Probably at Deckertown, N.. J, August 28; at State Pair, 

St. Paul, Minnesota, i eave 2 a as ae x aay 
ition, Pittsbur. . = , Sept. v, 

10, Bes, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 30, October 1, 2, 8, dando. Address all letters and 

applications for dates of exhibition care Torus? AND STREAM, 

111 Fulton street, New York Oity, N. Y, 
—___+_+@1—+ 

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

THE SECOND WEEK AT WIMBLEDON. 

Wimerrpon, July 20, 1878. 

‘After all, the second week of the rifle work here is of the 

most interest to the general reader. True, any one who has 

donned the uniform and followed the drum and fife as a 

yolunteer-—who has taken part in matches and company com- 

petitions, may feel a high degree of interest in the turn of 

the Queen’s Cup, the St. George and the Prince of Wales 

competitions; but for work of precision, for interesting 

matches, where the nip and tuck sustains the spectators until 

the last shot is fired, the second week bears off the palm this 

year. The second week of the big shooting match has proven 

even more successful than the first. The weather was hot 

enough to drive all London out to the camp—nol that it was 

much cooler there, but there were plenty of sights and scenes 

to make one torget fhe excessive heat. In many of the pri- 

yate camps within the great inclosure there were athletic 
gports and other entertainments in progress almost every even- 

ing. The Canadians in their camp entertained the Duke: of 

Cambridge one evening, and were treated toa speech from the 

Gommander-in-Chief, who regretted that he could not con- 

pratulate them as the winners of the Kolopore Cup, but in 

view of the excellent general work done by the team in the 

individnal competitions, their visit had not been im yain. 

“Middle” Sunday, as it is called, gaye opportunity for a 

grand church parade by representatives of the several detach- 

menta in camp, to whom the Rev. Dr. Shore, Chaplain to the 

Queen, preached, while the hymns were accompanied and the 

musical part of the services given by the band of the Victo- 

rias, The afternoon brought a perfect jam, and luncheons to 

and fro between the officers and old members of the associa- 

tion wereinorder. Farrow and Johr, who are here doing 

good work with the Ballard rifle, were invited to luncheon by 
Sit Henry Halford, who speaks at all times in highest praise of 
his visit to America, and never tires of praising the excellent 
American system of team shooting, 

This second-week of this nineteenth meeting af, Wimble- 
don has been important in the way it has shown up the 
American rifles to the eyes of the English ghooters. There 
has been a growing feeling that the American breech-loader 
had in it some merit which the muzzle loader did not possess, 
but the tenacity with which Englishmen cling to their opin- 
ions, Tight or wrong, is strikingly exemplified in regard to the 
Telatuve merits of rifles. They have long held that, while the 
breech-loader is better for military purposes, for fine work— 
that is, accurate shooting—the muzzle-loader is the preferable 
weapon, Several members of the American-British team 
had their faith shaken. Lt. Col. Fenton and Sergt. Gilder 
have been doing excellent work with the Sharps rifle, and 
one member took care to carry back a Remington breech- 
loader with him, that having been the rifle used by the ma~- 
jority of the American team. The member referred to was 
Mr. A. P Humphry, of Cambridge University, and his good 
sense has been fully justified by subsequent events. Mr. 
Humphry this summer, by the use of the Herta ston rifle, has 
added materially to his fame in winning the Cambridge Cup 
by an unprecedented score. This prize was shot for at the 
annual meeting of the Cambridge University Long Range 
Rifle Club, June 18 {and 19, on University Rifle Ranges, 
Cambridge. 

The shooting in this match was quite unexampled by any 
previous performance in ibe competitions for the coveted 
trophy. ‘The score of Mr. Humphry (the winner) stands 
alone, far away, the finest performance that has ever been 
made in a public match at these ranges (900, 1,000 and 
1,100 yards), and the scores of the next eight competitors are 
higher than that with which the cup was won last year. Mr. 
Humphry’s grand total was 408, while the scores of the ‘next 
eight” ranged from 378 to 860. 

But this, crushing as it is to the Englishmen’s pet notion, is 
not all. ‘The recent shooting at Wimbledon bears on it with 
eyen greater weight, At this mesting Mr. Humphry, still 
shooting with the Remington, won no less than four first 
prizes during the first eight days of the contest, making, in 
almost eyery instance of his shooting, the highest score possi- 
ble. ‘Thus he made the highest possible score at 800 and 900 
yards respectively in the Armorer’s and Whitely competitions, 
and in the contest for the Halford or Ne Plus Ultra prize at 
1,000 yards, in which only “ bull’s-eyes” counted, he made 
the highest possible count by a magnificent score of seyen 
consecutive eyes. 

The superiority of the American gun was further attested 
on July 17, in the Lords and Gommons match. The highest 
individual score at both ranges (200 and 500 yards) was made 
by the only competitor who used the Remington breech-loader, 
the Hon. R. Plunkett. At the 500 yards range Mr. Plunkett 
pul in ten suecessive eyes, Of course these results, reflecting 
great credit on American inventive and munufacturing skill, 
will inevitably have the effect of upsetting the Mnglish preju- 
dices referred to in the beginning, and of bringing American 
guns into increased demand here. 

All it means is that the marksmen, determined to haye the 
best possible weapon, think they sée it in the almost perfect 
American breech-loader. The weather, too, has heen favora- 
ble—hot and dry. ' The greatest care has been necessary with 
the muzzle-loaders to prevent caking of the powder and lead- 
ing of the barrels, and it is noteworthy with what care the 
muzzle-loading advocates now clean ont their pieces. With 
the new arms a glance through the tube tells at once whether 
if be clean or not. When the next international match comes 
the Americans will find one of the points whieh told in their 
fayor—that of superiority of rifies—entirely removed, for the 
teams here will either shoot with the imported rifle or will 
use others of precisely similar make on this side. 

Passing oyer dozens of matches, team and individual, 
merely mentioning that the Canadians lost the Kolopore Cup 
by 11 points, and that after the Eaton boys had taken the 
Ashburton Shield, with the Scotch lads from Glenalmond at: 
the bottom, « youth from this latter took the Spencer Cup at 
500 yards against the Cheltenham and Charterhouse cham- 
pious, we come to the Elcho Shield match, which is, after all, 
the chief attraction of the meeting to American riflemen, 

The match came off on Thursday last, and if there ever 
was an American summer's day af Wimbledon it was that 
one, From an almost cloudless sky the sun came down with 
terrific force, and the mercury rose to 149 degrees in the open. 
The teams were not over ready in getling to the firing 
points, and it was nearly 11 o’clock before the opening shot 
came from the Scotch quarter. Ferguson fired it. A pull's~ 
eye it was, but upon one of the Irish targets, and his blunder 
cost: his side fiye points, 

The wind was blowing across the Tange pretty strongly, 
but, Wwhal was more important for good work, it was not 
gusty. It was soon manifest where the victory was to lie. 
All the teams were strong. No raw men were put in, and 
with less than half a dozen exceptions, all the teams were 
made up of old Hleho Shield men. At one of the Scotch tar- 
gets Whitelaw and Lake coached, and at the other Fraser and 
MclIsaacs acted; but the team shot quicker and there was too 
much Scotch stubbornness, McKerrell, Girdwood and Men- 
zies held to the old face position. The variety of rifles made 
coaching in the team difficult, even had the men been amen. 
able toi. The Rnglish team had three face men, Toller and 
Blackhouse—probably because they are old Snider shots— 
and Baker, who has fired very wildly and seems to get good 
scores despite his handicapped position, -All the other mem- 
bers of the English team used the back position in some form. 
A, P. Humphry, with his Remington, used your Fulton po- 
sition, as did Lieutenant-Colonel Fenton, who fired a Sharps. 
The Ligh team were all back men, and all but one used Rigby 
rifles. It would have cheered one of your team martinets to 
have seen the style in which they coached euch other. One 
of your American team men of last year, who sat looking on, 
said he had never seen such team system outside of Creed- 
moor. They shot very slowly, Wm. Rigby particularly pult- 
ting in some of those long waits for which he is famous, and 
when the other teams had completed at 800 yards the Irish 
had yet five romds to go, The arrangement of the men on 
the Irish targets showed that they had profited by American 
lessons. ‘The two Rigbys were squadded on the target with 
Dyas and Banks, the young men of the team, who are good 
holders, but need the judgment and adyice of old veterans 
to keep them on the target. There were now and then during 
the day points which showed that the men had not srasped 
the American system entirely, At one time a lull of the wind 
brought four misses as a direct result of want of watchful- 
ness by the coaches, Glancing over the Irish scores, it will 
be noted that they have but two outers—and. one of them an 
opening shot—and nota single miss, This. shows a wonder- 

ful steadiness in holding. In the English squad three outers 
and s miss tell of poorer work, while the Scotties deserve a, 
better luck with their single outer and unfortunate miss. 

At the end of the 800 yards range, however, there was no 
reason for either team to despair, seea that Ireland had a 
lead of only six points in front, of England, and eizht above. 
At 900 yards there was some brilliant shooting, Mr. Humphry, 
ofthe English Hight, scoring 73 out of a possible 75. The 
Irishmen, profiting by the lessons in team shooting learned in 
their recent visits to America, increased their lead still further 
here to twenty, while Scotland, pulling up a point or two, 
tied England on both ranges. 

It was about five o’clock when the last range was coni- 
menced in the presence of some thousands of people, who 
anxiously watched every shot as it was signalled, often giving 
expression to their approyal, as buill's-eye after bull’s-eye came 
up on the targets, by cheers that were, however, instantly 
suppressed. At the very first round the Irish increased their 
lead by five points, and from this time the match resolved it- 
self into a case of *‘ Wclipse first, the rest nowhere,” as by the 
finest shooting eyer seen on Wimbledon Common, they gradu- 
ally crept further and further to the front until they had at- 
tained the splendid total of 1,610, or 42 pointa ahead of their 
winning score of last year, which was the highest that had 
ever been registered to that time, 

The struggle for second place between England and Scot- 
land was gallantly fought out to the end. The northern team 
could not get well on the target at first, and the curious light 
seemed to puzzle them not a little. The sun shown as bright- 
ly 48 ever on the barrels and sights of their mfles. here was 
still a glow on the hot sands between them and the butts, but 
the targets were veiled by a dark, deceptive haze, and another 
element of discomfiture was the strange fickleness of the wind 
at thismoment. The Irish representatives went on, however, 
scoring bull’s-eye after bull’s-eye with monotonous steadiness, 
and the long string of fives in John Rigby’s score might have 
led us to suppose that his rifle wag held ina yice while he fired, 
Among the English, Humphry had begun with an inner, and 
went on making nothing but bulls until suddenly there came 
@ lull in the wind, and his ninth shot at 1,000 yards failed to 
find its billet on the target. McVittie and Menzies for Scot- 
Jand, William Rigby and Major Young on the Irish side, all 
missed nearly at the same instant. It was by this time 
well nigh impossible that Ireland could lose with any- 
thing short of a total collapse, and their admirable steadiness 
forbade all idea of this. Up to the fourteenth round John 
Rigby had not dropped a point, eyery one of his shots being a 
bull eye: Again a change of light came, and the champion 
was thrown off by it to the extent that he coutd only get cen- 
tres for his last two shots, and he finished with 73 points, pre- 
cisely the same as Mr, Humphry had made at the previous 
range. John Righy'’s totaleof 215 in 45 shots, or only 10 
points short of the highest possible, is the best that has ever 
been made in a team match in England, and only four behind 
that which Bruce, the American, made at Creedmoor last year. 
Mr. Humphry hag beaten if once in preliminary practice, anc 
nartowly escaped doing so again yesterday. But for the ona 
fatal miss he would certainly have tied, and probably have 
beaten it, As it was, his total of 213 was a great performance, 
for out of his 45 shots only seven failed to tind the bull’s-aye; 
while John Rigby had cight inners and a ‘‘ magpie,” and 
Lieutenant Fenton's 213 was made up of eight inners, two 
magpies, and 35 bull's-eyes. he Hnoglish and Seotch teams 
had finished first, and the close struggle between them in the 
last two or three rounds was watched with eager interest, but 
in absolute silence. Then the spectators thronged among the 
Hibernians, but though the effect of every shot was marked 
eagerly and whispered among them all, suspense had gone 
when it was seen that with yet six shots to fire lveland already 
led by some points. Only curiosity to see whether Rigby 
might complete a magnificent score of all bull’s-eyes kept 
them there, and when he failed to do this they left the firing- 
point without waiting to join in the cheers for the winning 
team, which were called for by Mr. Maleolm, Captain of the 
Scotch eight, and acknowledged by Major Leech on behalf of 
the Duke of Abercorn and the Irish eight. 

TRISS THAM. 

J Rigby, Rigby Hille. 
B00 essesseesesennd G6 FH SG HHA SBS 6 GK STZ 
900). ..eesscesnereed 5 OHH GF S455 5 5 A 4A BO 
1000,.......00ce 0 5 HFS5h 5556 6 F 5 G & 4-720 

@ Fenton, Rigby Rife. 
GW ees 5B GF 46556 GF 3 Ob 4 GG A 67 
SONI. fats wiola ds satu 66 64945565555 6 5 B70 

1,000,......... wees 66d 6 B45 56 5 4 5 5 5 FT —UNS 
dF Banks, Rigby Rife. « 

800....es00-cepeened S65 5 56 6 § FP 2S 6 67 
N40... ,ceeespeeeteeetd O 0 fF SFR ESE FHSS GF d-HH 

1,000,,..ee00cc0-.-00 5 446 5D GF 5 GF £5 GS FH 4-71-20 
H Dyas, Rigby Rite. 

500...« « a4hF68 6662568 6 o 6 4—fib 
900,..... Sak babielela\ap 5435838 68 6 6 36 56 Bb G& 6-6 

1,000........-......,5 6 6 445 6 6 5 W 5 6 6 3—0—908 

835 Young, Metford Rite. 

S00... ececseeeesd OB FG 64 G 6 4 oA S BOF 
O00.. seeeeertnt BD PGHAS 5 5 5 GF 6 5 
DO oete pasees ones 23 58 £556 055 56 & 5 ¢ys—902 

J & Milner, Rigty Ride, « 
BO00sescsecerpeveeresd O44 9 PHS H SES F 4 465 

dete(siiseceeeesd Bt UV bAZAH SS ES 4A SY OBB 
1000........0.8.4d £4 G6 55 5 6 6 FS 5 # 5-TL—15 

W Rigby, Rigby Rife. 

800, ...- eeu £5649 68 F644 Od GF FHS 
HD. 24855 5 5 6 Sf § 8 5 5—a8 

1,000..,.cecceeveeeeed SUS t F505 66 ¢ 8 ShH—Ihi 

RS Greenhill, Rigby Ride, 

SO0peyeecseyerercye? 46 F 5 bb 4 8 485 5 B H—OA 
900, --44--4 Wea cud ae 260465468 #254 6 4 A—63 

L,000..............265 446005 56 5 6 4+ YW 6 G—b7—188 

Range totals—Su0 yards, 610; 900 yards, 635, 1,000 yards, 5R5—I,610 

EXULISH TEAM, 

A P Humphrey, Remington, 

wed 56 45658 6 6 5 5 4 GO Bh 
BSGh6b4Hb SBR RSEDE DT S2 
6556545055 6 6 G 5—ts—U5 

W WN Evans, Metford. 
654455444556 4 4 4-16 
5A 444546 265 8 4 5 5-0T 
6646 60464390 6 5 6 4—ni—202 

Sir 8, Halford, Metnard, 
55384546555 46 D 5—69 
5bd4 6B S5B8HF HAS SE dt TH 
5385455 9 565 3 2h 3—ba—uOg 

Col # Fenton, Sharps ‘ 

5b3855655 556 5 6 5 
4639505054545 5 5 G 3-08 
#26 84545564356 6 S 5—4—201 

HW Toller, Metfora. 

68 638 6556556565 6 6 b—fh 
6543 645 S 4 Gd d ¥ H-Hd 
456430265 56 3 @ & 6—GO—108 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
@ Backhouse, Metiord. shooting: We haye seen quite a long article, which tends to 

B00. .....-seed GF 466 4 8b FH eb BS F 4b show why Dr, Carver ought to miss (theoretically) every ball 
HDD. ..y----ee--ened GO 4 5 2A G4 4 4d as iors 191 | lie fires at. That is 2bout the philosopliy of that article. Now, 

Sutras Weiserevennee 9 Os ® Rey ema tS the only reply to this is, that, theory or not, the Doctor does 
1 AcrivengAlewont: fa break them almost every time, no matter how they are thrown. 

4 4 F 3 ‘ 5 3 3 4 5 é i 306 Fault is found with Dr, Carver because he will not enter 
355 6¢ 486 5 5 5 5 6 b 5—H9—180] the field ssa pigeon shooler, Pigeon shooting is distasteful 

J Baker, Metford, to the Doctor, and he says that skill can be shown quite as 
B00. essere 0 6 Gb b 4 5 4 * B244 fniia well witha glass hall as WA eee He ee pees 

5 $5 & 3S 5 Geet iii 3 7 2 =| ‘ a + ee Y ; i pages that any one shall become the champion pigeon shot, and such 
honors he will not disparage. Still, in his. peculiar line, he 
thinks he can do us well as any one else, and, as may be seen, 
We print an abstract of a challenge offered by him. If any 
one wants fo pick up the gauntlet, we know enough of Dr. 

Range totale—sov yards, 534; 900 yarda, 521; 1,000 yards, n05—1,i60 

SCOTOH TEAM. 

W Thorburn, Metford. 
SUMS. diode oo ay Bun taets Yd) oa oR ang Oarver to be quite well satisfied that he will stand by the 
Ypceaecee-enei--D § 45 566 245 4 6 5 GF B70 wager. . 

HOU eo teat oo Sh h4d54¢ 55 556 3 5 5 S-H—27) On the sist Dr. Carver opened the performances, making 
W Terguson, Rigby. the following scores with his Winchester, regardless of time: 

HOU gacdet-pda8-00 0 66 6345 65 4 3 5 5 5 563 $101111714110011000111101011110110011 
SOD.... 255 red hb5 5G 3555 45 5 & B71 11410201111710%11111111111011111111011 

ALIN Sees SOT os wo6d 3565 6 6 6 6 44 4 6 6-88-22) 7L101T11101111411111011, 

M Boyd, Rigby. This was followed by the Doctor breaking 85 out of 100 
800...... ait 5 6 5 4 bb bb 6b 4 bk 859 glass balls, ag follows ; O00 Lepscheitetiss 256434465 5 538 45 5 6 5-60 ’ 

if osenst 2 = Hy L1711201194171701111111111111001110110 
SARE OTe Reet a Gee ec bcoktC ue cae G Ee Cah eR Shite k Sa ee see) M Thorburn, Ingram. A 127110111111411111011101014, 

HOO.() figeasnns eka S5646 5 654 55 6 6 4 5 5-4 A ‘ ; + 
BHO ate QO OS Gi ver dns i) Bod os aes _ Coin shooting was next In order. New Jersoy must be 

1,000... .. eed G5 65 6 0 5 8 6 8 6 5 G 4-H2-—194) rich, for dollars, halves and quarters were offered as rapidly 
G Girdwood, MuCririok, , as they could be shot off into space, The very first shot pre- 

BW etespeeeseeeeed bd 5G HOH 44 6 t 5b FHS sented Was a Curious one. It was a glass marble of small size, 
[W0ierrserrerereennih 4 8 5 Gb 6 hb ¥ 5 b 4 6 4 o-H8 | At the second shot it was ground to powder, That natural 

T7QUUE eschew bsane 240 8 4 4.6 4 45 8 8 3-34-50) Doquct of New Jersey, a clam, was tossed up, which was 

B McVittle, Ingram. opened ina novel way. Policemen became excited and shied 
ten See a: awee ct tee ee up their clubs, and the lignamvyite: flew in splinters. A half 
gtoh iti 43656025 5 5 6 3—60—133 | dollar was struck on its edge three times hand running, and at 

) cKerrell, Metford, ‘ last was sent on its was to the salt marshes. The most beauli- 
detente Me E eo) G-eed Se a tebe Bea a nooed ful shot ot the day was an improvised one. The Doctor was 
W0rwvseceeccseod bf 4439 384 4 3 4 5 4 5 SOI standing at his loading table, with his back to the race-track, 

1,000....----.--- DO 8 4 4 6 6 4 4 4 4 0 G 5—fil—199) Some one took a glass ball and bowled it along the track. 
A Menzies, Ingram. There went the ball, jumping fully 40 yards away from the 

Ses ir  riNAt re ree at en Cenk stand. Some one cried, ‘‘ Shoot, Doctor!” The Winchester 
Os aes pe nese at bane 4 ‘) f . x rei es TOON 6 4 8 BG 4 4 3 6 0 4 4 3 3455-183] WAS Unloaded. In va second of time cartridge was in its 

place, a report was heard, and on the bound the glass sphere 
was splintered, the feathers flew out and the thing was done. 
We call particular attention to this shot, as it does away with 
all the nonsense of special shots. Any sportsman who can do 
that would be pretty certain fo be the master of his art. Of 
course that shot was applauded by a critical audience, consist- 
ing of many of the leading sportsmen from New York and 
the vicinity. In shooling against time the two following 
scores were made in the minute: 
122 4121112111271210101111110101 1—297, 

Nine Aeconds were lost by dblay of party throwing. Second trial: 117 
TL11LL110041112 110111010141111 1—23 broke, Nine sec- 
(mds lost again by not throwite fast enough, 

It,is a peculiarity of the Doctor that any one may throw 
balls for him. Of conrse, if he bad an expert to throw juat 

Range totelse—sl0 yards, 5325 900 yards, 528; 1,000 yards 497—1,552 

At the conclusion of the match My. John Rigby, the best 
shot of the team, and the inventor and maker of the rifle bear- 
ing hig name, claimed that the result of the match showed 
that; there was nothing in the fuss that was being made over 
these new weapous. At the same time he made an announce- 
ment which will interest all small-bore men—nameély, that. he 
hoped to have ready before the next meeting of the Associa- 
tion a breech-loading match rifle which shotld do as well as 
the muzzle-loader, The only objection he urged against the 
American breech-loader is that it is subject to an occasional 
wild shot, producing a misé which the user knows is not due 
to any fault of hisown. If Mr. Rigby succeeds in obyiating 
this defect, he will do a great feat, but still an imitation of : as Carver wanted him to do, better time could be made, ‘'T 
the American perfected models, 5 hate,” said the Doctor, “to have things fixed up. Anybody 

Yesterday gaye us plenty of fun watching the mounted com-| can throw that wants to. ; ’ ey TfI can shoot at alll can shoot 
petitors of men on horseback galloping and shooting in a be- 
wildering sort of way, and fo-day the meeting wound up with 
afield day of athletic sports and an assault at arms. There 
Were foot races, tugs of war, boxing, tent pitching, tent 
pegring, lemon cutting, tilting, and with the presentation of 
the principal prizes by the Duke of Connaught, the meeting 
of 1878 came to a successful finish. RoboupH. 
= 

DR. CARVER, 

EXHIsitioy AT THE West Sipe Driving Park, 

A he Jersey City Heights Gun Club is an association of 
gentlemen who are devoted to rational amusement. 

Scarcely founded a year, thankato the good administrative 
powers of the directors and officers, they have been able to 
organize a leading club, and we record almost every week the 
handsome scores made by them at glass ball shooting. The 
distance from the city at which Dr. Carver shot his first three 
performances having made it difficult for people generally 
who are intevested in rifle shooting to witness his skill, the J. 
C. H. Gun Club engaged Dr. Carver on July 31, at a consider- 
able expense to give a performance at the West Side Driving 
Park, and we are pleased to say that a very large and brilliant 
attendance fully justified the outlay made by the club. The 
opening of the programme was for yatious sweepstakes at 
glass balls, but, thongh this interested the participants in the 
sport, the great excitement was centered on Dr. Garver. 

There has been of late a great deal of stupid comment 
made on Dr. Oatyer's shooting, arising from ignorant critics. 
Dr, Carver has been called a specialist. Jt has been argued, 
because the Doctor could hit a glass ball nnerringly at a cer- 
tain distance, he conld not hit a mark at 100 or 200 yards. 
How do people know this? Is it to be supposed that the Doc- 
tor’s early schoo! of ritle practice was entircly devoted to 
shooting glass balls? The comrades of this plainsman haye 
assured us that on the prairies the Doctor is an unerring shot, 
no matter at what distance. It is quite possible that to take 
the Doctor and put a long-range Creedmoor rifle in his hand, 
and hid him hit the bulls-eye at 1,000 yards, he would not 
succeed at the first fire. But teach him the methods, and it 
would be very foolhardy to say that he would not soon make 
a first-class—perhaps an inyincible—shot, To shbdot at moy- 
ing objects or things in rapid flight is exactly what is the 
most useful for the sportsman. Met him graduate in this 
school of shooting——the most difficult of all—and we are pret- 
ty certain that, haying accomplished this, every thing else 
would become easy. That mastery the Doctor has over his 
rifle shows conspicuously in his shotgun performances, in re- 
gard to which Carver by no means prides. himself. As for 
ourselyes, we are inclined to wonder quite as much at. the 
way in which he breaks balls with his shotgun as with his 
rifle. Let us describe particularly his skill with the shotgun, 
A. person is selected from the audience—a base bull thrower 
generally—who is requested to take two glass balls in his 
hands and to stand twenty-Hive yards from the Doctor. 
Grasping both balls in his hands, the person, taking a runin 
order to acquire an impetus, throws both balls at once away 
from the Doetor. When they are fifiy or sixty yards off 
Carver invariably breaks therm both with his shotgun. This 
feat he performs over and over again, and we have yet to see 
him miss. ball. Ai the West Side Driving Parl: the gentle 
man who threw the Ira Paine feather-filled’ balls was not only 
an athlete, but besides was a good glass ball shot himself, and 
he yery rightly tried in every way to bother the Doctor in the 
way of throwing the balls. But it was of no use. No matl- 
ter how thrown, they were always shivered. 
To return apain to this quite petty cayeling about Oaryer’s 

from anybody’s throwing.” 
The shot-gun performances with the Parker breech-loader 

we have before described. The Doctor varied this with new, 
fancy shots. Many of the shots were made at arms! length 
or with the barrels reyersed, or from the hip. I was al 
pretty much the same, for after the gun went off there was a 
splintering of glass. In the shot-2un performances the 
cartridges were loaded with 44 drachms of Ditimar powder 
and 14 0z. of No. 8shot. The glass balls used were the Ira 
Paine fexther-filled. 
Among all who have heen thrown ito connection with Dr. 

Carver he has leff this most pleasant impression: that of being 
a straightforward and honest man, and free from all tricks, 

ad 

THE SPORTING RIFLE.--No. B, 

| ie is becoming more and more the custom, from year to 
year, among professional and business men, to seek 

relief from the worry and anxiety of the office by taking 
an utumn vacation, and renewing their exhatisted ener- 

gies by a season of camp life and rough sport in the forest. 
It is 4 commendable practice, and its interest may be greatly 

increased if they will take some psins beforehand to familiar- 
ize themselves with the use of the rifle, and make such a study 
of the science of woodcratt as will at least deter them from 
the commission of acts which can only excite the disgust of a 
true sportsman. A cockney hunter once gave me a descrip- 

tion, with much seeming zest, of his shooting a deer in the 
head from a boat, while his guide in the bows hada firm grip 
on the poor animal’s tail! No man worthy the name either 
of sportsman or gentleman could have committed so atrocious 
n act. 
If rifle clubs were formed in every town and village for 

such practice as would train the members to the ready use of 
the weapon in sporting seryice, the interest, recreation and 
health-giving exercise it would afford would render far 
greater practical service than the long-range practice now in 
yogue, and would require no such costly preparations. Com- 
pelitive trials might be introduced of such character as would 
tend to deyelop the powers of the sporting rifle, and test the 
capacity of both men and weapons for active field service, 
whieh would not only be of more direct service, but would ex- 
cite & more lively and generai interest than the present system 
of long-range shooting. Suppose, for instance, that a prize 
wele offered to be shot for under the following conditions: 
The range to be one with which the competitors were pre- 
viously unacquainted, and no preliminary practice on it to be 
allowed. Open to any rifles, with the usual restrictions as to 
telescope sights and other equipments not available in the 
“hunting field, Each shooter to be placed singly in front of 
his target, at a point the distance of which he must estimate 
for himself, but which shall be less than 100 yards. From 
this point he is to fire one shot, then wheel and walk away 
from the target while reloading his gun. He may clean his 
gun it necessary, but must have no aid from any attendant, 
and must carry on his person all the ammunition and equip- 
ments he requires. As sdon as he is ready he may turn and 
fire his second shot, then wheel again and repeat the same 
process, and so On until the specified time has elapsed, of 
Which he will be notified by proper signal. No indication of 
his shots to be made by the marker till all have been fired, so 
that no shot can be governed by its predecessor. 

It is obyious that in the most essential points this would 
assimilate very closely to the demands of actual service. “The 
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shooter would be forced to estimate the distance for evary 
shot, It would involye the necessity of quick and ready 
manipulation of the arms, and it would test the capacity of 
the weapons for such handling. Any hitch in the mechanism 
of the gun, or délay in the inserting or withdrawing of a 
cartridge, would tell as certainly as in actual service against 
ibe chances of success, for the awarding of premiums should 
have reference to tlie number of shots fired within the allotted 
time, a8 well as to the position of the shots on the target, 
Such forms of target practice would draw out a large class of 
shooters who neyer cara to take part in the long-range 
matches as now conducted, and they would serve, as no other 
trials could do, to inspire a living interest in rifle practice, and 
to develop the powers of both men and weapons for active 
and efficient service in the sporting or military field. The 
great difficulty in selecting a rifle lies in the fact tliat no one 
can thoroughly appreciate the advantages possessed Wy any 
gun over another till he has had an opportunity to compare 
them by continued trial in actual field service, Many points 
of superiority, which seem insignificant in the recitul, are 
found in reality to be of vital importance, and defects which 
may interfere seriously with the efficiency of the gun or the 
comfort of, the shooter may neyer be suspected till a trial de- 
velops them, The vital points of accuracy and force are 
those which eyéry purchaser takes pains to ascertuin, but the 
lifitle details, on which the facility of transportation and manip- 
ulation depend, are rarely thought of, and even if pointed 
out their importance is not realized till it is proved in actual 
service. Athletic sports can hardly be said to have proyed 
success in this country, in the only sense in which they can, 
be essentially serviceable to the general public. It is true 
that a keen and wide-spread interest has been felt in the com- 
petitive trials of ball players, boat clubs and rifle teams, eg- 
pecially when the contests have assumed a national character. 
Biit the interest has not extended beyond a warm sense of 
identification with the party for whom our sympathies were 
enlisted, neither has it led to the general practice of similar 
@Xercises a8 A means of physical development, or for the sale 
of the intrinsic interest of the sport and the attainment, of 
the skill in its performance. ‘The public contests are in no 
sense just exponents of national power, and have exerted no 
marked influence on the general progress of physical culture. 
There is no such thing as a general participation in any of the 
athletic sports which haye been introduced. Ball play has 
become a mere money-making exhibition of a few trained 
athletes, hired for the purpose, and unknown in the places 
they profess to represent except to those who hope to profit 
by them. Boat clubs haye done but little toward inspiring a 
general love of one of the best of athletic exercises; and long- 
range rifle shooting, perhaps, as little foward the creation of 
an active interest in the use of that weapon, either for sport- 
ing or military purposes. We have no right to claim that we 
have reached an advanced stage of physical culture while 
nine-lenths of the men we meet in daily life would consider it 
a remarkable feat of pedestrianism to have walked ten miles, 
The formation of such associations as I have suggested for 
rifle practice in a simple and inexpensive manner, for the in- 
trinsic pleasure which such practice sffords, and as an avowed 
measure of health and recreation, would have the further 
effect to encourage and develop such a general familigrity 
with the use of arms as is especially desirable under such 
form of government as ours; and when such familiarity was 
the rule and not the exception, the individuals who might be 
chosen to compete in contests with the representatives of 
other nations might with some sense of justice be regarded as 
exponents of national power. i. W. 58. C. 

—In answer to quite a number of inquiries made as to the 

rifle and charge H, W. 8, C. uses, his articleshaying attracted 
a good deal of attention, our correspondent writes us : 

“T am very glad to hear of the interest excited by my let- 
ters on the sporting rifle, of which I have also evidence m the 
receipt of many letters from persons who have recognized 
my signature. The rifle I use is the Maynard, and the barrel 
is chambered for 4 cartridge of 40 grains of powder. I had 
a barrel made expressly to use 70 grains, and enough heayier 
to prevent disagreeable results from the recoil, but after care- 
ful trials found it impossible to get as satisfactory results as 
with the lighter barrel, and charge of only 40 erains, and 
have discarded it altogether. H. W. 5. © + . 

SnELTon’s AuxintAny RirLe.—It may be rememb red that 
We devoted, some time ago, considerable space to the descrip- 

tion of this most remarkable addition to the shot-gun, The 
whole upshot of it is, that with a shot-gun, in five seconds, 
not more, if that is the time in which a breech-loader can be 

opened and shut, you ean convert your 10 or 12-Hore into a 
tifle. Say you are in the field, and, having killed your small 
game, a deer should turn up. In an instant, with your 
Shelton auxiliary barrel you are in condition to put a bullet 
into him. Had Mr. Dudley Warner met that bear in the 
Adirondacks with his auxiliary riflein his shot-guu, the bear 
would have been no more. The accuracy of the auxiliary 
Tifle is undoubted, for they sre made for the inventor by the 
Winchester Repeating Arms Go., and are preeisely the same 
barrels as these celebrated manufacturers use in their best 
guns. The auxiliary barrel weighs about one pound, and its 
calibre 32, 38 or 44, as may be desired. The shells used are 
the Winchester, Wedeem this Shelton auxiliary barrel as 
among the most complete of inventions, and its charm is its 
simplicity. We, ourselves, saw a 12-bore gun with an 
auxiliary barrel in it, when fired at 200 yards, make most 
capital practice. Any one who is a good shot with a fowling. 
Piece becomes at once when he uses the auxiliary a prime 
rifleman.-—[See advertisement. 

Crroaco, MILWAUKEE Anp St. PauL RamwaAy.—'this ox- 
cellent road leads fo no end of charming summer resorts 
and business centres. Skirting Lake Michigan it rons 
through Wisconsin. It Jands the traveler at St. Paul, from 
whence infinite connections can be made. In fact, St, 
Paul is a centre like a spider’s web, from whence roads lead 
North, South, East and West. All tlie officers of this road 
are known to us, and all (hat good managernent can do for 
the safety, comfort and expedition of the trayeler is carried 
out by them. To Mr, A. Heppe, formerly of the Grand 
Rapids and Indiana R. R., now actually Passenger Superin. 
tendent of the C. M. & St. PR, R., our thanks are due 
for numerous courtesies. Let any one look at the map of 
Wisconsin and see those innumerable lakes which dot the 
northern portion of the State. What visions of fish and 
deer and camping grounds du not they awaken? To 
reach this Elysium of sport, the Chicago, Milwaukee and Bt. 
Paul Railway is the road to take. 
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PALLAOY OF THE Pap REconp or PEenETRA- | pose they are removed from the shells, sim- 

TION.—We give helow some extracts furnished | Ply plunged into boiling water and removed 
at once, after which they ave exposed to the 
rays of the sun till every particle of moisture 

They will keep for a con- 
The 

finest and fattest oysters bred and fattened 
on the bamboo culch, are selected for prepa- 

us by a correspondent, from a private letter 

written by an experienced gunmaker of Eng- 

land. They substantially confirm what we 
have long ago asserted—that the pad, as a 

test of penetration, gave the most varying 

results, Some months ago we gave an ac- 

count of the O'Neil system, which seems 
identical with that employed in this instance. 

Mr. Dennison, the well-known paper manu- 
facturer, told us himself he was not satisfied 

with the pad system. We believe with our 

correspondent that the method of trying guns 

with boards of paper, one placed behind the 

other, will only give philosophical results. 

The method is not only certain, providing 
paper of the same thickness and texture is 
used, but, in addition, penetration can be 

determined at a single glance: 

«T constructed a longish box, with grooves 
at irregular intervals, cut perpendicularly on 
the inner sides. I filled into these grooves, 
at such distances as prevented all possibility 
of their touching each other under the shock 
of the pellets passing through them, carefully 4 
selected Bristol board or drawing paper—a 
thin, fine, regular paste-board’ in fact, all of 
one thickness. * * * By charging a Jarge 
number of cartridges with various loads, so 
widely different as to prevent all possibility 
of arriving at erroneous conclusions, even if 
the evidence of our senses did not tell the fast 
and slow shooting by sound, ete., and by 
firing the whole out of one barrel, we arrived 
at the two loads, giving, respectively, the 
highest and lowest yelocily beyond cavil—the 
hishest penetrating nearly one half more 
boards. Tried by this proper test,'the pene- 
tration was found to correspond with the 
amount of powder, in proportion, of course, 
+o that of shot; a heavy charge of powder 
with a light charge of shot giving the highest 
velocity accompanied wilh the highest pene- 
tration, 2 foregone conclusion under a proper 
test. * * * %* Having then got at the 
highest and lowest velociiy-giving charges, I 
proceeded fearlessly, yet on mere theory and 
Observation, to demonstrate the fallacy of the 
pads. I used the H%eld paper, forty-five sheets 
stitched, and prepared by the maker as for 
the Field—in a word, identical. ~ At forty 
yards the lowest velocity gaye the deepest 
penetration ! My friends stared. Again and 
again this was demonstrated. One of the 
gentlemen challenged me to go back to fifty 
yards, 80 as to give a kind of ‘vedwchio ad 
aisurdam.’ * This is too severe,’ said 1; ‘say 
45.2 He threw out a hint that I was afraid, 
which fired me, and Ireplied that I accepted 
the challenge, adding, ‘I'll stand or fall by 
my theory.’ Result, penetration exactly 
equal! Both of the gentlemen present are 
men accustomed to sift evidence, one being a 
magistrate in India, the other a solicitor, and 
one of the most acute men, if not the most 
acute, on guns I ever met with. I placed 
myself entirely in their hands, * * * I 
am not aware that such crucial testing was 
ever actually carried out before; certainly 
not in this country. My fellow gunsmiths 
haye been consulting me aboutit. ‘They now 
see that even by the #%eld trials my theory 
is correct. The penetration at fifty yards, [ 
recollect, was fifteen sheets. I think the 
respective penetration of the two at Bristol 
Doards was sixteen and twenty-three, nearly 
50 per cent, more |” 

Oyster CuLrurz 1N CHina.—Nowhere, 
probably, in the world is greater attention 
paid to the cultivation of ‘‘water farms” 
than in China, where the teeming population 
develop to the utmost every source of food 
supply. Where birds’ nests, seaweeds, fish 
of eyery kind, from the goldfish to the shark, 
are used as food, it is not to be expected that 
the excellence of the different species of 
shell-fish would be overlooked; but it is only 
Jately that the fact has been observed that 
the Chinese practice oyster and muissel cul- 
ture on a system not so very different from 
that adopted in France and England. In the 
southern parts of China ‘ collectars” of bam- 
boo are placed in the oyster beds, much 
after the same fashion as the elaborate tiles 
aud “hives” employed in France. These 
bamboo oyster catchers, however, are pre- 
pared jn a yery curious manner, The canes 
are exposed for about two months to the rays 
of the sun, and then placed for the same pe- 
riod in salt water, afler which they are again 
dried for several days. WNotches are then cut 
in the canes, into which empty oyster shells 
are fixed, and thus prepared they are driven 
into the sea shore between high and low 
water mark, and leffi standing to catch the 
young oyster spat. Those localities are-con- 
sidered the best where the rise and fall of 
the tide is the greatest, so that the bivalves 
may be alternately covered by the flood and 
exposed to the airon the ebb tide. A large 
trade is carried on by these simple collectors, 

and successful oyster culturists are known to, 

have amassed considerable fortunes by the 

gale of their produce. The young oysters 

seem to develop very rapidly, for they are 

ready for the market when two years old, 

whereas the Thames ‘‘ native” is not fit to be 

eaten till it has passed at least four summers. 
Large quantities of oysters are dried instead 
of being eaten in a fresh state. For this pur- 

has evaporated, 
siderable length of time in this state, 

ration after this, method, those taken from 
the natural beds being inferior in quality, ard 
not sufficiently fat to endure the operation,— 
London Globe. 
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Tue Wann or A Mounrary in Savyoy.—An 
interesting account of the recent falling of 
& mountain in ‘Larentaise, Savoy, causing dis- 
aster to two flourishing villages, has been 
communicated to the Courrier dez Alpes by 
M. Berard. The phenomenon has been in- 
correctly reported as instantaneous and the 
destructive effect complete, whereas the case 
is that of a mountain which, for twenty days, 
Without cessation, bas been dismembering 
itself and literally falling, night and day, into 
the valley below, filling it with pilled up 
blocks of gtone, extinguishing all sounds by 
its incessant thunder, and covering the distant 
horizon with @ thick cloud of yellowish dust. 
The entire mass comprised in the slope forms 
a multilated cone 200 metres broad at the top 
and 600 at the base (the slope being about 
50 degrees); this is composed of hard schist 
lying close together, but no longer united; 
and it is united to the body of the mountain 
only by a verticle mass of 40 or 50 metres 
thick, which already is fissured and shaken, 
Periods of repose occur, lasting only a few 
seconds, or a minute at the most; then the 
movement recommences, and continues about 
500 hours. Blocks of 40 cnbic metres 
become displaced with no apparent cause, 
traverse the 1,800 metres of descent in thirty 
seconds, leaping 400 to 500 metres at a time, 
and finally get dashed to piecesin the bed 
of the torrent, or launch their shattered frag- 
ments into the opposite forest, mowing down 
gigantic pines as if they were so many thistles. 
One such block was seen to strike a fine fir 
tree before reaching the bridge between the 
villages; the tree was not simply broken or 
overthrown, bnt was crushed to dust (yo- 
latilise); trunk and branches disappeared 
in the air like a burning mateh. Rocks are 
hurled together and broken into fragments 
that are thrown across the valley like swal- 
lows ina whirlwind; then follow showers 
of smaller fragments, and one hears the 
whistling sound of thousands of pebbles as 
they pass. M. Berard reached the edge of the 
rock (2,400 metres high), on one of the sides 
of the falling cone, and ventured along it, ob- 
taining a good yiew of the “ terrifying” 
apectacle. He reaffirms his conviction that 
fhe phenomenon is inexplicable by any of the 
usual reasons that account for Alpine disturb- 
ances, sich as penetration of water, or melt- 
ing of snows or inferior strata in motion; 
nur does the declivity of the slope explain it, 
Tiis hypothesis is that some geological force 
is at work, of which the complex resultant 
acts obliqnely to the mountain and almost 
parallel to its sides. 

A Human Hoa.—The Whitehall Times has 

given publicity to the subjoined challenge. 
There was a terrible explosion at White- 

hall on the Fourth of July if the match came 

off : 

The following has been handed to us for 
publication. If the challenge is accepted, 
great sport may be expected on the ever glo- 
rious Fourth of July : 

Eprtor Wuirexat Time. 
Sir—I haye been tole by my frens that Mr. 

Teff of the Chronikle can eat more than I can 
at a single feed, and that Mr. Teff made little 
of my effort on the foot bridge friday Jast. 
Now, sar, 1 will send this, my chalauge, to 
mr. Teff, and I want you to print it in your 
aper so that all peples ma now that mr. 
ett can’t eat me. 

OHALANGE. 
I, Eli Paquet, will eat Mr. Teff of the 

Chronikle for 1 hunder # dolar a side on the 
4th July, 1878, at noon of that day, pay or 
play, good day and good track, Mr. Teif 
may haye the choice of the vittels, which 
may be either coked or raw, and waid out in 
quantitys of not less than five pounds each, 
and repeat, and the match to be the best in 
three with only 10 minutes rest between 
heats. Iaint any objeckshins to Mr. Chaney 
F’, Bates bein steak holder, but the steak mus 
be all up on the 3 of July, at noon, all pre- 
limry arrangements can be made through the 
undersigned. his 

Hit X Paguer 
mark 

Groner MArcoo, wilness, 
Since the above was in type we have been 

informed that if the match can he brought 
about the Opera House will be given free 
for the occasion. No doubt much money 
will be staked on the result, as both men 
have records as eaters. 

— 
Tam ALLIGATORS AND THE Ox.—It is the 

Tallahassee Floridian which takes the respon-’ 
sibility for this ox and alligator story; all of 

which must be taken with much salt and 

more discrimination : 

‘(The ox went into the lake to drink, and 
was attacked by the alligator, whose mouth 

‘ 

closed on the foreleg of the animal, crushing 
The ox started Wee ouf of 

{ ‘ t nraged 
with pain, the poor + simal reared and plunged 

the bone. 
the water, dragging the alligator. 

wildly, endeavorij\; to horn his antagonist. 
Meantime the edge of the lake was black with 
the snouts of alligators which had smelled the 
blood that ran from the ox when first struck 
in the water. 

statted for the atjack. Meanwhile the ox 
loosened the hold of his antagonist, and 
smarting under the wound, went in with in- 
furiated ardor to the assault of the reinforced 
assailant. He caught one of the alligators on 
his horns and threw him high in the air, the 
clumsy thing falling heavily to the ground, 
where it lay stunned. Another was tossed 
far into the lake. But the gallant ox was, by 
a false man@uvre, again in the water, in 
which element, his activity was impeded, and 
being surrounded by his foes, one of which 
caught him by the nose and pulled his head 
under water, he soon fell a yictim by drown- 
ing.” 
B ———+ 

A Boy's Lerrrr FROM Cororano.—The 
following racy letter from a Jad has been sent 

The writer is at Bell's 
Ranche, Colorado Springs, and the date is 
us for publication. 

July 8: ' 
“JT am going to ride into town and buy 

some meat. 
mare, Meta, against a yery fast horge belong- 
ing to a man named Gilpin, and Meta beat by 
(hree or four lengths, Qharles rode her. We 
raced for a keg of beer, and we had a tough old 
house-warming, there being a crowd of cow- 
boys on broncho ponies. ‘Che beer did not last 
long. The climate is very nice and bracing, 
but most of the water has alkaliinit. This is 
said to be a bad place for any one with any 
heart trouble. We hear the coyotes howling 
about the place im the night, but they are shy, 
I got a shot at one the other morning, but did 
not kill him, he ran go fast. We have seen 
several antelopes, and as we were riding on 
the prairie the other day a large eagle swooped 
down and killed a jack-rabbit, which she left 
when we rode up, and we had it for dinner. 
From your affectionate son, Jom EH. 8. 

A Pig to Bz Proup Or.—One of the most 
remarkable cases of instinct than we ever 
heard of came under our personal obserya- 
tion a few days ago. Mr. Deveaux, the 
county jatlor, was presented wilh a small pig 
by afriend living about four-miles from town, 
and it was tied by him in the Court-House 
yard, The pig was not over four weeks old 
and was brought the whole distance in a 
sack. On Friday morning lasf Mr. Deyeaux 
untied itamd did not notice it particularly. 
In the evening he discovered thaf it had 
strayed off. On Saturday morning his friend 
informed him that the pig had returned to his 
farm and yas wilh ils mother, it having suc- 
ceeded 1n making ils wey from town to the 
place of its nativily, The journey was the 
more remarkable as the way to be traversed 
was first across Briton’s Bay, whichis a half 
mile wide, and thence through the enclosures 
of three different farms. The pig was seen 
by some colored men wile crossing the bay, 
who tried to intercept it, but it eluded them 
and escaped to the cornfield in the direction 
of its home.—St. Mary's (Ma.) Beacon. 

————-e 

Vureray ‘‘ JAok.”—For many years a low- 
sized brindled dog, named *‘ Jack,” has been 
the pet of the First Precinct, New York ity. 
He is so sagacions that he will not followa 
patrolman belonging to any other precinct, 
and makes his headquarters on the Battery. 
With all his sagacity, however, ‘‘ Jack ” could 
not escape the ubiquitous dog-catcher. While 
taking shelter 1mder a tree in the Parl, some 
days ag0, & wire noose was slipped over his 
neck and he was jumped into the wagon. The 
news of Jack’s capture spread rapidly through 
the precinet, and Officer Cotter rescued him 
from his traveling prison before he reached 
the Pound. Thenext day Jack paraded the 
Battery with a large plated collar bearing the 
inscription: ‘‘Old Veteran Jack, the Pride 
of the First Precinct. Leaye him alone!” 
The collar is the gift of the police and the 
Battery boatmen. 
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Tue CntckeN TorPEpo.—Ilére is a naw 
infernal machine, described by the Griffin 

News. Woe betide the unfortunate culled 

person who comes afoul of it : 

‘The invention consists in placing atorpedo 
charged with powder, slugs and bullets in the 
interior of a prepared fowl. ‘ihe chicken is 
placed on a perch as natural as life, and the 
explosion occurs immediately on its removal. 
'Vhe balls within are so arranged that they fly 
in all directions at the instant thatthe fowl is 
removed from the perch or roost, and the re- 
mover is certain to be instantly scattered 
around in small particles. his ingenious 
contrivance, the inventor claims, is perfectly 
harmless so long as it remains undisturbed, 
and no ope is responsible for the sudden 
death of the party who tampers with it except 
the party himself.” 

ee 
Sern.—LHvyery body inthis hemisphure has 

heard of Seth Green, our principal fisherman ; 
but few are aware that he hath a merry wit 
which cometh out on occasion. A few 
weeks since, at the celebration of the com- 
pletion of the new State Line Railroad, Seth 

Pour or five of the monsters 
crawled out, and with wide open mouths 

We raced our thoroughbred 

was invited to join the excursion. Scarcely 
had the well tilled train started from Ro- 
chester when the fisherman bevzan his tour of 
salutation and hand-shaking. He had passed 
through all but the last car, when Jack 
said to him: ‘Seth, yon are out of place; 
you shonld bein the car where the Fish is” 
(refering to the Hon. H. Fish, who was in a 
forward car). 

Seth, after surveying those around him, 
and noticing cerfain red noses, replied; ** I 
guess I’m in the right place, as there seem to 
be plenty of suckers here !"—Harper's Drawer 
jor August. 

Tue Inars Eptror Acar.—We have al- 
ready referred to the enrazed Western Nditor 
43.4 naturalist. Another member of the fra- 
ternity, the editor of the Omaha Herald, adds 
his contribution to editorial zoology in the 
following allusion (o the editor of the Omaha 
Gee, whom he otherwise designates as 3 
“Bohemian baboon: ” 
This isthe bull ring into which we jerk 

the stub-nosed and web-footed creature who 
defies all ethnological classification, and ask 
a civilized community to note the perform- 
ance of the thing for whoma United States 
Senator is playing the part of unwilling spon- 
sor and reluctant stool-pigeon. ” 

Tiffany & Co.,, 

Jewellers, and Importers, have 

Silversmiths, 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

scientific requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO. sre also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PA.TEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

have a full line. 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis-— 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Eleectro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

is the 

largest in the world, and the 

ery and Bric-a-brac, 

public are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 

HUNYADI JANOS. 
The Best Natural Aperient. 

THE LANCET,.— 
“Hunyadi Janos. 
Barou Liebig affirma 
thot ite richness in 
Sperleut salts sur- 
passes that of all other 
known waters,” 

HE BRITIAH 

nos,—The most ngree- 
able, Safest, and most 
efMacious aperient 
water.” 

PROFESSOR VIRGHOW, Berlin. “Invariably good 
and promph success; Most Valuable,” 

PROFESSOR BAMBERGER, Vienna, “TI bave pre- 
Scribed these Witters with remarkable success,” 

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Waraburg, ‘I prescribe 
none but this,” 

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.D., F.R.S., 
London, * More pleasant than its rivals, and sur- 
passes them in efficacy,” 

PROFESSOR AITKEN, M. D,, f.. R.S., Royal Mill- 
tary Hospital, Netley. “Preferred to Pulling and 
Friedrichshall.” 

A WINEGLASSFUL A DOSE. 

INDISPENSABLE TQ THETRAVELING PUBLIC 

Every genuine bottle bears the name of “The 
Apollinaris Co, (limlted),” London, 

FREDERICK DE BARY & CO., 

41 and 43 Warren Street, New York. 
Sole Agenta for United States and Canaaaes, 

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS 
SS DRUGGISTS, pages 

The label on every geting bottle la printed on 
ble paper, 



FOREST AND > STREAM. 15 
a 

Law [psn 
‘STAMP FOR JLLUST-RATED PRICELIST, 

© A MORSMAN: porter. 
80 & 82 WILLIAM. STREET. NEW YORK. 

Don’t Catch Weeds and Logs, 
BUT CATCH FISH, 

Brush’s Patent Floaf Trolling Spoons entirely over- 
comé the defects heretofore found fn a other 
spoons—viz., rnuning so deep as to vatch weeda and 
logs, and below where the fish sea them. Made of the 
best material. Bass size, 75 cents; pickerel, $1 
muskdlonge, $1.25. Bach by mail—95 
for rold-plated, Adcdresg, ? \ i cae ck 
HENRY C. BRUSH, Brushton, Franklin 

€o., New York, maydtl 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms 

$210 for ten moaths. For cirenlar apply to Prin ; 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. ae akan 
ang! 2mo, THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 

UC. & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

Mublications., 

NOW READY. 

HALLOCK’S 

American Club List, 
AND 

SPORTSMAN’S CLOSSARY. 

FORMS OF ORGANIZATION AND RULES FOR PRACTICH 
TY RIFLE, BASE BALL, YACHTING, PIGEON, GLASS 

BALD AND OTHER PASTIMES, 

Issued in pocket form. Cloth, price 60c. Every 
mhember of every club should have a copy, Olnbs 
supplied at trade discount. Wor sale by 

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
iii FULTON 8T,, NEW YORK, 

&@~ Disconnt to dealers in sporting goods. 

Valuable Works on fatural 

History. 

ANY BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTPATD 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. 

DODD, MEAD & CO., 751 Broadway N. Y. 

Coues’ Key to Girds of North America, 

1 yol, §vo., cloth, $T 00 

Field Ornithology, 

1 yol,, & vO,, cloth, $2 50 

Birds of the Northwest, 
By Elliott Coues, #4 00 

Land and Game Birds of New England, 
By Minot, 1 yol., § yo., cloth, $3 00 

Birds of North America, 
By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 3 yols., 4 to, 

cloth, $30 00, 
The same, colored plates, $45 00. 

Packeard’s Guide to the Study of Insects, 

1 Vol., 8 vo., cloth, $500, 

Ferns in thelr Homes and Ours, 
7 yol,, 12 mo., cloth, illustrated; $1 .50 

Forest and Stream 
AND 

ROD AND GuNT. 

The American Sportsman’s Journal. A twenty- 
four page weekly paper deyoted to the wants and 
Decegsities of the Gentleman Sportsman, 

Terms, $4 a year. Send for a specimen copy 

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

111 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 

BINDERS. 
et your fine books bound, Art Jovynal bound 

aniform to London publishers’ style. Picturesque 
América, Art Treasury of Germany and Hngland 
Women in Sacred History, large Family Bibles, all 
ilustrated works, music and magazines in the best 
styles and lowest prices; Gone intwo of tliree days 
1 d. 
Mreqaired, |. WALEER'S SONS, 14 Dey atrect, 

VERSATILE, FASCINATING, THE NEW- 
Est AND #EST 

HUNTING, SHOOTING AND FISHING, 
A spotting mistellany. One yolume, with numer- 

ous apl, artistic tilustrationg, handsomely bound, 
rice 3260, to any address, ALBANY, WARDE & 
0, 5 Beekman street (P. 0. Box 8,167), New York, ° | 

Jy25 

Publications. 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Classary 50c, 

Long-Range ottifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide, 
. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
Sz. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
3. 

For sale at office of Forrst AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

Deutlhe Sago-Beitung. 
Silufiririe Wiueldan im Wevierew dex Digerei, 

Hevausgegebernr und redigirt von Fr. von Fvernvis, 

Griheint ant 8, witd 22. eines jeden Monats und tes 
fhaftigt fi mit dex Naturgefhidte des Wildes, Wilds 
Udt, Fagoimus, Woidgeredten, Musibung der Sagd= 
eet, SFago= und Fang methoden 2c, Sitere| ante 

petal hber Fagdlithe egislation, Golj= und Wilos 
biehgefmidten 2c, Es ift das officielle Organ des ,, Uil= 
pone re Deutiher Fagofdusb-Gereins”. Die Sluftras 
Oren find bon den befien dewtfhen Sagdmalern, Seder 

Fahrgang umfafit die Zeit vom & October bis gum 22. 
fit aaa Und Wird gebiundent die Sierde jeded Biider= 

ie fein. 
Preis oterteljahriid) 4 Mark. 

tan abonntrt dur ixqend weldhe Budhandlung oder 
dDireft bom BWerleger, Wdreffes 5 ao 

Sir. vow Svertois, 
Gilenberg, Proving Sachfery 

GERMANY. 
Probes$umimern gratis. 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richurdson and Rangeley Lakes 

Hilustrated.—A complete and thorough guile tom 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. - 
Farrar’s Moosehead Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness [ilustrated —A comoprehen- 
sive Hand-book of thle Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 5Uc. 
Farrar’s Pocket inp of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Wap of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the hendwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 

Any of the above sent by mail, post paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Kegion; each 250. 

Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

apris 6m 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. 

By J. H. Barry. 

—————t 

SS ee 

Beautifnliy and fully illustrated with hunting 
Acenes on the plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 
from field sketches by the author, A book of long, 
actual and rough experience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guns, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authen- 
tic reference-book for sportsmen ever published. 
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $140. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Pablisher, New York. 
my i6tf 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

—— 

= SS Sasa ld 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting- 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting aud Shootiigthe American Partridge—Quall; 
Buffer Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the pun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal! discount tothe trade- 
To he had at hook stores generally. Also for sale 

one donble-barre! breech-loading central fire shot- 
gon, i2-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Ocf§ 11 FPrederick City, Md, 

Publications, 

The Sportsman’s Library 

STANDARD BOOKS. 
JUST ISSUED. 

This Compilation Contains Brief Descriptions 
of Over One Hundred ond Fifty Books 

Upon Ontdoor Sportsa and Amuse- 

ments, Together with Between 

Eighty and Ninety Spirited 

Illustrations of Gamo 

Birds, Fish, Horses, 

etc., Many of them 

Drawa from 

Life. 

A most valuable compilation whith should be in 
the hands of avery sporisman, every one who wishes 
to acquire the art of shooting or to obtain informa- 
tion regarding ganie, birds, lish, horses, guns, « quip- 
ments, etc, The trouble hitherto has been, the peocle 
haye not known what works were issued on field 
spbprts and pastimes, or where they could be pro- 
cured.—N, P. Stanton, Pres, National Rifle Associa- 
tion, 

All interested in outdoor amusements will be 
gratified with this publication. lo know the con- 
tents of the book mentioned will fit any man for the 

- better employment of his time, and if the knowledge 
tobe gained in this way is practically employeu, 
better health and longer life will be the result— 
Henry Fulton, Captain American Team 1876. 
Send two three cent postage stamps for sample 

copy to FOREST AND SYREAM PUB, CO,, 111 
Fulton street, New York, 

TRE LATEST AND ONLY CORRECT 

Treatise on the Game Cock, 

4 The undersigned will issue _a publication entitled 
“ Treatise on the Game Cock,” 48 s00n as prac- 
ticable after June 15, 1878. 
The work has been compiled by Mr. F. W. McDou- 

gall, whose long experience as a breeder and trainer 
of Game Cocks especially for the pit, is a sufficient 
@uaravtee as fo its reliability. 

Its purpose is to introduce a new and thorough 
treatment th breeding, rearing and training the Game 
Cock. It will contain such information, and will be 
80 serviceable to fanciers and breeders that it will 
be indispensable to all, and will be preserved as a 
book of referetce for years. 
A few pages of the book will be reserved for ad- 

yertisements at prices within the reach of all. We 
give every atlveriiser books enough to pay for his 
advertisement. Send for circular. 

Fanciers and breeders subscribing for the book be- 
fore the same is printed will have their names in- 
Serted in black type, in the pages reseryed for that 
purpose, with the variety of stock they raise, for 35 
cents (which entitles them to a book). Price of book, 
tencents. Address, 

McDOUGALL BROS., 
64 South Illinois St., INDIANAPOLIS. 

Painting. 

PAINTING. 
| @WERY ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER. 

50 Per Cent. Saved. 
We aré manufacturing a very Ine Pure Kei 

gaixed Paint, mixed in such a manne: that any ord: 
jiary stable or farm hand can make as good a job 
painting as a painter can with paint mixed in the old 
way. Thisis because our paint does not set ps 
aud thus show marks of the brush. We sellit lower 
shan materials can be boughtin the ordinary way; 
4d pay Irelght on certain s1zed orders. 
Any one wishing to Paint, will have mpiled free, 

upon application, our book—* How Every One cau 
Paint and Select Harmonious Colors.’ Address 
INGERSOLL PAINT WORKS, South and Dover 
streets, New York. 

dtliscellaneans, 

The Ludlow Trout Co. 
Will this year taks from one fo two million brook 
trout eggs (ready for shipment from Noy. 10 to Dec. 

20) at lowest prices. Send for price list, Address 

B. FREEBURG, SurerintEenvenr, 

Augs 3m Ludlow, McKean County, Pa, 

Patented 

Feb. 26, 

1878, 

TAYLOR’S SELF-LIGHTING 
MATCH SAFE. 

This match safe commends itself at once to all. 
Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
operation, and every one warranted. It insures safe- 
ty, heatness and dispatch. Not necessary to remove 
eover except to replenish the box. Just the thing 
forsportsijen. Send FIrry CENTS for sample box to 
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R, 1, 
Large discount to the trade, augs m0 

F. WALLER, 
MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPHER 

137 South Fifth Ave., 

N.Y. City. 

Pictures of Residences und Jjlye Stock. 
—_ 

POCKET 

jels 3m 

Miscellaneous, 

A TURKISH BATH 
In Your Own Room 

= For Five Cents. 

This is secured by a cheap 
apparains recently patented, 
for the producticn of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcohol that, sup- 
plies the heat. It has proved 
more elfective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Ba\h House in 
eradicating  TKkhenmat/sm, 
Asthma, Catarrp, Skim Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Neryons and debilitating 
Milsdies. Pamphlet free. 
UBIN’'S PORTABLE 

VIUTBIKISH BATH CO ,68East 
Fourth street, Oincimnati, O; 

jels lyr 

HOTOS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 25 cts, 
List of books, 2c. §. R, LUDDEN, H, Lincoin, Me. 

jel8 lyr 

Gunpowder, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
No, 26 MURRAY ST,, N. W¥.; 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder, 
No. 1¢0.7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
Lib. cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to &in 
paste Kegs, 6 Ibs. each, and canisters of land 6 
Ibs. each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifies and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, the last being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 25 lhs., 1244 lbs, 
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and % Ib. 

All of the aboye give high velocities and Issa 
vesidtum than any other brands made, and are re- 
s0mmended and used by Capt, A. 1. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World,” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI‘: ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. : 

Yamphilets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
out, sent free on application to the ahove address. 

Cc U N'P’0'W:D:E:R. 

BosTows TS 2 
‘Aucron ERON ED 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 
HK, B, RAmso, 14 State street, Chicago, Il. 
M,.G@, GODDARD, 80+ North Secona, St. Loni Mo. 
F, Baru &Co., 41 Walnut st,, Cincinnati, O- 

: mar 
= 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFAOTUORERS OF 

GUNP OW DE RB. 
Hazards “ Electric Powder.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed In point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed ip square canis« 
ters of 1 Ib, only. 

Hazerd’s “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) vo 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 
64¢ 1b, kegs. A fine grain, Ce and clean, for 
upland prairle shooting. ell adapted to shot~ 
guns, 

Hazavrd’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Ini and 5 1b. canisters 
and 637 and 1244 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Yor field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breéch-loaders. 

Hazards “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEEG, PPG, and “Sea Shooting” WG, in kegs of 25, 
12/¢ and 634 tbs, and cans of 6 lbs.6F FFG 1s also 
packed in Land jy lb. canisters, Burne strong and 
moist. The FPFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, aud the “Sea Shooting" I’ is 
the standard Rite powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES WOR #HXPORT, oF 
ANY tae GRAIN OB, PROOF, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDHR. Z, 
The above can be bad of deaiers, or of the Com- 
any's Agents in eye TO! nt city, or wholesala 
at our office, Hf oan ag WAry, ppREET, NEW YORK, ” 
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Svortsmen's Goods. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
. TO 

CENTLEMEN. 

We have just received a direct importation 
of East India novelties, to which we desire 
to call attention : 

ist, 25 pisces pure Corah Silk, a delicate fa- 
brie, of soft, creamy shade, which we sell 
by the piece. 

ad. 28 pieces real Seersucker, which was 
made in narrow stripes expressly for us. 
We shall make suits to order, and keep 
in stock Sack Coats ready made during 
the month of August. 

3d, Chogas,—A few of these fine embroidered 
Camel’s-Hair Smoking Jackets for gen- 
tlemen, such as we offered two seasons 
ago. 

4th.225 pieces Pure Pongee Silk. These 
silks, made into suits, we offer as the 
coolest and most attractive summer gar- 
ments for gentlemen ever shown. Price 
only $11 per suit, 

5th. 50 sets of Pijamahs and Cobias—or East 
India Sleeping Dresses. These were 
made to order in Canton, and are very 
handsome and desirable, at same time 
inexpensive. Last season we sold the 
suits at $15. This month we offer them 
at $9. 

6th. 30 pieces genuine old fashioned Wan 
keen. ‘This we sell by the piece or make 
ane into suits for gentlemen or chil- 

en. 

“th. A few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes, 
to be worn with Children’s Summer 
Suits. These are very fine in quality, 
but very cheap. Price $2. 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 

OAK HALL, BOSTON. 

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS 

OF THE 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT. 
nd 

Each garment and every 

button bears our name and 

address. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, $13. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars. address 

G.EW.ESIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

——FESTABLISHED 1820.— 

SOLE AGENTS for the 

NEW YORE; 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. FISHING 

8 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needie-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

tee OLE. 
0 a TC SS 2 5 2 

Open to Load. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING -SHOT GUN. 
WONDERFULLY SIMPLE, WONDERIPULLY STRONG. 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

less liable to get loose or out of order, or one so good for 

. the money, 

' WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

Prices range from $50 to $300- 

The American Arms Co. 
BOSTON, 

DETACHING BARRELS, 
TEA SS. 

"CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Fine Breech-Loading Cuns, 
RIFLES, P S AND FISHING TACKLE. 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Uamping Ontfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Compesition Balls always on hand. 
Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per palr. 
The “ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 

by the ‘Forest Stream,” Feb. 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Eyery sportsman 
should have one. , 

Also a cheaper quality robber pad, stuffed with 
hair, $1. 
LOOK AT THIS !—A central-fire, English Double 

Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
sold in any quantity. 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the most artistic manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 
CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 
Etc., Etc. 

Guns, Gite. 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORE. 

Guns, Etc. 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Jolnt, with 
extra tip, itt case, $18. 
REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 

best makers, and with all the latest improvementa. 
ART! FILLAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait 

ofevery description. 
Wouvll call speciai attention to my large variety 

of fue TROUT, BAbS and SALMON FLIES. 
FLIES ticil to orderirom any pattern at shortest 

notice. 
LINES, waterproof and tapered, olled, Braided 

Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Htc. 

Walking Cane Rods, 
The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 

suucersiu! Spoons in ase, Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Fioats and Sinkers. 
BLACK FLY REPELLAN'S, 650 cents per bottle, 

and everything required by ishermen and anglers, 

opricaL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, ete., ete. 

= Also KVERY THING pertaining to the Sporting 
ing, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Guus, Ete, 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
The only positive 

Double-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Actis 

IN THE WORLD, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 

Equal in finish, symmetry of outline and materials 
to the finest English Guus, andat more 

Teasonable prices, 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only Ke 

pounder with which missfires will not occur. 
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR . 

‘Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Comper 
gating Features of Action.” : 

@QUNS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK 

Pin Fire Guns changed te Central Fire. 
Muzele-Loading Guna Altered to Breach-Loadera. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St., Baltimore. 

Send for illustrated Catalogue. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
Manufacturer only of first-ciase 

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 
And Dealer in 

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warrante: 
EVERY \TIME, Gun stocks—bent, crooked’ 01 
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, 
Hnnoting Suits, and shoes for land or water us6, 
Spratt’s imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, new 

_| improved Ballard Rifles, for long or short range, 
No. 61 Elm St.) Boston, corner Dock Square 

TIUNEUR WORKS, rc a 

ie BIRMINGHAM, a 

ENGLAND, 

Mortimer & Kirkwood, 
GUNMAKERS, 

24 Elm Street, Boston. 
Febl4 fm 

E. THOMAS, JR., 
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% South Clark Street, Chicago, Il. 
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ICE OLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

1878. 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—'‘'¥For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘‘ For the Best Gun of America 
Make ”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 

Winchester 

‘ 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

Repeating Ars Company, 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USHS, and eyery variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

CREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World. 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 
1378: 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship of 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

MAY 24—Sharps Military Long-Range Match; Forty-eighth Regiment team, ayy: 4 7 oO 
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OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADE MARE. 

Send for Circular. 

Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A. 

PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Warerooms, 177 Broadway, New York. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WAR WITH RUSSIA. 

MILITAR YF, TARGET AND SPORTING: 
Being rifled on the only system suitable for the ‘ Express”? principle. Onur long-range and Mid-range rifles can be transformed to.Hxpress Rifles by simply changing the sights and the use of f * Express” bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. ra “ so7g =ER a CUer Bias ot 

Send for price listto PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I. 

Dittmar Powder, 
THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOCARDUS 
In all his matches, both indoors and in the field, He uses no other, It was also used in the wonderful 
performances of D R . G A Ee Vv E R 

Atthe Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4, 5 and 6, breaking balls at seventy-flve yarda with a shot-gun, 

NO SMOKE, NO DIRT, LESS RECOLL. 
SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, 

DITTMAR POWDER CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt St. New York. 
WORKS: BINGHAMTON, N. Y¥. 

Ohe Fennel. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del. 
Co., N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price, 
$16 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups. 

may? lyr 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
M, P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 
Tkeep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only 

young stock, I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer. These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving, jlo 1t 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

— 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 

= —— 

None are genuine unless so stamped, 

F. OG. De LUZE, 
18 South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or mopey returned. It ia potup 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop ann Gux 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 
oct 12 117 FULTON STREET, 

LOODED watch tdog 
Address TRAMPS, 

july4 ti 

up wanted ; large breed 
. Y. Herald offlee 

Foe SALE—A few thoroughly broken setters, 
Price’ from $50 to $66 each, Address H. J. 

ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. augl tf 

Ghe Zennel, 

St. Paul Bench Show, 
To be given under the auspices of the 

Minnesota Kennel Club, 
aT = 

STATE FAIR GROUNDS 
ST. PAUL, MINN. 

SEPTEMBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 1878. 

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG. 19. 

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt. 
my9 tt 

NGLISH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING AND NON 
Sporting Dogs for sale. Greyhounds, pointers 

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £20 
each; for the field and show bench, of good pedi- 
grees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terriers, black 
and tan terriers,from £10 each, all dead game, of 
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding; 
better quality for the show bench, £20 each, Also a 
few Yorkshire terriers. at £10 each. The prize 
Yorkshire terrier, ‘* Willie,” will be sold, Winners 
of silver cup, Queensbury, first and silver cup Ul- 
verston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent 
to Me:srs. Bampton & Steglish, Hxpress Agents, 60 
William street, New York. Dratta to accompany 
order, payable on Alliance Bank, London. Satisfac- 
tion is guaranteed by the advertiser, who is a judge 
and reporter of English dog shows. F. STEEL, 
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, eens 

Mar? 6m 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen desirmg to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will please 

communicate at once, Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens. Shall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs and 
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on the Erie Railroad, First buyers best selection. 
Address EH. 8. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic 
County, N. J. Jea7 tr 

F2& SALE, when eight weeks old, twelve fine 
Setter whelps, seven dogs and five bitches, out 

of my blue belton Mell, by Burges’ Druid; whelped 
May 17. Five are black, tan and white, balance 
black and white. Address L. F. WHITMAN, No, 
5 City Hall, Detroit, Mich. je13 10t 

OR SALE—Engplish setter dog, 4 years old, thor- 
oughly broken. Can be seen on game—wood- 

cock, quail or partridge: Address, P. O, Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass jyli tf 

OR SALE OHEAP, when eight weeks old, six 
Gordon setter puppies, three dogs and three 

bitches, whelped July 12, Dam, Fannie (Hope— 
Grouse, both imported,); sire, Prince, imported, 
The puppies are black and tan, with very little white 
between the fore-legs. Address A. H, THOMAS, 
Warrensburgh, Warren County, N. Y. Jy25 3t 

oz SALE OR TRADE FOR SETTER DOG—Gyp. 
year and a half old, Gildersleeve stock. Well 

broken ‘on birds and snipe. Address J, H. SHIRK, 
Lancaster City, Pa. Jy25 4t 

Roe SALE—One grand English setter bitch, seven 
Mouths old, black and white, evenly and beauti- 

fully marked, Sire, Demuth’s Dash, Pride of the 
Border—iora ; dam, Nellie, Trap—Nettie. Price $20, 
T£not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker’s 
hands for my own use. For pedigree and full 
description address G@, H. GOODRICH, Toledo, 
Tama Co., Iowa, aug 1 
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Che Kennel. 

$50 REWARD will be paid to any person who 
will give sufficient information to convict 

the party or parties who poisoned iny Newfoundland 
slut Minka. DR, A. STUB, 136 Dean street, pesinent 

ngs 1b 

OR SALE.—A choice few of extra fine high bred 
Setter Pups. One litter cf black-and-tans by 

Dr. Aten s Glen out of Horace Smith’s Nellie. An- 
other litter of pure red Trish by imported Buck ont of 
Bess.. Address, HORACE SMITH, 33 Park Row, 
New York. Bugs 2t 

OR SALE CHEAP.—An English liver and white 
Pointer, 23g yearsold. Apply in evening at 118 

EK, igsth street. ‘fook dipluma at two N, Y. Shows. 
augs 1t 

OR SALE,—1 he English setter bitch “* Vick,” 7 
[' months old, by Carlowitz. Price low. Also a 

fine Red Irish selter dog, CHAS. DENISON, Hart- 
ford, Conn. anges 1h 

OR SALE—A pointer bitch, thirteen months 
old, sired by Sensation, ont of May. Also two 

well-bred setter pups, fonr months old; color, one 
red the other black, Price of pointer, $26; setter 
pups, $10 each. Address ALBERI|' PHILLIPS, West 
Springtield, Mass. Augs it 

for Sale, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTINC. 

BY CAPT, BOUARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson. For sale at 
this office. Price $2. 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 
ZIMMERMAN’S two celebrated pictures, “ Tight 

Shell” and * Trying for a Double.” Price per pair, 
$3.50 and 25c. for postage. Address 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 
aug tf St. Pau!, Minn, 

OR SALE CHEAP—One double Scott breech- 
loader; 9 lbs., 10-bore ; also one handsome En- 

giish setter, not broken, Address W. H. B,, Fisher- 
ville, N. H. augl 2t, 

1 
Nassau, N. Y. 

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
name, 100, postpaid. GHU. 1, REED & pot 

aug 

OR SALE, in Warrensburgh Village, a Lot, with 
good two-story house and store, Also barn, 

hen honses and garden, Good troutand bass fish- 
ing. Woodcock aud partridge hunring within a few 
minutes’ waik, Deer hunting within one day’s 
drive, Three miles from railroad and six miles 
from Lake George. For terms, address A, H. 
THOMAS, Warrensburgn, Warren County, N. Y. 

jy25 3b 

OR SALE—Crvstal Spring Fish Farm and Picnie 
EF Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ines cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 

villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 

stables, etc.—in one. four horses; tweniy-three 

acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 

ponds; fine parden; 100 young fruit trees ;.apple 
dre:s B. B. P., care this office. orchards. Addre , je13 tt 

AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
any oechanged, 0, 8, PEOK, 8 West ‘Twenty-ffth 
atreet, New York. Sept27 ly 

Sportsmen's Ztouteg. 

SPORTSMEN, 

TAKE IT EASY. 

Common-Sense 
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS. 

My Reading and Writing-Table 
is sepurate from chair, and is se- 
cured in position by astrong but- 
tou. Is easily adjusted 1o nearly 
all Kinds ot arm-chairs, but 
should be used on my No. 4, 5, 
or 13, to give complete satisfac- 
tion Table can be set at any angie uccived, or 
lowered to good position for writing. Make a nice 
table for an invalid. Cntting-board for tne ladies, 
None of your little 7x9 affairs; but is 16x32 inches, 
Cannot be got out of order. 
My Chairs and Rockers are made upon honor, 

estamped and warranted. Are unsurpassed for com- 
fort and durability. The favorite seat in the best 
houses of ourland. See that my name is stamped 
on chair before purchssing 
Send stamp for {Illustrated price-List. 

F. A. SINCLAIR, 
Mottvilie, N. Y. aug 136 

No. 29, Oll Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
Ing shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels, 
wilh or without nails; Hoglish watertight tongues, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, $7; 50c, 
extra by mail. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,016, 801 Broadway, New York. 

EFOREST AND STREAM. 

Auxiliary Rifle, 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

——— sll 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of tim E : ie with thes sok ge cao ordr- "Wh tl aunty We nal naar olen eemecta nu ea i Barrel, which welghs about one 5 a t piper aed Bing en soe Gonyenred dai) a most acenrate rifle, The AUXILIARY BARREL oH q L2- re—calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are thi PHaneAny hee cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send for 2 Oona Pree ne aes 
AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, P. O. Box 715 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

CHAS. F. 
MANUFACTURER OF ANU DEAL-R 

ORVIS, 
IN 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
MANCHESTER, VERMONT. 

RODS, REELS, FLIES OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 
First-class goods st reasonable prices. _ Reels to the trade ata liberal discount. Send for price Ilst. 

Mention FOREST AND STREAM. 

W.\W.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.' 

I 

ao 
THE WINNING CUNRN. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet dart yalued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards andi foot and 2947 yarda, He 

* also won the second event, killings birds in anccession 
. at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds outof20, This 

1s acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gut at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guva by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr, 

a J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon Se match between Capt, Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 a side, South seer birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 
The winning gon also at the great London Gun Trial, 1815, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of 

Great Britain aud Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FASI BREECH-LUADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRING. NTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s -Works, Birmingham, England: 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.” 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

- Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

| EE | 
ACCEHESSARIES. 

STORES: No. 10 North Sixth §t,, No. 220 North Second $t., and No, 627 Commence &t,, 
Parl ADELYHrA. 

-  TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
Gives grenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, More spherical, more uniferm In size, 
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beekman 8St., 
NEW FYoR:s. 

Also, manufacturera of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

AHediginal, 

BRANDRETH'S PILLS. 
We believe these celebrated pills are pre-ordained 

by their inherent merits to be the medicine of 
the world, They impart & power by which every 
Organ of the body becomes heathy. Nature has 
formed the bowels 80 that they are capable of draw- 
ing to them the impurity of any organ of the body, 
however distant. So we have little more to do when 
We are sick than to purge freely with a medicine 
time has proved will not hurt. This treatment 
always quickly restores the health when adopted in 
time, 

BRANDRETH’S PILLS 
cure both costiveness and diarrh@a. Ask the mun 
who was dying from constipated bowels what cured 
him; he telis you Krandreth’s Pills. Ask him who 
had dyseutery for months what cured him; he ssys 
Brandreth’s Pills, They are the brat medicine jor 
Small Pox, and they prevent any marks. A chsé oc- 
eurred recently where Brandreth’s Pills cured & 
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctors sali could 
only be removed by amputation; yet. twenly-five 
boxes cured it and restored the patient’s health, 
Reference W. M. Skinner, of White Plaina. 
Brandreth’s Pills are not a quack medicine, but a 

scientific preparations, which haye been prepared 
by the present proprietor for over fifty years. They 
are wholly compored of innocent hi rbs and vegeta- 
ble essences, are incapable of hurting the most deli- 
cate, ye sure to cleanse the bowels and bleod aud 
exert a curative effect upon every form of disease. 
Where for twenty years the patient had1o move- 
ment of the bowels wuhout medgici-e or mechanical 
means, & monih’s use of Brandreth’s Pills cored, 
restoring the bowels to regularity, 
The secret of recruiting the vital principle is dis- 

covered in this mecicine; it generates and increases 
healthy animal warmth Provided the great organs 
are not irreparably ininred, there is no disease 
Brandreth’s Pits will not cure. Remember, they 
concentrate the yitality of the system to eject the 
disease wherever located in the body. 

BRANDRETH'S PILLS 

are sold by all denlers—25 cents a box, either sugar- 

coated or plain—and at Dr, Brandreth’s 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 

294 CANAL STREET, NEW YORE. 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Back, Sides and Loins; are positively cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy 

Gravel and Bright’s disease, No matter of how 

long standing the case may be, positive relief is 

bad in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 

never fails. It is purely a vegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of oases that have 

been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians haye been permanently cured. It is 

also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 

cal societies throughout the country, Soldin 

bottles at two dollars each, or three boltles, 

whichis enough to cure the moat aggavated case, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars. 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders 

to be addressed to 

Grant?s Remedy Manufacturing Co., 

554 MAIN 8T., - - ##WORCESTBR, MASS. 

$66 a week In yonr own town. Terms and 45 outfit fros, 
Address H. Hattetr & Co., Portland, Maine, 

AMnugical Instruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS “Souverts ORGANS. 
These beantiful organs 

es are remarkable alike for 
purity of tons and perfect 
Mecvanism, Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
sella hetter instrament at 
& lower price than any 
other honse in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
_ Grand, Square and Up- 
ernght, are the BEST 
=MADE, tha Tone, Touch, 

: Workmanship and Dura- 
bility Uueurpassed, Warranied for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cush or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
eto. AGENTS WANTED. Catalognes Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, mann- 
tacturers and deaslers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York, 

Oo =p 

oO % » 
The oldest, laryest, and most perfect maoufactory inthe U.S 

Any worker con mnske $12 o day Athome Custly 
GOLD Outfit free, Address Tuus & Co,, Augusta, Maine, 

: 
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Sportsmen's Routes, 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LIN® 
BOUND KROGK ROUTE. 

FOR TRENTON AND PHIDADELPHTA, 
COMMENCING JULY 1%, 1878 

STATION IN NEW YORK—Fosl.of Liberty st. N. 5 r 
Leave New York for Trenton and Philadetphia at 

6:30, 8, 9:30, ne aes ald 1:50, 4:0), 5:30, 12. P, M., 
and at 4:30 ep. M. for Trenton. 
Leave Philadelphia Trém station North Penusyl- 

yania Railroad, Bhird pnd Berks streets, ah 6745 
(way), 1:45, 9:50, 11:30 a. M., 1:40, 2e80, 4:15) 6:45 12:00 

P.M, 
Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Mon- 

day), 6:50, 5:13, 10:20 A. w., 12:15, 2216, 3:00, 9:55, 6:30 
Me ‘ 

* Pullman Drawing Room Jara are attached tothe 
930.4. M., 4:0, P. Mt, traing from New Yorkand to 
the 7:45, A. M,, 1:80 P.M. trains from Philadelphia. 
SuNDAY TRAINs—Leave New York and Phila- 

Helphia At 9:00 A. M,, 5:30, 12 Pom, Leave New York 
for Trenton at 9:30 A. M. and 6:30, M. Leave Tren- 
ton for New York at 1:20, 9:50 A, M., 6:10 P.M, 
Boata of the ‘Brooklyn and Erie Annex” make 

eonnection at eae US eee to and from Brouk- 
n and Arle Depot, Jersey City. 

WT iekete tor ale at foot of Liberty street, Nos, 529 
and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all aillces 
ofthe Erie Rallway in New York and Brooklyn, auc 
at No.4 Court atreet, Brooklyn, Baggage checked 
from residence to destination. 
Sapfti3 ly H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pane. Agant 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA BB. OO: 

Reupectfully invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reacting most of the 
TROTIING PARES and RACK COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayold the difi- 
euities and dangersoi reshipment, while the excel- 
Jent cara which run oyer the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without fatlars 
or injury. 
Tue lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
fn Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
AND FEATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’'l Pass. Agent, 
FRANK THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, feblt-i 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chiv'ago to St. Louis, aut Chicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN 
HVERY THING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
fine of this road; prairie chic Espen) ducks, brant, 
nail, ete, Connects direct at Kinesas City with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

belope rauge of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
i Sportsmen, 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Obicago, Tip, 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JAGESONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN- 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and tntermediate landings 
on ST, JOHN’S RIVER and intertor points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 
by railroud or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co,, 

Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phils, 

Decit-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Contral Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR, 

EXCURSION TICKETS trom Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
Q. M. and St, Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from MilWaukés. Dogs, guns und 
camp equipagé taken free, 
[he points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

“Torest and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing ; Butternut Creek and Lake for 
muscaionge; the many branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
aud pickers), never till last season fished by sports- 
men. Between Sily-r Creek and Ashjund ail are 
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached 
aiong the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
Fock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the 
Bay sitords excellent sport. 
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, bullt Iaat 

year, has been enlarged, and ia supplied with a 
Steam-yacht, sail gud rowboa!s und excellent guides, 

The atmosphere ft Ashiand is a sure preventive of 
Bay fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 
myo im Milwaukee, Wia, 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleguany 
Mounteius, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kap- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fiah, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grotse, 
quutl, snipe, wooucock, niountam trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ete,, etc. 

Guus. fishing tackle, and ene dog for each sports- 
mun carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most heantiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering plucts and suilumer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Sontheas:; ai Gordoneyille, wiih the 
Worth and Northwest; iid at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South. All modern improvements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Va. 

OUNEY IsLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH, 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R. 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commenelng July 2, 1878, 

Trains for Coney Island—Leve depot on Flatbush 
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7:30, 8:80, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11:40 4. w., 12 o., 
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 2:40, 8. 8:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 
4:40, 5, 5:20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, G:40, 7, 7:16, 7:30, 7:45, 8, 
#220, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 2, m. 
Returning from Beach—t, 8, 9, 10, 10:50, 11, 11:20, 

.t40 A.ae,, 1220, 12:40, 1, 7:20, 1:40," 2, 2,90, 2:40, 3, 
3,20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 735, 7350, 8:05, 6:20, 5:40) 9, 9:30, 10, 10;30/ 11 
P.M. 
Sunday Trains to Island—s:80, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A, a6, 1226, 1, 1:20, 7:40, 2, 4:20, 
2:40, 4, 3:20, 8240, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 6,20, 240, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7215, 7:50, 8, 8:20, 8240, 9, 230, 10, 10:30 P, M, 

Returniug from Island—9, 9:30, 10, 10;20, 10:40, 11, 
11:20; 11:40 A. M., 12 44, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 9:40, 3, 
$720, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:55, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
P.M, 

‘Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion 
tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cents. Grand con- 
certs every afternoon and evening by Conterno’s 
Twenty-third Regiment Band. 
MR. LEYY, the celebrated cornet Aoloist, tas been 

engaged for the season. 
The follawing horse-car lines run directly to de- 

pot: Flatbush avenue irom Fulton Ferry; Bergen 
Street, 5. B.; Franklin avenne, from Sonth Seventh 
Atreat Ferry, E, D., and Nostrand avenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W. E. DORWIN, Sup't. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul, 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

tiailway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
grossing and connecting with all East and Weat 
Lines in Iowa, runolng through some of the finest 
hinting grounds in the Northwess for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Qual. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
on parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket OMice, Cedar Rapids. C. J. IVES, 
E. F. WINSLOW, 7 Gen, Passenger Agent. 

General Manager, tf 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878,.— 
Ferrybosts lexye New York from James Slip 

(daily exoept Sunduys) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
ourih street, Hast Klyer (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulron and Catharine ferries (dail.) 80 minutes pre- 
yious fo departure of trains from Depot, comer Pat- 
bush and AUantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Ieland City (Hunter's Point) ag 
follows: For Greenpoit, Sag Harbor, etc.,$:30.4.M,, 
dP. M., and on Saturdays at 3:40PM. Hor Patch- 
ogue, etc,, 9:30 4, of., d:sU and6r.mM. For Babylon, 
ete., ab 9:30 A. ee, 4, 4:30, 5and6P.M. For Port 
Jefferson, Ste., at 10 A. M. and 4:30e.mM. For North- 
ort, etc., ab 10 A. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30 P.M. For 
cust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4. M., 3:80, 4;80, 5:30 

and 6:30 P. wu. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 A. M., 
4, 4:30, 6, Gand 7P.mM. For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:0) P. M., and 
12:1h night, and from Long Ieland Clty only 9:30 A. M., 
1:80 and 6:307.u. SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc,, 94. M. Babylon, etc., 6and TP, ar. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 A. Mw. and 6:30), a, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9a. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
?. M,, and from Long Island by only 9:30 A. M. and 
6:30P,M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., a2 per tlme tables. 
Ticket offives in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of The Long Island 
Express," 4 Park place, 786 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No, 333 Wash- 
ington street aud 79 lourth street, By purchasing 
tickets abany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

§S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't. 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Puss. Agent. » Jeb t 

hes NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate 

points. Thenew and elegant steamer Continental 
leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) at 3, A passenger train will be in waiting 
on the wliarf at New Haven and Jéave for Spring- 
field and way stations on arrival of boat, 
NIGHT LINE.—The Elm City leaves New York at 

1? M,, connecting with passenger train in waiting 
on wharl at New Hayen, leaving 6:15 a. um, Tickets 
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Gourt street, Brooklyn. Excursion to 
New Haven and retarp, $1.50, Apply at General 
pote on the pier, orto RICHARD PECK, General 

‘ent. 

* 
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Suortinjen’s Rontes. Hotels and Resorts foy Spartsmer} 

Cromwe]l Steamship: Line. 

NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8, ANDST. 
JOHNS, N. F. 

THE FIRST-CLASS SPEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 
ALHAMBRA, Capt. McDhinney, 

form a remy line between above ports, leaying 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
or the Lower St. Lawrence will find this {he cheapest 
andi most direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tlon. ‘Time between New York and Halifax about 
sixty hours, oné half of trip fhrongh Long Island and 
Vineyard Sonnus, in smooth waver. 

Cabin psssage, including stateroom nd meals, 
New York and Halifax, $15 gold; New York and Sr, 
Jonns, $30, gold. Excursion tickefs at reduced 
rates, For selicdule of sailings and further particu- 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
86 West street, N. Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N. 5., HARVEY 
& CO, St. John’s, N. I. je206m 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago &Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and,with 
its numerous branches aud connections, form- the 
ghortest and quickeetronte between Chicago and all 
oints in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Innesota, Jowa, Nebraska, California, and the 

Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
oinis in Northern Ilinois, lows, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
‘on, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 

81. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
liné for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and ali points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND 8T, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all pore in Southern and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE is the ody 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Honghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country, Its FREKPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all polnts via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE ts the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one pacetue eiroust Eyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan Kacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicaso and 

—_—_—$—$— 

the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
Weat bound, they leave Chisago dally, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, af 10:30 A. Mand arrive at Council 
Bluffs next wiorning. 
East-bound t .ey leave Council Bloifs at 6:30 P. M,, 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
&Rd reach Chicago next afternoon, 
S27 No other roads weat of Chicago rans Puliman 

or any Other form of Hote! cars, 

TO SPORTSMEN, 
This line presents peculiar advantages. For 

Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa liue to-day offers more fayorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickere] and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points onthe Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in. the West, 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No, 5 State street. ) 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen. Manager, Chicago. W. A. Srennerr, 
jezo lf Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago, 

TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIER 41, N. R., foot of Canal s'reet, 

daily, excepn Sundays, at 6 Pr. M., Connecting at 
Albany with Express Trains 

FOR 
Saratogn, Lake Champlain, Lake George, 
the Adirondacks, Montreal, and «all points 
North nud Weése- . 
t"THIS IS tHE ONLY NIGHT TINE OF 
SUBAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGH TO PLAOCHS ON THEN. ¥.C.R. R. 

STATEROCMS, Si and $2. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office on the pier, at all Westcott Nxpress offices, 
At all the hotela and ticket offices in New York, or 
of connecting Railroad and Steamboat Lines, 

&. E, AYO, Gen’l Passenger Agent. 

Qld Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun. 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb’s 
Island, aud points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sall Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Délaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 3 P, w. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
St., New York, Rep 25 ly 

Zjotels and Resorts fer Sportsmen. 

CAMPING OUT—CAMP PISCATORIAT, 

In connection with the Ashley House, I offer 60 
Wall Vents to those fondof camping out; situated 
within 1u0 yards of the celebrated fishing grounds 
of Barnegal Inlet. Rations.—Pish for the catching ; 
oysters, Clams and groceries at firsh cost, affording 
cheap summer recreation. See posters, with illus. 
tration, in all sporting houses, Address J, W. KIN- 
SEY, Ashley House, Barnegat P, O,, Ocean Bonny, 

my 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOOK BAY, L. I, 

By & practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the beat of boats, batteries, ete,, 
with tle largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys en 
the coast, Special attention given by himself to his 

ests, and satisfaction guaranteed, Address WM. 
i DLANE, Good Ground, L, I. Novs tf 

Council Bluifs, Ou the Cwifornia Hxpress Train of 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGU, 

Rates reduced to #3 per day for all roo} 
the parlor floor, without baths, eee 
Kooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show aa 

large and as elegantly furnished roo 
the SHERMAN, yi rer Lie aes 

Crand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY ISLAND, 

NEENAH, WIS. 

{[ FISHING AND ANGLING,—To the sportsman 
find angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater in~ 

ducements, the catch of fish during the season being 

at all times good, and the varieties such as to make 

it Dret-class spot, Biick and silver bags, museca 

Jonge, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock bass 

and perch, are the common varieties caught, and ag 

the best fishing grounds are within a few rods of the 

house, no time fs lost in going or coming. je20 3m 

Mount Julien Summer Hotel. 

COUNTY PETERBOROUGH, CANADA, 

This hotel, situated on the shore of Stony Lake, 
amidat scenery of the most picturesque character, ig 
easy of access and comfortable in all its appoint— 
ments, The facilities for boating, ishing and shoot- 
ing cannot be surpassed, Terms, $1.26 per day, ST 
per week, Eoats and canoes, dogs and guides 
always on hire. Boats eithcr yin Suspension Bridge 
and Grand Tronk R, R, to Port Hope, or via Roches- 
ter, N. ¥,, by boat to Port Hope; thence yiu the 
Midland R, R, to Lakefield, and by boat to the hotel, 
Full particulars furnished «n application, Addresg 
Lakelield P. ©., Ontario, Canara. js6 tf 

THE BARNECAT HOUSE, 
Forked River, Ocean County, N, J. 

The nearest house to the finest fishing and 
gunning of Barnegat Bay. Superior accommoda- 
lions for families or transient euests at reasonable 
Tates. Access via N. J. S. R. R. Addreag 8. L. 
ATKINSON, Manager. Refer to C, Surra, 44 West 
Broadway. “Je20 46 

Qreenwood Lake, 

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THE ONLY THROUGH 
WooD 

ROUTE TO GREEN- 
LAE, 

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing—Beautl« 
ul Lake and Mountnin Scenery. 

Trains leave New York, foot of Courtlandt and 
Desbrogs#es streets, daily (Sundays excrpted) at 8:20 
A.M, and 4:30 F, M. 

Leave Brooklyn, via Annex boats foot of Fulton 
Breet, alS A, M. and 47, M. 
Pailman Parlor Car on 4;30 Pp. a. train. 
Through coach daily between Hackensack, Pater- 

Son and Greenwood Lake. 
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York of 

Jersey City, $2.00 Parties of fifteen or more pér- 
Sons, $1.50 each, 

J. F. MACKIN, Gen. Pass. Agent. 

apa SUBSCRIBER desires 2 capitalist or associa- 
tion of gentlemen to join him in the erection of a 

select family hotel or ciab house on the most beanti- 
ml and eligible situation at Greenwood Luke, N. Y., 
with from twenty [0 Hfty acres of land, as May be de- 
sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares In the enterprise, 
Chojce building sites, with water fronts, also forsale, 
in plots to suit, on fayorable terms. Circulars cun 
be had at office of FoRKSTANDATREAM. Apply to 
or address S. CALDWELL, Greenwood Lake, 
Orange County, N. ¥. maylé tf 

RANDON HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange Counly, N. ¥. Splendid bass fishing 

good boating and bathing. Telegraph office in 
jouse, ‘Take Montclair and Greenwood Lake Rail- 
way. D 

BRAPHAGEN HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange Connty, N. ¥., L. ¥Y.JHENNESS. An ex- 

vellent family hotel. Also good accommodations 
for the sportsman, Good boata oud every facility 
Tor fishing. jels 3m 

| Basal es HYUSE, GEEENWOOD LAKE, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y., May 15, 187& 

Terms—$2 per day. $8 to $10 per week. Free stages 
for guests to wd from the steamboat dock at 
ARRINGTON to the house. G §, BRADNER, Pro- 
prictor. Jyt ony 



20 FOREST AND STREAMN. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 
20 Oe 

suuhur/; nf ® 

1% 
rie 

THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made. As 4 guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gow office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any! part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

ASHANTEHE 

Pocket Hammock, 
THE GENUINE IS NOT MADE OF HEMP, COT- 

TON OR GRASS, 

Size No, 8, extra large and of donble strength, 
weight 3 Ibs, sent by mail on receipt of $5.40. In- 
clude ropes, serew hooks and rubber packing case. 
Substitutes for trees showno aboye, $1 per set. 
Descriptive cireular free. 

MoCOY & SANDERS, Sore AcrEnts, 
134 Duane St., New York. 

GOGD’S OIL TANNED 
MOCUASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, efc. They are 

easy to the feet, and yery 
durable. Made to order 

z in a variety ot styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN S 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
gor to Frank Geod.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

Gaiter 
Pantaleons. 

Yachting 
Shirt. 

The largest assortment of SHOOTING GARMENTS 
in the World. 

Illustrated price list will be sent to any address on 
letter ot request, 

76 Shooting 
Coat. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON CITY. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

THOMAS ALDRED'S 

Superior Archery. 
W. HOLBERTON & CO., 

BOLE AGENTS, 
lit FULTON STREET, N, ¥. 

A yery fine stock of the above first-clasa makers 

goods just arriving, Liberal discount to the trade. 

¥ine Trout, Bass nnd Salmon Flies, tied after 

McBride, Thad. Norris, or other patterns, in a 

Buperior Manner, constantly in stock. 
Jrout Flies, per dozen, $1, 
Maine and ae Bass Filles, 
ards, per dozen, 32. 

Be atke Black Bass Flies, with double guards, 
per dozen, $3. 
Salmon Flies, per dozen, $9. 

See other advertisement. 

Magic Lanternszand Stereoptivaus. 
& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, 

e N. ¥,, opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Prames; 

Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 

Transparencies, Oouvex Glass, eRe ta a- 

terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 

Philadelphia, dues 

with double 

a grates Cartridge Co 

Pap y 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in uae by the. ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreiga Governments. Kim-lire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice... 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

Fisher’s Muzzle-Loading Long-Range | Match Rifle. 
Interchangeable Grip and Heel Vernier Scale, and Wind-Gauge Front &| ht, with 8: 

Level. Fine English Walnut Pistol-Grip Stock. wai a 

This Rifle requires no patent muzzle to load It, Uses the same bullet as the Sharpa and Remington 
rifles. Loads the same as breech-loaders, where they do thelr best work, viz., fromthe muzzle. As Perry's 
Score-book says: ‘No shells to cari around and pay for. Can be used at one-half the expense of the 
breech-loader, With powder and balls always ready for a day's sport.” Every rifle guaranteed. Breech- 
loading rifles at manufacturers’ prices. All long-range rifles sighted and tested at Creedmoor without 
extra charge,” Agent for P. WEBLEY & SON’S BREHCH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS, Send for Circulars, 
H. FISHER’S Illustrated Catalogue and Score-book for Rifle Practice, price 25 cents, r 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, Cor. Warren St., New York. 

BARTON & CO., 
337 Broadway, New York. 

Se IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

OLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tlp and tip Case,........++5: $18 00 
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel 

Plate........ wes 
Six-strip hexagonal, b 

CUNS, PIS 

TEGL PIAtC. Fo ops due conten see venous Bie bodbed atscsecube se ses Socasae acts ocessan adeq=homenateqs GL 

H. T.. LEONARD?S six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip 
ANG TAP CAGE, <5 5. ses. ewan sae eeeeesteeees veseee 1T 00 

HH. LL. LEONARD?S Six-strip hexagonal fly Pp and 
tip case, waterproof ferrules...... vecseetess=e done tesise tens gupewecsssacesconuteceves eres» 30 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewoed, braes full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 1014ft...... 7 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two 

and three tips... s+. sc edene pense weetens teres Sag eco enen* ¢ 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the “‘ Hyde” clip, large size......-- 
Russia-les ther fly-book, with the ‘Hyde ” clip, small size........« 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from..........-<-- 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each .... 
A large assortment of trout and black bass files from.....--. + ++ Mad eeseire s 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Also Fles dressed to any 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, Cach.........++: 

desired pattern. 

oes mowen wesen sense naomtiep aae'ek $2 60 

nited States Arms Reyolver, 5 shot, .32 cal,, nickel, each....... SS Pee eee iWeesedccedenden ee “2 

yi THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. EVERY REQUISITE 
Champlon Glass Ball Trap...... 
Amateur 46 Y E 

IRA A. PAINE 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glasa Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying ina stock of unsaleabls articles for the Spring Trade, 

when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other Bait affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beantifaky 

made, It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is Bufliviently strong to prevent breakage 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade 

~ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Btrest, N, ¥- 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

Agents for Huber’s . each $9 00 
1 a Ur 650 

and Glass Ball Traps. 
‘These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, Ba 

they uré elmple of constraction, esally set, and not Hable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the flight of 8 bird than any 
other trap in the market, The Patent Rongh Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 

? to any partof the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the bell when hit. 

= CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the 
ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the amooth ball 

= at that time, 
8 zz < Balls and ‘Trap ean be ordered through all Gun Deal- 

a = egeees seal f ne arecti n from the shooter at 
MY FAIPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw 4 ball in any directio r 

the option of the puller, is now ready for the market, Price 38. O}d Style, $6. 

Partles buying glass balls will receive, in each barrel containing 250 balls, score book and 

rules for glass bull shooting, éontaining 40 pages. 
en 

a 
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ARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO., 10 Platt Street, N. Y. City. 

= ; FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

um of ‘Fleld, Coyer and Trap Shooting,” by A. H, BOGARDUS, contain- 

sp eGbOne Bd enlateeD eal BhOotine, and chapter on breeding and breaking of dog: by Miles Johkosen, 

Price 32, by mail, postage paid, Addross, Capt, A. H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Ce., iL 

Decé tf 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

BAYLISS’ NICKEL PLATED. 
RECAPPER and EXTRACTOR. 
This implement is used either for 10 or 12-gauge 

brass or paper shells, thus saving the cost of one im- 
plement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tloker and 
pele rs the bestimplement they ever used. Price 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Sone Adenr, 

Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc., 
81 CHADIBERS ST., NEW YOKE. 

THE LITTLE CIANT 
COMBINATION 

and Camp Stool, Cane 

To Tourists, Travelers, Base Ball- 
ists, Croquet Payers, Sportamen, 
Fishing Parties, Summer Vacation- 
ists, and all others who appreciate a 
portable and conyen'ent stool. This 
novel invention is a beautifully on- 

=e ished cane, which can be changed in 
thirty seconds toacamp stool. Warranted to sis- 
tain a weight of 300lbs. Its welght complete is one 
pound, Sént by mail for $2.25. FRENCH MANU- 
FAOTURING COMPANY, Brockton, Mass, 

$2 page catalogue sent free. my23 lyr 

!Oand |2-Cauge Now Ready. 

Kyery shooter should have “ Dudley's Patent Pock- 
et Cartridge Loader,” as he is then prepared for all 
emergencies, ut home or in the field. 

It extracts tight shells; it uncaps, lends, re- 
ecnps, crenses and crimps old or new shells, 
and weighs but four ounces. 
Nickel-plated sample will be sent free by mail on 

receipt of two dollars. Send for descriptive circular, 
directions, recommendatiocs, ete. 

DUDLEY & CO., 
jy25 Im Pouglkeepsie, N. ¥ 

NDISPEN3ABLE ON ANY BOATING, YAOHT-— 
ING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELEOTRO 

GOLD WATCHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Hunting Cases, These watches are accurate 
time-keepers; elegant appekrancs and complete 
Satisfaction guaranteed; warranted to stand any 
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
$15. Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12. These 
watches we will send to any part of country C.0, 
D., with privilege of examination osfore purchasing, 
free of charge. Magnificent yeat chain, very ele 
gant, ftom $2 to $10. Ladies’ chains, same quility, 
from 3310 #10. F. C MILLER & CO., 125 Fulton 
Street, N.Y. P. O. Box 3,745. Please meantion 
this paper. jels tm 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’s superior Target and Tourists 

Telesco :4#s, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT, 
MERKILL’S SONS, sole agents in U. 8., 179 Water 
street, New York. jyl1 8m 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilia bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

fishing Tackle. 

Craige’s Full-Length Fly Book 
with the ‘Hyde Clip,” bound in fine Russia Leather 

and sewed. 
No. 1 book, stiff cover, holding 1 gross fies, #7 00 
No 2 * flexible “ sdozgen “ 600 

oO. 4 u “ ae te 6 “ “a 3 75 

Sent C. O. D, or unponreeeiptof price. Steadman’s 
Flea Powder and Areca Nut, each 50 cents per pack- 
age, postpaid. TEMPLE F CRAIGE formerly at 
W. Holberton’s Sportsmen’s Emporium, portsmen’s 
Purchasing Agent, Office, 95 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

Fishé& Simpson’s 
INE W 

Pocket Scale for Sportsmen. 
A yery handsome article, entirely rust 

proof, being mute of the best bard brass, 
neavily nickel-plated, only measures Sin. in 

J iength by in. in diameter, 274 of which the 
annexed cot is a iuue dlustration, This 
balance scale has heen desigued especially aa 
ansefal and convenient pecket companion for 
sportsmen, for the purpose of weighing fish 
and game. Registers #8 high #8 15 pounds, 
and graduated to 2 ounces by standar 
weights, Sent Dy mail, postpaid, on receipt 

of 75 cents, 

TRADE SUPPLIED. 

On receipt of twe three-cent stamps we 
will send our new sixty-foar—page catalogue, 
the Most complete list ever published on 
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guns, 
Pistols, Base Ball, and everything in the line 
of Sportsmen's Goods, 

Fish & Simpson, 

P O box 4,958. 132 Nassau street, N. oi 

jeai-ly 
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established fact that the bear leaves a fainter scent than any 
PRE ee ee other animal in the State. Plenty of ordinary dogs cannot 

follow the track by the scent at all, even when just made, and 
not one in a hundred can follow it two hours after the animal 
has passed. The hound in question was the hest. in that 
respect I ever saw, but would not get within a hundred paces 
of the bear if he knew it; and if by chance he caught sight of 
him making a charge he would run yelping back, and never 
stop till he reached some of us, even if we were two miles in 
the rear. ‘This pusilanimous conduct had a fearfully de- 
moralizing effect on all the dogs we could get, and occasioned 
an amount of profanity among the boys sufficient to have run 
an ordinary mining camp for six months. We had long ago 
Jearned the futility of attempting to get a shot by following 
his track, and always after leaving him at night he would exe- 
cute a series of manceuvres which would frequently take us 
till after mid-day to unravel. . 

On reaching the place where he intended to pass away the 
night (usually in the thickest spruce growth he could find), 
he would pick an armful of boughs and, carrying them to 
where three or four short serubby spruce or firs grew, would 
lay them down in their midst, and getting on them would 

4 8 twenty years. Do you remember 

When, boy and girl, we stole the skitT, 

And wenta fishing one September? 
The lake so clear, it was as if, 
Upboriié on love's deliciona leaven, 

We floated in a pure mid-heayen, 

With clouds of lilies for a border. 

The fragrant summer seemed to ache 

In blossom for dear pussion’s sake, 

Excessive with its sweet disorder, 

In you, too, waa that fond distress 

Of flush and fear and happiness, 

Caresses by caress uwhanded, 

Till, fygers mated on the reel, 

I thought the yery trout could feel 

His double spoil was caught and landed. 

Alas! that love which we remember, 

Blush-ripe as all the wanton weeds, 

Shiculd oe a blossom of September, 

Born guiltless of the promise seeds— 

Sweet dying things, whose only duty 

Is clothing life in forms of heauty! 

For though I held you in my arms, 

As full of honey in your charms 

As when the trefoil holds the clover, 
Your fingers, tutorod in a thimble, 

In plaving trout were fonnd so nimble 

You hooked the fish and cast the lover. 

But often, since we slipped the books 
To play for life with baited hooks 
Tn pools leks pure, do T remember 

The fragile biossom of September, 
Born guiltiess of the promise seeds— 

A dying thing, whose only duty 

Was clothing life in forms of beauty, 

With heaven above and heaven below it, 

Thongh life has grown to other needa, 

Our boat les rotting in the weeds, 
And we can neither raise nor row it. 

—WIch WALLACE Harner, in Harper's Magazine. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Gwa Bear Stories.--Ge. 2. 
BY PENOBSOOT. 

[Concluded from Yol, X., page 274.) 

N regard to the changeable temperature theory, the follow- 

ing perfectly unvarnished statement of facts ought to 
settle it: A friend in Maine, being out one day with 

hounds, started up a buck, which, in his course, happened to 
run over a bear's den, scaring out an old she bear and her two 

cubs of the spring before. This was the 10th of December, 
there-being eight to ten inches of crusty snow on the ground. 
The hunt was at once transferred to the new and more ex- 

citing game. Failing to secure them that day, a party of 
four pursued them all the next without success, their num- 

bers increasing instead of diminishing, as these bears, in their 

terror, ran over the den of a very large male bear, which also 

came oul and joined the others. The next day the hunters 

killed the two cubs. The tenth day they killed the 
old she bear, leaving the big male alone in his glory. During 

all this time they had confined their operations to a piece of 

woods a little less than three miles square, in the immediate 

vicinity of which the hunters lived, the track at night being 
frequently left within fifty rods of some of their homes, | 
reached home from a trip‘to Union River the day the she 
bear was killed, and it is hardly necessary to say that the next 

morning the party was augmented by one. For five more 

days the hunt was kept up, when Christmas dawned on us, 

one of the coldest throughout the greater portion of New 

England on record, the thcrmometer in our neighborhood at 
sunrise registering 36 degs., and the opinion was expressed 
among the boys, as we plunged into the woods, that the “‘ old 

fellow would be too stiff to stir,” which opinion was strength- 

ened by the fact that he had been twice so severely wounded 
that he dropped in his tracks, but had at once regained his 
feet and made off apparently as well as ever, both the men 

declaring firmly, howeyer, that they had shot him through. 

During the hunt we had tried every good dog that we could 

hear of within ten miles around, but had not succeeded in 
getting one which would attack the bear. This gas, doubt- 
less, owing in a great measure to the cowardice of an old 

hound we were obliged to keep as a tracker, for it is a well- 

bend the tops of thé shrubs over him, forming an arbor, under 
which he would remain always till we etarted him out, but 
always getting off before we came in sight of him We had 
therefore adopted the plan of stationing ourselves at the 
various points where he would be likely to pass during the 
day, one man only following the tracks with the dogs. But 
on this Christmas morning we all followed up the tracks, for 
aman can't stand on a runway with the thermometer thirty- 
five degrees below zero, or at least he can't pet off it, if he 
stands there long! After following the trail for about two 
hours we found it lead into a small opening made by the fire, 
the trees turning up after being killed, which rendered it ex- 
tremely difficult to pass through it; so we skirted its edges, 
and, going entirely around it, made the discovery that there 
were no tracks out. This was better than we had hoped for, 
and we immediately disposed ourselves so as to give him, a 
warm reception when forced to make his appearance. One 
of the boys had a double-barrel rifle, one barrel of which was 
a double shooter, thus giving him three shots. Him we placed 
on the tracks leading into the opening, as experience had 
taught us that he was more likely to come out there than in 
any other place. It was my turn to go’ in with the dogs. T 
had worked my way nearly tothe centre of the ‘‘ blow-down ” 
with the dogs at heel, when I came suddenly on his bed, 
under the body of a large tree turned up by the roots. The 
ground was only partially clear of snow, and here he had lain 
through that bitter night without anything under him but the 
snow and frozen ground, and nothing over him but the log, at 
least three feet above him. I whistled forward the dogs, and 
almost at the same instant heard behind me the crack of Dan’s 
Tifle, making innumerable forest echoes in that coldair. The 
bear, on hearing my approach, had run a semi-circle, struck 
his back tracks behind me, and was at the edge of the opening 
almost as soon as I got to his bed. A second report quickly 
followed the first, and as I hastened back a third rang out 
sharply on the morning air, followed by a shout of *‘ All 
Tight.” 
te I neared the spot where the shooting took place I heard 

some of the most emphatic language Lever listened to, and on 
getting there I found Dan, usually the coolest of hunters and 
the most placid of men, in a high state of excitement; but no 
bear! 

It was several minutes before he calmed down sufiiciently 
to give an account of the affair, during which time we had all 
collected around him. 

It seemed that when he first saw the bear he was walking 
on a log, broadside to him, not haying yet got into his ‘* back 
tracks,” Taking a deliberate aim just behind the shoulder, 
he ‘‘unhitched,” and the bear ‘‘weot down like a stone.” 
He stood for 8 moment and was just going to call out, when 
he saw the bear on his feet and about striking his own trail, 
the log behind which he fell having concealed him up to this 
point, A second shot again rolled him over; but instuntly re- 
gaining his feet he started down his tracks directly toward the 
astonished Dan, who was brginning to regard him as bullet- 
proof. As he approached Dan delivered bis third and and last 
charge full between his eyes. The brute pitched forward and 
fell headlong. Naturally supposing that an animul shot 
through the head must be dead, he had shouted to us, and, 
setting away his rifle, was very coolly taking out his pocket- 
knife for the purpose of cutting his throat, when the animal 
again struggled to his feet and stood reeling to and fro for a 
moment, so near to him that he could see him lap the blood as 
it ran down over his nuse. Steadying himself in a moment 
he rushed forward on his old tracks, and not caring to be 
caught fooling with a bear of his size and toughness, with 
nothing but a pocket knife and empty rifle, Dan very respect- 
fully gave him the right of way. A short inspection of the 
ground bore out Dan's statement, 

In the meantime the dogs, which had gone ahead on the 
track, showing conclusively that the bear was still alive and 
able to repel all assault in that direction. 

On following him up we found that he was barely able to 
keep out of our way, a8 we came in hearing of him several 
times, the dogs refusing to advance any faster. than we did, 
We soon decided that it was best to leaye him for that day, 
believing that the effects of his wounds, and the cold com- 
bined, would render him incapable of getting out of our way 
inthe morning, go we siruck out for home, the moat of us 

going toa Christmas dance that night, so as to be sure and 
not oversleep ourselves | The next morning we were on hand 
before sunrise, the weather haying moderated but very little. 
We soon reached the spot where we had left the trail—a very 
favorable place on the side of an open ridge, which they had 
previously avoided. ‘I'he dogs, feeling unusually well, 
bounded forward unchecked, as we did not anticipate starting 
him till after the usual amount of circling, which would vive 
us ample time to overtake them. We had gone nearly a quar- 
ter of a mile, however, before we heard a tremendous outery 
from the dogs, only a short distance in advance. The uproar 
increased every moment ; the baying of the old hound and 
the savage snarls of the cther dogs, mingled with the roars 
and snorting Gf the bear, showing that a desperate fight was 
in progress. We soon reached the battle-cround, and were 
speechless with surprise to see dogs which for two weeks had 
exhibited nothing but fear and cowardice, attacking the en- 
raged and foaming bear, not only with courage, but with 
absolute fury. Eyen the old hound was barking furiously 
not twenty feet away; and catching sight of us as we came 
up, he made a gallant charge on the bear, and actually 
scratched some hairs from his ridiculous apology for a tail. 
For some moments, so close was the fighting, we could not 
get a shot at the bear without runing the risk of sacrificing 
a dog; but as the old fellow warmed up to his work, he soon 
cleared a space around him, when a shot under his ear laid 
him low, ending at once his life and the longest bear hunt on 
record, A short examination was sufficient to show that the 
shot between the eyes had glanced upwards on the skull and 
comeé oul between the ears, inflicting only a slight wound. 
On skinning him, however, four bullet holes were found in 
his body, two, evidently shot by Dan the day before, bad grazed 
his lungs, and lodged against the skin on the opposite side. 
His lungs were very much bloodshot and inflamed, showing 
clearly what bad occasioned his distress. The other two 
bullets went completely through his body, cutting the intes- 
tines in twenty places, In his normal condition they would 
have proved fatal in from two to six hours, and they had 
been shot through him, respectively, four and six days before. 
The plug (a name more expressive than elegant) was found 
intact, not having any use for his intestines, or any action in 
them ; their being cut to pieces did not seem to affect him in 
the least. His coating of fat had greatly wasted away, and that 
which remained had totally altered in character, being of a 
tough, leathery consistency, wholly differing from its ap— 
pearance when the animal is killed without being run. It 
seems incredible, and a total subversion of all the laws of nature 
that an animal could run sixteen days without eating or drink- 
ing, or having any action of the bowels or bladder, be shot in 
the meantime five times and then make a desperate fight. He 
would undoubtedly have whipped the five dogs easily if let 
alone. But all the participators in the hunt are alive, and 
can testify to its entire truthfulness. The conduct of the dogs 
Was as unaccountable as that of the bear. We examined the 
ground with the greatest care to arrive at a solution of the 
mystery. The bear had gone straight from where we left him 
the day before to an old den that looked as though it had been 
used for ten years. It was dug under the roots of an enormous 
upturned pine. Into this he had crawled, it being well pro- 
vided with dry moss and leaves, and the dogs had attacked 
him while in it, as could easily be told by hair lying at the 
mouth of it, and the furious mannerin which he had torn out 
of it. What induced them to make the attack will always 
remain a mystery. They probably came upon him unexpect- 
edly to themselyes, and the boldest, encouraged by the others, 
began the battle, upon which the others joined in. 

1 had just finished this article (as I supposed) when your 
issue of May 31 came to hand with its ‘* Gossip About Bears.” 
Tam afraid the subject will hardly bear so much writing up, 
but cannot forbear adding a few comments. So far from be- 
ing *‘nearly extinct” in the East, they have increased rather 
than diminished in Maine and New Brunswick during the last 
thirty years, in proof of which I might cite that the payment 
of bounties is such a heayy tax in Maine that a bill was intro- 
duced into the Legislature last winter (and I believe passed) 
repealing it. I have a brother-in-law in that State who has 
yet to see his thirty-eighth birthday, who, when I left last 
fall, was looking round ‘mighty pert’ for two more beara 
to make up fifty shot or trapped by him in the last twenty 
years. And they are certainly not decreasing in the North 
Woods, for it was the unanimous testimony of guides and 
hunters last October that the bears had not besn so plentiful 
for years, In regard to the assertion that the bear ‘‘ has from 
two to six cubs, usually three or four,” I would reply that it 
is doubtful if there is a single perfectly authenticated instance 
on record of the American black bear haying more than two 
cubs at a birth, for it must be remembered that the very rare 
cases where more than that number have been found witha 
female are no proof, for numbers of bears, having young cubs, 
are trapped eyery spring. ‘These, when pressed by hunger, 
sive ulterance to a peculiarly plaintive and pitiful ery, which, 
in the stillness of the forest at night, can easily be heard for 
half a mile. This will attract other females having young, 
when the cubs will naturally attach themselves to her. In @ 
hunting experience extending over many years, during which 
time I have tracked scores, I haye neyer funnd more than two 
following one dam ; nor have I ever found or heard of more 
than that number being found én utero. Of course I do not 
insist that triple (or even quadruple) births never occur, but 
that they are so yery rare that they must, if occurring at all, 
be classed as exceptions, 



HABITS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE. 

22 FOREST: AND* STREAM. 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

I DO not propose to give a scientific description of, nor an 
elaborate dissertation upon, the habits of the ruffed grouse, 

as Lam not equal to either. 

I shall merely give you such scenes and incidents as have 
come under my own observation. The inferences that I have 

drawn, and the conclusions that Lhaye arrived at, may not be 
correct, They, at least, are sincere, and my honest opinion. 

The result of many years’ careful study. You have them for 
what they are worth. 

Iam very well acquainted with this branch of the grouse 

family, and feel quite at home in their society. Itis true 1 
never have been ‘* presented at court,” nor have I ever even 
gazed upon the face of their ‘* kins.” 

Ihave had so many Jittle social reunions with the “‘common 
herd," that were so entirely satisfactory to me, that a desire to 
force ae into the presence of “royalty” has never entered 
my mind. 

Frank Forester, that most genial and brilliant writer and 
accomplished sportsman, does not speak very highly of their 
game qualities. Now, far be it from me to say one word that 
would lead any one to think that I do not revere his memory, 
nor believe that no one has ever done so much to eleyate field 
sports, and to instil into the mind of the yonng sportsman 
correct ideas. | am only sorry that he did not love and under 
stand them better. Then should we have had from his #race- 
ful pen.such glowing tribute to this ‘* best of game birds,” that 
my feeble effort to give them their ‘* meed of praise,” would 
have been uncalled tor. 
Tam well aware that a large majority of sportsmen do not 

agree with mé in my estimation of this magnificent bird. 
They will tell you that they are “ unreliable, hard to bring to 
bag, and that thereisno pleasure in hunting them.” WNot- 
Wilhstanding all their censure, 1 notice that when they do 
succeed in gathering them in, there is *‘ joy in their heart” 
and a light in their eye that [ fail to perceive accompanying 
the capture of any other bird. 

To be suecessful in the pursuit of this royal bird, in the 
first place you must haye a good dog, pointer or setter, I have 
no choice, provided he isa good one. He must have a good 
nose, and be perfectly staunch; so staunch that he will not 
moye a muscle should an ayalanché overwhelm him. He 
must carry his head wall up, and bea free and fast ranger. 
He must instantly stop when he first catches the faintest 
indication of seent, and hold his point perfectly rigid 
nolil you come up to him, and give him the signal to go on; 
and he must have the judgment notto obey this sigual should 
he be close enough, for he must neyer be allowed, under any 
circumstances, tu flush the bird. 

These qualifications a dog must possess to rank as a first— 
class ruffed grouse dog. Of course, we all want a handsome 
dog, of our iavorite culor; ove that will retrieve, is clever 
and quiet in the house, and soon. I think very highly of 
these latter accomplishments, but do not consider them in- 
dispensable. The furmer I must haye. Itadds very much to 
the pleasure of the sport to have a congenial cumpun,on with 
you. One who can appreciate a good point, and share with 
you the many good things that are constantly toroing up in 
the cuurse of the day. He should be quick to see, and take 
advantage of every circumstance that will add to your mutual 
pleasure. He should have an eye to the beauties of nature, 
that you may ‘* hold sweet cummiunion thereon.” 
When your dog is “roading” a bird, aud you are silently 

following close in the reac—tor this, a8 a rule, is always your 
place—your cumpanion should, with one glance at the lay of 
the land, instinctively know the direction which the bird will 
take when flushed, and happen to be there at the right time. 
He shoulu always keep coul, although in hunting this subtle 
bird I have frequently seen the coolest heads completely dazed. 
T have not meutioned his shouting, for we are all good shots, 
and always bring them down, except, perhaps, when ** that 
little red bush gets in the way,” or the bird makes a curious 
twist just as we pull. Witha brace of such dogs, provided they 
will buck each other perfectly, and two such companions, you 
Can make it exceedingly warm for the birds. 

But do not imagine that you are going to get them all or 
you wiil be grievously disappuinted. 

To enjoy the sport to its full, you should be able to appre- 
ciate and commend the artistic mannerin which some of these 
knuwing birds will very often defeat your best laid plans. 
Right here | wish to enter my solemn protest aguist the adyice 
of almost all who have written upon the subject. ‘Vhey tell you 
to Shoot him at sight;” “Pot bim on the ground,” “ Any 
way to get him.” If you do, “may his blood be on your 
head.” This noble bird that affords us such keen sport is 
worthy a better fate. Give him a chauce for his lite, and if 
you cannet stop him in full career you will at least have the 
Satisfaction of feeling that you have not dune a dishonorable 
and uusportsmanlike act. Your true sportsman does not take 
s0 much pride iu the quantity of game in the bag us he does in 
its quality and the manuer iu which it wastaken. There is 
more real pleasure and heartfelt satisfaction in the killing of a 
few birds in a truly scientific and spurismanlike manner, than 
to slaughter bushels of them by unfair means <A true sports- 
man is, to use au oriyinal saying, ‘born, not made.” Now, 
to become a first-class ruffed prouse hunter, you must not 
only be ‘born ” with proper mstiuct, but you must be **made,” 
also. You must not only bea good shot, but a very quick 
one as well. You must not only possess an ‘eye of faith and 
a finger of instinel,” but you must have the perseverance to 
follow up and the judgment to so place yourself that when the 
bird rises you may have a chance to display these ‘ heuven- 
born gilts.” This magnificent bird wot only has powertul in- 
Stincls that teach him to keep you at a respectiul distance, 
but be is also possessed of reasoning facullies of no ineau 
order. You may smile at this, but 1 venture to say that you 
will not find a cureiul student of their many devious ways but 
will agrée with me. You should therefore always keep cuol 
and have at commund & larvée fund of resources to meet their 
cunning tricks, that are not always vain. You must have a 
very large stock of patience, for without this you may never 
hope to succeed. I know that it is heart-rending when, alter 
miles perhaps of weary, unsuccessful Wamping, you finally 
Obtain 4 staunch point and have your bird all counted, with 
nothing to do but just Jay him out when he rises; it is indeed 
a bitter pill to haye him rise perhaps from under your feet, 
and deliberately place the trunk of a tree rightin tLe way, 
and keep it there until heis ata sate distance. Many persons 
extricace themselv4s from this and similur predicaments by 
fiving the dog a good licking, which, { presume, is a8 ** balm 
to their wounded heart,” here aré many peculiarities con- 
nected with the life and death of this interesting bird that you 
should become familiar with. here is one thing thab is in- 
explicable to me, and I have never found the man able to ex- 

plain it, ! I have seen perhaps a dozen instances where the 
bird was shot down in plain sight, and the keenest nosed dog 
would be unable to obtain the least scent of it, although the 
bird would be lying in plain sight. In each case the bird 
would not be quite dead, although nearly so. I do not re- 
member to have seen this occur with any other bird, and 
should very much like an explanation. There are so many 
bewildering strategems practiced by this artful bird, that you 
can never tell what tactics he is going to pursue, very often 
to your sorrow. One disgusting trick he has, which I am 
pleased to know is heartily condemned by every true sports- 
man, for the bird not only generally escapes, bul your mind is 
left In an unsettled condition that is not conduciye to good 
shooting. Sometimes, when your dog has settled on his pvint, 
and you are some little distance in the rear quietly working 
your way up to get a shot, and calmly meditating upon that 
wonderful provision of nature that enables your dog with 
subtle magnetism to hold spellbound so wild a bird, and 
thinking that you have him sure, you are suddenly startled 
out of all propriety by his rising in your rear, and nine times 
out of ten making good his escape. Don’t kick the dog, but 
calmly smile and follow up the bird and try him again. The 
probabilities are that he will show you some other trick that 
will well repay you for your time. Should you finally suc- 
ceed in bringing to bag one of these preternaturally wise old 
birds, what juy and satisfaction deep down in your heart; 
with what pride yon gaze upon his yolupruous form, and, as 

cidents in this struggle for lite, you mentally resolve that 
there is no sport in the world that can compare with the pur- 
suit of a crafty old cock grouse. Sali 

Springjield, Mass. 
be ee 
For Forest and Stream ond Rod and Gun, 

MARINE PAINTING. 

lary of phrased cant whercon the conventional critic runs the 
gainul of his praise or censure, though that is very simple. 

musical composition, and sce versa. I do not quarrel with 
that method. If it suites the public taste, by all means let 
us See OUlr music and listen to our pictures. But, if the ruad. 
er will permit oie, | will say what I have to say in my own 
way, aud if I call a spade & spade, pray pardon me. 
Among the impertections to which I referred when I began, 

nothing is more upparent than fhe lack of technical Knowledge 
betrayed in the prouuctions of so many marine painters, It 
might be supposed that the study and observation which are 
implied in the reproduction of a subject upon canyass would 
surely serve to guard agaiust the commission of such glaring 
faults as those which shuck us consiantly ; fur it is a shock 

gruities which mar or even ruin it. Perhaps the artist does 
nut regurd as essential some features whereof the presence or 
the absence would not be noticed by the ordinary observer. 
If so, he errs. The carpen er who iramies his picture striyes 

man, 

do. 
wondering gaze some absurd looking cratl, with abnormal 

vessel be a stuumer, he is asked to believe that her smoke may 
go in one direction and ver flag in another, while her suils 
(which are always oD indicale that the course of the wind 
18 al right angles to bor 

However, they are seldom as bad as this, 
mostly contiued to misshapen sails and inaccuracies of rig, 
which, though unnoticeable to landsmen, damu them utterly 
in the eyes of the yery class of men whuse approbation 1s 
most worth haying. 
picture of a schouner whose springstay is muck lower than 
{he peal: of her foresail. 
déal of trouble they must haye whenever she goes about. 
Nor do | like to see a mast painfully striving to siand erect 
under a load of shrouds and ratlines that threaten to capsize 
the craft by their mere weight. Is makes me neryous. And 
it is nut just the thing, you know, to be told, pictorialy or 
otherwise, that a ship may sail on an eyen keel while her spars 
are bending i0 a ten-knot breeze, nor is it usual for Ler to 
carry more than five or six jibs. 

Our really great marine painters, De Haas, Moran, Cary 
Smith, Brown aud Bricher, seldom, if ever, offend in these 
particulars, aud yet I well remember seeing at Lhe Academy, 
two or three years ago, a ‘morpbhrodite brig" by one vf 
these gentlemen, whereof the tad drawing of the leach of her 
mainsail spoiled a picture almost faultless in other respects. 
Another boat was tuined by the bowsprit, which was nob ouly 
out of line, but wietcbedly fore-shortened. But I have yet to 
see a Vary Smith which is murred by any considerable flaw 
There must be some sacrifice in painting to * effect," but he, 
1 think, approuched perfection in the drawing of a yacht to a 
degree which would redvem the pivwre, if Deeds be, from 
vrave faults of coloring or treatment, ‘Take for instance his 
“Schooner Sapphoina Yacht Race,” of which a photugraphic 
copy is before me as I write. With every stitch of canvas seb 
and drawing, the lovely vessel bowls ulong, fullowed by the 
ruck of yachts and steamers 40 fabiiliar to regatta yuers. 
Mark how the spray spurts upward from her keen cut-water, 
and how she spurnsit fouaminy from her bulges at the leeward 
forechain plates—just where, if anywhere, it ought to break. 
Note the sagving uf that big jib lop-sail, just enuugh to show 
& portion of tue windward topiiast suroud sod stretcher. 
Her jib and staysail are hauled down aud suugly stowed, and 
in their s ead 1s swelling out, far out to leeward, a vast 
bulloon, that leads clear att aud seems Lo almost litt her out of 
water. he wiud is on ber quarter, audshe is fying on the 
homestreteh, WVuinly the overloaded steamers strugele in 
her wake, with black smoke belching from their fuonels, and 
white foam gushing from their latuced paddle-boxes, They 
might as well attempt to overhaul the wind. ‘he rounded 
outlines of ber great main topmast stuy-stau, her topping-lit 
so deeply sunk into the yielding whiteness of her maimsuil, the 
gracetul bending of her top-sail clubs aud the dangling slack- 
ness of her leeward shrouds, all avlest the bitin atid pressure 
they withstand. ‘Co windward of her are a schooner, ship and 
ligiiter, each faultless in its tig and relative pusitiun lo the 
wild. Here ape no blunders, cuntradiciiuns, inconsistencies ; 
here no liberiies with nature and ho disproportions. Just the 
effect the wind would have om sail and/spar and hull is here 
portrayed, ‘be very waves themselyés are motion crystal- 
lized, sod one constantly discovers new beauties to admire, 

you admire his beautiful plumage and think over the many in- 

NE need not yisit the exhibition at the Academy of De- 
sign to be made awate of much io art, wherein the 

majority of artists fall lamentably short of excellence, I do 
not mean to discuss the ‘ treatment” of their subjects, nor 
do I propose to air my possible familiarity with the yocabu- 

it consists in speaking of a picture as thouzh it were a 

t0 see, in an otherwise meritorious picture, errors and incon- 

tu do snech work as shall stand examination by 4& fellow crafis- 
Should the artist do less? I kuow but few murine 

paintings which would sland the test of ciiticism at the hands 
of a commun suilor—and thal 1s exactly what they ought to 

But Low often would they not instead present to his 

Spars aud ridiculous sails, in impossible positions? If the 

Their faults are 

For myself, 1 do nut care to look af the 

it worries mé go lo think what a 

No picture could be more imbued with life and snap, but this 
fact is not that which I desire to obtrude. My point lies in 
the close adherence of the artist {o nature and reality. No 
necessary detail suifers slight or is neglected, and, look where 
you will, you may observe the evidences of intelligence and 
careful study, without which no skilfulness of treatment, no 
subtle management of light and color, will elevate a painted 
canvas to a work of art. K. 

Perth Amboy, N. J., May, 1878. 

fish Culture. 
A FEW FACTS ABOUT FISH. 

' 

. 

x WHITE AND BLACK BAIT, 
Epitor Forest AND STREAM: 

I have been ont of town and hence unable to see the Forest 

AnD SreeaM lately, and do not know what fresh blunders 
have been made by your correspondents on the eel question. 

There are some points still to be settled, and as our streams 

on Long Island do not furnish the information, I desire some 
one, who can both see a thing and tell what he sees, to advise 

me when mature eels begin to descend to the sea in the 
autumn, in what condition they then are, and how long they 

continue to deseénd ; and, to reward such person, I will give 
him two new discoyeries, which I have just made and which 

aré important. 

Raising tadpoles into frogs has been a hobby with Seth 
Green, although he has never yet got as far as the frogs. He 
hag some fine tadpoles at Caledonia and has had them for 
three years, and he hopes for frogs before he dies. Ieeling 
a sympathy tor him, I set to cultivating tadpoles—which ap- 
pear with us in July ina diminutive shape, like blots of ink, 
with rudimentary tails—and placed some hundreds in a small 
aquarium. in which there was nothing but a few small mud 
turtles—the common spotted pond mud turtles. The lalter 
are usually accounted harmless fellows, having a mild eye 
and a smooth, round, gentle expression of the back, and are 
popularly supposed to liye on vegetables. But, false to their 
reputation, false to the demands of science, false to the uni- 
versal brotherhood of fishes, these speckle-backs incontinen||y 
proceeded to eat up the undeveloped possibilities of future 
frogs, and thus gave the lie to their scientific friends, who 
said they were herbivorous, and proved themselves little if 
any better than mere reptiles. So, while IT am no farther 
ahead than Seth Green on the main issue—the parent frogs 
having no heirs apparent—I haye learned thal the mild man- 
nered mud turtle is a monster of meat-deyouring depravity, 
who spares not the pretty pollywog, nor possibly the infant 
trout, and hence is deserving of condign cunienination, To 
test the full measure of his wickedness, I offered him Taw 
meat, which he deyoured greedily before my very eyes. 
Therefore [ advise all trout growers to show no mercy to the 
mnd turtle, but to wipe him oul. and clean him up as they 
would other pluncerers of their ponds. 
My second discovery was the finding of bluefish fry less 

than an inch long at Far Rockaway. There is an early run 
of Jarge bluetish at our inlets about May 24, and these are, 
doubtless, spawning fish. The second run, which is smaller 
in size, does not appear till after July 4, while the small fish, 
known as ‘snapping mackerel,” are caught from and after 
Aug. 1. Observing shoals of tiny fish in the inlet at Far 
Rockaway on July 10, L asked the hoatmen who sail forward 
and back a hundred times a day across » ferry from shore to 
shore for the conveyance of hotel guests to the surf bathing, 
** what these little fish were.” ‘They did no. know. IJ then 
asked when they first made their appearance, They had 
never seen them before. I pointed them out, Haying learned 
all I could from that source, [ fished a lot out ina straw hat, 
and unless the Smithsonian Institute is perverse and converts 
them into tailur-shad, or alewives, or some other unknown 
apecies, they were young bluefish fry, not over a month old. 
If so, we have fry an inch long. young fish six inches long, 
and yrown bluefish fifteen inches long—all in our waters at 
about one time, 

By the way, what a splendid chance this offers for the fur- 
nishérs of whitebait. They now kill about a thousand young 
shad, or herring, or slewives, to make half a meal for  ati- 
ulud man: why do they not kill wen thousand young bluefish 
in the same laudable attempt? They bad better extirpate all 
our fish at once, for they can surely beat the best efforts at 
fish breeding if they try hard. ‘Then they can give up selling 
fish and go to raising cabbages, If they do, however, T in- 
sist Uhey shall include the tadpoles. They may call theni 
‘“hlnok-bait” if they choose, but they arc Insvious looking 
little fellows. Just thiok of a plate of pollywoes—concen- 
trated frogs! 1f frogs are delicious, how much more 80 
should be squab frogs, the tiny tadpoles! The fish dealer 
who inwoduces *black-bait'’ will make 4 name without 
doubt, and will deserve as much as those who intreduced 
whitebait, Before I close, I must say I have one tadpole left. 
He is developing into a frog in spite of the bites the vicious 
turtles to k out of his comely tail. Tn so jar, then, T am 
ahead of Seth Green, Rozert B. Rvoszvet, 

—S 

To SvaTe UomMissionERS AND OTHERS Wantinc Equs oF 
THE CALIFORNIA SALMON,—We ure glad to learn that there is 
an excellent prospect that the United Status Salmon Hatch- 
ing establishment on the St, Cloud River, in California, will 
secure a large supply of salmon eggs for distribution; and as 

Professor Baird, the Commissioner, is always ready to receive 
upplicalions for the same from State Fish Commissions, fish 
clubs and hatching establishments generally, we would advise 
that he be addressed promptly for such sumber as may be 

desired. Itas understood that the expenses of transportation 
of the eggs are to be paid by the recipients. In ourJast issue, 
we described the work of the U. 8, Fish Commission at Bard, 
onthe 8t. Cloud River, under date of July the 10th, 

a 

Hers Gora Up Srream—Lilertly Square, Pa, July 28— 
Mr. Hiditer: 1 have often seen eels going up the Susquehanna 
and always aloug (ie shore, J have caught them in a snvall 
nct for bait iram three to six inches in Jength, Wheo they 
start you will find them all along the river; when they sto 
at One point you will find they stop all along the river. 
have noticed on seyeral occasions, when they begin to moye, 
you will fjnd then) going up #t a)! points along the shore on 
both sides, but never along the islands, Although the river 
may be filled with them, I never saw any eels gomg “own. 



their corals in beds of limestone far from the Equator. 

_ seratches may be followed to where they dip into the lake at 
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Slainral Historn, 
Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

CORALS OF LAKE ERIE. 

TE haye Ween accustomed to think of the coral animals 
as having a home only in the torrid zone, which is sub- 

stantially true of those now living, but the oceanic waters of 
a former age were sufficiently warm for their existence in 

other parts of the world, and this is proved by the presence of 

Such 
a bed lies under the waters of Lake Nrie, ‘* cropping out” on 
the islands and along the shores, and extepding many miles 
away. Nature, not being able to perpetuate the existence of 
the coral animals in this latitude in consequence of the cool- 

ing of the earth, has made their rémgins immortal by im- 
bedding them in the limy sediments of the ocean, which, in 

time, together with the remains of other marine animals, be- 
cume crystallized into solid rock, Lhis ancient formation be- 
longs to the oldest group of sedimentary rocks, which is 

proved by the fossil remaius of trilobites. ** Millions of years 
before man walked the earth these creatures lived their life, 
and the limestone took on their form, and here they are!” 

Subs quently this bed of rocks was raised above the ocean by 
‘« seolopical revolutions, ’ and it supported large bodies of ice 

during the glacial epoch. This is proyed by the glacial 

marks on the surface, which are now distinctly visible on the 

islands of Lake Hrie at Strong Point, near Monroe, Michigan, 
and at Bandusky, Ohio. Those long parallel grooves and 

an angle with the horizon of about five degrees. Subsidence 
was apain eifected by other geological disturbances, and it re- 
eviyed 4 vast amount of sedimentary deposits, and then became 
tiry lund again as we now s¢e it. 
The corals found im these rocks resemble leayes, roots and 

branches of trees, mushrooms, liverworts and lichens, goblets, 
yases and the horns of animals, When broken the fracture 
appears like marble, and the fine lines of the cells or compavt- 
mienis, one aboyé another, forniing six-sided columns, are dis- 
fincily visible. Bomeumes the fracture shows spols where 
the cells are stained a dark red or brown, and in some in- 
stances a thick tarry sulistance hus been found in the cells, 
haying the odor of petroleum. 

Althoueh millions of years old, we may, perhaps, form 
some idea of the animals they represent by an exuminution of 
those now living in tropical sexs. Lbey were simple in 
structure, sack-like in form, and stone-like were their skele- 
fons. ‘Cheir soft, cylindrical bodies were but little bigher 
than their breadth, slightly depressed on top, the outer mar- 
gin being fringed with leaf-like tentacles,in the centre of 
which wis the mouth opening iuto the well-like stomach he— 
low. Some were identical with those of the present day, so 
accurately described by Prof. J. D. Dana mm his matchless 
work on ‘‘Corals and Coral Islands.” Hesays: ‘tA good 
idea of a polyp may be had trom comparison with the garden 
aster, fur the likeness to many of them in external furm, as 
well us delicacy of coloriug,is singularly close. The aster 
consists of & tinted disk, bufdered with onc or more series of 
pétals; and iu exact avalogy the polyp flower, in its most 
common form, has # disk fringed sronnd with petul-like 
organs called tentacles. Below the disk, in contrast with the 
slender pedicel in the ordinary plant, there is a stout, eylindri- 
eal pedice! or body, oflen ys broad as the disk itself, and 
sometimes not longer, which contains the stomach and inter- 
nal cavity of the disk; aod the mouth, which opens into the 
stomach, is at the centre of the disk, Here, then, the fower- 
animal and the garden-tiower diverge in character, the difter- 
ence being required by the different mdes of nutrition aud 
other churacteristics in the two kingdoms of nature. The 
coral polyp is as much an animal as a cator a dog.’’ That 
part of ao abinial between the slomach and outside covering 
or skin, is divided vertically into sections, between which 
thin, porous plates of coral slowly arise by growtb, with one 
edge in contact with the s{omuch, and the outer edge joined 
fo a growing circular plate or cylinder of coral inside the 
skin, This stony structure within the body of the animal is 
iis skeletun. As the pulyp grows these partitions grow ulso, 
just as the bones of an infant grow. 

These animals are not ‘* coral insects,” as many suppose, 
moving about hither and thither in search of building 
materials, as do the bees and the wasps. Itis true thut corals 
are fouid having the appearance of honeycomb, but they were 
not mide in the sense fiat insects make or build their combs ; 
the polyps do not build at all. They take in food and sea- 
water, from which is secreted carbonate of lime, patticle by 
particle, for the growth of coral, just as other animals secrete 
from their food the phosphate of lime for their growing hones, 

The polyps ptopagate generally by the budding. A pro- 
tuberanee, or bud, is formed on the external surface of the 
body, and in time it develops into a perfect polyp, which buds 
in the same way. Lis uffspringealso buds, and thus a colony 
is formed, all united to the first parent and to one avother, 
each one secreting from its food its part of the coral formation, 
which, in time, together with the coral animals, grows into 4 
symmetrical body, ‘Chis mass of living animals is called a 
zoothome, and the coral niass 1s called a corallum, 

The above description seemed necessary in order to answer 
in a more intelligent manner the inquiry, ‘* What gives the’ 
six-sided form to the coral cells 7” 

Tbe bodies of young polyps are soft and cylindrical, and 
when coral is formed without budding, or when the offspring 
are not attached to their parents, the coral is cylindrical also, 
When budding takes place, and a zoothome is formed, all the 
polyps grow fast to each other, aud lose their original form— 
the cylindrical is merged in the hexagonal. This may be 
illustrated by a bundle of soft cylinders (rubber tubes, for in- 
stance), which, when compressed withan equal foree trom all 
directions toward the central tube, become six-sided from ne- 
cessity. , 
oid epecies of polyps do not grow upwardiin a mass— 

they spread themselves out horizontally. The parent, on com- 
ing to maturily, multiplies by budding, its offspring growing 
fast to their sides, euch haying foruwed within their lodies 4 

! animals, in coming to life, are obliged tolive on a little’ higher 
plane of sex-mud than those before them, and the borders of 
the network will gradually move upward into a scutellated 
form-——a shallow, scolloped basin, Sometimes circumstances 
prevent their spreading in all directions, and then we huve 
the appearance of skeletou leaves in great beauty. 

Fossil corals differ from living curals by having all their 
cells filled with carbonate of lime by infiltration, Living 
corals haye their last-formed cells empty when the polyps die, 

We may, perhaps, huye a faint conception of the age of 
their ancient formations by gving backward through ail the 
generafions of man 10 Adam, and also through all the stages 
of deyelopment of the pre-Adamites, then down through 
the age of mammels, through the age of reptiles, through the 
age of plants, through the age of fishes to Silurian me, in 
which polyps first hyed. ‘his carries us back to the very 
dawn ot life upon the earth, T. Dwicar Is@EERson.. 

Hivie, Pa. 
Se 

MORE ABOUT DEER AND THEIR 
HORNS. 

Marguarre, Mich., July 18, 1878. 
Eprror Forrss ayp Stream: 
During a ramble in the woods on the south shore of Lake 

Superior, and from which | haye just returned, I picked up 
& specinien of deers’ horny about ten miles north of Grand 
Island, which I forward to you by express, hoping it may 
help tu explain the mystery of what becomes of the deers’ 
horns. My own theory of this matter is that they are eaten 
by poreupines and mice. This specimen shows sigus of hay- 
ing been attacked by an animal having larger teeth than a 
mouse. Db. H. Murgir. 

New Yorr, July 16, 1878. 
Eiprror ForusT AnD STaean: 

Your correspondent, C. §. J., in your issue of the 6th of 
June last, [ think, is quite correct in bis views. From a long 
experience in the woods in the Adirondacks and Canada, L 
can Lestify that deer do not bury their hurns alter shedding 
them, ‘The fact thal they are so seldom found is no proof of 
the animal's habit of burying them. Whe debris of a wood 
and destruction by mice and other rodent, etc., will account 
for their disappearance. In Canada, in October, 1872, | made 
a trip to a hill called Cariboo Mountain, hoping to shoot some 
of the aforesaid deer. I bagged no game, lumbering opera- 
tions during the preceding winter having apparently fright- 
ened the animals oif this favorite ground; but I did bag a 
number of fine carivoo horns. ‘The right and left antlers were, 
uf course, separate. The ground was stewed with hundreds 
ot eariboo horns, some evidently dropped five or six years be- 
fore, and some the previous spring or late winter. he dif- 
ferent slages of preservation showed this. I think CG. 8. J. is 
right, also, regarding the reasons for the deers’ habit of scraping 
their horns against trees and bushes. In regard to a deers 
carcass floating when in the ‘*Slue coat” and sinking when 
mm the **red coat,’! I can testify to those facts from experience 
With many deer shot in the Adirondacks. When red they 
sink like a stone; when blue, float buoyantly, 

-MANHATTAN. 

Twin Lakes, Onance Co., Fla, June 30, 1878. 
Hvivor Fornst anp STREAM: 

I do not recollect seeing any mention in the ** Sportsman's 
Gazetteer ” of the habits of the deer in feeding at changes of 
the moon. I do not suppose there is a native hunterin Florida 
who has not implicit faith in the muon theory. They say 
* deer always feed at moon up, moon down, and south moon 
aboye and below,” which means rising and settling of the moon 
and when it isin or against the south, whether overhead or 
underneath us. Four times a day deer feed—about an hour 
each time—lying down between times. ‘The natives say the 
sane rule holds good with reference to feeding of birds and 
fish. j know personally men, successful hunters, who have 
done nothing but hunt all their lives, and they always time 
their hnuls to the aboye mentioned hours. What do sports- 
men suy about this in other sections of the country ? 5. 
The sugeestions made by jour correspondents, Mr, Merrit 

and Manhuttan, offer. we think, a perfectly satisfactory ex— 

planation for the rapid disappearance of deers’ horns, They 

have been made before and in these columns. 

The specimen received from Mr. Merrit shows well the 

manner in which the destruction of the horn takes place. In 

this one the tines are all gnawed off, and the main branch has 

been so far eaten away that the spongy tissue of the interior is 

exposed, and at ils widest portion the born is flat and sharp at 

the edges—like a paper cutter. The rough part above the 

burr has been attacked and a considerable portion of the horn 

eaten away, leaving a perfectly smooth, flat surface. At 

yarious points throughout its length the horn bears the marks 
of teeth, but it appears that where it is largest the teeth of the 

animal failed to effect much. 

This goawing is not confined to horns, for bleached bones 

are often found bearing the marks of teeth. Fossil bones and 

fossil horns ave frequently seen, which bear unmistakable evi- 

dences of having been similarly attacked when fresh. Lyell, 

when endeavering to account for these marks on fossils from 

the Pleistocene bone caves of England, conceived the idea of 

introducing fresh beef bones into the den of the porcupines in 
the ‘‘ Zoo.” The result was that the bones were goawed in 

precisely the same way as the cave fossils, thus clearly indi- 

cating the cause of the mutilation of the latter. 

Why the rodents gnaw them has not been fully explained, 

but it is probable that their main object is to obtain the animal 

matter remaining in the bones, although it may be only ‘*to 
sharpen their teeth.” 

We should like to hear more about the moon theory ad- 

vanced by 8. Jt is new to us. Fl 
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ANTELOPE SHEDDING THEIR HORNS. 

Epitor Forust anp Sreram: 
In a note by Dr. Endlich in the August number of the 

rectangular frame of coral no thicker than a fine thread, aud 
all being united by coral growth, A beautiful network, with 
meshes only one-Lwentieth of an inch wide, is thereby pro- 
duced, which conforms to the undulations of the sea bottom 
on which it rests; In some cases, during the formulion, there 
js a Constant deposit of sediment, ao that the last, or outaide 

American Naturalist doubt is expressed as to the shedding of 
the horn sheath in the male antelope, For several years l 
had been so Constantly assured of ita truth, hy the many 
hunters of whom I had ingnired, that I could not well doubt 
the fact; but it was not till December last that I had an op- 
portunity of myself observing it. 

Tn Noyember last 1t was my pleasure to make the acquaint- 
ance of Mr. William Reed, of Wyoming, an expert and jntel- 
ligent, buoter, who assured me of its truth, fixing the time as 
the middle or latter part of December. About the 12thof the 
thonth, while hunting with him, his unerring rifle brought 
down from a small herd six, three of which were males, and I 
was delighted to find all of the latter with their new growth 
of horns, One of the best skulls was cleaned and sent to the 
Peabody Museum, and I make the following description from a 
re-examination of the specimen: The lenpth is alittle over six 
inches, acd vearly straight. ‘l'wo inches of the point, or that 
portion beyonu the core, is hard and firm, but the remainder is 
abruptly changed into a softer, more skin-like appearance, and 
covered with long, rather fine hair, lying Glose to the sheath 
and nearly conceuling it. These hairs are pointed upward. 
The prong is only represented by a slight protuberance at the 
base of the hardened portion. The other specimens, if I 
recollect, had Jess hair upon them and were nearer developed. 
Mr. Reed thinks that the horps are fully outgrown and 
hardened by the middle or latter part of January, 
Tam fully convinced that the great majority of the males do 

thus change their horns, but whether it is invariably the case 
Tam in some doubt Atall events such a remarkable occur- 
rence in a Cavicorn is worthy of especial study. That the fact 
has been seldom noticed by naturalists is not at all sirange. 
The region that they inhabit is seldom explored by scientists 
at the season that the falling occurs. The cast-off sheaths are 
not unfrequently found in regions where the animal is most 
abundant. The cause of this apparent scarcity is, however, 
owing to their easy decomposition and the readiness with 
which they are burned by the spring prairie fires. 

With reference to the wool in mountain sheep, I can cor- 
roborate Dr. Endlich’s statement. A female killed in early 
June of the present year, while the animal was shedding its 
hair, had its flanks covered with a fine, heavy coat of wool. 
The flesh at that season was so strongly flavored with the wild 
onion as to be unpalatable, and I was assured that such is 
usually the casein spring. 8S. W. Win.iston. 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

AMERICAN vs. ENGLISH SPARROWS. 

I HAVE noticed that forsome considerable time controversy 
has been going on in regard to the advantage or disad- 

vantage of the presence in this country of the English kouse- 
sparrow, now so commonly met with in our cities,and their 
suburbs, as well as the alleged fact that they drive away our 
naliye birds from the districts in which the naturalized 
foreigners haye settled. It is not my desire to enter into this 
discussion, as My opportunities of observing the birds, on ac- 
count of absence from America, have not been sufficient to 
enable mé to form an opinion, buf I merely wish to describe 
an occurrence I witnessed a few days ago, which may possibly 
be of use to some one interested in the question. Around the 
house I now occupy, numbers of English sparrows are con- 
stantly seen, and not many of our natiye birds. This was 
easily accounted for, according to one side of the question, 
by the presence of the sparrows. A few days since, while 
sitting on the piazza with a friend, I heard a ery of distress or 
anger Irom a sparrow who seemed to be in trouble, and on 
looking at the place in the path about fifteen feet from me, 
toward which some four or five of the birds were flying, Isaw 
an English sparrow fighting with one of our little chipping 
sparrows. ‘* Now,” said my friend, ‘' you will see them pull 
that little fellow all to pieces,” and I expected to see his words 
come trie, as all the English sparrows attacked the unprotected 
little chippy with great fury, and in a moment they were all 
rolled together nto a feathery ball. But presently the ball 
fell to pieces, and, instead of the mangled remaing of the 
chippy, he was fighting vigorously; and, carrying the war into 
the enemy’s country, he cumpelled his assailants to retreat. 
Not satisfied, apparently, with his victory, he selected a par- 
licularly obnoxiuus cock sparrow, who, with tail up and wings 
down, evidently had some little fight Jeft in him, and who 
strutted about in a yery impudent manner, and attacking him, 
drove him to a fence near by and chased him up and downthe 
top rail for a distanee of twenty feet, picking him at every 
jump, until the immigrant was forced to take refuge ina thick 
cedar near by and hide himself, thus leaving the chippy 
master of the field. Simee then I have witnsssed enother fight 
between the same birds with a similar result, thus showing 
conclusively that sometimes the English sparrows get well 
thrashed, and that a half dozen of them are overmatched by 
our little chippy. D. G. Exot, 
New Brighton, Staten Island, Aug. 1877. 

as 
Tur Rep Squirren as a Sap Sucker.—The red squirrel 

has fared badly in the hands of our correspondents. His 

carbiyorous tastes have brought him into much well-deserved 

ill-repute. The following letter from Mr. R. E. Robinson, of 
Firesburgh, Vt., mentions a habit of the squirrel, which may 
be new to some of our readers: 

‘©A habit of the common red squirrel has come to my 
knowledge within a year, which I hive never seen mentioned. 
This is their tapping of the twigs and small branches of the 
sugar maple at the season of sap flow and sucking or lapping 
thé sap 48 it oozes ont. I was just told of this by an old 
huuter, and soon after my neice saw a squirrel in the act of 
Dipping the bark of a maple branch and then sucking the sap. 
Within a few days of this [ noticed the sap trickling down a 
maple sapling, and upon examination found the unmistakable 
marks of « squirrel’s teeth in the smooth bark, and a wet 
place extending half an inch orso from each side of the wound, 
as if it had been licked. So it seems our only true sap sucker 
is not a maligned bird, but a small quadruped, This same 
sqnirrel has become an outlaw with us for his evil practice of 
sicaling young birds, especially robins, {rom the nest, a sin too 
great to be atoned for by his beauty and grace. 

—EEEE—E——E—E— 

Tus Oyore or A Parasttz.—lt may be useful in order to 

better understand the curious cirele of life the parasite travels 

around, to cite the following discovery made by Mr. Galet in 
regard to a parasite fo und in rats and eockroaches. The 
Iilaria rytipleurites are produced in the alimentary canal of 

therat. ‘These ees are thrown out with thefecal matters and 

swallowed by the cockroack. The embryos, when hatched, 
penetrate the walls of the alimentary caval of the latter, and 

are eneysted in fatty matter, where they await the cockroach’s 

being devoured by the rat. In the rat they now complete 

their cycle. Tt is not very pretty nor exactly a ‘* cycle of 

Cathay.” 



94 FOREST AND STREAM. 

A Kayess Syaxe Den.—We are accustomed to give a very 

limited credence to the marvelous snake stories which are in- 
termittently offered to us by the ambitious and imaginative 
reporter. The serpent which figures in the columns of the 

morning paper, with many yards of length, innumerable 

coils and terror-inspiring fangs, proves, when the account is 

sifted down to the facts, to be a very attenuated and & very 

harmless reptile after all. Sometimes, however, to do the 

Much-maligned reporters credit, the snake does exist in all 
his pictured enormity or multiplicity, as the case may be. 

Writing to a correspondent for the confirmation of an account 

ofa Kansas snake den, we have received the following: 
Concorvra, Kan,, Aug. 3, 1878. 

Eprrorn Forust Anp STaEAM: 
Ta reply to your inquiry IT would say that there is a snake 

den ‘half a mile from my house, and I was there on the 
day it was disccyered. A little boy found it, and came for 
me to help him kill them. I stood at the hole and killed for 
about one hour, and in that time killed over three hundred. 
Then 1 had to quit and go home; I gaye out, and my hands 
were all blistered. This was in 1876. and in 1877 we killed 
100: and in 1878 we killed some 1,500 or 1,600, but the first 
year—76—we killed altogether 4,096. In all we killed some- 
thing over 5,769, besides which hundreds were killed that I 
did not count, for there would be some days from 100 to 500 
persons on the grounds ; Sundaysmostly would he the largest 
crowd. This year there were several boys who went down 
into the den and threw them ont with their nuked hand. The 
snakes were cold as ice and very numb; Jet them lie in the 
sun five or ten minutes and they could run very fast, but they 
are rather harmless snakes. If you crowded on them they 
would show fight. One day in April we killed 779. I have 
seen, I should think, at one time, from 100 to 200 alive in a 
heap or pile. It wasa sight to see 4,000 in one pile, People 
came from 100 to 200 miles to see them, They have quit 
coming cut this year. T. R. Graves. 

P. §.—It is no humbug: thousands will testify to it. 
eS Eh 

IqvAWwas.—T wo living iguanas were recently receivedat the 
Smithsonian Institution. They are a large species of lizard, 
Tgyuana tuberculata, and are found in the West Indies and 
South America. These specimens came from the island of 
Navaza. They are about equal in size, about two feet long, 
haying a dark skin and a peculiar serrated or sharp-toothed 
ridge or crest along the whole dorsal line. Beneath the throat 
is an extensive pouch or dewlap, which they inflate when 
under excitement. They are very duli and lithargie in the 
shade, but become lively and active when exposed to the sun. 
They live among the trees and also run on the sand and 
even into burrows, and swim with great activity in the water, 
They are omnivorous and feed upon fruits, leaves of certain 
plants, insects and eggs of birds whose nests they are said to 
search for. Their eggs aré deposited in the sand along the 
shores of the sea, and hatch from the heat of the sun. When 
enraged they are very fierce in aspect, and will often attack 
an intruder, their sharp teeth inflicting quite a wound. Their 
appearance at this time is quite formidable, the dewlap dis- 
tended, the eyes glaring, and the animal standing erect and 
threatening. ‘I'hey are considered a very great delicacy, and 
are hunted in all of the islands for food, in some of them to 
such an extent that they have become pretty well exterminated. 
They are usually taken by slipping noose attached to a short 
stick over their heads, suspending them by a jerk. Where 
they are shipped to distant parts of the island or mainland it 
is caid they are sent alive, the mouth being sewed up or tied 
in such a way that they cannot bite. Hunry Horan. 

—$_ > + ___—_. 

A Garren Fou or Sxaxes.—Vantucket, Mass, Aug. 4- 
—WMr. Editor ; Last Friday a man here killed a garter-snake,- 
in the pouch of which were sixty-two little squirming serpents, 

JAoK OURLEW. 
——— a 

ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE POR WEEK END- 

inc Ava. 10.—One Azaras fox, Vulpes azarae, presented by Mr. R. J. 
Wheetan, N. ¥. City; one Mexican deer, Cervus mexicanus, born in the 

menagerie; one African elephant, Elephas africanus ; one common 
rail, Pefsena carolina, presented by Editor FoREST AND STREAM AND 

Rop anp Gun; two ravens, Corvus carnivorus, presented by Mr, Ar- 

thur J, Colburn, Boston. W. A. Conktin, Director. 
se ee 

ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZooLoGicaAL GARDENS FOR WEEE 

FINDING TuURSDAY, JULY 27.—Two latid tortoises, Testuda tabulata, pre- 

Bented; one great horned owl, Bubo virginiana, presented ; one bald 

eagle, Heeliactua leucocephatuas, presented ; one red-headed woodpecker, 

Melanerpes erythrocephalus, purchased. 
pe St 

ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZooLoeGicAL GARDENS FOR Two. 
WEEES EnpiInG AvG 6.—Two great horned owls, Bubo viryinianns, pre 

Hented; one gray squirrel, Sciurua carolinensis, presented; three 

beaver, Castor jiber var. canadensis, born in Garde; one diamond 

rattlesnake, Crotalis adamantena, purchased ; one ground rattleanake, 
Caudisonia miliuria, purchased; one whip snske, Boseanton flagolli- 

jorme, purchased ; one black surhe, Boscanion constriclor, purchased; 

one spreading adder, Heterodon platyrinos, purchased. 

Woodland, Harm and Garden. 
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HORTIOULTURAL SOOTY. 

HARDY EVERGREENS. 

WV visiting almost any nursery in the country, one is 

struck with te large space devoted to deciduous trees 

and shrubs, to the exclusion, we were about to say, of ever- 

greens. It is well known that many, if not all, of the Chinese 

and Japanese deciduous plants ripen their wood better, and in 
congequence give a better account of themselves here than in 
either Britain or on the Continent, but we are glad to see that 
gome of onr larger nursery men are devoting their strength to 
the selection and cultivation of choice evergreens, that are not 

only most beautiful for lawn decoration or grouping, but per- 
fectly hardy as well, The exhibit made by 8, B. Parsons & 

Sons Co., at the summer meeting of the N. Y. Horticultural 

Society, was one of the best ever brought together, and drew 

48 much attention as even the choice roses, the floral designs, 
or the rare exotics. It was arranged under seven classes of 

Hardy Ornamental Plants, viz.: Ornamental Evyergreens; a 

collection of twenty-three distinct yarielies of Retinosporas ; 
a collection of twenty-seven distinct varieties of Japanese 
Maples; anew plant of late introduction, of great beauty, 
Pyrus Manlei Tricolor ; the new variegated Catalpa Syringe 
folia aurea ; and two collections of striking Hardy Variegated- 
leayed plants. Among the Ornamental Evergreens, the most 
noticeable were Nordman’s Silver Fir, broad and massive with 
finely curyed leaves and branches, turning up their silvery 
linings to the light. The Weeping Silver Fir is compact and 
graceful, perhaps the most, regularly curyed of all weeping 
evergreens. Hudson's Bay Silver Fir is a yery small dwart 
variety, of a rich dark color. P. Nobilis, the most richly 
colored of all the Silver Firs, was represented by a very blue- 
reen specimen, quite unique and picturesque in its form 
arson’s Silver Fir has long, exceedingly recurved leaves, 

whitish underneath ; it is on¢ of the most notable and rare of 
Silver Firs, and is also quite difficult topropagate. The Com- 
pact Silver Fir, of which a fine specimen was shown, is the 
hardiest, and perhaps the most symmetrical of all, showimg well 
the special feafurea of Messrs. Parsons & Sons Co,’s exhibit. 
which is their admirable system of pruning or pinching (for it 
is often no more than that), whereby all formality is avoided 
and the plant is given the most perfect habit of which it is 
susceptible, The effect is natural, but st the same time al- 
most an improvement on the intention of nature, even under 
the most favorable circumstances. 
Among the Spruces exhibited were noted especially the 

Weeping Hemlock, most perfect and exquisite of evergrcens ; 
Weeping Spruce, most picturesque and characteristic, with 
pendent branches hugging the stem in grotesque forms; the 
Conical Spruce, perfectly symmetrical without pruning, and 
therefore on this, as well as on other accounts, deservedly 
popular; Gregory’s Spruce, broad, massiye and dwarf, a 
veritable ayergreen hemisphere; the Oriental Spruce, waxy 
in its lustre, dark and compact; the Black Spruce, with its 
neat dwarf habit and wonderfully symmetrical outlines ; Max- 
well's Glory of the Spruces, having an unusnal amount of gold 
and silver markings on the leayes; the Tiger-tail Spruce, 
Abies polita, of a rich golden hue and very marked in form, 
In this group was also the curions Umbrella Pine of Japan, 
Sciadopilis verticillata, which grows in such rare and unusual 
forms. The collection of Retinosporas shown by this firm 
was perhaps the most complete ever exhibited at any horti 
cultural meeting ia America, ‘The whule group was very 
retnarkable, indicating the utmost diversity of form, both of 
foliage and growth, which hardy plants are capable of assum- 
ing. Weeping plasts here seem to obtain to positive exag- 
geration, forms fern-like, thread-like, compact, erect, aud 
spreading. Their colors also, silver, golden, blue and green, 
add greatly to the charms of these positively hardy evergreens, 
and their special aptitude to the American climate renders 
them fitted to the work of the landscape gardener lo a degree 
not yet appreciated. 
Among the delicate,and exquisite hardy plants oi the ex- 

hibition the Japanese Maples are as curious as they are Inter- 
esting, Messrs. Parsons & Sons have been able to show larger 
plants this season of these, their special introductions, and 
consequently their beauties, were shown to better advantage. 
Twenty-seven distinct yarieties were grouped together ; more, 
we believe, than have ever been exhibited at one time either 
in this or any other country. The two collections of hardy, 
variegated leaved plants contained over seventy of the most 
remarkable cut-leayed, variezated and weeping deciduous 
plants that can possibly be gathered together, and include 
Variegated Ashes, Purple Beeches and Hazels, Golden Oaks, 
Weeping Larches and Beeches, etc., elc,, all with the foliage 
preseryed in the most perfect manner. In conclusion, we 
would say that these plants are peculiarly adapted for small 
places, especially if restrained by a little simple pruning. As 
4 means of producing effects in groups on the lawn, they are 
scarcely as yet recognized by the landscape gardener; they 
are gaining in public estimation every day, however, and it 18 
this fact that made this exhibit so interesting und valuable, 
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Hanerxa Baskets. —Baskets of living plants may -easily 
be had in perfection, so long as care is taken to select those 
best suited for the purpose and location, After all, perhaps, 

the most satisfactory is a wire basket, which should be painted 

of some neutral tint, as bright colors quite destroy the effect 

of the flawers, which should be gay enongh of themselves 
Without any addition in the way of paint. Inside the wire 

work a thick layer of green moss should be put, 80 as to pre- 

yent the soil from dropping through, and the plants then 

arranged with regard to the season and place they will 
occupy. For summer decoration there are numberléss plants 
that can be utilized; even some of our drooping annuals can 

be made to do duty, and will be found very useful. Phlox 

Drummondi, Sweet Alyssum, Lobelia gracilis, Maurandia, 
and even the morning glories and Portulacas can be used to 
advantage if the basketis large'enough. Iresines, Cenlaureas, 

Coleus, Ivy-leayed Geraniums, Scarlet Geraninms and Nastur- 

tiums, and a host of other plants may be named as effective, 

both for summer and winter use, either for their color, for 

their gracefulnes, trailing or twining habit. For winter, 

more especially for halls or dry situations, the various Eche- 

verias, Sedums, and plants of a like character, will be found 

very useful, and may be arranged in the sides of the basket 
with the taller and drooping plants on the top. A window- 

box, made of wood and lined with zinc, suspended by four 

cords or wires, up which can be trained creepers, also makes 
a very pretty ornament for a room. The great point as re- 
gards keeping plants in baskets or boxes fresh and in good 

health, ig to give them plenty of water during the growing 
season, buf more sparingly in wioter, and to keep the leaves 

clean; this is imperative. If baskets are hung high there 
should be some means of lowering them, which will suggest 
itself acccrding to circumstances, as it is very troublesome 
getting up to them every morning with steps. This alludes, 
of course, to large baskets. For small ones, the best and 
really only safe plan is to take them down and dip them 

thoroughly, say twice or thrice a week, and let them drain off 

before being placed in position again. Should any of our 

readers wish any information on the subject, ora list of plants 
suited for winter or summer use, we will be happy to give 

him or her all the benefit of our experience. 

Ghe Fennel, 
ST. PAUL BENCH SHOW, 

Sr. Pan, Minn., August 9, 1878, 
Eprror Fourst axp STREAM : 
i send rule which will govern at the forthcoming field 

trials. The trials commence Sept. 10, on grounds near Sauk 
Centre. Mr. Beaupre, the President of the Club, and other 
Inembers of the committee, go up to Sauk Centre on Monday 
to Jocate the grounds, and secure them as far as possible from 
baing shot over. They will algo arrange for camp, tents, étc. 
The following gentlemen have accepted the Committee's inyi- 
tation to act as judges on the field trials: John Davidson 
Monroe, Mich.; G. J. Butler, Stillwater, Minn,; Wm. Mulli- 
ken, St. Cloud, Minn. The following railroads will carry 
dogs free, to and from the show, when accompanied by their 
owners: Penna. Central, Erie, Atlantic and Great Western 
Wabash, Great Western of Oanada, Michigan Central, and all 
of the Minnesota Stale railroads. Tho entrance fee for ADY, 
of the stakes in the field trials will le #5. The entries for 
the Bench Show close on the 19th inst Entries for the field 
trials can be madeany time during the bench Show. The 
following rules, as revised, will govern the field iriala in the 
various stakes : 

AGED POINTER AND SETTER STAKES. 
Rule 1.—Managers of field trials must adyertise the n 

the judges before the trials take place, and in the eyent, ati 
canse, thatany judge or judges are prevented from acting, then 
Lae gn iis the poge anereS shall have the power to Alene a 
judge or judges to fill all vacancies, each owner of the d 
to ba entitled to one vote. / pcre ered 
Rule 2.—Dwo dogs shall be ron at a time, to be drawn by lot in 

the usual manner, except that no two dogs whith are awned or 
trianed by one person shall be run atone. When two such dogs 
are drawn together, one shall be run only, and he with another 
dog which shall be immediately drawn, and the dog which wag 
drawn and left over shall be drawn for again. If, at the latter end 
of a trial, it be fonnd impossible to avoid rnnning two dogs to- 
gether which are owned or trained by the same percon, it may be 
permitted. 
Bole 8.—In this Gear if pe do at drop to shot, but remain 
uistin a manner not liable todo any harm, it sha 

sidered a Spee ui } wciae Leics 
ule 4—If, in the opinion of the judges, tha day is an 

dog, running from 12m, to2P. u,, ante ae Giavisatonie siete 
iug to the weather, the judges may, if the owners dumand it 
give such dogs another trial. ’ 

Rule 5.—Hach dog shall haye the opportunity of making fya 
points on game. Having made five pointe they shall be taken 1 
and their positive totale for merit shall be reckoned according os 
mae peal oleponts in Rule By 

6 6 —Positive pointa of merit: For each point, 5; i 
8. General points: Nose, 1 to 7; pace, 1 to 10: shee alo 
quartering, 1 to 5 ; retrieving, 0 to 5. 4 y 

Negative points for demerit: Hach flush to connt a Jost oppor- 
tunity only ; refusing to back, 3; cach chase, 3; breaking shot, 3: 
falea pointe, 2. Two chases on birds shall put a dog out of the 
stakes, 

Rule 7.—In onse of rnnning off ties the brace ehall have the op- 
portunity of making five points on game. Tiea can be divided by 
the consent of all the owners of dogs making the ties. Should it 
be impossible to run off the ties the same day, they shall be run 
off the day following. 

Rule 8.—No spectators are allowed oaarer the handler of dogs 
than seventy-five yards to the rear. No speotator or others abel 
mnake any remarks about the dogs or judees within hearing of 
the judges ; such persons so offendivg shall be expelled from the 
grounds by the judges, who shall order the apecial police io eject 
snch persons offending. Should any handler of dogs annoy the 
judges in any way, the judges shall order such handler of dogs to 
desist ; should he still annoy the judges. the judges ehall order 
such dogs as he is handling, up and out of the race. The privi- 
lege is granted the handler of dogs to ask the judges for informa- 
tion or explanation that has a direct bearing on any point at insue: 
pending such question the handler of dogs shall order his doga in! 
and cease to hunt until the judges hays rendered their decision, ” 

Bule 9.—Under the head of retrieving, the jadges will only allow 
those dogs the maximum number of pointy who do their work 
without the handlers going with them to show them the bird and 
without mouthing or mutilation. 

ees kets STAKES. 
6 1.—Dngsa over eighteen months old shall not b i ie many etaio: © sligible for 

Rule 2,—All the rnles foraged and single dogs on positive points 
for merit, and negative points for demerit, and general pointa 
shall apply in the puppy ftakes, except that a puppy ahall only 
haye an opportunity to make fiye pointaen game, and except in 
FEMElng oe ties, when he shall hye an opporinnity to make three 
points only. 

Rule 3.—No point for merit shall be giyen for ievi 
none for demerit if a puppy fail to vatiere. rotrieving, and 
' ; ape BRACE STAKES. 
he rules shall be the same as those for all azed 

Betters, except that two dogs owned or traitied by the lp erecta 
may be run together; and that in case one dog of the brace re— 
trieves, and the other dog doea not, only one-half the number of 
Bie 1a ving shall io rece ke 

The judges will be givan full discretionary powers 
a dog has a true or false point, and to aflawons Gini 
ingly. Also, in the case of « flush, the judges will bo given dix- 
eretionary power in penalizing. Oras, Lincony. 

TRANSPORTATION.—The Chicago, Milwaukee and §). Paul 
R, RB, will return exhibitors at one-fifth full fare, they paying 
regular fare in going, on presentation of certificate iasued by 
the club, and will carry dugs free both ways, 
i 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. 

The following novel execution I myself was an eye witness 
to: 

My father’s huntsman, '! Lige," was in addition to t 7 
sition chief herdsman and shepherd on the estate. He fully 
appréciated the responsibility which, in connection with some 
peculiar eccentricities, made for him a reputation which wag 
widespread. As the country, with the exception of the 
sparsely-settled plantations, was a wilderness, the cattle had 
an almost unlimited range. ‘' Lige" never went upon one of 
his herdsman’s rounds, therefore, without being fully equipped 
with gun and hunting accoutrements, and generally followed 
by several of his dogs. It was while starting upon one of 
these expeditions that one of the dogs committed an offence 
which cost him his life. He killed 4 sheep. Most men would 
have shot the dog on the spot, and ended the matter at once 
But “ Lige” decided instead to hang him, and in the presence 
of his whole pack. The place selected for the execuiion was 
the kennels, which were in (he same enelvsure as ‘+ Lipe’s” 
house. These consisted of two long sheds about five feet 
high, with wide projecting roofs, the beds being twelve inches 
from the ground, divided into compartments three feet aquare 
for each dog. These were considered the best arrangements 
for so hot a climate as that of Mississippi, On entering the 
yard I found the dogs all in their places, looking as though 
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they expected something strange to happen. And well they 
might, as in the space between the kennels and midway he- 
tween the gate and the louse *'Lige” had erected a scaffold, 
such as is used for hanging criminals. The preparations all 
being completed, the unfortunate dog was led forth, and to 
himn was attached the carcass of the dead sheep, which he was 
made to draw, with 2 little assistance from the execittioner, to 
the foot of the scaffold. At this point of the ceremony the 
Other dogs were called out one by one and made to take a pesi- 
tion in a circle around the gallows, just as-well-(rained hounds 
ave made to do at the death. ‘(hen the culprit was mounted 
on the scaffold, the fatal noose placed upon his neck, and in 
another moment the trap fell, and there hung the poor beash 
in mid air kicking and struggling, until finally strangled to 
death. Whether this example had any moral eif2ct upon the 
canine witnesses or not, certainly sheep-killing was afler— 
cowards of very rare occurrence on that estate. J, D. 

Nashville, August 8. 
a 

Tre Use or Sat ror Disrearer.—Hditer Forest and 
Stream: I promised some time ago to give you the result of 
KR. @. G's treatment for distemper in dogs. The remedy was 
to give one a tablespoonful of dry table salt, to be followed 
the next morbing with a teaspoonful of Hpsom salts. These 
to continue #n alternate mornings until a cure was affected. 
Tn both cases the dose was to be liquid measure. J suppo:ed 
that a spoonful of dry salt, liquid measure, meant a spoon 
eyen full (not heaped), and I proceeded accordingly. My dog 
was a sebter, Lwenty-one“months old. Ie has always been 4 
poor feeder, and yery thin in flesh; never was sick until this 
time, and always lively and in good spirits. He had been 
quite sick for some time when I saw RK. O. G.’sremedy. I 
had not given him any medicine, except a little sulphur to 
keep his bowels open. He was entirely off his feed; had a 
bad cough, a discharge from nose and eyes and yomited more 
ov less 4 nasty greenish matter, I gaye him the first dose of 
salt on a Sunday morning. In about five minutes he began to 
vomit. 1 don’t think I eyer saw any dog so sick. Jt lasted 
about ten minutes, and he threw up a Jarge amount of. stuff, 
first of a yellow color, and the last parta dark green, Helay 
down for a while and then Ispoke io him. He got up and 
hegan to run around and play. 1 then offered him his break- 
fast Quush and millk), and he ate all that Iwould give him. 
The third morning that 1 gaye him the salt he rose upon his 
hind legs and fell over on his side, kicking and whining, and 
had a regular fit. I watched him awhile; he was frothing at 
the mouth, and when he begun to spring about the room I 
left and shut the door. T waited a few moments, and hearing 
nothing 1 opened the door and went in acain, when he walked 
over to me with his old intelligent look and Jay down at my 
feet. I took him out-doors and he lad his yomit, and then ate 
his breakfast as hefore. I gave the remedy just eight days, 
ending with the Hpsom salts. I fed him soft food, mush 
thinned down with a little milk or soup. He is always hun- 
gry now, has taken on flesh. weighs twelve pounds more than 
he ever did before, andis all right and ready for business. 

Newton, Mass., July 27. L, 

We think the dose given for eight alternate days too long 
continued, even for an adult animal, and might result in harm. 

The old story might be revived, of how a sick Frenchman on 
the point of death wanted « red-herring, eat ii, and got well, 
and how another herring killed a Dutchman. Distemper is a 
most uncerlain and vague complaint. a general name has 

been given for a score of diseases. If this cure is tried by any 

of our readers we should advise that ¢are and judgment be ex- 
ercised. We do not wish any dead dogs to be put to the score 

of our paper, The remedy, though a natural one, seems tous 

to be a little too heroic. 
—EE_— 

Is Mutitarion Jostirranie.—We take the following sen- 

sible article from the London Live Stock Journal: 

Seeing several. letters on this subject in the Journal, I 
would like to say a word or two both for and against docking 
dogs! tails and clipping their ears. ‘here can be no doubt 
that thie spaniel experiences great comfort from being docked, 
a fact which must be patent to every one who has worked or 
seen such animals worked in qlose covert, thick underwood, or 
among brambles; were they not docked they would lacerate 
their tails to a very great extent; hence, in this cuse ‘‘ mntila- 
tion” is a kindness to the animal. Again, the rounding of the 
ears of foxhounds may be placed in the same category. 
Seoteh terriers used to be both docked and clipped, a proceed- 
ing quite unnecessary, cruel, and worse than useluss, as these 
dogs frequently suffered great pain when in foxes! earths, etc., 
through frit and sand getting into the ear, which would not 
hhaye Occurred had the protection which nature had provided 
them been left as it was formed. ‘The Hnglish terrier, or 
black-and-tan, las its cars cut for no other purpose, I can see, 
save to hide some deformity, or to please certain morbid tastes 
of jhe fancy. The little tag of ear left on these beautiful ter 
riers renders them obnoxious to me; for, instead of adding 
beanty to the generally well-formed head, it detracts in a very 
high degree, and is useless as wellas cruel. We sce at every 
show little dogs with cut tails, but ears left intact. These are 
called in these modern days fox-terriers. Now, I should think 
that if any part of tleir appendages ought tube cut off it 
should be their ears and not the tails, as those of them which 
would goto earth would be more likely to have their eare 
torn by fox or badger than their tails; but the fancy, being 
more knowing than I am, probably imagines that the fox- 
terrier attacks tail first, a belief I also entertain of many of 
those noisy little animals one sees at dog shows. We see also 
the wee ** Yorkie” sitting on a satin cushion, with its ears 
thinned to please the taste of its lady owner. I should like 
to know how she would fancy her ears ‘‘mutilated” in the 
same fashion. Let us try ;o improve our avimals by selec- 
tion ; in that we shall sueceed; but we shill never advance 
them one step by faking, and | wust every judge throughont 
the land will set hisface against it. Though the practice has 
been sanctioned in a manuer by usaze, that docs nol constitute 
avight of way with fakers and mutilators. Let them be ban- 
isheil forever from our shows, and Jet us look on animals and 
birds as tlie God of Nature formed them, Truly glad am 1 to 
seé there is a poulizy club formed for this vary purpose, and 
it shall have one supporter in Srv araBocie. 

= —___———— 

“Wairtar I Gan't, We Oan."—ZHditor Forest and Stream: 
Thave two pointer pups three months old, I-was feeding 
thein in the yard away from the kennel, and the chickens (L 
have agoud many of then) were troubling the little fellows 
considerably by picking in their food, The pups put tueir 
heads together over the dish as if in congultation, after which 
one of them stood back and the other one ate in peace. The 

one which bad stepped back not offering to eat, but dashing 
from one side to the other, kept the chickens away from the 
dish until the one which was cating had eaten fully one-third 
of the contents of the dish,"wken he stepped back and drove 
the chickens away while the other one ate. This performance 
was repented several times until the food was all eaten. 

Bluffton, Ind., August 3. A, A. W. 
ro 

A Doe ror Srain.—Hdilor Horest and Stream; We have 
shipped the following pointers ; Liver and white marks, dog 
pup, to F. Taylor, Orange ©. H., Va.; liver dog pup to 
Orson Adams, Jessops Ont, Howard Oo., Md.; liver with 
white mars, to Charles M. Wray, New York city ; liver with 
white marks, dog pup, to Dr. Warins, Nottingham, Prince 
George's Oo,, Md, Liver and white dog pup Joe, whelped 
April, 1878, was shipped by steamer sailing for Glasgow on 
Saturday last from New York. This pup goes to Mr. W. C. 
Bevyun, Malaga, Spain, and was selected by one of Mr. B.’s 
friends at his request. We feel somewhat flattered in think- 
ing that this is probably the first exportation of pointers from 
the United States to Spain, and hope that the pup will prove 
as staunch in the field as his sire and dam, and do us eredit in 
that distant country. Yours truly, Muirsink Kennet, 

Muirkirk Furnace, Md., August 8. 
—— oe 

Tan Suenr Quesrioy Crosep.—The testimony in regard 

to the female dog killing sheep has heen so fully given by in- 

telligent and reliable correspondents that we may now con- 

sider the discussion at anend. Tt takes little time to draw 
out the truth in such matters. 

+e 

Brormy Lres.—A Ferrisburg (Vt.) correspondent, Mr. R, 

E. Robinson, tells us of an incorrigible sheep-killing bitch, 
which was fnally expatriated to the wilds of the North Woods, 

where her propensities found ample exercise in deer-chasing. 

He adds: 

J have often seen the broken legs of sheep set and kept -in 
place by a bandage of sole-leather, haying holes punched in 
the edges and laced on, with perfect success. Very likely 
the same contrivance might be used to advantage on the frac- 
tured leg of a dog. 

ae 

Brom Bonzes—New York, August 2.—I claim the name 
of Brom Bones for my orange and white setter dog pup, by 
Milo (Dan-Venus) ont of Pan (Dash-Pan), whelped May 21, 
1878. BP. T, Bonrscov, 

ae a) ee 

Wretes—(oldsboro, NN. C. August 9.—My red Irish bitch 
Gussie (Dau-Ruby stock) whelped four dogs and one bitch on 
the 28th of July; sired by Joe; imported by J. U. Cooper, 
Limerick. H. P, Doxren. 

Hoboken, August 4,—Eleven puppies out of the full- 
blooded imported dog and prize winner Joe-Jack. 

Max Henzxt. 
+ a —_—_— 

Vistrs— Washington, August 12.—My imported field trial 
setter bitch Livy, sister to champion Leicester, visited Arnold 
Burgis’ Druid on the 4th, oth and 6th instant. Puppies are 
all engaged, three of them by the St. Louis Sag 
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YACHTING AT HOME AND ABROAD, 

Mr. Dixon Kemp, of London, whom it is no flattery to 

rank as leading authority on modern yachting, has just pub- 

lished a new book on yacht and boat sailing. This work, we 

take it; is intended to be in the nature of both a subplemental 

one-to ‘ Yacht Designing” by the same author, as well as a 

more elementary exposition of the essence of the very inter- 

esting science Of naval architecture. The objections of high 

price and too great erudition, made against his incompurable 
work on Desizn by many who have either not the leisure, dis- 

position nor qualifications required for its perusal, cannot be 

brought against the new book. The author's aim seems to 

have been the collection, with due regard to order and pre- 

cadence, of the more salient elements of naval design, called 
into play in planning the construction drawings of a yacht or 
boat; and it must be said that, with this in view, the success 

of his undertaking has been as thorough as can be desired. 
We could not point to a book of any kind, treating upon a 
subject as intricate in detail as the modern science of naval 
architecture, in which the very pith has been gathered in a 
shape so presentable and comparatively unbroken as in Mr. 
Kemp's new work. There are two rocks upon which the 
popularization of science generally splits, Such attempts are 
tou often swamped, anid their ubiquity curtailed by the weight 
of too much detail, the ordinary reader faillng to grasp of his 
awa accord the main principles set forth, losing whe line of 
argument or deduction in a mass of bewildering detail, 
Again, in efforts made to jorestall any such possibility, 
uuthors are too apt to overlook the continuity of the subjech 
under treatment, and force the student to accept conclusions 
aud axioms not in any way derived and explained in the work: 
before him. He finds the matter at issue set forth im a dis- 
jointud way only, and must accept much con¢erning the 
truth or advisability of which he may justly have his doubts. 
No such failings can be charged against Mr. Kemp. He is in 
thorough accord with the spirit of his expected readers, and 
{hrouglout the book bears in mind that mere statements of 
themselves, howeyer truthful in the light of higher investiga- 
tions, will not stand among that portion of the public with 
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whom he is dealing, and whom he desires to instruct as well 
as interest. We find, consequently, the first half of the book 
to be deyoted to the theory of yacht design, a large portion 
of which has been reduced to written language, with many 
appeals to actual experience, thus doing away with the neces— 
sity of a liberal mathematical or mechanical education on the 
part of the reader. There is not a practical boat builder in 
the land who cannot readily follow the author through his 
train of argument; and, apart from the insight into the prin- 
ciples underlying naval construction to be obtained from the 
book, we regard this as ite most praiseworthy feature. 

It is often maintained that foreign works on yacht design 
are of no use to Americans; eyen more than that, they are 
said to be misleading. To anysuch opinions we eniphatically 
protest. On the contrary, eyen did we bave American 
thought and work in this line reduced to print, we maintain 
that a study of English standard works is of the greatest im- 
mediate benefit to us. In the present condition of yachting 
in America, we have much yet to Jearn—very much; and in 
no Manner Can We improve s0 readily and rapidly than by ex- 
ample and experience from a nation which has deyeloped the 
sport of yacht sailing and the science of cesign to so high a 
degree of perfection that the average American has no concep- 
tion of. It is all very well to resort to such cheap elap-trap as 
an appeal to our national vanity, and exclaim about the great 
**Bird of Freedom” knowing everything and being able to 
teach our British courins all abont yachts and yachting; but 
such screeching comes only from those whose narrow-minded 
prejudices preclude a fair and rational consideration of the 
matters in question. If we accept some things from abroad, 
it by no means follows that we must take everything and 
anything just as they happen to come, but that we can select 
judiciously, and to our advantage, much to be found in Eng- 
land an’ English works no logical person can deny. In the 
first place, the theory of naval architecture is the same, no 
matter what type of craft may be in vogue in different waters. 
To know how to find the centre of buoyancy, of efforn, of 
lateral resistance, to understand the effects of stowage and 
ballast, to compute by figures or draft, geometrically, a curve 
of stability or displacement, is independent entirely of any 
particular style of yacht, and is of value alike to Americans 
as to. the builders of other nations. And, pray, where are we 
to oblain such knowledge if not from Wovlish works? 
Where is there an American book that can teach the mechani- 
eal public as concisely and ably as the works of Mr. Dixon 
Kemp? Isit Griffith's sad jumble of high-sonnding words 
and exasperating mixture of mathematical ignorance and 
mechanical ability? Or is it Nystrom’s extemporized and 
purely tentative parabolic system; or Pook’s comparison 
of lines? And if not these, where is the American 
work we are to follow? The builder who attempis tu wade 
through Griffith’s will read one page, then throw the book 
aside and swear with renewed vigor by his jack-knife art. 
The man who follows Nystrom becomes a4 mere tool and 
moves inarut; and as for Pook or any other author on ship 
construction who may have flourished unknown to the public, 
their books cannot; any longer be obtained—a fact not to be 
regretted. for, with the exception of Pook’s ‘‘ Wave Lines,” 
they would all be behind the age, and no more fit for use in 
the light of the modern developments than an old time galliot 
for a Liverpool liner. An English work on the theory of 
design is just as useful to us in America as if it had been 
written by a free sovereign of the republic, directly descend- 
ed from the first bigot who got his shoes wet when he stepped 
out on Plymouth Rock from the Mayflower. But. more than 
this, our builders can learn much from the more practical por- 
fion of foreign works on yachts. It is not at all intimated that 
they can improve their present models for specd, for a glance 
at the ‘‘ lines” of boats published in English works will serve 
{o show that we have little or nothing to learn from then in 
this respect. Even among the modern and better type of 
British schooners or cutters we fail to detect that symmetry of 
proportion and unison of curves so notably the prevailing 
feature in American design, and direct)y traceable to the in- 
nate superiority of the American mechanic over his foragn 
brethren. With the exception of such craft as haye been de- 
signed by professional nayal architects abroad, there is litle 
question but what we are ahead of all others on this point. 
Wo one here would for example think of holding up as a copy 
such an uncouth and ciumsy production as Livonia or even 
Cambria, We can beat their lines everytime. A comparison 
of Sappho, Dauntless or America with British schooners, so far 
as grace and ease of lines are concerned, would redound im- 
measurably in our favor. But then handsome Jines and 
speed are not the only things to be sought in 9 yacht; for is 
safety, ability at sea, comfort, handiness to go for nought ? 
From the tables of scantling, the quality of stuff, size of fast- 
enings and fittings and gear which we find in Hnglish works, 
we can select mnch that will go to improve the condi'ion of 
our fleets on all these important points, Occasional reference 
to Lloyd’s rules, Mr. Kemp’s books and the like will serve to 
check the tendency of builders and owners on this side of the 
Atlantic to slight their work, and would mitigate the most 
serious evils from which our yachting fleet now suffers. 
Wherein surrounding circumstances differ and purposes vary, 
allowances can be made. On the whole, then, whether with 
or without American standards, a close study of English 
works will be of vast benefit to the craft we sail and to the 
way we navigate them. 
The charge of unfairness and partiality is often urged 

against Englishauthors, However true this may he of others, 
it cannot be sustained against those who treat of naval archi- 
tecture. Among the long list of British and French authori- 
ties on this and kindred subjects, the only one we can call to 
mind who has allowed his blind partisanship to run away 
with his discretion, is E, J. Reed, formerly Ohief Constructor, 

‘ In *f Our Iron-clad Ships’ he goes out of his way to 
offer a gratuitous insult to American naval officers, question- 
ing their veracity and ability. He intimates that the small 
roll of monitors observed by them at sea is not worthy of 
credit, and vehemently discourses in favor of broadside ves- 
sels, Like all radicals of that cliss, their own words some 
day turn against them, and thus, a few years later, we find 
him equally as energelically and illogically preaching circular 
jronclads of low free-board to the bewildereo British tax- 
payer, It so happened, however, that the stwlid public of the 
tight little island had fortunately become somewhar distusi«d 
with EB. J. Reed, and failed to take any more stork jn him. 
The Russian *‘ Pupoffkas” turned out only partly suceesstul, 
and 1o the present day no power las seen the necessity of 
breaking up their old ironclads and rusting pell mel] int tbe 
adoption of the cirenlars, Mr. Keed has in ‘* Naval Sear 7 
upou more than one peeasion, vented his spleen npon Ameri- 
can designers, who, so far as genius and daring, thouel weil- 
matured, enterprise are concerned, were greatly his superiors, 
while his whole course as chief constructor evidences 2 
sradual and stealthy adoption of the principles given to the 
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world when Ericcson revolutionized naval warfare by launch- 
ing the first monitor in 1862. On the contrary, however, there 
exists no groundsof complaint against otherauthors. Scott, 
Russell, Rankine, Marrett, Bernoulli, Bertin and others haya 
psid homage tio the wonderful productions of the New World 
Without stint, and Mr, Kemp, though writing on matters, 
close rivalry in which might offer some excuse for partisan- 
ship, shows himself a devotee of scientific truth, anda true 
chronicler of facts by rising above the narrow vision of na- 
tional prejudice and taking a bird’s-eye view of yachting all 
the world over, with fayor to none and full credit to those 
who deserve it. The frequent reference to American yachts, 
and the ready admission, when speaking of the comparative 
performances of Seabelle and Columbia, that ; 

“Oolwmbia has made 12.6 miles per hour in a lower-sail breeze blow- 
ing alittle abaft the beam, the wind pressure betug equal to 2lhs. per 
Bquare foot. Seabelle (Kuglish) under similar conditions bas made 11.4 
Knots per hoor * * * ” 

must satisfy all that it is quite possible for an English author, 
while treating of English yachts, to give credit to the greater 
speed of our own, and that the fair spirit pervading such a 
book will render it of immediate service to Americans us a 
means of instituting comparison between the condition of 
yachting at home and abroad. . 

If we now turn our attention to a critical analysis of those 
conditions, we do not think the unprejudiced reader will dis- 
agree with us. It is perhaps well known to most that, while 
with us yachting is at best only in its infancy, it has reached 
a wonderful development in Great Britain, where the sport 
has been so thoroughly organized, and the masses of the peo- 
ple are so wedded to it, that yachting may fairly be termed 
a national characteristic, influencing in no small degree the 
habits and customs of many inhabitants of the nation, Such 
being the case, is it derogatory to our self-esteem to learn 
from them and to candidly acknowledge that we can do so to 
advantage? Oertaiily not—the very reverse; for surely if 
behind our British cousins in any respect, it behooves us to 
apply what remedies we may, 80 that not only in one quality 
but in all we may be their equals or superiors. The person 
who would, like the clam at low water, retire into his shell, 
self-sufficient with what success we have attained, is his ad- 
vice to be followed, and should prejudice debar progress ? 

What are the qualities necessary to the perfect yacht? 
Safety, sea-going ability, comfort, handiness and speed. How 
many of these do our yachts as a class possess to a greater de- 
gree than those of Great Britain? The solitary one of speed, 
Our boats are not only not as safe as those in foreign waters, 
but with few exceptions they are man-traps. They cannot 
go to sea; they cannot stand a sea; they must run for a port, 
when an English craft just gets down to her bearings; they 
are hard on their helms, hard in a seaway, low between decks, 
and uncomfortable except when in a mill pond; dheir rig is 
unbandy and dangerous; they are fast—very fast—but only 
in smooth water. On the contrary, the English craft beats 
us on all points but speed. When we want to travel fast we 
can take the cars. Is there not some object, then, in sacri- 
ficing speed to & very moderate -extent to obtain 

-all the other desiderata? Certainly those who take 
to yachting for other purposes than racing altogether 
will probably think there is. There can be no.reason, if in 
the pursuit of the many superior qualities now lacking in our 
fleet, why we should not select a yessel approaching to that 
type in use in England, which has stood the test of time and 
experience on all these points, and the introduction of some- 
thing like the cutter into our waters we hail with delight as 
@ sign of progressin the right direction; of seamanship, nayi- 
ration, and the spirit of adventure asserting itself at last. 
We imagine we hear the stereotyped phrase: “The cutter is 
not suitable to our smooth water.” And since when is our 
water invariably so smooth? Are yachtsmen always to re- 
main content within the narrow confines of the Sound, or is 
the sport likely to branch out and take roof in every port 
along the coast? What, then, becomes of the smooth waters 
of the Sound and the June zephyrs? When you get caught 
in a gale off shore you will know the value of a safe boat be- 
neath your feet. And does it never blow? Is there no sea 
on outside the Sound. In short, are not the circumstances 
surrounding our yachting changing, and should not the type 
of yachts be altered to suit the change. ‘Those whose ambi- 
tion carries them no further than the Sound may well declaim 
against the cutter; those who want to get off soundings occa- 
sionally will do wisely to adopt it, The yacht should be 
suited to your purpose. For smooth-water sailing, by all 
means stick to the sloop; buf when we propose going to sea, 
give us a boat we can trust our lives in; we want no Mohawks 
then. That there are in our waters vessels well able to take 
the sea is true, They are unfortunately the exception, and 
the above remarks refer to our yachtaas & class, ‘The ordi- 
nary sloop has been found wanting in the rougher waters of 
San Francisco, where they build their vessels differently from 
the skimmers of the Sound. How much more, then, dd not 
we need an ablercraft to go to sea in here? A fleet of cutters 
is destined to appear ere long in our waters, and to that the 
fossilized sticklers for the smooth—water sailing machines may 
make up their minds at once. If they donot think so they 
simply cannot read the signs of the times. We want yachts 
that shall have something more than speed alone. We want 
yachts that we can make ourfloaling home. We want yachts 
that can gail from the Race to the Keys. They must he well 
built, strongly built, rigged in sailor-lile fashion, fitted out 
with the same care bestowed upon a frigate, and able to ride 
out a gale in perfect safety, and with ease to themselyes and 
those on board. Until we have such craft we must grant 
superiority to British yachts on every single point but speed. 
We haye much to learn from English yachtsmen, and the 
sooner we set about acquiring their perfection in the arts of 
Seamanship and navigation the better. 
a 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Cause oF THE ATEANTIO YaceT Cuos.—The fleet of the 
Atlantic Yacht Club having assembled in Glen Gove Saturday 
and Sunday, un early start was made Monday morning, Au- 
gust 5. Orders had been issued to the captains from the fiag- 
ship 7'riton to the effect: that New Haven was to be the next 
harbor to make, Accordingly the feet hoye short and got 
under weigh at 6:454.M. Wind flawy and sky overcast, 
with the tide half ebb, 'Dhe yachts hoisted light sails, Orion 
sporting a huge club topsail and balloon jib. All hands 
drifted out of the harbor the best way they could in the fitful 
ealspaws, comipg'from all directions at intervals, Commo- 
dore Cooper's sloop Jed the way, followed by Thistle, Intre- 
pid, Sheila, Nimbus, Dolphin, Triton, Petrei, Imperiz, Vision, 
Hone, Geni, Agnes and Peerless. A moderate breeze soon 
made from the Long Island shore, and Dolphin, having Kept 
well to windward, was the first to benefit by it. At about 
two bells in the forenoon watch the wind came out steady 

from 8. 8, E., and brought up theruck of schooners and Jarger 
sloops. with it, but the breeze failed again. Peeriess and 
Vision in the meantime had stood out boldly from shore, in 
expectation of something from the Connecticut side. They 
caught a fair streak and ran away from the rest, with only 
Dotpain and Orion ahead, and, tacking off the north shore, 
stood down again on the port tack for their regular course, 
followed by Agves and 7'rton, The former got into the dol- 
drums and fell astern, caught by the flood runniog on the 
Connecticut shore, Orion had worked ahead of Dolphin and 
led the fleet off Haton’s Neck. The breeze freshened and Z'7i- 
ton began to make a better showing. She passed the sloop 
Vision and hauled up on Peerless. The latter got an extra 
puif and took the lead among the schooners in fine style. In 
the afternoon the wind once more fell light and suddenly 
chopped around to the 8. W., coming out in wholesale 
fashion. The fleet now haga leading wind right into port. 
Ballooning and booming out were in order. Agnes fetched 
up again among the leaders, and without further incident the 
squadron finally comes to an anchor in Morris’ Cove, at the 
mouth of New Haven River, in the following order: Orion, 
6h. 35m.; Peerless, Agnes, Thistle, Triton, Dolphin, and the 
rest at, longer intervals. The morning of August 6 broke 
ovyercast'and foggy, but with quite a breeze from the S$. HB. 
As there was the last of the ebb left yet, it was at 8 a. um, de- 
cided to make a start for New Lonnon. Though it would be 
a turn to windward all the way, the distance was not great, 
and it was expected the fleet would make the old whaling city 
by the evening. Jmperia led out of the harbor, followed by 
Peerless, Agnes, Vision and Thistle in a bunch, Orion carried 
her big topsail as the day before, but when fairly outside was 
obliged to send if on deck, a move followed a while later by 
Triton, whose topsail would not sit jammed on the wind. 
Sheets were hardened in to starboard, the whole lot, standing 
across to the Long Island shore. At times the fog shut down 
so dense that it was impossible to keep track of the 
yachts. Orion attemped a short board to the N., but soon 
came about again. The wind freshened and put lee rails 
under. Agnes was first to try for the Connecticut shore, 
followed by Peerless, Triton held an excellent wind 
and outweathered the fleet, Orton and Jinperia off her lee 
beam and Peerless about a mile in her wake. Mr. Maxvell’s 
graceful schooner, however, turned tables on Triton and came 
out on her weather after several boards had been made. The 
craft that can put Peerless under her lee and hold her there 
must indeed be one of the best two-stickers afloat, ‘Poward 
evening the breeze fell and the fog again shut down, necessi- 
tating a good deal of fish-horn music and bell clanging. 
Triton led past the Bartlett's Reef ship, and with a light air 
bore up for the harbor, followed by Vhéstle and Dolphin, the 
leader's time being 7h. 7m. The remaining yachts made their 
anchorage during the night, Worned, Myra and Jntrepid hav- 
ing parted company and borne up for Greenport direct. New 
London is an excellent place ta ‘* provision up,” her markets 
afford the best from the surroundiug country, and prices are 
reasonable, not a8 at a more aristocratic watering-place, in- 
flated to the utmost. In consequence the old town has be- 
come quite & favorite place with yachtsmen to replenish their 
stock of sort tack, fresh prul aud ice. The Atlantic fleet did 
not miss the opportunity, and purposely delayed making sail 
for their next rendezvous until? 4. Mm. At gun-fire {rom ihe 
Triton all hands got under weigh promptly, and with free 
Sheets sped down the reach to the open Sound, Orion, smart 
as usual, again getting away with the lead. Dnperin, Vanbus 
and /7ope set balloon jibs, but the othersloops confented them- 
selves with jib topsails. Off the Pequot House Péerlees was 
picked up, and 7riton sent aloft her Main topmast staysail, 
Outside the wind freshened aud hauled a bit, so that sheets 
were trimmed flatter. It fell again, though, and came ont 
from the 8. W., putting the fleet on the slarboard tack, head- 
ing for PlumIsland. When nearing the ‘ gut” it was found 
impossible to lay a single leg through it, and, as the tide runs 
through at a lively rate, it was deemed best to avoid a tedious 
beat and make for the passage to the eastward of the Little 
Guill. Zriten led through with Peerless following. Once in- 
side of Gardiner’s Bay, it was a beat upto harbor in a light 
wind and ebbing tide. The flagship parted some of her guar 
and to splice. ‘This little contre temps snatched from her the 
lead she had so well maintained on the passaze across. Aftur 
many short boards the anchorage was made by Orion al 3h. 
9m. 308.; Thistle, d4m. later; Peerless, Agness, Dolphin, U'riton, 
Genia, Nimbus, Imperia, Vision, Hope, and /-ebyel in the 
order named. In port were fonnd Meta, Sadie, Nemud, In- 
trepid, Myra and Alma making a fleet of over twenty sail. fly- 
ing the well known burgee of the A. Y. C. at their mastheuds. 
The New York yacht squadron made the harbor the same 
evening, and the congregation of yachts in tbe snug waters of 
Greenport was immense and something to delight the heart of 
every niutical amateur. Pyrotechnies were mdulzed in at the 
Manhassett House ashore and aboard some of the yacta. Fire- 
works aboard ship are evidently out of place, and the custom 
should be done away with. I is dangerous, dirty, aud smacks 
altogether too much of the small boy. The morning of the 
Bth broke clear, with a brisk wind from the West, and the 
outlook for a five race was exceedinviy favorable. The con: 
ditions and course of the match held by the Atlantic Glob on 
that day haye been given in a previous issue of tha Forser 
AND Stream, and need not here be repeated. Orion did not 
start, aud 80 the match was robbed of one of its chief attrac. 
tions—a tussle between her andthe famous Boston Zjxtle—(he 
New York craft contented herself with taking a party of 
ladies out for 9 cruise instead. Geni, in trying to pick up 
her berth for the start, fouled Peerless’ headbooins, snapping 
her boom and ripping her mainsail, which put her racing ont 
of the question. T'iistle had been on the ways and came olf 
with a clean bottom, ready to show that il is nt always tha 
handsomest craft that can sail. The start was effected at 10h. 
50m. A.M. In the first-class Sadie and /histle ot off tozebher, 
and Dolphin last. It wasa run down to the firs mark, then 
across to the second on the starboard tack, anda torn up 
home. Tfistle hauled round the mark first, Sadie three 
minutes later. No change to second buoy. From thertit waa 
Thistle's game, and she had the race in herown houds, It 
takes something pretty smart to turn to windward with thia 
crack, In the second and third class a fine race was made, 
the entries including many well-known sloops A simmary 
igs: Thistle wins iv first-classin 38h, 25m, 07s. Josie, iu s cond 
class, in 3h. 59m. 20s., beating Jimperia, Hope, Sheila and 
Storm King. Flera wins in the yhird class in 8h. 54m. 20a., 
beating Wimodus, Viking, Intrepid, Myra, Telephone, Spray, 
Daisy, Alona and Mad. Tn the evening a gran ball was 
given at the Manhasselt in honor of the visitor:, and waa 
humerousiy attended. The last day of cruise, Augusl 9, 
brought with it a regular howler from the sourhwest, and there 
seemed at last a chance of testing the craft aud crews in sume 

' thing more than a mild zephyr, The wiud wea none too 
j much for an English five or ten, yet the number of yachta 
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that were compelled to remainat their moorings in Greenpoint, 
pretty conclusively shows that even among the most yenture- 
some of our yachtsmen a large scope of prudence must be ex- 
ercised when sailing the flat-bottomed craft through a breeze 
and ea is concerned. At the commodore’s gun only Triton, 
Peerless and Petrel, schooners, and the large sloops Dolphin, 
Inperia, Hope and Genia hove up fora run across to New- 
port. As this would bring them fairly outside of the mill- 
pond, and for once put the craft on the briny bosom 
of the grand old Ailantic, the smaller fry did well 
to remain snugly ridin to an anchor ina safe harbor, Gents 
had “fished” her shattered boom in good style and was 
ready to start with the rest. ‘The New York Squadron had 
left for New London the eyening previous, and no difficulty 
was found in working’out of the harbor. Fortunately for the 
fleet it was 4 free sheet all the way across, or one might have 
some spar breaking or general smashing up to record. T7pe- 
via showed the way out, followed by Triton and Peerless. 
Peevless ** winged out,” but the rest kept booms to port. The 
little Aah was passed in Gardiner’s Bay on her way back to 
New York, Dolphin carried a small jib-header, the only one 
in the fleet. Triton ran through the lot in the heavy breeze, 
and the Petrel showed good speed off the wind. When 
Peerless finally passed her, Petydd jammed her hel down and 
came Out on the schooner’s weather in good shape, blanketing 
her ina way that would haye been of more service in # 
shorter run. As it was, the Peerless dropped the other 
schooner after a while and went into second place, setting her 
jib topsail, an operation followed by Tritun in the lead, The 
sloops were now some distance astern, and fuel the breeze and. 
swell, Jmperia houls down a reef and Genia runs by ber. 
The schooners set more sail and Jriten continued to increase 
her lead. She seems to bea smart craft off the wind, and 
fairly outsails Peerless with sheets lifted. Watch Hill was 
under the lee beam by half-past nine o'clock, the fleet haying 
made twenty-five miles by this time, und that against a strong 
floud. Ths schooners hauled up a bit and trimmed in to port, 
taking Im some canvas, as the wind had increuscd to a young 
fale. Course, E. by N.4.N. Before the Judith Light was 
fetched there was some ground and lofty tumbling indulged 
in by the yachts as they met the heayy swell of the Atlanuc. 
Had the wind been froin the E, they would not have fared so 
well, and it is a question whether they would not have to cut 
andrun. When fairly off the Point, Zritom lowered mainsail 
and gotit over to starboard, A nasty, short sea ‘was met 
With as she run into shoaler water, and the violent pitching 
of the craft, no doubt, convinced some that a smooth water 
model is not exactly the thing for a seaway. Peerless male 
the inner harbor by the north channel, the Triton passing in 
at Foft Adams. About half an hour Jater Petrel fetched in, 
followed by Dolphin. Imperia, Genia and Hope, under reefed 
canvas, came to about two hours later. In Newport harbor 
Undine was met, sailing under the Atlantic colors. It was 
resolyed to disband here and allow the yachts to follow their 
individual bent. Thus came to a close an extremely success- 
ful and brilliant cruise of one of our most enterprising and 
go-ahead clubs. Both the officers of tie occasion and the in- 
dividual members are to be congratulated upon the consistent 
manner in which the programme was earried out, 

Nanasset Yaout Cros.—The third regular annual regatia 
of this club is to come off at Cohasset, Mags., Aug. 24, for 
prizes presented by ventlemen of that city. Open to all 
yachts not over 28ft. lung. Ceutreboards divided into three 
classes, yachls measuring over 2ift. and 17ft. and under 17ft; 
keels in two classes, 24ft. to 29Lt. and under 24ft. Special class 
for all boats 14fl. and under on water line. No restriction as 
to sail in first class centrehoard and both classes of keels and 
special class. In other classes only regular plain sail allowed- 
Crews, one man for every five Feet and fractional park jhereof- 
No trimming by dead weight. Protests to be made within 
qu hour after tlie race. ‘This isa good rule as it insnves their 
consideration while matters are still fresh in the minds of all 
coucermed, Start froman anchor. Entries to be made to J. 
P. Hawes, Jr., 108 Milk street, Boston, before 2r, m, Aug. 
23. Prizes in cash from $40 down. Second, third and 
fourth prizes only in case three, four or fiye boats start. Re- 
gatta Committee: T. Daland, J. P. Hawes, Jr., C. G. Weld, 
Patrick Grant, Jr., and W. C. Haskell, This is the second 
union rezatta given this year by the Nabasset Olub, and a 
very larye list of entrics is expected. ‘Nearly all yachts will 
be sailed by Corinthians, and this feature will add much to 
the value and interest of the meeting, A full view of the 
match can be had from the shore between Atlantic House and 
Kioiball's on Pleasure Beach, Cohasset, 
Sweersraxes Marcu ty Gowanus Bay,—The sweepstakes 

race in Gowanus Bay, South Brooklyn, was started Aug. 5, 
and proved a very interesting affair. Course from Prank 
Bates’ Club House to Robbins Ruef buoy, thence around Fart 
Lafayette and home, sailing twice over. Distance, twenty 
miles. The steam lanoch Chase went over the course with 
(he judges and the Gatamaran Veter figured as *‘ press boat.” 
The starters were as follows: 
Mame, Fr. IN. Owner. 

EXCEIBIOM,. 0.0. ene nmsseee iene VD Uae siseeum EL Duks. 
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J Saunders... - . M MoMaliva. 
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first, 
Holmes, Tuylor and Dean following. Hacelsior bad been 
picking up somewhat, but suddenly capsized, probably owing 
to dropping’ some of her sand bags lo windward. Sophia 
Hmm followed suit in anatiempt to jibe, Her crew was 
picked up by the catamaran and the yacht towed in to Bates’. 
The first round was made, with Sawnders leading, Addis 
Tayler second, Holmes and Dean astern, On the hent Dean 
picked np considerably by holding a good wind, and, wath the 
Tayler, went to the front, Saunders dropping into third 
place. Thy two leaders had a close thing of it all the way 
around, but the 7'aylor held her gyn, and finally crossed the 
ling winner in Sh. 48m, 268,, Hean Soi 28s, later, Bawnders 
third and ZZolmes last. 
Prizes Awanpen —The New York Bay Rezatta Commit- 

tee have finally awarded the prizes to ihe winning yachts. 
First prizes, $45; second, $11.20 A champion pennant bss 
been given to thé winning boat in cach class and a silk pea- 
Dant to \he winning citamaran. 

Laxg Vaourme.—Civic holiday, Ang. 8, was oclebrated 
at Belleville, Qoci., by a yacht race among the first, second 
and Lbird class craft, Darwntless and Madsap were thea only 
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starters 1m the first class. Course from Massassaga Point to 
Big Island, thence to Salmon Island and back to slart, three 
timesaround. Tt was artun down the wind to first mark 
Dauntless booming out a balloon jib, Her lead was reduced 
somewhat by Madeap, but in the final part of the march 
Dovtnitless pained considerably and passed the line winner in 5h, 
35m, 49s., beating her competiton by Sm. 6s., allowances in- 
cluded. In the second class there were five starters—MKath- 
leon, Katie Gray, Surprise, Hinmuand Merlin, Kritie led to 
the first mark, with Addie a good second. On the run to 
Salmon Ishin, Suyptse-went into second place, and managed 
to finish the first round with aslight lead. uthleen had to 
haul down a reef for want of sufficient ballast. On the final 
round Kote Gray overhauled the leader after a fine race, and 
won in 4h, 12m, 298., Surprise second and Kathleen third. 
Kate therefore takes the Kelso Gup by 18s. only, after allow- 
ing for tonnage. In the third class there were four starters, 
Amorettc, Ailsa Graig, Minnie A,, and Mabel. Won by Min- 
me A,, who took the lead and kept it all the course oyer- 

Orvis or THe GuANoz.—John Foord, Esq., of the New 
York Yimes, onda parly of gentlemen started on a cruise 
around Long Island in the sloop G@lanee, Saturday, Aug, 10. 
With a light pvind they put into Gravesend Bay for the night. 
Hove up again at daybreak, Sunday, and in the evening made 
the inlet af Fire Island, where they were welcomed by the 
music of a humerous bund of friends who became {oo familiar 
upon short acquaintance with their buzz, aud drank freely of 
the parties’ life's clavet. Jersey mosquitoes were nothing to 
these birds of prey. The party intend to ervise to the éast- 
ward as far as Martha’s Vine ill retur ana Vineyatd and will return by way of 

Tat Barrm Rzqarts.—The professional regatta.at Barrie, 
Ont., was pulled Aus. 12 according to appointment. Hight 
entries. Plaisted took the lead, but was passed by Wallace 
Ross. Hanlan kept back, pulling only 26 strokes. He turned 
first, liowever, and on his way back rested on his oars awhile,. 
Hanlon won in 28m, 12s., Ross'second, Hosmer third, Luther 
fourth, then MeKerr, Blliott and Plaisted. 

A Britis GaTAMARAN,—Though the double-hull sailing 
craft with flexible joints is purely an American invention, 
hoats with two hulls have often been built before. Mir. Her- 
reshoit, of Bristol, R. L, hit upon the expediency of giving 
each hull independent motion, To this latter arrangement 
must he lurgely ascribed the wouderful speed of his catama- 
rans, for we do not know of any very greut speed having 
heen attained in hosts with rigidly connected hulls. It is, 
however, only right to say that, information concerning the 
performances of the rigid craft is very limited, and possibly 
they may after all be built so as to approximate Herreshoff’s 
wonders. The Weretl, schooner of the N. ¥. ¥. C., so far 
a8 speed is concerned, is a failure and a decided one, This, 
however, must be attributed to the lack of space between her 
tivo, or rather three, hulls, We remember some ten years 
ago having come across 2 ‘' double-huller ” in Washington, D. 
C., but she was said ‘to exhibit no particular speed compared 
fo boats of the ordinary type. Her hulls were, of course, 
rigid. The same can be said of an ungainly 
attempt made in Williamsburgh and several others 
undertaken by suburban constructors. ‘The same re- 
sults seum to have attended similar constructions 
in Bnrope. Wroti Mr, Kemp's new hook we learn that in 
1868 Mr. Joho MacKenzie, of Belfast, constructed a double 
boat without centre-boards, The hulls were alike, each 2ift. 
keel, 3ft. beam nd 3fh, deep. They were fitted with keels 
1in. deep afl and Gin. forward. Five trussed beams formed 
the conneclion between the bulls. Whe whole was then 
decked over, hatches and skylichte fitted as required, Under 
the platform a tank was fitted, capable of holding 6 cwt. of 
water, to serve as ballast in heayy weather. «Each hull was 
supplied with a rudder, worked from a common central tiller. 
Mr. MacKenzie {hus sets forth the advantages of his boat: 
Hrealer securily, much more comfort, greater carrying ca- 
pacity than other hosts of similar length (on accoulit of in- 
creased decl: room, we presnme), less heeling and dryness. 
He found her stay well, even in rough walter, and work to 
windward well, The ereatest speed attained was only, how- 
ever, 10 Knots, or twelve miles, certainly far less than that at- 
tained by a Herreshoff flyer, but still more than could ba got 
Out of an crdinary boat only 21ft, long. This craft was cutter 
tigged, and had no houses on deck, and on the whole seems 
to have given satisfaction. Other yachls of similar descrip- 
tion have been built abroad, but as a class they do not seem (o 
haye found fayor, As Mr. Kemp remarks, ‘tA boat of this 
description, no doubt, will carry her sail without ballast ; but 
uO craft with a very light draught will stuy in a heavy sea 
without an additional weight to that of the hull and spars.” 
This is exactly our own conviction. We are decidedly skep- 
tical about the sea-going abilities of catamarans, and the truth 
of Mr. Kemp's remarks is more strongly illustrated by the in- 
chpacily of even our light displacement yachts ty work tu 
windward in any kind of aseaway. Weight and its conse- 
quent momentum is one of the secrets of an able boat ali sea ; 
hence the superiority of the British cutter with its large dis- 
placement over the light American sloop for rough water 
cruising. 

Sur ov Your Smroups.—Don’t be afraid about doing it 
well, ither. Lee shrouds shouJd neyer hang in a beight. 
They should be “hand taught” at all times, Slaclk shrouds 
belong to the fossiliferous age of bellied sails.and cods' heads 
and inackerel fails. Wire shrouds have all the stretch re- 
quired in themselves, and more, too. ‘fo slack shrouds and 
avow your masthead to go over to leeward, buckling the spar 
to the very point of breakage, is absurd. More spars are car- 
tied away on account of slack shrouds than the reverse. Set 
them well ap; topmast shrouds likewise. 

meeting in the grand banqueting hall was organized, speeches 
made by Capt. Goodwin, Hon. A, §. Hewitt and others. The 
cily authorities sent in their inyitations to a public reception 
at the City Hall, and Capt, Goodwin informed the bearer of 
lis intention to reply at anearly hour. The reception was 
altogether as cordial and generous asthe famous oarsmen well 
deserved for their pluck and skill, 
Norruwastrery Rowing Redarra.—The annual meeting of 

the Northwesters Association was held at Detroit, Mich., 
Aug. 7and 8. Unfortunately the water was luinpy and a 
good deal of water yas shipped, but the entire programme 
was successfully carried out. Pirst race, junior double- 
sculls, one mile and = return. Entries; Alexander 
and Armstrong, of the Wah-wah-sums, and MKearney 
and Taylor of the Undines; won by the former in 15m. 534s. 
Second race, senior single sctlls; entries, Yates and Falkner; 
the. former’s ‘shell filled and swamped, Falkner winning in 
17m. 283, Third race, junior pair oared, won by Keating and 
Lynn of the Detroit Zephyrs, Fourth race, junior sixes, one 
mile and a half and return; Amateurs of Monroe won in 13m, 
804s., heating Hxcelsors, of Detroit, and Zephyrs, but the 
race Was awarded to Excelsiors, the first crew home having 
turned stake-boat in wrong direction. Last race for senior 
fours; entries, Wah wah-sims, of Hast Saginaw, and Floral 
Gitys, of Monroe; wou by the former in 20m. 223s. The 
famous Shoes” were out in their new uniforms and received 
a cordial svecting from the fifteen thousand spectators. The 
second day proved unpropitious on account of the wind. 
The opening race was postponed till half-past four, Race for 
senior double sculls, one mile and return; entries, Armstrong 
and Alexander, of Wah-wah-sums, and Kearney and Taylor, 
of Undinus. Halfway up Undines took the lead on a spurt 
and won in 16m. 24s. by three-quarters of alength. Second 
rade, senior pair-oared, won by Clege and McGregor, of 
Zephyrs, in Lom, 55%3.; Hmmerson and Moyen, of Wah-wah- 
auns, second. Third race, junior fours; entries, Centennials 
and Michigans, of Detroit, and Amatersof Monroe. Amateurs 
lilled and stopped, when Centennials went to the front and 
won in 18m. 288; course, One mile and return. Fourth race, 
junior single sculls, won by Wells, of Detroit, in i6m. 444s.; 
Bowlsley, of the Amateurs, second. Last race of the rematta 
for senior sixes; entries, Excelsiors and Zephyrs of Detroit, 
Floral Citys of Monroe, and the Wah-wah sums. ‘The latter 
stopped short on account of bad start. At the turn the rough 
water compelled the Plorals to drop their oars, and half-way 
home fhe Zephyrs swamped, and the crew had to swim for it. 
ae used to rough water, came in winners in 20m. 
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Derroir Rryzr Navy.—The regatta of the Detroit River 
Navy took place at Detroit, August 6, and was largely at- 
tended; water smooth and eather fair. Wirst race, four- 
osred shells, one mile and return; won by Detroits in 13m. 
4423,; Centennials second, Michigans haying turned wrong 
stake. Second race, pair-oared shells; entries, pair of Ze- 
phyrs of Detroit, and double of Wyandottes; Zephyrs won in 
15m. 7s. Their shell was shortly afterward run down by the 
steamer yacht Suotia, but the crew rescued, Third race, six- 
oared shells, won by Excelsiors in 12m. 51s.; Detroits second, 
in 13m. 40s. Fourth race, single sculls, won by Wells, Jr. 
in 15m., beating F. D. Standish. Last race, for ten-oared 
barges, three-quarters of a mile and return, won by Wak-wah- 
tahsee in 9m. 30s; Detroits second. 

Prorrsstonan Rowing.—Mr. Wim. Blakie, who has been 
requested to act as referee in the proposed sculling match be- 
tween Hanlon and Courtney, has written to Col. Shaw, Han- 
lon’s backer, that he will do 80, providing the race be for a 
purse offered by outsiders and not for stakes. He declares his 
belief that rooting out the custom of betting or stakes will be 
of great benefit to professional rowing and would be a decided 
step inadyance, Wor our part we fail to see much difference 
between a purse collected among the oarsmeén’s backers or 
from hotels, railroads, ete, Moreover, we doubt if the re- 
quired sums can always be got together from sources other 
than the backers in races not of absorbing interest to the pub- 
lic in zeneral, and therefore not like to greatly benefit either 
hotels or railroads. . 1 

Great Barrington Rowiye Assoorarion,—The first an- 
nual regatta of this association was held Aug. 8, at Lake Buel, 
four miles from Great Barrington, Mass. First race for single 
scllls. Hntries, R. Goodman and W. N. Thayer. Both 
rowed paper boats. Yhayer turned first and reached the 
finish in 7m. 368., pulling 30 strokes. The second heat for 
single seulls followed. Entries, ©. M. Grant and R. Rich- 
ards, of Albany. Won by the latter in 8m, ls. Third race 
for local amateurs, won by J. A, Brewer in 4m. 42s,; course 
half mile straight away. In the final heat for single sculls, 
Thayer won in 8m. by several lengths. In the double scull 
race Goodman and Grant beat Thayer and Richards in 7m. 
16s. ‘Lhe association promises well for the futiire. 

Sounn RAok AT Betimyrore, On'r.—Three starters came to 
the line for the double scull race at Belleville, Oni., Aug. 2. 
Course from Massassaga Point, to and around Ship Island and 
return. Mr. Denison, Vice-President of the Bay of Quinte 
Rowing Club, acted at starter. Entries, Messrs. Gorman and 
Tisdale, Barber and Whepley, and Drinkwater and Ponton. 
Barber and his mate gob away first, but Gorman’s boat made 
tiie best turn and came in winner by 2m., Barber and Whep- 
ley second. In the single scull race Tisdale won, beating Jos. 
Clark and D, Clark. Punt aud tub races followed. 
Tae Cosme Narronan Ruaarra.—This event, which will 

transpire at Newark, Aug, 20 and 21, bids fair to eclipse any- 
thing of the kind held in this country. The citizens of New— 
ark, as Well as the city government, are doing all in their 
power to make the visiting crews comfortable and the public 
Tezulations acceptable to the committee in charge. ‘The en- 
tries are very numerous and so far as yet determined, com— 
prise 12 junior singles, 8 doubles, 4 pairs, 15 senior singles 
and 12 fours, 

Sitver Lake Raors.—From the Boston Herald we learn 
thatthe Neptune crew has entered forto-day’s races ou Silver 
Lake, Boston. The Narragansett six will be opposed by the 
City Point, Shawmut and Lakeman crews. ‘The entries for 
the umateur sculler’s race incinde Mr. Lannon, of Union 
Springs, Contney’s gvtege; Geo. W. Lee, of the Tritons, 
Newark ; F. B. Holmes, of Pawtucket, R. 1, champion of 
that State ; 7. C. Murphy, of Norwich, Conn.; James Trancis, 
of Boston ; 'T, F, Butler, Jr,, and Reagan, ol the West End. 
Among the professionals Courtney has officially notified his 
willingness to be present, and Ellis B, Ward, of Philadelphia, 
Frenchy Jolinson, J. A. Kennedy of Portland, Evan Morvis of 
Pittshurg and others will make things lively. 

Grexx Merrs Grer.—Messrs. Lewis Morris and R. P. Y. 
Bueklio, of the Neptune Club of Staten Island, pulled a hofly- 
dorteated scull race ou the Kill von Kull lash Friday. Myr. 
Morris bas been a member of the famous Beayerwicks, who 

defeated the London crew at the Centennial, and Mr. Bucklin 
is something of a sculler likewise. The start) was from a buoy 
at New brighton over a straight course of three miles, ending 
near Shooters Island; water smooth, tide ebb, Mr, J. W. 
Edwards, of the Neptunes, was referce. Bueklin took the 
water first, and off Snug Harbor increased his stroke from 30 
to 86, going ahead of his competitor, ‘Toward the flnish Mor- 
ris closed the gap somewhat, but Bucklin won by fihree 
lengths in 19m. 5s. Prize, gold scarf pin with figure of Nep- 
tune crossed by two sculls. 

ae TS Shy Ay 
FOUR WEEKS IN CANVAS CANOBS, 

Our party consisted of the canvas canoes Arrow and Spray aud their 

owners, Of the Orange Canoe Club, and we were bound to the Delaware 
On & SUMMer’s cruige, 
We left Bloomfield, N. J., Monday morning April 29, in the midst of 

a cold drizzly rain, Passing through Paterson we arrived at Little 

Fails at noon, where we stopped for lunch after which we continued on 

our way, reaching Boonton by 7:30 Pp. a. and, haulibg our canoes ont on 

the bank of the canal, we took cold supper, beimg unable to build a 

fire on account of the Tain, and prepared to turin for the night, after 
having coyered the distance of about 25 miles, which we considered ag 

pretty fair travelingon account of the weather, delays at locks and 

planes and it being our first day in a canoe this season, 
Rising at 5 A. M,, after a hearty breakfast we launched onr canoes, 

took up our paddles and resolved to make better time Lhe second day, 
Passing through Rockaway, Dover and Pott Oram we arrived at Nopat— 

cong 6:30 7. m., where we camped for the night, covering abolil si 

miles; not as much as we expected t) do, bul owlng to delays at 14 

loeks and about &8 many plaues it was pretly fair paddling. Afrer hanl- 

ing onr canoes out of the canal 16 night we generally placed them side 

by side, bracing them np with some stones wad rigging our saila over 

themin the shape of a tent, aa a profection againar burl weather. 

Leaving Lake Hopatcong bright anil early on the morning of ihe third 
day, and passing through Stanhope Lake and Wiaterloo, we arriyad ab 

Hackettstown about noon, where we stopped for launch. During the 

afternoon we hada fine view of the couutry, the canal raonning down 

2 beautiful valley between two mvuttains tile sides of which were in a 

full slate of cultivation. Passing Washingt o we camped for jhe night 

4&bout six miles this side of Pilllipsburg. ‘Mile belng the first tine Higut 

we had we started a blazing fire, cooked a good supper, chjoyed a com- 
fortable amoke and a good night's rést, feeling much better the next 

morning than we bad any day since we started, We struck camp and 

glarted for Phillipsburg, where we gave up our poss, went over the 

plane and at last found ourselves in the Delaware River, Paddling up 

the river about halfa mile we :oon found the current to he too strong 

for ns, when seeing an island on the Penusylvania side, and Lilnking 
it would be easy paddling under the lee of it, we crossed the river at 
the foot of Haston Falls, the Arrow barely managing to stem the cur- 

rent on account of a cracked puddle. After trying in yain to ascend 

the river we reluctantly turned the bows of our canoes toward Phillips- 
burg, where we shipped them to Manunka Chunk by train, but not be- 

fore Gurselves and our canves had heen exposed to the gazeof the 

country people for nearly two hours. 
Taking our canoes from the train at Manunka Chunk we ran up the 

river as far as Delaware Station, which is just below the Water Gap, 

went Into cainp and commenced our sport, black ducks, woodcock, 

quai), black bass and shad being yery plentiful. Our tent was pitched 

on the bank of the river, Jersey ‘ide, plenty of spring water near at 

hand and a creek tunning rightin front of the campin which we 

moored our catioes. As we were fle first parties that had ever camped 

in that part of the State, and such a thing a8 a Canvas Canoe had never 

been seen by any of the people, we aroused a great deal of curiosity. 

Abont évery one of the males in the town had to try the canoes, some 

of them getting to be quite expert in the tise of the paddle before we 

Jeft, Presents Of cake, pies, milk, cte., were daily sent downto us, 
which were yery acceptablé. We always had plenty of company and 

Spent very pleasaut evenings, stories, jokes and card-playing around 4 

huge camp fire being our chief amusement. 
One of the weekly papers gave the following notice of our arrival at 

Delaware Station : 
‘(While the shad fishing seems to draw the attention of many, other 

attractions seem to allure gentlemen of leisure to our vicinity. One 

day last week two gentlemen from aomewhere, the gossipera have not 

fully located them yet, or told us where they are irom, pitched thelr 

fent closé by us. Some say they came to fish, ¢., some say they came 

to tent, ¢. 6. follow the manner of living as followed by the people in 

the Oriental countries, while others, yiewing the matter from # practi- 

cal etandpoiut, say they came for deer(?) How the word “deer” 

should be spelled is the query, But unless the weather proves more 

iavorable we presume that ere long they will 

* Fold their tents like the Arabs, 

‘And as siléntly steal away’ ” 

For this pleasant notice we are indebted to the Pertland Hnterprise. 
After spending a delightful time of over three weeks, being treated 

well by everybody and haying first rate luck at both fishing and shoot- 
ing we broke up camp Monday morning, May 26, Bintied downo the 

Delaware and vormmenced our homeward yoyuge, leaying Delaware 

Station af 6:45 A, Mt. 
Nothing of any conseqnence occurred until we arrived ab Buiter 

Milk rift, when the occupantof the Spray called to the Arrow, syho had 

the Jead, to take the Jersey shore, but before the Arraie Nad gune a 100 

yards on the Jersey side she was hard ann fast on Lhe rocks ; the Spray 

seeing the fix the Arrow was in took the Pennsylvania side, sirack the 
channel and managed to getthrough all right. Ii tle meantime the 

occupant of the Arrow, by a great many frantlé exertions aud after 

shipping about two buckets of water, Inaneged to Had the ehatinel and 

Boon caught up withthe Spray. After stopping «few moments to hanl 

the Arrow out on a raft to see if there were any holes in her and finding 

her all sonnd we proceeded on our way. After passing through twoor 

three small rifts we arrived at Great Pall rift which ts considered the 

most dangerous one in jhe river on account of the number of rocks anp 

tlie swifftess of the current. Howto deseribe oul passage through 

here we hardly know; all we can say is we saw it, ve entered it and we 

passedit. You can see the big slate rocks on all sides of you and are 

unable to tell what minute yon willefrike them. This rift ls two Til6s 

long and we passed through itin (hyvee minutes Gxacliy, being curried 

that fast by the current without usiug our paddles, Hanting the canoes 

up on the Wank to bale the water ouband dry ourselves a bi we were 

met by some fishermen who hal been walching ns. ‘hey suid they 

never expected to see us get through alive and tsked us if we carried 

jife preservers. We sald “yes? and held up our arms at which they 

langhed and said they would rather haye some.cork, Having got pretty 

well (ried we continued on our Way. Arriving at Indian riff we found 

there wna only about tiye inches of water on if which was not enough 

to float our canoes with usin them so getting out and wading we let 

them drift down with the current holding on to thom by the ald of a 

line. At tle foot of the rift we got aboard again and paddled on to 

Hookere’s rift, where, neither of ia knowing which aide the chanel was 

ou, one took the Jeraey side aud the other Pennsylvania, the Arrow be- 

ing the unlucky ona, for she found the rocks instend of the chansiel, 

imt managed to get of them with a ducking aud without tha oinoe re- 

calving unyinjoty. Passing safely through Big Cape Posh and Littls 

Cape Push rifts we arrived at Wygaut Falls, asking & mar on the shore 

OAR AND PADDLE. 

THe Hunter Vrorors.—The gallant four of the Columbia 
College crew arrived from Liverpool in the steamship (ity af 
Bertin, Saturday, Aug. 10. ‘The steamer Blackbird, chartered 
by their fellow students, met the Taman steamship down the 
Bay and took the famous four aboard. Mecked oul, in the blue 
and white buntine of the college, the Blackbird steamed 
arcijod (he harhor and met with a perfect ovation of whistles 
and bells from ths shipping. Finally she returned to the In- 
magn pier, where the crew was transferred to & carriage in 
walling. The horses were talken out and a rope Jed along, 
About one hundred men seized hold, and s0 the crew were 
pulled throngh phe streets in grand procession, a plattoon of 
police leading’ next the music, then the hundreds of fiends 
and the barouche containing the victors with the Visitors’ Cap 
in thei possession. Up West street, through Canal, they 
emerted at Broadway, saluted by cheering crowds as they 
passed Hlong. A. halt was made Delmouico’s, and the crew 
alighted fo receive the congratulations of hosts ofpeople, ‘The 
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where the channel was. He sald Jersey, so Jersey we went; but we 
soon found that, he was mistaken, for before we had got half way 
throngh the rift the Spray, which was leading by about twenty yards, 
Struck op a rock and the Arrow not being abie to steer cléar of ler, on 
account of the force of the current, threw her bow around s0 as Dot to 
sttlke the Spray, broadside, and struck her sideways. Both cunoes 

rojled over on their sides snd the water ran Over us as though nature 

had placed us there to make a waterfall. By the aid of our aprons we 
were barely able to Keep ourselves from belng swamped. After get 

ting our canoes half full we gradually worked our way into deep water 

and after going on a short distance hauled our canoes out on a raft, 

bailed the water out of them, dried ourselves a8 much as possible and 

took lunch. ‘Thusrefreshed we launched our canoes once more and 

passing through Haston Falls in safety arrived al Phillipsburg. Our 
friends at Delaware Station tried to persuade ns not to go down the 
Tiverin our canoes as it had fallen nearly six feet after Tafts had 

atopped rnnning and it would be very dangerous to go thr ug therifts 
fd more s0 as we did not know the channel. But we had D-acenp our 

minds to giye the canvas canoe (Qui Vive model) a thorou = tial,and 
we did. Having plenty of rough water, as well a8 strikin abou 25 

times on ihe rocks between the Water Gap and Phillipsburg w found 

them to be all we could possitily desire. Procuring our jae we 

slarted down the canal, camping the iirst night just outside of Phillips- 
burg, in order te make an early starfthe nextmorning. We passed 

thiough Stanhope Lake at sun set, which was & beautiful sight, and ar- 

rived at Lake Hopatcong that night and campedin the ‘old spot.” 
Leaving the lake at4 A. m, the next morning we arrived at Dover be- 

forenoon, In passing through this town we were hailed by a gentle- 
man on the shore who Said he had read a good deal about the canoe in 

the Voresar ann Stream and nothing would do but he must examine 

them from bow to stern. 
Continuing on our way until 10:30. 1. we arrived at Paterson, where 

We acvepted an invitation from 4 canal man to bunk in with him on the 

Canal boat and hada comfortable nights rest, for after paddling all 

day a person gets pretty stiff by sleeping in a canos. After breakfast 
we bid our friend good morning and started for Bloomfield, where we 
Arrived ai 10 A. w., making the distance from Phillipsburg to Bloom- 

fleld, about 91 miles, In twodays and two honrs, paddling the whole 

distance, We arrived in Orange on Decoration Day in time for dinner, 
both feeling better than we ever had before, being perfechy salisied 

witlr our (rip and feeling that we had thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and 

Tully put to teat the merits of the Qui Vive canvas canoe. 

East Orange, N. J. Aug. 1, 1878 F. P. and £. P, D. 

Sea and Rivey Hishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus, 
Sheepshead, Archosargus prabato- 
cephalus, 7 

Striped Bass, Roccets linneatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana, 
Weakéish, Cynoscion regaits. 
Blnetish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 
Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwn macula- 

tun, 
Cero, Cybium regale, _ 
Bouito, sarda pelamys> 
Kingiish, M enticirrusned ulosus. 

FRESH WATER, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salinon, Salmo salar. 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjinis. 
Lund-locked Salmon, Salmo glovert. 
Grayling, Thjmallus tricolor. 
Black Bass, sicropterus salmoides ; 

WM. nigricans. 
Muckilonge, Fsox nobilior. 
Fike or Pickerel, H3s0x luctus. 
Yellow Perch, Perea tavescens, 

Bisa ix Manket—Retatu Pricks.—Bass, 25. cents; bluefish, 
8; salmon, 25; mackerel, 15; weak fish, 10; Spanish mackerel, 
native, 20 ;zreen turtle,10; halibut, 12; haddock, 6; king fish, 20 ; 

codfish, 6 ; black fish, 10 ; flounders, 10 ; porgies, 8; sea bass, 15; 

eels, 18 ; lobsters, 10; sheeps-head, 20; Canada brook trout, 35 ; 

pompano, 25; hard crabs, per 100, $3 ; soft crabs per dozen, #1. 

New Broxswiok—Dathurst, August 8.—Good catches of 
salmon and grilse are now made every day at the rough water 
on the Nepisiquit River. “his stretch of water is a very de- 
sirable one for that class of sportsmen who dislike long canoe 
voyages, It is scarcely three miles by a good road irom the 
Wilbur House, where good board can be had for 47 per week. 
The guides’ charges are from $1 to $1.25 perday. Plover 
and goose shooting are good later in the season. Our catch, 
miyself and friends, at the reugh water to-day, numbers six- 
teen. Weight not given, STANSTEAD. 

New Brunswick Witps— Campin the Wilderness, York Co,, 
August 8.—lt is three months since T left the verge of civi- 
lizalion for life in the woods. Trouling has been excellent, 
the fish large apd gamy. Wow the wateris warm and the 
fish languid; no fight in them, andsonofun. My stay here 
fas been made pleasant ly the many acts of courtesy and 
visits of John Stewart, Hsy., Superintendent of N. B. & C. 
R. R., a whole-souled man aud thorough sportsman, whose 
camp on the beautiful Kitburn is auf the service of any lover of 
the angle. The prospect for partridge and duck shooting was 
never better. Bears, the usual adjuncts of camp life in the 
pack woods, are not plenty thisseason,; still I took (wo into camp 
yesterday ; one, a cub, will furnish the principal dish for our 
evening meal to-day, Allow me, in conclusion, to say a word 
in praise of Orvis’ flies, which have proved to be the best 1 
ever used, Corporat Lot WankFIELD. 

Qurpro.—Matapedia, Aug. 6.—The weather here is dark 
and heavy, wilh strong cast wind and water in the Resti- 
gonche bigh and unfavorable tor salmon fishing, The only 
salmon killed here for some days past I took to-day; two in 
mumiber. As soon as settled weather comes and the water 
falls there will be good fly fishing again. Yesterday I visited 
Parker's Lake, a few miles back from Campbellton, N. B,, 
where 1 basketed 54 fine Salmo fontinalts ranging from 4b. 
to 21b. each. STAMSTHAD. 

Nericgon Trout.—The trouting on the Nepigon this season 
is reported to be the very best. Whe fish average one and a 
half pound in weight, and give plenty of work to the angler 
who seeks to draw them out,on to dry land. By a fortuitous 
survival of the fittest, the smaller and weaker fish are all de- 
youred by the pickerel, so that your hook is not molested by 
fingerlings. 

New Hampsuire—Georgeville, August 5.—Steamers run 
daily through Lake Mimphemszog, making connections with 
the Vermont Central, Southeastern and Passumpsic railway, 
stopping at all points on the Lake, including the beautiful 
village Of Georgeyille, which is the abode of the spoy'tsman. 
Within three miles distance from this place there are between 
twenty-fiye and thirty good fishing grounds, where great 
quantities of lunge (a fish of excellent quality, averaging from 
five to twenty pounds) are caught. But the greatest of 
nature's curiosities In this country is a living stream of water 
one mile in length and half amuein width, which is situated 
on the very top of Mount Alephontum, Great quantities of 

spotted trout are paught there yearly by sportsmen*from New 
York, Boston, etc. “ 
side of the lake opposite Georgeyille, at a distance of three 
and a half miles, and accessible by means of a carriage road 
that has lately been constructed from the shore of the lake to 
the outlet of the pond.” For fly-fishing this pond cannot be 
excelled. D, W-. A. 

Masssouuserrs—Wantuchket, Aug, 10.—Bluefish are very 
scarce, the heavy wind having driven them off shore. 

. Jack OURLEW. 

Movements or Tan Visamyvc Firer.—The later reports 
from the Bay indicate an improvement in quality and catch, 
and it is not too late to hope for profitable returns before the 
season closes. The weather has been rough of late, and un- 
favorable for fishing, but some good fares are reported. The 
shore mackerel fleet continue to Meet with ill success, and 
there is little hope for improvement until the mackerel turn 
southward in the fall. The number of arrivals the past week 
has been 12 and the receipts some 500bbls. ‘Bank and 
Georges fish have been in moderate receipt the past week. 
We notice 9 arrivals from the Banks, with 400,000Ibs. codfish 
and 112,000Ibs. halibut, and 26 from Georges, with 340,000 
lbs. codfish. Whole number of fishing arrivals for the week, 
48.—Oape Ann Advertiser, Aug. 9. 

Tope Isuann.—WVewport, Aug. 10.—Bass are being caught 
from the noted points every morning. The sea, being rough, 
keeps the water stirred up Just enough to please the fishermen, 
Bluefish are running rather small at present, but fine sport is 
had trolling for them, 

ConneorouT.— Woleottoiie, Aug, 11.—Black bass fishing 
is middling good at Bantam Lake, Litchfield, Conn,, and 
many fine strings are also, 1 am told, captured at Warama 
Lake, in Kent, Conn. Why it is that bass do not bite at West 
Hill Pond, (plenty in it) or Twin Lakes (Salisbury, Conn.) is 
amystery. Cannot some of your readers explain? Pickerel 
and perch are in abundance in Tyler Pond, Goshen, Conn,, 
and Wilson's Pond, Harwinton, Conn. PK, 

Connzoricut—Hast Hampion, August 1,—A bass was 
caught at the Lake hy Uncle Jed that balanced the scale at 43 
pounds. The largest one fhus far this season. H.C. 

Nuw Yorr—Onendaga Lake.—Black bass are more abund- 
ant in the Jake than they have been for years before. Sport 
is excellent. Mr. John Mann, of Syracuse, recently captured 
a five-pounder. 

AprronpAvons—Blue Mountain Lake, Aug. 10.—This region 
has recently experienced almost a deluge. For more than a 
fortnight rain has fallen more or less every day (generally 
more), The waters of this lake at present writing are higher 
than for many years at this season. Most of the hotels in this 
region have done a thriving business this season, Both houses 
here—the ‘Ordinary ” and ‘‘ Holland's ’—have at times had 
all they could entertain. The long-continued rains haye 
driyen many camping parties to the hotels for shelter, though + 
more haye braved it out and are still in camp. The high 
waters have put a quietus on the fishing for the present, but a 
few days of fair weather will make all right ogame + 

-. M. 8. 

SHark I'isnine iN THE Hopson.—Last Sunday afternoon 
two fishermen at Verplanck’s Point, on the Hudson River, 
about balf a mile from shore, found themselye unable to haul 
up one of their fishing-nets, which assumed more weighty 
proportions than they had ever known before. Assistance 
Was speedily summoned, and a fierce encounter was had with 
what old fishermen say is one of the largest sharks ever 
caught in the waters of the Hudson. Fora time it seemed a 
question whether a larger force would not have to be called 
to complete the capture. Finally, the victim was hauled to 
the shore, causing no litle excitement among the fishermen 
and citizens of the surrounding country, Jt measured nine 
feet and weighed between 500 and 600 pounds. It was a fe- 
male of the black species. 

Lone IsuAnp.—Seyville Aug. 12.—Bluefish are very plenty 
in Great South Bay now, and haye been most of the season. 
The catch on Saturday was from 50 to 100 a boat. Chummiog 
has become such an itstitution that an enterprising bay man 
has a floating mill near the fishing grounds in which he grinds 
the bunkers. Weak and kinefish are also quite plenty on the 
reef opposite Sayville. The liberal management and fast 
trains on the L. I. R. R., under Receiver Sharp, bas added 
greatly to the popularity of the south side this season. Ten 
and twelve cars to a train are often required to seat the 
passengers. E. R. W. 

New Jursry—Adnsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Aug. 
10.—Sheepshead still very plenty. A. Purvis took 49 1n one 
day; another gent 32, An ayerage of 22) taken daily. 
Bluefish running about two pounds are taken daily. B. G. 
Fallon & Brother, of New York, 56 in two days; I. W. Par- 
sons and EH. M. Hieskill, PhiladeJphia, same number; W. Rk, 
Flynn and party, from Bordentown, N. J., 120 weakfish, 
Although we have no warden in our county to earry out the 
laws passed last winter, gtill some thirty per cent. of our net 
fishermen have refrained from using these nets out of fear. 
We feel the benefit. All kinds of fish are more plenty than 
they haye been for years. Our laws are violated, however, 
by a large class, owing to the laxity of our State Comniis- 
sioners in not appointing a warden. B. 

Sup 1n Aveustr—Red Bank, N. J., August 6,—I procured 
afine shad to-day, a female, not spawned out. Is not this 
late for @ roe-fish ? H, Winn. 
We think it very late for shad. But we have before this 

asserted the fact that in and around New York shad can be 
caught when wanted, almost every month m the year; of 
course in small quantiby. 

Pennsytvanii--Greennills, Aug. 12.—James Hunter, of 
this place has caught sixty-five black bass since the law went 
into effect, Prof. Roth, of Thiel College, of this place, 
caught a splendid pike of about 7; pounds. Pike fishing is 
splendid here, There has been several caught, varying from 
7 to 20 pounds in weight. Brooks. 

Tyrocents ABROAD.—A party of Washington gentlemen 
who have taken unto themselves this happy name, go olf 
each year on a fishing and sailing cruise in their yacht Pert, 
and always manage to havea thoroughly good time. The 
party this year consists of Major O, A. Appel, President; Han- 
son H. Weaver, Secretary; William H. Goods, ‘Treasurer ; 
Dr. B. P. Schathirt and Ernest Schmid, Executive Committee; 
L. Stoddard, Sailing Master, and DeW- Haines, Joseph L. 

Pearson, 0. T. Thompson, Henry Bradley, Bryon Turner, 
‘his pond is situated on the Western | Millard Weaver, and Warren ©. Stone. They sail next 

Saturday from Alexandria, Va., and are to be gone sixteen 
days.. They will proceed to Cherrystone, Virginia, four miles 
from the ocean, spending there four days in fishing. From 
that place they will goto Fortress Monroe, Newport News in 
Hampton Roads, and all places of interest in that vicinity ; 
then proceed leisurely up Chesapeake Bay, stopping at Hast 
Piankatank and Rappalannock Rivers and Sheephead Rock, 
or Point Lookout; trout, grounds at Coan river (not Bone), 
and trout and taylor grounds at Sedge Pond, mouth of Saint 
Mary's river. They wiilalso stop at Marshall's and Adams’ at 
Saivt George’s River and at Piney Point. 

MicnteaAn—Detroit, Aug. 8.—H. Dickenson and T, Mc- 
Graw returned from Sf. Clair Mats yesterday with over 300 
bass for two weeks fishing. » They took 97 in one day. 

Dron. 
y . 

‘“Micaican Gravumse—Bay City, Mich., Aug. 9.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream - I have read a great many letters inquiring 
about the recreation and sport offered in North Michigan, 
hunting and fishing, I make one answer to many who wish to 
know if we have the grayling in abundance, I say yes. July 
19, 1878, I caught in the main branch of Ansoph River 
grayling 15% inches long. After remoying the intestines he 
weighed 14 pounds—us fine a fish as any man could wish to 
catch, and game to the last. The grayling is a more elegantly 
formed fish than the trout. He has a smaller head and month, 
is broader across the shoulders, and tapers off more radidly to 
the tail, which is more forked. The point of the eye elliptical, 
and the pupil much more elongated than that of the trout, 
the side toward the nose being drawn out to an acute angle. 
The opposite side is less acute. The back fin is yery large. 
(flere is the exact comparison). It has twenty-three spinvs; 
the ventral fin has sixteen; the pectoral, ten ; the anal, four- 
teen, and the tail eighteen, He sometimes grows to the 
weight of about three pounds, though one of & ponnd 
and a half, is considerd a good sized fish and Jarger are ndt 
often caught with fly. They are the grayling, and no doubt 
ofit. One word more. There is no other as good and prac- 
tical way to reach them as via J. L. and Saginaw R, R. from 
Bay City, Mich. Those who write me and enclose postage 
I will cheerfully answer, but those who do not will hereafter 
reman unanswered. There is no sport equal to thisin our 
whole country. Anyone can get to Bay Oity. Once here, 
and you are in a half day of your sport. Grayling fishing is 
hard work unless you Know how, or have an attendant who 
may instruct you. C. Babbitt, of Grayling, Mich., has boais, 
etc. He can tell those who wish to know just what a trip 
down the river will cost without extras. T. C. Paicnies. 

Tur GRAYLING.—The prayling [season is now at its best, 
and many parties of anglers are on the famous streams of 
Michigan. Others are fitling out. One of the most famous 

streams isthe Manistee. A letter from Mr. Thomas T, Bates, 
of the Grand Traverse Herald, printed at Traverse City, the 

terminus of one of the branches of the Grand Rapids and In- 

diana Railroad, writes : 

‘“‘T breakfasted this morning off as fine a mess as] ever 
saw. Two men spent a day anda half on the Manistee and 
brought back about 100 pounds. The Manistee is the ‘* boss” 
greyling stream. You can reach the stream as well and beiter, 
I think, from this point than from Bay City. We can take 
boats from here, and keep teams with us so that we can move 
up or down the stream with tents, boats and all by land if we 
choose. This may be of service to us, for if we want to run 
down the river from camp, 10to 20 miles by boat, the team 
could meet us at; night and carry us back to camp, five to 
seven miles, by land (the river runs about three or four miles 
to one), or if we wanted to go np stream in the morning and 
make camp by boat at night, the teams could start us off 
O, K. A small party is going out next week in this way. 
Then, too, we can take in a buss fish in some of our Jakes and 
try the trout also.” 

The grayling season extends into October. 

\ New Trour ann Bass Grounxps 1n Wisconsin,—The fol- 

lowing letter was addressed to the editor of this paper by Mr. 

J. W. Munson, of St. Louis, who is now in Wisconsin with 
his family. ‘We are pleased to have such satisfactory reports 
from so reliable a source : 

My Deuwr Mo. Hallock} Whenl left you at Trout Brook 
bridge last Friday, on your way to Madison, my wife and I 
waited on the side of the railroad only long enough to watch 
your train over the bridge, when, with our guide, we plunged 
into the forest, and following a tolerably well defined blazed 
trail for about three miles, we reached the banks of ‘' Luke 
Harriet,” of which you have heard so much and so often while 
you were here. ‘The Jady in whose honor Mr, Henry Pratt, 
of the Wisconsin Central R. R., named this lake, ought to feel 
complimented, for no prettier little sheet of water can be 
found in the State, Completely surrounded by dense forests 
of pine that grow down to the water's edge, and whiose 
shadows are mirrors on ils Es surface, it nestles almost, 
hidden from human gaze, and but for the opening last year of 
the railroad through to Ashland, and its consequent influx of 
anglers to this region, it would have remained comparatively 
unknown and undisturbed. ‘‘Creve Coeur” would have beeu 
an appropriate name for it, as itis very nearly heart-shaped, 
and broken only by a diminutive little island in its centre. 
‘he trail leading from the bridge to the lake is through a 
beautiful forest of pine-birch, maple and other large trees, and 
for the whole distance we passed on unbroken carpeting of 
ferns and moss. While my wife enjoyed it, and fully ap- 
preciated its beauties, we both agree that the tramp up and 
down hill, over fallen trees, and stumpsand logs, and through 
the underbrush, which, at times, are in the path, is almost too 
much for a lady. Upon arriving at the lake our guide started 
off to find his boat, which was on the opposite shore, and in 
his absence I cast in a line and was rewarded with five fine 
bluck bass before he returned. Therepresentations which had 
heen made to one of the abundance of fish in the lake were 
more than verifled. Wecould not have asked them to bite 
faster than they did. At twelve o'clock we stopped for lunch, 
and had caught forty bass, averaging a pound apiece. As this 
was a3 many as we could bring home, having in viow the 
tramp back through the woods, we stopped fishing and started 
in by twoo'clock. The fish run uniformly in size, nearly all 
of them being aboufa pound weight, They are quite game, 
and fornish rave sport in the,taking, We caught them with 
dead mimnows, or rather parts of minnows, and I don’t know 
how any bait can be better, judging from our success. Live 
minnows might possibly attack them faster. They are very 
black, or dark colored. Thelake water is quite dark, 
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from the pine trees around it, and I thought perhaps it might 
haye something to do with the color of the fish, hey seem 
to be an individual specics—so far, at least, a8 size is con- 
cerned—for no one that we know of has ever caught one in 
the lake Jarger than about a pound, and smaller ones are yery 
rare. Yesterday 1 went down again with several St. Louis 
gentlemen who are here fishing, and we took eighty bass. 
We met Captain Rich and Mr. Abbott, of Milwaulsee, there, 
fishing from j new made raft, and haying a fine time, One of 
the gentlemen of our party tried a trolling spoon, and 
afterwards a fiy, and then 4 baited bass fly, bul none of them 
would attract, and be was not awarded with a bite or a rise. 
Te I noticed any preference shown for our bait it was fora 
minnow’s head, but if I take the individual soore of any one 
bait I must yield the palm to the festive bull-frog, a small 
specimen of which we captured on our way to the lake, and 
with which its captor took eleyen bass before he finally lost it 
down the gullet ofa voracious one. The only disadvantage 
1H using jf for the first half hour was its occasional trips to the 
surface of the water, perhaps to see il the fishermen al the 
other end was allright. On such occasions a sudden down- 
ward ‘ yank” of the rod would take him under and he would 
stay there awhile. I attribute the success of live frog fishing 
to the fact that ordinarily the frog hunts around on the bottom 
iill he finds a bass with open mouth, when he crawls in, and 
before the bass can throw him oul the hook is fastened and 
the jig is up. How is this for theory ? 

If an early start is made {rom the lake, a few hours can be 
put in profitably at. Trout Brook, above and below the bridge. 
I took twelve the afternoon my wife was with me, and while 
thuy were small, you know bow much above the ordinary 
speckled trout they are prized. Yesterday Capt, Rich and Mr. 
Abbott took twenty odd with the fy, using only the common 
browntackle, Yours truly, Jxo, W. Musson. 

Ashland, Wis., July 30. 

Massaonuserts AnaLtine— Wareham, July 30.—Mr. Editor: 
The present is really a jubilee of fishes in the head-waters of 

Buzzard's' Bay, embracing Wareham, [feel it an importany 
duty to herald tle fact to the outside barbarians of the uni- 
yerse, that they too may participate in these Lountiful gifts of 

Dame Nature. here is not adayin the year that fish of 
some variety cannot be procured in our waters. Our oysters 

are of the choicest; quahogs, clams and scallops abound on 

our scores of miles of shores, rivers, creeks, lagoons and coves. 
Of our seale fish the while perch, Morone americana, a resi- 
dent Citizen, is taken every month in the year, in winter by 
netting through the ice. In early March, us the weather be- 
comes warm, he takes the worm and shrimp until the waters 
are chilled with the frosts of winter. Favorite grounds for 
this choice fish are on the Agawam and WeWeantit Rivers. 
The former, the most successtul and convenient, as a walk of 
from three-fourths to one .and quarter miles from our village 
will take one to the marshes, on the shores of which the 
angler takes his stand, or by an accumulation of dry seaweed 
he makes a comfortable sitting. 

To March last I indulged ina tide (last of an ebb and first 
of a flood, we call a tide) of this rare sport, and on the point 
where [ took my stand there were by actual count forty-three 
fishing ; men, women and children, using every conceivable 
Tude slick which bore the slightest resemblance to arod or 
pole, and all got move or less fish, About this season our 
welcome leval-tender alewife puts in his appearance, He is 
placed in salt for a few hours, and then removed to the stove 
oven, where he is roasted or baked, and when done he is 
served on the table as the choicest of all titbits of one’s home. 
Following next in season is the tautog (in New York black- 
fish), scup (in New York porgies), striped bass and black or 
tock bass, all of which remain until late in autumn, except 
scup. Early in July the most welcome bluefish makes his 
annual debut with vengeance among the menhaden, while he 
Contributes rare sport to the amateur and professional angler. 
Last comes the squeteague, weakfish (New York), trout (Hort 
Monroe), Cynoscion reyalis. He gets along from the middle 
to the last of July. In fact our waters are now prolific with 
that gay fish, save fins and tail, which, like peacocks’ feet, 
are most horrible. If there lives in the flesh an amateur. 
angler who has not experienced the sport of catching and 
landing a squeleague he certainly deserves thepity of the 
knights of the rod and reel throughout the land. 

On the 1st of July our Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by 
statute edict, opened the broad gates to ourinland waters, in- 
habited by that princely game fish, the black buss, and thus 
fav the angler has been well rewarded for time and labor 
bestowed. Our neithbor, Joseph Alden, a true disciple of 
the rod, tukes the lead so far by taking a bass from Blacka- 
more’s pond which turned the scale beam at five anda quarter 
pounds, As scores of Jakes and ponds in this locality are 
stocked with blaclz basa to an extent defying annihilation, 
there need be no alarm as to want for all time, provided our, 
State laws are strictly observed. 

Our surroundings of land and water, sea and inland; our 
forests stocked with herds of wild deer, foxes and rabbits, 
partridges, quails and wild ducks; the fishes that abound in 
the salt waler; the black bass, pickerel and perch in our lakes 
and ponds, and last, though not least, the wanton trout, who 
skips in’ the numerous crystal streams, offer a greater and 
more varied advantage to the pleasure-seeker and invalid than 
any point on the whole coast line of New England. Then 
aguin every acre of Buzzard's Bay is admirably adapted to 
yachting. 

Tourists who are sleepless in their undecided minds where 
to go for cheap Vecreation are advised by me to pack up and 
come to Wareham, ‘Take a Fall River boat at New York at 
6p. M., which will arrive here at 7 o'clock next morning. 
Boats for bluetishing are in abundance, with faithful skippers. 

Oxrus Lisoum. 

Tan Swepish Heeroma Miseury.—Prof, Spencer ¥. Baird 
expresses in the Cape Ann Advertiser the opinion that sooner 
or later this renewed fishery may be expected to come to an 

end, and that after an interval of from twenty to sixty years, 
or thereabouts, the Gloucester skippers may again, if inclined, 
engage in the business of carrying herring from North Am- 
erica to Gothenburg. This opinion is based upon the follow- 
ing item which Professor Baird communicates to the Adver- 

tiger ¢ 

Regarding the periodical occurrence of herring in enormous 
schouls in the archipelago and fiords of Bohuslan, I have 
lately read some Swedish newspaper articles and pamphlets 
on the subject, and will here giye you a short extract thereof ; 

Before the sixteenth century no records were kept of the 
fisheries. As, however, both king and church had some in- 

come from taxation and tithe on the herring, it has been pos- 
sible to ascertain that such fisheries have existed periodically 
ever since the beginning of the Hleventh century. Before 
that time the archipelayo was hardly inbabited, and the fish- | 
ing seenis hof to baye been of any importance but to the 
scanty population on the fiords, who had too primitive imple- 
ments for capturing large quantities of fish, and no means of 
preparing the article for a distant market. The following is 
a list of the herring periods of which we have any knowledge: 

yl. Abont the year 1020. 
2. In the latter part of the Twelfth century, 
3. From about 1260 to about 1341, thus lasting more than 

80. years, 
4, About the middle of the Fifteenth century. 
5, From 1556 to 1590, thus lasting for 35 years; intervalto 

next period, 69 years. 
6. From 1660 to 1680, thus lasting for 21 years; interval Lo 

next period, 66 years. : 
7. #rom 1746 to 1808, thus lasting for 62 years; interval to 

next period, 68 years. 
8. From November, 1877, to February, 1878. 
The most important period was the above No. 7, especially 

during the last twenty years of the last century. It has been 
calculated (hat in some years during thal time the annual 
quantity of herring fished in Bohuslan amounted to at least 
one and a half million barrels. 
During the six weeks, January 1—February 15, this present 

year, about 160,000 barrels of fresh and salt herring were 
shipped from the archipelago of Bohuslan to neighboring 
markets, The fishermen ani! merchants are preparing largely 
for making bi hauls, when the herring will return in the fall, 
as is expected. 

Believe me, dear sir, sincerely yours, JosvA LinDAan, 

Txrovur AnD Porato Bues—lZdiioy Forest and Stream: 
noticed in your last week’s number a statement that fish were 
killed by eating potato bugs. Ihave good reason to think 
that isa mistake. Last fall a neighbor of mine was in the 
habit of passing over trout ponds daily with from two to 
three quarts of the beetles, which he had gathered from his 
potato vines. One day I asked him to give them to me. 
He handed me the pail, wondering at the same time what I 
intended to do with them, and supposing, like many others, 
that potato bus were poison. But I had seen turkeys eat 
them with a relish, so L did not hesitate to try them on brook 
trout. Of course, they ate them, as sensible trout should. 
Tn my opinion it does not pay to raise brook trout for table 
ise if we can’t teach them to live on potato bugs; and 
furthermore, [ think that any brook trour that can’t live on 
potato. bugs in their season and enjoy life, manifest a great 
lack of good breeding and a great want of refined taste, I 
feel it my duty to exhort all my brother fishmongers to train 
up their fish (brook trout in particular) with good moral prin- 
ciples and with habils and tastes to conform with this age. 

Ludlow, Pa., Aug. 5, 1878. 
The réported cases of potato-bug-poisoned fish, we pre- 

sunie, may be accounted for upon the supposition that the 

bugs have been themselves poisoned by Paris green, Next 
week we shall give authentic information upon this subject, 
Paris green poisoning of birds and game, which has become a 
very serious one in certain localities. 

Tu» OrpEst Trour m1 tam Wortp.—Really this is becom- 

inf complicated, To maintain a satisfactory grandeur in 

size, Weight and number of his fish has hitherto tested the in- 
yentive and imaginative faculties of the emulous angler. 

Now, a Buffalo paper comes to the front ‘with an entirely 
noyel yarn, and introduces a new element into the fish stories. 

Affidavits musi accompany any rival statements : 

We believe the oldest trout m the world lives in Onon- 
daga County. James Sherman has a brook trout in his well 
that is positively known to be upwards of thirty years of age. 
He has liyed in the well all of these long years some thirty 
feet under ground, making frequent visits to the upper regions, 
when drawn up in the bucket. For five or six years of the 
time the well had a chain pump and was covered tight. The 
trout now will weigh less than halfa pound, in shape re- 
sembles a bull-head, having grown broad across the head, and 
g.im in the body. He is darker in color than the ordinary fish, 
and looks the “ancient fish’ that he is. Who canmatch him 
for age ? 

Weiant, Nor Numper..—Mr. C. F. Clapp, the intelligent 

editor of the Sunbury (Pa.) American, echoes the sentiments 

of # great many anglers when he says: 

‘*Tf the catches of fish were stated in pounds instead of 
numbers it would be much more satisfactory. When such 
large numbers are reported they are generally nearly all finger- 
lings, which it is a positive disgrace to any one styling him- 
self a fisherman to retain in his creel. It is this sort of fishing 
that depopulates streams, and finally renders any real pleasure 
in fishing abortive. Any numbers of such fish will not com- 
pensate the real angler for the magnetic thrill of hooking a 
one or two pounder. ‘The most reprehensible practice is this 
greed for numbers. 

Do Fism Tare ?—Certainly ; out in Colorado, Pike’s Peak. 

ta 

THE PREPARATION OF SILK GUT. 

Epiror Forest aND STREAM : 
As Tmay have been misunderstood in the articles which I 

haye wrilten for the Forms anp Stream, which only partially 
| described such of our native silk worms as were most suitable 

to procure silk gut from, and their food ; also, the best time 
and way to procure them for the purpose of rearing them. I 
advised that the cocoons should be collected in the fall or 
spring of the year. I did not attempt to describe either the 
method or time in the life of the insect when the gut should 
be drawn, J did not suppose it possible that anybody would 
think of drawing silk gut from a worm that had already ex- 
hausted itself of- silk in spinning its cocoon, or from the 
chrysalis, and Inow repeat that the most suitable time for 
collecting a stock of these insects to breed from is either in 
the fall or sprmg of the yeur. 

Late in the spring or early in the summer the moths leaye 
their cocoons, and soon deposit their egzs, which are hatched 
about the time the leaves appear on which the lary feed. 

Perhaps I should have written another paper stating that 
the cocoons should be placed in a cool room, and as soon as 
the moths make their appearance and conjugate the females 
should be placed in large pasteboard boxes, in which they 

will soon deposit their eggs. These after a few days will 
hateh, and will require suitable food. If A, oromia , the 
leaves of the plum tree or Fultonffall shrub; if A. Prometieus 
are the breed, the leaves of the sassalras or spice hush should 
he given the young larv, or worms, 

T have drawn silk cut not only from the #cropia and Pro. 
metheus, but also from the Lalian silk worm, I have never 
killed the worm, nor put it in yinegar for this purpose, which 
miay be the best method, Soon after the larys ceases to feed 
he begins to spin his cocoon, which is the right lime to draw 
the silk gut, I piu. the worm toa board, putting one pin in 
his caudal extremity, and another pin about one-third of his 
length back irom his head. I then, with a sharp knife, cut 
off the fore-part of the worm far enough back to cut off a very 
little of the sac containing the silk, which isa fluid of about 
the consistency of the white of an egg, I then take a large 
pin, and dipping it into the fluid silk, which adheres to the 
pin, [ draw out the silk slowly (the more slowly the larger 
will be the gut), until I bave drawn out all, or nearly all of 
the silk contained in the sacs. LI then take another pin, and 
attach it to the other extremity of the gut, al the point where 
I divided the worm. The two ping are then stuck into a 
board, drawing the gut tant, which soon becomes hard and fit 
for use. The fluid sill hardens to some extent immediately on 
coming in contact wilh the air., I will only add that the 
reason why your readers may have seen so few of these moths 
is because they fly only in the night, T. GARLicr, 

We append the following touching lines from our brave old 
friend. We sincerely trust that health may come again to him: 

I have written the foregoing paper under yery great suf- 
fering, It was so badly written that I had my daughter to 
copy it. I presume this is the last article I shall ever write 
forany paper. I may get helter again; bnt Know full well 
that this conftest between disease and life cannot continue 
much longer, For nearly fourteen long weary years this con- 
test has been going on—a conslant fight, Iam now well into 
my seventy-fourth year, and glad that lamso near the end. 

Sincerely yours, T. GaRuicn, 
Bedford, O,, August 6. 
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ON THE BIG SOUTH FORE. 

W STANFORD, Ky., July 19, 1878. 

Horror Forust Anp SrREAa; 
The seemingly fabulous reports made of suecess in fishing the lower 

waters of the Big South fork of Cumberland River induced Col, J, K, 

Faulkner, of Lancaster, Rev. J. Loton Barnes and myaseli, of this place 

to uudeértake 100 miles of travel—much the greater part of that distance 

by rond-wagohs over the most villalious mountain thoroughfare that 
ean be found east of the Rockies—that we might see for ourselves 

where no knight of the rod had eyer been seen by the Merthasalelis of- 

that section. Mouth of Rock Creek, seven miles bel)w Devil's dumps, 

was our destination, which we reached Wednesday 10th inst. after near 

ly tivo days snd a Walfof horrible travel, Col. J. L, Bolion, of Wayne 
Co., started with us fiom his house Tuesday morning and accom) anled 

us to the river that he might see that oir send-off was snch as he had 

negotiated with a native, und possibly accompany us to the terminus of 

our seventy miles’ cruise to Point Isabel at the mouth, After spendiog 
one night with us upon the river he concluded to return Thursday with 
our wagoner, who preferred to rea( his teum nearly twenty-four hours 

before starting back. His desertion of us wasa sad blow to all, A 
couple of staunch bunoes had been made for us by specifications and a 

couple of expert oarsmen engaged for the trip. Jn less than fifteen 

Toinutes after we had onloaded our loggage at the river and had begun 

trolling, while our agevts were catching minuows, I had the felleity of 

leading @ seven and @ quarter pound pike into the landing net, which 

fish a8 Served within an hour by Col, Bohon made oneof \hemiustsavory 
dishes that any of the nine men partaking thereof remembered to have 

ever eaten, Immediately after diuner we loaded the canoes, pushed off 

for Devil's Jumps seven miles above and began fishing with minnowa, 

We caught black bass by tle scores. Could see themin the water 
Glear ag wir, dart from the rocks and seize a minnow at almost any 

depth, utterly regariless of glittering gimp and the painted flouts. They 

are not at all fastidiousin matter of bait. 1 saw Col. Patilkner catch 

foul of them that averaged one and a quarter pounds with one minnow 

which was dead when tuken from the bucket. Of course he was trolling 
it slowly when each one seized it. At the Juovps he look a ten pound 

walled-eyed pike wilh a dead chub which had begun to decompose, Ib 

had been cast into rather swift water and the butt of the rod thrust Ing 
to a crevice to awalt a bite, while be manipulated a heavierrig. A Nog 
@ Meek reel, small grass line and a willowy Japanese- rou delicate 

enough for fly casting constituted the tackle with which he landed him, 

the parson, in absence of landing net, dexterously lifting him out by 

hand. That salmon was canght in perfectly clear water at mid day, 
We caught so many fish that the residents fell helt to.at least two-1hirdé 

ofour catch, We didn’t permit a single Osh to die and be thrown away? 

Tn catloeing 70 miles we made but two portages at what the residents 

call the “Dries,” a distance of about two miles, where therlver at a low 

stajre is diverted into a subterranean channel, Late rains had ililed the 

ordinurily ‘dry ponds” and our poriages were little more than twenty 

five and seven!y-five yards, easily made, though at noon, when old dol 

peppered us Mereileasly. Our ministerial companion preached by ap= 

polntment to # small congregation on the river bank under a ‘! huge 

apreading beech” on Suiday forenoon, 

One of onr oarsmen went home Saturday afternoon and retarned Sun- 

day, bringing us the claws and tail of 2 Catamount which he had killed 

as he traveled homeward. 

Game ip said to be quite-abundant—deer, turkey, partridges, wild 

cats, catamounts, wolvés and bears. A large fiock of domestic goats 

have becume wild and are frequently seen near the Devil's Jumps. 

The tackle used by watives in fishing is grapeyine trot: lines, bark 

“get onts,” with short line and hook tied of at sujface of the water, 

spears, guns and traps, We gaw many traps with dams which it i 

impossible fora fish to escape in traveling down stream. We killed 

pike, sulmon, black bass and citilsh, catching nearly al) In hallow, 

swift water. The bass ran much smuller than expected, ranging from 

one half to three pounds. Most caught were of abont one and a doarter 

toone anda half pounds, Water was astonishingly werm, of a higher 

temperature than our small streams in central Kentucky. The C, 8. RR, 

when completed, will make the Big South and its headwaterain Ten- 

nesses, where itis called New River, of conyenient AGcess ald the skep= 

tleul can easily verify our declaration that no river in Kentucky affords 

a tithe of the attractions to anglers thu does the one above mentioned 

Despite the hardships our trip was one of sufficient delight to create & 

longing to return, aud if the C. 8, isn’t soon finished lihere’ll be another 

wagon ride oyér Jordan-like highways. 

Phere were many natural curiosities which deserye especlal and 

elaborate description, bul I shail not burden your columns with them, 
KENTUCRIAN, 5 

——— a 

—A new wager in pedestrian circles is to wall half a mile 

in six hours, moving all the time. It takes a ‘‘ Professor * to 

do this kind of business. 



Zational Pastimes. 

MISSISSIPPI LACROSSE, 

Eprror Forrest AND BrREAM: . 
in the game of Indian ball between the Sixtowns and Tur- 

key orcks, the necessary acoutrements were the ball and bats, 
the ball being smaller than a base ball, but equally as hard. 
The bats are made of hickory, about three feet long, one inch 
in circumference at largest end, and taper to small end. 
About one-third at small end is flattened and bent like the 
bow of s whip or like a wide U, one side being shorter than 
the other. After it is bowed it is fastened to handle with 
buckskin thong, and a netting of green deerskin fastened to 
it like a snow-shoe, the meshes being too smal! to allow the 
ball to pass through. 

The game is to get the ball home. They select a clear field, 
about 800 yards long and 100 to 200 wide, the boundaries at 
ends being “home.” The \layers gather at the field selected, 
bringing their squaws, the squaws their camping outfits and 
papooses. The big chief calls for a palaver, upon which the 
players arrange themselyes in rows. When the peace pipe is 
handed around and all take a pull at it, the big chief—the one 
occupyine position of referee and judge—makes a talk, to 
which the chiefs of each tribe respond. In meantime the 
Bquaws are busy getting things arranged in camp, and making 
coffee (this they keep up during the game), and by the time 
the palaver is over and the pipe has again gone its rounds, 
the coffee is ready for players, which they drink without 
sugar or milk and as hot as possible. 

After each player has retired te his wigwam and drank his 
fill of coffee, the game is called, a line drawn in centre of 
field, the players take their places, each provided with a bat, 
upon each side of line facing their gaols, with opponents be- 
tween them and the goal, leaving space between of about 
twenty yards. The big chief walks to centre of space and 
throws the ball as high as possible. As quick as it leayes his 
hand each tribe utters a yell and goes forit. The excitement 
has commenced, and the manner in which they catch and throw 
the ball with their bats is startling (they are not allowed to 
touch it with their hands) and the ball issent flying over their 
heads by some good player; they yell andrun for it; it is 
thrown back and caught by another and sent spinning into 
the crowd ; it falls into clear space, and on the ground they 
Tush at it, struggle for it, and fight forit. A player hasit and 
is running for home with it; with a yell, like bay of hounds 
after fox, they are after him ; it’s a race for it; one player 
gains on him, is neck and neck, and by a dexterous movement 
of his bat takes ball from out the other's bat and starts back 
with it; the crowd meets him; he dodges and doubles like a 
foxs hard pressed, but of no avail; his ball is taken from 
him and again thrown into crowd to be struggled and fought 
for. Thus the game goes on for hours, neither tribe seeming 
to gain an inch, when, by an expert play, the ball is sent 
‘* home ” in favor of Bixtowns, when they yell and adjourn to 
drink coffee, smoke, and teli tales until dark, when the fiddles 
are brought out, a fire started and the dance commences and 
continues until daylight—unless they get too full of fire water. 
The dance is conducted as wildly and madly as the game, with 
the exception of yelling. Coffee—black, strong coffee—flows 
freely all the time. When daylight comes they go their 
several ways rejoicing. At annual meeting they keep it up 
four a week at a time, and are decked out in paint, feathers and 
gay colored ribbons. 

f a person wishes to become thoroughly intoxicated with 
excitement, let them attend a game of Indian ball, and if they 
choose to bet they will be accommodated, as the squaws will 
bet anything from brass buttons to the clothes they wear, and 
if you lose you must pay and if you win you must take the 
wager. VAL. 

Jusper County, Miss., July 26. 
——_——qj>-e__—_— 

ARCHERY CLUBS, 

WN forming archery clubs two methods may be adopted—the 
I members may own their own outfits or the equipments 
may be the common property of the club. ‘The latter is the 
better method ; because, as a rule, the members do not know 
the weight of bow best suited to them, and therefore it is not 
until after considerable practice that an archer knows his or 
her strength. It also enables the club to start with much less 
expense and leayes it optional with the members whether to 
own bows or not. The Oritani Archers started as follows, 
and the plan has worked well: They bought three low-priced 
bows and four targets for the club and three arrows for each 
member, and for which they are held responsible, The whole 
outfit, including one tassel, two gloves and two arm guards, 
cost the members $1.50 each. Many have since bonght fine 
bows for their own use and to enable themto practice between 
the weekly meetings. The number of members in this club is 
fifty, and is limited to that figure, but it is better, if possibl 
not to have over twenty-five, as it requires much time an 
space for so many to shoot. Ladies should commence with a 
bow from five feet to five feet six inches long and pulling 
twenty to thirty pounds. Gentlemen should use a six-foot 
bow pulling from thirty-five to fifty pounds. The distance 
should he, for beginners, that at which they can hit the target 
once out of an end (an ‘‘end” is three arrows). As soon as 
they can strike it twice out of three times they should go back 
a yard. Most of our archers use too small a target and shoot 
at too short a distance ; twenty-four inches in diameter is the 
smallest that should be used, but four feet isthe regular size 
and the full distance is seventy-five yards for ladies and one 
hundred yards for gentlemen. The best wood for cheap bows 
for beginners is lance wood. Fair American bows can be 
bought for from $2.50 to $4; fine imported lance wood bows 
cost from $5 to $18. Arrows, good enough for practice at 
short range, cost about $3 per dozen; but, for long range, 
arrows carefully finished and footed with hard wood, with 
parallel steel points, are the best thing; they cost from $9 to 
$12 per dozen. Tn using heavy bows an arm-cuard and glove 
or set of finger tips are necessary. The members at the club 
meeting should divide into sides, those making the highest 
scores nt the last meeting acting as captains. Hach member 
should fire three arrows, making an ‘‘end,” and repeat after 
each has had his turn The centre or gold counts 9; red, 7; 
blue, 5; black 3, and outer or white 1. The ladies should 
haye their targets one-fourth the distance nearer, In the next 
article I will give a few necessary rules for governing clubs 
and their shooting matches. The following are a few of the 
archery clubs recently organized: Brighton Beach Archery 
Glub, N. Y.; Brooklyn Archery Club, N. Y.; Glen Cove 
Archery Club, N. Y¥.; Juniata Archers, Tyrone, Pa.; Gritani 
Archers, Hackensack, N. J.; OysterBay Archery Club, L. L; 
Palixade Mountain Archers, Englewood, N.J.; Robin Hood 
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Archery Club, Le Roy, N. Y.; Staten Island Archery Club, 
Staten Island, N. ¥.; Wabash Merry Bowmen, Indiana, 

W. 4H. Pres. Oritani Archers. 

AROHERY In THE WeEST.—We should expect the West to 
be at the front in the Shee: movement, for Mr. Thompson 
is an Indiana man, and the President of the flourishing Craw- 
fordsville, Ind., club. Chicago bas a number of chibs, and 
Milwaukee has just organized the ‘Locksley Clnb.” A 
match recently shot at Highland Park, Ill, between teams of 
Highland Park and Chicago, resulted in the following score : 

Highland Park. 80 Yde. 40Yds. 60 Yds. Total, Hits, 
CGHammond........... 109 66 17 192 AT 
EOD -BAaN has seek 196 48 21 195 34 
W M Goodridge -.... aopt alad 44 19 206 44 
HOO Carver... 22,2... 0... 149 84 59 283 59 

Total... sec-tene-vee BIS 6 -242—ssG—(sTGSCCBL 
Chicago 30 Yds. 40 Yds. 60 Yds. Tatal. Hits. 

JQ Huines,.,....-......, 86 88 19 193 45 
AG Spalding ae Un ee, 195 = «110 12 O07 53 
US Oolling..,.0.0.000000: 84 a4 22 190 48 
ANA a ieee eee 17 99 19 193 49 

Modes 0, Wet 373 «879—s—“‘<‘C SCBCD 

BroyoLine.—Braye Bostonians Wwoldly bestride briskly 
bouncing bicycles, etc., (sve could do that as long as bicycles 
roll), and from this city, which is the ‘‘ Hub” of the machine, 
the sport is winning its way into favor in other cities, One 
Boston young man, Mr, M. H. Parkhurst, an amateur rider, 
makes his bi-weekly trips between Clinton and Boston, e dis- 
tance of 45 miles, in a trifle over six hours. The machine 
used by him is a 48-inch duplex Excelsior bicycle. He also 
makes daily trips to towns in the vicinity of Boston, frequent- 
ly riding to South Framingham, Natick or Wellesley, setting 
out aiter dinner and returning before nightfall. Mr. Parkhurst 
averages about 30 miles every pleasant afternoon. Mr. W. 
R. Pitman, a bicycle expert, who bas been traveling through 
the State of Maine, reports a great interest in the ‘silent 
steed” among young men in all the principal cities. In 
Bangor a bicycle club has been organized with nearly 20 
members, At the coming Maine State Fair, at Portland, a 
series Of amateur matches will take place on the race course, 
when Boston amateurs will display their skill, and thence we 
may expect to see the sport imitated by emulous riders 
throughout the State. At Detrort, Mich., last Fourth of July 
@ Masquerade procession mustered three hundred in line, !t 
is stated that there are 3,000 of the old-fashioned velocipedes 
in that city. The devotees are still faithful to the old ‘‘bone- 
shakers,” but the bicycle will probably usurp their place as 
soon a8 it beepmes known. San Francisco papers advertise 
the new silent horses, which means of course that dealers are 
selling them to the muscular men of the Pacific Slope. In- 
quiry at the principal stores in New York, where the machines 
would be found if in the city, developes the fact that the craze 
has not yet struck the Metropolis. ‘The long-past furor over 
the oldtashioned clumsy yelocipede has left in its wake a 
general hesitancy about again investing in # like machine. We 
are strong in the behef, however, that this mode of locomo- 
tion has a great future here as all oyer the country. 

A Lone Swrut.—Kunno Dimmers, 8 Bowery photographer, 
and Hans Tuellf, formerly of the Prussian Army, dived from 
Harlem Bridge at a quarter past ten o'clock last Monday 
morning, and started out on a Bwimming race down the East 
River and the Bay to Staten Island. The race was for $300 
a side to determine the relative abilities of the two men, each 
of whom had a good reputation as an expert swimmer. 
Dimmers, being neéar-sighted, wore spectacles. Three boats 
accompanied them, and they were cheered all the way by the 
enthusiastic gathering of spectators along the docks and by 
the shrill whistles of the tugsand steamery. The wayes 
caused by the vessels gaye the swimmers much trouble. The 
river was crossed four times in order to take advantage of the 
tide, which was on the ebb. The worst eddies encountered 
were near Hell Gate. The swimmers made good time, how- 
ever, although their zig-zag course increased the distance by 
over six miles on the Hast River alone. They kept close 
together until Thirty-fourth street was reached, when Dim- 
mers was seen to be slightly ahead, and he gradually widened 
the gap between himself and Tuelif go that he led by two 
hundred yards when the Battery was reached. He was 
swimming vigorously. ‘Teullt, opposite Bedloe’s Island, was 
seized with cramps and wus obliged to give up the contest. 
Dimmers now had the race in his own hands, but the hardest 
part of the work remained, for the tide was against him 
after passing Governor's Island. His pilot, Wm. Allen, took 
acourse considerably to the left of that usually taken by 
Staten Island ferry boats, and led Dimmers nearly ina straizht 
line, When Dimmers arrived opposite Olifton he changed 
his course and swam directly for the shore, reaching it at 5:51 
P.M, As he approached the dock his strokes could he plainly 
seen, They were slow, but full and vigorous, On reaching 
the dock between Stapleton and Clifton he was rowed ashore. 
He looked and acted as if he could haye gone a greater dis- 
tance. Mr. Dimmers claims that he swam twenty-five miles, 
and the referee and pilot are of the same opinion. Dimmers 
complained of the sun, and his face was much burned. He 
drank nearly a bottle of brandy and ate a number of sand- 
wiches on the way. As the koat containing Dimmers’ clothes 
had stopped at the Battery with Tuellf, he was ubliged to 
borrow a shirt and a dilapidated pair of pantaloon to wear 
on his way back to New York, where he arrived at 7:30 P. 1, 
Dimmers is a powerfully built: man, about six feet in height ; 
he weighs 225 pounds, and is twenty-five years old. Heisa 
native of Dusseldorf. 

Tue WHEELBARROW Man.—There was some general in- 
credulity when the Albany pedestrian, Mr. KR. L. Potter, 
started out from that city last April to wheel a barrow toward 
the Setting Sun. But the plucky fellow is still at it, and wa 
hear of him now and then in the papers, as be goes along. 
The Laramie City (Wy. Terr.) Datly Sentinel, of July 31st, 
heralds his entry into that town on the 30th, and says: ‘‘Pot- 
ter.is in excellent health and spirits, and says he has gained 
eight pounds in weight aince starting. He has now been on 
the road 112 days, and has traveled about 2,657 miles, leaving 
but 1,428 to finish the journey of 4,085 miles, that being the 
distance from Albany to San Francisco, by way of San Jose, 
he not being allowed to cross the bay at Oakland. He will 
pull out this evening or to-morrow morning.” There are still 
103 days allowed him, and if he goes on at the present rate he 
Will reach San Francisco 4 month ahead of time. 

O'Leirr on THE Trae AGAIN.—Last Monday evening, 
at.8 o'clock, in the Boston Music Hall, O'Leary sturted on his 
walk of 122 miles, which he will attempt to finish in lese time 
(han 22 hours. The track is ai feet in circumference, re- 
quiring twenty cireuits to the mile, 

ew Mubligations. 

Horszs icon Rinrxe, From 4 Menicat Poy or View, by 
Ghislani Durant, M, D,, Ph. D. New York: Cassell, 
Petter & Galpin. 1878. 

Horseback riding has eyer heen accounted amoug the more manly 
and noble of sports. Tf Wwe seek a philosophical reason for tlie exbilar— 
tion and pleasure it affords we may find it.in the poetry of motion, the 

buoyant emotions always excited by rapid progression. The acme of 
{his exultant fecling is experienced of the ocean when the ship or the 

yacht Catches the spiritof the winds, and bounds oyerthe waves, On 
the Jand there is no sltnation so nearly approaching this a8 that of me 

noyice on a speeding locomotive, The same feelings are experienced 

in # lester degree by the horseback rider. Th is aubjecting to our use, 
and making subservient to our will, a more powerfal organism, and 
also 4 doubling add trebling of bur own powers. Horseback riding is 
Suggestive of the fresh, open gir, a5 you may fod if in the early morn- 

ing on the hills. Dr. Dufant telisus that in uddition to the inspiring 
intfuence of this early air, which we a:e Jed into, there is the increased 

Clrenlation of the bloud, and a consequently quicker breuthing ivdaced 
by the exercise, 80 that we are enabled fo receive the full benefit of the 
ozone, The effect of muscular exercise upon the quantity of alr which 
enters the longs has thus been tabulated: Lying down, 1; standibg, 
1.38; walking at therate of u mille afi Hour, 1.90; riding, at a wulk, 2.20; 

Tiding, ata trol, 4.05; swimming, 4,425 rooning, seyeu wiles an honr,7. 

Dt. Durant’s easay, i so Tar as it indorsea this mode of physical ex- 

ereise, wild, by drawing attention to its healthtwl results, nduees people 
to practice it more, May be regarded ag 2 valuable contribution to the 
cause Of physical improvement. 

Tue Wrrongry or Arcuery, by Maurice Thompson. 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1878. 

Tis is a hani’gorme volume, made np of Mr. Thompson’s contrihn- 
Wons to thé magazines, The articlea in Seribner's and Harper's 

depcriptive of the sportto he had with the long bow, and the great de- 
grce of skill to be attained wilh that implement, have giyen a notable 

impulsé to the game. Tt is not a matter of any great surprise that the 
result shoul have been as it was. A better audience, both in intelli- 

£ence and Numbers, than is aftorded by the readers of these two most 

Popular of American magazines could not be seked by the most ardent 

advocate of creed or pastime. That Immediately after the appearance 

of ‘his enthusiastic sketches My. Maurice and his publishers: should 

have been overwhelmed with letters trom every part of the world was 

nothing to ba wondered at, It was Just what writer ond publisher 

Might have expected. Mr. Thompson may be Accordell all the credit 

of the revival of the sport in the Tnited States. The book now before 

us Will doubtless Increase this mterest, besides being welcomed as, ing 

more eonyenient form, containing tla combined charms of rhe 
Scattered masrazine ariicle, The appendix certains very plain abd 

practical instructions for the government of archery “lula and practice. 

Let us add that the illustration, “A Prise Shit,” represents an im- 

possibility. Sach # fair-faced young woman never could have shot that 

hare, anil have held it wp as she is represented as doing. 

New 

Toe Anerican Narprarist.—a vigorous article from the 
‘pen of Dr. Coues on “The Ineligihility of the European Honse 

Sparrow in America” opens the August Naturalist, und deals with 

a question of very grea! Interest to all who love our native birds, Dr, 

Coues deals with this question ina very forolble manner, and, alihough 

the Sparrow question has become a Lather tiresome one, wa welcome 

this Jatest contribution as giving a new inoterest even to sucha worn- 

onbtopic. Weare glad to fee [un this numberof the Wartralivt another 

of Mr, Lockington’s charming sketuhes, '* Walks Routid San franctsco 

—The Bay Shore.’ The present article equals in iuterest Hhe former 
one from the same graceful pen, towhich wevalled attention in arecent 

Nifimber of ForRrsT aNp &TReEam, Proi, A, §, Packar(! contritmtes an 
interesting articla on “Soule Characteristics of the Ceéntral Zoo- 

Geo-geographical Provines of the Tnlted States,” In which he plyes us 
the resnits of his studies on the distribntion of certaim insucts, and es- 

peclally the Phillopod Orustacea in the Rocky Mountain region. The 

“Report of the Committee of the Amevican Association of 1874 on Bio 
logieal Nomenclature,” by Prot. h. D, Cope, 1s 2 paper of great valbe, 

but ls of interest only W) the publishing naturalist. All archwologists 

Willread with plessure Mr, Barber's paperon “Phe Anclent Pueblos, 

or the Ruins of the Valley of the Rio San Juan.’ We cannot have too 

tull récords of the manners of life of these long extinet peopiles, whose 

only Monuments are these Ynins, now fas) falling to decay, Mr. 
Barber's arhicle 1s illustrated by a number of plansand sketcles, which, 
perhaps, serve to convey to the mind of the reatler a better idea of 

these ancient fortresses and (lwelllig places than quiy description, 
Prudent housewives will be terror-atricken by the title of the Goticlud. 
iug article of this number, * The New Curpot Beetle (dathrenwus ecro- 

phularia),” by J. A, Lintner, The picture drawo by the wiiler of thla 
dinimalive pest may be considered overdrawn by those who aye never 

been obliged to wage war wilh lt or [fa relative, 4, peruse; but we 
warn all of our readera Hint if this little beetle once obralns a foolhald 

ib their dwellings it will be almost impossible to eradileste it The de- 

partments of Recent Literatmre” and General Notes" are éyen more 
Tull and interesting than) wsug], aud the August unimber, as a whole, ie 

exceptionally excellent, 

Tue Hunter, or Hints to Youn Sportsmen. By Charles P. 
Crosby, revised edition, La Cross, Wis,: Crosby & Hixon, 
Publishers. 1878, 

This is a pamphlet of some thirty-nine pages, written by a bey o 

eighteen who has written & book, set it up, primed if, sold one artition, 

and now Wants to gellanother. ‘The pages ol Lie amisteur vntlior are 

Tull of information and directions of a practical ature whieh a6 evi- 

dently the outgrowth of the writer's own experlonecd with the gan io 

the woods, and if there are oocasional lapses of Such knoWledoe ws we 
should expectin soch a work indulgent readers should pass over the 

Taults and considerately regurd only the good points. We may add that 

the firm which issues this book wiso publish a sporting gazette, for 
Which they charge the modest sum of twenty-five cents per year. 

BOOKS BREORLYED. 

Tse Moprerx Axroper ; or, Instructions for the Use of the 
Long Bow. New York: Pecks Snyder. 1878. Price, 
25 cents. 

A manual designed to.give practical directions for acyniring skill with 

the long bow, roles for archery practice, elu, eta, 

A Uayuse Ride Through the Future 
Atticn New 

Ocr Narrosan Par: 
Grand Wateriig Place of the World, By «A. . Bishop, 

Press, attica, N. ¥; 

Mayvat For Ritz Pracrwe; Including Sngyvestions for 
Practice at Long Rauge, and for the Formation and Mapagement of 

Rite Assoctations. By Gen, Geo. W, Wingate, General Inspector of 
Rifle Practice, Sizth renieod edition, Pew York: W, 0. & Ff, P 
Ohurch, 245 Brondway. 1675. 4 

A Hearr Twroz Won ; or, Second Loye. By Elizabeth 
Van Loon, One volume, vellum, black wid gold; price $1.60, Pnila- 

delphia: ‘1, B, Peterson & Brothers, 306 Cheatant st, 175, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
The Game of Chess. 

Norice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 
addressed ‘‘Qhess Editor Fonust anp StamaM, P. O, box 64, Wolcort- 
yille, Conn,” 

Problem No. 22. 

Tourney set, No. 18, Motto: Down on Duals, 

WD 

_ 

— 

White to play and give mate in threemoves. 

—Problem No. 21 was incorrectly printed, viz,: The WHITE PAWN aA 

QUEEN’s third should haye appeared as a BLAcK Pawn at QUEEN’S 

sixth. The missing Waite Kine in Problem 0, 22 shoul be placed 
On QUEEN BIsHor’s sixth. Solvers, problemists gnd exchanges will 

please make note of these errors if it be necessary on their part. 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO, 17. 
1—P-Kt8 (R) 1—K-E Ri 
2—R-IC Rs ch 2—K moves 
3—R mates 

PROBLEM NO, 18, 

1—9Q-Q2 ch 1—Ki-Q5 
2—F tks B (Kt) 2—Kt tks B 
3—B-B6 mate 

PROBLEM NO. 19, 

— Gara 1—P-Et5 1— 1—B-Kt6 
—Q 0 B3 2—P ks Q 1—Q-Q4 2—K-R4¢ 
—E-B6 mate 3—Q-RT mate 

1 1—B-B2 ete 
2—Q-K4 ch a—K-R4 
3—)-RT mates 

Game No. 71.—FRENCH DEFENCE, 

The following is the first game between Mason and MacKenzie 

played July 15, 1878, at Paris Tourney : 

White. Black. White. Black. 
Mackenzie Mason Mackenzie Mason 

1—P-K4 1—P-K3 12—P-K B4 12—P-Q B3 
9—P-Q4 2—P-Q4 13—P-B3. 183—Kt-Kts 
3—E-(), B8 8—Kt-K B3 14—Q R-K B 14—Q-B2 
4—P tks P 4—P tks P 15—Kt-K2 16—L Q2 
5—Kt-() BS 5—B-Q3 16—Kt Kt3 16—Q R-K 
Y—p-Ws 6—Castles 17—Q Réch(b) 17—K tks Q 
7—Castles T—KEt-Q BS 1S—Kt-B6 ch 18—B tks Kt 
&—B-K Kt6 S—Kt-K2 (a) 19—Kttks Beh 19—K-R4 
9—B tks Kt 9—P tks B 20—P-Kt4 ch 20—K tks P 
10—Kt-R4 10—K-Kt2 21—Q-Kt3 ch 21—K-R4 
11—Q-R5 11—R-EK R 22—B-K2 mate 

NOTES, 

(a) A most extraordinary move to make in this position. 
(b) A beautlfal termination. 

INTER NATIONAL CHESS TOURNAMENT AT PARIS, 

The synoptical table below shows the result of every game played in 

this tourney. Mr, MacKenzie, of New York, is “placed” asa prize 

winner. The prizes offered are valued at 14,000 francs, and are fiye 

in number. Mr. MacKenzie’s score with the leading players of the 

tourney Is fully what we expected, and entitles him to equal proml- 

nence with Winawer, Zukertort aud Blackburne : 

SYR SSE F/2le/ e/a ze 
Elelele|e|s(2/el\2/s\ al a|s 
SlOle| Als |S)/Fl/elslelse|sir 
4ieisleli |eielel? ie |S) =]: 
al Speer les Pt ho ite i aes 
rt 3 8 see | ea | Pe ee Nie ea ae als 

= ~.| =| 10 |] 03] 172 | 134) 10 | aL | a7 | 13g) 11 | 10 flex 
Wieetort..| 10 | — | 40 | o3| 11 | aiglseye| tt | axel at | 11 | 1 [rese 
Biackburne| 1444 te =F 10 a a a ia is i a Bh 14% 

fe) 1 — : 
See ot 00 | 10 10 7 i 10 ov u 10 u uv 8 

derssen.} 054] O44} 11 | 11 | 00 | — | 10 |% | 11 v4 
Hnlisoh...| Of [sie 0%4| OL | O1 | 10 | — [gaslagz4| OL | 14 | On [ati 
Rosenthal..| 00 | 00 |2¢0 | 14] 10 |3g1 | 2a4g) — | U1 | 10 | 11 | 11 11% 
Magon .....| 00 | 044| 03¢| 00 | 00 | 1 |44%4] 10 | — | 10 | 11 | 144] Bi% 
Glere.. (x| 00 | 00 | 10 | 01 | 00 | 10°] 01 | 01 | — | 10 | 1 | Sig 
Gifford.....| 00 | 00 | 00 | 00 | 00 | 01] 00 | 00 | 00} to | — | iM} 339 
Pitachell...| 60 | 00 | 00 | 034| 00 | 00} 10 | 00 | 044) 00 | 014) — | Bie 

MPotal.......1534|5%|734| 9 | 9 | 939 |103¢]103¢]1839]1814 1829 1929) 

PortaBLe Turkish Batus.—The adyantages of Lubin’'s 
portable Turkish baths are many, and their ready sale proves 
them to be in high favor with the pulic. They areto be had 
for a low figure, there is not the danger of infection common 
¢o public baths, the stifling hot room is done away with, the 
heat or vapor being confinod about the patient by a water- 
proof cloak, and the work of the medicinal agencies is 
thorough in entering rapidly the pores of the skin, Skin dis- 
eases, catarrh, rheumatism, neuralgia, fever and ague, dys- 
pepsia and asthma are among the many diseases that yield 
under proper trestment in this bath through the medicinal 
agents supplied with it. 

op Aa 

=" Forest anv Srezsm will be sent for fractions of a year 

aa follows: Six months, $2; three months, $1- To clubs of 

two or more, $3 per annum 

eet 

Answers fo Correspondents. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communiontions, 

fF A number of anonymous correspondents will understand why 
their queries are not answered, when they read the lines at the head of 

this column. 

B. M.8., La Grange.—Know nothing about the puppies advertised, 

Dayrox, O.—Read the line immediately beneath the heading of this 

department, 

Gq. L, R., San Antonio.—Hallock's ‘' Gazetteer” costs $4, $4, or $5, 

according to binding. 

A.'!., Philadelphia,—Thia is such # special case that we could not ad- 

vise you. Better call on a local surgeon. 

© C., Philadelphia.—lor books on clog dancing and banjo playing 

send to Fish & Simpson, Nassau St., N. Y. 

J, B., Boston.—Game is getting yery scarce about the settled parts of 

West Texas. So our latest advices inform us. 

JACK, N. ¥-—Send for what repairs you want to Mr. Squires, No.1 

Cortlandt st, N. ¥. It will be done in excellent style. 

M, D. H., Dedham.—The number of shots you give !s only a fair, 

not a good pattern, Yt ought to be fully 200. Shot concentrations do 

no harm, 

H. R., New York.—Large and small displacement are only relative 

terms. Wo strict line can be drawn between the two—they merge into 

one another, 

A, 0. T., Ashtabnia, O.—In his late English matches Capt, Bogardus 
used a Scott gun, 10 lbs.; with two sets of barrels, one 10 gauge, the 

other 12 gauge, 

J, T. G., Gayloraville.—You have sent us the real helgramites. If 

you could flad some one who could collect them they might be sold for 

bait in New York. 

Constant READER, Paterson, N. J.—We haye no recerd of when 

Paine first shoton the stage. Tlink it was not much preyious to the 

date you mention. 

H. W. A., Byron, Mich.—The name you mention is that of a maker 

in excellent repute. Yours of their make compare favorably with 

those you mention, 

G. W. 8, Lancaster, O.—1 and 2 a most reliable person, and manu- 
factures excellent guns; can be relied on, 3. 34% measured drs, 

of Diltmar, 13; 02, shot. 

A. A. A., Port Perry, Ont-—There exists no work on steam-yackt 
building. Our back files will furnish much information on the subject, 

especially in No. 19, Vol. X. 

BERGEN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF GAME, N. J.—Are chim- 
ney swallows insectivorous birds, and as such entitled to the protection 

of the gamelaws? Ans, Most certainly. 3 

M,. B., Batayia, O.—It is contrary to our oft-expressed rule to dis- 

criminate between guns. We can only refer you to our advertising 

columns, which represent the best guns made. 

R, R., New York.—Please give the address of the Secretary of the 

Columbia Rifle Range, just opened in New Jersey. Ans, John Ken- 

nell, Secty. Columbia Rifle Range. Bergen Heights, N. J. 

OG, R., Albany, N. ¥.—Will you have the kindness to inform me what | 

shooting there 1s in the immediate vicinity of Bloomington, Ill. Ans, 

there id excellent pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies, 

B., Winslow, Ill.—We have already stated that Dr. Carver’s eyes 

were all right. The programme of his exhibitions was published in 

our paper last week, Any letters for him should be sent to us. 

C, A, 'T,, Glenville, Conn,—Much obliged for sending the fish eggs, 

which we would gladly have studied them, but they arrived in such a 

broken and decomposed condition, that they were unrecognizable. 

A>R., Akron, 0.—Willyou give me the address of a good firm of 

which te purchase waterproof duch for hunting with? Ans. See our 

advertising column, The firms who there present their goods are re- 
lable. 

8. G. V., Lancaster, 0.—Brainerd, Minn.,is 2 most excelent centre 
for large and smali game, moose, deer, all kinds of wild fowl, grouse, 

ete, We haye received no late news from the locality, but hardly think 

that you could miss finding good sport there. 

F. C, P., Lowell, Mass.—The haif-breed Indian, John Logan, who! 

lives at Half-Way River, on the Basin, near Parrshoro, Nova Scotia, is” 

an excellent guide to the Tantramar Marshes. You may write for in- 

formation to Miss Wheeler, who keeps the Ottawa Hotel at Parrsboro. | 
| pointer pups 10 months old weigh respectively 66 and 52 pounds. What 

TAR Heeb, Wilmington, N. C.—Can you suggest a substitute for Bar- 

badoes Tarin cough remedy? Itcannot be obtained here, belonging, 

Apparently, to 4 past age. Ans. There is no particular virtue in Barda- 

does Tar; any other pyroligneus substance would answer the same end, 

R. D,, Kingston, Miss.—Can you procure for me, and af what price, 

“Gen. B. L. BE, Bonneyille’s Exploring Hxpedition Beyond the Rocky 

Mountains,” written by Washington Irving? Ans. Yes; Jt would bea 

second-hand book, in good order, and we could send it to you for $1.50. 

N. B,—T wo errors occur—typographical jones—in our ‘‘ Answers t@ 

Correspondents” last week. To ‘J, P.,” of St. Paul’s, the printer made the 

dog have “ felons on tis eyes.” Please read “films.” “J. W. W.,” of 

Baltimore, will be kind enough to understand that “dyspepsia” was 
printed ‘*dropsy.” 

§. G., Dayton,—My pointer is serlously affected with sneezing, and 

Makes efforts to clear his throat. Have given him sulphur. Indicate 
treatment. Dog4yearsold, Ans. It is one of the sequels of dis- 

temper, Sulphur oceasionally is good, also give 2 grains of quinine 3 

times a day for a week or two. é 

W. F. P., Peekskill,—_My puppy, § months old, has a cataract. When 
he was born both his eyes were covered, but one haji disappeared. How 
may Tremoveit? Ans. This is a special case, and will require an ocu- 

list to attend to it. Weshould think a yonng surgeon in your neigh- 

borh6od, for the lesson it would teach, would be glad tocouch your dog. 

B. H. F., Harrisburg.—My setter gyp, 3 years old, is troubled with 
sore ears. Tips become inflamed, and break out, @ischarging matter. 

| Cost harsh ; nose warm, Willyou suggest a cure? Aus, Reduce dlet 

to a minimum, and increasé exercise. Use some ciontrivance to keep 
the ears from being shaken, and keep them clean, inside andont. If 

there is discharge, pour in a little dilute‘lead water dlally. 

B, AnD F., Meriden.—Our Irish setter, 3 years olid, has sore eyes, 

Began troubling him about 11 months since. One of them 1s now well, 

| ployment on on a sheep farm in Texas? 

but the other is giving trouble, There is scontinual watery discharge, 

and slightly inflamed. He likes it rubbed with the hand, and often 
brushes his paw over it. Ans. Wash the eyes with warm witer several 

times @ day, and use a lotion of 2grs, alum to 1 oz. water three times 
a day, 

Constr ANT READER, Hvansyvillé, Ind—How can Trestore the beauti- 

ful figure or twist, such as can be seen on a new English double gon? 
Is sulphnric acid good to dittinguish genuine wire twist guns from 
fictitious ones? What is good for removing rust without scraping? 

Ans. 1, Honestly we cannot give (he mixture. We have recommended 
Several things, but we are afraid that browning must be done by an 
expert. 2, Yes, 3, You must use mechanical means, A wire brush 
is good, 

A SUBSCRIBER, U. 8. Monitor “‘Mahopac.”—Haye a pointer 11 months 

old; has not had distemper ; is strong, with good appetite. About # 
Month ago he seemed tender about the head. Shaking. Soon came 
discharge from his ears, whioh stilicontinues, Tayeused Castile soap 

What shall [do? Ans. After washing out the ears pour in a little 

weak lead water, which you can procure from any druggist, Keep the 

lotion in the ear for a minuteor two. The dog has canker of the ear, 

Reduce his diet. 

TxNQurmER, Bradford, Pa.—By chambering buckshot for a choke-bore 

the following is meant: As the muzzle of a choke-bore is smaller than 

the breech if the chambering was done at the breech with large shot, 

in firlng they would jam af the muzzle. To obviate this, take a wad 

which will fit the muzzle, and put on that the requisite number of buck 

shot to cover it, and use in the shell just that number, by count or 

Ineasure, It makes no differénce in a Choke-bore aS to the danger, 

whether small or big shot is used, there can be no liability to accident, 

¥. ¥, F. F., Chatham Village, N. ¥.—Haye we a right to take brook 

trout (catching them with a net) from one stream in the same county 

to another for the purpose of stocking said stream withont breaking 

the law? Ans, Chapter 721, 519, Laws State of New York, reads: ‘No 

person shall at any time catch any speckled trout with any device saye 

that of angling, except in waters which are wholly private, etc.” You 

cannot legally net the trout, though, of course, your intentions are of 

the most honorable character. 1 is one of those cases where the inno- 

cent must suffer for the guilty. Youcan procure trout fry from the 

ponds advertised in our columns, and from Seth Green. 

R., Montreal.—Do you think a young man (city bred) could find em- 
If so, would you adyise him 

to go there, Serve for a time, and then start on his own account, capl- 

tal $5002 When? Where? How? Or, can you refer him to some 

one posted in the matter? Ans. That depends altogether upon the 

young man’s diaposition, grit, present condition, prospects, etc. There 

is certainly success to be attained by an enterprising person In Texas 
sheep-culture. *R” could undoubtedly find employment on 4 sheep 

farm, and that would be the sensible way to go to work. We can per- 

haps put him in communication with the proper parties. 

M,, Wells Beach, Me,—Have been using an old Colt’s navy revolver 
te shoot partridges and rabbits about camp with. On firing a shot 

three of the barrels went off at the same time, a piece of bullet from 

the left chamber taking the skin from my thumb. Can you in any way 

account for three barrels of a revolyer going off at one time. Ans. 

It might arise from the cap exploding and firing the other two. Some- 

times the nipples are rusted, so that there is direct communication with 

rhe chambers other than directly through the centre of them. Old re- 
yolying arms should be discarded, Some bad accidents oceur from 

them. When they were new they were safe, but old age has mude 

them infirm, 

J. B, H., Buffalo.—My cocker, 7 months old, has behaved strangely. 

About 10 or 12 weeks ago the women folks in my absence overfed him. 

Got sick, but was cured. About three weeks ago hair fell off inside of 

his thighs. Scabby lumps appeared; canker came in his ears; had 

fleas. Mnf worse than all, he seems moody and sullen, and snapped at 

me. Wont play romps with me. Is cross, and looks wild in the eyes. 

Ang. Every preegution should be taken to guard the dog safely. Your 

not believing in rabies will not avert serious consequences therefrom, 

and the symptoms you give are very unpleasant ones, Your treatment 

of the dog seems good in the main. ‘Try the effect of kerosene well 

rubbed in where the itching is, and continue general treatment. 

L. F., Bldridge St.—For a centre-Sre cartridge fhan can be reloaded 

a number of times (ofthe Winchester Repeater) what kind of powder 

is best? Is Dittmar good? Could a party of two young men makeit 

pay to trap and hunt ont West? Powis itthat Indiaus are reported to 

be starving when there is plenty of game out Wist? Is not the Win- 

chester Repeater used by a great many hunters? Wiiere.can a Spencer 

Repeater be bought, aud who are the agents? Ans, i. Use MG pow- 

der, Wifle shells have not yet been tried with Dittmar. 2. Hard Lo say 

hot unless familiar with the business. 38. Indians are not always in 

go0d hunting grounds. 4, Yes. 6. The Spencer no ionger manufac- 

tured, Can be bonghi second-hand in a great many places, 

Niax, Wolf Run.—in fishing for black bass, using helgramiles, should 

@ Sinker-be used to keep the bait to the bottom, or not? My two 

do you think of the weightand how does it compare with standard ? 

Phey.are thoroughbred, What make of gun did Marsh use at the New 
York Genvention? Is Ed. Tinker jiving yet? If so, does he shoot 

from the trap still? Whatis tho reputation of Grubb d& Co,, of Phila- 
delphia, as dealers? Ans. {, On the surface, floating om the top of 

the water. Give it movement. %. You must have very large dogs for 

their age. Rather big for standard of potaiers over 50 pounds. 8, Can- 

not say, but from information understand it was a muzzle-loader. 4. 

Tinker lives in Providence, well and hearty. Does nob shoo much. 

5. Among the most rellable of houses. 

WENPENNY NArLs.—A correspondent writes from Philadelphia: “Yu 

your paper of July 18, answering ‘C. W’s.' Inquiry, you say the terms 

sixpenny, eight penny, etc., a8 applied to nails ‘is supposed to he de- 

rived from the fact thatia early times s0 many nails were sold fora 

penny. ‘That this is erroneous is evident when you consider thal they 

could not give more large than small naila for a penny, bub vice verse, 
I have also seen it suggested that the term is derived from nails haying 

been formerly sold at so many pennies per pound, according to size; 

but this of course is equally fallacious. A more probable solution 1s 

that nails in early times, hand made, were sold at sO Inany pence per 

100, Still another solution, which I rather favor, is that sixpenny, eight- 

penny, etc., is a corruption of six pound, elght pound, etc., referring to 

the number of pounds to 1,000 nails; thos designating weight Tat her 

than price. It is so now with tacks, ‘four oz,, slx 0z., elc.,’ to the 1,000. 

If this isn’t, [i ought to be the rule, for it would give a positive gauge 
for size with all makers and for all time.”—We thank our corres- 
pondent for his suggestions, though it is all pretty much the same 

thing. Si none e vere ben trovato. 

MATCOHLESS,—We haye been in an extemporized brush camp before 

now, When everything was so thoroughly soaked that we could only 

light our matehes by biting the brimstone end, We should not haye 

done this had we been provided with Taylor’s seli-lighting match sate, 

—[See adv, 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING 

WEEK. 

Friday, Aug. 16.—Beyerly Y. C. Union Regatta at Cotult, Mass. 
O’Donnel-Grotty Sculling Race. ‘Trotting: Mendota, Ill.; Utica, N, ¥.; 

Geneseo, Il. 

Saturday, Aug. 11.—Beyerly Y. 0, Special Regatta, at Cotult, Mass.; 

Union Regatta, off Strawbeerry Point, Mass., New Rochelle Club Open 

Regatta; Grand Trunk Rowing Club Club Regatta, at Montreal, Can, 

onday, Avg. 19.—Quincy (Mass.) Yacht Club Champlonship Race. 

Tuesday Aug. 20,—National Rowing Regatta, at Newark, MN. J. 

Trotting at Eariville, Ill, 

Wednesday, Aug. $1.—National Regatta as above. Trotting at New- 

ark, N. ¥., and Fowlerville, Mich, 

Thursday, Aug. 22.—Trotting as above. 
eee ee 

Mz. Hattoce.—Mr. Hallock is now on the Manistee River, 

Michigan, in compavy with A. B. Turner, of the Grand 

Rapids agle, Judge 8. T. Holmes, and D. H. Fitzhugh, of 
Bay City, after grayling. 

a oe 

Wuert THE Money Goms.—A firm dealing in sportsmen’s 
goods complains to us of the frequent receipt of abusive mis- 

sives from distant and careless customers who are themselves 

in the wrong. The self-deluding people who order fishing 

rods and flea powder, and forget to inclose the money for the 
game, or to give their name and address, are not the only ones 
piven to such proceedings. We have now in our safesome- 

thing like $70, which we have received from time to time, and 
which, owing to the peculiarities, eccentricities and idiosyn- 

eracies of peculiar, eccentric and idiosyncratic correspond- 

ents, is of no immediate use to themselves or to us. One 
man, woman, or child sends us $4, and forgets to sign his or 

her name; another sends an order to some one other than the 
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, and circumstances 

combine with the United States Postal Regulations to relegate 
that order to our safe. All of which proves that whilea word 

to the wise is more than sufficient, the vocabulary of no one 

language will suflice to instil wisdom into the heart of a fool, 

TRUE MANLINESS, 

E are oyer-disposed to the use of cant terms. ‘The ad- 
jective “true” united to inwardness, has apparently 

disgraced the former quite simple word. We wish then to 
inyoke no sneer when we speak of true manliness, for it is a 

quality, which in a certain degree seems to be quile disap- 

pearing in our cities. ‘The possession of it is limited, and its 

absence is absolutely hurtful, We call true manliness that 

which exerts itself at the proper time, which cannot be re- 
strained and is regardless of profession or surroundings. Mr, 
Trollope shows what true manliness—English manliness—is, 
in one of his Jast novels. A nobleman calls the daughter of a 

clergyman 4 deprading name, right in her father’s face, and 

the man of God, despite his high buttoned waistcoat, his white 
cravat, andall the tenets of the Church of England, knocks 

down with his good fist the brutal filthier of a woman's re- 

putation. Of course we do not espouse fists, but still occasions 

do present themselves when their use seems to be called upon. 

Do any of our readers remember how some weeks ago, in an 
excursion party ina New England State, some roughs cap- 

tured the whole train and grossely insulted the women, and 
how all the men save one took it like lambs, even more quietly 

than did the women? Sucha thing we are quite certain neyer 
could haye occured in England, There would not have been 
a pistol or a knife drawn, but fists would haye been used, and 

the cause of right and manhood would have prevailed. In 
New York, insults to women in cars are not infrequent. 

Vulgar, coarse brutality is shown as often by some hectoring 
bully tomen as to women. It mostly passes unheeded. It is 
quite pessible that an unoffending car conductor has blows 

belabored on him, and not a soul in the car says a word for 

him. We seem most of us in the cities to have become utter- 

ly callous and indifferent about such matters, and a lack of 

manhood is quite evident. Foreigners who have noticed the 
impassible way in which insults are given and taken even in 

conversation are often amazed. They seek in vain for the 

American spirit. The reply generally made is that pistols are 

so much carried that an interference might result in death. 
We do not believe it. Dastards who insult women are always 
cowards and shrink like curs before true manhood, What is 
true is this, that we are all getting to have that perfect indif- 

ference about other people, and other’s welfare, which is the 

peculiar, unfortunate outgrowth of those who dwell in large 

cities. We long to hear in the public prints of some one who 

may take the matter in his own hands, and, using the might 

which God gives to an honest man, soundly thrash those low 
curs who disgrace the community. We want occasionally a 

little more good English knock downs. It may be very 

coarse, and animal, and cant may call it what it pleases, but 

this kind of muscular manhoodism keeps hounds in check, 

and they behave themfelves through fear of personal chastise- 
ment. We don’t desire to hear the click of the pistol nor to 
see the gleam of the knife, but there are circumstances when 

men should not be afraid of them. The knowledge that a 

man has his sinews and muscles perfectly at his ¢ommand, 

hardened and supplied by traming and athletic exercises, can 

never be shown to a greater advantage than when it squelches 

ruffianism, 
ti 

THE “ DECLINE OF RIFLE PRACTICE.” 

There has been a growing apprehension, and the feeling 

has found utterance in the public press, that rifle practice in 

America is declining. It is asserted that the work of the past 
five years was a mere flurry on the part of a few enthusiasts, 
who, with their new-found zeal, pushed the sport further than 

the old steady shooters had eyer hoped to carry it, and then, 

withdrawing, left no successors to carry on the sport. This 
compound statement is at once true and untrue. It is a fact 

that modern rifle practice in America sprang from a soil 
where nothing of the sort had before existed. There had been 
shooting in America. In town and country, from the Maine 

woods to the foremost pioneer shot in the West, there was 

rifle shooting by all grades and conditions; but it was all 
special. There was no scientific grasping of the problem of 
marksmanship, no freedom from rut-work, but each rifleman 

did a certain style of work and looked on as a stranger when 
other classes of shooters stepped out. The army, in its regu- 

lar and volunteer divisions, while it was the greatest rifle field 

in the country, was at the same time the most neglected. In 

this condition of affairs, the promoters of modern rifle prac- 
tice entered into public notice and began that crusade which 

no one will deny has been most magnificently successful. It 

was fostered by all who, seeing the importance of a knowl. 
edge of the use of firearms, did what they could to promote 
the success of the movement. The press did service, and no 
smal] amount, and military men, with some few exceptions, 

took hold of the new idea with a vim, if not always with dis- 

cretion, If they did nothing more, they pointed the need of 

the practice they had set themselves to take, by the public ex- 
hibition of their deficiencies. The young plant may have 

been overworked, may have been strained in certain direc- 
tions, while complete and healthy development was not at- 

tended to. There were international matches and victories, 

too, on a field where the poorest quality of military practice 

might have been seen, The people were dazed by great 

scores, by comparisons which left the records of the past 

years of marksmanship absolutely ‘‘ nowhere ;” and then 
when that particular class of rifle work, in which, as a matter 

of course, but few can or ever will engage, shows signs of 
settling down to a uniform living rate, the cry is set up that 

rifle shooting is declining, What is the pleasure of a few is 
taken as an indication of the course of the many, As well 
were it to say, becanse a yacht club is disbanded, or all of 
them for that matter, that the commerce of the nation has 

been scattered and destroyed, despite the fact that the nayy 

had never been stronger. Should every race track on the 
land be closed, the use of horses would go on. An éffect 
might be traced in the breed of draught animals, hut it would 

be unfair to say that the use of horses was an Obsolete one, 

If rifle ranges, or any particular range, finds its patronage 

falling off, the managers had better look to themselves before 
jumping to the conclusion that all interest in practice had 

fallen away. One range may be choked to death by nig- 

gardly railroad accommodation. Another may have its life 
blood sucked out by a plague of mozquitoes, and there are 

some bits of wilderness, dignified by the name of ranges, 

which are yirtually but litle better than the original wild. 
It is not surprising that patrons should become scarce, hut it 

is indeed surprising that the real trouble should not be at 

once apparent. + 

Were every range in the United States closed this very 
hour, and not a single shot fired in practice for a decade, the 

money, time and effort spent were ell expended, An im- 
pression has been mude; and an example set, which would 

work good for twice ten years, In the ranks of the militia 

the seryice has been wonderfully strengthened in gelf-confi- 
dence, and in the good opinion of the civilian public, by what 

of rifle practice has already been carried ont. An example of 
this was seen in the handling of the impending labor rjots in 

this State, and an example, per contra, in the mangling of the 
actual labor riot in an adjoining State, where rifle practice 

was an unknown art. Should American rifle practice cease 

have we not done a permanent good in dropping the Jeayens 

of ‘‘system,” “position” and ‘‘rifles” among the English 

shooters? What matter is it that we have no international 

match this year if we see our problems worked out before 

British butts? We are not an Irishman, or we should Bay 

that American rifle practice is carried on in Great Britain. 
It does look just now as if rifle practice was on the decline 

if we are to judge by the fancy (yet important) item of Tena 
range work; but take the result of [he season’s work, com- 

pare the military record of this year with the past, study the 

reports of the General Inspector of Rifle Practice, and, if 
there be a fair ratio of progress here, count not the year ill- 

spent. A wise rule, if il could be enforced, would restrict 
long-range butts to one range in ten; but when an over-confi- 

dent company of managers burden themselves with the long- 
range elephant, they crush out the hardy growth of short and 
mid-range work in staggering beneath their load. 

We cannot always have a great match on the tapis, nor 

would it be for the best interests of American practice to haye 

such. There is enough tu be done without such distracting 
pastimes, and there is enough doing to justify the remark 
that American rifle practice is growing, strengthening and 
solidifying, and not declining. 

+ —- 

SHARKS IN NEW YORK WATERS. 

HE case of Charles Gates, who was terribly mangled last 

week by a shark while he was swimming near the Erie 

Breakwater, Brooklyn, in the Kast River, has excited a great 
deal of alarm. Such presence of man-eating sharks in the 
proximity of New York is almost exceptional. About two 
years ago a man was reported to have been bilten by a shark 

off Coney Island, but if facts there were, they were in so hazy 

a condition that nothing very reliable could be deduced from 
them. In Gates’ case the boy was not very far from the break- 

water, when he felt one of his legs seized, and if it had not 

been for the coolness of his comrade, Arthur Cole, Gates would 

have been lost. Cole took a large sfone and was adroit enough 
to strike the shark on the head. Even then the horrible erea- 

ture was not fully induced to leave his prey, but made a 

second attack. Finally Cole dragged Gates out of the water, 

The shark’s teeth had fearfully gashed the hoy, inflicting some 

painful and dangerous wounds, From the crest of the ilium 
on the right side to the anteriér part of the thigh, there was a 

wound quite eleyen inches long. Oyer the femoral artery 
there was a cut, and the abdomen was gashed. On the right 

side the ribs showed the mark of teeth, where they had pene- 

trated to the bone. The appearance of the wound was like 

that which might have been inflicted with a very dull cuttine 
tool, fur the peculiarity of a shark bite seems to be that it 
rather resembles a tear than on incision. In 1364 a well 

authenticated case is recorded of a young Brice, who, while 

swimming near Thirty—seventh street, North River, was bitten 
by ashark. The boy's flesh was torn from the thigh down to 

the knee, both legs having beeu terribly bitten. He recovered 
entirely, though badly hurt at the time, The shark was cap- 

tured in the immediate neighborhood a day or so afterward, 
and measured eight feet nine inches. There is another ac- 

count quite truthful, we believe, of a lad of seventeen, who, 
in 1865, near Greenport, while swimming in the Sound, was 

attacked by a shark, and after having been badly bitten wag 

saved by some men ina schooner. Peter Johnson showed no 

less than thirty-four wounds, and the abdomen and groin were 
yery much mangled, ‘‘ the flesh being torn off and lett hang- 

ing by the skin only, nothing but a thin lining membrance of 

the abdomen keeping in the entrals.” Old accounts state that 
one hundred years ago yery large sharks were found in both 

the North and East rivers. Mr. De Voe, the careful col- 
lector of past events, writes: '‘ Many years ago, when sharks 
were taken at our wharyes, and especially near the Catharine 
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or Old Fly Market, it was a treat for some old negroes, who 
were not long in culting out the choice pieces, if the shark 
waa small, for their own particular née.” In 1751 the New 
York Gazette and Weekly Post Boy tells of three men who 
were upset ina canoe, when a large shark came up: Theman 

‘*was undoubtedly devoured by the ravenous monster,” says 

the old chronicler, ‘‘as he never was seen again.” 
In the case which occurred last week it is wonderful that 

no attempts were made te capture the man-eater. This would 

not have been a difficult task, as a strong hook and a one-half 
inch line would haye soon done the business. Thut peculiar 

portion of the Hast River would have been gotten rid of a 
monster, and what kind of shark it was would have been dis- 
covered, We are inclined to think that the sharks which haye 
shown their voracious instincts are the young of the white 

sharks, which abound in the tropics, and which find their way 
very rarely into our norlhern waters, ‘The geographical limit 
of fish is always difficult to determine. We are pretty sure 

that it ig now the ordinary blue shark, or Squalus obscurus, 
which is comparatively harmless. The white shark, the dread 
of the tropical seas, will grow to be 20 to 25 fect long. The 
largest shark is the basking shark, found in his biggest form 
off Iceland. But though armed with dreadful teeth, bis gul- 
let is too small to allow of his swallowing anything of size, 
and he is supposed, then, to be a good shark, if there can be 

good sharks in a social sense. These sharks have their great 
use in nature's economy, for all of them are the scavengers of 

the ocean. 
There has been a great deal of discussion as to whether a 

shark is a ground or a surface feeder. It has been asserted of 
the white shark, that such is his frightful rapacity, that eyery- 

thing which comes within hisreach possessing liteis snatched 

ip and devoured. Tor man this pecuhar shark is supposed to 

haye a deadly enmity, and when once human flesh has been 
tasted, like the man-eating tiger, he always expects a recur- 

rence of a similar prey. It is proyidential tliat he is so con- 

structed that there are mechanical difficulties in his way of 
biting, and that he must turn over in order to use his fearful 

mouth, all bristling with fangs. Those who haye noticed 
white sharks state that fish swimming in their vicinity are 
safe ; but that let one of the swimmers be caught, and strug- 

gle on the hook, then instantly the shark pounces on it. When 
aman is swimming or floundermg in the water the condition 

of the man and fish are alike, for they, attracting notice, ap- 

parently excite the rapacity and appetite of the shark. 
a Se tO 

HEAVY WEATHER YACHTS. 

“A 7 Hare in receipt of many requests, both from the coast 
line and the lakes, to furnish in our columns designs 

for deep yachts of a suitable kind that can take the open sea 
without danger, and that can turn to windward effectively in 
rough water. The present crowded condition of our pages 

renders it impossible for us to satisfy the demand, and our 

inquirers are referred to our columns in the future. ‘The’ sea- 
gon is already pretty well advanced, and it would be impos— 
sible to launch anything new this year, but we propose mak- 

ing it a point to supply the requisitefplans during the fall and 

early winter months. Tt is with great pleasure that we notice 
the increasing tendency of the yachting? public toward sea- 
going craft. ‘The limits of the Sound and Boston Harbor are 
evidently becoming too confined, and the more venturesome® 
amateurs are extending their cruising grounds along the 
coast, and some of them ‘would put boldly out to sea had 

they but craft under them they felt confidence in. Only re- 
cently = party of gentlemen proposed a trip around Long 

Tsland, and chartered a yacht some 45ft. long. The question 

with them was—and a natural one, too—can the boat stand 
sea In the event of a blow from the §.? Our reply was de- 
cidedly ‘ Vo.” What a pitiable spectacle this yacht would 

haye cut in a gale and a heayy swell, with Long Beach for a 

lee shore! To go to sea and risk a blow in the yacht was 

sheer recklessness, for it meant nothing short of probable 
destruction, Fortunately, the run isnot a long one, and by 
taking one’s chances on the weather remaining fine for a day 
or two, it has offen enough been successfully accomplished. 
Yet that is no proof of the sea-going ability of the centre- 

board sloop. Think of an unseaworthy yacht in Great Britain 
45ft. long! Such a thing does not exist. A cutter of that 
length is fit to sail the world over, is safe, can stow crew and 
provisions, is handy and fast at sea. Such boats can honestly 
become a sailor's pride; for mere river yachts he is apt to 
have little loye or respect. We note the gradual change in 
favor of the seaworthy model, then, with pleasure. 

a= > See 

TURNFATHER JAHN. 

NE hundred years ago last Sunday, in the little village of 
Land, Prussia, was horn Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, ihe 

father of the Turmkunst, or German systematic course of 
physical culture, That event was appropriately celebrated 

Sunday and Monday last throughout ‘‘The Old Patherland,” 

and not less enthusiastically by the 18,000 Tnrners, men, 
women and children, and their friends in ‘* The New Father- 

land.” In Boston, New York, Baltimore, St. Louis; and a 
sefre of other cities, the two days were given up to proces- 

sions and parades, calistheni¢ drills, athletic sports in gaily- 

decked park and hall; running, jumping, wrestling, climbing, 

feats on the horizontal and perpendicular bars, Indian clubs 

and broadsword exercises, and all the other muscular amuse- 
ments in the programme of the Turh-Vereing, There were, 

LG 

besides, the unveiling of portraits, statues and buste of Jahn, 
commemorative orations, declamations and poems; the singing 

of songs, in which the air of *' Diz Wacht am Riine’ blended 
with strains of ‘The Star Spangled Banner,” and the drink- 
ing of innumerable toasts in innumerable schooners of beer. 

The lager, indeed, owed continuously, toasts or no toasts. 

Ludwig Jalin, the hero of all this gymmastic, intellectual 

and gastronomic outburst, was graduated with distinction at 
the University, and was destined by his father, a Lutheran 

clergyman, for the ministry ; but young Jan, having served, 

his time with credit in the army, and, seeing there his conn- 

try’s need of more stalwart sons for the national defence, set 

about developing the Teutonic muscle. Af his suggestion 

classes of physical culture were established in schools and in 
the army, of which he was appointed the general inspector. 

Then came the establishment of the first Turner Society, and 

these gymnasia rapidly multiplied throughout the various 

paris of Germany. Political trouble come, and with it a term 

of imprisonment, and the suppression of the schools on a 

charge of liberal tendencies. But our hero finally found his 

way out of his embarrassments and his prison, and the value 

of his life-work to the nation was publicly recognized by a 

permanent pension. Jahn died full of years and honors in 
1852. A monument in Berlin commemorates his life and 

services. His best monument is his admirable system of 

physical training, whose principles and practices he taught, 

and the stalwart Teuton frame, which has been no mean factor 

in the recent history of the German people. 

— 

“OLD ABE” VINDICATED, 

OT a feather of his plumage would we ruflle, 

and we hasten fo refute the slanders concerning 
the veteran old war eagle of the Dunn Qounty, Wis., 
soldiers, Herein America we refuse to have any national 

heroes among the men who, in war and peace, have served 

their country, and the brutes who have won for themselyes a 
transient place in the crumbling niche of fame, must be con- 

tent to fare no better. The Steed of Odin may be sung in 
the Sagas of the Norsemen, but of the hero of ‘' Sheridan’s 
Ride” the General himself has remarked that had the poet 
seen the poor wreck of a horse which figures so yaliantly in 
thyme he would never have written the poem. The vigilant 
Geese 6f the Ospital may be accorded immortality by grateful 
Romans, but an American bird, be he goose or eagle, may not 
hope for untarnished fame. In the ill-natured breast of some 

unscrupulous iconoclast has arisen the widely current charge 
that the eagle of the Centennial was not only not the only 

true and original ‘Old Abe,” but that he was no eagle at all, 
but a gull. 

Wisconsin veterans read the papers, particularly the Forzsr 
AND Srream, and their watchful eyes haye been quick to de- 

tect the newspaper stories reflecting upon the fair name of 

their old war friend. In no uncertain tones do they demand 
an investigation of his record, and a recognition of his and 

their own integrity. Moreover, the whole State of Wisconsin 
is behind them, prepared to substantiate and enforce the 

claim that ‘‘Old Abe” shall not be relegated to the category of 
wooly horses and stone giants. The piercing eyes we saw at 
the Centennial had scanned the field of battle. The photo- 

graplis we bought were those of the real hero, now full of 
grey feathers and glory. 

Last year ‘* Old Abe” attended the reunion of the veterans 
of Dunn County, Wis., as he will do again next month, and 
was then among members of his own company, all of whom 

recognized him by certain peculiarities and wounds. Among 
others, Mr. David Mclean, who was for a long time one of 

his bearers in the war, saw him, recognized him, and was 
himself recognized in turn by the eagle. 

Peace to his declining years. Our readers shall hear from 
him again. 

—— 

[FEOM OUR OWN QORRESPONDENT. | 

THE MOUNTAINOUS REGION OF 
VIRGINIA. 

Oxxngy Sreines, SHENANDOAH Co., Va.,) 

Error Forrest AnD SrreAx : aa ete 

Driven from Washington by the oppressive heat I sought 
the cool and invigorating atmosphere of Orkney, at the base 

of North Mountain, 2,300 feet above tide water, where [ have 

been rusticating during the past month. Man requires relaxa- 

tion from the cares of a busy life, and to my mind there is no 

more rational way of adding to the vigor of his mental, as 

well as his physical, condition than by enjoying the Sports of 
tod and gun, which must lead him to commune with'nature, 
study all her revelations, ‘and look through nature up to 
nature's God." Would that it were possible for me by any 
florid word-painting to describe to the ardent and enthusiastic 
admirer the scenery of this charming country; the pleasure 

experienced ere the morning sun appears above the neighbor- 

ing’ mountain-top, as I throw open my chamber window to 
hear the feathered songsters usher in the matin-hour. Here 

they are unmolested by the rude hand which so often drives 
them trom the neighborhood of thickly-settled communities, 

Here the mountain-sides echo the songs and chirpings of the 
thrushes, fly-catchers, yireos, finches, buntings, prosbeaks, 
and chats Hitting from tree to tree, scattering the dew-drops 
in tiny showers. Here the little chipping sparrow, spizella 
soctalis, hops upon your window-sill, in joyful expectancy of 
his morning meal. The grateful odor of the woods, the balmy 
snd bracing atmosphere ag the morning pun illuminates the 

Hazy MUUDtAM-top are pleasures which form ing i - 
aoe the tone of eae memory. Sa gees 

© surrounding country is filled with game of eve 
description, Far up the mountain-side, faker he is delat 
disturbed by the intrusions of mau, dwells the black bear. 
Ursus americanus, living upon berries, acorns and such other 
food as he can find; but sometimes he boldly descends trom 
his mountain fastness to raid a neighboring corn-field or turnip 
patch, or perchance the farmer's pig-sty may receive a call 
from Bruin, who, never ayersé to a dainty meal, helps himself 
to the first Jittle porker he meets. One of the characteristics 
of the black bear is his delight ina cold water bath, aud if 9 
pool does not happen to be convenient, a mud-hole will 
answer his purpose. The principal spring ab Orkney, the 
minéral ingredients of which are sulphates of magnesia and 
iron, is known by the enphonius name of ‘ Bear Wallow,” be- 
cause if was herein that they rolled and weltered ere the en- 
croachments of man drove them irom the yalleys far up the 
surrounding mountain-sides. Here, too, dear, Cernus virgi- 
manus, range over the forest-covered mountains and enjoy 
their noonday siestas in undisturbed tranquillity ; but. as my 
experience in the pursuit of this game is someyhat limited, [ 
will not attempt any description of a deer-chase here : rather 
would I Interesh your readers in the smaller game, 80 abund- 
ant in this section. The wild turkey, Meleagris gallapavo 
finds hefe plenty of cover wherein to roam unmolested. That 
game and delicious bird, the autocratic ruffed grouse, Bonasg 
umbellus, the wildest but most desirable ct all our fame birds, 
struts over his rough hauots beneath cover, almost impene- 
trable to man, but frequently leaves his secluded abode for 
some grain-field in the vicinity, wherein he is often flushed 
and killed. In this section they are hunted to a greal, extent 
on horseback, and when flushed in the woods light upon some 
neighboring tree, from which {hey are easily dropped, This 
manner of killing them may be considered unsportsmanlike by 
some, but lam not of that opinion, When we remember 
that the grouse will not lie to a dog; that oftentimes 
the only knowledge we have of his présence is the sudden 
whirr when he gets up, sans ceremonie, and darts through the 
thick woods. 'To my mind it is legitimate to drop him on 
sight, no matter whether we find him strutting over his 
ground, pluming himself on a log, or dodging through the 
branches of trees, All over the mountains the barking of the 
timid gray squirrel may be heard, and these dreamy August 
days, from the yalleys below, comes the piping of Bob White 
Oriya wrgintanus, the gourmand now reveling in the stubble 
fields, from which the golden grain has just been garnered, 
All down the rich Shenandoah Yalley, over hundreds of 
stubble fields, the partridge disports, unmolested by man 
fully protected by the new game law of (he state, which for. 
bids a warfare upon his species until the first of November. 
But soon ‘the autumn, all in yellow clad,’’ will be here and 
the thoughtful sportsman will not forget this epistle, “The 
close season for ruffed grouse expired on Thursday, August 1 
The young birds are now well grown and exceedingly juicy. 
The close season for deer expires on the 15th of October 
There have been no heayy storms this summer to drown 
young partridges, and, brethren, we may look forward to 
good shooting when the leaves shall have withered and the 
i a ae with silver frost.” 

mong the sports much enjoyed by several of the 
Orkney, is that of catching feet Stony Ors eae 
stream near the springs, in which large ones suitable’ for the 
table are often captured. I may be called a frog-eating 
Frenchman by those who are prejudiced against irogs, but 1 
do not object to the appellation, as my grandfather was a 
mercurial Gaul; but I could never understand why this preju- 
dice should exist. It will not be denied that the food of a 
frog consists of insects and various water roots and grasses 
He is much more fastidious in his tastes than a duck or even - 
a chicken, and his flayor is more palatable Uhun that of either 
However, itis nof my purpose to enter into a disqnisition as 
to the delicacy of frogs. Most sportsmen will agree with me 
that a properly cooked frog makes a most sayory dish. Our 
frogging expeditions are generally managed by Mr. Chas, P 
Gautier, of Washington, who is an expert in grabbing frogs, 
which must be done skillfully, or he gives a sudden squeak 
and disappears. The: only implements necessary for a 
frogging expedition are an ordinary lantern with a reflector 
behind the light, a stick five or six fect long with éizhteen 
inches of stout wire attached to the end, and at a right angle 
with the stick, ‘’o this wire a cluster of three or four hocks 
is fastened, with which the frog can be taken when beyond 
arm’s length. A stout canvass bag, in which to carry the 
captured frogs, with a cord fixed in the opening so as to close 
it quickly, completes the outfit. As to dress, any old gar- 
ments will do, with a heavy pair of wading boots. “Che frogs 
during warm nights, sit upon the banks of the Stream and 
about pools. To capture them it is necessary that the hunt. 
6rs_make as little noise as possible. Of course they must 
wade the creek, one with the lantern leading, and another to 
grab the frog following in his steps, ‘I'he light is thrown 
upon ¢ither bank of the stream, which blinds the frog, and he 
is easily discovered by the white beneath his lower jaw, 
which shows couspicuously. If within reach he is suddenly 
grabbed and slipped into the bag ; or if his position be such 
that he cannot be readily taken up with the hand, the stick 
and hooks above described, if properly manipulated, take him 
from his element. The next sport is in remoying the frogs 
from the bag to skin them, and a good deal of skill ig re- 
quired to prevent the whole number from hopping out at one 
time, The skinning process is performed! by cutting around 
the neck and holding the frog by the head with the left hand 
stripping the skin from him with the right; then hand him 
over to the cools. RE. B 

an 

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

GLORIOUS OLD GLOUCESTER, ViIR- 
GINTA. 

Ware Reorory, Gloucester Co., Va,, 
Aucust. 2, 1 

Eprorr Forrar anp Stra: 7 pBTES 
Your correspondent finds himself in the very pick of all the 

counties of tide-water Virginia, Talk ahout the Garden of 
the Gods in Colorado! why, here is the true Garden of the ; 
Gods, Those mundane and real gods I mean, who know how 
to enjoy the best gifts of the Creator and to appreciate the 
happiness of this sublunary life, Indeed, Gloucester and 
Matthews Counties are favored spots of earth for all who loye 
what the water, the air and the fertile soil bring forth, 

Get a good big map of Virginia and hunt for Mob-jack Bay, 
called in Capt. John Smith’s time Mock Jack Bay, because if 
did so puzzle the seaman with its manifold tributaries, You 
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will find Mob-jack between the Rappahannock and the York 
Rivers. See how the tidal streams, the Severn, the Ware, 
the North and the East Rivers, with their numberless creeks 
and coves, empty into this bay, and just fancy what a paradise 
it must be for those who love the gun, the rod and the net; 
put it must be owned that the rod isseldomused. Oysters, 
the best in the world, are here at eyery man’s door; crabs in 
endless profusion, waterfowl of every kind, from the swan 
and the brant to the summer or wood-duck; and as for fish, 
their name islegion, including pompano and bonito. Sheeps- 
head and hog fish are so common as hardly to deserve men- 
tion, to say nothing of greenfish, spot and the bay mackerel. 
Here too is the home of the diamond-back terrapin, the turtle 
and their kind. 

As for four-footed game, not a great deal is left. Deer, so 
common just after the war that a gentleman of Matthews Co. 
killed fifty-nine in one season, are virtually extinct. Gray 
foxes abound, and upon York river a few red foxes afford 
good sport. Wild turkeys are numerous, but diminishing, 
Partridge, in spite of the ravages of Maryland gunners, who 
cannot hunt them at home, are still plentiful enough to at- 
tract sportemen from a distance. But the chief attractions of 
Gloucester are the grand old estates, where even now the 
genius of hospitality, royal and boundless of yore, reigns in 
Spite of hard times and the scarcity of money. No county in 
Virginia contained so many gentlemen of wealth and refine- 
ment as were here before the war, and no county now offers 
such inducements to men of wealth who desire to purchase 
historic homes in a Jand where living is as easy almost as 
breathing, for what the earth fails to supply the never-failing 
water at your door is sure to furnish. A gentleman of New 
York, who has tried a winter home for himself and his yacht 
below the stormy Hatteras, has his eye on Gloucester, and if 
he settles here, my word for it, others will not be slow to fol- 
low, and ina few years there will be acolony. Meanwhile 
the men of small means, who want to be as independent as 
princes, have but to come and buy a few acres on the margin of 
the water. “'wenty-five dollars will give each mana canoe, and 
with these (his little farm and his boat) he may laugh at stocks, 
bonds, strikes, droughts and hard times in every form. Many of 

| the fishermen (Matthews County is full of them, and so isa part 
of Gloucester) are not merely respected by the owners of the 
great. estates, but beloved by them, so thrifty are they, so 
sturdy, independent, hospitable and so upright and useful. 
What more need I say, except to add that the price of land is 
such as to place it within the reach of every one. If any of 
your readers willrun down to Gloucester during the coming 
fall or winter I promise them in the name of the gentlemen of 
the county a most cordial reception, a kind welcome from 
every one and areally ‘‘ good time” throughout their visit, 
be it long or short, but the longer they stay the better they 
‘will like it. G. W. B. 

et 
GAME PROTECTION. 

MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS 

FOR 1878. 

Tennessee State Sportsmen’s Association, Nashyille, Dec. 2; 

Sect’y., Clark Pritchett, Nashville, Tenn. 

Wisconsin State Sportsmen’s Association. 
Massachusetts State Sportsmen’s Association, atcall of President. 

Missouri State Sportsmen's Association. 

Nw Hamrsurre.—An amendment to the law forbidding 
fishing in private ponds and brooks provides that such prop- 
erty shall be protected only when it ahall have been improved 
or stocked by the owners of the same. This change is re- 
ceived with general satisfaction. Brown. 

Mainze—Kennebunk sportsmen have secured the conyiction 
of the only known violators of the present woodcock law, 
They have so thoroughly posted the country with game law 
posters that he that runs may read. 

+8 

NEW JERSEY STATE ASSOCIATION. 

We haye published the Jersey City Heights Gun Club's in— 
vitations, extended to all organized clubs of the State, to at- 

tend a meeting to be held at the Clarendon Hotel, Newark, 

August 8, for the purpose of forming a State association for 

the protection of fish and game. At the appointed time the 

conveution assembled with Dr. J. D. Bird in the chair, and 
Mr. J. von Lengerke, Secretary. Delegates were present 
irom the following thirteen clubs; Jersey City Heights Qun 

Qlub, New Jersey Gun Club, Morris County Sportsmen’s 

Club, Matawan Gun Clob, Fairview Gun Club, Newark Shoot- 
ing Society, Hackensack Gun Club, Old N. J. Sportsmen’s 

Club, Little Falls Sportsmen’s Club, Palisade Gun Club, Rod 
and Gun Game Protection Association, West Jersey Game 

Protection Society, Essex Association for Protection and 
Propagation of Game, Mr, George B. Eaton, Dr. Talson and 

Mr. J. C. Blauyett were appointed a committee, and submitted 
for the government of the new association the general rules of 
the New York State Association, which were adopted with 

some slight alterations. The following officers were elected 

for the ensuing year: Geo. B. Eaton, President; Chas, H. 

Raymond, ist Vice-Pres.; J. ©. Blauvett, 2d Vice-Pres.; J 
you Lengerke, Rec. 8ec.; Dr. J. Q. Bird, Cor. Sec.; W- Ag 

Conover, Treas. A State shoot in September will probably be 

held at Newark. A gold medal will be provided. The next 
meeting of the association should be held on September 5 at 
the same place and hour, to receive the report of the different 

committees. To say (hat the meeting was a success says 

little, as the attention and ‘enthusiasm surpassed everythiax 

the most sanguine workers had hoped for. The N. J. State 

Association is an established fact, and great credit is due to 
the Jersey City Heights Gun Club and to all the clubs in gen- 

eral who so promptly aided them. As all the officers are well 

known and popular practical sportsmen, and some of the most 

influential citizens of the State are enrolled as members of the 

association, it is fo be hoped that summer ‘woodcoclk 

slaughtered will soon be a thing of the past in this State, and 
that equa! attention shall be devoted to the propagation of 
fish and game as to trap.shooting tournaments, and that the 
members may not forget the real noble purpose of the asso- 

elation, which was ably presented by President Eaton, 

Hoxrine Degr wirs Docs 1x MArne.—An old and ex- 
perienced guide sends us the following in regard to hunting 
deer with dogs. We should like to have the question freely 
discussed. The letter is dated at East Lowell, Maine, Au- 
gust 3: 

Mr, Hditor: A great many people say that hunting deer 
with dogs runs them out of the country; but I must say that 
those people know the least about if, and such talk has a bad 
effect on our legislatures. A great many sporting men cannot 
fet a deer without using a dog. The effect of a law to allow 
hunters to hunt deer with dogs in Maine would be ag follows : 
There would be parties from many of the States who would 
come to Maine to hunt, and they would employ guides to take 
them ont, and they would continuously be paying out money, 
for there is no market where our deer will bring us so much 
money as when killed by parties coming from other States. 
But as it is now, it is against the law to hunt with a dog, and 
we can only shoot during the months of October, November 
and December. Now, many persons do all they can to keep 
parties from hunting during these months, and go out them- 
selves after the snow gets deep and deer are nearly worthless 
and slaughter them by the hundreds, and no attention is paid to 
the law then. Now, 1 would like to have the public under- 
stand the true facts about this and have a law made and en- 
forced that would be of some benefit to us all, I don’t know 
of any better way than to have the matter talked up in your 
paper. I have hunted deer all ways for thirty years, and am 
willing to give you my experience, but would lilce to hear from 
some other hunters who haye hunted with dogs and know 
what deer will do when pursued by a dog. 

JonatHAN Daria. 

SPARE THE FIncERLINGs.—Holyoke, Mass., July 29.—Mr. 
Editor: I protest, in the name of civilization, against the 
murderous crusades incessantly waged against the trout in our 
streams. All the brooks in the Bay State are breeding grounds 
for trout, but no sooner does the poor fish reach its first birth- 
day than it is slaughtered in cold blood. Within a mile of 
this city flows a charming brook, with cool, clear waters and 
lovely scenery, where trout multiply marvelously. If it were 
left in peace for two or three years it would supply us with 
splendid fishing ; but no sooner is the law off than its banks 
are crowded by so-called sportsmen who fill their baskets with 
the trout, and thus the poor little fingerlings are murdered in 
their infancy by the thousand. Our representative in the leg- 
islature has been requested to put the law on it, the Rod and 
Gun Club, of Springfield, has been asked to moye, everything 
has been done that is possible to prevent the desecration, but 
to no good end. Now, mm the name of charitable humanity, 
[ protest: against it, and ask you to assist in holding up these 
fictitious *‘ sportsmen” to the derision and contempt of all 
honorable men. I£ they must fish, let them go to our noble 
river. There fine shad rise to the fly, and black bass in plenty 
can be taken; but let them hayé mercy on the poor little 
trout, as they may hope for it themselves. C. 

he Hifle. 
Matne—Kennebunk, Aug. 3.—Regular weekly practice of 

the K. F. and G. P. <A.; ten shots, 100 yards, off-hand; 
Creedmoor rules, Creedmoor-Massachusetts target : 

236 6 910 
Pus any S288 4 44 4 5S 
Pp, Se wee, 085485 35 4 S51 
crown pera aes Oe 
Brel elegans ih Ee ve 80.2 0 311 0 2 6 10-87 
TSWAC, GORS woe ibe sss cess cep ences De) f 2 My 4 : i at 
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Tanabe seesssssucrviesese eed SAB EOS OR Ra 
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Aug, 10.—Same conditions : 

Cushman... S444 6948 5 iu 
Baunders 1... .5,; 2422 0eecneee seeteees Peoeitidd ca 

Cloudman,....--....eee e+ ae PS a at : 4 4 sf sake g Hoe 

eee ROL Me. Or f§ 2 31310 §11 2 410-89 
Vermoxt—Burlington, Aug. 9.—Score made by A, M. 

Horner, of Burlington Rifle Club, on these grounds, Aug, 7, 
in a mateh for Wilkinson prize, with a Remington Creedmoor 
rifie: 
COURS Boece ed 64665 5 6 5 5—T2 
SV... s 65655 6 5 5 3-4 

1,000). sos ac eee ie ee 45656 6 5 5 6 5 45—T3—219 

I shot on Aug. 8 with a Remington Creedmoor rifle one 
and a quarter miles, and hit a stone four feet in diameter four 
times in succession. Mr. Horner uses a Remington rifle. 

A. B. WetTurren, Sec, B. R. C. 

South Vernon.—The twenty-first regular annual meet- 
ing of the National Rifle Club will be held at South Vernon, 
Vt., Sept. 3 and 4, 1878. A general invitation is extended to 
all interested in rifle shooting. WN. 5. Brooxway, Sec. 

MaAssacHuserrs— Walnut Hill, Boston, Aug. 7.—Fifth 
competition; long-range match - 800, 900, 1,000 yards : 

8 Wilder, fo 
ROD ese siniclecon oD 3 ii) 6 6 5 5 § 45 6 6 

56665565655 55 4 473 
85525 05 4.6 4 6 6 4—60—200 

5 Lewis, 
5355645 6 5 6 4 5 & 6—T1 
654835645 645 40 6 458 
454655 86 65 5 8 3 5 6—62—191 

J C Chadwell. 
3404545 465 55 5 5 5-f3 
$9445 555 565 56 5 5 4 4—65 
3428264 3 456 5 4 3 4—59—190 

J Smith, 
655556 45 6 5 5 6 5 6-3 
5-5 5338 5 36 5 44 6 5 5-87 
3440383 0 45 5 6 4 5 5 5—50—190 

OL Lee. 
O5854554¢55 5 5 5 565 
64545 6 6 6 5 d 5 db 5 5-70 
505650555 24 4 3 #53183 

W Morre. 
458466565503 5 6 8 2-5 
645450080 0 8 2 8 0-56 
484240843 42 4% 6 4—47—140 

dN Frye. 
4465685836665 55 5 5 6-68 
2533538 55555 6 6 
85 5 8 4 3 8 2 Withdrew, 

o eB Saturday, Aug. 10.—Amateur series, 200 yards : 
OM Jewéll....... epenttsssssessrescsaeyD € 6 46 6 6 4 5 445 
CM Meiggs..... secsovenssisssed 4 @ 4 4 6 5 5 & 5—42 
EB Southern, ...... b 6544654 4 4 5-43 
W E Gnerrier,...,..- 646548 465 G6 5-44 

Beda eG 44 4 448 
464446 4 4 4-42 
444646 4 3 5—42 
54445 6 4 3 4-42 
4464444 4 4-41 
6465444 4 4 8-42 
4845444 4 4-40 

ape WV ANTI sapien ebiaid deat ede ae omisb,. We 444653 446 4 3-0 
EEG War Oa ee eee dete ee tins sale 8356445 43 8 4 4—29 
J Nichols........ cosiecee, @ 424 4 S-d @ Bod “4—3s ste Se rtees 

No-cleaning match, 200 and 300 yards; possible 70. The 
no-cleaning match had a fair list of entries, the following- 
named gentlemen completing their record with the appended 
result, Messrs. Tyler and Jewell carrying off the honors, 
making 59 and 57, respectively, out of a possible 70 at both 
ranges : 

: 200 yards. $00 yarda. 
H Tylar. -...~ veered £5 4 4 4 4-30 4444656 4 4-29-59 
OMJewell.......4 44 £4 4 4—2B B44 4 5 6 ¢—29-87 
CM Méiggs,......4d 4 4 4 4 5 4—29 34425 4 #—25—54 
ES Bennelt......4 ¢ 4 4 ¢4 4 327 044 45 4 4—25—62 

Gardner, Aug, '7.—Gardner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack 
range. Distance 200 yards, off-hand. Two scores of ten 
shots each. Possible 240, Massachusetts ; 100, Creedmoor : 

Muss, Greed. Mass. Creed. Totals. 
ANAS OBONG, 2 ar omen ein aceat Be 104 46 102 46 206—9L 
HG Knowlton... re) 43 101 a4 200—8T 
Albert Robbins 100 43 98 44 198—87 
GR Pratt. 101 44 oF 41 195—S5 
GF Ellswort . 96 41 95 42 190—83 
Chester Hind: . 92 41 OT 42 159—85 
Gillman Brown » 36 49 101 a4 187—833 
Frank Nichojs......20sceeseaa0+ 90 43 91 40 1s7—83 
IN Dodge. ....ssseee as 5S 40 83 a4 1hAR—T4 
HSERIGTOG yes me tcausesd conten) 10 38 85 88 161—7T6 

Supstantian Riruz Pryzes.—There is one man in Med- 
ford, Mass., who is winning a warm chimney corner for 
himself the coming winter. He is the best shot in the Med- 
ford Amateur Rifle Association. When he has successfully 
proved himself a victor in the series of rifle matches held 
by the club every Friday during the month, he will receive 
a3 first prize a ton of coal. The other prizes are equally 
well worth trying for. The second is a case of mineral 
waters, the third a half barrel of crackers, and in the open- 
to-all contests are field glasses, powder and rifle cases, 

Cosnroricut—Stamford, Aug. 3.—South End Range; 
sweepstakes; 300 yards: 
Proyosti....584334345 4—38 3 4 4—84 

3344845 44-37 43 $—34 
443443444237 244-51 
633234443436 3.2 3—31 

Swartwout..453 293443 5—86 44 0—29 
Swords.....8 8 344448 3 4—35 23 2-95 
Proyost....4324538 44 Aa—35 2.3 3-21 

The second competition for the ** Bull’s-eye Bad e” took 
place on Wednesday, Aug. 7. Distance, yards; ten 
shots : 
Teackle....4445344444—40 Wergoson,.. 3853354 4 4—37 
Proyost.....3484444544-89 Swords,....64354388 43 3-35 
Swartwout..3 84844444538 Taylor..,..d404454 5 0 4-22 
Wilson,....t4 4444543 2 3-38 

Willowbrook, Aug. 10.—Long-range match: 
800 yds, 900 yds. 1,000 yds. Total, 

W 4H Binng.........-. Freie yee 48 46 141 
W Washburn ..-.....5-04-0- 8 a7 45 135 
EH Davison... 4B 45 45 188 
JB Atkins, . AT 43- 40 129 
CO Case 45 43 40 1283 
C Smith 46 ST 46 137 
¥F Wesse 46 41 a4 120 
J N Bishop 25 19 21 6 
J W Carleton...,........ ponpapteet a3 Ww 
S A Hubbard, .........-. aavewestt w 

Mid-range match = 
N Washbur: 
Q Smith 
CO Cas 

Jorp FV Chapin....$1 28 59 WE Watkins. -....,-. aL 20 §l 
Lient WM Clark... 29 28 87 ColP W Hudson....29 2 58 
~Lient 0 HPaughnan29 26 66 LieutG@ACornell,..25 15 4 
Lieut J LOsgood....28 26 64 WH McLeun....-....15 1b 933 

Any military rifle match : 
200 «500 =‘ 200 «500 TT 

CorpF V Chapin ...29 30 59 folP WHudgon.....25 28 56 
Lieut W M Clark....25 o9 53 F BE Watkins...-....26 a4 BO 
Capt Woodbridvye....31 26 5% WH MocLean....-.. 16 23 88 
Lieut J L Osgood....28 26 64 

In the military mfle match Capt. Woodbridge used a 
Borchardt Sharps rifle. ’ 

All-comers’ match, any rifle, 200 yards off-hand, seven 
shots: 
dW Carleton...-+.-seee den verd 481 J D Mark. scavene.-- ieee e ee ener Gh 
W W Tucker...... ....80 F H Willlams,. 
CO Gase.....-... J E Atkinson.. 
Capt J A Miller... O E Pillard.....,. 
W 4H Bions.. Henry McEnroe 
D L Seymoni James Johnson. . 
GW Snow . W L Palmer ao 34 
F F Stevens. .23 A J Gleason... ue 
AWhitone .. ooo eee cn ae o2) PE Sage... pecteneiaeees oe eh 

New Yorr—WVeuurk, Aug. 8, 9.—The Amateur Rifle Olub; 
first annual prize meeting. Noticeable among the names of 
the competitors was that of Mr, L. L. Hepburn, of Ilion, N. 
Y., one of the American team reserves of 1877, besides other 
prominent marksmen from Rochester, Watertown, Baldwins— 
ville and Memphis; and it is a further source of gratification 
to us to be able to retain under these circumstances so liberal 
a. proportion of the prizes at home. The programme for the 
8th: First competition, 200 yards off-hand, 10 rounds, two 
sighting shots, for $85 in five prizes: 
EB Bllott.... 42 RB Pomeroy.. 
¥ ATL... 42 WS Smith, dr. 
HP Vau Duse 41 H Humiston. 31 
H F Hatt. 40 W H Nicholo =-31 
F Garlock 
OB Rider 

Second comp Y 
ing shots, for a fine revolver presented by E. Remington & 
Sons, of Ihon, N. Y.; first prize valued af $20, and $20 in 
four prizes : 

Hepburn....... FOS RARER S55. 13 AG GALOS. 10. ceeeeeeeee senna bl 
Oe hitone . He Anmiston.....sccesavecaes see sil 
EB Elliott.. M Cooper............--« weree es OD 
L Eggleston..... KB Pomeroy......-.-.+-- 
WSsmith, Jr-. .....67 W H Nicholoy, : 
W F Nutten .... oe BS HF Hart.... 
F Garlock.......-. sane 63 F Chapman... 

The competition of the 9th was for a special 
presented by Sharps Rifle Co,, 

129 W8 Smith, Jr......56 | 61 67 «62 
patella 2 SS 197 EB Biliotv.......,.00 44 i 

W F Nutten 66 55 121 FGarlock..........61 38 99 

AO Gates. « 66 48 114 WHNivholoy......62 46 98 

LEggleston......65 56 ii H Humiston,.......8% 36 x] 



FORBES! AND SIREAM, 
NE 

OCrrmpMoor, Avy, 10,—Nationdl Giardsmen'a Match, 
open only to members of the National Guard ; distances, 300 
and 600 yards; seven scoring shots sf eauh range; weapon, 
military rifles, State model, Wollowing is the score : 

S00 60n ‘EY soo eto ) 
OF Esgl6..--jecene25 23 409 WAFreneli.........)7 a 4d 
James RoOss.-........ 22 «96 «47 «We Gurduer..... .J9 98 42 
JRE Bayley........49 28 46 Gant WC Reddy....20 1h 38 
FCWcbewee..:.....24 2) 45 Capi Jd DL Price, 1 15 ‘24 
EW Prive....-cs.--25 20 dG WS Suilth,....- 1s 34 

The seyenth competition for the ‘‘Skirmishers'’’ Match) 
was next in order. The distances were from 500 to 200 yards; 
five shots per man, advancing ond retreating, each shot to be 
fired within the space of thirty seconds. The hest.scores 
were as follows, the highest attainable number being 50 
points : 

Advances, Retreat, Total, 
FGMcLewee .. p25. 21 16 BT 
J RB s#ayley.. 19 37 
W Ss smith... WW 36 
WA Freuch..... ag 1 30 
Capt. W GC Refldy...,....-. ie ese 13 Ww at 
Capt.J L Pricé@.-s.aestssses.es--- <1 16 ict 80 
HW Brits.) lia, tk antl? 12 24) 
CH Wagie.. . «lll 13 23 
James Ross... nuh 12 Os 
J W Gardner.. wll 18 25 

13,—The ranges were 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, and the scores 
made were as follows: R. Rathbone, 73, 70, 70—213; H. FP. 
Clark, 68, 73,63—204; T, 2, Dudley, 66, 66, 56—188 ; Homer 
Fisher, 66, 62, 57—185: P, G, Doughty, 71, 70, 45—186, 

Scorzs in Tam Tram Conresy.—Mr. Wditer: Pardon me 
for saying that I think you haye been misinformed in re- 
gard fo there being any feeling amony those who are com- 
peting for a place on the team of 1878, with regard toa sup- 
posed indifférence to our exertions by the N. hh. A. It 
wonld be a convenience to us, of course, to have a scorer, 
but we feel greatly complimented by the confidence placed 
In us in trusting us to keep and send in our own scores. Be- 
sides, whenever it has been necussary for us to refer directly 
io the officers of the N, R. A, for anything, we have uni- 
formly been treated with the most generous courtesy. We 
have no claim on them for 4 scorer, Lam sorry to intrude 
upon your time and patience with this note, but the above 
is certainly due to the officers of the Association, aud in par- 
ticular to Judge Stanton, tlie President. 8. T. C.D. 

July 10, 1878. 
We do no} mean in the least to cast discredit on the N. R. 

A, or its officers, but public interest in regard to the select- 
ing of members of the teams has yery much slackened, and 

as chroniclers of that opinion we only stated the facts, 

ZertLer OLwe.—The fourth annual prize contest, open to 
all comers, for prizes aggregating $250, will he held at the 
Union Hill Schiuetzen Park, Aug, 27. Entries may be made 
at the Zettler headquarters, 205 Bowery, and at the Park 
during: the match. 

Pouicemen at THE Bot'rs.—The Twenty-eighth Precinct 
Gun Clib, composed of the second platoon of the aboye- 
named precinct, and, itis said, the first of its kind in the 
police force, held its first target excursion on Friday at Wash- 
ington Park. <A 100 yards range was marked out, and three 
silver medals, raised by subscription among the members of 
the club, were shot for. Officer Woods won the first prize, 
Detective Wilson the second, and Roundsman Martin the 
third. Thisisa most laudable undertaking if it shall give 
the officials good aim and steady nerves. The numerous 
highwaymen “gangs” who have made themselves so notori- 
ous during the last few weeks, might take the place of targets 
some night. 

Briopine Mr, ©, E. Buypensuren Goon-By.—On Thurs- 
day evening, Aug. 1,a number of friends of Mr. Blydenbureh 
assembled at the Grand Hotel to offer their kindest wishes to 
the young rifleman, who leayes New York for an indefinite 
period, having accepted the position of ‘Territorial Assayer of 
Wyoming. Some twenty-five gentlemen, mostly members of 
the New York Rifle Club, of which Mr. Blydenburgh was 
Captain, with a few representatives of the press, were present. 
Appropriate speeches, eloquent with good will, were made by 
Commodore Cheever, Mr. J. 8. Conlin, Mr. O'Donnel, Mr. 
Dunlap and most everyone present. The sentiment manifested 
in all the speeches was one of regret, as it was felt thar not 
only among rifle circles the departure of Mr. Blydenbureh 
would be a seyere loss to New York, but that aside from his 
skill on the range, the captain of the leading rifle feam pos- 
sessed many other sterling qualities, which would make his 
absence marked. With the regrets of the gentlemen present 
were, however, mingled the kindest wishes for Mr. Blyden- 
burgh’s future success. We shall undoubtedly hear from Mr. 
Blydenburgh when at Waywlins, and itt was pleasantly re- 
marked by the representative of the New York Herald, as 
their Captain had shot off a great many loads, no doubt he 
would fire away at asecond Comstock load before long. With 
Mr. Blydenburgh’s record on the field, and his pluck and 
courage, there ig no doubt but that uhe Raylinites will soon 
appreciate those merits which made him so popular in New 
York, 

Jersey Scuurtzen Corrs—August 18.—Union Hill was 
well filled on the occasion of the sixteenth annual match. At 
the ring target, David Miller was four points in advance of his 
highest competitor, the register standing: Miller, 74; KR, 
Spitz, 70; H, Oehbl, 70; John Kaschen, 68: G. Tonlen, 67; 
J. W- Schneider, 67; H. Raschen, 66; William Klein, 64; 
WN, Crusius, 64, The target of honor registered the following 
pace in fayor of the following marksmen: Henry Oehl, (i6 ; 

ayid Miller, 62; IW. Orusinus, 55; Captain Ermisch, 64; 
Charles Robe, 54; August Boemecke, 53; Frederick Horst- 
man, 53; M. Dorler, 52; Hermann Rascher, 51; B. Lipp- 
mann, 61; A. Zeugner, 51. Out of a possible 75, on the target 
of honor, H, Oech! has thus far made 66, D. Miller 62, Nic, 
Orusius 55, Captain Ermisch 64, Charles Rahe 54, August 
Boemecke 53, Fred, Hortsmann 52, H. Raschen 41, B. Lieb- 
mann 51 and A. Zevgner51. At the man target, Tuesday, 
the highest scores were, oul of a possible 30: John Schneider 
29, John Raschen 27, RK. Spitz 27, Phil. Klein 26, G. Joiner 
26, Hermann Raschen 25, FP. Broadway 25, Nic. Crusius 24, 
D. Miller 24, and R. Dehl 24. President Ermiseh hit the last 
bull’s-eye and won $1. ‘The festivities will continue to-day. 
There will he a grand coronation and a banquet in the even- 
ng. A report will he given in our next issue,, 

Dr. Ganver.—Exhibitions were given at Albany, N. Y., 
Aug. 6 and 7; Saratoga, N. ¥., Aug. 9; Sing Sing, Aug, 10; 
Syracuse, Aug. 12. ‘The attendance at all of the exhibitions 
Was large. — 

Wirs 4 Bannarb.—At the regular match of the Bergen 
Point Rifle Association Ma, J. F, Rathyen, of Port Richmond, 
made tha extraordinary score of 49 out of 50 in ten shots, and 
followed it with 46 out, of 50, thus making 95 out of 100 in 
tats shots, without cleaning between shots. He uses a 

allard, 

Aacoustise FoR Unaccountasies.—Mr, Hditer; Hyver 
since breech-loading rifles have been used with the paper- 
patched bullets, there has been now and then an ‘* unacconnt- 
ible” shot that has troubled many a good rifleman, and many 
a score has been lost by one or more bad shots. In the Foruar 
AND Srream, of July 25, is an account of a fine score (with the 
exception of one accountable) made by D, MeGregor, at Glen 
Alger Range, Harrisville, Mich., 119 out of a possible 125, 
He says; ‘‘ The miss on the fourteenth shot I cannot account 
for; seemed to have a good sight and pull off; have before 
hud the same experience—all low and falling short of the 
target. Perhaps some brother sportsman can tell me where 
the kink is,” I have had the same experience, but have, with- 
out any doubt in my mind, discovered the “kink.” When 
shooting over a 1,000-yard range for practice, and making 
bull's-eyes right along, I had a miss, the shot falling short and 
drifting with the wind. Being partly convinced as to the 
cause, | went to the spot where the bullet struck, and there 
found just what 1 expected—that was, nearly all of the paper 
patch, which had followed the bullet. Since then I have 
found two patches where the bullet struck when they were 
called ‘‘unaccouutables." My remedy for this difficulty is 
sure, Haye your bullets soft enough, or, if they are hard, 
have the paper pitch short enough, so that the bullet will take 
the grooves the full length of the patch, no farther, That will 
start the patch enough so that it will leave the bullet as soon 
ag it leaves the barrel. With a hard bullet and long patch, 
and a light charge of powder, you will be sure to get ‘tunac- 
countables,” J use one part tin to sixteen parts lead for 550 
grain bullet, 105 grains powder. JoserH Brayton. 

Lakeville, Conn., August 1. 

Mr. Parnow snp Mz. Your av DusszLporr,—The follow- 
ing extracts,from 4 letter written by Mr. Farrow, dated Dus- 

seldorf, Germany, July 30, we donot publish with pleasare. We 
regret to say it tells of discourtesi¢s, which we hardly think Mr- 

Farrow, as # representative American rifleman, should haye 

suffered. It might be well if some of the German riflemen in 
their country could learn manners from our adopted Teutonic 
citizons. He writes: 

The fest is over and 1 gn. most heartily disappointed, both 
at our reception and treatment here. If our reception at 
Wimbledon was merely civil, here it was not even polite. 
After coming over 3,000 miles we might have been thought 
deserving of some little attention. Our lettersfrom the North 
American Bund were merely glanced at and returned to us. 
No place was assigned fo us in the procession. We were in- 
yited to none of the banquets. We were interfered with while 
shooting at the principal target. We were not allowed to 
shoot at the targets when the fest prizes were to be contended 
for. Yohr made a 25 to start with. Just as he was aiming 
his second shot one of the controllers spoke to him, saying, 
‘Your rifle is not according to the rules,” and detained him 
to argue the question. Now that man must have known that 
our rifles were examined by the committee and had been 
passed and sealed. He might haye overlooked this, but the 
same thing was practiced on me at the field targets. I had a 
19 to start with (20 is the centre), when one of the shooting 
masters, named Deckers, came to me, and, as he must have 
known that I was an American and could not speak German, 
he seized my rifle, and I was told ‘‘It was too heavy.” 1 
pointed to the seal of the controller and asked if that was not 
sufficient. ‘‘No, that did nof amount to anything; he was 
bound to know all abont it himself.” My rifle was carried out 
of the room, and, after it was found allright, I pointed to my 
medal and asked him if he thought I should have traveled so 
many thousand miles to try and win by fraud. His reply, 
as translated to me, was that he did not care forme or my 
medal. Of course this annoyed me exceedingly, and may 
have possibly affected my shooting. 
We translate from the New York Staats Zeitung of the 13th 

the following portion of a letter addressed to that journal by 

its foreign correspondent : 

Messrs: Farrow and Yohr, of New York, each received a 
handsome gold watch. The American shots always had a 
close gathering of people about them, wondering at their ab- 
solute certainty. Messrs. Farrow and Yohr felt rather disap- 
pointed that they could not enter for the higher prizes. Ac- 
cording to the rules in vogue, however, nly members of the 
German Schuetzenbund were permitted to compete on the 
target ‘t Deutschland,” and, as the gentlemen in question were 
not members, they could not prove their abilities in this field. 
The committee might in this case have made an exception in 
favor Of the visitors, especially as in America every shot, no 
matter to which ‘“ Verein” he may belong, 1s permitted to 
compete al any and all meetings. At any rate, Mr. Farrow 
proved that we understand how to shoot in America, and has 
maintained the honor of American shotsin a high degree. 
His performances are all the more praiseworthy, as all the 
shooting was done without any artificial rest. 

Vor Pranopy-Mantint Rrrvz.—Of the efficiency of the 
Peabody-Martini rifle it is sufficient to say that as a military 
arm it has obtained the highest reputation for solidity, 
accuracy and long-range. It helped to make the contest be- 
tween the Russians and Turks so terrible to the former, 
as the arms used by the latter were those made by the Proyi- 
dence Tool Company. One great peculiavity of the rifling 
used in the Peabody-Martini is the Henry system. There are 
seyen long grooves of peculiar shape, with a sharp twist, one 
turnin twenty inches. Now, we are frequently asked in re- 
gard to the rifling and twist necessary for an Express rifle for 
sporting purposes. ‘The principle that is used for the rifles 
made by the Providence Tool Company is precisely the one 
required for using an Express bullet. With asnificient charge 
of powder, and the proper Express bullet, the most powerful 
impact can be produced by this rifle. We especially recom- 
mend the Kill-Deer pattern, a rifle designed for use on the 
plains for hunting large gume. Its range is from 100 to G00 
yards. With a calibre of .45, anda weight of 8 or 9 pounds, 
28-inch barrel, it uses a cartridge containing 70 grains of 
powder, with a bullet of 405 grains. The match rifle, a 
superb arm, burns from 100 to 116 grains of powder with a 
builet of 550 grains, calibro .44. If an idea is wanted of the 
durability of the service arm, and all the rifles are made with 
precisely the same mechanism, suffice to say that with the 
regular military rifle, Turkish model, 200,000 service charges 
|(cach charge Deing of 85 grains of powder) were fired from 
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one and the same rifle without injury to breech mechanism 
and without impairing in the least the efficiency of the piece, 
In form the Peabody-Martini is compact and graceful, and 
the working parts are ag simple as they are solid. We are 
quite certain that for sportsmen in the West this rifle is par- 
ticularly the one specially adapted for the field, will be 
found wonderfully accurate and effective. 

ee 

DRIFT IN RIFLES. 

Lerner rrom §ir Huyry Sv. Joun HAanrorp. 

_ Believing that a knowledge of the comparative drift of 
rifles might be of interest, we addressed Sip Henry st. J. 
Halford on the subject. General Wingate in his last edition 
gave us the drift of the Springfield rifle (new nindel, 45 
calibre, 70 grains powder, hardened bullet, 405 grainy) 
as twenty-five inches at 400 yards, or something over 
four feet in 1,000 yards. In the Sharps rifiés, in their direc- 
tions foy practice, they print: ‘The rotation of the bullet 
causes if Lo drift slightly to the right, and an additional al 
lowance of say .03 at 800 and .05 al 1,000 yards, should be 
made for wind from the left greater than for wind trom the 
right.” The following is dated at Wiston, Leicester, Eng- 

land, July 29: 
Eprror Forms, anp Stream: 
No apology is necessary in writing to me on rifle matters, 

Lam always ready to answer questions to the best of my 
ability, and glad to receive information, Ido not find that 
the drift of the modern match rifle is more than about two 
feet af 1,000 yards, and no doubt some small portion of 
this is due to enrth rotation. I found the drift from Whit. 
worth hexagonal rifles was about three feet. Melford’s 
2,000 yards rifle, taking 150 grains of Curtis & Harvey's No. 
§ and a 700 grain percussion shell, did not appear to baye 
any drift at either 1,000 or 2,000 yards. As far as I have 
observed, the drift is the same in England whether one 
shoots north, south, east or west. No doubt south of the 
Equator it would be more or less compensated by earth rota- 
lion, as it would have to be deducted from the total amount 
while here it is added to it. : , 

I need only add that at the time this question was 
searched into great pains were taken Lo insure the verticality: 
of the sights by delicate spirit levels, and that the rifles 
were carefully shot at twelye yards to get a true Starting 
point. Believe me, yours truly, H. Sr. J. HAtrorn, 

++ ——____ 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

LONG-RANGE SHOOTING ON GAME, 

BY T, 8. VAN DYKE, 

HERE are few subjects about which more extravagant 

nonsense has been shed from tongues and quills than 
about the performances of hunters and experts with the 
rifle; and certain forms of exaggeration haye become so 

stereotyped that many good hunters and writers, who really 

know better, unconsciously follow them. Much delusion 

has been dispelled by the more philosophical procedure of 
the past four years In the history of rifle shooting; but 

a large amount of if has, instead of being destroyed, been 
only driven to another place of refuge. Few persons would 

venture now to write or talk about driving nails by the 

dozen at even thirty yards, instead of 100 as formerly ; but 
since the great impetus lately given to long-range target 

shooting, and the remarkable achievements therein, there 
has been a proportionate increase in the extravagance of the 
talk about killing game at long-ranges, until a man would 
now be almost ashamed to write about killing a deer under 
mae 200 yards at the least. 

ow, in the name of a sound sporting philosophy, let us 
stop this and have the truth. If, either titoeea teers 
rifles, sights, or natural difficulty of estimating distance, we 
cannot with any approach to certainty kill came beyond. 200 
yards, let us by all means acknowledge it, and either ac- 
commodate ourselves to it or tty im some way to overcome 
the hindrance. For the sake of the beginners, let us not be 
talking about knocking over game, as a matter of course, at 
400 and 500 yards, when we can’t do if on an average more 
than once in half a dozen times. iz 
Now, no one need point to the superior range of the 

breech-loader as a proof that any great improvement has 
been made in killing game at long‘distances, su far as the 
throwing of a single ballis concerned. ‘Che whole superior- 
ity of the breech-loader (I except the Creedmoor rifles from 
this) oyer the ‘‘ Old Kentucky” lies in the preat ease with 
which the heayy ball that was always necessary for good 
shooting at over 160 yards may now be introduced. The 
art of making a rifle do accurate shooting at mid-ranges 
was as weli (though not as universally) understood many 
years ago as it 1s How, and there is many an “ Old Kentuck” 
in the backwoods to-day that, loaded with a well-patched 
heavy ball, mounted with the same sights and fired by the 
same hand as tlie breech-loaders, would muke the score of 
some of our best ‘‘ sporting ” rifles look a little slim all the 
way up to 500 yards, and I fear even some of the Creedmoor 
rifle owners would begin to wonder, when compared even 
witha Creedmoor rifle. Beyond 500 or 600 yards the breech= 
loader might be ahead on account of the difticulty of patch- 
ing for the muzzle-loaders (in the old way, with linen cireu- 
lar patch) a ball heavy enough for a yery long Hight, The 
breech-loader’s superiority tor killing game lies entirely in 
its rapidity of fire, an advantage which, to my iind, far 
oultwéeigha every other considerations, 50 log as if is not too 
inaccurate. But it leayes the question—How far can game 
be killed ?—just where it was before, 
Now, the way im which about three-quarters of all the 

tremendously long shots we hear nbout are made is simply 
this; The hunter sees a deer ut a long distance, looking 
about the size of a fawn, He shoots and drops him perhaps 
ati the first sight; or, what is much more likely, he shoots 
two or three or four limes, and the deer, instead of runnine- 
away, only jumps a tew steps ov stands still until le gets 
the range. But when he drops! ‘* Gr-v-r-eat Cy-e-e-e-sar ! 
what i shot Y exclaimed the delighed shooter ; ‘* 400 yards, 
by jingo!” This he fully believes, for he does not. measure 
the ground, and by the time he gets home he has actually 
persuadéd himself that it was 450, and when he comes to 
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tell about it he adds another 100 yards to it to be sure of do- 
ing himself full justice. Now, the fact is that the deer was 
just about 200 yards, and the man either had no idea of dis- 
tance, or took Ho time either before or after shooting to Lools 
over the intervening ground, or else it was of a nature to 
deceive him if he did. He only knows that he made a very 
fine long shot, and jumps at the distance through a faucy 
already miseuided by the stereotyped forms of exaggera- 
tion to which he has been accustomed. But in the main 
fact—that he made a long shot, he is eminently correct, for 
200 yards is a long shot on a deer with any rifle and on any 
ground, except the open plain, and it’s a mighty good shot 
é6yen then. 
A good way to judge of what can be done in this way is 

to look over the 200-yard scores of the best Creedmoor off 
_ hand riflemen; and here I may say, notwithstanding the 

popular belief to the contrary, that these scores are as good 
average scores as can be made by any one. The unoques- 
tionable superiori'y of the ‘ Leather-Stocking” m shooting 
on game is because he can shoot about as well on game as he 
can at a target, which the mere target rifleman, howeyer ex- 
pert, cannot do for want of the coolness and knowledge of 
some tew points, which he can acquire only by experience 
in the field, Now, take the best of these scores, and recol- 
lect that it requires a 5-shot to kill with certainty ; that 
_nearly one-half of the 4-shots will miss a deer, or only brealc 

his leg ; that almost every 3-shot will miss him, and tbat the 
Test are worthless. Bear in mind, too, that these scores are 

made at a distance already known to a foot, and witha 

sight set to within one-hundredth of an inch at the greatest, 

and generally much closer, both of which conditions are un- 

attainable in the field. Remember, also, that the white 

bull's-eye of eight inches, on a dark round, is easier to hit 

than a twelve-inch one of the color of gate on the back- 
ground upon which (except on snow) it is generally seen. 
Now, the lony-range ball (which it is almost indispensable 

to use in our .44 calibres to have weight enough to be effect- 

ive on large game in all positions) begins to fall perceptibly 
from the line of the level sights at about 70 yards; at 100 

yards 18 down some eight or ten inches; at 150 yards is 

from twenty to twenty-five inches below, and is then 

dropping about ten inches for the next twenty-five yards, 

and this drop rapidly increases. Exception will, I know, be 

taken to hese figures, which I do not claim to he perfectly 

exact. But before any one proceeds to ‘bounce ™ me for 

my audacity in making such an assertion, I would suggest 

that he try the experiment at measured distauces, with rifle 

sighted and held as he would sight and hold it to cuta 
squirrel’s head at thirty paces. 

This drop of the heavy ball cannot he overcome to any 

useful extent by increasing the charge of powder. I have 

never fired a Creedmoor rifle, yet I will venture to say, both 

upon principle and analogy, that its ball will fall seven 

inches at least at 100 yards, and I believe more, and at 150 

yards will fall at least eight inches in twenty-five yards. 

The result of this drop is that at 200 yards a mistake of 

twenty-five yards either way, in the estimate of your dis- 

tance, will cause you to miss a deer or aatelope nearly 

every lime, or ouly break a foreleg (though, perhaps, both 

legs), Any one who knows the extreme case with which a 

mistake of twenty-five yards in 200 may be made, even on 

open ground, with plenty of time to look over the inter- 

vening space, can readily see the difficulty of ayoiding it in 

rough, brushy, hilly or timbered ground. And both the 

drop of the ball, and the difficulty of estimating distance, 

increase constantly with the distance, the latter trouble in- 

creasing at a geometrical ratio. ; 

That very long shots on game are ocvasionally made is he- 

ond question, and there are three ways in which itis done: 

Hicat, by ‘‘scratch” shots; second, by game standing for 

sighting shots ; and third, by skill in the calculation of dis- 

tance, wind, etc. By scratch shots I mean such as Judge 

Gildersleeve speaks of in a late letter to the Forgst AnD 

Srrmam—killing a duck at half a mile. Just ten years ago 

last December | killed one out of two fish-ducks at the foot 

of Lake Pepin, Minn., at over that distance at the very first 

shot. Five months later I fired ata bunch of gulls on a 

gand-bar, that were huddled in a space of about ten feet, and 

killed two with one ball. The bar was half a mile up the 

river by the bank, and about 500 yards from shore at that 

point. Both these shots were seen by several persons. 

They were made with a .40-cal, Maynard—a rifle which can- 

not to-day be beaten or easily equalled by anything of its 

calibre and weight. Now, I have no doubt that just such 

shots have been made by everyone who has shot much with 

a long or mid-range gun, and there is no reason for donbt- 

ine them ; but when you come to draw any inference from 

them I protest. They prove scarcely anything, except the 

distance lo which the rifle will throw the ball. Until a man 

éan make such shots at least once in five or six times, they 

must be considered mere scratch shots, unworthy of con- 

sideration, even though a considerable element of skill en- 

teredintotbem. Talways looked upon the two shots above- 

mentioneil as pure accidents, as much as if 1 had carved off 

the head of a flying bird by throwing a jack-knife at it, 

although I must confess that I didn’t say so to the by- 

slanders. yA 8 tae, 

The second way is by game standing for sighting shots. 

Where game is hunted but little, where you can get high 

above it, where the nature of the ground is such Lhal the 

echo will bother it and it does not sce you ; and often, if it 

does see you, but can't make out what you are, it will 

stand either entirely still, while three or four balls strike 

over or under it, or else will only jump a few steps at each 

- ghot. In such a case the advantage of the breech-loader 

over a muzzle-loader, which might be a trifle more accurate, 

js immense, Ihave in this way killed several deer at 800 

yards, one at 850, and broken a Jeg on another at half a mile. 

But when a man does such things he generally takes good 

care not to tell how many sighting shots he fired before he 

hit it; and in the present case I shall follow the prevailing 

fashion, exccpt to say that each time there were two iools 

well met, and the deer happened to be the biggest fpol of 

thetwo. Iran the risk of losing eyery one, and could have 

got them more certainly in another way. ~ 

The next way is by skill in the calcuiation of distance. 

Upon open ground, with a few seconds of time, it is com- 

paratively easy for an experienced shot, with a good rifle 

and proper sights, to calculate distance, four times out of 

five, close enough to hit a deer or antelope up to nearly 200 

yards. ‘This skill may be so cultivated as to make one 

pretty sure at 200, and sure enough to be worth trying at 

200 yards. Por elk I should think fifty or seventy-five yards 

might be added to these figures, and for buffalo another 

fifty or seventy-five, And these I consider the extreme out- 

side ranges for practical game shooting, although where 

there is slight hope of getting closer, and firing will not dis- 

turb other game, it would, of course, be advisable to try it 
much further. But when you come to estimate distance up 
hill, down hill, through timber and over timber, through 
brush or over brush, across canyons, ridges, etc., ic becomes 
a vastly different matter. There is, of course, no telling 
what could be done by the expenditure of barrels of ammuni- 
tion, but I believe that nothing short of an extraordinary ex- 
penditure of ammunition and patience will enable a man to 
estimate distance upon such ground closely enough in the 
limited time it must generally be done to hit a deer at 200 
yards at the first shot over one-half the time. No matter 
what your skill in one kind of ground, your gauge uncon- 
sciously shifts when you come to another kind. specially 
is this the case in the mountains. The gauge you use to day 
in the plain, fails you to-morrow in the foot-hills; and the 
ange you adopt in the low foot-hills is too small when you 
are among the larger ones, and your standard for them fails 
again when among the high peaks. Byron, speaking of the 
interior of St. Peter's, at Rome, says: 

“Its erandenr overwhelms thee not; 
And why? Itis not lessened, but thy mind, 
Expanded by the genins of ihe spot, 
Has prown colossal 1” 

Who, that has been among mountains, has not felt this and 
been astonished at the eyer-shifting deceptiveness of height 
and distances? And now arises a very important question: 
When shall I risk a long shot or try to get closer? Circum- 
stances vary so that a satisfactory answer is of course impos- 
sible. If game has taken the alarm it is generally advisable to 
crack away at it, unless the wind is mght and nature of the 
ground is such that you can keep out of sight, semicircle and 
get around or above it without losing much time. Where 
game is not alarmed and the country is at: all rolling, any real 
good hunter, shad with moccasins (as he should be) can get 
within one hundred yards of deer four times out of five, unless 
under special circumstances, such as crusty snow, thick or dry 
brush or leaves, etc. Iam ‘fno slouch” on guessing distance 
and shooting up to four hundred yards, yet for every deer I 
have bagged at over one hundred and fifty yards, by virtue of 
haying sn accurate mid-range rifle, I am sure I have lost three 
by being beguiled into opening fire and scaring them away at 
the first shot, when, if I had kept still, 1 could have got much 
closer. If I had always had a rifle that would, I knew, not 
shoot an inch beyond one hundred and fifty yards, I should 
have killed more deer than I eyer have by twenty-five per 
cent. So firmly convinced haye I become of this, that I long 
ago. adopted this rule, which Iwould suggest to every be- 
finner, not only as a rule that will insure him more game, but 
also make him afer more sisillful still hunter. The rule is 
this—never shoot at game beyond one hundred and fifty yards 
if there is one chance in three of getting forty or fifty yards 
closer, and whenever you are in any doubt as to whether to 
raise your sights or not, always keep them down, with the 
single exception of shooting across water or 8 broad bottomed 
canyon from the hills above, in which Cases you are more 
likely to under-estimate than over-estimate distance. 

The long-range delusion rests almost entirely upon mistaken 
ideas of distance, game (especially in timber) almost invari- 
ably appearing about twice as far to most people as it really is. 
Nearly all are deceived by it at first, and many never can get 
over the tendency to be deceived. One thing that confirms 
the fallacy in the minds of many is this: Let any man who is 
anything of a shot and knows anything about distance, fire a 
good long or mid-range rifle at any far off object either on 
land or water. ‘Two chances to one the ball strikes just over 
it or just below it and ricochets into or just over it. 

“ Jupiter!” exclaims a bystander, * that was a mighty 
close call! How that would have tickled a deer! Eh?” 
“You bet,” says the shooter, really believing it. 
Now here are two mistakes. First, it wasn’t a ‘‘ close call,” 

for, though the variation seemed but a few inches, it was 
really a fewfeet. Secondly, even if it were a close eall, if 
there is any one fact ubout rifle shooting which may be con- 
sidered established beyond dispute, it is that ‘‘close calls” 
will not kill game, That requires a bull’s eye every time. It 
Is almost needless to add that the difficulty of long-range 
shooling cannot be helped much by using a telescope sight. 
Thongh yery good to hit marks that would be nearly invisible 
throuzh common sights, it is just as necessary to know your 

distance in order to adjust it, and it cannot help you much, if 
any, inthis. In timber it had better be kept off, as it is diffi- 
cult to find your game through it unless the light is very good. 
It might be used, however, to adyantage by some of our long 
rapgé performers to draw the game up close enough to allow 

them to reach it before it spoiled, though eyen then I should 

recommend the use of salted bullets to make sure of its pre- 

servation.. 
I have just seen the article of ‘ Viator,” in Formst anp 

Srreaw of Feb. 7, on ‘ Double-Barreled Rifles.” Such a rifle 

and ball as he there describes would increase by some seventy- 

five yards the distance at which one may shoot, with a preat 

approach to certainty of hitting, and, paradoxical 45 it may 

seem, would bea longer range hunting rifle than one that 

would throw a ball double the distance it can. The distance 

at which we can shoot without raising sights, using high set 

sights, taking coarse front sights or holding over game (all 

equally delnsive and vexatious), would be vasily increased, 

while it would shoot well enough at five hundred yards to 

take the conceit out of any target shot who thinks he can do 

as well at that distance on a target with hair on it as he can 

ona bald target. It would also preatly increase the distance 

at which ronning game can be hit without holding ahead of it, 

as well as diminish the distance necessary to huld ahead when 

too far or going too fast to hold it, Such arifle has long been 

my Leau ideal of a true hunting Tifie, and I have always be- 

jiéved, as Viator seems to, that it will be the sporting rifle of 

the future if it can be made at a moderate price. For two 

years Lhaye been trying to get such a rifle made in this 

country. Nichols & Lefever have for some time been making 

me one, and when finished J will give an an account of its per- 

formance. 
—— +8 

Ax Exzaanr Suoomme Surr.—For an elegant and service 

able dress for a sportsman, we recommend most particularly, 

not only the material, but the neatness and convenience of 

the suit made by F. L. Sheldon, of Rahway, N. J. Just such 

a suitis pow in our office. 1t is of arich brown velvet cor- 

duroy, and made to last. There is no possible use of making 

up a suit of clothes so that when a man gets into it he looks 

like an animated meal-bag. .As we are well acquainted with 

the gentlemen for whom the clothes were made—who is go- 

ing to take down the entire West in pigeon, glass ball and 

prairie chicken shooting—\he elegance of his apparel will, no 

add to his already fascinating appearance. Shelton’s sporting 

suits will stand all kinds of usage. They are made by a prac- 

tical man, and are wonderfully convenient. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR AUGUST, 

Woodcouk, Philohela minor. Red-bicked sanriptper, or ox-bird, 
Black: bellied pjover, ox-eye, Sgua- ‘Ty inga americang, 

tarala helvetica. M Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Limosa fevoa, pe plover, Zgialitis semtpalma-~ 

Us. 
Stiit, or long-shanks, Limca 

nigrivollia, : Sth 
Red-breasied snipe, or dowltcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus. 

Willet, Totanua semipalmatus. 
Tatler, Votamus mialanolencts, 
Yellow-shanks, Totwnus Jlavipas. 

‘Bay birds” peterally, including variows species of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oyster-catener, surf one Sie hinghe bere tg 
ete., coming under the group Limacule or Store Birds. Many Siater 
permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shouting after Angust 15. 

Game Av THE West.—The coming shooting season is 

most promising for all kinds of game, and the coming Bench 

Show and Field Trial in Minnesota are attracting a large num- 
ber of Hastern sportsmen, who will find an abundance of 

prairie chickens, plover, mallard, teal, wood ducks, etc. 

Deer are most abundant in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michi- 

gan. 'The best localities in Wisconsin may be reached by the 

Wisconsin Central Railroad, between Phillips and Ashland, 
and by the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad heyond Hl- 
roy: in Michigan, north of Reed City, and by the Flint and 
Pere Marquette Railroad, between Reed City and Saginaw. 
The Northwestern branches also penetrate to many desirable 

shooting grounds. 

Quesro—Matapedia, Aug. 6.—Ruffed grouse and other 
small game is very plenty in this vicinity, and signs of moose 
cariboo and bear are reported to be numerous within a short 
distance of Frazer's Hotel, STANSTEAD. 

New Hampsureer—Ceorgeville, August 5.—The forests here- 
abouts are filled with grouse, and there are great numbers of 
duck in Lake Memphremagog during August and September. 
Later in the fall wild geese are to be had. D. W. A. 

MaAssacuuserrs— Wareham, Aug, 9.—Shooling prospect: 
are very good for this season. . Quins sneaks . 

Salem, August 12.—A sickle-bill curlew wus picked 
day last week on Buffum street, Lynn; had ee hit oH 
finally fell exhausted. Among the birds recently brought to 
bag by friends and myself haye been summers, snipe, prass- 
birds and some peeps, as usual. Uplands are in evod order 
but will be better ina week. Rainy weather makes it better 
for gunners, as I think showery weather makes birds move 
after or between them, 7. ¢. if there are any ¢n route for the 
South. Am going out this afternoon, if weather allows, to 
try some uplands in Gallow’s Hill pastures. Grounds bang- 
up for Wilson snipe. R. LN, 

Nantucket, Aug. 10.—Birds are coming along in fair 
bers. Thursday I went up harbor and "made a fair bag of 
curlew and yellow-legs. JAOK Ovrew, 

Monomonao Srorting Crte.—The annual election of of- 
ficers of the Monomonae Sporting’ Club of Gardner, Mass 
last week, was as follows: Pres,, Aaron Greenwood ; Vicee 
Pres., John D. Edgell ; Executive Committee, Thomas Green- 
wood, George Nichols, Marcus Wright. The club will start 
ape. its annual excursion September 3, and be absent ten 
ays. 

Ruopz Isnanp—Wewport, Aug. 10.—Good shooti 
this vicinity. One day this week the guns brought to bapa 
grass ployer, 38 woodcock, 9 yellow-legs. Odoasronat, 

Newport, August 12.—Woodeock and plover are being shat 
with very good success, shooters getting to bag from three to 
ten birds. T.J, Le 

New Yorr—Hldred, August 8.—Deer and small 
plenty ag usual. A good season's sport is anointed ie 

IM, B, 

Long Istanp-——Jamaica Bay, August 13.—A lew flocks of 
yellow-legs ; ring-necks and surf snipe plenty; one black 
duck seen on the 11th; wealfish and striped pass fishing first 
rate; any quantity of crabs. Hare, 

PennsytyAnra—Ariz, August 10.—Woodcock shooti 
been very good this season. Mr. I. W. Jarecki nd nage 
bagged 18 fine birds last Thursday. They are beginning to 
molt now, and we have all agreed to let themalone until after 
they get through. Ssipx. 

Trnnessre—Vashville, Aug. 8.—A great many s 
are out every day, and some excellent tare of Soe Dera 
T heard of three gentlemen who killad forty, one afternoon, 
and yesterday Mr. Valentine and two friends in a short while 
bagged a dozen, Y- scoring eight to his gun out of the twelve 
There is not the usual prejudice agaiust killing doves and 
robins as there is in many places, and both Dirds are consid- 
ered delicacies, ‘fhe flesh of the dove is dark and resembles 
the pigeon, except that it is more delicate. .D 

Mroniean—Detrvit, August 8.—J. E. Long, in 7 
shooting at Monroe Jast week. killed 70 pei Foran Wallen 
Jardine on July 30 killed 17 woodcock, Davin, 

Miynesota—WMontevideo, August 3.—Prairie chicke 
ducks are very plenty in this and adjoining countieg, Woo 
pect great fun the latter part of the month. 2, Pt 

Inprana—Blusiion, Aug. 3.—Quail and grouse sre plenty 
and promise good sport [his season. A. AW. 

Towa—Pomeroy, August 6=.—The show for good shooti 
was never better than now, especially on pleeesd ctr 
They are a month earlier than usual; maby being pow full 
grown. ‘There isany Amount of shooting going on now in 
open, barefaced detiance of the law, and thut too by men of 
whom one would expéct more sportsmanlike behavior. We 
have no club of any consequence as far as enforcing the law 
goes, and ag no one makes it his particular business to gee to 
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such business, the illegal shooting goes on without stop or 
hindrance. “Young mallards audreeee that hatched here are 
of full size, and are also falling victims to the insatiable pot- 
hunters, Ape Dacoran, 

NEVADA.—Game of every description is said to be abund— 
ant this season, The season opens on the first of next month, 
and a surfeit of sport is in store for the gunner. 

—Mr. Chas. A, Zimmerman, of St. Paul, has printed some 
fine water colors of his ‘*Tight Shell’? and ‘Trying for a 
Double,” which are having an extensive sale at $8.50 per 
pair. He will soon follow with another picture entitled “A 
Clean Miss.’ 

Prngrsation Test—WVew Rochelle, WV. Y., Aug. 4,—Mr. 
ditor ; Better late than never. Jam pleased to learn from 
an advertisement in your columns that Mr. O'Neil has brought 
Ouf a penetration tester forshot. The public have long wanted 
some standard rule hy which they could test the power of dif- 
ferent funs, not only in the same place, but everywhere, and 
M such # uniform manner that the results might be compared. 
Until such a standard is adopted the trial of guns amounts to 
but little. ‘The modes hitherto employed are yery imperfect 
and unsatisfactory. Let it sufiice ; the object of the trial is 
to find the force of the gun by its penetration power. Now, 
in a hard, compact mass of paper, the shot meets with an im- 
pedinient greater than is offered in many kinds of wood, and 
such (hat, after the shot has entered a short distance, they 
are found flattened out almost as much as if fired against a 
rock, and more so than if fired into soft wood. Open the book 
Where they siop, and you will find them “‘as flat asa pancake,” 
and with a deep indentation in the paper nearly as large as a 
pea, ‘There they have been brought to a stand, and yet have 
more large indentations, thus showing that at the moment of 
their arrest, they had yet forea enough to penetrate a dozen 
sheets more if they had not been flattened. This, then, is no 
trial of penetration. On the contrary, experiments have been 
made showing that the greater the force of the gun the less 
Its Comparative penetration in the paper, because there was 
More resistance to the flattened shot by the greater force. This 
result is but consistent with the rule of natural philosophy, 
that’ the resistance offered toa moving body increases as the 
square of velocity. Suspending the sheets loosely will remedy 
this evil somewhat, but yet this mode has many de- 
fects I could point out. Besides this, there is no estab- 
lished rule I know of, ‘which determined the kind 
and thickness of paper hitherto used. Without this 
and uniformity there can be no accurate comparison 
of results, and hence I attach very little importance 
to the trials of guns made in this manner, except when they 
are tried at the same paper. I much prefer a soft pine board 
for these trials, and yery thin shingles are better still, for then 
the:shot will not flatten so much. If we try to force a com- 
mon pin by a sudden thrust into, a compact book we can 
plerce but a few sheets of paper, but if the leaves be separat- 
éd'the pin will carry it through its whole thickness, And 
why ? Principally because the paper yields in rear and gives 
way to the force of the pin. ‘This shows the principle clearly 
enough, We must have in our trial tests (if hard substances 
like paper are used) the sheets or cards so separated and 
made of such a thickness as to yield to the force and allow 
the shot tO pass on from sheet to sheet without destroying 
their shape; and in the first place I would suppose that the 
thickness of the paper should be about the diameter of the 
shot used. Then the back of the card would yield and give 
way as the shot entered, and thus Jeave it perfect in form. If 
the shot are lefi perfect, we find the full penetration of the 
gun; if flatlened, [think not, We must haye these sheets 
made jwith great care; they must be uniform in material, 
thickness and weight, and should not be hard enough to in- 
{ze the shape of the shot. If so mide, they may, and doubt- 
ss will, be used all over the country. ‘Then we can all use 
them and know how our guns perform in comparison with 
others. I haye once seen Mr. O’ Neil's tester and belieye it to 
be correct in priciple ; and if he will make a uniform pad or 
card to be used with it that can be adopted as a standard and 
universally employed, we can, I think, haye nothing better. 
The cards need be only far enough apart to give the broken 
paper clearance, ‘Trials will bring them to perfection. 

Maz, H. W. Merrit. 

Tam Stayparp TAarcuT AND Punarration Txsrer.—We 
have occasion almost every week to reply to questions in re- 
gard to penetration of shot. Correspondents write us: ‘* We 
have shot so inany pellets of No. 6 or 8, through so many 
sheets of Hurper’s Magazine, or leaves of an almanac,” aud 
We are requested to tell what kind of penetration this or that 
may be. We have answered time and again that we knew 
nothing at all about it. That this method of testing penetra- 
tion was useleas—that it was uo test at all. The pad shot 
into being more or Jess compact, alters the form of the shot. 
From a sphere the shot gets converted into a disk, and if it 
be a disk, the difficulty of penetration is immensely increased. 
The recent English trials we thought so unsatisfactory in 
Tegard to penetration that we did not publish them, Pattern 
is a different thing. till, in order to save trouble in count- 
ing, 4 methodical plan should be adopted. We have before 
this advised the use of the tester invented by Mr. O'Neill. 
We huve made up our mind not to give replies as to penetra- 
tion unless some such standard as Mr. O'Neill uses is em- 
Ployed. The following is an exact description of the appa- 
Tutus, which is as simple as can be: 
“A single sheet of paper target of the ordinary size, laid 

off in selected circles, so that the pattern can be readily: 
counted. The bull’s-eye has back of it a box some three feet 
long supported on legs. In the framework of this box slats 
are cut, into which pieces of straw-board can be placed at in- 
tervals of aboot half an inch. The whole is supported on 
wooden Jers, Nowthe method of determining the penetra- 
tion is exceedingly simple. Hach separate pieca of card- 
board, 104 by 103 inches square, as it is traversed by the shot 
determines the penetration. Ata glance the particular sheet 
of card-board which has been shot through can be seen. In- 
stead of carrying into the field a lot of targets, a small pack— 
age of these card-bourds will enable the person experimenting 
to understand exactly what the penetration of his gun is. 
We consider Mr, O'Neill's invention an admirable one, as it 
does away with former cutubersome methods of getting at 
penetration.” —[See Adnertisement. 

GieAMing Hyrs.—Donbt bas been expressed by many of 

onr readers in regard fo the offen used expressions of nar- 
rators of hunting incidents, when they talk of ‘‘gleaming 
eyes’’ in deer or other animals, Eyes do gleam, but only 
with reflected light, If acatwere put into a close cellar, where 
all light was excluded, there would benogleaming. The eyes 

do certainly concentrate and foaus any light, but that light must | Al the front end of the car is a reading room, furnished 
come from some natural or artificial light outside of the eye. 
There can be no phosforescence in an animals eye. The fol- 

lowing comes from a correspondent fully familiar with the 

subject, who writes from Muskojee, Ind. Terr.: 

Mr. Hditer—In your issue of June 13, I notice an article 
asking information io regard to the shining in deer and other 
animals’ eyes, I hunted deer for twenty years, and six of 
those have been in the Nation. No animal’s eyes will shine at 
pight except light is thrown on them, J will give you my 
experience of night hunting; you can have it at its worth ; 
we do it on horseback, The party consists of two, The 
shooter carries the lamp on his head, his companion follow- 
ing Indian file, carries the gun. When the eye is first seen 
you are at a distance of 150 yards, and ifitisa deer you will 
see but the one eye; you approach until you can part the 
eyes and see two. Then youare in shooting distance, 45 or 
50 yards, You stop, your companion rists up to your right 
side and hands you his gun. Hold your gun 10 inches below 
the eyes, and you invariably shoot your game through the 
heart. A deer never looks at an object straight to the front, 
bul either lays his head to the right or left, which brings the 
eyes over his mostvital part. A deer’s eyo is cusily discerned, 
Tt is Jarge, yery bright, and his quick winking makes it look 
like two brands of fire flickering in the wind, I have shot 
coon, oppessum, beaver and owls in a light. The darker the 
night the better. On one occasion IT was out ona turkey 
hunt I carried my deer lamp along to guide our way back to 
camp. We were not successful in finding turkey, and con- 
cluded we would follow up the course of the branch we were 
camped on and kill some beaver. We were following a trail 
through # green brier jungle when I suddenly parted two of 
the strangest and largest eyes I ever saw. f felt the lamp 
rise on my head. But regaining my composure, halted. 
My gun was handed me, the eyes seemed to prow larger 
Two big rings of green now éncircled them. I brought my 
gun tomy face and pulled both triggers. The eyes disap- 
peared. Welistened. Not a sound was heard. We now 
commenced to converse and try and determine what it was. 
My companion was an old hunter, but said he never saw such’ 
eyes. We walked to the spot to look for signs. Blood was 
found and brains also on the stump of a tree. ‘Ten feet dis- 
tant lay the carcassof the largest panther | ever saw. He 
measured 9ft. 4in. from tip to lip. We found 18 buckshot in 
his forehead. The shot was at 23 yards, closer than | wish to 
be to one of those kings of the forest. Prairie, 

TsAt Orrich Boy.—We are losing our faith. Mere is a 
-hoy who, amid the daily associations of this office, was pre- 
sumably imbibing the moral principles which actuate the 

Forzst Ann Strram- Both by precept and by example did 

we strive to inculcate in his youthful breast an unswerving 

regard for the laws of game protection. It is with shame- 
facedness and heaviness of spirit, then, that we give pub- 

licity tothe following. ** Robin pot-pie!"” No, we refuse to 

believe it. And why didn’t he have a gun when that duck 

appeared. What right has any boy from this office to be sea- 
sick when the cod are biting? It is expedient for that boy 
that he hurry home. The ietter reads + 

Camp Lookout, Hog Island, Me., Aug. §, 1875, 

DHAR FOREST AND STREAM: 

We saw a wild duck day before yesterday, bul did not haye my pun 
with me, There is Not any shooting here excepting rubins, Yesterday 
Ishot a wild pigeon. We went out cod fisling, but all of us rot sea- |. 

sick and had fo put back, I never felfi betterin my life than Tf feel now. 

I can row a good deal fora new hand at the business. I have eight 
pages written inmy diary. We haye not lad a day here yet without 

rain, but our tent did not. get wet through. We have first-class meals 

here. This is what we had for breakfast one moming : Clam chowder, 
robin pot-pie,; ham, corn bes!, potatoes, voffet, biscnt, crackers, ete 

- THAD, 
+ 

A SPORTSMAN’S CAR. 

BH had the pleasure of a yisit last week from Jerome 

Marble, Esy., of Worcester, who brought to our at- 
tention 4 car, which has been constructed under his super- 

vision as President of the Worcester Excursion Car Gom- 

pany. The car is built with special attention to the wants 
of those who may go for a month or two on the plains on a 

hunting expedition. There is something most fascinating 
-in the idea of a party going on the prairies, ladies and gen- 
tlemen, the men and their wives and children, and enjoying 
all the comforts of ahome. Such a car would be quite as 
much a man’s domicile, and he could be as happy in il as 

inayacht. Probably the time may come when those, whom 
the Lord has blessed with riches, will own just such ambu- 

lant houses, and travel about in them with their retinue of 

servants, cooks, butlers, ladies’ maids and all, from Alaska 

to Bangor. The officers of the Worcester Excursion Car 
Company are: President, Jerome Marble; Secretary, A. B. 
F. Kinney; Treasurer, Charles B. Pratt; Directors, the 
above-named gentlemen and C. C. Hougnton, H. A. Bige- 

low, Nelson R. Scott, E, T. Smith and J. A, Norcross. The 
construction of the car is as follows: 

The “ City of Worcester’ was built by Jackson & Sharp 
©o., Wilmington, Del., in 1876, and wason exhibition at. the 
Centennial Exposition, taking the first prize. It was fitted 
then only for a ‘‘drawing-room car,” without furniture, 
thus leaving in just the condilion for our use. One plans of 
interior arrangements were made with especial refeience to 
fitness for this car, then called the ‘' Delaware.” ‘The exte— 
tior is furnished in like color, ornamented with gold leaf 
and silver mouldings, giving a very fine @ieet. At the 
front door to the car is the common platform, with ma 
hogany steps with brass treads; the opposite is four and a 
half feet wide, entirely surrounded by an iron fence with a 
gate at the rear, and steps to be used when the ear is gla- 
tionary. Wor protection against storm and heat, there is un 
awning hanging from the ood and reaching to the floor. 
On the platform is a large refrigerator, coal box nnd water 
tank. The car is 52ft. long, exclusive of the platforma. 
«Strength and safely were the rnlisg thoughts throughout. 
Miller platform and buffer, and Westinghouse brake. 
Under the car are four lockers, each 3}x4ft, and 14in. deep, 
for ice, tool box, vegetable cellar, and general stowage box, 

with a sofa, which can be changed into two beds. Next to 
this is the Baker heater, the double pipes sufficient to make 
the car confortable in the coldest weather. Then comes a 
porter’s closet, for bedding, etc., while on the opposite is a 
ladies’ toilet room, Then comes the grand drawing-room 
and dining-room, 24{t. long, furnished with six perinanent 
seats, similar to the Wagner slaeping-cnr seats. ‘I'he dining 
table is 10ft. long, and there is a Needham musieal cabinet, 
At the sides are portable tables for cards, sewing, ete. This 
room is lighted by two large silver-plated oil lamps and one 
large table lamp, the stand of which, heavily weishted with 
lead, prevents its being overturned by any sudden move- 
ment of the car. In this room there are twelve double 
berths, eight’ upper and four lower, constructed on the 
Wagner plan. At either end are two French plate-2lags 
mirrors, with embossed border. The interior finish ia of 
black walnut, rosewood und mahogzany, ornamented with 
gold leaf, the trimmings in silyer plate, upholstered in 
crimson plush; the curtains of rich silk damask in two 
colors, green and brown ; the carpet is of rich velvet brus- 
sels, Next is a large closet, and oppusile is the gentlemen’g 
toilet, Both the gentlemen’s and ladies’ toilets are furnished 
with tanks for drinking and washing wuter, the latter with 
double-action pumps of the latest pattern, In the butler’s 
pantry and kitchen is a large range, water tank and pump 
the whole well supplied with kitchen furnilure. In the 
butler’s pantry 1s a shelf on one side, which turns over and 
mikes a bed with capacity for two persons, This room is 
connected with the kitchen by a window, and is furnished 
with a cupboard for the china, shelving and closet room 
etc. Just outside the kitchen is the coal box, refrigerator 
and water tank mentioned before. For convenience and 
comfort for @ private party of twelve to twenty, there is no 
trayeling carringe in existence that will compare with it, 
[tis a palatial home on whicels, and dovs great credit to the 
builders, who haye spared no pains to make ib ag perfect a 
railroad carriage as possible without regard to cost, 
The originators of this plan of traveling lad a ear fur- 

nished by the Northern Pacifie R. R. for the past thrve 
years, shooting on the ling of this road and the St. Paul and 
Pacific road through the season, It was on the return from 
the trip two years ago that the thought of sharing from 
home in our own carriage had its origin. Knowing from 
experience what was required fur 2 trip, we went ta worl 
on plans of the car, and with the assistance of friends 
bought out what isfound in the ‘City of Worcester,” and 
we think as perfect a plan as can be put into the same space 
in any car, The dedication trip started Tuesday, July 30, 
the stockholders and their ladies intending to visit Montreal 
and Quebec, and @ portion of the White Mountains. Other 
trips are arranged, which will keep the car running most of 
the time until September 1, when it is éugaged for 4 shoot- 
ing trip to Minnesota and Dakola for two or three months. 
This party will be composed of gentlemen and ladies who 
propose to spend the time on the line of the Northern Pa- 
cific and St. Pauland Pacific R. R. They go prepared for 
all kinds of game, from a snipe to a deer ov elk. ‘The car 
will be the home of the party for the entire trip. 

ae oe 

GAME PROSPECTS FOR THE SHASON: 

Hipiror Forrst anp Srream: 
From the evidence gathered during an extended trip the 

present spring and summer through the West and Southwest, 
no other conclusion can be reached than that, the coming 
season will afford more sport to the fraternity than any year 
Since 1868. The winter of 1868-69, 1 believe, was when game 

was so generally destroyed, There was a liberal stock of 
quail left over last season, and the winter was remarkably 
open, with no conditions to destroy the birds. The spring 
was from two to three weeks in advance, and the conditions, 
too, all favored the successful rearing of broods. 5 Aa 
Beginning with New Jersey, the fine valleys flanked by the 

hill ranges haye not had such a stock of quail since the period 
aboye mentioned. All reports confirm this fact. The same 
is true of Pennsylvania, and there will be good shooting in 
this State within twenty-five miles of Philadelphia. The 
entire yalley south of the Blue Mountains Tunning west by 
Reading and Harrisburg is finely stocked with first broods, 
and there are reports of second broods advanced beyond cot. 
tingencies, 80 auspicious has heen the season. 

Sportsmen on. the line of the Erie and Atlanti 
Western Roads spoke advisedly and flatteringly. of nama 
pects locally for fine sports the coming fall, as did the mem- 
bers of the Sportsmen's Association of Pittsburg. They re- 
fi erred to their territory as having furnished reasonably good 
quail | shooting for several past seasons, but. this season. promises a superabundance of birds on all their favorite 
grounds, lying on the Pan Handle road toward Columbus 
and in the buckwheat districts of Washington, Westmoreland 
and Fayette counties; the first furnishing the men open shooting ; the latter the more difficult on account of hills and 
brush, bat more birds. Cincinnati sportsmen—and the fra- 
turvily is strongly represented there, and show well bred dogs —are elated over the success of first broods, and their escape 
{rom contingencies until able to care for themselves. I met 4 
number of the Louisyille and New Albany, Ky., sportsmen 
and they look for the best shooting for years because of the 
fuvorabie season. This is {oo far south for birds to be much 
affected by severe winters, and their plentifulness depends on 
the good or bad conditions of the season for breeding. The 
most. inviting quail grounds I noted were in the Miami Valley. 
and included in a scope of from thirty to fifly miles, of which 
Zonia County is the centre—rolling, well cultivated. well 
watered, and enough cover to satisfy the demands of these 
birds, still without making the shooting dificult. I should 
infer that the lite shooting of the cover portion of this district 
would be excellent, or when the birds bad left the mure oper parts for its shelter, which they undoubtedly do. [ have found few localities that offered as good quiil shooting as 
those made available by the Vandalia ronte from Indianapolis to within, say thirty or forty miles of St. Lovis, Hare it wag 
the same story—prospects neyer known to be better, Tk was a welcome music on the eyening drive to hear the delicate Bob White note whistled from all quarters, and to see tho white-troated cocks in the road and on the fences indifferent to your presence. ‘The large fair grounds at Terre Haute were fairly taken possession of by the quail, and they were as 
domestic as chickens. These bunds though out of condi- 
tion from Jack of funds, will challenge any grounds in the 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
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vouniry for natural attractiveness. They bear a growth of 
superh timber, and a fine sward, which makes them charming 
for 2 summer drive or a summer party. ‘ 

I wat in Quincy, TL, at the time of the recent pigeon tour- 
mament, which attracted brethren from many prominent hunt- 
ing localities. Prospects of the coming grouse and quail 
Season were freely discussed, and notes compared. Con- 
clusions were reached that the season had fayored the grouse 
equally with the quail, and that capital sport with chickens 
would begin with the opsn season. I cannot attempt to give 
details of what were claimed to be the best stocked grounds, 
but there is no question that grounds good heretofore are 
better now. A factor toward this was the warmth of last 
winter, which was prohibitory to shipping, thus saying thous- 
ands of birds from the market hunter. Kansas, perhaps, 
offers the greatest field for qnail and grouse in the States. 
Tmmiitration is narrowing the bounds of the latter and increas- 
ing therm in the former, 
The settlement for the first six months of this year has 

been equal to that of the three preceding years for the same 
period. The estimate nominally is 40,000, and the land sales 
of the Kansas Pacific and the Atchinson, Topeka and Santa 
Fe roads alone reaching 2,000,000 acres. Quail follow the 
wake of settlement, and as this extends now nearly 300 miles 
wes! of the eastern border, 1 can be seen what a territory is 
opening for their occnpancy. ‘Loree years ago I was through 
Baline and McPherson counties, about the centre of the State, 
and then well on toward the western limit of settlement. 
The contrast now is very marked, with a minimum of prai- 
rie and cultivated land commanding as high as $50 per acre. 
For the past two years, in many localities hereabouts, quail 
had been scarce, owing to destructive snow-storms, and the 
hunters, by common consent, haye not disturbed them The 
birds have recovered and are again unusually plentiful. J 
nowliere saw more of them than in these counties. Grouse, 
foo, are uncommonly plentiful. The Kansas game law of 
776, making it penal for any express, railroad or common car- 
rier tio transport game, has, as far as 1 can learn, been a dead 
letter. The hunter can scarcely go amiss for game in this 
State the present season, and the late shooting in the southern 
part of this State and in Southwest Missouri will be particu- 
livly good. The December grouse shooting in the districts 
$ ated, and in and bordering on the Indian ‘Territory, is far 
auend of the summer shooting, when the birds are enervate 
aid sluggish of flight. There is some excitement in hunting 
tle grouse when they are full grown, alert and vigorous in 
flight, and exact as much diplomacy and grouse-craft almost 
as in hunting wild fowl. 

Golorado on its plains bears no inducements for feathered 
game, and the experiments that have heen made to introduce | 
qaail and other game birds near the mountains, as far as I 
cin learn, have not been encouraging in their results. There 
is fine hunting in the mountain parks for native game, and 
the fishing is also excellent. The Denver and South Park R. 
R., which is extending along the South Platte River, is mak— 
ium that fine trout stream available. Experiments with fish 
cultyre have been successful, as demonstrated near Manitou 
and other places. I was much interested in the experiments 
at Green Lake, a body of water covering 100 acres, a mile 
above Georgetown and very near the snow line, It has about 
100,000 California salmon init, which are thriving finely, 
and about 40,000 of both Rocky Mountain and eastern trout, | 
the earlier hatching of which have a growth of from one to 
three pounds. The fish are very tame, and follow and fiock 
about your boat as you cross the lake. None of them have 
been taken yet for market or other purpose, The hatching- 
house is large and yery complete, but operations haye been 
suspended for some time, owing to litigation regarding the 
ownership of the property. ; 

The Atchinson, Topeka and Sante Fe KR. KR. in the spring 
talked of organizing a sportsmen’s excursion to hunt on the 
line of its road in Kansas and in the mountain districts of 
Colorado the coming season, but I have not heard if the pro- 
ject has taken any definite shape. The programme would be 
to equip a special train with a camping outtt, and to locate 

at desirable points for grouse and quail, buffalo and antelope, 

and to close with a fish and hunt for mountain game in some 
favored locality in the Rocky Mountains. As the object 

would be to make better known the resources the road had to 

offer to sportsmen, rates would be fixed at a practicable and 
tempting figure. The scheme is feasible, and if the road 

undertakesat, it has that kind of enterprise that will make it 

agreeable and satisfying to those who join it. All of the 

Western roads have sportsmen in their management, 1 do 

not know of an exception, but, on the contrary, from presi- 

dent down, could name those skilled with the gun and keen 
in pursuit. Consequently they know the requirements of 
sportsmen, and many of them have established rules in their 

interest regarding tariffs, stopping-off conveniences and the 

abolishing of dog fares. ‘The Western roads are getting few 

which give cause for dog-charge complaint. It would be well 

for the Southern railroads to take this abuse in hand and re- 

form it. ‘Their excessive dog fares make the carrying of dogs 

prohibitory, and thus diverts sporting travel from their dis- 

tricts. 
A few yeavs ago, incompany with a member of the Audubon 

Club, Chicago, who seemed to monopolize the knowledge of the 

spot, | had capital fishing and shooting at Hobart, forty miles 

east of Chicago, on the Fort Wayne Road, but I learn, though 

still good, that its secret has been discovered. The number 

of pickerel and bass that could be taken there in a troll up 

the little reed bound stream was amazing. Hobart then wis 

a house or two, now il, is a village. The extensive recd 

marshes and the channels there about Monroe, Mich., must 

be s field to remain rich in fish and fow] for a long period, 

Among all the roads in good case in the West, the Pitts- 
burg, Fort Wayne and Chicago deserves mention for the 

superb condition of its roud-bed and track—not in parts, but 

jo whole. Itemarked this, and the smooth moyement and 

steady cars, to a German gentleman, who, with his family, 

was traveling extendedly in this country, and he said he had 

heun on no road here or in Hurope whose condition equaled 

it. 
As regards the game laws of the West, the difficultigs in 

the way of their execution is the large districts to police. 

The main benefit is reached through the cities by the enforce- 

ment of the law which forbids the sale, or exposure for sale, 

of game at stated seasons. What is wanted is an enactment 

that will reach the trapper and pot-huuter, and joint action, 

with uniform laws as to close seasons, etc., by States of simi- 

Jar latitudes. The spirit of the W estern sportsman, 28 far as 

my observations have extended, 18 loyal to their game inter- 

est. They regard the fitness of things, and if by mischauce 

a district is depleted, itis given time to recover, by common 

conéent. The diminishment of game comes through the com- 

mercial quarter, and itis here,that the legislature should direct 

its attack, PROSPECTOR. 

| Baston, Pa., July 29- 

IN WESTERN TEXAS. Second competitionfor the Foster gun ease: 

=e eG apebeth ey Vaan PETES Mhont, Ir... 0 TOLODTO01TIT0RLI I— 
San ind Say AnTonto, Texas, Jnly 20,1878. | Thos Gumming.....011101111111001110001011 0-16 

x ifort: We lave a fine conntry here, and one aa yet full of game hae Sy eons 11 eee ates ear 
ut Do game lawa, end I fear the spirit of liberty (2) haa such a hold on | W™ Scovel, - toolioo1—ts 

8 A ) Vd 
the native Texan thal it Will take a large influx of people from the Gwe T + + t i 3 , 4 f " 10 f 5 ; 4 : if { 4 i i Ser 
older States, who can see by experience the folly of killing the goose | L B Haraing.. HOOOTLITOOOO UH LOOT 0101 1 O-10 
that lays golden eggs, to change public opinion enough to influence | 9 Smith. DAD eLO DDO OC BS 220 DC 8 
the legislature to pass laws for preserying game. A itew of ts here 
have done our best to organize and keep alive a shooting club, and we 
have spent Some tno ney trying to make the same attractive to sports- 

mlen generally, and to induce them to take ahand; but when apy one 
can take their gun, and in tayo or three hours get a dozen or twoof 

Willowbrook, New Hauen, Ay. 10.—The recent introduction of 
glasa ball shooting at the rungs this season lias altvacted much ih _ 
ferest, Among the murksmen Saturday were some of the best trap 
Shooters in the Siate. The shooting waa for sweepstakes, under Bo- 
gardus rules, #1 yards rise, three Boyardns traps, Paine’s balls: 

First sweep. 
eta ducks, or snipe, as the case may be, to say nothing of pe iad Ne 4 F ‘ ~~ ‘ 7 ; ae Sh ee ; ‘ 7 H : t : i 1 
rabbits (or rather hares), squirrels, doves, Jarks, etc., 1t is hard to ge pUaUrE Ber = ess vee 
up much enthusiasm at pietkuird or glass ball trap shooting, ES) igor ni8 6 1 BC Seoond arent tee a ee 

Last year was exceptionally dry, and the quail migrated westward | Woodbri'ge.1 111111111—10 Thomas.....701111010 0-6 
for better cover, but this spring and sammer have been yery favorable, SDs oral E f i i i i F = s Peas aed J Hs iF E ‘ ; i Er, 
and now you can frequently stand in the centre of thia city of 20,000 In- RC SORTGE Skinner divided Becond, debeahen i 4 - 
habitants, and hear some old cock whistling “Bob white” to his mate hae, $f ectat patie eae 1 TOe Ga Ahk 
ee ea bse js now our, and able to ay. (Let me here Woodurlge, OL111iT10o9 & Urs... OUT OTT G16 

Pp at qnail have three broods In Texas when tle | Thomas. 11110117 00—7 Mathison 0000116000 0-28 
Season js favorable; so you may know that if the cover is good, 80 that | Wilson.....11100711100—6 
they can protect themselves from hawks, they will increase in spite of | 4udsoa and Woodbridge EE aM 
pot hunters and Mexican trappers. I yenture to say you can hatdly | Hudson,.;..110111111 eon Rae ep 11100111 0-6 

ind a day for the next five or six months when there will not be | ‘Lhomas....1011111110—7 Mathison...1 11011010 0-6 
trapped quail offered for sale at the markets here; price twenty-five to edn 5 4 i Fi 4 i 5 ek? Wilson. 2252-0) Of 110i. 
Sixty cents per dozen.) From present appearances, I would be ‘Vies lor third, Curjis wou, 

making a good, safe bet to wager that I can, with one gun and one dog, Fifth eweep. 
average for the next four montis, forty quail aday. In a few weeks | Hudson.....1i211121111—10 Quitis.......01 01000 11-5 
the upland ployer (called in Louisiana ‘' pappe-botte”) will cover all Br aaa ; : ‘ z “s ee * t = i Rom oUnT ayy nit i "4 a \ 4 ia 
the open ground, and they are the best small game we hgyefor the | Wilgon,.....0110010101—5 Taylor...... 00001110008 
epicure. Any body can get forty or fifty of them in an alternoon. Sixth sweep, ; 
They will remain here until winter sends them further south, Next in SAGO cee i : 4 st : zs Ae 5 meron ‘d 4 . 7 4 i aoe 
order come jacksnipe ; then ducks, geese, brant, and the various kinds | Woodbrid’e.0 111011111—8 Taglor.....-010010117 1 0-8 
of fowl which hibernate here. In tle winter wild turkeys are offered Woodbridge won in slinoting off tie of 8 with Thomas; Wilson won 

for sale freely, price 1c, to 49¢. each, and all fat and large. I have 

Seen a dozen wagon loads on the market at w time, and saw one man 
sell out his whole load of sixty-two turkeys ut the same rate the grocer 

Sells pounds of sugar, yiz., eight for $1. Venison hams are in full 

supply every winter at from 20c. to 50c. each for large fat ones, 

third. 

Burrano Aupunon Crup.—Second club nigteh for the Sutter medal 
Aug. 6, at Byron Scholt’s New Shooting Park, Buifalo Plains; 10 wild 
birds eauh; 26 yards rise; plooge Irap; N. Y. State rules, Birds 
strong, wind higo. J.P, \isher won the medal at thé first contest: , 

Wisher.......i4111101101—8 PHelnta....0011111111—8 
We are not so fortunate as to our supply of fish, for the Mexicans | #rankiin, Jr.1 0111010117 SA Roveris,17 tt : a 011-9 

have pretty well seined out the streams within fen or twelve miles of | Tsbor....-..1 10710110 1—1 Hour... 0007TT1 0) 16 
3 Dingens..,... 211T0L01 Ou Keymour....dWilitiLlits 

this city, and the fisherman is fortunate who Can captore a good mess Riegelaian O1L1101L1041—7 Cortelins,...1011111111—9 

in half a day. The San Antonio River would be a splendid one to | Beier, dr...1 0101110 104 Bentler irs =13 1 I EE E ty te, 
slock, as it comes out of the ground only four mile oity, Eggert....... TLLOLOLO1 17 Collins... 111 0 16 
ans Ue BTOUNA Coy FUE aaies Aria TAS ANE ROD | eiiola Dsl TAT HAM setky=S 
runs a bold, deep and ciear stream. It isn’t straight, though, by any Ties on nine—1 yards, 
means, Put a four-feet snake ina six-inch jar of alchohol, and you | Roberts,,.....+-.....«-L1111—-8 Corneliug........-... 120 1 =a 
have a fac-simile of the curves in our river of the first ten miles of itat} Seymonr............ wl 1011-5 Sebulte..,..022.i..... 1104 4 

second We. 
seers LL111—5 Seymour..cei-.seens---l UW 

J, A. D, 
existence. I would liketo know what kind of fish would be the best 

to stock with, and how to proceed to have the thing done. 

Take lt all in all, I (hink the sportsman who would not be satisfied 

Roberts..----..-. 

with the country here would be hard to please, and I advise some of fon Deh ba paarn gives teres deevenae eeitigA BeBe enD epan 
the sportsmen who are blessed with a fair share of the filthy Iucrée to | aant piduie 111111041111011110111-17 
to give this vicinity a call, and stay a winter, and I venture to say it | jp 2b peed pL SUN ppotbidqdii1iiiilioo—w% 
Will be a happy time—one that will do to look back to for a long time. | W W Derby.. AQVLLPTILAIALOT TOTO 
We have some g30d shots here, and some very good dogs, bot little or RAL ae F- : cei 4 : : ; tho i ‘ Fae Ts 4 rats 
nove of the blue blood you speak of so highiy. A little crossing would, | John Graham.....-..----)--11111111110011111001—16 
perhaps, improve ours, but we can bent any raw ‘furrin” deg onthe | W Tracy -.... O10 TF TOOLTLTLOLOL1T OL 118 
ground we have to work on. 1 haye stated that we haye plenty of good aernompse a f i i : ; 7 7 “ it d : d : att 
shots here. So we have; ald alsosome whoremind onéoftheold| © = ~~ 50 we have; atid also some whoremind one of the old 

Dutchman who, on being toll by his English friend whohad hunted | J 8 Rindle. ...... PAE 1 
7 0 1—4 WW Derbvy....-6..4441 1114 

tigers In India that he ** didn’t care to hunt unless there was an elé- | TW Jareckt..-._.- jeamel ae mee 
in it.) ‘ econ e 

ment of danger in if,” replied, * Den Tam dé man you shoult hunt mit, | 54 pfadie, ....- weeseusl 1111-8 W WDerby..,....0.. L111 0-4 
for only the otter duy I shooted mine brnidiler-tu-law Im de edhomiok!” | ~ WW Jorecki...........0 1 01 1-3 

BRRAR, Forrest AND STRHAM GUN CLUR—Nashvillo, July 30.—Mateh tor ® 

Tatas Me Rb TTT TL La Toads 1t1 10st 011444 | ohn Gilbert—l 11 J 1 
PIGEON MATCHES. ¥i11111111111111011111-—47% 

A Meadows—0 1111111 ie sad GS Ds a gr oy | Sty of 
1 gv110111111111 116. 

MAlIne—Kennebunk, July 31.—Regular weckly prattice, K. B, and G, ae Outes—1 1112111101111 1 phaaba Uyst haat deka 
P.A.; 15 giass Dalis; 1fap seb ut option of trapper with setreéo; Bs-) 4 11111111101111111101—35. 

gerdua roles : ; H Walman—1 017011111717@1i111111%21114111T 
GLertis.cseceaseeen es od OA DA DT Oe Lo 6 fy Pe te a ta . 
Stanley... ~1 1402240121437 0 ti] Ld Valentine110117101111901117120711117121) 
Cushman..- Wet Dt De a a a 0 ee ae, 
Gloudman,..............- Ol tot Dap tit te a OT Peis J Vurner—117111101100111111710T01ITHV14101 
¥ Steyous .., OVU1TTIYO1T) O06 17 OH B6ITLO0OLOTOOLTI11111419 1-39. 
Olifford...... oO tf Lid6b 00001 0 O44 O Towles—1 01101170217 0101{/112711101T021111 

Larrabee. QO ye i ae ee | SC Oe er TeO ae UTS STO shies 
Gillman. . T100%20210421714 TM ¥ Bitterlftk—1 11111011127 01122111011171011101 
Littlerield 0007200006121 7 bX #}8017T17111007110111011 0B. J.D, H 

Kennebunk, Aug. 8.—Regular weokl ractice, K, F. and G, Onto—West Alezandria, Aug, 3—Twin Valley Sporting Ulub; matel 
P. A. reosent at option Ontrapper ritir Aoredm: Z between L. W. Eltaroth and J. E Moiter; 20) yardsrise; 15 yardés he- 

Cnshman....0101111111—8 Dnich,...... 0111117110 0-7 | tween Bogardus side traps; Patue's filled ball, Bogardu=’ rules; 
Clark.....---0000001000-1 Glondmans-.0100 11001 0—a pe Se 120111141144 EPI d14 HIT 
Larrabee.....1110111010—7 Stanley......0001011011—5 ree “a 414211111111111011 1-9 
Saunders....1001110111-7 ¥Stevens...0100001 01 0—9 | Motter-......, “ 
Lord........J00u0101101-5 Littlhtield... 000100001 0—2 MISSISSIEPI—Natches, Auy. 1—Matoh belween teatia of the R r, 

RrveRsWE SHooTING Crun.—Topsham, Me., Aug. 9. H eee Gaillard sporting clubs ; Bogardus traps and roles, AS 

C Keyas..--.-... ee DROS tn de Fe Om ee te eo : i # Lee Club. 
A H Perry. aaf OQ 0 lOO OE” DS TOA OR Tei oil! | ARR v era neue §ecioces maa 1101070001 011011111711—4 
AQ Goud... -101012722 £07 7 | 42) Wermn....... 0120110711411 b11112721+% 
WA Stinson, .. 001001001 0 00 vO 1~4| aq Poorell.,,,.--....011011011111111717 000-15 
CM Baker... -1ds)b0t 218 1-1 0 1 1-11 | yw Boner..-.-.: “ATOLTTUV1OLL Lb Toto oO 18 

B Lakey....s ooo 0 TOO VOD 0 OT) Tas Wolea oo. cal 1100071101101 0N000011-1 

C Gond., OO LL1229 2024 1 1 0-11] SWweonitn........01 00107101 0010100001 00—1—15 
8 Enight,.. Je eee I ee ep 0 ele Gaillard Club, 

GHGoud, , 21002001977 1 4.1 1-42) ReComonn. LOTT TOTL PVT ttOLiLo0—-46 
OLYork. -. el 1720170210210 1 0 O-] JH Dicks...... 2111112 f0L1712171111 1-2 
Juel & Bonney... oo1 00021 0 UL 0 Db b-— 4) WD Jenkins. TOLTLTALL1PLOV1T110L0O1A 1 

Liotiogiasy ? vi o 0) 7 PJenkins.. S11 iat rad eos ae Be 
Ties on fwelve—21 yards. H Boyd...... slilovoa1oit — 

Pete dic (oy ls Panos ott 11111—6 2 Q Gond......-2iseee112.0 1-3 W A Conlson.........-- 0127111110110111100011—15—% 

W. AS, Snoorina ToURNAMENT Ar CHIdAGO,—A grand pigeon shooting tour- 

nameut will be held at Chicago, Ill., Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 4, under the 

TmEnASPTIGUE of Mr. T. Stagg. Pollowing are the prizes; There will ConnecTicuT—Staumford, Auy, 2.—Tiird conpetition for the Weed 

: she six purses; two of $350, two of $450, one of $30 and one of Sti00, bowl: 
i 1 i a i i 25, ot ten 

Wm Scotield,.......1101110110110110601111117 ! 0-49 | divided into five prides in each shoot, ranging from 3176 to $25, 

RH Gijespie-....-027111200 0000700101111 bili single birds, sutrance $10, cluding the birds, There will aise ye 

a V anc erk OHOLTOL1OL001 101000010 v— 9} elnb shoot, open to teams of two from any club orgauized previous 
HW Vanderwerken...0 0 0 6 4 “4 July 1, each era to enter n& many teams aa they wish, one shooter 
hid compatiilon Jor the Bishop Peyoly Er: asi betng allowed to shoot with one team; the shootiug will be ap ten 

Hf Qovhout, Jr......011010101100711110111111 1-48 | gingiorisés, 21 yatds, aud 4 donble rises, 18 yards 5 cuianod ee each 
E Vanderwerken...111110011010110101110101i1—17| {eain, $50, aud birds extra; the prizes will be five: ihe frat $30, as 
U Hendrie.........- LTOLLOOLONTTOLTTL1LOLH11I000 I—14 aecond $240, the tid $175, the fourth ple, and 1he ne ae Beoldor 

kK H Gillespie. 010100001101000111011010 0-11 | these shoots, the last day, Friday, Aug, 80, there will be wi! ve-nrour ad 

Wu Seofieid ...-.010110000010711 001110100011 | grap shoot Hurlingham roles, 1s single rises. $14 ebtrance, birds In= 

AGMaG sO ROLE A DL LAB ToL BoOUREEOS O=6 |Gieiat duster rst neni ta aebaat wil Be sett Thos Cumming ..-. L pro-rate; cause hey over-ill, = fj 2 ’ 

PE cena for expense the DSlaICG Pee tg wl be from Hand T Parker 
SELON SCL ORS UO Cae yrhbarag Vere Haines Rete a : Tai] | plunge traps, Capt. ‘A. ff. Bogardhs, abraham Kleinmann, Ta A, 

 Senteawe kan acy D1UlL1Ot opi o1i— 9 | Lames. Ward (Canada), J. Stee fa Lear de Coa 
a ne : 1 — 2 | ti.) and Fred, Erb (st. Joe, BMo.,) will he ci 1 

eaee es tieae ey SE eT en Aaa WHeE bxbadisiauee in the shoot proper and at ties, bat not in clay or 
outhoub dr, aaa dori to lee 7 | ground-trap shoots. Guna larger then ten-bore barred. 

isles evoke ees Sapiseweseee ied , 

Smith ... +2... vesveeveceeeL¥OTTOONODTO0O LOLS FINE PIGEON Suootinc.—On the 31 of Augnst Messrs. Beatipre, 

wie. Galhicmneh oot coerce OO OOC0 000007 LU 0-2) Gundy and Mitchell shot aremarkable are oo ea 

The second competition for the Clark, Boyt & Co. Crmbifation | St. Paul, Minnesota ; conditions, Pye ten Gs 

Waten and Posier Gun Case was teld on Wediesday, Aug. 7: pene aes a pl Ary Prarie ti i wt Pea ppe sata Wie 
k ; z 

Hvanderwarken.110 VTP TTI OL Aaa LOT Ot tO to aye | dilling 64 birds oupot és sholiat. Un Lie Lith Mx. Beapre was manebed 
C Hendrie... ...-.-1 ; rH H v Fete Ai tooo 0.g0 Ud 0.1 Oondd,| SBainat Mr. Gs Ws Haldwin, one of the bast shots in the Stata, the re- 

Pe Scone 1600000101 0000072 10010 .o—10 | Bult of Which-Dadnot Been reoiven\ s¢prestnt eles 
ding... 0110 LL0000011101000000000—8) Ring awn Gusss BALTs.—Mr, Chua. A. Zimerman, tle well known 

yt smiths, 2100011 00001000070000010(—7 | gog fancier and photo pher. of. 8t. Paul, Minnesota, recently accom~ 

Thos Cumming..-..0 0001000110 ti } “ 2 ‘4 7 : i ; 9 , My 1— 8 | plished the very creditable leat of breaking #3 glass balls out of 69 with 
HLStudwell,......0 00010100001 1 100 0— 6 ° 4 Ballard rifle, 
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Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, 

Jewellers, and Importers, have 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes, Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

scientific requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO. are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

have a full line. 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis- 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Eleetrc- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station-— 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is the 

largest in the world, and the 

public are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 

APOLLINARIS 

NATURAL 

Mineral Water. 

HIGHLY HFFHRVESCHENT. 

APPROVED by the Academie de Medicine of France, 
and its sale in Mrance authorized by special order of 
the French Government. 
Recommended by the highest Medicai Authorities 

in New York as 
“*A great relief for seasickness.” 
“A deligathiul beverage. Mildly antacid, most 

grateinil and refreshing.” 
‘(Par superior to Viehy, Seltzer, or any obler.” 
“absolutely pure and wholesome; superior to all 

for daily use; free from all the objections urged 
against Croton and artificially aerated waters.” 
“Tmpregnated only with its own gas.” 
**Healthfoal and well suited for Dyspepsia and 

cases of acute disease, and where there is 2 gouty 
diathesis.”” 

* By far the most agreeable, alone or mixed with 
wine, usefal in Catarrhs =f Stomach or Bladder, and 
in Gout." 

**Not only a luxury, but a necessity.” 
To be had of all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Drug- 

gists, and Mineral Water Dealers throughout the 
United States, and wholesale of 

FRED’HK DE BARY & CO, 

Nos. 41 and 43 WARREN Si,, N, Y. 

Sele Agents for the United States and Canada, 

Every Genuine Bottle bears the Registered VEL. 
LOW Pictorial Label of the 

APOLLINARIS CO, (LIMITED), LONDON. 

RCH 

BUT AND a 

SEND STAMP FOR: ILLUSTRATED PRICELIST: 
© AMORSMAN \mporteRs 
80 2°82 WILLIAM STREET: NEW_YORK: 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms, 

$210 for ten mouths. For circular apply to Principal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
aug! 2mo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 

@ublications. 

NOW READY. 
HALLOOR’S 

American Club List, 
AN D 

SPORTSMAN’S CLOSSARY. 
FORMS OF ORGANIZATION AND RULES FOR PRACTICE 

IN RIFLE, BASE BALL, YACHTING, PIGEON, GLASS 

BALL AND OTHER PASTIMES. 

Issned in pocket form. Cloth, price 50c, Every 
member of every club should fave a copy. Clubs 
supplied at trade disounnt. For sale by 

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING 00. 
111 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, 

©2— Discount to deniers in sporting goods, 

#iublications. Publications, 

SEASCNABLE BOOKS. 

-Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Clossary 50c. 

Long-Range ofifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide? 
$2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
81.560. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
83. 

For sale at office of Forest AND STRHAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

Deutlhe Jagd-Beitung. 
HMufirirte Yaufdjau im Revive der Sigeret. 

Herausgegebe und redigitt von Fr. von Foernois. 

EriGeint am 8. und 22. eines jeden Ptonats und he= 
{haftigt fich mit der Matnrgefdicte des Wildes, Wilds 
“Hit Sagdihus, Waidgeredjten, Musiibung set Sagd- 

veffiteuinfe, Jagd= und pan methoden 2c, Syntereffante 
x a ea gig ee olg= und Ie 

gejdidten zc, Utoas officielle Organ des ,, Wil= 
qemeinen Denier Saghitars: ereins’, Die Silujtra= 
lonen find bon den beften deutfen Saghmalern., Seder 
Salixgang umfaft die Seit pons. October bis gum 29, 
fipes fein Und wird gebunden dte Xierde Fedes Biiher= 

es jeiit. 
Preis ierteljehrlicy 4 Wark. 

Man abonnixt durch irgend welhe Budgandlung oder 
bixeft bom Berleger, Wodrefje: 4 +) . : 

Sit. vot Svernois, 
Gilenberg, Provit, Sachfen, 

GERMANY, 
ProbesRummern gratis, 

HOW TO =HUNTEAND TRAP. 
By J. H. Barry. 

Beautifuliy and fully illustrated with hunting 
Scenes on the plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 
from field sketches by the author. A book of long, 
actual and rough experience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Mules and Horses, Dozs, Guns, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest antheno- 
tic reference-book for sportsmen ever published. 
Sent post-paid on reeeipt of price, $150. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Pablisher, New York, 
my 16tf 

Valuable Wayks Alatural 

History, 

BIL 

ANY BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTPATD 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. 

DODD, MEAD & CO., 751 Broadway N. Y.. 

Coues’ Key to Birds of North America, 
1 yol,, 8 yo., cloth, $7 60 

Field Ornithology, 

lL yol., 8 vo., cloth, $2 50 

Birds of the Northwest, 
By Elliott Cones, $4 00 

Land and Game Girds of New Ungland, 

By Minot, 1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $3 00 

Birds of North Amaricn, 

By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 8 vols., 4 to. 
eloth, 330 00; 

The same, colored plates, $45 00. 

Packari’s Guide to the Study of Insects, 

1 vol,, § ¥yo., cloth, #500, 

-Forns in thelr Homes and Ours, 

1 vol., 12 mo., cloth, illustrated, $1 .60 

VERSATILE, FASCINATING, THE NEW- 
Est AND SEST! 

HUNTING, SHOOTING AND FISHING. 
A Sporting misceliany. One volume, with numer- 

ous apt, artistic Uluetrations, handsomely bound, 
Bae 32.60, to any addvess, ALBANY, WARDE & 
O., 5 Beekman sireet (P. O. Box 3,167), New aati 

Jy25 

STANDARD BOOKS, 
JUST ISSUED, 

This Compilation Containa Brief Descriptions 

of Over Ons Hundred and Fitts Books 

Upon Outdoor Sports and Amuse- 

ments, Together with Between 

Eighty and Ninety Spirited 

Iustrations of Game 

Birds, Fish, Horses, 

etc,, Many of them 

Drawa from 

Life. 

A most valuable compilation which should be in 
ihe hands of every sportsman, every one who wishes 
to acquire the art of shooting or 10 obtiin informa- 
tion. regarding game, birds, fish, horses, guns, « quip- 
ments, etc. The trouble hith: rto has been, tie peorle 
have not known what works were issued on field 
Sports and pastimes, or where they conid be pro- 
énred,—V, P. Stanton, Pres. Matioval Rifle Associa- 
tion, 

Ail interested in ontdoor samn=ements will be 
gratified with this publication. %. know the con- 
fetits of the book mentioned will iit any man for the 
betier employment of his time, and 1f the knowledge 
to be gained in this way is practically employed, 
better health and longer life will be the result — 
Henry Fulton, Captain American Team 1876. 
Seud two three cent postage stamps for sample 

copy to FOXEST AND STRWAM PUB, CO,; lt 
Fulton street, New York. 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richardson and tiangeley Lakes 

liinatrated.—A complete and thorough gnite to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine ; paper, 5c. 
Parrar’s Nooschead Lake and the North 

Mnine Wilderness Ilustrated.—A comsrehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeiey Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 50c. 
Farrars Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

Vicinity, and the headwaters of the Poanobscot and 
Sr. John rivers; cloth, $1. i 

Any of the above sent by mai!, post paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Take Region; each 25c, 

Addiess, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogne, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

apris 6m 

PRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

Mliscellangaus. 

A TURKISH §.47H 
In Your Gwyn Room 

For Five Cents 

This is secured by a cheay 
Apparatus recently patented, 
for the producticn of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcoho! that sup- 
pliesthe heat. 1t has proved 
more effective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Bath House in 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eates, Dyspepsia, and alk 
Nervous and debilitating: 
Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
TURKISH BATH CO, 68Hast 
Fourth street, Cincinnati, 0. 

jes lyr 

Patented §)# 

Feb, 26, 

18%8, 

POCKET TAYLOR’S sSHLF-LIGHTING 

MATCH SAFE. 
This match gafé commends itself af once to all. 

Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
operation, and every one warranted. Itinsures sale- 
fy, Heatuess and dispatch, Not necessary to remove 
cover except to replenish the box- Just the thing 
forsportsmen, Send Privy cents for sample box to 
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R 1. 
Large discount io the trade. angs smo: 

SEND F. R NEW PRICE 
LiSt OF THE FINEST 
DECOY DUCKS IN TIE 
WORLD. 

HH. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 

P. O. box 154, Weedsport, N, ¥. 
augl 4f 

The Ludlow Trout Co, 
Will this year take from one to two mijlion brook 

trout eggs (ready for shipment from Noy. 1010 Dee 

20) at lowest prices. Send for price list. Address 

B. FREEBURG, SurrrinTenpEnt, 

Augs 3m Ludlow, McKean County, Pa. 

C. M. BRENNAN, 

@LD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

4) Soath dark Street, Chicagn- 

e é 

a7 2 + Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habite, and Methods of 

tunting and Sheoting the American Partridge--Quail; 
Buffel Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand. 
fing the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at hook stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
gon, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederiok City, Ma. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOGARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breakine of dogs by Miles Johnson. For sale at 
this office. Price $2. 
a ee ee 

Bet 11 

EE ANT 

AMliscellaneans, 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 
ZIMMERMAN’S two celebrated pictures, “ Nipbt 

Shell” and ** ‘Trying fora Double.” Price per pair, 
$3.50 and 25c, for postage. Address 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 
ang) tf St. Paul, Minn, 

Wi ©. WE have tha 
BOS: and best selling 
Stationery Package in th; 

i world. It contains 18sheets 
j i ss of Papor, 18 Envelopes, 

Pencil, Penholder, Golden Pen, sud a pleca of valuable Jew 
Complete aEmapi package, with elegant gold stone 

Sleeve Buttons, Set Gold-plated Studs, Bnerayed Gold-plated. 
Ring, and a Ladies’ Fashionable Fancy Sct, Pin and Drops, 
postpaid 25 cents. § PACKAGES with Assorted Jowelry $1. 
Wee BLD. TCH. fd FRE 

ITH- 
You" Fit a etl oop 

Jd. BRIDE & GO, 297 Broadway, New York 

THOMAS W, PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIO, 

No, 145 Bagapway. 00m 80. Xaew Yours C ry. 

Ad] bHalness promptly attended tn. 

ALLAN’S ANTI-TAT is the 
nlence. It is purely vegetable and pert 
ess. It acts upon the food in the ston; 
venting its being converted into fat, a 
accordance with directions, it will reduce 2 fat 
person from two to Nve pounds per weelc. 

*Corpulence ig not only a disease jiself, bnt the 
harbinger of others.” So wrote Hippocrates tyo 
thousand years ago, and what was true then is none 
the less so to-day. Sold by druggists, or sent, by Gx- 
Dress; for $1.50. Quarter-dzen $4.00. Address, 

BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N.Y. 

F. WALLER, 
MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPHER 

137 South Fifth Ave., 

N.Y. City, 

Pictures of Residences and Live Stock. 

freaf reniedy tr 

jel8 3m 

4 XTRAORDINARY DRAWING of the ROYAL 
HAVANA LOTTERY, which will take place 

Ratemiuer 4, 1878, only 15,000 tickets, 2,141 prizes, as 
follows = 
OMG PVIZE Of PASOS. sasapenereewese sess seen. s- -PO00,000 
Two prizes Of $100,000 aCh.:2,.sec0oe-.--- eee 200,000 
OUG ptizere see asc eis ahassies ae veces sascee.. 50,00 
One prize...... giles aid ee 
‘bwo prizes of $10,000 each 
Hight prizes of $5,000_....., 2.0. ..eerraseree 
2,146 prizes, from $2,000 to $10,000. +.-+5+- 515,000 
2,141 prizes, AMOUNE LO........eeeee esse ses 1,800,000 
For particulars address M. H, MARTINEZ & CO., 

Banezers, 10 Wall street, Bassmenur, N.Y. sugib 25 

OO. & B. ZETTLUR, 
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

HOTOsS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 26 cts, 
> List of books, 2c. S. X. LUDDEN, E: Lincoln, Me 

je13 lyr 

Angemonis, te. 

TT AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH stv. 

Thousands of living curiosities; DEVIL FISHE 
Fe ee ONE PHIMEANZEE, etc, Peet 
ormances twice daliy of the Troupe of DO 
MONKEYS and GOATS, is ae 
Admission 50 cents. Children half price. 

THE MARVELLOUS ST, BENOIT TWINs, 
Admission 25 cents extra,- Children 15 cents, 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 
——— 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
TO 

GENTLEMEN. 

We have just received a direct importation 
of East India novelties, to which we desire 
to call attention : 

ist. 25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate fa- 
bric. of soft, creamy shade, which we sell 
by the piece. 

2d. 25 pieces real Seersucker, which was 
made in narrow stripes expressly for us. 
We shall make suits to order, and keep 
in stock Sack Coats ready made during 
the month of August. 

8d. Chogas,—A few of these fine embroidered 
Camel’s-Hair Smoking Jackets for gen- 
tlemen, such as we offered two seasons 
ayo. 

4th. 25 pieces Pure Pongee Silk. These 
silks, madeinto suits, we offer as the 
coolest and most attractive summer gar- 
ments for gentlemen eyer shown. Price 
only $11 per suit. 

5th. 50 sets of Pijamahs and Cobias—or East 
India Sleeping Dresses. These were 
made to order in Canton, and are very 
handsome and desirable, at same time 
inexpensive. Last season we sold the 
suits at $15. This month we offer them 
at $9. 

6th. 30 pieces genuine old fashioned Wan 
keen. This we sell by the piece or make 
to order into suits for gentlemen or chil- 
dren. 

“th. A few dozen East Indian Silk Sashes, 
to be worn with Children’s Summer 
Suits. These are very fine in quality, 
but very cheap. Price $2. 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 

OAK HALL, BOSTON. 

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS 

OF THH 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT. 

Each garment and every 

button bears our name and 

address. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, SIS. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars. address 

GS. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Wass. 

Pi tit ee nnn 

“ABBE sc DMS RIE- 
Successors to ANDREW CLERK & CO., 

——ESTABLISHED 1820. 

SOLE ACENTS forthe Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CGREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 

Sportsmen's Caods. 

35 Liherty St. FISHING 
Sportsmen's Goods. 

AChE Es 
SPORE ARSE RON 

Guns, Ete, 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
Made cf Waterproof Velveteen, Corduroy 
» and Fustinn, in Brown, Drab, or the 

Dead Grass Shade. 

SUITS COMPLETE, WITH HAT OR CAP, 

ALSO MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CANVA 
GOODS ssh: 

for $54 snit, of good waterproof 8.0z, canyas (not 
drill), made in the most thorough manner, Warranted 
the best in the world for the price, 
For $8 a fine suit of duck, superior in quality to 

any Eastern or Western make, which uenally sells 
at $10. Also the best duck suits at low prices. 
My goods sold by the trade in preference to any 

goods in the market, 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO THE TRADE. 
moe sale by dealers in guns and sportsmen’s sup- 

plies. 

F. L. SHELDON, Rauway, N. J. 
March21 

No. 20, Oil Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
ing Shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels, 
with or without nails; Boglish watertizpht tongues. 
adaptéd for hunters and pedestrians. Price, $7; 5c. 
extra by mail. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P. O. Box 1,016, 301 Broadway, New York 

Osgood’s Portable Folding 

CGanvas Boat. 

Weigit, with paddle for trout fishing, Gack huui- 
ing, exploring, etc., 20 !b3.; weight, with bottom 
bourd, oars, paddle, ete., everything comptete, 40 
lbs, Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Battle 
Creek, Mich. Send for illustrated circular, 

ad aug 1 4t 

O’NEIL’S 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

uv 

a 
ul 
Zz 
= 

EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws inevery possible 
direction. No screen is needed, as no one, not even 
puller, can teil the direction the ball will take. Made 
stationary if desired. All metal, WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular, 

Wi. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
je6 8mos Cazenovia, N. ¥. 

Guns, Ete. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
Manufacturer only of first-ciass 

Brecch-Loading Shot-Guns. 
And Dealer in 

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS. 
Guna bored to shoot close and hard, warrantec: 

EVERY TIME. Gun stocks—bent, crooked: or 
Btralght—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, 
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use. 
Spratt’s imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, now 
improved Ballard Rifles, for long or short range. 
No. G1 Elm S8t., Boston, corner Dock Square 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
The only positive 

Standard Penetration Tester. | Double-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Action 

Pat, Nov. 20, 1877. 

Used by Sparks, of Philadelphia, in his recent 
trial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FOREST AND 
SrReaM, July 11, 1878), We are now prepared to fill 
all orders promptly at the following prices: 
Standard penetration tester....-.2...-.....$10 60 
Test cards, per box (100).... Pree Bt 
Target she 18 per doz.... se LUO 
Trjpod gun res‘... ASOD Pepe ieee el 
Delivered at express office or railroad depot free 

of charge for package or drayage, on receipt of 
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also import- 
ers and dealers in fine breech-loading shot-cuns 
rifles, pistols, etc., etc. Send for illustrated catalogue 
and price list. J. PALMER O'NEIL & CO., 41 Fitth 
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

IN THE WORLD, 
Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 

qual in finish, symmetry of outline and materials 
to the finest English Guna, and at more 

reasonable prices, 
The Sneider Rebuunding Lock need, the only Re- 

hounder with which missfires will bot occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR 

“Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Comper 
sating Features of Action.” 

QUNS REBORED FORK CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCES BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns changed 10 Central Fire, 
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breach-Loadere. 

Ciark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St., Baltimure. 

Rend for \linxtrated Catalogne. 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
_ FREE DY MAIL. _ es 

rayudnbk Wor : KS, 

g| BIRMINGHAY, 
o a ENGLAND. * 
&. THOMAS, JE. 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 
186% South Clark Street, Chicago, IL 

CHARLES CREEN, 

Maker of fine brecch-loading shot-euns. 
loaderg altered to breech-loaders. 

Muzzle 
: Repalring and 

boring guns to shoot close and strong done in the 
best manner. I also keep a good stock of ENG LUISLE 
BREECH-LOADEKS, Prices from $30 op; 
bored to shoot close and strong ss parties may de- 
sire, Send for pricelist, No. 3 West Main sireet, 
Rochester, N. Y, jJeéat 

for Sale, 

OR SALE, CHEAP—One Parker Gun, 10 bore, 
taminated steel barreis ; perfect condition. with 

60 sheljs, joading implements and case complete. 
Sold for no fault. Address Box C., Meriden, Conn, 

augls 2t 

18 ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
name, 10c, postpaid. GEO, I. REED & OV, 

Nassau, N. Y. aug} 

Ro SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnle 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build. 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s honse, 
stables, ete—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
punds; tine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards, Address B, B. P., care this coe a 

e13 tt 

OR SALH—Stevens Rifle, interchangeable bar- 
Tels; 22 cal. 22 inch, and 58 cal. 26 inch, Nick- 

tied frame, polished aud checkered walont sto ; 
adjustable sight, with engraved ecale on grip. The 
whole in handsome case, Price, $35. H. B, DERBY, 
448 Broadway, Alcany, N. Y. P augl5 16 

CITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY botight, sold 
and exchanged. O. 8, PECK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
street, New York, Sept27 ly 

The Rennel. 

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups 
for Sale. 

Ry our imported Dash, winner o* frst prize New 
York, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winuer of first 
prize New York, 1:78 sor particulars address 
LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass, aug15 ot 

OR SALE—Two young foxes, perfect pets, 
BARTON & CO., 337 Broadway. augl5 at 

OR SALK- English Foxhound Dog Pupa of very 
superior blood. Addressed. K. HULDEN, Sher— 

born, Mass, angld 2b 

OR SALE—A red Irish setter dog, three years 
old, thoroughly broken on all kins of game; 

ean’t be beaten on retrieving ; been hanted from 
Omaha to Texas; owner has no uee Price $30. 
Address J. HB. P., care Botenic Medicine Company, 
Bulfavo, N. Y. aug15 it 

WILL sel! my blue and white dog Ponto for $35, 
if taken soon. or @¢xchange for light breech- 

loader ; retrieves from land and water ; is excellent 
on enine and partridges especially. Sold for wantot 
uge. . MOELLER, Nyack, N. Y, angié it 

GENTLEMAN In the South wants thorovgh- 
bred pointer bich that is young, weil broken 

and with no defec's; prefers one in whelp to a fine 
dog; a high price cannot be paid, Letters contaiu- 
ng iull description, price, et¢, addressed to 
POINTER, thia cttice, will be fo warded. angi 2 

MPORTED Gordon Setter slut, six years old, 
and pair of pops, four months old, perfect 

beauties, and equal to aby i the country. For par- 
ticnlara address RULH LANCASHIKD, Newcastle, 
Lawrence Co., Pa, aogis 10 
ise 6 Se ee 

WIL), exchange a brace of beantiful black and 
white cocker spaniels for a fine dontle gun, 

either breech cr muzzle-loader; #mall-b re pre- 
ferred, Address J. I’. B, SMITH, box 106, Kirgsion, 
Ulster Co., N. ¥. AUg1b It 

OR SALE—IRISH SETTERS—Pair of the hacd- 
somest red Irish setier pupsin thig couniry, 

fog and biich, efght months old; prize winders on 
all sides. Pedigree guaranteed. Price, $60 for pair, 
or $35 singly. C, E, MILES, 222 Duffield street, 
Brooklyn. gogis 1 



_ description adiress G. H. GOODRICH, 

_ FOREST AND STREAM, 41 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 

Make”’—fourteen foreign competitors and seven Americ 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 

“NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show ahd Hxhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the onl 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘For the Best Gun of America 

an, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

1378. 
= 

chester Repeating Arms Company, 
al 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
Tn all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 

RPADIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Ghe Fennel. 

‘St. Paul Bench Show, 
To be given under the auspices of the 

Minnesota Kennel Club, 
AT 

STATE FAIR GROUNDS 

ST, PAUL, MINN. 

SEPTEMBER 8, 4, 5, 6, 1878. 

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG, 19, 

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt. 
mys tf 

Tae PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING AND NON 
Sporting Dogs for Bile. Greyhounds, pointers, 

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £21) 
each; for the field and show bench, of go d p*di- 
grees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terners, black 
and tan terriers, from £1) each, all dead geme, of 
good pedigrees, ani very valuable for breeding; 
better quality for the show bench, £20 each, Also a 
few Yorkshire terriers at £10 each, ‘The prize 
Yorkshire terrier, “ Willie,” wtll be sold. Winners 
of silver cup, Queensbury, firsta:d silver cup UJ- 
yerston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent 
to Me srs. Bampron & Steglish, Express Agente, 60 
William street, NeweYork. Drafts to accimp ny 
order, payable on Alliance Bank; London, Satisfac- 
tion is guaranteed by the advertiser, who is a judge 
and reporter of English dog shows. F St t 
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, England. 

mur7 6m 

1D ees BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have 
their dovrs hroken this year by me will lesse 

commuvicate at once. Want them fitted for the 
field ere seasou opeds. Shall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs aud 
pupies) forsale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on te Erie Railroad, First buyers best selection, 
Address E. 8. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pas-aic 
County, N, J. jeai tf 

OR SALE, when eight weeks old, twelve fine 
& ther whelps, seven dogs and five bitches, out 

of my blue belton Mell by Burges’ Drnid; whelped 
May 17. Wive are black, tan and white, balance 
black and white. Address L. F. WHITMAN, No, 
6 City Hall, Detroit, Mich. je13 10t 

OR SALE—English setter dog, 4 yerrs old, thor- 
oughly bruken, Can be seen on game—wod- 

cock, quail or partridge. Address, P. 0, Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass jyil tf 

OR SALE.—A choice few of extra fine high bred 
Setter Pups. One litter cf black-an‘-tans by 

Dr. Aten s Glen out of Horace Smith’s Nellis. An- 
other litter of pure red Lrish by imported Buck ont of 
Bess. Address, HORACH SMITH, 33 Park Row, 
Wew York. Bugs 2b 

Ror SALE OR TRADE FOR SETTER DOG—Gyp. 
year and a half old, Gildersleeve stock Well 

broken on birds and snipe. Address J. H. SUIRK; 
Lancaster City, Pa. jy25 4t 

es at grand English setter bitch, Beven 
Mouths old, black and white, evenly and beauti- 

fully marked. Sire, Demnuth’s Dash, Pride of the 
Border— ora; dam, Nellie, Trap—Nettle. Price $20, 
Tf no; sold by August 10 will be pul in breaker’s 
hands for my own use. For peigree ee suit 

‘oledo. 
Tama Co,, lows. ang { 

Ghe Zennel. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del. 
Co, N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price, 
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups, 

may2 lyr 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 
I keep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only 

young stock, JI guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
lvery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs canuot be beaten tor ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. jlo .t 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

a 

None are genuine unlers 80 stamped, 

F. O. De LUZE, 
18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facililates its use, Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop anp Guy 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 
oct 12 117 FU: TON STREET. 

LOODED watch dog pup wanted; large breed 
fal aaitrens TRAMPS, N. Y¥. Herald office 
uly: 

OR SALE—A few thoroughly broken setters. 
Price from $50 to $65 each. Address EK, J. 

ROBBINS, Wethersdeld, Conn, sugl tf 

Sharps Rifles Against the World. 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N. R.A., Creedmoor 

1878: 
MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship ot 

America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 
SHARPS LONG-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL (878. 
MAY 24—harps Military j.ong-Range Match; Forty-eighth Regimeat team, using 2 Fi re) 

Sharps (Model 1878) Military Rifle ; record, 800, 900 and 1 O00 YardS....0s..-.0.- Seed 
Beet reco'd of any other Rifle. secs .- cere eee er eres eee torres bestvecce 170 

Tn five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed tobe osed, and were nsed, at tbe 
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A., May 23, 24 and 26, at Creedmoor, they wun Hirst Prizes. 

dence neeeme tases eee 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK. 

Send for Circular. Warerooms, |77 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U.S. A. 

PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF CREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WARK WITH RUSSIA, 

MILITARY. TARGET AND SPOURTING: 

fe pelea alt on the eae system Set lah for ‘ne ra ay ” principle. Our long-range and mid-range 
rifles can be transformed to Hxpress Kifles hy simply changing the sights and the use of the proper siz 
“ Rxpress” bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE IMES. tk s aye eo 

Send for price listto PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I. 
Augs 3m 

Dittimar Powder, 
THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOCARDUS 
Im all his matches, both indoors and in the field. He uses noother. It was . 
performances of — also used In the yronder fal 

e 

At the Brooklyn Driying Park on July 4, 6 and 6, breaking balls at seventy-five yards with o shot-gun. 

NO SMOKE, NO DIR1, LESS RECOIL. 
SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, 

DITTMAR POWDER CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt St., New York. 
WORKS: BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 

ARMS COMPANY, 

DR. CARVER s 
4 



49 FOREST AND STREAM. 
Gunpowder, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
‘No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Vy 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No, 1%0 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1ib, cani ters. Higher iumbers specially are recum- 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5mm 
ae Koga, 644 lbs, each, and canisters of 1 and 6 

Ss. ach. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The pest for rifles and aH ordinary purposes. 
Sizes, WG, PYG and FFRG, the last being the finest. 
Packed in wood aud metal Kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 Ibs 
and 61/ Ibs., and in canisters of 1 lb, and 44 1b, 

All of the abave give high velocities and less 
2€siduuin than any other brands made, and are re- 
20mmended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” : 
BLASTING POWDER and ELEC)'RKICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER 
Of all kimds on hand and made fo order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
‘ Platinum Fuses, 

Fampniets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
"cnt, belt free on application ‘o the aboye address, 

ie Cj 
‘ABEL on EAGHEAS™ 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
E, B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M G. GODDARD, 304 North Seconi, St. Loui Mo. 
F, Bare &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, 0, 

mar 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Bazard’s * Electric Powder.”? 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed ia square canis- 
ters of 1 1b. only. 

Wazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) co 6 (conrse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
644 1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and Clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. ell adapted to shot- 
guns. 

Hazard’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to. 5 (coarse). In1 and 51>. canisters 
and 64¢ and 123 lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shootlng, it 
rank: any otter brand, and it is equally servicenble 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

PRG, PPG,and ‘Sea Shooting” PG, in keer i 25, 
12% and 634 |ba, and cans of 5 lbs.6! FFG is also 
packed ini ana 3g lb. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFFG and FRG are ftvorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” WG 1¢ 
the standard Ritle puwder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES “OR HXPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED SRAIN OF BROOF, MANU 
FAUTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be had of demers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents in every prom*nent city, or wholesale 
at our oflice. . 

WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

English Sportirg Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, T and 8. Superior Rifle, Rnflela 

Rife, and Col, Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 51 
Cedar street, N.¥ Agent for the United States. 

en Painting. : 

 \ PAINTING. 
GVERY ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER, 

50 Per Cent. Suvod. 
@ve are Manufacturing avery ‘ne Pure Ready 

ed Paint, mixed in such 8 manne. that any o 
gary stable jor farm hand can make »_ 200d a job 
gainting as a\painter can with paint mixed in che old 
way. This is\because our paint does not set quick, 
4nd thus chow marks of the brush. We sellit lower 

shan materials can be boughtin the ordinary way, 

ANU pay i CLANE J CeLtat eiécd ord Ts, 
Any one wishing to Paint, will have mailed free, 

upon application, our book—* How Every One can 
Paint and Select Harmonious Colors.” Address 
INGERSOLL BAINT SWORKS, Sonth and Dover 
streets, New York. 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed in # gun ready for use in a kecoud of time with the same ease asa cartridge, and 
can Le remoyed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. With ihis Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost insrantly 
a breech-loading shot gun can be converted into a most accuraterifie, the AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-callbre—caliare of rifle 32, 38. or 44 as desired, Lenoth of 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,’a 
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873, Send for Gircular and Price List. ‘ 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
PO. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

le 
Sy 

CHAS. F. > 
MANUFACTURER OF AND VEAL-R IN : 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
MANCHESTER: VERMONT. 

RODS, REELS, FLIES OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

First-class goods st reasonable prices. Reels to the trade at a liberal discount. Send for price list. 
\fention FoREST AND STREAM, 

W. W. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
. Breech-Loader, 

THE WINNING cunNR. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, tais the greatest 
prize ever shot tor at Mona ‘0, was competed for by 
Kixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmond ey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birda 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 font and 293s yards, He 
also won the second event, killing § birdsin success‘on 

- at 33 yurds, nukiuc a total of 19 birds outof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the beet shooting on record, 
The winning gon at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
J, Purdey, the gunmaker. 

The winning gun ulso at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and 
Mr, Sonth for $500 a side, Sonth killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 

The winning gon also at the great London Gua Trial, 1375. beaiing 102 guns by all the best makers of 
Great Britain awdIreland. THH PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s -Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. 0. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech | ]_,joading | H' lire | 
ACCEISSARIES. 

STORES: No. 19 North Sixth St, No, 220 North Second &t., and No. $27 Commence St, 
PEI ADEDPErI.S.. 

 TATHAM’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot, Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, moditied chokes and cylinders. 

Onur chilled shot will be found frée from shrinkage, 
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beekman St., 
NEW YoRE. 

moré spherical, more uniform In size, 
r SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Also, nofacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

IMedicinal. 

BRASDRETH'S PILLS. 

We believe these celebrated pills are pre-ordained 
by their inberent metits to be the medicme of 
foe werld, ‘They impart a power by which every 
Organ of the body becomes heathy. MNaiore has 
formed the buwels so that they are capable of draw- 
ing ro them the impurity of any organ of the bady, 
how ver difttart. So we have litle niore to do when 
we are sick than to purge freely with a menicine 
time has proved will rot burr, Thir treatment 
a #y8 quickly restor:s the health when adopted in 
im 

: BRANDRETH’S PILLS 
cure both “ostivenvss ani diarrhea. Ask the man 
Who was Sying fiom constipated b wels what cured 
him; he tel ® you brandreth’s Pills, Ask h’m who 
had dyseutery fer months what cured him; he say8 
Brandreth's Pilla, They are the bist medicine for 
small Pox, and they prey-nt any marks. A case oc- 
rurred recently where HKranueth’a Pills cured & 
deep nicer of the font, wh ch the doct:-rs sai4 could 
only be removed by amputati nj yet twenly-five 
boxes ¢nred it and reslured the patient’s health. 
Reference W. M. Skinner, of White Plains. 

Beandreth’s Pils are « ora quack mevicine, buta 
Scientific reparations, which have heen prepared 
by tne present proprietor for over fifty years. They 
are wholly cumpo-ed of Inn) cent h rbs and vereta- 
ble essences, are invapable of hurting the most deli- 
cate. yeb soe to cleanse the bowels and bli od aud 
exert a corative effect vpow every form of disease, 
Woere for twenty years the patient had); o move- 
ment of the bowels wi hout mevici p or mechanical 
means,a monih’s use of Brendreth’s Pills cu-ed, 
Testo:iag the bowels to regularity, 

‘The secret of recruitiney the yithi principle Js dis- 
covered in this mericine; it generates and mereéases 
healthy animal Wwarath Proyloed the gieat organs 
are not irrepaably injured, there ig no disease 
Brandrett’s Pus will net cure, Remember, they 
concentrate the vitality of the system to eject the 
disease wherever lovated in the body. 

BRANDRETH’S PILLS 

are sold by all dealers—25 cents a box, either sugar- 

coated or plain—and at Dr. Brandreth's 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 

294 CANAL STREET, NEW YORE. 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropay 

Gravel and Bright’s disease, No matter of how 
long standing the case may be, positive relief is 

had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 

neyer fails, It is purely a vegetable preparation. 

By ita timely use thousands of casea that haye 

been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians have been permanently cured. It is 

also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 

cal socisties throughout the country. Sold in 

bottles at two dollars each, or three boltles, 

whichis enough to cure the most aggayated case, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars. 

Small-trial bottles, one dollar each, All orders 

to be addressed to 

Grani’s Remedy _Mannfacturing Co., 

554 MAIN ST.,  - - WORCESTER, MASS. 

$66 
nat 

a week In your own town. Terms and $5 ontft freq 
Address H. Hatierr & Co,, Portland, Maine, 

aoc 

Augiqal Instruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS’ “ssovain ORGANS. 
These beantifal organa 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism Their cases 
are all richly suished in 
Solid Black Walnu. We 
Bella better instrument at 
4 ‘ower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
Grand, tquare sod Up- 

soght, are the BEST 
MADE, the Tone, ‘ouch, 

SSS Workmanshp sod Dura- 
bility Gurlipasred, Walremed for 5X YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cush or on Tostallmente, A 
\ineral discount fo Teachers, Mimsters, Churches, 
ete, AGENTS WANTEH:). Catalog es Mailed. 
Second-haud Pians ard Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACEHK WATERS & SUN-, manu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 Hatt Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

(=a 

cb . 
Y ORGANS. 

The oldest, largest, andl most perfect manufactory in the U. 5 

CG 

Any worker can makes $12 a day othoms, Contly 
GOLD Gutilt frev, Address Tsun & Oo., Auguste, Maine, - 



Sportimen’ S$ Routes, 

EW YORE AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LINE 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE, 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA. 
GUMMENCING JULY J7, 18TH 

STATION IN NEW YORK—Foot of Liberty st. N. R. 
Leave New York for Trenton and Philat elphia at 

6:30, 8, 9:30, 10315, 11:30 a, M_, 1;90, 4:00, 5:80, 12 PB. M., 
and at 4:30 P.M. for Trenton. 
Leave {hiladelphia from station North Pennsyl- 

vainia Railroad, hire aud Berks atrerts, at 6:45 
(way), 1:45, 9: $0, 11:30 4. Mey Lal; + 2:80, 4718, 6245 12200 
P.M, 
Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Mon- 

day), 6:50, 9:18, 10:20 A. M,, 12:15, 2:15, 8:00, 4:55, 6:30 
P.M. 

Pullman Drawing Room Cars are attached to the 
0:30 4. w., 4:00, P. M. trains frm New York and to 
the 7:45, A. M., 1:30 P, M. trains from Philadelphia, 
SunDaY Trains—leave Nev York and Phila- 

delphia at 9:00 A. M., 6:30, 12 # mM. Leaye New York 
for Trentov a! 9:30 4. m. and 5:30 F, M. Leaye ‘l'ren- 
tom for New York #7 1:20, $:50 a, M,, 6:10 PB. M. 
Boats of the ! Brooks Hani Brie Annex" make 

counection at Jersey City s!a'lon to and from Brook- 
lyn nud Erie Depo, Jer-ey Clty. 

Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty atreet, Noa. 629 
and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all olllces 
of the Brie Railway ion Nyw York and Brooklyn, Ane 
at No.4 Court street, Brooklyn. Baggage checxed 
from. RSs to destination 
eee ly . P. BALYWIN, Gen. Pats, Agent 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO. 

Respectiully invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
aifordea by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROPIING PARKS and RAUK COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘hese lines being CON'!'INUOUS 
PROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi- 
tulties aud dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
160i Cars which run oyer the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TG EE TRANSPORFED without failure 
or injury. 
The lines of 

Peunsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New dersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
alithe principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTUN, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known éenters for 

Trout Fishing Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BHACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY 
SQUAN, and poilte on the NEW JERSEY coast 
owned for SALT WATER SPORT ATER FOV 

FEA HER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Paras 
#RANK THOMSON, Gen'l Maniger. lebly-t 

bHICAGU GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Ohivago to St. Louis, i. Uhicago 
to Kansas City 

WITHOUT CHANGE UF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
EVERYTHING, 

APORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
Une of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
ail, ete, Connects direct at Kansas Oity with the 
unsas Pacific Railroud for ihe great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger A gent, 

Chicago, Tip 

FOR FLORIDA . 
Fo? THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 
FORD, ENTERPRISE. and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent, 
Pialadelphia and Southern Mail 3. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phils. 

Deci4-ly 

TROUT FE FISHING! 

The Wisconsin antes Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from.Chicago to Ashland 
gud return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
@. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates tout Meenas Dogs, guns and 

{page taken free. 
erie Sate of attraction to sportsmen on this 

i Forest ad Stream ” route sre Menashy and Green 
Bay for bass ishing ; Bulternut Creekand Lake for 
Touscalunge ; ihe maby bratiahes and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chipp-wa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fi hed by sports- 
men, Belween sily r Oreek apd Ashland all are 
trout streams, aud many ochers can be & asily reached 
along the shure from Ash aud or Bayfield, while 
Sale fishing for bl ett pate and trolling in the 

ig excellent spo b. 
Bee er neapuMiceon +tel at Ashland, bullt last 
year, has been enlarge, and s§ supplied with a 
Bieam-yacht, sail and rowhoa 8 4d excellent guides. 
The itmosphere. at Ashiaud is a sure preventive of 

feyer 
eeateatarre from Ashland to all Lake Ports. 

Send for Guide Book, 
HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 

Milwaukee, Wis. myo em 

. FORE ST: AND 

Sportgmen's er en ee ee. ~~ Sa 2... 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia: 
Comprising those of Ceniral and Piedmont Virginia 
Blué Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Allewhany 
Mountaivs. Greenbrier and New pa fod Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game. 
and Uish, deer, bear, wid turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, Woodcock, Moulitain trout, bugs, pike, 
plekerel, @LG,, elas 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for ¢ach sporta- 
man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
fhrongh the most beautiful aud picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mouwutains to their most famous 
watering places and summer résgorts,” 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; uid ot Ricimond and Char- 
luttesyille with the South, Atl modern improvements 
in eqnipment, 

CONWAY RK. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Va. 

UNEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH. 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R. 

SUMMER ARR) NGEMENT, 
Commencing July 2, 1878. 

Trains for Coney Tsland—Leave depot on Matbush 
avenue, Willink Hnirance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7230, $230, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11340 4 of, 12 u., 
12:40, 1, 1:20, W340, 2, 2:20, 540, ay $220, 8:40, % 4:2), 
4- bi, 5, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:0, 6:40, 7, 1:16, 7:30, 745, §, 
6.90, S240, 9, 9:3U), 10, 10:30 p. a. 
Returning from Beach 4, 8, 9, 10, 10:40, 11, 11:20, 

1:40 A. My, 12a, 12:40. 1, 1:70, 1:40," 9, 2,20, 3:49, 8, 
8.20, 8:40, 4, Azz0, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 5:40. 6, 6:20; 6:40, ue 
7320, 7335) T:h0, 8:05, 8:20; 5:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:50, d 
P.M. 
Sundsy Trains to Island—8:50, 9. 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 4. u., 12M., 1, 1:20), 1:40), 2 2:20), 
2:40," 3, 3:20, dl). 4, 4:20, 4:40, B, 5,20, 5:40,’ 6,, oi, 
ocak 7, 7:15, 7:30), 8, 8:20, S140, 9, 930, 10, 10:30 ¥, 

Returning from Tsland—9, 9: 30, 10, 10:2) > L040, 7 
11:20, 11:40 4. M., 12 M., ‘ 1:20, 1:40, 2:2/), “340, 3, 
anw0, 3140, 4, 4:20, 4:40. 8 5:20, 5rd), 6 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7320, 35, 7 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, S40,” 9, 9:30, 10, 10: 30, i 
P. M. 

‘imé to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion 
tickets, 4) cents; single fare, 20 cenis. Grand con- 
ceris every afternion aud eyeing by Conterno’s 
Twenty third hégiment Band, 
MK. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been 

engaged for ihe season. 
The f llowmg horse-car lines ran directly to de- 

pot; Flatbu-h ayenue from Fulton Ferry; Bergen 
Street, 8, B.; Franklin avenue, from Su h seventh 
Bireel ‘Perry, E. D., and Nosivaud avenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W. BE. DORWIN, Sup't. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, 
between B rlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Lowa, rmoning through some of the finest 
hooting grounds in the Northwest for Geese. Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffled Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
anid their dogs tuken good care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of tea OY more upon application to General 
‘iWoket Office, Cedar Rapids, C. J. IVES, 
E. F. Wrxs.ow, Gen, Passenger SEent 

General Manager, 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878 — 
Ferrybovts leave New York from’ James Slip 

(ually excejit Nundays) 30 minutes, and from ‘'hirty- 
ourth srreet, Rast River (dally) 15m nites previous 

to departure ‘of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Ful on and | étharis e ferries (auil ) 30*mimutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains fiom Depot, corner Klat- 
bush and Avantic avenues, Brooklyn. "Traina leave 
Brook yo and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenpo t, Sag Harbor, etc.,8:304.M., 
4P. M., and on satordays af 2:30 P. mM. For Patch- 
Ogue, ele. 930 A. M., 4:8: and6éP mM. Four Babylon, 
etc, ab 9:30 A. Mw, 4, 4:30, 5atidGP.m. Kor Port 
Jefferson, &¢., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P, M. For North- 
Ort, eLc , at 10 A. M., 3:30, £30 and 6:30P.M. For 
OPUst Valley, at 8:30 snd 10:0) A. M., 8:8), 4:30, 5:30 

and §:30P, mu. For far Rockuwiy, e:c., at 9:20 a, Me, 
4,4;30,6,6 00 7P,M. For Garden Gity and Hemp- 
slead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:40. 6:30 P. of, and 
12:15 night, aud from Long [- “Taud City only 9:30 4. M., 
1:50 and 6:30P.mM, SUNDAYS—For P. ri Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc., 9 A.M. Bahylou, etc., 6and 7 P.M. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9A. M. and 6:30 7. m., 
Ga/den (‘ity and Hempstead, 94, M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M,, 4nd from Ling Isl nd Oo yonly 9:30 A.M and 
5:30 F, of. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushivg, 
College Poimt, Jaumica, efc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New Y: rk at “961 Broadway, corper 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty- -Tovrth 
sir et ferries, at tbe offices of “ The Long Island 
Hxpress,” 8 Park place, 785 and 942 Broudway and 
Gr nd Centra Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 388 Wash- 
ington street and 79 fourth street, By purehasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from een to destination, 

8. SPENCER, Gen’ Sup't, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Pass, Agent. Jeb tf 

OR » EW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Monntains, Mouireal and interniediate 

points. The new and elegant steamer Continental 
leayrs Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) ai 3. A passenger traln will be in wailing 
on the wharl at New Havin and leave for Spring- 
field and way etations on arrival of boat, 
NIGHT LINE —The Him City leaves New York at 

11? M., connecting »ijh passenger train in waiting 
on wiarf at New Haven, leaving 6:15 A. m, Tickets 
s0\d and baggage checked af $44 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 OConrt street, Brooklyn, Excursion to 
New Haven and return, ‘$1.50. 5 pe, at General 
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General 
Agent. 

‘STREAM. 
a 

ee eg eee
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Sportsmen's dontes. 

Cromwe}l Steamship Line, 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F, 

THE FIRST-OLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt, Bennett, anid 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Metihinney, 
form & regular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New Yojk, three times a 
month, Persons Visiting Nova Scotia, Newfonnuland 
orthe Lower St, Lawrence will find tis the cheupest 
and moat direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion, Time between New \ork and Halifax ubout 
sixty hou s, one half of \vip throngh Long Islund and 
Vineyard Sounus, if smooth water. 
Cubin passage, incloding stuteroom snd meals, 

New York and Halifax, $15 gold; New York and St. 
Joins, $30, gold. Hxcnrsin tiekets at reduced 
rates. For scicdule of sailingsand further pactiou- 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
86 West treet, N.Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N.8., HARVEY 
& CO., St. Jolin’s, N i je206m 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
veered under oné managenient the Great Tronk 
Rallway Lines of the West und Nerthwest, and, with 
its nMmeronus biauches and connections. form the 
slorfes’ and q (ekés) route berween 4 Nicuge abd all 
poluts In Iimois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, aid the 
West ro Territories, Jis OMAHA AND ALI- 
FORSIA LINE is the shortest xd hest route for all 
youn 8 in Northern TWinois, Iowa, D. kota, Nebruska, 
Vyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Austrulia Its CHIVAGO 
Sl PAUL AND MINNRAPOLIS LINE is the bhort 
lite for Northerii Wisconsin and Minnesota, und for 
Maison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dnluth and all oin's 
iu tne Great Northwest. Tis WINONA AND ST, 
ETER LINE jis the only route for Winona, Rovhes- 

ler, Owatonna, Mankato, st. Peter, New Uim and 
all’ points in Soutnern ant Central Mirnygora. Its 
GREEN B+Y AND MAHQUET! # LINE 18 the orl 
line fur Janesville, Watertown, Ford du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton. Green Bay, ecanaba, Negaunee, 
Margustte, Houghton, Hancock and the Laké Sup 
riay conmiry. Jtis FRE chORT AND HUBCQUE 
LINE is the only route for Eigin, Rockford, Free- 
pmt und all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE ts the old Lake Shore 
route, and is ti only one Wea through Evyansto, 
Lake Fforest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwiukea, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are vow running regularly between Chivago and 
Conncil Bloifs, on the Ca/ifernin Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West b und, they leave Chisago dally, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, af 10:30 A-M,and arrive at Council 
Tinifa next morning. 

Hast-boond t ey leave Connell Bl ‘ffs at i:30 P. u,, 
daily, execpt Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
aHd reach Chicago next »fernonn. 

t@F~ No other reais west of Chicago rnns Pouliman 
or any other form of Hotei cars, 

TO 810 .7SMEN. 
This line presents peciliay adyantages. Wor 

Prairie Chickens, bucks. Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Towa line to-day offers tmure fayirable pointy 
thai any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trour, Luke 
Salmon, Pike, Pickeielland Bass dishing, hhndrea 
points on the ortheru and Northwestern lines of 
this con:pany Will be found unsurpasssd by anything 
in the We-t. 
New York office, No, 415 Broailway ; Boston oMce, 

No, 5 State street, 
For rates or information not altainable from your 

home ticKet agents, anply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. H. STENNETT, Gen, Manager, Chicago. 
Gen, Pass. Avent. Chionga. een iF 

TAKE THE 

People’ s Line Steamers 
FROM PIER 41. N,. B., foot of Canal s reet, 

diily, exXCeph Sundays, at i P. ML, connecting af 
Albaity with Express aE Se 

Saratoga, Take Ch-mplain, Lake George, 
the Adirondacks, Montreal, anu all poitts 
North and Wesc. 
"THIS Is +HE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CAROK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THM N.Y. CLR. K. 

STATEROOMS, SI and $2. 
THR®UGH TICKETS can he had at the 

(fice on the pier, at all Wesicott Express offices, 
at al the fotelk an ticket offices in New York, or 
of connecting fara and Steamb at tines. 

S. K. WIA YO, Gen’! | assenger Agent. 

ZHotels and Resorts foy Sportsmen, 

Grand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY ISLAND, 

NEENAH, WIS. 

FISHING AND ANGLING.—To the sportsman 
and angler no place in Wisconsin offers preater in- 
ducements, the cutch of fish during the season being 
at all times good, and the yarielies such as to make 
if, filst-elbes sport. Black and sliver bazs, museca 
longe, pike, pir kerel, cattish, sturgeon, rock bass 
snd perch, are the common varieties caught, and ag 
the best fishing grounds are wit}in a few rods of the 
house, no time is loat.in going or coming, je20 8m 

Wild Fowl wl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE. 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. Ty 

By @ practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always On hand -the hest of boats, barteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained Wild-@éexe decoys on fhe coast, Special attention given by himself to hia guests. and satisfaction guaranteud. Address WM, WN. LANE, Good Ground, L, f Novs tf 

Ureenwood Lake. 

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THH ONLY THROUGH ROUTE TO GR 2 
WOOD LAKE. coon 

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing—Beautl- 
tul Lake and Mountain scenery. 

Trains leave New York, font of Conrtlandt ana 
Desbrosres sees daily (Sundays €xc pted) at §:20 
A. M. and 4:30 

Leaye Br nouLy: ‘via Annex boats foot of Fulton 
Btreet, at 8 A. w. and 4 Po. 
Pullman Parlor Car ¢ n 4:30 P.M. train. 
Through cyach daily setween Hackensack, Pater- 

son aod Greenword Lake. 
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York or 

Jersey ily, $200 Parties of fifteen or more per- 
sons, $1.50 each, 

J. F. MACKIE, Gen. Pags. Agent. 

H* SUBSORIBER desires a vap!talist or associa- 
tion of gentlemen to jolt him in the erection of a 

select family hotel or ciub ho'ise on the most beauti- 
fu) ald eligible sitvation a) Gr+enwood Lake, N. ¥. 
with [rom wenty 'o fifty acres of laud, asmay be de- 
sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares jn the enterprise. 
Choice building sires, with water fronts, also torsale, 
in plots to suit, on fayorable Terms. Circalars can 
he had at office of Fokr STAND STREAM. Apply to 
or address 8, CALDWELL, Greenwood Ree 
Orange County, N. ¥. mayl6 tf 

RANDON HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, \. Y. Splen‘tid bass fishing’ 

zood boating and bathing Telegraph oltics in 
house, Take Montclair and Greenwood Lake Rail- 
Wiiy. 
San SEUSS np penneeneereesrer ee 
fP\RAPHAGEN HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 

Orange County, N. ¥., L,Y. JENNESS. An ext 
cellent famile hotel, Also good accommodations 
jor the spor:sman, Good boats and every facity 
for fishing. Je13 38m 

Benes Hust, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
GRANGE COUNTY, N. Y., May 15, 187% 

Terms—$2 per day, $8 to £10 per week. Free ‘stages 
for puests to and from the steamboat dock at 
ARINGTON to the house. G 5, BRADNER, Pro. 
prietor. jus Sms 

Spartsmen’s Goods, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the fines’ 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in fhe coun 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb’s 
(sland, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
james? River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
418 country ‘of Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Nortolk 
4tsamerg sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 3p. mM. 
Full information, given at office, 197 Greenwich 
8t.. Nev York. Ran f& tr 

= 

Hotels «nd Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGSH. 

Fatesrediced to $3 per tae for all rooms above 
the parlo= floor. withour bathe, 
Rooms With bathe, $3.50, $4, and $4 60 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 
large and a8 elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN, Jez tt 

SPORTSMEN, 

TAKE IT EAS Y. 
Common-Sense 
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS, 

My Reading and Ww riting-Table 
is separate from chair, and is ge- 
cured in Ruel by a strong bul- 
ton, ITs ¢asliy adjustedto néarly 
all Kinds o; arm. chairs, but 
should be used on my No. 4. 5, 
orld, to give complete satisfac. 
sve aaa can be get at a 
owered to food position for writin Make table for an invalid Cutting- hoard: tor ie ndles, Nore of your Vite ox alfalrs; but is 18x32 inch Cannot, pe gobout of order. “ee 

¥ Chatrs and Rockers 
stauiped aud warranted, Sree 

Y ubeie dict, Or 

ATé Unsuorpass ee pono z ) t=} - 
fort and durability. he favorite SE in teh 
houses of oh» land, See thay m 
On chair before purch ising FeReS 18 pramped Sehd stamp for Mlustrated prite-List, 

F. A. SINCLAIR, 
augl 13t Moltyille, N. Y. 
t+ = 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, Kor Guus, Cntlery and Surgic 
Safe to handle, WILL Non @uM aha wit ese any climate. Sportsmen ev 
Sates pronounce it the beekonaite inthe United q i gun vil in the Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., market, 

w . the best preparation 1 have foutid eee abs years Of active and fr quent use of sting,” The trade SUpplied by sole 
ec has He manufacturer, GEO, Helga, N ie 510 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
8 1d by principal New York dealers 20 meee ata Hens 1 B. Kitvedge. Gon & Hilden st Paella as aton, Ohicago, Il, ; Brown 

CANNOT # BE SENT BY MAIL, 



44 FOREST AND STREAM. 
Sportsmen's Goods. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 
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THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and cover; white mietal fave; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made. As a guarantee of excellencs, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND KOD AND 
@Quwn office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the’ London and New York Compass Co. 

ASHANTHE 

Pocket Hammock. 
THE GENUINE IS NOT MADE OF HEMP, COT- 

TON OR GRASS. 

Size No. 3, extra large and of double strength, 
weight # Ibs, sent by matl on receipt of $5.40. In- 
clude ropes, screw hooks and rubber packing case, 
Snostitutes for trees shown above, $1 per set. 
Descriptive circular free, 

MoCOY & SANDERS, Sorz AceEnrts, 
134 Duane St., New York. 

GO8D’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc, They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
ss2™ jurable. Made to order 

in 4 variety or styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN § 
(Succes- 

article. 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
sor to Frank Geod.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. BHolbertom & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos C. Grubb & Co., 712 
Market street, Philadeiphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washinyton street, Boston, Mass. 

FINEST 

Blue Flannel Suits, 
FOR GENTLEMEN. 

WARRANTED FAST COLORS, 

From $12.50 to $16, 

The price depending on Size and Style, 

Sample of Goods, Price List and Measurement 

Blank furnished on request by post. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

gfur Washington, D, 0. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER GAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 21MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

THOMAS ALDRED’S 

Superior Archery. 
W. HOLBERTON & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS, 
117 FULTON STREET, N. Y. 

A very fine stock of the above first-class makers 
goods just arriving. Liberal disconnt tothe trade. 
¥ine Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies, tied after 

McBride, Thad. Norris, or other patterne, in a 
superior manner, coastantly in stock. 
‘rou; Flies, per dozen, $1. A 
Maine and Black Bass Flies, with doubie 

guards, perdozen, $2. E : 
Large Bluck Bass Flies, witn double guards, 

per dozen, $3, 
Salmon Flies, per dozen, $5. 

See other advertisement 

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptieans. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, 
. N. Y¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames ; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, a el an 
terials, Awarded First Premium at Vieana and 
Philadelphia, 

erates Cartridge on 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

Fisher’s Muzzle-Loading Long-Range Match Rifle. 
Interchangeable Grip and Heel Vernier Scale, and Wind-Gauge Front ‘ht, with § 

Level. Fine English Walnut Pistol-Grip Stock. a noe 

This Rifie requires no patent muzzle to load if. Usea the same bullet as the Sharpa and Remington 
rifles. Loads the same as breech-loaders, where they do thelr best work, viz., from the muzzle, As Perry’s 
Score-book says: ‘No shells to cart around and pay for, Can be used at one-half the expense of the 
bréech-loader. With powder and balls always ready for a day’s sport.” Eyeéry rifle guaranteed. Breech- 
londing rifles at manufacturers’ prices. All long-range rifles sighted and tested at Creedmoor without 
extracharge, Avent for P. WEBLHY & 8UON’s BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS. Send for Circulars. 
H. FISHER’S Illustrated Catalogue and Score-book “or Rifle Practice, price 25 cents, 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, Cor. Warren St., New York. 

BARTON & CoO., 
337 Broadway, New York. 

< =a r SS IMPURTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip case....... .... .$18 
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, Gcrnan silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel 

ATG ss - —ae Sas dnp ciritmatels cm 8 Sos) veces Shee nasa Ce shaleptcelesna ta chdslsletisc rine eas Jaeleee se bet . 
ether saet skit a black bass rod, German silyer Mountings, three-Jjoint, extra tip and tip case, solld 

TOG] Plater... 2. cs cgacecedieececee bees enter tee cons acreseeeeses Renee geese eae eceesen as weceneceseece 

H. T.. LEONARDS six-strip hexagonal light fy rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip 
ANG TIP CASE... 2. cee eee cece ee eee ene one eeeeen ec seeete eee aneanntss.a50 ean on nesseusun iene se 17 O00 

H. 1.. LEFONARD?S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mounting, tiree-joint, extra tip and 
tip case, waterproof ferraled..... 2... 0. cesses seer arte ee sre tene nat eeeee Ss a hor, 80 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewoed, brass full mounted, two middle jnint#and three tips, 10441t...... 7 50 
Black bass rod. ash and lanvewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middie joinrs 

and three fips... 21... se: ee cee eer vere ene Bs a sansatey  reebvaseetonr vss. 15 00 
Russla-leather fly-book, with the *‘ Hyde ” clip, large size . 600 
Russia-le tner fiv-book, with the “Hvde ” clip, small size -. $50 
Best enameled watersroot taper fly lines, from.. er yard 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for blac: bass, Fach .. AS 60 

-+.,$1 to $2.60 per dozen A Jarge assortment of trout and black bass flies from.... : 5S) 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Also Fl-es dressed to any desired pattern. 
Uuited States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., uickel, CACN......+++05 -+-0+ soto coon -doA $2 50 
United States Arms Revolver, 6 shot, .32 cal., nickel, C&CD...-.....seese ee steppe ene at AOS Seer fa 

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
Champien Glass Ball Trap. cee cseenasctsteeessseaessseee-s OFCh pA 
Amateur e i ge 5 

TRA A. PAINE’ 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balis to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleabla articles for the Spring Trade, 

when you can purchase the Best Bali ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other Bait affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball 1s as besutitaly 

made, It will breik in every imstance when hit by shot, and is suficiently strong to prevent breakage 

either by transportation or falling on the grasa, 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sirest, N. Y. 

Bogardus’ Patent ough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, a8 
they are simple of construction, easily get, and not Hable 
to get ont of order, and they throw the bajlin a manner 
that more closely résembles the flight of a bird than any 
other trap iu the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have & 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit. 

~ _GAPTAIN BOG, S was the frst to introduce the 
ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball 
at that time. 

Balls and Trap can be ordered. throngh all Gun Deal- 

si teres & bellan’? ny direction rom the sieater.at 
MY IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which willthrow # ball In any ection from the shooter 8) 

the option of the puller, is now ready for the market, Price $8. Old Style, $6. 

Parties buying glass balls will receive, in each barrel containing 250 balls, score book and 

rules for glasa ball shooting, containing 40 pages. he 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BEHOS. & CO., 10 Platt Street, N. ¥. City. 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Agents for Huber’s 
baeeeaee tereteee 

econ larg! nm of ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by A, H. BOGARDUS contaln- 

oe Ae aeator Fe eee anooting, and chapter on breeding and breakiag of dogs by Miles "Johnson. 

Price $2, by mail, postage paid. Address, Capt, A. H. BOGARDUS, Elihart, Logan Co., Il. 

Decé tf 

Sportsmen’s Goods, 

YESS “Iv KEL PLATED, 
RECAPPERand EXTRACTOR. 
This implement is used elther for 10 or 12-gange 

brass or paper-hells, thus saving the cost of one im- 
plement. Pronouseced by Bogardus, Tinker and 
eer the best implement they ever used. Price 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Soue AGzEnt, 

Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc., 
81 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YOURE, 

THE LITTLE CIANT 
COMBINATION 

Cane and Camp Stool, 

To Tourists, Travelers, Base Ball- 
tts, Croquet Payers, Sportsmen, 
Fishing Parties, summer Vacation- 
ists, and ali others who appreciate a 
portable and conven ent areol. This 
novel inventionis a beautifully Hn- 

Se ished cane, which can be changed in 
thiity seco, ds toa camp stool. Warranted to sus 
tain & weight of 300lbs. Ita weight complete is one 
pound. Seut by mall for $2.45. FRENCH MANU 
FAOTURING COMPANY, Brockton, Mass. 

82 page catal pune sent free, my28 lyr 

1Oand 12-Gauge Now Ready. 

Every shooter should have “ Dudley's Patent Pock- 
et Cartridge Loader,’ as he is then prepared for all 
emergencies, af home or in the field. 

ft exacts tight shells; it uncaps, loads, re- 
caps, creases and crimys old or new shells, 
and weighs but four ounces, 
Nickel-plated sample wil be sent free by mail on 

receipt of two dollars. Send for descriptive circular, 
directions, recommendations, etc. 

DUDLEY & Co.,, 
jy25 1m Poughkeepsie, N. ¥ 

NDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YAOHT- 
ING AND GAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO 

GOULD WATCHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Huntivg Cases. These watches are acirtirate 
tluue-keepers; elegant appearanre aud complete 
Bulisfaction guarauteed; warranted fo staud any 
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
$15. Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12, These 
Watches we wil: send to any part of country C, O, 
D., wilh privilege of eXamimation vefore purchasing, 
free of charge, Magnitic-nt vest chain, very ele 
vant, from $2 to $l0. Ladiss’ chads, same quality, 
from $3,0210 FB, C MILLER & Co,, 125 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥. P. O. Box 3,745. Please mention 
this paper. jel3 4m 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightiander’s superior Target and Tourists 

Telesco es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT. 
MER LLL'~ SONS, sole agents in U. S., 1/9 Water 
treet, New York. jyil 3m 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all alzes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

puints, olls, etc. 
' CABIN STORES. 

jeai-ly 

fishing Tackle. 

Craige’s Full-Length Fly Book 
with the ‘‘ Hyde Clip,” bound in fine Russia Leather 

and sewed. 
No. 1 book, stiff cover, holding 1 gross flies, $7 00 
No. 2 * flexible ‘ Hf Sdoszen * 6 00 
No. 4 ae o te “ 6 o ee Rg 74 

Sent C. O. D. or uponrereiptof price. Steadman's 
Flea Powder and Areca Nut, each 50 cents per pack- 
age, postpaid ‘l'EMPLE Ff CRaIGH (forinerly at 

. Holberton's Sportsmen’s Emporiam), Sportsmen's 
Purchasing Agent, Office, 95 Maideo Lane, N, ¥ 

FISH & SIMPSON’S | 

NEW BATT. 

The most killi’g bait ever invented for either 
black buds, pickerel, or large tront, beautifally 
mounted with gaady feathers, fornished in either 
silver or gold plated, Sent by mail on receipt of 
price. 

Silver plated.....-....+.- pesveeer es THC, GACH, 
Gold plated..... oaths: oaere 

On receipt of two three-cent stamps we will send 
our new G4-page catalogue, the moat complete list 
ever published on Fishing Packle, Camping Goons, 
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Ball, Archery, Cricket, 
Lacrosse, Firemen’s and Gymnasium Goods, Boxing 
Gloves, Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, aud every- 
thing in the line of Sportsmen's Goods, 

P, O. box 4,968. FISH & SIMPSON, 

apreb 192,Nagsau street, New York 

nda eeeemmenere 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

dn Che Wilds. 

O* the 15th of last October I left Camp Kennebago, 
Rangeley Lake, Maine, for Megantic and St. Francis 

Lakes, Canada, via the Wilderness, My system was fully 

charged with the terrible malaria, imbibed during the six 

months mainly spent at the Philadelphia Exposition of 1876, 

A month's stay at Camp Bema, on Mooselucmaguntic Lake, 
had not effected o cure, and friends and physicians advised a 
hundred-mile tramp through the wild woods of Maine and 
‘Canada. Accompanied as a companion by that sterling gen- 

tleman, E. A. Rogers, Esq., of Rangeley, Maine, *whose 
‘courtesy is so well known to many anglers, sportsmen and 

tourists, and with the famous Captain F, C. Barker, of Ando- 
ver, a5 chief guide, and Stephen Taylor and Addison Long, of 

Byron, and Frank Hewey, Jr., of Rangeley, as packers and 

oatmen, we went by Cuysuptic Lake and stream and the 

Five Mile Carry to Parmachenee Lake. We were cordially wel- 
comed by Uncle John Danforth at his unique camp on a raft, 

anchored in the middle of the lake, and in a short half-hour 

made a clean sweep of his well.supplied table, the prominent. 

and most delicious dish being ‘‘ beaver hash,” Haying reached 
the region famous as the ranging ground of deer, moose and 

caribou, of which I had heard for the seyenteen years during 

which I had frequented the Rangeley Lakes, I interviewed 
Uncle John immediately after supper as to the probability of 

my getting my firstshotata deer. ‘Oh, yes,” he replied, 

*‘T can give you the opportunity to-morrow morning.’ With 
full faith in Uncle John, I retired to rest and slept sweetly, 
gently, bub literally ‘‘rocked in the cradle of the deep,” 
Awaking early and breukfasting at half-past seven, we sent 
two guides ashore. At § o’clock we heard three shots. Spring 
ing into our boats we started from the camp. As we rounded 
the point of an island a half-mile distant we saw a deer swim- 
ming. As we approached I exclaimed, ‘‘Tred, that is a cari- 
boul” He turned. “A lool was enough, The forest of 
branching antlers looming five feet in the air, together with 

his great length and the exquisite derk-cray color of his skin 

informed his practiced eye that a veritable specimen of the 

American reindeer was before us, He swam rapidly, but not 
with the speed attained by our Adirondack boat, propelled by 

the musctilar arms of Captain Fred. At long rangeT fred my 

first shot ats member of the noble deer family. Hleven buck- 

shot rattled around him, but only served to quicken his speed 

and turn him directly toward the shore, but a short distance 

away. lurged Fred to increase his speed, and still standing 
in the stern of the boat with the gun at my shoulder I calmly 

awaited the moment for the last shot. ‘ Fire!” shouted Fred, 
as he glanced at the noble animal now within close range, 
** Not yet; I don’t want to ruin those antlers with the twelve 

buck-shot in my left barrel.” Aiming steadily at the line 
formed by the broad neck and rippling water I pulled the trig- 

_ ger, Almost at the report he ceased swimming. The ma- 
jestic head slowly drooped, and ag the antlers touched the 

surface of the lake I was alongside and caught the upper one 

in the crook of my right arm, ‘Allright, Fred; I told you 
fen minutes ago that was my caribou. Now for the camp.” 

The other boats came up and in tow line we returned to the 
camp, It was half-past eight as we touched the raft. The 
hunt was exactly an hour. The next morning as we set out 
for Lake Megantic, Uncle John’s assistant, Ferry started for 
Colebrook, N. H., sixty miles down the Magalloway. He car- 
ried the head and the antlers, the skin, the fect and the two 
hind-quarters of the caribou, which were expressed to New 
York, A-rustic sign over the main entrance of Uncle John’s 
camp on the raft, placed there by our hands, teads, ‘‘ Camp 
Caribou.” 2 
We had many delightful and exciting experiences during 

our three weeks through the wilderness to the Lakes Megantic 
and St, Francis and return to Rangeley, and I may jot 
them down for the entertainment of your readers. Suffice it 
to say that the main object of my trip was accomplished. I 
returned home fully recovered, No lingering evidence of 
malaria was left in my system, Ican therefore earnestly 
recommend a similar tour to the victim of this widely-preya- 
Jent malady. 
{ All this is preliminary to the presentation of an exceedingly 
graphic account of a trip just made over the same pround and 
extended to Quebec and Montreal by Captain Fred. O. Barker 
and his colleazue, Uncle John 8. Danforth. So faras Lean learn 
no one but the Indian, hunter or trapper bad ever crossed the 
boundary at this point previously to our “first Megantic ex- 

pedition” of October and: November, 1877. It is perfectly 
feasible for any one, and I can cordially recommend to the 
sportsman-angler desiring to virit an entirely new hunting- 
ground, and one abonnding in moose, caribou, deer and bear 
and trout, this section of our country. 

The diary which followsis sent (ome from Camp Kennebago, 
Indian Rock, Me., July 24, 1878: 

‘Our trip through the wilds of Maine, New Hampsiire and 
Canada was proposed in May, but not decided upon until the 
middle of June; and on the 11th of July, leaving the steamer 
Oguosses and Camp Caribou in the hands of trusty men, we 
left Camp Kennebago at 7 4. M. and took the Barker and 
Danforth route for Parmachenee Lake, arriving at Camp 
Caribou at 3 Pp. M., where we packed our knapsacks with 
suitable provisions and also stopped over night. At 6A. m. 
the following morning, taking a bost as far as Little Boys’ 
Falls, a distance of two miles, where we put on our packs 
and, faking our rifles in our hands, struck into the woods. 
We took a northeast course for several hours, then turned to- 
ward the east until we reached the boundary liné between 
Maine and Canada, which is marked by an opening cut 
throngh the forest thirty-three feet wide. Then we turned 
again, this time toward the north, and traveled for several 
hours until we reached Arnold’s Bog, one of the wildest 
places in Mainegr Canada. Here we stopped at one of our 
camps, and after catching trout for supper (which took us 
only a few minutes), we cut the wood for our camp-fire, then 
got supper. The day was nearly gone, but the moon being. 
nearly on the full, we concluded to take a sail in the * Crow’s 
Nest,’ which is a large nest-like platform, made in the top of 
several trees, and so situated as to give the occupant a view 
of nearly a thousand acres of the feeding-eround of moose, 
caribou and deer. We got seated in the nest just before the 
moon rose, but did not hear the sound of any animal until 
nearly 11 o'clock ; but then there was lots of noise. ‘The ani- 
mals were just coming down to feed, and in less than thirty 
minutes we could see several deer, three caribou and three 
moose. We could have had several shots, but patiently 
waited for a bull moose, and in legs than an hour there came 
within good range one of Oanada’s best, and we did not let the 
chance slip; and when the signal was given, which was one, 
tivo, three, we both fired. There was a general stam- 
pede all over the Bog. The one we shot at tried to 
do his part of the running, but in going fifty yards his mighty 
strength gave out, and he went down with a crash. We slid 
down from our nest, and, after examining the animal, found 
the holes of two balls, so neither could claim the shot that did 
the deed. The remainder of the night we spent in taking off 
the hide and taking care of the meat, and before we slept we 
went to where there were a patty of St. Francis Indians in 
camp and gave them the most of the meat. Then we returned 
to the camp, and, after eating a square meal, we rolled our- 
selves in our blankets and spent the most of the day in sleep- 
ing. We did not leaye camp until the next morning at 4:20, 
with our packs well sirapped on, and all day we traveled 
north. We saw one caribou, but did not care to shoot it as 
we did not need the meat. At 6 P.M. westopped for the 
night on a mossy knoll near the bank of Arnold’s River, and 
caught in a short time trout enough for supper and breakfast. 
We made a bark camp and cut wood for our fire, and were 
ready tulie down at 9 o’clock. The next day we apent in 
making us a spruce bark canoe, ag we were below all rough 
water until we got below the lake, and early the next morning 
we tried our new boat and found it all O. K., and at 2 Pr, m. 
we ran out in the Megantic Lake. Then we paddled along 
more leisurely, as we knew we had plenty of time to go to the 
outlet to the new hotel just opened. It was built by Bruce, 
and is now run by him, and a more syciable and hospitable 
man cannot be found. This house is large and commodious, 
and is situated in the right spot for sportsmen, ‘Trout “fishing 
is good in and around Megantic Lake, and bass are caught in 
large numbers. We passed a yery pleasant night with Bruce, 
and at 7 A, M, the following morning we bade him good-bye 
and once mere took up the paddle, and, pointing our bark 
north, shot ont of the Jake and down the rapids of the Chan- 
diere River. After running our canoe for about three miles, 
We came around a sharp turn io the river, and near the bank 
on the west side, just in some rushes, stood a fine buck. Fred 
laid down his paddle and took up his rifle; butas he did so 
the buck looked up, for he had noliced the noise wehad made; 
but if was his last look, for he caught the ball from Fred's 
rifle between his eyes, and with one bound forward he fell into 
the river, The current was strong and took him down, but 
We s0on came alongside, and, towing him ashore to where we 
could load him into our boat, we went again down the river at 
a fearful rate, as the current was strong and in many places 
almost falls, but we did not care ag long as our canoa did not 
leak, At noon we stopped, cooked some of our venison and 
ate our dinner. Then on we went again, and about 5 o'clock 
we saw another deer, but did not kill it, and langhed as we 
saw it hound away when it sawus. Qurride all day was 
through an unbroken wilderness and on « stream that runs 
very rapidly ; 0 much so a man must keep asharp lookout or 
he will see a rock coming through the bottom of his canoe. 
Just at dark we reached a clearing of about ten acres, and 
near the centre stood a lof cabin. We landed, drew our 
canoe up the bank and went to the cabin, where we found two 
people—a man and woman—both young and not over twenty- 
two years, I should say. They were French, and it was some 
time before we could make them understand what we wanted, 

and the only way we could tell them that we wanted to stay 
all night was by throwing ourselves at full length on a bed 
that stood in the corner of the shanty ; then they smiled 
and bowed their heads, and we made ourselves at home. We 
brought our deer from the canoe to the cabin and gave the 
whole to the Frenchman, who seemed much pleased. The 
wife soon had some of the steak on the coals, and soon after 
we were feasting on trout, venison and Indian wheat cakes, 
baked in the coals, The cakes were delicious. When it came 
time to go to bed, we asked the man where we should sleep, 
and at last made us understand that he had no bed for us, and 
that we would have to sleep on the floor, So we asked him 
where on the floor we should lie, thinking he must haye some 
blankets in the chantber for us, but he pointed to the corner 
of the room, and said ‘‘ Anywhere;" and with our coats for 
pillows we put in the night as best we could, Very early in 
the morning we ate another meal of yenison and Indian wheat 
bread, then bade good-bye to our French friends, and shoved 
our bark once more into the current. We had gone about a 
mile when we came to a birch bark canoe propelled by an Is- 
dian woman. We stopped our craft and had quite a chat 
with her. She asked us to go to the wigwam with her, We 
accepted the inyitation, and when we reached the dwelling 
we found an Indian stretched at full length on some boughs 
in front of asmall fire, smoking a long-stemmed pipe. The 
Ian seemed contented and happy, and merely recognized us 
with an ** Ugh!” and rolled over—the influence of fire-water, 
probably. He did not seem to want to talk, so we passed on 
and looked the establishment over, then took our departure 
once more in our canoe. Weswept down the current of the 
roaring river, and stopped only to cook and est our dinner 
until nearly dark. We did not see a house all day, nor could 
we see any signs of civilization, When we landed to prepara 
for a night in the woods, we made a shelter with 
a tubber blanket, and with a good fire at our feet we rested 
well, At daylight we were astir, and, after cating our 
breakfast, we started. Our canoe seemed to leap through the 
water, as we forced it along, helped by the current. The river 
showed more signs of rough water, but little did we care as 
long as the channel was deep enough to float our canoe. 
Everything went well for three hours, and we came to Big 
Walla. We did not know what we had to contend with until 
it was too late; until our bark was in the strone water, and 
too late fo back out. Fred was in the bow, and I heard him 
say, ‘‘Oh! my God,” and the next instant he cried, ‘*'To the 
left of the centre rock,” then ‘To the right, hard,” and by the 
time he was done talking the canoe passed over the first fall, 
and seemed to stop in the air for an instant, as if in trouble, 
and seemed to say good-bye to the things of this world. Then 
it struck the foaming waters below, but not ahead of our 
paddles, for we saw ata glance if the undertow caught the 
stem of our boat we were lost; and neyer did two men pull 
With more resolution than we did in that perilous time, 
The bark stood still for an inetant, then, with a tremble, 
started to make another and her last leap. With all the power 
we could muster we drove the canoe ahead, and tried to swing 
it to the right. We turned it a little, butnot enough. It made 
the leap, and almost cleared the rock, but struck hard enough 
to burst a hole in the bow nearly as large as a man’s hat. Pred 
saw the break, and with one stroke of his paddle shoved the 
canoe off the rock, then played the part of Perry, by plugging 
up the hole with his ows coat, while I ran the wrecked craft 
into the eddy and to the nearest shore. We sprang out, and 
never did men shake hands more earnestly than we. Then, to 
look back over what we had passed, and to think what kind of 
a boat we did it in, made us feel as though something besides 
human power had saved us from a watery graye. 

“Tt took us two hours to repair the damage done to our 
canoe. Then we started again; but not to run blindly into 
more danger. We found no more of such rough water, and 
af 2p, M. we camein sight of houses, when we bade good- 
bye to our bark, and with a good team, driven by a French- 
man, we rode to St. Joseph, a distance of thirty miles further 
down the river, through the hest farming district l ever saw 
in either Canada or the States. It was just the time of day 
to make a ride pleasant, and we enjoyed the scenes we 
witnessed exceedingly. We stopped over night at the St. 
Joseph Hotel, and at 6 A.M. the next morning we took the 
train for Point Leyi, arriving there at 9. Took the ferry for 
Quebec, where we hired a carriage, snd also a guide, and 
visited all the important plzces. It would, doubtless, be of 
little interest to you, but it was a feast for onr eyes. Atd 
rp. M. we left the cily, and enjoyed the ride to Montreal on 
board of the finesteamer Quebec, arriving there at Ga. mu. the 
following morning, when we took another guide, and looked 
the city through. We stopped at the Windsor House. At 7 
A. Mm. the next morning took the train for Scotstown, where 
we stayed for the night. At 7A. m. we left by team for Pem- 
herlon, and on our way halted at Pope’s gold mine, where 
they are busy at work, and also where you can find a 
perfect gentleman, who superiniends the business. He showed 
us all throngh the mine, and also the gold he had on hand, 
Soon after leaving the mine we left our team, it having taken 
usto the end of the road. We put on our packs and struck 
into the woods. We skirted the west shore of Connecticut 
Third Lake—headwaters ot the Connecticut River in New 
Hampshire—and just at dark walked out on the shore of the 
Second Lake, We fired our rifles, and were answered by see- 
ing a boat muking for us. It came up. We got in and were 
landed at Tom Chester’s camp, a place owned by him, and 
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nicely fitted up, where he entertains sportsmen,.and where 
they can find plenty of fish and game. We remained with 
Tom oyer-night, and at 5 a. m, we started for Parmachenee, 
arriving there at noon, and at Camp Caribou I bade good-hye 
to Fred, and he started for camp Kennebago, Indian Rock, 
and the steamer Ogvossoc, Thus passed a fortnight through a 
new country. We think ita route to be thought of by you, 
and also by parties wishing to take a long trip through a wil- 
derness where game and fish are very abundant.” 

The perusal of the diary of Barker and Danforth must have 
convinced any reader that two braver or more experienced 
guides do not exist. They can be addressed by letter to Camp 
Kennebago, Indian Rock, P. O., Franklin Co., Maine. 

Stanley, VN. J., Arg. 12. Gzo. Sumparp PacE, 

Kish Culture. 
Fish Curture in Wisconsin.—A letter from Mr. Hallock, 

of this paper, says : 

** While in Madison the other day I called upon Fish Com- 
miissioner Welch and also had the pleasure of visiting the 
State hatching house, now under the charge of Superintendent 
Welcher and Assistant A. B. Scott. Mr. Sanger, of Brooklyn, 
and two sons of Hon. Wm. Allen Butler, of New York, ac- 
companied me. The State and those interested in fish culture 
Ought to congratulate themselves for the amount of work ac- 
complished in so short a time by the gentlemen in charge, 
this being the second year of the establishment. ‘The hatch- 
ing house is capable of turning out several hundred thousand 
fry each year. There are now in the ponds some 300 Eastern 
salmon, two years old, mm fine condition ; 2,000 California 
Balmon (quinnat) three years old; 6,000 Mackinaw yearling 
trout; 2,000 brook trout spawners and 7,000 y2arlings, and a 
few landlocked salmon, all in fine order and all hatched in the 
hatching house. There are nine large springs of pure cold 
water on the premises. The grounds are spacious and diver- 
sified in surface. They are much resorted to by picnic 
parties as well as those interested in fish culture. The State 
appropriates about $8,000 per year for the support of the 
hatching house. Superintendent Welcher is much interested 
in promoting the coming exhibition of artificially raised fish 
to be held in Chicago next October. JI may also mention, in- 
cidentally, that the salt bath has been found yery efficacious 
in curing fungus among the fish.” 

 ——————— 

\ Waar sanz Taex?—'Piscator” writes from Montreal 

August 3: 

A lively little visitor, came to us in shoals a few weeks 
ago and disappeared again. ‘The visitor in question was 
a little silvery fish, very similar to a herring, but having its 
belly (as I found to my cost in taking it off my flies) serrated 
or edged with sharp spines, I presume it is the same fish 
which has appeared in such abundance in the upper &t. 
Lawrence and Lake Ontario, and which Seth Green was re- 
ported to have called a salt water herring. 

Will you inform me of the proper name of that deep, silvery 
fish called here whitefieh, shad waiter, or by the French Ja 
qgueche. It rises readily to the Hy and dies hard, affording a 
good deal of sport. 

In regard to these fish Dr. Tarleton H. Bean writes us from 
the U. 8. Fish Commission, Gloucester, Mass., August 17: 

*Piccator” would confer afayor on Professor Baird by 
Bending some specimens in alcohol of the herring-like fish 
which he took with a fly inthe St. Lawrence. Iam trying 
to find some gentleman who will take the trouble to send just 
that species from Montreal, because I think it is the alewife, 
Pomolobus pseudoharengus.. We have the alewife from Lake 
Ontario and lakes of western New York, and to solve the 
problem of how they got there we now need specimens from 
Montreal or its vicinity. 

The whitefish, shad waiter, or la gueche, is a species of Core- 
gonus, probably the nevanglie of Prescott, which is described 
in the ‘‘American Journal of Science and Arts,”’ 1851, xi, 

. 340. This species is called shad waiter; it is found in 
ake Winnipiscogce. But it is almost impossible to identify 

fishes without seeing them, If your correspondent’s fish be a 
coregonus he can readily observe that its dorsal fins are similar 
to those of a brook trout. Two specimens of Alenidosaurus 
Serox were received this morning from Captain Jerome Me- 
Donald, schooner Geo. P. Whitman, taken in Jat. 42 deg. 43 
min. N., lon. 63 deg. 65 min. W., at a depth of 800 fathoms, 
on a trawl line. 

Will you not urge *‘ Piscator” to send us specimena of the 
herring-like fish which he took witha fv? By the way, the 
alewite has been known to be so taken frequently, 

++ 

* Pers, Taprores anp Turrirs.—Hditor Forest aud Stream: 
Your correspondent on eels, tadpoles and turtles seeks in- 
formation ou the eel question. This is as it should be, and his 
desire to acquire knowledge is laudable. At the same time he 
should not assume that allof us are blunderers because our 
eels will not consent: to play ‘‘ follow my leader” witb his. 
The large eels in some streams do not descend to the sea in 
autumn for the purpose of hibernating. A few years since [ 
lived at Derby on the Housatonic, at the head of tidewater, 
twelve miles from the Sound. I speared many eels in the 
winter, and found them as plentiful, lying dormant in the 
mud and spring-holes fourteen miles above the salt water as 
at the mouth of the river. These ecls had their choice, and 
bedded for the winter wherever the bottom was suitable, re- 
gardless of salt. ‘Their condition was adipose, and they con- 
tinued to descend (into the mud) until they reached hard pan. 
I am grieved to learn my trout are in danger of being eaten 
by speckled mud turtles; but then the latter must first catch 
the former. That speckled turtles are carnivorous has been 
known to me eyer since as a boy I saw them eat worms. 

Troutbeck, Roslyn, L. L., Aug. 16. THO, 
rr 

Morr Liour ron Tanrorgs,—Haitor Fores and Stream: 
T have jist finished reading Mr. Roogevelt’s humorous article 
ou tadpolesin issue of August 15, The difficulty he has ex- 
perienced in raising frogs calls to mind a college lecture on 
physiology, in which the professor, speaking of the effects of 
climatic changes, adduced in argument the fact that a tadpole 
kept in the dark would forever remain a tadpole, but when 
exposed to sunlight would in time develop into a frog. Now, 
without making light of this subject, perhaps this may ac- 
count for the milk in the cocoanut, The gentlemen may bave 
stinted their tadpoles in the matter of sunshine. KR. K. B. 

New York, August 19. 

gentlemen has been formed in Brooklyn something similar in 

lyn readers of the Forgst anp StrzAM who may haye similar 

eggs for her own. In due time the majority hatched out, tem 
in number, and a prouder hen than this one seldom led forth 
her charge, They seemed as dutiful as any brood of chickens, 
and would come at the mother’s eyery call. They showed 
but few signs of that excessive shyness that all wild birds mani- 
fest when you approach them, but they would come and cat 
crumbs as they fell from Mr. Woodford's hand. Every night 
the hen would gather them in her nest and carefully cover 
them, but at last a yery severe rain, long continued, sub- 
merged the place where they nested, and every one was 
drowned, much to our disappointed. They lived long 
enough to demonstrate the fact that the wild nature of the 
quail can be much modified by domestic hatching and mother. 
The prospect for sport in this county was never better. 
Some broods of quail have hatehed, and fy strong already ; 
they even come within the town liniits and cheer us with 
their well-known ery, ‘Bob White.” Our Fish Commis- 
sloners have dealt liberally with us, having stocked all our 
important streams, Several of our citizens, having fine arti- - 
ficial ponds, are anxious to get come of Prof. Baird’s carp to 
stock them with. We are orgenizing a fishing and hunting 
club; will give name and data after full organization. 
Montgomery Co., Ky. 

+3 ______ 

A Toucn Youre Nicut Hawk.—U_ S. Barge Kingheloe, 
Columbia City, Oregon, July 13, 1878.—Mr, Editor: While 
engaged upon the survey of the Columbia River, in the vicin- 
ity of St. Helen, a short time since, 1 obseryed some facts 
which will probably be of interest to your Natural History 
readers. I was looking for a site to erect a signal upon, and 
selected a point upon a remarkable basaltic clifl, and in close 
proximity I diseoyered the nest of a night hawk containing 
twoeggs. Ihave said a nest, but there was no semblance of 
a nest, as the eggs were laid upon the bare rock, which, in the 
locality, was destitute of grass or shrubs, and covered with a 
coat of moss, The parent bird was prevented from covering 
her eggs for three or four hours hy the presence of my party 
at work, and, wishing the eggs for my collection, I proceeded 
to prick a hole with a pin in each end of one egg, which I 
found would not empty of its contents by blowing, for the 
reason that the process of incubation had too far advanced. 
T did not puncture the other egg, and placed both back in the 
nest. Twelve days afterward 1 had occasion to yisit the 
same station, when what was my astonishment to find not 
one, but two healthy young birds occupying the nest! I will 
add that in my efforts to empty the egg of its contents, T not 
only thrust in the pin as far as it would go, but stirred the 
contents inside, and only obtained a little blood and a drop or 
two of serous fiuid. That this egg should haye hatched out 
after such treatment excited my unqualified surprise, but the 
facts can be vouched for by five or six members of my party, 
and as facts I present them to your readers. 

Cravenanp Roce wert, 
Assistant U. 8. Coust Survey. 

Glatural Gistorn. 
Brooxury ‘‘ Forester Crox.’—An association of young 

sims to the Nattall Ornithological Club. Any of the Brook- 

tastes and would like to join the new ‘* Forester Glub” are in- 
vited by the President, Mr. W. W. Walsh, to send in their 
names to the Secretary, Mr. Robert Sabin, No. 3 Weirfield 
street, Brooklyn. We bespeak for the Foresters all the pleas- 

ures of the fields and woodlands. : 
+ 

Fortuer Nores on Betostoma.—Our correspondent, Mr. 
D, M. Yost, of Norristown, Pa., kindly keeps us aw courant 
as to the habits of the curious water bug now in the aquarium 
of Mr. J. 8. Baker of that place. In his last note he says: 

A few days ago it attacked a water turtle measuring 2tin. 
across by 2§in, long, and weighing 1} ounces, and would 
certainly have killed it but for the sharp cdges of a fine wire 
sereen lying on some stones on a leyel with the water in the 
aquarium, against which the turtle succeeded in brushing off 
his foe, 

This unsuccessful attempt seemed to infuriate the beast, 
and he immediately turned on a couple of tadpoles of large 
size and killed them in succession in a few minutes. He did 
not feed on them, however, but seemed to kill only for the 
sake of killing. Jn hig attack on this turtle he attempted to 
pierce the points of the armor, and evidently succeeded so 
well as to make it frantic with pain, as it rushed about in per- 
fect frenzy, snapping at its enemy and trying by eyery means 
to dislodge it. Since this attack the turtle shows evident | 
signs of fear on the approach of the beast, while another of the 
same size, placed in the aquarium since, takes no notice of it. 
We are looking for another snake to put into the aquarium, and 
will give you the result if interesting. The fellow is getting to 
be a sort of elephant, attracting rather too many yisitors and 
depopulating the aquarium so that Mr, Baker is getting rather 
tired of him. Strange to say he has never attempted to in- 
terfere with the fish, although there are a number of various 
species in the aquarium. 
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Axorzer Boat Fux.—Seranton, Pa., July 31.—Mr. Editor: 
Tn your edition of July 25, 1878, a correspondent writes about 
and describes a strange water insect. I received your paper 
July 26 about 4, u. Some three hours previous while walk- 
ing near some old holes in which water falls and becomes 
stagnant, containing a growth of aquatic grass, etc., I stopped 
to look at just such another insect lying near the surface of 
the water, and which resented a prod of my cane, as I tried to 
turn it oyer, by a vigorous attack several times repeated. As 
soon as the article in question had been read the similarity be- 
tween the two was at once recognized and noted, H. C. C. 

——_+ - 

Tar Haypsen Exerpirron.—Under date of August 3 the 
Interior Department has received a communication from Pro- 
fessor F. VY. Hayden from Big Sandy Creek, west base of 
Wind River Mountains. The expedition had divided. One 
party, under Mr. Garnetf, started northward of the valley of 
the Green River for the Yellowstone fork, and the other, 
under Mr, Clark, for the 'I'eton district. Prosessor Hayden 
writes: ‘‘ We have been eminently successful so far in every 
undertaking, and have secured much yaluable information. 
We have no trouble from Indians. Some of the Bannocks 
are now camped, fishing and hunting, within a few miles of 
us, but most of them haye just returned to their reservation 
near Fort Hall. They are understood to be perfectly peace- 
able. It isnot probable that there will be another opportu- 
nity to communicate with the department before some timein 
September, when we reach Monmouth Hot Springs, in the 
National Park." 

Van, 

————_ — + 

Sootanisa in Sourm ArricA,—Under this title Mr. F. B. 

Colenso, writing from Maritzburg, Natal, contributes to Vature 

an account of some observations of the habits of certain ants, 

which are very curious, Writing under date of May 12, he 
Says: 

I noticed this morning that along the bottom of the front 
wall of my house, on the veranda, there lay a quantity of 
reddish-brown powder; there was enough to fill a coffee cup. 
On looking closer I saw that it was made up of small and 
larger fragments which glistened, and on inspecting some in 
my hands they turned out to be the heads, legs, trunks, etc., of 
countless ants, A number of these animals were still on the 
wall above, and my attention being now arrested, IT watched 
them and saw that they were contributing to the carnage be~ 
neath. This species of ant is a small, comparatively harmless: 
one, the chief sin of which is that it makes its way to every 
species of food and swarms on it. As is usual with ants, the 
general body of insects is accompanied by larger individuals, 
which are provided with heads and jaws quite disproportionate 
to their bodies, and with these jaws they do all the cutting up, 
Among the ants on the wall there was 4 large sprinkling of 
the ‘soldier ants,” and the whole community seemed bent on, 
destroying them. The proportion of heavy-jawed to ordi- 
nary ants was about one to teu. I saw a group of little ones 
fastening on to a big one, which made desperate efforts to re- 
lease itself. At first the big one bit several little ones in two, 
and the parts dropped down from the wall ; but after-a while 
the little unes severed all the les of the big one and finally 
got on his back and cut himin two, ‘The group then dropped 
down to swell the mass below. Similar scenas were enacted 
elsewhere on the wall. The commencement of one combat 
was as follows: A big ant walked along until he met another 
big one, and the two shook antennae. Just then 9 little one 
seized hold of a hind leg of one of these big ones. Neither 
took any notice, but continued a rapid conversation, Sudden- 
ly other small ones came up, when the big one whose leg wag 
grabbed turned furiously on the little one and seized him by 
the middle. This could not be done until the big one had 
doubled himself up. .As soon as he had hold of his small an- 
tagonist he lifted him in the air and snipped him in two. 
Méan while all the big one’s legs had been seized by little ones 
and the party seemed to turn over and over, lille bits 
tumbling down, now a leg, now half an ant, till the big one 
was vanquished. 
The ant is most assuredly subject to passions, The way in 

which the big ant turned on thelittle oné was singularly in- 
di¢ative of rage. The determined manuer in which he laid 
hold of the little one was quite human, 

st 

Guxtuer’s Miner,.—Hditer Forest and Stream: We havc 
{o announce another addition to our fish fauna, a little fish 
which resembles the mackerel midge rather closely; a mem- 
ber of the cod family now recorded, I believe, for the first 
time. It is described by Gunther in * Catalogue of Fishes in 
British Museum,” vol. ii., p. 386, and vol. iy., p. 362, under 
the name of Hypsiptera argentca. Yn the absence of a better 
nume I propose to call it Gunther's Midge. This midge may 
be distinguished from the mackerel midge, Crliata argentate, 
very readily by its entire first dorsal of six rays, instead of the 
more numerous isolated filaments which compose the first 
dorsal of Ciliata, The ventrals of Gunther's Midge are three- 
rayed and, in the language of its captor, ‘shaped like an oar.” 
The collector is Captuin R. H. Hurlbert, of Gloucester, our 
worthy pilot. The locality was off Cape May. 

Gloucester, August 12. Tarteron H, Bray, 
ae 

Anorner Atsino Caroxss.— Warrenton, Va., June 20, 
1878.— Lattor Forest and Stream: “Mac's” letter, in your 
issue of 13th inst., recalled the fact that there was an albino 
in this vicinage, an account of which was published in the 
Southern Planter last year. This morning I made a visit to 
thig albino, and upon investigation find the following to be 
the facts of the case: Mr. RK. C. Newby (conducting a tan- 
nery near this placc) in 1876 procured a full-blooded black 
Spanish cock toa run with a lot of hens of the common breed. 
One of these hens (brown color) laid out, set and hatched six 
chicks, all taking after the cock in color—a jet black. One 
of these chicks, a young cock, was *‘ turned out,” and at ma- 
turity showed all the points of the black Spanish, except that 
two of the longest tail feathers were white. When this cock 
mioulted in 1877 he became pure white, and so remains to 
this time; eyes pink. Mr. N. kindly offers this bird to * sci- 
ence" if ‘* Mac's” suggestion is adepted, ‘There is no ques- 
tion as to the facta contained in the above statement. The 
change in color went on under the eye of Mr. N. and his 
“ foreman,” both of whom will make affidavit thereto. 

; k. H, Dowsman. 

——— 

For Forest and Stream and Rad and Gun. 

THE AMERICAN ELK 
(Cervus Canadensis). 

By Wu. H. Regn. 

HERE is no nobler gama in all the Rocky Mountain re- 
gion, and none more attractive either to the amateur or 

professional huntsman, than the American elk or wapili. Their 

range is yearly growing more and more restricted, and I haye 
no doubt that they will be among the first to entirely euc- 

cumb before the advance of civilization, Their present eastern 

range in the Rocky Mountains is almost wholly restricted to. 
the foot-hills, except in the northern part, where they extend 

soraewhat into Dakota. In Kansas, not long ago, they were 
known to extend nearly to the interior of that State; but I 
believe not an instance has been known of their capture for 
three or four years, and then in the extreme northwest. In 
Nebraska they are yet rarely seen in the southwest, In the 
south they extend at least as far as southern Colorado. At 

e 

Quam Unpzr A Hen.— Editor Forest and Stream: A cir- 
cumstance occurred here last spring which wus véry amusing, 
and showed how much the wild nature of the partridge 
(Ortyz virginianus) could be modified by a domestic foster 
mother. About the first of May last Mr. John Woodford (a 
thorough sportsman), of this county, found a nest of par- 
tridge eggs, some sixteen in number. The thought occurred 
to him to place the eggs under a hen, which he accordingly 
did. Having at the time a small game hen which had atolen 
her nest, he found her and substituted the purtridge’s 
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present-one of the most abundant ranges is near the head of 
the Snake and North Platte Rivers, where not infrequently 
they may be seen in herds of five hundred to even as high as 
five thousand. Ihave ridden for four hours through a con- 
tinuous herd of these animals, and when they would hardly 
make room for my horse to pass through them. They were 
crossing at the time northward toward the Elk Mountain range 
in southern Wyoming. From April till the latter part of June 
they are constantly passing up to the higher regions, the cows, 
with their calves, keeping at snow line, and the bulls, while 
their horns are yet tender, or until the velvet has been worn 
off and their antlers hardened, keeping in small opened parks 
near the footof fhe hills. At these times the cows are rarely 
together, while the males are usually in herds of fiveto twenty. 
At the first snows that remain on the mountains—in southern 

. Wyoming about the middle of September—they pass down 
into the valleys and lowlands to remain during the winter. In 
timbered regions they paw away the sward to feed upon the 
nutritious buffalo grass; but after a rigorous winter they are 
usually very poor. In summer they are constantly harassed 
by the myriads of flies (Vabanus rhomiious, and more espe- 
cially two species of Ofrysops) and mosquitoes, that are found 
more abundantly near the snow line than elsewhere. 

During the breeding season, from about May 20.to June 20, 
the cows isolate themselves, invariably seeking timber where 
their ealyes—almost always twins—remain hidden till they are 
six weeks or two months old. Like antelope, the young are 
easily caught and tamed. When tamed they run teadily with 
domestic cattle, when the adulf males will defeat the most 
poweriul Texas bulls for the possession of the domestic cows. 
The cows leave their young in the latter part of August; at 
that time, for some unknown reason, they are most easily ap- 
proached and destroyed. The rutting season continues through 
the Jatter part of September and early part of October, the 
cows apparently hiding from the males, while the latter, ex- 
tremely restless, are constantly traveling about uttering their 
shrill, bugle-like note, that can be heard for a long distance. 
At these times the young males have a decided advantage over 
the older ones in obtaining possession of the cows. I once 
witnessed an amusing contest between a two-year-old and a 
powerful bull much older. For some time the heavy antlers 
of the older one were used with telling effect against the 
younger, and he succeeding in throwing him down several 
times, Finally, however, the younger one by his greater 
agility succeeded in attacking his opponent in the side, and, 
after several most vigorous thrusts with his sharp-pointed 
spike-horna into his adversary’s abdomen, the latter imglori- 
ously fled, leaving the conqueror in peaceful possession of his 
hard-won mate. 

Little or no reliance can be placed upon the number of 
prongs in the male’s antlers for determining the age. Ina 
full-grown animal the usual number is from six to eight, but 
jn one instance I found as many asten, The age up to the 
fourth or fifth year may be accurately determined by the size 
of the ‘‘ ivories” or premolar teeth. a 
They are timid animals, with but little curiosity, and rarely 

show any pugnacity when brought to bay, The females are 
almost mute, seldom uttering any cry even when wounded. 
They find a powerful enemy in ihe mountain lions, and not a 

few, I believe, fall victims to them. Not long ago, while fol- 
lowing a cow at a little distance, 1 was astonished upon emerg- 
ing into little park or opening of the trees to find her vio- 
lently strugelingly with a lion that had evidently leaped upon 
her back from some overhanging branch, His terrible teeth 
were already fixed into the base of his victim’s throat as he lay 
across her back, his claws firmly fixed in her shovlders and 
flanks. It could hardly haye taken ten minutes from the first 
sirugeles before the cow lay quivering upon the ground, and 
the panther beside her dead from my rifle-ball. 
es 

LIST OF BIRDS IN PEOTONE AND 
VICINITY. 

OLLOWING is a. list of the birds I have observed at 

F this place and in the immediate neighborhood, with 

notes as to their abundance, breeding, etc. D. H. Eaton. 

Accipter cooperii, Cooper's hawk.—Seen at Twelve-Mile Grove, about 

nine miles from here, on May 12, 18i7; only one pair seen; set of 

eggs obtained; nob yery abundant, 
Coceygus erythrophthalmus, Black-billed ouckoo,—Not very abundant; 

breeds, Two sets of two eggs each obtained on June 12,1877. Nests 

built In apple trees in orchards, 
Picus villasus, Hairy woodpecker.—Rare ; seen oftener in winter. 

Sphyropicus varius, Yellow-bellied woodpecker,—Rare; probably 
breeds in some of the groves near here, 

Melanerpes erythrocephalus, Red-headed woodpecker.—Very abundant 

at Mones and Twelve-Mile Grove; breeds; not seen during winter. 

Oolaptes auratus, Yellow-shufted flicker.—Quite abundant; breeds, 

Chordetles popetue, Night hawk.—Not abundant; breeds. 
Tyrannus carolinensis, King bird.—Very abundant; breeds; raises 

two broods a year in soine seasons. 

Turdus migratorius, Robin.—Very abundant; breeds; two broods 

a season. Z 
Siala svalis, Blue bird. Abundant ; breeds. 

Regulus calendula, Ruby-crowned wren.—Kare; seen only in spring; 

no record of ifs breeding. 
Regulus satrap, Golden-crested wrel.—Kare; seen only during 

spring migrations ; does not breed. 
Geothlypia trichus, Maryland yellow-throat.—Quite abundant; 

breeds; bnilds its nest among the weeds near the railroad, close to 

water; also in the reeds in Jarga sloughs. 

Sciuriua durocamilus, Golden-crowned thrush,—Rare; seen ohly in 

epring, and know of no nest ever haying been fonnd, 
Dendroice cestiva, Yellow warbler.—Abundant; breeds, 

Dendroica discolor, Prairle warbler.—Rare ; breeds. 
Pyranga rubra, Scarlet tanager.—Rare; probably breeds, 

noticed in the summer. 
Hirundo horreorum, Barn swallow.—Very abundant; breeds. 

Hiyundo lunifrons, Cliff swallow.—Abundant ; breeds, 
Progue purpured, Purple martin—Abundant; breeds; reara two 

broods generally. 

Collyrto Tudoviciantta, Loggerhead shrike.—Common; breeds ; rears 

two broods. Neats with eggs are found the latter part of April or first 

peitiee exeubitoroides, White-rumped shrike.—Abundant; breeda; 

two broods each season. 
Vireo gilvus, Warbling vireo.—Quite common; breeds. 

Mimua carvolinensia, Cat bird.—Common ; breeds. 

Haryorhynchua rufus, Brown thrush,—Very abundant; breeds, 

Oistoth orus sigllaris, Sbort-billed marsh wren,—Quite abundant; 

breeds; builds its nest in the long reeda in large ploughs. 

Olerysomitris tristis, Yellow bird.—Very plentiful; breeds, 

Plectrophanué nivalis, SLOW bunting.—Plenty in winter; does nat | 

breed, 

aa I have 

jand are bound to make him some return. 

P. lapponicus, Lapland Lougspur.—Very plentifol in winter, Seen 
sometimes in flocks of 60to100or more. Frequentacorn-ilelds, patches 
of weeds and pastures, feeding on the reeds, 

Chondestes granvmuca, Lark ttnch.—No} common; breeds. Builds on 

ground in A corn-feld at the foot of a hill of corn. 
Zonotwichic albicollia, White-throated sparrow.—Seen only in spring; 

very plentiful then in the groyes, 

Spizclla monticola, Tree sparrow,—Very abundant in winter; leaves 
early In spring, 

S&S. pusilla, Field sparrow.—Common }, breeda. 
Huspiza americana, Black-throated buntiog,—One of our most abund- 

ant birds. Arrives about May 1, and leayes the latter partor Septem- 

ber. Breeds, Builds in osage hedges, clumps of young grass, bushes 

and young eVergreens, Raises two broods, the second ‘set of eggs 

being laid in July. 

Pipilo erythropthaimes, Ground yobin.—Common summer yisitant ; 

breede. 

Doticshonys orizivorous, Bobolink,—Common ; breeds. 

Molothrus pecoris, Cow bird.—Common ; breeds. 
Ageleius pheniceus, Red-winged blackbird.—Very common ; breeds; 

raises two broods, Haye found nests with young, eggs nearly batched, 

and fresh eggs in same slough, 

Sturnella mayna, Meadow lark.—Common; breeds. 

feterus spurius, Orchard oriole.—Qnite common; breeds. 

I, baltimore, Baltimore orlole.—Rare, Haye seen but one neat in the 

grove at Wilton. K 

Qttiscalus versicolor, Crow blackbird.—Common; breeds in large 
numbers, 

Corvus americanus, Crow.—Common in the groves at Wilton and 
Monee ; breeds, 

Cyanura crystala, Blue jny.— Quite common; breeds, 

Ectopistes migratoria, Wild pigeon.—Occasionally seen; does not 
breed. 

Zenaidura carolinensis, Common dove, Turtle dove,—Very plenty; 

breeds; raises several broods each season. 

Cupidonia cupido, Prairie hen, Pinnated grouse.—Plentiful; breeds, 
Sonasa tembelius, Ruled grouse,—Rare. One or two specimens haye 

been shot at Wilton. 

Ortyx virginianus, Quall.—Abundant; breeds, 

Botdurus lentiginosus, Bittern, Thender pump, Stake driyer.—Oom- 

mon; breeds. Nest bullf sometimes in the midst of a slough, and at 

times on the ground at the edge, Usual number of eggs, four; have 
found one nest of seven eggs. 

Charadrius virginicus, Golden ployer.—Plenty during spring and fall 
Migrations; does not breed. 

Aigiolitis vociferus, Killdeer plover.—Very common; breeds, 
Philohela minor, Woodcock,—Rare. Haye seen but one bird, In a 

Bmiall grove of young maples, Do not know of its breeding. 

Gallinago wilsonii, English snipe.—Plentiful in spring and fall; does 
Not breed, except, perhaps, in isolated cases, 

Maecrorhamphus grisevs, Red-breasted snipe.—Quite plentiful in 

spring; no record of its breeding, 
Fringoides macularius, Spotted sandpiper.—Plentiful. Have seen it 

during the snmmer, and it probably breedg. 

Actiturus bartramius, Wield ployer, Upland ployer—Common; breeds; 
nest built on the ground in pasfures. 

Porzane carolina, Common.rail,—Abunilant; breeds, 
Bernicla canadensis, Canada goose,—Generally common in spring; re- 

mains but afew days. 

Bernicla brenia, Brant,—Occasionally shot in spring and fall on some 
of the large sloughs and lakes near here, 

Anas boschas, Mallard,—Common in spring and fall, Some few pairs 
remaio and breed, 

Dafila acuta, Sprig-tailduck, Pin-tail duck, Pigeon-tail_Not common; 
accasionally breeds. 

Netlion carolinensis, Green-winged teal.—Common duriog migrations; 
may possibly breed, but bave never found nest. 

Querquedula discers, Blue-winged teal,—Common during migrations. 
Podihjmbus podiceps, Carolina grebe.—Common ; breeds. 

+. 

ARRLVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGIOAL GARDEN FOR THE WEEK 

EypinG AUGUST 18.—Two browt-throated parrakeets, Conurus wrugi« 
nosus, purchased; two crawiish and one columber, Obsoletus conjinis, 

presented; three bald eagles, Halietus leucocephatus, presented, 

Woodland, Harm and Garden. 
THIS DEPARTMENT I8 EDITED BY W. J. DAVIDSON, BEO, N, ¥. 

HORTIOULTURAL SOOIHTY. 

FLOWERS IN THE CITY, 

URING the last ten or fifteen years we haye seen a vast 
improvement in the taste displayed in many points of 

our social and domestic life, but perhaps in none has more ad- 
vance been displayed than in the Moral decoration of our rooms, 
balconies, hotels and public places of resort. Formerly the 

attempt at decoration got no further than a few asthmatic 

scarlet Geraniums, red-spidery Fuchsias, Heliotropes, with 
here and there an overgrown Oleander, Cape Jessamine, 

Cactus, or perhaps the beautiful (when well grown) scarlet, 
Malvyayiscus. Now this dead Jevel is broken through, and not 

only in the pretentious up-town hotels and the Fifth avenue 

mansions do we see the feathery and graceful Palm, the many- 
hued and resplendent Caladium and Colens, etc., but among 
the poorer denizens of this crowed city the love of the beau- 

tiful is manifested in the care bestowed on the sweet Madeira 

Vine, the common Morning Glory, or any of those cheaper 
but not less beautiful flowering, variegated, or parti-colored 

foliaged plants that can be bought at such a low figure every 
season. Kor northern exposures, also, our native ferns are 
cherished as a boon by many, their graceful fresh green fronds 
being a relief to the eye weary of dusty streets and sun-baked 
brick walls, and their introdiiction has been hailed by many, 
whose opportunities of enjoying the beauties of Ferns in their 
native haunts are few and far between. Many of them are 
evergreen also, and it is surely more pleasant, when looking 
across the way or enjoying a quiet reading by the window, to 
look through a screen of Ferns than through those abomina- 
tions known as dlinds, however useful they may be in their 
way. It isa common remark that flowers outside of a house 
are ostentatious, as, from their arrangement sloping down- 
ward to the outer edge, they cannot be enjoyed by the mmates. 
Those who thus object, however, forget that they also enjoy 
the full result of their opposite neighbor’s horticultural efforts, 

Besides, is it 
nothing to add to the pleasurea—all too scanty—of the dusty 
and toil-worn wayfarers of the street? And that the lovely 

flowers and rich green drapery, tended and trained by loving 
fingers in our windows and balconies afford pleasure, may be 
easily read in the admiring and loving glances directed toward 
them. Such a civilizing influence is by no means to be 
despised ; it carries on in the hot dusty streets the good work 
begun in our well-cared for parks, and the glimpses of private 
gardens we sometimes see, and perchance reaches many a son 
or daughter of toil, in whose hard-working lives parks and 
gardens are words, and nothing more. The increased use of 
plants and flowers at balls, receptions, fairs and other enter- 
tainments, has also been mogt remarkable. Formerly, a few 
eyergreens placed under the staircase, with perhaps 4 few 
flowering plants in front of them, was considered the 76 plus 
ultra of good taste. Now colors are blended with thought 
and care, graceful Palms and feathery Ferns break up monot- 
nous lines; Roses, the queen of flowers, and drooping Fuchsiag, 
many-hued Colenses and Dracsnas, and exotics beyond num- 
ber lend their aid to the general effect. On our dinner-tables, 
parlor-tables aud mantels, too, floral decoration reigns trium- 
phant; and why not? The first suggestion of such a thing is 
met by an outery as fo expenses, and certainly if nothing but 
the choicest Roses, Eucharis, Orchids or other choice exotica 
will content us, it is not without cause. But Ivy, and common 
Ferns, Sheep Laurel, Lobelia, our native Lilies, yes, and 
Pond Lilies, too, sprays of Madeira Vine, Creeping Charlie, 
Wandering Jew, Maurandia and other ordinary flowers are by 
no means costly, and these, arranged with taste by skillful 
hands, produce eff. cts far superior to those altained by a less 
artistic disposition of the most expensive blossoms. A few 
sprays of Partridge Berry or wild Anemone, with a few wild 
Violets or other flowers among them, tastefully grouped in a 
smal] vase, will oftentimes give more real pleasure, especially 
in a sick room, than the richest and most elaborate bouquet, 
even if presented by Croesus No. Il. As long, however, as 
ladies will not take the trouble to arrange their flowers them- 
selves, so long will the floral adornments of their tables and 
parlors be unsatisfactory, Flowers give the finishing touch 
of refinement to everything with which they are associated, 
but their arrangement requires taste, judgment, love and prac; 
tice, Mrs. W. J. D. 

ae 
How to Fumi¢Atr.—Some of our Southern and even 

Northern readers may want to know how a room, a kennel or 

clothing may be fumigated: Dr. Chandler, of the New York 
Board of Health, gives the following as the best method: 

Place some sulphur in an iron yessel and pour a little alco- 
hol on it; The alcoholia set on fire, and before it is burned 
away the sulphur will be ignited. ‘There will arise from the 
burning sulphur sulphurous acid gas, which, like other gases, 
will mix itself with all the air in the house without the aid of 
draught or currents. It will penetrate to every crevice, and 
will destroy the vitality of every disease germ with which it 

Ghe Kennel. 
Tre St. Paut Benom Suow.—One of the novel attractions 

of the St. Paul Bench Show willbe a full team of Bsqui- 
maux dogs harnessed to the sledge or Traineav. There will 
also be Hare Coursing and Vox Running. The field trial 
judges for the bench show are John Dayidson, Esq., of Mon- 
roe, Michigan; ©. J. Butler, Esq , of Stillwater, and Wm. 
Muliiken, Esq., St. Cloud. In selecting the judges for the 
field trials the committee haye had only one object in view, 
yiz.: to secure the best practical and unbiased men, They 
have been peculiarly fortunate in doing this, as Mr. Butler 
and Mr. Mulliken are well known im this State for their hon- 
orable and fair manner in dealing with all alike, Mr. David- 
son is the recognized best judge of a doe on this continent. 
Mr. Lort, the great ‘‘all-roumd” English judge, paid him g, 
very high compliment at New York in saying, that ag many 
Mnglish judges as he had been associated with he had never 
met one possessins so much practical knowledge as Mr. 
Davidson, In securing Mr. Davidson as the bench and 
field trial judge the committee haye done what no other 
club has been able to do, as his services have been frequently 

| asked for, but always denied. 
ee 

Rioumonp KenneL Cius.—A kennel club is now being 
formed in Richmond, Virginia. Mr. John Adams is one of 

its chief promoters, The Richmond sportsmen ought to at- 

tend the coming field trials in Minnesota. 
a 

Disremprr.—Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe, Michigan, 

who is to be one of the judges at the coming Bench Show in 

St. Paul, has recently lost twelve valuable dogs from distem- 

per, and has fnken the precaution to scatter his kennel fo pre- 

yent the diseass from spreading. He thinks the disease was 

introduced by one of his dogs which he took with him to the 
East last spring. 

————S 

Hig Price ror 4 Setrer.—Dash IL, but for the odd fifty 

guineas, might have come to New York, as our correspondent, 
Captain John M. Taylor, offered 250 guineas for Dash on the 

part of a gentlemanin New York. Bell's Life of August 3 

Says: 
Mr. G. Brewis has sold his celebrated field trial setter, Dash 

II., to Mr. Liewellin for 800 guineas, the highest price ever 
paid for a single setter. It will be recollected that Mr. Brewis 
gave 180 guineas for Dash at Aldiidge’s, and since then he has 
won with him the Horseheath Stakes, the Kennel Club Chal- 
lenge Cup, and a second and third also at Horseheath and 
Shrewsbury, added to which he won the Open Dog Stake and 
the Champion Cup at Shrewsbury before Mr. Brewis bought 
him. Dash has been rightly considered the best looking setter 
that has ever contested a field trial, and as he is nearly a pure 
Layerack, combining the two best strains of that sort, old 
Blue Dash and Blue Prince, he must necessarily be a most in- 
valuable dog at the stud, He was bred by John Armstrong, 
and was got by the late Mr. Laverack’s Blue Prince out of 
Kate, by Mr. Laverack’s Old Dash out of Kate, by Mr, Field's 
Duke, and he is now five years old. 

Hs 

Names Crammn.—Wew York, Aug. 14,—Mr. C. H. Clay- 
ton claims the name of ‘‘ Flame” for his red setter pup, out of 
Killarney (imported Frisk and Grouse by imported Milo— 
Dan-Venus), whelped May 16,1878. ‘ Judge” for his orange 
and whife getter pup out of Han (Gildersleeve’s Dash—Fan), 
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py Milo, whelped May 21, 1878. ‘* Milo IT.” for his liver, 
white and tau setter pup, out of Topsy (Drake—Judy), by 
Milo, whelped May 22, 1878. 

—obn N. Shapley, Hazleton, Pa., claims the names of St. 
Nicholas and Meg for his blaek, white and tan puppies by 
champion Kob Roy out of Bess ; whelped March 16, 1878. 

~~ + 

Wuzrrs—Wew York, August 18.—Mr. E. F. Mercilliott’s 
champion Grace whelped ten, eight dogs and two bitches, 
August 12, by Theo. Morford’s Quail; twodogsdead; the re- 
maining eight in fine condition. 

Neversink Lodge, Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥., July 29.— 
By champion Sensation out of champion Queen, eight dogs, 
one bitch pup, all liver and white, doing well. 

—————-_—e 

Sates.—John N. Shapley, Hazleton, Pa., has sold two of 
his champion Rob Rey-Bess pups as follows: Grace to 
Henry Robrman, Philadelphia, Pa.; Curlew to Henry O. 
Thomason, Leeland, La Salle Co., Ill, 

SS ee 

—We regret to announce that the field trials to be held 
under the auspices of the Baltimore Kennel Glub are indefi- 
nitely postponed. eS = 

PEDIGREES OF RA'NGER AND LIZZIE. 

Following are the pedigrees of the two pointer puppies 
purchased by Capt. Jno. M. Taylor from J. H. Salter, of 
Tolleshunt D’Arcy, Essex, England: 
Mottled black and white pointer puppy Ranger, by Mr. Salter’s Mike, 

out of Nir. Saller’s Romp, whelped March 6, 1878, 

PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCE. 
Mike, liver and white 
pointer dog (K. C. 4,215) 

by §, Price’s Winner of more fleld 
Bang (K. C. 789), trials and other prizes} out of Miller’s Sella, 

———_—__\__—__ {than any other polnter) —————~—_--__, 
Coham's Price's Btevenson's WV iller’s 
Bang, Vesta, Carlo. Sappho,! 

—_— oo 

White- Brackton’s Miller's 
house’s Bounce Vol. 
Harmilet, France's Barlow's 
Postau’s Bolle. ‘an, 
Venus, 
Mike won the following field trials; 

1974.—Puppy Stukes—Devon and Cornwall. 
Lr cel Stakes (fur braces), with his tire Bang. 
Open Stakes (lor braces), with his sire Bang. 
Cloveriy S akes—Shrewsbury, 

1875,—C over!y Siakes—Shrewsbury,. 
Ooen 8 akes (divided)—-Lievon and Cornwall. 
Local Stakes (diyided)—Devon aod Ournwall. 

1876.—Cloverly Stakes—Shrewabury. 
Horseheath stakes (divided)—Cambridge, 

Show bench prizes : 
1875,—Se ond, Alexander Palace, 1876.—V. H, C., Brighton, 
1816,—First, Crystal Palace, 1877.—¥irst. prize, ailyer oup, 

sirst, Exeter, Chelmefor. 
Second, Bedeford, Third, Donmore. 

Romp, black and white pointer biten, K. C. 4,249, by: 
France's Chang (Champion) K. Wrackenberg’s Romp, EK. ©. 

GC. 781, 1,269. 
—o—oO- Ree eeeeesF ———— 

Brocton’s Bounce, etc., 768. Don, etc. Romp, ete, 

foie, “Sancho. eile, Sancho. 
—_ 

Dido, etc. 
Won eecond in Boston stakes. Sleaford (Salter’s Romp). 
Won first and extra prize, Crystal Palace, 1871 (France’s Chang). 
Won firat in 1873. po nter fleld trials, Deyou (Brackenberg’s Romp), 
Wii Brat, Birmingham, 1871 (France’s Chang). 
Won champion, Birmingham, 1878 (France’s Chang), 
Won frst, Bellevue, 1871 (France’s Chane). 

Lemoo and white pointer bitch Lizzie, by Mr. Salter’s Chang II., ont 
of Mr. Saiter’s Venus, whelped May 12, 1878, 

PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES. 
Chang TJ1., K. C. 4,958, b ack and white pointer dog, by 

France's Champion Chang, K, ©, 191 (nrother to Sancho) ont of Flora, 
24-2 EK. 0, fetid SA [K. 0. 1,146, 

(lem. and white.) 
SS 
Brockton's Bounce, 791, 

= 
Franoe’s Belle. Sancho, Mentor. 

waaay Cape 
Dido. Juno, 

Cheng II. 1s one of the best pointers in the field I ever saw; brother 
¢o Patch, a fleld trial performer, and winner of first prize, Maldon 

. C, 1,264, 
+ ‘Unang, chanipion, own brother to champion Sancho, & large winner, 
Bee K. U, 8, B, K. C791. 

Flora, a very handsome prize bitch (1st Colchester, 24 Romford), by 
Walmusly's Shot, K. C, 1,146, out of Juno, 

ee 

Machting and Boating. 
HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE, 

Date. Boston, New York, |\Charleaton, 

By M, H. 4M. a. M. 
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CRUISE OF THE NEW YORK YACHT 
CLUB. 

A large fleet of yachts rendezvoused at Glen Cove, Aug. 6, 
in obedience to orders issued from the flagslip testless, and 
published in the Forrsr anp Strzam. Under the command 
of Commodore 8. Nicholson Kane a large attendance was ex- 
pected, owing to the exertions of the flag-officer to bring to- 
gether a fine fleet for the usual trip East. By stmdown the 
following craft were found at anchor off the dock in the cove: 

SCHOONERS, 
Name. 

Restless 

Dicob ate md walle eee 133 
weoeecsees ANSON P Stokes... 2 ....-20-- 26 

SLOOPS. 

vrsve ROal Com J J Alexandre. ... 
-F C Lawrence... 

., Messrs Hitchcoo! 

1..F OW J Horst... ---5-« . 40 
The captains assembled aboard of the ffestiess Inte in the 

evening and received their a be ae for the next day. 
The first port was to be Shelter Island, Gardiners Bay, thence 
to New) London, Newport; remain over Sunday, and on 

Vision.,.--« 
Vixen ... 

Monday to New Bedford, and from there to Oak Bluffs, 
Martha's Vineyard. The morning of the 7th opened with a 
light breeze from the W., and at the second pun from the 
commodore the fleet got under way atdh. 40m. a.m. All 
had gaff topsails aloft and ballooners on deck ready to follow, 
Olio set a big club at her main, and Active sported the fine 
topsail we have often found occasion to admire. There 1s no 
such other to be seen anywhere, and the man who made it 
knows his business well. Vixen and Olytie were the first. to 
pay round, the sloop keeping the lee shore, with her boom to 
starboard, Mr. Stokes’ many hulied arrangement following in 
her wake. Intrepid, a wholesome and able looking schooner, 
by the way, followed, and Wytelle, biz Dreadnaught, Restless, 
with the blue pennant at her main, smart C&o, the cutter Vo- 
tante, and famous Madeleine leaving the harbor astern in the 
order named. The cruise had now begun in earnest. Vision, 
Active and Fambler—the latter always slow to pay off— 
brought up the rear. Staysails and ballooners were sent aloft, 
A leur-de-Lis accompanied the fleet out. Rambler and Intrepid 
bad a mild race for a while and cid a little luffing toyether, 
but without material result, the breeze bein rather light for 
such rough water boats. A short distance ont Columbia was 
descried standing across the sound for thu fleet, and al, 7 A. Mm. 
her gun announced that she had joined the squadron. ‘This 
added another big one of 183 ions to the fleet. All hands 
hugged the southern shore; but Ramébler tried mid-channel, 
and picking up a little more wind, was followed by LTivtrepia, 
Mr. Thomas’ keel schooner showed that she was no slouch, 
for in the light breeze she ran up on Clytie, and it takes a 
pretty good schooner to do that any time, much mors so when 
a keel tries it on a centreboarder with a leading wind. She 
eyen went by famous Columbia with an ease that astonished 
many of those who swear by a board, especially when it can 
be triced up more or less to suit the occasion. At 94. m- the 
fleet was abreast of Black Rock and the wind had fallen light, 
some of it being up and down the mast. Vizen, built by Al- 
bertson of Philadelphia, has been doing remarkably well this 
season, some of her success being due to the fine manner in 
which she is handled. She maintained her lead with Hstelle 
and Clo in her wake. ‘The fleet had diyided into two 
columns, ‘one on the Long Island shore, the other along Con- 
necticut, with Rambler and the crack Stamford schooner Cly-, 
itéin the van, and Columbia, Intrepid and the pretty little 
cutter following, steering about the same course. The wind 
backed to the S. and strengthened, so the ships jibed to port 
one after another, At 10 a. m. the Middle Ground Light was 
off their weather. Clytie and Columbia began to leave the 
Test in their lot, as the wind freshened at noon. The wind 
veered again to the W., and Rambler jibed over her mainsail, 
running wing and wing. The northern division gradually 
worked over to the Long Island shore, Vixen slill leading, 
fistelle second and Active and the Siamese twins close in their 
wake, Vision and Clio to windward of the latter. Columbia 
ran by Clytie, and Intrepid overhauled the other keels, when 
trimming by a little, she made more for the southern shore 
and took a good position. In the afternoon the steam yacht 
Runaway, Mr. Aspinwall, joined the fleet, which was going 
along finely at about eight knots. By the time Horton’s 
Point Light bore dueS., Columbia had run ahead of all hands. 
Olytie second and Rambler third in spite of her keel. Some- 
times keels can sail it seems. Dreadnaught, likewise troubled 
with a keel, was not far astern of Rambler, while Intrepid 
was keeping well in company. At 3 Pp. mw. the schooner 
Fvam, 102 tons, Commodore Boardman, HE. Y. C., met the 
fleet, came about and joined the rest wing and wing. Jn- 
irepid went out into mid-channel, and putting her helm down, 
trimmed aft again on the starboard tack, heading direct 
for Orient Point. She failed to gain by the manceuvre, Fi- 
nally, when Plum Gut was fetched, the yachts hauled by the 
wind and doused their lofty duds, as the breeze was about all 
they wanted. Columdia led through with Clytie close aboard. 
frambler and Dreadnaught tacked, the latter fetching out on 
the others’ weather, and the operation being repeated several 
times, Mr. Osborn’s schooner showed herself the more weath- 
erly of the two, giving her rival a terrible blanketing on one 
occasion, thereby gaining a material lead. It was a beat up 
to the Manhanset House, and the craft fetched in io their 
anchorage as under, WVereid and little Volante making harbor 
later in the evening : 
Name. HM, S. Name, H, Mt. 8, 
COlaMbIa. cece ecce ens eee 5 02 OO VISLON, seceesseeeessengees-- 25 Bi 
Olytle...,.... -.5 33.00 
Dreadnaught +--6 86 O00 
Rambler 4 39 00 
Intrepid, ..-.6 45 00 
Madeleine... ..., Active... -.5 Bd 00 

Apart from the sailing of Colwmbia—too well known to 
need comment—the handsome beating Clytie gave to such 
cracks as Madeleine and stelle, as well as the excellent per- 
formances of all the keels in the fleet, form the most note- 
worthy points of the day’s sail. Even Madeleine had to ac- 
knowledge the running and turning qualities of Intrepid, 
Rambler and Dreadnaught. To be sure, there was something 
of a breeze the better part of the day, hut no one expects 
two hundred tonners to be smart in cat-boat weather. It 
takes something to get their fine qualities out of them, but 
that they possess such no one will question who considers 
this day’s sailing in all its bearings. 

Thursday, Aug. 8, the fleet was to make the run across to 
New London. A start was effected at half-past one. Ram- 
bler had previously hove up and picked her way out of the 
harbor, which was very crowded ai the time, and the steamer 
Runaway had left an hour earlier, At the gun the aloops 
were first to pay off, and headed for Orient Point with a free 
wind, the big schooner Intrepid bringing up the rear- On the 
run out the yachts in the match of the Avlantic Club were en- 
countered, and some fine steering bad to be done to avoid foul- 
ing or taking the wind out of the racers' sails. Dreadnaught 
kept the channel with her main boom jibed over to starboard, 
and Jntrepid followed in her wake, while the smaller craft 
hugged the shore a.cng to the Point. amber in the mean- 
time had hove to, awaiting the rest, and as soon as they came 
up she filled away under Dreadnaught’'s lee. The breeze was 
from the northwest, just strong enough to allow light sails to 
be carried allaround. Regina led through the gut, with Ac- 
tive, Vinen, Olio, Bstetle, Madeleine, Corning (who had joined 
the fleet), Rambler, Vision, Restless, Foam, Recreation (also 
added to the squadron), Dreadnaught, Intrepid and Nereid 
following through in the order named. 1n the sea, almost 
always found in the narrows of Plum Gut, the keels showed 
again to advantage, for Rambler went by Madeleine, Hstelle 
and Oo, and took the lead among the schooners, with Dread- 
naught and Intrepid off her weather quarter At six bells, 
the Vice’s schooner had actually got the best of all the 
sloopa into the bargain, and was pointing the course to New 
London to the entire squadron, Wetelfa sent up a club top- 
sail, but her rival, Olytte, had remained at anchor in Green- 
port harbor, and so there was only Oléa to bother her, Later 

on, when the breeze lightened up a bit, the centreboards be- 
pan to show up better, for Madeleine and Zetella ran up on 
Rambler, and Clio improved her position materially. The 
steamer Mystic, with a full head of steam and canvas set, had 
all she could do to keep clear of the sailing craft. stelle 
went up on Aambler's quarter and passed her, Madeleine 
essayed to run through the big one’s lee, but had to give it up 
after a futile attempt. She put up her helm and ran broad 
off for a while, then, luffing gradually, she passed ahead and 
weathered on Ramller, As they approached the Connecticut 
shore they ran into smoother water, and it is somewhat re- 
markable that the centreboards did not do better, but, during 
the entire cruise the keels proved themselves tough customers, 
even to the best of the other class. Dreadnuwght and In- 
trepid, with spinnakers set, rather took the wind from Made- 
leine, dropping her astern, while Mr. Phenix’s schooner 
graduslly worked out abead of the other. Madeleine lufted 
amd screwed up on Dreadnaught's weather, while poor Re- 
gina had to take an awful amount of blanketing from the 
latter while under her lee. When Bartlett's Reef light-ship 
was reached, the fleet split into divisions, one going outside 
and the other inside the ship. The big ones were now obliged 
to follow up the channel, while the sloops made a cut across, 
hy which they headed the fleet upon arriving off the Pequot 
House, in the river Thames. -Aotiv¢ was the first yacht in, 
Regina second, Vine whird, and Jntremd, Hatelle, Dread- 
naught, Madeleine, Clio, Foam, Rambler, Corning, Vision and 
Restless in the order named. There was a difference of only 
Hine minutes in the time of arrival of the first and last yacht 
in. The Volante and catamaran arrived later. A reception 
was tendered the yachtsmen at the Pequot Honee, and was 
extensively attended. In return, the guests of the hotel were 
invited to visit the Heet next day. Friday was quietly passed 
at anchor. The boat races were postponed on account of the 
bad weather in the afternoon. * Only two boats, pulling pair 
oars with Goxswains, were started, one belonging to Moum 
and the other to Hstelle. The Mowm’s cutter won by # length, 
after having wrongfully taken MWustedle’s water. At 7 P.M. a 
thunder storm set in, and spare anchors were let go and cable 
yeered. In the eyening the Commodore held a reception 
aboard the festlcss, 

Saturday, Aug. 10, broke clear, with a light wind from the 
southwest. Orders had been issued to start at {) A. M., 89 a8 
to benefit by the ebb as much as possible. Club topsails and 
balloon jibs were put into requisition by all the yachts. 
Dreadnaught and CUlia dropped down with the tide, until 
fairly outside the narrow stretch of riyer where the squadron 
had lain at anchor. At half-past nine the gun went from the 
Commodore, and a scene of life and bustle immediately en- 
sued. Clio was of course first to get away with a good lead, 
owing to her position outside of all. egina followed, aud 
stelle not far astern, with Looms to port. Ramdkr on 
weather quarter of Dreadnaught, Vixen, Active, then Intrepid 
and Clytie, Madeleine, Nereid, Foam, Corning and Vision 
pretty much becalmed in the rear. Cio got more breeze out- 
side, and gained a handsome lead, which stood her in good 
service all day long. Upon bearing up, as soon as clear of 
the river, the sloops boomed out their jibs, Aegina being in 
the lead, Piven and Active in her wake. The wind fell yery 
light, and there was plenty of gee-hawking, trimming to every 
Cat's-paw that came along, or was supposed to come along, 
Dreadnaught, Intrepid ond catamaran set spinnakers, and a 
litule after ten caught a light puff from W. §, W., bringing 
up the yachts in therear. ‘The breeze drawing to the west, 
booms were jibed over to starboard, Clytie keeping ley main 
boom to port, and her balloon jib boomed out on the oppo- 
site side, Abreast of Noank Clie had a long lead; Visien was 
off to leeward. The breeze shifted to the southwest, the 
yachts slipping through at about six knots. At half past 
eleven Stonington was passed, and, clearing Fisher's Island 
to the south, the fleet found itself out on Atlantic's heaving 
swell. The wind kept backing to the 8. and freshening up 
to nine knots. Schooner Agnes, of the Atlantic Y. U., was 
met bound to the westward. (lio was still leading, Hytelle 
second, followed by Dreadnaught, Clytie, Rambler, T ntrepia, 
Foam, Madeleine and Restless among the schooners. Rambler 
tried for Clytie’s weather, both the latter and Dreadnaught 
luffing to suit. The centreboard was passed, however, while 
Dreadnaught was running up on Mstelle. Shortly after noon 
the wind once more altered to the W., and Hstel/e and Ram- 
bler got over their foresails, running wing and wing. In the 
meantime, among the sloops, Active and Vizen were trying 
their hands at a lufiing match, when suddenly, haying luffed 
far out of their course, Mr. Hurst put his helm up and played 
a well-known prank on Vien by running broad off and 
through the latter's lee, bearing away for Point Judith. At 
three bells the leader was well up with the lighthouse on the 
long Sandspit, with Mstelleand Legina about a mile in her 
wake. Clytie had done some fine steering, and by cutting off 
the corner had fetched up abreast of stelle when the time 
came to wear for the harbor. Booms were got over io star- 
board and light canvas set, as the wind had slackened and 
drawn abead somewhat. In the viciuity of the Brenton’s 
Reef Lightship Dreadnaught had closed up materially on 
Clio, and Clytie was taking some of the: slaieh out of Wetelle. 
Active was well up with Regina, and Rambler was gaining on 
the three centrebourds ahead. In a lufing match between 
Fistelle and Glyite, Mr. Brooks served the farmer the same aa 
Aotive hud done Vixen # short time previous, and upon break- 
ing away shot through Hstelle’s lee. Humbler weathered on 
both of them, and stelle bearing down for her rival, put in 
some effective blanketing, which again sent her ahead of the 
Stamford schooner. After running past the Dumplings, the 
fleet divided, some going in by Fort Adams, others to the 

They anchored as fol- northward, off the torpedo station. 

1a) eee 
Dresdnanght 
Estelle. . 

5.8. Jtis and Jdeal and schooner Tarwlinta made port 
during the afternoon. The double huller WVereid did better 
than we had expected, but then it was a free wind ull the 
way. If she had had much turning todo in the seaway her 
record would hardly have been so fuyorable. Volante made a 
fine run when the difference in tonnage between this cutter 
and the big ones is considered. 

The Atlantic Y. ©. disbanded this day in Newport, Harbor 
A noteworthy run to Newport was made by the little Alma, 
of the A, ¥. G, during the heayy wind of Ang. 9. She 
must have received some hard knocking about though in the 
ugly sea about Point Judith. Sunday was spent ashore by 
mogt amateurs and the fleet lay quietly at anchor for the day, 

(To ba Continued.) 



YOREST AND STREAM. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

New Roonriim Reearva.—As a yachting port it would be 
difficult, to pick out a more suitable or more cozy and romantic 
sheet of water than the bight and bays which form the harbor 
of New Rochelle anywhere in the neighborhood of the me- 
fropolis. Its attractions are many, and what with ample 

water open to the Sound and arms of the sea reaching back of 
protecting islands and promontories, and with good holding 
ground, it is not fo be wondered that the place has become a 
favorite one for racing craft to meet at as wellasa port of call 
for the large fleet of small craft bound Hast on a cruise during 
the summer months. With as really select and commodious 
hotel, the Neptune House, in which Messrs. Hughes & Co. 
cater acceptably to numerous permanent guests during ‘ the 

season,” situited dlose to the shore amid well laid ont grounde 
and shaded on all sides by large trees, stretching forth their 
thickly-leayed boughs Jike so niany arms protecting those be- 
neath from old $ol’s scorching midsummer rays, and with 
cool, saline breezes wafted in from the Sound, the yachtsman 
ashore can find a snugretreat during his stay, and in company 
with other visitors from New York is sure to leave the place 
and the friendly solitude of his hosts with feelings of regret, 
sure to return afain when opportunity offers. So far as the 
yacht matches at New Rochelle are concerned, they owe much 
of their popularity to Lhe liberal enterprise always manifested 
in their organization, They have always been in the hands of 
gentlemen, who not only have the worldly means, but like- 
wise the experience and desire to make the races under their 
control successful and prominent for the spirit of fairness and 
generosity that has characterized them for the past five years. 
The judges were out in their steamer Sprite and aided in the 
difficult: task of getting nearly fifty craft into line and giving 
them their final instructions, New Rochelle of course made 
a holiday of it, and interest in the competing clippers ran high 
among the many old shellbacks of the oyster and fish per- 
suasion that lave braved the gales of the Sound for a-lifetime 
in their smacks, and who know every rock and mud-bank 
long its shores. Olub members went around the course in 
the barge Harvest Queen, aboard which the military band from 
David's Island furnished excellent music, and several steamers 
found a gold mine in giving the general public a view of the 
day's sport. ‘The morning was overcast and foggy, and the 
wind only light from the 8. As the start was effected some- 
whut late, the breeze picked up a bit, and when all hands got 
away it hadincreased to anice, wholesailing wind. There were 
five classes of boats, the first three to sail from the starting 
line between a stake-boat and David’s Island to and around 
Throge’s Neck Spar-buoy, twice over; distance, twenty miles. 
For fourth class, to and around Stepping Stones Spindle and 
return, twice oyer; fifth class, same course, only once over ; 
start from an anchor, Hardly had the gun fired at 1b. 2m. 
45s,, when the fleet broke away, jibs went up as if by magic, 
and the greater part of the fleet went off on the starboard 
tack, heading up along Dayid’s Island shore. The rest went 
off on the opposite tack, made a short board and came about 
on the weather, but astern of the others, As the forty yachts 
or more beat ont of the harbor they presented a very hand- 
some sight. ‘The last of the flond was making and set those to 
Jeeward alittle to the E., so eve long they came about. Occa- 
sionally there was a little blanketing done, but on the whole 
it was a fair test of the craft themselves. Almost from the 
very bepinning Suse 8. shoved out to the frit and 
took the lead positively when working down the reach 
between the city and Hart’s Island. A short leg was 
made on the port tack, then a long one on the starboard, 
Susie S, sported a fine suit of linen, which set as flat as sheet 
jron, This accounted in no little way for her weathering on 
the ruck so readily, The Hewler, close aboard, stood closer 
into the shore at Hart Island, and lessened the gap between 

her and the leader. The Davuis, a local craft of note, was 

putting in some good work, and was among the leaders, 

working through the reach, the rest all pretty much ina 

bunch crossing tacks. By the way, Davids was afilicted with 

8 bowsprit of tremendous length, most too much of a good 

thing, as it turned out on the run home with booms broad off. 
Dare Devil was among the leaders, and had it not been for an 

accident she met with would probably have given a good ac- 

count of herself near the finish. Unfortunately, the Wleanor 
Z,, in attempring to cross her bows, failed to clear and caused 
the Devil to upset. Both then gave up. Muyotta sprung her 
stick, and that was the lust of her, of course, The wind 
freshened, and the big ones dipped their lee rails and had to 
be touched up" a bit once in a while, their crews being 
kept active laying out and in with each puif—exciting, no 
doubt, but damp and hard work, ‘The four leaders had the 
Tace among themselves, Suste doing the best and Davids not 
seeming to hold so good a wind. She went aboul sooner than 
the rest, ‘and stood below Throggs Neck Point, then made a 
couple of boards to fetch the buoy. Susie, Howler and Jase- 
phine stood on across to Long Island till, when put about, 
they could make the buoy without further stretching. They 
all calulated well and hit the mark precisely. Susie 8. showed 
the way round, and easing off her sheet and booming out jib, 
was off for the stakebost in the harbor again. She was fol- 
lowed a minute later by Fewler, and then Josephine came 
round some 4m. 47s, astern. She was followed by Davids, 
Nettle, Swan, Bertha, Martha M., Agitator, Mary, Annie, 
Bacelsior, Holmes, Frou Erow, Inspector, Truant and Lizete 
(, in the order named, there heing a difference of 86m. 128. 
between frst and last boat sround. Davids suffered from her 
long bowsprit, for her jib, when boomed out, set at such an 
acute sogle with the horizon as to catch but little wind. 
Some means of bringing in the tack should be devised, though 
sailing rules might prevent such innovation, When the 
stakeboat was reached the second round commenced. It 
was, so far as the leaders were concerned, almost 1 counter- 
part of the firsi—a beat down through the reach at City 
Island, then a couple of long and short legs for the buoy, and 
arun home again. Once in a while Howler closed the gap on 
Susie a little, but on the whole Ira Smith’s crack had it her 
own way and increased her lead. Fowler isa new boat this 
season, howeyer, and a customer not to be despised by the 
very fastest of them. The tiny ones of 12ft. found the 
breeze and sea about all they bargained for, and such little 
shavers as Lalu, Tease, Lizzie 0. and other diminutives were 
fortunate in having only one round to make, or they might 

have had a tough time of it in the freshening breeze of the 
evening. One of the peculiarities to successfully sailing these 
little fellows (they measure only fractions of 8 ton) is the 

necessity of parting one’s hair in the centre and laughing ont 
of the middle of one’s mouth only. They form good material 
though for the formation of a model yacht club, yery suitable 
to bay and inlet work about New Rochelle, Dinner must be 

. 

sparingly partaken of aboard of such frigates, for fear of put- 
ting them out of trim after a hearty meal; but they form an 
excellent, school for learning how to handle « buat, and time 
Spent in them is not by any means thrown away. The racc 
Was very success{nl in all respects, and the commiltee of the 
New Rochelle ¥. €. is to be congratulated upon the issue of 
this the fifth regular annual regatta they have held. Avasie 8. 
put for home after landing the purse of $150 for her crew. 
The 8, 8. Promise made harbor in the afternoon. Among the 
other yachts present, those flying the pennants of the Atlan- 
tic and Jersey City Yacht Clubs were prominent, while the 
Seawanhakas were likewise represented as n matter of course. 
The final of the race we give below : 

HIRST CLABES SLLOOPS. 
Elapsed Corrected 

Name. Start, Djnish. tinte Time. 
MA Be H. M. 8. uM. 8 HH. M, 8: 

Susie S;,..-...--... 1 03 46 439 09 # 36 94 8 35 14 
N EVowler....-., 1 02 45 4 44 10 Rodi 26 8 40. bd. 
Josephine..,....,. 1 02 du 466 15 ad Gi 30. f od 80 
Wim Swall.......<. 1 02 45 4 AT 62 355 07 8 OSa OT 
WE Dayids...... 1 09 45 46S 27 3 56 42 5 St UT 

BEGOND CLABS SLOOPS, 
Nethiéi.s...s ss.24: [02:45 4 6b 58 3 63 07 8 62 41 
Martha M,........ 1 09 45 6 01 89 8 58 44 46S Oly 
Bertha.... .. 1 08 45 6 (6 28 402 49 4 02 43 
Mary.. + 1 02 46 5 08 40 4 06 56 4 (it 15 
Agitator.. 1 02 45 6 06 32 4 03 47 4 02 57 
Excelsior. 1 03 45 6 13 41 410 66 404 56 

THIRD CLASS OATS. 
Frou Frou......... 1 02 46 5 14 26 4 ii 40 4 10 00 
ii H Holmes ...... 1 09 45 617 10 4 14 25 409 05 

FOURTH GLASS CATS, 
Fidget ....-. sevees 1 02 46 426 11 3 28 26 3 23 26 
Brothers . -» 1 02 45 4 26 32 B23 47 § 92 O02 

+. 102 45 4 27 32 3 24 AT 3 2 47 
+ 1 O02 45 428 16 3 25 SL 3B 28 01 

~. 1 08 45 4 29 03 3 Of 23 323 45 
«- 1 0245 429 19 326 84 8 24.19 

i 02 45 46218 #29 28 3 25 60 
1 O02 45 439 31 8 36 46 882 53 

FIFTH CLASS CATS. 
» 1 028 45 3 48 35 2 40 50 2 39 10 
> 1.02 46 3 48 22 2°46 87 2 465 39 
1 08 46 8 49 01 2 46 16 2 45 31 
1 02 45 8 49 18 2 46 33 3 45 43 

TRRSBUN ioe ars or yep 108 45 #65 0S 2 52 OS 2 51 85 
Rest not timed, 

The owner of Dave Devil has challenged Susie 8, to a match 
for Sy a side, working chnyas only, ten miles to windward 
and back. 

San Franowsoo Yaour Crvp.— Lhe anoual regatta of this 
club was successfully accomplished Saturday, Aug. 3, in a 
fresh breeze and sea. There was a strong muster of yachts, 
and, considering the recent formation of the club anew, it cer- 
tainly exhibits signs of a vigorous growth, and must be con- 
vratulated upon the energy and interest manifested by all its 
Sailing members. The club is, undoubtedly, much indebted 
to the efforts of its Commodore for the high standing it has 
attained in the list of American yacht clubs, and that it is a 
wide-awake concern, up to the latest doings in the sport is 
evident from the fact that the honor of first having introduced 
the wonderfully handy yawl-rig, belongs to Capt. C. H. Har- 
rison, of the #rolie, and Capt. T. A, Hyde, of the Fawn, 
both flying the colors of the 5. Ff, Y. C. Hastern yachtsmen 
may take a lesson from their friends in the ‘* stepping off ” 
State. We reserve some further comments in connection with 
rig and model on the Pacific for a later issue. Entries for the 
match, with a summary of time, made as follows: 

Do. with 
Name, Stark, Home. T™ 1 Time, allowa'e 

nes hed? ie) ks, H. Me B. 
4 61 45 8 82 9 8 32 9 
5 18 45 8 64 5S 3 44 50 
6 22 15 4 0 48 8 47 18 
6 26 50 4 9 60 4 0 89 
5 88 47 4 if 62 4 0 14 
6 82 865 411 45 3 68 S87 
h dT 35 3 58 35 Ta 58 35 
6 17 53 3 50 68 +8 50 5S 
5 2 65 a 41 67 73 41 67 
455 0 B 26 40 138 25 40 
5 6 82 8 $5 32 8 80 17 
6 24 10 8 5B 2h 8 49 20 

8 65 60 8 53 35 5 48 6 
T+ No Allowance, 

1 29 
> Short Gourse. 

Courses from+Long Bridge to Hunter's Point, to and around 
beacon off Oalkk and Harbor, thence to and around stake-boat 
off Fort PointWhart and return over samé Course. Second- 
class and cat-boats returned directly home from Fort Point 

| Wharf stake-boat. 

Tur Correr Murten,—Many are the tales of the wonderful 
doings of this pretty littlecrack that come to usfromall sources, 
Though we prefer to await authentic accounts of her sailing, 
We may say that all agree in praising her wonderful handiness, 
while not a few are even sanguine as to her speed. Built and 
sparred for a cruiser only, speed per se has not been the aim of 
her designer, but if fast, it will certainly be just that much 
more to his credit. 

Norwatk YacaTsmMEN Arioat.—The members of the 
Golumbia Y. ©., of South Norwalk, Conn., Commodore Her- 
bert H. Booth, will leave that place on a cruise up the Hudson, 
They sail in the sloop W. 8. Smith, in charge of Captain 
‘homas Wright, and expect to be gone a week. 

Crue or tHe §, §. Veorrre.—Mr. Philips Phoenix, of 
New York, is now ou a cruise in his new steam yacht 
Vedette, 98 tons, N. M. He arrived at St. John, N. B., on 
the 1th jost., all well. After remaining u few days she pro- 
4 across the bay. Captain A. Williams has charge of 
er. 

Nuw Breprorp Yacur Cxius.—The fourth cat-boat race ofa 
series, for the New Bedford Yacht Club’s Cup, was sailed 
Aug. 10 over a six-mile course. Won by Sylph, J. H. Beetle, 
Hsq., in 1h. 138m. 58,, beating Turk, Alice, Hnice, Cito and 
Pester. Previous races wou by Mice Cito and Sytph, 

A Goop Recorp,—The Fancy, Mr. P. Grant, Jr., has a 
fine record, and has established herself as one of the fastest 
among the small craft in and about Boston. Sheiscat-rigged, 
22ft. the 9ft. 6in. beam, and was built last sparing by Pierce 
Brothers, of Boston, in 1877. She has started ten times, 
winning first prize six times and second prize once, ‘The first 
three races were lost on account of being under sparred the 
first season out. She flies the Nahasset pennant. 

Bevygrty Yaort Ciuz.—As announced in our columns, the 
regatta held by this club off Cotuitport was sailed Aug. 17, 4 
strong wind blowing from the southeast. ‘The judges were: 
Messrs, A. L. Lowell, J. T. Coolidge and G. P, Gardner. 
The race finished as below: 

FIRST OLAS, actual Corrected 
Time, Time. 

Nanie, Owner, BM, #. . Me Be 
Wannoit............ A'T Perkins,.......,...... L 4 48 1 16 3% 
Bline.,,....--,---<.d T Coolidge, 8d.......,., 13417 1 81 21 

EBECOND CLASS. 
Wil@a,........ seeneexb © Lowell. 

open regatta will be held Aug. 31, off Strawberry Hill, Bos- 
ton harbor. Yachts will be divided into three classes, sepa- 
tate prizes for keels and centreboards, Course will be 
designated at a later day. Judges: Com. M. J. Kiley, 8. 8- 
Goodwin, Geo. C. Melyin, H. A. Keith, Geo. W. Morton and 
Geo. H. Palmer, 

Provipenor Yaou O1o%,—The midsummer regatta of this 
club was held Aug. 13, over a course in Narragansett’ Bay, off 
Bullock's Point. Wind, a wholessle breeze from the §., and 
the match resulted in a fine sail all around. Gourse from the 
Point to and around Nayatt Point, back to Salim’s Point, 
then down to Bullock Point light and return to stakeboat, 
Distance ten miles. wo penants for prizes. The yachts gob 
away together, save Hildegard, who soon gaye up the race 
and made for Bristol. Hoepeand Lize’e on the run up carried 
away their gaffsand withdrew. Starlight and Lottie had the 
race fo themselves in their class after this, and Warwick was 
alone in the second, The match finished as under: 

FIRST OLASS. 

Actual Corrected 
Start. Return, Time. Time, 

NAMES, aM & nM & HM. & H. M. B, 
Starlight. ...4:-.c.5 1 25 80 2 69 00 1 88 380 0 59 45 
LOttley.ieceiecses..s 1 23 280 $ 10 45 1 47 1b 1 12 53 
GPG sCecienimeceecee 2 20 16, withdrawn, 
Hildegarde........., 2 30 00 withdrawn. 

The race for small local craft was wou by Hyra. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Tan Sriver Lace Recarra.—tThe great regatta of August 

16, held on Silver Lake, near Boston, has come in many 
respects to unlooked-for terminations. The defeat of Court- 
ney by a colored oarsman of rapidly-rising fame carries with 
it Lwo lessons, which may serve Courtney a good turn in time. 
Tn the first place it has proyed the old saying, that it is dan- 
ferous to despise one’s enemies, and secondly that it will not 
do to come to the start in an untrained or unfit condition. It 
was expected that Riley would have made a better showing 
than he did, but as he avers that he slowed down to watch 
and stand by Courtney in his illness, this may account for 
his lagging behind, to the disappointment of many of his 
friends and backers. Of ‘‘ Frenchy” Johnson’s rowing only 
one thing can be said, that with better coaching and a little 
finer style he will soon be a man to. be feared by all who may 
pull over the same course with him in the future. Wallace, 
Ross and Hosmer failed to put in an appearance, and Plaisted 
and Morris were also absent. This robbed Frenchy's victory 
of much of its significance, upon the supposition fhat Riley 
did not do his best. It is being conceded on all sides, 
though, that Frenchy may justly be considered as Boston's 
best man, and one who can maké away with anybody but the 
very best. Moreover, the manly and generous conduct of this 
colored knight of the oar has won for him many friends. He 
is ready to acknowledge that his defeat of Courtney was ow- 
ing to the latter’s illness, and does not, expect to perform the 
feat again. In time, however, Johnson will make his mark. 
He has the physique and will, and only lacks more perfect 
finish to get the power out of his muscles and into his boat, 
The day was unpropitious, so far as water above was con- 
cerned, though the surface of the lake beneath was sthooth 
and in good racing order. Owing to the exertions of Captain 
Flynn eyerything was in readiness at the appointed time, and 
the amateur single scullers were called a little before 2 P. 19 
Entries and positions: No. 1, J. Francis; No. 2, F. ¥. Butler , 
No. 3, W. H. Backman; No. 4, T. C. Murphy; No. 5, M; 
Crowley; No. 6, James O’Brien; No. 7, J, H. Houghton , 
No. 8, J. Regan; No. 9, James Hurley. Frank E. Holmes’ 
Larmon, Pillips and Lee did not start. At the word Go’ 
Murphy, Houghton and Butler got away together, with 
Holmes following. At the half-mile Regan spurted and went 
into second place, and Holmes, with a long, steady swing, took 
the lead. At the mile he lead by four lengths, Regan still 
second; but at the turn Houghton displaced him and spurted 
after Holmes, but to no ayail. Holmes won by two lengths 
in 21m. 578,; Houghton second, 22m. 3s,, and Murphy third. 

‘Nhe sécond race was for amateur six-oared crews. Only 
three reported, ‘The Shawmmuis took the lead, Narragansetts 
second and City Points behind, having made a bad start. 
Shawmuts steered poorly. At the mile the Rhode Islanders 
got the lead, and from the turn had the race in band, Shaw- 
muts keeping second place. The Rhode Island crew crossed 
in good style in 18m, 42s8., Shawmuts, 19m. lids. and City 
Points 19m. 42s. The third race was the event of the day 
and would have been even more interesting had not the ab- 
sence of many who had entered rendered the list of competi- 
tors very meagre. Courtney was, of course, the fayorite, 
aud bets against him could hardly be obtained. The rumor 
of his illness, however, soon spread among the crowd. HBllis 
Ward led off, but Frenchy's muscle began to tell, and sent 
him ahead. Riley and Courtney kept together, and Sullivan 
brought up the rear. Riley was pulling 36 strokes and Court2 
ney 34, neither of them paibing on the Bostonian. Johnson 
noticing an attempt of Riley to drive him out of his course, 
spurted and gained his stake some five lengths ahead. At 
this juncture Courtney felt the first symptoms of his com- 
ing illness, and told Riley to go ahead. Both turned, Ward 
next and Sullivan last. At the last mile Courtney threw up 
his hands and the judge's bout went to his rescue. The race 
was finished by Johnson winning in 21m. 29s; Riley, 21m, 
46s.; Ward, 22m, 444s. Oourtney, who bad pulled on again 
after having his head bathed, finished in 24m. 49s. The next 
race was four-oared working boats. Entries: The Lakeman 
No. 1, the Ward-Butler and the Chelsea crews. Lakeman led 
all the way from the start and crossed ten lengths ahead in 
19m. 304s.; Ward-Builer, 19m. 62s.; Chelsea, 19m. 55}s, 
Jobnson received an enthusiastic reception and was serenaded 
by his friends, who even went so far as to propose a race with 
Hanlan. This, though, is going a little too fast, for Johnson 
is not yet equal to the Canadian by along piece. Courtney’s 
yeception by the Bostonians was very warm. The weights 
and boats of the professional scullers were as follows: 

Charles E, Courtmey, of Union Springs; N. ¥.—Weight, 177 pounds ; 
heljght, Gt. 4in. Boat built by Watera of Troy, paper, 28fb. long, 12in, 
beain and weight $2 pounds, 
James H, Riley, Sarstoga Springs, N. Y—Weight, 161 pounds; height, 

it. 11igin, Boat of paper, bulls by Waters, 2971, long, 1itgin. beam, 
and weight, 8532 pounds, 
Frenchy A, Johnson, of Boston—Weight, 155 pounds, height, bf. 

pee ag of paper, built by Waters, 28ft, long, 123gin. beam, and 

ait Wards of Philadelphia—Welght, 193 puns en 6{f, Win. 
in gin. . Ww \ I. ‘ 

Fae Suultvan, ca ‘Lowell Welght, tt pounds ; helght, ott. 10m, 
Boat 28ft. long, 12in. bum, and’ weighing 29 pounds. 
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Johnson made the best time ever made at Silver Lake, beat- 
Ing Halan’s time there by 12%s. Courtney expresses his wil- 
lingness to row Hanlan over the Silver Lake course, which, 
he says, pleases him much. Riley left the same day for 
Hamilton, Ont., where he was to row on the 21st inst. 

Wauy Ssounn Tory Manr?—A race between the Shoe-wac- 
cae-meties, Atalantas and Columbias would no doubt be very 
interesting, thongh in common with the Western press we 
fail to see by what right either of the New Yorl: crews can 
expect the Monroe men to travel 1,400 miles just to repeat a 
performance which every unprejudiced critic will allow them 
quile capable of doing. The Shoes fairly beat the Columbias 
at Henley, and we may say with case as well, for they never 
eyen spurted for any length of time and had plenty of steam 
to spare at the finish, while the Atalantas got all they wanted 
at Watkins. If the New York crews are really desirous of 
meeting the Western men, nothing will be more readily ar- 
ranged, Let them take their boats out to Michigan, and, as 
we are informed, the Shoes will give them a race whenever 
fhey want one. The latter have by this time got their new 
boat, we believe, and it is reasonable to suppose that equiva- 
lent to a lead of an additional length or two, for they were 
padly handicapped with their old dug-ont. A gentleman con- 
nected with the Detroit River Navy states that if the Shoes 
desiré to go to Henley next year the financial means will be 
forthooming, 

Canortst on His. Travets.—Mr. W. L. Alden, of the New 
York Times, well known asa canoeist and author of “ The 
Oanoe and Flying Proa,” and other similar books, has housed 
lus canoe for atime and has sailed for a cruise ashore in 
Burope. Asa member of the hob Roy Canoe Club of Eng- 
Jand he will send us accounts of the sport as it is in Nnogland 
to-day, which, it is needless to say, will prove most interest- 
ing and valuable to the devotees of the paddle in this country. 
Tor SHapow Canoz in Massacnuserts.—Mr. William 

Blakey, the well-known shell boat builder of Cambridge, 
Mass., has in hand a Shadow canoe for a member of the Har- 
vard Club. 

Sp. Louris Prosprors.—The heat during the summer has 
somewhat interfered with active operations in St. Louis boat- 
ing circles, hut for al) that the members of the clubs on the 
Mississippi have had in view the steady development of the 
sport, Steps have been taken to provide better means of 
access to the course of the St. Lonis clubs, so that it may be 
possible to hold the,regatta of the Mississppi Valley Associa- 
tion tliere next year on Creve Ccenr Lake, A dyke is being 
built from Arsenal Island to the Mlinois shore, which will af- 
ford a sheltered stretch of water three or four miles long and 
half a mile wide, upon which boats could be started abreast, 
doing away with the obnoxious system of heat racing. ‘The 
Mound City Rowing Association haveselected September 1 as 
the date for their annual review, and have invited the Univer- 
sity and Marine clubs to participate. The St. Louis Olub ex- 
pect to make a trip up to Alton in theirrenovated barge Baitio, 
and have other long pulls on the tapis. .A new boat club has 

‘been organized at Alton, Ill, The old puritan prejudice 
against the honest enjoyment of a pull on Sundays 
seems to haye given way al last to more liberal principles, 
and §t. Louis crews are not afraid to show themselves in their 
boats on the first day of the week, Modocs haye a champion 
crew actively at work, Keokuk has likewise organized a 
club, and boats have been ordered from Philadelphia. The 
boating fever may be said to be decidedly on the increase in 
the West and in the neighborhood of St. Louis in particular. 
Wuirrsrone Recarra.—The gentlemen sojourning at the 

Whitestone House, Whitestone, L. I., held an impromptu re- 
gatta August 14. Course, one mile and a quarter. Entries: 
No. 1, Ferdinand Gondil and Charles W. Garrison, red and 
white; time, 7m. 14s. No. 2, Sidney H. Nealy and Frank 

. Lock, red; time, 8m, 16s, No. 3, John Braden and James 
Campbell, blue; time, 8m. 18s. No. 4, Angus Shore and 
William MH. Ordway; lime, 8m. 19s. Messrs. Gondil and 
Garrison were the winners. Prizes were awarded by Mrs. 
and Mr. Brewster Kissam, and consisted of a silk penant and 
gold badges. 

Mationat Recarra.——Full reports of the great event of the 
year—the National Regatta of the National Association of 
Amateur Oarsmen, held at Newark Tuesday and Wednesday 
last, will appear in our issue of next week, 

Devrrorr ys. Mronrean.—After the Detroits won the four- 
oared shell race at the Detroit River Navy regatta, the Michi- 
gan four challenged them to row for the trophy won. ‘This 
was at once secepted. Aug. 16 was fixed for the race. Course 
one mile and return. Mr. J, N. Ostrom, of the Excelsiors, 
was umpire. Crews: 1.—Detroit—Bow, James Craig, Jr. ; 
No. 2, C, B. Hodges; No. 3, W, J. Gray; stroke, Waller 
Rowan. 2—Michigan—Bow, J. Hurley; No. 2, E. Nolan; 
No, 3, C. Cabie; stroke, J. W. Holmes. Detroit pulled 38 
strokes in good form, but one of their men met with a mishap 
to his sliding seat. Michigan was pulling faster, turned first 
and worked up to 44, coming in winners in spite of a crab, 
in 18 minutes $ seconds, Detroits 15 minutes 20 seconds. The 
Michigans were challenged bythe Excelsiors immediately 
after the race, and the latter haye also challenged the Mon— 
roe crew fora short course. Answer not yet received, 

Raorse ow Taw Passatc.—A. single scull race took place 
on the Passaic, at Newark, Aug. 18, between William Barry, 
of Jersey City, and John Wekford, of Newark. Course, three 
miles straight away. Wekford took the lead and maintained 
it throughout the race. ‘Time 28 minutes. 

RaomG At NisGArs,—The consolation race for the men 
defeated at Barrie, Ont., which was held at Niagara, Aug, 17, 
was a great success. Jt was held under the auspices of the 
Hanlan Olub and the Queen’s Hotel, Toronto, and the Queen's 
Royal, of Niagara. The first event was one for heavy 
weights. Entries: Charles Perry, of Toronto; Thomas 
McGraw, proprietor of the Queen's Hotel, Toronto; Mr. J. 
A. Miller, of St, Catherines, and T. A. McClean, of Toronto. 
Won by McClean after a close contest, Miller second, Wor 
the single sculls, were entered; Evan Morris and H. Coulter, 
of Pittsburg; Ed. Rogs, of §f. John, N. B., and W. McKim 
and A. Elliott, of Toronto, Judges, Messrs. Wallace, Ross, 
and J. A, Hosmer. Starter, 'T. Plaisted; time-keeper, P. 
Luther and Hanlan, referee. Course one mile, twice around, 
making a distance ot four miles. Coulter took the water 
first, but McKee went to the front wilh 36 strokes; Morris 
then spuried and taking McKim’'s water got the lead. They 
allturned the nearest buoys, and on the run back Ross 
spurted going to the front with 40 strokes, At the next turn 
McKee upset and wae rescued hy Coulter. Ross kept his lead, 
pushed closely by Morris and Elliott ten lengths behind. Ross 
won by halfa length in 29m. 277s. Prize, a purse of $250. 

Merrroronrran Regarra.—The date for closing entries for 
this regatta has been extended to Aug. 28. A large number 
of crews will take part in the event, 

Sonnnrne mm Vireinta.—The race between George Weis- 
gerber, of the Brown Boat Club, and Louis Felsing, of the 
Nail City Club, fora purse of $500, came off at Beach Bottom, 
above Wheeling, W. Va. Aus. 17, The men were well 
inatched ; Felsing made a spurt and came in one and a half 
lengths ahead. ‘Time, 20m. 40s, 

Sout. Racr at Rocnrster, N. Y.—Mr. Editor: A scull 
race took place last evening on the Genesee River, aboye the 
dam at Rochester, over a two-mile course, between J. B. 
Durand, D. D. Sully and W. F. Sandway, amateur oarsmen 
of this city. ©. Hl, Haskin was chosen referee, and James 
Mallory time keeper. Soon after the word ‘*Go”’ it was evi- 
dent who would win, Durand leading at: thirty-four strokes to 
a minute, Sully following at thirty-two. At the turning 
point Durand brought about quickly, gaining several lengths 
on Sully, who mad¢ a very slow turn. The race was won by 
Durand in 14:40, followed by Sully in 15:19. Sandway came 
in.with o broken toe strap. Durand was presented with a 
handsome blue gillk sack, worked with white. Sandway re- 
ceived a leather medal, inscribed— 

TO WILLIAM I’. SANDWAY, 
As 4 token of valor and Skill innot Winning the single sculi race on the 

Upper course of the Genesee River, August 15, 1875, 

This medal is awarded with the exhortation, ‘' Jn Turgite 
vemis.” AMPHTON, 

Rochester, Aug. 16, 

Fast Time in A Canon.—Ziln. Mditor : Your correspondents 
give some pretty fast time in their account of ‘‘ Four Weeks 
in Canyas Canoes’’—two miles in three minutes through a 
rift. Iam a canoeist, and I have traveled a shade faster than 
your correspondents. My boat’s ruins may be found some- 
where. She was set on fire by the friction, and ‘*I only am 
escaped alone to tell you.” G. L. M. 
New York, Aug. 16. 

Cayormnc In Open WaAtrr.—The canoes, Clackelieand Star, 
which cruised from this city to Newport, R. 1., were both 
wooden canoes of lapstreak build, the former a Shadow and 
the latier a Rob Roy model. 

Sea and Rivey Sishing. 

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST. 
fae 

FRESH WATER, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. 
Salmon Tront, Salmo conjinia. 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo glovert. 
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor. — 
Black Bass, Micropterua salmoides } 
M. nigricans, 

Muskalonge, Hsox nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox [ucius, 
Yellow Pervh, Perca favescens, 

BALT WATHR, 
Sea Bass, Seienops ovellatua. 
Sheepshead, Archosargus probate- 

cephalus, 
Striped Bass, Roccus linmeatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana, 
Weakfish, Cynoscion reyalis, 
Bluetish, Pomatomus saltatrix, 
ie Mackerel, Cybium macula- 

EM, 
Cero, Cybium regale. 
Bonito, sarda pelamys 
Kingish, Menticirrusneb tlosus} 

Fish ry Marxet—Rerar Prices.—Bass, 25 cents; bluefish, 
8; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; weak fish, 10; Spanish mackerel, 

25; greon turtle, 10; halibut, 15; haddock, 6; King fish, 18; 
codfish, 6 ; black fish, 10; flounders, 8 ; porgies, 8; Kea base, 18 ; 

eels, 18 ; lobsters, 10; sheeps-head, 20; scallops per gallon, $2; 

pompano, 25; hard crabs, per 100, $2.50; soft crabs, per dozen, 
75 cents. 

Spanish mackerel unusually scarce and high. It looks as 
though the catch on Long Island would be a failure; sheeps- 
head abundant, from Barnegat; bluefish in moderate supply, 
from New Jersey and Cape Cod; some yery large bluefish re- 

ceived from Portland, Me., an unusual circumstance. 

Nzw Bruxswicx.—Black bass fishing on the Richelieu 
River, near St. Johns, is very good at present. 

Norte Snore or Lae Suprrior—Jndianupolis, Ind., Aug, 
15—This summer we coasted the north shore of Lake Superior, 
from Silver Islet to Sault Ste Marie, fishing lake and streams 
whenever we felt like it. We did not, however, go up the 
Nepigon. Rock fishing was poorer than usual. ‘The lake is 
eighteen inches lower than nsual, and the streams all exceed- 
ingly low. Some streams I had formerly fished were nearly 
dry, and fishing impracticable ; others good. So I had’ better 
and poorer fishing than eyer before, Our finest fishing was 
off the rocks, J took two at one casi—one 23} and the other 
18} inches long—and immediately after two others, 174 inches 
long. All Salmo fontinalis, of course. C. 0. A. 

© Wisu Parapise.—Hditer Forest and 8tream; About one 
mile long, half a mile wide, in places very deep, water very 
cold, fed from bottom springs, clear as crystal and surrounded 
by mountains, This is the little lake where the prettiest of 
all trout abound, Itis a pleasant day’s journey from New 
York, and yesterday 1 took seventy trout from its bright 
waters, the majority reaching one pound in weight. With 
many of their kindred they reached home as fine and hard as 
When taken from the water. Here, as in most other fayored 
spots, the spring time is the best to take trout in quantities, 
but they abound in such profusion that a fine méss can be 
made at any season, Sherbrooke, P. Q., isthe centre of a fine 
trout country. To the west, in Brome and Bolton, some 20 
miles, are dozens of little lakes all containing trout, and if 
oneSprefers pounders to the whales of Rangeley, this is the 
spot to pane ‘emin, To the south, some twenty miles, is 
Averill Lake, a splendid water for pounders, while 50 miles 
eastward, ina dense wilderness, lies Lake Megantic, where 
trout were taken this season that marked the four pound 
notch. The fish here will not weigh less than a pound each, 
fight like ‘‘all possessed,” and no other fish inhabit the lake. 
Three miles east of Barton, Vt., which is fifteen miles south 
of Newport, lies May’s pond—a grand little sheet of water 
one mile in length, where a basket can be filled with ‘twhop- 
pers" ina short time. Lungein Memphremagog are scarce 
this sammer, and pickerel also haye ** gone west,” but perch 
are taken in great numbers, for some fiend stocked thé lake 
with them, and they haye multiplied amazingly, Black 
bass have been putin and will be sizable to take next sum- 
mer. To reach this conntry lake the § « M. train from 
Springfield, Mass., over the Connecticut river and Passuimp- 
sic River railrouds, reaching Newport and Mempbremagog 
at supper time, and Sherbrooke at 9 rp.m. ‘The trip over 
these roads is one of great beauty, with ever-changing scent- 
ery, touching the Green and White Mountains, and winding x 
along the two charming rivers nearly to their source. 

erbert, P, ()., Arig. 16th. Kir Crarrs, 

New Hamrsutre.—Crauford House, White Mountains 
Aug, 15.—Troutare plenty and of good dimensions. Hooked 
75 to-day, the largest weighing 11 oz.; length, just 12 inches, 
Ammonoosic and Dry rivers are the best streams. 

Nrwgop. 

Massacnnsetrs—Wantucket, Aug. 17.—This has been a 
poor week for bluefish. Owing to the wet weather the fish 
swim deep, The largest catches are as follows: Wiora del- 
mar, 72; Undine, 61; Thorn, 52. Sharks yery plentiful. 
Perch caught in great numbers; one party of three, Wednes- 
day, caught 601 in one hour and fifty-two minutes, and the 
same day I caught a yellow perch 154 inches long, 

Jack OvRLEW- 

MovEMents or tor Fisame Wimrrs.—The arrivals for the 
past week haye given a more hopeful aspect to the fishing 
outlook, and our wharves have presented the busy appearance 
which characterized them in more prosperous seasons. The 
arrivals have not been numerous, numbering 46 in all, but 
some very goud fares haye been landed in the several depart- 
ments of fishing, followed by Gloucester vessels. ‘There have 
been five Bay arrivals. The Shore fleet continue to report a 
scarcity of large mackerel, though a few 2s and large 3s are 
culled from most of the trips. The number of arrivals for the 
week has been 6. The Bank cod fishermen have commenced 
to putin an appearance with fayorable reports, and the re- 
ceipts in this department haye been much larger than for any 
previous week this season. Arrivals, 9; total catch, 1,180,000 
Jbs. The number of halibut arrivals for the week has been ‘7. 
The number of Georges arrivals has been 29, and the receipts 
260,000 Ibs, codfish und 17,000 Ibs. halibut,—Cape Anm Adver- 
tiser, Aug. 16. 

Ruonr Istanp.—Warraganselt Pier, Aug. 14.—A large 
turtle was caught off Point Judith on Tuesday. Tt was en- 
tangled in the lines of a lobster pot and towed to the pier b 
atope fastened to its fore flippers. From nose to tail it 
“measures 7} feet, and from tip to tip of fore flrppers it mess- 
ures 84 feet. ts upper parts are black ; under shell pink and 
white. Its back shell was quite hard (though not as hard as a 
common water turtle) and had five ridges running its entire 
length. The largest ridgé was about three inches high, The 
top and under shells were joined at the sides. by flat pieces. 
The turtle could not draw in its head or flippers. The throat 
was covered with pink and white spots. The turtle died yes- 
terday, F, R. Wetsz, 

Lone Istanp.— Sayville, Aug. 16.—B. Backus and friends, 
from Nassau, N. Y., fishing at Sayville, L. 1, caught 285 
blue fish in about four hours, chumming. A lady took 77 of 
them. They were an even run of about 2 pound fish and 
very gamey, The removal of the pound nets undoubledly 
has much to do with the large quantities of fish in the Great 
Sonth Bay this year. 

Bass at MoyrAur Pomi—Philadelphia, Aug, 19.—Last 
week, at Montauk Point, L. 1, J. B, Stearns took six bass 
weighing 11, 5, 214, 10, 18 and 12 pounds each. G. 
Stearns, Jr., caught twenty-one, weighing respectively, 7 
12, 24, 4, 9, 16, 19, 9, 12, 15, 154, 253, 284, 8, 7, 23, 164, 12! 
7, 11 and 16 pounds. L. Stearna caught six which weighed 
38, 184, 15, 50, 17, 10 pounds, These were all taken within 
three hundred feet of each other on Montauk Point, I have 
fished Pasque Island for the last six years, but this beats 
them all, JUNE. 

New Jensey—Kinsey’s Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Aug. 
19 —Weakfish biting freely. J. N. Kirby, Phil Malloy and 
T. A. Henderson, N. Y., took 74, averaging 3$lbs, 11 blue- 
fish, 19 bass; John O. Hughes and boys, Phila., 67 bluefish : 
Wm. Steel, Lewis Jamison, Bordentown, N. J., 26 bluefish: 
W. H. Dodge, of Towanda, Pa., 25 bluefish: A. D. Hughes 
and friend, Bordentown, 43 bluefish ; GC. W. Hancock, 30 
blackfish ; H. L. Lewis, and P. P. Shirwood, N. Y., 83 blue- 
fish, 16 weakfish; F. Hiller, F. C. Edson and Wm. Birney, 
Jr,, Elizabeth, 25 bluefish. Sheepshead were biting good 
hotil Friday. Thursday some 300 taken off the ground, On 
Friday night a party from Waretown with a large haul 
seine swept the channel at the sheepshead ground, and since 
then not a bite has been felt nor a fish taken. Thus one small 
party destroyed the livelihood of some seventy-five poor men, 
who have for the last two months been making from $4 lo 
$10.per day with their hand lines Cause: Political interfe- 
rence with our State Commissioners, thereby depriving our 
county of a warden. 
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“Come Prerarep to Rouge Iv.’"—That is the injunction 
which accompanies and supplements the graceful invitation 

sent out to the friends of the *‘ Solid Comfort Fishing Olub,” 
of Mercer, Pa., who are now in camp at Sugar Lake, seven 

miles from Oochranton. The club is made up of officers, an 
executive committee, and the rest of the fellows, nineteen 

altogether. There is the solidiest kind of comfort in the 
roughest of roughing it, and so long as the fish bite and the 
bait holds out may the Sugar Lake Campers get rest unto 
their souls. 

Tue Fraser Rryer Sammon SEAsoN.—A correspondent of 
the New York World writing from New Westminster, British 
Columbia, under date of Alig. 16, says that in that land of 
piscine plenty, salmon are selling at ons cent each ; 

The ‘‘run,” as the fishermen call it, has been unprece- 
dented. Indeed, the canneries have more fish than they know 
what to do with, and thousands of the dead salmon are daily 
thrown into the river because there are not men enough to can 
them, Hach cannery is turning out from 400 to 1,000 cases 
daily. The profit on each case yaries in different years, ac- 
cording to the run of fish, from $1.50 to $2.50; this year it 
will probably be more. Chinamen do all the work after the 
fish is landed. The fishing is done principally by Indians. 
A good many people say that the present run may bé expected 
every year, as they urge that until now the correct mode of 
catching the fish has not been understood. Seyeral of the 
canneri€s are not only canning salmon, but have begun to salt 
the fish and pack it away in barrels, A good many people in 
this colony cry out against the employment of Chinese labor, 
But for the Chinamen the fisheries could not exist; it would 
be impossible to obtain white Jabor to do the work. Indeed, 
the cannery proprietors would be yery glad to get whites, The 
season lasts for a few weeks only, and at the end of that time 
the men would be oul of Work. The Chinamen board them- 
selyes, and at the end of the “‘run”™ take themselves off. 

An Eouo prom Micuican.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
A short and poinied article in Forrsr Ann Srugam of July 
18, entitled ‘Hoggishness,” repremands the ideus of too many 
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who wield the rod and are adepts in taking trout. Not con— 
tent with taking such large numbers of fish, they blazon the 
weight and number of their fish through the land. Thank 
goodness there are some followers of the gantle art who haye 
& conscience in (aking fish us in other things, ‘Three gentle- 
men were up the famous Jordan fishing, and could “yank 
them out” all the day until anything like sport surfeited them, 
They caught 200 the first day. Atthe camp-tre that night 
the matter was discussed. One of the party said, ‘‘ Here is 
an agreement. We will confine onrselyes to 80 trout per 
day, no mutter how they may be biting, or I propose to breals 
up camp and go home. We have not degenerated to bar- 
barism if we have Jeft the city behind us.” They were to use 
just what bait each one pleased, worms, grasshoppers or the 
fly. I need not say that they enjoyed themselves. 'Trouting 
at that time was the finest of sport on the Jordan, and these 
gentlemen came home to the camp with fine trout, taken 
Jevilimately with a fly, Nota trout put into their creels under 
aix inches. Yet they caught more than enough for their own 
use, The Jordan, Boyne and Manistee on this side of the 
lake, and Au Sauble on the Huron side, cannot stand such a 
drain on them as was reported in the month of June. Though 
during July, when even the creeks were warm with the in- 
teuse heat of the sun, you could not persuade the trout to fake 
the daintiest bait, and it was only in the early morning or in 
the gloaming that fish would bite, eyen though they were 
breaking the water before sunset. Norman, 

Chicago, August 15. 

Smarxs.—The shark is making himself move of o nuisance 
than usual this summer. He has been an unwelcome visitor 
at Long Branch, Brighton Beach and other popular watering 
places. ‘The coast fishermen complain that the man-eater is 
giving them much trouble. The fishermen at Short Beach, 
Conn., caught one in a net the other day. He was nine feet 
long: and yery ferocious. He bit a piece of timber, four inches 
by two, in pieces. His big jaws were furnished with formi- 
dable teeth. One six and one-half feet long was killed after 
a hard feat by men ina boat off Plum Beach, in Westcott’s 
Bay, on Monday, the 12th, A fisherman near the mouth of 
the Honsatonic, the other day, hooked a fine striped bass, 
but a big shark came along and away went shark, fishing- 
tackle and angler’s temper. We have had the same trick 
played on us many a time in Florida waters, 

Barr ror Poratms anp Ska Bass.—Use large angle-worm 
for bait. The fish take this baif quite as well, and it remains 
on the hook much longer than clams. BE, Ry 
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BLACK BASS ANGLING. 

Horror Forest AND STREAM : 
Having received letters from several gentlemen de- 

siting ‘‘ more light” upon the subject of black bags fishing, 
and more especially in regard to casting the minnow, I pro> 
pose to dispense said ‘light and knowledge’! through the 
effulgent columns of the Forrsr AND STREAM to all unin- 
formed brother anglers. 
A faithful study of the conformation, habits and idiosyn- 

eracies of game fish should be the first consideration of the 
true angler, but the average angler usually contents himself 
with 4 superficial knowledge of the ways and means of cap- 
turing and killing the finny tribe, a big catch being the 
height of his piscatorial ambition, While good tackle is es- 
sential to success, 2 thorough knowledge of the habits of the 
fish is a sine qua non, without which no one can become an 
expert and successful angler. Apropos of this might be men- 
tioned the old and hackneyed story of the rustic youth with 
alder pole, twine string and worm bait, and the sot-diswnt 
angler with split bamboo and well-filled fiy-book, who in- 
dulged in a day's fishing on the same stream, with the result 
of a ‘ big string” for the boy, and one poor fingerling for the 
disgusted sportsman, The boy understood the “* true inward- 
ness ” of the trout, while the discomfited citizen was lamenta- 
bly ignorant, and relied entirely upon his splendid rig for 
success, 

Where black bass are plentiful, as in the quiet ponds and 
lakes of Western New York, Northern Indiana, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and af the Thousand Islands, the 
merest tyro, who can throw his bait twenty feet from the 
boat, can, when the bass aré in a biting mood, show a big 
eateh, though he may have necessarily failed to land two out 
of every three fish hooked, But on rivers where the angler 
casta to the right and Jeft and across the stream from the 
banks, and while wading the shallows and bars, and the bass 
are shy, educated, and fully up in a knowledge of the stream 
in its windings, eddies, pools and rapids, the highest skill and 
a thorough knowledge of the habits of the fish are indispensa- 
ble to a full creel, and this, at the same time, constitutes the 
pleasure and perfection of black bass angling. But bear in 
mind, that sticking the butt of a long rod in the bank, and 
then, while reclining under the shade of some umbrageous 
tree, enjoying a pipe or the latest novel while waiting an 
hour for a bite, is not angling, but simply loafing, and attempt- 
ing to obtain bass under false pretenses, ‘The artistic angler 
will use nothing but the best tackle, essentials of which 
a short pliant rod, a freely rendering reel and a suitable 
line, The perfect black bass rod would be a split bamboo, 
made in one entire length, without joints, about eight feet 
long, and weighing eight ounces; but as such a rod would be 
quite costly and difficult and expensive to repair, and could 
be carried about only with extreme risk, I merely mention it. 
The next best would be composed of the same material, of 
the same length and weight, in two or three pieces or joints. 
Next in order, not nearly so costly and really more servicea- 
ble, is the ash and lancewood rod of the same weight and 
length, with the sama relative degrees of pliancy and elas- 
ticity. The Orvis rod of this description is the best three- 
piece rod made. Mr. F. A, Strong, of Honesdale, Pa., is now 
making an ash and lancewood rod in two pieces or one joint, 
which approaches more nearly to my idea of a black bass rod 
than any I have seen; it is jrom'8 to 8+ feet long, just right 
in weight, balance and plianey for making ldhp casts, and 
plays a bass superbly. B. C. Milam’s ‘' Wrankfort Reel” is 
by all odds the best, though a first-class New York multiplier 
will answer well, A. sillc line, closely and hard braided, 
tinted, and of the smallest size, is the thing, and, with the 
addition of a small brass swivel and 4 sprogat hook, we are 
now ready for business. 

In casting for black bass, having properly adjusted the rod, 
reel and line, tie on the swivel by one of its rings, and loop 
the snell of the hook through the other; run the point of the 
hook through the under lip and out at the nostril of a good- 
sized minnow, say four inches long; reel up the line until 
the swivel touches the tip and make a cast. But how? Aye, 
there's the rub. The instruction can hardly be conveyed in- 
tellipibly by mere words, but with the help of the diagram 
below. 1 will endeavor to make it, at least, partially under- 
stood by the uninitiated. 

Tbe angler is supposed to be standing at A, facing N, and 
his shoulders in a line wilh XZ. Casting the minnow isan 
entirely different process from casting the fly. A minnow 
can be cast but a very short distance immediately in front of 
the angler, and all long casts must be made sideways, that is, 
to the left or right. To make along cast to the left we will 
suppose X to be the objective point to which the minnow is to 
be cast. The angler now grasps the rod immediately below 
the reel with the right hand, with the thumb resting lightly 
but firmly upon the spool; the right arm is now extended 
downward, slightly bent, with the elbow near the body, and 
with the extreme butt of the rod nearly touching the right hip: 
the thumb and reel are upward, inclining slightly toward the 
left; the tip of the rod, orrather the minnow, just clears the 
ground or surface of the water: the position of the rod is now 
in the direction of the line A B, inclining toward the ground 
or water, making an angle of about 45 des, with the line of 
the shoulders, XZ; this is the situation af the besinning of 
the cast. Now forthe cast: The angler turns his face toward 
X, the objective point, looking over his left, shoulder without 
turning his body; he now inclines his body in the direction 
of 5, advancing the vight foot and bending the right knee 
slightly, and makes a sweeping cast from \he right to the left, 
and from helow upward, across the body diagonally, until the 
rod hand is at the height of the left shoulder, and the 
arm and rod extended im the direction of A ©, with the tip 
of the rod inclining upward, The movement of the right 
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hand is almost in a straight line from a point near the right 
hip to a point near the left shoulder; the motion in casting is 
steady, increasing in swiftness toward the end of the cast, and 
ending with the “pitching” of the bait—instead of a violent 
jerk—somewhat similar to the straight underhand pitching of 
8 base-ball, In making the cast, the right elbow should touch 
the hody, sweeping across it, and only leave it at the end of 
the cast, making the forearm do the work. At the end of the 
cast the reel and thumb are upward, and the rod forms an 
angle of 45 de. with the line of the shoulders X Z, and the 
minnow instead of following the direction of the rod A O, ag 
some might suppose, will diverge toward the left, and drop at 
X, when the thumb should immediately stop the reel by an 
increased pressure. Casting to the right is just the reverse of 
the above proceeding. The angler being in the same position, 
brings the right hand across, and touching the body, to a 
point in front of the left hip, the thumb and reel upward, but 
inclining toward the body, and the rod extending in the di- 
rection of the line «A C, with the tip downward ; he now turns 
his face in the direction of the objective point 4, inclines his 
body and advances his left foot in the direction of C, and 
makes a cast from left to right, and from below upward, and 
ends the cast with the right arm and rod fully extended in the 
direction of the line A.B, while the minnow takes its flight to- 
ward Z, In making a cast to either left or right the body 
should sway or move slightly in the direction, and simulta- 
neously with the rod arm; it will give force and steadiness to 
the cast; but on no account must the body be turned around 
or the feet moved during the cast; let us be graceful if we 
cannot be proficient, | 
The first cast that the beginner makes will be likely to throw 

the bait behind him ; this will be because he will not end the 
cast in time, but carry the tip of the rod too far toward the 
line X Z, He should by all means begin by making short 
casts, and lengthening them as he perfects himself by ex- 
perience in managing the reel and controlling the cast. And 
now, having given him the principles of good and artistic 
casting, nothing but patient practice and good judgment, to- 
gether with a fair knowledge of the habits of the fish itself, 
Will make him an accomplished black bass angler. 

Cynthiana, Ky., July 29, 1878. J. A. HENsHALn. 
++. 

FISHING IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, 

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 

As you and some of your numerous readers no doubt know long 

before this, the Sacramento, Pitti and McCloud Rivers, near Mount 

Shasta, afford some of the best salmon and trout fishing to be found on 
the globe. Sir Rose Price, a gentleman wo has fished ln some of the 

best countries for this sport in the world, states that the troutdishing 

in these rivers and their tributaries is the best he éyer experienced, 
when the numbers, gameness, size and qualily of the fish in these 

cold, clear and rushing riyers are considered. To bé sure, about this 
time of the year when the salmon are spawning, the fly is of very little, 

if any use, but yery early or quite late in the season, in some, if not 

all of these streams, they take the Ny preity well. The cause of their 
not rising to the fy la that in the months of Jone and July, perhapa 

eurlier or porlaps later than, this, if may happen the trout are feed- 
ing upon thé salmon roe that is floating down the stream orare dls- 
lurbed Io the gravel or sand in the eddies by the trout themselves, and 

which although fiercely gnarded by the male salmon, who remains by 

the female while dischaiging her eggs, and, aller dropping his melt 

over them, drives, or attempts to drive, olf all intruders; of course in- 
cloding the trout and perhaps others of his own Kith and kin, whoare 
known to be yery destructive even of thejr own particular kind. This 
is eSpecially the case where the holes are deep, & little away fron the 

swilt current, anil where great numbers of salmon rest, and which 

afford the Indians capital opportunities jo spear them, and it ia even 

reported at some of the houses or hostelrics in this region that some 
white fishermen and Sir Kose Price inmiself (but we trust that this last 

réport is nol true), by Means of clusters of hooks attached to strong 
lines and heavy sinkers, and drawing them rapidly through the water, 

strock the fish foul aud captnred many of them in these places by these 
meas, 
Byery year the numbers of fishermen who resort to these waters as 

the ne plus wlire of angling sport, and their neighborhood as the habi- 
tatia. of deer and Many varieties of the larger game, are increasing. 

Those who cin afford the time and menus Haye a grand lime of it. 

They generally camp out cither on the shores of one of the many rlyers 

which, Dowing from the base of Mt. Shasta, form the Sacramento, Pitt 
or McCloud, or on one of the latter, The canyons are heavily wooded 
With magnificent old tees through which these pore and cold waters 

from melting suow flow, These visitors feast on venison, trout and 
any other portable provisions they may choose to bring with them or 
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obtain from the well provided public houses, and ihe best sauce the 
possess Is 2 good appetite. Whatever may he tie liquid cordials the> 
procure (live is always near them the liquid element well teed, and if 

they desire a physical tonie or bracing it is always conyenient for a 

hath. There is a pretty long stage journey from Redding, the terminus 

of the railroad from here, pul men who can camp ou and fish, are 

Supposed tobe well able to stand fi day and night’s trayel and a strong 

shaklugup., ‘The scenery, to lessen the fatigue, is pictiuresqie and in- 

deed magnificent. Here grathe primal forests, pine tinctored monn- 

tain air, and uever failing sport with the trout and aulmon ahead, as 
the fish seen jumping everywhere ih the passing streams attest. The 

anlmon that are taken this time of year average about twelye pounda 

each, There aré so many of them to be captiired with salmon roe, the 
only balt they now take, that this kind of fishing soon becomes mono 

onous. The attention after a tiltle while is turned to brook trout and 

Douy Vardens. It is quite common to catch itty of these per day, 

ayeruging about a pound each, Yhe Dolly Varden is the rarest sort to 

bag. They weigh heavier, are gamier than the brook tront, havesome 

yellow and red spots on their sidea, bat are not so beantifol either in 

shape or color, nor do food In the quality of thelrmeat, he supply of 
Osh here is inexhaustible, and {he charm of fishing would be as much 

80 Gould they be ereeled by means of the fly instead of the roe-hbait. 
Ent what a splashing and struggling and excitement there ia on the 

shores of these thickly peopled waters at any rate, And upon the whole 

the trip to a thorough angler and loyerof the grand and beantiful and 
the healthful cannot bo otherwise than highly autisfactory and delight- 

ful. E. d, Hoorsr, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR AUGUST. 

Woodcouk, Phitohela minor. Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Black bellied plover, ox-eye, Syria-  -_Tringa anterizana. 

tarala helvetica, Greai Marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Ring plover, Byialitis semipalma- _ Litnosa fevou. 

tus. Willet, Tolanus semipalmatus, 
Stil, or long-shanks, Ainantopus Tattler, Totanus melanoleueus, 

nigricollis, Yellow-shinks, Votanus jluvipes, 
Red-breusted snipe, or dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus gpiseus. 

‘eBay birds” generally, including yarions species of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayocets, 
ete,, coming under the group Linacole or Shore Birds. Many States 
permit prairie fowl (plonated grouse) shooting after August 16, 

Sourm Caronma—Charleston, Aug. 10.—Since the ist of 
August seyeral parties have been out after deer, and all have 
had capital sport. On Monday a yearling and buck wera 
brought in, and on Wednesday two fine bucks were brought 
in. Deer are reported plentiful, and the outlook for capital 
sport this fall and winter is very bright. 

Inpran Territony—Wuskogee, Creek Nation, Aug. 12,—A 
word from this part of the world would, perhaps, be appre- 
ciated. Our summer has been unusually hot, but the grouse 
or prairie chicken, as well as quail, haye not been idle, and 
have brought out fine broods. Our shooting season has nicely 
opened ; two gentlemen of St. Louis paid me a yisif. We 
went out to Tar Springs, nine miles, camped over nicht, and 
returned with one hundred chickens. Large bevies of quail 
were seen, but are yet too small to shoot. Turkeys are plenty, 
but the cover is so thick that dogs are unable to work ee 

Founp.—On Saturday, Aug. 17, at Brooklyn Driving Park, 
a gold badge. Apply to Daniel Green, corner of Court and 
Pacific streets, Brooklyn. 

Tur Bonrnitt Gux.—Mr. Homer Fisher, of No. 260 Broad- 
way, New York City, offers an exceedingly good and cheap 
fun to sportsmen. ‘The Bonechill gun has extension rib, re- 
bounding locks and all improvements. Mr, Fisher keeps on 
hand all varieties of arms and ammunition. From time to 
time, in Our advertising columns, Mr. Fisher proposes pub- 
lishing cuts of the various styles of double breéch-loading 
guns he has on hand. A new patent brush cleaner for rifles, 
for sale by Mr. Fisher, we recommend yery highly. 

A “Prrattoa, Skusx.’—Lditer Forest and Stream: In 
your issue of July 4, which I find on my table on my return 
from vacation rambles, L find an inquiry—‘' What is a pirati- 
cal skunk?” From an account given me by a gentleman who 
** was there,” possibly L may be able to give you a little light 
on the subject. It happered that two parties, éach with its 
own boat, had been fishing in one of the many trout streams 
emptying into Lake Huron between Mackinac and Detour, 
and, breasing camp on the lake shore one morning, had the 
luck to shoot a fine hedgehog. ‘The boats were loaded and 
ready to start, when another hedgehog was discovered making 
his way into one of the bouts. As one of the gentlemen was 
something of a naturalist he thought a live speuimen would be 
an acquisition, and it was determined to push off and secure 
the animal. So the boat was pushed off to a safe distance 
from shore, and the search was commenced in the baggage. 
After a yery thorough tearing up of the contents of the boat, the 
two gentlemen found, safely lodgedin the very bottom under 
a box, not a hedgehog, but a fine, well developed specimen of 
the Mephitis Americang. Not standing upon the order of their 
going, they went at once, ‘ walked the plank,’ incontinently 
jumped overboard, plunged and rose again, but did not give 
up the sbip. They clung to the sides of the boat and held a 
hurried consultation. $o far their enemy, though master of 
the situation, had not resorted to his most effective weapon, 
and they determined to get the boat in shore and try to recap. 
ture it, By dint of considerable swimming and wading and 
pushing and pulling they stranded the boat on the beach and 
quietjy relired to a safe distance to devise measures Of relief ag 
wellas lo await developments. Once the skunk madé his ap- 
pearance with defiant menaces on the bows, but soon disap- 
peared beneath the plunder. The situation was becoming 
serious, ‘The other boat refused to give assistance—indeed, 
if could not—but waited to seeresults. Active measures were 
determined on, but the maxim ahout discretion and valor was 
kept prominent in their minds? So, very quietly, and piece 
by piece, all the contents of the boat that could he managed 
with poles were taken out, leaving only afew of the heavier 
articles in the bottom, As the sun was hoi the skunk’s 
quarters soon became uncomfortable, and, unmind{ul of his 
conquest, he juinped ashore. A charge of shot from the am- 
pushed enemy finished him without other ill effects than the 
loss of the boat's painter, which became impregnated with 
mephitic odor during his dying struggles. Then there was a 
hurried emkarkation, and that oatuoralist is now of the opinion 
that he will neyer again mistake a Mephitis American for a 
hedgehog. The personal observations of the former's habits 



which you so kindly recommended to siudenta in your issue 
of July 4, that gentleman was enabled to make; and if he will 
write you the results you may, by comparing with the charac- 
teristics delineated by the Idako Avalanche, be enabled to give 
an anxious world an accurate scientific deseripfion of the 
piratical skunk. Cc. 

Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 15, 1878. 
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COST OF POWDER. 

Eprroz Fornsr Anp STREAM: 
As a regular reader of the Forrest anp Stream for several 

years, I have noticed advertisements calling the attention of 
the public to ‘‘ great reduction in prices” of shotguns, rifles, 
sportsmen's clothing, fishing tackle, and, in fact, of nearly 
every article used by the sportsman except gunpowder. The 
consumption of this indispensable article to sportsmen is in- 
creasing eyery year. The cost of the material used in its 
manufacture is much less than it was five years ago, as is 
also the cost of labor. In view of these facts is it not time 
for manufacturers to furnish the sporting public with a good 
article of powder at a reasonable rate? The common ‘I. G. 
rifie powder,” sold at $6.15 per keg of 25lbs,, won't do for 
gentlemen who:possess fine guns and abhor filth, as fifteen or 
twenty shots with it so foul a gun as to make it unpleasant to 
handle, as well as to interfere with its shooting qualities until 
cleaned. The next grade of powder sold by American manu- 
facturers costs $3.80 per quarter keg, and is much better; but 
if it could be profitably sold at this figure five years ago, it is 
certainly too high now. Since the intreduction of the glass 
ball as a substitute for pigeons, thousands of persons who 
seldom used a shotgun have joined shooting clubs to indulge 
in this harmless sport, while many are deterred from partici- 
payin in it by the cost of ammunition. The price of shot 
as declined within the last few years about 30 per cent. 

Now, if powder manufacturers will follow suit they will call 
down upon their heads a blessing from many an enthusiastic 
but impecunious sportsman. If the manutfacturers can sell 
profitably at such a reduction and won’é, will some of them ex- 
plain why not ? WiDGEoN. 

Iitinois, Aug. 14, 18'78. 
Tn regard to this we may say that from an investigation of 

the business of powder making, we think it is shown that the 
profits to the manufacturers are not excessive, considering 

the risks attending the business, The price of crude mate- 
rials is not so much less than five years ago. Sulphur is 

little if any cheaper if of good quality. Wood, for coal, a 
small item, very little cheaper, and for fine sporting powder 
no cheaper. Saltpetre 1s perhaps fifteen per cent. cheaper at 
this moment than five years since. But there are several 

larger items of cost that overbalance all these when consider- 

ing the value or selling price of powder, particularly the fine 
grades. Among these may be mentioned the interest on the 

investment in tracts of land, many times necessarily large, on 

which to erect magazines; the cost of the buildings; and 
nearly always the manufacturer has to buy and pay for these, 

and with the stock of powder, which is kept in each, ayer- 
aging more than a year's sales, it will be seen the investment 

is no light one. The cost of transportation of powder isa 
very heavy charge, particularly as much of the finer grades of 

powder go to places where there is little demand for coarser 
qualities, and double first-class rates have to be paid as freight, 

while the lower grades of powder can be distributed in car- 
load lots. The cost of manufacturing the higher grades of 
powder is great, as much more labor and time is needed in its 

production. A. powder mill, which will make 8,000 pounds 
of common blasting powder, will produce probably less than 
2,000 pounds of the fine grades per day. ‘The sales of the 
finer grades are very much less in bulk and yalue than is gen- 

erally supposed, and with the system of agents to sell, 

magazines to hold and mulls to manufacture, even at the 
present prices the business of selling the fine grades of powder 
would be a losing one—very decidedly so—were it not for the 

help derived from the sale of the lower grades. ‘The numer- 
ous explosions of powder works, an occurrence which no 
amount of caution can do away with, must also be borne in 

mind. 
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OVERCHARGES. 

Our correspondent, *‘ Canvas Back,” writes us a practical 

lesson in regard to the habit of putting too much powder in 
puns. The fact of the powder being thrown out unconsumed 
is well known. As the letter is plain and to the point, we 
commend it to the attention of our readers: 

CLEVELAND, July 20, 1878. 

Eprroz Forrest AND STREAM ; 
I want to ask « question or to about the use of powder, and, 

at the same time, give my own experience in its use. I have often 

notived at dusk, when shooting ducks on the marshes, a long 
stream of fire come from eyery gun fired within sight. I haye 

also many times had my clothes burned when shooting against the 

wind. From this I feared I was using too much powder in my 
9tglb. 10 gauge guno—was shooting more than it would burn inside 
of the barrels, My charge was 4}¢ drs. No. 3 “Sea Shooting” 

powder and 14 oz. No. 3 shot. Oanyas-back and other open 
water ducks was the game I was after. All my comrades were 

using from 444 to 5 drs. of powder. A gentleman who was with 

me and myself proposed to experiment, So one day we loaded a 

few metal shells with 44¢ drs. No. 3 grain Oriental Sea Shooting 

Powder, putting four or fiye pink-edge wads on top, with no shot. 
Woe fired at a newspaper, twenty or twenty-five feet away, and 

found it perfectly filled with snrall holes, like pin holes, each trial 

haying the same effect. Wa then put a heavy sheet of paste- 

board about three inches from a newspaper, and spread on the 
ground directly under the two another paper, so as to catch any-— 
thing that might fall between them, and after each discharge 

found what I should say was from 47 to #4 dr. unburned powder, 
Some of the party prasent did not think the powder thus sollect- 

ed would explode, but on being touched with a lighted match, it 

burned the same as any powder. We then tried 4 drs, and found 
that nearly all of it burned, only four or fiye grains penetrating 

the paper and escaping unburned, as far ns wecouldses, With 4 
drs, No.2 grain of same powder, all apparently burned, as wecould 
shoot none through the paper, After this I mada my charges 4 dra. 
No. 2 grain powder, and did first-rate execution. A few daya later 

Wa made a machine to test the pattern and penetration of shot, 
and found that 4 drs, powdor gaye better pattern than either 43¢ 

or 5 dra.; and the best penetration we could get was with 4 dra., 

and the trial that showed the greatest penetration was made with 
4drs, Of course, the penetration was not exactly alike with the 
Bame charges, but the average with 4 drs. was better than with 

any other, and No. 2 grain gaye better penetration than No. 3 
grain. No. 6 shot was used and 10 gauge guns. We found that 
324 drs. No. 2 grain powder nnd 11-8 oz. shot gave the best satis- 
faction with an 8}Zlbs. 12 gauge gun, From these experiments I 

became conyinced that a large majority of our sportsmen were 

using too much powder and (here I expect opposition) too comree 

grain. I donot believe any 10 gauge gun not over 32in. long in 

barrels will burn inside the barrels over 4 drs. No. 3 grain powder, 

and I believe No, 2 grain will do the best service, Will not some 

one who has éxperimented or given the matter thought enlighten 

the readers of ths Forrest AnD SrREAM on the subject of size of 

grain and quantity of powder to use? Oanvas-Back. 
ne Me i 

THE ROAN MOUNTAINS. 

Ware SULPHUR SPRINGS, Col., July, 1878. 
Hr. Editor: The name Roan was probably given to these mountains 

because of their color; the name Book because of their form. They 

are of volcanic origin, and composed largely of gray and brown erup- 

tive rocks which giye pevullartints. They are of the mesa or tablé 
form, nearly 1at-topped, isolated, individual and not in any continuons 
range, Some ave of great extent, but preserving the same uniform out- 
line, suggesting a book opened in the middle and laid fat, the leayes 

receding evenly from the opposite sides, but with this departure from 
the simile that in the center instead of a depression there fs a dome— 
a miniature rounded peak, set Upon the wide and otherwise straight, 

horizontal mountain top. Then it suggests the book opened as before, 
and turned face downward. A number of these mountaina reach 

aboye timber line, and carry moré or léss snow throughout the year. 
This volcanic rock makes excellent soil, rich as mould; hence, all 

around and among them is luxuriant pasture. Higher up are wide 

belts of pine and spruce timber, Lower down, groyes and Jines of 

aspens, with intervals of meadow, each with its springs and crystal 
Alreams, coyered with bunch grass that brushed our horses’fanks. Of 
course, deer willbe there. They cannot find a better home, Lower 

down, tuward the large streams, the slopes are timbered with pinyon, 
@ nut-bearing pine, and cedar. The pastures are rich grasses, white 
fage and scruboak, Snow does not Iie In winter, and here the deer 
and elk congregate In countless herds during that portion of the year. 

We falled to find any bears. They had gone to some other range, 

The streams were generally too high and rolly for trout, as snow banks 

were yet plentiful on all the higher lands, and melting fast, but in Tim, 
ponas Creek, Egeria Park, we found some good fly fishing. Wecaught, 
in part of an afternoon, all we could use and a quantity to bring home 

From yalley to valley, all over that region, are deep, wide and old 

buffalo trails, and in the valleys themselves are dotted every where with 

their wallows. Mouldering skulls alone mark where the last of them 

died. ; 
There is no loyelier country in the world than these mountains and 

valleys In the summer time, with fresh follage, verdant meadows, 

myriads of flowers of every color and the brightest hues, crystal 
atreams, coo], bracing air and the eternal monntalns, with their never- 

fading crowns of white always in view. It is never hot. You may 
have frost every night, yet wild fruits ripen, and the most delicate 
plants ffouriah everywhere. Just now we are Inxuriating upon wild 
strawberries, Ww. N. B. 

A $$ a 

THE LATE SHOT TRIAL. 
PHILADELPHIA, July 27, 1878. 

EDiroOR WOREST AND STREAM : 
T noticed in your issue of the 11th inst. an account of a trialof the 

relative merits of soft vs, chilled shot while took place at Germantown 

June 29, Now, giving the participants all due credit for their effortato 

settie disputed points it seems to me to have been entirely out of place 
in a trialof shot to have mentioned in the report the average, etc., 

of several dfferent brands of powder and, as mention ls particolarly 

made of the brand haying made the best average and where it was pro- 

cured aud also the make of gunused, it would lead some people to sup- 

pose that the trial was not merely to decide as to the respective merits 
of soft.and chilled shot, but was gotten up to advertise a certain brand 
of gun and powder. Now, in matters of this kind lt ts truth that is 

wanted, und if powder entered into this trial of shot would it mot have 

been proper to have used powder of a uniform quality throughout and 

not haye classed the highest grade of one make with the inferlor grades 

of some other makes. From my knowledge of powder as a sportsman 
and from whatl can learn from different agents and dealersin this 
clty Latlin & Rand Orange Lightning, to whichis given the credit of 

Making the best ayerage, 18 a high grade of powder, considered by its 

makers par excel’ence and ja the same in quality and price as Hazard’s 

Biectric, Pigon Wilks and Lawrence's Alliance, American ‘Telegraph, 
Dupont and Oriental Diamond Grain and Curtis & Harvey's No. 6, while 

the Hazard, Dupont and Oriental powder used are of a second grade 

and about 265 per cent. lower in price than the Orange Lightning, ete. 
So that it may be readily seen that an injustice has been done to those 
makers who were not placed upon an eq iil footing in thisrespect, I 
consider the mention of this matter a duty and hope our friends in Ger- 

mantown on another occasion give all a fair trial. SHORTY. 

= Pa eyo 

[FRoM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

INTERNATIONAL PIGEON MATCH. 

ENGLAND AND AMERICA AT THE TRAPS, 

Having seen most, If not all, of the crack shots of England doring my 
Tate vane to Europe, T have made up my mind that they shoot wouder- 
fully well. The pigeons are faster and sinuller ; the guns used, aS B 
rule, are much lighter that ours; the Povo in my opmion, is a trifle 
strouger, and they use less of it than we do. Now comes the other 
side of the question, The Hoglish hold their gun to within three 

inches of che shoulder all the time, and in 8 direct fine with the traps. 

Then raise ita little, 80 a8 fo cover the probable rise of the bird when 

aprong fram thé trap. At the word ‘ Pull,” the shooter merély brinzs 

the butt of the gun buck the three inches to his shoulder, having his 

eyes along the barrel, and tie bird coyere) all the jime, According to 

our rules the butt of the gun must be below the elbow, which, to say (he 

least, is cerfainly more sportmaniike, In the mateh benveen Pennell 

and Bogardus, tne latter shot perliaps ag badly as 1 have ever seen eer 

killing only 70 out of 100 birds at 30 yards rise, with the use of both 

barrels, Itis wottrue that the son was in their eyes all the time, sa 
this occurred only during the Jast twenty-live birds sot ut, nor is 108 

fuct that the wind was biowing direct from the traps. ‘The wind dur- 
ing the whole of the mutch was blowiog almost across the line of fre. 
here is no doubt that the wind helped vhe badly shot birds consider- 
ably, but 1 repeat Bopurdus shot worse than leyer saw him. i 
may suy he shot good enough to win, which is very true, but 

Pennell was one bird mised. ane. ante five or six birds to shootat. It 

Was a Very narrow squeak for Bogardus. 
During 4 conversation [ had with young Mx. Dougall inregard to mak- 

ing some arrangements foran International Pigeon Match, he iifo
rmed 

Mme thot he had had @ conversation with Captain Shelley at Monaco to 
ahO Ut the Same effect. Captain Shellay said = “I think [ Gan Makeop 
a team, or get four or five men to go to the States and shoot the same 
See And ah penton provided the terms of the matches, 

i, Gtc., e 8 Ale arranged before BI 
mitted to me and my friends.” : id Gee Par a 
| The following waa proposéd by ma fo Mr. Dongall, in which he 
agreed, but allof the terma are subject to alteramon: The English 
téum to vousist of four gentlemen, with an exXirs man in case of uccl- 
dent or ill health, who will shoot the like nnomber or American gentle- 
med 1 \he following cities: New York, Philidelphia, Buffalo, Chicago, 
St, Lonis, etc., for a sum of movey, say $500 Gach man, aud $100 furteit 
€ach Man, OF AS May be agreed, at twenty-five birds each ma thirty 
yards rise, from five traps five yards apart, 1% oz, shot struck, the Hng- 
lish to shoot as they are accustomed to, the Americans likewise. The 
traps to be pulled au-omatically, so that it shal] be jmpossible to favor 
anybody, as neither the person who tarus the crank, nor in fact any- 
bouy bas the slightest conception which trap will be sprang, ‘ine Eng- 
ee ia bring & Machine with them, The guns to be restricted to 

The American gentlemen who propose ehooting in the different citles 
must ifrange among themselves as to who is to shoot, éte., 80 that when 
the Hoglish team come over there will be no disappointment. After 
the matches all gentlemen who fancy taemselves able to cope with the 
English team will nave every Opportunity of making & match with any 
olthe team. Ifthe Fors? Axp STREAM Will get the men and arrange 
preliminaries, and correspond with young Mr Dougall, the match or 
matey ae ee Re AOU ie ‘ distinctly underatood from 

. p shelley and his friends wil = etait bk a ry ds will be pleased to en. 

Alll can do is to set the ball culling, and T now leave this matter in 
your hands. May the best team win is the saptides of 

NO. M, TazLoR. 
The Retreat, Ballefonts, Nottoway Co., Va., Aug, 20, 1878, 

———__ 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

CANADA—Montreal, Avg. 14—Matol for gold medal and title ot 
Qnebee eet bas aBrot 17 eh se Ke an pat Province of 

5 if % erie, ar oundary ; ad 
iraps, St, Hubert Club tales: setae ee a 

ONGUY-tas ruts estesesp een pald OF IT Jt oa Ol ddemti dh ane 
Lafleur... TY di 1t 10 11 11 Of 10 11—17 
Pepin,.... M1 if 11 42 11 if 11 1 1119 
Dnbue.... Ndi ili%uih vv ow 
Chapleau..... 01 10 10 w 
H Lajeunesse Ton A ab Wa a ash 
Bayard..... ll 1 OL Wi 11 Wi 11 «11 byw 
Maney........ ii Woit Of 10 01 1L O1 Ow 
W Lajennesse. Ol 11 11 Ji 21 11 10 10 IW 
JMullen..........eeeece. «910 OL T1 1 11 O1 11 11 00 Ow 

Sevond match; open to all the Dominion ; four prizes; gold medal 
to Orst, silver cap to séo0nd ; 6 birds, 21 yards rise, b0 yards boundary 
same trap and rules: F 
Dubue......1111111111—10 MoKenzie...111 
Blaukwood.i1111110wW rim oh a 
Lafenr, Hamilton, Bayard, Corbell, Poirler, Laje e 

Bonneville and Churtrand withdrew. * RS ee 
MAIne—Topsham, Aug, 16.—Riverside Club glasa ball 1 

volving trap ; 18 yards rise : & al match ; re- 

Bente 

ee 

ee Ssuchessoouss 

m 

esecooso-Hssoe oH SeceePe ye sootooe ccersocscotosces ee ll le od sacoHorousHtscos CoP cres ror rere RorPeeeoser oes Soe cre sotoorHeH ecHtHooHtorocseH HeRpHPeeeoSe oye SosostescososteHs SerrPoHrHHeorresore 
je ae el Ne el eel ll dl 

TRLITLEPTT ITT 4 es 
Massacuusserts —Freah Pond, Aug. 15.—Lynn va, Cambridge. Chal. 

eee Bree three traps; Bogardus rules, 1S yards rise, twenty-tye 
aine balls: 

Lynn Gun Club, 

HI George........1 111117100110011111011011—19 
HB Walker..,......11711111110110100011101001—17 
EW Webster.,..51111117111271021171110110011 a 
John Merrill ....... 10111000107 114210141112111 1-19 
OL Baldwin.......111111110001011100100001 1—15 
EC Holjis..........11111001001110010101111 0 1—16 

Total... -eseses--:-= =- upc oA a ePs arenes SUAS A seam 
Cambridge Gun Club, 

HW Mortimer.....01111011011001101000111¢1—1%4 
T H Lander.......11111100110111111101001.4 1-19 
A §Herriman..... 001110110100011110111111 0-46 
W_H Hurrison,...—- T1i2O0T11017127 0122111111101 
AH Hebbard..-...1101012121101111101110117—19 
© Eutebrouk........ 0110011110171010L001111411—7 

Tie a erie Seared pe katt ap se? 2 sae ae AAP e Pes che thee eral] 

RHODE Isvanp—Newport, Auy. 16—Match on Narracansert Clnb 
grounds, between E. W. Davisand J, Towtsend, Won by Davia with 
six birds ont of seven, ater a tie of sixteen euch out of twenty, Sweep. 
Btukes won by Dayis with eight out of ten. 

LoORILLARD Cor aT Newrort.—A pigeon match Was slot at the 
Narragansett Gan Club Grounds, near Newport, R.1., August i)), 1879, 
The match wae a& handicap for clip presented the olub by Mr. Pierre 
Lorillard, of New York; ten birds each, three misses and retire: 
C LIViINgSstON, cessee--+-20 YOBsesssareeee-l 1 117 1217 19 
S H Robbins . 28. dol 2 tat 2 oad AS 
I Townsend.... -2Te sescecnsecnel 1 1117 O14 4 Ig 
J B Roche..:.. 29) eeeewsessseelL LT WLLiaidatia peg 
P Belmont 3 ajetcatecssal 2 OM T-0 27 2 4-448 

2 tiv wteeeinle te Rh eis 
P Lorillard, Jr...... henieiege bes neseeee a ot oo Fi Bee 
RiGQuirrsth-. Joo sew tases Receeee pee wie Oe Ded) cf OD aiieti fee 
W Hidden.... wncebett see vate s= wel PTEVIOLoOT os 
P Lorillerd .... (a0 sBO3G) Nedgrsed peek det Led 2 qfMlan te 
AJ Thornhill.. 29 Povenvssosih 1 ko 1 ta poe. 
RB Peters... .. sens cee. 5 21228 gsemediwscal oO) a me Ld ed! coe 
HW Hallecks.03522055:28% sowed UO FT 1 11t w 

Sauwee vessel nd et al” (00s atu 
Scewaeseseest J -T tt 0 00 ar 
Sgicanccanenl oO fT 10. te we 

C AL 0) oy, 
01010 Ww 

wevppeeqpeal 2 0? 
Hi Ridgely ..-... aodssapesare i a eo al) Sy 
TC Van Buoren.,,,.....80 csseessee--.0 O W 

The tie on nine wus wou by Livingston with three atraight, 

ConnEcTiour—Stamyerd, Auy, 14,—Foorth competition for Bishop 
rayolyer ; Mole trap and roles: 

C Hendrie ........010L1110T110111111111110 1-9 
H Oothout, dr.....-1111101111011101 00011111018 
Wim Scoteld,...... 01207 7110101110001110111 0416 
GF Foote. ......100279110110111111001007 01-45 
W 4H Smilth....- » 9011100011110110110011001—14 
RA Gillespie......1101000011000111001010110—42 
LB Harding, -----0011000000000000101010000—5 
EL Studwell.......1001001000000007000H000050—4 

Second competition for loading tools: 
GS Foote.,.... = ’ -LOLOITGOL0111111—)0 
H Oothout, Jr 111001101001111—10 
WHSmith, 111100010100011~8 
LBiarding...-,. vrvreseepet LOOOOLO0111001—4 
EF W Gillespie... 900071 0011011001—5 
AG Weed, Jr... OOH0117I100L10L0O—6 
EB Studwell,,. OOL10100001LIOO1ONS 
Wm Scofield... nade sO COL LTOONO0OTH1 OR 4 
J HSmith.... secseesetreeees OD OTOD0000T010000—3 

Tie on ten, 

FOOtG,~,-;rree---seeyet 110 0-3 Oothont....,.sseree....1 0 00 04 
First competition for pocket implement onze: 

Hendtie 4 111110111-—8 Scofell.....010110100 0-4 
Oothout, dr-.0 12110101 1—1 Harding.,...11901001000—a 
K Gillespie..0071100111 Studwell.,..111000000 0-8 

011010001-—5 EGillespie..01 0000010 0-2 
0010116105 Daniel,,.....0G001008984 



“-FouwrAin GUN Cuus—Brooklyn Driving Park, Au), 1T.—Match at 
binds for places of the team in’ the comimg méton with tae Midway 
Club, of Wew Tersey ; club rules ; 
Athingon...1111111%111—0 Thomprou..1i1111*101—8 

111111111—10 O'Uonnors..1011111011—45 
111111011—9 Wiliams...1110110111—8 

211111110119 Dnrfee.....7°0171101111—-7 
Bteele......1111011111—% MeMahon..1011000111—6 
Fraine.....1*11111%11—8 Watta.....1011701110—6 
Miller.....3111010111—8 MoLaug 111100105 

JomNson—EING.—Mlles Johnson and King, of Leng Island, will shoot 
amatch at fifty pair of birds each at the Brooklyn Driving Park, Sep- 
tember 6. 

LOUISVILLE Gun CruB—Louiaville, Ky,, Auge 15.—Match for annual 
prizes ; forty birds each; twenty douhle and twenty single, divided 
tito four matvhes, 10 birds each match ; Parker's H und ‘I traps ; 

B. ~ 8. 
Barbour.......10 B 

: ‘9 
B 9 

Hutchiogs.:,. & 
Moore....-..5 
Ganulbert...... 6 
Tocker...,... 8 

1 ager orey ores a7 op 

ry ai am 

aT Oot yp ts =a Hastings...... 
Merriweather 4 
Capeyshesapes es) & 
Mieldsvesaseis 8B 5. Ga 

J. M. Barbour won first prize, Griffiths second and Bonnie 
Several members failed to complete their scores. .B. 

DAVE wow 

“AnoAraaonoammoan 

L ~ 
Necsaoneanas30 

third, 

NASHVILLE (TENN.) Crry PakK.—Forest and Stream Gun Oinb 
mateh, at fifty balls cach; Bogardus rules; Bitterlick sureened traps : 

Valenting....L2TLT1L1TL1LTIDTIILTI11LIO10L1LTOL1L1I11I01 
2 phe be iat 1111001111001 1—4, 
Meadowa....211120111100111010111011110111 

117114171171101111111111 1-43. 
MeBenney..010127111211111021111011711011001 

1171011211212 01111221171 1—42, 
Massey..---.2 112102111012111111117011110001 
0110001100011010100111111 i—%, 
Lannom.....11001111001110101110701101001 

110101110011111111111—%, 
Legler, ....02.101010110111101111111011117111 
711101010011111111111 1—40, 
Maskey...000.11111011011111010100111111101 
11011111111011111111 1—41. 
Wheat.......0090111T1111000000101T471411T1111 
0000011011110111100 0 1—2. 
Watermain.,.111111021011111112011111101001 

21019001011100111110111—81, 
Burkhol4,...20110720201711711011T1i1T100111011 
112111110111111111100 0—Sy, 
Ragio........ 1017100111001000100100110001111 

0112711117011010011000 1-2, 
J.D. i, 

TLuMor—Chieago, Aug. 14,—Mateh between South-End and Chicago 
Clubs : 

South-End Club. Chicago Club, 
Bich.......2 11111111110 AKleinmant111111111—10 
Gore.......11101111710—8 JKieinmani111111111—10 
HSalisbury.) 101111110—8 Willard,...1111110111—9 
Lydtton,-,,1010111111—8 Organ...... 11011111108 
Adams.....0011111000—65 Mosher..... 11211101111—98 
Corowell...J111011011—S8 Bonfield...) 111111011—8 
EVWilliams.1011000111—65 Wiggans...1100111100—6 
Cook.....- wel TL2V111T1i1—0 Careen....0110111111—8 
Fisk.......-117111111111—10 Hasbkell.....001111111148 
W Williams.0120101101—6 Mafte....-..1111111111—10 
BH Salisbury.1111110110—8 Bowen.. 111111111 i—)0 
Dr Norecom.1111110110—8 Taylor A111110110—8 

Toth yrnigh cnnenceed dthamnseede | VOCBE cep netseerey bese weeellld 

The Gun Club had # shoot at glass ballsa day or two ago for the 
prize badge of the cinb, 

McCallum...1116111111—9 Ballon,.....1111101111—9 
Odell........ O61121011118 Turrill,. 0010111071—6 
Fessendon .1100101111—7 Clark... 10010101116 

1110111101-—8 aleott 10111100117 
000001110 0—3 Myers......0000011010—8 

Davis,.,...-.111101101—8 Kellogg.,....111111011 0-38 
Biackman...11011111121-9 Barnes,.....1111001111—-5 
Kellmer...,.0101011101—-6 

In the shoot-off at twenty-three yards Ballou won, breaking one out 
of five. 

SHooTiIne TOURNAMENT AT CHICAGO.—A grand pigeon shooting tour 
nament will be held at Chicago, Ill., Aug. 27, 28, 19 and 80, under the 
Management of Mr. T. Stagg. Following are the prizes: There will 
Ue Six purses; two of $350, two of $450, one of $30 and one of $600, 
divided into five prizes in each shoot, ranging from $175 to $25, at ten 
single birds, entrance $10, including the birds, There will aiso be & 
clab shoot, open to teams of two from any club organized previous to 
duly 1, each club to enter a8 many teams as they wish, one shooter 
only being allowed to shoot with one team ; the shooting will be at ten 
single rises, 21 yards, and 5 double rises, 18 yards; entrance fee to éach 
team, $50, and birds extra; the prizes will be five: ile first $365, the 
Bedond $240, the thi d $175, the fourth $126, and the fifth $95. Be-cides 
these shvote, the last day, Friday, Aug. 30, there will be a five-ground 
trap soos, Hurlingham rules, 1s siugle rises. $15 entrance, birds in- 
cluded, five prizes, $150, $120, $100, $80 and $50. All purses to fill or 
pro-rate; in case they over-fll, one-half the amount will be reserved 
for expenses, the balance pro-rated. Otherwise there will be no de- 
duction for expenses. The shooting will be from H and T’ Parker 
plnnge traps. Oapt. A. H. Bogardus, Abraham Kleinmann, Tra A. 
Pulne, J, Wad (Canada), J. Close (Pontiac, Mich.), N. Doxie (Geneseo, 
Til.,) and Pred. Erb (3t. Joe, Mo.,) will be handicapped at four yards 
extra distance in the shoot proper and at tiles, buh not in club or 
ground-trap shoots. Guus larger than ten-bore barred, 

Onto—Wilmington, dug. 12, 14 and 16,.—Three matches for the cham- 
plonshlp of Vlinion County ; 25 glass balls each. J, A. Schofield broke 
20,18 andi6. Wm. Greer broke 15,19 and 23, and won the match. 

MicaigaAN—HOWELL TOURBNAMENT—The recent serles of matches, 
under the auspices of the Howell Shooting Olub, resulted in the follow- 
ing score; plunge traps; 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; Detroit 
Gun Club rules ; 
BH Rubert,...... 0 

JH Long... 
George Wilhelm..... 
FB Parkg........sseess 

ey 

PF HROCRH RR REBRE CHORE EHR EE OH HE HS 
PO ee ee ROO SH ROME Eee fe hep SCM eR RP CHRP RHP eH oR HHO Eee ROH RSS PRP PEER oH EH Onto reHeo oe apc ooHS SCPE REP EPHORPOHH RHEE OHS OooHHE Chere too HHO PEPER poe ep PERE ee oe Oe oH oN OOM HOM 

a4 PRR PRP ee Seo R ooh eee eo eS 

T -) 

CG Hurrington....,..... : 
Menry Whipple......s00;seessevereeerert 1 11-7 

Dies of tel were won, after # second tie of five, by Long, with five 
straight at 26 yards; tles of niné, after a second tie of four, won by 
Christie, with fiye at 26 yarda; tles of eight, by Rumsey, with five ar 26 

: eras ties of geven, afier a kecond tie of five, by,Peniman, with five 

' Becond day + 
TOON Gs ene bed ey oie oe hee 1—98 
Kuiclrerbocker. 1—$ 
CG Jewitt 1—8 

Wherry....... 

Tae tears 
Je sD 0h 
Oates 
aR py ae: 
1T1li11 es 
ow 
11141 1—10 
011460 17 
1Tii1i11—9 

: 0oiid0i1—84 
a 1Tii10 oT 

iielpiele ne) 110i1%1-—8s8 
1 1i3a100T 

tal T1Ld1 7 
iisersussesotue cee 1101 0-6 

ah 1001 1—8 
ae 100 T 06 
ae Loft ist1=% 

ote) 0 0001 0—4 
py ie! 
v 
eR ae a 
i Duk Ti 
Ta Seay 
a vt 
1 UW 

SOSHEPRSHPHORHOH PEE OHe RE ee SoHE RS CSP SHEE poe PHOP SSPeP eres oh oes ote eee iS 4 CPP Perce Se oCre soe sree Ooo s pie 

xt 
Parks....- 1 y 
J R Fishe 1 o—T 
Bly-s.es 0 1—9 
Rumeey. 1 1—9 
Pearsall aI 1-8 
Beebe. .... ee 
Ti, Le le Wa aden ge nite cect y ccemel, 

Tie of ten won by Wherry, of nlne by Lee, of eight by Glenn, and of 
seven by Tremper, 

Team match ; 21 yarda rise: 

Detroit Team. 
ae, weds i 1c de let — 0 
Jiiiaiiodidii—s 
Lio sa tbr 17 
1i10i1t31tz1di1d1i1—8 
Int ot O22 tT TO oo 

GICDO  cesen gs cdiecrncdentecsresssegld 1 0 0 £ Li 1 1 1—'s—4s 

Flint Team. 
EEDA ce. couvdr dis vaccewsnsesvensmel D1 Teed Pf Dts 
TYACY yeus dy lot) 1 ek oie ot d—10 
Warren vonv00 00 00 1-2 
Pearsall.......+. lel 00h leh 17 
Knickerbooker,. eR oh aloe Ghee at vey 
MABOD, ..- 4.0.40. cess ppeee eeeeeeeeeeld O 11 102101 <1—7N 

Piymonth Team, 

owns @itiao?dtd &£o—s 
fe Oe DA 8 
OOo tet Lr 

-4(DSL gumarett fare Gls h fii 9s 
-l 112017021121 0—7 

GWG aa ee ep peo enens Suaaae sere =! 1Y1211%01 0 I> b—“4 
Howell Team, 

Rumsey. OS aL LL ee 9 
Blackman, Hele beoteten Gg 1 del os 
Wilcox,.,,. UE Gabor eal a athe’ gt aig 
Malliken.. eee 1 Ge Tela STS ie ty 1710) 
Jewett..... ete A te Lot 
Wilhelm ,.esenceyeeeseeeeserrerseseest O 1 O 1 10 0 1 O-—5—B8I 
Third day: 

Sprague.,,..1111111111—10 CGJewett.1111111111—10 
Fisher..... 10 i101100W Beo Lee.. 11111111i—Wv 
Blackman,,.01010100wyW Bldridge 1211111010—8 
Stenton.....1111011110—8 Long........L 011111111—9 
Glenno.......1101011111—8 ‘Tremper 1111101007 
Linman 1111010111—8 Rumsey 11111111i—10 
Molliken..,.1 11111111110 

Ties ob teh won by Rumsey; ties on eight by Linman, 

MinnesoTa—sSt. Paul, Avg. 11,—The match for the * Championalip 
Medal” of the Sportsmen’s Ulnb resilited in drawing together yerter- 
day afternoon a large crowd of sportsmen and spectators. Matches 
for thé possession of the above badge are usually well attended, and 
the one that came off yesterday promised a great deal of pleasint ex- 
citement trom the fact of the well Known skill of the two contesiants, 
Mr. G.iW. Baldwin and Mr. Brono Beaupre, both excellent shots; in 
jact, in the field they have few equals. nis champion médal came 
into the possession of the clab in 1873, when Mr. Baldwin won it on a 
fair score. He was challénged for it successively by Dr. Day, Gen. 
Greene, Mr. Beaupre, Mr, Golcher and Mr, J. G. Taylor, none of whom 
were able totakeit from him, Mr, Baldwin soon after resigned it on 
account of his removal from the State. Mr. William Goicher won it at 
aclub match, and successfully defended it against Mr. Huddleston 
4nd Mr, Beaupre, and resigned it to Mr. DuPray, fcom whom Mr. Balrd- 
win wrested it upon his return to Minnesota, holding it acainst the 
efforts of Mr, Larpenteur and Col. Uline; he struck his colors to Dr, 
Day, who Was In turn challenged unsuccessfully by Gen. Green. Mr. 
Ziaimerman was more fortunate than the latter, and won and held in 
successfully against William: Golcher, Mr. Huddleston, Dr, Day aud S. 
Lee Davis. Col. Uline forced him to surrender it himse)f in turn, after 
defeniling it against Kennedy. He then resigned it to R. Warner, 
from whom Capt, Kodman took it. Lieut. Hamner, after winning It 
from the former, resigned it fo Mr. Baldwin, in whose possession it 
now remains, Mr. Keaupre having failed to take it from him yester- 
day. ‘Two yeurs’ possession will cnable the holder to vlalm if as his 
property. ‘he following 1s the score made yesterday: 

Beaupre... 10%11111"710111111111—16 
Bald Wid .s-,scceseceuceeeces eLILTOLT111111111111111—i9 

a L, Mitchell won the regular club medal on a score of 14 ont of 
16 birds, 

answers ta Coyresyondents. 

Ne Notice Taken of Anonymous Communication: 

#2" A number of anonymons correspondents will understand why 
their queries are not answered, when they read the lines at the head of 
this column. 

J, E, C.—Possibly your dog has vanker, Wash the ear carefully, and 

usé lead water. 

F, G., Hatboro.—We are certain we gave you the proper address, 

Send letter to us and we will forward it, 

A. 4S., Jr., Brookline, Mass,—The arm will not do for an express bul- 
let. You would not get satisfactory resulta. 

T, M. B,, Audenried, Pa.—The book costs $3. Wash your dog and then 
use kerosene, rubbing 1t ln well. Clean your kennel. 

H. P. A., Boston,—What is the best for ployer, soft or chilled shot, 

and what size? Ans, Quite indifferent. Use No. 10, 

PLUVIER, Boston.—The difference as to shot is this: When quail are 
firet hedged—young birds—10 is used; at the end of the season 38, 

T. N. R., Ponghkeepsle, N. Y,—You can procure County maps of 

New York by sending to the Coltons, map publishers, William st., N.Y. 

H. F. C., New York.—Schroon Lake, Adirondacks, is well stocked 

With bass, pickerel, large trout and other fish, The surrounding for- 

eats are well filled with game. 

J, J.—I haye a very fine bred Irish setter. Upon his elbows appear 

small lumps like warts, covered by scabs, Ans, Wash the parts well, 

and use an oltment of sniphur and lard. 

PLuUYIER, Boston.—It is yery difficult to prevent the unyilsof the 

shella you mention from rusting. Nickel plating we have seen tried, 

but without success, Oll your shella well. 

A, N., Connersyille.—Who is the maker of the Bonehill Patent Guns, 

advertised. Are they good made guns forthe money, Ans, Guna are 

nade by C G. Bonehill, Birmingham, Very good guns for the money- 

Guipe, Broadway, N. ¥.—We have had no reports fromthe locality 

you mention, but the outlook for sport is excellent everywhere this 

sea50n and We bays no doubt of your finding #1] the fish and game you 

| Want. 

B. 0, MeH,, Philadelphia.—My dog has chicken lice, what shall I do? 

Ans, Wash bim well and rob kerosene ofl on him, fhen wash him 

clean again, But if he rund in @ chicken coop he Ia likely to get them 
again, 

H, G. W., Norristown, Pa.—Abont Ralston, Pa., you will nd, or you 
Would have found there years ago, bears, deer, aquitrels and ruffed 

grouse. Inailthe brooks of the vicinity is exoellent trout fishing, 
You will find guides, teams, etc., at Ralston. 

TysURANCE, Covington, Ky.—It would be dimcult to give the cause of 

the death of your King Charlea, Don’t like R. R. R. for doga, A dose 

of oll might have done him good. Do not tlink it wasabone, But at 

his age he should haye had no meat, Conjestionof the bowels might 
have been the cause. 

W. E. C., Meriden,—I haye a son about eleven years old who Is left- 
handed and in taking up a gun he naturally places It to his left shoulder. 

ShallI allow him to do this, or teavh him to shoot from the right 
shoulder? Ans, It really makes no difference, Some of our leading 
rifle and other shots use the left shoulder. 

No Name, Graenyille.—My setter dog had the distemper lust winter, 

and since has very red and sore looking eyes. H's nose is always very 

dry and rough; his coat is harah; appears all right otherwise; is fed 

on vegetable food and has plenty of exercise. Ans. Your dog wanta 

tonics. Give him 42 grains of quinine every other day for a week, 

E. A, 8., Woodside,—1, Can you tell me the best powder to use for a 
12 gange muzzle-loading shot-gun? 2. Is Dittmar powder as good ag 

any other? 3. Can you inform me where Renforth, champion oara- 
man of England, died? Ans, 1, F.@.23drs, 2 Quiteso. 3. Ren- 

forth died in his boat while pniling against the St. John's crew at Hal- 
ifax for the World’s championship. 

W. E. C., Mayesville, Miss.—I have a breech-loading shot-gun made 
by Joseph Lang & Sons, 22 Cockspur, London, Upon the make of this 

gun there is a dispute, a friend claiming that ** Greener” made the gan 

and all others of thelr stamp, {4 this 807 How do guns of the said Lang 

stand amongeportemen? Ans. Luang is among the leading English 

mukers and has nothing to do with Greener. Nothing better than a 
Lang gun. Would be very glad to hear from you, 

E, 8., Virginia City, Nevada,—I have some rides of the U, 8. A, pat. 

tern—Springfield improved, I wish to reload the shells, Wnhatia the 

strongest and cleanest powder I canuse? What is the best composi- 

tion to use for bullets for rifles of that kind for long range? Ans. Use 

BG. As for bullets, if you wish to harden, take 19 parts lead and one 

oftin. But hardened bullets are not muchin yogue. The best way is 

to cast just a trifle largeand swedge. This makes a compact ball. 

H. 8. A., Boston.—I have a fox-hound bitch, Since her return from 
the country she is continually shaking her -head and scratching her 

ears, all the while whining, The ears do not appear iufiamed, There 

is a.deposit of dark gummy-looking substance in them. Age, 4 years; 

food, oat meal and bread principally. Eats well and is in good con 

dition otherwise. Ans. Your bitch has canker of the ear. Wash the 

parts carefully, and use lead water in the ears. Diminish food, give no 

meat for a while, and purge with castor oll if improvement is nut im- 

mediate. 

H.,jHuntiogdon, Tenn,—i. Why is coarse-grained powder preferable 

for shot-gun use to fine-grained power? 2, How many number 8 buck- 

shot make a proper load for a number 13 cylinder bore muzzle-loading 

shot-gun, and what is the proper charge of powder? 3. Where can hair- 

broshes set on iron rods for cleaning shot-guns be had, and what ja the 

price? Ans. 1, Coarse grain powderis used because the eff-ctis 

more gradual, giving better results than finer grain, or quicker powder. 

2. Use 2S ofthe No.8 buckshot and 3 drs. powder. 3, Cost $1.25. 

Any gunsmith in Memphis, or of any house in the line in New York. 

R. E. R, Ferrlsburgh, Vt.—A friend of mine has made an improye- 

ment in metallic shelis, Name parties manufacturing shells with whom 

he mightcommunicate? Please describe the constraction of the water 

glass, an instrument fur exam|ning the water beneath the surface and 

the bottom? Ans 1. The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Bridgeport, 

Conn, 2. A water-glass is a simple oblong box a foot square, open at 

the upper end, and containing a pane of glass at the omer. . On holding 

this perpendicularly over the water, one can see everything through it 

as clearly as in an aquarium—tish, sponge, cvral, or shells. It is em- 

ployed by the Bahama sponge fishers. 3. Your other ingulry will be 
answered next week. 

C. J., Matawan.—My pointer bitch became very Deshy before wood- 

cock season opened, and on hunting her the first day and subsequently 

she would stagger and apparently have a fit, foaming at the mouth, 

glaring with the eyes and involuntarily pawing the earih or leaves, 

On recovering, in say from two to fiye minutes, she would bunt as be- 

fore. The first day I feared she had gone mad, and if she had started 

for me I would certainly have shot her, for Il wasready for it, and never 

Saw her act so before, Ans. Prodence dictates that when a dog Is to 

be used in the heat of summer the animal-should not be over-fed. Your 
pointer fell over fromsomething like apoplexy, caused by over-exer- 

tion, Reduce food and giyesome quinine, 2 grains, every other day 
for a week, 

A. D.8., Fort Johnson,—What is the difference betweheen f ordinary 
and the go called “chilled” shot? Is the metal of the latter an alloy? 

What is the specific grayity as compared with the former shot? If 
there be a moderate difference in this latter respect lt willin a measure 

secount for different penetration, the lighter shot—same charge, eto.— 

having the greatest initial velocity, the heavier, the greatest range. 
Ans. The great difference arises from the hardnessof the shot. When 
s'riking an object chilled retain their spherical form and do not fatten, 

Tt is an alloy, possibly a compound of bismuth, or some antimony not 

differing very much from type metal, and are a trifle lighter, but ao 

little a8 to make no appreciable difference as to velocity. We shonld 

think, then, that greater penetration would arise from the shot keeping 

ita form, 

J. M, B., Eldred, N. ¥.—The trout; streams here are obstructed by 

wooden racks which catch every fish thal moves down the streams, 

They are putin by the owners of the land generally. Is there a State 

Law to prevent this? Ans, Section 10 of the Game Law, Chapter 

74, covera the case. treads; ‘No person shall af any tlme catch any 

speckled Trout, withuny device save that of angling, except in waters 
which are who!ly private, and only then by permission of the owner 
thereof ; nor shall any person set or draw any net, any selne of any de- 
scription, nor use any set-line In lake, pond, or stream inhabited by 

brook trout, or have on the shores thereon, any net, seine, set-ine, or 

other unlawful device for the taking of tish except as above provided. 
And any person who shall offend against any of the provisions of this 
section shall, for each offense, forfeit a sum not less than $10 nor more 

than #25, in the discretion of the court having cogaizance of the offense; 

and all nets, seines, and other devices forbidden by this section are 
hereby declared contraband, and any person finding the same in auy 

place where they are forbidden, is authorized to destroy. auch vontra- 
band articles, and no action for damage shall lis against him for guohk 
destruction, 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING 

WEEK. 

Friday, Avg. 23,—Chicago Yacht Club Cruise to Lake Winnebago. 
Trotting: Harlyille, 11il,; Newark, N.J.; Fowlerville, Mich.; Warren, 

©. Running meeting at Saratoga. 

Saturday, Aug. 24.—Nahasset Yacht Club Regatta at Cohasset, Mass. 

Cricket: St, Timothy ys. Wakefield, st Roxborough, Pa, Trotling at 

Warren, 0. Running meeting at Saratoga, 
, Monday, Aug, 26.—Brooklyn Yacht Club Annual Crnise, Trotting at 

Lincoln, Hl. 

Tuesday Aug. 27.—Trotting: Paterson, N. J.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mil- 

waukee, Wis.; Plainville, Conn.; Sycamore, Ill.; Macomb, TL 

Wednesday, Aug, 48.—Metropolitan Association of Amateur Oarsmen 
Annual Regatta, Trotting as above, and at Wolcottyilie, Conn,, and 

Waterloo, N. Y, 

DUSSELDORF. 

E are glad to notice that our comments on the German 
Fest, with the letter of Mr. Farrow from Dusseldorf, pub- 

lished in our ] ast issue, have been so widely noticed. 
We rarely espouse personal quarrels. What others think 

of us, or what they may write, we are utterly indifferent 

about; but acts of discourtesy shown to our people when 
abroad we are quick to resent. If Mr. Farrow did go to Ger- 
many as the representative of a leading firm? who manufac- 
ture the Ballard Rifle, that is no reason why Mr. Farrow, who 

is a straightforward man, known especially for his modesty 

and retiring disposition, should be treated rudely at Dussel- 
dorf. Mr. John Rigby was a representative member of the 

Trish team, and at the same time the most noted of rifle 
makers. It certaiily made no matter at Creedmoor what was 

Mr. Rigby’s calling. This gentleman made innumerable 
friends from his skill, pleasant manner and courteous be- 

havior. But whether he had been John Rigby, a rifleman 
alone, or a riflemaker, we fancy his reception would have 

been quite the same in the United States. We have a right, 
then, to draw this parallel. The kind greeting the American 
team met both in England and Ireland we are most grateful 
for. We do not, then, feel pleasantly when we learn of the 

treatment received by Mesers. Farrow and Johr at Dusseldorf. 

BRITISH RIFLE TEAMS, 

RECENT article in the London Field (July 27) upon- 
‘‘team shooting’ shows that the British press has at 

last begun to realize the secrets of team shooting and to ap- 

preciate what is necessary to be done before the ‘* Palma” can 
ever be brought to British shores. In the opinion of oir most 

unprejudiced shots the Wield is correct in considering disci- 

pline and training as the most important point connected with 
the successful management of a team, and that the next most 
vital thing is position, the selection of the rifle being last in 

importance. 
opinions and jealousies, the team resolves itself into an indi- 
vidual contest. Hitherto foreign riflemen never seemed to un- 
derstand that it is better to ‘*follow your leader,” knowing 

him to be wrong, and thereby prove that fact, than to throw 
away his experience when it may happen to conflict with your 

The result of the last match at Wimbledon 
for the Elcho Shield would seem to prove that the Irish at last 
own judgment. 

have grasped this secret, as well as the value of the American 

“back position,” which they all appear to have used. 
. A comparison of the Irish scores with those made by them 

in previous matches for the Hlcho Shield and in the competi- 

tions at Creedmoor, shows a most marvelous improvement. 

Considering the difference always found between the scores 

at Wimbledon and Creedmoor, it will be seen that the Irish 

already constitute a team which will give the best Americans 
who have ever got together as a team all they want to man- 
age. From the testimony of the American riflemen who 

watched their shooting for the Elcho Shield they haye but 
little more to learn in the way of team management. It may 

therefore be justly considered that all the difference existing 

between them and an American team is what will be caused 

by the difference in rifles. This we are inclined to think is 
now less than is generally supposed. We speak in the present 

tense, because the foreign riflemen using muzzle-loading rifles 

now take even more care to clean them perfectly than isdone 
by an American with his breech-loader. 
While slight advantages may arise from the form of bullets 

or mode of rifling, as to which manufacturers differ, the true 

difference existing between a muzzle nd _ breech-loading 

match rifie after all is mainly that the barrel of the latter can 
be cleaned more easily after each discharge; and, what is of 

much more importance, the rifleman can, by looking through 

the barrel, be certain it is clean before he loads. It has been 

claimed that the stiff, greased wad, which is forced down 
upon the powder in loading the muzzle-loader, was all the 

cleaning that wasrequired, and that in consequence its manipu- 
lation was less troublesome than its American contempo- 

rary. This has proyed to be a fallacy. As such it has been 
abandoned, and bothrifles are now cleaned alike. When this 

is done, the argument as to the inconvenience of cleaning is 
at once shifted, all the fancied advantages of the muzzle- 
loader are gone, and if becomes a clumsy, obsolete weapon. 

The scores made by Mr. Humphrey with a Remington, 

during the Wimbledon meeting, show that with all the care 
bestowed upon the muzzle-loaderit is still inferior in accuracy, 

and the devotion with which its adherents cling to it can only 

be ascribed to the tenacity (to use the mildest term) for which 
our British cousins are famous in adhering to old customs and 

old things, At the same time the record of Ireland’s team is 

so superior as to afford every indication that next year will 

see them again at Creedmoor in a third contest for the Cen- 
tennial trophy, in which America will do well if she is able 

to hold her own. 
————————————— 

TOWN CUPS. 

HE recent move of the inhabitants of Newport, R. I., in 

offering a ‘‘citizen’s,” or ‘‘ tow” cup, to be sailed for 

by the New York Yacht Club, was a step in the right direc- 
tion, though the donors were a little too late with their offer, 
as the fleet of the club was obliged to disba nd upon its return 

to Newport harbor. While the intentions of the citizens sub- 
scribing to the cup were, no doubt, of the best, there can be 
no harm in calling their attention to the advisability of taking 

more liberal council in future, and offering the cups not 

merely for any individual club, but of throwing the matches 
open to all comers, By confining entries to one club, the race 
becomes circumscribed in its importance and local only in its 
interest. It becomes a mere family affair. Since the congre- 
gation of yachts from all the ports along the coast in any par- 
ticular harbor is evidently of much immediate profit to the 

merchants and general public of the town, it is hardly judi- 

cious to make any individual distinction in favor of one club 
over another, especially as all yachts contribute alike to the 
greater prosperity of the town fortunate enough to have them 

present in its harbor during the season. Had the Newport 
cups been offered earlier in the year, and the races thrown 
open to all comers, such action would have drawn together a 
large fleet of yachts, hailing from the Metropolis, Boston, the 

East and intermediate pomts, much to the benefit of the town. 

Tt is customary in England to offer public cups upon liberal 
conditions, and the experience gained at Cowes, Ramsgate, 

Torquay and many other yachting centres, has been so favor- 

able that the annual recurrence of these events is looked for- 

ward to with quite as much interest among racing yachtsmen 

as the regular regattas, for this the entries for lown cups 

stand witness. Our own gatherings of small open yachts at 

Newburg, the New York Bay Regatta and New Rochelle, as 

well as the many similar events in Boston harbor, where the 

Nahasset, Dorchester and Beverly clubs have been doing so 

Without the absolute surrender of individual 

much toward the promotion of legitimate yachting, afford a 
reliable pauge of the popularity of public matches open to all 
comers. If it is desired to keep these races select, no trouble 
will be experienced in that direction by simply limiting entries 
to yachts of regularly organized clubs which have a recognized 
standing, What has been done for the advancement of yacht- 
ing among open boats, should be immediately undertaken by 
those whose interests are merged in cabin yachts, So far, 
racing among the larger craft has been but a dull and dreary 
repetition of generally poorly attended club regattas. Remove 

the narrow choking limits of club entry only, and a vast 
change for the better will at once become apparent. Will not 
Philadelphia or Cape May,.Oyster Bay, New Haven, New 
London, Stonington, Fisher’s Island, Greenport, New Bed- 

ford, Nahant, Gloucester, Portsmouth, Portland, etc., take 

notice and offer public cups for competition next season? Let 

all these towns put their heads together, devise a‘ common 
code of rules for measurement, classification and time, fix the 
events fur such dates that a racing yachtsman may, if he 
wishes, attend them all in succession, let the cups be worth 

sailing for, and bring the events properly to the notice of the 

yachting public, and then, not until then, will yacht racing 
among the large craft be lifted out of its present doleful 
stagnation. It will take our yachts to sea a little more and 
the effect on model and seamanship will be of a wholesome 

and much needed sort. 
a os 

TURF JOURNALISTS, 

ke is a fact worth mentioning that the journalists of Chicago 
have organized a Jockey and Trotting Club: that is to 

say, they constitute such a component part of it as to be 
recognized as its most prominent feature, like the nose 

on a man’s face. There is nothing singular in the adyen- 

ture, however, and nothing that should suggest an incon- 

gruity in sporting circles; for Pegasus, the fastest flyer of 
early history, was owned, entered and handled by a literary 
quill driver, and in more recent times, but still before the age 
termed ‘‘ fast,” pony expresses were instituted to obtain the 
latest news in adyance of the Government mails. From re- 
motest date to recent times, newspaper men have been insep— 

arably associated with the horse (or his immediate conge- 
ners), and to some of the most notorious of them the horse- 

whip has been an emblem and synonym of valor or dogged 
perversity. It isnot remarkable, therefore, that the editors 
of Chicago should find their affinity on the turf and track, 
and seek recreation and health in the ‘‘ troubling of the pool," 
as did the halt, the maimed and the bodily and mentally af- 

flicted in Anno Domini days, eighteen hundred and sixty 
years ago. We've no doubt that the diversion will prove to 
all concerned a sort of ‘‘ merry-go-round,” and perhaps pecu- 

niarily advantageous. Our best wishes for their success at- 

tend each meet and heat. 
The following are the gentlemen prominently associated in 

the new enterprise : 

L. EH, Don, Pres.; 8. J. Medill, City Editor of Chicago 
Tribune, Vice-Pres.; Dr. N. Rowe, Sec’y ; Wm. Boyle, Asst. 
Sec’y ; Alvin Hulbert, Proprietor Sherman House as Treas, 
Col. H. W. Farrar, Manager Chicago Huening Journal ; Olin- 
ton Snowden, City Editor Chicago Times; Geo. B. Arm- 
strong, of the Jnter-Occean newspaper; Abner Taylor, Harry 
Pulling, of the Commercial, and A. Hulbert, of the Sherman 
House, constitute the Board of Directors. 

The inaugural meeting takes place next October, 8th to 
11th, at the new West Side track. Col. J, W. Conley, who 
has cunyassed the eastern turfmen, says the project is every- 

where greeted with enthusiasm, and that all the leading 
stables in the country will certainly be represented. He has 

made a definite arrangement with Rarus, Hopeful and Great 

Eastern to engage in arace together on the third day of the 
meeting, Rarus to go to wagon, Hopeful in harness and Great 
Eastern under saddle. In point of novelty this race will ‘‘lay 

over” anything of the kind ever seen, and that it will draw 
an immense crowd none will doubt. The pacers have also 
been provided witha purse, On the last day there will bea 

free-for-all race which, as Rarus and Hopeful are barred in 

it, should bring together a fine field of such flyers as Great 
Eastern, Proteine, Midnight, etc. The programme in full is 

as follows : 
First Day—2:40 class, $1,000; 2:20 class, $1,500. 

Second Day—2:28 class, $1,000; 2:23 class, $1,600. 
Third Day—Special purse of $3,000; Rarus to wagon, 

Hopeful in harness, Great Eastern to saddle. 

Fourth Day—2:26 class, $1,500; free-for-all pacing race 
for $750, and free-for-all trotting race (Rarus and Hopeful 

barred) for a $1,500 purse. 
We shall watch this club of journalistic turfmen with a 

fraternal regard, and promote its interest so far ag lies in our 
power. 

———s *< 

FLAP-JACKS. 

Shere is what the old plainsman told us. We had invited 
him to breakfast. There was a nice rasher of bacon 

and eggs, a beefsteak, some Spanish mackerel and delicately- 
made French rolls; for if there is anything our cook prides 

herself about it is her French rolls. The bacon and eggs were 
appreciated, as were the fish and steak, and the rolls seemed 
to suit exactly the plainsman’s taste. 

‘(Not as good a-breakfast as on the praine?” we inquired. 
«‘T don’t know, It’s a combined meal, and a mighty square 

one, now mind [tell you,” said the plainsman. ‘‘I see a lady 
writes sometimes for Forzst anv Stream on eating, and gives 
you receipts how to cook things, That coffee with a atick we 
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tried, a whole Jot of us fellows, on the Platte amonth.ago, and | 
it was juat bully. Guess the coffee-pot was kept a b'iling all 
the time. There came along a lot of officers from the fort on 
a hunting trip, and mighty tuckered out they were. Their 
small stores had gi’n ont. We just made coffee with a stick 
for those fellows, and they must have kept drinking if all 

night,” 
"You mean Miss Juliet Corson’s receipls, we suppose?” we 

inquired. 
‘Yes, that’s the lady's name, 

drank her health," 

“* In coifee 2” 
‘*Yes, for there wasn’t nothing else. See here, mister, 

liquor on the plains, when you go regularly in for a hunt, is 

sceerce, mighty scterce, When go trapping, and fills up 
With stores, it's about the last thing Lthinksof. Ruin is 

good for Injuns, and not for white men. ‘his here roll is as 

white as snow, and first rate in every way; but give mea 

good flap-jack. That's the best thing onairth. Does that 
lady, Miss Corson, know how to make flap-jacks ?” 

“ Well, the lady in question is a perfect encyclopedia of 
culinary lore, and we haye no doubt but that she does. Bat we 
don't know. So pray enlighten us, and the readers of the 

Forgst AnD Stream shall have the benefit of it,” 
7 ain't going into print,am 1? Well, I don’t keer. Fust 

T must tella little story. It was on the Medicine, three years 
ago, and there was a swell camp there—a lot of New York 
and Boston fellers—nigger cook and all that kind of thing, I 
struck their trail one morning and followed ’em up; seed a 
paper collar fust, and after that a tin fish-box—there, jest like 

that—" and our plainsman indicated the sardines, ‘ Ij'ined 
‘em just after supper. They acted kind of hearty like, but 
the camp was cleaned out of cooked food. They made ex— 

cuses for haying no supper. Iwas downright sharp set, so 1 

asked for some flour. They had a bag of that. Then I got 
some’east powder, just as much as would cover # dollar piece; 

then the darkey handed me a frying-pan, and I mixed that 
flour with the ’east powder into a batter until the frying-pan 
was half full; I greased the edges of the pan; I scattered a 

little salt in it; then I sot it over the fire. The fellows all 

crowded around me. When it was half baked I began to 

shake the flap-jack, so as it shouldn’t settle down and not 
stick. Now, mister, comes a trick that no one but a man bred 

on the plains kin do, That's the tossing of the cake. I don’t 
want to brag much, but there ain’t a man that lives ‘twixt the 

Rocky Mountains and the sea that can toss flap-jacks with me. 
Mebhbe Carver can beat me shooting, but he ain't no shakes to 

me tossing flap-jacks. 1t’s agin the hunter’s code out on the 
plains to turn ’em with a fork. You just take your pan, 

steady your flap-jack for a moment, give her a jerk and up 

she flies in the air, and she lites plum on the other side. That 
lady kin give you the fixings what a flap-jack monght call 

for, the ‘gredients, but the fipping of a flap-jack in the air she 

can’t show you. There was a kind of beam a stretching across 

the shanty the party was housed in, and I just slung her over 

that cross-piece and cotched that flap-jack as she lit on the 
other side, They had never seen the trick before, and they 

just howled with delight, and eat up my flap-jack. Iwas a 
baking and tossing flap-jacks all night. I acted as guide for 
those fellows afterward, and a nicer lot of chaps I never met 
with. Now you know all about flap-jacks, except the slinging 
of'em. Give me flap-jacks and beaver-tail anda good big 
three-pound hunk of elk, andI don’t want anything better. 

Any fool can make up a flap-jack, but the slinging of it is the 

thing that tells.” 
a 

[FROM A STAFF CORRESPONDENT. | 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS. 

By thuoder! the boys just 

HEN, in the course of human events, it becomes possi- 
ble for the overworked business man or student toex— 

change fur a time the desk for the open air recreation, which 
most men craye and which all need, fhe choice of a locality to 
yisit and of the routes by which this is to be reached becomes 

a matter of no small importance. For many years il has been 

our custom to visif each summer some portion of the trans- 

Missouri region, either the Plains or the Rocky Mountains. 
We know of no locality in the Kast where s0 much pleasure 
or health may be secured in so short a time as in the stupen- 
dous mountains which form the back bone of this continent, 
and to all our readers we recommend at least one visit to this 
enchanting region. Among these towering, snow-clad peaks 
are thousands of lovely valleys, scarcely yet explored, where 
game is still abundant, and where delicious trout, weighing 

from one to four pounds, are to be had for the trouble of 

making a cast. Here there isroom forall who are in search of 
reat and health, and here, year by year, gather increasing 

multitudes to rejoice in the charms which nature has scattered 
with so lavish a hand. Among the most delightful of these 
spots are the Parks of Colorado, to be reached via Union 
Pacific and Colorado Central railroads, and there the traveler, 

if an invalid or accompanied by ladies, ean find conveniences 

in the shape of comfortable hotels, which may not come aimiss 
when he arrives dusty and tired from his railway journey. 

Travel by rail in these latter days, however, is made so com- 
fortable that the tourist has little to complain of, and when 

the palace cars are furnished with a bath room at one end for 
the use of the passengers, we fancy that the last grumbler will 

ceage to murmur, 

Some brief suggestions as to the mode of our summer's trip 
may be useful to others who propose similar excursions, and 
to this end we shall furnish, as the occasion offers, notes of 

our progress and adventures. We may premise that in our 

} yatious excursions in the past we have trayeled over almost 
all the railroads between New York and Omaha, and that, 

after a somewhat mature weighing of their various advantages, 
we have decided that those to be hereinatter mentioned are 
the ones by which our journeyings in the future are to he 

made. 
The excursionist whose business or pleasure calls him to 

the West should not fail to make at least one trip over the 
“Pennsylvania Central Railroad. Having made one, he will 

be likely to repeat it. With us this toad is a favorite one on 

account of its beautiful scenery, the comfortable accommoda- 
tions which it furnishes, and the speed and safety with which 
if conducts the tourist tohis destination. It was with a great 
feeling of rest and securily that we stepped into the Pullman 

sleeper recently. We felt that now, for thirty-six hours at 
least, we need give no further thought to our journey. We 

would be well taken care of and in due time landed safely in 

Chicago, So, confiding our traps ta the care of John, the 
porter, we devote an hour or two to surmises as to what the 

next few weeks may bring forth, and then retire in good time. 

He who journeys by the Pennsylvania Central when going 

West, will not, if he be wise, devote to sleep the early morn- 
ing hours. Some of the finest scenery on the road is passed 
hefore reaching Altoona, and from the rear platform of the 

train our delixhted eyes beheld a superb and constantly 
changing panorama. From the moment of entering the Alle— 

ghenies the speed of the train slackens, and the patient engine 

puils heavily up grades of remarkable steepness. The road 

Winds around the sides of the wooded mountains, now and 
then striking a more or less level river valley which it follows 
for & Short distance only to leave it before long and recom- 

mence its climb, On every side the hills covered with the 
fresh green foliage of deciduous trees, here and there inter- 

spersed with darker conifers, stretch away into the hazy dis- 
tance, and far below in the valleys the tiny streams gleam 

bright and sparkle in the morning sun, Just beyond Altoona 

comes the rarest bit. of all—the famous Horseshoe Curve. As 
We approach it we see high up on the mountain side, across 

the valley, the track over which we are soon to pass, and so 

steep is it that if ceems ineredible that our heavy train should 

surmount it. Weare, however, entering a cul de sac from 
which there is no escape save around this point, and presently 

we see our own locomotive creeping along in the direction 
opposite to that which we are pursuing, and actually making 

the turn. So the Horseshoe is passed, a spot familiar, no 
doubt, to all our readers, and but forthat deserving a more ex- 

tended description. It must be seen to be appreciated. 
The region through which we are passing is one of very 

great @eological interest, and has been thoroughly and ably 

worked up by the State Geological Survey. Abounding as it 

does in coal and iron, we see everywhere signs of business 
activity and thriving industry. Furnaces are blazing and 

smoking; cars loaded with coal, ore, or manufactured iron 
fill all the sidings, and a general air of prosperity pervades 

each town or hamlet through which we pass. At two o’clock 

wereach the City of Smoke, Pittsburgh to wit, one of the 
most important railroad centres in the United States, and 

pressing onward, soon are in fertile Ohio, celebrated for her 

broad wheatfields and fat eattle as well as for her manufac- 
tres of iron and agricultural implements, Through these 
close shaven stubbles the quail are even now leading their 
tender broods, gleaning the abundant leavings of the farmers, 
and here, two months hence, superb sport will be enjoyed by 

many a reader of Forrsr anp Stream. Still we rush on, 
till at last night spreads her shadowy pinions o'er the earth 
and shuts out the charming landscape. Morning finds us in 
Indiana, and soon we reach IliWois, and at eight o'clock find 
ourselyes in Chicago. 

From here West our route lies over the Chicago and North- 

western Raiiroad. The lines controlled by this corporation 

extend over much of Illinois, Towa, Michigan, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin; and, besides being one of the trunk lines 
between the Atlantic and the Pacific, they trayerse one of the 

richest grain and cattle countries of the United States. On 
every side we see extensive fields either fresh from the reaper 
and dotted with shocks of yellow wheat or green with 
waying standard of tasselled corn. Great pastures are full 

of fattening cattle, and in the older stubbles are many flocks 
of sheep and hundreds of sleek Berkshire hogs. The motto 
of the Northwestern Road is, we believe, ‘‘ Speed, Safety and 

Comfort,” and well does it perform all that is implied in this 

saying. ‘The palace cars are all that could be desired and the 
attendance is excellent. Besides this, well cooked meals are 

neatly served on the hotel cars, thus doing away with one of 

the most annoying features of modern railway travel—the 
twenty minutes for dinner at the ordinary railroad eating- 
house. By the Ohicago and Northwestern Road we are 
whirled along for twenty-four hours, reaching Omaha, Neb,, 
on Sunday morning. Here we had the pleasure of meeting 
Mr. Thos, lu. Kimball, Gen’] Passenger and Ticket Agent of 

the Union Pacific Railroad, over which our journey is Ww 
to be continued, and to him we wish to express our apprecia- 

tion of the courtesies extended to us. 
Omaha, the eastern terminus of the U. P. R. R., has been 

called the M ropolis of the Northwest. It is, indeed, a 

flourishing t n, and is destined in the not distant future to 

he one of the most important cities of the Western country. 

Nine railroads centre here, and in 1877 there were received 
2,000,000 bushels of grain and 95,500 head of cattle, There 
are extensive smelling works here which last year produced 
$5,000,000 of bullion, and the total amount of gold and sil- 
yer bullion and coin handled during 1877 was $60,000,. 

000. Omaha's position to-day among the cities of the United 

States it owes almost wholly to the U. P. R, R., which is the 
only road leading to the yast gold, silyer and coal fields of the 
Rocky Mountains, and to the unequalled scenery of Colorado, 
Wyoming and Montana. 
From Omaha we pass West along the Platte Valley, What 

a change has taken place here within our recollection! Where 
now We seé on all sides fertile farms and comfortable houses, 

but a few years ago the buffalo roamed in great herds, rarely 

molested, save by the Indian. We pass many well recollected 
spots, and with the sight of each of them memory brings 

before our mind thoughts pleasant or sad. Here, years ago, 
we killed our first elk; there is the point from which we 
started with four thousand Pawnees to hunt buffalo on the 

Republican. Further on is where we struck the railroad 

alter being pursued by a band of hostile Sioux, and still Jater 

we pass the bluffs, near which, in a slight difficulty with the 

noble red, we hada horse shot under us. Where once the 
buffalo blackened the plain, now great herds of cattle extend 

almost as far as the eye can reach, and settlements have been 
pushed out on all the streams of the State. Almost all the 

Government land on the line of the railroad has been taken 
up by immigrants, but the Union Pacific Co. has still large 

quantities, admirably located for farming, at yery moderate 
prices—from $2 to $10 per acre. All this land is either on 

or very near the railroad, and includes some of the best farm- 

ing country in Nebraska, so famous already for its grain, its 
cattle and its fruits. 

From various points on the U. P. R. RB. the traveler can 

reach the gold mines of the Black Hills, the almost unex- 

plored Bighorn region, the Yellowstone Park country, Colora- 

do, with its wonderful mineral and agricultural wealth, and 
the distant regions of the Pacific slope. Over the Union 

Pacific, too, the hunter in search of large game will travel. 
Rapidly as the settlements have spread in the West of late 

years, there are stillextensive ranges of plain and mountain 
country, where the antelope, deer, elk and mountain sheep 

afford superb sport, We are now in search of such a region, 

and our success shall be duly reported to the readers of 

Forrsr AnD STREAM AND Rop anp Gun, Yo, 
Medicine Bow, Wyoming, 

omeerraccry tice 

Tue VicTIM oF THE SHARK.—We regret to announce the 
death of Charles Cates, who was bitten last week by a 
shark, a notice of which appeared in our issue of August 15. 

It seems that the poor boy died rather from nervous shock 

than from the direct effect of the wounds. While at the hos- 
pital he constantly struck out with arms and legs, as if in the 

act of swimming, and if any one appeared at the bedside he 
would call frantically for help. Occasionally he had lucid in- 

tervals, during which he knew and spoke with his father and 

mother. He sank rapidly on Tuesday, and died peacefully 

at a late hour that night. It may be worth while to repeat 

here some of the characteristics of the shark. It does not 

seem as if the visual powers of the shark were as marked as 
his sense of smelling and hearing. The power of touch is 

believed, howeyer, to exist. For an acquaintance with his 
sense of touch we are indebted to the investigations of Jacob- 

son, In the head and great pectoral fins he found an organ, 
tubular in form, united in a spheroidal cayity, in which 

might be traced a provision for the sense of touch, It is 
pretty generally stated that a shark first approaches. and 
gently touches its prey before it turns over to seize and de- 
your it, mouth downwards. It may then be said to touch 
first what it feeds upon, 

To a 

Instruction Bapny Wanrep.—Nature, time and time 

again, in urging the necessity of scientific studies, complains 
of ignorance in highly educated English circles on the 

simplest topics having to do with physics. Here is just a 
case in point. In the last Spectator there is a short paragraph 
as to the degree of comfort with which men can live at great 
heights. A Mr. Webber, writing to the London Times, 
states that in Thibet he lived for months at a height more 

than 15,000 feet above the level of the sea. ‘ This travele 
had crossed the Gurla Mandhata at a height of some 20,000 
feet, measured by the ‘thermometer!’” Just here the Spectator 

ventures to say, ‘‘Surely a misprint or a slip of the pen for 
the ‘barometer.’” Now, the average American school-boy 
knows that elevations are quite accurately measured by means 
of boiling water, a thermometer noting the temperature at 

which the water boils. The higher up the mountain, atmos- 
pheric pressure being diminished, the quantity of heat 

requisite to put a fluid in agtate of ebulition is lessened. It 

is the old story of the monks of St. Bernard who tried to boil 
potatoes at the Hospice, ‘The potatoes did not cook, because 
water at that precise elevation will not heat as high ag 212 
degs unlessconfined, Sir Humphry Davy solved the problem 

by advising the good father ‘to bake em,” Any ordinary 
book: of physics gives a table of elevations, based on thermo- 
metrical measurements of boiling water. Barometric and 

thermometric measures are both used, however, to determine 

elevations. Neyertheless, the schoolmaster is wanted abroad. 
A 

Carrain Bogarnus.—Captain A. H. Bogardus arrived in 

New York last Tuesday. Having made more than good his 
title of ‘* World’s Champion,” so far as rrval English shots are 

concerned, the Captain returns iaden down with trophies, 
gold and glory. His exploits have very thoroughly demon- 
strated that when it comes to an individual contest at the 
trap England must take her place after America, As the up- 
holder of our good name and fame among the crack pigeon 



shooters abroad, Captain Bogardus receives our congratula- 
tions upon the very satisfactory issue of bis trip. Upon his 

arrival in New York the claimant to that title has again found 
that the way of the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World” is 

hard. His laurels must be constantly defended, eternal yigi- 

lance against ‘‘all comers” is the price of a shooter's fame. 

Dr, W. F. Garver is out with any number of challenges to 

Bogardus to shoot ata mark, break glass balls by the hundred, 

the barrel or hour, and to shoot pigeons. Indeed, the rounds 

of challenges and rechallenges are quite liyely. There may 

be some flame. There is certainly plenty of smoke. 
ig 

Nova Scotia this fall will do well to supply themselves with 
this compendium, which may he obtained from A, HE. Har- 
Tington, Wsq., Halifax, N. 8. The society is now four years 
old, and is doing a good work in fostermg the native game. 
One especially noteworthy feature of 1ts successis the renewed 
Ber Ogane of moose, which in 1874 were at the point of ex- 
inction. 

PENNSYLVANIA.—At the regular annual meeting of the 
Franklin Sportsmen’s Olub and Game Protective Society, Aug- 
18, the following officers were elected for the ensuing-year: 
Pres., It, G. Lamberton; Vice-Pres., Alex. Vincent; Sec’y 
and Treas., J. B. Hicklin; Attorney, L. D. Rogers; Diree- 
tors, L. W. Howe, J. 8. Macy, Dr. J. R. Boreland, William 
Wenzell, W. H. Wallace. A resolution was passed requesting 

Honors Went Desrrven,—Our much esteemed friend, | the farmers of the county and others to make known to the 

Frederick Mather, Esq., has been made a corresponding mem- 

ber of the Deutsche Hisherie Verein. This is quite a compli- 
ment, and is fully merited. 

ee St ge 

Tum GENTLEMEN OF ENGLAND AND AmERIOA,—We Call at- 
tention to the arrangement made by our correspondent Cap- 
tain John M. Taylor and Captain Shelley, in regard to a 

team shooting at pigeons, to be held some time this year in 

the United States, between a certain number of English and 

American gentlemen. Any correspondence sent us on this 

subject, from gentlemen on our side desirous of competing in 
this match, must be addressed to the Forzst? AnD STREAat, 
and will not be made public without permission. 

as Sg ees 

Dearrs AND Monzy OrprERs.—All drafts, checks and pos- 

tal money orders sent to us should be made payable to ‘‘ The 

Forest and Stream Publishing Company.’’ By observing this 
rule our subscribers and advertisers will saye themselves and 

us much needless annoyance. 
— SS ee 

GAME PROTECTION. 

MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS 

FOR 1878. 

Tennessee State Sportsmen’s Association, Nashyille, Deo, 2. 

Bect'y., Clark Pritchett, Nashyille, Tenn. 

Wisconsin State Sportsmen's Association. 
Massachusetts State Sportsmen’s Agsociation, at call of President 

Missouri State Sportsmen's Association. 

SUCCESSFUL BREEDING OF THE MES- 
SANA QUAIL. 

Eprror FoREst AND STREAM: 

In answer to numberless inquiries in regard to migratory 
quail, and more particularly to the question whether the birds 
turned out here last year have returned to their breeding 
grounds, I can safely answer that it is now settled that they 
have returned, and that the birds of last year’s importation 
have hatched their broods on the same grounds where they 
were bred last year, and their broods were fully two-thirds 
grown before any of those turned out this year had hatched or 
had had time to hatch. ‘There are a number of nests by birds 
of this year’s importation in the same vicinity, one containing 
geven cogs, two of eleven each, one of seventeen, and others 
where the number of eggs is uncertain, the old birds not 
having been driven off their nests for inspection. The hay 
makers have unwittingly destroyed three nests this year, each 
haying ecleyen eggs. One of the birds was injured by the 
amowing machine; the others were either killed or left the 
place on account of the disturbance. The old lot of birds 
have scattered more widely than last year’s, some of their 
nests having been seen twelve to fifteen miles from their lo- 
cality of last year. The birds seem to be doing nearly or quite 
as well this year as last, but as they were receiyed and turned 
out a week later this year than last, they are a week later in 
hatching, and one nest at least has been found containing but 
half the average number of eggs. The broods of the old stock 
were large enough on the 26th day of July to take very good 
care of themselves with the assistance of the old ones. When 
found in the meadows, though in two cases at least young 
birds have been killed by the mowing machine, the same 
has once or twice happened to full grown birds. There have 
Deen imported into this country this year five thousand 
(5,000) birds. This, with the importations of 1877 and their 
increase, gives us 8 breeding stock of at leust six thousand 
(6,000) birds. Besides the exportation of birds to this country 
from Messina, there were exported from that one port to 
London fifty thousand (50,000) birds, and to Paris forty 
thousand (40,000). This extraordinary demand nearly 
doubled the price at the port of shipment oyer that of last 
year. We, however, do not regret our outlay, believing the 
experiment to be fully successful, and that no club can make 
amistake by investing a moderate sum in this enterprise. 
The birds will be sate in Vermont for some time to come, as 
no sportsman will molest them, and we have no pot hunter 
‘who can. Martin G. Everts. 

Rutland, Vt., Aug. 10, 1878. 
‘We consider such information as Mr. Everts gives us to be 

of the greatest yalue, and are Jéd to suppose that the breeding 

of Messina quail is now an established fact. Great credit is 
due to the public spirited gentlemen and to the sportsmen’s 
clubs who haye spent their money,to forward the acclimation 
of foreign gamie Lirds in our midst. Weshould be pleased 
to receive reports from other localities where the birds have 

peer introduced. 
——o 

Enauise Witp Raurirs.—A Canadian gentleman is desir- 

ous of obtaining some information in regard to any attempts 
which have been made in the United States or Canada to im- 

port and raise English wild rabbits. Will some of our nu- 

_ merous correspondents vive us such facts as they may he 

acquainted with ? 

Nova Soorta.—The Game and Inland Fishery Protection 
Society, of Nova Scotia, publish in pamphlet form the game 
and fish laws of the Province, together with a list of the com- 
missioners and wardens. Gentlemen who propose visiting 

club any violations of the game and fish Jaws, with names of 
witnesses, and directing the attorney of the club to prosecute 
the same with vigor and without respect to persons. 

—Greensburg sportsmen have joined the ranks and are to 
organize a sportsmen’s club for the protection of game. 

Che Bille. 
Massacuuserts— Worcester, Aug. 15—Firat contest of Wor- 

cester Sportsmen’s Club for a gold badge. Conditions, 
thirty shots each, distance 1,000 yards. The following are 
the scores ; 
S Clark.............8 4034656445 5 45 5 6 4-60 

563425443 4 5 3 4 6 4—60—130 
ALGRIGG S caceus 63 yo 2836465683244 2 4 55H 

555 4565 5 6 438 45 6 5—T0—126 
AQGMann,........,.5 483 33348 483 5 3 5 2 3—53 

43824834656 5 6 4 6 § 8—b58—1i1 
© B Holden........ 3255823324665 6 6 4—58 

6568 8353 35 43 5 4 U0 5—56—114 
WN Washburn.::,...3 5403 835 3565 545 8 4—S7 

34354555045 6 5W 
Frank Wessun......0 0000002235 64 3 2 4—29 

23563656635 8 3 4 46 5 5—6i—90 

GAnrvner.—The following are the scores of the Gardner 
Rifie Club at Hackmatack range on the 14th instant. Dis- 
tance 200 yards, off-hand. Two scores of ten shots each. 
Possible 240 Massachusetts, 100 Creedmoor : 

M. Os. M. o, Totals, 
Frank Nichols....... Oy pe 05 1066« 46 ssd1OT:S's#6siaCCéD 
G KPratt........ wos 46 106 46 211 92 
GF Ellsworth 44 100 44 200 §8 
HO Knowlion 43 97 43 194 86 
William Austi 42 95 43 190 85 
IN Dodge 43 96 40 187 83 
HS Pierce.... 41 88 4l 1s1 82 
Charles Hinds...;.. 40 ss 40 176 980 

Boston— Walnut Hill, Aug. 4.—Regular Wednesday com- 
petitions. The scores make the second halt of the fourth com- 
petition for places upon the American team, Tuesday the mem- 
bers shot the first half, making J. G. Brown, 205; H. T- 
Rockwell, 200; W. Gerrish, 200; W. H. Jackson, 200; J. 
S. Sumner, 199; G. W. Davison, 194. The aggregate of the 
two days is: W. H. Jackson, 410; Wm. Gerrish, 406; J. 8. 
Sumner, 403; J. Brown, 403; G. W-. Dayison, 395; H. T. 
Rockwell, 395. The second half of the second competition 
was shot yesterday: 

Captaln W H Jackson. 
5555455545 56 4 5 4-70 
4566545 65 46 5 4 5-0 
56466 83 6 65 6 5 5 5 8 5—TI—210 

William Gerrish, 
645556555 83465 65 5 56—i0 
6656645655 6 5 & 5 510 
4455655 644 5 4 5 5—86—206 

AH Hebbard. 
4354645464465 4 5—66 
5405565 65 66 6 5 4 5-87 
66568465 6 5 6 6 6 & & 5—T2—205 

JS Sumner, 
54566566555 545 5 673 
634455445665 56 5 4 5—69 
56555504 4 4 5 5 5 6 562204 

EW Law. 
44055548365 5 5 5 6 5—70 
446444445 5 5 4 6—66 
55548 465 6 & 4 & 6 4~67—208 

OC Hebbard. 

3455046485 5 5 4 5-62 
5556568 455 545 6 51 
4464444 5 5 5 5 5 5—68—201 

C W Davison. 
6455565 65 5 5 6 4 5—T3 
036565665 8 &6 $5 5 6 5—H4 
505 665 5 4 6 6 5 8 5—hi—W1 

JC Chadwell, 
8455654465 4 5 b—8T 
6454565646565 8 5 4 5-7 
564443544 4 5 5 8 S—65—199 

J F Brown. 
$6565 38 6 8 5 ¢ 3 % 4-83 
45665 55 5 5 6 4 56 5 5—i2 
8845 65 5465 5 4 4 5-td—198 

Salem Wilder. 
2544445 5 5 5 5 56 46 
256646555 5 5 5 6 & 3-69 
535854655 465 4 2 6—t2—197 

A Hebbard, 
66466445465 4 5 4-69 
6444654 444 5 5 382 
5584545 5 5 0 G5 4 5—65—196 

BH Tyler Rockwell. 

7800 secpaeeeeeedd 85 6 5 4 3 45 56 6 4 6 BO 
Se ers BbB456558 5555 45 4 4-67 

1,000. senaneceeasseces! 4445465 5465 3 6 6 3 5 3—64—195 

5 Lewis. 

BOOsissroehiose wet BHF 4556 € 8S 4 4 4 4 3 5G B-fd 
DOOM Lee Nincee he 6 a MB Gb bo bebo ec ee 

1,000... if B56 4455 6 4 3 Bs 2 8-60-1095 

A Howland. 
65654455535 5 6 512 
6544463544 4 4 56. 
0344483454 5 4 5 554-191 

dN Frye. 
45564656 6 6 5 5 5 50 
5465363445 4 5 8-64 
8 withdrew. 

MassacsuseTTs AND Meprorp—Avg, 15.—Teams of six, 

200 yards, 30 rounds each, Boston won with 755 against 652: 

Boston Team, Medford Team. 
N W Arnold.........0< aecesses/132 HAD Cushing.....- eabes 
BPylepi csc. tic eas 181 WP Metcalf... 
J A Osborn... ....-0- 128 JRTeils. 
EB Soupher..... 123 H Ireland 
John A Lowell.. 121 J H Kames 
Onptain Jackson... .120 JH Whitney 

Betuevcg Ranex, Aug. 16.—First competition August 
series. Conditions, 400 yards, seyen rounds, The scores 
made at the 400-yards range are as follows : ‘ 
J BoOsborn.......565556£-34 H Richardson....46 
W P Metoalf. 4556655 64-33 HA Ireland,.....5 6 
J W Vinning.. 65535 5—33 Rufus Sawyer.... 
HHD Coshmg...645446 5—32 

The scores made at the 200-yards range is as follows 
W &E Gnrrier.,....83555445—31 DWN Howard.....643863 4 4—28 
H Richardeon....4644454-30 JR Telle........444449 4-27 
H HD Cushing...44465445--20 John Grad seri 84444 4—26 
JH Bames.......5444444- 929 WGibbs.........483 4344 2-24 
Jd W Vinning. ---. 444445 4-29 

New Rance NEAR Boston.—Boston, August 20ih.—A few 
days since I accompanied Mr. G. W. Davidson, the well 
known rifle shot, ‘to Nantasket Beach, to look over the 
grounds and locate a rifle range. Nantasket Beach is the 
most delightful place around Boston, and being less than an 
hour's sail down the harbor, it has become pretty much to 
Boston what Coney Island is to New York. Many thousands 
visit the beach every day, and Mr. H. 8. Litchfield, who 
controls something over 1,000 acres of land there, witha 
beach some ten miles in length, is constantly adding new at- 
tractions. He concluded some weeks ago to add a rifle range 
to other attractions, After looking over the ground care— 
fully by daylight, Mr. Davidson selected the location to the 
South of Strawberry Hill as being the best suited for a rifle 
range. The ground from the various firing points from 100 
up to 1,000 yards is a dead level with the ocean on one side, 
and the bay on the other, and will not be subject to such 
variations of wind as on most ranges. The line of fire will 
be a little east of North, thus getting the sun fairly un the 
targets all the afternoon. Captain W. H. Jackson, the well 
known rifle shot of Boston, has been engaged to lay out the 
erounds, and as Mr. Litchfield will spare no expense in the 
matter I cannot see why the Long Beach Range at Nan- 
tasket should not become even more popular than Creed- 
moor. Long Beach Range will be much easier of access 
than Walnut Hills, where the Massachusetts Rifle Association 
meet, and in hot weather it will be much more comfortable. 
Mr. Litchfield will build a house at each of the firing points, 
which will be so arranged that firing may he going on at all 
the ranges at the same time. The targets will be of iron and 
of the latest improved kind, while every convenience will be 
added for the accommodation of marksmen, Mr, Litch- 
field will also have surveyed a piece of ground for glass ball 
and pigeon shooting, and gentlemen fond of this sport can 
visit the beach any day (except Sunday) and find every re—- 
quisite for it. Del, 

Conneoricut—Stamford, Aug 14,—Fourth competition for 
the Champion Badge; 

300 yards, Totals 
04534 4 4—24—-55 
$43343 4—u—08 
423444 83161 

4 384344 0-21-60 
4 24883 038—1+—-16 
0 402344 03-17-41 

Competition for Williams badge®: 
A8 Swords ....,. 84454443) W Ferguson.....- 48643442 
FD Hennett...... 535454430 GF Hendried...3434465 %—26 
W HSanford.....43 444552 T 443343 4-95 
W 2H Taylor...... 5444384423 7 48848 3—%4 
Normun Proyost,4 3 4 4 4 4 4—27 44344424 
HM Wilson,.....43 453 4 427 38383 4—J3 

Crezpmoor, Avg, 17.—Soldier's match, open to teams of 
eicht for file and volley firing. Distance, 200 yards ; posi- 
tion, off-hand; uniform, de riguer. Special targets of wood 
were provided. Over thesé were placed paper _third-class 
targets. Up to the day of the matcb, Company G, Seventy- 
first Regiment, had won twice. Three teams entered; each 
team was permitted to fire two ‘‘strings.” Each team fired 
five volleys, and in the file-firing every man was allowed five 
shots; thus the highest attainable number was 400 points. 
The scores were as follows: 

File. Volley. Total, 
Company G, Seventy-first. 136 102 288 
Company G, Seventy-Orst 138 102 246 
Company H, Seventh..... 00 97 196 
(ompany 8, Seventh...,... 102 83 190 
Company I, Seventh (seven mete oe 98 TW 110 
Company I, Seventh (save mep).....- +» 88 68 146 

Second match was the fourth competition for the champion 
marksman’s badge. $ 
A rifle match was contested between teams of five repre- 

senting the United States Engineers at Willet’s Point, Long 
Island. and the Flushing Rifle Club. The distance covered 
was 200 yards. The Flushing Club was successful by three 
points, the score standing—Ungineers, 195; Flushing Club, 
201, 

Goop Scorus.—In the competitive shooting for positions on 
the National Rifle Team, Mr. Rathbone made at Creedmoor 
in six consecutive trials the following totals: July, 203 ; 24th, 
314. August 6, 205; 7th, 209; 13th, 213; 14th, 213. Aver- 
age, 2094. This, with his trusted Remington, a rifle which, 
by the way, was picked out of a lot in stock at random. 

Narronan Rirue Assooravion Mszrine— August 15.— 
Present, Stanton, Wingate, Gildersleeve and Schemerhorn, A 
letter was read from Remington Sons about their prize of 
$306 gold. The differences have been arranged; match will 
accordingly go on, Hereafter in all military team matches, 
open to regimental or battalion representation, separate com- 
panies of infantry will he permitted to send a team each. Ad 

mission tickets to Tange good for whole fall meeting will be 
for sale to all at 50 cents each. Secretary to communicate 

with the different railroad companies about reduced rates for 
competitors in fall matches. Messrs. Gildersleeve, Schermer- 
horn and Wingate were appointed a committee of three with 
power to arrange about presentation of prizes at fall meeting, 

etc. General Sherman, U. 8. A., to beasked to present prizes 

of International Military Match. ‘There will probably be two 

teams from Canada in the above match. Weapon in the Inter- 

State Military Match is worded as follows: Any military 
rifle which has been adopted as an official arm by any State or 
Government.” 

Aug. 20.—General Wingate communicated the following 

letter received from Major-General Hancock. The letter is 

da.ed at Governor's Island, New York Harbor, and reads as 

follows : 

Gentlemen ¢ I bave much pleasure in informing you that 

Judge Henry Hilton, of New York city, has at my sugges- 

tion consented to present to your association a trophy, costin 

not less than $1,000, as the first prize in the Internationa 

Military Rifle Match, recently established §by you, and that 

Messrs. Tiffany & Co, are now engaged in its manufacture. 

The efforts made by your association to introduce rifle shoot- 

ing among our people merits and has always received, the 
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support and approval, not only of myself, but of the officera 
of the army in eral, Lregard the proposed match as 
ppecially valuable in directing toward military rifle shooting 
that attention which has hitherto been directed to practice 
‘with Oreedmoor rifles, and at extremely long range, as well as 
in instituting an annual competition between the regular army 
and the National Guard of the different States, which cannot, 
bnt proye beneficial to all. Haying Jearned from General 
Wingate, yonr vice-president, that his prize would aid in 
making this match a success, 1 have been yery glad to be able 
to do something in that direction by making the application 
in question to Judge Hilton. Jam, gentlemen, very truly 
and respectfully yours, Winrreip §. Hancoox, 

Major General U. 8. A. 
A motion of thanks was passed to General Hancock and 

Judge Hilton, ‘The trophy will be in the form of a statuette. 
General Wingate stated that he would confer with the Sec- 
retary of War in reference to haying the United States Army 
represented at the International Military Match, 

Zerrizr's Gautery, <Awg. 15,—Associated Ex, N. Y. 
Turner Cadets; 200 yards, Creedmoor reduced target ; 
bg09C)-() A eee res etree 39 Hd Zennegg..p--... .. o 
Q Lilwitzer -3T ‘I Banzer.,. 
T Suhmage .37 O Boen.. 
0 Blost.... -47 Al Littirs 
© Reulit.... W Hoffman... he 
L Denig..... ..... J ROBENDANM,....+ ese. ceee ee sne 
H Spammer W Hikinger,.....--caep-s-snneee 
J Gemundet L Falck,.., 
¥E Hayick.. O Denis,. 
G@ Maag,, W Siebirt 

New Youre RirieMk&n Going To Viaernta,—Six members 
of the New York Rifle Club, Messrs. Alder, John Blyden- 
burg, Howlett, Dunlap, O'Donnell and Holton, will leave 
this week for Richmond, Virginia, to shoot a match with 
ateam, the Old Dominion Rifle Club. The match will he 
at 200 yards, 10 shots each man. 

Zerrirr Rirre Cuve,—On Tuesday, August 27th, the 
Zettler Rifle Club will hold their fourth annual prize shoot- 
ing match at Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. J. Prizes 
amount to $250. Vhe committee are 0. G. Zettler, D, Mil- 
ler, N, D. Ward, M. Dorrler and T. Broadway. President 
of the Zettler Club, M, L. Riggs, Esq. We think for team 
shooting, there are very few clubs that can compare with 
the Zettlers, who twice have carried off the Forrsy anp 
STREAM medal, 

Hetyeta Ririm Civs.—Twenty-fith anniversary. ‘This 
well known club will hold a Gene shooting contest at the 
Scheutzen Park, Union Will, N. J,, on September 8, 9, 10, 
andii. On Sunduy the 8th there will be a promenade con- 
cert with illumination of the park, to be follawed by shoot- 
ing on the subsequent days, Total prizes amount to some 
$4,000. The President of the Helvetia club is C. Matt- 
man, Esq. We look for a large attendance, and fee] certain 
that the programme will be followed out in all respects. 
Prizes for the target of honor are rapidly coming in, and 
the best inducement is that every body is allowed to shoot 
in this target. 

PROGRAMME OF THE SHanrsHooTER’s Unron.—The follow- 
ing list of shooting festivals of German shooting socicties is 
an addition to the list given afew weeks ago. Fifth Ward 
German Guard, Captain H. W. Cordts, in the Schuetzen 

. Park, Union Hill, N. J., August 26th. Zettler Rifle Club, 
President, M. L, Riggs, in the Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, 
N. J., August 27. Baltimore Schuetzen Gesellschaft, Balti- 
more, President, W. Raine, September 1, 2,3. Brooklyn 
Rifle Club, Captain Lampus, in Koch’s Schuetzen Park, cor. 
3d ave. and 50th st., Brooklyn, September 2d. Staten 
Island Schuetzen Corps, Captain Bachmann, in Gebhardt’s 
Schuetzen Park, Staten Island, Sept. 9th. NN. Y. Independ- 
ent Schuetzen Corps, Capt. I. J. Diehl, in Bender's N. Y. 
Schuetzen Park, cor. 68d street and Ist ave. City, Sept 
Tith, Jersey City Schuetzen Corps,Capt. R. Surber, in Schu- 
etzen Park, Greenville, N. J., Sept, 16 and 17. Schuetzen 
Cadetten, President, H. Raschen, Schuetzen Park, Union 
Hill, N.J., Sept. 18. N.Y. Schuetzen Gilde, Captain L 
Best, in Bender's N. Y. Schuetzen Park, cor. 63d street and 
lst ave., City, Sept. 23d. Tritonen Bchuetzen, Captain A, 
Ellerich, in Heid’s Hamilton Park, cor. 69th street and 3d 
aye., city, Bept. 24th, §. 0. Y. 

Contim’s Gattery,—Our old friend Mr, Coxlin will open 
the fall and winter season at his gallery 1222 Broadway, in 
the first week in September. Matches will be shot for 
marksmen’s badges. 

New Jursey Scuvnrzen Corrs—August 16.—Again has 
Mr. Hayes, with a 68 out of a possible 75, been made king. 
The following are the best scores: Target of Honor—William 
Hayes, 68 out ofa possible 75 ; Henry Oehl, 66; C. G. Zettler, 
65; M. Hammerschlag, 64; John Keyer, 63. Most bull’s- 
eyes—FP. H. Jacobi, first prize, $15; G. Jonier, second prize; 
John H. Raschen, third prize. Hing Target—David Muller, 
74 points out of a possible 75, which is the best score ever 
made on the park, first prize $30. Man Target—J. W. 
Snyder, 29 out of a possible 30. After the distribution of the 
prizes at the Castle the banquet hall was opened at 8 o’clock 
for the regular annual supper. Captain Hrmisch presided, 
and, after the good things had been disposed/of, made a speech 
of welcome, and called upon Mr. Hayes, the King, for an ad- 
dress, upon which Mr, Hayes made. most appropriate speech, 
Altogether the meeting was a grand success, 

Brinton Rime RAnge.—The next competition for the 
All-Comers Badge, presented by the Rahway Rifle and 
Sporting Club, will take place on the New Jersey State Rifle 
Association's Range, at Elizabethport, New Jersey, to-mor- 
row, Friday, the ,28d inst. at 82. mu. The Brinton Range 
ison the line of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and 
very accessible and conyenient to riflemen in this city and 
vicinity ; all the local traing on this road stopping at the en- 
trance to the range upon request to conductors. This will 
be the first competition on this new range since its opening 
in July last. 

Pasnsyiysnia— West Ofester, Avg. 12.—West Chester, in 
her efideayors ta emulate the example of cities of 
greater dimensions and possessed of far superior advantages, 
evinces a progressive spirit worthy the esteem of that portion 
of humanity unfortunately living beyoud the pale of her be- 
nign influences. I refer to her sporting proclivities rather 
than to her industrial propressiveness, although, for a town 
similarly gituated, a comparison would in no manner be 
to her disparagement. About # year ago a rifle team, com- 
posed of members of Co. 1, Wayne Fencibles, Hleventh Regi- 
ment, N, G. of Pa,, was organized, T, W. Taylor captain, 

FOREST AND STREAM. b7 

4nd the reputation which they have acquired in this State as 
accurate marksmen is mainly due to his rigid enforcement of 
farget practice. As anillustration of their shooting qualities, 
it is important to slate that they met and badly defeated an 
organization whose members were selected from Co. B, Wirst 
Regiment, N. 8. G., of Philadelphia, Pa. The rifle team was 
considered invincible by its backers, as its members were all 
crack shots. The stipulations were as follows: Distance, 100 
yards ; arms to be used, regulation breech loading muslkets of 
the State National Guard; best two in three matches; every 
inember to be allowed ten shots in each contest ; highest pos- 
sible score, 50; the winners to be presented by the defeated 
party with a handsome gold badge. The Wayne Fencible 
Rifle Team is comprised of the following gentlemen: Cupt. 
T. W. Taylor, R. T. Cornwall, L. G. McCauley, A. Roecker, 
A. I. Smith, M. C, Munir, L. B. King and F, Woollerton. 
ueneee from organizations emanating from the N. G., of 
Pa,, Will na doubt be cheerfully received. A. ©, D. 

Tan Most REMARKABLE oF ALL SooREs.— Woodland 
Range, Wheeling, W. Va, Aug. 18.—Prof. Dwight, of the 
Maynard Rifle Club, haying been notified to complete his 
scores for the American team competition, shot his third com- 
petition, Aug. 12 and 138, making the following remarkable 
SCOFeS : 

Aug, 12, 
GING . os esessnsaee <9. 4555565 46 6 4 5-72 
900... aBhackee 664556 55 6 65 5 6 & 5-4 

1,000. eyeeeedD OG 5 5 5 6 6 5 6 4 & & 4 G—T3—219 

Aug, 13, 
S00, ewe £45285 6 6 6 6b 6 5 6 5S—6S 
tl ees Be Pe ae 65 655 6566 6 5 6 6&6 6 & & 5—T5 

1,000. ‘ oo 5 56 6 56 55 6 6 6 & & 5—T5—218 

Total for two (ays ......,..-... eee eeeee AOA et Aso doa rs 3$3900 437 

In his scoré to-day (Aug. 18) he made thirty-nine consecu- 
tive buill’s-eyes, commencing with his seventh shot at 800 
yards; no sighting shots, of course. I believe this score beats 
the world, At the 800-yards range to-day the wind on the 
fifth shot changed suddenly from 10 o’clock to 1 o'clock, 
carrying him outside the three line, and if required a change 
of four points of wind to get back into the bull’s-eye. The 
above scores were made with the Maynard Creedmoor rifle. 

J. D. Branton, Sec. Maynard Rifle Club. 

Sourm Canonmsa—Oharleston, Aug. 10.—An imprompiu 
match was held between twelve active members from each of 
the following companies: Carolina R, B., Sumter Guards, 
and Charleston Light Dragoons, at the Parade Ground 
Ranges, 200 yards, open sights, any military rite, off-hand, 
five shots each. The team entered by the dragoons had never 
shot together before, and several of the men had never fired 
more than a half-dozen shots over a 200-yard range before. 
There was a strong breeze blowing, and the shooting was poor 
on the whole. Total score of each team: Carolina R. B., 
218 ; Suniter Guards, 209; Oharleston Light Dragoons, 169. 
Some very good individual scores have been made this week 
in practice, Mr. Ogilvie, of the Sumter Guards, scored 5 5 5 
5 5—26 on Thursday afternoon. 

“ UnacoounTAasies.”"—Wew York, Aug. 19, 1878.— Hditer 
Forest and Stream : 1was pleased to see the subject of ‘‘ Unac- 
countables" treated so ably by your Connecticut correspondent. 
My experience, which has lately not been inconsiderable, con- 
firms his. A few days ago a friend, who has been manufac- 
turing bullets, handed me twenty-five, with the request that 
I should test them. Their shape was certainly perfect, but 
they were patched with quite a heavy paper, in the usual 
manner, great force having been used in passing them through 
a sizer. At the same time I had fifty cartridges made up 
with the-new Hyde or Sharps special bullet, on which the 
same paper is used, but is allowed only to turn the corner of 
the base, leaving the conical depression quite bare. A thin 
wad of draughting paper was used with both bullets. The 
Fractice with them was at 1,000 yards, and all of the latter 
struck near the centre of the target. Of the twenty-five 
former bullets, I had fifteen bull’s-eyes, four centres, one 
inner and four misses, for none ef which did I change eleva- 
tion or windage, though they were interspersed evenly 
through the score, or nearly so. The paper of the Hepburn 
bullet is quite thin, light and easily torn, and some of my 
most conclusive experiments haye been made with it, using 
my new Remington, which however I am reluctantly com- 
pelled to lay aside, from no. fault of the gun and for reasons 
beyond my control, I find ‘* unaccountables ” almost impos- 
sible to secure with this ball, and perhaps quite so, unless a 
thick wad be used with a yery small charge of powder. Ido 
not believe any one has had a genuine miss of this descrip- 
tion with the Hyde bullet as it is now made, whether a wad 
Was used or not; but with the Sharps “Old Standard,” 
which is patched like the Winchester and Hepburn, but with 
much thicker paper, and which appears to have been forced 
with considerable exertion through a sizer, such misses are 
yery common from, I believe, the paper following the ball in 
its flight. This tendency to ‘‘ following” is certainly dimin- 
ished if not overcome by dispensing with any wad, thereby 
permitting the charring or burning of the base of the patch 
by the explosion, Pieces of the paper can be seen smoking 
in the grass after each shot made under these conditions, 
especially if the grass be a little damp. I sincerely hope 
others will give their experience in investigating this yery in- 
teresting question, and I am sure any new ideas will be ac- 
ceptable to the F. & 8. T. GD 
Hp ee 

THE AMERICAN TEAM OF 1878. 

There was a rumor about the first of June last, when the 
days for entrees to the Centennial match of 1878 were draw- 
ing to a close, that the provision requiring such entrees be- 

fore a fixed date was not valid, and that certain foreign 
teams would come when ready snd demand a match, There 

seemed to be reason in this, nnd on general principles that 
it was well to be prepared for emergencies, a scheme for a 

team selection in 1878 was sentout. It was as in previous 
years made open to all American born riflemen, but the fact 

that 1878 wus looked upon as an “‘ off” year in International 
match work caused a general lassitude and but few entrees 
came to the committee of the National Rifle Association 
having the matter in charge. A baker's dozen of names was 
all that came in, and even then several dropped out of the 
contest. A few of the Boston men kept at the task in good 
style, and on their Walnut Hill range gnd at Creedmoor put 
in some excellen| averages, From Wheeling, West Virginia, 

wonder what special magic there is in the Wheeling ranges. 
Prof. Dwight is the State Assayer and his high score of 
the 12th and 14th inst. doas not surprise his friends who feel 
confident that there is even better in reserve. 
One thing is certain, that ifafter studying these scores any 

fortign team seems disposed to attempt a steal upon us they 
will display no small share of self-confidence, In a quiet, 
easy Way, wilhout any newspaper gush, cight men have 
gotten together and show a disunited skill which promises 
big things when the men eguaeey. add the team sya- 
system to their present individual ability to run up big 
scores. Itis the merit of the American team system that 
a good shot in his own right and under all conditions loses 
nothing by falling into line with his fellows, and if the team 
be properly managed he can be of immense service in giving 
confidence to the other men on the squad. 
Coming down to the facts and figures of the ¢lective tests, 

they read for the leading eight men, so far as we have re- 
ceived them, as follows: 

Average. 
Rathbone, Remington....197 209 203 209 195 309 213 aia ya 
Jackson, Sharps 192 195 316 414 206 200 210 |. —205 1-7 
Clarke, Sharps 208 200 206 200 211 207 204 189219 1-2 
Dwight, Maynard -182, 199 208 206 219 SIS 158 197—wI4 1-2 
Sumner, Ballard . --180 203 209 195 196 199 204 |, —i99 2.7 
Brown, Baliard.... +182 198 211 191 203 2065 138 .. —198 QT 
Gerrish, Remington 179 202 196 188 900 206 .. .. —19a 1-8 
Rockwell, Remington....177 193 211 156 197 200 195 .. —ig9 6.7 

Taking the best score of each man, a total of 1,690 
is shown, and it is certainly not a chimericul assertion that 
under the pressure of a great match, and after the careful 
team coaching, and with the assistance of his scarcely less 
able associates, each and every one of the members of the 
team should run up a score which should keep the grand 
total near that figure. We flatly confess that if with any 
sort of a decently fayorable day, it will be « mortifying sur- 
prise fo us if the American team does not run well above 
1650 on the ageregate. A score below 200 is now coming to 
be looked upon ss a mediocre one, and to make such a score 
on 4 team is an unexcusable piece of carelessness, or 4 most. 
provoking piece of bad-luck ; if the two are not after all) 
interchangeable, for much of wliat is known as ill luck in 
poor cartridges, unequal charges, and bad bullets, may be: 
traced back to avoidable defects, or oversights in manipula- 
tion, and as for slip on the field, bad, ' pull off,” and such: 
no excuse should be accepted. The back position makes of 
each man a fixture, and itis his business as a vifleman to gee 
to it that not ene iota of care is abated. 

The above exhibit of what has been done should silence 
all the croakers who talk of the decline of rifle shooting, If 
such be its decline what isit to be in the full glory of the 
future, when, instead of dozens, we shall have thousands 
competing for places on a national team, 
The variety of rifle used should be another source of con- 

gratulation, as showing that in adaptibility for long-range 
work, the several gun companies are cither of them able to 
turn out weapons fit for the most perfect and exacting 
work. 
The prospect undoubtedly is that the season of 1878 will 

witness no Centennial International match, but for the en-. 
couragement of rifle practice, and to give notice to intend- 
ing competitors that the sport is alive here, A team should 
be picked from year to year. Even though their task be 
but a shoot over the ranges, without any present competitor, 
they may still work fora record, and it is as valuable as 
though thousands of excited spectators crowded about the 
firing points. It will do no harm, and can bein many 
ways conducted to the interests of rifle practice, to have an 
annual team selected; and the National Rifie Assoaiation 
will be derelict and deserve to be shorn somewhat of its 
prestige and national character of it fall into lethargy and, 
because American riflemen have oyerawed foreign marks- 
men, allow itself to be caught napping and suddenly awoke 
to find the ‘‘Palma” wrested from us. So long as an 
annual team is chosen we keep up a certain amount of prac- 
tice, and keep open 4 school where beginners in long-range 
work may see good work actually performed. It is 
encouraging to find but one member of the team of '77 on 
that of 1878, as it would confess poverty of material were 
the old men forced again to the fore. In short, the selection 
of the ieam of "78 is encouraging in what it actually is, and 
in what it promises, doubly encruraging. 

oe 

LONG-RANGE RIFLES. 

Eprror Forrsr AnD STREAM : 

In some articles, headed ‘' Sporting Rifle,” in late numbers 

of your paper, ‘‘H, W. ©.” criticises pretty sharply the idea 

of using the long-range rifle for hunting large game, ‘‘with its 

elaborate and delicate arrangement of sights,” In a previous 

number I had advocated such a use of this rifle, with a proper 
modification of sights and ammunition, and I beg for a small 
space to notice these criticisms. 

Strip the long-range of its delicate sights, and replace them 

with proper hunting sights, as before described, lay aside 
prejudice, and you have a sporting rifle a little stronger built, 

of finer material and workmanship, much closer shooting at 

either short or long range, of a little longer barre), and of about 
saine weight as the ordinary sporting rifle. It must be admitted. 
these are not serious objections, The only tangible objection 
“HH, W. CG.” urges against the long-range for this use 18 that 
its sharp twist, necessary for long-range, increases the friction, 
and, as 4 consequence,reduces the initial velocity and heightens 
the trajectory tor the shorter ranges. With all due respect, 
for his great experience in the matter, I cannot but think he 
has very erroneous views on this point. 

Take the Express rifle, the result of years of experience and 
study of the best rifle makers of Great Britain, and designed 
specially to get the very fattest trajectory possible within 200 
yards: what twist is used? ‘The rifle editor of Forest anp 
SrreaM, who is supposed to be posted, says, in answer to in- 
quiry, ‘‘from 1} to 1§ turns in 30 inches,” or 1 turn in 24 
inches to 1 turn in 18? inches, John Rigby, of Dublin, whoge 
name is authority on thissubject, in answer to inquiries, writes 
me as to twist, ‘' 400-bore, 1 turnin 20 Inches; 450-bore, 1 turn 
in 80 inches,” and ‘‘ our Hxpress rifles are sighted for 150 
yards, standing sight. With this sight bullets will strike 
about four inches high at 90 yards, then the rifle would com- 
mand a five-inch bull’s-eye at all intermediate distances. A 
full sight will extend the available range to 200 yards without 
resorting to a second elevation.” As to BeeuTay of small 
bores he says: ‘‘ Both barrels” (fired alternately) ‘* will, if 

came «brace of scores made by Prof. 0. E. Dwight, which = carefully shot from a rest, command an 8-inch bull’s-eye at 
may fairly take a rifleman’s breath away and lead him to 200 yards, under reasonably favorable circumstances as to. 
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weather. Our system of rifling is our own, not Henry’s. Our) 
bullet is slightly longer than Henry's, and is slightly forced, 
80 that it can never shift forward out of the cartridge, Balls 
are patched.” Mr. Rigby not only uses a twist of 11m 20 
nches, but also shoots a forced ball, whichis also supposed to 
materially increase the resistance of the barrel, Charges for 
these calibres, as stated elsewhere, for 450-bore, 4 drachms 
powder, and 300-grain balls to 275; 400-bore 3 drachms 
powder and 200-grain ball, or proportion of powder to ball 1 
to 2.44. A gentleman with much experience with the Ex- 
press, and who owns one of Thomas Turner’s (Birmingham) 
-450 cal. Express rifles, charge 43 drachms powder and 270 
grain ball, or proportion of powder fo ball, 1 to 2.2, twist 1 
turn in 36 inches, writes as to trajectory: ‘*At 25 yards, 2 
inches high; at 50 yards 1 mch high; at 75 and 100 yards, 
dead level ; 125 yards, 2 inches under; 150 yards, 8 inches 
under. This is using the same sight at all distances. The 
trajectories of these two rifles appear very similar, taking 
into account the difference in charges, that is, within 150 
yards, with same sight, they willcommanda 6-inch bull’s-eye. 
This is certainly a very flat trajectory, and indicates that a 
decided difference in the twist of the rifle has not made a cor- 
responding difference in the trajectory, 

Would so many of the British Express rifle-makers adopt 
such a sharp twist aslin 20 if the trajectory was thereby 
appreciably affected? The tendency of the rifle-makers of 
this country, as I understand, is to increased twist for their 
sporting rifles. The Sharps Company have changed the tiwist 
from 1 in 22 inches to1 in 20 inches. The long-range in- 
creased from 1 in 20 to 1 in 18 inches. Compare the published 
table of eleyations for their mid-range, twist 1 in 20 inches, 
ealibre 40, 80 inches in length barrel, proportion of powder 
to ball fo 1 to 4.7, with the table of elevation of their long- 
Tange, Calibre .45, twist 1 in 18 inches, length of barrel 32 
Inches, proportion of powder to ball 1 to 5,5, and we find, 
making allowance for difference of length of barrel, the long- 
range, with increased calibre, increased twist and smaller pro- 
portion of powder to ball has atleast as flat trajectory as 
the mid-range up to 400 yards. These tables are approximately 
correct, but sufficiently so for purposes of comparison. 
Now, I submit that these facts do not sustain ‘* H. W. 0." 

in his theory that a Sharp twist of the rifling, practically or 
appreciably affects the trajectory of the projectile. I will 
now briefly add the result of some experiments of my own 
bearing on this point, with a rifle 44 calibre, 34-inch barrel, 
twist of rifle 1 turn in 20 inches, Powder and ball were care- 
fully weighed, Vernier and wind-gauge sights used, and with 
a good rest; exactly the same sight was taken in edth experi- 
ment at all intermediate distances. At the 150-yard and 75- 
yard firing points, where the greatest vertical deviations oc- 
curred, enough shots were fired to get a correct average, and 
vertical deviations were carefully measured, 100 grains of 
FG powder were used unless otherwise specified, ‘Lhe first 
experiment was witha 884 solid ball (the lightest to be had) 
sighted for a point-blank of 100 yards (two experiments), 24 
shots expended gave a rise of 2 inches at 50 yards, 2} inches 
below at 125 yards, and 6%ths below at 150 yards. Up to 125 
yards only two shots struck outside of a 44-inch ring, sighted 
for a point-blank of 125 yards, the result of eight experiments, 
expending 91 shots (52 of which were fired at the 7d-yard and 
10-yard firing point), showed at 74 yurd-point a rise of 3} 
inches above centre of bull’s-eye, and at 150-yard point a fall of 
3+ inches below centre of bull’s-eye. Of 91 shots fired only 
1U struck outside of a 7-inch ring, and every shot within a 10- 
inch ring. 

A hand drill was then improvised and a 3-16 inch hole was 
bored into the point of the bullet ¢ inch deep, and its weight 
reduced from 384 to 320 grains. ‘The result of four experi- 
ments with this bullet, expending 41 shots, was that sighting 
for a point blank of 125 yards at all intermediate distances 
within 150 yards, every shot struck within a 5$ inch ring ex- 
cept four. When the term “ring” is used, it refers more to 
vertical deviations. In many experiments strong winds were 
blowing, and the attention was given more to the vertical 
deviation. Had the same care been given to gauging the wind 
the lateral deviations would have been equally as confined as 
the vertical, as the targeting was very fine in all experiments 
and the balls well bunched, Not beicg able to get a lighter 
patched ball, a 295 grain naked ball was then experimented 
with. Ona cloudy, moist. day this ball gave very uniform 
shooting, balls being closely bunched, though this rifle usually 
does noi give uniform shooting with naked balls. Sighted for 
200 yards, with 106 grains powder, the result of two reliableex- 
periments showed a rise at near 100 yards of 7 inches. Sighted 
for 125 yards, and using same: sight at 150 yards, and all in— 
termediate distances, several experiments showed the rifle 
would command a five inch bull's-eye. In one experiment, 
sighted for 125 yards, 18 consecutive shols were fired, 3 at 
125-yard point, 5 at 100-yard, 3 at 75-yard, andi at 60-yard 
point, and every ball of the 13 actually struck within the 5- 
inch bull's eye (Denison’s shot-gun target). Seyen shots were 
then fired with same sight from 150-yard firing point, but tar- 
geting was not so good, only twostriking within the bull’s-eye 
and the other fiye being almost equally distributed above and 
below, the average of the deviation being within the bull’s-eye. 
In another experiment, sighted for 129 yards, 4 shots were fired 
at 150-yard point, 3 at 100-yard point, and 3 at 67-yard point ; 
the greatest vertical deviation was 44 inches, and, had a mis- 
take not been made of gauging the wind to KR. instead of L., 
every shot would haye been placed within the 5-inch bull’s- 
eye. The above experiments are reliable and can be duplicated 
substantially at any time. The result of these experiments 
shows this rifle, with 100-884 grain charge (powder to ball in 
3.84), will command a T-inch buill’s-eye within 150 yards, 
using the same sight ; with 100-320 grain charge (1 to 3.2), it 
will command a 54 inch ring, and with 106-295 grain charge 
(1 to 2.78), a 5-inch ring, with careful sighting and shooting. 
‘This compares favorably with the results heretofore mentioned 
as given by [xpress rifles, and convinces me that this class of 
rifle, wilh rifles of such construction as will hold a light ball, 
with heavy charge, will give as flat trajetory as any rifle with 
proportionate charge of powder and ball. Now, Mr. Wditor, 
my theory about all this business is this: 1am aware that 
writers On ordnance rather favor the idea that increased twist 
tends to heighten the trajectory. Theoretically, and with 
heavy ordnance, this reasoning may be correct. Practically, 
and with small bore rifles, I believe it is metcorrect. A scien- 
tifically designed rifle is such tha’, with a given bore and 
length of barrel, the weight and quickness of powder and 
sweight of ball should be so proportioned that the combustion 
and expansion of the eases 1s gradual and accumulative until 
the instant of the ball leaving the muzzle. When the whole 
expansive force of the charge is utilized to send the ball on its 
way, the resistance of the ball as it starts from the breech is 
of two kinds: first the weight of ball and resistance of the air, 
which is constant during its flight; second, the friction of 
pallin the bore and from the twist of rifles, which ceases at the 

instant of its exit from muzzle. Now, if the combustion of | Tf the feathers are lost from the arrow, peel a side of a 
powder is gradual, and the full expansive force of the gases 
is not fully developed until the moment of ball leaving the 
muzzle, it would seem reasonable that the friction within the 
bore does not affect the initial velocity of ball. It would seem 
reasonable, especially with large charges of powder and light 
ball, that a cettain amount of retardation in the bore may be 
necessary (such as is calised by sharp twist in rifle, or using a 
forced ball) in order to insure perfect combustion and full de- 
velopment of gases generated; whereas this retardation would 
necessarily increase the recoil, it need not haye any injurious 
effect on the initial velocity of the bail. At any rate, | main- 
tain that as high velocity is developed in properly constructed 
rifles with very sharp twist as by those with twist consider- 
ably less sharp, and that, practically, flatness of the trajectory 
is dependent in a scientifically proportioned rifle entirely upon 
the relutive proportions of powder and ball. ‘The facts given 
above in this communication substantiate these views in my 
opinion, Did space permit I would have something to say in 
regard to H. W. ©.’s standard for a rifle for large game, but will 
close by advancing the opinion that it will be some time before 
a rifle of his standard, with: 40 grains powder, 20-inch barrel 
and 6 pounds weight, will be adopted west of the Mississippi 
River, where at present they yary in weight from 9 to 16 
pounds, with charges of 70 to 100 grains powder, with a ten- 
dency to large charges. P. 

Fuly 20, 1878, 

Che Game of Chess. 
Problem No. 24. 

Tourney set, No.19, Motto! Blue Bells of Scotland, 

“e Te ee ‘oo a ae 

a Ny 
a a eT 
oo 

White to play and giye mate in threemoyes, 

a Ben @ Taal 

Game No. 72 —RUY LOPEZ. 

The last game in the Paris tourney, by the gain of which Herr Zuker- 

tort, scoring two, carried off the first prize: 

White. Black. White. Black, 
Winawer Zukerrort Winawer Zukertort 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 19—h-K 19—Q-B2 
2—Kt-K BS 2—Kt-@ Bs 20—Kt-K2 20—P-Bt 
3—B-Kt6 8—Kt-b3 21—P-Q, BS 21—B-R3 
4—Custles 4—Kt-tks P Qy—K Ei t3 21—P-Q5 
5—P-Qt 5—H-K2 23—b-Kto 23—R tka P 
6—Q-K2 6—Kt-Q8 24—K tks Kt 24—B-K12 
T—B tks Kt f—Kt P tks B 25—t-Ka 20—K tks P ch 
s—P tks P 8—Kt-Ka 26—K tks R 25—Q tka R 
9—Kte)t 9—Uastles 2T—R-K 27—k-K 
10—Kt-B3 10—Kt-B4 28—K-Bs 28—P-K RB 
li—k- l—qg-Kk ae ¥9—K-Kt 
12—Kt- 85 12—P-B2 $0—P-K R3 30—Q-B4 ch 
13—Q-Kit 13—Kt-K8 41—Q-B4 31 tks P ch 
14—B-R6 i4—R-B2 42—K-B2 32—K-B 
15—B-K3 15—-E-R #8—Q tks Rech 33—K tks Q@ 
1é¢—Ki iks B 16—Q tks It 34—b-Ba i4—Q-Ba 
17—P tks P 17—Kt tks P Resigus 
18s—q-ER4 18—P-Q4. — Westminster Papers. 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 
—Zukertort defeated Winawer in the tle match by a score of two 

games won and two draws. Mr. Zukertort wins firat prize and the 
title, “ World's Champion,” 

—Mr. MacKenzie won two successive games of Mr- Bird, thus se- 
euring the fourth prize, 

Rational Pastimes, 

ARCHERY CLUBS. 

WN organizing an Archery Olub, the first thing is to elect 
a President, Secretary and Treasurer, and, if the club is 

large, an Hxecutive Committee. ‘The latter should draw up 
a simple set of rules and by-laws. The bows, targets and other 
club property should be in charve of the member at whose 
‘house the meeting takes place, and by him delivered to the 
place of the next meeting. The scores should be kept by the 
respective captains, who alone should draw the arrows from 
the targets, and all arrows should be marked with the own- 
er's hame in full, to prevent mistakes. 
Any member dropping an arrow while shooting shall have 

the right to pick it np and shoot it again, provided he can 
reach it with the bow without moving from the score, 

All arrows striking between two bands shall count in the 
highest. 

‘Each side, if possible, should have separate targets, and 
gentlemen should be handicapped one-fourth of the distance ; 
that is, if they shoot eighty yards, ladies should shoot but 
sixty. ‘ 
Tes should be decided by the ereater number of hits. 
Arrows dropping, vlancing or rebounding from the target 

do not score, ; 
After shooting, arrows and bows should be wiped clean and 

rubbed well with arag and a little oil and beeswax. If ihe 
string shows sigus of wear, rewind or replace with a new one. 
Each archer should have a tassel suspended from the quiver 
belt, and the arrows, when drawn from the ground, should be 
wiped thereon. 
Bows should be hung up in a baize bow-bag or allowed to 

rest flat, or else they will be apt to warp. Arrows shouldalso 
lie flat. 

a 

goose or turkey quill, cut the same length, and glue on then 
when dry; trim to match the others. The arrow should have 
one odd or cock feather to show the side that should lie next 
to the how. 

Tn lnst week’s Forrest anD Srream there was pa score be- 
tween two clubs published, but it was impossible to judge of 
the shooting, as there was no way of telling how many arrows 
were fired or what the size of the targets were, 

Clubs, in sending scores, should give the distance, number 
of ends (éach end consists of three arrows), number of hits, 
score and size of target used. 
The standard size, as I mentioned in a previous number, is 

48 inches, gold or bulls-eye 9 inches, and the distance for gen- 
tlemen 100 yards ; ladies, 75. A 24-inch target, withs 4inch 
gold, is considered about ricat for 40 yards. 

The great trouble is that the mass of bows sold will not 
throw an arrow any distance, People are buying bows of both 
American and foreign make, costing from one to five dollars, 
that are only fit for children, and many will become disgusted 
with archery from the use of such inferior material, It would 
be better for two or three to club together and get a good arti- 
ele than to use this cheap and wortliless stuff. 

Thave a self-lancewood bow, now in daily use for over six 
months, and it is perfect. Itis one of Aldred's, of London. 
It would be very valuable if archers would give, without pre- 
judice, their experience of the different makers. Mr. Maurice 
‘Thompson claims that he cannot find a foreign bow that will 
stand his hard shooting, but also states he has not tried one of 
Aldred’s. Time will tell, and I haye yet to hear of one of 
that make disappointing its owner. 

W. H1., President Oritsni Archers. 

Scotia vs. Erm.—The contest between Duncan C, Ross, 
the Scotch athlete, of Toronto, Canada, and Thomas Lynch, 
the Lrish chanipion, of New York, came off at Jones’ Woads, 
this city, Jast Thursday. The contest was preceded by a one- 
mile walk, won by D. McDonald 8m, 15s,.; a half-mile race 
(for amateurs who had neyer won « race), also won by Mc- 
Donald, against three competitors, in 2m. 36%s.; Mr. McCaf- 
frey won three standing jumps, and Mr. Lynch won the prize 
for the running broad jump. After these competitions had 
been decided the event of the day was donounced, and Ross 
appeared on the sward. The first test was throwing a 56- 
pound stone from the side. In three attempts the following 
distances were scored: Ross 24ft. 9in., 24ft, 10in.,"24/t; 
Lynch, 2ift. Gin., 22ft, 10in., 24ft. Three attempts at put- 
ting the same stone from the shoulder were won by Lynch, 
who made the following svore: 19ft. T4in., 20ft. 4din., 20ft, 
4in,, against 17ft. 10in., 19ft. 3in., 18ft. Stin., for Ross. Ross 
outdistanced Lynch in throwing the 16-pound hammer, as fol- 
lows: S6ft., S7ft. 2}in., 96ft, din,; Lynch, 80ft, 104in,, 98ft., 
93ft. Ross won at throwing the 12-pound hammer as follows: 
Ross, 105ft. 2in,, 107ft, 10in,, 110ft.; Lynch, 101ft. 6in., 
98ft. 9in., LO7ft, Lynch put a 30-pound stone from the 
shoulder the following distances: 29ft. din,, 31fl. 2in., 30ft. 
lin,, against 27ft. Tin., 28ft., 31£t., for Ross. Lynch put the 
16-pound stone 40ft. Tin,, 43ft. din., 43ft. din., to 36ft. 10in,, 
36ft. din., 38ft. 10in., for oss. Lynch also won the standing 
broad jump, as follows: 9ft., 9f6, 10in., 9Ft. 104in.; Ross 
scoring 9ft. 2in,, 9ft. 5in,, ft. 6in, Te vanquished his oppo- 
nent for a fifth time by jumping 4ff. 1lin. (running high 
see aie thus he secured ‘‘ the championship of the ania " 
ani i 

O’Lrary.—He did, or he didn’t, That's the way it stands 
now, and no one will ever know certainly whether the 400 
miles in the Boston Music Hall were made in 122 hours or 
not. The timekeeper's eccentricity was to reckon the miles 
yariously at nineteen, twenty and twenty-one laps, and while 
there is eyery reason fo suppose that the pedestrian accom- 
plished his feat, this peculiarity of the timekeeper has pre- 
yented the time from going on record. 

“Barina rHar O'leany” AGaty.—John Hughes, the 
pedestrian, who was puffed up by Harry Hill's money and 
good-natured paper notices last spring, bas started out on 
another wild tramp. He was, at last accounts, dashing around 
the track in Machinery Hall, Newark, bent upon making 400 
miles in less time than O'Leary took t6 accomplish the feat, 

Amateur Swimarers.—Last Saturday the second saannal 
swim for gold, silyer and bronze prizes, presented by the New 
York Athletic Club, was contested in the Harlem River. 
The entries were: H. M. Martin, Nonpareil Rowing Olub; 
George Kesler, Elizabeth Turnverein; F. J. Hynes, New 
York Athletic Club ; James Fraser, New York Athletic Club; 
T. E. Kitching, New York; John Bittner, New York; H. J. 
Heath, New York; G. W, Alcott, Brooklyn; and Dennis 
Butler, Brooklyn. Of these, all appeared to take part except 
Hynes. The start was made from Macomb’s Dam at 5:30 p. 
m, The men swam with the tide. Butler forged ahead at 
the start, Alcott took second place and Kitching was third, 
and the other five in perfect line for the first 200 yards, But- 
ler throughout the race swam hand over hand, changing from 
left to right hand; the others swam squarely with face down, 
At the half-mile stake the positions were: Alcott firet, Butler 
second, Heath third, Bittner fourth and Kitching fifth, the 
Test one hundred feet behind, At the mile stake the excel- 
lent finish was: Butler, winner, 19m. 5s,; Alcott second, 
19m. 13s.; Heath third, 19m. 203; Kitching fourth, 19m. 25s, 

CrioxET,—A match between the Staten Island Cricket Club 
and the first nine of the Staten Island Base Ball Olub, at 
Washington, 8. L, last Baturday, resulted ina score of 77 to 
40 in fayor of the former. 

The Australian cricketers have reason to be highly satisfied 
with their suecess in England, A writer in a recent English 
magazine foretells that the Australian is to be the coming 
man. Someof the English cricket clubs are herinning to 
think that he is the man already. American naka will 
shortly haye an opportunity to try conclusions with the Aus- 
tralians. They leave Hngland about September 10, and will 
play m New York, Boston, Canada, Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Detroit, St. Louis and San Francisco. 
The return cricket match between the Manhattan Club, of 

this city, and the Paterson United Club, will be played at 
Prospect Park on Friday. The Paterson United will play the 
St. George’s at Hoboken next week, The Germantown Club 
will play at Staten Island during this month. 

Newrort Aratzrio Mezrine.—The entries for the games 
at Newport to-day number over one hundred, and comprise 
many athletes, who haye made excellent records. A fine dis- 
play of skill may be expected, ‘To-morruw the Lacrogse 
tournament will be held, « 

J., Aug. Wuose Carnizr Prczon is Tats ?—Zilizabeth, WV. 
19.—Mr, Hditor: While on the salt meadows, last Priday, I 
saw 4 man shoot a carrier pigeon. Was it a bird flying in a 
match ? . R. Cc, 
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RATTLESNAKE JAGK.—The  euphonious 
title of a long-haired scout who appeared on 
our streets this week clad in buckskin habili- 
ments. Jack’s forte is oratory and shooting. 
After getting outside of a half dozen 
“straits” he opened in this style: ‘“‘I’m a 
man from the mountains, I'm a hyena from 
the tropics and a nephew of old Kit Carson ; 
Pye gota string of scalps thaia mule can’t 
pack. General Crook and me used to sleep 
in the same blankets and ‘smile’ from the 
same bottle ; I’m a poker player from Arizona, 
and my brother rode on the first steamboat 
that ever navigated the Columbia ; Tm a buz- 
zard from the * Rockies’ and a ‘cuss’ on gen- 
eral principles; hain’t slept on a floor for four- 
teen years, except in a guard house; I ken 
shoot a mole’s eye out at 900 yards and make 
a jackass-rabbit ashamed of himself for a hun- 
dred.” When last seen this celebrated per- 
SonBg¢ WAS trying to get a bet that he could 
spif in a man’s eye nine times out of ten at 
twenty paces.— Grant County (Or.) Times. 

Tiffany & Co., 

Jewellers, and Importers, have 

Silversmiths, 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

Scientific requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO. are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

have a4 full line. 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis— 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

is the 

largest in the world, and the 

ery and Bric-a-brac, 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 

The Great European Novelty 

HUNYADI JANOS. 
The Best Natural Aperient. 

THE LANCET.— 
“Hunyadi Janos,— 
Baron Liebig aflirms 
that its richness in 
aperient salts sur- 
passes that of all other 
Known waters,” 

THE BRITISH 
MEDICAL JOQUR- 
NAL,.—* Hunyadi Ja- 
nos,—The most agree- 
able, safest, aud most 
efficacious aperient 
water.” 

PROFESSOR VIRCHOW, Berlin. “ Tnvariably good 
and prompt success; most valuable.” 

PROFESSOR BAMBERGER, Vienna. “I have pre- 
Scribed these Weters with remarkable snccess.” 

PROFESSOR 8C JANZONI, Wurzburg, ‘TI preseribe 
none but this.” 

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M. D., F.R.S., 
London. ‘More pleasant than its rivals, and sur- 
passes them in efficacy.” 

PROFESSOR AITKEN, M.D., F. R.S., Royal Mili- 
tary Hospital, Nevley. “Preferred to Puilna aud 
Friedrichshall, 

A WINEGLASSFUL A DOSE. 

INDISPENSABLE.TO THE TRAVELING PUBLIC 

Hvery genuine bottle bears the name of “The 
Apollinaris Co, (limited),” London. 

FREDERICK DE BARY & CO., 

41 and 43 Warren Street, New York, 
Sole Agents for United States and Canadas, 

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS AND 
DRUGGISTS. 

The label on every genuine bottle is printed on 
blue paper, 

ROHERY Jaw fAWN'T yNNIS. 
SEND STA yPrOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST. 
TAMORSMANR Amporter. 
B80 & 82 WILLIAM STREET. NEW YORK_ 

Sliscellangous. 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. ‘Terma, 

$210 for ten months, For cireular apply to Principal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
augl mo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

WE haya the 
NG Gea best selling 
Stationery Beaks in ths 
world. It contains 18 shects 
of Paper, 18 Envelopes, 

Pencil, Penholder, Golden Pen, and a pleca of Yaluable Jew 
elry. Complete sample package, with clegant gald stona 
Alceve Battous, Set Gold-plated Studs, Eneraved Gold-plated. 
Ring, and a Ladies? Sa ee a eaany Sct, Pin and Drops, 
peapala 25 centa, es ATTA J oy i ple 

WipihPllcn west wiir estas 
WY. Extraordinary rahe aes) to A 

d, BRIDE & CO. 297 Broadway, New ' York 

Helvetia Rifle Club, 
The Ce Naa Anniversary of the aboye Club 

will be held 

On SEPTEMER §&, 9, 10 and 11, 

AT UNION HILL SCHUETZEN PARK, 

The different committees do everything in their 
power to salisfy all friends of this noble sport 
Which will yisit this festival. Prizes to the amount 
of about $5,000 are set out for target practice. 
Prizes to the amount of $500 are set ont for bowling, 
For particulars see programmes. A0z22 Bt 

diublications.. 

The Sportsman’s Library 

STANDARD BOOKS. 
JUST ISSUED. 

This Compilation Contsing Brief Descriptions 

of Over One Hundred and Fifty Books 
Upon Ontdoor Sports and Amuse- 

ments, Together with Between 

Eighty and Ninety Spirited 

Illustrations of Game 

Birds, Fish, Horses, 

etc., Many of them 

Drawn from 

Life. 

A most valuable compilation which should be in 
the hands of every Sportsman, eyery one who wishes 
to acquire the art of shooting or to obtain informa- 
tion regarding game, birds, fish, horses, guns, ( quip- 
ments, etc. The trouble hitherto has been, the people 
have not known what works were issued on field 
sports and pastimes, or where they conld be pre- 
Make —N.P. Stanton, Pres. National Rifle Associa- 

on, 
All interested in outdoor amusements will be 

gratified with this publication. To know the con- 
tents of the book mentioned will fit any man for the 
better employment of his time, and if the knowledge 
to be gained in this way is practically employed, 
better heaith and longer life will be the result,— 
Henry Fulton, Captain American Team i976. 
Send two three cent postage stamps for sample 

copy to FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO.,, 111 
Fulton street, New York, 

Publications, Publications. 

Valuable Works 

History, 

on Alataral 

ANY BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTPAID 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. 

DODD, MEAD & CO,, 751 Broadway N. Y, 

Caues’ Koy to Birds of North America, 

Lvol., 5 yo., cloth, $7 00 

Wield Ornithology, 

1 yol., § yo., cloth, $2 50 

Birds of the Northwest, 

By Elliott € oues, $4 00 

xame Birds of New England, 

By Minot, 1 vol., § yo., cloth, $3 00 

Land and & 

Birds of North America, 

By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 8 vols., 4 to. 
cloth, $30 00, 

The same, colored plates, $5 00, 

Packard’s Guide to the Study of Insecta, 

1 yol,, 8 yo,, cloth, £500. 

Ferns in thely Homes and Oura, 

1 Vols, 12 mo., cloth, illustrated, $1 .5 

Deutlche-Fago-Beitung. 
Olufirirte Amifdjan in 2 in Revieren der Digeret. 
Derausgegeben und Sepigith bon Fr. vot Fvernvis, 

fea ne am §, und 29, eine: eines jeden Monats und hee 
fehaftigt fich mit der Ratnractriars bes Wildes, Wilds 
quot Nagdidus, Waidgerechten, Ausioung der Sagd= 

veffixeunift, Stagbd= imd Sangnudthoven a 2c, Sntere) ante 
pufiahe liber Sagdliche Legislation, olj= und Yilds 
bie Breuer 2c. 6 iftdas officielle Organ des ,, fle 
Seuteinen Deutihen Fagofdnk=Bereins”, Die Slluftra= 
ttomen find bon den beften dentfhen GSagdmalern. Seder 
gnrgag unifagt die Zeit bom 8, October bis jum 22, 
figes toe 1nd wird gebunden die Bierde jedes Bitders 3 

¢6 fein. 
Preis vierteljahrlicd) 4 Wtart. 

Man abonnixt surg irqend welwhe Budhandlung oder 
dixeft bom bea Usreffes u aa S 

ait. bon Svernois, 
Gilenberg, Proving Sachfer, 

GrEMAny, 
ProbeeRummern gratis, 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. 

By J. H. Barry, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Glossary 50c. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 

Camp Life In Florida, 
$1.40. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
82. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
#3. 

For sale at office of Forest AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’a, Richardson aud Rangeley Lakes 

Milustrated.—A complete and thorough guile to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Moosehead Lake and the North 

Mnine Wilderness Illustrated —A comprehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Like Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Wap of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Maalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5Nc. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 

Any of the above sent by mail, post paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region; each 26c. 

Address, CHAS. A. J, FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue. Jamaica Pluin, Mass, 

apri8 6m 

VERSATILE, FASCINATING, THE NEW- 
EST AND EST! 

HUNTING, SHOOTING AND FISHING, 
A sporting miscellany. One volume, with numer- 

ous apt, artistic illustrations, handsomely bound, 
price $2.50, to any Santeese ‘ALBANY, WARDE & 
CO., 5 Beekman street (P. 0, Box 3,157), New Yor 

y 265 

Beautifaliy ind fully illustrated with nee 
scenes on the plains and in the Roeky Mountains, 
from tield sketches by the anthor. A book of long, 
aspual and rongh experience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guns, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest anthen- 
tic reference-book for sportsmen ever published. 
Sent pos-paid on receipt of price, $150. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

eee COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York, 

PRANK SGHLEY’S 
AMERICAN! 

Partvidze & Fheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge—-Quail; 
Ruffled Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. tice, $2. Liberal discount tothe trade. 
To be Nad at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
gun, 12-gauge, Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Md. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOGARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball slootiny, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson, For sale at 
this office. Price $2. 

NOW READY. 

HALLOCK’S 

American Club List, 
AND 

SPORTSMAN’S CLOSSARY. 

FORMS OF ORGANIZATION AND RULES FOR PRACTICE 
TN RIFLE, BASH BALD, YACHTING, PIGEON, GLASS 

BALL AND OTHER PASTIMES. 

Tssued in pocket form. Cloth, price 50c. Tivery member Of every club should have a copy, Clubs 
supplied at trade discount. For sale by 

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

iil FULTON ST., NEW YORK, 

b2~ Discountto dealerg in sporting goods, 

Lotteries, 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
VORTUNE. NINTH GRAND DISTRIBU- 

nase 1878, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUBSDAY, 

Lousiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Hducational and Chari- 
table Purposes in 1868, with a cupitalof $1,000, 000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fund of $350, 000. 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
will take place monthly on the second T nesday, J¢ 
never scales or postpones. Look at the following dis- 
tribution : 

APITAL PRIZE, $30,000, 
100,000 ici tS AT TWO DOLLARS WACH, 

HALF-TICKETS, ONE DULLAR, 
LIST OF Raa 

L.Capltal Prize O©ss fais. eee eees ae $30,000 
1 Capital Prize Ofer 10,000 
I Capital Prize of,...... 5,000 
2 Prizes of $2,500... 5,000 
5 Prizes of 1,000 5,000 

20 Prizes of 500 10,000 
100 cf 100... 10,000 
200 & . 10,000 
500 10,000 

1,000 10,000 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES 

9 Approximation Prizes of $800,......-.-- 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200........... 4,5! 
9 Approximation Prizes Of 100....., +006 $00 

1,857 Prizes amounting to............+. «+21s,$110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents Wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid. 
Application for rates to clubs should only be made 

to the Home Office in New Orleans. 
Write, clearly stating full address, for further in- 

formation, or send orders to 
M. 4. DAUPHIN, 

P. 0. Box 692, ee a Louisiana, 
or to PLU 

319 Avastin New. You kk City. 
All our Grand Extreordinary Drawibes a e under 

the supervision gud management of GENS, G. 'T, 
BEAUSEGARD and JUBAL A, EARLY. 

20222 2 aot 

Kentucky State Lottery, 
EASTERN AGENCY, 539 BROADWAY. 

Class O Draws August 3ist. 
One prize of $14,000, one of $8,000, and one of $4,000, 

189t PRIZHS DISTRIBUTING $67,925 

Whole Tickets, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

dilus sival Iustinments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS’ “scovewt ORGANS, 
are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished In 
Solid Block Walnut, We 
Sella Netter instrument, at 
% 1ower price than any 
other house in the United 
States, 

Waters’Pianos 
|. Grand, Square and Up- 

are the BEST 
MADE, the Tone, Touch, 
Workmanship and Dura- 

Warren'ed for SIX YEARS, 
A 

biliny wueur ‘paseed, 

Extremely Low for (ush or on Installments. 
liberal discount io 'eschers, Ministers, Churches, 
elo. AGENTS WANTE. Catsloghes Mailed, 
Second-hand Manus ard Organg at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HOMACH WATERS & SONS, mann 
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

The oldest, largest, and most perfect manufactory in the U.S 

= O00-. 
‘a Two New Aa lust Out. i? 

YY, g* 

a 

$5 BUFFAL®: 

Send for Price-Lists. 
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Spartamen’s Goads. 
—_—= 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
TO 

GENTLEMEN. 

We have just received a direct importation 
of East india novelties, to which we desire 
to call atteniion : 

ist. 25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate fa- 
bric, of soft, creamy shade, which we sell 
by the piece. 

2d. 25 pieces real Seersucker, which was 
made in narrow stripes expressly for us. 
We shall make suits to order, and keep 
in stock Sack Coats ready made during 
the month of August. 

3d. Chogas.—A few of these fine embroidered 
©Camel’s-Hair Smoking Jackets for gen- 
tiemen, such as we offered two seasons 
ago. 

4th..25 pieces Pure Pongee Silk. These 
silks, made into suits, we offer as the 
coolest and most attractive summer gar- 
ments for gentlemen ever shown. Price 
only $11 per suit. 

5th. 50 sets of Pijamahs and Cobias—or Hast 
India Sleeping Dresses. These were 
made to order in Canton, and are very 
handsome and desirable, at same time 
inexpensive. Last season we sold the 
suits at $15. _This month we offer them 
at $9. 

30 pieces genuine old fashioned Nan 
keen. This we sell by the piece or make 
to order into suits for gentlemen or chil- 
dren. 

A. few dozen Hast Indian Silk Sashes, 
to be worn with Children’s Summer 
Suits. These are very fine in quality, 
but very cheap. Price $2. 

G. W. Simmons & son, 

OAK HALL BOSTON. 

6th. 

7th. 

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS 

OF THE 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT. 

Each garment and every 

button bears our name and 

address. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S13. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address 

3. W. SIRDHONS & 50N, 

Boston, Mass. 

el 

FOREST AND STREAM. © 

— ESTABLISHED 1820,— 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Camping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The ‘* NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. «Every sportsman 
should have one. 

Also x» cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
hair, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS !—A ceutral-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
gold in any quantity. 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner, 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Quns 
4 specialty. 

CUTLERY,—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Runt- 
ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
fe Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 

c., Htc. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

35 Liberty St. 

PPD POR ee ee ee 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Trout Hooks snelled 

FISHING 

IMPORTER OF 

Fine Breech-Loading Guns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE. 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORE. 

Sportsmen's Caodg. 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class |Osgood’s Portable Folding 
Ball Trap. 

he) 
Bi 
Mm 
z 
4 

EXCELS ALL OTHERS, Throws In every possibl:: 
direction, No screen is needed, as no one, not even 
Puller, can tell the direction the bull will take. Mace 
stationary if desired, All metal. WORKING PAKTS 
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular, 

WM, H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
je6 3mou Cazenovia, N. Y. 

O’NEIL’S 
Standard Penetration Tester. 

Pat. Nov. 20, 1877. 

Used by Sparks, of Philadelphia, in his recent 
frial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FOREST AND 
STREAM, July 11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill 
all orders promptly at the following prices: 
Standard penetration tester........e.6.,.0. $10 00 
Test cards, per box (100)........22.... 000s oe SUI) 
Target sheets per OZ. .....2..... 0 es cee nee 1 40 
Tripod gun regs.. .... acsven, 2.00 
Delivered at express office or railroad depot free 

of charge for package or drayage, on receipt of 
price. Liberal discount to the trade. Also Import- 
ers and dealers in fine breech-loading shot-euns, 
rifles, pistols, etc., etc. Send for illustrated catalogue 
aud price list, J. PALMER O'NEIL & CO., 41 Fitth 
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

Ganvas Boat. 

Weight, with paddle for trout lishing, duck hnnt- 
ing, exploring, etc., 20 |ba.; weight, with bottom 
board, oars, paddle, ete,, everything complete, 4\) 
lbs. Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Zattle 
Creek, Mich. Send for illestrated circular, 

aug 1 4t 

Guns, Ete. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
Manufacturer only of first-ciaas 

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 
And Dealer in 

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warrantec 
EVERY ‘TIME. Gun stocks—bent, crooked: of 
Btraight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, 
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use, 
Spratt’s imported Dog Cake, Also the latest, new 
improved Ballard Rifles, for long or short range. 
No, 61 Elm St., Boston, corner Dock Squaro 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
The only positive 

Deuble-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Action 
IN THE WORLD, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 
Rgual 10 finigh, symmetry of outline and materials 

tothe finest English Guus, and at more 
reasonable prices. 

The Saeldér Rebounding Locz used, the only Re 
bomuder eith which missires will wat occur. 

UMHEST CHNTRNNIAL MEDAL POR 

aiding Looks end Comper 
1a OF Action.” 

PGR CLOSE 5ROOVINd. 
STOCKS LENT TO ANY “ROOK 

Pin Fire Gunsckanged te Central Fire. 
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breach-Loadere, 

Glark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St., Baltimure, 

Send forillustrated Catalogue, 

K. THOMAS, IR., 
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% Gonth Clark Street, Chicagr, Lit 

C, & B. ZETTLER, 
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

107 Bowery, New York. 

Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS forithe Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

to order, $1 per doz. 

TACs 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with 

extra tip, In case, $18. 

REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 
best makers, and with all the latest improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait 
of every description. 
Wonld call special attention to my larga variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES. 

eS tied to order from any pottern at shortest 
notice. ; 

LINES, waterproof and tapered 
Silk, Brulded Linen, Grass, Hair and 
Walking Cane Rods, 

The “ NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
Successful spoons in use. Try one. 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 60 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers. 

OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field aud Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., ete, 

nee EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADBH, 

Guns, Ete, 

oiled, Braided 
Suk, Ete. 

CHARLES CREEN, 

Maker of fine breech-loading shot-guns. Muzzla 
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and 
boring gus to shoot close and strong done in the 
best Manner. I also keep a good stock of ENGLISH 
BREECH-LOADEKRs, Prices from $30 up; 
bored to shoot clese and strong as parties may de~ 
sire. Send fo: pricelist. No. 3 West Main Hy 

; jebt 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 

Rochester, N. Y. 

ZLUNEEK WORKS. f — ee 

gig BIRMINGHAM, 
” ENGLAND,” 

Hainting. 

PAINTING. 
SVERY ONE THEIR OWN PADSTER. 

50 Per Cent, Saved. 
We are manniacturing a very Ine Pare Re 

g@ixed Paint, mixed in such a mantic: that an 
Bary stable or farm hand can make as A job 
painting as a painter can with paint mixed in the old 
aa ‘his is because our paintdoes not set quick, 
and thus show marksofthe brush. We sellitlower 
fhan materiala can be boughtin the ordinary way, 
and pay treight on certain sized orders. 
Any one wishing to Paint, will have mailed free, 

upon application, our book—‘* How Every One can 
Paint and Select Harmonions Colors.’ Addresa 
INGERSOLL PAINT .WORKS, South and Dover 
sireets, New York, 

: Taxidermy. 

A. M. TUFTS, 

LTAXIDEBMIST, 
| Dealer in Singing Birds, Cages and Glass Shades, 

No. 8 OXFORD ST., LYNN, MASS. 
aug22 Smoa 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 

LTALIOERMIST, 
No. 65 CARMINE ST., W. Y. 

Pet animals, “Deer Heads, ete., Stuffed and 
Mounted, Order work specialty. Aug?? émo0 
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NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

PFINE SPORTING GUNS-.- 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and *‘ For the Best Gun of American 
Make "—fousteen foreign competitors and seyen American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 1878. 

THESE ARMS 
fz UNSURPASSED c 

ARE 
FOR 

inchester Repeating Arms Company, 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, | 
In all yarieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, anil every variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNETION, 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World. 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 
1878: 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship ot 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

SHARPS LONG-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL 1878. 
MAY 24—Sharps Military iong-Hange IMfatch; Forty-cighth Regiment team, am 2) 7 (8) 

Sharps (Model 1878) Military Rifle ; record, 800, 900 and 1 000 yardS,.......... ‘ 
Best record of any other Rifle.....4.....e0e-2 cece nene ey) eee 170 

In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed tobe aged, and were used, at the 
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A,, May 23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, they won Firat Prizes. 

etm eseeercee sre werne bese ees seeaee 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK. 

Send for Circulam 

Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A. 

Warerooms, | 77 Broadway, New York. 

PEABODY-MARTINI __BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WAR WITH RUSSIA. 

MILITARY, TARGET AND SPORTING: 

Being rifled on the only system suitable for the ‘“* Express *” principle. Our long-range and mid-range 
rifles can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply changing thie sights and the use of the proper size of 
“ Express”? bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. 

Dittmar Powder. 

THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOCARDUS 
Tn all his matcher: both indoors and in the fleld. He naes no other. It was also used in the wonderfu 

rere ai. DR. CARVER 
At the Brooklyn Driying Park on July 4, 5 and 6, breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun, 

NO SMOKE, NO D1E:1, LESS RECOIL. 
— +S 

= NP) SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, 

DITTMAR POWDER CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt St, New York: 
WORKS; BINGHAMTON; N. ¥. 

The Hennel, 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to ROBER? WALKER, Franklin, Del, 
Co.,N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price, 
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups. 

may? lyr 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 
Ikeep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only 

young stock, I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery to: every cnstomer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and wcodcock shooting and retrieving, 710 if 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of Hnglish Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

t Sines 

None are genuime wliess su stamped, 

F.G. De LUZE, 
18 South William Street, N. ¥., Soic Agent. 

SKOWN & HIBUER, St. Lonis, Western Agents, 

For sale iz cases of 112) pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Gane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

‘This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on doga or 
any other animals, ormoney returned. It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpald 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A OERTAIN REMEDY 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, witli 
full directions for uge. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop ann Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 
det 12 117 FU:TON STREET. 

watted ; large breed peer ay watch dog, pu 
. Herald office Address TRAMPS, N. 

july4 tf 

OR SALE- Hnglish Foxhound Dog Pups of very 
Buperior blood. AddressJ. RK. HOLDEN, Sher- 

born, Mass. augi5 3 

Fee SALE—A Chesapeake Hite ducking dog, 
thoroughly broken, L, G. WHITE, Box 375, 

Worcester, Mass. BUg22 3t 

Ghe Rennel. 

St. Paul. Bench Show 
To be given under the auspices of the 

Minnesota Kennel Club, 
AT 

STATE FAIR GROUNDS 
ST. PAUL, MINN, 

SEPTEMBER 8, 4, 5, 6, 1878. 

ENTRIES CLOSH AUG. 19, 

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt. 
my9 tr 

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups 
for Sale. 

By ocr imported Dash, winner of first prize New 
York, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winner of first 
prize New York, 1878 For particulars address 
LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. augi5 5t 

NGLISH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING AND NON 
Sporting Dogs for sale. Greyhounds, pointers 

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £0 
each; for the fleld and show bench, of go*d pedi- 
grees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terriers, black 
and tan terriers, from £10 each, all dead game, of 
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding; 
better quality for the show bench, £20 each, Also a 
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. ‘The prize 
Yorkshire terrier, ‘* Willie,” will be sold. Winners 
of silver cup, Queensbury, first aud silver cup Ul- 
verston, and ten Other prizes. All dogs will be sent 
to Me-srs, Bampton & Steglish, Express Agente, 60 
William street, New Yerk. Drafts to accomp:ny 
order, payable On Alliance Bank, London. Sati 
tion is guaranteed by the advertiser, who is a jucge 
and veporter of English dog shows. F. 8: ESL, 
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, Engiand. 

Inar7 6m 

AD ye BROKEN—Gentlemen desirmg to heve 
their dogs broken this year by me will lease 

communicate at once. Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens. Shall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs ana 
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on tre Krie Railroad, First buyers best selection, 
Address E, S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic 
County, N. J. 1e27 tf 

Ro SALE—English setter dog, 4 years eld, thor- 
oughly broken. Can be seen on game—wond- 

cock, quail or partridge: Addrers, P. O, Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass dyil tf 

Wy ORSALE—One grand Wngiish setter bitch, seven 
moaths old, hiack and white, evenly and beauti- 

fully marked, Sire, Demuth’s Dash, Pride of the 
Border—wora ; dam, Nellie, Trap—WNettie. Price $20, 
Tf not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker’s 
hands for my own use. For pedigree and full 
description address G. H: GOODRICS, Toledo, 
Tama Co., lowa. ang 1 ee. 
A GENTLEMAN in the South wants thorough- 

bred pointer bitch that is young, well broken 
and with no defecra; prefers one in whelp to a fine 
dog; # high price cannot be paid, Letters contain- 
ing full description, price, efc., addressed to 
POINTER, this office, will be forwarded, 

We SALE—Two young foxes, perfect pets. 
BARTON & CO,, 887 Broadway. augis 2t 

augl6 2 

OGS TAKEN ON GOARD.—Dogs boarded and 
exercised for $4 per month. Address, for fol 

particulars to JOHN M, QUILFOYLE, Milburn, New 
Jersey. aug22 3 
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OR SALE—Or will exchange for good second- 
hand breech-loader, one black, white and tan 

getter pup. For full particulars address HENRY 
L. KINSLEY, Stoughton, Mass. aug22 2b 

OR SALE—A liver and white cocker spaniel 
bitch puppy, now three months olf, ont of Lew, 

by. Shot, winner of first at N. Y., 1878, Price $15, 
Address F. N. HALL, P. O. Box 1,393, N. Y, 

aug22 it 
— 

OR SALE—Gordon setter, very handsome, pure 
black and tan, well broken on all game, four 

years old, excellent water dog, pedigree. Also Gor- 
don gyp, two years, broken on game; with pup now; 
will be delivered when pups are weaned. She is by 
Tom ont of Chloe, pure black and tan and very 
handsome. For particulars address P, O. Box 365, 
New Bedford, Mass, nug22 et 

OR GALE—A pair of black and tan beagles, of 
Buperior stock, dog and bitch, 13 months old; 

also a stock beagle biten, three years old, very hand- 
some. For pedigrees and prices address CHAS, K, 
WARD, 74 Sibley street, Detroit, Mich,  saug22 2b 

HY SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 
Setter bitch, 14f yeats old, with a pedigree for 

Address H, J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
aug22 tf 

for Sale, 

OR SALE—S$100—W. & C. Scoti’s breech- 
loading, central fire shotgun, rebounding 

locks ; cost, $225; little used; can be seen on ap- 
proyal. For particulars address at once, SPORT,” 
Dobb’s Ferry, N. Y. aug22 16 

OR SALE—One Allen breech-loading don ble 
gon, 10 gauge; one Spencer repeating rifle, 

Address HORACE SMITH, 33 Park Row, N. Y- 
aug?2 2t 

OR SALE, CHEAP—One Parker Gun, 10 bore, 
Jaminated steel barrels ; perfect condition, with 

60 shells, loading implements and care complete, 
Sold for no fault. Address Box C,, Meriden, Conn. 

gugls 2b 

18 ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
Tame, 10¢. postpaid. GEO. I. REED & OD., 

Nassau, N. Y, aug 1 

ee SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picuie 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; fiye years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this office, sae 

jei3 t 

OITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
nd exchanged. 0. 8S. PEOK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
rest, New York, Sept27 ly 

-— CORTESE 

fifty years, 
Conn. 

Aanted, | 

ANTED—One breech-loading souhle-barrel 
shot-gun, 10-hbore, weight sxbout ten pounds. 

Address LOCK BOX 207, Hartford, Conn. aug22 1p 

Gunpowder, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 25 MURRAY ST., N. ¥., 

fole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in seaicd 
411b. cani-ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

¥or water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 7 to 5 in 
metal kegs, 63{ lbs. each, and canisters of land & 
Ibs, each. e 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifies and all ordinary purposes, 
Bizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 26 lbs., 1234 lbs: 
and $/ Ibs., and in canisters of 1 1b. and 4% Ib 

All of the abnye give high velocities and less 
yesiduum than any other brands made, and are re- 
zsommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI/ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. 

yamphiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
Gui, tent free on application to the above address, 

CUNPOWDER. 

Ts o 
‘aBcLonTACHTR™ 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERALSWESTERN AGENTS, 
. B. RAMBO, 14 State street, Chicago, Til. 

mG, Goppakp, 804 North Second, t. Lon Mo. 
¥F, Barz &Co,, 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, abe 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. “ 

= 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the sam 
can be remoyed just as expeditiously, There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor Ont tks BEG oa 
not get out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterife, The AUXILIARY BARRED will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 88. or 44. as desired Length of barrel, twenty inches, ‘The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating eet Co *g cartridges, No, 82 and 88, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send fors Circular and Price List. y 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P, O. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

CHAS. F. Crs 
MANUFACTURER OF ANU DEAL. RIN 

FINE FISHING TACKLE, 
MANCHESTER: VWERDMOMNT. 

RODS, REELS, FLIES OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

First-class goods at reasonable prices. Reels to the trade ata liberal discuunt. Send for price Let, 
Mention FOREST AND STREAM. 

W..W.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.! 

“PERE WINNING CUN. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet dart valued at 
£169, and @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun- by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 293g yards, He 
also won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making 4 total of 19 birds outof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guus by the best London makers, and winning 
thé silver cup, valued at 560 guineas, presented by Mr, 

a J. Purdey, the gunmaker, 
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon Shooting match between Oapt, Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds ouf of 100, using one barrel only. 
The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guna by all the best makera of 

Great Britain and Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER 1s the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful fui of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ 

7 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

EDW.|K./TRYON,|Jr.|<|/Co. 
MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech | 7, loading 
AND 

ACCESSARTES. 
OMOREG: No, 19 North Sixth §t., No. 220 North Second St, and No, $27 Commence &t., 

PIA DELYPTartA. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS, 

Yithants 
IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

MANUFAOTURERS OF - 

BLUE LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FE TT PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—* Exact 

truly spherical form, nigh degree of finish and general excellence,” t uniformity of lize, 

AND RED LABEL, 

Gunpowrler. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s * Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (Coarse). Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed im square 
ters of 1 lb. only. 

Hazards “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
63 lb, kegs. A fine grain, Pas and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. ell adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Hoazard’s ‘ Duck Shooting,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 64 aud 12} Ib, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke any other brand, and 1t is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s * Kentucky Rifle.” 

SFPG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
323g and 634 tbs, and cans of 5 lbs,.e@ FFG 18 also 
packed in land 34 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The ¥FFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” PG is 
the standard Rife powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

AN GUARD CHIN Oi kaGUE BANE 
FACTURED 10 ORDER? tOO™ 
The aboye can be bad of deaiers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agente in every prom‘nent city, or wholesale 
st our office, 

68 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Auy worker can make $12 4 day athome, Costly 
GOLD Outfit free. Address Tave & Co,, Auguste, Maine, 

dtlediginal, 

BRANDRETH'S PILLS. 

We believe these celebrated pills are pra-ordained 
by their inherent merits to be the medicine of 
the world. They impart a power by which every 
organ of the body becomes heaithy. Wature has 
formed the bowels 80 that they are capable of draw- 
ing to them the impurity of any organ of the body, 
however distant. Sowe have little more to do when 
we are sick than to purge freely with a medicine 
time has proved will not hurt. This treatment 
always quickly restores the health when adopted in 
time. 

BRANDRETE’S PILLS 

cure both costiveness and diarrhoea. Ask the mon 
who was dying from constipated bowels what cured 
him; he tells you Brandreth’s Pills, Ask him who 
had dysentery for months what cured him; he ssys 
Brandreth’s Pills. They are the best medicine for 
Small Pox, and they prevent any marks. A casé oc~- 
rurred recently where Brandreth’s Pills cured a 
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctors said could 
only be removed by amputation; yet twenty-five 
boxes cured it and restored the patient’s health. 
Reference, W. M. Skinner, of White Plains. 
Brandreth’s Pills are not a quack medicine, butia 

scientific preparations, which have been prepared 
hy the present proprietor for oyer fifty years. They 
are wholly composed of innocent herbs and vegeta- 
ble essences, are incapable of hurting the moat deli- 
cate, yet Sure to cleanse the bowels and blood and 
exert a curative effect upon every form of disease, 
Where for twenty years the patient had no moye- 
inent of the bowels without meédicioe or mechanical 
means, a month’s use of Brandreth’s Pills eured, 
restoring the bowels ™ fi elt & 

‘Phe secret of recruiting the vital principle is dis- 
covered in this medicine; if gencrates and increases 
healthy animal warmth. Provided the great organs 
ere not Irreparably injured, there is no disease 
Grandreth’s Pilis will not cure, Remember, they 
concentrate the vitality of the system to eject the 
disease wherever located in the hody. 

BRANDRETH’S PILLS 

are sold by all dealers—26 cents a box, either sngar- 

counted or plam—and at Dr. Brandreth’s 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 

294 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK, 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Back, Sides and Loins, are positively oured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy 

Gravel and Bright’s disease, No matter of how 
long standirg the case may be, positive relief is 

had in from ons to three days. Do not despair; 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 

never fails. It is purely a vegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of cases that have 

been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians have been permanently cured, It is 
also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 
eal societies throughout the country. Soldin 

bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles, 

whichis enough to cure the most aggavated case, 

sent to apy address on receipt of five dollars. 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders 
to be addressed to 

Gra 8 Remedy|Manufacturing Co., 

pb4 MAIN ST, - - WORCESTER, MASS. 
———————————— 

a week In yonrtwn town, Terms and §65 outit free 
$66 Addresa H, Hatumtr & Co., Portland, Maine, 
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Sportsuen’s Rautes, 

EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LIN@ 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE, 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA, 
COMMENCING JULY 17, 1878 

BTATION IN NEW YORK—Poot of Libert; at. NW. Ri. 
Leave New York for Trenton and Philudelpiia at 

6:30, 8, 9:30, 16:15, 1i:80 A. M., 1:50, 4:00, D120, 12 P, M., 
and at 4:50 P.M. for Trenton. 
Leave Philadelphia from station North Pennsyl- 

Vania Railroad, Third and Berka sbreets, at G45 
{ways 7145, 0:80, 11:80 A, M., 1:80, 4:80, 4216, 6:45 12200 

- M. 
Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Mon- 

By), 6:50, 8:19, 10:20 4. m,, 12:15, 2:16, 5:00, 4:55, 6:30 
P.M, 

Pullman Drawing Room Cars are attached to the 
0:30 a. M., 4:00, 7. M. trains from New York and to 
the 7:45, A. M., 1:30 r. M, traing from Philadelphia, 
Sunpay TaAine—Leave New York and Phila- 

delphia at 9700 A. M., 6:30,12 P.M, Leaye New York 
for Trenton at 9:30 A, M. wad 6:30 P, uw. “Leave Tren- 
tor for New York at 1:20, 9:50 A. M., 6:10 F, M, 
Boats of the * Brooklyn and Erie Annex” make 

connection at Jersey City station to and from Brook- 
Wyn and Brie Depot, Jersey City. 

Tickets for ale at fool of Liberty street, Nos. 629 
and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all cilces 
of the Erie Railway in New York and Brooklyn, anc 
at No.4 Court street, Brooklyn, Baggage checxed 
from residence to destination. 
Beptis ly H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pasa. Agent 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO, 

Respectfully invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching moat of the 
TROTYING PARES and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States.+ hese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT FOINTS, avoid the dim- 
culties and dangers of réshipment, while the excel- 
lent cara which run oyer the amooth steel tracks en- 
Able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORFED without fallure 
or injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
alse reach the beat lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
tm Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS ure sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MONNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
BQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSHY COAST 
reuowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER PLN 
AND FEATHER, 

1. P, FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, fehl t-t 

GrlGAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
_ THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chi'ago to St. Louis, smi Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACOOMMODATIONS IV 
HVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will tind splendid shooting om the 
line of this road; prairie chicken BERG, Pe brant, 
nail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the gteat Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Theral arrangements for transport af Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
eral Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Iie 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDIVNA 

JACKSONVILLE, 8ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to RAVANNAHY and thence 

by railroad or stexmboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent. 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8.8. Oo,, 

Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phila. 

Deci4-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH 10 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 

abd return for $20 are sold at 68 Clark street, or the 
©. M. and St, Pani, Madison Street Depot, Chicage ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equlpage taken free, 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

*“Foreat and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing ; Botterout Creek and Lake for 
quuscalonge; the many branches aud lakea of the 
Flambeau and Chippewas which teem with bass, pike 
and pickers), meyer till Jast season fished by sports. 
men. Between Silver Creok gud Ashland all are 
trout stream, and many others can be easily reached 
glong the ashore from Asliand or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling im the 
Bay affords excellent sport, 
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, bullt Jast 

year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a 
Bteam-yacht, fall and rowboat and excellent guides. 
navte atmosphere at Asliluud ib & sure preventive of 

y fever, 
Steam-ra from Ashland to all Lake Poris, 
Send for G iide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 
Toy? 6m Milwaukee, Wik, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Kivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieti 
Gnd fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, sulpe, Weodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc,, etc. 

Man carried free, 

through the moat beautiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 

Sportsmen's Rautes, Spartsmen’s Routes, 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 5, AND 8T, 

JOHNS, N. B. 

_ THE FIRST-CLASS SPTEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 
ALHAMBRA, Capt, McTihinney, 

form &@ regular line between aboye ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Persons visiting Nova Scotla, Newfonndland 
orthe Lower St, Lawrence will fad this the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion, Time between New York and Halifax about 
sixty hours, one half of trip throngh Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 
Cabin presage including stateroom and mieala, 

New York aud H, alifax, $15 gold; New York and St, 
Jonn#, £30, gold, Hxcursion tickets at reduced 
rates, For schedule ofsailings and further particu- 
lara apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
86 West street, N. Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N. 8., HARVE 
& CO., St. John’s, N. FB. je206m 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under oné management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and,with 
its humerous bratcheés and connections, form: the 

The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 
to the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 
West Virginia: 

és of game 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one. dog for each sporte- 

The Route of the Tourist 

watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Rallroad connections at Cincinnati, with tha Wast, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North ahd Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyle with the South. All modern improvements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

¥ 

ap Richmond, Va, shortest and qnickeet route between Chicago and all 
peeks in cae Matai oKiere acMe at 

r . ; Minnesota, lowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
(SOXEY ISLAND-BRIGHTON BEACH. — | Western ‘Territoties, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 

FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best ronfe for all 
oinia in Northern Mlinois, lowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 
yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevuda, California, Ore- 

gov, China, Jtpan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE fs the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PRTER LUNE is thé only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota, Iis 
GREEN BAY AND MAQUETTE LINE 1s the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hecunaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior couniry. its FRERFORT AND DUBUQ 

{ LINE is the only route for Higin, Rockford, Free- 
port und all points yia Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAOKEE LINE ig the old Lake Shore 
rotite, and Js the only one Tee eae: Eyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Aukegan. Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
ara now runuing regularly between Chicago and 
Counoil Blnifs, om (he Ca'ifornia Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leave Chisige daily, except Sun- 
day (and on eyery third Sanday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A, M, and arrive at Council 
DBloifa next morning. 
Kast-bound t .6y lave Council Blas at §:30'P. u., 

dally, exeept Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
2" No other rdada west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
onr Iowa line to-day offera more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Picke:el and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West. 
New York office, No, 415 Brondway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. 4H. STENNETT, Gen. Manager, Sue 
e 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R. 

SUMMER ARRANGEMBNT, 
Commenciig July 2, 1878. 

Trains for Coney Island—Leave depot on Flatbush 
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7330, 8:30, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11240 A, BY,, 12 a6, 
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 3720, 8:40, 4, 4220, 
4740, G, 5:20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 6:4, T, 7:16, 7:30, 7:45, 8, 
©:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 Pr. a, 
Returning from Beach—i, 8, 9, 10, 10:80, 11, 11:20, 

=1:40 A. My, 12 u., 12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3, 
8,20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:90, 6:40, 7 
7:20, 7:85, 1:50, 8:05, 8:20, $:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
P.M 
Sundsy Trains to Island—s8:50, 9, 0:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 a, af, 12.af,, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 
2:40, 8, 3:20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5,20, G:40, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:30, 8, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 P. uw, 
Returning from Island—9, 9:80, 10, 10:28, 10:40, 11, 

11:20, 11-40 A. M., 12 Me, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 
8:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:20, S:4ih, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
P, M. 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion 
tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cents. Grand con- 
certs évery afternoon and everiug by Conterno’s 
Dien ireaue Regiment Band. 
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet sololat, hud been 

engaged for the season. 
The following horse-car lines run irectly to de- 

pot: Flatbush avenue irom Fulton Ferry; Bergen 
street, 8. B.; Franklin syenue, frem Sonih Seventh 
street Ferry, E. D,, and Nostrand ayenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W.&. DORWIN, Sup't. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Gen. Pass, Agent, Chicago. 

TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIER 41. N. R., foot of Canal street, 

daily, except Sundays, at 6 P M., Commecting at 
Albany with xpress ee 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, runolug through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of tea or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapida, Cc. J. IVES. 
E. F. WINSsLOw, Agent. 

General Manager, tf 

Saratoga, Lake Chrmplain, Lake George, 
the Adirondacks, Montreal, and all points 
North aod West. 
t- THIS I8 ‘tHE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACKS ON THEN. Y.C. BR. &. 

STATERCOMS, Si and $2. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Oflice on the pier, at all Westcott Express oitces, 
at all the hotels aud ticket offices in New York, or 
of connecting Railrond and Steamboat Lines. 

S. HE. MAYO, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the fines! 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun. 
Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 

Island, aud points on the Peninsula, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
pus country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.” Norfolk 
gteamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 3 P.M. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
Sf., New York, Ren 29 1¥ 

Hotels und Resayts for Sportsmen. 

Gen, Passenger 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1873.— 
Ferryhosts lerve New York from James Slip 

daily except Sundaya) 20 minutes, and from Thirty- 
oOurth street, Haat River (duily) 15 minutes preyious 
to departure of trains, and from South Wall sireet, 
Fulton and Catharive ferries (datl,) 30 minutes pre- 
yious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic ayenoes, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Aunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Grvenpo!t, Sag Harbor, ete., 8:30 4. M., 
4P.M., and on Saturdays at 3:40 P.M. Wor Patch- 
ogue, ete., 980 A. M., 433Uandér.M. For Babylon, 
efe., at 9:80 A, M., 4, 4:30,5and6P.m. Vor Port 
J elferson, efc., ot 10 A.M. and 4:30P.M. Hor North- 
ort; efe., ab 10 A. M., 3:40, 4.30 and 6:30PM. For 
eust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4. M., 8:30, 4:80, 5:36 

and 0:30 Pr. au, For Par Rotkaway, ste., at 9:30 A, we, 
4, 4:30, 5,6 And 7P.mM. For Garden City and Hemp- 
atead, §:30 and 10 A, M., 3:80, 4:30, 6:30, 6:30 P.M, and 
12715 night, and from Long Laland City only 9:30 a. M., 
1:80 and 6:30r.M, SUNDAYS—For Pcrt Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,, 9 A.M. Babylon, etc., @and 7 P, Mm. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9.4. uM. and 6:30 r. w,, 
Garden City and Hempstend, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Islaud Ci'y only 9:30 a. Mw, and 
5307, M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, .etc., aa per time tables. 
Ticket ofllves In New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Silp and Thirty-fonrth 
street ferries, at the offices of *' The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brouklyn, No, #23 Wash- 
ington stree| and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

8. SPENCER, Gen’l Sup't, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen Pass. Agent. fe6 tr 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO. 

f°% NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and iptermediate 

pointe. The new and elegant steamer Continental 
eaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) at 8. A passenger train will be in walling = 
on the wharfat New Haven and leaye for Spring- 
fleld and way stations on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Elm Clty leaves New York at 

li. w., connecting with pussenger train in waiting 
on Wharf at New Wayen, leaving 6:15 A, m, Tickets 
sold and b é checked at 944 Brosdway, New 
York, gud 4 Court street, Brooklyn, Excursion to 
New Haven and return, $1,50, Apply at Gebteral 
Suet on the pler, or to RICHARD ECK, General 

priate 

Faterredoced to $3 per day for all 
the parlor floor, without bathe. 
Rooms with bathe, $3.50, $4, and $4.60 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel inthe World to show as 

large arid ga eleruntly Mmroished reoma a3 those of 
the SHERMAN. Jeno uf 

rooms aboye 

Hotels and Hesorts for Sportsmen. 

Grand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY ISLAND, 

NEENAH, WIS. 

FISHING AND ANGLING.—To the sportsman 

and angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater ins 

dacementa, the catch of fish during the season being 
at all times good, and the varieties such as to make 
it fitat-clars pport. Black and silver bass, muses 

longe, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock basa 

and perch, are the common yarleties caught, and ag 
the best Dshing grounds sre within a few rods of the 

house, no time is lostin going orcoming.  je20 am 

Wild. Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, I, I, 
By 8 practical gunner and an old bayman, 

always on hand the best of boats, hatearieg? rie 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the conat. The best ground Inthe vielnity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his enests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, L Novs tf 

Greenwood Lake. 

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THE ONLY THROUGH 
WwooD. 

ROUTE TO GREEN- 
LAKE, <5 

Splendid Bass and Plekerel Fishing—Beautl- 
qul Lake and Mountain Scenery. 

Traing leave New York, foot of Courtlandt and 
Desbrosees streets, daily (Sundays excepted) at 5:20 
A, M. and 4:30 P, M, 
Lesye Brooklyn, via Anuex boata foot of Fulton 

street, AL 8 A. M. and 4 P.M. 
Pullman Parlor Car on 4:80 P, M, train, 
Through coach daily between Hackensack, Pater- 

gon and Greenwood Lake. 
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York or 

Jersey (ity, $2.00 Parties of fifteen or more per 
Bons, $1.60 each, 

J. F. MACKIE, Gen. Pass. Agent. 
2 

HE SUBSCRIBER desires a capitalist or associa- 
if tion of gentlemen to jolu him in the erection of a 
select family hotel or club house on the mostbeauti- 
ful and eligible situation a1 Greenwood Lake, N. Y., 
‘with from twenty to afty acres of land, a8 may be de- 
sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares in the enterprise. 
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also forsale, 
in plots to sult, on favorable terms, Circulars can 
be had at office of Forest and SvREAM, Apply to 
or address 8. CALDWELL, Greemwood Lake, 
Orange County, N.Y. mayl6 tf 

RANDON HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, N. ¥. Splendid bass, fishing 

good boating and bathing. Telegraph office im 
Nouse. Take Montclair aud Greenwood Lake Rail- 
way. 
—_— 
rVRAPHAGEN HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 

Orange County, N. Y., L.¥.JENNESS. Anex- 
céllent family hotel, Also good accommodations 
for the aporisman. Good boats and every facilty 
for fishing. jet3 8m 

RADNER HOUSER, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. ¥., Bey 16, 187% 

Terms—s2 per day. $3 to $10 per week. Free stages 
for puests to and from ihe steamboat dack at 
ARINGTON to the house. G, 8, BRADNHR, Pra- 
prietor, jy4 3m 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

SPORTSMEN, 
TAKE IT EASY. 
Common-Sense 
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS. 

My Reading and Writing-Table 
is separate from eliair, snd is Se- 
cured in position by astrong but- 
ton. Is easily adjusted tonearly 
all kinds of #rm-chairs, bot 
shonld be used on my No, 4, 5, 
or 18, to give complete satisfac SS. 
tion. Table can be set at any angle desired, or 
lowered to goud position for writing, 
table for an invalid. Cutting-board gor the ladies, 
None of your ilttie 7x9 affairs; but is 16x82_inches, 
Cannot be got out of order, 
My Chairs and Rockera are made upon honor, 

stamped and warranted, Are unsnrpassed for com- 
fort and durability. The favorite seat in the best 
houses of our land, See that diy name is stamped 
on chair before purchasing : 
Send etamp for Llustrated price-List, 

B, Ay SINCLAIR, 
Moattyille, N. ¥. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Guus, Cutlery and Surgical Inatrumenta. 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best gun oll In the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘Iti 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of gong.” 
The trade supplied hy sole manwfactnrer, G@HO, 

B. EATON, 570 Pasvonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. d. 

Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm 
Read & Sons, Boston, Maus.; 8. Kitiredge & Co,, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. KE, Eaton, Chicago, Il.; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY_MAID. 

Rug 18t 
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COMPASS. 
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THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made. As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the ForssT AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any: part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

ASHANTEER 

Pocket Hammock. 
THE GENUINE IS NOT MADE OF HEMP, COT- 

TON OR GRASS, 

Size No. 3, extra large and of double strength, 
weight 3 lbs, sent by mail on receipt of $5.40. In- 
clude ropes, Scréw hooks and rubber packing case. 
Substitutes for trees shewn above, $1 per set. 
Descriptive circular free. 

MoCOY & SANDERS, Sorz Acznts, 
134 Duane St., New York. 

GO0OD’S OIL TANNED. 
MOCCASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable. Made to order 

E s in a variety of styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 8 
HUTCHINGS, P. O, Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
sor to Frank Good.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberson & Co,, 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Oo., 712 
Market street, Philade)phia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass, 

(Succes- 

716 Shooting Yachting Gaiter 
Coat. Shirt. Pantaleons. 

The largest assortment of SHOOTING GARMENTS 
in the World. 

Tilustrated price list will be sent to any address on 
letter ol request, 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON CITY. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Hyery Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
BEND FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

THOMAS ALDRED’S 

Superior Archery. 
W. HOLBERTON & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS, 

117 FULTON STREET, N. ¥. 
ry fine stock of the aboye first-class makera 

eooda tu8t arriying. Liberal discount to the trade. 

Hine Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies, tied after 

Mepride, Thad. Norris, or other patterns, in a 

Buperior manner, consi ty aw StOCK, 5259 oad 

ut Flies, per dozen, $1, are 

Maine and Binck Bass Flies,£with [double 
8, per dozen, $2. 

guar eS Black Bass Files, with double guards, 
per dozen, 53. 3 

Salmon Flies, per dozen, $5. 

See other advertisement. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopteans. 

& HT. ANTHONY & ©O., bol Broadway, 

e N. Y¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames ; 
‘Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 

Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, Photographie Ma- 

terials, Awarded First Premium at nents and 

Philadelphia, 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THB 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and In use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Kim-fre ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 

BONEHILL CUN. 

No. 511.—Top-action, treble safety! 

bolt, extension rib, rebounding locks, 

laminated barrels, Patent fore en 

fastening. Cheapest gun in the mar- 

Ket. 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and am- 

Send stamp for Illustrated Circu- 

munition, 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns 

NOW READY. 

, BARTON & CO., 
2-337 Broadway, New York. 

Lo eS IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case.. 
Six-strip hexagonal fy rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip ca: 

Pee Lee eae OR OM Aer Aen? LAR TY a 
H. eepiehlal a ts six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip 

ANd tip CASG........-...0e ess Ceara es OA eR tye tek a) Serer covbgoth sabe FEo38 aedivees sa 
HH, L. LEONARDS Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silyer mounting, three-Joint, extra tip and 

tip case, waterproof ferrules, ,.......-.0.0-+--00- Be spore og Man cin waceaseetras eget Sa ee 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full monnted, two middle joints and three tips, 10i4Tt...... 7 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middie Joints 

7 00 

Andothree tips. os ete die). cases acon veces, se ot sya tt ary ne Wisecsduuedde Sssnsnun ps Pnbad seer’ cies 5 00 
Russia-leather fy-book, with the ‘‘ Hyde” clip, large slae.... ene Se 5 00 
Russia-lesther fly-book, with the “Hyde” clip, small size.. - 3 50 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from.......+..-.-+ . 6c, to 10c, per yang 

A eee 6 Helgramites or Dobson bait for blacx bass, each ..-- > etenass ; 
A large assortment of tront and black bass flies from........ cee saseerenss = o$l £0 $2,50 per dozen 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tled to order. Also Flies dressed to any dealred pattern. 

Duited States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., ulckel, each.......-. . $2 60 
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 cal., nickel, each... . £50 

THESE PISTOLS . 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 

Agents for Huber’s Champlon Glass Ball Trap...sscsaceseosteeeas ter sstserseeseseseess Cach 89 00 
us Amateur rf rt Wh SemuaeE t-te sks Renee tedtvere OS 5.50 

IRA A. PAINE 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of osaleable articles for the ea Trade, 

when you can purchase the Beat Ball ever made at prices less than ia vharged for other inferior balls, 

Wo other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

made, It will break in every instance when hit by_shot, and is sufticiently strong to prevent breakages 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

Send for price list. Specialinducements to the trade » 

™ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N.Y. 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not Hable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any 
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shiprieng 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insnres the breaking of the ball when hit. 

= CAPTAIN BOGARDDUS was the first to introduce the 
ROUGH BALL, and at a price farbelow the smooth ball 
at that time. 

Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 

> = era. Liberal Seer to ethan foun Save’ ‘ 

MY IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw 4 ball in any direetion from ooter a 

the option of the puller, is mow ready for the market. Price $8. Old Style, $6. 

Parties buylug glass balls will recelye, in each barrel containing 230 bails, score boek and 

rales for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 

HAGGERTY BROS. é& CO., 10 Platt Ssreet, N. Y. City, 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, 

Trap Shooting,” by A. H, BOGARDUS, contain- 
breeding and breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson. 
BOGARDUDS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill. 

econd and enlarged edition of ** Field, Cover and 

ing instractions for Glass Ball Shooting, and chapter on 

Price $3, by mail, postage paid, Address, Capt, A. H. 

ecé tf 

BAYUISs MICKEL PLATED. 

RECAPPER and EXTRACTOR. 
This implement Is nsed either fer 10 or 12-gauge 

braas or papérehells, thus saving the cost of one im- 
plement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker and 
Hea the best implement they ever used. Price 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Sone Agent, 

Dealers in Guns, Pistols, Etc., 
SL CHAMBERS ST.. NEW YORE. 

THE LITTLE CIANT 
COMBINATION 

To Tourists, Travelers, Base Ball- 
ists, Croquet Players, Sportsmen, 
Fishing Parties, ‘Summer Vacation- 
ists, and al! others who appreciate a 
portable and convenient stool. This 
novel invention is a beautifnally fin- 

- ished cane, which can be Changed in 
toacamp stool. Warranted to sus- 

tain a weight of 300lbs. Its weight complete is one 
ponnd. Seat by mail for $2.25. FRENCH MANU- 
FACTURING COMPANY, Brockton, Mass. 

32 page catalogue sent free. my23 lyr 

{Oand 12-Gauge Now Ready. 

ANS 
thirty seconds 

RHyery shooter should have “ Dndley’s Patent Pock- 
et Cartridge Loader,’ as he is then prepared for all 
emergencies, at Rome or in the field. . 

It extracts tight shells; it uncaps, londs, re- 
caps, creases nué@ crimps old or new shells, 
and welghs but four ounces. 
Nickel-plated sample will #e sent free by mail on 

receipl of two dollars. Send for descriptive circular, 
directions, recommendatiozs, etc. 

DUDLEY & Co., 
jy25 1m Poughkeepsie, N. ¥ 

NDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHT— 
ING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO 

GOLD WATCHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Hunting Cases, These watches are accurate 
time-keepers; elegant appearanee and complete 
Satisfaction guaranteed; warranted to stand any 
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
$15, Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12. These 
watches we will send to any part of country CO, 0, 
D., with privilege of examination before purchasing, 
free of charge. Magnilicent yest chain, yery ele- 
want, from $3 to $10. Ladies’ chains, same quality, 
from $s10 $10. F. C MILLER & CO,, 125 Fulton 
Street, N.Y. P. O. Box 3,735, Please mention 
this pauper. jel3 im 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’sa snperior Target ond Tourists 

Telesco.;es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT, 
MERRILL’S SONS, sole agents in U. S., 179 Water 
street, New York. jyll 3m 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
6567 SOUTH STK EET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Matilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manila bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

je27-ly 

fishing Tackle. 

Craige’s Full-Length Fly Bock 
with the ‘Hyde Clip,” bonnd in fine Russia Leather 

: and sewed. 
No. 1 book, stiff eover, holding1 grogs files, $7 00 
Nise o Nlexible ** of Sdozen “ 6 00 
No, 4 a a7 te tr 6 “ce g TS 

Sent C, O. D. oruponreceiptof price. Steadman’s 
Flea Powder and Areca Nat, each 50 cents per pack=- 
ages postpaid. THMPLE F_ CRAIGE (formerly at 
W. Holberton’s Sportsmen’sa Emporium), Sportsmen's 
Purchasing Agent. Office, 95 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

Fish& Simpson’s 
INE W 

Focket Scale for Sportsmen. 
A very handsome article, entirely rust 

\ proof, being mite of the best hard brass, 
|aeavily nickel-plated, only meéasurea Sin, in 

“Wee length by 2gin. in diameter, and of which the 
/ annexed cut is a true illustration. Thia 

balance scale has heen designed especially ag 
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Bower and Gardener Birds. 
(Abridged from the Italian of Dr. O, Beccari,) 

By T. M, Brewer, . 

ELD brilliant colors of birds, their elegant forms and their 

songs, exert a potent fascination and stimulate us, al- 

most involuntarily, toa careful observation and study of these 
peculiar forms of animal life. At the same time their inter- 
esting habits, with ihe constant evidences of a superior intel- 
lience, inspives us with wonder. Who has not admired the 

studied care, the patience and the ingenuity they display in 
the creation of their nests? Need J mention such construc- 
tions as those of the weavers, the repubicans, the builders of 
pensile nests, the humming-bird, and many others? In all 

these there is made manifest a necessity that incites it to build 
‘a nest; the care taken to render the abode for its children 

eommodious, capacions, sheltered from train and other expo- 

sures, ind inaccessible or concealed from the notice of its ene. 
mics, ‘ 

It ig now, moreover, well known that there is one entire 

group of birds who are not content with a simple nest in 

which to deposit their eggs and rear their young, or with 
making use of the same as 8 mere place of residence. Jn 
this sroup we find luxury, refinement, and ‘esthetic tastes s0 
far combined as to induce its members to construct special 
places for their retreat, which they, from time to time,rem- 
hellish and adorn according to their fancy, snd in which they 

indulge in pleasures and follies of various kinds. It is to the 
family of Birds of Paradise that these winged Sybarites 
belong. They are species belonging to the genera Chiamydo- 
dera, Ptilonorhynohus, Sericulus and Amblyornis, and inhabit 

exclusively Australia and New Guinea. 
At present the structures of the CiJamydoder@ are the best 

known. The English call them playing-places, halls, play- 

houses, but most commonly bowers, but which we of Italy 

would regard as best indicated by such terms as arbors, gal- 
Jeries or cabins. The birds which construct them are gener- 
ally known as bower birds. So extraordinary did these 
structures at first appear that nobody seemed to haye deemed 
it possible that they could be the work of any animal, and 

they were presumed to be rude cradles made by the natives 

for their infant children, Jt was afterward ascertained that 
they could not be nests, as these are made by the OAlamydo- 

derm after the manner of other birds, among the branches of 

trees, in form and size not unlike those of the common jay. 
The Ch. nuchalis is a bird not much larger than the European 
missel thrush, of plain brown colors—not handsome, but with 
g beautiful rose-colored spot on the back of its neck, tts 
arbor has the form of a straight gallery, is made of slicks 
fastened in the ground and arranged so as to meet at the top, 
and thus create a roof after the manner of the most prinutive 
cabins. The ground all around is strewn with shells, This 
Hird has been seen frequently to take up a shell in its beak 
and to carry it throngh the gallery, taking it now from one 
place and now irom another. In like manner the galleries of 
the Ch. maculata are made of twigs, but are also beautifully 
Tined with tall grass, so disposed as to meet at the top. The 
decorations are abundant and consist of bivalve shells, crania 
of small animals, and other hones, whitened by long exposure 
to the solar rays. According to the accounts giyen by vari- 
ous observers, these shells must haye been transported quite a 
long distance, as the nearest streams from which they could 
have heen collected are often quite remote. It hag also been 
Stated that many individuals of this species meet in the mid- 
dle of these galleries to pay their court to the females, and 
that the same galleries ara resorted to year after year. The 
Gh, gutiata likewise constructs its galleries. with straight 
lines, while all around on the ground are found the stones of 
fruit worn by the action of the sea, which is at, such a dis- 
fance that their transportation must haye reqnired a great 
deal of painstaking on the part of these birds. 

The galleries of the Ci. Cerviniventris differ from those of 
all the others in haying walls that are much thicker and more 
upright, though occasionally slightly inclined one toward the 
‘other at the summit, and consequently the inner passage is 
quite narrow. ‘This is constructed of strays fastevied into a 
platform of twigs filled with loose earth, It 1s about 1.20 
metres in length, but not quite so broad. Mere and thiere, hy 
way of decoration, are strewn berries, shells of snailé and 
seashells, One gallery was found to be 1.22 metres in length 
with a height of .46, with a number of fresh berries, scabtere 
over it. ‘ 

Other birds belonging to the genus Piilorynchus construct 
@alleries that display an equal degree of ingenuity. The 
satin bower-bird, 2. vielaceils, makes a gallery similar to that 
the Chiamydodera, and decorates it with objects of bright 

| birds, bleached bones, Jand shells, etc. 
colors such as it can collect—namely, brilliant feathers of 

Some of the feathers 
are thickly intermingled with the straws, while the other 
ornaments—the bones and the shells—are scattered about 
near the entrance of these structures. The disposition which 
this bird manifests lo appropriate for ilself every, altractive 
object it meets with is so great that the natives search their 
galleries in quest of articles they may haye lost. Stone 
hatchets are said to have been found in them, as well ag frag- 
ments of blue cotton cloth, probably picked up from some 
encampment of the natives. 

It may here be remarked that the instinct that prompts its 
members to collect bright, shining objects, so common a pe- 
culiarity of the crow family, and one so well known, indi- 
cates their hardly doubtiul relationship to the birds of Para- 
dise. Gan it be that here by chance we find indicated by 
these habits well marked evidences of an inherited moral 
character, indicating traces of a common origin in the long 
distance? ‘Then, too, there isthe regent-bird, Sericulus me- 
Yinus, which also builds for itself a gallery, in which it 
amuses itself and meets its lady-love, but these are described 
as haying little or no ornament. Count Salvadori ig of the 
opinion that the Xandtomelus aureus will also be found to con- 
struct similar pluces of retreat, and I was informed when in 
Papua that it builds a nest on the ground. It may be that 
this so-called nest really refers to a gallery similar to that of 
allied species. 

‘Lhese constructions are spoken of as the most marvelous in- 
stances that have ever been discovered of the architecture of 
birds. But how insignificant arethey in comparison with those 
of the Amblyornis tnornata, which I am about to describe. 

Thaye thus passed carefully in review all that is known of 
all the most remarkable achievements of other species, that we 
may be able all the better toappreciate the genius of this 
wonderful creature, which, under so modest an exterior, con- 
ceals the best developed intellect of any member of the entire 
class of birds, 
And when we consider that the family to which the 4m- 

blyornis belongs, as do all that construct galleries, the birds of 
paradise, and that this family combines with species possess- 
ing the greatest elegance of plumage, others that manifest the 
greatest development of intellect, we seem justified in regard- 
ing it as the most perfect representative of the entire class. It 
is noteworthy that among the birds of Paradise those that are 
adorned with beautiful feathers do not constrict bowers. This 
is a gift exclusively to those members of this family that have 
the most modest plumage, and it would seem as if the intelli. 
gent mind of these led them, in their endeavors to distinguish 
themselves, to pursue a different course from those that com- 
bine in their own person so high a grade of physical beauty, 
The Amblyornis inernata, which I propose to call the 

gardener, is a bird about the size of our missel thrush. Its 
specific name well characterizes its unattractive appearance. 
It is entirely destitute of ornament, and is probably, of all its 
family, the most wanting in bright colors. It is almost wholly 
of an obscure shade of brown, with a rufous tinge, and there 
is no appreciable difference between the sexes. It was found 
Several years since by the hunters of Count Rosenberg, but 
the first notices of its constructing, which were! spoken of as 
nests, were given me by the hunters of Signor Bruiju., These 
had made an attempt to transport one entire to Jernate, but 
Were unsuccessful, on account of its great size and the diffi- 
culties of the road. 
On the 20th of June, 1875, 1 had the yery great good for 

tune to be able to examine one in the remote mountain re- 
cesses where it had been constructed. It was on the fifth day 
after we had left Andai, going direct to Hatam, on Mt. Arfak, 
Thad been compelled to remain a whole day at Warmendi, in 
order thst my carriers might rest. Andon this day I was 
accompanied by only five men, as I had been obliged to leave 
behind me several of my hunters, down with the fever, and 
my ites carriers did not consider themselves sufficiently 
rested. 
Thad left early in the morning; it was already an hour 

past noon, and we were still moving on in a very fatiguing 
course. We had allowed ourselves no rest, because we had 
but a short distance to go before we would reach Hatam, our 
journey’s end. 
We were passing over the slope of one of the foot-hills of 

Mt, Arfak; the virginal forest was lofty and lonely, hardly 
penetrated by a single ray of the sun; the ground was free of 
underbrush ; a well-trodden path showed that dwellings could 
not be far distant, We had just passed a small spring, from 
which it was evident the natives often came to draw water. 
At every step I met with objects never seen by me‘pefore ; a 
species of Balanoplora, growing after the manner of the pe- 
culiar knobs of the orange-tree, were on the ground all about 
me, like somany fungi; clegant palms and strange forms of 
plants attracted my notice. My attention was continually dis- 
tracted by the songs and cries of birds that I knew must be 
unknown and undescribed, as always happens when we ven- 
ture into a region for the first time and never before explored, 
Eyery movement of the leaves led me to anticipate some new 
discovery ; nor was it mere anticipation, for almost every cis- 
charge of my gun brought with iteome new surprise. The 
birds we met with were for the most part not only different 
from those of the plains, but were very often wholly new 
to me. 
Thad just shot'a small marsupial as it was climbing in the 

manner Of a squirrel the bare and upright trunk of a large 

tree, when, turning suddenly round, I found myself in close 
proximity to the path directly in front of a piece of workman- 
ship more exquisitely lovely than the ingenuity of any animal 
had ever before been deemed capable of constructing. It was 
a miniature cabin in the midst of a miniature meadow, decked 
with flowers. I recognized at once the famous ‘‘ nests” that 
had been described to me by the hunters of Bruiju, but which 
Thad always supposed must be made for another purpose 
than that of a nest, although J was at that time in total ig— 
norance of the constructions of the Chlamydodera, Icon- 
tented myself witha momentary and very superticial examina- 
tion of this marvel, enjoining upon my hunters not to disturb 
it. But all my experience in Papua has since convinced me 
that these directions were unnecessary. Although directly on 
their path, this cabin had remained untouched, showing in 
what a friendly and peaceful estimation its inhabitants had 
been regarded, until their evil star had brought me to disturb 
them in their quiet and peaceful abode. We were then at an 
elevation of about 4,800 feet. After a half-hour’s steep ascent 
we reached our place of destination. 
During the first few days, the putting of my house in order 

and the urgent and necessary labor in the preservation of the 
vast collection of new and precious specimens that had been 
accumulating day after day on my hands, preyented my im- 
mediate return in order to re-visit the cabin of the Amblyornis, 
and in the meanwhile many others had been found by my 
hunters, who in a short time succeeded in procuring a num- 
ber of specimens of their builders. I was, in truth, very re- 
luctant to take the lives of these industrious little birds, and I 
had hardly allowed myself a sufficient number of specimens 
before I renewed my directions to my huters to sprre them 
and to respect their dwellings. The first cabin that I began 
to investigate was one nearest to my residence, toward which, 
at last, carly on one morning, my crayon in hand and with 
my box of colors and my gun, which I gaye to an Arfak to 
carry for me, | set out on my visit to the habitation of the 
Amilyornis, On my way [ provided for my breakfast by 
shooting a pair of fat doves, Carpophaga chaleonota, which, 
after the manner of its family, were feeding on fruit in the 
upper branches of a tall tree, where they would have been un- 
noticed had not their moving from branch to branch and their 
throwing down the fruit betrayed their retreat, 

Reaching at last the cabin Limmediately set myself at the 
task of sketching it, which sketch I haye since endeavored to 
faithfully reproduce. At the moment of my visit the pro- 
prietors of this abode were not at home. J could not well 
spare the time that would be necessary to enable me to 
thoroughly observe them. My hunters had been able to sur- 
prise the birds both in the act of entering into and of leaving 
their cabin. In order to secure specimens taken in these 
movements they waited for them to appear about their huts, 
so that there is no room for supposing that any other bird 
would have been their architects, I could not ascertain with 
certainty whether any one cabin was frequented by a single 
pair or by more, or whether by more males than females, or 
the reverse ; whether the males alone construct it, or if the 
females aid in the work, or whether they are made by the joint 
labors of several individuals. I have, however, no doubt that 
these cabins are used for more than a single season, from the 
fact that the birds are continually repairing and re-embellish- 
ing them. 

The Amblyornis selects a spot on a level with the plain, and 
in the centre of whichis a small shrub about the sizeof a 
walking-stick, around the base of which it constructs a cone, 
a span in diameter, of mosses. This is a support to the central 
pilaster, upon which the covering of the whole edifice is sup- 
ported. The height of this central support is less than that 
of the cabin, which is at least half 4 metre. All around from 
the top of this pilaster, diverging outward therefrom, arranged 
in an inclined position and in a perfectly methodical manner, 
are placed long stems. The upper ends of these are supported 
on the apex of the pilaster, the lower being inserted in the 
ground, and thus all around, except in front, In this way 
they creajje a conical cabin, exactly regular in the shape the 
whole presents when the building is completed. Many other 
stéms are interwoven with it in various ways, rendering the 
roof strong and impervious. Between the central supporting 
pillar and the circle where the stems are inserted in the groun 
there is left a circular gallery in the shape of a horsé-shoe. 
The entire structure has a diameter of about a metre. 

The stems made use of by the Ambiyornia were the slender 
amd upright forms of a species of orchid, Dendrobium, an 
epiphytal plant which grows in large tufts on mossy branches 
of tall trees. Itis as slender as small straws, about half a 
meétre in length, These are all living, and have adbhering to 
them their smal) and compact leaves; and this plant is evi- 
dently selected to ayoid the decay or dilapidation of their 
edifice; for these stems continue to maintain their life a long 
while, as indeed do most of the epiphytal orchids of the 
tropics, 

The esthetic tastes of our gardener are not restricted to the 
construction of acabin. The appreciation of the beantiful in 
the Asndlyornis corresponds to a remarkable degree with that 
we witness among man; that which is pleasing to them is 
usually p easing tous. <A taste for beautiful lowers and for 
gardens with us are indications of cultivation and refinement. 
It seems strange, with such an example set them by this bird, 
that the natives of Arfak should manifest so little taste or 
decency in their own dwellings. 

But now let us see how the gardens of the Amblyurnis are 
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made. Directly in front of the cabin is 4 level space, occu- 
7p, ing a superficies about as large as that of the structure 
i self. Itasmalllawn of soft moss, all transported thither, 
kept smooth and clean, and free from grass, weeds, stones and 
© her objects not in harmony with its design. Over this grace- 
ful green carpet are scattered fowers and fruit of brilliant 
ec lors in such 4 manner that they really present the appear- 
ance of an elegant little garden. ‘The greater proportion of 
{ ese ornaments appear to be accumulated near the entrance. 
Tiere, probably, the male brings his daily surprises in his 
tender visit to his mate. The yariety of the objects thus col- 
Jected is yery great, and they are always of brilliant colors. 
Near the entrance of this cabin were a number of the frnit of 
tie Garcinia, about the size of a small apple, and of a brilli- 
ant violet hue. Others, the fruit of the Gardenia, were nearly 
as large, and thesu having four or five valves that open irregu- 
larly, display a showy pulp and colored seeds of a bright 
safiron color, There were also many clusters of a small rose- 
colored fruit, but to what plant they belong I have not yet 
been able to ascertain ; these inclosed in their pulp a yellow 
seed that projected through the skin, with a singular effect. 
The rose-cvlored flowers of a very heaitiful species of 
Viccinium, were one of the principal ornaments, and these 
floral decorations must, of course, vary with the season. And 
not only from among flowers and fruits does the Amblyornts 
select its adornments, but bright fungi and elegantly colored 
insects are also found deposited in its garden and within the 
galleries of its cabin. Atler these objects have been exposed 
for some time, and haye lost their freshness, they are taken 
from their abode and thrown away, and arereplaced by others. 

The genius of the Amélyornis is not limited to the construc- 
tion of & houseand pleasure-grounds. It is, inother respects, a 
very intelligent bird, and one of the many names by which it is 
known is that of Burwa guru, or the master-bird. It has an 
infinite variety of notes, and imitates the songs and the cries 
of quite a large number of other birds, and thus constantly 
diversifies its melodies. It often drove my hunters nearly 
distracted when, attracted by some untamiliar ery that 
promised a novelty, it proved to be the notes of none other 
than the Amblyornis. Another name it has received is that 
of Tukan-ltabon, or gardener, which is also my name for it. 
From the facts I have given there is no room for doubt that 

the cabins and gardens of the Arndlyorws, as well as the 
galleries and bowers of their kindred, are places for pleasur- 
able retirement, where, at certain seasons, the males meet 
ous pay their addresses to the females, and cater for their 
avor. 
If the philosopher could content himself with simply recog- 

nizing natural phenomena precisely as they impress his senses, 
‘without being at the trouble of endeavoring to explain their 
origin, and if the scope of the naturalist was but to describe 
isolated facts, without attempting toinyestigate the connecting 
Jaws, and demonstrate them to others, what 1 have narrated 
touching the habits of our gardener should satisfy the most 
curious enquirer into the wonders of nature. But one always 
feels so strong a desire—amounting even to a sense of neces— 
sity—to give the explanations of the facts, that, while I do not 
intend mentioning some of the reflections that haye suggested 
themselves to me while examining these constructions of the 
Honig at any length, I cannot pass the subject by in total 
ilence, . 

It nas been the opinion, generally accepted, that the con- 
structions made by animals, especially those of birds, result 
from an innate faculty we denominate instinct. It is also 
maintained that all edificesreared by man are due to what we 
call reason. That this opinion is not well founded Wallace 
has very successfully demonstrated in his chapter on the 
Philosophy of the Nests of Birds. I might bring forward 
various facts in support of the views of this writer, and the 
cabins and gardens of the Amélyornis afford me an oppor- 
tunity only too tempting, but it is not atall convenient for me 
at present to enter upon a subject so important, to present 
which in its full and proper development would require more 
time that I have at my disposal. 

The constructions of the Améblyarnis present for our solu- 
tion a problem of no less interest: By what possible means 
can a bird reach such a point of intellectual development as to 
be able to construct an abode surpassing in ingenuity and 
artistic taste the structures of any known member of the 
winged tribes? While I cannot treat the subject with the 
fullness it deserves, [may throw some light upon it by certain 
observations made by me during my journeyings. 

Wallace maintains that no bird is able to construct a nest 
in the precise manner of other representatives of its species if 
it has not first learned their methods, either from its own 
parents or from others of its kind. From this it would follow 
that a bird brought up in confinement from the nest cannut 
construct one exactly as ils fellows build theirs when at 
liberty. 

1'o explain, then, liow from a rude receptacle of their eggs, 
hirds learn to combine their efforts in the construction of more 
perfect nests and habitations, we presume that the builders of 
the improved nests must have enjoyed greater advantages 
than those that build others less ingenious and less advan- 
tazeous, and that the superior constructions are preserved and 
nuiltiplied in preference fo the others, The theories account- 
ing for these occurrences are known as natural selection and 
sexual selection. Accor(ling to the first, these individuals are 
Télained and reproduced who are best able to resist the 
innumerable destructive forces against which they struggle for 
an existence. In accordance with the latter, the strongest, the 
most attractive, or the most intelligent individuals, obtain a 
much more numerous progeny, in consequence of the pref- 
erence piven to them by the females, 

In the special instance of the structures of the Ambiyarnis, 
this bird must be supposed to have advanced to an ability to 
build cabins and arrange gardens by the aid of natural selec- 
tions, the females constuntly indicating their preference for 
those males that could best construct their cabins and adorn 
their gardens. Asa necessary consequence those that pos— 
sessed less artistic taste, not enjoying the fayor of the females, 
remained Without progeny. And this will serve to explain 
why this bird should have been educated up to a full apprecia- 
tion of intelligence and intellectual endowments, so as to 
prefer these to mere beauty of form and the vanities of per- 
sonal adornment, 

The Ambiyornis, as well as the Chamydadera, belongs to 
the group of birds of Paradise, in which the sentiment of the 
beautiful is indisputably largely developed. In the first 
place, however, hazardous as the confession may seem, lam 
of the opinion that, rather than mere sexual selection, there 
should be supposed an intense desire to fulfill a beanti- 
ful ideal, resulting in the production of such a variety of 
forms and colors in their plumage as to render these birds 
thus resplendent ; and that a like sentiment, taking a differ- 
ent direction, instead of poner tern its force in personal 
adornments, has, in the Amblyornis, developed the taste for 

the decoration of its habitation. Whatever theory we may 
prefer to accept, I cannot doubt that the desire to be pleasicg 
to the females must have exerted a powerful influence in de- 
veloping, in the birds of Paradise, the high grade of personal 
beauly they enjoy, but J cannot understand how small 
changes, which, according to Darwin, ean only take place 
slowly and accidentally in thea mules, can have exerted any 
influence on the females, ur fat in consequence of such 
slight advantages the more ornamented individuals have 
alone been preserved. Without here intending to declare my 
entire dissent from the theory of sexual selection, I must, at 
least, express my doubts as to its essential importance, and 
point out, instead, a cause fat more potential—the desires of the 
individuals themselves acting upon their neryous impressions 
and influencing their esthetic perceptions. Ts it, for instance, 
by mere chance thet the Paradises apoda, in the morning, at 
the rising of the snn, and in the evening, at its going down, 
resorts to the tops of the highest trees of the forest that 1b may 
enjoy these phenomena in all their splendor? I do not so be- 
lieve, nor could I think that they do this in order to gain the 
food will of the females, for this they do not seem to need ; 
and however probable this may have scemed to others, what 
evidence have we that the young males do not act in the same 
manner? In confinement birds of Paradise go through the 
same performances, even when no females are present, It 
must be rather that they are strongly attracted toward the 
sun, ‘The tints observable in the heavens at these romantic 
moments are their own ideals of beauty, and must, therefore, 
exert a singular attraction ; and it is indisputable that all the 
colors in thle mantle of this species are the same as may be ob- 
served at these moments in the country they inhabit, and at 
fhe season in which alone they put on their bridal plumace, 
The dawn and the evening twilight present almost every day 
a surprising brilliance of tints. ‘The more distant clouds, and 
those nearest the horizon, are stratified and gilded by the last 
rays of the sun, now outof sight ; cirrus clouds, and darker 
onés with purple sbadings, rise above these, leaving the blue 
of the sky visible at intervals in patches. The forest presents 
its deepest shades of green, intensified by the approach of 
night. All these shades of color are reproduced with admira- 
ble exactness in the magnificent mantle of the birds of Para- 
dise. In the yellow feathers may be recognized the fine 
gilded strata of the horizon. ‘The colors of the soft down on 
the breast are most similar to those of the clouds. The bil! 
and the feet are of an azure hue, like thatof the sky. On the 
throat may be seen the colors that predominate in the forest, 
and the head has the golden yellow of the setting sun, At 
these moments this bird of Paradise abandons itself to a most 
passionate excitement; it fies from branch to branch, opens 
its wings, extends them to their full leugth, raises and de- 
presses its long plume-like feathers, now lowers and now ¢le- 
yates ifs head, utters loud cries, curves its long tail, and seems 
to delight in its own beauty and vain display. 

* How beautiful I would be, how attractive, conld I only 
adorn myself with the beautiful tints I obserye from my aerial 
heights !” may have been the aspiration of the first bird of 
Paradise when its colors did not essentially differ from those 
of the homely Amblyornta ; when perchance it may have had 
the same sober costume, the color of its own hut; when it 
may even have had its cabin, and may also have adorned its 
little garden, making grateful surprises to its lady love, de- 
positing floral offerings at the door of her chamber, But one 
day, blinded by vanity, it becomes ashamed of its modest 
abode, and holds brilliant finery preferable to the humble ob- 
scurity of its peaceful cabin, 

Is it, then, too extravagant to suppose that an intense de- 
sire, A constant belief in the possibility of attaining to this 
type of beauty may have produced a change in the colors and 
the growth of the plumage? Lthink not; and what is even 
moré surprising is that while in the region inhabited by the 
P. papuane the twilights are usvally gilded, at Waighen 
they are usually of a fiery red. 1s it then by mere chance 
that the bird of Paradise there found has a mantle similar in 
its colors to those there exhibited in these daily phenomena? 
Why does the Se/legelia caloa have its bald head of the same 
color as the sky, which it sees and admires from the branches 
at the hour of its twilight courtships? Why, under similar 
conditions, does the D, magnifica display, over its rump, 4 
mantle resembling in color and in shape that half-moon 
whose rays, perchance, illumine the arena, concealed in a 
thicket of bushes, among the shrubbery, where these clumsy 
champions, overloaded with ornament, contend for the favor 
of the modest spectators of their gallant tournament? Or is 
it by mere chance that the Cincinnarues is of exactly the same 
shade of color as the flowers of the Costus, on the seeds of 
Which it feeds? Why do the Caprimuigidm, tha owls, and 
other nocturnal birds, always wear obscure colors? Why is 
it that among them we cannot find a single species with 
bright colors, nof even green, that would be their preatest 
possible protection by day, while at night no color is of any 
moment? Why do the spots on some species of Caprimulyt 
remind us of the appearance of the heavens, clouds mingling 
with the light of the moon, and as they may appear to them 
on moonlight nights as placed on some bough, they stand hour 
after hour repeating their monotonous ery, resembling blowa 
methodically struck with a piece of wood against the trunk of 
atree? But I will not prolong suggestions that may haye no 
force, however plausible they may seem to be. 
What perception of color can a nocturnal bird possess? 

Next to none; to them the almost complete absence of light 
must make all tints nearly uniform; the only yariety must be 
limited to the more distinct spots, to himinous points and 
slight differences in tone; such as shadows present; on a clear 
night, And how shall we account for well-marked cases of 
deceptive imitation which the coloration of some birds occa- 
sion? Tor this I haye no explanation. But what can be its 
first cause? Is it to them a case of life or death to clothe 
themselves in the colors of the phenomena, of which they are 
the spectators? In order to pursue our inquiries into these 
facts, is it necessary to fall back upon the theory of natural 
selection, or, to speak more accurately, that of natural elimi- 
nation? I would say not, because with nocturnal birds there 
appears tobe no connection, while for diurnal birds, of 
brilliant colors, the gift is more one of danger to them than of 
advantage, 

Being unable, in cases of imitation, to attribute any of the 
results ta natural elimination, itremains to be seen if it can be 
caused by sexual selection. This may happen where several 
individuals begin to exhibit variations to this extent thal there 
all at once appears a cause different from what we have re- 
garded as the original oause. And here [am willing to con- 
cede, a3 in fact it has been verified, that an individual may 
hegin to exhibit certain slight variation, without any evident 
cause. We must suppose that the females notice these varia- 
tions and give their preference to those possessing these acci- 
dental advantages, Admitting, then 
must be, thus far, an advantage, and that other males labor 

that these slight changes. 

under just so mulch disadvantage, it nevertheless secins to me 
altogether too rash an assumption to assume that the latter, on © 
this account alone, are excluded from all intercourse with the 
females. If these variations take plice in a majority of the 
individuals, the minority that donot share in them may be 
eliminated ; but how can it ever happen that any such varia— 
tion can all at once become uniform in s6 many individuals ? 
This would not be difficult if it could be explained or the by- 
pothesis that these changes take place as the consequence of a 
general plane of vuriation, already established ; but it cannot 
he, on the supposition that the first variations are accidental), 
Take, for example, the case of Paradizecupoda, We willsup- 
pose & young male in the plumage of a female at the epoch | 
when it begins to show the first feathers belonging to the 
livery of an adult male. ‘There begin to’ appear yellow teathers 
On its head—but why yellow rather than red, black or blue 2 
—some resplendent green feathers on the thront, and other 
yellow feathers on its back and sides. From these few 
feathers have we the right to suppose thut in such a single 
ease there must be admitted to be a remarkable imitation of 
the sunset colors, unless we admit as established the idea of a 
plane of variation, by means of which there may be fradually 
produced a perfectimitation of the phenomena? And may it 
not be that then, by geome chance, there sprang into existence 
the feathers of a darker shade of orange that 80 closely imi— 
tate the deeper tints of the strata of clouds at the cdye of the 
horizon? These imitations may all have had their origin in 
the first fancy of the female for yellow fexthers, and, from 
this beginning, followed by a continued séries of fancies as 
also of a continued accession of bright feathers, there have 
coe at last a complete imitation of the colors at sunset. As, 
for example, in observing the sky we often sec fhe clouds now 
accumulate, now disperse, now change their shape, and then, 
all at once, give place to some capricious combination in which 
we imagine that we can detect the images of certain animals; 
but can I yegard this ag any real explanation? The better to 
explain my hypothesis, I will take in illustration a special 
case of mimicry, one in regard to which there cau br no ques- 
lion, an actual and self-evident imitation. T take, for exam- 
ple, the well-known case of the ‘living leaf "—the Phylum 
—4 species of locust which at times imitates the form, the 
color and the nervous structure of the leaf on which it lives 
so exactly that it is all but impossible to distinguish the one 
from the other. 

One can imagine what must be the effect upon a Wantis as 
it stands on a leaf and sees a bird passing close to it, knowing 
that if it is discovered by it it will be its victim; wliat can it 
do? It would gladly become invisible, it would like to be 
transformed into the leaf on which it crouches, that it mey 
escape the sharp eye of its persecutor ; but this has alread 
discovered it, seizes upon it cagerly, and with claws und hea 
tears open its head and body and strips off its legs and other 
limbs. It may happen that all the individuals found in this 
crilical position do not undergo the same fate; some escape 
the great peril. Is it strange that under the dominion of so 
strong a nervous impression there should be itmparted to the 
eggs of a pregnant female, who has witnessed the tragic fute 
of her companion, a strong predisposition affecting the parts 
susceptible of certain modifications of form by which it in- 
clines to the taking on the appearance of cerlain objects—in 
this case that of a leaf—which ha$ caused on the part of the 
female in that awful moment so lively a desire to hecome, ss 
her only means of safety? Nor is it improbable that some of 
the little ones, hatched from eggs deposited by her, will be 
moustrosities, already showing signs of limbs taking on the 
appearance of a leaf; for a monstrosity—and in this ¢ase it 
would be a monstrosity—is not a thing of slow growth, but is 
produced suddenly. Were this unusual form injurious rather 
than beneficial, it would probably not be reproduced, but 
should it appear that through this peculiarity individuals hay- 
ing this form would be more safe, and individuals by this 
means escaping, especially if found in a situation like that of 
their mother, would become sensible of the advantage of being 
able to hide by imitating the leaf on which they are placed, 
and their descendants—if not all, certainly a larger nomber 
than in the first instance—would be favored with this advan- 
tageous monstrosity, and these would continue to increase in 
number, assume a form that would be uniform, hereditary 
and, within certain limits, unchanging. 4 

Tt is well known that in certain species of Phylliam the imi- 
tation is so perfect as to deceive man himself, and becomes a 
most efficacious means of defence ; and thus the means of es- 
cape, which they possessed in the form of a Mantis, are now 
changed into a means of deceiving by fulse appearances, 
Their wings are depressed and spread out and no longer seem 
for purposes of fight; over these, nerve-like textures are ex- 
tended, as if to create an illusion and give the effect of leaves: 
the colors change with the age of the individual, imitating the 
various tints of different periods of vegetation; the legs are 
transformed into flat scales and the back into leut-like fibres - 
their bind claws have become useless for leaping, and the 
timid, suspicious disposition of the insect is changed inta 
peaceful indilference, secure in its Own tranquillity; Thesame 
takes place, in a different way, in the case of the Muollius, 
Phosma, ete., which imitate dry twigs. Jn these instances 
natural selection or rather natural elimination, in my opinion 
has had its share in the origin of these imitations; but, as it 
also appears to me, these have been brought about, more than 
by any other cause, by nervous sensations and individual 
wit. 

To claim that by simple changes, originating at first in 
mere accidents, there can be created these imitalions and 
mimicrics, without taking into account the will of the animal, 
and the idea of an established plan, would be about ag warea- 
sonable as it. would be to suppose that an architect could con- 
alruct an edifice by accumulating a mere collection of materiils 
without any clear idea of what tt is his intention to build. 

In the beginning T mentioned it as my belief that the design 
which both the trie birds of Paradise and the Ayadlyomnis, 
with their allied species, propose, the one in decorating them- 
selves, the other in the construction of cabins and gardens, 
has simply reference to the gratifications and attractions uf 
the females, I maintain that this sentiment olone, fayored 
only by the aid of natural selection, is nol enongh to create 
the colors of the one or ta develope the ability to make con- 
structions on the part of the other. Andit seems ta me to he 
by 00 means too extravagant @ supposition, that the existence 
among birds of so lively a taste for the beautiful and so strong 
a desire to possess if, a8 ta develop in the true bird of paradise 
changes of color in different parts of its plumage susceptible 
of variation, and such modification of their plumage as to give 
permanent eatisfyction, and also fo develop in the Amblyerniz 
and other allied species certain powers of observation, by 
means of which simple pritiitive impressions may develop 
into future deeds, creating in them certain powors of reasoning, 
and thus rendering possible the creation of products that Wo 
nob originate in instinct alone, 
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Mish Galiage, 
EEL CULTURE, 

(i there is any one spot for the student of the cel question 

it is the pond of Mr, James N. Wells, of Country Road, 
Riverhead, N. Y. The pond covers some five acres, and 
here in the fall of 1876 were planted 24,000 eels, which were 

from eight inches to a foot in length, too small to skin for 

market, In 1877 the eels were fed with fifty bushels of 
clams and 2,000 horsefect. They were not fed after July. 

This spring Mr. Wells began to feed them in May, and writes 

us that the last meal for the present season was given to them 
Saturday, Aug. 10. Mr. Wells takes a wagon-load of horse- 

feet and drives to the pond, He makes a noise by beating on 

the wagon, and the eels come rushing in swarms from every 

direction, making thu water black. He will hold a horsefoot 

in the water and dozens of eels will cling to it, even when 

lifted out of the water. He says that when he goes to the 
pond, except to feed them, he seldom sees an eel. Oc- 
casionally one will put out a lead and look around, buii 
seeing it is not feeding time will quietly disappear, He has 
fed out about 6,000 horsefeet this season which he buys of 
Capt. William Downs. On the 15th of April Capt, Downs 
set a horsefoot pound at the mouth of the river—or rather a 
trap of his own invention. After a storm when the trap has 
not been visited for two or three days as many as 1,000 have 
been taken ont at atime. Whether the demand created the 
supply, or the supply the demand, we cannot tell, but at 
present the supply is rather ahead. Capt. Downs has kept a 
record of the number caught from the 15th of April to the 
15th of June, and it fools up about 19,000, This feeding of 
the eels ia a source of much entertatoment to visitors, who 
come from all parts of, the country to witness the strange 
proceeding. The number of eels is estimated in the terms 
most inipressive to each: ‘* wagon loads,” **stacks,” “ thou- 
sands” and ‘‘ millions.” Mr. Wells writes: 

T do not know about their spawning. There are other fish, 
pickerel, pumpkin seeds and yellow perch who may eat the 
spawn. My eels are so tame that you can hold a horsefoot by 
the tail just under the water and all that can get their heads 
into ib will doso, You may catch them with your hands (if 
you can hold them). They have grown this summer some 
from twelve to a pound to six pounds per dozen, dressed, 
Toey gain very fast while feeding. Now they are very fat. 
They will eat 250 horsefeet or 16 bushels of soft clams in a 
night. The next day they will not be seen by any one, 
T have fed about six or seven thousand horsefect this summer 

at fifuy cents per hundred, The pond is a ¢lear sand bottom, 

excepting about two acres in the middle of mud from one to 
five feet deep, water, some five or six feet in the middle. 
Whole pond covers about five to seven acres. The margin is 
sandy allaround. Itisaspring bottom pond. I put twenty- 
three small eels in the pond twelve yearsago. In three or 
four years they weighed trom two and a ‘half to four pounds 
each, which was the cause of my trying this experiment, 

Riverhead, N. ¥., Aug. 14, 1878. J. N. Wats. 
> +e 

Tax Fist Suow av THE Cxicaco Srare AGriouLTuRan 

Fair.—This will be one of the most attractive features of the 

fair next September 3 to 18. Mr. Welcher, Superintendent of 

the Michigan State Hatching House, is supervising the ar- 

rangements, "The show was primarily designed as an exhibi- 

tion of artificially raised fish, to indicate what has been accom- 

plished by fish culturists since their initial efforts in 1867-8 ; 

but specimens of all fresh water fish are desired for the 

aquaria, and we have no doubt that some interesting speci- 

mens will be siown. Dr. Estes is making an effort to obtain 

some striped bass and other specimens which have attracted 

ouch interest of late. The striped bass (2. chrysops), us de- 

scribed in ‘* Hallock’s Gazetteer,” very neary resemble the 2. 

linewius of the salt water, though somewhat differently marked. 

heir specific characteristics scarcely dilfer. They are tound 

jn the Mississippi River and many of its tributaries, pene- 

trating several of the Southwestern States. Mr. Hallock has 

promised specimens, drawings and formula of them, by which 

he will be enabled to make comparisons with the salt water 

striped bass and rock-fish of the Atlantic coast, ‘The tanks 

will occupy a large space of the Chicago Exposition building, 

and we have no doubt thal, with the whole of Lake Michigan 

at their back and beck, they will enjoy a more abundant sup- 

bly of fresh water than was allowed 1o them at the Oentennial 

Exposition. ‘The exhibition building stands beside the lake, 

and the advantages for a first-class show are yery great. This 

paper regrets that Superintendent Welcher had not communi- 

cated with the Forus’ any SrRream earlier, for we feel that 

we could have rendered material service in extending the col- 

lection of fish. If isa matter of satisfaction that Mr. Key- 

nolds, the general superintendent of the fair, has taken so 
much personal interest in the fish show, and given all possible 

effort to make it a success, 
SS 

Prom A TADPOLE vo 4 PRog.—Wditor Forest and Stream : 
T intend to tell your readers in a yery simple and childlike 
manner how J ami the possessor of a ‘' green-headed bull frog,” 
raised from a tadpole. Three years azo, after spending some 
two days on the Beaverkill, L started from Morrston Station, a 
drive of some thirteen miles, for New York, having with me a 
wide-mouthed bottle containing nineteen newts and bwo tad- 
poles (the latter just commencing to change their state to 
frogs), taken from the pond back of Murdoch's the day be- 

fore. Reaching Morrston Station, | bought a two-qnart tin 
ail, and had the cover perforated with holes, 1 emptied the 

hottle and found one tadpole and one newt dead, placed the 

eighteen newts and one iadpole in the pail and took the train 

for N. ¥. On arrival here found all in the best of condition, 

and transferred them immediately to a small aquarium, 9x16 

inches, filled, of course, with croton and layer uf house sand 

at the bottom, with a few shells and piece of coral. Of the 

newts I have given away fourteen, and have now four newts 

and a green-headed frog measuring about five inches from the 

endof the snout to the hinder phalanges, being the result of 

the one tadpole. For the first two ears I feo the frog with 
croton bugs (after he had arrived at a frog's estate), with 
which my house at that tirae was overrun, but having at, last 
rotten rid of these bugs, forthe past year his diet has been 
flies, (with an occasional stray bug), especially so this sum- 
mer, During the winter, although in a room heated suficient- 
ly for the genus homo, he had nothing to eat for weeks, as the 
croton buzs were non est and there were no flies, Then at 
times IT tried him with small pieces of raw meat; he would 
fake them readily, but invariably as soon as his mouth closed 
over them one of his front paws (I can call themnothing else) 
would wipe the meat ont before you could say ‘Jack Robin 
son.” Why is this? Is it because their food in a wild state 
is wholly insects? Using now one of the new balloon traps, 
he has plenty of flies, which he takes readily from off 
my fingers—one to twenty at a time. No matter how many 
he has the ‘‘green-headed monster" is never satisfied, and is 
always ready for more. The tadpole when put into the 
Aquarium was about two and one-half inches in size and 
taking into consideration the change of the water from 
that of atrout pond on the Beaverkill to that of crotonin 4 
small aquarium in the month of July, my success was won- 
derful. Lintend pushing the experiment to a greater degree 
when an opportunity offers. 
As regards newts it seems that the more I starve them the 

better they like it. Ifced them once or twice a week with 
small pieces of raw meat from the end of a broom straw, and: 
also put live flies on top of the water which they take readily; 
but they will not go near a dead one. J was in hopes to haye 
had some offspring from the newts, as I had both male and 
female, but I presume the frequent changing of water neces- 
sary in asmall aquarium is fatal to such a realization. 

Rana Pirrets, 

GerMany.—The German Society for Catching, Breeding 
and Preserving Fish, the Deuleshe Hisherie Verein, are pre- 
paring an international exhibition at Berlin for 1880, 

dlatural History. 

BLACK-TAIL DEER AND MULE-TAIL 
DEER. 

N the Forus? Anp SrruAm of August 8, we took exception 
to some criticisms which appeared in the Atlantie of July in 

regard to the Black-tail deer, in which Judge Caton's very 
thorough book on the ‘* Gervidie ” was questioned. We stated 

that misconceptions arose from the fact that there were two 

distinct species of deer, each called by the same name. In the 

September number of Seribnew’s Monthly, just at hand, will 
be found 4 capital article, both as to text and illustration, due 

to Mr. J. Harrison Mills, which is a valuable contribution to 

the history of the mule-deer in Colorado. Mr, Mills says: 
‘eT he mule-deer does not bear an undisputed name. I knew 

him first as the black-tail, as he is almost universally called 

here. Arecent issue of the Rveky Mountain News contains 

an indignant protest from one of our hunters aguinst the 
liberty ‘Eastern’ naturalists haye taken in rechristening, as 

he supposes, this animal,”’ Mr. Mills gives a yery lucid de- 

scription of the mule-deer. We are indebted to Judge Caton 
for a letter on the subject of black-tail and the mule-deer, 

which, trom such a leading authority, should, we suppose, for 

once and at all times setlle this somewhat mixed subject: 
j noticein the Forusr any Srream anp Rop anp Gun 

of the 8th instant your critivism upon the critic who, in the 
August number of the Atiantie Monthly criticises the review 
in that journal of my book, The Antelope and Deer of 
America.” You haye given the true explanation of the man- 
ner in which the Club contributor bas fallen into 4 great error 
when he supposed he was correcting an error, Had he 
perused the book, at least with any degree of care, he would 
have observed that in the very first paragraph of ‘* General 
Remarks” on the mule-deer (C7. macrotis), p. 4, he would 
have read, ‘‘In the Rocky Mountain region, where the true 
black-tailed deer is not found, it is sliJl known among 
hunters and settlers as the black-tailed deer.” Ono p, 875 he 
should have noticed the following quotation from a letter 
wrilten me by Lieut. W. L. Carpenter, U. 8, A., whois a 
careful observer, with very extensive experience in the Rocky 
Mountain region from Montana to Arizona, and an ardent 
hunter too: ‘I have never heard of any other deer in the 
Rocky Mountain region than the elk "(C. canadensis), the 
black-tailed deer (CO, macrvtzs), and the white-tailed deer (0. 
lucurus).” Here we see Lieut. Carpenter following the com- 
mon nomenclature in that region, calling the mule-deer 
‘“black-tailed deer,” but Le leaves us no rovum to mistake his 
meaning, for he adds, the true scientific name, C. macrutis. 
This club contributor is not aloneio errer on this subject, for 
the revenue of the P. O, Depariment has been considerably 
augmented by the postage on letturs to me from army officers 
and others of very extensive hunting experience in the Rocky 
Mountains, assuring me positively that the true black-tailed 
deer is there found as distinet from the mule-deer, and this is 
golog much further than the Club contributor has gone; but I 
have investigated no case where the black-tailed deer did not 
prove a Muerolis with a white tail, terminating with a black 
tuft, and naked on the underside, which is not observed with 
any other species of deter, 

General J. W. Forsyth, Jate of General Sheridan’s staff, 
would not be convinced by me that the true black-tailed deer 
Was nobabundant it tie Rocky Mountains, but Gen. Crook was 
more suecessfil when he hustened to inform me of his refor- 
mation while 1 was yet in the Sandwich Isjands last winter, 
CG. macrotis, or the mule deer, in more or less abundance, 
occupy the entire habitat of the true black-tailed deer (0. 
columbianus), but in some parts of it is very scarce, as in the 
coast-range north of San Francisco, while in Southern Calt- 
fornia they are the prevailing species. While this is a trne 
Macrotts, it is a very distinct variety (0. macrotis, var. Cali- 
fornicus), which T first described about two years since in the 
American Naturalist. The most distinguishing characteristic 
of this variety is a dark line down the upper side of the tail 
from its base till it unites with the terminal black tuft, while 
on the Rocky Mountain variety the tail is white on the upper 
side all the way above the black tuft. On both, the tails are 
shaped alike, andare naked on the underside, and both have the 
enormous metatarsal gland, which is more than four times as 

large as it is on the Columbia black-tailed deer, which is next 
in size, and more than four times as large as it is on the com- 
mon deer. 

T have no doubt it will bea Jong time before many yery in- 
telligent gentlemen who have never seen a Columbia deer, 
will be convinced that it isnot found inthe Rocky Mountains. 
Probably General Forsyth, when he gets through with the job 
he now has in hand, lending his regiment of cavalry against 
the Bannocks, will make himself as familiar with the true black- 
tailed deer as he has long been with the mule-deer under the 
name of the black-tailed deer in the Rocky Mountains, and 
then T think you may safely refer to him as authority on tha 
Subject, and I have no fears that he will yindicate my asser- 
tions m **’Phe Antelope and Deer of Ameria,” that the true 
Dlack-tailed deer, or (. columbianus, is not in the Rocky 
Mountains. J D, Caton, 

Oltwow, Ttl., August 17, 1878, 
cok aod 

AvstRitian Bowrr Birp.—Some little time since we 

published in Forrsr aNd SrreAm, in an article entitled 

““Archifect and Gardener,” a brief account of the wonder- 
ful Amblyornis, whose habits haye recently been brought to 

the notice of the scientific world by Dr. Beceari. We have 

now the pleasure of laying before our readers a yery concise 

but complete abridgement of the explorer’s paper, which hag 
been furnished us through the kindness of the eminent orni- 

thologist, Dr. T. M, Grewer. Facts about birds and their 
habits are interesting to a very large class of our readers, and 

we have nodoubt that the present charming paper will be 
fully appreciated by them, 

ees hl 2 ee 

Caro in CAPtivity,—Daiivilla Junction, Me., Aug. 34— 
Editor Forest and Stream: 1 gave you an account last 
summer of the ¢apture of a cow caribou over on the north 
shore of the Gulf of S!. Lawrence in the deep snows of March 
1876, and of her dropping a buck calf while in captivity in 
June following, and that [afterward obtained the pair and 
iransferred them to my miniatire park here. They became 
yery tame, the young buck keeping very fat, but the cow 
thin in flesh. On the 4th of last April I left home, and was 
abont feur months returning, the first of the present month. 
Tat once saw that the cow was on ber last legs—looking like 
a walking skeleton—and it proved so, as she died in a week 
from that time. It seems she had never weaned the calf 
the fat, lazy cub, about as large and heavier than his mother, 
and my man in charge not thinking to part them. TI, of 
course, separated them at once; hut too Jate to save the cow, 
The calf was almost frantic with grief at the death of his 
mother, wandering about the park for several weeks with a, 
quick, nervous gait, making at times a moaning bleat 
although he had my herd of deer for company, as usual. He 
eats almost anything offered him in the vegetable or grain line. 
Of course I don’t allow bim dry corn. He is yery fond of a 
moss that I procure in the forest, for him, and many kinds of 
green boughs Jrom the forest trees; feeds grass pretty well 
but not so freely as the deer. They require a damp, muddy 
spol in which they can stand, or walk through daily to moisten 
their feet, as they cannot be continually dry without be- 
coming diseased. The carabon is now partially “ halter broke,” 
and I intend haying bim broken to harness this fall, His 
horns have got a splendid growth this summer, and are now 
in velvet. lam having a curious experiment with a spruce 
partridge in captivity, of which I will teli you soon, 

M. W. Cranx. 
————_—>-+8 

‘Tre Aupupon Famity.—The following letter from a mem- 

ber of the family of the celebrated ornithologist appears in 
the New York Times of August 26 : 

Allow the family of the late John James Audubon, the 
ornithologist, to contradict some of the assertions which lately 
appeared in an article copied by you from the Henderson 
(i y.) Reporter. Myr. Audubon's wife, whose name was in. 
correctly stated, was Miss Lucy Bakewell, an Hnglish lady, 
whose family, at the time of her marriage, resided near Phila- 
delphia ; nor did she see Louisville till years afterward. She 
was essentially feminine in her pursuits, and could never 
have attracted the attention of the publie by her powers of 
swimining, as she was wholly unacquainted with the art. Mr. 
Audubon’s proudest boast was that he was an American, hay- 
ing been born in Louisiana, though of French parentage, He 
never kept a grocery store, thongh he was part owner of a 
mill. The statement we wish most decidedly to contradict is 
is the cruel charge of jealousy of, and consequent separation 
from, his wife. With a deyotion uncommon even among 
women, she left her husband, and, taking ber children with 
her, taught, and thereby supported herself and them for 
years, that he might be free to carry on his life work. More 
than this: when, discouraged and disheartened, he returned 
to her from his wanderings penniless, she supplied him with 
the means to continue those researches and studies, which re- 
sulted in a success, due as much to her wifely devotion as to 
his genius and enduranve. From time to time articles relat- 
ing to the private life of our grandparents appeur in different 
periodicals aud papers. While we appreciate and are grate. 
ful for the interest manifested in those so justly worthy of rc» 
membrance, we strongly urge upon Lhe writers of such articles 
to send forth nothing to the public which will sive a false 
coloring to lives which are fully able to bear the closest 
scrutiny throughout their entire career, 

Washington Heights, Aug, 22, 1878. 
Se 

AfSra Lion 1s DreawArn Bay.—We take the following 
from the Dover Sentinel of August 24; ‘*A sea lion was cap- 
fured at Heverin’s Beach, about one mile north of Sand Ditch 
on Wednesday lust, by Mr. Marlin Knight, As the tide wa 
oul at the time, it could not make very fast headway. Mr. 
Knight called to some men who were upon the marsh to as- 
sist him, ‘hey surrounded the monster and immediately it 
showed fight. Mr. Knight struck it upon the head and 
stunned it, and they then pulled it upon the shore, The lion 
is about 54 feet long and weighs about 800 pounds. Mr. 
William Hayerin bas it at his house in a large tank, This is 
the second one ever taken upon this shore. One was captured 
several years ago at Gowers’ Beach, but, was killed before 
being taken, 

AS 

Drave OF THE Write Evepuan'r,—His Animal Highness, 
He of Siam, who weighed several tons is no more! He 
flopped his ears, twisted his trunk,and flicked his tail forthe last 
time on the 28d of June !ast, and was floated to his graye on 
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thirty vessels, Sixty thousand Siamese were in line, all with 
clean, white, moral pocket-handkerchiefs to mourn his loss. 
What is most important to us in a natural history way is that 
H. R, H. Elephant was born in 1770, and when he expired at 
Bangcock he was 108 years old. We hope this record of his 
birth and death is correct, though we caunot youch for it, 
Our own Siamese correspondent is instructed to get at the 
bottom facts, 

N. B.—This elephant must not be confounded with the one 
which died a year ago last June; nor with the one which died 
the year before that. -It is another one. There are three 
more left, euxough for three more Junes. 
i 

Brars anp THER Youna—Joggins' Mines, V. 8., Aug. 
22.—Mr. Hditer : Here is an item for the discussion of num- 
ber of bears whelps; There were killed last February, at 
Spring Hill, in this county, an old she bear and four cubs, 
There were no other bears in the den, so all must have he- 
longed to the one mother. Hunters here say they never knew 
of such a thing before. Eux. 

Che Kennel, 
PRINCE SOLMS’ KENNELS. 

HE attention paid on the Continent at present to the 

breeding of choice dogs is yery manifest, The late 

bench show at Paris brought together a very fine collection 
of animals. The finest strains of English animals have been 
selected, and the utmost care has been taken in their rearing 
and training. There are certain breeds of dogs on the Con- 

tinent which are indigenous to the locality. If the wolf dog 

is to be found occasionally in England, he is kept as a curiosi- 

ty rather than for use. In France, Germany and Russia 
there exist numerous fine breeds of wolf dogs, which are 
trained to hunt the devastator of the sheep flocks, The boar- 

hound is commonin France and Germany. There is a pecu- 

liar breed of pointer, which we have seenin Hanover, which is 

worthy of a passing comment. Huge in size, weighing per- 

haps double that of our breeds, he is nevertheless very 
staunch, docile, and has a keenscent. According to our taste 

this dog is overgrown, and his bulk, we think, would prevent 
that activity and endurance which is one of the finest quali- 

ties in the pointer. Of course we all are now thoroughly 

acquainted with that really fine little dog, the dachshund, 
which is of German origin. 

Prince Solms Braunfels has been among the first in Prussia 

to devote particular attention to the rearing of choice dogs, 
and has an extensive kennel attached to his domain. The 
kennel is situated about two hours from Ems, and midway 
between Wetzlar and Oberlabnstein. Nine acres of pasture 

land, with water running through the grounds, are under en- 

closure. There are houses for the kennel master, with a 
separate building where the food is prepared. In a large 
house, the hospital is located, where the sick dogs are cared 
for. Ample arrangements are made for bitches and their 

progeny, and a warming apparatus is inircduced in one of the 
houses in order to protect the puppies from the seyerity of 

the winter. The plan adopted by Prince Solms seems to be a 

very wise one, that of constant division of the animals and 
their respective families. Following out this idea, there are 

innumerable smaller houses, with grounds through which 

water is constantly running, where the various dogs are kept, 

Prince Solms has shuwn exceeding care and good judgment 
in originating these kennels, and the success he has already 

met with, not only with his finer breeds of English dogs, but 
with the native strains of dogs, is quiteremarkable. In fact, 

the Prince may be said to be developing the true German 
dogs, and rescuing them from ultimate dispersion. Among 

native breeds which show the most marked improvement sre 
the Vorstehhunde, the Hanoverian Schweiszhunde and the 
Dachshunde. A numerous family of pointers, setters, fox- 

hounds, deer-hounds, Yorkshire terriers, all of the best 

English stock, have been bred in the Solms kennel, while the 

8t. Bernards, mastiffs, bloodhounds and boarhounds arc the 
beet in Hurope. The St. Bernard Courage has been a prize 

winner in London, Manchester, Darlington and Birmingham. 

In Germany, at the bench shows, perhaps more first prizes 
fall to Prince Solms’ kennel than to any other establishment 

in Hurope. Late numbers of the Ober Land und Meer and 

the Sport contain full accounts of this kennel, and we are in- 

debted to Prince Solms Brauenfely in person for some ofthe 

facts. Americans going abroad might do well to visit these 

kennels, and make selections of German dogs for use in the 
United States. 

+ + 

LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO DOGS. 

We haye frequently been called upon to frame a series of 

laws for the licensing of dogs in a city. One of our corres- 
pondents, who was instrumental in drawing up the dog ordi- 
nance of Brooklyn, has kindly furnished us with the follow- 
ing, which we think fully covers the case : 

AW AOT IN RELATION TO DOGS. 
Szcrion 1.—Kyery person who shall harbor, possess or keep 

a dog in the City of , Shall take out a license there- 
for from the Mayor's office, in each year, for which a fee of 

dollars shall be paid, which license shall be dated 
from ; and continue in force for one year thereafter, 

SEoTION 2.—All dogs so licensed shall wear a collar, to 
which shall be attached a metal tag, to be furnished by the 
city, bearing the number of such license. 

Szorion 3.—It shall be the duty of the person in charge of 
eid licenses to keep a record of all payments with the dates 
thereof, and the name, color and sex of each dog, and the 
name and residence of the owner and possessor of the same. 

Szction 4.—The, mayor; shall appoint dogeatchers, 

eS 

who shall be provided with a badge, to be approved by him, 
whose duty it shall be from the —— day of until the 
—— day of ———, in each year, to capture all dogs found 
loose or at large in the streets or public places of said city, un- 
muzzled and without a collar with its license tag attached, 
and deliver the same at the pound, which shall be designated 
by the Mayor; said dog catchers shall receive —— cents for 
each dog so delivered, upon satisfactory evidence that such 
dog was captured by them as provided by this act. 

Szotion 5.—The Mayor shall designate a pound master, 
whose duty it shall be to take charge of the dog pound and re- 
ceive the captured dogs when delivered to him, and kill the 
same; provided that any dog may be redeemed on the pay- 
ment of —— dollars within —— days after it shall have been 
impounded. 

Section 6.—It shall be the duty of the police of said city, 
from the 15th day of September until the 15th day of June, 
in each year, to seize all dogs found running at large in the 
streets or public places of said city without the license tag as 
aforesaid, and deliver the same at the pound designated by 
the Mayor, to be dealt with as provided herein, 

Szction 7.—The pound master aforesaid may sell such dogs 
as he may deem advisable, after the same shall have been im- 
pounded —— days, and he shall expose such dogs as he may 
select for sale to public view for the further space of twenty- 
four hours before killing the same. But no dog receiyed at 
said pound shall be secreted or given away by said pound 
master or any of his assistants, under a penalty of twenty 
dollars for each and every offence, 

Sxorion 8,—If any dog shall attack any person, or any 
horse in acarriage, or upon which any person shall be mounted, 
at any place within the city limits, other than upon the en- 
closed premises of the person or persons who shall own such 
dog, and complaint thereof be made to the Mayor, or to any 
justice of the peace or police justice of said city, the said 
mayor, justice of the peace or police justice shall inquire into 
the complaint, and if satisfied of its truth, and that such do; 
is dangerous, he shall order the owner or possessor of suc 
dog to kill him immediately, and the owner or possessor of 
any dog who shall refuse or neglect to kill him within forty- 
eight hours after having received such order, shall forfeit the 
suni of ten dollars, and the further sum of five dollars for 
eyery forty-eight hours thereafter until such dog be killed. 

Szorion 9.—No person shall have, or keep, or permit to be 
kept on any premises owned or occupied in whole, or in part 
by him, or them, within the city limits, any dog which by its 
howling, whining or barking shall disturb the neighborhood, 
under the penalty of ten dollars for such offense, Upon the 
complaint of any-citizen the Mayor is hereby authorized to 
issue 2 summons to the owner, possessor, or harborer of such 
dog to show cause why such dog should not be killed. And 
every howling, whining or barking dog so found, contrary to 
the provisions of this act, shall be liable to be seized or killed 
by order of the Mayor, 

Szorion 10.—Every dog that shall become mad, or have 
rabies, or any symptoms thereof, shall be at once killed by its 
owner or possessor, and any dog that shall have been exposed 
to such disease shall be at once confined in some secure place, 
and there kept until all evidence of its haying contracted such 
d sease shall haye passed. Any dog that shall haye died while 
mad, or having rabies, shall be at once buried not less four 
feet under the ground, and at least five hundred feet from any 
bnilding. 

Srcrron 11.—Any dog muzzled as aforesaid and wearing 
the tag herein before provided for, shall be permitted to run 
at large in the streets or public places of said cily, and any 
person willfully or maliciously injuring or destroying the 
same shall be liable to a fine of not Jess than twenty-five dol- 
lars, nor more than fifty dollars, or, in default of payment 
thereof, to imprisonment for not less than ten nor more than 
thirty days. 

Szorion 12.—If any person shall put, or cause to be put, a 
collar with the license tag aforesaid around the neck of any 
dog without haying first obtained a license for keeping such 
animal, he, she or they shall forfeit the sum of five dollars 
for each and every offense. 
Srorron 18.—Any person who shall remove, or cause to be 

removed, the collar to which is attached the license tag, or 
either of them, from the neck of any dog, or shall entice a 
properly licensed dog into any enclosure for the purpose of 
taking off its collar, or license tag, or either of them, or shall 
for such purpose decoy or entice any animal out of the en- 
closure or house of its Owner or possessor, or shal] seize or 
molest any dog while held or led by any person, or while 
properly muzzled, or while wearing a collar with a proper 
license tag attached, or shall bring a dog into said city for the 
purpose of taking up or killing or selling the same, shall for- 
feit 1 sum of not less than twenty dollars nor more than thirty 
dollars. 

Srorron 14.—All moneys which shall be received for licenses 
and fines, and the redemption and proceeds of sale of dogs, 
under the provisions of this act, shall be accounted for month- 
ly and paid to the City Treasurer, and, upon requisition of ihe 
Mayor, applied toward the payment of costs of enforcing this 
act. 

SEoTron 15.—All acts or parts of acts inconsistent or con- 
Hicting with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. 

Szorion 16.—This act shall take effect immediately. 
ae 

Ermemic Amone Arotic Docs,—Dr. Kane mentioned in 
his book as early as 1853, the peculiar disease his Arctic dog 
suffered from. Sir George Nares repeats almost Dr. Kane's 
words. In his recent ‘‘ Voyage to the Polar Sea,” Sir 
George states that by about the middle of October, 1875, a 
heavy mortality had occurred among his dogs, fifteen ont of 
the thirty originally embarked haying succuinbed to disease, 
run away, or been neccessarily destroyed. Though the ani- 
mals had been selected with great care from districts in 
North Greenland supposed to be uninfected, the mysterious 
disease which of late years had prevailed amongst the dogs 
in the Danish settlements soon made its appearance in lhe ex- 
pedition’s packs. Apparently healthy dogs were suddenly 
seized with this strange disorder, generally falling down in 
fits not unlike epilepsy. The spasms of the poor animuls in 
these cases were, it is stated, most painful to witness. Dur- 
ing the intervals between the frequent fits they roamed about 
unconscious, foaming at the mouth, and snapping and biting 
at the other dogs, or at any one who camé in their way, 
When in this condition they would go overboard into the 
water, or try to run on thin ice, which in their healthy state 
they would neyer have ventured on, The Eskimo dog has 
great horror of getting into the water. ‘‘I have, ” saye Sir 
George, ‘‘seen an animal resting ona sloping snow-bank 
near the sea suddenly taken with a fit. Evidently aware-of 
what was coming, it made the most desperate efforts to es- 
cape up the incline, and howled dismally as its limbs refused 
to perform their office. Finally dropping into the water, it 

would have been drowned had it not been rescued. The 
medical officers of the expedition, Drs. Thomas Colan and 
Belgrave Ninnis, paid the utmost attention to the outbreak, 
and in several instances animals that were severely afflicted 
with fits recovered under their treatment, and afterwards 
did good work. We are, I regret,’ continues Sir George, 
‘tunable to throw much light upon the origin of this myste- 
rious malady, which in some of its phases is not unlike the 
description given of rabies, but there is no instance recorded 
in Greenland of human beings who have been bitten having 
suffered from hydrophobia, and the recovery of the animals 
in some instances is entirely opposed to the recorded; expe- 
rience of true rabies.” 

es 

Minnesota Kennet Cuvus Fiero Trrars.—Hdilor Forest 
and Stream: Mr. Beaupre, the President of the club, re- 
turned from Sauk Centre last Saturday and reports that he 
has secured good grounds for the field trials, with plenty of 
game. The St. Paul and Pacific Railroad will carry passen- 
gers from St. Paul for $5 the round trip. Train leayes St. 
Paul at 7:30 4, m,, September 9. Entries close September 5, 
Circulars are now ready. Yours truly, 

St. Paul, August 23. Cus. Lrxoouy, Supt. 
We shall be glad to furnish these circulars on application. 

Precociwus Serrers.—diter Forest and Stream: Here- 
with I take the liberty and pleasure to send you the, perliaps, 
first Wilson snipe of the season in this vicinity, # fine old bird, 
shot Saturday évening, August 24, by a friend of mine, John 
Berkery, near this city. In presence of anotherfriend, Nathan 
Gotschiow, a veteran sportsman, I held the freshly-killed 
bird before the noses of a litter of my Irish setter pups, then 
three weeks old to the day, and all of them stretched ous their 
heads and tails and began to rufile the feathers of the snipe, 
and showed great delight in doing so, Max Wenzen. 

Taboken, ¥. J., August 26. 
— oe 

Tur Docs of BrooxLyy.—Dogs licensed in Brooklyn so 
far, 3,900; dogs killed, about 800 ; number of dogs estimated 
tobe in Brook)yn, about 7,500; license fee, $1; tag, 10 cents. 
ee impounded three days may be redeemed on payment 
of $3. 

pee. 

Tun Prick or Dasn Il.—Hditor Forest and Stream: In 
your issue of last week you say I offered 250 guineas for Dash 
IL. on the part of a gentlemanin New York. ‘Chese are the 
facts: After the Horseheath Field Trials I toid Mr, @. Brewis 
that I would give him £200 for Dash II. This offer was for 
myself and not for any one else. I then understood that Mr. 
Teusdais Buckell, hearing of my offer, had offered £350 for 
him, and so 1 closed by book. If I had purchased Dash [L I 
intended to have let Mr. C. 1. Raymond have one-half inter- 
est in the dog if he chose, but I had no commission from Mr. 
Raymond or from any one, Joan M. Tayton. 

The Retreat, Nottoway Co., Va., August 26. 
no 

Two Dogs Murprren.—We are informed that two promis- 
ing setters, owned by Mr. 8. J. Goleman, the proprietor of 
the Lake House at Hast Hampton, Conn., haye been poisoned. 
We are anxious to have some of these dog thugs caught and 
severely punished, 

Z re ha os - ’ 

Waetrs—New Fork, August 22.—Mr. Charles De Ronge’s 
and H. Inman’s Glen, Pride of the Border-Dimity, whelped 
on the 17th seven puppies, sired by same owners’ Promise, 
Pride-Flash. There are five bitches and two dogs in the 
litter, and the colors run as follows; Four orange and white, 
two black and white, and one white with liver markings. 
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Wuewrs—Springfield, Mass., August 27.—H. H. Lathrop's 
setter bitch, Luna, whelped six puppies to his Dick the 24th 
inst. 4 

+ 
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Name CuamEep—Vew Dorp, August 27.—Mr. W. A. Gal- 
loway claims the name ot Tope for his black setter pup out of 
Killarney, Grouse-Brisk, imp., by imp. Milo, Dan-Venus. 

Machting and Boating. 

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE, 
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CRUISE OF THE NEW YORK YACHT 
CLUB. 

(ConTINvED, ) 

T had been determined to make harbor at New Bedford on 
Monday, there to hold the sloop and boat races, then gail 

across to Edgartown, Martha’s Vineyard, A lighy northwest. 
breeze sent out most of the fleet early Monday morning, and 
they ranged themselves in a north and sonth line from Bren- 
ton’s Reef Lightship, ready for a run * without delay” to 
Clark's Point, at the entrance of New Bedford Harhor, dis- 
tance about thirty-five miles. The wind dying out, it was 
some time before a start could be effected, as some of [he 
yachts which did not mike an early start Jay becalmed on 
the road from the anchorage to the starting line. Two min- 
utes past eleven the gim went from the flagship, head sheets 
were drawn, and all hands commenced making the best of 
their way for the next mark. Glo got away first, with Foam 
following and Wstelle well up to windward, The sloops in 
the light breeze had rather the best of it, Regina leading, and 
Viren, Active and Vision following, Volante and Recreation. 
on Olis's weather, Dreadnaught and Intrepid a little astern 
and to leeward, and Olytte next, Madeleine and Neretd bring- 
ing up the rear. Again it was a run with lifted sheets, and as 
yet no CEporn waa offered of comparing the weatherly 
qualities of the ent craft on the cruise. The southerly 
wind freshened as the day grew older and light canyas was 
in order. Clio, Foam and stelle had a brush for the lead, 
the former two keeping to windward and running out from 

’ 



- coneidéered favorable, but, as subsequent events proved, this 
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Fambler’s lee, while the | 7 of the aeh ve @ latter bore away. Clie got the best 

her wake. 
marked by an 
omit, them, 
she fell astern. 

anges occurred during the run which were not 

In the freshening breeze the keels showed 
up pretty well, much better than had been expected and pro- 
Phesied, but toward meridian the wind slackened and the 
cml craft put in some more felling work. The Hen and 

ickens Lightship was passed by Dreadnaught leading, at 
ih, 2m., Rambler Im. later; then Hetelle, Olio und Clytie al- 
Most all within a minute of each other, When sheets wore 
again eased, as the craft headed up more to the Northward, 
OWo again began to show speed. This smart little schooner 
holds her own with most anything in the fleet as long as she 
has the wind off the quarter, and for ught the cruise has 
demonstrated, may be as good on the wind, though there has 
been no opportunity so far of showing what she is capable of 
ina turn, She ran away from Glytie and stelle, and was 
overhauling the two big keels Dreadnaught and amber. 
The latter twoin gomg off a little more jibed over main 
booms,  mancsuyre soon followed by the rest as they headed 
up for Buzzard’s Bay. This order of sailing was maintained 
beyond Mishaun Point, when #s¢elle again caught up with 
Ouo, bringing with heria streak of stronger breeze. Clytis on 
the con Wary lost ground, Dreadnaught set spinnaker ta port, 
and taking the wind from /Mételle, causing’ a luffing match be- 
tween the two. Clo, as seems her wont, slipped along un 
her own hent to advantage, and was a quarter mile ahead 
when ihe oal—Olark's Point—was reached, The fieet 
passed the light in the following order: 
Name H, M. a. 

2 29-80 
Dréadnau 30 3 
Hstelle. i a cy 
Rambler 26 (0 
Glytie, 39 00 
Tatrepid 4) OU) 
Foam Wereid.y-- es sees ass eeee eee os 80 00 

This finished the serub race, and the yachts, in conformity 
with instructions, bezan to range themselves into two diyi- 
Sions, schooners and sloops, led Tespectively by the Commo- 
nore leading, and the Vice-Commodore in the Rambler, and 
ear-Commodore in the Vision, heading the divisions sepa- 

tately, A stretch was made on the port tack, and then the 
fleet had a clear run up the harbor, Dreadnaughé failed to 
take her uppointed place, which was hardly to be wondered 
al, in view of the narrowness of the channel. New Bedford 
was in holiday attire, and her shipping flew bunting in profu- 
sion, in honor of the arrival of the squadron, ‘The New Red- 
ford Yacht Club extended the yisitors a hearty welcome, aud 
tendered them a reception in their club house, handsomely il- 
luminated for the occasion, The sloop Gracie joined the 
fleet, The run of this day was perhaps most remarkable for 
the close time made by all hands, as will be seen by reference 
to the table of arrivals. 
By General request, the Commodore determined to lie 

over & day at this port, and so, Tuesday, Aug 13, was 
Spent at anchor by the greater portion of tlie squadron. _ Mr. 

C. Palmer, President of the Louisiana State Savings Bank 
and owner of the now famous sloop Thistle, was anxious to 
try conclusions with the other crack sloops in the fleet. In 
consequence he was readily accommodated with a sweepstakes 
race by the owners of Active, Regina and Viren, a hard lot 
to beat indeed. In the fresh breeze from §. W. and smooth 
sea Vixen was certitinly a dangerous cilstomer, while if it 
came on to blow a bit, there was Regina, cut out for just such 
business, and Mz. Hurst's cutter-sloop iseno slouch in either 
weather. Tfustie had laid out a tough job, and the way she 
acquitted herself must be pent to her owner. Thongh 
it Cannot be said that the day showed her to be in any wa 
superior to the other racers, it is quite as certain that she is 
noné theirinferior, unless it be perhaps in her looks which 
are somewhat heavy and ungainly. T/istle soon goes South, 
and will in future hail from new Orleans and carry the broom 
in Southern waters. The Sweepstakes were $10 per entry, 
money to go to Winning crew, Qourse from Clarke's Point 
around Lone Rock buoy, leaving it on starboard hand and re- 
turn. Time allowance $m. per foot mean length. Judges, 
Rear-Com, J. J. Alexandre and J. D. Smith, Esq. Referee 
Coms, N, Kane. Only plain sail to be carried. The Vien, 
gol underway with a large party on board and sorved as 
judges and timing boat. The U. 38. sloop-of-war Constella- 
tion, with the midshipmen from the Naval Avademy, Anna- 
polis, on board, got underway and made sail for Newport while 
the start was being effected, presenting a fine and enlivening 
picture as the young embryo heroes lay out on the yards and 
cast off the gaskets preparatory to ‘' letting fall.” The entries 
for the sweepstakes were as follows : 

Waterline. Time allowance. 
Ft In, MM, 5. 

allows . 
Ly 105 

ie 2 16 

Way on. Fieginw next, Viren third and Active last. T'histle 
had gone off ou the port tack, the rest on the starboard, Wind 
S., and tide young flood. Sea smooth. Presently Mr 
Palmer came about ond followed the other three, iff very 
s00n became evident that 7'Aist/e could not hold the same wind 
as the rest, for she began to saz to leeward in spite vf the 
pats leg taken to the S. W. at the start, Véren on the con- 

along. Wedo not think that the apparent lack of weather- 
liness on the part of Boston's crack was due in any degree to 
faults or shortcomings of the hull, but rather to her baggy 
canvas, Which did Hol set near as well as that of the metro- 
politan racers, Thistle Wesdreached on the lot though in 
grand style while Active was screwing out on Viens 
weather, and Aegina not far astern and a little to the 
leeward of Vixen. It was a long lez and a short 
one down to the buoy, the Wind haying come out 
more from the westward. Boston continued fo rho away 
from New York all the-way up, At 1h. 4m. Regina was the 
first to zo about, crossing under Vider'y,stern, but, unable to 
weather on Active, waa obliged to go about again to clear the 
yacht on the starboard tack. She came near submitting: to a 
blanketing, but with a fortunate puff drew out clear of her 
antagomist’s lee. It was just Viten's day, and the Boston 
sloop having sagzed so much to leeward her chances were not 

was reckoning without one’s host, for Zustis, standing on tor 
Naueshon Island, went about 2h. 08m., and hugged the shore, 
Unfortunately Viren, on the starboard tack, was 4 stumbling 
block in her way, for she could not weather the smaller sloop, 
and 80 Was obliged to up helm and drive across her stern. ‘Lhis 
was just 80 much Jost, and did not speak well for the hand- 

business and dropped the other schooners in 

characteristic features, and we consequently 
nirepd seemed to be doing poorly this day, as 

y hugged close and improyed her weather Werth right’ 

Tun acrogs to Feyry Buoy led handsomely. 

ling of Zhistle. She should have attempted a series of half- 
While she was boards, 0) one about again some time ago. 

runsing off a flaw struck her, and she put herself in chock up 
to the cabin, coming uncomfortably near to being effectually 
“Mohawhked.” The rest sooh came about likewise, and all 
four stood np for the buoy, coasting along the Naushon shore. 
Thistle again went ahead, but to leeward a little at the same 
time. But she calenlated well, and made a good course for 
the buoy, coming round first in good form, and with sheets 
away, she bowled along for home at a slashing gait. WViwen 
followed suit, then Active, and some litile distance astern 
came Hegina, their times being 2h. 40m. 30s., 3h, 40m, 46s.. 
2h, 42m. 54s., and 2h. 45m, 86s. Viren. tried the lufiing 
dodge on Thistle, but. the latter by an operation much to the 
credit of her Corinthian crew suddenly ran off and got away 
again with a lead, then laffed sharply, and came out to wind. 
ward. Such sailing speaks well for the man at the helm, 
Active and Regina, with nothing to bother them, had been 
improving their positions, Zhistle finally took in her small 
lopsail and set aclib, All the rest liad already been carrying 
dig ones aloft the whole race, and on the run home had get 
balloon jib-topsails. Unfortunately for Boston she had only 
one fopsail-halliards rove otf, and so it was not considered ex- 
pedient to lower and jose the tims required to bend on the big 
muslin. It was at last effected, and much to 77istle’s advan- 
tage. Had she been supplied with a full set of racing gear, it 
may be questioned whether she would not haye made her 
time on the rest. A while later a ballooner was sent up in 
place of the jib-topsail, and the sloop felt its eifcets, for she 
perceptibly increased the gap between herself.and Vixen. 
Alotive bothered the latter with a luffing match. and then ran 
through her lee, thereby becoming second boat. Somehow 
Viwen's skipper did not seem to be equal to the old dodge of a 
challenge for the weather and a break to leeward, for the 
fame was played on her seyeral times with success. histle 
had the satisfaction of crossing the line first, Vixen and Active 
going over almost together, and Aegina a few minutes later. 
Tho race goes to the smart Vive on time, as under : 

Actual Corrected 
Arrival, Time, Time, 

Name, H. OM. 8S. i, 8 4H, M. & 
YWiR SU yeasts seeteg yas nesins ene bene esateda) LD 2 41 21 2 8h ‘Ha 
Ag lye...) Lape venta bcrseeaeen 3 89) 18 2 41 08 8 41 WB 
‘Phiarle ... 2 83 3b 2 4% 35 2 41 #8 
TR CSPIMIAA i uigea seta jentiiciac deiieleoaialere cee a 42 Yb 246 30 2 4) ld 

And thug came to a successful close a race that must be con- 
sidered the best sailed and most interesting of the season. All 
the yachts cugaged were Al cracks. 7/itstle, though com- 
paratively new, ulready sufliciently known by her brilliant 
performances in Boston waters, where we believe she was 
beaten only once, and that by such a wind jammer as Undine, 
thongh the former suffered from - poorly setting canvas 
and a scratch crew, drawbacks under which she 
labored im the "New Bedford match likewise. <A 
little more breeze and sea would have suited her better and 
put Vizen out of the way. There was hardly enough turn- 
ing in the match to make it very conelusive, but still all the 
yachts engayed may be said to be very nearly equal in run- 
ning and on the wind. During the afternoon a reception was 
given aboard the yachts to visitors from shore. At 5 P. M. 
the boat raceg in the harbor came off. First race, for cutters; 
prize, owlinasilyer cage, Entries: Gracie, Vision, Hgtelle, 
Dreadnaught, Foam and Restless, cutters. Won by Vision, 
cutter, ‘he noble bird will therefore screech in the Rear- 
Commodore’s stateroom until some terrible deed of violence 
is committed against the emblem of victory, and 4 mysterious 
dish of chicken stew or rabbit fricassee served up to the cock- 
pit tars. Second race for single sculls won by /oam's yawl, 
beating Jntrepid. Illuminations, fireworks and a good time 
fenerally of the circus order finished up the evening to the 
Satisfaction, we hope, of all concerned, though we pray for 
the day when such idle nonsense as fireworks and Chinese 
lanterns be rélegated to youths under six; in the leading 
yachting squadron of America it seems out of place. T/stle 
left harbor the same evening, Clyite, Mr. W, lu. Brooks, 
parted company at this port, having left for Stamford, her 
owner being indisposed. This loses one of the smartest 
schooners to the fleet during the remainder of the cruise. 
Wednesday morning, Aug. 14., the fleet beat out to Clarke's 

Point for an even start for the trip to Edgartown, Martha’s 
Vineyard. A long, straggling line was formed in the light 
wind from 8, EK. ‘Che ebb tide favored the fleet and set all 
hands well to windward. Clio, Volante aud Madeleine dis- 
tinguished (hemselyes by weatherly qualities at times, but the 
wind was too light for anything like a regular race, and the 
keels did poorly, Aegina took the lead, followed by Active 
and Vision, Gracie, Vinen, Olio, Foam, Hstelle and Madeleine, 
All the keels astern, there not being enough wind for the big 
fellows. When nearing Quick's Elole, Regina leading and 
Vien second, the strong race of the flood through the nar- 
row passage was met, and proved to be a serious obstacle to 
progress. Most craft were compelled to anchor, ouly the two 
Jeadurs being lucky enough fo get through without being 
nipped. ‘Phey stood on and made Hdgartown that day, but 
fhe vest, after finally succeeding in working through, put into 
Vineyard Hayen in obedience to a signal from headquarters, 
The day's rin was uneventful and so bound up io flukes and 
tide that no results of any material value were reached, 
Madeleine in some of the short work was rather an improye- 
ment though on Madeleine with a free sheet. 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Nova Scorra Yaour Sgvanpkoy.—Saturday, August 10, 
the third day's racing of the season saw three sloops and a 
schooner hove to off H. M. Lumber Yard, ready to compete 
for the prize offered by Messrs, Sumichrast & Troop. It was 
i Grand day for racing; a romping, roaring breeze from 8. 
W.., firing off heavy, sharp, fierce squalls every now and then, 
The course was that known &8 the Passow Course, rather 
hundicaping the schooner and favoring the small sloops she 
had to conlend against. Flowever, she made a plucky fight 
of it and lost by time allowance only, a very good perform— 
ance considering she had to make so many short stretches 
from mark to mark. The Psyche was very well sailed, and 
spite of accidents secured the prize hy saying her time off the 
Seafoom. Tho start took place al 1:54, M., and the lime was 
crossed as follows : 

Gwuher, H M. 8 
atenaine §........W H Weeks, M D...,..-, 1 54 10 

Dison. net Besta} 4 oW Atkinson. ...,2-.4.-.-. 1 65 10 
 Scliootier,,.26,-..,... Capt Lareom, ee te 1 55 15 
RSIGUH fars'oenle Ta tidelele Lient, Capel Care, 20th Ret 1 66 32 

The Seafoam at once went to the front, her greater power 
enabling her to take the whole weight of wind without but- 
fibg up as ihe small cratt bad to do occasionally, and in the 

On the reach to 
Commissioner's Point, Peyche's mainsail had to come down, 
the lacing at the gaff having parted: the repairs were quickly 

effected, and she hauled on the wind in good trim apparently, 
when suddenly her topsail halliards went too, and caused one 
hand to travel aloft, The breeze was getting rather too fresh 
for topsails, so this last accident did her really no great harm. 
The Adith and Jily meanwhile had a quiet little race of their 
own, in which the former proyed the better. The timing at 
the Leopard Buoy, end of first round, was: Seafoam, 2b, 62m. 
38s.; Psyche, 3h. im, d4s.; Hadith, 8h, 10m, 10s.; Lily, 
3h, 10m, 45s. This order was maintained on the last round, 
the Payohe closing a little on the Seafoam, and Mdith fairly 
running away from Livy, The time at the finish was: 

Name. H. M. 8. 
Seafoam stesee = 8 45 18 
Psyche Sto 8 bt 6 
DOHENY crewet tcl ced ule, cla J 4 9 15 
Lillyiate cys eens a anae 4 16 45% 

The Sip, Mr, Jas. Yorston, Pictou, has been added to the 
Squadron and ‘will talse part in the race on the 24th August. 

The Lochnagar, Mr. James Fraser, is also a new arrival. 
She was built in Shelburh and was sailed up to Hahfax by 
her owner and Mr, W. H, Brookfield, of the Wavelet. They 
had an exciting cruise, 4 

The Seored, & Yarmouth built yacht, has come up to Halifax. 
She is for sale, but will not tempt admirers of the hardweather 
style of yacht. Her mainboom sticks as far outboard as in- 
board, and she carries a huge fixture of a bowsprit long 
enough to heaye her down by the head in anything of a sea. 
Her suit of canvas is about the quintessence of ugliness, but 
had ghe @ well-cut suit and proper spats she would sail fairly 
well in smooth water. 

Bou Fis 10 tHE Fors,—The famous schooner Hnchantress, 
modeled and built by *‘ Bob” Fish, of New York, has just 
beaten a fleet of British yachts in the match of the Royal 
Yacht Squadron, for the Queen's Cup, The prize went to 
formosa, 103 tons, on time allowance, but that Anchantresas 
should have shown such well-known flyers as Hgeria, Shakr 
and Vol-aw-Vent, over a course not suited to the big Ameri- 
can, is much to the credit of the Fish model, We have always 
thought that in open water Hnehantress has few rivals as good 
as herself. H. R. H., the Prince of Wales, sailed the match 
in his own schooner Hildegurde, 198 tons, but was beaten 19m. 
by the American, By the way, Mnchantress is rated at 346 
tons, Thames measurement! What a comment upon that 
rule, or we should say that of the Yacht Racing Association. 
Had the course been longer, Wnchantress would haye made 
her time on Formosa, as she lost much by a slow start, It 
will be remembered that she was built for Mr. Lorillard, of 
this city, then sold to Mr. Loubat, of the N. Y. ¥. C. She 
received alterations to her run at the hands of Capt, Fish, 
while in Cowes, England, and has lately become the property 
of Col, Owen Williams, of England. 
Tar ENonanrress.—The wonder of the match was, beyond 

all doubt, the Hnchantress. Wehad almost forgotten the ex- 
istence of this wonderful vessel, and the wonderful things she 
did some four years ago.—London Field. 
Oonanio Rugarra.—The annual regatta at Oceanic, N. J,, 

was sailed Thursday, August 22, on the North Shrewsbury 
Riyer. Three classes of yachts were started—jib-and-main- 
sails over 22ft., under 22ft., and cats. The New Haven 
sharpie, Bertie, was disqualified on account of rig, and lile- 
wise T’he Brothers for throwing out ballast. Véten won $50 
in first class, beating Florence and H. Minturn, the former 
taking second prize of $20. Helena D. and Bother wonin the 
second class, beating Jennie, Many Bilen and LiceieR. Among 
the cats Wha took first and Jdeal second prize, beating Ocean 
Spray and Lazy 4, 4 

ORuIsE OF THE Brooxnyy Yaorr Crus.—The Brookly: 
Yacht Club, under command of Commodore Lester Wallack, 
hove up from Glen Cove, Tuesday, August 27, for their an- 
nual cruise up the Sound, ‘he destination of the fleet was to 
Black Rock, Conn.; Wednesday, to New London; ‘Thursday, 
(to-day), to Greenport; Friday, August 30, remaim at Green- 
port and sail the usual match for first and second-class sloops; 
Saturday, leave for Newport; Sunday, Sept, 1, remain in har: 
bor; Monday, Sept. 2, first and second-class schooner matches; 
Tuesday, sail for New Bedford; Wednesday, sail for Vine- 
yard Hayen; Thursday, Sept. 5, sail to Oak Bluff and attend 
camp meeting, The fleet will enter harbor in ‘‘ close order.” 
Orders will be issued as necessary from the flagship Columbta 
during the cruise. The programme 1s a liberal one, and, if 
fully carried ént, will do much to enhance the reputation of 
the club. 

Smany Seagorne YaouTs.—Mr. Mditor: We have on Take 
Ontario a yacht 24ft. Gin, long, 7ft. beam, and ft. Gin. draft, 
mainsail 17ft. hoist and 24ft. boom, She is deep and of large 
displacement, with 23 to 3 tons ballast. Ina little breeze she 
lies oyer more than a centre-boarder, but we oan stand all the 
breeze that we can get, and, although the skimming dishes 
here have to reef, we stand it without danger and can knock 
the stufflng out of them when it blows a little gale. She 
weathered a gale a few weeks ago when the Rothsay, a steamer 
on thé lake running to Niegara, could not face it but had to 
put back, Loon Fore. 

Toronto, Ont., Aug. 20. 

Axozuer iy Boston,—Mr, Hditor : Your recent remarks 

on large displacement yachts we know to be correct, We 
bought an old government cuttor last year and this spring had 
her deepened. Sheis 28ft. long and 8ft. beam, and now draws 
about 4ft, of water with lead on hev keel, We fitted her up 
as a yacht, and she does very nicely In a sea, as she has such 
a narrow, easy form, Next season we will rig her as'a regular 
cutter with running bowsprit, for we found that she dipped 
her bowsprit in a short sea, which strained it and stopped the 
boat, J will write to you for dimensions of such a rig s00n, 

Boston, Aug. 18. Bive WaAtER SAILOR. 
New Jersry YAort Croz,—The yacht Hina, Capt. W. 

Burrell, sailed from Hoboken, Aug. 24, for Newport. She 
has on board Messrs, H, P, Gray, A. Murphy, D. Cappers, 
Hdgar Grout and Wim, Stone, of the N. J. ¥.C. Capt. Bur- 
rell was formerly sailing master of Commodore Stevens 
famous sloop Maria, and commanded the Minnie, winner of 

the first ocean match of the New York Yacht Club. 

Massanusio Yaost Oron.—This is the title of a new yacht 
club formed at Manchester, N. H. They held their first an- 

nual regatta on Massabesio Lake, near the city, Aug. 24. 

The race was oyer a fiye mile course, won by the Nantilus in 

57m. 268. Judges, A. B, Fairbank, Frank Mitchell and Devi 
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N. Aldrich. ‘The other yachts in the race were Swan, Lottie, 
Olytié, [da and Madcap. Prize, a silk flag. 

Croisk oF THE HEWrerprise.—Commodore Peahody has 
tripped his anchor for a cruise to Mount Desert in his cutter 
Enterprise, Will be gone several weeks. She was built by 
Lawlor, of Boston, and has his style of section, quick turn 
to the floors at the garboard and at the bilge, piying a very 
powerful, but, we think, laborsome midship section. Her 
garboards had to be hewn out of the solid log on account of 
their quick turn. 

Can Tunsz Toines Be?—From a reliable source gye are 
informed that after all the Shoe-wae-cae-mettes, of Monroe, 
Mich., hold a questionable status as amateurs. We are told 

. by parties acquainted with them that they are ‘* punters’’— 
have paddled sportsmen after ducks for pay. One of them 
is known to have mixed drinks behind a bar for a gentleman; 
and, what is much more serious, our informant states that he 
knows beyond doubt that they sold their friends last year in 
the single scull race at Detroit. ‘Their conduct in other races 
is also questioned. If these charges have any foundation to 
them, a close scrutiny of their status as amateurs should be 
made by the N. A, A. O, While we donot pretend to take 
sides on these imputations, we must regard them as of a seri- 
ous nature, for they come to us from parties prepared to sub- 
stantiate them. 
Canonine av Rocunstrer, N. Y.—A correspondent writes 

us that the neighborhood of Rochester, N. Y., affords many 
fine rivers and reaches for canoeing, and that next season the 
sport will probably be taken hold of by gentlemen in that 
vicinity. Practical articles bearing on the sport will appear 
in our columns during winter, from which beginners can ob- 
tain the instructions necessary. 

Manwer Pamune.—'' J. L. K.” on ‘Marine Painting,” in 
your issue of Aug, 15, has hit the nail squarely. 

Maring Panter. 

THE City or CoLumeus.—This new steamer, an addition to 
the Ocean Steamship Line of Sayannah, was open to visitors 
on monday last. She is about the same size as the Cty of 
Macon. Her dimensions are 275 feet long, 38 beam, her bur- 
den being 2,000 tons. The City of Columbus will be com- 
manded by Captain Nickerson, The passenger accommoda- 
tions ave unsurpassed for elegance and comfort. So many of 
our readers go South during the winter months that doubt- 
Teasly the City of Columbus will take oat many a tourist bound 
to Florida. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Tagz NationAt ReGarra.—The sixth annual regatta of the 

National Association of Amateur Oarsmen was successinily 
towed on the Passaic at Newark, August 20 and 21. In spite 
of the attempts made by certain hair-splitting theorists and the 
small clique discontented with the strict enforcement of the 
association’s rules to decry the event, it turned out to be a 
brilliant affair in all its aspects. Ifa few prominent oarsmen 
were conspicuous by their absence tke entries were ample and 
food enough witbout them, and it is quite certain that no one 
felt grieved at seeing the obstreperous few fail to put in an ap- 
pearance at the start. The two days’ races were conducted 
With such promptness and fairness as to meet the decided ap- 
proyal of all interested, while the preparations for the meet- 
ing, both as regards measures taken for keeping the public 
informed of the progress of the races and for thoroughly polic- 
ing the course, proved the gentlemen controlling the races to 
hefully competent for the duties undertaken. Tt is not too 
much to say that this year’s regatia has been instrumental, to 
a large degree, in giving fhe National Association so firm a 

- hold upon the public mind that its future is secured beyond 
peradyenture. If the association will now review some of its 
rules, and relax or reconstruct the few particular ones which 
it has been found impracticable to enforce or unpalatable to 
some upon, perhaps, justifiable grounds, the few straying 
sheep will be glad to revurn to the fold, and all opposition to 
the association will cease, The course at Newark proved well 
adapted to the needs of the association, and if is certain that 
the strangers whom the race called together leaye the city with 
full appreciation of the generous hospitality of its inhabitants, 
and with satisfaction at the system and energy displayed by 
the association, for seldom have races been more promptly 
called and pulled without impediment than in this regatta. 
The Arlington crew, we believe, was the only one to demur to 
the decision of the umpire; but as they were 80 palpably in 
the wrong, no doubt when their excitement and disappoint- 
ment has passed off, they will see the justice of the mandate 
which ruled them out in accordance wilh Rule 18, Section C, 
of the laws governing boat-racing. Tuesday, August 20, was 
clear and pleasant, with a brisk northwest wind blowing across 
the river, but not getting up sea enough to trouble the boats, 
The grand stand, with its system of telegraphic signals con- 
nected to the observatory stations along the course, was 
packed with humanity, and the many private stands, a3 well 
as the river banks, were lined with people. On the second 
day the number of spectators was even greater, and estimated 
as high as 30,000. The course was one mile and a half straight 
away, start near the Midland Railroad bridge, and finish just 
infront of the Erie Railroad draw-bridge, or abreast of the 
grand stand. An old tug was furnished for the press, and 
failed to keep even with the racing boats, and, what was 
equally objectionable, raised a terrific swell at the grand stand 
every time she came down, so that none of the winning crews 
were able to show their style on the customary short spio 
past the stand after the heats, much to the disappointment 
of the lookers-on, who like to see a liltle more of a crew than 
the last half-dozen strokes that carry it across the line. 

First race for Junior Singles—First heat: F. Campbell, 
Eurekas, Newark, N. J., and W. E. Cody, Friendships, N. 
Y¥. Cody did some bad steering, and was beaten by Camp- 
bell by seven lengths. Time, 10m. 554s. 

Senior Singles—First heat: F. J. Mumford, Perseverance, 
New Orleans, and J. Kennedy, Yale University, New Hayen, 
Conn. Apparently Kennedy was not in condition, for his 
well-known record assigned him to a better position at the 
finish. Mumford, however, proved a better man than sup- 
posed, and won in 10m, 2114s., Kennedy only three-quarters 
of a length belind, 

Senior Single—Second heat: R. W. Rathbone, New York 
Athletic, N. v, G. Gaisel, Gramercy, N. Y.; J. O'Donnell, 
Hope, New Orleans; H. P. Dain, Highland, Peekskill, N. Y. 
Rathbone won without trouble, stvering a good course, and 
pulling a clean and graceful stroke. Time, 9m. 35s.; Gaisel 
second, 9m. 464s.; O'Donnell third and Dain last. 

Senior Singles—Third heat: G, W. Lee, Triton, Newark ; 
F. E. Yates, Pilot, Grand Haven, Mich.; J. Maginn, Waverley, 
WN. Y. The race was between Lee and Yates, and for the first 
half-mile the latter made a good race, but the man that can 
leavé Playford astern can hardly be matched in America. 
Lee won in very handsome style, pulling his long, powerful 

sweep, with an amount of apparent ease and grace that called 
forth continued applause from the spectators, Lee is not only 
the fastest amateur sculler in America or Europe, but he is 
also one of the most graceful pullers that ever sat in a boat. 
Time, 9m. 84s.; F. i. Yates, 9m, 154s; Maginn, 9m. 42hs. 

Senior Singles—Pourth heat; H. MeMillan, Vesper, Phila- 
delphia; H. Livingston, Yale, New Haveh, and J. 6. C. 
Wells, Hackensack, Hackensack, N. J. The latter did not 
go over the whole covrse. Won by McMillan in $m. 13}s; 
Livingston second, 9m, 22s, 

Junior Sculls—Second heat: R. W. Morgan, Potomac, 
Washington. D. ©0,; D. Lynch, Waverley, N. Y., and T. 
O'Connor, Neptune Barge, Philadelphia. The latter did not 
cross the finish. Jiynch led, but was disqualified for being 
coached, Time of Morgan, 10m. 11s. 

Junior Sculls—Third heat: G. W. Bowlsby, Jr., amateur, 
Monroe, Mich.; T. Lowden, Viking, Newark; B. 8. Keator, 
Yale, New Haven. The latter gaye out. Bowlsby won 
easily in 9m. 73s. The iide was with him, haying changed 
to ebb, while in the previons races the flood was making. 
Bowlsby was bow oar of the Shoe-wae-cae-mettes in 1876, and 
puils something after their style, or rather want of style, for 
be handled his vars in an awkward manner, and had no form. 
Pairs: J, Henderson and W. Rennet, of the (Quaker City 
Club; C, E. Bulger and H. O. Graves, of the Mutuals; J. B, 
Clegg and J. McGregor, of the Zephyrs, of Detroit; and L, 
S. Mack and W.E. McCredy, of the Atuletics, Mutuals took 
the lead, and held it. The rest steered wild. The Quaker 
Cities upset néar the finish. Time, 8m, 5648,; Athletics, 9m. 
1748.; Zepliyrs, Pm, 253s. : 
Double Sewlls—First heat: Mutual Boat Club, Albany 

N. Y., C. Peipenbrink, bow, W. 8. Mosely, stroke; Crescent 
Barge Club, Philadelphia, Pa., 0. EB. Hallowell, bow, W. H. 
Hallowell, stroke; Vesper Barge Club, Philadelphia, Pa., C. 
F. Goodshall, bow, H. Evans, stroke. Won by Mutuals, 8m. 
399s; Crescents, 8m, 5638, : 
Double Scullsa—Second heat; Hope Rowing Club, New 

Orleaus, La., J. O’Donnell, bow, P. Powers, stroke; Friend- 
ship Boat Club, New York City, E. Conlin, bow, J. 
McCartney, stroke; Hudson Boat Club, Jersey City, N. J., 
G. D. Phillips, bow, W. Clarke, stroke. Won by the Hopes 
in 8m, 31%s.; Friendsbips, 8m, 513s.; Hudson crew a bad third. 

Second Day—Wednesday, August 21, was clear, witha 
brisk wind sweeping down the river, making the water some- 
what Jumpy near the start. A heayy rain squall in the after- 
noon took the starch out of sume of the ladies’ clothes, but 
otherwise did not interfere with the prompt dispatch of the 
races, The tide ran up till the third race, when it changed 
in favor of the crews. 

Fours—Ffirst heat; Mutual Boat Club, Albany, N. Y., 0. 
E, Bulger, bow, Hl. ©, Graves, A. Mull, &. J. Wilson, stroke; 
Hope Rowing Club, of New Orleans, La., W. Tansley, bow, 
J. Lusk, J. McNulty, M. Garey, stroke. Hopes led off, but 
Mutuals headed them at the half mile, and won in 9m. 1972; 
Hopes not timed, 
Fours—Second heat: Eureka Boat Club, Newark, N. J-, 

J. Young, bow, P. Young, W, B. Flavell, J. Angleman, 
stroke; Friendship Boat Club, New York City, W. Hurley; 
bow, M. Robinson, R. Dyans, P. Birmingham, stroke, 
Elizabeth Boat Club, Portsmouth, Va., D. Callahan, bow, 
T. Gallagher, T. Reilly, P. McGrath, stroke. Hlizabeths 
caught the water first, but Eurekas passed them, steering a 
better course, as they were well acquainted with the waters, 
Friendships dropped back. Off the Hureka boat-house the 
Blizabeths crowded the Eureka crew, and fouled them. 
Eurekas got out of the scrape best, and crossed the line in 
9m. 0fs, Elizabeths were disqualified. Had the crew from 
Portsmouth, Va., steered betler, the race might have ended 
differently. They row in fair form, excepting the stroke man, 
who throws his elbows too much at the recover, in imitation 
of a Battery waterman. With a little more practice and 
coaching this crew may become a formidable one. 
Fours—Third heat ; Longueils, of Montreal, I’. Foster, bow, 

A. E. Pell, H. Pell, W. I. Gear, stroke; Centennial, of De- 
troit, P. Keeler, stroke, John Schafer, A. Stegmeyer, J.C. 
Passelins, bow; Arlingtons, of Brooklyn, G. W. ‘Thomas, 
stroke, R. V. Young, A. J. Valentine, G. W. Paynter, bow. 
Longeuils broke their steering gear and the umpire called 
the crews back; but Arlington kept on her way and was dis- 
qualified. ‘The otlier fwo were started again. Longeuil 
fouled, but Centennials took the lead and won in 6m. 583s. 
by six lengths, the Canadian’s time being 9m. 17s. 

Junior Singles—Final heat: G, W. Bowlsby, Jr., Amateur 
Boat Club, Monroe, Mich.,; I°, Campbell, Hureka Boat Club, 
Newark, N. J.; R. W. Morgan, Potomac Boat Club, Wash- 
ington, D. CG. Morgan gave out. The other two had a good 
race over the first part of the course, but Bowlsby won 
readily in 9m. 40s. ‘heir steering was poor, and the same 
may be said of a great majority of all entries, crossing the 
river several times in a zig-zag being quite a common occur- 
rence. 

Senior Singles—Final heat: G. W. Lee, Triton Boat Ciuh, 
Newark, N. J.; R. W. Rathbone, New York Athletic Club, 
New York City; H. McMillan, Vesper Barge,Club, Philadel 
phia, Pa.; I. J, Mumford, Perseverance Boat Club, New 
Orleans, La. Lee and Rathbone drew out of the ruck and 
had the race to themselves, McMillan a poor third and Mum- 
ford of the Yales out of the hunt. Lee pulled a straight 
course, and at the half mile Jed by a length, Passing the 
Bareks boat-house the cheering for the great seuller was im- 
mense. Lee spun ont his lead and crossed amid great ap- 
plause, a winner in 9m. O{s. Rathbone led him-a good fight 
and pulled in excellent form, but was overpowered by his op- 
ponent. Lee earned again the title to the champion of ama- 
teurs in America, and we cannot name the scuiler either in 
England or on this side who could hold his own with the 
wonderful man from Newark, 

Double Scull—Final heat: Hope Rowing Club, New Or- : 
leans, La., J. O'Donnell, bow, !. Powers, stroke; Mutual 
Boat Club, Albany, N. ¥., C. Piepeubrink, bow, W. 5. Mose- 
by, stvoke. For the first quarter they hung together pretty 
well, when the Mntuals drew ahead, At (he half mile they 
led by a length. Hope spurted and steering a close course by 
the Eureka house. Here Mutuals crowded them and fouled ; 
Tunning out again, they bore down on the Hopes a second 
time, fouling again and driving Hope away in shore. The 
latter, however, pulled in ahead and won in 8in, 374s. They 
received a warm reception at the grand stand, which was one 
of ihe most pleasing episodes of the day’s races. 
Yours—Final heat; Mutual, Saugerties, Eureka, Centen- 

nial. Mutuals pulled a quick, short stroke, all working well 
together, ( 1 ) 
Saugerties second, Wurekas third, Centennials doing some 
frightful steering and the rest none too good either, Sauger- 
ties fouled Mutuals and Hurekas came up and took part in 
the scramble; but Mutuals got ont of if first and led the rest + Washington. 

Rest not i of the way. Time, 8m. 5s. Saugerties, Sm. 14s. 

and headed the lot abreast of the Triton boat-house, ~ 

taken. The prizes, which were of handsome design and 
made by Thos, G. Brown, of New York, were distributed to 
the winners in the evening at Park Hall, Newark, with appro- 
priate ceremonies, Lee and the Southern crew coming in for 
hearty applause, 

Covzrney-HAantan Raow.—Representatives of the Hanlan 
Boat Club of Toronto, Ont., arrived in Geneya August 21, 
and were the guests of Courtney's backers. The next day they 
took a look at the course on Seneca Lake, and then went to 
Auburn. <A conference between the parties was had and an 
agreement for a race between Courtney and Hanlan arrived 
at. The date was fixed for Tuesday, October 1; stakes, 
$2,500 a side. ‘The articles call for still water, but n0 locality 
has as yet been determined upon, though it is quite likely ta 
take place at Ensinore, on Owasco Lake. 

Cosv ov tHe Unryrrsrry Race.—The Financial Committee 
of the New London University race haye submitted their ac- 
counts, as follows: Boat-houses and floats, $738.76; grand 
stand, $598; surveying and buoys, $94.18; flagging, ete., 
$46.59; furnishing quarters for the crews, $115.37; press, 
$247.80; referee boat, ete., $148; printing and posting, 
$138.35; music, $227.78; carriages, $29.50; harbor-master 
aod police boats, $106.15; transportation of shells and mea, 
$48.48. Votal, $2,338.55. Receipts from grand stand, $566.55, 
Net expenses, $1,882. Ofthis amount three-fourths will be 
coyered by the railroads, the rest by the citizens, 

_ AwnuaL Mrrrinc N. A. A. §.—The annnal meeting of the 
National Association was held at Newark, August 20, Mr. H. 
i. Buermeyer presiding. Twenty-seven clubs were repre- 
sented. Messrs. Walsh and Levein, of the Nautilus Club, 
New York, were reinstated as amateurs, A resolution was 
passed to hold three races, open to colleges only, al a future 
date. After routine business the meeting adjourned, 

Prizes Orrerep.—The Passaic, Eureka and Triton Clubs, 
of Newark, will each present a challenge cup to be rowed for 
on the date of the proposed college races. 

Bouriiyeron Bracn Rzcarra,—tin the single scull race at 
Burlington Beach, Ont., August 28, Hosmer won, beating 
Morris, Ross, McKeg, Plaisted, Sutter and Coulter, in the 
order named. 

Brown-Lynow Raoe.—The single scull race, two miles and 
turn, between Brown, of Worcester, Mass., and Lynch, of 
Salem, Mass., was pulled, August 22, on Lake Quinsigamond, 
Brown won in 14m. 45s, 
Hantrax BScurriwe.—W. Smith won the championship of 

Halifax harbor, N, 8., for the third time, August 15. 
Sr. Jonny Boat Race.—The three-mile fonr-oared race at 

Bay Shore, N. B., between the McLaren and Brett. crews was 
won by the former, August 21, 

Caxorwne.—The Orange Canoe Club were out im force on 
the Passaic during the National Regatta, and attracted a good 
deal of attention in their canvas canoes, 

Fast Time ww a4 CAaxnozr,—WMr. Hditor: In your last: issue 
“\G. L. ML” seems to question the speed made by our canoes 
ona recent trip to the Delaware. As regards our running 
through Great Fall Rift in three minutes, I would say that 
both myself and chum are willing to swear that we ran the 
rift in that time. Of course, we had no means of finding ont 
the length of this rift except by asking the people, and every 
one we asked told us two miles, Some of the raftsmen went, 
so far as to say it was two and a half miles long. The cur- 
rent here ran at the rate of a mile a minute, and I have had 
men who have rafted on the river for fifteen and twenty years 
tell me that they had.pun through there on the rafts at the rate 
of a mile a minute and sometimes faster, for when they used 
their sweeps they beat the current, A few years ago a boat- 
builder at Phillipsburg constructed a boat which he thought 
could ran through the rift (when the water was high), but he 
found that the current ran so fast that the paddle-wheels had 
no effect on the water. This was about fifteen years ago, 
when the river was narrower than it is now. No boat has 
ever been built that can run up this rift, and we were the 
first hoats or canoes that have run down the rift in ten years, 
This I haye from fishermen who have lived at the foot of the 
rift for from ten to twenty years. If you could give me the 
name of the correspondent who doubts the assertion I might 
give him a more detailed account of our passage down the 
Tiver. Otherwise, I can only say: ‘‘Let him go down the 
river from the Water Gap to Phillipsburg, and then pasa his 
opinion on it.” F. P. anp E. P. D. 

Hast Orange, Aug. 24, 

Soa and River Hishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

—j— 

FRESH WATER, 
Trout, Sulmafontinatia, 
Salmon, Saino salar. 
Salmon ‘Troat, Salmo confinia. Fi 
Land-locked Salmon, Salanojlovers, 
Grayling, Thymatlua tricolor. 
Black Buss, Mieropter us salmoides ; 

M. nigricans. 
Moskalonge, Hsom nabilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Booz luctus, 
Yellow Perch, Perca flaveacens, 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Scicenops ovellatiua, 
Sheepshead, Archosargua probato- 

cephalus. 
Striped Bass, Rocevs linneatia. 
White Perch, Morone amertownd, 
Woakiish, Cynoseion regalia, 
Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriz, 
Goat Mackerel, Cybiurn macula- 

Web. 

ero, Oybium reqale. 
Bonito, sarda ptlampye 
Kingiish, Menticirrusneb ulosus 

Fish rw Marxet—Rerar.* Parous.—Bass, 25 cents; bluefish, 

10 ; salmon, 25; mackerel, 18 ; weak fish, 1249 ; Spanish mackerel, 
40; green turtle, 10; halibut, 15; haddock, 8; king fish, 20; 
codfish, § ; black fish, 15; floanders, 10 ; porgies, 8; sea bass, 18 ; 

eels, 18; lobsters, 10; sheeps-head, 25; scallops per gallon, $2; 
soft clams, 380 to 60 centa per 100; white fish, 12h9; 
pompauo, 30; hurd crabs, per 100, #2.50; soft crabs, per dozen, 
75 cents. 

Fish of all kinds very scarce as it is always the case at this 

particular season of the year. The catch of Spanish mackerel 
almost & total failure, 

OnvArto— Wuubeshene, August 13.—Kvery stream here is 
filled with brook trout. They will take pees , 

New Hawrsaire.—Mr. James G. Menzies, a guest of {the 
Fabyan House, Mt, Washington, caught two big tront the 

| other day weighing 34 Ibs, aud 24 Ibs. respectively, So says 
| Among ile Clouds, a paper published on the siimmit of Mount 

Now let us hear from the Gohoorishanka sum- 
mer boarders. ghetes 
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_ New, Bedford, Aug. 31.—The striped bass fishing at the 
islands continues to be vigorously followed. Fish are plenty, 
although much smaller, ayeraging 10 to 15 pounds each, the 
largest one caught the past week weighing 344 pounds. Blue- 
fish, sautog, scup, etc., plenty. Excursions and clam bakes 

to, Conon. 

Nantucket, Aug, 24.—It has heen a poor week for fishing 
On account ol the high wind, what few have been caught 
Tuning yery large. The fishermen say that there will be 
plenty of fish next week. The surf fishermen on the south 
side are catching a, great many fish, anywhere from 70 to 100 
toa boat. Shark fishing still continues good, one party catch- 
Ing nine, three of which were blue dogs and one sand shark 
twelve feet long. Jack Corum, 

Movements or THE Fisurina Wuser,—The number of 
Bank arrivals at this port the past weelk has been 13, 5 with 
715,000 Ibs. codfish and 8 with 290,000 lbs, halibut. The 
number of Georges artivais for the week has been 86, and the 
receipts 430,000 Ibs. codfish and 20,000 Ibs. halibut. We 
notice 6 arrivals from the Bay, with 1,750 bbls., and 16 from 
off shore with 2,500 bbls. 364 bbls. have been received from 

_ the Bay by freighter, and several fares are reported on the 
way home. Whole number of fishing arrivals for the week, 
71.—Cape Ann Advertiser’, Aug. 23. 

Cosneoricnr—Harijerd, Aug. 21.—Some good sport was 
had the past week by a party from here black bass fishing 
at West ill pond. The pond, like all those waters artificial- 
ly raised beyond their original shores, possesess a bad fexture, 
The vegetation on the former border, now under water, pro- 
duces a greenish scum, which on warm days renders the 
water quite thick and, of course, unfit for the piscatorial 
sport. ** The pond works,” as people thereabouts express it. 
A cold rain or a brisk brevze settles this scum, and then some 
fun may be expected by the one well acquainted with the 
haunts of the fish and the peculiarities of the pond, for it is 
* just full of “em.” Many of the anglirs of that vicinity 
commit the error of either yanking the fish when hooked out 
of the water in a most slouchy manner, or of dragging them 
through their element by main force in order to accelerate the 
drowning. Both these methods are unsportsmanlike and apt 
to scare away the whole school, ‘whereas a careful handling 
of the prey draws the remainder nigh, stimulating their euri- 
osity and yoracity. By carefully manipulating his tackle, one 
of Our party hooked seven and landed six bass at one place 
Within less than fifteen minutes. One of the funny sights 
which we had the opportunity of appreciating during our stay 
at the pond was some jolly country boys drifting in about 
Seventy-five feet of water with twelve feet of line ont, and 
another the discomfited features of an immense fat and hoarse 
tural angler, who, having hooked a bass through the lip and 
dragged him through the water at the rate of six miles av 
hour by swinging lis long pole right and left, finally succeed- 
ed in landing his book minus the bags. P. xX, 

Coxnnoriour.—Hast Hampton, Aug, 26.—At Pocotopang 
Lake, Uncle Jedis still at the front. He captured three 
black bass this morning that weighed 7} pounds, the largest 
one weighing 5; pounds. Fishing has not been very good for 
& week past. Harry Cunver. . 

Woleottville, Aug. 28.—Bass bile freely in Bantom Lake, 
Litchfield; averaye about two pounds each. West Hill Pond 
is still a bad spot to try one’s luck, although fairly alive with 
black bass. E. A. Kt. 

Art anp Anoiing.—It is not given to all men to catch a 

fish and then accurately sketch it. A delightful combination 
of accomplishments is this. A correspondent, ‘R. EH. B.,” 
sends us an exceedingly neat pencil sketch of a fish which he 

wishes us to identify. The outline and coutour are quite 
accurate. 

Micropterus salnwides. 
Vitis 

“Tam told that in the northern part of Lake Champlain 
there is a large bass having more the sunfish shape aud darker 
color than this, which is dark greenish on the hack, lighter 
greenish on the sides, and white beneath. Our bass is the 

miest fish of the waters and one of the best, and has greatly 
increased in numbers since protected. The ordinary weight 
may be set at 241bs., though they frequently exceed it by one, 
two and sometimes three pounds.” 

Norra Oaronma—fort Johnston, Aug. 21.—Some ten 
miles from here lies the wreck of the blockade runner An- 
toinette; said by the natives to be a good place to fish, and 
thither I went last Friday. We should have reached the fish- 
ing ground at ‘flow water slack,” but the wind not heing 
strong enough, did not reach it till rather late. Caught one 
hundred and ninety-five fish (five persons), one hundred and 
sixty-four trout, weighing from two to three pounds. The 
remainder were blue fish anf angel fish. To secure all these 
required less than one and a half hours, On Monday I went 
out again, The wind blowing quite strongly from the 8. W., 
and a heavy searunning. Only one trout was caught, but in 
about the same Jength of time as above mentioned, three of 
us succeeded in catching two hundred and thirty fish, nearly 
all blue fish, and very nearly the weight of the trout. I have 
esught many fish before, but never had such sport as this, 
yet ye native tells me that [ should go out when the fishing is 
pea As it was, for a time it was glorious sport, but after a 
while it became rather suggestive of hard work. A, D. 8, 

Frorma—sSt. Augustine, Aug. 22.—Sheepshead weigh 
from two to fifteen pounds and are caught in great numbers, 

: Sinyab. 

Stray Norss From THE Enrror.—D, H, Fitzhugh’s party 

haye just returned from the Au Sable River, where they took 
seyeral hundred grayling, conscientiously returning to their 
native element all fish under ten inches in length of those 

caught, The party comprised Hon. 8. T. Holmes, of Bay 
City; A. B. Turner, of the Grand Rapids Hagle ; your hum- 

ple servant, Mr. Hallock, editor of Foresy anp Srream; Mr. 
Fitzhugh and four guides, one of whom was® justice of the 
peace for Crawford County. Justices ot the Peace in this part of 
the country can cook and pole a boat as well as any one. One 
of the notables of the party is the old river-man Leu Jewell, 

svho has acted as poler and Palinurus for Milner, Mather, Thad. 
Norris, Geo, Dawson and many other eminent anglers. Dayw- 

gon was here only three weeks ago. Just now there are several 

distinguished companies in camp on the Au Sable, including 
Judge Norris and son and Mr. Sweet, of Grand Rapids. A large 

“R. EH. B.” writes from Ferrisburg, 
We have no doubts in pronouncing it to be the: 

delegation of the Union Pacific Railroad people from Chicago 
left Jast Sunday. They caught 2,200 grayling, of which they 

returned 1,000 to the stream. For one dozen yoracious eaters, 
three weeks on the river, 2 thousand fish or go do not go far, 
I wish I could give the names of a party from Central New 

York, who caught many little fish and left them dead upon 

the strand. Such wanton waste is inexcusable. The river is 
beautiful, and I shall write at length of it anon. Parties take 

the Mackinaw branch of the Michigan Central road from Bay 

City to Grayling ; thence descend the stream 25 to 30 miles 
and come out by wagon to Cheney, a station ten miles from 
the river. There is good hotel accommodation at Grayling 
and Cheney, and a shanty hotel on the Au Sable at ths termi- 

nus of the road. The grayling season lasts until November, 
and parties are arriving on the river almost daily, 

Praser House, Bay City, Mich., Aug. 24. 

Braor Bass Fisuiye w Laks Perry.—Black bass fishing 
in Lake Pepin has heen unusually good this season. The 
evening before Mr. Hallock arrived here I had the following 
remarkable goud and bad Inck. Tackle consisted of S8oz. 
bamboo rod, siiyle gut leader, with three of my Lake Pepin 
bass flies: I irst cast, 2 hooked, 1 saved; second cust, 1 
landed; third cast, 3 hooked, 2 saved; fourth cast, 2 landed ; 
fifth cast, 1 landed; seventh cast, three landed. Four of 
these were large fish, one of the three saved weighing 5}1bs,, 
the other two (of the same cast) weighing just filbs, ‘This 
cast surpasses all of my former experience in black bass fish- 
ing, aud never heard of anything to surpass it. But to save 
more than one on a single gut leader, and with an $oz. rod, is 
a most trying and delicate task. Consequently I now use 
but two flies, and did I not make my own rods should use but 
one. With three large black bass on at once, something is 
most sure to be carried away, and ruined, so I wrote very 
early in Pormsy anp Strrmam that to get three on at once is 
about equal to losing all and ruining tackle. With my two 
flies T uften save two at a cast, Mr. Mallock while here 
fished with one fiy, and I will leave him to tell of the sport 
he had. I will say that his visit with us at Lake City was a 

Harner. 

most enjoyable one to us all, and with him we had some 
splendid sport. Two evenitgs affer Mr. Hallock left, in one 
bour's time I took twelye black bass with my two flies, three 
times saving two at once. In three evenings I took forty- 
one blacic bass, and every one with my own flies and with 
my 80z. bamboo trout fly rod. Now if better black bass fish- 
ing has been done in any other waters let us hear the particu- 
lars. Dr. D, C. Estrus. 

Carirornti—San Francisco.—Rock cod fishing engages 

the local angler during August and September, and one who 

knows all about when, how and where to go, tells the Pucifie 
Life : 

“Having obtained a suitable boat and some one acquainted 
with the bay that knows how to handle her, and being pro- 
vided with an anchor, and at least one lundred feet of anchor 
line, fishing-lines, with plenty of spare leads and hooks, bait, 
and something to sustain the inner man, good fishing may be 
found at any of the following-namied places: Arch Rock, 
which is situated a little below and to the westward of 
Alcatraz; Bland Shag Rock, which is bul a short distance 
to the north of Arch Rock ; Fort Point, Lime Point, IKer- 
shaw’s Point, Angel Island, and California City, he depth 
of the water yaries from thirty to eighty feet, with rough 
rocky bottom. ‘he fishing-lines should be at least one hun- 
dred and twenty feet long, with a lead weighing one pound. 
The best hooks for vock-cod fishing aremedium-sized Limerick 
hooks, The best bait is worms or fresh minnows, or 
sardines, and the bes time to go is on the neap tides, which 
occur at the first and third quarter of the moon,” 

Fisaine Masrers.—Acting Secretary of the Treasury 
Hawley has issued a circular to Collectors of Customs, di- 
recling them to obtain from the masters of fishing vessels ar- 
riving within their districts reports showing, as far as prac- 
ticable, the quantity and kind of fish taken by them within 
three miles from the shores of Canada. The form of the 
master’s report requires the value of the fish to be given, ex- 
clusive of the cost of barrels, salt, packing and inspection ; 
the tonnage of the vessel, number of crew and time employed. 
The circular also requires the Collectors to forward the de- 
partment, with such return, a list of the vessels licensed for 
the fisheries in their district, indicating which of them are 
employed in the cod, the mackerel, the whale and the halibut 
fishery, respectively, and which of them fish in foreign waters 
during any part of the year. 

Game Bag 3 and Gun, 
GAME IN SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER, 

Black bellied plover, ox-eye, Squa- 
tarola helvetica, 

Ring ployer, yialitis xemipalma- 

Moase, Alees malechis. 
Caribou, Varandus rangifer- 
HIK or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Red or Va, deer, C. virginianus. 
Squirrels, red, black and gray, 
Hures, brown and pray. 
Reed or rive bird, Dotichonye oryz- 
iporous, 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 

en, Cupidonia eupido, 
Rulted grouse or pheasant, Bonasa 
umbeltua, 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virginia- 
Ud 

Us. 
Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopus 

nigricollis. 
Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Red-breasied suipe, or dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphus griseus, 

Red-bucked sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tritga americana. 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Simusa fedou, 

Willet, Votanus semipalmatua, 
Tattler, Tofanus melanoleucua, 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus slavipes. 

“Bay birds” geuerally, including various species of ployer, pand 
Piper. shlpe, curiew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayocets, 
elc,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

CaniDia—Peterboro, August 17.—Reports are made to me 
from different sections in this county stating all kindsof game 
plentiful. On the Otonabee River and Rice Lake black, 
woodand gray ducks are in thousands, moving about in large 
flocks. The wild rice is showing up well just now, and no 
donbi a large crop will be harvested next month by the Indians 
at Rice Lake. In Stoney Lake, Deer Bay, Pigeon Lake and 
Creek and Burleigh summer ducks are more plentiful than 
they have been for years; perhaps, owing to-the early season, 
many of the ducks haye brought out two broods, Deer 
are reported roaming about the woods like herds of 
cattle. On account of there being very little snow, last win- 
ter should have been a favorable one for deer. 
pect io hear of some heavy bags being made by sportsmen j{ 

We may ex- { friends.’ 

When the game season opens. Duck shooting begins Septem- 
ber 1, deer shooting September 15, and partridge October 1, 
Sportsmen should take notice fhat these dates are considerably 
changed from last year’s. Mr, G. B, Sproule, who was camped 
4 few days at Lovesick Rapids, on Deer Bay, early this mouth, 
veports yéry fine sport with black: bass both above and below 
the Rapids; scarcely a fish weighing less than five pounds, 
ind game to the Jast. Qur game protective clubs are now 
reaping their reward. C. A. Post. 

Ontanio— Wartbeshene, August 18.—Deer and summer 
ducks haye nof been so plentiful for years as they are now. 
No hunters here to disturb the game. A, H.R. 8. 

Massaonuserrs—Orchard Grove, Parker River, Aug. 22.— 
Gunning good, with prospects of heavy flights soon. pland 
plover and brownie (black-breasted ployer) quite plenty. 
Bags of 75 and thereabouts, mixed birds, quite frequent. 

Nimrov. 

Salem, Aug. 20.—A few uplands on our Hills, and very 
plenty on Plum Island, R. L. N. 

Lone Isnanp.—Mr. Orville Wilcox, the popular sports- 
man’s host, formerly of Good Ground, L. L, has removed to 
Quogue, L, I., where he presides over the Ocean House, 

Pannsyvnyanta— Uniontown, Aug. 20,—The first; coon hunt 
of the season was joined in by J. R. Frey, John Boring, Lu- 
cien Bowie and Wishart Miller. ‘hey struck the trail in the 
Grown setilement last Monday night and captured eight 
coons on two trees. 

Sourn CaroLina—Aingsion, August 20.—Since the game 
law has been in effect the incresse of deer has been very per- 
ceptible, and I think in a little more time they will be almost 
aa abundant as in the times of yore, Around Kingston quail 
are yery plentiful. In the fall there are a great many trapped, 
buf not enough to impair good shooting in season, A. friend 
of mine went out last night and canght font raccoons and a 
couple of opossoms, which are quite plentiful, M. ¥. A. 

Charteston, August 1'7.—Two parties haye been out after 
deer this week, and were successful in bagging one on each 
hunt. Deer are plentiful this year, and fine sport is autici- 
pated this fall. 

Fort Johnston, August 21.—Rail are to be found in quan- 
tities; reed-bird later; plenty of duck in season; + inland 
shooting fair, but late ; too hot and too many snakes. 

Mississipri—Pawlding, August 16.—Party of four in one 
morning’s shoot bagged twenty-five squirrels, Turkeys are 
reported quite numerous. AL. 

LovisraAna—lVeto Orleans, August 21.—We are having 
plenty of ‘‘pappa-botts,” very fat; one of the finest of game 
birds; fat only a few months in the year. 

Micutean.—Mr. Geo. A. Newett and Judson Ayers, on the 
15th inst., shot eighteen deer and one bear at Helena. The 
deer are very plenty in this section this season, owing to the 
mild winter. 

Reed City, Aug. 24.—Parties are arriving by the Grand 

Rapids and Indiana Railroad, bound north, to take advantage 
of the splendid bird and deer shooting in the northern coun- 

ties as soon as the season opens in September. The fishing 

there is splendid. Ht. 

Grayling, Crawford Co., Aug. 24.—Sportsmen are here 

with their guns, waiting for the shooting season which opens 

September 1, passing the intervalin fishing. Deer and ruffed 

grouse are abundant, and ducks will be plenty. Take the 

Makinaw branch of the Michigan Central Railroad to Gray- 

ling and hunt along the Au Sable River. From Cheney, on 

the same road, it is three miles to Higgins Lake, and from 
Roscommon to Houghton Lake, eleyen miles, where there is 
food duck shooting, Han. 

Oxnto—Columbus, August 20.—The Columbus Shooting and 
Fishing Club was ‘organized yesterday, with the followiag 
officers: Pres., Dr. J. Ik, Flowers; Vice-Pres., H. Sayage; 
Sec. and Treas., Dr. W. Shepard. The tone of the elub is ex- 
cellent, and their skill as amateurs by no means insignificant, 

Ww. 8. 
A Vurry RemARKcAnnr Sturrep Brrp,—We don’t mean by 

this caption that the bird is well stuffed, or a chef d'wuore of 
the taxidermist’s skill, All about it which is really remarka- 

ble is what Captain Bogardus fold us in regard to that par- 

ticular pigeou. ‘* That was the last bird I shot in England in 

the mateh with Mr. Aubrey Coventry. It would have made 

a tie if [ had not killed it! Was I excited? No, not a 

bit. I knew I could grass it, andI did. It was stone dead 

before it reached the ground. I fancy there was something 

like £20,000 on that bird, and it made a difference of 

$5,000 to me, and more than that to my friends. Kind of 

natural, ain’t it, that stuffed bird?” and the Captain’s face 
beamed with, at least, a $10,000 smile. 

Tue InTERWATIONAL Prezon Maron.—This match, as pro- 

posed by us in our last issue, has excited much comment, and 

we are led to suppose from the favorable reception it has met 
with that such a team match between the gentlemen of Bng-~ 

land and America would be quite possible. Captain John 

M. Taylor writes us as. follows: 

You state that arrangements can be made with Captain 
Shelly as 1o an International Pigeon Match. In my letteryou 
will see that it was Mr. Dougal, gunmaker, St. James street, 
London, who had a conversation with Captain Shelly at Mo- 
naco on this subject. The way an International match was 
talked about began in this manner: At the Memphis Field 
Trialg I met Mr. Greene Smith, and, 1 think, Mr. 8. HB. 
Turrill. Mr. Smith asked me into a private tent he had on 
the grounds, when the conversation turned on pigeon shoot- 
ing, L remarking that I thought light guns conld beat heayy 
guns. Mr. Smith disagreed with me and said, ‘Can you find 
four or five Englishmen to come over here and test this ques- 
tion?’ Lreplied that thought IT could. §o on niy late visit 
to England I mentioned this matter {o many crack shots, and 
they secmsd to entertain the idea, provided, as! say in my 
last letter to your journal, ‘ that all preliminaries are arranged 
on this side first and then submitted to Captain Shelly and his 

no. M. Taytor. 
“ The Retreat, Bellefonte, Nottoway Oo., Va,, Aug, 26.” 



q2 FOREST AND STREA. 
PIGEON MATCHES. 

MAsSACRUSETTS—Marlboro, Aug, 23.—Regular fortnight’s shoot of the 
Marlboro Sportsmans Club, Marlboro, Mass. Contest for gold badge ; 
spring trap; straight away balls; handicap rules; 3 balls second-class 
being equal to 4 balls first-class; twenty balls constituting a string. 
Badge won by second-class, D, 8. Mooney and H, 8. Fay, each break- 
ing 15 out of 19, hence tieing. Shooting off, badge won by Herman S. 
Fay, breaking 10 out of 12; D, S. Mooney breaking 9 ont of 12. After the 
close of the shoot an elegant silver badge, the gift of Mr. Wm. R. 
Shaefer, of Boston, Mass., was presented to the shooter making the 
poorest score during the season, of which this was the closing shoot. 
Mr. Wm. J. Arnold was the happy recipient with a score of three 
broken balls out of a possible sixty. Mr. Arnold entertained the club 
with a supper at the Marlboro Hotel in the evening. 

MAssAcHUSETTS—Milford, Aug. 25,—A glass ball shoot for a prize of 
a silver cup took place at Mendon, Saturday 25th inst. Conditions 25 
shots, 18 yardsrise. Owing to a broken spring in the trap early in the 
natch it was not as successiul as it otherwise might have been, and 
only about 4 dozen contestants took part. The cup was won by Charles 
Fletcher, of Milford, on a score of 20 ont of 25, Quint Driver. 

MASSACHUSETIS—Quiney, Aug. 22—Merry Mount Shooting Club. 
Match between two contesting sides, one termed the Picked Five and 
the other the Merry Mounts. Winning team to take the four prizes, 
which were of solid silver, Hach man stot at 21 yards rise : 

Picked Five. 
E Hardwick, ........22.5.00...---.11111111111101 1—14 
8 H Spear..... eas aves eeseee DA LLT111110111101—18 
ES Beckford,........ »110011101011111- 
Myron Clark . de Fes 0111111001101 01—10 
Owen Jones,......... rece eee 010111111000 001—S8— 56 

i Merry Mounts. 
¢ Cummings 111111111001111—13 
HO Studley 1111111100011 1—12 
A Keating. 10111110111111—12 
PiGhubbuck ye piss ee. 101100101110111—10 
W OD Higgins............00..00--..0 010100011111 01— 8 —55 

NEWPORT, Aug. 24.—Contest for the Bennett Cup, Narragansett Gun 
Club Grounds ; 20 yds, rise: 

SH Robbins.1 0111010 —5 Roche.......00110 —2 
Halleck......10010 —2 Thornhill. ..1101110111-8 
Howard.....0100 —2 Jones....-..1110110111-8 
Brown... ... 11110100 —5 Heckscher..01010 —2 
Wagetaff....1111111011—9 VanBuren.101010 —3 
Zbrowskl....01111100 001110 —8 
T Van Buren.1 11101011 oo10 —1 
Ridgeley....101010 011211011107 
Livingston... 10111011 111110011 
Lorillard.....111011110 11100110 —6 

Roe Le 8-0 10110 —38 
Lorijlurd, Jr.16100 

In shooting off for second money there were four contestants who 
Scored as follows: 

C Livingston, 0; Pieire Lorillard, 10; A J Thornill, 111; HB Jones. 
0; Newton Earle, 1 1 0. 

Messrs; Harle, Lorillard and Thornhill shot a match $200 a side; 
twenty-five birds each; twenty-eight yards rise, The score was as 
follows: 

WN Earle...... A ocean eee Labeda bolik re sik 
P Lorillard....-.... ALL11011L0010 
AJ Thornhill................ 1010111101 

Messrs. Brown and Harle also shot a match fo 
ten birds, which resulted; 

SEAL OW Eafe ea) fo mitenla deta iislale sleles ale 
W EHarlé.... 22.2% aeasuehvsaislak 

10 
11 —8 
1111110160 —l4 

ir $200, same distance, 

ay smh aire ag pt 
eaeeets evant oe 1D SO 0) 7 

CONNECTICUT—Quinnippiac Range, New Haven, Aug. 22.—Sweep 
stakes = 

First sweepstake—ten balls. 
Hangon.,--f111111111—i10 Bennett. ...1111010110—7 
Brogden....1110111111—9 Fuiton......00011111011—7 
Folsom.....1i110011111—8 Armstrong.1110101100—6 

Second sweepstake—five balia. 
Penu,.,.-2-.-:..-- ees--l 1011—4 Brogden, ..2...-,.:...1 112 1-65 
Armstrong . ..10101-~8 Hanson,.. o1110-3 
Folsom.....c+00...-....11111—5 Jorey...-.-.. ssevesees 111014 

dorey and Folsom divided first money. In the shooting off for sec- 
ond Penu won, breaking five balls to Brogden’s three. 

Third sweepstake, 
Penn........0.-+-eneees0 11 11—4 Brogden.........-.....4111 1-5 
Armstrong , -.11111—5 Hanson, «2.1 1110-4 
FOGOM.....cccocsccsesl 11 11—5 Jorey....,..---,.,.4.--L110 14 

Armstrong aud Brogden diyided firstmoney., Tie rémainder shot 
off tor the second, Jorey breaking five balls and taking iv. 

Fourth sweepstake. 
FeDD.«s.s0-ceseenenseel 11 0 1-4 Hanson....-.,.......-.1 111 1-5 
Armstrong A Spencer...... -11011-4 

P 110114 
.00i111-3 
111115" 
arabs ese 

Z Spencer....------.- 

Shooting off Jorey took first, breaking five balla; Penn took second, 
five balla; Bray and Breeze dividing third. 
Matoh between Birmingham and New Haven Clubs: 

Birminczham Club. 
BYAY ceccecee peer aeees 01110011110100010011—1 

111111100101011111—16 
0111210111010110110—4 
0211111110011111111-—16 
102121111110111111-17 
11101111101111111117 
111101111111111111-19 
111101111110101101—15 
111111110101111010—16 
10111010111110001 1—12—158 

New Haven Club, 
Armstrolg.... 1101111000111011001—13 
Falton...... 1401110111111111111—18 
Jorey.. 1111001111111111111—18 
Cowell... 0201111100111111111—15 
Hanson.. 1101011101111111011—16 
Penn...... 112111411111111111101—19 
Folsom.....- 100101111111101111116 
Moore..., 1111111111101111111—19 
Bennett. 1110211110011110010—4 
Stetson.......-..,......1110110110001100111 1—13—161 

Referee—A. W. Deary. Scorers—Birmingham Club, T, B. Jewett; 
New Haven Olub, G. E. Osborn, 
ConnncTicur—Stamford, Aug.—Mateh at balls; Mole trap and rules: 

- OOO0TLLTOO0OL1T01011001111111 0-1 
1010001010111011110101100—14 
100100100101101110110010 118 
1001001000010000100000111—8 

Thos Cumming... 1. O0001000000101000710071010—7 

For the Foster Gun Oase the following is the score : 
H Oothont, Jr..--..0111111001110101110010011—16 
WHSmith. ..-..0010001011100101110011001—12 
RAH Gillespie -1019001110000001111001001 012 
EF W Gillespi 011011010001101110100010 0-2 
AG Weed, Jr 111010001011101000000012 1-11 
Wo Scotleld. O0O010L1T000011100000000001—7F 
Thos Cumming...1 00O01T01TL00100000010001000—-7 

New Yoru—Seneca Falls, Aug. 24.—Match for gold badge ; spring 
traps ; Bogardus rules and balls= 
Pamriph.... ..scseeeeseeeeeeOLL111011111101111011—16 

111211111111111110111—19 
veel 11217111111101111111 0-18 

veeeet 1111111111101110111—18 

7 Serveeereeceeertecteet Lawrence. .....--..+ 110 o1 —16 
Van Bushkirk......- 1110111112111101721118 
Ejppy 0. 2e. =. 1T11L111T1ILL10111011011—-17 
Westbrook.......--.---------LOTOLOOOD0IW 
SLEDY:. Se pnacveces e=s-easet 1 L1111117114101111119 

Ties on 19, 
Ten Hyck.......... 200 et Oa SS SUBLY. coy) a eke 1Tiii1it+s 

BROOKLYN Gun CLuB—Brooklyn, L. I, Aug. 27.—~Match for special 
prize; 26 yards rise; 5 traps; Hurlingham rules: 

Wynt......1111111111 10 Zoliner..... A111112101—9 
Wood. second 111111111—10 Gilderaleeve1111011101-8 
Bridges....1 22117 01111—9 Madison.....1 1111100118 

Steel........1101111111— 9 West.......1011011011-7 
Blankley...110111111414—9 Blmendorf..101110011 0-6 
AKINe.s.c0e LLO1711111—9 * Williams”.0101111000—5 

Ties on ten. 
WYDD sc. tectyagercetryecd 1 C—O. “WOOUisevent.cte. setesd, Deu —! 

Lone Isnanpd Gun Cuup.—Dexter Park, L. f., Aug, 23, 1878.—Pigeon 
shooting ; regular monthly handicap contest for a silver cup; 80 yards 
boundary, 12f ozs, shot, H and T traps, club rules; 

Wynn..,, ..25 Alilodiw 
‘Thompson, .25 111111 1011110 
Redding....29 LOA ho 111100w 
Madison....25 elLIitio1 1700011—4 
Morphy.,..21 .0111011—5 Walton..,.91 22 1GS tow 
Hartshorne.23 ,111101*—5 King......25 ek De 
Robinson. ..23 11*1101-5 

Baulsir*.. ... «1 1i1—11—5 Gillet .... -.111—1 0-4 
Hugbhes*... 111-11—5 Wynn...... .111—i 0—4 
Robinson*..... wl 11—11—5 Broadway .... -1 1 1—1 0-4 
Austin*...... bd artee 1i1i—11—5 Redding..............1 1 1-1 0-4 

“ Divided. 

Mipway Vs. FouNTAIN.—Matawan, N. J., Avg. 21—Return match 
between the Midway and Fountain Gun Olubs, the Midways haying 
beatenin first match, Conditions—21 yards, 80 yards boundary, Foun- 
tain Cimb rules: 

Midway Gun Club, Fountain Gun Club, 
Wyckoff....1111111111—10 Kearney....1111111111—10 
Heyer...... 11111101119 Watts.....d.09111111i111—10 
Dunlap LT11L011j1119 JBonling..11101111i11—9 
Waite..-..-1111111011—9 Wingert....3111111110—9 
Lambertsonl111100111—8 O’Connor...J11111*111—9% 
Disbrow...V101127101211—8 White.....17001110111—T7 
G LWbertson] 1111011*1—8 Thompson.0111110101—7 
HHeight...J1211111001—8 Madison....0111011101—T7 
Warreu.....00011*11111—7 James......°°101111101—7 
Farrington.1101101110— 7 .001711001111—6 
Van Brockie0 111111010—7 11017010106 
Brown.....0 111010101—6 O*1L11i* 0111-6 
Iving.......10171000111—6 O100101T101—65 
Vandeveer.1110010011—6 .100011109000-4 
Applegate..0100111001—65 10*10010*0—3 

TOtali,....2ss1sse- a beers 113" “"Dotals.+.4++pen-evefenca=s 2 sabedb 

New Jersey GUN CLUB—Weat Side Driving Park, Aug. 16,—Handi- 
cap match: 

BArclayeoresersess-evee 1o2t001111— 
Dusey..,.. oa ses sah ee 
Pearson..... tt 0: a a a ee 
Hughes..... 2.5.24 1 tb sort 2s 
Sedore.:...-..43.5 J. O82 Set it a2 
Sanders,......... 01010321411 1-6 
Smith. DST tl Oe 0 sea 
Sip.. 101.00 0 0 0 1-3 

Ties—miss aud go out. 

Pearson.....11111111%10—9 Sedore......717111111111-10 
PENNSYLVANIA—Lettrobe, Aug. 23.—Glass ball match between teanis 

from Greensburg and Latrobe; 18 yards rise, Bogardus trap and rules: 

Latrobe Team, 
100111010011111001 1—18 
0111010110111111111—16 
110100101010011010 0-10 
1101011011001011101—45 
10111111111111111 01—18—70 

Greensburg Team. 

R Trauger.....5.+..06.5.001101101110111100011—18 
BUGLE eee wey = ee tee ch 01010100111011110101—12 
H Thomas.. -.10101111101110111010—14 
G Hosk.....- 0011010111001010010—9 
D Shaner ......-- a Te aaa ee et 

NORTHWESTERN SHOOTING CLUB.—ZErie, Pa, Aug. 17.—First match 
for gold hadge, T. W. Jarecki having won it three times out of the 
twelve contests, now holds the badge as his own property : 

P Diefenbach............. eel 11111117111011101111—19 
John E Graham.. Seep del aC Oe Tal et aT ot eee eat Ts 
Captain J § Riddle. sd el el see ae Oat 

1111011111011111110 
1111101011100111111 
1120101101111 012711 
1100011111111011100 

H Vanvelsor. . 1110111101111101110 0O—i5 
Jake Graham.... 10100111111101i1lw 
W Tracy. ..cecceccceesecseseet OLT1O000010100160001-—7 

Ties on nineteen. 

John EGraham.......11111—6 P Diefenbach,....-....1111 0—4 

WasHineton, D, C, Aug, 19,—Conditions—Bogardus trap with 
screen, 60 glass balls, 10 single and 40 double, one thrown in front and 
the other behind the shooter: 
BL Mills—Single, 11111111 71—10. 

11 Wi iL 11 11 12:11 11:12: 11: 11:11:11: 1 00—38. 

TENNESSEE—Me Whirtersville, Auy, 21—The following matches, at 
glass balls, Bogardus rules, Bitterlich wraps, were shot, Mr. H, Wall- 
man aud Mr. Bitterlich, judges; W. Carroll, referee, and J, D. Hill, 
scorer. The matches came off on the farm of Gen. Gillam, eight miles 
from Nashville, The spot selected was a beautiful on¢—on the top of a 
hill some 500 yards from the Murfreesboro turnpike. A beautiful 
grove of birch and hickory trees iurnished ample shade, anda ileld on 
the gentle decline of the hill the shooting ground. 4 lie shoot was 
gotten up under the immediate auperintendence of F. McGavock, Haq., 
# young gentleman who is every bit a sportsman himself. He had pre- 
pared an elegant barbecue of pork and muvton, with a liberal supply of 
buttermilk, to al] of which the shooters sud Spectators did ample justice. 
The attendance was not very large, owing to the threatening weather, 
but nee whe cee the chances of weather, which proved to oe de- 
lightial, enjoyed themselves hugely. 

First match at ten balla; a sweepstakes Of $l each, the winn 
ing for the balls: 
Oates........ 

Donble: 1111 1f 11 11 

1ii1111110—9 MoGavock...1100100111-—6 
Valentiue....0110100010—4 Mitchell,....1111101111—9 
Burkholz...,.1011010111—7 Massey......211111001 T 
Purner......111111011—9 McCampbelli 111101011-—8 

Ties on-nine divided stakes, 

Second match, five balls; a sweepstakes, $1 each: 
BurkholzZ........0----) 1 111—4 McKinney, ....,.....-- 811103 
Oates..-- --..11011—4 Stantleld,........ Wasses 01101-—3 
MASEG YA 2-sculcose ner vall Lola 14 MHSROy 5. uw iter cnenduad ahoded aad 
Mitchell,....,-.-+++++1 1 1 11—5 MoGavoock........... » 0101 1-3 
NTHEES erreee es ok +-+-L1101—4 Hoffstetter.,.,....-.-.)1001-9 

Third match, Ove balls; sweepstukes, $1 each: 

Mitchell,..............11111—5 Maskey..,....,..... ---L110 1-4 
McKinney. ...=.-.-....1 0110-8 Ostes......... 1011 1-4 
MOTHS so uksestsss eel dH 1101-4 
Burkholz ............-.1 0110-3 Massey............-. 1011-3 
Fourth match, flye balls; sweepstakes, $1 each: 

McCampbell...........11011—1 Massey............ sot T1104 
Oates. .,.. Peers edree 11111—5 Wheat...... 0110-3 
McKinney..... eee 1110 1—4 McGayock., 0110-3 
TOIMET ..%s 6-3 sscee--l O111—4 Lannom...... 111i 5 
Burkholz.....,--.-.- ---11110—4 Stanteld...... O11 1-4 
Maskey.. f -.-10111—4 Valentine,,..... 5 0172 0-3 
Mitchell... -11111-—5 Hoffstetter ,........... Li 9011-4 
GHIBert eae cs cary pagel Ged an 

Ties on five. 
Oates.... 110013 Gilbert....,...........1110 
Mitehell _....... O1111—4 Lannom..,.. eeeseasss-1 00 01—2 

Fifth mateh, five balls; sweepstakes, $1 each: 

0 eee 11111—6 McKinney.. 1103-4 
Stantield... 11110— Bursholg. 1110-4 
Turner 111014 Ragio.. 0110-2 
Mitchell. -11111—5 Bowen. 1141-5 
MeCampb 11111—5 Wheat, 0071 0—3 
Gilbert .... 11111—5 Massey... 1410-8 
Maskey.... 1iiii—6 Valentine, -L1Liild- 
Hoifstetter....... -++-.L 0111-4 Lannom:,....... .---11111-5 

Ties on ive were shot off at threé balls; Mitchell and Maskey tied 
again and divided stakes. 

Sixth match, five balls; for persons who never won a glaas ball 
Match; sweepstakes, $1 each: 
Ragio,.....cspaceeeres-k 1000-2 Doritoh..........:..:.10 012 
WAKE, be .rate! a0 os 10001—2 McVampbell, Jr.....,..0 1 0 0-1 
Grnkely i pvecsece sees .00000—0 Hi 90000-—0 
Shute... .,.............000 0 0-0 

Ties on two; Wheat won the shoot off. This match created & good 
deal of amusement for the spectators, 
Seventh Match—The above match created such a feeling of riva 

between Messrs. Ragio and Wheat, that they decided to try their skill 
ata ten-ball shoot, which was won by Wheat. 
Highth match, fye balls; sweepstakes, $1 each: 

ore rere a 

Burkholz....-......... McKinney, .....++ses00l 111 1—6 
11 Wheat....00-..+5 10111-4 
o1 McCampbell..... 01111~-4 

ha th Beg Valenting....... 11111—5 
1100 Gilbert....-+...- 1011 0-9 
Pla! Mh bea g Maskey SR ta hs Bs 

Stanfie d.... -L1110-4 Oates... mie ates 1110-8 
Ties on five shot off at three balls: on second tie Mitchell won. 
Ninth mateh, five balla; sweepstakes, $1 each: 

Mi-chell.......----.---1 1 1 11—5 Hoffstetter............1100 0-9 
McKinnéy...... -L1101—4 Bowen.........22.:....1110 1-4 
TUrNBL 24.15.25. 10000—1 Burkhols#..............11010—8 
Mageey..acaes-s-----+-00011—2 Stanteld........ -1l1110—4£ 
Oates .... 11111—5 McCampbell..... 111003 
Lannom . O1010—2 Maskey,... OO111—-8 
Wallman.. 10110—38 Valentine 1110 0-3 
McGavock, 01001—2 Wheat.................0110 0-2 
Houston. ..... 111115 

Tenth match, 6 balla; sweepstakes, $1 each. 

Gilbert, ....... a +-11111—5 Mitechell............ 11111-5 
MeKinney.. «111014 Turner 11011-4 
Houston.... 111— Massey... 1107 1—4 

Hooper.... 1111 1-6 
Burkholz.... 111211—5 

Oates veeee LD O11 1-4 11111—5 
Valentine......-.-. esl 1111—5 A1011—4 

Ties on five at three balls: 
on thie third. 

Eleventh match, 5 balls; sweepstakes, $1 éach : 

Tnrner.... 
Valentin 
McKinney 
Burkholz 
Ontes......... 

Ties on five 

after two ties Mitchell won the shoot off 

Mitetell.......... ¢..---11 11 10—5 Gilbert...... 
Turner....... es+e--s1L 10 11—5 Stanfleld 
BurkholZ...-.-...+,.-.--11 11 10—5 Maskey- 
Valentine ...00 10 10-2 McKinney,... ...... 
Oates.... -..00 11 10—3 

‘Ties on fives shot off. After a close contest, Gilbert won the shoot- 
off from Mitchell on the fifth double balis, 

Thirteenth match, 5 balla; sweepstakes, $1 each : 
OME... .+<s5-asesnel L111—5 Burkholgi.....:..... 

Mitchell. 
Hoope' 
Fields... 

and Gilbert divided stakes, 

Fourteenth match, 6 balls ; sweepstakes, $1: 

Borkholz 
Ontes.... 
Mitchell, 

Some excellent shooting was done. Mitchell in his seyeral matches 
broke 99 out of 106 shot at. 

Jowa—Keokuk, wg. 21.—Glass balls, Bogardus trapa, 91 yards: 
First match, 

Bassett..... 1111111011—9 Sholer,.....1111111111—1WwW 
Kinnaman..) 111011111—9%9 Worthen,..111111011 8 

Second match, 
Bassett.....2111101111—9 Sbouler..,....1111111110-9 
Kinnaman,,.0101000110—4 Worthen,...1010101111-% 

Third match. 
11111111—9 Kinnsman..1110011110—-7 
10101111—7 Sanford...1111011111-~-9 
01011001—6 Hervey,...0000000101—9% 
111111141— 

Fourth match. 
Given.. .....1110010010-5 Sanford......110101111 0-7 
Kinnaman,..1110101111—8 Shuler.......0111101111-8 

BNAP, 

Rational Pastimes. 

Lacrosse At Newrort.—Last Friday at Newport, R. I. 
three clubs contended for the beautiful cup presented by the 
Westchester Polo Club and for the lacrosse championship of 
the United States. The players were from the New York 
Lacrosse Club, the Union Athletic Club of Boston, and the 
Ravenswood Lacrosse Club of Brooklyn, the teams being 
made up as follows: 
New York Lacrosse Club.—E. C. Lamontagne, 

and home field; G@. M. Hammond, defense field ; 
Lafon, centre field; OC. W. Francis, goal; R. L. Lamontagne 
cover point ; H. Inman, point; J: Mitchell, detense field; M. 
'L, Pine, home. field; A. P. Montant, home field; W. Shaw 
home field; H. Munir, defense field. 2 

Union Athletic Club, Boston.#James G. Lathrop, centre 
field; P. I. Ferris, cover point; T. Campbell, defense field - 
T. W. Woods, defense field; Samuel MacDonald, Captain 
and home field; J. T. Williams, home field; H, P. Hook 
home field; J. R. Flannery, point ; J. Marquand, home field . 
Ge Se goal Nae H.. hae home field. y 

avenswood Lacrosse Club—Edward Cluft, Captain a 
home field; W.P. Ritchey, home field; A. D. Ri ier only 
Geo. B. Wilson, point; Robert Wilson, defense field ; James 
L. Smith, coyer point; J. A. Nicholls, home field; Robert 
J, 8. Graham, home field; H, J. Slater, centre field; A, @. 
Goldsmith, home field; P. H. Thompson, defense field: W. 
H. Atwood, home field. , 

The Ravenswood and Union Athletic Clubs went into the 
field. The first goal was won for the Ravenswoods in 8m. 
59}8., by a side throw of Ritchey’s, and the same player se- 
cured the second goal in 12m. 24s. The third goal was won 
for the Rayenswoods in Im. 1s. by Cluff. The Ravenswood 
and New York Olubs then took the field, and after nearly an 
hour of hard play the Ravenswoods won the first goal from 
their new antagonists. They won the next goal in less than 
twelve minutes, and a third one before it became dark, This 
club now hold the title of champions of the United States. 

AvatEtiIo GAMEs AT Newrort.—The Games at Newport 
R. L., last Thursday, held under the auspices of the West. 
chester Polo Club, were in-all respects very successful. The 
competitions were as follows: 
The sports began with a match race of 500 yards betwee 

G. Lathrop, of the Union Athletic Club, rena spit ‘tr an 7 
Stewart, of Prinoston College. It was won by the former by two 

Van the 10b-yard ra00 the iret heat | othe 100-yard race the frst heat was won by F. J, , 
of. the Néw York Athletic Club, in 14s, J. B. ons, reine: 
beth Athletic Club, won the second heatin 11ds, The final heat 

Captain 
Joseph 

was won by Value by & yard in lite, 
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The one-mile ruh was won by W. J. Duffy, of New London, in 
5m. djs. EH, 0, La Montagne, of the New York Athletic Club, won 
the 440-yard run by half a yard in 663s, 

fo the high jump H, BE, Ficken, of the New York Athletic Club,. 
made 5 fest 1 inch; Wm. R. Boars, of Staten Island, and R. H. 
Bayre, of Columbia College, 6 feat cach. 

H. 1%, Buirmeyor, of the New York Athletic Oltb, put the shot 35 
feet 5 inches; John Button, of the Staten Island Clxb, 34feet, and 
P. Johnson, of the Union Olnb, 32 feet. 
The first heat in the 250-yard run was won by L. H. Warren, of 

Yonkers, in 283s. ; the second by McQuigin in 28)s., and the third 
by Hewitt in 82%s. The final heat was won by MeQuigin in 263s. 
=For the broad jump Geo, McNichol, of the Mabhaftan Olib, 
jumped 18 feet, P. Johnson 17 feat 102 inches, and W. H, Maho- 
ney, of New London, 17 feet. 
The 600.yard rnh was won by Ralph Voorhees, of Greenpoint, 

L.1., with eight yards to spare, in im. 194s, 
In the hammer-throwing Wm. B. Ourtis, of the New York 

Athletic Club, threw it 77 fest 2} inches; George D. Parmly, of 
ae ier Athletic Oluh, 75 feet 10 inches; P. Johnson 68 feet 

inches. 
The first heat of the 120-yard hurdle race was won by J. Lafon, 

of the New York Lacrosse Club, in 22s.; the second by H. I. 
Ficken in 1938, In the final heat Ficken was first, Lafon second, 
and Johnson third. Time, 184s, 
Ti the mile walk Wm. Purdy, of Greenpoint, was first, H. 2, 

Springer second, and B, W. Anderson third, Time, 7m, 354s. 
& Montagne won the 220-yard ron by fiye yards in 244s., J. B. 

Value second, F. J, McQuigin third. 
The poleteapirg was won by Geo, W. MoNichol, who made 9 

feat 6 inches to Robertson's 9 teet. 
The half-mile run was won by W. H. Griffin in 2m. 2448., H. O 

La Montagné second, and W. KR, Gewitt third. 
To the 440-yard hurdle race La Montagne won by 9 yards in 1m. 

2s,, Igleéhart sesond, and Work third. ‘The official time made it 
. 278. 

‘The New York Athletic Club beat the Soottish-American Athletic 
Olub in tug of war. Time, 193. 

Hueses’ ‘‘ Watr.”—Hughes, the pedestrian who has been 
working for a record, accomplished his 500 miles within six 
days, at Newark, finishing at 10:25 p, mM. last Saturday. Why 
this performance is called a ‘“‘ walk’ we are at a loss to un- 
derstand. As atest of endurance itis noteworthy, and as a 
runner Hughes has won well-deserved notoriety. Hughes 
concluded his fifth day with 425 miles. He continued to 
walk till 11:56, making 480 miles, then retired till 1:30. He 
made his 430th mile in 9m. 45s.; retired at 12:58 Pp. m., and 
again took the track at 2:16 ep. a. At the conclusion of his 
470th mile he rested an hour and six minutes, after which he 
took only a few brief breathing spells, On his 471st mile his 
right foot was badly cut by an attendant while attempting to 
cut off a piece of his shoe, the wound bleeding very freely. 
On his 490th milé he ran two laps with his little 4-year-old 
boy hold of his hand. The last ten miles were made in the 
followmg time—l4m, 208., 18m. 233s,., 14m. 26s., 15m. 15s., 
7m, 41s., 17m. $s., 15m. 15¢,, lim. 50s., 15m. 9s., 6m. 5s. 
The last mile was made in a run of 6m. 5s., the 500 miles 
being made in) 35m, less than six days. 

ausweys ta Qoyresyondents. 

fio Notice Taken of Anonymous Communtiontions. 

fa@7- A umber of alonymous correspondents will understand why 

their queries ure not sdawered, when they read the lines at the head of 

this columa. 

©, G., Philadelphia.—We will reply at length next week. 

H. F, D., Greensburg, Pa.—VWe shall be pleased to hear from you 

again. 

G, 8. F., Marlboro, Mase,—Communication received and used, a8 you 

will Ree. 

0. H, G., Bradtord.—Sorry cannot reply, but notin our line, 

Bradstreet. 

M, F., Red Hook,—Bohemian Glass Go., or Haggerty & Co. See ad- 

yertisement 

M. L. W., Spender.—Address MckKoon, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y., for 

Aen] L cxer- 

RIFLEMAN, New Haven.—TYor particulars of Creedmoor Fall Meeting 

pee Our Rifle column, 

J. ©, Muncy, Fs.—You can get the needles of Peck & Snyder, 

Naasau &t., New York. 

G, J. B., Jersey Gity.—In Connectictit you may shoot ducks, brant 

and geese in September. 

F. R. G., Buifulo —Write to West Jersey Game Protective Society, 

106 Market 8t., Caniden, N. J, 

#. H. W., Hlmira.—Buy by all means the second-hand gun yon men- 

tion, There is no better maker. 

BRAINTREE.—Write to Jonathan Darling, East Lowell, Penobscot Co. 

‘Maine, He will uke you to the game you want. 

A. W.N,, Jt.—There is really no difference between the varions traps 
that we ever could judge. Your targets are very good, 

Manrtve Anrtst, Portland.—The address of Mr. A. Carey Smith, ar- 
fist and naval designer, is 51 West Tenth st., New York. 

h, . B., Gouverneur, N. ¥,—Models of akiffs are not in use any- 

where. For construction of oné see our paper of Aug, 2, 1877. 

GH, L,, Clover Greek, Pa,, and H, L. f., Indian Lake, Hamilton Co,, 
W, ¥.— Young bear cubs are worth, deliyéred, from $10 to $15. 

§. D. Rox, Richmond.—The Indiana open season for qnall begins 

Woy. 1, and expires Jan, 1. Vor @ 734 Ib., 12 gauge, gud use 3 drs. 
powder, 17¢ 0%. phot, 

L, N. E., Flra Island.—For good bass fishing within a short ride of 

Saratoga, goto Greenwich, N, ¥. For local information write to D.W. 
Mandell, of that village. 

G, W, J., Morristown.—In Virginia next month you may shoot deer 
wild fowl, geese, ployer, and other game birda excepting quail, for 

which tie season opens Oct, 15. 

H, R. B., & Myresem, N, Y.—Write to Geo. W. Reed & Co., 200 
Lewis at, N. Y. Mention our name. He supplits all kinds of hoat 
building woods in prepared form. 

Onp READZH.—How am Lto get rid of fleas on my cats? Ans. Some 
one might suggest a terrier. We said, “ Wash your cat, and rub kero 

sane on her, remove kerosene by washing again.” 

Consult 

E. K, G., Boston.—Shadow canoe coats from $100 to $125 according to 

finish, including paddléand gall. RobRoy canoeis slightly cheaper 

Rushton builds an excellent Rob Roy for$i5 complete. See our adver- 

qisementa, 

Dr. R, A. A, Montreal.—We do not know a rifle by the maker you 
mention, Inquirles in New York haye not led to any information. 

B. F., Newark, N. J.—You will ind very good hunting and ishing 

grounds in Pennsylvania abont Ralston, Lycoming, etc. For huntlog 
dogs see ofr advertising columns from week to week. here ik a gun 

clob in Newark, 

F. FP. W., Philadelphia.—The question you asked us could not be re- 
plied to at once, as the Information we had collected was meagre uid 

hot reliable. Since you evince, however, so much impatience, you are 

quite welcome to seek the information where you please. 

C, C. E,, Boston.—To keep moths out of preserved birds’ wings: 
Wueh with solution of corrosive sublimate and water. Use carefully, 

agli isa deadly poison. his recipe was given in our issue of May 2, 
1878, When you wrote you probably had not received the index to vol. 
10, 

T. CG. B., Brooklyn, N, Y.—How long are sand sulpe in season on 
Coney Island? Ans. 80 long as the awish of the waves on the shore, 
the silyer tones of Levy’a cornet, and the soft murmurings of the dark- 

eyed maldenon the shore,muke melody sweet to the ears of this 
strange, shy bird, 

Z. M., Red Bank.—We must stay by our first ideas as to your 

changing of guns, and cannot help you, Two-thirds of the pellets is a 
high standard of targeting at the distance you indicate. You can make 

your calculations from this, We think you would want a 12, weighing 
some 74s pounds. 

G@ D. K., Qarlisle.—For rust In or on gun barrels we can adyise of 

nothing better than a scratch-brush, Rust eats into the metal, and 
onde there is rust, the minute erosion remains. O11 careful'y before 

using the scratch-brush, and after it. We recommend Eaton's Rust 

Preyeutiye a5 un excellent preventive, ‘ 

C, W. W., Fairland, Ind.—Do not thiok you should haye the least so- 

licltude about the Dittmar powder. We believe it to be perfectly safe. 

The gun you speak about would stand the charge perfectly well, though 

why you should want toussso much powder wedo not know. See 
article in last F. & 8. about overcharges, 

RED SPINNER, Boston.—In West Virginia you will probably find good 

trout fishing about Berkeley Springs, Morgan county, You can find en- 
lettainment af some one of the farmhouses in the neighborhood, |f yon 

prefer that to boarding ata hotel, Terms reasonable, Parkersburg 

Wood county, also offers attractions to the trout fisherman. i 

i. T. H,, Lyon,—To waterproof your tent: Dissolye one-half pound 

sugar of lead and one-half pound powdered alum in a bucket of rain 

water; pour off into another vessel, and steep your canyus in It, letting 
itsoakthorougiily, If the quantity is not sufficient, increase in same 
proportion. Hang the article up to dry, but do not wring it, 

W. F. J., Richmond.— Wil * Fleteher’s bell ball” resist a 22 Ballard? 
T propose to swing it and shoot at it 25 yards while itis moving, Who 

isthe New York agent? Do you know of any other metal ball for rifle 
practive ? Ans, It resists perfectly thé 22 Ballard. There is no other 
metal ball. i 

J. W. B., Callaghau.—Please let me know your opinion of the follow- 
ing target, made with a 10 1b., W. W. Greener, 32 in,, 10 bore; charge, 

4 drs. powder, 13g oz, No. 8 shot; distance, 40 yds.; target, 25 in. circle, 

with central bnil’s-eye of 9 in.: 442 in circle. Buil's-eye was pierced 

with 97 pellets. Penetration excellent, Ans, An admirable target, 
and hard to beat, 

Cc. A., Minneapolis.—Please give me the names of some of the relia- 

ble makers of Hxpress rifles? How cheap can I buy au effective 

donble Hxpress, .45 cal., using 5 drs. powder? Ans. Makers are: 

Dongail, Scott, Kenry, Webley and Riley. A good one costs from 2200 

up. You could not get a 45, we think, now in the country—all imported 
ones are mostly .60, 

0, & C., Battle Creek.—In your issue of Aug. 1 I noticed treatment of 

the drowned, About how long-atter being in the water could they be 

restored? Ans. Your question, though one worthy of a reply, is hard 

to anawer. Cases are recorded of death rather from physical shock 
than drowuing when immersion has not been longer than Sve minutes, 
An hour is, we think, a limit. 

E, J. D,, Willimansett, Mass.—Is a white swallow a rare bird? duly 

2 T shot a pure white pink-eyed bank swallow (st least I suppose it was 

& bank swallow, it was in their company, and is the shape and size of 

them), The bird is mounted, and can be seen at any time. Ana, "Phe 

bird was an albino. We haye accounts inthe F. & S, of several albino 

swallows having been seen. 

RL, G., Loulsyille, Ga,— Please give me the calibre, length of barrel 

and weight of the Parker gun used by Dr. Carver with which he made 
such long shooting at glass balls, breaking them at fifty and sixty yards, 
as reported in your lastissue? Ans. Dr, Carver used two Parker guns. 

One Damascus, weight 103, pounds, 30 inches, 10 bore; the other twist, 
10 pounds, 30 inches, 10 bore, 

W. W. D., Evie, Pa—tf a bird which has been shot at by a party at 
the score, and is going out of bounds, ia shot at bya ‘scouter,” aud 

falls inside bounds, the shooter may claim the bird. Usually, another 

hitd is given. If a bird fles out of bounds alter being shot at by a 

party at the score, and returns inside of bounds, it is scored a toast bird 

A bird must show shot marks somewhere to be considered a dead bird, 

J, H. T. E. B., Cazenovia, N. Y.—Dixon Kemp’s new book on yacht 
and boat sailing will cost about $8 It has nob yet been received in 

America, but copies will be on hand in about three weeks. Though an 

English work, treating of English boats, it is fall of yaluable informa- 
tlon and instruction, The vhapters on yacht sulling are the best fore- 

and-ait seamanship ever published. We have a sample copy at our 

office. 

A.H.F., Coatesville, Pa,.-My dog has sores breaking out on body 

and limbs. Health and akln about as usual; lost considerable flesh. 

Feed has been part meat, part yegetable, Ans. It looks as If your dog 

had the mange. First reduce her feed, and give her little, if any, meat 

Wash her thoroughly, using your handgin rubbing herdown, Use an 

ointment of flour of sulphur and lard. Giye her a good dose of castor 

oil by all manner of meana, 

J, H. b,, Clncinnati.—A, B, Oand D shoot arifie match, Competitors 
have aright to enter as often aa they please. A enters twice. All 

make 42. Aon tach entry makes 42, They agree to divide the stakes, 

How many shares is A entitled to? 2. In shooting a match S and G tle 

with the following score: 8, 4455454453—43;G, 565444444449, 

Which, according toN. i, A.roles, wing? Ans. 1. Two shares, if 

he pald two entry fees, 2. 8, becatise he has more buil’s-eyes, 

J, C, 0}, New York.—It las caused some trouble at shooting touroa- 
ments to decide who are professional shooters. With very rare excep- 

tions all clubs shoot) for money prizes, ald the roles applying to other ’ 

contests cannol be used here, We think the term ‘professional 

pigeon shooter” can be applied only to the men who shoot ostenalbly 
for a livelihood, or to make money rather than to test their skill. 

Merely shooting for money stakes, or to decide a bet of money, does 

not constitute & professional pigeon shooter 

Austin, Ophir, N. ¥.—I need a .45 or .60 cal, rifle for large game at 
short range, and for vonveniende in carrying, wish Lo haye it 69 shor 

as possible. Kindly tell me the minimum lengthof barrel consistent 

With strong shooting ? Ans, Uses 92 In. long barrel. 

G. H. W., Rad Bank, N, J.—The New York Herald, Aug. 22, 1878, 

gays: “Josh Billings in one afternoon, in the White Moubtains, caught 

234 trout.” And the Daily Graphic, of the same date, says: “Josh 

Billings went fishing from the Glen Houge, White Monntains, last 
week, and came back witha basket Tull.’ Are these statoments cor- 

rettand what kind ofa creeldid dosh use? Ans, Thisiem very old 
Etory, how old no one knows; of course it is true, Whatoveris In a 

newspaper Is true, whatever is in two newspapersis dcmbly trne ; 
whatever is in a thousand papers Is a thousand times true. This story 

has beenin a thousand papers, The sie of the basket dess not ma- 

terially affect the yarn, 

8. L., Belleville, Ont.—Oan the American goldfinch be crossed suc- 
Cessiolly with the common canary, and does the former thrive alone in 

acage? Whatsinging bird or birds (not canarie-) thrive best In cap- 

tivity? Should Irish water spaniels have black or red roof to month? 

Are decked canoes, such as the Shadow type, etc., a5 safe aa the ordi- 

nary 16ft. skiff for sailing? Ans. 1. Such crosses have been made, 

but do not seem to thrive well, The goldfinch alone endures captivity 

quite well. 2, Mocking birds, robins, botolinke. 8. Irish water 

Spaniels have mostly dark roofs, bat white is no sign of poor, 4. 

Decked canoes are safer in a Seaway Under sail than a skiff, after you 

have learned how to handle them. They aré much more serviceable - 

for general use, 

M. ¥..M. A., Durham, N. ¥.—Your bear story In issue of July 25 was 

inmy reading book when I wasachild. Pity you have to go back 
ailmost half a century fora yarn, To this day I never passa tree stump 

standing high without memory of my quaking sympathy for the poor 

man caught in such a trap. Ans. Yes, tle story does smack of 

antiquity. Probably your great-grandmother read it in her reading 

book. Wedon’t know how old itis. The older the better. Let the 

bear be respected for his gray hairs and venerable poll, He has “come 

down to us from a former (a very former) generation.” We don’t have 

such Bruins nowadays. Wor any such thrilling concatenationa of ex- 

aggerationists’ agglomerated hyperbolicisms about bears and other 

beasts as good old Sir John Maundeville and the other worthies used to 

perpetrate several hundred years ago. We grieve to see s0 much 
growing disrespect for the good things of our fathers. Wemay explain 

in passing, that the story was published, not as 4 ‘‘bear story,” but as 
a Bample of some ‘historical papers.” , 

W. T. W., Philadelphis.—A shadow canoe costs from $100 to $145 

sails and paddle included, everything complete, according to quallty of 
finish, ‘The bestrig for general cruising purposes is the standard rig, 

sliding gunter, jib and dandy, The sharple rig conalsts of two legs of 

mutton and is rather simpler, but not quite as handy for reducing can- 

vas. Nitheris serviceable, however, and no devided advantage can be 

ascribed to either; the cholce depends upon individual preferences, 

Eyerson, of Williamsburgh, or Brooklyn, E. D.,is one and the same 

party. Williamsburgh is at present incorporated with the city of Brook 

lyn the same as Kensington has beea with Philadelphia. Everson is 

the only party having an authorized set of Shadow moulds to build 

from, He will notlet any one copythem. Fora lengthy canoeing trip 

proceed up the Delaware to Trenton, N. J., then send canoe by rail to 

headwaters of Susquehanna and explore its branches as far as time 

will allow, The scenery is very pretty and the country interesting, At 

the mouth of the river take the Sassafras canal into Deiaware Bay and 
proceed to Philadelphia by sail. You may average 30 miles a day all 

through, or more, 

BriauHton BzAon,—Of all the summer resorts in the vici- 

nity of New York, Coney Island appears to haye drawn a 
large proportion of the New York residents as well as thos 
from the yicinity. The people of Long Island and Brook- 
lyn have not been slow in improving these favorable op- 
portunities. Many of our subscribers from Buffalo, Cleve 
Jand and Chicago haye enjoyed the surf baths at Coney 
Island, and have given us credit for the information. But 
half of the story is not told. Coney Island is about four miles 
long, and has an ocean surf suitable for bathing. In addition - 
to this it has hotel capacity for at least 20,000 people, and 
ample table-room for as many more. The hotel at Brighton 
Beach 18 becoming most popular, being able to accommodate 
10,000 people, and in order to reach Brighton take the Brook- 
lyn, Flatbush & Coney Island road. ‘Their trains run every 
fifteen minutes from the heart of the city of Brooklyn, This 
road has five monster engines, weighing thirty tons each, built 
by the Danforth Locomotiye Works. Hvery train is well 
equipped with the Westinghouse air brake, and the system of 
electric signals on the line renders an accident almost impossi- 
ble. During the season the company have been running from 
seven to nine cars on a train, with an average of ninety-six 
passengers on each train every fifteen minutes. Trains of 
fifteen and evenseventeen cars have been dispatched with im- 
punity, when crowded, without any accident what- 
ever, All this business of train dispatching is mainly 
due to Mr. W. HB. Dorwin, the superintendent of the road. 
Mr. Dorwin is well known to us, and his brother, Mr. 'T. 
Dorwin, has proved himself a most excellent manager 
in the West, and is now general passenger agent of the Texas 
and Pacitic Railroad and located at Chicago. Mr. W. E. 
Dorywin has had twenty-three years’ experience in the busi- 
ness. Any one seeing him walking around the depot would 
think he was the last man in the world to be looked for as 
superintendent. Wyery dispatch over the line, however, is 
brought to him, and on him the responsibility rests, He 
knows it, and is equal to any emergency. Mr. Dorwin’s rail- 
road experience has continued with success. Upwards of 
twenty years he was in the West and about two years on the 
Greenwood and Mountclair R. R., where he became disgusted 
with the management and left, But his capacity here shows 
what they have lost, as trains are run at short mtervals with 
thousands of passengere without accidexsts. Messrs. Sweet & 
Breslin, proprietors of the Hotel Brighton, haye shown the pub- 
lic that they are velerans in the business, and the best that the 
Jand or water affords is always at handand at reasonable prices. 
Their hotel can accommodate 1,000 persone with rooms and 
all facilities for comfort that can be had at a summer resort. 
Brighton Beach, in fact, has beea a paradise for New York, 
Brooklyn and travelers from all parts during the season. Ruail- 
road accommodations have been so extensive by the connection 
with the Long Island Railroad, that parties can reach there 
from all parts of Long Island with dispatch, and it is only one 
hour and ten minutes run from the Fifth Ayenue Hotel. 
Brooklyn citizens can ¢o from Atlantic avenue and reach the 
beach in twenty-two miontes, and enjoy the music, surf and 
associations, and be home early in the evening. At the beach 
We find archery as well as bathing and other pastimes. We 
trust that the facilities next season will surpass those of any 
resort in the world. This evening there willbe a grand dis 
play of fireworks. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING 

WEEK. 

Friday, Aug. 30.—Trotting at Waterloo, N. ¥., and Vincennes, Ind. 

Saturday, Aug. 31—Duxbury Yacht Club Regatta. Glenwood Ath- 

letles at Yonkers, N. Y. American Athletic Club Meeting at Hoboken, 

N.vJ. ‘Lrotting at Vincennes, Ind, 

Monday, Sept. 2,—Beverly Yacht Club Regatta. Quincy, Mass., Yacht 

Club Closing Sail. Trotling: Sr. Paul, Minn.; Minneapolis, Minn, 

Tuesday, Sept. 3.—Polive Rowing Regatta on the Harlem. Trotilng: 

Richfield Springs, N. Y.; Bradford, Pa.; Amenia, N. Y,.; Poughkeepsie, 

NN. Y.; Manhattan, Kan.; Galesburg, Ill; Providence, R. 1 

Wednesday, Sept, 4.—Hmpire Yacht Club Annual Regatta. Trotting 

as above, and at Delphos, O.; Davenport, In.; Gouverneur, N. Y. 

Thursday, Sept. 5.—Riley-Smith Match at Bradford Basin. ‘Trotting 
as above, 

+ 

Masters oF Fisuixe Vurssexrs Must Rerorr.—The re- 
eent order issued by the Secretary of State to masters of 

vassels fishing on the Canadian shores is quite important. It 

is a step in the right direction. So far we have been totally 
in the dark in regard to our catch of fish. We even hope 

that in the future masters of fishing smacks, whether em- 

ployed on a foreign coast or on our own shores, will be in- 

structed to give full particulars, not only as to kind, but the 

weight or numbers of their catch. Just such a measure as 

this was strongly urged by the American Fishcultural Associ- 
ation at their last meeting. At present there is not a civilized 

country in the world which does not obtain an account of the 

catch of fish made by its people. Without such statistics how 
is it possible to discover whether certain kinds of fish are 

increasing or decreasing ? We would like to have the instruc- 
tions to Masters made to cover not only those fishing near the 

Canadian shores, but to include all the fisheries of the United 

States, In New York the count of the fish is now being made 
by private individuals who, at the request of the Commis- 
sioner of Fisheries, are industriously collecting the facts. 

ee 

Drarzs ANp Monry Orprrs.—All drafts, checks and pos- 
tal money orders sent Lo us should be made payable to ‘‘'The 

Forest an Stream Publishing Gompany.” By observing this 

rule our subscribers and advertisers will save themselyes and 
us much needless annoyance. 

TIME ALLOWANCE. 

CORRESPONDENT writing to a contemporary pro- 

poses to handicap yachts according to their abilities or 
performances. This proposition 1s one of those fallacies that 
can only come to the surface through want of sufficient study 

of a subject very elementary in its nature. It is an old failing 

that crops up among novices about once every season and has 

fo be combated over and over again. Tobhandicap yachts with 

reference to performances means, theoretically, simply to bring 

them all to the winning line at the same time, necessitating 

the dividing of the cups between all hands. Time allowance, 
he it understood, is not granted for different performances at 

all. It has notbing whatever to do with the sailing of a yacht. 

It is granted in compensation for difference in size ; fornothing 

else. It is a means by which models of different sizes can be 
tested for their sailing qualities. Any proposition to handicap 

sailing qualities is untenable upon the very face of matters, for 
it would be placing a fine upon superior design for speed and 

a premium upon a poor design, and it is to be regretted that 

sucha misleading suggestion has again found its way into 
print. However, as in this case the correspondent did not as- 

sume to speak editorially, his opinions will probably not carry 
much weight. They serve simply to show how little real study 

is given as yet to questions at issue among yachtsmen, We 
will recur to the subject of time allowance at a future date. 

In the meantime readers who may have the matter under dis- 

cussion will do well not to overlook the fundamental object 

for which time allowance is instituted, viz.: to enable yachts 

of different size to fairly test the sailing value of their models 

by neutralizing the advantages of excess of size through an al- 
lowance of time in proportion to the advantages innate to such 

excess. 
— 

PROFESSOR SPENCER F. BAIRD, 

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Sec’y of the Smithsonian Institute 
and U.8. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, was born Feb. 3, 

1823. Hducated at Dickenson College, Professor Baird gra- 

duated in 1840, and in 1846 was appointed professor of natural 

sciences in that institution, where he remained until 1850, when 

he became Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Professor Baird’s appointment as Commissioner of Fish and 

Fisheries dates from 1871. On the death of Professor Henry, 

Professor Baird was unanimously elected to the position of 

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 
a 

MIGRATIONS OF THE LEMMINGS. 

ROM the very earliest times the migrations of animals 
have formed one of the most attractive subjects of specu- 

lation for the naturalistor philosopher. Although these general 

movements have been observed and wondered at for many hun- 

dreds of years, their causes, and the laws which govern them, 

are as yet unknown. Explanations, which are in a general 

way satisfactory enough, have been suggested to account for 

individual cases, but the whole subject requires more study 
and observation than has yet been given it. The day has 
passed, it 18 true, when it was believed that the birds, like 
the reptiles, batracians and some mammals, passed the period 
of severe cold in a state of torpor, reviving at the approach of 

spring, and issuing forth during the warmer hours of the day, 

only to return again to their holes and crannies if a sudden 
change in the weather deprived them of their insect food, or 

threatened death by freezing to themselyes. The rails are no 
longer imagined, at the approach of the severe frosts, to bury 

themselves in the soft mud at the bottom of the marshes, 

where they contentedly remain until warned by the moye- 

ments among the roots of the water-plants that, the season of 
love ig once more at hand, and that parental duties once more 
demand their attention. Nor ure the little grebes at present 
supposed to swim semi-annually from their winter quarters in 

the Southern States to their breeding places in the Arctic 

regions. 
The migrations of birds, however, have been much more 

carefully studied than those of any other group of animals, 

and by general consent the two causes most potent in influ- 
encing the regular spring and autumn movements are tempe- 
rature, and abundance or lack of proper food. ‘The irregular 
movements of various species of birds which occasionally 

visit certain sections of the country haye no doubt special 
causes, and although generally attributed to those above men- 
tioned, but little is reafly known about them. 

Still more unintelligible appear to be many of the migra- 
tions of mammals which so oflen take place. The very gen- 
eral moyement by which enormous numbers of the gray squir- 
rels change their locality is a case in point. Driven by what 1s 
usually termed a blind instinct, they set their faces ina cer- 
tain direction, and, undeterred by any opposition, proceed on 

their way. They cross wide rivers, pass through towns and 
across railroad tracks. Men and boys, armed with every 
imaginable weapon, slay them by scores or by hundreds, but 

still they keep on, apparently heedless of these attacks, and 

at last disappear. Of the case of many of uur deer, which, as 
is well known, change to a greater or less extent their loca- 
tion with the season, little need be said, as the conditions of 

their existence render different ranges necessary in summer 
and winter. One species known, the Barren Ground Caribou, 
performs a true migration, and takes, each spring and fall, a 
Jong journey to and from the regions of the extreme north. 

The summer is passed on the shores of the Arctic Sea, where 

the females, soon alter their arrivalin May or June, bring 

forth their young. They remain on the eoast until Septem- 
ber, when they turn their faces southward and proceed to the 

wooded districts which lie between the sixty-third and sixty- 

sixth parallels, where they pass the winter, returning north- 

ward again in early spring. 

Perhaps the most extraordinary migrations of which we 

have any account are those performed by the Norwegian 
Lemining, a little rodent hardly as large as a squirrel, of which 

the most fabulous stories haye been related. It 1s said, among 

other things, that no barriers are able to stop their progress, 
and that they pass over, or through, every obstacle. That 

quaint, and we fear not allogether trustworthy, old traveler, 

Regnard, in his Voyage en Lapponis, says of the Lemmings: 

‘When it is neccessary to pass some lake, or river, as hap- 

pens at évery step in Lapland, these little animals take the 
bark of a pine or birch tree, which they drag to the brink of 

the water, they then set |hemselves upon it and abandon them- 

selves to the mercy of the wind, erecting their tails like sails, 
until the wind, becoming stronger, overturns both the ship 

and the pilot. This shipwreck, which often overwhelms 8,000 
or 4,000 vessels, generally brings an extraordinary influx of 
wealth to those Laplanders who find the remains on the shore, 

and who, if the little animals have not been too long on the 

sand, make use of them for food, etc, Many of these animals 

make a successful yoyage and arrive safe in harbor, provided 

the winds be fayorable and not strong enough to raise any 

waves, which need not be violent in order toengulf these little 
craft. Uhis singular penformance might be considered aa a 
fable if Thad not witnessed it myself’ The Italics are ours. 

An interesting paper was read before the Linnean Society, 

of London, some time since by Mr. W. Duppa Crotch, who, 

during ten seasons of northern travel, has accumulated a num- 

ber of interesting facts wilh regurd to the Lemmings, their 
migrations and habits in general. Although Scandinavian 
naturalists would scem to have had ample opportunities to 

study the movements of this animal our knowledge of the 

subject, up to the publication of this paper by Mr. Crotch, 

was yery imperfect. The author of the present account, pass- 

ing by the marvelous tales of tradition in respect to these mi- 
grations, discountenances the opinions of later writers that 

lack of proper food or the approach of cold weather causes 
the movements of the Lemmings. It is observed that the mi- 
grants always travel to the westward and at last, after their 

ranks have been thinned hy accident and the attacks of their 

predatory enemies, perish in the sea in great numbers, Collet 
tells us, and the instance is well authenticated, of a ship 

sailing for fifteen minutes through a swarm of these animals, 
the water being literally alive with them as faras the eye 
could reach. Mr. Crotch believes that the instinct which leads 
them fo trayel in this direction is hereditary, and that their 
ancestors in ancient geological times inhabited a land some- 
where to the westward, now submerged beneath the waters 

of the Atlantic. He further states that the migration is not 

completed in one year as was formerly believed, and that the 

animals do not, as has been stated, form great processions and 

cut their way through all obstacles; but that they breed sey- 
eral times during the season, and, gathering together in 

droves, make at intervals a move in a westerly direction. The 

pugnacity of these creatures is something surprising, and at 
the approach of any animal they back against a rock or 
stump and scream with rage. Hyen the shadow of a passing 

cloud ia said to rouse their anger, Mr. Crotch found on 

most specimens a naked spot on the buttocks, where the hair 
had been rubbed off by their assuming the defensive position 
just referred to, and he expresses surprise that itshould simply 

be bare of bair and not a callosity. In their migrations the 

Lemmings cross wide lakes by swimming, but they are 
easily frightened when in the water, and lose all idea of diree- 
tion, and if the surface of the water be at all ruffled are in- 
evitably drowned. 

While on the march they suffer from the attacks of all 
Kinds of animals, The reindeer are said to trample them 
under foot at eyery opportunity, and carnivorous animals of 

all kinds and rapacious birds prey upon them constantly; but 
still they press on—westward. Mr, Oroteh calls attention to 
the fact that fossil remains of the Lemming have been found 
in England, thus showing that this animal had advanced 

thither before that island was separated from the Continent. 
The subject is an attractive and sugvestive one, and is well 

deserying of further attention, As suggested by our London 
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contemporary, JVature, “Ib is certainly remarkable how a 

settled westward conrse is that chosen, calling to mind the 
similar direction which races of men are assumed to follow.” 

———— 

GAME PROTECTION, 

MEETINGS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS 

FOR 1878. 

Tennessee State Sportsmen’s Association, Nashyille, Dec. 2. 

Seot'y., Clark Pritchett, Nashyille, Tenn. 
Wisconsin Stute Sportsmen's Association. 
Massachusetts State Sportsmen's Aseociation, at call of President 

Missouri State Sportsmen's Association. 

Meerina or tun Naw Jursey State Assooration.—We 
trust our friends among the New Jersey sportsmen will not 
forget the adjourned meeting of the Assycintion for the Pro- 
tection of Fish and Game, to be held at Newark on the 5th of 
next month. <A full meeting is earnestly requested, as not 
only final arrangements must he made for the State Shoot, if 
one is to be held this year, but afull and frce expression of 
opinion is desired as to the proper legislative action 1o be 
taken this winter on the very conflicting game. law of the 
State. Other matters of importance will come before the 
meeting. Weare in receipt of the following official notifica- 
tion : 

“Notice is hereby given that the New Jersey State Associa— 
tion for the Protection of Wish and Game will hold & meeting 
at the Olarendon Hotel, 495 Broad street, Newark, N. J., at 
1:30 Pp. u., September 6. All delegates are requested to be 
present, and all organized clubs of the State, which have not 
yet joined, are invited to attend and send three delegates 
each, J. Vor Lenarre, Rec. Sec.” 

TeNNESSEE.—Legislation is sorely needed to prohibit the 
wanton destruction of fish by seining in Harpeth River and 
other streams of this State. The formation of numerous game 
protective clubs of Tennessee sportsmen will in time, we 
trust, be effective in securing suflicient public interest in these 
mutters to sce that the supply of game and food fish is 
properly protected. 

An Unratrusun Stewarp.—Ohisayo, Aug. 12—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: 1 notice in your issue of Aug. 8, a-com- 
munication signed 8. M. E., Watertown, Wis., in which he 
speaks af one Joe Marckres shooting at Lake Koshkonong, on 
July 80th and 81st, some thirty-eight woodeock. Perhaps S. 
M. B. does not know that the open season for woodcock in 
Wisconsin does not open this year until Sept. 25th; but such 
is the fact. Marckres is the steward of the Black Hawk Chib 
of Lake Koshkonong, and no doubt the members will be a lit- 
Ue surprised to learn his manner of preserving their game. 
The fact is, howeyer, he never did pretend to keep the game 
laws, and it is time the club kuew of it and took some action. 

Howann. 
—+ 4 —_——_ 

HUNTING DEER WITH DOGS. 

Einaston, 8. G., Aug. 20, 1878. 
EnrroR FOREST AND STREAM > - 
T \eg leave to differ with the gentleman Irom Maine in regard to 

“Hunting Deer with Dogs,” There are quite & number of deer In 

South Carolina, especially in the counties of Williamsburg and George- 

town. Vhe only way they can be killed is with dogs. This is my 

experience, aud it is also that of a good many old hunters with 

Whom I have conversed upon this subject, If a deer is chased and 

gets away without being wounded, you will be certain to find him 

back about the same spot he was Started from in less than three days 

afterwards, Ehaye known déer (o be chased by dogs from Black 

River Swamp to SanteSwamp, a distance of from twelve to fifteen 

tniles, and be back again in legs than-a week. M.F. H. 

PHUADELPHTA, August 23, 1878. 

EpITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 
For many years prior to 1876 I have passed some weeks in each year 

camping in the Maine wilderness with u friend or two and the neces- 

aary guides, enjoying not only the bracing and delightfal recreation 

that camp life affords, but with ocvasional ‘red letter daya” with rod 

or gun; that were enjoyed with the zest of # clean conscience, vigor- 

Ons appetite and good health—such as properly belong only to true 

sportsmen. . 

Tn the fall of "69 or 770 two friends ard myself started on our usual 
trip, when we spent some weeks among the Schoodic Lakes, in the 

eastern portion of the State, and though we had but a Hmited amount 

of good sporting luck, we enjoyed every moment of the trip most thor- 

oughly, Onthis occasion the man whose name is attached to the article 
In your issue of Aug. 15 was one of the guides to our little party, and as 

gulde or honter is not excelled by any one in that State, But, all the 

fame, itis to just such experts as he is that the whole sporting fraternity 

are indebted for the wholesale game spoliation of the Maine forests of 

their game; and itis the acts of jnst auch men that caused the very 

stringent fame protective laws to be passed, and which, lf my meniory 
is correst, forbid the killing of moose until after 1880, or the export of 

any caribou, deer, or grouse that are killed in the State. 

Now, here is the reason for my assertion: In the trip in question 
When Mr. Darling was one of our gnides, he told the writer, as did 
his brother George, who was with us In  simiiar capacity, “that in 

he winter of the deep snows, afew years prior to our trip, he and his 

brother killed upward of 300 deer without fring a shot—running 

;them down on show-shoes, cutting their throats, taking off their hides, 

and leaving the carcass lying where it was killed.” The hides, having 

& small cash value, were “brought ont of the woods in a sheboggan,”? 

Agoin, this very Bame person, with another whose name escapes me 

for the moment, but who lives or lived on the banks of Cold Stream 

Pond, near Treat’s Mills, in Hnficld Town, killed, a Winter or two pre- 

yious, in the Aroostoock region, upward of elzhty moose for their sking 
alone, which reached the tannery In due season. ‘There are doubtless 

others whose lust for gain has been ac strong that they have lent them- 

gelyes to the destruction of nearly all the wild animala in that grand old 
State. Her tens of thousands of Acres of forest, scores and scores of 
Magnificent lakes, and miles of Tiyers and streams should afford 

delight to the heart and hadd of the sportsman, Now her wildernesses 
have not atithe of the wild lifein them that they are entitled to and 

would Haye but for such wanton destruction, 

The Game Law of Maine is very astringent, and Ifor one hope most 

fervently that lt will neither be altered nor tinkered at in any way, but 
most vigorously enforced, that her woods and waters Tay once again 

be full of Wild lite. Nodoubt the guides do most seriously desire 

to have these patie laws altered. Aa I understand it, they are reason- 

ably well enforced, and bein so, it materially interferes with their 

profits. Any tnkeriug with it, no matter whether deer are ron with 

doga or not, would, 10 all probability, muke an opening sufiiciently 

large to permit rapacious menotoatep through i at their pleasnres 
Re Rap, 

WARRENSBURGH, N. Y,, Aug. 19, 1878, 

Eprrok Forest anp Stream : 
Ithas been a wonder to me that this thing has not been brought up 

in your columns before, Mr, Darling's thirty years’ experience in hunt 
ing deer ought to make bim a competent judge on any defectina game 
law protecting them ; also thoroughly acquainted with thelr habits and 

actions both when they are unmolested and after belug driyen by dogs. 

Tthink, from his writing, [slould not dufer from him, My experience 

has been short, compared with nis, it haying been only ten years since 

Tecommenced hunting them, bul haye hunted with men who are good 

deer hunters—two of them haya hunted fn the Adirondacks every year 

for nearly fiffy years. ‘They have killed deer at all times, with dog and 

without. My opinion is the same as theirs—thaf deer driven by dogs 

48 5000 Us they can elude them by swimming rivers or ponds, or wading 

small streams, they lie down to rest, and when night comes go back to 

the place they started from, or its vicinity, Have known of severe] in- 

stunces when deer hove been started three successive days in the same 

place, being driven each \ime two or three miles, On Sépt. 2 a very 
large buck was pursued by dogs across the Boreas River, and followed 
up the stream, wading and swimming, and at times ronuing on the 

hank of the river, until he had gone over two miles. ‘The second day 

giter he waa started from the foot of the same mountain ahd took the 
fame route, The next day he was killed, being started from the same 

place, aud moking the same race every time, We have ao deer near 
Warrensbargh -a doe, She has been here since last winter. TI will 

Warrant she has been driven to water by hounds once a week for fifteen 

weeks, always siarting from the same place, and she can be seen 

almost any day in the same Held in which she was fist seen last spring. 

T could mention other instances that haye come under my observation 
when there coald be no doubt about it being the same deer that would 

return when night came, 
Another point is, that no man an kill as many deer when there is 

snow on the ground with a dog as without, if he jaa good hunter. The 

last time LT hunted deer with dogs there were eight in the party, and six 

hounds; four of the hounds ran tworaces per day for six days. We 
killed four deer, all we paw near enough for A shot, and that number fs 
as many, or more, than parties will average In & week's hunt, 1 don’t 

care how maby dogs they have. 
Deer neyer ran jong. About the first thing they look for after being 

atarted is water, in which they hope to throw their pursuers of their 

trick, and they almostalways do it, But when on snow they are stlil- 

hunted (that is, hunted without dogs) the huuter finds the track, and 

followe cautiously uutil he finds his game. If he isan ordinary hunter, 

and even a third-rate marksman, he seldom misses his deer. In the 

early part of the winter this is the way mostolf our deer gre killed, 

Market hanters, aome of them, kill, in good hunting, five to seven ina 

day. 

Then comes the butchering season (when deer are wortliless, both 

tle meat and the hide), the latter part of winter and early spring. The 

first crust that comes upon the snow, ib is impossible to go into the 

Adirondacks without hearing how deer are being slaughtered on the 

crust, Some use dogs, others take their gun aud enowshoes. They 

never hunt for siigle deer, but always go fora flock. As is generally 

known to spoitsmen when snow is deep, deer get together where young 

hemlocks and laure! are plenty, and yard there ike sheep. The enow 

gets packed bard in their yards, so they can get about to feed as well as 

in the summer; but when they are forced by their wholesale butchers 

to vacale their yards, aud are chased by them until they can ron no 
longer, then they are shol or Wie dogs kill them. Two yeara ago it 

Was reported (and I don't doubt it) that some of the Adirondack guides 

would killa deer and deliver the saddle for one dollar, This butcher- 

ing in spring, and foating on ponds in summer evenings when does are 

with young, 18 what is ruining our deer, and if not stopped, soon will 

entirely destroy the hunting in the Adirondacks, 

Our game law prohibits honting deer with dogs. In my opinion, and 

every man without exception tat knows anything about deer thatl 

ever talked with avrees with me, you may hont deer with dogs as long 

aud as much as you choose in the fall, say from September to 

December, three mouths, and they willincrease, Tt is the spring and 

summer shooting that is destroying them, All the law we want is 

something that can and will be enforced to protect them at that tlme- 

It cannot be done with liie law we have bow. If our law prohibited 

the sale of venison after Dee, 1 (by the sale of, I mean shipments from 

the country to matket) so there would be no sale furit after Dec. 1, 

that would ina measure stop still hunting in December; as itis now 
more deer are killed that month than the three preceding, because the 
Jaw gives one month to dispose of thelr deer they tike advantage by 

hunting almost to the last day for market, and it ia very easy to say their 

deer were killed in season. 
Then, again, some of the city gentlemen who are so earnest in 

their edeavora to sustain a game club (in the city) for the protection 

of game, when they come north not only hire guides to help killdeer 
for them, but use all means in their power to killall they can them- 

selyes, and that tooin summer, when nearly every deer they kill de- 

atroys one or two others. This is the class of sportsmen you will in- 

yariably find who are always crying with a loud yolce, ‘You must not 

dog deer,” when they themselves do more harm in a single summer 

night than they could do in a week’s time in the fall with dogs. 

I say, haye them stay at liome a little more, or remember it is their 

duty to help encourage this protection of the game and not its destruc- 

tion and annihilation. There are a few city sporlsmen who are in the 

woods in the summer months who would refuse to hunt deer witha 
jack lump, and do all they can for the preservation and protection of 

game. I mention city sportsmen, because guides depend on them 

for their support and would not hunt unless paid by them, T should 

like to hear from others on this subject. A. H, THoMas. 

The Rifle. 

Proyrsor of Queszo Rirtz AssocraTion.—Concluding 
Day, Aug. 17.—Strangers’ stakes; small bores at 800, Snider’s 
aud Martini’s at 500 yards; rounds, seven; F. Schwartz, 33, 

first prize. ‘Ladies’ stakes; 600 yards for Martini’s and Sni- 

ders, 900 for small bores; Mr. G. D. Booth, 48, first prize. 
Small-bore champion match ; rifles any ; 1,000 yards, fifteen 
rounds; W. A. Jamieson, 65, first prize. Consolation match ; 

200 and 500 yards, five shots at each range; Private Morri- 

son, 43, first prize. Quebec Volunteer Champion Match; 
five rounds at 200, 500 and 600 yards; won by D. Turnbull, 

first prize, with 65. Frontier Stakes; 500 yards, seyen shots; 
first prize, Lieut. Col. J. M. Gibson with a full score of 35. 
The City Stakes; 600 yards, seven shots ; won by Shaw with 
29. The Battalion Match; teams of five, 500 and 600 yards, 
seven rounds at each range; won by the Montreal Garrison 
Artillery, with 218, Three Rivers Battalion making one point 
Jess, The Macdonna Match; ten rounds at 500 yards ; first 
prize, Lt. Col. Gibson, with 44, The Association Match ; 
teams of five, 500 and 600 yards, fiye rounds at each range; 
won by Richmond Rifle Association, Fifty-fourth Battalion, 
with 177. The Military Match; five rounds at 200 yards, 

standing, and 400 yards, kneeling; first prize, Corporal Cop- 
Ping, with a score of 44. The Wimbledon T'eam—The fol- 
lowing are the successful marksmen in the competition for 
representatives of the Proyince of Quebec at the Wimbledon 
(Eng.) meeting of 1879: Capt. Thomas, Fifty-fourth Bat- 
talion; Seret. Riddle, M. G. A.; Pte; Wynne, Fifth Royal 
Fusiliers; Lieut. Vaughan, M. G. A.; Major Mudge, P. W 
R.; Sergt. Wardill, P. W. R.; Pte. Ross, P, W. R; Capt. 
Balfour, Highth Royal Rifles, Quebec; Sergt. Orr, P, W. R. 
Pte. Ross, Sixth Fusiliers; Sergi, Harkom, P, W. R.; Sergt. 
McAdam, V. Y. R.; Capt. Boyd, Fifty-fourth Battalion; 
Lieut. Campbell, V. V. R.; Pte. Wilson, Fifth Royal Fusi- 
liers; Capt. Thompson, Fifty-fitth Battalion Megantic; Pte, 
Turnbull, P. W. R.; Pte. Rowand, V. V. R.; Corpl, Allen, 
P. W. &.; Corpl. Currie, Sixth Fusiliers, 

August Amateur Srrms—Boston.—200 yards, We give 
the leading scores : ‘ 
OW Jewell 5645 44 4 4 6B 6-45 
JN Frye - 65 5 6 44644 4 6-45 
HE Lord.. 5654045 4 4 6 4-45 
W E Gnerrier..... 55446 64 5 d 4-465 
© Muraball....,.., 544665646 4 4-45 
HB Southern.,...1.4-)..-5-42.- 4554444 5 49 

Walnut Hill Range, Aug. 19.—No-cleaning match ; dis- 
tance, 200 and 300 yards; possible 35; 

200 yards, 300 yards, ~ 
OMdJeWEll..cc..ceeeseerreee DS G5 4444-20 42544 4 4 42959 
J Borden. ... 444544429 443444 2-25-54 
CU Meipgs,......-. wA443 8564-27 435253 4—vd—51 
© m Jewell (re-entry. 886344825 4145 45 6—31i—56 
J Borden (ré-entry)..-...)....440 34 4 5—29 443444 8—26—55 

Aug. 21.—Seventh renewed competition in long-range 
match at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. The weather was all that 
could be desired up to 1,000 yards, when it came out bright, 
with a change of wind, followed by a cloudy sky. In tha 
scores we give, those haying a star were shooting for places 
on the American team. Both the scores made by Messrs, 
Gerrish and Jackson ave admirable ones. 

. William Gerrish.* 
4545 5 5 5 a 6 6 45 6 5 5 5-8 

5665666554 6465 6 § 5b 56—TS 
56455665 45 5 5 5 4 5 6—72—218 
Captalo WH Jaekson.+ 
bh5646465 5 6 5 5 5 5-73 

G00. ssccerseceeeeees? 6 6 46 FD & 6 5 5 5 5 fh Bb GT 
HDOO We. ites noceetse: AaaGe Sudo Be Get tp "on 5 4 568-214 

2S Suniner.* 
SOW leisetwe esse ce 656 465 66 5 6 5 6 6 5 5—T4 
O00... eccceecdss--0 5 6 35 6 5 5 6 5 FF GG 3-H 

V0U0,...cc0csscseresd G4565655 56 6 4 4 5 6 12-919 
JF Biowu.* 

6 665 54445 5 5 6 6 OTD 
56 56 6 6 6 5 6 4 5b 6 + 6—73 
64655 656 465 56 4 4—68—?i1 

H T Rockwell.* 
BID) 2s csevnntis- eect 553 55 6 6 & 5 5 5 5—Tl 
900. wef 5 5 5 G6 44545 6 4 4 6 FCO 

ar) 343 565568 6 38 5 5—66—206 

G W Davison.* 
36545 % 6 5 5 6 & 5 5-69 
055656 538 56 56 3 5 f—66 
64545 6 645 6 6 G6 4—71—206 

John A Lowe'l, 
4345 45 6 6 5&6 6 5 & dé 
6646565 4465 5 5 6 6—T1 
6 465 5 465 5 5 6 3 3 3 4—65—204 

Salem Wilder, 
BO, casi ae ve wert 56 65 56 5 46 6 GF 6 5 SG 6 4-73 
G00 ........0. eed 8 4 5 £45 5 GF 5 4 HF BG 5-H 

1,000 ...,cceeereeereed 5 438 5 4 5 35 5 4 3 SF 2 5—-Cl1—2)3 

A Hebbard, 
800 peeeeess weeeeed 3 FG HH Ad G6 45 4 5 4 5D F—EB 
G0 ceeeeeeeceeeeed £55 5 5 5 4 5 4 8 5 BD 4A 4-OT 

D000 ..eeceeeeeentee DO 4 3 3 5 5 4 6 Fb SF 5 3S 4 5 F—H6—201 

J Chanwe)l 
642455 66 6 06 5 5—s 
4565 55 5 6 8 R 3 & 6-64 
6455 56 6 A 56 & 5 5—89—198 

8 Lewis. 
5 5 45 5 5 56 4 5 §—t9 
£4653 35 6 56 4 4 0—50 
5 5646656 448 5 56—§3—182 

G Loomia, 
BOD cccccerseseretD 2 8 5 3 4b 42 6 O56 6 GG. .b—oe 
DOO. . sessanecsses 43°4465643 5 3 66 4 0 4 5—58 

1,000 .,..-.:---eeees-2 0 G6. 4 5 5 0 8G OS 0 S$ 4 544-168 

The shooting was the best on record, excepting the Ameri- 
can team at Creedmoor on the second day of the international 
match, they making on the first day 1258, and on the second 
day 1277, while the six gentlemen yesterday made 1267. Mr. 
William Gerrish’s splendid showing of 218 out of a possible 
225 equals Capt. W. H. Jackson’s superb score made last sea- 
son, and the largest ever made on Walnut Hill, and only sur- 
passed by Mr. Bruce at Creedmoor, and Mr. Selph of New 
Orleans, who each made 219, the largest scores on record. 

Boston ann Matrorp—Metford.—Teams of six, 80 shots 
each man, 200 yards. Won by Boston with 755; Metford, 
652. ‘The highest score was made by N. W. Arnold with 182, 

Boston aNp Arrnmzoro Tuams, Avg. 19.—Teams of nine 
men, 30 shots each man, 200 yards. Boston team, 1,105; At- 
tleboro, 990. Highest score made by J. B. Osborn, of Bos- 
ton team, with 129, 

Meprorp Amateur Assoctation—Belleview Range, Aug. 
25.—Third match of the August series; the scores made at 
the 200 yard range are as follows : 
Coshing......4.4565.5445—32 Telle,............43 43 4 4 4—26 
Hayes... a4 483334 5—26 
Kamnes.. beset 383444 4—95 
Howard........-.4 323465 83—25 
Visning..........4 843044 3—21 
P0110). eee eee 

Scores made at the 400-yards range : 
Osborn,.......— .66456 45 5—34 Ireland........-..4456 45 5—ag 
Sawyer..........6545 65 5—34 Vinning..... 6452846 430 
Withington ......66544656—33 Richarason,......65445 3 3-29 

SPRINGFIELD vs. HoLyvoxr—Springjield, August 28,— 
The second contest of the rifle match between the Rod and 
Gun Club of this city, and the Holyoke Rifle Club, haying 
teams of six men, took place at Willimansett to-day, and was 
won by Holyoke by the close score of 250 to 249. The dis- 
tance was 200 yards, the strings ten shots, and the shooting 
off-hand. Holyoke was also yictorious in the first contest, 
and, therefore, wins the match. 

Connrorrour—Stamford, Aug. 24.—Match at 300 yards: 
J FL SWArtWOUt, cece ects eeeeterenenyee FD FH 4443958358 44 4 8—5T 

4342¢4844454483—55 
3484486482446 0-54 

F'D Bennett,...... 4448484454400 4-52 
Walton Perguson. 0444860844023 25—-4aT 
W H Taylor..... 3338448423482 3-46 
Norman Proyos.. 4542540202353 4-46 
HM Wilson.... 4448308844222 3-44 

. 0386843440349 g—48 
AS Bwords,... ed435848009844-8 
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On Wednesday, Aug- 21, the first competition for the $50 
gold prize offered by Mr. E, H. Sanford resulted in these 
SCOTES } 

4 -.4455455 645-46 dH Vesckle........-.... ieadae wiles A DAB EDD ODE 187 
ae LBA 4—41 

ED Hurlbut... edvs 44349363 44—37—48 

485654554 45-4 
A BS BwOTds.....ceres-c0= saetes-sue 4 4424594484 94-78 

43444844 44-40 
LB Gaylor....-. Caeewtyeyas couneerns $440 444999117 

Ee a4 5 44—42 
N Provost... 2... ee eens ewe veces 44438434 %3—24-%6 

24648644 44-29 FD Bennett... 22.2. e seers eee ene eee 44458 945 45-004 
434684444 34— 

CE Nichols. ,.....s2+-euss “g443544 4 03-31-78 
4444443 33—87 

G Hendrie... svecees- ss 000s 09s aden 445308 444—35—72 
200 84344544640 

H WUISOD. ... .-+-eeeeeennse ese esas ee 9300 84230834299 98 
5200, 38833 4 8 3 4—a2 

TD J WATTOD. 22. veces ss sce cece pens 1 300....404¢343 4644-31-76 

Waitnex RAnce—Wew Haven, Aug. 23.—Second and con- 
cluding competition for places on the Connecticut Brigade 
Team to represent the State National Guard at Oreedmoor. 
There.were forty contestants, all parts of the States being 
represented, the result being that the following were the 
highest scores, and constitute the brigade Creedmoor team : 

nt Henry Simons, Uo. H, Firet Regiment..........-.<.++-- 
Borbeattt @ecree G@ Labarmes, Co. K, Second Regiment, 
Private James Tinkey, Co. E, Second Regiment... 
Captain 8 V Kennedy, I. T. P., Second Kegiment... 
Private \ allace Gunn, Co. B, Fourth Reglinent......- 
Corporal Geo. B. Newton, Co. F, First Regiment,..+« 
Private Edwin H Williams, Co. #, Firat Regiment. 
Lieut, John N Lane, Co, I, Second Regiment. 
Private B Jordan, Co, F, first Regiment.....--., 
Private P W Hudson, Co, F, First Regiment.... 
Lieut. J. L. Osgood, Co EH, First Regiment...... 
Captain J L Woodbridge, 1. ‘I. P., First Regiment. 
Private H W Whitlock, Uo. H, Second kegiment,,.. 
Sergeant Ermmest Watkins, Co. G, First Regiment... e- 
Private Joseph L Raub, Co. D, Third Reginent...........+.. 

The above scores are out of a possible 200. To sum up, 
each man had two contests, seven shots each, at 200 yards 
range ; thres contests at 500 yards, seven shots each, and one 
at 500 yards, five shots each. 
GrerpMoor, Aug. 24.—Twelfth competition for the Sharps 

rize. Conditions—800, 900 and 1,000 yards, fifteen shots at 
each distance. Competitor making the highest score at all 
three ranges to be the winner. Mr. Jackson made a most re- 
markable score : 

800 yds. 900 ya. 1,000 yas. Total. 
HsJackson........«---.6 3 

yr s7T@G pnsiey. Peng corr! bs a a oe 
CJR Kw ee ee eee es 2 

get 63 66 65 

Farm badge. 
ing are the scores : 
FH FIOGOD ee cece neers dertionedht 
J L Paulding .....- & 
T A Carman 
L Geiger...- 
a7 W Todd... 
W H Dinlap 

Capt C E Truslow. 
W A Freneh.....00..-.-.- 
FG McLewee.... 

9 J McKee... cys s2---e ee . 
Lieut G B Cobb,......+-.+--.++ ++ 29 

Zoo or 
= 3 % o 

Oapt J L Price -....- 
HW Price. ...-+-+-+ 
Homer Fisher... ...s0+-++- 
W H JACKSON, ..0 sss aerre . ! 

Mr, RaTasone’s Team Scors.—tIn the score list published 
last week in the ‘Scores of the American Team for 1878,” 
Mr. Rathbone’s score should read 197, 209, 203, 214, 205, 209, 

918, 213. This brings his ayerage up to 2074, instead of only 

206, as the report made it. He leads by about 2% points. 

iin’s GauLEry.—To keep pace with out-door novelties 

eosin has brought the glass ball into his gallery with 

very good results, The ordinary traps are used, and at the 

rifleman’s command of ‘ Pull,” the glass globe is thrown high 

into the air. The balls are similar to those which Captain 

Bogardus and Dr. Carver have been as diligently pulverizing. 

The gallery experts are becoming quite clever in breaking 

the balls. The following are a few of the best scores made in 

the gallery with rifle, distance 20 yards, balls thrown from 

trap: 
; ivé; H. D. Blydenburgh, 5 out of §; Hon. 

oe eee yout ot 10; 1 D. Beaders ont ore;
 C, E. Coréyeite, 

Z alls Buapended—J. B, Blydenburgh, 9 consecutive; Hon. 

oaks aati do"; Fred Alder, 5 do.; Bred Kenler, 6 do.; W. HH, 

Dunlap, 4a0.; 7. Filz, 4 do. J. ¥. Drummond, 8 do.; J. A. Ward, “ 
do; id A, Vaughan, 4 do, With pi tal ball suspended—Frank Lord, 

9 out of 12; Qeo. Cooper, 5 consecutive. 

FourrH AnnuAL Prize Mrgrine or 1HE ZETTLER RrLe 

Onus—August 27.—The range and grounds at Union Hill 

were well filled on Tuesday with the numerous friends of the 

Zettlers. As is well known, the Zettlers are considered as 

among the very strongest of the German riflemen, not only 

as individuals, but in team shooting, having carried off the 

prizes offered for team shooting for the last two years. Wot 

varieties of shooting were carried on—at the ring sr tae 

target, target of honor, and at the Oreedmoor target. ‘Three 

shots were allowed at each target, open to all comers and en- 

tries were unlimited, the only target which was restricted to 

members being the targets.of ‘shonor.” The day being re- 

markably pleasant, the shooting was exceptionally good. 

Commencing at 9 A. o., the shooting closed at 7 P.M. ‘Dhe 

winning scores are as follows : _ ar oie 

; i ;J0 aach- Ring Target—W Klein, Rate ahi Hi i Mi e etter, 033 3 uih
on 

; eee 3 56 on, 66; Max Philip Klein, 675 OG Zernler, | 815 w m eae men ee 0 re 66: Mar : 

. en, 60; 7 = 
MB Hngel, 61; 08 E Holzmin, a6; Womer Fisher, 65; J Levy, ae 

tler supper the 
honor, named 
Messrs, Zettler. 
Satherie 

_ Heuvers Rirve O1vs,—The Helvetia Rifle Club is mak- 
ing extensive preparations, under the direct supervision of its 
leading members, to secure to its festival in celebration of its 

, 3 Riflemen es- 
pecially will be happy to hear that there will be offered for 
twenty-fifth anniversary a complete success. 

competition 100 prizes, nearly all cash, on the target of honor, 
60 on the man and ring targets, also about 50 silver goblets, as 
many medals, and cash premiums on the point targets; a total 
of about 800 prizes, valued at $4,000. American riflemen 

The festival will be in- may be assured of a hearty welcome. 
augurated on Sunday, September 8, with a fine 
concert, and closes on the 11th with a banquet. 
issued have been accepted by German, French, Italian and all 
Swiss societies. Any information that may be desired will be 
promptly furnished by J. Houser, Secretary, 

P. O. Box 1626, New York. 

Tromenade 

New Jursey Rirrz Assootation—Brinton Range, Aug. 
23.—The first rifle match at this new range took place on Fri- 
day last, and was very well attended. For the short space of 
time which has elapsed between the organization of the range 
and its use, everything worked quite smoothly. The match 
was the eleventh competition for the ‘‘ All-comers’ Badge,” 
which had before this taken place at Rahway. Condi- 
tions—Ten shots at 200 yards. There were twenty-five en- 
tries. ‘The best scores ran as follows: 
J FB Coulins. seanccnwe---s scenes 44 KR Robertson .... 
OT Pnrts cess ..-43 BA Vail 
FL Sheldon ,....... P33 ++.41 M W Crowell 
CP Bonnett. snsyt+hacearecce on 40 SB Tillon..... eo eee 
P P Stewart.. aoe 40) E Hughes. ....0-- 
F Brown,,.. -40 B Sqoler 
C A Watson 40 E Squire, 
A.J Howlett 40 AW Dimock 
HW Gourley. .40 C Gardner.... 
F H Holton... -39 GL Winn.. 
W Decker....-... .-+:.,39 W B Cromelin,.. 

Broyton RaxcEe.—The following is the programme of the 
N. J. Rifle Association. Friday, Aug. 30, at 3:30, compe- 
tition for Ballard Rifle, presented by Messrs. Schoyerling & 
Daly. Conditions: 200 yards off hand, twenty shots (no 
sighting shots), any rifle except muzZle-loaders; no cleaning 
of rifle dming the match; to be won three times. Friday, 
Sept. 6, at 3:30, competition for Creedmoor Long Range Rifle, 
presented by the Messrs. Remington. Conditions : Distance 
200 yards off hand, two sighting and ten scoring shots, any 
Tifle ; to be won three times. Friday, Sept. 18, at 3:30, com- 
petition for a Winchester Rifle, presented by the Winchester 
Repeating Arms Company. Conditions: 200 yards off hand, 
no sighting and ten scoring shots, any rifle; tobe won three 
times. The fall prize meeting will commence October 1. All 
local trains on the main line, and all trains on the Newarkand 
Elizabeth branch of the New Jersey Central Railroad, will 
stop at the range on request toconductor. Tickets to Brinton 
Range can be had at all the ticket offices on this road. 

Sourn Caroniya—Charleston, Aug. 17.—Match between 
teams of twelve from Carolina Rifle Battalion and Sumter 
Guards; parade ground ranges. Conditions—200. yards, 
military rifles, five shots. Won by the Carolina rifles with 
227; Bumters, 203: 

Carolina Rifle Battalion, Sumter Guards 
Corp Lynat 5444 5—22 Private Bee, Jr. 4444 8-19 
Sergt McCormac c Sergt Miller. 4543 3-19 
Sergt Murdock.,......4 44 Corp Ogilvie. 34444—-19 
Seret Sparkman......¢4444—20 Gapf Bruns,. 4343 4-15 
Maj Walker.........-. $445 4-90 Lent Hard,... . 6333418 
Sergt Williams....... 5844 4—20 Sergt Roae,..... 43563 3-18 
Priyate Campbell,.... 44443—19 Private Miller. ..8 845 8-18 
Capt Jervey.......... 4434419 Sergt Troth........... Baa 1 
Lieut Lesesne... .... 3435 4—19 Private MeTureons...5 24 8 4—16 
Private North Smith..24448—17 Privite Masyck 2334 18 
Private Price. ........ dd4440 16 Corp West. 4404 8-15 
Private MeTureons...43 24 9—15 Private Smith. 4203 2-10 

Total,_,,----. Fitemasenensceesedt COLA sep nas Pero eee 3 

Savannah, Aug. 16.—Military festival of the German Vol- 
unteers at the Schuetzen Park. Teams of 5; 200 yards; 
military rifle. The following are the scsres: Georgia Hus- 
sars, 109; Savanah Cadets, 105; Chatham Artillery, 98; Com- 
pany B, Savannah Volunteer Guards, $1; Company C, 90; 
Oglethorpe Light Infantry, 79. The score of the Georgia 
Hussars is so excellent that we give it in full : 
J W McAlpin, Capt,..4445 5-22 LM Ryals,.....s0r0.-4 4 4 5 5—28 
GB Pritchard,.,,....44 454-21 DMMoAlpiao..... +4566 
J W Schley.....-....-44.6 ¢4—21 

10g 

The prize for the best individual shooting jn the team yas 
won by Sergeant McAlpin. Ina match Which followed, best 
score in three shots, L. M. Ryals f the corgia Hussars, 
won with a score of 12, of th 

Tae Riria in Cxroaeo,—There are no Jack of rifle clubs in 
Chicago. Among those that are fully oreanized are ‘* The 
Lake View Rifles Club” (Jolin Macauley, President; Henry 
QO. Bradley, Secretary), with a membership of ten reliable 
shots. ‘‘ Post ‘Twenty-eight Rifle Glub”’ has just completed 
its organization, with the following officers: Col. E. W. 
Chamberlain, President; J. W. Stebbings, Vice-President ; 
W-. H. Reed, Secretary; H. §. Hevle, treasurer. The club 
nutibers about twenty members, eleyen of whom averaged 
4,750—100 shots to the man—during the past week. Co. G, 
First Regiment, I. N. G., also has. a small club, the members 
of which are doing some very creditable shooting. ‘The 
George H. Thomas Post Rifle Club” bas been organized for 
some time, and recently obtained a charter, under which the 
following officers were elected: Col. E. D, Swain, President ; 
Wm. H. Ohenoweth, Vice-President; M. W. Lyman, Secre- 
tary; Henry D. Field, Treasurer, This club 1s now 
arranging for a long range, the one on which they have been 
ponees being too inconvenient of access. The range con- 
templated will be near the city limits, in the West pirieian 

RY. 

Ont0—Tifin, August 26,—A rifle club, known as the Tiffin 
Rifle Olub, bas been organized. J.H. Bagby, Pres; Frank 
Naylor, 8ec., and DL. Seewald, Treas. The National Rifle 
Rules have been adopted. We propose having a tournament 
in September or first week in October. At request of several 
clubs. we will try and have’a central association organized at 
that time, composed of Ohio and surrounding States. 

Boos Sxor. 

nyvilations 

Oinoinnati, Aug, 13,—Tournament of the Irish-America 
Kifle Club; all-comer's match, 200 yards, ten shots each; 
three prizes. Won by Sedan. The following are the scores = 
W Y Sedan... oee-= 4556465 4 4 & 3-43 
M Gindelin.. be 6444 4 2 4 4-43 
Capt Wm Hall 4534444 5 4-42 
Géo Hinsen.,.,.. 635645 6 4 4-2 
Leon Finder... 4564445 3 4 5-42 
© Topf,. 44445 6 4 4 5-49 
EH O'COODOT, i ape pce Cecectssereeeeeas: 3644445 3 441 
M Langdon.. 4434454 4 4-41 
Stubs. 4442644 5 440 
Fryer. 4565442344 4-40 
Baum... 444583 65 3 3 4—39 

A vA Carver.—Lancaster, O., Aug. 19.—On Tuesday of 
last week, Dr. A. M. Alexander, of Indianapolis, entertained 
the Hockhocking Shooting Club, of this city, on their grounds 
near Mount Pleasant, with an exhibition of scientific rifle 
shooting. He used a 32-calibre breech-loading rifle, and did 
shooting that would have been no discredit to the celebrated 
Carver. He broke 88 balls out of 40, thrown in the air at iE 
teen yards ; cut lead pencils in two, shot coins and other arti- 
cles with almost infallible accuracy. His shooting at short- 
range, at a stationary target, was simply wonderful, but at 
long-range several of the Hockhockings laid him stig 

ANDY. 
ee 

CREEDMOOR. 

Nationan Rirug Assvoration Faun Pret Merrie. 
The following is the programme of the Sixth Annual Prize 

Meeting at Creedmoor, L, I., April 17, and following days, at 
9 A, M, each day ; 
Comprririon No. 1, Jupp Maton.—Any military rifle, 200 

yards, standing, seven rounds; entrance, $1; open ta all 
comers; 20 prizes; value, $183. 

No. 2, 8Hort Range Matrcu.—Open to all comers, any 
rifle, 200 yards, seven rounds, standing; entrance, $1; prizes 
amounting to $203. 

No. 3, Sussoription Maron.—Open to all comets, 200 
yards, standing, any rifle, seyen rounds, duplicate entries 
allowed; entrance, $1. 

No. 4, Sussorption Maton.—Open to all comers, 200 
yards, standing, any military rifle, seven rounds, duplicate 
entries ; entrance, $1. 

No. 5, ‘Cae Cuampron’s MAtron.—Open to all comers, any 
rifle or rifles, 200, 600 and 1,000 yards, ten rounds at each dis- 
tance; standing at 200 yards, any at 600 and 1,000 yards ; 
entrance, $2; three medals and cash, $260. 

No. 6, Ottyer Maron.—A silyer trophy, value, $100; open 
to teams of four from first and second divisions N. G. 8. N, 
Y.; Remington military rifle, or any carbine furnished by the 
State; 300 yards, standing, seven rounds each man; entrance, 
$1 each man. Tyo competitions will be had for this prize 
during the fall meeting N. R. A., of 1878. The team making 
the highest aggregate score of both competitions to keep the 
trophy. No competitor to be a member of more than one 
team in this match. 

No. 7, CAvaury Maron.—Open to teams of six men from 
the National Guard or uniformed militia from each State or 
Territory of the United States; standing at 200, kneeling at 
300 yards; weapon, the carbine with which the organization 
represented is armed ; five rounds at each distance; entrance, 
$1 each man ; three prizes, $145. 
No. 8, Cavarry (Starz) Marox.—Open bo teams of seven 

from the National Guard 8. N. ¥.; 200 yarda, standing, seven 
rounds, Remington breech-loading carbine, State model, with 
either carbine or infantry ammunition; trigger pull not less 
wis six pounds; entrance fee, $1 each man; three prizes, 

No 9, Gating Marou.—Upen to teams of twelve men from 
the N. @. 8. N. ¥.;, Remington State mulitary rifle, 500 yards, 
seyen rounds, any position; entrance, $1 each competitor ; 
three prizes, $2,160. 

No, 10, Army anp Navy Journan Maron,—Open to teams 
of twelve from all regularly organized military orfanizations 
in the United States, including the regular army, navy and 
marine corps; weapon, such military rifle as has been issued at 
the public expense to the organization which the team repre- 
senis; 500 yards, seven rounds, any position within the rules ; 
entrance fee, $1; three prizes, $932. 

No, 11, New York Svare Nationa Guarp Maron.—Open 
to teams of twelye from the National Guard of the State of 
New York; standing st 200, any at 500, Remington rifle, 
State model, five rounds at each distance; entrance fee, $1 
each man; three prizes, $746. 
No. 12, First Drvisron Narroyat Guarp Maron.—Open to 

teams of twelve from the National Guard 8. N. Y.; Reming- 
ton rifle, State model, 200 and 500 yards, fiye shots at each 
distance, standing at 200, any at 500 yards; entrance fee, $1 
each man; three prizes, $222. ; 

No. 18, Szcosp Dryision Narronan Guarp Mavow.—Open 
to teams of twelve from the second division of the National 
Guard $8. N. Y.; Remington rifle, State model, 200 and 500 
yards, five shots at each distance, standing at 200, any at 500 
yards; entrance fee, $1 eachman; three prizes, $223. 

No. 14, Laruin & Rano Powprs Co, Marom.—Open to 
members of the United States Army and Navy, the National 
Guard or uniformed militia of uny State or Territory, snd to 
members of any rifle association or club in the United States ; 
200 and 500 yards, standing at 200, any with head toward the 
target at 500 yards, seven rounds at each distance; entrance 
fee, $1; three prizes, $270. 

No. 15, Suesormrioy Marca.—Open to all comers, 500 
yards, any position, any rifle, seven rounds, duplicate entries 
allowed ; entries, $1. 

No. 16, SupsortpTion Mavou.—Open to all comers, 200 
yards, position any, with head toward the target, any mili- 
tary rifle, rounds seven, duplicate entries allowed; entrance, 
a 
No. 17, Inver-Sratz Minivany MArcr.—Open to one 

team from each State and Territory im the United States, con- 
sisting of twelye members of the regularly organized and uni- 
formed National Guard or Militia of such State or Territory. 
Position at 200 yards standing, and at 500 yards any. 
Weapon, any military rifle which has been adopted as an of- 
ficial arm by any State or Government, Rounds, ten ati each 
distance. Entrance fee, $2each man. Three prizes, $450, 

No. 18, Suort-Rancr Tax Mazon —Open to teams of 
four from any regularly organized rifle club cr association or 
military organization (troop, battery or company) in the 
United States; 200 and 800 yards, saven rounds at each dis- 
tance ; weapon apy rifle or carbine within. the rules; position, 
standing ; entrance fee, $leach man. More than one team 
may be entered from the same organization, but the same in- 
dividual will not be allowed to appearintwo teams. Three 

Dee RAR tial rene el 
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Pires, Foike, Fires, Mims, Firms, Piims, 
Frrs.—Flies are artificially propagated in 
New Jersey, neay Paterson, Wlerean associa 
tion of men have invested capital and are run- 
hing the works to their full capacity. Flies 
are incubated from egys by an artificial hatch- 
Ig arrangementiand the young flies aré taught 
all the deyiltry they know right in the fac- 
tory. Some will look upon this statement as 
false and wonder why any association of men 
should engage in the artificial propagation of 
the fly, We willexplain. It is well known 
that Hies die at the end of the season, and if 
it were not for artificial propagation there 
would be none the second season. ‘The par- 
ties that are engaged in this industry are also 
sole manufacturers of fly paper and fly traps. 
We trust that the object 1s now plain.. In or- 
der to sell their paper and traps it is necessary 
to have game to catch. The gentlemen had 
engaged largely in the manufacture of fly 
paper and fly traps before they knew that flies 
only lasted one season, and after a year of 
success they found bankruptcy staring them 
in the face, as it was probable they would not 
sella sheet of paper the next year. So 
they organized the ‘* Great American Artifi- 
cial Fly Incubating Association of New Jer- 
sey,” und issned a million dollars, worth of 
stock. We havé not room to describe the 
hatching of flies, in the Sun, but it is like 
hatching chickens by steam. Bome of the 
best old flies are kept to lay eggs, and eggs 
are placed on cards and put into an oven. 
They hatch out in twenty minutes, and are 
ready in halt an hour to learn the business, 
First they are taught to wade in butter, to 
Swim in cream and’to get into things around 
the kitchen. Then the young flies are taken 
to the dormitory, where mén and women, en- 
gaged for the purpose, are pretending to sleep. 
An old fly and a hundred young ones are 
placed in each room, and the old fly, after 
lighting on shirt bosoms, or female white 
goods, in order to teach the young’ flies the 
noble art of punctuation, begins to get in its 
work on the sleeper. The old fly, after seat- 
ing the young flies on cuffs and collars, calls 
‘Attention !" and after buzzing around a little 
lights on the sleeper’s nose. ‘he sleeper pre- 
tends to be mad and slaps at the fly—this is a 
mere matter of form, however, for ifa sleeper 
engaged by the association kills an old stool 
fly it is deducted from his or her salary. As 
the old Hy gets away the young flies laugh and 
want to try it themselves. Then the old fly 
lights on the lady sleeper’s big toe and pro- 
ceeds deliberately to walk up her foot, ankle 
and calf, occasionally stopping to bite. This 
is very trying to the alleged sleepers, causing 
neryousness and a twitching of the muscles, 
but they must not injure the fly. The little 
flies notice everything, and after the old fly 
has caroused around and tickled and buzzed, 
then the young flies are allowed to practice 
onthem. The persons practiced on get +648 
day and board, and it is a very particular and 
trying situation, 

‘Then comés the expensive business of dis- 
tributing flies throubgout the country. For- 
merly it was done through book agents and 
lightning rod peddlers, but that was found 
too expensive, 80 the association originated 
the idea, of sending out regular agents, called 
tramps, to introduce the flies. The first 
year only about 10,000 tramps were sent out, 
but the business has grown to such huge pro- 
portions that it is estimated that this year the 
association has out half a million tramps 
leaying flies around. They go from house to 
houses begging, and before they leave they 
manage to drop afew flies Hach tramp has 
a card with a million young flieson. After 
he has parbaken of his meal and the woman 
of the house is out after a shot-gun, or a dog 
to drive him away, he slips his hand up his 
sleeve and tears off a piece of card containing 
perhaps 10,000 young flies and drops it in the 
wood box, or in some convenient place. That 
is enough to stari on, as the flies breed rapid- 
ly. The next day the woman will wonder 
“where on airth all them flies come from.” 
The company has distributing points all over 
the country, Chicaga, St. Louis, St. Paul 
being among them, where the tramps go once 
a month affera new supply. A card will 
last # tramp thirty days. ‘The introduction 
of the fiy paper and the fly traps is easier, as 
the articles are sent directly to druggists, 
who sell them to consumers. Stock in the 
association is worth an immense amount, 
paying a quarterly dividend of 20 per cent. 
The only way tliat the fy nuisance can be 
abaited is to kill the tramps as fast as they 
enter a community, or destroy the manu- 
factory at, Wew Jersey. Tbe Sun has 
exposed the nefarious business; now let the 
people rise up and crush it out of existence. 
—Peck's Milwaukee Sun, 

Wantzep: Names AND Darzs.—Some one 
has been gulled. We don’t know who it is 
but perhaps the editor of the Germantown 
Telegraph does. In that paper we find the 

following : F 
A correspondent will write to a sporting 

paper thal the trout-fishing is splendid at a 
certain place one or two hundred miles away ; 
a dozen people in five orsix parties rig up 
and go there, They put-up at the only tav- 
ern in the place as they drop in day by day. 
The landlord is very polite and makes them 
heartily welcome, The two first anglers who 
arrive, alter refreshing themselves, make a bee 
line for the stream. They find it smaller than 
hey expected, They cast and cast and get 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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two or three rises of yely small specimens, | Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, 
Hungry and disappointed they return to the 
tavern and complain fo the landlord. He 
apologizes as best he can, says that the water 
was yery low and there haye been numerous 
parties before them wha had pretty well 
cleaned oul the stream. The game disappoint- 
meut and the same story meet cach party af- 
ter a trialin the stream. It is discovered af- 
terward that the daughter of the landlord, 
who had been to a boarding-school, had 
written the communication, to get business 
for her father, lo help him to make up her 
school-bill 

ge 
A. Reat Treav.—Philadelphia is just as 

happy asit can be. They have ja gorilla to 

dissect. Dr, Thomas G, Morten is a delight- 

ed man. ‘The dead monkey came from 
Orange River, West Africa, in a 20 gallon cask 

of rum: 

The carcase wads shipped about April 19 
last, The gorilla was captured alive, and 
came into the possession of an Englishman, 
who intended toship it to Europe for ex- 
hibition. While capturing it the natives 
broke one of its arms, and before the English- 
man got possession of it the gorill. came near 
dying for want of proper food and attention. 
Then inflammation of the bowels seized it and 
from this disease in a fewdaysit died. Its 
head, niouth and eyes are large, nose flat_and 
ears are small. ‘Uhe arms are large and the 
lower limbs rather small, but the hands and 
feet beara striking resemblance to those parts 
of the human organization. ‘The head, arms, 
legs, back and breast are covered with black 
hair. Mr. Nassau also sent Dr. Morton by 
the same vessel the skeleton of an adult gorilla 
of extraordinary size. It is complete, with 
the exception of a few minor bones.” 

——_———_+—_——_ 

A “Star” Murg,—aAt one of the theatres 
in a town of Nevada, the play of the ** Forty 
Thives” was lately presented, but in rather a 
meagre manner, as may be inferred from the 
Jacis of abundant seenery and properties in 
the far West. When AW Bola had seen the 
thieves enter and quit the caye, he went to 
the wings and brought in a mule, which, 
having taken grave offence at something, 
awaited his opportunity for revenge. No 
sooner had Ali come out of the caye with his 
bags of wealth, and attempted to put them 
on the back of the beast, then he began his 
part of the performance. He let fly with his 
heels; kicked the shavings (the supposed 
riches) out of the bags; kicked down the 
cavern; kicked down a whole forest ; kicked 
down the wings; kicked the end of the base 
viol, leaning against the stage, to pieces; 
smashed the foot-lights; and finally doubled 
up A& by planting both feet in the pit of his 
stomach. The mule fairly cleared the stage 
and set the audience into a great roar, the 
miners laying wagers that he could oul-kick 
any mule ‘in the State. The quadruped con- 
tinued kicking as if he were hung on a pivot, 
until a rope was fastened around him and he 
was dragged off by the united strength of the 
company. The Nevadans want to give the 
mule a benefit.— New York Times. 

“Tong,” tHe MintarorE TrRAme.—This is 

one of Baltimore's characters. The last heard 
of him, Tobe, according to the Baltimore 

Jevellers, and Importers, have 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

purposes. 

generally used for sporting and 

scientific requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO, are also the agents 

in America for Messrs, PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO,, of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated yatches they 

have 4 full line. Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precicus 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis- 

tie Bronzes and Pottery, Electiro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is the 

largest in the world, and the 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNIQN SQUARE, NEW YORK 

APOLLINARIS 

NATURAL 

Mineral Water. 

HIGHLY HFFERVESCHNT. 

APPROVED by the Academie de Medicine of France, 
and its sale in france authorized by special order of 
the French Government. 
Recommended by the highest Medical Authoritles 

in New York as , 
“A great relief for seasickness.” 
“A delightful beverage. Mildly antacid, most 

grateful and refreshing.” 
‘Par superior to Vichy, Seltzer, or any other.” 
“Absolutely pure and wholesome; superior to all 

for daily use; free from all the objections urged 
agalnst Croton and artificially aerated waters."” 
“Tmpregnated only with its own gas.” 
“ Healthful and well suited for Dyspepsia and 

cases of acute disease, and where there is a gouty 
diathesis.” 

“ By far the most agreeable, alone or mixed with 
Sun, had been incarcerated on a charge of wine, useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or Bladder, and 
yagrancy : 

John Henry Johnson, who bears the name 
“Tobe,” is about six hands high and black 
as the ace of spades, his face shining like a 
brilliantly polished stoye. Eyery body 
knows ‘* Tobe” in the eastern section of the 
city, and the objection to him is that he has 
a strenuous objection to wearing apparel, 
andisin the habit of making his appearance 
at the eastern city spring or at Patterson 
Park in the midst of large crowds without a 
stitch of clothing on his person. 
Time and again he had been fitted out 

with a full suit of clothing by a generous- 
hearted giver, but the day sfter he is sure to 
appear in pris naturalibus, much to his own 
apparent delight but somewhat to the as- 
tonishment and dismay of the modest. As 
faras has ever been discovered he has no 
home, no relatives and no particular friends, 
He generally sleeps under 1 porch, and neyer 
lacks for food. 

_ Sy, 

No Marxev For Iv.—On the 25th the ship 
Guilia stranded on the skoals near Nantucket, 
the vessel loaded entirely with brimstone. 
Now, had she been cast ashore near New York 
with such a precious cargo, why— 

ES 

—A. steamer plying in California keeps a 
trained sheep on board, which goes out on the 
gang-plank when a flock is to be loaded, to 
show that the approach is safe, and to act as 
pilot to the herd, which readily follows it on 
to the boat. 

—As announced elsewhere, the Fifth Grand Dis- 
tribution of the Commonwealth Distribution Com- 

Pany of Loulsville, Ky., will take place on September 
30th, uext, his organization acts under authority 

of the State of Kentucky, and as it never scales nor 
postpones its drawing it has met with a fluttering 

pubilé support. 
———_ 

—The latest thing in monograms ls to have it on 
Cigarettes. The enterprising mannuiactiirers of 

Yaniiy, Fair have brought it ont in a moat tempting 
Btyle, 

Gout. 
**Not only a luxury, but a necessity.” 
To be had of all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Drug- 

gists, and Mineral Water Dealers throughout the 
United States, and wholesale of 

FRED’K DE BARY & CO., 

Nos. 41 and 43 WARREN S8T., N, Y¥. 

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada. 

Every Genuine Bottle bears the Registered VEL- 

LOW Pictorial Label of the 

ey oe ee = ; 

Act sAWNT] BNNIS: 
SEND STAMP.POR JLLUSTARATED:-PRICE LIST. 

TE \MORSMAN Ampoeter. 
80 & 82 WILLIAM: STREET NEW YORK 

HERRINC’S 
PATENT q 

CHAMPION 

S 
A E 

E- 
S “Tried and Proven Trustworthy 

Prices Lower than before the War. 

HERRING & CO.,, 
251 and 252 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

G7 

Lotteries. 

Sth = 
GRAND DISTRIBUTION 

JOMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION CO., 
By authority of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
supervised by Hon, R. ©.Winteramith, EX-Trenaurer, 
Generals T, A. Harris, Geo. H. H, Gray, and other 
prominent citizens, will glya their FINTH POPU- 
LAR DRAWING in Public Library Hal, Loulayille, 
Ky., on . 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, |878. 
No Scaling. No Postponement 

UNPARALLELED SCHEME, ’ 
$115,400 in Cash Prizes, 

AND TICKETS ONLY 32, 

Read the List of Prizes: 

T PLiZe....scne0see $30,000] 100 Prizes B100...$10,000 
LPH. reaches 15,000) 300 Prizes 50,., 15,000 
1 Prisze,..... r-s-e 5,000) 500 Prizes 20... 1,000 

10 Prizes $1,000,.... 10,000 | 1,000 Prizes 10... 10,000 
20 Prizes $500,,,...,10,000 
9 Prizes $800 each, Approximation Prizes. ++ $2,700 
9Prizes 900 each AF, 4 1,800) 
9 Prives 100 each rs ee 900 

1,960 PYize®, socessesese wees er ecee se cees esse - $115,400 
_ WHOLE TICKETS, $2, HALE TICKETS, $1. 

20 TICKETS, £50. 5b TICKETS, $106, 
Remit by Post-office Money Order, Regletered 

Letter, Bank Draft or Express, Full list of Drawing 
published in Louisville Courier-Jowrnal and New 
York Herald, and matled to all ticket-holders, For 
tickets and Information, addressCOMMON WBALTH 
DISTRIBUTION CO., or T, J, COMMERFORD, 
Secretary, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville, Ky,, 
orto B, H. PORTER & CO., General Hastern Agents, 
1,227 Broadway, New York. Auge) 45 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE. NINTH GRAND DISTRIBU- 

sane aoe AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, 

Louisinna State Lotiery Company. 
‘This institution was regularly tncorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Hducational and Charl- 
table purposes in 1868, with # capital of $1,000,000, to 
which tt has since added areserye fund of $850,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DIS'TRIBUTION 
will take place monthly on the second Tuesday. J¢ 
never scales or poatpones. Look at the following dls- 
tribution : 

CAPITAL PRIZH, $30,000, 
100,000 TICKETS aT TWO DOLLARS EACH. 

HALF-TICKETS, ONE DULLAR. 
LIST OF PRIZES, 

1 Capital Prize of...........- reaneeee $80,000 
1 Capital Prize of.... 10,000 
1 Capital Prizé of........---.-+.....5-- at 5,000 
2 ies of B2,000 8 se rene venes 5,000 
6 Prizes of TE ee ne 5,000 

20 Prizes of 10,000 
100. 10,000 
200 «4 10,000 
500 10,000 

1,000 « : 10,000 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES 

9 Approximation Prizes of $300........... 9,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200........... +,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100.....,.... 900 

1,857 Prizes amounting to..........-.-...-.05 $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

promivent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid. 
Application for rates to clubs should only be made 

to the Home Office in New Orleans. 
Write, clearly stating full addreas, for further jn- 

formation, or send orders to 
M. A. DAUPHIN, 

P. 0. Box G92, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
or to H, L, PLUM, 

319 Broadway, New York City. 5 
Allour Grand Extraordinary Drawings are under 

the supervision and management of GHNS. G. 'T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A, BARLY, 

aug22 2b eot 

XTHAORDINARY DRAWING of the ROYAL 
HAVANA LOTTERY, which will take piuce 

September 4, 1878, only 1,000 tickets, 2,141 prizes, as 
followa: 
One prize Of PASOS, ..sacsseve tate k cess ene eo MOU, 10D 
Two prizes of $100,000 each...... Fale 200,000 
One prize......c.eeeeee reese + clausee! 50,000 
One prinew Ayes ee ae 25,000 
"Two prizes of $10,000 each. 20,000 
Hight prizes of $5,000,............ 40,000 
2,126 prizes, from $2,000 1o $10,000... 515,008 
2,141 prizes, AMOUNE tO.......sseaee- 1,860,000 

For particulars address M. H, MARTINEZ & CO,, 
Bankers, 10 Wallstreet, Basement, N.Y. augis 2b 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Class Draws September i 4. 
One prize of $14,000, oné of $8,000, and one of $4,100. 

1s#4 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Tickets, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

Amusements, Gle. 

pe AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH ST, 

Thonsanda of llving curiosities; DEVIL ISHS, 
TROPICAL ANEMONES, CHIMPANZHE, etc. Per- 
formances tywlve a of the Troupe of DOGS, 
MONEYS and GOATS, 

Admission 59 cents, Children lalf price, 
THE MARVELLOUS ST, BENOIT TWINS. 

Admission 25 cents extra, Children 15 cents. 

Stliscellayeaus, 

Leesburg Academy, 
Boys prepared for College or University. ‘Terma, 

$210 for ten mouths, Mor circular apply to Prineipal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
aug! 2mo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

$5 to $20 per day at eme. Sainples worth $5 mea 
Addsems Brasco & Oo,, Partlend, Malnw, 
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FOREST! ‘AND’ STREAM: : 

California Sensation?! 

== 
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DR. vw. F. CARVER, 
OF CALIFORNIA, 

THE CHAMPION RIFLE SHOT OF THE WORLD, 
Having so \d a halfinterest in his Phenomenal Rifle Exhibitions during next season throughout Europe for the sum of 

S25,OOO, | 
is open for engagements to give Exhibitions of his Wonderiui Shooting on Foot or on Horseback, or both, throughout the United States and Canada, until Christmas, ;hen he visits 
California, proceeding to Kurope in the Spring. 

Dr. Caryer will engage to hoot Glass Balls at from twenty-one to thirty yards rise, While riding bareback at fall speed, upon his famous 

BUFFALO HUNTING AND TRICK HORSE ‘““SURPRISE,”’ 
jumping hurdles and fences, breaking the balls while the horse is in the air! He will ride bareback any wild or untrained horge that can be forced into a tun, breaking a glass ball 

while the horse is at full speed 1 
Dy, Carver is the orivinator of Glass Ball Shooting witlt-a rifle, and is the only man in the world who shoots Glass Balls, Coins from a Trade Dollar to u Three-Cént Piece, or any 

minute object thrown into the air, witharifle, He is the oly man in The world who shoots Glass Balls from a horse’s back, the horse running at fall speed! 
Dr. Caryer-will break more Glass Balls, and perform moré numerous and Astounding Feats, with either Rille or Shot-Guo, than any man in the world. 
At Oakland, Gal., in December, 1877, Dr. Garver broke 1,998 gluss balls with avifle, missing buf seven out of 2,000, At Oatland, Oal., in January, 1878, Dr, Carver won his 

Champion Horsuback Badge by breaking 40 straizht balls, horse rouoiog at full speed, At New Haven, Conn., June 12, 1878, Dr. Carver broke 1,000 glass balls in 724 minutes, with Win- 
chester rife. At Beacon Park, Boston, June 29, 1878, Dr. Carver bro%e 100 elass balls in 4} minutes with Winches'er rifle. At Brooklyn Driving Park, N, Y., July 4, Dr. Oaryer broke 
100 plass balls in 34 minutes with Winchester rifle, At Brooklyn Driyiaz Park, N. ¥., July 13, Dr, Carver broke 4,500 glass ballgin 7 bours 364 minutes with Winchester rifle. In 
performing the latter feat he raised to his shoulder over eighteen tons more weight and brok e 500 more balls in the samé time thun did Capt. Bogardus when attemptiog to break 5,000 

glags balls with a shot-gun, Dr. Carver stood firmly on his feet throughout the trial, while Oapt, Bogardus was compelled to shoot a portion of the timu seated in a chair, 
= FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST OF HIS SHOTS Al’ FLYING OBJECTS WITH WINCHESTER RIPLE: Shoollug glass ball, the gun upside dowa, the shooter lylng on tila back over a stool. Shooting 

80 glass balls uLof 100 throwa inte the alc, with @ Witchesterritie, M4st shouting with a Winthedjter ride—braaking 1) balls (o 20 decond3. Shooting glass bale throwe 2) to 30 yards high, The Wonderfol Hip Shot 

—Snootng glass balls without sighting, holding the gua one fhe hip; thls bie Most worlisriol of All faocy 
a donble slot, aad loading the gun oove while the ballis (nthe pir. Shootiag ciaa3 oallthrowa from o disiane 
wouderfal shot ever made at s fying object witha rifle—Snosting a glass ball thrown Into ble air 2h bo s 

shor. The Ligitular Double Shot—Bresking tivo giass balls.throwo iofo the wlr ob the aoume tim Bb, Making 
wolf 30 yards Straight at the nooter; tlie i-one of the most difcuit shot that can be made, The moat 

(feat high, miasing it with the Urah thrae shots, louilloy the gad three times while Lie ball is 1b the alr, and 
breaking it with the fourth shot before the ballrasches the ground. Shooting af and hittiog a brick throwa luto tue air, reloaling the gan, and hitting one of the flying pieces, Shooting lead peneila thrown into the 
air, Shooting coius trown Into the air!—trade dollars, 50, 25, 10,6 and S-oent plecer, rr ooo 

The following challenge, issued by Dr. Carver Dec. 12, 1877, has never been accepted: 
f Twill ayaG er. from $260 to $500 that I can bewt any man in the world shooting the following matelies, or 
ny one of Them: 
7; 1. Lean break more zlasa balls throws from a Bozarlis trap, 25 yards tise, than any man in the world. 

9. T Can break 1,000 ginss balla quicker with & shot-gan thao any man livyiag. 
r 2, cad break more glass b ills, shootingegfrom a horde’s hagk, tie horse to be on # ron 8) yards away 
from the balls, Than ony man in the world (an preak 4 a0 yards and stand on the grounil. 

4. oan break more glass bulls with a rifle, the balla to Ds throw to fhe dlr, thin any man in the 
world can break wih & ahot-fon wad &hoot3at yarda, aslog a Bogardus trap. 

6, 1 can break 100 glass balls quicker with a Winchester rifle than any man in the world can break 
them with & shot gua. 

6. | can break tworg!ass balls thrown in the air at the same Wime, Making a donble shot, loudiag the 
gun oneé while the balls are In the str, using a Winchester Rifle, 
7. 1¢hn make more fancy siiots than afy man ip thé world, 

6. 1 will weger $1,000 that I can kil) move baffaio In One rin, shooting from a horge's back, thun any 
qo ip ihe world; aud if buifalo aré not to be fuaud Will shovt efk, aad goon the prairie ul avy Une. 

Parties wishing to contract UPON A CERTAINTY for Dr. Carver ro give one or both 

pf his woudortu! cxhibitions—on foot, ov horseback or both—for one or mpre ilays, or to 
ghoort ove? @ circuit for a stated period, please apply for ferms auil dates to 

E. C. HAYNES, Agent, 
Ne, S35 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

The following challenge, dated Aug. 19, was issued by Dr. Carver, and published in the 
New York Sun, Aug, 20,1878,and the money deposited. It has not as yeb been accepted : 
Permit me through the columns of the Sun to accept three of the challenges of Capt, A. H. Bogaridns, 

and (o challenge wim for foor more matches wlth shot-guns. Tos maccies | Dave accepted are aa 
follows: 

1, ‘To break 80 onf of 100 glass balla, distancs 30 feet, the bulla to be tarown strulght or pitched in ihe 
air a distance of from 15 to 30 feet, : 

2. To ahvot at a targetfor $250 a side, distance 100 yards. 
3. ‘Vo give Capt, A. H. Bogurdus 500 brokeu balla lw 1,000, the articles of Ogreement and the money to 

be deposited with the Wiochester Arms Company. 
1 further challenge Capt, Bogardus to shoot three Bigeon matches for £200 each and the Championship 

ofthe World; The first two matches to be shot at 21 yards, 100 birds each, two tripa, boundary 8) yards, 
nuder Prairie Clab rules. Tue third pigeon match to b¢ at 10 Blogle birds, 40 yards, ve ground traps 
five yard’ Gpart, boundary 8) yards; Kpglish roles to govern. ‘The nan winning two Of rhe three 
to win the badge of champlon wing shot, tile stakes to go With Guoh miteh ft also make the following 
glass bill chilienze to Capt. Bogardus: Do shoot eight hours from traps with ehow-gans, the man break- 
ing the most balls lo elght consecutive houra to withe Match, The march to be shot tur $250 a sida 
god the Glass Ball Qhamplousnip of the World, each to 5600 with one or more gdos; Bverybiing to be 
equal, The slo-zun matches to take place between Nov. 15 and Dec. 15. name Sh, Paul for the ride 
matches, as Capt. Bogardus aud I voth shoot there One Week the fitah Of September, Tie money to he 
deposited as forfeit before the 1st of September In the abové-ozmed place. The man refusing tO shoot 
at the appolated tims to lose the umonut of forfeit, 1 buye deposited the articles of ayreement and 
forfelt with Parker Bros., 17 Chambers eireet, 

DATES FILLED UP TO OCTOBER i2, 1878. 
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Miscellaneous, 
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ALLAN'’S ANTI-PAT 4a the preat remuily for Cor- 
pulses: Tt is purely yegetallu and perfectly harin- 

ss. It acts upon the food In the stomach, pri- 
venting its being converted into fat. Taken In 
accordance wilh dircetions, it wil redueo ma fat 
person two to flye pounds per week. 
“Corpulence is not only a disease itself, hut the 

harbinger of others.” §o wrote Hippocrates two 
Thousand years aso. and what was true then is ndne 
the less so to-day. Sold by druggists, or sent, by ex- 
press, for $1.00.” Quarterslogzen $4.00. “Address, 

BOTANIC MEDICINE GO,, Prop'ra; Buffalo, N.Y. 

A TURKISH BATH 
In Your Own Room 

For Five Cents, 

This is secnred hy a cheap 
apparatus recently patented, 
for the production of Vurk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcohol that sup- 
plies the heat. It has proved 
Inore eifective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Bath House tn 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Nervyons and debilitating 
Malsdies, Pamphlet free. 
UBIN'S PORTABLE L 

TURKISH BATH CO. .68Bast 
Fourth street, Cincinnat|, 0. 

jela lyr 

° 

Patented § 

Fab, 26, 

1878, 

TAYLOR’S SELF-LIGHTING POCKET 
MATCH SAFE. 

This match sate commends itself at once to all, 
Simpl¢ in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
Operation, and every one warranted. If insures safe- 
ty, Neatae=s and dispatch, Nut necessary to remove 
cover except to repl+nish the box. Just the thing 
forsportsmen. Send rirry cenTs for sample box to 
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R 1. 
Large discount to the trade. anug8 3mo 

F. WALLER, 
MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPHER 

137 South Fifth Ave., 

N. Y. City. 

Pictures of Residences and Liye Stock, 

je13 3m 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 
ZIMMERMAN’S two celebrated pictures, “ Tight 

Shell” and * Trying for a Double.” Price per pair, 
$3.50 and 25c. for postage. Address 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 
St. Paul, Minn, 

HOTOS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 26 cts, 
List of books, Yc. §. 8, LUDDEN, E, Lincoln, Me, 

jel3 lyr 

The Ludlow Trout Co. 
Will this year take from one {o two million brook 

trout eggs (ready for shipment from Nov. 10 to Dec 

20) at lowest prices. Send for price list. Address 

B. FREEBURG, SurermnreyDENt, 

Augs 8m Ludlow, McKean County, Pa. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTRY AND GAME, 

Nos, 289-and 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, N. Y, 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIG, 

No.145 BRoapway, Room 30, New Your Ciry, 

aug! tt 

All business promptly attended to, © Nov32 
hE 

Thorne’s Portable Cooker, 
| WEIGHS FROM 1 TO 8 POUNDS. 

or leakage ; burns alcohol; wick inde- 
stonotibles ? Sontammpinees clips, spoons, kuives and 
forks, pepper and salt boxes, etc, Sent by mall on 
receipt of price. f 
Small size TOY ONE PSTSOU. --. 2. evap weer ey eee es $1 00 
Medium size fer two persons 
Large pize for iuur persons, . a A 

: , Holberion & Co. 
W: BolT Fulton Bt., N. 

P. 0, Box 5,109, 

Aiscellangaus, 

NOTISE: WE have tha 
ST and bast selling 

Btationery Puck, in ths 
world. It contains 1S shecta 

BPLENBIB WAtGH AND ‘c 
WITASEVERY, 250 .WORTH Gr, cO6 
J. BRIDE & CO, 297 Broadway, New York 

Helvetia Rifle Ciub. 
The Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the aboye Club 

will be held 

On SEPTEMER 8, 9, 10 and 11, 
AT UNION HILL SCHUETZEN PARK. 

The different committees do everything in their 
power to satisfy Jl friends of this noble sport 
which will visit this festival, Prizes to the amount 
of abont $5,000 are set out for target practice. 
Prizes to the amount of $500 are set out for bowling. 
For particulars see programmes. aug22 30 

Englisgh Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
2, 8, 4, 5, 6, { and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfeld 

Rifle, a d Gol. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 1 
Cedar stréet. N.Y Agent for the United States. 

Cc. M. BRENNAN, 

OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

40 Sonth Olark Strereet, Ohicago. 

A Week In your own town, ‘Terma and $5 o1itfil free, 
Address H. Havurry & Co,, Portland, Maine, 

__ Gaining. 

PAINTING. 
BVYERY ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER. 

6&0 Per Cent. Savod. 
We are manniacturinga very ‘Ins Pure I 

mixed Paint, mixed in such a manne. that any ord? 
mary stable or farm hand can make ap Sood a job 
painting as a palntercan with paint mixed in the old 
Len This is because our paint doea not set quick, 
and thus show marks of the brush. We sell it lower 
sham materiala can be boughtin the ordinary way, 
and pay treivht on certain sized orders, 
Avy One wishing to Paint, will have mailed free, 

upon application, our book—“ How Every One can 
Paint and Select Harmonious Colors.’ Address 
INGERSOLL PAINT §WORKS, South and Doyer 
streets, New York. 

Publications. 

$66 

Publications, 

Avayhks on 

History. 

Valuable datural 

ANY ROOK NAMED DELOW SENT POSTPATD 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

DODD, MEAD & CO., 751 Broadway N. Y. 

GCoues’ Koy to Birds of North America, 

1 yol,, 8 vo., cloth, $7 00 

Field Ornithology, 

1 yol., 8 vO., cloth, $2 60 

Birds of the Northwest, 

By Elliott C oues, #4 

Land and Game Bivds of New England, 

By Minot, 1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $3.00 

Birds of North America, 

By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 8 vols., 4 10, 

cloth, $80 00, 
The same, colored plates, $46 00, 

Packard’s Guide to the Study of Insects, 

lvol., $ vo., cloth, $500, 

Ferns in thelr Homes and Ours, 

1yol,, 12 m0,, cloth, illustrated, $1 .5 

Deutfhe Jagd-3citung. 
Hlufirirte Woufdjan im Revieren der Sageret. 
Herausgegeben und redigirt bon Fr. von Fvernots. 

Grieint ant 8. und 22, eines jebett Monats und be- 
idajtigt fic) mit der Naturgefchidte bes Wildes, Wild= 
gut, Sagdidus, Waidgeredhten, Wusibung det Fagd- 
agent Sagd= und Fangmethoden zc, Snterefjante 

Mafabe ither Fagodlihe Legislation, olj= und Yilds 
dDiebgefhidten 2c, Gs ijtdas officielle taan des ,, Uil= 
pesiceyen Deutidhen Fagojihus-VBereins”, Die Slluftra= 
tonen find bon den eae deutfdhen Fagdmalert. Seder 
Sahrgang wumfaft die Feit bom 8, October bid gum 22, 
September und wird gebunden die Rierde jedes Biers 
tijces fein. 

Preis viertel[ahrlid) 4 Mare, 

Mian abonnirt durd irgend welde Suchhandlung oder 
btteft pom Berleger. Woreffe: y ae . 

ait. vow Svernois, 
Gilenberg, Broving Sachfen, 

GERMANY, 
Probe-Nummern gratis. 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP- 
By J, H. Barry, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Glossary 5Gc. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Gazetteer, 
3. 

For sale at office of Forest AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

PRANK SGHLEY’S 5 

AMERICAN 

a ae se 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge—Quail; 
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central tire shot- 
gun, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick City, Md. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOYARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For gale at 
this office, Prise $3, 

Oct 11 

eee 5] ee, 

—— = 

Beautifiliy and fully iliustrated with hunting 
scenes Gn the plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 
frem tield sketches hy the author. A book of long, 
gonualani rough experience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guns, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping, The cheapest authen- 
lic reference-book for sportsmen ever pnblished, 
Sent post-paid on recetpt of price, $150, Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York, 
my 16tf 

Publications, 

BBB Any hook in any language, any Engray™ 
Ing, Photograph, Music or Stationery 

you may want we can send you. When you write 
Merely to inake inquiry be sure to inclose stamp for 
return postage. ALBANY WARDE & GO., 5 Beek 
mun street (or P. O, Box 3,157), New York. jyi1 tf 

Mlediginal, 
BRANDRETH'S PILLS. 

We believe these celebrated pills are pre-ordained 
by their inherent merits to be the medicine of 
the world. They impart a power by which every 
organ of the body becomes heathy. WNalure has 
formed the bowels so that they are capable of draw- 
ing to them the impurity of any organ of the body, 
however distant. Sowe have little more to do when 
Wwe are sick than to purge freely with a medicine 
lime has proved will vot hurt, This treatment 
alwsys quickly restores the health when adopted in 
ime. 

BRANDRETH’S PILLS 

cure both costiveness and diarrhoea. Ask the man 
who was dying from constipated bowels what cured 
him; he telis you Brandreth’s Pills. Ask him who 
had dyseutery for months what cured him; he saya 
BGrandreth’s Pills. They are the best medicine for 
Small Pox, and they prevent any marks. A case oo- 
eurred recently where Brandreth’s Pills cured a 
deep ulcer of the foot, which the doctors sail could 
only be removed by amputation; yet twenty-five 
boxes cured jt and restored the patient’s health, 
Reference. W. M. Skinner, of White Plains, 

Grandreth’s Pills are not a quack medicine, but a 
scientific preparations, which haye been prepared 
by the present proprietor for over fifty years. They 
are wholly composed of innocent h+rbs and yegeta- 
ble essences, are incapable of hurting the most deli- 
cafe, yet sure to cleanse the bowels and blood and 
exert a curative effect upon every form of disease, 
Where for twenty years the patient had po move- 
ment of the bowels wiihout medicice or mechanical 
means, & month’s use of Brandreth’s Pills cured, 
Teatoring the bowels to regularity. 

‘The seeret of recruiting the vital principle ig dis- 
covered in this medicine; it generates and incréases 
healthy animal warmth Provided the great organs 
are not irreparably injured, ihere is no disease 
Brandreth's Pils will not eure. Remember, they 
concentrate the vitality of the system to ejacs the 
isease wher ever located in the hady. 

BRANDRETIVS PILLS 

are sold by all dealers—25 cents a box, either sugar- 

coated or plain—and at Dr, Brandreth’s 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 

294 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK. 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Gack, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly maryelous in Dropsy 

Gravel and Bright's disense, No matter of how 

Jong standing the case may be, positive relief is 

had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 
never fails, It is purely a yegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of cases that haye 
been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians haye been permanently cured. It is 

also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 

cal societies throughout the country. Sold in 

bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles, 

which is enough to cure the most aggavated case, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders 

to be addressed to 

Gra 

564 MAIN ST., - - 

§ Remedy Manufacturing Co., 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

Btlugical Instruments. 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 

Illustrated.—A complete and thorough guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region. and the sporting 
groun(s of western Maine; paper, 40c. 
Parrar’s Meoschead Luke and the North 

Miuine Wilderness Iilustrated —A comprehen- 
sive HWand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region end 
the eporting eroanda oeyond; oaper, bic. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region aud the headwaters of the Androscogein, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket inp of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, nud the headwaters of the Penohscot ani 
$. Jolin rivers; cloth, $1. 

Any of the above sent by mail, post paid, on re- 
ceipt of price, 

Farrar’s Stereascopic Views 0 the Rangeley 
Lake Region; each 25c. 

Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

gpriS 6m 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[IDEUSTRATED.] 

Conjalns History of the State, Towns and polnts of 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their yaiue, 
yield, ete,, Taxation end Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Lighi- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Indastries, 
Pefsonel Sketches, Parks, Land As-ociations, Fishi- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts fron 
oMmeial sourees, with complete soundings, efo., éfe. 
Useful to sportsmen aud yachismen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0, P_ 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, Forest AND STREaM 
Oiice, 111 Falton street, New. York. 

WATERS “coven ORGANS. 
52 These beatiful organs 

ice 5; 

are remarkable alike for 
f purity of tone and purfect 

a Meecnanism. Their cases 
= = ure all richly tnished in 

OwO<<—=—=— Solid Black Walnnr, We 
== Sella better instrament at 
eae | & lower price than any 
= GHIA other house jn the United 

2 aS | States, 

a Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square abd Upe 

= right, are the BEsT 
a MADH, the Tone, touch, 

= Workmansh'p and Dura- 
bility Ousutpaissed, Warranjed for 51X YEARS, 
Bxtremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
elec. AGENTS WANTED, Catalogues Mailed. 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, mann- 
facturers and dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

PRINGE se 
SORGANS.2a 

The oldest, largest, and tnost perfect manufactoryin the U.S 

Two New Styl t Out. \(e yles Just Ou -4¢ 

% 85, 
Send for Price-Lists, 

BUFFAL2? 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
TO 

CENTLENEN. 

We have just received a direct importation 
of Hast India novelties, to which we desire 
to call attention : 

ist. 25 pieces pure Corah Silk, a delicate fa- 
bric, of soft, creamy shade, which we sell 
by the piece. ‘ 

Qd. 25 pieces real Seersucker, which was 
made in narrow stripes expressly for us. 
We shall make suits to order, and keep 
in stock Sack Coats ready made during 
the month of August. 

3d. Chogas.—A few of these fine embroidered 
Camel’s-Hair Smoking Jackets for gen- 
tlemen, such as we offered two seasons 
ago. 

4th. 25 pieces Pure Pongee Silk. These 
silks, made into suits, we offer as the 
coolest and most attractive summer gar- 
ments for gentlemen ever shown. Price 
only $11 per suit. 

5th. 50 sets of Pijamahs and Cobias—or Hast 
India Sleeping Dresses. These were 
made to order in Canton, and are very 
handsome and desirable, at same time 

. inexpensive. Last season we sold the 
suits at $15. This month we offer them 
at $9. 

30 pieces genuine old fashioned Wan 
keen. This we sell by the piece or make 
to order into suits for gentlemen or chil- 
dren. 

A few dozen Hast Indian Silk Sashes, 
to be worn with Children’s Summer 
Suits. These are very fine in quality, 
but very cheap. Price $2. 

G. W. Simmons & Son, 

OAK HALL BOSTON. 

6th. 

7th. 

WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS 

OF THE 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT. 

Each garment and every 

button bears our name and 

address. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S13. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. * 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
va 

——ESTABLISHED 1820.— 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. FISHING 

PATENT 

BREECH LOADING ‘SHOT GUN. 
Jf WONDERFULLY SIMPLE, WONDERFULLY STRONG, 

DETACHING BARRELS. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

the money, 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

There never was 2 gun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

less Hable to get loose or ont of order, or one so good for 

Prices range from $50 fo $300- 

The American Arms Co. 
IBOSTON, MASS,~ 

Sportsmen's Caos. 

 ABBESac& DLVitele, 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS forthe Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CREEN’S | 

Patent WNeedle-Pointed 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

Hooks. 

wri 
A A eS 

) Stil 
O’NEIL’S NEW YORK 

Standard Penetration Tester. SHOOTI ke COAT. 

Made of Waterproof Velveteen, Corduroy 
and Fustian, in Brown, Prab, or the 

Dead Grass Shade. 

SUITS COMPLETE, WITH HAT OR CAP. 

ALSO MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CANVAS 
GOODS 

for $5 2 suit, of cool waterproof 8-oz. canvas (not 
drill), madein the moat thorough manner, Warranted 
the best, in the world for the price, 
For $8 a tne suit of duck, superior in quality to 

any Eastern or Western make, which usually sella 
at$LO. Also the best duck suits at low prices. 
My goods sold by the trade in preference to any 

zoods in the market, 
4 LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO THE TRADE, 
For sale by deslers in guns and sportsmen’s sup- 

i 4 

F. L. SHELDON, Rauway, N. J. 
Maren? 

Pat. Nov. 20, 1877, 

Used by Sparks, of Philadelphia, in his recent 
trial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FOREST AND 
SrREAM, July 11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill 
ajl orders promptly at the following pices: 
Standard penetration tester...--....+-- +. $10 00 
Test cards, per bOX (100)....-+-sees--se rere ; pi 
Target she-1s per doz 
Tripod QUB IPS... .---- ee scese sere seen ese 1 00 
Delivered as eXpress office or railroad depot free 

of charge for package or drayage, on receipt of 
price, Liberal discount to the trade. Also import- 
ers and dealers in fine breevh-loading shot-cuns 
rifles. pistols, etc., etc, Send for jliustrated catalogne 
and price list, J, PALMER O'NEIL & CO,, 41 Filth 
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
2a ee ee 
Osgood’s Portable Folding 

Canvas Boat. 

= ——— 

Weight, with paddle for trout fishing, dack huot- 

ing, exploring, etc., 20 1b8.5 weight, with bottom 

board, oars, paddle, etc., everything complete, 40 

jos, Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Battle 
Creek, Mich. Send for illustrated circular, 

aug 1 46 

No. 20, Oil Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 

ing Shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Hee!s, 

with or without nails; English watertight tongues, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, $7; Sic. 

extra by mail. Send stamp for tlustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P. O. Box 1,016. 301 Broadway, New York 

LIST OF THE FINEST 
DECOY DUCKS IN THE 

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 
P, O. box 154, Weodsport, N. ¥- 

D SEND FoR NEW PRICE 

€ coy WORLD. 

augl6 4f 

WM. R, SCHAEFER, 
Manufacturer only of first-cisss 

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 
And Dealer in 

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

Guns bored to shoot cloae and hard, warrantec 
VERY ‘TIM Gun stocks—bent, crooked: or 

straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, 
Honting Suits, and shoes for land or water Use, 
Spratt’s imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, new 
improved Ballard Rifles, for loug or short range, 
No. 61 Elm St., Boston, corner Dock Square 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
45 MAIL, 

“_ELUNEER WOKKS, 
“ic BIRMINGHAY. 
ot, j ie wy 
od ENGLAND. 

&. THOMAS, JE.: 
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% Sonth Clark Street, Chicago, Ml. 

(, 2B. ZETTLER, 
GUNSMITHS AN) RIFLE GALLERY, 

07 Bowery, New York. 

G LD Any worker can make $12 4 dey athome. Costly 
Outfit free, Addresa Taux & Co,, Auguste, Maine, 

* 
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ICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

1878. 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS 

~ Ams Company, 
SSP MANUFACTURERS OF THE{=a2 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-AR 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 

FINE SPORTING GUNS, 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘' For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘‘ For the Best Gun of American 
Make ”’—four\een foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 

Winchester Repeating 
a 

ins, 

COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World.,|\ he Parker Gun 
Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 

1878: 

3270 
170 

In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be ased, and were used, at the 
Spring Meeting of the N. R. A., May 28, 24 and 26, at Creedmoor, they won Wirat Prizes, 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK. 

Send for Circular. 

Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U.S. A. 

Warerooms, |77 Broadway, New York. 

BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. PEABODY-MARTINI 
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH 

MEELITARY, TARGET AND SPaQakTrivy Gs 
Being rifled on the only system suitable for the “ Express” principle, Our long-range and mid-range rifles can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply changing the sights and the use of the proper “Express” bullet, PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES, es . Sig Sosa 

Send for price listto PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I. 

Dittmar Powder. 
THIS POWDER. IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS 
In all his Matches, both indoors and in the field, He ngea no other. It was also used in the wonderfu performances of D R ; CA R Vv E Ip 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, 

DITTMAR POWDER CO,, Office, 1 Cortlandt St. New York. 
WORKS: BINGHAMTON; (N. Y. 

Simple in Construction. Durable and Effective in Action. 

FIRST PREMIUM AND GOLD MEDAL AT CENTENNIAL 
EXHIBITION, 

Endorsed by the Leading Sportsmen as being the American Gun for-American Sportsmen. Send stamp for new catalogue, edition 1878, 
MERIDEN, Conn. BEB O’S, 97 Chambers St., New Vork. PAR SB 

From the Champion Shot of the World—it affords me pleasure to recommend the Parker Shot- 
Gun as being a very safe, durable and excellent shooting gun, Having shot it in many of my exhibitions, I 
find for rapidity in loading and firing, and the extremely Jong shots made with it, it cannot be excelled. The principle of the break-off, aud the manner of opening to insert the shells give it a decided advantage over 
all other breech-loaders. The rapidity with which [ have shot this gun is due to the construction, eu, bling 
melo break the gun open and cock both hnmmers at one motion, which cannot be done with any other 
breech-loading shot-gun. Wherever I have shot this gun it has attracted great attention by the extremely 
long and difficult shots made withit. I shall always take pleasure in recommending your gun, and shail 
continue to use it in my exhibitions, Yourstruly, DR. W. F. CARVER, San Francisco, Cal. 

Ghe Hennel. Ghe Kennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES, 

‘Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, re mated of Engiish Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster. Kennel 
Club, New York, 

" oO camped, 
EF. (, De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent. 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Lonis, Western Agents. 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 
I keep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only 
oung stock, I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. j101f 

B LOODED watch dog ee wabted ; large breed 
rN TRAMPS, N. ¥. Herald office 
4 Joly: 

St. Paul Bench Show 
To be given under the auspices of the 

Minnesota Kennel Club, 
’ ar 

STATE FAIR GROUNDS 

ST. PAUL, MINN. 

SEPTEMBER 8, 4, 5, 6, 1878. 

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG, 19. 

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt. 
myo tf 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 

any other animals, Or money returned. It is putup 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which greatly facilitates ita use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpald 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pat up in boxes containing a dozen oOWaers, with 
full directions for use. A : we 

Price 50 cents per Box by niall, 
Botn the above are recommended by Red ann Gan 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 
117 FULTON STREET, » Oct 12 
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Che Fennel. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Del. 
Co., N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price, 
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed biten pups, 

May? iyr 

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups 
for Sale. 

By our importe’l Dash, winner o* frst prize New 
York, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winner of firs’ 

rize New York, 1£78. Kor particulars address 
TINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. angl6 5t 

Z FOR SALE Low. 

English and Iri h Dogs and Puppies of the purest 
breeding. Superior in color and form, Apply to 
ARNOLD BURGESS, Hillsdale, Michigan.  auy29-tf 

Hee SALE—One Irish setter bitch, six months 
old—e beauty—with full pedigree. One IJrizh 
fifteen months old; color, bright red. One 
1% yearsold, For full particulars, address 

aug29 2b 

setter, 
setter 
J, H. STHBLD, Ellington, Coun. 

Auxiliary Fifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 2 

"This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the same cart: 
can be removed just as expeditionsly. There is ny wear on the rifle barrel, nor on fhomnot seas Sattar 
not get ont of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one ponnd, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amoat accuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38, or 44. as desired Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arma Co, a 
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1878, Send for Circular and Price List, ' 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P, O. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

FAOR SALE_A splendid litter of field trial setter 
pups. Address, HERBERT, 92 Worcester street, 

Boston, Mass. aug29 if 

NGLISH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING AND NON 
E Sporting Dogs for sale, Greyhounds, pointers, 
getters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £2u 
each; for the field and show bench, of god pedi- 
grees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terriers, black 
and tan terriers, from £10 each, all dead gume, of 
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding ; 
better quality for the show bench, £20 each. Also a 
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. ‘he prize 
‘Yorkshire terrier, ‘‘ Willie,” will be sold. Winners 
of silver cup, Queensbury, first aud silver cup Ul- 
verston, and ten other prizes. All dogs will be sent 
to Me-ars, Bampton & Steglish, Express Agents, 60 
William street, New York. Drafts to accompany 
order, payable on Alliance Bank, London. Satiefac- 
tion is guaranteed by the advertiser, who isa judge 
and reporter of English dog shows, F, STEEL, 
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, BN 

mar? 6m 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have 
D thelr dogs broken this year by me will rlease 
communicate at once, Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens. Shatl go South for the 

winter with the docs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and 

puppies) forsale. Come and see them af Centreville 

on tie Krie Railroad. First buyers best selection. 

Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pasratc 
County, N. J. jea7 tf 

OR SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thor- 
oughly broken. Can be seen on game—wond- 

cock, quail or partridge, Address, P.O. Box 2,776, 

Brockton Mass jyil tf 

ORSALE—One grand English setter bitch, seven 

F months old, black and white, evenly and beauti- 

fully marked. Sire, Demuth’s Dash, Pride of the 

Border—Lora ; dam, Nellie, Trap—Nettie. Price $20, 

Tf not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker’s 

hands for my own use. For pedigree and full 

description address G. H. GOODRICH, Toledo, 

Tama Co., lowa. aug t 

§ TAKEN ON BOARD.—Dogs boarded ana 

Se eained for $4 per month. Address, for ful 

particulars to JOHN M, GULLEOYLE, Miburn, New 

Jersey- 
aug?22 2 

SALE—A pair of black and tan beagles, of 

OR atch, dog and bitch, 18 months old; 

aleo a stock beagle blten, three years old, very band- 

some. For pedigrees and prices address CH34S. B. 

WARD, 74 Sibley street, Detroit, Mich, auge2 2b 

ij “he i? 7 1 

OR SALE—Or will exchange for good s&conc 

,egh-loader. one black, white and tan 
H hand breech-lo 

aos 

tor full particulars address 
FR toughtot aug22 2b 

-y pup, 
Oi Stoughton, Mass, L, KINSLEY, 

FR SALE—A Chesapeake Bay ducking dog, 

thoroughly broken. L. G. WHITH, Box 375, 

Worcester. Mass. 
aug22 30 

R—A thoroughly broken red and white 

De iit dag years old, with a pedigree for 

fifty years. Address H. J. ROBBINS, Wetherstield, 

Conn. 
aug 22 tf 

ALE OR EXCHANGE—A liver and white 

ner bitch pup, eight months old ; good pedi- 

; 0.1 field working stock. Price $20. 
MEYER, 315 Eighh street, Jersey 

aug29 1t 

gree ; outof aN 
‘Address THEO. 
City, N. J. 

SALE—A thoroughly broken setler dog, of 

ET aicerpess sirain, three years old; rolor, chest 

nut and white; has splendid nose; 18 very fast, 

staunch, avd a good retriever. Wilt guarantee BS 

above, Price $65. T. DENMBEAD, box 453, Balti- 

more, Md. Aug2d It 

ORS J—Two very handsome black nointer 

ie ine out of vay black and white bitch, Pep, 

by Phil, Jr. Peg ii by Strong’s Pete, out of Fannie, 

and winner of second at Boston, 1578, For particu- 

Jars address B. C. ALD EN, Redham, Mass.; or Boston 

i ¥v ight Depot, Bosion, Mask. 
ani Providence RR. Freigh pot, : Maes tt 

SALE—A red Trish setter Gog, (ighteen 

Snantiis old, outof Moll IJ., by St. Patrink W.; 

is a splendid good dog. and house broken. Will be 

sold cheap. Also, one Sancho-Queen doz pun, seven 

months old for sale. Address N, R. BAKER, 

Topeka, Kansas. 
anges 25 

Gordon setter, very handsome, pure 

Oe aceata tan, well broken on all game, four 

years old, excellent water dog. pedigree. Also Gor- 

don gyp, two years, broken on game; with nup now; 

will be delivered when pups are weaned, She is by 

Tom out of Chloe, pure black and tan and very 

handsome. For particulars address P. 0. Box 365, 

New Bedford, Mass. aug22 3b 

= faci arian aes 

for Sale, 

oR SALE—One Allen breech-loading double 

gon, 10 gauge; one Spencer repeating rifle. 

e ACE SMITH, 33 Park Row, N, ¥. ‘Address HORAC , Agia St 

FS SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
nds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Bnild- 

ings gost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 

villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—In one, four horses; tiyenty-three 

acres four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
an 4100 young fruit trees; apple ponds; fine garden ; i r 

orchards. Address B. B. P., care this rare % 

ANT New Style Chromo Cards, wit 

1 eres 10¢, postpaid. GEO. I. REED & CO 

Wassau, N. Y. sug, 

ae 

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEAL AR IN 

FISHING TACKLE, 
MANCHESTER, VERMONT, 

FINE 

RODS, REELS, FLIES 
First-class goods at reasonable prices. 

Mention FOREST AND STREAM. 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 
Reels to the trade at a liberal discbunt. Send for price list. 

W.\W.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
-Breech-Loader.} - 

va - = 
THE WiN NING cvs. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb, 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d’art valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with s full-chcke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, Killing 11 birda 
out of 12 at 28 yarda and 1 foot and 2944 yards, He 
also won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 

- at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds ont of 20, This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 

> the silver cup, valued at 560 guineas, presented by Mr. 
7 : J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 

The bens gun also at Philudelphia, 1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 
Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 

The winning gun also at the great London Gun Trial, 1575, beating 102 5 by all the best makers of 
Great Britain and Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LUADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful aan of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No, 163,828. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. 0. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

BSTABLISEHED, 1811. 

Epw [x [rTRYON,|Jr]a|co. 
MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech biel | | 
ACCESSARIES. 

STORES: Mo. 19 North Sixth St, No. 220 North Second St., and No, 27 Commerce St., 
PEt ADAUIYEr.4A. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS, 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

RED LABEL. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

BLUE LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
AND 

FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—" 
\yuly spherical form, high degree of Anish und general excellence,” Hexnck, Unliormlars OF setae 

for Sale, 

BEARS! BEARS! 

For sale—pair of black bears, one year old _lasti 
May: tame and gentle. Price, $45, boxed. R. J. 
SAWYER, Neillsville, Clark Co,, Wis. auged 1b 

fall 
ie ve 

apg29 1t 

OR SALE—Ten-gauge, laminated steel, 
choke breech-ioader at & bargain. 

HOWE, Cambridge, Mass. 

CITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
nd éxchanged. 0. 8. PECK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
reet, New York. Sept2T ly 

Wanted. 

» GOOD 2i1-hand, 20 to 30ft. steam yacht, or yacht 
engine and boller wanted. Box 6, Gardebville, 

N.Y. qugid 1b 

ANTED—One breeth-loading shotgin, centre 
fire, Address, with full purticulurs, K., this 

office. ; auged Lt 

GENTLEMAN owning 1,280 acres fine prairie 
land in ‘Vexqs, taxes paid and clear of moum- 

brance, desires to mee with a party willing Lo invest 
sufficient cash as sn equivalent, and go mto stock 
raising on joint account, Address, THXAS, office 
this paper. aug29 It 

Gunpowder. 

THE . 
HAZARD POWDER ‘CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Sazard’s ‘* Electric Powder.” 

Noa. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canis- 
tera of 1 Ib. only. 

Havzard’s “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib, Canisters and 
627 1b. kegs, <A fine pray quick find clean, for 
upland prairie shooting, ell adapted ta shot- 
guns, 

Havard’s *' Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 515, canisters 
and6/ and 1237 1b, kegs, Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranks any other brand, and it Ip equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazards ‘Kentucky Rifle,” 

SHG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
123¢ and 634 iba, and cans of 5 lbs.61 FIG is also 
packed in 1 and 39 |b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the Sea Shooting” I'G 1s 
the stundard #ivle puwder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: EE gs Pi 
FACTURED TO ORDER. : oe 
The above can be bad of deaxers, or of the Com- 

peny’s Agents in every prom‘pent city, or wholesale 
at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY S8T., N. Va, 

Bole Proprietors and Manufauturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1107, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1)b. cani ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1 to 5 In 
nh Kogs, 6; Ibs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5 

Ss. each. 
Grange Rifle Powder. 

The best for rifles and aH ordinary purposes, 
Aizes, PG, FFG and PFPG, the last being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 25 lbs., 12%, Ibs. 
and 64¢ Ibs., and in canisters of 1 1b. and ¥% Ib, 

All of the above give high velocities and lesa 
zesiduum than any other braods made, and are re- 
tommended and used by Capt, A, 1, HOGARDDS, 
the -“Chataplon Wing Shot of the World.” 
ELASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS, MI ITARY POWDER 
of oll kimdson hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. : 

vampnicts, showing sizea of the grain by wood 
ani, neni free anappileation to the above eddress, 

CUNP OW D:E'R. 

American Powder (Co, 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
E. B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M,G. GODDARD, 204 North Second, St. Loni 
F. Bank &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, 

Mo... 

mar 
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Sportimen’s Zoutes, 

EW YORE AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LINE 
BOUND BRGOK ROUTH, 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADALPHIA, 
OOMMENCING JULY 17, 1678 

STATION IN NEW YORK—Soot of Liberty at.N. R. 
Leeye New York for Trenton and Philadelphia at 

6:30, 8, 9:30, 16:16, 11:0 A. My, 1280, 4700, 5:30, 12 P. M., 
and at4:30 Pp, mM. for Trenton. 
Leayé Fhiludeiphia from station North Pennayl- 

yania Railroad, Third and Berks streed, at 6:45 
(way), 7:45, 9:50, 12:80. M., 1:80, 2:30, 4:18, 6:45 12:00 
PM 
“Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (excepi Mon- 

day), 6:50, Gils, 10:20 A.M, 12:15, 2715, 3:00, 4:55, G40 
. Me 
Pullmen Drawing Room Cars are attached to the 

0:30 A. M., 4:00) P.M. Uraine from New Yorkend to 
the 7:45, 4. M,, 1:80 2. M. trains from Philadelphia, 
Stnpay Trarss—Leave New York and Phila- 

delplia at 9:00 A. M., 6:50, 12 P. of, Leave New York 
for Trenton af 9780 4, 1. and 6:30 Pp. mw, Leave Tren- 
ton for New York a0 1:20, 9:50 A, ar, fi:10 PF. wt. 
Boats of the * Grooklyn and Erie Annex” make 

connection ai Jersey City atation to and from Brook- 
jyn and Hyie Depot, Jersey City. 

Tickeis tor sale at foot of Liberty street, Nos. 29 
and 944 Broxdway, at the prinelpal hotels, all ollces 
of the Brie Railway in New York and Brooklyn, ang 
at No.4 Court street, Brooklyn, Baggage checked 
from residence to dastingtion, 
Beptls ly HE: P. BALDWIN, Gen, Pass. Agent 

TO SPORTSHEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. 00, 

Respectfully Invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle Siutes. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dim—- 
Cillties and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lebtcars which ron over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCE TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure 
OF injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
‘nu Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold At the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centérs for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Bunting. 
Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPR MAY, 
SQUAN, und points on tha NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATHR SPORT AFTER FLY 
AND FEATHER. 

L, P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 
| Frank Teomson, Gen’l Maneger. febitté 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, suv Vhicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

AIRST-OLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
| EVERYTHING 

SPORTSMEN will find aoa shooting on the 
tine of this road; prairie chic Red, BOCHP, ducks, brant, 
nail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buifalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Avent, 

Chicago, Lie 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on 87, JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by Btesmebip to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Ageht. 
Philadelphia and Southern fail S. 8. Co., 

Pier 22. South Delaware Avenues, Fhila. 

Decld-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 

and return for $20 are solid ut 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M, and St. Puul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also.at low rates from Milwaukee, Dogs, guns and 
cauip Equipage taken free, — 
Tre points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

“Forest and Stream” roufe aré Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing; Butternut Creek aud Lake for 
muscalonge; the Many branches and Jakes of the 
Flanibean and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
men. Between Silver Creek and Ashland all are 
trout streams, and many others sun be easily reached 
Along the shore from Ashiand o7 Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled frout and trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport. 
The Chegnamegon hotel at Ashland, bullt last 

year, has been enlarged, and js supplied with a 
Bieam-yacht, sai! and rowboals andexceilent guides, 

‘The atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preventive of 
hay fever. 

Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Bend for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A, 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

- 

impy? 6m 

Svorigmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central aud Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kans- 
wha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
find fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, gronse, 
qnall, suipe, Woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
picierel, @tc,., etc. 

Gund. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
(hrongh the most beautiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to theit most famous 
watering places and snmmer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnat!, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; af Gordonsville, with the 
North snd Northwest; aud at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the Sonth. All morlern improvements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger und Tioket Agent, 

Richmond, Va. ap 

NEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH. 

r Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONBY ISLAND Kt, R. 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing Jnly 2, 1878. 

Trains for Coney Island—Leave dépot on Miatbush 
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect) Park, at 6:20, 
7:30, 8:50, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11:40 4. m., 1 or, 
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 9:40, 3, 3:20, BO, vf, 4:20, 
44), By 6:20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:30, Tid, 8; 
*220, S240, 9, 9780, 10, 10:30 Pe. a. 
Retorning from Beach—7, 8, 9, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 

~trd0 A. St, 12 m., 12:40, 1, 1:20, 1240, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3, 
3,20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 6:20, 6:40; 6, 6:20, O40, 7, 
7:20, T3735, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:80, 10, 10:30, 11 

7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 5:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
P.M. 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes, Excursion 

tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 ecnts, Grand con- 
certs every afternoon aud evening by Conterno’s 
Twenty-third Regiment Band, 
MR. LEY Y, the celebrated cornet soloist, has béen 

engaged for the season. 
‘The following horse-car lines run directly fo de- 

pot: Flatbush avenue from Fulton Ferr ; Bergen 
street, S. B.; Franklin ayenue, from South Seventh 
street Ferry, E, D., and Nostrand avenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W.E. DORWIN, Sup't, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
hetween St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
between Berlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, ruining through some of the finest 
hunting pronngs in the Nortliwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of, Reduced rates 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
‘Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. C. J. TV ES, 
E. PF. Winstow, Gen. Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, _ tf 

ila: G ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1873.— 
Ferrybosts lexye New York from James Slip 

youn except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
ourth street, Kast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 
fo departure of trains, and’ from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (daily) 80 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Hlat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooktyn and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, 8ag Harbor, ete,, 8:304, M,, 
4P.M., 20d on Saturdays af 3:30 P.M. Wor Patent 
ogue, etc., 9:90 A. M., 4:30 and 6 P.M. For Babylon, 
ete., af 9:30 A. M., 4, 4:30,5anud6P.mM. For Port 
J efferson, ete., aL 10 A. M. and 4:30P,mM, For North- 
port, etc., ai l0 a. M., 3:40, 4.30 and 6:80 P.M. For 

cust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 A. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 
and 6:30 P. x. Bor Fur Rovkawiy, etc., at 9:30 A. M., 
4, 4;30,6,6and Tp.M. For Garden Cily and Hemp- 
stead, 6:30 and 10 A, M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 PB. M., and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 a. w., 
1:30 and 6:30P,Mu, SUNDAYS—PFor Pert Jeiferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,9 A.M. Babylon, ete., 6and7 P. a. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 A, . and 6:30 P. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead,9 A, M., 2:30 and 6:30 
FP. M., and from Long Island Giry only 9:30 A. M, and 
5:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables, 
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Brordway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
Street ferrles, at the olfices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 912 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No, 333 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residenes to destination, 

8, SPENCER, Gen’l Sup't. 
J, CHTITENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. ted if 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate 

oints, The new and slevent sieamer Continental 
eaves Pler No, 25, Bast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) at3, A BuaRUBEY, train will be in waiting 
on the wharf at New Haven and leave for Spring- 
field and way stations on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Blin Clty leaves New York at 

11, a, Gohinecting with passenger train in waiting 
on wharf at New Haven, leaving 6:16 A. wm, Tickets’ 
sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Hxeursion to 
New Hayen and return, $1.50, eat at General 
ye on the pler, or to RICHARD PE JK, General 

ent. 

I 
t) 

Syortiney’s Routes. 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 5. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N- F. 
THE VIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 
ALDAMBRA, Capt, Mclihinney, 

form @ regular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month, Person’ visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
alld most direct route, avoiding changes ind defen- 
too. Time between New York and Halifax about 
s{xty hours, one halfot trip throngh Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smouth waver, 
Cabin passtee, including statevoom and meals, 

New York ad lislifax, $16 gold; New York andi St. 
Jonns, 339, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced 
rates. Per schedule of sallings and further partico— 
lars apply to as 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
86 Wear etreet, N.Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & OO,, Halifax, N. §., HARVEY 
& CO,, St. Jonas, N. F. je2tm 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces wader one mansgement the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
ifs numerous branches and conwections, form- the 
shortest and quickestronte between Chicago and all 
points in Nlincis, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories. Its OMAHA AND QALI- 
LFORNIA LINE fs the shortest and best route for all 
points in Northern Nlinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 
Wyotuing, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
‘on, China, Japan and Australia, Its CHICAGO, 
gr PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE 1s the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE is the only ronte for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUMTTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. Its FREEFORT AND DUBUQUE 
LONE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
ort and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
D MILWAUKEE LINE ts the old Lake Shore 

route, and is the only one passing through Eyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan. Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leave Chicago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A, M., and arrive at Council 
Bluffs next morning. 
Hast-bound t -ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 P.M,, 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
(~ No other roads west of Chicago rons Pullman 

or any other form of Hotei cars. 
TO SPOKTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar tdyanteges, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more fayorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
4nd Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on thé Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpasssd by anything 
in the West. 
New_York office, No, 415 Broadway; Boston afice, 

No. 5 State street. r 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. A. SrENvETT, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Gen, Pass. Agent, Chicago. 1620 tf 

TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIfR 41, N. B., foot of Cansl direst, 

‘aily, except Sundays, at 6 P. M., connectlig at 
Albany with Express pik i 

Savatoga, Schroon Lake, Blue Mountain 
Lake, Lake Champlain. Lake Goorge, the 
Adirondacks, Montreal, aud all points North 
ond Wesc. 
te" THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N.Y. C.R. R. 

STATEROCONS, Si and $2. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office ott the pier, at all Westeott Pepress offices, 
at all the hotels and ticket ofices in New York, or 
Of connecting Railroad and Steambsat Lines, 

S. E, WAYO, Gen’) Passenger Agent. 

Glad Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun. 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb’s 
fsland, amd pois on the Peninsula, City Point, 
Jumes’ River, Currituck, Morida, and the monntain- 
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
gieamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 3 P. mw. 
Full information given at offlte, 197 Greenwich 
8t., New York. Ren 95 ly 

Hotels and Resarts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGY. 

d = 4 

for all rooms aboye Rates redaced to $3 per day 
the parlor floor, without baths. 
Rooms With baths, $3.60, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show 4a 
large and as eléguntiy furnished rooms as those of 
the SHHRMAN, jez tt 

Gotels and Besarts fay Suartsmey. 

Grand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY ISLAND, 

NEENAH, WIs, 

FISHING AND ANGLING.—To the sportsman 
and angler no place in Wisconsin offerg greater in- 

ducements, the catch of fish during the season being 

at all times good, andthe varieties such as topmake 

it first-clges sport. Black and silyer bass, musaa, 

longe, pike, pickerel, catfish, sturgeon, rock bass 
and perch, are the common varieties caught, and ag 

the best fishing grounds are within a few rods of the 

house, no time is lost in gothg or coming, Je20 8ra 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L, 
By a practical gunner and an old bayman, 

always on hand the best of bosts, batieries, aR 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geesa decoys on 
the const. ‘The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE. Good 
Ground, L, I, Novs tf 

COUNTRY BOARD. 

ARTISTS OR SPORTSMEN, 

Good Hunting and Fishing, magnificent seenery, 
pure mountain air, good rooms end board at mode. 
rate prices. Address FW, EF COOPER, Locust Hill 
Farm, Ashley Falls, Berkshire Co,, Mass, aug29 26 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L, I, 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within 4 mile aud a hali of the 
ocean, Excellent accommodation for summit 
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, lishing, and gunning. House open throughont 
the year for fishing and shooting parties, Boats, 
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and é6yery convenience 
for sportsiien, Accessible by Long Island Rallroed, 
‘Terms moderate, 8. P. CONKLIN, Prop’r. 

aUgL9 tf 

RADLEY HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Oo., N. 
¥., is located centrally on the best hunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles from Shohola, Erie k. R, 
Small game yery plenty, Some deer, foxés, coons, 
ete. Terms $7 per week. aug29 f 

Creenwood Lake, 

MONTCLAIR & GREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THE ONLY THROUGH ROUTE TO GREEN- 
WOOD LAKE, 

Splendid Bass and Pickerel Fishing—Reauil. 
iul Lake and Mountain scenery. 

Trains leaye New York, foot of Courtlandt and 
Desbrosses streets, daily (Sundays exct pted) at §:40 
A.M, and 4:30 P.M, 

Leave Brooklyn, via Annex hoats fool of Fulton 
Street, at S A.M. and4P. mu. 
Pullman Parlor Gar vn 4:30 P, mM. train, 
Through coach daily between Hackensack, Pater- 

son and Greenwood Lake, 
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York or 

Jersey City, $2.00 Parties of tiftcen or more peér- 
Bons, $1.50 exch, 

J. F. MACKIE, Gen. Pass, Agent, 
——ea SSE 
ree SUBSCRIBER desires 2 capitalist or associa~ 

tion of gentlemen to join him in the erection ofa 
Select family hotel orciub house on the most beauti- 
ful and eligible situation at Greenwood Lake, N. Y., 
with from twenty to lifty acres of land, as tay be de- 
sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property mm stock or shares in the enterprise. 
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also forsale, 
in plots to suit, on favorable terms. Circulars can 
be had at office of FoRRSTAND STREAM. Apply ta 
or address 8. OALDWELL, Greenwood Lake, 
Orange County, N. Y. maylé tf 

RANDON HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, N. ¥, Splendid bass fishing 

ood boating and bathing, Telegraph office in 
house. Take Montclair and Greenwood Lake Rail- 
way, 

RAPHAGEN HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, N. ¥., L. ¥. JENNESS. An ex- 

cellent family hotel. Also good accommodations 
for the sportsman, Good boats gnd every facilty 
for fishing. je18 3m 

RADNER House, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. ¥., May 15, 1872 

Terms—$z per day, $$ to $10 per week. Free slages 
for guests to and from the steamboat dock nt 
ARINGTON to tle house, G 8, BRADNER, Pro- 
prictor, jy4 3ni 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

| Haton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Sate to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate. Sportsmen eyerywhere in the United 
States pecnense it the best gun oll in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-tiya 
years of active and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. BATON, 670 Payonla Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N, J. 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, 
nee & ct Loe ity ilteedes - Co, 

noinnati, Ohio; EH. HE. Raton, Chica; -; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Lonis, Mo. Heals 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAtS, 



8£ FOREST AND STREAM, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 
e520 34 > 

2S  \\\wuliihgy or A wi Vip ip, : 

RS RIWAF ZY 

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and coyer; white metal face; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
Inade, As a guarantee of excellence, a sample haa 
been left at the FoREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent om receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any! part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

ASHANTEHE 

Pecket Hammock, 
THE GENUINE IS NOT MADE OF HEMP, COT- 

TON OR GRASS. 

Size No. 3, extra large and of donble strength, 
weight 3 lbs, sent by matlonreceipt of $5.40. In- 
clude ropes, screw hooks and rubber packing case. 
Substitutes for trees shown above, $1 per set. 
Descriptive cirenlar free. 

MoCOY & SANDERS, Sorz Acznrts, 
134 Dnane St., New York. 

GOOD’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS: 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fahing, canoeing, 
snowshoeing, etc. They are 

=~ sath 4 base ea and vey 
SS jirable, Made to order 
aD in 2 yarlety of styles, and 

warranted the genuine 
aricle. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN S 
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N.H, (Succes- 
sor to Frank Good.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co,, 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Oo,, 112 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

FINEST 

Blue Flannel Suits, 
FOR GENTLEMEN. 

WARRANTED FAST COLORS, 

From $12.50 to $16, 

‘The price depending on Size and Styie, 

Sample of Goods, Price List and Measurement 

Blank furnished on request by post. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 

ful Washington, D. 0. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

The best and cheapest power for pumping. 
Works night and day; requires no attentlon; no 
combustible; twenty-elght first premiums. Office, 
35 Broadway, N, Y. Illustrated catalogues gratis. 
Agents wanted, auge29 It 

Mazie Lanterns and Stereoptieans. 
& H. T. ANTHONY & ©O,, 591 Broadway, 

EK. N, ¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 
and Views; peared TR Cc hromos and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, GOonvex Glass, Photographic Ma- 
terials, Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelpila, deezs 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDGES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y- 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 

BONEHILL CUN. e 

No, 511,—Top-action, treble safety 

bolt, extension rib, rebounding locks, 

laminated barrels, Patent fore ena} 

fastening. Cheapest gun in the mar-— 

Ket. Send stamp for Illustrated Circu- 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolyers and am- 

munition, 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-CGuns 

NOW READY. 

,_ BARTON & CO., 
2337 Broadway, New York. 

SS IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
TOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fiy rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tlp and tip case,...,........ 218 00 
Bicsiie hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tlp and tip case, solid reel 

plate <nJs 
Six-strlp hexagonal, bla 

pian 

CUNS, PIS 

Teel plate........00.- wae we an aeese Ly Edis sede niomes’ dota = Sapatgie ate a dalgigle = Sas pie ak ncaa ee 7 00 
H. .. LEONARD?S six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German sliver mounting, extra tip 

BN tip CARE A os Meee cnlesaty ct stu tie eaecepicaspecsaabceesnce n> = ES. 00 
H. I. LEONARD?’S Six-strip hexagonal an silver m 

tip case, waterproof ferrules...... Teodsls bana seh bes. crors he 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewocd, brass full mounted, tw 
Black bass rod, ash and lap.cewood, German silver, full mounted, whi 

ANG three tIPS....ceccceccesncreresceerens steeeuenecene 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the ‘f Hyde” cltp, large size 
Russia-lesther fly-book, with the “Hyde” clip, small siz 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from.. 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each . 
A large assortment of trout and black bass files from... 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Iso Flies dressed to nny desired pattern. 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 Cal., UICKel, CaCI... cae eecseeeenenenm setererrat cess ceteeees $2 60 
United States Arms Revolver, 6 shot, .82 cal., nickel, each,.......-...-.- ety Saee tees Seta snechaseeseem ay om DU 

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 

TRA A. PAINE’S — 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

& dard” Ball The “Standar all. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would tals call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

‘ANDARD A =that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the 8 ND ONLY BALL MADE TO A 8U therefore wa 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 

when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Villed Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

60 
$1 to $2.50 per dozen 

made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade > 

= HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N. ¥. 
Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, ag 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not Mable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the flight of a Bird than any 
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and haye a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit. 
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the 

ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball 
= —— at that time. 

ae 8S : Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Denl- 
~~ cx ers. Pahetal Misognets to ie ree. eel 

Iiv IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw a nm any direction from the shooter a 

the eption of the pniller, is now abe for the market. Price $8. Old Style, 5G. 

Parties brying glass bails will receive, In ench barre! containing 250 balls, score beok and 

rales for glsss ball shooting, containing 40° pages. 
6.6 

HAGGERTY BROS. ‘vy CO., 10 Piatt Street, N. ¥. City, 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
HEATIQUARTERS FOR BALLS, 

jeld, Cover and ‘Trap Shooting,” by A. H, BOGARDUS, contaln- 
and ebapter on breeding and creaking of dogs by Milea Johnson, 

Cant. A, H, BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill. 

Fecond and enlarged edition of 1 
lng instructious for Glass Ball Shooting, 
pues, by mail, postage paid, Address, 

ec 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

BAYLISy GER er AgkD. 

RECAPPER and EXTRACTOR. 
This implement Is used either for 10 or 12-gange 

brass or paper chells, thus saving the cost of one im- 
plement. Pronousced by Bogardus, Tinker and 
ee the hestimplemént they ever used, Price 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Sore AceEnr, 

Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc., 
81 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK, 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

“li 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In évery possible 

direction. No screen isneeded, as no ons, not even 
puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take. Made 
Atationary if desired, All metal, WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED, Send forCirenlar, 

WM. H. CRUETENDEN, Gen. Agent 
jes 3moa Cazenovia, N. ¥. 

NDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHT- 
ING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO 

GOLD WATCHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Hunting Cases. These watches are accurate 
time-keepers; elegant appearance and complete 
satisfaction guaranteed; warranted to stand any 
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
$15. Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12. These 
watches we will send to any part of country C. 0, 
D,, with privilege of examination before purchasing, 
free of charge. Magnificent vest chaln, very ele- 
gant, from $2 to $10. Ladies’ chains, same quality, 
from $810 $10. F, C MILLER & CO., 125 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥. P. GO, Box 3,725. Please mention 
this paper. jels 3m 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander's superior Target and Tourists 

Telescoses, the best in the worid, for sale at ROBT, 
MERRILL’s SONS, sole agents In U. 8,, 179 Water 
itreet, New York, jyll 3m 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES, 

Je2T-ly 

ishing Tackle. 

Craige’s Full-Length Fly Book 
with the “Hyde Clip,” bound in fine Russia Leather 

and sewed. 
Wo, 1 book, stiff cover, holding 1 grosa files, $7 00 
No, 2 flexible “ ‘9 Sudoszen 6 00 
No. 4 “ aa te ae 6 oe td 8 6 

Sent C. 0. D. or nponrereiptof price. Bteadman’a 
Flea Powder and Areca Not, each 50 cents per pack- 
age, postpaid, TEMPLE ¥. CRAIGE (formerly at 

’, Holberton's Sportsmen’s Emporium), Sportsmen's 
Purchasing Agent. Office, 95 Maiden Lane, N. ¥ 

FISH & SIMPSON’S 

NEW BACT: 

The most killing bait ever invented for either 
black base, pickerel, or large trout, beautifully 
mounted with gandy feathers, furnished in either 
silveror gold plated. Sent by mall on receipt of 
price, 

Silver plated. ..-.--.2s--+eeeneeeeee Tbe, each. 
Gold plated... 

On receipt of two three-cent etamps we will send 
ournew arr catalogue, the most complete list 
ever published on Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, 
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Ball, Archery, Cricket, 
Lacrosse, Firemen's and Gymnasium Goods, Boxing 
Gloves, Foot, Balls, Sporting Pablications, and eyeryy 
thing in the line of Sportsmen's Goods. 

P. O. hox 4,968. FISH & SIMPSON, 

apr 1s2{Nassau etreet, New York 
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AM THE 

Terms, Four Dollars a Roar 
Ten Cents a Copy. NEW YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 4878. 

et 

Volume 11,—No, 5. 
No. 111 Fulton St., N. ¥. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun 

| fishing on Lake Superior. 
No. 1. 

“ Forth upon the Gitche Gumee, 
On the shining big-sea water, 
With his ishing line of cedar, 
Ofthe twisted bark of cedar, 
Forth to caten the sturgeon, Nama. 

- Mishe-Nalma, king of fishes, 
vy Tn bis birch canoe exulting, 

All alone went Hiawatha.” 

HE excursionists of the steamer Keweenaid, who left 

-, Cleveland on Thursday, July 11, for a trip around Lake 
Superior, spent Sunday, the 14th, at Mackinac, im the full en- 

joyment of its pure bracing air, its delightful drives and 

charming yiews, and on the morning of the 15th started for 
the Sault St. Marie. As a party of fishermen were just pre- 

paring to visit their pounds, some twelve or fifteen miles dis- 
tant, we conelnded to accompany them and see the modus 
operandi, notwithstanding it. took us several miles out of our 

direct course. We accordingly took in tow the tug and sail 
boat belonging to the party, and in an hour or two arrived at 
the fishing ground. The pounds are constructed at a consid- 
crable distance from the shore, with which they are connected 
by a long net or lead, coming in contact with which the fish 
follow it up until ensnared in the pound, from which they are 
unable to extricate themselves, The pound itself is a large 
seine or net-work fastened to stakes driven in the bottom of 
the lake, and is suspended from them at a depth of several 
feet beneath the surface of the water. Arrived at the pounds 
as yard after yard of the net was raised into the boats, bring- 
ing into yiew only here and there a stray herrmg or a small- 
sized whitefish entangled by the gills in Uie irshes of the 
net, we began to think it a water haul, and not worth the 
detour we had made in order to witness it, But asthe bottom 
of the net was neared, a struggling, plunging mass of scaly 
beauties came into sight, and were shoveled by the fishermen 
into the boat, The catch was almost exclusively whitefish, 
of splendid size and unrivaled flavor, as we soon had an op- 
portunity of testing, our caterer having ayailed himself of 
the occasion to lay in a supply for the steamer, T may here 
remark that there is no fresh-water fish, and but few of the 
denizens of the salt water, that can compare in flavor with 
the Whitefish of the northern lakes, especially when taken 
from the clear cold waters of Huron or Superior and trans- 
ferred to the table within a few hours after his capture. 

Haying laid in our supply of fish and waved farewell to 
ur fishermen friends, we steamed away for the Sault, where 

We arrived on Tuesday morning, the 16th, after having tied 
up for the night at a landing a few miles below, ithe channel 
of the river being in some places too intricate and dangerous 
to venture on during the night. 

The first yiew of the Sault St. Marie js picturesque and 
noyel. The seething, roaring turmoil of the waters of the 
$t. Mary River, as they dash with arrow-like swiftness down 
the rapids, nearly a mile in extent; the Indians in their light 
birch canoes engaged in taking whitefish in the struggling 
mass of angry waters at the foot of the rapids, and the 
Canadian town away in the distance across the river; while 
just at hand, on the other side, is the American city, with its 
costly and elegant ship canal, now being expensivelyimproved 
by the government, and its general air of activity and busi- 
ness, and its numerous vessels passing to and fro through the 
canal, 
We had looked forward with considerable interest to our 

arrival at the Sault, as it was to be the beginning of our trout 
fishing experience on Lake Superior, and were no sooner on 
shore, than, haying engaged a couple of Indians and a canoe, 
we put across the river, at the foot of the rapids, to try the 
fishing in the streams on the Canadian side. The pull across 
the river, which is here exceedingly rough and boisterous, in 
so frail and light a bark as a birch canoe, is highly exhila- 
rating ; and while attended witli no real danger, is yet, ap- 
parently, so hazardous as to make those of weak nerves or un- 
accustomed to the water heartily wish themselves ashore, 
Indeed, the trip ucross the riyer just below the rapids, which 
T made twice, was, lo me, much more animating and exciting 
than the ride down the rapids, which is regarded as the thing 
to be done by all visitors, 

Having trolled unsuccessfully across the river in the hope 
of striking # trout or, possibly, a Mackinaw salmon, the 
Namegoose of the Indians, which we were informed were 
taken here, we put up our trolling tackle, and, with light fly- 
rod in hand, began the ascent of what we then supposed to be 
distinct streams entering the St. Mary’s River from the back 
Canadian country, but which we*ascertained abont dinner 
time, as we a into the broad stream aboye, to he only 
small branches of the St. Mary passing around islands and 
mingling again with the main river at the foot of the rapids, 

In yain, however, did we try all the sllurements we were 
masters of to entice the speckled beauties from the swift 
waters of the rapids, or the occasional more quiet pools we 
encountered. In yain we changed our flies, and at last re- 
sorted to the Indian expedient of attaching a worm to a fly- 
hook, all, however, to uo purpose; and, discouraged at 
length, we returned to the steamer with some dozen or fifteen 
FS) | fish, none of them half a pound in weight. 

On our return to the steamer we made the descent of the 
rapids, which, though pleasant enough, was not up to what 
we had been led to expect from all we heard concerning it. 
Late that evening we left the Sault, and about midnight 
passed Whitefish Point, and entered on the broad bosom of 
Lake Superior, As we write more especially with reference 
to the fishing of that region, we will pass over the many 

} pleasant and interesting incidents otherwise connected with 
/ the excursion ; the visit to Marquette, Bayfield, Prince 
Arthur, eic., not to omit mention of Duluth, of the Misaltee 
Sea, made famous, by Proctor Knott; the visits to iron 
mines, copper mines and silyer mines; the excursions of 
our enthusiastic geologists, and the havoc they made among 
the sandstone, granite, quartz, traps, ete. ; the gathering of 
agates along the pebbly shore, where we all became children 
again, and splashed barefoot up and down the beach, and 
scratched in the sand and gravel until abundantly satisfied 
with the curious and beautiful specimens we had gathered ;— 
all of these form delightful reminiscences, and will long be 
recalled with pleasure by all of those who were so fortunate 
as to participate in them. 

It becomes us, however, to make especial mention of the 
obligation we were all under to Prof. Nelson, of Delaware 
College, Ohio, for his very entertaining and instructive lec- 
tures on geology, But to return to our fishing; As to the 
fishing along the south shore and northwestern sliore as far as 
Prince Arthur’s landing, it may be summed up in the general 
statement that there is no trout fishing worth naming, or such 
as 10 justify persons in stopping and exhausting their time and 
patience in the capture of such few small fish as are likely to 
reward their efforts, At vyery landing we made we essayed 
the trout with unvarying want of success. 

‘That in the less frequented streams, at a distance from the 
towns, good fishing might be had I haye no doubt; but in 
none of the streams within aday’s journey of the ordinary 
stopping-point of the steamer is the fishing worth seeking 
after. More or less small trout may be taken in all of them 
by using a short rod and a few feet of line, with a lead and 
bait, but no place where you can fly fish with any expectation 
of # return ut all commensurate to the toil and Jabor incurred. 

But while this is true of tront-fishing, some other kinds of 
fishing are to be enjoyed in great perfection. We will many 
of us long remember Pigeon River and its extraordinary pike- 
fishing. Beit understood, however, that the fish taken was 
not a pike at all, but the same fish known generally in the 
Cincinnati markets and throughout the West as the Ohio sal- 
mon, or jack salmon. Not that ib ia a salmon, either, any 
mote than a pike, and has no resemblance to either except in 
the elongated head and dental arrangement, which might be 
remotely suggestive of the pike. 

The fish was the Luciopercas of the icthyologists; but as 
scientific names seem almost as unreliable as common ones, 
we believe this latter cuphonious title has had to give way to 
the uncouth name of Sitzastedion—the fish being a true 
perch and not in any manner allied to the pike or the salmon 
family. 
When our boat came to anchor in the bay off Pigeon River 

(which, by the way, is the boundary line between the United 
States and Canada), tmderstanding that there were extensive 
falls and rapids a mile or two up the river, we tool our Indian 
and canoe and started with the view of ascending to the rapids 
and trying for the trout, 

‘Throwing over our trolling tackle as we ascended the river, 
when about a mile above its moulhand a short distance below 
the rapids, in water ten or twelve feet deep, our trolls were 
struck simultaneously, andon drawing in we found on each a 
fish weighing about three pounds. 
Though satisfied that they might be taken in numbers in 

that particular locality, we were at the time intent only on 
trying for tront farther up among the rapids, and not regard- 
ing Luciopereé 43 pame under the circumstances, we passed on 
at once to the falls, where, having fished faithfully for an 
hour or more without a rise, except from a stray pickerel, 
who in the absence of trout no doubt thought himself justi- 
fiable in picking up any flies lying around lose, and who him- 
sef was picked upin consequence, and heme informed by 
our guide that he had never known trout to be taken in the 
river, we put up our fly rods, and rigging up a couple of bass 
rods with artificial minnows, determined to try back down 
the riyer for the mis-named pike, As I fully expected, no 
sooner had our trolls reached the locality where we encoun- 
tered the fish on our upward trip than they were again yora- 
ciously taken, and two fine fish brought to hand. After this 
the biting was fast and furious, and in an hour we had, per- 
haps, twenty fish, varying from two to four and a half pounds 
in weight. 

The hour having nearly arrived for the departure of the 
Steamer, as announced by the bulletin al the office, we hastened 
to reach her; but finding that their plans had been changed 
and that thesteamer would remain all day, we informed others 
of the locality of the fishing, and during the evening a hun- 
dred or more fine fish were taken. The fish were s0 vo- 
racious and eager that they would often seize the troll when 
merely dropped quietly oyer the ‘side of the canoe a3 you 
would a bait. Jam fully satisfied that had we gone early in 
the morning provided with proper bait, or even without bait, 
we could in a few hours have taken hundreds of them, the 
fact being that they bit so eagerly that itina measure de- 
stroyed the sport, and an hour or two was as long as one 
cared to take them. 

I may here state that these fish seem to abound in all the 

indolent siide, 

perors practiced it as an amusement. 

larger rivers along the north shore. A day or two after our 
Pigeon Riyer experience, while accompanying my wile in a 
canoe for a mile or two down the Kowinistiquia River, we 
took several of the same species, 
When returning in the afternoon to the stream from the 

mouth of the river I directed my Indian to pull for a short 
distance along the shore of the bay, and in so doing took a 
Mackinaw salmon, Salmo amethystus, of two or three pounds 
weight, a fish that for symmetry of form and brilliancy of 
color rivals the speckled trout. Pisoator, 

Sault St. Marie, August 1, 
Eee hed 

THE BOW AND QUIVER. 

BY KEUKA, 
[ae are so few healthful recreations in the open gir 

of which women can partake without being charged 

with encroaching upon the domain of the “lords of creation ’ 

and incurring the imputation of being unfeminine, that it is 

not fo be wondered at that archery should be rapidly increas- 

ing in popularity among our countrywomen, Besides its 
beneficial effect upon the health, too, it is an elegant amuses 

ment, developing as much grace as can be displayed in actua 
dancing, far more than the*modern sleepy quadrilles or the 

Before going into the merits of our subject, 
a slight sketch of what is known of the bow and arrow in all 
ages may not prove wholly deyoil of interest to my readers. 
There is no entirely authentic history or tradition relative to 
the invention of the bow. Plato ascribes it to Apollo, by 
Whom it was communicated to the Cretans. The first men~ 
tion of if occurs in the book of Genesis, xxvii, 8, 1760 
B, ©., where Isaac bids Esau take his weapons, ‘this quiver 
and bis bow," and go into the fields to get him some venison. 
Ishmael, also, we read in Genesis xxi., 20, ‘'Grew and dwelt 
in the wilderness and became an archer.” Indeed, repeated 
allusions to this ancient weapon of the Jews occurs in the Old 
Testament: Jonathan presented his bow to David (1, Samuel4 
xvill., 4); “The archers hit and sore wounded Saul” (1. 
Samuel, xxxi., 2) 10555. ©. Astor, of Amphipolis, havins 
been slighted by Philip, King of Macedon, at the seige cf 
Methone, 353 B. G., shot an arrow, on which was written, 
“Aimed at Philip’s right eye,” which struck it and put it 
out. Philip threw back the arrow with these words: “If 
Philip takes the town Astor shall be hanged.” The conqueror 
kept his word. In the Greek mythology, and in the ancient 
Grecian and Hgyptian sculptures, are various allusions to, 
and delineations of, the how. ‘Records of archery haye also 
been traced in many Persepolitan, Macedonian and Parthian 
antiquities. The Chinese had this weapon. One of their 
proverbs says: ‘* When a son is born in the family, hang the 
bow und quiver at the gate ;” and their great sage, Confucius, 
wrole a treatise on archery. 

All the eastern nations seem to haye used the bow as a 
weapon of warfare, and practiced archery as an amusement in 
times of peace. In Persia equestrian archery was much prac. 
ticed, and shooting at the popinjay was a favorite recreation. 
The Arabs were skillful archers. In Chinese Tartary both 
sexes were cqually expert in the use of the bow. The Ma- 
nilla Indians, the Caribbee Indians, the Demerara Indians, 
the natives of Florida and the tribes of North America, as 
well as South America, all were very expert in the use of this 
weapon, thongb of course, at the present day, it has been 
superseded to a great extent by the most approved fire arms, 
The Scandinavians were likewise expert archers. Homer 
makes numerous mention of the bow. In his Iliad (y. ix., 1. 
152) Pandarus is thus described, aiming an arrow at Mene. 
laus : 

* Now, with full foree the yielding horn he bends, 
Drawn to an arch and jojns the tlonbling ends; 
Close 10 lis breast he stralns the nerve below, 
‘Pill the barbed polht approach the circling bow; 
Pi impatient weapon whizzes on the wing, R 
Sounds the tough horn and twanga the quivering string.” 

He mentions the Locrians as being 
‘+ Skilled from far the flying shaft to wing,” 

Again, in the Odyssey, we find the suitors of Penelope 
viinly endeavoring to bend the how which Ulysses bad left 
at home; and the hero himself, disguised as a beggar, haying 
obtained permission to compete with them, thus proves his 
akill : 

* One hand aloft displayad 
The hending horna, and one tae strings easayed, 
From his essaying hand the atring, let ny, 
Twangs short and sharp, like the shrill swullow’s cry." 

Alneas, (00, is made to introduce archery when celebrating 
fhe anniversary of his father’s funeral. We read that the 
armies of Alexander the Great were chiefly composed of 
archers. Plato, who was 4 great adyocate of archery, and 
was desirous that qualified persons should be appointed by 
the government to teach the youth of Athens this art, men- 
tions that the standing guard of the city numbered among its 
force oné thousand archers. Livy makes mention of the skill 
and prowess of the Cretan archers. Plutarch signulizes the 
defeat of the Romana by the Parthians, and ascribes it to the 
manner in which the latter galled the enemy with their ar- 
rows. The Huns were likewise skillful archers. The Ro- 
mans 9s a people were not skilled in the use of the bow, al- 
though many of the nobles and several of the Roman Em- 

Herodian speaks of the 
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feats and the ‘unerring hand” of the Emperor Commodus, 
who exhibited his skill on the wild beasts in the amphitheatre. 

It is a disputed point as to the time of the long-bow’'s* in- 
troduction into England, Some writers assert that it was 
the arbalist, or ¢ross-bow, only which was used at the time of 
the Norman Conquest until that of Edward If. Pmor to the 
battle of Hastings, when Harold and his two brothers were 
killed by arrows shot from the cross-bows of the Norman 
soldiers (A. D. 1066), there is no authentic record of archery 
being practiced in Britain, although some writers claim to be 
able to prove that it Was in existence there preyious to 440. 
The controversy was never settled as to whether it was an 
arrow or a bolt which slew William Rufus and which caused 
the death of Richard Coeur de Lion; and that the long-bow 
and not the cross-bow was the weapon of war in the contests 
between Matilda and Stephen, and with which Richard made 
such hayoc among the Saracens, Certain it is that that fa- 
mous old hero of ballad romance, Robin Hood, who could 

5. ** Hit a fark et a hundred rods 
And cause a hart to die,” 

would be divested of half the glamour of his name if we 
took from him the graceful long-bow and the ‘‘feathery arrow.” 
Therefore, if not from stronger convictions, we side with the 
last mentioned opinions, that, although the arbalist may pos- 
sibly have been the mos common weapon of war, yet in the 
* merrie green wood” at ieast the other was expertly handled. 
Ritson, in the ‘‘ Old Garland,” a quaint collection of ballads 
of Robin Hood (now scarcely to be found), gives the follow- 
ing characteristic anecdote of nearly the last words and ac- 
tions of this famous outlaw. When he felt his end approach- 
ing he said: 

* But give me my bent bow in my hand, 
And 4 broad arrow Pll let flee; 

And where this arrow is taken up 
There shall my grave digged be.” 

At the battles of Cressy and Agincourt the long-bow was 
evidently used. In the reign of Hdward ILL. again we find 
express mention of our archers, to whom, indeed, the victory 
Seems generally to have been chiefly owing in most battles 
wherein they were engaged. Sir John Smith attributes this 
not only to the skill of the archers, but to the ‘dazzling, 
be-mazing effect which a yolley of arrows flying thick as 
lyail through the air must have on the enemy’s soldiers, and 
also to their horses.” 

Tn the reign of Edward TV. we find sundry curious laws 
relative to archery, to the importance of bow-staves, etc., in 
oné of which ‘‘unlawful games, as dice, quoits, tennis,” ete,, 
are prohibited, but “every person strong and able of body” 
js Tequired to use his bow. Henry VIII. was a great patron 
of archery ; and a law made in his reign enacted that ‘‘all 
men not haying any lawful impediment—except religious and 
judges—under sixty years of age, shall exercise shooting in 
long-bows, and teach their children, servants, etc., having a 
bow with two arrows for each under seventeen years of age, 
and with four arrows for those above seventeen. Penalty, 
63. Sd. per month.” 

Queen Elizabeth, too, was a patroness of archery, and did 
not disdain herself to ‘ wing the feathered shaft.” By some 
statutes made in her reign we find that the use of the bow 
formed part of the education of youth. At some of the 
ublic schools, and especially at Harrow, every parent was 
caled upon io allow ‘‘ to each boy a bow, three shafts, a bow- 
string and a bracer, f9 exercise shooting; and prizes were 
given to be shot for by twelvecompetitors. Shakespeare, who, 
in his works introduces numberless allusions relative to this 
science, was, if we may credit any of the accounts of his mid- 
night onslaughts on the deer, an archer of no mean skill. 

Charles I. was a practical lover of archery, as was his 
father, James L.; and by these two sovereigns commissions 
were issued for the purpose of preventing inroads on and re- 
moying obstructions from the public grounds and fields de- 
yoted to the practice of archery, for it would seem that brick 
and mortar were even then beginning assiduously to encroach 
on the ‘‘ pleasant green fields.” 

Archery was neglected by James II, in the troubles of his 
reign; and after his abdication and the accession of a new 
family, bringing with them other predilections, the practice of 
it declined, and pradually fell into almost total disuse, being 
kept up only by a few companies or societies, among which 
the oldest and the one which survived the longest was the 
Society of Finsbury Archers,” who had records dating back 
as far us 1676, In Clerkenwell church is a monument to Sir 
William Wood, one of their old marshals, who died at the age 
of 82. It has been restored by the Toxopholite Society. Part 
of the inscription runs thus: 

*( Long did he live, the honor of the bow, 
And his great age to that alone did owe; 
But low can art secure? or what can saye 
Extreme old age from the appointed graye 7 
Surviving archers much his Joss lament, 
And itt respect bestow this monument,” 

A splendid silver badge, presented to the Finsbury Archers 
by Catherine, queen of Charles IL., was by Mr. Constable— 
one of the oldest and few remaining members of that body— 
transferred to the Toxopholites, when he joined them soon 
after their formation in 1780, under the auspices of Sir Ashton 
Leyers and Mr. Waring. That society was the parent of most 
of those which have since sprung up, and of late multiplied 
so rapidly, 

George LY., when Prince of Wales, was a munificent patron 
of archery, and by his influence mainly contributed to makeit 
fashionable, and thus reanimate it. Before leaving archery as 
@ masculine accomplishment we must not omit that celebrated 
archer, Tell, who, when Gessler asked him why he took the 
second arrow, boldly replied—But Tell has taken his place 
among the mythological heroes, so it is of no importance 
what he said, 

Tt has already been mentioned that archery is peculiarly 
adapted to females, nor are we in the present day singular in 
that opinion. If we go as far back as the ancient mytholory 
we find Diana with her bow; if we seek in the writings of the 
poets, we find Tasso's beautiful discription of Olevinda : 

‘¢ Wer rattling quiver at her shoulder hung, 
Therein a fueh of arrows feathered well; 

Tn her right hand 2 bow was bended strung, 
Therein a shart headed with mortal steel. 

So fit to shoot she Singled out among 
Hur foes who rst her quarrel's strength should feel ; 

So ft to snoof Latona’s daugtiter stood, 
Wien Niebé sie killed and ajl her brood,” 

Ti we take a flight to Asia we shall find in some of the 
harems the fair slaves practicing archery in the gardens of the 
seraglio. A traveler in Persia, we forget who, eloquently de- 
scribes the how of buffalo horn, black as jet and highly 
polished, with its richly gilded and enameled back, and string 

* he loug-bow wis lx feet long and the arrow three feet; the 
usnal range was [vom 300 to 600 yaras, Robio Hood is sald to haye 
shot from 600 to B00 yards, A, Persian hero, Arish, is stated to have shot 
@ Minch longer distdnee, The crope-bow waa tized to a stock ond dis— 
charged With a irigger. 

b 

of pure white silk, decorated at the ends with loops of scarlet 
and gold; the delicate and costly arrows, the sleeve of rich 
satin embroidered in gold, worn to protect the arm; and the 
jeweled thumb-ring (an article peculiar fo the East) used by 
these beautiful captives, as well as the curious target composed 
of softened clay, at which they shoot. But we need not seek 
in the realms of the Hast, in the dream-land of poets or the 
superstitions of ancient idolators, in order to demonstrate that 
archery has been practiced by females. Froissart mentions 
that it was one of the recreations of the stately dames of his 
day. Black Douglas, wife of one of the warlike and rebellious 
race of Douglas, was an expert archeress, and more than once, 
when beseiged, tried her prowess on her own sovereign. 
Margaret, the daughter of Henry VIL,, is stated to have killed 
a buck in Alnwick Park with the bow and arrow. In the 
privy purse expenses of Henry VIII. we find entered so much 
for bows, arrows, belts, braces, etec,, for Anne Boleyn. 
Quéen Elizabeth, as was already mentioned, must have been & 
quite a skillful archeress, for we find it recorded that at one 
hunting party she, ** with her own hand, did shoot three deer.” 

Coming down to the reign of Victoria, we see that she was, 
when some years younger than now, dispoged to encourage 
this elegant science, having at the Highland Fete, at Holland 
Park, in 1850, added as a prize, expressly to be competed for 
by ladies in archery, a handsome and yaluable bracelet. And 
so the progress of this elegant pastime has been through all 
ages and more or less popular in all countries. We come 
now to that part most interesting to Americans—reducing 
theory to practice—and this is rapidly being accomplished. 
The whole science or pastime is so very new in this country, 
and experienced archers so comparatively rare, that any well- 
rounded American authority is scarcely yet to be set up. 
he art cannot be taught hy words; the theory and regula- 

tions may be given and certain directions laid down, the rest 
must be the work of practice by the archers themselves, Our 
old friend Roger Ascham, in his quaint language, ventures a 
very reasonable conjecture as to the reagon why more has not 
been writien: ‘‘ The faulte was nof to be Jayed on the thinge 
which was worthic to be written upon, but of the menne 
which were negligent in doynge it; and Lbisis the cause there- 
of, as I suppose. Menne that used shootynge most, and 
knewe it best, were not learncd—men that were learned used 
shootynge litile, and were ignorant of the nature of the thynge.” 

There are few, very few works on archery, and of these 
Hansard’s Boole of Archery, Hastings’ British Archer, and 
Robert’s Bowman, are perhaps the best. The Fornsr aAnp 
Srream has taken the initiative among the weekly journals in 
giving prominence and encouragement 10 what must in the 
near future lead all the outdoor sports of the more refined 

Sith Galturg, 
A VISIT TO THE FISH COMMISSION. 

Guovorsimr, Mass., August 27. 

Eprron Fokus? AnD STREAM : 

One of the most gratifying things connected with the work 

of the Commission this season is the interest that its work has 

awakened among the fishermen, as shown by their care in 

preserving specimens taken at sea and bringing them in for 

identification by the corps of scientisls. Hardly a day passes 

without some rare form, never before known on our coast, or 

at least to this locality, being presented to them, and occa- 

sionally they bring something that is entirely new. This, 0 

addition to the daily dredgings on board the Speedwell, will 

make the collection of 1878 as full of important results as any 

of the previous ones when the field was comparatively new. 

The department of invertebrates, perhaps, excecds that of 

the fishes in the number of new species, many of which may 

be of practical importance 4s furnishing food for the fishes 

and in determining rélationships; still, science takes all 
forms into account, never questioning the practical value at 
the time. Professor Baird, however, is known as a solentific 
man with a practical turn, and while the specialists are each 
at work in their own divisions he is planning to increase valu- 

able species, or, by taking the charts and soundings, the 

depths at which certain species feed and the nature of that 

food, etc., to devise means whereby the fishermen may in- 

crease their catch. 
There haye been seasons here when the cod were unusually 

plenty, but the fishermen were nuable to take many on ac- 
count of the scarcity of bait, which they are obliged to get 
from Nova Scotia or Newfoundland, Mackerel are the best 
bait for cod, but ate too yaluable, and the herring comes next; 
but after being ten days on ice this fish becomes yalueless and 
the cod refuse it; hence they must put back at the end of 
this time whether they have a full fare or not, end to try and 
remedy this Professor Baird bas brought a new style of gill 
net, such as isin use by the Norweipun fishermen for taking 
cod, from which, if successful on our coast, a change may he 
wrought in this matter. He also has had a trawl-line rigged 
with wire arms or spreaders eyery three feet, with a shood 
and hook on each end to determine at what depths the differ- 

ent fishes feed. ‘ 

Since the announcement in Forsst anp Srpram of the dis- 
covery of the chimera there have been three more brought in, 
two of them to-day fresh and sound, and the fishermen gather 
around them in wonder at this sudden apparition of monsters 

caught here where they have fished all their lives and neyer 

secn one. This singular looking fish hag a shark-like form, 

but is largest at the head, which has, when seen in profile, a 

square, projecting nose ovérhinging formidable mouth, 

which, instead of teeth, has the bones of the jaw projected 

into a cutling bill not unlike that of @ tortoise, and which is 

undoubtedly capable of taking a mouthful with a clean cut 

from almost any fish or other animal. Unfortunately these 

fish haye all been eviscerated by the fishermen in order to pre~ 

serve them, and it is therefore impossible fo determine the 

exact nature of their food from their internal organization or 
the contents of their stomachs. f 

Another of the valuable *! finds” i8 the Alepidosaurua ferox, 
a fish with a long, sealeless, serpent-shaped body abont tive 
feet long, and perhaps four feet in diameter when alive, but, 

having been ten days on ica in a fishing boat and in alaghal 

ever since, is now shrunken to about three, surmounted by a 

dorsal fin running nearly its full length and nearly 4 foot high, 

with a large forked tail and a narrow, formidable-looking 

head, whose sharp, scissor-like jaws are armed with keen, 

lancet-shaped teeth, which vary in length from half an inch 
to an inch and a quarter, giving an expression not unlike thoge 

old fossil bat-formed reptiles of pre-historic times called 
pterodactyls. Two of these fishes have been obtained, the 
first which have gladdened the eyes of a naturalist on this 
side of the water, ate several have heen taken in the 
waters near Madeira. . Goode had proposed the name of 
acissors-mouth for the use of the fishermen, but waived this 
in favor of that by Professor Baird, who sugeested lancet- 
mouth as more descriptive. The generic name is {rom the 
Greek, and is formed from a, not; depts, ascale; and saures, a 
lizard, or a lizard without scales, while the specific one, feroz, 
Téfers to itsferacity. 

The chimera resembles nothing more than the fabled mon- 
ster, whose existence has long been considered chimerical, 
and reminds one of those,hideous dreams of the old sculptors, 
which they reproduced in the gargoyles on ancient cathedrals, 
but the slepidosaurus is like the sea-serpent! It looks like 
Some of the pictures of it; and now that two of fiye or six 
feet have been found, why not one of forty? It is becoming 
every day more evident that there are not only more things in 
heaven and carth, but also under the sea, than are dreamed of 
in our philosophy—and who can put a limit to them? What 
& man does not know about, as a matter of course, he has no 
idea of ; and what do we know of the sea? Nothing, com- 
paratively. The coast has been pretty well dredged around 
parts of Europe and in a few spois in America, and ships go 
across and see what is on the surface, and sailors are believed 
if they do not see anything that others haye not beheld, but 
are trented as imbeciles or imposters if they do. 

Please remember that J do not say that the alepidosaurus is 
the sea-serpent, but if it were a few times longer than it is it 
would be no discredit to some of the descriptions, and these 
Specimens may be young ones. A case in point: A small 
serpentiform fish, popularly known as a ‘*ribbon-fish,” and 
rowing to perhaps three feet in length or so, has been long 
nown; but a specimen was stranded in Bermuda that was 

over eighteen feet in length, and which was fortunately 
found by the naturalist, Mr. J. Matthew Jones, and its bones 
sent to the British Miiseum, for its flesh was almost gone, 
and no specimens approaching its length have been seen be- 
fore nor since. Taking these things into consideration, I am 
willing to believe that the half has not been told na, and 
therefore will not be ko greatly astonished if some day the 
commission really does pull Leviathan out with a hook, or his 
tongue with a cord which they shall let down, 

I have described these catches more particularly on account 
of their being the most striking in appearance, and, in conse- 
quence, more attractive to the casual reader or visitor; but 
they are far from being the most important things that relate to 
the propagation of the food fishes. All things relating to this 
branch will be found in the report of the work, and one faot 
is go linked with another that to attempt to give a just idea of 
it as a whole would be impossible within the limits of this 
letter, Your readers are already familiar with the peryonnel 
of the commission and the manner of dredging, sounding and 
taking deep-sea temperatures; therefore, 1 will say that, hay- 
ing worked within the distance that the Speediwel/ could cover 
in a trip by daylight, the steamer is now essaying longer ones, 
aud Commander Leardslee left last night at midnight, in order 
to get on untried ground by morning, with the expectation of 
being back to-night. 

In weather when it is not adyisable to go to sea, the experts 
are busy in determining the characters of specimens proyioun- 
ly caught and recording them. Messrs. Goode and Bean, 
assisted by Mr. Earll, are up to thelr elbows in the alcohol 
tanks a good part of the time, fishing out the undetermined, 
counting fin-rays, measuring and comparing with recorded 
species, or examining the stomachs to find upon what other 
species they liye. ‘There are tenfold more useless, destructive 
fishes in the sea than in fresh water, and if means could be 
devised to destroy them without killing tha useful ones it 
would be of vast benefit, or instance, see the bull-heads 
or sculpins, Oottus ; no valuable fish feeds upon them, and 
they being all head and stomach, are worthless as food for 
man; but Lsaw a full grown herring taken from the stomach 
of one who would not weigh three times’as much as his prey, 
and who, if dressed, with his head off, did not contain as 
much clean meat as the herring, 

T only mention the sculpin because it has just come under 
my notice; but there are dozens ot other forms that perhaps 
served a purpose in checking the increase of the cod, kerring, 
mackerel, etc., in time past, before the adyent of man, but 
whose day of usefulness, me judécs, has passed since man has 
appeared as a balancing power, that in some. cases—notably 
certain fresh water species—has been an oyerbalancing power. 

The fishermen often throw these very destructive fishes 
back into the sen alive, but in order to maintain a more equi- 
table balance they should be killed, and would then be des- 
troyed in some proportion to the better sorts, 

The absence of visitors on the steamer's expeditions this 
year gives the experts more room and freedom from interry) 
tion by curious questioners ; and, judging from the character 
of the work thus far, it is safe to prophecy a series of re- 
sults from the year's work that will be not only of great 
credit to the commission, but will ultimately tend to the bene- 
fit of the figheries, and through them to the whole people, 

Faep MatTuer, 
\ ———_—_——— » +8+ =< —___—_—— 

TourtLes Axp Nurs.—Holyoke, Mass, Auy. 30.—2Hditor 
Forest and Stream: With Mr. Roosevelt, we think that the 
mud turtle, the common spotted fellow, has been a sud dis- 
turber of our peace and destroyer of young fish. For several 
years, commencing in 1861, we were in the habit of setting 
box traps for snupping turtles, baiting with a fresh shot rab- 
bit cut open, or the inside of 4 sheep or chicken, and placing 
trap in the shoals at head of pond. The water digeice 
through the box carries the smell of blood down into the 
pond. On poing to the box in the morning we were fre- 
quently disgusted by finding the box full of mud turtles, 
leaving the snapping turtle out in the cold. We have fre- 
quently caught them on hook with a piece of fresh beef or 
pork, or Worms and, dead minnows, when fishing for gnap- 
Ping turtles. We don’t swear, but the mud turtle has often 
brought wp some very hard thoughts about brimstone, etc. 
We should like, if in our power, to assist Mr. Roosevelt to 
the sight he so earnestly desires—mature cels going down 
stream, In the first place we would ask: Are there no eels 
in any of the Long Island waters? It there gre Mr, Roose» 
yelt need not go farther, for, true to their nature, they are 
going of all sizes, Any sniall slream noted for eels will 
answer the purpose. A large stream would be tov expensive 
to cover with netting, Mr. Roosevelt would haye to provide 
himself with a walerproof suit, a good stout net to span 
stream, and a lantern, At the first heayy rain and wind 
storm of a dark night, on or after the fall of the leaves, and 
eyery storm after until frost sets in, he would find edie 
moying. The harder the storm and darker the night, the 
ereater the fishgrman’s haryest. After the storm clears off, 
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and the water begins to get clear, the run stops until the next 
storm, when the eels move again. By holding the lantern 
close to the surface of the water you can occasionally see one 
pass fail first. In the same water we have helped to take 
several barrels full in a night, and for many nights in the 
season. We hove caught them in early spring with hook, in 
the same stream, as plenty as if an etl had not left there the 
previous fall, The net will have to be visited, at least every 
twenty or thirty minutes, a8 we haye known nets carried 
away from side stakes by weight of fish and leaves, Many 
eels will be found drowned in the net, while others are full of 
life and vigor. Tos, CHALMERS, 

————— oe 

Loss or Warrm Fisn.—Madison, Wis, August. 26.—Bditor 
Forest and Stream: All the white fish in the hatchery at 
Milwaukee died during one night Jast week. There werea 
large number of them, many from six to nine inches long, 
They had been in the hatchery eighteen months, aud were all 
aliye and well in the evening and dead on the following morn- 
ing. No cause is assigned for this loss. R. 

Ghatural Historg, 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

CERVUS COLUMBIANUS, 

INOE this animal is but little known, and since there isa 
lack of information as to its habits and characteristics in 

the eastern part of this continent, I haye thought that per- 
haps afew remarks made by 4 person who has heen conyer- 
sant with it for the past sixteen years might prove to be in- 

teresting. 
The arlicle concerning this species in Hallock’s *' Sports- 

man’s Gazetteer’ is a fair account of this typa of deer, with 

this exception: that in the statement regarding the flesh being 

inferior in favor and quality to other species, the writer has 

certainly made 4 grave mistake. The contrary is the case, the 

flesh being’ quite equal if not in some respects superior to 

that of his white-tailed brother, Cervus Virgintanus, and un- 
doubtedly much better than that of the wapiti or elk, Ce- 
aus canadensis, That of the moose, Cervus alves, is thought by 
some to be better, but others differ from them in this opinion, 
The black-tailed deer of the Pacific coast differs in appearance 
and size but little from the Virginian deer, and, to ordinary 
observers, both animals, if placed side by side, would be 

thought to be of the same variety, the only distinguishing 
characteristic being, a8 indicated by its local name, the black 
tuil; and this appendage differs only in being black on its 
upper side from the root to the tip, being white underneath 
asin the Virginian deer. The coat isablue one from about 
September til] March or April, the rest of the year it is red, 
The white on belly and stern never changes. ‘The fawns are 
spotted at birth with yery distinctly marked spots of white, 
extending in parallel rows from the shoulders tothe bultocks. 
These gradually decrease in distinciness until autumn, when 
they totally disappear. Occasionally an albino isseen pure 
white, while others are marked with white spots or patches, 
and may better be described by the Spanish word pinto than 
any other that occurs tome. ‘These cases are very rare. ‘The 
islands lying in Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia produce 
more of these deer than any other locality, but this freak of 
nalure occurs sometimes on the mainland. 

The range of this deer in British Territory is from the 49th 
Parallel of latitude on the south to Alaska on the north, and 
from Vancouver Island on the west it extends a long distance 
eastward to the interior of the mainland. Its food consists 
almost altogether of browse, the boughs of the various conif- 
erous trees, maples, etc., and the shoots of various sorts of 

' berry and other bushes forming its chief diet. Ido not think 
ibis a grass feederto any extent from the fact that I have 
neyer seen it feeding on any of the native grasses, blue joint, 
red top and Timothy—to which il has access in many places; 
neither haye I ever seen any of the said grasses showing signs 
of haying been cropped by deer. Along hanging moss grow- 
ing pendant from the Douglas fir (Abies Douglasii) and other 
tices, as also a wild vetch commonly known as pea vine are 

«a fayorite food. Perhaps under some circumstances it may 
feed on grasses, but it certainly does not as a rule nor to any 
prdat extent. ‘The size varies considerably in different places, 
and in none more so than on the Islands before referred to, 
the average weight being very much more in some places than 
in others. The largest bucks are a trifle over 200 pounds, 
entrails removed, but in Aupust and September, when in 
their finest condition, a buck 150 to 170 lbs, is considered a very 
good one. A fat doe in January, their best month, goes from 
100 to 120 pounds. The rutting season occurs in dilferent 
placesfrom September to November, being entirely overinsome 
localities before it has commenced in others, and the period of 
festation is supposed to be about or in the neighborhood of 
six months. No positive authority exists on this point, how- 
ever, as there are no deer parks here, and with wild deer it 
can, of course, be only a matter of approximation. During 
and subsequent fo the rutting the necks of the bucks swell to 
néarly twice their ordinary size. Two fawns are produced 
at a birth; instances of more are related, but this is perhaps 
of as rare occurrence as twins in cows. The fawans are se- 
creted for a time after their birth until they gain the requisite 
atrength to follow their dam. ‘hey remain with her till late 
in autumn, when they separate and commence life “on their 
own hook.” 

These deer are Dot gregarious. Although occasionally a 
group of three or more are seen together, they are as a rule 
solitary, By this IT mean that they do not congregate in 
bands like elk and deer of other kinds, and nothing has 
trangpired to show or prove that they are migratory in the 
sense applicable to other species. Of course, as the snow 
comes lower on the mountains in winter they descend to the 
valleys, and the adyent of favorite food in different places 
has the effect of making some moye from their settled haunts, 
but nothing of the character of a general movement ever oc- 
cours. They are nocturnal in their habits, feeding chiefly carly 
in the morning and late in the evening, and during the night 
about the period of full moon, and are rarely sten during the 
middle of the day, except when startied from their lairs, save 
at {wo seasons—namely ; duting rutting, when they appear 
to be continually on the travel, and at another period, when 
the bucks’ horns aré approaching maturity. They repair then 
to open spots with a southerly aspect and bask in the suu, 
and this feature is termed by hunters ‘f hardening of the - 

horns.” ‘I'He does are hornless. An occasional doe has been 
killed bearing horns, but these cases are very rare indeed, 
Whatever index or guide in other species the hotns may 

be to the age of the animal, in this species they are not to be 
depended on to any degree in this respect. Spike bucks are 
often ubtained certainly more than the second summer old, 
and others with old grizzled heads snd molars worn down 
to the gums, together with other positive signs of old age, 
bearinghorns of not nearly the number of tines that others of 
far less age bear; and the common idea or opinion of an addi- 
tional tine for each successive year is wholly inapplicable to 
this species, The horns sprout from the head in the form of 
a knob, about March or April, and mature in August and Sep- 
tember; they are dropped in December and January. They 
form quite a formidable weapon of offence and defence, and, 
although severe fights occur between the bucks during their 
amcurs, still they do not appear to be as pugnacions and de- 
termined as other sorts of deer, as nd instances ave on record 
of interlocked horns and consequent death of both com- 
batants. They rarely come to bay, nor do they make any- 
thing of a fight when canght in the water. The horns are 
cylindrical in form (slightly ovate), and the tines, wilh the 
exception of the brow antlers, proceed from the posterior 
part of the main horns, an‘ they (the tines) but seldom ex- 
ceed five or six in number. These deer are very numerous 
and do not recede before civilization to any great extent, as 
longas their cover is not destroyed, and apparently their 
nunibers are not affected to any great degree hy neat prox- 
imity to settlements. As an example of this they abound 
within three fo four miles of Victoria, the capital of British 
Columbia, n city of four to five thousand inhabitants, and in 
any direction within a tadius of a mile and a half of this city 
—one of a thousand inhabitants—a deer can be started by a 
good hound within fifteen or twenty minutes from the time 
he is turned loose, any day inthe year. heir sense of smell 
and ,hearing are very acute, and they appear to be more 
alarmed by ab unusual noise, or getting the wind of, than by 
secing a person, although they pay but little attention to the 
report of a gun, and sometimes as many as three or four are 
Killed with a muzzle-loading rifle without the hunter stirring 
from his tracks. Why they should he so numerous may ap- 
pear strange, taken in connection with the fact that the gray 
and lack wolf (Canis twpus), their natural enemy and inces- 
sant persecutor, is plentiful, is an object of veneration, and is 
never molested by the Indians of this vicinity ; while also 
the gray and bay lynx (Lynx canadensis and Lyne rufus) de- 
pend on the deer to 4 great extent for stocking their larder, 
while the panther (7¢/?s concolor) depends on the same almost 
altogether. But theit numbers may be accounted for in this 
way: No epidemic such as is spoken of in other places oc- 
curs here, 

Their gaits are three—a walk, a trot, but little faster than 
the walk, and a run, the latter better expressed by buck 
jumps, high bounds being made in the air at each leap, They 
are splendid high jumpers; a seven rail snake fence appears 
to offer no obstacle, while a five feet picket fence is rarely at- 
tempted, and affords security to the settlers from depreda- 
tions on their crops. The modes of capture practiced here 
are still-hunting, driving with hounds, fire-lunting, and float- 
ing to a limited extent. Bleating for the bucks and crying 
like fawns to call the does are practiced by the Indians, who, 
here as in other countries, take the easiest method of securing 
food. .A buck on the run can usually he stopped for an in- 
stant by bleating or whistling, buti if not killed he is off the 
next moment, like a shot. Mowrron. 
New Westininster, British Columbia, May 16, 1878, 

———$ +2. ____ 

SWORD-FISH. .- 

i Bripezrort, Conn., August 22, 1878. 
Epiror Forusr anp Srream: 

T baye jost returned froma sword-fishing excursion off 
Block Island, and haye become very much interested in the 
habits of this fish, and especially its manner of breeding, con- 
cerning which Tam unable to find out anything. The fisher- 
inen know absolutely nothing abont the habits of the sword- 
fish except that he comes up to the surface periodically for the 
purpose of sunning himself. They also know that he isa 
migratory fish, because ‘‘he’s here in summer and he ain't 
here in winter.” 

- [have neverjseen a fisherman who ever saw a female, or who 
has ever seen anything which evinced any difference in gex. 
The smallest one which J ever heard of being caught weighed 
46 pounds, the commonest size caught in Block Island waters 
ranging from 80 to 225 pounds, fish being occasionally caught 
as high as 460 to 500, These, however, are rare. I wish you 
would publish something concerning this cuvious fish in the 
columns of your valuable paper, as I am sure they would be 
appreciated by such of your readers as have ever seen one. 
The “* Encyclopedia Brittanica (1860), Highth Wdition,” gives 
a somewhat meavre description of the fish itself and the 
methods employed in its capture in the Mediterranean, but 
says nothing of the habits of the fish, and does not even men- 
tion that it is found in American waters. Any information 
which you can give regarding their habits and method of re- 
production will be very gratefully received by myself and 
several others, We had very good luck fighing, and in twelve 
and one-half days’ fishing captured 13, varyme from 94 to 326 
pounds in weight. 5. H. Hupparp, 
We may state to our correspondent that the sword-fish 

probably never spawns on our coast. The only known spawn- 

ing grounds are in the Mediterranean, and especially abont 

the Straits of Messina. In the Mediterranean quantities of 

young sword-fish are seen from half a pound upward. None 
less than three or four feet long haye ever been seen in the 
Western Atlantic, and these have lost the distinguishing 
character of the young fish, which have a high, sail-like fin 

the whole length of the back and a prominent spine on the 
operculum, The Vish Commission recently had a sword-fish 
from the coast of Maine, which weighed neurly 600 pounds, 

one of the largest with authenticated weight. The Cape Aun 
fishermen have of late caught many of these fish on their 

trawl-lincs when fishing for halibut on the Nova Scotia Banks 
at a depth of 150 to 200 fathoms, an entirely new phuse in 
the history of this species. 

The sword-fish make their appearance on our coast off 
Block Island and Montaulk from May 15 to June 1, and re- 
main in the New England waters till early winter when 
the snow falls. Thetr presence seems to depend on that of 

their favorite food, the mackerel and menhaden, which they 
follow industrionsly, When the schools of summer fish dis- 

appear the sword-fish also goes, It is impossible to say how 
far they are influenced by temperature, though it does not at 

present appear as if they were sensitive to cold. They kil 
their prey by striking it sideways with their sword. They 

must needs do this, because their toothless mouths are not 
adapted to seiza und hold living struggling fishes. Mackerel 

and menhaden taken from their stomachs are usually marked 

with a stray gash in their sides, the effect of the blow of the 
sword, We may add that Professor G. Brown Goode is col- 
lecsing material on the sword-fish, which will shortly appear 

in the ** United States Report of Fish and Fisheries.” 

i 

THE ENGLISH SPARROW IN AMERICA. 

\ Ef have hesitated to again open in these columns the 

long-yexed and yery unsatisfactory discussion of the 

English sparrow question. Little real value attaches to a con- 
troversy where the; recorded observations are often not of 

sufficient extent and thoroughness to be of practical bearing, 
and where the observers are themselves unintelligent in orni. 
thological and scientific subjects. It would seem, however, 

that the sparrow has now been among us so long that « prop- 

erly conducted investigation by competent experts would defi- 
nitely and finally determine whether he is a useful ally against 

insects and worms, a merely harmless and neutral member of 

the feathered tribe, or a pest and a nuisance. To this end we 
most hearlily endorse the plan proposed by Dr. Elliott Coues 

in the August number of the American Naturalist, in a vigor- 
“ous arti@®s upon ‘The Ineligibility of the Huropean House 
Sparrow in America.” This proposition is: That ‘at the 

height of the insect season, at the time when the sparrows 
should be eating the bugs, if they ever do, in some places fair- 

ly infested with the bugs, a sufficient number of sparrows be 

killed and examined as to the contents of their crops. Let 

the authorities of any of our large cities—preferably Boston, 

where the birds ae said to haye done so much good, and 
where the sparrow combination talks loudest—furnish to 

proper persons, say five hundred sparrows, whose stomachs 

shall be examined by some competent botanist and entomolo- 

gist together. If noxious insects should be found to form 
the greater portion or eyen any considerable portion of the 

food of these birds, I would yield the case as far as this par- 
ticular count is concerned.” 

Such an investigation, repeated in different sections of the 
country, would soon settle the question and determine before 

it be too late what kind of a creature thisis which we have so 
cordially received and now so jealously foster, 

Dr. Coues has studied this question very thoroughly, and is 

outspoken in the indiciment he brings against the sparrows. 

The charges of that indictment are substantially these; That 
the birds entirely neglect or insufficiently execute the work for 
which they were imported ; that they harass and drive away 
more valuable native and insectivorous birds; that they al- 
ready commit great depredations upon the kitchen, garden, 

orchard and grain field, and that, as their unlimited increase 

foes on, these depredations will assume more serious propor- 
tions; that they are, by reason of * their perpetual antics} in 

spring and summer” and their constant defiling of porch and 
window-sill, especially obnoxious and aggravating ; and that, 
again, the condition of their life and increase being essentially 
different in America from that in Europe, they are out of 
their place here and have no part in the natural economy of 
the country; and, finally, that they threaten before long to 

become as serious a plague as are the grasshoppers and the 
potato bugs. While not prepared to advise extermination, 
Dr, Coues would recommend for checking their increase that 

the birds be left to shift for themselves, that the legal penal- 
ties for their destruction be removed, and that they be used as 
targets for the boys with shoi-guns, and trapped for sparrow 

matches as pigeons are no w employed by sportsmen. 

Below we publish two communications upon this subject, 
the first from a correspondent in Milford, Mass,, the second 
from Dr. H. C. Sterling, of Lake City, Minn.: 

Tn, I think, the current number of the Belecticis an article on the 

Higlish sparrow, the tenor of the article being sgainst this bird, and 
olting the Nuttall Ornithological Club as authority for many statements 

there made, oné of them being that the bird does not eat worms, or 
buga, ete, 

Asa friend of the English sparrow I wonld state an incident © wit- 

nessed to-day. Jn company witha friend, as I was leaving the office 

this noon, we saw one of a numerons flock of the sparrows ty to the 
butt of & large black walnut tree, some fifteen feet from where we 

stood, and begin fo peck into a ereyice of the rough bark, and start oif 

With the bwg I send you to-day in his beak, We started foward quickly, 
causing the bird to drop it, and as it fell in a clear place near the side- 

walk, we easily found it, and, it being something never before seen, 

send it to you for name. 
This is the second time I have seen sparrowa taking bugs from the 

Bametree, Onde before this, last year, as | was passing along on the 
sidewalk, I noticed ong of the hirds in the street, say Lweity feet from 

the tree, fy direct io the butt of the tree, and begin pecking at what I, 
after frightening off the bird, found to be a small insect, say a4 large 

aga deer fy, which was closely hidden in a crack in the bark, 

If this is not good proof of the insect-eating propensity Lcould furnish 
more. J have also seen them picking up canker-wormson the side 

walk, ald apparently eating them; and, pagsiog two ilocks four times 
duily for some three years ut all times of the year, I have never yetseen 

alight between the sparrows and other birds, although there were 
plenty of small birds of other kinds near by, A pair of the sparrows 
this year built a nest and reared & broodof young directly over my 
office ina ventilator hole in the brick wall, and never have I ssenor 
heard any disturbances with other birda. 

Seyeral yeara since, before the sparrow was ittroduced into this 

town, we were Overrun with canker-vornis, 80 Tilich so that honses 
near trees were blavk with the worms; and i) wasnot au anustial thing 
for one, in calling at a house, to have the ring at the door answered by 
# Beryunt With & broom in hand, to sweep away the worms before enter- 

ing. This séason if was a rare exveption tosse alree cated by the 

wortis, 
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Whether or not this pleasing result can be entirely credited to the 

sparrow Lam not prepared to say, but Ido think they have contributed 

their full share toward if. and this opinion is formed from a close ob- 

Heryande of them since such a controversy was opened in your columns 

@ year ago, 

Tn « past number of Forms? AND STHEAM there is an article by Dr. 

Elliott Cones, in which he states that the European sparrow, in the 
eourse of a few years, will become s0 numerous a4 to be a scourge over 

the land, In thia locality his prediction has already proyed correct. 
Ten years ago, about thirty pairs of these birds were turned loose here. 

The City Council, in order to protest them, had a number of little 

houses placed on the large elms on the Pablic Square for their xccom- 

modation. This wise City Conneil, furthermore, passed an ordnance to 
protect these foreign birds, ‘*$10 fine for killing one or destroying one 

of their nests.” ‘To-day these sparrows can be counted by the thon~- 

6ands, not only on eyery street and by-way of the vity, hut also on every 

public read from five totwenly miles beyond its limlis, They have 

driven away all our native birds, and at this season when they com- 

menee to flosk they are foraging on the gardens and fields in the 

suburbs. A florist tells mo that they have destroyed all his tubs Yoses. 

They eat, he says, the flowers in the bud. 
the peach blossom buds in the same way, and that he has killed them 

with their crops filled with this kind of food, never interlarded with 

any kind of insect life. One gardener, a week ago, got desperate, and 

defied the law for protection to European spatrows. He had gn acre of 

cholee oats that he was cultivating for seed, Being clotce food, the 
sparrows made a descent upon them, as hé says, * by the thousands.” 

The oats were fast didappearing, so he brought out the old shot-gun, 

The first fire into the flovk brought down twenty-nine sparrows, the 

second shot forty more; at the third shot twenty-eight sparrows fell, 

and at the fourth and last shot, twelve more were killed, making In all, 

the result of four sliots, 109 hirds, After the fourth shot the varlets 

lefl to seek pastures new. Grangers, organize your “ sparrow clubs,’ 
«= Es 

A Nuw Satmom,—Mr. Hallock, editor of this paper, while 

fishing on the Au Sable River in Michigan, last month, dis- 

covered what he believes to be a hybrid between the grayling 
and the sucker, and has sent a specimen in alcohol to the 

Smithsonian Institution, accompanied by the following letter : 
At SaBLe River, Mich,, Aug, 22, 1575. 

Professor Spencer F, Baird, Smithsonian: 
DEAR SIR—Michigan, in whose waters the grayling was so \ecently 

found, seems to be the home of another salmoid uot hitherto described, 

which is apparently a bybrid between the grayling and sucker. T for- 

ward a specimen in alcohol by express. 
To fishermen on the Au Sable River it ig known as ‘ pllot- 

fish,’ a name derived, so far as I can ascertain, from iis 

habit of preceding the whitefish im thet fall and spring ar 

rivals at the mouth of this river, which empties into Lake Huron, In 

summer itis found in mi(l-stream in deep holes or basins having a 

white clay botlom, where itis seenin company with suckers, chnbs, 

dace, stone rollers, and prayling, ihe last of which it closely resembles 

in shape, color, fin atrangement, and many specific characterising. It 

possesses, however, the mouth of the sticker, and, haying no teeth, is 

not predacious. It does not take the hook, éndits food seems, from 

microscopic examination, to be principally larva. It atcends the 

Au Sable Jate in the fall and spawns in February, according to the 

statements of riparian dwellers. A great Many are speared abont that 

time. Specimens which T opened contained spawn which inilicated 

maturity at that date. The eges were one-sixteenth of an inch in di- 
ameter. Grayling spawn in March and April, Whether a trae fish or 

a hybrid, the pilot-tish evidently reproduces and propagates. Tsend 

Another fells me they attack 

lady readers to is this: an arrangement that may be called a 
‘‘monotone of flowers.” By this I mean to express the ar 
ranging of flowers all of the one color, but of all shades of 
that color, and should my words be considered out of keep- 
ing, I shield myself under this plea and precedent; I have 
seen certain pictures, catalogued as symphonies in gray, 
harmonies in red and yellow, and when great artists thus 
employ words to express their meaning, humbly following 
in their footsteps I do the same, 

Accident first taught me the chaste beauty of a monotone 
of flowers. Gathering some ordinary garden blossoms for 
in-door decoration, I was struck by the gorgeous beauty of 
a handful of Nasturtiums, and resolyed to try the effect of 
using these flowers and a little foliage alone. The blossoms 
were in profusion and furnished every tint of yellow, from 
the palest lemon to the deepest orangc, Some were blotched 
on the petals with a dark crimson patch, others of ao self- 
color were almost scarlét, others again pure, unstreaked 
maize-color; someé a deep orange-brown, almost black atthe 
base of their petals. The varieties, indeed, were too numer- 
ous to remember, but one striped red and yellow was quite 
noyel and was christened Tiger. Gathering a large basket- 
ful of flowers, choice was made of a large blue and white 
china bow] of a Japanese pattern, cranes flying over 1m- 
possible mountains, and so on. In this bowl an ordinary 
slass goblet was placed, and, filling each with water, filled 
both with flowers. ‘The effect was fine, and to soften the 
gorgeousness of such a brilliant mass a few sprays of 
Maiden-hair Fern and Maurandia were added and allowed 
to droop over the lower flowers. It was necessary lo arrange 
the blooms very lightly. When completed the pyramid was 
magnificent; so much, indeed, did it brighten up the room, 
and centre ultention upon its beauty, that again, following 
the example of artisis who, to avoid a too gliring effect of 
one color, place the same in minor quantities in another part 
of their picture, I arranged the same flowers in smaller 
yases on the mantel-piece and side-table and found my 
monotone of flowers a perfect success. ‘'he dull corners of 
the foom were positively lit up by the brilliancy of the blos— 
soms, which cam2 out, in bold relief against the pale drab 
which was the prevailing tint of the walls. In making choice 
of flowers the aspect of the room ought to be taken into con- 
sideration, Bright summer Roses would lovk superb and 
imparl a warm tone to a dull apartment, as did the Nastur- 
tiums, while a room open to much sunlight might have 
freshness and coolness suggested by a monotone of flowers 

J. J. in all {he yarious shades of blue. 
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JAPANESE GARDEN PLANTS. 

VHERE is no country 0 rich in desirable plants which are 

suited to our climate as Japan—witness the yast number of 

shrubs, flowers and evergreens which have thal distinguishing 
appelative, Japonica; and there is no country in which srti- 
ficial gardening is universally carried to such lengths. The 
showy aud beautiful Lilium speciosum in its many forms 
decks the woodlands and hill sides, and the lovely Lilium 
auratum is grown as a vegetable, the bulbs heing used as we 
would Jerusalem artichokes, and the variety of other Lilies 
and kindred plants which flourish in this country is endless. 
The Chrysanthemum is the national flower aud grows to a 
gigantic size, as well as in many curious tasselated and other 
forms now familiar to us, A convenlional representation of 
it isthe crest of the Mikado, and the flower and stall both ap- 
pear on their new coinage, where it divides {he honor with 
the Paulownia iimperialis or Kiri, which, on account of the 
distinctness of its annual rings, was formerly used for meas- 
uring periods, being planted at the birth of a prince and cut 
down at his death, when the number of rings gave the years 
of bis age. Its wood is distinguished by its extreme dryness, 
a valuable property in a climate that is damp for a great part 
of the year, and it is therefore used for sword-scabbards and 
boxes for the preservation of articles liable to rust. ‘The 
Sacura or double-flowering Oherry (Prunus pseudo-cerasus), 
is cultivated everywhere for the beauty of its flowers, as Is 
also the dwarf double-flowered Almond (Prunus sinensis). 
The fruit-bearing Cherry is almost unknown, and one cannot 

the following description : 
Length of specimen, 13 in.; weight, 644 04. 
Fin formola—D 12, A12,C 20, P14,V10, Do. of Grayling—D 40, A §, 

€ 20, P 14, V 10. 

Specific_Characteristics of Pilot-fish—Head, about, one-Dfih length of 

body; length of snout equals diameter of eye; depth of body equals 

length of head; dorsal, about the middle of body; second dorsal, aci- 

pose; caudal, deeply forked; scales, one-eighth inch in diameter; month, 
sucker-like, and when open measures three-eighths of an inch verti 

cally. 
Color—Olive green on back, shading to white with purplish tints on 

sides; belly, white; dorgal and caudal tins, olive green; other fins 

yellowish brown or saffron. 

some with other dogs, 
pear on the grounds, that is if he is of their size. A pitched 

Tt bears a general resemblance to the grayling, except that lt has no 

metallic black spots on the sides, Its dorsal fin is small, pointed and 

withont variegated colors, Caudal and vertical fins precisely like those 

of a grayling ; ventral and anal like those of a sucker; scales, same as 

in grayling. Flesh fairly edible, but softens quicker than the grayling, 

Tam indebted to L. H. Fitzhugh, Esq., of Bay Cify, and Leu Jewell, 

our expert boatman, for ald in securing this fish, I shall be pleased 

to have you identify the specimen and send your reply fo the ForesT 
AND STREAM, to which I have forwarded a copy of this letter. 

T remain yery truly yours, GHAS. HaLLudg, 
Exl. FOREST AND STREAM: 

AVoodland, Harm and Garden, 

ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWERS. 

LLOW me to supplement the interesting and instructive 

remarks of your correspondent, August 22, on 

« Blowers in the City,” with a few thoughts that haye oc- 

curred tome. While artistic gardening is becoming more 
and more popular, and the contrasting or blending of colors 

with a view to effect is gaining inercased attention; while 

the art of dinner-table decoration is becoming almost a special 
study, and window decorations receive no mean share of the 
florist’s attention—the homely, yet pleasing and beautifying 

custom of placing vase bouquets in rooms is becoming 

neglected. At our receptions, dinners and parties the epergne 

and the boutonniere are always well considered, tle mass— 
ing of flowers on mantel and in the fire-places, the festooning 
of pier glasses, etc, with smilax, and grouping of autumn 
and fern leaves in brackets and on walls is by no means 
overlooked; but vases of flowers as every-day matters ave in- 
teresting to all, for they beautify home for those who live in 
jt, and give an air of cheerfulness and pleasure to the rooms 
which cannot but have its eflect on the oceasiona) callers 
whose taste has not yet led them to think of such decora- 
tions. Flowers of all descriptions are as fitting an ornament 
in the house of the artisan as in the palace of the millionaire, 
and they impart an air of refinement to every room in which 
they are placed, and their tasteful arrangement should re- 
ceive a due amount of care. ) 

That which I most wish to draw the attention of your 

sions, picnics and frolics. rp 
bacco receptacles, spirit cases, and picnic baskets, the whole 

py side in flower pots. 

give a Japanese a greater treat than a dish of fine cherries: No 
one who has examined Japanese porcelain, lacquer-ware, stuffs 
or colored prints can have filed to observe what an important 
part the double-flowering cherry (all flowers and no lenves) 
and the parti-colored, cut-leaved and variegated Maple foliage 
play in their landscapes and decorations. The early spring, 
when the country is ablaze with the blos--ms of the double- 
flowered Cherry and Almond, is a time for universal excur- 

With their portable fire-boxes, to- 

family goes afield and makes a day of it. The Japanese hunt 
as earnestly after botanical novellies as any of us. It seems 
strange to them that we think so much of # table vegetable 

like Lilium auralum, but an secomplished Japanuse in the tn- 
{erior of the country, who was taking an American friend over 
his house and showing him priceless old china and laquer, 
sword-blades and ivory carvings, finally exhibited as a great 

curiosity an ordiuary soda water bottle (glass is nol common 

in Japan); and bringing lim into his garden, which was a 

little paradise of fantastically-trained (rees, flowers, rockeries 
and cascades, expected supreme admiration for a plant of 
variegated Kale and an English Daisy—an ever-blooming 

Chrysanthemum, he called it—which were languishing side 

The Hennel. 
TRAITS OF THE ENGLISH MASTIFF. 

Batu, England, Aug. 8, 1878. 
Eprron Forrsy snp StRHAM: E 

It will give me great pleasure to give you what information 
I can in regard to my mastifis. My breed 1 belicye is a good 

and choiee one, I have Sa pleat exhibited in local beuch 

shows, but never in the London or Manchester exhibitions. I 
have quite a number of prizes. Still as far as the points go 

which determine the excellence of a show dog, Lam afraid 
that a great many animals inferior in intelligence to mine 
would have showered on them the encomiums of the judges. 
Still the dogs I have have a fair local celebrity, and 1 can dis- 
pese of all the puppies Lean rear, when six months old, at 
from £8 to£10. I have not had any for sale for (he last three 
years, aud all yet to come are engaxed for some time. I read 
i great deal in your American papers about tramps. I haye a 
small place, which lies on a main route, and during certain 
seasons this road is thronged by dubious characters, Your 

tramps may be worse than ours. We never hear of any acts of 
real violence, still, pilfering is not uncommon among our wan- 
dering classes. Tt is to protect outlying districts that my 
dogs are useful. The breed of dogs I have must be fully fifty 
years old in my neighborhood, as my father kept them. The 
distinguishing trait is their courage, sense and discrimination. 
The dogs seem to have a power of perception. What I prize 
them for is this curious trait, they have command over their 
tempers, I can explain this by the following circumstances : 
Johnny is a mastiff some six years old. Last spring a 
tinker by trade, and a thief, 1 am afraid, by profession, was 
making across a field of mine. Trespass, of course, is not al- 
lowed in England, but as my field had no growing crops the 
harm the man could do was not much, Johnuy disputed his 
passage through the hedge. The man took a stone and threw 
itat thedog. It was nota large stone, and was not thrown with 
violence, though it struck the dog. Jubnny did not seem to 
mindit. Though quick to fight, somehow the dog never 
showed any anger. He did not bark nor eyen growl then, bul 
kept passing backward and forward within ten feet of the 
man, his head only hulf turned toward the aggressor. Pres- 
ently the fellow, being emboldened, pulled out a siske from 
the hedge, Jobony did not allow him to sirike. He went 
up deliberately to the man, without a growl, almost at his or- 
dinary gait, and seized hold of hisarm and held him. The 
man’s cries brought some of my people, and the fellow was 
released, Of course the print of the dop’s tueth was in the 
man’s arm, but not decp. If the man had been yiolent, the 
dog would certainly have mnde his teeth meet. All the breed 
secm to understand that watchfulness is what is required of 
them. If TI bring a stranger with me to the Louse in the day- 
time the dog will eye him carefully and will follow him for a 
little while, seeminy to wish to take in his whole appearan ce. 
Should he go out alone for the first day or so, the dog will 
accompany lim at a polite distance. Ifthe guest went out 
at night, and the dogs were not tied up, they might stick 
closer to him than he would like. 
_ Imusti say that Johnny's conduct in regard to the fair sex 
is courtesy itself, Occasionally at a word from my daughter, 
this dog will goa niile lo meet a young lady, a friend of the 
house, and escort her along the road and grounds. He pays 
no attention to anything that don’t wear pantaloons, nor to 
children. All the little ones, whether friends of his or 
strangers, might do what they pleased, stroll all over the 
grounds, and he would remain indifferent. I neyer knew 
him to growl ata child, In fact the whole breed are very 
silent when al liberty, but when chained then they are decided. 
ly noisy of night, which is more or lesa objectionable. I 
have found that bitches were o trifle more cross than the 
dogs, and required checking. Of course the peculiar instinct 
of these animals helps them a great deal, but their natural 
qualities are improved by judicious training, I do not allow 
the dogs to be handled. ‘hey are tanght not to wander nor 
leave the place. In feeding them but one or two people cara 
for them. Indiscriminate acquaintance hurts them. Rarely 
if éver do they come into the house. The members of the 
house and the family they soon know and never forget. 
Johnny’s father, old Roderick, [think cared more fora brother 
of mine than for me. My brother was an invalid for some 
ears, and could barely walk a hundred yards without resting. 
Rod knew his manner so well, that, after trotting along some 
distance, Rod would crouch on the ground and seem to indi- 
cate to my brother that that exact place was where he was to 
rest. ‘The dog would remain sometimes all night under his 
window. Ilhayetwo such animals, a dog and a bitch, but it 
is the dog that does the watch and guard. One graye objec- 
tion to these dogs which I must state, is that they are quarrel- 

It is very unsafe for an animal to ap- 

battle two often ensues, and the adversary is mostly routed. 
If what I have written interests you I willgive you some time 
later other traits of these mastiffs. - I, B, 

——— 

Tun Trur Story or Pepi¢reE.—We have received from 

Mr. John R. Robinson, of Sunderland, the following letter in 
regard to pedigree, which we cheerfully give place to in our 

columns. 
clusively that Mr. Robinson raised Pedigree : 

The late Mr. Layerack's letters seem to show con- 

SunDERLAND, Aug. 18, 1878. 
Eprron Ferist anDSTEEAM: 

There being an attempt to disprove that I bred Pedigree 
and his sisters Magnet and Fairy IL, ete., [bez to inclose some 
of my lamented and departed friend, E. Luverack’s, letiers 
bearing directly on the subject and leave the matter in your 
hands, as I consider comment supertiuous. I have many 
moré letters on the subject, some proving, if possible, more 
conclusively that I bred the setters in dispute. Tf you have a 
catalogue of the Crystal Palace Dog Show for 1876 look at 
the open class for Buglish setters and you will see that 1 ex- 
hibited Ned and Fairy, Mr. Layerack exhibiting Pedigree, wll 
of the sare litter, namely, ont of my Daisy by Victor, he by 
Dash-Moll, and that Mr. Laverack entered Padigwe as bred 
hy me. What further proof is needed? The above three 
dogs were the créeaus of the litter. ‘Those in America were 
called Fred, Amy sod Mag or Maggie, and were changed to 
Pedigree, Pairy 17, and Magnet, Tmay say that Mr. Layverack 
and I bred setters together and that I pliced all Daisy's litter 
at his disposal except Ned, which was the gem. li may be 
interesting to learn that I have a son of Daisy (dam of Pedi- 
gree) that I consider by far the best stud setter that I know 
of; heismuch larger than Pedigree, with more bone and 
substance, and even more elegant looking. Heis by Prince, 
Daisy’s sire. Golor, lemon and white, and better marked than 
Pedigree. My fine bitch, Bluv Cora (the late Mr. Laverack’s 
Nellie), sister to Blue Belle, has had one litter to him, and ere 
this reaches you she will have given birth to her second litter. 
Mr. Walker, the judge, and a friend of Mr. L.’s, has a brace 
of the first litter. ‘Trusting that all concerned and interested 
in the Pedigree dispute will be satisfied, 

[Lam yours faithiully, Joun Rumrorp Rosryson. 

BROUGHALL, WHITCHURCH, SALor, Feb, 2, 1876, 
Dey My. Robinson—Inclugea you receive & Gheck for the palr of 

puppies, viz., for £52 103,—that is, fifty guineas. You mnsf continue to 
flo Justice io Ned, a4 J consider him the cream of the Miter, AmyT 
will send for wheo I bear from my American iriend. ‘The price will be 
twenty-five guingas, same a6 the palr purchased. The American 
wiehea much to Haye elther Ned or one of my bine bitches, but you 
must nor sell Ned. nur will I sell either of my blue bitches at any 
price. Acknowledge receipt of check. I and the doge arriyed safe, 
and found Gora and her family all well, 

Believe me to be, yours most riaverely, Hi, LAyrracr. 

BroveGHact, WeITcHUACH, March 2, 1876, 
Dear Mr. Rabinaon—I have received the baskets, and ule the keys. 

They age just the thing, and I hope the two canine Lravelers will 
urrive safe and give every satisfaction. I have had them out daily 
ond win meh pleased with Fred, He will really make a slashing und 
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very handsome fog, and is a setter al) over. Ife bad a dark nose and 
eyes, like Fairy, he would be # grand unimal. [think he will please 
and ilo you greal Creditas the breeder. Mag has grown much, but her 
tail epolls her. 1 haye no dyubt she will, if well handled, be a clipper. 
Tthink Ned's body coat will please judges better by being aionth than 
Wavy, alihough Llike a wayy coat. If he gets a sufficiency of long 
init on tail aud legs he will take the eyes of Judges. He ls a, very fine 
dog, aud if his head dses—that is, If his body grows ond drowns his 
Tatiner heavy breadth of hexd—he will be hard to beat, £ think I 
should try Victor ugalu.und run the chance of a dark nose, 
Yours truly, KH, DAVERAGK, 

—+ $+ —____ 

Tau Surer Question.—Hditer Forest and Strewm: In 
response to your request for information in regard to bitches 
worrying sheep, Isend you the following facts: The Hon. 
W. CO. Hammatt, of Howland, Me., once owned a magnificent 
black Newfoundland biteh, which pot only killed the neigh- 
bors’ sheep, but even her own master's, in the barnyard. 
She beeame so sayage that ber master was obliged to keep her 
constantly chamed, and, finding he would be obliged to kill 
her, he possessed one of her pups to supply her place, One 
night, when the youngster was about nine months old, its 
mother sueceeded in gelling her head ouf of the collar, and, 
taking the pup, repaired toa small island st the mouth of the 
Sebois, on which a Mr, Roberts was pasturing a flock of 
twenty sheep, among which was a yery lanze buck, OF these 
the two dogs killed fifteen outright, and mangled the others 
so badly that thres of them had toe be butchered, one ewe 
and the old huek alone surviving. The latter made such a 
pallant and desperate fight in defence of his flock thal the 
biteh was tinable to get home, and the pup was in nearly as 
bad condition as his mother. The havoe wus at first sujyposed 
to be done by bears, but the tracks on the wet sand of the 
beach were clearly those of dogs, and on being followed up 
the culprits were discovered more dead than alive. Mr. Bam- 
mialt promptly paid the damage, and as promptly immolated 
“Old Penella” on thie altar of bis wrath. The pup was never 
known to so within arod of a sheep afterwards. I can youch 
for the above facts, but am bound ty state that in the course 
of a long ¢xpenience among sheep-killing dogs it is the only 
instance of a bitch attacking sheep that has ever fallen under 
my observation, PENOBSCOT. 

Columbus, Nevada, Aug. 22, 1878. 
“ee 

Pongers Loses A Duan Lirroe Frissp—Zditor Forest 
and Stream: Wnseouced in my old leather easy chair, in slip- 
pers, with my brown old meerschaum, I settled myself down 
this evening for a qu‘et smoke, and opened the last number 
of the Porusr AND STREAM and prepared to enjoy the perusal 
of its columns, As | jurned its pages I was pleased to find 
in the communication of **G. L. a.” a sympathising and con- 
geuial spirit. I was glad io see that a kindred soul appreci- 
ated my views on the intelligent; companionship of dogs, I 
say to 'G. L. A,,” “ Let us shake.” But my soul is sad to- 
night, and **G. L. A.” will appreciate and understand my 
sorrow when I say that one of my dearest little pets died last 
might, Poor little Prince! THe was a lovely dog, and had 
been wont to coil himself up in my lap evenings us I smoked 
andyvead. A week ago he began to droop and pine, and look- 
ing up mn tay face with sad, meaning eyes, said: ‘Lam sick. 
Can you not do something for me?” I took down ‘Stone- 
henge” and ‘Hallock’s Sportsman’s Gazetteer,” and sought 
Some remedy to fit the case. T conld find no parallel descrip- 
tion of poor Prince's silments. I tried varions remedies, 
called ina friend of experience, but the disease baffled our 
efforts and the poor dog continued to get worse. Last eyen- 
ing I broushi, hint in and lid him on the sofa, wrapped him 
in warm blankets. But he was restless, and groaned; and as 
Tat by him and smoothed down his silken ringlets, he would 
rais¢ his head, and looking up with his two large, lustrous 
eyes appealingly, seemed to Understand that his end was near. 
About twelve o'clock le essayed to rise, and creeping into my 
Tap, raised his head and tried to reach my face, which he 
Nieked, and placing his little paws around my neck, gave one 
conyulsive shudder and fell back dead, with his eyes fixed 
on mine. Covering him up with a shawl, I sat the sad hours 
of the nicht through, and at sunrise buried him under a rose- 
bush in the garden. To-night I am sitling here sadly with a 
cloud of sorrow upoa my heart. And how much T miss that 
little dog none who has not learned to love such a little pet 
can know. Ishall miss his joyous bark of welcome when I 
come home at night, and his winning ways. He was only a 
little dog, it is trie, but he loved me and I loved hin. ‘* How 
tidiculous!” will some unsympathizing reader exclaim, ‘ to 
waste so much sentiment on a dog.” Not so will my friend 
“G. L. A.,” say, imagine, for he at least will appreciate my 
sorrow. It 1s true 1 have other dogs, and little Nelly Bly is 
sitting at my feet, with beseeching eyes, trying vainly to at- 
tract my attention, and says plainly, ‘‘ Let me take the place 
of poor Prince.” But no, little girl ; you areg nice little doggy, 
but you are not Prince—not to-night, Nelly, It is too soon. 

“G. L. A,” will find papers to his initial address at the 
post. office. , PopGERS. 
Son Francisco, Aug. 26, 1878. 

a A Ses 
OyrLugyce oF Preyrous Sirus.—Hrom an exceedingly in- 

telligent article in the Zzve Stock Gazette, we take the follow- 
ing: 

With regard to dogs, some interesting facts have fallen 
under my notice, which may prove to be both useful and en- 
terfaining to those interested. I possessed a thorouzhbred 
Collie dog and bitch; the latter had already littered several 
fimes, the puppies heing thoroughbred. However, on one 
occasion, the bitch got lined by a mongrel greyhound, which 
was killed very shortly after this event (the circumstance 
tool place after the collie had been lined by the dog of her 
own breed). In due course of time she pupped, four of the 
offspring being black-and-tan, resembling tbe collie, while 
three were of the bluish color and build of the mongrel grey- 
hound, impossible to mistake. 'The collie bitch remained in 
my possession for years after the time referred to, and was 
never lined agam by any other dog than the collie, yet not 
one litter did she have subsequent to the greyhound’s death, 
without throwing one or more pups bearing an undeniable re- 
semblance to the mongrel. In conclusion, I may add that 
most stoctk-breeders know only too well, and often to their 
cost, thal animals, whether mares, cows, slieep or dozs, will 
throw back; therefore, when I take into consideraljon the 

_ Practical experience both of others and myeelf in such mat- 
lers, I cannot agree with the comparative few who think that 
“after the production of offspring from quadrupeds, no con- 
céptive influence of previous sires retain,” as stated in an 
article in the Live Stock Jeurnal, of May 10, by Mr, Frith, 
who also mentions un instance of & gray pony being served by 
a niale ass, and subsequently by horses; after which he goes 
ou to say that the foals got by the latter had no appearance of 
the ass, ‘not even the long ears.’ It has certainly come 
under my cognizance in muny cases that mares, alter throw- 
ing mule foals, have thrown perfect horse foals; but these 

mains in almost intamerable instances to a ve 

instances do not disprove the well-known fact among a numer- 
ous class of practical stock-breeders, that (he conceptive in- 
fluence of previous sires mos} certainly and undeniably re- 

marked ex- 
Qrorce BrauMona. 

boy SS ee 

Sares,—Mr. T. A. Fowler has purchased for Mr. John 
Gibb, of Orange, N. J., Dash, a lemon and white pointer. 
Dash was one of the Boston prize winners. 
i 

SAnm or Dream ann Serron.—J. Addison Smith, Esq., of 
Baltimore, has disposed of the pair to Mr. B. A, Willard, of 
Jonesboro, I1,, for $500. Dream has been already shipped. 
Sefton remains with the Baltimore Kennel Club to be thor- 
oughly broken, Mr. Amos Kelley has charge of Sefton, and 
he will have him ready by the 1st of December. 

++ = 

Wue.rs,—Hast Aurora, N. ¥., Aug. 29.—Mr. John W. 
Perry’s Gordon setter Belle whelped four dogs, one bitch, 
Aug. 17, by Turk, formerly of Chicago. 

Washington, D, @., Sept. 1.—C. I. Keller’s orange and 
white setter Bird whelped to Duke eight dogs and four 
hitches, 

tent. 

—_———__ 6 > 

Names Cratmen.—C. L. Weller claims the name of Glenroy 
and Leonora for his black and white pups. 
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CRUISE OF THE NEW YORK YACHT 

CLUB. 

(CononuDED. ) 

LL day Thursday, Aug. 15, there was so httle wind that 
the favo divisions of the feet, Rambler, Dreadnaught, 

Histelle and Recreation at Tarpaulin Cove, and the rest at 
Holmes’ Mole, remained at anchor, their crews mostly en- 
gaged in fishing, In the eyening word was passed to get un- 
aer way early next morning, and make for Newport again. 
The yachts in Tarpaulin Cove hove up at half-past five Fri- 
day morning, Dreadnaught pavling company off Cutty Hunk 
to have some fishing. stelle and Rambler kept on their 
course, and after a fair day's sail came to in Newport Harbor 
at 2b, 30m, and 3h. 10m. Pp. w. The other division, under 
Commodore Kane, made sail at, 6:50 4. mM. the same day, with 
the wind light from 8. W. and the tide on the last of the 
flood. Volante had Recreation and Hugene (Capt. Clarence 
1. Grown), Jately added to the squadron, as her special an- 
tagonists. Viren, Regina and Active formed unother class by 
themselves, while Vision and Grucie proposed tackling each 
other. Among the second class schooners were Clio and 
Foam, and Intremd and Restless among the keels. Volante 
was first_ to pay around; the rest followed close astern, ex- 
cepting #’oam, who was delayed some ten minutes, All set 
clubs and jib topsails, Passing West Chop, Regina and 
Vision were in the lead, with WVereid, Active, Intrepid, Rest- 
less and Clo close aboard, and Madeleine, Pision, Hugenie, 
Volante, Recreation, Gracie and Foam forming a second di- 
vision astern, Clio drew ahead, but lost ground upon making 
a beard to the southward, and it took her a couple of hours 
to make good the difference. The day was just one to suit 
her, though, and so she again came out ahead of the lot, 
Toward noon, when off Tarpaulin Cove, Viven had worked 
out ahead, followed hy Regina, Vision and Clio. To leeward 
were the Wereid, Itestless and Active. The wind veered to 
the west and fell light, showers often killing what there was 
of it. Cle got a streak of wind and closed up on the smaller 
craft ahead, but was led by quite a distance, passing the Sow 
and Pigs Lightship, by both Viren and Ieging. As soon as 
sheets were eased off, Gracie seemed to be doing better, for 
she ran hy Vision. Onthe wind they seemed pretty evenly 
matched, though Gracie had a foul bottom at the 
time. Both indulged in a Jluffiing match, which 
was ended by Gracie slipping through the other's 
lee after they had gone far out of their course. 
Wereid in the meantime had chosen the passage through 
Wood's Hole and has a rapping tide to shove her along. She 
dif so well that when the rest fetched into port they, much to 
their astonishment, found her quietly riding at her anchorage. 
Olto let go at Oh. 48m., preceded hy Vive some 34m. 40s., 
RKeging next at 5h. 48m. 30s,, Madeleine 6h. 10m., Gracie 6h. 
10m, 808., Vision Gh. 20m., Intrepid Th. 30m,, Active Th, 40m., 
the rest not timed. Aegina carried away ber topmiast, or she 
would have given a better account of herself, Commodure 
Kane informed Mr. Johnson Gilpin, secretary of the Citizens’ 
Committee, that the club was compelled to decline the offer 
of a *‘ Citizens’ Cup,” as the fleet would disband. The offer, 
however, would be kindly remembered by them. We have 
already made some remarks concerning the donation of this 
cup, and think that 1f-the committee will follow our sugges- 
tions they will meet with a more satisfactory result next sea- 
son. It washext day resolyed to dishand, and many of the 
yachts then went off cruising on their individual responsibili- 
ties. The commodore and officers have done much through 
their zeal in organizing and carrying out the programme so 
successfully to justify the congratulations they received upon 
thé happy termination of the croise. It was to be regretted 
that so little windward work was putin by the fleet, as nearly 
the whole cruise may be termed 4 sail down-hill, and the real 
qualities of the craft and their captains were called into play 
only to a limited extent, The sailing proyed pretty con- 
clusively that off the wind at least, the keel boats are eralt 
nol to be despised, and that amoug the lightur schooners Clie 
is hard to beat, while in the first-class OClytie must be con- 
sidered as about the best on an average. ut, as we before 
suid, such lests as hese were are but meagre in their results, 
Volante deseryes a word of praise for the plucky and persist- 
ent manner in which Mr. Robert Center tools her, and the 
conseientions way in which she accompanied the big fellows 
from first gun to last. If Muriel had shown up a little more 
in company with others it would have helped solve the riddle 
Cutters vs. sloops, though just ont of the builders hands, with | 
the paint hardly dry, no one will blame her designer or owner 

from keeping aloof until she is in trim to enable her skipper 
to get all ont of her that there is in her. Dreadnaught is 
certainly to be classed among the finest and fastest of our 
seaworthy schooners, and her equalis not in commission this 
year. Intrepid did very well, and came up to the intentions 
of her owner, for no one will deny but that she is a whole- 
some, able and fairly fast craft, jist what she was designed 
for. Viston never got into a seaway or Gracié would have 
badly beaten her. <Acéioe proved hersvlf smart and handy, 
and the Zegina was exceedingly well handled, fact, by the 
way, fo which she owes much of her success. The cruise of 
the N, Y. Y. ©. may well bc pointed as an examiple for others 
to follow next year. 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Nanasser Reearra.—Mr. Weiter: The second Union 
Regatta of the Nahasset Yacht Club was sailed Saturday 
off Pleasant Beach, Cobasset, and was by tar the most 
successful race Of the season in our waters. The 
entries numbered one hundred and four, of which 
ahout seventy started. he day opened auspicouly 
wilh a light southeast breeze, which, as the hour for starting 
drew nigh, veered more to the south and blew very fresh, At 
a quarter past one o'clock the preparatory gun was fired for 
the first-class centreboards and keels tu come into line; and 
after a short delay, arising from the difficulty of getting so 
many boats into line, the second gun was fired for the start, 
and off they all went in a buneh, wind abeam, and lugging all 
the sail each one could carry The second-class centrehoards 
then lost no time in getting In line, and were soon dispatched 
after the larger class, many of them reefed and laying over 
well before the breeze, which by (his time was very fresh and 
squally. The third-class centreboards and second-class keels 
then came into lire and were soon flyingafierthe rst, These 
yachts all sailed the same course, which was nine miles in 
length and at times pretty rough, giving some of the smaller 
craft, quite a shaking aud preventing a number of timid 
skippers from completing the course. Next came the sprcial 
class for very small yachis, of which there were a preat many, 
and, as they started on their short course in shore, they 
looked from a distance as if they were all sail and no boat. 
When a:l were started the sight was as pretty as could be de- 
sired, and in fact the number of starters was greater than in 
any club race ever sailed here. Besides the racing boats, the 
bay was filled wiih larger yachts, some at anchor and some 
sailing oyer the course, and all full of interested spectators. 
The beach and all available points on shore were also lined 
with spectators, and the steamer Mose Sindish carried a large 
party over the course. When the race was about balf com- 
pleted the breeze suddenly died away, and, after several yery 
uncertain puffs, came ont very light from the southwest, and, 
as is usual in such cases, fayored some of the yachts more 
than others, but did not materially alter the result, although 
it enabled many unfortunates to explain why they did not 
win. The Maney in the second class, and the Psyche in the 
third both lost. their masts early in the race, the Psyehe's 
going short off at the deck, As both these yachts bad hollow 
masts it gave those who do not believe in their strength a 
chance to crow. There were several minor accidents, buf 
otherwise the race went off ina highly satisfactory manner, 
much being due to the efforts of Mr, Tower, who kindly al- 
lowed his yacht to be used as judges’ boat, and who welcomed 
the yachtsmen and (heir friends on board in a most cordial 
manner. The times of the three leading boats in each class 
are given below. Judges: E. D. Pelers, J. P. Hawes, Jr., 
A. A. H. Meredith, W. Lloyd Jeffries and E, H. Hawes: 

FIRST-CLASS CHNTREBOARNS. 
Unrrected 

Time. Length, 
Names. Owners, HH. M. 8B ft, in, 

Fanchion . Arthur Burgess 1 17 26 9 Ob 
Holly J. BF. sheppard 1 19 &3 26 #38 
Eva... T, M. Smith, 1 23 18 25 «4 

FIRST-OL. 

Olyde,....-.,--.-..Dillingbam & Bond........ 1 25 18 at 6 
.... W, L, Anderson ......-..- $1 03 a3 0 

1 39 2% 0 

45 is Oo 
37 Ww 0 
16 20 8 

SRCOND-CLAS8 KEELS, 1 
.». ©. A, Perkins... 41 (@?)2% 4 

aw G, Chamoers 09 23°92 
4 .E, A. Kanzom,. 25 16 

First prize not decided until /airy is measured, 

THIED-CLASS CENTREROARDS. 
Dolly Varden......A. B, Clevyerly.......+---.. Bos 16 0 
BE R8l@ sss cence G. P. Upham, Jr.,... pal dt 16 «(0 
Sem Mew,..s5-..-G. P. HOwe,.seae---s 50) 16 10 

SPEOIAL CLASS, 

Frolic ... H. M. Knowles. ~1 OF 08 12 (0 
Charlotte., eo. Garraway. Ral ip e3k; 12 66 
Flora Lee., . A, Borden,... « J 1 55 12 6 

F. 
Brooktyn Yaour Cxrun.—Owine to the paucity of yachts 

Teady to join the squadron of the Brovklyn Yacht Club for 
the annual cruise, this event has fallen through, ‘The yachts 
were to have met Monday, August 26, at Glen Cove, bnt only 
Madeleine and Kate were on hand, Commodore Wallack 
being indisposed, did not put in an appearance, bor was the 
flagship present. Word had been sent throuvh the club's 
secretary to the yice-commodore to take charge, but nothing 
came of it. This is to be regretted, but we must confess the 
failure was not entirely unexpected. he date was fixed too 
late in. the season, Most yachtsmen had already taken part 
in the previous cruises of the Seawanhahka, Atlantic and New 
York yacht chibs, and the vacation of many was at an end} 
The calls of business were omnipotent, and but few craft 
could be gathered at the rendezvous. Moreover, others had 
left these latitudes and were scattered along the coast down 
Hast, unwilling to give up their private cruising for the sake 
of going over the same ground again withiu the narrow con- 
fines of the Sound, which, by the way, 1s becomi: ¢ just a 
little too tedious to do more than once or twice a season 
‘Phe Corinthian spirit is seeking fields and pastures new. and 
will not readily be pent up within the set limits of « hundred 
miles or so of mill pond sailiag, Which club will be the 
first to break the casi-iron custom of a cruise up the Sound 
and show the stuff it is made Of by changing its course next 
year and heading to the south? 

Tre Yawr Rid.—Great curiosity was manifested to see 
how the 2uwzon would sail in her new dandy rig, ane she sur- 
prised everybody by the manner in which she behaved. It 
was said she never sailed so well before, and never looked 
better, ‘The new rig is certainly very becoming to her and 
certainly yery convenient.—Pavifte Life. 

Buyrrty YAonr Orus.—The forty-third regatta of this club 
and the third championship regatta ot the year will be sailed 
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at Beverly Saturday, September 7. Champion pennants will 
be awarded to first yachts in, irrespective of size. They he- 
come the property of the boats winning them the oftenest dur- 
ing the season. Other prizes will be awarded, with time al- 
lowance. Start, flying. Regatta Committee: Messrs. G. P. 
Gardner, J. G. Minot. J.T. Coolidge, G. P, Upham, Jr., and 
W. Lloyd Jeffries. The champion pennants haye been won 
by FWanchon and Ariel in the first class, and by Psyche and 
Mirage in the third class, so far. 

Batrmore Yacut Cuvzr.—This club, with its headquarters 
at Baltimore, Md., has elected the following officers for the 
ensuing year: Pres., J. Blackley; Vice-Pres., W. Colvin; 
Treas., F.. Enled; Sec., F. Hoffman, The annual regatta 
takes place September 12. Course, Merry Bar to Seyen-foot 
Knoll and return. 

SEA Crursive wy Oatrrornta.—Casca, schooner, Dr. Merritt 
owner, has returned from her cruise tio the southward, along 
the California coast. She visited San Diego, Wilmington, 
Santa Barbara and other places. There is some life among the 
§. F. Y.C. Tt is from just such little cruises out in the open 
that we expect to see yachtsmen derive much benefit and ex- 
perience. For such cruises it is not necessary that one’s 
yacht should be a big fellow, like Dreadnaught, nor, for that 
matter, even as larre as Casco. The little ten or twenty ton 
craft, if properly modeled, will make a safe and comfortable 
cruiser, and could make the passage to Bermuda or to the 
South without fear and without haying to crawl along the 
coast on the look-out for a soft: spot or a harbor under her lee. 
Nor need able little clippers like Volante and Muriel pick 
their weather, lying at their moorings for days waiting for a 
fair spell and a smooth sea to flit to the next haven of refuge. 

QreENBAcks AND YAou? Dusten.—General Butler is, in the 
belief of some, a great light on rags for money- But he dis- 
poses of the question of yacht design alittle too summarily, 
rather too much after his fashion of dealing with irate indi- 
yiduals engaged in forcible opposition to the government, 
yelept rebels. When he says ‘* he keeps the America to show 
that naval architecture has not advanced in the last twenty- 
five years,” he overlooks the fact that he has failed to furnish 
the proofs of the correctness of his assertions. Now, will not 
the sailor-general trot ont his schooner and let her show 
her racing pennant at the start during the fall matches? 
We have tooled famous America ourselves, and know about 
what is in her. Af sea she can knock the starch out of 
any centre-board in our fleet, butin smooth water sheis hardly 
amatch for Olio, Madeleine, Clytie, et. al. In model, America 
comes near to what we desire to see more extensively in- 
dulged in among smaller craft. She is not spread out on the 
surface, but hasa good, deep body; in short, she has. some— 
thing under water as well as above. She is wonderfully easy 
in a sea-way which would jerk the sticks out of a Sound skim- 
mer, and if General Butler will be kind enough to instruct our 
young yachtsmen practically in yacht design, as wellas the 
public at large in the greenback issue, he need only bring her 
to the line for the Bennett cups this fall, or boldly issue a 
challenge to all comers. His duties as Governor-of-Massa- 
chusetts-in-prospect need not interfere, his sailing-master 
knows what tack he is on without Upton's Tactics standing 
on the quarter-deck taking sights at the sun over the fore- 
yard. ‘he General says he paid for his schooner in cash. Bo 
he did; $5,000 down at the steamboat wharf, U. 8. Naval 
Academy, Annapolis, Md., when she was auctioned off by 
the Government in 1869. ‘Now she is worth three times that. 
She has raced only twice since the alterations to her spars. 
Madeleine beat her in a turn to windward up the Sound, but 
America beat Rambler, we believe, in a match off the Isle of 
Shoals. She must put in more work to substantiate her 
owner's claim about naval architecture. 

Hont's"YAcurme Macazmvz.—Yachtsmen have been de- 
ploring the absence in America of a regular magazine devoted 
to yachting, but since the Forrsr anp STREAM fills the void 
we hear no more complaint. Need we add that amateur 
sailors have none but themselves to blame, if at any time 
their interests should appear neglected? Of all sportsmen 
they are the slowest to give support to any enterprise in their 
behalf. Too many seem disinclined to exert themselves to the 
extent required to read anything of a higher grade than 
gossip; others are, unfortunately for fhemselyes, too deeply 
immersed jn the -pursuit of the almighty dollar. Luckily, 
however, the skies seem to brighten, and a radical departure 
from the everlasting dyspeptic and consumptive desk- 
work in the counting-house has set in if we may 
judge from the very liberal support and many well- 
‘wishes bestowed upon us by the yachting public, It is 
a pleasant surprise, even to us, to note the increasing number 
of yachtsmen, especially among the younger ones of the 
brotherhood, who understand not only ‘‘the three plans,” but 
who are conversant as well with the higher walks in naval 
science. To them, centres, couples and balances, even 
curves representing figures geometrically, have Jost that mys- 
tery so perplexing and dumbfounding to the novice. Such 
adepts in naval design will at a glance detect the errors of the 
plans in Hunt's Magazine for August. Mr. E. Jackson, of 
Manila, offers to his readers an open boat, the Test, in com- 
petition with the Jabberwock, a craft peculiar to the neighbor- 
hood of Brighton, England. Mr. Jackson is led astray by the 
enticements of a high meta-centre, His design may be gen- 
erally characterized as one similar to that of an inferior ** jib- 
and-mainsail’’ model—broad, flat, and of yery light draft, 
not even supplied with a centreboard. He thinks such a boat 
would be safe and fast at sea; buf we need hardly point out to 
him American experience in this respect in maintenance of 
our decidedly adverse opinion of his design. The Vest would 
be about as palpable a failure as a sea boal as could well be 
imagined, and cannot compare in this respect with the Jab- 
berwook. She would not stay in a seaway, and, though as 
pointed out, very stable up to 25 degs., her stability is of s 
treacherous kind, for her ‘vanishing point” would hardly 
exceed 40 degs., or at most 50 degs., where she would inevi- 
tably spill her crew. If Mr. Jackson could glance over a file 
of American papers and see the large number of persons an- 
pually victims of the sea, in consequence of such faulty de- 
sign, he would hardly have yentured to bring out the Test as 
a sample of speed and safety in open water. As a smooth- 
swater racer she might do, though even then her lines are much 
jnferior to those of a Susie S., W. T. Lee ora W. &. Brown. 
An exceedingly light displacement and light draft boat con- 
stitutes about the worst imaginable craft to go to sca in, 
whatever other virtues she may possess. Mr. Jackson, origi- 
nally from America, we think, has evidently been a student 
of Mr. Griffith’s spread-on-top-of-the-water theories, but we 
doubt even if the author of the ‘‘ Progressive Shipbuilder” 
would countenance the extremity to which his theories have 
been carried in the Test. This desien is 22ft. load line, (it. 
Sin. beam, and about ft. Gin. average draft! She would 

‘FOREST AND STREAM. 
slide to leeward a good deal faster than she could be driven | G. Audubon, bow, D. De Long, 8. F. Knapp, dr., A. B. Wil= 

ahead in lumpy water. 
Union ReGatra orr StRAwBERRY Hi1n.—The Union Re- 

patta off Strawberry Hill, Nantasket Beach, was sailed Satur- 
day, August 81. Wind moderate from 8. 5. W. Classifica 
tion, etc., as previously noticed. Allie, Vision, Glance and 
Oenone carried away topmasts, and Fly smashed her boom. 
In first-class centreboards Vapoleon came in first and Wolly 
second. In first-class keels Gael won ; Mistsecond. Second- 
class centrebourds, Posy first, Alice second. Second-class 
keels, Sundeam first, Clyde second, Third-class centreboards, 
Water Witch first, Topsy second. Third-class keels, Ruby 
first, but disqualified for fouling Chiquita, Actress talces first 
prize, Chiquita second, 

Douxtury Yaout Crus.—The last regatta of the season of 
the Duxbury, Mass., Yacht Club was sailed August 31. 
Wind steady from EH. In iirst class Peerless wins, Flora 
second; in second class Unique wins: in third class /étile 
Charlie first, and Sadie 0. second. 

Havarnit Yacur Cxoe.—The twentieth revatta of the 
Haverhill, Mass,, Yacht Club, came off August 31. Winners 
in first cluss Lizzie Warner and Hmpress ; second class, Capt. 
Doane, Course was from the bridge to Groyeland Bridge and 
return. Judges, Com. Brown, Capt, Dresser and Mr. T. H. 
Lovejoy. . 

Saum or THE Preare,—Dr, VYondy, of Jersey City, has 
sold his sloop Pérate. She was originally built for Mr, 
Winans, in 1873, and has a good record. We haye not yet 
heard whether the Doctor intends to build a new ship or not. 

Rockaway Yacur Crvup.—The seventh annual regatta of 
this club was held in Rockaway Bay, Aug. 26. Corinthian 
rules were in force, their owners being réquired to stand at 
the helm. The race was won by Gavwita (Mr. Lord), Ig- 
non (Commodore Cheever) being second, and Caprice (Mr. 
Henry Mann) third. 

Bounp Aproap.—Schooner Wettie, Mr, Frank Osborne, 
will go to the West Indies this fall, She will leave in Octo- 
ber some time. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Tue Merroroiran ReGgatra.—The second annual regatta 

of the Metropolitan Association of Amateur Oarsman was 
rowed Wednesday, August 28, near Pleasant Valley on the 
Hudson. The arrangements were poor, the course unsuited, 
and the entries comprised but yery few well-known oarsmen. 
Like the first regatta of the association, the second one cannot 
be considered a success or of much credit to Lhe partiesin charge, 
An entire disregard of system and/a lack of the most ordinary 
messures Of preparation which an experienced committee 
should have adopted, wall not conduce to the popularity of the 
association, and the same May be said concerning the opposi- 
tion manifested by some of its members to the rules of the 
National Association, which have received the sanction of the 
rowing public in general and which cannot longer be set at 
naught by any one local body of oarsmen with impunity. 
Steamers, tugs and sailing craft, cruising about the coast 
promiscuously did not help to keep the water smooth 
and various capsizes were the result. Programmes 
were of no use, a8 corresponding colors were not furnished 
the crews, and a good deal of delay took place in starting the 
races. An hour later than the time announced, Mr. Blaikie 
succeeded in getting the senior singles away after first making 
an attempt to send off the fours first. Course, mile and a bull 
straight away, start from upper end at stakeboats and pull 
down to Taylor's Dock at Pleasant valley. 

Birst Race—Senior Single Sculls.—l, L. Philips, Triton, 
Newark, and G. Maginn, Waverley New York. Geo. W- Lee, 
the champion sculler of America and the fastest man in a boat 
among the amateurs of any country, failed to put in an aoyp)- 
pearance. ‘Tide was ebb and water moderately smooth. 
Philips pulled 25 to Maginn’s 32. They held together pretty 
well for a half mile, but Philips then began to draw ahead 
with the tide in his fayor. He had to sheer in to clear a 
echooner, and Maginn was all the while taking the wash of a 
tug which ingolently kept ahead of him. This is sufficient 
comment upon the kind of a course the Metropolitans selected. 
No one seemed to know where the finish was and the referee 
had to inform the leader where to stop. Philips won in 11m. 
84s.; Maginn's time, lim. 33s. 

Second Race—Four-Oared Junior Gigs.—Hnitries: Carman 
Rowing Association, Carmansyille, N. Y., J. Cushing, bow, 
A. J. Keegan, R. Saul, J. R. Wemple, stroke, MW. A. 8, Mar-. 
tin, coxswain; Argonauta Rowing Association, Bergen Point, 
N. J., A. Gallup, bow, W. E. Osuldwell, W. Glynne, O. B. 
Green, stroke, E. Smith, coxswain; Nereid Boat Club, Brook- 
lyn, L. I., H. C. Brown, bow, J. T, Nichols, R. 5. Bussing, 
J. P. Barle, stroke, J. O. Egerton, coxswain; Nonpareil Boat 
Club, Harlem, New York City, D, Munro, bow, J.S, O'Sul- 
livan, G. W. Johnson, W. R. Kent, stroke, CO. EH. Gatter, 
coxswain; Bayoune Rowing Association, Bayonne, N. J., &. 
B. Mettam, bow, J. H. Romaine, BE, Macrae, J. H. Allaire, 
stroke, H. Van Buskirk, coxswain. 

Nereids caught the water first, and at the half mile led by 
two lengths, Carmuns second, and Argonautas third, The 
steam yacht Awnaway and acouple of tugs then came up, and, 
nearly swamping the Nonpareéils, made a dash for the leaders. 
A steamer carrying the flag of the Eureka Club took the 
Nereids'’ water and gaye them her wash, completely using =p 
the crew in their vain efforts to get out of the swell. ‘This 
piece of business calls for the loudest condemnation on our 
part, as there were undoubtedly many rowing men on board 
the steamer well aware of the injury they were inflicting upon 
fhe leading crew. It is a duty which the Hureka Olob, of 
Newark, owes its reputation to have the rascals who so will- 
fully interfered with the race severally reprimanded or ex- 
pelled from the crew. No punishment they fave the power 
to decree can be too severe for the men who were in that boat. 
Her captain should never be engaged again by any rowing men. 
The police boat, of course, did nothing; they seemed to im- 
bibe the same incapacity which characterized those in charge 
of the whole affair. Of course Nereids lost, all chance through 
this, and Carman went to the front, with the Argonsntas 
hanging close to them. Carman won in 10m. 2s., At- 
gonalilas second in 10m. 33s., and Nerieds third in 10m. 48s. 
Nonpareils fourth. 

Third Race—Pair-Oared Shells.—Argonauta Rowing Asso- 
ciation, Bergen Point, N, J., E. Smith, bow, W. Mann, 
stroke. The Bayonne pair refused to row against Ed. Smith, 
disqualified by the N. A. A. O,, and the Other crew had a 
walk over, 

Fourth Race—Four-vared Shells—Entries: Saugerties Boat 
Club, Saugerties, N. Y., FP. Phillips, bow, E. Young, J. 
Young, A. O. Austin, stroke; Atlantic Boat Club, Hoboken, 
WN, J:, D. McQueen, bow, J. A. BPR Ae yets J. A. Rosen- 
baum, J. D, Miller, stroke; Carman Rowing Association, V 

son, stroke, Carman led off with a rapid stroke of 40, steer- 
ing wild all the time, and soon gained a lead of three lengths, 
At the half mile Saugerties was even with them, and gradu. 
ally went abend, Carmans being in bad water and running all 
over the course. They then ran into 4 eat-boat, which did 
not know enough, or did not have common courtesy enough, 
to keep clear of the course. Saugerties won in 10m. 30s.; 
Allantio’s time, 11m. 28s. 

Fifth Race—Junior Single Shells.—Entries: W, Childs, 
Nautilus Boat Club, Harlem, New York City; J, P. Earle, 
Nereid Boat Club; D, Lynch, Waverly Boat Club; J. Fra— 
zier, Palisade Boat Club, Yonkers, N. Y.; A. Duane, Argo- 
nauta Rowing Association. ‘The tide had turned flood, and, 
With a fresh wind, made the water lumpy. Ohilds, on the 
outside, got into rough water, but nevertheless went ahead 
through sheer hard work, after Harle had Jed awhile in the 
smooth water inside. Childs was badly washed by a tug, but 
took the lead upon sheering in shore a little more. Lynch 
closed up on Frazier and passed him. Earle kept second all 
ulong. Childs wou by many lengths in 17m. 4s.; Harle sec- 
ond, 17m, 14s,; Lynch third, 18m. 63,; and Wrazier fourth. 
Duane did not finish. 

Sixth Race—Six-oared Gigs.—Entries: Carman Rowing 
Association, D. De Long, bow, R. Saul, A. J. Keevan, 8. F 
Knapp, dr, V. G. Audubon, A. B. Wilson, stroke, G. M. 
Cushing, coxswain; Dauntless Boat Club, Harlem, New 
York City, W. E. Pearl, how, J. A. Lyon, 8. B. Pomeroy, 
D. Pearl, H. W. Walter, D. Roach, stroke, J. J. Duif, cox- 
swain. The Carmans had all pulled in previous races, and 
their victory is therefore all the more to theif credit, though 
it is only fair to add that the Dauntless crew contained two 
imen-who had never before pulled a race, and thst the rough 
water was against their light weight. Carmans had the in- 
side, and took the lead at once. Af the half-mile they led by 
three lengths, but began pulling wild. Their steering was 
belter, though, than in the four-oared ace, Datintless began 
Lo creep up and finally lapped. It became & question of en- 
durance. First one would pull away, then the other. Uar- 
man's, howeyer, put on a burst of speed, and finally went by 
for good and won the best race of the day by three lenoths 
in 13m. 223s.; Dauntless, 13m, 464s. 

Seyenth Race—Hight-oared Barges.—Entries: Resolute 
Rowing Club, Carmansville, N. Y, J. Polson, bow, J. Putnam, 
HL, Morse, ©. Badgeley, G. Foster, C. Kuapp, F. Clark, A. 
Whitman, stroke, § Weir, coxswain; Columbia Colleve Boat 
Club, New York City, H. R, Muller, bow, H. Hendricks, 1. 
Weed, B. Lawrence, J. Montgomery, H. Brown, G. P. Er- 
hard, P. 'T. ‘Timpson, stroke, E. J. Nathans, coxswain. (Co- 
lumbia, had the worst water and a poor man ti steer. They 
were overmatched by the Resolute from the very start, and 
though the race was pluckily pulled to the end, Resolute won 
with a long lead in 14m. $s.; Columbias, 14m. 443. Both 
crews were bothered by the wash of steamers. 

SunLivan-FauLENER Raoe.—These two oarsmen, of Bos- 
ton, pulled on the Oharles River, August 27, two miles with 
aturo. Faulkner made the best start, but Sullivan caught 
up and passed him, winning in 14m. 434s- 

FavLeveR-REAGAN AND THE Warps.—These two profes- 
sioudl pairs will pulls race, three miles and turn, on bilver 
Lake, Mass., Sept. 10, for $2,000 and the championship of 
America. 
Frmxpsuir Boat. Coun.—The seventh annual regatta of 

the Friendship Boat Club, of New York, took place at Glen 
Wood, L. L, Aug. 26. Boats and a large party were sent up 
ona barge. Course, two miles with a turn. Water lumpy, 
Senior singles—W. H. Cody, Adolph Raye, M. Robinson and 
P. §. Biglin. Won by Robinson in 14m. 18s., talsing tha 
championship of the club, ,Junior singles, rowed in 17ft. 
working boats—Robert Rvans, James J. Pitzimmons and 
James Boith. They kept together until the turn. Byins 
finally won in 19m. 203, Four-oared shells—W-_ Hurley, M. 
Robinson, B. Munger and R. Evans; A. Raye, A. A, Adame, 
§. Smilh and A. Schneider. The thivil crew entered did not 
show up, Won easily by the Hurley crew in the boal Dennis 
Leary. Time, 13m. 21s, 

A New Civg,—The Atlanta Boat Olob, of West Troy, has 
been organized as follows: Wm. Cholow, Pres; Thos, F. 
Tierney, Vice-Pres.; L. W. Smith, Treas.; A. L, Williams. 
Sec.; Isaac LeRoy, Captain. They have bought a four anc 
double of the Beayerwicks, and have besides several singles. 
Their new boat-house is now being erected, and a crew will 
be entered for the Upper Hudson eecatta, 

Monrtavx® Cuur.—A donble seull race between Jas. H. 
Monroe, Jr., of Ney York, and Chas. B. Reid, of Jersey 
Uity, in one boat,-and Chas. J. Lewis and Wm. A. Winter, 
of Brooklyn, in gnother, came off in South Cove, Jersey City, 
Aug, 24. Lewis and Winter led from the starf, but were 
passed at the mile and a half stake. Monroe and eid won 
in 16m. 24s. _Course, two niiles. 

OpayTon-Srepert Sout Racr.—The single scull race be- 
tween Hd. Clayton, of Wheeling, W. Va., and Siebert, of 
Pittsburg, for $500, came off at Beach Bottom, Aug. 24. 
Olayton won it 22m. 10s., by four lengths. 

Rrosy-Surre Maron.—This match has beeu declared off, as 
Riley refused to go on to Halifax, N.8., for reasons not 
given, 
Rowre iv Draw Lanp.—A race came off at Galveston, 

Texas, Aug. 24, between a four-oarud crew, wilh Orotty, of 
the Galveston Rowing Olub, as stroke, and the barges Lizzix 
MeKernen and Jennie, Course, two miles witha tir, Won 
by Crotty’s crew in 15m, 15. ‘The Galveston crewoulso won 
in the race for six-oared barges in 16m. 12s, 

Banover ro Hieciys.—John Higgins, the Hugtish cham— 
pion, was tendered a complimentary banquet recently, at 
which he was presented with the Neweastle Uhrontle cup, 
Turon Crue of Newarsn.—The annual regatta of this olub 

talses place at Newark, on the Passaic, Sept. 21, 

Uprmr Hupsow Recarra.—The regatta of the Upper Hid- 
son Rowing Association takes place at Albany, N. Y., Supt. 
25 and 26. 
Tue Saox-was-oAg-arerrgs.—Capl, Nadean, of the Shoe- 

wae-cac-mcttes, replies to the challenge of the Hurekas, no- 
ticed in our columns, that their boat is in a bard condition, 
and the crew has given up practice for the year. A race, 
therefore, is out of the question. 7 

New Boatrs.—Freachy Johnson is having s new piper 
built by Waters & Sons, of Troy, and Hanlon Nae ah ons 
his Jewett boat, having sold her to Plaisted. Judge Elliott, 
of Williamsburg, L. L., is building a new ship for Hanlon. 

Jorsep THE Exoznsions.—Mr. J. N, Oaltom, the well, 
known stroke oar, has joined the Excelsior Club of Detroit 
and will take part in the races on hand, 
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Tau OrumsmeCanov.—No matter of what type, the rezwlar 
eruising canoe should not weigh more than sixty pounds, and 
must he capacious enough to be slept in by her captain af 

night if desired. Anything that weighs over sixty pounds 
cannot be transported with facility by one man, or taken over 
a “carry.” The cruiser should be alike swift under paddle 

and sail, and hex tig readily handled. Strength, stiffness, 
olasticity, durability, snd last, Dnt not least, beauty and 
finish. If possible, the canoe should be unsinkable, through 
the introduction of -water-tight compartments. White cedar 
is by far the best material for constructing a wooden canoe. 
It has nearly the strength of oak, and 1s much lighter, never 
warps; snd cain be obtained in clean lengths. A fourteen-foob 
eanoe, builé of oak, will weigh thirty per cent. more than one 
of cedar, Keel, keelson and timbers must be of oak, however, 
to retain the fastenings well. Stem and stern posts may he 
hackmatack or rock élm, deck of Spanish cedar, beams of 
yellow pine, and paddle should be fiat-bladed and made of 
Spruce. For sailing use a leehoard, without it so much lee- 
way is made that it is a drawback to the canoe’s efliciency 
under canvas when beating against the wind. The board 
need only be small, and could be made to siow snugly on the 
battom inside, or on deck. 

SrorrsmEen’s OaNors.—We have examined some open 
canoes for sportsmen sent to H. O. Squires, of Cortlandt 
street, by Rushton, of Canton, N. Y. They are of handsome 
model, very light, yef strong, owing to the proximity of the 
ribs. ‘The latter tre a marvel of good workmanship. and 
show the form of the boat to advantage. These canoes, 
though of light material, can stand a great deal of hard work 
aud knocking about, and it is a wonder that they can be 
turned out for the low figure they are. 

——————— Ss 

GREENPORT YACHTING GOSSIP, 

GREENPORT, August 24, 1878. 
Tiprror Formst any Srneanr + 

Business and pleasure of late have affurded-me an opportunity for 

hevoming pretty extensively acquainted with the whole eastern end of 
Long Island, and particnlarly with the vicinity of this beautiful yillage, 

and I am impressed not only with its beanty as a sommer resort, but 

“with its excellence as a place for sportsmen, not just now, of course, 
but in the sere and yellow leaf” of the year, ; 

The Metropous of iv all, so fur as the northern jaw, so to speak, of the 

open month of the eastern end of Long Island is concerned, is Green- 

port. The town is known to all yachtamen, if te nobody else, 48 a point 

of réndezyous for the various clubs who annually cruise eastward from 

New York, ‘They all likeit, or at least all TI haye talked with, on general 

principles, However, one brouzed skipper demurred slightly agains 
the ufliversa) expression of admiration, *‘Tt would be perfection,” he 

said, ‘only that it's so far up Inland. If you are coming westward from 
the Vineyard or Newport, why you can sail in very weil, butif as gen- 

erally happens, you have bad @ fair wind up the Sound, why then you've 

Zot 4 headwind all the way up here from Pium Gut; and if you want to 

‘ake ailvyantage of a fayorable breeze down the sound you must lose a 
lot of time jn slowly beating down to the Gute” 

Asnsual, swell yachts have been in and oul all slong during the sum- 

mer, aud are herenow. The New York Yacht Club hada Tegatta here 

tarly in the season and the Brooklyn Club later, The Atlantic Yacht 
Club. only last week, and next week (Friday, Aug. 30,) the Brooklyn 

Yachts were to assemble here again, but I belleve their programme has 

heen given up, as at tle rendezvous at Glen Cove early last week only a 
few put in atl appearance, ; 

As one walks about the maple-shaded and cottage-bordered streets of 

the quiet, pictnvesdque village, particularly in the evening, the number 
of naval caps one Meets is legion, und Gach wearer has a dainty bin of 

womanhood on his arm; tor the jaunty sailors are favorites with the 

fair sex, who dré malty, and the native swaids must stand by and 

ficcept the situation with the beat grace they can, sure that winter will 
bring its fevenges, and when these batty foreigners are gone the sum- 

Taer of their discontent will be charmed away. 

The schooner Mystic, the yacht of Vice-Commodore Hall, of the 

Brooklyn Yacht Club, left lor Greenwich, Conn., some time uo, to 
remain over 4 day, and then go across to Glen Coye, where the Club 
jwas torendézvous. The schooner Comet, owned by Mr. Langley, of 

jhe sume c)ab, les opposite the Manhansett House, Shelter Island, 
The schooner Osprey, of the Seawanliaka Yacht Club, is anchored near 
the Comet. Not faraway lies Johu 0. Cooke's trim shooner Prospero— 

Or Hid this morning, but I can’t find her among the rest this afternoon, 
She ilies the Hag of no club, 

Alfhough not here at the present moment, mention ought to be made 

ofthe Brooklyn Club yacht Sea Weteh, owned by Commodore Stolt, m 

which Greenport feels & personal interest, since she alone, of all the 

{iitting sutimer fleet, spends the willter here. Commodore Stott has a 
finé summer place On the shore of the bay South of the railroad Biation, 

nod his neat white yacht, with its natty crew, may ulways be seen 

fuehored justi in front of his door, except when away on a cruise, 

Sometimes he [uminates her; sometimes fires volleys of salutes on 
yery dark niglits for the picturesque effect of the fire leaping into the 
blackness from the Miniature cannon'’s mouth, while the echoes resound 

along the fur shores, and aré answered by courtesies from the guns of 

pleasure-boute across the bay; somelimes he sends a band of musiu 
aboard of her, Thus she contributes tu the amusement uf his frienda 

when in port as well as while playfuliy culting the blue oftiag. 

‘Then there are several sloop yachts here. On one of thum—the Kate 
—I paid a half-honr’s visit this morning at the invitation of her genial 
owner and commander, Vice-Commodore Randolph, of the Brooklyn 

Yatht Cluj. Her breadth of beam, in proportion to her Jength, is 
yery great; Consequently, she can make exceedingly fast time without 

dipping her ruil, She shows a heel tio most of her competitors, beating 

the Thistle the other day handsomely after the latter hat come off eun- 

queror ina race from which the Kate was techiilealiy barred. I was 
particularly pleased with ber iiterior fittings. Commodore Randolph 
Seams to be not only 4 gentleman of taste but of great: practical 
ingenuily, and the way every inch of space was ntulized, with the 
elegance of the whole, pleased me greatly. 

Besides this, sowie sloops wich belong here are to be seen in the 

harbor—the Rey. Dr, H. M. Scudder’s Flora, wich fies the flug of the 
Aviantic Olab, and the yoenw, owned by My. George Post, of Green- 

port, The Mynnie, suiled by the Hon. John Marey, of Riverhead, was 

here yesterday, but sailed westward last evening. Mr, Winan’s sloop, 
Arrow, bas just been laid up on account of the recent death of the 
Tather of its owner. 

Sormucl for yachting news in this neighborhood. Eyery day the 

slender spars aud SsnoWy callvas of some new pleasure cratt may be i 
geen lying like 4 Tair picture on the Dive, calm surface of the bay, or 
Scudding before a brisk breeze, while others disappear, Busides vhis, 

there are juuumerdble small sail-hoate, some of them very trim and 
Speedy, which are cruising bout, so there is no lack of this element of . 

| beauty it a seaside picture, and endless opportunity of a day's or hour’s 

Salling, ot a moderate price, for those who enjoy it—and who does not? _ 

HARD-WEATHER YACHTS. 

TIALITAN, August 20, 1875, Eprvor Forest ayy STREAM : * a tis 
Permit me, as one taking a profound interest in the development of 

yachting on this continent, to thank you for your ableailvotacy of hard+ 
Weather yachts, T smi glad tosee the movement in favor of giving the 
English style of craft a Tair trial in American Walters, convinced, a8 I 
am, that before longitis net one, but a acore of Muriels that we shall 
uve showlnog our fleets “the wey out.” Harbor sailing 1s all yery well 
in its way, and Tacing {0 smooth water is glorious Tan; you can bring 
out the highest speed of a model, sacriticing every other quality to that, 
and landing yourself atlatt in the catamaran. Not that 1 mean to im— 
ply that the catamurun is not a perfectly legitimate craft; on tha eon- 
trary, I yery much admire the ingenuity of its construction and the 
marvellous speed ohtained, but I contend that the Amaryllis, the Tar- 
antella, the John Gilyin, 2 hoa genus omne, are Not yaclits in the true 
sense of the term, ‘The fact 1s, we have, on this side of the water, got 
into the habit of calling everything that fontsa yacht. I haye known 
a Open boat, rigged with spritmuingail and Jib, entered in a regular 
yachirace, Mm England that would not haye been tolerated, and the 
Graft wolild very properly have been relegated to ils own class of “open 
Salling boats.” But Tam not anxious at present to enter npon the difl- 
cult task of drawing the line of demarkation between yachts and sailing 
boats ; my object in addressing you is to contribnte what I can to the 
arguments in support of the deep model for ernising and racing In 
rough water. 

T have opportunities of familiarizing myself with both the shallow 

Game Haq and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER, 

Moose, Alces malelis. 
Carbon, farandus vangtfer. 
ELK or wapitl, Cervtes canadensis. 
ed or Va. deer, C. virginianus, 
Squirrels, red, black and gray, 
Hares, brown and gray. 
keed or rite bird, Dotichony2 oryz- 
ivorous, 

Wild turkey, Meleagris rallapavo, 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chisk- 

en, Cupidonia eupide 
Ruited grouse or pheasant, Bonga 

unibulius, 
Qnatl or partridge, Ortya virginia- 
WU - 

Black: bellied ployer, ox-eye, Syua- 
tarolie heluetiet. 4 . 

Ring plover, yialitis semipalma- 
tus. 

Stilt, or Jong-shanks, Himmantopua 
nigricallis, 

Woodcock, Philohela minor 
Red-hreasted snipe, or dowitelier, 
Macrorhumphus griseus. i 

Red-hucked sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa americank, 

Great Marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Limosa fevoa, 

Willet, Totanus semtpatmatis, 
Tattler, Totanis melanoleucua. 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus jlavipos, 

“Bay birds” generally, incuding various species of plover, sand= 
Piper. stipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayouels, 
elc., comitg under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

Osnapa— Groventiurst, Aug. 26.—The prospects for deer 
hunting this fall are yery good, A number of bears haye 
been seen around the neighborhood this last month, and a few 
have been shot. 3 

Massaogusnit'ts— Worcester, Aug, 29.—Mr. Jerome Marble, 

» 

ald moderately deep types, Of the extremely deep types, such as the 
latest English racing craft are, I cannot Speak from perroual experi- 
rience; nor do I fancy that anything like the Christine among the 
forties, or the A lowette among the Hyes, would suifius. Thereisa happy 
medium which wll) yet be siruck by us if we are only wise enough to 
profit by the experience of our Bnglish brethren, 
There are two or three points of belief in the yachting creed of this 

Bide the Atlantic which bar the way to genuine salt-water yachting, 
One is that the centreboard is the equal of the keel for all kinds of 
Work; another, that speed is the main object to be attained; & third, 
that the longer mast and boom are, the more huge the jib, the more 
yast the mainsail, the better, We are very apt t0 put as much canyas 
into onr working, or lower, sails a8 we can manage, and a6 a Nevessary 
consequence, the moment if blows « single reef breeze our cranky 
yachts are in difficulties, and it takes a good hand at the tiller, and 
another at the mainsheet, to pull the vessel through in safety. Salling, 
under these conditions, hecomes a series of jerks of excitement, and 
you are constantly wondering whether the next puff will or will not 

with a party of about fiffeen, start frem here Monday night, 
Sept. 2, for Minnesota and Dakota Verritory, on atwo qmnonths’ 
hunting. The gentlemen of the party are accompanied with 
their wives and families. They leave here in the excursion 
car, ‘City of Worcester,” recently described in the orEsT 
AND Stream, which will be their home (luring their absence, 
They take with them the porter who has charge of the car, 
also the regular cook attached to the car. 

Nuntuoket, Aug. 18.—There has been a large fight of cur- 
lew the past week ; the largest bags were 30, 25, 18, 12. 

Nuw Yorr—arbletown, Aug. 30,—Game is quite plentiful 
here, B. A. M. 

“Lone Isuayp—Jamaica Bay, Aug. 27.—Ou Sunday morn- 
ing, during the storm, several large flocks of curlew passed 
over, going south. One small loi got detached from a flock, 

capsize you. For the yeriest tyro soon learns by practice the “length 
of the righting lever” of his boat; he may not give it that scientific 
name, but he knows that when the swash 1s up to the first deck atrake, 
or, lt may be, half way to the cockpit coamings, lt is high time to lu 
sharp up if he does not want to turn turtle, 
My own yacht ig fairly entitled to the appellation of * deep,” seeing 

she draws six feet aft, while she is only thirty feet Jong. She is, com- 

pared with the shallower models which compose our racing fleet, slow 
in smooth water; but there is not one of these clippers wiueh, if caught 
outside in & 86m and wind, such us it was my fortune to hein a few 

Weeks ago, but would half, if not altogether, drown her crew, and not 
one which could stand the amount of hard weather my ten-tonner will 

take comfortably. In this summer’s cruise my two friends and I owed 
our lives, under God, to the fact that onr yacht was deep, and carried 
her ballast so low that, with quick Watching, she could be kept upright 
in a horribly bad sea, that would haye tripped and rolled over a 
siullower yacht depending wholly on beam for her stability. I haye 
learned by hard éxperlence the difference between outside and insite 
Work, and the valae of having under one’s feet a deep-dranght yacht 

that has a good * holt” of the water, can cut her way through a heayy 
head sea, and is snugly sparred and snugly canvased. 

When fitting out this spring I was strongly advised by several yachts- 

men, for whose opinions I entertaln much respect, to give the craft a 
longer bowsprit and five or six feet more of mainboom; in other words, 

to increase her total area of sail by about a third. “She can carry it 

all, and more,” was the entl of all such recommendations ; and no 

doubt slie could—in smooth water, but I happen to care infinitely more 

for outside eruising than for harbor Sailing, and my impression was 

that for the former purpose she liad as much sail as she wanted, As it 

tarnéd out she had toomuch for rough weather, and quite enough for 

Tair winds, as I think will be admitred when I say we ran ten knots an 

hour before # freshening breeze under mainsail, gaff, fopsail and spin- 

iaker; this in a rough sea is good work for a yacht thirty feet long on 

the waterline. Now for the rough weather: Weweut out one morn- 

ing, atthe beginning of our cruise, under plain lower sail—mainaail 
and jJib—a tremendous sea heaying in from the southward, and a cross 

lop bringing up with the northerjy wind, Regular outside Salling ; 
nothing between us and the coast of Burope, so that we had the ful) 

benefit of the Atlantic surge. The wind piped up with flerce squalls 

that laid us right down til the cabin-lop was swashed, ‘Reef down” 
was the order, and both reefs of the mainsuil were hardened in, ditto 

the jib, and we spanked wlong, only to find after another hour had 

passed, that under close reefs she was over-pressed. We tied the jib 

down, showing only a few feet of the head, and even this Tag of head— 

sailhad to come in when we turned to for a whacking long thrash to 
Windward, with the pleasing prospect, lf the gale got much worse, to 

extemporize 4 drag, and ride tolt, Fortunately, matters did not get as 

bal as What, and the good little ship clawed rigit up under the les of 
the land, and gol into the smoother water of Ship Harbor, whea we 

were able, though it still blewin yiolent squalls, to giye her whole 

malnsail and jib, Werigged up a storm trysail in the next harbor we 

mude, jor we knew now that the snuggest of canvas may be unexpect- 
edly required. 

Perhaps I had better pipe “belay.” This yarn has spun itself out, 

and knowing something of the mysteries of crowded “ galleys” and in- 

oxpansiye forms,” Tsuspech my commnnication may be condemned 

\0 the Waate-paper basket on the ground of unduelenginh if on noother, 

Buti it escapes that fate, and ls thought worthy of being placed before 

ihe yachismen-readers of FOREST AND STREAM, 1 shall ask you, sir, to 
‘‘prant me of your grace” another chance to fill up a column or two on 

this subject of yachts for work as wel) 2s play. RovuGEe-Ono1x, 
—— 

Rossmore Hovsz.—This popular house, situated at Speonk, 
near Moriches, L. 1, can be readily reached twice a day from 
New York. This season the Rossmore House has been re- 
markably well patronized, which fact 1s due to its pleasant 
situation, its excellent management, and the bathing facili- 
ties. Being located on Great South Bay, fishing and Punning 
can always be had. Address for rooms and terms Mr. §. P. 
Conklin, Rossmore House. 

Tage SoLrp Comror?.—You will find if in the easy chair 
made by F. A. Sinclair, Mottyille, N. Y., and advertised in 
our columns. 

———————e 

Sa" Forgsp anp Srream will be sent for fractions of a year 
a8 follows: Six months, $2; three months, $1. To clubs of 

JouN Cansarux. | two or more, $3 per annum 

wheeled round, came down and made for the water and the 
cast end of the bay, and being so tame that they flew close 
to a boat witha crabbing party in, that they fired their baskets 
(not their guns), expecting to capture the whole lot. Did not 
hear how many they killed with that shot. A few small 
bunches of shell drakes have made their appearance. They 
do not stop more than a day or so. Coots are seen almost 
daily off Rockaway Beach. 

Micnigan—Bay City, Aug. 28.—I put in a couple of hours 
summer woodcock shooting near the city yesterday by way ofa 

change from grayling fishing on the Au Sable, where I had been 
camping the week before. Drove out four miles in company with 
Sid. A. Van Dusen, proprietor of the Fraser House here, and 

beat three small cornfields near the bank of the Kawkawlin 
River. Took an hour before dinner and an hour or so after ; 
the gapund dried by the noonday sun and the worms deep in 

the moist earth below. Took no dog; flushed our own birds; 

walked up fourteen and bagged eleven as they rose the tassels 

of the corn. The heat was not great, the birds ‘were strong 

flyers, and all young ones saye two, which were beginning to 

moult. I never enjoyed summer shooting more. Had we 

taken the early morning we should haye made a bag of twenty 
brace, as the field was well bored where the woodeock lad 

worked. We beat up and down the rows, eight rows apart - 

and abreast, pulling trigger when we sighted feather, for the 
corn was ten feet high in places. We shot T-pound, 13- 
bore guns, with 24 drachms powder and an ounce of No. 12 

shot. The long-bills came to bag in fine condition, and no 
lead in the inyoice. 

Tam disposed to bar the dog in cover of this sort where 

the birds always lie close; but the sportsman must be a good 

marker to gather all he drops. Where two shoot together 
they can assist. each other greatly by lining the quarry from 
the point of firing, 

The Fraser Honse is one of the best in Michigan, and enjoys 
a large patronage. It has just been altered and greatly im- 

proved, ‘The dining hall is twenty fect high and of propor- 

tionate floor dimensions. Mr, Van Dusen, the proprietor, is one 

of the best still hunters and wing shots in the Stute, and the 

string of woodeock which we brought in was pronounced an 
unusually good one for this locality. We recommend corn as 
food woodcock cover, and advise sportsmen to examine fields 
more thoroughly than they are in the habit of doing- 

Hatnock. 

Bay City, Aug. 27.—On Monday, the 26th, Chas, Hallock 
and 3. A. Van Deusen, in four hours, flushed twenty-two 
wooucock, killing sixteen of same, How is that for high? 

GWYNNE, 

Minnesota—Hutohins, Aug. 27.—In Mcleod County and 
the two adjoining counties—Meeker and Renyille—pinnated 
grouse were never a§ scarce as they are this season, This 1s 
the more remarkable from the fact that ihe number of old 
birds on the prairies this spring were unusually humerous. I 
attribute ‘‘the failure of the crop" to the May freeze, which, 
I think, must haye injured the eggs, Yesterday I went out 
and bagged only uine birds, seven of which -were old ones, 
while in former years, in a shorter tramp, my count would be 
forty-five to tifty-tive. The experience of all my friends cor- 
responds with my own. W. O. Bi, B. 

Rochester, Aug, 26.—Prairie chickens, I am told, are 
generally very plentiful throughout Western Minnesota, 
owing partially to jhe fact that the prairies were burnt off last 
fall to destroy grasshoppers, so there were no spring fires to 
burn the eggs, But little attention is paid to garne protection 
in the western part of the State, and shooting began this year 
before the birds were able to fly one hundred yards. ‘The 
quail crop in the eastern portions of the State is a good one, 
and in Western Wisconsin there are more squirrels than for 
years. VYzeRD Monz. 
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5th.—Game was here in great abundance, but as we 

had meat enough in camp Jack and I took our horses and 
went out sight-seeing; but, unluckily, I forgot to take my 
aneroid with me. We climbedgip yery high mountains, and 
had magnificent views. The highest point we ascended was 
about 10,000 feet. When we came in camp we heard that 
Frank had killed an antelope. 
6tt.—The day was hot again, and we did not do 

Much hunting or fishing. Icauglt some trout near the 
cump, and then Frank and I picked gooseberries, of which 
we cooked with sugar a fine preserve, which went first-rate 
with the fat flan-jacks we had for supper. 
jth.—We move camp and made a twenty-mile ride, 

which tired us out, as well as the horses. We had gut into 
rough but more picturesyue country; lad to pass many bigh 
and steep mountains; sometimes it was not without danger 
(o go down the stee) canyons and slide down the rocks. At 
about 4 o'clock we arrived at the juuction of the two 
branches of Baltle Creek in a lovely yalley, which is sur- 
rounded on three sides, forming a triangle, by high moun- 
tains. We put our camp up near the junction of the two 
branches, both of them splendid streams, large enough for 
fly casting. We had scarcely put our feet on the ground 
when I made my rod ready to catch. Almost with every 
cast one or lwo fine trout were landed, I never liad # Wetter 
trout fishing. Not to say that fish were of large size, but 
they were so abundant and so gamey that I could not stop 
fishing, although I had to put them all back, us we could 
not eat themall. Out ef one pool, where the branches came 
together, I canght thirty-two trout, from six to eizhteen 
ounces, Without moving from my stand. The fish were de- 
licious, and we had them cooked in three different styles. 

[ Concluded next week, | SOFMLAUS. 

LEAVES FROM A DIARY OF WESTERN 
TRAVEL. 

well behaved and careful not to do mischief to fences or 
wound any of the valusble live stock, of which a large amount 
is Owned in the county. : 

Greenport sportsmen need not go far, but usually tramp 
eastward, the country there being more adapted to the birds, 
and at the same time easier to shoot over. Strangers coming 
here would do well to follow theirexample, In Oshamomock 
—the neighboring township northywestwardly—the outskirts 
of Dismal Swamp, and Brown's Meadows are good localities ; 
also Queen street, Silver Lake, Long Pond, Alberson’s, Paul 
Brennan's and Conkiin’s lands, and the neighborhood pf ihe 
crossings. Th Mast Marion, in the opposite direction, D. G. 
_Ployd's land, Soxet Pond, East Marion Lake, Birch Pond and 
Jerome's farm are favorite grounds. Shelter Island and 
Gardiner's Island, Montauk and outskirts of Sag Harbor also 
afford good shooting for quail, which are already piping loud 
and clear from the stone walls, 

For grouse shooting the sportsman must go to the southern 
peninsula, or else some dozen or eighty miles west of Green- 
port, Just around here there are not enough grouse to make 
good sport. Southeastward from Riverhead, however, they 
are Raid to be ju plenty. Of course, there are some good dogs 
injhis vicinity. Burt Olark kindly took me oyer to see his 
pups, the taother of which is his Irish setter bitch Linda, 
and the father, Schoonmaler’s blue belton setter, Ben, They 
are exceedingly promising puppies. I mention, en passant, 
Mr. Clark's yalnable outfit of apparatus for ducking and snip- 
ing—hatleries, boats, decoys and stools of artistic make and 
endless quantity, and the yarious other accoutrements of an 
enthusiastic sportsman. Other dogs which ought to be named 
are Captain Bennett's liyer-colored setter, Mink, fleizeman’s 
liver-colored pointer, Nad, and Aleck Wiggins’ orange and 
white pure Trish setter, Dan, which I did not, see, hut which 
Was represented 10 me as being an exceedingly fine doc. 

Having thus given the information likély to be of interest 
and value to sportsmen who are seeking a good place for 
game during the coming autuma, concerning the qlaims of 
the eastern end of Long Island to notice, only one thing re- 
mains to he noliced—lodging facilities. This is a matter of 
too much importance fo be ignored. The most ardent and 
strong legzed sportsman gets tired and hungry; where he can 
best overcoine both these sad concomitants of a day’s shoot- 
ing it is important for him to know. All these viliages have 
good taverns. It is hard to choose between them. I should 
say: ‘ Ayoid the ‘summer’ hotels,” ‘The best place, un- 
doubtedly, here in Greenport (which is likely to be the visit- 
ing sportsman’s headquarters), is the Wyandouk Mouse. T 
speak from q varied expertence. Though Oharley Wright 
may not have the time to carry the gun agreat deal, both he 
and the amiable *t Mrs, Charlie” know how to take care of 
those who doshoot. As for getting here, two trains daily on 
the Long Island Railroad arrive at conyenient hours, or you 
may take steamboats from New York tri-weekly, and from 
New London daily. The same remark applies to Sag 
Harbor, where [ should recommend the Nassau House. 

Jony CARNIFEX, 
a ee 

FROM THE SEAT OF WAR. 

E arrived in Centralia, Mo., 3p. m., August 14, and 
found ourselyes‘in the midst of an immense grazing 

country ; almost level prairie as faras eye could reach, broken 
only by hedges and small groves. When we got off the cars 
at Centralia we saw some half dozen wagon loads of hunters 
just starting out to get first shooting after the expiration of 
close season for chickens, Hach wagon contained from four 
to ten men, and half as many dogs. During an hour or so 
spent in C., we saw auumber of parties in wagons, on foot 
and horseback, with their guns, dogs und, in most instances, 
campiog outfit, pass through the town on their way to larger 
prairies farther north. We were informed by our sporting 
friends that recently all the best ground bad been fenced in 
and posted, the owners combined in prohibiting all shooting ; 
wo theretore decided to start as quickly as possible and get as 
fur north as we could away from railroad and towns before 
sundown. We procured a two-horse team and spring wagon 
wih driver at the low figure of #2 per day, laid in provisions 
necessary in case we had to camp, puli the dogs in the wazon 
and started across the seemingly endless prairie. After driy- 
ing about ten miles we accidentally came across the owner of 
a large tract of posted " land, and, after much persuasion, 
we suceteded in getling himto “take care of” us. We found 
him to be a good-hearted fellow, who fed us like fightin 
cocks, If his house bad only been ss large as his heart 
could imagine no pleasanter place to stay, but tlag! his house 
was small and contained but two rooms. To lodge threa men 
in such a house, with himself, wife and five children, was 
crowding 1 little more than is always pleasant, We located 
two coveys of chickens after sundown, giving our dogs a lit— 
Herun. We were at them next morning as soon as we could 
see to shoot, The grass was high and wet, and the birds lay 
pretty sell for the dogs, but at the first flight went into tall 
corn, Where it was useless to !ollow them. After bagging 
ning we put for the only Pe of uninclosed prairie, contain- 
ing abont 1,000 acres. hen we got there we saw parties 
coming on the prairie in every direction. We found the firet 
covey and killed three birds; it then seemed as if a whole 
regiment of infantry had broken loose; the prairie was covered 
with men and dogs ranging in eyery direction. Four coyeys 
were put up, and in half an hour not a chicken was left on 
the prairie, all haying sither beon killed or seared off. T 
counted fifty-two men within sight, and fully twenty-five 
dogs. This prairie being =the only place where they were 
privileged to hunt, and all the game having disappeared, there © 
was an informal mass metiing held to condemn the recent 
actien of Jand owners, ¢xamine guns and dogs, and to gener- 
ally growl, the thermometer by this time being up in the 
nineties. After watering and sponging off our dogs my party 
drove off for pastures new. We came toanice looking prai- 
rie inclosed with close board fence, with sharp spikes and 
spiked wirés between the boards, and so fixed on top thata 
mau could not get over without great danger to clothes and 
person. The gales were padlocked, so we could not get our 
wagon in, and without it we could do nothing, as we bud to 
haul water for the dogs, who required constant sponing to 
keep them from giving out, While cogitating, two country- 
men came along and we interviewed them, and found that five 
brothers owoed each about 1,000 acres of this prairie all 
fenced in this way, aud that they could not be induced to let 
any one shoot on their Jand. 6 thought, however, that the 
privilege was worth trying for, as 5,000 acres, having as many 
chickens upon if as this was said to have, would give us all 
we wanted, so we started to find the owner, determined to 
beg or buy. We had not proceeded far when we met a young 
min on horseback with a single barrel gun; we atopped to 
inquire the way from him. As soon as bis eyes lit on onr 
cuns he Igoked black as a thunder cloud, ante teely to my 
inquiry if he knew whose land was in a certain inclogure he 
simply said ‘t Yes.” I asked him to kindly inform me. He 

© OME five weeks ago a hunting party was made up in our 

office, and through the intermedium of the Forres Anno 
STRrAM, the seryices of Mr. John Omobondro were obtained, 
We take great pleasure in reproducing the itinary of this 

party—true hunters, eyery one of them, We beg to call 
attention to the terse, clear manner in which information is 

mparted. This is the way to tell a story, Fine writing is 
all good cnough in its way, but mostly it is vox preterta uihil* 

Rawrins, W, T., August 18, 
July 27, 11:50 4, a, we started from here, but did not 

trayel further than alout ciglt miles when we camped near 
alittle creek, After dinner we tuok our guns, but without 
any success, except that; I killed a couple of young sage- 
hens. Hlevation, '7,200 feet. 
28¢.—Left camp at 7:30; Game at noon upon a plateau 

where ihe ancroid showed 8,200 fect. We made about 
eighteen miles, and got in camp at 3 o'clock, near Muddy 
Oreck, We had a lovely place ina little poplar prove at the 
head of a spring. Near the camp the fish were scarce, and 
Lcaught only twelve little tront, Elevation, 8,100 feet. 

29¢i, Without moving camp we look our horses and rode 
some miles to another brook, where the fishing was so good 
that I Alled my basket in afew hours. Frank and Jack tried 

_ to shoot antelope; fired several shots but-did not kill any, 
The trout in this water are long and slim, large head, body 
silvery, with bluish-black spots; belly is nearly red; very 
little game in them. There is another fish here which takes 
the fly like a trout, The form and color is like a salt water 
mninnow ; yentral and anal fins red, dorsal fin and tail yel- 
lowish, scales small and silvery; has a good Hayor, but is 
fill of bones; a kind of chub. During the eclipse I caught 
my largest trout that day, and when the darkness was over 
we turned home to our camp, where we heard bad news. 
Jack was cooking dinner, aud during the eclipse, which both 
of them were watching, fle tent and some of our blankets 
snd quilts caught fire, which, aller some efforts, they ex- 
tinguished. This accident was a good experience for us— 
not to make the fire too close to the tent again. 

80ti.—Left camp at 10 o’clock. After we had been rid- 
ing about eight miles we saw al a distance two men on 
horsback, who fook us first for Indians, but when they found 
out the mistake came up tous. Coming from Odlorado, 
they were going north. Six miles more we stopped, being a 
little tired of the hot sun; thermometer showed $6 des, and 
the night before we had ice. We found here a splendid 
clear and cold brook, and expected good fishing, but no fish 
was caught, nol ¢yen a minnow or chub. [think the water 
contained too much lime and alkali. In the evening five of 
our horses tan away about two miles, and if took all the skill 
of the guides to bring them back again. Blevation, 7,200 
Teet. 

31st,—Soon after breakfast we all went out to kill some 
game for our dinner, Jack and Tip killed an antelope each, 
while Frank and myselfjonly wounded oue each; I broke 
the hind leg of one, but my old Jimmy, being slow, could 
not catch him, and gave the chase up. After dinner we tricd 
itugain. Jack and [came in camp at 6 o'clock, let our 
horses loose, and J fook the cartridge out of my rifle. 
When we were putting our saddles aside we saw four lagge 
buck elks coming down a canyon, We took our rifles « 
yan all speed to cut them off ina little cut-out in the moun- 
tain, Jack was over 100 yards ahead of me, when I could 
not run anymore. 1 rested a minute, and then I saw Jack 
making signs to me to come up ta him. I tried all my 
strength, and when on the top of the hill I saw three elks to 
the left and the big buck about 100 yards ahead of them 
near the creek, 200 yards from me. I put my Sharps to the 
shoulder and pulled, but no shot responded—I forgot to 
load. Still the buck gaye me time to do this, and then 1 
fired, with what success I could not tell. He ran aftera 
sudden jump over the bill and got ont of sight. Meanwhile 
Jack fired several shots at the others, broke one down, 
which ran off again. When I climbed up to the top of the 
hill saw Jack raising his gun at my big buck that had 
fallen down in the ligh grass, and tried to get upagain; but 
he was so sick that he could only walk, and after a bullet 
broke one of his fore fect he sank down close to the creek, 
where a bullet through his head killed him. When he was 
lying there he looked atus angrily and showed fight. My Inl- 
let had penetrated the abdomen about three inches }efore 
his right hind leg, and very likely went through the-bowels 
into the lungs. He was a very Jaree buck, and Jack esti- 
mated his weight up to 800 or 900 pounds. His antlers ure 
enormois, large and fine, although in velvet. The guides 
said that they seldom saw such large horns in velvet. I felt 
proud, but al the same time a kind of sadness came oyer me 
for having killed such a large animal and not being able to 
make use of all the meat. We'only took the loins, tongue and 
antlers. When we came to camp Tip, brought a black-tailed 
buek home. 

August 1.—We moved sortth about eight miles to the main 
branch of the Savory Creek. Here I found good trouting 
of small size; could catch more than we could eat. Frank 
and Jack went out shooting, and Frank succeeded in killing 
afine antelope buck, whose horns he brought in camp as a 
trophy. 

2d.—Tip and I took horses and rode up the creel 
about three miles, where [caught some good-sized trout, 
but net many; while Tip, during his fishing, caught by 
chance a young wild goose. Our camp was yery well fur- 
nished with meat and fish, and for dinner our bill of fare 
showed ell, deer, antelope, trout, flap-jacks and coffee. 

dd.—To-day, like the last few days, the thermome- 
ter showed between 80 and 90, while in the morning at 5 
oclock we found ice in our cups. It was too hot ta go 
shooting or fishing, 50 we stayed in camp and put our things 
to tights, In the morning we had a good wash and in the 
afternoon we mended our clothes and smoked the pipe of 
peace. Atter this hard work we took a nice, cooling and 
refreshing bath in the Sayory. Jack and Tip had looked out 
for the next day’s camp. Hlevation, 7,700 feet. 

4th.— At tive we got up, took pbrealfast at 5:30, and 
started at.seyen, and then moved about eight or ten niiles 
south to the head of Savory Creek, The stream is small 
here, and 80 are fish, which everywhere in this water take 
the fly readily, so that could catch a mess at any time. 
While I was fishing, wading the stream and casting the fly 
into a shadowy pool, overhung by willow bushes, suddenly 
I saw a big old antelope buck standing within five yards be- 
fore me without any fear, knowing very well that I could not 
kill him with my split bamboo rod, then walked slowly 
sway. Nothing of importance occurred this day. 

+e 
EASTERN LONG ISLAND. 

Be to the experienced trayeler the journey across 
Long Island is not the pleasantest he might find among 

the various railways leading out of New York, although the 
quiet beauty of the scenery beyond Riverhead would delight 
the eye of anartist; but to the man who loves t6 tramp, wilh 
ready gun and watchful dog, when the fields are brown in the 
autump, and the leayes fall gently through the still, warm 
haze of Indian summer, all the latter part of the ride is at- 
tractive. He recalls the prairies as he slides across the level 
green plains of Hempstead, with ils toy town of Garden City; 
then great fields of buckwheat, white patches in the universal 
verdancy, remind him of how fond the quails are of buck- 
wheat stubble, and he forms an unuttered hops that the reap- 
ers will not glean too closely. At Farmingdale begins a 
close heather of blackberry bushes, ete., and after a few miles 
of this the road penetrates the boundary of that sterile and 
fine scrub-oak region, which covers the whole interior of the 
island, and is nol escaped this side of Yaphank slation. The 
surface here is as level as a floor, and the trees, as a rule, are 
so scattered that you may look for miles ahead, while there is 
no such shadow as exists in a forest. Sometimes only a 
little thin grass covers the ground, which is carpeted by pine 
needles. But where oaks grow the ground is likely to be 
concealed under a continuous chapparal of tangled yines, 
briers, saplings and weeds, knee-deep, which makes grouse 
shooting (or partridge shooting as it is termed here) fatiguing 
and somewhat dangerous sport, since the feet are not iree to 
take the quick steps and sudden turns often demanded when 
a grouse is flushed. The range of pretty hills to the north- 
ward of the line of the road, known as the ‘! Spine,” used to 
be, and still is, a famous place for ruffed grouse. 

It was in this dry, open country, where the berrics and. 
small acorns which it loved so well were to be found in 
abundance, that a century ago the pinnated grouse resorted in 
plentiful flocks, rearing their young all over this central part 
of the Island. It was known to the pioncers as the 
‘heath hen,” and they pursued it so recklessly that, as long 
agoas 1840, Giraud could find no trace of its presence, an 
put it down in his ‘‘ Birds of Long Island” as extinet, Jf in- 
(reduced once more and protected, no doubt the prairie 
chicken would thrive well, and increase fast on their ances- 
tral uplands. At Yaphank the eye is attracted by a stream 
which the train shoots over, and which flows through a can- 
yon of yegotation, as it were, the trees and bushes growing 
80 directly from the water's edge that no bank Gan be seen at, 
all. ‘Trout inhabit that stream” is the mental comment, as 
we rush by. There is no doubt they do, for we know that 
some of the best trout ponds on the south side are fed by its 
waters. For some milés now the region becomes thickly 
wooded and swampy, black, isolated tarns gleaming among 
the trees, out of which, perhaps, a startled bittern will rise on 
heavy wings and flap away in silence, 

Riverhead passed, you come to the shores of Peconic Bay, 
and the region for fall duck shooting. Spring duck shooting 
does not amount to much here, but in the fall and early 
winter prime sport may be bad. In each of the little half- 
farming half-fishing villages along the shore of the bay, there 
are some one or two gentlemen who shoot more or less and 
who own creditable dogs; but the metropolis of the sunning, 
as of all other interests in this region, is Greenport, the ter- 
minus of the Long Island Railroad. 

Tt was my good fortune to make the acquaintance there of 
several gentlemen, fond of the gun and skillful in its use, who 
kindly posted me as to the prospects for ood gunning in their 
vicinity during the coming autumn and the best localities to 
be chosen by any one wishing to make good bags in sports- 
man-like fashion. Mr. Burt Clark, who may be spoken of 
(without prejudice to his comrades) as probably the most 
thorough sportsman in the place, says that he hasnot for many 
ears known woodcock so plenty as they were in this region 
ast summer. Just before the Fourth of July one man ‘' dug 
up” six ina clump on Shelter Island, and Mr. Olark thought 
thal even now, if one was to search especially for them, he 
could find forty in a single day’s lramping., There is no good 
fall woodcock shooting in Suffolk County, and if summer 
shooting were abolished the effect would be to stop the sport 
altogether; still, a two weeks’ later opening of the lawful 
season would probably be an improveineot. Some parts of 
the couth side of Peconic Bay afford good woodcock gronsd— 
the outslirts of Bast Hampton, for example~and Montark 
Point is represented as the ‘‘ boss” spot of all, as well as for 
all sorts of snipe and ployer. F 

Greenport’s ‘strong hold" is quail shooring, Besides Mr. 
Burt Clark and his brother Jolm, there may be mentioned 
several others who are good shots; among them 
Mr. Clark, Sr., father of the two gentlemen alluded to 
above, John Geehring, Captain Austin Bennett, of the yacht 
Arrow, W. W. Reeve, Ferdinand Heizemann, Elliott Wiggins 
and H. W. Halsey. At Mattituck Ed, Betts shoots for 
market, getting, it is said, two Hundred qnails last fall; and 
at Baiting Hollow, Wm. Youngs has the reputation of being 
the West shot. The farmers are disposed to muke no objec- 
tions to persons lawfully shooting on their lands if they are 
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replied, '* Mr. ——'s.” * What kind of a man is Mr. ——?" 
“You'll find out when you meet him.” ‘ What docs be 
build such fencesfor, they must be a greul expense?” **'Do 
keep such fellows as you off.” 

He ilien informed us that he was the owner of the land, 
and was in search of a crowd of gunners from the town of 
Mexico, who threatened to defy him, and paid no attention to 
his signs to '* Keep off!” painted on every alternate panel of 
fence. He threatened to shoot the first one he caught ‘if it 
cost him $1,000,” and wanted to know if we belonged to that 
party. We hastened to assure him that we did not, but 
‘were weary pilgrimsfrom a far-off land—men of peace, gen- 

tlemen of honor, who would not steal his sheep, scare his cat- 
tle, nor shoot hia hogs. We had spent the previous night at 
his neighbor 0.’s house, who could vouch for us. We had 
traveled too far to be disappointed now, and we must get into 
that inclosure somehow. We were not princes nor Boss 
Tweeds in disguise, but were willing to buy. Could he not 
board us at his house? Was there not » hole of some sort in 
that confoundéd fence?” Finally, we succeeded in making a 
treaty, we agreeing to help him Keep others off. He went 
with us and showed us where the chickens were, even offer- 
ing me his horse to ride. We had fine fun for about an hour, 
when we had to quit on account of the heat. ‘The next morn- 
ing our host went with us again. We had plenly of sport 
until about 10 o'clock, when it became too hot again. We 
could not prevail on our host to shoot, though he carried his 
fun all the time. He could not kill on the wing, and was 
mich astonished at our breech-loaders and the way in whieh 
we knocked the birds down, especially on one occasion, when 
I killed a pair out of the first rise and then a third one that 
lingered long enough for me to reload and kill him. He 
showed the keenest appreciation of the working of our dogs, 
but could not understand why we would not shoot quail when 
dogs pointed them. When we parted he pressed us to come 
again, but Lam not infatuated with chicken shooting. At 
the season when they will lie to a dog the weather is too hot 
to allow you to preserve your game, and is too severe on 
both man and dog. Asa game bird, I find them easy to hit 
and easily killed. No. 9 improved chilled shot docs the busi- 
ness for them every time. 
could not wish for easier game. 

St. Louis, Mo., August, 1878, 
$$ = ——____—_ 

SALMON, TROUT AND DEER. 

BEDFORD. 

i Hiapwarers or tax MoOnoup Rivur, y 
Near Sisson’s, Sisxrvou Co,, Can, July 15.) 

Eprror Forest anp Srream: 
The McCloud is a glacial stream, flowing from the base of 

Mt. Shasta, a full-born river, where it bursts from the ground, 
inclosed in canyon walls from 500 to 1,000 feet in height, roar- 
with a velocity of from ten to twenty miles an hour, and con- 
tinually crooked. From its source to its mouth, near the 
United States Fishery, more than sixty miles, its icy waters 
ave not warmed by the customs of civilization nor polluted by 

the flow of city or even country habitation. Apart from our 
camp at Horge-shoe Bend, the Indian alone dances on its 
banks and gathers to its fish-bakes. rom his conical, bark 

hut, or poles covered with boughs, he sallies forth to the deep 
pools at every turn, and standing on poles, supported by 
crotehes, hurls his forked spear, barbed with bone, through 

the salmon, and withdrawing his rude spear the barbed 
points remain, and by a strong cord atfached the huge fish is 
drawn ashore. But we had no such unscientitie appliincas for 
faking our trout and salmon, ; 
The Dolly Vardens are found in this stream only, except in 

Alaska and the glacial waters of Mt. Hood in Oregon, and 
Mt, Ranier and adjacent peaks in Washington Territory. 
They are the Pacific red-spotted salmon trout, Salmo eamp- 
belli); but the Indians call them ‘ Wye-dul-dicket.”” They 
are sometimes fifteen pounds in weight. But as a rare fish 
they had no special interest for our party, one of whom was a 
fish commissioner of California. .As a game fish they are not 
excelled. The salmon, that literally filled the river, would 
often take the hook in spite of eyery precaution to prevent it, 
and it was hard work, if not good fun, to keep the monsters 
out of the rapids, for once in them no tackle provided by any 
of the party could get them back and land them safely. But 
rightly managed the salmon soons gives up the fight. He is 
stubborn, but, after his first run, too much lke the pickerel, 
Not so with the Dolly Vardens. There seems to be no worry- 
ing them to death. They are game to the very last, and must 
be secured largely by stratezy. The ordinary McCloud River 
trout weigh from twelve ounces to three pounds, and a cateh 
of forty or fifty requires a horse to bear the load, Jishing 
with a pack-horse was a novel experience. 
The telepraph was sixty miles away, and as for post office, 

we had none; but ice was ou hand, and we packed the large 
sutplus of fish that a camp of twenty-six could not consuine 
to tempt the sickly appetites of our city friends, distant nearly 
eter miles by stage and about two hundred more by 
rail. . 

Why. salmon bite either at a bait of their own eggs, or rise 
to the fly in fresh water, isto mo a mystery, Some of the 
proprietors of our many salmon-curing establsshments have 
made careful examination to discover their food and found 
nothing,. One firm examined nearly 100,000 with the same 
result. Hence, many conclude, and our intelligent Fish 
Commissioners are all of the opinion, that they eat nothing 
after leaving salt water, and their nature might haye served 
for Watts, who wrote: 

‘* Let doga deligitt to bark and bite,” 

for they bite from habit. 
But they swallowed their bait as though this was their 

habit, too, Some of theni were greedy, but: nol promiscuous 
biters. They would carry off a snell or a lender, and in a 
few minutes, perhaps, be landed with the lost hools securely 
fastened, Others would lie lazily on the gravelly or sandy 
edges of the pool, and scarcely allow themselves to be fright- 
ened away- f 

Castle Tie ig also near Sisson's, Lut in an opposite direc- 
tion from our present camp, and in il there is usually fly- 
fishing for trout unsurpassed in any country. JSut the fishing 
might grow tame at last if there was no other recreation or 
employment. Usually, in a well-ordered camp, theve is no 
opportunity for time to hang heavily on any one, but here, 
certainly, there were excursions too numerous for any one or 
all of the party, and too many even to mention in a single 
letter. But the deer hunting attracted the attention of every 
one by turns, The camp was never out of venison, although 
only bucks can be killed in this State. Thia is the finest deer. 
hunting region in California. The country is mountainous, 

A fair marksman with a good gun: 

nt eee 

Tnif not rough. A competent guide can travel 100 miles | rest to the ground, and Tim peeped in the barrel to see what 
around the base of this saow-capped and glacier-clad monu- 
tain, without crossing a stream or entangling himself in chap- 
paral, and weary neither horse nor rider. In @ little moun- 
tain grove and meadow, where the sonth fork of the Bacra- 
mento heads, and the pitcher plant feeds on insects that seck 
its sweets, twenty-four bucks were seen by one man in one 
day, Ina single trip from Sissons to the camp twenty-seven 
deer were counted, But there are these who will never get 
the buck fever by seeking out their game, for, being destitute 
of the instinct of the hunter, they aré suve to frighten the 
game for miles around, There are those, too, who have tried 
rifles of every improved pattern, and scored well on the tar- 
met, but have never killed a deer. If is possible to slaughter 
them in this region almost at will, and whoever can shot at 
all can get the finest bucks without fail, ‘There are at, least 
twenty deer licks im the range of the party. There are min- 
eral springs to which the deer resort ; these often appear lice a 
few drops of stagnant water here and there in the erevices of 
great rocks, where the deer lick the scanty fluid. Careful ex- 
AMioation shows iron, sulphur and soda in nearly every one, 
To one of these I went about nine o'clock one morning. 
As [ descended the canyon wall to the bed of the deep, 
wild torrent, sbout sixty yards across, I could see 
several stately bucks coming down the well-trodden rocky 
side opposite. To move not even 4 muscle, when any one 
appeared in sight, and to advance toward them when all 
chanced to stop and look, or toss their branching antlers at 
the same time, and when each was behind some bushy tree, 
was 10 easy task, but at last we had approached within good 
range and J had selected the two dargest bucks, standing one 
hundred feet apart, and almost simultaneously they dropped, 
one with a broken neck and the other with a pierced heart, 
But my own spirit sank within me at the cruel slaugliter. It 
was doubtful if both could be consumed in camp, and then 
they were killed in such a cowardly way, taken by surprise, 
where 1 knew they would be sure to come. Tobe sure it was 
not even a faint approach to the Adirondack method of driy- 
ing them into the water, where one hunter seizes the deer by 
the tailand another blows out his brains with a shotgun, but 
stalking ought to be good enough for any one in this region 
when if is so easy on horseback. 'Three varieties of deer are 
found here—the mule, the black-tailed and the white-tailed. 
Of the mule deer Ihave seen none alive, but at Sisson's I 
find (he head of one that was killed last winter and weighed 
196 potas, and they frequently weigh when dressed 225 
pounds. 

The black-tailed deer are the most common. Somewhere I 
have seen it stated that the flesh of these is yery poor eating 
and uot to be compared with that of any other member of its 
family inhabiting North America. This is a great error, and 
must have originated with some one who killed a lean old doe 
and expected the flesh to be tender and juicy like that of a 
yearling. When the black-tailed are in good condition the flesh 
is fully equal to any of the Virginia deer that 1 have ever seen, 
The black-tailed deer are migratory. Mr, J. H. Sisson, who 
has resided here for 23 years, and has kalled perhaps more 
game than any other resident, is an intelligent and close ob- 
server of the habits of all animals, He tells me, and his state- 
ments are fwly corroborated by everybody, white and 
Tndian, that the black-ttailed desr are found in sum, 
mer fvom the snow line above the timber on Mb. 
Shasta to the beds of the rivers; that in Aupust 
the bucks are found alone on the high rocky points ‘+ harden- 
ing their horns,” and that as the winter becorfies severe they 
(ravel across the Tvinity mountains to the western side of the 
Coast tanze and along the Pacific Ocean, or else follow the 
general course of the mountains toward the Sacramento Val- 
ley, and return again in the early spring, 
A yery few remain in this region all the winter, At some 

seasons they lie under the thick brush and will not stir unless 
closely approached, but early in the summer they lie often at 
the feet; of large trees in open places. They go from gray to 
réd in May and June, and the fattest are the first to change 
color; and go from red to- blue in September; and back to 
gray in November and December, ‘They feed largely on the 
blue thorn, a species of ceanthus, They rut principally in 
December, but partly in October and November. : 

Compared with the mule deer the feet of the black-tailed 
ave small and the body round, the muscles lighter, the horns 
smaller in proportion to the body, and less regular in shape. 
‘The color is darker, and when blue it is really blue, and even 
when the deer is in the red itis a reddish blue. The tail of 
the black deer is lovg and Habby, white under and black on 
top. A good buck will weigh when dressed 140 pounds. On 
the black-tailed deer there is usually much legs white than on 
the mule deer, It is seldom white wnder the throat, but there 
is usually a little white around the nose. Their habitat is 
principally in the Coast Mountains of -California and Oregon, 
ancl east to the Sierras. 

Considering their abundance, and how easy it is to shoot (or 
slaughter) them in the many licks of this country, and how 
easily enictes and all necessary outfit can be had at the foot of 
Mbt. Shasta, isit not stvange that one will hold and another 
shoot his deer in the Adwondacks? Let your sportsmen who 
visit California bring rod and gun and turnaside fora month, 
or even a week, fo this region, and no one need return from 
hunting without his first deer. F, EA. 

a nn 

TIM DOYLE'S FIRST SHOT, 

IMOTHY DOYLE. the hero of this story, an industrious 
young Irishman, not long married, came from the Green 

Isle to the backwoods of Canada, and was told that a good 
single barrel shot-gun would be of mighty good service to him 
in his new home. So he hunted the town stores till he found 
in @ junk shop an old ‘Brown Bess,” which had been con- 
yerted from a flint to percussion cap lock. This gun he pur- 
chased, together with a ecovw's-horn powder flask and shot- 
belt, for #3, and returned to his home delighted with the ac- 
quisition, which he showed off in sportsman’s style to the ad- 
miring eyes of Biddy, his wife. Armed with this deadly 
‘weapon, he one day sallied forth to Hunt for game. His dog 
was not long in chasing a squirrel up an old tree, and Tim 
thought he would have a shot just to get his hand in before 
he came to more desirable sport. He loaded his gun, as he 
had once seen a neighbor do, by pouring about four drachms 
of powder in the palm of his hand, then emptying this in the 
gun, On top of the powder he rammed down « piece of 
hornet’s nest for a wad, then did the same with about as much 
Shot. During this time the dog's frantic barking around the 
tree kept the squirrel quietly seated in 4 notch, wailing to be 
slauchiered. 

“TYould now, Biddy; see that chap come down out of 
that,” cried Dim, bringing the gun to his shoulder. ‘lrem- 
bling from head to foot he closed both eyes and pulled the 

could bethe matter. It struck him he had not put in enough 
ammunition. He emptied in another charge of powder and 
shot, which were again wadded down us before, 
* Now, Biddy,” cried he, ‘‘look out; she is sure to go off 

this time.” But notwithstanding he snapped the trigger two 
or three times it would notgo off, ‘* Be Jabbers,” cried Tim, 
“Dil be aqual with ye yet, and 1’) fill yer old barrel with 
powder till ye do. go off, bad cess to ye.” Around came the 
powder horn once more, and a good load of powder was put 
in on top of the two charges of powder and shot alveady in 
the gun, and, with a determined air, he was just raising it 
again to his shoulder when Biddy cried out: ‘* Whist there, 
Tim ; put i your gin one of those little copper things in the 
little paper box,” 

“Och, tare and ounds, that’s just it; she'll go now, and no 
thanks to her. Wetch it along quick; the bird up in the tree 
there is getting tived waiting till 1 shoot him, so he is.” 
Carefully adjusting the cap, once more the gun was brought up 
and the trigger pulled. This time it went off with a vengeance. 
‘Tim was sent heels over head, and the gun went spinning 
some yards off. Biddy helped Tim up. ‘Oh, are yo kilt-2” 
cried she. ‘** Divil a kilt,’: said Tim, ‘* but where is me gun?” 
‘Tl go for it,” cried Biddy, starting to run to pics it up, 
‘* Holy Mother!” yelled Tim, holding his nose, which was 
bleeding profusely; ‘‘Stop, Biddy; stop, I say; don't go 
near the divil; there’s two loads in her to come out yet; don't 
touch her for yer loife.” And there the gun lay till an older 
settler, who chanced to pass, explained matters, aud taught 
Tim Doyle to become what he now is—a good shot. 

ATADOCONA. 
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ERRORS IN PICTURES OF FIELD 

, SPORTS. 

Eprrox Formst AND STREAM: 

In your issue of August 15 I have read with rauch interest 
the criticisms of J. L. K.” on “Marine Painting,” He is 
evidently a seaman, and knows whereof he speaks. And whoa 
can fail to admire his enthusiasm over the beautiful yacht, 
He speaks of her as if he loved her, and I have no doubt he 
does. His strictures on the average marine picture are no 
donbt perfectly legitimate. And yet there may be some ex- 
cuse for inaccuracies here. Accurate technical knowledge of 
the subject is not very casily obtained from books, and seamen 
able and willing to give information are not found at every 
turn. 

There is another department of art, however, equally faulty, 
or more so, with not a shadow of excuse. This comprises the 
legion of sporting sketches which adorn or disfizure the walls 
of our pobie and private houses. Most of them are so faulty 
as to be exceedingly offensive to the sportsman and the 
naturalist, or toany one, in short, who kuows much about the 
subjects treated. ‘To illustrate, I have before me three pic- 
tures. In many respects they are very good indeed. ‘The 
landscape, the still life, the color, the atmosphere, the group- 
ing and drawing of the figures, all show much artistic merit. 

The first is entitled a ‘ Quail Shooting.” It is a very popu- 
lar picture, has been much admired, and reproduced in many 
forms. I need hardly describe it; everybody has seen it, In 
the foreground are the pointers, the covey of quails and the 
hunter, In the backeround is a field of rye, partly cut and in 
shock, with the harvest hands busily at work finishing the 
job. It probably never oceurred to the {artist that quail are 
never shot in haryest-time, from the fact that they are mostly 
in the shell, and it is contrary to law in every State of the 
Union, ‘The artist has just placed 1 late autumn scene on a 
midsummer landscape, That is all. 

‘Che next is ‘‘ A Herd of Deer,” a buck, a doe and two spot- 
ted fawns, Did the artist not know that such a groupis never 
seen in nature? The buck is never found in company with 
the doe when her fawns are ‘‘in the spot.” He cares no more 
for her or his fawns at this season of the year than he does for 
the sod under his hoofs. The buck has no «affection for his 
children. Indeed he will destroy them if he can get at them. 
The male and female consort together for about one month— 
generally through November, long after the spots haye disap- 
peared from the fawns. In this picture there is a double 
anachronism. The spotted fawns indicate spring or early 
summer, The fully-developed and beantifully-pointed horns 
of the buck certainly mean October or November. 

These blunders are seen at almost every turn, and are alto— 
gether inexcusable, because the least hit of research would 
have pointed out the errors. 

There is a print which illustrates pickerel shooting in the 
overflowed prairies of the West. The artist and the writer 
both place a large dorsal fin upon the pickerel, an appendage 
which he dees not possess, as every cnc knows who has ever 
seen him, 

There seems to be just nown demand for literary and 
artistic work of this kind. Why do ihese men offend the 
public taste by producing such stuff? A picture sheuld tell a 
story. ‘The artist should be a teacher of correct principles in 
the natural history of the objects he portrays, In other words, 
he should speak the truth, In looling over these art blunders 
one is reminded of that celebrated picture of ‘* Abraham Of- 
fering up Isaac,’ in which the old Patriarch is represented as 
about to dispatch his son with a modern fowling-piece, or of 
that other great historical panorama o! the Israelites crossing 
the Red Sea, pursued by the hosts of Pharoah, who are armed 
with breech-loading repeating rifles. VENATOR, 
Monmouth, Warren Co., [l., August 10. 

“*“*Venator’s” points are well taken. A great many ana- 
chronisms do exist, and many of them of the most glaring 

character. Our attention was called some time ago to a clever 
bit of art criticism in the London Athenwumm, which showed 

the blunders made by artists who introduced flowers which 
were not only out of season, but which could not belong to 
the locality in which they were depicted as blooming. We 

have before written, however, on this particular point, that 

the picture of a fish, for instance, which might suit the 

thorough arb critic, would not do for the professor of icthy- 

ology. For the former, general effects that slight necessary 

idealization of nature would be acceptable, while the Smith- 
sonian savané would find fault if there was.a scale too little 

or a spine in the dorsal too many. Geneéral coarse blunders, 
however, when nature is travestied, ought to be decried, 

Neither birds, fish nor animuls can be drawn from one’s inner 

consciousness. Mistakes in natural history hy distinguished 
authors might be made quite noticeable, if oue were to seek 

for the tares in the wheat. Does not Thackerayin * The 

trigger, but no report followed, Down came the gun toa ' Virginians” male the Potomac teem with salmon ? 
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PIGEON MATCHES. 

WORCESTER ¥S. MARDBOROUGH.—These sportsmen’s clubs had their 
third trial last week at Jourdans Pond, Lake Quinsigamond, resulting 
In a victory for the home club by a score of 255 to 251, The following 
is the score: 

‘WORCESTER, 
cea A Le at a stetat of le 

qe eonebion. ta AA td AA Aas A Oa a 

Pees TILT Aaa td a tat t04 

Pe deen OL LOLA aa yO mo rid td tia 

PB, Stman...1 01100 NIATIAMAa~tiidaiadtia ia 

Fan teer <4 FEAL ROALD IO SEL OAL IONS st 1 SOE 

Pe eon sot TAT Pe a da a 

gp Amines OAL IAAL ITIAdiT1APoLdtoooa dam 

ee asap 3 21111111101111011011111111111 

, Stedman Clarki11211211110101111141111100120 

MARLBORO. 

A eae 1111011111101011111111111111 

TJ Beaudry....1100121111010141111101111110 0 

Pee TE TOL LD Aa Le aad toa 

te Path eta aL eee ere ares gerbe CRT EE )isP- Bek 

fg het eoel 111111111110011111411111101 

De een ALE, AO LAL OL Aap Set aed tet 270, et at ag 

Aer ape ke an 2120111111111111111111011101 

A ee baka! rs ket Cate als Uaboe eshte br erG ag Wesel 

Siler al Jr. TTi11414111111001101110111 

100101110011111011110100101 1 

Total, Worcester, 258 ; Marlboro, 251, 

OoNNECTICUT—Stamford._Fifth competition for Bishop revolver : 

H Oothout, Jrn.....0011010111111001111111111-19 
Wm Scoteid.......0011001110111111100111111-18 
R A Gillespie. 101000111110101110110110 04 
C Hendrie... -001010110000011011101111 0-13 
G8 Foote.........1000000010011110000001101~9 
Thos Cumming.. OONDGV0D0TOGD0001T000010000101 5 
Third competition for ‘* Loading Tools:” 

EL. OOUMOnt ip. teesccmnsetseeaeertessaeiel lat) melee ledee nadeel Q—ir 
GF Foote... - 45 -011010000111111—9 
A G Weed, Jr. -0900011011100111 8 
EF W Gillespie. ~L111010010111000—8 
Wm Scotield .. OLV0001TT10000T101I—6G 
Thos Cumming 0100000100101105 
W A Hendrie -100000010011010—5 
K H Giilespie.. -001100100001010—5 
Walter Daniel. 001110010000100—6 
Lewis Dulf.......0--eeeereeeee renner 0 OOLTLTO000000100 3 

Second competition for the “Implement Case.” 

Hendrie. . ana Ua eeee Scofieltl...... 10101011¢0—5 
Oothout, Jr.0011000111—-5 EHGillespie,..0010011001 
R Gillespie. 10011001015 Weed, dr....0100010000-9 

Lone Brancn GuN Cros—Aug. 31.—Handicap sweepstakes at five 
birds, five traps, Hurlingham rules : 

Dr Zolnowski..... ... +280 Me ibaks 111 1—5 
¥F Dagro. + 111 1-5 
W Stone. if 1 ii 1i—6 
Hammerlis. st 1 11 ds 
E G Marphy.. ce 111 1-6 
WS Green..... ut 111 1—5 
W Henderson.. oy 0 1di1 1-4 
W Murphy..... ue 1 01 1-4 
a G Hecksher.... a 01114 
Smith. 2.20.6... ‘ai 110 1—3 
BH Bachanan.., td 10 0 0-1 
FH Lawrence...... vores 
Same Day—Glass ball match for club hadge, 18 yards rise, three traps 

and Bogardus rules: 

Dr Zolnowskl...,..1111111111111111101111111~—24 
FDuero..-- ssevee-0 1 121112711211111111111111111—2%4 
L Bright... -1111111101111111111111111-"% 
G@ Bright... CANS oP ete Pike ey eto baat Pok oe iio he 
J Hammeriis. 11110011111101111100100060—16 
A L Sewell... 001110110111110010100001LW 
T Granger. . .01110111100111011111011i1—19 
W Stone....--.-.--101110100011010101100101 0-13 
GW Curtis........0000000000001001010001000-4 
Mr Freeman......-. 00010010000111010111111W 

Match at 25 yards rise, five traps, ten-bore guns and Hurlingham 
roles: 
Edgar G Murphy. ....J1111011111011111111101-20 
LBright............:11111101010010111111111 0-18 

Mipway CLus—Matawon, NV. J.—Regular monthly shoot for the club 
badge, August 29, at Monnt Pleasant, ten birds each, 134 oz. shot, 80 
yards boundary ; “handicap : 

James Lamberson... 
KA Wyckoff. 
Cart Warne. 
James Iving.. 
HA Warne... 
J Vanbrackle....... 
W A Dunlop..... 
Stephen rete dees bs580 exit 
George Farington.. 
Richard Worrell 
Hjias Vandeveer. 
Charles Browp 

| AR 

ie seteassesnsecere 

HER OH RRR EH oH RRHe eH eH Hee POHRHOOCHHHEE BR OHHH Ee ey SSHPHRPHHSoooHrH SeSsooCHrHEHHeE, 

TPTTTTTiry 
SAIAAnHOM wears 
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PENNSYLVANIA—Sharon, Aug. 26—Match between Morgan, of Brook- 

field, O., and Jas, Koy, of this place. Conditions: ten pigeons, plunge 
trap, and ten glass balls, Score: 

Pigeons, Balls. 
Me tesar assess erst F 0 OL DO Te —6 1111111111—10—16 
Morgan........--.11110101006 1111111101—9—15 

Same Day—Sweepstakes : 

Morgan................1 1111-5 MebLain........-... 
Evaus..... .--0111 1-4 Tribby 
TGSVERN« ob renee brecos” 1 L1-—4 Roy 2siee. Accent 

Morgan won on ties of flve, and Evans won on ties of four. » 

Second sweep: 
Morgan.....:..-.-+:+,01111—4 Tribby........ wseeee --L 0111-4 
Evans... CES es ila SE Re ROR Aa 11111—65 
Reeves..... a hedadedes sled (0 ddd: 
ribby won second by breaking three straight. 

TENNESSEE—Columbia, Aug. 19.—Tournament of the ‘‘ Hit or Break’’ 
Gon Ulub. First match, pigeons, 21 yards rise, plunge traps: 

ieee beanalad a ee Gordon......,.,.10101001-4 
seo 0111011-—5 Begley. ssc seer eel 01100013 

Gampball.. weceel 1111111—8 Cochran,,,......1000001 1-38 
Hughes. 01001115 Webster,........10000011-3 
Batley.-.2.. vse 0 000000 0—0 Rainey............101111 0-6 

Second ifaton; glass balls, 18 yards rise, from two traps, Bogardus 
rules: 

Frierson, 1—9 Gordon,..... 
CWeeee 1—8 Begley 

Campbell 1—3 Cochran 
Hughes... 1i—t Webster, 
Bailey. ..<ss- 11—9 Rainey. 

Third match, at filteen yards, double rise, from two traps, glass balls: 
00—1 Gordon...... ssecseees hd 10 11-4 
10—4 Begley... 10 10 11—4 
10—3 Webster....-.........10 11 10-4 
O0O—4 Ramey.........-..+-- -00 90 0o—0 
10—4 

Fourth match, team shooting, five on a side, 18 yards rise : 
Frierson ....1111001011i—% “Gordon......1111111011-9 
Campbell. Dew..... 01101111118 
Hughes... Bailey.......1100010001 
Rainey ... Webster,....1110100111—7 
Roberts. Begiey ......0011101010—5 

TOUAL.c0secserenene ees sees one B6 DOLGL Sei sio,aice base Sin 9 Mao wee dd 

Fifth match, balls, 18 yards rise: 

Frierson... . -11111—5 Gordon..............-.10101-3 
Hughes... ---112111—5 Webster...............0 0111 
Balleyn sve case. sO Ds 

Private match, balis, 18 yards rise: 

Gordon,.... 111001111—8 Hughes,...12111111111—Ww 
Frierson.....1 11111 11 1—10 

Tie shot off between Frierson and Hughes, balls, each 21 yards rise. 

PIiOrghM Sscecenssfesseatel: 1 di=3-sHupieners te ees auteeesl | aaa 

Nashville, Aug. 26.—Bogardns trapa. 
First match, 

Lannon....4-se0s006.s1 11 1%0—4 Maskey.......-se00e0051 1111—5 
Oates....-.. 21140 V5 McKinney.............1 111 1—5 
Meadows..............11111—5 

Ties at five shot off at three balls, At second tie Meadows and Oates 
divided stake, 

Second match, 21 yards rise : 

TUINE?......++-sse00c01 1111—5 Oates... 
Meadows, «+s... 1111 1-5 McKinney,. 
Massey...... tisteeh c0 cL seg 

Ties on three balls, 24 yards. 
WUMELxystee as ace se TLD 18 -OALEHIAS 5 a ashtess mena ctscpal 1 I—o 
MeaGOWS.....cene0-s02- -111—3 

Second tie. 
Turner. .<+.,- ai sea eee «-0 1 0—1 Qates.,.........sesscseevscesel 1 1—3 
Meadows 2.4.11 1-3 

Oates and Meadows divided, 
Third match, 18 yards rise: 

WUTHSr ease es seveeel L111-—5 Mitohell,.........6....11111—65 
Meadows..... ----11111—5 McKinney APG he hel 
Brackman.. -+e+-1 101 1—4 Burkholz.............. 110i11—4 
Oateds. 2s 6..0....452.0 1111-6 

On shoot off Turner and McKinney tled on three at 21 yards, twice 
ou pie at 24 yards, McKinney winning finally with one out of three at 

yards, 

Fourth match, five balls, 21 yards rise: 

Brackman ...,...es<05-11111—6 OpteS...ccos-sonccceres 11111—5 
Meadows. . --11111—5 Turner... --0111 1-4 
Rurkholz... --11011—4 Mitchell,......... 4u---l 1111-5 
MeKinney,....-......,.J 111 1—5 

Meadows won the shoot off on five. 

Fifth match, five balls, 21 yards rise : 

Meadows.......4......11111—5 Brackman -11111-5 
Mitchell... 1111—5 Turner. 1001 1-3 
McKinney »11111—5 Onates.. 11011 
Burkholz....... eeceeee 1011—3 Gilbert...... .-2..-5-..0 1100-2 

The ties on five were shot off by Meadows, Mitchell and McKinney, 
and after breaking three balls each, divided stakes. 

Sixth mate!, double balls, 18 yards rise: 

BurknolzZ.........ee000e11 11 10—5 Tnrner.............. +s+-ll 11 11—6 
Oates....<.. ..4--- e++eld 11 11—6 Brackman,,,.....-. ....11 10 11 -5 
Mitchell. ........,++--.10 11 11% 7 
Turner and Oates divided, J. D. 

GuLF Crry Gux CLUB—Mobile, Ala., Aug. 14.—Second match tor 
club medal : 

Tunatall..... -00111011110011001111—13 
VERS secu abe 11001111000111111011—4 
Holt, WB.. ~-10010011110001110111—2 
Alexander... 010121010111011111111—15 
Sueffield, F. O1100000001411101111—11 
Carne. ....... 114111111101001011101 1—15 
Shefileld, W H. 00001100000000110111—¥7% 
Dr Bizzeil ... -01101110011111111011-11 
AWTENG .Soe- yey ader--2 0165600100101011111701—1 
Ladd.. 11011111111010110111—16 
Fry..... oOOOL1T11111110101100 0—12 
Malone, sccee--sse-eeeee ee VOTO LTOVDOIDIODO00000000—-1 

MICHIGAN—Howell, Aug. 23.—The opening contest for the “Jewett 
Reyolver” at glass pail shootLDE took place last Friday, Aug. 23, with 
the following result ; ten balls; 21 yards rise; new model Bogardus 
trap, behind screen; to be won three times in succession: 

Rubert......1101100011—6 Wilcox..,,..0101111110-—7 
Switzer, 1100001100—4 Moulliken...7110101011-—% 
C Holt -..0100111111—7 JHolt,.....0100111111—7% 
Lee,,........0100101000—3 Fisher.,..... 11011110118 

C. G@. d, 

Outo—Gallatin, Aug. 29.—These are the officers of the recently 
organized shooting club: Thomas Miller, President; Jno. W. Walton, 
Jr.; Secretary; R. P. Stuart, Treasurer. There are fourtecn members, 
Trap shooting will now be the popular sport. 

The Chicago Tournament, 

The pigeon shooting tournament at Chicago, Any 27, 28, 29 and 
30, was held under the management of T. Stagg. The contests were 
open to the world ; all matches shot from H and i Parker plunge traps, 
set two and one-half yards apart, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, 
14 oz. shot, The scores were as follows: 

Tuesday morning, Aug. 27: 

Crandall....1110111011—85 101111111—9 
MeArthur..1011111101—8 1101111119 
dames....-.0111111111-9 1111111019 
Harding....1101111101—8 111011111-9 
Joles.......0111110111—8 111011111—¢98 
Doxie......0111101110—T 111111011—9 
Porter,......1111111411—10 Harbaugh..1000010111—5 
Hasfurther.1111111110—9 Kimble.....11711101111~—9 
Merriman,.1111111111—10 Cramer,....1111011111—9 
Pratt..-....1111011101—8 Organ. Tae eet ete ar 
Klefnman..0111101111—8 Hich. -0181111001—6 
Leland..... 1110001110—6 Gilles +1101010011—6 
Torvatall.,,1111111111—10 Hawthorne.i1110101111—8 
McVeagn...1111100111—8 

Ties on ten—26 yards. 

Porter,.-.- ~11111—5 Tarnstall. ............ 11111-5 
Merriman........ 111114 

At31 yards, won by Merriman with flve straight. 
Ties on nine—26 yards, 

Sherman......+0++.+-1 1111—5 Wells,.....-... 111104 
Cronch.. .......+-+5--1 1 111—5 Kimble. --00111-3 
GRIP s vnslas bales seccseeeel 1110—4 Cramer Aidecetel 2 Pan 5 

Others withdrew, and on second tle, at 31 yards, Crouch won with 
five straight. 

Tie on eight—26 yards. 

McArthur....,........11111—5 Kleinman...., 
POLGA Jer ade oaccneseeeed ed Lao f 

Others withdrew. 

- -111111-6 

Second tie—21 yards, 

McArthor.....,.......+ 110114 Kleinman......... ol 1 011-4 
TOES. 4-2 +000 --111014 
Third tie, 37 yards, won by Joles with five straight, Ties on six, 26 

yards, won by Bich with five eri 

Tuesday afternoon > , et, 

Hardin: 001110111—T7 Doxie......0111101110— 
See nae tat Ta aa teed ka Turril 0111110111—85 
Sherman...1111110110—8 Brice. 11114111111—10 
Crouch.....0101011111—7 Wells. 0111010111—7 
James.,....0111111101—8 Littlejohn . 1110111111—9 
Wass,..... w1111121111—10 HarbsogH .1110100001—5 
Turnstall...0111111010—7 Kleinman..11110111711—9 
Leland.....J 111010111—8 Organ ....01101111101—8 
Merriman..11101111411—9 Cramer.,...0111011111—9 
Porter..s.<01 111111111—10 Willard....11111211011—9 
Hawthorne.1110001001—5 MeArthor.1111111011~¥9 
Ayer,......1110011111—85 Joles..-...J 111111100 8 

Kimble... 111111111110 Gillesple...1101100111—7 
Crandall...uv101110110—6 Carr........ T1111i10i1t~y 
Bich ...e..eL 1 L1111111—10 MoVeagh...3101011100—6 

Tiles on ten—26 yards. 

+0 11114 Kimble... 
11111—5 RKich...;.. 

--01100—2 

Porter and Kimble divided first money. 

Merriman .,....,. 
J Kleinman. 
Cramer......... 

Ties on nine—26 yards, 

11011—4 Willard ... 
111—5 Mearthur. 
111-5 

faecal 
eid 

Others withdrew, 

Second tie, $1 yards, Kleinman won with five straight, 

Sherman 
James. 
Leland 
AYEr asa vey 

Ties on elght—26 yards, 
+-11101—4 Turrill,. 
O00100—-1 Organ... 
-L1111—5 Joles, 

«1101 0-3 

eee e heer ene 

Bp as ae 
1 wenee 

Second tie on eight, 21 yards, won by Organ, with fdur out of five. 

Ties on seven, 26 yards, won by Turnstall with four out of tye. 
Ties on six, 26 yards, won by McVeagh with five straight, 

Wednesday morning, Aug. 28.—Clasa shooting: 

Davis....... 1011111110 8. Vass...,...1111111111—10 
Hasforther..1111111101—9 Wells.ccset) 111111110—8 
McArthor...0110010111—6 Crouch.....111111101i1—9 
el AL11211111—10 Porter......0111111111—9 
Doxie......1111010111—$8 Carr........1101111101 8 

1111111111 —10 Lelsnd.. 1111100111—8 
-11111900110—7 71110211110—8 
1111011111—9 Ay 1117011111-—9 

Crandall....1 111110110 8 Littlejonbn.0011111110-7 
2111111112110 J Kivinmanl 111111111—10 

Tunstall....0011111111—8 Donn....... 10111111108 

Tiles on morning shoot, Wednesday, Augnat 28: 
Ties on ten—26 yards. 

weed 111 1-5 Vassy....strsnsse +1L1101-4 
.11101—4 Eleinman.. wl1111—8 

«101114 

Second tie, at 31 yards, won by Kleinman, five straight. 

Ties on nine—26 yards? 
Hasfurther............11111—8 Porter....-....... eR te 11111—5 
Joles........ Rie O=4 sAVEr eves eben —o 
Crouch........ weasel 0000-1 bh 

At 31 yards Porter and Ayer tiled on Ave each, and divided. 

; Ties on eight—26 yards. ~ 
DA Vid e<5 oe case cileses ool) 0.0) 1% Warts. secus wee.1 O11 1-4 
Doxie..... eseeeaeeel O11 1—4 Telatid vase eke is vant 1101-4 
Crandall... aael 110 1—4 Merriwan........-.....01111—-4 
Turnstaill.. sveceéest 110 1—4 Dorms... ceveeeec--s--1 11 0 0—3 
Welles: sR ee cenunaee 01110-3 

At 31 yards Leland and Turnstall tied on five Straight, Tarnstall 
winning with ano.her five. 

Ties on seven won by Henry with three at 26 yards. 

Wednesday afternoon, Aug, 28,—Clasa shooting: 
Hasforther.1 011111104—S8 Porter.....91 1111211109 
K Price.....1111111111—10 James......1111111111—10 
Ayer...-...-1111001101—7 Turril elODB Li111i110-8 
Kimble.....1 111111111—10 Joles....... 1011110111—8 
Cart..... 2211101111018 Curn’'gham1011111111—9 
Leland......1111111111—10 Bieh..,....1111110111—-9 
Merriman...J2711111111—10 Dayis,....2101111111—9 
OCrouch.....1110100111—T Wells.....2100111100—6 
Crandall....01111121101—8 Willard...1110111111—9 
Tuastall. a 11111111110 Organ....2.1 101110111—85 
Vass,...-..0111111111—9 Gillespie...0111111111—9 
MeArthur..2111111101—9 Doxie...,.. 100001 Ww 
MoVeagh...1111001010—6 Hawthorne lilililv1t9o00—6 
Gaytes. mala MalbeWsbas agLat 8 Kleinman...11711111011—98 
Phelps. LOLLi11L1111-—9 Tueker...,.1111011110—8 
Henry....-.121111111 110 Bannister..0111010011—6 

Ties on ten, 2A yds, ' 

TER AA ae -«-e-l O 1 O 1—3 Tunstall. 1111 1-65 
Kimble -.1 11 0 14 James,. Peale Tes tea: 
Leland.. wall te 7 ots : 

Wor by Tunstall, others withdrew, 

Ties on nine, 26 yds. 

Vass .. 111 0 1—4 Eich... O111 0-3 
MeArth 0 1 11 1—& Dayls LE FQ) S49 
Pheips. - . 11 0 0-2 Wilar . AP) eas 
Portéer:=.. » 111 £1 O04 Gillespie..... O21i10 #23 
Cunningham ,.... O01 0 0 1—2 J Klemman.......1 1 1 1 1-5 

Second tie won by Kleinman with five at 31 yds, 
Ties on seven won by Couch with five at 26 yds. 

Ties on six, 26 yds. 

McVeagh.......... 1 1 0 1 O—8 Hawthorne........1 1 1 1 f-4 
Wells ......e2000..) 1 0 1 14 Bannister...,. tec Ft a 

Second tle won by Hawthorne with two at 31 yds. 

Thursday, Aug. 29,—Class shooting : 

E Price -LO0111-411111—9 .Brice 011001111—7 
AYer,.-... 101111101—8 11111¢0110—8 
Hasfurther.l11111110i—9 1O1101110—7 
Tunstall 1241711011—9 L144 7992 10 
Kimble waLTt1011110-—8 111111108 
Eerter.,.s 11111111110 ~0011111010—6 
Crouch 1111111111—10 Littlejonn .. 111111111—20 
Stone......10011120100—65 MLerIAE 111112114 1-10 
A Kleinmant101110111—8 ‘Yurrill.. 1ii110111=9 
Kellogg,...1111010111—8 Canteld . 011011110-6 
Garrison....09111111111—9 Leland,....1 11010111 1— ] 
Foss.........1101101111—8 Tucker...,,U111111101—8 
Crandall....1111111011—9 Joles.......2111011111—9 
J Kleinman] 01111110 0—7 Lydston...1011111111—9 
Hawthorue.1100101011—6 Wells......0011111100- 6 
Buates......- 1111110101—S8 Hopkins...1071111110—8s 
Vass........1211111100—S5 Gorea.:...12110111011— 8 

Ties on ten, 26 yda, 

Porter....-ssseeccesld 1 1 0 O-—3 Littlejohn........1 1 0 1 f= 
COUCH cnees t3eees0o ek ew oe a Merriman........ 01247 d+ 
McArthurs........0 1 11 
At 81 yda. Merriman won with ty tive straight. 

Ties on nine, 26 yds. 

Price......- weesssek 1 1 1 1—5 Crandall -Ll 1 Tt 1 J-=6 
Hasfurther..s.....1 1 1 1 1—6 Turrill,.........3.0 1 11 f—3 
Tunstall........seal 1 1.1 1-6 Joles....4-4;....--1 0 1 1 I-a 
Garrison,......-...1 0 1 1 1—4 Lydaton............ Lda Te es 
At 31 yds. Crandall and Hasfurther divided on five ean, 

‘Ties on elght, 26 yds. 
AYEXB. cccuncasseese OQ 1 1—4 Bates. .............1 1 1 1 1-5 
Kimble 1 1 O-} Vass.... SP SO, et 
A Kleinman... 1 1 0-4 Leland... ol! dict ate tS 
Kellogg 1 OF O86. Sey ceases eee, OR ds 
FOSS) ..2.- wssacreet 1 0 2 d—4 
Others withdrew. At3l yds, Leland won with four. 

Ties on seven, 26 yds, 

J KleInman --i 1 1 0 1—4 Mobley............1 1 1 1 0—4 
Brice s.y.-.2-21 1 1 0 1-4 
At é1 yds, Kleinman won with three ont of four. 

Ties on six, 26 yds. 

Hawthorne........1 0 0 1 1—8 Ganflold .... sces00l 1 1 1 0-4 
TOL)... ee.ccee.,n1 1 1 1 1-6 Wells... ...55-5:.2 0 1 1 I-48 

Club Shoot—Thursday afternoon ; teams of two from each club ; 10 
Single and 6 pair double: 

Turrill..........1110110111-—8 
A Price.....4: 

Doxle...... 

A Kleinman... 
J Kleimman....0 
Tucker,........1 
Crouch,...... 

Organ,,..--c.000 
ROChE,....-055 
Gore,.....22+++ 
Lydston..-.----1 1 

.0111111111—-17 
101101111—85 

--11110111700— 7—15 

1011111111—9 
111101111—8-17 

111107 b01—10 
21111011001— 7—IT 

1211111111—10 
o01110001—6—16 
1i011111i—8 
111111011— S816 

1101111011—8 
2101001110 0— 513 

11111111—10 10 
111110110~S8—5 

1010 11.10 11— 7 
00 11 11 11 11— #1522 
10 11 10 10 Q0— 5 
10 11 10 01 11— 7—-12—27 
11 11 1010 19— 7 
10 11 11.11 10— S—16—32 
1010 11 01 10— 6 
00.10 11 11 10~ 612-29 
Ju 10-11 10 1— 7 

. 10 11 11 10.11— 8—15—31 

h tiga 1-8 Siege 
00 11 01 10— 6 
10 10 10 11— T—13—25 

Ui 11 00 10 6 
11 10 10 11 10— 7-12-31 

- — . 
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10 10 11 11 WW— 6 Hasturiher.... JO L011iits 
Stone,...2--.-1 019071010 G—18 1 00 00 00 10— 2— B—21 

Weiss. 11i0010110—-6 1041 Vi 11 1i— 8 
Joles,-...-.----1 1121111191036 0040 1) 10 10—5—13—29 
Leland.........0 11111111110 4040 10:0) O1— 5 

OL LLOUTT1I—S18) 11 Mi 11 11 OD 6-11—29 
relIltiigdiai—s dt 10 10 41 418 
1110001111—7—-16 101) 0) 1) 10— 7—16—S1 
1 110011011—7 10 10 10 01 10— 5 
2711111011119 18 111041 11 o1—3—13+2 
Ties on (hirty-two, 5 single and 4 pair. i] 

141 0-4 1 11—3 
0 6 U0 0—i—5 i n—-+7—-19 

A Kleinman, .......+.- 1111 4 WW i—-4 
J Kleinman. sos tsecnseoesind 1 0 ft 1-4-8 10 10—2—6—14 
Willird...- cssse0----- papiisteles chee a2. D1 al) (Nad 10 10—2 
OMGGM pokes yriaesetrepeaevesyyt 2 > 1—bh—9 10 1W—2—4—18 

Ties on thirty-one. : 

Oo 11 i-—4 10 10—2 
1 i 1-5-9 (0 11-2—4—13 

1yiief id 19—2 
010 133 TL 1—8—5—13 

1111-5 Wt it 
610 0-I-6 10 00—-1—5—11 

c o 0 1 1-3 Ww H0—1 
ited eee ene ea ner aos-20 2 J 1 1=4—7 1 1i—41—5-+-12 
Ties on thirteen divided. 

Ties on twenty-nine : 
THGKEI: swiskancsecstetecwsugeecd fb kd tneS WwW W—3 . 
at te veweude ie a Wis is ae 00 11—2—5—15 
Fifteen took third money, 
FELIS... a ccneeeeccese-satacam. 1 0 1—8 11 W—-4 
JOS... -.. 0.5 0 1T 1 14% io 1—3—T—14 

.l 100 8 10 W—t1 
0 1 1 1-4—7F 1 1b—8—8—10 

Brice....-.,.... A001 0-28 1 10-3 
Me(allam............. eeeaeeeeel 1 1 0 U-2—4 10 10—2—5— 9 
Friday *morning—Five ground traps 3) yds; 10 Ringle birds ; $10 en— 

trance; five prizes: 
Ayer,....4.1011101011—7% Wells.......0017111111-8 
Hasturther..0110101011—6 ABogardus1011111111—49 
Porter......0101101111—7 Harbaugh..0100000000—1 
A Kleinman.) 1111121111—10 Moser...... O111001011-6 
Crandall....1101110101—% EBogardusii1i11100001—6 
Gore.......0100110100—4 ucker....1101111011—-8 
B Price. OLL1T111111—9 Leland....0120110110—6 
Tunstall 111111111110 Lydston...d011111001—7 
JKleinman,l 011111111—9 1101710110—7 
Mérriman.. dL 11i011000—6 Rh a Wie ah Diag 0 

017111011004 QL11011011-7 
OoL1010101—5 1111001111—8 
T10011111—T O111111101—8 

~100011000T1—4 

In shoot off A Kleinman and Tunstall tled on 6 at 26 yds., and 4 af 31 
yoa,, dividing, Ties of 9 and 8 divided, ‘lies of 1, Ayers aud Porter 
“ivyidedon 5 ab 26 yds. Ties of 6 won by Merriman. 

Friday wfternoon.—Clnb shoot, ten single and Hve double; teams of 
two from each club ; re-entries allowed : 
Tarr... se LL iLotitti—9s 11 11 10 10 O1— T 

411111111 1-10-49 1111 11 11 11—10—17—36 
er. - .1011110111—-8 Wl 11 oO 1— 9 

Pecrarther, “4112711111 1—10—18 41 10 #1 11 11— S125 
‘leiaman......1111111111—10 41 11 11 14 11-10 

t Kleimman.--...111111111 1102 1W 11 11 10 10— 71727 
ea Paes 10 11 10 10 1— 7 
{1110111170—8—i7 1111 00 11 10— 7-141 

atoh,...-,---1OLL1T0111—7 Ut 11 40 4i— 8 
sitet eeprom a 111111110—9—18 1010 1110 W— 6—14—30 
Sedat ist ta (1 10 1110 11-7 

onan eaaone ea 111000111— 716 11 i1 10 11 O1— B—t5—a1 
Ballot... + -::: 70101111118 10 01 06 10 71— 5 
MeUallim ...-.0111211%111—19—18 00 21 11 in 10— 6-11-29 
murstall.......0td11i2i10—9 0110 11 10 10— 6 
aes . OO111i111—7410 111 11 11 1-10 16-39 

: 14411111 1-10, 1i11i011 1— 8s 
raudail 11010111 1 747 Oi 10 11 10 10— 61481 

art ee ¥it@11111-9 1101011 11 5 
aa ; 1411111111—9—18 11 10 41 11 10— 8—ig—34 

nar. {iioiilii—9 11 11 41 11 1110 
ea f T111110 01 t16 11 10 M1 00 10— s—14_81 

Saher ribiaiaier ii ah 1110 i111 i1— 9 
Sy cae th 1111111 1—10-20 12 11 11 01 11— 9—18—28 

Mets Sere inet 4110 10 41 10— 7 
ee 410001711 0—6—16 111111 11 10— 9—16—22 
Wellds...--ssureet 120111111—9 Wii liv—s 
JUIES.., vee eeeedLL1£11101j1—9—I18 10 11 11 11 O1— 8—14—34 

Merriman and Leland and Wells and Joles divided fifth money on 
fhe) tour birds, 

Answers ta Correspondents. 

No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Communications. 

s2- A number of anonymous correspondents will understand why 
their queries are Hot answered, when they read the lines at the head of 

this column. 

Ww. G. O., Garrison, N. ¥.—In Illinois. 

A. ©, W.. New York.—Good snipe shooting can probably be had near 

Patchogue, L, I. 

G. C. F., Broadway, N. ¥.—No Pigou, Wilks & Lawrence powder for 

gale in the country, 

D., Houston.—Tho makers are very responsible, and we take great 

pleasure in indorsing them, 

W.B. It., Ontario—We find the name of the person in the Directory, 

but cannot tel] his standing. 

P. §.—Cati give you uo satisfactory pedigree of Shot. Inquired of 

H.8, Says he can’t help you. 

f. G., Philadelpiila.— all hardware stores sell trank trimmings, which 

is what you want for your gum case. : 

H., P. M., Columbia, Tsnn.—We know of no wild pigeon dealer 

nearer to you than T, Stagg, of Chicago. 

1. J. A, Wall St, New York.—We believe the Penobscot county to be 

A good one and that you will lind game there, 

Pp. F., Newark,—You will Ond good fleld glasses at the stores of the 

opticians and dealers in sportsiien’s goods who advertise in our col- 

u0inB. 

J. H., Boston.—The porous stone filter can be obtained of Molberton, 
No, 117 Fulton st. Price $1. At a small additional cost the long India 
rubber tubés could be supplied. 

D. C., Georgetown, D. O.—Your’s is a difficult question to answer. 
Think we would adyise teklng the new American gun, The firm you 

ask about has been go culled for about three years. 

DirqAk.—We think the mixture does make good results, But one 

grade of Ditimar Is used for fowling-pieces. Two dracims \ould do 

no herm, Does not weaken the barrel In the least. 

J, ©. B., Pittshurgh.—What book contains the best information res- 

pecting the breeding, rearing and training of the red Irish setter? 

‘Ans. 1, Read Idstone, Stonehenge, and many others. 2 Have no 

opmon to giye—can’t do it, you kiow, 

H. G, W., Norristown, Pa.—tn the country about Ralston, Pa., you | 
Will Dod bears, deer, squirrels, grouse, woodcock, trout, catfish, ete. 

We litve no yery Jatt adyices as to particular stream bes for camping 
this season. You can hardly go amiss, 

J, O. M.—My setter liud distemper when 7 months old. He will net 
fatten, Lumps form on him and espéctally on his face. Ans. Should 

glye age of dog and some particulars about attack of distemper.. At- 
tend as much as possible to his general health. 

A. DD. N., Monson, Mass.—For deer In Michigan go to the Manistee 

River, the region around Escanaba, Fife Lake, the woods about Kalkas- 

Ea and other towns in that part of the State. Take your dog along. 

You will tind both deer and turkeys about Flint. 

C.8, S., Utica.—Dittmar’s powder seems to give general satisfaction. 
“Use exuctly the same quantity by measure aa you would of black pow- 

der, Mr, Squires will load your shells with Dittmar, 334 ozs, of shot 
isall wrong, 1 oz. of chilled, or ordinary shot, 14 a good load, Conld 

not tell you where the rabbit doz can be had. 

F. W.B., Green"Bay.—My puppy, 9 months old, setfer, has broad 

Ted streak of Mesh that looks very unpleasant. Eyes and nose run. 
Has small sores, Seem to come and go. What shallIi do? Ans. 
Give a little sulphur oc¢asionally, and rub in kerosene Ol] where sores 

are. Consult yonr local surgeon about the eyes: 

0. B. S,, Ironton.—So much would depend on the weight of your bar- 

rel in your German gn that we could not advise. Certuinly ifrusted 

the gun never Will do any good work, Such small calibres as 20 do not 
allow much chance to rebore. Adyiseyouto geta new gun. ‘To re- 

work the old one might cost more than if was worth. 

W. H. J,, St. Augustine, Plorida.—Give your dog a teaspoonful of 

Sulphur three times a week, followed by castor oil on the alternate 

days, or give three compound cathartic pills in place of the oll. 2, Pain 

caused the yelping, and he probably has obstinate constipation. 8, Give 
the areca nut in a litle milk and water, or plain water, 

C, H. §,, Philadeiphia,—Have a setter pup 8 months old. Puppy plays 

with toads, picking them up. When I got him his mouth was disfigured 

with warts, Lowerlip one continnous series of warts, Has themon 

the roof of his month, What must be done? Ans. Gradually de- 

stroy them by application of nitrate of silver or caustic potash, 

F.T. B,, New York.—1, My setter pup has liceonhim. What will 

remoye them? 2. Isa gun stock injured in any way by being bent? 
Ans. 1, Use kerosene oll well robbed in, and wash off half an hour 

afer with soap and tepid water. 2. Might be inconvenient to shoot 

with until you were used tolf. Could be straightened at a small ex- 
pense. 

A, McK,, Ballimore.—My § month’s old terrier has little white lumps 

over him filled with matter. These break when squeezed. Eyes watery 

and weak. Terrier dull. Eats well, Lumps haye come out during the 

last three weeks. I feed him onscraps. Ans. Cease feeding meat and 

give a teaspoonful of sulphur three times a week, followed by a small 

dose of castor oll each alternate day. 

READER, Worcester, Mass,—I have an Hnglish setter dog six months 

old. About flve days igo a large swelling appeared over his right eye, 
completely closing the same. Bust quitehard. After two days the 

swelling went down, leaving a soft bunch about the size of a walnut. 

Byes are running some, Ans. This swelling may requires puncture. 

You had better consult some surgeon. 

Nar, Halifax.—aA cocker spaniel, 15 months old, when retrieving, 1s 

hard mouthed and spoils birds, HowcanI cure him? 2. Bitch has had 

two litters from a good dog, ana now lined by acur. Will ib affect her 
In future? Ans. 1. Can be broken by judicious treatment. A thistle 
in & glove sometimes does the business. Make him garry an egg, and 

punish him if he smashes it. See books on dog breaking. 2. Very 

likely to crop out in subsequent litters, 

B. BG. B., Sparta.—In loading your metalic shells pnt two wads two 

sizes larger than the shells in on powder and one oyer shot, Use pink 

edge over powder and brown overshot. We think that invariably two 

wads over powder give better patternthan one. In Joading paper 

sliells nse one card wad and two Eley’s pink edge, or one card and one 

Hley’s thick felt on powder and one Baldwin wad on shot. Wads should 

be, for paper shells, size of the gun. Some use a trifle larger. 

T. M. W, Grand Tower, Ill.—My setter, four years old, passes blood 

Trom his bladder without apparent cause. Otherwise seems in perfect, 

health, These discharges donot seem to affect his habits. Whatought 

tob2done? Ans, Your dog has some infammation of the bladder. 

Would, in the iirst place, Keep him quiet, and give him half a teaspoon— 

ful of sweet spirits of nitre once a day for three days, It mightbecome 

chronic unless attended to, <A little laxative medicine might do him 
goud. 

A. P. R., Rochester, N. ¥Y.—The most prominent canoe builders are 

Rustton, of Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y,, who makes a specialty of 
tlle Rob Roy canoe, Cost about $70. Win. Hyerson, of 485 First st., 
Brooklyn, E, D., Long Island, makes a specialty of the Shadow canoe. 

Cost complete, with sails and paddle, about $120. I. Waters & Sons, 
of Troy, N, Y,, make all kinds of paner canoes. Wm. English, of Peter. 

borough, Ont., builds bass wood canoes of the Indian type, and Mr, J. 

F. West, of East Orange, N. J., can give you information concerning 

canyas canoes. 

W. 0. H. B.—1. Is it considered safe to shoot Hley’s or Kay’s wire 
cartridges from a modified choke-bore gun, sald gan being one of —’s 

$150 guns? 2%. Isthe blue belton a separate and distinc type of the 

setter, and how does the breed, as a rule, compare with the Gordon, 
Laverack, Irish, etc., Tor nose, stannchness, and endurance? Ans. 1. 

Ought not to be used. Safe, buli might injure the gun. 2. The bine 

belton is a special strain, as much as Gordon or Layerack, and occu- 

ples an important relation to most of the modern strains, and was no 
doubt equal to any. 

d. ¥V. D., Bay Ridge.—Havye a Newfoundland dog abont eighteen 

months to two years old. Under his lower jaw, near the throat, is a 
sof}, pulpy lump about a hen’s egg in size, that occasionally almost dis- 

appears, The Inmp referred to is not strictly stationary, and has lasted 

for along period. Af the same time, he is troubled with canker of the 

tar. His appetite is yery fair when not troubled withthe canker, other- 

wise itis poor, and he cares little for meat. Inform me of the nature 
of the aboye, with the mode of treatment? Ans. Try and cure him of 
the cauker, Feed no meat fora month, Glye a little sulphur twice a 
week, and pour a little lead water in the ear éach day, holding in there 
tor & fey minutes. 

7, A. E., Oquaka, IL—What do you consider the best cure for 

distemper? Ans. There is nothing more general than the term 

employed to deseribe the first sickness in dogs, This we havevepeated 

in ont columna innumerable times. Distemper may he quite a different 

disease in one animal from another, Just as in children croup differs 

from méas/6s or scarlet feyer.” We cannot, then, advise one certain 

Apecitic as a cure for what 18 culled distemper, The besh thing to do is 
When the general 4ymploms appear, Buch as runting from the eyes aud 

nose, to give a ood Jaxative, andawait events. The salt ourementioned 
by 03, contributed bya correspondent, wa have of late had good report 
ofin quite a number o 

B, A, M,, Marbletown, N, ¥.—For woodcock shooting use one oz, No. 

12 shof. Woodcock retire to the higher and more monntainons dia- 
tricia (o moult. They eak worms, the larvs: of Insects, etc, 

W. J. P., Rockland, Me—My setter pup, 16 mos, old, had ‘the 
distemper badly. Itried the saltcureéonhim. It made him so weak 

that he could barely walk. Now heis very poor and miserable. There 

isa thick discharge from his é¢yes. What must be done with him? 

Ans. fn a former number we expressed that the use of salt or sults fora 
t long period was an heroic method of treatment,and might not be adapted 

to all cases. Be carefnt of the dog’s diet. Do not let him eat for a 
while anything but good oat meal wifi broth. Give him a teaspoonful 

of oil of sweet a'monds, and try und bulld him up. He must have been 

over-depleted by the treatment. Follow this up wilh 2 grs. quining 
every other day Tora week. There ia no reason why he should not get 

well, if judiciously treated. We would be glad to hear Trom you again 

SETTER, Sag Harbor.—Please tell me in your next what you would 

tall a dog angwering to the {following description? Black and white; 
head, dark, spotted with white; 10 inches from end of nose to top of 
head; foreheud 43¢ in broad, 6 in. around nose, 14 in. around head 

just forward of ears; upper lips long, inside of mouth yery black. 
Bars 5 in. long, set well back; very large Jump on top of head; 3 ft. 

1 in, long exclusive of tall; stands 2% in. high forward, 18 in, high on 

fips. Hair, long and Very fine on ears, hind legs andtail; weighs 41 
pounds; § months old, Marked—black head, saddle and hips white, 

neck, chest, sides, legs and tail, Has fleas, what shall I do for him? 
Ans. Black and white setter is the nearest wecan come to it, He may 

be of almost any strain so far as the color goes, Wor fleas wash him 

and apply kerosene, washing him afterwards, 

R.S. G., Ashiand, Wis,—l. To waterproof cloth; Take halt pouud 

sugar of lead and half pound powdered alum, dissolve in bucket of rain 

water and pour off into another vessel, ateeping the canyas Into It, 
Soak well, hang up to dry, but do not wring it, Paste this in your hat. 

2. Rinse articles of clothing, etc,,in water, with one ounce alum dis- 

solved init. This will render them practically fireproof. To remove 

mildew: Slacked lime, two bushels. Draw off the lime water and mix 
120 gallons of water and 4¢ pound blue yitriol, 4. Pyrethrum robrum 

is the insect. powder. 6. To patch rubber boots: One half pound bi- 

sulphate carbon, three handfuls gutta-percha. Put in wilde-monthed 

bottle, shake frequently ; at end of two weeks strain througnh cloth, re- 
turn to bottle, cork tightly. ‘To apply: Dry the article, smear the 

¢ement on and allow it to evaporate before bringing edges together. 

After it has become light colored in spots warm and bring edyes per- 

fectly together, stand away for awhile and the Job is compete. 

LooH Forte, Toronto.—lf your boat is 24ft. 6ln, over all we assume 

her to be about 22ft. on water line, Inthat case would advise lengthen- 

ing lier amidships so that she will have 81g beamsto her length. Your 

beam being 7ft, make her 24ft. on waterline, She will then stand up 
to her present canvas better, as she will take more ballast to bring her 
down. Put this as low as possible. She will be roomier, faster off the 

wind and probably do quite as wellin the witid. A simpler way to 

make her stand up better will be to transfer as much of her ballast as 
possible to the under side of her keel by putting on a “shoe” of lead, 

Bay 12ft. long, 4in, deepand din, thick, or its equivalent of 950lbs. In 
some other shape. Remove this much from inside. If possibe, substil- 

tute wooden foor for the metalone and stow the metal between the 

timbers under the floor. This will materially lower the boat's centre 
of gravity, Perhaps you carry too much canvas in your lower sails, 

of that we cannot judge without more particulars. You might lastly 

experiment by pulting more ballast in her as she is at present, though 
bringing her down deeper in the water would alter her trim and migh 
injure her sailing, but the reyerse might also be the result. Asit ig 

easy to remove the extra ballast again you had better try this plan firsf, 

then, if not successful, put part of your present ballast under keel, etc., 

as explained above, The lengthening operation would be the most ex- 

pensive. Remember that narrow boats always keel more than broad, 
shallow craft at the outset, but become stiffer than the other type the 

stronger the wind blows. 

T. C,, Roslyn, L. 1.—The Whitehead “fish torpedo” is an English 

adaptation of American experiments Made Mkny years ago. Mr, 

Whitehead, chief engineer at a torpedo factory in Frinne, Austria, 

brought out the invention in an improyed form, since which time the 
British Government has been experimenting with it at the Woolwich 

arsenal, Itis steered by an automatic arrangement which keeps the 
torpedo moyingin a stralghtline. When once started all connection 

with the operator ceases and no change in direction can be effected, 

It is retained at the desired depth by means of antomaticyalve at- 

tachments to air chambers connecting with a reservoir of compressed 

air, By admitting the compressed alr into them to @ greater or less de- 

gree water is driven out, or let in, and the torpedo rises, 

or sinks. The yalyes operate through the differing densities 

of water at different depths. The torpedo cannot be steered 

very accurately, and its efficiency is much overrated for 

practical work. The propelling power 1s compressed air, The 

steel cases are mate by boring out of the solid so as to avoid joints 

*which would Jeak under the 6001bs. pressure to the square inch, For 

rough water the torpedo may be set down as absolutely useless, except- 

ing at very close quarters; anything which cannot be guided over its 

course by an operator is very uncertain in its eMciency, Ths Lay and 

Hriceson torpedos aré much more dangerous weapons of attack than 

the fish. Wxplosions on a yessel’s side above water would be very in- 

effective and it wonld require 4 much heayier charge to producé dam—- 

age than under water, as most of the force of the explosion would pasa 

off through the alr away from the ship. Cannot say exactly how many 

pounds of nitro-glycerine would be required to shatter the sides of an 

ironclad, Only experiment can determine that. 

KAnuck, St. Davids.—Smallest skiff for two persons should be about 

9ft. Gin. long, bul 10ft, would do better, Cut outa section board sft, 
Qin, on top, 3ft. 3in. on bottom and 1lin deep. Take two boards clear of 

knots 44in. thick, cut off at bow and stern at an angle to sult taste for 

rake of stem and counter. Cut out stern piece from iin. thick board 

Say 2ft. 10in. across top, 2ff. 2in. across bottem and 94in. deep, Make 

Blem of oak, about sin, stuff. Cutrabbet init. Now stand up the mid 

Ship section, Nall the two side boards lightly to the section and bend 

the ends together at the stem, Insert and ft the latter, then nail, or 
screw sides to it inthe rabbet. Bring them together aft and nail to the 

stern board of counter, ‘Trim everything, turn oyerand nail on bottom 

boards of 5¢in. stuff crosswise. ‘Tongue and groove boards are best, 

Turn up again and put in a board in the boat's centre, running the en- 

tire length and about 6in, wide. Nallto bottom. Putona keel strip 
outside abont iin. or sin. thick to save the boat when beaching. Next 

put in thwarts; wide one in stern, one In middle and one up in the 

bows. Nail kleets, or strips, to the sides and the seats on top of these. 

Tuke out the section board. Puta skagg piece, or after deadwood on 
the bottom aft from the point where it begins to turn up, and @ stern 
post up and down, across the stern board and the skagg. hia will 

stiffen the latter. Forthole pins cut rectangular pieces in sides and 

nail a strip alongsidé of them on inside and ontalde, In the recesses 

thus formed ship the thole pins, The recesses should be 144{n. long, 
2in. deepand 3in. apart. Tf you wish put on a narrow chatlog batten 

slong upper edges outside. Ours about 6ff. 4in. long. For sail use leg 
of mutton. Mast sit. high, stepped 1ft. bin, from bow through hole in 

forward thwart, Yard 6ft. 6in,long. Sab about5i) square feet’ light 

drilling, 4 
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FOR THE FEVER STRICKEN CITIES 

OF THE SOUTH. 

AST week the following circular was issued by us and 

sent to all our advertising patrons, to the sportsmen’s 

associations and rifle clubs in the New England and Middle 
States: 

‘New Yorr, August 29, 1878, 
‘“'l'he attention of the nation is turned to the feyer-stricken 

cities of the South. The sufferings of the sick are greatly 
augmented by a general destitution consequent upon business 
Stuynation, The appeals for aid are urgent. 

** B ing convinced that these appeals will meet a ready and 
generous response from the sympathy and benevolence char- 
acteristic of the fraternity of sportsmen, and to facilitate the 
proliered assistance of sportsmen and sportsmen’s clubs, we 
will cheerfully receive all contributions, which will be ac- 
knowledyed in our editorial columns, and at once given into 
the geueral fund in charge of Mayor Ely of this city. The 
money sent through the agency ot the Forrsr anp STREAM 
AND Kop anp Gon is to be known as the ‘Sportsmen’s Con- 
tribution.’ 

** Money orders and drafts should be made payable to ‘The 
Foresi and ptream Publishing Go,,’ New York.” 

Io response to the same we are in receipt of the following 
amounts for the ** Sportsmen's Contribution :” 

Forest & Stream Pub. Co..,,,..825 Dr. 8. 1, G. Dudley..ssses..- 
Gen, Geo. W. Wingate........, 25 Jumes Brady........ see 
tT, W. Sparks, Phiila..... Thomson & Son.... . 
L. 8, Lawrente & Co.... ere 
E, G. Biackfold............ 

++ B10 

o 6 

“3 SEP ters apie i) 
Fowler & Fuitoo...... ......., Major Merrill, .. 1 

Mes-ra, 4a ton & Co....,. Mre. F......., nenaphss 1 
DONO SCOT... 2... ..eeneeeee 

The total amount, $172, we have this day handed to Mayor 

Ely for distribution in the South. Our work has but just 
commenced, We know of a good deal of money on the way 
toads. it all contribute who can, We feel sure that our 
appeal will not bein vain. 

As the money comes in we will turn it over to the Mayor, 
and full lists of donors wiJl be published in this paper. 

OUR INTERNATIONAL TEAM MEN. 

The season of 1878 cannot be called altogether a blank one, 

with such a record as we herewith present of the endeavors of 
the team candidates for places on the squad of 1878. They 
were made at periods extending oyer a month on ranges here 

and there oyer the country, in all sorts of weather, generally 

not the most favorable, and by men in many cases working 

singly ; or where direct competition did exist, there was, of 

course, no helpfulness in it, nor were the men stirred to great 

endeayors by the prospect of a coming team of foreign cham- 

pions. There was everything to discourage, and hitle to en- 
courage the formation of the yery best. Per contra, the men 
working for places were in nowise tyros. They were all men 
of intelligence, and as riflemen trained to that careful watchful- 

ness over minor details, which yields the difference between a 

medium and a magnificent score. How slight a thing may 
bring down a score is seen in the case of Professor Dwight, 

who made his big scores of 218 and 219 on the 12th and 13th 

of August respectively. Owing to some error in the arrange- 

ment of dates he was compelled to shoot again on the 15th 
and 16th, and scores of 197 and 188 were made, the fatigue 

and the care of such « slight built man being sufficient to 

create the falling away. The team will now be called together, 

elect a captain, enjoy a few days’ practice together, and then 

shoot over the ranges for the ‘* Palma” in 1878. Really, for 

all purposes as a record, and: for the scientific memoranda, 

it will be all that could be securad were a dozen teams in the 

field. With such a magnificent initiative the team of 1878 
should put something on the rifle record overtopping anything 

now On the cards, even though it should result in creating a 

permanent panic and stay-away feeling among the foreign 

riflemen : 
SCORES BETWEEN JULY 16 AND AUGUST 16 INCLUSIVE. 

W H Jackson, Sharps. Tot. Avge. 
192 198—390 214 216—420 200 210-—410 1,260 210 

R Rathbone, Remington, 

214 206—410 

197 209—406 203 214-417 205 209—414 218 B18—a26 1,257 20912 

C E Dwight, Maynard. 
182 198-381 208 206-414 219 21S—48T 197 188—385 1,236 206 

T 8 sumner, Ballard. 
18U 2u8—388 212 209—421 209 196—405 199 204—403 1,229 204 5-6 

J F brown, Ballard. 
182 198—330 211 211—422 201 208-404 205 198—403 1,229 204 5-6 

HF Clarke, Sharps. I 
203 200403 206 200—406 211 20T—418 204 189—393 1,227 204 1-2 

W Gerrish, Remington. 
179 20U2—381 218 196—414 200 208406 .. 1,201 2001-6 

H T Rockwell, Remington. 
WT 193—370 206 211—417 156 197—353 200 195—395 1,182 197 

G W Davison, Peabody Martini. 
178 189—367 189 199388 194 201—395 - 1160 191 2-3 

——— 

HOW TO NiAMB A YACHT, 

UR contemporary Pacific Life has an appropriate word 
to say upon the abominable practice in vogue of nam- 

ing vessels after some fifth-rate little politician, or a corner 

lounger unknown to the world beyond the block he lives in, 
All the more nauseous is it to see such designation applied to 

yachts. The Christian names of feminine gender may be ex- 

cused, though even they become hackneyed, when the Lizzies 

and Carries and Belles and Annas number up in the hundreds. 

But to call a pretty clipper after such a meaningless inanity as 

John T. Smith, H. F. Brown, C. R, Jones, J. U. G. Johnson, 
et id genus omne, is carrying the mutual admiration business 

a little too far. Who on earth, outside of the intensely dull and 

narrow limits of a country town ward, knows or cares for the 

Smiths and Browns and Joneses anyway? Such names are apt 
to repel any one before he sees the yacht. In contradistinction 

are such pertinent and appropriate titles, which have lately 

been followed up on a certain line among some jib-and-main- 

sails in our waters; they include Thistle, Vettle, Bramble, 

Thorn, Prickle, Briar, ete. 

What does our contemporary think of the following plan for 

naming @ yacht? Invite all the girls in the neighborhood, seat 
them in a circle, tell them to think each of a name, and at the 

count, ‘‘ one, two, three,” sing them out as loud as they know 

how. ‘The first name caught by the owner’s ear decides the 

clipper’s appellation. There need be no fear of the young 

ladies all calling out their own names, not at all. This hap- 
pened once, when all those rejected are said to have immedi- 
ately drowned themselves. The terrible consequences have 

ever been a lesson to the fair ones. And then girls haye so 
much more taste in such matters than your rough-and-ready 
tar, 

— 

THE SCOTCH HERRING FISHERY, 

E published some time ago a very remarkable chrono- 

logical table due to Mr. Lindahl, of Sweden, which 

gave the perodical visits of the herring to the coasts of North- 

ern Europe. Herring may be always caught in the northern 

waters in larger or smaller quantities, but Mr. Lindahl shows 
in what years herring abounded. From a careful examina- 
tion of the tables there appears certain intervals when the fish 

are found in greatnumbers, During about eighty years be- 
tween the lapses of a century, fish seem to swarm, then the 

shoals disappear and fish are scarce. No exact rule can, how- 
eyer, be formed as to when the fish may be expected in large 

numbers. Mr, Lindahl’s first date of abundance is in the 
year 1020. This was followed by a herring period during 

the latter part of the twelfth century. Then again at the 

close and middle of the thirteenth century. From 1556 to 
1590 the fish were in enormous quantity, the large catches 
lasting for thirty-five years. There has been preserved fairly 
authentic data of the enormous catch in the sixteenth century. 

Tt had a special name and was called a Land-Stotning. Old 
chroniclers state that for a space of fifty and sixty miles the 

shores of the Swedish mainland and the adjacent islands were 
covered with curing and salting houses, many of them two 
and three stories high, and inhabited by vast multitudes of 
people who had congregated there from yarious and distant 
parts, and whose sole occupation was in connection with the 
fisheries, Herring were so abundant that thousands of ships 
carae annually from Denmark, Germany, Friesland, Holland, 
England and France to purchase fish, One small town, 
Marstrand, alone, for a long series nf years, shipped 600,000 
tunnor, or some 2,400,000 bushels of fish, In 1587 the herring 
disappeared and reduced the fishermen to misery. ‘Thera ia a 
strange old story which is told on the Finland coast how the 
queen of the herring having been caught all the rest of the 
fish left. The advent of herring in 1774 was a yery large one, 
and it seems to have lasted until 1804. In 1808 herring were 
very scarce on the coast of Sweden, and perhaps have never 
been in as large quantity as in former years, 

Our attention has been called to the report of the Scotch 
Pishery Board for 1877. We find that the total number of 
barrels cured was 847,718, being almost 250,000 barrels more 
than last year. ‘Vaking the average then of (he last ten years the 
total annual catch must besomething like 843,250,800 herring, 
worth some £1,756,722. In the year 1876 the herring harvest 
was a failure, only 598,197 barréls having been cured, while 
during 1875, ‘74 and'75 the catch represented respectively 
939,233, 1,000,561 and 942,980 barrels, Many causes were 
alleged for the absence of herring, principally the bad weather 
which occurred in 1876! Taking, however, th ‘highest yield 
of fish in 1874 as something over a million of barrels in pro- 
portion to the increase of boats, fishermen and implements 
now in use, it seems that for the present fish must be Jess 
numerous than in former years. 
Some curious investigations haye been made in regard to 

the number of herring destroyed by the birds on the Scotch 
sea coasts. ‘‘ It is acsumed,” says a leading authority, * that 
the gannets consume more than 1,110,000,000 herrings per 
annum.” Buf this can by no means account for the loss 
in herring, as the gannets in former years devoured quite aa 
much fish as they do to-day. The devastation that cod, had- 
dock and ling and other fish make on the herring is tmdoubt- 
edly greater than the birds; and it is supposed that on the 
Scotch coast the incalculable number of 29,400,000,000 of 
herring are consumed by these fish. When the fishing in 
Scotland is compared with the industry of former years, the 

enormous expansion of the fishing interest is manifest. There 
are 7,000 boats fishing for herrings in the Scotch seas, with 
an aggregate of 230,000,000 of square yards of netting. If 

these nets were placed in a continuous line they would stretch 
out to 12,000 miles—more than across the Pacific—and would 
cover @ superficial area of seventy square miles. If, then, 

the power to capture has increased fivefold, the catch has not 
responded in an equal ratio. 

In comparing the results of the Scotch herring fisheries 

with our own, it will be found how really insignificant is our 

catch. Professor Brown Goode read before the American 
Fisheultural Association, in February last, a table of the es- 

timated yalue of the United States Fisheries for 1876. In 
this table we find the value put on herring to be $507,977, 
and the weight 28,000,000 of pounds. It is the menhaden 

fishery which at present is of great importance, its value being 

in 1876, some $1,657,790, representing a catch of 462,000,000 

of pounds, It is quite probable that this year the catch will 
represent something over two millions of dollars. This 
special fishery employs 1,600 men, with sixty-five steamers, 

and several millions of dollars are embarked in the enterprise, 
+ 

THE BUCEPHALUS OF THE PLAINS. 

Ware genera! reporter must be an imaginative person, and 
your St. Louis one most particularly so, for it is to this 

gifted individual that we are indebted for the story of the 
‘¢ Wild Texas Racer,” who makes three miles in 4:50. These 

are the figures, with a stop-watch. The Forrsr anp Sraraw 

anp Rop AnD Guy is nota horse paper, but still the history 
of this untamed pacer is so wonderful that we must vive it in 
detail The Untamed delights in the name of the ‘' Black 

Boss,” and is the glory of the plains. When you go for Boss 

he looks at you, whinnies, flirts his tail, and is off like greased 
lightning. Once (so the reporter says) the celebrated Mexican 
yaquero, Juan Gonzales, went for ‘‘ Black Boss,” tooth and 
nail, mane and hoof, with mounted relays and Jassos and 
lariats. It was colt’s play forthe Untamed. Even whenthey 

had driven him into Hermosa Gully, and had the rope on his 
neck near the Wichita Mountains, and the vaquero and the 

whole of the company sat on him, he got up and, like that 

Western play mule in the drama of the ‘‘ Forty Thieves,” he 
kicked the whole establishment to smithereens. He bit Juan 
G., carried him three-quarters of a mile by the nape of his 
neck at a gait of 2;13t (Rarus’ time), then dropped him 
and betook himself to his native plains with asnort. The 

‘*hoys” were not, howeyer, disheartened, but ran him for 

twelve long zu0nths ; but it was no use. Now, alas! ‘Black 

Boss” has learned to be cunning. He no longer awaits the 

chase, but at the sight of a pursuer “devours the earth,” as 
the Arabs call it, or ** dusts,” as we Yankees briefly express it, 
Now, all this is very fine; but we are forced to put but 

very little credence in the whole story. J erocious lion hunts 

can be as plausibly written up in New York as wild horse 
chases in St. Louis. 
We doubt if to-day there are really any true wild horses in 

Texas. We mean those which are, or have been, wild during 
several generations. A good many horses escape from herds 
aud reonsnlo, but are not wild horses, as the public unde 
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stand them. Some time ago our attention was called toa 
paragraph which ran the newspaper cycle. This told how 
two men ina buggy with a pair of horses tan down wild horses. 
Sighting their herd of wild horses, they always kept them 
in view, following them up day after day until they tired the 

wild horses out. Now, plainsmen, to whom we showed that 

paragraph, fairly split ther sides with Iaughter. “ What 

must you people down Mast believe! ‘There ain't no turn- 
pike road overa prairie. Catch horses that way? If the 
wild horses get*tired out don’t you think the man’s team 
would get used up, too? It’s jusi confounded nonsense.” 
We have been looking up this wild horse business for quite 

a number of years, and this is the upshot of our researches ; 
The untamed steed of the Ukrane (at least in the United 
States or territories) exists no longer, saye in combination 
troupes with peripatetic Mazeppas in flesh tights. Possibly 
twenty-five years ago there might have been found some few 
herds, where now are the territories of Nebraska and 
Wyoming. There is the barest chance that south of what is 

called the Stinking Water country on the Loupe, some few 
might be discovered, but even this is doubtful. We have 
from the best authority that four years ago three horses were 

Tun down in a snow storm, worn out and famished, which 

were supposed fo be the last of a band, but reliable trappers 

and hunters doubt if these horses were wild ones. Dr. 
Carver tells us that he has never heard of any wild horses of 

late years, and other guides and explorers afflrm the same 

thing. Following up our wild horses led us to inquire about 
creasing, Now, we have always believed that creasing was @ 

mythical performance, Neither Caryer nor John Omohon- 

dru believe in it. Carversaid tous: ‘‘I have tried it on a 

horse that, we couldn’t catch, and it always resulted in killing 

the horse. I have planted my ball just where I wanted to, 

some inches or so below the mane, so as to clear the spinal 

cohimn, and the horse keeled over it is true, but he never got 

np again. Only once a horse seemed to recover, but he died 

in the long run. You read “about creasing mostly in dime 
novel literature, but il’s all bounce, Just possibly, in old 
times, with a small calibre or a spent ball, a horse might have 
been knocked down, but with the rifles used on the plains it 
is death to a horse. Such loose horses as may be caught are 
not really worthmuch. Hndurance they have, but not great 

speed. When you break them they lose spirit, saye to buck 
when the fit ison them.” To conclude, the Bucephalus of 

the plains does not exist in 1978. 
er 

MIDSUMMER JAUNTS OUT WEST. 
BY THE EDITOR. 

JAUNT THE FourTaA. 

Km NEENAH, Wisconsin, 1878. 
Brreturen: Since I sent you “ Jaunt the Third” my roving 

pen has been gathering facts through half a dozen States— 

here, there and everywhere, pretty much as the bee sips: and 

it is only just now that I have been able to line the busy 

worker home. 
Hence my long hiatus. 
When I ‘lit out” from Louisville, Ky., lately, to escape 

the stifling heat, I made tracks dne north, 500 miles or more, 

as you know, until I reached the shores of beautiful Winne- 
__bago Lake, in Wisconsin. There under the shade of the 

Treaty Elm where Goy. Doty sealed his compact with the 

Indians forty years ago, I found that peace and bodily com- 
fort which was assured at the time when fhe pipe of peace 

was smoked. The ancient tree stands on a point projecting 
far into the lake, so thaf all the coveted zephyrs which blow 

stir its drooping fronds. These cover an area ninety-six 

feet in diameter, and whenever a chance breeze sways and 

lifts them a little, I catch glimpses of either shore from my 

reclining place on the grass beneath. Under the edge of the 
canopy, far away to the mght, are the blue cliffs of Clifton, 

which are scarcely distinguishable from the summer cloud on 
the hazy horizon. Against the blue are the white sails of a 
dozen yachts strung out in a line, motionless, and diminished 
to mere specks in the offing. They haye loitered there the 

long day through, like maids in sulks, gazing abstractedly at 
their reflections in the glassy surface: illustrating the vicissi- 
tudes of ardent yaclitsinsn in a midsummer regatta—no wind, 
out of ice and patience, and everything red hot and limp ; 

time allowance discounted, and the foremost in the race no- 
where. From my weather quarter the shore sweeps around, 

leftward, in a great are, first receding until it scarcely defines 

the distant) head of the lake, and thence advancing nearer and 

nearer, until the hardly discernible trees which fringe the 

margin begin to develop, and gradually take form and comeli- 

ness. Just where the line of growth breaks off, the Fox 
River leaves the lake and a liglthouse stands sentry. Two 

miles this side, and abreast of the point where the great elm 
stands, another afiiuenti of the river leaves the lake, and the 
two uniting, enclose a pretty island, six miles in circumfer- 

ence, the wooded shores of which fill up the features of the 
Jandseape on my left. It is called Doty Island, and Goy. 
Doty’s log mansion is the most conspicuous object sean across 
the channel. Forty years ago the Winnebago Indians used 
to paddle in from their fishing excursions on the lake, and 
drawing their bark canoes up the sloping shore, without fear 
or prejudice of white man, saunter up to the Doty house and 
salute the Governor with an emphatic “‘ How/” This fa- 
Tniliar monosyllable usually carries with if an intimation that 
a plug of tobacco for the pipes and a handful of sugar for the 
squaws would be acceptable—and 1 believe the Goyernor 
nayer bestowed grudgingly. Thereby was cemented a friend~ 

ship so lasting that the Winnebagoes have never blackened 

their faces toward their white brethren. 
Close beside the old mansion, nearly hidden by the trees, is 

the Island Ifouse, kept by John Roberts, which is allowed to 
be one of the most charming summer resorts in the State. 

Being on the line of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, 
it is much frequented by Chicago people, including the fami- 

lies of the company’s officials themselves. The Wisconsin 

Central Railroad also has a station two miles distant; so that 
the house enjoys a constant and considerable patronage. 

From the piazza a lawn slopes to the margin of the lake, 

where a little wharf finds sufficient depth of water for the 

largest steamers which ply between the tiwns of Menasha, 
Oshkosh and Fond du Lac. Fruit trees and arbors diversify 

the lawn, and a fringe of large forest trees skirts the shore. 

Winnebago Lake is thirty-eight miles long and eighteen 

miles in greatest width, It aboundsin sturgeon, bass, sheeps- 

head, muscalonge and pike perch, and affords unlimited sport 
to the angler. Bxcursion steamers take out fishing parties 

daily, and it is not unusual to see a dozen skiffs strung out in 

line, towing astern, 27 70ute for well-known islands, reefs and 
sand bars, in mid-lake, where the fish most congregate. On 

one of the larger islets the Oshkosh Yacht Club has a rendez- 

yous, with commodious house and picnic grounds. Experi- 

encéd and enthusiastic anglers take fo the small boats and 

troll with spoon and minnow, or fish along the reefs with fly ; 

but many remain on board the steamer, preferring the com- 
pany of ladies and the grateful shelter of the awnings, and 

these often catch large numbers of bass and other fish trolling 

from the stern at low rate of speed. There is excellent bass 
fishing in July and later in the outlets of the lake, the branches 

of Fox River, and bass may be raised with fly along the rushes 

and lily pads which edge the shore within a stone’s throw of 

| the hotel. 

Doty Island is the joint possession of the sister towns of 

Neenah and Menasha, twin rivals which cannot be induced to 

affiliate, ‘The factories and business houses of Neenah are lo- 

cated on one branch of the Fox, and those of Menasha on the 

other, each town occupying both sides of its respective river, 

A. broad avenue divides the island, and the streets of the ri- 
vals run parallel and side by side. Each has a population of 

about 5,000.. The drives in the vicinity are very charming, 

and taken allin all, there are few places where the summer 

season can be passed in a more enjoyable manner. 
Five miles down the river is the town of Appleton, the 

busy centre of the large manufacturing district to which the 

Fox River furnishes inexhaustible water power. Products to 
the yalue of $2,500,000 are annually manufactured there, and 

include baskets, barrels, bricks, carriages, furniture, flour, 

iron, leather, lime, lumber, machinery, paper, wood pulp and 

woolen goods—the item of flour alone reaching nearly 

$1,000,000, and of iron $400,000. Appleton is only in its in- 
fancy. Ina quarter of a century it will lead nearly all the 

greal manufacturing centres of the Union, becanse its water- 

power is greater, inexhaustible and constant; and because it is 
the geographical centre of great economic interests, and lies 
directly upon the line of a trans-continental highway, which 

will soon be made practicable by a navigable ship canal from 
Lake Michigan to the Mississippi River. .1t does not depend 
upon mountain streams and the caprices of droughts and 

freshets for a precarious supply, but it has 500 square miles of 

water always in reservoir in the lakes Winnebago, Poygan, 

and Butte des Mortes. 

way across the State to Porlage, and thence by a short canal 
into the Fox River which connects a series of large lakes, and 
finally empties into Green Bay, on Lake Michigan, The Fox 

River improvement, of which so much has been heard, was 

initiated nearly forty years ago. Jt contemplated the opening 

of this great water route to commerce, and the utilizing of its 
power for manufacturing. Affer bankrupting several com- 

panies, il recently passed into the hands of the United States 

Government, and is making rapid and substantial progress 

toward the great consummation. Light draft craft long since 

passed through the entire water-way, but it is believed that 
four years must elapse before the commercial dream of prac- 

tical navigation will be fully realized. Already there are six- 

teen dams across the river, of which six are massiye stone 

constructions, 700 feet in length or more, at each of which 

large manufacturing interests cluster. It was my good for- 

tune to traverse the entire distance in a steam launch in com- 
pany with Col. ©. A. Fuller, U. 8. Engineer in charge of the 
improyement, and the enjoyment and diversity of such a 
yoyage—now in the canal, and anon in the broad picturesque 
river—may well be imagined. At Appleton are no less than 
thirty large factories, which line the sides of the river and oc- 
cupy the busy islands im the centre, The boats of the canale 
and the cars of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad take 

up the manufactured wares and merchandise at thei’ very 
doors. ‘Those who haye contemplated with amazement the 

industries on the Merrimack, the Genessee, the Connecticut, 

and the Mississippi at St. Anthony, would be more than 

startled to observe the visible water-power at Appleton and 
on the river below. ‘The amount of power running to waste 

can hardly be estimated. 
The town of Appleton is romantically located. he houses 

of the wealthy occupy the verges of the bluffs which flank the 
river and overlook the busy industries below, Back of the 

tesidences are the business streets, which lead to several 
bridges which span theriver, The surface of the suburbs is un- 
dulating and pleasant for building sites, A pretentious hotel 

This great water route follows the 

Wisconsin River from its debouchure at Prairie du Chien half 

occupies a shaded spot near the bluff, and a band stand in a 
little park opposite is the souree of agreeable music in sum- 
mer evenings. . A mile below the town, across the river, is a 
park with a little menagerie of wild animals, a half-mile race 
track, and the popular Tellulah Sulphur Springs, where one 
can drink his friends’ health with a flavor of hard-boiled eges. 
Conveniences for guests, and row-boats on the tiyer, which is 
here broad and deep, make the resort more enjoyable, All 
along down tiie river the bold shores are dotted with farm 
houses and enliyened by ripening grain. Cultivated fields al— 
ternate with forests. Broad stretches of smoothly flowing 
river contrast with the vivacious tumble of the foam over the 
great dams and the swirl of the eddying water below. At 
sixteen long intervals sinewy arms swing open the great gates 
of the locks which bar the passage: a stone sarcophagus re- 
ceives the launch and its living freight, which gradually set- 
tles down trom the daylight into the watery sepulture below ; 
there is a temporary sense of dampness and a stifling fish-like 
smell, such as one experiences in a yault; stone walls sixteen 
feet high enclose us on all sides, and all that is needed to make 
a first-class tomb is, to hermetically seal the top. Deliverance 
can come only through the open door; and when at last, the 
gigantic leaves fold back, and the escape valve of the little 
steam engine emits a sigh of relief as we emerge into the sun- 
shine and pure air, we feel like the astonished Saducee at the 
last day, who foolishly believed there was no resurrection. 
However in a July day the occasional change from the heated 
atmosphere into the lower temperature is rather grateful than 
otherwise. To me the journey was as much a novelty as the 
passage across the Styx into Hades will be, with the adyan- 
tage in my favor that no fee was demanded, Charon being 
so much engaged in watching Cerberus that he had no time to 
attend to legitimate business, 

One of the quaintest places on the Fox River is Depere 
where great blast furnaces belch continually and the air is 
black with smoke. Depere was an old French misgion two 
himdred years ago. Green Bay, at the mouth of the river, is 
cheerfuland enlivening. It wears a busy aspect, with its 
many brick warehouses by the river side; its beautiful pri- 
vate residences on eminences ; its crowning spires; the round- 
houses and slopes of the Wisconsin Central Railroad on one 
bank, and of the Chicago and Northwestern on the other - 
reat drawbridges spanning the river and uniting both; puft- 
ing steam tugs whistling for passage, and great lake steamers 
lying at the wharves. It has 8,000 population. Until recent- 
ly it was a thriving and growing place, but has lost much of 
its importance by reason of a decline of the lumber interest in 
that particular district. With the full completion of the great 
canal across the State it will doubtless revive and become an 
important outpost and entrepot. As a summer resort Green 
Bay has always been popular, and especially visited by 
Southerners. Its yachting and fishing are fine and the hotel 
accommodation excellent at Cook's, the Beaumont and the 
National. The greatest loss which the town has to deplore is 
the historical ‘‘Green Bay Horse with Switch Tail,” which 
has skipped. HaAtLoox. 
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[FROM A STATE CORRESPONDENT. ] 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS, 

No. 2. 

Ae railroad and its accompaning civilization have greatly 
changed the character of the Western outlying towns 

and of their inhabitants. Many of the old time desperadoes 
have perished by the bullet or the rope, while others have 
turned from their evil courses and become respectable (ste) 
citizens; nota few, however, still haunt the small railroad 
towns and eke out «precarious existence by gambling, horse- 
stealing or robbery. Their numbers are happily growin less 
each year. 

A. little occurrence which took place at Rock Creck Station 
while our train was stopping for supper recalled to my mind 
some of the scenes of early days. A number of bullwhackers. 

(Western vernacular for the drivers of ox teams) wero in camp 
here, and were collected at the station to see the train come 
in. A fewmoments before its departure, while walking up 
and down the platform, I saw a very large man, armed with a 
four-foot club, beating a much smaller man who was appar- 
ently unarmed. The latter fled at once, and was pursued by 

the large man, who sooncaught up to him and struck him 

again. At this blow the smaller of the two, who was called 

Wild Texe, turned, and, springing at his assailant, stabbed 
him three times, cutting him in the side near the heart, in the 

small of the back and inthe arm. ‘The large man, Irish Mike 

by name, dropped as if he had been shot, but: almost immedi- 

ately sprang up again and recommenced the pursuit. Wild 

Texe, however, kept well ahead of him and gained a position 

of safety near the rear of ourtrain. Mike fellagain on reach- 

ing the platform, and, when the train passed him, as we 
moved) west, he was apparently in artiewlo mortis, and was 
howling lugubrigusly ; he was covered with blood—a sicken- 

ing sight. Wild Texe, after loitering about for a few mo- 

ments, started off south over the prairie, but had only made 

about sixty yards when a number of the wounded man's 

friends, with Gerce oaths and threats, but most of them with- 
out arms, started off after the fleeing wretch. As we passed 
the bullwhackers’ camp, which was but a few hundred yards 
from the station, we saw alithe, active man, hatless, but with hi 

rifle m one hand and his cartridge belt in the other, running: 

over the prairie with great swiftness, and in a short time I 

could see the flashes which indicated that the Texan was 
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being shot ut. Tt was doubtful in my mind whether the 

fugitive would be overhauled or not. It was rapidly growing 
dark, and in such a light it is difficult for a man to see his 

sizhts go clearly as to shoot well ; besides, if the fleeing man 
can keep ahead of his pursuers for a few moments he can hide 

in the ravines and escape duringthe night. At Medicine Bow 

that evening I learned that the wounded man was still alive, 
and that Wild Texe had been captured and was then in dur- 

ance, How matters have turned out since then, whether the 
wounded man died and Texe was lynched, er whether mat- 

ters were amicably adjusted among the bullwhac ers I have no 
means of knowing. 

An hour after leaving Rock Creek we reach Medicine Bow, 
the point from which we propose to start on our first trip. 

East and south of this town are extensive beds of Jurassic age, 
which haye already yielded many tons of fossil bones, and 

which it is our purpose to explore still further. Then too, 
there are, on the plains and in the mountains, many species of 

birds still rare in the collections of eastern ornithologists, 

while deer, elk, antelope and bighorn are said to be abundant 
in and about the mountain ranges through which the Medicine 

Bow River flows. This country, although it has been traversed 

by more than one exploring party contains much that is of 

terest and the labors of a careful observer will not go nre- 

warded. 
Medicine Bow is situated on a river of the same name about 

G50 miles west of Omaha, Some time spent in the collection 
of information in regard toit enables me to furnish the fol- 

lowing statistics: Number of buildings in the town, nineteen, 

of which fourteen are dwelling houses; resident population, 
sixty. The town has been the point from which freight is 

hauled by wagons from the railroad to Forts Fetterman, 
McKinney and Reno, and the business brought to it from this 

source caused it for the time being to assume a certain air of 

business activity. Recently, however, the shipping point for 

freight has been changed to Rock Oreek, and at present Medi- 

cine Bow stagnates. 
Leaving the Bow in the afternoon in company with Mr, W. 

Hi. Reid, I am driven about twenty miles to the ranche of Mr. 
J. 8. Jones, whence we shall make short trips of two or three 
days each into the neighboring mountains in search of game. 

Mr. Reid, my companion, is an old resident of the Territory, 

and is thoroughly acquainted with almost every foot of ground 

init. As hunter, miner or prospector he has traversed it in 

every direction, and is equally at home on the plains or 1n the 

mountains. A good fellow, an admirable hunter and an un- 

usually accurate rifle shot, he is the man of all others whom 

{ should select if ever [should be so fortunate as to make 

another hunt through Wyoming. He has told me that we 

are a little too early in the season to find the best hunting, but 

that there is a fair prospect of our finding elk, mule deer and 

mountain sheep on the western extremity of the Medicine 

Bow Range. In this particular section of the country the 

game, that is elk and deer, commence in summer to work: 

south into the high mountains which lie between the railroad 

and North Park, and follow the snow line as it ascends, thus 

reaching by July or August the highest points of the range, 

Atthe approach of winter these animals commence to de- 

scend the mountains, moving northward, crossing the Laramie 

plains and the Platte Valley to the Platte Range, which in- 

cludes Laramie Peak and the Sweetwater and Seminole 

Ranges, where they pass the winter. The latter range ismuch 

lower than those which lie to the southward, and the snoWS 

are light and, except on the higher peaks, soon melt. This 

northward movement of game scarcely begins betore October 

1st, while the movement toward the south commences In 

early spring as s00n as the snow softens. } 

At Mr. Jones’ ranche we were most kindly received by the 

proprietor, and our stay there was rendered extremely pleas- 

ant by his hospitality and that of his wite, Although his 

ranche is not as yet fitted up for the reception of guests, we 

were must comfortably entertained, and we greatly enjoyed 

the delicious milk, butter and vegetables with which the 

table was each day supplied. These may seem commonplace 

delicacies to those who haye never roughed it in the moun- 

tains or on the plains, but those who haye will remember how 

rare and how desirable they are. Mr. Jones proposes this 

winter to make considerable additions to his house, and next 

summer will be able to accommodate parties from the Hast who 

may wish to hunt on Elk Mountain or m any portion of the 

neighboring Medicine Bow Range. He has a herd of about 

fifty head of horses, and will be able to fit out parties with 

everything that they may need except arms and blankets— 

these they should of course bring with them. I Feel warranted 

in saying that satisfaction will be given at this ranche, and 

that the charges will be moderate. At the ‘proper seasoh 

game of all deseri ptions is to be found in the vicinity. Sage 

grouse abound on the creeks which flow into the river ; ante- 

Jope are numerous on the prairie, and the mountains will yield 

elk, deer, bear and probably mountain sheep, though the 

Jatter are becoming scarag. + 

yen were there no game in the country, no lover of nature 

could wander along the valley of the Medicine Bow without 

feeling repaid for his journey to this place. The trees and the 

air are full of rare and interesting birds, whose sweet songs 

fill the heart with delight. At short intervals along the river 

we find fresh beaver dams, and, by quietly watching for an 

hour or two before sunsel the artificers of these curious struc- 

tures can be seen busily at work stopping leaks, gather ng 

food, or clumsily sporting in the water. Make but-a move 
ently LOwever, and, with a loud splash, some watchful old fel- 

Jow signais to his mates that there are strangers present, and 

‘down all diye, not soou to reappear. As we push through 
the brush, intent on the new objects of interest which con- 
stantly present themselves, we are startled by a sudden crack« 
Jing of twigs andarush through the quaking aspen brush, 
and, ina moment, we see in a little opening about forty 
yards distant a fine buck mule-deer, which stops and gazes 

cutiously at us with his soft, innocent eyes. His summer 
coat is just falling off, and the short, new hair is of a fine steel 
blue; his horns are still in the velvet, but are full-grown and 

now nearly hard. Inyoluntarily I raise my shot-gun, but 

lower it again with a smile—it is loaded with dust shot for 
small birds. Even if it were a rifleI do not think that J should 
have the heart to take the grand life that so unsuspiciously 
offers itself. No, let him go; I shall haye other opportuni- 
ties when the hunting fever is on me. 

Aftera day or two of bird-collecting, Mr. Reed and I ob- 
tained ponies and provisions from Mr. Jones and started for 

the western extremity of the range ona little hunt. As we 
wish to travel as light as possible we each tie a pair of 

blankets behind our saddles, and, taking a sack of provisions 

and a coffee-pot, are soon on our way. The first ten miles of 

our journey leads us through a country much traveled by herd- 

ers and hay-makers, and hence destitute of game; but before 

long we begin to see antelope in small numbers feeding on 
the prairie, One old buck, which was slowly walking along 

directly in our path, seemed disposed to investigate us and 
waited, watching us most intently, until we were within four 

hundred yards of him. AsI was anxious to try my new 

Sharps rifle, I dismounted to take a shot at him, but as soon 

as I halted he ran about one hundred yards away and then 

stopped again, quartering from me with his head turned back. 

Throwing up my sights to five hundred yards I fired with 
great care, and in & moment the buck started and ran like the 

wind, soon passing over a little swell and out of my sight. 
I turned to mount and asked Reed where the ball struck. 

Seated on his horse he could see the antelope much further 

than I could, and he replied, ‘‘By Joye, you killed him.” 

And so if, was; for, after riding on for some distance, we came 

upon our quarry lying on his knees quite dead. The ball had 
hit him to the right of the tail and had ranged through him, 
coming out at the shoulder—a lucky shot. The hams were 

soon transferred to our saddles, and we proceeded on cur way, 

reyching the foot of the mountains about three o'clock in the 

afternoon. Here, near a beautiful spring, we determined to 

camp, and, leaving our horses and meagre camp equipage, 

started ont on foot to look for deerand elk. Hour honrs' hard 
mountain climbing, over rocks, through thick brush and among 

fallen timber failed to reveal any game or any signs of its re— 

cent presence, and we returned to camp discouraged. The 

mountains were lovely where we camped, and would have 

detained us for some time had we come prepared for collect- 
ing. The dusky grouse was especially abundaut, old females 

with their half-growa young being started at short intervals. 

Olark’s crow, too, was seen and heard yery often, besides 
many other mountain birds. Bears’ tracks and other indications 
of their presence were seen, but mone of the ‘* signs” were 

fresh enough to warrant our spending much time in looking 
them up. 

The following day was deyoted to a thorough investigation 
of Codes, Little and Elk mountains, with the same results as 

before. A few fresh elk tracks were found, but it soon be- 

cams evident that game was by no means abundant here, 

Two months later the hunt would haye turned out very differ- 

ently, but the game was as yet far to the southward amid the 
high mountains that, wallin North Park. §80 we turned our 
faces toward the plain again and spent seyeral days hunting 

antelope, which were very abundant. It would be a pleasant 

task to narrate to you the incidents of these few days, but 
time and space warn me to close this letter. It is enough to 

say that we returned to Mr. Jones well Jaden with meat and 
bearing several fine bucks’ heads as trophies of our hunt at the 

foot of Elk Mountain. Yo. 
Fit: Mountain, via Medicine Bow, Wyoming. 
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GAME PROTECTION, 

CLOSE SEASONS FOR FISH AND GAME, 

EVERAL weeks ago, with the view of preparing for our 

readers a Comprehensive and authoritative compendium 

of the close seasons for fish and game throughout the 

country, we requested of the Secretaries of the several 
States and Territones authentic information. To this re- 

quest the most of them have kindly responded, and we take 
great pleasure in here acknowledging their courtesy. We 
give below an abstract of the statutes thus obtained. In some 
cases, where we have failed to secure the attention of State 
officials, we have compiled the laws from other and less re- 
liable sources. The dates given below we believe to be trust- 

worthy. It must be remembered that in many States there 
are special county and local modifications of the general State 

law. We shall shortly publish this information in the form of 

a tabulated statement for the use of game protective societies 
and all others who may desire it: 

ALaBamws.—Deer, April 19 to September 15; fowl, April 1 
to October 1; quail, Aprill toOcteber1; wild turkey, April 1 
to September 19, These provisions relate only to the counties 
of Mobile, Choctaw, Monroe, Clarke, Washington, Baldwin, 
Marengo, Lowndes, Sumter, Escambia, Hale, Dallas, Mont- 
vomery and Greene. 

Carirors1a.—Salmon, August 1 to September 15; saluron 
trout, November 1 to April 1; shad, April1 to December 81; 

trout, November 1 to April1; antelope and deer, until March 
30, 1882 ; fowl and quail, March 15 to September 15, except 
in Losson, Plumas and Sierra counties ; in San Bernardino 
and Los Angeles counties, April 1 to August 1. 
Cotorapo.—Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope, mountain sheep 

and bison, January 1 to September 1; pinnated grouse, 
phos and prairie hen or grouse, November 15 to Octo- 
er 1. 
Conneor100T.—Black bass, May 31 to July 1 (in Connecti- 

cut and Farmington Rivers may be taken at any time); say- 
mon, none taken under nine pounds; shad, June 25 to March: 
15; trout, July 1 to April 15; quail, ruffed grouse and wood 
cock, January 1 to October 1. 
DgLAWanE.—Rabbit, partridge and pheasant in Kent and 

Sussex counties, February 15 to November 1; in New Castle 
county. January 1 to November 1; woodcock, January 1 to 

ly 1. 
Frorma.—No law for fish except one requiring non-resi- 

dents to procure alicense; deer, April1 to September 1; no 
sea birds or birds of plumage may be killed ; wild turkey, 
April 1 to September 1. 
Ipao,—Fowl in Ada county, April 15 to September 1; 

pinnated grouse in Ada county, March 1 to August 1; quail, 
April 1 to September 1. 

Ituinois.—Deer, February 1 to October 1: geese, May 1 to 
August 15; pinnated grouse, January 15 to September 1; 
quail, Febr: ito November 1; ruffed grouse, February 1 
to October1; snipe, May 1 to August 15; wild turkey, Feb- 
ruary 1 to October 1; woodeock, January 1 to September 1. 

InpiaAna.—Deer, January 1 to October 1; fowl, April 15 te 
September 1; quail, January 1 to November 1; pinnated 
grouse, February 1 to October 1; woodcock, January 1 to 
July 1; wild turkey, March 1 to September 1. 
Jowa.—Black bass, April 1 to June 1; salmon, November 

1to February 1; deer and elk, January 1 to September 1; 
fowland geese, May 1 to August 15; pinnated grouse, Decem- 
ber 1 to September 1; quail, ruffed grouse and wild turkey, 
January 1 to October1; snipe, May 1 to August 15; wood- 
cock, January 1 to July 10. No person to kill more than 25 
grouse, quail, snipe or ployer in one day. 
Kansas,—Pinnated grouse, February 1 to July 81; quail, 

January 1 to Reptember 30, Tolling of plover, ruffed gronse, 
wild turkey and woodcock prohibited at all times 
Kentuoxy.—Deer, March 1 to September 1; squirrel, Peb- 

ruary 1 to June 15; rabbit, February 1 to October 20; fowl, 
May 1 to September 1; quail, partridge or pheasant, Mebru- 
ary 1 to October 20; woodcock, Pobruary 1 to August 15; 
doves, February 1to August 1; wild turkey, February 1 to 
September 1. 

Lovistana.—Deer, February 1 to August 1; quail, April a 
to September 15; wild turkey, April 1 to September 1. 
Matyz.—Black bass, April 1 to July 1; lund-locked sal- 

mon, September 21 to February 1; in St. Croix River and 
tributaries, September 15 to February 1, and in Moosehead 
and Penobscot waters, September 21 to June 1; salmon and 
shad, July 15 to April1; togue and trout, see land-locked 
salnion ; caribou and deer, Vahwaty ito October 1; moose, 
until 1850; fowl and ployer, May 1 toSeptember1; pinnated 
grouse (possession), January 1to September 1; ruffed grouse, 
snipeand woodcock, December 1 to September 1. 
Massaonuserrs.—Black bass, December 1 to July 1; land- 

locked salmon, October 1 to April 1; salmon, until April 7, 
1880; lake trout, October 1 to April 1; shad in the Merri- 
mack, June 10 to March 1; inthe Connecticut, August 1 to, 
March 15; trout, October 1 to April1; deer, until January 
1, 1880; fowl, April15 to September1; pinnated grouse 
shooting allowed only on one’s own land; ployer, Jinuary 
1 to July 15; quail, January1 to November1; ruffed grouse 
and woodeock, January 1 to September 1. 
Micnigan.—Trout, September 1 to May 1; grayling, No- 

vember 1 to June1; deer in Upper Peninsula, November 15 
to August1; Lower Peninsula, December 15 to September 
15; fowl, January 1 to September]; vinnated grouse, Jan- 
uary 1 to September1; quail, January 1 to October 1; 
ruffed grouse, January 1 to September 1; wild turkey, Jan- 
uary 1 ta Octoher 1; woodcock, January 1 to July 5. 
Miyyesota,—Trout, April1 to September 30; antelope, 

deer and moose, November 1 to December 15; fowl, Sep- 
tember 1 to May 15; pinnated grouse, August 14 to Septem- 
ber 80; quail and ruffed grouse, September 1 to-November 
30; July 3 to October 81. , 

Mississieri.—Deer, March 16 to September 15; quail, 
March 16 to September'16; doye and stirling, April 1 to 
September 15. a 
Missourr.—Deer, January 15 to September1; pinnated 

grouse, February 1 to August 15; plover, Pebruary 1 to Au- 
gust 1; quail and ruffed grouse, Mebruary 1 to October 15 ; 
wild turkey, March 1 to September 16; woodcock, January 
10 to July 1. 
Monvana.—Pinnated grouse, ruffed grouse and quail, 

March 1 to August 1. 
Neprascka.—Buffalo, elk, mountain sheep, deer and ante- 

lope, January 1 to October 1. No wild birds save only water 
fowl), jack-snipe, sand-snipe, waders and woodcock can be 
taken at any time of the year- 
Nervapa.—Trout aud salmon trout, January 1 to Septem- 

ber1; deer, antelope, elk, mountain sheep or goat, January 
ltoJuly1; pimnated grouse, partridge, pheasant, wood- 
cock, grouse, quail, fowl, geese, sand-hill crane, plover and 
curlew, April 1 to September 1; sage chicken or snipe, 
April 1 to August 1. 
Nuw Hamrsuren.—BlAck bass, May 1 to June 30; musca- 

longe, December 1 to May 31; pickerel, March 1 to May 31; 
pike, December 1 to May 31; salmon trout and speckled 
trout, September 1 to April 30; deer, January 1 to August 
1; moose, February 1 to October1; plover,quail and rutfed 
granse, February 1 to August 1; woodcock, February 1 to 

uly 4 
New Jensry.—Salmon trout and speckled trout, October 

1 to March 1; black bass, Aprill to July 1; pike or pick- 
erel, March 1 to May 1; deer, December 1 to October 15; 
squirrels, January 1 to July 1; rabbit, January 1 to Novem- 
ber 1; quail and pheasant, January 1 to Noyember 1 ; wood- 
cock, January 1 to July 4; rail, December 1 to° September 
1; reed birds, December 1 to August 15; upland plover, 
January 1 to August 1; prairie chickens, until 1880, 
New Yorx.—Black bass, Oswego bass and “musealonge, 

January 1 to May 20; trout, September 1 to April1; salmon 
trout, October 1 to March 1; deer and moose, Januury 1 to 
September 1; ‘fowl and geese, May 1 to September 1; quail, 
January 1 to November 1; woodcock, January 1 to Angusi 
1; on Long Island, January 1 to July 3. i 
Norru. Uarotma,—Trout, October 15 to December 30, in 

the counties west of the Blue Ridge; partridge, quail, doves 
and wild turkeys, April 1 to Octoberi. This applies only 
to the counties of Davison, Randolph, Rowan, Anson, War- 
ren, Guilford, Rockingham, Orange, Caswell, Mecklenburg, 
Edgecombe and Carbarras, 
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Onlo.—Deer, November 1 to September 20; quail and 
at grousé, January 1 to-Noyember 1; wild turkey, 
amuary 1p to November 1; ruffed grouse and blue-winsed 

teal, January 1 to September 1; other ducks, April 1 to 
September 1; woodcock, January 1 to July 4, 

Onncon.—Deer, moose and elk, February 1 to July 1; 
fowl, April 1 to August 1; pleasant and sage-hen, April 1 
to dune 15: pinnated grouse, March1 to July 1; quail, 
April 1 to August 1, 
PrnysynvAnra.—Black hass, January 1 todune 1; salmon 

and trout, August 1 to Aprili; lake trout, October 1 to 
January 1; squirrels, September 1 to January 1; deer; De- 
cember 1 to October 1; rabbits, January 1 to October 15; 
fowl, May 15 to September 1; pinnated grouse, January 1 
to October 1; plover, January 1 to July 1b; quail, January 
1 to October 15; ruffed grouse, January 1 to October 1; 
wild turkey, January 1 to October 15; woodeock, January 1 
to July 4; rail and reed-bird, December 1 to September 1. 
‘Sourn Carotms,—Deer, January 1 to August 1; quail, 

snipe, wild turkey and woodcock, April 1 to October 165. 
Tanyusser.—Deer, March 1 to September 1; pheasant, 

grouse, quail, partridge, lark, snipe and woodcock, March 1 
to September 15; wild turkey, May1 to September 15. This 
Jaw applies to the counties of Henry, Dyer, Giles, Maury, 
Dayidson, Madison, Hamilton, Bedford and Wilson; in 
Montgomery, Robertson, Maury, Davidson, Lincoln and 
Slelby counties, forall birds, and Shelby county, deer and 
squirrel, February 1 to September 1. 
Uran.—Blk, deer, monntain sheep and antelope, January’ 

1 to August 1; quail, until Webruary 22, 1883; ruffed and 
pilnated grouse, March 15 to September 15; fowl, March 15 
to August 15. 
VeErMont.—Black bass, May 15 to July 1; trout, land- 

locked salmon, salmon tront or nage, September 1 to May 
1; whitefish, November 1 to November 15; wall-eyed pike 
or pike perch, April 20 to May 20; fowl and geese, May 1to 
September 1; ruffed rouse, March 1 to September 1; wood- 
cock, March 1 to August 1. 
ViretnrA,—Deer, January 1 to August 15; running them 

with dogs, January 1 to October 15; fowl, geese, pinnated 
grouse and ployer, Pebruary 1 to September 1; quail, January 
1 to October 15; ruffed grouse, snipe, wild turkey and 
woodcock, February 1 to September 1. 
Wasuinc'ron Tzrrrory.—Deer, February 1 to August 1; 

quail, to October 1, 1878 ; grouse, January 1 to August 1. 
Wear Virerra.—Deer, January 15 to July 15; quail or 

Virginia partridges, January 1 to October 15; ruffed grouse, 
pheasant, pinnated grouse, fowl and geese, Pebruary 1 to 
September 1. ‘ 
Wisconsty.—Trout, September 15 to April 15; deer, Jan- 

uary 1 to Sepiember 15; woodcock, quail, ruffed and pin- 
nated grouse and fowl, January 1 to August 26. 

Wromine,—-Elk, deer, mountain sheep, antelope and buf- 
falo, January 15 to August 15; pheasant, quail, pinnated 
grouse and sage-hen, March 1 to August 15. 

Se 

Tar Potomac Man-Hzt,—The Virginia Fish and Game Pro- 
tective Society, not long since accounted for the diminution of 

fish in the Potomac River by the theory that the eels which 
there do abound devoured the fish-spawn. To foster the fish, 
then, choke the ecls. Exactly. Dut here is a species of eel, 

which by a long eycle of development has so far slufied off 
his original and distinctive eel skin, as to be hardly recognized 
among his species, and it is only under circumstances of a 
yery peculiar nature that he may be choked in accordance 

with the lay. This Potomac eel owes his peculiar diyergence 
from the original type of e¢l to the freak of some ancestor, 

cycles of ages ago, who spent whole days standing on his tail 

with his head out of the water. This freak was transmitted 
and became a habit of his decendants, who gradually, as the 
centuries went by, became first amphibious and then almost 

wholly land animals. Passing through the various stages of 
eel, sea lion and merman, this eyolnting eel finally stepped 

forth upon the dry land, put on a pair of pants and called 
himselfa man. To be sure, he has still some faint but in- 

eradicable taste for muddy water, which is displayed chiefiy 

in @ proclivity to deeds of darkness. These are to appease the 
old unconquerable appetite for fish. The eel carriesa sienc, 

scoop net and all kinds of fish traps. There is also still an 
unmistakable habit of squirming and wriggling. Ae can 
never quite oyercome this. The meshes of the law are tortu- 

ous, and he must wriggle and squirm or be squeezed and 

choked. His friend and ally is the riparian farmer. The 
Connecticut agriculturist, it will be remembered, discovered 

last spring that for exhausted acres there was no fertilizer 
equal to the tender young shad oftheriver. The Virginia 

farmers, not to be outdone, have also concluded that the choic- 
est varities of fish in the Potomac possess magie virtues when 

converted into manure. Working in conjunction with the 
wriggling man-eel, they manage io convert into compost for 

their cornfields such sheépshead, taylors, mackerel and 

other food-fish as are spared by the other eels down in the water. 
A Wushington paper of the 1st inst, says: 

Numerous parties on the Virginia side are hauling scines and 
conveying the fish to yats, provided on the York ahd Rappa- 
hannock rivers at places contiguous thereto, and converting 
them into fertilizers, which compost they dispose of to the 
farmers as an article of merchandize. All kinds of fish are 
thus disposed of indiscriminately, including sheepshead, tay- 
lors, mackerel and other choice varieties. 1t will thus be scen 
that while Congress, through the Fish Commission, is expend- 
ing thousands ot dollars yearly 10 keep up the supply of choice 
fish and add other varieties, these unprincipled and unlicensed 
parties are utterly destroying the result of their labors, and, 
if allowed to pursue their trade, in a short time thé tiver will 
be.entixely depopulated of fish and the whole country made to 
suffer. he trade is most brisk near the mouth of the river 
and in the bay at the exact points where the most valuable 
fish abound. 

INFRINGEMENT OF THe Game Laws.—A Springfield corres. 
pondent calls our altention to a letter published in the Spring. 
field Republican of August 16th, where the slaughier of 
deer in the close season in and around Raquette Lake is open—|- 

ly mentioned. The obnoxious portions of this letter, dated 

Aug. 8, are as follows ; . 

Deer can be had with experienced guides and good dogs, 
though the game lnins have not Yel expired, the deer have not 
taken in their sutudin coats of fat and blue hair, and are in- 
clined to run a long time before taking to the water. ‘Che al. 
most constant wet wealher we have had filled the swainps, 
and made tracking the deer exceedingly difficult, so we have 
had but few successful hunts. 

At the conclusion of the letter a deer is caught in the lake 
by the anthor, and potted. We want more stringent laws for 
the protection of game, Cannot newspapers understand that, 

though the letters of # correspondent may be all very fine and 

florid, rue sportsmen will not read such descriptions of deer 

killed out of season, and in a peculiarly unsportsmanlike man- 
ner, Without disgust ? 

Tarrortine Game Brrps,—The Sportsmen’s Club, of Lake- 

ville, Conn., is one of the enterprising associations who have 

imported {he Messina quail, Mr. W. H. Williams, of that 
club, suggests 8 more general anc concerted effort to intraduce 

foreign game birds. We doubt not thatthe assured success of 

these experimental introductions of the migratory quail will 
result in the importation of other equally desirable game: 

These United States offer as much yariety of ground as can 
be found anywhere, and it seems to me that wemight in a few 
years add largely to our list of game birds by a judicious 
selection and importation of the best foreign yarieties, The 
efforts of some few clubs and individuals to introduce the 
migratory quail are, it seems to me, only a step in ihe right 
direction; such scattered efforts must necessarily produce 
smaller results at a greater cost than would be the case if some 
meéans could be devised to unite all such efforts. Many of our 
States are waking up to the importance of their lakes and 
streams as food producing sources, and are most wisely 
making appropriations and supporting commissions for stock- 
ing them with the best of food fishes. Now why not go one 
step further and let the same commissioners import, at the 
expense of the State or by priyate contribution, some of the 
best foreign game birds, such as the capercailzie, the English 
pheasant, black cock, European woodeock, ete.? Surely if 
our waters are worth farming, our forests are, also. Our mi- 
pratory quail have done finely. I think they have been moult- 
ing since about the first of August, as but little was seen of 
them for two or three weeks, but they begin to show them- 
selves again now. 4 

Hunting Deze Wirn Doas—ZAHditer Forest and Stream: 
Ag my experience in deer hunting, with or without dogs, is 
confined to the Muskoka region, I can only speak as to that 
locality. September 1 has been the opening of the season 
until this year; now it is the 15th, and closes on the 15th of 
December. Nov, as there is no snow to speak of in Septem- 
ber or November for good still-bunting, the usual mode of 
hunting the deer is with dogs. My opimion is that the more 
the deer are hunted with dogs the wilder they will become, 
consequently make the chances comparatively less for good 
still-honting during the scason when the snow is on ths 
ground. 1 think it stands to reason, when the deer are fright- 
ened so much by the dogs howling through the wouds every 
day for about six or eight weeks of the fore part of the sea- 
son, that they must become yery wild and ever on the alert at 
the least noise. I know from my own experience when out 
stil-hunting, that if you fail to get a shot when you first see 
a deer, you May make up your mind for a long tramp and 
with but a poor chance of getting a second glimpse at him, 
so wild do they become by hounding them with dogs. TI do 
not think that hunting deer with dogs drives them cut of the 
country so much as some people maintain, but I do think that 
it makes them timid at the least noise they hearin the woods. 
Deer are not near so much frightened at the crack of a rifle 
as they are at the bark of a dog, owing, I presume, to the re- 
semblance of the wolt, their natural enemy. Deer chased by 
dogs into the water and then shot never make as good yeni- 
son—especially in September--as when they are killed still- 
hunting. Ithink that if our deer season was during the 
months of October, November and December, and that hunt- 
ing with dogs was prohibited, we would have a good law. 
Snow in Muskota is neyer so deep during the above-named 
months as to impede their running, nor does any crust form, 
so as to enable the hunter to slaughter them. 

JosepH Scor 
Gravenhurst, Canada, Aug. 26, 1878. 

The Riile. 
Massacuuseris—(rardner, Aug. 21.—The following are 

the scores of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range. 
distance 200 yards, off-hand; two scores of ten shots each. 
Possible: Massachusetts, 240; Creedmoor, 100: : 

Creed, Creed, Totals: Mass, 
Albert Robbins,.....-.. duo 44 103 45 208—S9 
IN Dodge..... LUT 46 93 43 200—85 
SL Walker... ncn JE 43 Tt 44 192—s6 
GR Pratt...,.. ~ oT 44 92 43 189—87T 
William Anstin Bp ae ai 87 ay 1Li6—S1 
E Knowlton...........- 9b 44 89 a9 185—83 

Aug. 30.—FPirst competition for Ballard mid-range rifle 
match. Conditions—Distance 200 yards, 20 shots. The 
following aré the scores : 
DT B COMING -ceaseseesesenssse ce A October....... ae one 
Williata Hayes: 2.2.24 2.24455 AW Dimovk..... H 
FL SW@ldOn, oan .-e es eee ese. CP Bonnett....... 
HM Squire... ee N ODonnell,...... 
H Zethier..... Dr Dats, .¢2teeas...2. 
JF Rathjen 7 8 Conlin. ,_. 
JW Toda SL Moore, Jr, 
F Seliilitg. Ke Smith.. 
BA Vail,.. JW Martino 
AJ Howleit.. R Robertson 
Ge Oatter ; se advseciss LM Ayme 
O McLiaugilin.....,....+.,.-+ Capt G L Winn. 
HW. Gonrley... BAS SAT es ute oka 
J L Paulding... f John J Crane,.......ee.e, 
Bequire...... ci A M Inese...... 
BHT Duvis.. 3 G IY Beebe...... 
J © Campbe W B Crommelin aneda 
TS Gonroy . DG@Moores wv. cicaaes 
A BGhoverling. . vi) 

Wausur Hmi Raney—dAwug. 28.—Hichth competition, 
long range match. Conditions, fifleen shots each at 800, 900 
and 1,000 yards, Tt will be seen how high were the averages 
when eight of the riflemen made 200 and upwards. The score 
of the first eight mounts up to 1676. Mr. Hebbard's 316 in a 
possible 225 is immense : 

A if Hebbard, 
BOW Sa duem ee = ene a bah 5 55 665 5 6 5 5 5 bi 

~ 900 ewwiyye- pee FH 25 45h 545 4 b 6 51 
1,000 epceswessmseeneys 65564055 56656 5 6 5—T2—-216 

W 4H Jackson. : 
53 65 6 446 & 5 5 5 6-73 
66644545 4 5 5 5B 4-68 
645656456556 G6 6 4 72-915 

df Brown, 

6665 66 5 5 56 S 6 6B S& 5—TH 
5654665654565 5 3 570 
444556666 8 4 5 5—6S—T12 

8 Wilder. 
65 55445 565 5 5 6 5b 572 
654555 5 5 5 4 4 6 4-71 
5055455 54 6 5 5 5—t6—210 
HLT Rockwell. 

55456555464 5 5—T2 
4445 55 5 4 6 4 56 3 B—68 
6554655 4 5 6 8 4 §9—209 
William Gerrish.* 

4456465465 4 5 6 & f—T0 
64465565 6 5 4 6 6 f 72 
D5B45545 8 &@ 45 5 5 6H—208 

73 Sumner, 

6h 6 6 54 5 5 45 6% 
5b5BS 056 5S 444 6 4 68 
6555555 6 & 8 & 5—7i—27 
A Hebhbard. ‘ 

4356066565 5 Bb 4 570 
5653 8545 5 & 4 55 
465445 44 4 4 6 5—E7—500 
HE Lord. 

6556565 5 5 6 6 & 4—74 
6656446565 B&B 46 & 5-7 
$56 445 8 5 4 3—5)—200 
W Chadwell. 

BOO. sien dae serlsleninns d 6 45548 5 4 655 4 5 5 4 5-68 
S005 Geek cayarb ess 55666 E 5554 65 $4 5 F 571 

1,000... . veonet 52865 $4578 6 AS 3B FENN 
H Williams. 

68 8.644544 4 5 5—ts 
55 545 26 5 5 5 5 b—69 
843545444 0 0 3—53—157 
5 Lewis. 

5545445 5 5H 2 4 57 
355 ¢4445 5 8 bh 51 
455465 565 ¢ 0 5 4 63191 

Warsur Hirn Raner—Awg, 24.—Fourth competition ; 
amateur series. This match was distinguishable for good in- 
dividual shooting. Conditions, 200 yards, 10 shots. 

200 yards, 

4565564465-47 Michols. 
44455554440 Siss.. 

4444554564444 Butler 
484444445 543 Williams 

Benuett....6544446444—42 Burtell...,. 
Meiggs....4 25344544 441 

The ‘*No-cleaning match” followed. Conditions, seyem 
shots at 200.and 300 yards. 

OM JOWOll.......s eres enene es 4365444299 4438446 5-29-55 
OM Jewell (re-entry No. 1)..4445445~30 4444544 99 50 
© M Jewell (re-entry No2),...4664544-31 444444 4~99 50 
O M Jewell (re-entry No.s)...44444¢55-30 444444 599-54 
He Be SOUtNEE se evececscacepueses #5644445-30 8385438 5—96-~-56 
EB Souther (re-entry) ...-..4444444-98 424544 45568 
J Borden .....,-.ececeeeveeeeeed A44454-0 £64445 4 2-95 54 
SINAN ITVS yu cob. eebawe e a’. bats 554554432 0443034 -1S—p50 

Shrewsbury, Aug. 24.—The Sportsmen’s Club is contesting 
in three trials for a rifle offered by Mr. Frank Wesson. The 
first trial at 200, 400 and 500 yards, resulted as follows: A. 
L, Rice, 127; C. Jenkins, 118; BH. A. Bartlett, 108; F. Wes- 
son, 130; H. L. Wesson, 103; Steadman Clark, 125; H. S. 
Ball, 82, retiring before the close. 

Bridgeport, Aug. 30.—Fourth competition Bridgeport Rifle 
Club for Sharps Kifle; possible 25 at 200 yards: H. Nichols, 
23; W. G. Gunn, 22; G. F. Hull, 21; J. MeCourt, 21. At 
500 yards: W. B. Gunn, 25; R. S. Bassett, 25; H. Nichols, 
#4, After firing ten shots, Bassett and Gunn were still eyen, 
and decided prize by flipping up a cent. The ladies present, 
displayed a good degree of skill. We believe in teaching our 
wives and daughters how to use the rifle as a protection 
against tramps. No vagabond villain will face a woman with, 
a rifle in her hands and *‘ shoot” in her eyes, 

Wurtz Disk. 

Ruove Isuann--Wewport, Sept. 2.—Challenge match from 
the King Philip Rifle Club, of Bristol, R. I., to the Amateur 
R. C., of Newport; 200 yds. Rocky Point. Creedmoor rules 
to govern : 

Bristol Team. Amatenr Team, 

EB Anthony. sssseet 2 4 0 4 8 5—29 444344 4— 
¥ Davis.... .,.... 42440 4 4—22 ‘348244 4204 
John McClaw,....2344383—22 Wm Lanilers 243344 393 
LDewWolf........8435448—26 GeoSlocum....... 855444 4-99 
H Frisby +0 240442-16 S Powel. dr.......534356444 <7 
Jd Pelty.... 334333 5—2 JH Powel... 434454 dog 
J Dunbar 330450419 HW Powel......444444 3-97 
CH Straig 8342301—-17 Geo Fenning......44644 4 4—59 
John Siith,......44824438—24 TJ Farrow.......4454 04 3-99 

Tos. J. L. Farrow. 

CrrxpmMoor—Awg. 28.—Second competition, Gilversieeve 
Badge. ‘There were seventy entries. Conditions; Open to. 
National Guard, in uniform, and the N. Ri A. distances, 
200 and 500 yards, fiye shots at each range. The following 
are the scores of those who qualified for the State badges, the: 
leading score winning the prize, and the next highest a 
division of the entrance money : 

Up err Gllegesatigas cele nse ean a2 
JF Long.... . 
M A Scuil.... 

Weber......-..... 
if Pen Decker 

H @ Aspinwall... 
Williftn Finkenati 
JH Dayidson...,, 
W GSchuyler,..., is 
Capt A @ Browa.......... 25 

The Irish-American Rifle Club held its third competition 
fora Sharps long-range rifle. The conditions wera: Dis- 
tances, 800 and 600 yards; two sighting and ten scoring shots. 
The leading scores were as follows: N. D. Ward, 70; Gen. 
E, F'. Millen, 68; Tieut. P. Farrelly, 67; William Desmond, 
5b; Oapt. P. Kerr, 48. The Bleventh Regiment will visit 
Creedmoor to-day. 

CREEDMOOR Procrimme—Saturday, Sept. Tth.—Sharps 
Match; ‘Turf, Field and Farm” Qhallenge Badge, Wed- 
eae Sept. 11th—Soldiers’. Match; Champion Marksman’a 
Adee, 
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Aug. 31.—Fifth monthly competition for the Remington 
prize, $300 in gold, Distances, 900 and 1,000 yards, twenty 
shots at each range : 

1,000 Tl. 200 1,00) TL 
06 is6 T Lamb, dr...,.....77 iT 164 
92 183 JA Hatry... 83 67 150 
87 118 HA Perry... 5 retired. 
96 1%6 Homer Fisher. 56 yr étired, 
8G 173 

Fourth competition, Amateur Rifle Club, “Short Range 
Badge, Condition: distance, 200 yards, off-hand ; 15 shots. 
T'D B Colling....2+.+..-+2-5 yees05 BF Hyde........-... Mod Aen 62 
ITLAllen.....,--- mit . 

DrsT G Dudley. 
BH Holton........ 

Byemenr Corps axp FnLosuine Rirez Trams.—This 
match, which took place on Saturday, resulted in a handsome 
victory for the Engineers. Teams of five, ten shots at 200 
yards. Engineers, 197; Flushing team, 187. 

Prizzs,—For the presentation for the autumn prize meet- 
ing of the N. R. A. the Academy of Music has been selected, 
General Sherman will present the prizes. Some three thou- 
sand tickets will be issued gratuitously to the public and mem- 
bers or the N. R. A. 

INTHRNATIONAL MinitaAry Maron.—The object of this 
match, to bring into competition the Regulars and National 
Guard, came very nearly losmg its most interesting factor on 
account of the difficulty in obtaining from the War Office the 
ways and means to move someof the U. 8. soldiers from their 
pasts to Creedmoor. Thanks to the energy of General Win- 
gate, who visited Washington, the obstructions have been 
removed, and the Secretary of War has stretched a point in 
allowing transportation to the Regulars who will compete at 
the International Military Match. After all it must be borne 
in mind, that Creedmoor is made more for the soldier than for 
the mere rifle expert. 

Zurvine’s GALLERY, dwg. 28.—N. Y. Turner cadets, 200 
yards, Creedmoor reduced target : 
H Sprieser.. G Maag.. 
H Spamer BU G Banzer........ seeeeereeceeees 30 
© Recht.... BW iBIBOZEL.. Seek es ed escteressss 22 
G Ilwitzer .. 6 HE Zepnegy vo... cc eeeecseeeesewee QL 
L Denis... oss senssasucceaesO% L MAICK,. 0s: cases Heads Sete aaer 20 
J Rosenhaunl,....2....eeee evs qeBd: “COC Denise. esse. eennt vss eihen he 14 
ZL Bischoll, ...,-........ weed W BICDErb. cece scence gy ee cers 13 
‘PSONMBCEL.... 22 ceneseseyeeee eae 

Contin’s Gatimry-—September 2.--The announcement that 
the opening competition for the Marksman’s Badges of '78 
would take place Monday evening had the effect of crowding 
the gallery with riflemen. The contest throughout was &pirit- 
ed, and good skill was displayed. The trophies shot for are 
three gold badges of elegant and original designs. They are 
to be captured three times before becoming the final property 
of the winners. Competitions, open to all comers, will take 
place every Monday evening until the badges are won. The 
following are the names and scores of the leading contestants, 
highest possible score bemg 50: 

Wo wauesbee We Rosenthal, Pant J GCullinun, W H Dunlap, 40 
each; H BH Thomson and I F Duckworth, 38 cach; BH Robeling, Ji 
Meeker, J J Smith, W W Bavier, 1 B Caulaup, P Knuph, J O Ander- 
gon, 37 each; CH Hamlin and J R Wood, 46 each; © P Celeravh ond J 
G Duane, $5 each; AJ Humlin, 34; CE Berdell, 82. 

Monawk VALLey Rirce Rance.—Utica, NV. Y.,. Aug, 29. 
—Second competition; Ilion prizes; medal and cup; seyen 
shots at 200 and seven at 500 yards : 

O'Donnell and BH 'T Davis, 43 each; 

200 yds. 500 yada. 

Jolin Banford....seve------ 380338419 0003 4 84—14—83 

F OW Partib,eeveenseceess eH 433 5 4 5—29 262365 4 6—-2i—i6 
W I Martin .....,- 4543 4 0 3—23 55555 5 5—35—5s 

R Winegar.....- 44484 8 3—U5 422465 5 3—%5—w0 

J Thistiethwatte 6648 244-27 54564 6 5—td—61 

CH Fraser, Jr .. A444 26 2—25 434325 5—26—51 

DE Pomeroy... 444243 326 655565 5 6—35—59 

R Omand....... 464388 4-26 64546 5 5—33—59 

LL Hepburn, Jr...---,..--.t 34 344 8—25 425428 t—25—80 

¥ Armstroog.........+. w 6 4445 43-20 b44dH54 5—32—61 

W R Keene... . wei 4.534 4 4—28 444656 2 4 25—56 

GA Trowbridge 4463 4 5 325 52436 5 5—32—40 

ST ParkAs coca es cee 834354 4—26 65046 5 3—a87—od 

Tur SporrsMEN’s Conrmputron.—Yesterday the Zettler 
Rifle Club opened a rifle tournament at their gallery, 207 
Bowery, the proceeds of which are to be turned over to the 
fund. The shooting will take place every evening, to con- 
clude on Saturday, September 14. We trust the tournament 

will be liberally patronized. 

Henyrrias.—The arrangement for the coming festival at 
Union Hill Schuetzen Park are complete, There ure one hun- 
dred prizes on the target of honor ‘‘ Columbia.” ‘Tickets en- 
titling the holder to three shoots will be issued. We anti- 
cipate a good representation of American riflemen, 

Tarr, Men vs. SHorr Mrx.—At the Meriden, Gonn., tour- 
nament, Aug. 19 and 20, all the shooting was at 200 yards, 
and as there were quite a number of targets, a wooden screen 
was-put up about fifty yards in front of the shooting stands. 
“This wooden screen had openings (port-holes I think they are 
called) each to correspond with a target and a shooting stand. 
While standing at a shooting-post the whole of the target 
could be seen through a port-hole, but, as I soon found, no 
allowance was made for the rise of the bullet on its course, 
and it would seem that the shooters expected the bullets to 
follow the line of sight. I bought some tickets for the prize 
shooting, and haying carefully adjusted my rifle sights for 
wind aud distance, I shot six times without hitting the target ; 
but I soon found that my shooting was good, and the six 
bullets had cut,through the wooden screen directly above the 
port-hole. Finding that I could not hit the target standing 
upright, I took a more devotional attitude, and, without quite 
kneeling, I found I could hit the target. As might be sup- 
posed, I could not make a highscore in such a lowly position, 
and I svon stopped shooting. ‘he short men had no trouble, 
snd made good scores if they held their guns well, but there 
were enough tall men present to completely shoot away large 
pieces of the wooden screen directly above several of the 
port-holes, The strangest thing about it was that I could find 
iio one in the club who would believe that the port-holes were 
not high enough, notwithstanding that out of the hundreds of 

bullets that hit the screen aboye the port-holes, hardly any 

bulléts hit below or on the sides, W. L. 

Crmawine A Woxourster.—A correspondent suggests that 
by means of a whip-cord a Winchester may be yery nicely 
cleaned: Geta leather whip-lash, or narrow strip of flexible 
(but strong) leather; cutaslitim one end; wrap a piece of 
sheet lead around the other end for an inch or two, just 
enough to give the leather a little weight ; put the leaded end 

into the breech, and hold the stock of the rifle up; down gocs 

the strap; in the slit end have an oiled rag, and so wipe 4& 

Winchester from the breech. 

Prxry’s Mopzry OnseRyatTions on Ririz SHoorie.— 
Mr. Perry has combined in convenjent form, not only most 
suggestive matter forriflemen, but given the .xpert on the 
Tange a capital score hook. ‘The silicate slate, rst adapted 
by Mr. Perry for use in rifle practice, acts as a blotter, the 
scores of which can be more permanently transferred to other 
parts of the book. The whole distipline, system of team 
shooting, is well explained, and the book is full of the most 
usefui and practical details. During the next two months 
tiflemen, both at Creedmoor and all over the country, will 
want Mr, Perry's book, which we can highly recommend. 

—— 

CREE DMOOR. 

NationaL Rirve Association Fatt Prizx MEreria. 

Competition No. 19, Sussorrerion Maron.—Open to all 
comers, 300 yards, standing, any rifle, seven rounds, duplicate 
entries allowed; entrance, $1. 

No. 20, Supscrrevion Maros.—Open to all comers, 300 
yards, standing, any military rifle, seven rounds, duplicate 
entries allowed ; entrance, $1. 

No. 21, Intersarionan Minirary Marcu,—Open to teams 
of twelve from the following: 1. United States of America 
—A. The Army of the United States, one team from the 
troops stationed within each of the three military divisions— 
Atlantic, Pacific and Missouri (three teams in all). B. The 
United States Navy (one team). ©. The National Guard or 
uniformed militia of the several States and ‘Territories, in- 
cluding the District of Columbia (one team from each State 
or Territory). 

2. Other Countries—Eneland, Ireland, Scotland and each 
of the provinces of Great Britain, each of the provinces of 
Canada, and all other countries, one team cach, from the fol- 
lowing: A, The regular army; B. The militia; C. The 
volunteers; D. The navy of any country (separate teams fo 
be sent only when the organizations are separate). 

No. 28, Sursorterion Maron.—Open to all comers, 600 
yards, any position, any rifle, seyen rounds, duplicate entries 
allowed; entrance, $1. 

No. 24, Sunsorrmrion Marox.—Open to all comers, 600 
yards, any position with head toward the target, any military 
rifle, seven rounds, duplicate entries allowed; entrance, $1. 

No. 25, Iyree-Srars Lone Rance MAtronu.—Open to teams 
of four from all rifle associations or clubs in any State or Ter- 
ritory of the United States, that may have affiliated with the 
National Rifle Association previous to the match. Distances, 
800, 900 and 1,000 yards; fifteen shots at each distance, any 
rifle within the rules; entrance, #5 each team, Prize, a 
trophy. 

No. 26, Wimetzepon Our Matror,—Open to all citizens and 
residents Of the United States, 1,000 yards, thirty shots, any 
rifle within the rules, any position without artificial rest; en- 
trance, $1, 1st Prize—The ‘‘ Wimbledon Oup,” value, $500 ; 
2d Prize—A Steward's Improyed Watch, Aneroid Barometer, 
value, $50. ! 

No, 27, Winonestzr Rirezk Maron (At the ‘‘ Running 
Deer Target’?).—Open to all comers. 100 yards, any rifle 
within the rules, including repeaters, but sights to be over 
centre of the barrel; standing ; entrance fee, 50 cents, which 
will entitle the competitor to four runs. As many shots as 
practicabie may be fired during eachrun. Wo limit to the 
number of times a competitor may enter, but no second entry 
to be fired until all other competitors present have fired their 
first. Three prizes. 

Srewarp's Acarecate Prizes.—The following prizea, of- 
fered annually by Mr. J. H. Steward, of 406 Strand, W. C., 
London, England, the appointed optician to this association, 
and to the National Rifle Association and National Artillery 
Association of Great Britain will be awarded as follows; To 
the marksman making the highest aggregate score in Compe- 
titions Nos. 9, 11 and 12, or 9, 11 and 13, a Steward’s New 
Camp Binocular Field Glass, as used officially ati Wimbledon, 
value, $45. To the marksman making the highest ageregate 
score in the Competitions Nos, 2,5 and 26, a Lord Bury 
Telescope, value, $40. 
Sproat Norr.—In ‘‘ Subscription Matches” jifty per cent. 

of the entrance money will be divided into three prizes, as 
follows: ist Prize—To the highest aggregate score, 25 per 
cent. of the entrance money ; 2d Prize—To the second high- 
est aggregate score, 15 per cent. of the entrance money; 3d 
Prize—To the third highest agzrezate score, 10 per cent. of 
the entrance money. When target accommodation will per- 
mit, the Subscription Matches will remain open for duplicate 
and post entries from 9 A. om. till 5 p. M., on the day desig- 
nated for the match, and will be divided into two stages, the 
first stage terminating upon the firing of the noonday gun, 
and the second stage lasting from 1 Pp. a. Lill 5:30 ». m. 
Nore.—Score tickets, containing hewr and target at which 

competitors are to shoot, will be mailed after Sept. 10, if en- 
velope fully stamped and addressed is sent to the office of the 
National Rifle Association. 

Kansas Crry Inpvsrrian Exposrrion.—This leading event 
in Missouri willbe held for fiye days, commencing on the 
16th of September and concluding on the 2ist. This will he 
the 8th annual exhibition. The festival combines with the 
industrial exhibition and agricultural fair. 

Set and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER, 

—j-— 
FRESH WATER, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar, 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjinia, 
Land-lovked Salmon, Salmo glovert} 
Grayling, Thymalius tricolor. 
Black Bass, Wicroplerus salmoidea ; 

M. nigricans. 
Muskalonge, Heox nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Haow lucia. 
Yellow Perah, Perca layescens, 

SALT WATER. 
Sea Bass, Scienopa ocallatiea, 
Sheepshead, Archosargua probate. 

cephalus, 
Striped Bass, Rocews Winnegtus. 
White Perch, Morone anieridanc, 
Weaktish, Cynoscion reyalis, 
Binefish, Pomatomus saltatriz, 
Spanish Mackerel, Cybium macuta- 

wey, 
Cero, Cybiwn. regale, 
Bonito, sarda pelamya 
Kingiish, Menticirruaneh ulosus 

Connzcticur— Waleattnille, Aug. 30.—Visited West Hill 
Pond yesterday and had “nary a bite.’ My companion 
landed one, and another sporisman two very small black bass, 
Friend ‘‘P. X,'s" correspondence (an entertaining and obsery- 
ant writer), in last week's issue, was probably intended as an 
answer to my query on the subject, published in the F. & 8. 
not long ago. However, the ‘solution” is unfortunately 
“totally unsound.” ‘The artificial raising of the pond does 

a A 

that the springs which feed it are, some seasons, very active, 
and more than ordinarily powerful, and the accumulated 
sediment and fungus growth of the rocky bottom forced to 
the surface and diffused to a considerable depth from the sur- 
face by the constant ebullition of the springs. Yesterday I 
closely examined the water which resulied in corroborative 
evidence of my theory. I found that it contained an almost 
imperceptible, dull, silvery, silky, and apparently fibrous 
foreign substance floating upon, and to considerable depth be- 
low the surface of the water, which caused it to appear as if 
exquisitely fine lace was floating in countless submerged 
thicknesses in the water. Under a very weak microscope lts 
variety must appear beautiful. Does this diffusion of yege- 
table (?) matter afford the bass an over abundance of food, or 
does it frighten them? It evidently does interfere with the 
biting of the bass. Again I ask to be enlightened by some of 
your readers. Bantam Lake is also ‘‘ working,” but the 
character of the floating matter appears to be the sediment, 
Bantam has a natural outlet, and is not ‘‘ artificially raised.” 
“Pp. Xs" ‘*more scientific” manner of fishing, and refer- 
ence to that of others, is open to valid objections, I think, 
When fishing with only eight or ten feet of line, give me the 
‘'-whip,” vyiz,; Give them no more line, and lead them until 
they drown. It does not frighten the bass! An instance 
within my own observation: Mr. Simonds, of Hartford (an 
expert angler), in a boat with two other persons, ‘‘ whipped" 
not less than twenty good ones; he lost none, and did not 
move the boat; one of his companions ‘! whipped” during 
that time about eight and lost none. ‘‘P. X.” can digest this 
fact, and then he should admit that he is whipped with the 
‘twhip.”” E, A. K. 

New London, Sept. 2.—Black bass fishing, so good early in 
the season at Lake Konomoc, is poor now, owing to the quan- 
tities of natural food in the lake, Masat. 

New Yorr—Syracuse, Aug. 28.—Tum Boss Bass.—Mr. 
John H, Mann, of this city, took from our Onondaga Lake, a 
few days since, the largest Oswego bass I have ever known to 
have been lifted from its watery depths; some five pounds 
and over in weight. Although I did not sce the fish, I’ve 
seen the old fellow’s portrait, painted in oil by our native ar- 
tist, Prof, Thayer, and I'll wager the price of the picture 
($200) that it is just like his fishship, so truly fishy does the 
picture seem. The sticcessful angler says that there are plenty 
more of the same sort left, and anybody can get them if they 
vo the right way to work to coax them out from their watery 
homes. Iam inclined to think the little—it really is but 
little—enforcing of our fish and game laws plays an important 
part in the matter. What renders this episode of particular 
yalue to me is that Mr. Mann captured this large and gamey 
fish with a light split-bampboo fly-rod and line, so fine and fruil 
that it would sever before it would lift a live bass of five 
pounds from the water. If we can only keep in force our 
game Jaws for a proper length of time, our vicinily will be 
again one of the best in the State for fish and game. 

MinEn, 

Coney Island, Aug, 30.—Capt, Steers, Theo: Alston and IL. 
H. Abbey caught, August 28, thirty-one bass and four weak- 
fish, weighing from two to four pounds each, Messrs. Steers 
and Abbey hnve fished in Coney Island Creek during the past 
twenty-five years and never hail better sport. This is unpre— 
cedented bass fishing in Coney Island Creek. 

Lona Isianp.—Jamaica Bay, August 27.—Blackfish and 
sea bass are plenty, and a good day’s fishing can be had on 
any of the wrecks in the bay. King fish also plenty and of 
good size ; have seen some nice messes brought on shore. 
Sheepshead fishing this season has been extra good for this 
bay. One man caught seven on Saturday in the Beach 
Channel and thirteen the three days preyious- Bluefish are 
running small. The yacht captains say the large fish are to 
the eastward. Expect them here goon. 

Oyonpaga Fisnina Oxon.—This club, of Syracuse, N. Y., 
by a recent addition of new members, now numbers over 
ninety. It ought to do some good strong work both in catch- 
ing fish and protecting them. 

PennsrLy ania—Greennille, Aug. 30.—N. C, Packard, of the 
Packard House,and Hon. A, McDermitt, P.J, have been spend- 
ing a few days fishing on Slippery Rock, Butler Co., Pa. 
They report good fishing, but weather too warm for pleasure. 
A pike weighing 16 Ibs. avoirdupois was caught yesterday by 
P, Miller. He and his brother haye had splendid luck pike 
fishing this season, There has been some 80 pike taken from 
the Shenango near here this svason ranging in size from 4 Ibs, 
to 20 Ibs, M, A.B. 

Mrsstssipr1—Paulding, Aug. 16.—Party returned from 
Tallahally yesterday with good creels and report sport fine 
and trout taking the hook splendidly. Vat. 

Mironrgan—Ofeney, Aug. 27.—Judge Holmes and D. H. 
Fitzhugh, Bsq,, of Bay City, A. B. Turner, of Grand Rapids, 
and Charles Hallock, editor of Forzsr axp STREAM, arrived 
here to-day after spending a week or more in camp on the Au 
Sable River. They took several hundred grayling, but con- 
scientiously restored to the water all fish measuring less than 
ten inches. This ismore creditable than leaving small ones 
to die on the bank of the stream, as a party did who hailed 
from somewhere in Central New York. ‘There are a good 
many anglers now on the Au Sable and the season is at its beat. 
Tt extends to Noyemper 1 Bos, 

Traverse City, Aug. 30.—The Rock bass, black bags 
and perch fishing is excellent at Carp Lake, eight miles from 
here. ’ 

Wisconstn—Madison, Wis., has long been noted as the 
most desirable summer regorf in the State. Its beautiful, 
lakes and magnificent surroundings have given it u world-wide 
teputation. It is fast becoming famous for its fishing-grounds 
and nowhere can the tourist find better fishing-grounds. Just 
now the sportsman is reaping # rich harvest. Captain Free- 
man’s landing is the favorite place forlovers of the rod. Here 
is found everything needful for an hour's sport—boats, guides, 
etc, A party of St. Louis gentlemen, afew daysago; hauled 
from Lake Monona 265 pounds of pike for three hours’ work. 
On the 21st, Alf. Merrill captured fwo pickere! in Mendota, 
one weighing twenty-five pounds, the other eighteen. A party 
from the Park Hotel, in two hours, made a string of twenty- 
six pickerel and twenty-four black bass. ight-pound black 
bass are frequently caught. Never before has fishing been as 
good in our waters 48 at the present time. KOven, 

Fryi¢ Fise,—Captain James Slocum was trolling for blue 
not account for its ‘* working,” as it worked” long before ; fish in Warren secres, Sptemcruaat when a huge fish-haw- 
this was done! The only * sound solution,” it strikes me, is | swooped down upon is bait and carried it off. Recoverink 
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fromm his surprise, the captain began hauling in his line, and 
after ten minutes’ hard labor secured the bird. This exploit 
Was equalled by that of a Gloucester, Mass., youth who shot a 
seal in the ‘Squan River last week, and wheeled it home on a 
wheelbarrow. 

Tur Minisrerta,n Wurrreair Dinner.—We print the fish 
portion of the menw of the ministerial dinner given at Green- 
wich, England. We haye no doubt but that quite us good a 
dinner can be had at Brigiton Beach, Earl Beaconsfield no 
longer can revel in whitebait along. Mr, E.G. Blackford, in 

the most brutal Republican way, has deprived English Minis- 
ters of the monopoly of whitebait dinners, What is amusing 
about all this is that the London Spectator, because the bill of 
fare is written in old Hinglish, dates the decadence of Great 
Britain from the un-English character of the menu: 

YE ANNUALE WHYTEBAITE DINNER 

HyYE MAsEstE HS MINISTERS 

Wednesdaie, Ye 14th Auguat, 1878, 
Ajte ys Hostelrie‘yelept 

Ye SHIPPE, atie GREEN WICHE. 

This Bille of ye Ware is drawn in playne Bnglysh, withont 
any cloaks of Prenche or other foréygne tongue, 

for the saddé and sobere womfort of Trendes, und that ye Mays know 
what yé ere asked to accept 

Ye BILLE OF Ye TARE. 
Ye SOUPE. 

Soupe made from ye Tunrn#, and alsoe Sonpe made from ye Greene 
FPatte of ye same. 

Yo FISHE, r t 
Ye FLOUNDERS curyously cooked, aid SALMONNE seryyd inne lyke 

munnere, 
Ryssoles of ye Loustern. Ye lyttel Sonmsa tryed, 

Ye Pudynges of ye WuyTinG. Ye Hus skynned & stewed inne ye 
riche wyne of Oporto. 

Ye Omelette of CRABBE inne Mo ae a servyd to ye Quardés of yo 
te Seale, 

Ye Trour from ye Riyer Spey, erylled with ye sance of Tartar, 
BatMoNNE ifne collopes, with ys suuce line ye Uyprus fashonne, 

Ye WHYTEBATTE, be-frignled & alsoe be-deyylled, 
Ye Dinner will be servyd after ye mabnere of ye Russian people. 

\ Tue Ric ror Bass.—Hditer Forest and Stream: In black 
bass fishing 4 short rod is always the best if ib is long enough 
to get your flies where you want them, ass fishing is 

mostly carried on from a boat, and along rod im 4 boatis a 
nuisance. Black bass almost, if not always, as they are 
brought. near the boat, make a dash and try to ran under the 
boat, and a long rod 1s then a bad thing to furm them around 
the end of the boat (lhe end where the anchor is not, by the 
way, if possible). Bass are bold biters when they do bite, and 
are just a8 likely to bite or rise at a fly quite near you or the 
boat as at a distance. TI belieye they are not scattered around, 
but are much more apt to be collected in some considerable 
numbers together. Bass do not seem to be at all timid about 
a boat or anything, but are very notional biting or taking the 
fly. Lhelieve no one can tell when they haye a notion to be 
taken and when not. I would suggest in fishing for bass the 
using of not more than two flies on a six—fect leader (casting 
lines some call them), and not trying to make long casts. 
ry to find where the fish are, and so handle them with a 
short line if possible, but ‘Jet him have his head” for the 
first run with your finger on the line, giving it an easy pres- 
sure so as tu drag him a little at first, and, as he runs farther, 
increusing the pressure so as to turn him before he gets too 
much of your line, or gets too near any obstructions. You 
will notice, I think, that he will go into the air and ‘‘stand 
on his tail” when you first strike him, either with a fly or 
bait, nud is yery apt to do the same each time you bring him 
up at the end of arun. ‘Then you must look out that he docs 
not get foo much sluckline on you. The instant he goes into 
the air just pull him oyer into the water where he belongs, 
and at the same time ‘‘ keep him coming,” but do this care- 
fully without too sharp or too strong motions. After a few 
rung you may be able to bring him near the boat, then look 
out, or he will go under it in spite of you, breaking your rod 
orline, With skillful care just pass him around the other 
side of the boat. I think usually the fish won't try this more 
than once or twice before lic will turn over on his side. Now 
he is ready for the landing net, and so pass him out and go 
for another. O. F. Onyis, 

Manehester, Vt., Aug. 1, 1878. 

“4 Touor or Nsarure,”—Mr. George Dawson, the editor 

of the Albany Hvening Journal, has been on a grayling expe- 

dition among the woods and waters of Michigan. In his 

travels there he fell in with some of the lumbermen, who 

are, for the first time in that region, working through the 

summer. Many of our readers in their summer wanderings 

haye come across just such characters ag this: 

Scores of these sturdy workers were on the cars for their 
several camps, and they seemed gratified that there was this 

wnexpected demand for their willing service. A little incident 
shows what affectionate recollections eyen the humblest re- 

tain of theirold homes. Oneof them suspected that 1 was from 

“York State,” and, seeing ny bundle of rods, fancied, also, 
that I might have visited some of the forest localities with 
which he was familiar, When I assured him I knew every 
foot of the territory he referred to, he “froze to me” like 
an old friend and was greatly delighted. 

(‘fiver on Little Tupper?” was his first direct question, 
« Oh, yes, both Big and Little, often,” — 
« Bully places those air. No such Jakes in these parts, nor 

trout nuther. I'd climb the tallest Norway in the woods to 
see one such as I’ve tuk in Little Tupper. Iver fished in ihe 
Rackett?” a 

‘every foot of it.” 
‘Know the Little Bog 2 
‘Tye been there otten. i 
“ A Coltmnbia! T used to live right ’round thar, Ever 

ser?" 
aE ee, T had his team once to take me to Canton.” 
Jamping up with a ‘‘ whoop! ” which startled the crowd, 

he held ont his black bottle toward meas if he were tender- 
ing me a kingdom and wished it were & continent, with the 

imple remark ; . 5 
as say, pard, won't you take a drink? ; j 

T begged to be excused, and averted further importunity for 

oment, by saying ; ; 

me Did you ee now Mom Cole, whu used to live, yeurs 

ago, on the Point at the foot of Big Topper?” 
‘At this question my friend looked at me with the most 

comical expression of surprise and admiration. His face lit 

up like a pine knot, and his eyes became liquid as a running 

brook, as old recollections seemed to crowd npon*him like a 
log-jam im a spring freshet. When speech came to him he 
exclaimed : 
“Jerusalem! Did you know Tom? Why, I’'ye bunked 

with him in every shanty in the North Woods.” 
And then, with an mféense earnestness which lifted the 

comic into the sublime, he sang, in a full, clear voice, a yerse 
of “Father, come home,” as if he would have been the hap- 
piest man on the globe if, at that moment, he could have 
taken his old friend by the hand, and stood once more on the 
shady banks of Big Tupper; and then, in a tone as full of 
pathos as the minor key of a funeral dirge, he gaid to me: 

“" Squire, hope to God 1 won't slide the chute until T get 
back home again! ” 
gi When I reached my destination, determined in some way 
to express his gratitude, he followed me to the platform with 
the remark ; ~—— 

“Tsay, chummy, if you won't take a drink, you'll let me 
carry your traps to the shanty, won't you 2 
And he did. On Jeaying me the good fellow shook my 

hand with a pressure which made it feel as if it had found its 
way into the fresh cleft of an oalt rail cut, And ‘I saw his 
face no more.” 

+ 

A STRING OF FISH. 

A Montreal correspondent sends us this clipping and asks if 
it can be credited : 

Mr. Charles Lechay, of Gananoque, Ont., an onrsman, 
had amost desperate encounter with a maskinonge on Monday 
on the river, a little below Granite Island. When Mr. Lechay 
gaifed the monster he made straight at him, breaking his leg 
and frightfully lacerating his arm, and his clothes were 
literally torn off him; and had it not been for the timely 
assistance of Mr. Frank Lolond (another oarsman) the fish 
would have killed him. ‘lhe mouster measured 11 fect & 
inches, and weighs 589 pounds. 

Yes; we should think the story substantially true. We 
never before heard of a ‘‘maskinonge” 118 yards long and weigh- 

ing 589 tons. But then eyery one knows that there are bigger 

fish about Gananoque than were ever caught anywhere else, 
It is remarkable that the fish should haye swallowed the two 
men and the boats, but the very fact that the oarsmen made 
faces at the monster may account for this mad freak. In 
pleasing contrast to the ferocity and bloodthirstiness of the 

Gananoque ‘‘maskinonge,” a most danferous beast, is the 

tender love towards the human race displayed by the pickerel 

of Clear Lake : 

Living at Clear Lake is a family who haye a little girl who 
takes daily rides on the Jake in a small skiff drawn by two 
pickerel, They are regularly harnessed, and by means of 
lines she is enabled to guide them in any direction desired. 
The fish are about three fect in length, weigh between seven 
and eight pounds each, and aré very powerful, The rapidity 
with which they skim through the water with the boat and its 
precious cargo is said to exceed in swiftness the fastest sail 
boat that has been placed on the lake. When the girl has 
tired of riding she drives the pickerel toa boat-honse, where 
they are unharnessed, taken into a commodious glass aquarium 
and fed. When she visits the tank to harness them for a ride 
the pickerel jump almost into her arms, so glad, apparently, 
are they to see her. ‘The young miss has been offered $1,000 
for her strange team, but u0 money would induce her to part 
with them. __ 

Beautiful, is it not! And note the effect of the indefinite- 

ness of the localty. ‘‘ Clear Lake;” to add the State would 

destroy the charm. Who wants to know where Fairy Land is, 

or who would put his finger upon the exact spot on the map 
where it all happened ‘‘ once upon a fime, in a land, O ever so 

far away.” These, be itremembered, were only coarse pick- 

erel. If we find such sentiments beneath rough exteriors 

what may we not look for—through the magic glasses of the 

reporter—in the presumably finer natures of the tenderer trout, 

Salmo fontinals, speckled beauty, Venuslas maculata? Tough- 
ened indeed must be the wretch wlio can read this truthful 
and touching incident without a copious weep : 

One of the most remarkable evidences that fishes possess 
reasoning power is related to us by a reliable gentleman which 
we hasten to lay before our readers. 

Qur informant has on his grounds an artificial trout pond 
which contains at least 3,000 spotted beauties, weighing from 
a half to two pounds each. The gentleman has a little 
daughter, fiye years of age, who may well be called the queen 
of the speckled beauties. This little miss has succeeded in 
training the fish so that she can goto the edge of the pond and 
witha handfulof crumbs feed them from her chubby fat 
hand, ‘The fish have learned to jump oul of the water and 
snatch a worm from her fingers. They seem exceedingly 
fond of her—thty are said to perfectly adore their little 
queen. On Thursday last she was standing near the edge of 
the pond, where the water was quite deep. While reaching 
over to drop a few crumbs to her subjects, she suddenly lost 
her balance and pitched headlong into the water. She says 
that she “went way down,’ when she felt something under— 
neath her and she quickly rose lo the surface, where she put 
her little lungs to their utmost test and called lustily for help. 
Her cries quickly attracted her parents, and they were horri- 
fied at seeing the little girl floating upon the surface of tho 
pond. The father rushed quickly to the water's edge and 
reached ont for his treasure, and as he raised her from the 
water a perfect solid mass of trout was found beneath her, 
These faithful subjects of the little queen as she fell quickly 
gathered beneath her and thus showed their loye for their 
mistress by bearing up her body until aid arrived, thus pre- 
venting ber from Mestiae watery grave, which she would 
have otherwise done. arents who have little ones can 
imagine ihe parents’ loye for these trout, when they remem- 
ber that their sagacily saved the lifé of their little daughter, 

FT NS gg 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

W A TENNESSEE FISHING CLUB, 

“ANY years ago, long before clubs were known in the 

far off Southwestern conniry, a party of gentlemen of 
this place banded themselyes together, and for many years 
passed several weeks of each spring and autumn in the de- 
lightful recreation of angling. The party numbered some 
seve or eight, and were noted for the harmonious manner in 

which, year after year, they quietly made their preparations 

for their first campaign. Two of the gentlemen were distin- 
guished divines of the Methodist Ghurch; the others were 

leading merchants of the'eity. They were provided with a 
complete camp equipage, for they went at their favorite 
amusement in true sportsman-like manner. They fished in 
most of the principal streams of this State—the Cumberland, 
Harpeth, Blk, Plint, and Tennessee rivers, besides Turnbull, 
Mill and other creeks, For the larger streams they had boals 

to convey them from point fo point, and for navigating the 
smaller streams they had a bout which served alsons the body 

for their fishing wagon. Their tackle was of the best and 

most improved make, Conroy's, Meeks’ and other reels ; grass, 

linen and silk lines, Limerick hooks, with snoods of yarious 
colors to match the different stages of the water ; jointed rods, 
minnow seines, buckets, landing nets and hooks, artificial 
flies and trayls, in fact eyerything that could be suggested to 
make up an angler’s kit. In addition io the above mentioned 
paraphernalia, these gentlemen were all experts in the art of 
angling. The streams in which they fished were well stocked 
with black and striped bass, black perch, drum and jack, to 
say nothing of eels, turtle and catfish. To say that they were 
always foritmate in taking great oumbers of fish is almost 
superfluous, for the reason that they never ceased fishing until 
they did catch a good number. But with all that nature had 
done for their sport, and science had aided it in, they were 
prudent enough not to depend solely upon chance, and in 
consequence neyer forgot to start with a well filled larder and 
a few unostentatious Hasks of Robertson and Lincoln Coun- 
ties hest brew to make good any shorlcomings on the part of 
the elements or the capricious finpy tribe that they were after. 

Thus equipped they would select geome good ground 
where to pitch their tents, near a farm if possible, whore thay 
could get their supplies of milkand butter. Ouca settled, the 
first part of the programme was the securing of minnows. 
Each one had his bucket and fayorite spot to fish, and away 
they would go, only to meet at some giyen place about the 
hour of noon, when, as a rule, the fish would cease to bite, 
and they could take advantuge of this respite for luncheon 
andarest. It would fill volumes to give a literal account of 
all their fishing exploits, so [ will content myself by giving an 
account of some of the gentlemen composing this entertaining 
angling association, and an anecdote or two told upon one or 
more.of them on some of their expeditions. ‘The two D, D.’s 
were the exact opposites in form and disposition; the one was 
4, fine-looking, portly person, cool and self-possesse?, with a 
peculiar voice, much like that of a female, but a most patient 
and scientific fisherman; the other was a person of diminutive 
stature, neryous and wiry, believing largely in luck and trust- 
ing a great dealin it. When the fish would not bite he would 
make the woods ring with some old-fashioned camp-meeting 
hymn, his voice sounding more like that of a giant than one 
we should fancy belonging to him, Then there was W. A., an 
excitable individual, at times rather irritable, but a good fel- 
low and an excellent fisherman ; J. M. A., a quiet and retiring 
party, but full of fun and always ready to enjoy a good joke ; 
fi. G. was a solemn character, but not offensively so, a hard 
worker, and, as a result, a lucky sportsman, The moet 
notable member of the association was one who wore 4 military 
title—I say wore it, because he assumed it with a degree of 
ponip and style quite befitting the rank allotted him. He 
hated water, that is to say, he disliked going into it with the 
other members when mitnows were to be cauvht, or a boat 
launched or beached, or any emergency when called upon. 

On one occasion W, A, ‘was irritated about some- 
thing—he lost a fine fish, or his hook caught in a raat, or some 
such trouble had happened him, Justin the midst of his rage 
the military member called upon him to put him across the 
streamin the litthe wagon boat. “ Allright,” says W. A.; 
‘but you know this craft is fearfully crank—a sudden shift 
of your quid will capsize it—so you must be on your guard or 
you will get into your much-dreaded element.” ‘With such 
remarks being made at him, the man of war stepped into the 
boat and off she darted into the stream; but before she had 
gotten half way across, over she tipped, and into the rushing 
stream was our military man thrown. ‘There he was, floun- 
dering like a great fish, swearing all the oaths known to a 
regular old salt. Whether W. A. did this to palliate bis anger 
or was it the result of uccident, [ could neyer learn. I doubt, 
however, if the military man cyer believed that it was. The 
same gentleman was once the cause of a good deal of merri- 
ment in the camp because of a rather ridiculous termination 
of a well-intentioned effort to secure some game to his creel, 
It was an exceedingly hot day in September, and upon the 
banks of Stone's River, that the patience of our hero had been 
well nigh exhausted—tiishing with all kinds of bait, such as 
minnows, earth worms, flies, efc., to no purposa, not even a 
nibble to reward him, Just at this moment he fancied he saw 
in the grass close by hima littlegreenfrog. Me looked agai, 
and, there was the frog, sure cnough. ‘Ah! ah! my little 
joker, if I can but lay my hands upon you I would offer you 
as a temptation, which I know some noble jack could not re- 
fuse; so here goes, and I will catch you ifI¢an.” Aftersome 
little scanipering about, and with the aid of his broad-brimmed 
Panama, he succeeded in capturing the innocent frog, Placing 
him carefully upon his hook, he next proceeded to cast him 
into a beautifully shaded and ecoollooking pool (just the place 
for bass or jack) nearly on the opposite side of the stream. 
His cast was perfect, anid there stood our friend, rod in hand, 
reaching as far as possible out into the stream, with the clear 
setting sun shining full in his face, which was, from that; 
cause and excitement, as red as a beet, wailing patiently for 
the expected bite; but he waited in yain. ‘* No bite! How 
can this be?’ What was his disgust when FH. G., coming up 
the opposite bank, discovered that the frog, with the hook in 
him, had swam out to the bank, which it had climbed up, and 
was sitting there, apparently meditating upon the cruel nature 
of the human race and in full view of his persecntor. If it 
were not for fear of tiring the patience of my readers I could 
piye adozen or more of just such emberrassing situations that 
happened not only to the military member, but to all the 
others. Asitis, | bad better tell about Col. H,’s experience 
with a pair of India-yubber wading-trowsers. Some friend 
in New York, knowing the old gentleman’s fondness for fish- 
ing, and knowing his favorite way was to wade out into the 
stream, sent him a pair of the above-mentioned trowsers, with 
hoots and breeches together. Old Nick, as everybody called 
lim, was delighted, ‘* Now I can go with the boys,” said he; 
*Fno fur of rheumatism or ague with such waterproofs as 
these. J ‘an take the stream and be as dry as a powder-horn.” 
With such consoling thoughts in hismind, he donned his over 
alls, and, rod in hand, stepped ont into the water, The 
place Where he entered the stream was very rapid water, about 
eighteen inches deep. The bottom was rocky, with green, 



slimy mogs growing upon it, 
it was sofi, and pusked ahead, his friends in the meantime 
watching to see the result of his new rig. They had not long | to wait, as the old gentleman’s feet flew from under him and down he came, and there he was, in great danger of drowning, 
the breeches filled with water and the old man was powerless 
to help himself. His friends in the meantime were so con- vulsed with laughter as to be unable for a few moments to go to his rescue. At length he was taken out, and this ended his fishing career, J. D. 

Nashville, Teun., Aug. 1878. 

Ghe Game of Chess. 
Problem No. 25. 

Tourney set, No.19: Motto: Blue Bells of Scotland. 

A ee 
22 2 
ie @ @ Bines @ Hal oe 
a8 wen 
Gon @ 

[Solutions Nos, 17, 18, and 19 should haye read Nos, 18,19 and 40, 
White P at Q3 should be changed fora Black P.] 

He thought, however, that 

TES Rie 1—P tks B 1— 1—R-K BT 
2—B tks Bch 2—K tks B 2—R-B5 2—K tks P 
3—P tks P mate 3—Kt tks R mate 

1- 1—P tks P 1— 1—B tks B 
2—Q-KtT 2—Any 2—Q tks B 2—R-b7 
5—Q tks K P mate 3—E-B5 mate 

1— 1—P-QT 
2—R-B5 ch 2—K tka P 
8—B-Q, 5 mate 

Game No. 73.—RUY LOPEZ. 

White. Black. White. Black, 
MacKenzie Englisch MacKenzie Englisch 

1—P-K4 1—P-B4 19—Q R-E 19—Q B-Kt2 (c) 
2—Kt-K Bs 2—Kt-Q BS 20—R tks Reh 20—Q tks R 
38—B-Kts 8—P-@ R38 21—R-K L—Q-Q@ 
4—}-R4 4—Kt-K B8 22—Ki-K4 22—1s tks Kt 
b—P-Q4 5—P tks P 2 tks B 23—Kt-Q 3 
6—Castles 6—B-Q Bé4 (a) Q¢—P-K R4 24—B-K Kt2 
i—P-K5 {—K1-Q4 25—B-K Kt5 25—Q-Kt 
&—P-Q Bs 8—Castles 26—B-Ba %6—K B-B 
9—P 1ks P 9—bB-K2 27—Rk-Q, 2i—Q-E 

10—B-Q Kt3 10—Kt-Q Kts 25—B-K8 (e) 25—Q-Q. 
11—P-Q5 1i—K1-Q Ra 49—P-K Rb 29—Kt-Q B 
12—P-Q6 ®) 12—P tks P a0—P tks P 80—R P tks P 
13—P tks 13—B-K B83 31—B-K Kt5 81—Q-Kt3 
14—B-Q B2 14—Kt- (ee) BS | 32—B-B6 32—G)-Q B+ 
15—Q-Q3 15—P-K Kt3 33—R-Q5 33—Q tks K (f) 
16—Kt-Q BS 16—P-Q Kia ad— tks Q. 84—Kt tks P 
17—P-' t3 17—Kt- E08 35—BrtksK KtP 35—Kt-K2 
18—B-K Rs is—K R-K 36—B tks Kt and wins 

NOTES (Condensed), 

(@) That this moye is not better than the recognized continuation of 
6—B-K2 is speedily shown. 

(5) Rather venturesome. 
(c) R-K3 is preferable, 

(d@) I fayor Kt-Q4. 

(e) This fine move prevents Black exchanging Queens saye at the ex- 

ense of a piece, ; 

(f) Either resign or play Q-Kt5, which allows of a further struggle,— 

Wistminster Papers. 

OURSORY JOTTINGS. 

—The Derbyshire Chess Column of Aug, 8 is devoted entirely to 

American chess matters. We indorse a portion of that which it con- 

tains—the balance we yiew with disapproval. The Z'urf observed: 

That it is the impartial judgment that our representatives have not 

been out-played, and that their misfortune must be ascribed to some 

other cause than lack of abllity, etc.” This is published in the Derby- 

shire Chess Column with the appended comments thereon: ** What this 

‘some oiler cause’ May be, of course we cannot even guess at, but our 

readers will have some idea of the chronic state of brag that just now 

obtains in the States from the fact that this article is being copied into 
other American journals [Kindly give names of some?) and that Mac- 

Kenzie is Chess Editor of the Z'urf.” Oh, Derbyshire, did not MacKen- 

zie score One and one-half games against Zakertort, one and one-half 

games against Winawer, one game against both Blackburne and bird, 

and then two consecutive games, in playing off a tie, against Bira? 

Are not these sttaws whereon to express an ‘impartial judgment?” 
What would have been the ‘impartial judgment” of the Derbyshire 

Chess Column had MacKenzle represented Derby at the Paris Tourney? 

~ We opine that you would have deyoted au entire column to the subject, 
and kept it up for weeks theréafter. Had you treated the matter as did 

the Turf you would not have indalged in brag. “Brag just now 
obtains in the States’—indeed! This affords us a seasonable opportu- 

nity to remind the Derbyshire Chess Editor that he has indulged in 
brag—we referto his articleson Reichelm’s 12ier and 166er. ‘This 

brag has hard facts at its back, and English solving ability is justly a 

Matter of pride. Ye ‘‘acknowledge the corn” jn that instance, and we 

also parenthetically state that Andrews is a first-class problemist, 

solver, critic and umpire, and that Messrs, Pierce and Meyer are also 

good problemists and solvers. But why did you so present the subject 

to yourresders in a manner that left open no fair inference to your 

readers other than that MacKenzie wrote this ** impartial criticism?” 
Hardly the fair thing to do, Knowing as you must have, that Mr. Mac- 

Kenzie did not conduct the Turf chess column while engaged in play 

at the Paris Tourney. While we admire Thompson's pluck, enthusi- 

asm and ability, we cannot applaud or even silently wink at his indis- 
criminate and unfair attack upon American chess in that exceptional 

Cases are Made to appear as illustrations of American chess players 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

generally. Itsis not onr intention to prayoke a discussion with the Derbyshire Chess Column by the above or onr closing observation, that friend Thompson sometimes goes off before éven a half cock. 
fis winners of the prizes in the problem tourney of the Rivista Degli Saecht, of Italy, wre: first, G. B. Valle, Spezia; second, A. Abela, Malaga, Spain; third, M. Oberman, Leipzig, Germany. 
—The English manager of the International Tourney intends to pub- lish games, et¢.—he having discontinued his colamn in the Glasgow News of the Week—in the Argus and Repress chess column, of Ayr, Scot. 

land. Mr. Morto n’s chess column in that paper is conducted with rare ability. 

—The Westminster Paper for August gives s portrait of Mr. Winawer, the celebrated Russ0-Polish chess player, snd abont sixty games played atParis. It isa valuable number, aad should be in the hands of every 
chess player. 

Game No, 74.—RUY LOPEZ—BIRD'S DEFENCE, 
Finalround. Played J uly 23, 1978 : 

White. Black. White. Black. Mason Bira Mason Bird 
i—P-K4 1—P-K4 20—Kt-Kta 20—B-E13 2—Kt-K B3 2—Kt-Q B3 21—Kt-Qs4 2i—Castlea Q R 3—B-Kt5 £—Kt-Q5 22—R tks P 22—P tes P 4—Kt tke Kt 4—P tks Kt 28—P tka P 23—B tks Kt 5—Castles 5—P-E R4 24—P tks B 24—Q tka P 6—P-K B4 (a) 6—P-Q B3 25—K-R. 25—Q R-Kk 7—B-B2 (b) —P-Q4 26—B-K4 25—P-Ro 8—P-Q3 8—P tks P 27—P-K Kt3 27—R-K4 9—P tks P 9—B-Q B: 28—h-Q 28—()-Kill 10—B-Q3 (c) 10—Kt-B3 29—Q-Q2 29—K-Q 11—P-B5 I1—Kt-Kts 30—P-K Kets si-—_P-Ba 12—B-K Ba 12—B-Qa 31—IK- Kt (e) $1—P-Bi 13—Kt-R8 13—Q-K2 32—Q-K Be 82—RK (Q sq) K (f } 14—Kt-Bt 14—P.Q Kta #8—Q, R-K .83—B-BS 15—Kt-R5 15—Kt-K6 #4—B tks B 3a—k ths R 16—B tks Kt 16—P tks B 25—K tks 35—K tks 8 17—Q-K2 1i—Q-K4 36—K-B 36—-Q5 18—P-B3 1s—P-R5 (d) 3T7—B-B3 T—O-Ot ch 19—R-B3 19—P-Kr3 | Resigns (g) : 

NOTES, 
(a) This 18 altogether premature. P-Q3 is the correct continuation, 
(b) Possibly necessary after the last, move, and, no donbt, intended as 

{ts follower, but it only shows how completely the nature ef the open 
ing has been misconceived. Mr. Mason possesses many of the quali- 
ties of a really strong player, and particularly tte is by no means aptto 
break down undeér diMculties, but he certainly lacks what is called 
judgment. 

(c) Which is obviously a sign ef weakness, 
(d) This P seems likely, either directly or indirectly, to work conaid- 

erable mischief. 
(e) He cannot stand against R iks B while the K remuins at R, but 

B-B3 would appear io be more hopeful than the text move. 
(7) Which of course wins, 
() This game isa good specimen of Mr. Bird's vigorons, if somewhat 

loose, style. Careful elaboration is not a quailty that he gous in for, 
and as Jong as his opponent’s game be broken up, he does not s6ém to 
mind his own being in various pieces. Westminster Papers. 

CORREOTION oy PROsLEM No. 23.—Remoye Ware's QUES“ i> the 
board, and place WiHiTe’s Kine on @’s 8th square, 

alew flublications. 
Byryz’s Torper anp Log Boor, By Oliver By ine, ©. B. 

The American News Company : New York. 

This is « handy little work and ready-reckoner, which is useful 
alike to the merchant, mechanic and trader, Its use will econo— 
mize time and labor, and the great variety of tables contained will 
cover a large field of inquiry, To shipbuilders and yachtbuilders 

or designers we can especially commend the pages on board- 

measure, timber and plank measure, the cubical contents of spars 

and round timber generally; as well as the tables of wages, which 

will assist materially in keeping the accounts of the building yard. 
Weights, foreign measures compared with American, tables of 
interest, and tables showing the value of any number of pounds 
of cotton at different prices, or of any number of articles at differ 

ent prices, will render the book welcome at the desk of merchants 
and traders generally. On all these matters the book may be ac- 

cepted as a standard. Tt may be carried easily in the pocket, and 
its price of 35c. places it within reach of all, 

Historian axD BrogRapsioat ATLAS or Naw Jersey 
Coasr. Tilustrated. By Woolman & Rose, Philade!phia. 
Price $7. 

As the name indicates, this work contains amass of information 

of interest to all who are or may be connected in any way with the 
coast of New Jersey, either as propriotors of land, sportsmen, or 

yachtsmen, It is intended to preserve in accessible form a record 

of the past and present condition of the coust line, including aatrip 

of land, ten miles wide, from New York to Cape May. The his. 
torical and biographical portions of the work have been carefully 

compiled from the most authentic sources by Bir. I. 'T. Price, M, D., 

of Tuckerton, Burlington Oo., and Mr. Bervard Connolly, of Free- 
hold, Monmouth Co., both gentlemen well known, and fully com- 

petent, by their long residence and wide acquainiance in the State, 

of acceptably filling the task undertaken. Through them many 

incidents concerning the Revolution, and reminiscences of facte 

relating to the lives of the first settlers now first reach the light 

of publication. A series of mapa of the coast and harbers, taken 

by permission from the United States Coast Suryay, are the only 

complete maps of the Jersey coast ayer published. They form a 

most valuable feattire of the work, and are worth as much as is 

asked for the entire worli—vertainly they could not be bought 

separately for any like sum. Besides a detail map of the entire 

State and adjacent counties of New York and Peonsylvania, we 

have in this book a series of six separate charts of the coast line 
as far down as Cape May, with all the soundings, lights, buoys, 
fishing and hunting stations, towns, counties, roads, railroads, 

and position of wrecks marked out, which, together with the in- 
numerable illustrations of villages and summer resorts, form a 

most valuable collection of matter, alike interesting to the eports- 

mau, farmer, country gentleman and yachtsman. Accompanying 
the rest is an old-time chart of 1812, taken from Capt. Giberson’s 

‘Chart Book,” which will form a baais for instructive comparison 

of the changes taken place within the last fifty years. Old inlots 

have disappeared ; others opened in their stead. Large areas of 

beach land have sunk,-and new formations created, while, of 

course, the number of lights and buoys have vastly inereased, and 

what was once a dangerous coast has been shorn of its worst fea- 

tures, so far as the most perfect lighthouse system in the world 

can effect. To the life-saving stations much attention bas been 

| bestowed. The origin and improvements in the service stations, 
their locality and furnishing, with rules for the guidance of the 

shipwrecked, will be found of immediate benefit to all who coast 

along the Jersey shores for profit or for pleasure. The profuse 
illustrations throughont the volume will serve to give an adequate 

idea of the wonderful and rapid development in number and im- 
portance of the summer resorts that dot the beaches of fayored 

Now Jersey, They will serve better to select one’s summer abode 

than any number of adyertisements or descriptive articles could 

do. The local history has been obtained from resident citizens, and 

is fuller probably than anything heretofore published. Besides 

seventeen charts and maps, the reader will find accurate and de- 

tailed plans of no less than thirty-two towns and yillages, showing 

divisions in lots, and their owners, with the means of access to 

them. Statistics, covering all the industries, population, schools, 
lighthouses, wrecks, yachts and yacht clubs, inventions, ete., add 

tomuake the book one of the most prolifio works of reference 
recently published. The yachting public will find in the rear a 

ccust survey chart of New York Bay and Raritan Bay, with adja 

cent waters, including the Sound as far as Throgg’s Neck—a use- 

fulappendags, Taken asa whole, the book can be recommended 
to all whose interests are identified, permanently or temporarily, 

with the coast of New Jersey, in its past, present, or foture. It 

is printed in clear type, charts in colors, and bound in a serviceable 

and handsome manner. A specimen copy can be seen at our office, 

Arounp THE WORLD IN THE YaouT ‘*Sunueam.” By Mrs, 
Brassey, New York: Henry Holt & Co., 25 Bond st. 

Hackneyed descriptions of travels over well-trodden roads the 

world has bronght forth innumerable, but it has remained for 

Mrs. Brassey, wife of the son of the well-known engineer and em- 

ployer of labor, Mr, Thos, Brassey, to open to the public paths in 

literature, éntirely new and heretofore unexplored. Mr. Thos. 
Brassey, M. P., who, as a successful yachtsman and navigator, is 

# standing example for all amateurs to follow, in hia account of 

the Sunbeam’s cruise around the world hes confined himself to 

matters more or less of a professional nature, branching ont here 
and there into politico economical cousiderations in ¢onnection 

with the vountries visited. Mrs. Brassey, who is thoroughly in 

aceord with the spirit animating her husband, has, on the con- 

tary, given us,in her book of the same voyage, a pleasantly and 

ably written diary of strange lands and people, as well as of life at 
Sea as ib appeared to 2 woman of closaand intelligent observation. 
At times, her very practical suggestions and naive deductions 
reveal a shade of character bordering upon sound executive or ad- 

ministrative qualifications, which it is too often presumed are 

wanting in the softer s6x. At the same time, there is nothing in 
Mrs. Brassey's yiews elicited by the happenings during their pro- 

tracted voyage, which is in the least unwomanly. The occasional 

assertion of her rights among not over-scrupulous strangers, and 

the means she took to maintain them—as, for instance, when 

shabbily treated by mine host at Santiago, Chili—are pleasing in- 

sights into the energy of character which even many men would 

do well to display oftener for their individual benefit and the pro- 

tection of the general public. The descriptive talents of Mrs, 
Brassey are marked by their clearness and terseness, and are for- 
tunately free from that yapid inflation of words, so often met with 

in books of travel, whose effect is that of a meaningless attempt 

at padding or romantic fiction rather than a truth-conyeying 
analysis of the actual condition of things. Moreover, in so far as 

Mrs. Brassey relates the doings aboard the yacht, the public may 

put entire faith in their yalna as specimens of professional compe- 

tence, seldom, if syer, attained by a Jady withont in the least 

sacrificing any of the qualities which render tho gentlér sex the 

adniiration of men. Withoutdoubt, Mra. Brassey is sailor enough 

to teach many of her readers who muy pride themselyes on their 

nautical acquirements some lessons which they may take to heart 

with advantage to their standing as seamen or pilots. Tha book 

is as fullof interest to the yachtsman asvto the family fireside, 

and ithas been brought out in attractive form with illustrations 
by the publishers. 

Wineare’s Rirtz Practice—Manvan ror Rrrnk Pracriog, 
By Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, General Inspector of Rifle 

« Practice, N. G. 8. .N. Y. Sixth revised edition, New 
York: W. C. & F. P. Church. 1878. . 

The author of the “ Manual for Rifle Practicu” has been fortn- 

nate enough during the last few years to see three things, which, 
as one of the originators of rifle practice in the United States, muat 

haye b22n more or less flattering ta him: Firstly, from a very 

small b- ginning in New York, rifle practice has extended all over 

the Dri ed States; secondly, the rules and regulations governing 

rifle sh: ,oting have had for their source the limits laid down by the 

Nalict 4l Rifle Association ; and, thirdly, the “Mannal? has, in a 
surprisingly short time, entered on its sixth edition, Both prac- 

tically and scientifically, General Wingate, from his position of 

Inspector of Rifle Practice, ia admirably capacitated for tha work 

undertaken, The book has not stood still with its first edition, 
but as changes and new regulations haya been introduced in the 

se of the rifle a8 4 military arm, fresh and interesting matier has 
been added to the ‘*Manual.’? One great excellence of the work 

is that the rileman, whether as a military ur a non-military man, 

can find in it exactly what he wants. Our journal is constantly 

requested togiye to new organizations hints and ideas how to in- 

crease the efficiency of members on the range, Wingate’s 

“Manual,” in its Suggestions to Marksmen,” has an appendix 
whichis invaluable. As itis, General Wingate's “ Manual,” and 

the method, philosophy and practice it ineulcates, haye been so 

fhoronglily appreciated that the system designated in the school 
of the rifle has now been officially adopted in Massachusetts, Oon- 
necticut, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, California and 

Lonisiana. The greatest compliment that can be paid to the book 

is that the ‘* Manual" is considered and used as a standard work 
in both the Navy aud Regular Army, 

Goosu.— We have lately seen somewhere—we don’t exactly 
remember where—the wood-cut of a strange bird. It bearg 

under it this legend, which has helped us considerably; 
‘* Anser hypoboreus—Snow Goose.” We are glad to he so 
informed, because we felt it was no-gfose. 

TO OO 

Ononpaga County AGEricoLtvRAL Soorery.—The first an. 
nual fair will be held at Syracuse on the 17th, 18th and 19th 
of September. In a lippic way the programme is superb. 
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Haneine a WAmaooxr.—Every well-to-do- 
farmer—every Owner of a cozy village home 
—every member of a city stay-at-home club 
who commands a spot big enough to swin, 
one—should have a hammock. A very £00 
one may be bought for $1.50 to $4, or as 
much higher as you choose to go. It should 
be hung where there is a good afternoon 
shade, and, if intended in part for children’s 
use, 80 low that small children can get into 
it by the aid of a box or low stool, and over 
soft ground, so that the numerous tumbles 
that are probable will be harmless. If no 
Other place is available, it may he hung be- 
tween the pillars of a veranda, a place well 
enough for the older people who use it, but 
undesirable for children, on account of the 
lack of a soft turf, as well as for the noise 
which accompanies its use by the youngsters. 
When children only are to use the ham- 
mock the manner of hanging it is not import- 
ant, but if provided for the use of grown 
persons it should then be so suspended that 
the head will always be considerably higher 
than the feet, and much of the comfort of 
one Who uses it depends upon a proper ob- 
servance of this fact, If you have no more 
suitable place, suspend it from the columns of 
a veranda. Phe hook which supports the, 
head end should be 6}feet from the floor, and 
that for the foot end 3} feet, and these pro- 
portions should be observed wherever it may 
be hung, to secure the most desirable curve 
for the ease of the occupant. 
Another point to be observed: the head end 

should be fastened to the hook by a rope less 
than & foot lorg—just enough to properly at- 
tach it, while at the foot is a rope 44 feet 
long. This gives the greatest freedom for 
swibging the lower part of the body, while 
the head moves but little. This is a point 
which cannot be observed in a hammock for 
children, who think more of it as a swing 
than a place of comfortable repose. When 
trees serve for supports, ample provision 
should be made to prevent injury tu vhe bark, 
by means of a stout canyas or heavy bagging 
between the ropes to which it is suspended 
and the bark. ifthe hanging be so arranged 
that the hammock can be taken in during 
long storms ib will last nuch longer.—Beston 
Golden Lule. 

——_—_-e——_-_—_ 

A Sturezon’s Wxrraorprinary Lear.—Al- 
though it happened over half a century ago, 
the following story, youched for by Mr. 
Chester Burbank, of Watervliet, an old resi- 
dent of the town, will be found interesting 
even at this late date: “In the year 1826 the 
sloop Hobert Burns, of Castleton, was lying 
at anchor off the Palisades. The sloop was 
200 tous burden, and was manned as follows: 
Captain, Arad Buckman; pilot, Wm. Forgy; 
cook, Ohester Burbank, who now relates the 
story; and Henry Douglass, Titus Mink and 
one Bogue, of the crew. ‘There was also 
two young ladies aboard, who occupied the 
cabin, one of whom was named Miss Almira 
Austin, About 12 o'clock atnight the crew 
were roused by the shrieks of the young 
ladies und a terrible commotion in the cabin. 
The door was broken in, when it was found 
that a luge sturgeou was the cause of the 
trouble. Appearances indicated that the fish 
had leaped from the river upon the locker 
und slid through the open window of the 
cabin, landing in the berth occupied by the 
young Jadies, The young girls, unable to 
realize what the object was, were paralyzed 
with terror at first, but soon regaining their 
senses fave utterance to shrieks for help, and 
springing from their berth, crouched in the 
furthest corner of the cabin, while the fish, 
findiue himself in strange quarters, Hopped 
about in the berth. It is needless to add that 
the sturgeon was speedily dispatched by the 
sailors and divided equally among those on 
board. The young ladies, however, refused 
their shares, and could not be induced to 
even taste of the fish after it was cooked.— 
Albany Journal. 

—--90 

Eq@uaity WonpERFUuL.—Iwo patrons of 
the piscatorial art, haying met at the water's 
edge, inquired of each other as to the suc- 
cess of the morning’s fishing. It was found 
that the one had been fishing with fly and 
had mnde a tolerable basket, while the 
other, who had been fishing with bait, had 
taken only a very few. Referring to the 
state of the water, the fly-fisher recommend- 
ed the other to give up the bait and try “fly,” 
and he thought he would be more success- 
ful. [His friend, saying he had no artiticial 
flies with him, he was told he might catch a 
few natural flies and try these, and that the 
best for this purpose was the horse-fly, 
which he would get in the neighboring 
hedges. Taking this advice, he at once-went 
off in the direction of the hedges. Seeing a 
girl herding cows, he went to her and said, 
“My good girl, do you know where it is 
likely I will get some horse-flies ?” The girl, 
not understanding the question, looked at 
her interrogator, but made no reply. The 
question was repeated, but still the girl was 
silent. He then said to her, ‘‘ My good gir}, 
did you ever see a horse-fly?” ‘‘ Na,” re- 
plied the girl, ‘‘but Pve seen a coo jump 
owre a dyk.—Ayr (Scotland) Argus. 

———E 

_ More [RATE Eprror.—This time it is an 
English ‘‘ society paper” editorwho tries his 
hand at natural history, A London paper 
says: 

FOREST 

One of these journals declares that the edi- 
tor of another js the arch-fiend who was cast 
out of Heaven for misconduct—which we can 
scarcely believe. Thearch-fiend responds by 
calling his assailant an egg-dealer, and says 
that he lays goose’s eggs, a most remarkable 
fact in natural history. It appears to us, as 
mere outsiders, that the fiend carries too many 
guns for the egg man, and that the latter had 
better zetire from the contest, or there may 
be a terrific smash, in which his fragile wares 
cannot fail to suffer severely. It is not pleas- 
ant, we admit, to be told that you lay eggs, 
and the eggs of a goose, moreover; but the 
ast way is to keep the thing as quiet as pos- 
sible, 

se 

Venoorrepe Tourists.—Two velocipede 
riders of Paris, M, Je Baron Hmanuel de 
Graffenried de Burgenstein and M, A, Lau- 
maille d'Angers, haye accomplished a very 
long and rapid journey on their yvelocipedes. 
Leaving Paris on March 16, they returned on 
the 24th of April, after haying traveled a 
distance of more than three thousand miles, 
Their route extended throngh a part of the 
west, the middle, and the south of France, 
Italy and southern Switzerland. They 
traveled through Orleans, Tours, Poitiers, 
Angouleme, Bordeaux, Montauban, Toulouse, 
Moiitpellier, Marseilles, Toulon, Nice, Men- 
ton, San Remo, Genoa, Turin, Milan, the 
Simplou—where they barely escaped destruc- 
tion by an avalanche—Vevay, Gerne, Lau- 
sanne, Geneya, Dijon, Troy and Provins. 
The longest distance that they accomplished 
in a single day was between Turin and Milan, 
a distance of 90 miles which they made in 
9¢ hours, ————— 

TEACHING BuLLFINCHES TO S8isG.—At 
Fulda, in Germany, there are seyeral schools 
for teaching bullfinches to sing. The young 
birds are divided into classes of from six to 
ten each, and kept in the dark. As they ure 
fed a small hand organ is played. The birds 
finally begin to associate the music with the 
feeding, and when hungry they begin to sing 
a few notes of the tune they hear daily, They 
are then placed in a room where light is xd- 
mitted. This seems to render them more 
lively. They are then taught additional 
music, and enjoy singing. The most difficn!: 
task is starting the birds. Some are kept for 
a long time in the dark and on starvation 
rations before their stupidity or obstinacy can 
be overcome. 

THe Byron iw Scortranp.—The Scotch 
papers report that Mr, John Rankin, a young 
Kilmarnock jentleman, has just completed 
a journey to London and back on a bicycle. 
He left Kilmarnock on the 28d of July, 
and reached the metropolis on the Ist of 
August, after having made a stay at Shef- 
field, part of a day at Birmingham, and part 
of a day at Coventry. The distance of 4389 
miles was thus runin about six days, making 
allowance for stoppages. Mr. Runkin left 
London for home on the 5th of August, 
taking the east coast route, and reached 
Glasgow on Saturday evening, thence going 
to Kilmarnock that night by train. The 
longest run in one day was from Morpeth 
to Edinburgh, the distance being 112 miles. 

Tiffany & Co.,, 

Jewellers, and Importers, have 

Silversmiths, 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes, Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sportiag and 

seientifie requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO. are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PA.TEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

have a full line. Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis— 

tie Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

the 

largest in the world, and thes 

ery and SBric-a-brac, is 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase, 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORE 

The Great European Novelty 

HUNYADI JANOS. 
The Best Natural Aperient. 

TRE LANCET.— 
“Honyadi Janos,— 
Baron Liesl affirms 
that ite richness in 
aperieni salts  sur- 
passes that of all other 
known waters,” 

THE GRITISIC 
MEDICAL JOUR- 
NAL.—* Hunyadi Ja- 

able, safest, aud most 
eflicacious aperient 
water’ 

PROFESSOR VIRCHOW, Berlin, ‘Invariably good 
and prompt success ; most valuable.” 

PROFHSSOR BAMBERGHR, Vienna, “1 have pre- 
seribud these Waters with remackable snecess,” 

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Warzburg. ‘I prescribe 
none but this.” 

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.D., F.R.§,, 
Lonion, * More pleasant than its rivals, and sur- 
passes them in efficacy.” 

PROPHSSOR AITKHN, M. D., Ff. R.8,, Royal Mili- 
tary Hospital, Netley, “Preferred to Pullna and 
Friedrichshall.’ 

A WINEGLASSEUL A DOSE. 

INDISPENSABLE 20 THE TRAVELING PUBLIO 

Every sénuine bottle beara the name of The 
Apoliinuris Co, (limited), London. 

FREDERICK“ DE BARY & CO., 

41 and 43 Warren Street, New Yortk. 
Sole Agents for Untled States and Cangas, 

FOR SALE BY DHALERS, GROCERS AND 
DRUGGISTS. 

The label on eyery genuine bottle is printed on 
blue paper. 

APOLLINARIS CO, (LIMITHD), LONDON, 
ie 2 ee 

The Twenty-ffth Anniversary of {he aboye Club 
will be hela 

On SEPTEMER 8, 9, 10 and 11, 

AT UNION HILL SCHUETZEN PARK. 
The different. committees do everything in their 

power to saiisfy ull friends of this noble sport 
which will visit this festival. Prizes to the amount 
of about $5,000 are sét out for target practice. 
Prizes to the amount of $500 are set out for bowling, 
for particulars see programmes, aug?2 3 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes, No water used. 

Knives elastic, self-adjusting, prevent, the shipping 
of wads, Is unequalled aa a breeeh wiper by coyer- 
ing with an oiled cloth, For sale by all enn dealers, 
or sample sent free by mail on receint of price, 
51.50; i0atd 12 bore. J. F, RONAN, 75S Shawmut 
avenue, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to the 
trade. Sept23 3m 

“Tried and Proven Trustworthy.” 

hefore the War. 

HERRING & CO,, 
261 and 22 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

CG. Ms. BRENNAN, 

LD EHNDTUOKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

Prices Lower than 

40 Sccth Olark Strerees, Onicagi 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
Crempmous Tarcet, Disranoxr 200 Freer, 

AND 

ATR GUN GALLERY, 
No. $04 Bowery, (Between Grand anu Hesiér Sis.) 

NEW YORE, 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Sprucé St..4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Managetand 
Propristor. Open day and night, 

nos.—The most agree- | Wo Scaling, 

Lotteries, 

Sth 
GRAND DISTRIBUTION 

COMMONWHALTH DISTRIBUTION CO0., 
By authorily of the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
Supervised by Hon. R. C.Wintersmith, Ex-Treasurer 
Generals T. A. Harris, Geo. H. H. Gray, and other 
prominent citizens, will give their FIFTH POPU- 
LAR DRAWING in Public Library Hal, Louisville, 
Ky,, on 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, (878. 
No Postponement | 

UNPARALLELED SCHEME, 

$4 415,400 in Cash Prizes, 
AND TICKETS ONLY 22, 

Read the List of Prizes: 

1 Prize. saaneee 90,000 | 100 Prizes f10°, $10,000 
1 Prize. 1 000) 3°0 Prizes 50... 14,000 
1 Prize. 6,000] 500 Prizes 80... 10,000 

10 Prizes $1,00 -10,000 | 1,000 Prizes 10... 10,000 
20 Prizes $500. 10,000 
9 Prizes $300 each Approximation Prizes....$2,700 
9 Prizes 200 each . 53 1,300 
9 Prizes 100 cach 3 I; 900 

1,960 PrizeB®. cccesseneea verse ccseessesen ese $115,400 
WHOLE TICKETS, $2, HALE TICKETS, $1. 

25 TICKETS, $60. 5b LICKE PS, 2106. 
Remic by Post-office Money Order, Hegisatered 

Letter, Bank Draft or Express, Tull list of Drawing. 
published in Louisville Courier-Journal and New 
York Herald, and mailed to all ticket-holvers, For 
tloketsand information, address COMMON W #A DDH 
DISTRIBUTION CO., or T. J. COMMERFORD, 
Secretary, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville, Ky., 
orto B. H. PORTER & CO., General Eastern Agents, 

Hnz20 47, 1,227 Broadway, New York. 

: i) 

SPLENDID CPPORTUNITY TO WIY A 
FORTUNE. NINTH GRAND DISTRIBU- 

table purposes in 1868, with a ci pital of $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fund of $850,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
Will take place montiiy on the second Tuesday. Tt 
never scales or postpones. Look at tne following dis- 
tribution ; 

j CAPITAL PRIZE, $80,000. 
10)),000 TICKETS ALT TWO DOLLARS 

HALF-TICKETS, ONE DULLAR 
LIST OF PRIZES. 

1 Capital Prize of.......... 

BACH, 

1 Capital Prize of...... 000 
1 Capital Prize of,.... 5,000 
2 Prizes of $2,5 6,000 
6 Prizes of 1,000 5,000 

20 Prizes of 500 10,400 
100 rt 100 10,000 
200 10,000 
DOOmeE oe 16,000 

1,000 = Pe 10,900 

APPROXIMATION PRIZES 
% Approximation Prizes of $300. 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 204). 1,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100. 10 

1,857 Prizes amounting to,...........-4--.-.. $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at, all 

prominent points, to wii0m a liberal compensation 
will be paia, 
Application for rates to clubs should only be made 

to the Home Onice in New Orleans, 
Write, clearly stating full address, for further In- 

formation, or send orders to 
M, A. DAUPHIN, 

P. 0. Box 692, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
or to H. L. PLUM, 

319 Broadway, New York City. 
All our Grand Wxtrnordinary Drawings are under 

the supervision aid management of GENS, G. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUGAL A. EARLY. F 

aug22 2¢ eof 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTARN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Class Draws September 14. 
One prize of $14,000, one of $3,000, and one of $4,000, 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925, 

Whole Tickets, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N, Y, 

Sar: 

Amusements, Gte. 

4 (EE AQUARIUM, As AND 5TH ST. 

Thousands of living ctridsities; DRVIL FISHES 
PuOE aH alse iemiee CHIMPANZEE, etu. Per: 

Gi Wice daily of the Tro t +5, 
MONKEYS ani GOATS, eo ae 
Admission 50 cents, Children half price. 

THE MARVELLOUS ST, BENOIT TWINS. 
Admission 25 cents extra. Ghildren 15 cents, 

atliscellqeans, 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms, 

#210 Tor ten mouths. For circular apply to Principal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virgi inig, 
angi 2m0. THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 

Osgood’s Portable Folding 
Ganvas Boat. 

Weight, with paddle for trout fishing, Gack huwt- 
ing, exploring, ete., 20 Ibs. welght, with bottom 
pera oars, paddle, éte., everything complate, 40 
Ibs. Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Battle 
Creek, Mich. Send for illnstrated circular, 

- aug 14t 
oS Lee. Ly si $5 to $20 per day af Seas a ones aaa 
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Aiscellangous. 

A TURKISH BATH 
In Your Own Room 

For Fiye Cents. 

This is secured by & cheap 
apparatus recently patented, 
for the production of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcohol that sup- 
plies the heat. Jt has proved 
more effective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Bath louse in 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eared, ‘Dyspepsia, and all 
Neryous and debilitating 
Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
PURKISH BATH CO,,68Hast 
Yourth street, Cincinnati, 0. 

jels lyr 

HSTABLISHED 1840, 

H. WALDS TEIN 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and 17th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Cpera ana 
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, eto., ete, 

Spectacles and Hye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artiticial Byes. 

Tllustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 sents. 

a week In your own town, ‘Terms and $5 ontfit free, 
$66 Address H, Hauiett & Co., Portland, Maine. 

Publications. 

Pulnable Works on jatural 

History. 

ANY BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTPAID 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

DODD, MEAD & CO., 751 Broadway N. Y. 

Coues* Key to Birds of North America, 

1vol,, § yo., cloth, $7 00 

Field Ornithology, 
1 vol., § vo., cloth, $2 50 

Birds of the Nerihwest; 
By Elliotf Coues, $4 0 

Land and Game Birds of New England, 
By Minot, 1 vol., 8 yo., cloth, $3 00 

Birds of North Americn, 
By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 3 vols., 4 to. 

cloth, $30 00. 

The same, colored plates, $415 00, 

Packard’s Guide to the Study of Insects, 
1 vol., 8 vO., cloth, $500, 

Ferns in thelr Homes and Ours, 
1 yol,, 12 mo,, cloth, illus trated, $1 .6 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED.] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points of 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light-" 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fisn— 
jng and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sources, with complete sonndings, ete., etc. 
Usetul to sportsmen and yachismen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14, Price $7. Address 0. P, 
KUNA ARDT, Yachting Editor, FoREST aND STREAM 
Office, 11tFulton street, New York. 

Dentide Fagd-Seitung. 
Diufirirte Wmfdan iw Revieren ber Dageret. 
Herausgegeben und redigivt von Fr. von Aoerois. 

bie gelcidyten 20, 
eutiden Fagojdub-Bereins”. Die Slustra= 

‘onen find bon den beften deutfhen Sagdmalern, Seder 
abrgang umfaoft die Zeit bom 8. October bis gum 22. 

fh re etn, und wird gebunden die Sierde jedes Biers 
e6 fein. 

Preis vierteljdhriid) 4 Mark. 

Man abonnirt urd irgend welde Budhanbdlung oder 
direft bom Berleger. Wodreffer 

Sir. von Svernots, 
Ellenberg, Proving Safer, 

GERMANY. » 

f ProbesMummetn gratis, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

——ESTABLISHED 1820,— 

NEW YORE: 

48 Maiden Lane, 95 Liberty St. 

a a a | LY ee 

ABBEY & IMBERIE, 
Successors to ANDREW CLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS forthe Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needie-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to 

Trout Heoks snelled 

FISHING 

order, $2 per doz. 
to order, $1 per doz. 

JP NGS BS 
TE SA ES 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

Vamping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, aud the 
new Composition Balis always on land, 

Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

Hand T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per patr. 

The “ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the ‘‘Forest Stream,” eb. 21, 1873, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman 
should have one. 
Also it cheaper quality rubher pad, stuffed with 

hair, 31. 

LOOK AT THIS!—A ceutral-fre, English Double 
Gun, side suap-iction, twist barrels, watranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
sold in any quantity. 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic Manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, aud Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 

CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 
ing Knives; also, large assori!ment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 
Iite., Etc. 

Publications, 

IMPORTER OF 

Fine Breech-Loading Guns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE, 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORK, 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with 
extra tip, ln case, $15, 

REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 
best makers, and with ali the latest improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON ILLES. 

FLIES tied to order from any pittern at shortest 
notice. 

i LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Btc. 
Walking Cane Rods. 

The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
Buccessiul spoons in ose, ‘Try one, 

Patent Adjustabie Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 60 cents per bottle, 
ani everylhing required by fishermen and anglers, 

OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc, ete. 

r a EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ne, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Publications, Guns, Ete. 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. - 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Clossary 50c. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
Zoe. 

Wailace’s Adirondack Guide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 

Por sale at office of Forest Ann STREAM, 111 
Fulton atreet, New York. 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRA 
By J. H. Barr 

Beautifuliy and fully illistrated with hunting 
scenes on the plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 
from tield sketches by the suthor. A book of long, 
fetal and rouch experience, treating on Camping, 
Tie Use of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guns, Boats, 
Oanoes; Traps and Trapping. The cheapest antheu- 
tic reference-book for sportsmen ever published. 
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $159. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkyille, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York. 
| my 16tf 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Eakes 

Wiustrated.—A complete and thorough guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Moosehead Lake nnd the North 

Maine Wilderness Iilustrared —A comprelien- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the aporting grouods beyond; paper, 506, 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Macaliowzy and Connectient rivers; cloth, 59c. 
Furrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by mati, post pald, on Te- 

ceipt of price. : 
Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 

Lake Region; each 26c. 4 
Address, HAS. A. J. FARRAR, 

Send for catalogue, Jamaica Piain, Masa, 
apris 6m 

FRANK SOHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

. 7 5. 1. ? ase 
Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Aunting ond Shooting the American Partridge--Quail; 
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ing the sun, bunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price. $2. Liberal discount to ihe trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
gun, 12-eange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Oct Frederick City, Md. 

BBB Auy book in any language, aby Eugrav- 
ing, Photograph, Music or Stationery 

you may want we can send you. When you write 
merely to make inquiry be sure to inclose starmp for 
return postage. ALBANY WARDE & CO., 6 Beek 
juan street (or P. O. Hox 3,157), New York. Jy11 tt 

Aledisinal. 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured hy 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Ite effects are truly marvelous in Dropay 

Gravel and Bright’s disease. No matter of how 

long standirg the cass may be, positive relief is 
had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 

never fails. Tt is purely a vegetable preparation. 
By its timely use thousands of cases that have 

been considered incurable by the most sminent 

physicians have been permanently cured, Tt is 
algo indorsed by the regular physeians and medi- 

eal societies throughout the conntry. Sold in 

bottles at two dollars cach, or three bottles, 
whichis enongh to cure the most aggavated case, 

sent to any addréss on receipt of five dollars 

Small trial bottles, ome dollar each, All orders 
to be addressed to 

Gra 

644 MAINST,, -  - 

s Remedy Manufacturing Co., 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
Manufacturer only of first-ciass 

Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 
And Dealer in 

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

Guns_ bore 
EVERY °T 

to shoot close and hard, warranted: 
KE. Gun stocks—hbent, crooked- ov 

straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, 
Hunting Suita, and shoes for land or water use, 
Spratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the latest, naw 
improved Bullard Rities, for long or short range, 
‘No. Gi Elsi St., Boston, corner Dock Square 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
The only positive 

Donble-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Action 
IN THE WORLD, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 
#qualin Anish, ayfriac yy of ontiine and materials 

to the finest Hoglien .::!1, and at more 
Teasonable prices, 

The Sneider Rebounding Look used, the oly Ke 
bonndet with which missfires will not oownr, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR 
“\Torkmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen- 

eating Features of Action.” 
GUNS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 

STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Gunschanged te Central Fire, 
Muzzle-Loading Gun Altered to Breach-Lowiers, 

Glark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St., Baltimore, 

Send for illugtrated Catalogue, 

eHONEER WORK 
gi BIRMINGHAM, 

6 3 oe ENGLAND. 

E, SHOMAS, Jii., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODs, 

186% South Olark Street, Chicago, Tl. 

4, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNEMITES AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

.07 Bowery, New York, 
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NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals giyen—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘ For the Best Gun of American = 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 12878. 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

ting Arns Compan 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USHS, and every variety of 

METALELC AMMUNITION. 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 

Make’’—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

V; 

ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World. FOSS BROS. & CO.,, 
(Successors to F, J. ABBEY & CO.), 

Recon of Sharps Rifles at Spring Mecting N.R.A., Creedmoor 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship ot 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

SHARPS LONG-RANGE RIFLE, MOBEL 1878. 
MAY 24—Sharps Military Long-Kange Match; Forty-eighth Regiment team, usin. 

Sharps (Model 1875) Military Rifle ; record, $00, 900 and 1.000 yards = Atlad tees } 270 
Best record of any other Rifle.....2.... 2.0000 ses neeee “1 sa 170 

‘In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed to be aged, and were used, at the 
Spring Meeting of the N, R. A., May 23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, they won Virst Prizes. 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK. 

Che Kennel, 
Send for Circular. YWarerooms, 177 Broadway, New York 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 
CHICAGO. 

Ghe Ziennel, 

o a Beads SPRATT’S PATENT Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U.§. 8. |. imnine poo CAKES. 
sae Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 

awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 
Club, and of Westminster Kennel 

Club, New York. PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USHD BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WAR WITH RUSSIA. 

None are genuine ness sv stamped, 
F. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents. 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M, P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 

Ikeep only cockers of the finest strains. I sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for rnffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. J10 it 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 

any other animals, or money returned. It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efilcacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 

MILITARY, 

Being rifled on the only system suitable for the ‘Express”’ principle. Our long-range and mid-range 
rifles can be transformed to Hxvrees Rifles by simply changing the sights and the uge of the proper size of 
“* Express”? bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. 

Send for price listto Fic VIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.|I. 

TARGET ANWR Sra krTrrine, 

Dittmar Powder. 
THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOCARDUS 
In all his matches, both indoors and in the field. He nsesno other, It was also used in the wonderfu 
performances of 

D R - C A R Vv E R 
At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4, 5 and 4, breaking balls at peventy-flye yards with a shot-gun, 

NO SMOKE, NO DIR, LESS RECOIL. 
Po full directions for use. 

fiir i 0 cents per Box by mail, 

PEN DROS CLR CU LABS AND SCH as Eee Both anomioys are recommended by Rop anp Gun 

DITTMAR POWDER C0., Office, 1 Cortlandt St., New York, {m*#oerayysmman 
Pune aerate Ae ONp sNia eee nD 117 FULTON STREET, 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to ROBER? WALKER, Franklin, Del, 
Co.,N. Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price, 
$15 each for dog or bitch or spayed bitch pups, 

may2 lyr 

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups 
for Sale. 

Ry our imported Dash, winner of first prize New 
York, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winner of first 
prize New York, 1878. For particulars address 
LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. augl5 5t 

FOR SALE LOW. 

English and Iri h Dogs and Puppies of the pure-t 
breeding. Superior in color and form, Apply te 
ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Michigan,  aug29-tf 

OR SALB—One Trish setter bitch, six months 
old—a beauty—with full pedigree. One Irish 

setter, fifteen months old; color, bright red. One 
Setter, 144 yearsold. For full particulars, address 
J. H. STEELE, Hilington, Conn. aug29 2b 

OR SALE—A splendid litter of field trial setter 
pups. Address, HERBERT, 92 Worcester street, 

Boston, Mass, aug29 if 

NQGLISH PRIZE, STUD, SPORTING AND NON 
Sporting Dogs for sale. Greyhounds, pointers, 

setters, retrievers, spaniels, broke for the field, £20 
each; for the fleld and show bench, of govd ped- 
grees, £40 each; fox terriers, bull terriers, black 
and tan terriers, from £10 each, a!l dead game, of 
good pedigrees, and very valuable for breeding; 
better quality for the show bench, £20 each, Also a 
few Yorkshire terriers, at £10 each. The prize 
Yorkshire terrier, ‘* Willie,” will be sold. Winners 
of silver cup, Queensbury, firstand silver cup Ul- 
verston, and ten Other prizes. All dogs will be sent 
to Me-srs. Bampton & Steglish, Express Agents, 60 
William street, New York, Drafts to accompany 
order, payable On Alliance Bank, London. Satisfac- 
tion is guaranteed by the advertiser, who isa judce 
and reporter of English dog shows. F. STEEL, 
Well Royd Farm, Stump Cross, Halifax, England. 

Inari 6m 
Esa ts Se ee 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will rlease 

communicate at once. Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens, Shall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogsand 
puppies) for sale, Come and see them at Centreville 
on the Erie Railroad. Wirst. buyers best selection, 
Address E. 8, W. ER, Clifton, Passaic 
County, N. J, jea7 tt 
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Auxiliary Rifle 
SHELTON'S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. : 

Ghe Rennel. 

Union Kennels, Glencove, L. i. 

for Sale, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOUARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For 
this office, Prise gt. =" 

Gunpowder. 

Boarding and breaking a specialty. Going south 
coming fall with kennel. For particulars, address 
HARRY HOWARD, Union Kennels, Glencoye, L. I, 

Sept 16 

OR SALE—Havying more young stock than I can 
accommodate, I will sell the following setter dog 

pups, all by imported Milo (Dan-Venus), full cousin 
to English champion Ranger: One red pup, out of 
Killarney (imported Frisk and Grouse), whelped 
May 16, 1878, One orange-and-white pup, out of 
Fan (Gildersleeve's Dash—Fan), whelped May 21, 
1878. One orange-and-white pup, out of Topsy 
Race drenth poang May af 1878. mie liver-2nd- THE 
white pup, same litter as above. Price, $15 each. This barre] can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of tim artr W 
ae Ls eat perma: address C, oa aa pe St te xenteied yuh 28 Seu ae is 19 wear on the pie hetpel ce on tne Siete * i ah ee HAZARD PO DER CO 

yti5, : spite not get out of order. ith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about o: 
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most séanee rifle, The AULILLARY BARREL will SS ace 
fit any standard make of gun-of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 82, 88, or 44. i 
barrel, (wenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Reponting eae Gorn 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873, Send fora Olreular and Price List. t 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O Box Ti5 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FOR SALE—A fine full-blooded African prey- 
' honnd; age about nine months, Address F. M,, 

this office. septs 1t 

GUNPOWDER, 
Anzard’s ‘* Electric Powder.*? 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed In point of 
atrengih and cleanliness, Packed im square canis- 
ters of 1 Th, only, 

Hazards “American Sporting.” 
Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1,lb. canisters and 
64 ib. kegs, A Gne grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. ell adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1 and & lb. canisters 
and 64¢ and 1234 Ib, Kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For fleld, forest or water shootitig, it 
ranks any other brand, and if is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

het Hazard’s “‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 
“EPG, PPG, und “Sea Shooting” WG, in kegs of 
12%; and 644 Ibs, and cans of 6 lbs, EPEC is6 
packed inland 3¢ 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are feyorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” BG 12 
the standard Ritle powder of the conntry. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES WOR EXPORT, oF 
ANY ‘REQUIRED GRAIN OF, PROOF, MANU- 

i’ WILL exchange a brace of beautiful black and 
white cocker spaniels for a fine double gun, 

either breech or muzzle loader; small bore pre- 
ferred. Address J. T. B, SMITH, Box 106, Kings- 
ton, Ulster County, N. Y. sept5 16 

Re SALE—Hnplish setter, two years old; good 
on quail, woodcock and partridges; good re- 

trieyer; pedigree; price $45. F. H. BOARDMAN, 
Newburyport, Mass, septs 4t 

ASH, lemon and white pointer, winner of ist 
prize in Boston, 2d prize in New York shows, 

in his class ; 334 years old ; Barnes stock ; full pedi- 
gree; fora limited mumber of well-bred bitches, 
$2), Address T. A. FOWLER, Llewellyn Park, 
Orange, New Jersey. sept 5 1t 

+1 PAYING.—Bitches spayed at residence of owner 
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham, 

Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J, Foster, 
Secretary Mass, Kennel Club. . septs 4t 

CHAS. F. be 
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEAl.£R IN 

FINE FISHIRCG TACKLE, 
MIANCHESTER: VERMONT. 

RODS, REELS, FLIES OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Firat-class goods nt reasonable prices. Reels to the trade at a liberal discdunt. Send for price list. 

Mention FOREST AND STREAM. 

OR SALE CHEAP—A red and white native 
setter nearly two years old; is yard-broken and 

ready for the field this season; price, $10, Address 
Box 489, Middletown, Conn. Bepts-1t 

tanAcaere watch dog pup wanted ; large breed 
= ae TRAMPS, N. Y. Herald office 

july4 ti 

FACTURED TO ORDER. 
The aboye can be bad of deaiers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in eyery prom‘pent city, or wholesale 
at our office, 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST,, N. Va 

Fo SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thor- 
onghly broken, Can be seen on game—wood- 

Gock, quail or partridge: Address, P. O. Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass jyli tf 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1 io 7, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed 
ilb. cani-ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. — 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 6 im 
rates Koga, 64 Ibs, each, and canisters of 1 and & 

3, each, 
Orange Rifle Powder. 

The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFPG, the last being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 26 Lbs., 124¢ Ibs. 
and 63, Ibs., and in canisters of 1 1b, and 4% Ib, 

All of the abnye give high velocities and less 
residuum thai any other brands made, snd are re- 
sommended and used by Uapt, A. H, JHOGARDUS, 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI) ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made fo order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinnm Fuses, 

rampniets, showing sizea of the grain by wood 
ent, dent free on application to the above fidress, 

GUNPOWDER. 

Oughta a grand English setter bifch, seven 
Months old, black and white, evenly and beanti- 

fully marked. Sire, Demuth’s Dash, Pride of the 
Border—Dora ; dam, Nellie, Trap—Nettie. Price $20, 
If not sold by August 10 will be put in breaker’s 
hands for my own use. For pedigree and full 
description address G. H. GOODRICH, Toledo, 
Tama Co,, lows. aug 1 

W..W.,.Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.’ 

“SRE WINNING CUR. 

FoR SALB—A Chesapeake Bay ducking dog, 
thoroughly broken. L. G, WHITH, Box 375, At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb, 

Worcester, Mass. aug22 3t 
t 1978, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d’art valued a 

£169, and # money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shotfor at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards andi foot and 293g yards, He 
also won the second eyent, killings birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birdsoutof20, This 
js acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 

4 The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr. 

5 J. Purdey, the gunmaker, 

The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon Bhoong Match between Capt, Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only. 

The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makera of 

Great Britain and ireland. THH PATHNT TREBLE WEDGE FAST ‘BREECH-LOADER 1s the strongest 

and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 

States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

OR SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 
i setter bitch, 14g years old, with a pedigree for 
fifty years. Address E. J. ROBBINS, Wetherstield, 
Conn. ang22 tf 

months old, out of Moll IT,, by St. Patrick Ti.; 
js asplendid good dog, and house broken, Will be 
sold cheap. Also, one Sancho-Queen dog pun, seven 
months old for sale. Address N. R. BAKER, 
Topeka, Kansas. AUg?o 2b 

Re SALE—A red Irish setter dog, cighteen 

OR SALE—Gordon setter, very handsome, pure 
black and tan, well broken on all game, four 

years old, excellent water dog, pedigree. Also Gor- 
on gyp, bwo years, broken on game; with pup now; 
will be delivered when pups are weaned, She is by 
Tom out of Chioe, yure black and tan and very 
handsome. For particulars address P. O. Box 365, 
New Bedford, Mass. eug22 at 

Sar Sale, 

GUNS! SPECIAL! 
BARKER & CO., AvcTIONKERS, 

47 and 49 Liberty Street. 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

EDW .|K./TRYON,|Jr.|2|Cco. 
MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech | 7, joading | Ht 
ACCEISSARIES. 

STORER No, 19 North Gisth St, No. 220 North Second S., and No, 827 Commence 8, 

TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

Gives grenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary ehot. Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Ovr eilied shot will be found free from shrinkage, More spherical, more uniform In size 

harder, henyier and of brighter and clenner finish than any other, SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Bsckman St., 
HEWw Tore. 

slao, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and coM- 

PRESSED BUCK SHOT, snore nniform than the ordinary moulded shot, t 

Gur anunsl auction sales of elegant Bngiish 
Breech ond Muzzle-Loading Shot Guns and Rides 

will commence TUESDAY, SEPT, 17, and continue 
weekly during the sporting season. Onr consign- 
ments will be large, and comprise some of thr 
finest guns ever offered at auction, They wil be 
from the most celebrated Muropean makers. fully 
warranted, and possess ell the new and fmportan 
improvements. The sale will be without any 
reservation. Sept 1t 

“Pow 
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American Powder Go. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 

B, B, Raubo, 14 State street, Chicago, Il. 
MG, Gopparp, 304 North Second, St, Louis, Mo. 
F, Bars &Co., 41 Walnut st., Clncinuatl, Dear 

Painting. 

PAINTING. 
SVERY ONE THEIR OWN PAINTER. 

60 Per Cent. Saved. 
manufacturing a yery “Ine Pure Rei 

ied Paint, mixed in such a manne: that any 
stable or farm hand can make as goo a job 

paint as a palnter.can with paint mixed in the old 
. This is becanse our paint does not set quick, 

* Siam materials can be boughtin the ordinary way, 

Tok SALE—Sharps Rifle, or will exchange for 
¥) Winchester, Address A. P, STONE, Brattle- 
boro, Vt. sept6 it 

with cover and 250 cartridges; cost $50, price 
$39. One lam, steel, No. 12, top-snap breech-loader 
im good order; price $35, Two London made stub- 
twist muzzle-loaders; fine specimens of the old- 
style Loidon gun; price $20 each. W. HOLBER- 
TON & CO., 117 Fu.ton sireet, N. Y, P.O. Box 
6,109, septs 1t 

mes SALE—One Evans’ Rifle in perfect order, 

OR SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost-over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenly-three 
acres, four acres Broye, with from twenty to thirty 
pds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 

orchards, Addrezes B. B. P., care this ofiive, 
je13 tf 

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
] name, 10c, postpaid. GEU. I. REED & ap, 
Nassau, N.Y. aug’ 

OITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
nd exchanged, ©, 8. PECK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
reet, New York. Septa7 ly streeis, New York, ‘ 
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EW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LINE 
BOUND BROOK ROUTE, 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA. 
COMMENCING JULY 1%, 1878 

STATION IN NEW YORK—Foot of Liberty st. N. R, 
Leaye New York for Trenton and Philadelphia at 

6:30, 8, 9:30, 10:15, 11:30 A. Bf., 1:80, 4:00, 5:30, 12 P. M., 
ald at 4:30 p, M. for Trenton. 
Leave Philadelphia from station North Pennsyl- 

yania Rallroad, Third and Berka streéts, at 6:45 
(Way), 7:45, 0:40, 11:0 A, M., 1:20, 2:80, 4215, 5:45 12:00 

“Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Mon- 
day), 6:50, 9:13, 10:20 A.af., 12:15, 2:16, 8:00, 4:55, 6:80 
P. M, ; 

Pullman Drawing Room Care are attached to the 
0:30 4. M., 4:00, P. M. trains from New Yorkand to 
tho 7:45, A, M., 1:30 P, M. trains from Philadelphia. 
Suxypay THatys—Leays New York abd Phila- 

Helphia at 9:00 4. M., 6:20, 12. Pr. uw. Leave New York 
for Trenton at 9:30 A.M. and 6:30 Pr. mw. Leave Tren- 
tom for New York at 1:20, 9:50 A, w,, G10 P.M 
Boats of the * Brooklyn and Erie Annex" make 

connection at Jersey Cily station to and from Brook- 
lyn and Kris Depot, Jersey City. 

Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, Nos. 629) 
atid 944 Broadway, atthe principal hotels, all oilces 
of the Erie Railway in New York and Brooklyn, and 
at No, 4 Court street, Brooklyn, Baggage checked 
from residence to destination. 
Septis ily H. P, BALDWIN, Gen. Pass, Agent 

TO SPORTSIEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA E.R. OO, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

superior Facilities 
aiforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
HROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dim- 
Guilties and dungers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cara which run over the smooth steel tracks en— 
able SPOCK TC BE TRANSPORPED Without fallurs 
or injary. 
The les of ' 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecatities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
iy, Pennsylyania and New Jersey. 
TICKETS nre sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOV. BRD. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
pthep well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
BEACH HAVEN: TUCKERTON, OAP. E MAY 

SQUAN, und points on the NEW JHRSHY COAST 
Tenoyvned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FOY 
2NT PEA DAHER. 

L, P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 
Faank THomMson, Gen'l Munger, febit-it 

CHICAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIREOT RAILROAD from 

Chisago to 8t, Louis, 21) Uhicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF OARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
HVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find g) 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
quail, ete, Connects direct at Kansus City with the 

ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 
telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. i 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Avent, 

Chicago, IN 

lendid shooting on the 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, § AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L, JAMES, 
General Agent, 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Ayenue, Fhila, 

Deci4-ly 

TROUT FISHINC! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR, 

EXCURSION TICKHTS from Chicago to Ashland 
find return for $20 are sold at 65 Clark street, or the 
CG. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free, 
The points of atiraction to Sportamen on this 

“ Porest and Stream ” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing; Butternut Creek and Luke for 
muscalonge; the many branches and lnkes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till lust season fished by sports- 
men. Between Silver Creck and Ashland all are 
trout streams, und many others cat be easily reached 
along the shore from Agiland or Baytield, while 
rook fishing for speckled trout und trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport. . 

hé Cheqnamegon hotel at Ashland, built last 
year, has been enlarged, and js supplied with a 
Bteam-yacht, sail and rowboats ind excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preventive of 

lay fever, 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send Tor Guide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, GT, A, | » 
Milwaukee, Wis, Toy? 6m 

EXCURSION. 

Office, on the pier, or to 
Agent 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Sportsmen's Mantes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia an 

West Virginia, 
Coniprising thosé of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountaing, Valley of virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, Woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc,, etc. 
Guns, iishing tackle, wid one dog for each sporta- 

man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beantiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famons 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnatl, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and &t Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the South, Allimodern improyements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY KT. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Kithmond, Va. ap 

ONEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH, 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONHY ISLAND R, R. 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing July 2, 1878. 

Trains for Coney Island—Leayve depot on Flatbuah 
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7330, 8:80, 9:30, 10; 10:80), 11, 11:20, 11:40 a. M., 12 a, 
12:40, 1, 1:20, 140, 2, 2:20, 2:40, 8, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 
4:2), 5, 6:20, 6240, 6, Gt40, G:40, 7, 7:15, 7:30, 745, 9, 
720, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 P.M. 
Retorning trom Reach—T, §, 9, 10, 10:80, 11, 11:20, 

—t40 A. af, 1201,, 12:40, 1, 220, 140, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3, 
$20, 3140, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:40, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, Ti35, T:60, 8:08, 8:20, S:4, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:0, 11 
P.M. 
Sunday Trains to Isl.nd—S:50, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 1140-4, Of, 12,, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 8, 2:20, 
2:40, 9, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4220, 4240, 6, 6,20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7:16, 7:30, 8, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9230, 10, 10:30 P.M. 
Returning from Island—9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 10:40, 11, 

11;20, 11740 A. M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4220, 4:40, 6, 6:20, Siti, 6, 6:20, B40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
Pr. Ma 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes, Excursion 

tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cenis, Grand von- 
certs every afternoon and eyeuing by Conterno’s 
Twenty-third Regiment Band, 

engaged for the season, 

pot: Flatbush avenue from Fulton Perry; Bergen 
Street, 5. B.; Franklin avenue, from South Seventh 

W. 5. DORWIN, Sup't, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Towa, running through some of ile finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of, Reduced rates 
on parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids, C, J. IVES 
E. F. Winsiow, Gen. Passenger ‘Agent. 

General Manager, tf 

of Broadway. 

peeks ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY,-27, 1878.— 
Ferryborts leave New York from James Slip 

(caily except Sundays) 40 minutes, ald from Mhirty- 
‘oOurth sirect, Kast River (daily) 15 mimutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Uatbarine ferries (daily) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlautic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Aunter’s Point) aa 
follows ; For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc.,$:30A.M,, 
4P. M., and on Saturdayd at 3:40 P.M. For Pateh- 
ogue, etc., 9:30 A. M., 4:3) and 6 P.M. For Babylon 
etc,, af 9:30 A: Ma, 4, 4;30,5andiP.m, For Por 
Jefferson, etv., at 10 aA. M, and 4:30P.4. For North- 
pre ete), at10 4. M,, 3:30, 2.30 and 6:30P,M,. Wor 
ovust Valley, ab $:30 and 10:00 4, M,, 3:30, 4:30, 4:30 

And 6:30 P. w, For Far Rockaway, ecc,, af 9:30 A. ML, 
4, 4:30, 5, 6and 7p. Mm, Mor Garden Cliy and Hemp- 
stead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:80, 6:30, 6:30 P, or, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island Gity only 9730.4. 11., 
1:30 and 6:30 P.M. SUNDAYS—For Pért Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,9 A.M. Babylon, etc., i sud 7 P, Mt, 
Northport and Locnat Valley, 9 4. M. aod 6:30 7, m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 a. pf., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Teland City only 9:30. 4. mM, and 
530 P,M, Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., a8 per time tubles. 
Vicket offices tn New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Silp and Thirty-foorth 
Street ferries, at the offices of ‘'The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 9412 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
inglon street and 79 Wourth street, By purchasing 
tickets atuvy of the above ofices, haggage cun be 
checkvd from residence to destination. 

8S. SPENCER, Gen’l Sup't. 
J, CHirTEnpEN, Gen’! Pass. Agent. eb tf 

Fee NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
While Mountains, Montreal aud intermediate 

Points, ‘The new and elegant steamer Continental 
leaves Plar No. 25, Hast River, dally (Sundays ex- 
cepted) at 3, “A passenger train will be in Waiting: 
on the wharf ai New Hiyen ani leave for Spring- 
field and way stations on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Elm City leayes New York af 

1LP. w., connevting with passenger train in walling 
on wharl at New Haven, leaving 5:15 A, », ‘Tickets 
sold and baggage checked at S44 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn, Excursion to 
New Haven and return, $1.60, pply at General 

RICHARD PEOK, General 
a 

MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been 

The following horse-car lines run directly to de- 

street Ferry, E, D., and Nostrand avenue, from foot 

Sportsnjen’s Routes. 
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Hotels ani Resorts jay Sportsmen. 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 
ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mollninney, 

form & Tegular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times # 
mouth, Persons visiting Noya Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St, Luwrence will tind this the cheapest 
and miost direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
ton. Time between New York and Halifax about 
Sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 

Oabin paskage, Mcloding stateroom ‘nd meals, 
New York wnd Halifux, $15 gold; New York and St. 
Jonns, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced 
rates. Wor schedule of sailings and further partico— 
lars apply to Py 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
5G West street, N, ¥. 

AGENTS—WOOD & ©O., Halifax, N. S., HARVEY 
& CO,, St. John’s, N. F. je206m 

SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chica go & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Kullway Lines of the West and Northweat, and, with 
its numerous branches and connections, forme the 
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Iilinols, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND GALT- 
FORNIA LINE Is the shortest and best route for all 
poutis in Northern Niinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 

yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Gre- 
gon, Ching, Japan and Anstralia, Its CHICAGO, 
SIT. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and fox 
Madison, St, Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
ia the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
tHTER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all pointa in Souther and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BaY AND MARQUETTE LINE {Is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Mstanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. Its FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only ronte for Kigin, Rockford, Pree- 

| port and all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE 1s the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Hacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are Dow running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bloifs, on the Catitornia Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leaye Chisago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, ab 10:30 a. M., and arriye at Council 
Bluils next morning. 
Hast-bonnd t ,ey leave Council Blois at 5:30 Pp. m., 

daily, except Saturday (and on évery third Saturday), 
and reach Chicego next afternoon, 
=~ No other roads weat of Chicago rnns Pallinan 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This jine presents peculiar adyantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
ourtowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
that any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear ‘hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Piks, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points Ou the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West, 
New York oMice, No, 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street, 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W, H. Srennerr, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Gen. Pass, Agent, Chicago, je20 tf 

TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIER 41, N. B,, foot of Canal street, 

daily, eXcept Sundays, at 6 Pp. M,, connecting at 
Albany with Express Se 

Saovatega, Schroon Bake, Blue MWouwitain 
Lake, Lake Chnmplain, Late George, the 
Adirondncits, Wontrenl, and all points North 
and West. 

~ THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THEN. Y.C.R. kk. 

STATEROOMS, $I and $2. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office on the pier, at al] Westcott Express offices, 
at all the hotels end ticket ofces nm New York, or 
of connecting Railroad and Steamboat Lines. 

S. E. MAYO, Gen’) Passenger Agent. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

vaterfow! aud upland shooting sections in the sounm. 
ty. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain-~ 
ous couttry of Virginia, Tennessea, etc. Norfolk 
Gleamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday aud Friday at 3 P.M. 
Full informatton given at office, 197 Greenwich 
St., New York. Ben 25 ly 

Sherman House 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGHU. 

9 

Rate3 reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths. ‘ 
Rooms with baths, $8.50, $4, and $4.0 per‘day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
‘We challenge any Hotel in the World to show oa 

large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN, ie je2o tt 

Grand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY Isb AND, 

NEENAH, ;WIS8. 

| FISHISG AND ANQLING.—To the sporsman 

and angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater in- 

ducements, the catch of fish during the season bem 

at wll times good, aid the varieties such a3 tomake 
it first-claes sport. Biack and pilver bass, musca 
Jonge, pike, pickerel, catiish, sturgeon, tock bass 

and perch, are the common yarleties caught, and ag 

the best fishing grounds are within a few rodg of the 

house, no time is lostin going or coming,  je203m 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L., 
By a practical gunier and an old bayman, Hag 

always on land the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoya on 
the const, The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shootiug of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to lls gnests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, I. Nové tf 

COUNTRY BOARD, 

ARTISTS OR SPORTSMEN, 

Good Hunting and Fishing, magnificent scenery, 
pure mountain alr, good rooms and hoard at mode- 
rate prices. Address F. H', COOPER, Locust Hill 
Varm, Ashley Pails, Berkshire Co.,Mass, sug29 2b 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I, 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhamplon, within a mile anda half oj the 
ocean. Excellent accommodation for summer 
boarders, Surf and still water bathing, Good boat- 
ing, ishing, and gunning, House open throughout 
the year for fishing and Shooting parties, Boats, 
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every convenience 
for sportsmen, Accessible by Long Isiand Railroad, 
Terms moderate, 8. P. CONKLIN, Prop’r. 

auged tf 

RADLEY HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N, 
Y., is located centrally on ihe best hunting in 

Suilivan County, six milea from Shohola, Hrie R. R. 
Small game very plenty. Somé deer, foxes, coone, 
ete. Terms #7 per week. aug29 i 

Creenwood Lake. 

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THE ONLY THROUGH ROUTE TO GQREEN- 
WOOD LAKE, 

Splendid Baas and Pickerel Vishing—BReanti« 
tul Lake and Mountain Sceuery, 

Traing leave New York, foot of Courtlandt ana 
Desbrossea strevts, daily (Sundays excepted) ali s:20. 
A.M, and 4:40 P, om, 

Leave Brooklyn, yia Annex boats foot of Fulton 
street, oS A.M. and 4 Pp, a, 
Pullman Parlor Car on 4:30 P. wt. train, 
Through coach daily between Hackensack, Pater- 

son and Greenwood Lake. 
Hxcursion fare irom Brooklyn, New York or 

Jorsay City, $2.00 Parties of fifteen or more per- 
sons, $1.60 each, 

J, F. MACKIE, Gen, Pass. Agent. 

If SUBSORTBER desires a capitalist or assocta- 
tion of gentlemen to join him mm the erection of a 

Reléet family hotel or ciub house on the most beanti- 
ful and eligiblé altoation ar Greenwood Lake, N. ‘Ne, 
with from twenty to fifty acres of land, asmay be de- 
sired, aud will tike one-third of the pureliase price 
of the property in stock or shares in the euterprise. 
Ohoice building sites, with water fronts, alac forsale, 
in plots to suit, on favorahle terms. Circulars can 
be had at oOlfige of Pores anp Speman. App!y to 
or address §. OALDWELL, Greenwood Lake, 
Orange Coubty, N, Y. mnayl6 tf 

Wierda a 28) HOUSER, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, N. ¥., L.¥.JENNESS. An ex- 

cellent family hotel. Also pood accommodations 
for the sportsman, Good bouts and every facilty 
for lishing, jel3 $m 

Bee HUDSE, GREENWOOD LAKY, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. ¥., May 15, 18%. 

Terme—gz per day, $3 to #10 per week. Free stuges 
for puests to and from the steamboat deck at 
ARINGTON to Ue house. GS. BRADNDR, Pra 
prictor. Ji/+ dm 
=r 

Spoytsnen’s Goads, 

Eaton's Bust Preventer, 
Mor Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT Gun, aud will keep liv 
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere In the United 
SUUGA pronounce if the best oun oll in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay Clty, Mich., writes: 'Itle the beat preparation I have found in thirty-lye 
years of active and frequent use of guns,” 
| meet eppplled by apie MRAMRIAP Initers GEO, 
le ry avonin, VOU =f a Lieigtits, N. de i ii sae hain 
Si ld by principal New York dealers, and by Wii. 

Bet OnE Satie Sand 8. nreage & Co., 
i io; H. aton, Chicago, lb ; 

& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, i Br eae 
CANNOY BE SENT BY MAIE. 

Aly worker can make $12 u dey athonic,  Custly 
OUvHt Iree, Addrowy Tave & Do,, Abpopta, Diyluy, 



108 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

——__— 

BEES) Sam A hid \ 
x Ww 

‘THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

monnted; patent catch, The very best eompass 
made, As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
QUN office. Sent om receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any! part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

GO0OD’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable. Made to order 

3 in a yariety of styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article, Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN S 
HUTCHINGS, P. O, Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
sor to Frank Geod.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Oo., 712 
Market street, Philadelphia; Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 874 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

FINEST 

Blue Flannel Suits, 
FOR GENTLEMEN. 

WARRANTED FAST COLORS, 

From $12.50 to $16, 

The price depending on Size and Style. 

Sample of Goods, Price List and Measurement 

Blank furnished on request by post. 

GEO. 0. HENNING, 

Washington, D. 0. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

_ COMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO0., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

my9 

The best thing in the market | 

<7) y 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
Rim-fire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 

eta to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

BONEHILL CUN. 

No. 511.—Top-action, treble safety 

bolt, extension rib, rebounding locks 

laminated barrels, Patent fore end 

fastening, Cheapest gun in the mar- 

ket. Send stamp for Illustrated Cirecu- 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and am- 

munition, 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Guns 

NOW READY. 

_ BARTON & CoO., 
2337 Broadway, New York. 

= ae 2S IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fiy rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra fip and tip case.......,.----. $18 00 
Sue a hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solld reel rath 

DIALO. ee | Sa aewe custo nsee asus mudeasshiccelaceemieren Te See PS te SRA 
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid 

reel plate....... ache Can enaaph ceeibemieeehd qnpssnce Spiten serene AM eh ocd. basta te a eee re fat) 

HH. de: ARON six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-Joint, German silver mounting, extra tip + 
BUCMIP) GHAC) sae sede pean ne ne eae ae BIDS oe panned eaceees ampabessciacesseusdd? Abe ak ati Hi) 

H. I. LEONARD'S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German sliver jmonnting, three-joint, extra tip and 
tip case, waterproof ferrules, ...-. eactessawecervesssrceriss vractpereewewenpancsencses Revs cesasieias 30 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewoced, brass full 
Black bass rod. ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middie joints 

and three tips,.... A 15 00 eePTeeerrrerrrritt et ttm) 

Russia-leather fly-book, with the “Hyde” clip, larze Siged. docsctoushebtein rend acoee mica Teese + 5 00 
Russia-lesther fiy-book, with the ** Hyde” clip, small size..... Anes Heid PEE LL 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from-......+.....+..+-- -«..--6C, $0 10c, per yard 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bas, CACN ..-.-4.+ee terse ee cr eeee basen ee eree eee 60), 
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from.....-.. . Sisvesee ceaeses eceeeeee eGil tO $2.60 per dozen 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Aliso Flies dressed to any desired pattern. 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., uickel, GACN.....+.e000 sree qudid tins duce bee re aay ye 
United States Arms Revolver, 5 shot, .32 Gal., MICKEl, CACH.. 14. - ee es ee eset eee eee tees ates stosacees 4 60) 

THESE PISTOLS WARKANTED. 

SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
--- each $9.00 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR 
Agents for Huber'’s Champion Glass Ball TODD sss seeanaceescerseserssreeteeees 

2 . Amateur Re We 5.50 

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptivans. 

B & H. T, ANTHONY & ©O,, 591 Broadway, 
e N.Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 
Albums, Rhotographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Oonyex Glass, Photographie Ma- 
teriuls. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelphia. dices 

O’NEIL’S 
Standard Penetration Tester. 

ATU TT 

i 

TRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

“Standard ” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers In Glass Balis-to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully cantion the dealers against laying In a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 

When you can purchase the Best Ball eyer made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball afforda the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

made, It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suiiciently strong to prevent breakage 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrela of 800, 

Send for price list. Specialinducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sircet, N. ¥. 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as 
they are simple of conatruction, easily set, and not lable 
to get out of order, und they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the fight of a bird than any 
Other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform welght and thickness, and have a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing orshot, 

Used by Sparke, of Philadelphia, in his recent 
trial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FoR#sT AND 
STREAM, July 11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill 
all orders promptly at the following prices: 
Standard penetration tester.,,.....-.. +....$10 00 
‘Pest cards, per box (100). 00 

Target sheels per doz. 

rice. 
ihe and dealers in fine breech-loading shot-cuns, 
Tifles, pistola, etc., etc. 
and price list, J. PAL 
Avenue, Pittaburgh, Ps, 

and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit, 
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the lirat to introduce the 

ROUGH BALL, and Bt aw price far below the smooth ball 
at that time. 

Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 
ers, Liberal discount to the ‘Trade. 

which eigen hae pei ay enon from the shooter at 

he puller, is now ready for the market. Price . Style, 7 

eae aofos glass balls will receive, in each barrel conteluing 250 balls, score beok and 

rales for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 
. 

MY IMPROVED TEAP (warranted), 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. ¢z CO., 10 Platt Street, N. Y. City. 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

ition of ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by A. H. BOGARDUS, contain- 

seat ctonistor€ ged a Shooting, and chapter on breeding and breaklag of dogs by Miles ‘Jolnezon, 

Price $2, by mail, postage paid. Address, Capt, A. H. BOGARDDS, Elkhart, Logan Ce., Ill, 

Decé tf - 

5 ke S 
EI = 
4 

RECAPPER and EXTRACTOR. 
This Implement ls used either for 10 or 12-gange 

brass or paper shells, thus saying the cost of one im- 
plement, Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker_ond 
gine the bestimplement they ever used, Price 
2 60. 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Song AGENT, 

Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc., 
s: CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORE. 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Bali Trap. 

r= 

Y= am |i 
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EXCELS ALL OTHERS. ‘Throws In every possible 
direction. No scréen ianeeded,-s no one, not even 
puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take, Made 
stationary if desired. All metal, WORKING PARTS 
NICHLY FITTED, Send for Circular, 

Ww. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen, Agent, 
je6 8moa Cazenovia, N. Y. 

NDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHT- 
ING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO 

GOLD WATUHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Hunting Unses. ‘These watches are accnrate 
timé-keepers; elegant appesrance and complete 
aatisfaction gnaranteed; Warranted to stand any 
test for ten years. Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
#15. Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12, These 
watches we will send to any part of country C, 0. 
D,, with privilege of examination vefore purchasing, 
free of charge, Magnificent yest chain, very ele- 
want, from $2 to $10, Ladies’ chains, sameé quality, 
from $310 $10. F. C MILLER & CU., 125 Fulton 
Street, N.Y. P. 0. Box 3,725. Please mention 
this paper. jel3 $m 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’s superior Target and Tourista 

Telesto -es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT. 
MERRILL's SONS, sole agents in U, 8.,0178 Water 
sweet, New York. jyll $m 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
67 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope ail sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, mania bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, ete. 

je2t-ly 
CABIN STORES. 

SEND FOR NEW PRICE 
LIST OF THE FINEST 
DECOY DUCKS IN THE 
WORLD. 

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 

P. O. box 154. Weedsport, N. ¥. 
augi6 40 

fishing Gackle. 

Fish& Simpson’s 
IN EW 

Pocket Scale for Sportsmen. 
= A very handsome article, entirely trust 
\ proof, belng made of the best bard brass, 
heavily nickel-plated, only measures 3in, in 
length by sin. tn diaieter, and of which the 
annexed cut is @ true illustration, This 

j balance scale has been designed especially ag 
4 oseful and convenient pocket companion for 
sportsmen, for bhe purpose of welguing Mah 
and game, Registers as high as 15 pounds, 
and graduated to 2 onnees by staudar 

4 weights. Sent by mail, posipsid, on recelpt 
| of 75 cents. 

TRADE SUPPLIED, 

On receipt of twe three-cent stamps wa 
will send our néw sixty-fonr-page catalogne, 
the most complete list ever published on 
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guns, 
Pistols, Base Bail, and everything in the Moe 
of Sportsmen’s Goods, 

Fish & Simpson, 
PO box 4,968. 132_Nassau street, N, ¥. 9 

mye 
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Terms, Four Dollars a Pot 
Ten Cents a Copy. NEW YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1878. 
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THE LAMENT OF A MENAGERIE 

" KEEPER'S WIFE. 

am tired of his passion for hateful beasts, 
Around them he never will cease to roam; 

And he giyes them each night most delicious feasts, 
While he knowa Dye nothing to eat at home, 

He has offen deserted me in my rage, 

My 880 supplications regarding not, 

As he hutriew away to some horrid cage 

To play with hia lurid-eyed ocalot, 

He has told me that never was wind of south 

So sweet to the nostrils of maid or man, 
As the breath of bis brown-speckled Jaguar’s. mouth, 

Or the pluintive sighs of his pelican. 

And all this I believed, but I cannot see 
How he cau prefer in this mania new, 

‘To the Kiss of his children, ami loye for me, 

The embrace of a crazy kangaroo, 

Yat mid tigers and liong he eyer prowls, 

For the sacred ox he has made a bed, 

And he fondles the plumes of those awful owls, 

That will huot on my grave when I am dead. 

And T who adore him am cast aside, 
Asif unworthy to be caressed, 

While he slumbers with gladness and dreams with joy 
On tie cloyer-fed zebra's odious breast, 

Oh! some night could I only in silence steal, 
Unsuspected behind him, I then might hear 

“All his elegant badinage with the seal, 

And his honeyed words to the Lapland deer, 

TI would then hear him joke with the bats and bears, 

And I know the sagacious things would langh ; 
And I’m certain he’d speak of our household cares 

‘To tie pnma’s cabs and that old giraffe. 

What hours he spends with the wombats too, 
He seems ofthe yak cage to have a lease, 

And I’m morally sure that the brindled gnu 
Is hia chosen love and last caprica! 

—CUPLD JONES 77 Nato York Sun, 

A 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Fishing on Zake Superior. 
No. 2. 

This ia the forest primeval. The murmnring pines and the hemlocks, 
Bearded with moss and tn garments green, indistinct in the twil!gut, 

Stand like Drujds of eld, with voices sad and prophetic— 
Stand like harpers loar, with beards that rest on thelr bosoma, 

—Evanyeline, 

HE shore along the south coast of Lake Superior, like 
that of Lakes Erie and Huron, is low and uninterest- 

ing; but as we ascend along the north coast the outline of 
shore becomes much more bold and picturesque, and in the 

vieinity of Thunder Bay and Nipegon, attains to the sublime, 
The far-famed picture rocks were disappointing in their ef- 
fect, but Thunder Cape and the massive cliffs and palisades 
about the mouth of Nipegon River were extremely iniposing 
and majestic. 

We reached Red Rock, the post of the Hudson Bay Com- 
pany, on the Nipegon River, some six miles above its mouth, 
on Friday, July 26. The only white pergons residing here 

are the agent of the company, Mr. McLaren and his family, 

consisting of ason aud two daughiers. Numerous Indians 
and half breeds, ragged and dirty, lounged about the whart 

as we came toa landing, while the wigwams, surrounded by 
£ squalid and dirty set, told us in unniistakable language that 
owe had at last reached the land of Hiawatha. Whereyer we 

had heretofore landed and been disappointed in the fishing 
wwe had been encouraged by being told “to wait till we got 
to Nipegon.” So nosy we were at ‘‘Nipegon,” the deep, 
clear water, as the Indian name signifies, and what was to be 
the fruition of all our hopes? Were we to have them realized 
to the fullest extent? or were we to be again disappointed ? 
Wo sooner had the steamer reached her landing than we 

Sprang ashore, eager to try the trout that evening, although 
then nearly five o'clock. In vain, however, was our appeal 
fo every Indian and half breed we encountered as to the 
quality of the fishing and the feasibility of procuring a boat 
and guide, None of them understood English, and it was 
only after seeing the agent and making our wants known to 
him that we were provided wiih a canoejand a guide in the 
person of a sachem, known as Pierre, but called Peter for 
short, By this time a drenching’ min had set in, but consider- 

ing that rather fayorable than otherwise, we donned our gum 
coats and hats and set out under the guidance of Pierre for 
the rapids, about half 2 mile above. The rain was pouring 
down in torrents when we reached the rapids, but the fish 
seemed to enjoy it, and were jumping in every direction. 
Steadying our boat in the rapid current by the use of his 
pole, a8 only an Indian can do, just at a point wliere a smaller 
stream, setting off from the iain riyer, dashed wildly and 
swiftly over the rocky bottom, we began our casting. 3%'The 
fish rose eagerly and took the feathery deception in a way 
that showed they meant business, and the Indian lad who 
occupied the bow of the boat was kept busy landing and un- 
hooking the fish. They were not of the largest size, but 
varied from about half a pound to two pounds in weight, 
and were exceedingly beautiful in their coloring and active 
and game as they struggled in the rapid current to effect 
their escape. In about an hour and a half we returned to 
the steamer with between twenty-five and thirty fish that 
were the admiration of all who saw them, and wonderfully 
stimulated the piscatorial zeal of all who bad come in any 
manner prepared to fish. 

The next morning was cloudy and lowering when I arose 
about five o'clock to see what preparations were being made 
for 4 camping excursion to the second rapids, some twelve 
tiles up the river, at a puint known as Camp Alexander. As 
all was quiet on the steamer, and likely to continné so for an 
hour or more, I hastened ashore, and having roused up Pierre, 
set out for the scene of our previous eyening’s sport. The 
fish, though not so abundant as on the previous evening, 
were still quite plentiful, and in about an hour I returned to 
breakfast with a half dozen fish, averaging three-quarters of a 
pound each. 

I shall always recall with pleasure the few hours’ fishing at 
Sed Rock. While the fish are neither so Jarge nor plentiful as 
they are further up the river, yet they are abundant enough 
and of a size sufficient to make it royal sport, while at the 
same time it is free from the annoyances and excessive labor 
altending the fishing higher up. The fishing ground can be 
reached in fifteen or twenty minutes from the steamer land: 
ing. The water is beautiful, swift, clear and cool. You are 
to a great extent free from the attacks of the black-flies and 
mosquitoes which are so annoying in the woods, and all yon 
have to do is to submit your boat to the guidance of your In-~ 
dian and deyote yourself to the tranquil enjoyment of your 
Surroundings, all the while takimg fish enough, if you under- 
stand your business and are properly equipped, to eatisfy any 
reasonable desire. 

On arriving at the steamer we found arrangements in prog- 
tess for the camping éxcursion, and about nine o'clock some 
dozen of us, together wilh as many Indians in charge of the 
-boats, set off for the camp, being accompanied across the 
portage of a half mile by pretty much the entire excursion 
party from the steamer, and took our departure amid the 
waving of handkerchiefs and cheery words of encouragement. 
Our party were the most of them prepared for fishing of 
some kind—that is to say, they had rods and lines and hooks, 
but as they had no previous experience in trout fishing, their 
equipment was better adapted for ordinary still-fishing for 
bass or pickerel than for casting a fly for trout. Several of 
our number, however, went as spectators merely, and to en- 
joy the novelty of a day and night in the woods. 

Tt is a long and tedious pull from Red Rock to Camp Alex- 
ander, the current of the river being at some places so strong 
as 10 make it extremely difficult to pull up, and it was late in 
the evening when we reached our camp. ‘Too late, indeed, to 
do much that day, and a most wearisome walk of three or 
four miles was rewarded by the capture of only eight small 
fish. One Indian, however, took about the same number 
with his bait, and other members of the party having met 
With like success, we had among us the greatest adundance 
for supper and breakfast. 

The most of ‘us had taken the precaution to purloin from 
the steamer the blankets in our respective state rooms, and 
one or two of us had availed ourselyes of the opportunity to 
buy in addition a heayy blanket from the agent of the post. 
Tt was well we did, as during the night the merctiry fell to 
forty-two, and it was highly amusing as I Jay awake about 
three o’clock in the morning to bear the muledictions from 
our neighboring tent on the weather. In alittle while one of 
its occupants crawled out exclaiming: ‘*My God! I’m 
frozen,” and soon another and then another, untilall the com- 
pany, with two or three exceptions, had grouped themselves 
around the camp fire, where, with the abundance of dead 
pine timber, they soon had the woods aglow with the roar- 
ing flames, and were themselyes thawed into condition to 
joke over their grievances, 

The next day was Sunday, and perhaps the least said about 
the fishing the better. Several of our party, however, started 
ont early and returned abont noon hizhly elated with their 
success, and bringing in with them between forty and fitiy 
fine fish, the largest weighing four and a half pounds, This 
was taken with a troll by Mr. Crane, of Detroit. 

The writer's own experience of Sunday fishing? is by no 
means satisfactory. Maying remained in camp witha few 
others, whose consciences did not altogether approve of Sun- 
day fishing, and the hours becoming exceedingly monotonous 
ind heavy, he, in en eyil hour, suggested to a friend, who was 
under bonds to his wife not to fish on Sunday, that they 
should walk down to the river at a point only a hundred yards 
distant and relieve the tediam by making a cast or two, to 
which proposition said friend agreed, but as he was under 

bonds not to fish, kindly consented to carry a landing net. 
But ours, alas, was but a short andiuglorious excursion; for, 
after a break neck scramble throush fallen pine trees and 
underbrush, and a continuous warfare with the black flies, 
hardly had we reached the river when, in an endeavor by ® 
long leap to reach a large rock slanting at an angle of about 
forty-five degrees, the writer’s feet, as he struck the rock, 
flew from under him, and in an instant he found himself up 
to the arm-pits in the river. To grasp hold of the rock and 
scramble out and return to camp a wiser and a wetter man, 
and one disgusted with Sunday fishing, was all that remained 
to be done. 

The experience of the previous night had satisfied most of 
our partly, and on Sunday evening they all, except four or five, 
returned to the steamer. Harly Monday morning we were 
stirring, and having had breakfast by six o'clock, started for 
the falls about two miles above the camp. After a portage of 
half mile we took to the canoe und began the ascent of the 
rapid current. During the ascent to the second portage, a 
distance of perhaps a mile, our boat took a dozen or more fine 
fish, when we again disembarked, and, after a toi!some tramp 
of nearly a mile, came to the falls, 

The scene that here burst upon us was terrifically grand. 
The immense volume of water came hissing aud roaring dowm 
the cascade with perpendicular plunges here and there of tem 
or fifteen feet, and as it dashed furiously against the rocks 
below spouted high in the air and fell around in wreaths of 
spray. At the base of the fall is a long deep pool, through 
which the current sweeps rapidly till it reaches the lower 
end and meets the obstruction of the shallows, when it turns 
back with an eddy and sweeps up along the left bank on 
which we stood. Ihave not often seen a more splendid cas- 
cade and waterfall than these falls of the Nipegon River. 

Our party were soon actively engazed, and a great many 
fish of one and two pounds weight were taken. 1 was fishing, 
as was also my colnrade, with an eight-ounce split-bamboo 
rod made by Leonard, of Bangor, Maine, and the perfection 
of lightness and elasticity, and consequently had great advan- 
tages, especially in casting, over those using heavy tackle. 

Having satistied myself with fishing the more quiet portion 
of the pool, and in the hope of striking something heayier than 
we had yck taken, I approached nearer to the fall, and walk- 
ing out on a projecting rock just at the foot of the cascade, 
where the roar was deafening, made a cast into the boiling 
foam below the fall. A splendid fish rose, and, seizing the 
fly, sunk again into the foaming waters below. The strain on 
the rod and line was tremendous until I sueceeded in playing 
him into the quieter water just below the projecting rocks on 
which I stood, and which [ had succeeded in doing by the 
time my guide reached me with the landing net, aod who was 
at the time toward the lower end of the pool. After giving 
him time to exhaust himself in the quiet water, he was safely 
securedin the net and found to weigh three pounds. A few 
moments after my comrade, a lad of sixteen, struck, and after 
some time succeeded in landing, a fish of like weight, Hayiog 
no landing net, the young gentleman was loud in his appeals 
for help, when a youug friend of his own age gallantly dropped 
his own rod, and, seizing the first neh he could lay hands on, 
hurried to his relief; sometimes falling overrocks, somelimeg 
splashing Knee deep in the water, and anon stopping a mo- 
ment to disengage himself from bushes and snags, he at length 
came to the rescue and took out a three-pound fish. 
Many fish were taken of twoand two and a half pounds 

weight, but as we had to return to the steamer that night it 
became necessary that we should stop our fishing about noon 
in order to reach the camp and make our preparations for re- 
turning. On our arrival at the camp we fonnd we had nearly 
a hundred fine trout, and were satisfied. We ate our dinner, 
packed Our traps, and set out on our return down the river to 
the steamer, which we reached late in the evening, flying our 
Tausquilo nets and handkerchiefs ss banners, and were enthu- 
siastically received by our friends on board, mostly, no doubt, 
through good feltowship, but partly because they were ex~ 
tremely tired of waiting for us and were anxious to leave. 

In conclusion, 1 would say that [ have never seen any trout 
fishing equal to that on Nipegon River. In the Rangeley 
Lakes large fish are often taken, but from my own experience 
on Rangeley | would say you take ten, nay twenty, fish in 
Nepigon to one there. In Moosehead Lake more fish can be 
taken than on Rangeley, but the fishing, all considered, does_ 
not, in my judgment, compare with Nipegon. Evenas re 
gards the size of the fish, I haye little doubt that if any record 
were kept, more fish of five pound and oyer wouid be found 
to be taken on the north shore of Lake Superior than any 
where else in the country. Louie, my Indian, stated that 
about a year ago he speared, just at the head of the Red Rock 
rapid, a speckled trout that weighed sixteen pounds. I do 
not nodertake to youch for Louie's veracity, but at the same 
time see no great reason to doubt his truth. 

Fish of eight and nine pounds are not uncommon in the 
lakes of Maine, and I believe there is a pretty well authenti- 
eatéd instance of one which weighed thirteen pounds. The 
jump from thirteen to sixtesn is nol very great, at least I am 
disposed to give Louie the banefit of the doubt. For fishing 
in Nipegon nothing more is necessary than the ordinary trout 
rod, reel and silk line, with a supply of gul leaders and fies, 
and an extra tip or two to provide against accidents. It is 
well, also, to be provided with some preparation of penny- 
royal as a defense against insects. Heavy tackle would be of 
no special udvantage except in enabling you to land the fish 
faster when biting rapidly, and the advautage in this respect 
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would be more than counterbalanced by the disadvantages at- 
tending its use, in the increased difficulty of casting and in 
other respects, 

Of course all this applies only to fiy fishing. If any one 
wishes to go all the way to Nipegon and fish with a lead and 
bait, and yank out trout asyou would catfish, no special pre- 
paralion is necessary. Only doas the Indians do—cut the 
first stout sapling alongside your path, tie a stout piece of 
cord to the end of it, tie on half an ounce of lead, and take 
two or three half hitches over the shank of a stont hook, stick 
on a piece of fat bacon, and throw your bait with a chug into 
the river. Whien you feel a tug yank him out; if a small one 
you will probably find him suspended fifteen feet in the near— 
est pine tree that chances to be back of you. If so, keep your 
temper. Ifa large one, and your hook tears loose, keep your 
temper; but, if you are fortunate enough to land him, thank 
your lucky stars and go on your way rejoicing. I haye never 
been a believer in the entoumological knowledge of trout, and 
my experience on Nipegon did no tend to encourage such be- 
lief. So far as I could see, the trout accepted one fly as readi- 
ly as another—and red or yellow, blue, gray or white, all were 
alike welcome. 

The agent of the Hudson’s Bay Co. issues fishing permits, 
Tor which he charges one dollar per day, or a season permit 
for five dollars. Some of our party were inclined to demur to 
this demand and question his right to enforce it. I cannot 
Speak authoritatively on the subject, but have myself no 
doubt of his right to do so. Our steamer left Nipegon on the 
morning of Tuesday, the 30th of July, and ran direct for the 
Sault, where we had a repetition of our former bad luck fish- 
ing, and, having again ran down the rapids, we laid aside our 
tackle, satisfied that after Nipegon all else would be stale, flat 
and unprofitable. Piscavor. 

Steamer Keweenaw, Auy. 2, 1878, 

fish Luling. 
FISH NEWS FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Mr. Sam, Webber, one of the New Hampshire Fish Com- 
mi:sioners, writes from Manchester, September 7 : 

The young salmon which were introduced in May, ‘76, were 
very plenty last year, and had not all gone to salt water Jast 
July. We have built a new fishway at the Amoskeag Falls in 
this city, with a very easy slope—about one foot in fourteen— 
s0 that any fish can ascend it easily. Salmon have been seen 
here at intervals all summer in the pools below the fall, and 
many of them have undoubtedly gone up, One, estimated at 
Twenty pounds, a week ago—August 31—and Commissioner 
Powers has secured several at the hatchery above Plymouth. 
We expect to get more when the fall rains come to start them 
up, as there was quite u large run in October last year. The 
mill owners at Nashua have just completed two first-class 
fishways on the Brackett plan, over the dams on the Nashua 
River in that city, which will give the salmon access to the 
upper waters of that river in Lancaster and Olinton, Mass., 
where the fry haye been placed by the Massachusetts Conimis- 
missioners. The road to the Pemigewasset River is’all clear 
for the salmon, and next year we expect to provide fishways, 
80 that the shad which we put in last summer can return to 
Lake Wirnepesaukee. <All the evidence we can collect points 
to 4 two-years residence of the parr and smolts in fresh water, 
after which they go to the sea, returning as 8-pound fish the 
fourth year. Most of those scen in 1877 weighed from 7 to 8 
pounds, and must have been of the planting of 1873, as there 
were none put in the Merrimack in 1874, the fry of that year 
having all been placed in the Connecticut. A few larger fish 
of last year may be referred to the planting of 1872. The 
same holds good this year, while the main run of those seen 
have been from 12 to 14 pounds, with a few larger ones. I, 
for one, have no faith in the theory that salmon increase in 
‘weight with such enormous rapidity in salt water, that a smolt 
of } or $ of a pound can go down to salt water one season and 
return a 10-pound fish the next. 
We have ordered from the U. 8. Fish Commission 250,000 

ova of the Salmo quinnat (not of California shad, as some of 
the papers have it) which we hope to hatch successfully and 
divide between the Merrimack River and one of the larger 
Jakes, wishing to see if they will naturalize in fresh water, as 
they have in California. We also expect from Mr. Stone 
some of the ova of the McCloud River trout, and have ar- 
ranged with Mr. Atkins for 100,000 landlocked salmon spawn. 
Massachusetts will probably provide alot of California ova, 
aud we have 150 fine brook trout weighing from $ to 2 pounds 
each, so that we expect to fill our hatching boxes this winter 
‘with 600,000 ova of various species of the salmo family, If 
the Connecticut Legislature will pass proper close laws and 
allow the fish to return up the river of that name, we will put 
part of one hatch in the upper waters of that stream. 

Black bass fishing has been yery good this season in some 
of our ponds, while in others, either from want of food or 
some other cause unknown, most of the fish appear to have 
escaped and gone down into the rivers, but Sunapee Lake, 
Wakefield, Milton, and Northwood ponds have afforded fine 
fishing. 

of pe a 

SETH GREEN ON EELS, 

¥ 

‘Enitor Forest AND STREAM: 
I see by the papers that some party has seen spawn in cels, 

and another party has seen young eels born. One or both of 
these parties are mistaken, Iam going to let them fight it 
out, and it may be that some one will take up the fight and 
use up the conquerer. I see my name mixed in with all the 
articles, and I think it my duty to let the people know what I 
have said, I said T had opened thousands of ¢cels, and I had 
opened and exaniined them nearly every day in the year, and 
had never found any young ecls or spawn in them except in 
their stomachs, All 1 ever said was that I did not know how 
they bred. I may have said some time that they might be hy- 
brids, but I never said they were; and the reason I did not 
say they were hybrids is because I did not know. If an eel 
had a row of spawn like other fish she would haye a row after 
she had done spawning. Thesac that contains the spawn 
is left, and in three weeks if is healed up and is as perfect as 
it was before the fish sppwned. The sack alter spawning is 
so small that people do not notice if. Itisabout one fiftieth 
part as large as it was before she cast her spawn. Fish carry 
these egos for years. When they are put under a magnifier 
they can be seen of seyen dilferent sizes, Those bearest to be 
cast oul are the largest, then there are immature eggs, which 

Roouesten, Sept. 4, 1878. 

diminish inside. There may be as many as seven of these 
distinct formations. Some fish begin to breed when they are 
two, and some three and four and five years old. Now, sup- 
pose a fish is five years old and it breeds seven years, that 
would make it twelve years old. That would take it through 
the prime of its life, and fish may he like animals, and their 
breeding stops when they have passed the prime of {heir life. 
Uens have a deposit of eggs for days; fish hava for years. 
Hens lay one egg a day and fish lay one baich of eggs per 
year. If eels spawn 1 do not think it would take long to find 
that out, for the roe sack is always there after the fish haye 
Spawned. 

I have said that I thought they breed in the ocean, because 
J haye always seen them coming up the fresh water streams 
when they were not larger than a small needle, and when they 

‘They do not go up in 
the sheet of water, but on the rocks, the same as an angle 
worm would go up any wet surface, and I think that 1s the 

The reason 
is because they get so large hy the time they arrive at Niagara 

off. T believe if 
Niagara Falls were within one hundréd miles of the ocean that 

J haye never seen or heard 

are that size they can go up any falls. 

reason that there are no eels in the upper lakes. 

Falls that their weight causes them to drop 

young eels would go over them. 
of an eel being caught five hundred miles from the ocean that 
was nol, over six inches long and his body as large as a pipe 

am stem. These facts are what I base my opinion on. 
anxious to know how eels breed, and will send the firsf man 
a draft on New York for five dollars, and pay express charges, 
that will cend me an eel with young eels in it that bred there, 
or an ec] that has aroe of spawn in it. Yours, 

Sain GReEen. 

Mr. Green’s idas about eels are very good and sound, and 

his explanation why eels are not fonnd above the falls of Ni- 

agara is quite plausible. 
——— 

—Hels in Michigan, thanks to the work of the Commis- 
In nearly every place where they sioners, are quite plentiful. 

have been deposited they have grown and multiplied, 
$+. + —. 

Tse LupLtow Trour Co.—This association is prepared to 
Ad- sell trout and salmon egg and fry at reasonable prices. 

dress B. Freeburg, Supt., Ludlow, McKean Co., Pa, 

diatural Histore. 

AN EXTINCT ANIMAL. 

Eprtorn Forest ann Srrwane : 
Tn the ‘‘New Annual Register,” of 1781, there is an '* Ac- 

count of some particular animals in Connecticut,” purporting 
to be taken from the * General History of Connecticut.” Pre- 
cisely when this ‘* General History’ was published, or what 
degree of credibility it was entitled to 1 am unable to say ; but 
in this ‘‘ account” is the following catalogue of animals which 
bad their habitat in that State, which I transcribe in the words 
of the History: : 

** There are only two small parks of deer in Connecticut ; 
but plenty of rabbits, bares, gray, black, striped and red squir- 
reéls, otters, minks, raccoons, weazcls, foxes, whappernockers, 
woodchucks, cubas and skunks. The following descriptions 
of the four last mentioned animals may Le new to the reader,” 

I shall, for want of space, omit the description of the wood- 
chucks and skunks, as containing little thatis novel, and 
shall pass over the account of the whappernocker with the 
simple remark that he was somewhat bigger than a weazel, of 
a beautiful brown color, exceedingly wild and untamable, and 
carried a fur of so fine a quality that muffs made of it sold for 
forty guineas apiece ; but the description of the cuba is so in- 
teresting that | transcribe the quaint original : 

‘©The cuba I suppose to be peculiar to New Hneland, The 
male is of the size of a large eat, has four long tushes sharp 
asa razor, is very active in defending himself and, if he has 
the first blow, will spoil a dog before he yields. His lady is 
peaceable and harmless, and depends for protection upon her 
spouse; and, as he has more courage than prudence, always 
attends him to moderate his temper. She sees danger and he 
fearsit not. She chatters at him while he is preparing for 
battle ; and, if she thinks the danger is too great, she runs to 
him and clings about his neck, screamthg her extreme distress; 
his wrath abutes and by her advice they fly to their caves. In 
like manner, when he 1s chained, and irritated into the great- 
est rage by an impertinent dog, his lady, who is never chained, 
will fly about his neck: and kiss him, and in half a minute re- 
store him to calmness, 

“ Heig very tender of all his family, and never forsakes 
them till death dissolves their union. What father shows the 
magnanimity of this little'animal? Henever manifests the least 
anger toward his lady, though I have often seen her extremely 
loquacious and, a8 I guessed, impertinent to him. How hap- 
py would the rational part of creation become if they would 
but follow the example of these irrational beasts! I the more 
readily suppose the cuba to be peculiar to New England, not 
only from my never having yet seen the creature described, 
but also on account of its perverse observance of carnival and 
neglect of careme.” 

It is to be observed that the writer does not furnish any 
description of the color, appearance and personal habits of 
the cubs, by which we may compare him with other animals, 
or determing whether he is now really extinct, further than 
that he “‘is of the size of a large cat and has four long tushes 
sharp asa razor.” I was tolerably familiar with the fauna 
of New England fifty years ago; but I think the cuba will 
have to be identified by somebody older than Tam. Ishould 
suspect that the author of the ‘‘ General History of Connecti- 
cut” had been made a victim of by some one accustomed to 
draw the long bow, but that he claims to have seen the ani- 
mal he describes and to have himself witnessed the exhibition 
of those admirable moral qualities ascribed to the cuba. 

There are said to be grains of truth in the sources of all the 
myths that inwrap human beliefs and current social systems. 
And I hope there are savants among your readers who, from 
the facilities of age and uccurate observation, or of extended 
reading, may be able to identify, by the above description, the 
very curious New England animal whose example is held up 
for imitation by the “rational part of creation.” 

Milwaukee, Aug., 1, 1878. Gro. W. Crarman, 
0 

MULE DEER. 

Enrtor Forgsr ayp SrReaar: 
TI notice in your issue of the 29th of August that a hunter 

expresses an ‘‘indignant protest" in the Rocky Mouvtain 
News against the liberty Eastern naturalists haye taken in re- 

christening, as he sypposes, C. maerofis, calling it the mule 
deer instead of the black-tailed deer, the name hy which it ig 
known in that region. A little attention to the history of 
this nomenclature will show the hunter that the rechristening 
was done in the mountains, when it was ¢alled black-tailed 
deer, This deer, so far as we have any wrilten record, was 
first discovered by Lewis and Clark in 1504, They first called 
itthe black-tailed deer, till Lhey discovered C. cohumiianus in 
1805, when they abandoned this name for macrotis, and gaye 
it the name of mule deer, giving the former name to the 
Columbia deer, and they thereafter adhered to the name of 
mule deer except in one solitary instance, When on their 
return in 1806 they procured their last specimen, which they 
brought home, they called it the mute deer, which is the last 
time they mentioned it in their journal. According to every 
rule of propriety and practice, they, as the first discoverers, 
had the right to name it, especially if they proposed an appro- 
priate name. The enormous ears of the animal sugested 
the name and vindicate its propriety, while there is a mani- 
fest impropriety in calling it black-tailed deer, when the 
entire tailis white except the black pencil at the end—a 
much larger proportion of the tailis while’ than black. On 
the Columbia deer all the yisible part of the tai! is black, and 
hence the appropriateness of that name for it. The Colum- 
bia deer has never been known liy any other name. I submit, 
then, that the hunters of the Rocky Mountains did not act 
wisely when they rechristened this deer, viving it an inappro- 
priate name, and one which properly belonged to another and 
yery distinct species. From necessity this new name could 
never become universal, for on the Pacific slops, where both 
these deer occupy the same range, it must be known by its 
old name to ayoid unutterable confusion. It seems to me that 
the hunters of the Rocky Mountains should desire to be able 
to conyerse intelligibly with their brethren on the western 
slope on this subject; but this is impossible so long as they 
Telain this misnomer, Audubon and Bachman, Prof. Baird 
and all other authorities, so far as | know, have followed the 
names given to these two species of deer by their original 
discoverers, and in doing this it never oreurred to them that 
they were rechristening this Rocky Mountain deer. The 
question of names I deem an important one, if language is to 
be used to convey an identical idea in all parts of the country, 
Already great confusion and misunderstanding has arisen 
from this misnomer, and I really think the sooner it is aband- 
oned the better. J. D. Caron. 

Ottawa, Lli., Sept, 4. 

taal 

Avr toe AguaRreM.—lIt is kind of comforting to look at an 
alligator nursery, a whole batch of the darlingist little gators 
you cin clap your eyes on, “pretly enough,” asa strong-minded 
lady who lookedat them said, *‘to kiss.” Dr. Dorner is their 
foster mother. The Doctor improvised a bed for the eggs, 
brought up the température wlth borse manure, watered 
them, and in eleven weeks the little things chipped the shell. 
Of thirty-six eggs thirty-five alligators were born, One ege 
Was cut open to see how the incubating performance was 
getting along. Now the secret Dr. Dorner may claim as his 
own is the use of the watering pot to sprinkle the bed wilh 
and keep the eggs moist. One of the little things when 
handled showed exceeding obstinacy. He would not open 
his mouth to show his teeth. When foree2 to do so he gaye 
faint squeals which could be distinctly heard. Little alliga- 
tors aré very much in request fur aquaria, and as now the 
whole rationale of raising them has been found ont, the 
aquarium can enter the market with epring alligators on de- 
mand. A saunter through the aquarium discloses many new 
features. The electric eels look in fine condition. There 
fine specimens are quile os large as the tank, and seem go 
comfortable and contented that there can be no doubt but that 
they are storing up all the time whole loads of electricity. 
For eels they are quite handsome, the bottom of the head and 
neck being of rich salmon color inclining to crimson. When 
the eels are to be let intoone of the ponds in the aquarium 
with a Bleecker street car horse has not yet been arranged as 
to time. Dr. Kohn is busy educating his two pets, Saets and 
Bohita, the hippopotomi. These two brutes, solid 400 pounds. 
of India-rubher, are in splendid condition. ‘The fine order 
they are in arises from the egg-nog (less the liquor in it) 
which they absorb every morning, their breakfast, being 10 
quarts of milk with 10 eggs in it for cach of them. At the 
word of command the hippo’s smile. It is a smile covering 
about an area of four square feet, when the growing fushes 
and any amount of tongue and jaw can be seén. The Doctor 
says they are fast becoming gentle, though they willsnap likea 
bulldog at times. It is doubtful whether they are very sensi- 
ble animals. AJl their heads seem devyoled to seeing, hearing, 
eating and keeping out the wuter, therefore the brain recepta- 
cle must be smajl, The peculiar valves in the nostrils are 
curiously constructed, As soon as apples are ripe the young 
hippos will be fed with some as u desert after their mash of 
bread and bran. Should a baby hippo get a colic what a sad 
thing it would be, and what gallons of paregorie would have 
to he poured down! The two chimpanzees seem to be all 
Tight, but, poor creatures, the winler 1s coming, and it is 
doubtfal whether they will live, ‘lhe most melancholy thio 
we know of is to see alanguid chimpanzee munching a cold 
boiled potato. Que especially, the red-haired monkey, is said 
1o be u etriking likenessof Kearney, though itis the seal which 
pools its issnes.” The grand coming feature of the aqua- 
rium is the advent of Professor Herrman, the great prededizis- 
tateur, who will do all kinds of impossible things. This 
wizard will commence to astonish people on the 18th of this 
month, 

——— 

Youna or rae tise Ray.—Sarasta Bay, Fla,, Aug. 19, 
1878.—Hditor Forest and Stream: I notice in recent numbers 
several items relating to the development of the young of the 
sting-ray, Tygon cenirurus, or, in the yernacular, sting-a-ree. 
I am happy to be able to give a littleinformation as to the 
time of the year when the young are found alive in them, as 
one of your correspondents states that he had only found them 
in the spring, although the fishermen stated they were also 
found in the fall, I was at Cedar Keys the 21st of last month, 
and while my sloop was lying at the wharf a number of men 
and boys came down lo enjoy tle fishing ou the incoming 
tide. Among the catch was a sting-ray, some eighteen or 
twenty inches across, which soon after being Janded on the 
wharf gaye birth to three live young, about one-third as broad 
as the old one. Assoon aa this fuct waa reported ta me I 
hastened up the wharf intending to secure the family for the 
Smithsonian or U. 5. Museum, but was unfortunately too. 
Jate, as the young man and brother who caught them, in re- 
yenge for a slight sting from the old one, had mutilated every 
one 60 thoroughly that [ doubted of they could be made of any 
use for scientific purposes, He ssid the young were all very 
lively and flopped about as muchas the old one, and as far ag 
I could observe they were a8 completely developed. Upon 
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his point I would state further that while becalmed just back 
from Long Boat Inlet several years ago, and as near as I can 
remember it must have been in August or September, I drove 
my lily-iron completely through a sung ray, which must have 
been at least four feet across the wings or back, The harpoon 
toggled on the under side, so there was no chance for it to 
draw, and the fish was so powerful that it drew my boat 
around quite lively for several minutes, when, with the help 
‘of the throat halliards, T hoisted it on deck. Just before it 
was fairly balanced on the rail, three young ones, some six or 
eight inches across, escaped from the vent, fell into the water 
‘and fluttered away as lively as though they had been there be- 
fore. I cnt the large one open to secure the liver for oil, but 
did not discover any more young, Mason SARAsora. 
1 

Do Fish Hear?—lM>r. Mditor : One day last summer I 
went snapper fishing, and while waiting for a bite watched 
the thousands of young menhaden playing around my boat. 
Suddenly there caine the report of a gun, discharged in the 
woods, at least 5, mile distant, At once every fish disappeared. 
This occurred seyeral times, and if the little ‘‘ Jersey Sar- 
dines” did not hear the gun, what made them dive? hile 
on this subject, I will add that having read in ‘* Domesti- 
cated Trout ” that the speckled gentlemen and ladies refused 
to eat during the spawning time, to test the matter I took 
spawn from « trout, placed her in the water, then threw some 
of her own eggs in front of her nose, and she at once swal- 
jowed them, Tomas CLAPHAM. 

Roslyn, D. I, Sept. 1. 
—— ms 

A Tarer-Leqgep Woonoocr.—Mr. Sutherland has called 

our attention to a three-legged woodcock which tured up 

among a lot of birds. Unfortunately the careless cook, 
who was not on the look out for duse@ nature, had the plumes 
off of philohela. The third lez was independent of the two 

natural apendages, had toes and claws, buf was evidently 

more for ornament than for use, Now, if nature wants to 

play freaks of this character, why don'tshe construct a wood- 
cock with two heads, or make a eanvas back duck witha 
supplementary breast ? 

ee 

Tur Sruaninc an Anonovy.—This liftle fish; so plentiful 

on our shores, and so often used for bait, Professor Goode 

and Dr. Tarleton Bean declare to be a species of anchoyy, 
Hngraulis vitaitus, and differs but slightly from the #. encrasi- 
eholus, the European variety. The very long name the little 

European fish has is 4 trunslation of gall-tinctured, because of 

some peculiar bitterness in a badly cleansed fish, Spearing 

haye become somewhat notorious of late in our waters, as they 

haye been sold for white bait, which latter fish they do not at 
all resemble. 

st 
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An Eyenisn Rayen oN THE War Pata.—Danville Junc- 
ion, Me., Aug. 29.—Mr. Hditer : I brought a fine raven from 

_Shefiield, England, four years ago, and he has just commenced 
to talk this summer, speaking the words Rossie, Sophy, 
Warren, names in my family, and saying, ‘* How are ye ?” 
quite plainly, and very loud and distinct, but he is a savage 
“brat,” and don’t turn out for anything, having killed a 
pair of ruffed grouse, a bittern, and # beaver forme. ~ 

M. W. C. 
— += — 

ARRIVALS AT THH CINCINNATI ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN UP TO Serr, 1 
1875.—One Liama, Lame peruana, born in garden; one chimpanzee, 

Troglodytes niger, Wepozited by Messrs. ©. Reiche & Bro.; one alligator, 
A. mississipiensis, presented by HK. J. Higgins ; one macaque monkey, 

Macacus cynomolyas, burn in garden; three passenger pigeons, Eefepistes 

migratorius, hatched in garden; one canary, Serinwus canarius, pre- 

sented by Dr. Zipperlin; two silver pheasants, Buplocarnus nycthemerus, 

hatched in "garden; four English pleagatts, Phasiagnus colehicua, 

Hatched in garden; two hog deer, Cervus porcinus ; oe Hqnine deer, 

Cervus equinua; two spotted hyenas, Hyena crecuba, presented by A, 

Erkenbriecher; two olive weayers, Hyphautornis capensis, hatched in 

garden; ofe great egret, Ardew egretia, purchased; two ditto, pre- 

Rented 5 two giratles, Camelopardalis girajfa ; two jaguars, Melis onca } 

two weeper capuchin, Cebus capucinus ; two brown capuchius, Cebus 

Jatuellus ; two white-throated capuchins, Cebus hypoleueus ; one great 

kangaroo, Macropus gigantea: two Stanley cranes, Tetrapteryx payra- 

disea ; one King vulture, Gyhapus papa ; one blue and yellow macaw, 

Ava arwena, purchased. H. VP. INGALIS, Sup’t. 
ns 

ARHIVALS A’ THD PHINADELPOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN, PAlnMouNT 
PARK, FoR Two Weeks, AUGUST 27.—One pine anake, Pitugphia melano 
leweus, presented; one woodchuck, A. monaz, presaute; one Am, 

robin, Turdus migratorius, do.; one snake, Coluber vulpinus, dv.; one 

kangaroo rat, Hypsiprymnius rufescens, born in Garden; voe ereyt 

horned ow], Bubo virginianus, presented. 

Che Kennel. 
HOW POYNINGS SOLD HIS DOGS. 

Eprror Pormst anp Stream: 

Will you allow me to tell an apparently simple yet complex 

story ? I was the owner of a small kennel, some fiye pointers 
and setters, wilh a half dozen youngsters. With time and 

Means at my dispozal I had carefully selected my stock. All 

my dogs had been exhibited, and had secured a fair amount 
of prizes. I had taken great pride in my kennel, when ques- 

tions of health required my seeking a milder climate. 1 beg 

to state this fact quite distinctly as the sole reason for my 
wanting to sell my dogs. I advertised my dogs in the Forres 
AND STREAM AND top anp Gun. My stock must have had a 

fair reputation, or your paper must reach all over the country, 
for one week after the insertion of my advertisement letters 
came pouring on me like a deluge. My prices, which had 
been fully announced, I had determined not to abate a penny, 
First I may remark that many letters I received intimated that 
the figures I had fixed were very well for an asking price, 
but what was the money I really did intend to take for them 

dogs?” Occasionally a letter would come in which I was 
soundly berated for asking such an insignificant sum for my 

choicest dogs, the tone of these epistles indicating that I was 
a bear in the dog market, and vowing vengeance on me for 
my intention to break down the business, Need I remark 
that the general spelling and get up of the majority of the 
letters were of the worst kind? Someiimes my correspondents 
would abuse me. I was told thatf{my dogs were not worth a 
cent, that the prizes I had won were due to favoritism. That 
on the oceasion of such and such a show I must have remem- 
bered ‘ that a dog, the second to the leftfrom your (my) poor 
mangy brute, which was nothing butascrub, was a handsome 
dog, and, 88 money and not brag was the thing, that he (A. B.) 
would bet his dog or dogs against mine, to take them in the 
field and try them, and if my (A. B.'s) wasn’t the better, why 
you (1) might take his\dog. If I wanted to,” this individual 
continued, ‘put up money, there was a crowd as would back 
him to the amount of $1,000, I had only to send my dog or 
dogs to him, and I might expect on their haying a fair show- 
ing.” One very impudent person intimated to me that there 
was a ring which would prevent my selling my dogs unless 
through his intermedium. ‘‘Just clap on $100 on your price 
and give me #50 for commission, and I can sell them, Send 
me $5 at wurst for expenses | may beat.” 1 might have kept 
a photographic establishinent, and would not then have been 
enabled to keep up the demand for dog pictures. As to the 
offers to swop, they were of the most varied kind. One 
whole-souled gentleman offered me one-tenth share in an 
oyster smack sailing out of New York, another a whole 
arsenal of second-hand fowling pieces, with revolver thrown 
in; areal estate owner offered a quarter section in Texas. 
The barter of my good dogs for worthless ones was 
apparently a determined point on the part of many of my 
correspondents. Pedigrees of dogs, which were tissues of 
lies from beginning to end, were sent tome. Of course, as I 
did not want dogs, good or bad, for such letters T had a ready 
Teply. I am shocked to state that more than one attempt was 
made by persons who called themselyes gentlemen to induce 
the man who had charge of my dugs to allow my stud animals 
to serve withont my consent or knowledge. I never could 
have imagined that so much annoyance could haye arisen 
from the simple desire on my part to sell my dogs. Some per - 
sons who would offer me half of what I asked, and which I 
politely declined, left my presence in great anger and spread 
the rumor that I had failed and that I was forced ty sell ont 
all I had, eyen to my watch and chain. As impudent an of- 
fer as I had was from one individual, who, after writing me 
six scrawls and coming to see the dozs a dozen times, at last 
made the following propos.tion: ‘‘ Ten dollars cash, ten dol- 
Jars at the end of the week, and the rest in notes at three and 
six months.” One constant offer was for a party to take my 
best dog and to pay me half of what he would win for the 
next two years in bench shows, and one puppy from eyery 
litter of his get. Long letters of eight and ten pages, with a 
single postage stamp on them, when two and three were requi- 
site, would come in eyery day. I had some idea of securing 
a secretary or of employing a dog broker. At last i came 
across my man. In ten minutes my price was accepted, the 
money wis paid, and I really was so pleased that 1 had not 
come in contact with a dickerer, or a suspicious man, or a 
party that wanted to overreach me, and was so satisfied that 
my favorites would be in good hands, that, in the exuberance 
of my heart, I presented that gentleman with a choice puppy, 
With my young stock I had quile as much tronble. The lot 
were not quite four months old, but singularly healthy and 
likely puppies. yverybody seemed to want them in their 
peculiar way. ‘* Would I take dollars for them, and 
deliver them in six months or in eight months?” The price 
mentioned was below my figures, and I was 16 guarantee that 
the dogs would be alive in some months to come. Attempts 
to oyerreach me in every possible way were apparent. 1 was 
telegraphed to by unknown persons to send at once to some 
out-of-the-way station in New Jersey a brace of my pups, the 
most likely, and by return mail a post office order would 
reach me. One most annoying character was a woman—pos- 

po 

a 

parrot and ten free tickets to the leading theatres in New 
York for he coming season, the opera included, I think if 
my mau had not watched this woman closely she would hive 
taken away one of the little dogs under her shawl. At lust 
Baltimore, Philadelphia and Albany tools my puppies at ex- 
actly my figures, and after one month of really hard work, 
oyer which J have had many a laugh, my dog mart 1s closed. 
I do not wish, however, to have such another experience. 
New York, July 30, 1878. PoyninGs. 

a 

Dogs anp vHE Customs.—One would suppose by this 

time that the Custom house people understood their business, 

and that the question of duties on animals imported for breed- 

ing had been definitely settled, Last week Mr. William 
Astor had sent over a apuple of blood hounds by the steamer 

St. Laurent, which took two whole days before they could be 
cleared. After the not yery comfortable durance dogs are 
put to on a steamer, Owners are often very anxious 1o get 
their dogs on land. Such delays are then very stupid and 
uncalled for. In fact our American method of collecting 

duties is of the most unsatisfactory character. Bound up and 

twisted in red tape, difficult to understand, it is mos\ly out of 

the power for a person unacquainted with the routine of the 

office to clear his goods, All U. $8, Custom House ordinance 
are impossible and onerous, when it becomes absolutely neces- 

sary that a new party, a Custom House broker, must be em- 

ployed to carry ont the simplest business with the office. 
oh UR SS Of 

“ Spron,’—Hditor Forest and Stream; In your paper of 
September 5 I read with pleasure, mixed with sorrow, a letter 
from ‘' Podgers.’’ I was pleased that he wishes to shake with 
me, and Jam with bim in his sorrow at the death of poor 
little Prince. I lost, many years ago, before the war, a black 
and tan terrier bitch that I had raised from a puppy. She 
was digging after rats one night, and a heavy sill which she 
had undermined fell on her, We found her early in the morn- 
ing under the sill, and took her out. There was no bone 
broken that we could find, but she pined away and died ina 
few weeks. ‘*Podgers’” sud story about little Prince took 
me back to the times when I would pat and talk to Spice and 
the poor thing would wag her stump of a tailand thank me 
formy sympathy. Shedid not seem to suffer much and 
could walk a little, but nothing could bedone to save her life, 
When I shall be at home again I know that my friends, Don 
and Punch, will be quite happpy, which they are not now ; 
for my servant, who has charge of them, wriles that ‘they 
don’t look happy at all. With a hearty shake of the hand 
for friend *' Podgers,” Iam yours, etc., G. L. A, 

Newport, R. I, Sepd., 9, 1878, 
a 

sibly of the dog sisterhood—who offered me for my pup & 

St. Pac. Benon SHow.—An unaccountable delay in the 

mail has obliged us to defer the account of this exhibition un-_ 
til next week. 
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Dod Items In axp Anousp Derror.—Detreit, Sept. 7.— 
Mrs. General Custer has presented to O. HE. Mason, of this 
city, the brace of imported Scotch staghounds, Swift and 
Tuck, giyen to the late General Custer by a Scotch nobleman, 
These dogs gave chase to a deer of Mr. Mason’s at his country 
seal one day last week. Mr. Mason’s setter bitch whelped 8 
puppies a few weeks ago. They are by Jos. Cook's Prince 
Rob, who 1s out of N. Dodge's field trial setter bitch Rose, by 
Pilkington’s Rufus, Prince Rob being imported ém utera 
This dog was short lived, he having escaped from his owner's 
premises and running wild was corncred in the basement. of a 
church, and parties reporting the dog rabid, he was shot by a 
policeman. He is a great loss to Mr. Cook, being thoroughly 
broken and a dog of great promise. J. G. Price, of this city, 
has presented one each to A. J. Rogers and S, F, Whilman, 
of this city, very fine pointer bitches out of his imported 
pointer bitch Fannie, hy E. H. Gillman's lemon and white 
pointer dog Dash. Charles K. Ward, of this city, has sold 
the black and tan beagle biteh whelp Juno to Wenstll Jack, 
Watertown, Wis, Drv. 

ie ne ee ee 

Importep Irish Fox Hounns—S¢t. Dennis, Md., Sept. 6.— 
Kditoy Forest and Stream: The three couples of Irish fox 
hounds sent as a present to the Hlkridge Fox Huniing Olnb, 
from the kennel of Mr. Moore, Ireland, arrived here to-day, 
just having come from the steamer OCuspian, of the Allan 
line. They were in fine condition, and are Jarge, well built, 
museular dogs, and scars go to show that some of them are 
not unacquainted with foxes, They were taken to the kennel 
of the club on the Sth. I annex their names and pedigrees ; 
Barbara—Black and white bitch, ny Lord Portsmouth’s 

Bondeman out of his Frantic (ears rounded). 
Racer— White dog with brown and tan spots, by Mr. Wat- 

son’s Singer out of Lord Donerarte’s Rosary (ears rounded. ) 
Frailty—White bitch with brown spots, by Lord Water~ 

ford’s Paragon out of bis Tablible (ears rounded). 
Prophet—Black and white dog, by Lord Waterford's Nestor 

out of Blankney Primrose. 
Vigilant—Tan and white dog, by Blankney Vanquisher 

out of Lord Waterford’s Giddy. 
Relish—Tan bitch, by Lord Portsmouth’s Ranger ont of 

his Remedy. 
The ears of Prophet, Relish and Vigilant are not rounded. 

+->+——___—_—_—_—— 

Nasuyitoe Frenp Trrats —Our Nashville, Tenn., corres- 
pondent writes us that Mr. Clark Pritchell, Secretary of the 
Tennessee Sportsmen's Association, bas began work on the 
necessary preparations for th» field trials to tuke place there 
in December, and the association ave determined to make 
them as much of » success as they have formerly been. 

+8: = - 

Nor a Goop Joxz.—At a recent breakfast, given by the 
Trish Zoological Society, some one who had a collection of 
animals in charge related the following as a good joke: 
Being in strais for money, he had erossed a fine breed of 
Australian dingoes with Labrador water-dogs, and advertised 
splendid wateb-dig pups for sale. He suld them off at two 
yuineas a piece until their funds were agnin replenished, All 
went well while ihe dogs were pups, bul when the brutes grew 
up the wild strain of the sheep-killing blood burst out, and 
accouuts appeared in the newspapers of strange, wild-looking 
animals in Clare, Mayo and lioscommon slaughtering the 
sheep. There was a gentlemaninthe room who kuew a 
farmer, twelve of whose shvep had been killed by one of these 
valuable wateh-dogs. He said that, Jrom a» moral point of 
view, he ought to resign the post of secretary of the society, 
and had consulted a clerical friend on (he matter. The latter 
informed him that the case was a difficult one, not proyidéd 
for in the books, He thought, if the dcetor’s health allowed 
it, he might keep the placé some time longer, but advised him, 
as a friend, to retire from it some time befure death, to give 
time for repentance. 

i 

Does at A BARGATN.—An opportunity to secure a canine 
prize and to rescue a deserving dog from ignotle death is now 
offered to those interested, In the dog pound, foot of East 
Sixteenth street, this city, are a number ot good dogs of yari- 
ous breeds, which are for sale cheap, Jf not disposed of in a 
short time they will be drowned with the curs in the Hast 
River. 

ih ad 

Prynyrovat ror Fieas,—A correspondent suggests that 
dog owners should gather a supply of piennyroyal, Hedeoma 
pulegivides, before the frost kills it. Itis very useful as a 
remedy for fleas, and may be used as a bed in the kennel, 

re coe 

Deatri.—Mr. W. Moore, of Bloomfield, N. J., has lost his 
black white and tan dog pup Magregor by champion Rob 
Roy—Bess. 

4 Ss 

Dasn,—Sonie errors having inadyertently been printed as 
to Mr, 'T, A, Fowler’s Dash. we hasten to correct the’ same. 
Dash was winner of first prize in Bostou and vf second prize 
in class 12, champion pointers over 50 lbs,, in New York show. 
The dog was hought, not for Mr. Jobn Gibb, but for John 
Gill, of the firm of J. and G. H. Gull, of Orange. 

- — 

Names Crsimmp,—lL. F. Whitman, Esq , of Detroit, Sept. 
8th, claims the name of Rose for his liver and white pointer 
bitch pup, out of J, B. Price’s imported bitch Fannie, by E, 
A. Gillman’s Dash, 

+ +— 

Crytiz.—Mr, Geo. Miller, of Jersey City, claims the name 
of Olytie for his liver and white cocker spanniel gyp, whelped 
May 13, 1878, out of F. N. Hall's Lou by Geo. Watson's Shot, 
wiuner of first at N. Y 1878. 

SN 

—Mr, E. D. Moss claims the name of Dandy for his cocker 
spaniel puppy, bred by Mr. Meloon, of Franklin, N, ¥. 
Puppy out of Dasy by Sam. 

r 

Gonp Mzpats w Paris.—To Louis MeMurray & Co., of 
Baltimore, Md., canned provisions. Burnham & Morrill, 
Portland, Maine, for canned provisions, 
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NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON. 

WO very good races were sailed by the yachis of the 
squadron on Saturday, August 24, at Halifax, a nice 8. 

W, breeze springing up shortly after 1 o'clock. There were 
two. entries for this race, the Seafoam, 26 tons, Captain Lar- 
com, R. A., and the Aldatross, 17 tons, Mr. D. Cronan, Both 
yachts carried main-gaff-topsails, but the Seafoam’s did not 
stand, and she had to hand it, trusting to her maintopmast 
staysail instead. The second gun gave the signal to start, 
when Aljatross stood straight for the line, crcssing it at 1h. 
14m. Seafoam made a board inshore on the port tack—a very 
judicious moye—and, tacking, crossed at 1h. 16m. 80s, Sea. 
foam Jaid right out, fetching within a cable’s length to lee- 
ward of the Automatic Buoy, when she tacked and rounded 
it, setting her topsail again, and increasing her already com- 
manding lead of the Albatross. The latter could not weather 
Mescher’s Beach Light, and went round on the port tack just 
inside of Horse Shoe Shoal buoy, standing on toward the 
western shore till she was in the Seafoam’s wake, when she 
stayed to starboard, but not laying up as close as Seafoam, 
had to make a longer board to round the Automatic Buoy. 
The two yachts now ran for Commissioner's Point Buoy. 
Albatross set a squaresail to port, but could not diminish the 
distance between herself and the leader, and had not rounded 
Commissioner’s when Séafoam passed the Lumber Yard a 
winner at 4h, 15m, 35s, 

Tn the sloops and yawls race Hebe and Westrel simply ran 
away from the fleet, making a match of it for the handsome 
first and second prizes. Mr. Yorston did not get round from 
Pictou in time with his yacht, the Svp, 10 tong, and much re- 
gret was felt at this by his fellow-members, but #%ona, the 
new yacht from Shelburne, made her first appearance in the 
racing lists and was beaten. The little Mditf sailed a plucky 
yace, but was entirely overmatched, and had no chance as soon 
as Point Pleasant was passed. ‘Till then, however, she held 
her own with the Psyche, Mystery and ions. The line was 
crossed in the following order: 

H, M, & 
Hebe, slp , 8 tons, J. B. Butler... ..ceveesseccecgaceneceescs aes, 1 27 40 
adith, gip., 5 tons, W- Atkinson.....,,..... vesqes Vel Rdeeeways cite 1 27 55 
Kestrel, y!., 15 tons, Vice-Com, WIC... .--.. es siee ee eetiawes L 2S 9G 
Mystery, sip., 4 tons, F.C. Sumichrast.......... cc seeeeceeserene 1 29 20 
Payche, slp,, 7 tons, Lt. Capel Cure, Q0GN, secee--«-+0--++- pesenes L934 
Fiona, alp,, tOMs, J. PYUSED. sccee esse eceseesecsnnes neaba stan ys 1 30 25 

Gaff-topsails and balloon jibs were set on every craft for the 
reach up to Commissioner's Point Buoy, Hele and Weaslre] at 
ouce singling each other out and rushing to the front in grand 
style. Psyche passed Mystery, and Fiona closed Up, but was 
dropped again before.the buoy was reached. All the yachts 
had to jibe here, and then hauled on a wind for the beat down 
to Mars’ Rock. Afystery was sadly, and quite unnecessarily, 
driven out of her course and blanketed by the government 
steamer Glendon. Fiona, which was astern, alone profited 
and got to windward of Mystery and Hadith, but not for 
long, as the cruiser soon screwed up again, after nar- 
rowly shaving George’s Island; J/ebe and Kestrel, mean- 
while, getting the first of the sea breeze, were laying 
over to it in the puffs and making along leg out of the harbor. 
The second division, composed of the Psyche, Mystery, Hadith, 
and #iond, in the order named, tacked successively when off 
MeNab’s and stood in for the western shore in the hope of 
getting a stronger Wind. Yona was the last to tack, and 
when she went about off the western land, weathered and 
passed the Hdith. Hebe rounded Mars’ Rock Buoy at 2:40 p. m., 
tollowed shortly after by Kestrel, both haying made a short 
“tack to get round, and getting the wind free on the reach to 
YThrom Cap Buoy, which they rounded shortly after the Sza- 
Joam, leading in the schooner race, passed up. They raced up 
10 and caught her, the pair of them sailing a most beantiful 
match all the way to Commissioner's Point Buoy and back to 
the finishing point at Lumber Yard wharf. ‘The four other 
sloops sailed a race of their own, Psyche a long way ahead of 
the Mystery and the latter as far ahead of the /ionaand Hadith. 
The race ended as follows: Hebe, 4h. 10m. 30s.; iestrel, 1h. 
1im. 40s, 

Hebe, therefore, sailed the course in 24 seconds less than 
Kestrel, and having to receiye an allowance of 7m, 2s. for dif- 
ference of tonnage, took the first prize by 7m. 25s,, the Aesérel 
taking second. 

Mr. Yorston arrived from Pictou on the following Monday, 
Angust 26, haying encountered headwinds all the way. Lis 
yacht, the Sup, isa sloop of ten tons, carrying a large and 
handsome mainsail. She is very broad and very shallow, ad- 
mirably adapted, in fact, for suiling in smooth water, but not 
the gort ot eraft to go crnising outside in. A race was gotten 
up tor her benefit, the champion ede, sloop, tons, Mr, J. E. 
Butler, and the Psycle, sloop, 7 tons, entering the lists against 
her. It was blowing a food breeze from $. when the three 
yachts were sent off at 1h. 52m. 10s, the Si leading across 
the line. Hebe went into first place, however, before they 
broke their tack under the island, and from that time steadily 
left the Pictou yacht, holding a better wind when closehauled 
and running faster wher going free. Psyche was early out of 
the race, which was unfortunately not finished, the wind fail- 
ing fast and leaving Hebe becalmed two hundred yards from 
ihe finishing line, Sp a very long way behind. It wus 7:10 
¥. M. When Slip gave up, followed by Hebe. 

The race for five-tonners, on Saturday, August 31, proved 
quite a success and resulted in an easy victory for Muta, built 
by Mr. J, Butler. The yachts had not gone tar before the 
breeze came from the W. and freshened up so much as to send 
them spinning over the course in yery quick time. Muia, al- 
though late in her start, caught up and passed Zdith, between 
whom and Zily there was subsequently a keen contest for 
second pluce, Running and reaching Haiti held her own 
with both other yachts, but elose hauled they gained on her, 
Muta especially, screwing ont to windward jn fine style. The 
yachts crossed gs follows: Mdith, sloop, 5 tuns, W. Atkinson 
Th. 41m. 84s.; azul, sloop, 6 tons, Lt. Hussey, R. B., 1h 4m, 
5p; Lily, sloop, 5 tons, W. H. Weeks, M. D., 1h. 45m. 2658. 

All carried mainbooms to port and spinnakers {o starboard, 

breeze failed and they had a turn at pickaxe drill on the long 
swell. The wind hauled to W., and M/wda, first noticing this, 
jibed her mainboom {o starboard and st once crept away from 
‘Lily and up to Hadith, who waited till the first puff of the 
new breeze jibed them before they realized the situation. 
Muta shoved her spinnaker as far forward as she could, butit 
did her little good; she should haye set it as a balloon-jib, 
when it would have done great service, dik shifted hera 
for asmall flying-jib, and lifted along in capital fashion a8 
the squalls increased. Auta and Lily then stowed spinnaker, 
the latter attempting to re-set her gaff-topsail, which she had 
handed, but failing to do so satisfactorily until after she had 
younded Ferry Buoy. 2uta was now down to the rail and 
close after thé leader, which jibed round Commissioner's buoy, 
as also did Lily—a mistake, for they were running by the lee, 
the wind having here hauled a ttifle more northerly, Muti 
kept her mainboom to starboard and collared Waith about half 
way across to Dartmouth, The time round Commissioner's 
Buoy was: Hdith, 2h. 9m. 23.5 Mata, 2h. 9m, 808; Lely, 2h. 
lm, 5s. 
Muda now wasbound to lead, and did so round Ferry huoy, 

jibbing at 2h. 18m. 163., while Adiik hauled her wind round 
it 11s. later, and Jily at Qh. 16m. 28s. The three were now 
close hanled for Point Pleagant, heading up all they could, 
Butler's little clipper steadily leaying the others and settling 
out to windward of them. i/uta’s crew now committed one 
of the most remarkable blundgrs possible. They Inffed her 
up all they could, screwed round Keed Rock buoy and then 
paid out mainsheet like wildfire, pointing her toward Asylum 
Hlagboat. This was ‘‘nuts” for Wdith and Lily as they kept 
right on for the proper mark, buf yells of warning from the 
squadron steamer soon apprised the three sagamores on board 
Muta of their mistake, and the way in which that mainsheet 
was hauled aft was a cautions ‘The blunder lost the leader a 
good half minute, but spite of it she managed to round 
Pleasant without breaking her tack, while both divi and 
Lily had to make a short hitch acroes the shoal to fetch clear. 
Tt should have been ‘up spinnaker” at once on board uta, 
but there was something wrong with the gear, and Ives was 
passed before the sail went up to the mast head, when, crack! 
down it came by the run, halliards cammied away. By this 
time Hadith bad jibed round Pleasant and was foaming along 
with a huge squaresail ballooning out to port. This helped 
her to diminish Afwta’s lead. At Commissioner's d/via only 
cold be timed at 8h. 30m. 10s., and from here, close hauled, 
she lengthened out her lead of #dith, while Lily greatly 
diminished the gap between that yachtand herself. The time 
ati the finish was: Auta, 3h, 46m. 3'7s.; Hdith, dh. 55m.; Lily, 
8h. 59m, 34s, Allowing for difference of time at start, Malis 
beat Mdith by 11m. 543., and Lily by 12m. 87s, Hdith beat 
Lily by 48s. only. Mutatookthepnze : 

tithe system ot allowing tor difference of time at start might 

well be reconsidered by the squadron, for its abolition would 
tend to promote the interest of a flying slart and to bring out 
the seamanghip of the racing crews, as cach would be anxious 

to secure the weather berth. ‘Che yachts, instead of crossing 

at long intervals, would be dispatched in a bunch, and as the 

time for tonnage is known it would be casy tor any yacht to 

tell whether she was or was not within her time of the next. 

The squadron wind up their racing season, the most brilliant 

yet known in Halifox waters, on Saturday, September 7, with 

4 race open to all rigs and classes. ea 
seven races this summer and haye had good entries eyery 

time, y 

which they have kept up the manly sport of yachting in 

cotian waters. 
a aia gs. st., 160 tons, J. T. Holson, Esq., Royal 

Mersey Yacht Club, arrived here on the 3d of September, 

from Montreal via Quebec and Labrador. She returms to 

Montreal about tha 101h, her owner residing there. 

Mr. Fraser has changed the naine of his new yacht from 

Lochnaga to Fiona. She is not as swift as Fyfe's clipper of 

that name. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Eueire Yaour Cros.—The regatta of the Empire Club of 

Harlem, N. Y., which had been postponed from June last, 

was sailed Thursday, Sept. 4, in a stiff southeast wind. 

Course from foot 104th st,, Harlem, through the Gate, pass 

between North and South Brother {slands, to and around the 

Gangway Buoy and return ; distance twenty-thvee miles, 

Start from an anchor, catamarans flying. While nigking for 
the starting line Hmme D capsized, the fourth-class thereliy 
losing oue of their most formidable competitors. The Many 

D likewise capsized before tue start. The yachts got away 
ag Under ; 

¥IFTH-ULASS OPEN BOATS, 
Length, Start. 

Wames. Owners, Tt, 1h, H. MM. 8. 
More DVN soa skies Al Wright «2+... 1 1 12 25 00 

Plug Ugly eevee s---- Danlel QOIMN esece verses dz 0a 12 265 00 

YOURTH-OLASS OPEN BOATS, 

RK OoUIns,.-.--s0nes+ FP TOWiticesessscccsseeee 19 OS 32 an oO” 

baw O'Bri€L.....- 1+ T Wersb@,...--....-.4-.. TD OW 12 30 600 

3 Gibgon.... 12 85 00 
aeateas 18 35 00 

12 «35 00 
Sophia Emmea,. 
Thwtle,..caseeees ‘A Conkly a... ve 

SEGOND-ULASS OPEN BOATS, 

Tnepeoter... 
Martha M ad 

. Rear-Com, Dull. 

CABIN BOATS, 

Cheater A Arthur......Messurer D Quinn 00 13 45 «(00 
Isabella Beam Jd Bivoevel......- (hy 12. 45 Ov 
diss... Ex-Uom, Dayls. i) 12 45 00 
Carioa  Ernimreiit 00 13 46 0 
Srraeréss....... A Gouklyo 33 00 12 45 «(OD 
James Tregarten,...,.Uhap. H MW Lynch .,..... a0 60 12 45 (UU 

CATAMAKANS, 
Tarantella.,,..--.<+.-0E Hmgnhes,.:..sscceceee. 31 06 12 68 25 
Join Gilpin, .-.s.ee=9 A Panickd;..<...+- Pre pet ety) 12 bt 30 

Minnie & Bella....--. ,GQeorgé Roahr........... 30 00 12 0G 5 

Nearly all had a reet down, Among the catamarans Zaran- 
tella ad it all her own way. She made a fortunate start aod 
was well ahead when the Gilpin carried away her irom bob- 
stay and had to run for home. The tide was on the last of 
the flood, and it was « beat up to the mark, The Collina got 
a knockdown, and Plug Ugly went to her assistance, both 
giving up the race, only@ora D. yemaining in her class and 
laking the prize after a walk over. Around the pangway, 
Tarantella led by nearly twenty minutes, Marti I. second, 
Katie third and the rest at short intervals, 7sadella Bean 
bringing up the rear. Catamaran Afinnve ui Bella gaye up. 
Why there should be such wide divergence between her and Mr. 
Hughes!’ cratt is & marvel, as (hey are both of the same length, 
nearly, and bhilton the same principles. On the run home 
booms were trimmed to starboard, Off Uhrogg’s Neck, Wadie, 
While shaking out her reet, was struck by a smart puit and 

Yhey have already sailed 

so that they deserve to be congratulated on the way in 

with gaff-topsails aloft, but they were barely across when the | turned turtle without further ado. Tha winners finished in 
the following time: Tarantella, 2h. 87m, 2353.; Martha I, 
3h. 59m.; Chester dA, Arthur, 4h. 9m,; Sophia Hmrna, Ab, 
22m,; O'Brien, 4h, 21m. 308,, and Gorm D., 5h. 19m. 158. 
Marthe M,, was awarded the prize for making the fastest 
time in the jib und mainsail class. The catamaran at times 
reached 15 miles on the run home with the wind abeam. 
Crantence ro Steam Yaonvs.—Mr, F. Hughes, owner of 

the catamaran 7'araztella, will match his cratt ageinst avy 
steam yacht oyer a ten-mile course for $1,000 a side, both 
vessels to be timed and given five chances over the course; the 
fastest time to take the money, 
Bounp For Froripa.—The Hmdassadress, schooner, Mr. 

Wm. B. Astor, is fitting out at City Island for her annual 
cruise South. 

Goop SEAMANsuIr,—The manner in which Go's canvas 
Was managed on the recent cruise of the N. Y. ¥. 0. calls for 
decided commendation on our part. Her crew were tidily 
dressed in uniform and ready for ‘‘inspection” at any time, 
while her canvas was handled quickly and with more show of 
good seamanship than aboard most the other yachts. She 
was sailed in a way creditable to her skipper and owner alike. 
We understand that Oo and Peerless are soon to sail a mateh 
race in metropolitan waters, 

Ooxzanto Yaout Cioz,—The Oceanic Yacht Olub, of Jersey 
Cily, have elected new officers as follows :—Commodore, 
George Smith; Vice-Commodore, J. C. Cockrell ; Secretary, 
John Fackiner; Treasurer, Louis Heller; Méssurer, Jolin 
Demarest; President, James J. Reid, 

Pavonra Yaour Onus.—The sixteenth annnal regatla of 
this club was sailed off Lafayette, N. J,, Aug, 29. Course 
from Murphy’s club house, through channel between Ellis and 
Bedloe’s Islands, thence to Robbins Reef buoy, thence to 
huoy No. 16 off Coney Island Point and return. Third-class 
yachts went around Robbins Reef buoy only and return, suil 
twice oyer. Won by VY, 2. #oler in first-class, $h. 27m. 
25s., beating Clara 8., Annie Getsel, Fulton, Mechanic, and 
Frou-Frou. In second-class by Addis Taylor in $h. 33m, 
37s., beating the Holmes, O. K. and Prospect. In third-olass 
by Uhe Brothers in 2h. 64m. 34s., beating the Hagan, Wussie, 
Liobin, Nellie Shaw and Shaughraun. 

Nanasser YAcur Crvs.—WMr. Hditer: This club will give 
one more regatta, in September, for a silk pennant and the 
championship of the elub. Open to all cat-boats in the club, 
and to be sailed for with time allowance and mainsnil only. 

Boston, Sept. 8. 

Krrx-Boats 1x Boston.—The diacussion of the superiority 
of keel-boats at sea has assumed definite shape in the neigh- 
berhood of Boston. A gentleman has placed a, forfeit in the 
hands of the Boston’ Herald, and offers to make a match with 
any keel-boat in that vicinity between 20ft. and dOft. water 
line upon the following condilions: Race, ten miles to wind- 
ward and return, in a breeze blowing twenty miles an hour or 
over, Outside Boston Light, Stakes, $90 a side; no shifting 
ballast or light sails allowed. The challenge shonid ndt pass 
unheeded among Boston yachtsmen, among whom the Corin- 
thian spirit runs high. 

Doronester Yaoxut Crus.—The Dorchester, Mass., Yacht 
Club will hold its next ae off Commercial Point, Harri- 
son Square, Boston, Tuesday, Sept, 17. First elass centre- 
boards, 25ft. and upward; second class centreboards, 20ft. to 
28ft.; third class centreboards, under 20ft. AU keels will be 
sailed in one class. Special class for boats under 14ff, 
Course for first class as usual, ‘around Sculpin Ledges Buoy ; 
second and third class sail over the naw course. Hntries to 
be made to Capt, J. Winniatt, So. Boston, or to the club's 
secretary, 5 and 7 Federal Court. Two prizes in first twa 
classes and a consolation prize for last boat in. Three prizea 
in third and special classes, also a consolation prize. 

Moxmoure Bracm Yaorr Cros,—This club sailed a Co- 
tinthian regatta on Pleasure Bay, Long Brunch, N. J., Alig. 
31. Ownersat the helm, ballast stationary, and one man fo 
each five feet of length only allowed. Entries: Bertie, Hie. 
ni D., Sadie, Bubdlein jib and mainsail class, and Guenda. 
len, Ideal, Sunshine, and Julia Thomas. Breeze moderate 
from §. EH. Sunshine led off, but lena D. and fdeal tool 
the Jead and maintained it throughout, both taking first prize 
in their respective classes, second prizes going to Sadie and 
Gwendolen, The sharpie Beriie gave up the race, but went 
round the coursé with outrigged batlast and made good time, 
We note with gratification that the Monmouth Beach 
Yacht Club has given its adherence to the principles advocata 
ed steadily in these columns, and we understand that the bane 
of shifting ballast will be permanently abolished in the club, 
May others follow their example, Lenora, Mr, Lamphaay 
and Liszie R., Rathbone Bros,, sailed a match the same day, 
Won by the latter on time, 

THE VALUE oF ORGANIZATION.\—The steamboat law, ro- 
quiring a liberal supply of life preservers on board of every 
Steamer, is a Wisé One, a8 Was aniply ilnstrated Wednesday 
Sept. 4, when the launoh, Litile Ofarlie, collided with the 
police boat Seneea, onthe Harlem. A shower of life-preservers 
were thrown to the passengers of the launch who were strug- 
pling in the water, asthe boat sunk from under them. They 
were all rescued without much trouble by the Seneca's crew. 
For saving life in aby emergency there is nothing like a good 
outfit of the required apparatus and thorough discipline. Had 
our steamboat laws been in force on the Thames, England, 
many lives would have been saved from the sinking Princesa 
Alice, run down by a collier recently, 

A British YaoutsMAn Qrapvarge,—Crawling in at ihe 
hawse-hole and coming out at the cabin windows is quite a 
common method in Hngland by which their leading yachts. 
men have come into prominence, and in thany instances de. 
veloped into full-blown sailors and pilotg, Commencing with 
a small ¢raft, i1 which they and a boy or two doall the han. 
ing and tugging, splicing and patching, and painting and 
navigating, they gradually grow up in larger and more pre. 
tentious yachts until they finally blossom out in a big 
schooner or steamer in which the world muy be cireum- 
navigated. This is how Mr. Thomas Brassey learned his 
trade in his youth, and won tamé in Ister years a8 a seaman 
and pilot of skill second to none who make seafaring the pro- 
feasion of a life-time. After going through the neva perio of 
probation in whitlling models and sailing toy crafts on ponda 
and puddles, he found himself sole owner and cook of an 
eight-ton cutter. Haying: mastered fore-and-aft seamanshi 
and acquired the rudiments of navigation by dead reckoning, 
he stepped aboard atwenty-three, and then hoisted his burgeq 
at the magt-lead of aiflying fifty. In her he crniaed three 
pears about the British lsles and the Norway Coast. He next 
ecame owner of the Albatrous, iron schooner, 118 tons, and 

soiled in herto the Mediterranean. After his marriage he took 
to ausiliary eteam, for Mr, Brassey holds that steam is an ex- 
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cellent help in getting from place to place, and supplies 
x valuable escape from the monotony of ealiis, but after all 
the real beauty of yachting isin sailing the yacht. Tor this 
reason he always spread canvus when he could, and used 
steam only ih cases of necessity, His first craft of the 
auxiliary steam description was the J/éfeor, then he trans- 
ferred himself and family to the Hothen, in which he made an 
extended Transatlantic voyage. Our readers may remember 
the little steamer, three-masted schooner rig, with a small 
mizzen only, as she lay off the Basitery during her 
Owner's stny in New York. He afterward sold this steamer 
to Mr. Ashbury, of Livonia fame, and had built the beautiful 
Sunbeam, an ivon auxiliary screw of about 500 tons, and bark- 
aniline tig, His eruisé around the world in her recently, 
which is so ably described by both himself and Mrs, Brassey 
in their books on the ernise, is still fresh in the minds of the 
public. My. Brassey neyer did much racing, as he had not 
‘the time to spare, and unless he conld be aboard his own 
craft and tool her over the course himself, he could not see 
the pleasure of ‘‘racing by telegraph,’ merely allowing his 
suiling-master to do the racing and inform lim by telegram 
of the result. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 

Merrorouran Porton Reearra. 

The first annual regatta of the New York Police was held 
on the Harlem River, Sept. 3. Thearrangements for keeping 
the course clear were not of the best, and in general the mana- 
gement of the alfair was more or Jess slipshod, However, 
with this year's experience as a lesson, we look for material 
in)provenient in many divections when the next event of this 
kind takes place. As the police are being called upon oftener 
drom year to year to-attend regattas, keep things in order and 
especially the courses clear, oarsmen “enérally will view with 
favor the fancy displayed by the valiant kniglits of the law for 
the shell and the sculls. It willserve to educate many of the 
forea to the requirements of racing, and they will he able 
better to appreciate the necessity of keeping Wummers in 
steam launches out of the water of competing crews, 4 meas- 
ure'so badly neglected at tha recent regatta of the Metropoli- 
tan Aesociation of Amateur Oarsmen, The course was two 
miles and a turn, from Gates’ duck to staleboat ati MeComb's 
Dam Bridge and return. During the earlier races the tide 
was on the last of the flood and water slack for the last two; 
wind fresh and water lumpy. My. Wm. Blakie was referee. 

Hirst race, single-seull shells.—J. Pilkington, 25th Precinet; 
L. Quinn, 29th Previnet. Quinn took the lead, but at the half 
mile Pilkington went to the front, turned first aud won easily 
in 18m, 28}8,, Quinn'stime 18m. 295s, 

Second race, single cull working boats,—M. Carroll, 30th 
Precinct ; ©. Brady, ist Precinct; J. Roach, 28th Precinct; 
J. J. Donovan, 28d Precinet. Brady led off, but Carroll went 
to the frontand won easily in 17m. 259s. Brady second, Roach 
{hird, Donoyan fourth. Carroll pulled in an outrigged boat 
and was protested against. 

Third race, pait-onved gigs,—Nntries: 23d Precinct, J. T. 
Donovan and J. G, Stevens, J. McClellan, coxswain; 29th 
Previnet, L. Quinn and W. Phelps, T. Dempsey, coxswain. 
At the balf mile the 23d Precinct led by two lengths, and in- 
creased the distance all the way, winning easily in 17m. 33s, 
Fourth race, double-scull working boats.—Entries: 23th 

Precinct, J. Pilkington and J. W. Phillips; 1st Precinct, ©. 
Grady and P. Seallon; 10th Precinct, H. Gibson and W. H, 
Hughes. The last crew gave up after pulling a short dis- 
fance. Pilkington and Phillips drew ahead, retained the 
Jead and won by three lengths, time 18m. 8s. Brady and 
Beallon second, 18m. 405s. While this race was being pulled 
the steam launch Little Ohartie wasrammed under the Seneca’s 
guards by the haymaker that was steering her, and all hands 
were dumped into the water, but finally rescued. 

Fifth race, four-oared barges.—ntries: 25th Precinct, J. 
Pilkington, bow, A. Fraser, J. C. Gilligan, J, W. Phillips, 
fivoke, C. Garland, coxswain; 4th Preeinot, M. Crowley, 
bow, T. Barrett, B. Meyers, J. Canoyan, stroke, J. Dunn, 
coxswain; 29th Precinct, L. Keating, bow, J. Perry, J. Guil- 
ney, M. Walsh, stroke, J. KX, Price, coxswain ; 11th Precinct, 
H. Burden, bow, W. H. Webb, J. Sarvis, D. Leary, stroke, 
J. Sheridan, coxswain. The last crew gave up at the half 
Mile. The 1ith and 25th Precincts fouled, the former stop- 
ping to row, the other being considerably delayed. The 25th 
went to work again and drew up on the two leaders, ‘The 
4th rounded first, 29ih next, 23th third. ' On the home-stretch 
the latter went ahead and won in 14m. 1643, The 4th second 
in 14m, 22s., and the 29th last in 14m, 514s. 

PatisApn Boar Crop.—The annual regatta of this club 
was held Sept. 6, on the Hudson, near Yonkers. Course 
from Valentine's Gane, up the river to the Gas-house Dock, 
at Yonkers, one mile and a half straight away, Regatta 
Committee; Mesars. R. G. Jackson, M. F. Rowe, H. B Starr, 
H. B. Moore and J: M. Jackson, Starter, Mr. F. Reese. 
First Race—Trial heat for four-oured shelis. Hutries: H. T. 
Keyser and Columbia, The latter had outside position, and 
wentabead, pulling 48, but their steering was not of the best 
at the start, At the haif-mile they led by half a length, which 
they improved up to the finish, winning by five lengths in 9m. 
38s. Second race, trial heat for fouv-oared shells. Entries : 
Two fresh crews in the same boats as used in first race. 
Keyser took the lead, and won by three lengths in 9m, 254s. 
hird race, for junior sculls, Entries; C. J]. Harriett and I’. 
H. silkman. The latter caught the water first, and kept a 
good lead all the way. ime, 10m. 104s. Fourth race, final 
leat for fours. Montries; Columbin, A. O. Lawrence, bow ; 
W. B. Moore, F. W. Ritter, H.W. Thayer, stroke ; Keyser, 
L. Frazier, bow; HE, M, Jackson, W. I. Stewart, A, Moffat, 
alroke. oth got away well together, but Columbia gradu- 
ily forged ahead, and improved her lead every minute. They 
won by four lengths in $m. 3443, Fifth race, single sculls, 
open to residents of Yonkers. Mntries: G_ Corning, F. Post, 
W. Bromley and W. Thomson. Myr. Post took the lead and 
won by ten lengths in lim. 22s., Mr. Corning second, and Mr. 
Bromley third, Mr, Thomson distanced. Sixth race, eight- 
oared barges. Entries: Captain's crew, W. Afleck, Jr, how; 
W. B. Moore, H: M. Underhill, R, GQ, Jacknon, W. £1. 
Guernsey, T. W. Silman, I. Frazier, H. 1B. Starr, stroke, and 
C. A. Harriott, coxswain. Lieutenant's crew, J. Moffat, bow; 
C. BH. Rowland, C. B. F. Underhill, H. 1. Keyser, A. 1. 
Thayer, W. H. Meyers, A, Motlat, W, H. Stewart, stroke 
and F. W, Ritter, coxswain. Captain’s erew had inside posi- 
tion and made the best start, when the stroke caught a genuine 
crab, giving the others a chance to catch pp. ‘They held to- 
fethera short distance, but the captain's crew drew out 
ahead slowly. The race was closely contested, and proved 
the most interesting of (le day, ‘The captain's erew wou in 
fin. 12}8., the lieutenant's crew second in8m. 2148, Atourna- 
ment with lances, padded at tho end, finished the day’s sport, 

Ratsoy River Nayy.—The fourth annual regatta of the 
Raisin River Navy was held af Monroe, Mich., Sept. 5, and 
Was a sliceéss in all respects, Course one mile snd return, for 
‘ll except double and single shells. In the four-oared races 
the entries were ; Centennials, of Detroit; Undines, of Toledo; 
Amateurs and Floral Cities, of Monroe. he first named won 
the final heat in 14ni, 10s. In the single-scull race Bowlesby, 
the winner at the Newark regatta of the N, A. A, O,, hada 
walk-over, Time, one mile, 9m, 36s. In the double-sculls 
the Wyandottes won in 7m, 9s., beating the Undines after a 
close race. Jn the six-oared shell race the Florals won by a 
length in 13m. 8843,, beating the Undines. Tho Shoe-wae- 
cacanettes were not entered, butgave an exhibition pull to the 
delight of the spectators, 

NownParuins aAvp Mon'rAues.—A four-onred shell race was 
rowed on Jersey South Cove, Jersey City, between the crews 
of the Nonpareil Boat Club, of Philadelphia, and the Montaulc 
Boat Olub, of New York, Judges, Messrs, Verplank and 
Brown. Course, three miles with a turn. An even start wos 
made, but Nonpareils soon took {he lead, At the turn Mon- 
tanks had closed the gap, the other crew fouling the stake. 
Montauks kept their lead and won hy a length in 20m, 74s, 
The crews were as follows: Montauks—Charles Reid, how ; 
James Monroe, No. 2; William Winter, No. 3; Charles 
Lewis, stroke, and James Ryan, coxswain. Nonpareils— 
Joseph Girard, bow; William Aikens, No. 2; Edward Han- 
non, No. 8; Jolin Hamade, stroke, and Joseph Clark, cox- 
swain, 

Hannan Reearra.—The sculler, Ed. Hanlon, gave a two 
days’ revatts at Toronto, August 80 and 31. In the profes- 
sional scullers’ race on the first day EH. Morris beat Plaisted, 
Wallace Ross, Pat Luther, W. MeKen, A. Biliott and Bd. 
Ross iv the order named, On the second day Pat Luther won 
in the skit race, beating Hlliott, Partille, Adair and Hum- 
phries, 

A. Pimapuipara Four.—itherto the City of Brotherly 
Love bas been remarkable for the entire absence of profes- 
sional Oarsmen native to her waters. This deliciency is to be 
supplied by a four-oared crew with the Ward Brothers form- 
ing aneuclens. Bilis Ward is captain. The Wards are still 
trying to bring about a match with Faulkner and Reagan. 

Rowing iN vax Sourms.—The Junior Four, of the Palmetto 
Boat Club of this city, have just returned from Augusta, 
where they pulled against a picked crew on the 27th. The 
race was very close and exciting at the start and for a short 
distance, but the capital rowing of the Charleston boys soon 
took them ahead, which position they kept to the finish, The 
Augusta crew steered too close in shore, and lost the usa of 
their port oar for some time, which impeded their progress 
very considerably. The Charleston crew spcak in the highest 
terms of the splendid hospitality shown them by their brother 
boatmen and everybody else in Augusta. 

Merl Charleston, 8. C., Aug. 81. 
EpGrwater Rowing Assoorapon.—The first annual reratta 

of this amateur association was held at Pleasant Valley on the 
Hudson, Saturday, Sept. 7, Tide, strong flood; wind brisk 
and quiteascaon. Single-sculls won by Frank Dewitt in 
14m. 41s., beating Antonio O’Brien, James Annette, Jr., John 
A. Winterburn, Geo. Lasker and Clarence weeks. Pair-oars 
won by Resolutes in 18m. 5548., beating the Waverleys, 
Double-sculls wou by James Fitzgerald and Frank Dewitt in 

2478., beating Rich. Annette and Geo. Lasher and J, A, 
Winterburn aud Clarence Weeks. A series of scrub races 
followed. Col. Emmons Glarlé and Geo. Aidee were the 
judges. 

Oourrney-Haytan Mavos.—Another change in tke pro- 
gramme. It isnow asserted definitely for the fiftietl time that 
all preliminaries between these two great oarsmen have been 
settled, and that Courtney has even gone so far as {to afllx his 
signature and put up $500 forfeit. ‘There has been so much 
backing and filling about this proposed race that people begin 
to look with doubt upon its ever really coming off. The 
latest advices transfer the scene of the match from Owasco 
Lake to the Lachine course near Montreal, Stakes, $12,500 a 
side and $6,000 more thrown in by the cilizens of Montreal, 
the latter having somewhat spontaneously answered a telegram 
of inquiry to that effect, though when it comes to putting up 
the cash, it will probably dwindle down considerably, Time, 
October 2; distance, five miles. The race will not be for the 
championship. That is reserved for a second occasion, 
though the first race will be quite likely to settle the question 
of superiority in such a manner that a subsequent trial for the 
championship would be unealled for. At present everything 
looks loyely—until the next hitch. 

Nuw Loxpow Boatiwe.—Iir, Hditor: The Regatia pienie 
of Kelsey Boat Club, of Norwich, at Thumes Grove, Thura- 
day, Aug. 29, and the entries of crews from Norwich Rowing 
Association, of Norwich, and C. W. Havemeyer Boat Club 
and Thames Rowing Association of New London, seemed to 
promise a meeting of Norwich and New London oarsmen. A 
four-oared shell race, 14 mile and return, and working boat 
races were ou the programme. The Thames Rowing Aassocia- 
tion ran an excursion by barge to the Grove, carrying a large 
number clesirous of seeing the qnestion of superiority settled 
fori sedson. A day or so before the race the Hayemeyer 
crew withdrew, and on arriving on the conrse it was found 
that the shell of the Norwich fonr, inwhich they liad practiced 
the entivé season, even to the evening previous fo the race, 
Was unserviceable, and wonld not be entered, the crew enter 
ing for the working boat yace. The Thames four pulled over 
the course in 1)m, 438., with a stroke to turn of forly to a 
ioinute, reuirning, of thirty-seyen and cight. The course, 
was generally accepted for two and a half miles, although 
surveyed for three. ‘The working boat race was wou by Tal- 
bot brothers (colored), of New London, 
New Londen, Conn., Sept. 2, Misat, 

Trav Fasr Row oy run Derawarr.—Hidftor Worest anit 
Stream: KM newspaper man inyself, I know that you don't 
want to be bored wd Wihitum over a smal matter, yet I beg 
room for a word concerning what mush be some sort of error 
on the part of your Mast Orange canve correspondents, They 
never could have run Great Pall Rift, or Foul Bift, ag it is 
offiien elled, in three minutes, T balieve they honestly thine 
they did, Lut they did not, Conurary to their statement in 
your issue of Aug, 29, Mr, J. M. Burnes, of this city, in canoe 
Tattie, and I, canoe MKleine Fritz, in August, 1876, van every 
foot of the Delaware trom Port Jervis to Trenton, We wore 
warned against Foul Rift for two days above it, and came to 
it determined not merely to run it, but to examine it eareful- 
ly, audsceifitisas dangerous as the natives think. We 
went through if withont paddle save for steering purposes, 
but losing no time from speed of actnal current, and were 
just eleven minutes from the time we entered until we lett the 
swift water, hat we thought.a quick run, considering the 
windings of the chanyel, following which the distance is fully 

three miles, though a straight line will measure nearly one- 
thitd less. The vith is very swift and crooked, whirling 
amiony many and such recklessly distributed boilers that the 
speed clajined hy “1. P, and Ti, P. D.” would haye been sure 
death to both boats and men if it had been possible; bub it is 
not nearly sv swift or dangerons as Wells’ Falls, Lambertville, 
WN. J., a place we ran, though it is usually “ carried,” Besides 
ourselves, several parties have runthe Delaware—one of four 
New Yorkers, part. in canoes and part in rowing boats, hay- 
ing preeedéd us about four wesks. These, as we “were told 
there, dodged Wells’ Falls except as fo their provision and 
Supply boat, which was wrecked while heing lowered hy a 
line. We have ere two tarpaulins which we suppose were 
lost hy this party, and which my consort, Mr. Barnes, fished 
from the bottom half a mile below Lambertville, “8. PB, and 
TW. P. D.” are certainly in error, and 1 hope they will seareh 
for the cause of if. ‘The Delaware is a grand stream for the 
canoeist, from Port Jervis af all seasons, and from Deposit 
When the water is high enough. But no eanovist who has 
eantion as well as nerve will ever dare a two-minute run 
through a three-mile rapid, where the averare current does 
not exceed 15 to 16 miles per hour. It's too hard qn the arms, 
and too much for the credulity of old paddlers who “haya 
been there,” 

Louisetile, Sept. 2, 1878. A. H, Sieerermp. 

ara and Rivey Mishing, 
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER, 

—- 
FRU WATER, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalia. 
Salmon, Salmo aalar, 
Salmon Dron, Selano consinis. 
Land-locked salmon, Salma ylovert; 
Grayling, Tignmatlus tricolor. 
Black Bass, Witroplerus salmaides } 

AL, nigricans. 
Muskalonge, W402 nobilior, 
Hike or Pickerel, Weow lustes. 
Yellow Perch, Peres redvescans, 

SALT WATER, 
Sea Bass, Sefenona ocedlatiy. 
Sheepshead, aArehosargua probate. 

repealus. 
Siviped Bass, Roceus linneatus, 
White Peron, Morena anericana. 
Weakiish, Cynoscion requtis. 
Biaetish, Pometomus sailatrix, 
elven Mackébal, CybiWwine maculaa 

teu, 
Cero, Cybium reqetle. 
Bonito, sarde jaleniva 
Kingiish, Mengivirrus nebulosue, 

Nish iN MArrer—Ruwram Prrons.—Baas, 20 conta ; smelte, 255 

blueish, §; salmon, frozen, 25; mackerel, 25; wealt fish, 10; Spanish 

mackerel, 60 ; green turtle, 10; halibut, 16; haddock, 6 + king fish, 

18; codfish, 7; black fish, 12%; flounders, 8; porgies, 4; ban bass, 18; 

eels, 18; lobsters, 8; sheeps-hoad, 20; frogs, 40; scallops per 

gallon, $1.50; soft clams, 80 to G0 cents per 100; white fish; 15; 

black bass,20; pompano, 30; hard crabs, per 100, $2.50 ; soft orabs, 
per dozen, 1, 

Fish of all kinds in moderate supply, and prices good, A 

few Spanish received from Long Island, Smelts coming in 
very sparingly, 

Maine.—Princeton, Sept. 2:—The landlocked salmon fish- 
ing has now fairly commenced for the full season. Hels are 
now running down the St. Croix. J am taking Jarse quanti- 
ties of trout, whitefish, pickerel and eels, Vy apo ES 

MAsssonusErrs—WVantucket, Sept. 9.—Bluetish very scarce, 
hut what few are caught are in splendid condition. Wednes- 
day & party at the south shore caught sunfish which weighed 
between 400 and 5001bs., the first one ever cauzht in these 
waters, Balurday a man caught five pickerel in Maxie’s 
Pond, two of which were about 15in. long—a yery rare oc- 
currence, JAOK Curlew. 

MOovEMENtS OF THE PisHmyé Furer.—The number of 
fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week hus been 
56—12 from the Banks, 27 from Georges, 6 from the Bay Bt. 
Lawrence, and 11 from Shore mackereling trips Reevipts, 
650,000 1bs. (6 fares) codfish and 165,000 lbs. halibut from the 
Banks ; 430,000 lbs. Georges codtish; 1,700 bhis. Bay mack- 
eel Sas 1,000 bbls. Shore mackerel—Cupe Ann Ativertdier, 
Sept. 6. - 

Mystra Tsnanp.—Brooklyn, Sept. 1.—l have just returned 
from a wéek’s pleasant loitering af Mystic Island, on the 
Sound, where the delicious sea breeze, the polden sunshine 
and delightful temperature mide it 2 week of real sybarite en- 
joyment. To sit under the shade of the wide piazzas of the 
hotel atter dinner and lazily watch the vessels go sailing by ; 
the schools of porpoises Hashing and tumbling in the shining 
waters, varied by the ocvasional leip of a sturgeon or the 
whirr of a sea-bird’s wing, while the olor of new cul clover 
and garden flowers scenis the air, makesit a veritable lotus 
eaters paradise. ‘The boating and bathing is superb, while the 
fishing is excellent, to which [ can attest, asa party of us went 
out one bright, bracing morning in the craft of Capt. Potter, 
the veteran fisherman of Noanck, and after a most successful 
haul of blackfish, ssa bass, porgies and fiouncders, 1 felt a 
strong tug updn my line, aod hanling in found T had three 
fish upon two hooks. True, though a fish story; for a sea 
bass had taken one hook, a cunuer the otlicr, anda Jarge black- 
fish struck the latter and pushed him up the hook anil caught 
himself. The captain said he had never seen the like before 
in all his experience, so 1 stood champion fisherman of that 
kind of cateh, CG, Cc. M, 

BanyEcat BAY—/orhed Ltver.—Tho sport at this favorite 
fishing resort is reported to be prime just now. Our regular 

correspondent writes us from the Barnegat House, 6th inst: 

Weaklish, blueish and sheepshead liye been biting well 
the past few days. The yacht ede, with Mr, and Mrs. Thos: 
K, Hebert and Mrs. J, C. De la Vergne, caught 38 weaklish, 
15 sea bass and 40 porgies. he last mentioned lady, with a 
line split bamboo rod, took 26 of the wealklish herself, be 
algo, in a couple of hours the day before, caught several fine 
lurge pickerel) in one of our fresh water streams, near the 
house, The Wapor, Capt. A. Parker, 87 Wealsfish, 28 sea 
bass, 62 porgies. The Sarah, with 9 parly of gentlemen 
from ‘Trenton, 30 bluetish, 2 Sheepshead. The large bluefish 
are beginning to maice their appewrande, and we expect some 
fine sport soon. Come down and seb us. 

Gremwoon LAcy.—On the tha party of gentlemen had 
fine sport at Greenwood Lake with black bass. Mr. WM, G 
Blackford, wilh a six-ounce split bamboo vod, canglt the 
finest fish, weighing five pounds. Between 7 4. a. and noon 
a number of large fish were captured. While fighing the party 
were startled by o succession of fiutterings and splashiogs in 
the water, and it was found that a covey of quail, in attempt. 
ing to fy over the lake, about a mile wide, had fallen in the 
water. Fishing tackle were dropped and all hands went in 
the boat to rescue the quail. Nineteen fine birds were caught, 
only one baying heen downed, The birdsewere secured ancl 
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have been caged. Sam Garrison, who is thoroughly posted 
about the fish Jake and the birds on the shores, had the party 
in charge. The best fishing for black bass is found off the 
Brandon House Dock. 

Viroinri—Levinglon, Sept. '7.—Bass fishing in the James 
River, at Vurner’s Falls, is good. A party of three caught 
sixty there the other day in six hours fishing, ‘Thuy averaged 
two pounds each. 

SAumMon any Bonito.—The following letter has been re- 

ceived by Professor Baird from a gentleman thoroughly con- 

versant with the fish and fisheries of Narragansett Bay : 

Nuwerort, Sept. 2, 1878. 
_ Psroressor Bargn—Dear Sir: Thinking it may be of some 
interest to you, I take this occasion fo communicate two facts 
that came to my knowledge concerning fishes in these waters. 
First; Mr. Edward Lawton caught in a heart seine, at Brin- 
ton’s Qoye, last month, a salmon weighing 114 pounds, 
Second : Captain Albert Gray saw last I riday, castward of 
Block Island, an immense school of bonito—he thinks not 
less than 3,000 barrels—more, he says, than he eyer saw of 
horse niackerel (bluefish). Yours truly, 

J. M. Kk. Sourmyicr. 

A Fisuing Hoec,—This intelligent pachyderm hails from 

Aurora, Ind. He goes into the stream and catches his fish, 

plunging beneath the water, and, coming up with a big fellow 
in his mouth, comes to shore to devour him. Now, we all 

know that a pig is death on crabs. In the South, it is delight- 

ful to see'a porker after fiddler crabs. The fishing animals 
seem to increase every day, We have heard of a fishing cat, 
dog and pig, and yery shortly a horse and a cow will be found 
to be piscatorially inclined. Might we state, parenthetically, 
that we haye known many fishing animals that deserved the 

porcine appellation ; their appetite never could be sated. 

** Pisoavor's” Hurring,—Albany, Sept. 7.—ditor Forest 
and Stream: In hopes that L may cast atrifie of light on the 
question,] send you the following in regard to *“Piscator's” her- 
ring : In July, 77, between the Sth and 20th, these fish ran up 
the Black Riveras far as the village of Dexter, where their prog- 
ress was arrested by the dam. We were constantly annoyed 
in the evening by their taking our flies when we were c. sling. 
‘The fish were so thick that one day a party were rowin 
fhrough a school of them and two jumped inthe boat. In 
appearance these herrings were like our North Riyer herring 
—(lark on the back, silyer underneath, and the same peculiar 
square-shaped month, Their stomachs compared to their 
backs was as the edge of a razor to the back of it. Being 
possessed of a wonderful power for wiggling and squirming, 
they are not the most pleasant fish to handle. During their 
stay fishing was very poor, bul soon as they left there were 
some fine strings of bass, pike, and large yellow perch caught 
out on the bar in Black River Bay. DExrEr. 

“PHEM WAS THE Days.”—From the Battery to Hell Gate, in 
the Hast River, and to and beyond Carmansville in the North 
River, the New York docks are thronged on Sundays by 
striped bass anglers of every persuasion and color, eyery tribe 
and kindred under heayen. ‘There are anglers with rods who 
never catch anything, and urchins without rods at all who 
catch all the fish, men who lug enormous creels, and carry 

freat deal of decaying yegetation. Its active springs are 
thought to be subsidiary in the frequent raising of its seum. 
Shuttle Meadow Lake covers a large quantity of brush and 
the like, and is, on account of its great quantity of scum, en- 
tirely unfit for fishing, except on a few days in ithe season. 
Twin Lakes are in their natural condition, and consequently 
free from scum. Slack hase are said to shun this decaying 
matter, so far from feeding on it. ‘BH. A. K.’s” vigorous 
appliance of the whip brings to mind the four Frenchmen in 
a heavy wagon drawn by one dilapidated and exhausted beast, 
When inquiring for some place, fifteen miles away, and being 
informed that they could not reach there on that night, they 
excitedly exclaimed like one man: ‘‘ Vy not? Ve all got 
vips?”’ May the ridiculous aspect of these foreign gentle- 
men serve as a serious warning to your “‘ interesting and ob- 
servant ” correspondent, lest in his scientific and microscopic 
researches, he apply his whip too freely to his theories of 
rocky sediment and ‘‘ whipping # bass.” PB. XS 

Se es 

A HOME-MADE BLACK BASS RODS, 

x 
Eprrvor Forest AND Sirnraat; 

As the autumn fishing for black bass will soon begin in Ken- 
tucky, Tennessee, Northern Alabama and Georgia, and &s the 
anglers in the several States are extremely partial to a natural 
cane or bamboo rod, I desire to tell them how to make a good 
one of this material at little cost, and which, though nota 
‘thing of beauty,’’ will prove itself a ‘* joy forever,” in com- 
parison with the cane rod as generally used. After using such 
ayvod as | am about to describe for one season, the angler will 
be ready to advance another step and adopt a good ash and 
lancewood rod, which contingency, 1 am iree to admit, is the 
principal motive for this conimunication. 
A natural bamboo cane, as it is procured at the tackle 

stores, is from fifteen to twenty feet in length, and it is the 
custom in the localities named to use from ten to twelve feet 
of the smaller or upper end of such a cane for a black bass 
rod, alter attaching standing guides and a reel fastening. 
While such a rod is strong and light, with a moderate degree 
of pliancy and elasticity, it entirely lacks the great desideratum, 
balance, being decidedly top-heayy, and ig too small at the 
butt fo allow of a firm grasp of the hand, generally necessitat- 
ing the use of both hands to hold it. Now to obtain the 
greatest amount of good and pleasure fromarod of this 
character, proceed as follows: Select a gehuine bamboo cane, 
which may be known by its dark, mottled markings, looking 
as thouzh it had been burnt about the leaf-ridges, or knots. 
Select one that is bard and elastic, with a good taper, and 
quite small at the tip; those known as ‘* male” canes are the 
best, having larger bulges, or leaf-ridges, and being much 
tougher than the ‘‘female” canes. Having chosen a good one, 
cut off six and a half feet of the smaller end for the rod, the 
remaining larger portion of the cane will make a good handle 
for a landing-net. Now make a wooden butt of white ash or 
black walnut, from eighteen to twenty inches long, of the fol- 
lowing diameters: At the extreme butt end, seyen-eighths of 
an inch ; now increase the diameter by a gradual taper to an 
inch and one-eighth at a distance of five inches from the ex- 
treme butt; then decrease the taper to an inch at a distance 
of seven inches from extreme butt. The next four inches 
forms the ree] seat, andis one inch in diameter throughout 
its length; now decrease the diameter by a rapid, concave 
taper for two inches to three-fourths of an inch, and then a 
gradual taper to the smaller end of the butt, which must ex- 

them home empty, and small boys who run home with their | Cced the diameter of the Jarge end of the cane about one six- 
pockets full, swells who scare the fish away with huge blazing 
diamond pins on glaring shirt fronts, and less pretentious cos- 
mopolites, innocent of diamonds and shirt. Amid this motley 
throng the autocrat, oracle and seer is the ancient and prizzled 
gvaybeard. Like hisantequated rod and weather-stained basket 
he is seasoned with the years, and mottled with the storms 
and sunshine of a half century. Where once from the rocks 
he cast his shedder and squid, drawing up a generous creel, 
now amid the cargoes of Atlantic steamships, he sits all day 
long 

Like Patience on a— 

spile ‘spjlin’” for a nibble. After the fingerling has been 
brayely landed, and safely dropped into the cavernous Wasket, 
his countenance is overspread witha mingled gratification 
and disgust, and his garrulous tongue dilates to the reyeren- 
tial youngster upon the glorious catches of (leyears and years 
ago, when he wasa boy. Yes, and here’s bad luck to the com- 
merce that has destroyed the old patriarch’s sport, 

A Man anp A Bass.—All this happened at Norwich. Men 

were hauling seine at Niantic; big bass broke away from the 

meshes, and scuttled off for the sea; shallow water prevented 

hisswimming. The Norwich Bulletin says something to this 
effect: 

The men dashed excitedly after him, and yainly sought to 
stop him with desperate kicks from their heavy fishing-boots, 
and blows from such implements as'they could pick up on the 
beach, Io one dared to grasp the monster, as & bass of large 
size, armed with its sharp fins and razor-like teeth and gills, 
is one of the fiercest and most dangerous of sea-tish. At last 
Mr. Winship went for him, and jumped on that bass, and 
hugged him, and sat on him, and at last Mr. Winship and the 
464 pound bass were hauled ashore. 

Warerina A Bass—Editor Horest and Stream; Not fully 
comprehending the meaning of “E. A, Ks" answer of the 
Oth inst., Lreferred the same to some of our leading sports- 
men, such as Messrs. Simonds, Andrus, Atkinson and others, 
none of whom were able to understand what was meant by 
‘whipping a bass,” ‘ whipping” being an expression for 
throwing the fly with light rod and fly-line. My opinion was 
indorsed by these gentlemen that to drag the bass, when 
hooked, through the water, by swinging the pole right and 
left, is clumsy and unsportsmanlike, and frightens ihe re- 
mainder of the school, Why not lift the fish out at once with 
a tackle strong enough to drag him anywhere? It is a method 
which might not prove quite so successful with the West Hill 
Pond anglers when playing a six-ponnder. However, before 
condemning, Hartford sportsmen are anxiously looking for- 
ward to an explanation of “BH, A. K.'s”? method of “ whip- 
ping a bass,” and to the expounding of the new theories of 
the eee school. The gentlemen also indorse my 
opinion as to the scum on our ponds, so unpropitious to fisli- 
ing, which *‘H. A. K.'s” observant eyes did at fail to de- 
tect. It is caused by decaying vegetation (not rocks), and is 
therefore more frequent in artificially raised waters than in 
others. West Hill Pond was originally, some fifteen to 
twenty yeurs ago, an exceedingly small and clear pond; it is 
now some fifteen feet above its former level and covers 
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teenth of an inch; the diameter of the large end of the cane- 
joint—when cut in two—will be from half an inch to fiye- 
eighths of aninch. Having procéeded according to the in- 
structions just given, we have a cane joint six feet and six 
inches long, aud a wooden butt, say twenty inches long, with 
the grip of one and one-eighth of an inch in diameter, and the 
reel seat of one inch diumeter. Now procure a set of reel 
bands one inch inside diameter; a pair of ferrules for the 
joint—the inside diameter of the smaller ferrule being of the 
same diameter as the large end of the cane piece, which can 
readily be ascertained with a pair of calipers , five standing 
guides, graduated sizes, and a solid metal tip. These 
mountings should be brass or German silyer, The guides 
should be attached at equal distances between the reel seat lo 
the tip, and, haying properly fitted the ferrules and veel bands, 
give the rod two coats of shellac, or coach varnish. When 
dry, the rod is ready for use, and will be about eight fect in 
length, and weighing not more than cight ounces; a single- 
handed rod equal to any rod made for casting; will be well 
balanced and strong, but will lack the pliancy, Clasticity and 
perfect working of a good ash and lancewood rod, yet it will 
be such 4 great insproyement on the cane rod as generally 
used, that it has only to be tried to be appreciated. 

Cynthiana, Ky., Sept. 5, 1878. J. A. HaNSHALL. 
+o+—. e 

TROUT STREAMS IN COLORADO, - 

Eprror ForEsT AND STREAM: 
Most if not all the streams I shall mention afford better 

fishing during July and August, and eyen in the early part of 
September, than they do in June. During June the snows 
on the mountains melting keep the streams too full; the fish 
will not bite so readily as they do when the streams are 
lower. By all odds the best day's fishing that | had last year 
was on the 11th of August. The St. Vrain River, almost any- 
where among the foot hills, or even when it has reached the 
valley, #. ¢., plains, gives fine fishing, ‘Trout weighing three 
pounds are frequently caught 1m it. “he best fishing, how- 
ever, in this stream is to be found in the canyon of the river, 
Thisis about sixteen miles from Longmont on the Colorado Cen- 
tral R.R, A fair road leads from Longmont to thecanyon, Any 
one who wishes to fish the St. Vrain at this point must camp 
out. A wagon containing the outfit cannot be driven up the 
canyon, it is therefore necessary to “‘ pack” your traps on a& 
mule or horse. Doing this, the narrow trail which leads 
up the canyon may be easily gone over. It is only necessary 
to go from six to ten miles in this way, and 1 can safely 
promise any one who will be at the small trouble I haye 
mentioned that: he will be fully rewarded, both by the enjoy— 
ment of the trip and scenery, and the pleasure he will have in 
the fishing. ‘The impossibility of going up the canyon in a 
wagon has preyented the stream from being fished much at 
this point, and so the sport remains excellent apd will do so 
for years to come. 

The ‘‘ Big Thompson,” which takes iis rise near the foot of 
Long’s Peak, always repays the angler. The readicst way of 
reaching it from Denyer is via the Colorado Central R, R. to 
Longmont, and a stage journey of Wiirty-six miles trom that 
point through the Rocky Mountains to one of the lovelivat 
spots in the mountains, or indeed, for the matter of Unt, mm the 

whole country, namely, Estes Park. Here, if you wish to 
live as comfortably as you do at home, you may stay at the 
Este’s Park Hotel, a new house built last summer, thoroughly 
well furnished and kept in the best manner. Ifyou stay here 
you will have the privilege of fishing in the '' Meadows," a 
lovely tract, without a bush to interfere with line or fly, and 
which is kept for the use of the guests of the house. Bunt camp 
out, say 1; makethe Park your headquarters from which to take 
excursions in yarious directions. Ten tofifteenmiles down the 
Thompson, where you must be content to go with such things 
as you can carry yourself, you will find fish that will repay 
you for all your pains. I belieye there is some sort of cabin 
about ten miles down the stream from the Park, which was 
erected expressly for the benefit of fishermen. The North 
Fork of the Thompson is reached by a pack trail, and is 10 
miles from the hotel. Here is a good cabin which will bold 
several persons, and which can be used free of charge by all 
who choose to do so. Take your cooking utensils, which 
should be few and simple, and some canned fruits and yege- 
tables, and you may spend ten days most pleasantly fishing. 
It is said that blue grouse are to be found there. 1 never saw 
any, though others gay bhey have. 

The upper canyon of the Thompson in Willow Park will 
repay amply avyisit to it. Itis six miles from Estes Park, and 
is reached by a wagon road. Take your tent with you, or, if 
you prefer, stay at Spragne’s ranche. Do not attempt to fish 
in Willow Park; you will be deyoured by buffalo flies. Go 
at once to the canyon, which is three miles from Sprague’s. 
Here the Thompson must be fished hy wading, The sides of 
thecanyon are mostly granite rock, rising almost perpendicn— 
larly from the water, and so forbid any operations from the 
bank. Here, upon a favorable day, you may take as many 
fish from ten to wwelve inches in length as you wish to carry 
back with you. Another favorite place, which seems to fur- 
nish inexhaustible sport, is Twin Lakes, in the very heart of 
the mountains. ‘This place may be reached by stage from 
Colorado Springs. It is a charming spot, and furnishes a de- 
lightful camping ground, The fish are not large, bul may be 
caught in numbers. 

Through Middle Park in the northern part of the State flow 
the Blue Riyer and Williams’ Fork. ‘This latter I haye never 
fished, but Tam informed by those who have that the fishing 
is good, that now and then a three-pounder is taken. Wil- 
liams’ Fork is reached from Denyer by rail to Boulder, thence 
to Hot Springs and the Park by stage. At [ot Springs there 
is a hotel, and from this excursions nay bz made to the Fork 
on horseback. 
The Blue River may be reached in this way, also, though 

the best fe be to go to Colorado Springs and thence 
up the Ute Pass on horseback, or, still better, with a wagon 
and camping outfit. It has been fished but little, and yields 
great quantities of large fish, It is one of the best tront 
streams in the State and will amply repay a yisit. The 
scenery, too, cannot but afford high pleasure to every ad- 
mirer of nature. The trip up the Ute Pass and through the 
various intervening small parks is worth all the trouble even 
were there no other object in view at the end of the journey. 
And now, if you are not already tired, let me ask you to 

take the cars of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and go 
to the southern end of the State. Stop at Garland and fish in 
any of the mountain tributaries of the Rio Grande. The 'Tran- 
charo or Trinchuras, as it is indifferently called, is six miles 
from Garland. It is full of fine fish. ast summer Gen, L., 
of Pennsylyania, came out to fish; he was the guest of Goy, 
Hunt. The Governor took the General, who was accustomed 
to the small fish of Pennsylvania, to the grounds. By and by 
he (Governor) heard a great noise and saw a large fish ying 
through the air. The General, in his excitement, regardless 
of tackle, had jerked it out and thrown it over his shoulder, 
“ What is the matter?” exclaimed Hunt. **Oh, T have a leg 
of mutton on my hook,” was the reply, I: was a three-pound 
trout. Alamosa, thirty miles further south, will soon be 
reached by rail. The streams here are equally good. ‘The 
trip Over the Denver and Rio Grande Wailroad, passing, as it 
does, oyer the Sangre de Christo range, and through the Veta 
Pass at au altitude of 9,398 feet above the level of the sea, af- 
fords a yiew of some of the grandest scenery in the world, 
The Mule Shoe of the railroad causes the celebrated Horse 
Shoe of the Pennsylvania to dwindle into insigniticance. 

T have only mentioned such streams as I have a personal 
knowledge of or huve been reported to me by friends upon 
whom I can rely. ‘There are, however, many vthers. Nearly 
all the mountain streams contain trout. In conclusion let me 
say a word as to the pleasures of camping here. I know of 
no place where it yields more pleasure and profit. The 
glorious, exhilarating air, the bright suushine and the almost 
cloudless sky combine to make cumping enjoyable and health— 
giving to an unusual extent. el = 

_—-4-— 

COLUMBIA RESERVOIR AND FISHING. 

V. columbia is the extreme sonthern town of 'ToLand County in Gonnoc- 
Heut, and the Columbia Reservoir is situated in the northern part of the 
town about equidistant and thrée miles from Andover and Hop River 

statioua op the H, P.and I’. KR. R. This reservoir was raised by the 

Willimantic Linen Go, as a resefve force for their thread manufactory 

In the year 1366 and covers negrly three bnodred acres When at Lts fall 

head, and required a good part of the year fo Hl ih with waler; con 

iter (hwas filled thy citizens of the town,by thelr own individual ettorts 

gecurad some pickerel and black bass,and put them in its waters for the 
purpose of stocking ; thay also secured Lit passage of an aot of protec- 

jion, Which by its terma begume inopsraiive ou the fret day of dan, 

1870, Abt that time the reservoir was covered With eo, wid for weeks the 
placatorig] aports was indescribable; todreds of people visited the re- 
servolr, andl it was estimated at the time that on some days ae much os 

a ton OF ish was tukeo, aliof pickerel, ‘The result was & subseqient 

dearth of fishing, which necessitated the enacting of other laws regu- 

lating fishing through the ice. From thut time onward bub few pick- 

srel and acareély any bass were caught, and all was attributed to the 
bass, and much regret expressed that they were ever introdoced,in (he 

belief that taey were destructive to other fish and loo eportive to be 
canght by the ayerage fisherman. ‘This belief has beén somewhat dia- 
sipated by more recent reaolts, which we belleve are worthy of men- 
tion and are contained In the following record, vis, : 

August 6—Wiliam A. Baboock, of South Coventry, and William H. 

Yeamans, of Columbia, mad6 4 catch of fourteen bass of very uniform 
aize which would not laye averaged less Than two pondde each, bub 

were not weighed, 
Auguat 7.—Babvock and an elght-year old son of Yeaman's cuughtt 

thirteen, but in attempting to pul them over the aide of fhe boat to tow 

in the water he lost two. The eleven remaining welghed twellty-eight. 

UNIS: 
‘ August 16,—Babtock and Yeamans caught tyenty-two whose united 
Weight was forty pounds. 

ust 25.—Babuook, Yeumans sodd. V. B. Prince, 
ht eleven, all of good sixg, butaot welghed, 

of Brooklyn, N, 
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Avegtsf 26—Babeock, Yeamatis, Prince and Lucien Hicks, of South 
Coventry, caught fifty-one, which were variable in size, weighing about 
seventy pounds, 

sluguat 21,—Babsock, Yeatnans ana Prince took fifty pounda in 
Weight, the heaviest weighing three ond one Half pounds. 
Avavat 30,.—Yeamans went oul lead than an hour and took seven aud 

tliree-fonrth pounds, Tn each case considérable numbers of other kinds 

of fish were caught, | ut no pickerel. 
September 3,—Babcock aud Prince caught twelve of good size. 
Sepiember 4.—Yeamans and BH. E, Maran, of Hartford, took sixteen, 

twelve of which weighed twenty-fye pounds. Other parties haye 

(ished here with good auccess, but we have not the record. 

Calumbid, Conn., Sept. 5, 1878: RESERVOIR, 

Game Bag and Grn, 
GAME IN SEASON FOR SEP TEMBER, 

Moose, Alces matchia. 
taribon, Varandus rangizer, 
HK or wapitl, Cerpus canadensis. 
Red or Va, deer, C. nirginianns, 
Sqnirrels, red, hlack and gray, 
Tlares, brown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dotichonyx aryz- 

UnOr OLE, 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnaled grouse or prairie chick- 

en, Cupidonia Stn 
Rated froune or pheasant, Bona 

winbellics, + 
Quail or partridge, Oriyx virginta- 

Tue, 

Black-bellied ployer, ox-eye, Saua- 
tarala helvetic. 

Bing plover, -Mpialttis senvipalma- 
us 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopus 
nigricollix, 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Red-breasted snipe, or dowitcher, 
Macrorlumphus griseus, 

Red-backed sandpipar, or ox-bird, 
Pringa american, 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Limosa fedou. 

Willet, Tetanus semipalmatus, 
Tattler, Totanits melanaleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Totanus flavipes, 

“Bay birds” gaierally, including yarlous species of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oyster-cateher, surf birds, phalaropes, avocets, 
efc,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds, 

Game my MArket—Rerarm Pricms, Poturny anp) Game—Pin- 
nated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.00 per pair; partridge (ruffed 
grovse), $1.50 per pair ; teal, 50 cents per pair ; Wilson snipe, $38 

per doz.; ployer, $4.50 per doz.; bay birds, large, $8 per doz, ; do 
small, 60 cents per doz,; rails, 75 cents per doz.; réed birds, 40 to 
78 cents per doz.; Phildelphia squabs, $2 per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Books County dry picked chickens, 

18 to 22 cents per pound ; do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents ; do. turkeys, 
18 to 20. cents ; do. ducks, 18 cents; do. geese, 18 cents; State 

and Western chickens, 16 cents; do, turkeys, 16 cents; do, 
fowls, 16 cents ; do. ducks, 15 cents, 

Canapa—WMontreal, Sept. 8 —The shooting season has fairly 
commenced here. Yesterday everybody that owned or could 
borrow a gun was out. Some fair bags of woodcock were. 
made, bet other Kinds of game are scarce. STANSTEAD, 

Maine—Princeton, Sept. 2.—Deer are very BiRnWy. 

Massacnusents—lVantuoket, Sept. 9.—Plover quite plenty; 
no doubt the thick fogs haye caused them to stop, Saturday 
Tsaw a*great many birds. Black ducks are plenty on Dry 
Shoal, ; JAoK CURLEW. 

Cosnnorour—Noroton, Sept. 1,—There are a great many 
quail here this fall. Yesterday I flushed two flocks in a po- 
tato lot not 200 yards from my house. 

Scorz Two ror Srra,—‘t Moose,” a Germantown sports- 
ian, has been on an Adirondack expedition, aud while in 

mad pursuit of his prey managed to shoot a bull (not a moose), 

for which he compromised with the farmer by the payment 

of #150. All of which is truthfully related in the Germantown 

Telegraph, With this bit about the yeteran New York fish- 
culturist : 

We saw many curious things while in these glorious moun- 
tains—for glorious they truly are. No wonder Seth Green is 
abont building 9 town there, to be called Troutville. Seth is 
also a good shot, We met him there three weeks ago, and 
saw him from one side of a stream shoot two deer on the 
other sideat one shot. Of course they were standing side by 
side, or he could not have done it. At the very time, too, he 
had hold of a supposed ten pound trout, which, on dropping 
his pole on drawing a bead on the deer, floated off with it, 
and that was the last seen of that pole, Seth was a good 
deal disappointed at losing his pole, line and ten-pound trout, 
but he ig 4 man of a very patient and forgiving nature, made 
use of no improper language, and was thankfui for the two 
deer al one shot, as that feat had neyer been performed in the 
Adirondacks before. 

Pennsvuvania—WMercer, Sept. 3.—The Solid Comfort Club 
just came home from their camp on Sugar Lake-yesterday. 
The woodcock shooting has been good here, and the prospect 
is good for all kinds of small game this fal. M. B. Mek. 

Denaware—Lort Penn.—Delaware Bay, Sept. 5.—Rail 
and reed bird shooting now good ; birds abundant along the 
Bay, and will beall this month. This isa good point, Take 
the steamboat, Thomas Clyde, any morning from Phila- 
delphia, fare about fifty cents. Stop at the Pier House on the 
peach, kept by Mr. Lloyd, $1.50 per day, or $8 per week. 
Game close at hand. H. W. Mrzeiut, 

Rai anv Rerp Breps—Pier House, Port Penn., Sept. 8.— 
Following the directions of the ‘*Sportsman’s Gazetteer,” I 
came herea week since to get some wing shooting of bay 
birds. As youstate, the railand reed bird shooting is most 
excellent here. I doubt if a better point can be selected 
along the whole Bay. The birds are always here during Sept. 
and the rail till about Oct. 15, when both kinds disappear with 
coming frosts. The sporting is near the hotel, and yery eon- 
venient. J send you & sample of 4 day’s sport, from which 
you will see we have plenty of delicacies for the table. Rail 
shot Bept, 5: S. Lord, 37; J. W. Gibbs, 32; F. Waln, 38 ; 
G. Tete, 86; W. H. Luft, 35. C. Tete and sou, 78 white 
perch, and 40 crabs. The above was on one tide and occupied 
about four hours only. As for reed or rice birds, they are 
being killed daily and eyerywhere along the shore. Every 
morning and evening as they fly across the lawn in front of 
our hotel a general fusilade is opened on them, and enough 
secured to supply all our wants. The Sportsman’s Hotel, 
kept by T. Lord, is plain and comfortable, He is a sports. 
man, and keapstwo good dogs for his guests to use at pleasure, 
algo boats, ete. The steamboat, Thomas Clyde, from Phils- 
deélphia, touches here at 11 A. m. daily, fare 50 cents, and on 
retorning, at 4%. um. Only railroad to Delaware City four miles 
above this placs. Hotel fare $1.50 per day, or $8 per week ; 
boat pushers #3. Next month the snipe shooting will be 
good, with ducks, ate. Mas, H, W. Merrit, 

Youne Ameria Oblos.—The Young America Sporting 
Olub, of West Phila., was organized Aug. 7, 1878, with the 
following officers: Harry CG. Cochran, Captain, 4229 Ludlow 
st; Ben 8. Marshall, Treasurer, 221 N. 41st st.; W. J. 8. 
Blnndin, Secretary, 3951 Story st. 

Taxwesser—Vashvillé, Sept. 4.—Mr. Clarke Pritchett, Sec- 
retary of the Tennessee Sportsman's Club, has had some good 
dove shooting the last two weeks. Taking it very leisurely, 
and hunting only in the cool of the afternoon, he bagged from 
five to eighteen birds each day. Our game laws allow shoot- 
ing to begin on the 15th of this month, but the fields and 
covers will be full of hunters to-morrow, so that by the time 
the law-abiding sportsman begins his shooting season the 
birds will have become yery wild. There are such quantities, 
however, that there will be enough for all. J, D. H. 

A Day Among tie Cutormys.—A Texas correspondent 

writes us from Houston, Aug. 26, of the amenitics of the 
sportsman in that vicinity. Wecommend the paragraph to 

the consideration of those who may be skeptical as to the 
abundance and variety of Texan game : 

“Thad intended ere this to give you a sketch of a day 
among the prairie chicken, which are very abundant here, 
and are now in fine condition for shooting, but the weather 
has been so bad that it has been impossible for us to get ont. 
The rainfall has been wnusnally large for this season of the 
year. ‘The ground is covered with water; the sun so oppres- 
sively hot that our dogs are unable to work more than a fwe 
minutes at a time, frequently returning to the wagon, or 
else seeking the shade of some bush or tree, from which they 
refuse to moye, Add to thig the swarms of green-headed 
flies, which cover our horses, rendering them almost. frantic, 
the millions of mosquitoes, which almost obstruct our siglit, 
and then draw on your imagination for the pleasure likely to 
be derived from ** A Day Among the Chickens” at this time, 

How To Loan Dirrair Powprer,—Hditor Forest and 
Jiream: For the benefit of any who have failed to get uni- 
form results in the use of Dittmar powder, allow me to give 
the following directions for loading; if carefully ohseryed no 
complaints will ever be found with its performance: Dip the 
measure heaping full, tap it a few times until it settles even; 
empty into the shell, striking that a few times so 1t settles 
even in the shell. This is important. Use one Delaware 
fibre and one Bley’s pink edge, or two pink edge, which fit 
tight in the shell, requiring a little pressure to drive them 
down, striking the rammer once or twice with the hand ; then 
put im shot and one black edge wad and crimp the shell well, 
Shells loaded in this way will equal the execution of those 
loaded with best black powder, without the noise, dirt and 
smoke which is so objectionable. Mr. Haines, agont for Dy, 
Carver, informed me that out of the thousands used by the 
Doctor, and loaded in this way, never had one failed in any re- 
spect, HG, $, 

Dxcovs.—Mr, H. A. Stevens, of Weedsport, Cayuga Go., 
N. Y., has sent us samples of various decoys of his manufac- 
ture, which are excellent. The Stevens decoys are made of 
cedar, ave unusually natural, and, the heads being moveable, 
can be packed in very small compass, Tut one grade of de- 
coysarémade. ‘The list includes canyas-backs, mallard, black, 
red, scalip, golden-eye ducks, with teale,etc. As Mr. Stevens 
has generally as many orders as he can fill, it would be well 
for duckers to get their supplies early. 

Raserrs.—In some parts of New York and New Jersey 
orchard men, this year, fight rabbits all day and dream rabbits 
all night, mowers cut them to pieces in the hay flelds, eats 
bring them into the house by the wholesale, the small boy 
pursues them with ferrets, and between them all an unfortu- 
nate vagabond is the tramp who cannot strike a good square 
rabbit stew for his noonday repast. 

—The Montgomery Shooting Club haye contributed to the 
amount Of #150 to the yellow feyer sufferers in Memphis and 
New Orleans. 

.——— 
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LEAVES FROM A DIARY OF WESTERN 

TRAVEL, 

(CononuDED, ) 

Rawnins, Wyoming Terr. 
Aug. 8t.—After breakfast Jack and Prank with the rifle, 

and I with the shot-gun, went out hunting. I bagged four 
fine mountain grouse, and in the afternoon Frank killed 
three and Jack one. These birds, which some call blue 
grouse, are here in great numbers, and are of fine flavor. 
Two of them weighed two pounds and fourteen ounces 
each. 

9¢h—Started from camp 7.30 4. m- to get to Battle Lake. 
Butit wasno go! After eight hours horrible tramp throngh 
thick bushes, fallen timber, over rocks, in a hard rain-storm, 
we all felt tired, and concluded to give it up for that day and 
gotocamp. Before we Got down tv the creek Tip killed a 
deer, and we shot at an ell prefity far off without doing him 
any harm. Onr camp outfit was, although it was covered, 
pretty damp, and the first thing when we stopped was to 
make a big fire and get warm and dry. The rest was to cook 
dinner, which we were anxiously waiting for, as our appetite 
was grand. My triend, Frank, ate half as much in meat as 
the weight of his body, not to speak of the fapjacks. In half 
an hour we were quite different men, and smoked another 
pipe of peace. ‘This camp, 8,700 feet high, in the narrow val- 
ley of the main branch of Battle Creek was surrounded on both 
sides by high wooded mountains. We did not feel yery com- 
fortable here, but still had to stay another day in order to send 
the guides out to look for the lake. We passed an nnopleasant 
night, as all our camp outfit, as quilts, blankets, etc., was 
damp, The next morning, on the 10th Aug., Jack and Tip 
started to hunt for Battle Lake, while Frank and [ went out 
fishing, The trout were not very hungry, and did take the 
fly well, becuuse there was so much food washed down the 
mountain for them by the freshet, still { caught enough for 
our table. At: noon the guides came back, bringing us good 
news. ‘They found the lake about two miles off. We could 
have gone there the same day, but we thought better to wait 
till our bedding was dry again. To speak of the trout I 
caught here, I never saw Salma fontinalia like them betore. 

11¢h.—Harly in the morning we started for the lake, where 
We attived after a half-hour’s riding over vocky hills and 
thickly fallen timber, What a wonderful panorama we had 
after we had ascended the Just hill, I am notable to describe 
it, A fine, but rather small, sheet of water before us, about 
500 or 600 yards long, and 300 yards wide ; was surrounded 
on one side by a steep, bare rock, 1,000 feet high; on the 
other sides by high wooded hills. The water of the lake was 

4s smooth a8 a mirror, and we saw hundreds, eyen thousands, 
of small trout playing or rising to the surface for insects, 
Toward the high rock the water seems to be very deep, but 
on other parts pretty shallow, Frank and myself being ahead, 
we had not to wait very long for our train, and then we 
rode slowly along the lake to the place where, several years 
igo, Prospector (gold digger) had built a log-house. This we 
used for camp, being large and dry. That it did not take 
very long for me to get ready for the trout you will imagine. 
The poor fish were so hungry that they came to us on shore 
where we were standing, waiting for our artificial fics, 
and even bare hooks. I fished all around the lake, and 
caught several hundred, but put them back again, ag I left it 
to Frank to furnish our table. Ele only fished a while, and 
caught his basket nearly full. Never in all my fishing have I 
found & pond or Jake so well stocked with trout as this Battle 
Take, but we did not catch a larger fish than one pound six 
ounces, I think there was too little food for the great num- 
ber of fish, 

On the second day, Aug, 12, I cleaned fifteen fish, and 
found worms in five of them. Of course I threw them away, 
and we did not eat any more fish out of the lake. Frank took 
the aneroid and climbed npthe highroek near the lake, where 
he found that he had ascended 1,000 feet; the top was 10,150 
feet. The same day, all of us, Tip with Frank and Jack 
with me, sturted fora bunt. Frank was so lucky as to killa 
doe elk and spikebuck elk, and could have shot many more; 
we could have killed some, too, but, haying envugh of meat, 
did not like to slaughter them. We found elk by the hun- 
dreds, but no large bucks, and could get close up to them. 
We ascended mountain after mountain, very heavily wooded 
on the lower parts of them, while on the tops only bare rocks 
and snow, and at last we got up the principal peak of this 
range, where my aneroid showed 10,850 feet. Here we were 
on the great divide between the Pacific and Atlantic, and on 
the liné between Wyoming and Colorado. The view from 
here was grand, We saw nearly all the high peaks of the 
northern part of Colorado, as well north of us the Elk moun- 
tains and some other high ranges, The wind was blowing 
very fresh, so we did not stay lone, and rode down again to 
our camp, I tried the trout once more to hook bigger fish, 
but without result. The little fellows took anything we threw 
in, and would haye taken ‘‘ a red-hot stove,” as my friend, 
F. Endicott, likes to say. 

Althongh the elevation we were trayeling on now was from 
9,000 to 11,000 feet, the vegetation was luxuriant, while we 
found on the lower plateaus, 6,000 to 8,000 feet, scarcely ashrub. 
We saw here timber of enormous size—pine and poplar—not 
so very high, but of great diameter and of dense growth. 
There was high and good grass everywhere, and a great variety 
of flowers; a splendid country for botanists to make studies 
and collections. 
18th.—We lett this loyely little spot, and, going westward, 

we followed this dividing range of mountains through forests, 
crossing brooks and canyons, till after a ride of about twenty. 
four hours, we came to an old camp of ours on the Savory, 
where we stopped onthe 5thand 6th. Having had a very 
early breakfast, we felt awful hungry at 4: o’clock, when we 
came in camp, and we proved that a pound of juicy elksteak 
each was not toomuch. My pipe was lighted then, and I 
took my rod and brought a nice mess of trouf home. 
14/2.—Our stomachs haying been well filled with ell tongue, 

breaded ell steaks, trout, fapjacks and coffee, we packed up. 
On the road we fired at great distances at buck-antelopes, but 
did not do them any harm. At 2:30 Pp. m., after about fifteen 
mniles ride, we got in camp, took dinner and then went shoot- 
ing. Frank and Tip killed a black-tailedbuckeach. TFrank’s 
buelx was a young one and furnished us very tender meat. T 
was not lucky enough to get a shot at.or even to see a deer, 
but started in a thicket a grizzly, who, grunting, ran away 
without letting me have a sight of him, which was, perhaps, 
all the better for me. 
16¢—Breakfast 6:30. Bill of fare, kidneys and heart of 

deer stewed; brain of deer fried; deer liver saute; breaded 
elk-steaks, flapjacks, coffee. Having gone through this we 
went for the game again. Tip and I saw several black—tailed 
bucks, but could not get a shot at them, out going home I 
killed by mistake a young antelope, which I thought to be a 
buck. ‘The same evening Jack killed one. 

16¢h—At 8 we broke up and made a quick and long ride 
of about twenty miles to Beckman'’s hay ranch, this place 
being only fifteen miles from Rawlins. Frank and I, after an 
hour's rest, concluded to ride the same day to town. We left 
Beckman’s at 4:30 and made these fifteen miles in two hours. 
We put our horses into the stable, got our letters, and then 
went to Fred Wolte’s saloon, who refreshed us with delicious, 
cool Cheyenne lager, After that we directed our steps to 
the hotel, took supper and slept the sleep of the just, 
17th—At noon Jack and Tip came in with the train, 
On next Tuesday, 20th, we start for the second trip north 

to the Sweetwater and Bighorn Mountains. Very likely 
we will not haye much fishing on this trip. They all say 
that every stream that runs into North Platte has no 
trout, while all the streams that rtm west contain trout 
in great number. My opinion is that the water of these 
streams, containing great quantities of lime and alkali (car- 
bonate of soda), are not natural for trout; so I found some 
sircams running into Green River, as one branch of Savory 
and others, had no trout or any other kind of fish, caused by 
containing too much lime. Anyhow, I will take my rods with 
meé and try every stream. if parties should like to come out 
here they can be supplied with all the outfit at Mr. James 
France’s store, with horses by Mr. T. Rankins or W. Gordon. 
For guides I should advise or direct them to Fred Wolf, who 
faye us very valuable information, and knows all the guides 
around here, It is not necessary at all ioengage guides before- 
hand. Had we known this before, we would have sayed 
several hundred dollars. ? 

Fred Wolt, ss mentioned above, keeps a house of entertain- 
ment, where you can be made comfortable. So much for this 
time. We will soon have some notes on our next trip. 

SOHMAND, 
—— $$ 

Lienr Guys anp Liant CHArges—Wditer Forest and 
Stream : My experience in loading guns tends to confirm the 
belief of your correspondent ‘t Canyas-Back,” whose letter 
appears in Forrsr anp Swrman of Aug, 22, that lighter 
charges than are commonly used are sufficient. At the annual 
spring shoot of the Monroe County Club this spring the men 
were handicapped, and as I had never shot for a prize before 
nor had much practice at the trap, I was put at twenty yards, 
the farthest distance being twenty-four yards. Most of the 
participants in the match used 10-gauge guns, mine was 12- 
fauge, weight, 6} pounds. I charged it with two drachms and 
a half of common powder and one ounce of No. 10 shot. Four 
or five us killed our first ten birds ‘‘ straight,” but in shooting- 
of! at five birds all but one of the 10-gauge gun, twenty-four 
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yards distance, were missed, leaving the contest to him and 
me. In shooting af the second five he killed four and L had 
the good fortune to grass all of mine, making twenty, and 
won the gold medal for first prize. The shorler distance I 
fired was an undoubted advantage, but the event demonstrates 
that light guns and charges can do fair shooting. E.R. 

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 24, 1878. 

Upon the same subject *‘ Fusil” writes from Boston: Pp a} 
In your last issue I noticed!an article from ‘* Canvas Back,” 

which may be good enough in theory; but before ** Canvas 
Back” convinces himself and others that a len-gauge, nine 
and one-half pound gun will burn only. four drachms of pow- 
der in the barrels, let him charge his gun say with six drachms 
of powder (or six and one-half, if he thinks the gun will stand 
it), and one ounce and one-quarter of shot, and then let him 
write you how he feels after the recoil, and whether he thinks 
some of the extra powder, above four drachms, has not been 
burned in his gun-barrel. Jf this does not suffice, let him 
gather up all the grains that are unexploded in his experiments 
With four and a quarter drachms till he has enough for a full 
charge; load with this and test penetration with a common, 
regular charge of powder that has not been used; or use four 
drachms of it and see if he cannot pick up for the second time 
plenty of unexploded grains, 

Se 

For Forest and Stream and Rod anid Gun, 

GAME IN COLORADO, 

4 ( was sald at one time that deer were growing scarce in Colorado, 

But the numbers brought into the various tuwns by sportsmen and 

market husters during the Jast season certainly looked like a flat con- 

tradiction of that assertion. It was the general testimony of the 

hunters with whom I talked that deer were just as abundant as ever 
they had been, though, perhaps, it was necessary to penetrate a little 

further into the mountains to secure them. A commission merchant 

told me that he had shipped more deer East last winter than he had 

dione for several previous seasons. 

One can scarcely go amiss anywhere in the mountain region of this 

State. THe may select his own ground in the northern, middle or 

routhern part, end he will be rewarded for his pains, If he chooses he 

may leaye the haunts of men far behind him, and rough it 1n the Snowy 

Range, He may camp in any of the great parks, and 80 live mors 

easily than in the former case. He may, if he choose, stop at some 

ranche, or eyen live at a good hotel, and yet bring home an abundances 

of game. 
Those who are willing to rough it need little direction. They may 

make Denver, Colorado Springs, or Alamosa their starting point, and 

from any of these places, going into the mountains, be sure of success. 

There are come men, however, who are not able to endure the fatigue 

of loug journeys on horse or mule, who yet enjoy 2 huntunder less 

fatiguing circumstances, For the sake of these I want to point out one 

place where they may stay comfortably in @ good hotel, and yet be able 

to carry 10 their astern homes some antlers a8 evidences of their skill 

with the rifle. 
Manitou is seventy-five miles south of Denver, from whence it 1s 

reached by the Denver and Rio Graud R. K., and six miles of staging 

from Colorado Springs, where you leaye the railroad, It may also be 

reached from the south by thesame railroad, yia Pueblo, At Manitou 

‘two good hotels remain open all {he year round, at eltherof which most 
coinfortab/e agcommouations may be had. Within easy walking dis- 

tance deer may be shot almost any day. Last season a gentleman, who 

‘was something of an invalid, shot two withio three miles of the Manitou 

‘House, at which he stopped. On another oceasion four were killed in 

one day within four miles of the yillage. And go I might go on to 

enumerate. 
Those who love nature in ler wild beauty would find enjoyment 

here, William’s and Ruxton’s canyons, though yery uulike each other, 

haye great charms in their picturesque scenery of stream leaping from 

rock lo;rock, massive boulders, and high, rocky walls, that the giants 

bulltto towering heights. Caves, too, offer their peculiar attractions 

to the adyenturous. Pike’s Peak looks down in silent majesty from his 

solemy height upon tie little village that nestles in hls very shadow at 

his feet, whic to the east the boundless sea of plains stretch away 10 
limitless distance, always varying in shade and color with every hour 

of the day, with every cloud or ray of sunshine. GC, B. 
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PIGEON MATCHES. 

ACIUSETTS—IMZford, Sept. 9.—Glass ball shoot No. 2 of the 
seen Sportsman's Cinb, N ipurie Pond, Mendon, Saturday, Sept. 7. 
Phe Card rutary trap; prize, asilyer cup: 

$ 11100111—16 
fink tal ee 11101110414 
Charles Hyan 10O00TTINO—9 

GH Allen.... LO0007110—y 

T P Wilkinson., O1100110—g 

Lona Brana Guy Guus, Sept, 8.—Sweepstakes, 25 yards rise, tlve 

traps, Hurlingham rules: 

CAG eter teectee oe dL lO Munson....-...+):4,1 11 1 1-5 

Dr Toluowski veee--L1111—6 E Salmon,..,..... 10w 

FB Dugros...h.--seeeeeih £11 1-5 Gy Bright: -.. 01 seaeee. 1 ee 

t off on the next sweep, and C, Bniler and Dr. Tol- 

Bibel aiaiaen eee W. Stone and J. Hammerless entered, but 
did not kill a bird. 
Sweepstakes, same conditions: 

Dr Tolnowski.....-.111—111—6 J LBright....-.....1 11-1 11-6 
W Mauriug.....-.+ 111—11 1-6 

Others withdrew. 
Handicap sweepstakes, same conditions: 

5 28 Biseseseseed L1—8 EF Dugro, 28 yarda...... ...0 11-2 
a ee “4411-3 ‘Dr'Ponowski, 08 yards. ..0 1 128 
G Bright, 25 yards.-.:...- 0 11—2 J Wammerless, 25 yards, .0 1 0—1 
TB Hoey, 25 yaros..,.,.4+.1 1 0—2 
Butler aud J, L, Bright divided first money, and G. Bright won the 

shooting off the ties in the second Claus. 

Match between Edgar Murphy (at 30 yards) and W. Manning (at 26 

yards) as follows: five traps, Hurlingham rules: 

Manning..... veoweseeere 1112111101101001111110—17
 

Murphy.,...-..+-.+ veeeeD 011001101110011111001 0-4 

Nv 1K—Litile Falls, Sept. .—The Little Falls and Totows Asso 

tae the protect tom of game and fish, held the first of a series of 
monthly shooting matches, Aug. 21; ten siagle and two double halls: 

i My weyensees es eevee (0100000001 00 00—0—1 

Rcraaner ies venevel De a es 08 60 1o—1— 9 

H Van Honuten.. .1111111110-9 10 10—2—11 
J H Van Houten, 1101110110—7 OL 11—3—10 

A Van Houten... 0110111000—5 11 11—4— 9 

W Van Houten... 00000000000 0 00—0— 0 

W Bonn..... oov000000 0—0 00 1é—0— 0 

J Posier,...---«----+ Pepe naar A a ea ary 

Dyes casecuies = 0100w — —— 
J Stanley. 

ee 

ys. King.-—Prooklun Driving Park, Sept. 6\—Match at fifty 

Beene pigs belween Willa King, of Byooklyn, and Miles Johnson 
of New Jersey. In addlijon to the challenge stakes, King was als 

qnatched to bent the score of 63 made by bogardus at the Driving Park 

last spring. The shooting was jromtwo H and T traps, 21 yards, 10 

Sree eh J ON W170 0 WWM ind s Johnson—10 11 10 11 10 0) 1 1 
Peet 11 10 01 10 1) 10 OL 10 12 OL 1h 01 01 GO WO 11 Oh Tt 10 1 
Vi OO 40 1 ih 10 OL eto, 

1 
j 

Dollshing them off with My reyolvery 

W Kine—0l 10 11 11 11 00 10 19 1 #01 11 10 10 M9 11 10 30 10 10 11 
11 AL 20 U1 11:10 11 1) 11 10 UU 00 11 10 11 OL 10 11 11 11 10 10 00 10 
11 11 11 10 10 01—pf4, 

DEXTER'S PARK—Cypress Wills, L. T., Sept. 10.—Wonthly covtestot 
the Brooklyn Gui Club Jor championship medal: flye ground traps; 
handicapped rise, 80 yards boundary; L. 1. 8. C. rales: 

Gildersleeve,..+----secress--..s98 yds, 1 1 1 1 11121 1-10 
Atkineon..., STS et Gk ol ele el — 1 
Dr Bridges... BS Ab SRS TE SET ti el tk 1 
Butler..... Be el) Ae ad i 
Zellmer. ... eo Tite tt tt is 
Rattles... ct tt 2 gt tee aa 
Wootts....s08 he Cir ot Sa aves en a 2 
Dr Steele.;,,... - ee re Ba he eerie | 
Blankley...... ..... BO aa a ale ati al ete at 
DIMWy ii es ek apeccc re a Lee ae Dee ea S41, 

Ties shot off : 
11111 126 Atkinson,,.....12 110 0 0-3 

0 1 iw 

PENNSYLVANIA—Tifusville, Sept. T.—Glass ball contest, Pleasantville 
Pa,, between the Titusuille and Pleasantville teams. Ball thrown from 
aTevolvying irap, Card’s patent; distance, 21 yds.rise, Time of match, 
two hours ten minutes. Messrs, Wheelock and Shaliock, of Titusyille 
Team, Gach lust a ballon errors. Following is official record of match 

Pleazantville Team Titusyille Team. 
Sorry. ------1 111111111—10 McCrum,....1110111111-9 
Patton......4211111111—10 Wheelock...11111#0110-7 
Zimmerman.1010110110—6 Wallace.....7111111101-9 
Hancock....1101101011—7 CBoughton,.1111111101—9 
Kuhemyer..1100010011—5 Hubbard.....1011111001-—7 
LSshattock..1011111111—9 FRoughton.111011001 Gi 
Streeter.....1011111010—7 Shauk,.. 21411211101—9 
Shattock ....0001101001—4 Burton,..,..10101101441-7 
Benedist....1011111111—9 Green.......10110101 0 1—6 
Parks........101111110—8 Shattock.....100111%*11-7 

OCH ss dai ppb het se eeceees Pamala DU OUR L yd oc abe e mbar rele « ueacede tt 

Pleasantville, Sept, 6.—Return match, Pleasantville having wou firs, 
oue: 

Pleasantville Team, Titusville Team, 
Sawrey.,...1111111111-—10 MeCrum.....41110111111—-9 
Patton..... 2L1iiti1i1 3211110 Wheelock...2 11117a011 0-7 
Zimmermani 010110110—6 Wallace...... 1111111101~9 
Mancoek...,1101101011—7 C Bonughton,i111111101—9 
Kublmeyer.1100010011—65- Hubbard..... 10211110017 
Ly Shattuck! 011111111—9 F Boughton.1 11011001 0-6 
Streeter ....1011111010—7 Shank.,,,,..1111111011-9 
L Shattuck,.0001101001—4 Burton......010110111-—7 
Benedict,...1701111111—9 Green 10110101016 
Parks ......1101111111—8 Mj Shattuck.110011141 1-7 

TOtAl a sietespenvtevesrecsesaee ll 

(a) Broke the balls on errors, 
Potdl.sossscseecessnsctegesenus TO 

GRANGERS’ Prontd.—Cumberland Grove, Pa., Aug. 29,—Match at 
pigeons, 21 yards, 80 yards boundary: 

Sible.....---.- lore = Vepeedh Slee ge ALAR ed SO, AL 3: 
Mumma (one arm).. nl oy Dill el ele ee ee ee ap 
Humer...... Nat ig om stas me Tes at cere GR fie SES) 
McKeehan.. weed ae Le AE Us SISO DO et ee 
Ripgwalt..--. ORT ere ley SUN p41, 
Wolt.. coher’ ron a te is ET Ge SI ett ak Tess) 
Head 10° LO Re SIE tS SSE eel 01 
Rup Lea Oe a tt 0 ha Oty 
Stine Dect dO patLaet Oni uO tae ct) Og =th 
oas.,.. 1170002 002 07106 2.19% 
Overdéer. ib ale sy LAY ce St ay tir ak ay fs ih 
Weaver..... ile ple al Khe oP he Let ib TP Sarl ae ee 
Uammond,... SSO ONO: gi ode See a soi: 
Brandt, .ccsccerectusce et O89 0000200 100 1 wy 

Ties on thirteen, 
Sible...cccccncstevescereseed 1 O-—-2 HOMEr 1... + seers. ene --,1 1148 
MUMS seep ha bivwcescneeaek db ded 

Humma and Humer divided. 
Messrs, Hatfeld and Bowen, judges. 

Second match, same day: 

Siple -se5 belane's ceicfe od) oe az 
Stine . aa od te 
Heal 11ii10015 
Wikel. 111101065 
UI Roat ...-......- 110111 0—6 

Sibie and &t divided purse, 
Third match; glass bulls, 21 yards rise, Bozardus trap and rules: 

Wolf YVL11it1ies #Smith”........1101101 05 
G D Keller.. 1111001 1—6 Brownawell....1. 1011700 t-4 
GU Keller,.....01110110—6 Overdeer...,....00 01011 0-3 
ATHI@ yy ties eed edu ce) 

Fourth match, same day ; glass balls, 21 yards rise 

Hammond.......1 111110 0-6 
Roat....- 00111 01-5 
Wade... 011101—-6 
Overdeer,. 1o001—4 
Rupp....- OvT1LI-3 

Hammond won first purse, Koat and Wade divided second purse, 

TENNESSEE—Nashville, Sept. 2.—Mateh at glass balls, Bogardus rules, 
Bitterlich screened trapa; 

First mateh: 
Wheat.. MeRiMney. .eceesssss-0 1 011-8 
Maskey. Brackimall,.....,,...-- U11141 
Valeutine.. 

Ties on fo 

Becond match : 
BrackmMall,..--..+.+5. 0111—4 Maskey,....-.....-....0 101 1-8 
Wheat...... .00L11—-8 Vualenume..... speeeore et L114 
MeKinney wee 121 1-4 

Ties on four chot oi at 21 yards—Maskey won the shoot off, 

Third matel.: 
1110-4 Wheat..... 

Maskey... wet 1111-5 Hooper... 
Mcltinney.......+.....5 1U111—* Brackmad,.....++csecl 
Maskey and Brackman divided on two each. 

Fourth match: 

McKinney......-ee0--.-1 0611—3 Hooper..,.,..0-+000e1 
Wheat, .. -.11011-—4 Maskey........- 
Valentine ............,-1 0 111—4 Brack 

Fifth match: 

Brackman.........-...1 11 L 0-4 MGRinney.seccseessesee0 101 1-3 
Wheat.......,- ..01011—3 Valentice....... 11 3—t 
Carter..:....<-s vececleca Od 11 U8 MagkGycc.t sees ees eeeel OID IA 
Maskey and Brackman divided on three each. 

Sixth match, double balls; 

Valentine,..,.s«sye:s---ll 11 11—6 Maskey..-...-2+5)--.++)1! 11 11-6 
McKinney......-.,--+-- 11 11 1—6 A 

In the shoot of McKinney and Maskey tied and divided, 

Seyenth match, 21 yards rise: 
Wheat...... weeeesseeenel OC 10—2 Maskey,..,--.--.-- seeel Le Lia7 

110-8 

Eighth match, ten balls each: 
Valentine,..1111111111—10 Ragio.......1100110101-6 
Wheat......0111101101—T 

J.D, H. 

Micutcan—owell, Sept. 5.—Second contest for the Jewett ravolyer 
(BUtK nit.) resulted as follows. Bogardus new model trap, behin«d 
sereen; 21 yards; direction of ball decided by lol, Fisher won first 
match, and Rumsey second. 
E Fisher.,..1110011100—6 Rubert.....100001T0111—4 
C Holt,..... 0111111111 9 JdudHolt...1011117 0011-7 
Angel......0100111111—7 Woleott....2110111101—8 
Beach . 1001111111—8 Rumsey 111111111—-10 
Wilber.....1011010110—6 Wiicox. O011100011—6 
Mulliken... 011111021—8 dJewell...... ee 

On10—Cincinnati, Sept, 7.—The Queen City Shooting Club will have 
Berane lub shoop at pigeons the 2ath of this montil, at * Anderson’s 
Place,” Clifton, Only members of the club can enter, each member to 
shoot at 2d birds, The birds are to be shot at ont of H und I traps, 2! 
yards rise, 80 yards boundary, single birds, W. E. L, 

Ted A. PAINE AT MILFoRD.—Mr, Paine hag been astonishing the Mil- 
fordites with lis exhibitions in prea glass balla with his gao, and 

Vith nls Parker gup, Mt, Balng 

made a very fine score af donble balls, breaking nine doubles, or 
eightecn balls withont & mise. ‘hia murksinan’s skill with a rifle is also 
coming to the front, and though he disclaims attempling Carver's teats, 
nevertheless Mr. Paine can surprise an audience wit histifle. Mr. 
Paine met lately with an accident from a fa), which prévented lim 
from continuing his engayements, but io a few days he will resume his 
shooting. 

BoGarpus Ovrs,—The international cups, which were won by Capt, 
Bogardus, ‘the champion wing shot of the world,” which were ap- 
prized in the Custom House and held for dntles, were releazed hy 
order of the Secretary of the Treasury free of ali duty and charges, 
and, after being Gelivered to the Ouptain’s friends, were duy 
Torwarded to him at St. Paul, Minn,, by express, 

Rational Mastimes. 

Sepremper Agmirrics.—There are to be three local ath- 
letic meetings this month. The handicap games of the Scot- 
tish-American Athletic Club will be held on their grounds, 
Fifty-fourth street and Wighth avenue, the 14th inst, The 
programme includes the usual contests. On the 21st the 
Manhattan Club hold their tournament, Fifty-sixth strect and 
Highth ayenue, and the annual fall meeting of the Staten 
Island Athletic Club will be held on their grounds, Beau- 
mont avenue, Hoboken, on the 20th inst. 

Broxerme.—Just what the bicycle is capable of may be 
learned from the recent performance of Appleyard, the Hog- 
lish bicyclist, who won the last Bath Road Medal of the Lon- 
don Bicycle Club. Thisis given for the fastest time over 
the one hundred miles Bath Road, Last year Appleyard won 
it in 9h. 103m. This year there were thirty-one entries. By 
lot Appleyard's place was in the tenth row, twenty-seven men 
being in front ofhim, only three behind, ‘' At precisely 7:30 
in the morning the start was made. Appleyard's machine 
was a light racer of but twenty-eight pounds weight, yet he 
contrived to pass over the wet and greasy oolite mucadam 
between Bath and Devizes at the rate of twelve miles an 
hour. At the outset he gained greatly on the mass of riders 
by taking Box Hill without a dismount, and as he approached 
Marlboro, about thirty miles out, he caught up with Thorn, 
and these two having now passed all the others, rode on to- 
gether for ten miles to etunaet ford, where Thorn stopped for 
food. It was Appleyard’s determination to ride the entire 
100 miles without stopping at all, so, leaving Thorn, he rode 
on toward Reading alone, and was never again sighted by 
any man inthe rear. His sustenance on the way appears to 
have been taken while in motion. His Liebig’s meat biscuits 
were found too dry and be relied on a half pound of steak 
and a half pint of tea, with two eggs beaten up in it.” 

—New England fairs are enlivened by bicycle races. 

THe AUSTRALIAN CriokerERs.—The matches in which the 
coming Australian cricketers will meet United States and 
Canadian teams have all been fixed, as follows: October 1 
and 2, Australians vs. New York eighteen, at Hoboken; Oc- 
tober 3,4 and 5, Australians ys, Philadelphia eleven, at 
Philadelphia; October $ and 4), Australians vs. ‘Toronto 
eighteen, at Toronto; October 11 and 12, Australians ys. De- 
troit eighteen, at Detroit; October 17 and 18, Australians vs. 
Mound City twenty-two, at St, Louis; October 22, 24 and 
25, Australians vs. all California twenty-two, at Sao Fran— 
cisco. The Australian team consists of ten amateurs and two 
professionals, ns follows: Messrs. T. Horan, of ile Victoria 
eleven; F. Spofforth, of the New South Wales eleven (fast 
bowler); F. E. Allan, of the Civil Service Club, of Vietoria; 
Q, H. Bailey, of the eleven of Tasmania; J. McBlackham, 
of the Victoria eleven (wicket-keeper); H. Boyle, of the 
Victoria Club (bowler); D. W. Gregory, of the New South 
Wales eleven; W. Murdock, of the New South Wales eleven 
(wicket-keeper); T. Garrett, of the New South Wales Uni- 
versily eleven; A, Bannerman, of the New South Wales 
eleven; Thomas Kendall, professional, of the Victoria Club; 
Charles Bannerman, professionul, of the New South Wales 
Club. The principal batsmen are the two Bannermans and 
Mr. Horan. The bowlers are Messrs. Spoifurth, Boyle, Ken- 
dall and Allan, 

—The Patersons beat the St. Georges in their return game 
at Hoboken, last Saturday, with a score of 58 and 78 for the 
two innings, to 55 for the first inning of St. Georges, The 
Be club play the Staten Island first eleven at Hoboken to- 
ay. ; 

CrickEt,—The game for the benefit of William Brewster, 
played at Hoboken last Thursday, was very successful. 
Messrs, Brewster and Giles having chosen sides, the game re- 
sulted in the following score: 

BREWSTER'S SIDT. 
A Marsh, ¢ Soutter, b Ste- 

VOR ens thastteepneed eee se 
Hi Moeran, b Sprague....... 2. 
R Greig, b Stevens..,...... 
J Romary, b Sprague....... 
© Williams, b Stevens ...,.. 
C Middleton, c Lawler, b 
Bleveng........... 

O Dellar, not out........ .. 
J Voorhees, c Giles, b Ste- 

Welk? oo eos paw mw t eee naee 

W Wilson, b Sprague,..,-.. 
G Hayward, b Sprague.-.... 
W Brewster, c Sprague, b 

Stevens. .srsece cree enemies 
Byes, 2; leg-byes, 4; widea, 1. 

61LMs' spr. 
J Soutter, c Romury, b Brow- 

hOle see acasabeensubuctoe ges De 
BH Stevens, b Brewster....... 
J Sprague, b Grewater.. 

co 

bobo 

he 

5 
0 

J Rogan, b Moeran..,._... not 
W Ropes, c Greig, b Marsh.. 6 

3 
7 

¥ Haussling, not out .....,. 
A Lawler, b Greig.....,-.... 

whens 

G Giles, not out,............ 36 

NaS ofS BOQ SSA Byes, 1; leg-byes, 2,......,, 3 

Total........ Peeee Paetae 200 
Bowling analysis—Soutter, 48 

balls, 36 runs; Sprague, 101 
balls, 32 runs, 4 wickets ; Giles, 
30 balls, 12 runs; Stevens, 46 
balls, 22 runs, 6 wickets. 

Anonery.—Meeting of the 
24-inch targets at 50 yards: 

Totes es: AAS soreness OD 
Bowling analysis—Moeran, 43 

balls, 30 rons, 1 wicket; Brews- 
ter, 90 balls, 29 runs, 8 wickets ; 
Marsh, 42 balls, 18 rmus, 1 wicket; 
Greig, 12 balls, 3 runs, 1 wicket. 

Oritani Archers, September 9. 

£nds, Hilts, Value. 
OW Hopper.... ccc cssees sc baasiveces 7 19 
DP Gardner. ..cceseess seas. penee oF il 53 
W Holberton,.. 3 18 40 
Miss Garduer .... 5 8 a3 
“Van Boskerck f 7 26 
a6 Wardl.ss.. 7 8 34 

Mrs Herry.. 5 2 8 

TOthl..-= j=) scare penne eee Frwy tent teee per teeeaees LT 

Inds. Tits. Value, 
W Weills....-..... 6 T 40 
JJ Berry... 4 4 18 
F Poor,....--»-- a 4 0 i 
Mrs W_ Holberton.. 8 9 85 
Misa N Hopper..c.<«.--+-=5 5 6 it 

M6 POOF. cee caceaseeceryreeswereney, 5 a 4 
ft WES»), jereraretetesenyeeseurrere 5 1 1 as 

steps eh serveedeguyyevteett POObe er eret shh yebenl maay + 1 ‘2 
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Che Gane of Chess. 
Problem No. 26. 

Tourney set, No. 20. Motto; Tarrytown. 

Yeap 

yy 
Graal Cm titifiiee 

Ua 
Gog 

Z 
YY 

Uailla, “iy 

co 
oe 

Y 
A, na 

White to play and give mate in twomoves, 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO. 22, 

(White King on Q, Bs.) 
1—B-K5 1—Kt or P moves 
2—Q Inutes 

ik . 

2-Q mates 
1—Any 

Game No, 75.—BISHOP’S GAMBIT. 

Played jn the Internationgl Correspondence Match between Mr. H, 

Brewer, of Bournemouth, Eng., and Mr. EH. Delmar, of New York: 

White Black White Black 
Brewer Delmar Brewer Delmar 

1—P-Kt 1—P-K4 {4ht-Q3 (x) 14—P-1C Bo (h) 
2—P-K Bi 2—P tks P 15—Kt-K htS3 15—P tks P th 
3—DB-B4 d—P-G)4t (i) 16—K tks P 1é—Kt tks R P ch 
4-BtksP(b) 4—Qcn! i—K-Ba li—Q-K Ki3 
5—K-B. 5—P-K Ktt IS—R tks Kt 18—B-K38 (4)4 
6—Kt-Q Bs 6—B-Ktd 19—KtK Bs (j) 19—Q-I¢ it 
T—P-Qa T—Kt-a 20—R-hts 20—O-Ka 
5—Kt-B8 8—Q-R4 21—B tka B 21—P tka B 
§—P-K R4 9—P-K R8 22—Q tks KKtP 22—Kt-Q Ha 
1U—P-K5 (c) 1W—P- B3 (d) 93—K-K1a 23—K RK 
11—B-B4 1il—P-K Kh (e) | 2i—RtksK RP 2i—Kt-Q b2 
12—Kt-K 12—Kt-K Kts 25—K¢t (Kt8) R4 25-0, R-Q 
13—Ikt-K4! 1i—Vastles (£) 26—KCLK Bé ch and wins (k) 

NOTEB BY ME, HAMEL. 

(a) This followed by Q-f5 is now considered the best defence, 
(>) Best; P tks P ia inferior, 

(c) All this is according to the hooks, but the quality of the last move 
ia cOnsidéred very questionable. 

{d) According to Cook, black’s best play here is Q Kt-B3, followed by 

B-Kt5 and Castles. 
(e) A move that looka correct, but which inyolyes the breaking up of 

Black's P's on the Q side, always an experiment attended with the risk 

of giving the first player the advantage. 

(} This looks very muvli like lost time, which in gambits is always 

risky, but ¢spevially in correspondence. The student should examine 

the yarlutions. arising from Black’s P-Q Kt, followed, if B retires to Kt3 

by B-IK3; and if Kt then ch, by K-K2, 

(7) Black apparently cannot save the P, and gets into a precarious 
position, We consider the success attained by White well deserved, 
and are pleased with it on account of his boldness in offering the B 

Gambit, We take this opportunity of observing that gampits in cor- 

respondence, though a little risky, turn out mostly, if Bot always, to 

the aivantage of the better player. The positions recurring do away 

with the regular plodding for safety, and admit more originality, bril- 

lianey and ingenuity, ‘This is the first gambit in this match—let ua 
hopé that some more will follow. 

(i) Black, m trying to aye the P, loses a piece, We would have 

played here B-K3, and we recommend this variation to the study of our 

renders. By this move it appears to us Black would have gob ont of hia 

dificulties, and might have turned the tables on his antagonist, 
(2) Too late; all chance of retrieving the game is gone. ~ 

(j) White's finishing moves are in good style. 

(k) Black is compelled to giye up his Q to prevent mate in three 

moyes.—Ayr Argus, 

CUHSORY JOTTINGS. 

—The Hartford Times states that Mrs. Gilberthas.e ‘certain win” in 
ole game, and an adyautage in two others in the International 
Tourney. Mr. Gossipis her opponent, If this be true, and the games 
were played with that skill which Mr. Gossip is reputed to be the 

possessor of, then this Jady is a much stronger player than has been 

firserted. Although we have hitherto expressed no opinion on the cor- 

reapondence play of this lady amateur, we have neverthe|ess consid- 
’ ered her play of a high order, and should not be surprised should she 

win the title of ““ Champion Correspondence Player of America.” But 
few will deuy that the claims of correspondence players have not been 

Bulliciently recognized by tha chess public, and it occors to us that now 

is. a proper time to urge them. We therefore call upon all lovers of 

chess to contribute towards a, fand for a grand national correspondence 
tournament, in which the chief prize is tobe & Championship Cup, 

We appoint John G, Belden, of the Hartford Vimes, Treipurer pro tent, 

and also clothe him with full power and authority to appoint a com- 
mnittee to establish rm.és, étc., to goyern the tournament, challenges to 

the winner, the length of time the Championship Cup is to be held 

before it rests, etc, Should the chess public harden its heart against 

this suggestion, we doubt not but what some one will donate a Cham- 
pionsbip Cop. Let us give the ladies an equal chance to secure sub- 
ttantial oles honors, 

—The acoré in the International Tourney now stands: England, 8; 
America, 7; drawn, 2. Bring up that coach, Beiden, at.a “right 
slart” trot, and crowd ’em in. We will stroll aloug in advance, and, 
df not Jost, will meet you at the station, 
—Mr. McKim, the contumacious Secretary of the Am,Chesa and Prob- 

jem Assoo’n, at last announces that the names of the non-prizé winners 
in the recent tourney of the Association will be published in the Puices 

(wis, we infer, je the only organ of the Association!) “just as soon 
_ap ppace will permit.” [he brondgside recently published iu a weekly 
journal seems to have awakened this derelict oficial to a sense of his 
‘duly, The oficial discourtésy displayed by Mr. McKim isreprehensibie, 
And heshould be called upon to resign his:position hy the proper au 
thoyities, 

PHPHEGISBE:fO Hie Turi OE ho ARON Feferanag NA fhe MAWarTANIEd 

conduct of tle Secretary of the American Chess and Problem Associa- 

,tion, the weekly referrel to his reached ug, and as its Chess Mditor re- 
iterates is suspivions,which Mr. McKim alone can anthoritatively deny 

by performing the cuties appertaining to the oitice which he holds, and 

silence rumors as well by affording another officer or member of the 

Association with information, ypon « proper and reasonable reqaest, 

us iu this case, we do not now propose to take partin this controversy. 
We liad our say upon the award made in the Centental Tonrney, and it 

is extremely gratifylng to now notice that others also refer to that 

contest, and intimate that it should also be investigated, * and the real 

facts brought to light." In order that our readers may fully determine 
whicthor wé misréprésent our contemporary’s intentions in calling pub- 

lie attention to these tonrneys, we give the concluding paragraph in 

the number before us: ‘Mr. Secretary McKim will have to answer 

some very ugly questions before he can establish that there were not 

irregularities in the conduct of the late Tourney, which, when Known, 

will bring a blush of shame to the cheekof every honest American 

chess player, Let him begin to put bis house in order.” 

answers to Qayresyoudents, 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications. 

= A number of anonymous correspondents will nnderstand why 
their queries are not auswered, when they read the lines at the head of 
this column. 

CG, 0. B., Titusyille, Pa,—Yes, we will be glad to publish scores, 

W. P.'P., Princeton, Me.—H. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, N, ¥., is 
the address you wish. 

M.&B., Batavia —We cannot compare one gun. with another, and must 

respectfully decline answering. i 

W. D. P., Howardsville, Albemarle Co., Va.—Grayling would not 

thrive in your regien of country. 

Hight ANns.—Your story of “The Fishing Pole, or the Bamboo Man 

Bamboozled,” is respectfully deelinod, 

G. B. W.—Can you give me the address of a few hunters on the Mis- 

sipsippi River who hunt for u living? Ans, We vannot, 

D. J. L, South Boston, Mass.—Write to W.F. White, St. F. R. Ry 
Topeka, Kan,, for a copy of the * Rovky Mountain Tourist.” 

J, 'T. T,, Hillsboro, Can.—The best thing on fly tying la the chapter 

déyoted to that subject in Hallock’s “‘ Sportsman’s Gazetteer.” 

ONE HUNDRED VARs, Fishkill Landing.—The fastest time ever made 

for the 100yds. dash was done by Stewart in England, whose record 

Was 9378, 

Lovisvitie.—H and T traps are so called from the custom of filpping 

up # Goin to determine which trap shall be sprung, H and { mean 

Ieads and Tails. See? 

Meramora, Clevyeland.—How old are female dogs generally, when 

they céase breeding? Ans. ‘Time yarles, generally after 12 years of 

age the female does not breed, 

ATLANTHYE.—If you willapply to Mr. Albert Koebele, 419 W. 2ith st., 
New York, you probably will gst some eggs from him, He has vol- 

lected cocoons of the silk-worn. 

A, 1, G., CincinnatL—Fora “rowing machine” of the best pattern 

address J. M, Laflin & Co,, 108 Broadway, iN. Y., and mention our name, 
Price of machine $10; sent on receipt of money, 

BE, A., Green Point.—aA tine jet-black setter bitch will soon come in 
heat, No dog of her color here. What would be the most suitable 

color to cross ler with? Ans, Black and tan, black and white, or ved. 

CO, A. P., Columbus.—How would it affect pattern and penetration to 

crease paper shells between powder and shot? Ans, It would not do 

apy good, possibly harm. One thing if would give—a first-class recoil, 

is, Hf, A,, Brooklyn.—For c»mplete Nurth Woods camping ontiit see 

‘©Wallace’s Guide to the Adirondacks,” pages 278 to 260. The directions 

there giyen are yory Compretensive, We oan send you the book for 
a 

L, W, H.—A squid is au octopod or decapod—the long-armed creature 
Which abounds in the peas, It is found of a!) sizes, from an inch or two 
long to 40 and 50 ft. It is the favorite food of the cod and of all other 
fish, Fouud all along our coast. 

¥. R, §., Boston—A tent 6x8 feet will accommodate two campers, 

The larger it is the more comfortable, however. To cook by your camp 
five you can form a rést by placing twa or three large stones together, 

or iyo forked slicks into the grotind and suspend your kettle from a 

cross picce, 

W. F. R., Cincinnatl.—English setter, flye months old, has sores all 
over his head and eyes; hair coming ont of the affected parts ; slight 

cough; discharging at the eyes; coat rough, and smells bad; no appe- 

tite. My greyhound died this morning of the same disease, Ans. Has 
mange, and exhibits early symptoins of distemper. | 

8. E., New Orleans.—My setter is frequently tuken with tremendons 

colic, and whenever [ take him out hunting falls in fits. He staggers 

as if afraid of something, and ia then seized with spasms, Ans. He 

may be suffering from an obstinate constipation. Give him small doses 

of sulphur three or four times a week, and a dose cf castor oil on the’ 

alternate days. 

H. L., Versailles, Mo.—Please give name of some good duck shooting 

resort, accessible from St. Louis by my boat? Ana. You will find in 
the neighborhood of La Grange, Mo,, aud Lima, Tl., many lakes, ponds, 

sloughs, ete., where there are great quantities of all kinds of wild tow! 
and yarlous other game, and good fisling too. You will have no difM- 

enlty In fiiding good bvard at ihe farm-houses, although we are unable 

to give you any names. 

Rin#, Springfiela.—t. Tell me the price of Oriental Falcon Ducking 
Powder 2, Also the price of Cresiimoor brand of Orange Powder 

8. What is your opinion of inclosed style of target, to be used ab long. 

range? 4. Will the American Team for 1376 shoot at Creedmoor in 

September? Ans. 1. $lper pound, 2 76 cents. 8, A good idea, but 
has been frequently suggested. 4. Not yef decided. 

G, H,, Peovia.—1, Is the Winchester rifte—model of 1878, 24in. long— 

a suitable rm for target practice af short range, say Dotabove 400 yids. 

or would the model of 1574, 23in, long, or any other make of rifle be, 

more adapted for that purpose? 2. Where can I buy iron targets of 

different descriptions? Ans. 1. Both would do, but would prefer the 
liter. 2, Address James A, Dimond, 211 W, 83d st., City. 

A. G E., New York.—¥or an Adirondack tour you will find yory 

patisfactory information in “ Wallace’s Guide to the Adirondacks” and 
in Hallock’s ‘‘Sporisman’s Gazetteer.’ Guides charge $2.50 aud $3 per 

day. Thepe ate several different routes of entry to the Woods, and un- 
leas.qve know which one you propose to take, we cannot glye you dett- 

i eee Ve you have ng plana, pow AYR Buyer's Moaehem 

eka (clini vp tallia Hy WOOL WAN) MENGATE IP 
' 

T.E L. B., Ames, Towa,.—My setter dog, eight months old, when run- 
ning suddenly stops and listens, turns his head to one side, then to the 

other, as if he heard some sound close to him; then giving his head a 

Shake, he runs on, to, repeat the aime pantomime a few rods further. 

Ihave examined his cara, and washed them, buf could detect nothing 

wrong till recently, when a number of small running sores appeared 
on the\ontside of the base of the car, Otherwise his health is perfect 

Ans, Perhaps has canker of the ear, 

A, M. G., Plainfield, N. J.—Taxidermy: “Brown's Manual,” $1 
Taxidermists’ Manual,’ $1.50, Rifle shooting: “ Wingate’s Manual,’ 

$1.60; “ Perty’a Modern Observations on Rifle Shooting,’ $1; Judge 
Gilderslecye on the Rifle,” $1, Gest work on boat building is Nellaon's 

“Boat Building for Amateurs ;” for emall yaetts, Kemp's Manual.” 

Can procure eltherfor you, First cost $1.60, lather abont $10. Ter 

canoes see *Canoeand ying Pron,” published by the Harpers and 

* Canoeing in Ksnuckia,” same publishers, 

E. M. 0, Wancock.—The question of ribs on a gun, and how high they 

should rise above barrels at the breech, is a yery much mooted polnt 

Old guns do not show it, About twenty years ago it commenced to ne 

in fayor. We donot see any good reason for having a high ridge 
between the batrels, Do not think it would affect shooting much in 

any way. A glass ball shouid be thrown some 30 ft. For a 12 bore, at 
85 yds., 2-3 Of the counted pellets is a maximum target. As to putting a 

fand 12 bore together, so as to make them equal, we would advise that 

both guns be loaded with 349 dra. powder. The 9 bore ought to give 

greater penetration, a9 it can stand a bigger charge of powder. 

Subsorierr, Norfolk.—1, Ihave a pup three and a half months old, 

the mother a thoroughbred pointer, the father a pure English setter, 

all points perfect except tail which is inclined to curl. Does that de- 

fect denote any bad stock? I ralsedthe mother and knowshe has 

neyer bred from any but pure breeds. Would you advise me to dock 
his tail? He potuted his first quaillast Sunday. 2. In boat racing 

when judgea decide a dead heat and the referee says he could not tell 

which boat crossed the score tirst, how should the race be decided and 

hets thereon? Ans, Can give no adyice about such mixed blood. You 

haye adropper. Don’t cut hip tail. We would say it would do no good, 

No bud stock shown, but you can’t fell when you jumble up two breeds 

ofdogs, 2, If judges declare the boatrace a dead heat and referee 

concurs, as we understand he did from your letter, the result must be 

declared draw and all bets are off, each party haying his money re- 

turned in full, neither party winning. 

M, J. D., Bay Ridge.—We have record of three Mystics, One isa, 

ateam-yacht built by Mallory, and the property of Mr, HW. 8. Chapin; 

she is 72ft, on water line. The second is & small sloop belonging to the 
International Yacht Cinb of Detroit, and the third is the schooner you 

refer to. She was built by Lennox, of Brooklyn, in either 1857 or 1861, 

and altered in 1869 and 1873, Owned some time ago by Mr. W. G. 
Creamer, and at present by Vice-Commodore Hall, of the Brooklyn 

Yacht Club, During her alterations she was considerably lengthened, 
and from this probably arises your supposition that there is a large and 

and small schooner in these waters by that name, Af least, we know 

of only Mr. Hull's suhooner Mystic, Ifthereisasmall schooner by that 

name also, she certainly does not belong to any recoguized yacht club, 

and has made yery little noise in the world, or we should Enow about 

her, Com, Hall's Mystic is 61!t, 3in. on water line, and 80 tons N, M, 

q. D. K., Carlisle —About three years ago our stream here was 

stocked with 400 black bass which ayeraged about a pound in weight; 

no dishing was allowed until this summér. We are now taking tine 

baskets, some of the fish weighing as highas twoauda half pounds. 

Are these large ones some of the original stock? Whatsize would a 

bass # year old be? Is it true that both ish are never absent from the 

spawning bed at the same time? Do they raise 20 per cent. more of 

thelr young than any other fish? Ang, The black bass you are catch- 

ing are undoubtedly the fish you haye preserved. The growth of two 

anda half pounds in three years is by ho means extraordinary. We 
have heard of a four pound fish raised in four years. But very possibly 

your original fish were olderthana year. It is true thatthe parent 

fish do not abandon their nest and so a larger proportion of fish van be 

raised than from most other species. For particular streams the microp- 

terus is among the beat of sh; not only gamey, but excellent food, 

H, B. K., Lake Mendota.—The cinchona rubra cure for drunkenness 
a8 Some time since given by Dr. D’Unger in the Chicago @ribwne, is 

youched for by that physician. We haye never seen any trial of it. 

Dr. D'Unger says: “The commercial crown bark (Soxa) comes in 

teroons, and in each of these is mixed bark, Haye the small quills 

picked out, They are ten to Gfieen inches long, sometimes spira'= 

shaped. Any of the importing houses who get bark from England or 

France (where the most of this particular yarlety Is frst shipped) can 

procure it, but will charge from #2 to $5 per pound fonit, The maoner 

in which 1 vonvoct the cinchona that I use ii wy practice is to make a 

pint ont of one pound. Igetthe bark in the quill’ fourm mostly, and 

pulverize it just before the displacing operation is begun. I cover the 

pulverized bark with water, and keep itoyer night (or twelve hours) 

thus saturated, afterward using dilute alcohol, filtering slowly until a 

pint ia obtained, If the tinciure does not look a very dark reddish- 
brown, Lre-filter until it does. The dose I administer Is usually a tea- 

spoonful (uree or four times a day, or as often as the patient craves @ 

drink. In some cases, when the parly is strong and vigorous, and 

when the nervous system bas not been too much shattered, I increase 

the dose to two, and sometimes three, teaspoonfuls, and very rarely do 

T use anything elae, except it may be where there is great restlessness 

and insomnia, then I administer full doses (ten fo twenty grains) of the 

bromide of potassa,”’ 

CARBINE, Red Cloud Agency, D, T.—I have a .45 cal. Sharps sporting 

rife, weighs 104]bs,, 30in, barrel; using Government cartridge, 4d 

cal., 63 and 70 ers. powder—weight of bullet, 405 grs. Which cartridge 

in the most effective on game upto 200 yda,? Wiil not the 7(-grain 

cartridge haye & flatter trajectory than the 65-graln, thereby increasing 

the chance of striking the object? But In case of either one striking, 

which has the most power to disable? I find, in shooting at a common 
pine box, that the 70 grain makes a clean hole in entering, and nearly 

so {n going out; the 55-crain makes a clean holeon entrance, but a 
jagged, and from tio to three times as large on leaying (going out) as 
the 70, (Understand the box to be 3ft, square, made of lin, pine, with 
Bit, Space between, giving Lhe penetration at 2in,, the second hoard 

being the one In which the bullet leaves the ragged Hole.) Whats the 
cause? Ans, The heavier loaded cartridge would, theoretically, have 

the flatter trajectory, but at 250 yds, the difference would be, imma- 

terial, Yoursecond question involves a long train of reagoning to maka 
an answer plain. Heavy charges of powder, as In the Express ride, 

with light bullets, give the greatest Impact, and produce the most ter- 

rible effect on game. Proportionate charges—that is, of ball to powder 
—giying high velocities, when the ball enters an animal, it passes 

through but little changed in form, Decrease the powder and keep 
the weight of the ball the same, and a large, tearing wound Is made. 

To the Express bullet it ls not omy the heavy charge of powder and the 

light ball which makes a projectile spread, but the construction of the 

hall—a hollow one—aids the change in the form. If we were to use 

both the cartridges you load wilh, we believe that the lighter load 
would be better to drop game than the bigger one, Now as to the 

reason! You oan shoot.a ball through a pane of ginsa and not jav the 
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Doorors in THE Frmrp.—A busy, hard-working class of 
men are our physicians. But no one knows better than they 

do the hygienic value of a respite from the routine of duties 
and from the cares and anxieties which are the most weary- 

ing part of the profession. They fully appreciate the good 

that comes from a tramp after the birds and the fishes, or a 
simple jaunt to the pure air of the mountains and prairies. 
Many of our most charming sketches of sporting travel and 

adventure are contributed by the doctors. They know how 

to bag a good amount of game, to return with pleasing evi- 

dences of angling skill, and not infrequently their names 
appear at the head of the rifle and shot-gu scoresn. If more 

men and women followed their example, instead of draw- 

ing the cork of the medicine bottles, the doctors would have 
more time to play. 

——"“+—-e- = 

To an Epitor Turnep SHowman,—Dear Sir: In your issue 

of Sunday, September 8, you haye a ‘‘ Menagerie ” column, in 
which the antics of sundry strange and curious beasts make 

up a great mora) show, which you claim is harmless to the 

gaping multitude. You will pardon us for intimating that 
several of the most wonderful creatures were once our own. 

We claim the credit of having introduced them to the public, 

This credit you deny us. Put the tagson the cages, Mr. 

Showman; the people want to know where the specimens 
are frum. 

) 

SSS 
_ U.S, Sap Sararoca.—We had the pleasure of a visit 
from Capt. W. D. Evans, commanding U. 8. ship Sap'atoga, 
which arrived at this port on Thursday last. Captain Hyans 

was anxious to learn about the fate of the Carolina rail, which 
had been caught by him some 850 miles at sea, and which our 

readers may remember had been confided to our care. We 

were happy to inform Captain Hvans that the bird was doing 

quite well. ‘This officer is anxious that the navy should stand 
in jine with tl ¢ army and the citizen soldiers at the coming In- 

ternational Military Match to be held thisfall. We trust to be 

able to arrange this business, and are hopeful that ‘‘the boys 
n blue” will soon make their firstj appearance at Oreedmoor 

FOR THE FEVER STRICKEN CITIES 

OF THE SOUTH. 

UR appeal for funds has been so far most venerously re- 

plied to. On Sept. 6th we turned over to Mayor Ely $172, 

and on September 7th, $143. This last contribution was 
made up as follows: 
R. B. Roosevelt. sss. ss-05 +. «-$100 Kimball, Gaulllear & Co..,..... $5 
Amateur Rifle Club...... fenaee 25 J.B, Crook,.,:.-..<« 

Centennial Rifle Clab.,........ 10 

This with the former amount made a total of $315. We 
have to-day sent to His Honor, Mayor Ely, the following 

amounts : 

sppommis cece a 

A Lady (through Messrs. Abbey J.B, Broadway.,..-.--<ceese----$9 
& Imbrie),...........-.-...-.. $10. T. Williamson, Leesburg, Va,... 1 

Conroy, Bissett & Malleson,..., 10 H.C. Wy... sc ceeneeteeeessnneeee 1 

Basil, Bound Brook, N.J....... 5 

Total amount sent by sportsmen’s contribution is, to-day, 

$347, 
The generous heart of the country has responded so far 

nobly, but alas! the demands made are still very great. Much 
more money is wanted. It must be borne in mind that when 

the heads of families are stricken by death it is the survivors 
who suffer. The misery and privation in the South is inde- 
scribable. Will not all our friends contribute? We do not 
care how or where they send their money, so that it is devoted 

to the cause of suffering humanity. 
* a 

INTERNATIONAL MATCH OF 18738. 

OME of the members of the old team are of opinion thal 

the riflemen of this country are “‘spoiling for a 

match,” when it is proposed to carry out the programme 

laid down and shoot oyer the ranges for the ‘* Palma,” 
even in the absence of any competing team. One 

of our contemporaries thinks that no thoughtful American, 
with the welfare of rifle shooting and of true sportsman- 
ship at heart, would countenance the idea of a team 
claiming the International trophy without obtaining it 
in a manly way in an honorable contest. Very true all that 

is, but when it is pointed out thata ‘ walk-over” or contest 

without the presence of a competing team is such a claim we 

take issue on behalf of the National Rifle Association and 

the real interests of rifle practice. It may be, first of all, 
admitted that the winning of the match bya team of 1878 
will put the team of 1877 out of the way and take from it 
any actual control, and it may be this half-dozen bonored 

experts are referred to by our esteemed contemporary when 
it says that it ‘‘ echoes the sentiments of that body of marks- 
men who have labored and contributed in and out of season 

and have secured a supremacy as men and marksmen that 

may well be emulated.” Their supremacy as men we leaye 

to the general public to decide; but as marksmen there are 
many who emulate their supremacy, and, judging from the 

competition scores recently published in our pages, it cer- 

tainly looks as though their present supremacy was to be 

swept away very effectively. It is both ungenerous and un- 
just to throw down a sweeping slur against the competi- 

tions for places because no official scorers were provided, 

and to speak of the record as of no value. It is often 
bandied about at Creedmoor that So-and-Sos big record 
was doubtful, because he kept his own score; but in 

an experience of five years on the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation range we can say that no direct attempt to mislead 
by false entries has ever been detected among the long— 
range men. If every man is to be judged a rogue until he 
proves to be honest, such au accusation might have a general 

ground, but the very motive the long-range men haye for 

participating in their sport, and the foolishness of attempt- 
ing to get a reputation as a shot on false scores, would ef- 

fectually sweep away any such notion, even were the perso— 

nal characters of the met visiting Creedmoor a sutlicient 

guarantee of the scores turned in, Certain it is that those 

who will by hint and nod try to discredit another’s score 

never come forward and make their charges openly, where 
effective punishment would follow their proof. But enough 
of that, There is no evidence, not even the shadow of a 

doubt, against the scores credited to the team of 1878, and for 

the high average shown, those gentlemen deserve only praise 

and commendation. If they take no further step, they have 

shown that America is ready to answer with a long-range 

team at any time. 
It now remains to consider the policy of having a match, 

or rather ashoot, when no competitor appears, It is non- 

sense to apply the maxim that, ‘‘ You cannot win where 
you cannot lose.” To bet ona sure thing isdishonest; but 

the principle of walk-overs to establish claims is as old as 
the hills, and no one should know this better than a born 

and bred horse man, 
The fact of a walk-over match in 1878 in nowise affects 

future contests; or, if it has any effect, it helps by estab- 

lishing a precedent, as our chances for keeping the ‘‘ Palma” 
on this side the ocean is much stronger if we can put a team 
through the paces on the off years, when foreign;teams find 
it either impolitic or inexpedient to appear on our ranges; 
and then to the body of riflemen here the International score 

record is a guide to what is doing in the best long-range 

shooting circles, 
If these men are willing to give their time and effort to fill 

the gap of an empty year, and to give an impetus to home 

practice by their example, it is an ill-nitured critic indeed | 
who would say them nay, and it is ag far ad can be from the 

(ruth, besides presumptuous to a high degree to say that 
*‘the cordiality, fairness, manliness and dignity which have 
characterized all previous International rifle contests will 

not be sustained in the estimation of foreign competitors, or 

by our own more thoughtful countrymen, by any such im- 
aginary walk-over match and claim of victory.” 
Suppose that the Elcho Shield contest should for any 

reason be left to a single country, would not the team of 
that section go over the course and claim the record and the 

trophy fur the year? There is something to lose by a 

neglect to contest for the ‘ Palma.’’ There is the owner- 
ship of the trophy, there is the record, aud there is as well 

the succession. If the team men of 1877 were desirous of 
keeping themselves in the posts as custodians of the trophy 

and possible controllers of the next match, the competitions: 

for places were open, and they could have perpetuated them- 
selves as the champion riflemen by earning and holding the 
title, and, losing it, nothing befits them in their “ supremacy 
as men and marksmen” than a quiet retirement, 

None will deny that for comparative uses with the figures: 

of other years the scores made by u team shooting without 

any rivalry on adjoining targets is as good as could be, To 

be sure there is a loss of the notoriety, the crowds and 
general confusion which attends the spectacle of two or more 
teams fighting side by side for the supremacy. But boats 
g0 over courses to beat time. Courses are walked over. 
Horses compete, and why not riflemen exert themselves to 
distance anything ever before put down on the cards. Such 

is the feat which the teamof 1878 have set before themselves. 
Tt is to show the wortd that, do us they may, foreign rifle- 

men will always find in Americu a squad able to go a little 
better. If this be “jockeying,” then have Messrs. Jackson, 
Rathbone and their fellows set themselves to a wicked piece 
of business; but as there is no petty trifle of money to be 

picked up as last year, and but little newspaper notoriety, 
it becomes, if there ever was such a match, one for pure 
glory and honor. The men are amateurs in the sense which 
no American team has yet been. In shooting over the 
ranges without the accompaniment of a Visiting team the 

men will be doing nothing out of the common, nothing that 

itis not perfectly proper should be done, and if they make 
(as everything leads us to suppose they will) a rattling high 
score, they will have legitimately earned the right to inscribe 
‘‘ America” on the wreath of 1878. 

$e 

THE RIGHT IN FISH PONDS. 

HE case of Edward H. Seaman against Luther B. Lee and 

Geo, W. Lee is one of particular interest, and which 

came to our notice some years ago. We may say, at that 

time, in 1873-74, when the matter was brought before us by 

Mr. Seaman for advice, trout culture was commencing to take 

8 definite form, though the laws protecting fish ponds were 

not yet well determined. The plaintiff, Mr. KE. H, Seaman, 
had built in 1873, at considerable expense, trout ponds, situ- 

ated near the town of Hempstead, in Queens County, New 

York, for the purpose of raising fish. These ponds were fed 
by a brook and natural springs, the latter being in the ponds 

themselves. In 1874 Luther B, Lee and Geo. W. Lee dug a 

ditch from their house, on their lands adjoining the lands of 

Mr, Seaman, flowing through some ground owned by William 
8. Hicks, so that it entered upon the land of the plaintiff. 

This ditch, so the complaint stated, ‘carried the water and 
drainage of the Lee house and other deleterious, noxious, un- 

wholesome and pernicious substances and fluids, with refuse 
matter, resulting from the washing of oil barrels and from 

the manufacture of varnishes, into the fish ponds owned by 

Mr, Seaman, from whence arose the destruction of his trout. 
The suit was brought on the 13th of July, 1874; the trial 
commenced in September, 1875, H. W. Onderdonk, Bsq., 

being attorney for the plaintiff, Messrs. Morris and Pearsall 
for the defendants, the referee being R. Ingraham, Esq. 
The suit was concluded in July, 1876, in fayor of the plain- 
tiff. From this decision an appeal was taken to the General. 

Term of the second department, when the judgment of the 

referee was unanimously confirmed. From this decision, 

owing to lapse of time, no appeal can now be taken. 

Some very interesting points were brought up-as evidence 

by the plaintiff. The appearance of a greasy scum on the 

surface of the pond seems to haye had almost an immediate 
effect upon the fish. The growth of confervia seemed 
checked, and it disappeared. In fact, it becomes quite appa- 
rent by reading the testimony, that no sooner had the drain 

been run into. the ponds by the Messrs. Lee than the fish com- 

menced to suffer. Mr. Seaman haying secured the services 
of Mr, James Hyatt, a practical chemist, samples of the 
water from the pond were taken, and with proper tests the 
presence of impurities in abnormal quantity was found in the 
ponds. Some experiments were made by Mr. Hyatt, to de- 

termine the quantity of soap in water which would kill fish. 
The evidence giyen by Mr. W. H. Furman, the well known 

fishculturist, is quite noticeable, in regard to impurities in 
fish ponds. In his deposition Mr, Furman states; ‘ Impuri- 
ties affect fish, but it depends on the kind, They will live in 
impure water, but can’t grow. Could not tell what an oily 

scum in the water would do, unless I knew what it was. 
Soap will kill fish. If the surface was covered with oil or 
grease from soap it would kill the fish, I think any kind of 
soap will kill fish; soda and oil would either of them Kill 
trout, Am acquainted with the plant confervia; it resembles 

cotton, only it is green. It is what ia called frog epittle, that 
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grows from the bottom and bears seed. Ihave known it to 
frow in the purest spring water. I think, if it indicates any- 
thing, it would indicate pure water; grows very rapidly if 
the water is clear and pure. This is beneficial as furnishing 
shade for the fish.” 

The efforts of the lawyers for the defence made very little 
attempt to evade the fact that their clients did run their drain 
into. the plaintiff's ponds. What they tried to show was that 
Mr, Seaman’s fish died because his ponds were not sufficiently 

shaded, or that if impurities arose in the plamtiff’s ponds, it 

was caused by cattle. Mr. Seaman had a yery strong case, 

though, asif may be seen by a careful reading of the law 
paper—some 100 pages—that a good deal of testimony on 

both sides was necessary in order to prove some yery self-eyi- 
dent facts. 
> We must congratulate Mr. Seaman on having won his case, 

fo the abolishing of the sandbag infliction, imposed upon the 

subsequent open regatta of Newburgh; but not the slightest 

attempt was made by those in authority todo away witha 

crying evil, which bears so heavily on all followers of the 

sport, upon amateur sailors or machine jockeys alike. What 

applies to the Newburgh regatta holds good for a dozen others 
sailed in metropolitan waters. A small, flat, skimming dish, 

huge spars, bowsprit as long as the yacht itself, boom’ still 
longer, and canyas enough to drivea gas tank through the 
water; then pile up your sand begs a dozen deep, and climb 
out to windward; win, or incontinently capsize—that is the 

yacht racing of the present day! When may we hope to see 

achange for the better; when will there be a prospect of 

substituting dona jide yachts of small dimensions for the 

veriest sailing machines that man ever devised? All praise 
to the efforts of the Central Hudson and Monmouth Beach 
yacht elubs to af last break through the baneful habit of 

shifting ballast, and sailing matches with the floor down over 
all weight, and limiting crews to rational numbers—the only 

two that haye in this vicinity ventured upon an innovation 

the rights of fish culture. In fact, Seaman as. Lee is a test 

case, and may considered as establishing the proper precedent 

in such matters. ’ 
a 

RENTING GROUNDS FOR SHOOTING. 

N a late London Spectator, nn article on the Scotch 

moors is found, which, as it gives an apercw of the 
methods employed there, may be novel to many of 
us, Sixty years ago Scotland, though not a terra in- 

cognita, seems to have been discovered for English 

sportsmen by Sir Walter Scott. If the Spectator is to be 
credited, it was the Wizard of the North whe almost invented 

grouse shooting. It was the Lady of the Lake which made 
Scotland fashionable. Before that time the stretches of 
purple heather and their wealth of moor-fowl were unknown 

to the Sassenach. Then came the demand for peat-flayored 

whisky and Highland tartans, and money was made by moor- 
letting. Nuwadays extensive moors can he hired for about 
fifteen pence per acre, ‘Their rentalis, of course, but a por- 
tion of the outlay. BHxpenses of travel have to be added, 

and the many comforts and conveniences the sportsman re- 

quires increases the cost. It is not unusual to rent for a 

couple of months as much as eight or ten thousand acres of 
and at a cost of £500. An idea has gone apparently abroad 

in England, since the sportsmen sell their game, that “a 
good thing’’ is made out of the ponlterers’ account. Some 

such sales from Leadenhall Market are given, which show 
that from a particular moor, where 458 birds were turned in, 

the gross receipts were £47 17s, 11d., or 2s. 1d. per bird. 

mountain of rubbish through the water in a big saucepan. 
a 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

the questions they ask us. 

at the simplicity of the queries. 

to keep on answering the same question. 

Ora gun is shot. 

mettle, The questions sent us are often very sugeestive, and 

point. We have one now on hand which, in its development, 

ful issue of these should have been quite enough to have led | 

yital to the future design of our small yachts, and to the 

development of real seamanship. All praise to the Eastern 

clubs—the Dorchester, Nahasset aud Beverly most conspicu- 

ous among them—which have long ago done away with the 

pernicious custom of a store-full of dry goods dragging a 

CORRESPONDENT finds fault with many readers for 

He is apparently amazed 

**Reebuck forgets that 
the Forzsr AnD STREAM AND Rop anv Gun is read by 

young and old—by those to whom life is just beginning, and 

by those older and more experienced. If we have replied for 
the thousandth time that a 10-bore is adapted to this kind of 
shooting and a 12-bore to another kind, we are quite willing 

We expect to print 
the exact load for a gun as long as anybody is in ignorance 

Why should we lose patience? Among 
the numerous easy questions and answers which ‘‘ Reebuck” 

smiles af, there comes occasionally one which puts us to our 

have been the cause of making us study up many a doubtful 

adjacent farms command from $30 to $60 the acre. Crop 8 
this year are exceptionally good, the yield of wheat rising al- 
most to the maximum of ante-bellum times, while the corn 
promises to overflow all jhe bing and houseg that the farmers 
possess. Much of it will have to be left in the field, 

Gentlemen of wealth from Baltimore and New Orleans have 
purchased larze farms here and erected handsome residences 
on them, A few Northern men haye also settled here, and 
others will follow when the times improve. Population, al- 
ready thick, will become dense, and in after years the Rapi- 
son Valley, famous for its beauty, its fertility, and its historic 
interest, will rival New Jersey or Massachusetts in wealth 
comfort and all the delights of rural life. 

I have not said a word about the magnificent scenery 
around Rapidan, simply because it utterly transcends my 
powers of description. é G, W. B. 

a 

[FROM A STAFT CORRESPONDENT. | 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS, 

No. 3. 

ie my last letter I detailed to you very briefly some of the 

incidents of my stay at Jones’ Ranche on the Medicine 
Bow River and my short hunt near the base of Elk Mountain. 
Since my return from that country it has been the scene of a 
most shocking tragedy in which two good and braye men were 
foully murdered by a gang of train robbers. 

On the afternoon of August 17 a diabolical plot to wreck 
and rob the western-bound passenger train on the U. P. R. Ki; 
near Medicine Bow, was frustrated by the vigilance of the sec- 
tion foreman, and attempts were at once made to follow and 
capture the perpetrators of the outrage. The robbers had ra- 

moved the straps and spikes from a rail just east of a short 
bridge which spans a dry gulch between Coues and Medicine 
Bow, and had attached to each end of the rail pieces of stout 

wire. The rail was left in position so that the engineer of the 
approaching train could not see that anything was wrong, and 
the purpose of the desperadoes was evidently to draw the rail 
from its position just as the engine reached it and thus hurl 
the train, with its living freight, into the gulch, inevitably de- 
stroying two-thirds of the passengers. In the confusion which 
would naturally ensue it would have been an easy matter to 
slaughter, if necessary, the remaining passengers, and in any 

vent the express and mail cars could have been robbed, and 
the valuables of the dead and wounded secured. For inge- 
nuity and utterly reckless disregard of human lite this outrage 
could scarcely have been excelled. Little wonder that demons 

will possibly give quite novel points in rifle shooting. It 

speaks well, we think, of the intelligence of the audience we 

cater to, that so many leading questions are asked of us. If 
we wished to extend the limits of our column by introducing 
into it the settlement of wagers on games of cards, ‘ Ree- 
buck” inight find fault with us. Our readers seem to appre- 

ciate our efforts to satisfy a natural thirst for information, and 
few weeks pass that we are not thanked for curing dogs, or 

settling doubtful points as to the make of guns or the best 

ways of rendering them effective. We believe that fishermen 

throughont the country haye had the advantage of most valu- 

able information derived from our column of Questions and 

Answers. Of course, we wince at times—when sixteen queés- 

tions, for instance, are sent to us in one string, or when a 
man in Boston wants to know who lives next door to him. 

But it is our business to take trouble, and to fulfill as well as 

who could develope suchaplan would not stick at the murder 
of two men whom they had in their power. 

On the morning of Ausyst 18 some’ citizens of Medicine 
Bow went to the scene of the attempted robbery, found the 
tracks of eight horses and followed the trail for a short dis— 
tance. It led in the direction of Hlk Mountain and the citi- 
zens, not feeling themselves strong enough to cope with the 
outlaws, returned to the town and sent out two men, Robert 
Widdowfield, a depuiy sheriff, and Tip Vincent, who were to 
follow the trail carefully and, after seeing in what direction it 
led, to return to’ Medicine Bow and report. The two men 
started out on Monday morning, and that atternoon a party of 
sutveyors, at work on the foothills of the mountains, saw them 
enter Rattlesnake canyon which lies between Elk Mountain and 
Code’s Mountain. Shortly after the two men disappeared in- 

Estimating then a rental and expenses at £630, it would re- 
guire the marketing of 4,000 brace of grouse in order to make 

up the disbursements. In the case where the person renting 
moor would assume the character of the pot-hunter, the 

keen desire to make both ends meet might result in the utter 

killing of every bird on the land. In order to prevent this, 
canny “‘ grouse lairds” sometimes only rent on the condition 

of furnishing a keeper, who may check the greed of the lessee. 

Tn old times, when driving was not in use, such havoc among 

the birds was impossible. Beating over the grounds, then, 

with the muzzle-loader, with good dogs, making some twenty 

miles a day, for four days in the week, the sportsman’s bag 

would average about a brace of birds per mile gone over. 
Tt is the sensible and economic idea embodied in this article 

which strikes us. What possible degradation can there be in 

“struction equally as much as lead to success m zivairy on only 

sailed several matches with ‘* fixed ballast,” and the success- 

disposing of the birds which a man cannot eat or give away ? 
The other day passing through Fulton Market, we noticed 
sone of the finest striped bass we. had ever seen, On inquir- 

ing about them, we were told the fish came every now and 

then fromsome well-known fishing clubs to the eastward, and, 

from the excellence of the fish, they always commanded a 

high price. The time will come when gentlemen sportsmen, 

desirous of chicken-shooting, will be glad to hire some thou- 

sands of acres of good ground from the Western farmers. In 
fact we know now that this isthe case. That sportsmen may sell 

such game as they do not use, has this English precedent. Of 

course the debit and credit account no one is so mercenary as 
to wish to haye exactly balanced. The grand surplus of 
profit is in the pleasure and health such sport gives, If well- 
regulated leases were made by sportsmen and farmers, cover- 

ing the time, say of 100 days, with proper restrictions as to 
the numbers of guns, dogs and close days in the week, we see 
that there would accrue to all parties a great deal of solid 

gain and comfort, One thing which is quite positive is that 

Tegulations of the character we had described, suggested by 
the Spectator, would tend yery much to make our game laws 
more partioularly obseryed. The farmers would be the parties 
most interested. 

we can the task we have accepted. If, then, as our corres- 

pondent amusingly asks, some one were to propose to us the 

makes the best gun barrel, Jersey elder or Florida cane?” we 

buck” himself. As it is, send in your questions and you shall 
be answered to the best of our abilities, 

ee 

' [FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT | 

THE LOVELY VALE OF RAPIDAN. 

Raripan, Va., Aug. 13, 1878. 

WRITE to you from the hospitable residence of Mr. P. B. 

Jones, Jr., a lover of horses and an ardent sportsman. Un - 
fortunately this valley, one of the loveliest and most fertile in 

all Virginia, has been so denuded by the rayages of war as to 

break up the haunts of the game with which it once abounded. 

Just at this time plover may be found in considerable num- 

bers just across the river in Culpeper. An invitation to a 

morning's sport for this delicious bird, given last Saturday to 
my host, had to be declined in consequence of the extremely 
hot weather. 

Partridges, squirrel, hares and such small fry abound in 
season, and upon OClark’s Mountain, a mile or two off, cata- 

mount have been killed within the last three years. In the 
Rapidan River, which flows around this magnificent farm, 
but few fish worth catching are found ; but higher up, on one 

of the tributaries of the Rapidan—the Robinson River —trout 

are plentiful. A trouting party will leave this place to-mor- 
row or the day after. They go to new mineral ‘water resort, 

which has become recently so famous as to fill the barns of 

the neighbors with visitors, there being as yet no hotel to ac- 
commodate them. , 

Upon the fine estates hereabouts blooded horses and cattle 
may be found, but not in numbers as of yore, and of scarcely 
importance enough, except in a few instances, to be mentioned 

by name. and is high-priced, that in the immediate vicinity 
of Rapidan Station bringing $100 the single acre, while the 

SS 

SHIFTING BALLAST. 

qe abominable nuisance of shifting ballast is still in 
yogue, The racing season about ta draw to a close has 

evinced no amelioration among that large class of yachtsmen 
given to match sailing in jib-and-mainsail boats. This fact is 

to be deplored. Aslong as sandbags decide the day, just so 
long will we perpetuate the folly of building smooth-water 
Tacing machines, instead of able little craft that can serye as 
cruisers as well as racers, thal, can give enjoyment and in- 

one of the salient points of the sport, But two clubs in the 
neighborhood of New York have this season taken steps in 
the right direction for the advancement of legitimate yacht 
racing. ‘The members of the Central Hudson Yacht Club 

following questions: ‘‘1. What is the proper charge for my 

gun to kill catson my back fence by moonlight? 2. Which 

would refer the first to Mr. Bergh and the second to *'Ree- 

to the gorge, the surveyors heard brisk firing for a few mo- 
ments and, as they were ignorant of what had taken place at 
the railvoad, they supposed that the travelers had found some 
game. Shortly afterwards seven mounted men, one of them 
leading an extra horse, were seen to emerge from the canyon 
and ride off. From that time until three days ago nothing 
was heard of Widdowtield and Vincent ; then a party of twen- 
ty mounted men who came down from Rawlins found their 
bodies in the canyon riddled with bullets and covered with 
boughs, in lieu of burial, Vincent was about one hundred 
and fifty yards further up the canyon than his companion and 
was shot twice through the head, twice through the heart and 

twice in the abdomen; Widdowfield was shot in four places, 
It seems altogether probable that the two men, not suspecting 
that the outlaws had stopped in the canyon, had been follow- 
ing up the old trail and, haying been seen by the scout posted 
by the gang, were ambushed and slaughtered without the op- 
portunity of firing a shst haying been given. heir bodies 
were brought into Carbon for burial. 

It is hardly necessary to say that this dreadful act has ‘ 
awakened the greatest indignation throughout this whole 

country, and should the robbers be taken their shrift would 

probably be a short one. Both Widdowfield and Vincent 
were highly esteemed by all who knew them ; the former was 
4 quiet, gentlemanly person of undoubted courage and great 

popularity. He had assisted last May in capturing a gang of 

train robbers. Vincent was a frontiersman of the beiter stamp, 
brave, a good fellow and ready to take part in anything that 
turned up, Perhaps it was just us well that we left Elk Moun- 

tain when we did. F y 

Tt was with feelings of genuine regret that we left Mr. 
Jones's hospitable ranche, and once more turned our faces 

toward Medicine Bow, from which place we propose at once 
to start for the Freeze Out Mountains. Our party is here aug- 
mented by one, Mr. Phillips, the courteous and efficient agent 

of the U. P. road at Medicine Bow, to whose kindness we are 
indebted for many fayors, Here we engaged a driver, wagon 

and team of mules to transport ourselves and our camp-outit 
to onr destination amo the hills. F 

' On Tuesday mor we pulled out from the Bow, Ov 



120 FOREST AND STREAM. 

(a 

rounding level, I caught sight of the game about 150 yards 

distant, running toward the hills, and saw that it was a mule- 

deer. Now, a mule-degr, buck or doe, will almost always 

stop on hearing an imitation of the cry of a fawn; so I 

pleated loudly, and in amoment the buck stopped, and turned 

round go as to face me. At the first shot I must have drawn 

my sight too coarse, for I saw the ball strike the rocks behind 

and above him; the second was better aimed, and, striking 

the point of the left shoulder, pierced theheart, He bounded 

high in the air, and fell dead. Like all bucks at this season 

he was very fat, and the Jabor of packing his hams into camp 

was no light one. It was finally accomplished, however, and 

finding the wagon ready to pull ont, we took our seats, and 

were soon traveling further into the mountains. After pro- 

ceeding but a few miles, we picked up Mr. Reed, who had 

been exploring the mountains to the westward. He had seen 

no game except antelope, but to my astonishment had found 

these animals not only high up on the bare mountains, but 

actually feeding amid the undergrowth in the dead timber. 

My experience—and it has been an extended one—has led me 

to believe that antelope always avoided the timber, but my 

observations in these mountains haye upset all my precon- 

ceived ideas on the subject. : 

We traveled for several hours in a northwesterly direction, 

and entered at length a valley, perhaps thirty miles in diam- 

eter, well supplied with grass and water, and abounding with 

antelope. A good hunter could have loaded a wagon with 

these animals in a day, but, as we were well supplied with 

meat, we contented ourselyes with admiring their beauty and 

grace, and the swiftness with which they made off on our too 

near approach. 

Acamp was at length selected at the yery foot of the 

mountains which towered 1,500 or 2,000 feet above us, and 

near 9 murmuring stream, which, flowing from the granite 

rocks of old Freeze Out, affords an abundant supply of cold 

and delicious water. Feeding unconcernedly on the bluffs 

within 500 yards of camp arenumerous bands of antelope, and 

on the sides of the mountains we can see more than. one well- 

defined game trail. The country certainly promises well and 

it shall receive a searching inyestigation before we leave it. 

In Camp Among the Freeze Out Mts., Wyoming. Yo, 
i= ROE Y 

journey for the first twenty miles was slow and monotonous 

for the road runs through a desolate sage brush prairie which 

offers nothing to interest one, save when, occasionally, a flock 

of cage grouse would rise from the roadside, or a frightened 

jackass rabbit, startled by the rattle of the wagon, would 

apring from his form beneath the sage and skurry away over 

the prairie. Then, too, our mules were young and only half 

broken, and often in trying to surmount some steep rise in the 

prairie they would stop and let the wagon back down the hill 

to the level. On such occasions all hands wquid spring from 

their seats and, putting their shoulders to the wheel, would 

assist the wretched mules to drag the load to the top of the 

hill, Six or eight miles beyond the Twelve Mile crossing of 

the Medicine Bow River we turned sharply to the right and 

proceeded up a canyon,on either side of which rose high walls, 

those on the right were of bare brick-red Triassic clay, while 

to the left the yellow Cretaceous sandstones, dotted here and 

there with dark green junipers, attained an altitude of six or 

eight hundred feet and were almost vertical. The contrast 

was fine, 

A few miles brought us to a high prairie, encircled on 

all sides by mountains, and oyer this we continued our way 

in a north-westerly direction, and about four o'clock in the 

_afternoon reached a little brook rising from some beautiful 

springs, near which we determined to camp. The location 

was a charming one. The almost omnipresent sage had here 

given place to a rich growth of grass in which our mules 

revyelled; the mountains were on all sides and, though without 

snow, were rugged and very grand. Some of them were 

thickly clothed with living pine, spruce and fir, while others 

had been burned over and fairly bristled with dead timber. 

Just before reaching camp we came upon & little valley scarce- 

ly three hundred yards across, in which several antelope were 

lying down. As we are syithout fresh meat it is important 

that one of them should be killed, but the noise of the wagon 

startles them, and before we can leap to the ground they are 

off like the wind. Half a dozen shots, fired at long range, 

fail to stop them, and in a moment they are out of sight. 

On reaching our camping ground the tent is pitched and 

supper prepared, and then we set off to explore the country for 

‘‘sign.” About the little spring from which flows the:clear, 

cold water which forms our brook are numerous tracks of 

deer, elk and antelope, some of them fresh, but the. greater 

number old. It is evident that there has been plenty of game 

here, but whether it still remains in. the country is doubtful. 

We separate and take different paths into the mountains, first 

agreeing, for fear that we should frighten the game, not to 

shoot at anything but bull elk, or bighorn. On meeting again 

after dark Reed reports haying seen two mule-deer fawns and 

a cow elk with calves ; Mr. Phillips saw & cow elk, while my 

only discovery Was an old buck antelope. Some game there 

is in the neighborhood, but we determine to push on still fur- 

ther into the hills where it is more abundant. Still we must 

have some meat and so next morning we all start out on foot 

again, leaving Tom, our teamster, with orders to be ready to 

move at ten o’clock. Sunrise finds Mr. Phillips and myself, 

glasses in hand, seated on a lofty peak of the hills scrutiniz- 

ing with the utmost care the surrounding country, especially 

the creek valleys and timber ravines, and we haye not been 

watching long before we are rewarded by seeing three deer 

emerge from & ravine about a mile distant and commence to 

feed among the underbrush in the yalley below. After ob- 

serving them for some time and feeling sure from their actions 

that they would not move from that spot we made a wide cir- 

cuit, passing over the mountain, and reaching the head of the 

valley in which the deer were feeding. Here we founda 

precipice from which we could obtaina view of the whole 

brook. The face of the bluff was vertical, or overhanging, and 

from two little horseshoe bends in it fell cascades of the 

purest cold water. The riyulets which supplied these falls 

arose only a few feet from the edge of the bluffs and the 

springs flowing fresh and clear from the Triassic rock were 

beautified by great masses of dark green moss and overhung 

by luxuriant willows. The narrow valleys into which these 

streams fell united almost at once and their commingled cur- 

rents flowed through & deep canyon bounded on the 
west by a 

_yertical wall of deep red rock, and on the east by asteep bluff 

gray with sage prush. The valley itself was of the softest 

green and the grass stood wais
t high. Eyery few yards there 

were little copses of willows which would afford admirable 

cover for deer and elk. 

‘After a short rest and a draught of these living waters we 

proceeded to look for a place to descend to the bed of the 

stream. Jusl beyond the springs we wa
lked upto a fine brood 

of sage grouse, and on passing over the little ridge from which 

the springs Tose, we came upon three small coyotes, about 

two-thirds grown, trotting unconcernedly along in the sun, 

their tongues lolling out of their mouths, and looking for all 

the world like so many cur puppies. A sharp whistle caused 

{hem to spring wildly ito the air, glance hurriedly from 
‘side 

to side, and then start off toward the hills, anxiously looking 

pack over their shoulders every two or three jumps. Their 

mingled surprise, terror and curiosity were very comical, 

Having found a place where the bluffscould be descended, 

we proceeded down the valley until we reached the spot where 

swe had left the deer feeding. Iwas ahead, and was walking 

carefully along, when I saw the head of a large buck-through 

a matted mass of undergrowth, by which the bottom was here 

choked, Icould not shoot through this -with any hope of 

hitting my game, and feeling sure that the deer would 
run to 

the bluffs, I sprang up on to the prairio on the other side of 

the anon Aad reached a point. wheneg 1 coul
d sea the sure 

the lonely shores of Lake Saima, carved in impctrishable 

wood, Perennium aere, a proud witness to the skill of Yankee 

fishermen. i 

There has been remarkable fishing at Naraka this summer, 

showing that the prohibition of net fishing, and the cloge sen- 

son from September 15 to January 1, haye already done much 

to increase the number of fish, although the law is but two 

years old. The gentlemen who were at the club from July 1 

to 15 caught so many and such large ones that they stopped 

from mere satiety. In the early part of July there is no 

night in these high latitudes—61 deg. —and when [ was there 

there was not more than an hour or two of darkness, from 11} 

to 1}. I fished one night till two o'clock, and at that hour 

the East was quite bright with the coming dawn. The night 

is the best time for fishing, as long as the fish feed, but I do 

not think they feed much after midnight; then they rest, to 

begin feeding again very early in the morning. At night the 

bait deceives them more readily, and they probably do not 

gee the boat and rod very distinctly. 

I spent a Sunday at Naraka. The Fins are a chureh-going 

people—all Protestants. The people who live on the shores 

of the lake have several immense church-going barges. It is 

a very pretty sight to see them returning, men and women 

rowing, the women in their best dresses, the men with, their 

coats off; and the white sleeyes of the shirts and the high 

colors of the dresses contrast very beaulifully with the wild 

wooded shore and dark water of thalake, They frequently 

break into song, and sing their church hymns, which are-very 

plaintive. It seems to me that all Northern musie is plain- 

tive, perhaps from the hard lives the poor people lead. But, 

plaintive as it is, the effect is pleasing and interesting. 

Education is compulsory in Finland, but is confined, as far 

as compulsion goes, to the simplest’ elements. Tt is in the 

hands of the clergy, and the power is not abused, for here 

they haye no political objects in view. The clergy appear to 

ie to be the most suitable teachers, provided you can he sure 

of their not interfering in polities. In I*rance the priests n- 

fortunately cannot be trusted with the education of the 

young, for any priest would have instructions from his eqcle- 

siastical superiors to teach the doctrine of divine right; pas- 

sive obedience, and hatred of the Republic, and would bays 

toobey. General Grant tells me that he was delighted with 

the Fins. He had formed the same idea of them that most 

of us have had—of an honest and hospitable, but uneducated 

aud ignorant people; very much as we think of the, Laps. 

He found them intelligent, educated, accomplished, hospita- 

ble and enthusiastic. They gave him a very warm reception 

at Helsingfors, though imprompin, aud wanted him to stay 

several days with them and go to their great falls of Iniatra, 

He would like to have stayed, but had made his appoint- 

ments to be at St. Petersburg on the 30th July, and could not 

spare the time, 

Finland is now in its beauty. The crops are green, the 

country is covered with the loveliest wild-flowers, and with 

the strawberries in profusion by the roadside. The, roads are 

excellent. But the great drawback seems to be the want of 

public conyeyances. ‘To go from piace to place you must 

post. Though this is not expensive—only three cents a mile 

for cart, horse and driyer—it is a slow mode of traveling, for 

the horses are generally at work in the fields, or grazing in 

the woods, and have to be sent for and harnessed, All this 

takes time, They travel well—from eight to ten miles an 

hour—but the delay at the stations makes your journey, after 

all, very slow. 

The total result of my five days’ fishing was as follows = 

One fish of 20lbs.; one 18lbs.; three 10lbs.; one Slbs:; one 

3H1bs.; one dlbs., and a multitude of a quarter and hall 

pound trout, of which we take no note in Finland, but call it 

‘ fishing for the pot.” W. 4H. 

st 

[FROM OUB REGULAR CORRESPONDENT) 

THE OLD DOMINION AND HER 

WEALTH. 
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[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

FISHING IN FINLAND. 

Sr. Purerspure, Aug. 6, 1878. 

You may remember that in my letter last autumn from Fin- 

land 1 spoke of an immense trout, “ as large aga donkey,” that 

had snapped innumerable lines, broken innumerable rods and 

devoured innumerable artificial minnows, and I told you that 

I was “going for that fish next summer.” Well, I went for 

him, and if I did not get him I got his younger brother, evi- 

dently a chip of the same block. He weighed twenty pounds, 

What do you think of that for a brook trout ? 

The happy event took place at midnight on the 27th ultimo, 

I had been fishing on and off all day with indifferent suc- 

cess. We tried it again at 9 Pp. 24,, with no great luck. At 

11 we returned to the club-house to see some friends off who 

meant to post all night to catch the morning train at Wiborg 

for Petersburg. As soon us they had gone we went upon the 

Jakengain, I had hardly got my totness fairly into the water 

when it was struck by a fish. He made. so. little fuss that I 

thought it, must be a small one, andannounced to my Finnish 

boatman that he. was ‘! mola,” which is choice Russian for 

‘‘gmall.” After a while, however, he began to show more 

life, and soon he made my reelhum. It was not till I had 

him alongside of the boat, however, that I realized what a 

whale he was. When my boatman gaffed him he had to sit 

down in the boat and seize the gaff with both hands to hoist 

him in. ; 

But truth compels me to say, that as far as my experience 

goes, these big fish do not give the play of smaller ones. I 

caught several ten-pounders. They were much more gamey 

than my “donkey.” One little fellow, it seemed to me, was 

as much out of the water as init. He made at least a dozen 

leaps, and continued them until he was gafled. Hyery time 

he leaped 1 lowered the point of my rod. This proceeding 

did not meet with the approval of my Finnish boatman, who 

signified his disapproval by a number
 of guttural sounds, of 

which the principal was ‘tniet,” “niet,” which is Russian for 

no,” but I replied with an equally emphatic das? “da, 

which is good Russian for “yes,” for I had read in that very 

practically useful book of yours, the “ Sportsman's Gazet- 

teer,” that if a fish has the spirit to leap you should show 

your respect for his pluck by lowe
ring the point of your rod 

to him. This is sound advice, and based upon good sense., 

His aim is evidently by the sud
deness of the blow to tear the 

hook from his mouth. Slack up everything and there is no 

tension, and your gentleman's well-designed 
plan is defeated. 

My big fish was thought worthy of immortality, so he was 

laid upon the back piazza, which 18 the museum of the club, 

and his portrait outlined upon the floor in the honored com- 

pany of the other hero fishes of the c
lub—only two of which, 

by the way, were heavier—a 21 and d@ 22-pounder. Then L 

took a red Jead pencil and gave him
 mouth and eyes and fins 

of a beautiful carmine. My work evidently excited the ad- 

miration of the natives, for they crowded round in numbers ta 

see the progress of the picture, and their remarks as trans- 

Jated to me were complimentary to my artistic skill. The 

fish I brought to town, and General Grant and a party of dis- 

tinguished judges and lawyers fro
m New York eat him and 

pronpunoed.him to be diglicious, . His inpnument stand upon 

Orxxry Speincs, SHENANDOAH Co,, Va,, Sept. 6, 1878, 

Tt is the sportsman who enjoys the most beautiful portions 

of God's great work, and his keen appreciation of wild and 

picturesque scenery, rugged cliffs and quict streams are 

qualities which add to his sociability and make him the more 

interesting as a companion. There are men who can break 

eyery glass ball thrown from a trap or bag nearly every bird 

rising before them, but un expert marksman is not always 

a sportsman in the true character of the term. The mission 

of the Forsat AND StrEAM AND Rop anv Gun is to inculcate 

a love for nature and proper enjoyment of the sports found in 

fishing and shooting, all tending to the mental, physical und 

moral advancement of man. ‘The intelligent sportsman with 

some knowledge of ornithology, ichthyology, botany and 

taxidermy, although it may be limited, certainly enjoys the 

pleasures afforded by rod and gun-:more than the pot hunter. 

To some it is in springtime that nature appears in her, most 

bewitching attire, but the sportsman loves the golden tints. of 

autumn. yen now the sear and yellow leaf begins toappear, 

and ere the wane of the next moon the hazel nuts and acorns 

will be ripened, and the sturdy oaks all in russet clad. It is 

then the exhilarating atmosphere of the country can be most 

enjoyed. 1b is then the crisp keen air sends the blood cours- 

ing through the veins with renewed and quickened life, © 

Standing upon the summit of North Mountain, some 3,000 
feet above tide water, with the great Shenandoah Valley on 

one side and the lofty peaks of the Alleghentes looming up in 

majestic grandeut in the far West on the other, there is a 

view well caloulated to hold one paar in admiration. of 

ita mazaplese bewuty, Thee aro, historioal reminiscence, alt 
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through this valley connected with the lateatrife, and I might 
write columns of the rayaves of war which in his section, par- 
ticularly, was wayed with such memorable vigor; but why 
devote my pen ta this sorrowful subject? rather do I wield it 
in the belter cause of veconciliation and ‘'pesce to men of 
food will.” The people bere, realizing that ‘what's gone 
and what's past help should be past grief,” have zealously ap- 
plied themselves to the development of their rich country, and 
traces of the sad past have rapidly been obliterated. ‘here 
are 10 untilled fields or empty barns to remind us of the waste 
of war, but everywhere the din of the threshing machine is 
heerd, and the cereal wealth filling the barnsin such plenteous 
store, gladdens the farmier’s heart and quickens the industries 
of the many towns and villages in the State, 
_ Leaving the fertile valley where thrift and good husbandry 
is manifest on every side, and going westward to the monn- 
tamous section, we find another class of people happy in their 
primitive simplicity, having but few wants and knowing little 
or nothing of the conyentionalities of saciety or the wiles of 
more civilized life. The women enrobed in their plain cotton 
gowns without frills or farbclows, simple sun-bonnets barren 
of all ribbons or flowers, The men, with their rough, tawny 
faces and well-worn homespun garments, are happier than 
many who dwell in pretentious’ grandeur and unrestrained 
luxury. Among them are some who have never seen a, rail- 
road and know as little of the sights and wonders of a popu- 
lous city as they do of ancient Athens. No rushing, seream- 
ing locomotives invade their country; no labor-saving 
machinery lightens their toil; no modern civilization has de- 
Sstroyed their honesty, but in their pristine sincerity they are 
happy. A walk of ten or fifteen miles, from their lor cabins 
on the mountain side to Orkney Springs they regard as but a 
few sicps, and with their long strides, peculiar swaying motion 
of the body and ‘wonderful physical endurance, they trayel 
Great. distances and seem to know but little of fatigue. When 
un old man-sixty years of age, who had walked seyen miles 
that morning, told me he could runa deer down now, I was 
somewhat surprised, but more so when he told me that it was 
a common thiig for him to walk seven miles by sunrise, work 
ten hours at ditching for the pittance of cighty cents a day, 
and wall home after his day’s work. ‘* Glad to get the work, 
sit; glad to get it,* he exclaimed, “and only wish there was 
more of it to do.” 
The old Latin aphorism, ‘‘Zgnote nulla eupido,” is truth. 

fully illustrated in the people of whom I write. Trained in 
the rough school of mountain life, yoid of the bypocrisies 
which too often mark polite society, and free from that insa- 
liable rapgcity of more enlightened communities, they live 
contented, With implicit confidence in each other’s honesty, 
knowing but little of, and caring nothing for, the pleasures 
resulting from a higher education, Upon a few acres of 
cleared land surrounding their cabins on the mountain side 
they raise enough poultry, grain and vegetables to supply 
them with food, and the surplus they exchange at the nearest 
village for dry goods and other necessaries of life, but rarely 
sell their produce for money, which is uncommonly scarce 
among them, 

Tiiese mountaineers are expert marksmen with thair anti- 
quated rifics, and can drop a deer within any reasonable dis- 
tance by their unerring aim. They know but little of modern 
breech-loaders, and have a strong prejudice against all arms of 
(hat description ; one of them had exchanged his old flint lock 
weapon--a relic of the Revolutionary War—for an ordinary per- 
cussion one, seemed to think he had made a bad bargain, de- 
claring that he had killed more game before he ‘swapped ? 
than since, ‘Ave turkeys plentiful in these mountains?” 1 in- 
quired of a homesteader. ** Indeed they are, sir,” he replied, 
‘but Trather shoot deer any time: Turkey got an eye like dn 
Injun.” Further inquiry revealed the fact that they always 
shoot turkeys with the rifle, and many of them never use 
shotguns for any purpose. Some consider it a waste of pow- 
der Lo show: ruffed grouse, and look with contempt upon a 
man who would killa partridge. One old fellow, who had 
dropped many @ deer, evinced some surprise when I told him 
how we city sportsmen enjoyed partridge shooting, and in- 
tended to give me a withering rebuke when he exclaimed: 
“Oh, they are so pretty and such nice little things you ought 
not to kill them, J haye them running about my place like 
chickens.” $0, to calm his rising indignation, I gave him a 
copy of Forrsy awp Stream, and from that moment he was 
my friend. ‘The advertising cits absorbed his attention, and 
when I explained to him the action of breech-loadersg, the 
rapidity with which they could be fired, their handsome 
finish, etc., it was plain that his credulity was severely taxed. 
Unfortunately [ did not haye my gun with me at the time. 
Had it been in my hands I am sure he would have looked 
upon me as some powerful genii, having the weapon to kill 
fall the game in his section. 

During the summer months these mountaineers are found 
about Orkuey Springs, especially on Saturday, which they 
sdemi to observe as 4 holiday, selling buck horns, snake ratileg, 
and such articles to the guests. For the horns they receive 
from fifty cents to two dollars, according to their size, and for 
rattles from ten to thirty cents, Some of them make a living 
doring the autumn and winter by hunting deer and wild tur- 
keys, for which they find a market at the nearest village. 
They carefully mark the places frequented by deer on the 
mountains and kill them when the season opens. So, too, the 
turkey haunts are noted by them, and being expert in imitat- 
ing the call of the bird, they soon kill the whole flock. Gtay 
squirréls aré numerous in this section, and a good deal of 
skill is required to bag them, especially if a rifle be used in- 
stead of a shotgun in the pursuit of them. ‘Last year they 
were so plentiful that they became pests, destroying much 
corn and grain in the cullivated districts. The mast in the 
Alleghenics was not suflicient to support them and they emi- 
grated eastward in large numbers, raiding the cornfields and 
barns em route. At this season the mast is tender and succu- 
lent, and the squirrels soon hecame fat and juicy. I believe 
they raise two broods annually, the first in early spring and 
eee in August, but the young soon take care of them- 
aclives, : 

As in all other mountaimous regions, there are plenty of 
rocky formations wherein rattlesnakes make their abode, and 
sometimes come down the mountain sides in search of water; 
but the many hogs roaming through the woods are a terrible 
enemy to the snakes and devour all they meet. This dict 
does not seem to fatten these porcine rovers, judging from 
many specimens which I haye noticed. Some of them were 
80 lank as to prompt the suggestion from a wag that a. knot 
should be tied in their taiis to prevent them from going 
through gurden fences. ‘The mountaineers here tell me that 
there is 4 deadly enmity existing between the ratticsoake and 
his conqueror, the blacksnake. The latter vanquishes his 
enemy by crushing him in his deadly wrap, while the rattle 
Tuust always go into coil before he.can elrike, and it is here 
‘the blackehake gote tho advantage by circling around hia qd- 

the neck, vhrows his deadly coil around him, only relaxing it 
when I1fe is extinct. 

Not having the amended game law of Virginia. before me, I 
erroneously stated in my last letter that the close season for 
partridges expired on the Ist of November and for deer on 
the 15th of October, The Legislature, at the last’ session, 80 
amended the game law as to make it unlawful ‘for any per- 
fon to kill or capture, or offer for sale or buy, any partridge 
or quail between the first day of January and whe fifteenth 
day of October of each year,” and ‘‘to kill or capture deer 
within this State between the fifteenth day of January and 
the firat day of September in any year.” Kh. F. B. 

oe 

: GAME PROTECTION, 

' Warre Mousrars Trovr ann Sarmon,—A New England 
paper having taken some pains to call the attention of the 

Fish Commissioners to the fact. that the *‘trout" taken in 

such quantities by White Mountain anglers were unquestion- 
ably young salmon; we referred to Mr, Sam, Webber, one of 

the New Hampshire Commissioners, who replies: 

The item is unquestionably incorrect, and the story was 
started ns a joke on two or three young Jaw students from 
this cily, who yisited the small trout brooks at the extreme 
head of Baker's River this summer, and caught a large number 
of yery sinall trout, some of which were brought home, and 
seen and eaten by one of our citizens, who pronounced them 
nothing but trout. Qne of the gentlemen who thus practi- 
cally examined them was Col, John B. Clarke, of the Man- 
chester Mirror and Farmer, and the President of the State 
Fish and Gume League. Please correct this statement au- 
thoritatively, as if reflects on the care and watchfulness of 
the Fish Commissioners and Wardens, Some of the youug 
salmon placed in the Pemigewasset and Baker's Rivers in 1876 
were taken by boys and city anglers in the summier of 1877, 
but when the fact came to the notice of the commissioners, 
handhills, containing extracta from the laws, were printed and 
sent to all the towns on these rivers, and wardens were at 
once appointed in the towns where it seemed necegsary, and 
we have heard of no further complaint. 

Numpir Four Park Assoorarioy,—An association of this 
name has been organized at Number Four, in the North 
Woods, for the protection of fish and game, They haye ob- 
tained possession of 10,000 acres, which will be converted 
into a private park, ‘The officers are: Pres., Dr. Charles 
Barnes, Syracuse; Vice-Pres., D, HW. Bruce, Syracuse; Sec., 
Frank Bolles, dr., Windsor, Conn. Directors and Game 
Keepers—James Lawis, Marcus Smith, Frank Smith, Isaac 
Stone, Chas. Penton, ‘Treas., Chas. Fenton. The members 
are gentlemen living in different parts of the State, who each 
summer repair for recreation, and sport to the Number Four 
region. We take pleasure in recording this movement, and 
wish the new society all success. 

New Hampsutri—Zditor Forest and Stream: We have 
just started a Game and Fish League here for the protection 
of game and fish in the close season, and to protect the game 
birds from men and boys who make a business of snaring 
them in and out of season. Guo. L. Foros, S8ee’y. 

Peterboro, Sept. 5. 

Arrests Mapm py THE PriLApEneniA ASss00r1A'TION.— 
Statement of arrests for violation of the game laws of Penn- 
sylvania, made by the Philadelphia Game Protective Society 
during August, 1878: Aug. 26—Herman Marck and Chas, 
Kolb, taken before Magistrate Leisenwing, of Philadelphia, 
for shooting reed birds; held to bail. Aug. 27—Jesse 5. 
Bonsall and George Slook, taken before Magistrate W. I’. 
Price, Moore’s Station, Delaware County, and fined $20 and 
costs for killing reed birds. Aug. 80—John Martin, game 
dealer, Market street, above Wlaventh, arrested and taken be- 
fore Magistrate Hugh F. Kennedy and fined $60. for selling 
reed birds. Sept, 3—Charles Plaines, taken before Magzis- 
trate J, W. Allen, City of Chester, for shooting eleyen rail 
birds on August 28, on Tinnicum Island. He waived a hear- 
ing and entered security in the sum of $200 for his appear- 
ance at next Court of Quarter Sessions of Deluware Couaty, 
Pennsylvania, 

Norway's Game.—The Norwegians complain that foreign 
sportsmen, especially English, are likely to exterminate the 
reindeer and wild fowl. More than fifty reindeer are now 
seldom seen on the Hardanger tableland, where 800 or 400 
could formerly be found; and Professor Friis, the greatest 
Norwegian sportsman, says their are only 6,000 or 8,000 in 
the whole country. A couple of sportsmen, morcoyer, are 
said to have shot 1,200 young wild fowl] in a week. 

RUNNING DEER WITH DOGS. 

WATERVILLE, Mé.; Sept. 2, 1878, 
HpIroR FOREST AND STREAM : 

I Know that ‘Rip Rap” is right when he says that the wholesale 

destruction of our gamé is owing to our so-called guides, They are 

totully unscrupulous about time and season, aua will shoot a fawn or 
{ta mother in July, if they are oul with a party, just ad soon as in Octo- 

ber; and they have acquired that desire to Kill at all times, and to get 
big bags to brag of, in part from tlie so-called sportsmen whom they 

take into the woods. 
Only a short time since a Boston sportsman gaye me an aecount of a 

trip hé made once to the region abont Chesemcook Lake, He ‘had a 
good puck of dogs, and often killed three to six deer in a day, but there 

aré no deer there now togpeak of,” LIduote his words exactly. Now: 

whathecame of the game killed? They could not have caten a fiftieth 

part Of it, and it sould not haye been ‘* packed out,” hence it rotted on 
the ground. This /urere to get immense bags is i curse to every game 

country. 
Only afew months sinve one of our popular monthiles bad an account 

ofadeer hunt in Michigan, and there was acutof a ton of yenison 
being hauled out of the country. No wonder the residents of that 

region occasionally shot s hound, Let any party try thatin the region 

where I am camped in October, and if they get of with a dog on their 

way home it will be one’stufted a8 a keepsake, 
These guldes learn that the height of sport consists in killing eyery 

liying thing that comes within range of the shot-gun or rifle. Aboye 
that, the ‘+ finest sport” is to rau deer Into a lake, paddle up to him ina 

canoe, and shoot lim wt ive feet distance when he is utlerly helpless— 

hebee it must be greater sport to walk up to one, up to his back 1n snow 

and Unable to get away, aod cut lls throat with & knife tied to a short 

Blick. 1 knew twenty-two deer killud, mostly in that way, 4 Tew years 

aloes, only & few miles from Brownville, 
Whi your correspondents say about deer rolqrning to the name 

SS 

yersary, and watching the opportunity, seizes his fou back of | Places when chased out by dogs may be true, but in this State, where- 
eyer there are deer there are caribou, and if you put in hounds every 
one of them will get oul, and rarely come back—at least not for some 

ime, The still hunter, following # deer track, may “risa” & caribou at 

aby moment, and fad much better game tliat instant, and it takes p 

food shot to stop his yenison where he vat atop it at hia leisure, 

Wehave good game laws, and wahere in Maine intend to seo that 
they are enforced, and as for these fellows who huut aud fish ont of 

Season, I suggest that a “ Black List’? be kept at headquarters, and all 

sporismen coming into the State refuse to employ them. If » man 

knew that his name was lable to be placed on a Ist of those who habit- 

ually violate the law, and that he would lose employment by it, it would 
hayeé & most salutary effect. 

We hye an immense area of timber which is owned by lomber 
dealers, whodo not Intend it to be cleared but simply grow timber, 
aud by 4 proper enforcement of the Jaw we conld llaye the oneat 

game country In the world. But, when a gentleman’s yacation 

happens to fallin July or August, he must come here ostensibly to fish, 

but teach his guides that it isperfevtly proper to shoot eyeryiliing that 

Ne Gan 566 while Out in the woods. They are apt acholars if ignorant 

of book knowledge, and when idle the nest winter will puton their 

snow-shoes, and Kill a whole herd of deer, after tiring themouf by a 

few miles’ wallowing throngh four feet of snow, while fhe bonter 
follows along easily on top of the crust, G, 

he Rifle. 

Nationan Wtirtx Crun.—The National Rifle Club held 
their twenty-first annual meeting on the 3d of September, 
1878, at South Vernon, Vt., on grounds near the railroad 
depot and but a short distance from the Mount Vernon 
Hotel. The weather, though mid the Green Mountains, was 
such as rendered the manipulation of the rifle very warm 
work, The order of the day was three ten-strings at 40 
rodg; position and rest unrestricted ; standard weight of rifle 
barrel, 15 pounds; a prize pro rata to each af the best three, 
the medal of honor to the best aggregate. Of the sixteen 
competitors we give the respective scores in inches, cighths 
and tenths : 

1sT STRING, 2D STRING. 8D STRING. 
Williamson 10.3.1 Broekwa: see 96,0 Martlit.s.. ssc... ceeee Dd1 
Priest... 2.7.0 Martin. +10,3.1 Hatch ...,.. vessel l.6.0 
Brown . 3.5.0 William «113.0 Brock way.. cers eeess.12)4.0 

H. W. Martin wins the medal by the best aggregate, 
4.1.1. The next anniversary of the club will be ¢ele- 
brated at the same place on the first Tuesday of September, 
1879. J. Williamson was re-elected president for the en- 
suing year. This club is a leading one, and hag a wide repu- 
tation in che New England States, 

Massacnuserrs— Walnut Hill Range, Sept. 4.—Final con- 
test of the amateur series; distance, 200 yards : 
Bry@.....4.5644545645-46 Builer....0.5 34454444 5-49 

44455 5-85 Slag... ..444456 444 a04% 
i fcersn ot ten 
Do 4 

Nichola, 256 bie hte 
Fine practice was made during the day by the - 

town Cadets at 500 yards. : ae ee i 
The second match was the ‘no cleaning” one: distance, 

200 and 800 yards; seyen shots at each range; no cleaning 
allowed ; 

200 yds. 200 yda. 
56346 4-81 445464 490 61 
64565 4—3 36445 4 499-41 
56545 4-92 464445 p—i6—61 a 34464 4-19 64254 4 5—ga 59 J f 5454 4 5-32 444345 3-26-55 

BB Souther......seseecee. tO 444 4 499 4856384 4-95 57 
J Nichols,...........0+ 644644430 43448 6 49757 
O M Jewell, re-entry . 446445 5—3) 84434 4 49657 
 M Jewell, re-entry. £94386 5—29 34444 4 49756 
Jd Borden, ,.,..«s.-.- 44444549 44344439655 
& & Souther, re-entry... £44564 4—3) 433359 2-95 53 

The first prize, a Peabody-Martini breech-loading Greed- 
moor rifle, with reloading tools, presented by the Providence 
Tool Company, value $125, goes to Mr. O) M, Jewell, who 
won on 69, 5Y, 69—177, The second prize, a life membership 
in the Massachusetts Rifle Association, $25, was takon by L. 
L. Hubbard, scores, 69, 59, 59-177. The third ptize, a 
silver medal, was won by Mr. H. Tyler, with 59, 59, 59—177. 
‘The fourth prize, cash $10, Uxecutiye Officer Frye gathered 
into his purse on 68, 57, 58—173; and the fifth prize, Bo, 
found a safe resting place in the grasp of Mr. B. Bi Souther 
with 56, 58, 57—166. 

Sept. 7.—Amateur series, 200 yards : 
Jackson.....6554545464—46 Taylor.,.... 434466 
Wryé..., eee 464544454443 Botler......5 4344 BS 3 ‘ 4—41 
Loris. Ft 4G ddd 544-43 Sins... 48444 8 8H day 
Willlams...8465468444—-49 Nichols,...d58568344 4—40 

Impromptu match at 300 yards : 
Frye,....- »4434544455—42 Taylor,.,... 
Jackgon,,..,.45344465 4 4—49 cs Se ea RS te aoa 

Mzrrorp Amarzur Riruz Assooration.—Mateh of August 
30; last amateur August competition ; 200 yards: 
iH D Cushing DN Howard........... 
John Grady...... WEH Ay GH: ccsC lent 

W Withington... 
JW Viniug.... 
GT Dickson ... 
dR Telle,,.... hae 
JH Whitney .......... 

W_E Guerrier... 
R Sawyer....ss.. oe, oaeg 
J di Hames .....,.....,...4 ; 
HHD Cushing,, 
H Kichardson 
— Harris...... 

The score at the 400-yard range was as follows : 
mm FLGEENA ss gfe} stan sod teecages wc 35 Withington... 
TR Tele... 35 HA Irelund, Te 
TH RiChardson., .......5..:--0..4.35 J Grady.,.... =130 

The ties will be shot off on the 13th of this month, Durin 
September there will be matches held on every Wednesday. 

Connzoticur—Sohuetzen Park, Bridgeport.—A rifle match 
of teams of cight took place on the 6th. ‘Lhe conditions of 
the match were: Open only to invited teams of eight marks. 
men; weapon, military rifle of model used in the States to 
which the teams respectively belong; distance, 200 yards ; 
position, standing; ten rounds; no wiping only after the first, 
five rounds ; no entrance fee for invited teams. The follow— 
ing are the team totals of the scores, out of a possible 400 
points: 
Bridgeport Rifle Cluby.vee«e+++.805 Irish-American Rifle Club,, 400273 

ef 

Emacr Rirwm Cron— West Stradford, Sentember 8.— 
prize was a fine Sharps rifle for a shiaptivtet on Hehe Bridgeport Rifle Glab with 805 out of a possible 400, at 200 yards, The Trish Rifles, of New Haven, made 293 : Com. 
pany B, 200; Lrish-American Rifle Club, of New York; 274; 
Hmmet Kite Club, 260; Robinson Zouaves, 175, In tha al-comeré-match the scores were ga follows; Ely.N Iehala, 22; 
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G. F. Hull, 22; G. W. Kerr, 22; William Gormley, 22; G. 
Quitmeyer, 22; E. F, Latham, 20; William 8. Murphey, 
20; P. O'Connor, 20; P. D. Lyon, 20; John Cashman, 20; 
8. 0. Kingman, 20; William Lyon, 20; D. EB. Marsh, 19. 
The tie was decided by atoss-up. The average of the win- 
ning team in the military match was 384 points, which is 
considered a remarkably good one for a mateb of this 
character, 

Saugatuck Rirte Crus—sSanugatuch, September 5.—A rifle 
club with this name has just been established. The presi- 
dent is P. G. Sanford. A 200-yard range, a short distance 
from the depot, presents all facilities for practice. We 
hope soon to report some of the matches. 

Rie TouRNAMENT FOR YELLow Fever Surrerers.—A. 
Tifle tournament will take place early in October on the 
Sharps Company’s range at Bridgeport, Conn. ‘There will 
be four matches, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards. The prizes 
will be sums of money. Half of the entrance fees will be 
used for the benefit of the yellow fever sufferers at the South. 
The matches are open to all comers and any rifle. 

Prizz SHooTmne ror THE YELLOW FEVER SUFFERERS,— 
Under the auspices of the Zettler Rifle Club, for a number 
of valuable prizes presented by the members of- the club, to 
be held at Zettler’s rifle range, 207 Bowery, up to September 
15. The whole proceeds to be donated to the sufferers. 
All persons are inyited to participate. Tickets, for three 
shots on ring target, fifty cents. Number of tickets un- 
limited, but only one prize obtainable by one shooter. Ranye 
open from 104. M.to12P.™. Prizes on exhibition at the 
gallery. Committee, T. Broadway, M. B. Engel, ©. G. 
Zettler, H. Oehle, B. Zettler; M. L. Riggs, president; G, 
A. Schurmann, Secretary, 

CENTENNIAL Ririe Crun.—At the annual meeting of the 
Centennial Rifle Club, held Friday evening, Sept. 6, 1878, 
the following officers were re-elected for the ensuing year : 
John Quincey Adams, Pres.; B. 8. Brown, Vice-Pres.; J. F. 
Murch, Sec.; H. H. Hall, Treas. Mr. B.S. Brown was ap- 
pointed captain of the team. 

Crrepmoor, Sept. 4.—Appleton match. Conditions—200 
and 800 yards, seyen shots at each range : 

200 yds, 300 yds, TT). 200 yds, 200 yds, Tl 
DF Dayids..., .31 27 638 W H Sanford....26 2a SL 
Dr $8 TG Dudley.20 27 57 CA Péake.......26 25 61 
AJ Howleti.. ..28 28 56 GL Morse... 21 49 
J W Mangam....28 27 55 W_H Dunlap.....28 20 43 
WN O'Donnell... .28 2T 56 CL Madison,....27 20 47 
JW Todd......-.. 25 28 68 J BIrWin..seseee21 20 45 
TA Carman. ...32 a1 63 ‘Tf Elliott........- 26 10 44 
F H Holton,,..... 30) 23 53 W Simpson...... 23 20 43 
J 8 Conlin, .,...,26 26 52 TJ Dolan......, 24 18 42 
HE Lewis. ......27 25 62 

Messrs, R. H. Keene, E. A. Duffy, E. A. Hatry, J. A. 
Hatry, and H. A. Parry retired after shooting at the first 
range. The New York Rifle Club had a match for the 
*“*Schoverling” badge at 200 and 300 yards, off-hand, ten 
shots at each distance. The leading scores were as-follows: 
AD HOWIlett.. ccc et ewe eeet ere ee cGl BVH HOON. bese scnnccterne ere to 
WN O'Donnell, ... seokecs othO, WeRDnalapi is fs siaieseses «3 68 
TS Conlin.... 00.02. cece eee. te 

Sept. {Sharps long-range match. 'The conditions were 
as follows: Open to all comers; any rifles; distances, 800, 
900 and 1,000 yards; 15 shots at each range; no sighting 
shots, spotting, or previous practice on the day of the match ; 
the winner to lead all scores at eyery range. The latter con- 
dition, however, was not accomplished, and the match is still 
open to contest. The scores were as follows, the highest at- 
tainable number being 225 points: 

800 yds. Sete 1,000 yds, sie 
N@ETi evs) swetiee esata 4 67 

Dee LAS +10 72 67 209 
BG Doughty... -66 72 66 204 
Isaac L Allen..... Peis’ 70 61 204 
Dr8 7G Dudley _.64 70 64 188 
GL Morse....... ..63 64 69 186 
Homer Fisher. me 66 BT 1838 
T E Lamb,.... =e G9 60 58 182 
EA Perry... -» 68 61 60 179 
J A Hatry.... 05 65 43 118 
R Rathbone. 6S 68 Ww 
¥ H Holion,.....-.-.+. 2-56 61 Ww 

The twelfth competition for the Turf, Field and Farm 
badge, at 200 yards, took place during the afternoon, The 
conditions were: Distance, 200 yards; position, standing ; 
anyrifle; two sighting and ten scoring shots. Jollowing are 
the scores, the highest possible score being 50 points: 
G Ly MOrse..--ssavawnvecsnecsee a5 
Drs TQ Dudley... 42 
W A Freneh......- 
JL Paulding ...... 
Leonard Geiger.... 

Capt J L Price.....,.-... 
W A Bryant.......4.... 
WJ Underwood, Jr,...-. 
J HIrwin.............. 

Isaac L Allen,... Lewis Cass BB 
FH Holton...... £ A Perry, ees 
7 A Carman.. E W Price. ..B2 
Frank Hyde. FC McLewe 81 
Dr M M Maltby Homer Fishe ..29 
Di PEDAVIGS: asi, sak cay alee Capt CE Trust 27 

Rryerswr Rirte Ranex, Sept. 5.—A match was shot over 
the Riverside Rifle Club’s range, at Pittsfield, Mass., by teams 
of eight from the Riverside Club of Pittsfield, and the Hol- 
yoke Olub of Holyoke, Mass. The day was unfavorable, a 
portion of the match being shot in the rain. The scores are 
as follows: 

c 

A 0S yf HO pe iY We COU RE Oe OT Oreo ch toe eo to Or ot Or ee oy 

8. 

Tit Seae 

Pe Pownce Boe RO om ot We cr Om i oS ce Ot FR He ae le 

5 
Fatrington,.¢ 
Gale........ bi] 

September 10.—Practice of the amateur team who will 
enter for the Inter-State long-range match. The wind was 
of the worst character; the shooting was good; distances 
were 800,900 and 1,000 yards; 15 shots at each range : 

300: yada. 3,000. yds, Total 
rank Hyde....... 3 

chee L ‘Allen T2 7 212 
R Rathbone: 1 66 65 206 
Gol HF Clark.....2..--s-+--: 43 68 61 202 

Team practic was made by the Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, 
Fourteenth and Seventy-first Regiments. 
A new ‘atch has been introduced in the fall meeting pro- 
amme, to be called the “Tramp Match.” The target is 

fhe outline ofa man. The bull’s-eye will be three inches in 
. diameter, the centre eight inches in diameter, the space 

“) 

above the hips will constitute the inner, and the remainder 
of the figure the outer. We rather object to the name giyen 
to this match, and a better one should be used. 

Presentation or N. R, A. Prizus,—The presentation of 
prizes won at the fall meeting of the National Rifle Associa- 
tion, will take place at Gilmore’s Garden (Madison \ venue 
and Twenty-sixth street, New York city), on Saturi:.y, 2ist 
inst., at 8:30 P, mM. 
_All competitors and members of teams are earnestly in- 

vited to attend, and will be furnished with tickets of ad- 
mission. 

The platform will be reserved for the officers, activeand 
honorary members of the association, invited euests, Winning 
teams, and competitors winning first prizes, and a few seats 
and eight boxes will be reserved for ladies accompanying 
them, admission to which will he by ticket only. 
The Governors of New York and other States, having 

teams participating in the matches, with their respective 
staifs ; ihe several divisions, brigade and regimental com= 
manders, with their several staffs. The officers of the army 
and navy and other distinguished gentlemen will be in- 
vited to be present and occupy seats upon the stage. Mili- 
tary visitors are requested fo appear in uniform, and teams 
receiving prizes to carry aregimental or distinctive guerdon. 

The presentations will be made by Gen. McClellan, Gen. 
Hancock and other leading men, and will be confined to 
prizes won by teams, and first prizes in individual matches. 
The latter will receive tickets admitting them to the stage 
from the Statistical Officer. Inyited guests will be received 
by the Reception Committee at the Madison avenue en- 
trance at 8 p. w., and will be escorted by them to their seats 
upon the platform. 

RuGuars vor THR Interwarionan Rivne Matcr.—The 
rifle team which will represent the military division of the 
Atlantic at the autumn meeting at Creedmoor has been 
chosen, and, by order of General Hancock, will at once pro- 
ceed to Willett’s Point, L. I., to practice at intervals until 
the beginning of the tournament. It comprises the follow- 
ing men and officers: Second Lieutenants 8. N. Holmes and 
G. R. Cecil, Thirteenth Infantry; Corporals Dennis Geary 
and Louis Zopf, and Private ©. F. Sweat, Battery D, First 
Artillery; Privates J. O. Orighton and William Boughton 
Battery A, First Artillery; Privates H. B. Fletcher und 
James Gordon, Company 5, and Private Henderson Lloyd, 
Company O, Thirteenth Regiment, The team will be under 
the command of Major Abbott. 

Conzin’s Suootina GarnERy, 1222 Broapway.—The sec- 
ond competition for the marksman’s badges took place on 
Monday evening, and was very well attended. The condi- 
tions are: highest score takes first badge; three points less 
takes second, and five points less takes third. ‘The following 
are the scores out of a possible 50: 

BL Stapel, 18t.....-seeeseeeese 47 HB TVomeon............. sarees. 36 
SW Sibley... sees 46° W McDonald.............0-0- cue 36 
IT Duckworth. ....,..-..-....-- 45 +’ Wetherbee.... ..30 
OG B Ovyerhough, 2d...-......-..65 42 J Sands....-..... -- 3) 
Ad HOWlets. ccc c. cee sees FD OW DOWi8.. 22. caseecesceesdcis ce 3i) 
JM Rosenthal, 3d..-.....-.-..-.,41 James Stanton.-............ ese 3D 

secesvecesesess4l J B Moore,:., s.. wwe blnic OS 
P Quinn... = veyene 20 
=A C0) Te ye ee a 

Haryerta Rirte Crvs.—The twenty-fifth annual meeting 
of this well-known club took place at Union Hill on the 8th, 
9th, 10th and 11th of this month, and was unusually well at- 
tended. Prizes to the amount of 2,000 were offered. There 
were two man targets, eleven bull’s-eye targels, two ring 

targets and the two targets of honor, Helvetia and Columbia, 
The following are the names of the prize-winners : 

First silver medal, L Dryer; first silver goblet, Alberti Meyer; silver 
medals to J Blumenberg, J Sandolt, A G Halberg, D Miller, N Erwin, J 
J Tobier, R Weidman, P Meyer, R Faber, J Aeschbach, V Scholinger, 
Philip Klein, Charles Perrit, August Knobfl, H Knebel, P Penning, & 
Fleidner, A Benwiger, B Zettler, R Spitz, L Amareanx, Albert Meyer, J 
Wettje, H Retling, Charles Stremme, Capt L F Genuerich, H Hartuig, 
F Jacobi, A Genez, M B Engel, William Klein, George Aery, John 
Raschen, K Luehrs, G Butler, H Oeh!, E Koleman, J N Brandenberg, 1 
H Kroger, § Lolari, Anton Meyer, J Unef and G Doehle, 

The scores for the target of honor, out of a possible 75 
points, were as follows ; 
Helyetia—R Weidman, 71; A Panl. 60; N Irving, 53; A Knoepie, 

55; V Schoberger, 54, 
Columbia—K Spitz, 69; A Paul, 64; P Tobin, 65; D Miller, 64; V 

Schoberg, 61; M D Engel, 64; A Genziger, 61; J Blamenberg, (0; John 
H Kasseben, 55. 2 
Ring Target—Out of a pussible 5—M B Engel, G6: Ph Klein, 66; 

William Kien, 65; R Spitz, 65; A Oehl, 65; F W Wleidner, 61; A 
Knoeptle, 64; B Holaman, 64; D Miller, 68; B Zettler, 62. 
Man Target—Possible 50 points—Peter Meyer, 47; H Oehl, a7; AG 

Hellwig, 43; N Irving, 42; Klein, 42; P Fenting, 41; Charles Per- 
rit, 40; E Holzman, 40. 

The festival was made delightlul by the singing of the 
various musical Swiss societies and Lieboldt’s military 
orchestra, with Eckert's Band, performed their finest selec- 
tions. The President of the Helvetia, C. Mattman, Bsq., is 
to be congratulated on the successful way in which the pro- 
gramme was carried out. 

New Jursuy—JBrinton Rifle Range, Sept. 6.—First contest 
for long-range Remington rifle. he weather was pleasant ; 
a gentle wind blew from the south, but without sufficient 
force to affect the aim of the riflemen, and the scores made 
were unusually high. The conditions were as follows; Open 
to all comers; distance, 200 yards; two sighting and ten 
scoring shots. Following are the scores, the highest attaina- 
ble number being 50 points: 
Wm Hayes.seres---+ = dakaneansts A MoTnness,..,-...,--...... 
RESmith.... T Bitz... sys0e 

OA Watson.. 
R Robertson... 

IST5—4G MeN. ..-----. 2b eeeeeel 287 I8TT—85 MODs races e-s- 425s... 1,171 
1876—46 MMGD,.,c+seanceecenenel,169 1878—B5MED,.., ysscsseeeess 1222 

gg nyerages: 1S75—27 45 Gh, 1878-24 45 46. 1B77T—38 16 85, IBIB—3 
y. De 

Two companies of the Seventh Regiment haye already 
fired this season, but neither succeeded in running over a 
thousand. The Binghamton Company scored up to 1,089, 
and there are yet to be heard from one company at Creed- 
moor, one at Whitehall and two at Auburn, but it is not con- 
sidered likely that the scores will overtop the Oswego ex- 
hibit. The range scures stood as follows : 

200 yds, 500 yds. Tl. 200 yds, 500 yds. TL. 
Barmes.... ....,18 22 41 Hurness.,...s2-..18 14 28 
White.. aa 44 HCoe, els OL RS 
Perkins 21 41 Owlett 9 19 28 

13 32 Rowlaud , AY 19 as 
1T 34 Finn,..-........,20 28 44 

D Marshall ..,...17 16 88 Swettauham.....19 19 88 
Wright .....0...,16 18 84 Wond............ 16 22 83 
Johnson.....,.,,20 12 32 TT’ Donovan ......19 19 38 
Torbeth ..6- 2.59 15 40 O’Brien. 5 14 29 

Miller. 119 17 a6 
Lavin «lB 12 80 
Slight...., age lf at) a6 
Nitioof,...., vere 18 a3 
Helly oes a. vex 1D 14 83 
Leonard, ......., 20 10 a0 
LYOPSeY..........18 20 38 
Barton,.... veccee el 14 35 

Pap ets edd okies a 626 596 1222. 

Norristown Rirne Crvu.—Scores made for selection of 
team. Distance, 100 yards. On the 16th of this month this 
club expects to shoot” a match with the Keystones of Phila- 
delphia. This is a return match, the Keystones haying been 
the victors ; 
Jenks.....,444465444 55-44 TParkor.,.4d554444 5 4 G—4h 
Loeser...... £255555555—48 FPricdeborn.s 45446444443 
Kerper...... 446455554445 Horer,.,.546444446 5—44 
Bickel...... 4445565444-45 Barton...... 44324443 4 425 
A Parker...45 44445 56 6-44 Leopold....614555655 65 5-48 
Connell..... 444544554443 Shaffer.....45443545 44-42 
Jackson....8544446544—12 Oox, Jr....444443 9 9 4 6—37 

South Carouii—Ohirleston, September 5.—At the close 
of last month a match between the Carolina Battalion team 
and the Sumter Guard team took place; twelve men on each 
side; 200 yards, five shots each man, The Carolina team 
ae the victors, witha score of 223. The Sumters made 
214, 

Charleston,—Fourth Brigade Ground Range. Match be- 
tween feams of ten men from the German Fusileers and Ger- 
man Hussars; ten shots to the man; 200 yards, military 
rifles, Creedmoor targets. Highest individual score possible, 
50; highest possible team score, 500, 

Fusileers. 
sdsuudenese foe Boo eA 84423244 4 3 4 3-85 

Riast-s,cvecn 56d ot 248 464 3 € 3-88 
433 2442 4 3 4-33 
6 443 4 3 4 2 4 3-86 
244394 4 4 4 3 8—Be 
4423644 7 4 4—40 
44444 4 4 8 4 3-38 
2 5 38 445 3 4 4 d—3T 
443334 2 4 4 4-55 
O63 3443 4 65 4 ue 

sedegedieeveveedsine weed  eseedpende Pete mnedens neds veces 861 

Hussars. 
H Thees, Jr... 242444 53 4 5 2-84 
H Bulwinkle 4444 44 93 3 3—26 
J H Harbers B44 43 4 38 4 4—88 
F Bestman 22240 4 4 8 2-25 
C Seel..., 4423444 6 4 4—i9 
7 A Balwinkle...........---- 4435444 5 54 
O H Harken... cep sess: otecces 3.2.2 h & 2 4B asl 
H Lube..... 433444 3 8 4—86 
H Mabus...... 4444444 5 5-12 
F Osterholz |...---.. Wiletaws vay ceres 265438 8 8 8 2 5 434 

ofall ccs ctt Blesetives=s PB drerah ichacesectssepestisatacbecde f 4.. 36T 

West Viramis— Woodland Range, Wheeling, Sept. 4,—In 
practice at 1,000 yards for the Wimbledon Cup, the follow- 
ing scores were made: 
PWEIBCES cs ccnders gaerty 656844645 56 6 6 &§ 6 B&B 5—T2 

656565645645 6 5 4 8 5-1 
465465 6 6B 665565 6 4—72 

Dwight.....-ssc-.s0) 45 £24 583 8 € 45 5 5 B 5-05 
34355545 465646 4 5 3-65 

SGAMIUOM 2. ence n ep ae escew t*¢6 4556056438353 9 G65 

Boston will require her shooting clothes if she doesn’t want 
the Wimbledon Cup to rest in Wheeling for the next year. 

Mr. Seven Int wirra Fryrr.—Riflemen will regret to 
learn that Capt. Dudley Selph, the celebrated New Orleans 
rifleman, together with his two children, is down with 
yellow fever. 

Mr. W-. Feroouson.—We are permited to make the fol- 
lowing extracts from a letter written by Mr. W, Ferguson, 
data ‘hvetiiesd Aug. 21, to a gentlemen in this city: ‘I 
met all the team at Wimbledon, and enjoyed a talk over the 
kind way we were received when in New York. You may 
have seen by the papers that the shooting was superior to 
the preyious Wimbledons. You must have noticed how 
successful Humphrey was with his Remington. ..... Here 
are some scores I have been making lately with my Reming- 
ton: 
First day: S00 yards-5 555556455555 555655564555 

§4465 O56 558 5-171 in a posable 175, 
nd day: 200 yards—5 5555 500 yards—5 5555 600 

Jed oS Br S00 yards-65454555555545556 65656. 

Third day: 800 yards—10 shots, 49; 16 shots, 79; 20 shots, 08, 

‘7 will use the Remington at the fall meeting.” 

Gotp MrpaLs AWAEDED IN Paris.—To HE. Remington & 
Sons, of Ilion, N. Y., for firearms; Providence Too) Co,, of 
Providence, R. I., for firearms; silver medal to Sharps 
Rifle Co., of Bridgeport, Conn.; Gatling Gun Oo., of Hart- 
ford, Conn,; honorable mention to the Union Metallic 
Cartridge Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., and United States Regu- 
lation Firearms Co., of New York, for Springfield muskets. 
Tatham Bros. received an award for soft and chilled shot, 

ee 

Manzarran Braca.—Eyety evening during the week 
Grafulla’s Band performs at Manhattan Beach, and on Sunday 
there is a sacred concert. There can be no more pleasant 
place for an afternoon and eyening’s pleasure. Cars run all 
day at short intervals, 

——_—_——a ++ 

A Lysn TaxmpErmisr.—We happen to have seen some re- 
markable nice work doue by Mr. A. M. Tufts, of Lynn, Mass. 
Not only was the bird well poised and naturally mounted, but 
the whole conception was artistic. Mr. Tufts prepares and 
preseryes all kinds of birds and animals, and has all the ad- 
juncts and accessories of the business for sale. Our friends 
in Massachusetts should Jet this taxidermist try his skill on 
some of their late acquisitions. 



JACK, 

Ti is not offen that a dog is honored with a 
turned rule for liis obituary ; but the editors 
of the Louisville, Ky., Sunday Argus saw. 
fit, not only to devote a whole column to 

their dumb friend, but to giye him also the 
dark lines which are the newspaper symbols 

of mourlitz, As a study of dog character, 

this appreciative sketch hus been rarely suv- 
passed : 

DIED—On the 4th day of August, 1875, at the 
Argus office, JACE. Age unknown, 

Murder most foul, as in the best itis 
Bunt this most foul aud moat uniataral,” 

He was only a dog. Where he came from 
originally no one ever knew. His birth and 
parentage were clouded in mystery, and if is 
hardly probable that they were noble. He 
was himself extremely reticent upon the sub- 
ject, and there is no evidence that he ever al- 
Juded to it, even to lis most intimate friend, 
a genial and accomplished dog who resided in 
a neighboring alley. His entice into journal- 
ism was stormy, to say the least. He had 
been for a brief time the property of a butcher 
ou Market street, who kept him chained in a 
back yard. Constant confinement played sad 
havoe with a temper not naturally amiable, 
and his views of the world and its people 
grew harsh and cynical, He became a very 
Timon among dogs. He would snap and bark 
and bite at every human being who came 
near him, until the neighborhood became 
aroused. Indignant citizens would stand off 
at asafe distance from his chain and cool their 
wrath by shying bricks and sticks at the four- 
footed bundle of snarling vitality which 
tugged and strained atits end. Still he was 
game, but his nature grew more and more 
morose under this treatment. One day, object- 
ing to (he quality of meat which was thrown 
to him, he sunk his teeth into the daring gen- 
tleman who furnished it, and this circumstance 
brought about a change in hiscareer. Hewas 
promptly unchained and assaulted with clubs 
and stones, until, finding the situation much 
more exciting than interesting, he beat a 
noisy retreat, closely followed by the enemy. 
He fell back up Market street and out Fifth 
until he reached the Argus office, and then, 
seeing a door open and construing if as an in- 
vitation, he darted in and camped under the 
table, indicating to the astonished occupants 
by 8 series of defiant remarks, in a deep bass 
voice, that he proposed to stay, A due sense 
of discretion moved them to 4 policy of non- 
interference, but the next day he evidenced 
an ungrateful desire to sample the composi- 
tors in the printing office, and it was deemed 
necessary 10 place him in honorable captiv— 
ity. Somehow, after this Jack improved. 
Possibly he recognized tbe fact that he was 
among friends and, possibly, the fierce ren- 
contre of the day before had left an indelible 
impression upon his mind. At any rate he 
became more thoughtful and considerate. 
He discovered that true courage did not con- 
sist solely in a constant show of teeth, or in 
persistent and noisy self-assertion, While he 
still kept up, to a certain extent, his bragea- 
docid manner (for the habits of life are not to 
be shaken off in an instant), his temper grew 
better and he would let people near him, And 
one day it was determined, after a long con- 
sultatiun, to unfasten Jack ata yenture, and 
allow him to roam at will, It proved a most 
happy success, Conscious that he was on his 
good behavior, he did not disgrace himself. 
An earnest thinker, a deep oliseryer and a 
born philosopher, he made long pedestrian 
tours through the city, studied man and his 
kind, and learned that his estimate of the 
world and its inhabitants had been an entirely 
erroneous one. He discovered that men had 
not been created for the sole purpose of abu- 
sing him; that Pools were not an ingenious 
contrivance of the enemy invented merely to 
make a kick at him more effective ; that every 
person who carried a stick did not do ¢0 with 
a view of laying it vigorously over his head 
‘whenever the opportunity offered, As all 
these things grew upon him gradually, he 
softencd more and more, until, al the time of 
his death, oue who had known Jack only in 
former days would hardly have recopnized 
him as the same dog. Still, he retained a bit 
of the old Adam in his nature. An intense 
Bourbon Democrat politically, he persistently 
declined to concede that the Fifteenth Amend- 
ment was an accomplished fact, and would 
Ku-Klux any colored citizen who came near 
him; a Know-Nothing in a slight degree, he 
made uncompromising war on all Italian pea- 
nut peddlers and organ-grinders. Somehow 
he seemed to think that they were an entirely 
unnecessary part of the world’s economy, and 
that he had a special mission to explain the 
case to every one he met. 

On last Sunday he was poisoned. How it 
was done no one knows, but it is extremely 
probable that some idle varlet, relying upon 
the fact that Jack was alwayshungry, dressed 
a stray bit of meat with strichnine and thus 
enticed him to hisdeath, Late in the after- 
noon he crawled around to the office, with 
dragging limbs and glazed eyes, and lay down 
in the old accustomed spot to die. Medical 
aid was called and everything which love 
could suggest was done to alleviate his suffer- 
ings, but allin vain. He seemed to know 
that the end was near, and st every effort to 
help him he would look up with an ‘* 'm-just- 
as-much-obliged,-but-it's-of-no-use,-boys” ex- 

FOREST AND 

pression in his failing eyes which was very 
touching. And so if proyed. Late in the 
eyening he raised his head, took one long, re- 
pretful look around, wagged his tail in feeble 
farewell and then fell back « stiffened and 
pathetic unit of inanition, eyen though he 
had been only a dog. 

Jack was neilher handsome nor sccom- 
plished, but his head was. clear, his fuce was 
intelligent and he possessed 4 strong, shurdy 
natare which commanded the admiration of 
all those who knew him well, In no sense a 
courtier, or a flatilrer—indeed, his character 
Was just the Opposite—le was still frank and 
polite. Dis manners lacked polish, but they 
‘were hearty. He loved his friends and he 
hated his enemies. Ile never attacked a wo- 
man, or girl, and # child could take all sorts 
of liberties with him, He was dignified with- 
out being pompous, brave without being a 
bully, grateful without being sycophantic, 
sociable without being distressingly familiar. 
Taken all in all, he was a much better dog 
than many amanis. Peace to his ashes! 

—— 

Tim's Krr.—It surprised the shiners and 
neweboys around the postoffice the other day 
to see ‘* Limpy Tim” come among them in a 
quiet way, and to hear him say : 

* Boys, I want to sell my kit, Here's two 
brushes, a hull box of blacking, a good stout 
hox, and the outfit goes for tyo shillin’s! ” 
“Goin away, Tim!” queried one. 
“WNot’zactly, boys, but I want a quarter 

the awfulest kind, just now. ” 
“ Goin’ on a ‘scursion?” asked another. 
‘Not to-day, but lmust have a quurter,” 

he answered. 
One of the lads passed over the change and 

fook the kit, and Tim walked straight to the 
counting-room of a daily paper, put down 
the money, and said; 

“T guess I kin writeit, if you give me a 
pencil,” 

With slow-moving fingers he wrote a death 
nolice. It went into the paper almost as he 
wrote it, but you might not haye seen it. 
Ile wrote: 

Driep.—Litul Ted—of scarlet fever—alged three 
years. Funeral to-morrer, gone up to Heyin—left 
won bruther. 

‘* Was it your brother?” asked the cashier, 
Tim tried to brace up, but he couldn't. 

The big tears came up, his chin quivered, 
and he pointed to the notice on the counter 
and gasped : 

**T—T had to sell my kit to do it, )—but 
he nee his arms aroun’ my neck when he d— 
died!” 

He hurried away home, but the news went 
to the boys, and they gathered in a group 
and talked. Tim had not been home an 
hour before a barefooted boy left the kit on 
the door-step, and in the box was a bouquet of 
flowers, which had been purchased in the 
market by pennies contributed by the crowd 
of ragged, but big-hearted urchins, Did 
God ever make a heart which would not re- 
spond if the right chord was touched ?—De- 
troit Free Press. 

—————- 

Ants: THetr Cows, SLAVES, SOLDINES AND 
GENTLEMEN,—ToO an audience Sir John Lub- 
hock delivered one of his amusing lectures on 
the habits of ants. Here we may add that, 
in relation to the other insects associated 
with ants,—ot which, according to M. 
Andre, there are no less than 583 distinct 
species,—Sir John Lubbock had himsell 
studied the treatment by the ants of the 
aphides or domestic cattle they keep, as we 
keep cows for the sake of the milk they yield 
us, The ants keep these creatures in corn, 
he says, all the winter, though they are then 
of no use to the ants, and they tend the 
aphides during that barren time with great 
care, ‘Then in the spring they milk them, 
Tmuch as we milk our cows, and derive no 
small part vf their sustenance from them, 
Again, Sir John entirely confirms Huber’s 
observations on the extreme forms which 
domestic slayery takes in relation to one 
species, the individuals of which will starve 
in the midst of plenty rather than feed them- 
selves, so completely dependent are they on 
the services of these slaves. Sir John had 
kept some of this species alive for months by 
allowing them, a slaye for one houra day to 
feed and clean them, But without that at- 
tendance they die. And yet these are, we 
believe, a military caste of ants, which fight 
savagely, though they will not feed or clean 
themselves, a task which they regard, we 
suppose, as menial. Sir John does not be- 
lieve that au ant can give a message, though 
it can, of course, take its comrades to the 
place where they gain the information which 
it cannot give. Ants were to be found in 
three stages of civilisatioh,—the hunting, 
the pastoral, and the agricultural stage. 
But of their resources for meeting new emer- 
gencies, Sir John Lubbock, on the whole, 
does not speak well. They have not exactly 
anything equivalent to red-tape. But they 
are strict Conservatives, not of Lord 
Beaconsfield’s school, but of the old hum- 
drum type, which regards a new method as 
not so much a blunder as an impossibility.— 
The Spectator. 

+ 

SPOTTED AND Porrep.—A leopardess in a 
circug at Dayenport, Ia,, gave birth last week 
to a cub that was pretty enough to eat, aud 
ate it ere itjhad arrived st the early age of 
fiye minutes. 

STREAM, 

Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, 

Jewellers, and Importers, haye 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, Yracing and other 

Sporls, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes, Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

seientifie TIF- 

FANY & CO, are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

requirements, 

have a full line. 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis- 

tie Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

the 

largest in the world, and the 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is 

public are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 

APOLLINARIS 
NATURAL 

Mineral Water. 

HIGHLY HRFERVESCHNT. 

APPROVED by the Academie de Medicine of France, 
and its Sale in France authorized by epecial order of 
ih Wrench Goyernment, 
Recommended by the highest Medical Authorities 

in New York as 
"A vreat relief for seasickness.” 
‘tA delightful beverage, Mildly antacid, most 

gratefus and refreshing.” 
“Tur superior to Viehy, Seltzer, or avy other.” 
“Abs lutely pure and wholesome; superior to ali 

for daily nse; free from all the objections urged 
against Croton and artificially aerated waters,” 
“Tmpregnated only with its own gas.” 
“Healthful and well suited for Dyspepsia and 

eases of acule disease, and where there is a gouty 
(ljathesis."" 

' By far (he most acreeable, alone or mixed with 
Wine, useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or Bladder, and 
in Gout.” 
‘Not only a luxury, but a necessity.” 
'To be had of all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Diug- 

pists, and Mineral Water Dealers throughout the 
United States, aid wholesale of 

PRED K DEBARY & CO.,; 

Nos. 41 and 43 WARREN ST., N. ¥, 

Sole Acents for the United States and Canada, 

Byvery Genuine Bottle bears the Registered YEi.e 

LOW Pictorial Label of the 

APOLLINARIS CO. (LIMEDED), LONDON. 

The Ludlow Trout Co. 
Wil this year taks {rom one to two million brook 

trout ees (ready for shipment from Nov. 10 to Dec 

20) at lowest prives. Send for price list, Address 

B, FREEBURG, Surerinrexpent, 

Augs 8m Ludlow, McKean County, Pa. 

P HOTOS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 26 cts 
List of books, 2c. 8, KR. LUDDEN, EH. Bingo ates 

je13 lyr. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME, 

Nos, 239 and 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, N, Y. 

Cc. M. BRENNAN, 

GLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

4) South Olark Strereet, Ohicago, f 

123 

Zotterigs. 

. Sew: 

5th =—— EEE 

GRAND DISTRIBUTION 

COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION CO., 
By anthority of the Commonyealth of Kentucky 
supervised by Hon. R, C.Wintersmith, Bx-lreasurer 
Génerals T, A. Harris,Geo. E. H. Gray, and other 
prominent citizens, will give their FIFTH POPU- 
ae DRAWING in Public Library Hall, Louisville, 

FF), on 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1878. 
No Sealing. No Postponement. 

UNPARALLELED SCHEME, 

$115,400 in Cash Prizes, 
AND TICKETS ONLY $2, 

Read the List of Prizes ; 

1 Prize «$20,000 100 Prizes $10) ...$10,000 
1 Prize 1,000 300 Prizes 60... 15,000 
1 Prize 5,00 | 500 Prizes 20.,. 10,000 

10 Prize 300 10,000 | 1,000 Prizes 10... 10,000 
20 Prizes $500, 10,000 
9 Prizes $800 each, Approximation Prizes...,$2,700 
9 Prizes 200 each fs ts 1,800 
9 Prizes 100 each LW) ui 900 

PT TOORAK fe os cnecebigedae np tasassassvneses 115,400 
WHOLE TICKETS, 32. HALF TICKETS, $1. 

26 TICKETS, $60. 
Remit by Post-ofice Money Order, Registered 

Letter, Bank Draft or Express. Full list of Drawing 
published in Lonisyille Cowrier-Jowrnal and New 
York Herald, and mailed to all ticket-holders, Tor 
tickets and information, address COMMON WHALTH 
DISTRIBUTION CO., or T. J, COMMERFORD, 
Secretary, Courier-Journal Building, Louisyille, Ky., 
or to B, H. PORTER &CO,, General Hastern Agents, 
1,227 Broadway, New York. aug29 46 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
. FORTUNE. TENTH GRAND DISTRIBU- 

ite 1878, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly corporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
table purposes in 1868, with a capital of $1,000,000, to 
which if has since added a reserve fund of $850,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
Will take place monthly on the second Tuesday, Zt 
never scales or postpones, Look at the following dis- 
tribution : 

CAPITAL PRIZH, $30,000. 
100,000 TICK ANS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH. 

HALEF-TICKBTS, ONE DULLAR. 
LIst OF PRIZES. 

1 Capital Prive of. 
1 Capital Prize of. 
1 Capital Prize of...._.. 
2 Prizes of 
5 Prizes of 

20 Prizes of 
100 
200 
500 fF 

1,000 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES 

? Approximation Prizes of $300.... 100 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200, 1,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100. A 900 

1,857 Prizes amounting to....,.-...-+....... $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid. 
Application for rates to clubs should only be made 

to the Home Ofice in New Orleans. 
Write, clearly stating full address, for further in- 

formation, or send orders to 
M. A. DAUPHIN, 

P, 0, Box 692, Now Orleans, Louisiana, 
or fo H, L. PLUM, ° 

319 Broadway, New York City. 
All our Grand Wxtraordinary Drawings are under 

the supervision and management of GHNRS. G. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A, BARLY, 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Ciass Draws September 1[4. 
One prize of $14,000, one of $8,000, ard one vf $1,000. 

1894 PRIZHS DISTRIBUTING POT 925, 

Whole Tickets, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, Q, Y. 

Miscellaneous, 

Leesburg Academy. 
_ Enys prepared for College or University. +: !ms, 
5210 for ten moths. For cireular wily. criue.pal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Vir (. 
aig] 2mo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

a NOTIGE, Wehave the 
eee d bost selllng 

elry, Complete sample package, with elegant is eine 
Old plat 

J. BRIDE & CO. 297 Broadway, New York 

D. LURCH’S 
Long Range Rifle 
CrerpMoor Tarcerr, Disranor 200 Fert, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Heater Sts.) 

NEW YORK. 

H. THOMAS, JK., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% South Clark Street, Chicago, Tl, 

CG, & BE. ZETTLER, 

QUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 5 



Sportsmen's’ Goods, 

BOSTON: SHOUTING SUITS: 

The reputation of these 
gocds Is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, SIS. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu+ 

lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
sept? 2m 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes. No water used, 

Knives elastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads, Ia unequalled as a breech wiper by cover- 
ing with an olled cloth. For sale by all gun dealers, 
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, 
$1.50; 10 and 12bore, J, F, RONAN, 788 Shawmut 
avenue, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount to ihe 
trade. Sept23 3m 

Osgood’s Portable Folding 
Canvas Boat. 

Weight, with paddle for trout fishing, duck hunt- 
ing, exploring, etc., 20 lbs.; weight, with bottom 
board, oars, paddle, etc., everything complete, 40 
lbs. Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Battle 
Creek, Mich. Send for illustrated circular, a 

aug 1 

No. 20, Ol Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
ing sHoes, broad, heavy, soles and ‘Spring Heels, 
with or without nails; English watertight tongues, 
adapted for hunters ahd pedestrians. Price, S73 5c, 
exira by mail, Send stamp for ilustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, . 
P.O. Box 1,016. 801 Broadway, New York? 

Guns, Ete. 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
Double-Grip Self-Closing Top Lover Actigz 

IN THE WORLD, 
Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 

Equal im finish, symmetry of outline and materials 
to the tinest English Guus, and at more 

reasonable prices. 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only He- 

bounder with which missfires will not occur, 
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR 

‘Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen- 
sating Features of Action.” 

GUNS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. _ 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire. 
Muztzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breach-Loaders, 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St., Baltimore. 

Send for illustrated Catalogne. 

: WINGS. 
yas FE 7 

& PRICES 
(MAIL, 

EiUN Gb ; a 

gig) BIRMINGHAM, \ 
id ENGLAND.” = 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 

Curd’s Good Cuns, 
J. Gurd & Son, London, Ont., Canada, importers 

and dealers in fine English Breech and Muzzle- 
loading Shot-pans, Brescivloadine: Machines, Eley's 
Shells, Wadding and Caps, Metal Shells, Curtis & 
Harvey's and Orange Lightning Powders, Newcastle 
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls and Glass Ball Traps, Send 
for Mlustrated Price List, free by mail, sept 12 lyr 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

SSS Ts Sele) 

NEW YORK: 

£9 va ate eyt Banc 
(8 Maiden Ea, 

SHiscellancons, 

35 liberty St. 

eae been nnn eee eee eke ee ee nen tery 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW GI IRK & CO, 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH GREER’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to 

Trout Hooks snelled 
order, $2 per doz. 
to order, S71 per doz. 

FISHING TASLE 
Pree tte rer EL te TTT Pr re pe ere th errr er a rs Tee oe ore re DP rrr tee bret) fe err tia it 

Hublications, Mublicationg, 

NEW ENG'LAN Dl Galusble Works 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Hiass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report....... pie 

Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- 
S{ONEL'S LEPOLt-.ceerssesseenseevese-» 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President, 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 
KENNY & RATCLIFFH,,...New York City. 
V. Cc. TARBOX..............Portland, Me. 
E. F. EVERSON,..... .....,.Nashna, N. Ha 
MARSTON & WAKELIN....PhiledelIphin. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON... Baliimore, Md. 
VERNOR BROTHERS.,......Detroit, Mich. 
©. CRONKALTE............;Chicago, Ill. 
J. J. WATSON,.. . St. Paul, Minn. 
Ww. B. .....8t. Louis, Mo, 
M, C, RANDALL. w..,New Orleans, La. 
W. EVERSON................Sau Francisco, Ca 

A TURKISH BATH 

For Five Cents, 

This is secured by a cheap 
apparatusrecently patented, 
for the production of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcohol that sup- 
plies the heat. It has proved 
more effective thanthe ordi- 
nary Turkish Baih House in 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catatrh, Skin Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Weryous and debilitating 
Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
TURKISH BATH CO.,68 East 
Fourth street, Cincinnati, O. 

7 jel3 lyr 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES, 

je2T-ly 

Patented fi} 

Feb. 26, 

1 ——— ws = ° 

TAYLORS SELF-LIGHTING POCKET 
MATCH SAFE. 

This match safe commends itself at once to all, 
Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
operation, and every one warranted. Itingures safe- 
ty, neatness and dispatch. Not necessary to remove 
cover except to replenish the box. Just the thing 
forsportsmen. Send FIrry CENTS for sample box to 
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R. 1. 
Large discount to the trade, augs 3mo 

F. WALLER, 
MERCANTILE PHOTOGRAPH ER 

{37 South Fifth Ave., 

Ni. Y. City, 

Pictures of Residences nnd Live Stock. 

jel3 3m 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 146 BROADWAY, Room 30, New Yor« Ciry, 

All business promptly attended to, 

66 week In your own town, ‘Terma and %5 outilt free, 
Addiene H, Hauperr & Og., Portland, Maing, 

Noy22 

avy fete $14,466,920 53 

Te 

In Your Own Room 

ot eiatural 

Histary. 

ANY BOOK NAMED BELOW SENT POSTPAID 

ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

DODD, MEAD & CO., 151 Broadway N.Y. 

Cones? Key to Birds of North Amoricny, 

1yol.,8 yo,, cloth, $7 00 

Field Ornithology, 
1 yol., 8 ¥O., cloth, $2 60 

Birds ef the Northwest, 
By Elliott C ones, #4 0 

Land and Same Birds of New England, 
By Minot, 1 vol., 8 vo., cloth, $3 00 

Birds of North America, 

By Baird, Ridgeway & Brewer, 8 vols., 4 to, 

cloth, $30 00, 

The same, colored plates, $15 00. 

Packard’s Guide to the Study of Insects, 
1 yol., 8 yO., cloth, $500, 

Ferns in thelr Homes and Ours, 
1 yol., 12 mo,, cloth, illustrated, $1 .6 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Eichardson and Rangeley Lakes 

Tllustrated.—A complete and thorough guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Parrar’s Moosehend Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness Iilustrnted.—aA comprehen- 
sive Haud-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscogsin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by matl, post paid, on re- 

ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region; each 25. 

Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

apris 6m 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED. ] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points 0 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations. Fish- 
ing and Hanting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
ofticial sources, with complete sonndings, etc., etc, 
Useful to sportsmen and-yaciitsmen, aud the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $T. Address d. P. 
KUNH ARDT, Yachting Editor, Forest AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

‘Doutfije Zagd-Beitung. 
Sluffrirte Aman in Revieren der Digeret. 
Herausgegeben und redigirt bon Fr. von Fovernvis, 

Erjdheint am 8. und 22, eines jeden Monats und be= 
icitige fic) mit der Yiaturgefidte bes Wildes, Wild= 
quite agod[muts, Waidgeredten, Unsibung ber Yagd= 

tejjixtunft, Sagbs und come oes 2c, Apnterejjante 
Wnjfake itber Fagdlidhe Legislation, Holj= und Wilds 
bte aeldichten ic, €3 iftdas officielle Organ des ,, Ull> 
gemeinen Deutiden Fag ofdjusBereins4. Die Slluftras 
tionen find bon den defen oeutfidhenSagomalern, eder 
Sahrgang umfafr die Aeit bom 8, October bis gum 22, 
Hips (eine und wird gebunbden dic Sierde jedes Bidhers 

6 jcin. 
Preis vierteljAhbriid) 4 Mark. 

Man abonnixt durd izqgend welde Budhandlung ober 
Birett vom Berleger. Worelfer ‘! sa) r 

Six. vow Sveritois, 
Ellenberg, Proving Sadhfere 

a GERMANY, 

ProbeeNninmern gratis, 

FRANK SCHLEYV’S 
AMERICAN? 

: ° . : 
Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Gabits, and Methods of 

Aunting and Shooting the American Partridge--Qnail; 
Ruifed Grouse—Pheasante, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sole 

one doubdle-barrel breech-loading central fre shot- 
gun, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schley, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Md. 

BBB Any book in any language, iny Engray- 
ing, Photograpb, Musk; or Shutionery 

you may Want we can send you. When you write 
merely to make inquiry be sure to Inclose stimp for 
return postage, ALBANY WARDE & CU., 5 Beek 
man street (or P. O. Box 3,157), New York, jylt ut 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOSARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing jnstrictions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter oy breediipy and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Jolson Lor suit at 
this oftice, Price $2, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Wiiles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Clossary 50c. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
Zac, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
82. :, 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
S3. 

For sale et office of Forest aND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP 
By J. H. Barry. 

utifuliy and fully illustrated with hnonng 
denen on the plaing and in tite Rocky Mountatys, 
from field sketches by the author. A book of long, 
worual and rough expérience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Moles and Horses, Dogs, Guns, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. ‘The cheapest quthen- 
tic reference-book for sportamen ever pub)iaheds 
Sent post-paid on recetpt of price, $1.50, Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York, 
my 16if ; 

TAL Py Any worker can minke #12 4 dey athome. Cowily 
GOLD Owrht (roy Adirewa ‘tive & C9, Avguate, Meine, 4 



Make ”’—fourteen foreign competitors and seven Ameri 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 1878. 

NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘‘ For the Best Gun of American 
can, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

inchester | R 

y i 

THESE ARMS ARE RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURAI 

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

4 GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

UNSURPASSED FOR 

i 

WINCHESTER 

eating Arms Company, , 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all yarieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

 WELTALELIC AMMUNITION, 

ILITY and EFFICIENCY, 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

FOSS BROS. & CO,, 
(Successors to F, J. ABBEY & CO.), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

OHICAGO. 

PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

MILITARY, TARGET ANU SPORTING: 
Being rifed on the only system suitable for the “ Express.’ principle: Our long-range and mid-range 

rifles can be transformed to Express Ttifles hy simply changing the sights and the use of the proper size of 
‘Express’ bullet. PRICES TO SUIT THE ‘TIMES, 

Send for price list to PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R. I. 

Dittimar Powder. 
THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOCARDUS 
In all lis matches; both indoors and in the field, He uses no other, It was also used In tle wonderfu 
performances of 

DR. CARVER 
At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4, 5 and 6, breaking balla at eeventy-live yards with a shot-gun, 

NO SMOKE, NO DIRT, LESS RECOIL. 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, 

DITTMAR POWDER CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt [St New . York. 
WORKS: BINGHAMTON, ‘N. ¥. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

oF lprize New York, 1878. 

M, P. McKOON, Franklin, Del, Co., N. Y. 

Choice Red Irish Setter Pups 
for Sai 2 

Breed | Ag Ken nel IBy our imported Dash, winner of first prize New 
fYork, 1878, out of Flora (imported), winner of irs’ 

For particulars address 
LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass, 

Ikeeponlycockere of the finest strains. I sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- |_ 

FOR SALE Low. 
English and Irleh Dogs and Puppies of the purest 

telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse | breeding. Superior in color and form, 
and wooucock phooting and retrieving, J10 if |} ARNOLD BURGES, Hillsdale, Michigan, 

Che HBennel, 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

None are y BU stamped 
¥F. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agenta, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or 

any Ootlier animals, or money returned. It is putu 
in patent boxes with mls ee er box top, whic 
greatly facilitates itg use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50: cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price:50 cents per Box:by mall, 
Both the above are recommended by RoD AND GUN 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 
oct 12 117 FULTON STRIET, 

GREAT BARGAIN.—Remarkably handsome 
liver, white and tan setter dog, three years old; 

from steck imported by Whitman, of Chicago, war, 
ranted thoroughly broken on quail, chieken, snipeand 
ducks, retrieves from both Jand and water, and alto- 
gether one of the best tleld dogs in the country- 
ower unable to use him, and too fine a dog to re- 
mainidle. Also, a full-bred all-red Irish seiter pup, 
six months old, pedigree running back eighty years; 
now ready for use; price $25. FUHANCIS MOKRIS, 
Philadelphia, sept12 1t 

Ghe Fennel. 

Union Kennels, Clen Cove,L.1. 

Boarding and breaking a specialty. Going south 
eoming fall with Kennel. For particulars, address 
HARRY HOWARD, Union Kennels, Glen Cove,L. 1. 

sept12 2b 

COCKERS! COCKERS! | 
Sportsmen in want of firet-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8, HITCHCOCK, secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Prive $15 
each for dog or biteh pups. seprl2 tf 

Ds BROKEN—Gentlemen desinng to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will clease 

communicate at once. Want them fitted for ‘the 
field ere geasou opens. Shall go South for the 
Winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs.and 
puppies) forsale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on the Erie Railroad. First bayers best selection, 
Address KE. 8, WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic 
County, N. J. 127 t¢ 

Foe SALE—A splendid litter of field trial setter 
pups. Address, HERBIER, 92 Worcester street, 

Boston, Masa, aug2d 1 

ek SALE—Enelish setter, two years old; good 
. ON quail, woodcock and partridges; good re- 

triever; pedigree}; price $45. PF, H. BOARDMAN, 
Newburyport, Mass, septs 4t 

PAYING,—Bitches spayed at residence of owner 
or kept until well. Addresi Box 124, Dedham, 

Mase. Refers, by permission, to Dr, KE, J. Foster, 
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club. . sept6 dt 

jake SALE—Two dog pups, out of Kate II,, 
by Pride of the Border, whelped August 3, Kate 

II. 1s litter sister to George Brewis’ Dash IT., and 
was imported June i, 1878. She is hy Laverack’s 
Blue Prince, out of Armstrong’s Old Kate, Price for 
ups, $50 each, Address H. A, HERZBERG, 
onkers, Westchester County, N.Y. P. O, sox 307, 

Septi2 1t 

Ro SALE OHEAP—English and Laverack setter 
bitch, with eight whelps. Bitch very Hine bred, 

and of preat endurance; was lined by a fine dog, 
Address CHAS. A, BRIGGS, South Norwalk, Meu 

se@ptlg 2¢ 

for Sale, 

ANTED—A good dog, trained to run rabbits. 
Price must be low, Address §,, 141 Park 

avenue, Utica, N. Y. Bept 12 1b 

OR SALE, CHEAP—One well-bred setter dog, 
fourteen months old; two red Irish setter 

bitches, twelve months old, very handsome. Tor 
particulars address D. G. WEBSTER, Parks coer 

Bep 

OR SALE—English setter dog, 4 years eld, thor- 
oughly broken, Cau be seen on game—wood- 

cock, quail or partridge. Address, P. O, Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass jyl1 tf 

getter bitch, 13g years old, with a pedigree fer 
Be SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 

fifty years. Address K. J. ROBBINS, Wetherstield, 
Conn. aug?2 tf 

LOODED watch dog pup wabted ; large breed 
Bites TRAMPS, N.Y, Herald office 
julya tke _ 

ha 

OR SALE—A Winchester rifle, model of 1-73, 
octagon b:rrel, plain trigger. Whe ritie is in 

200d order; hasneyer been used much, Address B, 
. POTTS, No. 8,905 Spruce street, Philadelphia, 

; sept12 1h 

(Hoek SALE—One 10-gauge, 10-pound, 82-inch 
breech-loader, B A. locks, twist barrels. Price 

$25. One Sliarps mid-range, 40 calibre, 254.nch bar- 
rel, pittol grip; ete., complete, Costs: price $30, 
in perfect order. One Hyans’ magazine rifle, 46 
calibre, in perfect order. Price $30, cost $60. W. 
HOLBERTON & CO., 117 Fulton st., N.¥.,box 5,109. 

septl2 1t 

Re SALE—Crystal Spring Fist Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost ever $1,200; flye years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horsea; twenty-three 
acres, four acres #rove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; tine garden; 100 young fruit treea; apple 
orchards, Address B. B, P., care this omits, rg 

I} 



for Sale, 

OR SALE—One Evans’ Rifle in perfect order, 
With cover and 250 cartridges; cost $50, price 

$30. One lam, steel, No. 12, top-snap breech-loader 
in good order; price $35. Two London made stub- 
twist muzzle-loaders; fine specimens of the old- 
atyle London gun; price $20 each, W., HOLBER- 
TON & CO., 117 Fulton street, N. Y. P.O. Box 
5,109, sept6 it 

REECH-LOADER—SPLENDID BARGAIN,—I 
offer for sale my tine P, Webley & Son breech- 

loader, 83s lbs. weight, 30-inch Damascus barrels, 
ong fulJ, the other modified choke; nearly 3 in, 
drop top lever, rebounding locks, pisto) grip exten. 
sion rib, with all the latest improvements, 'Phis gun 
is an extraordinary good shooter, both pattern and 
penetration, has scored 12 straight birds at 80 yards 
rise sweepstakes, and 16 out of 17 ut %1 yards; has 
been used but little, is as good as new, and is fully 
warranted; cost $210. Price, $150 cash. Address 
W. H. PIERCH, Peekskill, N. Y. sepl2-1t 

1 8 ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
name, 10c. postpaid. GEO, I. REED & OO., 

Nassau, N. Y. aug, 
zi 
QITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 

and exchanged. 0, 8. PEOK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
street, New York, Sept27 ly 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD: POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
HMazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.’ 

Nog. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
Birength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 11b. only. 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb, Canisters and 

64¢ 1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 
guns. 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 

and 64 and 1237 lb, kegs, Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazards ‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” PG, in kegs of 25, 
123g and 6% lbs, and cans of 5 )bs.61 FFG 1s also 
packed in 1 and 4 dh, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” E'G is 
the standard Rive powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES 'OR HXPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOF, MANU: 
FACTURED TO ORDER. s 
The above can be had of dears, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in every prom‘pent city, or wholesals 
at our office, : 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N, Ys 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. lio 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in #ealed 
1b, canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 2 to 550 
jnetal kegs, 63{ lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and & 
ibs. each, f 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs,, 1234 Ibs 
and 6% Ibs., aud in canisters of 1 1b. and ¥% Ib, 

All of the above give high velocities and tess 
yesiduum than any other brands made, and are re- 
sommended elt ae pane a 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World. 
BASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made fo order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional aud 
Platinum Fuses. ‘ 

Yampilets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
out, rent free on application so the above nddress. 

CUNPOWDER. 

S 3 
“ABET on EAOK paorr 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 

E, B. Ramo, 14 State street, Chicago, Tl. 
M,G, Goppagp, 304 North Second, St. Louis, Mo, 
F, Barge &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, 0. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 aud 8. Superior Rifle, Enfl e 

Rifle, and Col, Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, la 
Cedar street, N. ¥ Agent for the United States. 1 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

4A.uxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Bartel for Breech-Loadin> Shot-Guns. 

‘Lhia barrel can be placed in a gun ready for uge in asecond of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can Le removed just as expeditiously. There is ni) wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
& breech-loading shot gn can be converted into amost accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38, or 44 as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shella used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating arms Co,’s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Sendfora Circular and Price List. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O, Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World. 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 
1873: 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship of 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

SHARPS LONG-RANGE RIFLE, MODEL 1878. 
MAY 24—Sharps Hilitary Long-Range Match; Forty-eighth Regimeat team, using >] 7 oO 

Sharps (Model 1878) Military Rifle ; record, 800, 900 aud 1 000 yards.......... 
Beet record of any other Rifle.,,............--.. Sey date (pee ade ees ates be nen 170 

Jn fiveesixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed tobe ased, and were used, at tbe 
Spring Meeting of the N. RK, A., May 23, 24 and 25, at Creedmoor, they won Hirst Prizes. 

west ee eewane renee 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK, 

Send for Circular. 

Sharps Rifle Co., Eridgeport, Conn, U. 8. A. 

Warero ms, 177 Broadway, New York 

W. W..Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader. 

“THE WINNING CUM. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d’art valued at 
£169, and & money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, waa competed for by 
sixty-six of the bestshots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 20% yards, He 
also won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 

. at 33 yards, makiog a total of 19 birds out of 20, Thia 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing t7 guns by the best Londou makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr. 

a J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon BHOONRE match between Capt. Bogardns and 

Mr. South for $500 4 side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only. 
The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of 

Great Britain and Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

Z wk 
a a ASS 

As 

ESTABLISEED, 1811. 

EDW.|q.|TRYON,|Jr.|e/co. 
MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

Be (Lite 
ACCESSARITES. 

STORES: No, 19 North Sixth §t., No, 220 North Second $t,, and No. 27 Commerce St, 
PIA DEY HIT... 

TATHAR’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
Glyes greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, More spherical, more uniform in size, 
inedet heavier and of brighter and Cleaner finish than ‘any other, SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman St., 
HEW YToRa&. 

Equally well adapted to 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

Alugical MPnstruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERY’ “ova ORGANS, 
or These beautiful organs 
a are remarkable alike for 

purity of tone and perfect, 
mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
sella hetter instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square and Up- 

Sright, are the BHST 
MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

= — : Workmanship and Dura- 
bility Unsurpassed, Wartranied for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
ete. AGENTS WANTED. Catalognes Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, mannu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

=, 

The oldest, largest, and most perfect manufactory inthe U.S 

58,000 
\ Two New Styles Just Out. Yo ew otyles Just Uu ¢ 

Ln 2 Send for Price-Lists. 

<8 BUFFAL?: 

Ablediginal, 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Pains in the 

Back, Sides and Loins, are posiliyely cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy 

Gravel and Bright’s disease, No matter of how 
long standiry the case may be, positive relief is 

had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or donbt, for it is really a specific and 

neyer Fails. It is purely a vegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of cases that have 
been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians have been permanently cured. It is 
also indorsed by the regular physcians and madi- 

cal socielies throughout the country. Soldin 
hottles at two dollars each, or three bottles, 

whichis enough to cure the most aggavated caso, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each, All orders 

to he addressed to 

Grant’s Remedy Manufacturing Co., | 

5o4 MAIN ST., - - - WORCESTER, MASE, 

Sufes. 

HERRIN GS 

“Tried and Proven Trustworthy.” 

Prices Lower thang before {the War. 

HERRING & CO., 
251 and 262 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Amusements, Ete. 

HE AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 8TH ST. 

Thousands of living curiosities; DEVIL FISHES, 
TROPIOAL ANHMONES, CHIMPANZEE, ete. Per- 
formances twice dally of the Troupe of DOGS, 
MONEEYS and GOATS, 
Admission 60 cents. Children half price. 

THE MARVELLOUS ST, BENOIT TWINS. 
Admission 25 cents extra, Children 15 cents, 
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Sportsmen's autes. 

EW YORE AND PHILADELPHIA NEW LIN# 
BOUND BRGOK ROUTE 

FOR TRENTON AND PHILADELPHIA. 
COMMENOING JULY 17, ISTh 

BTATION IN NEW YORK—Foaot of Liberty at. N. R. 
Leave New York for Trenton and Philadelphia at 

6:30, 8, 9:50, 10:15, 11:80 A. af., 1:30, 4:00, 5:30, 12 P. M., 
and atd4:30 P.M. for Trenton, 
Leave Philadelphia from station North Pennsyl- 

Vania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, at 6245 
(way), 1245, 9:00, 10:30 A, ar, 1:80, 2:80, 4215, 45 12200 
P 
“Leave Trenton for New York at 1:20 (except Mon- 

Gay), 6:60), 9:73, 10:20 A.M., 12:15, 2:15, 3:00, 4:55, 6:30 
. Me 
Pullmen Drawing Room Wars are attached tothe 

9:30 A. M., 4:00, P. Mt, trains from New York and to 
the 7:45, A. M., 1:80 &. M. trains front Philadelphia. 
SunpAy TratNse—Loayve New York and Phila- 

delphia at 9:00 A. M,, G;40,12 p.m. Leave New York 
for Trenton a1. 9:30 4. M. and 5:8. w. Leave Tren- 
tom for New York ap 1:20, 9:50 a. we, 6:10 PM. 
Boats of the “Brooklyn and Erle Annex " make 

connection at Jersey City station to and from Brook- 
lyn and Arie Depor, Jersey Clty. 

Tickets for sale at foot of Liberty street, Nos. 629 
and 944 Broadway, at the principal hotels, all clllces 
of the¢Erie Railway in New York and Brooklyn, an¢ 
at No. 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Baggage checked 
from residence to destination, 
Beptis ly H. P, BAL)WIN, Gen, Pasa. Agent 

~ TO SPORTSHEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. OO. 

Respectfully inyite attention te the 

Supericer Facilities 
giforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTTING PARES and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difi- 
culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run oyer the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure 
oY injury. 
_ The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecatities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
$n Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS sre sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-Enown centers for 

Trout Fishilug, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. OAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on tha NEW JERSEY COAST 
reuowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Avent, 
} Prank THomson, Gen’l Manager, tebit-tt 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, sud Chicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
HVERY THING, 

a 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
ne of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 

quail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansags Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Tia 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AW 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent, 

. Philadelphia and Southern Mail S, 8. Co,, 
Pier 22 South Delaware Ayenus, Phila, 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
pnd 1etirn for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M. aud St. Pani, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low raves from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free. 
The poljuts of attraction to sportsmen on this 

* Forest and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing ; Butternut Creek and Lake for 
muscalonge; the many branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fi3hed by sports- 
men, Between Silver Creek and Ashland ail are 
trout streams, ald many others can be easily reached 
alony the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled tront and trolling in the 
‘Bay affords excellent spoit. 
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last 

Year, has been enlarged, and is supplled with a 
Bicam-yacht, sail and rowbcats and excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashiand is a sure preventive of 

Tay fever. 
Steamers fom Ashland, to all Lake Posts, 
Send for G 1ide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. T, A. 
myo om Milwaukee, Wis, 

Suortimen's Bautes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RE 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central aud Piedmont Virginia 
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountuins, Greenbrier and New Hivers, and Kae- 
awlia Valley, and including in thelr varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain tront, bass, pike, 
pickerel, éte,, ets, 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each aporta- 
Man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beauliful and picturesqne scenery 
of the Virginia Monttains to their most famous 
watering places And summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
, Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cineinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; af Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; and at Rielmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South. All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ap Richmond, Va. 

ONEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH, 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R. 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing Jnly 2, 1875. 

Trains for Coney Island—Leave depot on Flatbush 
avenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7:30, 8:80, 9:80, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11:40 a. af, 12 ot, 
12:40, 1, 1:20, U:40, 2, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 3:20, S240, 4, 4:2), 
4-40, 5, 5720, 6:40, G, G:20, G40, 7, 7:10, 7:30, T:45, 8, 
6:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:80 F. at. 
Returbing from Beach—7, 9, 9, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 

aiid) A. M,, 12 m., 12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 3, 
4.20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 6:20, G240, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 5:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:50, 1 
P.M. 
Sunday Trains to Island—s:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A, ML, 124¢,, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 
2:40, 3, 3:20, B40, 4, 4:20, 4340, 5, 6,20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7:16, 7:80, S, 8:20, S40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 m. a 
Returning from Island—9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 10:40, 11, 

1120, 11740 A. M., 12: m., 1, 1220, 1:40, 2:20, 4:40, 3, 
3:20, 840, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, S40, 6, 6:20, O40, 7, 
7:20, T:85, T:h0, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:20, 10, 10:30, 11 
P.M. 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes, Excursion 

tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cenis, Grand con- 
certs every afternoon and éyeuing by Conterno’s 
Twenty-third Regiment Band. 

(RK. LEVY, the celebrated comet soloist, has been 
engaged for the season, 

he following horse-car lines run directly to de- 
pot: Flatbush avenuefrom Fulton Ferry; Bergen 
street, $. B.; Franklin avente, from Sonth Seventh 
street Perry, HW. D., and Nostrand avenue, trom foot 
of Broatiway. W.E: DORWIN, Sup’t. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lowig, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Exailway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and thelr dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
Ou parties of ten Ormore upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapida, C. J, TIVES, 
E. F. WrInsrow, Gen, Passenger ABRIL, 

u General Manager, 

{pee ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybosts leave New York from James Slip 

fatty except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
ourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous 
to departure of trang, and from South Wall atreet, 
Ful‘on and Catharine ferries (dail,) 80 minutes pre- 
yiotis to departure of trains from Depot, corner Plat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, ‘Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenpoit, Sag Harbor, etc.,$:204.m,, 
4P.M.,and on Saturdays at 8:30 P.M. Wor Patch- 
ogue, etc,, 9:30 A. M,, 4:30 and& P.M. For Babylon, 
etc,, at 9:30 A. a, 4, 4:30,5and6r.mM. For Po 
Jefferson, etc., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P,M. Tor North- 
ports ete., at 10 A. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30 P.mu. For 

cust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4. M,, 3:30, 4:30, 5;38 
and 6:30 Pr. x. For Far Rockaway, etc,, at 9:30 a. wf, 
4, 4:3), 5,Gand7P.mM. For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, S:a0 and 10 A. ., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30. f., and 
12:15 night, and from ee City only 9:50 4. M,, 
1;50 and 6:30 P.M. SUNDAYS—For Pert Jefferson, 
Patchogue, ett,,9 4. M. Babylon, etc., Gaud 7 P.M. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 94. M, and 6:30P, w., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M,, and from Long Island Cily only 9:30 4. M. and 
5380 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, ete,, a8 per time fables. 
Ticket offices in New Ycrk at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fonrth 
street ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 888 Wash- 
ingion street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residenoe to destination, 

8. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't. 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Paas. Agent. Fes tf 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and jntermediate 

points. The new and elegant steamer Continental 
leayes Pier No. 26, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) ab3. A se ed Aa truin will be in waiting 
on the wharfat New Haven and leaye for Spring- 
field and wey atationa on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Elm City leaves New York at 

11 P »., connecting with pasweuger train in waiting 
on wharf! at New Haven, leaving 6:15 a.m, ‘Tickets 
sold ang baggage checked wt $44 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Hxcursion to 
Wew Haven and returp, $1.50, Spe at General 
te on the plier, or to RICHARD PECK, General 
gent, 

{ 

Sportsmen's Routes. Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 
THE VIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIFS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and - 
ALHAMBRA, Capt, MeUninney, 

form & regular line between above ports, leaving 
tier 10, North River, New York, three times a 

ynonth. Persong visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
or the Lower St. Lawrence will fnd tis the cheapest 
find mosl direct route, aydiding changes aod deten- 
tion, Title between New York and Halifax about 
Bixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 

Cubin passage, including stateroom sand meéals, 
New York aud Halifax, $16 gold; New York and st, 
Johns, $380, gold. Hxcursion ticketa at reduced 
rates. For schedule of sailingsand further particu- 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SEAMAN, 
86 West street, N, Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO,, Halifax, N. 8., HARVEY 
& CO., St. Jobn’s, N, BF. je206m 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR, 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
its numerous branches and Connections, form. the 
shortest and qrickes! route between Chitago and all 
ofuts in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
finnesota, Towa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories. Its OMAHA AND CALI- 
FORNIA LENH is the shortest end best route for all 
pone in Northern Ulinols, lows, Dukota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Ita CHICAGO, 
ST, PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE js the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Panl, Minneapolls, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Nortlnvest, Ita WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points In Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BaY AND MAKQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesyille, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghtun, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior couniry. Its FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is thie only ronte for Elgin, Rovkford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE ta the old Lake Shore 
route, and is {he only one passing through Kyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan. Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now Tonning regularly between Chicago and 
Council Blois, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of 
the QHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leave Chisago daily, except Sun~« 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A. M., amd arrive at Council 
Blutls next morning, 

Hast-bound t ey leave Council Blois at 5:30 P. M., 
daily, exceps Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
pnd reach Chieego next afternoon, 

t2~- No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman 
or any other form of Lote! cars. 

TO SPORTSMEN, 
This line presents peculfar advantages. For 

Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Jowa line to-day offers more fayorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Sear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickereland Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern sud Northwestern lines of 
this colupany will be found unstrpasssd by anything 
in she West. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No, 6 State street, 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. H, STENNETT, Gen, Manager, Chicago, 
Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago, je2o it 

TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIER 41, N. BR., foot of Canal street, 

daily, except Sundays, at 6 FP, M., connecting at 
Albany With Express ral 

0 
Sarntoga, Schroon Lake, Blue Mountain 
Lake, Lale Chyimplain. Lake George, the 
Adirondacks, Montreal, and all points North 
and Wese, 
"THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACKS ON THEN, Y.C.R. R, 

STATEROOMS, S! and $2. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office on tho pier, at all Westcott Express offices, 
at all the hotels aud ticket ofices in New York, or 
of connecting Railroad and Steamboat Lines. 

S. E, AYO, Gen'l Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers Of this Line reach some of the finest 

Waterfowl] and upland shooting sections in the coun. 
. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb’s 

Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the monntain- 
ons country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
atenmers sail Tuesday, Thuraday and Saturday; 
Delawire, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 3 P.M, 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich 
8t., New York. Bep 28 ly 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGYW, 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths. j 
Rooms with bathe, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 par day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show 38 

large and as elegantly furoished roomia as those of 
the BA MRMAN, je20 uf ee a 

Grand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY ISLAND, 

NEENAH, WIS. 

FISHING AND ANGLING.—To the sportsman 

and angler no place In Wisconsin offers greater in- 

ducements, the catch of flah during the season being: 

Bt all times good, and the varieties such as to make 

it first-class sport. Black and silyer bass, museca 

longe, pike, pickerel, cutiish, sturgeon, rock bags 
and perch, are the commoii varieties caught, andag 
the beat fishing grounds are witiin a few rods of the 

house, no time is loat In going or coming. je20 3m 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. h, 

By & practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, butveters etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shootiug of a)! varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satie— 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Gooa 
Ground, L, I, Novs tf 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I, 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mi'e anda half of the 
octau. Hxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders. Surf and still water bathing, Good bont- 
ing, Ushing, imd gunning, House open throughout 
the year for fishing snd shooting parties. Boats, 
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every convenience 
for sportsmen, Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate. 5. P. CONKLAN, Prop’r. 

anged tf 

RADLEY HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan 0o., N. 
Y., 18 located centrally on the best hunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles irom Shohola, Erie R. RB. 
Small game very pleniy, Some deer, fo: es, toons, 
ete, Terms $7 per week. Bug29 tt 

~PORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.—The Franklin 
House, Chiltenyille, Plymouth, Mass. Gpood 

gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridze, 
quail, woodcock, peep and plover. Trained degs for 
Tox, rabbit and bird hunting; boats for sea-fowling 
aud fishing. Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTER, 
Proprietor, Repli2 tf 

Greenwood Lake. 

MONTCLAIR & CREENWOOD 
LAKE RAILWAY. 

THE ONLY THROUGH ROUTE TO GREEN- 
WOOD LAKE, 

Splendid Bass and Piekerel Fishing—Benntl- 
iul Lake and Mountuin Scenery. 

Trains leaye New York, foot of Conrtlandt ana 
Desbrosees streets, daily (Sundays exc¢ pred) at $20 
A.M. and 4:30 P. M. 

Leave Brooklyn, via Anaex boats foot of Fulton 
street, at S.A, M. and 4 P, M. 
Paliman Parlor Car on 4:80 P, 4, train, 
Through coach daily between Hackensack, Pater- 

fon and Greenwood Lake. 
Excursion fare from Brooklyn, New York of 

Jersey City, $2.00 Parties of fifteen or more per- 
Bons, $1.50 each. 

J. F. MACKIE, Gen. Pass. Agent. 

HE SUBSCRIBER desires a capitalist or associa-~ 
tion of gentlémen to join him Inthe erection of a 

select family hotel! or ciub honse on the most beauti- 
ful and eligible situation at Greenwood Lake, N. ¥., 
with from (twenty to fifty acres of land, as may be de- 
sired, wud will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares in the enterprise. 
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also forsale, 
in plots to sult, on favorable terms, Circulars can 
be tad at office of Forksr AND SvREAM, Apply to 
or address 8. CALDWELL, Greenwood ake, 
Orange County, N. Y. mayl6 tf 

RAPHAGEN HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
Orange County, N. Y., L. ¥.JENNESS. An ex- 

cellent family hotel. Ajso good accommodations 
for the sportsman, Good bouts and eyery eaniy, 
for fishing. jel3 3m 

RADNER HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKE, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y., May 15, 187 

Terms—$2 per day, $4 to 10 per week, Free stageny 
for pnests to and from the steamboat dock at, 
ARINGTON to We house. G Ss. BRADNER, Pro.- 
prictor, jy4 Sm. 

a 

Sportsmen's Gaads, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
Fer Guns, Cotlery snd Surgical Instroments,, 

Sate to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen eyerywhere in the United, 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market. 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘Tilo 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-fve 
years of active and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenues, Jersey City 
Helghts, N. J. 

Scld by principal New York dealera, and by Wm, 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B, Kittredge & Co,, 
Cincivnati, Ohio; EB. EB. Baton, Chicago, Il,: Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleyeland, 
Ollo. Trimble & Kletbacktr, Palmore, Mu. 
Cropley & Sone, Georgetown, D.C. Jos, C. Grab» 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATA. 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

. aw 
Hifi 
ie wf 

‘THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILHB, 
Brass case and cover; white metal Tace; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch, The very best compass 
made, Asa guarantee of excellencs, a sample has 
been left at the FORXST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent om receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any! part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London snd New York Compass Co, 

GOOD’S OIL TANNED 
MOCUASINS, 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and yery 
durable, Made to order 

Ary, x in a variety of styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for illustrated circular, MARTINS 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0, Box 368, Dover, N. H, (Succes- 
sor to Frank Geod.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass, 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 

BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 
ING CLOTHING. 

The largest asso:tment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. : 
Descriptive Circular stni on request. Write for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N.¥ 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. 

E & H. T. ANTHONE & 0O., 591 Broadway, 
e WN. ¥., Opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Gouvex Glass, Photographic Ma- 
terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelpnia, dices 

O'NEIL’S 
Standard Penetration Tester. 

ls = 
LU 

HA 
il 
l 

< exattes Cartridge Co 

LOWELL, MASS., 
+, MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fre ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 
<A 

BONEHILL CUN. 

No. 511,—Top-action, treble safety ® 

bolt, extension rib, rebounding locke, £ 

laminated barrels, Patent fore end p 

fastening. Cheapest gun in the mar- ’ 

ket, Send stamp for Illustrated Circu- 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and aim- 

munition. 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns/ 

NOW RBADY. 

BARTON & CO. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case... 
ESE, hexsgonal fly rod, German aiiver monutings, three-joint, exits tip and tip ca 

PlATAsisoeoss Stduwestey i cckccesencce 2 
Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, Germa 

Teeél plate..... 
Hi. 2 ON Ae six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German slilyer mounting, extra tip 

and tip case......... 

beer ew ew etter see te ret Serer ee ee errr rrr rrr ry . 

i farnfeh diet erin By WO A 17 00 
H. L. LEONARD3S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German sliver mounting, three-joint, extra tip and 

tip case, waterproof ferrules..........--+---- re famenatapatoe slctes eS epee. be sscosscwsreees a2 BO 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 1l0igft...... 
Whipped butt, two middie joints 

7 60 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, 

and three tips...... Pe CHES sells Aer a BS sacl 
Russia-leather fiy-book, with the ‘‘ Hyde” clip, large size... 
Russia-lesther fly-book, with the “Hyde” clip, small size.. 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from.......+..-- 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each ...... . 6 
A large assortment of trout and black bass fies from....-... Bee bia cectijeatieae poe~eglotiige.t) Der JOBE 

Also Flies dressed to any desired pattern. 
. $2 60 

4 50 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. 
United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, eavN......--.-++- 
United States Arms Revolver, 5 shot, .32 cal., nickel, each,...... “ate 

HESE PISTOLS WARI 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
Champion Glnss Ball Trnp,,.sssssse--.eteeeeseeesctseseseesseeess CCH F900 
Amateur se RE eer Be ee FS ansn Ti bl 5.50 

TRA A. PAINE’S © 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works wonld respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 

when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASU. of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifally 

made, It will break in every instance When hit by shot, and is sufliciently strong to prevent breakage 

Agents for Huber's 
‘ 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. +7~ 
every ball 1s weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

fend for pricelist, Specialinducements to the trade 

s HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sireet, N. ¥. \ 
Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not lable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ball in 8 manner 
that more closely resembles the flight of a Bird than any 
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, aud haye a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby inaures the breaking of the ball when hit, 

Pat, Nov. 20, 1877, 

~ Uxea by Sparks, of Pniladelphia, in his recent 

tial of Chilled va. Soft Shot (see Foresr AND 

STREAM, July.11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill 

all orders promptly at the following prices: 

Standard penetration tester. $1 

Teast cards, per box (100) 
Target sheets per doz.... 
Tripod gun ress. ae 

u for package or drayage, on receipt of 

a iS 3. Also import 

(flea, pistols, etc., ete. Send tor iliustratea catalogue 

ant toe list, J.PALMER O'NEIL & CO,, 41 Fitth 
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the firat to introduce the 
BORE. BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball 
at that time. SSS 

Sg 

i era, Liberal discount to the 'Trad 

MY IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction from the shooter at 

the option of the puller, is now ready for the market, Price S8. Old Style, 86. 

Parties buying glass balls will receive, in ench burrel containing 250 bails, score book and 

vules for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. ¢& CO., 10 Platt Street, N. ¥. City 
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

ni of ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by A. H. BOGARDUS. contaln- 

Rap mepnery Had ee enoottn, and chapter on breeding anil hreaking of dogs by Milea *yFoRNSOn. 

Price $2, by mail, postage paid, Address, Capt. A. H. BOGARDOUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Il. 

Decé tt 

Balls and ‘Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 
8 

Bw |e! NICKEL PLATED, 

RECAPPER and EXTRACTOR. 
‘Dhis implement is nsed either for 10 or 12-gauge 

brass or paperehells, thus saying the cost of one im- 
plement. Pronounced by Bogardus, Tinker and 
ene the bestimplement they eyer used. Price 

JOHN W. HUTCHINSON, Sore AGEnr, 

Dealers in Cuns, Pistols, Etc., 
$1 CHAMBERS S8T., NEW YORE. 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

5 
5 
nm 
Zz 
A 

‘ACVAY THQOM MEN 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws ineyary possible 

direction, No screen laneeded, as no on+, not even 
puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take. Made 
Stationary if desired, All metal. WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED, Send forCircular, 

Wil. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent. 
je6 3moa Cazenovia, N.Y. 

NDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING, YACHT- 
ING AND CAMPING TRIP. ELECTRO 

GOLD WATCHES. Stem and Key-winders, 
Hunting Cases. These watches are accurate 
time-keepers; elegant appearan’e and complete 
satisfaction guaranteed; warranted to stand suy 
test for ten years, Stem-winders, gents’ size, only 
$15. Ladies’ and gents’ key-winders, $12, These 
watches we will send to any part ofcouniry C. 0, 
D,, with privilege of examination before purchasing, 
tree of charge. Magnificent vest chain, very ele- 
gant, from $2 to $10. Ladies’ chains, same quality, 
from $3 to 310. F. C MILLER & CO., 125 Fulton 
Street, N.Y. P. 0. Box 3,725, Please m=ntien 
this paper. jels 3m 

EjSTALLISHED 1840. 

ni. H. WALDSTEIN. 
OOULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway- 
and | 7th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, elc., ete, 

Spectacles and Kye-Glasges to Sult all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 

é Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Tllustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’s snperior Target and Tourists 

Telestoses, the hest in the world, for saie at KOBT, 
MERHILL's SONS, sole agents in U. §., 17) Water 
atreet, New York, Jy 2m 

fishing Tackle. 

FISH & SIMPSON’S 

NEW BATT, 

The most killing bait ever invented for either 
black baas, pickerel, or large trout, beant{ifally 
mounted with gandy feathers, furnished in either 
silver or gold plated. Sent by mail on receipt of 

150, BACH, 
Lt Gold plated.... 

On recelpt of two three-cent stamps we will send 
our new 61-page catalngue, the most complete list 
ayer published on Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, 
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Ball, Archary, Cricket, 
Lacrosse, Firemen’s and Gymnasinm Goods, Boxing 
Gloves, Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, and eyery- 
thing in the line of Sportsmen's Goods. 

P.O, box 4,969. FISH & SIMPSON, 

apres 13%Nassau street, New York 

ad 7 a 
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Tor Forest und Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Bog River Blessings. 

Hi were four: Feeder, a tried manufacturer from the 
region of the once pure and unadulterated Fall River ; 

Kinayk, a tall, slender Yankee ‘‘ business fellow” from New 

Hampshire; Burkill, one of the best of shots and of artists and 
of fellows in New Hampshire; and Sohnvil, a dignified doc- 

tor and editor and Pennsylvania Dutchman from Philadel- 

phia, Four men less ahke—except in their taste for venison 
—could hardly be gotten together, and therefore they were 
just the kind to camp out together. The Doctor started the 

hall rolling and picked up his chums on the way, 80 that 
when Montpelier, Vt., had been reached we were all together, 
huppy and jolly. and about to enter the “good time” which 

had been planned by correspondence months before. All 

night at Burlington, and next morning werode in the little 

steamer across Lake Champlain to Port Kent, where our con- 
yeyance, previously arranged for by Feeder, awaited us, to 

take us fifty-three miles into the wilderness. The stage- 
driver was a model *‘ baggage agent.” He made no attempt 

to smash our trunks, we noticed, but wherever they needed 

handling he invited someone to assist. ‘* Blessings on the 
mar,” as Sancho Panza would say, who inyented rifles and 
guns which you can pack in your trunk. Now all day 

through that wildly beautiful valley of the Saranac, whence 
New York gives up her iron wealth to the unrelenting miner, 
and where the iron yields its original sinfulness up to the 
persuasive alchemy of charcoal—onward and upward, until 

just at the hour of dusk we reached Martin’s, on the Lower 

Saranac Lake, 
Here we found other four awaiting our arrival—our guides, 

with their slender boats, to carry us to an objective point, 

sixty miles away. Imust say a word about these faithful 
men, for all the pleasure of a month like ours depends so 

much upon the guides you have, 
Edson Flagg is well known fo many of your readers, for 

he has guided through the woods and waters in this region 
almost a quarter of a century. His principal recommendsa- 

tion, aside from his experience and amiability, lies in his 
length, which enables him to reach up.a tree higher with an 
ax for the purpose of obtaining bark for the roof and side 
construction of a sanctum sanctorum in the wilderness, and 
fo get his arins around a wounded deer, with his jack-knife 

at its throat, a shade sooner than any of his sect—adyantages 

which the experienced will understand. He was appropriated 

by Captain Feeder. 
Robert W. Nicholls has also had long experience, and few 

can excel him in mancuvering a boat in such manner as will 

prevent the coveted game from ‘* winding” you; and he is 
just as talented in camp as on the water, especially about an 
hour before meal times. He is the sole inventor and owner 
of a secret process for producing ‘‘ Biscuit a Ja Bog River,” 

which cannot be eaten in any other latitude and which would 
cause certain death to any one who ate them, or even smelled 
them, without the usual accompaniment of venison and maple 

syrup. When Rob was away from camp everybody was 
hungry. Kinayk yas just ‘‘ business fellow’’ enough to se- 
eure such a guide. 

Hosea Colbath is another old trapper and ywoodsman, skill- 
ful and careful and faithful, with a knowledge truly astonish- 
ing as to just where you can get a shot or atrike a frout, 
When he says ‘’tsint no use to try thar,” why, then “aint, 
and you may as well as not surrender, Our good friend Bur- 
kill monopolized Hosea, and from the time the two met 
Hosea neither wore a nightcap nor said his prayers before 
going to bed, for the reason that he never went to bed, be- 
cause Burkill never sleeps nor rests while he is in the woods, 

‘and therefore his guide needs neither nightcap nor prayers,for 
he is doomed until they two separate. 
Alembert Corey belongs to a rave of guides, and the race 

has improved in size and strength, for ‘‘Lem” is the largest 
of his tribe. He is the youngest of our four, but he began 
early in life, and is equa! in skillto any. He can puddle his 
boat sa suddenly and so closely to a deer that nothing but an 
attack of ‘buck fever" can prevent that deer from lying 
dead across your boat within a very short space of time, He 
is always on the alert, as quiet as the woous themselves, hears 

_ eyerything—even to the crackling of the smallest twig—sees 
everything. He knows every twist and turn of the Adiron- 
dack region, and is a most careful and skillful guide. He 
was awarded by the captain to Sohnyil, as a slight reward for 
virtue and good behavior, especially at meal time. ‘* Lem" 
also caoked the venison, j ‘ 
The address of all these guides is Saranac Lake, Franklin 
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0o., N. Y. We bonght our stores at Martin's, and, being all 
ready, started side by side down thelake on a bright Saturday. 
morning. Our journey was southwesterly through the Sar- 
anac and Ronna lakes, Roqueiite, Tupper lakes, Stony Oreek 
and Bog River to the Chain Ponds, passing on the way, of 
course, Bartlett's, Corey’s and Cronk’s, 
Bartlett's we saw our first deer, head above the alders, calm- 
ly surveying us, It was a doe,and there were plenty of bucks 
ahead, 80 we all passed, 

Before we reached 

We arrived at the first pond on Bog River and there located, 
by taking possession of a little knoll on the north shore, where 
we cut and carved usa camp. Intwo days we hada splendid 
bark house, cook-shed, dining-hall and all the conveniences, 
together with an icy cold spring near by, which was a real 
blessing, The first twe nights we bunked ina tent. Scarce- 
ly had we fallen asleep on the first might when a loud splash 
in the water awakened us, and Feeder cried out: ‘' Boys, did 
you hear that? did you hear him splash ?” 
low who fed nearus. The next night about two o'clock, 
Sohnyil, awakened by some noise, went out to the door to 
see about it. 
curand yelled “ Git out!” at the imaginary canine. 
sooner done than a great buck started within ten feet of him, 
and the repeated cracklings of the underbrush and the gradual- 
ly fainter whoosh! whoosh! of the gentleman told how rapid- 
ly he was making his departure back to Hornet Lake, Kinayk 
said, ‘‘ Boys, there are plenty of deer hereabouts, and we must 
get some to-morrow,” and we all fell asleep aguin with mur- 
derous intent in our hearts. 

It was a fine fel- 

Being somewhat of a mimic he barked like a 
No 

But do not for a moment think that we were without meat 
all these two days. When we had passed the rapids on Bog 
River, Feeder pushed ahead of the rest of us tofind something 
to eat. Hardly fifteen minutes had elapsed ere we heard the 
dreadful utterance of his gun. Our guides, having left oars 
behind, now paddled up, and before we came within twenty 
rods of Feeder he turned in his seat and cried out, “I’ve got 
him,” and sure enough there was a fine youre buck lying 
across the boat, whose sweet and juicy fiesh contributed to 
our first meal ashore. Camp being in order by the third 
night, Feeder and Burkill went out with their jacks, and each 
came back before midnight with a deer. And thus the sport, 
fairly started, went on for three red-letter weeks, and venison 
at every meal, Long Pond, Bog Riyer and Mud Lake all 
contributed to our sustenance. We went to live and only 
killed what we wanted to eat, avoiding the does as much as 
we could. Kinayk and Rob, however, seemed determined 
one night to break this latter rule ; for, not content with giv- 
ing an old doe one Maynard ball, just enough to enable her to 
tell her next season’s fawns how it felt, they had to scramble 
ashore after her with their jack, and chase her around among 
the alders until her body held two more balls, and then they 
helped her into the boat and brought her to camp. 
The old buck whom Sohnvil seared the second night evaded 

us tothe end. We allsaw him, hunted him, fired at him, 
missed him, and there is a chance to get him yet. Any of 
our four guides will ensure you a shot at him at any time. If 
I were to attempt to tell you of all the events which tran- 
spired or the history in detail of each success, I would tire 
you and tax your space too much. We never shot but one 
deer on a trip, though we often saw four, five or six others, and 
heard as many more, never two under the same circumstances 
or looking at all alike. This endless variety of game is one of 
the great charms of this wild region. Neither did we spend 
our whole time hunting deer. ‘Trout made o pleasant addition 
to our diet, and we never wanted for them. Both lake trout 
and ‘them speckled fellows” appeared often on the bill of 
fare, and, though not just in season, we had all the sport we 
wanted with the troll and with the fly until the time came 
when we reluctantly broke camp and bade good-bye to its 
delightful associations. Feeder will remember it because of 
his success, both as a murderer and as a feeder at the table. 
Kinayk will remember it because of his pleasant dreams there, 
and because he never turned over to get up without first 
having snored ten hours, Burkill will not remember it, be- 
cause he was never there, it being his constant anxiety to get 
that old buek. Sohnvil will remember it because of his failure 
to eat all of the trout he caught, especially the ‘largest one 
caught on a fly,” which rewarded his patience and persistence, 
The guides will never forget the four gourmands they had to 
cook for, and we left a notice up in camp that all who follow 
us are welcome to occupy it, provided they keep it clean and 
in order, and Jeaye it so as we did. 

Good-bye, now, ye bass0 profundi frogeilepioni of Mud 
Lake; adieu, sweet Phebe bird, with your lazy, lingering 
Phe-be-be-e-e-0-a! Aw revoir, old hoot-owl, who cares for 
your Good-bye, boys, Remember our promises for next 
ear, 

E When Byron was in Venice he wrote: 
ie * * * this is breath!” 

I have been in Venice, also, and although there are no wheeled 
yehicles there, nor horses, nor cattle, and it is still and lonely, 
yet the Venice of New York is so still that the touch of the 
rifle upon the boat side sounds and resounds for miles; and as 
to the air there, it 

“ig breath 1” 

Go try it, ye overworked ones ; it will be a feast and a carni- 
yal to you, and yet not such a carnival as they havein Venice, 
which, being interpreted, implies farewell to flesh, for Hesh 
and fish aré plenty and allowable. 

Epwarp Lryincaron Sonnyim, 

For Forest and Stream and fied and Gun. 

CARIBOU HUNTING. 

T was in the month of March not long ago when J had my 
first adventure with caribou, for itis considered that in that 

month it is easier to kill the Canadian deer, as they are un- 

able to run upon the crust which forms on the snow at that 

time of the year, but break through if and are thasimpeded 

in their course and become an easy prey to the hunter, It 

was in true Chasseur style that we started from the city of 
Quebec in our search of the caribou. If was not a numerous 

party, but consisted of myself and friend, whose name for all 

purposes in these presents shall be Edward Wilks. Like my- 

self, he had never before experienced the adventure of a cari- 
bou hunt, although we had often been together on a fishing 

expedition in the winter, and had butted and tented alongside 

many 3 lake and stream, and set our night lines and caught 

numberless trout and "lunges of fabulous weight. Often had 
we sat together in the evening in our temporary habitations, 
fatisued and drowsy after our day’s amusement, talking over 

the chances of success, and calculating the best localities for 
the morrow. Many a mile had we trudged together slong 
desoiate roads, dragging our laden ¢rameaux, sometimes weaty 
but always with joy and happiness at our heart, for in the 
country, be it summer or winter, there is always in the air 
an exhilaration which excludes the possibility of that ennui 
which in the crowded city often oppresses one. We started 
from Quebec on foot, each having an Indian traineau packed 
with our rifles, ammunition, provisions and blankets. Our 
provisions consisted of tea, sugar, flour, biscuit, saltporl, salt 
and a few other articles, for in the brush one’s difficulty is not 
appetite except in the way of quantity, and that Is often a 
niatter of surprise. The unusual exercise, the bracing ainios- 
phere, both combine to render one yoracious. 

Our road lay to the westward, to Jakes in therear of Val- 
cartier, about thirty miles distant from Quebec. Our start 
was made in the early morning, and we tramped steadily 
onward at the rate of three miles an hour, and did not make 
a stoppage till about twelve o'clock, when we halted at a — 
hotel to partake of our mit tag mahl, aud have an hour’s rest. 
Again we started with renewed yigor, and reached the tur— 
ther part of Valcartier in the afternoon, and found two In- 
dians, whom we had engaged in town to perform the hard 
work of camp life. They lived in miserable little shanties 
about twelve feet square, possessing In front a window and 
a door, and another window on one side. These buildings 
were within a short distance of each other, and were situated at 
the foot of a mountain, The Indians were both married men, 
but we saw neither sqjuaw nor papoose, us we did oot enter 
the abodes, for the atmosphere of such dwellings is generally 
far from pleasant or wholesome. They did not take long in 
making their preparations, in fact they seemed to me not to 
take more than a blanket a piece, and some tobacco, and, of 
course, their rifles and ammunition, which they placed on the 
traineauz. The latter they immediately took charge of, and 
we were not at all sorry to deliver them up, for our long 
tramp had rendered their weight rather a sore trial of endur- 
ance. Ouwr Indians were good specimens of the race, belong- 
ing to the Huron tribe, which occupies the Indian village of 
Lorette. Sioui, the elder one, was a noted chasseur, about 
fifty years of age, of a dark copper color, thin and slightly 
bent, caused, I presume, by the habit of carrying provisions 
on his back. His eyes were dark and quick, and he had no 
whiskers or any hairy ornament about his face. The other 
man, Gros Louis, was about forty, nearly as dark as the other 
and of stouter build. ‘Vheir chief occupation was either hunt- 
ing for themselves or acting as guides to others, They some- 
times also acted as assistants to surveying parties, in-which 
work they are of great ulility. As we trudged along they 
spoke of the many hunting expeditions they had joined, of 
the countless moose and caribou that had fallen victims to 
their unerring rifles, but they invariably wound up by saying 
that the deer were year by year getting more scarce, that i 
a few years there would be none to kill, and that the Indians 
would haye to move further north. Sioui and Gros Lonis 
were the most inveterate smokers I ever mét. From the 
time we left their huts to the time we reached the camping 
ground their pipes were ever lit, It was near the edge of the 
lake, whose flat snow covered surface stretched outward for 
the distance of about eight miles and was nearly three miles 
broad, Its borders were fringed with trees of fir, birch and 
maple, the latter two now bare and stripped of their leaves, 
High mountains completely surrounded the lake and were 
clothed to their summit with forest trees. 

Our camp was a hut which had been built by former 
hunters, a log hut of about twelve feet square, and form- 
nately contained a stoye,and the floor was strewn with 
dried fir branches and the remnants of utensils Jefb 
by its quondam occupants, Our chessewrs soon gathered sil 
ficient wood to have a fire going, and then proceeded to lop 
off some fresh fir branches and cut more firewood. hapidly 
and scientifically did these Indians do their work. They un- 
loaded our ¢raineaua, placed the rifles and ammunition in safe 
positions, piled away the provisions, laid out our blankets, ar- 
ranged the cooking utensils, procured water, and soon had 
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kettle of boiling water, when we quickly had a bowl of good 
whisky punch—a reward for our long tramp. We had, 
however, to keep a good look-out after our cellar supply, for 
both our guides were well known as famous liquor consumers, 
Siovi, on our arrival, had placed a couple of lines in the Jake, 
and by the time tea was being prepared, had caught a fine 
trout of over three pounds weight, which, with the pork and 
other adjuncts, formed a most hunger satisfying meal; after 
which 2 quiet smoke and a voyage of discovery concluded the 
ae experience, and, like quaint old Samuel Pepys, ‘‘ so to. 
ed, 
It was about daybreak when I felt myself pushed by the 

shoulder, and Sioui, my special assistant, whispered in my 
ear the magical word “Caribou!” In his hand he had my 
rifle. I qhickly got up and followed him out of the hut, 
taking my rifle from him, he bringing his own, Gros Louis 
and Edward were still asleep. Sioui stepped rapidly onward to- 
ward the lake, and when we reached a large birch tree, point- 
ed out lo the lake, At the distance of about forty feet were 
two caribou. Ina twinkling I had my rifle to my shoulder, 
sighted my victim, and fired. With a bound in the air he 
tell on the ice. Sioui immediately handed me his rifle and I 
fired at the other caribou, which, on the fall of the first, had 
started off to the opposite shore al arapid pace. He stumbled, 
but immediately arose and continued his course. I was about 
to follow, but Sioui said it was uscless, that it would be im- 
possible to overtake him, that he was wounded, and we would 
track him after breakfast. The report of the rifles had awhk- 
ened Hdward and Gros Louis, who came running toward us 
to find out what was the cause. Of course, there was a little 
disappointment and recrimination, but this was soon forgot- 
ten in the excitement of going for the dead caribou. He wasa 
splendid buck, with heavy antlers, Very artistically was he 
skinned and cut up and brought to the camping ground and 
hung up, and yery delicious was his cooked flesh at break— 
fast, with the addition of some fresh trout, taken by our night 
lines, We began to feel the fascination of forest life, an un- 
accustomed elasticity of spirits, an unaccountable yigor in 
our nerves and muscles. 

Tt was a new life, and our breakfast would have astonished 
the denizens of the city. There seemed to be no end of the 
quantity which was required to satisfy onr hunger, and yet 
there was no sensation of surfeit, After finishing breakfast, 
and leaving Gros Louis to look after the camp, Edward and 
I, with our guide, Sioui, started off on snow-nhoes after the 
wounded caribou. We yery quickly found his track, which 
‘was marked with blood, ratifying the assertion of Sioui that 
Thad wounded him. We crossed the lake and reached tho 
other shore, but had not proceeded far when we found the 
poor animal lying exhausted on the snow. Sioui gave him 
fhe coup de grace, and afterward skinned and quartered him. 
We then returned to the camp, and Sioni recrossed the lake 
With a ¢@razneau and brought back our game. By the time it 
‘was properly hung dinner time had arrived, and we had so 
congratulated ourselves on our success that we decided not to 
seek for further slaughter that day, but rather to reserve our 
girength for the following. After dinner and a lazy smoke as 
@ concomitant, Wilks and myself, leaving the two Indians idly 
enjoying their pipes in the camp, strollid off with fowling- 
pieces, for we had been told that ptarmigans might be found, 
Our hut was erected in the midst of a wood containing birch, 
beech, maple and such trees, and there were clumps of those 
trees in different places, 
We had not proceeded far when we came across a covey of 

ptarmigans, and on our discharging our four barrels among 
them we found fifteen birds to be bagged. There was no dis- 
puting that so far we were lucky in our hunt, and even our 
return to camp was not without its trophy, for we shot five 
hares, whose white bodies almost escaped our nolice till we 
were within almost striking distance. They were large and 
fat and weighed heavily in our game-bags with the ptarmigans, 
but we brought them safely toour hut among the fir and birch 
branches, and Sioui and Gros Louis, aided by our scientific 
knowledge as regards cooking and a personal acquaintance 
with Soyer in the Crimea, soon produced a supper worthy a 
King. Let Atheneus talk as he please of the suppers of the 
ancient Greeks, but what could he better have than the bro led 
steak of caribou, glorious hare soup, the freshest of boiled 
trout, the rarest of ptarmigan, with all the e cetera, includ- 
jing real Lord Licutenant’s whisky with white sugar and 
Jemon, and all these served up by the wild Indian, mid the 
primeval forests of Canada and on the shores of a lake whose 
beauties in summer are unrivaled, Horace, even in the Pal- 
ace of Mmcenas, delicately nibbling peacock pie and sipping 
the choicest Chian or Falernian wine could not have more 
enjoyed himself than did we on the shore of the nameless 
lake in the parish of Valcartier, 

It might have been that suecess had intoxicated us, ov it 
might have been that the unusual exercise had overtaxed us, 
or that the famous Lord Lieutenant’s liquid had induced pro- 
longed somnolency; but imports, we found next morning 
that early risiag was a mistaken idea, and that bed even of 
fir branches wasa luxury. Our Indian friends were, how- 
Sys OR the gui vive, and breaklast was ready ere we were 
awake. 
We felt like pashas when the representatives of the forest, 

the descendants of Donnacona, the great chief of Stadacona, 
brought us fish, flesh and fowl—trout, caribou and ptarmigan 
—taken from their hunting-grounds, and cooked_in chasseur 
style, and waited on us with more respect than they would 
have shown to their illustrious predecessor, 

But breakfast cannot last forever, and, putting everything 
in order, we started off on snow-shoes, accompanied by Sioui 
and Gros Louis, to try our luck again, Wecrossed the lake 
to the other side and struck up the mountain-side, now and 
then coming upsn a small clearing ; but it wus dreadful work 
climbing up the mountain steeps, clambering over fallen trees, 
avoiding hanging branches, stepping over mountain rivulets, 
and passing over deep gorges and ravines. Steadily onward, 
and upward we proceeded, surmounting difficulties to en- 
counter fresh ones, but without any reward for our toil. We 
gained the summit of the mountain and descended on the 
other side, and the descent seemed as difficult as the ascent, 
and sometimes eyen more dangerous, for a slip might give 
one an impetus which might hurl him to destruction, No 
tracks were found on the mountain, so we proceeded further 
on till we reached the base of a second, and walked round it 
Without meeting with success, 

The caribou had retired, leaving behind them no trace or 
mark; the death of their fellows had banished them from the 
country and they retreated before us, So the Indians had de- 
cided ; and as it was well on 1m the day, and we were many 
miles from camp, we mude up’ our minds to abandon the 
chase to avoid being caught in the woods without food and 
shelter. So, somewhat disappointed, we commenced our re- 
turn, but by no means up the sides of the almost inaccessible 
mountain, The longest way round was in this case, without 
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doubt, the shortest way home, and even that shortest way 
was filled with difficulties, Huge fallen trees continually 
barred our way, immense drifts of snow buried us in their 
depths, and low branches and thick bushes impeded our path, 
But we had no mountain to climb, and that wis something to 
be thankful for, as, laden with our rifles and ammunition, it 
was extremely difficult on snow-shoes to oyercome a declivity 
far sleeper than forty-five degrees; in fact sometimes so much 
80 that we were obliged to haul ourselyes up by the bushes 
and branches, On reaching camp we gladly threw ourselyes 
on the grateful couch of fir branches, and lazily watched our 
Hurons prepsring supper. It was a repetition of the breakfast, 
and was done full justice to, On the morrow we started 
early before breakfast, which we procured at a farmer's house 
in Valcartier, where we settled with Sioui and Gros Lonis, 
and relieved them of the laden ¢raineaua, laden with a euf- 
ficiently satisfactory spoil—two caribou, eight and a half brace 
of ptarmigan, six dozen of trout and seven hares—the Indians 
having increased our bag of ptarmigan. 
From the farmer, in whose house we brealktasted, we learned 

that two bears had Ween shot in the vicinity on the previous 
day, and had heen taken into town for sale, We engaged a 
man with his terdin, an open wooden box on runners, to take 
us to town. Into this berlin we stowed our game and packed 
our firearms and ammunition and what was left of our stock, 
and on the top of all placed ourselves, well wrapped up in 
buffalo robes. Our driver was a young lad who seemed to be 
of no conversational turn, for his sole utterances were, ‘ Get 
up, Bess,” and certainly Bess did her best to get,” for we 
arrived in Quebec in an incredible short space of time, and 
surprised our friends and disappointed our enemies by our 
success. It was the first time we had been out caribou hunt-— 
ing, but it shall not be the last. T. J. QO. 

Quebec, September 10, 1878, 
--— —————_——_ 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

A POEM BY FRANK FORESTER. 

5 the years pass away over the sad grave at the Cedars, 

the love for Frank Forester and the admiration of the 

sporting world for his genius seems to increase, nnd his 
writings are more and more sought for, treasured up and 

quoted as the very highest authority in all matters of the rod 

and gun. As he wrote only in prose it is not generally known 

that he had any claims to be considered a poet, and indeed we 
have never met with any poem from his pen, with the single 

exception of the very pretty poem that we now send you. We 

have lately received if from our relatiye, Mrs. Col. H., who 

Was cousin to Miss Sarah Barker, the first and dearly loved 

wife of Herbert. ‘The lines were written by him at Portland, 
Me., in one of his shooting excursions, and where he first 
made the acquaintance of Miss Barker. Our friend in- 
forms us that at that time—tn the fall of 1839—a little party 
of young ladies and gentlemen made an exeursion to Cape 

Cottage at Cape Elizabeth, near Portland, where the hours 
were pleasantly passed in song and dance. It was then that 
Herbert’ became deeply fascinated by Miss B., who was a 
young lady of great personal attractions, and on the return of 
the party to Portland he wrote and presented to her these 
verses. Ife soon afterward made her an offer of marriags, 
which was not then accepted. On herreturn to Bangor, of 
which city her father, a wealthy merchant, was mayor, he 
followed her aud renewed his suit, which was favorably en- 
tertained,and the couple were united and proceeded to his home 
in New York, where, and subsequently in Philadelphia, they 
passed several happy years. In due time a son was born to 
them, who was sent to his friends in England to be educated. 
On their returo to Philadelphia a little girl was born, but did 
not long survive. 

Our lady relative, from whom we have received those verses, 
renewed at New York her intimacy with her cousin Sarah and 
Herbert, and was in constant intercourse with them, and she 
thinks that their married life was most happy, Soon after 
the birth of the girl Sarah became dangerously ill with hemor- 
rhage of the Jungs, and did not long survive the attack. 
After her death Herbert sent everything to her mother save a 
curl of her hair and a pair of slippers, and this lock of hair 
was found upon Herbert’s heart after his death. Herbert’s 
family kindly invited her to come to England, and our friend 
has seen affectionate letters from his mother to Sarah and also 
old family jewels sent to her, Herbert was proud of his beau- 
tiful American wife, and loved her sincerely for her muny 
good qualities, Though Herbert wrote not in verse, his fasci- 
nating pages bloom with the sweetest flowers of poesy, and 
his spirit takes us kindly by the hand to lead us onward into 
the fair precincts of the natural world. We remember his po- 
etic descriptions as we pass into the shades of the primeval 
forest, over the rustling grass of wind-8wept prairies, deep in 
the heart of embowered dells and copses, along breezy hill- 
sides, by borders of the tumbling brook, or the hoarse re- 
sounding ocean, The light of his pen falls upon all places 
beautiful or majestic and illuminates them with fresh glory. 
He was the most brilliant and copious of all writers on sport- 
ing topics, sketching in faithful prose, yet with all the en- 
chanting fancy of the poet, the varied scenery where all foreat 
game have their haunt. Thinking that these pretty verses, 
the only poetic tribute we have from his pen, would be valued 
by his admirers, we venture to offer them, 

Shelter Island, Sept. 12, 1878. Tsaao Mobrrnan. 
A talostrel stood upon a forelgn slrand, 
Forced by tyrannis power abroad to roam, 
Nor vis!t more his old ancestral home, 

TIL, from the maidens of that stranger land, 

A wresth were called of beau:ies, euch as ne'er 

Ot king or kaiver graced the courtly sphere. 

Far, far, he reamed; doubt, parlland dismay 

Lowered dark and dismal o'er lila tollsome way. 

When hope was fed, when naught remained behind 

But aspirations high and fearless mind, 

He reached this city, where Old Ocsan amiles, 

In dazzi|ng splendor, round three hundred tales, 
He saw the glories of that gorgeous scene— 
Earth’s emerald tints and ocean's sapphire sheen, 

He saw aud paused, Where skies ao brightly shine; 

Where all of earth, air, water, 1s divine, 
Most lovely there, of all created things, 
Must woman be! He tuned nis humble strings, 

And forth they tripped, & oright, celestial throng, 
othe poor magic of a stranger's song ; 

Tis done," he cried; ‘’tis done; the toll Is o'er; 
The prise ia woo, bere on tila eastern shore ; 
For who can mark fue blest expressions rise, 

_of the orgaus I examined is further su 
researches of Dr, Syrski, of Talents 

Fall fraught with soul in Minna’s glorious eyes? 
Who look upon the clear and apatkling grace 
That crowns the young Franvesca’s fairy fue? 
Who catch the gems that fall, 50 careless cast, 
From Anna's [lps, so inet and go fast, 
So free and fearless; she for whom One breast, 
In the far forests of the boundless Weat, 

Beats worthily? Who see, a9 young ani fatr, 
Sarah beside her sweet and kindred pair} 

Fit sisterhood, who marvel at the state 

Of queenty Julia, mertily sedate, 

Serenely courteous and superbly bright? 

Who look upon the quick and flashing light 

‘That leaps from Georgiana’s every feature, 

Most artless, Innocent, bewitchine creature? 
Who gaze on Sarah's suul-entrancing face, 

All yoman mirthfulmess and woman grace? 
Her self-curled looks and eyes of azare line, 

Mocks the moat lovely heaven's most lovely blue? 
Who can behold and (iream that seven like these 

Bloom on the softer shores of southern ssas 7? 
‘fis done! ’Tisdone! The high empitels gained; 
‘The minatrel’s task is o'er, his end attained, 
Francesiu, Minna, Sarah, Julia, Ann, 
Georgiana, Sarah! Match them if you can! 

Portland, Sept, 17, 1939. HeN#Y WILLIAM HERBERT. 

Ligh Lalinye, 
ALL ABOUT EELS. 

NA 

A letter published in the Augsberger Abend Zietung having 

made the statement that sacs had becn found in eels containing 
live young ones, Mr, A. F, Clapp, of the Sunway Amerioan, 

wrote in regard to this to Professor Baird, and received from 
him the following reply: 

U. 8, Com. Fish anp Fisueriss, 
Gloucester, Muss, Aug. 27, 1878. 

Dear Sir: Tam much obliged to you for the continued trans- 
mission of your journal, which I always receive and read with 
much pleasure. 

I notice in the number of the 23d of August an article upon 
the propagation of eels, in which you reproduce from a Ger- 
man journal an account of an eel, which, on being opened, 
was found to contain living young. It may be of interest to 
know that this was no eel at all, but a marine fish known as 
Zoorces viviparous, not in any way related tothe eel, but which 
has long been known as hatching its eggs inside its own body 
and discharging them alive. 

Hels, when opened, are frequently found to contain amail, 
thresd-like bodies, generally supposed to be their young. 
These, however, are io all cases intestinal worms, and are 
found in the stomach and intestines, and not in the ovary, At 
the present time there is not the slightest uncertainty in regard 
to the character of the eel. It is well known to be bisexual, 
males and females like other fish, and reproduces its kind 
from very minute eggs, which are discharged in the water. 
You will find in my last report, of which I have the pleas- 

use of sending you a copy, a dull account with illustrations of 
this eel, a8 prepared by Dr. Syrski, of Ausiria. I, myself, 
received from the coast of Massachusetts, last autumn, a sup- 
ply of eels in full spawn, of which preparations were made, 
and are now exhibited at the National Museum, Washington. 

Yours truly, SrEncer I, Bargp 
A. F. Crapp, Esq. Oommissioner. 

w Some month or more ago Robert B. Roosevelt, Esq., to 
whom this German statement was referred, wrote to us that 
the living forms in these eels were nothing but intestinal 
worms. We are just in receipt of the following letter from a 
correspondent : 

Sarum, Mass., Sept. 13.—Hditor Forest. and Stream: In 
reference to spawn in eels, I would state that onthe dd of 
June last I accepted the invitation of Mr. E. B, Damon, of 
Rowly, to fish Parker River for striped bass, and being short 
of bait I ished for and caught an eel. Vhe same being too 
large and life too short to try for another, we concluded to 
trim down the one we had, and upon opening it we found it 
quite full of spawn. Mr. D. remarked at the time that it wus 
the first time he had ever noticed the like, and whs quite ex- 
cited over the circumstance. As for myself, not taking much 
atock in eels, I did not care whether they spawned or folded 
their young ; but such is the fact, as Mr, Damon and his son, 
who was also in the boat, can testify. Oo. T. J. 

Further an‘ to us conclusive testimony is furnished in the 
following : 

U. 8. Com. Pisy axp Fisurrrgs, 
Bucksport, Maine, September 14, 1878. { 

Epitor Forgst axp STREAM ; j ’ 
T have read with much interest the discussion going on in 

your columns in relation to the natural history of the eel, and 
{ think it is now time for me fo contribute my mite. While 
engaged in taking schoodic salmon at Grand Lake Stream lost 
autumn thirty-two eels ran into our inclosures and were cap- 
tured and eighteen of them examined. They were runnio 
down the stream; we are certain of that, because our inclos- 
ures were 80 constructed as to take the fish that were descend~ 
ing the stream and no others, These eels were nearly all of 
large size. My note book shows four of them to have been 
29, 834, 35, and 36 inches long, and to have weighed 34, 62, 
63 and 64 ounces respectively, They were all very plump 
and fat, and their abdomens somewhat distended. Ov,diasect- 
ing them I found their stomachs empty, but their abdomens 
were filled with what at first appeared Lo be two masses of 
glistening white fat. More careful examination revealed tha 
fact that the supposed masses of fat were constructed in folda 
as are the ovaries of fishes generally, aod after catching this 
idea it was not difficult to perceive with the naked eye that 
the whole mass had the appearance of being composed of yery 
small globular bodies, embedded im or connected by tissues. 
I placed a very thin piece under a microscope and could then 
see plainly that it consisted mainly of globular bodies of vari- 
ous sizes, the largest being about 1-125 inch in diameter. My 
revious and subsequent studies on the ovaries of other fishes 

Teave me no chance to doubt that the globular bodies were the 
eggs, and the entire masses were the ovaries of a female cel. 
Teent specimens of these eels to U. 4, Commissioner Baird, 

and he reported that there seemed to be ho question that the 
filled with eggs. My opinion ee i ovaries were 



Bive researches in 1873. His paper on the subject, with ilus- 
trations showing the reproductive organs of the eel, was re- 
Minted in the appendix to the third report of the U. §. Com- 

Passioner of Fish and Fisheries. Imade arough estimate of 
the number of eggs contained im the ovaries I examined, and 
obtained the immense number of two millions in one eel and 
four millions in another, of full sized ergs, while there was also 
an immense number of eggs of smaller size in the same ovaries. 
All the cels examined at Grand Take Stream (Oct. 23 to Nov, 
id, 1877) were females, European investigators have found 
that the male eels are always small. Dr, Syrski says that of 
258 eels examined by him the males and females were in about 
even proportion; the greatest length of (he males was about 
430 millimetres (17 inches) while the females were of all sizes 
up to 1,050 millimeters (41} inches), The ecls that we ex- 
amined at Grand Lake Stream had emply stomachs without 
exception, There was an abundance of young fish and other 
food in the stream and inclosures, and it is therefore evident 
that they were descending the stream, not for food, but on 
some other cyrand. Itis alsoa fact beyond question that in 
all of our rivers in Maine thereis an immense migration of eels 
toward the ses in the fall. This migration is the basis of 
quite an extensive fishery for eels, conducted by means of traps 
80 planned as to take tliose descending the rivers, but not as- 
cending. There is also a migration of very small eels (2 to 6 
inches long) up the rivers in early summer, No one who has 
watched their behavior at dams and other obstructions near 
tide wafer, as I have done, could question the fuct of their as- 
cending at that time. At very ditficnlt falls they will leave 
the body of water and wriggle their way over moist surfaces 
with their bodies exposed to the air. In this way, I have no 
doubt, they cin pass falls twenty feet or more in height, for I 
have repeatedly seen them higher than I could reach, wriggling 
up the perpendicular face of # plank bulkhead, where there 
wis the very slightest possible trickle of water. Take these 
two facts together—the descent of gravid females in the fall 
and the ascent of yery small young in the spring time and 
early summer—and they lead to the irresistible conclusion 
that eels go down to the sea to lay their eegs, and the young 
or a portion of them, ascend the rivers to feed and grow, Of 
course there may be exceptions to this ruie. I think it high- 
ly probable that there are. Hels are reported to be found in 
some fresh water lakes, where the difficulties in the way of 
ascent from the sea appear too great to be overcome even by 
young eels. I hope the interest in this question will not sub- 
sidé without leading to many new and careful observations, 

Craruss G. ATEINS, 
Assistant U, 8, Commissioner Fish and Fisheries. 
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FISH CULTURE IN HOLLAND, 

We are indebted to ithe Superintendent of the Netherland 
Fisheries for the following most interesting matter : 

Bercen-or-zoom, Sept. 2, 1878. 
Oyster culture is a perfect success this year, and the tiles 

Were covered with spat. Last year the drop of spat was very 
irregular, and on a0 ayerage but middling. Still the loss after 
(aking the spat from the tiles, until they were sowed out on 
the banks, was considerably less than formerly, and [ expect 
the heavy losses of before are overcome. There is on lease 
now an area as large as half Newark Bay for about $100,000. 
The system of leasing works is admirable. Very few years 
ago there were n0 oysters to be had. The young oysters were 
imported from England and Scotland, but this belongs to the 
ast, ‘The banks were almost killed out by the free fishing. 
f you are not careful in America things may come to the 

fame end. Production is already increasing. ery large 
capital is invested, and in the employ of the lessees the fisher- 
mén make more money than formerly, As soon as I can get 
work a litle off my hands I intend to write a manual for 
oyster culture and piblish if simultangously in America, Eng- 
land and the Netherlands. Still, if we don’t wet ice enough to 
close the fishing next winter, I do mot expect to lave time to 
write before another year has elapsed, 

T hope to obtain some eggs of . guinnat from Prof. Baird 
to make n trial with. If lam successful a great many points 
willbe settled at once. It will have its @reatest effect on 
fishermen, who are, as a rule, still unbelievers in fish culture. 
Jo our salmon fishing itis now a close season, but will open 
again November 15 for winter salmon, which are seemingly 
yearly increasing, and haye been yery abundant this year, In 
former years the price was from $3 to $1.25 per pound, This 
season they fell as low as $1, 40, cents and eyen 35 cents. But 
the fishermen did not suffer, because the quantity covered by 
dar the deficiency in price, 

It is 2 proyen fact now that when the catch of grilse is poor 
in One year, lie catch of summer salmon the next year is poor 
too, ‘The tishermen hold it so, and our étalistics seem to 
prove if. The report of the fisheries under my ¢ontrol will 
shortly he printed. Whenever I receive a copy it will be for- 
warded to you. Yours very truly, 

©. J. Borremanx;, Superintendent of Fisheries, 
¥ ——[—= 

Mup Tourtirs m Fish Ponps.—San Franetseo, Cal., 
Sept. §.—Lhe common mud-turtle does the same mischiet 
that his brother, the snapping turtle, ia accused of. I know 
from experience that both are very destructive to small fry of 
fin inch or twoijn length. ‘lwo years ago I put fonr or fiye 
{housand amall fey in ove of my pondsthat had a mud bottom 
at one end, and I noticed for about a week that the water be- 
came very tiliddy once ortwicea day, and almost évery morn- 
ing when I visited the per that my fish were growing less 
in number very fast. Winding the water clear one day I ex- 
aynined the bottom very closely and could discover nothing. 
An hour after in passing the pond I fond it muddy. Taking 
a garden rake [raked the bottom of the pond and caught a 
mud turtle, killed him and found inside jis capacious maw 
a dozen of my trout fry. 1 took four of these smooth, round, 
gentle expression backed fellows out of the pond and the 
slaughter of my fish ceased. B. B. P. 
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Rasme TAppotes.—Port Richmond, 8. I, Sept, 12,— 
Hditar orest and Stream: As my efiorts have met with 
better success than Mr. Roosevelt's, I beg to. state a few interest- 
ing facts. I have taken the little creatures when scarcely 
larger fhan  pin’s head, and placed them ina tomato ean, 
one-fourth full of Water, wader the sholter of some shady trees 
Ti time they dropped their tails, and put forth their tiny legs, 
and assumed the shape of a lizard, finally becoming upright 
little frogs. While in the lizard state 1 was surprised one 
Morning to find one or tivo of them almost entirely consumed, 
the skins ans Stabe bottom of the can, As I kept nothing 

ads” in the can, and the latter covered with a cloth, else bul “4 
Tam ata lossto explain this discovery. J. BE, 
Perhaps onc tad eat another tad. 

ET 

REST AND STREAM. 

dlatural FHistorn. 
THE POMPANO. 

LATE oumber of the Boston Transcript mentions *! that 

& pompatia was caught off Wood's Holl, and that it is 
the first of this kind caught in these waters, being strictly a 
Southern fish,” Our excellent Eastern contemporary is part- 
ly right and partly wrong, as we have two species on our 

const, the Trachynotus carolinensis and 7’, ovatus, all members 

of the genus Gasterosteus, from the resemblance of the spinous 
dorsal to that of a stickleback, Both these species were taken 

at Wood’s Holl in 1872, by the U. 8. Fish Commissioners, 

and frequently since that time. Both these species haye been 

caught abundantly, more especially the young specimens at 

various points on the north shore of Martha's Vineyard, at 
Wood’s Holl and Watch Hill, R. I. Professor Baird found 
innumerable five-inch specimens at Little Bee Warbor as early 

as 1854. No fishermen had caught them before this time, as 
their nets were not adapted for the purpose, There is no 

doubt but that they are abundant south of Cape Cod, though 
they do not seem to come within range of the weirs. Very 
possibly our Northern fishermen do not know how to catch 
them. The pompano feed on crustaceans and small mollusks, 

We would refer our readers to more complete details publish- 
ed by usin Vol. IV., pages 5, 85, 117. We have recorded 
the catch of good sized pompano in the Sound not far from 

New York. At present pompano are fairly abundant on the 

New York markets, coming from Norfolk. As a table fish it 

is decidedly the best that swims, and far better than the Eng- 
lish turbot. 
+ 

SAPPHIRINA, 

APTAIN MORTIMER, who every time he crosses the 

broad expanse of the seas in his good ship the Hamil- 
ton Fish makes some addition to our stock of knowledge, has 
succeeded in bringing alive to New York some of those curi- 

ous little creatures called Sapphirina, These minute crusta- 

ceans are found in the Atlantic Ocean 1m incalculable quanti- 
ties. They measure about three-sixteenths of an inch long, 
are one-thirty-second of an inch wide, and but a few lines 
in thickness. Their great peculiarity is that they eleam like 

emeralds, rubies, amethysts and opals in the salt -water. 
Motes dancing in the sun have at times brilliancy of Golor, so 
inthe medium of the ocean as the light strikes these sap- 
phirina they too shine and flash, We have but the merest 
inkling of all the wonderful things the sea holds in her bosom, 
or how many dainty and delicate forms she treasures. Now 
it struck Captain Mortimer, wlio, when having anything to do 

with nature's secrets, is shrewdness itself, and, though he 
may greatly indulge in guessing, court-martials all the facts, 

yigorously holding an inquisition on all his speculations, that 
this opalescence in the sapphirina was not caused by what is 
called phosphorescence. How could these tiny creatures show 

their many colors when the sun was shining in the water ? 
Catching them, the Captain placed some sapphirina in a glass 
tube. Now they were invisible, but on turning them ata 

certain angle, when the rays of light struck them, out flashed 

the colors, Wyidently these gleams must be caused by the 

decomposition of the ray of light on the surface of the sap- 

phirinu, Fishing, then, in a basin for specimens, our nautical 

naturalist succeeded in picking out one by one, by their flash 

alone, these tiny animated jewels. But how to keep them 

was the question? Adcholic preparations, and, in fact, all 
other preserving fluids, are well enough in their way to keep 
form and some semblance of shape, but alas! all the delicate 

colorings fade away, The Captain bethought him for future 

observations, of putting his sapphirina in a sirup, and in this 

way has succeeded in keeping some, which still show faint 

colors. ‘This, of course, proved that the gleams were not due 

to animal movement. Others of the sapphirina, the Captain 

having simply put them in water, he was fortunate enough to 
bring into New York. But they were short lived, and all died 

in a day or so. How this color comes and goes, is, of course, 
due to the light, but what peculiar construction of scale the 
sapphirina has remains yet to be studied. Do the brilliant 

colors of fish, as shown in the mackerel, arise irom minute 
series of lines on the skin which split up the ray of light into 
all the tints of the rainbow are disclosed, or can there be a 

series of discs, like on the feathers of birds, which give out 
metalic lustres ? We are pretty sure that this problem will 

sooner or later engage Captain Mortimer’s atfention, and that 

some day, whem sailing over 4 summer's sea, with a gleam of 
the sun ijlumining his cabin, with his microscope on hig table, 
the mystery of the beautiful lights in the sapphirina will be 
made clear. 

Whether the ship is tied to the dock in New York or Liver- 

pool, or thrashing through the waves between two continents, 

that Captain of the Hamilton Mish has not only his eyes on 

his vessel, but is ever revolying in his brain how to svlye and 
fathom the many beautiful secrets of the deep. 

rr 

For Porest and Stream and Rod and Ghun, 

DRUMMING OF RUFFED AND CANADA 
GROUSE. 

i HAVE read with close attention recont articles in your 
- Paperon theavove subject, but am not sure that I fally 

understand jnst how much is claimed by the writers. If they 
simply mean that the grouse can drum on the ground or on g 
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rocl, or mdeed In any place in which he happens to be, T am 

ready to admit it; but if they intend to assert that the same 

effects will be produced as when standing on 8 hollow lop, 
then [not only wholly dissent, but respectfully submit that 
such a thing cannot occur, unless the grouse has the power of 

suspending the laws of nature; for I believe it is a universally 
admitted fact that the power of all vibrations is increased by 

contact with a sonorous body, and one might as well say that 
the sounding-board of a piano was useless, or that a music- 
box would play as londly when held in the hand as when 
placed on a sheet of plate glass, as to claim that the bird can 

drum as loudly on the ground as when more favorably situated, 

Nor do I depend upon theory alone, haying proved by actual 

experience, time and again, that the distance at which the 
drimmuing can be heard is wholly dependent on the character 
of the object on which the grouse is standing, be it rock, root 
orloz. Of the manw@uvers of which ‘‘Monon" speaks I know 
nothing, as no such conditions exist in the New England 
States. The birds all single out before the approach of the 
breeding season, the males selecting their drumming places, 
which they use only during the absence of the female, and [ 
beyer saw two of the latter tovether during such seasons. 

In regard to approaching the bird while drumming I used 
to consider it an easy matter, but all things must be judged 
by comparison, and the difficulty of stalking within eighty 
paces of an old buck, feeding, head toward you, in an open 
meadow, without the slightest cover within a quarter of a 
mile, 18 80 much greater that the former Is not to be mentioned 
in comparison with it; yet this Jatter feat has to be accomp- 
lished when one is armed with a shot gun only, or one must, 
lose caste as a first-class still hunter. For the benefit of these 
who wish to see the ruffed grouse while drumming, I will de- 
scribe the method by which I have frequently got within 
twenty feet of them, Unobseryed, when I could watch them 
at leisure, In order to do this successfully it is necessary to 
sight the bird withont being seen, to find out which way it is 
facing and then approach it from behind (when it begins to 
drum it seems fo be oblivious to all other sounds), then make 
a short run, dropping before it ends, and remain perfectly 
motionless till it begins again, when the same thing is to be 
repeated, till one is near enough to watch its performances 
with case, of course selecting some coyer at the end of the 
last advance to screen one from observation between the in- 
tervals of drumming. The bird, before commencing, seems 
to go into a sort of ecstasy, spreading its tail, erecting its ruff 
and ruffling its feathers. Then it stands perfectly upright, 
smooths itself, brings its wings well forward in a yertical 
position, and strikes then horizontally toward each other. 
The wings do not strike each other, or_ the body of the bird; 
but simply beat the airin front of it. It will be readily seen 
that in this position the action of one tying counteracts that, 
of the other, end has no more effect to move the body of the 
bird than would the action of two rowers to moye a boat 
when seated in it and pulling with equal force in opposite di- 
rections. It is not strictly correct to say that the ruffed grouse 
begins slowly and increases its strokes in quickness to the 
close. ‘Theexact method of the old drummer is as follows: 
He delivers three strokes deliberately, and with an exact in- 
terval between cach; then a pause about as long again as that 
between the strokes, then three more in exactly the same time 
as the first, then the fourth a little quicker, increasing the 
rapidity of his strokes tull he sounds a continuous roll which is 
prolonged for a short time, ending in a sort of flutter as the 
bird recovers his normal position. Now if, as “Monon” claims, 
the hird produces the noise by expelling the air from an in- 
flated pouch, he must time the operation yery nicely during the 
performance of the slow strokes, asit would long ngo haye been 
detected; it also seems as if the noise made must sound 
louder, if his theory is true, while standing close to the bird 
than at a distance, but the reverse of this is the fact. The 
rumbling sound like distant thunder is not apparent at such 
times, the ‘‘wish, wish, wish” of the bird's wings being plainly 
heard, and not muchelse. There is another bird of the sronse 
family whose drumming I wish to notice. Thisis the Canada 
erouse, or ‘spruce partridge,” as the hunters call it. The 
male of this species is undoubtedly the handsomest pame bird 
in New England, but they are held in little esteem from the 
fact that their fiesh is so strongly impregnated with the odor 
of the spruce and fir boughs on which they feed as to be un- 
eatable when sent to market in tke ordinary manner, but if 
drawn and the crop torn out when first killed it is quite pal- 
atable. This bird selects ahorizontal branch fifteen or twenty 
feet from the ground, and drums in the air while de- 
acending from the limb to the ground. This species of 
grouse are so utterly indifferent to the presence of man 
as to continue their drumming with a person standing in full 
view, often alighting within a few feet of the observer, nud 
some of the older males are even bellizerent, bristling up 
angrily at the intruder, and, if he feigns alarm and slowly re- 
tires, will chase him for some little distance. 

It is interesting to watch them while in the act of drumming, 
their wings moving with suflicient rapidity to carry them 
through the air with the velocity of an arrow; Wut their body 
all the time slowly settling toward the earth, alighting each 
time on almost exactly the same spot. The drumming is al- 
ways performed while descending, the bird flying back to the 
limb inthe ordinary manner. When standing close to this 
bird the noise sounds much londer than that made by the 
ruffed grouse uniler the same conditions, although it cannot be 
heard one-tenth as far, and for this reason 1 have always be- 
lieyed in the hollow log theory. In regard to finding the lat- 
ter bird in unusual situations in the antusin, as mentioned by 
“A wahsoose,” the fact that they are so found is well established, 
half the villages in Maine being yisited by them each succeed- 
ing autumn, and I have frequently flushed them im orchards 
at such seasons, in the early morning, when the nearest coves 
would be a mile away. The hunter’s explanation will not 
hold, as a mid-summer shower or a howling snow storm makes 
a great deal more noise than the softly falling autumn leaves; 
but [think I can offer a consistent and reasonable explana- 
tion, Ivery one who has had an opportunity to observe the 
habits of the ruffed grouse must haye noticed the persistency 
with which it clings to its chosen location, a Hoek, unless fre- 
quently hunted, scarcely moving over ten acres of ground in 
a whole season, Now if this characteristic was always re- 
tained, places, which from overhunting or any other cause 
had become stripped of their grouse, would foreyer remain de- 
pleted ; therefore, by a wise provision of nature, the instinct 
of partial migration is implanted in the breasts of a portion of 
the flock, and by this means barren districts are continually 
restocked. The same instinct can be found in almost all our 
forest denizens, froin squirrels to deer. J see that my inno- 
cent article on the “ King Partridge” hus occasioned a good 
deal of comment, in one instance prefaced by piscatory allu— 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
One peculiarity of this ugly brute is, that with jaws like a 
vice, he, with his broad teeth, crushes through anything he 
gels hold of. The hyena grinds to powder bones which 
sometimes withstand the Jion’s fangs. Not but that the king 
of beasts has greater muscular power, but the hyena’s teeth 
are better adapted to his work. 

————— + = 

Tax Busy Bex,—If one hundred heads of cloyer contain 
0.8 grains of sugar, then 125 heads of clover hold precisely 1 

grain of saccharine matter, and 125,000 heads 1 kilogram of 

sugar, Now, estimating the number of tubes in a flower of 

cloyer to be 60, the bee, in order to get one kilo, of honey, 

must visit 5,600,000 flowers, or to make a pound of honey, 

2,500,000 flowers, Truly, ‘* how doth the busy bee,” and be- 
sides all this he throweth in the wax gratis, 

An Ansino SquirReL.—Awsatle Forks, WV. ¥., Sept. 7.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: While out squirrel shooting near 
this place Wednesday last I shot an albino red squirrel. It 
was nearly pure white, but the red eyes, common in albino, 
were wanting. The cold squirrels were yery thick in the 
locality in which it was killed. With a companion we killed 
43 in less than two hours with a rifle. Cc. TR 
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sions and garnished with exclamation points. The author, 
however, allows (in the Western sense) that he has seen many 
wonderful things, although indisposed to admit that others 
have heen equally fortunate. Perhaps if he should publishan 
account of some of them they might appear as fishy to others 
2s others are to him, although I should hope people would 
have better taste than to tell him so. However, ‘in youth 
we believe too much, and in old age too little.” A high 
authority informs us ‘‘that at the mouths of three witnesses 
every word shall be established.” I know, at least, that num- 
bers of reliable hunters who have seen the bird as described, 
and their affidavits can be obtained if necessary. But while 
standing squarely by the record, I must respectfully protest 
acainst having the paternity or authorship of the word ‘King 
Pariridge” impnted to me, a8 a reference to the article in 
question will show that i obtained it trom another person. 
Whether he originated it or not I never thought to inquire, 
and it is now too late to rectify the error, as he has been dead 
nearly thirty years. PENOBSOOT. 
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Tur Parrot Fiss.—-Tyo very remarkable specimens of this 
beautiful and curious fish were exhibited by Mr. E. G. Black- 
ford last week in Fulton Market, Belonging to the Scarws fami- 
ly, they show the peculiartype. It isimpossible, however, to 
give any description of their color. Now the tints on fish 
generally are not what artists designate as body colors. Such 
shades as they have are hardly palpable in an artistic sense. 
The color of the parrot fish is intense. With golden and vio- 
Jet gleams for fugitive tints, it has a dense green, which looks 
as if the fish was absolutely painted. This color has really 
the consistency of a pigment, and it looks as if the scales when 
preserved might retain the shade. The jaws are convex, 
each divided by a median suture. The teeth are incorpor- 
ated in the bone asin a snapping turtle. The scales on the 
hody are large, some 1} inches. The dorsal is continyous 
from behimd a line @rawn from the head. The length of each 
fish was 34inches and would weigh about 30 pounds. The 
scientific name of these fish, which were caught off Vera 
Cruz, is Scarws guacamaia. There isa smaller species in the 
Oaribhean Sea, some 14 to 18 inches, long, culled the 8. ali- 
yardit. In looking at these fish we recalled the fact that they 
were the first to which the old Romans devoted their scanty 
knowledge of fish culture. Parrot fish were thought to bea 
feast for the gods, and made a part of the famous dish called | 
‘the Shield of Menerya,” into which were mingled brains of 
nightingales, tongues of flamingoes and the milt of the lam- 
prey, Immense amounts of money were spent in stocking 
the waters between Orete and Asia Minor with these fish. 
The Scarus—the Greeks call it Scaro to-day—was thought to 
have a voice and to be a ruminating creature. Mexican fish- 
ermen believe that it literally feeds on coral, but that is ab- 
surd, as what nutriment there may be in pure carbonate of 
lime is hard to determine. It is thought, however, to feed on 
sea-weed. Perhaps in that exhaustless catalogue of fish, on 
which nature lavishes such strange colors and outlines, there 
is nol one more remarkable than the parrot fish. 
ee 

Sympon or Horz.—The following is from a sermon by the 
Rey. Mr, Murray, and bas reference to the frigate bird, which 
he calls ‘‘ The Symbol of Hope”: 

There is a bird that mariners call the frigate bird, of strik- 
ing habits and of strange power. Men see him in all climes; 
buf never yet has human eyes seen him near the earth. With 
wings of mighty stretch, high borne, he sails along. Men of 
the far north sce him at midnight moving on amid auroral 
fires, suiling with set wings amid those awful flames, taking 
the color of the waves light which swell and heave around 
him. Men inthe tropics see him at hottest noon, his plumage 
all incarnadined by the fierce rays that smite innocuous upon 
him. Amid their ardent feryor he bears along, majestic, lire- 
less. Never was he known to stoop from his lofty line of 
flight, never to swerve. To many he isa myth; to all a mys- 
tery. Where is his perch? Where does he rest? Where 
was he brouded? None know. ‘They only know that aboye 
cloud, above the reach of tempest, ahoye the tumult of trans- 
verse currents, the bird of heavyen—so let us call him—on self- 
supporting vans that disdain to beat the air on which they 
rest, moyes grandly on. So shall my hope be. At either 
pole of life, above the clouds of sorrow, superior to all tem- 
pests, on lofty and tireless wing, scorning the earth, it shall 
moyealong. Neyer shall it stoop, never swerve from its sub- 
lime line of flight. Men have seen it in the morning of my 
life; they shall see it in its hot noonday; and when the 
shadows full, my sun having set, using your style of 
speech, but using mine when the shadows disappear, my sun 
having risen, the last they sec of me shall be this hope of gain 
jn dying, as it sails oul on steady wing, and disappears amid 
the everlasting light. 

Poetically, this is all fine enough; but, ornithologically, we 

ought to stick to facts, ‘This soaring bird of hope, Atagen 

ajuila, goes for gannets and takes the fish from them. He is 

pretty much of a robber. He builds his nest upon low bushes 

near the seaside and in cliffs. Just think of an expanse of 
eight feet of wings. But then Mr. Murray is in error when 

he says the frigate bird is found in the ‘‘far north seas,” as he 
is never seen far from the austral and tropical seas, The wing 
bone of the frizate bird makes a superb pips-stem. 
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half of an inch high, thus ilostrating the great rapidity with 
which some of the fungi are developed. It is found on pieces 
of dead wood, stumps, leaves, etc., in damp, shaded localities, 
and makes # beautiful opaque object under the microscope, 
This specimen belongs to the family Myogastres, senus 
Stemonitis, and ia 8. fusca. Herman CO. Evanrts. 

Frankford, Phila., Sept. 16, 1878. 

——_— ++ 

A PREVENTIVE AGanyst Yautow Frver.—The follow- 
ing regime of medicines to be taken may be considered as & 
palliative against yellow fever. We take it from a corres- 

pondent living in New Orleans, who gives it to the New 
York Times, The method seems to be sound in every 
way : 

One remedy has been eminently successful so far, and is 
based upon principles of the clearest medical science. It is 
advocated by Dr. Joseph Scott, one of the most successful 
and popular physicians here, and his brother, Dr. Isaae Scott, 
lately Medical Director of the Department of the South. 
Many other prominent medical men concur in good opinion 
of it, while none are averse toit. It is as follows; Three 
grains of sulphate of quinine on rising, with a half glass of 
lemonade to facilitate assimilation. Following this, six drops 
of Fowler's solution of arsenic. After each meal fifteen 
grains of chlorate of potassa as diuretic and to oxygenate the 
blood. ‘The dose of quinine is to be repeated at night, unless 
tinilus aurium becomes very annoying. (Quinine as tonic 
and febrifuge; arsenic as tonic and alterative: eblorate of 
potassa as refrigerant, diuretic, diaphoretic, and means of in- 
troducing oxygen into the blood—the rationale is good, and 
certainly the prescription has worked like a charm, Your 
correspondent knows thirty at least who have used it since 
the outbreak, and no one has yet died, only four have been 
taken down, and the rest are as well as can be, although living 
in the heart, of the infected district. The four who were 
taken had the feyer so lightly that the third day found them 
sitting up. Dr. Scott prescribes it freely not only ta his oli- 
entele, but to all who wish it, without charge, and is giving 
ita thorough trial. He has great confidence in ita virtues. 
Being an eminently scientific man, his opinion in the matter 
is the guide for many, among whom is your correspondent, 
who, using it, has for three weeks visited the sick rooms of 
friends daily, and has so far escaped, although unacclimated. 

The Senne. 

THE MINNESOTA BENCH SHOW, 
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ARRIVALS RECEIVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE FOR WEEK 

Enpine Sept, 14, 1818.—Cne pair pea fowls, Pavo cristata, presented by 

Mr. G. C, Holls, Supt. Orphan Farm Sehool, Mt. Vernon; one albine 

sparrow, Passer domesticus, presented by Master Victor lL, Regnonf, N. 
Y. Clty; one brown thrash, Harporhynchus rufus, and one chipmunk, 
Tamiae striatus, presented by Mr. H, D. Carpenter, Supt.N Y¥. Juvenile 

Asylum; one song thrush, Turdus musicus, presented by Mrs, George 

Kellock; four prairie dogs, Cynontys ludovicianus, présonted by Mr, 

Arthur E Brown, Supt. Philadelphia Zoological Garden; two barred 

doves, Gopelia striata, presented by Master dames Il, Rutter, N. ¥. 

City; one gray squirrel, Sciwrits carolinensis, presented by Mr, Isidore 

Tsaac, N. Y. Clty; onered fox, Vulpes fulvus, presented by Mrs. Hitch- 

cock, Brogvklyn. ; W. A. CoNnELIN, Director. 

Woodland, Harm and Garden, 
GLADIOLI FROM SHED. 

ANY of our readers know that the Gladiolus is easily 
raised from seeds, but it may not occur to them that 

crossing one fine variety with another invariably breaks the 

tendency to reyert to the original forms, and is likely to pro— 
duce far more beautiful and distinct varieties then if we per- 
mit self-fertilization. With many plants this is a nice and 

often tedious operation, with the Gladiolus it is the simplest. 
‘As the flowers are large, and the anthers readily removed with 

the fingers, which should be accomplished as soon as they are 

sufficiently developed to admit them, the pollen may be ap- 

plied directly from the anthers to the stigma without mechani- 

cal aid, as soon as the trifid stigma is ready to accept it, gen- 
erally about the second day after. The seed-pods contain 
from fifty to seventy-five winged bulblets. If sown in spring 
they will form small bulbs about as large as peas, several will 

bloom the second year, and all may be expected to bloom the 

third season—a good while to Waititis true; butit is pleasant 
to have some seedlings of your own to watch over and com- 

pare with those named yarietics you already haye: an origi- 

nal painting is more creditable to the artist than a room full of 

Raphael's. During the flowering season the poorer varieties 
should be eradicated, and only those kept that are wished to 

be retained, preference being given to those which show the 

best shape, marking and coloring necessary to improve our 

collection, Though the named varieties of Gladioli haye be- 

come go numerous of late years that, to a beginner, a dealer's 

list is. a thing of mystery, yet typical collections may be re- 

duced toa very small number. Ii we were to look on a field 

of Gladioli with one of every named variety in bloom we 

should see white, rose, red, deep red and yellow as the essen- 

tial colors; and it would require an inspection of individuals 
to determine the endless diversity of markings with which 

seedling propagation and cross-breeding have invested these 
superb plants. If, therefore, without aspiring to an extensive 

assortment, the following varieties may be relied on to re- 

present the principal colors: White, Shakespeare, one of the 

earliest to bloom, flowers, and spike large and fine; Reine 

Blanche, La Candeur and John Bull, a sulphur white variety, 

but free and good. Rose, Marie Stuart, one of the most hean- 
tiful of Gladioli, Ambroise Verschaffelt, Mad. Rabourdin, 
Ulysse and Mozart, Red Meteor, bright in color with purple 

blotches, Rosea perfecta, tinted violet; Sir W. Scott, ruby 

with carmine veining ; Eugene Scribe and Le Pouissin, Scar- 

let Stuart Low, violet rose markings; Mars, Meyérbeer, 
flamed with vermilion, and Phoebus, marked with white. A 

few other good sorts are Robert Fortune, orange lake ; Peter 

Lawson, rosy lilac; Rosa Bonheur, tinted lilac; Sappho, 
cherry, tinted orange; Michael Angelo, white with dark 
crimson spots; Ophir, dark yellow, and Isaac Buchanan, the 

best yellow variety yel introduced. 
————__——_-+—- + 

An Interesting Funevs.—Zditor Forest and Stream: 
Those readers who are interested in Natural History will be 
sreatly -benefited by searching for and finding a peculiar little 
fungus, which may be found in great abundance at this sea- 
son of the year. Whenseen in the earliest stages of develop- 
tient il will appear somewhat like a mass of butterflies’ eggs, 
being composed of minute spherical bodies clustered together, 
hut very soft, so that when touched lightly with the finger, 
it adheres, forming a drop somewhat like cream. Preserve 
this mass, place it in a fernery, or some warm moist place, and 
watch patiently the full development of the fungns. A speci- 
men of this species found recently, about 5 o'clock Pp, M., in 
this stage of growth, was placed in a fernery, where the at- 

Bz, PauL, September 7. 

Mr, Eprror: The four days allotted to the dog show ex- 
pired last night, and two hundred dogs are glad of it, Toall 

respects it was a success, and although the number of entries 

has been exceeded by other bench shows, the quality of the 
stock exhibited was considered by competent judges to be 

very fair. The Dilley Kennel was one of its most attractive 
and prominent features. There were Whitman’s (of Detroit) 
beautiful dogs in their various classes—setters, epaniels, fox 
terriers, Scotch deerhounds, ete,, adding greatly to the variety 

and interest of the exhibition; Gillman’s (also of Detroit) 

first prize winners, the first prize champion pointers Bow and 
Clytie, of the St. Louis Kennel Club, and many other dogs 

of celebrity, whose names will be recognized in the list ap- 
pended. The show room was commodious, and the kennels 
conyeniently arranged in parallel rows running lengthwise 
through the building. The dogs were kindly cared for, ex- 

cellent order was maintained throughout, and general satisfac- 

tion was expressed at the awards of prizes and the decisions 
of Mr. John Davidson, who was appointed sole judge. 
Brother Dilly naturally felt chagrined at not taking first prize 
for his champion Ranger and Countess Royal pointers, but 
there was enough blue and red ribbon scattered through his 
entries to decorate an ordinary fair and satisfy any reasonable 

ambition, Whether the decision was just which awarded the 
prize to the St, Lonis Kennel dogs can be best determined by 

a reference to the published specifications of characteristics 
upon which the scale of points for judging at the show 

bench is based, which can be found in ‘‘ Hallock’s Sportman's 
Gazetteer’ Under these conditions Ranger certainly shows 
better than Bow. Ranger has a better eye, and the corruga~ 

tions of the roof of his mouth are not so thick andred, Bow 
has more flabbiness and looseness of the throat skin. The 
muscles of the leg are less firm,and smaller. Ranger shows 
more uniform development, Iam responsible for the etate- 

ments I make, for I was never more careful in making a com— 
parison or more charitable in feeling to both competitors. 
Among the dogs I noted G, W. Baldwin’s English setter, Don; 
Geo. Waddington’s Hoglish setter puppy, Tempest, of Gene- 
ya, Iowa; the beautiful Irish setter prize winners, Red Rival, 
of the Quaker City Kennel, Richmond, Indiana, entered by 
Ri. B. Morgan; Friend and Ruby, by E. I’. Stoddard, of Day- 

ton, Ohio; the imported Irish setter puppies, Fleta and 
Smugeler, belonging to J. White Strong, of Albany, N. Y.; 
the native Irish setter dogs belonging to Captain 8, Lee Davis, 
of St, Paul, C. M. Garfield, of Minneapolis, and George R. 
Finch, of St. Paul; the black and tan Gordon, Knight, of A. 
A, Mellier, Jr., of St. Louis; E. 7’. Warner's four thirteen- 
month Gordon setters; Wm- Mulliken’s Minx, of St, Cloud, 
Minn.; W. 8. Timberlake’s Earl ; Dilley's famous prize-win- 

ner pointers, Royal, Fan and Countess Royal ; Warner's good 
old Tasso, who has borne many years and bonors; Julius 

Zabronye’s pointer, Fly, of St. Paul; Morgan's Rock, of 
Richmond, Indiana, and Dilley’s Fleet, Powers’ Rattler, of 
Tomah, Wis. and Zimmerman's Cute, of St. Paul; Whil 

Pror. Haypren’s Murzs StampepEp.—A member of the 
Hayden Expedition writes, that on the 25th of August the 
Bahnock Indians captured the mules belonging to one of the 
party. The letter reads as follows: ‘On the 25th of August 
the Indians surprised us at Henry's Lake at 8:30. mM. We 
were sitting a1ound the camp-fire when we were fired on by 
the Indians, who were not more than 70 feet distant. Strange 
to say, they hurt none of us by the fire. Wemade an ineftec- 
tual effort to protect ourselves, aiid concluded that nothing 
could be done but to get away alive. We heard the Indians 
driving off our animals, and then we knew that our party was 
in realily on foot. Taking provisions for three or four days 
and our blankets and guns, we got away under cover of the 
night, andinoving off about a mile in the woods, we re- 
mained there until daylight, when the Indians reopened fire 
on our deserted camp, and we etarted for the Upper Geysers. 
After a hard walk of three days we reached there, and found 
Jackson’s and Ganneti’s parties, and all safe." 

A. Ban Hyrya.—An account, more or Jess truthful, has. 
come Lo us of 4 keeper of a showy at the St, Louis Fair having 
jiad his hand bitten off by ahyena. This is quite possible. | mosphere was warm and moist, and left for the night. peak j 
‘The lion or tiger may strike occasionally though they may be | ne ) entirely into | 
under subjzction, but no confidence can he placed in a owniah co ts, one-third or one 

a 
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“Scotch deerhound, the only oné in its olass, wae well deserv- | 
ing of the probibilary price attached to his kennel, The col- 
leys were a very fine exhibit; the Newfoundlands too large 
and badly crossed. There was a pretty English conch dog, 
and two very fine bulldogs and terriers, one of each white in 
in color. 

To specify the merits of the deserving would require more 
space than our crowded columns would warrant, and | there- 

fore forbear, The show was pecuniusrily successful, and the 

large attendance proves unusual interest in kennel exhibitions. 
I send an official list of awards and entries, kindly furnished 

by Supt. Chas. Lincoln, by whose most satisfactory manage- 
ment the show was made so popular and creditable: 

List of ENTRIES, 
Class 1—Champion Imported English Setter Doga—W § ‘Tim- 

berlake, 8t Pan], Grand Duke; J H Whitman, Chicago, Clipper ; 
E A Gillman, Detroit, Beppo ; H C Waller, Chicago, Jack ; Mes- 
sénger's Rock—Brace’s J una; H Shipman, St Paul. Joe. 

Class 2—Champion Impurted Hoglish Setter Bitches—W S 
Timberlake, Lady Cyprus; J H Whitman, Masgie May; Herbert 
Preston, Chicago, Naomi. 

Olass 3—[mported English Setter Dogs—Jolm Davidson, Mon- 
roe, Mich, Afton, Laddie; WS Timberlake, Grand Duke; J H 
Whitman, Clipper; 8 H Gillman, Beppo. 

Class 4—Imported English Setter Bitehes—John Dayidson, 
Monroe, Mich, Tyne; Georga Waddington, Goneys, Ia, Daisy, 
Milly ; ha Waller, Chicago, Patti: WS Timberlake, Lady Cy- 
pros: J A Whitman, Mageie May; Horbert Preston, Naomi. 

Class 5—Imported English Sztters, Puppies Under 12 Montha, 
dog or bitch--R B Morgan, Quaker City Kennel, Richmond, Ind. 
Hora; Gail Norbeck, LaCroxse, Wis, Victory; George Wadding- 
ton, Geneva, Ia, Lilly Whire. 

Class G6—Champion Native Setters—Dogs of Any Strain—H EB 
Barron, Faribault, Minn, Don Pedro; H C Waller's Jack; E 
Gillman’s Beppo. 

Olass 7—Champion Setter Bitches of Any Strain—J H Whitman, 
Maggie May; WS Timberlake. Lady Cyprua. 

Class S—Native Huglich Setter Dogs—I I, Cory, Winona, 
Black Diok ; O M Homphiey, Minteapolis, Jet; 1 H Warner, 
bt Panl, Duke; G A Hamilton, St Paul, Rap; O HL Lange. Has- 
tings, Minn, Zach ; H Sahlgaard, et Panl, Sport; G W Baldwin, 
St Paul, Don ; E © Waller, Chicago, Jit ; W 8 Timberlake, Grand 
Dakss; J A Whiiman, Clippar; E A Gillman, Beppo. 

Class 9—Native English Setter Hitechas—Georgs Waddington, 
Geneya, Ta, Milly; W S Timberlake, Lady Oyprus; J H Whit- 
man, Magpie May. 

Class 10—Native English Setter Puppies Under 12 Months— 
Dog or sitch—James § Lee, Pliladelphia, Penn, Tag ; George 
Waddington, Geneva, Ia, Tempest ; W A Holabird, Valparaiso, 
Sysie; Chas Remmay, Faribanlt, Minn, Dido; Carl Norbeck, 

Yietory , Geo Waddington, Lilly White. : 
Glass 11—Champion Irish Setter Dogs. Free for all—St Lonis 

Kennel Clab, 8t Louis, Mo, Berkley ; HE © Waller, Chicago, Recs. 
Olsss 12—Champion Irish Setter Bitches—R b Morgan, Quaker 

City Kennel, Richmond, Ind, Bea Rival; St Louis Kennel 
Club, St Lonis, Duck; HOE Stoddard, Dayton, O, Friend; EG 
Waller, Chicugo, Fanny Fern; BW Stoddard, Dayton, O, Ruby. 

Olass 13—Imported {trish Setier Dogs—h GB Morgan, Quaker 
City Kennel Ciub, Richmond, Ind, Bub; St Louis Kennel Club, 
St Louis, Mo, Eriu IL. 

Class 14—Imported Irish Setter Bitches—John Pfister, St Pan, 
Miuu, Fannie; J W Stiles, Decorah, Ia, Nellie; HE I Stoddard, 
Dayton, O. Friend; R B Morgan's Red Rival; & O Waller's Fanny 
Pern; EH PF Stoddard’s Ruby. 

OUlass 15—Impoited Irish Setter Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under 
12 Months—J W Stues, Dash; J White Sprong, Albany, N Y, 
Smuggler. ‘ 

Class 16—Natiye Irish Setter Dogs—Capt_S Lea Davis, St 
Paul, Jos; G M Garlield, Mmneapolis, Minn, Don ; Geo R Finch, 
St Paul, Mike. 

Clase 17—Natiye Irish Setter Bifches—R B Morgan, Quaker 
City Kennel Club, Rose Il; R B Morgan’s Red Rival. 

Olass 18—Nalive Irish Serter Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under 12 
Months—B Beaupre. St Paul, Nellie; W O Spottswood, Lake 
City, Minn, Zip; J White Sprong’s Smuggler; J White Btrong’s 
Pleta, 

Class 19—Champion Gordon Setter Dogs, Free for all—A A 
Meller, Jr, St Louis, Mo, Knight: Remsen Rushmore, New York, 
Bt Laurent; H E Barron, Don Pedro, 

Olass ¥)—Champion Gordon Setter Bitches, Frea for all—A A 
Mellier, Jr, Nell. ; 

Glass 21—Gordon Setter Dogs, Open Class—Channing Seabury, 
St Paul, Don; H F Warver, St Panl, Prince, Jack, Smyke, Don; 
A A Mellier, Jr, Kuight; H E Barron, Don Pedro; Remsen Rush- 
more, Sb Lanrent, 

Class 2¥2—Gordon Setter Bitehes—H F Warner, Mab; Wm 
Mulliken, St Cloud, Minn, Mins ; A A Mellier, Jr, Nell. 

Glass 23—Gordon Setter Pups, Dog or Bitch, Under 12 Months 
—W S$ Timberlake, The Earl; Wm Mulliken, Beauty, 

Class 24—Ohampion Pointer Dogs, Free for all—st Louis Ken— 
ne! Club, Bow; A L Mitchell, St Panl Jim ; 8 O Condy, Owaton- 
pa, Rival, Jr; 8 B Dilley, Lake City, Minn, Ranger; Lincoln & 
Hollyar, Warren, Mass, Suapehot; S$ O Cundy, threa entries for 
exhibition only. . . 

Class 25—Champion Pointer Bitches, Free for all—Sr Louis 
Kennel Club, Clytie; S O Gundy, Prairie Queen; 8 B Dilley, 
Countess Royal, Royal Fan, Qheen ; Lincoln & Hellyar, Gypsie, 

Class 26—Pointer Dogs Over 50ibs Weight, Free for all—W § 
Timperlake, Dinks ; H F Waruer, Tasso ; John G Hinkle, St Paul, 
Snipe; H W Cory, St Paal, Sam; WH Holabird, Ted; BF 
Lemke, &8t Paul, Bunker; Wm D Rogers, Sb Pant, Scott; A lL 
Mitchell, Jim; 8 O Cundy, Rival, Jr. 4 

Glass 27—Pointer Bitches Over 50lbs Weight, Free for all— 
Julius Zubonyi, 85 Paul, Fly ; $ B Dilley, Conutess Royal. 
_ Class 28—Pointer Dogs Under 55lbs Weight—R B Morgan, Qua- 
ker City Kennel Giub, Rack + A § Leonard, St Paul, Don ; L Mu- 
Eyoy, St Paul, Brownie; J Pennock, Wabasha, Minn, Sam; H 8 
Elkins, Wabasha, Minn, Snap. 

Olass 29—Pointer Bitches Under 50lbs Weight—Henry W Fos- 
ter, Minneapolis, Flora; Geo K Finch, St Paul; § B Dilley, Fleet; 
8 O Cundy, Prairis Qaeen ; Lincolu & Hellyar, Gypsies. 

Class 3()—Pomter Puppies, Dog or Bitch, Under 12 Months— 
Eddie Zimmerman, St Paul, Cute; Dayid Craft, Wabasha, Minn, 
Nell; 18 Powers, Tomah, Wis, Rattler; Jas Donnelley, 8b. Paul, 
Dick; Frank H Kratka, &f Paul, Ned; 8 B Dilley, Lady Mand, 

Gluss 31—English Retrisyers, Curly or Wavy Coated—A Bi Gris- 
sell, Worthington, Minn, Diver; W A Ware, Owatonna, Minn, 

PORE ST AN E ‘STREAM, 

Class 41—Scotch Desrhounds—J H Whitman, Lulu. 
Olass 44—Newfoundlands—Theodore Sander, St Paul, Bruno; 

LU HW Hemenway, 8t Panl, John ; Jol A Weide, St Paul, Carlo. 
Class 45—Shepherds or Gollies—J W Stiles, Gift, Gmger; Dr 

JH Bryant, St Paul, Coony IT, Fanny ; Prank H Kratka, Pedro, 
Gypaie ; RC Aoly, St Paul, Gyp, 'Vige 11, Gyp. 

Class 46—Dalmatians or Coach Dogs—Isaac W Webb, Measles. 
Class 47—Bulldogs, Dogs or Bitches—John D Olcott, Jerry. 
Class 48—Bull Terriers—Michael Lynch, St Paul, Kate; John 

MeAuliff, Wabasha, Jack. 
Class 52—Seoteh Torriers—Geo Oulyer, St Faul, Daisy ; E H 

Gillman, Jimmey. 
Class 54—Italian Greyhounds—R F Jones, Minneapolis, Italia. 
Olase 56—Miscellaneous, Dogs or bilches—Chas Nash, St Paul, 
a0. 
Olass B—Hnglish Setter Brood Bitches—To be shown with two 

of her progeny—Geo Waddington, Geneya, Ia, Daisy. 
Class C—Irish Setter Stud Dogs—To show with tivo of bis got 

—K 5B Morgan, Quaker City Kennel Club, Richmond, Ind, Bob. 
Class D—Irish Setter Brood Bitches——To be shown with two 

of her progeny—B F Stoddard, Dayton, Ohio, Frisnd ; J W Stiles, 
Decorah, Iowa, Nellis, red ; H C Waller, Chisago, Ill, Fanny Fern. 

Class F—Gordon Setter Brood Bitches—To be shown with two 
of her progeny—E F Warner, St Paul, Mab, with Prince and Jack. 

Olass G—Pointer Stud Dogs—To be shown with two of his get 
=e F Warner, St Paul, Tasso; $8 B Dilley, Lake City, Minn, 

anger, 
Class H—Pointer Brood Bitches—To be shown with two of her 

progeny—S B Dilley, Lake City, Minn, Fleet; Julins Zahonyi, St 
Paul, lly. 

Claes I—For the Best Dog or Bitch for Ducking Purposes—In 
the opinion of the judge the most suitable for ducking purposes 
—Chas A Zimmerman. St Paul, Prince; 4 H Whitmun, Chicago, 
Paddy ; WA Ware, Owatonna, Owatonna. 

Class J—For the Best Collection of Foxhounds, to consist of 
not less than three couple—Arthur Lyon, Fairmount, Miun, Pedro, 
Warrior, Ajax, Brutus, Scandal, Whimsicul. 

Class K—Gréyhounds—Julius G Paxchke, Winnebago City, 
Beauty; W G Wheeler, St Panl, Minn, Prince. 

Olass L—Cocker or Field Spaniels—W H Thurston, St Paul, 
Coaley; J H Whitman, Chicago, Deck; J H Whitman, Cuicayo, 
Dixie ; J H Whitman, Chieago, Doctor. 

Class M—B-st Brace English Setters—W 8 Timberlake, St 
Paul, Grand Duke and Lady Cyprus; Chas A Zimmerman, Sb 
Pant, Sinbad and Jo, black and white, 18 months, by Oucident, 

Class N—Best Brace of Pointers—s O Gundy. Owatonna, Riyal, 
Jr, and Prairie Queen; § B Dilley, Lake City, Countess Koyal 
ae Royal Fan; St Louis Kennel Cinb, St Louis, Mo, Bow and 

yiie. 
Class O—Best Brace of Pointer Puppies—S B Dilley, Lake 

City, Minn. 

List or AWARDS. 
Class I—H C Waller, Jack. Vho, W S ‘Timberlake, Grand 

Duke; J H Whitman, Clipper. He, B H Gillman, Beppo. 
Class 2-J H Whitman, Maggie May. Vho, W 8 Timberlake, 

Lady Cyprus. Ho, H Preston, Naomi. 
Olass 3—Ist, J H Whitman, Clipper; 2d, W S Timberlake, 

Grand Duke. Ho, EH Gulman, Beppo. 
Claas 4—lst, G Waddington, Milly; 24, J H Whitman, Maggie 

May. VY he, G@ Waddington, Daisy. Ho, EB CO Waller, Patti; W 
§ Timberlake, Lady Cypros ; Herbert Preston, Naomi. 

Olass 5—ist, RK B Morgan, Flora; 2d, G Waddington, Lilly 
White. V he, Carl Norbeck, Viotory, 

Class 6—E © Waller, Jack. 
Olass 7—J H Whitman, Maggie May. Vlo, W 8 Timberlake, 

Lady Cyprus. 
Class 8—lst, J H Whitman, Clipper; 2d, W 8 Timberlake, 

Grand Duke. Vheo, H Sablgaard, Sport; G@ W Baldwin, Don. 
a 4 EH © Waller, Jeti; H AH Gillnan, Beppo; OU A L Lange, 
ach, 
Class 9—lst. @ Waddington, Milly ; 24, J H Whitman, Maggie 

May. Vhe, WS Timberlake, Lady yprue. 
Class 10—ist and 2d, G Waddington, Tempest and Lilly White. 

V ho, Carl Norback, Victory. 
Olass 11—8t Louis Kennel Club, Derkley. 
Class 12—8t Louis Kennel Club, Duck. Vhe, BH O Waller, 

Panny Fern ; R B Morgan, Red Rival, Ho, BK F Stoddard, Friend 
aud Ruby. 
aoe 18—Ist, R B Morgan, Bob; 2d, St Louis Kennel Club, 
Grin IT. 
Class 14—Ist, E C Waller, Fanny Pern ; 2d, R B Morgan, Red 

Rival, Vhe, John Paster, Panny. Ho, 4 F Stoddard, Friend. 
C, J W Stiles, Nellie. 

Class 16—1st and 2d, J White Sprong, Fleta and Smuggler. H 
e, J W BStiles, Dash. 

Class i6—Ist. Oapt S Lee Davis, Joe ; 2d, © M Garfield, Don. 
C, G R Finch, Mike. 

Class 17—1st and 2d, R Morgan, Red Rival and Rose IT, 
Class 18—ist, J White Sprong, Fiata ; 2d, B Buaupre, Nallia, 

Vheo, J White Sprong,S5muggler He, W OC Spottawuud, Tip, 
ete 19—A A Mellier, Jr, Knight. V hc, H EH Barron, Don 

‘edro. 
Class 20—A A Mellier, Jr, Nell. 
Class 21—1st, A A Mellier, Jr, Knight ; 2d, H EH Barron, Don 

Pedro. V he, E F Warner, Prince. 
Olass 22—1st, A A Me lier, Jr, Nell; 2d, W Mulliken. Minx. 
Clasg 28—1st, WS Timberlake, The Burl: 2d, ubsent. 
Class 24—Ist, St Louis Kennel Club, Bow. V hwo, 8 B Dillay, 

Ranger ; Lincoln & Hellyar, Snapshot, Hc, § O Oundy, Rival, Jr. 
O, A'S Mitchell, Jim. 

Class 25—St Louis Kennel Club, Olytie. V hc, 8 O Cundy, 
Prairie Qaeen ; 8 B Dilley, Countess Royal and Royallan. Lc, 
Lincoln & Hellyar, Gypsis. 

Olass 26—1st, H F Warner, Tasso; 24,8 Q Cundy, Rival, Jr. 
Vhe, W_5 Timberlake, Dinks; W H Holabird, Ted. Ho, J J 
Hinkle, Snipa ; H W Cory, 8am. 

Class 27—1st, 5 B Dilley, Countess Royal ; 2d, J Zahnoyi, Fly. 
Class 23—lat, A 8 Leonard, Don ; 2d, R B Morgan, Rock. V 

he, L McEvoy, Brownie. 
Class 29—1st, 8 B Dilley, Fleet ; 24, O 8 Candy, Prairie Queen. 

Vhe, H W Poster, Fiora; G BR Finch, Minnesota. H ec, L.iucoln 
& Hellyar, Gypsie. 

Class 30—ist, T S Powers, Ruttler; 2d, Eddie Zimmerman, 
Cuts, Vhe, fH Kratka, Ned. 

Olass 31—ist, W A Ware, Owatonna. 
Class 32—I1st, B Beaupre, Jack. 
Olass 33—1st, J H Whitman, Paddy ; 2a, J D Olvott, Bridget. 
Class 34—Ist, 2d, Vhaand h o, J H Whitman, Doctor, Dixis, 

Fanny and Deck. C,JC Meloy, Jerry. 
Class $5—Other Than Cockers—lst, F M Finch, Lizzie; 2d, A 

u Bresicoth, Flora. H eo, J Bmery, Spot. ©, W H Thurston, 
‘oaly. 
Olass 36—1at, Arthur Lyon, Pedro and Warrior ; 2d, H H Gill- 

man, Harkforward and Tally-ho. 
Class 87—1st, E H Gillman, Rattler, 
Clasa 39—1at, J H Whitman, Fashion; J D Oleptt, Billy. 
Cluss 40—lst, J G Paschke, Beauty ; 2d, & f Jones, Vie. Vh 

6, J W Stiles, Ply; Dr DA Stewart, Grociv ; FV Preoman, Lady 
Mand; WG Whe ler, Proes. co, Dr S.ewart, Gypsia, & CO 
Vouk, Josephine ; RF Joues, Tip. 

Qiuts 41—Ler, JH Woitmao, Goto. 
Glass 44—Iet, Joho A Weide, Valo; 2d, Dr T. AH Hemingway, 

Jubn, Ho, Sander, Brito. 
Cligss 45 1st KC Acty, Vige IDs 2d, 2 1 Krotka, Gvpsie. Vb 

6, KU Aciy, Gvp; FH Kearka, Podio; Dod ti Bryai, Panny. 
Class 47—Lst, J D Uioutr, duty ; 2d, Mi Avery. 
Crass 45—lor, J WeAutiit, duck; 2), Me Lyuch, Kate, 
‘las 52—1et, BH Gillman, Jimmey. 
Gluss SE-B Junes, (tui. 
Oluss $6—Misueliaueons—lst, Chas Nash, Leo, 
Class B—G Waddiugtou, Datey. 
Clase O—R B Morgan, Bub, 
‘Olass D—H B Studdard, Friend. 
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Class F— W Warner, Mab. 
Class G—S B Dilley, Ranger. 
Class H—S B Dilley, Flest. 
Class I—J H Whitman, Paddy. 
Class J—arthur Lyon, Pedro, Warrior, AJax, Brutus, Scandal, 

Whimsical. 
Class K—J G Paschke, Beauty. 
Olass L—J H Whitman, Doctor, 
Class M—Best Brace English Setters—\V 8 Timberlake, Grand 

Duke and Lady Oyprus. + bac 
Class N—S B Dilley, Countess Royal and Royal Fan, 
Class O—S B Dilley. iA z 

S$ << 2 _________ 

MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS. 

First DAyv—Tuweailay, Sept. 10.—Weather, 6 a, 1, cloudy, very cold 
and binatering, wind southwest; 12 m,, clonda broken, wind still very 

brisk and temperature low; 5 Pp, M., wind veered to northwest, weather 
clearing and moderating, All hands in buffalo robes and heaylest 

coats; T o’clook, clear and calm. 

FIRST TRrat. 

Nursery Stakes for Setlers and Pointers Under 12 Monthe. 

First prize, $20; second, $10. 

Entries as Drawn. Owner, Residence. 
~ Pairte Belle, R.B. Morgan, Richmond Ind, 
« Naéliia, B Beaupre, St Paul, Minn, 
. Tempest. G, Wadiligton, 

D © Sauboro, 
G. Wadding on, 

- J inie, (All Setters), 1). CO. Sauborn, 

Geneva, lows. 
Ral lore, Mich, 
Richmond, Ind, 

i iit Timore, Mich, 
Judgea—Joun Day ds se, Monroe, Migs; Wm Mulliken, 8, Oluud, 

Mina, and J. A. Whitford, breaker for t_e St. Lotiis Keunel Giub, 

The ground over which this trial wasrun wasa beautiful roll- 
ing country, much diversified by likes, slonghs, timber, open 

prairie, stubble, grass, meadows, plowed fields and standing 

sorghum or sugar cane, wilh scattering dwelling-bouses and 

barns, grain stalks, threshed siraw, and shucks too poor in 

quality to pay tor threshing. Both the pinnated grouse or 

true prairie chicken and the sharp-tailed grouse, (called also 

pin-tuiled, sprig-tailed, or white-bressted prouse,) are found 

here in considerable abundance. The last named are con- 

sidered the strongest flyers and the bes! game bird of the two. 

At 9:45 in the morning, after considerable delay, the two beau- 

Lifal setters, Prairie Belle and Nellie, were put down on a 

broken prairie and cast loose. Prairie Relle is a chestnut and 

white bitch out of Prairie Ranger, hich Pearl, by Bergen- 
thal’s Rake. Nellie isa native red Irish setter puppy, nine 
months old, and previously tried and proven a good ranger 

from wagon. They had hardly touched field before hoth came 

to point, the white and liver showing some excellent roading, 

Red led up and backed, and the points proved true ones, 
This was a good beginning ; but as the wind was very high 

and the birds wild, and the dogs could not work down wind 
without a certainty of flushing, the trial proceeded slowly 

thenceforward, It was fortunate for puppy work, however, 

that the birds were young. After awhile came a flush for 

N: llie down wind, and then a point for each against wind, 
Wext a chase for Belle, and a refusal to back by Nellie, and so 
on, wotil finally Nellie was taken up at 11 o'clock, having eom- 

pleted her trial in the tolerably short time of 1 hour and 15 
minutes, considering the circumstances. 

Then Tempest was called. Presently Prairie Belle finished 
her role, and Strathroy also came to the front. Tempest is an 

orange and white native English puppy, seven months old, 

by Charm-Gypsy; Strathroy, a beautiful black, white and 

tan, out of the famous Leicester stock of J. H. Smijh, of 
Canada. Tempest found in a swale almost immediately 
after being put down, dropping in fine style at the rise of the 

bird. He continued in luck throughout, although a flush 

soon followed his bit of good fortune while working across a 

stubble. Strathroy showed excellent qualities throughout in 

slaunchness, quartering, ranging, pace, efc., but he evidently 

losf his nose somewhere that day, for he flushed more birds, 
it ig claimed by Mr. Sanborn, than in all his life before. He 
backed Tempest once when there was no bird; he made a 

fulse point ; he pointed and dropped to wing when off duty, 

etc. Nevertheless, he wound up his score at the end and 

retired with two false points and three flushés for demerit. 

Jennie then came to the fore in place of Lily White, as she 

and ‘Vempest, being owned by the same person (Mr, Sanborn, 

of Michigan) could not be run together. Tempest continued 

to do himself credit, as he had done before dinner, showing 

fine style, ood nose and more good luck, and retired at 5:20, 

with three points and two flushes, 

From the moment the beantiful little Jennie took to her 

feet she astonished eyery one by her marvellous speed. She 

isa regular rattler, and her little white fiyure, nervous tail, 

and flying ears, whisk and flirt through the grassin a won- 
derful manner. She is here, there and everywhere all the 

time, and can do a fifly-acre field in a jiffy. She is so quick 
that she is apt to flush while whisking down the wind; but 

no matter! She quarters like an apple-slicer, drops at sight, 

and is up and off againin a jiffy. Once, while going at a 

tremendous pace in stubble, she came to an instant point, and 

up rose ten good birds in a covey. It was a very long point, 
and it was delightful to see Tempest backher. (Tempest was 
running with her at that time), She was everywhere a fayor- 
ite from start to finish, and when she was taken up about 
six o'clock, with three flushes and tivo pojuis, all wondered 
Whub she had endured so long, 

Lily Whi.e was put down about six o'clock, only a few 
minutes before Jenmie retired, Hor first explo twas tO buck 

her comrade. However, a long point and some very careful 

drawing redueried this delibqueuny, aod sla was working 

jairly When the witieg daysizhy eb quiret her to desi Go ale 

WHS Len fakeo Gp With wu porils te her suore aud pie par vi~ 

ly ye of being pul down alcerqurd if any clunce t) wip offered. 
Sle drops to shut well, but showed a waut of Huse ay tusbing 

Ubree times. The fullowing fs we official scale of pomis as 

1 
2 
a. 
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6 
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given by the judges, Prairie Belle winning first prize and 
Tempest second : 

SCALE OF POINTS. 
rit — ——Demerit. 
aye) 4)/p,2) o F@ cia, 8 
2/2\¢|2)a) S el] wlzl =| s 
Solel a) & | ale Bl Sii-tis, & | & ae) ae 5 SB) elie SiS] o | = 
dl RB] el] el ew lesiges ee ms 

Hamp, S18) sl slsleslasltslel et 
F |e) a] | om [AR Bem], |e |e 
ey OMe ane mei (NP) cal soa ee 
. . : . 2 4s + el|! + | t . 

Prairie Belle........45 20-413 |6 |7%\3 13 |6 ae [Bl BM 
Welle, .cccensenesy- +. /15-3) 0 | 5 | 74/8 13 16 3 .. [86% 
DAU PABH ..-esweerenaee 15-3) 8 | 6%4\ 8 | B3¢) 33¢) 6 ae |e] 2 [4834 
Stratiroy.....--.......| 5-1) 8 | 4 79 | B46) 5 16 vy -- (846 
Mile WUE. eis eeu Oi Fee) tee a | o a5 Ww 
Deuie......-.+-0---.../10-2} 3 | 6 110)4 1456 a 

All things considered, the exhibit was most satisfactory, 
and the spectators went home conyinced that they had seen 

some excellent work for puppies of that age, Sufficient 

eredit, we think, is not given to the infants of the nursery 

class, for one is apt to forget the youthfulness of the per- 

former, and to judge his performance by the work of old and 

experienced dogs. The beautiful creatures which it was our 
privilege to see showed the quality of thir breeding, and the 

advocates of cross breeds will be pleased that both prizes were 

won by natives crossed by blue blood. We regretted that 
all the entries were Western, and that none came from east 

of Michigan. 
Among the gentlemen present were Mr, Beaupre, Presi- 

dent, and Messrs. Mulliken, Cantwell, Pendergast, Dilley, 

Davis and Uline, members of the Kennel Club; Rowe, of 

Chicago Field ; Swainson, of St, Paul; Rea, of St. Paui 

Pioneer ; Rogers, artist for Harper's Weekly ; Glidden, of 

Boston; J. Kellogg, Fish Commissioner of Michigan; Os- 
good Nichols, of Battle Creek, Michigan; Sanborn, of Michi- 

gan; Nelson, of Minnesota; Ie Sassier, of New Orleans; 

Gol Cockerel, of Little Rock, Arkarsas; Jones, of Iowa; 

Stoddard, of lowa; Whitman, of Chicazo; Hopkins Smith, 

of Maine; Chas. Hallock (Fornst anp Srream), New York; 
Dr. Kinney, of Philadelphia; L. B. MeFarland, of Tennes- 

see, and in all some fifty representatives from fifteen different 

States. 
Most of the persons named were lodged and admirably fed 

in some sixteen tents, which had beenfurnished by mine host, 

Ghas. Benson, of St. Cloud, and most pleasantly located on 

the bank of Westport Lake, a pellucid body of clear water in- 

habited by black bass, and bordered by burt-oak groves and a 
pebbly shore. Two sloughs, connected with the lake, and the 
ducks flying to and from one body of water to the other, at- 

forded excellent sport in the early morning and evening hours. 

By the kind consideration of W. 8. Alexander, Hsq., freight 

and ticket agent of the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, the 
sportsmen were furnished with round trip tickets from St. 

Paulto Saul Centre and return, for $5 each, and a box car free 

for dogs, implements, and impedimenta. Westport Lake, 

where the camp is located, 1s a fourteen-mile drive from the 

railroad station at Sauk Centre, over alternate prairie and 

timber land, and was a treat to those Hastern men who had 
never gazed on the lands of the Ojibway and Dacolah before, 

Mr. Beaupre, President of the Minnesota Kennel Club, as 

swell as the Directors of the same, were unremitting in their 

attentions to guests, and the members of the sporting press 
especially, and all who came will wish to come again, no 

doubt. 
SEConD DAv—Wednesday, Sept :mber 11.—Weather cool, but sun warm 

and bright sky from sunrise vo sunset, Wind west; a slight frost in 

the morning. 
SECOND TRIAL. 

Minnesota Kennel Club Stakes for Pointers or Setters Under 18 Months, 

First prize, £50; second, $30; third, $20, Hntrance, $5, 
Entries as Drawn. Owner. Residence. 

1,..... Strathroy, D.C, Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich, 
2...-. Maggie May, J. H, Whitman, Chicago, 

een of the West, J. §. Jones, Marshaltown, Towa, 
ennie, D. GC. Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich, 

.. Ulipper, J. A, Whitman, Ohicago. 
werees DUeLTASS, 8. P. Fieck, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 

q...... Lan, D. C, Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich, 

Dan to Run a Bye—Judges, Messrs. Davidson, Mulliken and Whit- 

ford, as above. 
Novre.—Bluegrass is by Dennith’s Dash out of GC, I’, Stevens’ Di. 

Di; Queen of the West by Barnhardt’s Flash out of Blackburn’s Dia- 

quod. Queen of the West was handled by UC. F, Stevens, of Ne- 
yada, lowa; Bluegrass was withdrawn, as appears in the report, on 

account of sore foot and distemper. 

Wednesday was all that could ba desired, the crowd haying 

heen considerably increased by prominent residents of the 

county (Polk) in which the trials are run, who were in car- 

riages with their families. Scarcely a breath of air stirred. 
At 8.'clock the dogs Strathroy and Maggie May were put 
down in a stubble fielda mile from the camp and cast off, 

with the bright gleaming over the stems of the golden straw 
where the harvest had ripened. 

Strathroy and Maggie May (entries land 2), were put down 

in stubble at 7.30 4. «, Two coveys rose wild and Mag was 

penalized for a flush. Thence into grass, where Strathroy 

scored 2 true and 1 false point; thence into the rag weeds 
_ (specie of tall weed which springs up on fallow land) where 
Strathroy scored another point; from thence into the main. 

field of several hundred acres of stubble. Here Strathroy 
finished, and was taken up at 11:15. Mag meanwhile scored 
‘tivo finshes and two points, retiring at 10:20. Queen of the 
West then went in (10:20), and between the time when she 
was put down and taken up for dinner earned 3 true and 1 
false point, Queen of the West belongs to Whitman, of Chi- 
cago, aud was brad by George Waddington, of Jowa. Clipper 

entered at 11:40, and at dinner time (12:30), had penalized to a 
false point, Clipper hada pottering gait with ordinary style. 
Strathroy showed excellent quality throughout and good 

style, yidinting Bis binds mtannclly-and’ deservedly scntin 
the first prize which was awarded him. ‘The Queen shows 
well with Strathroy, and both are dogs which a sportsman 
would like to own. 

Jennie was put down at 11,15, showing wonderful exhibits 
of speed, style, and all that sort of thing, quartering beanti- 

fully, and was taken up at 11:40, having beat a 100 acre field 

and scored four gcod flushes in just 25 minutes. 
The after-dinner run was not satisfactory, the birds very 

wild, and the opportunities to score few and far between. 
Dogs, judges, and spectators returned at a late hour, nearly the 

whole day having been occupied with the six puppies. Shap 

and Daisy went onat6 o’clock, Snap taking a false point, 

and Daisy a point. Taken up at dark. The following score 
of points earned will indicate their relative merits as indicated 

by the trial: 
SCALE OF POINTS. 

a5 tea ease a —, Demerit. i 
my | eo) @ j'‘a) 2 
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Soa Se |g teal peels | pra ies Solel 
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Strathroy—1st prize......)25/38 |5 |8 | 4 15 |4 jj)... | 4 {46 
Maggie May—a2d prize...) 10 | 8 4/7 | 4%) 4 |5 o | 2h [Sie 
neén of West ..... 2|]../4 1/5 |8 |}4 1/6 || 3 | 3 {83 
ennie (none run ow eo aye? Abe na Se TAL ope 

Clippercl ces. ae 15/3 4/9 | 44/5 |5 5 |8534 
Blue Grass (drawn).-.--.| .. |.» | .. |. |... |. |. vw Vee 
Dan—3d prize ...sea...-.| 10|3 | 4 )9 | 4 | 4 [4 $5 

THIRD Day—Thursday, September 12—6 A, M.—Bright and clear; 
light wind from southeast; cold, ice forming in pails one-fourth of an 

inch thick; 9 o’clock, wind south and light; 12 M., clear and warm, 

wind light from south ; 6 P. M., clear and windy, 

THIRD TRIAL, 
Entries for Pointers and Setters of All Ages, 

First prize, $50; second, $30 ; third, $20. 

Entries as Drawn, Owner, Residence, 
looses SOAP, C, N. Nelson, Stillwater, Minn. 
2...... Daisy, GQ. Waddington, Geneva, Iowa, 
8....,. Clipper, J, H. Whitman, Chicago. 
aye Jennie, C. H. Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich. 
By... Friend. E. F. Stoddard, Dayton, Ohio. 7 

6...... Queen of the West, J. 8. Jones, Marshaltown, Iowa, 
Teepexe Ravger, 8. B. Dil ey, Lake vity, Minn. 

<t.2 det, J. 8, Jones, Marshaltown, Iowa. 
Gi sce. NEllfe, C, H. Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich. 
l0.se00. Waggle May, C, H. Whitman, Chicago 
il Countess Royal, 8. B. Dilley, Lake City, Minn. 
12 . Strathroy, C. H. Sanborn, Baltimore, Mich, 
13 . Jack, J. H, Hotchkiss, Hastings, Mich. 

Snap and Daisy put down in stubble at 8:20. Snap taken 

up at 9:25, having concluded her score from Wednesday 

night with 1 flush and 4 points to her credit, and Jet put 
downin place of Clipper. Daisy madea point in stubble, 

and a point and a flush in grass. Jet put in a point in grass. 
Daisy scores a fine point, and in five minutes afterward another 
which took her up at 10 A.m. Clipper down at 10:10. Jet 
scores a second point and then a third, showing fine style and 

roading. Here Quean of the West was led up to take her 

privilege on backing to decide second place on puppy stakes, 
and for a third time refused to back, which refusal gave se- 
cond prize to Dan, Sanborn’s puppy. Clipper now scores 

a point, and retrieves his bird in fine style. A false point in 

stubble for Jet. Jet isa fine steady worker, but rather slow, 

raised in Pennsylyania and Iowa on quail, Againa false 
point for Jet. No business done for an hour. ‘Then a false 

point for Jet (12:15), and directly afterward a fine point for 

a 

fetch. [ike the new « @ mi 
of silent prayer, but he has better belief . 
For these and many other reasons best understood by ex- 
perienced hunters, and mentioned here only for benefit, of the 
uninitiated, the old huniers of Minnesota, as we have re- 
marked, are rather inclined to look upon these field trials as 
popinjay affairs, which may do very well for the Hast, but are 
of no account on these “ perairies,” and so, after the first hay 

day satisfied their curiosity, they began to branch off in all 
directions with their “outfits” (and some of them are cer- 
tainly most completely ‘‘ heeled,”) and bring pack wagon 
loads of ducks and chickens, with an occasional hawk or owl 
pinked at long range from the wagon ona jump. By the 

way, huwks are very often killed because they kill so many 

chickens, Itis surprising what big bags these rough-riders 

do bring! There is old Cal. Uline, the braye Colonel of the 
2d Minnesota, Col, Pendergast, with bis praime schooner, 
Col. S. L. Davis, Big John Neilson, and all that crown, M> 
Beaupre, the President of the Club, bestows some’ consider 

able attention to the trials by vittue of his office and proper 

courtesy to the managers of the field trials, but he frequently 
drops out with Sol. or some other one of the crowd, and goes 
off to the ‘‘slews” and ridges, and brings home a box load of 
trophies. 

With the Ohio, Indiana, and, Michigan men, the field 
trials are more appreciated ; and perhaps one of these days we 

shall have rules and trials adapted not only fo America’s re- 
quirements but to the different wide sections of America. As 
at present formed, the rules are too limited for our Minnesota 
scope of country; and so, perhaps, we shall continue to hear 

many expressions of dissatisfaction from various quarters 
until the result of wisdom manifests itself. And this is about 

all the comment I can make upon the Minnesota Field Trials. 

It was my first intention to describe the manauyers (work) of 

the dogs in dog vernacular, from the moment they were put 

down and cast off afield until taken up at the end of the run 
4 —that is, to use only the flash terms of the kennel glossary, 

a finish, and take up. At 12:20 Jennie put down. At 12:35 a, 
bird up and a penalty for a flush for Jennie, and a chase for 
Clipper. A little later a false point for Jennie. At 12:50 ad- 

journed for dinner. 

The Minnesota boys, the old hunters, rough-riders and big 
Injuns of the *‘ water and smoke country * seem somewhat 
disappointed with the Field Trials. 
dogs were to be run in the same style as they are ordinarily 
run on a chicken hunt: that is, they were to ‘‘ skin oul” oyer 
the rolling prairie, find and point, while the sportsmen re- 

mained in their hunting wagons, following the dogs until it 
was time to light and get down on the covey with their guns. 

On the field trials, as imported from the East, they ‘allow ” 
that the breakers and handlers work and find for the dogs, 
which is decidedly vice versa. The handlers of the dogs on 

trial lead the dogs in leash out upon what appears to be good 
chicken ground, and thencast off, and the dogs begin to work. 

The three judges, flag-bearer, and reporters follow closely on 

foot, or in wagon, if long distances occur between the proper 

localities for hunting, and the retinue of spectators follow 
afferin wagons and on foot, “‘at least '75 yards from the 
judges,” as the regulation requires. Then the propensities 
of the dog on trial are closely scanned, and if his tail stiffens 

peroeptibly it isa ‘‘sign.” Shoulda bird getup, a point is 

scored ; if not, a demerit is scored, and the dog is penalized 

fora defective nos¢, Generally the birds ara in coveys or 
in packs (a pack is a large gang), and if not wild, get up 
singly, and in tyros or threes, at considerable intervals of 
time, #0 that a dog has sometimes an opportunity to score his 

five points very soon. If the birds are wild, offen a whole 

day is required, There are besides these points, points of 

merit and demerit, and it depends upon how a dog quarters, 
roads, or trails, winds, drops, or whether he runs wild, chases 

a bird, flushes, etc., whether he is adjudged to bea good dog 
-—in the opinion of the judges. Of course the owners and 
handlers ways differ, if a dog fails to make his score, be- 
cause be always works better on real business. He is not 

surrounded by a posse of wagons and men, and distracted by 

his master slewing him up to afunk bird by the tail, even if 
he be a puppy (puppies are not entered on field trials wholly 
green), He usually hears a gun shot when a bird rises, if not 

home, He does not understand why he hears no gun 

They supposed that the. 

he considers his Jabor wasted and takes to heel, or puts out for s there are many dogs 

but I shall rest here, and leave this duty to others to whom 
they are more familiar. 
+ 

IN THE NEW YORK DOG POUND. 

a our issue of last week there appeared a short paragraph 
in regard to the dogpeund in New York. These few 

lines‘attracted the attention of a correspondent in Boston, 
who in a most pleasant letter threw himself on our sympa- 

thies, requesting us to go to the pound and select a dog 

for him. ‘The margin of choice was ample, ‘‘a young dog, 
Scotch or Skye terrier, spaniel or pointer—such a dog was 

to be saved from an ignoble death, and would be provided 
with a good home and good treatment—the children were to 
play with him.” 

The letter touched us from the kindly feeling it displayed, 

and yesterday we made 4 pilgrimage to the dog Golgotha. 
The New York dog pound is situated at the foot of Sixteenth 
street and the Hast River. You approach it through the ex- 

tensive works of a gas company, huge piles of coal towering 

upon both sidesof the street give the no-thoroughfare a 
possibly sinister appearance, great big iron cars rush auto- 

matically overhead through the air, suspended in ropes, 
and dump their black contents in a weird way, with a noise 

like thunder. As we wend our way along the street we can 

see, however, that sympathies for the poor brutes are qnite 

evident. Here comea couple of German women, their 

broud faces beaming with smiles. Not less pleeful is a third 
personage, quite a fair black and tan terrier, who, attached 
by a chain, is an important factor in the group. That dog 

has been saved. He seems to appreciate ihe situation. He 
does nof tug on the chain, but walks along happily but not 

boisterously. Occasionally he turns around and gives his 

mistress a thankful look with his hazel eyes, His coat is 
filthy, he has been thrown in with all the mean, low-down 
curs that the city vomits into the pound. When he gets’ 
home he will, we trust, be washed and cleansed, and will be 
kept from straying. It has cost these poor Germans, for 
they are working people, three dollars to save their dor from — 
a watery grave, Another party follows, Germans again, for 

it is a neighborhood of Teutons. This time their pet has 
not been found. They gesticulate?’ The man looks in an 
agony of grief, and the women are crying. We came at 

last to a low building on which there juts out into the street 

a wooden sign, with the ominous words painted on it “Dog 

Pound.” Before us trips a comely girl of seventeen, She 
has a basketon herarm. We enter with her, “Oh, sir,” 
she says to a guardian, ‘‘such a pretty dog, mother can’t 

come. ‘The loss of our poor Mina has madeher sick. Can't 
I go in and look for Mina? She is small—and so pretiy— 

and is black, with gray hair—and she has uo bair on the top 

of her head (we repress the irreverent inclination to add “in 
the place where the hair ought to grow,”) and she has been 
lost since this morning.” The poor gir] showed her love for 
the little dogey in her face. 
“Come in the pound and you can see,” replies the dog- 

pound master unmoved, and on this we both enter. The 
‘place is not asayory one. It is disgusting, as to orlors, 

enough to make one sick, The smallest qnantity of some 
disiniecting Buid might be used to the greatest advantage, 
and we can see no reason why the cily atithorities do not 
provide it, The kennelwas, however, fairly clean, Where. 

there is much yelping, yi 
sor in d 0 -in dog sk 



ngle excepiion, we never saty. Off érosses from spitz dogs 

predominated: some few were fat and gross, but the ma- 
jority were lean and miserable ; innumerable poor brutes 
were mangy. As we mounted ona kennel overlooking the 
motley assemblage, contemptible as were the dogs as to 
breed, a feeling of pily was uppermost in our mind. As we 
gazed on them, many n poor wistfil pair ofeyes were turned 
onus. Inquisitive, far, deep seeking cyes were they, which 

seemed to say, “For pity’s sake, keep us from death! Are 
you my master? No, you are not; but for goodness sake find 
my owner, and tell him what a sorvy plightT am in; and 

bid Lim come—quick, quick—-and save me.” There is a joy= 
ful ery from the young girl along side of us, who has 

climbed on the top of a kennel. ‘There is Mina-—our 
Mina! here, there—get her quick! Poor old thing.” We 
sce 4 miserable cur on which the pretty girl’s affections are 

centered, and u little trembling brute is fished out by an at- 

tendant, who delivers it to the girl, who puts the dazed 

Mina into her basket. The dog is mangy, not worth three 
cents, but the pretty girl would not take a thousand dollars 

for if. Since the dog is then saved, we yolunteer to the 
conmiely lass some adyice as to how Mina’s mange is to be 
cured, and, with a winning smile, the girl trips away to the 
clerk's office, where she pays her three dollars (may be the 
money she had saved to buy her anew dress) and then she 

goes on her way rejoicing. With really saddened heart 
we look again at the dogs, There is but one animal worth 
anything, and that is aspotted coach dog. But he shows 
age, and is possibly eight or ten years old. There are fully 

300 dogs in the house. Weask how many are redeemed, 

and are told but a very small percentage. Dogs remain in 
durance forty-eight hours, then if not reclaimed are drowned, 
We look at the instrament of death—an iron cage hung from 
4 crane, which can be swung into the river and then 

lowered, and we thought it a merciful way of concluding 
the sad business. The cage fits exactly into one of the long 
alleys, and one side being opened, the dogs are swept into it, 

and thus go to their long home. Of course the man wilh 
the flintiest heart must haye some sympathy for these poor 

brutes. Still ninety-nine one-hundredths of them are per- 
fectly worthless creatures and encumber the earth. We 

found uo dog whieh we could saye from death, and our 
errand of mercy, we regret to say, came to nought. 

$< 

MORE CURRENT JOTTINGS BY A 
STRAY DOG. 

ies a poor dog that cannot wag his own tail..,,..Hvery well 
ordered kennel should have a bay window and a Skye- 

parlor,..,.,There is a dog, ‘‘out West,” who keeps his master’s 

household supplied with fish. Thirty pickerel in one day isa 

fair ayerage catch for him, He came originally from Terra 
del Fuego. where the people live almost exclusively upon 

what they can fish up ont of the sea. The dogs are taught to 

park and flounder about in the bays and creeks, thuse driving 
the fish into shallow water to be caught by the fair Fuegan 
maidens...,..Scotch dogs are very moral canines. No New- 
fountland dog trainer ‘t need apply whose ability and charac- 
ter will not bear the strictest inquiry’’..,...‘*’ Tis sweet to hear 
the watch-dog’s honest bark bay deep-mouthed welcome as 

we draw near home.” Byron neyer had his pants mutilated 
as he was climbing ;over the back fence or he would not 

have written that_....Correct information wanted concerning 

Bismarck’s dog Sultan. There are two stories current at 
present : 

Last year, when Bismarck’s fayorite dog, Sultan, was dy- 
ing, he watched beside the poor animal with such manifestly 
deep sorrow that Count Herbert, the Prince’s eldest son, at 
last endeavored to get his fatheraway. ‘he Prince tools a 
few sleps toward the door, but on looking back, his eyes met 
those of his old friend. ‘* No, leaye me alone,” he said, and 
he returned to poor Sultan. When the dog was dead, bis- 
marck tummed to airiend who was sianding near, and said ; 
‘“Those old German forefathers of ours had a kind religion. 
They believed that, after death, they would meet apain in the 
célestial hunting grounds all the good dogs that had been their 
faithful companions in life. .. . I wish I could believe 
that." Bismarck’s love for his dogs can be traced back to his 
earliest youth, and is very peculiar. It does not in the least 
resenible the commonplace liking most people are able to feel 
for some pet animal, Itisa real affection, deeply reoted in 
his large heart. Wery fine. The other story goes: 

Bismarels, at last accounts, intended parting with his big 
dog Sultan, Whe animal, while devouring lus ration of meat, 
was troubled by a bonein his throat, which seemed to give 
him pain. The Prmcess Bismarck immediately began slap- 
ping the dog’s neck in order to facilitate the passuge of the 
bone, bat Sultan, being very much out of humor, and not un- 
derstanding the demonstration, rushed at his mistress and 
knocked her down. The bone disabled him from biting, or 
she might haye been much hurt, So lonz aa Sultan bit the 
servants or strangers Bismarck had no fault to find, but an 
attack upon a member of his own family necessitated the ban- 
ishment of his trusl;y companion and protector. 

This Sultan has or hed, it will be remembered, yery strong 
religious and political prejudices. Here is another dow who 
has antiphathies ; 

Monseigneur Capel, whose portrait is drawn in *+Lothair’’ 
under the title of Mongeigneur Catesby, has a Catholic dog, 
to whom Oharles Warren Stoddard was recently introduced 
at Cedar Villa, the former home of Mr, Sothern. When the 
‘San I'rancisco trayeler was formally presented Beppo put out 

_ &paw and saluted the visitor witha short, low bark, “Beppo,” 

ss, 

| of entire , although I did nothing to them. I adyise him 
not: to trouble himself about them. 
We haye known warts to disappear of their own accord in 

time, but this is not always the case, and sometimes caustic 

‘is oh ae cr ty ag R 
eneur, ‘here isa mouthful with the compliments 

of Bismarck.” A huge bit of cake was placed under the 
nose of the dog, who refused even to look at it, Being urged” 
to eat it, he turned away and retreated in the deepest disgust. 
‘Phe Pope sends it,” cried Beppo’s master, aud the words 
‘were scarcely uttered when the cake disappeared in a flash. 
“Three cheers for Pio Nono,” cried the host. Beppo sprang 
to a table under a fine portrait of the Pope, put his forepaws 
upon it and barked thrice with enthusiasm. Nor would the 
dog, who bore upon his collar this legend, ‘‘ Beppo, Friend 
and Protector,” quit the room, although ordered to do so, 
until Monseigneur had passed out before him, 

The fine large Newfoundland dog of the well-known grocer 
ot Mamaroneck, being stung by the wasps, sought him out, 

the abutment of a railroad bridge, whence he plung-ed in, 
shoyed his nose under the water and died. So perished the 

“valuable and intelligent ” Newfoundland of the well-known 

grocér of Mamaroneck...,.. The meanest dog that ever walked 

on four legs knows the difference between a dog and a rabbit. 
That's mora than some men know : 

Jn England, the other day, a lecturer on natural history was 
called upon to pay for a live rabbit which he had in a basket 
in & railway carriage, and which the ticket collector said 
wonld be charged the same asadog. ‘The lecturer vainly ex- 
plained that he was going to use the rabbit in illustration of a 
lecture he was about 10 give ina provincial town, and, in- 
dignantly taking a small live tortoise from*his pocket, said, 
“ Youll be telling me next that this is a dog, and that 1 must 
pay for it also.” The ticket-taker went for superior orders, 
and on his return delivered this lecture om natural history; 
“Cats is dogs, rabbits is dogs, but a tortus is a hinsect.” The 
professor had to pay dog fare for the rabbit. 

+> 

Waar 4 Doc is Wortn.—Awntingdon, Tenn, Sept. 9.— 
Hiiter Forest and Stream: A dog case was tried in the Circuit 
Court at Huntingdon on the 6th inst., which developed the 
following facts: On the 21st of December, 1877, a brass band 
wagon had been perambulating the streets of the town. 
Manuel Hampton, a colored man, was driving. He was the 
owner of a yellow cur dog which was playfully running 
around affer the wagon. On the team returning to Qourt 
Square, Hampton got out and and passed through the court- 
yard, As he passed in at the south gate his dog likewise 
passed in, and the gate closed behind them, Hampton moved 
in, and passed out at the north gate, the gate closing behind 
him, leaving the dog on the inner side. He paid no further 
attention to his dog until he discovered him in the agonies of 
death. The proof disclosed that between the gate post and 
the fence there was a crack, narrow at the bottom and inclin- 
ing to the top. One of the witnesses discovered the dog hang- 
ing in the crack in a precarious condition, and called to EH, 
Strange, a saloon-keeper, to go and ‘‘get his dog.” It was, 
perhaps, five minutes before Strange went to his relief. He 
states ‘‘that he was hanging by the neck, and that he raised 
him up, and Jet him fall on the inner side of the fence,” ‘The 
dog for a time appeared lifeless, but soon commenced to kick 
and foam at the mouth, and bite at the ground. Witness had 
neyer seen a mad dog, but supposed he acted like a mad dog. 
Several parties came up, and the cry of “mad dog” was 
raised, and the Town Marshal wascalled for. He soon came, 
and, upon the advice of the by-standers, shot the dog. A 
man then handed him a billet of wood, with which he finished 
him. ‘This man testified that he had seen several dogs with 
rabies, and that the dog in question appeared to be affected as 
they were, and he thought he was mad, and ‘‘a car load of 
such dogs would be worth about one dollar and a half.” On 
eross-examination he testified that he had neither bought nor 
sold a car-load of dogs, and did not know how many it would 
take to male a car-load, and could not state if a car-lead would 
be worth $1.50, what one dog would be worth. @. C. Giles 
first saw the dog in the dilemma, and was the man that called 
Strange to relieye him, though he thought the dog was 
fastened just back of the shoulders. His testimony did not 
materially differ from Strange’s statement as to the action of 
the dog after he had been loosened. The other witnesses 
testified that they saw the dog, and thought that he was mad. 
Licurgus McCracken testified that he lived near Hampton's 
house, and knew the dog. He was accustomed to go with 
aud take care of Hampton’s children. 
people passing the house, and he had seen him attack people 
in the alley near the house, but had neyer known him to bite 
any one. He was worth ten dollars. Hampton testified that 
his dog was valuable ; there was nothing the matter with 
him that evening ; his peculiar action was only caused 
by reason of his being choked down. The dog was worth 
twenty-five dollars, though he would not haye had him killed 
for any amount of money. The counsel for the prosecution 
introduced as a witness Attorney-General R, A. Pierce, who 
testified that he was somewhat of a dog man and knew some- 
thing of the worth of dogs. He placed the value of good dogs 
as ranging from fifty dollars to one thousand dollars, ‘The 
dog in controversy was not of his kind of dog, though he was 
bronght up on a farm and knew cur dogs to be very valuable 
toa farmer. Jfthisdoghad been taught to mind the chil- 
dren of Hampton, and did so, he was a very valuable dog and 
would be worth a considerable sum of money to the owner. 
The evidence of the value of the dog was voluminous and 
variable. His Honor Judge Ayres charged the jury: ‘* That 
& Tight of property in dogs wasa settled question in Tennessee. 
That if the proof established that Christenberry had killed 
Hampton's dog, and should then stop, Hampton would be en- 
titled to recover in damages the worth of the dog, whatever 
the proof might show that to be. But the plea of justifica- 
tion was admissible, and if it appeared from the proof that 
the dog had rabies, or that he was a viclous or dangerous dog, 
and in the habit of biting people on the street, then the defend- 
ant was justified in killing hin, and the plaintiff could not re- 
coyer damages.” The jury retired, and, after deliberation, 
returned a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for ten dollars, 
This verdict carried with it the cost of suit, which will prob- 
ably reach fifty dollars. .A motion for a new trial was ably 
argued by counsel for the defendant, which was by the court 
overruled. His Honor stated that the issue had been sub- 
mitted to a jury ina charge of which the defendant could not 
complain, and that under the ciretimstances he did not feel 
justified in disturbing their verdict. H. 
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Warts on Pourris,—A correspondent, ‘'§, H.,” writes us 
as follows : 
Somebody has asked you how to cure warts on w puppy's 

lips: My puppy, at the age of nine months, had about half 
a dozen, that was two months ago, and they baye now come 
q 

J ty 

He would bark at |: 

ip necessary, 
a 

Namzs Chaimpp.—Mr, GC. J. Stoddard, of Washington, D. 
C., claims the name of Grand Duchess for his Gordon bitch 
a oF Reece e Malcom) and Bothchelder’s Bella. Whelped 
Tay 10. 
‘Tozz."—The name claimed for Mr. O. 1. Whitman, of De- 

troit, for his liver and white bitch as mentioned in our last 
issue, should have been Roze, and not Rose. 
—Mr. H. P. Doitch, of Goldsboro, N. C., claims the fol- 

lowing names for the pups whelped by his red Irish bitch, 
Gussie, out of Tate & Hobart’s Joe, July 25, 1878; Sam 
Royall, property of J. F. Doitch, Goldsboro, N. C.; Dan No. 
—, property of Capt. Sam Hodges Portsmouth, Va.; Shot 
No. —, property of Arnold Borden, Goldsboro, N. ©,; 
Doitch, property of @. D. Gillespie, Columbia, 8. C.; Pansy 
(biteh), property of BH. P. Doitch, Goldsboro. 

a 

Visrrs.——Will, first prize pup at the N. Y. Bench Show, 
1878, the property of EH. F. Mereilliott, 186 Broome streut, N. 
Y., served the celebrated bitch, Julia, the property of B. BH. 
Hale, both red and white native English. 

—-Pet, E. F. Mercilliott’s natiye English setter bitch, visit- 
ed Theo Morford’s| Don, at Newton, N. J., Aug. 28, 1578) 

Dachting and Zioating. 
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THE EASTERN YACHT CLUB. 

Boston, Sept, 13, 1878. 

Eprror Forrest aNp STREAM: 
The fall regatta of the Hastern Yacht Club came off on the 

11th, after being postponed from the 4th, on account of an 

easterly storm. The morning was hazy, with a light air from 

the B. N, E., which strengthened as the day went on, and if 
blew hard in the afternoon. There was a good show of yachts 

at the start. he Aaicyon did not put in appearance as ex- 

pected, much to the disappointment of the Foam and America, 

especially the latter, as her sailing master says the owner of 

the Haleyon has made statements concerning the sailing: of bis 
boat and the Avnerica which are not correct, and he was there 

ready to sail with him and prove them so. Considerable curi- 
osity was aroused om the judges’ boat before the start by an 

ensign displayed in the main rigging of the Brenda. It was 

found, however, as she drew up across the line that she had 

no member on board, the rules of the club requiring that 2 
competing yacht should have such a one on board. After a 

short deliberation she was sent on her way, but conld not 

have taken any prize had she won it. The start was as fol- 
lows; , 

FIRST-CLASS SCHOONERS, 

Start, 
Names Owners. ‘Length, H. M. 8S. 

Magic... 0s 11 07 50 
Foam... A C1 60 11 OG 86 
Rebecen C Gdoy......, - 75 11) 10 25 
Brendial ses scr en ceteesd Uo Tattlejgint sa. eesy-,) OL OP 16 co 

SECOND-CLASS SCHOONERS. 

TWearless............-..8 B Phillips... ......... f4 15 13 67 
Jiatoma.....-.--...---- DL Pickman),........., 65 50 oid OL 
Anna --=+--Dayid Pingue,...-...- » 4&7 OD ll 28. 49 
Dreati...++ ..-GS Curtis - wa. 43 00 an OO 

SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS, 

SHaAMdOW. ..-..---ceaesst Jolin Mryant....:.....-.- 38 «(60 11 14 45 
White Cap......--. «. J M Vorbea_.c.2e ssenee, 3D 00 11 1p 50 

The Ifagie was the first fo cross the line, and was closely 
followed by the #oam. The race really in the first-class cen-. 

tered in these two, and they hung on to each other all through 

the day, there only being five minutes difference between 

them at the end of the race, by actual time, making a gain of 
three minutes for the Magic. The thrash down to Half Rock 
was done in the same order as above, but in the long ron 

across to Harding's Ledge, before the wind, there was a slight 

change. The Hearless, which had gained on the big schoon- 
ers in the beat down, held her own. The Aebscca, Latona, 
White Cap and Brenda closed up the gap considerably. The 
latter schooner made fine sailing here and passed White Cap 
and Latona, and closed on febewea. The latter, however, 
hoisted two staysails, one above the other, which, according 
to the rules of the club, would rule her out of the race had any 
one protested. In rounding Harding Magic, oom and Hear- 
lees were Close together, bul on the thrash back Magio proved 
too much for Foam and came in lending boat. trebecem and 
Brenda vounded neck and neck, but the former gained on the 
latter on the way home, as the wind blew rather heavily for 
the smaller schooner. They were followed by Zatona, 
Shadow, White Cap and Dream, the latter giving up herd as 
she had not rounded Halfway Rock, and had been virtually 
out of therace for some time. The actual and corrected 
times are given as follows ; 

Yacht Ach, time. Cor. time 
MAgic.....0..--seeeeeeeeevis Syuerera Lee 4 48 30 4 47 55 
Foam. 4 53 48 4 63 16 
Brenda 5 08 63 4 5S 22 
Rebeaca. 5 05 15 4 48 82 
Fearless. -t ba 13 4 fd BL 
Dream... ave wp. 
Littonigias sts setelet es ee 6 bes 27 o 19 24 
Anna «. Gave op, = 
BNAGO Wide: wany ee pneuises sepscce~ se seneiees § 20 36 a 19 aL 
Witt. Capawecenbuets-stersecessow cp-=aernece 9 26 BT 9 96 YT 
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went into exclamations of surprise over the recent rey 
of American energy and industry. One of them especially 
declared that if America went on as she at present is going, in 

Magic takes firstmoney for first-class schooners, Fearless for 
second-class schooners, and Shadow for second-class sloops. 
Foam anc SJileseca had a private flag up between them, Foam 
giving her rival twenty minutesallowance. Rebecca takes the 
prize if the owner of Ham makes no objection to her having 
Gatried fwo staysails. The steamer Govern Andrew was on 
hand, but the day was not one for ladies, and there were bul 
few people on boatd. The Peter B. Bradlee was used for the 
judges, who were as follows: Meesrs. W. M. Whitney, John 
eiferies, R, H. Stevenson and George A. Goddard. As 

neither Wayward nor Hnterprise put in an appearance there 
Was Ho race tor first-class sloops. CRUIZER. 

YACHTING NEWS; 
San Franoisco Yacur Cnvs.—The life lately infused into 

fhis organization seems to be of a lasting character, and the 
amateurs of the Golden Gate haye exhilted good staying 
qualities, Squadron cruises follow each other in rapid suc- 
cession, and the amount of actual sailing put in by the mem- 
bers -will compare favorably with anything we do in the East. 
Clara, » New York model, and Hmeratd, built at San Fran- 
cisco, are likely to be matched. Our friends out there claim 
—and we think justly so—that the skimming dish craft of 
astern waters are no match for the more powerful model 
in vogue among builders of the Pacific coast—at least, not in 
the stiff breezes and lumpy water they have out there. So 
far, wa believe, Clava lias not shown herself equal to the 
large displacement yachts native to California waters. 

OnroAco Yacur Cros.—This club sailed its annual regatta 
on Lake Michigan, September 6 and 7. Course for first class, 
dround the ‘‘erib” and return, Won by Cora in 4h. 29m, 
16s., heating Greyiound. In second class, Jn@ had a wall- 
over. In third class, Pert won in 4h, 16m. 45s., beating 
Goodenough, Rarus, Southwind, Zephyr, No-name, and Sym- 
laisti. In fourth class, course twelve milés to windward and 
return. avs won, beating No-name, Fleetwing, Fanchon, 
Lincoln, Zephyr, Mischief and Undine. A skiff race followed 
won by American Girl in 1h, 36m. 5s., over a five-mile 
eourse, 

OAR AND PADDLE. 

THe Raisty River Nayy. 

The Rasin River Navy held its fourth annual regatta on 
this historic stream on the 5th, and it proved a pleasant and 
enjoyable affair, The nayy is composed of the Floral City, 
Amateur and Shoe-wae-cae-mette boat clubs, who own about 
twelve boats, four and six-oars, single and double-sculls, and 
one eight-oared barge. Boating on the Rasin has not been 
extensively indulged in asa pastime previous to five years ago, 
and not until four years ago have any of the clubs attained 
any prominence as oarsmen. The first victory was by the 
Shoe-wae-cae-mettes in 1864, at Toledo, in a regatta of the N. 
A. R. A., when they not only attracted attention by this vic- 
tory, but by their extraordinary style of rowing, which soon 
became the butt of all sporting editors and correspondents. 
They have since, as all the world knows, compelled, by their 
wonderful progress in style and speed, universal admiration 
wherever rowing is known or appreciated. 

The success of this crew, no doubt, had much to do with 
the increased interest and enthusiasm in other members of the 
navy, and practice among them all was lively, and many sub- 
sequent successes, not least that of Bowlsby at Newark, on 
the Passaic, has entitled Monroe to a claim of being one of 
the prominent boating centres of the country, ‘The last re- 
gatta, that of yesterday, was not intended nor projected as an 
affair of general importance, though inyitations to a few clubs 
were issued to join them in a social and friendly meeting here 
at their home. The Centennials, of Detroit; Wyandotte, of 
Wyandotti, and Undines, of Toledo, responded with some of 
their best oarsmen, and full turnouts by Monroe clubs made 
@ most respectable showing. 

This river is wide enough at the point where the regatta 
took place to allow of but two crews to row safely, but the 
water is always smooth, and the course a good one, with the 
exception of one rather sharp bend, which, a half mile down 
stream, sluts off the yiew from the grand stand. The atlend- 
ance yesterday was very large, fully 2,000 people witnessing 
the races, who represented the very best of Monrve's excellent 
people, with some liberal sprinkling from Detroit, Toledo, 
Adrian, Ssginaw, and smaller nearby towns. 
The first race was for four-oared shells. Entries: Floral 

City, of Monroe—Orew: Fred, G, Bulkley, G. 8. Willets, 
Jas. F. Grant, J. C. Sterling. Undines, of Toledo—Crew : 
d. G. Kaney, J. W. Hickman, J. I. Marrow, E. J. Standard. 
Centennials, of Detroit—Crew: J. C. Possilius, J. Schafer, 
A. Stegmeyer, P. Keeler, Amateurs, of Monroe—Crew: J. 
Durell, A. V. Ditienbaught, A. O'Reilly, G. W- Bowlsby, 
Course one mile and return for four and six—-osred shells, and 
one-half mile and return for all others. Thefirst trial heat was 
between the Floralsand Undines, This was a closely contested 
race, and though not very fast time was made, owing to 4 
mistake in getting out of the course by the Undines it was 
an interesting contest and won by the Plorals in 14m. 44s.; 
time of the Undines, i5m. The next heat was between the 
Oentennials and Amateurs. 

This race bid fair to be exceedingly interesting, the start 
being even and the first half mile well contested and exciting. 
At the ‘‘canal’’ the Centennials led and were out in the 
stream to clear the return, forcing off the amateurs who 
damaged their steering apparatus and gave up the race, ‘They 
claimed no foul, the Centennials being in their own water. 
The Centennials rounded the stake and kept on at their usual 
speed, reaching the winning line in 14:47. 

Althongh two other races interyencd before the final heat 
yas rowed, the result of that contest between the Centennials 
and Floral City’s is given here, Theirstart was yery fair, but 
on the way down the Florals showed bad steering. The 
Oentennials reached their stake first, and were almost around 
before the others came up. At that moment the Floral Citys 
held with their port oars, the OGentennials did) likewise, but 
the radius of the circles described by the respective boats 
overlapped and the Centennials ran the bow of their boat 
Over upon the quarter of the Floral Citys’ shell, sliding up and 
over-riding it. They hung together; oné backed water, the 
other pulled ahead, and after a minute or two the boats were 
eléared. Judges Soper and Calhoun, who were close by on 
the steam yacht Perins, acreed that there was technically no 
foul, each boat being withing its own proper course. The 
Cenfennials managed to keep their lead, but had to work for 
it, rowing at times forty-six atrokes to the minute, while 
their compotitors pulled forty-four. The Centennials came 
in first in 14;10, winning the heat and the prize. The Floral 
ae capsized just aS they came opposite the srand 
stan 

The race for single sculls, one-half mile and return, was 

The six-oared shell race, one mile and return, was between 
the Undine crew, of Toledo, Taylor, Hepburn, Standard, 
Merrill, Acklinand Kaney, and the Floral City crew, Bulk- 
ley, Willitts, A. Grant, Wing, J. F, Grant and Sterling. The 
race was, perhaps, one of the best of the day, characterized 
by good steering and more equality between the crews. The 
Floral City crew won in 18:33. 

The day's sports concluded with a working boat race of one 
mile, in which Lazetts and Vinier were the winners in eleven 
minutes, and a tub-race between two lads, wom by Frederick 
Rochefort. In the evening a reception was held at the hotel, 
when speeches were made and a purse of about $400 was pre- 
sented to the Sho-wae-cae-mettes, The prizes were also pre- 
sented fo the winning crews as follow: Centennials, four-oared 
shells, silyer ice pitcher; Wyandottes’ pair, silver goblet ; 
Floral City, silver water service. The following are the offi- 
cers having charge of the regatta: Commodore, W. P. Ster- 
ling; Vice-Commodore, Moses Nadeau; Signal Officer, W. 
G. Sterling; Judges, H. U. Soper, Detroit; W. B, Calhoun, 
East Saginaw; Joseph Meyers, Toledo; Timekeepers—H. 
H. Conant, M. A. Noble, Monroe; Referee, E. D. Price, De- 
troit. Kevra, 

Monroe, Mich , Sept, 6. 

Tne “ Bxirgs" or Farrmount—st, Pdul, Minn., Sept. 
10.—One of the most interesting events which occurred here 
during the Pair week was the entertainment given to the 
** Exile” boat crew by the Minnesota Boat Club, of St. Paul, 
consisting of a series of aquatic contests and a dinner. The 
Exiles are a small colony of Hnglish gentlemen, most of 
whom have been settled at Fairmount for the past four years. 
They are enthusiastic sportsmen, and contributed greatly to 
the yarious attractions of the Fair by their hurdle races, fox- 
chases, jack rabbit coursing and other field sports more com- 
mon in England than America, appearing on the field én 
grande lerue, in full panoply of heots, spurs, breeks, etc. One 
of the most prominent of these gentlemen is 8. Colquohn, of 
Dunbartonstane, Scotland, whose father is the author of 
many familiar works on field sports. The Minnesota Boat 
Club comprises some fifty members, selected from among the 
best citizens of St. Paul, many of whom are college graduates. 
They own, individually and collectively, some twenty barges 
and shells, and occupy a commodious and very charmingly 
located house on an island in the Mississippi River, upon 
which rests one of the piers connecting the bluffs of St. Paul 
with West St. Paul. ‘Vhe view from the club house grounds 
is yery romantic, while from the centre of the lofty bridge 
above it is far reaching, and commands the entire distance 
of the course run by competing boats. The leading aquatic 
event was a race between a select four of the Wxiles and a 
picked four of the Minnesota Club. ‘The latter won easily in 
18m. 13s., and have beaten this time by Im. ivs. The Hng- 
lish crew were unfamiliar with the current. The names of 
Exiles were: G. Sharpe, stroke; C. Sharpe, A. Lyon, 8. 
Colquohn, bow. Of the Minnesotas, FY. b. Jilson, C. P. 
Marvin, W. Hi. Hyndman, H. M. Butler, A race between 
two four-oared boats of the club followed. Atv. mM. the 
Exiles and a number of strangers, including the writer, were 
most agreeably entertained af supper, with the usual toasts 
and excellent music from a brass band. ‘The club was 
founded in 1871, May success attend it. 

CovatNey-Hanray.—The latest hitch in the attempt to 
bring these two oursmen together has luckily heen brought to 
a successful understanding. The race over the Lachine course, 
near Montreal, is to be for the championship of America afier 
all, and on this condition the money for the event will be sub- 
scribed by the citizens of that place. Courtney does not much 
tancy the idea of pulling in a match in which the loser is 
not fo receive a cent, but seems to have finally consented to 
the arrangement, asit was high time he accepted some sort of 
terms. ‘The Lachine course is not very suitable for the event, 
as the water is liable to be rough, especially so in October; 
and the point made that Hanlan is more at home in a lop than 
Courtney is worthy of consideration to those proposing to in- 
vest upon the result. Sir Hugh Allen is chairman of the 
Citizens’ Committee who are to manage theaffairin Montreal, 
We are inclined to consider both men pretty well matched in 
the coming race, with the odds slightly in favor of Hanlan, 
owing to his familiarity with rough-water pulling, and Court- 
ney’s recent illness, which seems to be more or less chronic. 
Both oarsmen will use cedar boats, by Judge Hiliott, of Grean- 
point, L. I. Hanlan has had two ships built, one 30ft. 9in. 
long, 10sin. wide, and 53in, deep, weight 30 lbs., the other 
30ft. long, lidin. wide, and 54in, deep, He will try both, and 
select the one he fancies best. Should the water be rough, he 
will pullin the shorter and wider of the two. Courtney's 
craft has been sent on to Auburn. It is 80ft, long, 112in. 
wide, and 52in. deep, weight 30 lbs, Rules of the N, A. A. QO, 
will be observed. Coaching prohibited. Heferee, James 
Harding, Esq., of St. John, N. B. 
Grescent Boat Crus or Neware,—This is the name of 

anew organization, brought fo life through the recent regatta 
of the National Association being held on the Passaic. A pity 
the members could not haye selected aname not quite so 
hackneyed, and one more appropriale, The club held its first 
annual regatta on the Passaic, Sept. 9. First heat, single 
sculls, won by H. Miller in 16m. 20s., heating KR. A. Learned. 
Second beat, won by D. Demarest in 16m, beating E. O. 
Nichols. Final heat won by Miller. Double seull race, first 
heat, won by H, Miller and A. Learned in 10m. 55s., beating 
J. Butterfield and E. Nichols. Second heat, won by W. 
Meechridge and Clarence, beating D, Demarest and W- 
Breath. Final heat, won by Miller and Learned in 10m. 50s, 
W. B. Russell, judge; T. D, Palmer, teferee, and BR, K, 
Olark, timekeeper. 

‘t }y.”—I1n a private letter to a friend, President White, of 
Cornell University, speaking of American successes at the 
Paris Exposition, says: '' In regard to several exhibits, while 
the presidents of the class juries presented their reports, they 

regard to the paper manufacture, she would soon hive control 
of the European markets, instancing more particularly the 
new applications of this industry in the United States. IT only 
wish we could have had one of those paper boats present, such 
as that in which our Cornell boys beat: Harvard the other day. 
That would haye completed the tableau,” Exactly, #f Ameri- 
cans only knew enough to push their wares in foreign climes, 
including paper boats, dull times would soon cease altogether. 
There is a vast field for paper boats abroad, and if Messrs, 
Waters & Sons, the sole owners of the patents under which 
such boats are manufactured, are themselyes so busy with 
American®orders that they must turn away customere from 
their doors, why not make arrangements with parties abroad 
to carry on the processin Europe? Weare too much wrapped 
up in ourselves altogether. Wehide our light under a bushel. 
Paper boats, which haye come into such general use in this 
country, are as yet hardly known to exist abroad, and if was 
only recently that some of our English cousins went into rap- 
tures over the old-dug out of the Shoes at Henley, What 
would they say to oné of Waters’ latest ships ? 

Laxez Horatoone Rowine,—In the double scull race for 
the championship of Lake Hopatcong, N. J., rowed Septem- 
ber 7, J, M, Moore and N, Murphy won in 9m. 41s., beating 
J. M. Gilicudy and Z. Lozier and HB, Barnes and H. C. 
Speddy. 
Raocre oN THE Passatco.—James McClinchy, of Newark, 

defeated Michael Feely, of Jersey City, over a three mile and 
a half course, on the Passaic River, Sept, 7. Time, 22m- 

Reimer ror tHE Sours.—The Mystic Boat Olub, of New- 
ark, has sent the sum of $50 to the relief fund for the South, 
an example which might well be followed by all other organi- 
zations. 

Trrrere DrArre or Namrs.—Another Columbia Boat 
Club has sprung up, this time in Sactamento. When will 
people stop using over and over again such cut and dried 
names as Ariels, Hxcelsiors, Columbias, Undines, ete? It is 
exasperating to see so little taste or sense displayed in the 
selection of club titles, 

Conok Racz at Curoaco,—We have to record the first 
canoe race of the season, It was held at Chicago in conneo- 
tion with the yacht club regatta, Sept. 6 and 7, was paddled 
1D open canoes, mostly birch bark, with single-bladed paddles. 
Course, one-quarter of a mile and return, Won by Mr. 
Heissler. 

ROWING RIPPLES. 
Americus Boat Club held a race for double-sculls Bept. 8, 

foot of Fifty-seventh Street, East River. Course, two miles. 
Entries: T. Heney, bow, J. Powers, stroke; J. Gal- 
lagher, bow, A. Keck, stroke. Won by former in 16m, 
214s,..,,,A ten-oared barge race took place at Detroit, Sept, 7, 
in conseqience of a challenge issued subsequent to the Detroit 
River Navy's Regatta. Entries; Wah-wab-tah-see—W, A. 
Ferguson, bow; Kt. Ls Blanc, J. D. Montie, Gideon Banch, G. 
8. Beaubien, H. L. Seavitt, G. 8. Cicotte, Eli Le Blane, 0. 
H. Labadie, W. H. Montie, stroke; John Seavitt, coxswain, 
Wysudotte—H. W. Stone, bow; D. Campau, 0, Beigler, H, 
Leslie, A. Griffor, T, T. Busha, F. Walcott, R. J, Hurst, M, 
8. Griffor, J. McKnight, stroke; §. J, Laurence, coxswain,. 
Won by Wyandottes in 9m, 27s...... Nautilus Boat Olub, of 
Philadelphia, hold a regatta, open to all Schuylkill clubs, Sept, 
28....,,Race between Ward Brothers and Iaulkner-Reagan 
crew is off, Gil Ward being sick,...., The Nonpareils, composed 
of printers, held their regatta on the Harlem, Sept.11. Singla- 
sculls won by J. B. Couch in7m, 658,; Junior pair-oared gigs, 
won by the Martin Orew in 7m. 88s.; Senior’ pair-oared gigs, 
wou by Masters’ Crew in 7m. 63. Swimming matches fol- 
lowed.,,.,.Davis and Reagan, of Boston, will pull a four-niile 
race at Silver Lake, Oct. 8.,,...Dauntless Boat Club rega'ta on 
the 15th prox...... Chicago Yacht Club gave a series of bout 
races Sept. Band 7. Single-sculls, won by OC. 8. Downs, in 
4m, 7}s, course, three-quarters ofa mile, FPour-onred shells, 
Darlingtons and Riverdales fouled, former came in first, 
Canoe race, one-quarter of a mile andreturn, won by Hoissler, 
Switoming and tub races followed......Shawmut Boat Olub, of 
Boston, rowed their annual regatta over the South Bay course, 
Boston, Sept. 5. S. Gookin won in the single-scull profes- 
sional, and J, B. Reilly in the amateur race. 
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HEAVY-WEATHER YACHTS. 

Rosiyn, L, L, Sept: 9, 1878. 
Epitor Fores? AND STREAM = 

I haye waited patiently for sone readier pan to speak a good 

word for my pet—the centreboard sloop, but I have waited In 
yain, so will now tell you and your readers of the *' Corinthian” 

brotherhood what I mow to be facts. I suppose the writer of 

your interesting articles on tha outter yachts has pravtically teat- 
ad his theory, and knows just what he is talking abont; all the 
same, I am willing to risk the prediction that the cutter will neyer 
take the place of that essentially, Amerioan oraft—the centreboard 

sloop —in American waters: 4 
Olten haye I watched the outterat home in her own Bpglish 

choppy ses, a8 well as the efforts of her faulty imitations bere, 
and do not hesitate to say that in all the pointe of speed, sex- 

worthiness, beauty, quickness in etays, and lastly, in comfort, she 
is inferior to a properly constricted and modelled sloop, or fif- 

teen years I haye sailed my own boat, assisted by my friends, with 
never the aid of a professional. During sleyen years of that time 

our sailing has been donein a sloop (Herreshoii’s second) 45ft, 
oyer all, 15ft. beam; with Sft. drabght—jist what your cutter 

man would call a skimming dish, Ah, but I'd really enjoy secing 
him (not his man) go forwardon hie cutter and reef, fuvl, or 

‘bob his jib in an old-fashioned ‘‘greyback" off Block Ialand. 
Tf he did try it, he’d best know how to swim—he’d hayes to diye 
anyway. Why, one night at Newport, I boarded a well-kiown iron 

ontter, and talling to the ‘fore-the-mast men—they know--asked 
how she sailed, and what kind of asea boat she wis. “ Oh,’ ra- 
plied one, “ she’s sufesnough, but beast for sailing under water 
nstead of over it; and if tales scyen msn to gét her club-tapsail 
ialofl, and nearly breake their backs at that.’ 

Well, cur cruising ground in the skimming dish has been any, 

“where between New York and Nahant, east of Boston; our ealling 
zégson all the year round, when ice permitted. We oayer torned 
tail but once to bad weather from necexsily. That was off 
Brenton’s Reef in a Noyembersou'-wester, wien mr orey, all told, 
was one smart boy ot Dffeen. So you will ses that iG gloves 

were at a disconnt abourd the Qui Five. We hayesajled in many 
regattas, almost always pitted agaiost profepsionalé 7 hays won 
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many prizes ; haye lnin off Capa Cod and Block Island for weeks 
at @ time, long before sucha thing as # harbor was known at the 
latter place, and come the weather how it might, our little sloop 
never failed ne, 

If I were going to China, and meant to stay there, 1 should auil 
in @ keel-boat, simply because Jess Skill is required in steering her, 
and other things being equal, she can be built stronger; but she 
should have nejiher the entter rig nor model, for both are clumey, 

while the latter ia better suited for swb-marine work than for 
riding the seas. To cut the matter short, I will say that a deep 
Keel-boat. is entirely unsnited to the ordimary yachting of our 

waters, for the good reason that her needless depth prevents her 
entering many of our most pleasant harbors and bays with any 

kind of safety, while some of them she could not get into at all, 
A few years ago, we were one day running through Fisher’s 

Island Sound, when « yacht five times our size, attempted passing 

us to windward. This we never permitted, so we luffed ont, and 
left her nicely by crossing a reef with about six feet of water over 
it. She saw the point—but not the rocks—followed us, and of 
course ramained in that apot all day to give her owner time to 

reflect pn the folly of carrying a keel which he could not lift. 

Tyould suggest to those who desire a steady boat in all weathers 
& compromise between the two extremes of depth and shallowness 

—say a slightly hollow deadrise, rocker keel of about 1ft, in depth, 
with a centreboard on¢-half the usual size, # little leas beam, and 

along side to sail on. TO; 

Our correspondent has done the admirers of the centre-board 

sloop a real service in thus placing before the public his prac- 

tical experience in a yacht of the usual American type, and if 

we Cannot go to the same Jength in our enthusiasm over the 

dish-model, his efforts to establish her reputation as a sea boat 
are in the right direction, But we submit that his experience 

has been almost one-sided, for it is hardly enough ground to 
condemn the cutter on, when he cites the opinion of some 
hands before the mast. Nor does he touch upon the most im- 
portant points in favor of the cutter, her absolute safety in all 
weathers and seas, her small area of canyas and its consequent 
superior handiness, That a sloop may occasionally ride out a 
gale is true enough, bul when the centre-boarder has all it can 
do to hold her own and keep from capsizing, or drifting on a 

lee shore the heavier cutter would be making easy weather 
and good time of it. The smaller the craft the more do these 
remarks apply, for in them the proportionate increase in dis- 
placement and weight is greater than in larger yachts. How- 
ever, it is mot at all to be disputed but that the centre-board 
sloop is good enough, in fact, just the thing for Sound sailing, 
With an occasional run at seam fair weather; and sincea large 
share of yachting in America will always continue to be done 
under these circumstances we neyer look for, nor do we ad- 

yocate, the entire extinction of the sloop yacht, but on the 

contrary consider her a most effective type of vessel for 

short home cruising. But when it comes to knocking about 
the coast as a matter of business all through the season, any- 
‘where and in any kind of weather, a more powerful yacht is 
needed, as experience teaches. To be so, calls for greater 

displacement or weight, This, in connection with speed, can 
only be obtained by a deep and narrow body, for a deep and 

wide craft will make a lighter, very uneasy at sea, and not a 

yacht. Glance at any craft, especially fitted for sea work, al- 
together apart from yachts as a class, and note their natural 

tendency to the cutter form, Our pilot boats are deep 
keel craft with more ballast than a yacht. Nova Scctia 

fisherman, who know not what a yacht is, use long deep 

Open boats, and drier, better sea boats cannot be found. The 

smacks along the Scottish, Norwegian and French coasts are 
all yery deep. These and similar craft are the result of ox- 
perience and experiment lasting oyer many years. But we 

need only to look nearer home, In a six or seven-knot breeze, 
which has been blowing sometime and raised a sea, such 

yachts as Vison and others like her are utterly helpless and 
could no more beat to windward than fly. For such work 
we need abler boats and for such work the cutter is eminently 
fitted. We need not go to the extremes that have lately come 
into yogue in Hngland owing to the pinching tendencies of 
the measurement rules of the Y, R. A., but from four to four 
and a half beams for length will produce fine, powerful and 
easy seaboats that can cruise on any ground. As for shallow 

harbors, we have not yet seen the port worth making but 
what you could carry all the way from 6 to 10ft., with room 
to work ship in. ‘That there is a tendency among cruisers to 

adopt the cutter, and that in seeking a new model they were 
not salisiied with the sloop, is eyideat from the number of 

deep craft among us increasing from year to year and the tes- 

fimony we are receiving in their fayor. In so far as we are 
concerned our only object is the furtherance of a spirit of gen- 
uine seamanship and yachismanship, things of which most of 

our amateurs haye as yet yery slight conception. If the 
healthy and instructive sport of sailing and not mere jockey- 
ing Ina race is to be promoted as well in the sloop as in the 

Sea-folng cutter we are ready to countenance one type quite 

ad much as another. Our objeet is the advancement of the 
spirit of nautical adventure with its concurrent attainments in 
seamanship and navigation, and our thanks are due toour cor- 

respondent for placing the possibilities of their acquisition in 
the centre.board sloop in a strong light before his more Jan- 
evid brethren who handle the tiller. : 
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THE FOSTER YACHT MODEL, 

Boston, Mass., Sept. 10, 1878- 

Hprron Formsr AnD ATREAM: 
Haying made two trips to Hast Gloucester to see the new yacht 

of a curious model, I feel confident as to my ability to give your 
readers & dercription of her, At my first visit she wae atill on the 

like anything I had eyer seen, 
ever scen, as she is deyoid of the graceful lines and proportions 

which have always been accepted as the atandard of beauty in 
naval architecture, 

i diagram, as she is a0 unlike anything I haye eyer seen as to be 

beyond description by mere words, as will be seen by the following 

figures + 

the space being filled with 
a solid mass of timber and 

like three feat, in place of the usual keel. 
seen, gives her great holding qualities, a point which, with her 

bulging sides. 

periment, his object haying been to devise a model that would 

out a patent to protect him from infringements. 

measurement. 

stocks, and presented a most strange appearance, as she was un- 

Homely beyond anything I had 

It is impossible to describe her model without 

Rigt 

fig Pn — 

Fig. 1 represents her as she appeared to me broadside, when on 
the stogks ; and Fig. 2a cross-section amidships. There is not a 
straight line about her, although she is a craft of 25 tons burthen. 

Her timbers are all crooked, as may be seen by a reference to Fig. 

2, making a narrow deck and bottom, and widening out between 

like the bulge of a barrel. 

She has no keel, her timbers coming together below 

iron as ballast, thus making 

iron to # depth of something 

This, as may readily be 

other peculiarities in her model, makes if evident that she cannot 

he easily capsized, as her inventor, owner and builder, Mr. John 

C. Foster, claims that sha may be heeled over to her seuppers 
without displacing more water than if she were upright. 

The overhanging stern shown in the diagram, extends back 18ft. 
from her stern-post, and as she now Jies in the harbor, it cannot 

be distinguished from other portions of her hull haying greater 

draught. d Mr, Foster claims that her carrying capacity is fully 

double that of any other model of the same tonnage, owing to her 

She is the result of many years of atndy and ex- 

enter and leave the water with the least resistance. 

She is 57ft. over all, 11ft. beam, with 9ft. depth of hold. She 

ig Schooner rigged, with a jibstay from the foremust tothe knight- 

heads, and if more canyas be desired, a jibboom can be rigged out 
instead of a bowsprif. 

To secure himself he has filed a cayent, and will very soon tale 

Last spring Mr. 
Fester completed fhe model from which his yacht is built, aud 

though only 3ft. Gin. long, she sailed 450 feet in Im. by nactual 

This made him yery sanguine of success, and now 
since the yacht is complete, nautical men look forward to her trial 

with considerable interest; for, although the weather has been 

Buch as to precluda anything like a fair test, yachtsmen and 

builders think she will deyelop some remarkable sailing qualities, 

Tn talking with those about Gloucester, [found quite a diversity 
of opinion, as is usual in such cases, one old sailor expressing 
himself to the effect that he should not like to trust himself far 
out in a heayy sea, as the water would pound her stern all to 

pieces. This, indeed, scems to be a general impression among 

yachtsmen, and in reality séems to be founded on obvious vsagons. 
However, her trial trip will be made im a few days under the 

direction of several prominent yachtsmen, when her powers will 
be fully tested. DEL. 

The new yacht which our correspondent has described above 
is creating a good deal of speculation among our Eastern 
friends. 

of her to hand she embodies certain principles which we have 

all along strenuously advocated, The particular shape of the 
lines of this new craft have little to do with the underlying 
elements of design, for the latter might be embodied in agreat 

As far as we are enabled to judge from the accounts 

variety of form. The Gloucester yacht combines a long easy 
form with a low centre of prayity and may therefore be ac- 

cepted as a fine sea boat without further question. As to her 

overhanging counter whether it will “‘hammer” ina sea way 
depends upon the form given it. In this respect she resembles 

the famous English yawl Jullanar. By keeping the stern- 
post well forward and the forefoot rounded off she will be 
Temarkably handy and if too much dead wood has not’ been 
sacrificed fo obtain this point she should also be weatherly 
in smooth water or in a tumble outside. So far as the 

‘tumble home” of her topsides is concerned we cannot give 

to this measure our approval. It will serve to keep her easy 
in a seaway by preserving a low meta-centric height at mod- 

erate inclinations, but it is a question whether her designer 

has not gone a little too far in this respect and sacrificed more 

statical stability than was necessary in view of her low centre 

of gravity and easy form, which would of themselyes have 
secured ease of motion among waves. In rig she seems to 
approach the cutter, for what our correspondent terms a jib- 
boom is nothing else than a running bowsprit. ‘With some 

of the statements made to him by her builder we cannot coin- 

cide, as for example, where Mr. Foster implies that she will 

not displace more when heeled than when upright, This no 
yacht does anyway, for if the lee shoulder be greater than the 
wedge hited out to windward eyery yacht willrise bodily un. 
fil her displacement when heeled will eqnal it when at the 
yerlical, for the simple reason that displacement is dependent 

upon weight and not upon form. WNoris Mr, Foster correct 
in saying that her capacity is larger than that of any other 
yacht of same tonnage, both being identical in meaning. On 
the whole we see no reason why the new craft should not be 
8 success in every particular so far as we are able to judge 
from the information to hand. From this it doeg not follow 
that the principles embodied in his noyel craft by Mr. Foster 
cannot equally as well be engrafted upon a design which in 

general outline will conform more fo what we are accustomed 

to. In principles the Gloucester boat does not differ materi- 

ally from the British cutter, however much she may do so in 
mere outline, 
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CANOBING IN HOME WATERS. 

Brooxtyy, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1878. 
Epiror Formar AND STREAM : 

Among your readers are doubtless some brethren of the paddle 

who hays been unable this year to spare the fortnight or more of 
time requisite for a canoe cruise up the Sound or on the rivers, 
and to them, as well as to others, a short account of a four days’ 

cruise, which I made last month entirely within the limits of our 
own bay, may, it strikes me, proveinteresting. And if any reader 
should feel tempted to follow my example, he may rest assured 

that bis fancied familiarity with the shores, though gained by 

months or years of gazing from a steamer's deck, will, when he is 

once in his canoe, most entirely and satisfactorily vanish from hig 
mind. 

A stiff southwest breeze was driving the white-caps up the bay 

asthe Rosalind (Vaultius) poked her sharp nose aronnd the break- 
water at Gowanus in the early morning, and as [ headed her at the 

seas, and noticed that a yacht, beating down to the Natrows, had 

double-rested her mainsail, and taken the bonnet off her jib, I 

congratulated myself that musts, arils, end everything that could 

possibly catch the wind had been snugly stowed below. Théspray 

slapped my face as the waves now and then broke over the bows, 

but the little boat topped most of them neatly, and after two 
hours’ good, hard work with the paddle, we rounded the point of 

Staten Island, and glided into the smooth water of the Kills—p 
little wet, but otherwise very comfortable. 

Here, however, we met the abb tide running down from Newark 

Bay like a anill-race, and when at last we reached the flout ab the 
Shore House, on Bergen Point, I was decidedly tired and hungry. 

A séries of violent rain squalls detained us here until after 1wo 

o'clock, when, the rain ceasing, the boat was sponged out and our 
way resumed. 

At Elizabethport the flood tide making its way into Newark Bay 

from the Sound, was met ; but by keeping close in to the winding 

shore, I was enabled to take advantage of numberless eddies, 
which materially lessened the labor of paddling; and a few pleas- 

ant hours haying passed, a dozen ready hands lifted the boat upon, 

the dock at Rossville, and stowed her safely in the porch of the 

hotel, when I made my yery simple toilet, aad seated myself toa 

well-earned supper, 

A long night’s rest refreshed me immensely, but [ was in no 

hurry to leaye the pretty little village, and the day had well begun 

before the canoe was launched. A leisurely paddle of abont an 

hour brought me abreast of Tottenyille, where I ran ashore 

beneath the bluff, and proceeded to fill my canteen with fresh 

well-water, and to overhaul my running rigging. This done, L 

pushed off, and passing Perth Amboy, the mouth of the Raritan 

River, and South Amboy, laid a straight course for Keyport. 

The bay was smooth as a Jake, and a slight mist hid the more 

distant objects from view; but I found plenty of amusement in 

overhauling the numerous fishing amacks which wera drifting 

down with the tide, and which, being under paddle, I gnickly 

caught and dropped, arriving finally, about half-past eleven, at the 

sleepy little town, with its wharf and myriad oyster shells baking 

under the August sun, 

Here I disposed of a luncheon of oysters and bottled stont— 

which latter, by the way, the barbarians iced—and then paddled 

out of the coye, exchanging greetings with the oyatermen handling 

their long rakes, and the fishermen hauling in their nets. Toesch 

of these I put the same question, a simple formula, which, during 

the past summer, has procured for me a yast deal of information 

and amusement, and which I can recommend to all would-be 

cruisers as the open sesame to the fisherman's heart. It conyeys 

at once 4 delicate compliment to his supposed rank, and an appeal 

to his superior intelligence, and is invariably answered with alac- 

rity and cordiality. It moreover involves no waste of breath upon 
the part of the canoeist. Isaid: 

‘* Cap’ how far is it to the Highlands ?!" 

For so simple a question it drew answers strikingly yarled, 
Said Number One: “ Twelve miles.” 

Then followed a digréssion upon the subject of canoes, 

Number Two replied readily : “* Fifteen mile or go," and followed 
with a few remarks concsrning floating coffins. 

Number Three pnt the distance at eightsen miles, and discoursed 
upon the double paddle. 

Number Four promised mo a paddle of twenty miles, as did 

Number Vive; while Number Six fell back upon eighteen miles, 
and then fixed his attention upon my nine-loot mainmast, which I 
obligingly allowed him to watch as I paddled away. 

And now for four long hours I struggled against a head tideand 

rising wind, hugging the shore where practicable, but frequently 

obliged to make long detours to avoid the lines of nets ; and men- 

tally anathematizing the estimable gentlemen who first gaye to 

the Nautilus canoe that frightful sheer which makes her in a head 

wind the slowest boat ajloaf. At length, however, the low trees 

and sand of the Hook became yisible over the port bow, and enter- 
ing the Horse-shoe, we crept along under the wooded Highlands. 

Then I felt in my tired arms that the tide setting up the Shrews-. 

bury had reached us, and we presently hurried at racing speed 

past hills and flats, cottages and restaurants, shot under the 
bridge, and ran up to the wharf. 

After a quiet evening and night's rest at one of the hotels, and 

a climb up the hill to the lighthonse, from which point the view is 
superb, I breakfasted; then took the canosa from her hiding-place 

behind a shed, launched her, and paddled down the stream, amid 
considerable chaff from the boatmen, who eyidently put not their 
faith in paddles. 

The morning was beautiful, still and hazy, and through the clear 

water I could see the bottom of the river, and the marine plants 
and long grass reaching nearly to the surface. The work was 

éasy, the bout moving rapidly, and as weslipped past the sandy 
beach of the Hook, I felt remarkably contented and happy. Near 

the steamboat dovk I fired my formula at a lone fishayman in a 
amall-bout, and learned that I was about two miles from the point 
of the hook; then I landed to seek 3 second breakfast (not having 
' tasted food for all of three hours), and waa informed that the dis, 
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fanoe Was Bix miles, but as this information came from a land- 
~ lubber, T took it cum grano salis. 

Hood was found and eaten; then followed mora paddling, and at 
Jast I ran ashore at the point, around which the tide donbled and 

ran out to sea with astonishing speed. From the beach I could 

faintly weé through the haze the outlines of the hills at the 

Warrows, and as theselandmarks were enough for my purpose, 
and a good sailing. breeze was now coming in from the southeast, 

Tpushed off, hoisted mainsail, and with sheet well slacked off, 

headed dua north, the boat riding casily and comfortably oyer the 
long swells coming in from the ooean. A ship in tow, some distant 

siils, anda few tumbling porpoises, were the only objects of in- 
terest besides the channel buoys, which the next half hour showed 

me ; but at length I caught sight of the Coney Island observatory 

looking, from my lowly seat in the canoe, like a far-off buoy ; 80, 

trimming in a little, I steered for it, the steadily freshening breeze 

~increasing the boat's apeed until it reached point which was de- 

eidedly exhilarating. 

Arriving at last off Cable’s Hotel, Icoasted along past Brighton 

aud Manhattan Beaches to the eastern end of the Island, where I 

Janded and dined, and then struck and stowed away my mdste, 
preparatory to a passage through the creek, and under the many 

bridges which span it. The tide had by this time turned, and wag 

running flood, afact which filled my breast with joy, for on a pra- 
yious occasion I had been forced at low water to wade through 
this self-same orsek for about two miles—in water, say three 

juches ; black mud, one foot; clam shells, indefinite quantity, and 
my feet tingled at the remembrance ; but now I passed quickly 

through the inlet into Sheepshead Bay, then doubled and twisted 

and turned through the windings of that creek, ran under bridge 

after bridge, and presently the low, white house that was my goal 
peeped out from among the willows, and I landed. 

Wo Brooklyn boating man who, hungry, has entered and lingered 

in Yan Siclen’s low-ceiled dining room; or, tired, has siretched 

himself on the sleep-proyoking beds of that time-honored inn, will 

wonder that it was high noon next day before the Mosulind was 

taken from the stable where she had passed the night, and 

Jannched 
A gentle southerly breeze filed her muslin as she glided out of 

the creek into Grayesend Bay, homeward bound ; and before it we 

ran past Fort Hamilton,then across to Staten Island; back again, 
and finally up along the Bay Ridge shore to Gowanus Bay and the 

boathouse, ending thus plexsantly our short but satisfactory 

ortise, W. M. CG, 

We have taken the liberty of italicizing a portion of the 
letter, as franght with interest to canodeists in selecting a 
canoe for special work. 

Sea and ZRivey Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

— 
FRESH WATER, 

Trout, Salmofontinalis. 
Salnion, Salmo salar. » : 
Salmon Tront, Salmo conjinis. i 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo glovert; 
Grayling, Thymatius tricolor. 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides ; 

_ M. nigricans. ‘ 
Muskalonge, Ls0x nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsow lucitia. 
Yellow Perch, Perca flavescens, 

BALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Scteenope ocellatua, 
Ig Cy Archosaryus probato- 

cephalus. 
Striped Bass, Roceva linneatiis. 
White Perch, Morone americana, 
Weaktish, Cynescion regalia. 
Bluetish, Pomatomus saltatriz, 
Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwm mactla- 

tum. 
Cero, Cybium regale. 
Bonito, sarda pelamys 
Kingtish, Menticirris nebulosus, 

Fis In MArgetT—Ruram Prices.—Base, 20 cents ; smelts, 25; 

bluefish, 10; salmon, 30; mackerel, 25; weak fish, 1234; Spanish 
mackerel, 50); green turtle, 12; terrapin, per doz., $12; halibut, 

16; haddock, 6; king fish, 25; codfish, 10; black fish, 15; foun- 
dere, 10; porgies, 10; sea bass, 15; eels, 18 ; lobsters, 10 ; sheeps- 

lead, 25; frogs, 35; scallops per gallon, $1.50; white fish, 15; 

pompano, 75; hard crabs, per 100, $2.50; soft crabs, per dozen, 
Bb. 

In quoting prices of fish, it must be remembered that they are 
retail prices and have nothing to do with wholesale prices. 

A very fine pompano was caught on Monday at Rockaway 
Tnlet, As we wrote in our last issue, this fish is by no means 

uncommon in our waters. Very possibly, if fishermen bad 
proper nets, pompano could be captured in quantity along the 

Long Island and New Jersey coast. 

Onvanto—Kingsion, Sept. 9.—Fishing tnis season has been 
exceedingly good: Surrounding us on all sides are hundreds 
of small lakes which team with black bass, Oswego hass, pike, 
fickerel, salmon and numerous smaller fry. Yours truly 
taude a number of excursions on the different lakes, and al- 
ways succeeded in acquitting himself creditably. Owing, no 
doubt, to the numerous rain and thunder storms, the fishing 
lias not been quite so good of late, but as soon as the weather 
settlesthe lovers of the red will find plenty of sport. Ax, 

Massaonusnris—Vantucket, Sept. 16.—The RRR 
is past, and in a week or two most of the boat will be laid up. 
wee shark was captured by Mr. Barnes from the shore at 
the south side of the island. A number of skipjacks have 
been caught in nets at Great Point the past week. 

JA0K CuRLEW. 

New Bedford, September 14.—The past week a few pom- 
Pano haye been taken in the trap at the mouth of Slocum’s 
River ; also a bright-sided diamond-shaped fish, with long 
filaments extending from the dorsal and pectoral fins. Wind 
Gast, Aud but few striped bass and ‘bluefish caught. 3 

ONOHA. 

Movements ov tam Fissnya Fiexr.—The fishing arrivals 
for the week iiclude some good fares of codfish from Grand 
Banks, the total receipts being 760,000lbs. Bank halibut 
haye been in moderate receipt, the number of arrivals being 
9, bringing 275,000Ibs. The number of Georges arrivals has 
been smaller than usual, 25 vessels, bringing 850,0001bs. cod— 
fish and but little halibut. The Baymen continue to arrive, 
bringing good fares, but the reports are not considered fayor- 
able for a good fall eatch. The number of arrivals for the 
‘week has been 9; receipts from the flest, 2,685 bbls. mack- 
erel ; by freighter, 650 bbls. The Shore fleet are doi 
nothing. Arrivals this week, 2; catch, about 300° bhis. 
‘Whole number of 
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‘7 | better), a light silk line and a small salmon trout hook. 

Sshing aztivals for the week, 49,—Cape | 
nt. : 7" an. 

lm. oak : ‘ : FOREST AND | 
_ New Yors—Shelter Island, Sept. 12.—The bunker fishing 
in the waters of Peconic and Gardiner’s bays and along the 
Long Island coast outside, has been remarkably profitable 
this season. ‘The fish have been brought in to the factories in 
millions, and of very good quality, averaging three gallons to 
the thousand. For the last week the waters have been alive 
With them, and more of them taken than could be used up by 
the factories, The surplus supplies are being sold to the 
farmers at the rate of seventy-five cents per thousand. 

Isaao Molenuan. 

Lake Port, Sept. 10.—Five huoudred to six hundred 
pounds black bass taken here in Oneida Lake during the lust 
week, the largest weighing about five pounds, 

V Bass Fisutne av NraGara Fatrs.—The black bags fishing 
on Niagara River above the Falls has been better this year 
than ever. ‘These waters are the natural home of the black 
bass, and itis one of the best, if not ihe best, black bass 
grounds in existénce. About the same number of large fish 
as usual have been taken, buta far gréater number of small 
and medium ones, A sreat many small fish were taken with 
4 fly from the shore in July. ‘Phe season with us extends 
from July 1 to October, the best fishing being in August and 
forepart of September, when they are taken at the foot of 
bars in deep water, in eddies, etc. An unusual mumber of 
visitors have availed themselves of the beautiful scenery and 
splendid fishing-on the river above the Falls this season, and 
it is for the information of those who are ignorant of one of 
the finest places around Niagara, and for those who would 
like to spend a few hours taking the noble black bass during 
their stay at this famous watering place, that I write these few 
lines. A new steam yacht has been placed on the river for the 
accommodation of fishing and pleasure parties. Small bouts 
and boatmen in abundance and at reasonable rates. ‘The fish- 
ing points are but a short distance from the town, and any 
one who sees fit to investigate the claims of this least known, 
but one of the best, fishing resorts in the country will be 
amply repaid. By addressing P. Walker, boatman, boats, 
bait, guides, and all information may be obtained. 

R. 8. C. 
New dJsrser—Barneyat Inlet, Minsey's Ashley Louse, 

Sept. 12.—Easterly storms past week. No fishing of any ac- 
count except sea bass, of which Col. Post has been taking 30 
to 75 each slack water. Master Willie Kinsey found a large 
specimen of sea turtle on the beach near the Old Manor of* 
Health. It measured fifteen feet long, nine feet wide, and es- 
timated by competent judges to weigh from 1,500 to 2,000 Ibs. 
Its throat was cut. Before parties provided with axes, knives, 
ete,, for the purpose of securing the shell, could get back, 
the tide washed the monster away. I haye since learned 
that five others, smaller in size, have washed ashore ut differ- 
ent points on the beach, 

Barnegat House, Vorked River, Sept. 17.--Owing to the re- 
cent storms on_the coast the fish haye not been biting so 
well the past week, ‘Two of our yachis, Huze, Oapt. Pred- 
more, and the Vapor, with Capt. Jos. Holmes and Mr. Hop- 
kins, of New York, came in to-day with a fine lot of sea bags. 
Yery few sheepshead have been taken on the old ground, 
where a net’ was hauled some time ago in the night by partics 
from Waretown. It was then reported that some 600 fish 
were taken in one haul. The oysters are finer than usual this 
season, but not very plenty. ARTHUR, 

Pusnsyuyania-—Pike County.—Bass fishing in the Dela- 
ware has been unusually good and many fine ones have been 
caught between Egypt Mills and Bushkill. Mr. R. J. Hen- 
derson leads the ‘‘summer boarders,” however, haying caught 
eee EE fish. Its weight was 44 pounds, length 18.6 
inches, 

Greenville, Sept. 7.—Professor Roth still continues to haul 
out occasionally a nice pike, He intends visiting Slippery 
Rock, Butler County, soon, where black bass and pike ara 
abundant. B, 

Brrrze Trves.Comine.—Ludlow, Pa,, Aug. 30.—Western 
Pennsylvania stands second to none for good trout fishing. 
‘Some five or six years ago a man that had ambition enough 
to clamber over rocks and logs and brush, and every other 
sort of rubbish that nature has seen fit to adorn the trout 
streams with that flow between the rugged hills and moun- 
tains of McKean County, Pa., could fill his creel in a yery 
short time with trout weighing Hb. to1}b. But, alas, what 
achange! Sportsmen from every part of Western Pennsyl- 
vania and York State flocked in here (I think I may sately 
say) by hundreds every season, until in course of time there 
were more anglers than trout, and for the past two seasons 
the catch has been yery small, so small indeed that the return 
from the mountains of a poor fisherman with grief, disap- 
pointment and hunger stamped on every feature, is no uncom- 
mon sight. I met one of those unfortunate mortals some 
time ago, and on pene asked ‘* What luck?” he replied, in a 
very faint whisper, ‘‘Oh, pretty good—I had what I wanted 
to eat,” and almost in the game breath inquired if I could 
tell him where he could get some dinner immediately. But 
there are better times coming. The Ludlow Trout Gompany 
have been able, through the good management of their super- 
intendent, 10 re-stock some of the neighboring streams about 
Ludlow, Pa, Last year they planted 100,000 brook trout fry 
at their own expense, and we have every reason to believe 
that within a reasonable time—say two years—our sporting 
friends with the rod and fly willsay: ‘‘ Better times haye 
come.” SPEOYATOR. 

Inptan Tererrony—Fort Sill, Sept. 9.—The bass fishing 
has developed this year in the streams upon which this fort 
is situated. Capt. Anderson, who used to correspond with 
you, thought in ‘73 and 74 that if he caught a dozen buss 
during the season a half pound weight he was doing weil. 
Tt has not been uncommon to draw out dozens daily of two 
and a half to three pounds weight this season. Y. W.D 
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For Porest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

vi ANGLING IN THE SOUTH, 

Dp not, brother of the rod, think that I am to give you 
miraculous stories of immenge trout, ‘‘monarchs of the 

flood,” which I haye inyeigled from their native element. 
The elegant equipment, the long, pliable rod, the Wurnished 
ret], the casting line, are here, all out of place. In their 
stead we have a long, light cane (the longer and lighter the 

equipped, we go forth, like all you gentlemen an 
Nort to | me, Ey | vi ure 0 yt 

not a single stream in the South in which the reel can be used 
to any advantage. Imagine a deep, dark, pently flowing 
stream, whose banks are covered with a dense growth of vines, 
trees and weeds, whose bottoms are filled With logs, brush. 
and stumps. Here and there open places can ba found in 
which you ¢an fish all day without fouling your dine, but 

these places are not such good fishing as the ** hangy ” ground. 
Thus you have the picture of nine out of ten Southern 
streams. What would a genuine disciple of old Izaak da in 
such waters? Assuredly, he would lose his fish, his line, and 
eke his rod. i 

Our main reliance must be, then, upon skill in keeping our 
fish from the logs and brush after we have hooked them. And 
they always hunt for then; lint for ther with a persistence 
and vigor that puts a speckled trout toshame. We have 
three fish m the South upon which we depend for our angling. 
The bream, the red perch and the speckled perch. Of course, 
i, salmoides jack fish, raw mouth perch, and, in some streams, 
true perch, help to while away the rosy hours. The true 
perch are only found in Little Pedec, Great Pedee, and a few 
other Svuthern streams. ‘Chey are called “red fin trout” in 
most locyities. They attain to a large size, for I have caught 
them weighing fully four pounds. 

First, as tothe red perch. This very splendid game fish is 
found no farther North than the New River, in Onslow coun- 
ty, North Carolina. He is found thence gouth in ail tlie 
sircams that empty into the Atlantic. Strange to say, he is 
not found in any sonthern streams that empty into the Gulf 
ot Mexico except in the Chattahooche, the Flint and their 
tributaries, weighing, under fayorable circumstances, as 
much 4s two pounds. Muscular, active and intrepid, he gives 
one all the fight there can bein a fish of his size. Cautious 
and @ delicate feeder, he is, except the bream, the most diffi- 
cult of all fish to capture. 
During the spawning season he loses much of that caution - 

which is his safety at other seasons, and vill bite ravenously 
at any kind of worm, eyen if it be accompanied by a line 
large ciel and strong enough to catch a twenty-pound 
blue cat. "Che gravid fish, called yellow perch, are not near 
so large as the males, yet they too afford fine sport. ‘They 
cannot be found, I am sure, in any northern stream ; his con. 
gener, the sunfish, taking hisplace. By the by, Mr. Alexan- 
der, in his ‘‘Iish and Fishing,” states that the sunfish never 
weighs over half a pound, I have caught them weighing over 
three times that much, In all the Western lakes tley erow 
even larger, ‘The red perch thrives, contrary to the general 
opinion, in mill ponds, The finest that I ever caught in my 
life made their home in a large mill pondin Lumpkin Oo,, 
Georgia. Their favorite feeding ground was near a large 
sweet gum that had falleninto thepond. The pond was very 
clear, but by using a rod twenty feet long, a very fine sill 
line, and no sinker, you could capture in a day's fishing, 
say twenty-five of the acarlet gentlemen; and a fine string it 
was, for none of them weighed under a pound and a half, and 
some over that weight. Ofcourse, it was lazy fishing com- 
pared to whipping for trout, but I enjoyed it more than I ever 
did fly-fishing. ‘This may sound heretical, but it is true. 

Our next fish for consideration is the bream. The habitat 
of this noble fish on the Atlantic side is from the Neuse River, 
in North Garolina, to the St. John’s River, in Florida. He is 
found in all the streams emptying into the Gulf of Mexico, 
and as far North and West as the Green River in Kentucky, 
and in some tributaries of the Mississippi onthe North. Hay- 
ing such a wide geographical range, he necessarily differs, as 
do all fish, in size, markings and color. The bream, for ex- 
ample, of the Ohio River lakes are no more like the bream of 
South Carolina than a sunfish is like a perch. But he isa 
bream, nevertheless, Those of the lakes mentioned rarely ex. 
ceed in weight three-quarters of a pound; they are dark, 
short and thick, But it is of the hream of the Carolinas and 
of Georgia that, we now prepose to write. Breamso large, so 
stately, and so toothsome, that Lord Cornwallis, in one of 
his letters written home during the Revolutionary War, said 
that South Carolina was worth conquering for her bream 
alone, 
Red perch are very shy and wary; but there is no cam- 

parison between them and the bream, for the bream ig to fresh 
-water fish what the sheepshead is to salt water fish, There is 
no fish so capricious and such a delicate feeder, Thu bait 
that is very killing to-day will to-morrow he disdainfully re- 
jected. "They feed on worms of every kind, but chiefly upon 
the caterpillar of the catalpa tree, generally called * catawha'” 
in the south. 

Tt is October. No frosts have ag yet fallen in our latitude, 
but many delicate trees have shed their leaves, and the intol. 
erable glare of the sun at midday is softened by agreat, heavy 
haze that hangs over all, seeming to touch the very earth, 
The grant cypress stands with naked arms pointing to the 
sky, like grim skeletons forever at their pasts; the thick 
mass of vines and Creepers, once so green, now look Jike piles 
of flame heaped against the dark waters. All is solemn and 
still save the angry bark of the gray squirrel or the sullen 
splash of some predatory Jack as he chases the minnows for 
his morning meal, This is the season for bream, the time 
when you can catch them, if you know how, to your heart’s 
content. Go with me on this beautiful day to some Sonthern 
stream. Do yousee that green bush which bends over the 
water, and whose boughs are kept in constant motion by the 
gentle current. Now drop your line yery gently above the 
bush, stick your rod in the bank and sif down, and keep 
down, And here, Mr. Roosevelt, I will propound a fish 
conumdrum for your especial benefit. Why is it that suck- 
ers, bream, perch, and, in fact, all bottom feeding fish will 
not bite as well when you hold the rod in your hand aa they 
do when you stick it in the bank? With all due humility 1 

| would suggest one reason: the magnetic influenco of the 
body extending down the rod and line, You may laugh, but 
there must be some truth in it. z 

— 
on trout hook, aon ! 4 hy. 

My word for it, if « 
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With energies fully restored, with an Arnold Winkleried de- 
_ termination to make a last fight for liberty, he would snap 
my frail line, and giving his heels a final twinkle in the air, 
would disappear from my sight forever. 
The term ‘*bald bream” may, perhaps, need some expla- 

nation to Northern readers. ‘Uhe male bream has, when full 
grown, a burnished, copper-colored head. Standing in front 
of the fish, there is a fanciful, funny resemblance to a bald 
head. Hence the term. Ii any Northérn angler doubts that 
the bréam is a game fish, and that I haye drawn upon my 
imagination, lei him come down to Georgia and try them 
himself, He will be convinced. 

The speckled perch next demands our attention as a true 
game fish—more especially, 4s in the estimation of some peo- 
ple, no tish can be considered game that does not feed on flies 
or minnows. How about suckers, which feed on neither? 
Yet, I venture to say that no fish can pull harder or make 
more desperaie efforts to free himself from the hook. The 
habitat of the speckled perch is, all the Atlantic rivers, from 
the James on the north to the St. Johns on the south. They 
are found in all the tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico, and 
especially swarm in countless numbers in the large lakea of 
the Mississippi River. They are called ‘‘ bachelor perch" in 
Green River, Kentucky, and ‘‘croppies” in Missouri. They 
yary in size according to locality, food and other favorable 
circumstances, Those in Green Hiver generally average about 
iflbs., while in the White River, Arkansas, it is no very un- 
common thing to catch them eighteen inches long and weigh- 
ing from three to five pounds. They are bold biters, and at 
ford, with avery light tackle, fine sport. If you fish for 
them with a cord as large as. broum straw, a cork as big 
as your fist, and three or four large buckshot, a pole as 
Tong and as heavy as the lance of a Cossack trooper, they do 
not pull much, being envaged in drawing the load you have 
imposed on them. They feed chiefly on minnows, but they 
bite in the fall of the year very freely at red worms. 

There is a curions circumstance connected with this fish, 
'They were never seen in the waters of North Kentucky until 
about the time that Alexander Campbell orgauized his church, 
the communicants of which church were called ‘New 
Lights.” Hence the fish were called “New Lights," which 
name, t presume, they retain to the present day. And yet, 
as [review what I have writen, & feeling of sadness comes 
oyer mé as I think that | shall never more, perhaps, hear the 
sweet whirr of the reelas a ten-pounder dashes madly down 
the stream. I fight for my style of fishing now, but deep 
down in my soul, I suspect, there lingers a regret for old 
times and & traitorous longing for the rod and reel. 

Fratevnally yours, Sr, Char. 
Lawtonvitle, Ky., August, 1878. 

1S Fae 
THE “CITY OF WORCESTER,” 

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept, 5, 1878, 
Enrron FOREST AND STREAM : 
The “City of Worcester” left Worcester Sept. 2, at 7:30 P, ar., witlba 

party of twelve aporisyomen aid sportsmen, tle former im large ma- 
jority. If they are not all familiar with the shot-gun they have soown 

themselves 6Xperts with the hook and line, of which you will hear more 
88 We proceed. 

Our car has been the centre of attraction and yisited by many ladies 

and gentlemen, The general expression was of Approval and snur- 

prise at theconveniences found in so small a space, and if all could avall 

themselves of this‘ novel" mode of traveling, as ley express Lt, the 
Pegilar trains would have but few ocoupants, 

Arrived af St. Paul a little behind time, on the morniug of the sixth, 

on account of the State Agricultural Fair, the visi: of the President and 

bench show for dogs, all going on at the sametime. By the courtesy 

of Mr. W. i. Fisher, Supt. &t, Pauland Pacific railway, our car was 

Tou ont (9 the fair grounds, about fourmiles, giving the party an oppor- 

tunity to see all the attractions, except President Hsuyes who leit lyst. 

evening for Bismarck, We yisited the dog show on the grounds. 

Later we were takea by the regular eveniug train to Wayzata station 

on the Si. Puuland Pacitic R. R. near Lake Minnetonkg for a day's 

fisliiiig Ou Saturday, By the courtesy of Mr, W. H. Sheny, of Minne- 

apolis, alitie arrakgementsa fora day’s tshing on the lake were made 

in advance, Mr, 8S. and his friend Wim, Corlies, of $t, Paul, joining our 

party, Making fourteen in all and just filling our beds, 
Priday evening it was planned to have an early bresakfash and an 

early sturt for the (shiug grouads on aGvouot, 1 suppose, of the early 
Worlas being canght by the early fish—wasn’t that rather discouraging 
on the eary lishes?—but as you know all well-laid plans of mice and 

meén dO falj sometimes, so did our early start cometo uoughton account 
ofa yery heavy rate witch com.oenced some time in the night and did 

not Cease ont about $ o'clock P.M, Soon asit was setiled thata fair 

day was coming tye small doves were quickly filicd with ladies and - 

penticinen, two lines tO. boat, all eager for the first fish. Just before 

Hbarting Lt was proposed to makeup a purse of 25 cents subscription, 
The amotnt tobe paid tothe one taking the frst fish, but falled because 

thé proposer could not raise the sald quarter, which of course led the 
Test of the party to “smella mice.’ Lest strangers mnigit suspect in- 

NOCent persous, I woulu say it was neither of the original party, nor the 

St. Paul members ; that’s as far as 1 care to go. 

Belng & fish story is Must be confined to fish for the present. The 
little urrangement, we afterwards learned, waz a black bags anchored 
out in the lake, and not far out, just where a certain boat was expected 
to piss; bul as the parsé was not made if Tell to Mr. John Babcock to 

take the first fish, 2 pickerel welghing nearly three pounds, ‘Then fol- 

lowed in (nick succession black bass and pickerel to every boat, abont 

equally divided between the ladies and gentlemen, At noon we found 

ourselves in Haines’ Bay, six miles mway, with our appetites getting be- 
yond coutrol. Wesoouhada fireall ablaze and the fry pan full of 

black basa und pickerel, nothing eas than two pounds allowed in the 
pant, The numberof two and three pounders disposed of at that dm 
ner cin meyer be told and if iv conld would find few believers, As 
propose to write of nothing but factsT leaye the rest of the dinner ti 
future bone-gatherers to tell the Ineredibletale. On the homeward 

trip gootl lnck attended all the boats. At the landing we counted up 
104 fish, weighing 25) pounds, uone oyer tyelye nor under one pound 
each, ; 
‘Phe largesh were not hauled jnto the boat but drawn up, so they wete 

know to weigh from fifteen to tweaty pods and then Jost; very un— 
fortutats to lose go large Ash, but could not be helpéd. Ali agreed tha 
a pleasanter trip could ook haye peen made on that Inke, Or Bay other 
Pound tea reddy and our party ready to doit justice, andil you had 
Jooked in. pon us you would have thought we bad fasted for a week, 

ApS o'G.04skP 0, ur car was taken by a train and landed at Minneap. 

fs, Wiiere we found the train waiting for the Presidential party, 

No al ti 

” * + rj a x mi E 

eral Devens visited our car, but there being no pollticlans | ‘gales be 
eech Was made, )  Datomur. | prétity et’spert t 

AND 
~~. ee 

Mr. Blackford’s privaterocom may be seen many truthiul 
sketches of fish. Weare pleased to state that the work of 

| preparation for this important book is progressing rapidly 
and that one of our Jeading icthyologists is preparing the text. 

Brrron-Loapine Guns ar Avorion.—The firm of Barker 
& Oo., New York, have made themselves popular with the 
sporting fraternity by their auction sales of sporting guns, 
They opened the present season by & very successful sale on 
Tuesday and Weilnesday of this week, and announce the 
second sale of the season on the 27th and 28th inst. We are 
acquainted with the above firm and belisye that any state- 
ment made by them can be relied upon. The next sale will 
comprise a special consignment of new guns from nearly all 
of the celebrated makers of the world. The sale will be con- 
ducted by the good-natured and obliging young auctioneer, 

anks.—|[ See Ado. 
[race Sen eT | 

—A tention is called to the advertisement in another column 
of the New England Life Insurance Company, which is in 
éyery way reliable and trustworthy. 

Mr. George J. 

ainawers to Cayresponslents, 

We Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications, 

A. M. V., Nyack, N. ¥.—Deer hunting is proebiblied in Pennsyl- 

yania this year, 

J. W. B., Boston.—We can send you a copy of Caton’a ‘' The Ante- 
lope and Déer.” Costs $3.76, 

ScHUYLEIEL, Phila.—Want to make a bass fiy-rod. Instruct me. 

Ans, See last number F, & 5, 

Jacksonville, Fla. Tell him what you want, 

_ SussoRIBER, Slamford, Conn,—The gun |s first-class, 
good shooting in October about Waterbury, Conn. 

You will ind 

R. W.A., Allen Station,—Your dog has probably a rupture, A sur- 

geon Ought to determine this upon examination, 

A. M., Burlingtoii.—The mange will not thus be transmitted, You 

should describe the form of mange which the dog has, 

A, #., Fort Riley, Kan,—You can procure goose callers from any of 
the sporting gooas dealers who advertise in our columns, 

Dr. L—We have written so much about choke-bores that we oannoy 

give it again in detail, See former numbers of the paper. 

J. W., Philadelphia,—The address desired is Dr, O. J, Kenworthy, 

H. G. P., Providence, R. 1.—The rifle you mention is just coming 

into use, Think 1t would do very weil for lLunting purposes. We never 

compare one ritié with another. 

Evalisn Spanrow.—The contributor to the Hoglish Sparrow question 

im issue of Sept. 5, was Dr. B. Sterling, of Cleveland, O,, imstead of the 

name erroneously printed for the same, 

Ju. V., Warren.—Are white squirrels a rarity? A iriend of mine 
caught one afew daysago. Hehasit in acagé. If is abont the size 

Of Our Common gray und black oues, Ans, Quiterare, Itis an albiae. 

H. 5, B., Marlboro, Mas8.—We cannot understand tlie case as stated, 

and 80 we are unable to glve any opinion, The fact that the shoot in 

question is the fnalone of the season should not alter the rules followed 

ii other cases. 

M., Boston.— What is the scientific name of Lhe loon, or North Amoer- 

can diver? Ans, Colymbus torguatus, the great northern diver; @ul- 

ynibua arctious, the Diack-\hroated diver; Colymbus septentrivnalis, The 

red-throated diver. 

7. Tl, B,, Washington, D. © —Can any physical harm come from al- 

lowing 2 clean, findisessed dog tosleep withyou? Thavea beantifal 

littie black and fan fond of nestling by mein bed. Frequently lett 

stay by me all night. Ans, No harm if dog 1s clean and healthy, 

H, W.—Haye s Whitney rifle 30 inch barrel, 44 cal. How light & bul- 

let can I use with 70 ers. of powder for successful hunting and perhaps 

target practice up to 200 yards? I use 380 er. bulleitor target, fs it 

Tight weight for 70 grs. powder? Ans. You lave the Tight weight of 

powder and ball. 

TuaRreR, New York,—A small terrlerone year old has fits, wit 
foaming at the mouth, Drops down exhausted. What is to be done? 

Ans, There iano specific cure. Do not oyerfeed the dog; give plenty 
of exercise and occasionally a little sulphur. ‘Time generally brings 

about a cure. 

Rovuee Cxorx, Hallfax.—For photographs of Sappho anid other yachts 
address Holmes, photographer, 235 Broadway, N. ¥., and mention our 

name. Price of large sized photos §0 cents apiece. Hor very correct 
paintings of yaclits in oil addresa Butterworth, artist, care Thos, Hoop" 

ger, 114 Nassau st., N. ¥. 

G. H. P., Portsmouth, Mich.—Possibly the worst way in the world to’ 
load a rifie is exactly what you do—to put a ballin the palm of the hand 

and pour powder oyerit, The load then depends entirely on ehance, 
Use a small measure, and onvue baying secured that you will no longer 

waste powder on your hand, or on the game. 

R. W. B., Pitisburgi.—How can any manin « long-range match at 

800, 900 and 1,000 yards make a score of 270, ag claimed by the Sharps 

Rife Co. in your advertising columns? Ans. Think that 270 1a the 

Boore made in military mateh, by a team of four men, shootlng military 

guus, seven shots per man at cach range —Sv0, 900 and 1,000, 

Wast Sinz, New \ork.—See note under game table, The New Jersey 

law prohibiting shooting by non-residents without a license we think 

constitutional. The West Jersey Game Socioty has jurisdiction over 

certain counties in the eastern part of the State to huntin which you 

taust haye w certificate from them. Their headquarteraare at Camden, 

W. B. Rochoster.—Hxpress bullets are amooth, not grooved. ‘They 

are patched with paper in some of ihe English cartridges, bul not gl- 

whys }a lubrigatiug wadis used, Dittmar powder has not yet been 

used, at least publicly, in Creedmoor rides. We understand that the 

Winchester Repeating Arms Co. are loading some cartridges with Ditt- 

mar, 

Bf. W. S., Buifalo, N, Y.—You will ind excellent shooting in Cass, 

| Grawiord, Gasconade, Lewis and Pettes counties, Ma,, and also in many 
Harrisonyille, on {he Mo, 
and Pacifie K. K,, and La 

You will fd 
nit i 

“other parts of the State, Qvod ceiltres\are 
Tex, R, K,; Arlington, on the At. and 
tie Bb, L,, Keokuk and Northwestern Ry K, 

or roWand gun there tea fall, 

Mr. Kilborne has his atelier, and on the easel and the walls of 
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A. P, G,, Cleyéland.—iIn mixing Dittmar nse equal bolks go both, See 
Jast piper for a more thordugh method of loading Dittmar. miving 

Wax and oil tozether, for robbing bows, the proportion of o a ante 
Small. Beeswax and sperm oil, fourteen partsofthe firsito | vary 

the oil; orsimply pata drop or so of oilona woolenrag and rh way 

on the bowand rub and polish dowa the wood well. 

§. 0,, Brooklyn,—Couid not, advise you a8 to beat rifle fora Whe 
powder id excellent for general use. You cannot load a rif* with the 

Machine you meitioh, Do not know the standing of the part «4s. fia~ 

cellent sbooting on the Mississippi south of Mew Orleans. The rifle 

you mention is excellent for all purposes, Wingate’s manual ond 
Perry’sScore Book, The best costs $1.25, the second $1.00, 

8. D. W., Jeflerson.—My etter dug, 4144 yearsold, hash of tour 

Tnonths a choking cough. He pants after the least exertion Appetite 

irregular, When IT pass my hand over his chet he seems in pain. Hal 

dry and lard; nose bof, Ans. The dog probably has bronchitis, or 

pneumonia. Keep him warm and dry, feed him on beef tek, and prob- 
Ably at this stage of the disease 2 yrs, of quinine three times 2 day will 
be of service. 

J. W. J., Opelousas.—l. What is the address of Arnold wea? 2, 
Which ure the best sizes of Laflin & Rand’s Orange Ducking powders 

and of their Orange Rifle powder, for breech-loading shot-gung? o 

Ts the cross befween the red Irish and Gordon setters considered a good 
one? Ans, 1. Hllisdale, Mich. 9%. Intl. & R, Ducking, No.5; in 
Drange Rite powder, FG, 3, Does no harm, but is nop advisable, Keep 
sach breed to itself, 

7. ©. D., Portland.—My pointer, six months old, was bitten on (le 

ankle of one of his hind feet some months ago, Waslame, but las im- 

proved. Last Sunday he was exercised, when on coming honie his 

hind legs hegan to tremble. T worked him after that, but he got worse, 

Now he iscompletely paralyzed. Whatistobedone? Ans, The dog 

has probably received some spinalinjury. Tf is impossible to prescribe 

for him satisfactorily without seeing him, As he is so young resh und 
(wiet may restore him, 

E. C., Brooklyn.l. Is a —— as good as a —— for general use? 2 

Can you use Remington’s cartridge loader (Webb's patent) for londiu 

rifie cartridges, or is it only used for shot-gun shells? 8. Is the firmul 

—reliable? 4. Isa — good for generul sporting use? 5. Whlet 

is best, to make your own bullets for the No, 45 (60 prs.) central-fre 
Tifte cartridge, orto buy them? What is the price for a bullet mould 

of that size? 6, What kindof powder is the best for loading rife 
tariridges? 7. Is there any good haunting around the Mississippl 

River below N. 0.2 Ans. 1, One as good as theother. 2. No. The 
Web.’s patent ts for ahot-guus. 8. Don’t know anything about them 
1, Yes. 5. Buy your bullets, Mould would cost $3, 6 FC. 7, Yes, 
you will find excellent sport there, 4 

W, D. T., Chicago.—Dixoh Kemp's “Manual of Yacht and Boat 
Buildinig” will cost about $10 in this country, as there ia a heavy dary 

fipon books. Can send you & copy As soon as shipment from Bogland 

isreceived. The book contains complete directior s for yacht constrace 

tion; but, owing to the difference In the conditions under which yucbh 

jug is pursued in Americu and Hoglaad, you would have to al ow some= 

what for differing circumstances. For boat building procure Neitson’s 

« Practical Bout Building,” price $1.25. Can obtain it 18 soon as second 

shipment comes to hand, he first haying been exhausted, See alsa 

back Ules of Forzesv AND Stream, In a future issue we will give 

directions for laying out courses; 00 book containing directious for 

fame, 

CG, BE. @., Albany.—I have a setter puppy six months oid. Generally 

playful and hearty, but or four occasions, when exercising him, he hus 

tad fits. He stops, staggers and falls. Byes roll and look like starting 

from their sockets, Wits sometimes followed by a short illness, Byes 

sometimes vacant and staring. Will the puppy outgrow these atiackse? 

Recommend a course of treatment. Ans, He has whal Mayhew éallg 

‘fits par excellence,’ The disease utteets young dogs chi fly, and is 

often difiluuit to account for, though often due to the presence Of 

worms in the intesiinal canal, in wh ch cise special remedies for (heb; 
removal are indicated. An occasional cotrse of sulphur, with atew 

loses of castor ol, will often do good, arid tims generally effects a per 

manent cure. <Avyold over-feediog., ‘Phe immediate cause of the itt js 
filsturbance in the circulation of the brain. 

D.S. L.—Please help a stuck sportsman outofa regularix. Dwish 
fo pul. anew extractor in tne bolt of a Heary rifle (old pattern), bat tint 

inyself unable to take out the bolt IT know it must be in two pieces 

Bud supposed, as there-was a small hole through thecasting, that |here 
Was a rivet to punch out, but I have tried with a steél punch all slog 

the cam which the bolt goes through andam unab'eto findone, Tf | 

knew tere was one, ald just what part of the cam to look for it, LT 

Gould drill it out; but Lam no. sure that that is the way if comes apart 

hnd can tind no one who Knows, “ and the nearest gunsmith 100 miles 
inway!? Ans, There is a pil which bolds the extractor in place. Take 
out the haiuamer and draw breech pin-base clear back, ‘The rivet aa 

you call it will then come in Iine with holein frame and can be pniehad 

put. See page 30 of Winchester Repeating Arms Co, catalogue; this 

will give you a good idea of the mechanism, 

8. ©,, Worcester.—l. Does the National Rifle Association allow en- 

tries to be made under assumed names in competitions for prizes? 2. 
Ifa person in any competition shoots his rifle and the cartridge proves 

to have half a charge of powder, if said person cla’ms another + hot 

allowed him ?—3. ‘Che case in point is on a shoot reported in your last 

Igsue under “ Shrewsbury” where FE, Wesson leads the score by 130, 

Some of us claim and entered protest that his score should be only 135, 

‘At 400 yards Mr. Wesson fired’a shot which was signalled 0. On retorts 

ing to his place hé claimed another shot on account of leaving halt 

its charge in his cartridge box. We all knew the shol was poor 4s soon 
ts the discharge took place, but another shot was allowed him and he 
made a bull's eye which was scored him, Ans. 1. Not now, 2. No. 

8. All wrong, If the ball left the gun it was 4 shot. Sir H. Halford 

fred without a bullet In the Centennial match and was Scored for amiss. 

G., Concord,—Is ai ayerage of 293 pellets of No. 9 shot,in a 30ln, 

Girole at 40 yds., a good pattern for a T}¢1b. breegh-loader, T2 gauge, 4S 

in, barrels, W- & C. Scott & Son’s modiie@ choke? Whict is the 

strongest action—a single bolt and extension rib, or a double bolt witit» 

out the extension rib? Is taere anything fo prevent the fibre of a gun 

stock from Yising on becoming wet? 1 have a hice gun with & very 

amooth and hard stock that got wet the other day, and is now 

quite rongh. Do you know of any good dog breaker within 20 miles 

of here? Is there any good shore shooting in the middle of October; 

what birds principally, and wheveis the best place within 30 or 40 niles 

of Boston? Whatis the best preventive against rust from the sali ale 

mosphere? Whatis the bast charge fora Tiglb., 12 gauge, asin. Scott 

preeci-loader? Whatis the begtotl fora gna? Ans, 1, A very good 

target. 2. Neyer will bedecided, 3. It can be done by means of warm. 

{rona, and then gluing down the raised fibres, When woon has Units 

tendency give it a good rubbing with unboiled linseed of!. 4. No. 6, 

Go down to Gdpe*Cod and the adjacent coast, 6. U#e Baton’s Rost 
Preventive, J. Use only tle West eperm oil for the working pirts of 
the gun, 
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Tus Yetiow Frver Foxp.—More money has been received 

to be added to ‘‘The Sportsmen’s Contribution” to the fever 
sufferers of the Southern cities. Aid fromall parts of the 
country has been most generously extendeé through the dif- 

ferent agencies. We haye to-day given to Mayor Ely $39, 

making a total of $3386. 
The detailed subscriptions were : 

Franklin Rifle Club, Hartfurd, Unity Club, Brooklyn......... $3 

COND... ..c0.eee-coevs-eeeeeeeeet25 M. P.McKoon, Franklin,N.Y, 5 

HD. Biydenburgh............ . 5 Farrow Bros...----s---0---2048 1 

MPA Lae we esi nese sac desc cwaen ceded es tia duane ftgtecsstunege mnpaaes re 
Before ackoowledQed..,.....ccecene sce ccsceweeeceesevecnccssereees $327 

a ———§_ 

A Noxstz Deatu.—-It is our sad duty to record the death of 
the Rey. Louis S. Schuyler, assistant clergyman of the Epis- 
cepal Cherch of Hoboken. This gallant young man, who 

was but twenty-six years of age, impelled by a sense of duty, 

Jeft for Memphis on the 6th ef this month, arriving there on 

the 8th. The Orphanage in Memphis having been ravaged by 

the fever, all the Sisters of Mercy but one having been stricken 

down, Mr. Schuyler bravely walked into the jaws of death. 
Tn unrsing the sick children the young clergyman caught the 

feyer on Friday last, and, as a true Christian hero, onthe 17th 

of September, passed away to another and better world. 

—— 

Warvraiists’ Ciuss.—We ure glad to note from time to 

time the formation of naturalists’ clubs and societies for the 
study of naturel science. Especially are we gratified to see 
young people, the boys and girls, turning their attention to 

the investigation of physical phenomena. Nature, in her 

manifestations of design and adaptation to the thousands of 

forms of means and ends, offers an abundant field for inyesti- 
| gation and richly-rewarded research. We may not all have 

the honor of giviog our Latinized name to a bird or a bug, 
but every student of natural history may enjoy in some de- 

gree the satisfactiun which always follows personal investiga- 

tion and diseoyery. 

THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING. 

AY we go to press the ringing of the rifles at Creedmoor 
tell of the lively fall meeting in progress there. In 

our next issue the story of the several contests will be told in 

full and at present we can only bring the story up to time 

call of the first match, The Committee have made all 
preparations for a successful meeting, and with weather to 

match there is eyery prospect that good scores and @ success- 
ful time will result. At short and long range matches of va- 

rious sort may be entered into and the military marksmen can- 

not complain that they have been overlooked in the make up 
of the matches. 

Looking at it froma sensational or popular standpoint the 

meeting is a quiet one. There are no foreign teams to dazzle 

the eyes of those who know next to nothing of the matter of 
rifle shooting. There will be no Dudley Selph coming heralded 
with the richest of rifle records. 
crowded. 

ing too, done by men who have learned to Isve their rifles by 

visits to the ranges. Of teams there area plenty. The mi- 

litia of the State are coming out in very good force, while from 

other States year after year shows a growing inclination to 

display their prowess on the great Creedmoor range by visit- 

ing military shooters. From Boston to the Hast and Wash- 

ington in the South the teams have come to enter in this or 

the other match. The result of the contest between the regu- 

lars and the militia will be looked to with interest. "Whoever 
may win, this is the opening match of a series which should 

be kept up and extended in generous rivalry until the two 
branches of the defensive service shall polish each other into 

bright ability with the rifle. Next week in addition to a care- 

ful critique of each day and its work the match records will 

be summarized into convenient form for future reference by 
our readers, 

SaaS Aaeeeeeeenemeeenee 

A LESSON TO BE TAUGHT. 

Te inculcation of this lesson lies at the root of all things. 
It checks waste, loss, and riot. 

lessness, and teaches children the first ideas of self-restraint. 

It kills and curbs the natural atayism in us, 

that man instinctively was a murderous, greedy creature. 
Like the dog which worries the sheep, he may haye been in- 
clined just to kill wantonly right and left, simply for the kill- 

ing sake. This is an old instinct which unfortunately re- 

mains, though held in abeyance by education. With this 

preamble, every word of it true, though we may haye re- 

peated it a thousand times, we will still endeavor to teach the 
idea of restraint. 

The season for game is just opening. Many of our young 
readers may be going into the field for the first time. If in 
certain localities game be plenty, attempt no datiwes. Such 

everlasting slaughters belong to apast age. The ethics of the 
sportsman ought to be ever on the advance. 

sufficiency, stop. Why will you wantonly destroy God’s 
creatures when you really have no use for them? We would 
a hundred times rather cite in our columns that ten brace of 

quail or grouse had fallen to the stare of a good sportsman in 

a day’s honest walk, than that he had killed a hundred birds. 
With an over-quantity of the game killed, there always comes 

across our mind something disparaging as to the quality of the 

man who shoots the gun, We love to copy in our pages some- 

thing of this character (our readers will find it in ‘‘Schmand’s” 
correspondence), how, having killed his elk, it was wanted 
for food; he sees more elk, and lets it pass unscathed. Such 

4 man is an honest sportsman, and has the right kind of a 

heart. We hold it, then, to be wicked, even villainous, to go 

into the field, like the destroying angel, bent on letting no liy- 
ing thing escape. This is the text, then, to instruct your 

children; the lesson of self-restraint. Give a boy agun, and 
if there be plenty of game say to him, “‘ Kill honestly, in 
sportsmanlike style, just so many birds and no more. I 

would rather you came home with an empty game-bag than 

with more than you could carry. Neyer waste life uselessly. 
Self-restraint in your pleasures or amusements is quite as use- 

ful as when directed toward the graver occupations of life.” 

Such, then, is our sermon, and we pray it may be heeded. 
a 

[FROM A STAFF CORRESPONDENT. | 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS. 
No, 4. 

MY Via I last wrote you some few days ago, we had 
just reached our camping ground among the Freeze 

Out Mountains, and so favorable did all indications appear for 
game that the whole party were eager to investigate at once 

the country in which we had stopped. Behind us the moun- 

tains rose almost vertically to a height of some 2,000 feet, and 

af intervals of about half a mile were seamed by deep gorges 

in which the quaking aspen brush grows in the greatest pro- 

fusion. On the rocky slopes of these ravines the mule deer, 

80 universally misnamed black-tail, delights to feed, and among 

the dead timber, further from their mouths, the grizzly bear, 

always avoided by old hunters, should have his lair. On the 
undulating table-lands, reached after the mountains had been 

climbed, we shall be likely to find the stately elk; and the 
high peaks of granite or the volcanic dikes, which at intervals 
intersect the beds of olden rocks, will perhaps be frequented 

by that great object of each western hunter’s ambition—the 

big horn, or Rocky Mountain sheep, Naturally, then, we are 

Yet Creedmoor will be 
There will be plenty of shooting and good shoot- 

It tends to curb law- 

No doubt but 

If with your 
gun or your rod you have killed birds or caught fish in fair 

anxious to explore localities of such promise, and the evening 
of our arrival, there being still two hours of daylight after we 
had finished supper, we made a resonnaissance of the moun- 
tain. The almost vertical slope of the ascent was rather ap- 

paling to one who is so little accustomed to mountain climb- 
ing on foot a8 myself, but, by selecting a game trail which 

zigzags to and fro on the hillside, I thonght the climb might 
be made without too much exertion, Mr, Phillips and Ithen 
took this trail, while Mr. Reed ascended by a route which, 

although more precipitous, was somewhat shorter. Hardly 

had Mr, P, and I reached the trail when we stopped in great 
excitement to examineit. ‘The path was worn down nearly a 

foot into the dirt of the hillside, and was perfectly covered with 
elk and deer signs, most of it it not more than a day old. It 
looked as if hundreds of heads of game were in the habit of 
traversing the path each day. So we advanced cautiously up 

the mountain side, almost forgetting, in our anxiety and ex- 
citement, to feel tired or out of breath. The ascent finally 

accomplished, we proceeded slowly over the rolling upland, and 
as we entered the dead timber by which most of the plateau was 
covered, came suddenly ona fine buck antelope which was 
feeding among the trees. He bounded off without any notice 

from us; we were after larger game, The mountain upon 
which we were was separated by a deep but narrow canyon 
from the one which Mr. Reed had climbed, and before we had 

proceeded very far on our way we heard half a dozen shots in 
quick succession, showing that our companion had found 
gam, We were following fresh elk tracks through the thick, 

dead timber, when something moying off to the left caught 
my eye, and before I could distinguish what it was, Mr. 
Phillips dropped to the earth, and seemed to try to make him- 
self as small as possible, I imitated his example at once, and 
from my prone position made out the forms of a number of 
stately elk moving with slow and majestic steps through the 

forest. They were all bulls, and some of them had magnifi- 
cent horns. Evidently they had not seen us, but the shooting 

on the other side of the canyon had made them uneasy, and 

they were slowly traveling away from the noiée. Their 
horns, although full grown and nearly hard, still bore the 

velvet, and it was interesting to see how slowly and carefully 

they moved among the trees, turning their heads with the 
sreatest care to ayoid striking theirhornsagainst the branches, 
As they passed along we counted eight of them, all with fine 

horns, the two leading animals especially bearing heads that 
would be hard to equal. A moment more and they have dis- 
appeared behind some high rocks, and we are hard after them. 

A few moments later we round a point of rocks, and see 
the herd standing among the timber about two hundred yards 
off, while the leading bull has mounted a little knoll, and 

stands with eyes, eats and nose intent to catch any sign of 

danger. Te is almost concealed by the trees, but there is a 
little space, about twelve inches wide, through which I can 

see his shoulders. Phillips whispers, ‘‘ Now, Professor,” and 
with the greatest care I shoot for the shoulders, The bull 
does not move. Ihave missed him, and, bewildered by the 

echo, he does not know whence the report comes. Another 

shot is followed by a mighty crash, and the splendid animal, 
with pierced lungs and broken shoulders is struggling among 

the fallen trees. The remainder of the band flee at once, 

without giving an opportunity for a shot at them by Mr, 
Phillips, and we advance to our game. What a superb 

creature! How he compels our respects, even now when his 

life is so nearly spent. The blood flows from his nostrils in a 
thick stream, showing that he hag been shot through the 

lungs, and only an occasional movement tells us that he still 

lives. We administer the fatal coup, and the brave Stag ceases 
to breathe. 

When the work of butchering the quarry is over, the sun is 

near the western horizon, and we hasten to our camp, pausing 

at the point where we commence to descend to admire the 

wondrously beautiful scene spread out on all sides. The 

peaks of the mountains are gilded everywhere by the declin- 

ing sun, while the brown valley below lies in the shadow. 
Yet this is not without its bits of heht, for it is dotted here 

and there with little Jakes, which still seem to gleam and 
sparkle, although the sun’s rays no longér strike them. At 

different points, high up on the hill-sides, the light still falls 

upon the deep red strata of the Triassic beds, which alternately 

flash and pale like the glowing coals in a furnace; then, as the 

bright rays cease to reach them, fade and grow cold again, 

Throughout the plain, which lies at our feet, the courses of a 
dozen streams may be traced by the winding lines of dark-green 

foliage, aspen and willow, nourished and kept fresh by the 
cool waters which pour down from the granite hills, But the 
surpassing feature of the whole picture, so extended and 
widely varied, was the sky. Over the western hills the sun, 

in all his splendour, was slowly disappearing, while above and 

around him, yet in no way dimming his brightness, were 
banks of clouds, gorgeous beyond description, and reaching, 

though with gradually decreasing brilliancy, almost to the 
zenith, Here the clear sky was still of the palest blue, while 
toward the east the color dimmed till it became a dusky 
purple, and above the summit of the eastern hills hung a 

single point of silver light—the evening star. 

As the last gleam faded from the mountain top, we turned 
and silently took our way down the slope. While still only 
half way from the summit, we heard a sharply-echoing shot, 
and then another, and, lonking toward the foot-hills, we saw 

a splendid buck springing down one side of & canyon, and 
then up on the other, while several hundred yards distant 
stood Reed, gazing regretfully after the escaping animal 
‘Proudly the buck dashed on, making for the trail by which 
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we were then descending, and we crouched low behind some 
rocks to see if he would follow it up the mountain, But when 
he reached the path he put his nose to the ground, sniffed the 
grass tainted by our footsteps of two hours before, and scorn- 
fully throwing back his head, sprang out over the prairies, 
and in a few moments disappeared from view in a distant 
ravine. Arrived in camp, we learn that Reed haskilled three 
yearling bull elks and two mule deer bucks, and that he has 
seen abundant fresh bear sign. We have now far more meat 

than we can use, but there are several camps of herders in the 

yalley to whom we can give the surplus. 
The following day Reed and I ascend the hills to secure our 

meat and the horns of the largest elk, while Mr. Phillips 
starts out for bears—and he found them, several; in fact, more 
than he wanted. The way of it was this: It seems that he 
had advanced some distance into the mountain, seeing plenty 
of elk, but disdaining to shoot at them, for nothing less than 
a bear would satisfy his ambition, Having reached a level 
spot, free from undergrowth, but thickly covered with 

dead timber, he paused to rest, and, while standing by a large 
tree, was delighted at seeing a moderately Jarge bear come up 
over the hill, pursuing a course which would bring it within 

fifty yards of the hunter. ‘‘ Ha!" said P. to himself, ‘*I will 

let him pass me, 80 that I can give him a quartering shot be- 

hind the shoulder ;” so he prepared to slay the bear. But be- 
fore it was time to shoot, the head and shoulders of a second 
appeared, following in the tracks of the first. Our hunter’s 

transporis were somewhat moderated by the appearance of 

bear No. 2; but still he determined to try them. He thought, 
however, that it would be well to make sure that there were 

no More coming, 80 just before shooting he cast a hasty glance 

toward the hill, and behelda sight which caused him to 

abandon all notions of bear-killing for that day—for he saw 
approaching a third bear. 

Monatrum horrendum, ingens, informe, 

resembling in size, according to the account, nothing so much 

asaload of hay, All thoughts of shooting, except in case of 
necessity, being given up, Phillips cast a wary eye about him 
for 4 good tree to climb; but, alas! all that were within reach 

were bare of bark and branches and so smooth and slippery 

that eyen a sailor-man would haye difficulty in ascending. 
There was nothing for him but to remain quiet, in the hope 
that the bears would pass him without discovering his pres- 
ence, which they finally did. Although the relation of this 
adventure was very amusing and caused unbounded laughter 
in camp, there is no doubt that Mr. P.’s course was the only 

wise one that could be adopted. To haye attacked three hears 

would have been foolhardiness, for in case of any accident, if 
one’s rifle failed to work properly, the result; would be certain 
death. Allold hunters avoid bears, if they can, and adyise 
others to do the same, and it cannot be doubted that the ad- 
vice is food, 

However. we got a bear during our stay here; but it was 

more by good luck than good hunting. One morning, not 

feeling quite well, [ remained in camp, and Mr. Reed as- 

cended one mountain while Mr. Phillips climbed the other. 

Tom, our driver, accompanied the former to gathera pailful 
of raspberries, which grew in the greatest profusion among 

the rocks on the hillside. Just after passing the spot where 

lay the remains of a deer, killed two days before, a bear ap- 
peared trotting along among the rocks, not more than forty 
yards distant and coming directly toward the two pedestrians. 

Reed shouted, and when the bear stopped and raised its head 
Shot itin the neck. It fell down, but at once sprang to its 
feet only to receive another ball, this time in the face below 
the eye. It then rolled some feet down the’hillside, and, gct- 
ting up on its hind feet, tried to walk up the slope, where a 
third shot gave it its guzetus. While all this was going on 
Tom was dancing wildly about, flourishing a six-shooter, and, 
while himself manifestly ina high state of excitement, im- 
ploring Reed to be cool and make eyery shot tell. The ani- 
mal proved to be a grizzly bear about eighteen months old. 

Several times we watched by baits which we placed on the 
mountains, but, thongh bears came and fed on them, they 
heyer did so while we were lymg in wait. 

Game was so abundant near our camp that it was with great 

difficulty that I could restrain my companions from slaughter- 

ing it in far greater quantities than were necessary for our 
own use. On one occasion, when we were all out together, 
their feelings were especially lacerated. We saw half a dozen 
amall bands of elk, containing in all over one hundred indi- 

viduals, and approached always to within one hundred yards, 
and often much nearer ; but returned to camp without firing 

a shot. We had already all the meat that we could make use 
of, and, to me, it was far more pleasure to watch the graceful 

and unconscious creatures than it would haye been to kill 
half a hundred of them. It would have been an amusing 
sight could any one have seen us lying concealed behind rocks 

or brush, myself in the middle, glass in hand, watching each 

motion of the el, while Reed and Phillips on either side were 
occasionally sighting at the fattest of the band, but always 
heeding my reiterated entreaties of, ‘‘Pray, don’t shoot 2 To 
me the chief delight in hunting large game consists in being 

able to approach my game within easy shooting distance, Tt 

is a great satisfaction to be able to circumvent 4 creature like 
an ells or deer, all of whose senses are sharpened by constant 
use and are constantly on the alert, After you are within 

ange itis merely & matter of careful shooting, and the mere 
killing for killing’s cake presents few attractions to me, 

To observe unseen the habite of large game affords me, 
howeyer, the most unmixed satisfaction, and happily I haye 
had abundant opportunity to gratify this taste while at this 
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camp. It was my good fortune on several occasions to watch 
for a long time bands of elk, deer and antelope, which were 
perfectly unconscious of my presence, and certainly no more 
charming sight could be imagined than the groups of graceful 
animals, old and young, browsing through the lovely parks or 
lying on the hillsides. As I watch the bands of elk I could 

distinguish with my glasses each movement of the various in- 
dividuals 43 they passed before me, the bulls and cows se- 

dately feeding or rubbing themselves against the trees, and the 
calves now taking a bite of grass or vigorously punching their 

mother’s bags to make the milk flow more freely. Sometimes 

two calves, in a frolicsome mood, would chase one another 
over the grass and, occasionally stopping and rearing up, 
would pretend to fight, playfully striking at each other with 
with their sharp hoofs, Mow delightful, too, to watch the 
antelope, innocent yet watchful, and ready to bound away at 
the first suspicion of danger. 

Ishould like to tell you of the many interesting birds seen 

here; of the ducks on the lake, the sage grouse on the prairie 
and the dusky grouse in the mountains; but my letter has al- 

ready spun itself out to an unconscionable length. Of the 
dusky grouse let me say a word ere I close. But few of your 

Pastern veaders are acquainted with them, I imagine, yet they 

are one of the finest game birds of this continent. Yielding 
in size only to the sage grouse, they are far superior to if in 

the excellence of their flesh, fully equaling in this respect the 

ruffed grouse of our New England forests. Could they be ac- 
climatized in the Hast they would be a magnificent addition 

ta our present list of game birds. Here in the mountains they 

feed at this season almost altogether upon a species of low 

whortleberry, This plant grows only about six inches high, 

and bears a very sweet and well-flayored red fruit, which lends 

to the flesh of the birds a peculiar delicacy, While wander- 

ing over the mountains oné morning I came upon a brood of 

these birds about three-fourths grown, and, besides the mother, 
there was with them an old cock. The male birds usually 
keep apart from the young broods until autumn, when they 

descend from the high mountains, where they have passed the 
summer, uniting info packs at the approach of winter. My 

attention was first drawn to this little family by the running 
off of the old cock, and Ladvanced into the midst of the group 

without exciting the suspicions of any of the others. There, 
seated on a log, for half an hour I watched their actions as 
they moved about, often within ten feet of me, diligently 
picking the berries and continually uttering a soft clucking 
nate. They seemed very sociable in disposition. Once in ® 
while one of the brood would wander so far from the others 
that he could not hear their calls, and when this took place he 
would elevate and spread his tail, and ruffling up the feathers 
of his neck, a sign of suspicion and uneasiness, would run 

back until he juined the brood. This habit of calling to one 
another while feeding is common to many gallinaceous birds, 

the most familiar examples being the common turkey and the 

Guinea fowl. It has also been noticed in the Massena quail, 
but not, so far as my recollection seryes me, in any of the 
North American grouse. I haye recently, however, noted the 
same thing in the young broods of sage grouse. 

Well, my hunt in Freeze Ont is over, and to-morrow we 
start for Medicine Bow. My time here has been pleasantly, 
Tthink profitably, occupied, and with a sigh I bid adieu for- 
ever to these grand old hills and this happy valley. Yo. 

In Camp among the Freeze Out Mountains, Wyoming. 
—, 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Ganz Protgotors vs. Por Hunters.—A Providence, R, 
I., correspondent who is a member of a game protective as- 
sociation, has sent us the following out-burst of indignation 
over the unwarranted destruction of small fry. We agree 
with him that there is a great deal of cant among those who 

hunt and fish. Too much vilifying of the professional hunter 

by those whose claims to any true sportsmanlike sentiments 
are themselves microscopic: 

You, who have done so much to enlighten the ‘ heathen,” 
especially in this country, cannot but be surprised to learn of 
the gross stupidity, meanness and unlimited hoggishness that 
still prevails among some who set themselves up as game and 
fish protectors, What are we to think of the benefit—to say 
nothing of the intelligence—of a game and fish protective as- 
sociation whose members and officers make a practice of 
catching and killing eyery little black bass of half a pound 
weight or less that comes to their hook. And then they 
brag of “ big catches” (7?) and obtain the name of ‘ big bass 
fishermen” (?). Don’t such practice smack strongly of ‘ Big 
Injin” oralike semi-savage state? And then wa hear the 
same individuals talk learnedly about *‘pot-hunters,” and the 
crime of taking and Killing little half-grown birds. Tor one 
I would like ta know how much more honorable the fisher. 
mnan is who makes his brags about killing a large number of lit- 
tlefish, than the ‘pot hunter” who destroys little birds by the 
wholesale? Have the little bass of half-pound weight or less 
spawned? Let some of these “Big Injin” bass destroyers, 
who brag on numbers, answer, with facts obtained from some 
reliable pisciculturist ; as who would otherwise place any con- 
fidence in a statement from such fishermen as we are talking 
about, whose fathers must haye been poachers, judging from 
the acta of their progeny. Esprir Fort. 

N. J, Stare AssooraT1on,—This association held a regularly 
adjourned meeting at the Clarendon Hotel, Newark, on 
Thursday, September 5, for the purpose of completing their 
organization. The meeting was well attended, and the en- 
thusiasm was of an earnest character. Eleven clubs were 
represented and paid their initiation fees, The President 
named the following gentlemen as the Standing Committee on 
Rules, Regulations and Game Laws: Vice-President Charles 
H. Raymond, of the Morristown Gun Club; William Hayes 
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of the Newark Shooting Society; Theodore Morford, of the 

Newton Gun Club; W. H. Richards, of the West Jersey 
Game Protective Association, and W. A. Lint, of the Bergen 

County Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of Game 

and Fish. A number of communications from the various 

local clubs throughout the State, suggesting amendments to 
the game laws, were received and referred fo the Standing 
Committee. The Committee on Selection of Grounds for 
Holding the State Tournament rendered their report, which 
was received, and, on motion of Vice-President Raymond, 
the Committee were continued and given full power to make 
all necessary arrangements and take full control of the tour- 
nament. ‘The Committee were also increased jn number, ag 
well as power, and now consists of the following-named gen- 
tlemen: Dr. J. 9. Bird, G. B. Eaton, ©. H. Raymond, J. . 
Blauvelt, J. von Lengerke, William Hughes, W. J. Dunlap, 
. M. Quimby and D. Kelley. After some excellent speeclies 
by President Eaton, Vice-President Raymond, Dr. J, Q. 
Bird and others, on the nature, absolute need and true wor 
of the association, the convention adjourned, to meet again at 
the call of the President, which meeting will take place some 
time in October, when it is proposed to hold the first annual 
tournament. At that meeting an opportunity will be given 
those clubs not already belonging to the association to Unite 
with it by sending delegates and paying the initiation fee, 
That the New Jersey State Association for the Protection of 
Fish and Game is destined to fill a long-felt want is already 
clearly demonstrated by the large number of letters of inquiry 
and suggestion that: are being daily received by the association 
from every quarter of the State. 

OnraRto CLosz Season.—Deer—December 15 to September 
15—cannot he exported at any time ; pheasants, partridges, 
grouse, prairie fowl and wild turkeys, Pébruary 1 to Ovtoher 
1; quails, January 1 to October 1; woodcock, January 1 to 
August 1; snipe, May 1 to Aueust 15; mallard, gray, black, 
wood and tea! ducks, January 1 to September]; other ducks, 
swans and geese, May 1 to September 1; hares, March 1 to 
September 1; trout, September 16 to May 1; bass, May 15 
to June 15. 

New Hamersurre Crosz Srason—lditor Forest and 
Stream: A new code of fish and game laws was passed at 
the last session of the Legislature, the close time for ployer, 
yellow-legs, sand-pipers, rail and woodcock being from Feb. 1 
to Aug. 1, and that for ruiied grouse, quail or partridge being 
from Feb. L to Sept. 1. Sam WEBBER. 

Manchester, N. H., Sept, 13. 

Wisconsin Wotyes.— Wisconsin offers a bounty of $5 for 
every wolf scalp. Last year the State paid out $16,0000n 
its wolf bounty. But the yarmints are on the increase, and 
now it issuspected that some astute patriots are raising wolyes 
for their scalps. 

Che Ritle. 

Waxnuz Hirn— Sept. 12.—The range was thronged to wit- 
ness the shooting of the experts, prior to their departurs for 
New York, Ranges, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. ‘Lhe shoot- 
ing was simply superb. Mr. Davison made a clean string 
of bull's at 900 yards. In fact all the experts showed their 
fine powers: 

J § Sumner, 

SU sadedens kateb as ef 65 656 545 & 5 6 2456 5 6-72 
OD ia)cfas'ea ells) ieee 3 5555 6565 6 6 5 & 4 5—72 
BA Reare oe snoceeD 56 6 6 £56 G& BG G 643 6 5—Tl—215 

W H Jackson 

800. +56 6 45655 6 6 4 5 8 5 4—69 
SUN ccsctes Ay we 5 6 4555 65 5G 6 5 & 4 5-12 - 

T,000, saseees ccs eens 2445 5 6 45 & 5 6 4—70—F11 

L Saunders, 

566566465 5 6 4—73 
44445545 4 5 5—6s 
56445 46 446 & 4—65—208 

ry Hebbard. 

5 5 8 05 6 6 & & 5 5B—é69 
34555 5 6 5 & & 5-7 
63 56656 5465 5 4 5—67—207 

J Chadwell. 

54668 5 5 5 6 6 & 4—T1 
55564545 5 6 4 5 5-72 
665245 5 5 5 §& 3 $—b4—20T 

d F Brown. 

63 65 8 26 5 6 5 # 5—FS 
65656655 8 45 4—#y 
455664645 6 5—63—204 

8 Wilder, 

564564566 5 56 5 5—T2 
454556464655 5 70 
5654533 3 3 $ 56 4 $—s1—203 

¢ 0 Hebbarda 

455464655 656 4 G d—é69 
6545655 5 4 56 5 5-9 
#5658556 38 6 34 F—L8—201 

EW Davison, 
S00 Stee veccebeurees 64iS4655 6 6B 6 445 6 5—8 
SOUS SES Th sane eas 65665656 5 6 56 6 5 6 5 & 5—T5 

1,000 wo 56 46656 3a 4 4 6 8 4 5 3—55—198 

A Higgins, 
SOQs  veversndetune 0565343506 6 4 5 O 852 
900, et £25 56666 6 55 6 5 5 & 4-72 : 

T0002. - cast ee ataty 6 6 668 564 3 5 3 & 4 4—~6h—190 

E Williams. 

SO Aidesas apes 444484544545 5 G 4-4 
OU, wesee seer 8 8 5 4565 6 6 £6 56 G6 S HF 

POO Oe wown eo ote cata aie ate A465 65383454456 8 4 0 0-47—179 

The fall meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association 
will take place on the 2d and 3d of October. There are six 
matches arranged for the meeting, including a military com- 
petition, open to all members of the Massachusetts Militia and 
Massachusetts Rifle Association, at 200 yards. The State 
team match, at 200 yards, will be open to teams of five 
from all rifie associations in Massachusetts. There are two 
other short-range matches, one a ring-targel match, open to 
all comers, at 200 yards, for twelye valuable prizes. The 
‘‘champion’s match” is at 300, 600 and 1,008 yards. The 
Ballard rifle match, open to all comers, is the remaining com- 
petition, the prize being a Ballard mid-range rifle. 

Medford, Sept. 11.—Belleyue Range. 
amateur series ; 

Third competition 

Two hundred yards. 
WB Guerrler.scsssscss...--20.-> 44 John Grady. .........+---eeeennned 
HHD Unshing......0...., 42 JH Kamies_........ 40 
HH DP Cushing (re-entry). .42 John Grady (re-en 40 
FEES HAITib. css. cecpecesevesonasee4d Rufus SAWyOr,++. a 
HE Richardgou. s,s cetervirss ent 80 



a 
Boston AND WAKEFIELD TeAms.—Weather was not good, 

though the shooting was excellent. The following are the 
SCOLES > 

Boston Team. 

* 345445 5 4 5 5—46 
FB OeboM a ecsesgreseornened | 4464 6 4 4 4 4-41 

446444 4 5 4 442-129 
4444465 4 4 4 5-42 

Capt WH JackBon.sessecre-4 2 ¢ 44 5 £ 5 4 4 442 
4445 6 4 4 4 4 442-126 

fs 5a agad ad dw 
Wm E Guerrlet...--.s.cc0eaeceey * 4 44 4 4 4 5 4 4a] 

l5 4544445 € 4-43-12 
44564454 4 4 4-42 

EB Sonther.....-..-. atmo 35 3 44-8 44 4 4 4-39 
4543 5 444 6 442-193 

INE SiS ecpea y=. Ci iheteastsencsssuscmane is Bo 4 8 
F * {eGo 4u 846 Sora 

Wakefield Team, 
i 544383 444 4 8 5-40 

RHOWard..ccecnepseesesseeceeey 4 444644 4 4 4 al 
44444656 4 4 4 542-123 
44354465 4 3 4-40 

ryt Tin oor ney TE its 454445 44 4 A 442 
464543 45 4 341-123 

KS 4818 ot pu a 
Wi Daniel, ....~ ssscccerseesees 4444454 4 4 5-41 

14544444 4 5 8-41-121 
64544444 8 2-39 

D Walkers... ccsesepcesreseueneey 4 £4444 4 5 4 441 
6445444 4 4 3—41—121 
35483 438 4 3 8 4-36 

DiOGilvie,..scsseverersseeveerteey t 4444 5 4 3-5 4-41 
54338 825 4 3 d—36—113 

Recapitnlation, 
Boston team total... Ree Sa zh sti madd those hee teyed 622 
Wakefield team total yasecsssas 601 

Garpner Riruz COrvs—Sept, 11,—Hackmatack range ; 
disiance 200 yards ; ten shots each ; possible, Massachusetts 
240; Greedmoor, 100; 

x. c. M. Cc. M Cc. M, 86 ¢. 
Ditsen,,..... 103 «45S 101 44 FKnowlton, 96 42 94 44 
H Knowlton. 97 43 160 62 Austin.,..... 92 ai $2 41 
Dodge....... O4 42 98 44 ‘Hildreth.... 87 41 ST 41 

CLAM-ssKE anv Rirtz TOURNAMENT FOR THE YELLOW 
Fryer SurFERERs.—On the occasion of the annual meeting 
of the employees of Sharps Rifle Company at Bridgeport, 
Oonn., to be held on the 24th ofthis month, when $600 
worth of prizes will be competed for, one halj of the en- 
trance money will be given to the Howard Association for the 
yellow fever sujferers. ‘The shooting will commence at 9 A. m, 
Pere will be a long range match for prizes amounting to 
$160, for which the entrance fee will be $3 ; a mid-range 
match, prizes $140, entrance $2; a short-range match, 
prizes $150, entrance $2, and ashort-range military match, 
with $150 in prizes, entrance $2. Full arrangements have 
been made for the transportation from New York to Bridge- 
port at special low rates. Weshould be glad to receive at 
our office entries for the match. Competitors desirous 
of attending should respond at once. We sincerely trust 
that the meeting will be well supporied, and that a liberal 
subscription will be sent to the yellow fever sufferers. 

CGonuin’s Gatteny—The riflemen seem to have worked 
with considerable earnestness, practicing, etc., to get ‘* in 

- time” for the grand competition for the Marksmen’s Badges, 
The following are the names and leading scores made dur- 
ing the third competition : 
BW Sibley,...-c..----- A canes Siete 
d W Roseuthal,.. 
P Bild. weve nven es 

N.O Donnell,.......+..<..-----> 
J ¥ Duckworth... 

BL Staple. ... 4 

Sibley first, Fita se 

The next competition for the badges will take place on 
Monday evening, September 23. Open to all comers. 

Yerrupr’s GaLteey—Sept. 11.—Associated Ex. N. Y. 
Turner Cadets : 

SEAT TREGHE voids icine ce ndipcaitis Coa’ BR Q MASS spay svcteuesewgecnes esos 229 
G BanzZer......--- Best O pes VESTA etd eae wlntatplereteare-a sin oaribia aia gees 

 Sehmager...7..... H Spreiser... 
Jd Kosenbaum,,,,. G Iliwitzer.... 

¥ Hayeck 

FuusainG AND WinLerr’s Post Tsams.—The third match 
of five men each, at 209 yards, off-hand shooting, was shot 
at Flushing on the 13th,and was won by the Flushing team. 
The score waa 191 to 176, 

Scorer’s Assocration.—This association will have its first 
match at Creedmoor on Tuesday, Oct. 1. Private J. W. 
Sweeney, of the Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn, has been 
chosen Executive Officer of the matches on that occasion. 
Prizes for the event have been received from the Third 
Brigade Staff, Fifth, Ninth and Thirty-second Regiments. 

Crzepmoor—Saturday, Sept. 14.—Preparation for the fall 
meeting was evident at the range, Among those participat- 
ing in the long-range match were Messrs. C, H. Dwight and 
Wallace, of Wheeling, Va., who make fine practice with a 
Maynard. Judge Gildersleeve put in an appearance. The 

Remington match was pestponed until a later occasion. In 
the Skirmishers’ Badge match increased interest seems to be 
taken. It was shot in strict aecordance with the rules, the 
distance covered being 500 yards to 200 yards, the competi- 
tors returning over the same ground, and each firing five 
shots either way at signal sounded on a bugle, There were 
twenty éniries, The wind was somewhat baffling, but other 
wise the weather was perfect. Following are the scores, 
tlie highest attainable number beme fifty points: 

Advance, Retreat, 
W M Birby........- 23 20 43 
Colonel Jay EH Store 20 mu) ay 
FO MoLewee...... 16 21 37 
DS# Baton.......... 220 11 51 
TAMER KOBE... +.se-eneeeens eT! 18 30 
TL, Paulding nos -yecseneccesss 16 14 BU 
Gaptain W C Reddy .s-n.-c rep eee seeesrecs 18 16 99 
d McCartin.....---. 10 18 23 
P Ui Stafford, 20 gs 

16 aT 
a vs 
16 25 
12 28 
i a2 

T Ryan iT an 
FH +oeer ew aus W 
W_H Heiser... 9-<-<se0rs setae 1 ii 
VR ASOC rer scr mbeaereeenapyerraterey ed? 4 ww i 

Wastnur Hic, Sept. 14.—Amateur se ries ; 20 0 ya 
Souther.....654454434 5-49 Sins.......44¢43444844—39 
Law. 4444645 4—43 Bartlett....¢24 834 4 34 5-6 

dd4¢4 5444-41 Williams.,.4444 345 9 4 8.,36 
54454543440 Lee....... 348432545 4—35 
$5444 643 4-59 

SeprnyreLpr Riroz Cnus, 177 Bowery, WV. Y., Sept. 14. 
ep ateauced 200 yard target; distance, 125 feet; Creedmoor 
rules ; 
Hr HOWZMADN ,.<. cere es esse sees 47 L Bachmatn...........+0++ aes et? 
Js Garrison....... 46 42 
Wm Seppenfeldt 46 441 
P Ricardo,. 6 «40 
A Keller... 4h) 
Win Clancy Pers: ] 
Geo Strassner.. +43 JB HOagand...,..ccrer ener nes 239 
G CWaNEr ee CA seen we 43 M. WIDKEGL.. Sees ls se se nme egress Oo 
TDL WAGKED a sluweevastFhjes aust « $3 Aug Schell.......ccceasecneerrs oo 
MaX KGQKtssiccs ccs aescenseeeste 44 

Henverra.—We give the scores on the various targets, 
which were concluded Jast week at Union Hill. 

Target of Honor—out of a possible 75: 
ist, R Weidman.. veas-o4l Oth, A Itving......-... Bei asia tee Ds 
2d, L Vogel..... ..65 10th, F Landolt..:, 
3d, W Durfee... ..65 ilth, Ph Ktein,....... . 
4th, A.G ey ..62 19th, A Knopfie........-.... 
5th, Wm Hahn, Jr... i.e. ee sees 62 13th, Jann...., aor 5 
6h, K Naegeli...... sacs.61 Udth, Ri aegis... s,s. e ese OD 
Tth, A Paul. cess. -«....80 15th, F Tobler.......... Oranabes, 54 
Sth, J Manz... ,.... 

There were in 
Darget of Honor (Columbia)—out of a possible 76: 

ist, F Kegsler....... 12th, Ph Elein.... 
2d, 7 J Tobler,. 18th, H Durfee. 
3d, R Spitz. 
4th, L Voge 
6th. A Paul. 

wane eecenens 

6th, H Bergman 
ith, C Molter... 
8th, P Tobin... 
9th, A Knopile...... 
10th, G@ Quittmeyer...1,...,,00-+ 
lith, J N srandenberg.......... 

112 prizes in all, 
Ring Target—out of a possible 75: 

ist, C G@ Zettler...... vas---71 340 18th, R Spitz..... 
2d, C Ziegler..... +69 $5 i4th, R Faber... 
3d, G Qaitmeyer. 07 30 dsth, A Knopie. . 
4th, Aug Zengner 25 16th, F W #liedne: sd 10 

6 6th, F Landoit. 
6b, MB tngel 
7th, Ph Klein... 18 19th, D Miller............-63 3s 
Sth, G Jones....... scene ee ebb 18 20th, Geo Baier............63 8 
Oth, W Hahn, Jr;.., ......65 16 2ist, MCrusiug............62 4 
10th, W Klein ..... cesses hd «= «220, B Zettler......s » 62 7 
lin, J R Grohman, , 265 16 23d, R Naegell.............69 T 
1#th, H Oehl....... 20.20.2865 16 

30 prizes in all. 
Man Target—out of a possible 50: 

ist, H Oehl....cc.cevse--.-47 $410 11th, Ohs Petret.. nd 15 
2d, P Meyer.. 47 25 12th, B Holzmann 40 15 
ad, D Miler . 44 30 ith, C @ Zettler eet) 12 
4th, N Crusius. 44 95 14th, B Zettler. Pest) 12 
5th, A @ Heltwi 43 92 15th, J Keln....., yeees, ap 
6th, N Irving..... 20 16th, A Knopfle.,,......... $8 10 
Tth, W_Klem......... 18 17th, Chs Ziegler. ,.,.....:38 5 
Sth, . Vogel. ......+.- 18 18th, Wm Hahn, Jr..cssaeed8 6 
oyh, J Manz........ ieee Ih 19th, R SplitZ...,..0. -. 2-233 8 
10th, P Fenning..........- 41 16 

80 prizes in all. 
For the most points shot in 200 shots, Mr. C. G. Zettler, 

who made 829 points, was declared King of this festival. 
The second most points were made by Wm. Hahn. 

Unitep Sonurrzes CApgeTs.—The second anniversary of 
the United Schuetzen Corps was held yesterday at the 
Schuetzen Park, The officers of the association are Herman 
Raschen, Pres.; Fr. Seip, See’y-, and A. Steffens, Com- 
mander. 

Grorcua—Atlania.— ifle club practice at 400 yards: 
TEAM 1, 

MALODC. ye eeee 
4 

Toto vacsos aves oc peal desppneeseieeses 
TRAM 2. 

64555546 5 4-47 
5 56.5 46 4 5 6 5 5—8 
w5S 5 6 4 5 4 4 4 4 B83 

Total ccc carenseaccwayenane mwunsg test nteradgasreerneeneeeresenns » 138 

—Mr. Blydenburgh had hardly landed at Rawlings 
béfare he was interyiewed by the ubiquitous reporter. 
‘Was he going to shoot? Ifso, when and how? Would 
he write a challenge, and let the paper he represented haye 
the first chance. Did he think he could beat Carver? Was 
he good ona revolver? Lots of fellows had the drop in 
Rawlings, and were kind of stuck up. Would Mr. Blyden- 
bugh take ’em down? Just let him show them what 
he could do with a rifle, and he (the reporter) assured 
ou modest New York rifleman, ‘‘ that if he took the rag off 
thecrowd he might be made Governor, or Mayor, or Sheriff, 
ey could obtain any political position he aspired’to in the 

erritory. 

Ssootmea Rusia DEer.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of February 14, 1878,my brother hunter Van 
Dyke gives his theory on shooting deer running. Tsuppose 
I have missed as many as he he has, and thatis, missed 
more than either of us has killed (which he will admit.) I 
have been hunting deer for twenty-five years. This season 
past, | kept a man watching my hunting camp and to cook, 
sixty-five days, which will give you_an idea I hunt some 
when our season runs ninety days. I keep up five dogs for 
hunting deer, have a camp and fixtures Jarge enough to ac-’ 
commodate twelve men. Linvite all my hunting friends in 
season, and we haye agood time. I am trying to force a 
Bill through the Legislature this winter to protect the deer, 
T claim the season is too long, two months is long enough, 
and the penalty not severe enough. ‘There’are more deer 
shot 1 aay and June at licks, and in January and February 
when the snow is deep and crusts, than the balance of the 
year. In either of those four months the deer is not fit to 
eat. LIalso ask in my petition privilege to rundogs. I 
claim there is no sport hunting deer without dogs. You 
never see them in their splendor. Putadog after them, 
one that will not run more than thirty minutes, and you 
will see asight. And if the deer is heading toward you, 
and Happens to have a rocking-chair on his bead it is hard 
on the nerves. There is where my friend wants his gun 
sighted ten feet ahead, Now } 
ahead of the deer won't win, My friend, says he never! 
missed a deer by holding too far ahead, He says he has 
held as far ad ten feet weed oh some that Were killed, 

| he'says T have missed dozens after dozens by holding on the : 

this holding a gun ven feet) tration 

But || 

=o 

- 

body. Certainly he would miss them holding on the body — 
ashe stops hisgun to pull the {gest wyhich he explains 
himself, when le says he can kill them by holding ten feet 
ahead, where'if he holds on the body the deer is tod quick 
for him and isa miss. Supposing that deer is ranning full 
speed, youare ready with your gun, ten feet ahead pull the 
trigger, your deer makes a jump off to one side, where does 
our bullet go ? or, supposing your deer stops when you 
ave your gun aimed ten feet ahead, and you pull the tiig- 

ger, will chie bullet be so attracted by the deer coming to 
such a sudden stop, as to curyeand enterbehind the fore- 
shoulder, which I believe is your place to shoot them. You 
must haye a different gun from the onesthut are used in our 
section. I hayeagun, breech loader, made by Scott & 
Son, ten gage, nine and a quarter pounds. You runa 
deer by me inside one hundred yards, and I will not hold 
ten feet ahead. But if I cover the deer with the end of the 
barrels, Twill assure you I will not shoot behind it, but 
shoot from six to ten buck shot into the deer, if eld on the 
deer, but if I don’t hold on the deer, I will not say if my 
shot goes behind or before, over or under the deer. My lit- 
tle experience in deer shooting is that there are more deer 
missed by over shooting than any other way, You imagine 
deer a much larger mark than they really are, and shoot ac- 
cording to your imagination, and over-shoot them every 
time. I have had some choice wing shots hunting deer 
with me. I would station them and I would start the dog, 
the deer would run by them, I would hear the shot, go to 
them and ask what they had done, they will tell you how 
high the deer was jumping,ibey will point to some jack-pine, 
if any near, and say he jumped as high as that tree or bush. 
If you come to examine, you will find where their buckshot 
or bullet has struck a tree, ten or twenty feet from the 
ground, This shows where most deci are missed. A deer 
cannot Clear a fence six feet high, which Ihave tested. I 
haye a park which hasa fence six feet high, Ihave nine 
deer in itnow. Last February, the snow being deep anda 
crust on, some parties caught four deer, and brought them 
to me; only two weeks from the time they were caught I 
bought them and turned them in with my deer. One of 
them, I think, was the wildest deer Lever saw. She tried 
to jump out and caught.on the top of the fence, fell over, 
and broke her neck, showing that they do not jump as high 
as they are represented to jump. My experience is, you 
niust hold on your game when you pull the trigger, and if 
nut too far distant you will get your game; but do not hold 
ten feet ahead, if so, the chances are not in your favor. 

Pine Glen, Pa., 1878. Hunter. 

_ Tex Maynarp AND THE BAtrArp.—FHditor Foreab and 
Stream: Io the first place I must express somewhat of my 
appreciation of the efforts of several of your correspondents 
(especially ‘‘ Van Dyke" and*‘ W.H. H. C.”) to furnish 
amateur sportsmen like myself such practical information 
as they need. Ithink the readers of Former anp S1ream 
are under great indebtedness to both of these able pentlemen 
for their several erticles, and I trust we may see thein familiar 
sicnatures often. Two years ago, in answer to fhe queries 
of some one, Mr. Cleveland told them that he had 4 4-cal, 
Maynard, 20-inch barrel, and that it was a very effective 
weapon, Limmediately ordered one of those barrels, and, 
with 40 grains of powder, I never saw a rifle which would 
shoot equal to it. Mr. Headly, the crack shot at the factory, 
sent me the target he made with it at 10 rods. The 10 bul 
lets all cut into one hole, except ohe, which was a trifle out. 
The hang” of the gun is right, and many a woodchuck 
have I bored with it at distances frum 20 to 50 reds. _I have 
a Ballard, 40-cal., 60 grains, 28-inch barrel—one of Martin’s 
best—and it is the handsomest gun I ever looked upon, and 
as true a8 any rifle ever was made. For sportiog purposes 
there ate none better than either of these, yet no one gun 
combines allthe good points. Look at the beauty, strength 
and simplicity of the improyed Winchesters, W hat terrible 
weapons these must be in an emergency! In the region of 
dangerous game one of these or a double Express would add 
reatly to one's comfort; but in the Hastern States, where 

we encounter nothing more formidable than a panther or 
bear, the little 30-inch detachable barrel of the Maynard is 
ample for anything, and J have silently thanked our mutual 
friend for the suggestion many times. With common gun- 
powder it is best to wipe out the barrel of any rifle every 
time it is fired when accuracy is desired. In order to do 
this and not carry a stiff rod get a round whip-lash, made 
from a strip of sole-leather. Cut a slit in the large end and 
agsatag through. I had pugzled my head over the prob- 

ton of a flexible wiper in vain, when oné day a friend told 
me cf this, and the problem was solved. D. H. 6, 

Riverton, Conn., August 12. 
———_—>+—-¢ -— 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
EXPRESS RIFLES. 

HAVE taken great interest in the several articles lately 
published and contributed by different sportamen in dif 

ferent States. The last article brings forward a good dog, to 

remedy the defects of our sporting rifles, Ihave adopted s 
pack of six hounds, a lively Texas pony, and a very close- 

shooting Fox breech-loading 10-gauge shotgun, and through 

three adjoining counties most sportsmen who hunt for pleas- 
ure use the shotgun in preference to our sporting target rifles. 

There are agreat many Winchesters ia use, and you hear a 
great deal eaid about long shots made with them, but I have 
yet to see a good-sized buck dropped ouside To yards, Ihave 
geen them dropped with Sharps’ and Remington’s 44,70 grain 
cartridge at over 200 yards; but it took some time adjusting 
sights to get a certain shot. Lalso find all old hunters, for 
still hunting, have fallen back to their old large-hore muzzle- 
loader. ‘ast fall I had the pleasure of using a Dougal 5.70 
Express double-barrel rifle, and I must say ib proved itself the 
most deadly weapon I ever saw. I shot two doe with it ona 
dead run, oyer 150 yards, with as much ease as I fall a duck 
at 25 yards with my shotgun. The Express bullets I have 
ound of different form; those T used were hollow at the base 
and made by Bley: Ihave seen some hollow at the point, 
which in my opinion would flatten out on striking top much 
for good. penetration. Bley’s being hollow at. base, only flat- 
ten on stri a large bone; but they produce on striking 

flesh as large’ Holé as same'size round ball, with greater pene- 

tale hat ve at, - 

fora London gua : 
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rifle-malvers do not turn out ouch an arm. Wo wanlarifle | Wantucket, Sept. 16,—There have been hereahoute very 
por 50 cal., that cay be thrown to the shoulder without ad- 
justing sights, and throw ils ball level up to 200 yards. We 
have sportsmen who can drop a buck with sucha gun with aa 
mich cerluinty as a guipe at 26 yards with them choke-bore. 
Thaye made hollow halls and tried them in different rifles, 
but there is not a shell made that will hold enough powder to 
drive ther straight up to 100 yards, They lose penetration 
rapidly after 200 yards, It 200 yards is a long way to kill a 
deer. I have leard men talk of killing deer at 100 yards with 
ashotgun, My experience is, if I get shot at deer ot 50 
yards, I arn lucky to get it after ruuningit with hounds 10 
tiles. My gun is full-choke, and at.40 yards I can put two or 
three buck into my old hat every time. It takes a big shock 
and a bigger charge of goo powder to stop deer in their 
tracks. Such is my experience for the last six years in Texas. 

San Antonio, Texas, Sept, BL, R. B. 

Common Srysg Crarm,—There is made by FP. A. Sinclair, 
Mottville, N. Y., the Common Sense Chair. Among the nut 
merous improved sources of comfort offered almost every day 
ton public desirons of sitting restfully, particularly during 
warm weather, this chairis by no means the least. Withou 
any pretentious to the luxurious cushions of the usual loung- 
ing chair, it affords a degree of comfort and rest which cannot 
be attained in the former. We do not propose to explain this 
minutely, but cordiaily snggést that you iry the Common 
Sense Chair, and secure the utter rest we enjoy in its ample 
and so conveniently disposed proportions. In it there is no 
rest for one part of the body to the discomfort of any other, 
Happily, all there is of you is induced to rest thoroughly. 
Hor the man of business, who seeks relief from the burden- 
some application to correspyndence al the usual style of desk, 
the reading and writing tabla adjustable to this chair will 
greatly facilitate his work, as the body may be at all times in 
restial position, and books and papers approach one’s person 
at Any cbhvénient angle. The chair, with table, is a veritable 
benefaction, while ‘the chair, my pipe and L” are the yery 
picture of felicitous rest. 

Gune Gag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER. 

Moose, Aves miaiohia. 
Curibou, Turandus rangifer, 
Hk or wipitt, Cervus canadensty. 
Red or Va. deer, C. viryinianus. 
Squirrels, red, black and pray. 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Reed or rite bird, Dotiéhonyx oryz- 
WOOT. 

Wild torkey, Meleayria yatlopavo, 
Pinoatad er be prairie chick- 

én, Cupidonia cupiiio, 
Ruiked gronse or pheasatit, Bonga 

_ unibeltus, 
Qnail or purtridge, Oriya virginia- 
UAL 

Black-béllied ployer, ox-eye, Squa- 
tarole helvetica. 

Ring plover, Aigidlitis semipalna- 
is 

Stitt, or long-shanks, Himeantopus 
nipricollis, 

Woodcock, Philohela miner. 
Red-breasted snipe, oy dowitcher, 
Macrorhomphus griseus, 

Red-backeg sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa dmerieand, 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
Tinosa fedou. 

Willet, Totus senipalmatus. 
Tattler, Totunus mélancleucus, 
_Yéllow-Shanks, Votanus flavipes. 

“Bay birds” geuerally, inclndiog yarions species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-culcher, surf birds, plixiaropes, avocets, 
etc,, coming under the group Liynacole or Shore Birds. 

3 This tablé does not spply to all the States. It is meant to repre- 

“sent the gamie which is generally in season at this time, State regula- 

tidus may provibil the killing of some species of game here mentioned. 

Gane iy Mansur—Ruram Prrems, Pountry AnD GamE—Phils- 
delphia fowls, 17 to 20 cents: do, chickens, 18 to 22; do. ducks, 18 

to'20; do. geese, 17 to 18; do. turkeys, 17 to 20, State and West— 
érn fowl, 14 to 17 cents; do. chickens, 15 to 18; do. ducks, 15 to 
18; do. geese, 12 to 15; do. turkeys, 15 to 18, Parbridge, $1.50 
per pair; grouse, 41.25; reed birds, 75 conta per doz,; squabs, 

2.60; rail, $1.25; woodcock, $1.25 per pair; large suipe, $3. per 
doz.; small do., 75 cents. 

Onranio—Aingston, Sept, 9.—I see by the weekly reports 
from all parts of the Union that the prospects of plenty of 
game, and consequently good sport this season, is more than 
the ayerage. Unusually fair prospects aso await the lovers 
of the rod and gun in this fair proviuce of ours. I notice an 
almost entire absence of sporting news from this side of the 
lines, only 4n occasional communication finding its way in 
your columns, notwithstanding we have plenty of ardent sports- 
men who would make most excellent correspondents. We 
haye a tolerably good game protection law, and game of all 
kinds, In consequence, is plenty, especially are the prospects 
pood for {he approuching sesson, from all parts hack of the 
city reports daily arrive thet deer, duck, partridge, woodecock 
and ployer are vely plenty. At 

Tux Conyzoricur Larss.—The red and fun haye abund- 
ant use in the rewion of the Connecticut Lakes. That wilder- 
hess has been delizhtfully free from the regular round of 
tourists who haye not yet discovered the good things in the 

dense forests tlicre. ‘The recent notice which we have taken 
of the locality will doubjless send scores of people there, so 
allare hereby warned, as in the city entertainments, to “come 
before the crowd,” 

Ten thousand acres of land there, in the northern part of 
New Hampshire and including a part of the First and all of 
the Second and Third Connecticut Lukes, are owned by two 

gentlemen of this city. In response to our inquiries they re- 

ply: 
We have not the slightest objection to any lawful fishing or 

hunting on the land, or of the proper use of wood for camping’ 
purposes. Net fishing, fishing or hinting out of season— or 
the peeling back for camps (as has heen done in former times) 
we do object to, ind will prosecnte offenders where we can 
get information. We haye madé application to the N. H. 
Stale Wish Commission to get land-looked salmon to put in 
the lakes. Messrs. Norton and Chester al Second Lake act as 
guides. Mr, Chester has a good cabin, but tents are pecessary 

generally, 

_ MassAcuuszrrs—iwiminglam, September 13.—The game 
Scason opens rather dull.hereabonts, Woodcock are reported 
scarce; ducks don't seem to arrive much ad yet. There sre 

 BOMe snipe a the overflowed meadows, but hard to wet a 
: er at Het near. “Chey fly high and wide. Ruffe 

an 
1 te 
tht, hatched well, but ‘they won't snifer 

NW the leayes fall. Wo reports yet; on ane yory. few, 
v * * 

+ 

Jarge flights of plover the past week. Eyery one was out, 
and some gunners bugeed sixty each. Jaox Corinw. 

Moxomonac CLus.—The Monomenac Sporting Club, of 
the south village of Gardner, Mass., returned home from their 
annual excursion Sept, 11, having enjoyed their trip notwith- 
standing the unfavorable weather. A large number of fine 
pickerel were caught, the largest, which weighed two and one- 
half pounds, being drawn in by Mr, C, F. Read, of the South 
Village, The captive was photographed and prepared for the 
table ‘without delay, The innocent amusements of the club 
were indulged in very extensively, and a very interesting il- 
lnstration of the wonders of the phonograph, made up an 
evening's entertainment, Mr. G. R. Pratt, assisted by Mr. L. 
Walker, presided over the culinary department to the entire 
satisfaction of all, their tables being graced with substantial 
viands, including ducks, partridges, wild turkeys, prairie 
chickens, squirrels and other game, which were brought in by 
the hunters, A large number of visitors were received, in- 
cluding friends from Gardner, Winchendon, Rindge, Fitch- 
burg, Boston, Greenfield and New York city, 

Lowe Isnann—Sialter Island, Sept. 12.—The sex fowl are 
just beginning to collect in the bays, and very soon the coot 
will be here in myriads, furnishing capital sport for the gun- 
ner, either by sailing on them oy killing them in batteries. 
The loons—always the first to come—are beginning to pass 
over bay and beach, and the black ducks are numerous. I[ 
tried for them a few eyenings gince, but got no shot, killing 
only a long-winged crane. In Montauk the birds have been, 
so far, very scarce; nor are they plenty on Gardiner’s Island. 
A party of four tried for them there last week, but got only 
‘seventeen birds. A few years since the green plover and 
blackbreasts were there in innumerable flocks. 

Isaso MoLurnan. 

New Yorr.—Lakeport, Sepi, 10.—Yellow legged plover are 
quite plenty on the shores of the Jake. Large bags of wood- 
cock and partridge are made about the woods and cornfields 
eyery few days, with quite a number of wild pigeon. 

A Hunzine Pantry,—WVyack, WV. Y¥., Sept. 18.—Hditer 
Forest and Stream: A friend and myself would like to join a 
party of four or five gentlemen to spend about two or three 
weeks, late in October and Noyember, shooting quail and 
partridge and deer, if possible. We would prefer to go not 
more than 36 or 48 hours’ ride from the city. 

A. M. Vooruis, 

PENNSYLVANIA— Greenville, September 13,.—Squirrel shoot- 
ing has commenced in earnest. Messrs. Brooks, Beatty and 
Grim shot 89 in one day, Pheasant shooting will be good in 
this locality, owing to the strict observation of the Jay, al- 
though there are a few pot-hunters who of course coe 
serve it. 4 

Pike Gounty Notes —The indieations here are that the 
pheasant will be more plentiful the coming season than any 
lime during the past ten years. Already ‘* the woods sre full 
of them.” Mr, Harry Nyce, of Ngypt Mills, a few days ago 
shot a gray eagle theasuring six feet eight inches from tip to 
tip. 

Middleburg, Pa., Sept. 12.—Some of our sportsmen have 
Deen on the warpath for coons and glory. §. 8. Schoch, M, 
%. Staininger and J. M. Yanzandt recently captured eight of 
the beasta alive. Coon. 

Biooming Groye Parr Assooratiox.—On September 28 
the executive committee announce that a meeting of the 
Ladies’ Archery Olub will take place, when the cut Prize Pin 
and other prizes will be shot for. Shooting deer is interdicted 
in the State of Pennsylvania until 1881, the exceptions being 
on the grounds of the B. G. P. Rwuffed grouse and ducks, 
with rabbit shooting, may be had. At present the bass and 
pickerel fishing is quite good. Apply for permits to Dy. 
Bradley, Hoffman House, These perniits to yisit the park 
embrace all the privileges to imtending members, after the 
usual introduction, which can be had of the executive com- 
mittee, Time from Jersey City four hours by rail, and one 
hour and fiftesn minutes by stage. Excursion tickets all 
around, $5, to be obtained at the EH. R, Kh, office, Broadway 
and Twenty-third street. 

Kenruoky — Stanjord, September 13,—Reports come in 
from every direction that the season has been unusually fa- 
yorable for nesting, and that the crop of quail is larger than 
ever before known. ‘The birds are generally well grown, and 
shooting will begin at light the day after close season. 
Pigeons, in small numbers, putin an appearance this week. 
Recent rains and the material fall ot temperature will inaugu- 
rate fall fishing. KENTUCEIAN, 

TrsnusskE—Savannah, September 0.—The prospect for 
good shooting has probably never heen better than at present. 
Quail are numerous and unusually forward ; many are already 
fully grown. This is in decided contrast to the state of things 
last season, when, even so late as November 1, £ found several 
coveys too small to shoo!. Squirrels are now “cutting” 
hickory nuts, and are quite plenty. A party in the river bot- 
tom lands, several miles aboye this place, brought in one day 
last week, as the proceeds of one day’s hunt, eighty eaarale 

TnL, 

A Fronms Camping Grounp.—Hditer Forest and Stream : 
On the east side of the lower road from Homosassa to Bay 
Point, about ten miles from each place, there is a valley about 
a mile wide by four long, interspersed with small sandy bot- 
fom ponds. Around some of'them are natural praperies 
covering acres, Bushels of the most delicious grapes 1 ever 
tasted were rotting on the bushes and ground. ‘There isnot a 
dwelling within sex miles. Wild turkey, bear and deer were 
plenty, and large flocks of parakeets were feeding on these 
luxuries, It seemed too bad to s¢e game and fruit'so abund- 
ant and no sportsmen near. Some four years ago two men 
with their families located near there, fenced in and improved 
some tén acres and built a good house and out buildings; but 
the deer and turkey ate up their garden, and the bears and 
panthers killed and deyoured all their hogs and cattle. As 
there were no néighbors near they grew tired of such loneli- 
ness and abandoned their property and moved to Texas, I 
visited this place last winter, and I should think it one of the 
best places in all Florida for'a party to stay to hunt, say for a 
month orso, It lies between the Great Gulf Swamp and the 
Natilika Hammock, a kind of crossing place for game. W. 
Putnam, Conn, September, 1878. 

Texae—Houston, Sept. 4.—1 consider iit sufficiently worthy 
to tmnke note of tha unusually early of remark ear 

ance of migratory. wine birds in tiv Intitude, Mir. Wyso, 
— 

who lives about six miles from Houston, al what is known 
as Pierce’s Junction, on thé San Antonio KR, R., reports hay- 
ing seen and killed several jaeksnipe alee wilson) on 
the 10th day of August. Dr. Tom Robinson also reports 
haying seen several birds a few days subsequent, to this date, 
This, [am confident, is an wonsually early artival of this 
apecies of snipe in our latitude. On referring fo my own 
record of early birds, my notes give the 19th day of Septem. 
ber, 1873, as a very early date, and it was so considered by 
the majority of sportamen with whom I spoke in regard to it 
then. J thought, at the time Mr. Wyse mentioned the matter 
to me, thal they were wounded or crippled individuals, who, 
unable to take the long journey to their northern breéding 
grounds, had remained with us during the summer; but a 
careful and thorough examination failed to discover any marks 
of former wounds. Many seem to think that their early ar- 
vival here is indicative of along and severe winter, Several 
flocks of wild geese goings South at this time, and the predie- 
tions of weather prophets, seem to lend some color to this 
opinion, I myself can imagine no cause for their appearance 
here at this time. We can attribute it to unusually cold weather 
in their northern summer residence, and of this I haye seen 
no account. Onur summer has been uncommonly wet, raining 
almost continuously, with shori intervals, for the past two 
months. September sets in cold and cloudy, with the wind 
from the North, accompanied with rain. Should it continue 
this way for any length of time snipe will be abundant with 
us in a few days. J. W. D. 

“Ory or Worcrster. —Heditor Forest and Stream, Ar- 
rived at this place yesterday afternoon, going out of the direct 
line to yisit Sauk Centre, where we had heard there were prai- 
tie chickens in abundance. Two days’ hunt failed to find them 
in any quantity. On the sume train we met Mr. Hallock, 
John Davidson, I. W. Whitman and others, all bound for the 
‘Field Trial, which is to come off about fourteen miles south- 
west of Sauk Centre, Deer are said to be very plenty all 
about here for milesin any direction one may go. Coming 
from Sauk Centre our party saw three deer near the track, 
Duck and geese are reported very plenty. Leaye Brainerd 
this rp. mM. for Glyndon, where we expect to find the sharp-. 
tail grouse and ducks and geese. DaAKova, 

Brainerd, Minn., September 18, 

Dove Suoorine HxDRAonpinary.—Marlboro, WV. J., Sept. 
7.—WMr. Hditor: Last Friday 4. mu. 1 received word from 
iny enthusiastic sporting friend, Taylor, of ‘Colts Necks," to 
Tepair immediately to his place, as the prospect for some fine 
sport was yery encouraging that afternoon, I soon droye the 
distance of five miles, and was upon the grounds promptly and 
in good season—half-past twelve o’cleck p.m. There were, 
however, ahead of me several other sportsmen, and their 
shooting-stands were already all arranged with proper blinds, 
admirably located, and I was told over one hundred birds flew 
off the field when the first party approached. ‘The birds 
were feeding upon lately sown rye, not suificiently aoverad 
with soil to quickly germinate. Only a few had returned by 
one o'clock, and as yet not more than two or three killed, [ 
consulted with my friends as to the best remaining position 
forme to occupy. The field commanded a fine viely of the 
surrounding country, and gave one an excellent opportunity 
to see the approaching game from all directions, I now dis- 
covered a flight of doves to the west of me alighting in an 
adjoining corn-field. The corn was very tall in places and 
small in others in this field, containing about forty acres. The 
doves were also feeding upon rye in this field, You could 
get in good range of them in the tall corn, but Irequently 
could nof see them long enough to get.a good shot. Where 
the corn was small they could see you approach, and it was 
almost impossible to get inrange. After walking about this 
field a while, and Killing a few, I returned to the others, and 
found their numbers so largely augmented, and every available 
position taken, I concluded to stick to the corn-field. At this 
time there were fifteen shooters upon these fields, and one or 
two had discovered my retreat. I iad all the company it waa 
safe for me to haye. About two o'clock the birds began to fiy 
thick and fast. Sometimesin flocks of twenty and thirty 
but oftener in fives, threes, twos, ete, From this time until 
five o’clock it was one constant fusilade. It was not far from 
the village, and I am sure the inhabitants must have been 
alarmed, The falling shot frequently fell all Around you, and 
in a corn-field, where you could not see distinctly more than 
forty yards, it was not the most comfortable place to be in. 
So much firing at the binds in and out of range caused them 
to fly very wild and high, and of course no one made an éx- 
traordinary bag. The flight of doyes is very rapid, and if 
requires no gmall degree of skill and practice to kill them 
successfully. After the flight was oyer, and the extraordinary 
sport at.an end, we all got together totalk the affair aver, and 
count out. As uearas | can remember, I will give you the 
individual scores, viz.: Heyer, 14; Conover, 14; Wim. Buck, 
10; John Buck, 8; Cambpell, 6; Taylor, 6, Hnimons, 8; 
McLain, 4; Drummond, 4; Reeves, 4; Snyder, 9; Vande- 
vere, 3; Magee, 6; others 1 cannot recall, M. 

Ware Squirnmts are A Nouisanoz.—y, Waiters A 
recent number of ForEst AND STREAM told us where jack 
rabbits aré a nuisance, and the manner of destroying them. 
Tn the southern part of California there exists in countless 
numbers gray ground squirrels which very closely resembles 
in size, color and general appearance the gray squirrel of the 
Eastern States. Their habits, however, are somewhat differ- 
ent. So far asI have seen, they never make their nests Gr 
homes in trees, but always take up their quarters 1 a hole 
which they burrow in the earth, or else a crack in a rock, 
which latter device saves them the labor of making themselves 
ahome. They have little or no fear of man. Yon may ap- 
proach them to within a few feet before they will run away, 
They are never eaten here except by the ‘‘ Greasers,” though 
I suspect they would be considered good food if they were 
less abundant. They are a great pest to the farmers, being 
exceedingly destructive of all sorts of grain. Until lately the 
farmers haye waged an unceasing buf unavailing war upon 
them. Shotguns, traps, poison, dogs and what-not have proved 
ineffectual to diminish their numbers to any perceptible dézree. 
Recently, however, sOme genius has invented a poison, in 
which he soaks grain, which has proved so déadly thaf many 
ranches have been quite rid of these pests. ‘The happy in- 
yenter has pocketed a nice sum of money, and receives the 
hearly thanks of ranchmen generally, An organized and 
systematic effort at, destruction by the use of this poison ig 
about to be put into execution in Santa Barbara Oo. M, 

Santa Barbara, Cal. 

Wux A Nrisrarre Maw Wanrnp ro sz Kiorrp,—One 
of the editors of the stafi on a New York daily paper ig 
rusticating in the wilds of Pike County, Peon, In hig strolla 

through the forest he carries bis gun along, ostensibly to shoot 
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Bquirrels, although we have no authentic information that he 

ever shot & squirrel or anything else. Being a New Yorker, 
he ought to know a “‘ yaller dog" when he sees it; but evi- 
dently everything is transformed and changed when seen by 
him in the unaccustomed light of the forests. The dog ad- 
venture is confidentially told to a friend in this office, as fol- 
fows: 

This morning before daylight I -went out after gray squir- 
rels. After a little while I found myself in a magnificent 
piece of overhanging woods, with a narrow wagon track 
stretching away ahead for one hundred yards. Game was the 
very last thing in my mind, for I was revolving over (he con- 
tents of a business letter to be written to the city; when 
casually glancing up along the wagon track I noticed a yel- 
low dog about fifty yards distant, trotting leisurely along to- 
ward me, J paid no attention to him, andin a moment was 
oblivious again. When I raised my eyes a second time the 
yellow dog was within twenty-five or thirty yardsof me. I 
raised my gun quickly, but the beast had seen me this time, 
and a bushy tail disappeared in the underbrush like a flash of 
lightning. That yellow dog was the biggest kind of a red 
fox, and when I realized the fact that L Jet him go, I went 
home and begyed the farmer's sons to tie me to the barn door 
and kick me. 

Messrs, Wittian Reap & Sons.—This is the name of one 
of the oldest firms engaged in the gun business in the United 
States. Through many long years Messrs, Read & Sons have 
kept up the reputation of their house by the reliability of their 
goods. Fine arms being above all things something, where 
the word of a dealer has to be taken asa guarantee, Messrs. 
Read & Sons have been enabled by their honest dealings to 
Secure the confidence of their numerous patrons. A specialty 
of theirsis the sale of the well-known guns made by W. and 
C. Scott & Son. These breech-loaders have a well-merited 
reputation for strong shooting powers, fine finish, tight fitting 
ip the action and locking parts, and for tueir perfection of 
proportion, Captain Bogardus had a Scott & Son gun in 
constant use, and in performing his feat of breaking 5,000 
balls his Scott & Son gun had been previously shot over 
80,000 times. This same gun has been, up to date, shot 
65,000 times, being precisely the same arm with which Cap- 
tain Bogardus beat Pennell, Shelly and Coyentry, this year in 
England. With the fullest lines of these guns, all sizes and 
grades can be had, 4, 8, 10, 12,14, 16 and 20's. Every gun is 
warranted. In addition to high-priced guns Messrs. Read & 
Sons haye a new grade of $50 gun, with top-snap action, al- 
lowing the sportsman to own an arm of real worth, which 
costs but little. Knowing as we do the worth of this house 
and the high position they occupy, we take great pleasure in 
indorging their claims on the attention of the sporting public. 
See their very full advertisement in this week’s paper, where 
all particulars are given, 

Dr, CaAnyER ON THE PRatrics.—Just before the State 
Fair at St. Pauland Minneapolis about the first September, 
our excellent, friend, 5. B. Dilley, Hsq., of Lake City, who 
recently made our editor-in-chief his guest, took Dr. W. F. 
Caryer, the celebrated rifle shot, ont on the prairie near town 
and let him shoot over his famous dogs Ranger, Royal, Fan, 
and Queen, ‘’hey hunted over three townships, and brought 
home an immense baz of chickens. Those sportsmen whoa 
have been curious to learn whether Dr. Carver is a good field 
sportsman will be pleased to learn that he killed 63 chickens 
Straight, never missing a point. 

Wisp Rice,—Attention is called to the advertisement of 
Wild Rice. This much sought for article may now be pro- 
cured in limited supply. Kemember that the early bird 
catches the worm. Mr. Richard Valentine, of Janesville, 
Wis., also has a supply cf Wild Rice seed. 

Dors CrLep Smor Arrrct Coxe Borrs?—Mr. Ira A. 
Pains assures Us that a few days ago he had his Parker Bro,’s 
bréech-loader tested to see what effect chilled shot might haye 
had onhis piece. During the last two years Mr. Paine has 
used this same gun at all exhibitions, having fired it certainly 
over 39,000 times. On examining the barrels, which proved 
to be full choke, Mr. Nason, of Lewiston, Maine, having criti- 
cally measured the barrels, he declared that they weré per- 
fectly intact. This speaks well for both the gun and the 
chilled shot. As numerous questions have been put to Mr. 
Paine and to ourselves on this question, we should think that 
this matter of chilled shot not affecting barrels would be now 
forever settled, 

Rusr.—We are glad to know that sportsmen everywhere, 
Bast, West and South, are appreciating the merits of ‘‘Eaton’s 
Rust Preventer.” Like all the other productions of our friend 
Jacobstafi, it proves the experience of a thoroughly practical 
aporisman. We congratulate him on his success with that, 
as well as his recent election as President of the N. J. State 
Sportsmen's Association. A good man in the right place. 

MoyEMents or SportsMeN.—Jerome Marble, Hsq., of Wor- 
cester, has just started for the Northern Pacific R. K., for the 
shooting season. He will go by the St. Paul and Pacific R. 
R. to Sauk Palle, 

Licur Unsreus.—Dditor Forest and Stream: 1 agree with 
i R.” in regard to his charges for field shooting, for snipe, 
quail, woodcock, ete., my charge would be only 3 drachms 
Powder and 1oz. shot. Ihave shot alongside of gentlemen 
who used from4}to 5 drachms powder and 14 oz, shot at 
these birds; but | could se¢ no usein such Jarge charges, 
necessitating. a8 it does the carrying of much heavier puns 
and more weight of ammunition, besides tearing birds to 
shreds if shot near by, and, if in making a snapshot one’s gun 
gets on his arm instead of his shoulder, and he is not heavily 
clothed, he feels ‘in his bones” he has too big aload. But 
for pigeon shooting I should by all means use a 10-zauge gun 
and 17 0z. shot, The light gun—small charges used by ** BE, 
i.” in this particular shoot—showed better shooting done by 
him, as his charge probably covered a smaller circle than that 
ofany of the others. My article referred principally to the 
use of heavy guns for wild fowl shouting in late October and 
Woyember, when canvas-backs and red-heads are wild, strong 
aud heayily feathered, requiring a hard knock to bring them 
down. And when 14 oz. shot, No.2 or 3, seems a small 
charge when thrown at a swift flyer 50 or 60 yards away, then 
one wants the best charge of powder, the one that will throw 
his charge of shot the closest, most regular and strongust. 
And | contend that 4 0z. 2 gr. is the best charge. ‘* Pusil ” 
hits my ‘‘theory,” ss he calls it, a dig when he advises me to 
put 6, or even 64, drachms of powder in my gunand shoot it, 
and see if I don'tfeel that it burns inside of the barrels. I 
confess that for some time I could see no good reason why 
@ drachme of powder should exert so much more force against 

— 
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my shoulder and not increase the force of shot against a tar- 
fet; yet this has been my experience: I have shot 6 drachma 
of powder and could get no more penetration iban with 4, 
but could get some 400 or 500 per cent. (Lhad no sccnrate 
method of comparison) more recoil, My *‘ theory "is this: 
that the extra amount of powder, the amount that I (hinlc will 
not burn inside of the barrel, acts as so much sand might, 
causing friction, packing, and retarding the force of the shot 
and increasing the force the other way. Of course a portion 
of this extra powder will burn outside of the barrels, and 
until it gets outside must. cause friction, If ‘ Fusil” takes the 
troubie to carefully watch, and has the opportunity of doing 
it, two men shooting about dusk, one using 54 or 6 drachms 
powder and the other 4, I think he will be convineed that 
the one using 6 drachms is burning much more powder out- 
side of his gun than the other, and in all probability, bein 
equally good shots, is not doing as good execution. I 
*“Fusil ” will load half a dozen shells with 4 drachms of pow- 
der and 1; oz. of No. 2 or 8 shot, and another half-dozen with 
6 drachms powder and same shot, and get at least 40 yards 
away Irom a standard pattern and penetration tester and keep 
An accurate memorandum of the results of each shot firad, he 
will find his 4 drachm charges give much better pattern, as 
great, if not greater, penetration, the targets will be more 
alike, will run more regularly in every way than with the 6 
drachms, and his gun’s tendency to mulishness be much 
lessened. At Jeast this has been my experience, and I have 
wasted much ammunition and haye seen others do the same 
before I came to this decision. I hold to my former assertion, 
that 4 drachms No. 2 grain powder wil give better satisfac- 
tion than any larger charge of any grain in a 10-guage 32-bbl. 
gun of 10 pounds or less, The recoil is slight and will hurt 
noone, and the result in my case has been better in eyery 
way. I belieye a No. 2 shot thrown froma good gun will 
kill a duck 100 yards away if it hits him in the head or neck 
or under the wiog, or will break a wing if it hits it with 4 
drachms of powder. A person who has not tried this will be 
astonished at the force of a No, 2 or 8 shot at long distances, 
Minous Point Shooting Olub, Sept. 14. Canvas BAox. 
ee 
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SEPTEMBER SHOOTING, 

O the sportsmen resident of New York State, tha 1st of 

September is seemingly the real opening of the shoot- 
ing season, True, during the preceding month, the season 

has been open for woodcock; but few birds have been found, 

and those bagged scarcely equal in number an October good 
day’s sport. Infinitely preferable would it be—for reasons 

which are obyious—if the close time for Phiiohéla minor was 
extended until the ist of September, thus Saving hundreds of 

young ruffed grouse that are annually slaughtered under the 
pretext of August woodcocking. 

What becomes of the woodcock during August has never 
been definitely ascertained. As much mystery now shrouds 
their disappearance in moulting time as twenty years ago, 
when ‘' Forester,” in his ‘‘Field Sports,” arrived at either of 
two conclusions—viz., that of a brief northward migration, 

or an exodus 6 the tops of the highest adjacent mountains, 
there to stay until disturbed by the frosty nights of glorious 
October. The few woodcock found in August are generally 
discovered in dry swamps adjacent to some spring drain. 
When September, with its cool breezes, proclaims the coming 
autumn, and the sportsman is enabled to baz his brace or two 
ot ruffed grouse, knocking over perhaps a couple or so. of 
woodcock during the day, then indeed, and not till then, can 
the shooting season be said to haye opened, 

The difficulty of killme raffed grouse has been much over- 
rated, together with the so-called inaccessibility of his haunts. 
Admitting that he is often found in the thickest brake or the 
most stony, impregnable hillside, amid interlacing boughs of 
pine trees and the sinuous rhododendron, he is as often flushed 
in the comparative open of the swampy woodland—the open 
patches bordering the woods, where grow the raspberry and 
whortleberry bushes, and, later in the season, upon the edges 
of the buckwheat fields; while again amid rhododendrons and 
second growth white birches, he lies well to the setter cr 
pointer, generally affording a fair shot to the gun. There is 
a peculiarity about this magnificent bird which ultimately 
ends in his destruction—namely, that the oftener one is 
flushed the longer and closer will he lie to the dog, and the 
shorter will be each succeeding flight. At first approach he 
may flush wild, giving one but the glimpse of his glossy back, 
and leaying his loud hurtling ringing in the ears. The second 
flight, should he not lie well, will probably allow a much 
nearer approach, and perhaps a short point; and this time, if 
the bird be not bagged, you may not blame his wildness, but 
the hypothesis of an inexplicable something ‘which no fel- 
low can understand.” 

As the grouse invariably flies in a straight line, but « slight 
glimpse will enable one to perceive the direction taken, then 
making a short sweep to theright or left he alights. Occasional- 
ly a bird will ‘‘tree,” and if it be in a tall pine or fir, and 
especially ina thickly wooded section, thera is but one thing 
todo; if you perceive him as you may, nestling with regal 
splendor in the shadowy embraces of the pine, then shoot him 
sitting, if you would have him at all, for a whirr when he 
flushes is all that will solace you—you will see naught. 

Let us suppose a cool, breezy morn in early September, and 
following a little babbling stream, the drain of some clear 
mountain spring as if meanders down the hill side, over and 
between the mossy stones, spreading over the damp ground 
and watering the luxuriant growth of ferns and mosses, whilst 
the cool September breeze is sighing among the tall pines, 
wafting their aroma over the hill side. In a place where the 
shadows play with the golden sunbeams which come stealing 
through overlacing foliage which as yet but by a rare and 
beautifully colored leaf of red or gold betokens that glorious 
autumn is at hand—yes, in such a spot we find our setter 
pvinting—now carefully and steathily he advances, now be- 
coming rigid under the enthralling ecstacy of the hot scent. 
Then we advance a step, whilst the ready forefinger is hoyer- 
ing twixt guard and trigger; and as the heart in its quickened 
tatoo forces the blood surging through the veins, the brain 
harbers no thought save of the present glorious moment. 
Whirr! and the golden chain is loosened, as the grouse darts 
athwart the open. As we raise the gun we see, as topping 
yonder clump of rhododendrons, the pointed pinions, fan-like 
tail and the extended ruff whose jetty blackness gleams in the 
sunlight, the typical emblem of American feathered game, 
But a report has broken the stillness of the hill side, and 
“Dead bird, fetch,” proclaims that the shot bas been true, 
Nesring the base of the bill, we overlook a blue limpid pond 

nestling among huge bonlders, in whose shadowy recesses 
luxuriant fern growths are blooming, vieing in their pictures- 
Que fantastic outline, the virgin beauly of the lilies along the 
shore, Here in an adjacent clump Of alders the dug is point. 
ing, but not with that sneaking, crouching attitude he em- 
ployed when working on the grouse, but firm, upright, rigid, 
With head but slighily lowered and turned, and advancing we 
are not surprised to hear the ‘tremulous whistle of the wood- 
eock a8 we see but a glimpse of his shadowy form darting 
through the interlacing covert, but even that glimpse has heen 
enough to send him with broken netk and pinion whirling 
earthiyard, Thus; reader, many a day may be healthfully 
and righteously spent whilst waiting for later nutumn, the 
most brilliant time of all. FRanr WARWIOK, 

- Ot 
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TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AT MILLER’S 

BAYOU. 

Y November the ducks come South, and, enticed by the 
fine food and guasi secluded bayous in Louisiana, any 

Quantities flock hither. But by no means are they safer here 
than in the ponds of Minnesota or in the marshes of Long 
Island Sound; indeed, quite the contrary, a3 the vast and ap- 

parently impenetrable prairies are intersected by narrow but 

navigable passes, which afford the hunter a chance to steal 

quietly in upon them and create sad bavoo among 4 flock 

before and as they rise. Sunday isthe day for sport, and the 

hunting grounds most accessible for a day's shooting are situ- 

ated oh the Mobile Railroad. Parties of gentlemen form and 
fo over Saturday evening, returning Sunday night. As we 
were not to be left out in all this sport, a party met al the 

train and bought tickets for Lake Catherine. We jumpad into 
a smoking car where our brother sportsmen were chatting in 

anticipation of a ‘ fine hunt to-morrow,” little knowing how 
miserably thesport would end! So pleasantly did time while 

itself away in conversation that the howling of dogs suffering 
tortures at the hands, or feet rather, of a brulal master, did 
not distract us until the brakeman cried out ‘Lake Catherine !” 
where we jumped ott and left the hounds and mun to pro- 
ceed en route for deer hunting further north. ‘Though I wish 
nom4an evil, 1do hope that that fellow, who, to quiet his 
dogs, stamped his heels on them, failed to bring a buck to 
bay. 
We were hustled into a large skiff which served ag a ferry 

boat between Lake Catherine Stulion and Millers,—a distance 
of say amile, Scarcely were we in and seated when some 
One spied an astronomical and Junur phenumenon commonly 
known as the ‘Crescent and the Star.’ The moon wase 
crescent, nearly directly over us, and inside of its crescent was 
as bright a star as we ever witnessed. The night was mugnii- 
cent and clear, ae eyesore ae the moon were rien and 
silvery and ti the twinkling star, we gai what, per- 
haps, it may n Even te our fortune to again behold! Edward 
and Mac, two stalwart darkies, rowed us, and soon we turned 
into a bayou marked by a signboard as ‘ Miller's Bayou,’ 
True, the posts sustaining this guide mark were a trite off 
the perpendicular, but save to “ geomutrically critical eye 
such an acute angle would not be observed. 

In but a very few moments now we came in sight of some 
white buildings, flashing lanterns and in hearing of mingled 
Dutch and Oongo. ‘Hold, Mac!" ‘** Pull, Edward,” and 
slowly our starboard touched the Jittle wharf. 

«Good evening,” said a little dried up old woman whom 
we immediately tuok to be the widow Miller—widow I suy, 
for one year previous On that day her husband had heen stand- 
ing just where she was when his gun hammers sinuck the 
wharf and both charges were lodged in his lungs, death ensu- 
ing very soon. We bade her good evening and got ashore by 
the combined lights of her lantern andthe moon, We walked 
a few feet and entered her house, a yery clean cabin, with a 
dining room and adjoining two other rooms, each full of 
bunks for the accommodation of hunters, 

Bhe, that is, Mrs. Miller, prepared a supper for us, consist- 
ing of trout and wild ducks, the product of the day's pot fish- 
ing and hunting. Upon disarming ourselves of our guns, etc, 
we ate heartily, and, gathering about the livtle stove—the fire 
in which had been replenished by some wood brought in by 
Mac—told stories until nearly midnigh}. The atmosphere 
was cold and crisp, and aftermaking our traps ready we went 
to bed. At three o’clock Sunday morning Wwe were up, A 
cup of black collee, a biscuit, and we were ready. Taking 
separate dug-outs, we started—some for the Seyen Ponds and 
olhers—guorwm mintnn pars fui—paddled across Lake Cathar- 
ine for a lagoon Known ta Bayou Bob, some three miles dis 
tant. We gotthera just at daybreak. Putting ont my de- 
coys I stayed at this end; the others went further toward the 
upper end. There were some docks swimming around, bat 
comparatively few. Hiding myself by pulling the pirogue 
into the prairie, I sat still, cold and uncomfortable, Occasion- 
ally a duck would fly by, far away from gun shot, and 1 be- 
came disgusted by seyen o'clock. However, a stray «luck af- 
forded mé a shot and brought with its full a resolution to stay 
a while, So I waited twohours, singing and whistling: 

“1m waiting, yes, Walling, 
Tm waiting, my duckies, for ye ;” 

but nota fowl of the Anatide or any other tribe or genus 
appeared, Aware that there is an end to all things,! pushed out, 
a convert to the belief of its practical illustration in the instance 
of duaks—there were none; the species of aquacie fowl was ex- 
tinct, having become so with the spoonbill [cut down, So 1 
paddled slowly through the bayous, across the dake, up the 
bayou, and by ten o'clock was in front of Mrs, Miller's. From 
her I procured a fishing line and a few minnows for buit, and 
from @ disciple of Pan { was wansformed into 9 monument of 
patience, quietly sitting in a dug-out watching a cork float, 
Trout were abundant, [ heard; trout were few aud rare T 
learned. But I had caught eight by two o'clock, when I again 
returned to Mrs, Miller’s; and, poor us the shooting was, 1 
preferred the noise and company ofa gun to the dreadful soli- 
tude of piscatorial pursuits; so J went out in an entirely dif- 
ferent direction to Lake Mrederic, about a mile distant. With 
great, trouble I hauled my boat over the railroad and pushed 
along. I killed several marsh hens, but only to practice on. 
When I entered the lagoon it was filled With hunters who had 
done precisely what 1 had—sought it as a last resort. The 
lake isabout one-third of a mile long and one-twenlieth of a 
mile wide, surrounded by prairies where the heads of hunters 
loomed np, took a place well ont, of gun-shot of 23s BAW, 
and as a mud hen flew, ere he could get the length of the lake, 
nine hunter’ suns boomed to try and stop him, Tt was 

‘ fT 



, an 

Mocay Ge 7 ‘mall chance 
that way I got. twenty mud hens, and added to my lone duck 
Thad twenty-one pieces, if my arithmetic is reliable, and if it 
isn’t T hold New Haven, Conn., responsible. 
_ We gat tired of that sort of business and came in at about 
five o'clock. The other fellows did no better and many not 
s0 well. Qne had four ducks, the lint of the day. We had 
dinner, and, as we had a half hour or so to spare, sauntered 
over the premises adjoining the house. 

Back of it was a garden with some orange trees and 
Splendid oaks. Beneath one of those superb moss-coyered 
tees was a grave covered with pretty Jake-shore shells. he 
Moss touched the ground about the head, and on inquiry we 
were told the sequence of Miller's shooting himself. There 
were his remains carefully interred by his home, and nothing 
to disturb him save the music of the wind in the trees and the 
sound by which he lived and died—that of the shot-gun. 
We strolled about and then went in. 
By 7 o'clock Mrs, Miller came in, and though she said noth- 

ing, she looked ‘‘ two dollars,” 
Ve gave them, took our game (?) and Edward and Mac 

again bent to their work and we stared for the station. The 
train sooh ¢ame, and we reached town by 9 o'clock, haying 
resolved that Miller’s Bayou was “shot out,” and that we 
should not again be parties to a gauntlet for birds to fly; nor 
would we ever again clasp the hand of Mrs, Miller or suffer 
the arms of Hdward snd Mac to pull our carcasses, or those 
of mud hens, the victims of a hunter's desperation. 
New Orleans, September 14, 1878. Sanp SyIPE. 
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ARKANSAS TURKEY SHOOTING, 

Movrs of Dryit's Forx, L 
Vaw Burzw Co, Ark,, Aug. 27, 1878. 5 

Eprrok Forest AnD Bream = 
T this section what shall Tsay? Such as Peter Whetstone 
described it, such it is to-day, Readers of Porter's old 

Spirit will remember his spirited descriptions. It is a 
country of mountains, and pines, and gorges, and roaring tor- 
rents, and game that can never be exterminated. Rip Van 

Winkle might go up some of the rocky valleys hereabouts 
and nap it and wake up at intervals as long as he pleased 

Without having his mind troubled by changes going on around 
him. The mountains here are founded ypou rocks, they reat 
upon other rocks, and so on all the way down, giving an air 
of permanence and stability to the whole country, as pro- 

nounced as it is delightful. But T started out to tell you 
about the game. It is plenty, consisting of bear, deer, wolves, 
panther, wild turkey and quail, with ducks in the winter, 

To the hardy climber of hills and rocks a liberal supply of 
some or all these is always attainable mm the proper season, 

The best gun for all work here isa moderately heayy 10-bore 
breech-loader. One will naturally use shot of Nos, 7, 3, and 
2buck. Except occasionally in the open barrens, long shots 

never present themse lves, so that the rifle is more ornamental 
thanuseful. The natives here, howeyer, sport their long 
squirrel guns, of range scarcely greater than a good shot-gun, 
and display at times wonderful dexterity in their use. 
Thad hardly gotten over the fatigue of my journey hither- 

ward when an old and valued friend broke in upon my medi- 
fations with a ‘‘ Let's go and bunt some young turkeys with 
your ‘pinter,’” adding, “they'll doit,” meaning they would 
lie to the dog. Having some conscientious scruples about 
killing immature game, I told my friend I did not want to 
take any unfair advantage of the little things. He assured 
mé, however, that they were as large as Brahma chickens, 
full feathered and as well qualified to take care of themselves 
ag any young prairiechicken in September, and, added he, 
‘they are oneducated now, and will let the pinter fool with 
them. Just you lef them birds get educated once and you 
nor no other man won't get “em.” Knowing the remarkable 
facility with which the wild turkey becomes not only edu- 
cated but thoroughly accomplished, [ concluded to go, and I 
@njoyed a phase of sport entirely new to me, and which I 
will endeavor to describe. 

‘Taking to horse we rade for about seven miles, all the way 
up hill, to the top of a very high mountain, known T believe, 
locally, as the ‘Devil's Back Bone,” Here a leyel plain 
stretches for some miles, with here and there a settler, Inthe 
peach orchard of one of these we tether our animals, and 
after a short visit to the well and the melon patch, proceed 
to skirt a wheat field in search of game, and though tracks 
and “‘sizn”’ of all sorts are abundant, are nearly to the place 
of starting, when the dog comes to a staunch pointina thicket 
near a bare place of ground used by the turkeys as a wallow- 
ing place. Peering cautiously into the thicket we see not 
less than thirty turkeys, old and young, squatied and evident. 
ly greatly moved by anxiety about my dog, He, however, 
has no notion of disgracing his pedigree by jumping in, and 
both parties are awaiting & move from the other side. There 
were the mother bird und five or six others of, evidently, last 
year's growth, and what appeared tio be part of two broods of 
this year’s growth. At the cluck of the old bird, slowly, 
and, as one, they move forward. The dog, unable longer to 
stand the pressure of his anxiety, just as slowly and just as 
cattiously begins to draw onthem. A sharp word of caution 
to the dog has the effect to check him, and to put every turkey 
in the gapg on the wing. A sharp ring from my 10-bore 
Greener, and down comes the old bird as if a thunderbolt had 
overtaken her. Another, and one of the last year’s chicka 
tumbles from a lofty height, and the whole gang alights badly 
scattered. Marking them down as well as able for the 
timber, I proceeded to retrieve the younger, which proved to 
be what in local parlance is Known as & tow-head—that is, a 
hen of last year's growth that has failed to mate and rear a 
brood. This arises from the pernicions habit of killing off the 
mules in ‘‘ gobbling time,” % ¢, in the breeding season, a 
practice that cannot he too strongly condemned. 

But to return to the hunt, ‘aking the dog to the nearest 
place where I saw one light, and placing him upon the trail, 
i had the satisfaction of seeing him come to a point in a very 
short time. Cautioning him to be steady, 1 gradually ap- 
proached and saw—yes, saw—a turkey lying to the dog, as if 
fascinated by the rigidity of his position; with every nerve 
streiched, ready for instant flight on the slightest motion. 
Flushing and knocking over tis’ one we proceed to thenext 
best place, where like good fortune awaits us, our friend re- 
markiog that the time for his squirrel gun has not come yet, 
Proceeding to where we say several alight the dog is put out, 
and trails and circles and quarters, but makes no point. A 
moment more and allisclear, A yelping noise fifty yards 

given any bird, and but very few escaped, In 

EST AND STREAM. 
away tells ua that one of the gang is calling the others to— 
gether there. Running to the place the turkeys get up Here, 
there, all over, and s0 excile the dog that he pitches in and 
follows them up, putting several of the older ones into tall 
timber. {n the scrambleI get: in a double, two of the largest 
of the young brood, just of the frying size, and a very desira- 
ble piece of meat for the table, My triend, turning his atten- 
tion and his squirrel gun upon those in the timber, manages 
to bring down a pair before their curiosity about the dog is 
fully satished. And so ended the hunt, eight birds to two 
guns—as Many a8 we cared about. € 

ELL, 
+ - ____ 

PIGEON MATCHES, 

MaArsi—Topsham, Sept. 12.—Riverside Club shoot, for club medal ; 
Card trap, 18 yards : 

vebsaal 
0 
G 

20 
ut} 
1 
0 
0 HoeHopoS HORSE oSoS erckHsoee RosSoHS- PSoRerHoos oorhroscor eoctereosht rPOoHRSeset bah Se pe Sectessy peer omoH eS be see oe 
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Nrw Haven Gun Crus.—Regular pigeon shoot; Hamilton Park; 
rules, the man winning the badge the greatest number of times in the 
year to become the owner; Bogardus rules and traps } the last holder 
to stioot at 28 yards, and handicap all others Irom 18 yards up, acvord= 
ing fo the number of balls broken in last match ; 

-LITOGLILON0LTGL10111011 0-18 
TJLLAALTILTIITIII117 O1—i9 
11101010102 01103111 114 
1110001011010011171 0—12 
LOL EU EPO tt od tas 
11111271171 0111111100-—7 
.02117111101010101010 0-12 
ee ee eT tied gait Soot ere eet 

ae 1010111111 i 1 0—16 
Np woome adwaseweee 0100 D00LT00TLOLO01L YW, 

Sweepstake matches; Bogardus traps : 

Bennett....6100011100—4 Faolton.....d 110911001107 
Armstrong.11011011711—8 Jorey.......4 11111111 1-10 
Folsom. .0111111110—S8 MHanson..... 1110101001—6 

Ties on aight. 

FoOlOM1...1 1 ++--ee2e +»-11111—5 Armatrong............ 10110-3 
Card revolving traps: . : 

Hanson,,.... 0011 110117 Penn..... .. OLVV11i1111~-9 
Armstrong,,0101111100—-6 Longdon..... V1i1119111-9 
Bennett..... OOL000TNL1I—4 J orey........ O111111011—8 
Folsom...... 1191000011—5 Thompson,..100010101 0-4 

Penn and Langdon divided firat money. 

Bogardus traps: 
1—10 Armstrong .06111111000—6 
O—4 Benneta,...0000111011—6 

OOO0OTLI011i6 

0— 6 Hamnson,..,.-1 
1— 8 Bennett 1 

Armstrong, Longdon and Penn divided second money. 

Sept, 6—Glaes ball match, between K. Penn and Join More, of New 
Haven, fifty balls each, Bogardns rnles and traps to govern, resulted 
in the following : 
R Fenn....0100111111111111100111,1011101 

101011171011111211011 0-88, 
TMore.-.... 0177111111111 011711111111110111 

Lipvit?rtT1ittiyir10i1ti1diti—e. 

Lona Isnanv—Freeport, Sept. 1.—Bogardus rules; 24 yards rige ; 
Wright,,...1 OOLTLTLOO0LT111111111111111a 

Choa Does )OO0OOLOLTTIL01111111111 01-46 
Foster Spragus....0000001T00100TT1I110100000—9 
Powell Wright,.... 00111007101110011111100000—13 
Will Bllison,,......0000000117T000000T110111111-~¢ 
T Dloyad..... ~-1107T11000000000000 00000006 
© Sprague. .0000000111000000000000000—3 
H HBliison,.,; OO0100TO0ON0D0000000 000000 09-71 
J W Raynor. —OO00NO0ULTOCODDVODO0DOD0000F OOO 1 
CSmith.... ce DODHODDO0UVOGV000T0000009 0-74 
Martin Smith,.... O0FGODDHDDDDD0D0DH0D0HDODD0000 0-0 

MicHIGAN.—Howell, Sept.12.—The third contest for the Jewett re- 
volyer resulted na Victory for 0. G. Jewett, a3 follows; 21 yarda Tise, 
Bogardus rules, and trap belind screen at setters option: 

tiue.d 1111111114 1iiilow 
er Tt del Lod 9 G1111100i~¢6 
Rumscy....1110111101—8 100111111~-8 

we tit tti1014 9 nae Holt........ et gies 

ANSAB—Oltlama—A grand bird and glass ball shooting tonrnament 
wit be held at Ottawa, Oct. 8, 9,10 and 11, under the ma-agement of 
thea Kansas State Sporismen’s Association, There are tourteen con tests, 
with $3,500 in cash prizes. Bogardus gives an exhibition. 

CHrcAGo, Sept, 12.—J. J. Gore againat W. W. McCullum, of the Austin 
Guu Olub; single rises at 26-yds.: 

Gore..... 110110000111111701111111111001010 
111111111001 1—36 

via tem000070TH11O01111101111014111211 
1H011ii9101111110 0-3 

Atter this shoot there waa a sweepstake Match af 26 yds,: 
1 cecgeeeeel L 1 LF 1-5 Abe Kleinman....- aUft) Bk ih weet 

Sgt ae 110 4 Kellogg........ alt Val ts 
JN Lydston wscee0 2 0 1 O-2 PP Taylor..-.....0 1 0 1 1-3 
Oliver Organ .....-1 1 0 1 1—4 Abner Pricé,,.-. ral) ote 1 ps 
O BH Willard,...-.-.1 0 1 0 1—3 Wm Brive,..,..... io at a at on 
M Hich,..... ..1 £ 1 1 1-65 Miles Johnson...., 160 0 0 t—2 
MeCullum. -1 0 1 1 1—4 George Newhberry.1 0 0 0 j-2 
CE Felton... die 1 aie ae Chapin: 20), eee Co 
Tom Stage Oo 1 1-4 

Tn slinoting off ties at 31 yds. Turrill took frst; McCullum and 
Kleinman divided second, 
A similar sweepstakes was shot again: 

esc oeeeecliad tot Ib GWayloncaistneesans.0° 1 1 2. 0-9 
ree 3 Fic see 2 O 1 O—8 ‘Otlell nw... 011 0-3 
Gores..e-, ee weeavel O LD 1 1—4 McCullum.,.......1 0 0 7 1-3 
Hivhersccrseespeset O 0 O 1—2 Lydston......... . en leeeri— a: 

6 0 O 1—2 Willurd........00..0 0 O 5 1-1 
0 i 0 1-2 Stagg.............. 111 0-3 
111 1-5 a se i t ‘ ipa 

Feiton.............1 1 1 1 1-6 Brice.-....... dieses _ 
-1 0 0 1 O—2 Johnson....,.-.... Dt diets 

oe ad Sia a 1 Geils torrie yee ed Oe ee Kellogg.... 

Tn shooting off the ties at thirty-one yards, Organ took first money, 
and Turrill second. 

AND CaRVER.—S?, Paul, Sept. 7 —During the Fair week 
those Mable Ghamplone—Homncdus and Carver—formei one of the chief 
thiractions, exhibiting belore 20,000 peopie at once, aud doing more 
than hovor to their already meritorious + enords, We Print a.score of 
eavh shooter, made with shot-guns, Sogardus using his Scolt's and 
Oarvel the Parker gun. Wednesday, dept. 4, to break 400 glass balls on 
time. Hogardus shoots 535 times in 25m. 47s,: 

i dred... LTLL1LIL1ILIAIALIALOLLITI101 
ieee Geet iititidiitiitoitdiloiriirds 
PITLALVLLTAVITALALVILVALLITLAALATALV1I1110101 

o—f1, 
va ccond nuuared.:.1 0111112111011111110111011 
ala) es eA SO CS OR Ws Bale ate Oa Ll SIS eee le ROP RST SEAT Uel atl eet 
TALLAALLTALTPALLAALLTOLTLTALTLTiiio9+yo1rtTiaii 

: —92, 
o Mhird nan wedee.cd 114211111111111111211 Dee 
OTLTLLL1TLALOLTLLTAAIALILOVATIOOLLTIVAALT1I11 
Piet Thus tetoriiTyyryoida Vl atiiidigii 
—H3, F 

) @.-TLLLLOTLT1TAALTVLALLLT AAT 
ET ria teitiiitiitiliiiioriiid 
TE Ea eat Tat ei et ey pt 
01111111111 1-9, 

+* 

145 

LAL Tt te 
TiOLLVIL1TLO11101111 
sR ES is a es Sn I ae A 

fteanit—h00 hit, 85missed ; time, more than four minutes ahead of 
best time. 

Carver—Wednesday, Sept. 4—To break 100 glasa balls on time, trom 
fillber trap, Parker gun, sev niesn siralght, one missed anda vleun 
gcore to fhe end: 

LLP TL179110111114100411111111111411111 
BI is ts i iy Wi as Bs i Ds Os i Ws Us Os rs a ss Us Ds Ws 
Ue gh Tea Ea Sa Tae en ASG iba ies Maya) ss ak 

CAnvV¥R,—At the close of the Minnesota State Fair Dr. Garver, the 
celebrated rifle whot, did the following feata on Sept. 7: He broke 96 
out of 100 glass balis with a rifies broke 100 glass balla with a ride In 
4m. $58.; hit 22 out of 26 balloons, set afloat in the alr at onos, ald 
broke 11] balls straight with a shot-gun, 

nee 

PIrTseuRG, Pa., Sept. 12, 1573; 
Ditimar Powder Co., Binghamlon, N, ¥.: 
GENTS.—I took 300 shells, louded with your powder by Squires, of 

New York, to Minnesota with me. T huntea Pralris chickens and ag- 
tonished my companions with yery long and dimcult shots. T{hink you 
should make @ point on field shooting. I shot 100 shots without clean- 
ing my gun, That is quife impossible with black powder, 
Adv.—— Ver y respectfully, Dr. W F, Carver. 

Bational Qastimes, 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rad and Gun. 
ARCHERY RANGES AND BOWS. 

A Nba writers on archery give preference to long-rang 
shooting, recommending, as does your correspondent 

Mr, Holberton, in the Forms anp Stream of Aag. 1, from 
fifty to seventy-five yards for Jadies and one hundred yards 
for gentlemen, This long-range shooting is very attractive 
and exhilarating, but it may be doubted whether sixty yards 
is too short for the longest accurate shooting for the average 
man, Forty yards, using from fifty to seventy pound bows, 
is the best distance at which to shoot a test match. Beyond 
forty yards, an element of accident begins to affect results, 
which element may give to the poor shooter the victory over 
the expert. lo explain this: Suppose you are shooting at 
one hundred yards, using the regulation target described by 
Mr, Maurice Thompson in his hook on archery. The expert 
may hit the target ten times out of fifteen shots, while the 
poor shooter may hit it but twice. But suppose the two hits 
of the latter are one in the gold and ofe in the red, They 
count sixteen, while the expert’s ten ‘hits may be one inner 
white, counting five; one black, counting three, and eight 
outer whites, counting one each. The game is a tie! Indeed, 
[saw this happen the other day. Of course, the ten hita 
were really better shooting than the two. 

At short range the archer may become wonderfully accu- 
rate. J do not at all doubt that Dr. Carver hit blocks of 
wood thrown into the air, he shooting an English bow and 
arrows. I haye seen Mr. Maurice ‘’hompson and hig brother, 
Will H. Thompson, repeatedly hit small objects thrown into 
the air, and they are known to haye killed birds on the wing 
and to have broken balls from a trap with their favorite 
weapons. Now that archery is one of our out-door sports, 
why not begin at once to discuss it and study it? Mera in 
America we have generally beaten the world at everything 
else, why not lead in this noble sport? No doubt archera 
will differ about bows as widely as gun-shooters do abont 
different makes of guns. Mr. Maurice Thompson, in hig 
book, gives preference to self lemonwood bows for general 
purposes aud to snakewood bows for fine, quick action, 
Mr. Holberton prefers Spanish yew. So did the old English 
archers. But Mr. Thompson may be right after all, for the 
Spanish yew is not so good gs it formerly was, haying been 
culled for hundreds of years; and then shakewood or lemon- 
wood were not used or known of old. ; 

I wish to agitate the question of an American manufacture 
of bows. Dr. Carver says he prefers a hickory or ash bow 
to the finest English make. Mr. Thompson recommends our 
mulberry, cedar, black locust, sassafras and ash, Archery 
never can become widely popular so long as good bows cost 
so much and break so easily. I haye broken several fine 
Highfield bows this summer at an average cost of seven dol- 
lars each, including one snakewood backed baw, which cost 
sixteen dollars. This might please a millionaire, but I feel 
a little purse-sore over my losses. A good, durable, horn. 
tipped bow ought not to cost over three dollars at the outside, 
and ought to last at least one season, The hacked bows that 
are imported by our dealers seem to get injured in their tran. 
sit across the ocean, ‘The glue seems weak, and the hack 
parts from the belly. Let us have through your journal the 
ideas of your readers upon this subject. We must have good 
cheap hows. ARonER. 

Crawfordsville, Ind., Sept. 1878. 

Taz MacKinnon PEex.—Why, it is a perfect substitute for 
brains, for it walks along the page of its own accord. With 
this fountain pen it is aseasy fo write down a thought as to 
tulk it. When a man writes a good deal—and an editor has {o 
do it—sometimes the most brilliant idea goes on the wing and 
is clean ont of sight while you are dipping your pen in the 
ink. ‘The fountain pen wants no dipping, but just keeps on 
writing. There is no smearing of one’s fingers with ink, no 
overflow of black fiuid, no pressure of the fingers on the hold- 
er is necessary. The point is most ingenious, the ink always 
flowing around it. As this portion of the pen is of iridium it 
must be everlasting. There is no scratching, no spluttering 
of the ink. Itis ight, and does not encumber the hand. In 
fact it is the best pen we ever put our fingers to, 

a 

Loxe Istanp Ratroap.—Having carried already this year 
aver 600,000 passengers, the L. I. R. R. has heen very flee 
from accidents. This most encouraging fact is due to the un- 
tiring energy of the officials. ‘This road may be said to have 
commenced a new era of usefulness. It has devoted itself, in 
contradistinction to its former policy, to render the road in- 
yiting to those who wished to. make Long Island their perma- 
nent or summer home. With increasing traflic, it has kept 
place with the demand for extra accommodation. It is no 
Jonger an arduous task to reach one’s home in Long Island. 
Passing through a beutiful country, the L. I. K. R. has 
known how, to take advantage of the situation. By giving 
greater facilities to travelers and sportsmen, it has become one 
of the inost popular of all roads running out of New York, 
J 

Doprry's LoAprr.—We call attention to the adyertise- 
ment of this usefuljinstrument, 



of the Australian Oricketers in England has 
been a very brilliant one. Their success has 

been unprecedented. Meeting the best play- 
ers in Hingland—and that means the beat play- 
ers im the world, Australia excepted—in thirty 

matches they have lost only six. Of their 

matches with English eleyens they won fiye 
games, lost four and had two drawn games. 
In contests against oddsof eleven or eighteens 

and twenty-twos, they won six games, lost one 
and drew eight. The one they lost was with 
an eighteen, in which W. G. Grace played 

ageimst them. Aftir the defeat at Notting 
lham—which wa3 (to haye been expected after 
the fatizue of 2 twenty-five thousand miles 

journey—the victory over the Marylebones 
and Yorkshires, 1h+ games in detail were as 

follows: 
The fourth game was played at the Oval 

on June 3, against the Surrey County Club, 
and resulted ia another victory. Australia 
made 110 and 78 for five wickets, Surrey, 107 
and 80, Spofforth took eight wickets in the 
first inning. 
The fifth match was played at Hlland, June 

6, and was the first match against odds, the 
home team numbering eighteen, The Aus- 
tralians made 90 and $3 against the eighteen’s 
29 and 60. 

At, Longsight the Australians were defeated 
by two wickets. ‘They scored 67 in each in- 
ning to their opponents’ 68 and 74, G, F. 
Grace, of the Longsights, scored 23 and 42. 

The seventh match was what might be 
termed the ‘‘champion match,” as it was 
against the Gentlemen of England, at Prince’s 
ground. The Gentlemen had perhaps their 
strongest possible team—yviz,, W. G. Grace; 
Gilbert, Hornby, Lucas, G. F. Grace, H, M. 
Grace, HE. Lyttleton, A. Lyttleton Steel, 
Strachan and Bush, ‘The visitors suffered a 
defeat, making 75 and 63 to the Gentlemen’s 
139. 
On the St, John’s Wood grounds the eighth 

match was played, the Australians beating 
the Middlesex team by/98 runs. The Anstra- 
lians made 165 and 240 to the Middlesex 122 
and 113. 
The ninth match wad against twenty-two 

of Birmingham and district, the colonials 
making 105 and 116 for six wickets agaist 
the home team 123 for one inning. The 
match was a draw. 

On June 27 the Australians played at Leeds 
against a team of Hunslet and district. This 
match also ended in a draw, but really in 
fayor of the visitors. 

On the Monday following they met the 
County Eleven at Sheffield, and scored 88 and 
105, while the County made 167 ruus for their 
first inning, and secured the necessary 26 
Tuns with the loss of but one wicket. 

Grossing the border line into Lancashire, 
their next opponénts were eighteen of Stock- 

port and district, and here the Australians 

were victorious by a score of 162 and 220 to 

Stockport's 105 and 134. 
The thirteenth match was on July 8, against 

Mr. ©, J. Thornton’s eleven, at the Orleans 

Club grounds at Twickenham. ‘The game re- 

sulted in a draw. } 

The next morning the colonials met eight- 

een gentlemen of Soulh Wales, at Swansea, 

The Welshmen scored 94 and 88 against the 

colonials 219, the match being won by an in- 

ning and 57 runs. 
The fifteenth match was played at Oldham, 

against eighteen of Werneth and Oldham. 

The contest was not played out. The totals 

for the home team were 188 and 117, and for 

the visitors 123-and 112 for six wickets. 

The next match was played at Leicester, 

where the Australians contended against an 

eleven of the county. Leicestershire scored 

498 in their first inning, the first wicket fall- 

ingforaiig runs. In their second inning 

they scored 145, The Australians made 130 

in their first inning, and in the second OC. 

Bannerman made 188 and Horan 40, and 

finally won the match by eight wickets, 

Hull was the rendezvous for the next three 

days, and the score of the home club was 250 

and 68. The Australians made 805 in their 

first inning—their largest score in England. 

The remaining fifteen runs were made with- 

out the loss of a wicket. 
: 

The eighteenth match, at Lards, against the 

Cambridge University, was won by the latter 

by aninning and 72runs. This was one of 

the most interesting matches played by the 

team. ‘The Australians made 111 and 102 to 

the Cantabs 285. Of this number A. Lyttle- 

ton made 72 and A. J, Steel 59, On the 

‘Australian side Murdock’s 47 was the highest 

score. : 

The next game was played at,Crewe against 

twenty-two of the district, Australia scored 

130 and 102; their opponents 54 and 79. 

Highteen of Keighly and district were next 

met and defeated, the home team putting to- 

gether 102 and 183, while the colonials made 

908 in their first innings and the remaining 

39 in their second, with the loss of three 
wickets. . A 

@he game against eighteen of Rochdale 

ended ina draw. The Australians scored 109 

and 72 and the eighteen 124 and 50 for six 

wickets, ‘ 
‘At Buxton twenty-two of the district made 

7 and 134 to the colonials 97 and 1% for one 

wicket. ‘This match was also a draw. 

Captain Conway arrived in New York last 
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urday. ‘The programme of matches in this 
country has already been published. The 
forthcoming sesume of the international cricket 
matches played in America is giyén in the 
World: 
The first English cricket feam to visit 

America were the All England professional 
twelve, under the captaincy of the renowned 
George Parr, then the champion batsman of 
the cricket world. This party left Liverpool 
for Quebec on September 7, 1859, and began 
play in Montreal on September 27, against a 
twenty-two of All Canada, which the eleven 
defeated by 117 to 85 and 63, winning the 
match by eight wickets. The English eleven 
included Parr, Ooffyn, Lockyer, Jackson, 
Wisden, Diver, Catsar, Stephenson, Grundy, 
Hayward and Carpenter, John Lillywhite 
acting ag umpire. ‘They played next on Octo- 
ber 3,4 and 5 against twenty-two of the 
United States at Hoboken, theteam including 
metnbers of the St. George, New York, Bos- 
ton, Philadelphia, Young America, Albany, 
Newark, and some other local clubs. The 
players were Messrs, Gibbes, Harnshaw, Wal- 
ler, Sam Wright, Harry Wright, Walker, 
Bage, Sharp, Marsh, Crossley, _ Wilby, 
Higham, Cornery, Hollis, Barclay, Morgan, 
Walter Newhall, Hammond, Lillywhite, Se- 
mon, Lang and Head. This team of nine- 
teen resident English players and three Young 
American cricketers was disposed of in their 
first inning for a total of abont 88 runs, Wal- 
ter Newhall's 5 being the best made score. In 
the second inning they made but 54, not a 
layer scoring double figures, Gibbes, the 
eading batsman of the St. George Club, 
scored two duck-eggs; Sharp, of New York, 
made a total of 10 in the two innings, while 
the six professionals in the team, made but 9 
altogether in the first inning. The whole 
party were frightened by the prestige of the 
English professionals, and were defeated mm 
one inning by a score of 156.to 388 and 64. 
Hollis, of Newark, took the majority of 
wickets—6 for 26 runs; Ooffyn, on the other 
side, took 16 wickets for 25 runs, and Jack- 
son 10 for1% runs, The English team played 
another United States twenty-two, at Phila- 
delphia, on October 10 and 12, on the old 
Camac’s Woods Grounds. The twenty-two 
on this occasion included twelye Americans 
as follows; Walter Newhall, Vernon, Kep- 
hardt, W. and J. Wistar, Bayard Hunt, Hali, 
H. Fisher, Barclay, Waterman and Morgan. 
In this match the eleven scored 126 in their 
first inning to 94 by the twenty-two, the lat- 
ter scoring 60 in their second inuing, leaving 
the eleven to win with seyen wickets to fall. 
Gibbes scored 20 and J. Wistar 19 on the 
twenty-two side in the first inning, and Kep- 
hardt 10 inthe second. Jackson took the ma- 
jority of the wiekets on the one side and Se- 
mon on the other. The American portion of 
the twenty-two made 90 runs and the English 
portion 58. 
No foreign team visited Americaafter Parr’s 

eleven until 1868, when another professional 
twelve came out under the management of 
Griffiths, These came direct to New York in 
the City of Baltimore, arriving September 18, 
1868. This team included Jupp, Smith, 
Shaw, Tarrant, Pooley, Humphrey, Freeman, 
Raybotham, Charlwood, Welsher, and John 
Tallywhite, Griffiths umpiring. They played 
against twenty-twoselectedby the St. George 
Olub, at the grounds of the latter at Hudson 
Gity, on September 16, 17 and 18. ‘The 
twenty-two included Messrs. Cross, Gibbes, 
Norley, Earnshaw, Butterfield, Bowman, 
Pomeroy, Haughton, Cashman, Hill, Stokes, 
Harry and be Wright, Mortimer, Win- 
slow, Aspinwall, Want, Lee, Smit, Morrisey, 
Rogerson and Lancy. The eleven went to the 
bat first and scored 175, all getting double 

63 and 74, the eleven winning by three wickets 
only, playing their full twelve. Grace -was 
bowled by Charley Newhall in the first innings 
for 14, and inthe second but for 7 Lange 
led the score on the other side with 13 and 7, 
J. Hargreayes petting 11 and 7, Clay 4 and 
13 and Dan Newhall 15. Grace took 21 
wickets for 68 rons, Charley Newhall taking 
10 for 69 runs. Inthe match at Boston on 
September 26 the twelve were put ont for 51 
in their first inning, Eastwood bowling Grace 
for 26. The twenty-two also scored 51, Tin- 
den carrying his bat out for 17, In the ge- 
cond jnning the twenty-two made but 43 and 
the twelve had scored 22 with the loss of six 
wickets, Grace being bowled out by Hastwood 
for 5, when darkness stopped play and the 
game was decided to be drawa. ‘The highest 
score made by the twelve in America was 319 
a 3s match at Toronto, when, Grace made 

Tiffany & Co., 

Jewellers, and Importers, haye 

Silversmiths, 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 
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HUNYADI JANOS. 
The Best Natural Aperient. 

THR LANCET.— 
‘'Honyadi Junos.— 
Baron Lieblg affirms 

figures but two. The twenty two were then that ite richness in 

disposed of for/61 in their first inning and 88 aperient salts  sur- 

in their second, Rogerson scoring 22 and prance aa at all other 

Winslow 11. Norley took 6 wickets for 41 
tuns and Welsher 18 wickets for 28 runs. 
The cleyen afterwards defeated twenty of 
Boston by a total of 180 to 76 in two innings, 
George Wright making the highest score on 
the Boston side—12. In their match with 
twenty-two of Philadelphia the eleyen won 
with three wickets to fall, by 92 and 86 
against 88 and 85, The twenty-two were all 
young American cricketers, Cadwalader led 
With 15, White made 13 and Clay 10. Ina 
second match at Germantown the twenty-two 
were disposed of for 47 and 62, the eleven 
scoring 117 and,64; In this match Dan New- 
Hall made 20 in his second inning. 

On August 17, 1872, the first visit of an 
amateur team of English cricketers was made 
to Canada and the United States, the “* Gen- 
tlemen’s twelve,” being under the control of 
Mr. Fitzgerald, the Secretary of the Maryle- 
bone Club, of London. This team included 
the renowned W. G. Grace, by courtesy in- 
cluded in the list of ‘t gentlemen players,” 
though really a professional, as he js paid for 
for his seryices in a match, though he does 
not attend to ground-keeping or any other 
like duties of a professional cricketer. The 
other players were Messrs. Appleby, Hornby, 
A. Lubbock, Francis, Rose, Ottoway, Hadam, 
Pickering, Harris (now Lord Harris) and 
Fitzgerald. This team played against twenty- 
two of New York on September 18 and 19 at 
Hoboken, and they scored 249 against 66 and 
44 by the twenty-two, thus winning easily in 
one inning. Grace was bowled RY George 
Wright after scoring 63. George Wright got 
the highest score on the part of the twenty- 
two, making a six hit over the fence. In the 
match at Philadelphia on September 21, 23 

THE BRITISH 
MEDICAL JOUR- 
WAL.—" Hunyadl Ja- 
nos,—The most agrée- 
able, safest, and most 
efitacious aperient 
whiter,” 

PROFESSOR VIRCHOW, Berlin. “ Invariably good 

and prompt success ; 105t- valuable.* 

ue PROFESSOR BAMBERGER, Vienna. “I baye 

“7 prescribe 
seribed these Wistera with remarkable saccess, 

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Wurzburg. 
none but this.” 

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.D., F.R.8., 
London. ‘More pleasant than its rlyals, and snr- 
passes them in effcuvy.” 

PROFESSOR AITKEN, M. D., F. R. S., Royal Mili- 
tary Hospital, Netley, ‘Preferred to Pullna aud 
Friedrichshall.’ 

A WINEGLASSEUL A DOSE, 

INDISPENSABLE TO THE PRAVELING PUBLI (a) 

Hyery genuine bottle bears the name of "The 

Apollinaris Co. (limlted),” London, - 

FREDERICK DE BARY & CO., 
41 and 43 Warren Street, New York. 

Sole Agents for United States and Canadas, 

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS AND 
DRUGGISTS; 

The label on every genuine bottle is printed on 
blue paper. 

Ss 
BO : 

andbee the’ aleve Rooted TOs aud Stage 

GRAND DISTRIBUTION + 

COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION CO.. 
By authority of the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
fupervised by Hon. R, C.Winteramith, Bx-Treasurer 
Generals T. A. Harris, Geo. KE. H. Gray, and other 
prominent citizens, will give their FIFTH POPU- 
toa in Public Library Hall, Louisville, 

: 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1878. 
Wo Scaling. No Postponement, 

UNPARALLELED SCHEME, 

$115,400 in Cash Prizes, 
AND TICKETS ONLY #2. 

Read the List of Prizes ; 
DV ETIZ6sscsseawe tin $20,000) 100 Prizes $109... $10,007 
1 Prize ++. 1,000} 300 Prizes 50..- 16,000 

+ 5,000} 50 Prizes 20... 10,000 
- 10,000 | 1,000 Prized 10... 10,000 

20 Prizes $500, ...--.10,000 
9 Prizes $400 each, Approximation Prizes, ,_.32,700 
9 Prises 200 each ae AS 1,800. 
9 Prizes 100 each th A 900 

TRAN PRIRES o0 ius awadme 26 nse d sees oscss ae cs BILD, S00 
WHOLE TICKETS, $2. HALT TICKWTS, $1, 

25 "TICKETS, #50, Of LICKETS, $106. 
Remit by Post-ofice Money Order, Registered 

Letter, Bank Draft or Express, Full list of Drawing 
published in Lonisville Courier-Journal anil New 
York Herwid, and mailed to all ticket-holders. or 
tickets and information, address COMMONWEALTH 
DISTRIBUTION OO., or T. J, COMMERFORD, 
Secretary, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville, Ky,, 
orto B. H, PORTER & CO,, General Esetern Agents, 
1,227 Broadway, New York. Aug29 41 

Stliscellaneous. 

Patented ji 

Feb. 26, 

1873, 

TAYLOR’S SELF-LIGHTING 

MATCH SAFE. 

This match pate comments itaelf at once to all, 
Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
operation, and every one warranted. It insures safe- 
ty, Heatness and dispatch. Not necessary to remove 
sover except to replenish the box. Just the thing 
forsportsmen, Send rirry cents for sample box to 
G. R. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R.1. 
Large discount io the trade. fug8 smo 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, furred rope all sines, 

Russiajboltrope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

palnts, oils, ste. 
OABLN STORES, 

je27-ly 

POCKET 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
GrempmMoor Tarcuy, Disranoce 200 Fert, 

AND 

ATR GUN GALLERY, | 
No, 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sts.) : 

NEW YORK. 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University, ‘Terms, 

$210 for ten mouths, Por cirnular apply 10 rrincpal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
aug] 2mo, THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

The Ludlow Treut Co, 
WiiIL this year teks from one fo two milion brook 
trout erga (ready for shipment from Noy. 10 to Dew 

90) at lowest prices. Send for price list, Address 

B. FREEBURG, SurERINTENDENT, 

Augs 3m. Ludlow, McKean County, Pa. 

Pins of Actresses, comic, etc., 1) for 24 cts 
List of books, #c. 8... LUDDEN, E, Lincoln, Me: 

jes lyr, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTRY AND GAME, 

Mos, 299 and 290 WASHINGTON MAREE’, N, ¥. 

Cc. M. BRENNAN, 

QLD SENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

4) South Olack Sireredf, Ohicaga. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding sud 
Mailing Machines, 18S8pruce St.,4th door from 
Trilune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Managerand 
Propristor, Open day and night. 

E. THOMAS, JE.. 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

13044 Booth Clark Street, Chicepo, TH, 

o, & B. ZETTORE 

SUNEMITHS AND IFLR GALLERY, 
‘40? Bowery, New York. > 
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Recommended for Strong Shooting Powers, Fine Finish, Tight Fittings in Action and 
Locking Parts, and Perfect Proportions Throughout. 

F Extract from an article by one of the Judges of the Centennial Exhibition, where thls gun received highest award. 
The crowning glory of the display was the case of W. & C. Scott & Sons, of Birmingham. This firm has sent more good guns to this country during the last few years than any other, 

and they especially commend themselves to American sportsmen from the fact that they furnish guns honestly made, of high shooting qualities, at very moderate prices.” 

Winners of the only International Gun Trial. 
At the International Gun Trial, New York, the Committee awarded these guns the Diploma of Merit, being first and second in each of the four classes for points of Merit of Action, 

Materials, Proportion and Shooting Qualities. 
The late feats of Capt, Bogardus with one of these guns, which he had previously shot over 3O 

1,128 consecutive times, and later in breaking 5,000 glass balls in eight hours’ Baopting, are splendid proofs of the superior qua 
OOO times, in breaking 1,000 glass balls in 1h. 1%m,, shooting 

lity and great strength of locking action of this favorite make. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS IN ENGLAND 
Using his W. & ©. Scott & Son Breech-Loader, which we furnished him, and with which he has held the Championship of the World for years past. The following 

great matches have been won by him this past summerin England. He hasshot one gun over 55,000 times! 

Messrs. War. Reap & Sons, Boston: 
Genilemen : I am much pleased with the W. & ©. Scott & Son Breech-Loader which you had 

asia to my order. Itis the ‘BEST PROPORTIONED and Most ERFEOTIVE ” gun I eyer owned or used. 
ts shooting is perfect, and the gun has not bean touched nor re-bored since leaving Scott’s hands. 

J can fully recommend the Scott as ‘* tHe" gun. 
J am yours truly, A, H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

(Extract from Bell’s Life, London, on Begardus’ Hnglish Matches.) 
Capt. Bogardus shot with his famous breech-loader made for him by W. & C. Scott & Son, 

Birmingham. It is a strong, plain weapon, without ornament, and an “extraordinary killer.” 

(Hxtract from the London News.) 
This now well-tried gun was built for Capt. Bogardus by Messrs. W. & C. Scott & Son, of the 

Premier Gun Worke, and reflects no little credit on that establishment. 

Messrs. Witntam Rap & Sons, Boston : : Ropeinsyiuin, N. Y. 
Dear Sirs: Thaye tried and tested the W. & C. Scott & Son top-snap gun, bought of you, and 

am much pleased with It. Ihave shot a great many guns in my time, and try to get as good as 
there is in the market, but I must say that this gun, which I bought of you, gives me the utniosh 
satisfaction in every particular, and I don’t meet any ove with a better gun. 

Yours respectfully, MILES JOHNSON. 

Messrs. WintrAm Reap & Sons: 
Gentlemen: Lam highly pleased with the Scott top-snap breech-loader, and at the Watertown 

State Convention I won with it the first prize in the fifteen single bird shoot, being the only one in 
about eighty entries who made a clean score. Ialso won the third prize in the doublo bird shoot, 
and also the prize for best average made during the convention. I was told by many of the best 
shots that it killed the birds cleaner, and was undoubtedly the ‘* closest and strongest shocting 
gun there. I could have sold it to three different gentlemen. I would also say that Mo > 
of this place, also won a prize with this gun, and Mr, , of Rochester, won with it a private 
mateb. Igo next week to the Cleveland Uonyention. 

Yours respectfully, HORACE SILSBY. 

YS 

(Fr om the same, under date June 18.) 
Dear Sirs; I send you a Cleveland paper containing an account of my shooting on the Jast 

day of the National Tournament, when I won the second prize of $400. The gun, as at Watertown, 
attracted 2 great deal of attention, and received many compliments for its ‘‘ WONDERFUL EXECU- 
qron.” I think you will receive orders for at least half a dozen similar guns. You are at liberty 
to quote my opinion, which ought to have some weight under the circumstances, as heretofore I 
haye never recommended any gun. 

Yours respectfully, HORACE SILSBY. 

June 28, 1878, Gun Club, London, International Match with Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell, fo” 
£600, and the Club Silver Oup, yalue -£50 ; aa birds each, 30 yards: 
Captain Bogardus killed......--... eet ee see MrsBonnell’ killedviec-: suncnteeceseer eats 68 

, June 29, 1878, iy) See London Fie 

July 19, 1878, Gun Club, London, match with Mr. C. Kerr for £50 ; 25 birds each, 30 yards: 
Captain Bogardus killed........0.+-srerre- 21 Mil Gs Werriiede 7 1e ee te eesensens 19 

July 28, 1878, Hurlingham Club; return match with Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell for £300 ; 
100 birds each, 30 yards: . 
Captain Bogardus used his Scott Choke and killed 71. Mr. Pennell used his Greener Choke and 

killed 69, —See London Field, July 27, 1878. 

July 29, 1878, Gun Club, London ; match with Captain Shelley for £200; 100 birds, 30 yards: 
Captain Bogardus used his Scott 12-bore Choke and killed 84. Captain Shelley, a Purdey Ohoke, 

; and killed 64. —See London Field, August 3, 1878. 

August 3, 1878; match with Mr. Boulton for £100; 50 birds each, 30 yards: 
Captain Bogardus killed,.........0+..s-« 24D Mn, Boulton killéd........-+-.sss05 Sore a tpls 

GREAT MATCH FOR £1,000 OR $5,000.—August 6, 1878, International Gun and Polo Olub.— 
Great match with Mr. Aubrey Coventry for £1,000; 100 birds, 30 yards: 
Capt. Bogardus shot with a Scott Choke, 12-bore, and killed 79, Mr. Anbrey Coventry used his 

Purdey Choke and killed 78. © 

« Of the many important pigeon matches that have taken place of late years, few have created 
80 much interest as the one under notice ; and the contest will be handed down as one of the most 
exciting ever witnessed,”—Eairaal from Field, Auqust 10, 1878. 

(Copy of a Letler from Capt. A. H. Bogardts.) 
W.& C. Scovr & Son: Lonpon, August 9, 1878. 

Gentlemen : Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest 
satisfaction in the terrific shooting powers of your Choke-pore guns. I now possess two heavy 
i0-bores, each with extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20-bore; all of your make, which 
cannot be excelled in the shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the laren 8) and power of 
your Triplex Action. I used your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennel, June 28 and 
July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71 in each match, winning by two birds; also in my match 
with Captain Shelley, July 29, at which time I scored 84, ‘the highest score on record,’ and in the 
internatioual match with Aubrey Coventry, Hsq., at Brighton, Aug. 6, for £1,000, which £ won by 
killing 79 ont of 100, AJlof the above matches were at 100 birds each, 30 yards rise. As evidence 
of the durability of your gun, I haye shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is stillin good con- 
dition. 

Believe me, yours very truly, A. H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World, 

Testimonials of similar import we are constantly receiving from all parts of the country ; 
We have at all times a large assortment in stock of all sizes, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 20 bores creasing demand for them, which we, as Agents, have met during the past ten years! 

of all weights, and will send to any address on approval. Also, special orders executed if de 

EVERY GUN WARRANTED 

and the best evidence of the worth of these noted Breech-Loaders is the continued and in- 

sired, such guns being built to exact specifications and ideas. 

IN SHOOTING. 
Special Attention is directed to our New $50 Grade of this favorite Top-Snap Action, thus giving sportsmen for this low price a gun of real worth. 

Also all other makes, such as BONEBILLS, CLABROUGH, MOORE, ete., all grades, from $25 up. 

Send for Circulars and our Lists of Fine Second Hand Cuns. Address. 

| RE. VW, Beas = - 

HALL SQUARE, BOSTON. 
“PRESERVE THIS SHEET,” 

IAI 
13 FANEUIL 

, 

—_—— 
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148 FOREST AND STREAM, 
tliscellaneons, 

NEW ENC'LAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass, 

‘Total cash assets, as pér Insurguce Com- 
missioner’s report, ........+-+..---- $14,466,920 53 

Total eurplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BIONEL'S FEPOTLeseeee. wassees--- 1,621,078 88 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President, 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS, 
KENNY & RATCLIPEH,....New York City. 

BOX, ,.... ++++-...-Portland, Mon, 
E. F. EWERSON...... , .....Nashua, N. A, 
MARSTON & WAKRELIN....PhUedelphia, 
HALL & WORTHINGTON..Ral imore, Md. 
VERNOR BROTHERS.......Detroit, Mich. 
©. CRONKAITE....... . Chicago, Ill. 
J. J. WATSON......06. 100s, St. Paul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS........ ++ +s..-"t- Leuin, Mo, 
M, GC. RANDALL...... wees NeW Orleans. La. 
W. EVEREON................San Francisco, Ca 

In Your Own Room 

For Five Cents. 

This is secured by a cheap 
apparatus recently patented, 
for the pruduciicn of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
cost of the alcohol that sup- 
pliesthe heat. Jt has proved 
more effective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Baih House in 
tradicating Rbeumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Neryons and debilitating 
Maladies! Pamphlet free. 

SP 2 

LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
TURKISH BATH CO_,68East 
Fourth street, Cincinnati, O. 

je13 lyr 

Publications, 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

anne em = = + eal 

° : 
Partridge & Fheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the Americaz Partridge--Quail; 
Ruireil Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 

n, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
vice, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 

To he had at book stores generally. Also for sale 
one double-barre! breech-loading central fire shot- 
gon, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick City, Md, 

6. a i 

Oot 11 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP 
By J. H. Barry- 

Beantifuliy and fully illustrated with hunting 

scenes onthe plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 

from field sketches by the author. A book of long, 

accrual and rough experience, treating or Camping, 

The Use of Mules and Horses. Dogs, Guns, Boats, 

Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authen- 

tic reference-book for Sportsmen ever published. 

Sent post-paid on recerpt of price, $150. Address 

the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Poblisher, New York. 

my iftt 

Beuthihe Fagd-Beitung. 
Hlufiricte Wmfhart im Revieren der Bigeret. 

Perausgegeben und xedigirt von Fr. von Fvernois. 

ExjGeint am & und 22, eines jeden Wtonats und be= 
f@ajtigt fid) mit der Naturge|midte des Wildes, Wild= 
ude, Sagdjmub, Waidgererhten, Wusibung der Fagdz 
Seciittunt, Sagds uid Fangmethooen 2c Rntere ante 
muhohe iiber Sagblithe tegislation. Holy und Wilde 
diedgejdidienrc, Ss ijt das officielle Organ bes ,Afl- 
emeinen Deutiden Sagojhub-Bereins”, Die Silnftras 

Howe find bon dent bejten deutimen Sagdmalern, Bebder 
Sahrgang umfaft die Zeit vom 8 October bis gum 22, 
September und wird gebunden bie Rierde jedes Biudher* 

es fein. 
Hines | Preis vicrteljahrlic) 4 Wtark. 

tan abonnirt durch irgend welde Budfandlung oder 
biteft bom Berleger, Woreffe; 

Sir. yon Svernots, 
Ellenberg, Proving Sachfers 

G ERMANY, 

\ ProbeeRummern gratis. 

A Ee a ee 

——ESTABLISHED 1820, 

BRiO BD 

NEW YORK: 

“8 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 
HOA SSS er Oe SER ACSA Se OSS Te ee ee 

Trout Flies tied to 
Trout Hooks snelled 

Py a ke 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Snecessors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
order, $2 per doz. 
to order, $1 per doz. 

FISHING FE Ne eae 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
IFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE, 

az — Sa 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Vamping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand, 

Begardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The ‘‘ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the ‘Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman 
shonld have one. 

Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
hair, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS !—A ceutral-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
sold in any quamtity, 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 
CUTLERY.—F ine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Runt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 
Etc., Etc. 

> 

@ublications. 

a  — 
943 BROADWAY, 

Near Twenty third Street, 

NEW YORE. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Takes 

Illustrated.—A complete and thorongh guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region. and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c, 
Farrars Moosehead Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness I!lustrated —A comnrehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Mnp of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by mal!, post pald, on re- 

ceipt of price. 
Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 

Lake Kegion; each 25c. 
Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 

Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 
apris 6m 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTEATED.] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value. 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debis, Schools, Origin of 
Nemes, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light 
houses, Life saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Peisonal Sketches, Parks, Land As-ociations. Fisn- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, mauy charts from 
Official -ources, with cummplete soundings, ete,, etc. 
Dseful to sportsmen and yachismen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14, Price $7. Address v. P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FOREST AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Clossary 50c. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
S1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
S2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
$3. 

For sale at office of FoRgST AND STREAM, 111 

Fulton street, New York. 

Any book in any language, any Engray- 
BBB ing, Photograph, Music or Stationery 

See any adaby oe eae cote tam fr merely to make inquiry be eure 
Spa postage, ALBANY WARDE & CO.,, 5 Beek 
man streat (or P, 0, Box 8,167), New York, jy tr 

Pocket Companion. 
No sportrman shovld ever be without a Pudley 

Pocket Loading Implement; for heis then pre- 
pared forany emergency. But not having one 
hand, the want of it may he of more worth thei - 
cost twice told. A word to the wise is, ete.” Lor 
sale by gun dealers genera ly, Send for circular to 
DUDLEY & CO., Poughkeeps:e, N. Y. sept.19 4 

BRAWINGS & PRICES 
JY, MSIL. 

1S) 
a) BIRMINGHAM, 

or 
od ENGLAND,” 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 

Curd’s Good Cuns, 
J. Gurd & Son, London, Ont.. Canada, importers 

and dealers in fine English Breech and Mnzzle- 
loading Shot-gans, Breech-loading Machines, Eley’s 
Shells, Wadding and Cap‘, Metal Shells, Curtis & 
Harvey’s and Orange Lightning Powders, Neweastle 
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls und Glas’ Bajl Traps, Seud 
for Ilustrated Price List, free by mail. sept 12 1yr 
BR Cee Od ak ee ea a 
Dudley’s Pocket Cartridge Loader. 

Patented 1877. 
Extracts, Uneaps, Recaps, Loads, Creases, sand 
Orlmps Shelis. Nickel-plated, $2. Sent free by 
mail on receipt of price. Send for descriptive clreu- 
jar. DUDLEY & UO., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

Bept19 4t 

far Sale, 

OR SALE—Crvstal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 
stables, efc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this ome sate 

e 
a 

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
1 name, 10c. postpaid. GEO. I. REED & OO., 
Nassau, N. Y. aug. 
—————— 

CITY AND OOUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
and exchanged. (. 8S. PECK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
street, New York. Sept27 ly 

wi. RICE FOR SALB, price $2 per bushel; can 
be snipped either by freight or ex Tera. Cash 

or P. O, orders must uccompany orders No rice 
shin-ed (. O, PD. Supply limited. Address THE 
WILD RICE MAN, Keferto ForEsT anD STKHAM 
THOS. P. CANP WELL, Brainerd, Mion, Beptlo 4b 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOJARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on meedine and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at 
this office. Price $2. 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with 
extra tip, In case, $18. 

REELS in G«rman ailyer, mbber and brass, of the 
best makers, and with all tne latest improvements. 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large variety 

of ine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES. 

FLIES tiled to order from any pittern at shortest 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Etc, 

Walking Cane Rods. 

The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
successful spoons In use, Try one. 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 
and everything reqaired by fishermen and anglers. 

OPTICAL GOO DS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, ete, ete, 

ape EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ne. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

aor Sale, 

UNS! CUNS! 

G- F&CH-LOADING GUNS AT AUCTION. 

BAREER & OO, 47 & 49 LIBERTY AST. 

In consequence of the widespread and increasing 

popularity of our auction sales of F ne English 

Greech and muzszie-loading sporting guns, we will 

hoid oor second annual sale (being the third season) 

o0 Friday and Snturday the 27th ard 25th in-t., 
commencing at 12 o clock each day, at which time it 

will be our pleasure to offer @ special involce of 

new pattern guns recently imported, of the fol 

lowing popular makers: Westley Richards, W & C, 

Scoit & Son, W. W. Greener, P. Webley & Son, J. P, 

Clabrough & Bro., C. G. Bonehill, EK. & G. Hackett, 

V. Chr. Schilling, Chas. Daly, James Allen, Wm. 
Moore and others, 

The guns willbe on exhibition, and cafaloguéa 
ready ‘Tuesday morning, the 24th inst. 

EVERY GUN GUARANTEED. 
septig it 

he Kennel, 

LISTEN! 
The Sportsmen's Bell 

tells the position of the 
dog, causes ihe birda to ile 
closer, Valuable in early 

y woodeock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shootimg, 
where the cover is thick. 

' Sold by dealers in guns 
and aporting goods. Samples sent by mall portpaid, 
80 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING w0., 
East Hampton, Conn. Beptlg sm 

SPANIELS! 
Sportsmen will please take notice that [ will hers 

after sei the aloivest of cocker spaniel pupa tor $5, 
$10 and $15 each, and also defy compen tion in prices 
for 28 good and fine stock. M. P. McKOON, Frank- 
lin, Del. Co., N. ¥. Septia 3b 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
or 

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. 
T keep only cockers of the fnest strains. [ sell only 

young stock. J guarantee satisfaction and safe dé- 
livery to every customer. These besutifol and in- 
telligent dogs cannot he beaten for ruffed gronsa 
and woodenck shonting and retrieving, yinat 

FOR SALE LOW. 

Enzltsh and Ir! h Dogs and Puppies of the pore’ 
breeding. Spperir in culor auu form. apply te 
ARNOLD BUSGES, tit isdale, Miculgan. supty-f 

WOR SA £ « HEAP—English aud Laverack aeer 
Diten, With eluh wheips, Bitou very ue ored, 

find of pleat enivTance; was butd by Aone d g. 
Address CHAS, A. BRIGGS, south Nurwalk, Conu. 

Beye? Qe 

ee SALE—4 red and white Irish wetter pups, of 
prize and field stock; very haudsome; $75 

each. MAK WEASZEL, Apothecary, Hoboken, N J. 
sepli9 2b 
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NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St, Louis Bench Show and Hxhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only 

— two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘* or the Best Gun of American 
Make *—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF (878. 

Repeating Arms Company, 
is 

Mh 
i i inchester 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

“METALEIG AMMUNITION, 

Bescueh te one one RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
FOR 

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address ; 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

«he Heme —=—i|””:tC«Ce Hemel. ~=SC=‘“NSt*<‘<‘ézR OSS BRO. & CO, 
Union Kennels, Clen Cove,L.i. SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

Boarding and breaking a specialty, Going south 7 
coming fail with kennel. For particulars, address Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
HARRY HOWARD, Union Kennels, Glen Cove,L. I. awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Septi2 2t Club, and of Westminster Kennel 

re ee a ees Te Club, New York. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! | SHEE 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8, HITCHCOCK, secretary 
Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups. septl2 tf 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 
Des BROKEN—Gentiemen desiring to haye L. 

Ay 

y j a 

their dogs broken this year by me will clease ! [Sv 
communicate at once. Want them fitted for the | ~ = sti PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES 
field ere season opens. Shall go Sonth for the None are genume untess so stampsa L Spanier y for an COE Y: My pours BOUnCS a see ria : ¥. 0. De LUZE ———_ —_——_——. 
puppies) forsale. Come and see them at Centreville . 0. 
on En eae ANMAKER, Chitin, Seer 18 South William Street, N. Y,, Sole Agent. THE STANDAR D ARM OF G REAT BRITAIN. 
County, N. J, ‘ Je27 tz BROWN & HILDER, St, Louis, Western Agents, ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATHE 

WARK WITH RUSSIA. 
For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

OR SALE—A splendid liter of field trial setter wf oA 
_ paps. Address, HERBERT, 92 Worcester street, 

AES ace ane)" | Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
iOR SALE—English setter, two years old; good 

F on quail, woodcock and ‘partridges: ei re- | STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 
triever; pedigree; price $45. F. H. BOARDMAN, 
Newburyport, Mass. septs 4t A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
PAYING.—Bitches epayed at residence of owner | any other animals, or money returned. It is put up 

or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham, | in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E. J. Foster, | greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 
Secretary Mass. Kennel Clnb.- septs 4t Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid MILITARY, TARGET AND SPORTING: 

Being rifled on the only system suitable for the “‘ Express’? principle. Our long-range and mid-range 
A GOOD SETTER DOG, well broken, for sale, rifles can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply changing the sights and the use of the proper size of D. G. SIEACY, Bart, Lancaster County, Pa, | ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS | « Express” bullet. PRICHS TO SUIT THE TIMES, 

se ptl9 1t A CERTAIN REMEDY. A Sy pe A 
Send for price listto PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I. 

OR SALE—Two first-ciass James Pordey guns, | _ Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
No, 12-gauge, 30-inch barrels; weight, 73¢ lbs. ; | full directions for use. a 

muzzie-loading 2 tn perfect order, with impfements skh alee oo Bop is per: Box. Ane hike AS = 
and cases complete, with certificate with each gun ‘0 Fa ae a ea Gh EASE | ga Rae Stun wWittmar Powders address J. cor. Second and Walnut Sts, 
Philadelphia, Beptl9 1t W. HOLBERTON. 

oct 12 117 FULTON 8TRIEET, 
REMINGTON RIFLE AND CARBINE for sale. CA Pp THIS P "Ly. IS NOW YCAR DU s 

oth in perfect order; will sell cheap. Ad- OR SALE, CHEAP—One well-bred setter dog 
dress F, A. BAILEY, Albany, N.Y, Septl) 1b FE fourteen months old; two red Irish setter r T. A, = BOC 

bitches, twelve months old, very handsome. For In all bis matches, both indoors and in the field, He uses no other, It was also used In the wonderfu 
ie SALE—A Danish Mastiff, about nine months A Seaman address D, @. WEBSTER, Parks Corners, | Performances of 

old, revently, Imported; of large size and grow- Beplia'st D R _ Cc A R Vv E R 
ing rapidly; of good color; has a tine coat and is 
very powerful; ears nicely cut. An excellent | eee SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thor- | At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4, 5 and 6, breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun, 
watch dog, buf kind to those about hini. Price $50 oughly broken, Can be seen on game—wond- 
JOHN J, BERRY, Hackensack, N. J. Septly tf bone ana Ee UASOIIEO} Address, P.O, ae 2a78, NO SM OKE, NO DIR qT, LESS RECOIL. 

OR SALE—Two yery handsome setter pups N 
BY ow i ues city), aged two ae wae ae a asia perouRNy. eas red and pa DITTM AR P OWDER CO. Danial 2 L “Cortland t [ Ss t N Y k 
and dam both prize winners at las’ . Y. Bene Setter bitch, 135 years old, with a pedigree for b ce, ortian ih Cow or 
Show; of superior pedigree. Or will exchange for | fifty years, Address H. J. ROBBINS, Wethersield ; ’ EY ’ Hi 
first-class GireD pups of undoubted stock. For | Conn. aug2) tf” WORKS: BINGHAMTON, [N. Y¥. 
particulars, address H. E. 8., N. ¥. P. O. nS ava 

: FepHg Fe SALE—Two dog pups, out of Kate II., 
by Pride of the Border, whelped August 3. Kate 

Fe SALE—A few very choice orange and white | 11. is litter sister to George Brewis’ Dash II., and 
Setter pups, ten weeks old. Price $20 each. | was imported Jone i, 1878. She is by Laversck’s 

For particulars, inquire of W. HOLBERTON, 117 | Blue Prince, out of Armstrong’s Old Kate, Price ror 
N.Y. P, 0. Box 5,109. septi9 1t | pups, $50 each, Address KE. A. HERZBERG, 

Yonkers, Westchester County, N.Y. P.O. wox 307, 

F% SALE—The thoronghbred Gordon setter gentle 
Wallace, Tra operls imported Shot, out of 

The Patent Self-Acting Cow Milker M’f'g Co. 
Tyery onv who owns a cow should have one of our wonderful Milkers. 

A child Gan use them. Sent tree to any part of the United States on receipt 
of $2. Send for our Mlustrated Pamphlet on the Cow, containing the testi- 
Mmonials of practical farmers. and dairymen throughout the U.S.and sec- 

wy, tional yiews of a cow's teats and bag dissected and scientifically explained, 

Fulton street, 

Tilley’s Mab ;_ e years old; ‘‘highly commend. ANTED—A good Coon Dog, Magnes: with — vary Dra. White snd Wilson of this city. Sent tree to any address. ed,” N. ¥. Bench Shay, 1819, Address RXHOUTOR, | WV “tail particulars, J, 0. 8, Boxse, White Pieiee Potented May 3sthy Tere, 1g: GkO. F. KING, Prosident. _ ‘flee Fornsr AND 8: BAM. Beptigit | N.Y, septly 1h Office, 575 Broadway, New York, 
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Gunpowder. 
So 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s ‘ Electric Powder,” 

Nog. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed ip point of 
gtrength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazard’s “American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 1b. canisters and 
63 1b, Kega. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. ell adapted to shot- 

Hazard’s '' Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Ini and 515, canisters 
aod 644 and 123¢ Ib, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loadera, 

Hazards “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

BFFG, F'FG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
12}g und 614 )bs, and cane of 6 lbs.ef FFG 1s also 
packed in 1 and 3¢ 1b. canisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The FRFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” FG 1s 
the standard Rifle powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES OR HXPORT, oF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, BROOF, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDER. a 
The above can be had of dea\ers, or of the Com— 

pany’s Agents in every prom‘nent city, or wholesale 
at our office. 

© §8 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Y., 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. ito, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1b, canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
Inended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1 to 5 in 
picts! Kegs, 63¢ lbs, each, and canisters of 1 and 6 

s. each. 
Orange Rifle Powder. - 

The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 lbs. 
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 1b. and 4 1b, 

All of the above give high velocities and less 
residuum than any other brands made, and are re- 
3ommended and used by Vapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI! ITARY POWDER 
of allkinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictlonal and 
Platinum Fuses. 

Esmpiilets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
out, sent free on application to the above fddress. 

CUNPOWDER. 
fut 

TS S 
‘AGEComERONPAS 

American Powder (Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
E. B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M.G. GopDARD, 304 North Second, St. Lonis, Mo. 
F. Gare &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnall, 0. 

Gins, Ge. —_ 

THE SNEIDER GU 
The only positive 

Double-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Acticr 

IN THE WORLD, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 

Equal in finish, symmetry of outline and materials 
to the finest Hnglisn Guns, and at more 

Teasonable prices, 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only Re- 

pounder with which missfires will not occur. 
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR 

“Workmanship, Rebounding Locks aud Compen 

SRED POH CLOSE SHOOTING REBORED FO - 
Sia STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns changed te Central Fire, 
HMuzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breach-Looders, 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St, Baltimore. 

Send for ilustrated Catalogue. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Auxiliary Rifle. 

SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Bartel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can be removed just aa expeditiously. There is np wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out ef order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44, as desired. Length ot 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Sendfora Circular and Price List. 

" AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P, O. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Sharps Rifles Against the World- 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 
1878: 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship ot 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

SHARPS LONG-RANGE RIFLE, MODEL 1878. 
MAY 24—Sharps Military Long-Range Match; Forty-eighth Regiment tenm, using } >) 7 0) 

Sharps (Model 1878) Military Ride ; record, 800, 900 aud 1,000 yarda 
Beet record of any other Rifle. .ccss..-.++ eenssiree ey Saisewes eS ae a A 170 
In five-sixths of the matches in which the Sharps Rifles were allowed tobe ased, and were used, at toe 

Spring Meeting of the N. R, A., May 23, 24 and 25, ot Creedmoor, they won lirat Prizes. 

aceee 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARK, 

Send for Circular. Warero°ms, !77 Broadway, New York: 

Sharps Rifle Ce., Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A. 

W.AW.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge .Fast, 
-Breech-Loader.' 

as 

INNWINGICUR, “Sek w 

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb, 
1878, the Grand Prix dé Casino, an objet d’art valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, waa competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 2934 yards. He 

J also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession 
- at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds outof20. This 

= is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the allver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr, 
J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 

— The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 
Mr. South for $500 a side, South epee birds out of 100, eg | one barrel only, 

The winning gun also at the great London Gun Trial, 1875, eating, 102 guns by all the best makers of 
Great Britain and Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS? BREKECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gan of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 6, 1875; No. 163,828. BEWARE OF INF RING NTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
- H.C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ =~ 

EBSTABLISHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reoch | T pading | fi jire 
anyD 

ACCEISSARITES. 
STORES: No, {9 North Sisth §t.,.No, 220 North Second $t., and No, 27 Commence ft, 

Pern ADEDIPrartsi 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

KU Vile: 4 

IMPROVED © 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

AND BLUE LABEL. RED LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, 7 

truly epherical form, high degrée of inish aud general excellence,” 
CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—' Exact, uniformity of size: 

Musical Instruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERY “covets ORGANS. 
These beautifol organa 

aré remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism, Their caseg 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
sell a better instrument at 
& lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 

: = NOTE SIAnSH) and Dura- 
bility unsurpassed, Watranied for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Tnstalimente. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Catalognes Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACK WATERS & SONS, mant- 
facturere and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

oF 
o” ORGANS.% 

The oldest, largest, and most perfect manufactory in the U.S 

“g_ Two New Styles Just Out, iG 

tlediginal, 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Paing in the 

Back, Sides and Loing, are positively cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are truly marvelous in Dropsy 

Gravel and Bright’s disease, No matter of how 

long standing the case may be, positive relief is 

had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 
neyer fails, It is purely a vegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of cases that have 

been considered incurable by the most eminant 

physicians have been permanently cured, I is 

also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 

cal societies throughout the country. Soldin 

bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles, 

whichis enough to cure the most aggavated caze, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders 

to be addressed to 

Grant’s Remedy Manufacturing Co., | 

WORCESTER, MASS, 654 MAIN 87,,  ~ a 

Safes. 

of 
oa 

. PATENT 

CHAMPION [ 

E16) 

* Weetabliched 

pea 

“Tried and Proven Trustworthy.” 

Prices Lower than before [the War. 

HERRING & CO., 
2h1 and 252 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Amngements, Ete, 

UARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH ST, 
EDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 

Fi st public HerlorninHce 

Te A 

. tt) 
THE GREAT HERMANN, 

After an absence of over two yeare, 
Marvelious Feats of Magic, 

Entirely Dew and naver seen before In this country. 
Unrivalled Sleight of Hand. 
New Apparatus, New Tricks. 
Stertling Cabinet Tilosions. 

Spiritualistic Manifestations, 
Bewildering Diablerte. 

Every day at 3:30 and evening at 8 o'clock, 
Admission, 50 cents, Reserved seats, 25 cents extra | 
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Hotels and Resarts fay Sportsmen 

Crand Fishing. 

ROBERTS’ SUMMER RESORT, 

DOTY TLKLAND, 

NEENAH, WIS, 

FISHIt G@ AND ANGLING.—To the sportsman 

and angler no place in Wisconsin offers greater in~ 

ducements, the catch of fish during the season being 

at all times good, and the Varieties such oa to make 
It, first-claes sport, Black and silver bass, musca 

louge, pike, pickerel, catfieh, sturgeon, rowk bass 

and perch, arethe common varieties caught, anda 

the beat fishing grounds are within a few rods of the 

house, no time is lost in golng or coming. je20 3m 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE TIOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L, 
By @ practical gunner and an old bayman. Haa 

always om hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys cn 
the const. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe slooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to hie guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L, I. Novs tf 

Qreenvood Take, 
— 

tes SUBSCRIBER desires @ capitalist or sssocia- 
tion of gentlemen to jola Lim in the erection ofa 

select family hotel! or cmb house on the moat beauti- 
Tul and eligible sifustion al Greenwood Lake, N, Y., 
with from twenty lo tifty acves of land, as may be de- 
aired, and will tukeé one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares im the euterprise. 
Choice building sites, with water fronts, also for eagle, 
in plots to anit, on fayorable terms, Circulars can 
béhad at office of Fouwsr anp Stazam. <App'y to 
or address 8. CALDWELL, Greenwood ke, 
Orange County, N. Y. mayi6 tf 

1 oe ar HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKH, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y¥., May 15, 1878. 

Terms—$?2 per (lay. $8 WO #10 per week. Free sages 
Tor puests to and from the steamboat dock at 
ARINGTON to the house, @. 8, BRADNER, Pro- 
prietor. jyé 3m 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Gons, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments. 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep ip 
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronoonde it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It ir 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-fiye 
years of active and frequent use of guns,” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 579 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 

Sc ld by principal New York dealers, and hy Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, oston, Mass,; 8. Kitwedge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; H, BE, Katon, Chicago, Ill.: Brown 
& Filder. St, Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trmble & Kleibacker, Ballimore. Md. §. 
Cropley & Sous, Georgetown, D. 0, Jos, C, Grubb 
“& Co,, Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL, 

Osgood's Portable Folding 
Canvas Boat. 

Weight, with paddle fortront fishing, dock hiuot- 
ing, exploring, etc., 20 lbs.; weight, with bottom 
bourd, oars, paddle, etc., everything complete, 40 
lbs. Manufactured by ONGOOD & CHAPIN, Battle 
reek, Mich, Send for illustrated circular, | _ We 

aug 

No. 29, Ol] VFintshed Grain Teather Hunt- 
ing stioes, broad, heuvy, svles and Spring Heels, 
With or without nalis ; English Watertight tongues, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, ST; 50c. 
extra by Mall. Send stamp for WWnstrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P. G. Box 1,016. 801 Broadway, New York. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans tifty shells in ten minutes, Nowaterused, 

Enives elastic, deif- adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads, Js uncqualled as 4 breech wipel by Gover- 
ing with an ofed vloth. Forsale byall gon dealers, 
or #imMple sent free by mai] on recelpt of price, 

Avenue, Bostony Mauss Lita aidoowah Wo ine Syenne, Oy » Liber ; , 
trade, Rept23 sm 4 

——— 

' FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sporlgnen’s Routes, 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Tallwiy Lines of the West and Northwest, aud,with 
ita numerous branches and connections, form the 
shortest und quickest roots between Chicago and all 
olnts In Tilinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
innesota, lows, Nebraska, Oallfornia, and the 

Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINS is the shortest und best route for all 
ponis in Northera lilinols, lowa, Dukota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Auatraliu. Its CHICAGO, 
ST, PAUL, AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
jine for Northarn Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minnsapolis, Dulath and all points 
in tne Greal. Northwest, Its WINONA AND 3ST, 
PETER LINE is the only ronte for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St, Peter, New Ulm and 
all points In Southern and Central Minnesota. Iis 
GREEN BaY AND MAhQUET?DE LINE 1s the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
koph, Appleton, Green Bay, Kecanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock snd the Lake Supe- 
rior conniry. ita FREXPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE ig the only route for Higin, Rockford, Free- 
port and ull pointa via Freeport, Ita CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, und is the only one Week Maat Wyanstoa, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan Racine, 
Kanosha to Milwaukes. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are new funning regularly between Chicago and 
Coun¢ll Bluffs, on the California Express Train of 
the GHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leaye Chicago dally, except Sun- 
day (und on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, ut 10:30 2. M., and arrive at Council 
TBlaffs next morning. 

EBast-bound t ey leave Conncil Blois at 9:20 P, M., 
dally, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon, 
{F- No other roads weat of Chicago rnus Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN. 

Tnis line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Dneks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa |ine to-day offera more favorable points 
than apy other road in the country, while for Deer 
ana Sear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
poitts on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpasasd by anything 
In the West, 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street, 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MAKVIN HUGHITT, 

’ Gen, Manager, Chicago. 
Agent, Chicago. jew 

AKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
FROM PIEEK 41, N, B., foot of Canal street, 

dually, except Sundays, at 6 Pp, M,, connecting at 
Albany with Express ae 

W. A. STENNETT, 
Gan. Pass. it 

Sarntogn, Schrvoon Lake, Blue Mountain 
Lake, Lake Champlain. Lake George, the 
Adirondacks, Montreal, and oll points North 
nnd Weatc. 
-THIS 18 THE ONLY NIGHT TINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THEN, ¥.C.R. R. 

STATEROOMS, SI and 32. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office on the pier, at all Weatcott Express offices, 
at all the hotela apd ticket offices In New York, or 
of connecting Railroad and Steamboat Lines. 

Ss. E. WAYWO, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the fines? 

waterfowl! and upland shooting sections in the coun. 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Norfolk 
steamera sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friduy at’ P. mM, 
Full information given at office, 191 Greenwich 
St,, New York. Bep 26 ly 

Hatels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(OLARE. AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGYH,. 

TE 

Ratea reduced to #4 per day for all rooins above 
the parlor floor, without batha, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World toshow as 

large and as elegantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SH#&RMAN, je20 tf 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. L 
Situated-ou the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

ind Weathamnpton, within a mi'eanda half of the 
Ofean. Hxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders. Surf god still water bathing, Good boat- 
ing, Welling, and gunning. House open throughout 
the year for fishing and shooting parties, Boats, 
boatmen, slabling, carriages, and every convenience 
for aportsmen. Avcesaible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate, 8. P. CONKLIN, Prop’r, 

auged tf 

RADLEY HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N. 
¥., is located ¢entrally on the best hunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles from Sbhobhola, Erie R, R, 
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, coons, 
etc, Terms $7 per week, nug29 if 

WPORTSMEN TAKE NODTIOR—The Frankiin 
House, Chiltonyille, Plymouth, Mass, Good 

gunning und fishivg, sea fowl, ducks, partridge, 
guail, woodcock, peep and plover, Trainéd dogs for 
fox, Tubbit and bird hunting ; boats for sea-fowling 
and fishing, ‘Lerma low, TIMOTAY MANTHR, 
Propristwr, Beptla tf 

Sportemen’s Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia; 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Monntains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntatos. Greenbrier nnd New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and tish, deer, bear, wild tarkeys, wild duck, grouee, 
quail, snipe, Woodcock, mountain trout, baws, pike, 
pickerel, ete., etc, 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Man Carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beantiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their mosf famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnatl, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South. All modern improyements 
in equipment, . 

CONWAY BR. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

Richmond, Via. ap 

Pata ales ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH. 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, R, 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing July 2, 1875. 

Trains for Coney Island—Leave depot on Flatbush 
avenne, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, st 6;20, 
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A. oe, 12 00, 
10:30, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2220, 2:40, 8, 3:20, S:40, ¢, 4:20, 
4:40, 6, 5:20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, %15, 7:30, 7:45, 8, 
#220, 9:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 P.M, 
Retorning irom Beach—t, 8, 9, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 

wi40 A. ML, 12 ar, 19:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,90, 2:40, 3, 
3.20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 6:40, 6, 6:40, 6:40, 7 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, $:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, u 
P.M 
Bunday Trains to Island—$:50, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11; 11:3), 11:40 A, of, 12a, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 
2:40, 8, 8:20, B10, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 0, 6,20, ‘6:40, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:80, 8, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 0:30, 10, 10:50 P.M, 
Returning from Island—9, 9:30, 10, 10:2, 10:40, 11, 

11:20, 11:40 a. M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
PM 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. Excursion 

tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cents, Grand con- 
cerita evety afternoon and evening by Conterno's 
TA Att rd Regiment Band, 
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been 

engaged for the season, 
The following horse-car lines ron directly tio de- 

pot: Flatbush ayenue from Fulton Ferry; Bergen 
street, S. B.; Franklin avenue, from South Seventh 
street Ferry, E. D., and Nostrand avenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W. EH. DORWIN, Sup’, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace: Sleeping Cars 
between Sf. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Pan. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

gailway. 

QUICKEST, CHHAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing ald connecting with wil Kust and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail, Sportsmen 
and thelr dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of ten Or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids, Cc. J. 1V ES, 
KE. F, Winstow, Gen, Passenger Agent. 

General Manager. tf 

(ras ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybo*ts leave New York from James Slip 

sone) except ae 30 minutes, and from 'Thirty- 
ourth street, Eeat River (duily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Faul/on and Catharine ferries (dall: ))30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of traina from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) ag 
foliowa ; For Greenpo't, Sag Harbor, ete., 9:30 a. M,, 
<P. M.,aHd On Baturdays at 3:3) Pp, Mw. For Patch. 
ogue, 6te., 9:30 A.M, 4:80 andG6Pr,M. For Babylon, 
etc., at 9:30 a. w., 4, 4:30,5and6Pr.u, Hor Port 
Jefferson, e'c., af 10 A. M. and 4:30P. mM. For North- 
port. efc., af 10 4. M, 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30r,mM. For 
oObust Valley, ut 8:30 and 10:00 A. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 

and fi:30r, wu. For Far Rockaway, etc., ab 9:40 A. f,, 
4, 4:30, 5,60nd TP.u, Kor Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 8:40 and 10 4. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:80, 6:30 Fr. M., and 
12:15 night, and from Long Inland City only 9:80 A. at,, 
1:30 and 6:307%,mM., SUNDAYS—For Pcrt Jefferaon, 
Patchogue, etc,,9a.M, Babylon, ete, 68nd 7p, u, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9a, M. nnd 6:30 r, ar, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
FP. M,, and from Long Taland biry ouly 9:30 A. M, and 
6:30 P.M. Train for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jumuica, ete,, aa per time tables. 
Ticket offices im New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, ai James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of ‘' The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No, 333 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above ofiices, baggage can be 
checked from résidence to dextination, 

§. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’) Pass. Agent. e6 tf 

RoE NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Monotaing, Montreal and intermediate 

oints, Thenew and elegant steamer Continental 
eaves Pier No. 25, Enat River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepied) at 8. A passenger train will be in weiting 
on the wharf at New Haven and leave for Spring- 
Held and way stations on arrival of boat, 
NIGHT LINE.—The Him City leaves New York at 

TLP ar., connecting with pusseuger train in waiting 
on wharf at New Haven, leaving 6:15 a. mu, Tickete 
sold and baggage checked al 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn, Excarsion to 
New Haven and return, $1.50, BUS at Generul 
nee on the pler, or to RICHARD PE K, Guneral 

. 

- 
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Spartsmen’s Hontes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: | 
THE PENNSYLVANIA BR, OO? 

Respectfully inyite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROVIING PARES and RACH COURSES in the 
Midfile States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difii— 
culties and dungersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lent Gars‘which run over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOOK TO BE TRANSPORPED without failure 
oF injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecatities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BE 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shootlag, 
Hunting. 

Also, fo 
TUCKERTON, BREACH HAVEN. OAPH MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSHY coast 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER FLY 
AND FEATHER. 

L, P, FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Agent, 
FRANK THoMgON, Gen’l Manager, tepit-tt 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, auul Chicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
EVERYTHING, 

SPORTSMEN will 

and still 

find Bplene shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chi en peca, ducka, brant, 
mail, ete, Connects direct at Kansas Qity with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the greut Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. : 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenper Agent, 

hicago, Ts. 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST, JOHN'S RIVER and interior points In 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent, 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Ce,, 
Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Fhila, 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 
EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 

and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M, and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chivago ; 
algo at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
cump equipage taken free, 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

* Forest and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing ; Butteruut Creek and Lake for 
muscalonge; he many branches and lakes of ihe 
Flumbeau and Chippewa whith teem with bass, pike 
aud pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
men. Between Silver Creek ard Ashland ail are 
trout streams, Gd many others can be easily reached 
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for ppeckied trout and trolling in the 
Bay alfords excellent sport. 
The Chequamégon hotel at Ashland, built last 

year, lias been enlarged, and ja supplied with a 
steam-yacht, sail and rowbouis and excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashiand ts & sure preventive of 

hay fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Porta, 

_ Send for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. 'T. A. 
Mitvankee, Wis, my? 6m 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 

NEW YORE, HALIFAX, N. 8, AND 81, 
JOHNS, N. F. 

THE YIRST-OLASS STHAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 

ALHAMBRA, Capt, Melinioney, 
form & regular line between above ports, leaying 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Peraong visiting Nova Scolia, Newfoundlant 
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will Jind tuls the cheapest 
and moat direct ronte, avoiding thanges and deten- 
tion. Time between New York and Halifax abont 
sixty Lours, one halfortrip throngh Long Island snd 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 

Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals, 
New York and Walitax, $15 gold; New York and St, 
Johns, $20, gold. Hzcursion ticketa at redpoed 
rates, For schedule of sallingsand further partiou- 
lars apply to , 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
56 West ptieet, N.Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO,, Halifax, Nu 8,; HARVHY 
# GO,, St, John’s, N, Fy 4 Jez06m, 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 

LOST t 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO As 

COMPASS. yy 
: ania 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

7 BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

The reputation of these 

goods Is now established 
aw. throughout th . 

LOWELL, MASS., = vag} 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE They are the Best. 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. PRICE PER SUIT, SIS. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE ae 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of For circulars rules. for 

. = s b | 

Cartridges for Target Practice. , measurement and_ partiou- 
'THIS I8 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, Send for Illustrated Catalogue. lars, address 

’ Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 
mounted; patent catch. The very best airntes FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Yi 
Inade. AS a guarantee of excellence, a sample has 2 G, W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
Ger ofee, sent on receptor siz, or wovomee | HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Strect, New York, P > septl? 9m 
order, to any, part of the United States or Canada, 

agents for the London and New York Compass Co, BON E H ILL CUN. t y 

GO0OD’S OIL TANNED Card’s sede eae Class 
ls . 

MOCCASINS. 
The best thing in the market 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, | bolt, extension rib, rebounding locks, 
BnoW-shoeing, Jets pees. are A 

easy to the feet, and very | laminated barrels, S s 
So} sual: Made’ to order F Habenke Tyra ond i 

a aa in a variety of styles, and | fastening. Cheapes i - 
7 Peart # per niee hen enuine ~ Teel aan Su Shentae 

article, Send for illustrated circular. TIN S$ | ket. Send stamp for II t () 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 808, Dover, NH. (Sucoes Bor Aine niet eae 
sor to Frank Geod, lar of Guns, Rifles, Ri c 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 q pAiayoL eran es 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Go,, 712 | munition, 
Market street, Philade)phia, Pa,; Bradford & An- — 
thony, 874 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

No. 611.—Top-action, treble safety 
rf 

INA Lvd “Ldas 

‘GI 

‘ACVAY TACOM MAN 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-CGuns 

NOW READY. 

BARTON & CO., 
337 Broadway, New York. 

Sis IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
OLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHINC TACKLE, Etc., 

“8281 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws Inevery poselble 
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- Le SS SSS . Ben a goreen istideded as no one, not even 

ak puller, can te e direction the ball will take. 8 ING CLOTHING. REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- stationary if desired, All metal. WORKING PARTS 
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. NICELY FITTED, Send for Circular, 

Universe. Stx-stri ae ea WM. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen, Agent, 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra fip and tip case... “0 je 3moz Cazenovia, N. ¥. 

GEO C BENNING: aoe aaxasaa tie 
WASHINGTON, D. 0. reel plate... eee as Susaebhae, © redeupres etecentgg (pieces ha em sle stele BSPABUISHED Dei 

H., TI. Pe prema ea six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, Ger ——! 

BOG TP CABG Halls} nets adseseeeessnssernsa bess b 

| N D [ A R U B B E R i. i LEONARIYS ue hexagonal fly ro H, WALD STEIN. 

° * ip case, Waterproof ferrules, .......-.seseer sees penn ‘ ; } 

Fishin P ants Coats Black basa rod, ash and lancewood, brass full moun § a 

S P ’ Black ate hey, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two ‘ as OCULIST & OPTI OrAN, 
ANG three tips. ... ces. ceen severe paecsces -tescmsarereeunrens bos . . 

Leg a Ins and Boots 9 Rassla-leather tly-book, with the * Hyde > clip, large size... 41 Union Square, Broadway. 
ussia-lesther fly-book, with the yde” clip, small size.. 

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, ey Soa gE bade lined rege seen eens and 17th Street, 

elgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each ..... 
COMPLETE ; A large assortment of tront and black bass flies from. ....... 1 sseseceeeseee reas eee er to $2.50 per dozen ead pees pesies sh Lely Mai Mating Open ada 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Also Flies dressed to any desired pattern. | Tvorist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 
SPORTING AND Pee tNG OUTFITS, Uuited Staton Bein Hevolver, Tehot, 22 cal. nickel, eC... n« SA a Nt i ee oe te #2 4! Spectacles and Eyé-Glasses to Suit all eyes. : 

nite es Arms Revolver, 5 shot, .32 cal., nickel, each,.....-.......+ edee hn set ts Vduws mectenss cnet aa The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. THESE ETS NOES ae Sole Agent for the beat Human Artificial Eyes. 

HODGMAN & ‘eH 0) EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. Tllustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 centa. 

oF | = —— SHR EECYSRENS OB Sener ae ee Cae 
Agents for Huber’s Champion Glass Ball Trap...... we hsvebétsyscsbesetersncenses CAch £9.00 

SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ = Amateur rt # E deteasiacsstnsnGlscemsssaecnanves us 5.50 T E L E Ss Cc (@) P E S$ - 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. Bre a Pp J Volghtlander’s superlor Target and Tourlsta 

E & H. T. ANTHONY & ©O., 691 Broadway, Telescovea, the best in the world, for aale at ROBT, 
« N.Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes , a MERKILL’s SONS, sole agents in U. 8., 119 Water 

SOR EC epee | rest, New York iyi an 
uns, otographs of Cele! es, otogra 

‘ 

snk Te Cie Miemnte e| FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 
ial. arded Firs’ emium a ani 

Eutadeptias acess PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, Duncklee’s Patent Camping 
and Mining Stove. 

mrcenat “St ad. a” Ball . x Four sizes, welghing from 15 to 70 Jbs, Just 

Standard Penetration Tester. The al ar rs Fi ° erection e dna UaRipiie anes ‘Address TAUN- 
TON IRON WORKS CO., ST Blackston Atreet, 

Maas. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balla to the fact Boston, Mass jyti tf 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we | OU Any worker can sake $12 doy atone, Conlly 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleablearticles for the Spring Trade, GOL Pe bral ks Tacrarde Coil vRoore saad 

when you cai purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

Wo other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifally ae 

made, It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently atrong to prevent breakage ffi shin q Tachi e 

either by transportation or falling on the grass. 
. 

Every ball is welghed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 

Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade ~ 

= HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Bircet, N. ¥. y Fi sh & Sj m ps O n’s 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls NEW 

and Glass Ball Traps. Pocket Scale for Sportsmen, 
These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, a8 

they are simple of construction, easily set, and not Mable 
to get ont a rae and eee arid ene Sa nae 
that more closely resembles the flight of a an any —) ¥ meter, and of wh 
other trap in the market, The Patent Rough Glasa Balls length by sin, tn diay fi cate 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 
corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit, 
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the 

ROUGH BALL, and at a price far below the smooth ball 
at that time, 

Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 

Dsea by Sparks, Cane (ee oe his recent to: x ers. Liberal ee to ne le: - ee ‘ 

t-lal of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FOREST AND I VED TRAP (warranted), which will throw a ball in any direction from thea ooter 

SREAM, July 11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill | the Saxon ot the pallet, is now Sut ni for the market, Price $8. Old Style, 86. 
allorders promptly at the following prices: Parties buying glass balls will receive, in each barre! containing 250 bails, score book and 

Standard penetration tester........+++.+..4 $10 00 | rales for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 
Test cards, per box (100).... 1 00 

1 o0 HEATIQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. (: CO., 10 Platt Street, N. Y. City. Target sierts per CZ. cesersive 
Tripod GUN Tess... «+++ 

Soom EOE Els 10 Flee, et Ne 

Delivered at express Oifice or railroad ‘depot tree 

OE kato the tac, Alto Inor 
Pree ad dealers in AD i i ‘ # ‘Wield, Coyer and ‘Trap Shooting,” by A, H. BOGARDUS, contain- 

breech-loading shot-pung, fecond and enlarged edition o 5 2” by y 

eer ce ve Resa for tilustrated catalogue | Ing instructious for Glass Ball Shooting, and chapteron era breaking of dogs by Miles ee 

and prise Tist, 7. PALMER O'NEILL & OO,, 41 Fitth ne A by mail, postage paid, Address, Capt, A, H, BO SN, Hllhart, Logan Co., 

Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

palanse scale haa been designed especially ag 
a osefoland convenient pocket companion for 
sportsmen, for the purpose of weighing flak 
andgame. Registers as high as 15 pound 
and gradnated fo 2 ounces by standar 
weichts. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt 
of 75 cents, 

———— 

“Pat, Nov. 20, 187% 

TRADE SUPPLIED, 

On recetpt of twe three-cent atamps we 
will send onr neweixty-fonr-page Sey 
the most come list ever publish 
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guns, 
Pistols, Base Ball, and everything in the me 
of Sportamen’s Goods. ' 

Fish & Simpson, 

PObox 4,963,  139/Nasaau_street, N.Y." 
t é . 
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For Forest dnd Stream dnd Rod and Gur. 

aenahha. 

N Indian name, evidently. Wedo not know the Eng- 
lish for it, and presume you do not. So, from our 

knowledge of the locality and of the customs of our red pre- 
deeessors to give to a country a tilie indicating its character- 

istic features, we may quite safely assume thaf Myakka 

means Hunters’ Paradise, Deer’s ome, Turkey Roost, or— 
well, suit yourself—any term suggestive of an abundance of 
fame snd the best possible place for a hunter to drop into 

for a month’s sport in winter, and you have itas well named 

as itis al present. We say ‘drop into” advisedly, for if 
there is any pleastre in getting to it in any other way we 
confess to utter iznorance of it, 

If you are interested to know what and where Myakka is, 

take any large mapof Florida, and, finding Manatee County, 

the name will appear connected with lakes and a river enter- 

ing Charlotte's Harbor, The Floridian gives toall the territory 
drained by a stream the name it bears, so in the present in- 

stance lakes, river and the adjoining country, including a 
widely scattered settlement, are all known as ‘The My- 
akka,” With the lakes and river our story runs. The former 
lie southeast from the enterprising village of Manatee, on 
the Manatee River, twenty-seyen miles from the whart, 

where two fine ocean-going steamers land the semi-weekly 

mail for South Florida. Not very far, one. would say, to 
travel for good sport. Well, it isn't, over a fine road and 

_ with a lively team; but good roads and lively teams are not 
found in this part of Florida. So, upon the occasion that 
our party of four jolly hunters traveled these twenty-seven 
miles, an ox-team for our boat and grain, a pony and cart 
and three saddle-nags were our means of transportation, Our 
start was made upon a bright morning in December, 1877, 
one of the mornings when the visitor to Florida from the 
frozen hills of New England or the bleak prairies of the West 
finds it impossible to realize that it is indeed winter, and 
that around his distant home the cold blasts are whistling. 
With the mocking-birds in full chorus, wild flowers in full 
bloom, and perhaps heat enough to make coats a burden, it 
is hard to belieye that it can be colda few hundred miles 
8 

K 

Way- 
We had started our ox-team several hours in advance of 

the party with a darkie driver, whose knowledge, or rather 
ignorance, of the’ road was an unknown quantity in his edu- 
cation, 0, late in the day we espied our Newburyport 
“fory,” bobbing along over the prairie seyeral miles ahend, 
and on a wrong trail, heading loo far to the westward. “No 
use to 20 back,” said we. “It's open prairie and pine woods, 
and we will just eut across in the morning to tho right 
road.” §o said we in ourignorance of what was between 
us and that road; and, camping for the night, we made a 
fine supper from a sand-hill crane the darkie had killed, and 
some quail we tad *‘ takenin” by the wayside. 
We haye often noticed the fact that the first morning in 

camp a party will rise fearfully early. Even the at-other- 
times lazy fellow seems impressed with the truthfulness of 
the saying concerning birds and worms, and is perhaps the 
one to light the fire for our early cup of coffee. It was so 
in the present instance, and before the sun shone through 
the pine trees we were marching to meet him and to regain 
the main road. At noon we were still marching eastward, 
and had reached no road, with the disagreeable impression 
intruding itself upon us that perhaps we had better have 
gone back to the main road upon the trail we followed off ; 
an impression that struck us with all the force of a dead 
certainty, when about 1 o’cloel: our cavalcade, with ox-team 
slowly bringing up the rear, came to a halt against an im- 
passable slough running north and south, or directly across 
our course, and stretching in either direction as far as one 
could ses. Slightly provoking sight! But how do you sup- 
pose we felt, after following that infernal slough four or five 
miles to the southward hunting in yain fora crossing, to be 
told by a cow hunter, whom we chanced to meet, that the 
only crossing was about four miles back, and that we had 
passed it. 

The writer swore, and has forgotten if every one else 
didn't, We had driven trough as rough a country along 
the edge of the slough as 4 cart ever went throngh, jolting 
over lozs and palmetto roots until the oakum started out of 
the boat’s seams, and to go back over sucha miserable track 
was a trial of patience, indeed. — i 

Our mounted men, skirmishing to the right and left of 
the crawling teams, found an abundance of jack-snipe and 
yellow-legs in the edges of small ponds and in wet spots 
where the woods had been burned a few weeks before dur- 
ing » dry season; though it must he confessed that the pro- 
portion of misses to hits of shots at the swift flying birds 
was anything but flattering to the vanity of the sportsmen. 
“That the horses ha to assume the blame for many a wasted 
cariridye, was not surprising; they were a little gun-shy. A 
foxsquirrel, hunting for bis mid-day lunch, afforded a mark 

= 

for the zifle of the weary driver of our pony cart, and added 
a delicious dish 1o the dinner, devoured gt a late hour 
within sight of lhe lakes, toward which our erratic course 
nad constantly tended. 
The fatigue and mishaps of the day’s trayel weré forgotten 

around the bright light-wood camp-fire, and with the smoke 
of our pipes our spirits and anticipalions rose. } Visitors to 
our camp from a not-far-distanl farm-house, of the gentle as 
Well as the sterner sex, helped us to enjoy the evening, and 
assured us of game in abundance, in return for which assur- 
ance we promised the ladies a boat-ride—and never kept the 
the promise. ‘Two of them had never been in a boat, and 
were filled with admiration of Gur dory, even as it appeared 
perched on the ox-cart. 

The day’s fatigue and extended evening pleasures “‘ told” 
on Our slumbers, so that old Soi winked merrily at discoy— 
ering a party of hunters still snoozing under the pine trees 
as his earliest and brightest raystouched the “* Upper Lake.” 
A mile or more away at the foot of a gently-descending 
slope it lay before us, slightly ruffled by the breeze, elitter- 
ing like millions of diamonds in the sunlight, A wide 
border of bright green grass, covering the bottoms that over- 
flow in high water, forms an emerald setting for the 
lake's brilliants, Bordering the picture, with the irregular 
and graceful outlines, stand clusters of grand old moss- 
draped live oaks, stately palms with gracefully pendant 
leaves, and maples bright with the tints of this their autumn 
season, Bui for the palmettods, that give to the scenejits 
tropical look, we might for the moment imagine ourselves in 
the carefully-kept park of one of England’s favored landown- 
ers, for the hundreds of cattle quietly feeding on the grass 
keep it smooth and close-clipped as a lawn. No stretch of the 
imagination, however, could ever picture such cattle as these 
in “his lordship’s" park. Wild, small, and broad-horned, 
they do not wait for an inspection that would justify a closer 
description, but, with heads up, go with a rush for the 
nearest timber, There are over one hundred thousand such 
cattle in Manatee County that are driven and penned yearly 
for marking and branding. Itis not, then, to be wondered 
at that the seven hundred registered democratic voters) of 
the county find little time forthe adornment of their homes, 
a lack that the visitor notices at the first glance. With our 
arrival at the lake our fishing began, and, though it was 
Sunday morning, we had to catch a bass for dinner. We 
have read Pormst AND Stream for years, and with feelings 
of most profound self-gratification have compared the fishing, 
with which some of our fellow-sportsmén (whose exploits 
are therein recorded) seem well satisfied, with that enjoyed 
by us at these lakes, Some whose experiences have been there 
related and read with interest have gloried in a catch of 
from four to a dozen black bass, describing so viyidly every 
turn and effort of the finny game as to convey to the reader 
almost the pleasurable excitement enjoyed by the captor. 
How we wish for the happy faculty of description enjoyed 

by some af these to recount the captures en these pretty 
lakes and river. A fourteen-foot bamboo rod, stout linen 
line and big hooks completed our fishing rig. A bit of veni- 
son and a wisp of white hair filched from the Jatter end of 
our dog’s teil made a bait. Just the thing it proved to be 
for bringing the bass up from the bottom of the cold water, 
Another good quality it possessed, that ot lasting. We 
caught fish with it forfour days. Something over twenty of 
the greedy bass tried fo eat it in the course of an hour's pull 
along the ‘t bonnets,” the largest of which we threw back, 
reserving a half-dozen of the little fellows for frying. And 
here let us observe, at the known risk of being accused of 
bad taste and worse judgment, that a black bass is about the 
poorest fish for the pan or for fun that we know of. He 
tastes as he smells, which is strong, and we haye read with 
astonishment of his game qualities in Northern waters; for 
neyer haying found them to any extent in the denizens of 
our Florida streams, we concluded that the same influence 
which makes the resident of this ‘‘ Land of Flowers” easy- 
going had affected the bass. Of the twenty odd we took 
seyen weighed over nine pounds, and one seventeen, yet 
there was litle fight in them; leading up to the surface like 
a stick, they would make a dash or two for freedom and 
give up. Accustomed to catching the salt water fish of the 
coast, drum, sheepshead, redfish, reyalid, elc., there was no 
sport in this sort of fishing for us, and we took only enough 
to eat after the first trial. j 

It will be said, perhaps the fish were disgusted al the 
weight and strength of ourrig. Well, perhaps they were, 
and some time we will try them with eightounce rod, 
braided silk line and veel, but we do not expect to find evi- 
dence to change our opinion. 
We pitched our tent under a monster live oak near the 

shore, whose mighty limbs spread sixty feet on every side 
of the short and crooked trunk. Standing between and up 
among the low-hanging branches were a dozen palmetto 
trees, rough columns supporting the roof of our leafy 
mansion, 

Pulling from our tree long festoons of gray moss we 
filled our tent with it half way to the ridge pole and rolled it 
down for our bed, A rubber blanket, to keep down the 
moisture, is advisable in this most luxurious couch, As our 
lent was pitched on Sunday morning. it was resolved to do 
no hunting, but io speud the day ‘looking around,” 

_ The writer, carrying his ‘‘ Winchester *’ (for self-protec- 
tion) and riding a well broken pony, chose the lake side of 

the woods for his field of observation, and with interest 
noted the flocks of ployer that, seemingly fearless of danger, 
would quietly feed until the pony was within a few feet of 
them, when, with the uninimity of well drilled troops, they 
would rise, wheel and settle a rod or two ahead, to repeat 
the maneeuvre upon another near approach. English snipe 
—best and sweetest of birds—in countless numbers scooped 
their soft bills over the half dry mud at the lake's edge ; 
flock after flock of willett rosé with shrill whistle, while 
sandpipers and yellow legs simply ran out of the way, evi- 
dently unconscious that an enemy was near, An accountof 
(he incidents of this trip has been pi'posely left unwritten, 
for months, to allow the enthusiasm consequent upon a suc- 
cessful hunt and the sight of acres—literally acres—of same 
birds to subside in a measure, well knowing that the unyar— 
nished truth with regard to the;numbers of birds seen would 
sound like a terribly ‘‘fishy ’ story to many readers unfa- 
miliar with the wilds of Florida. It does seem a little like 
an exaggerated yarn to say that for half a mile or more ihe 
low bushes on one side of the lake were perfectly white 
with the wood ibis (or gannets, as the bird is commonly 
called here), and to tell of flocks of white curlew covering 
acres of the grassy flats might injuriously affect our reputa- 
tion for veracity. Yet we tuke these chances, and state that 
we saw all these, and more too. The beautiful pink curlew 
(roseate spoonbill) were also feeding about in large num- 
bers, and seeming to yalue their fine feathers as highly as 
we did, were more shy than their white cousins, keeping at 
a safe distance from us, while other birds were not wild ati 
all. We except from this last statement the sandhill cranes. 
Perhaps the other birds knew that it was Sunday morning, 
and thaf they were not in danger, on that very account, from 
the pony or his well-pleased rider who, in watching and 
counting the rafts of ducks on the lake, scaring up the birds, 
noticing the lily-pads for future visits, etc., was enjoying in 
anticipation more than the sport that was to come on the 
morrow, when the pony stopped, with ears pricked forward 
and an air of observation generally that speedily brought 
attention to the front. Gemini! whata flock of turkeys— 
One, two, three, five, nine—yone, and not half counted. 
Up that trail to the pond in the hammock. Down drops 
the pony’s trail rope and our obseryation party of one is ag 
speedily dismounted and transformed into a hunting party 
as possible. Very strangely, the desire for knowledge of 
the ground, to be quietly obtained, was changed in an in- 
stant toa most positive wish for a turkey at dinner. The 
caution of a veteran hunter, ‘‘ Don’t hurry,” was borne in 
mind (by the way, it’s the best. advice any hunter could re- 
ceive), so after fifteen or twenty minutes of quiet walling 
and crawling the edge of the pond was reached, and with it 
a sight that would gladden any sportsman’s heart. Nine- 
teen turkeys, some feeding some sunning themselyes, with 
outspread wings, in the sand, and all looking plump and 
fat enough for our Sunday dinner. While lying quietly be- 
hind a log, the actions of the pompous ‘‘ old gobbler” and 
his family afforded a pleasant study, but, as the rifle was 
brought to an aim, anold hen remarked ‘‘peet,” which, he- 
ing interpreted, is, run, scud, get out of this. She should 
have spoken svoner, for the bullet reached its mark ere her 
advice was followed, and one of her sisters laid down her 
life that we might be fed. ‘‘Bad man, hunting on Sun- 
day!’ Admitted, without an argument; but who could 
resist such a.chance for a goud dinner, 

The following day our party divided up, for a varity of 
game, one taking a swamp six miles from the lake and river, 
for deer, two others trimmed the boat for ducks and senlled 
about the lake, and another, with a resident hunter and his 
dog, put out for the turkeys that had received attention on 
the previous day. The flock was found near the same pond, 
and were quickly flushed by the well-trained dog. Two 
shots and but one turkey—score that one for our ‘* Cracker” 
friend and his Kentucky rifle. Turkey shooting on the 
wing is literally ‘‘ big sport,” with a dog that understands 
the business, With shot guns it is too easy to be much fun, 
but with rifles it taxes ones quickness of eye and steadiness 
of nerve fully enough to be interesting. An hour or so of 
quiet hunting, enlivened by three successful shots at flying 
gobblers, and the bag was considered big enough for the 
day, especially as we judged from the rapid firing on thie 
luke that ducks would be plenty for dinner. The ducking 
party, howeyer, met with but indifferent success, as fhe 
ducks were wild and our dory not well adapted to the 
sport. Shotsat long range were indulged in without taming 
the ducks much or killing many either—enough for dinner, 
however. 
And here, for the sutisfaction of the reatler whose experi- 

ence of wood life will enable him to appreciate the bill of 
fare at that four o'clock dinner, let us give it; Black bass 
snd perch, fried, first course. Snlpé and turkey breust, 
fricasseed ; stewed turkey ; broiled teal ; sweet potatoes, 
boiled and fried; Irish potatoes, ditto ; coffee noir, 

Tt would have been afair dinner, even if we jwdnta 
‘*camp appetite” with it; and indeed as we were all greatly 
blessed in that respect, it was adjudged by the party a first 
class * spread.’ Not by all the party either, for the absence 
of yenison from our bill of fare was due to the absence of 
our deer hunter, whose hungry condition we earnestly com— 
miserate a8 we smoke our after dinner pipes and see the sun 
go down and darkness come on without his yet putting in 
an appearance. 
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Bedtime comes, and so soundly do we sleep that appar- 
ently but a few minutes have passed and daylight comes to 
wake us to the consciousness of the fact that he is not yet in, 
pnt that lishorse is and is without his bridle. We “take in” 
the situation, and ina minute haye saddled a couple of 
horses, roped the stray nag, who has evidently left his 
Tider in the lurch—or swamp, rather--gathered a few frag- 
ments of yesterdays dinner, and starfed to the relief of our 
unlucky comrade. The crisp, fresh morning air exhilarates 
us And stimulates our ponies to put their best foot forward. 
The level, grassy bottoms afford asmooth road, so the six 
or seven miles that lie between our camp and his hunting 
ground are gone over in afew minutes, and we enter the 
big Myakka swamp, now dry, and only covered with water 
during the summer rainy season, 
Winding around among the great live oaks and rough 

palmetto frees, we ride amile or more into the thicket, 
careless of disturbing by the shrill notes of our hunting horn 
the came we are nol seeking. Grave fears for the safety of 
our friend disturb us as no reply comes to our repeated 
calls, and with few words and serious faces we ride on, 
carefully scanning each open glade. Stories of hunting ac- 
cidents and death from snake bites intrude disagreeably. and 
with oppressive force on our recollection, and the straight 
column of smoke we finally discern, away through the trees 
by the river bank, somehow is not reassuring, rising, as it 
seams to, from a smoldering or dead fire. We ride quickly 
up 10 it, with hearts beating audibly, and discover our 
comrade stretched out on a pile of moss—sound asleep and 
the sun an hour hich. W. 8. Warner. 

| Manatee, Fla,, July 10, 1878. 

fish Galltine, 
THE LOTUS FOR FISH PONDS. 

OLRVELAND, Sept. 19, 1878. 
Horror Forest asp STREAM: 

Among the numerous native aquatic plants described of 
late in the Forgsr ANp STREAM, as adapted to the aquarium, 

fish pond and stream, Ihave not seen the attention of fish 
culturists called to the most magnificent of all our water 

plants—the nelumbium (NVelumbiwm lutewm) commonly called 

the water chinquapin. ‘This nelumbium is the largest and 

most beautiful water lily of the northern zone, Ti is allied to 

the nympha speciosum and the N. lotus of India and jhe 

Wile; it can rightly be called, on account of the size and 
beauty, the Victoria Regia of the North. ‘This plant is found 
in many isolated marshes in the West. Those under my own 
observation are at the west end of Sandusky Bay, on Portage 

River, that empties into Lake Hrie at Port Clinton, West 
Harbor, on Lake Erie near the mouth of this river, and in 
Point Au Pelee Island marshes on the north shore of the lake. 

In the quiet bayous of these localities this lily could once be 
seen growing in patches of from one to five acres, its broad 
green leaf, twenty to thirty inches in diameter, on stems tyo, 
three and eight feet long, covering the water entirely from 
view. The blossom, which comes out in Aurust, is from 
eight to ten inches in diameter and shows itself well above 
the water. The seeds, from fifteen to twenty in each capsule, 
ripen in October, and are about the size, form and color of the 
*‘plack-jack oak ” (Quercus nigra) and with the root of the 
plant, which reserables much the root of the sweet potato or 
yam, were both used as food in early times here by the In- 
dians, and cultivated, itis said, by them. Krom my own ex- 
perience I can here affirm that both are quite edible, 

For deep water and ponds of great extent I consider this 
lily (VY. luteum) of more value to the fish culturist than the 
sweet scented variety (Vymphea odorata). 

Some years agoa friend requested me to procure skins of 
the male woodduck, Anas sponsa (Audubon), as he wished to 
send the feathers to a salmon-fisher correspondent in Scotland. 
Having noticed numbers of these birds on October evenings 
alighting in asmall bayou at the west end of ‘‘ Mud Bay,” a 
continuation of the west end of Sandusky Bay, I poled my 
boat in there one day about sundown, and soon procured 
thirteen male birds in passable plumage. I found, on skinning 
them, their crops filled (as I supposed) with acorns, and not 
until a half-breed Frenchman proved to me that they were the 
seeds of lily pads did I discover my mistake, From that time 
I haye ever been interested in the history of this magnificent 
water plant. Passing my hunting boat in deep water alone 
the border of these lily fields, I have stopped by the hour to 
study the natural agwaria of an acre or more of water covered 
entirely with the broad leaves of fhe nelumbium. The frog 
had not been hunted then for market, and Rana pipens 
numbered his family by thousands and hundreds of thousands. 
At evening every broad leaf became the sounding-board and 
platform for one of these batrachians, and the song that they 
sang will ever be remembered. *Twas no mild ‘‘ Colonel 
Dyer and Eldigan, too,” but ’twas like the beating of a thou- 
sand gongs and twice ten thousand bass-drums combined, 
In the afternoon in early October you could see the gallinules, 
rails and March wrens running and flitting over these water 
carpets, while under them, in the clear and shaded water, 
thousands of pickerel, bass and sunfish took their quiet sizsta 
on their morning meal. 

Since the above was written IT have had brought to my 
notice two newspaper articles cn the nelubium. 

The first, from the Green Bay (W1s.) Advocate, as follows: 
‘<The Hgyptan Lotus, so celebrated for itsrare and beautiful 

blossoms in flayor and color, haye not until quite recently been 
Known to exist at allin the United States, but are found in 
teat perfection in several places in this country—one of 
which we discovered last week to be in Lake Winnebazo, 
near the Insane Hospital, and probably at some other points 
on the lake. It grows also at Sheldon’s Gove, on the Wonneo- 
ticut Kityer, not far from Long Island Sound, and its rare and 
beautiful blossoms are always in preat demand there, from $2 
to $10 having been offered for them. Every effort to trans- 
plant the plant has been unsuccessful, and it has been hereto- 
fore belicyed that only one spot elsewhere on the North Garo- 
lina coast—now that idea is exploded, we are correct in be- 
lieving that it grows in Lake Winnebago. The origin of the 
Jotus a Sheldon's Cove is attributed by tradition to some 
seeds which blew from a shipload of Egyptian Tags passing 
up the river. The blossoms on the Lake Winnebago speci- 
mens aré of a delicate, pale buff color, and larger and finer in 
texture than the ordinary pond lillies of this country." 
The second is from the Cleveland Herald: 

ance of a relation of this creature at the New York Aquarium, 
where it lies in state, its immense arma, thirty feet long, 
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from the Green Bay Advocate, in which it is claimed that the 
famous Egyptian lotus has been recently discovered in Lake 
Winnebago, and it is said to occur at only one other point 
in the United States, Seldon's Coye, on the Connecticut 
river, where its preseiceis attributed to ‘a shipload of Hgyp- 
tian rags passing up the river from which some seeds blew 
into the Water,” etc., etc. As the plant referred to in this 
article igs nol the Egyptian Lotus; is found at seyeral localities 
in this country, three of which are in this State; is one of the 
most beautiful and interesting species in our flora, and has a 
close relationship to one of the many so-called Lotus plants 
of the Old World, I venture (o send you a brief note of com- 
ment upon it. The plant mentioned in the Adagoate is Velum- 
bium luteum, or Water Chinquapin, the largest and finest of 
our water lilies. Aside {from the localities mentioned, it oc- 
curs at Sodus Bay, Lake Ontario, on the islands in Lake 
Erie, at Toledo, at’ North Bend on the Ohio, and at some 
other places ; and yet it isa rare plant. It will be recognized 
by its circular, peltate leaf, often two feet in diameter, which 
floats on the surface of the water, and by its great fragrant 
flower, pale greenish-yellow in color, sometimes leayimg & 
flush of red. Its seeds are held in & flattened receptacle three 
or four inches in diameter, are nearly as large as hazel nuts, 
and are eatable. Visitors to the islands will find these lilies in 
the marshes of Middle Bass, and in much greater abundance 
at More’s Dock, near Ottawa, on the peninsula. Both the 
root and fhe seeds were used as food by the Indians who for- 
merly lived around the western end of Lake Brie; and it is 
probable that it would richly reward efforts for its cultivation 
in this vicinity, both by ils heautiful and deliciously fragrant 
flowers and its edible, nutlike seeds. Onr Welumnbiuim is 
closely allied to ZV. speciosum, which grows spontaneously in 
India; and, like the papyrus, was formerly cultiyated in the 
Nile, but does not now grow in Egypt. This is sometimes 
called the lotus, butjthe true lotus wasa nymp/iuea (CV. (otra), 
a species of the same genus with our white water-lily (JV. 
odorata), and yery much Jike it. This grows abundantly in 
the Delta of the Nile, and both the immature seed pod and 
the root were eaten by the Egyptians. This and the Welwn- 
bium were accurately described by Herodotns, and there can 
be no mistake about them. The blossoms of the white water 
lily of the Nile, and also those of the blue species (JV. cmrw- 
lea), which grows withit, were highly esteemed by the flower- 
loving Egyptians, and were used by them to decorate the 
tables at their feasts, and as crowaos and garlands for the 
guests. They also formed a conspicuous feature in the offer- 
Ings to their gods. There is considerable difference of opinion 
among scholars as to the identity of the plant which bore the 
fruit said by Homer in the Odyssey to have heen offered to 
Ulysses in North Africa, and to have the peculiar property of 
producing forgetfulness of home and country in those who ate 
it. It certainly was neither the Indian nor Heyptian water- 
lily, buti was probably the fruit of Zieyphusa Lotus, a amuil 
tree which grows in Barbary. This fruit is something like a 
date or plum in appearance, and the Arabian poets ascribed 
(o it a lethean influence similar to that felt by Homer’s Lit/o- 
phage.” 

T hope sufficient has been said here regarding this water 
plant to induce some of our fish cultumsts to undertake its 
cultivation. Should any such want the seeds or roots I have 
no doubt they could procure any amount netded by applying 
to the members of the Hone’s Point or Winnow’'s Point Clubs, 
located at the head of Sandusky Bay. Both clubs haye men 
in their employ that would willingly collect the material for a 
sufficient compensation. Dr, EH, STERLING. 

— 

Hees Or THe CarirornrA SALMON.—Mr. Livinston Stone's 
efforts this year at Baird, Shasta County, California, seem to 
haye been crowned with success, It would be wellif the 

yarious Fish Commissioners would at once apply for eggs for 
their use, Mr. Stone writes from the U, 8. Salmon Breeding 
Station at the above point, under date of Sept. 11 : 

We have taken eight million salmon eggs this season, and 
haye a good prospect of taking three or four million more 
within a week. . 

This expectation of a further catch seems to have been fully 
realized, as we are in receipt of the following news from Pro- 

fessor Baird, who writes from the United States Commission, 

Fish and Fisheries, Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 21: 
Stone telegraphs to-day that he has taken twelve millions 

of salmon eggs, and can get plenty more. This is beyond the 
sum of 2]] applications. 

——— + 

Trour Eeegs.—A very large number—one million—brook 
trout eggs are for sale by the Messrs, Eddys, Randolph, N, Y, 
See advertisement. 

> Forsst any Stream will be sent for fractions of a year 

as follows: Six months, #2; three months, $1. To clubs of 
two or more, $3 per annum 

Glatural Historn. 

For Forest and Sireain and Rod und Gun, 

MARINE MONSTERS OF TRADITION 
v AND FACT. 

HE periodical ‘newspaper appearance of the sea-ser- 
pent,” by virtue of its romantic surroundings, has be- 

come an old stand-by, and is looked for and read with a pa- 
tient credulity that is worthy a better cause. Day after day 
these monsters are hurled at us by the fun-loving ‘‘ink 
fiend,” and it is safe to say that if ashoal of antediluvian hor- 
rors should enter the harbor af an early date, they would 

cause but little surprise to the hundreds who are continually 
being primed and double-shotted with am earnest belief of 
their existence. Next to the sreat sea serpent, the devil fish 

has heen ihe great theme of those who go down to the sea in 

ships, and even Victor Hugo’s wonderful tale of the octopus 
and its great size has long since heen yerified by the appear- 

armed with death-dealing stickers, almost substantiate the 
tales of the ‘'Doilers of the Sea.” So, perhaps there is still a 

~ : ae oe nes 
**in your issue of yesterday, you reprint ah article | chance for the “serpent.” We expect him, and he-will mn 

doubtedly soon put in an appearazce at the Aquarium, per- 
haps in sections, but still there where he will be introduced 
by ‘Tody Hamilton" into the mysteries of yery alcoholic 
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fire water and ‘‘ what oysters know abont following | man 
around the room.” The eurious. effects of these strange 
stories (on the future) can be seen in the numerous statements 
in history to-day of appearances that are there recorded as 
facts. So, many of our yarns of to-day in a hundred years 
will be unearthed and wonaered at by the half-donbting 
reader. Someof the Jatter day notes taken upon strange 
creatures are extremely interesting, to show how the reason 
of a perfectly reasonable creature can at times be distorted. 
So much attention haye these appearances taken that Sir 
Charles Lyell, /. R.8., ote., etc., made quite a report of 
them, and in most cases the statements were sworn to, and 
in almost exactly as many cases they were shown to be the 
result of natural and not unnatural causes. In 1848 scientific 
Boston was most shamefully deceived by a Mr. Knock, who 
exhibited a real *‘sea-serpent.’ It was supposed to have 
been only thirty feet in clrcumference, hut was finally found 
to be a Yeglodon, an extinct cetacean of great size. It was 
most carefully made up, the yertebra of seyeral of them being 
joined together, making a snake of over one hundred feet in 
length. Soon after this—Angust, 1845—we have the sworn 
Statement of two gentlemen of Merigornish, Nova Scotia, 
who state that, they saw a monster, eighty feet long, hard 
aground within a hundred yards of the beach, and after 
watching its motions for an hour, they saw it move off. One 
of the men monnied a high bank, and stated that it raised its 
head high out of water and its back was covered with lumps, 
or they were caused by the motion of its body. The skin 
was dark and rough, and it worked about continually and 
would bend ils body into a circle and unbend it with great 
rapidity. In 1844 a large creature swam past a wharf at 
Arisaig, near the northeast end of Noya Scotia, and was ob- 
served by Mr. W. Barry, of Picton, who certified that he was 
Within twenty-five feet of him, and it was over sixty fect 
long and three in width. The back wus covered with lumps 
or natural ridges. The above evidence was collected by J. W, 
Dawson, of Picton, for Sir Charles Lyell. In February, 1846, 
Capt. Lawson and crew, of the schooner Mary Bell, stated 
that they passed a monster snake off Capes Charles and Hen- 
ty. The length was given at one hundred feet (and not an 
inch over), and the same general description given as aboye— 
probably owing toa similarity of brand in the medium of 
sight. In the month of August of this year, and 
of July, 1845, articles appeared in the Norway papers 
giving a description of a monster fish or creature seen by 
many people, and giving the names of surgeons, lawyers and 
other prominent men who had certified to the veracity of 
the statement. The animal was seen in the vicinity of Chris- 
tiansand, and also at Molde and Lund! It entered the fiords 
on calm days, and was sven to be over seventy feet in length, 
of a black color, smooth, and about three feet in circumference, 
Tt moyed through the water like an eel, and came go near the 
beach that its waves broke upon the sands at the feet of the 
wondering crowd as if a stcamer had passed. On the neck, 
hair was observe! that wayed like a mane in the water. 
Archdeacon Deintoll, in his official report, says that the people 
who saw it were nol frightened, but observed it with ** care 
and reason,” and fired shots at it, some of which must haye 
taken effect, as it dove and moved away. 

In the years 1817 and 1820 4 large marine animal made ils 
appearance upon the New England coast, especially between 
Gloucester und Boston, These visits created so much 
interest that the Linnean Society of Boston appointed a 
committee to investigate the matter. It was done, and 
Dr. Bigelow and F. C. Gray, two well-known gentlemen, 
made the report (and it has clung to them ever since), 
1t was as follows: ‘‘ Whe monster was from eighty to ninety 
feet long; his head usually carried about two feet above the 
water; of a dark brown color, the body with some thirty feet or 
more protuberances—compared by some to four gallon kegs, 
by others to astring of buoys; motions very rapid, faster 
than those of a whale, swimming a milein two minutes, and 
sometimes more, leaving a wake behind him, and chasing 
mackerel, herrings and other fishes, which were sesn jumping 
out of the water, fifty ata time, as he approached. He only 
came to the surface in calm, bright weather, A skillful gunner 
fired at him from our boat, and, having taken good aim, felt 
sure he must have hit him on the head. ‘The creature turned 
toward us and dived under the boat, and reappeared a hun- 
dred yards uway,” 

Such was the report ot the scientific men of fifty years ago, 
and haying made it, they termed it Scvliephy's atlantious. 
Drawings were made of it on the spot by Colonel Perkins, of 
Boston. He saw more and further than all his colleagues 
juintly, as he mentions twenty projections eight feet apart, 
and counted the scales by a large majority. The drawing he 
made resembles the one figured in the ' Natural History of 
Norway,” published by Bishop Pontopiddan in 1752, This 
creature soon «after appeared in Gloucester Bay, and was 
seen by a Mr. Mansfield and wife. They saw il in six fest of 
water from a cliff. They could not agree upon its length, 
one stating it as eighty feet long, and the other a8 one hun- 
dred. ‘Yhey judged from a pier which it passed that it was 
one hundred fect inlength. ‘This gentleman afterwards saw 
it off Lynn and Nahant (see ** History of Lynn," Mass), and 
was one of thirly persons who followed it along the beach as 
it swam along the shore. It is to be supposed that it was not 
then moving at a rate of a mile in two miniles, as above re-~ 
ported. Gentlemen are still residing in Lynn who were of the 
purty, and the writer is fortunate in having an old and valued 
friend who was a spectator, and to the present day he still 
affirms that it was really the preat sea serpent—and who ean 
say nay. In 1806 Captain Johnson, of New Jersey, was be- 
calmed off Hatteras, and reported seeing au immense snake, 
that raised its head and moved off like aneel, The sea ser- 
pent has often been confounded with other marine animals, 
as in September, 1808, a huge monster was thrown ashore on 
the outside reef at Rothesholm Head, in Strouga, one of 
the Orkney Islands, where it was found, and measured filty- 
five feet. The affidavits of Mr. Laing, the historian, and 
others were taken and published in the “ Nemeriun Society.” 
It measured fifty-five feel, and had bristles in the main, each 
fourteen inches long. ‘This was so confounded with the 
Norway sea serpent that it was named Halsydonia 
pontopiddani, Afterward the acapula arch and vertebral column 
were sent to the ce Museum of Comparative Anutomy, 
and pronounced by Dr. Barclay to belong to an animal un- 
known lo science. Some months after other portions were 
forwarded to Sir Evernd Howe in London, who ut once pro- 
nounced it to be the Squalus ynagimus, but. of unusual size, 28 
the longest then known was thirty-five fect in length, When 
hair commenced to grow upon sharks the historian fails 
state, In this year, in answer to # request, the Key. Donald — 
Maclean, of Small Isles, in the Hebrides, wrote a platement 

a 
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hheail was wide and oyal, neck small, and it moyed swiftly, 
with « snake-like motion. Sometimes the head was out of the 
water, and then the speed seemed to decrease, and its objact 
wag evidently to see; and at one timeit dived furiously under 
and pursued the boat.” Again he says, “ We sawit from the 
shore, and it moved off about a mile, and we lost sight of it. 
Tts lengtili we believed to be from eighty to one hundred feet. 
Afterward it was seen bebween Roun and Parma, its head 
ness above water and moving along at about five miles an 
our.” 
One point in their fayor is that the descriptions agree in-al- 

most very case, those of Norway and America being about 
the same. Hundreds of arguments are brought up. The in- 
ability of men to judge when frightened, is one; but in New 
England it was observed by men. who were entirely composed ; 
again it has been compared to a line of porpoises, but these 
colld not raise themselves in the sir after the fashion of this 
fabled monster. These questions are answered by Sir Charles 
Tiyell, whose theory is that the sea serpents are in reality 
large specimens of the Syualus mazinuws. He says: “* Dr. 
Melville informed me that he saw a large species of shark 
swimming ala rate of ten miles an hour in the Torres Strait, 
amd besides the lateral flextures of the tail, which are the prin- 
cipal propelling power, the creature described as it advanced 
& series of yertical undulations, not bythe actual bending 
of the body itself, but by the whole snimal rising near the 
surface and then dipping down again, so that the dorsal fin 
and a part of the back were occasionally lifted to a considera- 
ble height. So, if a large shark was moving at a rate of 
twenty miles an hour, that portion of the back that emerged 
in front might easily be taken for the head, the dorsal for the 
mane, and the waves formed by the rising of 80 heavy a body 
complete the humps. Again, if the fins should emerge and 
be submerged in rapid succession, the image of one set 
would ,be retained on the retina of the eye after another set 
liad become visible, and they might be continued over and 
Over again indefinitely.” The extending of the head out of the 
water has been laid to the Phoca probascider, or sea elephant, 
which sometimes grows to a length of thirty feet, hut it is a 
question whether the animal could moye for hours were its 
head so high. So it will be seen that there are many points 
on both sides. Those fortunate beings who have seen the 
great unknown believe in it, and those that have not do not 
ike to deny it, as it would be casting some reflection upon the 
word of a convinced (?) colleague. However, we live in 
hope, and fondly expect some fine morning to see the Braok- 
lyn Bridge clasped in the slimy folds of the great unknown. 
New York, OC. #, H. 

Ostricu Breepinc.—The value of ostriches has yery largely 
Increased of late. The London Udlonies and India vives the 
price of some ostriches sold at Middlebury, South Africa, for 
breeding purposes, as £285 a pair. ‘Cwenty pairs of breeding 

birds averaged £130. Fine feathers are worth as much as 

£67 per pound, or about fifteen shillings for each feather, 

Whien it is remembered that a few years azo ostriches could 
be procured in South Africa for the catching, and were pur- 
chased for a mere trifle for exhibition purposes in this coun- 
try, whereas at the present time a live ostrich does not exist 
in London, the importance of the birds on the ostrich farms 

of Cape Colony may readily be realized. Northern African 
birds do not possess the fine plumage of the Southern varieties. 

Why should not Bird of Paradise culture be altempted? It is 
quite possible that in New Guinea some of the finest of the 
Puradise might be produced by artificial incubation. Who 
would like to go into the business? ‘The only trouble is that 
the ladies are inconsfant in their fashions, and the rage for 

Bird of Paradise feathers might be at fever heat one year and 
‘* horrid * the next. 
ae te 

Tux Pomeano,—Our few remarks in last week’s paper on 
the pompano might be conducive of error if not more 

thoroughly explained, Linnzus called this fish a Gasteros- 

teus. OF course this resemblance was but superficial, and is 
not recognized to-day. The pompano has nothing to do cat 

the stickleback, all its relations being nearer to the mackerel 

and ¢aranaes. All of these were once considered fo he mem- 
ber of the genus Gasicrostens. 
a 

— The head gardener of the Maharajah of Tohore undertook 
{0 take liberties with the python, and kicked the boa. Lika 

lightning the python wound himself arommd that Singapore 
gardener and almost squeezed him to death. A private of an 
English regiment came to jhe gardener’s aid and managed to 
take the hitches out of the snake. Don’t fool with a python. 
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BEES FOR New Zu, ZHALAND.—Insects play au important part 
in floral economy, and a curious bit of agricultural enter- 
prise, based upon this principle, comes to us reported from 
New Zealand, The New Zealanders are about to spend a 
considerable sum of money in acclimatizing the humble-bee, 
80 a8 10 assist the agriculturists in cultivating clover. Com. 
Mon bees are nol strong enough to force their way into the 
petals of the clover flower, and thus fertilize the plants as 
they fly from one to-another. Wor this purpose, therefore, 
the humble-bee is needed, but so far jhe nests sent out haye 
heen destroyed. Attempts fo acclimatize the common bee in 
some hot climates have so far ule useless. After a short 
period they quit the hives, and cannot be enticed back, 

Oe 

A za or Exrx.—A novel feature of the State Pair at St. 
Paul, Minn., the other day, was the team of elk driven by 
Mr. ‘A. H. Moore, The animals were Captured about two 
years ago on Rice River, eight miles south of Fargo, Dakota 
when four or five days old. ‘‘ Dexter” weighs 512 pound, 
and ‘‘ Dasher ” 500 pounds. They are well broken to TRCHERE 
thoroughly trained and gentle, Their speed is sixteen miles 
an hour. 
s 

“At Merthyr Tydyil one of the great events of tle year is 
an athletic meeting on a large scale, organized by a. society of 
licensed yictuallers, Because thus “organized before the 
paseicne took place this year public prayers were offered up 
in several chapels that rain might be sent to spoil the sport, 

-telative toasea serpent. [He stated that in June, 1808, he 
saw a huge creature from the shore and from & boat, “ Ths 
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Che Kennel. 
MinwesoraA Pimp Trrars.—Ovwing to failure of the mail, 

the conclusion of our report of the Fisld Trials did not reach 

us in time for last week's paper, and we append it herewith, 

containing the Thursday's work for Dogs of All Ages: 

Thursday, P. M., Sept. 12th.—After dinner Clipper and 
dennie were put down (3:45) working in grass with a flush for 
Jennie almost immediately. Aftera little Clipper weakened and 
was ordered in. Friend was then put down. Friend is an im- 
ported red Irish setter (Plash-Siella). Entered a stubble field 
surrounded by prairie and worked it patiently without result, 
Ground so situated!is usually most excellent for birds. Thence 
into grass and then into stubble, and so on until 5:45, when 
a flush was scored to Jennie’s account, which took her up. 
Queen of the West toolk her place at Go ‘clock, and no birds 
showing, the dogs were taken up, and the irials adjourned 
until Friday, all hands overworked and ihe business grow- 
ing decidedly monotonous. Seven singles and three braces 
remain to berun. As we returned to camp myriads of wild 
ducks filled the sir flying from their feeding grounds in the 
fields to the ponds and sloughs. 
Friday, Sept. 13.—Morning frosty, bright and clear; wind light, sonth- 

6u6b; 1200, wind south and brisk; 6 Pr. M., clear aud calm, 

Friend and Ranger were put do-yn at 8:30 4. m. and soon 
cast off in a prairie near camp. Ranger is a seven-year liver 
and white ticked pointer, well known as one of the best dogs 
in the country, very steady and a hard worker, Presently 
the dogs moved into stubble, Friend working slowly and de- 
termined not to risk a flush, Nanger justifying his name, 
Almost immediately Ranger found. Soon after a covey of a 
dozen got up wild; no score, Ranger afterward earns two 
points in an old rag -weed field. Large flocks of wild geese 
rose from a ‘break’ (newly plowed land), Now across a 
mile of prairie, and thence into stubble. Poor Friend is 
footsore, preferring furrows tostraw stubs, Ranger getsa flush 
on the edge of a prairie due to carelessness of handling, walls- 
ing in after he had established his point, but earns a pomt five 
minutes later. Friend also earns a point and is taken up at 
10:15 with a full score of five points. Ranger goes up at 10:20, 
and Magvie May, a black, white and tan imported English 
setter, and George Waddington’ 8 Nellie are put down. Nellie 
winds well on the edge of a dry slough, roading carefully, 
and trailing a circling bird, and won a brilliant point. Dogs 
taken up to change to distant locality, and are put down again 
on prairie at 11:16, both quartering beautifully, and going: at 
8 great pace; thence into stubble, crossing it, both winding 
on the edge of a prairie, Maggie coming to a point first and 
seoring. At 11:50 Mayeie earns another point in grass. Birds 
scarce, lie very close, single, and when they rise fly the recu- 
Jation milé hefore settling. Gophers very numerous, render. 
ing false points liable. Gopher mounds are the central struc- 
ture from which the burrows of these pestilential rodents 
radiate. They are usually two feet high, ten to twenty feet 
in diameter, and covered with tall weeds. There are also 
badger mounds. Hawks are constantly sailing over the 
prairie and pick up many chickens. At 12 m. another pretty 
point for Maggie May, who shows mos{ excellent nose and 
staunchness and good roading. (Taken up at 12:80 for din- 
ner.) Dogs put down again at 1:45. Nellie gets iwo flushes 
and is taken up. Maggie earns a flush at 2:50, and is with- 
drawn. Countess Royal, a liver and white "pointer, and 
Strathroy, a setter, are put down and worked until 6 o'clock. 
Countess scores two flushes and two points and is withdrawn, 
becoming sick and unfit for work. Strathroy runs out with 
four points and a flush, Dan withdrawn, 

‘Nhe Brace Stakes, for which there has becn three entries, 
were sel aside and not run, for want of time, Broke camp 
Friday night. The following is the score in the Ail Ages 
Trial : 

SCALE OF POINTS, 
rc — Merit, _——_———_, -—Demerit.~ 
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There is a antes that Friend will be protested, as he 
was withdrawn before the Trial was run; in which case he 
would not be entitled to ¢ither record or place. 

The Minnesota Kennel Olub have been very fortunate in 
the selection of their judges, who had a difficult and thanlc- 
less task. No greater care could hayé been talken of the in- 

terests of the competitors, the judges disputing fractions of 

points on the merits of the dogs, Had the birds been abund- 
ant, and the weather more auspicious on the first day, the 
Trials would have been more enjoyable. Ti is seldom that, go 

many superior dogs haye niet m competition in this country, 
most of them being owned by professional breakers and 

breeders. The camp canteen was well managed by purveyor 
Charles Benson, proprietor of the West Hotel at St. Cloud, 

and the table was all that could We wished or expected, Suf- 

ficient teams were provided for spectators. Probably one 

hundred persons in all witnessed the Trials; but on the last 

day the judges, handlers, and two reporters, were all who 
witnessed the fortunes of the field, and wearily followed the 

dogs through stubble, break, slough, and prairie. 

= 

Dog Horns 1x New Yorr.—Our most trustworthy Bng- 
lish contemporary, the Jive Stock Jounal, has an excellent 
article on the dog deng of London. It speaks of the miserable 
Places where dogs are kept by dealers on sale as “hot beds of 
disease, Gngenderad by filth, oyererowding, and the abominably 
disgusting food supplied to the unfortunate creatures confined,” 

_| cise, errors in diet. 
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“Strathbogie” writes that ina place tive feet, wide by flve 
feet ten inches in length there were fourteen dogs of different 
sizes, confined in cages in which they could not turn them- 
selves, Such cases of wretched cruelty, we regret to say, are 

not wncommon in New York. We know of one place where, 

inabont a space of ten feet by eight, we counted sixteen 
dogs; some of them. of good size, three cages of rabbits, two 

with Guinea pigs, besides numberless coops and crates filled 

with chickens and pigeons. The odor was simiply horrible, 

As we approached the den it was sickening. That such an 

nnwholesome hole must breed a pestilence seemed to us to be 

very cerlain. The use of the simplest disinfectants is ap- 

parently unknown to the people who keep these dog holes, 

We often wonder where the proprietors find any money in the 
business. Animals or birds in such an atmospliere must 

sicken and lose condition, There isno doubt bit that a great 
many of these dog dives in New York, as in London, are re- 
ceptacles for stolen dogs, and that the poor poultry exhibited 

are simply blinds. Strange to say prices asked af such dog 

dens sre most preposterous, generally three to four times more 

than the value of the dog. It is, however, very rare that a 

good animal can be found in such places at all: We do not 
mean to be general in our remarks, for we are pleased to 

state that there are quite a number of dog dealers in the cifiy 

who haye toy breeds, who keep their places in good order, 

and where animals are fairly cared for. All such places of bad 

repute ought to be puf under surveillance. The question of 

dog-stealing is, of course, one that should be summarily dealt 

will; butin close September weather, unless such dens are 

purified, the health of a whole neighborhood may be en- 

dangered. 
$e 

TREATMENT or Dogs WHEN Inn.—We take the following 
from an article by Dr. Gordon Stables, contributed to, the 
Reading Mercury: ‘There is a disease know as distemper, 

about which not a little misunderstanding prevails among 
people generally, If is believed that all dogs are bound to 

have it once, and once only, This is wrong, for in well-kept 

Kennels it is exceedingly rare; on fhe other hand the same 

dog may have it more than once, and that, too, when quite 

old. Distemper is really a catarrhal fever, ushered in with 
some degree of shivering, dullness, loss of appetite, running of 

water first, and pus mixed with bloodafterwards, from nose 

and eyes. ‘There is also rapid emaciation; this latter symp- 
tom distinguishes it from a common cold. ‘There is, too, 

snorting and coughing in distemper. The disease should be 

met at the outset with an emetic, such as a teaspoonful of 

mustard in warm water, followed, or not, by some camomila 

tea; then get the bowels to act by the common buckthorn and 
oil mixture ; dose, froma dessert-spoonful up to two table- 
spoonfuls, "Tf the, cough seems very troublesome, a seton may 
he pul in the front of fhe chest. For the first two or three 
days, from two to ten grains of James’ powder should be 
given thrice daily, with a dessert or table spoonful of Minde— 
Terus spirit at bedtime. You must sustain the system ag soon 
as the fever is abated with nourishing soups and port wine, 
and, to complete the cure, give quinine, from half a grain to 
two grains thrice a day made into a pill, with from two to five 
grains of extract of dandelion; cod-liver oil must then be 
given for a month; dose, from a teaspoonful up to one ounce 
twice aday. I know of no more excellent remedy for weak? 
ness Of all kinds, either for grown dogs or pups, than cod-liver 
Ghee) invariably use the light brown; it is the dearest, but in 
my opinion far away the best. Dogs are often troubled with 
diarrhosa, and, as it may merge into dysentery, it should be 
speedily seen to, especiallyin warm weather. It isusually an ef- 
fort of nature to expel some irritant substance from the bowels; 
a dose of castor-oil will, therefore, assist the action, with afew 
drops of laudanum to ease the pain. Challx mixtures may then 
he given thrice a day, or oftener, and rice and mill as food. 
When the reverse is the case, and costiveness occurs, a run 
and 4 dip in the water will often cifectually relieve it. If the 
dog seems im distress administer an enema of warm water, 
with half an ounce or more of castor oil in it. Constipation 
in the bowels is usually produced by want of sufficient exer. 

When we know this we have the remedy 
clearly set before us: Give more green food, and more meat 
and exercise. Medicine may relieve, but cannot cure, a con- 
stipated habit either in man or beast. Colic is a painful af- 
fection in the dog, and is often brought on from cold, consti. 
pation, or the eating of indigestible food. The dog is uneasy, 
constantly changing his position, and giving vent to piteous 
howls. ‘The indications of treatment are two: ease the pain) 
and act on the bowels, Give ali once some brandy and water | 
with from ten to twenty drops of laudanum in it, and shortly 
after a, good dose of oil, aiding its action with an enema 
Dogs, as well as their masters, ‘suffer often from indigestion, 
generally brought on from lazy habits and ovyer-indulgence of 
too luxuriant appetites. The fault may be the owner’s; he may 
feed the animal between meals, cram him with tit-bits, dose 
him with daintiés, or let him gorge himself on that gruesome 
garbage—greasy greaves. And go the dog thrives not; ; lis 
coat stares or is in tatters, his nose is unhealthy, and his 
sleep disturbed by fearful dreams. ‘To cure him, feed spar | 
ingly and rationally, give an occasional aperient, and a daily 
dinner pill of quinine, rhubarb and taraxacum, and a bucket 
bath every morning. I must at present pass unnoticed the 
more serious internal inflammations, such as nephritis, bron- 
chilis, hepatitis, pleurisy and other diseases of the lungs, as 
well as jaundice; this latter is often as speedily 
fatal as yellow jack itself, and proper advice shoud 
be sought as soon as it appears. In all acute diseases 
you can seldom do wrong in at once getting the bowels to 
moye, applying counter-irritants to the seat of pain, and hot 
fomentations or the hot flat-iron, and administering repeated 
small doses of opium by the mouth. Mange is too well known 
to need a description, The dor should be washed twice a 
week, using Spratt’s soap, and after each washing anoint with 
the following liniment: Mix four drachms of creosote with 
seven ounces of olive oil, and add one ounce of solution of 
potash, Change the dog’s bed often, alter the dict, vive an occa= 
sionalaperient, and from three drops to eight (according to size 
of dos) of liquor arsenicalis twice or thrice a day in the ‘food fo 
two or three weeks, unless it brimgs on redness of eyes; if if 
does, omit for a day or two, and begin again,” 
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CURRENT JOTTINGS BY ASTRAY DOG, 

A BOSTON paper insists that “to perpetrate doggerel 
poetry is to be guilty of a cur-rhyme.” That s-hounds 

reasonable,...,.A fierce olddog ina Texas jailis named ‘*Dash,” 
because when the convicts make a dash for liberty he dashes 
atter them, their hopes are dashed to the ground, and their 
remarks as the cur grips them from behind could be only 

hinted at in a polite journal like this by dashes...... A New 

York police station dog, ‘t Major,” had an extra dish of rations 

the other day and fin engrossed set of resolutions besides, He 
pursued a flying jailbird and treed him in a cellar....., A 

Yankee Norval has discovered that the dogs which devour his 
father’s mutton on the Grampian hills invariably attack the 

neck of their victims fo sever the arteries and drink the blood; 

80 Noryal has designed a collar with sharp projecting points, 

to be worn by the sheep......Denyer people used to scatter 
strychnine around their yards and alleyways to kill off the 

siray dogs. A liltle black baby ate some of the poison and 

Straightway winged her flight where all good little black babies 

#0. Denver people don’t scatter strychnine around any more, 

ry eS In my nocturnal wanderings I have made the pleasant ac- 

Qnaintance of several canine artists who ‘‘ do” the dog * busi- 

ness” in the third snd fourth class (and some no-class-at-all) 
variety shows. The Bowery Theatre is about as high as I 
ever get. In one of the most notorious of the variety halls, a 

favorite actor was, until recently,a dog, “Sport.” His “part” was 

always the occasion of hoisterous demonstrations from the de- 

lighted audience, But ‘Sport’ fell into the dog-catcher’s hands, 

and his master lamented with a reporter as follows: 

That chap was the best part hof my show. Why hevery- 
body ‘as seen ‘im jump from ‘is chair, where ‘’e ‘ad been 
sleeping while the Big Four were hon the stage finishing 
their performance, hand scramble hup hand chase them behind 
the scenes. Why, there his han ‘ole hin the scenes, purposely 
made for the performers to hescape through. Bite! hot 
course *e’d bite’em. Some hof the hactors hare bitten hall 
hover. The hactors were hafraid hof ‘im, halthough 'e made 
fun for the folks haround. The honly way to shut ‘im hup 
was to throw ‘im han hold ’at—and wouldn’t ’e shake hit ? 
“Sport” got hafter han hactor last week, chased ’im hoff from 
the stage hup hinto the gallery hamong the ‘spectators, han 
the hactor nearly broke ‘is neck when ’e jumped from the 
gallery to hescape. “Is *ead struck hon that wooden settee 
there, hand smashed hin the seat. The hactor didn’t know 
hanything for twenty minutes. Hi wouldn't ’aye lost ‘im 
for —— [ut wasn’t’e tricky? Last fall ’e was sent down 
to the stables to sleep nights, hand Hi'm blessed hif ’e didn’t 
walk Jame hand play hup sick to get back hinto the warm 
rooms, But one day, lookin’ ‘im hin the heye, hi says, 
“«* Sporty,’ you're playin’ hit,” hand ’e never tried hit hagain, 
** Sport” was ha show dog by nature. When hi was sick 
last winter with rheumatism, “Sport” stayed by the bed 
hand could “ear the performance hon the stage. When ’is 
performance came—the Big Four—e would rush like mad to 
play “is part, hand then come back, jump hon my bed, look 
hinto my heyes, hand halmost say has plainly has day: 
“‘ What's thereason you haren’t down stairs?” 

The dogs of the profession differ from every dog. Hvery 
dog has nis day; theatrical dogs haye their nights. An enter- 

taining article might be written about these four-footed char- 

acters of the stage. Think I will suggest something of the 

kind to my friend ‘‘ Tatters,” of the ‘‘Shaughraun,” or to 
Schneider,” whose drolleries in the first act of “ Rip Yan 

Winkle” have convulsed whole audiences with laughter, as 
in the concluding scenes his refusal fo recognize the dazed 
“Rip” has completed the pathetic picture,,..... When a dog 

tries to run ahead of a lightning express train and the people 

wo to the spot to investigate the result, they can hardly tell 
whether there has been a dog there or not......The Turin 
papers record a curious hunting accident, M. Giacomo Bes- 

chetti, while out hunting, became weary and stood leaning 

upon his gun, His dog pawed the trigger, the gun went off, 

the man received the full charge in his breast and died...... We 

all know of dogs who have traveled long distances to reach 
their homes, in some instances enduring great fatigue and 

hunger on the road. Much gagacity is often displayed, be- 

sides a very wonderful instinct—shall we call it ?—of direc 

tion, which has furnished a theme of speculation for more 
than one student of animal psychology. A curious incident 

recent:y transpired on the North British Railway, Rng., 

which affords a striking example of canine sagacity : 
E#Shortly before the arrival of the train leaying Hdinburgh 
for Queensferry, a wisé-looking black and tan collie dog came 
on to the platform, where it stood for sume time, during 
which a West-going train stopped and took in passengers, 
until the Queensferry train came up, when, watching its op- 
portunity, it slipped in at the open door of a third.class car- 
riage, in which were seated some ladies and gentlemen, who, 
seeing that the dog had no owner, endeayored to turn it out, 
but without success, the dog retreating into a corner under 
the seat, and resisting every attempt. At the other stations 
on the line these attempts were repeated, but the dog stuck 
to its post until Kirliston was passed, when it approached one 
of the doors of the carriage and sat waiting until the door 
was opened at Dalmeny station. Then, with a bound. it 
cleared the carriage and made off at full speed. It had evi- 
dently. traveled by the same route before, and, haying lost 
its master in Edinburgh, had taken this method of petting 
home, 

+ + 

“Dogs at A Baream.”—Notice is hereby given that there 
ave no more dogs to be secured at a bargain in the New York 
dog pound. See our Kennel Department last week. We 

should be glad to select good dogs for all the correspondents 

who have applied to us, but dog-fanciers must look else- 

where. 
SS 

Witt Fiea Poworr Insure Dogs?—Union League Club, 
New York, Sept. 22.—liditer Forest and Stream ~ Is it possi- 
ble that the Persian insect powder i8 injurious to dogs? 1 
applied it to a young dog and he was quife sick atter it; nose 

hot, lost his appetite; also to a bitch big with young 
sickened and died; also to a kitten which disappeare 
one knew where. The children said the pup had been eating 
green apples, that the hitch got injured by one of their num- 
ber, and that the kitten was stolen by a bad boy, but the co- 
incidence struck me as singular, to say the least. W. 

As our correspondent intimates, there may be something of 

a coincidence about all this, but we are very sure that insect 
powder cannot affect an animal. We believe Pyretimum 

rubrum to be perfectly immocuous. 
Sao: 

WestTMInsteR Kennan Cxuug Norks.—The Westminster 
Kennel Club's pointer bitch, May, full sister to Psyche, win- 
ner of first prize and special prize at the late New York 
Bench Show, has just whelped six by Sensation.—Mr. T, 
Hall, of Marlboro, Ulster Co., N. Y.. has purchased a Sen- 
sation-Daisy puppy-—Westminster Kennel Club’s Sensation 
has just visited their Pallas. Pallas was bought at St. Lonis 
last February of Mr. Scott, with the understanding that she 
was then in whelp to Bow. Pallas is lemon and white, by 
Gen'l Prim out of Powell’s Queen. She has a very sensitive 
nose, and is stylish and fast in the field. It is expected that 
her litter by Sensation will be very fine, combining the high- 
est bench show and field qualities. Her head is the nearest 
approach to Sensation we have ever seen. She was not ex- 
hibited at Boston, Baltimore or New York, as she was at the 
lime suffering from the usual mange, contracted by her ocean 
trip. She is now in perfect condition. The club have a few 
Sensation-Daisy puppies, six weeks old, lemon and white 
dogs, which will be sold at reasonable prices. 

oe —. 

Topeka Krnnet Drarrs—The Topeka Kennel (Topeka, 
Kan.) has disposed of the following pups from the litter out, 
of their field-trial bitch France, by Mr. Chas. NN. Whitntan’s 
imported ptre Lavarack dog Pedigree, whelped June 13, 
1878; ‘lo CG. K. Drane, of Frankfort, Ky., a black white- 
and-tan dog pup, and a black-and-white dog pup. To B. R. 
Buffham, of San Antonio, Texas, a black-and-white bitch 
pup. ‘To Wm. Vie, of St, Louis, Mo., « liver-and-white 
bitch pup ; and to Mr. Henry Wilson, of Silver Lake, Kansas, 
a black white-and-tan dog pup. All reported are fine healthy 
pups, and very promising. 

we) 

Quexn’s County Hunr.—The club has increased in num- 
bers since last season, There are several new horses, an en- 
larged pack of hounds, five foxes, and a good supply of anise 
seed to be used when the foxes refuse torun. The meets ar- 
ranged are as follows: September 28, Garden Cify ; October 
2, Hempstead ; October 5, Garden City; October 9, Syosset ; 
October 12, East Meadow Brook; October 16, Farmingdale ; 
October 19, New Cassell ; October 23, Island Trees ; October 
af Jamaica; October 30, Hinsdale; November 2, Garden 

ity. 
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How Docs ang JupeEep.—'‘ Stonehenge,” in his latest edi- 
tion of ‘* Dogs of the British Islands,” gives the Bench Show 
points of our breeds of dogs, as compared with the latest 
standards. Mr. W. M. Tileston has compiled these points, 
together with the descriptions of the dogs and the ‘why and 
wherefore,” the whole forming a neat pamphlet, which is a 
valuable guide ta visitors to our dog shows, or to owners of 
dogs who do not possess ‘‘Stonehenge's” book. [See ady.] 
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SAnes.—Haaleton, Pa,, Sept. 20.—Mr. J, N. Shapley, has 
sold his black, white and tat field trial setter pup St. Nicho- 
las, whelped March 16, 1878, out of Bess by champion Rob 
Roy, to Mr. ©. Wolf, of New York. 

SC ——— 

Sates Last Week.—Jet, by J. 8. Jones, of Marshalltown, 
Towa, to Hopkins Smith, of Portland, Maine, $100; Queen 
of the West, Jones to B. Beaupre, Heq., St. Paul, $125; 
Tempest, by Geo. Waddington, of Geneva, lowa, to J, H. 
Wileox, of Cedar Rapids, $100. 

re 

Tennussee—Oolumbia, Sept. 19.—M. C. Campbell’s puppy i 
Light got strychnine a few days ago and died, in spite of all 
that could be done for her. Light was entered for puppy 
stakes in the Nashville field trials, Van. 

. —__ +4 —___—. 

Visits.—Sept. 18.—Mr. P. H. Morris’ champion English | 22d, N 
selter Lark has been bred to his Llewellen setter bitch Ida, 
out of Rob Roy. Also Mr. Morris’ Liewellen setter Czar, by 
champion Leicester out of champion Petrel, to Horace Smith's 
Gypsy out of Shipman’s Joe. 

— 

Wueurs.—The Topeka (Kan.) kennel's small-size liver- and 
white ticked pointer bitch Fanny whelped, September 12th, 
nine—seyen dogs and two biteches—by their large-sized, 
liver-colored pointer dog Drop, Jr. (a grandson of Waddell’s 
old Phil). Five are pure liver, and four nicely marked liver 
and white, Two of them are marked with tan. 

Che Hitle. 
THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

Futt Report of THe Srxrm ANNoAD Prize MeETine or 

ton N, R. A. of AMERTOA. 

HE Sixth Annual Fall Prize Meeting of the National 
Rifie Association, which oceupied the range at Creed- 

moor for the majority of last week was an entire sticcess as 4 
shooting exhibit. The work done indicated progress, and, 

while the attraction for a great crowd was wanting, the rifle- 
men were left to carry on their work without interruption or 
annoyance, and after the start had once been made, every- 

thing passed off with the greatest smoothness and precision. 

Capt. Jos. G. Story, the Executive Officer of the meeting, was 
most fortunate in having « spell of beautiful weather in which 
to carry out his list of matches. Stress of weather did not 
in the least interfere, and all matches began and closed 

promptly on time. 

a charm from first to last. 

His excellant time schedule worked to 

Gen. D. D. Wylie carried out 
the financial part of the work, and did a rushing trade in 
pool tickets, disposing of nearly 10,000 bits of pasteboard 

pane |auring the meeting. Col. Geo. D, Scott, aa officer at the _ 
, 20 firing points, found a week of hard work, and to his coolness 

and efficiency much of the smooth moving of the meeting is 
due. Without a single accident to man or rifle, and without 
the consideration of a single material protest, the week's worl: 
shows that there are riflemen from dozens of ranges who haye 
learned well the lessons of modern rifle practice, and haye 
found in it an invigorating, healthful exercise, while to the 
country at Jarge the gain is in having so much proficiency on 
the part of the militia. The story of the gathering is told in 
the following columns: 

Tourspay, SEPTEMBER 17. 
The first arrivals at the range by the early morning trains 

found a mist-covered lawn, a wind—what there was of it— 
had a ‘fish-taily” tendency, but by nine o’clock—the hour 
fixed for the opening of work—a brightly shining sun had 
driven away the mists, while the wind freshened up to a good 
breeze. Therange never looked better, and Supt. Brower 
had things fixed in first class order. The targets were bright: 
and clean, ready for the leaden shower, and the long grass 
and daisies had all disappeared before the lawn-mowers. 
Down the western edge of the field ran a long line of tents, 
put up by the various teams and organizations engaged in the 
matches. ‘The club-house was thronged from morning till 
night, and the several official tents looked cosy and neat. 
When several unfortunate blunders had been corrected in the 
issuance of tickets, the firing of the meeting opened by a 
general line of work at the 200 yards points. The Judd 
Match, with its 222 entrants, gave opportunity for a bit of 
off-hand work for many of the militiamen who were to com- 
pete later in the team matches. In connection with the short- 
range match, fired immediately after, it is interesting to note 
the leading scores in connection with the fact that in the first, 
military rifles were required, and in the second any rifles were 
allowed, one had’ 222 entries, the other 157. It may be that 
some of the military marksmen remained out of the short- 
range, fearing the competition of the fine-sighted rifles. But 
a majority of the prizes, it will he seen, even in the any-rifle 
match, fell to the users of open-sighted weapons, and the 
leading score is to be found in the military match. It proves” 
once again what every rifleman of experience knows, that 
under general circumstances the open-sighted rifle is equally 
as efficient for off-hand shooting as the bead-sighted piete- 
The Judd Match has now been fired for six years. In 1875, 
with ‘78 entries, Wm. Robertson was the winner with 16 
points in the possible 20 at the old target; in 1874 there 
were 177 entries, and Capt. H. B. Smith was winner with 23 
in the possible 28, also at old target; in 1875, J. Mason, of 
Canada, among 186 entries, came to the front with 30 in the 
possible 35; 1876 saw 200 contestants, and F. J. Fullgraff led 
with 34 points; a year ago B, W. Whitlock, of Connecticut, led. 
the 217 competitors with 33 points, and to-day that score is re- 
peated by B. McSoley, of Rhode Island. With the afternoon 
the military shooting began, the cavalry leading off with 
their carbine matches. The first stage of the champions at 
200 yards was eagerly looked for, and among the 40 contest- 
ants, W. M. Farrow, who but recently returned from his 
Buropean shooting trip, led with 46 in the possible 50. 
Meanwhile the team shooting hadopened in full blast upon 
the old range, where mid-range targets bad taken the place of 
the short-range slates of the morning. The Army and Many 
Journal cup drew twenty teams into the field and gave a fine 
roatch, with good average scores. In the past six years no 
less than thirty separate teams have contested for this trophy 
with scores as follows- 

1878, 1877, 1576. 1876, T1874, T1873 
U S Engineers ........... teserer S10 8 8... 274 255 154 108 
48th, NGS WN Y-...5,---010-08., 305 B2S "328 203 191 =F 
Wth NGSNY..cc.,cc0.c.... 303 996 300 300 247 Tt) 

276 253 abe gis are 

307 270 252 163 see 
M5 208 ons 96 140 
eee eee 876 oot ene 
248 228 ee yi 32 
299 292 245 160 one 
262 278 Sud Mg aii 
21s 299 298 433 151 

312 282 306 “s Safe 

145 als bt =X << 
290 — “Ac - ' 
268 260 sae . 
223 Wd 261 181 
Si, oe at eel 61 
Sf) “ISL 2937) wat¥. =%, 
201 lal bee 63 tas 
~ 278 | 2h2 6 SL a 

7 nae bes 278 169 152 
US Regulars, Governor's [sl’nd. ... ee pee 135 oe = 
Sth, NGSN Y...., ay er : + Saiz 
isth, NGSN ¥. . = rt 33 

Average........ Mees dn vecee dan Q52 252 265 26 149 109 

* Score disallowed becande of tled sights on rifles. t Old target, 

The victory of the Engineers was well deserved by them. 
Captain Livermore, were he present, would at last see some- 
thing of the results of his intelligent efforts toward a better 
rifle drill at Willett’s Point. But it must be borne in mind 
that that post is an exception to the general rule of the army, 
and any comparisons founded on those figures would be en- _ 
tirely erroneous when applied to the whole army. 
The Gatling match brought another outside team to the 

front, and if anything were needed to prove that Creedmoor 
isa fair range this series of victory after victory by outside 
experts over the old Creedmoor men should show it. A 
couple of subscription matches and the day’s work ended. 
Many marksmen went off disappointed, but nane without the 
alee that they had been beaten by the best man of the 
crowd. 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 



the Sheard amount of 
jority of instances. Where a regiment sustains a rifle club 
and pry up something like a systematic practice outside of 
the usual official shooting, the team make a respectable show- 
ing on match days; but to depend on a team scurried to- 
gether at the last moment is to invite cerlain aefeat. 

THuRsDAy, SEPTEMBER 19. 

_ ‘To-day an event toward which Greedmoor has been working 
for five years was brought about, in the meeting of the militia 
and regular army teams in afull and fair trial. Naturally the 
Tegulars should haye succeeded, since they are, if anything, 
professional shots; but actually they were left far behind by 
the better armed and better trained soldiers of the States, 
Armed with the Bochard model gory rifle, the New York 
team were a model military team, each man able to do good 
work himself and 48a coach of assistance to his fellows. The 
Nutmeg team were fair shots, but were handicapped by the 
weapon they had chosea, and failed also to possess the parso- 
ual skill of the home team, The reputation of the Division 
of the Atlantic wae upheld by the Willett’s Point men, who 
might haye done better had they been more careful at the 200 
yards range, since here the alleged inferiority of their rifles 
Was al immaterial factor; but inatead it will be seen that the 
two teams of regulars were at the bottom of the list in the off- 
hand work. If it be true, as is asserted by army officers, that 
the majority of army posts permit only short-range work, the 
fact that practice is taken here should be shown in superior 
scores. As it is they are weak hére, and lend tle outsider to 
suppose that rifle practice in the army is more of a tradition 
than a reality, There might: be some truth in the assertion of 
its. officers, that the U. 8. Army is armed with an inferior 
weapon, hut it is undoubtedly true that the army as a whole 
have failed to gain eyen moderate proficiency in the weapon 
they do posieas, and to blame their ijl-success upon the arm 
used is 2 Confession. of personal weakness. While it is true 
that they tailed to win against the persistent practice of such 
men as made up the New York team, the army lads did not 
malkea discreditable exhibit. They averazed between sixty 
and seventy per vent., and would be classed as marksmen, but 
it certainly docs appear that the pick of a national army should 
execed this somewhat, else the suspicion arises that the bulle 
of the regulars are sadly deficient. 
The Inter-State match drew five representative teams, and, 

after a lively rab between New York and Connecticut, the 
vichory went again to the New Yorkers. The Massachusetts 
team illustrated the policy of that Commonwealth, and their 
defeat was the direct result of a niggardly plan of refusing 
anything approaching a reasonable treatment of the claims of 
the militia to decent accommodation for rifle practice. When 
her long-range men are Winning such honors, it is entirely in- 
excusable that the militia should stand so far in the rcar. Now 
that Brinton yange has been established, there will be no 
excuse for New Jersey should she send a weak team to Creed- 
moor next fall; and she should alsv send a team captain who 
will not again protest to his own disadvantage when other 
marksmen throw bulls eyes upon his target, 

The short-range team match was another surprise, and when 
out friend, C. i. Blydenburgh, learns how his New York Rifle 
Club teum filed to sustain their reputation, we think the air 
will grow blue about Cheyenne, The winning team were four 
employes of the Springiield Armory, shooting and testing 
weapons with an almost unceasing regularity, and firing sey- 
eral hundred shots per week. In this match again, the open- 
sighted military weapons took rank ahead of the fine special 
oif-hand rides. 
The wind during the day had been blowing from about the 

two o'clock quarter, and gave in some of the team matches 
What might have been a slight adyantage to the team on the 
right hand end of the firing line, A very quiet opening was 
made of the military championship match, or the American 
edition of tha Queen’s Cup prize. There were few entries, 
and before the close of the match but poor scores; yet the 
taatch is an important one, and should be sustained by the 
Association. ‘There is not now any stich opportunity for an 
individual military shot to show his ability ina series of com- 
petitions, and while in this first competition the leading scores 
fre nof at all bad, as compared with the flower of Hnglish 
eifort, the endeayor should be to make the match one in which 
every rilleman on the teams, and hundreds beside, would 
Bladly enter into and carefully prepare for, 

Ermay, SEPremper 20, 

The military shooters haying shown their skill, it became 
now the privilege of the long-range men to occupy the range 
in the Champion's and Tnter-State long—rangematches, In the 
first-named there were good spurts made here and there, but 
the thorough work of W. M. Farrow kept him to the tront, 
and to him goes the gold medal for the present year, though 
he is closely followed by a company of excellent shooters, 
but all of them, it will be noted, failed to gain any headway 
on the 200-yard range, and it was here that the match was 
yirlually decided. 

The great long-range match of the meeting, however, was 
the Inver-State for teams of four. Massachusetts sent the 
pick of that coterie of shooters who make such rattling high 
scores oyer the Walnut Hill range. The Columbia men, from 
Washington, were ready to try conclusions again; while the 
Amateurs of New York—the club which for so many years 
had never been beaten—had a strong teaminthe field. Witha 
strong one o'clock wind, the match opened at one o'clock, 
wilh every indication of a sharp tuasle between the Bostonians 
and New Yorkers, and really such magnificent shooting had 
never before heen shown at Creedmoor. To have a pair of 
2168's in a single match was an embarv'as de richesses. suificient 
for anybody but the rifle critic, one ,of which fraternity 
went growling off the range at Jackson for haying lapsed into 
4 pair of inners in his 45 shots, As it was, his 40 bulls’-eyes in 
45 shots leave him but slight margin from infallibility, It is 
a noteworthy thing to glance at the list of rifles and the com- 
parative scores made by them. The slight Jead which the 
Amateurs secured at 800 yards did not in the least discompose 
Mr. Jackson and his friends, and the handsome gain they 
made at 900 yards really gave them the race, 60 closely 
Matched were the two teams, Virtually, the victory is with 
the New York team, since the pair of misses in Rathbonc’s 
score—one at 800 and another at 900 yards—are due to his 
carelessness in putting bulls'-eyes, in each instance, on the 
Wrong target. Given these 10 points, the Amateurs might 
haye secured the single point which would have giyen them 
the victory, Asitis, the men are clese enough together to 
look upon each other as equals in rifle shooting, 
During the day the Winchester match at the Running Deer 

target was competed for, but here Colonel Gildersleeve seemed 
to have & monopoly, making, on no legs than three occasions, 
4 total of 3 bulls during a single run of the effigy, His score 
of 46-in four runs would almost equal that as-an average. 

“he convention of riflemen called for yhis day turned outa 

practice will get the victory in the ma- | Complete fizzle, as it nat 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

| to convene about, 

SATURDAY, SLETEMEER 21, 
The meeting was favored with fine weather to the last, and the final day saw shooting which would compare well with any- thing now on the books. In the second stage of the military championship badge match, Capt. J. 8. Barton made 77 in the possible 106 at the three long ranges. Atthe contest in J uly last fot the second stage Queen's Cup, Rae, the Scottish expert, 

made 78, which was four points higher than had ever been made, He was the pick of over 3,000 liflemen, who for 17 years have been struggling with this very match. Capt. Barton Was the head of 31 who fired through the first stage, and he fired over ranges which had never before been covered by Many of the men. Query—Shall we not have an international Military match over the Queen's Cup Ranges? 
At the tramp target—a rather odd name fora most excellent test of shooting ability—two teams entered and fired several times each. t willrepay any reader to consider the concise exhibit of the shots, which will be found in its place among the matches, While the file firing is not bad, the yolley firing, where, out of 20 shots at the word, from 16 to 20 hits were made upon the body corporeal of Mr. Tramp at 100 yds., 

means that the National Guard have men who would be very ugly customers to deal with in a street fight, where the paper elligy might be replaced by Mr. Tramp alive and riotous, 
The Wimbledon Oup brought the meeting to a close in 

good shape, finishing it up, as it were, in a blaze of glory, for 
148 in the possible 150, under a fish-tail wind, at 1,000 yards, 
is glory enough for any man in one day, particularly where } he defeats men who can run in 15 straight bulls’-eyes, The 30 or more contestants numbered the most expert rifie- 
men al present before the butts. The '* has-beens” were con- 
spicuously absent. Yale wasa tradition, Fulton and Gilder- 
sleeve did not enter, and the men who, less than five years 
ago, upheld the honor of the country, might have seen their 
figures left far in the shade. The 183 points of Fulton were 
looked upon as wonderful by the Wimbledon small-hore men, 
while the 139 of Allen the year following made the Creedmoor 
cracks declare it to be the top notch of fine shouting. But 
now, with improved rifle, matured judgment and the ex. pruende of a half dozen years of careful test and trial, the 

imbledon Cup is taken by a gentleman who already holds 
the Leech Cup for the present year. Twenty-five bulls'-eyes 
in the 30 shots fired brings the score up to & point where an 
inner or two does not materially affeck Nor is Mr. Hyde 
Suceesstul in this alone, for on the agpregate prizes offered by 
J. H. Steward, of 406 Strand, W. G., London, tor the hest agercgate in the short range Champions and Wimbledon Cup 
mutehes, Waving a total of 800 points, even then he was 
tied by W. H. Jackson and H. F. Clarke, but the best score 
at longest range decided it. The best agererate in military 
shooting went to J, Corry, of the 14th Regiment of Brooklyn. 
The work done and the last shot fired, there only remained 

the pleasant task of presentation, and this was accomplished 
with much eat at Gilmore's Garden on the evening of the 
last shooting day. There were speeches by Generals McClellan 
and Hancock. Lieut-Goyernor Dorsheimer also assisted in a 
speech, andColonel Gildersleeve afterwards spoke in a pleasant 
way. There was music and applause, with teams looking 
rather better in full dress than in the dingy shooting jackets 
of the firing points. It was the pleasant finale of a profitable 
Week, and there now remauis only the figure story of the 
matches ; 

No. 1—Jupp Maren. 
Offered annually, under resolution of Board of Directors, 

N. Rh. A., to commemorate the services rendered by Hon, 
David W. Judd, in securing the passage of the law by which 
the association was enabled to secure its Tange. 
Weapon, any military rifie; distance, 200 yards; position, 

standing ; rounds, séyen. Entrance fee, $1. Open to all 
comers, Twenty prizes; 221 entries. 
BMcSoley,......5555446—83 © V Houghton....6 44655 5 4—90 C Van Orden...... 545 6440-83 J EStetson.......8 5466 4 4—30 

G555444—-82 JH Bolston,,....64465 4 4—30 
454654431 JH Teackile,,....5 6486 44—20 c fy ys 4£565444—81 HK Whitlock ......5 855 8 6 4—30 dF McHugh #46445—3) AT Deoker,..... 44445 44-10 SC Kingman.....4464644-30 J EStorke......, #4446 44-99 FP Wright....4545444-30 W Underwood, Jr4 446 4 4 4—29 DOC Pinney....... b445444—3) SS Bamstead....44644 4 4-9) H Nichols-..,....456644 44-3) bw Davids... 6444 4 4—v9 

C Renaud, JS Batton, J W Nutt, P J Lauritzen, MW Bull, D 
Ogden, O C Hoffman, A D McMasty—29 each, 
Chas Wiethan, EW Price, GF Bull, WM Farrow, W F Edmund- ston, Geo slirns, KT Hare, U A Barton, BD Lewis, Jas Larned, Homer 

Fisher, J L Price, J Aiidrewa, P F Perkins, J © Paulding, A G Weber, 
H 1 Rockwell, J $ Case, éH Hagle, W GC Reddy, U M Englis, 
MoUariln—28 each, 

88 Eddy, WC Noble, WB W Hallett, 
HE Beers, § Nichols, J ut Stearns, WB Gunn, U Batchelder, BR Spel- Taan, 5 EK Millett, Wt Wilkens, S V Kenueay, WH D Woodrnff, # Holton, W H Reed, Jr, J # Rowley, F P'Phomipson, WP Wood, '’ Lamb, 
C A Jones, T W Linton, J RB Bayly, Geo White, D'S Katon, J 0 Reamer, G Heizmen, WH Murphy, HS Browe, MM Maltby, D Chaun- 
vey, Jr, J M Robertson, J R Washington, M Keeley—27 each, 
J Deyo, MD 4H Olark, P Ward, Jas Tinkey, Owen Cook, I Royston, CC Gray, JR Grohmas, GD Scott, WH Heisser, WS ‘T'romér, GA Forsyth, 8 H Westover, H A Gildécaleeve, Jus Ross, T W Griffith, W d O.lyer, BH Weller, A Perry, A Cortiss, J B Frothinghum, F R 

Bull, John Hebwood, WM Kirby, M Finu—26 each. 

L smith, C& Newell, LA Greys, BL Hall, C Quittner, F Holmes, C 
A Clemings, DC Hall, J W Hitchcock, Md Seauman, P Forsyth, A F Lindley, WH Jacksou, F Hyde, O Snyder, H L Hover, Lb L Barnes, 8 
N Holmes, O A Morria—a6 each, 

JT Hanold, 1 C McNab, 8K Hook, TI Dolan, A E Willow, J OG 
Harding, GC H Hagle, i & Wolcott, WJ Sclirasder, J Cavanagh, FW Kellogg, W A Bryant, W L Oandee, W_8 Smith, M Durkee, N D Ward, A Stroh, EW Burd, M p Hinds, H T Lockwood, A Steele, WH 
Dewar—24 each, 
HG Clark, W Hf lrench, @P Meyer, @ HE fantzer, Watson, M J Corcoian, L Cass, F I Millen, H B ‘hompson, L HW ayme, J B Squiera, 16 V Dennison, G W Barry, W Wagner, W U Olark, J Morrow, HE 

Clark, J Le Boutilier, J W Gardner, A H Buinan—23 each, 
Geo Beldew, J § Wood, P I Stuiford, Jos Struyer, F Hoyer, C A Blakeman, WO MoLewee, J F Cranston, John Moors, J W Mangan, J Bushnell—92 each, 
DC Mills, A B Van Hensen, G E Derrick, JD ‘Wiillams, J B Holland JG Williams, G@ R Nichols, M L Bentel, J L Thompson, J L Farley, H 

H W Olements—2i exch, 
Cc A Madison, M P all, DD Anthony, G A Coin, W H Eirby—z0 

éach, 

Thirteen competitors made less than 2) points, 

No, 2—SxortT RAnar Maren, 
Open to all comers; weapon, any rifle; 

yards ; seven rotinds; position, 
Dwenty prizes; 157 entries, 

Sam Moore, WW Studwell, G 

distance, 200 
standing, Hntrance fea, $1. 

DO Millisy,,..2.0..5 44 4 65 6-30 ST Westoyer....4446 6 4 230 TL Paulding,....4465654—-32 QA Durrin.......44545 4 4-30 Bd Rabbeth _ t44565—81 J EB Stetson,......d5 4464 4—30 
£0454 5—8 Win Finn.,..,...6 444 6 4 4—30 

Ly 64444 6-31 AJ Howlett......44664 4 430 
445654—-31 JOP Burnside,..4 4 6 4 35 8—30 
4035481 DE Allen. ....,,..865 45 4 4-30 

566443—y) Hd Quinn.,......5 653 46 4 4-30 
44¢4465—0 Chas Heiumann..d 4 4 4 4 o 4—20 
44465480 AM George......¢4446 4 4—29 

urally would, since there was nothing | te A Peake, C Van 

157 

Orden; W 8 Elmendorf G Quittmer, Geo B 
oll, H Fisher, J Q Newberry, Jas Tinkey, J G Fraen, B MeSoley, 

Hi Whitlock, BA Vail, O G Zeltler, @ L Morse, H T Rockwell, J # 
McHugh, H M George, D H Ogden, Jas Lorned, D F Davids, A 
Stroh and O J MeGowan—20 each. 
BB Lynch, F H Holton, 78 Sumner, A G Weber, T R Murphy, 

H Ackerman, §T G Dudley, 8 N ichola, A H Hebbard, J W Crane, 
A C Hotiman, C W Minor, J © Harding, B A Perry, WM Farrow, 
HA Gilderalesve, M Kelly, T Lamb, W Simpson, A W Durrin, H 

Hoyer, D CO Pinnéy, C M Engels, J MoOurtin, 0 V Houghton, T 
W Linton, M M Maltby, Wm Poland, 8 V Kennedy—28 each. 
& Squier, J R Grohman, WF Ames, J W Gardner, W S Smith, W C Hall, OA Barton, R G@ Post, A Curtis, R E Smith,W P Wood 

H Nichois, T Lloyd, J Rowley, J F Brown, A H Wickham, 0 
Spyder, 0.4 Dwight, CA Hodginan, H W Gourley, W CO Clark, W 
H Dunlap, AN Wellington, 7 H3Teuckle, 1 Geiger, Geo White, L 
L Barnes, D$ Baton, WC Reddy, J 0 Reamer, J W Mangam, H 
# Clirk—a27 each. 
78 Barton, P H Stafford, JE Irwin, w A French, P J Lauritzen, G D Scott, W Gerrish, Theo Rogers, JS Conlin, N O'Donnel, & 

T Hare, J Andrewa, T ya T A Carman, 0 © Gray, © Renaud, J 
BSquiers, B Zetiler, A Schoyerling, J 8 Oase, J E Storke, M W 
Bell, B W Burd, O A Morris—26 each, 
8K Wallace, G@ Williams, J F Cran-ston, J Henwood, 0 M 

Durken, P Ward, W M Kirby, Geo A Reed, W 8 Cogawell, E 8 
Breyos, L Cass, Fred Holmes, A Steele, D Chauncay—26 each. 

No. 3—Supsceterion Matron. 

Open toall comers. Distance, 200 yards. Position, Standing, 
capon, any rifle. Hounds, seven. Duplicate entries al- 

lowed. “Entrance fee, $1. 83 entries; 8 prizes, 
EW Whitlock.,..444455 5-91 N O'Donnell, wt 54455 4-21 
BB Lynech......54444 6 5-31 

W 4H Jackson, AJ Howlett—3i each, JW Mangam, HJ Quinn, 
DT Dayids, GL Morse, 0 W Minor, § EB Lewis, W Dunlap— 
80 each. J © Stetson, HT Rockwell, GL Morse—29 each. Wm 
Poland, NW Arnold, D P Austin, JL Blydenburgh, 8 K Wallevs 
—28 each. A H Wickham, P J Lauritzen, CE Dwyight—27 each. 
J 5 Cage, J F Brown, © A Peake—26 each. 

No. 4—Supscriprion Mayon. 

Open to all comers. Distance, 200 yards. 
ing. Weapon, any military rifle, 
entries allowed. Entrance fee, $1. 

Position, stand- 
Rounds, seven, Duplicate 

28 entries ; 3 prizes. 
WH Jackson, ....4 6445448) JS Case... 4d544 4-99 
DH Ogden,......444 4 4 4 699 

EW Burd, JuP Burnside, D F Dayids, H T Rockwall, J Lorned 
—=28 eavuh. H A Gildersleeye, G@ W Wingate, A G Weber, LP 
Wright—27 each, 8 N Holmes, J W Mangam, A Stella, DH Van- 
net—26 each. 

No. §}—-Tue ‘Crampron’s” Mazon. 

Open to all comers. Weapon, any rifle or rifles. Distances, 
200, 600 and 1,000 yards, Kounds, ten at éach distance, 
Position, standing at 200 yards, any at 600 and 1,000 yards, 
Entrance fee, $2—41 Entries. 

First Prize—Grand Medal of the National Rifle Association 
in Gold, value $100. Second Prize—Grand Medal of the 
National Rifle Association in Silver, value $50, Third Prize 
—Grand Medal of the National Rifle Association in Bronze, 
yalue $25. And seven cash prizes, 

200....4 5 G6 44 6 5 5 5 5—46 
W MFParrow ...ies----4 600,56 £6 456 5 4 5 5 5—4T+—I3 

1,000,,..6 5 0 46 &6 5 4 4 44h 
210...56 § 43 84 65 5 4 4-47 

Tsnao L Allen......... «4 800.6 45 S56 4 6 GF 4 tol 100 
1000....6 6 5 6 6 6 & & 6 44H 
200,..8 448 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 

HF Clark..,.:.,;--:...% 600....6 5 6 6 6 & 6 5 & 5—60+—i35 
TobO...6 44445 4 4 & 5-45 
Q00....3 B28 4 4 4 4 & §—H5 

AH Hebbard.,...e.0-4 G0. 5 6 6 6 6 5 & 6 64g) —134 
1000...5 5 6 56 5 6 6 & 5 5—Bil 
200...4 6 3 4 4 4 5B 4 lh 

JF Brown,......ss00-5 GW0....4 6 5 G 6 5 6 + & F—4sh— 194 
Uioool 35 6 5 45 5 56 5 4 Bodal 

200..4 68 8 5 44 6 # 4 41 
FH Holton..... seceess 600.0 56 4 45 6 & 4 5 54h i 

1000....4 446 6 6 6 § 6 5—AT 
200...5 43 44 5 4 4 4 G-dy 

AW Durrit. sssesvess4 600....0 6 4 5 5 4 ¢ 4 & 54:5 199 
10U0..,.4 44 5 & 56 5 6 3 5-45 
200 ae 36 ¢4 4 5 4 Soils 

M Poland.....,.00044 O00...6 5 6 45 5 5 5 G 44 
ij 10U0....56 6 4 44 3 & 6 5 4-43 

200....0 5 6 46 38 & 4 3 Yas 
W Hdackaon,...-.....5 0.1.04 5 56 6 6 4 6 5 5 5618+ —190 

1000.08 6 46 5 4 4 6 4 54h 
200,04 48 6 8 4 - 44 4—39 si 

m Gerrish,....,....-4 WO.5 6 5 6 4 & 4 4 5-47 >—132 
wi 4 ups 65 6 £6 8 465 & 5—t65 
F Hyde, ............87 49 4h—181 FE Millen..... 1 +988 45 S85—118 
H ¥isher..........,,38 46 46-180 $8 S Bumstead...... 43 42 2i—112 
J 3 Summer, 4. 47 41—j29 PJ Lauritzen, : 4) 34-111 

6 49 43-128 HA Perry. 32 68 STI—107 
-33 46 42—126 ND Ward 86 35—106 
-40 43 41124 J Bearer 44 Seer 

SK Wallace.....0..40 44 40—1v4 H gs 
race he Serco 43° 26-124 JW Vudd. BL 38—1u0 
JM Partello.. ...88 46 39-128 HS 46 Ww 
C ee 43 Ww 
B HT Kovkwell,..,. 44 Ww 
JG F JA Hatry,e.s,---. 32 33 w 
QL Morse........,.24 45 39-118 § N Holmes........86 83 w 
D ¥F Davids seeudd 89 36—1IS FH J Rabbeth,.... 42 W 

No. G—Oxtyer Maton. 

Open to teams of four, comprised of non-commissioned 
officers and privates from any Company, ‘Troop or Battery in 
the ist and 2d Divisions N. G. 8. N. Y,, whovhaye been active 
members of their Company, Troop, or Battery at least one 
year previous to this competition. Teams to appear in the 
uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue.) Weapon, 
Remington military rifle, or carbine furnished by the State. 
Distance, 300 yards. Position, standing. Rounds, seven 
each man. Hntrance fee, #1 each man. ‘ 
Two competitions to be had for this prize during the fall 

meeting, Vhe team making the highest aggregate scove of 
both competitions to keep the trophy. No competitor to be a 
member of more than one teumin this match, One prize, 
Three teams entered. 

Co G, Twenty-third Regiment. 
lati gum pag ous ae Peers rs 

Wecepesscgtisracesd J Od od Geog: 444 4—26— 
AGnerham. “43644409 30444 q 8-93 ys 
W J Oliyer..... 1.345043 421 X8444 4 4—93 44 
JH Stearns... vee 43483 4—24 $4499 9 soo 

TOGA Bs. pe awsngeeee nesses ‘ Peren:)) 91 186 

JH Reed, Ite... ..eeee rss 
M H Dewar. 

76 165 

DCOVY sss. ees 
H Arkell, .-s..ccui 

TPOLAIS, ye ebb kip Wariceen'e sivwyssnieesoaksancte toe 

No. 7—Oavatry Mater, 

Open to teams of six men from regiments, battallons or 
paren troops of cavalry or batteries of artillery (armed with 
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carbines), of the National Guard or uniformed militia from 
euch State or Territory of the United States. Teams to ap- 
pear in the authorized uniform of the organizations they rep- 
resent (full dress or fatigue), and the members thereof to he 
certified by the commanding officer of the regiment, battalion, 
separate troop or battery that they are active members thereof, 
and were such on June 1, 1878. Distances, 200 and 300 

Twenty-Third Regiment. 
Sgt Candee., .,....80 Pvt Wand............25 Pyt Thompson... . 23 
Corp Weber........28 Pyt Stearns,,........25 Lieut Bnid.......... 
Pvt Perham,..,,.-,.26 Pyt Holton,..,......24 Pvt Walker.....,....19 
Adjt Frothingham,..26 Fst Sgt Oliver......24 Sgt Maj Allen.......16 

TOUT Sie” sis s oegmemwcee ge sath deeb ante sesecsuberbPse? elite esa qed 

Forty-Kighth Regiment. 
...25 Lieut Clemens......23 yards. Position, standing at 200, kneeling at 300 yards. | Hee era tne ee aerial 

Weapon, the carbine with which the organization represented | [+ Gurtis............27 Sgt Harding.........92 Pvt Halls...e..-...20 
is armed. Rounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee, $1) Cap: Post,I KP... $7 Pvt Finn............92 Sgt Barnes........ ++20 

each man. Five teams entered—three prizes : ENDLAL waies Pouce de smette as cares war Atins mg nse se eiriehaea cela r eee aoe 
Separate Troop I, Cavalry, Oswego. Sevyenty-First Regiment. 

200 500 Tl. 200 500 Tl. | Corp Demmiler......81 Sgt White... 25 Sgt Steele.. 
Lieut Wellington......19 17 86 Capt/Turner .........18 12 80| Pyp Munminger...97 ~~ Myers... Og. “Pah Gobted 
Rennes he are a8 af Pvt Watson,.........,48 16 29 Capt. Clark... .25 Pvt Robertson 24 PytPyle.. 

id To bs Fy iT fi fs vi be ® 
WET Hava MSS ONGY STH -Totaludiet..eusahe MUA RIL ee oe eae ene a oe aan a 

Separate Troop B, Washington Grays. Total.......... oe e ere et eevee ee ote ere ee rr 

QM Set P 200 600 T7). 200 600 Tl. Fourteenth Regiment, 

Sgt Pasco ........21 i9 40 Corp Miller............ 14 10 24! Corp Henwood...... 32 Pyt Moore.:.:.:...-24 Lient Nutt..........21 
Sgt McHugh.........,.18 18 sf Sgt Wilkon...,..-...-.5 35 30] Corp Oorry..........30 Pyt Arkell... ...... 92 Sgt Smith...........19 
Sgt Roas...., seel8 17 85 = | Capt Browe......... at Pyt Robertson ......21 Capt Nutt. ..........18 
CappBaker. sy. .ccccucelt 14 98 ToOthl.... sec ccetcters soeews lcd Corp Harvey........97 PytNoble....00.,...21 Pvt Clancy......+...15 

Separate Troop D, Cavalry, 
200 500 'T’), WPOtGT Ss vk e eka veep ioe telat on coaciesime asi et ies Siavars Clas wereeteeet raid ano 600 TL. 

6 19 Capt Mohrman . 19 #13 8% Pvt Geisler... +13 Ninth Regiment. 
Pyt Waihler.. 15 13 28 Pyt Gaetens.. 4 5 9%] Pvt Jones,.....+..-.27 Sgt Engle.....- ....24 Lieut Cobb........-.22 
Corp Richter. 10 #16 26 > | Pvt HC Jones......26 Corp Engle ....23 Sgt Nordbruch. ,...,.22 
PytSchreifer.........15 10 25 ‘Total... crcepecee oeeceeees see 18S | Pyt Hover,.,.......28 Pyt Didway.........28 Lient Hitchcock ...,17 

Gatling Battery ““N,” Brooklyn. Sgt Stroh... ,.00e,25 Lieut Bauman,....,,43 Sgt Ward............16 
900 500 T'). 200 600 Tl. Total = Corp Urguhart,........17 13 80 Sgt Ma] Moog......-..18 2 20 Ls ses cegensapsstaversessecnersnsecancecses ungetnunevenssstennese2TD 

arene ber te wee 15 2 98 Bug Kosguin,.........8 0 S| | Dwelfth Regiment. 
sg tock, JT.....+ 6 25 — | Pvt Wood...:..,.,..81 Sgt Roaa... ..45 Capt Reddy... 
Maittarolda. si Lea innIG! TO" "abo otal S se .0 5 eco t eo ees Sgt Dolan... +,.28 Capt Decke ay Ord Sgt Drodge : 

Troop F, Third Regiment, Cavalry. Pyt Smith.... 27 Capt Murphy 23 Sgt lantwer,.........16 
en a 200 6500 'T™, 200 500 TY, Pyt Wiethan., . .26 Capt Burog...... 22 Sgt Van Hensen.... 9 

Bt Ag ARCL. cee eeedS IT 85 Set Frers..s...00:c005, § 12 20 = 
Lieut Volekens. (18 8 % SgtKohimann.........9 10 10 TObAL, 5. <2 sas b sivecnbn saree buds ses at¥acalssepins sncasesdccaucves o3teute 

Sgt Peper... ... beeen Sab eh 7 Eighth Regiment, 
QMSgt Meiscohn.....16 8 24 Total........+....... +++++---149 | Tient Balston.......80 Sgt Murphy.........28 Capt Barker......-. 

No, 8—Cavatny Marton, 

Open to teams of six men from regiments, battalions, 
separate troops of cavalry or batteries of artillery (armed 
with carbines) of the National Guard or uniformed militia 
from each State or Territory of the United States. 
to appear in the authorized uviform of the organization 
they 1epresent (full dress or fatigue), and the members 
thereof to be certified by the commanding officer of the 
regiment, battalion, separate troop or battery that they are 
active members thereof, and were such on June 1, 1878. 

Distances, 200 and 800 yards; position, standing at 200, 
kneeling at 300 yards; weapon, the carbine with which the 
organization represented is armed; rounds, five at each dis- 
tance. Entrance fee, $1 each man, 
three prizes. 

Separate Troop I, Oswego. 
First Lieut CS Newell...... 

Priv W Wagner..... “a Eek 
Lieut A A Wellington a ae Aber 
Deliv WR eNO pe. ie. So. se canst esate epetee ns 
Bergt F Haveu............ 

Separate Troop B, Washington Grays, 

Capt L T Baker... 
Corp W T Miler. 
Priv J Rozell...-...45.. 
Bergt t4 H Pasco. sesnerecsns 

Separate Troop D, Brookl 
Privy J Wacliter..... eee 
Priv & Giesler,...... 

Capt H Molsmen .. 
Corp T Deighter., , 
Priy M Scbriefer,........... 

weieaessesewcened 
Privy: EO OW.BteOM. .occsspes pespeccere« 
Capt W & TOrner,, .ccccaces ctor osencccsss esd 

eee eerewnbeee 

port 3 

bo Oo es i oe 2 cTHOrhon 

cece et 

boo 

0 

fo 0 OD a 00 oD g Percy ey ara 
nh. 

wPorwPmrkaow 

Gatling Battery N, Brooklyn, 

Corp Urquhart......28 Bug Whitlock, Jr....21 Bng Rasguin...,.... 
24 Lieut Buebe...... ..20 Sergt Maj Moog.... 

Sergi Hanold........24 Priy Warner... 14 

Troop F, Third Regiment. 

Priv Gerken .......-23 Priy Norton.,,.. 
Sergt Fledderman...19 Sergt Offerman....,.17 
Lieut Volckens......18 Captd C Koble,.....16 

Sergt Kalb.. 
Sergt Heing 

No. 9—Gariina Marton. 

Open to teams of twelve men from any regiment, battalion 
or separate company of infantry of the National Guard State 
of New York, All competitors must be regularly enlisted 
members, in good standing of the regiment, battalion or 
separate company which they represent, and must be certi- 
fied to have been such on June 1, 1878. 
in the uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue). Weapon, 
Remington State sdlitery 
seven; position, any. 
Fifteen teams entered; one principal prize, Gatling gun and 
two medals. 

Twentieth Separate Company of Infantry (Binghamton). 
Priv A Bevan........-.+-+-+- Saree 
Priv DM Worden........... 
Private C Y Durkee.......... 
Privy Db Helfonia...,.-.+.+ 
Licut # H Roberts.. 

Priv S M Congdon.... 
Privy D H urden..... 
Priv C Van Ogden 
Priv J Larn:d...-,.- 
Privy MD #inds....- 
Priy J P Worthing........ wise 

Seventh Regiment, New Yor 

Privy C H Hagle..... 
Privy EH W Price. 
Corp F C MeLew 
Privy W J Underwoo 
Sergt W A French. 
Corp J W Gardner 
Privy J H Teackle,. 

Forty-ninth Regiment (Aub 
Privy S BW WeStOVEL essere seseenessice cheese ed 
Adj W M Kirby......- e 
Briv CO Flalladay.....-+.-.-..> 
Sergi F A Wright....0..+..-.-- ied 
Priv JL, Mills... 
BYIV MGUY, 654.02 e5+-0+ 5-3 0273 - 
Priv H A Van Guilder... 
Corp J Andrews,.... 
Oapt J McCartin, .. 
Priv J COOK... -aseeesiineys 
Privy J F Rowley. ..s0s.---- 
Bergt PH Stalord, -..2es es ceseeeseceeey it 

a 

Total. ....csssees 144 

We bo GOR Oo BS ee] He me CO RD CT OTe 

SD he he OF bo 

0 

Fiye teams entered ; 

He PD Wm tS =< Pe 

Ror coe oO 

+«+es17- Priy Kosher,.......14 

Total.... 

Separate Troop G, Third Regiment Cavalry, N Y. 

-19 Priv Ohlroggér.....17 Lieut Belden...... 
.18 Sergt Falkenmayer.14 Sergt Seibert....... 

ek poe so Re sit 

Lieut Gee...........28 Pyt Siuars_. 22 Pvt Hobart.. a0 
Pyt Clark..,. ...--.28 Pyt Dewar,... -21 Pvt Reid, Jr. +20, 
Pvt Cochran........ 28 Pvt Helsman......,.21 Pyt Douglas.......,,18 

Motel jase davpar dint} ssieayenssaoeesa etre tact tase 

Twenty-First Regiment. 

Capt Schrader,,..-..28 Fat Sgt Ward........29 Lieut Williams. 
Lieut Oook..........27 Lieut Bentell.,......23 Pvt Morrow... 
Maj Walcott......--27 Col Lindley.......,.29 Sgt Deyo............19 
Lieut Col Clark,....26 Capt Benewny......21 Capt Haubennesbel. 4 

Total,,.... 8 

Teams 
+ 41 

reer |i) 

settee tense esece settee eressecnes DOE 
One Hundred and Tenth Battalion. 

----28 Pvt Neish ,.... 22 Pyt Cramer..... 
43 Capt H Clark. 21 Lieut Curtiss. . 

Lient Hoffman., 

Maj Bush 21 Pvt Lawrence 
Pyt Worden. 40 Lient Winterm 

Total..... pusese@rr str naent cscs oes bubube pace berees oe 
Fifiy-Fourth Regiment. 

5 4—28 Sgt Banold,.........29 Lient Meyer.........28 Sgt Shove....,......17 
4 4—27 Lieut Hook,... ./.. 24 Col Eddy,..... . 3 Lieut H B Olark,....16 
4 4-27 Corp McMasters....28 Adjt Bruman........21 Corp MuOluskey ...,15 
: ae Sgt French..........23 Sgt Cribb..... reaeees20 Pvt MoNab.......... 

8 4-93 DORA BY Ss cEL PE, Pepe der ee ee eee eae 
3 2—-2I-176 Tenth Regiment. 
City. Pyt Wright,.........27 Pyk Waley........., 18 Pyt Dewey........., 14 
4 4—26 Capt Millett, . 25 Lieut Spelman, Jr..17 Pvt Denison ....... 14 
5 3—26 Corp Woodruff, 21 Pyt Wood,,.,.... -.1T Corp Bachelder.....14 
g ane Pyt Wilkins... ....20 Sgt Schreiber.......16 Pvt Hiiton.. ....... 6 

3 4-22 yy i I A eee OR te Oa Pe PEM ativan ee cone 
: fSatics Sixty-Ninth Regiment. 

Capt Kerr....s,....-24 Capt Carton ...,....15 Lient Warrelly,,.,...12 
Pyt Ryan...........21 Pyt McKeon... 15 Sgt Desmond,.......12 

4 4—25 Lieut Regan......,..19 Corp Corr..... .-13 Corp O'Connor. 9 
; ieee Maj Duify,.-.......18 Capt Cushing.......12 Corp Fitzgibbo: 0 

3 = 
3 8—22 Tota loc an a> aileleies dns cigemdnt nant lop y oneness ta saeephekE th oan et eee on 170 

eta No. 10—‘‘ Army ayp Navy Jourwan” Marcu. 
2 8—13-144 Open to teams of twelve from allregularly organized mili- 

tary organizations in \he United States, including the Regu- 
lar Army, Navy and Marine Corps. All competitors to be 
regularly enlisted members, in food standing, of the regi- 
ment, battalion, corps or troop they represent, and to have 
been such on June 1, 1878, and to appear in the uniform 
(full dress or fatigue) of the organization which they repre- 
sent. Weapon, such military rifle as has been issued at the 
public expense to the organization which the team repre- 
sents; distance, 500 yards; rounds, seven; position, any 
within the rules. Entrance fee, $1each competitor. Nine- 
teen teams entered; one challenge cup as first prize, with 
second and third prize of statuettes. 

United States Engineer Battalion. 

Corp J Cavanagh.. eek 835654 
Lieut WM Black 6845 4 
Priv R Konrt. 44465 4 
Corp M Doolan. 435465 
Capt A M Mille 35664 2 
Priv R Solis -- 5656 B44 
Lieut W_L Fisk 63345 

They shall appear | Priv C Barnett 68 2 8 5 
Priv J Fraser. R455 4 

rifle; distance, 500 yards; rounds, | S78" care ei a 
ntrance fee, $1 each competitor. ty ee 

Forty-sighth Regiment (Oswego), 

Gapt J BS Barton. cscemsecewetucesedvesssepeners 4 4 5 6 
Lieut-Vol © V Honghton.... . 463 54 5 

oY Balpvelta cake eaeene SE eae pth rit See : S : : 

tatters sea tae Priv © Wood......++.. 52465 4 
179896 RS Sapa Lieut C A Oleming............ 24545 
4B 4 4 46 4-28 Sergt-Major G White. .. 45243 
S443 4 5 3—98 Sergt L 4 Barnes.. 562438 

Tires A Wis A. LD Bese el Lieut C A Barion 55 5 8 8 
Fe te a ay a ys Priv D C Hall... 3243 3 
* 5 6 0 4—26 Bergt CC Harding,.... 3 443 4 8 pele . =] f 3 e earn GANT RUG POM accel fet olecers erp at idee an De, Sd Obetes 

oi) 2 8 3 2 5 519 Seventh Regiment, New York (ity). 
Ssodo ve. 0 4 2 5 5 0 218-309] Sergt J B Holland_........,,--sseeseuens--p-d £5 4 4 5B 

ie (City,) Sergt J Le Boutillier...... . 4 £4 44a 4 
4565 4 4 4-20 Frit GH Bagie ‘ ; : 4 

Can aes Privy J H ‘Teackle.... 285 Bb 5 46543 4-9 | Gorpy W Gardner... 44542 
reece ty ane Sergi WA Brenchcescnyscmeyennesecs ocr it) 3h 2 4 B 
Reda oF SE First Sergt D Ohauncey, dr.......---s50-24 4 5 6 4 B 

- fed Priv WJ Underwood, Jt......-.-.-.+ s+ectore 2°86 3. 3 8 
4443 4 4-25 Priv W_A Bryant 52844 8444248 | ComILPrico...ccenscuccuc8 03.25 4 
243 43 29 Corp F C McLewee:....--- sveceseup-imeeeud 0 2 3 3 4 

seseneed 8 0 4 8 5 B—22—308 Forty-ninth Regiment, 
urn). Sgt Wright 28 Sgt Kelly.... 24 Adjt Kirby,.... 

Pvt Cook. 28 Capt McCartin. 4+ Corp Andrew: 
:- “ ne 3 pons Pyt Rowle: 97 Sgt Van Guilder,....98 Pvt Westover . 
ee LEW eae Pyt Tallad 26 PYtMills....,...---.23 Sgt Stafford, ., 

: ieee ks Total....-...+- EE RAR AF ce | Pee EN eons so 230 
ie " 2 4 : aa Twentisth Separate Company. 

: 48 4 5 4 6—25 Pyt Ogden,...,...-.29 Pvt Bloier,..........24 Pvt Van Orden,.,...19 
saeeeresd 4 4 8 2 8 6—24 Pvt Worden.,.......29 Corp Moss... +24 Pyt Hinds,..........18 

3 0 85 8 5 B 5—22 Pvt Lameéd.... .....27 PytCGongdon.......,28 Pvt Durkel..........16 
| g 5 2 oe Pyt Holmes..., -...27 Lt Roberts........ .g1 Corp Cooley.,..,....18 

4 AB 4 2.0 24199984 Totals. cgussescsascceses coce crests stones abuess sotaresary srvgnce rcs MO 

200 yards. 600 yards, 
JB Holland.........0.4 4 5 5 5—23 45 % 4 23—45 
JH Teackle............3 8 4 4 4-18 5 56 4 8 5—2e—-40 
D Chaoncey, dr...,,...0 4 4 3 g—16 445 5 4—23—329 
W_A French...........5 4 3 4 3-19 6 42 5 4—2)-29 
J Le Boutillier.........4 5 4 4 B—20 444 4 §$—19—a9 
EC MecLewee..........4 4 3 8 4-18 $26 65 19-87 
Wd Underwood,dr....4 4 6 4 3—20 2.4 38 4 4—17-—2T 
EW Pricé.......:-.....5 5 4 4 8—21 0 44 3 3—14—85 
W A Bryant............8 # 4 4 2-17 44 3 8 3-17-84 
OF Eagle..............4 8 8 3 4—IT 424 3 3-16-33 
J W Gardner..........4 5 8 % 3-—IT 5 2 4 0 3-13-30 
JL Price.......-..005.4 8 ¢ 3 4-15 0 4 3 4 2—19—30—438 

Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn, 
J 8 Frothingham,.....4 4 4 4 4—20 5 6 bs 
DC Pinney,esaess-eesst 4 4 4 4—20 5 § 3 3 
A seeessed 2 4 4d 420 43465 
Ww 44 4 3~20 xy 4°36 
A Bod 4 4—15§ 52465 
FH 4565 3—19 44233 
FA Hand..........0.-4 ¢ 4 4 4-90 8424 
JL Vhompson.........4 4 2 3 5-7 643 9 
JM Allen,..,..........4 3 4 & 5-19 883 2 
BA Een ee B44 5—20 2404 
PT wwe 4 45 8B 4-80 823 2 
W LCandee,..........6 8 0 8 B—le $843 

. 

Seyenty-tirst Regiment. 
Pvt PB 
Pyt Williams. 

10... ecee0-2-95 Sot White. ..........19 Bet Steel... 6... 
ee Dimmier.. ne 
Pyt - 

24 ae Ha 

22 Col Chaddeeken nt 

TOL Sees Detog Sk once nye ntaunettirhen eh nntae tate ee tee, nt ke as SE 

Ninth Regiment. 

Me CER OS Oeey Age OEP EEE EEE A er Peery nar Free Lapin 

Firat Regiment, Conn NG, 

Capt Hudaon... 
Corp Chapin,... 

+16 
15 

TOL... -cvcsesresssccssesuctescecsen camscacscs 

Highth Regiment. 
HObArt...s06- avveee2? Lt Balston...,......23 
Capt Barker.. ‘ 
Lt Gee..............26 Heizman,.... 
Wim Simart..........83 ClarKvesee+.,yee0es 8 

TOL a ons ecce sees snsath os candwe vase ovr vets cad cptayseciacenersrisnnee MU 
Fourteenth Regiment, 

Capt Browe.........30 Corp Harvey........26 Sgt Smith........ss-1T 
Corp Correy.. +29 Li Nutt. ..... .......28 PvtArkell ........ <1 
Pyt Moore,... «27 Pvt Clancy....,,.. Pvt Robertaon,.....15 
Corp Henwood,.....97 Pyt Noble...........18 Capt Nutt..........14 

DOtbliesceseescomedeadnepsees peenue pensmsccseseansavocensussscucesns SO 

Twenty-third Regiment. 

Adj Frothingham,..28 Lt Burd........,....23 Sgt Candee......... 
Pyt Stearng ..,,-....28 Gorp Weber..... OH Put Walker... erg 
Sgt Oliver.,.... -25 Pyt Perham... 22 Sgt-Maj Allen.......14 
Pyt Holton..........24 Pyt Hand ...........20 Pyt Thompson.,....11 

TOA] os. eesccesnscctcserewanmeecceceanemyreceesrececgeterscesnenee ne LOZ 

‘Twelfth Regiment, > 

Pvt Wiethan........28 Sgt Van Wengen. ...28 Capt Decker..;...,..20 
Capf Burna,. -2T Sgt Ross...,...,....41 OrSet Drodge,...... 8 
Sgt Dolan.,.. -25 Pvt Wood,....,.....20 Pyt Buahnell........12 
It Murphy..-......-24 Pyt Smith...........20 Capt Reddy.......,..10 

TPOtAl. os sc. c ee esaee 

Ninth Regiment, 

Pvt Calvin.-++......28 Li Wood............9 Corp Spohn....,....15 
Corp Washington...28 1st Sgt Goll. - 21 Pyt Hoddenhordat...15 
Capt Grifith........95 Lt Greve . +-20° LiSymes........5...14 
Sgt Currey..........25 LtStimis.. --16 Pyt Luckhardt..,,.. 8 

Total 

seen eew ence as 

oe 
werveeee 

Ledeen meee manner ee eee ewan ee Meet eee pe he genes n ras eee uenen DS 

Fourth Regiment, Conn N G. 

Studwell ..+..+.,.-.-26 Moore............,,22 Hlakeman...........17 
Bens ...6 ...0.e+-2.25 Kingman............42 Thompson, .........15 
Degrick... ejay ead” SIM Gy. Oe coe. dase> 900 UB ettaasa esi esas FF 
Wella ..-s.se cece 20024 QUOD. 6+ 66.. --+e..19 Fatible..............- 9 

Baap dne Ste MeLNEns sinaals SeSabenerteae ect t eae ee aaa 
Fitty-fourth Regiment, 

Gribel..-.+..2-.5...23 Sgt Clark....:.....018 

Total.... 

Sgt Marrold.......+.27 
ol Eddy... 22 Adjt Broman.......90 MoMasters.,..... .15 
Shove.... +22 MoOlmskey.,.,....-10 Meyer.... .... ices.) 
TOOK iy =< oseces aie see VMONMDS. VES cot at 70. Fren¢hc 3/14 case bel 

DObaTs ket slow eeeis ues gPeaceee se rasat eter eee EE a 
Second Regiment, Conn N G, 

Pyt Nichols ,.,.....27 Lt Bacon........0...28 Sgt Craig 
Sgt La Barnes. -26 Pyt Whitlock .......28 Corp Walker.. vi 
Pvt ‘Tinkey ........25 Pyt Colvin.,........22 Capt Kennedy 
Sgt Crampton......24 Fyt Folsom.........19 Lt Lane... 

TOPRL cence renncapeceencce 2 tenner yeccn ee tees eeeestecenesurssnn nee sDRl) 

Twenty-first Regiment. 

Schrader.....,....-.28 Col Lindley.........91 Capt Beneway....., 
Maj Wolcott. 198 Ist Lt Wilde .....90 Lecol Clark ae eet 
Set Ward.... ooe22 20 Lt Cook...,......20 Sgt beyo.......2..) 9 
Pyt Morrow.........22 Capt Haubennestel.17 2a Lt Bentell........ 6 

ster neseee dT 
2 

teceaennee & 

Tenth Regiment. 

Pvt Wright. ........26 Corp Woodruff,....20 Corp BHatsteder... 
Sgt Schreiter, Jr....24 Pyt Dewey.... 20 Pye dd i me 
Pyt Hilton..........20 Capt Millett......... 13) 
Pyt Wilkins.........20 Lt Spelman, dr,.....18 Maj Meclwan....... 

Total...... sere neeenerens cunesesss 2H : 

6 

TOtAl, 5. get Me. eee ety ae ere ee eed oe ee 
One Hundred and Tenth Battalion, 

Lt Curtis..... +. -+-s28 Cramer... .-.. ... 17 Rntan..............13 
Worden,............17 Capt Root..........11 
Purdy..-..... «.....16 Lt Wintermnte.... .10 

Bunnell ...... ....620 Lt Hoffman....,,...16 Lawrence, .... r] 

Sixby-ninth Regiment, 

Corp O'Conner......16 Sgti Desmond ...._.11 
Capt Kerr...........16 vi Ryan.... ......1f 

Maj Bush..........24 
Capt Clark........-.21 

bee eee ee meee nee 

2d Lt Farrelly......29 
Ist Lt Hegan........24 
Oapt Cushing...,..21 Corp Corr.. --.15 Corp Fitagibbon,...1 
Pvt McKean,....+..17 Capt Carton......... 14 Maj Dufhe ng 

Motil. 24. Fee E MER Slee cpeE Rw PAE ee ENG 
No. 11--N. Y. &tare N. G. Marcr, 

Open to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or 
separate company of infantry of the National Guard of the 
State of New York, each man being certitied by his regi- 
mental commander to be a regularly enlisted member in 
good standing of the regiment, battalion or separate com- 
pany he represents, and to have been such on June 1, 1878, 
All competitors must appear in the uniform of their corps 
(full dress or fatigue). Distances, 200 and 600 yards; posi- 
tion, standing at 200, any at 500; weapon, Remington rifle, 
State model; rounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee, 
$1 each man. State prize and three bronzes ; eighteen teams 
entered. 

Seventh Regiment, New York City, 



Regiment, ogy 2g 8 3 4—18 4 B 4 1—39 
44 2 B63 4 4 4-20-39 
2 4 4 55 5 2 3—s9—35 
445 $2 4 4 4—1i—d7 

S443 B44 3 519-36 
a44 B44 9 4-19-36 
1448 448 4 5-19-36 
43 3 S$ 4 3 8 4—i7—%5 

n 444 48 4 3 8—lj7—3¢ 
V Houghton 443 8 3 8 3 3 4,-16—83 
Onrbigs,.... a 0 4 4 4 8 4 4—19—22 
A Clemings,,... 4 3 3 4 0 3 8 4 4-14~—81—426 

Dywentletl Separate Company Tafantry, Binghamton. 

: B 6 $—19 46 5 4 4-21-40 
4 2 4—18 5 3 5 £ 4—21—$o 
4 4 4—19 442 5 5—20—39 
d 4 4-20 26 5 5 2—19—39 
B 4 2—I1f 5 4 4 8 5—21—a 
6 4 3—19 46 4 2 4-19-38 
6 4 4—21 44 2 8 4—17—33 
3 3 $—16 244 4 4—)d—389 

. 4 4 3—IT 5 4 & 0 3—li—34 
a4 6 4 4-21 225 0 0— 1-30 

WEP Piath.: A ., eed 6 2 S14 40 0 8 6—12—26 
OP Worthing..........38 4 4 8 3-17 3.2 0 0 3— 8-25-4290 

Porty-ninth Regiment, Auburn, 

200 500 Tl, 
Capt MeCarton,.... .. Pyti Westover.,.....-.19 14 33 
Pyt Mills. ...... > Pyt Rowley 13 «33 
Pvt Tailaday caves Sgt Wright. 16 32 
Set Stafford —..... Pyt Cord. 12 «32 

Set Van G iw 30 

Sgt M Kelly.:.........18 Totals .2o. .. Jododan 3s 

Eighth Regimunt. 

200 509 TL 210 500 TI. 
PYt GIriy. css scene. 21 98 de W Stuart,....-1-....20 18 33 
Pyt Hobart, - 20 42 Pyt (eigman, af 21 30 
S2t R Murphy. 19 40 Pyt§ Clark..... jie 2s 98 
Lt 19 «33 Pvt Cochran, dr..-..17 Ii 25 
Pvt Reed, Jr... V7 o85 Pyt Duvar...........14 10 28 
Ly Baiston ,,.., A 16 36 a 
Capt KE Barker.,,...... LT AGE St POLLS cP kale wer a0 Seapapss thes 41. 

Ninth Regiment. 

200 500 Tl. 200 500 Ti 
Sgt Nordbroch,.......28 18 40 Lt Hitehcock....,,... 16 16 39 
Pyt Didwayis.-.-.....15 42 37 Pvt Huver,....... += 16 16 39 
Set Wngle. ... 18 87 Sat Stroh........ -ssaeel5 1 32 
Lf Cobb,.,... 16 87 Corp Hugel....,. -18 18 3 
Pyt C Jones... 16 31 Lt Besuman,,........15 Ll 26 
Pyi H Jones,, ig 34 — 
Sgt Dward........---. hs TSE MERE | MUCOGAL esas tceenclele ete aien 4 s 

Twellth Regiment, 

600 TL 200 500 TL 
Sgt Dolan. ... 24 41 Spt Ross.. Thy ibe 3 
det Vuu |! ¥i 2) Pry Wees ® 12 281 
Cupt Keday. 17 87 Pt Murphy. 09 18 2 
Ty W od 19 36 Sgt Clarke.... TP hrs 
Capt Baro 16 «636 Urd ket Dodge. 3 1 Bt 
Capt Dressle: AT, 3 Ese 
YVGEMIth......-...0,16 IT 83 Total...-.2,....cc eee eee B93 

Twenty-First Regiment, Poughkeepsie. - 
300 500 Tl 200 500 Tl 

Sgt Deyo........ «19 19 38 Sgt Ward..:.-.. 0.604522 11 233 
Maj Wolvott,,. 20 18 88 Capt Maubennestal....26 11 41 
Liént-Col Clark, e.-d2 16 38 HdsSchraderDRP,...18 16 98 
Lient Gook -..18 16 34 Capt Corcoran...,...,.16 12 928 
Lieut Hentell.........-18 16 34 Capt Beneway,.......14 & 422 
Lieut Williams....,-.18 Ib 383 — 
Sgt Morrow. -c0e serv T 15 52  Totals.. cc. cece ecensseisntens 4389 

Seventy-Hirst Regiment, 
200 500 TL 200 500 ‘I 

CorpDemler.-.. ....20 18 88 Sgt White.......eeseecl9 13 282 
Pvt Willisms...--.....16 91 87 PvtSteel.........5....19 12 31 
Pyt Pule....-.... eeseesl9 1S 37 Pyt Cochran,.... AT 10 27 
Corp Rubertson,.......21 16 326 Capt Clark..... ws 9 27 
PytHdmenstone,....-.19 16 34 Pvt Lindsay.....ecpees. 9 12 21 
Pvt MeGanil......--..17 16 33 = 
Pyt Menzinger......-1T WW 33 Totalece.c.. esse ene tees SSB 

One Hundred and Tenth Battalion, Elmira. 

200 500 Tl 200 600 Tl 
Sgt Bunnell 19 2% 41 Capt Clark,....,.......14 19° 29 
Pyt Rutan 17 «687 «Py Neisch-.. Ay 18 39 
Maj Bosh 1% 36 PytCramer,.. 10 27 
Lien Curt 16 36 Pvt Lawrence.. 5 23 
Set Pordy. -. 15 36 ©Lieut Wintermnte. § 21 
Corp Worien 19 BL — 
Tieut Hoffman,.... AS) BS WOUR esa oe, oak epee thing BOR 

Fifty-Firsti Regiment, Rochester. 

200 600 TT 200 500 Ty 
Pvt Nearing....-...-..lf 20 86 TLieufSettle...........18 12 30 
Pyt Lymans.....,--.--1¢ 19 38 * wit 15 99 
Pyt Lelsyer..ceseces-019 17 36 PytMcHlroy.....,....47 1 9S 
Corp Tolmai....4-.... 17 «34 Corp Kendall.........18 8 % 
Pyt'Tabb......... 16 33 «Bgt Ballard,...........18 0 18 
Pyt Gardner. 7 1a a1 — 
Ligut Blakeley..,,.....75 15 40 ROTEL «e»-ca Spee siete Bisiets otag a 307 

Fourteenth Regiment, Brooklyn, 

200 60 TL 200 500 Tl 
Corp Corry.-:-:-...:-.17 22 89 Corp Henwood...... T 12 29 
Sut Smith,. 15 19 34 Pye Atkell............47 11 28 
Pyt Moore.... 15 18 233 Pvt Clancy,....2.....18 10 38 
Vapt Browe-.... ---15 15 33 Gapt Nutt.....,......08 14 27 
Lieut Barlow,,-_.-.---.14 16 30 LientNutt............18 7% 95 
Pvt Robertson..,...,.-18 12 3)) — 
Corp Harvey....-.....18 J4 8 Toltial........2: ake Wilson vee BED 

Tenth Regiment, Albany. 

- 200 Avo UD 20) 500 T) 
Pyt Waley..........-..20 18 38 Sgt Schuyler, Jr.__,..,21 Ss 3) 
Corp Woodrnlf....-.-.. 2) 18 «33 Pvt Dennison,......,.17 1) 287 
Capt Millett......,....,.20 17 af Lieut Spelman. -16' 8! 24 
Pvi Wright........,...18 48 36 Pvt Dewey... Id 7 aT 
Pvii Gilton....,.. 49° #15 «4934 Pyt Wilkius....,..._. +16 4 19 
Corp Batchelder. ...-. = We il =S 
MaiNOOd, eevee ele eee BU UNDOtaly. ioe cbo oe frien +. 36D 

Fifty-Mourth Regiment, Syracuse, 

200 500 I 210 500 ml 
Szt Harrold..... ...... 19 81 40 Spt French..... “ aL) 18° es 
Lieut Clark. 17 2) a7 Corp McClus 11 15 46 
Sgt Wook .. 13° «20 «638 «=AG] Bromun,.. 9S 45 ‘ge 
Tient-Col Rady li 19 33 Sgr Young. SB ab, 25 
Corp Masters, . 6 16 $82 Set Shove. Gh alt ath 

~ Jlewk Meyer, it 20" sab — 
Sgt Grible...... D5 dao Sbtal eos .ctadtee see easeal- 288% 

Sixty-Ninth Regiment. 

200 510 TL 200 500 TI 
Lieut Regan..........47 17 34 Corp Fitzgibbon,......18 11 99 
Pvt Ryam........--.:..17 16 33 Capt Karr...,,..,.,..04 d1 95 
Capt Cushing..,...-.— WM 16 388 Lient Parrelly,....... 16 9 85 
Pyt MeKeon_-. -li 15 32 Maj Duify..... wpe ok 8. 22 
Set Desmond...,..-... 18 12 30| Corp O’Connor....-.:.18 4 17 
Corp Corr...... 16 1 30 Zz, 
Capt Carton. --._. feteee IDLE a0 ee O set. 0.0.0.0 bos see yao 

Thirty-Second Regiment, Brooklyn, 
20 600 TL 00 a 

Capt Sehlig..c.. cscs 1g 20 36 PytSchiuk...,., 1k 2 
Pyt Oriper --1S Vy 35 ; i. Soe 
Capt Lutz...-.- ~-alf Jt 33 3 19 
Lieut Sti iming. -. all lt) 35 0 619 
Capt Vorgung....-/.4.17 10 27 2 47 
Col Rneger. .4........19 8 27 e] 
PAeUG NUT eee 12 18 25 Potalec-- ee. 81 

Porty-Seyenth Regiment, Brooklyn. 
: 200 500 TL 200 500 Ty 

Pyt Lungeake.... ai 36 18 § Pyt Scull... 13. 10 “98 
20 d@ 32 Pyt Hindri 20 g by 
18 18 St Pvt Brinton 14 80 44 
4 16 «S00 Lient Phelg 2 Oo 7 

Fan i 13 15 «38> (Pye Barris, Cr fe =k 
Pyt Peckiam 2) bf 96 — 
Agt Matthews ig GRE NG LHT i oe 2.2 5 25 ato eee ae 

No, 12—Is1 Diyistoy N, G. Maran. 

Open to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or 
‘separate company of infantry in the 1st Division of the Na- 

Pe 

ORES T 
ees ae 

tional Guard 8. N, Y. All competitors to appear in the 
uniform of their corps ou dress or fatigue), and 10 be cer- 
tified by their regimental commander to be regularly en- 
listed members, in goud standing, of the regiment or bat- 
talion they represent, and to have been such on June 1, 
1878. Weapon, Reminston rifle, State model; distances, 
200 and 500 yards; five shots at each distance ; position, 
standing at 200, any at 500 yards. Entrance fee, B1 each 
man; six teams and three prizes. 

Seyenth Regiment. 

44 65 4—20 65 6 5 6-25-45 
3 4 4 519 5 4 4 4 5—¥2—d41 
+ 5 &@ §-21 5 4 4 2 §—2>-41 
444 4-20 38 6 4 3 ¢~19—39 
£8 3 4d—18 5 65 4 4 2—2)—89 
45 4 4-20 28 5 2 &17—47 
4 5 8 4-0 0 5 4 2 5—16—36 
44 6 4—21 423 8% 0 5—15—36 
8 4 2 3-16 642 4 2—17—33 
44 5 3-19 8 4 5 0 2-14-33 
2 3 8 8—15 6 38 5 4 (1752 
0 4 4 3-14 42 8 B 4—16—30—d4) 
Ninth Regiment. 

Eng 6 4 4 d—2) 5 4 6 B 41-41 
W 6 4 4 4—2L 6 5 6 4 3—20—4) 
L 64 3 8-19 8 4 4 6 5—91—10 

4 B 4@ 418 429 6 4 3—18—86 
® Bd 4-18 4429 2 6-17-35 
44 3 5—18 3.9 2 6 &—10—84 
28 6 419 0 4 3 5 8—15—34 
85 4 3-2 24 5 & r—id—3i 
B 3 4 d—17 42 4 3 3-16-33 
44 4 3-19 & 0 3 8 5—l4d—33 

A 8.3 8 4-17 3.3 4 3 0—18—30 
JW Hitchvock.........6 2 6 3 8—i7 8 8 0 2 8—11—28—4119 

Elghth Regiment. 
W Ui Reed, Jr.........4 4 4 8 5—vO 8 3 5 6 420-49 
W Stuart....-. 3 4 3 56-19 65 2 5 4 4—»0—89 
W H Dewat..... 5 5 8 J—i9 42 5 3 d—18—37 
J G@ Olark....... 4 3 4 4-18 2 6 4 3 418-36 
WH Cochran, Jr, 5 3 4 4—26 0 6 2 4 4—15—35 
SGCClavk... she coher 5 6 ¢ 4—aL 2 8 4 0 b—141—85 
OSL BAlstons, eee en 8 43 4-18 24 4 2 3—i15—38 
Sp Oe 5 eS 43 4 4-19 5 0 8 3 3—12—a1 
@D Hobari..... 44 4 8-19 20 3 4 8—19—31 
© Helzman, 4 4 8 3—18 5 3 4 RK 0—12—50 
T R Murphy...+- 4 8 4 4—90 2 0 8 0 5—10—30 
BH Barkor,... .........62 8 56 4 3—17 23 0 2 4—1i—9s—405 

Twelfth Regiment, 

200 600 I 200 500 Tl 
Capt Decker,..,..-.,.19 18 37 Pvt Wood......0......16 18 84 
Pvt Wicthan...., 18 36, Cap Burns. .18 J6 34 
Sgt Van Hengen. 16 86 PytBeattie ... cette ekie ae 
Sgt Dolan...... 20 16 36 Spt Clark....\. “Eales” gas vip 
Capt Reddy.. 20 16 36 Sgt Droge............. 1T Sa 
Sgt Rogs......4.. . 2. 19 16 35 — 
Pyt Smith............18 76 35 HORA, te eho silos oe ce ans.) AA 

Sevyenty-first Regiment. 

200 500 TL 200 500 TL 
Pyt Williams,......... i 18 387 Pyt Munzinger........19 13 82 
Corp Demmler........19 18 87 PytHamunston.. 
Sgt White.....,....,.20 17 37 PytCochran....... 
Capt Clark............19 16 85 Pyt McCanhill,. 
Py Pyler.-... J. 217 16 383 
Corp Robertson...... 1433 
Prt Bteele.............19 14 33 

200 £00 T’ 
Lt Regan...... T 87 Sgt Desmond..........17 10 a7 
Capt Carton. 18 16 S84 Pyt Ryan.......... B 27 
Lt Farrelly.....« -I8 13 381 Corp Corr........ 8 2 
Corp Fitzgibbon 18 13 81 Corp O'Connor... 9 292 
Pvt McKeon. 18 11 29 Capt Cushing..........18 6 19 
Capt Kerr. 215) 411” -29) = 
Maj Dutiy Cogetueeds) Olt FF Motalit..,tcsssede xceneees ee StS 

No. 18—2p Dryiston N. G. Maron. 

Open to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or 
separate company of infantry in the 2d Division of the Na- 
tional Guard 8. N. ¥. All Competitors to appear in the 
uniform of their corps (full dress or fatigue), and to be cer- 
tified by their regimental commander to be regularly en- 
listed members, in good standing, of the regiment, battalion 
or separate company they represent, and to have been such 
on June 1, 1878. Weapon, Remington rifle, State model; 
distances, 200 and 500 yards; five shots at each distance; po- 
sition, standing at 200, any at 500 yards. Entrance fee, $1 
each man; four teams, three prizes. 

Twenty-third Regiment, 

F A Hand.... 44 4 4—20 84 4 5 5—21—41 
WwW 44 4 4-20) 5B 5 4 6 2-21—41 
Ww 56 3 6 3—19 43 4 38 5—19—-3s 
A 84 4 5—20 238 6 38 417-87 
A 465 4 8—20) 42 8 4 3—16—86 
J H Stearms,.......,-,.4 4 4 4 4-20 23 5 2 4—16—36 
EW Burd....-.....25.,5 8 4 4 4—20 8 6 3 5 R—16—86 
IM Allen,...s2--......4 4 4 4 4—20 3.3 2 3 4—15—35 
DOC Pinney............4 £4 4 4 4-20 4 42 2 2—l4—34 
J LThompson,,,..-...8 3 4 4 3—-IT 5 2 3 3 3—16—33 
J BProthingham..-...4 3 4 4 4-19 R265 8 4—14~—33 
FH Holson.,.. ...-.... 3.4 4 3 4-18 24 4 2 2—/4—92499 

Fourteenth Regiment. 
Jd Corry.... 56 4 4 3 5—21 4 6 4 3 2—18—39 
J Robertson. 3 4 4 4 5-22 3 3 4 4 3—I7T—39 
T Harvey..- ~3 4 4 3 4-18 3.6 2 5 5—if—37 
E Browne. 8 4 5 4 4-20 3 2 5 5 0-—15—35 
J Moore... 44 4 4-19 5 0 3 2 3—13—22 
H Nutt... 2.00 “4 8 4 4 G20 28 4 3 0—12—32 
J Henwood.....-- 44 3 3 8-IT 22 3 5 A—l4—3L 
J W Nutt..<.... -44 3 3 4-18 22 8 2 A4—i3—31 
JJ Clancey,-.,. 08 8 5 4-15 B 0 4 8 4—14—29 
T Askell......-. wd 8 4 4 3-17 22 2 3 3—12—29 
JRK Barlow,.., .....8 4 5 3 4—19 25 8 0 0—10—29 
LSmith.....--...---...0 6 4 3 d—-16 6 22 2 2—12—28—i91 

Forty-seventh Regiment. 

IRB Bayley.......---.4 4 3 3 3-17 6 5 4 4 3—21—38 
T Whaley-.-.--,-+-.-..8 4 3 4 3—IT 44 0 6 4—1T—34 
JH tetevereeened oO 9 8 3-14 3.6 4 5 2-19-33 
Cv 45 3 8—19 24 3 2 2—14—33 
BT Langeake, 3.4 4 4—18 42 0 6 2-18-31 
CEL Hetnrichs,. 5 4 4 8-18 5 0 3 8 2—13—81 
G A Phelan . 442 4-17 40 2 2 5—13—320 
M A Scull... 3 3 4 3-17 4° 0 38 4 2—13—30 
G Matthews..... 8 3 5 4—18 8 0 8 2 3-11-29 
J J Hinrich,. 3 4 4 2-17 03 2 2 2— 9—26 

42 8 4—18 20 0 8 8—8s—2L 
-...0 0 2 0 38-5 30 8 3 0— 9~—14—850 

Thirty-second Regiment, 

Capt Vorgang........0.15 2 ¢ Vi Ottmer ..-..2,---+s 2 
Capt Sehuig. woelt 1G Sf Lina tiie sav oO | ess 22 
Set Dosch .16 1% 38 Pvt Bode,. -8 12 20 
Pyt Schmidt, , -16 47 88 Lt Parisette ells lege Perit) 
Lit Stringing . 10 #17 «#2 Capt Lutz......., fe) alti st] 
Co} Rueger... -9 16 25 = 
Pvt Langsdorf........10 15 25 ‘Total...... ebiae €abs'p CLL. 

No, 14—Tarnin & Ranp Powprer Go, Marcn, 

Open to members of the United States Army and IN; avy the 
National Guard or Uniformed Militia of any State or Terri- 
tory, and fo members of any rifle association or club in the 
United States. Weapon, any military breech-loader (exclud- 
ing specials), Distances, 200 and 500 yards. Position, stand- 
ing at 200, any with head toward the target at 400 yards. 
Hounds, seven at each distance. Wntrance fee, $1. 130 
entries ; 3 medals. 

20 yards, 500 yards, 
SB Renmtotlysscs.cee cei seeene dt fab a5—81 655545 1—§8—64 
J © Reamor........0....-2....5553345-8) 485555 5-32-63 
TL PTC. speneesetenseeet f54644-30 35545 5 5—32—-O5 

159 

A'T Decker, W M Varrow—60 each, J G Williams, G V Hongh 
ton, JF Rowley, FR Bule, D H Ogden, OH Hagle, 'B MoSoley W 
H Jackson—59 each. R T Hare, Jas Tinkey, J 8 Barton, J 7 
Cranston—58 each. D J Jordan,C C Gray, W B Gunn, A @ 
Weber—57 each. W Robertson, L H Ayme, E H Williams, M 
Kelley, I, L Barnes, J GL Woodbridge—s6 each. J L Osgood, G W Wingate, PH Stafford, WL Fiske, @ B Newton, J LeBoutillier, 
J McCartin, F Hyde, M W Bull—s5 each. W CO Reddy, O Snyder, 
J D Williams, 8 Brows, 8 N Holmes, J Toeackle, P W Hudson, 
J Andrews—54 each. P Ward, A B Heusen, L H Greve, W J 
Oliver, F J Colvin, W M Kirby, D 8 Eaton, H J Schrader_63 éachi. 
G A Cecil, M J Beauman,W W Studwell, Ii A Perry, 8 Ht Westover, 
A Btroh, H A Gildersleaye—52 aach. J 1s ‘Thompson, ’ P Thomp- 
Be FC eee Se oe oor. Wi ee, Jr—6l each. W eisser, oub, auncey, Jr, 8 8 Bumstead, D O Pin 
OR Boers, JM Gardner—50 each’ ; x 

No, 15—Suzscnrprion Maron, 

Open to all comers, Distance, 500 yards. Position, 
Weapon, any rifle, Rounds, seven. Duplicate entries al- 
lowed. Entrance fee, $1. 83 entries: 8 cash prizes. 
W 4H Jackson, Frank Myde, J MT Partello, OA Peake, H Fisher —5 each. 8 K Wallace, GL Morse, PJ Lauritzen, I Geiger, 0 

A Hodgman, I J Rabbeth, R Rathbone—3¢ each. O B Dwight, J 
F Brown, H F Clark, @ W Davison—3¢ each. Wm Gerrish—$2, 
HA Perry, J W Todd—80 each. D F Dayids—29. 0 Stylos 
A Carman, J W Mangam—28 each: J Lorned, 27; M M Maltby’ 

any. 

No. 16—Sunscrrerion Matos. 

Open to all comers. Distance, 500 yards. Position, any, 
with head toward the target. Weapon, any military rifle, 
Rounds, seven, Duplicate entries allowed, Entrance feo, $1. 
49 entries ; 8 cash prizes. 
J 8 Wood......... 554555 5-34 CA Clemings.. 
L L Barnes,,....556454 432 
H@ Quinn, H A Gildersleeye, Gao White—81 each, CH Stylos, 

A Brevier, C V Houghton, W H Jackson, W P Wood—30 each, W B Gunn, DF Davids, W A French—27 oach. CC Hall, Wm Finn, 
D H Ogden, G W Wingate, Jas Lorned—27 each, 'T Holmes, G A 
Coffin, J. C Harding, C A Blakeman, T W Griffith, C M Durkee, 8 
C Kingman, A Anderson—26 each. 

No, 17.—Inven-Srarn Minrrany Maron, 
Open to one team from cach State and Territory in the 

United States, consisting of twelve members of the regularly 
organized and uniformed National Guard or Militia of such 
State or Territory, chosen in such manner as shall be pre- 
scribed by the military authorities thereof. Tach team must 
be provided with a certificate from the Adjutant-General of 
the State it represents, certifying that each of their number is 
a regular member of the uniformed militia, in good standing, 
and was such on the first day of June, 1878. They shall ap- 
pear in the uniform of their corps. Distances, 200 and 500 
yards. Position at 200 yards, standing; and at 500 yards, 
any. Weapon, any military:rifle which has been adopted as an 
officlal arm by any State or Government. In cases where the 
State has adopted no particular model (which must be certified 
to by the Adjutant-General), the team will be allowed to use 
the rifle in use by the regular army of the United States, or by 
the uniformed militia of any other State. Rounds, ten at 
each distance. Entrance fee, $2 each man. Five States 
represented—one grand prize and two medals. 

New York State National Guard. 

+H 5 Sd 4 6 5—HO 

200 500 TL 200 50U 
Pyt Larned. ,,,seseree41 45 86 Pvt Van Orden........39 a 
Capt Barton. aseee-41 44 8&5 Capt Price............ 40 7 
Pyt Eagle... $3 42 85 Sgt Van Heusen.....4) 89 79 
Pyt Ogden. 43 84 Col Gildersleeye,,..., a8 YG 
Pyt Teackle. 4 82 Sgt White............ i 3T 76 
Pyt Price..... 40 $3 — 
Pyt Robertson Ace cols | LOLS. seeceeeressagel opened ane 

Connecticut National Guard. 

200 600 Tl 200 0 
41 44 85 Al ome "e 
138 «42 ~«80 38 34 (99 

~ 41 38 7 38 82 71 
Corp Newton . ++-46 38 7S 40 3) TO 
Sgt La Barnes. 3606 «400 78 .389 23 62 
Pvt Whitlock... 4) 38 78 a 
Pyt Nichols,..-..,.....41 36 TY ‘Totals... ..,sc0ee piesugecmn 6p p60 

National Guari@ of New Jersey. 
200 500 TL 209 500- IT) Lt Stimls .....-...... 33 42 «880 Oapt Townsend......37 33 70 

Pyt Stevens,-.......,-.41 87 78 Pvt MeCabe.... -42 98 70 
Pyt Whitlock..........87 49 7% Pyt Curry.... 85 31 60 
Capt Griffiths, 1 35 6 Sgt Jones., -33 2962 
Lt Grevye.... 3 41 75 Dr-Maj Nolte...... «1-436 25 «61 
Lt Wood...... 41 34 W5 = 
Pyt Alexander........87 34 71 ‘otal......... aanst ae wrinves ec OGe 

Militia State of Rhode Island, 
200 500 1 

Lt Stringer......-.....38 40 178 
Lt Forsyth.. 42 84 16 
Pyt Gray.... +++. 40 34 74 
Pyt_ Roffee.... 2.0037 360 73 
Ti UEP AR ees BS hy 
Set Williams, --,..eys0039 33 72 — 
Pvt Forsyth......-.. eieoo 38 12% Dota. vslauusbics ics on ee reues ROG 

Massachusetts Volunteer Militia, 

200 500 ‘Tl 200 500 T) 
Pyt Merritt..........-. B4 40 T4 Pvt Dole, ......., 3B 21 «69 
Col Beal.... «23 36 74 Pyt Gardner 21 86 
Sgt Wemyss. B5 350 670) «~Corp Kellét 20 Ba 
Corp Andrews.,..- 39° 29 65 Pyt Hddy.... Q3 4B 
Sei Grage....--ssisennd6 28 65 Lt Brownell,. It 383 
Pvt Wiswel 24 36 «G2 — 
Maj Hobb.... 20 GL | STOtAly ayanscsaisetsiedanes teat Rd 

No. 15—Snorr Ranax TzAm3MArox. 

Open to teams of four from any regularly organized Rifle 
Club or Association, or Military Organization (Troop, Bat- 
tery or Company) in the United States. Each competitor 
must be certified to as being a regular member in good stand- 
ing of the organization which he represents, and must haye 
been stich on June Ist, 1878. Distances, 200 and 800 yards. 
Rounds, seven at each distance. Weapon, any rifle or carbine 
within the rules. Position, standing, Entrance fee, $1 each 
man. More than one feam may be entered from the same 
organization, but the same individual will not be allowed to 
appear in two teams. Sixteen teams entered. Three prizes, 

Springfely Armory Rifle Club, 
200 yards, 300 yards, 

J F Cranston, ,.......- seewwt A B44 4 4-29 36556 443160 
KT Hall,...... é 45445 45-31 44445 4 49960 
WW Bull.....-...- 200. 444454429 4444444 98-57 
88 Bumetiead...........,..4555 43 4-30 033454 3-90-50 

GTR [Ry eateleie ats accion cvritcbeeatisceusnonmgslle 108 227 

Remington Rifle Club. 

O V Houghton, ........,..... 44465 45-81 B444 44 4-97-65 
LL Barnes..-.. wtdd dd 498 352465 4 $—98 56 
J§ Barion... 35444 4 425 6423485 3—27—55 
Geo White......-...,..- +d 63 4 4 B 529 848544 5—96—55 

Totals...) .++-s4=Fseeenee--e base beeeee 16 1s 924 
Stamford Amateur Rifle Club, 

EH Sanford .........20)- 4 544 4 3 4—98 4446 3 4 5—29—57 
J Hieackle,...- -.-,..-.-.4 4455 5 4-31 4d444 8 3—26—a7 
WH Sanford,.,..ssscsesee5 54848 5-19 44244 3 4—27—56 
RH Keene......setceaz):---4 6466 4 431 834248 3—238—54 

Tota age Seka ey MN, vee gie ryt dd 106 204 
Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Rockwell..-.... 26. %—51 Lowell..... are) 37T—50 
jaborne.,. 1 25-58 Arnold... 25—h4— 22) 



27-57 Dennett, 27 2-53 | 
21—56 Finlayson, 27) 24—A1—-217 

Empire Rifle Club. 

DAVIAS,... 20. eceees+-29 997-56 Far ow....;.....80 27—57 
IOILOIS Es eieaweey huis Qt 27-51 Dudley ........1. 87 25—52—216 

Forty-ninth Regiment Rifle Club, No, 2. 
Tallady. .... see. cce..-23 25-53 MeOartim........99 24-59 
RO WICYs. 5405 wecnee 055480 26—56 stoike............ 95 25—60—211 

Stamford A R ©, Jr, 

SMith........cceeesees BE BI—H1 Wilson..... +27 ©2249 
Bemnett.........5.....25 29-54 Swatwort........25  st—As—210 

New York Rifle Club, 

Hoowlett....20...2.,..-80 24-54 Conlin...........29 24-63 
Luulap....... sevesons-29 92-51 G'Donnell........26  25—51—209 

Irish-American Rifle Club, 

CISPKe wecuetsee--+eree-20 26-51 Mathy. -.... seeeeel 28-56 
McHugh,..............80 16-45 Cavanagh.........28  27—55—208 

Flushing Rifle Association, No. 2. 
Wi'son,... vec eee 3% 92-48 Griffin., +29 QI—BB 
Lath.... seoees2 = 2349 Hicks,............28  23—51—204 

Remington Hifle Club, No. 2. 

Be OPLON Aw eesnieatdsan sc 21 2Q5—D2 Woao0d,eseepeens se. 20 19—48 
LETH es eeuewes cos det. 20—47 + Finn ....2-06... 4528 21—49—196, 

Columbia Rifle Association, D. 0. 
LavritZen....cccseoceee2l  25—49 Lolird econ 0000-426 © 21-—47 
Pattello..,.....,..., 25 21—46 Burnside,.........23  24—62—194 

Forty-ninth Regiment Rifle Club. 
Eaton,.... .-25 28—43 Cook... 25 8—45 
Ancrews,.... aes! ¥3—61 Statford....,...-.23 19—15—192, 

Co E, Second Regiment, Conn, 
SPIKE Yeucsctessme 68 - e520 21—i6 Whitlook..,.......2T o5—52 
NIGhOIS, ..se0...2....- 29 26—55 Colom............23  10—38—191 

Separate Troop 1,N GSN Y. 
Wellington ......nee002 25 19—44 Newell............24 
WARLEFS. secseecssse-ee-24 17-41 Watson........... 26 

No. 19—Suzserierion Marcu. . 

Open to all comers, Distance, 300 yards. Position, stand- 
ing, Weapon, any rifle. Mounds, seyen. Duplicate entries 
allowed. Entrance fee, $1. 24 entries; 3 money prizes. 
WH Jackson.... 444454429 DF Dayid........68448 6 4-238 
WH Dainlap......4 34435 5-23 

A H Wickham, H T Rockwell, H T Quinn, C W Mivor, E E 
Lewis—27 each. GL Morse, N W Arnold, C A Peake, BB Lynch 
—26 each. N O'Donnell, AJ Howlett, JW Mangam, J O P Burn- 
pide—25 each. 

20—44 
28—51—183 

No. 20—Svgnscriprion Marcu. 

F Open toall comers. Distance, 800 yards. Position, stand- 
ing. Weapor, any military rifle. Rounds, seven. Duplicate 
entries allowed. Entrance fee, $1. 16 entries; 8 cash prizes. 
d BStorke,.......3455534-29 WH Jackson.....4 84444 4-27 
CF David........86484 4593 
JS Case, 27; J RB Bayley, 26; HT Rockwell, WH Ogden, J 

OP Burnside, W A Fronch—25 each. 

No 21.—INTERNATIONAL Minttary Matcr, 

Open to teams of twelve from the following: 1—United 
States of America.—The Army of the United States, one team 
from the troops station. d within each of the three military 
divisions—Atlantic, Pacific and Missouri (three teams in all) 
The United States Navy (one team). The National Guard or 
Uniformed Militia of the several States and Territories, in- 
cluding the District of Columbia (one team from each State 
or Territury). 

8--Other Countries.—Eneland, Ireland, Seotland and each 
of the Provinces of Great Britain, of the Provinces of Canada 
and all other countries, one team each from the following: 
The Regular Army, the Militia, the Volunteers, the Nayy of 
any country. ‘The members of each team to be officers or en- 
listed men, and active members of the corps or organization 
which they represent. The shall be selected in such manner 
as shall be prescribed by the military authorities of the Coun- 
try or State they repre-ent, and shall, if required, he certified 
to by them as being their authorized representatives, Dis- 
tances, 200, 500 and 600 yards. Rounds, seven at each dis- 
tance. Posilion, standing at 200 yards, amy with head to- 
ward the target at 500 aud 600 yards. Weapon, any military 
rifle which has been adopted as an official arm by any State 
or Government. Ammunition, any. Entrance fee, $1 each 
man. Five teams entered. Prize--A trophy to be shot for 
annually at Creedmoor or such other range as the National 
Rifle Association of America shall select, to be held during 
the year by the head of the corps or organization whose team 
may win it, and to be returned to the N. R. A. at the expira- 
tion thereof. 

New York State N, G, 
200 yards, 500 yards, 600 yards, Totals, 

Sergt Geo White. 
4644554-81 56446555—-33 6546 8 4 5—31—95 

Priv J H Teackle. 
5644535581 6555433-30 5 45565 3 4—-31—92 

Privy Eavle, 
465465 4 4—31 

Capt Harton. 
445443 5—29 

Privy Orgden. 
444464 4—29 

Priy Price, 
543485 5—29 

Priv D A Og len_ 

28336555—-28 63545 4 5—81—90 

65545685—-8i 845 53 25—-27—90 

Bb55554—-84 642845 8—26—89 

855548429 555334 5—30—S8 

44464823 4465544531 453246 5-27-96 

Eriy Lornrd, 
454453479 6545564—-33 4383 24 2495 

apt Frice. 
444244496 B455586—-30 854444 4-95-94 

Col Gildersleeve, 
4464458493 8455548-29 54452998 8—25—98 

Priv Robertson, 
444454429 4245554532 02446 4 2-21-92 

erg Van Heusen, : 
4444388-25 436444827 85643 2 6—27—~79—1044 

Connecticut National Guard, 

290 500 600 ‘Tl 209 600 60 'T’) 
Lt Clark.....sse+00-.31 42 v4—S7 Lt Osgood...........48 23 17—73 
Prvt Whitlock.......29 82 @-—-Sl Priy Guon...........95 26 21—72 
Capt Newton ....,..3L 28 22—S1 Capt Kennedy.......3L 24 16—T1 
Capt Woodbidge....29 29 20—78 Priv Tinkey......,,..29 22 17—68 
Sergt La Barnes.....26 28 28—77 Capt Hudson........28 ¥2 15—66 
Priv Nichols,.......30 80 15—76 — 
Lt Mahon ......,...,.23 80 16-74 ‘Totial....ce-ses.ssssesuseeces 903 

Military Division of the Atlantic U.S. A. 

26—S6 Lieut Black.....,...27 26 20—73 
¥5—719 Corp Dootsn.. -19 81 20—10 
21—Ts Sergt McBride 25 28 14—62 
“1—76 Lieut Avimes, 28 26 10—59 
17—j6 Priy Prindié.........25 16 15—56 
24—74 _— 

2073 Total 2.52... esecnnssasscab be SUE 

National Guard, New Jersey, 

80 83-84 Priy McCabe....ue.-29 19 21 69 
24—19 Priv CUrry.cccseceecett 24 16—87 

27 @4—T8 Mergt Jours.......,.27 96 11—%d 
19—i3 Priv Stevens........96 23 1)—t1 
20—i6 Dr Maj Nolte.... ,..24 17 18—5y 
21—74 — 
23-72 

Lient Stimis....... 
Capt Townsend.....25 
Lieut Whitlock......2¢ 
Ca ot Grittinn.........29 
Licut Greve. «.+.-.-29 
Lieut Wood......+-.37 
Lieut Alexander... 27 Otley iss aseveedasteont sauneeObl 

Serg Keeshan,,,....26 

Beret Philups.......27 
Sergt Agle.........:28 
Priv Ashton,,......,28 
Priv Derby....-...-.26 
Priv Fales....... 
Corp Walter. . 

31 80—88 Priv Jotnston.......22 16 | 
22—719 Berg McClane....,..24 20 
20—17 Priv Potver.........24 36 
17—63 Corp Rockford......21 17 20 
16—67 Sergt McMahon.....24 10 
14—66 2. 

TOtl], ..:aeereeseeeserstateee-SUS 

No. 22—Minitary Caasrionsaip Maton or Tam U. 8. or A. 

| Fist Srace, | 

Open to all members of the Army, Nayy or Marine Corps 
of the United States, or of the National Guard of any State. 
Hach competitor to appear in the uniform (full dress or 
fatigue) worn by the organization of which he is a member. 
Distances, 200, 500 and 600 yards Rounds, seven at each 
distance. Weapon, the authorized military arm of the organ- 
ization to which the competitor belongs. Position, at 200 
yards, standing; at 500 and 600 yards, any, with head 
toward the target. Entrance fee, $2. 42 entries; 21 prizes, 
CHEagle, SeventhRegiment N GSN VY; 

200 yards, 500 yards, 
444445 4-99 443546 4-29 

W AM. Fatrow, Newport Artillery : 
4555644431 654245895 56 

Geo White, Forty-cighth Regiment NGSN Y: 
6544453-30 4445456 420 

Wm Finn, Forty-eighth Regiment NG SN Y 
43444 

aT 

25448 52387 

365344 3—21_87 

48-25 445645532 3446 6 4 3-999 
J Cayanagh, U 8 Engineers: 

444345 4-23 56463 6 4—s1 53445 4 2-97—96 

W A French, Seventh Regiment NGS WN ¥: 
SS8838452-99 44446 4530 

AB Van Heusen, Twelfth Regiment NGSNY: 
4434444 97 655425 4-30 

J 8 Barton, Forty-eighth Regiment NGSNY: 
444546430 002464 5—20 

E W Price, Seventh RegimentNGS NY: 
443443627 4429335 3—94 

JL Mobi Ore SAaeeD KegimentNGSNY¥: 

566444 4-91-s9 

8538538 4 96-58 

544444 53990 

435545 8—29—-S0 

5 4—27 424448 495 486344 5—98—90 

F H Holmes, Twentieth Separate CONGSNY: 
45445443) 223443 6-93 225654 4—-97—s0 

JL Price, Seventh Regiment NGSNY: 
64445 44-30 234444495 53428 4 4—95—30 

PH Stafford, Forty-ninth Regiment N GSN Y: 
444444 495 44564445—30 

M D Hiads, Twentieth Separate CONGSNY: 
443443 4—26 2403 44 529 

42334 2 3—21—79 

24455 5 5—30—68 
SN Holmes, US Az 

548443 4—97 045464495 044648 5—95—78 

C A Barton. Forty-eighthNGSNY; 
444444 5-29 534454227 344044 3-90-79 

LL fei Pore ee ut Regiment NGSWNY: 
4445499 8345545299 5580038 4—20—T78 

J MeCartin, Forty-ninth Regiment N GS N ¥: 
458444495 433445 3-9 442333 4—28—77 

D H Ogden, Twentieth Separate CONGSNY: 
444543 5—29 43366 3 4—7 4430652 8—91—77 

WS Tiske, US A: 
440284 4-93 6335 5 3 3—2T 24248 6 8-93-76 

W J Underwood Jr, Seventh Regiment NGSNY: 
§6454343-28 85446 5 3-29 045220 6—18—75 

200 500 600 Total, 
© A Clemmings, 48th Regt. ............29 26 19 74 
GR Cecil, US A....-...... a eee ts 29 20 73 
H W Clements, 7h Regt,....0.... 200085 26 21 72 
J F Rowley, 49th Reg.,-..-..... +29 a5 18 72 
H A Gildersleeve, 1st Division... - 22 22 26 70 
JH Veackle, 7th Regt...... .c.c ee eee 23 24 18 70 
M Kelly, 49th Reégt...... sese cece eee DD 29 QL 63 
J W Gardner, 7th Regt, ....«.. —......20 29 18 6T 
W C Clark, Tist Regt....... avoljeleb ab «21 2T is 66 
Wm Robertson, 7ist Regt.............:27 26 12 65 
‘Three competitors retired, 

No, 22—Miuirary CnAMpronspir Maton or tHe U, S.A 
[SECOND STAGE. ] 

Open to the highest sixty in the first stage. ‘The winner of 
the first prize in this stage is entitled to the ‘‘ Championship 
of the United States of America,” for one year. Distances 
800, 900, and 1000 yards. Rounds, seven at each distance 
Weapon, special military rifies, which will be issned on the 
Range to each of the sixty competitors, The rifies will be re- 
ceipted for when issued, and must be returned to the Super- 
intendent of the Range. Position, any. Entrance fee, $1, 
15 Entries, Sharps & Peabody Martini special rifles used. 

J 8 Barton, Fo-ty-eighth Regiment: 
356646431 8554844958 

AB Van Heusen, Twelfth Regiment : 
844543523 825545 4-29 

Seventh Regiment : 
54554-52 502440 0—15 

W M Farrow, Newport Artilleries: 
US53546-2 033555 4-25 

W Finn, Forty-eighth Reglment: 
4438343495 929526 4 0—20 

Wim Robertson, Seventy-first Regiment: 
385405020 8824 R49—19 

Forty-eighth Regiment; 
45326527 2400484-17 

J McCartin, Forty-ninth Regiment: 
2253828219 452303 2-19 

CH Eagie, Seventh Regiment: 
35453654299 8040200—9 

34243 02—-18—iT 

305004 2—i14—70 

JH Teackle, 
55 26403 8 3—20—67 

00080 8 5R—i1l—61 

R043 4 2 2—15—60 

0606 20 8—15—53 

L L Barnes, 
3 000028 4-99-53 

00Rn025 5-12-50 

0050002 % 45 
J Cayanagh, U 8 A Hogineers: 

vu8345 5 3—23 644323 0-21 000000 0— Q—44 

W A French, Seventh Kegiment: 
O48 5864-24 OND00008—8 424400 219-43 

E W Price, Seventh Regiment : 
020433 56-17 2200000—4 0044 553-212 

P H Stafford, Forty-ninth Regiment: 
BU 0v048—10 44048350-19 088000 0— 6G—25 

JL Price, Seventh Regiment: - 
30640 0—12 83050040—12 220000 3— 7—81 

Lieut SN Holmes, US A: 
0232200—9 o00002300—2 000RzR 0 2— 2-13 

No, 23—Sugsoriprion MAtog. 

Open to all comers. Distance, 600 yards. Position, any. 
Weapon, any rifle. Rounds, seven. Duplicate entries al- 
lowed. Entrance fee, $1. 82 entries; 3 cash prizes. 

R Rathbone,.....656656566—8 JOP Borngide...64555 5 bv 
Wm Gerrish.....6 55 65 6 6—35 

HF Olark, 34. § K Wallace, F Hyde, L L Hepburn, H Fisher, 
W H Jackson—33 each, J M T Partello, J N Camp—82 each. 0 
A Hodgman, L Geiger, O Judd, P J Lauritzen, J F Brown, W A 
French, W Gunn, 0 A Peake, 31 wach, G L Morse, D F Davids 
E A Perry—30 each. C E Dwight, G W Davison, J N Camp—29 
each. 8 © Kingman, 28; J W Todd, 27; O Judd, 26; M Oooper 
and H Laird, 25 each. 

No, 24—Sugscrierion Marcu. | 
Open to all comers. Distance, 600 yards. Position, any, 

with head toward the target. Weapon, any military rifle. 
Rounds, seven. Duplicate entries allowed. Entrance fee, $1, 
20 entries; 8 cash prizes. 

WA French.....6 45844429 PJ Lauritzen....2545 533-97 
OY Hougoton....26 36 6 5 3-27 

_ Geo Whi ; DH 
oN Clumiaee LBarnee;3t exch. 

‘No, 25—Isven-Srare oye-Raxcr Maren. 
Open to teams of four from all rifle associations or clubs _ 

in any State or Territory of the United States that may have 
afiliated with the National Rifle Association previous to the 
match, Distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; fifteen shots 
ateach distance; weapon, any rifle within the rules. THn- 
trance fee, $5 each team. 
Prize—A trophy, to be held for the year by the successful 

team, Which shall be deposited in some central place in the 
State whose team may win it. ; 

MASSACHUSETTS. RIFLE ASSOUIATION TRAM. 
d & Sumner—Bocherd Rifle, 

BOerecvevecrenennetd 4565 56 6 4 55 G6 65 G 4 4 dT 
DOO cee ere 6545 55 645 6 6 5 5 4 5-78 

1U00,.....+:s-seeseeet 6 6 5 465 5 FG 5 6 & 5 5 F—4—S 
W & Jackson—Bochard Rifle 

21) Rosch rag 6564606556555 65 5 6 5th 
0 5656566 545 5 6 6 5 6 5—id 

1,000. se teee 68 453 5 6 f 6 6 5 & 6 5—T0219 

A H Hebbard—Bochard Rifle. 

BMD. csseceoterensd, 3S 6 6 5 4.5 6 & 5 GB & 6 B77 
O00 Te ae 6546646465 65 6 Bb 6 4—£9 

1,000, ..-scseepeeeeeedD 3564656556 5 5 6 4 6 & BTl—912 

J F Brown—Ballard Rife. : 
E00... essere OF F654 BH 45 SBSH HS aa 
$00.... wowed 356 34 6564 6 5 8 8 5 5 G 4—H 

1,000........cc¢e7 «8 6B O46 5 65 5B 5 6 4 5 570-107 

Ota pgehanasine Fem ee ela Shcsteus Feud says ch hot pgp tie 
AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB TEAM OF NEW YORK. 

Frauk Hyde—Bothard Rifle. 

§ 5345666655 66 6 5 6 57a 
658565 665 6 45 ¢ 5 H 671 

ceeceepeereeeyd 56856 56 6 5 6 6 6 Bb 5 & §—T8—216 

Tasac L Allen—Bochard Rifle. 

wot 6 656 4G 5 65 5b 4K KB SF 5D 
55 5558 52 bb t 6 2 5 571 
5846565 6 6 56 4 5 56 6 4 5 G—0—3IS 

H OF Clark—Bochard Rifie, 

G00. scedeoesecseeesst 465 5 5G 6 4 4&6 6 8 6 BT 
901, 4655546585 6445 5 4 5-65 

1,0U0....-.... 8446645 65 55 6 4 6 4 5—69—909 

Rathbone—Bovhard Rite, 

Bae54d5565 6604 5 5 Bar 
466464504546 5 2 60 
6666446 5 5 5 8 6 5 b—7i—158 

peesetberveree SBS DGS a nes sptaeadd-s--soyell sidse wn tuscan teseeectee 
COLUMBIA RIFLH ASSOCIATION, 

J OP Burnside—Remington Rifle. 

6465744565556 5 5 6 H—79 
on “0 4554556 55 6 2 8 8 gH 

_ 25643 5.5 8 5 6 & 5 B 5 S—p3—195 

CH Lalri—Remington Rife, 

BOO..eeee eer 0 6 G4 4556 56 6 6 A 6 405 
HO cacocccneese-nd 5B dd BS BH 4 8 4 & BB 5—59 

1,000......ccse0cescet 434 3 6 4 4 6 a 5 6 5G 5—h5—I189 
J T M Partello—Remingion Rifle, 

BNO ccesseeeeeeseeed 46 446 6 8 5 5 5 6 4 4 56S 
3442885655 55 6 44 4 BoB 

84485 4 5 5 6 5 6 5—5Y—I83 

iZ60—Remiogton Rite, 

530665 58 4 4 4 5 5—5T 
S34454 6 48 5 4 4 ¥—F3 
5656086560 483 8 4—50—163 

Mota, Kee, «fh Se ART teh OG. hes, Le 2 RO eee 
No, 26—Wirearepoy Cor Maren. 

Open to all citizens and residents of the United States, 
Distance, 1,000 yards. Thirty shots. Weapon, any rifle 
within the rules, Position, any without arfiticia] rest. Hn- 
trance fee, $1. Prize, the Wimbledon Oup, value #500. Pre: 
sented by the National Rifle Association of Great Britain to the 
N.R. A. of America, to be competed for on conditions to be 
decided upon by the National kifle Association of America, 
and to be held by the winuer till the next fall meeting of the 
WN. R. A, when it will ba shot foron the same conditions, 
Won in 1876 by Henry Pult*n, score 133; 1876, I. L Allen, 
score 139; 1877, Dudley Selph, score 137. 
Frank Hyde, Sharps Rifla.... Peat rca AEDS @...54 5545555 553555585555 

J8 Sumner, Sharps Rifle,...5 44454568 
56555555 b 5—14), 
T H Gray, Remington Rifle.. 5 a eRe he oa 4254955555 50555555646 

HF Clark, Sharps Rifle: 
S5S40 554454545 0455555555554 4 4— if 

CH Laird, Remington Rifle: 
44055055548558555556655455556465 5—187 

W H Jackson, Sharps Rifle: 
B5544455863556545644855565546 5 5-187 

AH Hebbard, Sharps Rifle: * 
44843555354555454565556655566 4187 

LL Hepburo, Remivgton Rifle: 
4345055555553 56086595455554585 55—106 

J F Brown, Sharps Rifle: 
ABSSLHS45555 5445435556845 48565 bbe 

IL Allen, Sharps Rifle: . 
AGHGSO534 5454356545555 5055556 5 4199 

BG Doughty. Remington Rifle; 
BAS5554354565 44545 8455665959 55 8-192 

W S58 Eimendorf, Remington Rifle; 
PSF50A5S5I4T OSHS AAH HFT HH AHF 45 4 F190 

GL Moore, Sharps Rifle: 
Bd OT 2F5RL 65 H4455 5544554559554 5 2-499 

GW Daylson, Peabody Rifle: 
SAB SRGRQF55AASSRHSH SHG HA 4546484 g 4198 

C E Dwight, Maynard Hite: 
4565834933 9565855555 458584456 4 5-198 

HT Rockwell, Sharps Rite: 
S454580655540557563845855485545 4 4-495 

L Geiger, 124; W Gaearrish, 124; Wm Polan : 
192; ND Ward, 121; H Fisher, 119: J P Waters’ 17} Bt Shut 
son, 116; J MT Partello, 114; J O P Burazide, 3; 5 K Wallave, 
113; O Judd, 107; T Lamb, 106; J A Hatrne, 10%,; EA Perry. 100; E H Saniford, 93; A Anderson, 91; 8 T'G@ Dudley, 79; WM 
Farrow, 8 C Kingman and B J Lauritzen retired, 

No, 27—Wixcuester Ripca Maton—ar ran Ruxxie Derr 
TARGEY, 

Open toall comers. Distance, 100 yerds. Weapon, any 
rifle within the rules, includiog repeaters, but sights to be 
over Centre of the barrel. Position standlog. Rutrance fee 
50 cents, which will entitle the compelitor io four runs, AS 
many shots as practicable may be fired during each run. Na 
limit to the number of times.a competitor may enter, but no 
second entry to be fired until al! other competitors present 
have fired their first. Tencents fine for notfiring, for firing 
at deer when out of bounds, or for hittmg the haunch. Fines 
to be paid before 2 second run is fired. a 

Three Prizes—Birst prize to the highest argregate scare of 
any four runs (not necessarily consecutive), a Winchester 
Repeating Rifle (model of 1878), offered by the Winchester 
Repeating Arms Co. of 245 Broadway, N. ¥., value $40—19 
entries, — ' s, 

t6444d56555555 



by Ist.ton. edrans sdron. dt rom, 

ity “oP ao 
0 4 hs 

13 0 6 
0 0 5 

1 0 a] 2 
per Sit it 8 6 

SBE Me Sas 6 8 946 
Hipantord-,..6,..4. 18h entry, ...-, 6 8 6 T 

Al OS ase 7 2 bs 
BE, et) ae S Oo 0 4 
Wein, athe pie 0 8 8 rr) 
oh § Seed 8 % g 
Clits Ams emt eD 5 & 0—46 

WH dackson..........18t 6ntry... & 3 4 2 
LINE Phe so 4 fi 6 
ah es ee 0 0 a ff 
ah ee 0 0 0 0—19 

Homer Fjsiier.,..-.....Je6 " ..... 0 0] 0 0 

Trame Maton 

Open to teams of four officers, non-commissioned officers 
or privates from any military organization, or four members 
of any rifle club or association, Hach organization to send as 
many teams as if desires. Distance, 100 yards. Position, 
standing. Weapon, any military rifle (magazine guns to he 
used as single loaders). Target, the firure of a tramp, having 
83-inch bull’s-eye, 8-inch centre; above the hips, inner ; re- 
mainder of figure, outer, Teams to be formed in two ranks, 
and to fire— 

1st Stage.—As many shots as possible by file firing, within 
one minute after the command ‘* commence fiting,” taking 
earfridzes trom the cartridge boxes ; the second file not to 
fire until the first file has fired, and a bull’s-eye to be deducted 
for each shot fired after the call ‘‘time.” 

2d Stage.—Five yolleys 10 he fired according to the tactics ; 
the Boe fo he given by any person selected by the 
squat. 
‘Shots io be signalled at the end of each stage. Hach team 

may enter as many times as it desires, but will not take more 
than one prize. Hutrance fee, $1 each team for each entry, 
Seventh Regitoenf Team—Capt. J. GL, Price, J. H, Teackle, W. d, 

Undsrwood, Jr, snd B. W. Price. 
FIRST ENTRY. SECOND ENTRY, 

File, Voliey. File. Volley. 
Tilts, Score, Hits, Score.” Hits. Score. Hits. Score, 

Bull's-eye (5)... 2 10 Q u 1 5 0 0 
Centres (4)...,.. 3 12 3 12 45> Lha>” 3 8 
Toners (3)....... 16 48 138 «88 it 42 100.80 
QULETH (2) ....0 4 8 by 6 5 16 ty 12 

Totals....2...26 78 19 ST-185 24 78 18 AN—128 
THIRD ENTRY. FOURTH ENTRY. 

Bull's-eye (5)... 0 o 1 6 0 0 al 5 
Centres (4),..-4 1 4 2 5 1 4 B15: 
Inuers (8). 18 | it 83 13 89 9 aT 
Uuters (2) . 4 & 4 8 9 18 4 & 

Totals........ 25 60 10 Si—120 28 61 1d 50—111 

Washington Grey Troop Team—David Wilson, M, P. Ross, J. FY 
McHugh aud W. T. Miller. 

Fins? ENTRY. 5EGOND ENTRY. 

Tile. Volleys File. Volley, 
Hits, Svore. Hits. Score, Hits. suore, Hits. Score, 

Bull's eye (5)... 1 5 0 0 Ut) i) 0 Q 
Centres (4)..,.,, 1 4 4° #15 Ae 1 « 
Invers (3).. 4 43 B 24 12 «36 11 «#33 
Outers a pee: 23 8 16 15 30 7 14 

Totala......., 87 13 20 56—129 BU 8 19 61—139 

Other Matches. 

MassAonusEris— Walnut Avil, Sept. 21.—Third competi- 
tion; we give the leading scores: 
J Borven... § 64465646 4 4 5-45 
BSB +ontorr 56 46 45 6 5 4 5 8-45 
ON FErye.-- 46446444 5 5-44 
JN frye (re-entry). 6646563834 4 56 4 5-44 
W ARartleth....26 +6 + meewee--s035 asereeee 4 44 65 5 4 4 5 5-48 
W Haitiett(re-entry)..-..---.-- reas) 465445 3 4 4 65-43 
H EB Jepson, --. pee ‘la,efa\e Ove enh 56 4 2 6 5 6 4 4 8-43 
TH Bennett.... 5 6 8B 43444 5-42 
HE Lord..... -4 44444 4 5 4 5-42 
Slas..-. 4 345 5 4 4 5 4 4-42 
) W Law 44445 5 € 4 4 4-42 
J Nichols....02 s+ F oh 445 44 4 4 4 4-42 

Spanrvs’ Ristze Company Ranere.-—Pfridgeport, Rept. 24,— 
The second annual rifle tournament of the Sharps’ Rifle Com- 
pany was beld at their armory, in this city, to-day. One- 
half \he receipts are to be donated to the yellow fever suffer- 
ers of the Sonth. The morning and evening trains from 
Wew York and the East stopped at the factory, and the at- 
tendance of prominent riflemen was large. There were $600 
jn cash prizes, with the number of entries limited. Hour 
targets were arranged at 200 yards, two of which were for 
sperting rifles and two for the military. At the 500 yards 
Tange there were two targets, and at the 990 yards range one 
farget. Shooting began promptly at ten a. m. at all ranges, 
and was kept up incessantly during the day. ‘ithe hazy at- 
mosphere was moist and favorable for shooting, but occa- 
sional fitful breezes appeared to annoy the men at the score. 

Mr, Schermerhorn, of the National Rifle Association, had 
full charge of the shooting during his presence on the range. 
One new and leadiug feature of the cccasion was that of 
eentlemen shooting for and in the names of ladies present, the 
ladies only to receive the prizes won for them. As some dis- 
falisfaction was expressed at this proceeding, the officers of 
the company announced that all prizes won by ladies would 
be duplicated in cash and the original programme of cash 
prizes would be carried out to the letter. The following is 
the result of the shooting : 
Long Range Mateh.—F,. Hyds, 85; ©. Dusenbary, 34; W-. 

Parker, 33; W. H. Bimms, #8; J. W’. Brown, 82; Homer Fisher, 
30; W. H. Jnckson, 84; W. Gunn, 83; C, A. Hodgman , 33; 
@. Lamb, 82;-G.L. Morse, 31, 
Mid Range Match.—C Dosenbury, 40; F Hyde, 88; GC A Paake, 

86; R Rathbone, 35; C A Hodgman, $5; W Gerrish, 85; W © 
Dole, 34; HW A Folsom, 38; F Brown, 37; N @ Alling, 36; F 
Wesson, 25; W CO King, 34: CO Case, 34. 

Short Range Match.—8 8 Bomstead, $2; J Smith, 31; C G Het 
ler, 80; F Wasson, 30; C A. Peake, 20; J F Hill, 29; EW Price 
99; F J Rabboth,31; A J Howlett,61; W Parker, 30; J W Carl 
ton, 29; FG Bennett, 29; Issac McCourt, 29. 

Military Mateh.—J L Paulding, 32; EB O Perry, 31; J H Bar- 
ret, 3i; 8 B Nichols, 30; 8 S Bumstead, 29; T G Lyons, 29; W 
M Clark, 20; R Spitz, 31; H O Nichols, 81; J Smith, 81; Hh A 
Whitlock, 80; H W Prics, 29; T WH Dudley, 29. 

Tn the grove two long tables were ornamented hy the mas- 
sive Bilyer cup recen\!y won by Mr. Frank Hyde, and chowder 
was served at noon. 
Pann Meerine Sixrn Dryiston Rirte Assooration.—This 

meeting will take place at Syracuse on the 2d and 8d of Oc- 
fober. 1si Competitiun—Directors’ Match. 2d Competition— 
Duncan Badge Match.—Open to all members of the National 

1itie; 200 and 500 yards. Rounds, fiye each distance, En- 

to all comers; 200. yards, Any rifle, Beyen shots, Entrance, 

—————— To 

Guard in the Sixth Divislon. Weapon, Remington military 

jianee fee, $1. 3d Competition—Short Range Match.—Open 

$i. Ten prizes. 4th Competition—Sixth Division National 
| Guard Match.—Teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion 
| or separate company of infantry in the Sixth Division. Rem- 
ington rifle, State model. 200 and 600 yards. Five shots at 
each distance. Entrance, $1 each man. ‘Three prizes. Oth 
Competition—Cayalry Match.—Open to teams of five from 
each troop of cavalry in the Sixth Division. Remington mili- 
tary carbine. 200 and 600 yards. Five shotsut each distance. 
Entrance, $1 each man, Four prizes. Gth Competition— 
Officers’ Match.—Open to all commissioned officers in the 
Sixth Division. 200 and 500 yards. Remington military 
rifle ov carbine. Rounds, five at each distance. Pntrance, 
$1.60. Four prizes. 7th Competition—Short Range Match.— 
Open to all comers, 200 yards. Any rifle. Rounds, seven, 
with two sighting shots. Entrance, $1. Ten prizes. 8th 
Competition—Long Range Match.—Open to all comers. Any 
Distance, 800 and 1,000 yards. Rounds, ten. Entrance, $3. 
Four prizes. 

SeprenreipT Rircg CLyp.—l77 Bowery, V. ¥., Sepi, 21.— 
Reduced 200 yard target; Creedmoor ruies: Wm. Seppen- 
feldt, 48; Er. Holtzman, 46; Aug, Grueneberg, 46; John 
W. Adams, 45; Js, Garrison, 45; Albert Keller, 44; Win. 
Olancy, 44; G. Strassner, 40; L, Bachmann, 40; Jacob 
Chambers, 40; Th. Waker, 40; G. C. Walters, 39; M. Win- 
kel, 88; F. Saunders, 38; T, Myer, 37. 

Unirep Souvrrzan Oapnrs.—The Cadets met on the 18th 
at Union Hill and had a grand jolification, ‘This corps of 
youthful marksmen is composed of boys of from te1 to six- 
teen years of age, They use a miniature rifle for drilling. 
The shooting was done with air-guns ata 100-yard range. 
The highest score was 46 out of a possible 64, made by Mas— 
ter Carstens, Peter Michael scoring second wilh 44, Miss 
Bertha Steltjes made a pretty steech in crowning the victor, 
as she pinned a medal to his jacket. Altogether 1f was 4 
most charming festival, and gave great pleasure to both 
young and old, 

ZerriEeR RiLe Cius.—Prize shooting for the yellow fever 
suiferers from Sept. 5 to 15. Number of prizes 42, valued at 
about $120. Ring target, the centre counting 18; number of 
tickets unlimited ; three shots each, but one prize only: 

Rings, Rings 
WOMYES 000 ncwassenesccvnsecess0% PSUMIVAN ......:c0eceerss ee aey 52 
GL Morse...... EE 3 ed 54 Benhansen.,.. 
Jv ReGrohimans 2.222... 0,.2354---- o4 P Fenoing... 
A G Hostetter. wavewsiessceeees Of J Patterson... 
G G Beatee..... Poeine seeded S AeNIIUED gene 
G@ Poiner....- eeea.7--53 A Geiger,....... 
KK Spitz.... ‘ Albert Meyer... 
Dr Duale 63 W Gilselberg .. 
Kalgi.... Theo Hoffsratte 
MS Enge MF Rally...... 
ML Rigys.. T G Boese.. 
Chas Juison.... L Truedel.. 3 
G A SHUITIADD peeeen yee eee eens 52 MCRIEDEN. es lee cere e- terse neat) 

Lévy. --<.« daurecsreseceess eee 02 W Culhane .....: 
Chas emith.........-.-. Pn dbode DAL CLPL AGEY cv ungsclceunies savgeceves 
D Miller....,...,- : ans D2 A DLORIO sy pct cewasesatosess aeieee 40 
T Broadway... .62 McCoy .-.. «50 
Joho Smith 2 Wim Kleln.. 5) 
L Gelger ) # Dotil.., . 50 
Kato.. § H Kelle 60 
Ei Meye .52 Lippie,.. BU y 2 

35) tickets have been shot in all, 

Brinton Rancr,—The next competition for the all comers’ 
gold badge, presented by the Rahway Rifle and Sporting 
Club, will take place on the aboye range, at Elizabetkport, 
N.J,, on Friday afternvon, the 27th inst., at 4:30 o'clock. 
No entries will be received after that time. The conditions, as 
heretofore published, are 200 yards off hand, two sighting 
and ten scoring shots; any rifle under the rules; to be wou 
three times before becoming the property of the winner. As 
this is probably the last competition before the fall meeting of 
the New Jersey State Rifle Association, a full attendance may 
be expected, We understand an attractive programme is in 
preparation for this fall meeting, which will take place com- 
mencing October 8 and continue through the week. 

Fennsyiyanta—Worvistown, Sept. 16.—The match to-day 
between the Norrisiown and Keystone teams was wel! con- 
tested, and our local riflemen are much gratitied at this victory 
over the Philadelphia boys, NRiflemen were present from the 
Keystone, Pennsylvania, West Philadelphia, Social, Girard, 
“Cannibal” (of Camden, N. J.,) and other rifie clubs. ‘The 
scores Were: 

Norristown Team—a, B, Parker, Captain, 

i A Leopold.. nan 

an 

5 5 6 5 4 6 
A B Parker 4445 4 6 6 545 
i T Loeser 5445 465 5 5 4—46 
@ Hi Parker 6564444 4 5 5-45 
G H Kerper. 4655444 65 & 444 
GuWHoreery 2. eos 656 4444 5 4-4 
Eli Bickel.... tis vee 45 6 4 4 £ 4d G 4-44 
W Fricdeborn........-...-..+5 eereeet 456 65 4 4 4 4 443-260 

M Bower, Captain, 

655465 5 5 4 4-47 
5 35 444 656 5 4—44 
4465646565 46 4—d 
454444 4 4 5-42 
454444 4 4 5-492 
3464446 4 4—42 

sasderoas 8423444 5 4 4-42 
DOWN Bawer....---ceeepeeecseeeneeet & 5 4 4 4 4 4 6 B—42—T1O 

A Rivan or Carver.—Dr. Alexander, of Indianopolis, 
Ind., who was set down for a match at that city with J. ©. 
Dunn, is gaining a wide reputation for his skill with the rifle. 
Some of his feats are said to be equal to those of Dr Carver. 
The attention which has been attracted to the so-called ‘* fancy 
shots” by Carver seems to have given an impetus and de- 
yelopment to their accomplishment, 

Tam Rwerzin NeyApa.—Autumn Pine meeting was held 
at Carson City during the first week in September. A large 
number of spectators were in attendance. The Governor of- 
fered a prize of a handsome gold watch, to be competed for 
by teams of twelve. If the scores as they come to us are cor- 
rect, 378 out of a possible G00 was not very remarkable. 

A New Breron Bioox ror A Rirre.—Mr. Jas. McAlpine, 
of New Hayen, has exhibited to us a breech-loading rifle of a 
noyel and simple construction, The breech block slides at 
right angles with the bore of the piece. Ths mechanism to 
put the breech in or out of position consists of but really two 
working pieces. It cannot help tobe very strong, and we do 
Hot see how it can be otherwise than safe. 

Baris Weipep tw Heir Foréar—We are indebted to 
the Scientific American for the following letter, with the cut, 
illustating: how two rifle balls meeting in their line of flight 
are welded together. We have been informed by the Messrs. 
Tatham that ia their serap lead, derived from Southern battle- 
fields, such welded bullets are not uncommon. It would be 
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curious to Know what is the line of fall of the double ball 
thus arrested in its flight. Of course the projectile with the 
greater momentum would carry the bal: with the less power 
in its own line of fight fora short distance, It is very fine to 
spechlate over such matters in one’s chair, but the practical 

experience of such phenomena must be rather dangerous. 
John A. McLaughlin, late Lieut.-Col. commanding Forty- 

seventh Ind. Vet. Vol., writes from Topeka, Kansas, to the 
Seientific American: 

[hand you herewith a curiosity in the shape of a Rebel and 
a Union bullet impacted in the air, which was picked up on 
the field during one of fhe numerous enragements between 
tlie Rebel forces and those of General N. P. Banks, at the 
tlme of the latter's retreat toward the Mississippi River. after 
haying been defeatod in his attempt to capture Shreveport 
Ta., in the summer of 1864, Twasat that time Lient.-Col. 
commanding the Forty seventh Indiana Veteran Volunteers, 
A portion of the regiment was deployed as skirmishers, with 
the main body following four hundred yards in the rear, 
marehing by the flank, These two bullets were impacted in 

the air at a point hetween the skirmish lines of the opposing 
bodies, and carried to the rear of our skirmish line, where 
they fell, like a spent hall, near the head of the column of the 
main body of the regiment. Drum Major Orais, of my regi- 
ménf, seeing the object fall to the ground quite near him, 
picked it up, supposing it to be a spent ball, butinstead found 
it iu the precise condition in which you now see it, He after- 
ward presented it to me asa token of friendship and a me- 
mento of the events throuth which we were passing. The 
larger bullet is the Rebel ball, which is known bythe fact that 
it is of 0.68 calibre, of which the rebels had a large number, 
and the Federal forces in the engagement had none larger than 
0-47 calibre, which is the calibre of the smaller bullet. It is 
supposed that the larger bullet had traveled a less distance 
than the smalier af the instant of the impact, and possibly if 
wus fired with a superior qnality or quantity of powder; and 
this, together with its weight, had the effect of driving the 
smaller bullet back beyond the ling from which it was fired. 

eo 

PASSING RIFLE NOTES ON THE FALL 
MEETING, z 

N OTHING can be more charming than to see a lady take 
a deep and abiding interest in her husband's pleasures, 

Quite a nmber of wives acted as squires for their husbands in 

the late rifle contest, and notably at the long-range match. Tt 
was charming to see, on that importaut occasion, a most gra- 

cious and affable Boston lady, score-book in hand, marking 

adroitly eachexact spot on the note-book target, and coaching 

her husband as to the wind. Such kind solicitude cannot be 

called coaching, and ought to be permissibie under all cir. 

cumstances..... Some quite unfriendly cmticism may haye 

been indulged in as to the trouble which existed on the first 

day of the meeting. A crowd of competitors rushed for 

tickets. When so many men haye determined to shoot, why 
did they not make entries sooner? The tickets had been 
Waiting for nearly a week, and a two-cent postage stamp 
would have simplified the yyhole matter. A clerk af an office 

is not a Briareus, and has not @ thousands hand3 wherewith 
to shove ont tickets. Secondly, there was a very determined 

growl on account of the absence of the President and Secre- 

tary of the N. R, A, Judge Stanton was quite ill in bed until 
Friday, and then left his room scarcely convalescent to attend 

the range. Mr. Schemmerhorn was moying his family to the 
city on the first day of the meet, and, at the greatest personal 

sacrifice, arrived on the ground, and was always on duty, not 
only by day, but at night. During the spring and fall meet. 

ings the labors of the Secretary for about fifteen days may 

average something like eigtteen hours of work per diem. 
The shooting was better than ever. Even when scores are 

relatively the same as in former years, the non-rifle public 

must remember that there were no sighting shots allowed. In 

former years it was quite possible, with two preliminary 

essays, to begin the counting score with a bull; now a fellow 
is lucky if he leads off with a centre at a first shot.....Score 
this in favor of the military matches, that the soldier-guns 

mide as fine work in able hands as the most costly amateurish 
rifles. The shooting at the Runeing Deer was simply won- 

derful. This sheet-iron animal slides along a distance of 110 
feet in4 seconds. If you want to hit it, you must hold some 

2 to 8 feet ahead of the shoulder, to keep smiting it in the 

hauneh. Yet in several single runs thre consecutive bulls’-eyes 
were made, and in one of the appearances and disappearances 

of the deer, Hugh Gildersleeve made 3 bulls and a centre 
with his Winchester, a score never before equalled. So much 

for shooting @/@ Carver. Scotch game-keepers and Muglish 

noblemen, used to stalking on the Highlands, might come 
over,and take achance. The Tramp was well peppered, and 

was mora attractive in cast-iron than in the flesh. Several 
ladies went for that Tramp with rifles and pistols. Tt being 
off in a quiet corner, the fair sex had ample opportunity to 

maul that Tramp. At 100 yards, one lady, in three shots, 
made a bull (8 inches) and 2 inners, which was one shot in 

each three seconds, and with a reyolyer. Many ladies could 
have taken a bit off of the end of a tramp’s nose every time 
with # pistol. General Wingate was ahead, At 100 yards, 
with a pocket revolver, 38-inch barrel, 32 cal., the General did 

better tham many of the tiflemen.,...Nothing could hay 

shee 
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been finer than the long-range match of the champions for the 
Leech Cup. Ti was a galaxy of the best long-range men in 
the United States—may we not say in the world? There was 
an easy way about it, a methodical manner of loading, a quiet 
Tepose of position, and the result was bull’s-eye after bull’s- 
eye. No fluster, no press, no anxieties—only great calm, 

fixity of purpose, and the bang of the rifle. 
oes 

THE RIFLE IN COURT. 

The testimony given by Mr. Charles D. Leet, at Ballston 

Spa, in the trial of Jesse Billings, Jr., for murder, was of a 
most interesting character, and shows how thoroughly the 

subject of arms and ammunition las been studied. Mr. 

Leet is an expert in the manufacture of cartridges, hay— 
ing been employed at Bridgeport, Connecticut, and 

haying worked in the Ordnance Department in Vienna. It 

became necessary for the jury to be made familiar with the 
character of the projectile discharged from the arm as to its 
being fired from a pistol or rifle, and whether a conical or 
round ball had been used. One quite curious point was the 

determination at what distance the arm was fired which 
resulted in the death of a woman, and also if certain marks 

on a window sill were due to imperfectly burned powder. 

It might have been possible that some arm other than a car- 
bine which had been found in a well had been used, The 
carbine produced in eyidence was declared by Mr. Leet to 
be & Ballard .44, and after certain marks on the ball had been 
examined, the expert declared the ball to be one fired from 
& Carbine, and not froma pistol. The weight of the lead 
taken from the skull of the victim weighed 165 grains 
—when whole the bullet weighed 220 grsins. The grooving 

on the lead being wide, Mr. Leet was positive that it could 
not have been fired from a pistol. As tothe powder marks 

on the windows the expert deposed as follows: 

He thought that the residuum of powder might be found 
ata distance of from forty to fifty feet. He never found 
any powder that would burn at that distance. They-wete 
only dark particles, or the ashes of powder, tind certainly 
could not be fouud further than fift™ feet from the muzzle, 
according to the stresgth oi the powder, Occasionally 
cartridges jose their strength. If the shells are left in the 

__boisun the tallow or wax may melt, and if the rim of the 
shell is loose it may run down into the powder and kill the 
fulminate. The witness then described how shells were 
filled, showing that one might contain more grains of 
powder than another, owing to the carelessness of work— 
men. All this would lessen the power of penetration, 

When thesash through which the ball was fired was ex- 
amined, the witness said: 

The ball had keyholed the window. By keyholed he 
meant that it struck the glass about a quarter sideways, A 
bullet striking the glass point blank would make a perfectly 
round hole. The hole in the window pane is elongated a 
sixteenth of an inch, and that shows that the ball struck it 
sideways. Balls did not keyhole without a cause. Ho had 
seen a hundred shots fired from s pistol through one smaller 
than this. THe had seen Dan Wesson, of Springfield, do it 
a hundred times. ‘The shape of the hole in the window was 
not due to the angle from which the bullet was sent, but was 
cased by the position of the ball when it struck the glass. 
The glass did not break the foree of the bullet. The likeli- 

_hood is that when it left the muzzle of the rifle it canted a 
little, a8 is frequently the case when a rifle is foul or dirty. 
Sometimes bullets turn clear around before striking. If a 
fun ae not rifled the bullet would tip as soon as it left the 
muzzle. 

This very interesting question of the wasting or dispersion 
of the ball was also given by Mx, Leet: 

The questioning turning upon the percentage of waste re- 
sulting from the peculiar fragmentary condition of a bullet 
after it has reached its object, the witness said that he knew 
no way of gauging it. He judged that it was according to 
the resistance offered. He had seen 220-prain bullets lose 
more than half of their weight, The logs ranged from 1 to 
137 grains. That was his experience for twenty years. It 
depends in a great measure upon the speed with which a 
bullet ig started and the resistance it meets. A bullet will 
lose ane grain without sny resistance, A bullet shot into 
sand would gain weight, because the sand would 
adhere. He said that if a bullet should strike a glass 
point blank another ball cast in the same mould would 
ot go through the hole without scraping the lead from its 
side. 
With the guilt or innocence of the accused in this case we 

have nothing to do, We only bring the evidence in regard 
to rifles and ammunition as interesting to our Teaders, and 

as likely to settle quite a numerous category of questions. 
ee 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

SHOOTING RUNNING GAME WITH 
THE RIFLE. 

HE best of shotgun shooting is tame compared with rifle 
shooting on large game; and eyen of this the best 

standing shooting is tame compared with shooting it on the 

run. Not only is this the very acme of the pleasures of the 
field, but itis also a great necessity, and, on some kinds of 

ground, alniost indispensable to success. But, in the whole 
line of shooting, there is nothing which at first is so pro- 

vokingly puzzling. The number of deer which will bound 

away unharmed from the best of standing shots is amazing, 
Wor will skiil wlth the shotgun be of any ayail at first, but 
rather a hindrance. Col, Gildersleeye last spring, at the 
Creedmoor running deer target, made only two hits out of 
thirteen shots, and this although all thirteen shots were on 
open, level ground, all under precisely similar conditions and 
ata Known distance, speed and jump of the deer. 
Nearly all of the trouble comes, first, from a disregard of 

two simple principles; and, second, from ignorance of the 
extent of their influence, even when thought of. And this 
information nearly every one has to work out for himself 
through a long series of mortifying failures. Though nothing 

can supply the place of practice, directions can still goa long 
way toward keeping one out of errors, into which, if left. to 
himself, he will certainly fall—which ‘will surely be fatal to 
success, and which he will not learn from his own experience, 
except ata price that will make him mad every time he 
thinks of it. ‘These principles are very simple in the abstract, 
but it is astonishing how one will overlook them in practice. 
The first is, that an aim that is close enough for the best of 
shotgun shooting is not close enough to hit one deer out of 
ten at any considerable distance. Nearly every deer hunter 
has found out to his disgust the wonderful éase with which a 
deer, standing broadside at only fifty yards, may be missed 
with arifle. The least little carelessness in aim is apt to be 
fatal to success. Therefore, the very first thing to do when a 
deer starts is to recollect that you have a rifle, and not a shot- 
gun, in your hands. Then throw the rifle ahead of the deer, 
and get your eye on the sights the very first thing; and be sure 
and keep it there, making the sights the most prominent object 
of attention. You will have no trouble in seeing your game 
plainly enough, but a great deal in keeping your eye properly 
upon the sights. It is best tothrow the rifle ahead at first 
(unless in a straightaway run), because, if the sights come on 
him, you will find the temptation to pull almost irresistible. 

The next principle is, that if the deer be at any distance, or 
going at any speed, if you shoot directly at him you will not 
touch him, unless he is running very low and nearly, or quite, 
straight away. Therefore, you must hold on the spot where 
he will be when the ball gets to him, This distance neces- 
sary to hold ahead is surprisingly great, even to one perfectly 
familiar with the distance necessary to hold ahead of crossing 
ducks with a shotgun, Ihave seen the ball strike behind a 
deer at about seventy-five yarda when I held fully five feet 
ahead of him, But as a deer usually runs, from two to four 
feet will be enough to reach him back of the shoulder at 

| seventy-five yards; and this holding ahead must positively 
not be neglected, even when the game is running slowly or 
uartering, if it 18 at any distance over thirty or forty yards. 
yen on a deer walking at sixty or seventy yards you will be 
apt to make a ‘‘paunch shot” unless you seé a little strip of 

On hares run- 
ning—even quartering—at only twenty yards, I have invari- 
ably struck behind them when holding on the body instead 

daylight between your sights and his breast. 

of afew inches ahead. The amount of margin necessary to 
to allow at different distances can be learned only by practice; 
but with a small wheel rolled where you can see the balls 
strike you con carn a greatdeal about it, and if you can make 

| ve wheel bounce by obstructions on a hillside it will be much 
etter. 
Strict attention to sights and simply holding the right dis- 

tance ahead will reach nearly all large game, except deer, 
which is the hardest of all to hit. So far, we haye supposed 
him to berunning low. But generally a running deer is a 
bounding deer and often a bouncing deer, The black-tailed 
deer especially often runs as if bouncing on India rubber, 
rising, apparently without effort, from one to two feet at 
every jump. When running over ground that is rough, 
rocky, covered with logs or low brush, a deer is nearly al- 
ways jumping with high and often irregular springs. Now 
(unless very close), just as surely as you shoot at where he is, 
just so surely will the ball strike where he is not. The best 
way is to catch him as he strikes the ground, and for this pur- 
pose, where you have time, you must keep the rifle abead of 
him for several bounds, until you catch the length and height 
of his jump. Then, when he is at the highest point, shoot 
at the spot where he will he when he strikes the ground, and, 
above all, be sure and pull when he isin the air. To get the 
right distance ahead, and at the same time the right elevation, 
and pull just at the right time, is a very nice operation, and a 
miss is never discreditable; but, with care and coolness, you 
will in this way make shots over which you will chuckle for 
amonth, If a deer be running low you may disregard this 
up and down motion, and if running very fast you must dis- 
regard it; but when bounding high you cannot overlook it 
with satety, and in straightaway shots you must hold about 
for his knees when he is up. 

Nothing is so essential as cara and coolness. Don’t try any 
snap: shots, unless it’s your only chance. I have twice wiped 
the eye of a much better shot, whose anxiety to get first shot 
made him a little careless and made him miss each time a 
good chance within fifty yards. Let quickness come with 
time, and make it your main object to send the ball to the 
right spot, even if your game gets a few yards further off, 
In timber you may be edified by the ‘‘chug” of the ball into 
a tree when you thought you had a sure thing on the deer. 
Always look out for an open place to shoot through, 

The sights should be moderately coarse, and the front one 
of ivory, except for hunting on snow, where brass or gold is 
the best. File off the “‘uck-horn” sides of the back sight, 
so that you can get a clear view of your game when holding 
ahead of it. The '* buck-horns” are really of no use but to 
prevent reflection of light from the corners of the notch, and 
this you can do a8 well by rusting them with iodine or acid, 
I go so far ag to cub down the sides until the notch stands in 
a little cupola in the middle, affording a perfect view all 
around it, Ifind such aoneé worth « cartload of buck-horn 
sights, though it takes a little practice to get used to it, when 
it is caught just as quickly by the eye as any other. The pull 
of trigger should be about one-half to two pounds. <A set 
trigger is an abomination for running shooting; equally so is 
the Creedmoor three-pound pull. 
Try these directions and report progress. If they don’t 

work it will be because you are deceived in distance, haye a 
poor rifle or haye not got over the nervousness that will bother 
any one until he has killed several deer. 

Miners Ranch, San Diego Co., Cal. T. 8. Van Dyxg, 

Aprouiinaris WatErR Company.—Some very untrustworthy 
and malicious articles having been written and circulated in 
regard to the Apollinaris Company, the agents desire us to 
convince the public of the falsity of all such assertions, ad- 
vanced by rivals who are water manufacturers, Something 
has been printed, headed ‘'U. 8, Assay Office,” derogatory to 
apollinaris Water. Tbe best proof that such statements pass 
unnoticed is tliat at present in all the U. 8. hospitals Apolli- 
naris Water is used and highly recommended by the surgeous. 
The popularity of this water, in spite of jealousies and futile 
attempts to check its progress, is ever increasing. While in 
1874 Great Britain used some 300,000 bottles, last year the 
amazing amount of 400,000,000 bottles were taken. The de- 
mand in the United States quite equals, if it does not surpass, 
the Huropean figure,s Apollinaris Water is indorsed by the 
leading professors in the hospitals of London and Paris, That 
it is a pure natural water, unadulterated, untouched, and that 
itis bottled as it flows from the spring, is attested by the 
United States Consul at Cologne. Messrs. Frederick de | 
Barry & Co,, of New York, are the sole agents in the United 
States and Canada. 
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Rational Pastimes. 
ARCHERY BOWS. 

New York, Sept. 22. 

en 

Epiron Fornst ann Srrmam : 

I see, in your article on archery last week, thal your corre- 
spondent has broken a number of bows of Hiphfeld'’s make. 
I presume some bows will break, the same as some guns will 
burst, even when made by crack makers. The trouble is, 
bows ate made too cheap--that is, people are not willing to 
pay for a good article, and therefore the makers must slight 
their work to get it cheap enough. I have yet to hear of any 
of Aldred's bows breaking (excepting one lady's how out. of 
absut one hundred sold), but every one complains of the price 
of his bows, while admitting that they wear splendidly. I 
have used a lancewood bow made by Aldrid over five months, 
almost daily, and it is as perfect as the day it was bought. 

** Archer’ should remember that in the tie mentioned in 
his letter the greatest number of hits wins. I do not ayree 
with him that forty yards is the best distance to test the 
shooting, but it is far enough for the first season's shooting. I 
hear of one club using a four-foot target at twenty yards! 
One might as well shoot atthe side of a barn, The trouble 
is that three-fourths of the bows sold are not capable of 
sending an arrow with any accuracy over forty or fifty yards. 
The American bows are most always stamped with a weight 
beyond the true one. Probably they may pull up to weight 
when tested, bnt they soon lose their strength. 

IT believe Dr. Carver only uses a bow at short range. Any 
wood will do for that style of bow, Mr. Manrice Thompson, 
I believe, has never used a yew how, and he wrote me he 
never heard of Aldred’s wake, The bows (lemon-wood and 
maplewood) he praises are among the poorest woods. Wun- 
dredsof years of experience have given the English « hig start 
in these matters, and we must not expect to beat them the first 
season, 

1 do not doubt but split bamboo and cedar, or a combination 
of the two with hickory, may make a splendid bow. If the 
demand continues, some one will probably find the material 
among our native woods, but 1 doubt if a perfect bow can be 
furnished for $3. W. H. 

ee 

Ornitant AROHERS,—24-inch target ; distance, 30 yards; 
Ends. ae Valne. 

Capt. W. Holberton.. 
J. McD. Gardener. . 6 
Miss H. Yon Boskere 11 16 52 
Miss K. &. Poor...... iL 6 10 
Miss N. Hopper. . 8 fi 18 
Miss E. Hopper., i) 4 4 20 
WHEN DONA aac anet ieee hens amuses s 8 4 14 

AMO NS Re re ee Boe ae ee tod 14 

aS Tits, ae 
Capt. dS Hoppatars asc i+ cts eee cet eees lj i 
TE AseLOOUs tote w AL 7 26 
Mrs. Holhertons. i ..0) 0). esas i 6 18 
Miss 8. Quackenbusll,..........ssesere-s> 1 4 uy | 
Miss L. Quackenbush,.,,......,-...+000 11 3 9 
Mise Gardinens. 2, (eerste ete. tras comes 9 2 3 
Miss R. Bogert.............4- 4 pe 8 4 12 

LVL e Se Pee oo erry ord bre ates 28y oie fy omens M5 

Anonrry.—Match at Crawfordsville, Indiana, July 4, 
1878, between four members of the Kokomo Archers and 
an equal number of the Wabash Merry Bowman; repwlation 
target; 30 shots each at each distance: 

HOROMO ARIE, 

20 Yards. 80 Yards. 40 Yards. Total, 
Will Gausé......-- 2.04. eee 170 120 7 Sus 
Chas. Leach... 5. 20s0--- 202 154 137 43 
W. A. Buasell...............- 212 131 116 453 
OSA, Ay ae earn ees+ i aaa 214 169 120 §12 

otBl ss. P Aek ot da re 798 O74 454 1896 
WABASH MERRY LOWMEN 

Will H. Thompeon.......-..- 250 DAT 171 £38 
H. H. Talbot....:.4:.--1-<.. 193 191 125 506 
WallArewers. fehissepaes ete are 184 1238 110 492 
John A. Boos.....-...--.---+ 208 138 116 461 

TOA sa. kan ene 834 674 519 027 
Wabash Merry Bowmen won by 201, 

Laonossz,—At Prospect Park, Brooklyn, last Saturday, 2 
game of lactosse was played by players chosen from the 
Brooklyn Lacrosse Olub, the Rayenswood Lacrosse Club and 
the New York University Club. One side was led by Cap- 
tain Cluff and the other by Captain Calder. The result, of the 
strucgle was five goals won by Captain Oluff's side and three 
coals by Captain Calder's side. The members of the Brooklyn 

por une Club, the Rayenswood Lacrosse Club, the New York 
University Club, the Brooklyn Atletic Club, the Metropolitan 
Athletic Olub and other associations that exercise in the opon 
air, including base ball clubs, will unite in giving a grand la- 
crosse entertainment next Saturday afternoon at the Oupitol- 
ine Grounds—in all twenty-seyen different games—for the 
benefit of the yellow fever sufferers, 
A championship match at Toronto, Sept. 21, between the 

Torontos and Caughnawaga Indians, was won by the latter, 
who took the first, fourth and fifth games. 

New York vs. AvsrRaria,—The eighteen cricketers of the 
St. George, Staten Island and Manhattan Clubs, who ave to 
play in the grand match at Hoboken on Monday and Tuesday 
next, were selected on Tuesday, and they are as follows: 
§. T. Soutter, of the St. George Club, bowler; Ii, J, Cross, 
of the St. George Club, wicket keeper; A. Marsh, of the St. 
George Olub, captain and field; B, W. Moeran, of the St. 
George Club, bowler and slip; CO. W. Bance, of fhe St. 
George Club, point; J. B. Sleigh, of the St, George Club, 
cover point; J. B. Cashman, of the St. George Club, bowler 
audslip; J. Frazer, of the St. George Club, mid-wicket ; P. 
Allen, of the St, George Club, mid-wicket ; P. J. Conover, of 
St. George Club, long leg ; G. Giles, of the St. George Clnb, 
bowler and short lez; A. Harvey, of the Staten Island Club, 
bowler and slip; J. R. Moore, of the Staten Island Club, 
long stop; J. A. Sprague, of the Staten Island Club, bowler ; 
E. W. Stevens, of the Staten Island Club, square leg; W. 
Brewster, of the Manhattan Club, howler and third man; B. 
Greig, of the Manhattan Club, bowler field; F', Rogan, of the 
F. Rogan, of the Manhattan Club, long field. Substitutes— 
Messrs, Maynard, Eyre and P. Ronaldson, of Staten Tsland. 

Tur ELEVEN oF Pumapetpata.—The following eleven has 
aeons 

» Brewater, 
been selected to represent Philadelphia in the 
match against the Australians, yiz.: Francis 



mas Hargrave, Edward 
‘Charles A. Newhall, Daniel §, 
hall, and Robert 8, Newhall. 
AmArecr Coampronsaies or AwericA.—The ninth annual 

fall games and championships of the New York Athletic 
Club, (grounds 150th strect and Mott avenue, Mott Haven, 
New York City, open to amateurs), will be held on Saturday, 
October 12th, 1878, commencing at two o'clock Pp. m., for 
which entries will close on Saturday, October 6th. The pro- 
gramine will be as follows, unless circumstances should de- 
mand a change: 100 yards run, running high jump, one mile 
rin, putting the shat, 440 yards run, running broad jump, 120 
yards hurdle race (10 hurdles, 3ft. 6in, ), throwing the hammer, 
220 yards run, three mile run, pole leaping, throwing 56lb. 
weight, three mile walk, half mile run, tug of war (teams of 

‘four, two substitutes). Gold, silver, and bronze medals will 
be given in each championship game, excepting tug of war, 
where a set of colors will be given. An entrance fee (not re- 
turnable) of one dollar per man, for each and every games 
must accompany all entries. No communication will receive 
attention unless addressed to the club box; and all person, 
are particularly requested not to call upon the officers at their 
places of business. Handicap games will be given on election 
day. Entries can be made with the Secretary, N. Y. Athletic 
Olub, P. O. Box 3101, New York. 

Snort Hines Atrarerio Orve.—The annual fall meeting 
will take place Oct. 5, beginning at3r,M. The programme 
consists of ten events, the entries for which close on the 28th 
inst, All communicationa should be addressed to A. Noel, 
Jr., Secretary, P. O. box 898, New York. 

Poamrie.p Atanetio Cros.—The fifth annual games will 
take place on the new one-fifth mile track belonging to the 
club at Plainfield, N. J., Oct. 9. Entries close Wednesday, 
Sept. 25, Address J, A. Demarest, P. 0, box, 768, Plain- 
field, N. d, 

Maynatran Aranerro Onvs.—'This club held their annuay 
games at the club grounds, Eighth avenue and Fifty-sixth 
street, this city, with the following programme : 

nd red Yards Ruw Handicap—Trial Heats.—Firat heat—H, L, 
g New York, 11 yards, 1; 10s. J, Lafon, M, B. C., 1 yard, 2. 
200NG haat—k Ruhe, New York, 4 yards, 1; 10368, E, H. Van 

Aradale, G. A. O., 8 yards, 2, Third heat—E, G. Gurney, M, A. 
C., Tyarde, 1; walk-over. ourth heat—H. H. Moritty, 8. a. A. 
G.,8 yatds,1; 10 25s, OC. F. W. Dambiraum, 8. A. A. C., 11 
yards, 2. Witth heat—H. P. Wilkinson, Adelphi A, O., 7 yards, 1; 
104¢s, J. F. Burns, Greenpoint A. C,, B yards, 2. Bixth heat— 
A. Noel, Jr,,8, A. A. O., 11 yards, 1; 103¢4. HH. T. Moore, Jr., 
Stevens’ Iuetitute, 7 yards, 2. Seventh heat—M. J. Gilligan, 
South Brooklyn A. O., 8 yards, 1; 10 3-50. J. W. Murry, Jr., 

‘land Law, 

Plainfleld A. C., 7 yards, 2. Eighth host—J, L. Smith, Yonkers 
Lyceum, § yarda, 1; 1057s. _P. Bissell, N. Y,, 9 eae 2. Ninth 
heat—J. C, Wey, A. A. O., 7 yards, 1; 104gs, M. Bishop, A. A. 
C., 10 yarda, 2. 
Runsing Brosd Jump.—W. ‘I, Livingstone, H. A. C., 1; 19ft, 

din. J. 1. Smith, Yonkers Lyceum, 2; 10ft. 34¢in. 
One Mile Walk Handicap.—Forty-one starters—W. Purdy, 

Greenpoint A. O., 1; allowance, 30 seconds; 7m. 2038. J. F. Gib- 
bons, 8, A. A. 0., 2; allowance, 75 seconds. W. Hall, N. Y., 3; 
allowance, 60 seconds. It waa afterward discovered that the above 
mon had walked a lap short, and the medal waa awarded to W. KR, 
Whitmore, N, ¥. A. O., allowance, 85 seconds. 

Potting the Shot.—J. Briton, 8. A, A. C., 34ft. bin., 1. J. Ma- 
hon, M. A, G., 34ft. 2in., 2. A. T. Moore, Jr., Steyens Institute, 
lft. 3in,, 3. 

: Sone Hundred and Yorty Yards Run,—F. Bonham, Harlem A. 
Q,, 1; 55igs, W. H, Griffin, M. A. 0.,2, ©, H. Roland, Yonkers 
Lyceum, 3. ( er 

‘Dhrowing the Hammor,—W. B. Curtis, N, ¥, A. O., 79, 1. 0. 
A, J. Queckberner, 8, A. A. C., T8ft. 10in., 2. G. D. Parmly, M. 
A. G., 78ft. Sin., 3, h 
Half Mile Run Handicap—Trial Heats.—First four in éach trial 

to run in final. Tirst trial heat—W, A. Barnes, H. A, C., allow- 
ance, 60 yards,1; 2m. 5s. W. B, Dowd, Mystic B. G., allowance, 
65 yarda, 2; W. R. Hewith, H. A. ©., allowance, 50 yards, 3; KH. O, 
Lamontagne, N. ¥, A. O,, scratch, 4, Second trial heat—N. H. 
Steele, Greenpoint A, C,, allowance, 45 yards, 1; 2m. Yas. W. 3. 
Pryor, New York, allowance, 50 yards, 2; E, H. Van Arsdale, 
Greenpoint A. C., allowinees aD yarda, 3; C, H. Rowland, Yonkers 

coum, allowance, 15 yards, 4. 
eeedted Yards tdaheapeSceond Trial Heats,—Viret heat—H. 
L. Ross, New York, allowance, 11 yards, 1; 10s, Second heat—A. 
Noel, Jr., 8. A, A.O., allowance, 11 yards, 1; 10}¢a. MM. Bishop, 
A. H, G,, allowance, 10 yards, 1; 10 2-5s. 
Pole Leaping.—A, Ing, 8. A. A. ©., 9ft. 9in.; George MoNichol, 

M. A. O., 9fc. Sin, These gentlemen kept jamping untildark, but 
ae neither could clear 10 feat the referee declared the matoh a 
draw. 
Two Mile Walk,--T, H, Armstrong, H. A. O.,1; I4m. 28. J. 

Y. Wolcott, M. A. O., 2; 16m. 6a. Four started. 
Two Mile Bun,—W. J. Duffy, H. A. G., 1; 10m, 35575. T, H, 

Smith, M. A, O., 2; 10m. 363{s. Won by 6 feet, after a close 
Tce. 

Half-Milé Run Handicap,—Final hest—W. EH, Barnes, H, A, C,, 
allowance, 60 yards, 1; 2m, 5578, D. H. Steel, Greenpoint A, O,, 
allowance, 45 yards, 2, . i 

Four Hundrad and Forty Yards Hurdle Race Handicap.—First 
heat—E. G, Gurney, M. A. 0., allowance, 14 yards, 1; Im, 4s. J. 
Lafon, Mystic B. G., seratoh, 2. Ssvond heat—O, W. Krangnaar, 
M, A. ©., allowance, 40 yards, 1; 1m. George P. Work, New York 
Lacrosse Olnb, allowance, 16 yards, 2. 
Hondred Yards Ron Handicap,—First heat—H. L. Rose, New 

York, allowance, 11 yards, 1; 108, A, Noel, Jr., 8. A.A. C., al- 
lowanes, 11 yards, 2. 

One Mile Run—For Members of the Dauntless Boat Club.—0O, 
E. Vrotter, 1; 6m. 20348, W. Rolston, 2; H. Peunock, 3. Nine 
ptarted. . 
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Hurdls Race—Handicap, —Final 

heat—O; W. Krausnuar, M. A, O., allowance, 40 yards, 1; 1m. 
aigs. J. Lafon, Mystic B. C., scratch, 2, E. G. Gurney made a 
protest on grounds of a fowl, but it was nob allowed. . 
Tug of War,—Firet heat—Blizabeth Club Team, G. H. Babsock, 

captain; J. J. Crane, G. C. Grundy, Jr., and J. Whelan, aguinst 
Scottish American Athletic Olub team. M. E. Moore, captain; BE. 
Arnold, H. ‘Thompsonand 0. A. J. Queckberner, Scottish Ameri- 
gan wou. Time, lm. 293. Vinal heat—Scottish Ameriosan against 
New York Athletic Club; W. B. Curtis, captain; J. G, Truax, C. H, 
Truax and G, M. Smith. Scottish American won. Time, Im. 51s. 
Running High Jump.—H. EH. Picken, New York Athletic Ulub, 

1; oft. 4in. W.R. Boers, Staten Island Athletic Club, 2; ft, Sin, 

HugHes Anp O’LeAny.—These two pedestrians start_on 
their championship walk next Monday at 12:05 4 mu. The 
rata will be at Gilmore’s Garden and under the supervision of 
local athletic clubs. Both men are in excellent condition, 

Tue Broycnz.—At the Attleboro, Mass., Warmers’ and 
Mechanics’ Association Hxhibition, Oct. 3, there will be bi- 
cycle races open to all amateurs, First prize, an elegant du- 
plex bicycle, valued at $100 ; second prize, silyer pitcher and 
goblet, yalued at $25, Enuries to be made on or before Uct, 1 
1o Frank J. Barden, North Attlehoro. For particulars spply 
to Albert A. Pope, $7 Summer street, Boston, or to Frank 
Barden, North Attleboro, 

5 

George M, New- 

The proprietors of Beacou Park, Boston, ure discussing 
the laying of a cinder path inside tle trotting course, This is 
pesepee for the bicyclists, who are looking for a suitable 
rack. 
Why do we hear nothing of the bicycle in New York? 
Boston nas a new club, making {he third now organized. 

Bangss, Warsieus.—Mr. N. M. Shepard, of No. 150 Fulton 
street, New York,has sent us hia catalogue containing {he innu- 
merable different pieces of work made by him. As the cata- 
logue shows, Mr. Shepard was the manufacturer of the major 
part of the medals presented by tha Porssy AND Srrmam this 
season fo various title clubs and sportsmen’s associations. The 
work made by Mr. Shepard is in the best of taste, of fine 
workmanship, and can be furnished at a reasonable price, 
Having competent artists, designs can be furnished with 
promptness, 
et 

HerMANN, THE PrEstipieirateur.—Nothing can be more 
simple, more readily understood, than the tricks performed by 
Hermann at the Aquarium. This sleight-of hand personage 
walks among the audience and asks foreves and lemons. Now 
it is well known that ladies and gentlemen neyer, at least in 
New York, go to an evening's entertainment without eggs and 
lemons. It so happens, however, that the exact peoplé Her 
mann asks to furnish him with eggs and lemonsdo not appear 
tohave them. This makes litle ot no difference, for eges 
and lemons are instantly forthcoming from ladies’ hats and 
gentlemon's shirt collars, Hermann, having collected then a 
walnut, a lemon, an orange and « lady's gloves, puts all 
these articles on different tables, and then he passes the nut 
into the egg, and the egg into the lemon, and the lemon into 
the orange, and next witha knife he cuts the whole of the 
yarious things in two, and in the nut, which is in the middle, 
are the gloves. It is just as easy ns that. All that is required 
is to know how to pour one thing into another, Something 
else ke does is so ridiculously commonplace that it is hardly 
worth repeating, Hermann slows you two white rabbits. 
There they are. Theo he puls one rabbit; into the other, and 
there is but one rabbit. Next he makes that single rabbit 
swallow itself, and there is not any rabbit at all. Of course 
there is nothing in that; anybody can do it. It is real 
child’s play another manteuyre [lermann goes through, He 
walks right into the middle of the audience with a pocket. 
handkerchief, not an extra large one. He flirts it about and 
shows you that there is nothing in it, and the next minute he 
draws from under it a globe with gold fish swimming in it. 
You have only to go to any gentigman’s furnishing store, and 
of course youcan buy a dozen pocket-handkerchiefs with 
aquaria in them. AJl these things which Mr. Hermann does 
are of this easy matter-of-fact clinracter. Of course there waa 
a very large audience of people, who were amazed at what 
they saw, and laughed and wontlered. Now we should like 
to know what there is strange in an old bald-headed man's 
hat, which when taken off the man’s head is found to contain 
several bushels of cut flowers. Old entlemen habitually go 
about New York thus crowned with flowers. Just let people 
go to the Aquarium and see Hermann, and when they come 
home they will reason if all out and know quite as much about 
itas wedo. But how the watermelon was found in our soft hat, 
or how a pair of brogans and a shovel came out of our neatly 
folded umbrella, we must confess slightly puzzles us. Maybe 
sonic of our readers can explain. 

answers ta Correspondents, 

Ne Notice Takon of Anonymous Conimutnications. 

W. T., New ¥ orE.,—Qulte safe, 

G. L. D,, Boston.—A maker In excellent repute, 

8. V., Warren.—Mr, J, J. Berry, Hackensack, N.J., wishes your ad- 
dress, 

H. W. H., Montreal.—What you wunt is made by W. 8, Goss, Neosho 

Falis, Kangas, 

J. A. D., Cambridge,—The parties who advertise the goods you want 
in our paper are quite rellable, 

R, E. D., Georgetown.—The gun used by Dr. Carver isa moierate 
choke, We never compare guns, 

B. KR. G. C., Bay Ridge, L, I.—In shooting glasa ball matches the trap 

should be placed level on the ground. 

Rana Prrerens, New York.—We have restored the rights of the read 
bird, The oeglect was uuintentional, 

W. 38., Sadianapolis.—We know nothing about the responsibility of 
the house, We have declined their advertigement. 

R. &., Plttsburgh,—We know nothing about the firm you mention nor 

of the guns they sell. We decline advertlaing them. 

Bass, Norfolk.—We use here for striped basa shedder crab and 

Bhrimp, alwo speuring, Would be giad to hear from you. 

W. &,, Lowell, Mass,—For the “ Rujes of the Natlonal Association of 
Amateur Oarsmen” write to Weed, Pursons & Co,, Albany. Price not 
over 60 cents. 

RouGe Croix, Halifax.—Vols. 1, 2 and 8 of I’, and §, we cannot fur- 
nisi, Vols, 4,5 andéat $4aplece, bound, and 7, 8,9 and 10 ab $3.50 

apiece, bound, 

PLUYIER, Boston,—You will find our report as fll a8 any published. 

Write to T, Stagg, Chicago, Chilled shot is now used in pigeon matohes 
and its use ls increasing. 

PW. P., Syracuse.—Liver-white ls a good color, and in selecting a 

dog try and keep to fhe same color, Conld nottell you of any good dog 
in your neighborhood. Expense yuries trom $25 upward, 

oO. K., Boston,—Best book obtainable la Hoyle. It 1s written up to 

date and emiiraces the annals of poker by the American Ambassador at 

the Court of St. James, Costs from forty cents to $2, according to size. 

Rurge, Philadelphia.—" Deer lmnting is not prohibited In Penusgyl- 
vania tlils year.’ That was the unswer which should have been given 

last week, but the not” was not, therefore it was pot not. Certaluly 
nov. 

J. V. M.; Philadelphia —The load for your gun would be 8% drs. 
powder, 1 oz. shot. Wethink you over-load by 1% dr. powder. Your 

Wads are ell right. Your make of gun is excellent, among the very 
best. 

WN. W., Hoboken.—Where could 1 see tlie English Kennel Club stad 
hook? Ave the Baltliiore fleld isla to take place? Do you know the 

full pedigree of —-} Ang. 1, Wehavelt. 2, Indefinitely postponed, 

We aresorry tosay. 3, We donot know, 

BH. BF. 'f., Concord,—About how many shot will a good 12 bore put in 
8 28in, circle, Sin. hull’s-eye at 40 yds;, $drs. powder, 1 oz. No, 8 stot 7 
Ans. Take tyvo-thirds of tile comntad pellets as the maximaniot puttern, 
and calculate trom that. Gun mentioned is an excellent one. 

&., Sterling Run, Pa.—We cannot procure the doz you wish, We 
hardly think q cur city dog would answer your purposé, Conld not 

youch for freedom from disease in gogs taken fromthe pound. It 

might be curious to note the effect of a change to country scenes upon 

& dog which his been brought up in the ulty. 

E. RK, B, Newark.—dJudgea betting on the result of a boat race are 
nol necessarily disqualified from acting thereby, though such condiiet 

on their part should be avoided, If « boat’s crew ia not satisded with 
the judges’ decision, they may appeal to the referee, whois dedision is 

Sanerlor fo that of the Judges and final, Youmust therefore cutry your 

case to the referee, and abide by his decision. 

M. F, A., Philadelphia.—Your geyen-months dog has probably a 
commencement of distemper, Feel him low—no meat—ana give him 

fmnall doses of castor oll, If the apparent pain in passing waler con- 

tinnes, let him take a Tew drops of aweet spiritu of nitre. For the fleas 

wash him well, afd rub some creosote on him, Washing him afterward. 

Tf the sores continue, Informus. In the meantime, rab them with an 
olniment of flour of sulphur and lard, 

S$. M., Philadelphin,—The dimensions you send, 19ft, by 23,in. by 11in., 

Will make a fairly fast boat. Cannot glye you further particulars, ag 

you are not specific enoug in your letter for what purvose you want 

the boat. A good book on boat building Is “ Neilaon's Boat Bullding for 

Amateurs." Can send you one upon receipt of of $1.25 ag doon as ship- 

Ment arriyes from England. Will give more Information on the subject 
of boats tn fature numbers of this paper. 

C. 5. McKk,, New York.—Desmond, of Peck Slip, is an excellent and 

reliable boat builder; also G. B. Hillott, cor, Quay and Franklin ste, 

Greevpoint, l, 1.; and John Kyle, 183d gt. and 4th ay., Harlem River 

Oost of light gig, $75 to $195, according to finish and workmanship, 

For books on tratolng can recommend * Oars and Sculls,” price about 

$2.50; Englehardt’s Rowing Almanac,” T50,; or ‘Boat Racing,” by 
Brickwood, $3, Can procire you either. 

BAss, Loch Hayen, Pa,—Describe the proper tackle to use in frolllng 

for black bass, Which is the best artificial minnow, aud the proper 

size? What slze and style of reel, and cost of above articles? Ans 
For land trolling, No. 1 brulded linen line, 100 yds.; for rod, a No. 5 

line, samié length; spoon, No 6 Artificial minnow is good on gspecia 

Waters ; use a No 4Caledonta. A No, 3 multiplying reel with drag 
Line, $1.50; minnow, $1; reel, $5.50; spoon balt, 750. 

M. W. G., Danville, Matne.—i, Will trout and black bass live ana 
breed together ([ don’t mean ross), or would the black bags drive out 

or devour the trout? 2, Will trout and gold fish Ilve and bread together 

ina pondfed by living springs? Ans. 1, This quéstion has caused 

some tilscussion, We think lf fish of equal alze about are introduced 

they will grow together well énough in ponds. Feeding trout prevents 

cannabalism and the predatory habits, 2. Sun fish might anifer, but not 
materially. 

&.C., New York.—Since Courtney entered the rowing arena aga pro 
fesslonal he has not been beaten, except through accident—once by 

Riley, on Greenwood Lake, when Coulitney became sick, supposed to 

have had his tea polsoned ; and the second time by Frenchy Johnson, 

on Silyer Lake, Boston, when Courtne yas taken il], He yas also 
capsized out of his boat ina race with Jempsoy, on Sensca Lake, pre- 
sumably through hidden obstructions, but the match was declared olf 
by the judges. 

G. W. W., Orange Lake, Fla.—We know of no builder of repute in 
your nelghborhood. You had better wrile to Richard Wallen, John 

Momm, or Pat. MeGiehan, in care of thisoMee. ‘They all build very 

Tast boats, and we can obtain for you their lowest figures, if you send 

further particulars. There will not be much difference in freight, 

Whether you ship from here or 2ome southern port. Cost of ehipmont 
by schooner will be nominal only, compared to price of boat, Send 

neareal seaport haying connection by vessel with New York, 

Cc, Y, W., Minneapolis.—To make a sylt lick for deer, of course 

Tequires a perfect knowledge of the labife of the animal, and where ha 

frequents. A rather marshy place ls selected, and, as the procesa of 

acoualoming the deer to the new silt lick takes time, it is commented in 
spring. A quantity of hard wood ashes is good to begin with, These 

may be ratiined hard In # barrel, a llitle water ponred on them so that 

they cake, and wheo dried, broken up into pleces, and plentifully dig- 

tributed around the place. Rock salt, rather hard to oljtain, is, of 
course, the best. But as rock galt is soon lost by the action of water, it 

does nol remain long. If used, put it in little openings in the trunks of 

tress, Hari salt cake, from soda factories, ls used with advantage 
If started in the spring, the place onghf ta be visited every two weeks, 

in order to renew {hesalt, In the South and West the soil of old smoke 
houses, When the ground has been freely saturated, is much sought 
afterfor the purpose, Jt takea time and a great deal of trouble to 
make @ salt lick, 

HE. A, M., Broadhead, Wls,—For flat-bottom boat 16ft, long, Suit. 
beam; make gall of stont drilling ; use clothes-ling stuff for gear, Place 

mast 5f, from bow. Cut gail asa ‘‘standing lng,” thatis, a lug sail 

With gaff aod boom. Make jt 9ft. on fool, 6ft, fins. on head. Ont the 
forward edge, or luff perpendicular to foot, and make it 7it. Keep the 

forivard end of boom down In its place about bins. above rall by means 

Of light lashing to thwart, or eyébolt in mast cin. below the hoom, 
Mast Zins, diameter at rail height. Boom i14gin, dlameter one-third the 

length ont, taper toward ends; gait or yard 14jin., and taper Nkewise, 

Sheet, single end of rope. Halliards rove through small blouk at mast- 

head, or through sheave inthe spar. Haye an iron ring with hook, or 
bill forged on its lower halfandun eye above lt. Sllp it over tha mast 

and splice lower énd of hallards to the eye. Haye a thimble strapped 

on the yard ising. from forward upper corner, or *‘ knock” of the sail, 

When you want to hoist hook the yard to the billon riog, or traveler, 

and sway up on the halliards. Tis traveler served to keep yard close 

to mast. Or you may cut ihe halliard sheave clese to Where yard 

will come whén chock up, thereby doing away withthe ring, Fiat 

method is preferable. For tacking employ a ‘lee board.” Take 35, or 

slo. board, cut it narrow on top and have 1& to 2 square ff. Immersed. 
Hang it on a pin or peg on rail by a short rope, #oth ends roye through 

lioles lose to each other In the bourd, knot the ends, leaying the bight 

or eyeon inside, By shifting the peg any balance desired may be ob- 

tulned and the boat made to tack, Havyea Ught guy from forwa:d to 

lower part of the board to keep it in position, or make other provision 

in hanging it, - 
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Bava, September 18, 1878, 

H, C. Squirss—Sir: Treceived the can of Diitmar (C) powder you 

gent me August 28. If ia the pleasanbest worklug powder I ever -aw- 

With 10-gauge Rewington gun at 60 yards I buried 1X7 oz. No8 ehot 

out of alght with 347 drachms Diltmar powder. My shuoting ts mostly 
sea shooting, Would aot the B powder be better forme? Please rend 

mé the terms for it in qnantities, and I willsend cash. I gave most of 

the first can away, as Hone bas been seen he e before, 
(4du. C, H, GumeyLear, 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING 

WEEK, 

Friday, September 27,—Cricket : Young Americaa ya. Old Haverfordi- 
ans. Trotting: Syracuse, N. ¥.; Dover, N.H.; Quincy, Ill.; St. Louis, 

Mo,; Dover, Del; Manhattan, Kan,; Columbus, 0.; Albany, N.Y; 
Youngstown, O,; Lewistown, Pa.; Kentville, N. 8, 

Saturday, September 28.—Nautilus Boat Clab Open Amateur Regatta, 
Reading, Fa. Cricket; Germantown ys. Young America, Nicetown; 

Belmont (2) vs. Merion (2), at West Philadelphia; Young America (Jr.) 

vs. Germantown (Jr.), at Turnpike Bridge; Manhattan ys. Belmont, at 

Prospect Park; Longwood vs. Highlandyille, at Longwood. Staten 

Island Athletic Cinb Games. 
Monday), Septenvber 30,—Hughes-O*Leary Walking Match, at Gilmore's 

Garden. Running Meeting at Syracuse, N. ¥. 

Tuesday, October 1—Hughes and O’Leary Walk. Cricket: Highteen 

of New York vs. Australian Cricketers, at Hoboken, Trotting: Syra- 

euse, N. ¥.; Parker City, Pa,; Rochester, N. ¥,; Norwicb, Conn,; Cin- 
elnnatil, O ; Dover, N. H.; Philadelphia, Pa, 

Wednesday, October 2.—Hughes and O'Leary Walk. New York vs. 

Australians, a8 aboye, Courtney-Hanlan Match, at Lachine, Canada. 

Trotting as above, and at Middletown, Del. 

Thursday, October 3.—Hughes-O’Leary Walk. Philadelphia Eleven 
ys. Australian Cricketers, at Nicetown, Trotting as above, and at 
Danbury, Conn. 
i 

= Mr. Hallock has returned, and is again at his post, 
$+ 

Twrnty-Eigut Pacrs.—Circumstances have compelled us 
to print twenty-eight pages again this week; indeed, our 

issues are now more frequently of twenty-eight pages than of 

twenty-four. Our advertisements press so seriously on our 
Apace that we have to cut our garment according to the cloth, 

It is prosperity which 1s bearing on us so heavily: 
_ OH 

AGAIn.—We say it once more, and shall repeat it from 
time to time so long as there is need to do so; All drafts, 
checks, and postal money orders sent to us should be made 

payable to **The Forest and Stream Publishing Company.” 
By observing this rule our subscribers and advertisers will 

save themselves and us much needless annoyance. 

THE SCULLING CHAMPIONSHIP. — 

pee many delays and hitches the two best oarsmen in 
America are finally to meet each other and test their 

claim to the championship of America. From a strictly tech- 

nical point of view, the championship is now held by Hanlan, 
of Toronto, he having defeated Evan Morris in a five mile 

race at Pittsburgh in June, this year. The coming contest 
over the Lachine course, near Montreal, will therefore go to 
show whether he is able to hold the title against all comers, or 

whether the United States can produce the man to show him 
over the course. The eyent must undoubtedly be set down 
as the most important in the annals of modern boat racing in 
America. The old line of champions, the Browns, Hammills, 
and other such gentry, some of whom are eyen now pulling 
in golden shells o’er tideless and glassy-smooth rivulets of 
milk and honey, are fast leaying this wicked world for a bet- 
ter one, where fouls and hidden obstructions are not known. 

They and the oarsmen of their day belong to a race of the 
past. Rowing during the last few years has taken such an 

energetic start in new and more popular directions that the 
old knights of the short, choppy dip and blistering seat have 
been left a long way astern and cut a sorry figure alongside 
the handlers of the spruces of the present day, with their long 

swing of 28 or 29 and the far reach of the sliding seat. Never 

before have the people on this side of the Atlantic lent such 
favorable countenance and given so much encouragement to 
rowing men generally, whether amateurs or professionals. No 
other year can show the rapid succession of regattas and the 

numerous attendance thereat, the public has witnessed during 
the season, now about drawing to a close with the great 

match of the Titans of the United States and Canada, 
It is to be hoped that the environs and circumstances may 
prove what we should haye a right to expect, but 

what, unfortunately, we can only pray for. The Lachine 

course at this time of the year is especially unfitted for shell 

boat work, and already Jumpy water is  serionsly 

interfering with the practice spins of both men, That such 
an utter lack of stamina and judgment in arranging the pre- 

liminaries of so important a race should haye been displayed 
by the backers and friends of the man from Union Springs, 
is for Americans south of the St. Lawrence a most unfortu- 
nate mishap. Instead of pulling the race on some neutral, 
quiet water, Courtney is carried off across the border and, 
nolens volens, pitted against as tough a customer as ever he 
met, over a course unfavorable to him in the extreme, and 
upon terms the like of which have never yet been heard of 

in the history of boat-racing. A strange land, strange water, 

and strange conditions will do much to neutralize what there 
may be in favor of the best man we can put up to fight our 
battle with the wonderful Canadian. A more bungling piece 

of diplomacy than that shown by Courtney’s agents we have 
no ken of. The Canadians completely overreached him and 

his men, and carried all before them. So Courtney will lave 
to tackle his man for a prospective $11,000 or nothing! 

What are the chances of the two? They are very nearly 
evenly matched, we should say, Hanlan has the prestige of 
a greater number of races with the best scullers to be found 
among us on his side, while Courtney has a wonderful string 
of victories as an amateur. Asa professional he has kept re- 
markably quiet, his victories, chiefly over second class men— 
Riley, Plaisted and other light timber—cutting no very great 
figure upon his record. About the best thing Courtney can 
point to is the victory he scored in 1876 on the Schuylkill. 
He has pulted but a few five-mile courses, and should he take 
the lead October 2, he will find all the work he wants to hold 

out with Hanlan, whose wonderful stay is perhaps the most 

remarkable feature of his splendid sculling, and upon which 
not a few among his friends count with justice, 
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CORRESPONDENTS: GOOD AND BAD, 

AST week, in our issue of twenty-eight pages, we pub- 
lished communications from seyenty-four correspond- 

ents, distributed as follows: Maine, New Hampshire, 

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New 

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Tennessee, Louisiana, 
Texas, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Kansas, 

Indian Territory, and Califurnia, Ontario, Quebec, and Hol- 

land. The communications were narratives of sporting ad- 
venture, articles of scientific discussion, minor notes, and 

short newsitems. Oftheir authors four-fifths are, personally, 

utter strangers to us. These letters came to us through the 
mails. For their authenticity and reliability we must depend 

upon the integrity and good faith of the men whose names 
are affixed to them. In the course of a year we receive 

thousands of such communications. It would be no difficult 
matter to deceive us, and, through us, our readers, We be- 

lieve, however, that in very rare instances is thisdone. The 

contribution published in our columns, as a rule, bears the 

stamp of its frank and manly suthor. We (that “‘we” means 
editor and readers, too,) occasionally, however, are im- 
posed upon, and not in a good humored way either. We can 
appreciate a joke; we cannot endure the imposition of a cor- 

respondent who habitually and intentionally exaggerates, 
falsifies and misleads. Our readers must understand that if 

the Forest anp Srrxam is deceiyed month after month as 

to the character of a correspondent, it is simply because the 

Forest AnD STREAM is human and, with all humanity, sub- 

ject to imposition. Moreover, to show how much serious 
harm to a newspaper a malicious purveyor of misinformation 

may accomplish, we publish the following complaint from a 

i>. % —— . 

| gentleman who has been ag ng stibscribers for us ina State — 
not a thousand miles away. We may premise that the revela- 
tion was as unpleasant to us as it was unexpected, and that 
the matter has been promptly attended to ; 

I was completely beaten ont in . This is 
attributed to a cause which I have had thrown ante 
times in the past two months, and of which I would have 
written to you before, if it had not been that I thought I had 
escaped its influence. But the matter was mentioned to me 
again before I had been in this hotelten minutes, At 
in this State, resides a man who corresponds for the Forrest 
AND STREAM, and the fact that he does write for the paper has 
prevented me from securing a large number of subscribers in 
no less than six different places. He is known in all these 
towns as a most scientific and unscrupulons liar, with a ten- 
dency toassumption, and a total disregard of facts. More 
than fifty persons who now take the paper have assured me 
that if he continued to correspond they would stop their 
paper when their subscriptions expired. J tell you the facta 
just as 1 hearthem, and vouch for the injury done to your 
paper. He isa young man of some talent, but with an utter 
disregard for truth and actual facts. A gentleman in his town 
told me about one one-hundredth part of his statements would 
bear sifting, which opinion was corroborated by all the other 
sportsmen of the vicinity. 
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KEEPING A LION IN BRUCE'S TIME, 

HIS is what Mr. Arthur G, Brown, the Superintendent of 

Zoological Society of Fairmount Park in Philadelphia, 
writes us: ‘A full grown lion should have about fifteen pounds 
of meat a day. This at 4§ cents per pound, which the beef 

used to cost us, would amount to within a fraction of 70 cents, 

The horse meat which I now use averages a cost of # of a cent 
per pound, reducing the amount to 114 cents per diem. As 
lions are generally not fed on one day in the week, this cost is 
reduced 1-7 of the above figures. The horse meat answers ag 

well as beef, and as the meat is freshly killed it is richer and 

more full of blood than any beef which could be procured for 
such purposes. The quantity of food should be cut down at 
least Zin hot weather, or the liyers of the animals might suffer. 
Traveling shows feed less than this, but this is our basis,’’ 

The query we had put to Mr. Brown arose from a quaint 
old description of a lion and how he was kept, which has 
lately been exhumed from the exchequer rolls of Scotland. 
Robert Bruce, the doughty king of Scotland, had a lion. 

Perhaps he who had been taught patience from studying a 
spider in his toil found instruction in a lion. Bruce was in 
the habit of going around from place to place accompanied by 
his pet. The archives tell us that it fell on the burgh of 
Perth to find a house for the brute, and though the lion had a 
mansion to himself, the Queen and her two sisters were 

lodged in a double beddedroom. What interests us, however, 

is this fact, that to keep the lion for a year the kingdom was 
mulcted with a charge of £6 188s. dd. Those not acquainted 
with the Scotch pound in the Fourteenth Century, might 
think thisan extravagant charge; but the pound Scotch in 

those days was only 20d; therefore, £6 18s. Scotch, 
was about 2.50. As money in the Fourteenth 

century was worth ten times more than it is to-day—that 
is to say, that its purchasing power was ten-fold—it is apparent 
that the expense of keepiog that lion was in fair proportion 

to the cost of beef or mutton, Anyhow, civilization has cer- 

tainly advanced since the time when Bruce kept a lion, for feed- 
ing animals in zoological gardens has been brought down to a 
science. Some data on this curious subject can be found in 

older annals. The cost of keeping the wild beasts for the 
Roman gladiatorial combats is given somewhere. We some- 

times think that one of the most interesting works which 
could be written would be one devoted to the keeping of wild 
animals in a state of captivity, and matter of the most useful 

character could be derived from it. We have looked in yain 

among libraries for a book of this kind, which would be phil- 
osophically constructed and thorough in its character. Re- 
turning to the lion of Perth and the Philadelphia lion: while 
the former cost some $3 to keep, the latter could not be fed on 

beef for less than $30 a year. We must remember, however, 
as has been before stated, thata value of $3, gold or silver, 

five centuries ago would have had a buying or exchanging 
power of fully $40. ‘This little bit of antiquarian zoological 

lore, when the value of the Scotch pound is understood, is no 
longer puzzling to the political economist, and it is quite pos- 

sibe that Mr. Reiche, under similar circumstances, could not 

have fed a lion cheaper than King Robert Bruce's keeper, 
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A Wett Mzrrrep Hoxor.—Professor Spencer F. Baird has 
received the silyer medal of the Society of Acclimatation of 
Victoria, in recognition of his introduction of salmon in the 
Australian colonies. 
SS 

Tus Sxarrs Rirug Meermc.—The matches at the Sharps 

Rifle Range, Bridgeport, Conn., last Tuesday, were success- 

ful throughout, and the occasion a most pleasant one. The 
fund for the Yellow Fever Sufferers thus raised will in due 
time be forwarded through the Forrst aNp STREAM. 
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THE YELLow Fever Fonp.—We have to-day handed to 

Mayor Ely $7, sent to ‘‘The Sportsman’s Contribution”—J, 
©. Willetts, Skaneateles, $5, and C. J. Kinyon, Owatonna, 
Minn., 2. Total, so far, received by us, $393. There are 
many weeks of suffering yet to be gone through in New Or 
leans, Memphis and many other places. We are still ready 
to receive money for the purpose designated. We are quite 
certain that many of our friends will respond. ‘He who 
gives quickly gives twice,” So says a good old Latin pro. 
verb. 
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“Creedmoor Meeting. The American Team shot yesterday. 
and will shoot again to-day for the Trophy. The wonderful 
progress made by our people in practical and scientific rifle 
shooting 1s too manifest to require any further proof than that 
contained in our columns of the scores, The National Rifle 

Association has fostered the scientific rifle shooting of both 
soldier and civilian, and to this Association the gratitude of 
the country is due. 

Dzare or Cor, T. B. THorPE.—Colonel Thorpe, the 
author of **Tom Oyen, the Bee Hunter,” and many other 
sketches of yreat brightness and humor, died on Friday last, 

September 20. Colonel Thorpe possessed talents of the most 

varied character, and not only wrote admirably well, but 
wielded the pencil with extraordinary talent. He was a 
natural historian of no small merit, and was among the first 

in the United States to declare that snakes were oyiparous, a 
fact very much disputed some thirty years ago, Colonel 

‘Thorpe was among the earliest of our war correspondents, and 

his *' Army of the Rio Grande,” and ‘* Our Army on the Rio 
Grande,” are historical reminiscences of the Mexican war 
which are of great value, In his literary style Colonel Thorpe 
possessed to a marked degree wonderful clearness, brillianey 
and force. Our pages have often been embellished by con- 

tributions from Colonel Thorpe, which were remarkable for 
their strength and yigor. Born in 1815, Colonel Thorpe was 
sixty-three years old at the time of his death. Thus passes 

away a true gentleman of the old school. 
———___ +2 

[FROM A STAFP CORRESPONDENT. | 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS. 

: No. 5, 

§ I sit down to detail to you the event of this our third 
trip in (he mountains of Wyoming I cannot refrain from 

giving you a coup d@’@il of our surroundings. I write by the 

flickering light of our fast-dying camp fire and, the inner man 

having being satisfied, the brain again begins to resume its 
sway, and in a meditative and retrospective mood I shall at- 
tempt to recall the not-yery stirring events that haye trans- 
spired since my last letter. The occasional snapping of the 
burning aspen logs, the ‘‘ crunch, crunch’’ of our mules crop- 

ping the grass near at hand, and the dismal howl of the distant 
coyote are the only sounds that disturb my reveries. Close at 
hand lie my companions, stretched out at full length on the 

ground, gazing dreamily into the fire, their glowing pipes 

tightly clenched between their teeth. The wind whispers 
through the sage brush and sometimes throws up clouds of 
ashes, interfering not a little with my writing, and during the 
lulls in the breeze we hear the subdued murmur of the stream 
by which we are catnped. The grand old mountains, monv- 
ments of past convulsions and upheavals, tower on all sides 
and, while inipressing us with our own insignificance, recall 
to our minds the tiresome clamberings of the last three days 
among their crags and cliffs and the results of our hunt in the 
Medicine Bow range. 

Satisfied with elk, deer, antelope and bear hunting in the 
Freeze Out Mountains we, with the natural longing for the 
unattainable paramount ever in the human breast, had decided 
that mountaia sheep alone would fill the cup of our enjoy- 
mént, and the day following our return to the Bow, Reed, 
Mort and myself started for the source of the Wagon Hound 
Creek. On the head of this stream, and on its tributaries, or 

among the rocky fastnesses from which they rise, we hoped 

io strike a band of sheep which, rumor told us, held their 
abode in that region. It is scarcely necessary to add that 

Tom, our teamster, completed the quartette, he being a most 

necessary part of the outfit, as indispensable, in fact, as mules 
wagon, tent and other zmpedimenta. 

We camped fhe first night on Foot Creek, at the base of the 
range. Nothing of interest had occurred during 2 very tire- 

some day of jolting over twenty-five miles of rolling prairie 
in a springless wagon, with the exception of some poor shoot- 
ing at sage-hensand antelope, and one excellent shot by Reed, 

who brought. down a doe, om the ‘‘keen jump,” at four hun- 
dred yards. One of the hams furnished us meat for supper 
which, with the excellent biscuit of Reed's concocting and a 
draught of crystal walter from one of nature’s fountains, com- 
pleted a repust as acceptable to us as a far more pretentious 

banquet. ; 
Next morning we were off shortly after sunrise, and by noon 

had reached the highest pointin the canyon accessible by 

wagon, and madecamp. The road lay throughout the whole 

distance, some fifteen miles, along the sides of Foot Creel, 

and the wooded slopes of the mountains reached high on 

either side. The timber was mostly dead, burned by the In- 
dians when they deserted the hunting ground, but a second 

growth had sprung up and attained a height of about fiye feet, 

and its dark recesses looked very promising for deer. We 
saw no game, however, nor indeed any sign of it until far up 
the mountain, when an occasional elk trail crossed our path, 
Monntaia birds, however, were noticed in goodly numbers, 
and prominent among them were Clark’s crow, whose grating 
cry was almost constantly heard, the fearless Lanner falcon, 
the dusky grouse, the violet green swallow and the broad- 

tailed humming bird with its gorgeous plumage. Our camp 

was advantageously placed in a small basin within fifty yards 
bf a clear spring which gives rise to the main fork of the 

Wagon Hound and surrounded on three sides by timber, while 
just behind us rose a towering cliff of soft white sandstone_ 

which stood out fierce and heetling like the prow of some le- 

Bi to-day the whole story of the Fall | viathan ship. Its eroded faces, worn into a thousand fantas- 
tic shapes and pierced by many a hole and crevice, furnished 
resting and breeding places for the numerous birds seen sail- 
ing through the air about its summit, Close to the top on 
an inaccessible ledge, a pair of Lanner Falcons had reared 
their brood, and to this eyrie the family would repair at close 
of day seluting each other with the shrillest and most, discord- 
ant screams. Above, below, and on both sides of the home 
of these fierce birds were hundreds of nesting places of the 

beautiful violet-green swallows (Hirundo thalassina), and 
these little fairyJike creatures flaw hither and thither in 

clouds, utterly rezardless of the presence of the falcons. It 
was 4 strange association, though one often seen in the West. 

Tminediately upon making camp we started ont to inspect, 

our surroundings, As one of the party remarked, ‘! The 
country looked sheepy,” bul a tramp of four hours through a 

most altractive region failed tu disclose any recent sign of these 
animals. At one point westruck a fresh elk trail made by 

two or three wandering individuals, and later saw some tracks 
of deer, but were insuccessftl in our attempts to find either, 

and at last, tired, hungry and disgusted, we turned our steps 
campward, In Indian file we traversed our silent path over 

steep hills and down into deep, cool canyons. The sweet 

scent of the pines fills the air, and the dark, sodden ground 
beneath the green timber gives forth no sound. Now and 
then a pine rabbit jumps up in front, and scurrying away, 

stops short ab fifty yards, and eyes us with amazement. A 

dusky grouse whirrs up from beneath our feet, and skims 

down again into his leafy coyert, surprised at the new animal 
that lias invaded his quiet home. Just as we approach the 

camp a fine ‘ blacl-tail” buck is sprung from a thicket of 
quaking asps, He has made but a few jumps when a loud 

b-a-a-a-h from Reed stops him, and he turns his great, wou- 
dering eyes toward us. He lingers only an instant; but the 

stock has pressed the shoulder, the finger the trigger, and the 
bullet goes crashing through both shoulders and brings the 

noble animal to the ground. The deepening twilight gives us 
time only to butcher him and, admiring his fine antlers, still 

inthe velvet we take some of the internal titbits with us to 
relieve the monotony of antelope diet, and hasten onward. 
Ag we sit round our routing camp fire that evening we listen 

to fales of former hunts and to stories of the Indian fights and 

white men's brawls of earlier days. Hach in turn contributes 
his experience to the general fund, and scenes and incidents 

are narrated which took place in the mountains and on the 

plains, when game was more plenty and hunters fewer. 

Before we sleep it has been decided to spend the following 

day in collecting bird skins and then to betake ourselves to 

other and more profitable ficlds, At break of day the deer is 
packed and brought into camp, anda fine fat fellow he is. 
Eyen asi write the sizzling, spluttering sound of his juicy 
chops, enjoyed at supper, still sings in my ears. Thursday 

is devoted to collecting and some valuable skins are added to 
-our collection. No elk, deer, or sheep, however, are seen and 

so this morning we broke camp, and here we are. 

The scarcity of game here is to be acc ounted for partly on 

the supposition that it is further south, as explained ina pre- 

vious letter, and partly by the fact that last winter and spring 
there were many (ree choppers on the head of Wagon Hound 

whose presence no dowbt caused the animals to forsake the 

country. 
Tt 18 a sad fact, but one that cannot be controverted, that 

even in the Rocky Mountains large game is each year becom- 

ing scarcer and more difficult to find, and certainly unless 
something is done to protect it we shall soon inhabit a country 

absolutely without large wildanimals. The advocates of game 
protection should see to if that some steps are taken in the 
right direction before long. I shall haye more to say on this 
subject in another place and at a future time. 

This is a letter deyoid of exciting incidents, but your 

readers must remember that the hunter tales the bad fortune 
with the good, and than in no breast does hope spring more 
persistently than in that of the ardent sportsman. Yo. 

In Camp on Wagon Hound Creek, Wyoming. 

Hachting and Goating. 

HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE. 

Date. Boston. New York. |Charleston, 
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YACHTING NEWS. 
Nova Scomma YAéout SQuApRon.—The race of September 7 

of the Nova Scotia Yacht Club was, according to programme, 
fo haye been the last of the season, but the Jiberality of the 
R. A, and R. H,, quartered at Halifax, provided for a final 
race, which was sailed subsequently, Saturday, September 14, 
The wind was strong from the N. H., but became flawy to- 
ward afternoon. At1:30P. m. the yachts got away, as fol- 
lows : 

Lily, sloop, 5 tons, W, H. Weeks, M. D,.-,. 
Payche, sloop, 7 tons, Lt, Capel Care, 20th F} 
Muta, sloop, 5 tons, it. Hussey, R. E,.-. a 
Seatoain, schooner, 26 tons, Capt. Larcom, R, A,....,..-.-.... 1 40 33 

Seafoam, from her size, should have given the rest the slip, 
bot she bad to lug an extra ton of ballast, taken aboard just 
before the start, and was not up to her usual form. Li was a 
turn to windward to the Ferry Buoy, and in making for it the 
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achts broke tacks. Payee was first to make a board toward 
artmouth, then went about and lay a course for the buoy, 

She met Auta at the buoy, and, being on the port tack, 
was obliged to go about for her, being badly hampered by a 
schoouer at anchor. Mui kept the lead gained on the reach 
across to the Commissioners. Jibing around she set balloon 
jib, and Psyche contented herself with a jib-topsnil. All hands 
jibed round Port Clarence marls,’as follows: J/fuvta, 2h, 26m. 
5ls.; Psyche, 2h. 27m. 51s., and Seafvam, 2h. 3lm. 8s. Psyche 
had some trouble with her jib-topsuil sheet, and stowed the sail. 
Mula spinning out. her lead once more. The race was he- 
tween these two, Seafoam and Lily having no chance any 
longer. The same order was maintained rounding Fort 
Clarence mark the second time. The craft trimmed sheets in 
hard for the Commissioners, when Psyche showed to better 
advantage, reducing the gap between herself and Mula at a 
lively rate, the latter being only 40s. aliead when the marie 
was fetched. On the reach to the Ferry, however, M/uta was 
again at her old tricks, and once more slipped away, round- 
ing the buoy with a lead of 57s. She set her spinnaker to 
port in seamanlike style, and lengthened out her lead mate- 
rially, finally winning a well-sailed race at 3h. 32m, 30s,; 
Psyche at dh, 34m, 93.; Seafoam 3h, 87m. 12s,, and Lily Bh, 
Sdm.i4s, Muta won, after allowances, by 4m, 29s. over 
Psyche, and by 16m. 12s. over the schooner. The club mem. 
bers and friends assembled aboard the squadron steamer 
Carrie, and the Honorable Secretary, having read thereport of 
the Sailing Committee, the prizes were presented to the win- 
ners by Mr. F. M. Vassow, as follows: 

Open Race, August 10—First prize, Psyele, Lieut. Capel 
Cure, 20th. 

Schooner Race, August 24—First prize, Seafoam, Capt. 
Larcom, R. A. 

Sloops and Yawls Race, August 24—TWirst prize, Hebe, Mr . 
J. H. Butler; second, Kestrel, Vice-Commodore White. 
Open Race, August 28—Not awarded. 
Viye-ton Race, August 31—First prize, Mutu, Lieut. Hus- 

sey, R. H. 
Open Race, September 7—First prize, Muta, Lieut. Hus- 

sey, R. E.; second, Psyche, Lieut. Capel Cure, 20th, 
Sloop Phantom, Lieut. Hammersley, Twentieth Regiment, 

was in collision with a schooner recently and had bowsprit 
broken short off at the stem, and mast taken off close to the 
deck. The sloop was close-hauled, the schooner going free, 
The R. M. Y. C. steam yacht Nooya, J. T. Molson, sailed 

for Montreal on the 11th via Charlottetown. 
General Sir P. L, McDougall, K, C. M. G., commander-in- 

chief at Halifax, has a new cat-rigged yacht of about two 
tons. She was built at Shelourne. 

Boston Y Aout Cruvs.—We are in receipt of the latest issue 
of the Boston Yacht Club Book. It discloses a fiattering pros- 
perity of the club, for the book contains the private signals of 
no less than sixteen schooners, sixty sloops, three steamers 
and two catamarans. Among the schooners are the well 
Enown cracks America, Julia and Silvie, while the ‘single. 
stickers include the smart Undine, a regular windjammer, 
Shadow, Wayward, Violet and many olbers of fame in the Io- 
cal regattas of the club. The club book is very tastefully 
gotten up, contains a cut of the club-house as a fronticepieces 
list of yachts, owners, ports, dimensions, etc., and the name, 
of over 200 members. Then follow constitution, by-laws, 
sailing directions and time allowance tables, based upon length 
measurement, with full explanations of how the rule was fixed 
upon and allowances calculated. The flag-chart in the rear 
handsomely lithographed on tinted paper, has added to it the 
club burgees of all the principal yacht clubs on the coast, 
One omission we hope to see supplied next season, at least as 
far as possible. A special column should be devoted to tie 
builders, sailmakers and modellers’ or designers’ names os 
well as the dates of construction and alterations. This will 
serve to make the record of each yacht more complete and 
Will preserve much of interest concerning them that is now 
too often overlooked or lost. 

Hayzsuint Yaour Crus.—The union regatta of this club 
sailed Sept. 14, turned out quite a successful affair. In ‘the 
first class Lizzie Warner won in th. im. 53s.; mpress second 
th, 1m, 40s. In the second class Linnie May won in 1h. 403,. 
Aclipse second in 1h. 2m, 15s. In the third class Addie W- 
won in 46m. 32s., Adelaide second in 48m, 17s. Jne won in 
the special class in 44m, 37s. 

New Beprorp Yacur Orus.—The fifth race in the sericg 
of matches given by this club was again won by Hnive, mak- 
ing a tie of two races with Syiph. ‘These two will have (o 
sail a sixth match to decide the series. The last of the series of 
cat boat matches took place in New Bedford Harbor Sept. 21. 
Course, six miles. Won by Wnice in 1h. 20m. 83s., healing 
Sylph by 10s. Thus #nice wins three out of the six matches 
and takes the cup, Sy/ph having scored two and Cita one, The 
last match was started to sail off the tie between Harive and 
Sylph. 

Arnanrio Yaour Croe.—The small craft of this club sailed 
their closing race of the season in New York Bay, Wednes- 
day, Sept. 18. Course, from flagship 7rtton, off Breakwater 
Point, to a stakeboat off Owl’s Head, ihence around stake. 
boat in Upper Bay and back to flagship, seven and one-half 
miles, to be sailed over twice. Prizes, a pennant and cup for 
each class, sloops and cats. Wind light trom W. and tid2 
lastof the flood. An uneventful race was finished as under ; 

SLOOPS. 
Elapsed Corrected 

Start. Finish Tune, Time, 
Name, HM, 8. . M.S, EH. M. s H. M. 

PilOt....-- see) fabseares 1 f2 44  3L 2 4.98 40 423 40) 
GOTIMNE . cestesscesesuypee 1 53 BU OSL 27 4 37 OT 4 85 650 

OAT-RIGGED, 
Trnant No. 1.sccanse 1 54 30 6 05 07 410 at 410 87 
Gertie......,.. 1 54 40 6 06 86 412 26 412 20 

ind, ..... ‘ 1 53 32 6 29 58 446 26 4 24 08 
EapWiDe. 42-2yssssee ee 2 5D 10 Withdrawn. 
Truantino. 8.025 Frisk. 1 64 30 Not timed, 

Pilot takes cup and pennant in sloop class, beating Corinne 
by 7m. 10s., and 77uant, of New Rochelle, wins in cat-boat 
class, beating Gertie by Im, 433. The annual pennant regatta 
of the club will be sailed to-day. 

Doxonester Yacur Crvs.—The third repatta of (he sea- 
son sailed by this club took place Sept. 17. Wind light but 
steady from 8. W. First class centreboards, 25ft. and over; 
second class, 20 to 25ft.; third class, under 20[t, All keels 
sailed in one class, There was also a special for boats under 
14ft. Start, froman anchor; no restrictions as to canvas, 
cat-boats being limited to moainsails, however. Judges, 
Messrs. Parkman Dexter, G. F. Clark and A. L, Jackson, 
aboard the latter gentleman's schooner, Osceola. Among the 
larger boats, @none took the lead and maintained it through- 
ont the race. Vattie gave Fancy a brush at the Dolphin, but 
the latter shook her again. Clara B. was disqualified. Char- 
lotte and Roslyn were to he re-measured before awarding the 
prize in their class. The prizes were awarded as follows : 



Loon) 
Pe. 
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First-class centrebrards—I irst prize, marine Blass, none; New Bamburgh crack sel spinnaker. ir and Brown followed | Tosp; f he. wha ave Torfallk 

no second prize; Consolation prize, Fanchon, tin fog-horn. shit with a big one a little later, but could not close on her | Atlantic City were covered with interested spectators, includ-— First-class keels—First prize, marine glass, Volante; no | rival, and Midget went actoss the line a winner after an ex-| ing many sailurs from the Navy “Yard ‘and Elospitat. Time 

Old Point, 

second; consolation, fog-horn, Lydix Adams. 
Second-class centreboards—First prize, marme glass, Haney; 

no second; consolation, fog-horn, iVatite. 
Third-class centreboards—First prize, marine glass, Psyche; 

second, compass charm, Scamp, third, marine clock, Curlew; 
congolation, fog-horn, Budble, 

Special class—First prize, opera-glasses, sadie; second, 
compass charin, Zena , third class, galvanized anchor, Char- 
latte or Roslyn (yet to be decided); consolation, book, Little 
Greta. 

ft is probable another regatta will be announced before long. 

DopounstER YAour Cros —The annual cruising trim sub- 
scription regatta of this club will take place early in October. 
The prizes are the result of an annual subscription, brought 
into life some years ago by Mr. F. W, Weston, an active 
member of the club. It is expected that many large craft 
will enter this season as the regatta has become quite popular. 

Tue INTREPID IN Boston.—The Boston Herald remarks, 
concerning the recent visit of the schooner Jntrepid in Bastern 
waters, that ‘‘she does not appear to be very stiff, judging by 
the way she was reefed coming up the harbor.’ But the 
Herald overlooks the fact that Jntrepid is modelled on princi- 
ples differing from those in force in the broader and shallower 
type of schooners which predominate, and that a greater 
angie of ‘‘ heel” is expected in vessels of her design. They 
do not depend upon great statical atability, but rely rather 
upon 8 low centre of gravity, which comes into play at small 
angles only to a moderate extent, but materially increases the 
righting lever when it begins to blow and the craft gets down 
to her bearings. Such vessels are eminently safe in all kinds 
of weather, even though they heel more at the outsct, while 
yachts of the opposite extreme are always liable to be Mo- 
jupoked if they carry on beyond # certain point, 

Ourrer Enrerrrisz.—This Boston cutter is having her 
head booms lengthened to cary a little more head sail. 

Bap Szstansuip.—Says the Boston Herald: ‘A great many 
of the topmasts were carried away through ca relessness in not 
haying backstays or not working their stays in timeto preyent 
the topmast from receiving all the strain,” That is about the 
length and breath of thething. There is a great deal of room 
for improvement in even the most elementary sailorizing, and 
it is high time a little more study and zeal were displayed in 
the direction of more proficient yachtsmanship. 

Sours Boston Yaour Crus.—For the closing regatta of 
this club, Sept. 18, open to all yachts, there were seventy-two 
entries, thirty-three boats actually going over the course, which 
was the judges’ boat to Cow Pasture Bar buoy, Dorchester (No. 
6), leaving it on the port, to buoy No. 7, off Fort Independ- 
endence, leaying it on the starboard, to Sculpin Ledge buoy, 
leaving it on the port, to buoy No. 6, lower middle, leaving 
it on the port, passing between the judges’ boat and fiag boat. 
Napoleon took the lead, but upon carrying away her topmast, 
dropped to fourth place. Powy suffered a like loss, as did 
Sunbeam. Gracie carried away her booming-out pole. Un- 
known was fouled by Hureka. It seems that Unknuwon was 
running free for the winning line and Hwreka was on the 
wind. As the latter had the right of way, no matter how 
near Unkeiown was to taking the prize, it was, according to 
the rule of the road, the latter's business to haul her wind and 
give way Lo Hureka. But, as Hureka could not expect to 
tnke the prize for centreboards, common courtesy should have 
induced her to go about and cross the line in time, and not 
willfully foul the keel-boat. As there was, moreover, no rea- 
son whatever for Hwreka’a standing across Unknown's bow, 
the fouling looks very much like a wilful triek on the part of 
Capt, Fuller, and he will haye only himself to blame should 
he and his boat be debarred from again sailing under the South 
Boston's auspices, We trust that prompt action will be taken 
in the matter, as such tricks cannot be too summarily dealt 
with. We haye no desire to see professionals bringing the 
gport to the low level they already have done in some other 
pastimes. Winners in first class; Jamie, Floyd & Atwood, 
Th. 20m, tis; Hanchon, A. Burgess, th. 21m. 663,; Folly, J. 
F. Sheppard, 1h. 22m. 24s, Second class: Allie, Mr. Chap- 
jan, ih. 21m. 21s.; ZVative, Mr. Nickerson, 1h, 23m. 53s.; 
Veronica, Mr, Obamberlain, 1h. 26m. 683,; Hugenia, Mr, 
West, 1h. 27m. 533, Third class; Waterwitch, Mr. Hutch- 
ings, 1h. 25m. 40s.; Psyche, Mr. Olark, 1h. 85m. 51s.; Mancy, 
P, Grant, Jr, 1h. 27m, 39s. 

Tus Dony Navritus.—The following we take from Huzt’s 
Yachting Magazine for September: ‘The dory is a first-rate 
idea for towimg easily through rough water, as she would 
offer almost no resistance whateyer * * * We would pub- 
lish her lines if any useful lesson were to be learned from 
them. They might mislead novices, but the experienced man 
would only regard them as something to be avoided, like a 
palpable rock atsea.” We entirely agree with our contem- 
porary, and think the dory & most unfit hoat to trust one’s-self 
in at sea, especially under canvas and when not decked over. 
They are built for towing, a5 Hunt's surmises, and are 10 €X- 
tensive use among our Down-Hast fishermen. In the ordinary 
long swell of the Atlantic they are found handy by the fisher- 
men in tending the scines, but in had weather they are poor 
things to get adrift in. Their chief recommendations are 
low first cost and the ready manner in which they can be 
towed and dumped on deck. 

g, 3. Vepzerim.—The 8. 8. Vedette, N. Y. Y. C., Mr. Phil- 
lips Pheenix, returned to this port from her cruise eastward, 
slong the New Brunswick and Noya Scotia coasts, Sunday, 
Bept. 22. 
Fiposr ys. Brows.—The race for the Corinthian Challenge 

Pennant of the Ventral Hudson Yacht Club was sailed over 
the regular New Hamburgh course, on the Hudson, Sept. 21. 
The pennant was presented by Mr. Philip Schuyler, and has 
been won by Fidget first, then by Mary Hmma, of New Ro- 
chelle, then by Veturia, and next, for the second time, by 
Fidget, and again by the latter, beating Dare Devil. The 
match with the //yaway came to nothing, owing to lack of 
wind, and Fidget was finally challenged by W. &. Brown, of 
Newburgh, Whe race was sailed in a good breeze of wind 
from the W., enabling the yachts to make the marks all over 
the course without any turning, though they were sometimes 

{rimmed in about as Hat as it was possible to haul sheets. Co- 
rinthian ruleswere in force ; each owner sailed his own craft; 
crew limited to seven, und ballast fixed, %dget, with Ooin- 
qnodore Irving Grinnell at the helm, went across the ling at 
40. 58m. 15s., and Brown, tooled by Mr. C. F. Brown, at 
10h, 59m. 18s. The lower stake was turned by Midget, with 
a lead of im. 7s. On the run up Brown fot, a slant and went 
ahead, showing the way around the mark. F'dget luifed out 
on Brown's weather on the second run up, 
(rying lufling matches, came out the better of the tyo. 

———————— ee 

ceedingly smart and well sailed race, The absence of sand- 
bags and a professional mob in cockpit did much to render the 
Tace interesting and instructive, and should carry a lesson to 
those who still insis upon Over-Dallasting and over-sparring, 
A summary of the race is appended: 
New Hamburgh course, twenty miles; Corinthian race for 

Challenge Pennant, Central Hudson Yacht Club, September 
21, 1878. Tide, ebb; wind, W. 8. W. 

Time of Correvted 
Name, Length. Start, Return Race, Time, 

rr. IN, HM, MMR, HMw. | oO, MS. 
Brown........+ a7 08 il) 45 2 23 33 3 38 93 338 23 
Fidget... er... 87 IL 10 45 22208 8 8T 08 4 38 (8 

Maton os rue Tarrs.—It is no small play to handle a 
toy of a boom S8dft. long, but if report speaks true there is a 
likelihood of big Ambassadress, Mr. William Astor, turning 
up this fall in a vacing mood. Her owner has all along averred 
that he proposed to put her speed to test sooner or later, and 
has stowed away for over a year asfull a suit of racing duds 
as ever was cut and sewed for any craft afloat. They need 
airing badly, and it ia to be hoped that Mr, Astor, upon his 
return from Europe, will try on Intrepid, Rambler, or, better 
still, Dreadnaught. If there is anything in our waters that 
can cope with the huge City Islander it is Dreadnaught. In 
lighter weather, Intrepid, Idler and others could readily get 
away with her, bul when it comes to bucking into a heavy 
swell and a snorter outside there ig nothing that can at all 
compare with Dreadnaught, unless it be some of the big cracks 
which Nicholson has turned out the last few years in British 
waters; big ones, like Ambansadrew, thatrun onto 6500 tons 
and require some 15ft. to float in. Mr. Astor’s schooner is al- 
together too large, however, for efficient racing property, and 
it would not surprise us one bit to find him change his mind 
and quietly head for Southern climes without pulling hia craft 
to pieces before. As to speed, Azibassadress will very much 
belie her looks, should she display any. As a wholesome 
family coach she is all very well, but she lacks the lines of a 
goer. In a seaway, though, her tremendous power would tell 
heavily in her favor, as under such circumstances time allow- 
ance to the smaller craft would not make up the deficiency, 
and 80, possibly, Sam Pine's big one might land a cup for her 
owner after all; but we question it. ‘The schooner measures 
146ft. over all, 28ft. beam, and i1ft. water with board up. 

BorraLo Yaour Cros.—This organization is in ils firat 
year of existence. Jt has long been a matter of astonishment 
to us that yachting should not Jong ago haye been developed 
to a greater extent in a port so favorably situated, and in 
which ample wealth has accumulated to warrant a successful 
following for the sport. At last it seems to have arrived at 
that stage of advancement where the formation of a club adds | 
dignity and method to its prosecution, The club inaugurated 
its existence with.a regatta on Lake Brie, Sept 16. Entries— 
schooners, Plectwing, Mystic, Corsair and sloop Arrow in the 
first-class, and in the second-class, schooners Anna Argo, Adsila 
and sloop Yelephene. Flestwing and Anna Argo took the 
prizes. 

Ememz Yaour O1us.—The match for the Dowling cup, 
postponed from a preyious day to Sept, 13, on account of 
lack of wind, resulted in a victory for the Srothers. ‘The 
course was from foot of E. 104th atreet to and around a stake- 
boat, off the Manhattan Club-house, repeat four times. Wind 
blowing squally all day. Only three put in an appearance, 
and after numerous knock downs, capsizes and a general going 
to pieces, Brothers managed to cross the line 5s. ahead of 
Emma D, The latter had won the cup twice and came near 
getting possession of it by & third yictory, as required by the 
deed of gift. 

Nanasser Yacur Otnn—The special regatta held by this club 
off Nahant, Sept. 16, for the champion sillk pennant presented 
for competition by Mr. P, Little, was open to cat-rigged boats 
only, Wind fresh from N. E, Won by the famous Faney, 
Mr. P. Grunt, Jr,, in 55m. 57s,; Payeke, L. M. Clark, second, 
56m. 28,; Avis, W. O. Haskell, third, 1h. 41s,; Avon, R. D. 
Sears, fourth, 1h. Im. 69s.; Jd#, F. F. Emery, dr., fifth, 1h. 
3m, 285. 

Banrmore YAouT Cxur.—The regatta of this club was 
sailed Sept. 12, over the regular course, Ferry Bar to White 
Rocks and return, in Baltimore harbor, Won by J’, 0. La- 
trove in first-class, D, Collie in second and Hmmea in third. 

Yacnutme mw Cura.—From Pacific Life, we learn that the 
Hong Kong Yacht Olub is again looking up. Some time ago 
if Was in quite a flourishing condition, but latterly many of 
the craft had outgrown their time, some were sold, others 
were wrecked, and it looked for all the world as though the 
club might founder too. But there is always a leading spirit 
in all clubs, and so the Hong Kong has been once more revivi- 
fied. Most of the yachts are of the cutter type, but the Lai- 
lerer, schooner, is the handiwork of the famous Gea. Steers, 
She is no match for her more powerful sisters, heing too beamy 
for racing work at sea. Naemi, a native cutter, built 
upon lines sent out from Mngland, seems to be the crack and, 
with her crew of Chinamen, can handle her canyas in 4 style 
that would make some of our civilized tars stare with admira- 
tion, In the rigging John Chinaman is said to be like a cat, 
strong, wiry and agile, and he enters into the spirit of a race 
with great zeal. The Hong Kong club was founded in 1869, 
and at one time contained twelve sea-going yachts. heir 
ranks have since been decimated, but in time will no doubt be 
filled by new comers. 

NorroiK, VA., YAouT Raoce.—For the open regatta held 
at Norfolk, Va., Sept. 23, there were entered; Vision, E. 
W. Face; Index, Hitchmgs Brothers; Haidee, Thomas 
Bain; Aphrodite, John M, Askins; Cora, Frederick Hardy ; 
Lelia, HWitchings Brothers; Wanderer, Ernest Graves ; Aline, 
W. A. Graves; Mist, A.W. Kirby; Little Fraud, W- P. 
Tilley ; Campbell Groner, General V. D. Groner. Won by 
Index in 2h, 50m. Course, from the Naval Hospital to Old 
Point and return ; distance, 25 miles. Judges: Capt, Thos. 
Crellin, Captain James H, Robinson. Referee, Capt. O. HE 
Edwards ; and J", Pfeiffer, timekeeper, 

Oar-Boat Broarra av Norrotk, VA., Sept. 23.—There 
never was better weather for a trial than to-day; the wind 
east-north-east, a leading breeze throughout the entire course, 
with all that the yachts could stand up to. Never was better 
time made by eralt of this class and inches, taken collectively, 
as the summary will show, the distance of twenty-five miles 
being run in three hours. The course was from Hospital 
Point to and around a buoy near old Point Comfort and re- 
turn, and the harbor was not only alive with suiling craft and 

and after some r excursion steamers to witness the race, buta hundred or more 
The / yersels lay in Hampton Roads, wind-bound. Sewell’s Point, 

: 

was called for 10;30, and so prompt were the yarbis that the 
Whole fleet were off and away within thirteen’ minutes after- 
wards, an example which it were well worth while to imitate 
elsewhere. The following is the summary : 

FIRST OLASS, 

Runt 
Length Time 

Wame Owner i io HM 3a 
Vision E W Face 25 10% 2 55 00 
Tndex Hatching Bros a5 6 % bh 30 
Haidee TV A Baio #11 J@ 
Aphrodite J Guakiny to 6 % OL 4G 

COND ULABS, 
Cora F Hardy “9 ¢ 15 40 
Leila Hitehiogs Bros a Ss 8 14 45 
Mist W H Kirby 44° 2 3 13 30 
Campbel| Grover Grover 18 4 3.19 30 
Little Fraud W P Tilley 19 12 3 21 30 
Alms W_A Grayes at 2 Got (ground 
Wanderer E Grayea 20 2 Got aground 

The Inder won the first prize in thé fir-t class, beating the 
Hajdee 2m. 308,, and the Lelia beat the Cora by 674s. in the 
second class. 

OAR AND PADDLB. 
QourtNgy AND HANLAN. 

In view of the rapidly-nearing day, when the two best oars- 
men in America will meet for a trial of skill and endurance 
to settle the claim of either to the championship of the Con- 
Unent, & glance at the records of both will be of interest, and 
may aid in forming an opinion concerning the probable issue 
. Bhs. coming match over the 5 mile Lachine course, Montreal, 
fanada. 
Eid. Hanlan first took the shell in 1873, when he was but 

eighteen years of age. He was then living with his family on 
an island in the harbor opposite the city of Toronto, Ontario. 
In that year he won the championship of the harbor, defvat- 
ing Williams and McKay, The next year he eavily beat Lou- 
don, of ‘foronto, thereby securing the championship of Burling- 
ton Bay. In 1876 he repeated the performance, and pocketed 
$200. In the same year, over a two-mile course, he made 
away With Loudon and Douglass ina race for the Goyarnor- 
General's Medal. In 1876 he defeated McCann ahd Donplass, 
and later in the year won the champion belt of Ontario. 
During the Centennial races he showed to the front ina 
prominent way, beating Harry Coulter, Thomas, of London, 
and next day Pat. Luther and Fred, Plaistead, winning easily 
in 21m. 544%. Finally, he defeated Alex. Brayley, of St. John, 
N, B., for the championship, in 2im. 9s, Next we flod him 
at Silver Lake, Boston, where, June 18, 1877, he was defeated 
by Plaistead, eitougs the breaking of his outrigger. June 25, 
he beat Frenchy Jobnson and Driscoll, over a threeanile 
course, clearing $150. He fouled his old antagonist, Plaistead, 
in the Boston City Regatta, July 4, and was disqualified. In 
Ootober, 1877, he defeated Wallace Ross in a five-mila race 
near Toronto for $1,000 a side. In May, 1878, he again beat 
Plaistead in a three-mile race at Toronto; in June he got the 
best of Evan Morris at Pittsburg, finishimg a fiye-mile course 
in 37m. 58s. Later on, he beat the whole lot, including 
Plaisted, Riley, Luther, and a host of minor liglits, in the re- 
galtas of Brockyille and Cape St. Vincent, Canada. Tn July 
he defeated Wallace Rosa a second time in a five-mile race on 
the Kennebecasis, and added $2,000 to his purse. 

Charles E. Courtney was born and brought up al Union 
Springs, N, Y. He is twenty-nine years of age. He early 
took to the water and engaged in many local contests, anil 
When he branched out on a larger scale and appeared at the 
regular regattas of amateurs, he invariably led them over the 
course. So unfailing were his yictones, that whenever 
“Oourtney from Union Springs” came to the line it was a 
foregone conclusion. At Saratoga, September 1% and 12, 
1874, he defeated Yates, Keator, and others of lesser note. 
In August, 1875, he took the diamond medal and the cham. 
pionship of the State of New York, by defeating such old 
hands as W. B. Curtis, David Roche, Hid Blake and Yates. 
The prize for double seulls went to him and R. A. Robinson, 
at Troy, September, 1875. With Frank Yates in his boat, at 
Saratoga, Aug. 8, 1876, he won the double-scull ract without 
hard work, and at-Philadelphia he beat all comers at thé Cen- 
tennial races, At Greemwood Lake, N, Y,, in August, 1877, 
he met Riley, being his first race as a professional, and after 
that he quit the ranks of amateurs and rapidly disposed of alll 
professionals of a lesser sort. He beat Riley and Plaisted at 
Saratoga, August 28, 1877, three miles with turo, in 20m, 
474s, In September he won the championship of the United 
States at Owasco Lake, beating Riley, frenchy Johnson, Ten 
Eyck and Lahberger, three miles and turn, ine 21m. 29a. 
Then followed an attempt to get on a match with Trickett, 
which failed, owing to the same bad management which has 
characterized his recent match with Hanlan. Jn June, 1878, 
he tackled such extremely light material as Dempsy, on Sene- 
ca Lake, but was capsized near the turn, as reported, by lid- 
den obstructions, though, upon investigation, none could bo 
found. The farce of pulling Dempsy, whom le could beat 
with one hand, was repeated at Skaneateled, when tha 
countryman was dropped out of sight readily enough. Ang. 
15, Courtney took part in the Silver Lake regatta, Boston, but 
was defeated by Frenchy Johnson, on account of being taken 
ill. It was supposed that the ducking he received while 
pulling Dempsy had affected him permanently, but recent re- 
ports affirm him to be in perfect health, and we trust that he 
may baye no recurrence of the ill spells in the coming match, 

Hanlan is 5ft. Sin. in height and iat 152lbs. in fighting 
trim ; Courtney is 6ft. din. high in stocking feet, and weighs 
168bs. We have described their boats in our last issue. 

RowinG Av ELM ZABETHPORT,—T he first annual Citizens Open 
Regatta was held at Elizabethport, N. J., Sept, 21, and was 
in every way a success, though the course might have been 
kept clearer. Double-sculls, won by Dury and Moore jn 16m, 
163.; Lother and Conlin second in 16m. 80s, Single-seulls, 
one and one-half mile with turn, Mohr took {le lead, but 
collided with 9 strange boat, and the race went to John Hat- 
field in 14m. 3s. Senior doubles, won by Decker and Hough- 
wout, two miles, 16m. 55s. Ladies’ double-scull race, hulf 
mile with the tide. Maiden crew, Misses Enima Lamond and 
Tillie Bontgen, beat the matron crew 2m, 20s., pulling a 
stroke of 40, Senior singles, won by J. W. Dederick, two 
miles, in 18m. 16s, Junior doubles, the Tate brothers won in 
17m. 10s., Dederick and Baxter second, Dixon and Streke 
third. Juvenile amateur doubles, Clarke and Hatfield, 8m. 
$7s.; Hughes and Rogers second. Singles, open to all, won 
by David Clarke in 17m, 58,, J. Lowther second, J. K. 
Moore third. Tub races finished the day. Prizes were all 
useful as well as ornamental. 
Jonxsox-Hosmee.—At Burlington Beach, Ont., Sept, 21 
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A beat. Frenchy Johnson over a four mile course wilh 
turn, for $500; time, spn. 
Werevs Rowme Cros.—The fall regatta of this club fool 

place ou Flushing Buy, Sept. 21, Gonrso, ene mile. Mour- 
vared gigs, BR. Lowden and FP. Pendexter, sirokes. The 
formers crew won by threecuidrlers of a length. Single- 
sculis, won by J. Ri. Embree. Six and fou-oared gigs, won 
by the latter by one length. 
Hupsos Boar Cron,—The fourteenth annual regatta of this 

club took place at Jersey City, Sept. 21. Course one mile 
and a half including a tur. Single-sculls, F. BH, Haugh 
winner, 10m, 2238. Hour-oared barges, won by 8. Pearson, 
stroke; H, Y. Mater, C. F. Patterson, F, R. Baldwin, and 
H, ©. Pearson, cox, Time, 9m. 57s, Mour-oared shells: 
won by OG. F. Ockerhausen, stroke ; G. A, Ockerbansen, W. 
Clarke, H. Ockerhausen, bow. ‘Time, 8m. 53%s. Pair-oared 
shells, won by Ockerhausen and Haugh in 9m. 334s. Ruoning 
races followed. 

Pacino AMATEUR Rowiycd Assocrarion.—The regatta of 
this California association, which was to haye been pulled 
Sept. 21, has gone over till next season, the organization not 
being fully perfected as yet. 

Sturceon Poryr Prorgssioyat Racz.—In the race for a 
purse of $650, held at Sturgeon Point, Ont., Sept. 19, there 
were nine strarlers. Course, four milesand aturo., Plaistead 
claimed a foul from Reiley; Hosmer and Kennedy the same, 
Reiley claims one from Moyris, Plaistead and Reiley were 
disqualified by the referee, Wallace Ross. Morris took first 
money, Kennedy second. 

Corumpra Boa'r Cuvs.—The fall regatta of this club, of 
Brooklyn, took place Sept, 18, at Bay Ridge, L. I. Course, 
amilé and a half. Siogle-sculls, won by J. F. Boyd, 13m. 
228. Second heat won by C. W. Lippitt. Four-oared gig 
race, won by J. 8. Statser, stroke; O. W. Lippitt, C. S$. But- 
ler, R. G. Mallert, bow, and J. GO, Tweach, coxswain. Sec- 
ond heat won by Geo. 8. Barnes, stroke; Geo. 0. Byeland, 
Jr, T. C. Overton, J, F. Mallett, bow, and F. FP. Seaners, 
coxswain, ‘Time, 10m. 68s. James Foster, starter; C, L, 
Sanderson, judge, and R. Bleecker, referee. owed Sept. 14, 
eight-oared barge race Hlesir'a and Constitution. Won by 
former inigm. 18s, Crew: ©. W. Lippitt, stroke; PF. Bayd, 
G. 8. Garnes, W. Chapman, ©. Bugland, J. F. Mallett, L. 
Anery and F, F, Layens coxswain. 

Passaic Rowine Assooration.—-The annual regatta of this 
association was held on the Passaic, at Dundee, N. J., Sept. 
19. Single-sculls, course one mile with turn, won by J. T. 
Nicholsen in 6m. 63s., beating W. E. Clark. Pair-nared 
shells, won by Geo. Atterbury and ©. G. Buckley, of the 
Adelphia Club, in 6m. 24s,, beating W. Smith and T. Hen- 
derson, of the Patterson R. A. Single-sculls, second heat, 
won by W. Henderson in 6m. 42s., beating J. Q. Hayes and 
H.D, Smith. Double-sculls, won by G. $. Nicholson and 
H. D. Smith, of the Adelphia Club, in 6m. 28s., beating W. 
Ryle and W, Henderson, of the Patterson R. A. Four-oared 
shells, won by C. G. Buckley, stroke; HE. C. Wells, W-. Ryle, 
and Geo. Atterbury, bow, in bm, 564s., heating the Patterson 
crew. 

Hantem Reearra Assooration.—The second annual re- 
patta of this Association will be held on the Harlem, Satur- 
day, October 19, Open to all amateurs. Races for ¢ight- 
gared shells, six-oared gigs, four-oared shells, double-scull 
shells, pair-oared shells, single-scull shells for seniors, same 
for juniors. Course, one mile straight away, in heats. Prizes 
to each individual winner ; also set of colors for the eights, 
sixes and fours. Entrance fees not returnable. Singles, $3 ; 
pairs and doubles, $6; fours, $12; sixes, $18; eights, $24. 
National Association rules. Trial heats commence 9:30 A. w.; 
finals, 1:30 p, wm. Conveniences are offered visiting crews by 
the clubs of the Association, Bntries close October 9, Ad- 
a George C, Power, Secretary and Treasurer, 52 Exchange 

ace. 

Tun Hores or New Orizans.—This Club has officially re- 
turned thanks tu the citizens of Newark for the kind recep- 
ACS Beroraedl their crews at the recent National Regatta at 

ewar 

Dotraiy Boar Orcs.—This club held a race for single 
sculls over a two-mile course on Charles River, Boston, Sept. 
21. Prize, a cup given by Mr. W. H. Hammond, the club's 
vice-president. Starters, Messrs, Granger, FP. Kyle and F, 
Jaquith. Kyle went to the front, with Jaquith second. Kyle 
fouled the turning buoy and damaged his hoat, letting in the 
water. Granger then passed him and wonin 16m, 864s., Kyle 
second, with his boat half full of water. 

Tun Loxnon “ Srorrsran’s' Cur.—The sculling match for 
the cup offered by the London (Eng.) Sportsman was rowed 
on the Thames, September 16 and 17. Jn the first heat, Wil- 
liam Elliott beat John Higgins, the champion, by four lengths. 
Second heat, R. W. Boyd beat T. Blackman. Final heat, 
Boyd proved the best man, but, taking Wlliot’s water, was run 
into by the latter, the foul being decided against Boyd, It is 
hardly likely that Elliott wil be a match for Boyd in future 
races, and his prestige obtained on the strength of a foul will 
be short-lived. Higgins took third prize on a walk-over, 
Blackman failing to start. 
i 

SMALL SEA-GOING YACHTS. 

Boston, Mavg,, Sept. 19, 1878. 
Epvrrorn Fonresr anp SrREAM + 
I hayes been so ninch interested in the subject of pea-going 

craft, that I hays been induced to giye you a little account of a 
regatta that is to take place Oct. 2, wind and weather permitting. 

Although an interested party, I will simply giva you the facts, and 
your readers can form their own conclusions, 
The two contestants—for there are only two in this case—are 

the yachts Gael and Sunbeam. ‘The former ia much the longer 
boat, and is reckoned herein tha first-class keels in cur usual club 

Yeyattas. Shois about 27ft. Siu. water ling, 30ft. over all, and 11 

ft, beam. Her draught of water is 5ft, aft, the peculiarity of 
which is her keel of almost 24in. depth amidships. Her stern and 

sides tumble in yery much, tlie lines of her quarters giving vary 
much the appearanve of a sharp corner. Her bow is very much 

cut away, and the leanness is carried to her sheer plank. Her 
greatest power lies in her “)iips,’’ and as she sits on the water, 
slie presents a takish und graceful appearance. Her ballast con- 
sists of lead, with the addition of an iron keel weighing 1,7001ba, 

Grimore, She carries considerable canyas for the amount of sub- 
merged hull, is sloop rigged, and has the reputation of being one 
of the fastest keel sloops in our waters. She is certainly a oredit 
to her builder and owner, Capt, William McCormack. 

The Sunbeam ia a second-class bont, and Hever wag intended for 
speed, bul, Wiforhonately, she deyeloped (hut fealuce of her model 
from the firsh trial. Her staunchbess no one questions who his 

seen her tried. She is 26t. Tin, over all, 24ft. din, water tine, 10ft, 
Sin. beam, and a drvavight of 5ft. afl, Her lines aré round and 

fll; she carries her bulk im body, wud not 66 much in keel, the 

latter being Only 12in. amidships in depih; but, having « long 

rn, shé has considerable deadwood aft, The depth of her hold 

from the under side of cabin to top of keelson 1s 4ft. Gin,, giving 

ample cabin accommodations for four in cruising, besides 2. nice 

forecastie 6it. long. Although the Sunbeare is the shorter beat 
glie tons in the custom house about 11-75 or 12-75 more than the 

Gael. Her spread of canyas is considerable. Hor mast is stepped 

Tlt. Bin, from bow; length of boom, dift. Gin. ; gaff, 16ft.; mast 
above deck to truck, 41. Gin.; bowsprit outboard to jibstay, 1aft.; 

bowsprit onlboard to heudstay, 13/t. 6in.; mainsail hoist, 24ft. 

fin. ; jib on foot, 22ft. Gin. Her main boom laps oyer the stern 
about Mft., and is yery heavy; there are about 178yde. of 10oz. 

duck in jib aud muinsail, besides a jib-topsail and gaff-topsail for 
cruising, and a large balloon-jib and gaff-topsail for racing. We 

never raef the jib, but set s storm jib on the atay, or from an eye- 

bolt on the bowsprit a8 occasion requires, A party of four haye 

putin a reef in Jess than four minutes ontside io a seaway with- 

out oxporiencing any troubla or losing way or course. Her ability 

to carry so Much canvas has been demonstrated many times, as 

most of the boats reef before we think of it. She sails very well 
for a henyy boat, as her record will sustain, haying taken prizes 

amounting to thirty-one in number, 
This rave is to determine the speed of the Gel and Sunbeam in 

a stiff breeze, and outside the light, The course is to ba ten 

miles to windward and back for $100 a side ; no shifting by dead 
weight allowed; no restrictions as to sails ; Boston Yacht Club 

rules with Herreshoft’s table of allowances to be followed. 

It will also tend to demonstrate whether a shoal boat with weight 

on her keel is better than a deep body with weight inside. The 

race is creating a great deal of comment, and is looked forward to 

with much interest. 

In giving you the above measurements I hayo kept within the 

limits, go as to give your readers something of an idea to form 

their conclusions on. Ws are now entering the season of yachts- 

men’s bliss—fall winds and woaather, rousing nor’westers and 

northers, that make the timid stay at home, but calls us on deck, 

and males one keep his weather eye open. 

Wemade a splendid run from City Point to Marblehead the 
other day in Jess than to hours (a distance of 17 miles), the wind 
fresh from westward, stopping in the megntime to shake ont 

a Yeef off Tinker’s Island, and catching fita before we got inside. 

Some of our fair friends expressed much anxiety as the squalls 

laid us into it, but we quieted their fears by telling them wa had 

painted the top and sides of the honse with copper paint. 
Kapau. 

+ 

A BRITISH YACHTSMAN GRADUATE. 

Eprror Forest AND ATREAII: 
In your able notices of Mr, Thomas Braasey’a yachting career, in 

your issue of 12th inst., you state that he “fneyer did much 

racing.” This is not quite correct, for Mr. Brassey atone time 

went into racing con amore, being obe of the best supporters of 

the Birkenhead Model Yacht Club, which sailed many a hard 

match on the turbulent Mersey, He raced Spray af the Ocean, 

cutter, aud some other smallcrait before he purchased his “+ fiying 

fifty,”? the beantiful 44-ton cutter Oymiba, built in 1854 by Fife, of 

Fairlie, for Mr. J, M. Rowan, Mr. Brassey raced her in the hish 

and Mersey waters in 1856 and 1857, winning Her Majesty’s Cup 

in the latter year ; in 1858 he took her to the Thames, raced her 

there, on the south coast, and in Dish waters. He was not as 

succeseftl with her as Mr. Rowan had been ; indeed, while in that 

gentleman's possession, she was never beaten—starting five times 

in 1854 and taking fiye first prizes, total yalue £360; and starting 
four times in 1855 with four first prizes, total yalne £270. Mr. 

Brassey also raced the Albatross, schooner, built for him when he 
parted with Oymba. Since then he has confined himself to 

eruising, and was the first yachtsman who obtained a Yachting 

(Master's) Certificate of Competency. Rovexr-Onorx, 

Halifax, Sept, 16, 1878. 

Sea and Rivey Fishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER. 

——}—. 

FRESH WATER, 
Tront, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salmon, Salmo sulur, 
Salmon ‘Prout, Salmo conjinia. 
Landlocked Salmon, Salinio glover, 
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor. 
Blavk Bass, Microplerus salmotdes ; 

M. nigricans. 
Muskalonge, Esox nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox luctus, 
Yellow Perch, Perca slavescens, 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Scicenops coellatus. 
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- 

cephalus. 
Striped Bass, Roccus linneatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana. 
Weakfish, Cynoscion regalia, 
Blueiish, Pomatomus saliatriz, 
URED Mackerel, Cybiwin macula- 

uni, 
Cero, Cybium regale. 
Bonito, Sarda pelamys, 
Kinglish, Menticirrus nebuloeus. 

Wish 1n Mancer—Retam Prioces.—Bass, 20 cents ; smelts, 25; 

blnefish, 8; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; weak fish, 10; Spanish 

mackerel, 40; green turtle, 10; terrapin, per doz., #9; halibut, 

1214; haddock, 8; king fish, 18; codfish, 8; black fish, 15; floun- 

ders, 8; porgies, 8; sea bass, 18; eels, 18; lobsters, 10; sheeps- 

head, 25; turbot, 35 ; English soles, 35 ; scallops per gallon, $1.25; 

soft clams, 30 to 60 ; white fish, 15; pickerel, 18; black bass, 18 

pompano, 75; whitebait, 60; smoked salmon, 18; hard crabs, per 

100, $2.50 ; soft crabs, per dozen, 74. 

Trost Ware Mouyraw Trovr-We have often been amused 
at the persistency with which a lie will travel, There seems 
to be some magic quality in u misrepresentation of facts, 
which appeals especially 1o the taste of the averazs newspaper 
scissors man, Wot one manin a thousand, outside of those 
New Hogland States, really cares a fig whether ‘the great 
quantities of trout caught in the White Mountains this season 
have been discovered to be young salmon, with which the 
New England Fish Commissioners haye been stocking the 
streams at great expense, etc.,’’ or whether ‘‘the great, etc.,” 
are so Many crocodiles. But we have seen this important dis- 
covery hashed up in just sixteen papers, hailing from eyery 
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part of the country, and the only satisfactory explanation of its 
travel that we can suggest is its utter nonsense and falsity. 

Massacuusnrrs—Cohasset, Sepé. 18.—Shad are plenty in 
Weir River, and take the hook readily. Use shrimp for bait 
and a iy rod. The fish caught weigh from one to three 
pounds. 8. K. J. 

Moyemenus or tae Fiseineg Fngrt,.—The number of fish- 
ing atrivals reported at this port the past week has been (j 
with cod and 10 with halibut from the Banks, 18 from 
Georges, 6 fromthe Bay St. Lawrence, 4 from Shore mackerel). 
ing trips, and one from Greenland; total, 44. Some gooil 
fares of Bank halibut have been recetyed, several vessels land- 
ing upward of 40,000 lbs, each, the total receipts for the weelc 
being 380,000 Ibs. Receipts of codfish, 1,070,000 lbs, fron 
the Banks and 300,000 lbs. from Georges, The Baymen brine 
fair cargoes, the receipts for the week being 1,350 bbls, mack- 
erel, but late intelligence from the Bay show a meagre catch 
of late, with the probability that the season is alsout over, 
Receipts of shore mackerel, 650 bbls., and of fletched halibut 
60,000 lbs. from Greenland. ‘The weather has been more fa- 
vorable for curing codfish.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Sept. 20. 

New York—Port Jorvis, Sept. 19.—Seven feet of ** Albany 
beef,” weighing 150 pounds, was killed by a discharge of 
firearms in the Neyersink Kiver, an affluent of the Delaware, 
at Carpenter’s Point, near this place, yesterday afternoon. 
ee is the second sturgeon eyer captured in this neighbor- 
ood. 

Vircista—Clifion Forge, Sept. 17.—It is now in the 
height of the bass season here. A great many are being taken, 
though nof s0 many as last year, on account of the great flood 
sweeping out a large numberof them. Our Fish Commis- 
sioner, Colonel McDonald, paid us a visit a short time since, 
and is making arrangements to transfer a large number tu 
other portiona of the State, 

Tennessen.—Columbia, Sept. 19.—Anglers are making 
preparations for the fall bass fishing. The anticipated 
catch is large. Several parties have already arranged tor « 
week's hunt and fish on the adjacent trout streams, Wau. 

Texss.—On Tuesday Mr. Archer, the great American 
whaler of the Colorado, caught fifteen alligators and pike gars 
at one haul with a seine, about five miles below the city, The 
smallest of the lof weighed 75 pounds. Mr. Archer has also 
caught several immense catfish the last two days.—Auséin 
Statesman, 

Wiscoysin—Ashland, September 16.—The fishing party, 
consisting of Dr. H. R. E. Carpenter, of Chicago; Silas 
Humphrey, Bsy., of Stillman Valley, I.; Eugene F, Prince 
and the Hditor of the Ashland Press, with Alex Welcome, 
John Madwegan, Sam Stoddard and George Whitbird as 
puides, returned from the headwaters of White River on 
Wednesday last, after a ten-days’ trip among the pines on onu 
of the finest trout streams in America. 

Bass Fisning At Monracx.—Dnring the past week or two 
there has been some capital bass fishing at Montauk, Mr. 
8. Stearns, of Brooklyn, made sn excellent score, including a 
splendid fifty-pounder, of which he has adorned the register 
at Stratton's with a capital portrait, thatis, if one may say 
that a fish is susceptible of portraiture, Rod fishing, with 
wind that hus init a point more or less of northing, can bu 
prosecuted with great comfort and convenience all slong thu 
south shore of Montauk. Just inside the lighthouse, at the 
extreme ena, 1n a little bay, in which the long Atlantic surgcs 
thunder on a wide shore of great boulders, all round and pol- 
ished from the crumbling cliffs, there is a capital fishing 
ground. Here Mr. Sanford R. Gifford, one of our great mas. 
ters of landscape painting and a most enthusiastic and aceom- 
plished disciple of the rod, has been plying the latter 
yigorously and successfully fora conple of weeks. The spar 
is fine, and is only occasionally interfered with by big, vora- 
cious flukes, whose ill-advised ambition leads them to-aspire 
to the diet of their betters. This involves the loss of an 
occasional fine bait of lobster, adjusted with great pains 
a designed for a nobler quarry than a huge, ungainly flat- 
3 
The weather just now at Montauk is heavenly, and the 

wild beauty of the place is more impressive than at any other 
season. The endless slopes of the downs are rich in antumn 
colors, and the little dells and sheltered nooks where the Mon_ 
fauk trees seek refuge are gardens of the richest and warmest 
colors. Now and then one hears the crack of a fowling-piece, 
and startled flocks of plover fly wildly overhead, uttering their 
plaintive cries. Snipe abound in every reed-girt shore of the 
countless ponds, and tall herons stand statuetike along tho 
shallows. Teal feed in the weeds and a few black ducks dot 
the waters of the Great Pond, There isan abundance of game 
and solitude, and the whole place, its aspect and its people 
impress one with a sense of primitive and untamed wildness 
that is imparted by no other spot on the near Atlantic coast 

The accommodations at the Point, '* such as they are and 
what there is of them,” are good. Olean beds and a good 
table, including a sound and well-cooked country fare, with 
plenty of good milk and butter, can be had at Stratton’s or af 
Osborn’s or at the Lighthouse, over the domestic part of 
which Mrs. Babeock presides, The prices charged are very 
reasonable. 

The best way to reach Montauk is to take the Long Island 
Railroad to Bridgehampton, buying a through ticket to Hast- 
hampton. At the latter place Mr. W. Gardner, irreverently 
known as ‘ Bill Gardner,” will house- one comfortably anc 
make all the arrangements for teams across Napeagne Beach 
tothe Point, a distance of about twenty miles. Mr, Gard- 
ner kept Montauk Light for many years, and is a practical 
fisherman as well as hotel-man, and his advice and assistance 
are invaluable. 

Rare Pisa av Funron Marcet.—Mr. Blackford had quite 
a series of rare and curious fishes af Fulton Market last week 
There wasa thrasher shark with an extraordinary development 
oftail, The creature measured some seven feel two inches in 

length, of which the tail alone was 45 inches. This shark was 
caught off Martha's Vineyard. What an awful whipping such 
a tale must give, and if it could be applied on oats or wheat 
threshing machines might be at a discount. A remarkable 

capture of spotted bags, or, as thay are called, the ‘* spot,’ 
was made off Sandy Hook, some twenty haying been caught 
with hook and line. This fish resembles in many respects the 

bass, only different in color, haying a golden shade, with a 
distinguishing black spot near the tail. The locality of this 

fish has heretofore been placed to the south of us, and we 
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have never known if to be caught north of Cape May. eros | species bei 
of large size, caught off the New Jersey coast, were also ex- 

hibited. Looking like an exaggerated herring, there was a 
huge tarpon of 130 pounds, caught of Newport, which was also 
exhibited, ‘'Dhis fish has the largest of scales. We noticed 
also shad, in fine order, which had been taken in Grayesend 

Bay. ‘The fish looked in prime order. There was also.a rare 

pecimen, a Sewrens footens. 

Tur Ancnoyy Sreanrwe—lZditor Forest anid Stream: In 
your issue of Sept. 12, Mr. Goode and I are credited with 
the identification of the ‘‘spearing” of New York mar- 
kek with one of the anchovies (ngraulis viltatus), The 
specimens sent to us from that market as ‘‘spearing” are, in- 
deed, Hngraulis vitiatus; but we would by no means say 
that all the spearing are this species, We have good reason 
to believe that the common silversides (Chirostoma notata) is 
also called ‘*spearing,” and, perhaps, more generally than the 
Hngraulis, Prof. Baird would be glad to have specimens of 
all the fishes called “‘spearing"” in New York. 

Yours very truly, TARLETON H. Bran. 
Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 13. 

Dr. Bean's request for spearing, or anchovies, might have 

been fully supplied last week. On the 16th Mr. E.G. Black- 

ford succeeded in marketing no less than fifty pounds of fine 
anchovies, which were distributed next day among the various 

leading clubs of New York. The fish were caught at Graves- 
end Bay. Those who partook of the fish—old, experienced 

gourmands—declared them to be admirable, Thus, little by 
little, is {he whole wealth of our waters being developed! The 

fish which we examined resembled very closely the anchovy we 
have seen caught in the Mediterranean. There is a charming 
reminiscence of a breakfast taken by us at Capri, where an- 

chovies were served, like Eyes, in fig leaves, A word of ad- 

vice: In dressing an anchovy, the most delicate of all fish, 

beware of overcooking it! We are sure Miss Corson will 

back us up here, The fish ought to be just basted a little and 
broiled—grilled—over a hot fire. Where is youn muddy 

Thames now, or your blue Sea of Capri? Whitebait and an- 
choyies are now within the reach of ourfork! One distin- 

guishing trait of the Hngraulis family is its transparency, and 
a thin band of quicksilver sheen, which runs lengthwise 
along the fish. x. te 

THE WATCHFUL TROUT, 

Moosznmap Laxrg, Me., September 18, 1878. 
Enrror Forrest anpD STREAM: 
Lam not altogether ignorant of the character and habits of 

the speckled trout, having fished for and caught bim in 
yarlous waters; but I have lately made his acquaintance 
under different circumstances than ever before. and, as I have 
neyer seen any mention of him under similar conditions, I 
have thought that a description (of what is to me a new dis- 
covery) may not be uninteresting to you and your readers. 
The Ontlet House, as is doubtless well known to you, 

though it may not be so to all your readers, is situated on the 
shore of Moosehead Lake at the point where the Kennebec 
River flows out from the lake, the outlet being guarded by a 
dam used for logging purposes. The river—quite a large 
Btream—is for many miles below the dam a succession of. 
8Witt rapids alternating with deep pools. . 

I fish for the trout—with flies always—either in the pools 
or at the ‘* heads of the pitches,” that is, at the points where 
the swift, smooth water breaks into the ripples of the rapids. 
The trout caught at these points are large ones, yaryi i in 
weight from two pounds up to six. I have within a few days 
past landed a number weighing from three to four pounds 
each. To fish these waters J make a trip of a mile or two 
down the river each day in a birch-bark canoe, under the 
fuidance of Henry J. Wilson, the proprietor of the Outlet 
House, a famous canoeman and fisherman. 

Mr. Wilson has more than once told me of a habit the very 
large trout have of coming to the surface of the water simply 
for the purpose of observation; while I haye not wholly dis- 
believed his accounts, I have taken them with those grains of 
allowance which a little experience at fishing resorts naturally 
leads to. But yesterday, just at night, his accounts were 
eonfirmed by my personal ubseryation and that of Mr, B. F. 
Barton, of Waterville, Me., who happened to accompany me. 

T had just landed from a pool a trout weighing within a hair 
of four pounds, and was examining my flies and adjusting 
them for another cast, when a large trout, weighing certainly 
six pounds, and probably more, projected his head obliquely 
out of the water so that his eyes were fully two inches above 
the surface, and for a full quarter of a minute sailed slowly 
around the pool, moving no faster than a muskrat swims 
when uhdisturbed, eyeing us intently all the while, and at the 
end of his suryey dropped as quietly back into the water. Mr. 
Barton and myself were simply speechless with amazement, 
which was succeeded by a roar of laughter on the part of both 
of us, as well as of Mr. Wilson, at the comivality of the sight. 

The laughter had not ceased before another trout, slightly 
smaller than the first and in a different part of the pool, re— 
peated the performance, My flies were in a tangle or I should 
have endeayored to hook this second gymnast foul. Either 
fish could have been easily killed with a shot-cun. 

Mr. Wilson assures me that; this is not an uncommon thing 
for the large trout of the Kennebec to do, and that they never 
do it except when the flies have been thrown over them, their 
object being, apparently, to ascertain whether the offered 
food comes without the aid or presence of man, He has known 
4 fish to keep up this sort of observation at short interyals for 
an hourormore. The incident 1 witnessed was certainly a 
novel, interesting and amusing thing to me, and it may be so 
to many of your readers as well as, perhaps, of some scientific 
value, . ES. 

WU seo 

THE BLACK BASS. 

y "Like, but oh! how different!” 

Epivog Forrest ann Srream : 
The genus Microptervs, black bass, includes but two species: 

Misropterus salmoides (Lac.) Gill, the small mouthed black 
ass, and Micrepierus pallidua (Raf.) Gill and Jordan, the 
large mouthed black bass, or, as it is sometimes called, the 
Oswego bass. Possibly no genus of fishes has been the occa- 
sion of 60 much confusion, scientifically and popularly, asthe 
black bass. This is owing, no doubt, to its extensive habitat 
and wide-spread distribution; the original habitat of both 
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ecies being the great basin of the St. Lawrence, the whole | Mississippi Valley, or almost the entire Tange of country lying between the Alleghany and the Rocky Mountains, and the South Atlantic States from Virginia to Florida. Tt would naturally be expected, in view of this extraordinary and ex- paosive habitat, to find differences of conformation, color and habits; indeed, it is surprising that the variations are not more marked, and the number of species consequently greater when one considers the great natural differences and condi- tions of the numerous waters and varieties of climate to which | this genus is native. We find, howeyer, that the most strik- ing difference is in color, which will run from almost black through all theshades of slate, green, olive and yellow to almost 
white, and, indeed, these yariations in color can be found in almost any one Btate, and to a great extent in aby one stream or lake, at different seasons of the year. Slight dissimilarities 
of contour and some diversity of habits also exist. Butall of 
these differences obtain, not only with regard to black bass, 
but to most other genera of fresh water fishes, and depend on 
well-known natural causes. I lived for ten years in Wiscon- 
sin, where there were twenty lakes, abounding in black bass 
within a radius of eight miles of my residence, and from close 
and constant obseryation of the characteristics of the black 
bass in them I could almost invariably tell upon being shown 
a string of bass in what particular lake they had been caught. 
Without going into a specific and detailed analysis of the 

tw9 species of black bass, it will be sufficient to say, that as a 
general rule the small-mouthed bass is more trimly built and 
of a darker or more sombre hue than the other yariety, where 
they both inhabit the same water; the Jarge-mouthed bass 
being rather a coarser looking fish, with a much larger mouth, 
larger scales, thicker through the shoulders, with more depth 
of body, more pendulous belly, and growing to a larger size, 
with the color more inclmed to shades of preen, The color 
of the small-mouthed variety sometimes approaches shades of 
olive or yellow ; and there will often be more or Jess red in 
the iris of the eye, in some instances shading down to orange 
or yellow. This latter distinction, however, like the double 
curve at the base of the caudal fin, and the more forked tail— 
which have been mentioned as distinguishing characteristics 
of the small-mouthed yaricty—cannot be depended on, as one 
or all of these distinctions are often Jacking. 

The former name of the large-mouthed species, 
nigricans (C. & V.) Gill, has been very wisely discarded by 
Profs, Gill and Jordan, who have substituted therefor the 
more descriptive title of Micropierus pallidus. This has been 
done in justice to Rafinesque, whose priority of description 
of this species certainly entitles him to this acknowledg- 
ment. Ichthyologists have, al various times, given to 
the genus numerous appellatives, and to the species 

ore than thirty specific names, while Jaymen in dilferent 
sections of the country haye contributed their quota of ver- 
nacular names, among which may be mentioned : black bass, 
bass, black perch, juming perch, trout, black trout, chub, 
green bass, moss bass, Oswego bass, etc. In almost every 
issue of the Formst ann SrrEAM correspondents write of 
bass, bass fishing, bass tackle, etc., meaning black bags in 
each instance, and take it for granted that the legion of read- 
ers of that widely-circulated journal will understand what 
particular kind of bass is meant. Now, this is all wrong, and 
is Owing to the culpable carelessness, or perhaps, in somc in- 
stances, to a want of proper information, and is a babit that, 
ought to be reformed. Let us call things by their right 
nhames—a spade a spade or a quail a quail. ‘Tt is just as easy 
to write the distinctive name ‘black bass” as the general 
name ‘‘bass.” Bass is a very vague term at best, meaning 
one thing in one part of the country and a totally different 
thing in another. Along the eastern coast it means either a 
striped bass or a sea bass; in the West it may be either a 
black bass, a rock bass, a white bass or a silyer bass; while in 
Otsego County, N. Y., it means an Otsego bass, which is not 
a bass atall, Then again, your correspondents write of the 
real black bass, meaning generally IW. salmoides, the small 
mouthed species, seeming to imply that the other species is 
not real, or at least is not the black bass, but something else— 
a kind of pseudo variety. Others, in writing of the Jarge- 
mouthed speciee, M.- paiiidus—owing to its former name, Jf 
nigricans—have called zt the real black bass, under the im- 
pression that, a8 it was named nigricans—i. ¢. bluck—the other 
variety must be some other color, and was not the simon pure 
article. Now, one species is not more real than the other; 
the small-mouthed variety is regarded as the type species, be- 
cause it was the first to be described. It is thought by some 
to be a gamier fish than the large-mouthed yariety—-indeed, I 
have sometimes thought so myself; hut this notion, like the 
gustatory superiority of the canyas-back among ducks, the 
delectable excellence of the brook trout among fish, or the 
exquisite ambrosial flayor of Veuve Cliquot among wines, 
exists more in the imagination than in reality, Both varieties 
of the black bass ate equally good as game fish and equally 
good for the table. The term ** Black Bass," then, is distinc- 
tive, and should always be used when alluding to the genus 
generally. In writing of the different species they should be 
mentioned as the small-mouthed black bass or the large- 
mouthed black bass, as the case may be, no matter whether 
the color be black, green or yellow. Hvery reader will then 
know exactly what is meant, and much of the confusion and 
uncertainty that now prevail will be cleared away. 

** Not, chaos-like, together crush'd and bruis’d, 
But, as the world, harmoniously confus'd, 
Where order in variety we see, 
And where, thongh all things differ, all egrée.*— Pope, 

Cynthia, Ky., Aug, 29,1878, J. A. Heysusnn, M. D, 

We thank our correspondent for the lucid distinctions he 
makes between the large and small-mouthed black bass, The 

confusion arising from caré¢lessness of description is very 
great, a8 shown, we must confess, by many of our friends 
who write to us in regard to black bass fishing, The mouth 

is the great distinction between the mécroptert, and a little 
practice makes the difference immediately perceptible. One 
yariation which, we think, can readily be seén is that in the 

small-mouthed bass the scales of the interperculum cover only 
about half the bone, while in the large-mouthed the entire 
bone is covered. We might supplement “the lst of wrong 

natnes given to black bass as follows: Tt is called perch, 

chub, trout, green bass, slough bass, bull bass, und every- 
{hing save the right name. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR SEPTEMBER, 

Moose, Alves malchis. 
Caribou, Tarandus rangifer. 
ENE or wapiti, Cermus canadensis. 
Red or Va. deer, @. virginianus. 
Squirrels, red, black ind gray, 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dotichonyx oryz- 

Wild tarkey, Meleagris nat ild tarkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 

en, Cupidonia cupido. 
Ruffled gronse or pheasant, Bonwsa 

wmbellus, 
Qusil or partridge, Ortyc virginia- 

TUES, 

Black- bellied plover, ox-eyo, Squa- 
tavola helvetica, 

Rie Plover, -Egialitiz xemipaling~ 
MSs 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopres 
nigricollia, 

Woulcock, Philuhela minor. 
Red-bressted snipe, or dowltcher, 
Muororhamphus yriseus. 

Red-backed sanclpiper, or ox-bird, 
Dying americana, 

Great marvled godwit, or marlin, 
Limona felon, 

Willet, Votenus temipalmatus. 
Tattler, Totwnns nulanoleuena, 
Yellow-slianks, Totwnue flavipes, 

“Bay birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oysier-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avovete, 
etc,, coming under the group Limacoale or Shore Birds, 

t2~ This table does not apply to all the States. It is meant to repre- 
kent: the game which is generally in season atthistime. State Teguia- 

tions may prohibit the killing of some species of game here mentioned, 

Game iy MAnxur.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.25 
to $1.50 per pair; partridge (rnffed grouse), 21.40 to 21-75 per 
pair; mallard ducks, 75 cents per pair; black do,, 75 cants per 

pair; widgeon do., 50 cents per pair; brvad bill do., 50 cants per 

pair; teal do., 50 cents per pair ; Wilson enipe, 33 per doz. ; ployer, 
$3.50 per doz.; bay birds, large, $3 per doz.; do. small, 60 cents 
per doz,; rails, $1.25 cents per doz.; reed birds, 40 cents to $1 per 
doz,; Phildelphia squabs, $2.50 to #3 per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 
20 to 22 cents per ponnd ; do. fowls, 1) to 18 cents ; do. turkeys, 

18 to 20 cents; do. ducks, 18 to 20 centa: do. gesse, 16 to 18 

cents ; State and Western chickens, 15 to 18 cents; do. turkeys, 
15 to 18 cents ; do fowls, 18 to 16 cents ; do. ducks, 12 to 15 cents; 

Micropterus | do. geese, 10 to 13 cents. . 

Vermont.—Burlington.—The prospect for the fall shoot- 
ing promises to be very fine. I have never known such an 
abundance of ruffed grouse. The woodcock have alsa been 
plentiful since the season opened. On the west side of the 
lake the ruffed grouse are not only to be found in large num - 
bers, but very tame; the only drawback to shooting time is 
the density of the undergrowth, which almost prevents one 
from following a dog. Through the kindness of Col, Le 
Grand B. Cannon, I have twice used his fine red setter, Guy, 
given him by Dr. Goldsmith. Guy completed his education 
last fall out West, in the hands of Mr. T. D. Gladstone, of 
Boonton, N. J., and bas proved to be in the field a splendid 
representative of his sira and dam, Plunket and es mi 

MassAcuusetrs—Cohusset, Sept, 18—T'he cvoting season 
has opened with us very well, and some good bags of 12 and 
14 toa man have been made, At present the wether is too» 
warm. Bay bird shooting has been very good, better than 
for some years, as high as 25 black breasts to a man have 
been taken. Partridge quite plenty, but woods too thick as 
yet todo much, Woodcock scarce and wild. I got three tke 
other day, best I have got this year. 5. K, dr, 

Derr ty Pennsy_tvanrA.—By the omission of u word of 
three letters in an answer to a correspondent last week, our 
information was made mis-information. Deer hunting in 
Pennsylvania is 7ieé prohibited this year. 

Pottsville, Sept. 23.—Game of every description (excepting 
deer) in this section is in great abundance, tiugh several 
yariclies have been hunted down before in season. An Officer 
of the law has succeeded in securing the names of these ma. 
rauders, and our *‘ Game Protection Association ” have taken 
the matter in charge for a, proper adjustment. 

Dom PEpRo. 

Om Creek GAME snp Fis Assootatioy.—This organiza- 
tion, of Titusville, Pa., 1s now in its second year, and has a 
numerous list of members. Its object is to enforce obedivuce 
to the laws us they exist, trusting to increase thereby the field 
sports of the country. The president is David Kmery, Esq., 
and the vice-president M. W. Quick. In their constitution 
and by-laws, which we beg to acknowledge, they adopt the 
excellent plan of putting on the outside coyer of the litile 
pamphlet, (he close season for birds, beasts and fish in Penn- 
sylvania. We strongly advise all game protection associations 
throughout the country to thus make public the game lawe of 
their respective States. 

TennesseE—Columbia, Sept. 19.—The season opened 15th, 
and sport bids fair to be immense, Ag 15th came on «unday 
the more eager took Saturday for first day and returned well 
leased. 

‘ The weather istoo warm and weeds and grass too thick for 
much pleasure in the field. 

Williamsport, Sept. 23,--Althongh we have no regular 
sportsman’s club here, we have lois of boys that know how 
to handle agun, We boys have had comparatively no prac- 
tice at balls, but we have killed birds a few. A trial at the 
balls the other day, Bogardus traps and rules, resulted in 
these totals: Tinsman, 14; Tallman, 16; Lucas, 18; Post, 
16; Kent, 16; Koch, A., 16; Koch, E.G, 16; Moore, 16; 
Heavy, 7; Emory, 15; Wunderwebr, 1. I would have sent 
you 4 full score, but I had to act the traitor to send you his, 

Bowoulnsr, 

Vireinisa.—Olifton Forge, Sept. 27.—The season for deer 
opened on the 1st inst., and bids fair to be a good one. There 
is plenty of mast and the mountains are well filled with yame, 
Hunters are beginning to Hock in, andin afew days if will 
be bard to be out of hearing of the yelp of a hound or the 
toot ofa horn. A party camped in North Mountain, hear 
Dagger's Springs, haye had fine success. TRG 

Sport Ix Louistana.—The following notes of an excellent 
game region jn Louisiana are especially timely at this season. 
Before many weeks haye passed scores of sportsmen and 
pleasure seekers will have turned their faces southward, some, 
who haye ‘ done” Florida, to seek new fields of conquest. 

One such field is to be found at Opelousas, La., where, in ad- 
dition to a great abundance and variety of game, the boepital- 

ity of the people is extended to the stranger us 9 not unio 

New Yorr Horzievtrurat Sootery.—The Fall Exhibition 
of the New York Horticuliural Society opened with a brilli- 
ant display at Gilmore’s Garden lsst evening. The Garden is 
beautifully decorated, the display a most excellent one, and 
Thomas’ music adds to the enjoyment. 
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portant inducement. ur correspondent writes from that 
town; 

This part of Louisiana is the healthiest portion of the Btate. 
few miles east of Opelousas are the lowlands of the bayous 

Teche and Courtableau, and Atchafalaya River where deer 
and hear abound; on the west, reaching to Texas, lie the 
prairies, where we hunt the pinnated grouse (called pheasants 
here), and in the immediate neighborhood of Opelousas is as 
good partridge (Bob White), snipe and, some winters, wood- 
cock hunting as can be found in the world, and ducks are al- 
ways plentiful in winter, One can visit the coast at no preat 
distance from here, say at Calcasien pass, mouth of the Cal- 
casien River, where oysters, fish, ducks and geese abound. 
This is an out-of-the-way place, where northern tourists sel- 
dom come; but we haye here a greater variety of game, of 
people and of agricultural productions, than any other part of 
the South. There are two routes from New Orlvuans—one by 
railto Morgan City, thence up the Teche by boat to New 
Iheria, thence forty-seven miles through the prairie by stage 
to Opelousas; the other route, the pleasantest and most 
traveled, is by boat here, up the Mississippi to the mouth of 
Rted River, then down the Atchafalaya to mouth of the bayou 
Courtableau, and up the latter to Washington, six miles from 
Opelousas, where hacks are always ready to convey passengers 
fo the Jatter place. The best hotel in the State, outside of 
New Orleans, is in Opelousas. 

Trxas—Culvesion, September 20.—The Galveston Gun Club 
organized last week, with the following officers: C. ©. Pettit, 
President; J.D. Seite, Vice-President; A, Cannon, Secre- 
tary and Treasurer. Directors, 0. G. Bowman, B. McCor- 
mick, O. Painpare, J. M. Foshey, A. Brock, The list of 
members comprises the names of some very accomplished 
sportsmen, The new club will do much to foster the in- 
terests of the fraternity here, Buur Wine. 

Misnesora — Melrose, Septenter 14.—The recent cold 
weather has brought the ducks and geese here in great num- 

bers. The ponds, sloughs and grain fields swarm with them, 
and there is yery good decoying and grass shooting all through 
this section, Deer are very abundant, although there is no 
mast this year, neither acorns nor hazel nuts. Prairie fowl 

are gradually becoming scarce. Sharp-tails cannot exist with 

Civilization, but the chickens or pinnated grouse will ever 

loiter around the farmers’ barnyards when not molested. 

Hat. 

—Our whilom correspondent, H. ©. Pierce, Esq., ef the 
Waters, Pierce Oil Company, St. Louis, Mo., complimented 
us witha call yesterday, having just concluded a hunting 
Cruise among the Rocky Mountains, and barely saving his 
fcalp on One occasion. He brought numerous trophies of 
deer, bear, elk and antelope, and glowing accounts of the 
scenery, with the Utes omitted. 

CarirorNtd4.—In Sylvan District, Centre township, on the 
8th inst., a shooting club was organized with the following 
membership: F. T. Miller, Thomas ward, Lewis Daly, 
Elisha Daly, Jr., George Wheadon, Mat. Gephart, Thomas 
Slater, Frank Oayitt, William Cavitt, Alma Aiston, Asa Lind- 
ley, James Dwyer, L. B. Robb and Y, Arrasmith, 

Morr Winn Rice.—Any of our readers who want wildrice 

will probably be able to secure a quantity for planting by ad- 
dressing the Hon. William Mulliken at St. Cloud, Minnesota, 
who has arranged with a halfbreed to secure him fifty 
bushels, if required. The price will be $4 per bushel. Orders 

should be sent at once, as the season is already well advanced, 

and the seed should be planted as soon as gathered. We print 

this notice for tle benefit of several parties who have applied 
to us this year for wild rice, and took the pains to personally 

interest Mr. Mulliken in the matter, and to him obligations 

are due. 

How to Crean Sxenrs.—Put all the shellsin a can after 
Bring them off, and pour boiling water on them; then pour 
off and put a piece of brown soap as big as a marble in the 
can and cover with hot water; let stand about four hours. 
Wipe all clean and they look like new. A. B. 

Ourriy FOR THE CHicEENS.—Intending raiders upon the 
prairie chickens will find a good fitting-ont station at’ Burk- 
hard's, in St, Paul,—[See ada. 

Dox't—Dor't point your gun at yourself. Don’t point 

your gun at any one else, Don't carry your gun so that it's 

range includes all your hunting companions, Don’t try to 

find ont whether your gum is loaded or not by shutting one 

eye and looking down the barrel with the other. Don’t use 
your gun for a walking-stick, Don't climb over a fence and 
pull your gun through muzzle foremost. Don't throw your 
g£un info a boat so that the trigger will catch in the seat and 

the charge be deposited in your stomach. Don’t use your gun 
for a sledge-hammer. Don’t carry your gun full cocked. 
Don’t carry your gun with the hammer down. Don’t be a 
fool, Don't you forget it! 

A Swimaine Torkey.—“ Did we ever hear of a swimming 
turkey ?"" Yes: every Christmas, Swims in gravy; and that’s 
the only proper element for a civilized turkey to swim in, 

Swims on his back. Never swims but once. E. B. B. of 
Vail, Iowa, who has not Truitlessly pursued the wild inhabit- 
ants of the darksome glens writes: 

Some eighteen years ago while hunting wild turkey in the 
Cedar River bottom in this state I shot a large gobbler which 
was sitting in a tree directly overhead, and asitcame tumbling 
through the tree tops to the ground I ran to pick it up ** but 
not so,” his lordship picked himself up, and started towards 
the river (which was only a few rods away) at a gait that 
asLonished me, I followed him up, thinking I had him gure 
when he reached the water, but imagine my disgust at seeing 
him wade in and paddle off as bold as any old gander. ‘The 
river at this point was fully one hundred and fitty yards wide 
anc had it not been for my dog coming to my aid he would 
have reached the opposite shore in safety, for he was within 4 
few feet of the opposite bank when overtaken and brought 
back. He weighed twenty-three pounds after being dressed, 
Haye any of the readers of Forzst aND SrrHAmM ever had 
similar experience ? 
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Tax RevovsTasrE Bear Suayvena or TENnessee.—At the 
moment of going to press the following account of a Tennes- 
see hunt is the latest bear story received at this office. The 

postmark is Mayettesville, Tenn., Sept. 19. There is some 

poetry with the article which we prudently refrain from pub- 
lishing : 

Great excitement has prevailed in Fayettesville and vicinity 
for a week over the frequent appearance of a huge bear at 
various places across the creck west of town, be had been 
seen by various persons at different times and places, and 
on Saturday evening he was seen on this side of the creek, in 
the edge of town. About dusk on that evening a note was 
received by courier from Mr. Hill, who lives about a mile 
east of town, stating that he had just shot at the bear, and 
would keep on his. track until reinforcements could be sent 
from town. Captain W. Bear Nicks immediately organized 
a lerge force, both cavalry and infantry, and started in hot 
pursuit, The wildest excitement prevailed in town, and our 
cilizens waited in breathless anxiety for the result of theraid. 
About 10 o'clock the rattle of fire arms was heard in the di- 
rection of the enemy. It sounded like a regular battle, yells 
and all. ‘Then our citizens commenced to breathe easier. 
They knew that the gallant Captain W. Bear Nicks with his 
braye and interpid lieutenants J. E. Caldwell and Horton 
Lamb, would not leave the spot until they had killed or cap- 
tured the fearful and dreaded enemy. Their confidence was 
not misplaced. Captain Nicks had met the enemy, and he 
was his’n. The huge bear was found comfortably ensconced 
upon a projecting limb of a large tree on the hill one mile 
west of town. Captain Nicks and his braye squad of fifty to 
seventy-five men and boys, both white and black, were soon 
riddling the huge monster with bullets and buck shot. As it 
fell to the ground, one colored individual, Tobe Bonner, cried, 
“Marster Captain Bear Nicks, let me stick him with my 
case knife,” Ouffey ran up, and with one well-aimed stroke 
seyered his head, exclaiming, ‘‘ Fore God, Marster Bear Nicks, 
it is nuflin but a bag of straw!” and on examination it was 
found that at least five hundred shot had penetrated the black 
calico, and the straw with which if was stuffed was pro- 
truding from each wound. ‘The gallant Captain and his brave 
men rode triumphantly into town, bearing the bear-skin 
aloft, and were greeted with the most -enthusiastic demon- 
strations of approyal by the citizens in whose defense they 
acted so bravely and daringly. The name of Captain W. Bear 
Nicks can never be erased from the grateful hearts of this 
people, Three cheers, a tiger anda bear for Captain Nicks. 

Eine, 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

Scorzs Deperrep.—Owing to the demand upon our space 
by the Creedmoor Meeting, we are compelled to defer many 
Tifle and pigeon scores, 

MONTREAL GuN CLUB\—Third quarterly meeting of the Montreal 
Gun Club, took plack at Back River, September 14. Owing to the high 
Wind and unfavorable state of the weather there was a |jimited attend- 
ance, Contest for gold medal; 21 yards rise; six birds each; elub 
Tules to goyern : 

Hooking...........-.111000—8 Hamilton...., Recta 011101-3 
Strachan.... »111101—5 Bilackwood,,....-....111111-6 
Bachlaw..e.ss.-.----1 # 00 0 0-1 

SAE rans pihy Sepe. 19.—Riverside Club ball shoot; Bogardus 
rules: 

1—12 
1—12 
i—l4 
1—l4 
1—i5 
1—7J% 

W, A. 8., Bec’y. 

Nrw Yore -Bujalo, Sept. 18.—The third contest for the Sutter 
Medal, by the members of the Bulfalo Andubon Clnb; Byron Schultz's 
new shooting park at Buffalo Plain; conditions, ten wild bircs; 26 
yards rise, é tinge traps, N. Y. 8, roles. The uitimate owner must 
hold the medal three times In succession against all members contest- 
ing. lt has been now held at the first contest by J. P. Fister, at the 
ee by 8. A. Roberts, and at this, the third contest, by Mr. Wilhelm 

. Jaeger : 

Prete us Cree ay peo te pe cheese Pet pet ek pd pt Ree on Oe pe et OrMHHo OM tipi Sore ee Pre RHS PeRHos 

Roberts ... 11101100—6 Collins 111900011-—6 
Heinold .., 11010000—4 111101108 
Ward .-.... 11110111—8 11111111—10 
Rejgelman.. 01001001—4 01110110-—9 
Dingens,.,, 11010011—5 1127011118 
Heivlz,.... 01101001—6 11111110—9 
Fisher... 11101111—9 111110118 
Beier, Jr.. oo001111—4 O1T011111—7 

Jd. A.D, 

EXOELSIOR GUN CLuEn.—Brooklyn Driving Park, Sepi. 19,—Regular 
monthly watch, Wand T traps; 21 yards, except McGill, 30 yards : 

Beringer... wvesevryerssnecesutenjesassd O1000 0 tT 1 0—3 
Gk Set ata Ties file oo 
ab Se al OT at shar, 

thew ea gt ny Be ee Sls ee 
5 EU La DY ate 
eet Te Onl OF 

S02 ap Lee O) ON cle a OF ie tes 
Altenbrand,_, pe te! SST at eb An alesis 

Tie on nine. 

HDG? 2.20. see sees eneess--.0 0 1—1 Altenbrand,..,-.0......-.-1 11-3 
d, H. B 

PENNSYLYANIA—Sharon, Sept, 19.—Seml-anntial shoot of the Sharon 
Shooting Club for the gold medal. Mr. Ohl has held the medal since 
Jast January, and if he can hold it for one year it will become his per- 
sonal property. Ten glass balls, 18 yards rise: 

Obes ~ ey 1111111111—10 Diekenos....10100 
Crosthwaitel 1 17101111—9 Morgan....1101010101—6 
Tribby....17T011111iil9g 

Sume Day—Sweepatakes ; first match : 

Tribby..-e0eeseeeeeeeeet 111 1-6 Strawbridge,.......... 1011 1-4 
Crosthwaite elLLT1TI—5 Reeves ,......syeensseel 1 0 1 1—¢ 
ONL a3. vs. weet 111 0-4 
Hivat money divided. 

Ties an four—21 yarda rise, 
Ay th L1i1—3 Reeves....., ..,,.. 

..110—3 
(0) RPE ee 
Strawbridge 

Second mateh ; 
Tribhy....... Beemer eee 
Orosthwaite,........... 
Obl 

senesced 1 0—9 

T1685 on five—21 yards, 

PEFID Dt akantas tie aanteres 1 L1—8 Reeves,........... 
Oli. .-e0.-.2. 008 ssuse-eesjsl 1 JS K 

Tribby, Olil and Roy divided first money, and Crosthwaite and Straw- 
bridge divided second, 
Third mateh ; 

Tribby..-..-...+4 POULT1I—4& Reaves ..,.,..:---....1 1014 1—4 
palea Ae “ae : ; oF Bivawbridgs...........1 111 1-6 

RED a RE BASIE, —5 
Ohl wou first and Tribby won second money, 
Fourth match; 

169 

Match between Strawbridge and Reeves; Five balls: 

Strawbridge......,.....1 1111-6 Reevedsseseoyserseetee0 1111-4 
Mr. Reeves has only one arm, the left one, having lost the other on 

the frontier fighting ihe Indians, 

LomsvinLe ToURNAMENT.—A grand pigeon shooting tournament 
Will be held at Loulsville, Ky., October 1, 2and 3, under tle auspices 
of the Loulaville Gun Glub. There are $2,300 in cash prizes. For full 
particulars address L. W. Noel, 168 West Main street, Louisville. 

TENNESSEE—Columbia, Sept, 17.—The Hit or Break” Gon Clnb has 
been doing very good work during the summer, and are ready to back 
their challenge made sometime ago, and stillremaining on the boards, 
viz.: The Hit or Break Cinb haying members (onorary) in five counties 
of this State, proposes to shoot a match against a eclnb selected In the 
State of Kentucky, or, in other words, five counties in Tennessee will 
shoot against the whole State of Kentucky. VAL. 

WISCONSIN—Baraboo, Sept, 17,—A few shooting men of this city 
oremaited a glags ball club, The first shooting was done to-day ; 18 
yards rise : 
Brewer.,...1111111111—10 Kastack....10011i1v101-6 
Bagsett..... 11101601111—8 Wistance..11¢0100101—6 
Potter...... 11000111117 

MICHIGAN—Howell, Sept 20.—Fourth contest for Jewett revolver ; 21 
yards rise; Bogardus new model trap behind screen, al setter’s option; 
Paine balls, Bogardus rules, Sept, 13th last: 

Beach,.....1 1110 WwW Wilber 111110yW 
--0 1ow Rubert..... 110 W 
0 Ww 1ra Holt....0 w 

Wilbox.....0 w dud Holi...1 110 Ww 
Mulliken....0 Ww Jewett...... bia (Cp Mn Oi a is 5 Fis 5) mA we! 
On account of scarcity of balls those who missed withdrew, 

RIFLES AND GLASS BALLS,—The time may come when breaking glaa3 
balls with the rifle will be as populara form of sport as the present 
shot-gun matches of that cliaracter. The impatus has been given to 
the sport by the exhibitions of Dr. Carver, and from all parts of the 
couniry come reports of Moré or less satisfactory scores. The English 
are manifesting theirinterest also. Sir Henry Halford writes that he 
has been practicing with the rife and glass balls, at a range of twelve 
yards, This is a greater distance than that at which Carver shoots, 

dlew Publications. 

THE OCTOBER MONTHLIES. 

The (iterati are giving their experiences in the Contribu- 
tors’ Club of the Atlantic. The noyica in the work of the pen dors 

not always find the path to literary distinction smooth and flowery 

He must be content to put up with some hard knooks, and over- 

come repeated rebuffs with untiring perseverance and persistency. 

There are in the present number of the Allantic three papers de- 

voted to a discussion of the social and political problems of the 

day: “Certain Dangerous Tendencies in American Life,” by an 

anonymous writer ; ‘‘ Abuse of Taxation,” by Brooks Adams, and 

‘The Relations of Labor and Capital,” by Erastus B. Bigelow 

The fiction‘comprises the continuation of James’ ‘The Europeans? 

and Scudder’s ‘‘ A House of Entertainment,” and a story by Mrs, 

Stowe. There ara poems by Stoddard, De Forest, Auguste 

Larned and T. R. Bacon, 

“The Multitudinous Sea,” by S. &. W. Benjamin, has the 
place of honorin Appleton’s. It is acoompanied with six illustra- 

tions. D. C, Macdonald,in ‘A Motley University," gives a de- 
scription of Aberdeen Uniyersity, Scotland. Fanny Foster 

describes ‘* The Csardas,”’ which is the national dance of Hungary, 
and Lyman H. Weeks describes “a trip “Among the Azores.” 

There are four stories, by J. Stanley Hall, Elizabeth Stoddard, 

Amelia E. Barrand Christain Reid. Nora Perry, Edgar Faweett, 

Joel Benton, F. 8. Salters, John Moran and Constance Fenimore 
Woolson contribute the poetry. 

St. JVicholas is as charming as eyer with its stories, poems, 
pictures and puzzles, If the boys and girls nowadaya haye no 

artistic taste it is certainly not the fault of the good people who 
publish their magazines. If we were a good many years younger 

than we are now, and had just money to subscribe to one maza~ 

zine with, we should hardly know which to haye, St, Wivholus or 

Wide Awake, Probably we should give it up in despair, and 
divide. Wide Awake has a most happy combination of ammse- 

ment and instruction, things fanny and things serious; and 

altogether, every boy and girl who is fortunate enough to receiva 
it may find something to his and her taste, 

Harper's has a varied list of contents, the descriptive pieces 
treating of topics so widely diverse as, ‘‘A New England Dairy 

and Stock Farm,” “The 8t. Gothard Tunnel,” Stanley’s journey 
‘Through the Dark Continent,” “New York in Summer,” *' A 
Japanese School,” and ‘‘ Around the Peconies.’’ The two serials, 
“Macleod of Dare’? and “ The Return of the Native,” ars contin- 

ued ; and the department of fiction is supplemented with threes 

short stories of merit. Robert Herrick’s ‘Ya Bellman” has a 
full-page illustration by Abbey. The Editorial departments are 

up to the usual standard, the Drawer containing its usual comple 
ment of solemn humor, 

The opening pages of Scridner’s are devoted to “ The Art 
Schools of New York,” illustrated by drawings from life and from 

casts by the students of the National Academy of Design, the Art 

Students’ League, and the Cooper Union, A paper descriptive of 

some wild sport is given by Mr. Henry W. Elliott, who describes 

the life, pursuit and capture of the sea lion of Alaska, ‘A Trip 

with Lincoln, Chase and Stanton’ in 1862 will, of course, excite 

interest. Mr, James Richardson writes of ‘‘ Neophonography,’ 

the yery formidable name of a short-hand system of writing, 
There are a score of sketches, stories, poems, ete., the Editorial 

departments being especially timely in their subjects, 

One of the best things in ZLippincott’s is Mr. George Ken- 
nare’s paper on the ‘‘ Unwritten Literature of the Cauoasian 

Mountaineers,” which is full of queer proverbs and curious folk- 

lore stories. ‘‘ Warwick and Coyentry,” by Lady Blanche Mur 

phy, and “The Paris Exposition of 1878," by Edward H. Knight, 
are the illustrated papers. Tha fiction and poetry are contributed 

by well-known writers, and the number 1s an excellent one, 

AmmrtoaAN OnrsitsonoGy; Or, The Natural History of the 
Birds of the United States. Illustrated with plates en- 
grayed from drawings from nature. By exander 
Wilson and Oharles Lucien Bonaparte. Popular edition, 
Philadelphia: Porter & Coates, 822 Chestnut st, 1878. 

We haye already pxid our tribute to the excellence of this *Amer- 

ican Ornithology,’ and we are pleased to see the really good 
Tribby e+. seep enneees OT110—8 Reeyen.......... + 1 0—8 | editions of the work multiplied. The yolume before us is x hand» 

nh etic 211115 e, 1 o—4 “ : “ft 
Chis ence tt 1111-5 RECREATE g some; well-printed book, and a most desirable addition to the 
Oroathwalte and Oh) divided first, and Strawbridgo got second, naturalivt’s library! 
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Pantuer, Moosz Anp May.—This version 
of a pleasant episode im Adirondack sport is 
youched for by the writer, who was there. 
The story is told inthe Utica Republican. Per- 
haps the moose was one of those recently in- 
troduced into the North Woods. We have 

been through some queer experiences our- 

Selves in the course of our Adirondack cam- 
piigns, but we neyer kept watch between a 
Punther and a moose, and, what's nore, we 

neyer care to: 

0 much has been said about Smith’s ad- 
Venture with the moose, near Jock’s Lake, 
and so little of which approximates the truth, 
that the writer, who was one of the party, 
deems it best fo give the details. The party 
consisted of seyen men, all experienced in 
woods life, and members of the Norway 
Foresters, as follows: Charles Hall, M. D., 
Hiram Austin, Walter Servis, Zenas Smith 
and Willis Kelley of Norway, and Jay Dele- 
van and George H. Worden of Prospect. The 
party met and organized at the house of Hd 
Wilkinson, at Wilmurt, at 5 a, u., Wednes- 
day, June 5, and proceeded to the last house 
on the Jock’s Lake road, occupied by a one- 
armed soldier by the name of James Stevens, 
where we breakfasted, leaving there about 8 
A.w. An adopted son of Stevens carried our 
knapsacks as far as the Frazier clearing, tak- 
ing the horse back to their place, where the 
others were stabled. From this point we 
packed in, making a short stop at the Jock'’s 
Juake outlet shanty; then crossing the outlet 
we artived at the mouth of the Indian River, 
which makes into the west branch of the West 
Canada Creek, about fifteen miles aboye Ed 
Wilkinson's, on the east side. Here we went 
into. camp and stayed until after dinner, when 
Smith’s adventure commenced. 

Zenas Smith is rather below medium height, 
Sindy complexion, clear gray eyes, and, 
withal, a fine-looking, frank, easy-appearing 
young man of twenty-five years. He and I 
were to take our rods and baskets and go to 
the ‘“Four-Mile Stillwater,” or the West 
Branch, and if we found the fishing good, 
were to camp there and fish the next day, a 
distance of about five miles from where we 
were. We left camp aboutl2 m., and kept 
along the creek trail for over a mile. 

While we were clambering along we were 
suddenly startled by the appearance directly 
in front of us, and not more than twenty rods 
distant, of a large moose, probably eighteen 
hands hich or more, which was making di- 
ractly for us. In the same moment Smith 
ciwght me by the shoulder and pointed to a 
tree near the moose, where I beheld the glit- 
tering eyes ofa panther. We were without 
arms and ammunition of any kind, the unly 
offensive or defensive weapons we possessed 
being our pocket kniyes. The moose was 
upon us; ata glance we knew that he came 
for protection, but the huge panther still 
loomed over us, and had stopped in his head- 
long course. “Smith,” said J, ** howis this?” 

‘*T believe we are all right,” said Smith, 
*‘The moose has come to us for protection, 
consequently he is not belligerent ; the panther 
is undoubtedly cowed by our numbers, or 
dare not tackle man. Let us build a fire, 
and I will stay here while you go back to 
camp and bring the rifle, and have one of the 
other boys come back with you.” 

To this I demurred for a long time, but 
finally concluded to go, leaving all my traps 
with Smith, to make the more rapid progress. 
This part of the story can be told very short— 
ly. J got lost, wandered around until after 
dark, built a fire, slept some, got out next day 
and traveled till dark again, built a fire, 
and started next morning (Friday), and 
tramped until about 10 s. m., when I came 
to a stream, and, following it down, came 
to Jock’s Lake outlet shanty, and from there 
went back to the Indian River shanty, where 
the first man to meet me was Smith, who, I 
supposed, had been converted into panther’s 
meat before this time. I was nearly starved, 
butasked Smith, ‘‘ How was it?” 

‘After you left,” said Smith, ‘‘T got all the 
wood together I could and kept up the fire, 
the moose standing back a little, but keeping 
me between itself and the panther, which 
kept his posilion in the tree. We kept this 
up all night, the moose one side of me, the 
pauther glaring with eye-balls of fire upon 
the other, and you may imagine I acted my 
part as middle man without getting very 
sleepy, About sunrise Thursday morning the 
panther gave a terrible growl, sprang from 
the tree, and rapidly disappeared in the forest. 
While I. was watching the panther I had not 
thought anything about the moose, and when 
I turned my head he was gone. J immedi- 
ately came up to camp and found you gone, 
Some went to look for you, some went back 
with me, but we found no further trace of 
either the moose or panther.” 

Seen a 

Tur Beruin Treaty axp THE. ENe@risn 
Grouse Srsson.—London, August 31.—I 
have heard it gravely asserted that the Berlin 
treaty would have been a much better piece 
of work had it not been for the grouse in 
Scotland. Grouse-shooting begins on the 
12th of August, and the British plenipoten- 
tiaries, it ig averred, were hurried into mak- 
ing concessions, which, with a little patience 
and firmness, they might baye escaped mak- 
ing, by their anxiety to reach home with 
their worl in time to permit Parliament to 
adjourn before the festival of the sacred bird 
of the moors. As it was, Sir Charles Dilke 

and a few other unpleasant fellows contrived 
to keep the Government in town past that 
solemn day; so that the sacrifice, if really 
made, was made partially in vain. Whether 
this story be true or false, it at Jeast illus- 
trates the passion of Englishmen for what 
they call sport. Whether this passion is a 
natural or an artificial passion might be worth 
discussing, perhaps, had I time just now to 
indulge in such a discussion, as luckily for 
your readers I hayenot. But, natural or arti- 
ficial, it certainly determines the moyements 
of half the upper classes of England, and on 
Monday morning every county in the island 
will be alive with gentlemen and their game- 
keepers making war upon the Unglish par- 
tridge as savagely as for three weeks past they 
have made war upon his Scottish cousin. The 
Paris papers tell us that Marshal MacMahon, 
weighed down with the cares of state and ill 
with the ‘‘nausea of office,” has been heard 
to declare that he ‘‘ would rather be a game- 
keeper than President of the Republic.” I 
think he would reconsider the matter if he 
were called upon tobe an English gamekeeper 
for the next three or four weeks—unless, in— 
ceed, it fell to his fate to be put in charge of 
one of the ‘‘ let shootings,” of which tales are 
told now, and of which we hear that they are 
shot empty by their wily owners in advance 
of the season, on shares with the keepers, 
who divide the profit and undergo the pain- 
ful experience of facing the disgusted and 
disappointed ‘‘cits” who, paying roundly for 
the privilege of killing off a certain number 
of birds, come down ard find no birds to kill. 
Certain it is that partridges of [he year have 
been procurable at the London restaurants for 
a fortnight past, and rumor even asserts that 
they were served up as long ago as on the 
i8th of August at a dinner in Cowes given by 
a lady of fashion and partaken of—my pen 
trembles as I write it—by no less a person 
than H. R. H. the Prince of Wales! Of 
course if the British public could be made to 
believe this the Prince would never be per- 
mitted to ascend the throne of his ancestors. 
Indeed, he would probably be put to death 
at once in the Tower. Let us hope, there- 
fore, that the story is not true. Certainly 
the charming American ladies who are just 
now basking In an Indian summer of London 
fashion at the Isle of Wight owe it to so pro- 
nounced a friend and admirer of their sex and 
country as H. R. H. to unitein a round-robin 
denouncing the tale as a wicked and reyolu- 
tionary fabrication.— Correspondence Dew 
York World. 

—_——-. 

SeA-Horsz anp Sxa-Cow.—Not the queer 
creatures which are put down in the books. 
The sea-horse was discovered some time ago 
by Capt. Edwards, of the fishing smack 
Amelia, while beating off Skunnett, on the 
Rhode Island shore, one day last month. 
The captain made sail, but could not over- 
haul the animal, which was making desper- 
ale efforts to reach the main land, three 
tiles away. At times he would disappear 
from view in the waves which broke over 
him, the sea running very high at the time, 
but a moment later he would reappear, and 
with a loud snort and toss’ of the head shake 
the water from his head, ears, and eyes, and 
renew his struggle with the billows. At last 
he made the shore, and, without pausing a 
moment, dashed up the beach, his long tail 
and mane floating outward in the wind. 
Keeping up a rattling pace, he soon dis- 
appeared from yiew, leaying the captain and 
crew to wonder what he was and where he 
came from. Since which time this natatorial 
equine has got on swimmingly in the papers, 
haying crossed the Atlantic. His exploit has 
been equalled by the adventure of a cow, 
which is thus, set forth in the Green Bay, 
Wis., <Advacute: ‘‘Some two months ago 
Blish Mitchell, of the Long Tail Point Light- 
house, took a cow from this place to the 
Lighthouse, and turned her loose on the is- 
land, where their is good feed. During the 
first night, hovever, she started off, swim- 
ming toward the main land, and that was the 
last heard of her until a day or two ago, 
when it was ascertained that she was in Bay 
Settlement, some four or five miles by water. 
She evidently made a determined swim, that 
night, for home and liberty. ” 

re 

Srarzows anp Toran Dxarravyrry.—Here 

is a story told by an unblushing correspond- 
ent of the New York Times. It is ot the 

good old times, some fifty years ago, in Eng- 

Jand when they paid a premium on sparrows: 

In the village where I was born the Over- 
seer of the Poor was the person whose duty 
it was to pay the money for the sparrows’ 
heads that were brought to him. It so hap- 
pened that he was an elderly bachelor, and 
his mother (a very old and fastidious lady) 
kept house for him. He was generally absent 
on business during the day. Now, we boys 
would go and rob the sparrows’ nests, get the 
heads of the young ones, wrap them up in 
avery dirty piece of paper and take them to 
the Overseer’s house, of course knowing 
he was absent. The old lady would take 
them in her fingers as gingerly as if they 
were nilro-glycerine, pive us our money (2 
cents for every three heads), and, as soon as 
we were gone round the corner, would throw 
them into the back yard. We would then 
watch the old lady, and, a8 soon as we were 
sure that she was in the front part of 
the house, one of us would slyly slip round 
to the back yard, pick up all the heads, and 

then, in about an hour or two, go back to the 
old lady and soll them over again. Thaye 
myself sold the same lot of heads to her four 
times in one day, ahd got the money for them, 
But boys will be boys, you know. N. D. 

oe 

“Devi, Brirps.”"—In the Laceadiyes a 
species of rat suddenly appeared which, fiy- 
ing in the crowns of the palm-trees, nibbled 
off the young nuts and threatened to rnin the 
colony. The Indian Government being ap- 
pealed to for aid, sent over a stock of cats, 
but as the eats could gel fish to eat below 
they declined to climb ninety feet up the 
trees to get rats. Tree-snakes were then 
tried, but the villagers were prejudiced 
against reptiles and killed them, 
Government sent ont a consignment of mon- 
gooses, but the mongooses declined to climb 
trees after rats while they could get chickens 
on the ground. With cats and mongooses on 
the ground refusing to ascend to the rats, the 
officials decided that all that was required 
was to make the rats descend to the cats and 
mongooses, so they sent the islanders over 
some owls, But they had overlooked the 
popular prejudice against these birds, and in 
committee assembled the people decided that, 
even rats uptin the trees were better than 
these “‘deyil-birds."" They accepted the 
birds in all apparent gratitude, but as soon as 
the coast was clear the owls, cats and mon- 
gooses were all conveyed in procession to a 
tee and solemnly deported to an uninhabited 
reef. 

How THE SHroms Grow Far.—sSea-bath- 
ing cannot be safely indulged in at Ostend, 
neither will the shrimps grew fat till after the 
Dean of St. Nicholas has, on the last Simday 
of June, blessed the sea, An altar, pro- 
fusely decorated, is erected on the pier, and 
the path leading thereto is strewn with straw- 
berries and small squares of colored paper. 
The procession consists of burghers in black, 
with medals and badges, bearing banners 
with strange devices supplemented by Flem- 
ish explanations of their respective meanings 
upon tablets fixed to the tops of long poles, 
the banner and supporters of St. Nicholas, a 
band, seyen children dressed us virgins, each 
escorted by a retinue of little ones typifying 
characters eminent in ecclesiastical history, 
and the Dean bearing the host and attended 
by clergy, headles, incense bearers,ete. After 
an intoned service lasting a quarter of an 
hour, the hostis carried to the back of the al- 
tar and held up facing the sea, a flag is hoist- 
edand a salute of three guns fired, The 
bourgeoisie and rich peasantry compete hotly 
for the leading 7'les in the procession, 

-———— 

Two Ways—One Way.—At Merthyr 
Tydvil one of the great events of the year is 
an athletic meeting on a large scale, organ- 
ized by a society of licensed victuallers. Be- 
cause thus organized before the meeting took 
place this year public prayers were offered up 
in several chapels that rain might be sent to 
spoil the sport. The other way :—Beginning 
of the shooting season in Yorkshire.—Sport- 
ing Rector: ‘‘Saturday being the Weast of 
St. Enurchus, there’!] be morning service at 
eleven. ‘To-morrow there’ll be the usnal 
Bible meet—.” Ditto Clerk (in a loud 
whisper): ‘* Hou’d on, pairson! ‘Thu’s forget- 
ten t’ pairtridges!” Rector (hurriedly): 
*“Hem!—the Bible meeting will not take 
place. Let us sing,” etc. 

—— 

A Bir or Oomparrorive Painon.oay.—t 
once heard of a gréen-colored South Amer— 
ican parrot who was more t2an one hundred 
years old, ‘This aged fellow could speak in a 
real language which was known io haye been 
used by a tribe of Sonth Americans who, it is 
supposed, petted and taught him when he 
was young, One by one the Indians died, 
until there waa no one Icft who could under- 
stand a word of their language. The poor 
old bird tried hard to keep cheerful, but 
there were sorry times when he would mope 
by himself and say over some of the words 
of the language that had been spoken by his 
earliest and dearest human friends,— Sz. 
Nicholas. 

a 

How to Destroy rae Morus.—A large 
pile of brush was burned on the river bank at 
Selma, Ala, the other night, and dering the 
hour and a half which it employed in burn- 
ing a continuous swarm of moths from the 
neighboring cotton fields, attracted by the 
light, poured into the flames. Tt is estimated 
that several millions of the insects were thus 
destroyed, and the building of large fires 
about the cotton fields is suggested as a 
method of protection against the pest. 

ag 

Nor Represenrep.—A great international 
show of horses and asses opened af Paris on 
the 10th inat. England, Belgium, Hungary, 
Denmark, Italy, Holland and Russia are rep- 
resented. We regret that the American uss 
should be left out. We know several asses 
who would make a fine display of themselyes 
at Paris, as they do everywhere else, and 
whom America coald well afford to dispense 
with fora time, 

———_ 
—Aaron Converse was accidentally shot by 

Newell Delphin, while. hunting raccoons in 
Stafford, Conn. Gonverse had climbed a tree 
to driyea coon out of its hidmg place and 
was filled by a charge from his companion, 
who supposed he was firing at the game. 

Then the’ 

OEE nt ene Ae Fisu Srory.—The pike placed in the Bac 
ramento River form Hines across the river 
with military regularity, having their heads 
up stream, and devour all the youns salmon 
poe other small fish that are ‘borne down to 
them. 

——— > 

Tr roe Coat Frrs You, War Iv.—We 
know a sportsmen who calls his tailor wood- 
pecker, because he bores him with his little 

Tiffany & Co.,, 

Jewellers, and Importers, haye 

Silversmiths, 

always 2 large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and othe? 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

scientifie requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO, are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

have a full line. Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis- 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Blectro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is the 

largest in the world, and the 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase. 

UNICN SQUARE, NEW YORK 

APOLLINARIS 
NAT UO RACE 

Water. Mineral 

HAIGHLY HFFERVESCEN?. 

APPROVED by the Acarlemiie de Medicine of Fratica, 
fn its sale in Mrance authorized by epevial order of 
the French Government, 
Recoummended by the highest, Medica) Authorities 

in New York 48 
“A great relief for seasickness." 
“4 delightful beverage. Mildly antacid, most 

grateful and refreshing.” 
* Par superior to Viehy, Seltzer, or apy other.” 
“Absolutely puré and wholesome; superior to ali 

for daily use; free from all the objections urged 
against Croton and artificially aerated waters.” 
“Tmpregnated only with its own gas.” 
* Healthful and well sulted for Dyepepaia aud 

cases of finite disease, und wliere there is a gouty 
dathesis.” . 

“ By far the most agreeable, alone or mixed with 
wind, uséful in Catarrhs uf Stomach or Bladder, and 
in Gout,*’ : 
“Not only # luxury, bits necessity.” 
To be had ofall Wine Merchants, Grocer”, Drug- 

gists, and Mineral Water Dealera throughout the 
United States, and wholesale of 

FRED’ DE BARY & CO,, 

Nos. dl and 48 WARREN 8T,, N. Y, 

Sole Agents for the United States ond Canada, 

Every Genuine Bottle hears the Registered VEL. 

LOW VPictorinu! Label of the 

APOLLINARIS CO, (LIMITED), LONDON. 

SEND STAMP. EQRe/(EEUST RATED PRICELIST. 

A MORSMAN = lMpor Tee: 
80. &82-WILLIAM=STREET— NEW. YORK 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. ‘Perms, 

$210 for ten months. For cirenlar apply (v rrincipal, 
Leeshorg, Londonn Co., Virginia, 
sugl 2m0- THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME, 

A 7 

Nos, 287 und 290 WASHINGTON MAREET, i. ¥, 



iS. 
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE, TENTH GRAND, DISTRIBU- 

TION, 1878, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly Incorporuted*by fhe 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Churi- 
table purposes in 1868, with # capital of $1,000,000, to 
which it has sinve udded a reserve fund of 50,0100, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
will take place monthly on the second Tuesday. Jt 
never scale’ or postpones. Look at the following dis- 
Tibution ¢ 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000, 
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO) DO@LLARS EACH. 

HALF-TICKETS, GNE DULLAR, 
Lis? OF PRIZES. 

1 Capital Prize of... ..0..1.-.-.+: 
1 Capital Prine of.......-.cusenss 
1 Capital Prize of,......... 
2 Prizes of $2,500,... 
5 Prizes of 1,000, 

20 Prizes of 500... 
Ne 100... 
200 60.... 
sno” Oe 20... 
1,000 Ii iesbtsrastetscre” LU SOW 

APPROXIMATION PRIZES 
9 Approximation Prizes of $300. 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200. 800 
9 Approximation Prizex of 100. #00 

1,857 Prizes amounting to.....0...eeeeee--+e9$110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 
ae pets to whom & liberal compensation 
W e : 
Application for rates to clabs should only be mate 

to the Home Officsin New Orleans. 
Write, clearly stating full nddresa, for further jn- 

formation, or send orders te 
M. A, DAUPHIN, 

P. 0. Box 692, New Orlenns, Louisiana, 
or to H, L. PLUM, 

319 Brondway, New Vork Clty, 
All our Grand Extréordinary Drawings are under 

the supervision aud managemént ef GENS. G. T, 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A, FARLY, 

The Ludlow Trout Go. 
Will this year taks from one to two million brook 
trout egia (ready for shipment from Nov. 1010 Dec 
20) ht lowest prices. Send for price list. Addresa 

B. FREEBURG, Surerivrenpent, 

Augs 8m Ludlow, McKean County, Pa, 

HOTOS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 25 cts 
List of books, 2c. 5. R, LUDDEN, E. Tear we 

el lyr 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATEN'! BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- - = 

ridge holder in use. Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
and positively prevent 
wads from starting on 
shot. Suitable for either 
paper or brass shells, 
These cartridge holder: 
cau he easily attached to ~ 
aby bunting yest or coat 
front. A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh 8 ozs, One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
halts can be perfectly ad- 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver 10 any address, ap 
prepay postage, belts of 
any number of loose hold- = 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
er dozen, $1.25 adjusta- 

bie belts with 80 spring } 
brass holders, complete, 
$4, Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuse.$5, We solicit cor- 
Tespondence from dealers. All our belts are made 
of the finest Russeit leather, and haye Neck-Straps 
on (not shown in cut). Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Til., or 
P, O, Money Order on Ottawa, Til. Send 10 cent 
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POOLER & JONES, Serena, La Salle Co., ee 

Bept 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
Bay View Houre, on Shinnecock Bay, Pond Quo- 

gne, Long Isiand, now open for fall and winter 
khooting—ducks, geese and brant. This house offers 
Buperlor advantages to sportsmen, {a centrally lo- 
cated, within easy access of shooting grounds. 
Guides, with firat-class boats, batteries, decoys, eto., 
are atthe service of guests. Billiard room in con- 
nection with the house. Wor further particulars, ad- 
dress ALONZO H. CORWIN, Proprietor, Good 
Ground P. O., Long Island, Sept26 1m 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
minvention. ANybody can operate it with per- 
fect success. Crmplete ontfits from $5 to 

Uhromo Photography outiits, $3 ; Hello- 
graph, $2.50. Send stamp for fill information to H. 
BACE MANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 

ReplIé 13f 

BRAWINCA & PRICES 
; lhe lacie 

‘ LGN eb WOKKS, 1 

BIRMINGHAM, , 

ENGLAND. 

fan 

a 

Miscellaneous, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
Tssinner's report...........+,..... $14,466,920 43 

Total eurplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BLONEN’S FEPOVUweeeee. sex. 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F, Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Seerotary 

GENERAL AGHNTS. 
KENNY & RATCLIPEFK.....New York Ciry, 

Portland, Me. 
Nashun, N. . 

Simple in Construction. 

HALL & WORTHINGTON Bene e ee EXATBITION, Y . Bal:imore, Md. (ed . 
VERNOR BROTHERS,......Detreit, Mich. . 

.. Chicago, Ill. 
... Bt. Paul, Minn, 

+ .+-.-St. Louis, Mo, 
New Orleans, Ln. 
Sau Francisco, Uo 

Send stimp for new catalogue, edition 1978, 
MERIDEN, _Conn, 

M.C. RANDALL From the Champion Shot of the V We ne ra 
EVMREON,....... 

PARKER BROQ’ 
Rees affords me cir TO recommend the Parker Shot- 

Gun a8 belng a yery safe, durable and excellent shooting gun, 

(eabhat 

Durable and Effective In Action, 

FIRST PREMIUM AND GOLD MEDAL AT CENIENNT sT 

Endorsed by the Leading Spertsmen as being the American Gun for’American Sportamoen, 

927 Chambers St., New Vork. ~ 

Having shot jt In many of my exhibitions, I 
= find for rapidity in loading and firing, and the extremely long shots made with it, it cannot be excelled, The 

Publications, 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP 
By J. H, Barry. 

breech-loading shot-gun, 

goatinne to useitin my exhibitions, Yourstruly, 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols 

Beantifally and fully illustrated with hunting 
scenes onthe plains and in the Rocky Mountains, 
from fleld sketches by the author. A book of long, 
aRotual and rough experience, treating on Camping, 
The Uae of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guna, Boats, 
Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authen- 
tlc reference-book for sportsmen ever published. 
Bent poat-pald on receipt of price, $1.60. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 

ALBERT COGGSWELL, Publisher, New York. 
my 16tf 

FRANK SGHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

on ly 
ee 

principle of the break-off, and the manner of opening to Insert the shells give it a decided advantage over 
all other breech-loaders. The rapldity with which f{ have shot this gun is due to the construction, enabling 
mé to break the gun open and cock both mmmers ah One motion, which cannot be done with any other 

Wherever I have shot this gun {fi has ittracted great attention by the extremely 
jong and dificult shots made with it. T shall always take pleasnurein recommenditg your gun, and shail 

DR. W. F. CARVER, San Francieco, Cal. 

FOSS BROS. & CoO,, 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. Partridge & s 

Fheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Aunting and Shooting the American Partridgze--Quail; 
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the enn, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 

Messrs, P, WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, at vast expense, have seeured the most perfect. 
machinery for gun making ever set up jn any one faciory in England. The result is that they can now turn 
out guns, perfectly uniform in excellence, and in such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the cost. Their 
Specialties this year are their tine Treble-Wedge Guus, Nos. 1 and 2, of which the aboye cnt will giyea 
to’erably fairidea. Every gun has fine Damascus or laminated steel barrels, tehbounding bar locks, pistol 
grip, extension rib, lever forepart and treble bolt, and is bored after Webley’s system, witich has produced 
such marvellous results, and yet all this at a price so low as to place the guns within the reach of almoat 
apy one. Thisis what machinery can do. It isanew thing tobe able to buy a fine breech-loader, with 
every possible appliance which can contribute to its beauty, convenience or excellence in shooting at tne 
Price of ordinary guns. Jn addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand upwards of one hundred 
of Webley’s breecn-loaders, top. and side lever, of various grades, which arrived last year after the season 
Was oyer, These guns are being rapidly closed out at greatly reduced prices. They are all bored after the 
Webley’s system, and will shoot just as well as the T'reble Wedge Guns, Many of them are from 8% to 11 
pounds weight, and are splendid gune for duck shooting, or for killing large game at long range. We also 
have Webley’s celebrated Double Action Reyolyers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc., etc., at but little over 
half last year’s prices, 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 

wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
fun, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick City, Md. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 

Oct 11 

P. O, box 4.809, 

Publications, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

American Club List and 
Sportsman’s Clossary 50c. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 

Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
ILLUSTRATED.) 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their yalue. 
jeld, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin o: 
ames, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 

houses, Life-saying Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fish— 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sources, with complete soundings, etc., etc, 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 
gentleman, Size, 12x14. Price #7. Address. 0, P, 
KUNHBARDT, Yachting Editor, ForEst AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York, 

. . . 
82. Silufixirie Qmfdjau in Revieren der Sagerei. Camp Life in Florida, 

Hetausgegeben und redigirt bon Fr. von Foernoia, pice 
Erideint am. 8. und 22, eines jeben Monats und bee uae oe dar matin ses Keartigt fi mit det Raturgefidte des Wildes, Wild= ris gates agdjhus, Woidgeredten, Wusiibung der Sagb=s Sportsman’s Cazetteer, rejfixtunft, Sagb= ena methobden 2c, Sntereffante 3 Huflage itber Sagodlicde Cegiglation, Holz und Wilds sites biedgefhidten 2c, Es iff bag offictelte Organ des ,, Ui= femeinen Deutihen Jagdidub-Bereins”, Die Sluftraa For sale at office of Fonssr AnD STRHAm, 111 

Fuiton street, New York, 

FIELD, COVER ANP TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

1 BY CAPT. BOUARDUS, 

Preis bierieljéhriic 4 Weare, 
Man abonntet urd ixgend wet b bom Berlegens aie: pr ge age al 

Ft. vor Ivernois, 
Gilenbetg, Proving Safer, 

| GrobesRummern géatis, SEraAHY: 

New and eplaryed edition, contalning instructions 
for glasa ball shooting, and ohayley on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at 
his ome. Price $2. 

80 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

@ublications, 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT! 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 

Ilnstrated.—A complete and thorough gnide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrer’s Moosehend Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness Illustrated.—A comprehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Mup of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, bic, 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re- 

ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangelay 
Lake Region; each 26c. 

Address, CHAS, A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue. Jamaica Plain, Mags. 

apris 6m 

‘BENCH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS.” 

A book compiled by Mr. W. M. Tileston from 
* Stonehenge’s”” new edition of '* Dogs of the Brit- 
ish Islands,” and containing a full description of all 
breeds of doz, with their Bench Show Points, and 
the reason why. ‘(hese scales of pomts haye been 
adopted by the Wesiminster Kennel Club, and, be- 
ing (he latest, will probably be adopted asthe stand-~ 
ardinthis country, Price 60 cents. Address W. M, 
TILESTON, P, O. Rox 5,011, New York,  sopt2att 

BBB ing, Photograph, Music or Stationery 
you May wallt we can send you, When you write 
merely to make Inquiry be sure to inclosé stamp for 
return postage. ALBANY WARDHE & OO., 5 Beek 
man street (or P, O, Box 3,157),jNew York, jylit 

Any book in any language, any Engray- 



Sportsmen's Goods, 

SPORTSMEN'S EMPORIUM. 
Tents, Blankets, Portable Boats, Boudren & Fergu- 

son's Jack Lamps, Dunckle’s Stoves and everything 
necessary for Camp Outfits. 

Aldred’s Archery Goods, the best 
maker, 

Holberton’s Celebrated Ash and Lancewood 
Fiy and Bait Rods, from $5.00 to $15.00; Six 
Strip Split Bamboo fly rods for Tront and Black 
Bass, $18.00 and $28.00. Every rod warranted. 

Trout Flies, $1.00 per doz.; Black Bass, $2,00 to 
$3.00. ‘Tied after Mcbride and other patterns in the 
most careful manner, Holberton’s full length fly 
books, 

The Fox Patent Breech-Loader, 
the best gun in the Market. Shooting warranted, 

Shooting Tackle of every description. 

The Celebrated Dead Shot Powder, 

Th omsons’ Goods and English Shooting ‘Shoes and 
Moccasin:, 

Sportsman’s Clothing of all kinds. 

HOLBERTO.\’S CELEBRATED INDIAN 

TANNED ANTELOPE SKIN VESTS AND 
JACKETS, 

Wind and cold proof. Especially adapted to wild 
fowi shooting. 

Rubber Blankets, Boots, Cozts, Camp Bags, etc. 

Send 10 cents for 63 page illustrated catalogue and 
hand-book. 

Remember, on and after October 1st, 8d class mail 
Matter can be registered. 

W. HOLBERTON &CO., 
117 Fulton St., N. Y. 

sept2Z6 tf 

WING SHOOTING 

WITH A 

RIFLE. 

London 

P.O. Box 5109, 

S LYMAN’S GUN SICHT 
is the best rear sight ever made, Send stamp for 
pir cular, Address WILLIAM LYMAN, Middlefield, 
ion. 

AY anted. 

ANTED—A breech-loading shotgun and a light 
Sporting rifle. Payment, part books, part 

cash, Address C,H. DUNNING, Hallowell, Maine, 
sept26 1f 

Aor Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million breok trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the 1st of Noy, to Jan. 20, 

to J. B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt, County, 

Ny YY. 

Send for price list 

sept26 tf 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS! 

Spoitsmen from the Hast traveling West can com- 

plete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose 

ammunition from me at yery reasonable rates, 

Don’t forget it. WM. R. BURKHARD, 89 East 

Third street, St. Paul, Minn. 

Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods 
Generally. 

Ke SALN—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards. Address b. B. P., care this Paces ‘ot 

e 

ILD RICE FOR SALE, price $2 per bushel; can 
be shipped either by freight or express, Cash 

or P. OQ. orders must accompany orders. No rice 
Bliipped C. O, D. Supply limited. Address THE 
WILD RICE MAN, Referto FoREsT anD STREAM 
THOS. P. CANTWELL, Brainerd, Minn, septig 4t 

OR SALE—Swivel Gun, by Greener’s father, 
$50, cost $250; scarce—worth $100 for museum 

or dealer’s window, Also, 12 *‘ Case-Bedell Game 
Belts.” Bargains, HHATH, 22 Grand River Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. sept26 1b 

By OR SALE—QOne new 10-gauge Parker breech- 
loading shotgun, pistol grip, Damascus barrels, 

For sale cheap. Address, Box 673, New Haven, 
Coun, Sept26 2t 

18 ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
name, 10c. postpaid. GEO. I. REED & OO., 

Nassau, N. ¥. aug. 
Sn ~~ 

CITY AND COUNTRY PROPERTY bought, sold 
gud exchanged. 0. 8 PEOK, 8 West Twenty-fifth 
Strest, New York. Sept27 ly 

The Benrel. 
SAN TED 2 thoroughbred Newfoundland dog 

pop. Address, giving pedigree, color, age 
and price, WATCH, P. 0. Box 391, Baltimore, Md, 

seplZs 2t 

OR SALE—Setter dog pups, all by imported 
Milo (Dan-Venus), One red pup out of Killar- 

ney (imported Grouse and Frisk), whelped May 16, 
1878; oue orange and white pup out of Fan (import- 
ed Fan; Gildersleeve’s Dash), whelped May 21, 1878; 
one orange and white and one liver and white pup 
oot of Topsey (imported Drake-Judy), whelped May 
22,1878 Price $15 each. For pedigree and particu- 
lars address C. H. C., P. O. Box 2,475, New York. 

Sepi26 it 

OR SALE.—One Chesapeake Bay ducking dog 
2 years old; one bitch, 2 years old. Both splendid 

retrievers. Twopups, 3 monthsold, JAMES AL- 
LISON, State entre, lowa, BOpt26-Bt 

eee —— 

— ESTABLISHED 1820.— 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty Si. 
LSE EY) A BP 3 Se NE SS 

BRIE, 
Suecessors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale of 

SETH CGREEN’S. 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

TroutiHooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

FISHING 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT GUN. 
q WONDERFULLY SIMPLE, WONDERFULLY STRONG, 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

jyless liable to get looge or out of order, or one s0 good for 

) the money, Prices range from $50 to $300. 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co. 

Ghe Hennel. 

Topeka Kennel. 
DRAFTS FOR SALE 

AT YERY LOW PRICES. 

Haying accumulated more dogs than I care to 
keep I will sell the following, viz.: 
One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black 

and white bitch pup, woelped June 13th. eut of my 
“France I” (Belton—Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by 
Pedigree (pure Layvarack). 

‘Iwo dogs and one bitch, whelped July 4th, out of 
my lst prize red bitch Carrie L., by Champion Berk- 
ley. They comprise the blood of the most noted 
field trial and bench show winners in America, viz.: 
Plunket, Berkley, Loo IL., Hlcho, etc. 

Pointer pups, when 8 to 10 weeks old, of the 
“Drop, dr., Fan” litter. They are from good stock, 
Also other pointers and setters of different ages. 
Correspondence solicited from any and all persons 

desiring to purchase setters or pointers, Address, 

TOPEKA KENNEL. 

Topeka, Kansas, 
sept 26-4 

OUNDS FOR SALE—Two couples of well-bred 
hounds, 13s year old, from imported stock; will 

run anything a trialon fox. Will be given at ken- 
nels any day. Apply to HARRY HOWARD, Union 
Kennels, Glen Cove, L. I. septz6 1t 

ANTED—A cocker spaniel, thoroughly trained 
to ruffed grouse or pheasants ; must be under 

three years old and thoroughbred, Address E.8., 
Lock Box No. 9, Harrisburg, Pa. Bept26 It 

OR SALW CHEAP—Four Irish Gordon setter 
L pups, whelped July 31; dam 3g Gordon 4 Irish; 

sire a sou of Plunket and Carrie. Price, irom $5 to 
$10. Address P. DUNHAM, Leeds, Mass. 

Beptz6 1t 

oe SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thor- 
oughly broken. Can he seen on game—\ood- 

cock, quail or partridge; Address, P, O, Box 2,776, 
Brockton Mass jyli tf 

Aes SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 
setter bitch, 13¢ years old, with a pedigree for 

tifty years. Address K, J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
Conn, Bug22 tt 

Ro SALE—A fine English pointer of superior 
pedigree; broken. Address C. M. PRAT, 

Westbrook, Conn, Aept2é 1p 

[BOSTON, IMASS,> 

Che Fennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Clab, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

None are genuine unless 80 stamped 

F. 0, De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent. 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louls, Western Agents, 

For sale in oases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

‘This Powder ia guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efficacions, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop anp Guy 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 
oct 12 117 FULTON STREET. 

OR SALE, CHRAP—One well-bred getter dog, 
fourteen “months old; two red Irish setter 

nitenes, twelye months old, yery handsome. For 
Panule 

TACKLE: 

The Fennel. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y. 

Ikeep only cockers of the finest straing. I sell only 
young stock. J guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed gronse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. jlo ut 

FOR SALE LOW. 

English and Iri-h Dogs and Puppiea of the purest 
breeding. Superior iu color anu form. Apply tc 
ARNOLD BURGSS, Hillsdale, Michigan, sugas-.t 

LISTEN i 

The Sportsmen's Bell 
tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 
closer. Valuable in early 

7 woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general suooLing, 
where the cover is thick, 

i Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting ds. Samoples sent by mall poripaid, 
80 cents, BEVIN HROS. MANUFACTURING wb.,, 
East Hampton, Conn, septl9 3m 

SPANIELS! 
Sportsmen will please take notice that I will here- 

after seli the choicest of cocker spaniel pupa lor $3, 
$10 and $15 each, and also defy competition in prices 
for a8 good and fine stock, M, P, McKOON, Prank- 
lin, Del, Co., N.Y. Beptld 36 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have 
their doga broken this year by me will pleas 

communicate af once, Want them iitted for the 
field ere season opens. S8Mall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel(12dogs and 
puppies) for gale. Come and see them at Centre ville 
on the Erie Railroad. First boyera best pele ction, 
Address E. 8. WANMAKER, Clifton, Paseaic 
Connty, N. J. Jer t, 

j es SALE—English setter, mvo years old; good 
on qguall, woodcock and partridges; gond re- 

triever; pedigree; price $45. F. H, BOARDMAN, 
Newburyport, Mass. Repts 4t 

F= SALE—4 red and white Irish setter 
prize and field stock; very handsome; $15 

ars address D, G. WEBSTER, Parks Corners, | each, MAX WENZEL, Apothecary, Hoboken, N.d. 
Bs pepti2 8 ae : sept26 1 



FOREST 

SEND FOR 

hil 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, 

AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT. 

chester Repeating Arms Company, 
ee ee ee 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHEISS REPEATING FIRE- ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of hae 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 

“ANDSTREAM, 

NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show ai and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘*‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and “lor the Best Gun of American 
Make”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

CATALOCUESOF 1878. 

SSR ERENT AEN 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

‘ONROY, BISSETT & MALLESON, 
65 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

FACTORY: 

Six-Strip Split Bamboo “Forest and Stream’ Black Bass Rod, 
feet long, weight, 9 to 10 OZS., $25, formerly $45. 

Every Rod Guaranteed. 

Six-Strip Split Bamboo McGinnis Black Bass Rod, t1 
weight, [2 to 14 ozs., $25, formerly $45. 

feet long, 

Foot of South Eighth Street, Brooklyn, E. DU. 

Six-Strip Split Bamboo Fly Rods, 6 to 9 ozs. by 1I-4ths, 10 I-2 to 
{2 feet long, $25, formerly $40. Every Rod Guaranteed. 

Two-Piece Bamboo “Chum” Rods, Whipped Butt, $5, formerly $8. 

Finest Quality Trout Flies, either stock or tied to order, $1.25 per dozen, 

Waterproof Silk-Tapered Fly Lines, 8 cents per yard. 

ALL GOODS SOLD AT FACTORY PRICES. 
Dittmar Powder, /PEABODY-WARTINI 

‘THIS POWDER IS NOW USED BY 

CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS 
In all his matches, both indoors and in the field. He uses noother. It was also used in the wonderfu 
performances of 

DR. CARVER 
At the Brooklyn Driving Park on July 4, 5 and 6, breaking balls at seventy-five yards with a shot-gun, 

NO SMOKE, NO DIRT, LESS RECOIL, 

SENDFOR CIRCULARS AND PRICE LISTS, ~ 

DITTMAR POWDER CO., Office, 1 Cortlandt Sti, ‘New York. 
WORKS: BCE A SON, iN. W. 

PAYING,—Bitches spayed at residence of owner 
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham, 

Refers, by. permission, to Dr, KE. J. Foster, 
sep 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8, HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price $15 

Mass. 
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club. 

RS SALE—A Ppaniy Mastiff, about nine months | each for dog or bitch pups, Beptl2 tf 
old; recently imported ; of of lrge size and grow- | 

ing rapidly aching Regions q fine Goat ‘and is |- 
yery powerful; ears nicely ee An ‘excellent 
watch dog, but kind to those about him, Price $50. 
JOHN J. Be RRY, Hackensack, a J, Reptld tt 

ee ' 

_——_—e —_—-" a 

; OR SALE—A splendid Iiter of field trial setter 
EF pape eo ii HERBERT, 92 Worcester street, 
Boston, Maga augao i 

BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARN ARM Ol A OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 

WAR WITH RUSSIA. 

MEILITAR Y, TARGET ANTE SPORTING: 

Being rifled on the only system suitable for the “‘ Express” principle. Our long-range and mid-range 

rifles can be transformed to Express Rifles by simply changing the sights and the use of the proper size of 
“Express” bullet, PRICES YO SUIT THE TIMES, 

Data for price listto PROVIDENCE TC TOOL CO., Providence, R. 1. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St.,4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor, Open day and night, 

C. M. BRENNAN, 

‘OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

40 South Olark Strereet, Ohicago, 



Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Wazard’s ‘* Electric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 lb. only. 

Hazards ‘American Sporting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 

634 lb, Kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Hazard’sa “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1and6 1). canisters 
and 64¢ and 123 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazards “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

PELG, VFG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
123g and 634 lbs, and cans of 5 1bs,eE FFG 18 also 
packed ini ang 3¢ 1b, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FEFG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” WG is 
the standard Rife powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: Ae Sa Gp soe a 
FACTURED T0 ORDER. zi 
The above can be had of deavers, or of the Com— 

pany’s Agents in every prom‘npent city, or wholesale 
at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Y.; 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. ito, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
ith. canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 in 
metal kegs, 64¢ lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 6 
ibs. each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
Bizes, G, FFG and FFFG, thelast being tne finest. 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 Ibs: 
and 63; Ibs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and 1% Ib, 

All of the above give high velocities and Jess 
vesidnum than any other brands made, and are re- 
z0mmended and used by Oapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World." 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. 

Yamphiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
out, dent free on application to the above sddress, 

C'U'N P’OW DEIR. 

es ee 
is “PORES 
TR. LosTol: ZH 

: — Jy tasty SNERGD pACe 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS, 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
E. B. Rambo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M.G. GODDARD, 304 North Second, St. Lonis, Mo, 
F. Bark &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, O. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Superlor Rifle, Enfield 

Kifle, ana Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 61 
Cedar street, N. ¥ Agent for the United States. 

A TURKISH BATH 
In Your Own Room 

For Fiye Cents. 

This is secured by a cheap 
apparatus recently patented, 
for the production of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
vost of the alcohol that sup- 
pliesthe heat, Jt has proved 
more effective than the ordi- 
nary Turkish Bath House in 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Nervous and debilitating 
Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
TURKISH BATH CO.,68Hast 
Fourth atreet, Cincinnati, O. 

jelé lyr 

Auxiliary 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

Etifile., 

This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in 2 second of time with the same ease as & cartridge, ana 
can Le remoyed just as expeditiously, 
not get Out of order, _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterife. The AUXILIA: 

There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
almost instantly 
RY BARREL will 

fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44, as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best adyantage are the Winchester Repeating arms Co,’ 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model i873. Send fora Cirenlar and Price List, 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN, P.O, Box 715 

Sharps Rifles Against the World: 

Record of Sharps Rifles at Spring Meeting N.R.A., Creedmoor 
1878: 

MAY 23--LEECH CUP, for the Championship ot 
America, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with 

SHARPS LONG-RANCE RIFLE, MODEL 1878. 

OLD RELIABLE. 
TRADEMARE. 

Send for Circular. 

3 270 

Warerooms, {77 Broadway, New York. 

Sharps Rifle Co., Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A. 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON’S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 

NEW FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER, RECENTLY MADE BY 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON, 

[From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.] 

W. & O. Scorr & Son: 

in the terrific shooting power of your choke-bore guns. 
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, 

London, Angust 9, 1878, 
Gentlemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest satisfaction 

I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
which cannot be excelled in the 

shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used 
your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, June 25 and July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71 
in each match, winning by two birds; also in my match with Capt. Shelle 
84, ‘the highest score on record ;” anc in the International Match with ‘Aubrey Coventry, Esq 
Ang. 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 out of 100, 
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, 
still in good condition. 

Believe me, yours very truly, 

W. & G. Scort & Son: 

All of the above matches were at 100 bi 
y, July 29, at which time I scored 

at Brighton, 
irds each, 80 

I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is 

A. H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

y SOL, D N York. [From COL, JOHN BODINE, New York.] April 1, 1878, 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. 8,696, in good order, through 
Messrs. Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, and am pleased to say that its 
While its symmetry and finish is all that the most fastidious could desire. 

performance excels my expectations, 
It fully comes up to specifications 

of order, both in finish and shooting qualities. I have disposed of my two guns by other makers, 

SILVER MEDAL AWATDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

ESESTABLISELED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

ACCEHESSARITIES. 

CRORES: No, 19 North Sith St, No, 220 North Second §t,, and No, 627 Commence it, 
PIA DELPartA., 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

BLUE LABEL. AND 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTLON—REPORT,— Exact. uniformity of size; 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

RED LABEL, 

truly spherical form, high degree of nish and gsneral excellence,” 

Blusigal Mustruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS’ "Si* ORGANS 
These beautiful organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism, Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. Wea 
Sell a hetter instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
_ Grand, Square and Up- 

77 etright, are the BEST 
Aiea == MADE, the Tone, Touch, 
———= = Workmanship and Dura- 

bility unsurpassed. Warranted for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churchea, 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACK WATERS & SONS, mantu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York, 

pre sé 

& ORCANS 
The oldest, largest, and most perfect matiufactoryin the U.S 

o> 
se & 

=§6§ 000. 
4° 

ee 

7, Two New Styles Just Out, 

%. ®s, 
Send for Price-Lists. 

BUFFAL®:? 

Aedisinal, 

STOP AND READ. 
All forms of Kidney diseases, Paina in the 

Back, Sides and Loins, are positively cured by 

GRANT'S REMEDY. 
Its effects are troly maryelous in Dropsy 

Grayel and Bright’s disease. No matter of how 
long standing the case may be, positive relief is 
had in from one to three days. Do not despair, 

hesitate or doubt, for it is really a specific and 

never fails. It is purely a yegetable preparation. 

By its timely use thousands of cases that haye 

been considered incurable by the most eminent 

physicians have been permanently cured. It is 

also indorsed by the regular physcians and medi- 

cal societies throughout the country. Soldin 

bottles at two dollars each, or three bottles, 

whichis enough to cure the most aggavated case, 

sent to any address on receipt of five dollars 

Small trial bottles, one dollar each. All orders 

to be addressed to 

Grant’s Remedy Manufacturing Co.,”} 

504 MAIN ST,, - - ##WORCESTER, MASS. 

Sufes. 

© 
Betablicned 

Prices Lower than before tthe . War. 

HERRING & CO., 
251 and 252 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

Ainngements, Gte. 

: TARIUM, BROADWAY AND 85TH ST. 
a a AQUDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 

First public nexiormiance 
0 

THE GREAT HERMANN, 
After an absence Of over two years; 

Marvelous Feats of Magic, 
Entirely Dew and never keen before in this country, 

Unrivalled Sleight of Hand, 
New Apparatus, New Tricks, 
Sturtling Cabinet Ilosions. 

Spiritualistic Manifestations, 
Bewlldering Diablerie. 

Every day at 2:30 and evening at 8 o’cloek. 
+<dmission, 50 cents. Reserved seata, 25 cents extr 



Syortimen’s Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Crounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia: 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginie 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Allegiiany 
Mountains, Greenbrier? and Now. Rivers, and Kan- 
aywha Valley, and incladitg in their varieties of game 
and fieh, déer, beur, wild turkeys, wild duck, grotse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickeral, 6c, Bit, 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
man carried fr ee, 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beautiful and pictoresque seepery 
of the Virginia Mouttains to their most famous 
Watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cinemnatl, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; nt Gordonsyille, wiih the 
North and Northwest; aud st Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South, All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY R. WOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

Richmond, Va 

‘Syortemen’s Houten, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OO. 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
niforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTIING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the ditt 
culties and dangers of reshipment, whilé the excel- 
lent cara which rin over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORPED without failure 
or injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad-Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. BXOURSION 
TIOKETS tect eit ore es ee One BE in 
all thé principle citiea to 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 
Trout Kishing. Wing Shooting, and Still 

Hunting. 
Also, to 

BEACH HAVEN, QGAPR MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NW JERSEY Coast 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 

D FEATHER, 
L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agen 

FRANK THoMmson, Gen’l Manager, feblt- 

TUCKERTON, 

ap 

ONEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH. 

ening of th a) f the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONEY ISLAND R, Ri 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing July 2, 1875, 

Trains for Coney Island—Leaye depot on Flatbush 
ayénus, Willink Hntrance, Prospect Park, at 0:20), 
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10, 10:80, 11, 11:40, 11:40 4. m., 12 mL, 
19:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 3, 2:20, 2:40, 8. 3:20, S24), 4, 4:20, 
4:40, 5, 5:20, 6:40, G, 6:20, Gia, 7, T5, 7:30, W245, 8; 
P20, Br, 9, O40, 10, 10:30 P. a. 
Returning from Beacli—7, 4, 9, 10, 10:30, 11, 11:20, 

sLAO A, M., 12 of, 12:40. 1, 1220, 1240, 8, 2)20, 2:40, 3, 
8,20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 0:20, br, 6, G:20, O40, 7, 
9:20, 7:88, 7250, 8:05, 9:20, sid, 9, 9:80, 10, 10:80, 17 
PLM. 
Sunday Trains to Tsland—s:50, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:20, 

10,40, 11, 11:20, 11:40 A, M., 12 M., Tt, 1280, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 
2:40, 8, 3:20, 8:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 6,20, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 0:16, 7:80, 8, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 280, 10, 10:30 2. Mt. 
Returning from Island—9, 9:80, 10, 10:2), 10;40, 11, 

11:20, 11;40 a. M., 12 Me, 1, 1:20, 1240, 2:20, 2:40, 3; 
8720, S40, 4, 4520, 4340, 6,522), Grd), 6, 6:20, G:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, T:00, 8:05, 8:20, 8:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:31), 11 
F, M, 
Time to Coney Island, ten minutes. BExcursion 

tickets, 40 cents; single fare, 20 cents, Grand von- 
certs every affernoon und eyeuing by Conterno's 
Twenty-lhird Regiment Band. 
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, haa been. 

engaged for the season. 
The {lowing horac-cur lines ron directly to de- 

pot: Wlathusl ayenue from Fulton Perry; Bergen 
street, 8. B.; Franklin aysone, from South Seventh 
street Werry, BH. D,, aud Nosirand ayenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W. E. DORWIN, Sup’t. 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chi’ago to St. Louis, ani Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN 
HVERYTHLING, 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
mail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Laberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen, 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Paxsenger Agent, 

Jhicago, Ti 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent. 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8, 8. Co,, 

Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phila, 

St, Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Throngh Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Hailway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER, TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
betwee Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in lowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting Some in the Northwest for Geese, Dneks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
amd their dogs taken food care of. Reduced rates 
on parties of ten or more upon application fo General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. G. J, 1V ES, 
HE. F. WINSLow, Gen, Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, at 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHINC! 
——— 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 

THROUGH TO 

LAKH SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS trom Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free, : 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

i Worest and Stream ” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing} Butternut Creek anil Lake for 
muscalonge; the many breaches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with basa, pike 
aud pickerel, never till last season Hshed by sports- 
men, Between Silver Creek and Ashland all are 
trout streams, and many others can he easily reached 
along the shore from Ashlatid or Baytield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport. 
fhe Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last 

year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a 
ateam-yacht, sail and rowboats and excellent guides. 
The atmosphere at Ashland 1a a sure preyentive of 

hay fever, 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 
my) 6m Milwaukee, Wis. 
ee 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 
—_— 

NEW WORE, HALIFAX, N. §. AND ST, 
JOHNS, N. FF, 

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
5, Capt, Bennett, and 

ge ALHAMBRA, Capt. MoUinney, 
form 2 regular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, mee times a 
month, Persons visiting Nova Scolia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St, Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
and most direct route, Avoiding clianges and deten- 
tion. Time between New York and Halifax abont 
sixty holirs, one halfofirip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 
Cabin passage, Jpgiiae Btateroom and meals, 

New York aud Halifax, $15 gold; New York and St. 
dJohus, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced 
rates. For schedule of sailings and further particu- 
lura apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 

AGHNTS—WOOD & CO Halifax, N 3a HARVEY 
& CO, St, Jobs No | emmy 

Los ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878— 
Ferryboats leaye New York from James Slip 

{daily excépl Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thinty- 
‘ourth street, Hast River (daily) 15 mmutea previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharire ferries (daily) 30 minutes pre- 
yious to departnre of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic ayennes, Brooklyn, Trains leave 
Brooklyn snd Long Tslund City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows : For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 4. M., 
4P. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30P.™, For Patch- 
ogué, etc., 9:00 A.M, d:30 and 6 Pe. For Babylon, 
ete,, at 9:30 A. Mm, 4, 4:50,5and6P.mM. Hor Port 
Jefferson, el0., ab 10 A, M. and 4:30, a. For North- 
pets Bte,, ab 10 A, M., 3:30, 4:30) and 6:30, mM. For 

cust Valley, ab 8:30 and 10:00A, M., 8:80, 4:30, 5:30 
and:30r. mu, Por Far Rockaway, etc., at $230 A. My 
4, 4:30,5, 88nd 1p. mM. Wor Garden Clty and Hemp- 
stead, 8:30 and 10 A. o., 3:30, 4230, 5:30, 6:39 P. M., and 
12:15 nlght, and from Long Isianu City only 9:30 A. M., 
1:80 and 6:30 P.M. HUNDAYS—For Port Jeiferson, 
Patchogue, ete,, 94,M. Eabylon, ete., Gand 7 P.M. 
Northport aud Locust Valley, 9 4. mM. and 6:30.F. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94. M,, 2:40 and 6:80 
PB. M., and from Lung Island Ciny only 9:30 A.M, abd 
5:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamsica, efc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices In New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the officea of “The Long Isiand 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 912 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
fickets atany of the aboye offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence tp destination, 

S, SPENCER, Gen’l Sup't, 
J, CHTrrenpEN, Gen’) Passe. Agent. Jos tf 

RF NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mounting, Montreal and intermediate 

points, Thenew and see steamer Continental 
leaves Pier No, 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex. 
cepted) at 3. A passenger train will be in waiting 
on the wharf st New Hayen und leave for Spring: 
field and way stations on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE —The Elm City leaves New York at 

UP. w., connecti 7 with passenger train in waiting 
on wharl at New Waven, leaving 6:15 A. a, Tickets 
Bol and hageags checked ab 944 Broadway, New 
Work, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion to 
New Haven and return, $1.50, SPRY nt General 
‘Omice; on lite pier, or to RIGHARD PECK, General 

the 

I 
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if 
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Sportsnen’s Ranies. 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE, 

Chicago & Northwestern RR, 
Embraces undér one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
its humerous branches and connections, forms: the 
Bllortest aud quiskest route between Chicago and all 
points in Tilingis, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, [owa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALT- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for al) 
polis in Northern Niinois, Lowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Anstralia. Its CHICAGO, 
8ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE ia the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PIHTER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Sonthern ond Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesyllle, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Gay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquetie, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
Tior country. Its FREGPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for E)gin, Roukford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE ta the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Hyanstoo, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan HKacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTHL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluits, on thé California Exprees Train of 
Whe CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chisago dally, excep Sun. 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A, M., and arrive ut Council 
Bluifa next morning. 
Hast-bound tiey leaye Council Bliifs at 5:80 P. M., 

daily, except Saturday (und on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon, 
[2 No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Motel cars, 
TO SPORTSMEN. 

This Jine presents péchilar advantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line ti-tiay offers more fayorable points 
than any other yond in the country, while for Peer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Sulmon, Pike, Piekevel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the NortherA and Northwestern lines of 
this compaliy Will be found unsurpasssd by anything 
in the West. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No, 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attatnable from your 

home ticket ayents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. H. STENNETT, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Gen. Pass. Agent. Chicago. je20 1. 

F TAKE THE 

People’s Line Steamers 
EROM PIER 41, N. B., foot of Canal street, 

daily, except Sundays, at 6 P. M., vonnecting at 
Albany with Express ee 

R 
Saratoga, Scliroon Lake, Blue Mountain 
Lako, Lake Champlain, Lake George, the 
Adirondacks, Montreal, and all points North 
and Wese. 
t= THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LIND OF 
STHAMERS SHELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THE N, ¥. 0. R. R. 

STATEROOMS, SI and S2. 
TAROUGH TICKETS can be had at the 

Office on the pier, at all Westvott Express offices, 
at all the hotels and ticket offices in New York, or 
of connecting Railroad and Steamboat Lines. 

S. HB. WAWO, Gen’! Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl] and upland shooting gections in the coun. 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and polnts on the Peninsula. City Point, 
Si ames’ River, Garrituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
gus country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Norfolk 
ateamers gall (Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; 
Delaware, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 5 P.M. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greanwich 
St., NewYork. gep 25 ly 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsnien. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARE AND RANDOLPH), 

OHICAGYO. 

Rates radaced to #3 p 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.69 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to’show as 

large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN, je20 tt 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Sitnated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mieanda half ot the 
ocean. Excellent accommodation for summer 
boarders, Surf and atill Water bathing, Good bout- 
jig, ishing, and gunning, House open throughont 
the year for fishing aud shootine parties, Boats, 
bostmen, slabling, carriages, aud every convenience 
for sportsmen, Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate. B. P. CONKLAN, Prop’r- 

aug) tl 

RADLEY WOUSH, Eldred, Sullivan Go., N. 
¥., is located Guntrally on the best hunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles from Shohola, Eric 1. Kt. 
Small ame yery plenfy. Some deer, foxes, coons, 
étc. Terms $7 per week. ang?) if 
ees en te ee ee 

PORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.—The Franklin 
House, Chiltonville, Plymouth, Mass, Good 

gunning and fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge, 
nau, woodcock, puep ani plover, Trained dogs for 
‘Ox, Tabbit and bird hunting; boats for sea-fowling 
and fishing, ‘Terms low, TIMOTHY MANTER, 
Proprigwls Aepula i 

Hotels and Resorts foy Sportsmen 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOOK BAY, L. 1, 
By 8 practical gunner wod an old baymen. Has 

always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guiirantéed. Addreds WM, N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Noys tf 

Greenwood Hake. 

HD SUBSCRIBER desires a capitallet or assodia- 
tion of gentlemen to join him In the erection ofa 

select family hotel or club house on the most beauti- 
Tul and eligible situation at Greenwood Lake, MW. ¥., 
with from twenty to fifty acres of lund, asmay be dé- 
sired, and will take one-third of the purchase price 
of the property in stock or shares in the enterprise. 
Cholce building sites, with witer fronts, also foredle, 
in plots to sult, on fayorahle terms. Circnlars cin 
be had af office of FoR AND STREAM, Apply to 
or address 5. OALDWELL, Greenwood Lake, 
Orange County, N.Y, miyl6 tf 

RADNER HOUSE, GREENWOOD LAKH, 
ORANGE COUNTY, N, ¥., May 165, 1978. 

Terms—$2 per day. $3 to $10 per week. ree stages 
for guests to and from the steamboat dock at 
ARINGTON to the house. G §, BRADNER, Pra 
prictor. Jyt3m 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

Eaton's Rust Preventer. 
For Gunns, Catlery and Surgical Instroments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will Keep ta 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It ia 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-tve 
yeara of active and frequent use of gins.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GHO, 

B. EATON, 570 Payonta Ayenus, Jersey Clty 
Heights, N. J. 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, Bosten, Mass,; 6, Kittredge & Oo., 
Ginclunati, Obio; E. E. Baton, Chicago, Ill,; Brown 
4& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trimble & Kleibavker, Baltimore, Mad. S. 
OGropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos, ©. Grabb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

Osgood’s Portable Folding 
Ganvas Boat. 

i 
Hf 
mi 

No. 20, Oil Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
ing Shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels, 
with or without nails; Hnglish waterti¢ht fongnes, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians. Price, &7; dic. 
extra by Mail. Send stamp for Ulnstrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
301 Broadway, New York ; P, O, Box 1,016, 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells In ten minutes. No waterused, 
Knives ejastic, self-adjusting, preyent the slipping 
of wads, Js nnequalied asa breech wiper by cover- 
Mg with an oiled cloth, Wor sale hy eit enn dealers, 
ov sample sent free by mil on receipt of price, 
1,60; 10andi2 bore. J. I’, RONAN, 788 Shawmuc 
Avenue, Bostop, Mass, Liberal discount to ite 
trade. Septas Sm 

TAYLOR'S SELF-LIGHTING POCKET 

MATCH SAFE, 

This match safe commends Itself af once to all. 
Simple in construction, elegant in finish, perfect in 
operation, and every one warranted, It insurusisafe- 
ty, néatness and dispatch. Nob necessary lo remove 
“over except to replenish the box. Just the thing 
forsportsmien., Send Firry onnts for sample box to 
G. R, TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, RK. 1. 
Large discount (0 the trade. aligs émo 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW VORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all alzcs, 

Russia,bolt rope, manilly bolt rope, wire rope, blocEs, 

paints, olla, etc, 
QABIN STORDS, 

jeay-ty 



Spartsmen’s Goods. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

—— 

8 y 

265 
Wily 

Uy, 
Ke Y a 

o 240 \ \ ua \y) 
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‘THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
madé. Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FoREsT AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any! part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

GOOB’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
Ce ep ae They are 

jm, easy to the feet, and very 
/Z7 "=m jurable. Made’ to order 

= in a variety of styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

erlicle. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN S 
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
Bor to Frank Geod,) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co.,, 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Oniverse. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

GOMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO0., 
BEND FOR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticazs. 

BE & H. T, ANTHONY & ©O,, 691 Broadway, 
e NN. Y., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Framose ; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Oouvex Glass, Photographie Ma- 
terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelphia. dceas 

O’NEIL’S 

Standard Penetraticn Tester. 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in mse by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Cataloguc. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 

BONEHILL CUN. 

No. 511,—Top-action, treble safety 

bolt, extension rib, rebonnding locks, 

laminated barrels, Patent fore end 

fastening. Cheapest gun in the mar- 

Ket. Send stamp for Illustrated Circu- 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and am- 

munition, 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-CGuns 

NOW READY. 

BARTON & CO., 
337 Broadway, New York. 

Ns SU coe IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fiy rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case............. $18 00 
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver monntings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel 

aa: 

plate aeeGUheerps ts se Sifis athajy wuld wat dats n}-tc olepelel fl EM seo nee ainsi ee ACL EHE DSSS Seo Lar By Ane nn 
Biaseip BOSAE OLN black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid 

teel plate....... eaten dd aoe ee 
H. Ae OTe six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-Jolnt, German silver mounting, extra tip 

BIG stip CAND ete a tevtececeesse- estas Fuse nena se ama alon Siar Ve ghupessceee prota sdeas ees 
H, L. LEONARDS Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German sliver mounting, three-joint, extra tip and 

tip case, waterproof ferrules...... Re ee tees 

teaser enneee 

wtb b eee e tees epee erecta eeaen eee seeeeseeees 30 00 
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 1014ft 7 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle J is 

ANG TNC! CIPH.... cree ee raree creer sentence -tenstees ++. seeesr yee . 15 00 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the “ Hyde” clip, large si 5 00 
Russia-leather fiy-book, with the Hyde” clip, small size 
Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from.. 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each - 
A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from,..,.... . -. 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Also Flies dressed to nny desired pattern, 

Tnited States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., ulckel, each.... $2 450 
United States Arms Revolver, 5 shot, .32 cal., nickel, each........-.....--.+ 450 

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
each $9.00 

sb wseeeee Passes 

Agents for Huber's Champion Glnss Ball Trap.. 
id if 

TRA A. P AINE'S © 
FEATHER FILLED 

PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877. 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glasd Works would respectfully call the attention of a} dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 

wien you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sutilclently sirong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass. 

Every ball is welghed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, 
Send for price list. Specialinducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N. ¥. 
Bogardus’ Patent Kough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as 
they are elmple of construction, easily set, and not Hable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the flight of A bird than any 

===, othertrap in the market, The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
== are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 

corrugated surface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
fo any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 

Pat. Nov. 20, 1877, 

Usea by Sparks, of Philadelphia, in his recent 
trial of Chilled vs. Soft Shot (see FoREST AND 
STREAM, July 11, 1878). We are now prepared to fill 
all orders promptly at the following prices: 
Standard penetration tester........... »,.. $10 00 
Test cards, per box (100).... seq) atu 
‘Target shects per doz.. + 100 
Tripod Gus EBs, 4-2. sevens 100 
Delivered at express office or railroad depot free 

of charge for package or drayage,on receipt of 
price. Liberal discount to the trade, Also import- 
ers and dealers in fine breech-lozding shot-cuns, 
rifies, pistols, étc., etc. Send for illustrated catalogue 
and price list, J. PALMER O’NEIL & OO,, 41 Fitth 
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

___ and thereby imsures ihe breaking of the ball when hit. 
SAPT4IN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the 

ROUGH SAL, 271! at © price far below the smooth bal) 
at that time. < 

= Balls and ‘Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 
¥ ers, Liberal rapier i) Lae ore i EE Fee 

; arranted), which will throw a ball im any direction from thé shooter 4! 
Se ran it Price 38 Old style, 86. 

h barrej containing 250 balla, score book and 

MY IMFPROYER 
the option of the puller, is naw ready for the market. 
Parties biying alas balls will receive, in enc 

rules for glass ba! shooting, containing 40 pages. 

HEATIQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. (& CO., 10 Platt Street, N. ¥. City. 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

f “Fleld, Cover and Trap, Shooting," by A, H. BOGARDUS, contain- 
aud chapter on breading and breaking of dogs by Miles JoBnson. 

BOGARDDS, Elkhart, Logan Go., Il. 

Fecond and enlarged edition 0 
ing instructions for Glass Ball Shooting, 
at es ‘by mail, postage paid, Address, Capr. A. HH. 

& ontsimen $s Goods, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 
throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S{3. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
septl2 2m 

‘Card’s Patent Rotating Glass 
Ball Trap. 

‘AQVAY THQOM MAN 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every possible 

direction. No screen isneeded, as no one, not even 
puller, can tell the direction the ball will take. Made 
stationary if desired. All metal, WORF.ING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED, Send for Circular. 

WM. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
jes3mos Cazenovia, N. y. 

ESTABLISHED 1840, 

H, WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

and 17th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’a 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tonrist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes, 

Tilustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 sents, 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’s asnperior Target and Tourists 

Telescoaes, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT. 
MERHILL'S SONS, sole agents in U. 8., 179 Water 
street, New York. Jyll 8m 

Pocket Companion. 
No sportsman should ever be without a Dudley 

Pocket Loading Implement; for he js then pre- 
pared forany emergency. But not huving one 4: 
hand, the want of {t may be of more worth than tie 
cost twice told. A word to the wise is,ete. For 
sale by gun dealers generally, Send for circular to 
DUDLEY & CO., Ponghkeepsie, N. Y- BEpt19 4}; 

GOLD 
Any worker can make $12 8 day athome. Coatly 
Oulst Creu, Addroas Tao: & Co., Angnsta, Maine, 

fishing Qarkle, 

FISH & SIMPSON’S 

NEW BATT. 

The most killing balt ever inyentedPforyelther 
black base, pickerel, or large tront, beautifully 
mounted with gaudy feathers, furnished in elther 
silver or gold plated. Sent by mail on receipt ot 
price, 

Bilyer plated, ...--++.+-seeseeneene 
Gold plated... ---.s<rseeeeeses 

On receipt of two three-cent stamps we will send 
our new @4-page catalogue, the most complete list 
ever published on Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, 
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Ball, Archery, Cricket, 
Lacrosse, Firemen's and G uginm Goods, Boxing 
Gloves, Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, and every- 
thing in the line of Sportamen’s Goods. 

P. 0, box 4,968. FISH & SIMPSON, 

Spr25 - 182)Nassan street, New York 

hc, each, 
Tara 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Sorellen ishing in Cheruskian 
AUaters, 

By Sourn Forr. 
\ X 7% are crossing London Bridge on the top of a stage- 

coach this bright morning, July 6, 1878. Ben, look- 

ing wistfully at the ripple and sheen npon the surface of the 

Thames, bethinks him of those purer streams amid the moun- 
tain forests, and he ejaculates : 

‘© Ah, lad, what a morning this for trout on a stream such 
as we have seen together!" 

I make no answer, but sink into a reverie; the chaffiog of 
coachy, cabby and street sweep falls upon a listless car for the 

nonce. More than three thousand miles of space lie between 

me and that preity stream, with which I was so enchanted 

that from her foaming, restless bosom I plucked my nom de 

plume, and the bright and pleasant memories now chase 

and crowd cach other in my mind as I while away the hours 
in fancy upon her mossy banks, ‘neath shading sugar maple 
boughs, among whose branches siug the oriole, robin and 

cheewink, and where silently flits the rose-breasted grosbeal 
and the scarlet tanager. Anon, the yellow-billed euckoo 

sends forth her weird notes, fortelling the coming shower. 
The raven, black and glossy, caw-caws from the dead pine 
tree top and males the forest reverberate the sound from hil] 
to mountain. The woodpecker screams out his shrill cry of 
Gelight, as he fastens himself upon the (runkof a dead tree and 
Froceeds with loud-sounding, well-directed blows of horny 
beak to break away masses of rotten wood to find the fat. 
worm lying beneath. Inow clamber over gnarled trunk of 
fallen forest giant and cast my fly into the swirl beneath its 
shade, or leap from rock to rock, or wade thigh deep in her 
torrent, my very spirit cooled and refreshed by the laying 
erystal waters from fern shaded springs. Eyery now and 
then a gamy spotted trout is slipped through the hole in 
erecl top, and 1 move on until lam rudely aroused by Ben— 
* Let us go trout fishing.” To which, with a tinge of bitter- 
nese, answer: ‘‘ Ask metogo up in a balloon, go to the 
tower, to the Crystal Palace, to the Zoological Gardens, or do 
something possible; but don't taunt a helpless American 
sportsman with such ideas when their fulfillment is so im- 
possible.” , 

* Welll go to Germany to-night,” replies Ben, ‘‘if you say 
the word, and by Tuesday next I will put you down on a 
trout sireim, amid mountain scenery which your wildest, 
faucy cannot imagine, and where the trout arc so savage thal 
they cblallenge anything from a black palmer to a * white 
moth,’ The stream is a beauty, and J have a standing invi-; 
tation froin my friend Herr Krieger, who has it in his power 
to obtain the courtesy of fishing for forellen (the German 
name for trou!), and in any of the mountain streams owned 
and preserved by the Baron Yon Duiker.’”’ 

5o a fishing-tacsle store was sought, and rods, lines, flies, 
casting-lines, reels (which they call ** winches” here), creels, 
landing-net, and all complete aud new, were purchased at. 
yates from twenty to fifty per cent. cheaper than in America, 
In this London siore | noticed that bait was also sold—z, é, 
live minnows, red worms and striped worms—from wet. places, 
with circular stripes around them, which they call brandling 
worms here, and maggots, obtained by exposing decompused 
beef liver to the sun and allowing the big blue-fly to deposit 
lary in it, and when they grow to suflicient size they are 
transfetred to a vessel containing red sand, which scours 
them, and they are then ready for use as buit, and are sold by 
the name of *gentles.”’ ‘They resemble chestnut worms more 
than anything 1 lave seen that did not grow, live and haye 
its being ina chestnut. The roach and Jacek (latter similar 
to our pike) take the gentle ag buit in the Thames, While 
selecting our tackle there were scores of sportsmen coming in 
for various articles, and the sportsmen were as of various 
kinds, from the cockney sportsman with dirty corduroys, 
dirtier shirt, greasy Cap, red nose, and one eye bigezer than 
the other; mouth reaching from ear to ear, with a briar root 
pipe filled with unsavory tobacco, who, with a contemptuous 
air, spat tobacco. juice on the unoftending, sleeping cat wpou 
the floor, and patronizivgly toa lady cleric stated his wants as 
follows: ‘' Hey, lass! ev’l’ave tuppence ‘erth red wurms, 
tuppence brandlin’, an’ ha’permnurth gentles: Put paper au 
um, ee go fishin’ in Tems.”” After this Le heaved a desp sigh, 
or rather a snort, as though he had stated all the wants ex- 
cept the fish, which were to come. 

Evening saw us, yalises in hand, rods strapped together, 
jumping from a Hansom cab at Holborn Station, and we were 
soon apeeding our way by rail over the Surrey downs, tha 
South downs in the dim distance, the spires of London re- 
ceding from our view, and the grand towers of the Orystal 
Palace standing like giants against the sky in the gloaming. 
The herder was gathering his sheep, the song of the milkmaid 
tame to our ears, and the pretty lasses and lads were playing 
Tawn tennis on green sward at the villas as on we &ped to 
Queensboro’, Here at ten o'clock in the eyening we em- 

barked on the staunch little Dutch channel steamer, the Stamts 
Flushing, to cross the Straights of Doyer to Flushing, in Hol- 
land, Muotering the harbor of the River Schelt, we realized 
that the Dutch had full possession of Holland, as their sol- 
diers swarmed everywhere, andl there we had to open our 
baggage and exhibit our scanty wardrobes to the 
Custom House officials, and after a miserable sand- 
wich compound of strong cheese and black bread, 
the military-looking guard shouted out in Du(ch, * All 
aboard!” and we were off again by the Netherland State 
and Bergish Margish Railway, Iwas hungry; I was raven- 
ous, bus that sandwich baffled every attempt to swallow a 
mouthful. It choked me; there was no water on the train— 
there neyer isin Europe. I could have spent the entire day 
over that sandwich hac not Ben, who was gazing out of the 
window of the ear, dispelled my hunger by calling my atten- 
tion to the number of wild duck that were disporting them- 
selves among the tall reeds and grasses that grew in great lux- 
urignée in the water along the railway. They were evidently 
bred here, as they paid little attention to the passing train. 
Occasionally they would rise in pairg, or fours or fives, and 
fly away to some other more secluded spot across the level 
lowlands; but oftener they would swim about close enough 
for us to see their bright eyes. Hares were seen—great big 
fellows, three or four times the size of our little cotton-tauls 
—acampering away from one hedge to another. 
Alvng the shore of the arms of the ocean curlew, willet, 

and a great variety of the wading birds were seen in immense 
numbers, and such wing shots were presented as to make my 
fingers tingle. J was no longer hungry. 

Oranes, biltern, sea-gulls aud storks abound everywhere ; 
in fact I bethought me of the boundless Iowa prairies, where 
it is my wont to spend Ssptember days in shooting prairie 
chicken, duck and sand-bill crane. 

‘Phe roads are in this country all elevated, to permit travel 
in winter, when the incursion of the tides oyerllow the land. 
‘The crops are all flourishing, and everywhere the waving 
patches of rye, wheat aud barley are seen. There is no corn 
here, and no fences. 

The barns and dwellings are all under one thatched roof. 
The women work in the fields, and to view their broad 
shoulders, big arms, stout ankles, and, shall I say it, big, 
wooden-shod feet, one would admit they were intended for 
purposes of incustry of a heavy character. Their dress, 
though plain, is usually clean and tidy, 
We reach Ellerfeld in Germany about three in the after- 

noon, where there are now Kaisir William’s stalwart soldiers, 
and our baggage is again examiucd, and off we go again 
through Dusseldorf and over the highly cultivated rolling 
lands of Westphalia to our destination for the night at Lla- 
fen, among ihe mountains, where we are met by Herr Kaler, 
another German friend of Ben. 

After dinner we take a drive down the valley of the Ruhr 
and np the mountain-side to an old castle of the Fendal ares. 
The scenery is picturesque and grand, the rivér winding its 
serpentina Way, a mere silver ribbon on an emerald ground of 
meadows, dotted here and there with the herds of cattle, far, 
far below us inthe valley. In front of us, frowning at the 
castle and, as it were, bidding defiance to its hereditary 
power, is old Geisberg Movntain, with its baitlemented tower 
monument, erected in the time of King Jerome Bonaparte, 
last King of Westphalia, in honor of one Barpn Stein. Who 
this baron was I was not able to learn, further than the 
Deuteher, who handled the whip anil reins at my side with 
such déxtsrity as to keep his fine, big, Westphalian bays on 
the jemp constantly up hill and down yale, assured me the 
baron was a '‘ grvsser monn” (great mun) ‘in dos country.” 
That evening Ben's frient!, soon to become my own us well, 

and ove long to be cherished in my bosom, called upon us, in 
tle person of Jlerr Peter Krieger, director-in-chief of the 
Munden and Sehwerte Hisenindustrie, which is the Jarge iron 
works of the region, employing many hundreds of men. Herr 
Krieger is an enthusiastic sportsman, and speaks English 
fluently, and, as we sat that vight over a bottle of real Hoch- 
heimer, and pure Seltzer water ftom the spring less than filty 
Miles away, we were regaled with some thrilling stories of 
great furellen (trout) the genial Merr had tuken, and in re- 
counting in detail his adventures with big pike and jorellen 
his very soul would light up and his soft gray eyes flash with 
a fervor that only a true lover of the sport can feel. At last 
we parted for the night, he to retnin to Schwerte and we lo 
bed; but befure leayiog the kind Herr Krieger informed us 
that hia carriage would be sent at six in Lhe morning to take 
us to the fishing-crounds, twenty miles away in the mountains, 
néar Nundin, where, by the time we would arrive, he would 
haye the necessary permits awaiting us from the Baron Von 
Duiker, whose baronial residence is in the Bali Mountains, 
near Nanden, Press of duties at the works prevented the 
kind Herr Krieger from going with us, but he would join us 
later in the sport. 

At six promptly we had a good breakfast stowed away 
under our fishing jackets, and rods and other armamentaria 
piscatoria on the front seat of the big German road carriage, 
with Alter Coonrod on the box and a fitie pair of deep biys 
looking through the collars. A grand flourish of the long whip, 
which cracked and cracked again at each successive flourish 
like a German needle-gun, sent the powerful bays into a 
bounding gallop down the brosd, level road, shaded by linden, 
poplar and beach trees, The hoofs resounding in the cool, 
damp morning air made dame and red cheeked fraulein peep 

from small cottage windows. We were happy and erected 
everybody, right and left, who smiled and greeted agai and 
shook their heads approvingly, all of which amused Alter 
Coonrod, who, at last, with a loud rur-tr-t-r-r, 2 roll of the 
Dutch for whoa, drew his horses up at the first toll-eate and 
confidentially told the toll keeper en patsant, that we were 
Americaners, The toll being paid by Coonrod, who imperatiyely 
told Ben, who speaks German, that Herr Kreiger gave him the 
money for toll and would be very angry if it was not so dis- 
bursed by him, We yielded our attempts to pay, and, ac- 
knowledging the friendly greeting of the old toll keeper, 
away we went again at a spanking pace aver the best roads it 
eyer was my good fortune to travel upon, 

But we had been up late and early sind traveled far, and the 
big deep seats of the carriage were sleep inviling, and to sleep 
we went, when I dreamed of tront and Dutcli cheese, Rhine 
wine and Bologne sausages, and the immortal and indomitable 
tribe of barbarians who in early times inhabited these grand 
forests and mountains—the Cheruskians. I dreamed that 
their chief, Armenins, came down to the stream where I was 
fishing and ord red me off the premises, Ie was clad chiefly 
in the consciousness of his own power, with a string of wild 
boar tusks hanging around bis neck. This was about all he 
had to cover his nakedness, except a wealth of blonde curls 
and a wild boar skin, with we bristles on, hanging about his 
waist. When I ventured to ask this magnificent barbarian 
how far I had to go to gct off his dominions, he told me it 
would take five days’ journey. But this was all a dream, and, 
1 dare say. prompted by the historical impressions of the 
country and the atmosphere of the Teultobsrger Forest, which 
lies among these very hills and vales. 

There a noble shalt rears up its head 200 feet high, upon 
which is a statue of the brave and erafty Arménius, sword in 
hand, eructed in fond memory by lis descendants, the pres- 
ent inhabitants of Westphalia, The story of Armenius, the 
Cheruskian prince, is a little digression, which I will give you 
briefly as toll mé the night before by Herr Beekhaus, his in- 
telligent descendant. 

Armenius, son of the Cheruskian prince Ligimer, was horn 
the year 16 Anno Domini, and while young was captured by 
some Roman legions lightioe in Northwestern Germany, a 
long distance from his uwn home. He was taken to Rome us 
a hostage, and while there became educated in the Tatin lan- 
guageand Roman/jarts of war,and was afterward madea Roman 
citizen, knight and commander of a cohart in the battles on the 
Danube against the enemies of Rome. He, after gaining 
honors abroad, returned to his native country, where Varus 
was now Roman Goyernor of the province, Varus was se- 
eretly much hated by the warlike and liberty-lcving Gherus- 
kians for his oppressive tyranny and injustice to these snhjects 
of Roman empire; and Armenius, who still loved his native 
country with that loye that can never die in the heart of a 
veritable patriot, formed a secret resolution to free his nation 
from the hated Roman yoke, and to this end he feigned friend- 
ship to Varus, who soon after intrusted young Armenius with 
the command of the German legions sent to quell other tribes 
which Armenius had secretly excited to rebellion. He then, 
With thes legions of German warriors reunited, drew Varus 
and the Roman legions, a!l now informed of the situation, into 
the Teutoberger Forest, much of which is marshy and int7i- 
cate, and in which the German warriors were hidden, and here ~ 
@ battle raged for three days in terrific storm and rain, where 
barbarian lance clashed against Roman shield, and the Roman 
warriors were slain in countless numbers, Warus vanquishect, 
his warriors nearly all sliin aronnd him, now in desperation 
at the last moment, threw himself on his own sword rather 
than yield himself a living prisoner to his bavbarian subjects. 
The Romans sent back their legions under Germanieus, but 

the brave Armenius, now called the liberator of his epuntry, 
fought with his cohortsand hurled them back again, and never 
more could Roman yoke be placed on Oheruskian neck, 

This brave and youthful prince was afterward murdered by- 
his o\n parents, for what reason my historical*budgeét dos 
nol speak. 

But we are by this time on the stream—the Hunne—which 
winas through the Balt Mountains, and while we are putting 
together our rods and casting Jines and flics, the following 
note is handed to Ben bya man who has jist dismounted 
from ahorse. I look over Gen's shoulder as be reads it. hut it 
is Dutch to me, and [impatiently tcll him to give it to us in 
Koglish, and quickly, too. He translutes as follows : 

“This is in reply to my frend Herr Kriegers honored 
favor, in regard to fishing, for his friends, which 1s granted 
with pleasure, etic.” 

“That's all right. Stand aside, my boy, [an eding to east 
right over there, where I sce two whaling big ones fooling 
aronn‘l,” 

The line is dry and the gut all curled up, but out if goes, a 
distance of eighteen feet, and drops lightly on the sur- 
face by an old log. Two big fellows make a dash at; if, 
one of them going clean out of water; but I am exelted and 1 
sirike wildly, not hooking either. 
“Keep cool, lad, you'll break your rod,” said Ben, ‘if 

you lunge and jerk that way; recollect you are nol catehing 
black bass now with a two-pound trolling rod.” 

I cast again liiitly in the same spot, when there is piniher 
Tush, anda twenty-inch savage breaks water at once, will my 
fly already down in his stomach, The way he tears tage 
about tells me heis firmly hooked, and 1, for fear of my light 
bamboo tip, humor him by letting him take a.spin down loa 
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FOREST ANDi STREAM 
ward some big rocks, where the stream fumbles over in a 
cascade, 

The young German ‘! gaffer,” with Janding-net in hand, 
makes a dash for him as he breaks the surface again, nearly 
under my very feet by the bank, and falls headlongand nearly 
tumbles in the stream, Imotion him back, and reel up line 
4 little, as there is too much line out to fairly manage this 
fighter, who seems to gét worse and worse. 
We each hada man with us. Where they came from we 

didn't know: but they informed us they were sent to wait on 
us snd show us where to fish; and, as 1 turned my head, 
Ben's ‘ gaiter” showed by bis delight that he had also caught 
a Tarter and was having a lively time. My hoy, who was 
much excited lest T should lose my fish, made another unex- 
pected dash with his net from the protruding root of a tree 
and caplured my fish before he was half conquered. A dis- 
gorge was necessary with this, as with several others. They 
seemed to be so ravenous as to swallow the fly instantly. 

Around the tum of the stream below the cascade I saw the 
fish rising in numbers, some of them large; but, though ex- 
cited at the verification of my fondest hopes, I stopped to ad- 
mire and caress this beauty. Yes, this is truly a tront—and 
in Germany. I lay my tape-line on lim and he reaches 
eighteen inches from snout to tip of tail, He is not so deep 
as an American trout of that length, but, altogether, built for 
a long and gamy resistance. Asis my custom, I take the time 
now to seé what his diet list consists of, in order to better 
please his friends whom I hope to interview. I find in his 
stomach small, very small, black flies, and 1 at once open my 
fly-book and place a good sample of this kind on my casting- 
line, in the hope that it will conform to the trout menu of to- 
day, although Lobserve only a large, yellow fly fluttering oc- 
easionally on the water, but the swallows are picking them 
up in their flight, I soon find that the diet I present to them 
is quilé as pleasing as any other, for the fies no sooner touch 
the water before there is a rush and a dash from two or three 
directions, and at my third cast haye thedropper taken while 
the trout on my leader is making a fine dance at his ‘‘ surprise 
party,” which [haye just afforded him, I land them both 
safely, the *‘ gaffer” getting the larger one into the net, and 
the smaller one he scrapes out with his big wooden shoe, 
scolding and tulking Dutch all the while, much to my amuse- 
ment. 

Having made a successful cast or two below the cascade I 
now follow up the stream where it winds through a beautiful 
green meadow, where the hay has just been cut and is still 
Jying on the ground, for half a mile. ‘There is a hawthorne 
hedge growing on one side, and on the other there is an occa- 
sional small tree. What astream for fly-casting, especially 
at this very time. The surface is being momentarily broken 
by the rising of fine tront, 

Ben has aiready whipped this part of the stream, and passed 
on up into the defile in the mountains, from where the stream 
emerges, but there are plenty more here that are over their 
seare and gone to feeding again. I cast and strike, losing no 
time, as the gaffer is now more steady in landing and dis- 
engaging my lish. ‘he harvest lands leave their work, and 
come across the field, and are much delighted with the suc- 
cess with which lam meeting. J move on soon as they come 
too close to the stream, and frighten the fish away, as they 
have ceased fo rise. 

One of the men, a dark, wild looking fellow, I spied across 
the stream, beckoning to me end pointing through the hedge 
into the stream where he saw fish lying. I paid no attention 
to him, until finally I observed he had his hand full of big 
stones, which he was anxious to throw in to drive the trout 
up tomy line. He at last, in spite oi me, effected his assist- 
ance, as he considered it, and I, much amused at his innocence, 
consequently moved on into the forest, where Loyertuok Ben. 
We had now been tishing about two hours, and on suggesting 
that we should see how many fish we had, Ben instructed the 
paffers to show them ina pile. They did so withdelight, and 
T will not tell you how many we had already, as it might 
pardonably be considered a tough trout story; but suffice it 
to say, that I, with much earnestness, told Ben at once, while 
my face burned with shame, that we must stop fishing or the 
Baron would naturally think that we wereabusing his courtesy 
in taking such numbers. We, however, had a good hearty laugh 
at one another and our droll embarrassment, the gaffers watch- 
ing our conyersation narrowly but not understanding a word 
we said. Ben instructed them to take a dozen of the finest to 
the Baron at once, a lot more to the little hostelry where we 
were stopping to be cooked for our dinner, and to give the 
rest to the harvesters in the meadow below. I was unhappy 
while such a pile of trout lay before me so early in the day. 

We chatted a while under the shade of a stately old elm by 
he edge of the forest, and agieed to go at it again and to 
throw the fish back after catching them. The gaffers came 
hack at length with the word that we were welcome to catch 
all we could, and my gaffer was soon after much incensed at 
me for my determination in throwing them back ; I could un- 
derstand him to We telling me in Dutch that the particular fish 
T had thrown in was a schiena forellen (pretty trout) and very 
good to eat, and that if I didn’t want them he would take 
them (and I suspected he wonld sell them, too). Thus the 
days went on, and happy days they were. Our visit was 
doubtless a boon to many of the honest German peasants, who 
are never allowed to cast a line into any of these beautiful 
Streams or interfere with the trout in any way, and through 
us they had a feast upon them, and we a successful and de- 
lighifu' time, such as is rarely the Jot of a pair of wandering 
sportsmen to enjoy. And now, so as Icomplete this imperfect 
sketch of our trip in the beautiful and hospitable city of Dub- 
lin, the metyopolis of the gallant and yalorous Irish people, I 
feel, this beautiful sunny morning, as though the most de- 
sired spot ou earth to me to-day is in the glorious land of 
the ancient Cheruskians, the modern Westphalia, where the 
music of the limpid Hunne rises in a thousand notes from 
dancing waterfall and cascade, and the schand forellen (pretty 
trout) lie in waiting in the little eddies and shades for the 
struggling fly, ready even to attack and struggle themselves 
with anything coming their way that bears a fair resemblance 
to their adopted dict. 
A greeting and our thanks again to Baron yon Dniker, and 

our warmest sentiments of regard and lasting friendship to 
that noble, genial, kind gentieman sportsman, Herr Peter 
Krieger, from his grateful friend, the writer. 

—-o+— 

REMINISCENCE OF FRANK FORESTER, 

Brooxrry, Sept. 23, 1878. 
Horror Forrsr anp SrrmaM : 

Tread with great pleasure in the last issue of the Forrsr 
AND STREAM a new poem by Prank Forester, so kindly ten- 
dered to the press by his friend, Isaac McLellan. We may 
justly feel ourselyes under obligations) to this paper and the 
old **American Sportsman,” for information more or less 

copious regarding the literary career of one whose untimely 
end will always be shrouded in gloom the most melancholy. 
Beyond the perusal of the ‘Field Sports,” the ‘Fish and 
Fishing,” etc., very little is known of his versatile genius in 
other directions, 

I think it is.a fact not generally known that bis talent as a 
poet has in some instances equaled his productions in prose 
writing. He has, however, written a great many poems 
which have in yenrs past graced the pages of various high 
standing periodicals, though, all of which, like the gifted 
author, have long’ since ceased to be. In all probability the 
finest of these is a poem entitled ‘‘ The Hawking Party,” con- 
taining no less than forty stanzas, from which I have taken 
the few subjoined verses: 

Dimly gray the dawn is stealing, 

Stealing up the eashern sky ; 
Lond the red-cock’s clarion pealing, 

Tells the world that morn Is nigh. 

Southerly the wind is sweeping 

O’er the forest sad and sere ; 

Heavily the dews are weeping 

O’er fhe death of the woodland year. 

* + * * = * * * 

Swift the woodeock's wing is gliding 
Down the yale tohis lonely brake, 

And the teal her brood ia hiding 

In the reeds by the Ililed lake. 

In the yellow stubbles feeding 

Calls the partridge sharp and shrill, 
While his hinds the stag is leading 

To ward his hait from tie heathy hill. 

His passion for the autumn coyert naturally leaks out from 
under those heavy matted locks and shaggy eyebrows, as if 
endowed by his Maker with an inspiration for no other pur- 
pose than to herald forth the wondrous beauties of an Al- 
michty Creator, Among his other poems are two fine pro- 
ductions framed from the pages of holy writ, entitled, ‘‘ The 
Death of Samson”? and ** The Women Taken In Adultery,” 
both quite lengthy, and are masterpieces. ‘The fact of the 
matter is, that the man was such an accomplished scholar he 
could write a faultless article on any subject whatever. He 
translated two dramas from the Greek ‘‘ Prometheus” and 
“Agamemnon,” which make one very nice volume. It is 
said, and I think very truly so, that some of his finest con— 
tributions lie among the debris in waste-paper cellars, where I 
haye fonnd many. The three stanzasat the head of ‘Autumn 
Shooting” in the unparalleled ‘‘ Field Sports” are bis com- 
position. When the Zra was started in New York (1 think 
it was the Hra, though now quoting only from memory, ) he 
contributed to that journal a matchless article, ‘‘ The Triumph 
of Christianity,” and it is quite laughable to think that a man 
writing on such topics would, and did, on very little proyo— 
cation ‘‘ bounce” a man clear over the garden hedge at ‘* The 
Cedars.” But such, it is recorded, was the gentleman's style 
of getting rid of unwelcome visitors, W. W. W. 

—— 

THE MAGALLOWAY RIVER COUNTRY. 

Eprror Forust AND STREAM: 
’ About a year ago you published a series of articles entitled 
“The Rangeley Lake Region,” and I take the liberty to send 

you a brief sketch of a section contiguous to that, which 

seems to be ignored almost entirely in the accounts of sports- 
men who travel in the Lake Region. Ivrefer to the Magallo- 

way River, its tributaries, and especially its source—Parma- 

chenee Lake. These waters are well supplied with trout, 

particularly the lake, where they are caught of large size, 
The forest abounds with deer and small game, and for good 

camping ground it is unequaled in New England. There can 
be no more pleasant trip—aid certainly no healthier one— 

than a journey to Parmachenee Lake, when the sweltering 
heat and dusty streets of our crowded cities warn us that va- 

cation time has come. 
How do you get there? Oh, that’s easy enough. Select 

any of the advertised routes to Umbagoz Lake, and taking 
passage on the steamer Diamond, go up to Magalloway land- 
ing, some eight miles up this river. Here teams will he 

found in waiting to take us over the carry to the head 

of Aziseoos Falls, about five miles distant, there being 
a good road nearly the whole distance, though the last mile or 
two is somewhat rough now; but improvements are being 
made, and there is a prospect of haying a good country road 
direct to the head of the falls. But if you prefer to fish the 
tributaries before going to the headwaters, we will stop near 
the steamboat landing, at the hotel of Mr. Thomas Flint, and 
spend a few days exploring the mysterious’ winding of Dead 
Diamond River. This stream is not much frequented by 
summer tourists, on account of its being so little known to 
them as yet, but many pounds of trout have been taken from 
it the present season. A good logging road has been cut 
through on its bank for about twelve miles, making it easy 
for pedestrians, but rather difficult for teams in summer. 

Having become satisfied with our trip up the Diamond, we 
will proceed to the head of Aziscoos Falls, where we will stop 
at the ** Aviscoos House,” kept by Fred Flint, and if we wish 
to spend a few days in the vicinity of the falls fishing, or to 
ascend Mount Aziscoos, we cacnot do better than accept the 
hospitality of Mr, Flint, who will readily give all the mfor- 
mation in his power in regard to the best places for fish, and 
will guide us to the yarious points of interest in this vicinity. 
The ascent of this peak (Aziscoos) will be well repaid by the 
delightful view from the summit, as on a clear day the whole 
Rangeley Lake country is spread out at our feet like a clearly 
defined map. . ’ 

There is a good path nearly to the summit, and the ascent is 
by no means difficult. The name, A-zis-c0-08, 18 pronounced 
by many, Es-co-hos, and is so spelt in some of the guide 
books. But we are now ready to proceed up the river, 80 en- 
gaging a competent guide, and bidding adieu to our host, we 
abate in a rowboat and enter the wilderness of the Magallo- 
way. We have passed the last sign of cultivation on onr 
route, and our, journey is between thickly wooded banks, 
where the éverzreen, spruce and fir predominate, The cur- 
rent fora dozen miles is quite sluggish and the water deep, 
We pass the mouth of several brooks where we shall be likely 
to reap trout if we sow flies. Beaver Brook, two miles from 
the Falls, has been a particularly good fishing ground, as has 
Lincoln Brook, a dozen miles farther up the river, If we do 

not desire to hurry to the lake in one day we had better stop 
at ‘‘ Hunter's Camp” for the night. We find no hotel here, ) 
only a Jog cabin, used now and then by hunters and trappers, 
but our guide will soon show us how nice 4 supper he can get 
up at short notice, and after eating heartily we stow ourselves 
away in blankets to revel in the land of dreams. 

Probably it takes a good shaking from our guide to wake us 
in the morning, and we find the sun up ahead of us, and 
breakfast waiting, and we wonder how we came to sleep so 
long. It does not take a great while to pack up, and our 
boat ig once more on themove. Metalluk’s Pond is the first 
noticeable feature in the landscape. This is quite a large 
pond close to the river, and haying a broad opening into it. 
Tn the deer season we must linger here in the evening and 
watch for these fleet-footed creatures to come down to the 
pond to feed and drink, The guide hooks have blundered in 
naming this pond, setting it down as ‘‘ Metallic.” It was 
named after an Indian chief Metalluk, ‘There are two ponds, 
one about five miles above the lower one, and are known as 
“Metalluk’s Upper and Lower Ponds.” A short distance 
above this lower pond we enter the ‘* Meadows," where the 
current is quite rapid, and the broad level interval is covered 
with grass and shrubs, and the spruce and fir give place to 
elm, The meadows extend for ten miles or more, and the 
serpentine windings of the river here are quite bewildering. 
A short distance hefore reaching the ‘‘ Little Magalloway,” 
we come to the ‘' Great Rips.” Here we ure obliged to geti 
out and wade, dragging onr boat along, though if the water 
be high enough we may pole it along without wading, 

The rapids extend but a short distance, howeyer, and we 
are consoled with the thought that our river jourmey is about 
ended for the present, as we land a little way beyond the 
mouth of the Little Magatloway. A good forest path leads 
from this landing to Parmachenee Lake, which is three and a 
half miles distant, Half a mile from the landing on the carry 
road is the camp hotel of Mr. T. 8. Flint, or, as he is more 
familiarly known, Spoff. Flint. Before going to the lake we 
shall be likely to stop a day or two at this camp and enjoy 
the fishing in the several ponds, from which Spoit. holds the 
exclusive right to fish. All parties stopping with him are al- 
lowed to catch from these ponds all the trout they may need, 
without extra charge. The time spent here will not be lost, 
as Spoff. is an excellent guide and can show us where to get 
trout, partridges, or deer. In the camp we shall find good ac- 
commodations, and, best of all, a good tabel, well provided 
with excellent food and good taste. Mr. Flint’s private ponds 
are constantly receiving new acqnisitions, more than « thousand 
trout having been placed in one of them the present season. 
A party fishing in this resion in Juns of the present year 

caught in one of these ponds, one evening after 6 o'clock, wp- 
ward of forty pounds of trout, the number of fish being ten, 
making an average weight of over four pounds each. Artifi- 
cial flies were used entirely. ‘This party consisted of D. H. 
Buell, Hartford, Conn.; H. C. Fiteh, N. Y¥.; ©. T. Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. This is only one instance among the many 
good strings caught here the present season; and for good air 
and healthy living this region is unequaled, as Parmachenee 
Lake has an elevation of some 2,000 feet above the level of 
the sea. Cuaith. OW 

Hish Lalture, 
THE REPORT OF THE NEW YORK 

FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

HE Commissioners of the State of New York seem to 

have taken this year a novel course of vesearch. Thesé 

gentlemen having a right to consider that, with the present 
advance in American fish culture, the question of the taking 

of the egvs and their hatching had been fairly solved, have 
devoted their attention more particularly to the food of fish. 

It is believed that much can be gained in the fatnre by a more 
thorough acquaintance with the varions forms of life which 

the fish can eat. There are waters which are barren, or fruite 

ful with fish. There is nothing abnormal in the water, How 
account, then, for the absence of fish? The reason is that 

the food fitting for the fish is wanling. The endeayors of 
the commissioners haye been, then, to study all the vegetable, 

insect and other forms of animal existence which are found in 
streams where fish abound. It has been well known that cer- 

tain waters—notably the springs and creek ab Caledonia— 
swarmed with trout, and Mr. Linter has carefully studied the 

vertebrats, articulate, and molluse, with the moss and yege— 
table growth found there. It being taken for granted that fish 

lite thrives especially when these elements are present, the 
question arises: Gan the kinds of animal and_vegetable life 

which exist in one water be transferred to other waters where 

they will live and multiply? Argmog from higher types Lo 
lower ones, or inversely, there is na possible reason to sup- 

pose that transplantation of nll kinds cannot be successfully cars 
ried out. There ean be no check on the propagation of either 

plants, vertebrates, articulates or molluscs, The commiss*on- 

ers advise that what seems to be a sound theory should be 
carried into practice, and that such. transfer of plants and in- 

sects should be made. It is the purpose, then, of fhe Cont- 
missioners to follow up their experiments in this direchion— 

to learn more about (he sources and yarieties of life which. 

feed our fishes, and to distribute them in various parts of the 

State when they forward the young fry from their hatching— 
house in Caledonia. It seems, then, to be a most happy 

thought to send with the nurselings the exact food on which 
their future existence must depend. In proof of the advant- 

ages of this food distribution, the commissioners bring itt 
evidence the fact that the Erie Canal, binding together vari- 

ous rivers of the State, and berring in its waters the germs of 

life, have catised certain vivers—notably the Mobawk—to 

abound with fish, when a hundved years ago such fish were 
comparatively rare. Professor J. A. Linter, in hia report ot 

insects and other animal forms, with Professor Peck on the 

plants in Caledonia Creek, have given 1 most thorough elas- 

sification of the little-heeded life which exists in these waters. 

To fishculturists this appendix must be of the most valuable 
character, al the Coleoptera, Diptera, Hempstera, Neuroptera 
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being clearly described with the mollusea. As to the direct 
‘and practical Jabors of the commission in shad-hatchine last 
year, 1,225,000 shad spawn were collected and 1,500,000 
fish hatched, which were tutied into the Hudson. In crossing 
breeds, the commissioners haye succeeded, by impregnating 

{he spawn of the brook tront with the milt of the California 

Salmon, in producing fish showing characteristics of both 
parents. Their future development will be carefully studied. 
Among numerous experiments tricd was that of putting shad 

in the waters ranomg jnto Lake Ontario, Shad of fair size 

have been caught in Lake Ontario, mostly at the foot of the 
Take, but also in tle Genesee River and Sodus Bay. Last 
year, In September, a shad of fiye pounds was caught and 
sent fo Mr. Seth Green for examination. The California 
salmon are more rarely heard from, though one of three 

pounds was picked up dead on the banks of Cayuga Lake. 

The California brook tront, now some three years or more 

old, were larger, so state the commissioners, than the native 
Salmo jontinalis, and a hardier fish, This year an attempt 

Will je made to secure their spawno. One great object of in- 
terest to (lose yisiling the State pond have been the salmon 
trout. These fish are now from three fo six years old, and 
the latwest weigh over nine pounds, Of brook trout, the 

number of eggs collected and distributed hus been over a mil- 
lion six hundred thousand. The commissioners are Messrs. 
Horatio Seymour, Edward Smith and Robert B. Roosevelt. 

See gS 

Fish Epipemios.—*' Royer” writes from Madison, Wis., 
Sept. 23, that the whitefish in Lake Mendota are dying by 
thonsands, and the decaying bodies are cast up upon the 
shore. ‘The fish of seyeral Western lakes and rivers have re- 
cently perished in the same inexplicable way. ‘There is no 
lack of surmised reasons for the fatality, but as yet no satis- 

factory explanation has been adduced. The recurrence of the 
epidemics has become a malier of serious consideration. 
The State Fish Commissioners should give the subject their 
attention. Let there be a scientific investigation of the 
waters, with an examination of the bodies of the dead fish, 
for the purpose of detecting the presence of poison. There 

must be a canse; intelligent work should not fail to discover 
it. 

How He Raisep His Fish.—A correspondent: in Madison, 
Georgia, thus writes us: “Tat greatly interested in what 

relates to fish and fish culture, and am indebted to the Forzsa 
AnD Srream for much valuable information, through which I 
have succeeded in raising an gbundance of fine fish in my 
ponds, which cover three acres.” 

——— OS EE ee 

THE TAIL OF THE TADPOLE. 

++ 

MonMovtn, Warren Co,, Ill, Sept. 24, 1878, 

I, Rditoy—In your edition of Sept, 19 there is a communication 

signed ‘J. 1, K.,” entitled, ** Raising Tadpoles.” The author contrib- 

utes higmite in propagating the old error as to the '*tad " dropping hig 

tall. It does no such thing. The tail performs the same duty for the 
young frog which the yolk of the ege does for the vhick in the shell, 

They arereservoirs for tlic nutritive organs to draw upon until auch 

dévelopmentis reaclied that the creature can obtain its livelihood in 

the usisl way. The tail does not drop off, but is gradually absorbed, 

‘The legs make their appearance; the bones grow stronger and stronger 

port pasau with the shriumking of the tall, ‘he mouth and head in the 
menutime develop rapidly, and by the time the tail Is reduced by in. 

ternal whsorption to a small tubercle of shriyeled-up skin, the frog 

stands forth in all hia reptilian glory and beauty, henceforth ready for 

business againsh any living thing which he can force down his capa- 
cious tliroat, Gel, more ‘‘tads,” gentlemen, and observe a little more 

closely. VENATOR, 

Our correspondent is partly right, hut when he compares 

the tail of the tadpole to the evg sac in a fish, not entirely so, 

Wo doubt but that the tail of the tadpole when absorbed does 

add to the vitality of the incipient frog. Still, in this embry 

otic state, the tadpole is nearer tog fish than a frog, the caudal 
appendage helping its locomotion, The breathing apparatus 

ig really formed like the gills of a fish, with fairly deveolped 
branchie. It is then, as ‘* Venator” says, a popvlar error that 

the tail drops off. Some tie ago a wonderful paper on the 

frog was written by St. John Myvartin ature which was 
exhaustive in character, 

distural Zistorn, 

Hor Forest ind Siream and Rod and Gun. 
A STUDY IN INSECT LIFE. 

ERIEND of mine, who keeps a dry-eoods store in this 
city, handed to me lately the remains of a piece of rib- 

bon which was rolled on a cylinder of wood, in the way that 

such goods are usually exhibited for sale in shops. ‘This rem- 
nant of ribbon, several yards in length, was perforated at one 
spot through all the folds, a small cireular hole haying been 
neatly drilled through. On remoying the ribbon a hole cor- 

responding in size was found in the cylinder, and in that hole 
au insect, still living, which was eyidently the mechanic in 
the operation and the author of the mischief hy which the 

ribbon was rendered worthicss. The question at once pre- 
senled itself, how did the insect get into its present sbade go 
as to do the work? ‘The bolt of ribbon had been in the shop 
more than twelve months; the piece of wood on which it was 
rolled must have been seasoned for a considerable time before 

it was turned and made into a cylinder. All this time—per- 
haps two or three years—the egg, out of which the perfect 
insect was developed, must haye been adyancing to maturity, 
and had at length attained ils winged state, ready to emerge 
from its burrow, How was the egg deposited so deep in the 

wood, and to what: species of insect did the creature belong ? 
On examination the creature proved to be a hymenopterous 
insect, belonging to the family Hwraceride, or ‘ horntails,” 
as they are popularly called. The name has been suggested 
by the circumstance that the males have a long, prominent 
horn (or process) on the abdomen, while the females have an 
ovipositor (made up of ihree pieces), which is attached to the 
middle of the abdomen, and extends far beyond its tip. The 
ovipositor hada sheath composed of two pieces, each of 
which is narrowly spear-shaped, with minutely serrate blades, 
With these a small bole is bored in the tree, and an egg is 
laid therein, by the ovipositor proper. This accounts, in the 
present instance, for the deposit of the horntail’s eg# in the 
wood of the cylinder. After it is hatched the larya com- 
mences fo excavate, and makes along, cylindrical burrow, 
which, in this instance, extended to the ribbon wrapped 
round the wood. ‘This is always done before going into the 
chrysalis state, and while yet in the larval stage, thonzh it 
attains its winged state while yet in the tree. Now, ifis a 
curious circumstance that, in multitudes of cases, the Jarvas of 
the horntails are destroyed by the operations of the ichneu- 
mon fly in laying its eggs. This occurs in the following way : 
About a year after the egz of the horntail is laid, when the 
grub has attained a fair size, two of the largest ichneumon 
flies, Riysso ainuta and (unator—species as slender asa small 
dragon fly and armed with fine brisile shaped oyipositor 
nearly three inches long, thrust them into the holes made by 
one kind of horntails, and lay their eggs in the living larvx. 
When hatched the new-comer feeds upon the body of its host. 
In this way the efforts of the horntails to propagate their 
Species are kept within moderate bounds. On this side the 
Atlantie one species called the ‘*banded horntail” does no 
small injury to maples, especially those planted in the streets 
of cities ; while another, called the cimbex, commits similar 
ravages On elms, Pine treesin England and on the conti- 
nent of Hurope often suffer great injury from the excavating 
powers of another horntail, called the sirex gigas and juven- 
cus. In the stance before us even ladies’ ribbons were re- 
morselessly drilled by one of these borers, as though they 
were a piece of pine. 
The following extract from ‘* Kirby and Spence’s Introduc- 

tion to Entomology” has a bearing, on subject before us, and is 
in itself interesting: ‘‘Mr, Stephens informs me that the fir trees 
ina plantation of Mr, Folyambe’s, in Yorkshire, were destroyed 
by the larvae of Sirex gigas; while those of another, belonging to 
the same gentleman, met with a similarfate from the attacks 
of Sirex juvencus. In proof of the rayages made by this 
last insect Mr. KReddon exhibited to the Hnfomological 
Society a portion of the wood of a fir tree from Bewdley 
forest, of which 20 feet of its length was so perforated by its 
larvae as to be only fit for firewood ; and being placed in an 
outhouse, five or six of the perfect insects came out every 
morning for several weeks. When fir trees thus attacked are 
cut down, it often happens that the larvae of the species of 
Sirex inhabiting them haye not attained their full growth at 
the time the wood has been employed as the joists or 
planks for doors, out of which the perfect insects, even years 
after, emerge, to the nosmall surprise and even alarm of the 
inmates. An instance of this, where several specimens of 
Sirex gigas were seen to come out of the floor of a nursery in 
a gentleman’s house to the great discomfiture of the nurse 
and children, is related by Mr. Marsham, on the authority of 
Sir Joseph Banks, and a similar circumstance stated by Mr 
Tngpen, occurred in the house of a gentleman at. Henlow (Bed- 
fordshire) from the joists of the floors of which whole 
swarms, literally thousands of Sivex duplex (Thuckard) emerged 
from innumerable holes, large enough to admit a small pencil 
case, causing great terror to the occupants. As the house had 
been built about three years (the joists of British timber) 
there could be no doubt of the Jaryae having been more than 
that time in arriving at their perfect state.” 
Tam unable to make out theexact name of the insect found 

in the cylinder, but it is closely related to Sirea and Ziphydria. 
The cylinder and ribbon came from Britain, and, as might 
have been expected, the insect is not like any American 
species 

The Hymenoptera is a yast order of insects, including bees, 
wasps and their kin, hornets, ichneumon flies, the great 
family of saw flies, gall-flies and, ants. In the insects the 
wings are four in number, transparent, membranous, the 
veins comparatively few, and the hinder pair smaller than the 
others, Their mouth is furnished with powerful horny jaws, 
and with a tongue guarded by the modified maxill#. The 
females are armed with a many-valved sting or ovipositor, 

‘St. John’s, New Foundland, Aug., 1878. M. Harvey. 
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DOMESTICATION OF QUAIL, 

SranrorD, Ky., Sept. 24, 1878. 
Epitor Forest AND Srream : 

It is with us a current belief that quail cannot be domesti- 
cated; but an upright and truthful gentleman, from that part 

of our county called “* Over the Knobs,” refutes the impres- 
sion in an account of five full grown birds which he has 

raised this season, Seven of fifteen ecgs were taken from a 
nest and placed beneath a bantam hen. Every egg was 

hatched, and five of the seven escaped the assaults of raven- 

ous rats, safely passed through fhe multitudinous ills and dan- 

| gers incident to infantile and youthful fowlhood, and are to- 
day ‘‘as big as anybody's quails,” the owner said. They flit 
about the yard and as unbesitalingly invade kitchen and dining, 
room as doany of the petted domestic fowls and animals, 
They spunkily assert their prerogatives by promptly appro- 
priating a full share of all food they see thrown the chickens, 
turkeys, ducks, pups and kittens, and as regularly repair to 
the dining-room as do the members of the family. They haye 
bulldozed the kittens completely, and invariably proyoke an 
undignified ‘spat! spat!” and scamper to quarters of safety 
by frightfully erecting their plumage and noisily and threat- 
eningly dashing upon the hapless possessor of a tempting tit- 
bit, ‘They often sally into the adjoining fields, and have heen 
seen to separate from a bevy of flushed birds and fly back into 
the poultry yard. In imitation of the brood of chickens with 
Which they weie raised, they roost in a back-yard apple-tree. 
Buddenly startlec, they oftenest dash on wing toward the 
neighboring timber, hut nearly always appear to recall the su- 
perior protections of yard and house, and circle back to alight 
near the door or on the purch, ‘The novelty of their domestica- 
tion renders them {he pets of the household, and it is the inten- 
tion to extend the cate of them over another season, with hopes 
of rearing one or more bevies in and about the poultry yard, 
in which eyent they can be preserved, By the way, the seven 
eges abstracted from the nest were replaced by nine, and the 
old bird began siting on seventeen, but was foully butchered 

by some feathered or four-footed poacher, and from her death, 
Tesulted ,the destruction of the embryonie brood—no affec- 
tionate or patriotic cock to gullantly cherish those eggs 
through the remaining days of incubation. 
The same conscientious gentleman assured us thai he found 

anest afew weeks ago with the shells of thirty-seven eres, 
from which the birds had been hatched; and, knowing the 
incredulity with which his yarn would generally be received. 
by strangers, confirms it by the corroboration of neighbors 
whom he brought to the spot, and bad to yerify his statement 
by counting for themselves. If one nother attended to that 
nest, didn’t she spread herself ? 

An old Christian farmer, who would have fsgellated a quar- 
ter section of hide off a twenty-years-and-eleven-months-old 
boy of his if caught in a lie, is authority for two quails laying 
in the same nest, which he watched day after day after his 
discovery of the nest. fe patiently watched first one and 
then the other bird visit and leaye the fest, and counted the 
daily addition of two eggs, To-day a gentleman told us that 
he flushed three coveys of quail at one time in his woodland 
pasture, a mile fom town. There were seven or eight old 
birds, and the young ones, néarly fifty in number, were of 
three distinet sizes, the smallest scarcely able to fly and the 
largest but halfgrown. Apropos of the commingling of coyeys, 
Mr. Hditor, f will be obliged for your experience and informa- 
tion as to the consolidation of fragments of flocks in winter. 
Opinions pro and con haye not been attended by satisfactory 
proofs, and remain mere opinions, so far as we have heard, 

Robert White is a notoriously pugnacions pentleman, as has 
been oberved by all old netters when two coyeys are brought 
in contact, and though perfect parental and filial harmony per- 
yades the family circle, itis charged tat visiting neighbors, 
or eyen relatives, are severely warned to scrupulously abstain 
from crossing the dead line. Our acquaintance, who has the 
pets, says that Robert as recklessly bristles up to rooster and 
gobbler as the conventional bench-lez assails the passing big 
dog, differing from the loud little dog in the essential particu- 
lar that Robert’s demonstrations mean business, not bluster. 

A suit generis, living alone within one hundred yards of a 
turnpike, thoroughfare and railroad, and within ear-shot of 
half a dozen neighbors, had a bevy of quail raised near his 
house last year, which became so completely domesticated as 
to recognize and regularly respond to his calls to fowls and 
pigs, and they ran about his feet in feeding with the poultry, 
and crowding about the pig-trough as absolutely fearless of 
his movements as were the chickens which he had raised. 

Uncle Tim says that he never saw his birds alter some ‘‘son 
of a gun”’ came along one day ‘* with a d—d bobtailed pointer 
dog, and got to shootin’ at ‘em,” 
Ths writer has seen the domesticated wild turkey, and 

knew a neighbor several years ago to have a nest of partridge 
egos hatched by a hen, but he couldn’t catch enough flies and 
small hbugs—whiich the little fellows would seize wilh avidity 
from his fingers ends—and they died of insufficient nourishment. 
We liave known the mallard to attach itself to the flack of do- 
mesticated ducks and follow to the poultry-yard roost, till it 
had become so thoroughly domesticated as to demand a share 
of the corneob shower, which was necessary to the protection 
of the pigsin their evening meal of shelled corn, and haye 
often seen the not unusual participation in pouliry yard feasts 
of many varieties of our migratory biids, and why not the do- 
mestication of our quail, which observation teaches is loth to 
leave its native field so long as food and cover are adequate to 
its moderate demands ? KENTUCKY AN. 

Ss 

THE ENGLISH SPARROW, 

The friends of the English sparrow are not few, nor are they 
at all undecided in their good opinion of his value as an in- 

sect destroyer, Thatthe sparrow may be a blessing in one 

place and a nuisance in another is suggested by a Bay 
Ridge, L. I., correspondent who signs himself ‘ Pair Play 

for the Sparrows”; 

It would not be easy to determine what is his specific natur- 
ral food, for he seems to be capable of living upou almost any 
kind of aliment, and will find something to live upon under 
almost any circumstances. In Hugland he Jives almost en- 
tirely upon cereals and seeds, robbing the wheat stacks and 
picking in the barn yard during the winter, and in the sum- 
mer rayaging the wheat fields to such an extent that the 
village officers very commonly pay so much per lead for the 
pests, while the farmer watches them closely with his gun, 
Tn his native country the sparrow is rarely or never known to 
eat insects or worms. In our own citi¢s, however, where 
grain is not obtainable, he is certainly insectivorous. Upon 
no other supposition can we account for the almost total dis- 
appearance of the worm pest from thesireet foliage of New 
York and Brooklyn since the importation of this litle brigand. 
My own observation on three acres of thickly wooded lawn 
fornishes daily evidence of the sparrow being a deadly enemy 
to caterpillars and insects. It is unnecessury to adopt your 
sugge tion of examinivg the contents of their stomachs, 
when | can ab any time see them entering their nests with leaf 
worms in their beaks. This summer three of my maples 
were attacked by *‘ measuring worms,” one so vigorously that 
in two or three days half the foliage disappeared ; but aa 
quickly the sparrows were scen actively at work in the trees, 
and the worms immediately vanished. The charge of pug- 
hacity made against the sparrow has nol been contirmed by 
my observation of his habits. [ haye never secu him offer 
injury to birds of ‘another color;” and all the species com— 
mon to this viciaity mingle freely with him on the friendliest, 
terms. It is, however, quite possible that his voracity and 
large numbers leave so little food for his competitors that 
some Of them may at times find in necessary to migrate to 
pastures he has not invaded. Iam therefore disposed to con- 
clude from a jealous obseryalion of the little intruder, that, 
in our cities and in suburban localities, he is a valuable ad- 
dition to feathured society and merits the distinguished con- 
sideration a generous public has awarded him, But let him 
once get a footing in the farming districts and 4 yery different 
reception is sure to greet him. {n that case his original grain- 
eating instinct will be revived ; he will forsake the worms for 
the wheat and the seeds, and the farmers will eurse him for 
the heavy toll he exacts from their crops. When it comes to 
that, the farmer may sevls his compensation by making the 
sparrow in turn minister to lig own appetite, for « well- 
cooked sparrow pie is a dish that an epicure will always 
welcome as n0 common delicacy. 

Tf may he very plausibly ureed also (hat, while quarrelsome 

under certain conditions—for instance, when the strugele for 
subsistence isa hard one—the English bird under citcum- 
stances may live in harmony with our natiye birds. A des 
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lightful picture of a home surrounded by feathered songsters 
is this; 

Thirty years ago I was a resident of Brooklyn, and the an- 
noyance of caterpillars was the chief reason for seeking 2 
home in the country, I chose a spot fifteen miles from New 
York that had one acre of old forest trees, and with a particu- 
lav view of making it pleasant for song birds. I had always 
plenty of all kinds except Hnglish sparrows. ‘The first years 
Were noted for the ravages of insects. My rose-bushes were 
spoiled by an insect that burrowed in the roses, by worms, 
jncipient moths and catcrpillars, that cat up my fluweis, in- 
fested my vegetables and defied insect powder and slacked line, 
J even sprinkled petroleam on them, which did not kill the 
insects nor improve the appearance or perfume of my garden. 
Sparrows about that time were landed from Cunard steamers 
in Jersey City, and found their way to my home, taking pos. 
session of a bluebird’s hoof which I had ten. From this 
commencement they haye multiplied. I haye box room for 
about thirty each winter--anil by autumn have had a flock of 
about, two hundred. As thirly is as many as can find comfort- 
able winter quarters, I think the balance sre eaten up by the 
owls or find refuge in Newark. But every spring for five 
years about a doz2n of my bird boxes have pairs, who com- 
mence household duties before the other birds come along. 
Bluebirds come next, and in two double boxes I haye spar- 
rows in one end and blucbirds in the other end. ‘The wrens 
are more conservative, and 1 have six boxes with a hole so 
small that no one but Jenny can get in. A lively time she 
and her mate make when a sparrow looks in. But bé rarely 
intrudes, though Jenny’s house is a little the most ornamental, 
and birds may be envious, The robing come next, and they 
build all oyer—in the wisteria and honvysuckle, the pear treés 
and spruces, sv that I have more tlian 1 want in strawberry 
time. Next in numbers are the cat-birds, who build in the 
darkest recesses of the Norway spruces. Three pairs of ori- 
oles and two nests of the thrush, in the deepest recesses of the 
hawthorn. MRobert of Lincoln, Brya:tis friend, has a meadow 
lot shared with a meadow-lark, and brown linnets or field 
Sparrows are all around. I think the birds are grateful, for I 
am entirely freed from my enemies, the insect pests, except 
the potato-bugs and the circulio. I lave more song birds 
than I had before the sparrows came. Wattraist. 

sos 

Frouspers’ Eyrs.—According toa paper by Mr, Agassiz 
in the proceedings of the American Academy of Science, the 
eyis of the young flonnder immediately after hatching 
do not differ from the eyes of other fishes. Yery soan, 
however, the eyv.on the pale side begins to work its way over 
toward the dark side, passing over the frontal bone by a pro- 
ecss Of yolulation and translation. Just here comes a curious 
effect. Ponchet tells us that the want of color on the blind 
side of (he fish is due to the»partial atrophy of the great sym- 
pathetic nerve caused during the passage of the cye from one 
siduto,the otlier. Inthe plagusia the eye sinks into the head and 
works its way across, finally appearing on tle other side. 
1 

ANRIVALS AT{THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN, FAIRMOUNT 

PARE, FoR TWO WEEKs, SEPT. 21.—T wo lizards, Seéloporus undulatus; 

two alligators, A. mitssisstp) tensis; one red fox, Wtelpes fulrus; one 

water snake and twelve young, five coppsrlead snakes and six young, 

Asicentroton con'ortric; Olle glass; snake, Pseudosus pallasiii; one 

green biltern, Ardem) irescens ; one carrier pigeon; one young cupper- 

head snake, Ancestrodoncontoririz; one golden crowned thiu-h, Sciurua 
qaurocupellus; one little brown rat, Vespetilio subulatus; one hog-nosed 

€nake, H. plutyrhincs: all presented, 
Two capybaras, Hydrosho rus capybare ; two bonnet monkeys, Maca- 

eus radiatus; one rhesus, W. ergthreus; one commoa macaqgne, AM 

cynomolgus; tive Guinea baboons, Cynccephalus sphinz ; one douron- 
conll, Mynlipithecus trivirgatus; one cebus; two cinerens yultures, V. 

cierens ; two priflin yultures, Gyps fulrua; four barn owls, Strix 

flammea var, americana; two anogora rabbits; six weeper Capuchin 

monkeys, Cebus capuctnus; one brown pelican, Peleranus fuscws, Trom 

Florida; one pig-tailed macaque monkey, Mucacus nemestriunus; one 

rhesus, macacus erythraus; all purchased. 

Axtuua BE, Brown, Gen’). Supt. 

—The Manhattan Beach Hotel was closed on Monday, Sep- 
tember 30th, and trains and boats ceased running on that 
date. ‘Lhe »eason has been most prosperous, 

Sea and Bivey Sishing. 

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 
—— 

FRESH WATER, 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides ; like or Pickerel, Hsox luctus. 

M, nigricans. Yellow Perch, Perea fdavescens, 
Muskalonge, Hsox nobilior, 

SALT WATER, 
ope Mackerel, Cybitum macila- 

tim. 
Cero, Cybium reyale. 
Bonito, suriia pelamys 
Kingtsh, Menticirrus nebulosus, 

Sea Bass, Scienops ovellatus. 
Siriped Buss, Aeceus inneatus. 
White Perch, Morone americandg. 
Weaktisn, Cyoscion reguits. 
Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriv. 

Fis my MArxer—Rersti Prices.—Bazs, 20 cents ; emelts, 25; 

bluefish, $; salmon, 3); mackerel, 18; weak fish, 10; white 

perch, 15; Spanish mackerel, 41; green turtle. 12; terrapin, per 
doz,, $9; halibut, 15; haddock, 8; king fish, 18; codfish, 8; 

black fish, 15; flounders, 8; porgies,$; sea bass, 15; eels, 15 ; 

lobsters, 10 ; sheepshead, 25; scallops per gallun, $1; soft clams, 

30 to 60; white fish, 15; pickerel, 18; salmon trout, 18; black 

bass, 18 ; pompano, 40; anchoyies, 40; dry cod, 7; hard crabs, 
per 100, $2.50 :'soft crabs, per dozen, $1; frogs, 3ic. 

CAnsvA—Ganunogu?, Sept. 25.—Measurements and weight 
of a black bass taken by a companion list Saturday: Extreine 
length, 195in.; width across side, Gin.; girth arotmd body, 
d4in; weight, 4lbs. plump. Was taken on light rod with 
live minnow, and niade if quile lively, as we were fishing 
from a skiff, with <tiff sou'-west wind. G. M. 8, 

Masssouvserts—lVein Bedford, Sent. 28.—During the past 
week some good shooting has been done in this vicinity, and 
J have seen quite a number of blue winged teal, plover and 
black ducks brought to town, Concra. 

MoveEMENTS OF THE Fisnixg FLeer.—The receipis of Bank 
codfish haye been larger than any previous week this season, 
heing fully 1,450,000 Ibs., covering 8 fires. The receipts of 
bank halibut for the weel have been unusnally light, viz,, 3 
fares, 90,000 lbs. The number of mackerel arrivals for the 
week has been 12 from the Bay §!. Lawrence, and 15 from 

the'Eastern shore. Receipts, 2,270 bbls. Bay and 1,650 bbls. 
Shore. Another Greenland halibuter has arrived home the 
past week, with only a partial fare. Whole number of ar- 
rivals, 69.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Sept. 27, 

New Yorr.—Wew York.—There is just now 4 fine run of 
blue fish in the Bay and along the Long Island shore, 

New Dorp, Sept. 25.—Fishing yesterday in “ Yates’ Hole,” 
in Fishkill Creek, our catch was 9, 1 to 24 Ibs., weak fish; 4, 
4 to 1 IJb., striped bass, and the 14 blne fish, weighing from + 
to} 1b. in weight, also sand porgies too numerous to mention. 
We have had the best of fishing this year at all points around 
the Island. his is my fifth trip, and I haye always hada 
mess of fish. W. A. G. 

Nrw Jersey—Aineey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Sept. 
22,—Only three or four sheepshead taken past week. Blue- 
fish—No weather for fishing outside, consequently no report 
‘9 meke, Sea-bass and blackfish very plenty. Some good 
catches of striped bass yeported. The following gentlemen 
made the annexed scores in parts of two days: Hon A. B 
Caldwell, of Washington, Pa,, 90 blackfish and sea-bass; 
zen, GB. I, Fisher, Philadelphia, 145; J. P. Malsecd, Phila- 
delphia, 178; J. W. Mulholland, Pa., 84. Captain Charles 
Cox had the party in charge in his fine yacht Blizabeth. B. 

Forked River, Sept. 2#0.—-The fishing at this favorite 
place still continnes good for striped bass, black fish and sea 
bass, The yacht Belle, Capt. Joel Burkalow, with Mr. W. 
M. Leslie, of New York, and your correspondent, came in to- 
day with one hundred and twenty sea bass, a few porgics and 
some black fish. Mr. D. Chamberlain, last Saturday, canghit 
liventy-one striped bass, several of which would weivh over 
three pounds each; he also at the same time tock two wealk- 
fish that would weigh about five pounds a piece. 

ARTHUR. 

CoLorapo—Hot Sulphur Springs, Sept. 22.—Fishing is 
about over except in the largcr streams, Owing to the very 
Warm summer trout pushed further up than usual, and were 
from two Lo three weeks later ctarting down. W. N. B. 

A New Flovypzs.—Professor Spencer F, Baird, writing 

from Gloucester, Mass., says: ‘One of the most important 

practical results of our operations on this coast is the discovery 

of a species of flounder, which, although entirely unknown to 
the fishermen and dealers here, is the most abundant species 

on the coast. It is the Glyptacephalus cynoglophus, cr Pole 
Flounder of England. It is only found at about 40 fathoms, 

in a temperature of 36 to 40 deg. The mouth is so small that 
ibis likely that it would not take a hook, A trawl would 

capture them, and Iam confient that a schioner of 30 to 40 
tons could easily take a ton or morea day. The fish is re- 

markable for the great quantity of gelalinons fat along the 

fins, corresponding to the halibut.”’ Some persons who have 

eaten this founder consider it extremely choice, and equal to 
any of ils class. It wonld, perbaps, require no great effort 

to in{roduce it to the same place as the turbot and sole of 

Great Britain, On examining the fish at Mr, E, G, Black- 

ford’s, it seomed $9 us rather longer and more elongated. 

One distirguishing trait, we think, was a somewhat darkened 

appearance of the bottom side of the flounder, The fluke and 

fat. being srow white by comparison. Where can be no doubt 
as to the value of the fish, and the United States Fish 

Commissioner is to be thanked for bringing it before the 

public, 

“ Wise ar Tax Cutcaco Exrosirion.—The exhibition of liy- 
ing fishes at the Chicago Expositionisfine. The building, being 
near Lake Michigan, can of course commund plenty of water. 
A lofty fountain plays in the centre of the building, and near 
the south end is a real waterfall; a sheet of water perhaps ten 
or twelve feet wide and gix inches deep falls ten feet into a 
large tank or basin ; more of a cataract than many of those 
which attract visitors in European countries, Around the 
fountain are arranged glass tanks, containing brook trout, 
from those just hatched to those of one, two, three und four 
years old; Mackinaw trout, of the same ages; Culiforniu sal- 
mon, from one to three years old, Another tank contnins a 
pair of dogfish, Ama ocell/canda, Rich., an old-fashioned 
genus said by Agassiz to be extinct save ia North America. 
Other tanks contain whitefish, black and white bass, prke- 
perch and pickerel, young bullpout, minnows and a splendiil 
collection of goldfish, In another tank were young alligators 
and snapping turtles, the latter extending their long necks to 
that length that they seemed to be snakes crawling out of a 
turtle shell, ie head exactly resembling that of a serpent. 
There was also'a curious water lizard, from Arizona, with a 
ruffle of gills extending all round the neck. : 

Professor Ward, «{ Rochester, had there bis reproduction 
of the mammoth, Mleplas primigenius, made from that in the 
Museum of Siutgardt, It stands 16 feet high, with a length 
of 26 feet, in his habit of long, black lair, as when he lived, 
and is a mest awe-inspiring monster. ‘ 

One of the most interesting things in the Exposition is the 
eollection of Indian puttery and iniplemenis, belonging tu Mr. 
H. N. Rust, of Chicago, whic fills two or three large cases, 
and consists of seven or eight hundred pieces of pottery, in the 
most remarkable style of preservation, taken from burial 
mounds in Missouri, The workmanship of some of these show 
considerable adyance in (he ceramic: art, more than we have 
ever seen in the pottery of the North American Indians. 
There is also an extensive collectioa of arrow and spear-heads 
of flint, with the implements of war and the chase, from Da- 
cotah. This collection ought to belong to the Smithsonian, 
or to the Peabedy Museum at Cambridge. We understand 
that it can be purchased for $5,000. 8. C. C. 

In tne Orrsopox Way.—A Syracuse clergyman, Key. 
Mr. Yan Slyke, who was fishing from a dock at Geddes last 
week, espied a Jurge black bess swimming Jeisurely about. 
The fish was in perhaps two or three feet of water. The 
pastor decided to capture the fellow. Leaning over the edge 
of the dock, he reached out and suceeeded in grappling the 
fish in both hands, and brought him out of the water. The 
surprised bass, when cut of his element, gave a sudden jump, 
but again the minister was too quick for him, and grasping 
him tite to his woolen coat, succeeded by a sudden move- 
ment in landing him onthe deck. The fish was one of ex- 
traordinary size, cud weighed just fiye pounds, 

seu bass taken In the munoer that P, NX’ refera to, aud [ have as tle 

Ant,—A yery well meaning artistic correspondentsends the 
rough drawing of a queer fish, which he says isa striped bass. 
This fact wetake on trust; but when we are requested by 
our correspondent to touch it up, elongate the body, pat the 
mouth ship-shape, in fine, to make the sketch plausible, we 
shrink from the tas. We can do most anything with written 
copy, and slick up the roughest work unt) it reads like Alfred 
Tennyson's verses, but when we are called upon to touch up 
strange and monstrous drawings, then we declare that we are 
neither Bracketls nor Killbournes. 

Apsustina Dispurep Porsrs.—We print the following 
letters on sundry topics from interested correspondents : 

HARTFORD, Conn., Sept. 25, 1873. 
My Deak '* BE, A. K,:” 

Tam but yesterdny home from a ffteen-days’ sojourn at Moosehead 

Lake, and hay!ny just lal hold of the Forest AND StreaM for Sept. 18, 
Tam moved by “P. X,'s” commnnication therein to write you, having 

first hunted up and read for the first time **P. X-'s”” nate in the jasue 
of Angust 29. Your note in the issué of Sep:. 6 L had dlpeady seen, it 

having heen called to my notice by “P. X.” avout three weeks ayo. It 
seems to Me on now reading the three articles together, that he and 

you are talking of d‘fferent things, hence the apparent difference of 

opinion ps regards * whipping” of bags. 

“P. X.,” iu his letter dated Anguist 21, reprobated the dragging of 

A bass through the waler by main strength with 4 jong, shift pole; you, 

in your letrer of August 34, refer b) pliying & fish with a limber fy-rod 

Wiich is an entirely diferent thing. I doubt if yon Dave happened to 

donbt that Jf you were 10 see lt you would consider tt crude aod 

nnsport=manuke. 

With reference to the 20-valled ‘ working” of West Hill Pond, I have 

fo say that] have given the malter some thonght since “ P, X.” talked 
with me avont it, with the result of changing, or dather modifying, the 

opinion I then hed, My present opinion—of little yale, because not 

founded on sufficient study—is that the preen matter fouad in the water 

is a plant of the Conyerua yuriery, which, in quiet ponds. hangs 

logether, and govs commenly by the nome of * frog spitie;" but 
which, in large ponds like the one In question, disturbed hy high winda 

and chopping waves, separetes into small particles. 1 thiok |t la un- 

derstood that fish do fecd om Conserve: when |t Inaintains itselfin a 

mass, but it would seam that they cannot do so—at least as readily— 
when it separates info minnie particles, Ithink it Is aleo well eettled 

that Conserve: grow sometimes io the purest spring water, free from 

decaying vegetable matter, It would seem, howsyer, that the preseneo 

of wuch malter would favor the growth. I donot know whether Wea 

Hill Pond ever “worked” before it was artificialy ralsed, but I do 

kowaw that the raise made since last summer was not the tirat of the 

kind. It had been artifcia ly ralsed before that, a fact that perhaps, 

you were not aware or. Yours truly, W. E. Siaonps, 

A Chicago correspondent who became dissatisfied with the 
performauces of shop buss rods, made some experiments of 

his own with results which seem to have gratified him, and 
which he has made us acquainted with. He writes: 

I determined to make arod that would combine strength with 
elasticity and lightness. Last March I bought a Calcutta bam- 
boo, cut olf from the top about 6 feet G inches, cutting close 
to the knot, leaying about 10 inches to insert my butt. At 
the bottom of my bambvo I put a thio brass ring, to prevent 
the possibility of splitting. 

For my butt-picce I selected a piece of clear maple, put it 
into a lathe, and turned outa tapering dowel to fit into the 
bamboo uatilit touched the knot above, fitting it in quite 
snug. I finished off the lower end of the butt, cutting out 
reel seat, put on the reel bands and rings, pnt ona brass 
thimble piece for the bottom. I tookont the butt, and to in- 
sure its holding fast, puton a coat of glue; putting in the rod 
again, found it was jus. as solid as the original bamboo. 

The next thing was to whip theupper part of the rod, to 
strengthen it; for this purpose, black silk, waxed with shoe- 
maker's wax, was used, taking about a dozen turns round the 
rod, putting them in every three inches, up where the rod is 
tapering as a packing-needle, and lessening the number where 
the rod increased in size. Having made standing guides of 
hard brass wire, they were whipped in every ten inches of the 
rod to within about 2 feet 6 inches of the reel. 1 cannot ad- 
mire a solid tip, but made the tip of the rod of brass wire. 
The reasons for putting the guides so close was to prevent the 
line hanging tothe rod, or catching over the guides. Expe- 
rience has proved that wire presents less surface, consequently 
Jess friction for a line to pass over, and guides made of wire 
wil! enable any one to make longer and better cysts than the 
flat guides. Tinally, giving the silk whipping a coat of white 
ehellac varnish, puttine on a linen braided line for the hand- 
piece, and giving the rod two coats of coach varnish, my rou 
was finished ; nuta rough place in it, and good looking 100. 
Many old fishermen admived it. It was just ns solid a6 & real 
bamboo, and on weighing it found it would just lip the scales 
at 7 Ounces and measured 8 feet 1 inch. 
Now for results: 1t was used in company with roda costing 

from #5 to $15, and some of them in the hands of expert bass 
fishers ; they have just the same trouble as I have had in other 
years; baits were flying through the air; their Franktoit 
reels got caught, or somes else caught; the trouble lay in 
the rod being Loo springy; they could put a line 20 or 25 
feet, at most, with a sinker. My little bamboo was singing, a 
lively tune every cast. thut was made, and laid out from 60 to 
75 feet every time, putting the bait just where it was wanted, 
and pot a bit of sinker larger than a smull buckshot to it, 

‘As to its strength, it traveled nearly 1,000 miles this sum- 
mer, in steamboats, by railroads, in wagons and in rowboats, 
and is as sound to-day as the day it was finished. 

They are preferable to a jointed rod every time for bass and 
pickerel fishing. NorMay, 

A working diagram accompanied this sketch, but we do not 
think it necessary to an intelligent understanding of the writ- 

ten description.—Ep, 

THE BLACK BASS AND HIS PLACE 
AMONG FISHES. 

«© Am Ta peer, or & vassal?" 
uf —TJ, Mapison WELLS. 
Eprror Forest AnD STREAM: 

Those who haye tasted the lotus of salmon or trout fishing 
in that Utopian clime of far away—while reveling in its 
esthetic atmosphere, and surrounded by a misty halo of the 
spray of the waterfall, orenyeloped by the filmy gauze and 
iridescent haze of the cascade—haye inscribed tomes, sang 
idyls, chanted picons and poured out libations in honor ani 
praise of Lhe gilyer spangled salmon or theruby studded trout, 
while it is left to the ynlgar horde of black bags anglers to 
stand upon the mountain of their own doubt and presumption, , 
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and, with uplifted hands, in admiration and awe, gaze with 
dazed eyes from afar upon that forbidden land—that tev in- 
cognita—and then, haying lived in yain, die and leave no sign. 

Tt is then with a spirit of ranlk heresy in my beart; with 
smoked-glass spectacles on my nose to dim the glare and 
giamour of the transcendent shore; with the scales of juatice 
ficross my shoulder—JL. saimaides in one scoop and M, pallidus 
in the other—I pass the barriers and confines of the enchanted 
Jand and toss them into a stream that has been depopulated of 
even fingerlings by the @ilettamtz of salmon and tront fishers ; 
for I would nol, ¢ven here, put Black bass ih a stream in- 
habited by salmon or brook trout, While watehing the ple- 
beian interlopers sporting m an eddy, their bristling spinesand 
emerald sides gleaming in the sunshine, I hear an awful voice 
from the adjacent rocks exclaiming: ‘' Fools rush in where 
angels fear to tread!’ Shade of Izaak Walton defend us! 
While appealing to father Izaak for protection, I quote his 
words: * Of which, if thou be a sévere, sour complexioned 
man, then I here disallow thee to be a competent judge.” 

Seriously, most of our notions of game fish and fishing are 
derived from British writers ; and as the salmon and the trout 
are the ouly fishes in Great Britain worthy of being called 
game, they, of course, form the themes of British writers 
ongame fish, Americans, following the lead of our British 
cousins in this, as we were wont to do in all sporting matters, 
have eulogized the salmion and brook trout as the game fish 
par excellence of America, ignoring other fish equally worthy. 
While some cluim for the striped bass a high niche in the list 
of game fish, I feel free to asserh Uhnt, were the black bass a 
native of Great Britain, he would rank fully as high in the es- 
timation of British anglers as either the trout or the salinon, 
Tami borne ont in this by the opinions of British sportsmen, 
whose statements have always been received without question. 
W. H. Herbert (Prank Forester) writing of the black bags, 
says: ‘‘‘Lhis is one of the finest of the American fresh’ water 
fishes ; it is surpassed by none in boldness of biting, in fierce 
and violent resistance when hooked, and by a yery few only 
in excellence upon the board.” Parker Gilmore (+ Ubique"’) 
says: ‘' 1 fear it will be almost deemed heresy to place this 
fish (black bass) on a par with the tront; at least, some such 
idea I had when [ first heard the two compared; but I am 
bold, and will g6 further. I consider he is the superior of the 
two, for he 1s equally good as an article of food, and much 
atvonger and untiring in his efforts to escape when hooked,” 
Mr. Gilmore again sys: ‘‘ Americans have reason to be 
proud of the black bass, for ils game qualities endear it to the 
fisherman, and its nutty, sweet flavor to the gourmand,” 

Now, while salmon tishing may be the highest branch of 
piscatorial sport; and while trout fishing in Canada, Muine 
and the Lake Superior region justifies nll the extravagant 
praise bestowed upon it, I am thcelined to doubt the jadg- 
ment and good taste of those anglers who snap their fingers 
in contémpt of black bluss fishing, While they will wade a 
stream siréwn with brush and logs, catch a few trout weieh- 
ing six or eight to the pound, and call it the only artistic 
angling in the world! While they are certainly welcome to 
their opinion, L think their zeal is worthy of a better cause. 
The black bass is eminently an American fish, and has heen 
Said to be representative in his characteristics, He has the 
faculty of asserting himself and making himself completely 
at home wherever placed. He is plucky, game, brave and 
unyielding to the last when hooked. He has the arrowy rush 
aud vigor of a trout, the untiring strength and hold leap 
of a salmon, while he has a system of fighting tactics pecu- 
liarly hig own, Tle will rise to the artificial fly as readily as 
the salmon or the brook trout, under the same conditions; and 
will take the live minnow or other live bait, under any and 
all circumstances favorable to the taking of any other fish. I 
consider him, inch for isch and pound for pound, the gamest 
fish that swims. The royal salmonand the lordly trout must 
yield the palm toa black bass of equal weight. That he will 
eventually become the leading game fish of America is my 
oft-expressed opinion and firm belief. This result, I think, 
ig inevitable, if for no other reasons, from a foree of circum- 
stances occasioned by climatic conditions and the operation 
of immutable natural laws, such as the gradual drying up and 
dwindling away of thesmall tront streams, and the conséquent 
decrease of brook trout both in quality and quantity; and by 
the introduction of predatory fish in the same waters witly 
trout. Another prominent cause of the decline and fall of the 
brook trout is the erection of dams, saw-mills and factories 
upon trout streams, which, though tio be deplored, cannot be 
prevented; the march of empire and the progress of clviliza- 
tion cannot be stayed by the honest, though powerless pro- 
tests of anglers. But, while the ultimate fate of the brook 
frout is sealed beyond peracdventure, we have the satisfaction 
of knowing that m the black bass we have a fish equally 
worthy, both as to game and edible qualities, and which, ut 
the same lime, is able to withstand and dely many of thecatses 
that will in the end effect the annihilation and extinction of 
the brook trout. 

As I have stated long since in the Worrsr anp Stren, the 
black bags will exhibit game qualities that will at once con- 
vince aud surprise the most skeptical salmon or trout fishers, 
if they will angle for him with ss suitable and delicate tackle 
as they employ for his more favored congeners of the tribe 
Sulmonide. tis high time, then, that anglers and sporting 
writers should accept the situation; accord to the black bass 
his just due, and acknowledge him as the coming game fish of 
America, J. A, Hunsranp, M. D, 

Cynthiana, Hy., Sept. 28, 1878. 
{No doubt the Bass is the appointed successor of the Trout ; 

not through heritage, nor selection, nor by interloping, but by 

fore-ordination, and for the reasons which our far-seeing corres- 

pondent advances. ‘Vrnly it is sad to contemplate in the not 
distant future the extinction of @ beautiful race of creatures 
whose attributes have been sung by all the poets, but we re- 

pard the inevitable with the same calm philosophy with which 

the astronomer watches the burning out of a world, knowing 
that it will be succeeded by a new creation. As we mark the 

soft yaritinted flugh of the trout disappear in the eyentide, 
behold the gparkle of the coming bass as he leaps into the 
morning of his glory ! we bardly know which to admire the 
most—the yelvet livery and the charming graces of the depart- 
ing courtier, or the flash of the armor-plates on the advancing 

warrior, No doubt the bass will prove himself a worthy sub- 
stitute for his predecessor, and a candidate for a full legacy of 

honors. » 
By the same fate which has predestinated the trout, the 

salmon may also be superseded; but there is no fish which 

has ever yet swum, that can be accounted fizs peer, His 
gigantic forces must be encountered with heayier weapons 

than those we emp'oy for the diminutive bass, and however 

much we may admire the sublle strategy and the fighting 
qQnalitics of the latter, ov estimate them by comparative yalue, 

they cannot be measured by the same scale. ‘The mancsuyres 

of the bass are merely amusing; they are Liliputian. But the 

efforts of the giants are all-alsorbiog, Itigouly after a man has 
captured a salmon that he feels as if he had conquered a world. 
he man who has landed six-pound bass, one alter the other 

with a ight bamboo rod, as we have doue, greatly enjoyed the 

sport, but he never felt like Alexander.—Bp, | 

Ghe Benne. 

THE MINNESOTA FAIR AND FIELD 

TRIALS. 

IE editor of this jourual was favored in being able 

to attend the joint agricultural fair held last month at 

St. Paul and Minneapolis, in the great and prosperous State of 

Minnesota. Every courtesy was extended to him by the ofti- 

cers in chargé of the exhibition, of which the bench show at 
St. Paul, already described at Jenzth in our columns, con- 

stituted so attractive a feature, especially to sportsmen. Of 

course there is a sameness of character im all fairs and indus- 

trial exhibitions, whether they be merely local and limited, or 

world’s fairs and comprehensive; but there wére so many fea- 

tures of this Western frontier display not found in stated 
shows of like character, and altogether novel to residents of 

older States, that we would haye gladly described them at 

length weeks ago, when we wrote up the Bench Show and 

Field Trials, had there not been more legitimate demands upon 

our space. There were t9 be seen aboriginal Indians with 

their implements of industry and weapons of the chase; furs, 

robes and hides, with the rude tools used in dressing them; 

stuffed specimens of wild animals; great structures created of 
the products of grain, which now grows luxuriantly on quon- 

dam buffalo ranges ; wonderful implements of farm industry, 

doing the work of scores of men; stenm threshers and self- 

binding harvesters, all showing the marvéloug development 

of a very few years. Incidental and appropriate were the side 
shows, the team of elk in harness, the feats of wild horsemen in 
the saddle; the marvellous execution with rifle and shotgun ; 

the rough riders, fox running, and coursing of hares. Seat- 

tered through all the great space, indoors and out, were the 

motley costumes of frontiersmen, voyagers, trappers, stock- 

raisers, soldiers, scouts, suryeyors, half-breeds and Indians, 

all typical of the far West and its recent change to civiliza- 

tion. Fortunately, and yery creditable to those enterprising 

publishers, the Harper Brothers, of New York, that firm sent 

An artist to the gronuds—young Rogers, noted for the force 

of his character sketches—who, by his ownindustry and some 

slight service rendered by Mr. Hallack, to whom he bore a 

letter of introduction, has preseryed many strong points of the 
Exhibtion in the engraving which we print to-day. 

Hyen more faithful and characteristic is the sketch of the 
Field Trial Grounds and the camp, represented in the com- 

panion picture. Tt is the first delineation of such anu event in 

America, and our thanks are due to the Messrs. Harpers for 
the privilege of printing it. [In parenthesis, we feel sorry 

for that fellow in the sketch who sleeps with his boots on and 

feet outside of his blanket. ] 

Just here our immediate reference to the subject gives us an 

opportunity to correct some errors which occured by the trans- 

position of figures in our score table for the All Ages Stakes in 

the Minnesota Field Trials, as printed in our last issue. ‘Those 

using our paper for reference will please note this : 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

A CHASE FOR THE BRUSH. 

PP\HERE are particular localities which seem to be enchant- 
ing to foxes. Wor forty years the Allen plantation, just 

across from Roanoake, opposite my own, has been the favorite 

resort of red foxes. From Gurl's Hill to Gaston the cliffs and 

bluffs of the Roanoake ure literally honeycombed with holes, 

into which the foxes retreat when too closely pressed by 

hounds fur their comfort. In these dens, too, they raise their 

young with security, and if left slone for a few years the 
country would be overrun with them, They arenever trapped, 
or hunted with cun; but the hunter, with practiced pack, be- 
fins upon them early in September, and by the close of the 
fall but few are left. J have been their chief enemy for near- 
ly forty years, and have more than once during Vaat period 
caught every one in that locality. This season 1 began upon 
them the 2d of September, which I have continued eyery 
other morning to tlie 18th, and with a success rivaling my 

Tatiotis companion same fwenly years agoin ile same hunt- 
Ing ground, when I caught or put to carth twenty out. of 
twenty-one oh as many hunting mornings, ie lonzesh race 
being only nicely minutes. This season Ltock a servant with 
axe ant spade, and closed eyery hole I knew, und, ag I ran a 
fox into 4 new one, would close that the next day. In this 
way I closed the door upon them, and haye fun now until it 
ist’ fun. At this season the red fox cannot be run out of his 
range, which is in this locality some three miles up and down 
the oanoake and about one from it. The first chase was 
luckily after the old male. I had invited D. GC. Hardy, Jerry 
Newsome and Nat Showers to join in the sport, and right 
veatlily did they respond, and brought in recruits ofno ordi- 
nary promise. Our united forces amounted to some thirty 
hounds, and nearly all of them could boast of their lineal de. 
scent from old Byron, Leader, Rehel und Pilot. ‘Three sent 
Gen. W. H. Jackson, of Bekmead, Tennessee, had brother and 
sister representatives. Comet and the peerless Vanity, the full 
brother and sister to leader, though eight years old, displayed 
on this occasion their usual vim and courage. Winder, the 
full brother of Rebel, but her junior, distinguished himself for 
speed and dash, a fitting accompaniment of so much beauty. 
Young Watchman and Red Bird were not behind him in these 
quililies, T crossed the Roancake on this occasion long before 
sunrise in & small canoe, and mny pack took water and swam 
oyer. The stream here is some half mile wide, but the water 
being warm the hounds did not hesitate to cross it. I invari- 
ably teach my dogs to take waler in the summer, and they 
will do so then at all seasons, regardless of the temperature of 
the water. Hardy hada horse at the opposite bank ready for 
me, His dogs were in full ery on a lively trail as Ilanded. I 
was Just in time , the thing was arlistically done, and the re- - 
cruits went in without jar or confusion, Off they dashed up 
the Toanoake in as lively, merry and joyous a mood as ever 
pack in its opening chase displayed. The hnutsmen, too, did 
not lack the enthusiasm the thundering of a full pack of 
hounds invariably inspires. For my part, quiet and steadi- 
ness was my philosophy, ovcasioned by being mounted on an 
old, stiff and spiritless nag greatly addicted to falling down 
when urged beyond the slowest of paces, ‘wo tumbles in 
halfa mile convinced me that her reputation for yaulting was 
deseryed, and for the firs) time in my hfe my caution in a red- 
fox chase overruled my enthusiasm. But the old nay kept me _ 
out of the dew, and furnished a conveyance, if not so safe, a 
little better than foot. The fox kept up noder the viver hills 
fer some distance at a time, when he would come up and out 
on the hills asm search of his food. This made the trail really 
splendid, and one mounted even as T was could witness it as 
the puck handsomely followed it around in all its tortuousness, 
bringing it back to the near point of iis emerging from under 
the hills, ‘Chis moyement was repeated several times before 
the fox reached his cover on Curl's Hill, where closely and 
quietly at rest he lay, unsuspicious of danger. We were upon 
him before he was aware ofit. MMe had no time to arrange 
his toilet or plan his escape. He was surprised, and like all 
surprises the result was dismay and confusion, Ele bolted 
pell-mell first in one and then in another direction, confronted 
In every move by a hound, but the undergrowth being dense 
he finally safely got off, and away he flew like 4 fulling star, 
The pack soon emerged from the thicket, and in ranting: style 
made pursuit. But the purauit was too hurried, breaks occurred, 
and the old red, panic stricken, took no lime to listen to his 
pursuers. The morning, however, was suited to this condi- 
tion of things, and in a few minutes the pursuit was renewed, 
and in earnest, too, With the advantage thus obtained the 
fox turned down the Roamoake much in the line of his trail to 
the Allen field. This he crossed, turned south atid rounded 
back west to Curl's Hill. I met the pack on this turn, and, 
though the slowest of the huntsmen, saw this, the most mag- 
nificent press of the chase, alone. Rebel’s brother, Winder, 
Was in the lead, Logan aud Watchman, Jr,, were next the fox, 
barely out of view. But he stood this press withuut falter- 
ing, and as the ery gradually faded away in the distanee there 
was no diminution of its jig-like character, The fox made for 
Curl’s Hill, but avoided the piace of his surprise and toolz ta 
earth near the mouth of Stonehouse Creek, so he is lett for 
another day, T. G, TL, of Gaston, N.C, 

seh dnl 

Dogs, Sporvine Ann Domasric.—Whether it is merely 
fashion or the result of a general increase of interest in the 

auimal generally, certain if is that dogs are being adopted as 
pets and protectors to an extent hitherto unknown io this 

country. A few years ago pugs, or Yorkshire terriers, were 

rarities, kept and looked upoa as curiosilies ; now, in every 

large city, and many smaller ones, they are so common as to 

scarcely excite remark. ‘The sane may be said of the mastiff 
and St. Bernard. We had but few, and of those many were 
mongrels; now they are bred ona large scale. In St, Ber- 

nard’s, the kennels of Mr, Le Roy Z. Collins, Mr, Burdett 
Loomis, and others, will compare fayorably with any in Eng- 

land, from whence, indeed, the choicest blood has been im. 

ported, and many gentlemen of this city and vicinity, and also 

of Boston, have fine kennels of mastiffs. While the dog used 
for sporting purposes will naturally always hold pre-cmi- 

nenee, yet the time hasarrived when other breeds are entitled 

to recognition, from the fact that they are not only as valu- 

able intrinsically, but are equally cherished by their owners, 

who may not be sportsmen, The ills to which all varieties 

are subject are almost identical, and we hold ourselyes in 

readiness to do what lies in our power towards alleviating the 
sulferings, or adding to the well-being of one kind as well ug 

another, With small dogs used as pets, in nine cases out of 
ten, sickness arises from over-feeding and it may be set down 
almost as @ rule that a strict attention to diet, with cleanliness, 

ig at once preventive and remedy. After ull, it ia by no 

ineans a difficult thing to Keep dogs in health, setting aside, 
of course, that dreadful scourge, distemper, and its train of 

attendant evils. We shall endeavor in fulure issues to give 

some plain directions for the care of dogs, together with the 
simplest remedies for the more common disorders. 
Very young dogs almost invariably point ut sight, Pup- 

pies are often scen standing on chickens, oreyen on flies, Tf 

is always 4 capital sign, and almost a sute indication that the 

‘hunting instinct exists, and merely wants development 
with age, wlien the nosé can be brought into play instead of 

the eyes. The powers of scent can be developed by allowing 

the puppy to trace a piece of meat or a fresh bone that hag 
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been dragged in a zig-zag direction through grass or over the 

ground. 
i 

Gars AND Dogs in Fiormsa—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Mr. Hamerton, in one of his ‘Chapters on Animals,” 
remarks that one great difficulty in the intercourse between 
the dog and his master is the shortness of the dog’s life, 
which comes to an end just when they begin to understand 
each other. If this isthe case in MWngland, where the dog 
leads a life comparatively safe, how much more is it the case 
in Florida, where he has many dangerous foes. Lakes, rivers 
and swamps there abound, and in them turks the cunning and 
ferocious alligator, whose favorite repast is dog meat, and 
sooner or later the hound or pointer goes down that yawning 
throat. I have heard of a wise old foxhound, who used to 
baffle the enemy by attracting him with his yoice to a certain 
part of the river, which he wished to cross, and then running 
at full speed fo another part, where he crossed hefore the 
brute could reach him. 

The same story is told in ancient history of the dogs living 
on the Nile, and I have heard it told as a trait of the instinct 
of the dogs of South America, where the cayman, or alligator, 
is very dangerous. There must be some foundation for a tale 
which comes from so many quarters. Old Buck, the Florida 
hound, was once overtaken by an alJigator in the river, when 
he turned and showed fight. ‘The reptile being cowardly, and 
not used to resistance, drew back and hesitated, which gave 
the dog the chance of escape. But some time after, having 
been left behind by his master, who had gone across Halifax 
Tnlet in a boat, Buck started to swim across, and was de— 
youred by ashark. The panther is alsofond of dog meat, 
and has often been known to carry off the house-dog in the 
night. Many dogs die from the bite of rattlesnakes and moc- 
casins also, Besirles these enemies, the dog in this climate 1s 
pubject to many fatal diseases, and seldom lives out all his 
days. I have never, however, heard of a case of canine mad- 
ness in Florida, though dogs are abundant. 

Cats, not being aquatic in their habits, escape the maw of 
the alligator, and seldom are snake-bitten. I have heard of a 
big gopber-snake who used to carry off kittens; but he came 
once too often, for he met the enraged parents, who set upon 
and killed him, although he measured seven feet or more. 
The great and dangerous enemy of the cat in Florida is the 
wildeat (Melis rufus), very abundant in the woods and 
swamps, which prowls about for poullry and young pigs, 
and which scruples not to devour its domestic cousin when it 
gets chance. Sitting once late at night on the piazza of my 
hotel at New Smyrna, I heard a great outery among the 
‘harmless, necessary cats,” which the landlord explained by 
saying that awildcat was after them; and sure enough, all 
that remained next morning of our sleck and handsome 
Thomas were 2 few bunches of hair at the edge of the serub. 
At another house where I was staying a fayorite Maltese dis- 
appeared in the same way, notwitlistanding the efforts of the 
dogs, which rushed to the rescue. The robber was too quick 
for them. 8. CG. CG. 

——>— ot, 

Dod Manacement.—We take the following from ldstone 

on ‘The Dog, with Simple Directions for his Treatment": 

Drawing-room pets are peculiarly liable to plethora, and 
there is but one remedy—starvation, With over-high condi- 
tion, skin disease comes as a matter of course. In this 
wretched state the skin becomes thick, ribbed, and irritable, 
and low diet, pliysic, and dressing, all fail unless the dressing 
is severe, and as I think barbarous. No house-dog in a 
moderate-sized family requires any feeding. He can supply 
himself if he is unrestrained, and plates of meat, thin bread 
and butter, and cake, are cruelties, I think, however, that no 
dog shoud be altogether a free agent. He should be chained 
up af times, or he will be indifferent to any exertion, and ca- 
pricious as to following his master or slaying at home. He 
will be most sensible and useful if he is the servant of one 
erson, and if uo one els¢ has anything to do with him, and 

Fecidedly, whoever is to be the master for the day should per- 
sonally loosen his chain. The dog always hasa very marked 
preference for that individual who unbuckles his colar first 
when he has been taken to a new home, and he never forgets 
this hour’s liberty. 

In regard to drawing-room pets, in many of the cases of 

malady reported to us the cause as designated by Idstone has 
been surfeit. There is the story often repeated of the famous 
dog doctor in London, whose specialty it was to cure dow- 

ager’s dows, His system was as simpleas possible, The doz was 
tied toa tree and given nothing to eat for three days, and was 

then returned perfectly cured. The charge for treatment was 

two guineas. Sometimes, when we have advised anxious in- 
quirers about their pets not to feed them at all for a day or so, 

and then but sparingly, when such counsel has been taken the 
best results have followed. Ifa dog is really hungry he will 
eat plain, good food, which, when pampered, he refuses, 

$+» 2 —_—- 

Doas ror Suoorine in Norway.—A writer in the London 
Field, telling of shooting vipers—a species of plarmigan 

found in Norway—brinvs the colors of the dog somewhat in 

prominence, as follows ; 
The best dogs to take for this kind of sport are selfers, 

trained to retrieve. I like the lemon-and-white-colored Eng- 
lish variety best myself; they are more conspicuous when 
among the birch and willow bushes than the red Trish or 
Dblack-and-tan Gordon. Eyen if the sportsman visits the 
country alone, two dogs at least are absolutely necessary, as a 
single dog is so liable, if continually worked, especially over 
rough ground, to become footsore, and in that case the sports- 
man would be unable to ¢o out, while, if he has two dogs, 
should one unfortunately fall Jame, the poor brute can have a 
day or two's rest, while the sportsman makes shift with the 
other. 

— 

Worms ty Dods.—An article, written by our correspond- 

ent, ‘S.,” haying been used by our excellent contemporary, 

The Inve Stock Journal, in which the origin of Hntozoa in 
animals is traced, we find the following in the ‘‘ Comptes 

Rendus” for 1876 : 
In some researches on /‘lapi« hematica, M. M, Gatch and 

Pourguier found these worms in the blood of the fostus of a 
pitch, whose heart was filled wilh hem, but they do nos ex 
plain how they traversed the double wall of the placenta, in 
order to pass irom pavent to offspring. 

The round of life in /tozoa is most curious, and has yet to 
Bolved. The  pposition of our correspondent is un- 

donbtedly the only one which will hold, which is, “that the 
‘worms bore their way into the blood vessels of the intestinal 

canals,” or may be floated there in the blood, and that, these 
turned loose into the milk of fhe mother, are again taken up 
hy the offspring. 

+O 

Dog Porntina A Stonn.—A correspondent, writing from 

Salem, Mass., sends us the following: 

Coming up Cherry street, recently, my dog, a young setter, 
stopped short on a point, quite stiff. Investigation proved 
him to he standing on a small stone, which he evidently mis- 
took fora house-sparrow, thatare yery numerous in our neigh- 
borhood. One thing this proves to me, @. ¢., young dogs will 
very often point at sight, I think quite as often as at scent— 
at least tntil shot over. 
pe I po eS 

Wueurs.—Lake City, Minn., Sept. 24—8. B. Dilly's Dolly, 
dam of Royal Fan and Rattier, has whelped seyen |yy cham- 
pion Ranger. 

+= 

Psyour.—Mr. H. N. Morris’ lemon-.and-white pointer bitch 
Psyche, winner of the first and special prizes at the second 
anoual N. ¥. Bench Show, has just whelped five fine puppies 
hy the champion Sensation, all lemon-and-white—four dogs 
and one bitch. : gg rn 
Srort.—The Morse Brothers, of West Medford, Mass., have 

lost their fine English setter Sport, which was killed by a rail- 
road train. She wasa fine hunter and the mother of many 
good dogs, 

Very Superior Sroox.—We cal) particular attention to an 
advertisement in our columns, which offers for sale a remark- 
ably fine lot of pointers and setters. As all these dogs, their 
pedigrees and performances, are familiar to us, we can assure 
those wanting good animals that a better opportunity of 
securing choice animals has rarely been presented. In the 
pointer puppies, any one wanting to start a kennel with the 
best and pluest blood, would do well to secure the entire lot. 
We will he glad to give full information in regard to these 
animals. [See ado. 

In assuming, or rather resuming, churge of the Kennel 

Department of this paper, the writer would assure the readers 

of Pormsr anp SvrgaAm anp Rop Anp Guy that no effort 

will be spared on his part to make it thoroughly mteresting 

and valuable, Since his former connection with the paper, 
and during his editorship of Te Country, he has given ken- 

nel matters the closest attention and study, and therefore ap- 

proaches the task with confidence. Hyerything of interest re- 

lating to the dos, both at home and abroad, will be carefully 

noted snd commented upon. W. M. Tuxzston, 

Bachting and Boating. 
HIGH WATER FOR THE WIRE. 

Date, Boston, | New York. |Charleston, 

a 6M, Heres H OM. 
Sept 2T 5 09 1 46 2 19 
Sept 2 6 15 2 47 5 4 
Sep 29,, Tp 3 66 4 31 
Beph soar erase cen okie geet ete set Soma 5 05 5 28 
OGG Do. c iis neon mec manancesyy tone 9 0S 6 00 6 1s 
OOTS DB otccemee edieen 9 BT 6 49 q 
ee EN aia. sigeeene este seiat Ba ‘ 10 46 q 633 7 

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB PENNANT 
MATCH. 

‘HERE is no nonsense about the Atlantic Yacht Club. 
When its members want to sui] a match they sail it, 

and when they want to go on a cruise they go. Twelve 

yachts to start or no gail is something they Know nothing of, 
for they never intend to make a hippodrome display of the 

club’s affairs, but follow up the sport for the love of it and 

for the enjoyment to he derived from its zealous and resolute 
pursuit. When, therefore, the date for the annual pennant 

match of the club was made publie it was a foregone conclu- 
sion that the race would be a fine one, and in this we were 
not disappointed, for the meet of Thursday, Sept. 26, conld 

not have been surpassed in interest, the close struggle, fine 

seamanship and abundance of pluck displayed, stamping the 

club as one of the first in the landin point of seamanship and 

able craft. 

The arrangements for the race were thorough, and the 
printed programmes gave all the information needed to the 

skippers. The classification of yachts adopted by this club is 
a juicious one, and does away to a large degree with the 
failures attending upon the crude attempts of some regatta 
conimittees to'sail big and little alike in one and the same 
class and trust 10 the deceptions of time-allowance tables to 
make goor the difference. In this respect we are far behind 
our English cousins, whe haye reached such system in their 
regattas that time-allowance is fast becoming obsolete, all 
yachts being built to class up to a éertain figure and meeting 
others at the line of the same size only, rendering a race won 
worthy of going on the records as meaning soniething more 
than first home by a fluke or a streak of good luck, no one 
knows how. But as long as we have a fleet of yachts widely 
divergent in size, and as time allowance must still come ipto 
play, the Atlantic Yacht Club has struck the fairest course in 
adopting a diversified classification which shall, as far as pos- 
sible mitigate the short-comings of lime-allowance, and hence 
its regattas are looked forward to with interest by the general 
yachting public quite as much as by the club members them- 
selves. ‘The courses selected were judicious, the omission of 
rounding the southwest Spit upon the return home being a 
satisfactory feature, cutting out a yery tedious portion of the 
course without materially reducing its length. The smallest 
class went around the spit only and then made for home. 
Two of the rules call for passing notice, and other clubs may 
adopt them 10 advantage. In one it was stipulated that there 
shauld be no limit to the time of the race, a very sound pro- 
vision, for nothing is more harrassing than # resail, and in 

the other the obnoxious clause of ‘so many to start or no 
race” was repealed. When an owner goes to the trouble and 
expense of getting his craft in racing trim and comes to the 
line with the dona fide intentions of fighting for the cup, it is 
manifestly poor policy te send him back to his moorings in 
consideration of all the pains he has put himself to. ‘Two 
to start or no race” has often been the means of frightening 
off intending racers, doubtful whether a second yacht would 
come to the line, and thus the entries have been skinned of 
some of the best upon more than One occasion. While the 
entries for the match in question might have been more nu- 
merous, those that did hoist racing colors were among the 
smartest in the fleet, and the race turned ont a well contested 
one from beginning to end. 

During the ron outa moderate breeze prevailed, in which 
Agnes showed to remarkable advantage umoug the schooners, 
holding a good wind and fairly beating Triton and Peerless. 
The latter did better when the sea outside was struck, as her 
deep body began to tell, but she gave the Lightship a very 
wide berth in rounding, and lost much of whatshe had gained, 
by keeping too full and running down to leeward of the 
mark and then tacking for if. Off the wind Yyiten put in 
some better work, and we were rather surprised to find Peer- 
less actually overmatched by both the other schooners. Dur- 
ing the squall they gave her a most unmistakable beatiog, 
though it is but fair to mention that Peerless seemed a Jittle 
shorthanded, or else Mr. Maxwell, finding he could not make 
his time on the smaller ones, concluded 1o do nothing hasty, 
but keep on the safe side of things during the terrific squall 
from the westward, in which the race finished up. Among 
the sloops, Nimbus, though hideously ugly, showed that she 
had speed in her of no mean quality, and what with smait 
handling managed to give those of the larger class the go-by, 
with any amount of time to spare, The judes were Messrs. 
Peet, R. O, Field and @. M. McNulty, and followed the 
racers in the Cyclops over the course, 

Schooners were classed over and under 75ft. on water line, 
sloops, over 45ft., dbf. to 45ft. and under 3dft. Ti took an 
extra whistle to get away the sloops, who did not seem to 
understand the directions. With numerous entries this little 
piece of charity on the part of the committee mizht have led 
to protests from those that did get away at the proper time; 
but fortunately no such trouble arose this time. However, it 
is well not to be too indulgent, for surely skippers could not 
ask for simpler instructions than those of the printed eircu- 
lar. The wind at the time was moderate trom §, I; tide 
runningfull ebb. The fleet, which had been standing off and 
on, finally bore up and made a dash for the line. Dolphin, 
taking advantage of a puff, went across at a {ood pace, and 
Triton followed, The rest were very tardy and sooner or later 
some of them will be heavily handicapped for lagging and eail- 
ing over the bay when they should be near the start, especially 
when \he breeze is fitful and apt to leave some of them in the 
lurch at the critical moment. Sud tollowed ; mile astern, 
with a big club topsuil aloft and a whacking matusail, on ac- 
count of her mast being in her eyes, making her rig a good 
deal like that of a huge cat-boat, hen tollowed Agnes, and 
pot-leaded Peerless not far astern. The times were taken as 
under; 

OLASS B—SCHOONERS, 
Name Owner. H, M. 8, 

Peerless ese =a vices sresae vores) GMA We! so cc tbansiensvasuanens 11 00 30 
i . Commodore Thayer... s.:.11 11 10 

Agnes....- pewiseuteasess sadam Ty A BYSDy 6 0. ies s aoasey oats. dl 5906 

CLASS 0 - CABIN SLOOPS, 
DOIPMIN....ecceeensecrse «eee TW oGOOPEr.. 2 tec e ene canncaane ,--10 53 55 
Sadle,..... <eneee sence soee een HW O0Te 20.4 2.0 een) eevee eee es 10 65 55 

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS, 
Ju Purdy, . vil 08 61 

Genla.,-...« T P¥iske......:. 11 7 55 
OLASS E—CANIN SLOOPS. 

Nimbus...... teem vacmas seninals DL BIQQIOW. isuee---doses 4a 11 0 05 

The schooner Atalanta and the sloop Orion went ont with 
the fleet, and Oomet followed later. It was 4 pity that Orion 
had not entered the lists, for in Swdie she had a wortlry oppo- 
nent, both of them being noted jammers, anc a fight between 
the two would have materially added to the interest of the 
match, That Yolphin, un old-timer, could have done go well 
and come so near making her time on Side is one of the muar- 
vels of the day, and shows What good tooling will do as a 
make-up for lack in form, for to the excellent manner in 
which the craft of many years was handled we must ascribe 
the close push she gave Herreshoft’s turn-out. All hands 
kept pinned in to do their best, stood along the Long Island 
shore till they were headed and had to make a board or two 
to fetch through the Narrows. Agnes did well from the word 
go and showed well to windward, when she went about 
abreast of Fort Wadsworth. As the wind freshened and the 
Cyclops passed the Orton, the latter just laid her rail in and 
was going along in fine style, with her veteran skipper, Com- 
modore Cooper, casting a weather-eye aloft every now and 
then at his gear and relishing the slashing pace of his pet 
craft, for Cyclops had to wag her screw pretty lively to cut 
across his bows. By the time Hoffman Island bore South, 
Agnes had spun out a fine lead, with Dolphin to leeward of 
her and Pee? less not far astern, with Sadie on her weuther 
quarter, standing up like the proverbial steeple. Triton 
about a quarter of a mile in Peerless’ wake. Then there was a 
long break, with the other sloops strung out all the way up 
to the Narrows, Vimdus having a decided lead among them. 
The wind now veered to the southward, and the fieet was 
compelled to make Jong and short legs of it to fetch the spin- 
dle on the spit. 

Off Dix’s Island Dolphin had rezained her lead, and Peer 
fess was waking up. Then Dolphin went to the south on a 
long leg, the rest of them working in shorter boards down the 
channel. The two sloops held a better wind than the schoon- 
ers, for they all crossed under their sterns upon coming abont, 
Agnes, however, working out to windward in quite wonderful 
style. Her canyas is a beautifully setting lol of muslin, and 
she does not lose many points on account of baggziness of her 
duds, that is certain. When Dolphin had got far enough to 
the south she put her helm down and could lay her course for 
the spindle with something to spare, so she was first in the lot 
to set a jib-topsail. When Sadve, on the short leg, bore down 
again she crossed under Mr. Cuoper’s stern, and it was eyi- 
dent Dolphin had gained by standing to the southward so long. 
Atalanta had beat down with the fieet, and about held her 
own, always giving way and keeping to leeward of the racers, 
which courtesy, we hope, was fully appreciated by some of 
the smaller ones, whomi she hard many opportunities of blank- 
eting. Light suds were now being got ready, preparatory to 
the round. Volphin doused her smal! jib-sopsail and set a 
big ballooner instead, but, steering wide of the mark, allowed 
Peerless to squeeze around the Southwest Spit in the lead, 
The rest followed at close intervals; Meerless, 12h. 36m. 20s.; 
Dolphin, 12h, 36m, 308, Agnes, 12h, 37m.; Sadie, 12h, 37m, 
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558.5 Triton, 12h. 38m, 4s. Among the smaller sloops, Vim- 
ius went aroun’ with a very long lead, set light sails and was 
off for home, followed a quarter of an hour later by Winsome 
aud Geni. The big fellows now bad a drift of it in 
out to the Mook, with the first of the flood just beginning to 
make. Balloon maintopmast staysails were in order, but when 
the Hook was rounded, all hands had to trim aft again as the 
wind backed more tothe east. In the light swell outside, 
Peerless took the lead, but Dolphin and Sade hung well on to 
her and kept a better wind, Orion was either not driven or 
she was not up to her usual form, for she was dropped by the 
whole fleet on the run tothe ship without trouble. Sadze forged 
ahead and 7'rito% seemed to be doing better in the light wind, 
Barring the occasional shift of sail nothing transpired till the 
Lightship was fetehed. Tite was first to haul around at 
2h. 2m.) Sadie next, at Zh, 2m. 43s.; Dolphin third, at 2h. 
4m. 5s., and Pes7less having gone about some distance to lee- 
ward came down with fall headway, rounding the red painted 
ship close under her stern, squeezing in between her and 
Agnes, Ler time being taken at 2h. 4m, 858., with Agnes 5s, 
Jater. Comet and Atalanta soon followed, and Orion later. 
With the flood tide and 4 freshening breeze a rapid run bome 
was in store. Ballooners were again at & premium, but not 
yery long, for the wind again chopped fo the 5. and it was 
once more jam on the wind, Dolphin alone holding on to her 
big jibtopsail, which set in excellent form, by the way, and 
stood her in good stead. Down to the Romer 7'réten led the 
way—she was evidently better with sheets lifted than when 
trimmed in flat. All the yachts, however, kept pretty well 
together, the schooners a short distance ahead of the sloops. 
When the Romer was dropped they could bear up a little 
more, and light canvus again came into play. Z7ilen bore 
away to the northward to get into the flood coming through 
the Hast Channel, but she ran out of the wind, and Peerless 
and Agnes went to the front. ‘The small sloops were now 
overtaken, Winsome with a good lead. 
A violent squall had been brewing on the Western horizon,and 

was rapidly drawing close, an immensé ink-black cloud oyer- 
hanging the upperbay. Itcame along with tremendous yeloci- 
ty, and it was a lucky thing that the yachts saw the fishermen 
and working craft under bear poles scudding before it. Had 
they delayed 2 moment longer we would have had to record 
some terrible spar breaking and capsizes, As it was the 
escape Was a close one, but excellent’ seamanship seemed to 
distinguish every yacht in the fleet during the trying moments. 
Peerless was first to take in kites and settle away foresail. She 
paid broad off and received the heavy gust broadside on, with 
hardly steerage way, But her canvas was nearly handed and 
she was out of danger. Agnes was handled with rapidity like- 
wise and escaped the worst of it. Z'rzten’s skipper managed 
his craft with consummate skill that deserves all praise. Dur- 
ing the excitement he kept his wits about him, kept his craft 
a good full, so that when struck she should have way on; 
then he settled away his fore halliards and hauled down the 

had « walk-oyer. 
lill near the close, when Mutuals spurted and won a vwell- 
contested race, 

the sea-going capabilities she really possesses. 

instance, lhe oyster boats of the Commodore and Admiral type. 

FE. Wilmot, T. H. Terry, 0. H. Grant, H. ©. Field. stroke, 
and CG. 8. Whithey, coxswain. The Brunetle—W. B. Pinto, 
how, I. Drew Bunnell, H. M. Gridley, A, N. Waterhouse, J. 
J. Aalhom, Harvey Hewitt, stroke, and W, A. Read, cox- 
swain. Brunette gol away first, but the Blondes overbauled 
them with their long swing and won in 8m. 104s. Course, 
mile anda half, Four-oarcd gigs—Dntries: The 7lirf—R. 
H. Bunker, bow, Sidney Green, M. F. Olyristensen, Touis 
Saulnier, stroke. The Coguetle—W. T, Sharpe, bow, T. G. 
Wells, F, 'T. Lawrence, W. C. Howard, stroke. Won by 
Flirt in Tm, 482s. Pair-oared shells—Entries: Curlew— 
Daniel Chauncey, Jr,, and H. W, Maxwell. Petrel—H. C. 
Duval and William Arnold. This was a close race all over 
the course until Petrel’s stroke caught a crab, when Curlew 
wonin4m, Distance, one mile. 

Urrrrk Hopson Rrearra,—This regatta at Albany was 
brought to a close the first day—Wednesday, Sept. 25—in- 
stead of spreading the races over two, as intended. 
oared shells, Mutuals of Albany heat Olympics in 8m, 583s., 
one mile and a half straightaway. Double seulls won by 
Olympics in 9m. 5148.; Mutuals second. 

Four— 

% Senior sitigle sculls 
won by Lathrop, of the Mutual Glub, in 10m, 114s.; Fuller, 
of the Mohawk Club, second and Miggins, of ile Cohoes 
Club, third. Junior single sculls won by Grant, of the Ulys- 
ses Club, in 10m. Sis; Sheehy, of the Olympics, second, 
Hoffman, of the Mutuals, third, Puaiv-oared race, Olympics 

Six-oared gigs—Olympics kept the lead 

Qurinor Rowine Assocrarron.—This is (he name of a new 
organization started at Quincy, Muss., with the following 
officers: President, James McGrath ; Vice-President, William 
a Webb; Secretary, John Avery; Treasurer, William Craw- 
thorn. Directors—James Sullivan and Join Harkins, 

CHALLence By Ennis Warv.—Bllis Ward, of Philadel- 
phia, has issued a challenge for a two, three or five mile work- 
ing-boat race for $1,000 a side. 
beaten hy Myers, his challenge seems « little rash. 

As he was recently badly 

Amertous Boar Guoe.—Members of this club pubedl a 
donble-sculling match, Sept. 22, on the Harlem and Hast riv- 
ers. 
and Edward Allen, beating Morris Powers and Maurice Allen 
by three minutes. 

Distance, cight miles. Won in 1h. 80m., by William 

a 

HARD-WEATHER YACHTS. 

Nuw Yor, Sept, 19, 1878. 
Eprrok Forest AnD STREAM: 

You do not, in my judgment, give the New York sloop credit for 

Consider, for in 

These yessels run Lhe beach from here (0 Virginia steadily Uinough 
the season, and certainly this side of the North Atlantic after No- 

vember is not a calm sea, yet we never hear of one of them coming 

to grief. Again, how few, coniparatiyely, of the small trading 

sloops and schooners which ply between North Carolina and the 
east end of ihe ground are lost by stress of any weather that they 

encounter? Yet these yessels are, almost withowt exception, 

centreboarders, and in point of gear uot exceptionally well found 

Personally, I have nearly come to the conclusion, after some ex- 

jib. When the wind struck her she was luffed into il, payed 
off and lufied again, until the worst was oyer, when she at 
once commenced to beat up the bay, for the wind had come 
out in vary wicked blasts from the N. W. She was not long 
in getting foresail on her again, aud worked up to the line with 
lee fangway awash all the time. We have never seen a 
Taciog cra/t under full canvas put through such « terrific 
squall im more ship-shape fashion than was 7’rton 
on this memorable day. She went over the line 
a long way abead in goud trim, without a rope-yarn adrift. 
Nor should we fail to mete ont justice to Agnes, for she, too, 
was therdughly well tovled through the most of it, and, 
though a little slower in getting on her course again, she 
managed to saye her lime, and crosyed a winner by 26s., after 
a rice in Which she and her crew did themselyes much credit. 
Winsome received the brunt of the blast with her club topsail 
aloft, and, her gear getting jammed, she went over to it down 
to her skylights. There she lay a moment, with her crew up 
to windward, apparently taking things yery easy, when 
slowly she came back, and, after minutes of suspense, righted, 
none the worse for her knock-down. She made sail again 
and worked up home in the pluckiest manner. Had she not 
been a deep craft she would never have come back, but would 
have shared Mo/faiwk's fate. There is no time for finding out 
the value of n model as when it blows great guns, and Win- 
some’s evew will have a good deal more faith in depth than 
heretofore. The match was finished as under : 

SUHGONERS. 
Wapzed 

Fiuish, ‘Time, 

i 33 6 BL Od 
5 

Corrected 
Time, Start, 

deecsccecccsseee JL OY UG 4-38 G2 5 8 4D 27 40 

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS. 

Tolphin..c......yeee- 10 538 55 5 10 29 & 16 34 6 16 a2 
Badie cee nvee-seersseee 1 66 65 5 11 5L 6 16 O1 6 16 OL 

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS, 

Winsomeé...,...-..---, 11 (8 Gi 4 43 03 5 84 12 & 34 12 
GeMIA.....-00e0eeeenene 11 07 55 Not timed, 

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOP, 

Winibiis..........--. 11 08 05 3S 31 00 4 24 65 4 24 55 

The pennants were awarded to Agnes, Sadie, Winsome and 
Nimbus, 

Proyivenos Yaour Crun.—In the annual regatta of this 
club, held off Rocky Point, R. L., September 26, Wanderer, 
Mr, Ben Davis, beat Lucille, Genevieve and Peck & Diaon in 
2h_ 20m. 56s. 
Erizx Yaour Crus,—In a fifteen-mile race of this club, 

held on the Hast river September 26, for the Dowling chal- 
lenge cup, the Brothers won in 3b. 25m. 40s., beating Amma 
D., who capsized, Comet, Mary D. and Hogan, The latter 
cartied away some gear and gaye up. 
MonrreAt YAour Crvn:—The second annual regatta of 

this clu was sailed on the St. Lawrence September 21. 
@ourse, twelve miles. Wanderer carried away her tiller, and 
the others shipped a good deal of water. Won by Maud, Mr. 
Brewster, M. D., in 2h. 7m, 55s.; Waterwich, Mr. J. UO. Jen— 
kins, second, iu 2b. 9m. 308., bealing Stranger, Sapphe, Hu- 
roclyden, Llattie, Wanderer, Peerless and Iowa, 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Exonrsion Boar Onus. —The regatta of this club took place 

Sept, 240n the Passaic, ab Paterson, Course, one mile and re 
turn. Weather uofayorable. Single sculls Won by Hurry 
Lister in 19, 453,, beating R. Coobby. Working boats won 
by John Lister in 20m. 20s., beating J. C. Zutterkirch, Sec- 
ond heat, J. H. Gall beat. J. 0, Hinchman in 19m. 387s, Third 
heat, [Marry Lister beat J. H. Haring in 20m, 20s. Gig race 
awarded to M. L, Ward onafoul. Single sculls, W. Laver- 
ack beat C. Post in 20m. 45s, 
Axoyvonu Boar Onyz.—The regatta of this clut) was held 

Saturday, Sept. 21, off Bay Ridge, L, I. L 
entries; The Blonde—O, H, Talmage, bow, W. U. Field, O, 

Six-oared gigs— 

perience with cutters and a good deal with sloops, that while the 

heavily weighted cutter is a sine qua non in the short, high seas 

and rapid tide rips of British waters, it will be found that the 

modified centreboarder—not lhe extreme 

will encounter the comparatively long, easy swells of our side of 

the Atlantic with practically equal safety with the cutter, while 
for first-class spsed under ordinary circumstances, handincss of 

rig With agsmall crew, dryness when hoys to, owing to her drifting 

off instead of holding on, the modified centrebuard sloop has 

a decided pull over the keel type. 
sloop rig I allude to vessels under 55ft. water line; over that 

J should haye my canvas ou two sticks. 

skimming dish— 

OF course, in advocating the 

The English and American types of small craft are a product of 

their respective environment, and ay such, each one is best snited 

to its own water. 

up a small ship badly; but, after all, there is yery little room in 

Tt is true that the centreboard well doses cut 

any kind of a small craft, and the best of them aré yery wncom- 

fortable for a voyage of many days. G, M. 

The bearing of all the communications received touching 
heavy-weather yachts seems to point in one and the same di- 

rection. Our correspondents are reatly, one and all, to ac- 

knowledge that the ordinary skimming dish can be improved 

upon by verging more towards a “mediam model,” one 
which shall be deeper, heavier and somewhat narrower than 

the present type. If they will follow out their propositions a 

little more in detail they will find themselves landed aboard 

the full-blooded cutter before they know it, for to this craft 

the changes they grant as beneficial will evidently lead, if their 
reasoning be followedto an end, The sloop can be improved 
upon, they acknowledge, by a little more displacement ; very 

well. Alsoa little less beam perhaps (point number two); 
possibly a shallow keel, some add. Put all these confessions 

in one and what do they amount to after all, nothing short of 
the cutter model. “G. M.” prefers the centre board, but with 
what nimin view? If oystermen and fishermen have to do 

their work on banks and flats, the board may be a necessity ; 
but for a sea-going yachtits claims cannot be considered equal 
to the advantages of a keel, which are many and yery essen- 
tial, thongh our correspondent has oyerluoked them. With 
less beam there will be a Jack of stability ; this must be made 
up bya low centre of gravity. Inno way can it be so readily 
and effectually done as by splicing some thirty to fifty per 

cent. of the ballast into the keel amidships. In fact this step 
becomes a matter of necessity and is not open to choice. The 

keel boat, moreoyer, is very much more reliblein stays alt sea, 

she is casier on her helm, will not yaw when off the wind, nor 

broach to, and will hold her owu when hove to. ‘GQ. M,.” 

very truly makes the point that the centreboard is casier in » 
sea-way, with headsheets to windward, because she drifts 

down the wind; but an uncongenial proximity to a rocky 
shore under the lee has led us 4o prefer an occasional soaker 

fo continual scanning of the brealersin hopes of finding 

aomo goft rocks to bringup on, So much concerning mode] 

rs 

for the present. Jf we pass onto the rig, there can be little 

doubt that closer inquiry will conyince our correspondent of 

the superiority of the cutter for ernising. A more clumsy, 
unhandy rig than that of the sloopit would be difficult to con- 

ceive The cutter-rig is the very reverse, as the following 

points will serye to show, To be well adapted for cruising no 

one will venture (o dispute as absolutely essential: first, safety ; 

second, handiness; third, efficieney. With regard to the first 
demand, the cutter’s sails are smaller as a whole and individu 

ally’, therefore under better control; her sticks are less lofty, 

and therefore stronger ; her howsprit reefs and is less liable to 
be snapped off ina jump; weight aloft is reduced by sending 

the topmast on deek. It will not do to point lo the smacks 
about the coast. In them everything is sacrificed to low first 

cost, and their little sib end bowsprits, though ample for the 

purposes intended, have to be discardedin the yacht and a 

long slender stick substituted, While the stub does not dip 

ina séa, or if it does can stand a good deal, the longer and 

lighter stick of the yacht would be in danger, or at; least would 

interfere with the Woat's sailing by dodging into the swell. 

We have scen one of our largest sloops ignqminiously turn 
taiLin a seven-knot breeze, unalile to make any weather of it 

in a very moderate swell, for she would at every dive bring up 
a bobbed jib full of water, ant finally was compelled to up 
helm and run for home, in weather that would have been the 

glory of 4 little ten-ton eutter. If men had been sent out on 
lier head booms they would have heen washed off, certainly 

they could haye done no work, The Landiness of the cutter 

rig can be easily enough discerned upon a little reflection. 

The mast steps nearly amidships aud, with the lesser arva of 

canyas required, reduces the size of the mainsail by twenty-five 

per cent. The head sailis cut in two, each portion more 

easily sheeted aft, hoisted and stowed, and shifting » jib for a 

smaller one from {he forecastle is a safer, easier and more sea- 

manlike job by far than the lubberly ‘ bobbing,” or taking olf 

a bonnet in the sloop. Finally, concerning efliciency, there is 
little to choose between the two styles. For smooth water 

racing the sloop is a little the better, bat for ontside work the 

culter’s head sails have the advantage of being more quickly 

shifted to suit the breeze, while reefing the bowsprit, thereby 

keepin it clear of the sea, will more than compensate what 

benefil belongs to haying the canvas more in one. In making 
and taking in sail, reefing and shaking out again, in every re- 

spect, in short, with the sole exception of racing in smooth 

water, {he cutter is so vastly superior to the sloop that we fail 

to see why it should not be universally adopted by all whose 
aim is something else than potting mugs in, fair weather and 

smooth water. The racing man who cares for nothing but 
racing, and that in land-locked water, may retain the sloop, 

for he will sacrifice anything and everything to his desire for 

silverware; but the cruiser, oy the yachtsman who likes torace 

and eruise as lis tastes incline, or opportunities offer, can 

there be any justifiable grounds for his tenaciously clinging to 

the clumsiest of all rigs ? 

With our correspondent we agree that the dish model may 

be exchanged with material gain for one less beamy and of> 
greater displacement. The keel follows asa matter of require- 

ment and will improve séa-going qualilies. The rig recom- 

mends itself, And, pray, what else have we then but the 

cutter? ee ee A 

KEEL AND CENTREBOARD, 

Lyn, Mass., Sept. 26, 1878, 

Eprror Forrest AND STREAM: 

T would like to say a few words about yachts, especially the 

much maligned centreboard boat. Now, 1 don't much wonder at 
sailors calling the average New York model a saticedish, if what f 

liaye seen from there ave fair specimens. Don’t condemn the 

eentreboard on account of a faully model, but lay the fawlt where 

it belongs. My experience, covering nearly a score of years of 

boating, is that, other things being equal, the centreboard yacht is. 

the ablest and fastest. 

The great trouble with yachtsmen is that the draught of boat is, 

taken from the bottom of the keel, or shoe, as the depth of the 

boat. Now, a keel boat may be drawing six feat of water, and a 
centreboard of the same dimensions on desk may dray but, say 
fiye feet, and yet be the deeper boat, becanse that dranght dos 
not include two or more fest of keel, While the body of the cen- 

treboard i8 nearly as deep as hor draught, I am inclined to think 

that any one will find that the deep keel boats you bear of would, 

if the keel—or that part below the garboards—was cut off, find 
thatit is the keel that makes the draughs, and not the body of the 

boat, in a great many cases. Of course, I do not wish to refor 
this statement to the extreme Dnglish model, as I don’t think 

raany of our Ametican yachts aré builton such extreme lines as 

regards depth, 
My experience louds me to the belie? that of wo boats, one keel 

and one osntreboard, built from the same model, the cehtreboard 

will be both abler and faster, will work haudier, and be better in 
avery way except pteoring, She will steer Lurder than the keel 

boat, beeause she will wswer ber helm quicker. And T am forced 

to the conyiction, exactly opposite to the general epinion, that the 
centrehoard is poorest off the wind and best on the wind, 4s com- 

pared with the keel. We haye on tha Wustern coast a considera- 

ble number of deop cantreboatd yachts, and the cases where they 
are beaten on any point by keel boats are exceedingly rare. My 

own idea of a comlortable eraising yacht would be: Length, from 

40 to 50 t+ beam, trom 12¢0 1 ft. ; draught, from 6 to 6h¢ Lt, 5 

rather high freeboard, wilh a moderate sized cetitreboard; no 

talga keel, and cilter rigged. A bout of that pize is as safe aba 

800-tonuer, can ba handled almost anywhere or at any time by four 

men, alld would have acuonimodations fay lice that number, A 

yacht of these or similar dimensions, with) cutter rig (sail not toa 

lapgé), would be able lo go anywhere that any veséel could, 
Thelisyaia the auttor tig, notwithstanding ita Wngainly appear 



anda, for it does what no other rig renders possible. When you 

have to shorten sail on a cutter, it brings the sail more and more, 
as you reef down, toward the centre of the boat and lower down, 

and conseduently the boat works easier, and sails faster in 

4 bréeze than a sloop with a bob-jib fifteen feet ahead of her, and 

a close reefed mainsail that she won't work under alone. 

Tain at present in possession of a cat-rigged boat, 20ft. long on 
deck, 7ft. Yin, baam, aud drawing 3ft, of water, with centreboard. 

She earries about 350wt. of ballast, has 54yds. of 30in. duck in her 

mainsail, and is the ablest open boat I ever saw of her size. 

LInever had a boat lie closer tothe wind than I could, or saw 

acat-rigged boat that would steer so easy running off. Cats 

of the saucer kind will beat her in a little light breeze, but I can 

go along comfortably when they can hardly get along at all. 

GRAMPUS. 

The experiences of ‘‘Grampus” so entirely coincide with 

our own that his letter calls for few remarks. The value of a 

more moderate form and of the cutter-rig he is ready to accede 

fo and can plead his own actual experience in their support. 

For our part we should add the keel in place of the board, 

unless limited indraught, and if our mooring ground wasona 

mud bank, with no more than a few feet of water, we would 

seé to it that a new anchorage was found, even if we had to 

take the cars to get there. We prefer the keel for reasons set 
forth in these columns before: greater stability, greater 

strength of structure, and greater ease in a seaway. Our cor- 

respondent ‘‘ Kedge,” in our last number made mention of his 

setting a smaller jib “‘ flying,” keeping the tack about half 

way out on the bowsprit in place of reefing or bobbing jib, 
His plan shows the natural tendency among practical sailors 

toward something more satisfactory in heavy weather than 

the sloop-rig, for his substitute is nothing else than an actual 
application of the cutter principles in preference to those of 

the sloop—his operation being akin to “‘shifting jibs.” We 
think that such testimony, virtually involuntarily, or unin- 

tentionally, given in support of the cutter,should carry weight 
with those who are apt to point to the prevalence of the sloop 

as proof suflicient of the popularity of its snugness and adapt- 

ability to all purposes. 

ae 

CANOEING ON THE DELAWARE. 

East Ornance, N. J., Sept. 27, 1878. 

Hprror Forrst And STREAM: 

The redundancy of correspondence elicited by the narrative of 

the running of Great Foul Rift by the Hast Orange canosists had 

led ms to decide against participating in the controversy. But 

now, that Mr. A. H. Siegfried has awakened old and pleisant 

recollections by his mention of Well’s Falls,aud more particularly 

as he has credited me, or my party—for I was one of the “ New 

Yorkers” who preceded him, “ part in canoes and part in rowing 

_ boats*—with the very lubberly proceeding of courting a capsize 

by attempting to lower a boat down Wells’ Falls with a line—l, 

feeling that my honor as a canoeiat must be vindicated, request 

room for this little narrative. 

The facts are these: One beautiful June evening in "76, the 

“ Qui Vive” canoes Delawareand Qui Vive, from Newark, N. J., 

en route for the Centennial Exhibition, met, at an appointed ren- 
dezyons, Musconetcong, ten miles below Haxton, the Adirondack 

boat Saranac and the canoe Dragon, one day from Water Gap. 

Greeting and supper over, the yoyage of the day was discussed, 

and although Great Foul Rift was mentioned as an ugly place to 

Tun, its nayigators did not appear to consider it particularly dan 

gérous. Several visitors at our camp warned us to beware of 

Wells’ Falls, and one old raftsman dubiously remarked that it was 

the “ worst place on the river,” and advised us to ‘‘ carry round.” 

Its height—with proverbial rustic yersatility—was variously esti- 
mated at from six to eighteen feet. 

About ten o’clock in the forenoon on the second day after leay- 

ing Musconeteong, the arrow-like Long Lake boat Saranac and her |}: 

three consorts debarked their crews on the Jersey wing of the dam 
that converges the river at Lambertville. Describe Wells’ Falls I 

cannot. A sharp decline—a bold plunge—a huge white foamer 

extending off down stream a hundred yards or more, and miles of 

broken, white rift below—this was what wesaw. The captain of the 
Passaic Canoe Club and commander of the Dragon immediately, 
putting his mouth close to the mate's ear, decided in favor of 
‘shirking.*? The respective paddlers of the Delaware and Qui 

Vive at ones followed suib. 

The men who composed the crew of the Saranac were no 

noyices at rapid running. Together they had shot many a fall, 

and navigated scores of miles of quick water. Each had perfect 
confidence in his own individual coolness, nerve and circumspec- 

tion, in the other, and in their boat. I mention these things to 
demonstrate that no tyro’s inexperience can be called to account 

for the catastrophe that followed. The water was very low, the 
enrrent powerful, and the accident well-nigh unavoiduble. 

The man with the paddle in his hand exchanged glances with 

his companion, said something which the roar of the falls 

drowned, pulled his gray slouched hat over his brows, knogked 

back the brim, and started in the direction of his boat, followed, 
somewhat reluctantly, by his comrade, 

The Saranac was not our ‘provision and supply boat.” Hach 

canoe carried her owner's stores and effects. She wasnotlowered 

by @ line ; on the contrary, the usual precaution of letting down 

stern first with the oars was disregarded. The men took their 

places, pushed off, swept down the decline, and shot over the fall, 
while we on the dam cheered lustily. But, searcely had they made 

fifty yards of their rapid way down channel when we could see the 

boat, in spite of the sternman’s frantic endeavors, begin to turn. 

A wild wave of the paddle-blade in the aii—a sigual that all hops 

was gone—a shock, and they were over—overboard in a bolling, 

seething mass of angry, rushing water, in whose grasp they were 

powerless as infants, their very lives at its merey. What wonder 

that our hearts leaped Lo our throats, that our breath came gasp- 
ingly, and that we were spéll-bound for an instant, 

But inactivity could not long remain with mon of our training. 

From the moment of capsize we had lost all sight of boat and 

men alike. Little use of gazing open-mouthed down such # rock- 

studded stretch in hops of glimpse of boat or swimmer. In Indian 

fila we sped away up the dam to where a bateau, in which two men 
had. come down to see us run the falls, was hauled up. This we 
lifted from the water, and launched below the dam with thres 

men to the rescue. 

Far down the rift. behind a sheltering, rocky island, waist deep 
in whirling water, clinging to boat and effects as bast ther might, 

we found the undaunted boatmen. Taking them aboard, the 

bateau, with the wrecked Saranac in tow, made the best of its 

way to terra firma. Do you wonder that the banoas dodged Wells’ 

Falls? For tive feet the port side of the Saranac was croshed in 

as one might crush an eggshell, Every rib from stem to stern 

was cracked or broken. The whole boat was awrack. Tt took five 

hours to patch her up with tin, white lead and putty, and then she 

was only a mockery of her former self. Her beauty was lost for- 

eyer on Wells’ Falls. 
Not without great difficulty the cargo of the wrecked boat—saye 

tivo canvas flaps used in rigging, with the inyvertell Saranac aa 

roof, a tight camp at night; an oar, a coffes pot and a cap—was 

rescued from the water. These tent flaps were the ‘‘iarpaulins” 

which My. Barnés found at the foot of the rift. 

The canoes which so ignominiously “shirked might, perhaps, 

have attempted the running of Wells’ Falls had the Sarante’s 
venture preyed successful, That there are many rifts and falls 

on this river below Easton fierce and high enough to tax the nerve 

of the canoeist, any one familiar with the stream willnotdany. All 

of these were safely threaded by the canyas canoes and their frail 

eonrort. , 
The statement made by ‘I’. P, and HK. P. D,” concerning the 

speed with which they ran Great Foul Rift is evidently an error, as 

is the one stating that their canoes were the first to nayigate that 

perplexing water. Being personally acquainted with these gentle— 

men, and haying talked the matter over with them, I am entirely 

at a loss to understand how they can be, seemingly, so thoroughly 

convinced of the fact that they really accomplished the obviously 

impossible feat of running a canoes among rocks two and a half 
miles in three minntes. Their convictions are so strong that 1am 

forced to believe that their time-pieca must, in some unaccounta- 

ble way, have failed to record seyeral yery important minutes. 

However, I am anticipating a canoe trip this fall, during which I 

shall run this much-abused rift, and, if possible, take the time 

with accuracy. Maaoa. 

ational pastimes. 
THE AUSTRALIAN GRICKETERS. 

The great event in athletic circles just now is the long- 
talked-of yisit of the Australian cricketers. These players 
from the antipodes had met with such good fortune in Hng- 
land, the home of the game, that their proposed matches 
with American clubs was talked of much as ‘an exhibition of 
scientific play rather than a contest in which the home clubs 
would bavye much chance of victory. How unfounded 
such expectation was has already been determined by the ex- 
cellent games of Tuesday and Wednesday. . 

The strength of the Australians and the feature of their 
playing, which has won for them their victories over English 
clubs, is the excellence of their fielding. Their theory —and 
a correct one it is, to0—is that a run scored for their opponents 
is a run gained for themselves. For this superior fielding the 
English players were wholly unprepared, and were defeated 
by it rather than by any phenomenal batting. 

The Australian eleven consist of six players of New South 
Wales, C, aud A. Bannerman, Gregory, Spofforth, Garrett and 
Murduck; four of Victoria, Blackbam, Boyle, Allen and Ho- 
ran; und one of Tasmania, Bailey. Besides these, there are 
substitute players. Judging from their Hnglish record and 
home reputation, Boyle, Spofforth and Garrett are wonder- 
fully effective bowlers, while Allan, Horan and others have 
achieved laurels in bowling. Murdock aud Blackburn are 
the two best wicket keepers. CO. Bannermanis a famous 
batsmen, provoking great admiration in England, where his 
batting ayeraze was over 23, while A. Bannerman, Bailey, 
Murdock, Spufforth, Horan and Blackham haye recorded fine 
Scores at the bat. 

The eleven arrived in New York las Monday, on the City 
of Berlin, and devoted Monday to some practice on the St. 
George’s Ground, and to working off their ‘‘sea-legs.” The 
Hoboken grounds had been most thuronghly prepared for the 
occasion, and the wicket was one not often surpassed, The 
New York eighteen are well known in the vicinity for their 
skill in the game. They were Soutter, Cross, Marsh, Giles, 
Frazer, Moeran, Bance, Sleigh, Allen, Conover and Cash- 
man, of the St. George’s Club; Harvey, Moore, Sprague and 
Stevens, of the Staten Island; Brewster, Greig and Rogan, of 
the Manhattan, with Eyre and Ronaldson, of the Staten 
Island, substitutes. They met the Australians without hay- 
ing had any preyious team practice. They were all old 
cricketers, however. Some had played belore in international 
matches, and the team were not disposed to be awed by the 
brilliant record of their opponents and accept defeat asa fore- 
gone conclusidn. 

The two teams met for the opening game on the St. George's 
grounds at cleyen o'clock last Tuesday. There was a vast 
throng of spectators, among them many ladies. The turf and 
grounds were in excellent condilion, and the day a perfect | 
one, The Australians having won the toss sent the New | 
York team tothe bat and themselves took the field, assigned as 
follows: Spofforth, bowler; Blackham, wicket keeper; Horan, 
long stop; Gregory, slip; Bailey, long slip; ©. Bannerman, 
point; Garrett, cover point; A. Bannerman, long off; Allan, 
square lex; Boyle, mid on, and Murdock, long on. 1t will 
be obsery d that the omitting altogether ot the long leg and 
the other disposition of the players wus peculiar. Square lez 
stands close in and well forward, and two men stand respec- 
tively at short midon and short mid off. Nearly all their 
men ure kept in front of the wickels, and the few runs mad 
in the slips showed that this disposition was successful. 

Bance and Moore, of the New Yorkers, went to the bat to 
the bowling of Spotforth and Garratt. So effective was the 
bewling and fielding that the tenth wicket fell with only 
thirty-two runs: Bance, 15; Marsh, 8, and Moeran, 9. Cush- 
man ran up thirteen, making one hit’ for four. ‘There was 
from the first excellent playing shown on both sides. When 
the last wicket fell the scure was only sixty-three. ‘The sides 
were then changed, the New York eighteen taking the tield, 
and the Bannerman brothers went to the bat. The peculiar 
bowling of Sprugue, the base-ball pitcher, proved very an- 
noy'ng, as it was noyel to the Ausiralians, and they assuthed 
the defensive. The first occasion of surprise for the specta— 
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tors was when the champion baf of fhe team, Oharles Banner- 
man, hit a sharp line ball to Sleigh at mid off, who held it 
and sent the batter out with a single. Horan, another fine 
bat, took bis place at the wicket and maiden over after maiden 
over followed until Horan was bowled out by Brewster with 
only six to his score. A, Bannerman was caught out by 4 
splendid play of Conover, and Giles toolxa long fie all 
from Spofforth, the score meanwhile reaching seventeen, The 
play following was careful, thorough work on both sides, The 
New York team’s fielding was a constant surprise, the Aus- 
(ralans confessing that they had not seen it equalled by any 
English eighteen. When the last two men were 1n and twenty- 
seven runs were yet to be made before the score equalled that 
of the New York boys, the latter saw fit to change bowlers. 
This proyed a help to the visitors, and they closed the innings 
with w score of 70. Brewster's bowling in this innings was 
five wickets for twenty-four runs and twenty-seven maidens 
bowled over. Sprague took one wicket and bowled twenty 
maidens over. In the beginning of the second innings, the 
first three wickets went down with but five runs, but before 
the fourth fell thirty-four had been put down, and when the 
stump was drawn at 5:30'p. ar. there was a total of thirty-six 
with the loss of four wickets. : 

NEW YORE. 

First Inning. 
Bance, b Sofforth........._. 15 
Moore, ¢ and b Spofforth.... 0 

Second Inning. 
eund b Boyle...., 

Harvey, ¢ and b Garratt... .. 1 b Spofforth................4 0 
Cross, runont.............. 0 ¢ Murdowh, b Spotforth, ... 0 
Greig, c Blackham, bGatratt, 1 notout.......... ... ...... 17 
Soutter, c Bailey, > Garratt.. 0 lee 3 VE 
Marsh, run out.............. 8 
Giles, | b w, b Spofforth..... 0 notont................. 3 
Rogan, ¢ Blackham, b Gar— reitry 

THLE Oe, ce ahdee tees tele ba 3 
Brewster, b Spofforth. ag 
Moeran, ¢ Bailey, b Spotforth 9 
Stevens, b Spotforth,.,..,.. 0 
Frazer, b Garratt., ....... 0) 
Cashman, ¢ Garratt, b Spof- 
SONU Renter cle feo! 13 

Sleigh, b Spofforth.......... 6 

Conover, b Garratt......-... 0 
Allen, b Garratt....,.,.. me 0 
Sprague, not oat....,.-..... 3 
Byes, 2; leg byes, 2.....0... 4 Byes, 2; leg byes, ?...,..... 3 

BOE RD bee heh cele 63, WLOtal yt perte awa OES 38 
FALL OF WICKETS. 

Istinning...5 88 11 15 25 25 25 28 32 35 38 4) 51 5. a 
Qd inning...5 § 5 35 BAB MST 88 

hes ROWLING st aia INNING. 
owlers. alls, tins. Mail . ick 

Apottorthe ee .j.ie shes ice 0. 33 i‘ on bias 
Garratt. .v........) peassee 88 26 10 7 

SECOND INNING, 
Bpofforth. -.¢-- s+. 5225.52. 92 wb 3 3 
Garratt... 3 0 
Boyle 1 1 
Allan...... erg Hi Ree 10 2 0) 

A. Bannerman, ¢ Conover, b Brewster.........._......... 3 
QO. Bannerman, ¢ Sleigh, b Brewster... Sh as 
Hpriny 5. Breweter. sa eee ules ne ceca ieee hoe neta 
Spofforth, c Giles, b Browater...... 2.24: 0s. leeeceees. dL, 9 
Grevorya bubrewaters..iielresangees opal ie Ding 5: ard. 
Murdoch, run out....... ¢ Fayed 5; 
Barley W'Spragissreey soe see haces seed ote tece wane ene rs 5 
Blackham, b Brewster. . S 0 
Garatt, c Cross, b Brewater...,...........:22..-.. 1.2... ¢ 
Boyle, not out. .......0000.-s-- sere harper 
Allen, b Soutter 
Byes, 2; wide, | 

Ota say aos gs ats ent ary bnlae te seiner ae Fane hte tee 0 
Fall of wiokets......-.-....2.... 16 617 24 26 32 36 36 70—70 

Bowlers. Balls. Bum a Maid Wicket 7) - ] ans, aidens, icketa, i 
Brewster 5 24 21 i 7 eer 
Sprague... 27 29 ft 0 
Soutter.. 12 3 1 0 
HIBLvey etd os hs anew 4 0 0 1 

Umpires—Messrs, Prank Crocket for Australia and James Amith 
for New York. ; 

We go to press before the match was concluded. 

Prninsuba Crioxer O1es.—The Peninsula Cricket Club 
of Detroit, who play the Australian Cricketers the 11th 
and 12th insts., hayea yery good record of suecess in the 
past. Front 1867 to 1878 inclusive they have played sixty- 
four games, of which they have won fifty-one. Their last 
fame was with the London, Unt., Ciub, September 26, the 
score standing tn their favor, 112 in one innings to 81 in two 
innings. 

CrioxeT.—The return match between the Belmonts, of 
Philadelphia, and the Manhatians, of New York, was well 
played, resulting in favor of the latter by ascore of 107 to 

Portsyitte ATHLETIc Assocrition.— Miditer Worest and 
Stream: An athletic association was permanently organized 
on the 25th ult., christened the Pottsville Athletic Association, 
and these officers elected for the ensuing year: President, 'T’, 
B. Fielders; Vice-President, Col. J. M. Wetherill > Secretary, 
W, ©. Price; !reasurer, $8. H. Knercher ; Board of Directors, 
B. B. MeUool, D, C. Henning and Fravk Roseberry. The 
object.of the association 1s for the development and improye- 
ment of the physicul powers of its members by the use of 
such appliances as conslitute a well-appointed gymnasium, 
and by athletic sports [he list of membership, already num- 
bering about one hundred, is composed of leading citizens, 
both old and young. Dom Pepro. 

Pottsville, Pa., Oct. 1, 1878. 

SraTen Isranp Arunetic CLos.—The fall meeting of this 
club was held at West New Brighton last Saturday. Phe 
programme and performances were as follows: ry 

Tbe one hundred yards dash was won by B. L. Lamontagne, H, 
A. C,, in 102,; running 101 yards: J, Lafon, Mystic 8. C., second: 
Saportas third, 
Hammer Throwing.—William 2B. Cnrtis, N. ¥Y. A. C., made the 

east of 82ft. Dlin.; C. J. Querekberner, Scortish-Amerivan A, 0, 
Sift, 2in.; F. Larken, Priveeton College, 77ft. fin. Mr. Cortia’ 
cast cannot become a revord, as the hatimer was about one pound 
under regulation weiglit, and only used on the oceasion because a 
proper One was nob to be obtained. 

W. J. Duffy, Harlem A. C., landed the ons mile rnn yery credit- 
ably in §m. 45s, Hoe defeated Prank Klepesko, Columbia Col- 
lage,; I A. Smith, Manhattan A.C. and BH. OC, Lamontagne, N. 
¥.A.Q. Dntty won all the way, and finished at a sprint pace. 
Smith was second and Lamiontsgne third, 

Vive went to tha seore in two heats for the one lnindred yards 
ipeomian B, 8. Degamendia (scratch) proved the winner in 

2-5s, 
In the running high jump W, R, Peers, §, I, A. G., and HE, 

Ficken, N.Y. A. ,, ed at ft. 5m. In jumping off Ficken won, 
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Twenty-five ran in trial heate for the quarter-mile handicap. H. 
‘H. Moritz, Scottish-American A. 0. (24 yards) wou the final heat 
in 523-58.; W. Wheatley, New York (80 yards) second, 

The three mile handicap walk had seyenatarters. B, H. West 
Adelphi B. B.O., with 2m, 6s, start, won in 24m, 2}gs. actual 
time; W. OG. Rowland, Staten Island (8m. 60s.), was second in 
26m. 331¢s., and W. A. Purdy, Greenpoint A. C. (scratch), fin— 
ished third in 28m, 198, 

Tho Scottish-American A, CG. representative, John Britton, 
whose form ia familiar on the Broadway police, put the shot 85ft. 
6in., F. Larkin, Prinoaton College, being second, with 31ft. 7in. 
Three other entries. 
Tha running broad jump fell to W. 7. Livingston, Harlem A. 

., with 18ft, llin. H. Toman, Short Hills A. G., reached 18ft. 
lin.; R. P. Westbrook, West New Brighton, 16ft. 6in., and EB. G. 
Gurney, Manhattan A, C., 16ft. din. 

GC. Fabregou, Scottish-American A. C., had a “ walk-oyer’’ for 
the pole yaulting. , 
The Scottish-American A. OC. team beat the New York A, CG. 

team in the tug of war, beat two in three pulls. Winning team-- 
B. Arnold, J. Donning, OC. J, Querokberner, A. Thompson. Los- 
ing team—William B. Curtis, J. G. Truax, C. H. Truax, G. M. 
Smith. Times, 45s., 2m., 49s. 
The half-mile handicap was won by William Ravnolds. s lad of 

fifteen, member of the Short Hills A. C, He started with 68 yards, 
PRUNE twelve others, in 2m.82-5s. J. Lynch (58 yards) was 
Becond, 1 

W. R. Beers won the club burdle race, one-sixth mile, with five 
yardé gtart, in 44 seconds, His opponent was C. L. Thorp, same 
atart. a 
The club quarter-mile run handicap fell to J. H. Rimmer, who 

went from the scratch, in 55 3-5s. 

Azanery, Bows.—-Tituasville, Pa. Sept 24.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: Archery has superseded croquet, and the small 
urchin to the old gentleman js only happy when in possession 
of his little bow and arrow. 
We have two clubs in our city, with an average attendance 

of twenty-five members, and as yet have confined our shooling 
to short ranges of thirty and forty yards, and hipe by another 
season archery will have developed itself as a universal pas— 
time, and some very fine shooting may be expected. So great 
acall was made for cheaper bows that a party went to manu- 
facturing ash bows, They were nicely made, stained of a 
yellowish hue, leather handled, and in all made a very showy 
bow; but time and use have shown to usthat they become 
brittle, lose elasticity, and break when least expected. I, for 
one, have broken four, one self lancewood included. Al- 
though the cost of the ash bows was not large, it was aggra- 
yating enough, for when once accustomed to a bow a change 
naturally alters the shooting, Thave made experiments with 
our woods, in hopes of finding something durable. After testing 
the qualities of hickory, ash, cedar, spicewood, ironwood, 
sassafras, I find the last fwo much in favor for toughness 
and elasticity, andthe bow going back when string is loos- 
ened. I have now in my possession a 5 feet 3 inches sassafras 
bow with which I am well pleased. As winter with its other 
pleasures will soon close the archery season, we will study 
new ideas, ready for next season. One main point to be de- 
termined is a wood for our bows superior to the self lance- 
wood and ata much less cost. We desire to learn the expe- 
rience of other archers. Arrows with two or three feathers 
are best. W. W. 

Ten-Mirg Watk.—A ten-mile walk between C. A. Dayven- 
port and Leonard Fosdick, for the championship of the New 
York Life Insurance Company, on the Manhattan Club 
grounds, last Saturday, was won by the latter in 1h. 31m. 86s. 

AMERIOAN ATHLETIG Crus—WVew York, Sept. 28.—The 
idle were held on the St. George Cricket Club grounds. 

he seventy-five yard run was won by G. G. Bolding, time, 
§js., and the one-mile walk was won by M. H. Johnson (25s. 
start), time, 7m. 45s. In the running high jump A. H. Oakes 
cleared bft, 4in. L. EH. Goodwin was victorious in the two- 
inile run, time, 12m, 14s. The mile run for the champion- 
ship of the club was won by J. Magee, time, 5m. 18s, 

Brooxtyn Aruuetics. The gamesat the Capitoline grounds 
last Saturday were well attended, the total receipts, about 
$300, being devoted to the yellow fever fund. The exercises 
consisted of running and walking matches, jumping, throw- 
ing the stone, lacrosse and baseball. In the high jump J. 

est cleared 5ft. 6in., against 5ft. for J. Slaight. In the 
three-quarter mile run G. W-. Wheatley was first and H. 
Wilkinson second. J. Campbell was the winner in the 100 
yard foot race. ‘The rnuning broad jump was well contested, 
and Slaight was the winner. The prize for the four-mile 
wall was carried off by Benjamin J. Smith. 

EquescouRRicuLuM—This is the very long name of Mr. W. C. 
Coup’s exhibition of trained horses, goats, dogs, etc. These 
are the horses whose wonderful intelligence and training at- 
tracted so much attention at the Aquarium not long ago, and 
they are well worth seeing. The Equescurriculum is now in 
this city. 

HueGHes anv O’Leary.—At 2:45 yesterday O'Leary had 
walked 211 miles and Hughes 190. | 

—The reopening of the Knickerbocker Cottage billiard 
rooms, Sixth avenue, this city, last evening, was the occasion 
for a yery pleasant reunion. ‘The club rooms and other apart- 
ments of the Cottage have been refitted throughout. 

duswers ta Correspondents 

No Netice Taken ot Anonymourt UVommunications 

v7. W. P., Chillicothe.—We could not advise you as to a gun. See our 

advertisements, 

RANA PrereNs.—You spell the name correctly. The frog is Rana 
pipiens, not Rane pipens. 

B, P., Pittston, Pa.—My setter, kept chained, has yery poor appetite. 
Ans. Needs more exercise. . 

W. C. F., Monroe, N. C.—Are the Remington shot-guns full chok-hore 
or partly so? Ans. Partly so. 

Ouro.—See our game tables, published Sept, 5. 

for thirty-eight States are there given. 

F. O. DeL., New York.—Kerosene 1s not injurions to doga noless 
used tno often, or left on too long at a time. 

R. W. H., Foxcroft—Know nothing about the firm nor their guns, 

We haye declined to take their advertisement. 

C. A. B., Atlanta, Ga.—The Secretary of the National Sportsmen's 
Asaoclation is B. F. Dorranve, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

®. B,, New York.—Robin shooting is neyer permitted upon Staten 
Island, nor in any otlier part of New York State. 

All the game laws 

- 

§. H. H., Bridgeport, Conn —The ‘' Rine Practice’ $1.50 
Score Book’ costs $1. Wecan send them to you, 

JAPHET, Framingham.—For excellent map of Currituck and vicinity 

atidreas A, Dinden Kohl, publisher, Washington, D, 0. 

“ Perry's 

CG, FE. B., New York.—When Was Barnum’s Museum burned down 

Tear Spring st. or Pritce st.7 Ans, In Wabruary, 1867, 

RIGHARDSON.—Nv name on a gun; every dealer uses it, Generally a 

fecond-class arm. Ti is a common property to all makers, 

Youna Sxyareer.—Whioh is the best country for trapping all kind 

of fur out West? Ana. Colorado. Arkansas is also a good State. 

W. A. G., Long Island.—To break up unlawful fishing give the 

proper information to your magistrate, and bring the offender fo trial. 

A, F,, Philadelphia.—Wild plgeons migrate in search of food. Their 
appearance, as yon report them, fying south over Philadalphia is 

nothing nnosnal. 

C. H, B., Philadelphia.—My pup three months old has worms and 1s 

aathin asa rat. Nose and appetite good. Whatshalll give? Ans. 

"Try areca nut, followed by castor oil. 

HM. R., New York.—British racing cutters are decidedly good sea 

boats; better, in faut, than thelr croisers It is a populur error to Siip- 

pose them incapable of keeping the sta, 

L, W.5., Hammontown, N. J—The symptoms detailed by you—low 

apirits, inactivity and dull coat—are those of the early stages of dis- 

temper. He should be treated accardingly. 

'E shakes 

He 

ENG@LisHMAN, Isle of Man.—What hulls my Birish setter ? 

‘ishears? Ans, You hail him yourself when you holler at him, 

auakes bis ears because he doesn'h hear you, 

F. N. T., Bridgeport, Conu., and F. F. M., New York.—For game 
laws of all the States gee FP. GS, Sept. 6. Good bluefishing af Barne- 

gat; see our fishing reports for the past month, 

G. E, A., Boston—For a Hob Roy canoe write to Rushton, Canton, N. 

¥., ahd mention onrname. Canoe complete will cost $65 to $75. His 

work is first-class in eyery respect. See advertisement, 

W. B., Hackettstovn:-—You had better address the party for the in- 

formation directly, a8 we never use the apparatus. See answer to a 

correspondent on the same subject you ask for in this issue. 

A. N,, Philadelphia.—My getter bitch, in heat, had to-day the most 

yiolent fit leyersawinadog, Ans. The probability is that the ft was 

Indiced mainly by her physiological condition; feed low and give a 

mild purge. 

Ixquirngx, New York.—Yollow our yachting columns, and you will 

get a clear [dea of what the cutter rig is, and its advantages. We con- 

sider it yery handy for small cruising yachts, fully as much so as for 

large crait, 

y. Vv. X., Washington, D, C.—You will find the game you are questian 

of in Colorado Doyou not read the yery instructive letters of our staff 

correspondent who is now In that region? See his sixth contribuiion 

in this issue of FORESY AND STREAM, 

E, M. A, Gheesequake Creek.—The birdl yon send usis the florida 

gallinule, It is generally found in th South Atlantic and Gulf States, 
Sometimes, but not yery common, in this latifude. Has been seen in 

Massachusetts. Yours isa young bird, 

T. L., Jr., St. Paul—for a varnish sich as is used for percussion 

caps dissolve 1 ib. best gum shellac in 1 qt. rectified alcohol containing 

95 deg, of pure spirit. The solution is bast mare at a temperature of 

120 deg. As the alcohol evaporates use a small additional quantity in 

working. 

A. B. C., Providence, R. I.—Your request for the mention of ‘* quod 

hunting grounds” is too indelinife. If you have read our paper you 

willhaye seen the mention of scores of good hunting grounds. Hunt- 

ing fields with ‘‘a good market near by” are generally pretty welloccu- 

pled by professioual hunters. 

H. S., Salt Lake City, Utah,—The pocket aneroid barometer ia shaped 
yery much like a watch, ouly that with its case if is about twice as bulgy. 

A good one costs from $13 to $82. Tt is a very good thiug to have with 

you on your mountain trips, Send to the opticians or dealers in sports- 

men's goods who advertise with us, 

J. R, T., Philadelphia.—You will find good hunting and fishing tn the 

region described in the article ‘In the Wilds,” F. & S. August 22, 1878; 

page 45. <ddressthe men there designated, Ifa party i8 going, carry 

both rifles and shotguns. There are game laws In Maine, which are 

published in ourissue of Sept. 5. 

SPANIEL, Philadelphia.—1. | hayean old English gun that has the 

| name of Aubrey stamped upon it. Could you tell me anything of his 

ability asauunmaker? 2 Can yeutellme ofany person in this city 

tiat has spaniel pups for sale? Ans, 1. Sucha maker is known to 

haye made good guns forty yearaugo. 2, Do not know. 

FE, 8. T., Brooklyn.—Patent locks are those having antl-friction ar- 

rangements in the centre blocks, which holds the pin of the sheaye. 

They geveraliy consis. of aseries of composition rollers about the pin, 

and which, in reyolying around the latter, remoye the frictlon pro- 

duced by the sliding of the sheaye over the centrepin in the common 

block. 

READER, Indianapolis —I have a young pointer that I wish to train 

for the field. Gan you mention a book, or several, if convenient, that 
will give me some hints regardingit. Ans, “Dog Breaking,” by W. N. 

Hutchinson; “Dog Paths to Snecess,” “Youatt on the Dog,” “Stonehenge 

on the Dog,” stc, Hallook’s ‘Sportsman’s Gazetteer” is very thorough, 

practical and simple. 

L. S. M,, Boston.—Can you send the name of some good locality tn 

this country, within seventy-five miles of this city, where I shall be 

likely to meet with good partridge and gray squirrel shooting, ete. 

Ans. No place nearly s0 good as Barnstable County on Cape Cod, 

Take Old Colony Rallroad to Sandwich. For fullest information, see 

‘« Hallock's Gazetteer.” 

X. Y. Z., New York.—OMictal time in Brooklyn regatta, June 12, 

1877, for Comet and Arrow is as follows: Arrow—start, 11h., S6M., 349, 5 

arrived, 61., 43m., 168 ; elapsed time, 6h., 6m., 42s.; corrected time, 
éh,, im., 608. Schooner Comet—start, 11h., a7m., 52s.; arrived, 5h., 
60m., 50s.; elapsed time, fm,, 12m., 58s. ; corrected time, 6h., 13m. 

158. Arrow therefore beat Comet by 11m., 25a. 

G, B. T., Barnegat,—Please give me composition of red and green 

fires for boat signals. Ans. Red lire: 32 parts stroutiay nitrate, 9 of 
sulphur, $ of potassium chlorate, and 2 of lamp-black. Green fire: 18 

parts of barium nitrate, 6 of sniphur, 4 of notassium chlorate, and 1 of 

lamp-black. Parts are by welght. Keep dry in bottle. Té composition 

‘urns slowly pounded rosin will help combustion, 

B. B., Philadelpia.—Please give me the charge for single-barrel 
bréech-loading gun, 94 Ibs., 8 bore. The recoil js heavy at 2 oz, 
Would like to shootso much or 24/2 Should a shell be as long as the 
chamber? Do brass shells give most penetration? Ans. 1. 5 dre, ny 

powder and 137 on, shot ¢ught to be your load, and no more. You 

would not do so well with more shot. % No difference in penetration 
with paper or metal. 

J. H,, Holyoke, Mass,—Pointer dog; eyes, a thick yellowish dis- 

charge; coal looks rongh, and there is quite a scalé coming off under 

his cont; tongue white; lips dry. He roiledin the water a great deal 

while ont bunting. [T have given him two doses of castor oll. Ans. 

Probably has taken aold, and may have inflammation of the longs, 
Keep him warm and dry and feed him no meat. Give warm broth, and 
a little sulphur ottce a day. 

J. W.T., New Britain, Cf.—To do good shooting Greener recommends 

to fill up the space in the cariridgeon the top of the ehot with hot tal- 

low, and when the westher is hot to mix wax with the prease. V7hat 
kind of wax ls referred to and what preparation should be used? Hag 

this method been tested in this country and with what success? Ans 

We suppose beeswax ls meant. We have heard of a drop of oil putin 
shot, or some tar. Th has a tendency to ball shot, 

f, L,, Santa Rosa, Californla—We can recommend the following 
books as coming nearest fo what you want. They are all English 
works, a5 nothing of that class haa been published in America: 

“Kemp's Mannal of Yacht and Boat Salling,” price $10; ‘ Vander- 

decken’s Yacht Sailor,” $350; ‘“Wanderdecken’s Yachts and Yacht- 

ing,” $10. For building small boats see back numbers of this paper. 

“Walkard’s Sailing Boat,” $10. Can get either of the above for you 

upon receipt of price, 

@. C. P., New York.—Where can I find the best squirrel hunting in 

Pennsylvania? Im what part of Wisconsin is the best general shoot- 

ing? Ans. For squirrels zo to the vicinity of Clearfleld, or any town in 

thatregion, You will find the most ducks, pratrie fowl, roffed grouse 

(called pheasants), Tabbits, plover, etc., in Central Wisconsin, reached 

by Chicigo and Northwestern, snd Chicago and Milwaukee and con- 

necting railroads. For larger game go to the northern partof the State, 

reached by the Wisconsin Central. 

J., Baltlmore.—1. Will {ft hart a pug bitch, which was lined two 
weeks ago, and which now has mange, to give Fowler’s Solution and 

Tub with sulphur ointment? 2. Also, what shall I do for a four- 

months’ old puppy pug bitch, which, whenever frightened or excited 

séema unable to hold its water? Besides, lt urinates perhaps thirty 
limes a day, Ans. 1. Would not advise the nse of the arsenical solu= 

tion. Give slight dose of ofl before applying the sulphur olotment, and 

reduce food a little. 2, Your fonr-months’ puppy will gat all over the 

trouble you mention in time. Would have no solicitude about her. 

W. 4H. S., Philadelphia.—tI have a shepherd dog; has a very ugly acre 

on one of his ears on the outside, close to the head. Discharges a 

white, pussy looking anbstance; has been there for about ive months; 

had other sores on his back and 8 couple on the inside of the ear, bnt 

these are all well; haye been putting coal ollon them. It cured the 

others, but does nol seem to have apy effecton thisone. The ear 

seems thick all around the sore, Tha dog was very fat, but he Is not 

sonow. Ans. The dog probably has canker of the ear. The external 

sore may need opening; consult a surgeon ; if not, then cleanse it and 

dress it with diluted lead water. 

W. E. W., Newark, N. J.—My metal shells swell when I load therm, 

T do not fancy entering or taking out a tight shell when hurried, and 

would like to know whether it could be prevented. Wonld it help 

matters to load them In a block of their own size, or load them in the 

gun, and then take ouf ready for use? Would shells of twice the usual 

thickness of metyl lessen the swell if No. 10 wads were nsed in No. 12 

shella? Aus. Wedo not think any method of loading would help you, 

nor kind of shell. Possibly itis the gun which is at fault, being atrifie 

larger than the shells, and the shells in exploding syell to the size of 

the barrel. You could not force a 10 wad in a 12 shell, 

Doctor, New York City.—Go to any part of Virginia for quail, You 

cannot ge astray. In purts of the Atate a shot-gun cinnot be faund- 

Por ducks, quail, snipe, woodcock, geesa, rabbits and small game, go 

to Accomac and Northampton counti:s, including Chincoteague, Sina- 

puxent, Markham, etc., reached at little expense by Old Dominion 

steamer and railroad connections. For deer, bear, wild turkeys, and 

excellent fishing, go to Kanawha Falls, on Chesapeake and Ohio R. R, 

For deerand turkeys go to Greenbriar, Brunswick and Augusta coun- 

tles, Kxcellent shooting also within a few miles of Norfolk. You can 

reach most anywhere within twenty-fours' ride of New York. Would 

recommend Virginia to any other State just now. 

G.A.8,, Westfield, Mass —I have a pointer pup, About a month 

back had the distemper, which I cured by using the salt remedy, A 

week ago I noticed his eyes twitch, and the head seemed to drayy to- 

ward the left side, and he would ralse his foot af the same time. This 

would atop him short for a second. and then he would go on allright 

for a few rods, when the same thing would occur again. This kept 

growing worse. On the second day he seemed weak in the hind- 
quarters, so that he staggered and fellin the morning, and foamed at 

the month a little; wasup in a minute, apparently all right but for the 

twitching. ‘The same noon, as I was taking him to & tree in the yard to 

chain him, he suddenly commenced to yelp and look behind him as 

though he saw something coming after him ‘The lesst noise or harsh 

words will set him golog. It takes a minute or two for him to get over 

this, He has had two of these turns. The twitching about the eyes 
and side of the face are kept upallthe tims, He howls and whines 

with every breath, as though he wad in great pain. Ans. The dog is 

awffering from nervous disorder, the resntt of distemper, likely to ter- 

minate in St, Vitus’ dance. Sumetimes quinine (1 to 4 grs.) and nux 

vomica (2¢ to 4¢ grs.) will do good, 

W: 8. R. Danville, 1ll.—Y have an imported pointer bitch, About six 

weeks ago she whelped with seven puppies. Five were taken from 

her and two remained. Pupples apparsntly well until a recent date, 

when the bitch came to my bedside, looked at me, and then, whining, 

fell into a fit. On recovering she went to her puppies. Tcalled a doc- 

tor, who pronounted the case to be rabies. One of the puppies died in 

half an Nour, the other in three-quarters of an hour, both in conyul- 

sions, froth and bloo? coming from the mouth of one of them. The 

bitch had convulsions, panting and gasping for breath. After noticing 

her puppies she seamed as if fearful, and would snap at Imsginary ob- 

jects. Sheseems at times to grow better, but is stiff and has no ap- 

petite; is very nryous, and gives out a pecuilar howl. The Doctor 
has made an examination of the puppy who died, and found the 

stolpach filled with hair, straw, undigested food and some worms. 
The coat of the stomach was red and inflamed, as were the lungs. The 

brain was white and bloodless, the liver, spleen, pancreas and kidney, 

plival cayity, containing a large amount of bloody serum, I now keep 

the bitch under surveillance. Please give me your advice. | s. By 
thia time the nature of the disease in the bitch will have folly U ‘er- 
mined iigelf, Some Of the sytiptoms certainly indicate rabit-:, 
although highly bred bitches are often lable to a varlety of fits during 

the period of suckling. The youngsters no donbt dled from the effects: 

of (he poisoned milk, the resalu of the mother’s condition. Of conrse 

the diagnosis of the physictan muat be accorded welght, and he should 

obserye the progress of the disease in the bitch until fully demon- 
strated, when, if rabid, she ahould be Ieliied. We will be gratified to 

learn from you the further history of the case. 
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American Sportine Trerrrrory.—lit is the pride of the 

Englishman that he may hunt his game the world over and 

remain all the time on Engiish possessions. The territory 

open to Americans in their own country is scarcely less in ex- 
tent or more limited in variety. When a man has thoroughly 

fested the sport afforded by the widely differmg fields 
to be found in this broad land of ours, from the swamps of 

Florida to the glens of Washington Territory, he will be 

either too satiated with the pleasure or too advanced in years 
to carry the war into Africa or any other effete hunting region. 

Indeed, on the contrary, we find the great. hunters of Africa, 

among them Gordon Cummings, as well as the other sports— 

men of France and Germany and England, count the cycle of 

their field days incomplete if they connot reckon in them some 

weeks or months devoted to the game of America. Whena 

man considers himself an expert lion slayer it is next in order 

r him to “tackle” a grizzly. The bear may show him some 

things not dreamed of in the lion hunter’s philosophy. 
a 

Our Kenyet Deparrment.—YWe are glad that the Kennel 
Department of Formst anp Srream is likely to be (he gainer 
by the recent demise of that eminently respectable paper, the 
Country, which lived to so fair an age under the management 
of our quondam and much esteemed editor, Wm. M. Tileston, 

Esq, This gentleman has now engaged to serve us in the 

capacity of Kennel Editor, and will endeavor to draw his 

Jinesin the interest of gentlemen sportsmen and fanciers of 
dogs, as he has alwaysdone. We consider him a much de- 

sired acquisition, for there is no department of a sportsman’s 

paper which requires so much tact, discernment, discretion 
and intelligent knowledge of the matters which come within 

ifs scope. 
—-— 

—These October days invite us tolong tramps over the hills 

and to rambles through the woods. The wise man will yield 
to the beguiling influences of the hazy atmosphere and the 
fallnig leaf, and go forth to find health tor hody and spirit. 

LONG ISLAND DEPLETED OF GAME. 

HATEVER yarious causes may have conspired to 

drive and keep wild fowl and bay birds from the 
shores of Long Island, the fact that those shores are almost 

utterly deserted at present is as patent aseit is lamentable. 

Last week fonr thoroughbred gentlemen sportsmen, of whom 

we may say ex-Goy. Dix was one, spent seyeral days near 

Southampton, and scareely saw a feather, where four years 

ago there was an abundance of game. Other trustworthy 

parties bring like reports from various localities. We have 

nof had an opportunity to investigate causes of dearth in 

many well-known resoris; and it may he that absence of 

shore birds this fall is due to caprice more than to radical 
causes, and that the desertion of the great bays by wilu fowl 

during the past and previous years was but incidental and 

temporary. Of one section, however, we do have positive 

knowledge, and we regret to say that the causes of dearth are 

so deep-rooted and positive that no wild fowl will ever appear 

there again until they are removed, It may be that investiga- 
tion will result in revelations of like character elsewhere, 

Half way down toward the end of that long and picturesque 
pehinsula known by the Indian name of Montauk, and which 
terminates the southeastern extremity of Long Island, is a 

sheet of water called Great Pond, It is three miles long and 

half a mile wide. Ten years ago it was out of reach of tide- 

water, and grown up all along ils edges with a luxuriant 

morass of the sweet vegetation upon which water fowl love 
lo feed. Then two or three gunners could kill fifty geese on 
a pleasant day during the season of their migration, and all 

sorts of ducks were present in thousands. We knew of one 

party of three men killing 250 broadbills in five days, and this 

was only eight years ago. About that time, however, some 

men who had not the fear of being ridden by the ghost of 
Nimrod before their eyes, cut out the passage-way between 

the ocean and the pond, so as to allow every tide to sweep in 

and take possession of the inland Jake, Their idea was the 

cultivation of eels. The result, of course, was that the salt 

water killed all the sweet BedBes and aquatic plants upon 

which the wild fowl lived ; and this food supply gone, the 

honking hosts which were wont to stop and linger at their 

repast in the reedy environs of Great Pond now only whirled 

once or twice in disappointment above their accustomed 

hayen and then continued on their way. The gunners, there- 

fore, like the geese, haye departed, and no more does the 

sound of the double-barrel echo along far Napeague, or vie | 

with the ever-booming surf. 

This is an unfortunate state of affairs for all parties con- 

cerned, unless possibly we may except the wild fowl. The 

people who live in the neighborhood no doubt obtein a small 
profit by the increased catch of eels, for which they have pro- 

vided so ample a harbor; but, granting thatas an eel-pot 
Great Pond is serviceable, we are confident that as a game 

preserve it would be more so. There was a time when large 
numbers of sportsmen were in the habit of ‘ going on Mon- 

tauk” to shoot wild geese and ducks, sure of good sport there, 

These sportsmen left money behind them, and where one 

went ten years ago five gunners would go now, and, as a mat- 

ter of course, the farmers of the vicinity, transformed for the 

nonce into hosts, would find five times as much money in their 
puckets. Now, however, no sportsmen except plover and 

woodcock shooters go there, for wild fowl no longer flock 
atthe pond. It would certainly be good policy for the pro- 

prietors to sacrifice their eels, shut out the salt water, and 

pray that the duck-weed and sweet flag make haste to grow 

again. Then they will have an attraction to adyertise worth 
considering, and will reap a good harvest of both money and 

gratitude. 

If the Montaukers wou’t take our hint, then we adyise some 

dozen or so of gentlemen interested in the sport to obtain the 
title to the spot, which could probably be had very cheaply— 

since, as we are informed, only $50 a year is paid by the eel 
culturists—and restore it to ils pristine condition. Two or 

three years would suffice. The original outlay would be 

small, and the annual expense only sufficient to pay a watch- 

man to keep the natives from tearing down the dam and 
making a public eel pond of it again. We honestly believe 

that the subsequent sport and the sale of shooting privileges 

would not only satisfy the stockholders fur their investment, 

but afford a handsome profit. 
a 

A MISCONSTRUCTION OF SPORT. 

HE London Spectator, in a recent issue, descanting on 

the death of Mr. George Payne, the Master of the Pyteh- 
ley Hunt, goes yery much out of the way to decry sport in 

general, and to throw opprobrium on the leading sporting 
journal of the world, the London /ieid, The Spectator says, 
noling the drift of popular ta te, “that every year the space 

devoted in the political journals to sport increases, while the 

demand for it adyanceg, till proprietors are compelled to use 

type which is almost too small to read, and the ‘ latest 

betting’ crowds out the latest debate.” * * * Also, that 

there is ‘'a thirst, apparent in all grades of society, jor 

pleasure; better, n0 doubt, in some respects, than the pleasure 

provided by the music hall, but at least as destructive of 

xteady devotion to work of all kinds, the industry and the 

self sacrifice, which haye made England great.” 
Persons familiar with that crabbedness of the Spectator, 

which dictates so many articles of an acerbitous character, 

are not at all astonished at such expressions. Between the 
person of the late Mr. George Payne and the general subject 

the English reviewer writes about, thero- is hy no means as 
perfect a connection as the author of the article indicates. Tt 
is true, Mr. Payne was a sportsman, as England once under-~ 

stood it, Inheriting a vast fortune, he soon left his handsome 

estates at the Derby and Epsom and Crockford's. To run 
horses, Lo frequent races, to follow the hounds, to be master 
of the greatest fox hunting club in England, was Mr. Payne's 

chiefest ambition, Thanks to just such an intrinsically great 

journal as is the London #%eld and its infitience, that sole 

horsy element, which might have been the only one in the time 

of the regency which was cared for by the sportsman, has kad 

substituted for it other and more ennobling objects. It may 
be said, in honor of all the leading Nnglish sporting journals, 

that the sports of the forest and the stream have drawn men 
from the race course and betting stand, and taught them how 

to find heulth and recreation in more wholesome fields, These. 

journals have done more than this. Thanks to them, a man, 

after the toil and trouble of work, has gained new life—tfresh 

pleasures in the absolute study of the animals, birds and fish 
which the Almighty has placed on this earth. This appre- 
ciation of all the forms of nature tempers his amusements. 
Sporting journals of the higher class all show the elevating 
tendency, and are no longer simple records of horse racing or 

boxing, but have educated vast audiences to other and hicher 
aims, A crusade against sport, such as the Spectator makes, 

shows an utter ignorance of what true sport is; for the author 

neyer could have taken the fime to read what was lest in 
English journalism on the subject he treats about. If ¢lerks 

are devoted to athletics, what on earth can be better for them ? 
When the brain is fagged out with poring over ledgers, the 

body cramped, the lungs suffocated by the close air of connt- 
ing-rooms, shall not the jaded man find recreation and health 
in the fields? It is not given to many like, perhaps, to the 

Spectator writer, to take bis horse and ride, in order to recover 
the vim he may have lost in inditing the very article he has so 

acrimoniously compiled, 

We may be thankful that articles of the character we have 
commented on are so much ink and paper wasted, As long 

as God has made man, the man will and must find recreation. 

Mind and body seek relaxation, and the morals of the general 
public, both in England and America, haye been improved, 
and will continue to improve if they seek even to a greater de- 

gree, in honest ways, that recuperation of the yilal energy 

which true rational sport only can give. The whist player or 

the racing man is not to our taste any more than to the writer 
in the Spectator ; but the idea that the vital life of a nation is 

) impaired by reason of its fondness for athletic amusements is 

simply absurd. The most perfect man is he who can read in 

his study his Greek tragedy, or clearly understand a dry di- 
gest of international law, and then, dropping the musty 
tomes on the green-sward, run his mill, or on the lawn 
stand hat in hand before the stumps, or on the cool river 

handle the oars. We all must seek for that counterpoise be- 
tween brain and brawn, and the Spectator may snarl for years 

to come about the coachman who said of the gentleman, 
‘He wor a gentleman! Me never did nothing, and he’d such 

lots of horses!”—and still the world will do what it can to 

amuse itself, for amusement brings with it a better life, and 
even the foretaste of future happiness. 

Evidently the souree of the Spectator’s information must 

have been derived from ‘*Tom and Jerry.” Thackeray tells 
in his ‘“* Roundabout Papers” how, tempted by curiosity, he 

went tothe British Museum to look over this old book of 

Pierce Hgan’s. The style of writing, he was compelled to 

own, was not pleasing; it was even vulgar; and a description 

of sports antl amusements of London and of England in the 

ancient times, hardly more than fifty years ago, were to him 
more curious than amusing. 

———— 

MIDSUMMER JAUNTS OUT WEST, 

BY THE EDITOR. 

JAUNT tHE Firtna. 

t ASHLAND, Wiscunsin, Sept. 1878. 
Brorage Epirors: 
My Ashland letter should haye been written and forwarded 

to you six weeks ago, while yet it was midsummer; but now, 

as I write, an early frost has touched the maples with crim- 
son, and the ash with yellow, and the guests who could then 
scarcely keep cool, even iu these northern latitudes, haye 

scattered to their respective homes. The friends who fished 

with me in Fish Creek, Sioux River, Whittelsey’s Brook and 
over at the “‘ Rocks,” on the West side of Chequamegon Bay, 
have departed, and the few who remain here for the fall 
shooting find a merry crackle and genial warmth in the camp- 

fire. 
Over the bay at Green's farm, when I was there, the deer 

used to run with the cattle on the meadows, and I doubt not 

some sportsman has made good venison of them by this time. 
All around Asuland is excellent deer shooting. The woods 
are full of swamps, and bears find ample shelter in the thick 

jungle. A good bag of woodcock can be mare in season at 
the head of the bay, and mallards, teal and geese give excel- 

lent sport throuzhout the present month. 

I haye always regretted that fashion seems to have set the 
limit to the rural hotel season. ‘The heats of the summer are 
simply to be endured, but the crisp, vivifying atmosphere of 

autumn is to be enjoyed. ‘hose who rusticate usually expe- 

rience about as few of the de. ghts of country life as the at- 
tendants ona camp meeting do of the joysof heaven. They 
awelter through the dusts and heat of summer under the 

* 
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shade and shelter of a piazza, and go home fo the dust and 
heat of town just so soon as (he temperature becomes Lolor- 
able, and the forests put on their golden garniture. They 
Enow as little of the charms of the country as those do who 
visit Mlorida in midwinter and return before the orchids em- 
purple the bare limbs of the trees, or the roses and jasmines 

enrich the earth with their bloom and fragrance. ‘There is 

no portion of the year so delectable to the sportsman and the 

loyer of nature as the months of September and October in 

Wisconsin and her sister States adjacent. Still, my recollec- 
tions of my summer saunterings on Lake Superior are quite 

unalloyed, and whether they take me back to the river chan- 
nel which courses through the tangled woods, or among the 

verdure-clad and verdure-crowned rocks of the Apostle 

Islands, the hues which I recall are all either rose-tinted or 

cerulean. I remember only the bright sunshine which made 

the day happy, and the blue bosom of the broad lake where 

its sparkies glinted and flashed. If the mid-day were torrid, 

We hook a siesta in the thick wouds, as the deer do, or pushed 

our skiff into one of the cool caverns which honeycomb the 

sandstone cliffs along the Superior shore. I wrote you of 

these cliffsin my last year's Jettera, and told you how the 

wear of time and the elements had beaten and chiselled the 
soft rocks into all sorts of fantastic shapes, so that the cliffs 

look like buttresses and ramparts, and the caves like gate- 
ways to ancient castles. Well, the big trout which are caught 
here lie in the shadows of the arches, like liyeried flunkies in 

™ waiting, and so we anglers, knowing their foibles, paddle up 
cautiously, with our rods and light tackle, and quietly give 
them the “tip,” as they say in England; and the joke of it 
is, we take a rise out of them every time, Of course it is an 
imposition upon their credulity, but if scores one to our bas- 
ket, and that is where the laugh and the fish come in together. 
In some places masses of rock which have been split off by the 
frost from the ledges above haye tumbled into the water below, 

4nd around these there is always good fishing. TF ly-fishing is 
the approved mode, and there can be nothing more comforta- 
ble to the angler than to sit in his skiff and cast, regardless of his 

back line, which has the whole bay for scope, in toward shore, 
and when he has hooked a fish, be allowed the whole of Lake 
Superior to play himin. But bait-fishing is not a tabooed 

art by any means, and the man who can toss his minnow 

slraight into a crack or under a beetling ledge is not to be de- 
spised. He will take fish where the other fails. The most 
expert local fisherman, with bait or fly, is Jim Ohapman, of 

Bayfield. He is a merchant, and as he never allows his busi- 
ness to interfere with pleasure, one generally finds his store 

closed and himself down at the rocks, This year the rock- 

fishing was poor, owing to theabsence of minnow, whichis the 

natural food of the troutand the best bait for them; so, after a 

test or two, Jim devoted his attention to the streams which flow 
into the lake for forty miles or so along shore. He has a pret- 
ty steam Jaunch with which he can reach them easily,and parties 

can usually charter this craft and Jim’s services and put ina few 
days most profitably, The past season two parties, one com- 

posed of the Hon. Uenry M. Rice, of Minnesota, and 

friends, and the other of lawyer Bowman, é¢ al, of St. Louis, 
made most notable catches on Sand and Sioux rivers, their 

takes counting several bundreds. One fishing party was 
composed entirely of clergymen, from various States, eleyen 
inall. Their yacation extended over several weeks, with enviable 

good fortuue to themselves and credit to the reputation which 
has always attached to the cloth since the days when 

the Apostle Peter went fishing with a hook. In oné single 
day no less a number than forty persons left Bayfield with 

outfits for extended crnises, some to |he outer islands, and 
others to the rivers along the lake coast. 

These rivers are for the most part clear and yery cold, 

winding through unbroken forests, and much obstructed by 

fallen trees and drift, requiring frequent use of the axe to 

cleara passage. Boats ascend several miles, however, with 
no great difficulty, and the comparative immunity from flies 

and mosquitoes makes camping delightful, and enhances the 

enjoyment of those insearch of rest as well as recreation. 
The principal streams within thirty miles are the Upper White 
River, the Long Lake Branch and the South Branch of the 
White River, Fish Creek, Whittelsey's Creek, Vandewent- 

ers Creek, Sioux River, Onion River, Trout Brook, Bruns- 
weiler, Marengo, Silver Creek, Sand River, Raspberty and 
Pike's Creek, all accessible by boat or railroad, I, as well as 
Messrs. Munson, Prati, Prince, and others, have sent to you, 
from time to time, brief notes and longer descriptions of many 
of them. To describe here would be simply to repeat the 

narrative of the toilsome ascent of rapids, the carries around 

obstructions, the sacking over shoals, the chopping away of 

logs and drift, hauling over cross-timbers, dodging under 
sweepers, paddling or rowing oyer stretches of still water, 
and pushing or poling when the stream is turgid. ‘To make a 
long story and 4 long journey short, the best fishing is at head- 
waters, and he who oan inveigle the fish most successfully by 
poking his baitand sinker among roots, logs and brush, will 
capture the heayiest fish and make the biggest string. Suc 

cess depends less upon faith than on strength of tackle. There 
are, to be sure, many long stretches of river which ufford good 
fly-casting, and taken all together there is sufficient diversity 

to make the excursions pleasant, Besides the trout streams 
there are numerous bass, pike and muskalonge lakes, accessi- 

ble by the Wisconsin Central Railroad, which has opened up 
the wilderness regions of Northern Wisconsin to the lumber- 
manand sportsman. The best known of these are Lake Har- 
tiet, Dryden's Lake and Butternut. This whole sectiomis in- 

terapersed with large and small lakes, swamps, aloughs and 

marshes, all in their primiliye state and constituting the 
sources of the St, Croix, Chippewa, Rush, Wisconsin, Meno- 
Yninee, and minor rivers, with their tributaries, Until the 

Central Wisconsin Railroad was built Jast. year these wilder- 

néss streams were the only thoroughfares for getting the logs 

and lumber to market, but with the railroad as accessory, 

much of the wilderness is made available which could not be 
reached before, All along the line, from Stevens Point, which 
lies nearly in the centre of the State, 10 Ashland, on Lake 

Superior, sleam saw mills haye been erected and villages haye 

sprung up around them, some of which have already expanded 
into yery considerable towns, ach mill is the centre of a 
great industry, which is fed and kept in activity by rude 
tramways of logs extended far into the pmeries, over which 

the timber harvests of the logging swamps are transported by 

horse power or steam. These tramways are the quaintest 

imaginable, laid without much regard to grade or direct lines; 

and a very noyeland amusing sight it is to watch the strings 
of trucks, each Jaden with frum 1,500 to 2,000 feet of logs, 

rumbling and jolting over the roughuesses of the road, as they 

wind through and emerge from the deep recesses of the 

forest. Very absurd, too, to look at, are the little engines 
which are used, Upon the rear end of a platform car is 
perched an upright boiler six feet igh by four feet in di- 

ameter, crowned by a smoke-pipe leading from the fireplace 
underneath. In front is a water tank, three feet in diameter 

by five feet high, The driving gear with the driver at the 

lever, stands between the boiler and the tank, The motor 

consists of two 6x9 cylinders with link motion, placed on an 

upright stand and connected with a pair of drivers by two 
heavy Evart chains running over spur wheels, while the two 

axles are likewise connected by the same kind of chain, thus 

making all the wheels drivers. There is a light housing oyer 
all, consisting of a tin roof upon uprights of inch gas-pipa. 
Hach engine is of 50-horse power, and will draw from six to 

eight loaded trucks, Its cost is only $1,400, and its weight 
about 800 pounds. With these contrivances, the whole sys- 

tem of lumbering is likely to be revolutionized. Instead of 
depending upon winter snows for hauling, and the caprices of 

uncertain streams for driving, lumbering will be carried on 
chiefly in summer, and uninterruptedly all the year round; 

aud regions remote from water courses will ba just as availa- 
ble as those penetrated by rivers. When one section is ex- 

hausted, the tramways may be taken up and relaid in other 

directions, and thus we shall sooner and more easily reach the 

end of our timber supply, which, we are told, is so nearly ex- 

hausted that ina few years more we shall realize, as fully as 

those who dwell on the treeless prairies, the inconvenience 

and absolute distress occasioned by a svarcity of wood. 
In following the route of the Wisconsin Central Railroad 

from Milwaukee to Ashland, I wrote you last year that all that 

portion south of Stevens Point wus long since settled and im- 

proved. Stevens Point was the outpost and distributing point 

for the almost unexplored wilderness beyond, until the road 

was extended and completed fifteen months ago. Aside from 
the lumber interest and the growth of settlements along the 
line which it is interesting to watch and compare from time 
to time, there is little to engage the attention of the tourist or 

break the monotony of continuous forest for 160 miles after 

leaying Stevens Point. Probably in no other part of the 
United States can such a streteh of uninterrupted wilderness 
be traversed. To conductors and trainsmen who pass it almost 

daily the year round, the journey must be irksome, but to me 
there is something entrancing in the complete isolation and 
subiime solitude. I can study the grandeur of the towering 

pines and contemplate the impenetrable swamp and the far- 

reaching morass with an interest which kindlesas we advance. 
For miles together we see no living creature. If there be ten- 

ants which people the forest, they lie close in cover while we 

pass. No birds are on the wing, Occasionally we see wig 

wams of Indians, half hidden in the underbrush, but the ov- 

cupants are inyisible, While we move, the thunder of the 
engine wakes the echoes; when we stop, all is silent, The 

hiss of the escaping steam hasa hollow sound. When the 

sun shines the lights and shadows are cheerful, but when 

night falls the solitude is felt. Then the glow of the head- 

light Hashes out in a bright ray far in advance, and we trace 

the parallel lines of steel which lead us by a fixed and certain 
pathway to our desired hayen, Behind us the track is just as 
positive, and he who does not deviate theretrom will noi be 
lost. But lef us imagine ourselves set down in the selfgame 
spot, dropped into the wi.derness, as it was before this road 

was built; how helpless we should be in our solitude! How 
slight our chances of escape! ‘Then, indeed, would we real- 

ize the yastness of this 160 miles of unbroken wilderness. ‘The 

experience would be different from our midsummer jaunt in 
parlor cars, surrounded with all the luxuries of travel, with ice 

in the water-cooler, cigars for refreshment, and the inevitable 

train boy to tempt us with apples, peanuts and the latest pic- 
torial and dime novel. 

Thirty-five miles before reaching Ashland, the road crosses 

the Penoka iron range at a height of 1,000 feet above Lake 
Superior, and after passing the summit, touches the Bad 

River, 4 boisterous, dashing stream, whirling through rocks, 

ravines and broken landscape, crossing it some dozen times in 

seven miles. WNext it jumps Silver Creek, over an iron bridge 

ninety feet high and 600 feet long, and then, in a few miles 
more, another iron bridge, 102 feet high and 1,560 feet in 

length, which is said to be the largest of its kind in the 
world, with one exception, Front the car window the tray- 
eler looks down upon tha tops of the largest pines which line 

the river bottom for miles above and below the bridge, and 

fill the valley with dense foliage, through which (he spark 
Jing riyer can be seen at intervals, 

Six miles farther on the pretty village of Ashland lies 
siretched slong the shore of Chequamegon Bay in two paral- 

lel streets which extend for two miles or more. It is perched 

on 4 high bluff, which is broken at a half dozen regular in- 

tervals by ravines, or cooleys, and these being bridged, give a 
picturesque diversity to what would otherwise be a continu- 

ous level. An unbroken forest lies directly in the background, 

The only pretentious buildings are the new court house aod 

the hotel, which has now become noted as one of the most 

commodious and desirable summer resorts in the Northwest, 

The site is charming, The broad bay in front is five miles 

wide, flanked by ligh hills and red sandstone cliffs, and it ex- 

tends for eighteen miles, broken at intervals by projecting 
points of land and the inflow of several rivers. In the farth- 

est distance at the mouth of the bay can be seen, when the 

sun is shining, the white houses of Bayfield on the one. side, 

and of La Pointe opposite, with the rounded outlines of the 

Apostle Islands between; to which places an excursion by 
sail yacht or steamer is one of the favorite pastimes of 

summer sojourners, Six miles east, along the shore where 

the Bad River empwes, is an Indian reservation which affords 
an interesting visit to strangers. The natives come almost 

daily to the hotel to sell berriesand trinkets. There is usually 
a summer camp at the head of the Bay, three miles distant, 
near the mouth of Fish Creel; and here the phenomenal tides 

of Lake Superior can be observed at best advantage, for there 
is a bar across the creek which at times preyents the passage 
of a skiff, while at others itallowss draft of two feet of water, 

The interval between the ebb and flow is often less than half 
an hour, but the tides occur at irresular and uncertain inter- 

yals. Ihave often made my boat fast at the edge of the 
water on a shelying beach and afterward found it high and 

dry, twenty feet away. Two miles from Bayfield is another 
Indian reservation, and a few miles farther west the head. 

quarters of the Agency, comprising a dock, barns and several 
large buildings neatly painted. 

Bayfield and Ashland are rivals. Bayfield is by long oddg 

the most picturesque. It occupies a slope at the foot of a 

mountain, and js flanked by a wood cliff on theeast. On the 

top of the mouniain is a Jake whose waters, conducted into 
the village by pipes, fill the pretty yards with sparkling foun- 
fains and the houses with comfort. Oullying islands enrich 
the landscape, and afford abundant sport to the angler, De- 
lectable trout streams are accessible, and the track of the 
great lake steamers lies at the door, The cool southwest wind 
modifies the summer heat and drives the mosquitoes back into 
the woues behind. But Ashland has that which Bayfield has 
nof, namely, a first-class hotel, and so, while Bayfield may 

captivate the anglers who rough it, Ashland enjoys the cream 
of the summer patronage, ‘There is talk of building a grand 
hotel, and an apparent demand for it seems to warrant suc- 
cess fo the enterprise, ‘This season there has been a marked 
increase of visitors, who have congregated from all parts of 
the United States. Certainly, the attractions are &reater than 
can be found at most inland resorts, 
When Ileft this cosy nook on Lake Superior to plunge 

again into the 186 miles of wilderness of which I haye Writ- 
ten, I turned my back upon one of the most fayored spots on 
earth. I shall eyer remember the gorgeous sunsets, the cool 
evenings and the lingering twilights, which did not wholly 
fade until after the hour of nine o’clock, So, happily, may 
be the departure of all our lives—radiant at the close, like the 
candle which flashes and is then snuffed out, or the autumn 
foliage which crimsons cre it falls. HALLoor, 

mee F in 

[FROM A STAFF CORRESPONDENT. | 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS. 
No. 6. 

M Y Jast letter to you was dated ‘*In Camp on the Wagon 
Hound.” Leaving that gameless country on the morn- 

ing of Saturday, we reached Medicine Bow early in the after. 
noon of that day, and as Como, a small station seven miles 
from the former place, was our objective point we determined 
to push on and make our port before night, We stopped long 
enough at the Bow for Tommy to feed and water his mules, 
and started in 4 drizzling rain, The seven miles was accom. 
plished in the surprisingly short time of three hours, and thig 
amid the lamentations of Tom who complained of the rough 
road, which wasin faci very good, as roads go here, wet 
weather, and so forth. He was not much to blame, howeyer, 
as the return trip to the Bow must be made by him before 
night, and the rain froma drizzle had deyeloped into a first. 
class storm, Arrived al Como the unpacking of our multi, 
furious goods occupied some time, but finally Tom was 
ready to start back, and with a parting good-bye, and the re- 
mark that he would take it slow going home (which eyoked 
audible smiles from the party), he belabored his team and 
crawled out of sight over the bluff, 
Two years ago the population of Como, resident I mean; 

was fourteen, but this it must be confessed included eight 
dogs andl acat. The census of 1878 makes the resident popu- 
lation nine, including men, woman, children, dog and cat 
Children and cats are running up the count ina surprising 
manner,and we predict a large increase before the next census, 
Como was not, before the railroad, and is now only to the 

extent of the station, whose genial and efficient young man. 
ager, Mr, W. #. Carlin, isnow sitting near me, and thesection. 
house, contéining all the female population, covered by ona 
Capacious calico wrapper-like garment, herfaithful spouse and 



the brood of offspring, whose exact number I have not yet de- 
termined. 
Como is a namesake of the beautiful and picturesque Ital- 

jan town, and though not daring to rival it in grandeur of 
surroundings is yet appropriately named. Lake Como in 
Wyoming is a clear crystal sheet of water, slightly alkaline, 
blue as the sky it reflects, with several bays and indentations, 

and stretching from close by the railway line about two miles 

to the north-east. Its shores are diversified by alternate over- 

hanging bushes, white sandstone cliffs twenty feet in height, 

and prairie lands sloping to the water's edge. Its depth varies 

from three to twelve feet, and the sole denizens of its opaque 

waters are the curious Siredon lichenotdes, changing into the 

jizard-like Ammblystoma of terrestial habits, a few water beetles 

(Hidrobius and Hydrophilus), and this year for the first time, 

frogs and the transitional tadpole. The bed of the lake is in 

most parts covered with a beautiful vein-like growth of moss, 
with spaces between of clear white clay, the whole having a 

yery attractive and fishy look. he surface though, to a 
sportsman’s ¢ye, presents the keenest attractions. Groups of 

ducks ficat at all seasons lightly on its ripples, and in the fall 
days the golden October sun looks down upon its surface lit- 

erally covered with water fowl Mallards, gadwalls, shovel- 

Jers, sprigtails, the three varities of teal, Carolinensis discors 
and cyanopter'a, with occasional flocks of canvas backs, red 

heads, scaups and a few geese, mostly Canadensis. 

The country about Como is rich in geological treasures, and 

its beds of fossil remains are yet but slightly worked. The 
rock exposures are wholly of Mesozoic age, and fine sections 

from the middle Cretaceous down to the base of the Triassic 
can be found in the vicinity. From the Jurassic beds haye 

been obtained, by parties in the employ of Professor Marsh of 

Yale College, some of the most remarkable forms of fossil ani- 

mals yet known from this country. Gigantic dinosaurs of the 

most diverse descriptions, others very small and with thin and 

pbird-like bones, fishes, turtles, crocodiles and a single mam- 

mal make up the strange list of Como’s ancient Jarassic life. 
Some of the larger saurians must, when alive, have weighed 

many tons. 

Sunday following our arrival here we spent in rest and re- 

cuperation, cleaning and oiling our guns and rifles, which 

were something the worse for the weather, writing our letters, 

and soon. On Monday we repair to the shores of the lake to 

investigate its resources. By direction of Mr. Carlin, who 

en passant is a first-rate gun shot, [ make a circuit and place 
myself on the extreme point ofa neck of land which juts out 
into the lake and incloses quite an extensive bay, on whose 
glassy waters I can, from my concealment, descry numerous 
groups of teal and mallard peacefully feeding. Carlin I can 

see crawling slowly toward them, lizard-like on all fours, at 

the point where the bow attains its greatest curvature. Now 

lie has gainedthe rushes which furnish an admirable blind, and 

still the ducks, innocent and unsuspicious, chatter together, sip 

the water, nearly fresh at this place, and pursue their various 

avocations. Numerous single birds and pairs float by me as 

I wail, and with the moving waters reflecting the clouds and 

bordering landscape it looks most like the moying slides of 
fhe kaleiduscope. As Carlin rises, the ducks, with a roar of 
wings, take to flight, and simultaneously the puff of smoke is 

seen and the double detonation rolls from shore to shore. A 

half dozen birds drop to the water, and now my turn 1s com- 

ing, and the birds, broken into smaller bunches, aré bearing 
down upon me. You all know without an attempted descrip- 

tion how the birds look, as with outstretched necks they sail 

steadily down toward the bush or brush house, intent only 

on the dreadful enemy in their rear; how their wings quiver 

in the sunlight and their anxious heads turn this way and 

that seeking a haven of rest and security. And you all know 

the feelings thrilling the breast of the hunter lying in wait 

for the surely-approaching quarry, how he tightly grasps his 

gunstock and barrels, and with flashing eye takes his measures 

and singles out his birds ; perhaps two are about to cross, or 

closely huddled offer a triple shot. So 1 calculate my 

ehances, and my dear old gun speaks volumes ; first to right, 

then to left, and three birds close their wings and, splashing on 

the water, lie still, The lovely panorama, a moment before 

delighting my eyes from this water-mirror, is now utterly ob- 

literated, and the tiny wavelets circling wider and wider from 

the centre soon efface all semblance of land and sky and leave 

but a conglomerate of blue, green and gray. ** Bitters” (an 

intelligent Newfoundland dog) is soon retrieving the birds one 

by one, and one bag from the lake at this point numbers eight 

birds, five mallards, two gadwalls and a green-winged teal. 

Now we cross the ridge and betake ourselves to the exten- 

sive marshes, formed by the overflow of a small fresh-water 

ereek which runs into the Jake and by numerous fresh springs 

which here abound. Tall rushes coyer its whole expanse with 

their thick green stalks, and progress is necessarily slow,made 
more so, too, by the constant halts as the mallards, or teal, 

sprung by ones and twos from the spring holes and creek 

sides, fall here and there to the constant bang-bang of the 

guns. The walking is tedious in the extreme, deep holes 

sbound at every step, and being covered with the long grass 

and dead reeds form admirable pitfalls for the luekless sports- 
man, ‘This ill, however, is more than compensated! by the 

abundance of birds. Marsh hawks are seen on every hand, 

put so bold are they that offen one will descend to snatch a 

dead or wounded teal before we can bring it to bag; but the 

fard of prey pays the penalty of his life in more than one in- 

stance for his daring robbery. 

This sport, even with its inconveniences, isadmirable. It 
is exciting to a degree, and when one is fortunate enough to 

mike a double shot, as & pair of mallards spring quacking 
from their reedy home, the feeling is one akin to triumph. 
Wilson’s snipe, too, are in season, very plenty here, but we 
are a trifle too early, though a few are flushed in the open 

spots of the marsh. The buckskin cord suspended across our 

shoulders grows more and more weighty, and before we have 

traversed a half of the ground we are fain to confess that we 

have had enough sport of the kind for one day and, loaded 

with eighteen fine fat ducks in prime condition, we retrace 

our steps to the station and arrive in time to enjoy a hearty 

lunch with the balance of the population, resident and movy- 
irg. 

Toward evening we are again on the war trail, this time to 
‘try a whirl’ at the sage grouse. The sage grouse, Uentro- 

cercus urophasianus, is a poor table bird, excepting when 
young, say three-quarters prown; and even then the bird must 

he dressed soon after being killed. The reason for this, as 

many of your readers are aware, is that their almost exclusive, 

or very general diet of sage seeds and leayes permeates the 

flesh, causing a strong, sometimes pungent odor and taste. 

This fact, to my mind, detracts much from the sport, for who 

enjoys the killing of game merely for the sake of killing, and 

with no after benefit to accrue? Still, off we start, hoping to 

fail in with a brood of young birds. No dog is obtainable, so 

we do the next best thing, go without. A flock is soon found, 

and the birds, great things as large as a hen-turkey, are walked 

up. Instead of crouching down and attempting to hide they 

stalk slowly in front of us until two or three of their number, 

taking wing, are easily dropped, when the whole flock clum- 

sily rise, fly three or four hundred yards and drop again. The 

killed and wounded are left on the field and we proceed in 

search of birds of more tender flesh and age. Luckily we 
find an old cock and hen with seven pretty well-grown young, 

the latter lie well, and of the seyen that we almost kick from 

the sage brush we bag six. ‘They are about the size of a hen 

and, being dressed and cooked, made fair food. Our fiat kay- 
ing been pronounced against sage grouse shooting as a sport, 
and they, when cooked, haying been stigmatized as ‘‘a poor 

dish,” we clean our guns of the powder expended in their pur- 

suit and make ready for our next turn with the ducks, 

So the days of our stay at Como glide by, days filled with 

pleasant out-door work and nights filled with restful, dream- 

less sleep. Occasionally the monotony of grouse and ducc 

shooting is yaried by a tramp to Rock Oreek for deer, or an 

antelope hunt fills out the measure of another day. As the 
hour for my departure draws near I cannot but take a retro- 

spect of the weeks spentnear this locality. the pleasant friend- 

ships and acquaintances formed with the generous, open- 

hearted plainsmen and mountaineers. 

The tedious days’ climbing, the return to camp and supper 

of choicest viands, then around the camp fire the thrilling story 

of border life, the rollicking, reckless song and the stilly night 
beside the dying embers and beneath the starry and moonlit 

canopy of heaven ; all this, manet alta in mente repostuim ; 
olim et hee meminisse jusaiie. Yo. 

Como, Wyoming. 
es 

Orryx VirGiniANus—in Particular.—The people of Virginia 
are waking up to the importance of game preservation in that 

State, and the leayen of conservatism is even working strong- 

ly in the mountains ; thanks to the efforts of the Fish Com- 
missioners, the State Game Protective Society, and those 
earnest and time honored papers, the Richmond Dispatch and 

Richmond Whig. Fortunately, ihe State of Virginia com- 

prises at this time one of the best game preserves in America, 

In some sections the quail are a numerous as the multitude 

sent into the famishing camp of the Israelites in their journey 
to the Red Sea and beyond. Verily, the Virginian Canaan is 
like unto the Canaan of Oaleb and Joshua, those stout henech- 

men of the patriarch Moses, who stayed the hands of the 

great leader and explorer uplifted in surprise at the fruitful- 

ness of a land overflowing with quail, good grapes, peach and 
honey. If there is any gentleman in the State capable of 

testifying to the actual facts as herein stated, it is the senior 

editor of the Richmond Péspatch, whose palate, though long 

exercised, has not lost its nicety of perception, nor his knife 

and fork their cunning. By long study of the anatomy of 

the bird, and careful dissection of its edible parts, assisted by 

such gentiemen of the cloth as Messrs. Ott, Palmer and Zet- 
tell, of Richmond, he has become perfectly familiar with the 

natural history of the Ortyx virgintanus, and can give full in- 

formation as to its habitat, where it incuoates and where it 

alights when full-fledged. We hope that the present abund- 

ant supply of this most succulent and edible bird may con- 

tinne as long as he lives. 
SS oo 

Dex Drvrsone JAGDzEITUNG.—Mr, Franz Von [vernois, of 

Bilenburg, Prussia, has sold his popular paper, the Jagdzet- 
tung, to Col. Otto y. Corvin, of Leipsic, and turned his atten- 

tion more to practical sport. 
Von Ivernois made an excellent sporting journal, and his 

enterprise in securing material for its columns was uot limited 
to the area of his own Germany. He made his readers ac- 
quainted with sport and leading sportsmen all over the world. 

But Von [vernoijs isa young mun, of abundant means to en- 

joy leisure, tired of editorship (which is apt to be drudgery, 

if not a ©‘ dog's life”), and panting for moreactive duty, So he 

pulls up stakes for Homburg, where he expects to have a bet- 

ter opportunity to satisfy his passion for hunting than in Ejil- 

enburg. His successor is & veleran of sixty-six years, who 

started the first sporting paper in Germany forty years ago, It 

was a daily paper called the Jager, which lived for a few 

ee eae Lee 

years until the revolution of 1848-9. Corvin has had enough 
of life's vicissitudes and is now ready to drop into a routine. 
So both parties are satisiied. 

The Colonel is so well known in America and England, and 
his career has heen one of such varied and exciting character 
that we are tempted here to furnish a brief biography elicited 
from his own pen two months ago. We quote extracts from 
a letter dated 

LEIPsic, July 5, 1878, 73d Hauptmann str, T, 
Deay Sir—I commanded 1849 in Bafeu, defended Badstedt against 

the Prussians, was condemned to be shot, was graced with six years 

confinement, ete., etc. After that I was banished, and went, 1856, tu 

England, and in 1861, to America ns Spactal Correspondent to the 
London Times and the Augsburg Aligem. Zeitung. When the Times be- 
Came inimical against the Union, I gave op my connection with that 
paper. became a citizen of the Districtot Washington, entered American 

Serylue, étc,, etc. My family is well known in the United States. Tom 

Coryin was #80n of my father’s brother, who emigrated to America ag 
early as abont 178). In 1861 I returned to Germany as special to the 

New York Times (under Mr. Raymond). I haye written about a dozen 
English yols., published by my friend Put. Bentley, in London ; been 

4 contributor to Dickens’ “ All the Year Round” these 20 years, ete. 

At presentI am occupled with publishing a new edition of my great 

Universal History, llnstrated. I have been a sportsman as Tong as [can 
think, Though I am 66 years old, I am not yet lame, or blind, or bald. 

They say Lam made of India rubber and steel, Thus © may last yet a 
couple of years—accidents excepted. 

Col. Corvin adds :— 

Thope, dear sir, that we will continue to entertain the same good re- 

lation existing between your paper and Mr, y. Iyernois. What I can do 

to serve you I shall do with the utmost pleasure. Though I pubished 

tulso—40 Years ago—a hippologival paper—ihe Maratal (ionthly)—and 

advertised all about lorses, etc., [do not care now for the turf, and my 

paper la deyoted mostly to what the Germans call “ Jagd,” though 

Io not exclude fishing and other sports, If specially interesting. I 
shall draw freely from your interesting columns, and wish you might 

Hind if Worth the while to do the same from mine, If yon would secept 

my offer T would with pleasure enroll amongst your contributors. Now 

and then something might turn up which might interest you. 

Coryre. 

‘We feel much complimented by these expressions of interest 
by our German confrere, and shall certainly be pleased to re- 

ciprocate not only his sentiments of friendship but tangible 
evidences of active good will. 

—————————————— 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Acrion.—The first thing in oratory, according to the reply 
of Demosthenes, is action, the second thing is action, the 
third thing is action. We all read that in the reading book 
emphasis exercises when we were school boys. It is also 
our reply to the correspondents who are continnally asking 

“How can we stop the yiolation of the game laws.” Stop 

it by action. When men are seen to break other laws they 
aré usually apprehended and punished, If the game laws 
are just and worthy of being observed, their observation de- 

mands also an active interest in every law-abiding citizen. 
Do not write to us. Give in your information to the mag- 

istrate, and insist upon an enforcement of the statute. 

MAssAcuuserrs.— The Massachusetts Kennel Olub, holding 
that it is the object of their organization to promote improve- 

ment in the breeding and management of dogs, and that with- 

out game several of the most prominent breeds of dogs can- 
not be brought to their highest perfection, have apjpointed a 

committee to take measures for a more thorough enforcing of 
the game laws of the State. The committee are: John Fottler, 
dJr., Chairman; Edward P, Brown, J. Nelson Boeland, Fran- 
cis B. Greenough and George Delano. This is a most com 

mendable and common-sense move. Jn undertaking such 
fundamental work as this the Massachusetts Club have set a 
praiseworthy example for other kennel clubs. 

Centra New Jersex Soormrr.—The Osntral New Jersey 
Game and Fish Protective Association of Plainfield, N. J, 
has a rapidly-increasing membership. Tha association was 

organized last March, with the following officers: President, 
William H. Sterling; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Charles A. Hart, 
Wilson Young and John L. Holly; Secretary, W. L. Force; 
Treasurer, George Squier; Counsel, George P. Suydam; Di- 
rectors, E. P. Thorn, Percy G. Obl, William H. Sterling, Isaac 
Brokaw, Martin Schenck, John Ball, Thomas Acken, 'homas 
De Reusey, Rinaldo §. Little. 

Weer Jersey Game Prorzorive Socierr.—The sportsmen 

of New Jersey are exhibiting a most commendable zeal in the 
better enforcement of the State game protective laws. The 

West Jersey Society are as thoroughly systematic in their 
work as any existing organization of a similar character in the 

country, and at the annual meeting in Camden the other day 
the reports showing the progress of the Society and the work 

accomplished during the past year was a gratifying exhibit. 
Besides a very efficient police service, there are penta of- 
fered for the destruction of hawks and foxes. The past year 
more than 800 hawks haye been killed and more than 100 
foxes. ‘The society will distribute 150,000 of the 300,000 
salmon eggs, recently received from California by the State 
Fish Commissioners, and 2,000 black salmon. As Directors 
to serve for the ensuing year the following gentlemen were 
chosen: Camden County, Henry Vanuxem ; Gloucester, J. C. 
Richman; Cumberland, Major Thomas W-. Walker; Cape 
May, William B. Brown; Atlantic, John R. Beebe; Phila- 
delphia, Frank Furness. As questions have arisen concern- 
ing the extent of the power of game clubs in New Jersey and 
the legality of certain actions, we publish the following enact- 
ment of April 4, 1878: 

‘1. Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the 
State of New Jersey, That from and after the p: of this 
act no person or persons non-residents of this State shall kill, 
destroy, hunt or take any doe, buck, fawn, or any sort of 
deer whatsoever, or shall Kill, destroy, hunt or take any 
partridge, moor fowl, ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, Wilson or 
gray snipe, reed bird, rail bird or rabbit, at any time, or shall 
catch any speckled brook trout, or speckled river trout, black 
bassor salmon, at any time in this State, withont complying 
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‘with the by-laws of the game protective societies, organized or | 
‘to be organized underthe lawsof this State; the person so of— 
fending shall forfeit, and pay the sim of fifty dollars for each 
and every offence, and may be proceeded against in any 
county in this State wherein such person or persons may be 
arrested, or wherein such offence shall have been comiitted 
nd in default of the payment of the forfeit money, with costs 
of prosecution, any pergon or persons so offending shall lie in 
the ccmnion jail until the same shall be paid; one-half of the 
forfeit money shall be for the benefit of the person prosecut- 
ing for the same, and the remainder paid to the collector of 
the township wherein the conviction may be had, and all acts 
and parts of sats inconsistent with this act are hereby re- 
pealed ; provided that nothing in this act shall prevent. resi- 
dents of this State from taking game or fish subject to the ex- 
isting Jaws of this State. 

“2. And be if enacted, That any member of any society for 
the protection of game and fish, organized under the laws of 
this State, shall be empowered to make arrests of any person 
Or persous who may be found violating any of the provisions 
of this act, or infringiny any of the Jaws of this State made 
for the protection of game and fish, and bring him or them 
before a mngistrate for examination. 

“3. Andheitenacted, That the county clorks of the several 
counties of this State be, and they are hereby directed to keep 
in their respective offices a record of the members of any game 
and fish protective society organized under the Jaws of this 
State, and shall, npon the payment of twenty-five cents, fur- 
nish to said members as aforesaid a certificate under his seal 
certifying to said membership..” 

Wipr-aware PainAverrnrans—ditor Forest and Stream : 
On the 12th of this month Henry Rihle, residing at Penrose’s 
Ferry, near the mouth of the river Svhnylkill, was arrested 
on complaint of an officer of the Philadelphin Game Protec- 
tive Association for netting recd birds, and was taken before 
Mapistrate Shain, who held him in $300. The above person 
has been for some time engaged in that illegal way of taking 
birds, and the Association hope they have stopped bim, 

Philadelphia, Sept. 30, 1878. B. W. 

TzNNEsse.—A Kentucky correspondent whose nom de 
plume is well Known to our readers, desires the names of 
some Tennessee sportsmen who will exert themselves to secure 
legislation protecting the streams common to those two. States. 
Address “‘ Kentuckian, care of this office. 

Che Hille. 
“PALMA” THE MATCH OF 1878. 

The International match for the Palma has come and gone. 
Tm the absence of any foreign competitors, the National Rifle 

Assogiation of America were resolved not to allow the year to 

go over without fulfilling that requirement in the conditions 

which demanded an annual contest. There had been no little 

confusion in the preliminaries, and in no small degree the 

desire to close the controversy between the team of 1877 and 

the directors of the National Rifle Association was of much 

weight in determining the fact of a “walk-over.” Many 
Opposed it, urging that to shoot a formal match, and put on 

record such scores as it was felt would be made, could only 
result in postponing indefinitely the coming of another foreign 

team fo our shores, ‘To this shallow view it was replied, that, 
the riflemen abroad were well posted as to doings on the 
American ranges, and to think that they were to come under 

any misapprehension of the task before them was to impugn 

their intelligence. There had been some talk, even after the 
closing of entries on June 1, that a forcizn team from across 
the border might come and demand the right of entry without 

any notice at all, since the original conditions imposed no 

forfeiture of right to shoot by neglect to enter. Altogether, it 

was resolved to have a formal shooting over the ground, if for 
no other object than to beat the record ‘ of the American 
team of a year ago,” and a few weeks ago the invitations were 

sent through the country for suchas chose to try for places on 
the team, to at once proceed to make trial scores, and send 

them im to the N, R. A. office. Everything was done in the 
greatest of hurty, and many who might have entered were 

debarred by the shortness of the notice accorded them. How- 

ever, elght men were chosen, and on scores, too, which, as 

the files of the Forzst anp SrReAm will show, were far in 
excess of anything heretofore shown in such preliminary 

tests. Hopes were raised that at the two days’ match, or 

“walk-over,” that arecord would be made which only the 
most sanguine would ever think of excelling. There were 
many adverse opinions given, and in not afew quarters the 
hope was that the new men would break down, Chey were 
accused of spoiling for a match, and all sorts of reasons, 
flimsy and specious, were given for postponing or prohibiting 
the trial. The selection of days was most unfortunate, The 
24th and 25th were first chosen, but a picaic, to which several 
of the team wished to go, induced a postponement to the 25th 
and 26th, and thereby gaye them a pair of difficnlt days, and 
a finish in the grandest sort of a wind and rain squall. The 
team was made up of five Bostonians, a Virginia man, one 
man from Poughkeepsie and but one ancient Creedmoor markks- 
man. It had never fired over the ranges as a team, and, 
the squadding was a matter of chance. Under these cireum- 
stances the score it made was remarkable, 
Two targets on the extreme right of the range had been 

provided, and upon these the men were arranged. ‘To the 
extreme right, on target VL, were H, FB. Clark, R. Rathbone 
C, E. Dwight and EH. T. Rockwell, shonting in the order 
named, while upon the target ‘* Star” the order of firing was 
W. H. Jackson, J. 8. Sumner, J, 8 Brown and Wm. Gerrish. 
The rain of the preceding night had left a damp sod, and the 
sun raised a shimmer, which gave the target a dancing, un- 
eertain look. 

B. G. Doughty coached upon target VI., while A, G. Dayi- 
son did the same on the ‘‘star” target, Mr. J. P. Waters 
also assisting there as spotter. 

Judge Stanton, the President of the Association, acted as 
executive officer, and before the shooting began made a brief 
speech to the assembled team, welcoming them to the grounds, 
and saying that, while the crowds of a great international 

match were wanting, such a spur was not needed to secure 
the bust possible effort from the men and to enable theni to 
sustain America's high prestige at the target. He felt proud, 
as the President of the National Rifle Association, that the 
riflemen would not allow the sport to languish, even though 
He teams came from abroad to urge the men to their best 
effort. 

In reference to the troubles and misunderstandings which 
had arisen between the National Rifle Association Directors 
and the team of 1877, the following amendment to the original 
conditions of the match had been passed by the Directors, who 
were the donors of the prize, and he would read [hem for the 
Information of the team men before they proceeded to shoot: 

** Resolved, That for the purpose of carrying out the in- 
structions of the Association in establishing the competitions 
for the American Centennial Trophy, the following be sub- 
stituted for the 9th paragraph of such conditions, entitled ; 

‘* Prize, the American Centennial Trophy Palma. Such 
trophy to be shot for in each subsequent year on the same 
terms as the country of the team holding it at such time and 
place as such team, or a majority thereof, may prescribe; ex- 
cept that when the trophy shall haye been won by the Ameri- 
can team, the time and place for the succeeding contest shall 
be fixed by the N. R. A. of A. At least six months notice of 
such time and place must be given to the Nutional Rifle Asso- 
ciation of America and Great Britain, notices being sent at 
the same fime to the rifle assiciations of all other countries 
that Lave been represented in previous competitions. Such 
notice may specify a date not less than ninety days prior to 
the time fixed forthe match, within which time entries must 
be made; and such notice may further prescribe that in case 
no entries shall be received within such time the match shall 
be declared off for that year. In case no opposing team shall 
enter a shootin any competition the then holders of the trophy 
may, in their discretion, dispense with any competition or or- 
ganize a team to shoot the match. In case a team shall shoot 
under such circumstances, there shall be inscribed on the 
trophy, in the place allotted for the record of that year, the 
name of the country of the team shooting, and the words, 
‘No other competitor,’ and such team shall be entitled to its 
custody for the year. In case no team shall shoot in any 
year the trophy shall remain in the hands of those holding it, 
and the space Jett for that year shall be filled with the name 
of that country, and the words, ‘ No competition.’ ” 

Capt, Jackson made no response, but proceeded at once to 
take advantage of the fair weather conditions, for at the mo- 
ment the flags hnng flat and still against the poles, with now 
and then a slight movement as a puff came from the 8 o'clock 
quarter. The sun shone down hot and strong, and the wind 
was tricky and shifty; but the opening was a good one, and 
from Sumner’s 75 to Dwight and Rockwell’s 67 the scores 
were well grouped. Dwight, with his Maynard, was unfor- 
tunate in having loaded a lot of cartridges before he started 
froin his Virginia home, and a thousand miles by rail and 
water had, he thought, caked the powder and rendered the 
fire uncertain ; in some shots he declared he could distinctly 
feel the explosion of tlie fulminate and then the éxplosion of the 
powder, ‘The *‘unaccountables” which he put in at each range 
on his first day are disagreeable facts, the reasons for which 
have not been clearly determined. Mr. Dwight insists that the 
fault was not in the weapon, and that his feat of 218 and 219 
on two successive days will be repeated by him. The men 
and their style of shooting are worth noting. Of course, none 
oi them fired in the old prone position, 

Jackson, who led off on target ‘* Star,” is a large, finely 
built man, and had on the dark red team uniform of last year, 
and used the old Yale position, with his gun resting across 
his left leg and the butt-plate tucked close into his right arm- 
pit. Sumner, the champion of the match, is a slight, long- 
bearded man, below the medium height. He crosses his legs 
at the ankles, and with the heel of his rifle in his right arm- 
pit, rests the barre] on his left thigh, He is a stove-dealer at 
Newton, Mass., and a marksman of barely a year’s standing, 
Brown is a powerfully built man, shooting, like Juckson, 
with his left; hand across his breast. Gerrishis a young man, 
lacking the judgment of the older shots, but a good holder, 
He rests his left upon his right knee and puts the rifle barrel on 
top of it. These four men have shot together for months upon 
the Walnut Hill range, near Boston, On target VI. Ratb- 
bone, a gaint old man in his shirt sleeves, fired in the Yale 
position, his left hand grasping therifle barrel near the breech. 
Colonel Clark, of Poughkeepsie, a mere boy in frame, but an 
old rifleman, crossed his legs like Fulton, but keeping his gun 
to his armpit. C. BE. Dwight, the West Virginian, used the 
old Fulton position pure and simple, with his left hand grasp- 
ing the heel-plate of his gun. Rockwell, the handsome man 
of the party, with his moustache and goatee, had an easy po- 
sition, ike Col. Clark’s. All of the men, with one exception, 
used the Borchard Sharps Rifle from the Bridgeport Armory, 

The story of the day’s work: ‘the 800-yard range was 
finished before luncheon, and here they were five points be- 
hind the corresponding score of last year’s winning team. 
During the 900 yards score the wind on the dial was trom the 
7 o'clock quarter, but +o varying in force that the men found 
difficulty in keeping within the bull’s-eye, but at the finish 
they were ahead of the score of last year, and this encouraged 
them for the 1,000 yards’ work, where again they were ahead 
of the record of 1877, and the day closed with a majority of 5 
points. The actual shooting merithad been far ahead, for com- 
pared with the first day of 1877 this had been a perfect puzzler. 
In the one it was merely set and hold, in the other there wasa 
continuous strain on the judgment and attention of the men. 
Had it not fred another shot the team of 1878 had shown it- 
self the superior of any team yet organized either in this 
country or abroad. Besides the weather they had a score of 
obstacles to contend with which would have thrown any ordi- 
nary squad into utler confusion and rnin. The men had been 
chosen in a hurry, had assembled and proceeded to work 
without anything like an organization. To the majority of 
them Creedmoor was a terra incognita, and its tricky winds 
were a sore botheration. The men approached nearer to a 
fortuitous concourse of atoms than a homogenous working 
organization able to give a long, strong pull altogether. With 
various weapons never brought to a standard in windage or 
elevations, the men, except as an association of coaches, 
could afford each other but little assistance, and a point or 
two of carelessness put the finishing items to the long list of 
misfortunes under which they suffered. Rathbone put in a 
bull’s-eye on the wrong target. It was a mistake more dam- 
aging probably to himself than to the team as a body, and it 
would not be out of the way to ask whether ip firing matches 
of this character it would not be well to usescreens, to keep the 
men on their own targets. It may lead to greater care to keep 
the present open line, but losses will happen and a defeat on 
the record with virtual victory on the field is provoking. 
Besides, such cross firing is dangerous to the men in the butts, 
and the screens suggested would be fair all round and allow 

each team to put all its work on record and avoid the present 
unexplained failures and “ goose-eggs.” 

The gem of the day's work was Summer's 221 in the possi- 
Dle 226. Ib was simply magnificent, and carried out. too, almost 
entirely upon his Gwn judgment. Worty-one bull’é.eyes in 
forty-five shots is almost food enough to suit anybody, but 
there is perfection yet ahead, and while neither of the quartet 
of centres made by Summer were over six inches from the 
bull’s-eye, they were out of the black and therefore altogether 
despicable. A little flickermg of the wind af the finish, and 
perhaps a slight unsteadiness at the prospect of something 
well nigh infallible seemed to trouble Mr. Summer toward the 
finish, and his four centres at the finish haye a very inartistic 
and unprofessional look. If they are to have any place at all 
se the record it is surely not at the end of go brilliant an 
etort. 

The seores of the day were: 

DETAILED SCORE—SEPT. 26, 1878. 

J 5 Sumner—Borchard-Sharpa Rite, 

BUOe se Oecseereep oO) Gui ie Des i bah: b bo He bo GETS 
BOD arateies; sles y od oe y, 6555 45 5645 5 5 5 § & 5-74 
TT RA es, we!) D5 6 5 5 6 5 4 6 6 6 6 4 g-Te-o7 

W H Jackson—Borchard-Sharps Rifle. 

1] Pebaer ee Peery 4 3 wh £556 55 5 6 § 5 8 5 5 STE 
90. . ’ 555455 35 46 5 6 5 4 570 

1,0U0 BS 6555 58 fF 6 5 5 5 G 5—T8—B17 

HF Clark—Borchard-Sharps Rine, 

§55 65 56 465 6 4-73 
456) 666 5 6 5 6 5-72 
5 46 5 6 5 6 56 5 5 5b—Ti—216 

J8 Brown—Bochard-Siarps Rife. 

|. 5 665 3 6 5 ¢ 8 & 5—EA9 
855 6 45 5 6 6 4 5—8S 

i) 545 6 45 5 & 6 5 5—73—210 

ockwell—Borchard-Sharps Rifle. 

6 6 4354446 5 6 5 4d—67 
3 p45 6546565 65 6 5 5 4-70 
5 3 1655 545 45 5 469206 

Trish—Borchard-Sharps Ritle 

#55545 445 6 65 5 8 5—6S 
56443 8 4 5 46 65 5 5 5-68 
56646558 4544 5 5—69—203 

(hbone—Bovhard-Sharps Rife 

6456564565346 5 5 f—70 
5536 445 35 5 4 5 4 569 
5405 5 06 5 46 4 4-4 5 5—59—198 

E Dwight—Maynard Rifle. 

565454446065 6 6 5 5 457 
556 0585 5 5 5 4 4 4 5-68 
0465 55 6 £40 4 4 4 458-187 
900) yards 1,000 yards, — 

53 Bid 1660 

There was no dissuising the fact that the second day was 
not fo give the marksmen even such a chance as they had ex- 
perienced with on the first day, and as for comparison with 
last year, when, on that memorable Friday in the middle of 
September, the Americans rolled up 1,679 points. There 
were dozens of points difference in the weather, but, as this 
does not go upon the report, the men set to work to beat the 
1,679 down in plain black and white, 

There was no change in the arrangement of the men, and 
through the 800 yards score the light was dull and heavy, the 
clouds threatening rain in the strongest manner, and the wind, 
too, was blowing at a stiff rate from the 7 o'clock quarter, not 
yery changeable as to direction, but very much so as to force. 
Jackson led off with some hope and much trepidation, but he 
caught a bull, and here was plainly evident the want of team 
organization ; for, wilh such a lead, every member of the team 
should have followed suit, whereas but four of the team 
opened with bulls, The men were evidently striving, for such 
a score on such a day was simply superb; 58410 the possible 
600 showed the finest sort of work, and two perfect scores at 
the same distance is enough to stump the team as of first-class 
material. At 900 yards the sun came out hot, while the wind 
bewan to freshen up into a gale, and ag much as seven points 
were allowed on a7 o'clock wind, while elevations ran very 
low indeed. There was some irregular firing, but a score of 
544 in such a wind was fully ten points bettér than the score 
of last year, while it stood ten points behind. : 

It was evident when the 1,000 yards range firing opened 
that it was to be a nip-and-tuck race to see whether the end of 
the match or the coming storm would arrive first. But Inck 
was against the men, and with his first shot at 1,000 yards 
Rockwell discovered that his rifle was disabled, and then 
came the exhibition of bad management somewhere in the 
team ; for, with no extra gun toj take, Rockwell sat helpless 
during the hour and a half while the other men fired their 
scores, expecting to borrow Jackson's riflé when that gentle- 
man was through with it, both of them forgetful of the well- 
known rule which prohibits the use of the same rifle by two 
competitors in the same match. Dwight, using a single car- 
tridge shell, which he loaded after each discharge, was de- 
tained behind his squad, and finally at 4 o'clock, when the 
storm of rain and wind burst over the range, carrying away 
tents and stools, washing the target faces into graybacks, and 
forcing all to make short cuts for the semi-shelter of the club 
house. ‘The squall was over in less than an hour, but left the 
range dark, and an attempt 10 finish the scores of Messrs. 
Dwight and Rockwell only succeeded in giving the latter gen- 
tHleman a miss. It was evident that there was nothing but an 
mdefinite postponement, and Judge Stanton, as executive offi- 
cer, at last so ordered it, when it wus evident that the ele~ 
ments were to give no mercy. 

DETAILED SCORE—SEPT. 26, 1878. 

W 4 Jackson—Borchard-Sharps Riile. 

5 55555555665 5 56 5—T5 
seeeeeed 6 5 35 6 8 6 4 6 6 5 4 5 BHD 

5565 5555538 45 6 5 5—72 216 
H F Clark—Borchard-Sharps Rifle. 

6 5 6 5 6 56 & & 5 5—Ts 
65 6656 55 5 & 4 572 
65 5 5 6 6 6 5 & 2-h—916 

J S Grown—Borcliare-Sharps Ride, 

7656465 55465 5 5 6 5 5 & 5—78 
f 5568 45 45 & 5 6 5 B—s89 

454465 46 54 6 5 5 4—ts—210 
J 5 Snmuer—Borchard-Sharps Rite, 
54565565 6 6 6 5 6 h 4 5—7 

oe a $4565 465 545 5 5 5-wW 
asc---eeH 3 45 5 8 5 4 4 4h 6 5 & 4B 209 

FR Rathibote—Remington Rife, 

55 fh & 5—T3 
45 5 5 dy 

3.56 & 3—66—202 

Win Gerrish—Borehard-Sharps Rifle, 
800, tered 5 5 435 6 6 5 4 § BOS 5 589 
P00)... eee 063583 45 445 5 & F & 6-—HS 

1,000., coset 5 5 46 8 8 26 F # 4 0 & B—Hi—1O8 

© & Dwight—Borchard-Sharps Rifle. 
BOD. weveeees oryoeih 6 Oh 5G 5 8 5 6 5 6 Bb Ob b—T8 
900... cctseeeesit F 5 2445 8 5 5 5 5 5 & FOE 

1,000,.;.sseeueceeed 3 5 6 6 4 4 6 5 BB OS 



Tl T Rockwell—Borehard-Sharps Rifie. 
hf 6 45 6 4 & 5—78 
Af 4 4 4 5 6 8 5-67 

800 yards. Oi varir. _ 1,000 yards, 
isteb Git 

Tt was an unforlunate ending to so brilliant a promise, tor 
had the weather been even reasonably fir it was évident that 
the big scores of 1877 would haye been left behind; as it was, 
with 18 shots to go, a total of 1,576 was reached, betier than 
the entire effort of the victorious American team on the sec- 
ond day in 1576, when the weather was infinitely better in 
shooting sense. The match is in nowise to be styled a fizzle, 
Considered in all iis phases of weather and men, it shows thal 
in rifles, in shooting ability, there has been no retrogression 
nor eyen fixedness, but a positive gain. The mistake was 
in supposing that as it was a walk-over match it could be dis- 
posed of ina slouchy, perfunctory manner. If it was worth 
while attempting, if was worth while doing well. No doubt 
jhe storm was responsible for the summary finish of the econ- 
lest, but under the prompt, ready management which should 
attend a match of such consequence a corner of that kind 
should not have been possible. When riflemen learn 
that nothing is gained by dilatoriness in firing, 
competition can be carried through; and a_ yictory 
promptly won, isa double victory. On the second day the 
match could have been finished ere the squall broke had extra 
diligence been exercised, but enough was done to show the 
team as an extra strong one, and if, as some feared, the 
foreign competitors were to be scared off by an exhibition of 
our gitengtb, then should the team of 1878 put them in a 
proper awe. 
To permit ready comparison with previous efforts for the 

Centennial trophy are givt2 : 
1876. 
$00 yile, 900 yds, 1,000 yds, Total 

AU ciiveee eran ele 
Deland: sys von {iat any: ae ey tes 
Svotland.......... 4} ne, oe Ea ape 

Aust cence fA MY ee Ved. 
Gemipee oe Ae ee ae 

1877, 

Ametica.-sseme tod duce Sek oa Wen 
Groat Britatne.. 4a Gay. oes Pus 

AMETICA sys, ceeyee | ae uses ae aa poke 

——— en. 

| Tue MAssacnuserrs Miriria Rir.e Tram at CRempMvor 

—We take the following from a letter of a member of the 

Massachusetts “Rifle Team, which we find in a Boston paper 
of Sunday. We have no doubt that some of the complaints 
made are quite just : 

People look at things differently here than in Massachusetts, 
and a spirit to get any small advantages they could, by use of 
their wits, as well as by good shooting, was occasionally 
manifested by individuals, A New York lieutenant told me 
that his men could cock a piece so it would stand six 
pounds, and then, by a slight change in cecking, would go off 
at one pound. And the officer who told me did not seem to 
think this trick reprehensible, but smart, though he was 
speaking at the time of individual regimental competition, and 
would doubtless have thought differently on a team. The 
paltry exactions and fees, which make it as much a money- 
making concern as a circus with its side shows, might, it seemed 
to us, aye been very graciously waived to visiting teams. 
We know other teams shared this opinion, and we should all 
haye felt pretty cheap had the New York team come to our 
range to compete, and been charged a quarter for admission. 
We also feel assured that, on arriving at Framingham, some 
little attention would have been paid them, and that it would 
not be left to another visiting team to do the honors for us. 
Furthermore, should they haye been accompanied by the 
Adjutant-General of the State of New York, we are sure 
sumebody from headquarters would have taken cognisance of 
the fact, and extended some official courtesy. For another 
year, to do anything, it seems that there should be appointed, 
by the State, an expert mflemanas Inspector of Rifle Practice; 
that notice of competition should he given early; that every 
man should have the chance, and those who promise well be 
urged to compete; that the team be selected far ahead, that 
they may be disciplined as a team, and not by one, but by 
seyeral competitions (half a dozen at least), held, if possible, 
under the tutelage of the inspector; that our rifles and ammu- 
nition should be of the most perfect pattern allowable for 
their special purpose, regardless of anything else; and that 
the arms should be used and kept by the team for practice 
only, aud in each individual's charge; and, finally, that a 
system of honors or promotions be adopted for good shooting, 
or some of the hanrsome medals that are distributed so liber- 
ally in other States be offered here. Jam assured that these 
little seeds would bear golden fruit for another year. 

Wauynur Hini—sSept. 28.—The return of the Boston rifle- 
men to the range, after they had so notably distinguished 
themselves at Creedmoor, drew together a concourse of specta- 
tors. The match was **‘ The Amateur Series,” 200 yards. Mr. 
J, A. Lowell's 48 in a possible 50, is very fine. It has only 
been made once af the range, and then by Mr. L. L. Hubbard, 
but Mr. Lowell’s score is better, as he has fiye’s for the eighth 
and ninth shots, while Mr. Hubbard’s score shows two centres: 
MANE G WELLS we tes hd. nee na ansens o:-5 6 4545 5 5 5 SSIs 
J A Sewall, re-entry... 556 45 5 4 4 5 G& 4d—i5 
WD StaG sends eee ses teees ~f 46 45 54 5 4 dad 
OD NELYVG. eee tery oe 4454445 5 6 Bs 
JN Frye, re-entry... .ccveeceeeitereess 54545 43 4 6 4—41 
UE POSLO Nc Ps eps adie ida ates heb eee ae 445445 4 4 B d—43 
JH Butler... uneid 445 444 4 4 4—43 
CC Meiggs. 4354455 4 4 5-43 
OBurgess.. 06 454445 56 4 3-43 

4444445 5 4 4-32 
6 445 5643 4 4 4-49 
64 6 44 5 43 5 5-32 
5 444 444 4 4 4-41 
464232446 4 4 4—41 

peedeed 444458 6 4 4 5 4—d1 
sisjenc 445 444 4 4 6 §—41 
Cealals 648 4644 38 6 4~—4L 
-4465 4445 3 4 3—4) 

RIPE EBUKOC occ Se. seco w cc renlase roe ya ceus 45444 3 4 3 4 4-39 
do, Parker, re-entry”... 4,;-~-t-p eet ies 4944544 4 8% B39 
GS DiCKSOD..- 12. scree sassandacsssee es 44244 544 83 8% 4-39 

CreEepmoor—JSept. 28.—Gildersleeye medal. Conditions: 
Open to all members of the National Guard in uniform, and 
to the National Kifle Association; distances, 200 and 400 
yards; five shots at each distance; prize, a gold medal to be 

awarded to the competitor who, at the close of the season of 
1876, has won the greatest number of times, The scores of 
(he winner, and those who have qualified as marksmen were 
as follows, ths highest attainable number heing 50 points: 
TW Linton 45 JM Mclnrland,.,,..... evistars) slaibid 
CH Tale, 4% $8 Olark,,- 
KW Price. 
J Le Bontiliier. 
AB Van Tenpsen, 
H KR May....... 
CG W Fisher.... 
HT Lovkwooil.,....-.... CF MeQnivery.. i 
Capt AD DeCKer. ... scene TA TR S25 18 
GH Merchant..... sheet 7 & Dewson... 602 
T } Dolan..... net Wei (A Clayton,...... Aber 26 
Cupt J L Priwe,...... 2. POM BOset a. seit Say aned 126 
Rit Somers A ‘4 W H Heisser...,. kudos 26 
A Arent .. © Snevily ee... deccc. ened. 
li W G.eme B Blossom, Jr... 25 
T Dimond, Lieut G W Rand. 25 
GM Englis 
W K&pencer bee 

Amateur Rifle Club, for long-range badge, at 1,000, 1,100 
and 1,200 yards. ‘The distances over 1,000 yards being as yet 
in the region of the unknown, scores were not good : 

ud 

2 EL Stryker.... Arty te eer ee eseeene 

1,000 yds. 1,100 yds. 1,200 yda. aL 
Tsane T) Allen....... estbertey BS ; oe “aa ree 168 
Frank Iyde,..,.. 44 49 14t 
Homer Fisher... .. d4 32 132 
JAC Hatryrae vases ee 52 24 126 

Ontrpmoor ProaraAMME For Octoper,—Saturday, 5th.— 
Af 10:45 a. »., Match forthe ‘Sharps’ Prize” of $250 in 
gold, at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, and at 3 p. om. the thirteenth 
competition for the * Z'urf, Hield and Harm Ohallenge 
Badge,” at 200 yards. Wednesday, 9th.—At 3 p. at, the 
“Skirinisher's Badge” match. Saturday, 12th.—At 2:80 
P. M., the “Soldier's” match for teams of eight, firing by file 
and yolley, and upon conclusion of the preceding, the ninth 
competition for the ** Champion Marksman’s Badge,” under 
conditions similar to those of the competitions for the State 
Badge. Wednesday, 16\,—At 2:30 P. »., the ‘* Appleton” 
match, af, 200 and 500 yards. Saturday, 19th,—At 10:45 a. a7, 
the ‘* Remington ” match for $300 in gold, at 900 and 1,000 
yards. Wednesday, 23d.—At 2:30 ». w., the * Ballard” 
match at 200 yards. Saturday, 26th.—At 2:30 p. ac, * Run- 
ning Deer” match, Wednesday, 30th.—At 2:30, fourth 
competition for the **Gildersleeve” medal; conditions sim- 
ilar to those of the State ‘* Marksman's Gadge” competitions. 
The Amateur Rifle Club willshoot their ‘' Mid Range Match ” 
at 600 yards, on Wednesday, 9th; the ‘Short Range Match” 
at 200, Wednesday, 28d, and the ‘‘ Long Range” at 1,000, 
1,100 and 1,200 yards, Saturday, 26th. The Washington 
Gray Troop Club will shoot on the 8th and 22d, 

Contin’s GALLERY—Sept. 28.—Fifth competition for Marks- 
man's Badges : 
(a WeOMG ives sbelolcinw a's ciate nletelaye'a 48 
8 W Libby....,. 
Ad Howlelt....,. 
J F Dackworth. 

JF Moréh,.....4....5. 
W Macbonad,... 
J H Meeker.., 
M M Maltby... 

PG Fullgral. 4h EP Davies... 89 
WN O'Donuell J A Ward .. 89 
P Pitz. -3+ 5 WR Hewett,.... orebey «edo 
W H Duol 3 

The two leading scores—48 and 47 in a possible 50—is fine 
shooting. 

Third competition for the Winchester rifle : 
SW Libbey, flrat......se)-.5 BI5-16 E PDavisy.sseveseeeeee 
HG Pallerall ........ 0.8 
Paul J Cnliman, second 6 MM Malthy........ 
Fred Kessler...-.... AJ Howlett........ 
W H Dunlap, thitd 6 CE Overbaugh,.......--..2 
JF Duckworlh..... ape 

There were several other competitors, 

The New York Rifle Club will meet on this Thursday 
evening at Conlin’s Gallery, when an effort will be made, we 
trust, to do something for the Yellow Fever Fund. 

Nationa Rien Assocraion.—The Board of Directors 
held their monthly meeting on the 1st of October, If what 
the secretury reported be correct—that all trains betwetn the 
city and Creedmoor are discontinued—-the condition of affairs 
is quite unfortunate. As it is, the president was authorized 
to confer with the superintendent in regard to running certain 
lines for the accommodation of riflemen. The net profits of 
the Pall Meeting were reported to be $1,485,908. Captain 
Story recommended that matches for teams of twelve, repre- 
senting the National Guard and the regulars, be arranged at 
distances of 200, 800, 500 and 600 yards. General Wingate 
tendered his resignation, proposing Col. J. II, Cowperthwaite 
as his successor. General Wingate’s resignation was accept- 
ed, but the election of directors was postponed. 

Sooner’s AssoctAtion.—This match toolc place Tuesday. 
All the military organyzations contributed handsomely. There 
were two matches, The first at 100, 150, 800, 400, 200 and 
500 yaads. Five shots at each range, Winners, with their 
scores, were as follows : 
EJ Smith, 117; CH Brown, 115; WT Miller, 114; J W Hale, 113; 7 

MeNeviu, 113; W Myers, 112; J W Cary, 109; P J Sullivan, 102; 
Kelly, 18; F A Gunther, 91; J J Bornes, 04; J Myers, 94; SF Glover, 
93; J I Slack, #2; J W Sweeney, 84: D Wilson, §L; J ‘I’ Guiliver, 7); 
8 K Glover, 04; TH Stevens, #3; WL Franz, 27, 

The second match was contested at 200 and 500 yards, 
seven shots at each distance : 
PJ Sullivan, 54; 7 W Dale, 51; J W Sweeney. 48; B J Smith. da; 

W*Myers, 44; CH Brown, 43: J ‘McNeyin, 42; WF Miller, 40-7 I 
Slack, 40; F A Gunter, $0; d J Barnes, 39; J Myers, 26; 7 W Vary, 
85; 5 # Glover, 33; T Kelly, 30; J J Murray, 22; J T Gulliver, 21; 8 
E& Glover, 20. 

The prizes will be presented at Creedmoor on Oct. 10, 

ServenreLor RreLe Crus—Wew York, Oct. 21.177 Bowery. 
—Oreedmoor rules; 200 yds. target reduced. Sept, 24: 
Aug Gruenberg 5 Jacob Chumbers........ ...eceeed 
Wm Seppenteldt..... 
 Holizmuni-... : 
John W Advms 
Hd Story, Jr 
Max Kern, © Rasch... Bo 
J Garrison, 44 Joseph tig) 35 
L Buchman 43 M Winkel... 94-2185 

DvuNEIRK AND Cuna.—Sepé. 24.—Teams of five at 500 
yards, at Dunkirk. Weather, bad; heavy rain. Match won 
by the Dunkirk Club. 

Dunkirk Amateur Rifle Club. 
Grose, Rem Creed:.:. -.;.......544545855655 5 6 5—T71 
Capt Miller, Rem Creed, 0.0.0.0. 455465Hh 464558 4 6-09 
Heynembourg, Rem Oreed........ 4555855564554 44 5-08 
Miver, Sharps. 0.2... ec. eee 6555543643438 456-68 
Slater, Suarph......---e-+--225594 444434544 54 5 169-338 

4 Cuba Rifle Club, 
Captain Latta, Maynard Creed,..,6544555555443 5 5—69 
Morgan, Maynard Creed.... ... 655350355554 24 5-65 
Cole, Maynard Oreed_..... eeeeine 4642555554464 5 '—66 
S:ebbins, Maynard Creed... B45 428446995235 4-50 
Randolpli, muggle-loader.,.,. +-pGh d 9444992368 5 + §—-58—520 

The retum match will tuke place gt the Bay View range, in 
Butfalo, early this month, 

< eee oe r is get 
Poughkeepsie, Sept. 27.—Eifth Division Match——Teams 

entered from the 21st: Sixteenth Troop E, Seventh Brigade 
Twenty-fourth Separate Company, with T'wenty-seventh 
Regiment. Distances, 200 and 500 yards: Twenty-first Regi- 
ment, 309; Twentieth Battalion, 385; Sixteenth Battalion, 
304; Twenty-fourth Separate Company, 286; Troop EB. 
Seventh Brigade, 195°; Twenty-seventh Regiment, 293. The 
prize contested for was a piece of bronze, valued at #200. 

PrizE Mertine av Briston Rayce.—The first annual 
prize meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle Association will 
take place at Brinton Range, Elizabeth, N. J., heginning on 
Tuesday, October 8, and closing on the 5th. Tuesday, Oct. 
8—Short rangs; open to all comers; distance, 20) yards; 
fifteen shots; ten prizes, This match will be duplicated. 
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 10 a. a.—Military Team Match: open to 
teams of twelve fromany regiment in New Jersey ; distances, 
200 and 500 yards; five shots at each distance; prize, a 
bronze trophy, valued at 8200. Hayes” Long-range Match ; 
open to all-comers; distances, 900, 1,000 and 1,100 yards; 
fifteen shots at cach distance: three prizes. Thursday, Oct. 
10, 9;30 A. w.—Ohampion Match; open only to the First 
Brigade, New Jersey National Guard; distances, 200 and 500 
yards; prizes, a gold badge, presented by Major J. J. Wardill, 
Inspector of Rifle Practice of that brigade, and a division of 
the entrance money. Same day, at 1 P. w.—Short-range 
Team Match; open to teams of four from any club or associa- 
tion ; distances, 200 and 300 yards; ten shots at each distance; 
three prizes. Friday, Oct, 11.—** Headquarters” Match; 
open to ajl members of the New Jersey National Guard ; dis- 
tances, 200 and 500 yards; five shots af each distance ; prize, 
agold badge. Spit of the Times Long-range Match; open 
to all comers ; distances, 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 yards ; fifteen 
shots at each distance; prizes, fourteen in number, aggregate 
value, $200. ‘Sterling’ Badge Match; open to the New 
Jersey National Guard; distances, 200 and 500 yards; four 
shots at each distance ; prize, a gold medal, presented by Col. 
W. fH Sterling, General-Inspector of Rifle Practice of that 
State; open to military teams of cizht from any organization 
in New Jersey; distances, 200 and 500 yards; ten shots at 
each range ; prize, a silvercup. ‘‘ Beginners’ Match; open 
to all members of the New Jersey Rifle Association who have 
never won a prize; distance, 200 yards; teu shots. Goy. 
McClellan will present a gold badge to the rifleman making 
the highest aggregate score in the *‘eadquarters” and ‘Ster- 
ling” matches, 

New Rurre Gautery At Jersey Crry.—M. Bubser, of 45 
Newark avenue, Jersey City, in connection with his gun and 
fishing tackle store, bas just opened a rifle gallery, 100 feet 
Tange, with all of the latest improvements, Mr. Bubeer gives 
a fine gold medal to be shot for to the person making the 
highest score during the week ending Monday evening next, 
October 7th, Conditions, open to residents of Hudson County, 
New Jersey, ten shots, Creedmoor target, reduced from 100 
feet: entrance, 25 cents, as often as he please. Highest score 
to take the bade. 

Portraits or Dr. Caryer.—Hvery one who has known 
Dr, Carver personally, or tas seen his remarkable exploits 

with the rifle, will be glad to possess a correct likeness of 

him ; for both his character and his skill do him honor. Mr. 

Charles A. Zimmerman, one of the best field shots and pho- 
tographers in Americu, has just sent us specimens of cabine- 

size plolographs, which are certainly very life-like and ex 

pressive, especially the characteristic one where the doctor ap- 

peors in his broad-brim felt sombrero. One of these days 
these portraits, like those of other celebrities, will be much 
yalued as souvenirs, and as the price is but 40 cents there is no 
reason why friend Zimmerman should not be kept busy sun- 
printing until at least every subscriber whom we haye on our 
lists is supplied. Brother sportsmen, send in your orders, 
Zimmerman also sells two very striking water-colors, en- 

titled, *' Trying for a Double," and ‘* The Tight Shell," Price 
per pair, $3.50, 

A New Gus Si¢nt,—Mr. William Lyman, of Middlefield, 

Conn., is the maker of a rear sight for sporting and target 
rifles, which seems to us Lo possess quite a number of advan- 

tages. With the Lyman sight an almost instantaneous aim 

can be taken, the object being sighied quite as quickly as if 

only the front sight were used, It certainly has undoubted 

excellence for moving objects, as both eyes can be used, Mr. 

Lyman says that with this sight ou a rifle any good shot with 

4 fowling piece can get into the knack of breaking glass balls 
witharifie, (See advertisement). 

-— +O-— 

EXPLOSIVE SHELLS. 

Epiror FOREST AND STREAM : 
In view of the fact that explosive bullets are much talked 

of in this country at present, 1 will contribute my mite in 
their bebalf, : 
Whatever the theory regarding explosive bullets may be, 

one has but to try them on game to become fully convinced 
of their efficacy. That one may sometimes be disappointed at 
the result [ am willing to admit, but in eight hits ont of ten 
‘the game is secured, and When compared, shot for shot, with 
the solid bullet, they will be found vastly more destructive, 
and to possess much more knock-down force, which alter all 
is What is most-desirable in bagging game. I make these as- 
sertions after several years’ experience, founded entirely upon 
the amount of game killed during that period, and embracing 
various kinds, from the South American ostrich, deer, puma 
aod gunaco; andin this country on elk, butfalo, antelope 
and deer. Last summer, while with the 7th U. 8. Cavalry, I 
killed with a Winchester rifle, model 1873, over forty antelope 
with explosive bullets which I made myself, and in no case 
did any of them require a second shot to bring it down, when 
hit in the body or neck, although of course they were not al- 
ways killed ontright. At all events they were stopped, and 
that is the grand desideratum, especially when in hunting 
deer through thick underbrush in carly fall, when there is no 
Snow on the ground, or in any kind of shooting when dogs 
are not used. A Winchester explosive bullet will not 
go through an antelope, asa general thing; that naturally 
depends when and where the ball jirst strikes a bone; if, for 
instance, the shoulder bone on the near side is bit, what with 
the expansion of the ball from explosion and that from strik- 
ing a hard substance combined, the bullet will in all proba- 
bility lodge somewhere in the opposite shoulder (according: to 
the angle at which it is fired), or perhaps stick between the 
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fiesh and hide on the off side. But if, on the contrary, it 
anly strikes meat, it may, and generally will, go completely 
through, With heavier charges of powder and ball, of course 
the results are different, but i act now speaking of the forty 
Brain powder cartridge. Of one thing I can vouch, viz., 
that after I gave up my Winchester, I used a 45-100 calibre 
regulation Springfield tifie, 70 grains powder and 400 grains 
lead, and that with this gun, which was infinitely a stronger 
shooter than the Winchester, Llost many an antelope, shot 
clean throngh (perhaps a little too far behind the shoulders), 
when I feel satisfied I would have bagged him with my 
smaller hut explosive bullet, which did not weigh half as 
much, nor would it bave had one qnarter the penctration. 

This summer I am using a Sharps’, calibre .45, 110 grains 
powder, and an explosive ball which weighs abont 870 grains, 
The effect; of this on an antelope is fearfully demoralizing—in 
fact, it absolutely floors them. On my last hunt on the Belle 
Fourche, near Bear Butte, Black Hills, where we are camped 
this summer, I killed four antelope in five consecutive shots, 
all over 200 yards; the only reason Idid not kill the fifth was 
that 1 overestimated the distanee and overshot. On this same 
hunt I killed several other antelope, and never failed to ‘call 
them in” at one shot with these bullets, The objection to an 
explosive bullet in shooting in timber is that it inay strike a 
branch and explode before reaching the object aimed at. I 
have experimented on that, shooting with my Sharps’ through 
a three-inch stick of cottonwood, after which the ball went 
straight enough to strike a deer's body for oyer thirty yards; 
in fact, when the centre of the stick was hit, the ball went as 
true as a solid bullet would go under same circumstances, 89 
that if, by misfortune, one does hit a branch, in either ease 
the chances are that amiss will be the resnlt. J make my 
own bullets, haying had the mould made by the Winchester 
Rifle Company, at the moderate charge of $2. I place in the 
cavity @ long calibre 22-100 rim-fire shells, and have found 
them in every way entirely satisfactory. They do not com- 
pare with an Bnelish Exoress rifle ball, prince pally because 
the rifles themselyes are grooved diifereutly; also in the 
matter of trajectory are they somewhat different, from same 
cause. 

Lentirely agree with Van Dyke. 
like mine, for although a fair shot myself, | neyer count on 
an antelope over 250 yards, aud even under tint distance they 
frequently show me their ‘‘ white shields” and skip. 

Ir would not do, however, to expect to kill buffalo wilh a 
I haye seen 

that tried repeatedly, and know beyood a doubt that the solid 
Winchester, calibre 44, with explosive bullets. 

ball in that gun is far/better, as there is nol penetration enough 
in so light ashell; but with a heavier load the old bull comes 
down as gracefully as the antelope, for nothing can stand be- 
fore a sliell, if of sufficient weight and driven by, say 120 
grains powder—I mean no game on this continent. 

For deer shooting I cannot imagine a better gun than the 
new model Winchester, if properly built; as they make them 
now, the stocks are so straight that I cannot handle them at 
all; but by ordering one that can be remedied, such a gun, 
with explosive shells, is about perfection. Gavoxo. 

Camp of Cavalry in the Field, Bear Butte, D. 7, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR OCTOBER. 

Moose, Alves malehis. 
Caribou, Varandus rangifer, 
Blk or wanpiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Red or Va. deer, C. virgininuus, 
Squirrels, red, black and gray, 
Hares, brown ani pray. 
Reéd or rice bird, Dotichonyx oryez- 

qvurour, A 
Wild torkey, Meleayris gallopavo, 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 

en, Cupidonia eupiilo. 
Ruled grouse or pheasant, Boras 

tarola helvetica, 

nigricollis, 
Wourcock, Philohela minor, 

Macrorhomplics griseus, 
Red-backed sunipiper, or ox-bird, 

Tringa americana, 

umbelius, Liynosa fedoa, 
Quail or partridge, Oriya virginia- Willel, Totanus semipalmatus, 
RUS. Tattler, Tolanus mslanvleucua, 

Yellow-shanks, Wotanus flavipes, 

“Bay birds” generally, ineluding various species of plover, sand 
piper. siipe, curicw, oy sfer-oatcher, surf birds, plalaropes, avacets, 
etd,, comilg under the group Liniacole or Store Birds, 

P2— This table does not epply to all the States. 1t is meant to repre- 

#ent the game Which ls wenerally In season at this time, State regula- 

tions may prohibit the killing of some species of game here mentioned, 

Game in Manret.—Pinnated prouse (prairie chickens), $1.25 

per pair ; partridge (ruffed grouse), 1.25 to $1.50 per pair ; mal- 

Jard ducks, 75 cents to #1 per pair; black do., 75 cents per puir ; 

widgeon do., 60 cents per pair; broad bill do,, 50 cents: per pair; 
teal do., 60 to 75 cents per pair; Wilson enipe, $3 per doz.; 

rails, $1 to $1.25 centa per doz.; reed birds, 76 cents to $1 per 
doz.; Phildelphia sqnabs, $2 to #3 per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

18 to 22 cents per pound ; do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents ; do, turkeys, 
18 to 20 cents; do, ducks, 18 to 20 cents; do, gease, 16 to 18 

cents ; Stata and Western chickens, 16 to 18 cents; do. turkeys, 
16 to 18 cents ; do fowls, 15 to 16 cents ; do. ducks, 18 to 16 cents; 
do. geese, 10 to 12 centx, 

Canava—Gravenhurst, Sept. 23.—The first deer brought 
into the village vhis season had an éxtra horn, which had 
grown out of the one on the right side of the head, about an 
inch above the base of the skull, was nearly as large as 
either of theother two. It had three antlers, the others four 
each. ‘The deer was in prime condition, weighing 175 pounds 
when dressed. He was shot near the village. bots) 

Deer's horns are subject to all eccentricities of shape. 
German illustrated sporting papers very frequently contain 

cuis of misshapen antlers. We have in ow’ office a single 
horn, once worn as & distinguishing ornament by a doe. 

Massacnuseris—lVew Bedford, Sept. 28,—The Pasque and 
Cuttyhunt: Club fishing honses close their doors next week, 
Some few striped bass taken ithe past week. Mr, Chas, §. 
Randall canghtone Monday of large size, but the fishermen 
are waiting for the fall run of Menhaden as as to bring the 
striped bass in shore again, Coxon. 

New Jerser—Hammontown, Sept. 21.—On Mulberry River, 
Some thirteen miles !rom here, we haye good shovling when 
the rail birds docome, I can kill more birds on a hondred 
acres of meadow than I could on a nile along the Delaware 
River, Have been down twice this year; tides were good, 
but no birds, they not vet haying made thew appearance, The 

His ideas are precisely 

Black-bellied ployer, ox-eya, Squa- 

Ring plover, -Agialitis semipulma- 
us, 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopus 

Ned-bressted suips, or dowitcher, 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 

wild oats being green and not ripe probably was the cause. 
Thaye shot rail for twenty-five years, and never yet have I 
Seen as many birds as I did last fall, Quail and pheasants 
promise to he unusually abundant this fall, and T caleulate on 
having grand sport. L. W. 8. 

Kinsey's Asliley House, September 22.—Black ducks and 
sprigtails are coming on in large numbers. Yesterday the 
flats between High Bar and the Clam Island was covered 
wilh them, The season opens October 15. 

Snirz At Forxep Rrver—JPreehold, NV. J., Sept. 26.—Lasy 
Saturday morning we came to anchor off Barnegat Light, 
jumped into our yawls and went over on to the flats. ‘Ihe 
birds flew thick for about three hours, red marlins, ring-tail 
marlins and beach snipe, The two shots of the party, J. A. 
Ward, of Freehold, and Capt. Foreman Matthews, bagged over 
sevenly birds. The season is just opening, birds are swarm- 
ing, are in prime condition, and all the conditions for success- 
ful and satisfactory sport at Forked River most couplet 

Nox. 

PennsyLvantA—Piiladelphia, Sept. 30.—Last Monday a 
flock of quail made their appearance here right in my neigh- 
borhood, Twentieth and Mount Vernon streets. Thursday 
morning, 26th, a large flock of wild pigeons flying to ihe 
south. Two of ns bagged in Chester County, ten gray squir- 
Tels; 9th, in Gloucester County, N. J., we bagged fourteen 
gray sqilirrels. R. PB, 

Biairsville, Sept. 27.—-The Blairsville Forest Club has just 
returned from their annual club hunt on the banks of Black- 
lick Creek, in the Chestnut Ridge, and arare lime they had of 
it. The camp was a complete snecess, as their gatherings 
always are, During the camp the club elected the following 
officers to serve for ensuing year: O. B. Street, Pres.; Robt. 
Spencer, Vice-Pres.; W. @. Tyiece, See,; T. D. Cunningham, 
Treas. The club is growing in numbers and in interest, and 
our cCamps-ont are anxiously looked forwar:l! fo from year to 
year, and each year finds more members, who spend a week 
in the grand old woods. Ui eEls peat 

SqurrmeL Wonrers.— the squirrel hunters of Tionesta, 
Pa., mustered last week for a side hunt, umder Capt. D. M. 
MeGauchey, were twenty-one armed men, and an equal num- 
ber upheld the banner of Gapt. H, A. Leary. Leary’s score 
was: 22 hlack, 18 gray, and 374 pine squirrels; total number 
of peints earned, 1,937. MeGauchey’s side scored 23 black, 
12 eray, and 828 pine squirrels; the total count of points being 
1,702. 
A squirrel hunt at Clearfield, Pa., the previous Saturday, 

resulted in a yery good record, the biggest squirrel killed 
turned out to be a bear. 

Kentuoxy — Ashbyshurg, September 22.—Small game ip 
abundant, such as squirrels, qnail and rabbits, A party driv- 
ing for deer last week saw two, but the whole party failed in 
getting a shot. ‘The dogs also ran ont two turkeys, which 
were killed. We have no pointers nor setters nor other spart- 
ing dogs, but deer and fox-hounds, and they haye been on 
the decline for some time. Munters here use the old-fashioned 
muzzleloader. I haye the only breech-loading firearm in this 
part of the country. The majority of shot-suns here are 
single-barrel of the old-time sort, small bore, and from 86 to 
42.inch barrel. People here hunt quail vey little, and then 
only when there is snow on the ground, and they can find 
them huddled so as to kill several ata shot. Tiere are no 
wing shots, and when one happens to accidentally knock over 
anything running or flying he thinks he has done something 
remarkable; a thing to be remembered and blown about on 
every vccasion. Pappy O'Leary. 

Iruinois.— Charleston, Sept. 24.—O. and J. Hughes, seven 
miles southeast from here, in the hickory flats, killed fifteen 
squirrels the other day. Good bags are there made. Wild 
pigeons are getting plenty on the Hats. Mast is scarce and 
they do not stay long. Quail are here in good number. 

J. B.D, 

Lake Oiiy, Sepé. 24.—The ducks are coming in, and the 

shooling on the Zumbro bottoms good. Quuils are very plenty 
and afford good sport. D, 

Misnrsora—Onatonna, September 24.—A pelican was shot 
near this eily one day last week, the first one heard of in this 
vicinity, Are they found far from the coast as a general 
thing’? J. P. B, 

Pelican are common if northern Minnesota. The Petica— 

ide ave found in nearly all temperate and tropical countries, 

and are not confined to the coast. In the West the white va- 
riety is common; the brown is strictly maritime. 

Cotorabo—Hot Sulphur Springs, Sept. 22.—The fall hunt- 
ing season is fairly opened ; ells, deer and antelope are plenti- 
ful and in fine condition. ‘The first is most sought after just 
now. Almost every day wagons pass here loaded with ell 
meat, bound for Georgetown, where there is a ready market: 
for local consumption and for shipment by rail to Denver and 
other points, At least twenty men are now engaged in elk 
bunting for market in Middle and North parks. Incidentally 
tmaany deer and antelope are also killed. Gordon Commings, 
the celebrated African hunter, is hére, making this place his 
base of operations, but at present in the North Park. Several 
other parties from Europe and from Hastern States are in the 
neighborhood hunting. W.N. B. 

Witp Picrons.—Will onr correspondents throughout the 
eountry kindly give us ful! and immediate information in re- 
gard to the flight of wild pigeons in theiy respeelivye sections, 
from which point of the compass they came and, if alighting, 
how long they have remained, in what direction they have 
fone. 

War rr Costs.—The expenses of a day’s fun with the 
birds are now so light that we rarely hear any complaint on 
this score. A well known professional yentleman of Nevada 

City, Cal., went out for a whole day’s hunt recently, and this 
is all it cost him: Gun and ammunition, $4; spirits fermenti 

for sun burn, $1.50; horse and carriage $5; ruined boots and 

pants, $33; lost ring, $6; lost pocket-knife, $1.50; total, 
#51. He killed three birds. 

—Mr. ¥. J. Abbey, of the firm of F. J. Abbey & Oo., of 
Chicago, died in that city on the 22d ult. The firm was 
among the oldest gun dealers in the United States, and My. 

Abbey was widely known among the sportsmen of the Hast 
and West, 
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ligur Cuargrs—Hdjior Forest and Stream: I never load 

my No. 10 vauge Scott, & Sun breech-loader, nine and a half 
pounds, with over four and one-quarter drachms of powder, 
~Canvus-Back,” I think, avoids the issue. TI simply assert 
that my gun will burn more powder than that above named— 
not that it will make better penetration or pattern with over 
that amount of powder. “ Canvas-Back” advances a theory 
that it will not burn more than four drachms. TI stated what 
T considered facts to prove that it would, one of which—eol- 
leeting the exploded grains and firing them again—“ Can 
vas-Back” ignores. J doubt also if many will coincide with 
his explanation, that the extra powder gives the extra recoil 
withont being burned in the barrel. Tt is pleasant, however, 
to dispute the question with so amiable a correspondent as 
* Canyas-Back” evidently is. I should like a day’s sport 
with him in spite of his theory, to whim, I cannot subscribe, Boston, Sept. 28, 1878. Fusm 

The disenssion between our two correspondents _£ great 
interest, because within the last week the questio =f “how 
mich powdera rifle would burn was brought up fore 4 
court in a criminal case now exciting marked atten in the 
State. Why do not some of our readers try this ex iment ? 
Lay a number of sheets of white paper on the ae und, say 
ten or fifteen fect along from the muzzle of the gun, and then, 
haying a determined load, fire it, and so catch the: grains of 
unconsumed powder on the paper. Such experiments would 
be useful and interesting. We may state that the feneral 
tendency of sportsmen is to overload, 

A Monet Camp Strove,—Prof. @, I. Tioney, le musical sportsman of East Saginaw, Michigan, who divides his alfec- 
tions between Beethoven and Nimrod, has lately confrived a 
portable camp stove which cerlainly does great credit to his 
Inventive genius, and it most nearly fills the requirements of 
a permanent camp of any stove which we haye ever seep, 
Its height is 20 inches ; depth, from front to back, 26 in: 
breath, 24in,; oven, 24x21 in, 134 in. high at back and gf in. high under fire box. Stove is built of best No, 18 chareoal 
(sh¢et) iron, and weighs, empty, 128 pounds, packed ready fo 
carriage, 19d pounds, ‘The fire box contains 74 feet of tele- scopic stove pipey four stove legs and lid lifter, while in the 
oven is packed the following list of stove and table ware : 

One doz. 9-inch tin plates, 1 doz half-pint tin cups, 1 doz 
pint tin basins, 1 doz. tea spoons, 1 doz knives, 1 doz. forks 4 
doz, table spoons, 3 bread plates, 4 pie tins, 2 large iron 
spoons, | carver and fork, 1 bread knife, 1 two-quart tea steeper, 2 six-quarb prs, 1 one-quart dipper, 2 dripping pans 
11x18 inches, 1 thirteen inch frying pan, 1 six-quart coffee- 
pot, 1 gridiron 12x18 inches, 1 eight-quart tea kettle, 1 ten- quart iron kettle, 1 twelve-qnart tin pail, 4 pepper and salts 
2 vinegar bottles, 1 cooking fork, 1 griddle paddle, 1 stove rim, 1 grate 14x24inches, Total 111 articles, 4 

KR, M. Kitey’s Cararoaus.—Por the convenience of his 
many Canadian patrons, Mr. R, M. Kilby, of Montreal has 
published an exhaustive ¢ talozue of all varieties of sporting 
gvoods. In it may be found prices of funpowder, shells and 
cartridges, guns, fishing rods, lines, And an extensive line of 
all the leading English and American articles. Mr. Kilby 
being a courrewm des bots, is thoroughly conversant with all 
camp furniture and the best outfit, No department has been 
overlooked, and as Mr, Kilby is agent for all the leading: man- 
ufacturers, anything wanted can be most expeditiously ob- 
tained, Any orders given to Mr. Kilby are under his personal supervision, ‘T’o our American friends going to Canada on a hunting expedition, we would advise that they call on Mi 
ae ef Montreal, and make their purchases at his estab- 
ishment. 

Avorion Sane on Brenon-Loiping Guys.—To-morrow 
and Saturday Messrs. Barker & Co. will sell by auction an 
assortment of English and American breech and muzzle-load- 
ing sporting guns, also several long and short rance rifles, 
We were present at the sale last week, and althouch the prices 
realized were low, it was pronounced successful, The spa- 
cious room in which the sale was eonducted and the bidding 
especially when finer guns were put up, was quite spirited. 
The present display is said (o be much superior to the one of 
last week, and therefore should awake deeper interest. Every 
facility is afforded to examine the guns thoroughly before 
purchasing, and for this purpose catalogues are issued and 
puns placed on exhibition two or three days before the sale 
The firm of Barker & Co, are well known, and what they as 
sert is generally considered correct,—[ See ado. 

Mr. Ina A, Patne,—This renowned shot has just finished 
A most successful engagement at the St. James Theatre. Mr. 
Paine goes to Pittsburgh, where he will open at the Academy 
of Music. Tn the City of Smoke he will make a, first appear- 
ance, and the spectators will be able to discriminate between 
the various schools of Paine, Bogardus or Carver. It is Mr, 
Paiue’s first appearance in Pittsburgh, 

For Forest ani Stream and Rod and Gun 

OGTOBER SPORT IN VIRGINIA. 

ue there is a profession which is more overworked and 

underpaid than the newspaper business, itis not known to 

mortal man, There is some rest for the weary, the hymn- 

book says, but for the searcher after news, the seeker 

afler truth, and the hopeless collector after unpaid subscrip- 

tions, there is no rest this side of Jordan, except now and 
then when the priater’s devil learns how to read proof and 
takes the reporter's place. 

The acme of happiness for one of the ‘fraternity ” is to 
haye a railroad pass in his hat, and a free invitation to the 
Springs in his pocket, and, like Mr, Dick Swiveller, he can 
sing that song, *‘Begone dull gare" he {rue Bohemian 
never thinks of the future, he is essentially wu truly improyi- 

dent, and, like # soldier, he lives inthe present, he is the best 
of comrades, for only the scribe cultivates that savory Sraire 

by which he makes friends and items as he goes alung in the 
world; he is imaginative, for hy stretching that posilive 
virtue, he lives and thrives; in fact, to sum it all up, he is 
what the French eall ** Ye bon zig.” 

The outlook in Virginia for sporting this fall is an un- 
usually good une. Game of all kinds is more abundant than 
I eyer knew of before, and the sportsman will have his hand 



and his gameé-bag full, and can shoot over the best of cover 
to his heart’s content. 

There are enthusiastic sportsmen in the Old Dominion 
who inherit the love of thoroughbred horses, staunch dogs, 
and fine guns from their ancestors, and they have established 
sporting clubs al! oyer the State. 1 know of many crack shots 
who ean fill a game-bag and empty a jug of whisky equal to 
the best Northern or Western huntsmin. Certainly the Vir- 
ginian onght to understand the mimic warfare; he has the 
Tove of the chase in his blood; he knows how to ride before 
he can walk ; learns how to pull the trigger by ihe time he can 
shoot, his marble, and his first essay in music is to blow a 
clear blast.on the hunting horn. In the limits of his State 
can be found every variety and species of game. Beginning 
at New Year, he can shoot steadily all the year round. All 
the winter the Potomac, Rappahannock and the St. James 
rivers avd their tributaries furnish the wild fowl—the canvas- 
back, mallard, teal, and the brant, the gamest bird in the world; 
also, wild geese and swans, and then is the time for fox- 
hunting. In the spring, on the sea coast, bay birds and 
snipe can be killed by the thousand, besides splendid fishing 
for rock-perch and chub, Im summer, curlews, willet and 
woodcock are in uncounted numbers. After the 1oth of Aug 
deer are in season, and afford fine sport; in September the 
marshes are filled with sora, ortolan and reed-bird, and single 
guns can count their day’s sport by dozens. At this time the 
angler is in his glory with trout and black bass, that rise 
readily to the fly in all the mountain streams, especially in 
the Shenandoah River. Jn October partridge shooting com- 
mences; also, pheasants and squirrels, not to mention hares, 
which swarm in the old sedge fields. A friend of mine killed 
thirty-six in one day last fall—he really aid, for I saw the 
skins mvself, and his exploit was not like the Cockney Eng- 
lishman, who, bragging upon hisshooting, boasted to Douglas 
Jerrold that he had shut forty Lares before breakfast. ‘* My 
God,” ssid the great wit, *tyou must have shot at a wig.” 

So it will be seen that with rivers full of fish, swamps 
abounding in wild fowl and game birds, and woods where the 
flesh do most abound, that a sportsman can find his Arcadia 
in Virginia. But he niust have the requisite qualities to enjoy 
the sport. No sybaritic young gentleman, who prefers his 
ease and comfort before the chase, can ever hope to succeed. 
He must have an iron constitution to begin with, and be able 
to endure winters cold and summer’s heat, without flinching 
and without grumbling; to sit in a siuk box, ina bitter, sting- 
ing cold day, with the fine sleet chilling the very marrow of 
his bones, and to keep his temper and his nerve as the mallard 
and brant swoop by him at lightning speed; or to sit on the 
sea meadow along with his decoys with the Atyust sun 
beating down with its torrid rays upon him, and the waves 
hip hizh. He must keep cool then, and single out his curlew 
and snipe, and kill them by a clean shot, and noi mangle 
them, and lose half of the game by wild, careless shooting. 
He must have also a pair of strong legs that can carry him 
over moorland and hill, and not break down when the quail 
fly the thickest. ‘The ideal sportsman has a touch of tie Rip 
Van Winkle vagabond in his nature. He is, moreover, a 
lover of nature, for nature’s self, a thorough gentleman; in 
short, a happy union of genial Frank Forester and quaint old 
Isaac Walton. ! 

The place from which I am writing is on the very centre of 
the Alleghany Mountains. Here the pure, unadulterated 
mountaineer is found in all his primitive simplicity, dressed in 
homespun, with his long, lank body and his bow legs which 
come of scaling his native hills. These physical peculiarities 
with an uncouthness of speech, make him an object of interest 
to a lowlander’s eyes. You never see him without, his rifle 
—a long piece, some six feet, with nearly straight stocks ; 
and with this rifle he is the best shot in the world. He has 
a perfect contempt for shotguns, and, in fact, for all modern 
fire-arms. 

Hearing that T had two rifles with which 1 had done some 
tall shooting at the Springs, several of these sharpshooters 
brought their old mountain killdeers to shoot against me. 
One of my pieces was a Creedmoor sharps, the other a sport- 
ing Winchester; each had glube and peep sights. The trial 
brought together a great many interested witnesses. The re- 
sult was.a foregone conclusion. With my Winchester rifle— 
which is, | think, the very finest weapon for perfect accuracy 
and rapidity of firing ever invented—I beat them all easily at 
one hundred, two hundred and three hundred yards. My 
Winchester astounded and amazed them, and they sorrow- 
fully admitted that their old pieces were beat at last by 
* them darned new-fangled weepons,” 

T lave a hobby for fire-arms. If I go by a pawnbroker’s 
shop and see a strange rifle, or old, antiquated fowling-piece, 
T go in and buy it; and so my room has come to be a minia- 
ture armory. { take great interest also in all new inventions, 
and have many rifles, but the pride of my heart is my ‘* Win- 
chester.” I don’t think that the science of gunnery can go 
further. It is simply perfect, and{ woulda’t part with it for 
all other rifles invented. 

Por the benefit of your readers who intend coming to the 
Old Dominion this fall and winter to hunt and fish TI will 
give some general directions: In the first place strangers had 
best bring a letter of introduction to some well known Vir- 
ginian, who will introduce them around and saye them all the 
anxiety about breaking the game laws. For deer hunting, 
write to Capt. Wm. N. Blow, Littleton, Sussex County, Va, 
‘Those desiring to hunt quail near Washington City will find 
good board and plenty of birds in Culpeper County, slong 
the Virginia Midland Road, about three hours’ ride from the 
National Capital. Write to George Meyers, Jeffersonton, Cul- 
peper Gounty, Va,, who will tell you all you want to know, 
and who will make any party who stays with him comfort- 
able and happy. ‘Tourists who wish to visit the Dismal 
Swamp and fish in Lake Drummond, write to Bob Rogers, 
Suffolk, Va. This isa trip Lrecommend to every lover of 
the strange, the weird and the beautifulin nature, ‘There is 
splendid hunting also in the vicinity of the Great Dismal 
Swamp. ‘The last of September or the first of October is the 
best time, 
And now, like Captain Jack Bunsby, I've had my say, and 

whut I says i stands to. CHASSEUR. 
—+g+— 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

Toronto Guy CLus.—The annual maten of this ¢lnb is appointed for 
October $, at Toronto, Cun. Communications should be addreszed to 
The Secretary, Mr, C. Calihan 

Connxoricor—stamnford, Sept, 27,—Fitth competition for the wateh + 

iy ming....211012101111011117100000117 
Ce eae: 1 0110010001001 

0110000001109 

0171011011111-11 
1010111111101 
1111100011610 
11111111700 0-10 

Wm Schofield... ......00-..sseccesceee-l O 
Thos Cumming, ESeERE oor: Ova, aheel. 
EF W Gillespie.... 2s. siseaserceces sera D 

Grain wou shoot oi with four ont of fiye. 

First competition for Sno Case: 

Sohofield.,.1111111111—10 Weed, Jr...1100006 \— 
Vovhout, dr0 1111141119 Garis hae son Dann eae 
RGiliespie,0100101101—6 BGillespie. 01 00000000—-1 

Seventh competition for the Bishop Heyolyer: 

H Yontnant. dr.-,.101111101101111111111411 = 
CG Hennrie- EEO Ph Ok 1 Od acteg eh Pere een peat 
Wm Stoteld.. 111010100101111110001001 1-15 
RA Gilespie. . LOULTLOLIOODIL1L0110011104 0 0-4 
Thos Cumming....0 )1U1L11101007 010611111000 14 

Sixth competition for the Loading Tools : 

Oothout....», Weukansqiaceens= tepneelh LAV dh tos oT od od 1a 
Thos COMMING ss ie. e se cseeeceea ns. 1117010011101 0 1—i0 
A G Weed, Jr......-.. we LOTIMNGOLTOUOL1L1It» 
OER Graiiiees a eias sete eeeeuee-D 0111010170101 01—8 
RoBiGillespis; sc coe, 0 (ssc8z¢a4e enaeen 11T01711010000110—¢ 
Ww Scofield... cy Se ALLUO0O0TLTIONO1T1ILi 7 
EF W Gillespié...... ~0001100001190100—5 
Rr DSi Wells als ehh eects eee re 1O000U00HUVOO00 0-1 

LonG BRANCH GUN CLUB.—The lust meeting of the season was he.d 
last Suturdry. ‘Phe match for the club badge wis at twenty-lyd glass 
balls, from three traps, Bogurdus roles: 

E Murphy....-.---.110111 11711110111111112111 123 
JL bright... VLTT1TL11111014111111111 0 1—9 
ir Zeliner,.... 11211201017 10L1110WwW 
W > Marphiy.- 10101111111011110wW 
G Bright...... T111011011111010Ww 
HA Butler..... ... O11111101011001 7 
W Hammerless.... 101101 10111101109% 
W Stone .........-111707T1T0111100T10W 

5 eee LPOTOTILULTIOVIIOW 
L011000010y4 
1000010049010 W 

The shoot for the cup was at lwenotly-five birds each, H and 1’ traps, 
and Hurlingham rules to govern: 

He Mcurpnya.-.+5 col td PPP PO tata Tap 19 1d it aes 
HA Gildersleeye..11111111210111110111111111 43 
DrZeliner , -..-.. TAItdbt1atd1s1Tratriviivoro0ri—a 
J UBright......... 111110111111111110101011 0-20 

Lone IsLasp vs. Nassav—Dexlter Park, Cypress Hills, L I, Oct. 1.— 
‘vhird match between selecied téains from tue Long Island siotiug 
Cluband the Nassau Gun Clad; dfieen birds ¢ach, 25 yards rise, $0 
yards bononiary, H and f traps: 

Long Island Shooting Club. 

1 
W BHughes...ccececcscerye-----eee Ld LITIdidioiii 14 
L Kedding.. 1111101101011 1 0-11 
C Willia us »LTT0TLTLitLT11000 11 
Ff Gildersleeve.. Aetl Tiet O80 test Oh 
E il Madison ......---..----20¢ esse 1001101110001 1— 9—56 

Nassau Gun Club, 

W James..----. 5.400 111101011110 00-10 
O1000101110111—s 
O0100111001101—-7 
OOLTLTOTLIOLOUNOeT 
11iv1000700110 b— 6—38 

PLEASANTYVILLE Ys. EXCHANGE CLUB.—Third mateh between the 
Hxchenge Gun i lub, of Titusville, Pa., and the Pleasantville Gun Club 
cume off at the Vriving Park  Conditions—18 yds. rae; tiap used, 
Card’s Patent Revolving Trap; trap to revolve for each mau: 

Exchange Gut Clob. 
Dr G Shuenburg...--.+.:-).. --7--4---== AS TY Deli Pet =o 
JJ MeCrum.-........ oe wt TOTERL’ZORLs 
R I Bouvhton, Jr.... See olay se be SO 
OW Bowthton....9-+- bss eee asses ei ee Oe lL te a 
4B Aahbard...se0-..+-s ENT R eg th Tks Ethel aime hg BS) 
Dr H K Green t seal Oe i Be TE 8 
RW WaAls800... 2.2. ce ccs ewer res eees-s flea a eee i 
J J Wheelock. sel he Ty Se TD 10) 

Pieasantyille Gun Club 
Lyman Shuttock.......... 1 
Peter Saurey..:..-- 
George Benedeck. . 
NJ Hancox........ 
Luen Shuttock... 
J Kuhineyer... 
A Pope ... 
B Patton. 

CIN tL Pata hss Asset oled» Bhele cm Me 
The Exchange Club begin this week sh 

CG. VY. B. 

Mepway SHooTinG OLUB—Matawan, N. J, Sept. 26,—Monthly shoot 
for club badge; 80 yards ooundary, H and I traps, 134 0%. slot. Handi- 
cap : 
James Lamberson. ..... 26 yards... 1ai202 21242 2 9 
James Ivilis....-- Zed 3! Ul ls Le 
Ww A Dunlop.,.... oo ec Se ge ia as 
Stephen Laniberson ....23 “ wt 2 Pa Pt Ost 5 
FIPAS Warne tes cs Mccee cham Neeserteh SL) Se ea eos 
Wm J Conoy a a Go ea a of Toes. 
O H Warne... * AeA Lae dip ie ghee UR aie 
James Vanbra te 1ididtid-t?d is 
RH Wyckoff .. LD, eg Ok cit lee LS 
Richard Worrell,, Ne oD ded sie #0 sd =9 
George Farrington. soe SEO, se a a7 
) Tank & Hyer,......--. Bele. © 34s eget ke Sol, Se Alay 

Ties shot off at five birds each, with the folowing result ; 

Jas Lamberson. .....0 1* 01-2 Stephen Lamnerson,..11* 1 D—3 
Jag Ivins.... 10°11—3 Wm aA Donlop......... 11111—-5 

BRookLyn—Sept, 30.—Maton for chanipionship of local club; Brown’s 
Driving Park ; American rules, 21 yards rise, 50 birds a fide: 

Allan Nichola ...-.11111160*01111111100"010111 
111101010011111*0111100 1—%, 
WR Henderson...1 1011110010100 *%1711212101L001 

1110111121000%11100110010—-3L 

First GERMAN HunTING CLuB.—New Dorp, Stalen Island, Sept. 24.— 
Quarterly pigeon match for medal, held by J, Bohlin ; 4 yards; 80 
yards bouudary ; Luce Island rules: 

Kunz.. -06010011011—5 Sauter.... Ci Rest Us a Bip Ops a lp Bs 
Mukeu.. 1i1111712111—10 Schiller..... 111i1110101—8 
Bolling. g11111111—9% Klem -.ltt1111111—10 
Zam. .....-: 1ovudg00111—4 Natsh ooO0L110101—-5 
BHechtel,...d 001110111—7 Nagel OoTOLT00LOl«& 
Mohr....-..0010210U11—5 

Ficken won the shoot off. 

MAMARONKOK GUN CLUB.—Sepi, 28,—Pigeons ; Mr. Alex. Taylor, Jr., 
vs. Mr. Kobert Elliott; 45 birds, 25 yards rise, Hurlingham roles: 
4 Taylor.....-...-+ 01021101120110111110101]1] 148 
R Eltott........00,1 0111001021110101107T11111185 

In the shoot olf Taylor won. 
Same Place aud Same Day—Sweepstakes, 25 yardsrise, Hurllugham 

Tales = 

Taylor, JT. .--. 0.2.4 09 
GQvuorge..... 
Bryar...+ O—+ Trowbridge...... 

Tie on four. 

George..-..-+-.- Fret bd ees Li—2 Bryar...-.....+-..---- eeceend 12 

same Day.—Same conditions : 
Hs LL 11165 Georges srers - ++) nesseel 0101—3 
SA V1 1125 sGould.-2... lly 

1111 0-4 Bryar.....o: ---.-.1..1 00 W 

Mr ‘Taylor shot y-ry well thronoghout the day, kuliog 32.0ut of 39 
birds, winning his matcll, the tirst sweepstakes, and diyiding the second, 

Long Isnanp SHooTine OLUB.—Dexter Park, b. T,, Sept. 27.—Mouthly 
contest for tie ohamploriship of the Giub, handicapped rise, $0 yurds 
boundary, seyén birds each, 1 and T traps: 
Mailisdiiscu,s oeaseecc o> Yards cavvsdaweerteete 2 1t “) Wd % 
Broadway ....ecee--e-+-Bd Tai 4 aes. 
Jolines, 3 - tijititlré 
‘Thomuas.. a 11211" 1-6 
Walton... ve 1 tad J 4 

ae 11200 0-4 

Perretl Ley. efes pices one 
Dr Murphy.... . .-....91 * 
Blankleyiies vac: ers ceeeed | 
H Aartshoroe...,.,.....83 
Brown. ...... eee ae oe 
Gilderaleeve.......000..28 * 
F Bron killed 4 out of 6; Hemming, 4 ont of 6; Brewer, 2 oul of 8, aud 

Dr, Brydges,lou of 8 Medway shot a3 birds and missed each. 

Sweepstakes in which Broidway, Redding, Jerrett and Williams 
Were the Winners, clused the day’s sport. 

TENNESSKE—Colunibia, Sept 20,—' Hilt or Break Clubs" Bogardus 
traps and rules; simgie balls, 18 yards : 

SS ye eo 

Thomas Portér,,..,,........0) 1T211T11tt1 11111111 1—20 
WN Hoghes...... 4 1011111111710111111-17 
Joe Dew...- 1111272171101 011111011-17 
A Looney - ODT0TLOLTLILLLLILL1 ) m1 
© Gord in... TTLIVT1110007L01T1T1110—6 
Wino Caldwell, et TIV1121070111101011 1—15 
H Rainey... LOVT011L0O1TOHO111I1b10LEB 
R Frers)u.--)....:. 0000071111111 001111 1-4 
TaWebster 00. cask vases 1T1i611010017111001101 0—1 
J Bailey.......-..- eel TOV11000177001100110—-10 
W Tindall...... .- —-OLOOGOLTLTO0T1LITOLOLIIW 
UO Raley sae op tees eosseel LOLOO OO O07 OPO O38 tw 

Ties ml seventeen, won by Dew with five Siraight; o’ fi teeu, won 
by Gordon with lour. 

Double rise, 14 yards : 

DOWaeeea seoeeseczyeccetd 11 12—6 AO HES 2. 2 eowee-see esl 11 1—6 
Looney -,-, setescenell £1 VI—S J) Raliey -.,- es (JL 11 11—5 
Webster _. --10 10 11-4 GC Gorron.. -.- -10 | 1-—S 
Bailey... ---.sser ee veel LO 11—3 E Gordon...........--- 1p) 00 00—1 
Tie on five, won by Looney with four straight, 

AUDUBON CLUB—Chicayo, Ill, Sept. |{9—Watoh for the prize gon won 
by the club at late Shute Conveniiin af Qning-y 3 26 yurdsTise: 

Gook.,..0.--1UL11T11101—8 Tuylur.,,...001111111 07 
Pride.....--0 LOL Ww Hiven....++. L1libvildiw 
Barnard 111721161—4 Morris......11710111011—3 
Torrill LTitititov—S Stagg.... ... LITUT11T111L0W 
F lton. ‘ 11111110—) Howe.......2 10117 0311-8 
Foss..,......1 1100111017 

The tie between Felton and Barnard was nit shotof. The former 
(ook half the price of the gun and the latter walked away with the 
weapon. 

Match for the National gold medal won bythe Aujubon Olub in 
Septen-ber, 1576, which is put a) in the place of the Diamond Badee, 
lately won by 8. H. Turrill. Must be woo three times ny auy Inember 
of the club lo become his iudividual property; ground traps, $0 yards 
Tise; enirance #5 each: 

Turrill, - 112010110111111—-12 
LuaT1Tu1deobO0H1—-7F 
01121712011111101—12 
101111101101111—2 
100011212111710111-—1 
1120111101101111—12 

ae ae O10111111011101—-)1 
10GCOT1TO0LV010T01-T 

CA ee at ieeewess.. nee OiL OD GML Neral Tit ouN ih Oe 

Inthe shout of Feiton won the medal and first money; second 
money was divided berpween Hoss and Stagg, and Price took third 
Tv; ey. 

MinnesoTa—Red Wing, Sept, 14 —On the last duy of the Falr of the 
Mississippi Valley Industrial Association, Sept. 14, ihe following 
prizes were offered for glass bal. slioo ang: Silver watch, S20; revol- 
ver, $12; quarter keg powder, #5; sack chilled abot, $3. The follow- 
jug is the score; Bogardus traps end rales; 15 yards rise: 

Pot... -1111114101—8 Dow........- o0007 1—4 
Kelloge......010010001 0-8 Vandeear...d111i11116-9 
Galioway....1100010110—5 Winey... 00T1T11010 1—fi 
Towl@.e...LO0OUTLI1L1 1-7 Rosaboom,,.0010111010—-5 

O010O111111—7 Perkins ----.017T001101 0-6 
Vay 41211111060121—-5 Featherston.1 01001100 0—4 

Griifin,..-.+.10111110 11-8 8 Feathersvnd 01010001 1-4 
MotCvoten...11012141111—9 Sterling..... QO11L01120111—7 
Van Vellet..1111110101—8 Marshall, .,1010170111-7 
Benson,...-.1100110017 0-5 Collier,,-.-.101010101 0— 

Ties on nine, won by Vanduear, five sivaight at 21 yards; ti+s on 
eight, aud a second tie of four, with Post, at 2! yards, won by Gritilo 
with five straight; lles of seven, Towle and Mursluli tied twice on 
four ab 21 yards, and twice on three, Marshall winning finally with 
three straight. Pb Lan th 

EGe SHELLy.—* Hope springs eternal in the buman breast.” The 
sportamen of Austin, Minn. are entiusiastic, and spunky, ton Huying 
HO glass balls to shoot the other day, they substituted eggs. These ure 
the egg scores at 21 yards : 

W HBallock....060 100017 0L07011010111001110-—18 
Pi, West... ~J10110007T177T1017100101 —12 
RJ Sinich wee tLLOLOOLLALITVH1TTIVOOOLLOLOOL 

O1 U—16—1s. 
7D Pierve..... .)... 0 01010110107 00001 0 1—13 
H Liothten,.. 1 1o1000L0010010111 1-12 
Chas Wiloour OLONOVOTTOLOLOHTODOLLOTO0L 

0 1 i—t—14, 
Dr Struck....-.....00117100000110010111010011-18 

Glew Publications. 
—The Americun Naturulist for October contains the con- 

clusion of Mr. Edward Palmer's very interesting paper on the 

+ Plants Used by the Indians of the United States.” ‘ Phisiogra- 
phy,” by C. Lloyd Morgan, is an attempt at a general survey of 

geology and the kindred branches of science, in order to afford a 

comprehensiye survey of that philosophy whose aim it is to com- 

prehend and consolidate the generalizations of science. The lead- 

ing illustrated article is au essay by Prof. W. J. Bea), telling us 
‘Bow Thistles Spin.” The usual departments of General Notes, 

Recent Literature and Scientific News are well filled. 

Gumwe TO THE GarpENs OF THE ZooLogroaL Soorery oF 
PuitApEtrHiA. By Arthur Erwin brown, General 
Superintendent. 

In a most conyenient form Mr. Brown has given a vade mecune 

to the Zoological Gardens in Philadelphia. Differing trom the 

usual trashy catch-penny publications, the little work under our 

notice gives @ brief yet intelligible uccuunt of the animals, The 

wuts are fairly good, and the plan of the Gardens excellent. 

The Sanitarium contains a discussion by Dr. BE. O, Angell 
of '‘ Sunlight and Solarization in Health and Disexse;” ‘' Kela- 
tions Batween Sewer Gas and Diphtheria,’ by Dr. John W, Tripe ; 

“Tnteryention of Physicians in Education,?’ by Dr. E. Seyuine; 

“ The Cost of Drinking Habits,” by Dr, Hdward Young, Chief of 
the Government Burean of Statistics. The Editorial departments 

discuss a yariety of topics. 

BOOKS RECELVED. 
Gurpe ro THE Aprronpaoks. By HE. R. Wallace. 

edition. New York: American News Comipany. 1878, 

Tue Mexroan Reruncio—An Historic Study, By C. Ed- 
wards Lester. New York: American News Company. 1878. 
Price, in paper, 60 cents ; muslin, 80 cents. 

Gamez Bens; Their Habits and Haunts; How to Pind and 
Shoot ‘Uhem. By Dhomas Alexander, Lakeside Library Series. 

Chicago: Donnelly, Loyd & Co. Price 20 cents. 

A Qumr lire. By Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett. 
Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Gros. 1878. 

From the same publishers, ‘* Marrying Off a Daughter,” by 

Henry Greville, Price 75 cents. 

Sixth 
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Ay Hacrurn tHe Storm.—In the days of 
long ago, when men recognized diyinities in 
the slements, and the warrings of nature were 
the struggles of contending gods, such an in- 

cident as this would have afforded & subject 

for a poetical myth : 
During the storm yesterday afternoon, resi- 

dents in the northeastern part of the city wit- 
nessed an inspiring sight. The wind was 
high, and increasing from the northwest, and 
a large black eagle, estimated to measure st 
least six feet from tip to tip of his wigs, flew 
down with great rapidity toward the lake 
shore. He evidently sought to recover him- 
self, and atlempied to beat back against the 
gale of wind in which he had been caught. 
Observers were of the opinion that a powerful 
cyclone wis passing in mid air to the south- 
east, and that he had been caught in its vor- 
tex, from which he found it impossible to es- 
cape. He often would riseas if to makea 
perpendicular ascent, then would swoop to 
the right or leff, and in oné instance doye di- 
rectly downward, bit by each effort appeared 
to find it impossible to extricate himself from 
the current on which he was borne. {n this 
struggle between the gallant bird and the 
upper air tornado in which he had been en- 
tangled both passed out over the lake near 
the head of Division street. 

Squmrets at tax Hus.—A bushy tail, 
flirting about among the branches of the oaks, 
is a feature of landscape gardening which ap- 

pealed to the esthetic tastes of the Boston 

Highlander. A colony of red and gray 
squirrels hawe been protected by the resi- 
dents, and they were carefully provided with 
food. But the squirrels have been turning 
their attention to the fruit, and, according to 
the Boston Zraveler, one of them actually 
opened and picked the seeds from seventy- 
four Seckle pears in a single morning, throw- 
ing the rest of the fruit away. Becoming a 
question whether the squirrels or the pear 
crop should be made extinct, it was decided 
to exterminate the former, and a lively war- 
fare with powder and shot is going on. Ib is 
reported that the pear orchard of Mr. Samuel 
R. Payson, at Belmont, has been invested 
and seriously damaged by squirrels for some 
time, and that three men are employed solely 
as executioners. Mr. Payson says that the 
squirrels only touch the sweet pears. The 
gray squirrels are very fond of peaches, and 
will attack the red side, eat a piece the size 
of a filbert, and then leave the peach to de- 
cay. Grapes are also attacked and pieces 
bitten therefrom, 

a 

ZooLtogioaL SurcEREy,—A monkey at the 
Alexandra Palace was suffering from tooth- 
ache, so they put him into a bag whence only 
his head protruded, and handed him over to 
the dentist. Pug screamed and snapped and 
threatened to be yery troublesome, but when 
the dentist managed to pet his hand on the 
abscess and guve relief, the monkey’s de- 
meanor changed entirely. He laid his head 
down quietly for examination, and without 
the use of the gas submitted to the removal 
of a stump and a tooth as quietly as possible. 
A large bear at the Berlin Zoo had become 
blind through cataract on both eyes. They 
strapped him up, chloroformed him, had him 
treated by an oculist, and when next he was 
allowed to come into the light and noticed 
that he could see clearly, the great brute 
winked and capered in ecstacy. 

Le as. Tee 

—'']’m a tough cuss from Bitter Creek,” 
is the expression employed by the Plains des- 
perado to inform everyhody that he is ‘on 
the fight.” Further east the corresponding 
member of society says, ‘I’m a wolf, and 
this is my time to howl.” In Kentucky he 
says, “‘l’m a yard wide, and all wool,” 
—Helena (Mon.) Herald. 
Se 

Tiffany & Co., 

Jewellers, and Importers, haye 

Silversmiths, 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and othe» 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

TIF- 

FANY & CO. are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis-' 

scientific requirements. 

have a full line, 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station— 

the 

largest in the world, and the 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

ehase. 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 

The Great European Novelty 

HUNYADI JANOS. 
The Best Natural Aperient. 

THE LANCET.— 
“Hunyadi Janos,— 
Baron Liebig affirms 
that its richness in 
aperien! salts  sur- 
passes that of all other 
known waters.” 

THE BRITISH 
MEDICAL J0UUR- 
NAL.— Wunyadi Ja- 
nos.—The most agree- 
ahle, safest, and most 
Piilcacious aperient 
water.” 

PROPESSOR VIRCHOW, Berlin. “ Inyariably good 
ald prompt success} most valuable.” 

PROFESSOR BAMGERGHR, Vienna. “TI baye pre- 
scribed these Waters with remarkable success.” 

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Wurzburg. ‘I prescribe 
none bnt this.” 

PROFESSOR LAUDER BRUNTON, M.D.,, F.R.S., 
London. ‘More pleasant than tte rivals, and sur- 
Dasses them in éffitavy.” 

PROFESSOR AITKEN, M. D., fF. R. 8,, Royal Mill- 
tary Hospital, Netley. ‘Preferred to Pulina and 
Friedrichshall.’ 

A WINEGLASSEUL A DOSE. 

INDISPENSABLE TO THE TRAVELING PUBLIC 

Every genuine bottle bears the name of “The 
Apollinaris Co, (limited), London, 

FREDERICK DE BARY & CO., 
41 and 43 Warren Street, New York, 

Sole Agents for United States and Canadas, 

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS AND 
DRUGGISTS. 

he label on eyery 
blue paper, 

A TURKISH BATH 
In Your Own Room 

For Fiye Cents 

genuine bottle is printed on 

This is secured by a cheap 
Apparatus recently patented, 
for the pruducti¢n of Turk- 
ish and Vapor Baths, at the 
vost Of the alcohol that sup- 
plies the heat, It has proved 
More effective than the erdi- 
nary Turkish Baih House in 
eradicating Rheumatism, 
Asthma, Catarrh, Skin Dis- 
eases, Dyspepsia, and all 
Neryoos and debilitating 
Maladies. Pamphlet free. 
LUBIN’S PORTABLE 
TURKISH BATH CO. ,68East 
Fourth street, Cincinnati, O. 

jel3 lyr 

Miscellaneous, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Viass. 

‘Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missloner’s réport..........- .....- $14,466,920 53 

Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BlOner’s FEPOLbs. eee 1,621,078 88 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 
KENNY & RATCLIFFH,.,..New York City. 

x Portinud, Me. 
Nushua, SN. H, 
. Philedelphia. 

+ Halisore, id. 
--Detrait, Wich. 

QO, GCRONEAITE............ Ghicago, I. 
s ... .....80. Pant, Mino 

das es -ess-"E- Lonip, Mo, B. DAV. 
.G. RANDALL,.... A AES ew Orleans, La. 

W. EVERSON................500 Francisce, Ua 

Leesburg Academy. 
Hoys prepared for College or University. Turms, 

$210 for ten mouths, Por virtularapplyiu crincipal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
aug] 2ZmMo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 

SS 

Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader, 

THE WiIN WING CUD. 

| W. W. Greener’s 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet dart valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, tillis the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for ly 
sixty-six of the best shols of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondiey Pennell, with a fill-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 bits 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foct and 294 yarils, He 

+ alsO won the second event, Killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, makiiy a total of 19 birds out of 80. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on retorid. 
The winning gun at the clloke-bore match, 1877, besa - 
ing 17 gnns by the best London makers, and winnlusy 
the silver cop, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 

: J, Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning gun ulso at Plilladelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between apt. Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 & side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 
The winning gnn also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875. bexting 102 guns by all the best makers of 

Great Britain aud [reland, THM PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS? BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
antl most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s<Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

FOSS BROS. & CO, 
(Sueeessors to F. J, ABBEY & CO.), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. _ 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS. 

\ 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
\ 

Messrs, P. WEBLEY & SONS, Biriningham and London, at vast expense, have secured the most perfect 
Machinery for gun making ever ret up Many one fac ory in England, The result is that they can nuw turn 
out guts, perfectly unifiini in excellence, and in sueh increased quantity as to greatly reduce the erst Thelr 
Speciaities this year are their te Treble. Wedge Guns, Nos. 1 and 2, of which the above cut will give a 
'o erably fair idea, Every gun has fine Damascus or laminated steel] bsrrels, yebounaing bar locks, pistol 
grip, extension rb, lever forepart and treble bolt, and {~ bored after Webley’s sy:tem, which has produced 
fuch tarvellous results, and yét all this at a price 0 low as to place the guns within the reach of almusl 
any One, Thisis what machinery can do. It isanew thi.g tobe able tw boya fine breech loader, with 
every possible appliance which can conti buss ta its beauty, c nyenienve or excellsnc : in shoo’irg at tne 
price of ordinary guns. Jn addition to the Vreble Wedge Guns, we have On hand upwards of one hundred 
of Webley’s breecn-loaders, top and side lever, of various grades, which arrived Jast year after the season 
Was over, ‘These guns are being rapidly closed ont at greatly redured prices. They are all bored after the 
Webiey's system, and will soot just as well as the Treble Wedge Guns, Munyof them are from 84 to 11 
pours Welght, and are splendid guns for duck shooving, or for killing large game at long range. We also 
ave Webley's celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc., etc., at bat little over 

half last year’s prices, 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
P. 0, box 4.309. 30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

diatice. Publications. 

GUNS! SPECIAL! FRANK SGHLEY’S 

BARKER & O0., Atottonzens AMERICAN 
47 and 49 Liberty “t., New York. 

AN EXTRA GUN SALE. 

BARKER & OO, will make a special sale of tine 
guns, Breech and Mugzle-Loading, on Wriday and 
Salurday, Oct 4 and 5, commencing at 12 v’clock. 
Guus on yiew Thuisday morning. octs 

giublications, 
an 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge--Qnall; 
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
lig the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
ving. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade 
To be had at book stores generally, Also for sala 

oné double-barre! breech-loading central fire shot- 
#un, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
yor 1d Frederick City, Md, 

“BENCH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS.” 

A book compiled by Mr. W. M, ‘TVileston fiora 
* Stonehenge’s ” new edition of “Dogs of the Brit- 
ish Islands,” and containiig 4 full deseription of ail 
breeds of dogs, wilh their Bench Show Points, and 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP 
By J. H, Barry. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
With latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St.,4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor. Open day and night. 

Cc, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

the reason why. ‘These stales of points have been 
adopted by the Westmingsjer Kennel Clnb, and, be- 

scenes on the p 
from field sketches by the author, — ) 
4Wctual and rough experience, treating on Camping, 
The Use of Mules and Horses, Dogs, Guus, Boats, 

A book of long, 

Canoes, Traps and Trapping. The cheapest authen- 
tic reference-book for sportsmen eyer published. 
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $150. Address 
the author, Box 40, Parkville, Long Island. 4 

ALBERT COGGSWHLL, Publisher, New York. 
my 16tf 

ing (he latest, will probably be adopted us the stand- 
ard in this Gonntry. Price 50 cents, Address W. M. 
TILESTON, P, O. Box 8,(11, New York. sept26 if 

BBB Any book in any language, any Eugray- 
ing, Photograph, Music or Stationery 

you May walt we Gan seni you. When you write 
Merely to mike inquiry be sure to inclose stamp for 
return postage. ALBANY WARDE & GO. 5 Beak 
man sireet (or P, O, Box 3,157),,New York, jyil 
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Publications, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 

For sale at office of ForEST AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton atreet, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTINC. 

BY CAPT. BOWARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass bali shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breakine of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at 
his office. Price $2. 

Useful to Sportsmen and! 
Yachitsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED. | 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 
jeld, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
ames, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 

houses, Life saving Stutions, Yacht Clubs. Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land As*ociations, Fish- 
jing and Huntiug Grounds, Hotels, wavy charts from 
oMicial -ources, with cuniplete soundings, etc., etc. 
Useful to sportsmen and yavhismen, and the couniry 
gentleman, Size, 12xi4. Price $7. 

OmMee, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 

Tllustrated.—A complete and thorough guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region. and the sporting 
grounds of westerti Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Moosehead Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A comprehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c, 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 
Region atid the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers;-cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by mail, post pald, on re- 

ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region; each 25c. 

Address, CHAS. A. J, FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

apris 6m 

Deutfae Sagd-3eitung. 
BUufiririe Winfdjan in Revieren der Dagerei. 

Herausgegeben und redigirt von Fr. von Fvernvis. 

Eriheint am 8. und 22, eines jeden Mtonats nnd bes 
{chajtigt fich mit der Paturgefhidjte des Wildes, Wild= 
gig Sogdlaus, Waldgeredjten, Wusiihung der Fagd- 

veffixtunft, Sjagbd= und Fangimethoden rc, Sntereffante 
Wnfjake iber Fagdlidhe Legislation. GHolk= und Wild= 
diebgefmidten 2c, Es ijt das offtctelte Tgan ded ,, WUfls 
emeinen Deutidhen Fagodfdub-Bereine, Die Sluftra= 
onen find bon den befien deutihen Sagdmalern, Seder 
ahtgang umfagt die Zeit vom 8, October bis gum 22, 

rth Ha und wird gebunden die Sierde jedes Birder: 
8 fein, 

Preis oierteljdhrlid) 4 Wark. 

Man abonnitt durdh irgend weldhe Vudhhandlung oder 
birett bom Berleger. Mdreffes 

Six. von Svernois, 
Gilenberg, Proving Sachfen, 

GreMany. 
\ Brobe-Nummern graris, 

Guns, Rifles. Ete. 

WING SHOUTING 
WITH A 

RifrLe- 

( Je LYMAN'S GUN SICHT 
ever made, Send stamp for 

Address WILLIAM LY MAN, Middletield, 
Is the best rear sight 
circular, 
Conn, 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
e | MPAL, 

ins (Ged kW TOLLEY NSS 
ELUNEER WORKS, 
) BIRMINGHAM, & 

ENGLAND.* 
Joe 2 eS 
Duncklee’s Patent Camping 

and Mining Stove. 
our sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 lbs. Jus 

tie thing for anyone Camping out, Address TAUN 

TON IRON WORKS CO., ST Blackston stree 

Boston, Mass, jyli 

Address 0. P. ¢ 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editer, FoRRST AND STREAM 

EE eee ne ee 

ESTABLISHED 1820,— 

WE. 

Maiden Lane, 
VSS 9S A SPS A SCO ee 

YCRK: 

35 Liberty St Zz g 
ae) 

5 st 4-22 + 5 2 8 6 nn ne en nh i dis be  e  eelcee 

ABBEY <& TMBRwE. 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale o 

SETH CGREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

TrouthHooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

. FISHING Gee: 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

Camping Outfits, Etc, 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

Begardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The “ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Eyery sportsman 
should have one, 
se cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
BT, 

LOOK AT THIS !—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATI"S LOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
gold in any quuntity. 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic Manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
A Specialty. 

OUTLERY.—fine Sportsmen’s Bowle and Hunt- 
ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spriug-back Knives, 

- Ktc., Etc. 

IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
IFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING'TACKLE. 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with 
extra tip, in case, $18. 

REELS |p German silver, rabber and brags, of the 
best makers, and with all the latest improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bait 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES, 

FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shortest 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, olled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Eto, 

Walking Cane Rods, 

The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
successful spoons in use, Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers, 

OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Ficld and Murine 
Glagsee, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc, etc. 

feet EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Guns, Hifles. Ete. Sor Sale, Ghe Fennel. 

FOR SALE. HIGH BRED boas CUNS! 

Sporting Cuns a specialty! 

THE GRANDEST DISPLAY OF SUPE. 

RIOR ENGLISH AND AMERICAN 

SHOT-GUNS. 

BARKER & CO. respectfally announce their next 
and most important gun sale of the season will take 
place on Thursday and Friday, Oct. 10 and 11, when 
we will have the pleasure of offering a much larger 
assortment, and a higher prade of 1hose superb 
Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Gung, Rifles, ete., 
than ever before. They are made by the most ex- 
perienced European and American makers, such ag 
Charles Daly, W. & C. Scott, Westley Richards, P. 
Webley, Parker Brothers, J, P. Clabrougn, Hollis & 
& Sons, C. G. Bonehill, W. W. Greener, Blessard, 
Allen, Remington, Sharps, Flobert and others, They 
comprise ajl new and improved actiofis, snaps, 
prips, bolts, every variety of bores, locks, and ull 
desirable weights. ‘There is not an inferior gun 
among them. ‘he store prices range all the way 
from $16 to $800. They will be peremptoriy scld to 
the highest biader on 

THURSDAY AND FHIDAY, OCT. 10 and it, 

Commencing at12 o'clock, Guns will be on exnibi- 
tlon Monday, Oct. 7. 

BARKER & CO., AvcrroNgrErs, 
47 and 49 Tiberty St., New York, 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN. 

octs 1t 

Open to Loa 

Wongerfully Strong. WonderfaHy Simple, 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easter to 
glean, lesa liable to get loose or out of order, or one 
so good for the money. Prices range from $50 to 
$300. 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPEOT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co., 
aug22 tf BOSTON, MASS. 
a 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the Ist of Nov, to Jan. 20, Send for price list 

iJ. B. & F. W, EDDY, Randolph, Catt, County, 

ba Paa'g: sept26 tf 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS! 

Sportsmen from the East traveling West can com- 

plete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose 

ammunition from me at very reasonable rates, 

Don't forget it. WM. R, BURKHARD, 39 East 

Third street, St. Paul, Minn. 

Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman’s Goods 

Generally. 

Fe SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

Ings coat over $1,200; Ove years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, ete.—in one, four horses; twenty-.hree 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit treea; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this ba tore 

e 

OR SALE—One new 10-gauge Parker breech- 
loading shotgun. pistol grip, Damascus barrels. 

Address, Box 672, New Haven, 
sept26 2t 

For sale cheap. 

WILD RICE 
Seed He Sale. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

octs ' 

WILD RICE SEED. 

I have on hand plenty of wild seed rice, picked and 
cured by Indians. Ordersshipped to any part of the 
United States at $8 per bushel, Address F, A. 
SHAFER, Motley, Minn. octs 46 

ILD RICE FOR SALE, price $2 per bushel; can 
be shipped either by freight or express. Cash 

or P, 0, orders must accompany orders. No rice 
shipped C. O. D. Supply limited. Address THE 
WILD RICE MAN, Refer to FoREsT AND STREAM 
THOS. P. CANTWELL, Brainerd, Minn. septld 4t 

Che envel. 
F m SALE—4 red and white Irish setter pups, of 

prize and tield stock; very handsome; $15 
each. MAX WENZEL, Apothecary, Hoboken, ar qe 

sep i 
- - 

Hor Sale 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A tine English double 
breech-loading 1%-bore, mod. choke gun, with 

Shells, loading toola, case, etc,; or would exchunge 
for heavy duck gun, large bore. Address HOWARD, 
this office, octs 1b 

OR SALE,—A very fine English shot-gan, double 
barrel breech-loader, twelve bore, In leather 

ment of tools and lot of cart- 
tion. For sale cheap, owner has 

Apply at this office. 

Gage, With full equi 
ridges and ammun 
no time for shooting. 

oota it 

OR SALE.—My liver and white pointer dog 
Jocko, 2 years old, thoroughly broke ‘om all 

kinds of game, and prize winner at the New York 
Bench Show, 1817, price $65. One imported Red 
Trish Setter dog. 23¢ years old, perfectly yard broken, 
drops to shot and wing, and a good retriever for land 
and water. Price $75. One Red Trish Setter dog 
pup, 7 months old, very pretty aud from Champion 
stock, Price $30. The above two doga will send on 
trial If good security can begiven. For pedigree in- 
quire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. ots 2b 

1c SALE—One English Setter Dog, 16 montha 
old, partly broken; “Bismarck stock,” For 

fnil particulars, address HENRY L. basa 
Stoughton, Maas. < Worcester street, Boston. 

FOR SALE. 

One Brace Setters, 3 amd 5 years old, fine Neld doga. 

One “ Young Setters, 6 and 8 montha old. 

one ‘ « Pointers, 4 and 10 months, 

One “© Pointer Puppies, of the highest strain, 

For full pedigrees and further particulars, call at 
this oftice, or address T, O., Hox 1699, ewe ons 

octa 16 

oR SALE CHBAP.—A tine young Setter. Jet 
Black, about fifteen months old. Addresa P, 

O. Box 769, Holyoke, Mass. octs 2t 

OR SALE.—Four jiver and white pointer pup- 
pies, by Champion ‘ Chancellor,” (tirst prize at 

Belfast, Doncaster, Bramley, Trelford, etc,, in the 
United Kingdom), out of “ Niva,” (by Whitehouse's 
“© Bean” out of sister to Aaron’s * Duke,” first prize 
at Belfast, Bramley, ete.,) Intely Imported with her 
litter, All particulars from MR. CGLSON, Ever- 
ereen Kennels, Brentwood, Long Island.  octs 2t 

mS SALE CHEAP.—Beautifnl full-blooded Gor~ 
don Setter Bitch, Color, black and tan; hunted 

two seasons On quail; is fast, good nose and very 
staunch, aud hard to beat in field. Her full brother 
sold for $125, and Sister, $100. Sold forno fault. 
934 years old. Pedigree giyen, Price $40, A beau- 
tiful red Irish bitch, 8 months old, sume stock, took 
prize at Baltimore Show; price, $30. H. B. VON- 
DERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa, octs 2b 

ANTED—To communicate with owner of & 
fine English greyhound bitch wiih a view to 

securing pups from a recently imported greyhound 
of unusually good points, Address W. J, MORION, 
35 East ‘hirty-third street, New York. oct 1b 

rywWoO Gordon Setter Pups, nine months old, $75 
for both, Inqniré at 163 Springtleld Avenue, 

Newaré, N. J. octs 1h 

OR SALE—The red Irish bitch Dew (Imported 
Kate-Hal), two and a half yeara old; well yard- 

broken; never has been hunted much; has been 
used to breed from; a splendid retriever, Terms 
low. Address G, E, OSBORN, New Haven, Conn. 

acts 86 

HE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
an exceedingly handsome black, white-ond-tan 

getter dog, not thoroughly broken for the fleld, but 
admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, or 
BS @ perronal companion. Be 1s foll-aixed and 
highly bred. Price $100, Application must be made 
at this office. address ©, octs tf 

F% SALE—Thoroughbred Chesapeake bitch 
Ruby, three years old, winner of second prize 

both at Kuston and New York Bench Shows of this 
year; out of toe, winner of fret prize at both 
shows, Shot over one season at Currituck. Sound 
and warranted £8 Most thoroughly broxen, and asa 
perfect retriever. Price $100, GARD. G. HAM- 
MOUND, New London, Conn, octs 4b 

OR SALE—Three dogs and one bitch pup, born 
Joly 10, out of imported English setter bitch 

Bote (Royal—Nink), by John WDayidson'’s Afton 
(Champion Rock--Flora Tl), They are orange and 
white ticked, black nose and eyes, and ve y hand- 
some, Price 325 each. Address Lapin nts ra 

ert) 

— 
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Make ’—fourteen foreign competitors and seven Americ 

eee 

SEND FOR 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

an 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 

Winchester 

RAPIDITY, 

ICHOLS & L EFEVE. 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

CATALOGUE OF 1878. 

Repeating Arns Compan 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USHS, anid eyery variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 

ACCURACY, DURABILIPY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

ARMS 

Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only 
two Gold Medals given—‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘For the Best Gun of American 

an, austaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

gq 

I 

COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

Che Kennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES, 

Twenty-one Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Clob, New York. 

None are genuine unlers s0 stamped 

F, 0, De LUZE, 

16 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent. 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Hoon to Does. 
‘phis Powder is guaranteed to kill Meas on dogs or 

any other animals, or money returned. It is putup 
in patent »oxts with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and eMicacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 5U cents per Box by mal), 
Gotn the ahove are recommended by RoD anp Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 
117 FUi TON STREET, 

Topeka Kennel. 
DRAFTS FOR SALE 

AT VERY LOW PRICES. 

Having accumulated more dogs than I care to 
keep I will sell the following, viz.: 
One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black 

and white bitch pup, wselped June 13h out of my 
“France I” Sea eae Daisy out of Dimple) by 
Pedigree (pure Lavarack). 
two See and one bitch, whelped July 4th, out of 

my ist prize red bitch Carrie l., by Champion Berk- 
ley. They comprise the blood of the most no-ed 
fleld trial and bench show winners in America, v)Z,: 
Plunket, Berkley, Loo If., Hicho, etc. 

Pointer pups, when 8 to 10 weeks old, of the 
“Drop, Jr., Fan” litter. They are from good stock, 
AJso other pointers and seiters of different ages. 
Corrspondence solicited from aby and all persons 

desir.ug to purchase setters or pointers. Address. 

TOPEKA KENNEL, 
Topeka, Kansas. 

DOGS 

oct 12 

Bept 26-46 

7% en 

Ghe Bennel. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co,, N. Y. 

IT keep only cockers of the finest strains, I sel! only 
young stock. J] gugerantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery 10 every Customer, These beatiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. jio wt 

LISTEN ! 

The Sportsmen’s Bell 
tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds 10 lie 
closer. Valuable in early 

¥ Woolvock shooting, cock- 
y ing and general shooting, 

where the coyer is thick, 
fi Ns Sold by dealers in guns 

and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 cents, KEVIN BROS, MANUFACTURING CO., 
East Hampton, Conn. septi9 8m 

SPANIEDS ? 
Sportsmen wii] please take notice that £ will here- 

after seli the chwivest uf cocker spuniel pups tor $5, 
$10 and $16 each, and also defy competition in prices 
for as good and fine stock. M, P. MCKOON, Frank- 
lin, Del, Co., N, ¥. septld 3t 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of fir-t-class cocker szaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHOOCK, &ecretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $16 
each for dog or bitch pups. septl2 tf 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen detirnng to heve 
their dogs broken this year by me will lease 

communicate at oneé. Want them fitted fer the 
field ere sea-on opens. Shall go South fer the 
winter wiih the does. My entire kennel (12 dogs and 
puppies) forsale. Come and see 1hem atCentieville 
on tne Erie Railroad, First bnyers best selection, 
Address E. 5. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pas: aie 
County, N, J. jo27 tf 

SS G.— Bitches spayed at rz sidence of owner 
or kept unril well, Adiiress Box 124, Dedham, 

Mase. Refers, by permission, to Dr. E, J, Foster, 
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club. septs 4b 

OR SALE—A Danish Mastiff, abont nine months 
old, revently imported; of large size and grow- 

ing rapidly; of good color; has a fine coat und is 
very powerful; ears nicely cut. An excellent 
watch dog, but kind to those about him. Price $50 
OHN J. KERRY, Backensack, N. J. Feptl9 cf 

Nie eee aca thoronghbred Newfoundland dog 
pup. Address, giving pedigree. coler, age 

and price, WATCH, P. O. Gox 391, Baltimore, Ma. 
Sep126 2b 

OR SALE,—One Chesapeake Bay ducking dog 
2 years old , one bitch, 2 years old. Both splendid 

retrievers. Two pups, 3 monthsold. JAMES AL- 
LISON, State Centre, lowa. Repl26-3b 
ee ee eee 
Hoe SALE—English setter dog, 4 years eld, thor- 

oughly broken. Can be seenon game—wood- 
cock, quail or partridge. Address, P. ©, Box 2,771 
Brockton Mass by fyi” 

ae SALE—A thoroughly broken ved and white 
setter bitch, 13s years old, witha pedigree for 

fifty years. Address H, J, ROBBINS, Wetherstield, 
Conn. aug22 tf 

)PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF CREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY I'S TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WAR WITH RUSSIA. 

MILLITAR Y, TARGET ANB SPORTING, 
Being rifled on the only system suitable for the “‘ Express” principle. Our long-range and mid-range 

rifles can be transformed to Express Killes by simply changing the Sights and the use of the proper size of 
“ Express” bullet, PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES. 

price listto PROVIDENCE TOOL CO., Providence, R.I. Send for 
Augs 3m 

out Me 
Patented May 28th, 

The Patent Self-Acting Cow Milker M’f'g Co. 
Every one who owns a cow should have one of our wonderful Milkers. 

A child can use them. Sent free to any part of the United States on receipt 
of #2. Send for our Illustrated Pamphlet on the Cow, containing the testi- 
monials of prattical farmers and dairvmen throughout the U.S.and sec- 
tional views of a cow's teats and Dag dissected and sclentifieally explained, 
by Drs. White and Wilson of this city. Sent free to any address, 

GEO. H. KING, President, 
Office, 575 Broadway, New York, 

SPORTSMEN'S EMPORIUM, 
‘Tents, Blankets, Portable Boats. Boudren & Fergu- 

Fon’s Jack Lamps, Dunekle’s Stoves and everything 
necessary for Cump Outfits. 

Aldred’?s Archery Goods, the 
maker. 

Holberton’s Celebrated Ash and Lancewood 
Fly and are Kods, from $5.00 10 $15.00; Six 
Stria &pht Bamboo fiy rods fur Trout and Black 
Bass, $18.00 and $23.00. Hvery rod warranted, 

Trout Files, $1.00 per doz,; Black Bass, $2.00 to 
$3.00. Tied after Mcbride and other patterns in the 
most careful manner. Wolberton’s full length fy 
hooke, 

The Fox Patent Breech-Loader, 
the best gun in the market. Shooting warranted. 

Shooting Tackle of every description. 

' The Celebrated Dead Shot Powder, 

Thomsons’ Goods and English Shooting Shoes and 
Moccasin . 

Sportsman’s Clothing of all kinds. 

HOLGERTO*?3S CRLEBRATED INDIAN 

TANNED ANTELOPE SKIN VESTS AND 
JACKETS, 

Wind and cold proof. Especially adapted to wild 
fowl! shooting. 

Rubber Blankets, Boots, Coats, Camp Bags, etc. 

Send 10 cents for 63 page illustrated catalogue and 
hand-book, 

Remember, on and after October 1st, 3d class mail 
matter can be registered. 

W. HOLBERTON & CO., 

117 Fulton St., N. Y. 
sept26 tf 

best London 

P. 0. Box 5109, 

8 ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with 
| name, 10c, postpaid, GHO. I. REED & OO., 
Nassau, N. Y, aug. 

ARGAINS|! 

A Dougall, Purdey and Tolley 

Double Express Rifle 

For Sale. 

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31 inch Damascus barrels, 
Jock-fast action, pistol grip; rst special 
quality; weight, 814 los.; cost $350; used 
very little; price,.. 

PURDEY—10-bore, 32-inch, Damascus barrels, 
lever under guard, Lefancheux action; 
Weight, §% lbs., with finest vase and imple- 
ments in perfect order; used very little; 
Gost $6005 prices... ......)........ Su usepeees OUD 

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLBE.—50 cal., 
with case ald implements; 100 loaded metal 
shells, 100 bullets, 500 primers, ete.; cost, 
$300; good as new; price..........., 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
41 FIETH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA 



Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Finzerda ' Electric Powder.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (voarse), Unsurpassed tp point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
fers of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazard’s “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to & (coarse). In 1 1b. Canisters and 
GY 1b. kegs. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for 
ae wy prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot- 
gins, 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos, 1 (ine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 and 519, cantaters 
anid aul 123g 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
(ie shooting remarkably close and with great 
peret-wtion. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
Fuk sty ather brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for Tusz & or breech-loaders, 

Zinzard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

PETG, PRG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
iz und tity lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. eT FFG 18 also 
packed iu land 34 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
ynoist. The FFEG and FFG are feyorite Erands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” I'G is 
the standard Rite powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSSET POWDER: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR, EXPORT. OF 
PACTURED TO ORDER tOO*s : 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in every prom*pent city, or wholesale 
at our office, 

85 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
Ne. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Vay 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1t0 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1ib. caui ters. Higher numbers specially are recom~- 
tmnended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 im 
metal kegs, 53¢ lbs, each, and canisters of land & 
Tbs. each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 Ibs. 
and 63, Ibs,, and in canisters of 1 lb. and 4 1b, 

All of the above give high velocities and lesa 
vesidutim than any other brands made, and are re- 
sommended and used by Capt. A. H. LOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS, MIi ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made to order, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. 

Yamphiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
Gut, sent free on application to the aboye sddress. 

CUNPOWDER. 

5 << 
ABEL ow EACH PA™ 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 
¥. B, Ramso, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M,G. GoppaRD, 304 North Second, St. Lonis, Mo, 
F, Bare &Co,, 41 Walnot st., Cincinnati, 0. 

Machting Goods, ] 

467 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

1 H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and 17th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Pxhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Tilustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

Magie Lanterns and Stereopticaas. 
& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, 

e N. ¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 

‘Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 

Transparencies, Conyex Glass, Photographic Ma- 

terlals, Awarded Firat Premium at Yaeane and 

Philadelphia, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as & cartridge, ana 
can be remoyed just as expeditiously, There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not wet out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterifle. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calihre of rifle 32, 38. or 44. as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.’a 
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873, Sendfora Circular and Price List, 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O. Box 715 Naw MAVEN, CONN, 

221. “OLD RELIABLE” 291. 
(TRADE MARK.) 

STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N, R. A,, at Creedmoor, Sharps kifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve Of them, and good prizes in the other four. Amoug them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of P74. Best score by any 

other rifle, 960. 4 f 

The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rifie, 1,044. Best by any other rifle, 903. - 

: The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197, 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifie with a score of 143 out of a 

possible 15) at 1.000 yards, THE LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a scoreof 205, Beat 
other rifle, 197. Jor the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competitorseach, with Sharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W.H. Clark and Capt. W HL Jackson—tied on a score of 3):0 points. 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this march were won with Sharps Hifles. 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER First Day).—J. 5. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 909 aud 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 9291, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

w. & C. SCOTT & SON’S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 
NEW FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER, RECENTLY MADE BY 

Ww. & C, SCOTT & SON. 

[From UAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.)] 

W. & 0. Scorr & Son: LoNvON, August 9, 1878, 
Gentlemen—Before leaviog England for my home in America, I wish to express ny Tullest satisfaction 

in the territic shooting power of your choke-bore guns, I low po#sess two heavy 10-bores, each with 

extra 12-bore birrels; also a light 12 and 20 bo’e; all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the 

shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used 

your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, June 25 and Jnly 23, at which time ft scored 70 and 71 

in each match, wiuning by two birds; also in my match with Capt. Shelley, July #9, at which time I scored 

84, “ile highest score on _ecord ;” and in the International Match witht Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 

Aug. 6, for £1,900, which I won by killing 79 outof 109, All of the above matches were af 100 birds bach, 30 

yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is 

still in good condition. Aye 
Believe me, yours very truly, A, H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

[From COT. JOUN BODINE, New York.] 
W. & ©. SooTt & Son: April 7, 1878. 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. 8,696, in good order, through 

Messrs. Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, and am piease: fo say that its performance excels my expectations, 

while its symmetry and finish is all that the most fastidious could desire. Itfully comes up to specitications 

‘| of order, botn in finish and shooting qualities, I have disposed of my two gans by other makere. 

SILVER MEDAL AWATPED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

reech | [, joading | fi" ize | A [rms,| 
ACCESSABIES. 

TORE: No, {0 North Sizth St., No, 220 North Second St., and No, G27 Commerce Bt, 

TATHAWM’S 3 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. Equally well adapted fo 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform in size, 

harder, heavier and of brighter aud Cleaner finish than ‘any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman St., 
Maw YroRs. . 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

2 

Harhting Goads, 

BECAUSE BE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and cover; white mistal Tace; jewel 

The very best compass 
made. As 2 guarantee of excellence, a sample hag 
een left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 

Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any, part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., §9 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

TELESCOPES. 
Target and Tonrists 

Telesco es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT. 
MERAILL’s SONS, sole agents in U, 8., 179 Water 
atreet, New York, J 

mounted; patent catch. 

Voightlander’s 

Osgood’s Portable Folding 
Ganvas Boat. 

Weight, with paddle for tront ishing, duck linnt- 
ing, exploring, etc., 20 ibs.; weiglil, with bottom 

paddie, ete., everything complete, 40 
Manufactured by OSGOOD & CHAPIN, Batile 

Send for illustrated circular, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manila bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 
paints, olls, cfc. 

CABIN STORES. 

augical Instruments. 

MIRROR TOP ORGANS. 
These beautifol organa 

are remarkable alike Jor 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism. ‘Their casea 
are all richly Qnished in 
Solid Black Watont, 
Sell a hetcer instrament at 

WATERS 

other house in the United 

Waters’Pianos 
Graou, Squafe and Up- 

MADE, the ‘ione, Touch, 
Workmansh p and Dura- 

Wairrmed for 7X YHARS, 
Extremely Low for (ath or cn Installments. 
liberal discount te J eaehirs,s Ministers, Chorches, 

Catilogies Mailed. 
Second-hand fianis 4d Urpans af GREAT BAR- 

HOKACK WATE Rs & "ONS, Manu 
fartorers aud dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Strect, 

RGANS 

Send for Price-Lists, 

e 

Ss BUFFALS:? 

Amugements, Ftc. 

UARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH ST, 
EDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 

Fi st public per rOrtianee 
0: ! 

THE GREAT HERMANN, 
After an absence of over two years. 

Marvellous Featsof Magic. 
Entirely new and never seen before In 

Unrivalled Sleight of Hand, 
paratus, New Tricks. 

Stertiing Cabinet Ilosions, 
dlistic Manifestations. 

Bew!ldering Diahlerie. 
Every day at 2:30 and evening at 3 o’clook, 

dmission, 5) cents. Reserved seata, 26 centa extr 



Syvortemen’s Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RE 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Coniprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valluy of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and ineloding In their varieutes of game 
anil fish, déer, banr, wild torkeys, wild duck, gronse, 
quatl, snipe, Woodcock, Mountuin trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc., ele. 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sporte- 
man carriéd free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beautiful and pieturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Citcinrall, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsyille, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the South, All modern iniprovements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ap Richmond, Va. 

ONEY ISLAND—BRIGHTON BEACH, 

Opening of the 
BROOKLYN, FLATBUSH & CONRY ISLAND RK, R, 

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 
Commencing July 4, 1878, 

Trains for Concy Island—Leiyvé depot on Flatbush 
ayenue, Willink Entrance, Prospect Park, at 6:20, 
7:30, $:30, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 17, 11:20, 11:40 4, af,, 12 on, 
12:40, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 
4:40, 5, 5:20, 8:40, 6, 6:20, O20, 7, THs, T:80, 7:45, 8, 
720, S:4), 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30 P. aE. 
Returning trom Beach—7, 8, 9, 10, 10:40, 11, 11:2), 

ard) A. o., 12 M., 12340, 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2, 2,20, 2:40, 8, 
3.20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 6, 5:40, 6:40, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, 7:60, $105, 8:20, S40, 9, 9:30, 10, ‘1u:80) 14 
P, M. 

Suondsy Trains to Tsland—s:50, 9, 9:80, 10, 10:20, 
10,40, 11, 11720, 11:40 A, of, 12-6., 1, 1:40, 1:40, 2, 2:20, 
2:40, 3, 3:20, S240, 4, 4:90, 4:40, b, 5,20, BrA0, 6, 6:20, 
6:40, 7, 7:15, 7:30, & 8:20, 8:40, 9, Ot40, 10, 10:40-P, art 
Returniog from Island—s, 9:30), 10, 10:20, 10:40, 11, 

11:30, 11:40 A, M., 12 M., 1, 1:20, 1:40, 2:20, 2:40, 3, 
3:20, 3:40, 4, 4:20, 4:40, 5, 5:20, Sd, 6, 6:20, 6:40, 7, 
7:20, 7:35, 7:50, 8:05, 8:20, 2:40, 9, 9:30, 10, 10:30, 11 
PB, MM 
Time to Coney Island, ien minutes. HExenrsion 

tickets, 4) cents; single fare, 20 cenis. Grand con- 
certs every affernoon aud eyening by Conterno’s 
sae Regiment Band, ' 
MR. LEVY, the celebrated cornet soloist, has been 

engaged for the season, 
The following horse-car lines run directly to de- 

pot: Platbush ayenue from Walton Ferry; Bergen 
street, 8. B,; Franklin avenue, from South Seventh 
street Ferry, B. D., and Nostrand ayenue, from foot 
of Broadway. W..E. DORWIN, Sup't. 

st. Louis, Slinneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between Si. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, OHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Alberf Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Rash and West 
Lines in Iowa, rnunolug through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in ihe Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffled Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs tuken good care of. Reduced rates 
Gu parties of ten or more Upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. CG, J. TVES 

F. Winsiow, Geu, Passénger Agent, 
General Manager. tf 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferryboeta leave New York from James Slip 

(aaily @xcepl tnudsys) A0 minutes, and from Thirty- 
onrth spreet, Bast River (daily) 14 minutes preylous 

to departure of trams, and from South Wall street, 
Fulon and Vatkerise ferries (dail) 80 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlaiti¢ ayennés, Brookiyo, ‘Trains leaye 
Brookiyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, efe., 5:40 4, wn, 
4P.M., 820d on Saturdays at 2:30PM. Wor Patch- 
Ogue, 6ic., 9:30 A. M,, did aud 6M, For Babylon, 
etc,, af 9:30 a. a, 4, 4:30,5acrdéPr.u. For Port 
Jefferson, e'c., af 10 4. M, and 4:30P.M. For North- 
ort, ete, ab ld aA, M, 3:30, 430 and 6:30PM. For 
cost Valley, ab S:30 and Hi:00 A. M., 8:30, 4:80, 5:50 

and 6:30 &. 1, For Par Rovkaway, eic,, ab 9:30 A. Mm, 
4, 4:3,5,69nd 7P.M. Por Garden Cily and Hemp- 
stead, 8:30 and 1) a, M., 3:50, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P.M, and 
12716 night, and from Long I-)and City only 0:30 4. x., 
1:80 and 6:30 P. mw. SUNDAYS—For Pert Jefferson, 
Patchoyne, etu,,94,M. Babylon, elc., band 7 P. a, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 94. M. and 6:30 P. 1, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94a. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Island Gly only 9:30 4. ar, aud 
&30P, 4. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaicu, etc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at #41 roadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Silp and 'Thirty-fourth 
Birvet ferries, af the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 end 9i2 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 388 Wush- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street, By purchasing 
ticketa atanyof the above oifices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

” 3. SPENCER, Gén’l Sup‘t, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. jet tf 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and intermédiate 

points. The new and elegant steamer Continental 
leaves Pier No, 25, Wasti River, daily (Sundays ex- 
Gepted) ata. A passenger train will be in walting 
on tle wharf at New Haven anil leave for Spring- 
field and Way Statlons on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Kim City leayes New York at 

11? M., connecting with passenger {rain in waiting 
on wharf at New Hayen, lesying 55 A. mM, ‘lickets 
fold and baggage checked at 244 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Hxeursion to 
New Hayen and return, $1.00. 5 pe, ui General 
Once, on the pier, oF to WICHARD PECK, Geueral 

“CORTES, Capt. Bennett, an 

ST AN 

Sportsmen's Fontes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA RB.R. CO, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by thelr lines for reaching moat of the 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dim- 
Sulties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en— 
able STOCK 10 BE TRANSPORPED without fisilure 
or injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
tu Pennsylvania and New Jersey. HXOURSION 
TICKH'TS are sold ati the offices of the eae in 
all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

CKERTO BEACH HAVEN. OAPE MAY, 
a) HE coast 

and still 

SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY 
auancd for SAL WATER SPORT AFTER F 
AND BEATHOR, 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent. 
FRANK THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, lebit-tf 

CHICAGO GALTON AAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Ohi‘ago to St. Louis, suc Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS, 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
HVHRY THING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on tha 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
mail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
yismen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

cago, Lip 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST, JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L, JAMES, 

General Agent, ~ 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Avenue, Phila. 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHINC! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 

THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION ‘TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, cr the 
G. ML and SL. Manl, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, puns and 
camp eqnuipage taken free, 
The points of attraction to sporfsmen on This 

* Forest and Stream” route dre Menusha and Green 
Bay for bass ishing ; Butterunt Creek and Lake for 
Muscalonge ; the many branclies and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
dod pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
men. Between Silver Creek and Ashland ail are 
trout streams, and many others cau be cusily reavhed 
along Ihe shire from Ashiand or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled tront and trolling in the 
Bay iffor!s excellent spo: t. 
The Chequamegon hotel af Ashland, butlf last 

year, has been eénlayged, and 16 supplied with a 
Soeam-yacht, sail and rowboiis and exvellent gnides. 
The almogsphere at Ash{and is a sure preventive of 

hay fever, 
Steamers from. Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G, T. A. 
miy9 6m Milwaukee, Wis. 

Cromwe!l Steamship Line, 

NEW YORE, HALIFAX, W. §, AND ST. 
JOINS, N. F. 

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
a 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. MctUlhinney, 
form 4 regular line between above poits, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month, Person# visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will find tuis the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding changes and defen- 
tiou, Time between New York and Halifax abont 
sixty lours, one half of trip through Long [siand and 
Vineyard Sontids, In smooth water. 

Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals, 
New York and Halifax, $15 gold; New York and 8t, 
Jopns, $30, gold. Exonrsiun tivketk ot reduced 
rates. Bor schedule of sailingsand further parlicu— 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SEAMAN, 
86 West street, N, ¥. 

AGENTS—WGOD & OO., Halifax, N. 8.3 HARVEY 
& GO., 80, John’s, N. Fy je206m 
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Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

THER SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under ove management the Great Tronk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and,with 
iis Lumerous branches and connections, form the 
s)ortes! and quickest route berween Chicago and all 
points in Tlineis, Wisconsin, Northern Mich/gan, 
Minnesota, Towns, Nebraska, California, acd the 
Westtrn Territoriaa, Iisa OMAMA AND OALT- 
FORNIA LINK Js the shortest and best ronte for all 
points tn Northern Miinois, lowa, D skola, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan und Ausiralia. Tis CHICAGO, 
5ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LIN is the short 
ltue for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Yanl, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Grewt Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
tETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Raches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Uim and 
all points In Soujhern and Central Mirnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUET?E LINZ is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond da Lac, Oa- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunce, 
Marquette, Tonghion, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior conniry. Its PFRHESPFORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Ruckford, Free- 
port aud all points yia Freeport. Jis CHICAGO 
AND MILWAIiKIEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is thw only on’ passing through Hyanstoy, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Wankegan Hacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are how running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluifs, on the California Express Train of 
the GHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leive Chisago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A. M., and arrive at Council 
Tluifs next morning. 

East-bound t \#y leave Council Blof's at 5:30.P. M,, 
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
=~ Wo other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman 

or any other form of Hote! cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN. 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Duuks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
{han any other road in the country, while for Beer 
Anil Sear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmou, Pike, Pickevel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Nowthwestern lines of 
this company Will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West, 
New York office, No, 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No, 6 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHIYT, 

W. H. STENNETT, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Gen. Pass. Agent, Chicago. jean it 

PEOPLE’S 

Evening Line to Albany 
Leaves PEER 41, N. R,, foot of Canal sireet, 

dsily, Sundays excepted, at 6 PL M., making close 
connections with trains on New York Cenirdl Rail- 
road for the West, and Delaware and Hudson Rall- 
road for the North, and Susquehanna Railroad for 
the Southwest. 

Rooms Comfortably Warmed by Steam. 

This is the only night line of steamers selling tick- 
ets ald checking bageage fo places on the New 
York Central Railroad. 

Free transfer to and from Brooklyn by Brooklyn 
Annex. 

Tickets at all the principal hotels and Westcott’s 
Express offices in New York and Brooklyn. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl aud upland shooting sections in the coun- 
iry. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninsula. Cry Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Qus conntry of Virginian, Tennessee, etc. Norfoik 
steamers sail Monilay, ‘'uesday, Thursday aml Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Thesday and Friday at3 Pr. M, 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwith St., 
New York. sepes ly 

Hotels and Resorts fer Sportsmen, 

Sherman House, 
(CLAIK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGW. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challense nny Hotel in the World to’show as 

larpe and as elegantly furnished roonis az those of 
the SAH#RMAN, Jez tt 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Sliuated of the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mile anda half of the 
ouean. DWxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
jug, ishing, and gunning, House open throughont 
the year for fishing and shooting parties. Bouts, 
boatnen. stamMing, cinrages, and every convenience 
for spurtsiien. sAtcucsstne by Loog Tadd Raia ond, 
Terms moderate. 8, P. CONELIN, Prop’r. 

auged tf 

| Peas HOUSE, Eldred, Snilivan Co., N. 
¥., is lotated centrally on the best hunting In 

Sullivan County, six miles from Shohola, Erie RK. Ti, 
Small game very plenty. Some doer, foxes, Goons, 
ete, ‘Verms $7 per wuek. ang29 (ft 

PORTSMEN TAKE NOTICH,—The Jranklin 
House, Chiltonville, iymouth, Muss. Good 

gunning aud fishing, sea fowl, ducks, partridge, 
quail, Woodcock, peep and plover. Traltted dogs for 
Tox, rabbit and bird hunting; boats for sea-fowlin 
gud fishing, Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTER, 
Proprietor, Beplls bf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSH OR SPORTSMEN'S RS- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L: 1, 
By & practical gunner avd an old baymiin. Les 

always on hatid the best of boats, batterie |e 
with the Jargest rig of trulned wild-geese (ei 
the coast, ‘The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to hls epests, anit satly- 
faction guarantecd, Addraus WAL N. LANA. Got 
Ground, L, 1. Novs if 

= TO SPORTSMEN. 
Lay View Housy, on Shiinnecock Bay, oud (jua- 

gene, Long Tsland, nw open for Fal) un winter 
shooting—dueks, geese and brant Tile use olfers 
auperior advantarés jo sportsmen, is Geutruliy 1lo- 
cated, Williln @a87 acess OF shooting grounds, 
Guides, with first-class boats, batteries, decoys, ett., 
fre al the service of guests. Billiard toom In von. 
nection wifh the honse. Por inrther particolars, ad- 
ress ALONZO Ul, CORWIN, Proprietor, Goal 
Gronnd P, O, Long Tsland. septs 1m 

RADLEY HOUSE.—TYo Sportsmen, 1) to a0 
shots at partridge perday gnarentecd, Rabbits 

and squirrels, red, gray and black, In greue suminers, 
Tirms per week, for parties Gf four and Wpwards, 
leeluding board, rnome, pnide, hack from s'agien, $10 
eee J. M. BRADLEY, Eldred, Salliyen ¢ onty, 

. i. Gots Wf 
Le A en 

Greenwood Zake. 

HE SUBSCRIBER desires 2 capititier ur assuctu- 
tion of gentlemen to joln bim in the erecilon ofa 

select family hotel or ciub honse on the most beanti- 
ful aud eligibie siluation at Greenwood | ak i 
with from twenty Co Ufty acres of Iu. Asia 
sired, and will tike oue-Wird OF lie phretie : 
of the property m slovk or shares in the esterprige. 
Choice buildlig sites, with water fronts, alsiy tu sale, 
in plots to snit, on fayorabie terms, Clrewbirs Gyn 
he bad at office of Fokrsr anp STREAM. Ajiply to 
or address 8, CALDWELL, Greenwood Lake, 
Orange County, N, Y. my UT 

RADNER EHOUSH, GREENWOOD LAKK, 
ORANGE COUNTY, WN. Y., May 1A, Is8ia. 

Terms—#2 per day. #5 fo $10 per week. Frac stern 
for enests to and from the steamboat dock at 
ARINGTON to the house, G S. BRADNER, Pro. 
prietor. Jud Sy 

RE SI ey 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
: For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments, 
Safe to handle, WILL KOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in tho United 
States pronounce it the hest gun oil in the warkes, 
Jndge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It le 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of cons,” 
The trade gupplied by sole manufactnrer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 

Seld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reati & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; E, EB. Eston, Chicago, Tl; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
ae Ses ae Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. §, 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos. Q, Grubs 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

No. 29, Oil Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
{ne Shoes, lroud, heavy, scles and Spring Heels, 
with or without nails; English watertight Tongues, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians, Price, B75 Sie. 
extra by mail, Send stump for illustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,(/16, 201 Broanway, New York 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
_C-eans fifty shells jn ten minutes, No water used, 
Kyives elastic, self adjusting, prevyeut the slipping 
of wads, fs unequalled a3 a breech Wiper by doyer- 
Ing withanalled Gloth. For sale by all gun dealers, 
or sample gent free by mall on recelph of price, 
$1.50; 10 un 12 bore, J. F. RONAN, 758 Shawmut 
avenue, Bostot, Mass, Liberal distécont to the 
trade, Sepb2s Im 

Patented § j 

Feb. 26, 

1878. 

VAYLOR'3 SKLE.LIGHTING Podcwewyn 
MATCH SAFE, 

This match sate cominends iiself ut once to alt. 
Simple in construction, elegant in tinish, perfect in 
“perskion, und every ond warfanted. Tt insures suie- 
ty, Deatness and dispatch, Not pecessary to remove 
“over except to replenish the box, Just the thing 
forsportsmen. Send riory ceanrs for sample box to 
G. R, TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Providence, R. 1. 
Large disconnt (6 the trade. \ugs 3m 

nD PHOTOGHKAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
Bc{pihvention. Anybody can operate it wilh per- 

feet sncecss, Cuuplete outfits from $5 to 
$30, Chromo Photography outfits, $4 ; Helio- 

graph, *2.50, Send stimp tor fujl informution to & 
BACKMANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 
N.Y. sented 18, 
ee ae a 

HOTOS of Actresses, come, ety, 10 for 26 obs 
List of books, 2c. S, R. LUDDEN, B, Linoln, Me 

fold ly 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats. 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFI'TS. 
» AND 

India Raber Goods of Every Deserijition 

HODGMAN & 6@., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 217MAIDEN LANE, NY 

GQOSD?S OTL TANNED 

MOCCA 
The best thing in the market 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shocing, etc, They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
urable. Made to order 

jn a variety or styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article, Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 8 
HUTCHINGS, P. 2. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes: 
sor to Frank Geod,) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W.- Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 
Market street, Philadeiphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 

thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

—— 

AUNTING, FISHING, YACI'TING, ROWING, 
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request, W ite for one 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- 

Tidge holder in use. Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
aud posiliyely prevent 
wads from starting OU ¢ 
shot. Suitable for either - 
paper or brass shells 
These cartridge holders 
cau be easily attached to 
any hunting veet or coat 
front, A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holners, 
'fwo dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh $ ozs. One 
belt complete, with 30 
holdera attached, only 
weghs one pound. The 
be'ts can be perfectly ad- 
justed to fit either a elim 
or larg¢ man. Will de- 
liver 10 any addres, aud 
prepay postage, belts of 

any number of loose ho a-& 

ers on receipt of the fol- 

lowing prices: Spring 

bracs cartridge holders, 
er dove, $1.25 ; adjusta- 

bie belts with 3i} spring 
brass holders, complete, . 

$4, - Hleguat nickel-plated holders and buekles, the 

payest and nicest belt inuse,$5. We sulivit cur- 

yespondeuce from de:lers. Allour belts are made 

of ine Guest Kusseit leather, and haye Neck-Straps 

oa (not shown Ii cil). Cash must arcompany orders, 

Send money py registered Jetter on Serena, Il., or 

P.O. Money Order om Ottawa, Til, Send 10 cent 

stamp for sample hulder. Address ail orders to 

poOLEtt & JONES, Serera, La Salle Cu., 1 oa, 
sept23 

ae 
4 

Bach loaier adapted ty 10 and 12-gauge metal cr 
aper shells of any length, exch slieli belnz accn- 

yately charged and wadded complete in one opera- 
tion, Amount of charge readily adjusted, Highly 
jnuorsed by sport ten and ihe préss, Having per- 
jected arrangem<uts for manufacturing in large 
lots, we naye reduced the price to 3G. Mannu- 
factured only by CAMP & WISE, Stoughton, Dine 
County, Wisconsin, All orders for sample loaders 
miase contalu remittance, octs 26 

Any worker can make $12 a day sthome. Costly 
GOLD Quifit free, Address Tauz & Oo,, Augusts, Majuc, = 

exates Cartridge Com 
Pan, 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifies and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. tim-fire ammunition of ali kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y. 

BONEHILL CUR. 

No, 511.—Top-action, treble sefety 

bolt, extension rib, rebound\ng locke, & 

laminated barrels, Patent fore ene fs 

fastening, Cheap st gun in the mar: 

Ket. Seng stutup for linstrated Ciren 

lar of @uns, Iiflus, Revol) ers 2nd am- 

munition, 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Cuns 

_NOW PEADY. 

SARTON & CO.,, 
res 2337 Broadway, New York. 

MiGs oO eee SS IMPORTERS AYD MANUFACTURERS OF 

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHINC TACKLE, Etc., 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST iN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver mows}:y¢s, (hree-joint, extra tip and tip case.,..... ..++.,$18 00 
Six-strip hexagon ° fiy rod. G rvan sliver mouwltings, theec-joinr, exira tip and tip case, solid reel 

plate........- 2 tun bar PR aigenles eae ob + ste gdm iat inp te taney Celene! Ma dudes bie eidlels sieves weet sese neers 
Six-strip hexagonal, biuck bass rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, xtra tip and tip case, solid 

reel plate.....-.. tes rrr are) | + tee wh Ae a Hoe Ut Y9es PAGE bate kaart Cat tes aM ct 

TT. T.. LEQONARD?S six-atrip hexagon ol lieht fy rod. two-joint, Gurinan silver mounting, extra rip 
MUM Cee Ade ober See cus | eae Beg at | fate sd 5 aye ea te Fe ees Ey cycew sce eeaues vor me gy LEN) 

H. a... LEONARDS Six-strip hexagonal Ny rod, German s.lyer Wounting, b ree-joint, ¢atra tip and 
tip case, Waterproof ferritles...... SRE ph beh ek clieess oe eddy pelea tok Sos MER eet ss SO p EN ae Fee 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, bruss full moduted, two s.itdle joints avd three tips, 14 tt. T 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, fall mounted, whipped! butt, two middie j 

and three tip nf stk ee cen aee . 15 00 
Russia-leather fiv-b7ok, with bhe Ife, 10 . 500 
Russia-lesther tly-book, with the ** Hyde” clip, » 350 
Best enameled waternroof taper fiz lines, from. per yard 
He gramies or Dobson bail tor blacs bass, euch ..-- peasants : 60 
A large assortment of trout anw black boss fies from... .$1 to $2,50 per dozen 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. Uesired pattern, 

United States Arms Revolver, T shot, .22 cal., vickel, euch........... Se saad wala de cit eet ose bid a $2 50 
United States Arms Revolver, 5 shot, .32 Gal., Bickel, GGh .,..,. 2-5... 4-222 tegen eee alates . +650 

T ESE PISTOLS WARKLANTED, 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 

Agents for Huber’s Champion Glass Ball Trap... re we exch 8900 
at Amateur *t sf zt ae 3.50 

TRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADR TO A SCAL E, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unssleable articles for the Spring ‘rade, 

when ycu can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 
No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball ia as beautifully 

made, It will break in every instance when hit by Shot, and is sufliclently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass, 

Every ballis weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 800, 
Send for price list, Special inducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Bircet, N. ¥. 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glaes Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, aa 
they are elmple of construction, eusily set, and not Hable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the Sightof a kird than any 
other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balla 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 
corrugated surface that strengthers the ball for shipment 
to any part of the conntry, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the ball when hit. 
UAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the firat to Introduce the 

ROUGH SAL, 2-4 o * price fer below the smooth ball 
at tat time. 

= Balla aol Trap can be ordered through all Gun Deal- 
ers, Liberal ia to eas 

MY IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw_4 ball in any direction from the shooter at 
the option of the puller, is now ready for the market, Price $8. Qid Style, 86. 

Parties buying glass balls will receive, in cach barrel containing 240 balls, score book and 

rules for gluoa ball shooting, containing 40 pazes. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. ts CO., 106 Platt Street, N. ¥. City: 
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, Kh. J. 

——S—S— —=_——— es 

<= —— 

Second and enlarged edition of ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by A. Hi. BOGARDUS, sontain- 

in tor Glasa Ball Shooting, and chapter on breeding suil hreaking of dogs by Mili Johnson, 

Paice $9 by. mall, postage pald, ‘Address, Capt, A. H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Uo_, Lit. 

DGG R 9 5) ee ee pa a 

Sportsnen’s Goods. 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS, 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, Si3. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
feptl? 2m 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

‘ACVAU THQOM MIN 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In avery possible 

Gireciion. No screen igneeded, as no one, not even 
puller, cun tall the direction the ball wil! take, Made 
stationary if desired, All metal. WORKING PAKTS 
NICELY FITTED, Send for Circular. 

WW. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen, Agent, 
je6 8moa Cazenovia, N.Y. 

Pocket Companion. 
No sporteman shonld ever be without a Dudley 

Poctet Londing Implement; for hie ls then pre- 
pared forgny emergency. Kut not having one uo 
hand, the want of it may he of More worth than wie 
cost wife told. A word to the wide is, etc. For 
sale by gun dealers generaily. Send for circnlar to 
PUULEY & CO,, Poughkeeps e, N.Y. sept.19 4t 

HERRING'S 

A “Tried and Proven Trustworthy,” 

Prices Lower than before [the;ZWar. 

HERRING & CO., 
251 and 262 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

fishing Tachle. 

Fish& Simpson’s 
IN EW 

Pocket Scale for Sportsmen. 
: A very handsome article, entirely rut 

\ proof, being mide of the best hard brass, 
heavily nickel-plated, only Measures Jin. in 
length by in. Mdlamefer, anid of which the 

de is a trne illustration. This 
Dalance scale bas heen desizued cepeciully ag 
a useful and convenient pecket companion for 

}- | sportamen, for the purpose of weighing fish 
| andgame. Regtsters os high a4 15 pounda, 
| and greadogted to 2 ounces by slandard 
} weights. Sent by mail, posipald. on receipt 

of T5 conte. 

TRADE SUPPLIED, 

On receipt of twe three-cent stamps we : 
will send our new slxty-four-page catalogue, 
the most complete list ever pablixshed on 
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guna, 
Pistols, Base Ball, and everything in the line 
of Sportamen’s Goods, 

Fish & Simpson, 

P.O box 4,968, al 132;Naseaulstreet, N.Y." 
: my 
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SUNSET ON THE BEARCAMP, 
. 

4 LOW fades the vision of the sky, 

The golden water pales, 

And over all the valley-land 

A gray-winged vapor yails, 
IT go the common way of all; 

The sunset tires will burn, 
The flowers will blow, the river low, 

Wher I no more return. 

Wo whisper from the mountain pine 
Nor lapsing stream shall tell 

The stranger, treading where I tread, 

OL him who loved them well. 

But beauty seen is never lost, 

God's colors are all fast; 

The glory of this sunset heayen 

Into my soul hag passed,— 

A gense of gladness unconfined 

To mortal date or clime ; 
As the soulliveth, It shall live 

Beyond the years of time. 

Beside the myatic asphodels 
Shall bloom the home-born flowers, 

And new horizons flush and glow 

With sunset hnes of ours. 

Parewell! these smiling hills must wear 
Too soon their wintry frown, 

And anow-cold winds from off them shake 
The maple’s red Jeayes down, 

But I shall seé a summer sun 
Still setting broad and low; 

The mountain slopes shall blush and bloom, 
The golden water flow. 

A loyer’s claim is mine on all 
I see to haye and hold,— 

The rose-Neht of perpetual hills, 

And sunsets never cold! 
—From Whittier’'s New Volwnte. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Aslan Ssland. 

Grravr Sopus Bay. 

AVE you ever watched some old painting, realizing new 
_ beauties each moment, the small, unlooked-for things 

as they steal out, hidden tints, beautiful thoughts expressed 

on the canvas? Or a beautiful gem ina plain setting, with 

the scintillations of color—golden, emerald, ruby and crimson ; 

or, the peer of all, the bright, sparkling, dazzling diamond ? 

Tf so, and you love the beautiful in nature as well as in art 

and precious gems, come to our ‘* Little Island,” now robed 

in her summer and autumn dress. 

Over to the west, Sand Point (now dotted over with the 

white tents of campers) like an index finger, stretches out 

three-fourths of a mile toward the island, Wo the north and 
west stands Charles Point, sentinel of the harbor, while the 
*har,” a long, narrow beach between the bay and the lake, 

runs away for a mile to the east, tillit joins the mainland on 

the eastern shore of the ‘* Bluff.” 

Shooting ducks over decoys (or “coys,” as they are here called) 

presents the very extremes of disgust and satisfaction. One 

moment you are thoroughly disgusted, for have you not 

waited for hours with patience and forbearance, in a cramped 
position, while the rain pelts and a stiff nor’wester chills you 
through and through, carefully scanning every point of the 

compass for the longed-for flight of ducks, while your decoys 
float and nod to one another, yet not a duck to be seen, But, 

presto! change! perhaps the gale brought them. We know 

not; neither do we vare; there they are, hovering oyer the 

decoys—heads thrown forward, wings ‘tipped ” and extended, 

fifteen or twenty red heads, all in a bunch—whata sight ! 
Does not the blood go coursing to the extremities like a mill- 

yace? One moment, now, like Roderick Dhu, in Trosach 
Glen, were worth a thousand of the fame ones of common, 

everyday business life. See them “come to,” like a vessel in 

the gale, ‘head to the wind.” Now two guns—four barrels— 

to the right and left belch forth fire and No, 4 and 6 shot. See 

them tumble: some go heels over head, andstrike Water spat; 
others Shy and spin, and when they reach the water dive to 
escape. ‘There a proud-crested drake comes down with an air 
of disdain, as though he was alighting for feed, nods to the 

decoys, turns on his back and paddles in the air. This is bit 
an introduction to the fun, and what had been a cold, dreary 

peach, with the sullen roar of Ontario's surf at our back, be- 
comes the most enticing place imaginuble, as one fight allcr 
another comes down to lhe decoys, 

The *‘ Bluff,” whose precipitous sides rise one hundred and 
fifty feet above the water of the lake, gives an extended and 
delightful view of lake and bay. Here, each year, large camp 
meetings are held, and usually after the discontinuance of the 
mectings the ground is occupied by those who come here to 
‘camp out,”’ and enjoy primitive life in tents. 
With a grove of noble old maple sand beeches above and 

around them; the ever-changing panorama of the lake dotted 
with sails and steamers; the waters of the bay, with Islay, 
Arran and Bute nestled on its bosom; the pure, dry bracing 
air, as it steals softly among the trees, brings pleasure to the 
strong, and both pleasure and strength to the feeble. 

Great, Sodus Bay is five miles in length from north and west 
to south and east, about three miles in width, with undulating 
shores, ‘To the west lies the little sleepy, dreamy hamlet of 
Sodus Point, with the great stone light-house on the hill ; 
south and east a farm now and then dots the landscape, but it 
is mostly clothed with chestnut groves, except Thornton's 
Point and Briscoe’s Coye, where the fragrance of pine and 
hemlock is wafted far out on the waters of the bay. This is 
somewhat of the setting, but the gem itself consists of but 
twenty-two acres covered with beech, maple, and here and 
there a pine or hemlock. What a few yearsago was a dense 
wood, an unbroken forest, to-day is a charming grove, where 
lake or land breeze is felt from one shore of the Isle to the 
other, while the fierce rays of a July sun are shut out by the 
green canopy overhead. 

The west bank is bold and steep and bluff, extending but 
a cold welcome to the water, twenty or thirty feet below. 

The north point is covered with rocks and boulders, and 
both bank and point would sayor of aristocratic and exclusive 
owners were it not for the friendly landings running out into 
the water, and the easy flights of steps leading down to the 
water’s edge. The east shore, with gentle slope, extending 
in a semicircle, holds within its embrace a small, sheltered 
bay, and here at early dawn the gray clouds change their 
tints to amber, to crimson, to rosy red, to Haming liquid gold 
as the east flashes brighter and brighter, until at length the 
summer sun rushes up over the east shore of the bay, driving 
away the thin mists that enshrouded Arran and Bute. 

The great bald eagle is already soaring away in circles to- 
ward the sun, but with eye as keen for game asthat of any 
other sportsman, for his eyrieis in a great dry oal at Chim- 
ney Bluff. The sea-gulls are also on the wing. Some are of 
dazzling whiteness, while others are white with wings of the 
most delicate lilac. A great night-heron has shaken the dew 
from his wings and seeks to escape the light of day, finding 
shelter in some swamp far inland. 

All along the shore are evidences of the employment of the 
dwellers on the island. A ‘‘minnow car” anchored a little 
way from shore, trolling-lines stretched out to dry, poles of 
all descriptions, and Janding-nets, while in the morning sun 
you catch the sparkle of brass, silver or gold spoon-hook as it 
is suspended from some limbready for the owners use, The 
small yacht /slay, sloop-rigged bat without jib or staysail, 
rides at anchor a cable length from shore, her white sides and 
red wale gleaming in the sunshine; while a dozen rods away a 
long, rakish-looking craft, with its great white mainsail, stay- 
sailand jib already hoisted, its boom lashed to the stern and 
halliard apeak, above the cross-trees a top-sail also shaken out, 
lies the Red Hot, chafing under the little breeze that comes 
over the tree tops, 
From the main shore, from bluff and island, fishing boats 

are putting ont, some to troll for pike, pickerel or bass, with 
spoons or gangs; others to ‘‘still-fish” from anchored boat 
with ‘‘rod and reel,” with minnow or other bait. Here is a 
boat in charge of an experienced oarsman, filled with young 
children, five or six of them, all trying to fish, all shouting, 
all filled with joy and gladness. There is another with three 
ladies in it, one rowing the others trolling, This morning 
exercise, the tonic of the lakebreeze tinges their cheeks with 
a healthy color, and if you catch the sparkle of their eyes you 
will not want evidence of their: enjoyment. Yonder js the 
boat of an old sportsman (sportsman in the higher and nobler 
sense of the word, for from just such scenes as these he is 
filled with the best of inspiration) who, with wife and oars- 
man, isintent on making a catch that will supply their table. 
Tntelligently he goes to work. Already he has selected a gold 
spoon, the day being bright, and his boatman with a slow, 
steady, even pullat his oars that keeps the spoon revolving at 
just the right depth, takes a course just outside that long bank 
of weeds. Full well does he know the nature and habits of 
the fish for which he ‘‘ goes-a-fishing.” The pickerel builds 
for himself a home or rather a hiding-place, where, secluded 
and sheltered by the weeds about him, he waits, cat-like, for 
his prey. When it comes along, beit frog, snake, toad, mouse, 
spoon-hook or minnow, with aspring he darts upon it. If 
he misses he may atvike a second time, but generally returns 
to his old Jair. 

It is not hard to tell the “Inck” of the neat boat passing 
now. The spoon drags the top of the water not more than 
twenty-five feet from the boat; the oars, lifted from the 
water, seem waiting to cateh the words the lady is spraking. 
Fishing? No. An artist would draw the picture, with the 
trollingline and spoon left out and one seated beside the 
other, slowly floating down the stream—yes, ‘ floating for 
dear.” 
To the north and west of Islay is the channel, coming in 

between the pivrs to the harbor and out to the open bay. 
The channel is duep and its sides abrupt, and along these 

banks at the right time are many boats having royal sport. 
Black bass in large numbers inhabit these grounds, and hera 
you will meet with all the incidents and excitement attending 
the capture of these, among the most ‘‘gamy” fish. Some 
persons fish with live minnows, others with fly-pole and flies, 
while others, with a long trolling-line, gut leader, three fair— 
sized ‘white millers” anda ‘‘red ibis,” drop from a heayy 
trolling-pole. But, like speckled trout, black bass are variable 
in their moods; sometimes a good basket is the result of the 
sportsman’s labors, sometimes otherwise. 

Thronged as Great Sodus Bay is in summer with those who 
fish, hunt, row or sail, singular incidents sometimes happen ; 
seldom an accident, but often Indicrous scenes in the extreme. 
One evening perhaps thirty boats were on the water, the oc- 
cupants intent on their several diversions. The evening sum 
just setting in & great bank of crimson and gold, the lake 
covered with a mist tinged with the rays of the sefling sun; 
the vessels on the lake, scarcely discernible, looking like 
phantom masts, Spars and sails, when all were startled by 
screams and yells, loud and prolonged, coming from one of 
the boats containing three ladies. Of course every boat 
within hearing hurried forward to offer assistance. The ladies 
had been quietly fishing, unattended by gentlemen, as they 
often do here. Now, anauburn-haired girl stood on the stern 
seat, hands extended as ‘{ appealing for help, face the picture 
of fear and dread, while a handsome brunette, with sable 
plume and gipsy hat, her face blanched with fear, stands bal- 
ancing herself on the narrow bow, as if she had always beena 
professional rope-waker. Amid the boat isa lady of more 
mature years, who is perhaps the mother of the dark-eyed 
girl at the bow. She, too, is standing erect on the middle seat, 
desperation marked on her countenance, while with a vise- 
like grip she gathers her skirts about her. 

In the bottom of the boat, squirming, wriggling, twisting, 
rushing from one end of the boat to the other, with the line 
attached, is'a huge eel, the unconscious cause of all this con- 
sternation among thetrio. Of course there was a gallant rush 
to the rescue, and the young men slew the cel as royally as 
Perseus rescued Andromeda. 

Again, it is very singular what some fish live upon. Last. 
ear an old sportsman (not in years, but in deeds)—one who 
oves the rod and reel, who, from the sand-bars of Florida te 
the rugged banks of Anticosti, from the south shure of the 
great lake to the valley of the Yosemite, has cast the fly and 
pulled the trigger—came to the island for rest and recreation. 
At last his usual good luck seemed to have deserted him, and 
day in and day out but moderate success attended his best ef- 
forts, At length upon the last day of his stay an enormous 
pickerel was safely landed and exhibited to his admiring 
friends ; but he presented an unusual appearance of haying 
gorged himself with some hard, indigestible substance. And 
sure enough, in dressing, the boatman took from the fisha 
stone weighing a pound or two, 

Islay Island is owned by five gentlemen, three of whom 
have erected cottages of ample and convenient proportions 
and pleasing architectural design, with all the surroundings ta 
make their summer sojourn here comfortable and delightful. 
The other two owners, while they have ag attractive surround- 
ings, content themselves for the present with large wall tents, 
spread over & permanent foundation and divided ints conven- 
jent apartments. ; 

To some of these gentlemen their friends are undev obliga- 
tions of no small amount, for they have been the recipients of 
their hospitality in the hunting and fishing seasons. You can 
scarcely imagine a place more comfortable, ora better locality 
for duck shooting in the spring and fall. 

By the side of one of these cottages stands a giant oak, so 
tall that it towers above all the surrounding forest, a land- 
mark for the country ; but its base is charred by fire and part 
of the immense trunk burned away. Old residents say there 
is a legend of a beautiful Indian maiden and the death of her 
lover connected with this scar on the old oak. Some time we 
will try to tell the story as told to us by one who had it from 
his guide, a Chippewa Indian, on the shore of Lake Superior. 

<4 

For Forest and Stream and Rodand Gun. 

ir MAROONING,—No. 2. 

WN your issue of Sept. 25th, under the heading of ‘' Sport in 

Louisiane,” you remark, ‘‘Before many weeks have passed 

scores of sportsmen will have turned their faces sonthward, 
some who have ‘‘done” Florida to seck new fields of con- 

quests. Now I would like to meet the maz who has ‘done’ 

Florida. I admit that some sportsmen lave done the St. 
John and Indian Rivers and Homosassa; but how many, if 
any, have visited the southern portion of the State, where man's 
foot has not been heard since the last Indian war, where game 
existsin unlimited quantity? In the southern portion of the 
State to the eastward of the Caloosihatchie, west of the At- 
tantic and south of Lake Ochechobee, there exists an extensive 
and interesting section, well supplied with game, and which 
is totally unknown tosportsmen, and which I shall briefly 
refer to, 
Some months since’ [ commenced the preparation of seyer- 

al brief articles regarding that tera incognita, between Cape 
Sableand Pinta Rossa, Florida. My first communication was 
published in your columns (Vol. X., p. 133), bub sickness in 
family, and afterward sickhers of self, prevented me from con- 
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Unnuing them. In explanation of the briefness of my notes, I may 
remark, that after leaving Key West Thad no means of com- 

*“ municating with home until l reached Ponta Rossa. I hur- 
ried over my route to reach the latter point and telegraph 
home, and if ‘* AJ well” was received in reply, I proposed re- 
turning and subjecting the islands, bays and rivers to a 
thorough examination, and at the same time indulge in a 
wander in the Everglades; but fate willed it otherwise, 

Entering Shark River we noticed the light of Dr. Harris’ 
boat ahead and we made fast to her stern. The entrance to 
Shark Jtiver can casily be found by observing the following 
directions: Northwest from north Cape Sable, about four 
miles, will be noticed a heavily timbered cape projecting into 
the Gulf; rounding this point, and keeping the timber to the 
right hand, the river will be discovered, As a heavy north- 
east gale was blowing, the captain of the Dr.’s craft had an- 
chored a few hundred yards from the entrance, where we 
Were protected from the storm by the giant mangroyes. This 
is incorrectly called a river, for it is a mere pass leading from 
the Gulf to White Water Bay, and should be named Shark 
Pass. According to the U. 8. military map of Florida, pub- 
lished by the War Department in 1856, Shark River enters 
White Water Bay from the Everglades at point 15 miles 
northeast from our anchorage, While we question the pro- 
priety of using thword river as applied to this pass, we 
are of the opinion that if the word Shark was ever appropri— 
ately used as descriptive of any body of water, it is peculiarly 
applicable to this. 

‘The tide was ebbing; the night set in dark and rainy, and 
about 7. wr. the shark performance commenced. One re- 
markable featureof the water along the southern portion of 
the State is the presence of innumerable phosphoroscent 
animalcule, commonly called “lightning of the waters,” 
When the night is dark the movement of any body through the 
water resembles the passage of a mass of pale fire. It appeared 
as though all the sharks in Christendom ‘had collected to at- 
tend 4 camp or political meeting at this point. We have 
wandered considerably, and sailed over Many oceans, but 
never saw even an approach to the number and size of the 
sharks at this point. Their movements im every direction 
rendered the water luminous. Until we retired for the 
night they were visible, here, there and everywhere. They 
Were dashing hither and thither with a rapidity that surprised 
me. They would dart like lightning and double upon their 
tracks wilh an ease that astonished me, Their movements 
and size could be determined by the phosphorsscence of the 
water, Mullet pass into the rivers and passes with the tide 
and out with the ebb, and if is probable that the sharks were 
enjoying a feed of these toothsome fish, The water was 
eighteen feet deep, and looking over the side of the boat 
flashes of light not larger than the hand could be noticed, 
probably proceeding from these monsters many feet below the 
surface. About 8 P. mM, one of the brutes struck the bow of the 
boat a severe blow in one of his rushes to capture his prey, 
and I denounced him for his stupidity. 

Although I had beat across Florida Bay in a severe gale, 
my boat was comparatively tight, and made but little water. 
For another hour [ enjoyed my pipe and watched the voracious 
tmonsters as they forwarded four, chassezé1and turned corners, 
AtYr. om, L arranged my bed and stretched myself for a 
-Bnooze. Iwas just about to bid farewell to this world and 
exclaim with Sancho Panza, ‘Blessed is the man who invent- 
ed sleep, for it wrappeth one up like a cloak,” when bang 
came one of the monsters against the starboard side of the 
boat, aid the dory trembled from stem to stern, Satisted 
that the boat had received some injury I turned out, lit my 
Jamp and examined the well to ascertain if the boat was leak- 
ing. I made # hasty examination, und fanecying that all was 
Tight turned in, I awoke at 4 a.m. with a sensation of moist- 
ness about my hips and found that the boat was leaking badly 
and that the water was over the Hoor, I attributed the lea 
to the putting proclivities of his sharkship, and on examina- 
tion at a later date developed the fact that the blow had 
started a plank. 

Saturday the ram poured down in torrents, and a strong 
gale was blowing fromthe northeast. At 1 p. mw. the rain 
ceased, and as I was anxious to see what was beyond I started 
dor White Water Bay. After beating for four miles, with 
two fathoms of water in the channel, 1 entered. the bay and 
was greeted with the sight of a heautiful sheet of water 
studded with islands. It commenced raining in torrents, and 
as considerable sea was running with a strong ebh tide, sailing 
proved anything but. a pleasant occupation, so T returned and 
anchored in a small bayou near the month of the river and 
out of the way of quarrelsome sharks. he hanks on cach side 
of the pass from the gulf to the bay, varied from four to cight 
feet in height ; and along cach bank the herbage had been 
closely cropped by deer. I have questioned many old coasters, 
and those who professed to be familiar with the const, and I 
have yef to ind a person who has entered or explored White 
Water Bay. 

#rom wie map published by the War Department White 
Water Bay is thirty miles Jong ynd fifteen broad. From ap- 
pearances the bay is studded with islands, and unless the ex- 
plorer keeps an eye to his compass or studies the tidal cur- 
rents he may become bothered in ngvigating this sheet of 
water. ‘Thirty miles east of East Cape Sable a small stream 
will be found, named the Hallalahatchee, which, according to 
the map referred to, opens into the northeastern portion of the 
bay. rom the point where this river or pass enters the bay 
a westerly course will bring the wanderer to Shark Pass, dis- 
tant thirty to thirty-five miles. I met an individual who en- 
deavored to enter this long-named river in a ship's yaw, but 
the tide was low and he grounded on the mud fiats. To the 
east of this stream was the main hunting-ground of the Indians 
before their removal, and, as far as lam aware, the locality 
has not been visited by sportsmen. About the islands sud 
mud flats to the westward will be found the winter home of 
that most beaulifol of our plumaged birds, the flamingo. _ 

Sunday morping was clear, and as I was anxions regarding 
home folks I determined to make hay while the sun shone. 
Dr. Harris, of Key West, requested me to visit his settlements 
on the Rogers River, fifteen miles north of Shark Pass, and on 
the Chuckaluskee, six miles farther north, and, as I camped 
with his men on Friday night, T thought | would do so. A. 
#reat inducement to comply was the fact that the men assured 
me that I could find pink curlews and Aamingoes in those lo- 
calities, ‘These are the only settlements on the coast for a 
distance of about 150 miles. Isteered a course north by east 
for the month of Rogers River, crossing the dvep bight of 
Chatham Eay and leaving its shore line twelye miles to the 
eastward. At {he northeastern portion of this bight will be 
found Elamey’s River, by which the Everglades can be entered. 
By the militury map Rogers River is eight miles long, and 
enters the southerly portion cf the Thousind Islands Bay. op- 
posite fhe mouth of the Chattahatchea River, which drains # 
portion of the Everglades. I inquired of Dr. Marris’ man if 

he had eyer explored Rogers River, and he replied that he had 
never been two miles beyond the settlements, I endeavored 
to enter Rogers River, but the tide was low and the boat 
grougded on the mud flats some distance from the river's 
mouth. Leaving the river dnvisited, I proceeded northward 
and sighted the Chuckaluskee River, with the intention of 
visiting Dr. Hartis’ settlement at this poinf. The entrance 
to this stream presents many obstructions in the way of coon 
oyster bars. or two hundred yards tlie channel is very nar- 
row and tortnous, winding between the bars. Inside of the 
bars I found a beautiful stream three to four hundred yards 
wide, with two fathoms of water. It is nothing unusual to 
find rivers along the Florida coast obstrueted at the mouth 
with oyster bars and mud flats, and impassable-at low tide for 
a. boat drawing fifteen inches of water. The key on the north 
side of this river is named Lostman’s Key, and the one on the 
south side MeLanghlin’s. Proceeding two miles up theriyer, 
or, More properly speaking, pags, I sighted the Doctor's clear- 
ing to the left. Ilanded, found a two-roomed hut, but no 
one tu welcome me, Around the shanty [ found several 
acres of luxuriant bananas, but as the plants were not old 
enough the luscious fruit was absent. As far as my obserya- 
tions extended the land on each side of the tiyer was very 
rich and above overflow. On this stream frost is unknown, 
and the banana and other tropical fruits can be succussfully 
cultivated. As if was early in the season, I found the mos- 
quitoes somewhat troublesome, and I fook my departure. I 
steered to the north, and anchored under the lee of one of 
the Thousand Islands. : 

Before leaving Key West Linterviewed an old army suide 
and pilot regarding the best mode of exploring the Thousand 
Islands, and he assured me thaf no one had made the attempt, 
and if I did sol would “come out missing.” If time had 
permitted I would haye made the attempt, for, between com- 
pass and tidal currents, to have lost my way would have been 
Impossible, In cruising along these islands I passed several 
wide and deep channels with rapid tidal currents. These 
channels are probably the outlets of large streams rising in the 
Everglades, and if followed the main land would probably be 
reached in from fifteen to twenty miles. To those who’ are 
fond of adventure the islands and main Jand hetween Shark 
Pass and Pavilion Key presenta a field worthy of notige. 
During the trip the fisherman, hunter, naturalist and taxider- 
mist would find ample employment. I hurried over the route, 
but itis probable that I shall visit this section during the 
course of the ensuing winter, and lift the veil that overhangs 
this unexplored and unknown region. I haye *done” as 
much of Florida as most men, but I haye a hankering to do 
up the region referred to. Ax Frusoo. — 

Hish Calta. 
SUMMMER WORK AT GLOUCESTER. 

U. 8. 8. Srrrpwettr, 
GuovorsTER, Mass., Sept. 28, 

Enrror Formst anp Stream : 

As our summer workis over, a brief resume of its progress 

and results may be of value, and will probably partially re 
deem my promise. 

We began work on the 15th of July, and have carried it on 
until yesterday, interrupted only by occasional bad weather. 
Some delay to make the necessary changes in the fitting of 
the vessel, and now and then a day idle through embartass- 
ment with our riches, tha work of the day préyious having 
overburdened the seientific corps with creaturés to be 
classified, described, sorted and preserved. 

Those days have not been altogether lost to those of us who 
care for fish and birds, fromm a practical point of view, and 
who, on the adjacent banks and beaches, have exacted tribute 
With line and gun of the eod and bay birds, or have strolled 
or driven to some one of the many magnificent outlooks upon 
the ocean, which make of the suburbs of the quaint old fishing 
town one of the most delightful of quiet summer resorts, 
Bass Rock, Staggs Rock, Tie Chasm, Magnolia, Norman's 
Noe, Brace Cove, Grape Vine Cove, and, grandest of them all, 
Tuckermen’s Rocks, from which, at one coup dail, wa have 
three-fourths of the horizon in view at once. Way ip to the 
northward the peaks of Agamentiau, in Maine, break first the 
curye, then the Isle of Shonls, m New Hampshire, Cape Ann, 
a promontory at our feet; Cape God, blurring the suuthern 
horizon, Salem and Marblehead peeping out to the westward. 
The surroundings of Gloucester are unsurpassed for natural 
scenery, and its summer climate dispels dyspepsia, and piles 
up solid meat upon one’s ribs, v 

Our summer has been a most successful one, and quantities 
of new and strange fish—startish, shrimps, cephalopods, 
shells, and invertebrates of all descriptions have been collected 
for the National and other museums, and of much more im- 
portance, yast stores of valuable facts haye been discovered 
and hunted out—all in the possession of old-time fishermen, 
who, in the palmy days, possessed secrets, ‘tricks of trade,” 
through which they succeeded when others failed, but which 
died with such as died, and would haye died with the others 
but for the skillful pnmping process, which the indefatigable 
Goode and Bean haye subjected them to with their copious 
note-booka, absorbing, as sponges do water, facts and figures, 
which, collected, systemalized and arranged, will prove an 
epitome of the subject of cod and balibut fsheries, 

Another point, whose value can hardly ba overestimated, 
has been gained. We have enlisted in the research a great 
corps of most valuable coadjutors. Gloucester sends hundreds 
of schooners to the various banks to procure her staple com- 
modity—tish. The crews of the vessels bring up daily on 
their trawl hooks a great many articles which are not what 
they are hoping for, yiz., cod or halibut, and overboard they 
go, unless, perhaps, sonie endowed beuuty, as with the corals, 
or peculiarity, as with some of the rocks, induces them to 
saye, Strange fish, too, of no commercial value, but of the 
greatest lo those secking to add to the stock of knowledge on 
the subject, are caught daily. Now, these people bring in for 
the Professor” all and every of their finds, and yie with 
each other in the cause, Fish that but a short time since were 
unknown tO science arg now procured in quantities, thus 
ichthyology is benefited greatly, whileat the same tinie other 
sister sciences aré serve; geolowy gains by these coutyibu- 
tions, for among them are many rocks from the bettorm, to 
which the roots of kelp have clung, a8 the latter has been 
drawh to the surface by the trawl books; and many of these 
rocks show plainly by the fossil shells embedded in them that 
they are those which formed the tertinry period, for casts of 
shells which then existed, und which ure now extinct, are 
plentifully found. Among these fossils there are found, ton, 
Othe:s which represent types oow living. I will not wander 
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into this branch of the subject. All the knowledge I have in 
it is drawn from the wriler of the annexed article, which has 
appeared in the Cape Ann Advertiser, und which should 
appear in all journala interested in the success of this ex- 
pedition, as I presume the Foresr Anp Srreaw to be: 

“ Among the donations to the United States Fish Commis- 
sion during their stay in Gloncester have been nunierous tree- 
corals and sponges, obtained by their becoming entangled in 
the fishermen’s lines, by which they are brought up from the 
sea-bottom, ‘These are generally attached to stones, which 
often come up at the same time, and in many cases both have 
been saved. Another way in which rocks appear to haye been 
hauled up is by the hooks being caught in holes which are 
bored in the rocks by a small shell, shaped somewhat like a 
clam, and called by zoolugists Saaieaxa arctica. The rocks 
which are perforated in this way, a3 well as many others 
brought from the banks which do not show these burrows, are _ 
calcareous sandstone, formed of muddy sand and cemented 
by lime so that they have become nearly as compact and hard 
as the granite of Cape Ann. These rocks of calcareous sand- 
stone when broken open are usually seen to lave a gray and 
sandy edge perhaps a half-inch thick over the outside, while 
the interioris much darker in color and much harder. The 
latter is the natural condition of the rock, and the difference 
at the outside is caused by the dissolving out of a large part of 
the iime by which it was cemented. 

** All these calcareous or sandy limestone rocks appear to 
belong to ledges existing somewhere between the coast and 
the banks, or they may be fragments derived from immense 
areas of this rock forming a whole or a large part of the banks 
themselves, They are certainly quite ualike any rocks which 
Occur on the mainland, as is known from their mineral charac- 
ter and from numerous fossil shells which they contain, and 
which have proved very interesting to the scientific men en— 
gaged in the work of the Fish Commission. Portions of thir- 
teen different boulders yielding these fossils have been pre- 
sented to them from George's Bank, and these haye been 
found to contain more than thirty different species of shells; 
another rock from Banquereau gaye eleven different species ; 
and two other rocks, yery similar to these, with fossil shell 
embedded in them, haye been presented from Grand Bank. 
These fossils are inclosed in the solid rock, and are evidently 
the remains of the animals which lived in the mud and were 
imprisoned when this was changed into stonc. 
“The scientific importance of this subject will be explained 

by a brief statement of its bearing on geology. The greater 
part of all the rocks which form fhe earth’s surface are sedi- 
ments brought by rivers and deposited in the sea, where they 
often inclosed the marine animals of the period when this 
took place. These deposits have turned into rock, and haye 
been upheaved to form the: present continents with their 
mountain ranges, so that sea-shells may be obtained fram the 
rocks in many places far inland and a mile or more above sea 
level. The order in which these rocks lie, one above another, 
and the kind of fossils which they contain, enable geologists 
to determine the comparative age of the rocks; that is, they 
find in this way that the chalk in England is a more recent 
deposit than the coal, and the fossils of our coal in Pennsyl- 
yania showit to be of the same age with that of Great Britain, 
Since the coal and challe were formed, other deposits, called 
Tertiary, have been accumulated in the sea, and in man 
parts of the world they haye been wlevated aud form land. 
This is the case all along the coast of the Southern States, 
when, in going from the mountains to the sea, the traveler 
tein ih succession over rocks of the coal, chall and Tertiary 
periods 
“astern Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine, how~ 

ever, have uo rocks of this period, all being older than the 
age of the coal, showing that this part of the coutinent has 
not heen submerged by the seasons to allow the accumula- 
lion of deposits since that lime. Jt seems certain, however, 
that deposits have bee accumulating during all these ages 
beneath the sea along our coast. It is not surprising, there- 
fore, that these fossiliferous rocks, brought from the fishing 
bauks, appear to belong to the same age with the extensive 
Tertiary deposils which form the sea border of the Southern 
States. In these Tertiary beds, and in the rocks brought 
from the fishiag banks, the fossils are found “to be in part 
forms which are still lying in the sea, while probably half are 
extinct. They are the rocks next to the present time, and 
Haye a much larger proportion of species which ara still living 
than the chalk and coal already mentioned, which contain 
few, if any, forms identical with living species. 

“ Because of the geological interest of these fossil-bearing 
rocks, itis desired to call the attention of fishermen to thia 
matter, and to ask them to keep all the rocks which are got 
during the coming year upon Georges Bank and the other 
fishing banks, marking themi’so as to distinguish from which 
portion of the banks they come, and leave them at the 
wharves or at the office or store adjoining, or at the office of 
the Fish Commission on Fort Wharf. It fs desirable that 
some memorandum of tle place where they were found 
shonld be left at the same time. One of the assistunts upon 
the Fish Commission work, who has collected many of these 
boulders about the city, and who. supplies us this notice of 
them, with other representatives of the Fish Oommission, 
will come here again next year and will be glad to see these 
rocks which may be brought in,” 

A study of this paper will indi¢ate that there has been 
enough scientific evidence gained by combination of the results 
deseri| ed with those described by the historian of the Cfatl- 
lenger's expedition to justify a full belief that thera does still 
exist in some unfrequented portion of the ocean, occasionally 
appearing in less lonely spots, great marine creatures, which 
world most naturally be classed by ordinary obgervers as sea- 
serpents. j . 

On dry land we tind as fossils the creatures which lived in 
the Tertiary period. On the banks many such fossils, and 
easts of others are alzo found; and In addition, uo few living 
creatures corresponding closely with the type supposed to be 
extinct. At adepth of 2,000 feat the Challenger found pn- 
mistakably living starfish and mollieks of types supposed ta 
Tepre:ent the Tertiary period, and at 3,0U0 fathome other 
forms of life of genus which lived and whose fossil remains 
are found in the sixuta of the Hocene period—a step further 
into the past. 

At still greater depths, as yet unexplored by man, who shall 
say that reat cetaceans. whose fossil bones alone are tamiliar 
to us, do not still diwell ? When the great disturbance took 
place by which huuflreds of thousands of syaare miles of the 
sea’s holtom were thrust upward, is it not probable that many 
ercat and strong and long-lived creatures, swept off with the 
fluxing waters, etill !lvound reprodnee their kind ? — 

Tf man’s feeble exertions have, in drag@ing dredges over 
ahout one square inch of cach square mile, already developed. 

+ tliat some of the fossil creation of the two adjacent periods 
still live, why is it improbable that in the bouadlese untonched 
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apace there still exist others too strong and agile to be eap- 
tured by oir devices ? 

Tn the Tertiary period there existed, as is proved by the 
fossil remains, tivo freat cetaceans, either of which, if now 
living, would resemble very closely (he sea-serpent a8 ordi- 
natily deseribed—one of these, the Zenglodon, the other, tha 
Basilosaurus ; creatures growing foalength of a hundred feet, 
with round bodies as ‘thick as a barrel,” with small, pointed 
heads atid tapering necks. May not sull liying members of 
one of these families be occasionally seen ? 

$$ +--+ 

MoCioun River Haronme Sration,—Hadttor Forest and 
% ream: Following is a statement showing the daily record of 
41 mon taken at the United States Salmon Hatching Atation, 
MeUloud River, Cal., during: the season of 1878: 

Aup. 20, 30,000; Ang, 22, 30,000; Aug. 28, 62,000; Ang. 24, b4,- 
000; Aug. 26, 110,000; Ang. 27, 152,000; Ang. 28, 302,000; Aug. 29, 
306,000; Aug. 30, 444,000; Ang. 31, 496,000; Sept. 2, 682,000; Sept. 
3, $48,000; Sept. 4, 874,000; Sept. 5, 422,000; Sept, 6, 582.000; 
Sapt. 7, 678,000, Sept. 8, 740,000; Sept. 9, 578,000; Sept. 10, 714- 
060; Sept. 11, 894,000; Sept. 13, 722,000; Sepp. 18, 858,000; Sept. 
1, 920,000; Sapt. 15, 500,000; Sept. 16, 648,000; Sept. 18, 700,000. 
Total, 12,246,000, Lryincston Sronp. 

Baird, Shasta Uo.. Sept. 28. 
i 

Surps or ru Nenumerum Loreom.—We have received 

from Dr. E, Sterling, of Cleveland, O., some seed pods ot the 
Nelumbium luteum, the lotus whose adaptation to fish 
ponds was discussed by Dr. Sterling in our issue of Sept. 25. 
The pods will be distributed judiciously among fish culturists, 

and we will plant some seeds in the Blooming Grove Park 
lake. We shall subsequently note the success of the experi- 

ment, Theseeds planted now, before the shell of the nut 
hardens, will sprout readily next spring. If they are not 

planted before spring time the shell should be peeled off at 
the germinal end. ‘They will grow wherever the WVymphea 

ordonata is found, Roots of the plant may be procured later 

in the fall. 
o———___—_- 

Tre Lotus ty CawapA—Hditer Forest and Stream: While 
angling for bass on the outlet of Lake Calumet [ast summer, 
iny attention was drawn to the large size of the water lily 
(Vymphes odorata); as compared to the lily growing on most 
of the lakes in this part of the Laurentides. My guide in- 
formed me that (he lotus also grew there, and on expressing 
a wish to see the plant, he pulled his boat up to the outlet of 
the lake, and there, sure enough, the water for séveral acres 
was covered with the broad, green leaf, twenty to thirty 
inches in diameter, the stem growing from the centre of the 
leaf. Dr, Reeves, of South Chicago, informed me that he 
had dug up a number of the roots, and had transplanted them 
suceesstully. Df any of your readers would like to procure 
any for planting, | think he could furnish them with the 
roots. W. H. Parker. 

St. Hite, P. @., Get. 8, 1878. 
We should like the roots very much, with minute instruc- 

ions when and where to plant them,—Ep. 
, a 

¥ OCarirorsts. Trour wy New Yors«.—Mr. Lditor: 1 have 
three hundred mature California brook trout. I took 40,000 
spawn from then last spring. They: commenced spawning 
March 14. We baye 20,000 of the young now at our works. 
They are doing well, They do not require near the attention 
to raise them that it does our brook trout. Ihave stocked 
some streams wilh them, and they are doing finely, They 
grow inuch faster than ours, and I think they will be a good 
figh to stock our streams, and when the young stock we have 
en hand grows up we shall be able to furnish a great many 
young fry to stock our public waters. Sere GREEN. 

Rochester, September, 1878. 

S71p. ANOTHER SALZ OF BREECH-LoAnING GUNS.—Barker & Co. an- 
Tonnte im anolher column their fourth annual suction sale of fine 

Yuglish aud Amerivan breech and muzzle-loading guns. The above 

firm are making a specialty of guns, and are glying this depariment 

close attention, selling no gun they cannot fully guarantee. ‘The next 
sule of the season will take place as soon as the receipt of an important 

jnyoice arrives.—Lidv, 

dlatural FHistorw. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and. Gun. 

SOMETHING ABOUT THE GRAMPUS. 

VERY unusual scene was witnessed recently in our har- 

bor. wo full-grown grampuses entered the Narrows 

in the wake of one of the Allan line of steamers, and were ob- 

served dashing rapidly about the harbor, blowing at intervals 

and seemingly quite bewildered. .A. boat’s crew from a man- 

of-war, which happened to be in the harbor, was dispatched 

in pursuit of one of them and chased it to the headof the har- 

bor, where its tail caught between the piles of a wharf and it 

pecame completely powerles, Ropes were passed round it 

and it was speedily dragged into shallow water in one of the 

coves and dispatched. It proved to be a full-grown grampus, 

95ft. 4in. in length and 16ft. im circumference. Its com- 

panion managed to find the entrance to the harbor and escaped. 

The dead grampus was Cut up for the sake of the oil it con- 

tained, but very little could be extracted. I managed to ub- 

tain the skull and jaws, which are in perfect condition. They 

have been thoroughly cleaned, and I shall present them to 

our local museum. ‘There are eleven teeth in the upper and 

under side of each jaw—forty-four in all—very powerful, 

large, conical and somewhat hooked, those furthest hack heing 

flattened at the summit. Two of them are broken, indicating 

the severe battles in which it had been engaged. This arma~ 

ment of powerful teeth, which interlock when the mouth is 

closed, indicates the voracious and warlike character of the 

It attacks and devours seals and the smaller por- rampus. 
Fotets and dolphins, but lives chiefly on cod, halibut, skate, 

and turbot, of which it, consumes immense numbers. Th is 

stated that a nuniber of them will incompany attack a Green- 

Jand whale, biting and tearing its flesh with their powerful 

teeth, some seizing the tail, others the lips and tongue, like so 

many mastiffs fighting with a wild bull, and seldom ceasing” 

the contest till finally victorious. [ made a careful ¢xamina- 

tion Of the great animal soon after its capture, The color 1s 

black on the upper part of the body, suddenly changing ta 
white on the sides and abdomen. Immediately above and 
tither behind the eye is a white patch, not nolike an eye-lid. 
The dorsal fin, about the middle of the body, is very large, 
being about four feet high, and the pectorals are also large. 
Its head is more rounded than that of a porpoise and its fore- 
head more convex ; its snout is short and round. The lower 
jaw is somewhat bent upward, broader but not so long as the 
upper. 
The grampus is not often seen around these coasts, Green- 

land and Davis Straits being its favorite resort. It is common 
in the British seas and firths. This is the first instance of the 
capture of a prampus on our shores of which I have heard. If 
is nO easy task to master one of these powerful animals, and 
had it not been that the tail of this one gol entangled between 
the logs ot wood forming the breastwork of a wharf, it would 
have escaped, ‘lhe grampus is at once cautious and daring. 
It is on record that four of them were taken in the ‘Thames at 
different times, between 1759 and 1793, and one in Lyun har— 
bor in 1829, Sir Joseph Banks gives the particulars of one 
taken in the Thames in 1772; ‘‘Atter being pierced with three 
harpoons it pulled the attached )oat twice from Blackwall to 
Greenwich, and once as far as Depliord, against the tide, 
running at the rate of eight miles an hour; and for a long 
time nnimpeded by the lance wounds which were inflicted 
when it came to the surface. So long as it was alive no boat 
could yenture to approach it, and the dying efforts of this for- 
midable creature were very terrible. It was finally killed op- 
posile Greenwich Hospital.” L[suppose the one I have been 
describing must haye got thoroughly exhausted by its efforts 
to escape, otherwise it would hava made a more desperate 
fight in its last moments. Probably never before was a gram- 
pus caught by the tail. The skull, with the mouth open, dis- 
playing the teeth, will be a striking object in our museum. 

8t John's, Newfoundland, August, 1878, M. Harvey. 
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SPARE THE SPARROW. 

Horror Formst Anp Stream: 
Lately saw an article from Dr. Coues, in which he renews 

his abuse of the sparrow, or, to speak more accurately, of 

those who approve of the sparrow. He divides the adyo- 

cales and supporters of the foreign little bird into five classes, 

four of which he calls idiots, and the fifth weak-minded. 

There is a very powerful and almost conclusive argument 
against the sparrows. There is no denying the logic of epi- 

thets, and we are fairly inclined to answer, ** You're another.” 

Still, there is a weak point in Dr. Coues’ position, We, ton, 
can resort to epithets, So longaswehave Denis Kearney 

among us we shall never be at a loss for a sounding sentence 
of vilification. We will not, however. We will only mildly 
and gently term all the haters of the poor bird “ sparrow- 
hawks.” Who has not seen the sparrow-hawk pouncing from 
above with sudden dash and resounding whirr of wing, or 
darting like the arrow from the bow in direct pursuit of his 
innocent prey ?—savage of eye, bloodthirsty of heart, merci- 
less and relentless. The poor sparrow dashes here and there, 
seeks for refuge and éscape, doubtless says his prayers, and 
thinks over the many good acts of his harmless life; but in 
vain, the sparrow-hawk overtakes him, seizes him in its cruel 
claws, rends him asunder, and calmly sits down to eat him 
up. So would Dr. Coues pursue, slay and, possibly, eat the 
lively little bird. 

That I may not be accused of wrongly stating Dr. Coues’ 
forcible and able argument, I quote his words: 

‘©The friends of the sparrow in this country fall in the fol- 
lowing category: First, those who know nothing and care 
nothing particularly about them, except that they ‘ rather 
like? the pert and brusque familiarity of the birds—a class 
composed chiefly of children, women and old fogies. Sec- 
ondly, those who are or were instrumental in getting the birds 
here, and are interested, either in reputation or in pocket, to 
keep them here. Thirdly, quasi-ornithologists who have been 
misled into hasty expressions of opinion to which they feel 
bound to slick. Fourthly, the claguwers of the last, who 
play a sort of ‘Simon-says-up’ game. Fifthly, a very few in- 
telligzent and scientific persons, but not practiced nor profes- 
sional ornithologists, who recognize fully what little good the 
Sparrow undeniably does, and shape a favorable argument 
mainly from the undisputed advantages which result from a 
certain just and proper number of sparrows in Europe.” 

Adyocate though [ am of the sperrow, I cannot defend him 
at all points, and the sparrow-hawks bring one serious and, 
it must be admitted, well-founded charge against him. The 
eruel little bloodthirsty monster is accused of killing bis big 
brother, the robin. The evidence upon which this accusation 
is foundéd is sp ancient and universally accepted that if can 
nv longer be disputed. Wehaye all heard 1 from the days 
of our infancy, and it seems neyer even to have been denied, 
and absolutely to have been supported by the admission of 
the culprit himself ; 

Who killed Cock Robin? 
7," paid the Sparrow, 
‘With my bow and arrow— 
 T killed Cock Rubin.” 

There is nothing further to be said, therefore, in way of 
direct answer to this heinous accusation, which is so ostenta- 
tiously admitted, and condign punishment, it would seem_at 
first blush, ought to follow, as Dr. Goues contends. But 
herein lies the greatest error, as we insist, of tha sparrow- 
hawks. They forget a well established axiom of law that 
sometimes killiig is no murder. Itis true that the Sparrow, 
armed with his deadly bow and arrow, slew Cock Rabin; but 
did not the latter deserve his death ? and was it not a case of 
justifiable homicide, or eyen proper and praiseworthy punish- 
ment? Outlaws, habitual criminals and public enemies de- 
serve punishment at the hands of any citizen; and a criminal 
caught in an act of felony may be slain with impunity. Does 
not the robin occupy that position? He is a frand of the 
deepest dye—a confidence bird of the most barefaced impu- 
dence. His acts are only the more base because of the as- 
sumption in which he endeavors to cloak them. His name is 
a lie, and his pretended good works utterly without fouyda- 
tion, He galls himself a robin, whereas he is nothing but a 
miserable thrush. He philanders about in the livery of 
Heaven, claiming to be the robin redbreast that covered the 
Babes in the Woods, whereas he is a thieving, squeaking, de- 
ceitful bird that never did good to any one, The whole world 
knows he steals cherries and all manner uf good fruit, but it 
does not always consider that he wastes ten times as much as 
hie consumes. He claims to destroy worms, but he does 
uothin= of tha sort, as pur farmers, with their ruined or 
chards and fruitless plum-trees, can sorrowfully testify. If he 
touches ® worm it is a harmless earth worm, and yet he 
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makes 8g much parade about it as if it were a canker causing 
cerculio, Ae is a big, cowardly brute, too, like all pretentious 
rogues, to let himself be whipped and slain by a little spar- 
row Ot one-half his size, 6 isa very outlaw—an enemy to 
human kind, He ig all bad; does no good and much harm—a, 
hollow case of false pretence, and the wol'thy policeman spar- 
TOW Should send a shaft through him at sight and without 
mercy, We destroy worthless curs, we eradicate weeds, 
we hang murderers; instead of abusing we ought to thank 
good master sparrow that he helps rid us of the robber robin. 

Dr. Coues demands that the sparrow shall be perfection—a 
very angel with wings and 4 harp; and) yet, what can be set 
up in this country as a rival fo him? Apart from the game 
birds—whiech are not surpassed the world over—what 
miserable birds America—at least, the northern States—pro- 
duces? "They haye neither beauty of feather nor sweetness 
of song; and as to their habits, the less said the better. The 
game laws tallk of protecting insectiyorous and song birds. 
Why. there are no insectivorous nor song birds in our land, ex- 
cept, possibly, the lowly cat-bird, of which little is said by 
the declaimers on sparrow ¢rueity. We have squawk-birds, 
but that is about the neares| we come to feathered songsters 
and our trees covered wilh worms—black worms and white 
worms, red worms and gray, hairy worms and smooth worms, 
crawling worms and walking worms, worms singly, in pairs, 
by hundreds, in armies and in tents—prove only too clearly 
that we have no insectivorous birds, Let us look the ground 
overin detail, herd isthe bluckbird; but he is indeed a 
wicked bird. Not only does he steal the bluebird's nest and 
eat, the bluebird’s young, but by the same proof that Dr. 
Coues brings against the sparrow, he has done much worse. 
Remember his brutal attacix upon the young maid engaged in 
a useful household pursuit; how, when she was busy hang- 
ing out the clothes, 

Along came a black bird and snipped off her nose, 

This is a worse infraction of right than any alleged against 
the sparrow. It was a direct attack on the superior race, and 
the better sex of that race, and deserves no merey, Dr. 
Coues will not dispute my authority, as it is the same as his, 
which proved that sparrows kill and probably eat robins, blue 
jays and possibly cranes—wh knows but the very American 
Hagle himself when he comes in their way—and has equal 
probability for its foundation. — 
Then there is the blue-jay. Now we appeal to any one to 

know if the blue-jay is a sweet boon? ‘Then there is the uae- 
less blue bird and the senseless swallow, the humbug lari, 
which does not mount the eky to send forth its tuneful note 
far overhead, but stops on a fence and gets off something be- 
tween a squeak and a whistle, and allogether like the rasping 
of a fusty door-hinge; but on the American insectivorous antl 
song birds that never kill an injurious insect nor sing a plens- 
ant song let the sparrow ‘‘arise, kill and eat” till they lie 
‘Cheaps upon heaps,” a worthy testimony to his virtues and 
his valor. 

T have a place in the country where we cultivate the native 
birds and allow no gun to be shot that will disturb them. 
They abound, they fill the nests that are built for them, mar- 
tins sail through the air, woodpeckers climb the limbs of trees 
and keep tapping on the bark, robins and orioles and blue- 
jays flit through the leayes, their chirps and squeaks resound 
on every side, and yet I can show you every variety of 
noxious bug and harmful insect that exists. Them the birds 
never touch, but not a cherry do they leave on my young 
trees, hardly a strawberry or raspberry that they do not destroy 
or deface. Better a voiceless woods than one filled wilh the 
discordant notes of such a useless craw. Lay aside fancy 
and tradition and answer if I am not right. 

The sparrow may eat grain—he has not done so yet—hbut 
the sparrow hawke affirm that he will one of these days. Let 
him, So do the black-hirds and reed-birds and tho-e sweet 
creatures—the crows—that the admirers of our native species 
are continually calling upon us to love and spare, and so, 
doubtless, do almost all our birds, And what is the value of 
a few kernels of wheat or corn in comparison with lovely, 
lnseious oxhearts,‘or rosy, enticing Antwerps, or the big juicy 
jacundas or triumph-de-gands. Tet the sparrow come, and if 
he will only eat the worms, clear our orchards and saye our 
plums, he is welcome to fill bis little crop with all the erain 
he can stow away. I will raise am acre of wheat solely for 
the sparrows that will drive oul and keep out the worms from 
my orchard. It would he a saving of labor and infinitely 
more of yexation of spirit. 

Have the spatrow-hawks already forgotten the condition of 
our city parks and all those streets in which trees grew before 
the advent of the sparrows? How they were practically im- 
passable from the numbers of disgusting measuring worms 
which hung in festoons by threads from the limbs part way to 
the vround ? It seems, forsoolh, that some very delicate minded 
gentlemen haye their tencler sensibilities shocked by the 
rough ways of the busy and boisterous sparrow and cal) for his 
extinction to save their feelings. Take such people, Dr. 
Goues, and walk them out to a city park where no sparrows 
exist; let the measuring worms crawl over them, get on 
their clothes, creep up their sleeves, lay out quarter sections 
in their hair, crawl around their necks and wander down their 
backs, Tone up their nerves by a shorh course of such treat- 
ment and they will cease to howl against the sparrow. Dr. 
Goues says he is himself not one of such, which we are glad 
to hear ; but we do not observe that he includes this class 
among the idiots to which he had previously referred. 

Our parks were utterly useless as pleasure resorts till the 

sparrows came; they were not only deserted, they were 

avoided. No lady could cress them, no man cared to. They 

were abandoned wholly and absolutely to the worma, which 

by June had stripped every leaf from the trees, often killing 

the latter and always making them as bare and denuded as in 

mid-winter. They were, inslead of pleasure prounds, sitoply 

nuisances, and the trees would have had to be removed, as 

was done by many private persons wilh the trees before their 

doors, if the sparrows had not come. Shall we so soon forget 

how much we owe them? But it is said our native birds 

might have done the same service. * Might have done!” 

they never did. 
Of all the weak words that never have won, 
The weakest of all are, mighf have done. 

Thesparrows did not pave the parks with good intentions, 

they set about their appointed work and did it. They did 

not idle on bush or limb to squeak a feeble attempt at har- 
mony ; they did not slip off fo steal fruit; they did not satisty 

their mindsand feel they bad performed the whole duty of 

hirds by sttliag up their feathers and saying, * How pretty I 
um.’ They were expected to kill worms and they killed 
them. Early and late, without folly or idleness or wicked in- 

dulgencés, they performed their duty till the measuring Worms 

ceased to be and the place that knew them knows them no 

more. Goon, good sparrow, our farmers should say, turn. 

the fury of thy anger on all vile worms and destructive in- 



sects, heed Dot the carping sparrow-hawks, we will protect 
thee, and, moreover, give thee all the grain thy plucky little 
body needs to keep up thy great soul in thy little person. 
Thowart indeed the friend of man. 
‘ Rozgerr B. Rooszyatr. 

Rare Fisu—ditor Forest and Stream; Within the last 
week I have carefully examined a specimen of one of our 
rare fishes, taken on this coast, which was received for the 
Provincial Museum by its vigilant curator, Professor Honey- 
man. It proves to be the Aspidophoratdes monoptarygius of Cuv. 
and Val. Its total length is four inches and two lines; diameter 
of its body at its widest part, the origin of the pectorals, 4 
lines, Hardly anything appears tobe known of the habits of this 
fish, and even the recorded descriptions of American authors 
appear to have been made from mutilated specimens. De 

ay. who copies from Storer, mentions the existence of a 
smaller spine posterior to the two nasal ones, which is absent 
in our Halifax specimen. Gunther (Cal. of Fishes Vol. IL p. 
216) grants two spines only to the isolate species he describes 
from Greenland, and he also gives six anal rays, which our 
specimen possesses, while the Massachusetts specimen appears 
to have, according to Storer, four, and De Kay, five. I am 
inclined to believe that a specific difference exists between 
the Massachusetts and Greenland specimens. 

Halifax, N.S, J. Marraew JoNzs, 

. ++ 

TurReEE-Leccup Brrps.—We noticed some weeks ago a 

three-legeed bird, received at a popular restaurant in this 

city. The London Field has just seen a three-legged chicken, 

and 9 three-legged goose has «been exhibited in a London 
market, These malformations, which are not of extreme ra- 

rity, are accounted for upon the theory that they come from 

double-yolked eggs. One yolk is perfectly developed and the 
other only partially so. It's rather rough on the undeveloped 
bird. 
ee 

—Ata late Agricultural Unicn Fair, held at Lake City, 
Minn., Dr. D. C. Estes, a naturalist and sportsman of that 

city, was awarded ten first premiums for the following exhi- 
bitions: Taxidermy, Indian relics, concohology and ento- 

mology. Also for fine aquarium with specimens of Lake 
Pepin fish, an exhibition of split bamboo fishing-rods, and a 
large collection of artificial flies. 

+ —= 

BRooxnxyN Enromonosioat Socrery.—This society was 
organized in 1872 with only five members, the same number- 
ing to-day over thirty active coleopterists and leidopterists. 
The society bas acquired a fine cabinet containing about two 
thousand accurately determined beetles (Coleoptera) trom all 
parts of the United States and Canada, and a valuable collec- 
tion of entomological publications. The meetings of the 
Society are at No, 9 Broudway, Brooklyn, E D., on the first 
Saturday of every month. The Society publishes a monthly 
Bulletin, the first number of which appeared in May, this 
year, ‘The contents of the Bulletin are: 1, Practical hints for 
Colleoting Insects; 2. Raising the Lary of Beetles in Breed- 
ing Cages; 3. Raising Larve of Butterflies; 4. A: List An- 
nouncing the New Publications of the American Entomologi- 
eal Society of Philadelphia; 5. Synoptic Tables of Genera 
and Species made by Dr. Horn, of Philadelphia, 

= 

Nesrine or Ovoroos-——Haitor Yorest and Stream: A pair 
of black-billed cuckoos (Coccyjus erythrophihalmus) nested 
on the banks of the Northwest Arm this summer, and the 
epes were taken by W. G. Morrow. This is the first instance 
known of the nidification of this species in the neighborhood 
of Halifax. J. Marraew Jonzs, 

Halifax, N. 8. 
—_— or + 

Tae Wirz Exveraant or Sram.—That White Elephant 
of Siam has just died again. A procession of thirty vessels, 
ete., ete. Long live the white elephant of Siam. 

—S 

ANIMALS REVEIVED AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS FOR 

He WEE EnpING Oct. 6.—Four hog-nosed snakes, Heterodon platy- 
rhinos; one garter-snake, Mutenia sirtalis parietalis; one opossum, 

Didelphys virginiana ; two gray lizards, Scelopones undulatus ; one black 
snake, Bascanion constriclor ; one water saake, Vropidonotus rhombifer; 

one quail, Ortye virginianus ; one milk enake, Coluber obsoletua conjinis; 

two land tortoises, Testudo tabulata; one gray squirrel, Setwrus caroli- 
nensis, all presented. One brindled gnu, Catoblepus gorgon; two 

whooping cranes, Grus americanus; two sandhill cranes, Grus cana- 

densis; One weepsr Capuchin, Cebus capucinus; one red coatl, Nasua 

qwrioa; One pair hoopoes, Upupa epops: one jJackdaw, Cervus mone- 

dula, all purchased, ‘wo elk, Cervus canadensis, born in the garden. 
AxrtTHur E, Brown, Supt. 

Che Kennel, 
RETRIEVERS, 

a: Tiever proper, that is, the land retriever, is a dog 

ats almost unknown in this country, for the reason that 

our getters and pointers are broken to perform the duty of 
fetching game as well as pointing it. So many changes of 
late, however, come o’er the spirit of the sportsman’s dream 

that it is not impossible that we may yet adopt the retriever 

as a portion of the fleld equipage. ‘There are times and sea- 

sons when he is undoubtedly of value. For instance, we have 

shot snipe (abroad, to be sure,)when they were s0 abundant that 
a selter was not only useless but rather in the way, while the 

little curly-coated retriever who kept at heel until a bird was 
grassed was invaluable. The question as to whether the fact 
of retrieving dead same affects a dog’s nose is one admitting 

of too much discussion to be entered into here, although we 
are of the opinion that the quality of the dogs used in shoot— 

ing in this country, and which are almost invariably taught 

to retrieve, effectually disposes of tha question. Still, we 

expect to some day see ihe retriever come into fashion. He 

makes asplendid companion on an excursion of any kind. 
As to his qualifications, Mr. Colquhoun, in his capital book, 

“The Moor and the Loch,” says that they combine a very 
soft mouth, unflinching {courage in water, perseverance on 

jand ‘*never to lay down game, however lieavy or far ta 
carry, and mild, tractable temper." A dog gifted with these 
requisites must be trained entirely by kindness. This rule 
should never be forgotten. Severity may sometimes be 
needed to restrain an impetuous, headstrong pointer or setter, 

but sv much depends on a retriever’s own will and willing- 
ness that any dog requiring harsh breaking had better be at 

once dismissed. Some time ago, Mr. Colyuhoun remarks, a 
hasty gamekeeper near Hdinburgh got a practical lesson from 
his dog, which he would remember better than the soundest 

scolding his master could have giyen. He dropped a partridge 
with his first barrel, wounding another, which fell out of 

bounds, with his second. The dog retrieved the first bird, 

but not haying perceived that the other was hit too, only 

wagged his tail with an expressive look at the dead partridge 
when ordered to fetch its neighbor, The keeper losing 

patience, zave him a flogging. Wor weeks, although most 
willing and efficient in collecting the dead or wouuded for 
any one else, ihe sagacions creature obstinately refused to ve- 

ceive game killed by one who so rewarded his efforts. The 
keeper, fully aware of his mistake, tried his utmost by kind- 
ness to regain the dog’s confidence, but whether or not he 
succeeded we are not informed. 

A writer in a recent issue of the London Hanolers’ Gazetta 
gives the following hints as to how a retriever shonid be 
trained - 

First of all make your dog know you as his friend as well as 
his master ; and I may here repeat what has often been re- 
marked before, and what everybody, I dare say, knows, that 
there is nothing you can do fora dog that goes to his heart so 
soon as giving him liberty. Always unchain him yourself, 
and he will always look up to you as his greatest benefactor. 
I have not space to enter at any leogih into the whole sub- 
ject of the education of the dog, my object is rather to pive 
hints with the hope that they may be found capable of being 
put into practical execution. There is a great deal to be 
done before you should take your dog into the fleld with the 
guns, And here the question naturally presents itself, when 
is he ready to go into the ‘‘ field ?"—the answer to which is, 
when he is obedient; when he will ‘* seek" when told to do 
so, and readily bring theobject of his search; and when he 
will at all times, and under all circumstances, ‘down charge” 
directly the hand is held up. ‘This is very important, as it 
acts as a check upon too high spirits, and is a meansof steady- 
ing the dog when apt to get wild. You must be very strict 
in your teaching this lesson, aud, if necessary, severe. If he 
gets up after being told to ‘*down charge,” take him back to 
the place he came from a8 many times as he moves from it, 
until he lies still, and is told to do otherwise. 

In your lessons take care never to weary the dog; it must 
tea pleasure, and nota toil. Neyer play with him, or allow 
him to play with anything whie you are instructing him, or 
he will make but an indifferent retriever. Always, by hiding 
a gloye, or dropping a glove for him to go back for, develop 
as far as you can those faculties with which the dog is so 
largely endowed, ‘‘instinct” or ‘‘reason,” so called, but 
which we would prefer to call ‘‘ memory.” And now having 
made your dog obedient, take him into the ‘‘field” alone by 
yourself, and be very careful with him, for much will depend 
upon this day. You must meet with severity such flagrant 
faults as chasing fur and hunting up and then chasing winged 
game, the latter you should never even give him the chance 
of doing. When you Kill a bird, walk quietly up to the 
spot where you think the bird fell, and when within a few 
ards of it, let the dog search for it, steadily and quietly. 

When he has found the bird, call him and walk away, he is 
sure to follow you, take the bird from him, bag it, and caress 
him. Never play with him by throwing the bird for him to 
bring again, for he knows as well as you do that such child's 
play is sheer nonsense. Ge quiet and steady yourself, for ex- 
citabilify is catching, and quickly reciprocated by the dog. 
When you have a winged bird down, be careful never to 
hurry your dog. The bird will not run far before it hides 
somewhere. Ihave noticed—and J may speak on this sub- 
ject with every claim to be heard—that when ‘*runners" are 
Jost in \urnips they will, in nine cases out of ten, be found 
when the field is walked through again, and frequently close 
to the spot where they were lost—the loss being owing to the 
dog being hurried, and lifted and helped. If the bird is not 
where he was known to have fallen, then Jet the dog hunt in 
circles, widening them gradually ; this he will soon learn to 
do of his accord. When he hits off the trail, and settles down 
to it, be quiet, and watch bim. If he does not *' settle” to it, 
walk in the direction he appears to ‘‘ wind” the bird, which 
has probably gained the fence if there is one near, You had, 
however, much better not take that for granted. When your 
dog is hunting for # winged bird, after a few casts of his own, 
he frequently gets invigorated by his fancied liberty, and 
turns wild. Here I can offer a hint which is simple, and its 
after effects never lost. As soon as he shows any symptoms 
of wildness, throw at hima stone, stick, clod, or anything 
that comes to hand (not viciously, but as a reminder), this 
will bring him to his senses in no time, for there is nothing 
that the dog dreads so much asa stone. The utility of this 
method is twofold, 

ist, Ithas the desired effect of bringing him to his senses. 
2d. It has the effect of making the dog keep his eves upon 

his master. a habit he will maintain througboul, life, and a 
yaluable one too, for when he becomes old and deaf, he will 
be able to work by signs instead of sounds, which is of course 
the perfection of the art. 
Always make your dog find wounded game if possible, 

however much patience it may require on your part. Always 
shoot for the sake of the dog, and not forthe bag; the reason 
why keepers seldom train dogs perfectly is that they always 
shoot for the bag, and never for the dog. They always forget 
that the dog is more valuable than a wounded bird or wounded 
here, and even these they are more likely to get if they do 
not hurry the dog. Neyer overlook a fault; always be 
patient. Always treat your dog consistently, reproving faults, 
praising good deeds, Never send him after crippled ground 
ame until out of sight; and keep him from transgressing as 

far ag you can, always remembering as your motto that a good 
dog iz one that does what he is told to do, and does not do 
anything that he is not told to do. 

pm 

eS 
—The concluding paragraph of a short article in our last 

issue, entitled “' Dogs, Sporting and Domestic,” should prop- 
erly have been placed after another headed, '' Dog Pointing a 
Stone,” Ss 

Tor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 
AY-AB, AN ARAB DOG. 

WAS convalescent in Cairo in 1876. My time of anxiety 
was gone. No longer kind friends were solicitous about 

my health. My hacking cough, my feebleness, my axhaus- 
tion had passed away. The delightful Gairene winter had 
given me new strength and hope. Iwas told that I had been 
saved from the jaws of death. My first ride in a close car- 
riage, propped up with cushions, gave me the foretaste of a 
new life. There are many good Maltese servants in Cairo 
and Jacomo was atypical coachman. I fancy he had been 
early in service in Malta, in some English family, as he had 
all the ways and manners of an intelligent English groom. 
From his former English master, who was an officer of rank 
as Ll afterward learned, he had absorbed some idea of what 
was a gooddog. ‘‘ When my old master go shooting in 
Malta he always take me. Oh! miss, such fine settare and 
pointare, De dog of Cairo not worth powder and shot to kill 
him. What for good Cairo dog? Only to eat bone. Miss 
say she want Cairo dog; manuvuis chien. Have much flvas, 
hang his tail between his lez, no come when you call him. 
Say you find dog, nobody buy dog in Cairo; what you do 
with him, iniss? You ashame to carry him away with you, 
tor everybody point finger at dog and say * What tor that indy 
do with ugly beasi?’ and you shame yourself; and, miss, 
they say Ino know my business to advise you to have such 
poor brute. Do nothing Cairo dog but bite and snap and 
show him teeth.” 

While Jacomo was with ushe had always on his Eaglish 
stop. Sometimes asa philologist, Jacomo's organ wasaltuned 
to French, Italian, German, Arabic or Lingua Franca, as the 
necessity presented itself. 

I had expressed my determination to our coachman to have 
an Egyptian dog, a pet of some kind, and Jacomo objected to 
it. Buta dog I would have, and at last I became the owner 
of a thin, scraggy and poor puppy. 

‘Ti miss,” said Jacomo, ‘‘make up her mind to have dog, 
I get miss leetle dog before he know bad treeks. If migs 
want: Maltese dog, pug dog, spaniel, I get him. Plenty nice 
dog in Cairo, dog of gentleman and lady, not mean, poor 
street dog.” 

But it was the poor, much abused street doz I wanted. 
Ay-ab was brought, me in a basket of plaited reeds, like a little 
Moses, when he was four month old, a true Arab dog of low 
degree. Yrueto his instinct when I first ventured to be 
familiar with him, though not inclined to be snappish, he 
would have nothing to do with me, In fact, ihe want of 
sympathy between man and dog, asshown in Hygpt, was quite 
positive in Ay-ab. It was some time before he even ventured 
to wag his tail with emotional instinct. Once started in this 
education of his better facullies, Ay-ab’s improvement was 
rapid. Determined that he should Jove me and obey me, I 
never allowed any one, for quite a long time, to feed him. IE 
T have stated that Ay-ab’s improvement was rapid, I must ac- 
knowledge that, with a woman’s prevailing jealousy, I was 
pleased to see that the dog’s liking was for me alone. My 
father he could bear on suifrance, but my brothers he despised, 
With some of the native servants it was different. He would 
allow them to care for him, but he absolutely repulsed their 
caresses. Ay-ab, in the presence of those he disliked, was an 
abject cur. He would slouch into some corner, with bis head 
toward his aversion, and generally how]; he never barked, 
This howling was terribly ear-splittingand annoying, hkely to 
burst outat anytime. Untilhe wasa yearold, Iseemed to Ay- 
ab to be his only protector, and when in trouble I hardly could 
keep him away from me. Intime I got him to be quite docile 
and affectionate, and by degrees his animosity toward human 
beings was only individual, and not general. But for his own 
kind he indulged ina special hatred. Even when a puppy, 
seated at my low window, when a brother of his passed, the 
hair on his back would stand on end, and, curling his lips, he 
would show his nascent fangs. Coward as he was with hu- 
man beings, he was bravery itself with his‘own species, and 
unless secured by a chain he never went out without a fight, 
Now, there are two kinds of dogs in Cairo, the larger one re- 
sembling the Constantinople breed, and the smaller peculiar 
to Egypt. Between the pictures of the dug as found on the 
old monuments and the present race, those who have studied 
the forms of animals declare there is a great difference. The 
animal of Cairo is of a coarser type, and with sharper ears and 
a heavier body. Mariette Bey has promised my father to have 
a critical examination made of a mummy dog, in order to 
comparé il anatomically with the animal of to-day, 

But to return to Ay-ab. Itwas along time before he 
took to civilized ways, aud more than once I had a hard time 
in fighting for him. A dozen times it was decided on that he 
should be turned into the street. J declare to-day that there 
is no such amiable animal in the world as Ay-ab, and I never 
had so docile and intelligent a creature. When I left Egypt 
for the United States Ay-ab came with us. Should the editor 
of the Forgst aND STREAM ever come to our country, toa 
certain quiet old homestead, as he opens the gate to the 
avenue he will see a good-sized dog, recalling no canine type 
he ever saw, watching him closely from the yeranda. Ay-ab 
will not bark at him, but will give two or three prolonged 
yelps. Should you endeavor to pat him, as you are a stranger, | 
he willevade you. He is not familiar, and will not be pro- 
pitiated. When you are fairly at the door he will jump 
through the window and bolt straight to me, and inform me 
as plain as can be that some one he has never seen before is 
about to pay me a visit. His loyalty to me is immense. Ay-ab 
takes to colored people much more readily than he does to 
whites. Once we took Ay-ab into the woods about ten miles 
from the house, and he founda decr. Jn an instant the dog 
was on the trail, and some lady friends who are familiar with 
hunting declared that he ran as swift asa deer-hound, but 
made no noise. As lam writing this Ay-ab has come in. I 
haye aletter from Cairo just received by tie last mail. 
show it to Ay-ab, and say in my best Arabic, ‘Good dog ; 
but he hasbeen so long away from the shadow of the Pyramids 
that he bas lost bis appreciation of the language. He replies, 
however, by putting his paws on the tabla, looking at me with 
his dark eyes, and whining piteously, his manner of showing 
affection for me. Mary J, 

Near Danville, Va. 
———— 

Tue Proper Foop ror Docs.—We are of the opinion that 
the noses of a very large number of dogs are spoiled by feed- 
ing them too much nieat, particularly when young. “Stone- 
lienge,” and other authorities, strongly adyocate the most 
sparing use of meat, and then only in the shape of broth, in 
which meal or biscuit should be boiled. When young dags 
ones become accustomed to meat it is exceedingly difficult to 
get them to eat anything else, and the only course to pursue 
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is to starve them until they are willing to eat scraps or mush. 
‘The use of vegetables as valuable articles of dog diet is also 
‘too much neglected. Mange, and other kindred diseases of 
the skin and blood, would be much less common if vegetables 

were fed more. They possess anti-scorbutic qualities of a 
high order. Dogs soon become very fond of boiled cabbage, 
and there is nothing more healthy, Eyen scraps from the 
table should be boiled before being fed. We once had one of 
those rare individuals, a cook who took a real interest in our 
dogs, and who was willing to exert herself for their benefit: 
Without being driven toit. ‘Chis model of a cool had an iron 
pot on purpose for the dogs, into which the table scraps were 
all thrown. Hyery second or third day it was pul on the fire 

With suificient water, and, when thoroughly boiled, the mess 
was thickened with corn meal, This when cold could be cut 
with a knife, and was very palatable. ‘‘Stonehenge” gives 
the proportion of meat which a dog should be allowed as ten 

per cent. Bones are excellent, as they prevent an accumula- 

tion of tartar on the teeth and promote a secretion of saliva, 

Young puppies, of course, must have milk, but this should 
invariably be boiled and, at first, thickened with flour to the 

consistency of cream. When oat meal is fed it sometimes 
Causes a looseness of the bowels, in which case the quantity 
should be diminished and other food given, If the bowels 
fre constipated, oat meal is the best thing to feed, but it 

should always be thoroughly boiled to bring out its nutritious 
qualities. 

FLEAs.—We have heard of more complaints than usual 
this year from owners of dogs of the superabundance of fleas. 

Mhe usual remedies against these pests appear to have failed, 

and there are great outcries for a panacea. Flea powder, in- 
stead of being ‘‘sure death,” appears only to have bothered 

the fleas a little. But in a majority of cases it is not properly 
applied. We know of one instance in which a family were 
actually compelled to leave their house on account of fleas. 
A pet dog, whose coat had become infested with the yermin, 
was thoroughly rubbed with insect powder im the house, the 

result of which was that the fleas took refuge in the carpets, 
from which they could not be dislodged until the carpets had 
been taken up, well shaken and treated with naphtha, When 
insect powder is to be used it should be rubbed in the dog's 
hair while at some distance from his kennel, and a good wash- 
ing afterward would do no harm and perhaps remove the fleas 

which had not been reached by the powder. When fleas get 
a foothold in the house it is sometimes difficult to get rid of 
them, and ihe following account of the experience of a cor- 
respondent of the London Field may he of value: 
No one but those who have known what a plague of fleas 

is can realize it. Two cases haye come under my obseryation, 
both caused by the dirty people left in charge of the empty 
houses, and confined to the one or two rooms occupied by 
them, The rooms were cleared and washed with all sorts of 
soaps without avail, insect powder freely sprinkled—and this 
certainly destroys them if it reaches them—but they seemed 
to smell it, and take refuge under the boards. I put white 
paper across the middle of one of the rooms, and on returning 
in a few minutes and standing on it, some hundreds of fieas 
came from under the boards, I presume smelling blood, and 
1 could both see and hear them hopping about on the paper. 
My opinion was asked as to whether the nuisance was. sufii- 
cient to terminate the tenancy, but as a last resource, broad 
Strips of strong brown paper were pasted across the cracks in 
the floor, and every crack covered—not one must be left, or 
it will be labor lost. ‘This effectnally and immediately ended 
the nuisance, and the same plan being adopted in the second 
ease I refer to, the result was the same, The trouble is great, 
no doubt, but the nuisance is greater, and fleas multiply 
rapidly. 
ee 

Writ Fura Pownrr Insorn Docs?—A correspondent writes 
from Peoria, Ill., under date of October 2, 1878, as follows: 
‘* | noticed in issue of September 26 an article in which the 
writer was not certain whether to lay the cause of his dog's 
sickness to the use of the powder or to the chain of coinci- 
dents which he stated. I would corroborate partially bis ex- 
perience with the use of the powder. I have a setter bitch 
puppy, three months old. ‘Twice within the past three or 
four months I have used the powder on her. I sprinkled it 
on, using a small pepper-box, and rubbing the powder well 
into the hair. On each occasion, within ten or fifteen minutes 
after using, she has been taken with violent vomiting. She 
showed no other signs of any other sickness in both instances, 
her bowels being easy and regular. In both cases, as soon as 
the yomiling had ceased, I gaye her all the milk she would 
drink, and it seemed to help her, for she commenced playing 
al once, the same as usual. I think there is no question but 
what the powder made her sick. Following the idea up, L 
went to a friend of mine, who is a druggist, and got a copy of 
the thirteenth edition of the * United States Dispensatory,’ by 
Wood & Bache, and found out that pyrethrum carneum and 
pyrethrum roseum was used # grext deul in the Caucasus upon 
Insects which are apt to infest the person of man and anitials, 
ag well as bedding and sleeping apartments. It acts very de- 
structively, first stupetying and then killing them. It does 
Dot appear to be poisonous to man, thouvh it is said to cause 
some confusion of head to those who sleep in close apartments 
owhere much of itis used. The demands for the powder have 
much increased of late, and if 1s said to be adulterated with 
the leaves and stems of the plant. The'powder I-used was as 
above, being known in plain English as Persian or Caucasian 
insect powder. So fully have I concluded that it was the 
powder that msde her sick, that Ihave decided to use no 
more of it, for it seems very feasible to me that if the fumes 
of it are strong enough to affect a human being that it must 
certainly be strong enough to affect a puppy, and especially 
so as she is liable to get more or Jess of it in her mouth when 
trying to work the fieas from off the body. I hope to hear of 
the experience of others through your columns before long, 
a have no doubt but what 1 have said may haye the gouke 

ect. 3 Le 
—_————-t-—- 

As Incerwattonat Dog Sxow.—The following letter from 
Mr, Hugh Dalziel, a gentleman well known in connection 

with sporting topics, more particularly as regards dogs, appeara 
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project feasible, and will do what we can to co-operate with 

the promoters. Ifa satisfactory arrangement could be made 
with one of the steamship companies, we have no doubt that 
some dogs would be sent from here: 

Srk—Since the Royal Agricultural Society have arranged 
to hold their next annual show in London, and to give to if in 
some respects an international character, several sportsmen and 
other gentlemen who take an interest in dogs haye spoken to 
me of the desirability of arranging an exhibition of dogs of 
international scope, to be held on the same dates as the Royal 
Agricultural Society's meeting. 

I believe that such a scheme, carried out in a Jiberal spirit, 
and worked by a committee of practical men, would meet 
with very general support in this country; and I haye no 
doubt that our French and other Continental neighbors 
would reciprocate the compliment paid by so many English 
exhibitors to their dog shows by exhibiting at ours; and évyen 
our American cousins, who are now ‘going’ for dog shows 
with great ardor, would doubtless be represented. 
lam quite aware of the numerous difficulties in the way 

of carrying out successfully a proposition so extensive in its 
designs ; but where there are no obstacles to oyereome there 
is no honor, and rarely any good to be gained ; and my faith 
in the power of Englishmen, combined and working for a 
common object, to do anything and éyerything, possible and 
impossible, is almost infinite. 
My own opinion is that the Kennel Club is the best organi- 

zation, or should at least form the nucleus of any organi- 
zation, for carrying out the scheme I haye broached. ‘Thank- 
ing you, in anticipation, for the insertion of this letter, which 
is written at the request of several friends, and with a view to 
call out the opinions of others willing to aid in making the 
project a practical success, I will concluae by saying that, 
should the idea meet with general approval, and an influential 
committee be formed, I will gladly give my services on the 
working committee, Huss Daz, 

Thornton Heath, Croydon. 
qe g—_—______ 

Ermwincuam Doc Suow.—The annual dog show at Bir~ 
mingham, England, is probably looked upon as the most im- 
portant of any held in Great Britain, not that the entries are 
larger, for the number is usually limited to one thousand, and 
the shows of the Kennel Club at the Crystal Palace and Alex- 
andra Palace generally greatly exceed these figures in the 
number of exhibits. The Birmingham show, however, is 
about the oldest established of any, and competition seems 
closer there than in most other places. The dates fixed for 
this year’s show are December 2d, 3d, 4th and 65th. The 
judging will take place on Saturday, 30th November. The 
prize list is much the same as in previous years, a number of 
cups being given by various manufacturers and tradesmen, 
and Messrs. Spratt, dog biscuit manufacturers, give a special 
prize of a silver cup, value £25, for the best bloodhound, 
deerhound, greyhound, pointer, setter or retriever; and Mr. 
R. Ll. Purcell Liewellin gives a silver cup, value £10, for the 
handsomest dog or bitch in the show used with the gun, com- 
petition contined to pointers, setters, retrievers, and all span- 
iels except fancy spaniela. The dogs will this year, for the 
first time, be fed on Spratt'’s patent dog biscuits. Entries 
close on 1st Noyember, to Mr. George Beach, Athensum 
Buildings, Temple Row, Birmingham. 

———<—_————___ + 8 

SEnevish Kenne. Crus Dog Saow.—The twelfth dog 
show of the Hnglish Kennel Club will be held at the Alex- 
andra Palace, near London, on December 12th, 13th, 14th 
and 16th. It seems:a little remarkable that a Sunday should 
be allowed to intervene between the last two days of the 
show, but the club is rather noted for eccentric movements of 
tuis kind. The dates fixed are a week later than those on 
which the Birmingham show is to be held. 

—— 

Broop Witt Tern.—A correspondent writes us from St. 

Paul, Minnesota, that a few days since he took his Gordon 

setter out for the first time and, without any education at all, 

he went to work like an old stager, and our friend shot twenty 

five prairie chickens over him in just two hours’ time. This- 
we must confess, is something remarkable, although we know 

of a Gordon setter puppy, who, at seven months old, had 

more than 100 birds killed over her points. The puppy in 

this case scarcely required any field breaking. Young point- 
ers sometimes take to field work almost naturally, and, as a 
tule, are much more easily broken than setters, 

—Mr. L. W. Holman, of Worcester, Mass., is owner of a 
Gordon setter bitch, whose training appears to haye been 
brought to perfection. She points at the command, stiffening 

her tail and raising one foot, carries lighted cigars and pipes, 

picks up small coins, etc., and does it all with a sweet smile. 
While we believe that, as a rule, trick dogs are never of much 
use in the field, yet Gypsey is said to wovk remarkably well 
on game, She is well bred, being by Mr. Lathrop’s Dick ont 
of St. Kilda, through whom she traces back to Idstone’s cele- 
brated Kent. 
a 

Names Cuarmep.—Mr. Derwent H. Smith, of this city, 
claims the name of Dash for his pointer dog pup, bred by 
Mr. Walker, of Shenfield, England, got by Don, out of 
champion Lady, No. 1,192, K. C, 8. B,; Don by Corporal 
out of Fan, Corporal by General out of Helen, and Fan by 
Bumper out of Venus Il. Algo the name of Buff for his 
pointer bitch pup, by Mr. Thorpe Bartram’s Special out of his 
Belle. Both punpies imported by Ss. Denmark at the be- 
ginning of September last. 

Sept. 17.—Mr. George E. Poyneer, of Clinton, Iowa, claims 
the name of Gowrie for his Chesapeake Bay retriever dog, 
whelped February 17, 1878, presented him by his friend Geo. 
W. Kierstead, of Laporte, Ind., out of his Nellie by his Sun- 
day, 

—Mr. D. P. Bosworth, of this city, claims the name of 
‘Clare for his liver and white cocker bitch, whelped October 
4th, 1877, by Dr. (Morris’ Nimrod, out of J. C. Dowling’s 
amphi Gypsie, Clare is now in whelp to Mr. Qofi's 
any. 

—Mr. Theodore Meyer, of Jersey City, claims the name of 
Lady for his liver and white pointer bitch puppy, whelped 
Aug, %. Sire, Austin's Sam; dam, Davis’ Fan, 

in the current issue of the London Field. Woe consider the, 
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Brrspixe Nores.—Mr, 8. B. Dilley's Countess Royal, 
winner of first prize and special, with Royal Fan, for best 
brace at St, Paul, litter sister to champion Ranger, was, on 
September 28, bred to the St. Louis Kennel Club's champion 
Bow. Something extra should be looked for, as this combines 
the blood of two of the most celebrated strains of pointers 
now in the United States, 

—Mr. Theo. Meyer's pointer, Nell," by Cummings’ Don, 
out of Davis’ Fan, was bred on the 5th inst, to Mr. Cosgroyve's 
imported dog, Sport. 

—Mr. G. H. Goodrich, of Toledo, Ohio, has bred his setter 
bitch, Nellie, to Mr. Demuth’s Dash. 

—Mr. J. R. Schuyler, of Bloomsburg, Pa., has bred his 
red Irish setter Nell IL. (Plunket-Ne'l) to champion Elcho 
(Sept, 21). 

Lrrorster-Dart.—Dr, L. H. Smith’s Dart has whelped 
nine puppies to Leicester. 

—The lemon and white pointer bitch Psyche IL, by Cal 
out of Psyche (winner of the first prize at the last New York 
Dog Show), has whelped a litter of ten puppies, six dog and 
four bitches, sired by Sensation. Psyche IL, is the property 
of Mr. F, H. Fuller, of Springfield, Mass, 

i Se 
—Mr. G. H. Goodrich, of Toledo, Ohio, has made the fol- 

lowing sales: Black and tan setter bitch, Tama, to D. 8, 
Wilbur, Jowa. Black and white and ticked setter bitch 
(mo name) Demuth’s Dash, out of his Nellie, to H. W. White, 
Yanktown, Dakota Territory. Both purchasers are highly 
pleased with their dogs. Mr. Goodrich has received from 0. 
Herbeck, La Crosse, Wis., the bitch Cerise, of Royal Duke, 
oan of Queen Max Flora, She is now in training and doing 
well, 

—Mr, G. EH. Osborn, of New Haven, advertises for sale his 
red Trish setter bitch Dew, of imported stock. Dew traces 
back to the celebrated stock of the Marquis of Waterford, 
and from her pedigree, we should imagine, would make a 
eapital brood bitch. 

—Mr. 8. B. Dilley has sold his Rough (Ranger-Minnesota), 
pointer pup, to J. C. Meloy, Hastings; Ranger IIL, Ranger— 
Queen pup, to F. H. Rockwell; a Ranger—Dolly pup to John. 
Schrink, of Toledo; Ranger—Fleet pups to Dr L. 0.:Gould, 
Lake City, Minn.; Ansley Grey, Bismark—Dakota; and a. 
Queen—Ranger bitch pup to Chas, Scott, Lake Elmo, Minn. 

ett es <a 

Duatn.—Dr. Edward J. Forster, Boston, lost his Gordon 
setter pup Argyle (Allison’s Reuben—Tawger’s Nellie), Oct. 
3, 1878, from meningitis following distemper. 

dachting and Boating. 
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CAN THE RACING CUTTER CRUISE? 

AS impression is abroad that however well adapted ag a 

racer in the short chop of the Bnglish Channel, the 

British racing culiter is but a poor cruiser, a wet, dangerous 

and unwholesome diver, always on her side, half awash, with 

seas tumbling in over the bows and washing out over the 
taffrail. This is one of anumber of popular misapprehensiona 

which we deem if necessary to clear up, so that in coming 

days the amateur may be in position to judge intelligently for 

himself as to the kind of craft he wants and not remain at the 

merey of his builder’s prejudices or predilections, This is 

what the London feld says concerning the modern racing’ 

cutter of Great Britain: “So far from racing yachts being 
unable to encounter bad weather and to keep the sea, it is 
notorious that no weather prevents them shifting ports, and 

they go out and make passages when the owner of the cruiser 

would ag soon think of ‘shooting the falls’ ina * sailing: 

canoe,’ as trusting himself out in his old box with rotten 

spars, threadbare canvas, and threshed-out gear, Only last 

summer the Jwilanar came out of Kingstown in a hard breeze 

of wind—magnified by the ‘cruisers’ into a gale—and steed 
sea, and forced a passage round the Land’s End to Falmouth, 
under trysail, and actually beat the Dublin and Falmouth 
steamer by hours, although the wind was a regular muzzler, 
Twenty years’ experience has taught us that for comfort, 
safety and expedilion in making passages there is nothing 
hke the racing yacht, The fact is that a good and successful 
racing cutter is necessarily the best cruiser, and the ‘half. 
tide-rock” and ‘all-lead-and-wings” metaphors are nothing 
but the weal Sarcasms Of a scared landsman. A modern 
cruising yacht—built as such—hys now usually a lead keel, 
iron floors, and generally some lead ballast; and the reason 
for this is simply that experience has taught those who really’ 
know what a yacht is and can account for her behavior that 
she is allthe better forthem. When, some thirty years ago, 
we turned the ‘cod’s head and mackerel’s tail’ end for_ end, 
every One was delighted to find that in a head sea the long 
bow, instead of pitching twice into the same hole, would 
smash through thé combers without stopping, and we imagine . 
that no amount of drawing-room criticism will restore the U 
bow.” 

Testimony of so clear and positive a nature, coming from 
such a source, it will be difficult indeed to gainsay or even to 
set aside; it should certsinly go far to relieve the public mind 
of the false impression now in yogue concerning the cruising: 
abilities of the cutter, pure sang. Muriel, N.Y. Y. 0,, with 
40ft. on load-line and 9ft. beam, has been knocking about 
the Hastern const all season, and has given the most thorough 
satisfaction. Instead of being a diver, she isa far ablerand 
easion craft at sea than any sloop, and bears ont to the 
fullest extent the testimony in the cutter’s favor quoted 
from the Wied above. It is not our object in these few 
lines to hold up the cutter to our readers’ admiration, but 
simply to corract (ome popular misconceptions concer ing 
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their performances, which, like some others—notably | and she carries it well and bas proved herself a fast ssiler. 
the peculiar impression that a broad snd shallow boat 
Sals moré on her bottom than the narrow ecrafti—have 
got abroad, owing to the superficial reasoning which 
has hitherto characterized most investigations connected with 
acht sailing and design, in which the blind too often have 

Been found leading the blind. If, for example, we were to 
make the statement, that the broader and shallower a vessel is 
the /ess will she sail on her bottom, and that the narrower and 
deeper she is the more will she sail on her boitom, we fancy 
fhe exclamations of astonishment, that will escape from many 
a hasty reader, and his ready challenge of an intimation so 
at varjance with the common acceptations of ‘‘a long floor to 
sail on,” “a broad boltom to stand up on,” ‘a yacht should 
have beam to sail on her botfom and not on her side,” and 
the hundred and one other misleading and stereotyped phrases 
which have found their way into many a mouth through the 
lack of knowledge and insight into the actual condition of 
matters still prevailing among practical builders of limited 
acquirements, and who unfortunately are too often accepted 
as infallible guides for a want of better authority to turn to. 
With the'close of the regatta season we will be more at liber- 
ty to dilate upon the subject of naval design, and without 
taking sides ourselves, propose laying before the reader 
facts and experiences, letting him weigh for himself the eyi- 
dence adduced for and against, after placing him in possession 
of ull that is necessary to found judgment upon. 

— 

NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON. 

The handicap race for the R. A, and R. E. prizes, post- 
poned by the sailing committee on account of stormy weather, 
was successfully sailed on Saturday, 21st. The breeze was 
at first very light and paltry from §. W., but it freshened up 
with squalls, and the heavy swell met with outside did not 
help toimprove speed, the yachts pitching bow under and 
the green sea pouring over the decks. Hebe, as usual, ran 
clean away from every rival, making a capital start and plant- 
ing herself well to windward from the outset. She carried 
gafftopsail and a small flying jib, which lifted her to the seas. 
Spray sailed a splendid race throughout, She carried no gaff- 
topsail until she rounded Mars’ Rock, when she piled on the 
canvas, that being the rule on every yacht, Muta was ad- 
mirably sailed all day, and her crew enjoyed the pleasures of 
the bath without having to leave her decks. This was the 
case on Spray and Mystery too, and litle Lily pluckily went 
the whole course. Hebe was first uway, followed by Spray 
and Mystery, Psyche and Muta shortly after, then Seafoam 
striding along steadily as a church and bidiog her time, know- 
ing her size would tell in the seaway 

Owner, H M, &. 
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The whole fleet stood down on the starboard tack. Psyche 
crawled up on Mystery’s weather, and blanketed her off 
Point Pleasant. Seafoam and Ifuta being still astern, Spray 
hauling out ahead, but to leeward, and Hebe industriously 
Spinning out herlead. Aystery tacked to port and made a 
board inshore. Seafoam was first to come about off Horse- 
shoe Shoal buoy, and was followed by Spray further out and 
Muta. Favored by the southing of the wind, they were able 
to lay clean across, and the three cut Mystery by a 
Jong piece. Psyche rather foolishly electud to stand 
on starboard tack across the shoal water of Measgher’s 
Beach, and made the #cquaintance of some heavy rollers, 
which pretty well shook the wind out of her sails, and when 
she did finally go about she was wellaslern of Afystery, Hebe 
also stood too far out, and when she had tacked to port and 
made Sandwich, she became suddenly aware of the close 
proximity of Spray, which, carrying a splendid breeze along 
the western shore, was looking dangerous. Another hoard 
and the lot got round Mar's Rock, leaving Mystery and Psyche 
to enjoy a little match of their own, in which the former came 
off best. The time here was; Hebe, 2h. 47m. 48s.; Spray, 
Zh. 56m. 20s.; Seofoam, 2h. 58m. 3s.; Auta, 2h. 59m. 25. 
The jibe at Thrum Cap Buoy was safely effected by all. 
Psyche here cut out Mystery, being quicker on her helm, but 
immediately after Mystery luffed across her stern and covered 
her, and, had not Psyche fleeter heels off the wind, would have 
kept her pinned under her Jee. Balloon jibs and jib topsails 
were sef on every yacht except d/uta, whose balloon ji) and 
jibboom had been carried away as soon as set off Mar’s Rock, 
and the run home showed nothing of special interest, save that 
Hebe continued to draw away and caine io nearly a quarter of 
an hour ahead of Seafoam, second boat. As Hebe was abreast. 
of Meagher’s Beach Licht, on the run home, she was struck 
by a very heavy sqnal and had to let all her sneets fly. The 
liming at the finish was: Hebe, Bh. 61m. 263.; Seafoam, 4h, 
6m.; Spray, 4h. 12m. 583.; Huta, 4h. 16m.; Psyche, 4h. 17m. 
283s.; Mystery. 4h 21m; Lely, 4h. 43m, 293. 

The sealed handicap haying been opened, it was found that 
Hebe had to allow Seafoam 8m,, Psyche and Muta12, Mystery 
and Spray 20, Lily 40, the time between any other yachis 
being obtained by tukisg the difference of the times allowed 
each of them by Hee. The order of the yachts in the winning 
list is therefore: 1, Hebs; 2, Spray ; 8, Seafuam; 4, Lily; 
5, Mystery; 6, Mute; 7, bsyche; Hebe taking first prize, 
and Spray second, 

This race closes the programme of the Nova Scotia Yacht 
Squadron for this season, as far as racing is concerned, but it 
is probable the yachts will assemble for a closing cruise under 
orders before the end of the season. Mr. F. 0. Sumichrast, 
Hon. Secretary of the squadron, has b-.en elected a member of 
the Yacht Club de France. 

———$———— 

YACHTING NEWS 
Bay or Quinte Yaout Crus.—Belleviile, Ont., Oct. 4—Al- 

though but little yacht racing has been indulged in in these 
waters for some time back, our yachtsmen have not been al- 
together idle, as is evidenced by the fuct that two new 10- 
tonners, beth modeled and built hy Jocal amateurs, haye been 
added to the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club's fleet within a few 
weeks past. The first of these which J will mention is the 
Sylvia, a standing keel craft, constructed by Mr. W. M. Pike. 
She 1s decidedly out of the common, being withont a single 
hollow line about her, except a slight hollowing of the bows, 
She is sloop Nigued, aud carries an immense press of canyas, 
her muinsail having a hoist of 28ft., 84ff. on the boom and 
18{t. on the gaff, with jib in proportion, Her length is aft. 
4in.; beam, ft,; draught of water aft, 4ft. 9in.; forward, 3ft. 
6in. The other craft has been turned mut hy Mr. R. M. Roy. 
She is a centreboarder, measuring 26ft. Sin, keel and 11ft, 
Bin. beam. Her canvas is rather smaller than that of Sylvic, 
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The aunual regatla of the Buy of Quinte Yacht Club came off 
on Monday last, the prizes offerud being for second and third- 
class yachts only, as ihe bigger ones were not in racing trim. 
The second-class race received five entries, namely, the Matie 
Gray, Kathleen, Sylma and Gracie, of Belleville, and the 
Emma, of Kingston. The course was 20 miles, three circuits 
being required to complete it. There wasbut a slight breeze, 
the yachis being able to carry gaff and jib topssils, and al- 
thongh not racing machines, which you so justly condemn, 
the leading yacht was able to sail the race in 5h, 20m., a per- 
formance which it would he difficult to excel. The Autie 
Gray won by 8m. 62s.; Kathleen secoud; Graste third, 11m. 
behind her; Amma fourth and Sylvia last. In justice to the 
Sylvia it must be said that when sailing very fast within tive 
minutes of starting her topmast carried away and insured her 
defeat, while the Gracze set nothing most of the way except 
fore and aft canvas, she being without a lopmast, so that she 
did yery well under the circumstances. The third class race 
also had five entries, namely, the Mystery, of Kingston ; 
Minnie A., Madel and Whisper, of Belleville; and Jna B., of 
Picton. The Mystery won a very closely contested race by 
im. 823.; Minnie A. second, [na 77. third, aud Mabel fourth, 
()n the whole the regatta was a greal succesa. Onthbert has 
puta new stern on the lia, of Oswerd, which vastly im- 
proves her appearance and it is thought will also add to her 
speed. The season is adlyancing rapidly, and very soon many 
of the yachts will go into winter quarters. Port Tao, 
Sweerstakes Maron orr Nawanr.—diter Forest and 

Stream: There has been much rivalry bere this summer 
among the fast cat-rig boats, anda short time ago it was de 
termined to lave a sweepstakes race to settle the question of 
superiority. The conditions of the race were that the course 
must be dead to windward, as near five miles as possible, and 
return. Boats to be allowed mainsail only, and no shifting 
ballast. Any cat-boat under 20 feet water line could enter by 
paying five dollars to one of the judges; each boat to appoint 
a judge. lt was decided to have the race at Nahant as the 
fairest, place for a steady wind and a square trial of speed. 
Six boats, all ‘‘eracks " with one exception, were entered, and 
on the day of the race one more, the Josie, appeared, and, 
though contrary to rule, was allowed to enter, as no one pro- 
tested. The wind was light northeast, and the boats were 
sent off to leeward with a flying start, three minutes being al 
lowed to cross the line. The Sezrmp was first away, with the 
rest close behind. On the run lefore the wind the Fancy 
gained considerable on all the others, and rounded the buoy 
for the beat to windsyard with a good lead. The wind, how- 
ever, had been hauling to the southeast, and it was found, un- 
fortunately, that the bouts could lay their course for home 
without beating, The Water Wétch and -/osie, through not 
knowing exactly where the stake boat was placed, stood much 
too far to windward, and wouid huye lost a great deal, but 
they were lucky enough to get more breeze, and on the whole 
were probably benefited by the operation more than they lost. 
The Fancy made the best actual time, but the Josie would 
have won the prize on time allowance had not the judges de- 
cided that it was no race because there was no beat to wind- 
ward. The boats came inas follows: Fancy, Josie, Wouter 
Witch, Scamp, Mirage, Psyshe, Sea Mew. The failure of this 
race was a disappointment to many who were interested, and 
each boat went away feeling sure that had there been a beat 
to. windward she would haye won. The boats cannot probably 
be brought together again this season- Yr. 

Boston, Sept. 30. 
Dorcursrer Recarra,—Saturday, Sept. 28, the Dorchester 

Yacht Club offered five prizes for cnt-boats under 2ift., in 
hopes of bringing together the boats which raced at Nahant. 
Five of them appeared, and also several slow boats, induced 
to come 1n by the number of prizes. Fortunately there were 
more boats than prizes, and at ahout one o'clock the enn was 
fired for the start. The race was a drilting mateh through- 
out, and when near the windward bioy the Josie caught a 
puff of wind which put her abead of seyeral others who had 
beaten her up to that time. She held her lead to the end and 
won easily. The course isa miserable ome. It is almost en- 
tirely land-locked, ond the winds are very unsteady. The 
tides run hard, the water is shoal and the turos are many, 
giving a stranger a hard chance. Following is & summary: 

Corrected Time, 
Name. H. M. 
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The Josie is a new eat-boat, which hed a tremendous repu- 
tation for speed before she was built. Shea has been in three 
races, each time witliout ballast, and has been lucky enough to 
get a very light wind in every race. She has along bow and 
no sheer, and is certainly not handsome. She sails wonder 
fully well to windward ina light air, but perhaps having no 
ballast and no floor boards helped her. In any event, she has 
yet to earn a reputation for »peed. F, 
Caramanans.—In consequence of the contined demand 

made upon us to furnish parties with plans and instructions 
for building catamarans, we haye made arrangements whereby 
we are enabled to send to any address a full set of drawings 
and specifications for building ind rigginy double-hulled boats 
upon recvipt of price, $4. Orders should be addressed to the 
Yachting Kditor, Forxsr any Stream. 

Oresoent Ciry Yaour Cioni—By the sale of La Belle to a 
member of this New Orleans club, recently effected by Mr 
Thos. Manning, yacht agent, 9 valuable addition to the feet 
on Lake Pontchartrain is made. 
Amunioan Mopen Y Aon? Cios.—The Olark Cup presented 

by Mr. Clark, owner of the Boston enlter Savon, was won by 
Carrie (Mr. Bennett) in a race on Prospect Park Lake, Brook- 
lyn, Sept. 28, beating Lizzie, Jeannett, Cornelia and Cole, 

Nuwrorr Yaour Crns.—The match for the cup presented 
by Mr. Sidney Jones, of Staten Island, N. Y., was sailed off 
Newport, R. 1, Sept. 28, and proved only partially success- 
ful owing to the lack of wind. Course from Long Wharf 
around Brenton Reef lightship and returh, cighteen miles. 
Wind light and baffling. Lilian, Avelyn and 7 wilight gave 
up. J/ebe, Mr. 2. Jourman's, was the obly one Lo 20 over 
the course, and the cup was awarded hur. 
Cenrran Hevson Yaorr Unus.—For the fall Corinthian 

regatta of this club, Sept. 23, nine yachts were entered, but 
owing to lack of wind only one went over {hv course. Wind 
fresh from N. W. at start, and a tine day’s racing was prom- 
ised, but it fell calm later on, Grace, Mr. Il. “E, Belcher, 

third-class, made the race in the stipulated time and takes the 

prize in her class. Time, 3h, 17m. 25s. Shadow and Hly- 
@uway not finishing: 

| Start flying. Wind light from N. E,, but 
to fresh breeze from 8. W. latter part of race. Wow 

ee a 

Hupsox Riysr Yaonr Cxus.—The fourth annual regatta: 
of this club was sailud Sept. 29, in conjunction with the 
Payonia Yacht Club. Course for first and second-class from 
Seventieth st., North River, around stakeboat off Fort Lee, 
thence around one off Weehawken and return to eliib-house— 
sail twice over; third-class, return from Fort Lee stakehont 
on second round. 

in first-class by Clara S., 4h. 43m, 50s.; Annie Geisel, 4h. 
54m, 333; Jrene, 4h. 59m, 133s. Mechaniowilhrew. second- 
class—Geo. B. Deane, 4h. 43m. 45s, H. H. Holmes, 4h, 5im. 
50s.; Lydie T., hh. 4m, 483; O. K, and Rough and Tough, 
not timed; annie L, and Rusey A. withdrew, Thivd-class— 
Buller, 4. 48m, 20s; Gussia and Nellie Shaw not timed, 
Special prize for cat-rigged boats taken by O. A, 

Treyton Yaorr Crus.—This club sailed a match on the 
Delaware River below Trenton, Sept. 30. Course about six 
miles. Won in first-class hy Minerna, 4b. 10m.; 7a, second, 
4h. 21m. Second-class—Bellw ancl LAivpple sailed a dead heat 
in 30 3m,, afterward sailed off in favor of Ripple, J. 8. 
Mount, third. In the third class, Ramble won in 3h. 13m., 
Sussie second. The entries were yery numerous, Prizes con- 
sisted of challenge pennan|s. 

GrovorsteR Yacut Crus.—The first regalla of this new 
club was sailed Sept. 26, off Pavilion Beach, Mass. Wiret- 
class, from 19 to 25ft. water-line, sectnd-class under 19ft, 
First-class sailed around a mark two miles outside of Bastern 
Puint Ledge buoy and flag boat off Norman's Wor. Judges, 
Capt. Olias. Babson, Bennett Griffin and Councilman Wm. 
Thompson. Mr. Joseph J. Burns was timekeeper. Judith 
won in first-class, 1h, 40m. 49s., Adele second. J7ard Times 
von in second-class, 1h. 363., Zip second. Zamde carried 
away her bowsprit. The new club is full of life, and promises 
to enter pou an active season next year 

A Lone Crouisk.—The schooner yacht Ohoresta, of Cleve- 
land, Ohio, Capt. F. W. Edmunds, arrived at this port front 
the Bouth, after o very extended cruise. The schc over ia 
Sf. long and 9ft. bearn, She left Cleveland Oct. 1°, 1877, 
sailed down the Mississippi through the Gulf to Cedar Keys, 
Fia., in search of a place to ‘locate.’ At Pasa Christiana 
ehe was blown high afd dry on the mud by a squall, and it oc- 
cupied several days to lanneh ber again. By taking the inland 
reaches along the ceast, Philadelphia was safely made, aud 
from there the skipper struck out for New York, via canal. 
He proposes to sail for Troy, thence to Buffalo, yia Erie 
Canal, and by the lakes home again to Oleveland, where he 
hopes to arrive about the 20th inst. 
New Cruz Hovusus.—The San Francisco Yacht Club has 

inaugurated their haudsome new house at Saucelito, Cal., 
with appropriate ceremonies, ‘and the Dorchester Yacht Clab, 
of Dorchester, Mass., is about to take action looking 10 the 
building of new quarters likewise. 
Maron Orr.—Unless Intrepid can be brought to the line, 

there does not seem any likelihood of Ambassadreia being ac- 
commuodated with a match this season, as Dyecdnareght haa 
gone into winter quarters. 

Gaurt-SunpeAm Matron.—The match off Boston Light be- 
tween these two little clippers, before noticed in these col. 
tumns, was started, Oct, 2, ina fresh breeze of wind, which, 
however, died out just in time to prevent making the race in 
the stipulated time. Get hada lead of a tew lengths. The 
match will probably be resailed at a future date. 
Bouxn Sours.--The schooner Jda O., Capt. J. H. MeQuil- 

kin, of Cambridge, Mass., is fitting out for a trip to Jackson- 
ville, Pla. Ter owner proposes to take his family along with 
him. Quariers will be bmited, as the yacht is only 32ft. long. 
Such an undertaking should be encouraged, and the caplain 
has our best wishes; but if Jda G, is of the ordinary wide 
and shallow style, we trust he 1s well aware of the dangers of 
putting ont fo sea in fall weather in a smooth water model. 

Sans Sovor Y. C.—The annual regatta of this club was sailed 
at Lansingburgh, N. Y., on the Hudson, Sept. 26, Conrse, 
twelve miles; wind strong from N. W:, shifting to N. Won, 
in first class, by Artful Dodger, of Albany, 3h. 19m. 7s.; 
Sans Souet second. In second ‘class by Alvan in 3h. 45m. 
25s.; WVinasecond, In third class by Addié in 3h. 48m, 17s., 
Annie second. 
Cieyeranp Yaour Ciob,—A new organization has heen 

formed at Cleveland, Obio, under the aboye title. Officers 
have been elected as follows: President, FY. H. Smead; Vice- 
President, W. P. Francis; Secretary, P. Smith; Treasurer, H, 
G, Phelps. ; 
Qmxox Ysour Crrs.—This club held their fall regatta 

September 20th, off Quincy, Mass., wind steady fyom 5. W. 
Course from judges’ boat to red buoy, off Bunokin Island, 
{hence to red buoy off Hull and return; distance, six miles, 
Won in first-class by Vision, B. F. Curtis, 38m. 244., Molly 
second. It was claimed that Avliy had *‘ crowded” Vision a 
| whole mile out of the race, apd that this action was 
unfair. Our friends in Quincy are evidently poorly posted 
in the rules of yacht sailing, and may follow our coliimns 
to advantage; from them they will glean that ‘ crowd- 
ing, in placeof being unlaw!ul or unfair, 18, outbe contrary, 
perfecily legitimate, and a luffing match between two cratis 
is one of tle most interesting (tials Of quality that Gin be 
witnessed ina sailing match, ol(y’s skipper has probably 
tooled a craft before, and took advabtage of bis betler knowl- 
edge of handling a boat than his opponent, who found if 
so troublesome to shake bim. Io the seeond-cless, 7'/ishe 
(W. EL. Litelifield) won in 87m. 203., Vattte second. In third- 
cies Dandelion (J. Q. Adams) won in 42m, 57s., Jmp 
second. 

Cruevenranp Reaarra.—The match, sailed under the an- 
apices of the Uleveland Yatching Association, September 191h, 
brought vine yachts to the line, Course on Lake Erie, three 
miles out and home, rounding the crib on the return. Wun 
by Unique in 1h. and 16m., beating Chimes, Silver Spray, 
Gipsy, Stranger and Trio. 
Tus Macto,—This famous schooner, well known as the 

winner of the ‘‘America Cup,” io the International mateh 
against Cambria (Mr. Ashbury), has been purchased by Mr. 
Francis M. Weld, and will in future hail from New Bedford. 
She will probably hoist the colors of the N, B. Y, C. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 

Tre SocLtunRs’ CHAMPIONSHIP, 
After postponing the race from Oct. 2 to the next day, the 

water was found smouth enough fora shell to liye in, und 
rather than disappoint the multitude it was decided to seqd 
both the contestants to the start. Owing bo the lacke 
practice ob the part of Courtney, hia chances had been wan 
ning eyer since his arrival, smd to the knowing ones if was a 
pretty clear case for the Canadian, especially as more or les 



that odds should have been given on Hanlan at 100 to 35, and 
in some cases even 4 fo 1. The weather on the $d opened 
anything but agreeably, and it was almost feared Usat a repeti- 
tion of the disappointment of the day before waa in store for 
the crowd. Toward afternoon, Sheriff Harding, the referee, 
went over the course, and finding the water barély fit for 
Tracing, called! out the men after sharp rain stjuall had flut- 
tened out the water alitde. The crowd of spectators was ex- 
ceedingly small, not reaching ten thousand, little faith haying 
heen placed if the probubility. of the race being pulled that 
day. Hanlan’s judge, Mr. Davis, won the choice of sides, 
ind selected the outside course, the one least atfected by the 
current, being more under the lee of the islands and in slack 
water. Both men paddled down to the startling stakes to- 
fether, and were sent away well together, Courtney at the 
rale of 34nd the Toronto man pulting in his worl in his 
old business-like way at 29. This tended to give Courtngy a 
slight lead at first, and at Whiskey Puint he had spun it out to 
Malt alength. Here Hanlin seemed to think it time to wake 
up a bit, and jn a spurt, keeping well within himself all the 
time, he sent his ship ahead at the quarter-mile, the signal at 
the grand stand being received with loud cheering. He had 
again dropped to a comfortable 27, when at the half mile he 
Warmed up to 29 once mure, and at the mile had « Jead of 
fliree-qnarters of alength. The rough water snd tide rips 
seemed to bother Gourtnty a good deal, but working up to 
$3 he held his opponent well in hand until saddenly Hanlan 
Thade a powerful effort to shake him, and spun out his lead 
to a full leng(h, then crossing some nasty tide rips, made for 
the lee of Dixie Island, Courtney, divning his intention, 
pulling on a spurt and hauling up even easily. For a time 
both held the same positions, but at the mile and three-qnar- 
fora, Courtney bad ac‘ually gained on the Canadian and headed 
him by nearly a lJengoh, the first decided lead he obtained up 
fo this point. But EHanlan seemed to have a large reserve of 
Steam for just such occasion’, and working up to 81, a very 
fast stroke for him, he reduced the American’s advantage, and 
before they were far past the two mile stake had turned the 
tables on his opponent. Goth now pulled ont from under the 
islands and steered astraight course for the turning buoys, 
the Union Springs’ sculler having a little the furthest to so, 
Hanlan fetched alongside first, and in six strokes was around, 
time, 2im, 23, the puil up having been against the wind, 
which was blowing quite fresh again. Courtney 
was just broadside at the buoy when the Canadian 
started off for home, but the American made a won- 
derfually quick turn and gained much, running up even on 
Hanlan al the quarter mile on the home-streteh. It was evi- 
dent, however, that the ‘Toronto boy had the race pretty well 
in hand, and was pulling a wailing race. He had tested his 
min, and now knew that he eould show him across the line, 
he was willing to make a sure thing of it and take no risks 
by keeping up wfull head of steam all the way home to no 
Purpose. They rowed a close and a fast race on the yoyage 
down the river with wind and sea in their tail, Hanlan load- 
Tg still at the four-mile station. When the last balf mile was 
opened, Courtney showed that he had the stuff in him yet, 
for he made a Just and wonderful effort, which, but for an 
bntoward check, might have turned the scales in his favor, or 
materially reduced Hanlan’s lead at the finish, He quickened 
up to 30, and ran up ¢yen. Both had been steering off their 
course, and when Hanlan found himself ohliged tu get back 
to their proper water he was compelled tcseross Courtney's 
bow, leaving to the latter the choice of ff Rog or slacking 
np. Poor Couriney, who had allowed himeah to be thus led 
off by the Canadian, wasin sorry plightindeed. Foul the other 
Man he would not, and so slows down, Hanlan crosses and speeds 
his shell over the ling, a winner by alength anda” quarter, and 
champion of America from pole to pole. ime, 36m. 22s. 
‘Vhis was an unsatisfactory finish, but the referee gave the race 
to Hanlan, and for the time that settles the question of the 
Championship of this continunt. What Courtney might have 
done, or would have done, if he had not done just as he did, 
fod all the other dozen ifs that tue result of the match has 
eallecl up, cannot enter in the least upon the question of the 
title to the championship; Hanlan holds it now, and will hold 
i until he is beaten, 

Aorive Boar Cruvn.—The first annual regatta of this club 
was held, Sept, 29, on the Harlem River. Gourse two miles 
witha torn. Starter ani referee, John Kyle. Judges Messrs, 
Donnelly and Higgins. Semor single-sculls, won by Robert 
Dongan, 16m,; John Smith not timed. Junior single sculls, 
won by John Saul, 17m.; Christopher McKeon, 18m, 45s. 
Double-sculls, W. F. Gannon and John Smith, 14m. 45a,; 
Thos, Gatinon and Thos. Oassidy. 15m. Barge race, H. 
Piiter, stroke; O. McKeon, J. McKnight, W. Lemmey and 
J, Kohler, cox., 16m, 153; T. McKeon, stroke; Peter Leo, 
J. Lemmey, D. Gouzh and B, Brogan, cox., 16m. 80s. Gig 
face, W. Gannon, stroke; J, Smith, R. Dougan, R. Toner 
and J, Saul, cox., 14m; T. Gaunon, siroke; J. Dougan, P, 

‘Tracey, T. Cassidy and T. Hoolahan, cox., 15m. lis, Fes- 
tivities finished up the day, 

Nexup Boat Copk.—The annual regatta of this club was 
held over the Neptune course, Kill-yon Kull, Sept. 28. Dis- 
tance, one mile and # half with thetide. Water a little rough. 
Single-sculls, shells, J. L. Gladwin, 8m, 262s,; Kt. §. Bussing, 
dr, Bm. 3823.; J. P. Harle, 8m. 47s, Junior four-oared gigs, 
A.J, Munday, bow; T. Ei. Pierce, E. W. Gladwin, W. A. 
Brown, stroke; 8, Benedict, cox., 7m. 2923.; O, L, Middle- 
ton, bow; ©. '‘T. Adams, R. W. Murray, R. W. Walsh, stroke; 
J. U. Egerton, cox,, second; F, B. Fiske, bow; J. A. Lynch, 
i. EH. Britton, KE. ©. Halsey, stroke; M. C. Brown, cox., 
third. Senior four-onred gigs, A, GC, Bunce, bow; W. H. 
Poree, W. D. Johnson, J.P. Warle, stroke ; J. G. Egerton, 
eox., 9m. 833.; J. L, Gladwin, bow; H. G, Brown, BR. 8. 
“eel C. M. Bull, stroke; B. Hazard, cox., second, 9m. 
194s, 

Eprens Boar Crvz—The filth annual regatta of this club 
Was rowed on the Passaic off their club-house near Newark. 
Referee, Thos. W. Kennedy. Judges, W. M., Couger and 
Marcus P. Hague. Water smooth. Distance, mile and a 
quarter with a turn. Single-sculls, Frank Campbell, 8m, 31s. ; 
J. Young, 8m. 323.; L. Laiblin, A. H. Groel, 8. Howard and 
P. Fisher, not timed, Pair-oared gigs, R. Laiblin, bow; W. 
‘B, Flavell, stroke, 8m, 61s; M. K. Hyerevt, bow; W. F. 
Volk, stroke, 8m, 5449,; A. H. Groel, bow; 8. WJoward, 
siroke, third; W. Clark, bow; G. Clark, stroke, were 
S¥amped. Fonr-oared shells, G, Olark, bow; KB. Laiblin, M, 
R. Everett, W. Ryno, stroke, 7m, 35s. J. Young, bow; J, 
: Duffy, F. Campbell, W. B. Flavell, stroke, 7m. 873.; 8. 
Howard, bow; F. Fisher, W. FP. Volk, J. B, Angleman, 
Biroke, third; W. Clark, Jr., bow; M. Fcrce, W. Parsel, P. 
Young, stroke, not timed, Six-oared gigs, J, Young, bow; J. 
T. Duity, BR. Laiblin, W.B. Flavell, I. Campbell, J. B. Angle- 
mag, atroke; J. P. Contrell, cox., 7m, 17.3; W. Clark, Jn, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

bow; W. F. Volk, M. R. Everett, G. Olark, W. Ryno, P. 
Young, siroke; M, Force, cox, 7m. 208, This was a yery 
close race all the way, 

Pioxgnk Boav Chun. This club held its fall regatta on 
Gowanus Bay, Sept, 28, Water lompy, Distance, one mile 
With tura, Stogle-sculls, J. M, Jacobs went across the line in 
6m. 51s,, but, having turned in the wrong direction, the gold 
medal was awarded to Jas, R. Beard, 7m. 53,; G. Cox, third, 
Tm, 12s; B. J. Smith, fourth, 7m. 18s. Pair-oared giys, 
Darling wd Mirth. Crews: W. H. Landy, bow; A. Gun- 
ther, siroku; Geurge Cox, Jr., cox,; und BP. Fink, bow; FF, 
Iteddall, stroke; Goorge I’. Thatchur, cox. The Durling won 
in Gm. 498. d hw’a time, Tan, 

Arnanvic Bosn Gpuk.--Their twentieth sanoual regatta 
wis rowed, Sept. 28, over he upper Fleasant Valley ciurge, 
from the powder house down to Taylor's Hotel. Distance, 
mile and a half. Junior siagles: J. McCord, 9m. 803; A. 
Hahn seeond. Pait-oared pigs; Chromo, J, Miller, stroke, J. 
Hagemeyer, bow, and J. Benson, coxswain; Hmpire, D. Me- 
Quinn, stroke, J. Rosenbaum, bow, and A. Kiel, coxswain; 
Puddin, J. Revd, stroke, M. Daab, bow, and EB. Offerman, 
coxswiin. Won by Ciromo in 8m., Hmpire second, Pud- 
din thivd. Four-oared ghelis: J, Reed, stroke, J, Mohlman, 
J. Rosenbaum, avd D. MeQneen, bow; J. Miller, stroke, G. 
Kloppenberg, J. Hasemeyer, and ©, Erleukotter, bow. Won 
by the former in Tm, 
Hartem Rowine.—A scullin 

Harlem, October 2, between J. G. Rensley and James Mullin, 
Distance, two miles with a turn. These two men won the 
cup in the doublée-sdull race of the recent police regatta, and 
this match was (6 decide who was to retain the same. Itens- 
ley, sixty-tive years of aye, wou in 19in. 45s,; Mullins, 20m. 
8Us. A four-oarvd shell race followed. Enutries: J, Larose, 
stroke, J. Flanigan, M. Coghlan, M, Kyle, bow; J. Walsh, 
stroke, H. Sweeney, J. Logan, W, Tuomey, bow. Won by 
the Larose crew in 124m, 80s. ‘Phird race, for single sculis, 
won by Thomas Reilly in 16m. 8Us.; Wm. Milner second. 

Prorgssionars at Caarauqua Laxg --The professional 
Tegatta at Clalauqua, September 28, turned out a failure, 
through bad manayement and want of cash. G. H. Hosmer 
and Ed Powell rowed over the ovurse in the dark, Hosmer 
coming in ahead, according to some accounts. 

Resotorz Boar Croe.—-The annual regatta of the Reso- 
lutes of Washington Heights was held, September 22, on the 
Hudson, foot of 152d street, Course. one mile straightaway. 
Water smooth. Junior ‘single sculls: C, B. Kuapp, 5m. 
17js.; W. B. Peet, second; FD, Clark, third; J. Putnam, 
fourth. Senior pair-oared gigs: J. R. Folsom, bow, H. 
Morse, stroke, H. E. D, Jackson, coxswain, 6m. 1443; F. D. 
Olarke, bow, M. G. Foster, stroke, 8. P. Weir, coxswuin, sec- 
ond, Junior pair-oared vigs: §. P. Weir, bow, I. Putnam, 
stroke, P. W. Foster, coxswain, 6m. 463; HE. D. Jackson, 
bow, J. R. Folsom, stroke, I, D. Clarke, coxswain, second ; 
M. L. Aiken, bow, J". Baker, stroke, G. S. Dearborn, cox- 
swain, third, Folsom slipped his seat off the runners and 
Putnam's eréw won by three-quarters of a length. Single 
sculls; H,. Morse, Sm, 2238,; M. G, Foster second. Kight- 
oured barges: M. b, Aiken, bow, I. Putnam, F. Baker, W. 
B. Peet, ©. B. Knapp, ‘T. Peet, T. Tonnele, A, Whitman, 
stroke, G. §, Dearborn, coxssuin, 4m. 463.; 8. P. Wer, bow, 
H.. i. D, Jackson, W. S. Orittenden, MH. Morse, M. G. Foster, 
J. R, Fulsom, F. D, Olarke, E.8. Whitman, stroke, C. Brock, 
coxswain, second. Final race, Capt. A. Whitman’s crew, of 
barge tiesolute, beat Pres. HE. S, Witman’s crew, in barge 
Palisade, by one length. 

Vasper Boar Cios.—The first annual regatta of the Ves- 
per Boat Club, of Lowell, Mass., was rowed, September 26, 
over a two mile course on the Merrimac, aboye Pawtucket 
Falls, Telephonic communication was supplied between the 
grand stand and different points alung ihe course, keeping 
thé public informed as to the progress of the races all the way 
down. Water veryrough, Referee, J. 8. Ludlow; Judges, 
Henry Burrows, Prentiss Webster, F. B. Shedd, 
S. E, Stott, Walter Coburn, Thomas Nesmith, BE. W. Hoyt, 
R. H. Butcher; Starter, F. I. Greenholge; Timekepers, 
Willis Farrington, ©. H. Allen, A. H, Hunking. Double- 
scull working-bout race was won by A. S. Baker and A: D. 
Butterfield in lim. 493; H. A. Roach and EB §. Shernmgn 
second, H. K. Boardman und J. H. Coggeshall met with an 
accident and withdraw. Single.seull working-boats—won by 
John Walsh in 15m, 69%s,; Kalph I. Brayor second. W. K. 
Chase got into Woullé with his sliding seat and gave up. 1°. 
W. Srickney also gave up, owing to an accident to some of 
his gear. Jour-oared shells—Messrs. Paul Butler (son of 
the General), bow; H. 5. Johnsun, F. Whitney, Ben Israel 
Butler (another son), stroke; and W. N. Lawson, bow; $. 
T. Barnes, T. EB. Parker and Had. Dilingwagod, stroke. The 
Temren crew won in 15m, 63s., the Butler crew's time being 
om. 17s. 

Tue Longuguin Rowina Cropn.—The annual regatta of 
this Montreal club was held on the St. Lawrence September 
28. Water smooth distance, two miles with turn. Tub 
race—won by P. Posier, beating J. Moffat a lone distance. 
Single sculls—dJ, Ferguson, 29u). 80s; M. Smith gave up. 
Four-oared shells—Lachine Olah, 19m, 30s; Longneuil Club 
second, 20m. Junior fours—won by Moffat, bow, McClure, 
Boyd and Lovelace, 21m.; Luyelace, bow, Bonnell, Leithead 
ard Pell, second, 23m, 30s. Pairs—Il. Pell and R. Lusper, 
22m. 15s.; Bonnell and Walis second, 24m. 403. Single-scull 
handicap—F, Foster, 20m,; W. Gear second, 18m. 45s, 

Reaping Reearva,—Under the auspices of the Nautilus 
Club an open regatta was held at Keuding, Pa., September 
28; course, mile and a half with a turn; tide favorable, water 
smooth, Jfour-oars—West Philadelphia Club and Nautilus 
Club, of Reading; won by latter in 9m, 2843.; crews, EH. 
Lane, bew, 8. A. Abbott, M. Wulton, W. Heaton, and §. Me- 
Ilvain, bow, W. Hyman, 8. Seyfert, B, McKnight. -Second 
heat, Pennsylvania Club.and College Club—won by the Col- 
lege crew, the Pennsylyanias fouling a scow while makinz a 
close race; crews—Peunsylvania, J, W. Barr, bow, J. A. 
Andrews, A. lL, Kappes, W. B, Cobb; College, R. L. Hart, 
bow, D. Kennedy, W. M. Stewart, J. Bond, Senior singles— 
Julian Kennedy won easily in 10m, 21$s,; If. McMillen, of 
the Vesper Club, Philadelphia, second, ‘This reverses their 
lial at the Newark National Regatta, where Kennedy was 
beaten 30s. by his opponent. Final hent, four-oars—won hy 
Wauttilus crew in 9m. 18s; College crew second, 9m 2248, 
Pair oars-—l. Henderson and W. Rennert, of the Quaker civy 
Clob, Philadelphia, had a walk-over in 10m. 40s. Junior 
singles--Seyfert woo easily in 11m 57s; R. D. Surver secoud. 

Nzw York A?Hiztro CLun —The sculling ma'ch for the 
champion medal came off Seprember 28.00 the Hurlem ; dis 
tance, One mile against the tide. Won by E. D, Mills, Jr., 
the present holder of the medal, W. B, McCready running 
into a schooner when he lad a good lead, 

match took place on the 

i] 
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“rough water could be counted pon, It was no wonder then | SouLtise on tae Hartem.—A match race between G, 
Gaizel Gramercy Boat Club and W. McCreedy, of the New 
York Athletic Club, was rowed on the Harlem, Octcber 3d, 
over a mile conrse ; won by Gaisel by several lengths. 

Hatirax’s Caampion, Warren Smith, having won the 
champion belt of ihe port three times, was presented with 
the same by M. If Rickey, M P., Mayor of the city, on tha 
27th ult. 

Ross-Pratsren Maror.—Wallace Ross has accepted the 
challenge of fred Plaisted, of New York, to row a two mile 
race for $1,000 on the Kennebecassis, St. Johns. There 
is sure to be trouble abont smooth water there this time of 
year, 

Bate Boar Race.—-The annual regatta of this club took 
place Octoher 2d, at Bath, Me. Oourse, two miles. Single 
scolls, Fred H. Kimball, 15m.; Oscar Cahill, second, 17m.; 
Edward Pepper, third, 173m. Single scull working boats, 
won by W_ Ff. Stevens in 22m., Charles G. Lemont, second, 
238m, and Oharles B. Harrington, third, 23m. 7s. Double 
scull workings boats, Stevens and Harrington won in 18m., 
Lemont and L, Blairsecond, 18m. 83.; Charles Norton and A. 
$, Duncan third, 18m, 10s. 

Onrruany.—-Hditor Forest and Stream: The canoeing in~ 
terest at Newark received a severé blow on Wednesday Jast, 
when Bowers’ boat-house was. totally destroyed by fire. The 
Alice, Mr, Jolin Habberton; Adith Adele, Mr, KR. Martin; 
Vasephine, Mr. William ©, Mellwaine, and Qui Vive, Mr. I. 
F. West; together with two that were nameless, one of 
which belonged to Mr. F. Hussey, were burned. Three of 
the above-mentioned canoeists intended to start fora ernise 
of some 250 miles on the 14th inst., and this fact greatly 
agoravates their loss However, the love of the double 
paddle and the light Qui Vive is so tirmly rooted in the 
breasts of the bereayed that the spring of '79 will probably 
behold successors to most of the ill-fated cruisers furrowing; 
as. did their sires of old, the turbid waters of the Passaic, 

Hast Orange, N.J., Oct. 7, 1878. Maava, 

Sea and River ishing. 

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER, 
—}—_— 

FRESH WATER. 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoiden } bike or Pickeral, Hox luctus, 

M, nigricans. Yellow Perch, Per'ca flavescens, — 
Muskalonye, Hsox nobilior. 

SALT WATER, 
Spanish Mackerel, Qybium m- 

tum. 
Cero, Cybiwm regale, 
Bonito, sarda pelamys 
Kingish, Mentictrrus nebulosus, 

Sea Bass, Sciwnops ocellatus. 
Striped Bass, Rocews dinneatua. 
White Perch, Morone americana, 
Weakiish, Cynoscion regatis. 
Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 

Ox THe Neprcon.—-Reports of unusual good sport during 
the past season have come to us from the trout fishermen on 
the Nepigon. Mr. James R. Chamberlain, of Mochester, N.Y., 
and One or more companions, whose identity is concealed under 
the time-approved ‘‘we,” have been on a most enjoyable 
tour among the big fishes, whose size, color and gamencss 
haye won for the river ils fame. ‘The accounts of the jaunt 
which he gives his fellow-sportsmen induce all soris of envious 
feelings among the stay-at-home’s. 

Massaonuset1s— Wareham, Sept. 30,—This has been a fair 
trout season, notwithstanding their languid indifference to the. 
bait and the great’ increase of worm-drowners and would-be 
sportsmen, whose labors have been anything but encouraging, 
while the ‘ald ones,” having waded on in the ‘even tenor of 
their ways,” have been rewarded with old fashioned heayy 
baskets. The sqnetague (weaktish), which make their advent 
in our waters in July, were early taken in desirable numbers, 
over sixty being taken toa boat; but close in their wake 
came myriads of unbearable blue sharks and tool possession of 
the grounds, driving away our gamy fish, to the discomfiture 
of the sportsmen, who can but occisionally fall in with a 
strolling school, The unwelcome sharks, an interminatile pest 
to our fishermen, have come to us this year in greater numbers 
than eyer before in the memory of our oldest fisherman, 
The striped bass put in an carly appearance at their old and 
favorite haunt, Cohasset Narrows, the fishing ground or stands 
being the railroad bridge of the O. G. R. R. at that point, and 
for some cause they do not take ihe bait as they did in days of 
yore. Some three weeks since, accompanied by a friend, we 
drove to a small Jake some tive miles distant from our village, 
where we launched our canoe, and in one anda half honra 
took 23 black bass. My friend used the shrimp bait, while I 
deceived them with an artificial Indiarubber helgramite. I 
caught the first bass and my full shure of (he number total. 
On Tuesday afternoon last we added a friend to our company 
and visited the same little lake and Jaunched our canoe, and 
in about the same space of time canoed 2 black bass, one 
pickerel and seven splendid yellow or red perch We used 
for bait shrimp and silt water minnows, Notwithstanding 
in Yankee land we claim the above as fair luck, J must say, 
on the latter day in particular, the black bass did not in most 
cases seem like himself, His action wus langujd or lazy. like, 
sucking in the bait with a sort of indifference, lacking his 
chisracteristic snap and avidity, which Laitribule to the un- 
paralleled excessive heat of the past summer, which ssa rule 
will apply fo the trout, ‘Dhis litte gem of a luke in the 
woods is a treasure of ilself. It cmmbraces seventeen acres of 
water of unsurpassing clearness, is over 40 feet deep in the 
middie, and is edged around by a white sand beach, 1 put in 
a day on that bridge in company with ten experts, who used 
every device, alrategy and tempting bait (natural and artifi- 
cial) known, and on that day one bass was taken, which 
weighed less than five pounds, The wise ones say the frost 
will bring them to their appetites; but I am of the opinion 
that they are an educated class of fishes, And why not. Na- 

ture taught them to beware of the shark, which they wisely 
dodge at first sight, and why nob the same teacher give them 
instinct ta beware the tiny hook; but whether educated or 
from whatever the cause, it is sufficient for me to kaow they 
do not take the hook, Jt is @ brautful spot for angling, the 
whole being surrounded by a pine forest, makiuga picture of 
nature’s own art, unsurpassed im real splendour by any sheet of 
water and surroundings in the State, ‘There are countless 
numbers of fishes, and the amateur can catch too many in one 
day. ‘The largest bass taken from this lake turned the scales 
upward of six pounds. Nota bass weighing under one pound 
is allowed ta be killed. Oxrua Lisovar 

Northampion, Ost. 8.—Black bass fishing in the Connecticut 
River, at Northampton, Holyoke, etc., has been very fine for 
the past few days, and excellent. strings are reported, 



New Bedford, Oct. 3.—The past: week has been marked by 
the arrival of several distinguished visitors from the South, in 
the shape of two tarpums, one weighing 108 pounds, and a 
baracuda, over three feet in length, caught in St. Thomas’ 
Trap, afew miles from the city, anda green turtle caught 
in the lower part of our harbor. Striped bass plenty, but 
rather small, averaging five to ten pounds each; eels, tautog, 
scup, squetague, ete., plenty. ConcHA, 

Movements oF THE Pissing Fixr,—Shore mackerel have 
been in good receipt the past week, the arrivals numbering 
26, with 5,550 barrels. The number of Bay arrivals have been 
8, and the receipts 1,340 barrels. The Bank fishermen con- 
tinue to arrive from the long trip, with moderate fares of cod- 
fish; the number of arrivals since our last report has been 8; 
and the receipts 1,200,000 pounds; Bank halibut continue in 
light receipt, the number of arrivals for the week being 8, 
bringing 130,000 pounds. The number of Georges arrivals has 
been 20, and the receipts 320,000 pounds codfish. Whole 
number of fishing arrivals for the week, 71.—Cape Ann Ad- 
wertiser, Oct. 4. 

Cosxzoticot— Windsor Locks, Sept. 5.—Black bass anglers 
fill the river here, and especially at Terry’s Island, less than a 
mile above the railroad bridge. This island has become 
famous, as the spot selected by Terry, the Millerite, who, with 
his band, chose the highest point upon it as the ** jump- 
ing off place” some years ago, when they were awaiting the 
end of the world. ‘They nearly froze to death, and the world 
did not go to pieces either. Miller bas since built a house 
ou the island, and still lives there awaiting the crack of doom. 
His friends have a standing invitation to come and fish, and 
the bass, all unconcious of the Millennium coming, bite 
yoraciously. Messrs. ©. A. Birge and Leopold Egner, of 
this town, took seventy-six pounds of fish there the other day, 
the bass averaging from one-half to three and one-half pounds 
each. 

New Yorr—Shelier Island, Oct. 6.—The bunker fishing for 
week ending the 5th has not been as good as for several past 
weeks. The fish have not been in Gardiner and Peconic bays, 
which is bad for the sailing fleet ; but the steamers have done 
better, being able to pursue them off Montauk, and along the 
southern shores of Long Island. 

New Jsersey—Hinzey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, 
Sept. 28.—Fishing poor during past week, owing to easterly 
winds. Nothing biting except blackfish and sea bass, and the 
latter thick as they can be. B. 

Forked River, Oct. .—Sea bass and gamy black 
fish still biting, but not ro freely as last week. ‘The best 
catch this week was fifty-two, by Mr. and Mrs. W. M. 
Leslie and a Miss A. Brown, in the yacht Belle. Blue- 
fish have not yet made their appearance in any large quan- 
tities, and, owing to heavy ersterly winds, it has been im- 
possible for our yachts to go outside. ARTHUR. 

Pennsvivanta— Wolf Run, Oct. 5.—Some very fine strings 
of bass are being taken from the Susquehannah. They were 
first put into this stream by John Bowman, Harry Petriken and 
James D. Brewer, about seven years ago; thatisin Lycoming 
County. ‘They ate very plenty, and ina very few years the 
Susquehannah will compare favorably with any of the bass 
streams. Nrox. 

Greenville, Oct. 1.—Hon. A. McDermitt caught to-day sey- 
eral black bass in the Shenango, at this place. B. 

Vircrsia—Leesburg, Oct. 4.—Bass have been taken for the 
last ten days in strings of from ten to twenty-six, averaging 
two pounds, some as high as three and a half pounds. Poto- 
mac and Goose Creek both clear, avis 

Sourn Canorisa—Port Royal, Oct. 3.--Quite a number o 
spot-tail bass were taken in the river last month. October 
and November are the best months for bass, sheepshead and 
‘weakfish. I have taken quite a number of hickory shad (bone 
herrings) from my little wharf this summer; also, plenty of 
skip jacks, yellow-tails, weak-fish, etc., fourteen different 
kinds, in great plenty. I never knew,there was such a great 
abundance of fish in the creeks. K. 

Avasama—Athens, Sept 80.—The fall fishing will not be 
very good, owing tothe drought that has prevailed here for the 
past two or three months, ‘he streams are low and sluggish, 
making fish unfit to eat, and killing them in some places. 
There ure several very fine streams that abound in fish when 
water is high. Near this city, and twelve miles south, we 
haye Swan Lake, that affords the angler a great deal of sport 
as well as fish. VAL. 

Wiusconstn—Pewaukee Lake, Sept. 28.—Pickerel, pike, bass, 
perch and {other fish are yet taking the hook ood, and the 
fishing may be said;to be fine. Mas. H. W. Merritt, 

A Rage Fisu.—At Mr. Blackford’s wesaw some specimens 
of what is really a rare fish, the Aléula condrhycus, or lady 
fish. Professor Baird states that one or two have been cap- 
tured at. Martha’s Vineyard, but none before from the shores 
of New Jersey. The fish is a handsome one, with hard, 
closely-set: scales. 14 will measure about 18 inches long, and has 
a sharp head with a flat top. Asa food fish it cannot be re- 
commended, its favor being a trifle rank and its flesh coarse. 

Havine Eyes Taey Szz Nor.—The intelligent sporting 
editor of the Germantown Telegraph must have been napping 
when this item was put into his paper : 

—/A story is told by a writer in Forest snp Sreeam of large 
trout inhabiting the Kennebec River, several miles from its 
source, in a deep poo), which are so watchful for the sports- 
rman, as to rise np to the surface of the water, with their eyes 
above the surface, swimming round slowly to see whether the 
flies thrown into the water were by human agency! This, 
indeed, was a common occurrence! But this little story may 
be put to rest by the simple tact that fish cannot see out of 
the water—only through the water. Hence, coming to the 
surface to take a survey of outside objects would be like blind- 
folding them. Next! 

We are next ourselves, and we boldly affirm, from all our 

experience, that fish do see in the water, through the water 

and out of the water. Just waggle your finger around a 

shark’s eyes, and ‘‘ this little story may be put to rest.” We 
don’t know about a dried herring or the blind side of a foun- 

der; but most other fish can see. There are scales oyer some- 
body’s eyes here. Next! 

Ture Oororus As A Foop Fise.—We do not eat horses in 
New York, They do in Paris. Some day, whe King 

FOREST AND STREA 
Rumanka’s besieging forces shall invest Manhattan Island 
the hungry inhabitants may turn them with good grace to 
their horses, and so follow the Parisian mode in food as they 
now do dress. It is more than prebable, too, that, long before 

the navy of the African monarch shall appear in New York 

waters, the devil fish will have become a familiar denizen of 

our harbor; and when at length the siege comes, the daring fish- 

ermen of Fulton Market, braving the guns of darksome war- 

ships, may possibly open a new avenue of income if he shall 
capture the once fabulous monster and retail choice bits of 
his shiny folds for the Friday morning repast of the much- 
fasting citizens. But the tawny conqueror m&y neyer dis- 

patch his armament, and the merits of the still mythical devil 
fish as an article of food has not yet engaged the attention of 

restaurateurs. But the octopus we have with us, and it is 

not at all improbable that the price of that now neglected 

dainty may yet be quoted in our market reports. Some day 
possibly the octopus may displace the delicacies of to-day, 

and soft words of love may be whispered into the ear of the 
fair one with telling effect when her palate has been tickled 

with a choice bit of octopus arm served @ Ja St. Helier. At 
least such may, we believe, be the approved mode of court- 

ship in vogue in the Isle of Jersey. There are better, as well 
as bigger, fish in the sea than were eyer caught out of it, 
The Jersey folks and the dwellers of the Mediteranean have 
at least shown that the octopus is susceptible of very satis- 

factory culinary treatment. The St. Helier fish market daily 

receives, in the season, huge basket after basket filled with 

slimy, hideous and repulsive masses of arms, eyes and bodies, 

which, by the continual jolting, become transformed into one 
indistinguishable gelatinous mass. Octopus fishers simply 

turn over stones and rocks at low tide with iron hooks, dis- 

lodge them from beneath the boulders, or with a few. crabs 

and a piece of twine, allure the prey to the surface of the 

water and gather them in with a scoop net. Many rare and 

savory dishes are made, and octopus, builed, stewed or fried, 
is deservingly a favorite article of diet. 

~-The guests of Mr. John Sutherland, the caterer, have 
been interested this week in viewing a great muscalonge, 
weighing forty pounds. ‘The fact that it took one of Abbey 
& Imbrie’s fluted trolling spoons may be taken in evidence 
that it is the only fish of that size which are taken with those 
spoons—or it may not. 

Rational Pastimes. 
THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKETERS. 

LAY in the match of the Australian Eleven and the New 
York Eighteen was resumed Wednesday morning, Spof- 

forth going on again and the innings being completed with 98, 
The bat of the day was made by Marsh, lifting Garret over 
the Australian quarters for six. 

At 1:30 the brothers Bannerman opened the second Inning 
for the Australians, maidens and singles being the rule for 
some time. The play was concluded without remarkable feats 
on either side, the Australians winning the game by a score 
of 162 to 161, with five wickets. 

Tue Australians went to Philadelphia Thursday, and the 
game with the eleven of that city beganat 12:20. The Phila- 
delphians selected were J. Hargraves, T. Hargraves, Brews- 
ter, D. Newhall, C. Newhall, R. Newhall, G@. Newhall, Cald- 
well, Hopkinson, Comfort, Meade and Allen. The Australians 
went into the field, and Messrs. John Hargraves and Brewster 
going to the hat, opened with singles, then played more freely 
and ran the score up to 28, when Hargraves returned a ball to 
Spofforth and retired. Charley Newhall, succeeding him, was 
soon followed by Robert Newhall, whose remarkable inning 
was the feature of the day. Being soon joined by George 
Newhall, the two ran the score upto 78. Caldwell and Hop- 
kinson succeeded George Newhall, making the score 119. 
Dan Newhall then joined his brother, and for over an hour 
the two held the bat. Bob Newhall, having maintained his 
inning for over two hours, finally retired with a score of 84. 
The further progress of the game will be seen from the scores 
subjoined. 

The game was resumed at 11 o’clock the followmg day, and 
the American team displayed the same excellent playing in 
the field they bad done at the bat. Bannerman, the **Grace 
of Australia,” was soon disposed of, Spofforth shortly after- 
ward following and going out on a ball from C. Newhall into 
R. Newhall's hands, the third wicket falling with a score of 
17. The excitement among the spectators culminated when, 
with Captain Gregory at the bat, the fourth wicket went down 
for only 20 runs. Murdock and A. Bannerman did good 
work, keeping their posts from 12:15 to 1:45, running up the 
score to92, Hxcellent fielding was displayed, and when the 
last two men, Boyle and Allen, went to the but, two runs 
were yet to be made to save the Australians from following 
their wicket... 
The concluding day of the match was a notable one in 

American cricket annals. Never before had such a throng of 
people gathered to witness a game in this country, nor has a 
game been attended with such universal interest. The play 
was marred by the injudicious action of the Australians, who 
at one point in the game, not accepting the umpire’s decision, 
retired from the field. Not only was this in violation of all 
cricket rules, but the action had a most depressing influence 
upon the Americans, and poor batting followed. ‘The fourth 
wicket had fallen for 19 only, when Dan Newhall had opened 
with a leg hit, and he had Caldwell for a partner, when in 
playing forward to a ball from Allan, the ball went into 
Blackham’s hands, and the bails were lifted as Dan put his 
bat down. Tt was a question for the umpire, and he only, to 
decide, and he gave Dan in; but Blackham assumed the du- 
ties of umpire and decided him out, and as Braun would not 
coincide, the Australians became indignant, and after a brief 
consultation, they, at the call of Mr. Conway, withdrew from 
the field and refused to play uuless the American umpire was 
withdrawn, For over an-hour an animated and exciting discus- 
sion went on as to the merits of the case, pro and con, but few 
regarding the occurrence other than with feelings of painful 
regret and as very bad precedent for cricket in this country. 
The two captains ““a talk” over the matter, and Mr. 
Newhall’s ultimatum was thatif the Australians withdrew 

Mr. Freeman, who had given just as questionable a decision 
as Mr, Braun in a similar stumping case, they would withdraw 
Mr. Braun, not otherwise. This was put to a yote of the 
team, and through Mr. Spofforth’s influence it was decided 
by a majority vote to take the field with the same umpires. 
The subsequent progress of the game will be seen in the sub- 
joined score: 

AMERICANS, 
First Inning. 5 Second Inning. 

- Hargreaves, c and b Spof- 
OLDS See veeneee beac re 10 st. Blackham, b Spofforth..... 7 

Brewster, e Murdock, b Al- 
1 eo ey cert eet age 15 sand b Allan,........-...... 

O. Newhall, b Allan. . .- 5 IbwhbSpofforth......,...... 
R. Newhall, b Allen......... 84 o Bailey, b Allan.,....... rca 4 
G. Newhall, c Spofforth, b 

OFAN Gs pune calyeoeve eats 18 o Gregory, b Allan.,.......... 2 
Caldwell, s t Blackham, b : 
Sf 7 aR he RE Es | GAT ny ded Roa mes an ue hat § 

Hopkinson, c Gregory, b Bai- 
LEE AS ae ee 0 c Bailey b Spofforth.... ..... 5 

D. Newhall, notout...4..... $1 c Boyle, b Spofforth.... ..... 7 
T. Hargreaves, b Allan..... 1 st. Blackham, b Allan........ 9 
Comfort, b Alisn..........- BS b Allan... .3. 55. c2t.acs. ey. 4 
Meads, b Allan...........5- 0 not oub,.... bb owen tah aaet aves 0 
Byes, 8; leg byes, 6..,..... RE) By ob cbs Sete eepren sehen 6 

Ota) ae iets ot ateep tend 0 a J96 otal) co cu tar3 ee tae 53 
Grand cotaliey as eee oss. «stad eres oan etna 4 paiement 249 

FALL OF WICKETS. 
lat inning............, 28 28 38 73 110 119 178 188 196 196—196 
2d inning.<..s.s.1053- 2191919 27 a7 44 44 53 53— 53 

BOWLING SCORE—FIRST INNING. 

Bowlers. Balls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
Spofforth............. 96 51 8 1 0 
Garretts... saa yes ene 52 26 5 0 0 
PAS Ce See er 80 27 4 6 0 
BOvlOls toe. caarcsiced 76 389 6 1 i) 
HOTA yok otis eben 40 24 2 1 0 
Baileys 2 satocety sso 16 10 1 1 0 
IMGT Agora ss eerste 16 5 1 0 0 

SECOND INNING. 
POMP ieee ate is ein 75 24 7 5 ti} 
‘Alian Nan Ronee sinless 72 23 6 5 0 

AUSTRALIANS. 
First Inning. Second Inning. 

C. Bannerman, c G. New- 
hall, b Meade............ 0. °b GC. Newhall. .....0...202.5. 27 

A. Bannerman, ¢cG@. Newhall, 
b G, Newhall........-..+. 

Horan, run ont..........-. 5 o8. Newhall, b Meade....... 0 
Spofforth, c R. Newhall, b C. 

INGtwhAL Soo tarenass recur 4 b O. Newhall........-....... 4 
Gregory, b C. Newhall..... 0 
Murdoch,b D. Newhall..... BT WObOni mares sperass meat? 0 
Bniley, c Meade, b O. New- 
Dahil eee wee eee 0 bO. Newhall,.........--.s.5 24 

Blackham, b D. Newhall.... 20° not OUt..,....-00ee+--s--00s 0 
Garrett. b C. Newhall...... 1 
Boyle, c T. Hargreayes, b D. 

NGWHHALYS Fe cvee soe cvetem, 30 
Allan not ont........:+.+0+ 
WIde6, (Bin ess ces wes arr sens 2 ERB 6st e-bajs-bos--t 1 

(ofals: s Sate cone etase eee 160) Totals 5 <e.sace.. vac Deen Ne 56 

Grariditotell ss snecnsen sheet akdass sealers b eas Pena ee Sasiaega-et 206 
FALL OF WICKETS. 

Ist inning.... .........-. 83 10 17 20 92 92 102 115 115 150—150 
2d inning........+---.e.6. 8 15 58 56 

BOWLING SCORE—F:RST INNING. 
Bowlers. Balls, Runs, Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 

C, Newhall........... 212 6T 29 6 0 
Meade... ...-.. 22. e eens 104 36 18 1 2 
Comfort,....,-....... 16 7 0 0 0 
Caldwellas...s. ssc 8 3 1 0 1 
D. Newhall......,-..- 105 a4 15 3 0 

SECOND INNING, 
O. Newhall...,....... 72 29 8 0 
Meade... ...2.2.s soe 28 16 4 1 0 
D. Newhall........+.« 40) 10 i 0 0 

Tar Stx Days’ Watk,—The six days’ walk for the long- 
distance championship between Daniel O'Leary and John 
Hughes, at Gilmore’s Garden, this city, was concluded Satur- 
day evening at 11 p. w. The result was an easily earned 
victory for O'Leary. The career of his rival was a checkered 
one. His movements were decidedly erratic, there was no 
display of the first characteristics of a lasting pedestrian, and 
asa contest of skill the whole exhibition was a miserable 
failure. Hughes began the contest by running, and the sub- 
sequent progress made by him was the result of a series of 
spurts. As amatter of course such proceeding conld avail little 
when opposed to the determined method of O'Leary, The 
latter bad behind his walk the abiding strength of moral 
stamina, and the ‘*piston-like” movement of his astride was 
sure to bring him out ahead of his clumsy, slouching com- 
petitor. During the concluding hours of the walk the vast 
throng of spectators kept up @ continual cheering, which 
reached its height when O'Leary was presented with a medal, 
and finally ae a triumphal march about the Garden through 
the lanes formed by thecrowd. Hughes made sporadic spurts 
during the evening, finally retiring before ten o'clock. There 
was from the first a very large attendance of sight-seers, the 
receipts for the week amounting to more than $10,000. The 
following is a summary of the walking done by the men in 
each twenty-four hours : 

O'Leary. Hughes, 
First twenty-four houra......:---+-+-e;-++> 103 64 
Second twenty-four honrs...,...- , 712 89 
Third twenty-four hours...... 69 59 
Fourth twenty-four hours... 76 71 
Fifth twenty-four hours.....- 52 20 
Sixth twenty-four hours....-. 31 7 

othe ts. Pescte eres teh ee cea Trek 403 810 

Rozrs Hoops vs. Witttam Tetis—Titusville, Pa., Oct. '7.— 
Match for the championship ; 40 yards; 30 arrows each : 

Robin Hoods. William ‘Tells. 
Oa tJ WiWoebber .....ss0.+ 71 Capt Levi Tuck........... 61 

Orlo Marsh.... .-..+.-.---. 99 August Eastland... ap GT 

George Farwell. ..... ---+++ 66 Byron Porter.........-. .. 15 

Total: >...<.t43 ons eta +. 226 Tohals Js tet e eee se: .. 293 

ROHERY AT THE InpDrAwA State Fark,—At the late State 

inir at TAHgnRnOLE Ind.,; a novelty among the features of the 

day was an archery contest. The Kokomo Archers and the 

Wabash Merry Bowmen were represented by skillful mem- 
bers. The shooting was at ar on target with nine inch 
‘gold, counting nine ; g four and half inch red ring, count 
ing seven ; a four and a half inch white ring, counting flye; 

a four and a half inch Black ring, gouty thos jn aa 



outer white ring, four and a half inches, counting one, making 
the target forty-five inches in diameter. The first match, 
thirty arrows at each distance, was as follows: 

fi0 yds. 50 yds. 40 yds. Total. 
Will Ganae............... 65 108 150 323 
John A Booe............. 90 161 242 463 
Charles: Leach........... 74 118 176 868 
Will Brewer........ .. 98 149 159 401 
COACUAY Je oes saescs nee Oe 118 165 383 
Theo MeMecham......... 85 123 187 895 
WA Ruesell............. 66 138 121 325 
Will H Thompson....,... 121 204. 214 539 

Will H, Thompson won the first prize, a fine gold medal; 
John A. Booe the second prize, a fine silyer medal; Will 
Brewer the third prize, a silver cup; Theo MceMecham the 
fourth prize, a fine set of arrows. After this there was a 
splendid contest between the ‘‘ Kokomo Archers” and the 
** Wabash Merry Bowmen,” which was won by the latter club 
by the following score, each archer shooting 30 arrows at 40 
yards. 

KOKOMO ARCHERS. 
Will Ganse.........--.- 6 ae Ae BO cee ne ae Sood: boa cae 
Charles Leech....... 
RE ASU Ac Retisumigar ele 5 Se rietre ea Board pda le ae 
WPASHIEBON Wi aie iatae cl owe peek) oa tine ae ae et 

TOGA Gb wad are visage -weta bist ciaealyo'c-<falas) aatals 

WABASH MEBRY BOWMEN. 
BUMICARBOOGG ap etek e er tae ats oat 
Will Brewer... 5 at 
Theo MoMecham.....1.......¢-000205 
Will H Thompaon................ «- 

seenene eed dl 
ergo sstBh 

Se i ry 

WROtHS prea are ates Carn ta char gs Ors a ead aap th dem ens aie 
UTOLGHOHs 550s 5 | ay Sen Fis me elesd seat eek et stent se nee oe ae 

This prize was a magnificent gold badge valued at $50, of- 
fered by Mr. Pfingst, of the Grand Hotel, to the best club in 
the country, open to all, At the close of the shooting a su- 
perb bow of rosewood, backed with fancy wood, was present- 
ed to Mr. Thompson, because of the unparalled score made 
by him at the 50 yard range. Inimediately upon the close of 
the shooting the Kokomo Archers challenged the Merry Bow- 
ten for a second contest, to take place by the 26th, Will H. 
Thompson to be barred, which was promptly accepted by the 
Crawfordsville club. 

Srort Hints Arsitetio Crun-—The opening games of 
this club were held at Milburn, N. J., last Saturday. There 
were a goodly number of contestants and spectators, and 
the programme passed off most successfully. The contests 
were as follows: - 
One hundred yards handicap,—Nineteen entries ; won by H H 

Raynolds, 7 yards in 10s. 
One mile handicap walk.—Six entries; J J Caiberton and JF 

Gibbons, who finished first and second, were 1nled out under rule 
of cautions, and C & Lewis, 35s., was pronounced the winner, 7:56 
actual time. P Noel second. 

Qne mile ron.-—Three entries ; T H Smith won in 4m, 49 1-5s,; 
CH Rowland second. 
Running high jump.—Won by W R Beers, 5ft. lin. 
Two hundred and twenty yards handicap.—Won by F 0 Farley. 
Tn the 150 yards dash W C Wilmer, Short Hills A. C.; F C Sa- 

porte. Harlem A. C,, and J B Value, Elizabeth, contended. Won 
y Wiliier in 15 2-5s. 
Gtue handicap.—Thirteen entries; won by Pierre Noel, 

yards. 
Running broad juamp.—W C Wilmer won with 19ft. 8in.; H In- 

mat second, 
Four bundred and forty yards hurdle handicap. —Nine entries : 

W Pinkey, Jr.; won in Im. 1-5s.; E J Haigh second. 
Tug of War.—Scottish-American A. C. team defeated the New 

York A, 0. team, 

Answers to Correspondents. 

fe Notice Taken of Anensmous Contmuniocnations. 

J, H. D,, East Chester, N. Y.—See our game columns, 

J, A. D., Warsaw, ll.—Thanks for your communication. 

© Le R. W., Bedford, N. ¥.—Write to Charles Prior, Provincetown, 

Mass, 

F. GC, A,, Buffalo—Cost of advertisement for four months, $30; for 

one year, $60, 

H. A. M., Broadhead, Wis.—Have uuswered your question in full in 

issue of Sept. 26. 

VW, N. 'T., Abilene, Kan.—sSee auswer in our last, stating that pelican 

are not confined to the sea shore. 

G@. W,. B., Delphos, Kan.—The best thing for carrying wads is a belt 

which allows the heads to go down into it. 

CaARrBou, Montreal,—We are assured that our correspondent did not 

intentionally disregard the game statutes. 

J. W., Houston, Texas,—The gunmakers you inquire abont can turn 

out as good work as Grant, aud finer than Boss, 

J. B.T,, Allanta, Ga.—Articles on boat building are not yet published 
in book form, pnt probably will be this winter, 

. LeF, New Orleans, La,—For the “ Tight Stell” and companion 
chromo address Chas. Zimmerman, St, Paul, Minnesota. 

Rosrs Hoop, Titusville, Pa.—For a 30 yds. arcnery target the bull's- 

eye, or * gold,” should be 4in. diameter, and for a 100yds, target Sin. 

a. W. R., Georgetown, D. C.—The cheaper guns of the firm you men- 

tion are reliable. You will find an 8% or 934 lbs. weight avery good one 

“G_N., Philadelphia.—We think you will find satisfagtory quail shoot. 
ing abont Port Jervis, N. Y. See our answer last week recommending 
Virgina. 

Nissy, Troutman, N. C,—According to the copy of the laws of your 

State, which is now before us, the Jaw referred to by you does not 
apply to your county. 

8, K., dr, Yarmouth, N. §.—Renforth died in his boat while pulling 
againat the St. John crew for the world’s championship on the Kenne- 
becassis, not at Halifax, as reported. 

G. 8. P., Lynn, Mass.—Good aqairrel siooting in Western New Eng- 
Jand will be found about Waterville, and Waterbury, Conn., among the 
Berkshire Hills, and around Pittsfleld, Mass. 

G, W. M., Augusta, Me.—The best special work on fish culture is 

Livingston Stone on troutraizing General information had better be 

derived irom U. S, Commissioner’s Reports, 

FE, A. M., Broadhead, Wis.—Mast for a boat 1fxa¥¢it should he about 

1p. long and ifn. in diameter at thwart, 
drilling, and contain 90 sq. Tf. See other auswers on this head. 

"Orb SPoxr.—The house of Turner & Hosa, of Boston, are not known 
W Us xcept by advertising agents, and weave declined their adver- 
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Sail should be of light |) 

ilsements, We kuow nothing of their responsibility or quality of the 
funs thay offer. 

i, L. F., Baton Rouge, La.—VWould not advise you to use a Spencer, 

when, for arepeating arm, a Winchester is so mnueh better, Buy a .45 

cal. People in Pittsburgh qnite reliable. Your subscription ended 

May §, of this year, 

CoLLEcE B., Princeton, N. J.—In addition to supplying fish ponds 

with minnows and the like, ilsh-culturists plant those grasses and 

Weeds upon which larve are bred, and sOinerease a deficient supply 

of food as well as of oxygen. 

Correr, Oswego.—The iron cutter index was built at Chester, Pa. 
in 1871, by Reaney, Son & Archbold. She was not in commission this 

Season, The Polante has three and a half beams to her length, She is 

40x12ft. Has lead on her keel, 

=T. T., Baltimore, Md.—James Everson, of 485 First st., Brooklyn, E. 

D,, is the only builder of Shadow canoes. Write to him, and mention 

ourtame. Wor outfit for canoeing and camping address W. Holberton 

& Co., 117 Fhiton st., New York, 

GREENONE, Brooklyn.—My 1) ere, 544 lbs., gun puts in from 210to 
220 No, § shot in a 30in, circle, 40yds., 34 drs.. powder, 11-16 0%, shot. 

Shalllchokeit? Ans, The gun gives good execution; we would ad- 

vise yon to let well enough alone, 

M,, New Rochelle, N. Y¥.—The bird is a chewink, otherwise called 
Marsh robin and towhee bunting. If is common in Eastern United 

States, and inhabits thickets, underbrush and briers, and spends much 
of its time scratching among the Jeayes on the ground, Ibis migratory, 

Key West, Manchester, N. 11. —What is the Killing or effective range 

of a good 12 gauge, 2Sin, barrel, double-barrelled breech-loader, with 

Wos. 10, 5 And 4 shot respectively ; 344 drs. powder, 14 0z shot? Ans. 

35 yds, for No. 10, 50 yas. for §, and sixty yds, for4, Load heayier for 

heavier shot. 

A. P. V., New Yerk.—Whatis the proper qnantity of Spratt’s Dog 
Biscuit to feed my setter while not in use, feeding once a day? Ans, 
Three biscuils at the outside, fed dry; but we should vary the diet at 
least twive & week with a mess of boiled food, containing vegetables, 

meal and meat. 

Pappy O'LEARY, Ashibysburg, Ky.—Paper shells are the most conve- 

nient; metallic the most economical, Shells should be full length of 

gun chamber. Your gun is reliable for small charges, Toreload brass 

shells you will need a loader, block, extractor and recapper. They may 

be haa of our advertisers. 

G. F. A,, Fishkill.—L have a —— breech-loading gun, 12 gauge, 27 in. 

barrel, cylinder bore. With 134 oz, No. 9 shot can put from 270 to 294 
pellets in a 30 in. cirele at 40 yds, Is not that a falr target, and is this 

make a good one? Ans. A wouderful target if your figures are correct; 

gun in good repute. . 

L. N. H, Honesdale, Ps.—My setter bitch is lined by a cur, Will 

come in abont two weeks. Will it injure he: to drown the pups as soon 

aS born? Whatshallldo? Ans. Rubbing, and drawing the miik, it 
necessary, prevents caking, Castor oil should be giyen, and may also 

be used externally on the teats, 

J. R. T., Philadelphia.—I use 212 gauge Moore, of London, 30in, bar- 
reals, Have thought of charging one barrel with ball and the other with 

shot. Is theidea good for anything? If so, what size ball should I 

use? Ans, Use a No. 12 ball, and toad heavier than forshot. The 

idea is notnovel, You may get fair results. 

J, J, A., Lawrence, Mass.—Your dog is suffering from impoverished 

blood and general reduction of the system. Give him ten drops of 

Fowler’s Solution of Arsenic morning and evening, and each day a pill 

containing two grains each of quinine and cltrate of iron, Give him 

plenty of nourishing food, but yery little meat. 

R., Plttsburg.—Is not the —— about the best for a Stephen's breech- 

loading shotgun? What is the right charge of powder to kill rabbits, 

quail and pheasants from said gun? Will Haton’s Rust Preventer take 

rust from a gun afteritisonce on, Ans, 1. Excellent, 2. 3 grs. pow- 

der, 10%. shot, 3. No, but tt will prevent rust increasing. 

L. B. W., Wilmmegton, O.—You will tind De La Plaine, Greene Co., 

a first-rate centre for sport ii Arkansas. It isreavhed via the St, Louis, 

Tron Mountain and Southern Railway. You can hardly go amissin the 

State, Knapp and Van Nostrand are reliable game dealers in New 

York. Fine grained powder burns quicker than coarse grained. 

A.B. P., Norristown.— Wiat is the proper charge, powder, shot and 

wads, for a 11-gauge. 30-inch muzzle-loading gun for rabbits and part- 

ridges, snd what would be a good pattern at 40 yards, 30in, circle, for 

such agun? Ans. 314 drs. powder, i+; ozs. No, § shot, one pink edge 
wad over powder, and one pasteboard wad over shot; 130 pellets 

would be 4 good pattern, 

SnvGs, Marquette, Mich,—You cannot shoot shot from a rifle with 

any satisfactory result, as the shot will catch therifling and go off in 

all directions We use the globe and peep sights to fequint through; 

some people might use them toJoad with. Your gun fair; out of the 

market now. For slugs, 44 cal., use 70 grs, powder. 

M. M., New York.—1 intend going to Indian Territory next June and 

July for a couple of months’ shooting. Is that a good time of the year? 

What game is tobe found there? What partof the Territory is the 

best? Aus. The best {ime is from Sept.1to Feb. 1. For best localities 

see Hallock’s “ Sportsman's Gazetteer,’ 900 pages, $3. Deer, turkeys 

and prairie chickens, . 

Gd, T, J,, Jt., Leverington, Pa —The name you mention is not thatiof 
amaker; it issimp!y a trade-mark. Allof the genuine Greener guns 
have “ W. W. Greener” stamped on the locks, and ‘* W.W, Greener, St 

Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England,” on the barrels. The guns pur- 

porting to be Greener guns, inavked simply ‘* Greener,” or otherwise 

then as mentioned above, are frauds. 
’ 

Non-Resipenr, New Yerk.—It ismy desire to get a few days’ quail 
shooting in Monmouth Co., N. J , some time during the month of No- 

vember. Not being a resident of that State I would like to know what 

steps to take im order to procure a license to shoot under the new law 
covering such cases. Ans. Address Richard T. Miller, Sec. West 

Jersey Game Protective Society, 106 Market st, Camden, N. J. 

Vircintan, Norfolk —The best system for measuring cat-boats for 

time allowance is on the water line, from forward side of stem to after 

aide of atarnpost; or, if the boat has an immersed counter or portion of 

the hull abate the post in the water, measure to point of intersection of 

such part with the water. Plumb up the two points, and measure the 

distance between them with a tape-line or plece of scantiing. 
W, G., Ithaca, N. ¥,—Dixon Kemp’s ** Yacht Designing” costs $25} 

Yacht atid Boat Sailing,’ by same author, $10. Can procure either 

for you on receipt of money. Sloop-yacht Vixen, formerly owned by 

Mr. Livingston, of Staten Island, Was modelled by Bob Fish, built by 
‘Albertgon Bros. in Philadelphia, 1871; sails by J, M. Sawyer, of New 

York. Lengitover all, 5ift. 1in,; water line, 44tt, tiin.; beam, 16ft, 

depth, fft, Gin; draught, 411. 4in; with centreboard,’ TT, on, 

yy ; 
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I, C. J., Tuscola, T!l,—My Gordon setter pup, four months old, appears 
to be in great distress at times, Vomits large quantities of worms. Is 
also Coming down with distemper. WhatshallI doforher? Aus, For 

worms give one grain savtonine for three successive days, fo'lowed by 

u tableapoonful of castoroil. Givethe puppy also a Dover’a Powder 

nightand morning, Careful nursing and warmth may poll her through 

the distemper if the Dover's powders are given at once, 

©, B. C., Newark.—In a race where both judges and referee areap 
pointed, the latter decities upon any disagreement between the judges. 

Tf these, howexer, tre unanimous in their decision, the contestants 
canuot ippéal to the referee, Only in the event of the judges disagree- 

ing can the referee give a final verdict, Custom has established this; 
there is no written law or authority in its support, but in the appoint- 
ment of both jugesand referee o tavifi understanding exists to this 
effect. 

Port Tack, Belleville, Qnt.—Write to Mr. Thos, Dean, Seeretary 

Boston Y. C., Boston, Masa, and state your capacity. Ie will, no 

doubt, comply with your request for a club book, Time allowance is 

based upon the size or dimensions of yachts, and no difference is made 

0 account of their haying cabins or not. You will find excellent time 

tables in the club book referred to, Such tables have been brought to 

much greater perfection among our ERastern yachtsmen than in New 

York waters. 

W. 8. B., New York,—I have arifle, 44 cal,, 95 grs. powder, 355-gr 

ball. I wish to use it as an off-hand gun, but the recoil is too great for. 

my nerves to he comfortable, and cork or wads are a nuisance. T have 

thought that if IT could procure a clean powder, and much weaker than 

the FG rifle powder, I might be able to fill my shells and avoid thi 
trouble. Ans, We could not give you any powder that was less effect 

ive. Instead of loading with 90 grs. use 65 grs,, mixing your powder 

with dry sawdust to get the bulk in the shell, 

B. H, T,, Helena, Mont.—In the rifle mateh, of which the score is 

given in another column, the first prize should have been awarded fo 

Bashaw, because he had no inners; the second to Allen, because 

of best score in inverse order of shots; third to Mewin, because of 

fewer inners than Oldham, who took fourth. This award is made in 

accordance with rules of N. R. A., which are published in another 

answer to-day. Had the shooting been ‘‘class shooting,” those wha 
made scores of 41 would have divided or shot off for first prize; those 

making 40 second ; 39 third, etc. 

J.T. N.. Baltimore.—l. For a dog troubled with feas would you pre- 
fer the use of flea powder such as adlyertised in your paper, or the cts 

pious use of good and pure carbolic soap? 2. What is the best bedding 

for a dog this season and later? Ans. 1. The copious use of carbolic 

soap is about as bad for a dog as anything well could be. Anoccasional 
washing is wellenough. The flea powder is better, followed by a goed 

washing with almost any kind of soap, allowing the soap to dry on, and 

subsequently washing it off. Whale oil soap is good, and so is Suratts, 

2, Pine shavings or clean wheat straw, to be changed once a week. 

L. C. G,, Homosassa, Fla.—tif your yacht rolls very badly before the 

wind, ‘‘ wing” her ballast as much as possible—thatis, stow it ont to 

the sides, The fanlt lies in her construction, and the only advice we 

can give you isto experiment with her ballast, It isa difficalt matter 

to remoye mildew, Scrub sail with fresh water and soap, thenrub 

over with soap and sprinkle or rnb whiting on if: allow if to dry and 

bleach in the sun, and repeat, if necessary, Treat bothsides. Donot 

usé chloride of Ifme or caustics or acids, as they rot the canyas. If you 
use chloride of lime only the dlear liquor should be allowed to touch 

the sail, then rinse well. 

H. H. R., Rockford, Ill—My setter has a disposition to sleep, and 
will drop down the moment I stop to speak to a persqn, or stop for 
any reason, Very little running will cause him to pant very hard. 

When walking spreads his legs far apart, and curyes his back up, Ha 

Seema in pretty good spirits, and eats well. Ans. Your dog has inflam 

mation of the bladder, probably the result of high feeding. Reduce his 

diet, and give him cooling food, with plenty of boiled vegetables. Giva 

him, twice a week, 4% oz. sulphate of magnesia and 10 grs. nitre, in suf. 

ficient water to dissolye. If this treatment does not cure him give him 
each day one or two"capsules containing balsam of copabia. 

J. W., Cleyeland, Ohio,—If you propose using the “ skip-jack” for 
sailing altogether or chiefly, would advise greater beam, say 16ft. lone 

and 6ft. beam. She will require either a centreboard or a keel, not both, 

For ballast use old iron—-grate-bars and castings. Stow it as low down 

on the bottom as possible, and secure if so that it cannot shift. The 

amount will be governed by the depth you wish your boat to foatat, 
and is best obtained by experiment when launched. For & cat-rie 

Make sail 17ft. on foot, 10ft, hoist, 8ft, gaff, and 1Sit. on leach ; mast 1) 

ff, above rail, 3in. thick at deck, and stepped 1ft. from bow; centre= 

board, ¢ff. 9in. long, 2ft. wide f rward, 2ft: Gin, aft; ora keel, bin, deep 

aft, and 44; forward. Round off the forward end or forefoot, 

R. K, J.—l. Iwant to get a gun for glass-ball shooting, partridge, 

duc®, squirrel, ete. What bore (choke or modified), gauge and lengty 

of barrels should Lget? J want an 8lb. gun. 2 Would shells 1-16 

in. shorter than chamber of gun impair shooting? 3, What is the price 

of Dittmar powder? 4. What is the price of Baton’s Rust Preyenter, 

and from where cau [ getit by matl? 5, Whatecoloristan? 6. Is tha 
— a8 good as any other for the same price? Ans, A No. 12, 25 to 

in,; left barrel moderate choke for glass balls, the other plain. 2, Yes 
impair shooting, though very slightly. Shells ought to tlt exact, 8. $1 

per pound. 4. 25,50and 75cents. Cannot be sent by mail. 5. Color 
of tun, bark. 6. Yes. 

A.S., Battery E., San Antonto, Texas.—Can you give me any infor- 
mation about the Ottawa or Grand River, Canada? I would like to 

know the length of the river, how far it conld be navigated with # 

wooden boat, or whether it wonld take a canoe on account of portages 

Also, What kind of fur game is therein the country? Where can I gat 

map or apy book describing the country? Ans, For map of Offawa 

River address James Campbell & Sons, Toronto, Canada, Theriyer ig 
possibly 300 miles long, bub trappers and sportsmen seldom po above 

Round Lake, near Hagansyiile, 175 miles from its mouth, It is nayiga. 

ble for canoe to its headwaters. For specis! information see Hullock’s 

« Gazetteer,” published at this office, price $3, postage pald, Fur game 

in great variety. 

A. B. P., Norelstown, Pa,—In an annual report of the matches at 

Creedmoor, under the N, R. A. rules, I find two scores that are tie in 
points; A,4454344 544-41; B,4544448 4 5 441, Is there 

not a mistake in point of order of merit? Which of these two Scores ia 
best utder the circumstances: Cj4445454464 43; Des54ae 
44545 6—43. Ans, These scores are a fie In total number of points, 

and in number of bull’s-eyes, centres and inners, The top scora, 
counting inversély, is the besf, In the second series, the first score la 

the best because it has noinner. The N. R. A. ruleis: “Ties shall he 

decided as follows: 1, when the firing takes place at morethanone 
distance, by the score made at the longest distance, and if stillatie, and 

there be threa distances in the competition, by the score at the second digs 

tance; 4, by the fewest misses; 3, by the fewest outers; 4, by the fay- 
est inners; 6, If still q tle, by iaverse order of shots, counting singly 
trom the last to tha frst; 6, vy firing sinyle shots at the longest range 
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Tae AMERICAN OrtoKETEers.—The typical American is not 

given to under-rating his ability in any contests of skill with 

foreign competitors. But there was a curious lack of confidence 

displayed in our cricketers who had been selected to meet the 

Australians, However commendable such a modest estimate 

of the prowess of America ai the wicket, the results of the 

New York and Philadelphia games have done much to re- 

assure the faint-hearts. The Philadelphians surprised them- 

selves, their friends and the Australians, and drew from their 

opponents words of well merited praise. The Germantown 

grounds were the centre of intense interest last week. We 

luok for a greater popularity of this admirable gentleman’s 

game. a - 

THe WatK—OvyEr.—A correspondent asks whether the work 

of the American team of 1878 was really 2 walk-over. The 

conditions require that a team of eight men shall fire over the 

800, 900 and 1,000 yard ranges, thirty shots at each range, 

equally divided over two days. This would make a total of 

720 shots, whereas but 703 were actually fired, whence our 

correspondent concludes that as the course was not covered it 

was not a walk-over. Perhaps some member of the team of 

1877 may found an argument upon this when called upon to 

surrender the Palma. 
+ 

Tux New Haven Srzampoar Lrvu.—The great steamboat 

G. H. Wortham, recently restored, and two weeks ago replaced 

upon the New Haven Line, is probably the staunchest and 

best appointed steamboat in the world. Her accommodations 

are most Juxurious, and hundreds daily make the round trip 

from this city to New Haven simply to enjoy the delightful 

experience. She leaves at 3p, mM. of any given day, and is 

back to her New York wharf by 5 o'clock the next morning, 

giving three or four hours’ visit in New Haven. Capt. 

Bownes commands, and Horace Clark isthe clerk. Both gen- 

tlemen have been steadily on thia route for several eenturies, 

or at Jeast ss long ago as we can Temember, 

THE FUTURE OF THE PALMA. 

OW that the walk-over match has been gone through 
with and the fact demonstrated that there has been no 

retrogression in the ability of our sniall-bore experts, it is time 
to look at the question of the International match in all its 
bearings, and consider whether something should not be dons 

if the series of matches is to continue. Under date of Sept. 

21 John Rigby writes from Dublin and takes bold, reasonable 

ground in speaking of this very topic, and when this leader of 
the enthusiastic Irish marksmen says, ‘‘l must confess that I 

see no stirrings among our riflemen to indicate an intention to 

face the burning sun and puzzling fishtails of Creedmoor in 

1879,” it should be taken as the warning note to the managers 

of the Palma on this side of the water. When the enthusiastic 

inaugurators of the series of international matches grow so 

despondent in face of the conditions which have been tacked 

on to the Centennial trophy the idea may strike the Directors of 

the National Rifle Association that a few more reconsidera- 
tions of the conditions may be of service. The Directors in 

question have been most generously treated by the public at 

large, but afew more blunders in the long chapter of them in 
the history of this trophy and the Directors may find them- 

selves called to account forall. When the popular subscrip- 

tion placed this fine trophy in the hands of the N. R. A. it 

was with the understanding that the trust was to be intelli- 
gently executed. It certainly will not be so carried out if after 

a couple of gallant attempts on the part of our British and Co- 

lonial cousins to wrest the honors from us, the whole affair 

should be permitted to fall into a decaying neglect. Sir Henry 

Halford echoes the opinions of ‘‘the Irish Bodine,” and he 
speaks as the accredited representative of the National Rifle 

Association of Great Britain. These opinions were written 

before the walk-over of the 25th and 26th ult. was performed, 

and that when known abroad in its significance and in its 

figures can only add the more point to their objections to 

tempt defeat again at Creedmoor. The Palma was intended 

lobe a popular badge of battle, and the-public stand ready to 

give a generous support to anything approaching a rea) test of 

skill and strength, but to such tame affairs as a walk-over the 

experience of the past fortnight shows that nothing but neg- 
lect can be expected. A few more such pantomimeés and the 
life will be crushed out of the Palma, 

The Directors haye quietly taken the trophy entirely under 

their wing, and the Boston team who went through the dumb 

show of September will find they have only acquired the right 

to put the bauble on show in a Boston shop-window, or stow 

it away in a Boston safe-deposit vault. This move was, seem- 
ingly, a very clever one, but it remains to see whether it was 

a politic one. What is needed is not restriction, but freedom. 

In place of narrowing-down the conditions they should he am- 

plified, and made so broad and liberal that each year should 

see a match fought through with the keenest zest. It is a 
ridiculous notion to suppose that the range at Creedmoor will 

sink into insignificance if the Palma match is not contested 

there; whereas, the prospect now is that one will go down 
with the other. John Rigby strikes the ‘ best possible car- 

ton” on the matter when he says: ‘' To insure an annual con- 

test, and to make the Palma a truly international and not 

merely a Creedmoor trophy, it is only necessary to revise the 

rules with a view to locating the matchin Europe on alternate 

years.”’ This isa confession of weakness on the part of the 

Trish riflemen by their great leader, and as such must be highly 
flattering to the American riflemen. Mr, Rigby may put 

the ground of his plaint on the expense and difficulty of 
sending a team across, but if that team, picked from among 

thousands of rifle users, were the experts they conceived 

themselves to be the Palma would not now be resting in pos- 

session of the country which first offered it. The British 
tiflemen had for years given the world to understand that as 
riflemen they were invincible. They were taken at their 

word by the rest of the world, and before America had fired a 
long-range shot she was taunted to a test, stood it successfully, 
and now when the best efforts to overcome her have failed, 

those who had been champions when there were none to op- 

pose now beg for more favorable terms. ‘The question now 
is can America afford to give these terms. Surely if the ac- 

tion of the Directors in amending one portion of the condi- 

tions is legal they possess the power to go further and make 

the amendment which Mr. Rigby suggests. It would be in 

every respect politic, for it would 1evive interest, where now 

itis dying out, and rouse the popular feeling to the points 

seen in 775, "76 and "77, when the struggles were real and not 
simulated. We haye yet to find an American rifleman who 

is willing to express a fear that ina fair field and an equal fight, 
in America or abroad soil, they would suffer defeat. Put- 

ting the matter then on the low ground of seeking to preserve 

an undue advantage, there is nothing to dread in going upon 
any range the world over and proving our ability to hold the 
Palma against all comers, We have a right to be boastful, 

for should defeat be in store for os what has been done is 
enough to stamp our marksmen the equals of any. If we are 

to suffer g break in our series of victories we have at least the 
satisfaction of knowing that in men and rifles, system and 

position we are far in advance of what the British champions 
of five years ago ever dreamed of. America can afford to be 
generous in this matter. She can do more and be just. She 

can meet every demand which the British riflemen, smarting 
under defeat, can make upon her, and then,when the new line 
of yictories shall be ours it will be time enough to cast about 

and meet the fresh difficulties which may then arise, 
Now is the time to fix upon the course to be taken for 1879 

and succeeding years. It must be patent to all that the con- 
test is to be one for years to come between Great Britain and 

America. A conference between the representative riflemen 
of those two countries could now, in the light of past experi- 
ence, draw up @ mode] code of procedure for the matches of 

the future. Do it at once and 1879 will witness another great 
battle of the butts. Neglect it and another walk-over, even 
tamer than the last, will come, while the present eagerness of 

the transatlantic sbots may be turned to apathy and years pass 
by before the subject be revived. 

+e 
THE CHAMPION SCULLER OF 

AMERICA. 

HE great race has been rowed, and to Hanlan,of Toronto, 
falls the title of ‘‘Champion of America,’? Those of 

our readers who followed closely the columns of the Forrsr 

AND STREAM will have no cause for regret at the issue, so far 

as they are personally concerned, however much their ]audable 

patriotism might make them wish for a different ending to the 

match at Lachine. Coyrtney, of Union Springs, is a power- 
ful sculler ; it takes a good man to hang as he did to the like 

of Hanlan, but it is equally certain that the latter had a large 

reserve to draw upon and that he rowed, for his own purposes, 

a ‘waiting race.” He pulled hard, but never did his best. It 

is one of the characteristics of this quiet, unassuming Cana- 
dian, that he holds back and does not show what he can do 

unless there is need of if. In none of his fermer races with 

much lighter timber than Courtney has he done his utmost. 

‘Hold your man, near the close give him a twist :'’ thatseems 
to have been his maxim in all the many races ho has pulled 
during the season. The plan worked well, for while ‘* Char- 

ley” was industriously pulling races in the daily papers, chal- 

lenging everybody and meeting only rustics of the Dempsey 
stripe, defeating Hanlan over and over again with yery much 
confidence on paper, if reported interviews with him are to be 

credited, the wiry Canadian was filling his backers’ and his 
own pocket with sheckles and coms gathered industriously 
from all comers in the United States and across the border. 
A good sculler he was, every one granted; few suspected the 

full extent of his powers, for he found it policy to keep them 

shady and bide his time. Bide it he did, His friends canght 
Courtney and his backers over-confident, wheedled them into 

4 Tace on rough, strange waters, over a tideway, put the whole 
pot on the winner, and kept their man in the dark. A wilier 

fame, legitimate though it was, has seldom been played. 
Courtney’s wonderfal confidence held well on paper to the 

last minute and, after hardly balfa dozen spins Gver the 

course, he found himself face to face at the start with aman of 

whose real capability he and his friends knew nothing at all. 
Hanlan, in a very business-like way, disposed of his adversary 

and can do so over again any day and on avy water you may 

select. It is certain that the rough sea affected Courtney some- 
what, but it is equally as certain that the Toronto lad had 

plenty of wind and muscle to spare, and if Courtney’s back- 
ers are blind enough not to see this they will find their man 
pulling a stern chase again, To be beaten by such a seuller 
as Hanlan has shown himself to be is no disgrace; to hang to 

him as Courtney did is an honor few or none can claim. 

A great deal of noise has been made, by those too ready to 

judge others by themselves, over the presumed dishonesty of 
one of the contestants, At this day, when the race is a week 

old, not a single particle of tangible evidence of any dishonest 

action has come to light. Insinuations, plausible generalities, 

plenty; but nothing that would stand as evidence in court. 
Thege rumors can be traced to the gambling fraternity in the 

first place,the sensation and gossip mongers in thesecond, and 

finally to those in whose eyes dishonesty seems more readily 

borne than defeat, The race was beyond doubt.an honest one 

and well fought from beginning toend. Whatever we may 
say in mitigation of Courtney’s defeat we are not blind to the 
fact that he was actually overpowered by Hanlan and that the 

latter had him well in hand throughout the course. ‘The 
championship has gone to the best man in America, anc we 

opine it will be a long while ere any one wrests it from his 
safekeeping. ¥ 

THE GLADIATORIAL SHOWS IN 
NEW YORK. 

HE result of the O’Leary-[ughes walk at Gilmore's Gar- 
den was from the first a foregone conclusion. Jt was 

a hopeless struggle of oyer-weening confidence, brute endur- 
ance and senseless expenditure of strength pitted against in- 

telligent and scientific effort. Nothing save certain defeat 

could have been predicted for the man who began a six days’ 

contest by runving like deer for the first few hours, drinking 

immoderately at first of milk, and later in the contest, evading 

the vigilant eye of his trainer, swallowing his champagne and 

tumbling into a drunken snooze from which he sullenly re- 
fused to return to the track. Such escapades would be fatal 

toa cast-iron ‘‘ pedestrian’s” record, even when offset by the 

strange enmity | displayed by Hughes toward his rival and 

the loudly-yaunted resolution to “hate that O'Leary or die 
on the thrack.”’ It was something worth while to see the me- 

thodical, systematic work of O'Leary. Every stride had the 

regularity and precision of a machine. We do not wonder at 
the plaudits showered upon the champion as he went on and 
on around the track, nor at the ovation he received when his 

task was completed. 
But we protest that the spectacle of his opponent was pain- 

ful; it was disgraceful. Hada galled and jaded horse been 
urged by blows about the ring in Gilmore’s Garden the agent 

a 
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of Mr. Bergh would pronvptly have interfered and pub- 
lic sentiment would haye sanctioned the interference. 
The only difference in this case is that here was a reason- 

ing being, who, assuch, of his own free willand for the suke of 
cheap notoriety and more substantial greenbacks chose to in- 
flict the torture upon himself, and people chose to go and 
Witness the exhibition, and cheer as the old Romans cheered 
their gladiators. And a sorry figure he cut, as with blistered 
feet, and sore, stiffened and rheumatic joints, he went limp- 
ing around the track like the hero of the nursery rhyme, 

My son Jolin, 
One shoe off, the other shoe on, 

every movement of his body accompanied by a grimace of 
pain. 
We fail to distingnish between brutality in pedestrianism 

and brutality in prize-izhting. The “mill” is the disreputable, 
recognized test, not of skill, but of endurance, The man 

who has the most bull-dog in his make-up, and can stand the 

most pounding, gouging and biting, is the winner of the belt 
and the plaudits of the ring. he performance of ‘‘The Lep- 

per,” as his friends dub him—and we take this performance 

at Gilmore’s only as an example of many similar ‘‘shows”—was 

little more elevated or elevating, Tt was a test simply and 
solely of how much punishment the so-styled pedestrian 
could endure. There was a difference in degree only, not in 
kind, from the old-time gladiatorial exhibitions where the 
brute and human performers in the arena edified the effemi- | 
nate youth of the Roman Capital. It belongs to the category 

ot cock-fights, dog-fights, bull-fights and prize-fights. ‘Lhere 

is about these contests none of the ennobling influences at- 
faching to the generous rivalry of true sport; they are, on the 

contrary, unmanly, debasing and reprehensible in the ex- 
treme. 

A. “Society for the Prevention of Self-Inflicted Cruelty to 
Idiots” would be a most useful organization; its initials would 
be asnumerous as those of the 8. F. P. C. A. and its field 
equally extensive. 
$< 

APPLES AND ORANGES. 

it was not a difficult feat for Ali Baba, with his Sesame, to 
gain admittance into the cave of the Forty Thieves ; nor is 

it hard for a man or woman to find their way into the columns 

of a newspaper, provided their communication bears with it 

the magic Sesame of sterling good sense. The subjoined bit 

of reflection from an observant lady will answer the inquiries 

ofa host of young men who are constantly writing to news- 
paper editors to know whether or not they shall emigrate to 
the South, or the West. ‘* Would you advise a young man to 
go to Florida?” ** Shall I go into the orange business?” These 

are the oft-repeated queries, and our reply may he found sub- 

stantially expressed in the following letter. If a young man 
goes to Florida because he is too lazy to care for a farm at the 

North, he will, in all probability, come back in as sad a plight 

as did the man who gained some notoriety among the para- 
graphers last winter because he returned from that sunny 
clime on foot, clad in a hat, shirt, pair of pants and one sus- 
pender. The conditions of success in any part of the world in 

these days, are—barring the golden spoon—honest, faithful 

work. Ifa man lack these essentiais, energy and thrift, at 

the North, he most certainly will not find them in the climate 
of Florida. To the kid-gloye dreamer of dreams it isa sug- 
gestive fact that orange trees have thorns. 

The apple of the North and the orange of the South are par 

excellence the two fruits of America. Their merits have been 

sung in verse and told in story. Prosaic statistics tell usthat the 
apple crop of last year in the United States was valued at $50,- 

000,000, while there were 22,000,000 oranges gathered. Orange 
culture is yetin its incipiency. The Florida fruit commands the 

highest prices in our markets and the demand is eyer greater 
than the supply. As the trade increases we may look for 
more intelligent care of the groves and better facilities of 

transportation, That more fortunes than one are to he made 
in Plorida is no secret, but fortunes do not make themselves 

there any more thanin other parts of the Union. One who 
has not himself fought the unequal battle can have little con- 
ception of the myriad forms of animal and yegetable life 

everywhere infesting the earth, air and water. Hternal vigi- 
lance against things flying, hopping, creeping, crawling, bur- 
rowing and boring 1s the price of immunity from their deadly 

tavages. ‘The dolse far niente in the hammock 1s all well 

enough in poetry, but even a more practical man than a poet 
might be staggered to reconcile his otiwm cum dig. witha 

neglected Florida orange grove. Thisis what our correspond- 

ent writes from the Uatskills ; 
Being 2 woman, Ido not know whether I ought to speak; 

put a glance at your title-page emboldens me to defend the 
liyes of the apple-trees.” I think some one ought to speak for 
the apple-tree in some way. 4 

Frequent drives of late through the Counties of Albany and 
Green have afforded us an excellent opportunity to notice the 
orchards of fruit, which are numerous in this vicinity, In 
Florida a man does not expect to succeed in the orange eul- 
ture unless he is on the alert for every enemy to his pet trees, 
Not only is the ground hoed and the soil enriched, but 
the trees are pruned and scraped and washed, the utmost eare 
being taken to keep them clean, and the manner in which 
they show their appreciation of this fondling, and their ex- 
pression of gratitude, are rich enough rewards to the faithful 
orange-prower, ‘The owners of some of these apple orchards 
that I have seen lately may be brothers to those orange- 
growers. The trees were in good shape (how often an apple- 
tree inclines 45 deg. !), the leaves were perfect, and the fruit— 

_well, [ wou’t attempt to describe thet—so rich, so tempting. 
But there were many orchards that harbored great worm- 
nests, Almost every wild cherry tree was literally stripped 
of its foliage by these rapacious. vermin, which only foretokened 

. 

more aggravating to the cook or to the ons that’s cating it than 
to find secreted in a royal apple one of these horrid worms? 
Let the farmers be persuaded to take a little more care of their 
orchards. Were this done—the trees pruned and shaped, all 
dead wood cleaned out, every worm-nest annihilated (the 
small boy with a pole, on which is tied a sponge or cloth 
saturated with kerosene, could burn them out), we should not 
see 50 many adventurers coming to Florida, orly to have their 
high hopes of orange fortunes blasted. ‘There is money in the 
orange, but it comes af the expense of great care and watch- 
fulness. Let not aman who allows worm-nests to distigure 
his apple or cherry trees ever think he can find money hang- | 
ing on orange trees. 

SS 

A Daity Eprrron.—An importunateNorthCarolina subscriber 
complains that fo receive one copy of this journal only once a 

week does not satisfy him. Well, some people never would 
be satisfied. We asgnre this newspaper Oliver Twist that he 

shall haye ‘‘more’’ in due time. Sport in the United States 
isas yet in its infancy, though it must be confessed it is a 

pretty vigorous infant, and by-and-by, as the field enlarges 

and our ever-increasing circulation warrants the ‘more, we 

shall issue the Forrst anp Stream eyery day and haye a Sun- 

day double number besides. There’s a good time coming. 
2 eee 

ADYERTISEMENTS.—AI] transient advertisements sent to us 
must be accompanied by the money to pay for their insertion. 

This rule is sensible, businesslike, imperative and absolute. 

We cannot and do not receive advertisements Upon any other 
terms, Our rates are plainly set forth n our prospectus. 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Noumper Four Assocrarion.— We learn from the secretary, 

Mr. Frank Bolles, Windsor, Conn., that the Number Four 
Association, the objects of which have already been set forth 

in these columns, has a very creditable number of members 

among those who annually visit the Adirondacks. We re- 
gard it asa happy token that Adirondack game protection is 

engaging the attention of a larger and more powerful class 

than the dwellers in the woods, Jt is peculiarly appropriate 

that those who derive so much pleasure from the pursuit of 
the game and fish should take measures to preserve them as 

well, and so be not only destroyers but protectors and pre- 

servers. 

DrEBELIoT OFFICIALS IN ORANGE AND RockLANp Countins. 

—An indignant friend of game protection sends us this query: 
Is there no way of stopping the trapping of the birds? I 

know of two counties in this State—Orange and Rockland— 
where partridge are caught every year by the thousands. 
The constables know about it, the Jandowners know about it ; 
but they do not interfere, or, rather, they say they dare nob 
interfere. The only way, as I understand the law, to have 
the trappers punished is to catch them in the act of taking the 
bird out of the trap, which is, of course, a very difficult mat- 
ter to do. Last week a friend of mine saw two boxes of 
trapped partridges shipped on a railroad car. He notified at 
once the ‘squire and the constable to haye them stopped, but 
the only answer he could get out of these two officials was 
that they could not do anything. “There is a regular gang of 
those trappers in the above-named counties known to eyery- 
body, and they defy anybody openly to haye them fined. [ 
know of two stations along the Erie Railroad where they are 
said to have shipped last year over two thousand weight of 
trapped partridges. What is the remedy? 

The only remedy we can suggest is to oust the officials who 

display such apathy, and put in their places men who will 
use proper exertion to enforce the law. ‘The section of Chap- 
ter 721, applying to trapping and netting, reads: 
No person shall, at any time or place within this State, take 

or kill any ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge, any pin- 
nated grouse, commonly called prairie chicken, or spruce 
grouse, commonly called Canada partridge, or any quail, with 
any net, trap or snare, nor set any such net, trap or snare, 
for the purpose of taking or killing any of said birds; nor 
shall any person sell or expose for sale or have in...... posses- 
sicn guy of the said birds after the same shall have been so 
taken or killed, under a penalty of $10 for each bird. And 
it shall be Jawful......to take and deslroy any such nets, traps 
or snares whenever found set. 

If there is no healthy public feeling on the subject there 
can, of course, be no remedy. Half a dozen sportsmen, unit- 

ed to see the law enforced, may by judicious aution bring the 
offenders to trial and conviction. It is not an enviable con- 

dition of affairs when any chapter or section of the State 
laws can be thus wantonly defied. 

Porato Bugs, Paris Gruzn Aanp Fisu.—The supposed 

death of fish caysed by the Paris green used to destroy pota- 

to bugs is still a yexed question. Below we publish a letter 
from which it will be seen that the Entomological Division of 

the Government Department of Agriculture are about to sci- 

entifically investigate the subject. The importance of this 

matter is such that it should engage the attention of all inter- 

ested in the preservation of our fish and game birds: 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOaY, 
4 WasHINGTON, D. U., October 3, 1878, 

‘roy. Spencer F. Baird, Seerclary Smithsonian Institution ; 

Dean StR—I notice in various papers statemetts referring to {he 
death of fish and fowl In different parts of the country, caused 

by Paris green which is used to destroy the potato-beetle. If is 
Important to decide whether or not these statements are true. I hope 
that you will ase your influence to get specimens of fish or fovw! said 

to be poisoned by Parla green, s0 that we may have this question defi- 

nitely gettled by chemical analysis. Yours truly, C, V. RiLzy, 

Qurnuc—Montreal, Sept, 24.—Editor Forest and Stream 
The open season for deer and cariboo extends from Septem- 
ber 1 to February 1. Strenuous efforts are now being made to 
curtail this period, so as to cluge the open season on January 1, 
as subsequent to that date the game in question is in poor con- 
dition ; the does are bearing the burden of maternity; and it 

| the entry of more than one team from the same 
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the fate of its neighbor, the apple-iree. And is there anything is, moreover, considered a violation of the pureinstir 1s of 
sportsman to slaughter an animal at atime whenall {ds 
against it. Those who, knowingly and willfully, seto Jaws 
at, defiance are handled in an unceremonious manner, 

ee * 

Frovsuine Bay.—We are advised that the fish luws are heing grossly violated in Flushing Bay, Long Island. For the henefit of those who plead ignorance uf the law, we call atten- 
tion to the seclion which provides tbat it shall be mlawful at 
any Ume in the year to draw any seine net in Flushing Bay or its branches, Fylke nets sct in any of the waters surround- 
ing Long Tsland, Staten Island, and the bays and salt water 
estuaries and rivers eperaachimg thereto must be not less 
than four-and-one-half {uches in size. 

The Kittie. 
Ove Luss THan A. Fur, Scorz.—Our attention has been 

called toa wonderful score made by Mr, James Partello, of 
Washington City, to wit: 224 out of a possible 225, It is to 
be regretted that this superb Sequence of bull’s-eyes was not 
mude in a public match, still the score is authentic enough to 
be recorded. ‘The distances were, if we are rightly in- 
formed, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. The arm was the Reming- 
ton Creedmoor. It may be remembered that Mr. Partello 
shot atv Creedmoor, making a tie with Mr. Hyde. Mr. Partello 
is a young gentleman of twenty-five, with dark eyes. He he- 
lieves himself capable of making a full score. ‘The shooting 
louk place in the presence of the President of the Columbia 
Rifle Club, A man who can make 44 bull’s-eyes out of 45 
may well be considered as a remarkable shot. 

Vermont—Burlington, Ovt. 8. 
ton and Saratoga rifle clubs, 
900 and 1,000 yards; 

_3.-—Match between Burling- 
Fifteen shots each man, at 800, 

Burlington Clnb. 

800 yards, 900 yards. 1,000 yards, ‘Total, 
6 Gt Gd 194 Boardmany.,.......002 cess 6 

Witherell. ssa, eeesen il) 62 60 192 Ieelasy..... 002, ° 69 59 198 Horner..... 69 210 Haggerty,,.. G4 191 Montgomery 61 197 Burntian. <e 66 192 McUaffrey, ........ 69 182—1,558 

Geiger 6 

Macy. i 5B. 181 
Denegar.. «6 h 67 5 
Ainsworth, Ey «57 61 37 oe 
SMUT... ieee eeeis ses 2.68 70 66 20d 
Milchell,. 225s... ..ceesee GL 61 62 7. BengGIs eo scey 5 vc cele edacare 54 65 62 181—1,47T 

MassAcuuserrs— Gardner Oct. 5,—Scores of the Gardner 
Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range, Wednesday, Distance, 
200 yards, off-hand. Two scores of ten shots each, Possi- 
ble—Massachusetts, 240; Creedmoor, 100. 

Mass, Creed. Mass, od. H.C Knowlton........1. 101 45 ios ry wore GeRePratis.. e222 wee LOG 4th 101 44 206—90 GF Ellsworth . 108 4a of 42 129—86 A E Robbing o4 44 104 43 198—ST Chester Hind, 99 46 98 43 197—sT ¥ Nichols .. . 95 42 TOL 44 18U—S6 Alex Kavwlton . 98 43 OT 43 195—86 Whi Austin....... = 93 42 96 4} 189—§5 Le WAIRED ..veecep cesses 96 48 tr 36 113—79 
O Ditson........... saven OL 40 80 37 V7 

Meprorp Amangur Rieve AssocratioN—Medford, Afass.— 
Final match in all-comers'’ series ; 200 yards, off-hand: 
Cushing.,,.654466445 4-45 Withington.4 444444 4 49) 
Russell..... £54444464 45-42 Vining...... vip rare Sei Grady... 446544444432 Sawyer..... £4548434 $ 599 Eames,.....4645 444535442 Mayus....4434443 44 3-36 Riehardeon4 54454545449 Dickson,...544433 334 8—36 
Corcoran, 4444444 44 5—41 

Cushing took first, Walker 
SOs, and ee fifth. 

our hundred yard match, open only to members of the 
mepiard Amateur Rifle Association; rounds fen; re-entries 
*allowed : 
JR Teel....5 565 
Withington,5 5 3 

second, Guerrer third, Grady 

4 54645 
5544 

fh—15 Richardson.6 5 85 5 6 .« AS pe5h F445 5-16 

Fatt Muerine or tue Massacnuserrs Ripe Assoora- 
tion. —The meeting opened October 2 under the most fayora- 
ble auspices. There was a large attendance, many ladies be. 
Ing present, and real enthusiasm was tulken in the mateh Rifle shooting has been so thoroughly and systematically car- ried out in Boston—has taken such a rapid development— 
that we are forced to turn our eyes to the Walnut Hill Range 
for the best work. The grand form the Boston mén made 
when with us, their sterling qualities as gentlemen and marks- 
men, gained them universal applause. May we not say that the prestige New York riflemen and New York teams once 
possessed has, ma measure, passed away? Boston is much 
more enthusiastic about rifle practice than we are, and thig present fall meeting is considered as one of the leading events, 
The wind was moderate, coming from the west: about a nine 
o’clock wind, ‘The first match was the State team match, 
Conditions—Open to teams of five from all organized rifle ag- 
sociations in Massachusetls, ten rounds each man; entrance 
fee, $9 per team. The prize isa trophy of the full value of 
the entire amount of entry fees, and was won by the Law- 
rence Rifle Club team on a total score wf 211 out of a possible 
250, the Abington Olub following closely with 209, and the 
first team of the Massachusetts Rifle Association tool third 
place with 201. The last-mentioned organization had two 
teams in the field, the rules governing the match allowing of 

association ; 
Lawrence Riile Club. 

ADEA ce ee oe yA a eee Pees fee: cet ES ine atl — 
‘O M Jewell... 4444 5 3 5 5 
M Beal “odes . 4444 4 4 gig 
Jd E Shepard,... $445 5 4 5 4-49 AW Howland. . 44.6 44 3 6 4—41-911 

R Olah. 

N 4 65 | 4 4 6 & dis D Be bea dh Ge Ripe tae sec 4 4255 4 4 4 4 ge4o LW wel 3 34 9 8 5 5 4 GS S BRING... seep eeesee eet 5 4 24 4d a 8 4 g—38—209 
Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

JB Osborn, .,...-.---eeeasse 4aad44 445 4 pe W & Jackson......., aada444 5 6 3 4 Daas JA LOWELL... cee ones 4¢4443 5 4 4 4-40 WPOIANG  eeliseancctarsssiacdiild 4 9 2-8 a ag 4g d—39 
FTYLES ssretesetensetyeneervremend $4 4453 4 5 & = 
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Medford Rife Club. 
HED Oushing................- 0008 4444 4 5 4 4 4-19 
ELK Richaruson wt 34 4 4 5 4 6 4 4-41 
dunn Grasly... 43 44656 44 8 4—29 
HS Harris... 84444 8 4 4 4-35 
7 H Hames,......5 444244 4 4 8—37—197 

fie Club, 

DH Walker 644444 4 4 4—41 
W B Daniel 4845 44 4 8 4-40 
5 Panl.....- 44438444 4 4-29 
D Ogilvie... ! 443435 5 4 9-85 
BE HO Ward), s+ -2er sees covets sport 3 3 43844 4 4 4 B—36—194 

Second Team, Massachusetts Rifle Association. 
CH De Rochemont...-5,...sen0e003 444 5 45 4 4 4-41 
T BEY Ghacacessnne ‘ 3 44444 4 4 3-39 

344444 4 38-39 
44444 3 4 3~—38 

EW LAW... cecsecsseseesepeecseeaed 5 4 3 3 4 0 4 2 3—31—188 

The ring target match followed, in which there were 148 
entries, Open to all comers; rifle and position, any within 
the rules; five rounds per man, The target is twenty-four 
inches in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting 
from twelve (centre of bull’s-eye) to one on the extreme cir- 
cumference. The match is to be kept open till the proceeds 
equal the value of prizes, of which there are twelve, aggre- 
gating $155 in value. The winners of the match are to be de- 
termined by the aggregate of two scores whenever made. The 
aggregate of Wednesday’s and Thursday's shocting was as 
follows: 
C @ Rochemont,...-+.. veeee G1 Wm Poland..,..... pre re 
NW Arbold eet, [ole Es 87 Capt W H Jackson 80) 
HT Kockwell 88 OMdewell,....0....cseessy COAG 
BB Souther... ce ceeecee reer eeee 85 JA Lowell.... ase 1D 
DB OSDOM sees vase eee eeees pees ee 84 JN Frye..........-- pore hex 
L L Huobbard..........+--- eceens82 D KirEwood,, Pus 

The next match was that for a Bailard mid-range rifle, at 
900 yards, open to all comers, ten shots each man, The 
match is also to remain open till the entry fees equal the 
value of the prize ($50), and the winners are to be determined 
by the aggregate of three scores, not necessarily consecutive, 
the second and highest aggregates fo save the amount of en—- 
iry fees actually paid in, There were twenty-seven entries 
in the first day’s trial, fourteen of the scores being given as 
follows : 

AL TACKBON weer ees ceeernneceecs tae 655 6 6 5 6 5 4 5—5 
Oadewells.. dues 6 5 5 5 8 6 5 5 680 
JF Browd..-..-..-00+ 6 46565 656 6 5 6 5—4* 
J F Grown (re-entry ).- 55 5 5 6 6.65 4 549 
W H Jaccson (re-entry, 66 65 56 6 6 5b 648 
W Washburn... 595 446 5 G 5 5-48 
EW Law....--- 456465 5 4 5 5-47 
E W Law (re-en 45665465 5 4 5 6-47 
J A Lowell, = 6355 5 4 6 5 5—46 

B WIIGET .ensen-- ++ see 556465 4 5 446 

S Wilder (re-entry).--..- 40,556 6b BS Y 25 

MM Washburn (re-entry)..-- 645 56543 8 B44 

"D) HOWE. -.--- ee <2 renee ee i 83545 38 4 4 4 5—40 
J A Lowell (re-Entry) .....0-+--eeee eer res 5865 6 48 3 8 5-40 

The Military Rifle Match was contested Thursday. The 
eonditions were: Distance, 200 yards; rounds, 7, open to all 
members of the Massachusetts militia and Massachusetts Rifie 
‘Asgociation ; weapon, any military rifle, not special; winners 
to be determined by the aggregate of three scores, not neces- 
sarily consecutive. In this mavch there were fifty-seven en- 
tries. Subjoined are the best scores made: 

1 Rookwell, Co D, ist Bat. --. 445 8 6 5 5-3l 
ee Gragg. Uo D, ist Bat.. 46 56 4 3 4 6—30 

Capt W H Jackeon........., 4656 ¢65 4 4 4-40 

CoO wemyss, Co A, 5t Regiment, 56 44383 4 5—29 

GW Warner, Co D, Ist Bat........ 444 4 5 4-20 

D Kirkwood..-..--+-- Sis oes 6 4445 4 4—29 

Captam FN Brown........-. 444 4 6 4—25 

i @ Gardner, Co D, ist Bat, 53 44 4 4—925 

O J Andrews CoD, lst Bat ... 8356 4 8 5 d—29 

W Lithgow, Co D, 1st Bat....-...s+++ a4 4 5) 8 4 4—95 

G H Dickson, Co G, 5th Regiment 4444 4 3—27 

L Eddy, Co D, 1st Bat.......+. 3444 4 498 

7 B Parker, 1st Corp Cadets, 3.6 4 4 3 3-25 

F 0 Brownell, Co D, ist Bat.....-«.s+09+-++ 340 4 4 4—24 

Second Ballard rifle match, No. 3, was continued from the 

previous day. There were thirty-three entries. The best 

scores are given : 
S BDA cnc ce ctesessneeereass Bes scureas 556 65 5 5 5 5 5 5-50 

he ea 6 5 5 66 5 6 5 4 5-49 

W HH JacksOl,..,.---eerrereer 5 6 5656 5 5 4 549 

J F Brow (C€-EDtTy)ss00e ps eeee sence ees 56 605 5 6 5 5 5 4-49 

L Saunders (re-entry)..... ob 6 44 65 5 5 § 6 548 

WH Jick-on (re-entry)... 5 6 5 4 6 5 4 5 5 5-45 

W OM Wartd.....essseere- © Bee Bae hind toe 

re-entry) . é d 

 iiieecinae es: 4 386466 55 5 5 &47 

L 5 5 6 46 3 5 & 5 6-47 

L 6 545 5 5 5 5 6 3-47 
oO eS Pry ap ot ae 

ilder (re-én0 56 6 4 4 a 5—45 

Se iT Go-anied) .b 6 5 44 4 5 3 56 545 

O M Jewell (re-entry) .. 6 ¢5 4654656 8 3 4—44 

§ Wilder (re-entry).--- 5p 5 6 6 4 43 5 8 Bd 

EG Spotford.......-..-« stores 4 446 5 5 2 3 6 4—36 

FC Spofford (re-entry)..-...- epee) 3 273 4 2 5 5 2 0—34 

EO Sposford (re-entry)... +. eee eee en es 50405 8 3 4 3 5-82 

Consolation Match—Distance, 200 yards; rounds, 7; open 

yequirements, the match was shot leaving out the first prize, 

a Bivdr medal, and leaving the second and third, both cash 

45 5 4 € 4-30 
4444 4 5-2) 
44465 : neat 

WN Brow!n,.....--++4 4444 — 2) 

GH Dickson (re-entry). 4444 4 3—28 

FN Brown (re-entry) 8B 444 4-26 

J BParker.....-+++ 
; " | : . eels 

E W Law (re-entry) 
Set See 

JB Parker (re-entry 

Saturday, Oct. 5..—The first match called was the opening 

gonpetinon in the October ‘‘ Amateur Series,” at 200 yds.: 

Sout lend 4 54 6 4 o BOA BHd8 
BS tenes Pah 444554 4 5 4 4-48 
J BOrded........escece sea wepenscrrecerer 44444 5 6 5 5 5-43 

IN Frye... Srey 8) Bd 2 13 Bek 4 ad 
ET Ti GHOIE Pea cc-tsn cee ealed eae ag Pe eee Ba 644 5 34 4 449 
Ho Bennetb.s.csecers-+ veers 4 444 6 4 5 5 4 8-d8 
TT Parker, .cccssssscareasee ae pa 5 4 a ae aT 
TT SIAB,, sp escentesemence 5 44 4 4 5 4 5 3 3-41 

D Curtis......- 45454448 3 3-39 
W Bartlett... “4454 4 3 5 2 4 4-29 
E Lovett....-.. $4434 4 39 3 3 3-25 

The “‘ring target? match, continued from the fall meeting, 

was next called. There were 94 entries, which, together with 

those made on Wednesday and Thursday last, furnished the 

requisite quota to close the match. The scores were : 

© H De Rochemont,.-.-. 44 47—91 LL Hubbard...... 42 48—£5 

HiT Rovkwell......-----. 44 47-91 

WN W Arnold... 

the Massachusetts Rifle Association, 431 entries having heen 

made during the three days on which it was shot. 

=The Ballard rifle match, at 900 yards, also brought ove 

AND S81 
ee es Sl OS "a" 

added another 50 to his record, the eecond he has made in 
this match. The best three scores are given below, several 
not completing their strings : 
L Saunders,.......... 
L Saunders (re-entry) 
L saunders (re-entry).. 

some excellent scores made in this match, of which the 
seven highest are herewith appended, three aggregates being 
taken to make each total: Adjutant John A. Lowell, First 
Battalion, 92; H. T. Rockwell, Company D, First Battalion, 
91; Sergeant I, P. Gragg, Company D, First Battalion, 90; 
L. I. Hubbard, 90; C. Centre, Company B, Fifth Regiment, 
89; H. O. Gardner, Company D, First Battation, 88; G. H. 
Dickson, Company G. Fifth Regiment, 85. 

Conneoricur.—The ‘'T. Steele & Son Prize Cup” annuai 
contest will take place at Wallowbrook range, New Hayen, 
Oct. 26. This match is open to teams of four from any town 
in the State. Teams will be present this year from Hartford, 
Middletown, New Britain, Bridzeport and New Haven, and 
possibly from other towns in the State, The prize is a mas- 
sive silver cup, standing about sixteen inches high. 

Hevena Rirne Cruz.—Helena, Montana, Sept. 26.—The 
following score was made yesterday upon the range of the 
Helena Rifle Club; 100 yards; Creedmoor rules; wind un- 
steady, light poor: 
Bashaw 4444444544—41 Reeves, .... 63454544 6 0-89 
Allen......3844445446 4-41 Keating....8454543 443-39 
Hewins..... 434654444441 Joner......4343444 4 4499 
Oldham,, .4844544535—41 Hundley...34534344 4 4-38 
Stuart...... 434344445 3-40 Carpenter...8 43443 823 4-93 

_ Match shot September 26; 500 yards; Creedmoor rules; 
light and wind both variable: 
Bashaw....46455556654-47 Reeves, ...6455355 4 5 5 46 
Stuart.....- 845555555547 Allen......4455455 4 43-44 
JOU. t 45555445 5-46 Hewins....3538445644 4 440 
Oldham.....5445565 46 446 ess 

Total....... PHO ee Ser ees Tatnuestetieear ts ee en ys taee B16 
AMATEUR. 

Firru Driyiston.—Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 27.—Open to 
teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion, troop, bat- 
tery, or separate company in division; distance, 200 yards 
standing, 500 yards lying, with face to target; weapon, Rem- 
ington State military ; five scoring and two sighting shots at 
each distance, The day was fine and attendance seod. Six 
teams entered for the match: 

Twenty-first Regiment, Poughkeepsie 
Twentieth Battalion, Kingston ....., + 
Sixteenth Battalion, Sing Sing #, 
Twenty-fourth Separate Co, Ellenville . 
Twenty-seventh weg't, Westchester Co 
Separate Troop, Westchester County...... 57 

The Twenty-fourth Separate Company is a new organiza- 
tion, and have had their arms but a few weeks, and deserve 
much credit for their energy and pluck in riding forty miles 
over land to attend the match. The Separate Troop Cavalry 
had no previous practice with the infantry arm. Preparations 
for match and superintendence of the same was in charge of 
Lieut. Col. John Bodine, Division Inspector, assisted by 
Lieut. Col. Henry Huss, Quartermaster. 

Tue ZettueR Rie Crus.—Weekly shoot at 207 Bowery, 
October 8. Conditions: 100 feet, off-hand, Creedmoor tar- 
get; 22 cal. rifle. Possible 50 points: 
© Judson.....-..---. sevesveeees4% P Fenning..... Wd orn 46 
W M Farrow.. KR Zimmerman. ... seven dB 
M B Engel.....eeesed ereeeee oe 47 M LQRiges...... Beer 
B Zettler.... ..47 © Zettler... re 2.42 
d Levy 47 A Dunsing - 42 
#H Oehl D Culhane AL 

GO Vollars. 
BR Spitz 5 C Recht.. 0 
J Dutil D Miller...... ae 
T Broadway | J F Reyles. Pewbaeal 
GA Schurmann... . «...++---+- GCOBMON iss 200k sc2e setae nee «2.40 
Lr STANNEL foe dee usta sed vo males cate fe cats 

SEPPENFELDT Ririz Cuus,—The annual election of off 
cers resulted as follows; President, John W. Adams; Vice- 
President, Ern, Holtzmann; Treasurer, J. R, Garrison; Sec- 
retary, G. C. Walters; Captain, F. A. Grueneberg. The 
match shot under Creedmoor rules, 200 yards target reduced : 
FA Griemeberg.<....0. sec e eee. 
© Holizmann,..... : weaeses96 Walker 
J R Goarriron.... 43 GO Raselty+;; Tone 
JW Adams,....- 45 J Hoffen ..--...- 
W Seppenfeldt.. 45 F 
J Chambers...- 43 
L Bachman.. 
G G Walters... 

Tur Rirtz Batt ror Dazz.—ditor Forest and Stream: 
T inclose you a ball from my 16 calibre, double express rifle, 
made by Nichols & Lefever, of which I wrote you before. 
This ball passed through the thickest part of the hams of a 
large deer, and lodged against the skin on the opposite side. 
The indentation i the butt results from the forcing back of 
the outside metal, as the butt was perfectly flat when loaded. 
The ball was three quarters of an inch long, 65-100ths of an 
inch in diameter and weighed about 600 grains. It was hard- 
ened and the hole ran half its leneth, tapered toe point at the 
bottom, and was about 20-100ths ofan inch in diameter at the 
front. I find this altogether the best way to cast them for 

general use; as a ball that flies to pieces on striking does not 
have half the effect of these on hip or raking shots, which 
cannot be avoided at times, especially in running shots 
while they are quick enough in their effect on forward shots, 
do not make such an abominable mess of the insides, and 
bleed out a deer much better. 

T have now shot 19 deer with this rifle and not one teuched 
in the body has got twenty yards away. I find all the o 
jections to large calibres (especially recoil and spoiling 
meat), all of which I have entertained quite strongly + 
past, vanish entirely upon trial ; and even if they existed t 
advantages of flat Wajectory and getting game when it’s h 
would entirely over-balance them all. T. 8. Van DYxE. 

Bruton Raner—-At the meeting last Tuesday, two all- 
eomers matches and several subscription matches were shot 

from the fall meeting, had eight entries. Mr. Saunders the two first, which were kept open all day, being the only 
ones of consequence. ‘he first, which was open fo any 
rifle, had 82 entries ; the second, which was open to military 
rifles only, had only 40. The range in both matches was 
200 yards, the numberof shots 15 for each man. FE. E. 
Lewis, of Flushing, won the first prize in the first match on 
a score of 68 points. A, G. Gibbs scored 07, as did also B. 
A. Vail; TJ. Conway, 66; 0. W. Minor, 66; J, T. B. Gol- 
lins, 66; W. M. Farrow, 66; I. L. Allen, 66; F. H. Holton, 
65; W. H. Jackson, 65. William Hayes, of Newark, stood 
first in competition No. 2. ona score of 66 points. W.-M. 
Farrow scored 64, and J. L. Paulding same score. D. FP. 
_uy.) md F, H. Holton scored 63 each. 

Forpicy 1.s1ons Anour THE PaximaA.—The following 
letter has been received by the editor ofthe Turf, Field and 
Farm from Mr, John Rigby, the leader of Irish riflemen. 

In our next issue we shall give a communication on the same 
subject from Sir Henry Halford: 

The future of the Centennial rifle match is naturally a 
matter of much importance to American riflemen, as well as 
to those nationalities which took part in it in 1876 and 1877. 

That an international contest so happily inaugurated 
should fail to survive its second year would be a disaster re- 
flecting on the judgment of all who were concerned in its in- 
ception. Itis worth while, then, to examine those causes 
Which are likely to influence its future prospects, and to ask 
whether the obstacles which have rendered 1878 blank are 
likely to reappear in future years. 

In the first place it seems to me unreasonable to expect 
that the same nationalities would continue to send repre- 
sentatives to America year after year with a constantly de— 
creasing chance of success, and yet this must be so if the 
contest be annual. The same men cannot be induced to 
spend the time requisite, even if there were no expense, 
year after year. 
New men must be sought to whom the trip has the attrac- 

tion of novelty, and even with new men those who have leisure 
and freedom to engage in so serious an expedition are but a 
small proportion of the whole. These hindrances do not 
exist for the home team. ‘The elite of their new men are 
always backed up by the veterans, ready to step into any 
places imperféctly filled. 

It follows, therefore, that if the home team has succeeded 
in defeating all comers twice in consecutive years, an inter- 
yal must elapse, and that, probably, of more than one year, 
before the assailants receive such an infusion of new blood 
as will encourage them to another attempt. 

Another obstacle which must be faced is the expense. 
The home team in 1877 received, I believe, a sum suf- 

ficient to cover their practicing expenses, and, as the match 
attracted considerable gate money, I presume the executive 
were able to do this without external aid. 

The British team, on the other hand, has no such assist- 
ance, only their traveling expenses and ammunition used in 
America having been met by a subscription, which, although 
public, really fell heavily on the captain and a narrow circle 
connected with the National Rifle Association of Great 
Britain. 

J am safe in saying that an attempt to levy a similar sub- 
scription annually would utterly fail, even in England the 
wealthy. 

I do not think an efficient remedy for these defects of con- 
struction will be found by the annual performance of the 
farce of ‘‘ the walk-over” until the year arrives when the 
foreigner recovers his aggressive spirits and again challenges 
the possession of the Palma. Hach year that falls to pro- 
duce a contest will be reckoned as something taken from 
the lustre of the trophy. ‘To remedy these defects, to insure 
an annual contest and to make the Palma a truly interna- 
tional, and not merely a Creedmoor trophy, it is only neces- 
sary to Tevise the rules with a view to locating the match in 
Europe on alternate years. If the proposa\ to hold it at 
Paris this year had been cordially adopted in America the 
necessary arrangements could have been made, | am per- 
suaded. This Opportunity has passed away, and soon the 
question of next year’s contest will beimminent. I must 
confess that I sce no stirrings among our riflemen to indi- 
cate an intention to face the burning sun and puzzling fish- 
tails of Creedmoor in 1879. One remark—a pregnant one— 
is frequently made: “* We have crossed the Atlantic three 
times to shoot with the Americans. They have only visited 
us once. Let them come here next year, and then Palma will 
flourish again in 1880.” Joun Riapy. 

Dublin, Treland, Sept. 21, 1878. 
sO 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

THE RIFLE ON GAME AT REST. 

By T. 8. Van Dygz. 
Nothing is more true than the remark in an article on 

deer hunting in a late number of Scribner's, that “‘a dead 

shot at the target may bea perfect muff in the field.” For 
the benefit of such as may this fall try their rifles, for the 
first time, on game, I shall attempt to point out the main 

causes of this. I shall treat only of standing game, haying 

discussed last year the subject of running game. 
How to find and get a good shot at a deer is a subject I 

shall leave for the fulure. Let us assume that you know 
this most important: part of hunting, and are also a first-rate 
target shot, but haye never yet had a shot at ganie. 

hile moving quietly through the woods, let us suppose 
you suddenly discover that inevitable *'big buck,” standing 
broadside to you, at about fifty yards; you will do one of 
four things: S 2 

First, You may stand and gaze at him, forgetting about 
the rifle until he is gone. This is the worst form of ‘* buck 
ague.” ; 

Second, Acold shiver may start at your hair, and travel 
like a shower bath to your toes, while your hands shake so” 
with anxiety to hit him that you could not hold the sights 
ona barn door. This is another kind of ‘* buck ague,” 

Third. You may throw up the rifle and shoot it as you 
would a shot-gun, without seeing the sights atall. This you 
will be quite apt to do, if familiar with the shot-gun, and it 
is about as sure 4 way to miss as you could adopt. 

But what you will probably do will be the fourth thing, 
You will think you are quite cool, without the slightest — 
touch of the ague, will raise your rifle with admirable de- — 
liberation, see the sights, draw them plainly on him, and 
fire. ae skips away untonched, Too close, my friend; 

terns lode ? Whatnonsense! How cana thing be too 
close ? “I had perfect aim,” you say, 



“Too close, nevertheless. You thought you had a good 
enough aim, but it was io fact acareless one. The deer 
Tooked too big, and you didn’t draw your front sight down 
as fine as you would have done in shooting ala target. You 
undoubtedly overshot him, so remember that a deer may be 
lost by a lrifling neglect of care, even when close enongh to 
hit with a stone. : 
We soon come in sight of another, feeding ina little 

hollow, while we are just peeping overa ridge, How small 
it looks | ‘'Two hundred yards,” you say to yourself, as you 
pull up your 200-yard sight, f , 
Stop ! Put down that sight! A deer in the woods is very 

different from one on a powder can, in a market, stall or 
show case of a museum, They often look small when toler- 
ably close. That deer is not over 100 yards off; shoot wilh 
perfectly level sight, and hold on the middle of the shoulder, 
or just behind. 

ou put dawn the sight ; but so sure are you that it is at 
least 150 yards that you take a coarse front sight and fire. 
Away it goes for ubout fifty yards and stops. ‘‘ Now he 

istwo hundred yards, anyhow,” you think, as you throw 
np the 200-yard sight again, and fire. On it goes afew 
jumps and stops again. You now drop behind a log, and, 
resting’ the rifle over it, take a good sight and shoot. You 
see the dirt fly from the side of a hill about six inches over 
his back, and ina moment he waves you afond farewell 
with his tail, as he clears the crest of the next ridge. 

**Pshaw ! Why, that last shot wasn’t over 150 yards, and 
the first wasn’t over 90,” you exclaim, as you now take a 
good look over the ground. 

Correct! You hive made the common mistake of over- 
estimating distauce. The tendency to do this is amazing. 
With two exceptions you will do if five times out of six, un- 
less very cautious. These exceptions are game across water, 
smooth, clean snow, and from one high hill to another, 
where the intervening valley has a broad bottom, in which 
cases you will be more apf to underestimate. If the valley 
is V shaped, or if sheoting up hill, down hill, across brush, 
or where you do mot see the intervening ground, you will 
be likely to over-estimate. Hence take this as arule of the 
first importance: use a rifle having the flattest possible tra- 
jectory up to 150 yards, and never, never, never raise sights. 
‘fake coarse front sights, or hold high on game, unless very 
certain of its necessity, and if there is any doubt on this 
point decide always in favor of the level sight. I believe 
that with an Express rifle it would bea safe rule never to 
raise sights when shooting in timber. You would miss less 
in the long run. } : 

If not very familiar with the trajectory of long-range 
rifles, you will be apt to miss dzer from 100 to 140 or 150 
ards by holding a level sight on them, and having the ball 

drop under. And after you do know their trajectory, you 
will be extremely liable to under-shoot in trying to avoid the 
danger of over-eslimating distance, and to over-shoot the next 
one, perhaps, in trying to ayoid the previous error. Para- 
doxical as it may seem, the longer the range of a rifle the 
worsd it is for hitting game from 90 up to 200 yards ; a point 
I cannot now take time to explain, 
Your next deer is down hill, about 80 yards away, and, 

taking what you consider avery deliberate and accurate aim, 
you see the ball tear the dirt just over him. The tendency 
to over-shoot, downhill, is one of the inexplicable things 
about shooting. It is, however, easily remedied, but will be 
yery apt to deceive you at first, unless you are careful. 
Ona yery long shot down a very steep hill (say from 600 

to 1,000 feet, or over), you will be more apt to under-shoot, 
Whether this is [rom being deceived in distance, or whether 
the co-operation of the attraction of gravitation with the 
dowaward motion of the ball increases the ratio of its drop 
I cannot say, but itis probably due to both causes. Such 
shols are very deceptive, eyen when you know pretty closely 
the altitude of the hill. The rule given by a correspondent 
of ForEs® AND BYRHAM some time since (to measure your 
distance from a point level with your station on a perpen- 
dicular line, erected over the game), though correct for 
short distances or slight slopes, will not do for a very long 
plunging shot, and is at all events very difficult to apply. 

As [always work for down-hill or level‘shots, and always 
where possible get above deer, | have not had enough Jon 
up-hill shots 10 form any reliable judgment upon them. 
never have had any trouble with short shots ; but have found 
a tendency to over-estimate distance on long ones. For such 
shots the rule abeve reterred to is undoubtedly correct. 
Long range shooling on game I have quite fully discussed 

in a former article. The beginner should ayoid every 
attempt of the kind, There is no more captivating delusion 
in the world, and the expert target shooter is more apt to 
fall into it than any one else. And this trouble cannot be 
removed by any arrangement of sights or artificial point 
blank, as it is the liability to mistake in judging distance 
that makes it, and not the fact that you have asliding sight. 
Have a rifle that will hit a deer st 140 yards, when held just 
as you would hold it to hit one at 40 yards ; for 170 yards 
use the same sight a8 fine as before, but hold for the top of 
the shoulder; for 200 yards take full front sight, but. still 
héld on the deer ; for 260 have & leaf sight, or scale elevator, 
on the back sight, and never, never, except occasionally on 
the plains, or unless game is scarce and has taken the alarm, 
shoot beyond that, but try to get closer, and in timber 
never raise your sights for the first year. You will, of 
course, lose game by this, but in the long run not half as 
much as you otherwise would, and will have far fewer 
cripplés. When your first shots fail on a long shot do not 
try to shift the sights if your ball strikes within a foot or 
tivo, but hold the front syrht hisher or lower uext time. If 
our sight is easily shifted you may risk if, and if your ball 

is much astrav you will have to. 
Another mistake you will be apt to make is to shoot at 

the middle of yourgame. A deer hit anywhere from three 
inches back of the shoulder to the hip, unless the back-lbone 
or kidneys be touched, can run for miles, unless shat with 
an extra large hall, and often even then unless the ball is 
expansive. In such case let it alone until it lies down and 
sickens, and don’t go afterit, even then, if you can possibly 
eet around or above it for another shot. In, or just bebind 
tne slioulder, about one-third the way up, isthe best place to 
‘shoot, if you can gat a chance ; but you will haye to take 
shots just where you can get them, especially on the run. 
You may find other troubles in your way. Tha ball may 

be deflected by unseen twigs of trees, The sun may light 
ip the lower part of the back of the front sight, so that you 
may mistake it for the top, and thus shoot too high. This 
is more common than is supposed, especially in running 
allots, and for this reason only the tip of the sight should he 
kept bright, and the rest dulled with acid. For hunting 

)ver. bare ground, ivory or white agate is the best for the ove! 
front: sBht. The Aun may siso shine on one side of the 

“¢ . he 

front sight in such a way as to make you shoot a little to the 
other side, It may so strike the back sight as to make you 
mistake the centre or botfom of the notch ; or it may glim— 
mer on your barrels, so as to make a mirage of your front 
sight. All these things should be attended to before going 
to the field, and you should be accustomed to hit the centre 
with open sights with the sun in any direction. 

But the great point is to neyer be ina hurry, but sboot 
just as you would ata target. Place no dependence upon 
Tapidity of fire, but no matter how fast you can shoot, 
fire every shot with as much care as if it were your last ball. 
Speed of fire isa great thing, but tends to carelessness at 
first. There is a vast amount of space ontside of game, and 
the love of aball for the empty space is marvellous. Beself- 
reliant, butnot over-confident, and never chuckle ‘‘My meat” 
until you've got its throat cuf. Don’t try to be smart about 
shooting jhe imsianf the rifle comes to a level, as you read 
about in novels ; but Jet it lielevel long enough to be sure it 
is right. Don’t be ashamed of taking a rest, when you can 
just as well gétit as not, especially on long shots. If your 
hand trembles from crawling, running or climbing, wait a 
moment or two; but ifit trembles from excitement il will 
only be apt to get worse. In the latter case, fake a rest, if 
you can, either on some tree or rock, or your Knee, and if 
the gun still wiggles Jet it wiggle, hut when it wiggles on the 
tighf place pull. Nothing can take the place of experience, 
but by observing these few hints you will save much time, 
game and vexation. 

Game Bag and Bun. 
GAME IN SEASON FOR OCTOBER. 

Black-bellied ployer, ox-eye, Squa- 
tarala helvetiva, 

Ring plover, Mialitis semipalnia- 
tus. 

Stiit, or long-shanks, Himeantopus 
nigricollis. 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Red-bressted snipe, or dowitcher, 
Mecrorhanphus griseus, 

Red-bucked sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa american, 

Great marovled godwit, or marlin, 
Linnosa fedow. 

Willet, Totanus semipalmatus, 
Tattler, Totamus nielancleucus. 
Yellow-shanks, Totanws slavipes, 

"Bay birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand 
piper. snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayocets, 
plc, Coming under the group Limacol or Shore birds, 

Moose, Alves malehis. 
Caribou, Varandus rangifer. 
Blk or wapiti, Cervus canadensts. 
Red or Va. deer, C. virginiantus. 
Squirrels, red, black and gray. 
Hures, brown and gray. 
Keed or rice bird, Dotichonyx oryz- 

ivorous. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Pinnated grouse oc prairie chick- 

en, Cupitonia cupido. 
Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bonase 

wimbelius, hs 
Quail or partridge, Oriyx virginia- 

nus. 

f= This teble does not apply to all the States. It is meant to repre- 

sent the game which is generally in season at this time, State regula- 

tions may prohibit the killing of some Species Of game here mentioned, 

Game in Minxer.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.25 
per pair: purtridge (cuffed pronsse), $1.00 pair; mal- 

lard ducks, 75 cents per pair; black do., 75 cents per pair; 

widgeon do,, 60 cents per pair; broad bill do., 60 cants per pair; 

teal do.. 50 cents per pair; Wilson snipe, $2.50 per doz.; 

ployer, $3 50 per doz.; bay birds, large, $3.00 per doz.; do, small, 

30 cents per doz.; rails, $1.25 per doz.; reed birds, $1.00 per doz.; 
wild pigeons, stall fed, $2.00 per doz.; Phildelphia squabs, 23.00 

per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bueks County dry picked chickens, 

20 to 22 cents per pound ; do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents ; do. turkeys, 

16 to 20 cents ; do. ducks, 16 to 20 cents; do. geese, 15 to 18 

cents ; State and Western cliickens, 15 to 18 cents; do. turkeys, 

15 to 18 cents ; do fowls, 18 to16 cents; do. ducks, 13 to 16 vente; 

do. geese, 10 to 12 cents. 

MaAssacnuserrs—spencer, Oct. 6.—The annual hunt of the 
Sportsman’s Club took place on Thursday with thirteen men 
oOnaside. HE. M. Bliss and lL. M. French were captains. 
Chas. Allen was umpite. The game counted asfollows: Fox, 
conn and mink, 100 points each; partridge, woodcock, snipe, 
duck, 50 points each; rabbit, woodchuck, gray squirrel, 
miuskrat, crow, weasel, pigeon, hawk, owl, kingtisher, Gar- 
field woodpecker, 25 points each; pigeon hawk, 10 points: 
red squirrel, jay and crow blackbird, 5 puints. The hunters 
returned home at 7 o'clock and the game was counted in the 
‘Town Hall. Captain French's side secured 3 woodchucks, 12 
gray squirrels, 63 red squirrels, 7 crows, 1 partridge, 1 pigeon 
and $ jays, Making a total of 910 points. Captain Bliss’ side 
brought in 10 gray squirrels, 1 rabbit, 53 red squirrels, 8 wood. 
peckers and 6 jays, making a total of 815 points ; Captain 
french winolog the match by 85 points. After the count the 
hunters with their ladies sat down to well filled tables at the 
expense of the losing side. 

Waltham, Oct, 5.—1 have noticed quite # number of wild 
pigeons, in flocks from two to fifteen (generally in pairs), 
flying from the northeast to the southwest. The fall flight of 
woodcocl: has fairly set in, and tine large birds they are. 

W. ELS. 
Partridge shooting in Massachusetts has been ruined by 

wood ticks. ‘These worms attack the Inrds,especially about 
the neck, and from one to sixteen of them are found on a 
single partridse. Out of seventy-six birds examined by our 
informant only one was found free from the ticks. This 
pest seems to haye extended into Connecticut also, as of six 
birds on a Hartford game dealer's hook one morning last 
week, not one was found free from the burrow ing vermin. 
The quail shooting is reported as excellent. This is some- 
thing unustial for Massachusetts, and shot-gun owners are 
jubilant. 

Nuw Yorr—Hornelisville, Oct. 7.—Nothing shot lately but 
squirrels, black, gray, red and flying. Tt is not mmcommon for 
one pnn to get 20 black and gray a day. One black shot here 
weighed 2 Ibs, 7oz. Another shot must have been a cross be- 
tween & gray and a {ox squirrel, gray on back, fox color on 
belly and breast ; weighed over 2lbs.; one black with a white 
tail, JOBN. 

Buyfalo, Ost. 5.—A party of Butfalo sportsmen, con- 
sisting of Sam Winans and Irani Lusk, of Batavia, Charles 
Morris, of Chicago, and myself, went hunting October 2, and 
thade the following good bag: 23 woodcock, 9 partridge and 
1 rabbit, We call this good sport for this part of me feueiry. 

7.Q. G. 

Sourm Brookuyn Sronrsman’s Crus.—At a meeting in 
the club rooms, at the Orchard House, corner Thirty-tifth 
alréet and hird avenne, the following ollicers were lected = 
Bred Scheiker, Pres.; John Marony, Vice-Pres.; Pals Base 
singer, fec,; Gustave Boysen, Treas, : ; 
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Shelter Island, Oot. 6.—The coot within a few days have 
begun to appearin numbers, but they do not yet begin to 
work up the bays in sufficient numbers to make sport. The 
worthless cormorants and loons, however, haye had a good 
flight last week. T do not hear that the brant and broad-bills 
are yet plenty in Shinnecock and South bays. The weather 
has been too warm for them to be on their migratory flight. 

Isaac MoLEuban. 

Rozins.—The shooting of robins in New York State is per- 
mitted during the months of September, October, November 
and December, except in the counties of Kings, Qneens, Put- 
spied Suffolk, where the time is limited fo the last three 
months, 

New Jersey—Horked River, Sept. 80.—We have had 
some fine bay bird shooting. Capt. Mathews, with Mr. Tom 
Ward, of Freehold, shot 92 large ones 4 few days since. Mr. 
0. Cashman, of New York, also had some fine shooting last 
week, having killed one day over 80 birds. The prospects 
for duck shooting look well, as the birds are already hegin- 
ning to make their appearance in largenumbers. ARTHUR. 

Barnegat Inlet, Oct. 1.—Black ducks and sprig tails plenty. 
For the past few days large flocka can be seen daily on the 
flats near the Clam Island and High Bar. B. 

Prnnsyivanta— Wolf Run, Oct, 4.—Woodcock shooting is 
a failure this season in Jiycoming County. They have never 
been known to be so scarce, although we have some yery 
choice grounds, Quails are plentier than they have been for 
years ; grouse also plenty, owing to a very mild winter. 

; Niox. 

Greenville, Oct. 4.—Pheasant shooting began the ist inst, 
Birds are plenty and sport good. B. 

West Chester, Oct. 3.—Messrs. John T. Ingram, Isaac Dar- 
lingten and Thomas Darlington, of West Chester, Pa., went 
on a short fishing excursion to Fite’s Eddy, on the Susque- 
hanna River, a few days ago, As the result of their combined 
labors, they returned home with 140 black bass, weighing 
from two to four pounds each, and report that 325 were 
caught in one day by themselves. Such extraordinary food 
er ig unprecedented in the history of bass fishing at Wite’s 
Hddy. Ao) 

Mc Veytown, Oct. 7.--Deer, I hear, are pretty numerous in 
Licking Creek Mountains, a short distance from this town, 
three being shot on the first day of the season, October 1. 
Turkeys and rabbits are exceedingly plenty, bul cannot be 
legally shot until the 15th inst. Squirrels this year are some- 
what scarce. Pheasants are unexceptionally plenty. Part- 
ridges, ducks and other small game are reasonably plenty. 

Broomine Groyp Parx.—In reply to recent inquiries vela- 
tive to the present condition of Blooming Grove Park and the 

game to be found there we are pleased to feel at liberty to lay 

the following informal letter before our readers. It is written 

by the President of the Association. This Park is rapidly 
meeting the expectations of its original projectors, who 

designed to make it the leading game preserve in the world. 
Its financial affairs are very flourishing : 

OFFICH OF THE BLOOMING GROVE Park Assod., 37 Park Row) 
New York, October 3, 1878. f 

There were twenty persons at the Park last Sunday, mostof whom 

have been there sinve July. ‘lhe summer visitors are leaving, but the 

sportsmen remain for grouse shooting and deer hanting, A great degl 
has been done this season in the way of improvements, both at the 

club house and grounds, ‘Nhe new road from Millyille js u great sue- 
Gess. It is thoroughly made and drained, and the Club team makes 

the trip in about on¢hour to the station. ‘he wild turkeys trom Jadge 

Caton hatched two brgods, but, through an sevident, they were exposed 

to rain, and the young chicks all died—a great disippolntment. The 

Club-honse has been in charge of Mr. Hyland, as Superintendent, who 

gives satisfaction to all by bis carefal attention, and provides good fare 
well served. The black bass fishing at Lake Laura has been excellent. 

There is a shanty for fishing parties, fitted up with bunks, anda game- 

keeper in attendance, there. Boats have been placed at Lake Laura 

and Beaver Lake, where there is a janding for those who like pickerel 

aud perch fishing. The gamekeeper at the breeding park reports that 

he has sten several bucss, ontside the fence, and they will probably en- 

ter through the traps, attracted by the herd inside, Rutfed grouse are 

very plenty. A lady artist reports that while sketching she saw several 

broods, and was startled by their lying aronndher, The prospects for 

bear hunting in November are good. Several have been seen in the 

vicinity of the Knob, It is proposed to have @ ladies’ archery match 

near this city soon. JOHN AVERY, 

Virain1ra—Leesburg, Oct. 4,—Some few pigeons have heen 
killed near this place. Ws 

Norre Garorina—Monrve, Oct. 2.—Quail haye been scarce 
here since December, 1876. A large snow at that time, which 
remained on the ground for four weeks, came near destroying 
ull of them, and in some localities they were entirely killed 
out. Very few have been killed since that time, the farmers 
especially using every means to protect them. This season 
lias been unusually favorable for theit rearing; the spring 
was very dry. The prospects for winter sport are now good, 
as quantities of quail can be found within ove. or two miles’ 
walk from town, Three covies wandered into town, and, 
becoming bewildered snd scattered, took shelter in trees alon, 
the streets, on top of houses and under wood-piles, and 
think al, least a dozen were killed with rocks and sticks to- 
day. We have no close season here, buf no one thinks of 
killing quail before the first of October. T went ont yester— 
day, and found several covies, but most of them were not 
over half grown, 80 I haye decided not to go again before the 
15th of this month or 1st of November. There are only about 
three men in the county who keep pointers or setfers, so 
we have all we can «lo to keep our engagements with our good 
farmers, who invite us to see them and hunt for two or three 
days at a time, AVERY. 

Sourn Canonma—Port Royal, Oct. 8.—I notice Jack cur- 
lew, willets, large and small, whilefegrets, sandpipers, ate., 
every day on the marshes and flats, but not in large numbers, 

’ . ” 

AraBAMA—Athens, Sept. 30.—Qusil shooting has opened 
briskly. There s6ems fO be an unusual amount of them in 
the surrounding countty. Two or three coyeys have made 
their appearance on the streets; several were caught in the 
stores. The citizens of this place are yery fortunate in this 
respect: a few months ago, a deer that was chased by dogs 
Tan through town, jumping over obstacles in his way, amony 
which was a gentleman sitting in front of his store reading 
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_ -mallards, 23 teal, 1 goose, and about 3 dozen pinnate 

a 

aper. The deer jumped over him, carrying the paper with 
im. Another deer, an old buck, was in the habit of coming 

into town to drink from a pond. Finally he was killed, Deer 
are rather plentiful, rabbits numerous, turkeys abundant, and 
during the migratory flight of ducks and geese, good shooting 
is found on the ponds, sloughs, etc., in the set wat on 
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_ Inniyors— Warsaw, Océ. 1,—The outlook for hunting this fall 
is not as cheerful as we would like; but we are hopeful, un- 
Jess the vast enlistments in the army of Nimrods the past sea- 
s0n, excited by the interest created in glass ball and pigeon 
shooting, should divide up the sport into too small chances for 
pleasure or profit. Quail are very abundant, and if they 
escape pot-hunters, who will hunt them at all times, we will 
haye good shooting Noyember1. A few ducksare found in 
the sloughs south of here, and also a few flights of wild 
pigeons, but afford but rare shots. The famous region for 
ducks in past seasons, ten miles down the Mississippi from 
here, known as Lima Lake, is but a shadow of its former 
prestige asa hunting resort. A levee, built mostly the past 
year, has prevented the usual overflow of the vast bottoms be- 
tween the river and the bluffs, and only the deep sloughs re- 
tain any water. Those hunting-grounds are being rapidly 
Teclaimed and converted into farms. The sloughs afford fine 
fishing, and the Sportsmen's Club assemble there frequently 
en. masse to haye a chowder frolic. A, A. 

Wisconsin—La Crosse, Sept. 30.—One gun the past week 
bagged 112 woodcock in three days’ shooting, 49 the iirst, 43 
the next and 20 the last, The 49 were killed in 55 shots. We 
call this first-class for an amateur, and not easy to beat. 
Weather too warm for ducks, though fair bags have been 
made on teal and wood-duck; mallards just beginning to 
come. For ull kinds of game this is the best season es years. 

QUIB. 

Pewaukee Lake, Sept, 29.—Duck shooting is now quite 
good in this lake, but the larger ducks yet remain North. 
One good storm will bring them down. Parties from Milwau- 
kee and Waukesha are constantly visiting this place for ducks 
and fishing. The lukeis very clear and pretty, and affords 
food for duck and fish, and bas cover for both. 

Mud Lake, Fox River, Oct, 1.—1 am trying the ducks here, 
and find good shooting, though the large ducks have not yet 
arrived in abundance from the North. This lake is but a 
shallow marsh of open wild rice land on the Fox River, and 
is nearly two miles long and three-fourths of a mile wide, and 
is covered with rice and flags, and affords food and cover for 
thousands of duck and other game birds—the rail in particu- 
lar, snipe, etc. It lies three miles N. EK. of Mukwanago vyil- 
lage, and taken in connection with Long Lake, which lies one 
mile west, and Army Lake, three miles south of said village, 
gives ample field fur good sporting all the fall, and large bags 
can always be made by the sportsman. There is 8 great vari- 
ety of game here, and I can always get a full bag in a short 
time and enough to tire in carrying to quarters. This is the 
finest fox and gray squirrel country we have. Both are very 
large, and one can soon load himself down with these, which 
are yery fine eating. A day of promiscuous shooting may 
tun thus: Ducks, fox squirrels, gray squirrels, fox and gray 
mixed—and all yery larze—ruffed grouse, pinnated grouse, 
rabbits, quail, snipe, woodcock, rail, wild pigeons, coons, 
woodchucks, hawks, owls, etc. Thus the shooter is kept 
busy. Mas. H. W. Maerrinn. 

Montana— Virginia City, Sept. 23 —Game is very plentiful 
here this season. Ducks, geese, and grouse of all kinds are 
found everywhere in great abundance. Some good bags have 
been made. Ina part of three days’ shooting I bagged 68 
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Anizona—Camp Verde, Sept. 15,—Jusb now there is no 
shonting, but ina few weeks expect to have plenty of sport 
afler ducks, as there is always an immense number along the 
valley through which the Verde River flows, and from which 
this post takes itsmame. There is plenty of California quail, 
mountain grouse and black tailed deer in the mountains with- 
in a few miles of the post. ME: 

Company K, 6th U. 8. Cavalry. 

Carmors1A—San Francisco, Sept. 24.—We are having fine 
sport here in California at present with the quail and ducks, 
the law having expired on the 14th. The mallard ducks this 
year are especially fine. 8. L. A. 

A. New FPrextste Guy Creayer.—Mr. F. ©. Axtell, of 
Buffalo, has sent us for examination a most siinple and con- 
yenivnt flexible gun and rifie cleaner, to which we would call 
the aliention of sportsmen. The principle is that of a weight- 
ed cord, which has an ingeniously constructed acorn which 
will hold arag. The convenience of such a little ** fixing” 
1s well known by those who have to wipe out their Winches— 
ters. For breech-loading shotguns we would think Mr. Ax- 
tells invention would be of the greatest use. 

Guns at Avorroy.—A yery good article can sometimes 
be picked up for a very little money in city auction rooms. 
Tunis Johnson, in another column, advertises two days’ sale 
of English and American guns and rifles. 
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DOVE SHOOTING IN CENTRAL 
KENTUCKY, 

Deer and bear in abundance. 

Sranrozp, Ky,, October 2, 1878. 

Epitor Forest anp Srream: 
Last Monday I accepted an invitation to join a trio of Lan- 

caster sportsmen—Capt. W. 8. Miller, Jim Burnside, Esq., 

‘and Col. Smalley Wherrett—in a day's dove shooting in 
neighboring hemp-fields, where they three bagged 108 a few 
days before. Shells were loaded, and all other arrangements 

necessary tu an early start Tuesday morning were made; 
but Captain M., master of transportation, as usual (the boys 
eaid), had a hundred whings to attend to before we got off, 
and Dr. Bill Huffman learned what wasin the wind early 
enough to *‘ring in on us,**ia company with a neighbor 
ea eeadlat, whom he persuaded to haul him out to the 
grounds. 
is By the way, 4 brief biographical sketch of Huffman will 
not be out of place here, and would be wonderfully interest- 
i ng to bis thousands of acquaintances if he only bad an able 
biographer. Yet, Huffman is deserving more than a pass- 
ing mention at al! times. He is one of the most popular 
sportsmen in Ventral Kentucky, and, while he doesn't own 
either gun or fishing-tackle, can always borrow, and has a 
happier faculty than the most accomplished confidence 

man of persuading an acquaintance who owns a good horse 
and bupey that now is the time to go fishing or hunting. He 
was, till his sight began failing him, the most graceful and 
successful field shot ever produced by this part of ihe world, 

and better trained pointer than + |ody. He hus had a 
triend’s Meek reel borrowed so lus that the most accom- 
plissed logiciun on earth, armed with all the facts in the 
case, couldn’t convince him that it is not his own; and he 
can almost equal Dick Burnside in stealing minnows and 
borrowing minnow buckets. ‘lhe boys say tliat Dick neyer 
bought a bucket in bis life, never bought areel nor rod, a 
hook nor a line—stiil has a better outfit than anybody. 
Huffman is second only to Dick in those accomplishments. 

The boys do say that, while Huffman is not too old, he is 
actually too lazy to follow the dogs through the most inyit- 
ing cover, and will complacently and contentedly plant bim- 
self in the shade of the nearest walnut or hickory-nut tree 
and spend the time eating nuts, while his companions do 
all the hard work, Yet, wheu it comes to the divide, Huff- 
man—necessarily having the lightest bag, though a bird 
never escapes him—always liberally permits the boys to 
have half that they have killed. 
_ Dr. Huffman is one of the most accomplished physicians 
in interior Kentucky, and enjoys a large and lucrative 
practice; but if anyhody doubts the above, Sam Miller, Jim 
Burnside and Smalley Wherritt, refer to Stephen Marrs, 
Wm. H. Kinnaird and ‘* The Little Dog” for corroboration. 
I could write volumes about Huff,, but the dove shooting is 
the question. 

Soon after our arrival, at a late hour, after the birds had 
ceased feeding, quite a breeze had sprung up, and the birds 
flew high and fast; but we tumbled them right and left, and 
started home to supper with 179 in bags. ‘There was some 
excellent shooting, and some very indifferent; but, alto- 
gether, it was a successful day, in view of the wind and the 
fact that much shooting has been done there this season. 

Kentucety, 
It strikes us thal this is dove shooting with the doves left 

out. 
Se 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

NEw HAMPSHIReE—Fresmont, Sept, 23.—Mateh at glass balls between 
the Powow Shoojing Clov, of Ames wury, and the Kuckingham Ciub, of 
Freemont. Bogardus trsps and rules, 18 yards rise : 

— 

———— EE ee eee 

Powow. 
Wales........0111111101010001101101111-17T 
Hustmian....,.111111110011111111111141 0 a 
Spotford, 1 01111011010111011011111 1-19 
Godsoe. .. ALTLT1LT11iid1111 111111111111 1—%5 
J Rowell......1101110001111111111111111—21 
E Rowell......1211111121111111211111111 1—% 
Marston.......110111411010001111111111 0-19 
Hatch..... «ee-L011111110101110011100011—17—165 

Rockingham. 

J Brown....--1111111011101101111100111—20 
A Brown ....1111112111110111110111101—28 
A W Brown...01010010011111011111109000—M« 
sScribner,,....011100111101011011111101 1—18 
Price......4...1011011111111010111011110—9 
Tilion.. 211110111111111111111101 1—23 
Gibson 111100010111010110100111 0-15 
GOVE. e008 Be ne tilt La el a eaeet 

ECS 

MASSACHUSETTS.— Worcester, Oct, 56—At the glass ball shoot last 
werk, twelve men from North Brookdeld, twelve Trom Spencer and 
live from Leicester participated. Each mun shot at a sirmyg of 2 
balis, and North Brovki-ld broke 157, spencer, 145, and Lelcester, 71 

BrRooELYN AMATEURS.—Pigeon shooting sweepstakes; 2S yards rize, 
80 yards boundary; L, I. S. vu, rules: 

Shields .,,,..1111111110—9 Jones..,.....1*11011111—s 
Bddy. ......1101111111—9 Broadway...1111100101—7 
W Selover...11111101141—9 Hicks........ 1111101001-—7 
Gillett... 2.2... 1111011111—9 Wuliams....101101111 0-7 
Hughes.....3111101111—9 

Shields, Eddy, Seloyer, Gillet and Hughes divided the money, 

Same Duy.—Sweepstakes, 28 yards rise, 80 yarda boundary: 

Gillett....<1 112111111—10 Hieks......00011111111—8§ 
Eddy......- A1111111141—10 Selover....1111001111—8 
Broadway...1111111101—9 Hughes,...1110111*%1te—7 
Wyon,....L111111120—9 Atkineon...1001111101—7 
JoneS.,..5.111*°111011—8 

Mesaré. Gillett and Eddy divided first and second money, Broadway 
and Wynn divided third and fourth money. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Jersey Shore Fair, Sept. 27.—Bdgardus trap and 
rules: 

Kephart. 6010000610111100101100—9 
Tinsman.. 11000111100010111011—12 
Kraut .... -~-LOUDODOOLUVU0O00W 
Fullmer..-.. O00100110000y7 
Keyser... pcenee O01L1L0000001000011101—7% 
Roch, Arseeces+ ess 11011111111111101111—15 
LUCAS... 0 ese e 1101901110110011101 1—2 
Davidson...... 11101101110100101101—l%8 
MMLETY oS sa eases 10100101111101011101—18 
Tramp..... Bea siaes ears OVOOD0T0LT001T0000001—5 
Koch, B G...... iawn Pt Dl PIGS Dita ya — 20 

InuiNoi—Warsaw, Sept. 28.—Sportamen’s club’s shooting match; a 
Bogardus streen trap aud roiss av 18 yards: 

General Edward's Side, 
© Edwards..1001111101~T Thirkell,.....0000101000 02 
J Worthen.,.1110111111—-9 Johnasion....1010010010-4 
ALAM... LO0TLI1TITdI—y _— 
"VOLBL, 2.2 ceenactersebes cere assee Re yeussntansevebsan sweeetuaugesds4essaL 

C K Worthen's Side, 

O Worthen 111111111110 JH Finlay.0101011101—6 
FA ponn..1111111111—10 JA Dayis..0111111010—T7 
WSHilL...0110111111—8 = 
TOT is cc. carl 5 venue bee trees sense ccopgnasseseveresucsandncars 5 sssal 

ecunt match: 
p First Team. 

O Edwards, .0111111011—8 Thirkell,..+.1110001111—-7 
J Worthea,.1011010000—4 Jonnston..,.1111011111—-9 
ALHiL.....1111111110—9 = 
Notale nd doeet seas etp nce ctasaspetdd=0 peaens ess napaeteevsanae en gas lade) 

Second Team. 

OG Worthen. .0111101101—7 JH Finlay...111001001045 
FA Donno,..1111111110-9 JA Dayis...4111100110 0-6 
Ws Hid....2110111111—9 — 

fal teen siete chosen peipendwuscdasesues shar doctor resseseare pitas meee 

Shoot at double balla; 
FA Duno........01 11 10 11 11—S Al Hill. If 1110 10 O1—T 
O Edwurds.....-.J1 11 11 01 10—S W 8 Hill .10 11 10 00 10—5 

MicuicaN—Howell, Sept, 27.—¥itth trial for Jewett revolver ; g!aas 
balls, 21 yards rise, Bogardus trap behind screen at setters option. 
The rain fell moderately, anu the wind blew a gale, resulting in the 
following score, and being won by Rubert: 

Beuch.....--.1101101014—6 Angel. 
OG Jewett..0 111101110-—7 J Hot 
jra Holi......1011011001—6 Fisher... 
Hubst.......1111110111—9 Saunder: 

Mate between E. F. Mulliken and C. G. Jewett to break the m 
balla iu tive minutes, resulted as follows : 

itikeu—1 1111 1201112000111 01011111 
ibidiiaiiiit 11 111100111182 

ewett—1 10111 11111110011011 
aivitooriiii 111111 1-48. 

Oct. 4.—Sixth contest for the Jewett reyolyer; 21 yards rlee, now 

1 
1 i) 

0 1 
) a 

0 
1 
1 
1 

if he were not the best in the worl’, and to-day lias a finer 

model Bogardus trap behind screen at eetier’s option; Paine’s 
Kubert......1101111111—9 Fisher......0111011110—7 
Jewett ......1101111110—-$ Malliken 2..01011111 5 0—6 
Rumsey......1101111012-8 Beach.......1111101111~-9 
DeS ace rat en 11 - 4 0 = Bore near elie slat a, ORD 19. 

[Pree 10 11— Witzer.....10101 v—6 
Angel. ..... 110000111 0-5 Saree 
Rater re fs ae yards, 

NUGLE IL) seth) Wareak —4 WHOM, t spac banstecete oat 
Beach, pee wet) Day ee 

Ties 00 ive—same distance, 
Holts ..3-0cecessteneesel 11 104 Beaoh:. sli. .2-..sa-s00 1 1 1—& 

GREGORY, 
Boagsrpus Rerires.—Capt, A. H. Bogardus sends to as wotise of his 

Withdrawal from the field for a period of two years. The reasons ad- 
duced by the Captam are that haying now held the undispored »igeon 
shcoting championship of the Unireu States for more than seven yeara, 
aod of the worlifor over three years, he now leaves the field tor two 
years in order to give oilers a chance, He hopes to stimulate compe— 
tition by offering & medal, which shall carry with it the title or the 
American Championship. If any worthy competitor shall appear to 
win this medal the Captaio will allow him to hold it, unless some one 
else shall win it, until the expiration of the two years, when the Map- 
Tain will again challenge him fer the championship. This contest will 
come off in some large city shout Caristmas, under roles preseribed by 
Bogardus Enirance, $25; birds, one-haif d uble rises one-hat single 
rises; winner to take champloostiip, champion medal and une-third 
the entrance fees; second mn ty take 5) per cent. of the bal-noe, and 
third aud fourth to take 30 and 20 percent. respectively. On the second 
day of the shunt will be fh+ cimtest for ihe giass ball cnampionship 
medal to be shot under my ruies, 100 balls. $10 entrance, to he divided 
as money in pig? 0 contest, A purse of $1,100 will be piven as prize 
Toney during the contests. While |hus sbrogating the American 
Championship title, Capt. Bozardus still retains the World’s Champion- 
ship, and will give public exhibitions of his skill. 

J'OsITIONS OF I RAPS,—To secure the best prac ice at the traps, Capt. 
Bogurdus gives these directions: ‘The trap shonld be bolted rmly on 
@ plank, 6 learn to shoot well at qiiartera there soou'ld bethree traps 
Set ted yards apart, and pulled so as Lot to Know ont of which one the 
ball ts couing, for this makes the best practice. The cntre trap 
should throw straightaway, and the two gursife traps should thiow 
quartering shols back from the shooter. crossing the centre line xbout 
Ufteen yards from the middle trap. This metnod of setting and nosing 
the trans gives hetter practice for field and wing shooting than any 
other glass bal shioiing that can be done, Ia the first place, when 
you go into the field to shoot you will get nine out of ten sooh3 either 
straight away or leftor right quattering.” 

A Worp Anour CorresvonpEntTs.—Any one who has ever 
been inside of a newspaper office knows that all the world 
writes for thé papers. And, as according to the proverb it 

takes all kinds of people to make up the world, it follows 
that in the newspaper mails come every conceivable and in- 

concéivable kind of communications from every conceivable 
and inconceivable kind of people. The problem in publishing 

a weekly journal like the Forest anp Srezam is not what to 
putin, but what to keep out. We may refer with pardonable 

pride to the growing genera) excellence of the material weekly 
laid before our readers. Asa matter of course we cannot 

please every.one—the subjoined letter is froma man who is 

not pleased. We were at first tempted to believe that the 

communication must have been misdirected, having been in- 

tended for some other paper. However, there is some gen- 

eral truth in the suggestions of ‘* Scriba,” and we may allow 

him to say what we could not with propriety write ourselves. 

We may add that the proper thing for him to do would be to 

send in his contribution, und thus give us one of the articles 
whose merit he advocates: 

The goodness, accuracy and wisdom of the communications 
from correspondents io the columns of Forrsy AND STREAM 
from time to time is something that concerns us all, and it may 
be assumed that unless our editorial friends insist upon a high 
standard of excellence the interests of subscribers suffer. 

Traveling much of the time, one of my principal duties and 
pleasures is to procure, weekly, the Forest anp Stream and 
kindred weeklies, and for mauy years have derived from such 
perusal much instruction and comfort, With the satisfactory 
results obtained, I have, however, been pained by the persistent 
efforts of certain correspondents to obtrudé their private con- 
cerns, nimely, to puff their favorite canines which they breed 
sand sell for a living, and which, too often, are inferior in good- 

|iness to strains not 80 continually bepuifed, or to bring into 
notice, without paying the printer, some patent canine neck 
wear or new dog tail suspender, the efficiency of which does 
not seem to be proved by the sales thereof. The din raised 
about these canine matters—hair-splitting about points inter- 
esting only to the disputants, and the assumption displayed by 
wiseacres in learnedly di-coursing upon subjects with which 
they are in no sort critically famuiar—these have been long 
noticed and borne wiih by respectable and intelligent readers, 
whose comfort has been sadly interfered with. One man, 
hailing from the interior of Texas, seems unhappy unless he 
is continuilly lauding his favorite American gun, and another 
from Louisiana, with strange taste, chooses a sporlsman’s 
weekly in which to publish a statement concerning his limited 
Tesources, and to intimate that if So-and-So should choose to 
give him a puppy, the same would he gratefully, etc, Another, 
@ young person from some wild, woody place in a north- 
western State, seems, in some unknown way, to have obtained 
some paste, scissors and postal cards, and, baving printed his 
little book, is unbappy unless trying to swell his obscure vyil- 
lage mail-bag with postals to every writer, great and small, 
whose name has eyer appeared in sporismen's papers. ‘This 
young person, ruined ty injudieious praise, writes without 
trouble in a gushing strain, but ina style hard and mechanical. 
His writing is simply writing against space. Samples of it 
may be seen, too often for the fame of Herbert or of this unwise 
youth, in good sporting weeklies. In ihe personnow in mind, 
who, In ten years, muy have learned something, there is ob- 
seryable continually that inordinate love of praise, which 
seems to be slopping over eternally in gushing praise of Blank 
or Blanker, if there is any decent chance by so doing of pet— 
ting bespattered with praise in return. In his case, so well 
has the youth selected his game, the return praise is duly 
sounded from quarters unnecessury to name. Our papers are 
to be read abroad each week to some extent, and it behooves 
us, as gentlemen and not simpletons, to consign to our maid- 
servant for use instead of the deadly kerosene, all such of our 
contributions about which we ourselyes have any lurking sus- 
picions. It is only by self denial and rupeated effort in these 
directions that we can hope to possess week¥es replete with 
things indisputably good. Borie. 

so 

Waat Tury Say—H. C. Sqiiires, No. 1 Cortlandt St., New York.— 

Dear Sir ; I inclose you P. O. order for $9, for which send me its value 
in Ditimar powder, T think ipexcels the old kinds In every way, anu 
wish you would e-fablish en ageney in Canada, Yours truly, 

Walkerton, Ontario. Wa. BARRET?.—[Adv, 
SEE 

—Gentlemen wishing most desirable grounds for summer residence 
near New York (45 minutes by rapid transit), will please-refer to 4d- 
yertisement in our co.umns this week, There isa Mine trout pond on 

the premises. —[Adu, 



a 

I prefer to any glass roof which Sir Joseph 
Paxton ever planned, that dome above my 
‘head some three miles high, of soft dappled 

gray and yellow cloud, through the vast lat- 

tice work whereof the blue sky peeps, and 
sheds down tender gleams on yellow bogs, 

and softly rounded heather knolls, and pale 

chalk ranges gleamia far away. But, above 
all, I glory in my evergreens. What winter 
garden can compare for them with mine ? 
True, I have but four kinds—Scotch fir, 
holly, furze, and the heath; and, by way 
of relief to them, only brows of brown fern, 
sheets of yellow bog grass, and hére and there 
a leafless birch, whose purple tresses are eyen 
more lovely to my eye than those fragrant 
green ones which she puts On io gpring, 
Well, in painting, as in music, what ellects 
are more grand than those produced by the 
scientific combi:ation, in endless new variety, 
of a few simple elements? Enough for me is 
the ane purple birch; the bright hollies round 
its stem sparkling with scarlet beads; the 
furze-patch, rich with its lacework of inter- 
woven light and shade, tipped here and there 
with a golden bud ; the deep, soft heather car- 
pet, which invites yon to lie down and dream 
for hours; and, behind all, the wall of red 
fir-stems, and the dark fir roof with its jagzed 
edges 2 mile long, against the soft gray sky. 
An ugly, straight-edged monotonous fir plan- 
tation? Well, I like it, outside and inside. I 
need no satv-edge of mountain peaks to stir 
up my imagination with the sense of the sub- 
lime, while I can watch the saw-edge of those 
fir peaks against the red sunset. They are 
my Alps—iittle ones it may be; but, after 
all, as I asked before, what is size? A phan- 
tom of our brain —an optical delusion. 
Grandeur, if you wil consider wisely, con- 
sisis in form, uot in size; and to the eye of 
the philesopher the curve drawn on a paper 
two inches long is just as magnificent, just as 
symbolic of divine mysteries and melodies as 
When embodied in the span of some cathedral 
roof. Have you eyes tosee? Then lie down 
on the grass and look near enough to see some- 
thing more of what is to be seen, and you 
will find tropic jungles in eyery square font 
of turf, mountain cliffs and debacies at the 
mouth of every rabbit-burrow, dark strips, tre- 
mendous cataracts, ‘‘deep glooms and sud- 
den glories,” in every foot-broad rill which 
wanders through the turf. All is there for 
yon to see, if you will but rid yourself of 
“that idol of space;” and Nature, as every 
one will tell you who has seen au insect dis- 
sected under the microscope, is grand and 

ceful in her smallest as in her hugest 
forms. The March breeze is chilly, but I can 
be always warmif I like in my winter gar- 
den. I turn my horse's head to.the red wail 
of fir-stems, and leap over the furze-srown 
bank into my cathedral, wherein if there be 
no saints there are likewise no priesteraft and 
no idols; but endless vistas of smooth, red 
green-veined shafis holding up the warm, 
darls roof, Jessening away into endless gloom, 
paved wiih rich brown firmeedle—a carpet at 
which Nature has been at work for forty 
years. Red shafts, green roof, and here 
and there a pane of blue sky —neither 
Owen Jones nor Willement can improve 
upon that ecclesiastical ornamentation ; while 
for incense I have the fresh, healhy tur- 
pentine fragrance. There is not a breath 
of air within; but the breeze sighs over 
the roof above in a soft whisper. I shut my 
eyes and listen. Surely that is the murmur 
of the summer sea upon the summer sands in 
Devon fur away. hear the innumerable 
wayeleis spend themselves gently upon the 
shore, and die away to rise again. And with 
the innumerable wave-sighs come innumer- 
able memories, and faces which I shall never 
see again uponthis earth. I willnot telleven 
you of that, old friend. It hastwonotes, two 
keys rather, that AJolian harp of fir-needles 
above my head; according as the wind is 
east or west, the needles dry or wet. ‘This 
easterly key of to-day is shriller, more cheer- 
ful, warmer in sound, though the day itself 
be colder; but grander still, as well as softer, 
jn the sad soughing key in which the south- 
west wind roars on, rain-laden, over the for- 
est, and calls me forth—being aminule phi- 
losopher—to catch trout in the nearest chalk 
stream. The breeze is gone awhile, and | am 
in perfeet silence—a silence which may be 
heard. Not asound, and not a moving ob- 
ject—absvlutely none. The absence of ani- 
mal life issolemn—startling. ‘That ringdove, 
who was cooing half a mile away, has hushed 
his moan; that flock of long-tailed titmice, 
which were swinging and pecking about the 
fir cones a few minutes since, are gone; and 
now there is not even agnat to quiver in the 
slant sunrays. Dida spider run over these 
dead leaves, I almost fancy I could hear his 
footfall. The creaking of the saddle, the soft 
step of the mare upon the fir-needle, jar my 
ears. Iseem alone in a dead world. A dead 
world, and yet so full of life, if [had eyes to 
see! Above my head every fir-needle is 
breathing—breathing fir ever; currents un- 
numbered circulate im every bough, qnickened 
by Some undiscovered miracle; around me 
every fir-stemis distillimg strange juices, which 
no laboratory of mun cin make; and where 
my dull eye sees only death, the eye of God 
sees boundless life and motion, health and 
use.—‘* Prase Jiyls,” by Charles Kingsley 
( Maemillan), 

—_——_ ~~ 

Mixv anp Muscux.—The pate receipts at 
Gilmore’s Garden last week were $15,000. 
Of this $7,500 goes to the management, 
to O'Leary between $5,000 and $6,000, and 
Hughes about $1,800. Who is foolish enough 
fo develop his brain when leg work is at such 
& premium ? 
eo 

Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, 

Jewellers, and Importers, have 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

Sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

purposes. 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

TIF- 

FANY & CO. are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

seientific requirements. 

have a full line. Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis- 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

is the 

largest in the world, and the 

ery and Bric-a-brac, 

public are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation to pur- 

chase, 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORE 
= 

APOLLINARIS 

NatAy iLO ihe AGE 

Water. Mineral 

HIGHLY HFFERVESCENT. 

APPROVED by the Academie de Medicine of France, 
and its sale in #rance authorized by special order of 
the French Government. 
Recommended by the highest Medica! Authorities 

in New York as 
“*A great relief for seasickness.” 
4 delightful beverage. Mildly antacid, most 

gratefol and refreshing.” 
** Par superior to Vichy, Seltzer, or any other.” _ 
“Absolutely pnre and wholesome; superior fo ali 

for ‘iaily nse; free from all the objections urged 
against Croton and artificially aerated waters,” 
*“Tmpreznated only with its own gas.” 
“Aealthful and well tuited for Dyspepsia and 

eases of acute disease, and where thereis a gouty 
dlathesis.” 

“ By far the most agreeable, alone ar mixed with 
wine, usefnl In Catarrhs: f Stomach or Bladder, and 
in Gout.”” 

** Not only a luxury, but a necessity.” 
Tobe has of all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Drug- 

gists, and Mincral Water Deglers thronghout the 
United States, and wholesale of 

FRED’K DE BARY & CO., 

Nos. 41 and 48 WARREN ST., N. ¥. 

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada. 

Every Genuine Bottle bears the Registered ¥ EL~ 

LOW Pictorivl Label of the 

APOLLINARIS CO. (LIMITED), LONDON. 

tliscellanecnus, 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner's report...... se vesreeses $14,466,920 53 

Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BIONEL’S TEPOLl.. eee. sees eeseeeee---- 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President 
J. M. Gibbens, Seeretary 

GENERAL AGENTS, 
KENNY & RATCLIFFE New York City. 

. -Portlinnd, Me, 
Nashua, N. H, 
Philedelphin- 
Bal imore, \1d. 

-Detruit, Mich. 
Uhicaza, Ill. 

t. Pool, Minn. 

ELIN 
HALL & WORTHINGTO 
VERNOR SROTHERS, 
QO. CRONEAITE 

STREAM. - 215 
W. W. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 

Breech-Loader.\’ : 
“THRE. WINNING CUR. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb., 
1978, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art yalned at 
£169, and & money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monavo, was competed for hy 
alxty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won hy 
Mr. Cholmond ey Pennell, with a full-choke boro 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 2935 yards, ile 

= : also won the second event, killing S birds in success hu 
: at 33 yards, makiug atotal of 19 birds outof20. This 

7 ROS is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
f \ The winning gun at the choke-bore matcth, 1877, beat- 

' 4 ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
—— the silver cop, valued at 60 guiness, presented by Mr, 

. J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning enn also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon spooks Inatch between Capt, Bogardus and 

Mr. South for $500 a side, Sonth killmg 86 birds ont of 100, using one barrel only, 
The winning gun also at the graat London Gua Trial, 1315, beating 102 guns by all the best makera of 

Great Britain axd Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS!’ BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gon of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,828. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W, W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 7 

FOSS BROS. & CoO., 
(Suecessors to F, J. ABBRY & CO.), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, at vas*expense, have seeured the most perfect 

machinery for gun making eyer set up (n any One factory in England ‘The result‘is that they can now turn 
out guns, perfectly uniform in excellence, and in such increased quantity as to great y reduce the ceat. Their 
Speciaities this year are their tine Treble-Wedge Guus, Nos, 1 and 2, Of which the above cut will gives 
to'erably fair idea. Every gun has fine Damascus or lkminated steel barrels, 1ehounditg bar locks, pistol 
grip, extension rib, lever Jorepart and treble bolt, and is bored after Webiey’s syrtem, which has prodneed 
Buch arvelions results, and yet all this ata price sv low 2s to place the guns within the reach of almost 
any ove. This is what Machinery can cc. It isanew thir gto beable to buy a fine breech loader, with 
every possible applisnee which can contribu’e ta its beauty, ce nyenience or exeell2ne im shoo ing at the 
price of ordinary guns. Jn addition to the ireble Wedge Guns, we have on hand upwards of one hundred 
of Webleys breecn-loaders, top and side lever, of various grades, which arrved la+t year after the season 
was over. ‘These puns are being rapidly closed out at greatly redured prices. They are all bored after the 
Webtey's system, ana will shoot just as well as the Tiebie Wedge Guns. Many of them are Trom,s% to 11 
pounds weight, and are splendid gune for duck shooving, or for killing large game at long range. We also 
have Webley's celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, étc., etc., at put little over 
half last year’s prices. 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
P, 0. box 4.309, 30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

atliscellaneous. dlotices. 

PAT a N TS . “GREAT AUCTION SALE 
oF 

In connection with the publication of the Scientiyic 
American, we continue to act as Solicitors for Patents 
Caveats, Trade-Marks, Copyrizhts, etc., for the United 
States, Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc, 
In this line of business wo haye had thirty-three 
years’ experience, 

Patents obtained through usare noticed in the Scien- 
tiie American. This large and splendidly illustrated 
weekly paper shows the current progress of Science, 
is Very interesting, and has an enormous circulation. 
Subscriptions $3.20 a year, postpaid; single copies 10 
cents, Soldat all Book-stores and News-offices. 
Can I Obtain @ Patent? The quickest and best 

way to obtain a satisfactory answer, without expense, is 
to write to us (Munn & Co,), describing the inyention, 
with a small sketch. All we need is to get the ideq. 
We willimmediately answer, and give the necessary 
instructions, For this advice we make no charge. 
| We also send free our Hand Book about the Patent 
Laws, Patents, Caveats, Trade-Marks, their costs, and 
how procured, with hints for obtaining advances on 
inventions. Address MUNN & CO., Publishers of the 
Scientijice American, 37 Park Row, New York. 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. Terms, 

$210 for ten mouths, For cireularupply io rrineipal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 

THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 

English Breech-loaders 

TUNIS JOHNSON'S, 37 Nassav St., N. ¥., 

Tuesday ard Wednescay, Octeber 15 and i6, 

At 12 o'clock each day. 

We will offer and sell, secording to instructions 
irom the Fuglish importers, wit cut reserve or re- 
strictlon cf any kind, $5 guns o the followin= well- 
known makers: W, * G. Seotc & sens, Wo W. 
Greener, i", Web'ey & Sons, Wm Moore & Co. das, 
Cooper, Parker and many others; al-n « number of 
fine rifles by Rewingion tind Sharper Rifle Co.'s. Cat- 
aiognes ready and +xhibition Morday. Parties who 
have refiained from buying heretofore will find this 
an opportunity which will uot happen egain, octioig 

FOURTH ANNUAL SALE. 

BREECH-LOADING CUNS augl 2mo, 

7 ‘Ar New York Mailing Agency. aay 
with latest improyed Newspaper Folding and AWOCTISGN. 
Mailing Machmes. 13Spruce St., 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and BARKER & CO. will sell, at 4 
Propristor, Open day and night, hd to-morrow (Friday), Street, this day (Thur day) and to-morrow (Friday), 

at 12 o’elock each day, an unusually fine assortment 
of English and American Sporting guns, of the ful- 
lowing celebrated makers; W, W. Greener, W. and 
{. Scot & Son, P Webley & Sons, J. P- Clubreugh 
& Bro, V. ©. Schilling, Charles Daly, James Allen, 
Bonehill, Moore, Parker & Bros., Remiugton, ete. 
Alco two fine Setter Dogs. 

This sale wili be followed by another of equal im- 
portance, to take place ss Foon as guns now in 
transit arrive, which will be within two weeks. 

BARKER & CO., Auctioneers 

47 and 49 Liberty Street 

c, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 
NT Bowery, New York: 

TAXIDERMIST’S MANUAL: 
Giving full instructions in Skinning, 

Mountingand Preserving Binds, Animals, 
Reptiles, Fishes, Skwletons, Inseows, Exre, 
&e. Sent by mail, postpail, em reompet 
of $1. Aditress 

8. A, Sylvester, Taxidermist, Middleboro’, Mass. Oct 10 1t 



Stlugical Instrmments. 

WATERY “Sctvewin ORGANS. 
These beautifol organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
Sella better instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other louse in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square and Up- 
might, are the BEST 

GAINS, HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
pores ea ee dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 

ork, 

D 
FOr GANS.2\ 

Amusements, Gre. 

Te AQUARIUM, BROADWAY and Sith st, 
CONTINUED SUCCESS. 

The great HERRMANN and Mile. ADDIE, 
Startling and Phenomena) Illusions, 

Sleight of Hand, Diablerie, etc., etc., 
Wonderful Mid-air Suspension Act, 

Marvellous Spirits’ Cabinet, 
Most astonishing feats ever performed, 
CHANGE OF PROGRAMME WEEELY. 

Admission, 50 cents. Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra, 

#ublicationg, 

_SEASONABLE BOOKS. 
— 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
#3. 

For sale at office of FOREST AND STREAM, 111 
fulton street, New York, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOUARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at 
his ofiice. Price $2. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

Partridge & Fneasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge--Q
uail; 

Ruffel Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 

ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 

wing. rice, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
‘To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
gon, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Md. 

“BENCH SHOW POINTS uf BOGS.” 

compiled by Mr. W. M. Tileston from 

e gtonenenge's” lew bation of Dogs of the Brit- 
ish Islands,” and containing # foll description of ail 

preeds of dogs, with inelr Bench Show Points, and 

the reason why. ‘hese scales ot points haye been 

adopted by the Westminster Kennel Club, and, be- 

ing the latest, will probably be adopted ag the stand- 

ard in this country. Price 50 cents. Address W. M. 

'PILERTON, P, O, Box 8,011, New York, sopt26 tft 

NEW YORK: 

ginblications. 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 

ABBEY 

Pisa Ss 
Gublications. 

fk a 

& IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO.,. 

5 

SOLE ACENTS for the Manufacture and Sale o 

SETH CGREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

TRICK bee 
SEF CESSES SSE ee eR RS Oe Re nee KOS Ae AS 5 

Guns, Rifles. Ete. 

FOR THE 

Amateur Sportsman. 

By THOMAS ALEXANDER, 

Author of “ Fish and Fishing,’ Htc. 

CHaprer I.—The Gun andits selection, Powder, 
quantities, ete.; Shot. sizes of; Proper charges for 
Different Guns; To Test a Guu; A New and Cheap 
Hunting Suit; New Game Bags, ete., etc.; 4 illus- 
trations, 

Il.—Carrying the Gun. 

Til.—Shooting on the Wing- To Make 4 Giass 
Ball Trap; ‘The Cross Bow Trap; A New Sight 
for Wing Shooting, designed to correct the error 
of shooting behind; proper allowances to make 
for all kinds of shots, etc; 3 illustrations, 

IV.—Sugeestions ; illustrated. 
V.—Uplaud Shooting. General Hints. 

Vi.—The Prairie Chicken ; 2 illustrations. 

VIL.—The Partridge, or Ruffed Grouse ; illus- 
trated. 

Vill.—The Quail; 2 illustrations, 
IX.—The Wild Turkey , illustrated. 

X.—The Woodcock; illustrated 
XI,—The English Snipe ; illustrated. 

XIL—Wild Pigeon, Plovers, Curlew, Rabbits; 
4 illustrations, 

XII1.—Wild Fowl! Shooting. Outfif and requisites; 
flight of and aiming at wild fowl; blinds, a new 
portable, ever-ready blind; Batterles or Sink- 
boxes ; Decoys, a new way of setting up dead birds 
for decoys; to make Swimming, diving, and fy- 
ing decoys; how to arrange your decoys; retrley- 
ing dogs, €tc,, ete,; 6illustrations. 

Xly.—*elechng and Working the Stand, 
Calm days; windy days; suooting in corn fields, 
at ice holes, from sail boats, in the timber, etc., 
etc; 2 illustrations. 

XV.—Full Descriptions of the following varieties 
of Ducks: Canyas-vack, Mallard, Red-head, Pin- 
tail, Golden-eye, Widgeou, Gadwali, Bluebill, 
Dusky or Black, Ring-necked or Tufted, Blue- 
winged ‘Teal, Green-winged Teal, Spoonbill, But 
terball, the Ruddy and Wood Ducks; 4 illustra- 
tions. 

XVL—Wild Geese, Brant and Swan. 2 illustra- 
tions, 

XVIL—Camping Our; !llustrated. 
XVIII.—Boats and Boating, an improved model 

for hunting boats; anew boat seat, etc.; 3 illus- 
trations, 

XIX.—Training the Dog: 
XX.—The Rifle. Descriptions and calibers of best 

for the yarious purposes; how to shoot; allow- 
ances for winds at all cistances; a new sight; 
sights for moving objects; trajectory ; targers, 
sizes of; Specimen scores, etc., etc ; 12 ilustra- 
tions, 
Ready this day, Complete in No, 221-222 of “THE 

LAKESIDE LIBRARY ” series. Price only 20 cents. 
Sold by all Newsdealers, or Sent post-paid on receipt 
of price by 

Donnelley, Gassette & Loyd, 

Publishers ‘THE LAKESIDE LIBRARY,” 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
octlo 1t 

Useful to Sportsmen and 

Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED.] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Tuterest, Populations, Farm Lands, their _value, 
ield, etc., Taxation and Debts. Schools, Origin of 

Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, YachtClubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Aseaciations, Fisn- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
Official sources, with complete soundings, etc,, etc, 
Useiul to aporlemen and yachtsmen, and the country 
entleman, Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0. P. 
UNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FoREST AND STREAM 

Ofilce, 111 Fulton atreet, New York, 

Game Birds 
THEIR HABITS AND HAUNTS 

A COMPLETE MANUAL 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lukes 

Illustrated.—A complete and thorough guiie to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Bloosehead Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness Illustrated —A comprehen- 
sive Hand-book of tlie Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticnt rivers; cioth, ic, 
Farrnr’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the above sent by mall, post paid, on re- 

ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region; each 26c. 

Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

apris 6m 

Hachting Goods, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

(wl o x 
TERN Os WS 

Nes We ¥ 
int) sy 
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THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and coyer; white uletal face; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
Made, As a guarantee of excellencs, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office, Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any, part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, Néw York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

TELESCOPES. 
Voightlander’s snperlor Target and Tourists 

Telesco es, the best in the world, for sale at ROBT. 
MERHILL’s SONS, sole agents in U. §,, 179 Water 
itreet, New York. jyli 8m 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

| H. WALDSTEIN. 
ve OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and {7th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera anc 
Tourist’s Glasses, ‘Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc. 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optica! Goods in this country. 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificlal Eyea, 

Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticaus. 
& H. T. ANTHONY & 2O., 591 Broadway, 

» NN. ¥., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscoper 
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 
‘Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Convex Glass, MOREA RIC ae 
terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelphia. dce2s 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russla,bolt rope, Manilla bolt rope, wire ropé, blocks, 

alnte, ois. gic. 
pam” QABIN STORES, 

Je27-1y 

———————E—E—E—E——O—eee —_— ~~ 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN. 

Wonderfully Simple, Monwerfilly Strong. 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to 
clean, less liable to get loose or out of order, or one 
a good for the money. Pricea range from $50 to 

* WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPEOT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co., 
aug. tt BOSTON, MASS. 

BARGAINS! — 

A Dougall, Purdey and Tolley 
Double Express Rifle 

For Sale. 

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31 inch, Damiasens barrels, 
lock-fast action, pistol grip; tirst sapecia’ 
qnality; weight, S14 lbs.; cost $850; used 
WEY, NIGEL PUTING. fins 0 08 he rela cebu dadeakwle pin $225 

PURDEY—10-bore, 32-inch, Damascus barrels, 
leyer under guard, Lefaucheux action; 
weight, 814 Ibs., with finest case and imple- 
ments in perfect order; used yery little; 
cost $600; price.... 

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLE.—S0 cal., 
with case and iinplements; 100 loaded metal 
shells, 100 bullets, 500 primers, 8Lt.; cost, 
$300; pood as new; price......,.. ATE OS AAeA $150 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
41 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 

CGurd’s Good Cuns, 
J. Gurd & Son, London, Ont., Canada, importers 

and deales in fine Knglish Breech and Muazzle- 
loading Shot-gan+t, Breech-loading Machines, Eley's 
Shells, Wadding and Caps, Metal Shells, Curtis & 
Harvey’s and Orange Livhtning Powders, Newesetle 
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls snd Glass Ba)! Traps. Send 
for Illustrated Price List, free by mail. sept 12 lyr 

ERAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE. Y MPL. 

fas 

J) &W TOLLEY 

@ BIRMINGHAM o% , 
oe ENGLAND, 

WING SHOUTING 
WITH «4 

RIFLE. 

= LYMAN'S GUN SICHT 
Is the best rear alght ever made, Send stamp for 
pe Address WILLIAM L¥ MAN, Middletleld, 
opp. 

ley’s Pocket Car 
Dudley Fe vn eee Border. 
ratesectag h Uncaps, Recaps, Loads, Greases, and 
Orimps Shells. Nickel-plated $2. Sent free by 
fnall on recaipt of price. Send for descriptive ciren- 
Jar, DUD & 0O,, Poughkeepale, N.Y. 

Sept 9 44 



Make”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven Americ 

SEND FOR 

NICHOLS & LEFEV 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

CATALOCUEZ OF 1878. 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘‘ For the Best Gun of American 
an, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

a) 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 

WINCHESTER 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

Winchester Repeating Arms Company, 

METALRTCG AMMUNITION. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

ARMS 

ame te 

COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

PEABODY-MARTINI BREECH-LOADING RIFLES. 
THE STANDARD ARM OF CREAT BRITAIN. 

ADOPTED ALSO BY THE TURKISH GOVERNMENT, AND USED BY ITS TROOPS IN THE LATE 
WAR WITH RUSSIA, 

MILITAR Y, TARGET AND SPORTING: 

Being rifled on the only syatem suitable for the “Express” principle. Our long-range and mid-range 
Tifies can be transformed to Express Rifles b; 
“ Express’? bullet. PRICES TO SUIT TH 

sim 
TIM 

“ Changing the sights and the use of the proper size of 

Send for price listto PROVIDENCE TOOLCO., Providence, R.I. 

CHIE FP Ss! 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke-bores are supposed to. Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gange now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 in a box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting. 

Ghe fennel, 

Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 
: Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment, 
Address, 

1. & LOVER, H. ’ 
Toms Riv#R, N. J. 

Splendid kenne) accommodations; dogs have daily 
access to salt water, octl0 tf 

HE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
¥ an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 
getter dog, not thoroughly broken for the field, but 
admirably suited to a gentleman’s country place, or 
as & pereonal companion. He is full-sized and 
highly bred. Price $100, Application must be made 
at this office, Address ©. octs tt 

OR SALE—For want of use, a red Irish setter: 
broke on all game; 8 years old; a first class 

retriever; at the low price of $40. Address J. W. S., 
- Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for particulars. octld 2t 

OR SALE—Two Yorkshire terriers, one year old, 
recently iroported; they are beautifully coated, 

intelligent, guaranteed to be pure blood, and will 
Make fine breeding stock. Wieght of male four 
pounds, female four pounds. Prics for the pair, $75. 

lack and tan, female, welght 4 lbs,, price $40. 
JOHN J, BERRY, Hackensack, N. J. octlo tf 

The Aennel. 
OR SALE.—My liver* and white pointer dog 
Jocko, 2 years old, thoroughly broke on all 

kinds of game, and prize winner at the New York 
Bench Show, 1877, price #65. One imported Red 
Trish Setter dog, 234 years old, perfectly yard broken, 
drops to shot and wing, and a good retriever for land 
and water. Price $75. One Red trish Setter dog 
puo, 7 months old, very pretty aud from Champion 
stock, Price $30. The above two dogs will send on 
trial if good security can begiven. For pedigree in- 
quire of C. Z. MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. octs 2h 

OR SALE CHEAP.—Beantitul full-blooded Qor- 
don Setter Bitch, Color, blackandtan; hunted 

two seasons on quall; is fast, good nose and very 
staunch, aud hard to beat in field. Her full brother 
sold for $125, and Sister, $100. Sold for no fault. 
214 years old. Pedigree given. Price$40. A beau- 
tiful red Trish bitch. 8 months old, same_stock, took 
prize at Baltimore Show ; price, $30. H. B. VON- 
DERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa. oct’ ab 

OR SALE—The red Irish bitch Dew (imported 
Kate-Hal), two and a half yeara old; weil yard- 

broken; neyer has been hunted much; has been 
used to breed from; asplendidretricver, Terms 
low. Address G. EB, OSBORN, New Haven, Conn, 

acts 3h 

WO FINE PUPS TOR SALE—Five months old; 
bred expressly for water. Price $5. Address 

O. B, EDWARDS, Noyack, Sag Harbor, L. L., ied 
Ql 

Che Hennel. Ghe Aennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MBAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of Hnglish Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Ciub, New Yor 

None are genuine unless 80 stamped 

F. 0, De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louls, Western Avents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 

any Other animals, or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mull. 
Both the above are recommended by RoD ann Gun 

204 fOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 
117 PULTON STREET, et 12 

Topeka Kennel. 
DRAFTS FOR SALE 

AT VERY LOW PRICES. 

Having accumulated more dogs than I care to 
keep I will sell the following, viz.: 
One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black 

and white bitch pup, wuelped June 13ih. out of my 
‘France 1” (Belton—Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by 
Pedigree (pure Lavarack). 
‘Two dogs and one bitch, whelped July 4th, out of 

my 1st prize red bitch Carrie J., by Champion Berk- 
ley. They comprise the blood of the most noted 
field trial and bench show winners in America, viz.: 
Plunket, Bergley, Loo IT., Elcho, etc. 
Pointer DUPR: when 8 to 10 weeks old, of the 

“Drop, dt., Fan” litter, They are from good stock, 
Ajso other pointers and setters of different ages. 
Correspoudence solicited from any and all persons 

desiring to purchase setters or pointers. Address. 

TOPEKA KENNEL. 
Topeka, Kansas. 

fept 26-dt 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co, N Y,. 

Ikeep only cockera of the finest strains. ell only 
oung stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer. These beantiful and ins 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten jor, ulfed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving j10 if 

LISTEN ¥ 

The Sportsmen’s Bell 
tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 
closer. Valnable in early 

w Woodcock shooting, cock 
ing and general siooting, 

iy where the cover is thick. 
pe Sold by dealers in guns 

and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
80 cents, BEVIN BROS, MANUFACTURING CO., 
East Hampton, Conn. septls 3m 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 

Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 
write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, Wecretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups. geptl2 tf 

1 Ds BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will please 

Want them fitted for the 
Shall go South for the 

winter with the dogs. My entire kennel(12 dogs and 
puppies) for sale. Comeand see them at Centreville 
on the Hrie Railroad, First buyers best selection, 
Address E. 8. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pasraic 
County, N. J. JeQT t 

communicate at once, 
field ere season opens. 

PAYING.—Bitches epayed at residence of owner 
or kept until well. Address Box 124, Dedham, 

Mass. Refers, by permission, to Dr. HE, J. Foster, 
Secretary Mass. Kennel Club. septs 4t, 

OR SALE.—One Chesapeake Bay ducking dog 
2 years old, one bitch, 2 years old. Both spjendia 

retrievers. Two puis, 3 monthsold, JAMES AL- 
LISON, State Centre, lowa. sepl26-8b 

Foe SALE—English setter dog, 4 years old, thor- 
oughly broken. Can be seen on game—wond- 

cock, quail or partridge. Address, P. O, Box 2,778, 
Brockton Mass jyli t£ 

OR SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 
setter bitch, 14; years old, with a pedigree for 

fifty years, Address H. J. ROBBINS, Wetherstield, 
Conn. aug22tf 

OR SALE CHEAP.—A fine young Setter. Jet 
Black, about fifteen months old, Address P, 

O. Box 769, Holyoke, Mass, octs 2h 

OR SALE.—Fonr liver and white pointer pup- 
ples, by Champion ‘ Chancellor,” (first prize at 

Belfast, Doncaster, Bramley, Trelford, ete.; in the 
United Kingdom), out of ‘*Nina,”’ (by Whitehouse’s 
© Beau” outof sister to Aaron’s “* Duke,” first prize 
at Belfast, Bramley, etc.,) lately imported witn her 
litter, ‘Ail particulars from MR. OGLSON, Ever~ 
green Kennels, brentwood, Longisland.  oct3 2b 

oe SALE—One English Setter Dog, 16 months 
Old, partly broken; “Bismarck stock.” For 

Tull particulars, address HENRY L. KINSLEY | 
Stoughton, Masa. Oots Gf 
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Che Fennel. 

SPRATTS PATENT 

DOG MEDICINES. 
CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, Purg- 

ing Pills, Aiterative Cooling Powders. Cure for 
Rheumatism, Lumbrgo, and Chest Foundeis. Cure 
for Jaundice, onie Conditio” Pils, and Coneh Pils, 
Care for Canker of the Har, Linimeut fur t<pra‘ns, 
Stimulant tor the Growth of Hulr, and Mange Lo- 
tion. 

The Kennel Medicine Chest 

Contains all the above remedies, elso various Surgi- 
cal Appliances. 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison. For rale by 

H. C. SQUIRES, 
octl0 1t 1 CORTLANDT STREET, N.Y. 

NOR SALE—A genuine Gilfersleeve setter dog, 
coming three years old, whise and Grange ; was 

hunted and shot over the entire gunning season last 
fall in Delaware; will compare in appearanee in the 
field with any tetter in this country. Price $100, 
For part culars address R. A., Philadelphia, care of 
John Krider, Second and Walnut streets. OCLLO 2h 

OR SALE—Red Irish setter, Bess, by fSaltus’ 
Dash; trast prize Watertown, N. ¥., Out of im- 

ported Belle. Bess is a very dark rich red, with 
White, & good fielder, with keen nose and stiunch on 
game, and a splendid brood bitch ani great breeder. 
Four years old November 1, 1878. Address, F, A. 
DIFFENDER’FER, 15 Shippen street, Lancaster, 
Pa. 2 Ovt10 45 

OR SALE—Th5roughbred Chesapeake ditch 
Ruby, three years old, winner of second prize) 

both at Boston and New York Bench Shows of this 
year; ont of Rose, winner of first ;rize at both 
shows. Shot over one season at Currituck. Sound 
and warranted as most thoronghly broken, and asa 
erfect retriever. Price $100. GakD.G, HAM- 
UND, New London, Conn, oets 46 

[Eee SALE—Three dogs and one biteh pup, born 
July 10, out of imported English setter bitch 

Bute (Royal--Nina), by John JDavidson’s Afton 
Champion Rock--Flora Il). They are orange and 
white ticked, black nose and eyes, and ve y hand- 
some. Price $25 each, Address HERBERT, 92 
Worcester street, Boston. oct3 tt 

OR SALBH.—Four red Irish setter puppies out of 
Gypsey by Imported Dash, winner of first prize 

at last N.Y. Show. Gypsey won first prize in New 
York, 1877. ‘The puppies were whelped July 21, and 
are all a deep red, Address G. W. BASSFORD, 
White Plains P. O., N. ¥. ocil0 1h 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A vyery handsome 
high-bred pointer dog 24% years old. For sale 

lew, or will exchange for a good secoud-hand 
breech-loading gun. A rare chance to secure a fine 
animal. Address X, P. O. Box 19, Milton, pee As 

oct 

ETTER DOG WANTED—Thoroughly broken, 
Dot oyer 3 years old, must be fast, staunch, 

tractable and kind; a good grouse and woodcock 
dog; no bad tricks. No oneneed antwer this who 
is unwilling to send the dog on trial. XAY C. 
SMITH, 56 Genesee street, Utica, N. Y. octlo 2b 

far Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the ist of Noy. to Jan. 20. Send for price list 

id. B. & FP. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

sept26 tf 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS! 
Sportsmen from the East traveling West can com- 

plete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose 

ammunition from me at very reasonable rates. 

Don’t forget it. WM. R. BURKHARD, 39 Kast 

Third street, St. Paul, Minn, 

Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman's Goods 
Generally. 

WILD RICE 
Seed for Sale. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis 

octs f 

WILD RICE SEED. 

T have on hand plenty of wiid seed rice, picked and 
enred by Indiaus. Ordersshipped to any part of the 

United States at $3 per bushel, Adiress F. A. 

SHABEFER, Motley, Minn, oct3 dt 

N.Y, 

\ K TILD RICE FOR SALB, price $2 per bushel; can 
be allipped either by freight or exurees. Cnsh 

or P. ©. oiders must accompany orders No rice 
shipped GC, O. D. Supply limited. Address THE 

WILD RICE MAN, Keferto ForEsT AND STH#EaM 

THOS. P. CANTWELL, Bitiverd, Minn. septld at 

SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnie 
Bicanas, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years wld; gothic frame 

“yillay all- modern improvements; tenant's house, 

stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 

acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 

ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
? :3 B. B. P., care this office. orchards. Address B. B. P., seta tt 

SALE—A ducking farm, near mouth of Blk 
Fo kiver, Ma., three shooting points, and sink box 

privileges; 16 acres; good buildings and fenced; 

crop, 1,40) bush. corn, 2,1/00 baskets peaches; access 

easy ; gual, perch and shad fishing. A bargain. G. 

W. TOWNSEND, 247 Hlbow lane, Enna as 

OB SALE OR TO LH'T—Hignht acres fine rounds, 

F with trout pond, cottage. stable, etc,, be ween 

Jiount Vernon and New Rochelle, Address HORACE 

MORGAN, Pine street, New York. ool10 1t 

A W. & C. Scort & Son’s breech- 
OF Sie shot-gunu, 12-gauze, 25-inch barrels, 

Damaseu3 barrels, and rebuunding locks and pistol 

grip, For furtner particulars address M. A. 

BOSWORTH, North Brookiield, Mass. octld 26 

Auxiliary Rifle, 
SHELTON'S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in asecond of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can Le removed just as expeditiously, ‘There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not wet out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
iit any standard make of pun of 10 or 12-calibre—calinre of rifle 32, 88. or 44, as desired. Length of 

, barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating arma Co.'s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model1878, Send fora Circular and Price List. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 

“OLD RELIABLE” 221. 221. Rees 
STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R, A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of 974, 

other rifle, 960. 

The Internationa! Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rife, 1,044. Best by any other rifle, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197. 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr, Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a 
possible 150 at 1,000 yards. THE LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a scoreof 205. Best 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W. 11, Clark and Capt. WH, Jackson—tied on a score of 3110 points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were won with Sharps Pifier. 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. 8. Sumner made, With a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 221, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

Ww. & C. SCOTT & SON’S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADHR,MADE BY 

W. & ©. SCOTT & BON, 

[From CAPT. A. H. BUGARDUS.) 

Best score by any 

W. & O, Scorr & Son: Lonnpon, August 9, 1878, 
Gentlemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish te express my fullest satisfaction 

in the terrific shooting power of your chake-bore guns. I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
extra 12-bore barrels; algo a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the 
shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used 
your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Penuell, June 28 and July 2, at which time I scored 70 and 71 
{n each match, winning by two birds; also in my match with Capt, Shelley, July ¥9, at which time [I scored 
84, ‘‘rhe highest score on ecord;” and in the International Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 
Ang. 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 ont of 100, All of the above matches were at 100 hirds each, 30 
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of yout gun, I have’shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is 
still in eood condition. 

Believe me, yours very truly, A. H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

[From COL. JUHN BODINE, New York.) 
W. & ©. ScaoTr & Son: April 7, 1878 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. 8,696, in good order, and am 
pleased to say that its performance excels my expectations, While its symmetry and finish is all that the 
most fastidious could desire. Itfully comes up to specifications of order, both in finish and shooting quali- 
ties. I haye disposed of my two gans by other makers, 

SITIVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION, i878. 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 
Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech | 7, oading | Fire | 
A 

ACCESSARITES. 

ROPES: No, 1) North Sinth St, No, 220 North Second St, and No. 827 Commerce St., 

TATHAWM’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
Gives grenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, 
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman St., 
HEW ToRz. 

more spherical, more uniform In alze, 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
Iso, 

SSE BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, F. 

for Sale, 

Fo BALE—One very fine Remington donble 
barrel gun; Damascus barrels 12-g.uge, pistol- 

grip, welght 8 pounds, in Fole leather case, with very 
complete sef of tool , Masks, pouches, etc.; also, 45 
nickel-plated shells aud 800 paper sheila, ete, eto. 
Cost $200 ; price $135, A very eco. plete ontiit, and 
in perfect order. W. HOLBERTON & CO... 117 
Falton sireet, N. ¥. P.O. box 3,800. ecto it 

defeminvention, Anyoody can operate if witil per- 
= fect succéss. Complete outfits from $5 to 

‘ Chromo Photography outfits, $3 ; Helio- 
graph, $2.50, Send stamp for full information to BE. 
SACKMANN & CO,, Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 
1s fen Bept26 13 

MOTOS of Actresses, comic, ete., 10 for 25 cha 
List of books, Ye. 5. R, LUDDEN, &. Lincoln, M 

jes ly 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s ‘* Electric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed lp point of 
Birength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hagard’s “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (course), In 1 lb. canisters and 
617 lb. Kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot~ 
guns. 

Hazard’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 6 15, canisters 
and 63/ and 123¢ Ib. Kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranke any other brand, and tt ig equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

PEFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs 5f 25, 
i2% and 644 lbs, and cans of 5lbs.e) FPG 1s also 
packed in 1 and 3¢ 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FF FG and FFQ are feyorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shootinz” PG is 
the stundard Rifle puwder of the conntry. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

OVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
sa See eee oe aor ea 
FACTURED TO ORDER. “aires . 
The above can be had of doners, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in eyery prom*pent city, or wholesala 
at our office, 

&& WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY 87., N. Y¥.,; 

Sole Proprietors and. Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 107, strongest and Cleanest made, in scaled 
1 tb, cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1'to & in 
metal kegs, 63¢ lbs. each, and ounisters of land 5 
iba, each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFPG, thelast being tne finest, 
Packed In wood and metil Kegs of 25 lba,, 124: Ibs 
and 63, 1bs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and 44 Ib. 

All of tha above give high velocities and less 
zesidttum than any other braads mais, and are ve- 
sommended and used by Gapt, A. H. JOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
EX.ASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

tye SPPARATUS, ML ITARY POWDER 
Of all Kinus “1 Sand and made to order, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fses. 

yamphiets, showing sixes of the grain by wood 
cui, sent free on application to the above eddress, 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS, 

. GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 
E. B. Ramo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M.G. Gopparo, 404 North Second, St. Lonis, Mo. 
fT. Bark &Co., 41 Walnut st,, Cincinnall, 0, 

English Sporting Gunpowder, 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, Tand&. Superior Rifle, Enflald 

Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar street, N. ¥ Agent tor the United States 

— a. > i 
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Syortimen’s Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route ofthe Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Gentral and Piedmont Virginia 
Biue Ridge Mountaing; Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntsivs, Greenbrier und New Rivers, and Kao- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipo, Wooudock, Mountain trout, bass, pike, 
plekerel, efc., etc. 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Muu carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beautiful and pictures le scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to thelr most famous 
Wilering plices and summer resorts, 

The Gnly Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnatl, with the West, 
Northwest and Sontheaat; at Gordonsyille, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South, All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY E. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Vi. 

People’s Evening Line 
TO ALBANY. 

Leayes PEIHR 41, N. R., foot of Canal street, 
d ily, Sundays excepted, at 6 r. M, 
Kirst-claoss fare, St. Deck, Stie, 

to Albany aud Keturn, $1.30. 
roouis, $i and $2, A 

Making close connections with trains on New 
York Gen'ral Ral road for the West, and Delaware 
and Tiudson Railroad for the Nerih, and Susque- 
hanna tallroad for the Sonthwest. 
Hooms Comfortably Warmed by Steam. 

te"THIS Is THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TIGKETS AND CHECK. 
ING BAGGA\GH TO PLAGHS ON THE NLY.GE.R, 
THRUUGIE TICKETS Can bs had st the 

ofice on the Bier, &t Westeo't Express offices, at all 
hotels and ticket ofices in New York, or of conne ‘t+ 
ing Railroad and Steamboat Lincs. 

§. E, MAWO, Gén’) Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line, 
The steamera of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl! and upland shooting sections in the conn 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points of the Peninsula, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Morida, and the mountain- 
Ons country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
Steamers sill Monday, Tuesday, Thursdiy and Sat- 
trday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 p, mM. 
Full information given at offiue, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York, Bep2s ly 

Excursion 
Bitnte- 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Puliman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul, 
— 

Burlington, GC, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICEMST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
hetween Barlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
Grossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in lowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in thie Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnaied and Ruifed Grouse'and Quail, Sportsmen 
atid their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Ollite, Cedar Rapids. ©. J, IVES, 
BH. F. WINsLow, Geu, Passenger Agent. 

General Manager, tf 

Les ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878— 
Ferryborts leave New York from James Slip 

via except Sundays) d0ininotes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, Hast River (daily) 15 minutes preyious 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Palton and Catharive ferries (dail:) 39 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of tains fiom Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic ayenues, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) ag 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. w., 
4P.M., and on Saturdaysat 3:30P.M. Kor Patch- 
Ogue, etc., 9:30 4.M., 430 and 6PM. For Babylon, 
efe., Bt 9:30 A, M., 4, 4:80,5and6P, Mm, For Port 
Jefferson, el¢., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P.mM. Wor North- 
a 6tG,, Ab IO A,M , 3:30, 4.30 and 6:50PM. For 
ocnst Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00. m., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 

and 6:30 Pp. uw. For Far Rockaway, ete., at 9:30 4. My 
4, 4:30, 6, )and Tp. mM. For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 5:30 and 10 A, M,. 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P.M, and 
12:15 night, nnd from Long Ikland City only 9:30 a. M., 
1:30 and 6:30 P.4. SUNDAYS—For Pert Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,9 A.M, Babylon, ete.,6and TP. um. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 A. wm, and 6:30 7. m. 
Garden City and Hempatend, 9 4, m., 230 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Island Grey only 9:30 4. 4. and 
5:30 P, at. Urains for Reckaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Polnt, Jamaica, ete., aa per time tables. 
Ticket offices ia New York at 261 broadway, corner 
Waren street, st James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of The Long Island 
Express,” 8 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
ington sireeh and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above ofices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

, §. SPLNCHR, Gen'l Sop 
d, CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Pass, Agent. #6 tf 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountilis, Montréal and intermediate 

points. Thanew and elesant steamer Continental 
leaves Pier No. 25, Wast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) ai #. A passenger train will be in waiting 
on the wharl at New Waven and joave for Spring. 
field and way stations on arrival of boa, 
WIGHT LINE.—The Elm City leayes New York at 

Tif af., connecting with passenger train in waiting 
on Wharl at New Laven, leaving 6:15 A. ar, Tickets 
gold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Hxcurston to 
New Haven and return, £1.50. 5 pply at General 
Bees on the pier, or to RICHARD ut K, General 

‘ent, 

Sportimen’s Houtes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA E.R. CO. 

Respectiully invite attention to the 

Superier Eacilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROLTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States, “hese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the diti- 
Gulties and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run over the smooth eteel tracks en- 
able STOCK TG BE TRANSYORPED without failure 
br injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalitiea for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are dald at the ofiices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
nother well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Algo, to 

TUCEERTON, BEAGH HAVEN.- CAPE MAY 
3QUAN, and pointe on the NEW JHRSHY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER FD 
AND FEADITZER. 

L, P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, feb1t-wf 

CHICAGO @ ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIREGT RAILROAD from 

Chitago to St, Louis, sud Chicago 
to Kansas Oty. 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN 
EVERYTHING, 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
(ine of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
guail, ete. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 

ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 
telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen, 

_ JAMES CHARLTON, 
Qeneral Eaecirey Agent, 

sShicazo, Nia 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACESONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, 5 AN 

FORD, ENTHRPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on 87. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, ang thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent. 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 Sonth Delaware Aven ue, Fila. 

Declid-ty 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 

THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are so) at 63 Clark street, or the 
G, M. and St, Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free, . 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

‘Forest and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass ishing ; Butternut Creek und Lake for 
miiscalonge; the many branches and Jakes of tha 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
men, Between Silyer Creek and Ashland ail are 
trout streams, and many others cat he easily reached 
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport, 

he Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built Jast 
year, Has been eDlarged, and is supplied with a 
steam-yacht, sail and rowhboats and excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashland is a gure preyentive of 

hay fever. 
Steamers from Astiland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A, 
my? 6m Milwaukee, Wis, 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 

NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8S. AND SP, 
JOHNS, N, FB. 

THRE VIRST-GLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mellhinney, 
form a regnlar line between Above porta, leaving 
Pier 10, North Riyer, New York, Uiree times a 
month, Persony visiting Nova Scotia, Newfouniland 
or the Lower 8t. Lawrence will find thla the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding changes and delen- 
tion. Time betWeen New york and Halifax abont 
sixty hours, oné halfotistp throngh Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 
Cabin passage, ate stateroom And meals, 

New York and Halifax, $16 gold; New York and Sf, 
Jobns, $40, gold. Hxenrsion tickets at reduced 
rates. Hor schedule of sailmesand further particu- 
Jars apply to 

CLARK & SEAMAN, 
86 Wesl street, N.Y, 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO,, Halifax, N, §., HARVEY 
& UO., St, John's, N. F. : jezdbm 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

THE SPORTSMAN’S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Raliway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
it’ DuMerous branches aud connections, form- the 
$hovles! and quickest route between Chicego and all 
points in Djincis, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Lown, Nebraska, Callforiia, and the 
Western Territories, Ita OMAHA AND OALTI- 
FORSIA LINE is the shorlest and best route for all 
poinis in Northern Wijnols, lowa, Dakotu, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
on, China, Japan and Australia. Tis CHICAGO, 
Tf PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 

line for Northern Wisconsin Aricl Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Panl, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
iu the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winonk, Rovhes- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato; St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUET LH LINE Js the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oa- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunée, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Sups- 
rior conniry. Its FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LONE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and ail points yin Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE ts the old Lake Shore 
Totite, and is thé: only one passing through Hvanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CAKS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluifs, ou the California Expreéa Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chitago daily, except, Sun- 
day (and on eyery third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, af 10:30 4, M., and arrive at Council 
Tiluffs next morning. 
East-hound t ey leave Council Bloffa at 6:30 P. M., 

daily, except Saturday (and on évery third Saturday), 
and reach Chitagzo next aflernoon. 
(" No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickets, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more fayorabie points 
than any other road in the country, while for Beer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickeiel and Bass tishibg, a hundred 
pe onthe Northero and Northwestern lines of 
fhis company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the We=t. 
New York ojtice, No, 415 Brozdway; Boston oflice, 

No. 5 State street, 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, aoply to 
A MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. H. &Tenvert, Gen, Manager, Chicago, 
Gen. Pass. Avent, Chicago. j: 20 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

a z = 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor Noor, withont baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World te show as 

large and as é/egantly furnished rooms uaz those of, 
the SHERMAN, je20 tf 

Rossmore House, Speonk, 1g t: 
Situated onthe Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mi'é and a half of the 
ovean. Txcellent arcommodation for gsummeér 
boarders. Surf snd still water bathing. Gond boat- 
ing, sag Zt and gunning. House open throughout 
the year for dishing and shuoting parties, Bosts, 
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every Gonvenience 
for sport'men, Accessible by Long Island Railond, 
Terms moderate, 8, P, CONKL(N, Prop'r, 

Auge tf 

RADLEY HOUSE, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N, 
Y., is located centrally on the bes) bunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles from Shohola, Hrie R. R. 
Small game very plenty. Some deer, foxes, Coons, 
ete, Verms $7 per week. aug29 tf 

PORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE.—The Franklin 
House, Chiltonyille, ‘Plymouth, Mass. Good 

gunning and fishing, sea fowl, docks, partridge, 
quail, woodecock, peep and plover. ‘rained dogs for 
fox, rabbit gud bird hunting; boats for sea-fowling 
and fishing, ‘Terms low, TIMOTHY MANTEE, 
Proprietor. Bepti2 tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNDCOCK BAY, L. 1, 
By 8 practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 

Always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-zeese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground Inthe yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention giyen by himself to hls guests, and satis- 
fiction guaranteed, Address.WM, N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L, 1, Noys tr 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
Bay View House, on Shinnecotk Bay, Pond Quo- 

gue, Long Island, now open for fall and wioter 
shooling—ducks, geese and brant, This house offers 
Superior advublages to sporismen, is centrally lo- 
tated, within easy access of shooting gronuids. 
Guides, witl first-class boats, batteries, decoys, etc., 

_are ab the service of guests, Billiard room in con- 
nection with the house, Wor further particulars, ad~ 
(iress ALONZ!? H. CORWIN, Propricior, Good 
Ground P, O., Long Island, septs a 

RADLEY HOUSH.—To Sportsmen, 10 to 20 
sliolg at partridge per day gouranterd. Rabbits 

and squirrels, red. gray and black, in grewtnomber, 
Treyms per week, for parties of Tur and upwares 
ipeluding board, rooms, eulde, back trom station, » 1! 
per man, J, M, BRADLEY, Ejdred, Sullivan Connty, 
N,Y¥, octs tf, 

Hotels and Resorts for Syortsmen. 

O SPORTSMEN,—The subscriber b*gs leave to 
Say that he will kesp the Lake Houke, at Spring 

Lake, N. J, open notil Dec. 31 for the accommoda- 
tion of sportsmen. Quail are qbundant this year, 
and itis but a short distanve to the head of Barheget 
Ray, where there is food duck and goose shooting, 
Take the Central Railroad, foot of Liverty street, 
Li, W. ABBOTT, Proprietor, Octo Bt 

1 OOD DUCK SHOUTING at Noyack; decoys, 
AH gunning; skiffs; catlchouta, ete, Qoail when 

law is off. Board 5 per week. O her charges mode~ 
rate, Address 0, B. EDWARDS, Nogacks Sag Har- 
hor, L. I, N. ¥. Oot10 It 

O LET—¥or six months, from Deceinber 1, a 
Furnished Cottage, near Port Royal. 8. G.; 

oranges all winter from the troes; an shundance of 
game, lish, oysters, etc,, at hand ; Missis=ippi postal 
and telegraphic facilities ; au clicible piace for a 
party of sportsmen, or for an Invalid sevking a mild 
climate. Terms, $400 for the seagon, Address CG. 
G, K,, Port Royal, 8. C. Octo dt 

Suovismen’s Goods, 

SPORTSMEN'S EMPORIUM. 
Tenta, Blankets, Portable Boats, Boutren& Pergu- 

fon's Jack Lamps, Douckle's Stuyes and everything 
necessary for Camp Outtits. 

Aldved*a Avchery Goods, the best London 
Maker, 
Holberton’s Celebrated Ash and Lancewood 

Fly and nit Bods, from $5.00 to $15.00; Six 
Strip Split Wambon Dy rods for Trout and Black 
Bass, $15.00 and $23.00. Hyery rod warranted, 

Trout Flies, $1.00 per doz.; Black Bass, $2.00 to 
$3.00, Ted after Mobride and other eae a in the 
most careful manner. Holberton’s full length fy 
hooks, 

The Fox Patent Breech-Loader 
the best gun Inthe market. Shooting warranted. 

Shooting Tackle of every deseription, 

The Celebrated Dead Shot Powder. 

Tbomsons’ Goods and Hueplish Shooting Shoes and 
Mocczain', 

Sportsman’s Clothing of all kinds. * 

HOLGBERTO °-S CELYBRATED INDIAN 

TANNED ANTELOPE &KIN VESTS AND 
FACKETS, 

Wind and cold proof. Especially adapted to wild 
fowl shooting. 

Rubber Blankets, Boois, Cozts, Camp Bugs, ete. 
Bend 10 cents for 63 page illustrated cata ogie and 

hand-book. 

Remember, on and after October 1st, 80 class mail 
Matter can ve registered. 

W.HOLBERTON &CO., 
117 Fulton St., N. Y¥. 

septizs t¢ P.O. Box 5/09, 

‘Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Gung, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to hanale, WILL NOT GUM, and will Kéeea in 
any climate, Sporitmen éyerywhere in th: United 
States proneune® if the hest «nn oll in fe market. 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., wr tes: ‘Ti ia 
the best preparatiou 1 lave told im thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of gong.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J, 

Scld by principal New York dezlers, and hy Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass.; 8. Kitiredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; EH. Baton, Chicago, Ill; Brown 
& Hilder. St, Lonia, Mo, Thos, W-. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trimble & Kleibackir, Baltimore, Ma. §. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C, Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 
o CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Gleahs fifty shells in ten minutes. No water used. 

Knives elastic, self adjusting, preyent the slipping 
of wads, Is unequalled ase breech wiper by coyer- 
ing with an oiled cloth, For sale by all gun dealers, 
or sample sent free by mil on recelpt ot price, 
$1,650; 10 and 12here, Jd. F, RONAN, 788 Shawoint 
avenue, Boston, Mass. Liberal discuunt to the 
trade. Sept23 ¢m 

_ No. 20, Oil Finislied Gratm Leather Hont- 
Ine Shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Spring Heels, 
With or without nalle; English waterlicht tongues, ~ 
adapted for hunters snd peileatiiaus, Price, §7; 500, 
exXtre by mail. Seud siamp for iliustrated Catalogue, 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,016, 201 Broadway, New York 

Patented 

Feb. 26, 

TAYEOWS SELF-LIGHTING 
MATOH SAKE. 

Tits match gufé gorimenila tiself at once to all, 
Simple tu coustruction, elegant in tini-l, perfect int 
operation, and every one wyrranted. 1 insures safe- 
fy, heatué § 1nd dispatah, Nut necessary to remove 
*over except to replenish the box, dash the thing 
forsportaimen. Send yreey CENTS for simople box lo 
G, BR. TAYLOR, 9 Calender street, Proyidenue, R 1 
1 8 discount io the trade, nurs dim 

POCKET 
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iia. 
‘FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ 

GOGD’S OLL TANNED 

MOOCUASINS. 
The best thing in the market 

for hunting, fshibg, canoeing, 
pnow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
™ durable. Made to order 

in a variety of styles, and 
= warranted the genuine 

article, Send for Iiustrated circular. MARTIN 8 

HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 308, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 

sor to Frank Good.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W- Holberton & Co,, 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 

Market street, Philadeiphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 

thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. ; 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. ©. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Gartridge Holders and Beits. 

The only practical cart- 
ridge holder in nse. Will 
carry brass cariridges, 
snd positively prevent 
wads from starting on 
shot. Suitable for either 
paper or brass stells. & 

These cartridge holders eS 
can be easily attached to 

any hunting vest or coat 

front. A vest will hold 30 

of the cartridge holders. 

Two dozen of these hola- 

ers only weigh S 028. One 

belt complete, with 30 

holders attached, only 

weighs one pound. The 

pelts can be pertectly ad= 

justed to fit either & slim 

or large man. de- 
at andé= 

repay postaze,onbe {sor = 

Shy number of loose ho.d- 
a= 

ers on receipt of the fol- ¢ 

lowing prices: 

prass cartridge holders, 

er dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 

le belts with 30 spring 

Srass holders, complete, 
a 

$4. , Blegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 

gayest and nicest belt in use,$5. We solicit cor- 

Tespondence from deilers, Allour belts are made 

of the finest Russett leather, and baye Neck-Straps 

on (notshown in cut), Cash must accompany orders, 

Send money by registered letter on Serena, Ill., or 

P.O. Money Order on Ottawa, Ill. Send 10 cent 

stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 

POOLER & JONES, Serena, La Salle Co., ul 
sepi26 

CAMP’S LOADER STILL AHEAD 

4 race 

—<—<$><—+—= 

= Bach loader adapred to 10 and 12-gauge metal or 

paper shells of any length, each shell being accu- 

rately charged and wadded complete in one opera- 

ton, Amount of charge readily adjusted. Highly 

jndorsed by sportsmen aud the press. Having per- 

fected arrangements for manufacturing in large 

lots, we have reduced the price to SG. Manao- 

factured only by CAMP & WISE, Sionguton, Dane 

County, Wisconsin, ‘All orders for sample loaders 

must contain remijtance. 
octs St 

GOL 
Any worker can quake $12 # day At hoine. Costly 

Outfit free, Address Tavs & Co,, Anguaty, Maluc. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

The reputation cf these 

goods is new established 
throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S15. 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 

AND CARTRIDCES. ; 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, 

ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 

UNITED STATES and several, Foreign Governments. Rim-flre ammunition of all Kinds, Special 

attention giyen to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Cataloguc. 

FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Mis 

BONEHILL CUN, 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address : 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Wass. 
septl2 2m 

Card’s Patent Rotating Glass 
Ball Trap. 

Wal 
No, 611,—Top-action, treble safet; 

‘337 Broadway, New York. 
SS IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

TOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 

RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

aE 

fi 

fastening, Cheapest gun in the mar- | 
B o < 

ket. Send stamp for Illustrated Circu- 
my n 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and am- 
5 4 a 

munition, 

: g 

a Ei 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-CGuns = 2 

NOW READY. o Bb 
——— NI res 

BARTON & CO » 
4. "5 - BS : 

CUNS, PIS EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws Inevery poselble 

direction, No screen isneeded, as no one, Not everk 

puller, can tell the directionthe ball will take, Made 

stationary \f desired, All metal. WORKING PARTS 

NICELY FITTED. Send for Vircular. 

Wo. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German gilyer mountings, three-Joint, extra tip and tip Case.....-.----++« 318 00 e 

cama be hexagonal fly rod, German silver monntings, three-joint, extra tip atid tip case, solid reel Jes AOS Gascaguy Nees 

plate..----..-~- eedean ee sees hese ot on alsa secsuals gaa telermet ee ene bes TERN eect eet oe 
= 

Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra lip and tip case, solid Pocket com pan ion. 

Teel plate,......eeesoccunsseer-ere weeste yoo ASE pay nn ep ree cose carers eeececsteserrsaens Soaa=¥e 27 00 No sportsman should ever be without a Dudley 

Pocket Loading Ineplement; for be is then pre- 

pared for any emergency. But not having one a; 

hand, the want of 1t may he of more worth than tie 

coat twice told. A word to the wise 1s, eto. For 
H. . LEONARD?S aix-strip hexa: ‘onal light fly rod, 

ANG TP CAS@...0 ee eee cere neem ne eeen ns eaes eerste an 

Hi. L. LEONARD?S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, Ge 

two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip 

iting, three-joint, eatra tip and 
’ 80 

tip case, Waterproof ferrules. ...-.+---+s+--+eesree** 
neces cudsescadeesascecscecavesscnasspacas 

ed hm eh TA ak ie 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full mounted, two inidale joints and three tips, 10%4ft...= 750 | Ty e by gnn dealers genera'ly, Send for circular to 

Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full "moun t, two middle joints DUDLEY & CO., Poughkeepsie, N- ¥- sept-19 4t 

and three tipS...,..+.-«.+.--< puares weccas ceeeeeaences 
afenacietse ce(siaim? ais 15 00 

Russla-leather fly-book, with the * Hyde” clip, large BLZG- cs wpcvescos coccreeedetsssncenies steps ssaccsmas 6 

Russia-leather fy-book, with the Hyde ” clip, small size Wena teasens GLou 

Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from... 
6c. to 10c. per yard 

Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each ..- eg pe 60) 

A large assortment of trout and black bass files from.... Weeks en weseees-$l CO $2.50 per dozen 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order, Also Flies dressed to uny desired pattern. 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal., nickel, CECI vrcy-cccesctense i eeea Lene na radatv ene $2 60 

United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 cal,, nickel, each...... ete tdece peptcladaee ts .. £60 

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

OR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 

* on 298 EVERY REQUISITE 
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TRA Pas 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877, 

The “Standard” Ball. 
——$————__—_— 

“Tried antl Proven Trustworthy.” } 

nemian Glass Works would respectful call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

Sade ote st ALD ‘AND ONLY BALL MAD
E TO A SUALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in # stock of nnaaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 

urchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

all affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball ia a8 beautifully 

break in every instance when hit by shot, and is Builiciently strong to prevent breakage 

In barrels of 300. 

Prices Lower than before fthe=. War. 

HERRING & CO., 
951 aud 252 BROADWAY, NEW YORE- 

Gishing Tackle. 

FISH & SIMPSON’S 

NEW BATT. 

grass. 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, 

Special inducements to the trade 
3 

GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N. ¥. 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, ad 

they are simple of constraction, easily set, and not liable 

to get out of order, i 

that more clozely resembles the flight of a bird than any 

Other trap if Ube market, 

are made of niiform weight and thickness aod have & 

corrmeated surface that strengthens the ball 

to any part ot the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 

and thereby ingures the breaking of the ball when hit. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the frat to introduce the 

ROUGH BAis, 22d at Fr price far below the smooth ball 

at that time. 
Balls and Trap can be ordered throngh all Gun Deal- 

ait ever inventedtforelther 

black basa, pickerel, oF large trout, beautifally 

Mounted with caudy feathers, furnished in either 

silver or gold plated. Sent by mail on receipt of 

The most Eilling b 

———_ rm r = ers, Liberal discount to the ‘trades Rn EE price. . ‘ 

VED TRAP warranted), which willthrow 8 ball in any rection from the shooter at Silver Plated... 14 ee eeeeeuers ee 122.750, CCH. 

the A eto puller, is now hay for the
 market, Price #8. Old Style, BB. Gold plated.:.....-.+« caste ms Ft 

in each barrel containing 250 balls, score beok and On recelpt of two three-cent stamps we will send 

Parties baying class balls will receive, 

shooting, containing 4) PASSS: 
our new S4-page satalomme, the most complete 

aver published on Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods. 

Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Bull, Archery, Cricket, 

Lacrosse, Firemen’s and Gymoxsium Goods, Boxin 

Gloves, Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, and ev 

thing in the line ot Sportsmen’s Goods, 

P. O, box 4,968) FISH & SIMPSON, 

apres 132]Nassau street, New Yor 

é& CO., 10 Platt Sorset, N. ¥. City. 
HAGGERTY BROS. 

Newnurk, N- J 
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, 

BM See 

1 ft | Fleld, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by A. H. BOGARDUS, contata- 

ae ee TIoe ae chapter on breeding pith aking of dogs by Mil
es ‘Johnson. 

BOGARDUS, Bikhart, Logan o,, Li. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, 

fecond and enlarg' u 
ing instructious tor Glass Ball Shooilng, 

Prive $2, by mail, postage 
paid. Address, 

Dec6 tt 

Capt, A. H. 
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For Forest and Stream dnd Rod and Gun, 

BUBO’S CONUNDRUM, 

AS silent ag 4 graven stone 

A solemn owl sat long hours through; 

His great round eyes with wisdom shone, 

And told of wonders that he knew— 
Wonders he could not keep alone, 

And su he piid to me, *'Too-hoo !— 

While winking and blinking 
L keep up thinking, 

AB Wise men do, too-hoo, too-hoo! 

“Now draw you near and let me tell 

In language you may understand.” 

The old bird said, ‘there is a spell 

‘That hangs o’er owls in every land, 

That makes mankind conclude ful) well 
That owls the wisest brains command, 
¥or winkibg and blinking! 

We keep up a thinking, 

And that is true, too-hoo, too-hoo! 

“ The spell—now moye you not a peg 

Nor twit me as a wise old fowl— 

A problem is, which now I beg 

You hear, and then go langh, or growl: 

Was the first owl] hatehed from an exg, 

Or the frst egg laid by an owl? 

And winking and blinking 
Of that we are thinking) 

Too-hoo, too-hoo, we never get through !” 

—d, C. BURNETT, 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

Che Great Red Pipe Stone. 

Done all the traditions of the North American Indians, 
few are more interesting than those which relate to the 

Great Red Pipe Stone. As ithe Indian is rapidly disappear- 

ing, it would seem to be wise to preserve his traditions, so far 
as is possible, tnat they may pass into the history of this peo- 

ple. The Red Pipe Stone Quarry is situated near the south- 
western corner of the State of Minnesota, about six miles 

east of the Dakota line, and not far from twenty-five miles 

north of the boundary line between the States of Minnegota 

and Iowa. When this portion of the State was ceded by the 
Indians to the General Government, a section of land on 
which the quarry was located was reserved and is still the 
property of the Indians. One reason of this reservation was 
owing to a recognition on the part of the Indians who made 
the treaty of the common ownership of the Pipe Stone by all 
of the Indian nations. This fact, together with a peculiar 

value which they aflixed to the spot, which will be readily 

understood upon 4 reading of their traditions, caused them to 

withhold it at the time of the transfer. Since that time many 
of the tribes which had through generations made annua! pil- 
grimages 10 this spol to obtain stone, out of which to manu- 

facture pipes, have been removed to the Indian Territory. 
But there still remain tribes along the Missouri River who 
adhere to the practice of their fathers, and regularly visit this 
spot fo secure & supply of stone. 

When first taken from the ground the stone is of a pale 
ilesh color and quite soft. With exposure its color deepens 
to a rich, dark flesh color, and it becomes very much harder. 

Save in color, it closely resembles slate, being flaky as it is 

quarried, about as hard, and works very much the same. 
Within the past few years. few visionary white men have 

conceived the idea that a quarry of such a stone must possess 

great value as a building stone, and several attempts have 

been made to ‘‘ jump” the Indian's claim. But so far no one 

has amassed a fortune out of the speculation; neither is any 

one likely to, for it does not exist in sufficient quantities to be 
yaluable for such a purpose. To white men it is worthless, 

To the Indian it possessed a yalue far exceeding fhe most au- 
riferous region on the continent, 

So far as the observation of the writer goes, traditions re- 
lating to the origin of this stone exist among all of the tribes 
and nations of the Northwest. The wandering Sioux of the 
plains, by whom the Red Pipe Stone is held in great esteem, 

have a tradition that * before the creation of man the Great 
Spirit, whose tracks ere yet to be seen on the stones at the 

Red Stone, in the form of the footprints of a large bird, used 
to slay buffalo and eat them on the ledge of the Red Rock, 

on the top of the high prairie, and their blood running over 

the rocks turned them red. One day, whena large snake 
had crawled into the nest of the bird to eat his eggs, one of 
fhe egzs hatched out in a clap of thunder, and the Great 
Spirit, catching hold of a piece of the stone, moulded it into 
& man and threw it at the snake, who was not hurt. The 
man’s feel grew fast in the ground, where he stood for many 
ages, like a great tree, and therefore he grew very old. He 
was older than an hundred men of the present day. At last 
another tree grew up by the side of him, when the snake ate 
them both off at the roots, and they wandered away together. 
Hes these haye sprung all the people that now inhabit the 
earth,” 

The Upper Wisconsin Indians have a tradition which points 
to the flood and connects the relationship between the red 
men and the pipe stone to that date. The tradition is as fol- 
lows : 

“In the time of the great freshet, which took place many 
generations ago and destroyed all the nations of the earth, all 
the tribes of the red men assembled on the high prairie to get 
out of the way of the waters. After they had all gathered 
from all parts of the earth, the water continued to rise until at 
last it covered them all in a mass, and their flesh was con- 
verted into red pipe stone. Therefore it has always been con- 
sidered neutral ground, as it belonged to all the tribes alike, 
and all were allowed to get it, and smoke it together. While 
they were all drowning in a mass together, a young woman, 
K-wap-tah-wa (a virgin) caught hold of the foot of a very 
large bird that was flying over and was carried to the top of a 
high cliff that was above the top of the water. Here she had 
twins, and their father was the war eagle, and her people have 
since peopled the earth. The pipe stone, which is the flesh 
of their ancesters, is smoked by them as the symbol of peace, 
and the eagle’s quill decorates the head of the brave.” 
The Chippewas of the Upper Mississippi River, although 

the traditionary foes of the Sioux, possessed a common inter- 
est in the pipe stone, and frequently visited the spot to secure 
stones for their pipes. Their tradition differs somewhat from 
that of the Sioux : 

*“Many ages after the red men were made, when all the dif- 
ferent tribes were at war, the Great Spirit sent runners and 
called them all together at the red stone. He stood on the 
top of the rocks and the red people were assembled in great 
numbers below. He took out of the rock a piece of the red 
stone and made 4 large pipe and smoked it over them all. He 
told them that it was part of their flesh; that, though they 
were at war, they must meet at this place as friends; that it 
belonged fo them all; that they must make their calumets 
from it and spoke them to him whenever they wishe1 to ap- 
pease him or get his good will. The smoke fromhis big pipe 
rolled over them all, and he disappeared im its clouds At 
the last whiff of his pipe a blaze of fire rolled over the rocks 
and melted their surface. At that moment two squaws went 
in a blaze of fire under two medicine rocks, where they re- 
main to this day, and must be consulted and propitiated when- 
ever the pipe stone is to be taken away.” 
Among the Iowa Indians a tradition existed almost identical 

with the foregoing, the only difference being such as would 
naturally occur in the transmission of the same tradition 
through different lines : 

“Here,” according to their version, “‘ occurred the mysteri- 
ous birth of the red pipe, soon after the creation of the red 
man, which has blown its fumes of peace and war to the re- 
motest corners of the earth; which has visited every warrior, 
and passed through its stem the irrevocable oath of war and 
desolation, And here, also, the peace-breathing calumet was 
boro and fringed with eagle’s quills, which has shed its 
thrilling fumes over the land and soothed the fury of the re- 
lentless savage, Here, at an ancient period, the Great Spirit 
called the Indian nation together, and, standing on the preci- 
pice of the red rock, broke from its wall a piece and made a 
huge pipe by turning if in his hand, which he smoked over 
them to the North, the South, the East and the West, and 
told them thet this stone was red; that it was their flesh; 
that they must use it for their pipe of peace; that 
it belonged to them all, and that the war club and 
scalping knife must not be raised on its ground. 
At the last whiff of his pips his head went into a great cloud 
and the whole surface of the rock was melted and glazed, two 
great Ovens were opened beneath, and two women—guardian 
spirits of the place—entered them in a blaze of fire, and they 
are heard there yet (Tso-mec-cos-tee and T'so me-cos-te- 
won-dee) answering to the invocations of the medicine men, 
who consult them whenever they visit this sacred place. 
Near this spot, also, is the Thunder's Nest, where a very 
small bird sits upon her eggs during fair weather and the 
skies are rent with bolts of thunder at the approach of a 
storm, which is occasioned by the hatching of her brood. 
This bird is eternal and incapable of reproducing her own 
species. She has often been seen by the medicine men, and 
is about as large as the end of the little finger. Ter mate is 
a serpent whose fiery tongue destroys the young ones as soon 
ae they are hatched, and the fiery noise darts through the 
skies.’ 

Tn these rude legends the reference to the Great Spirit and 
the serpent at the time of the creation of man, as also the sub- 
sequent destruction of the race by flood, are in singular har- 
mony with the Mosaic record, and open a field for unlimited 
Speculation as to the origin of these people. But the reader 
can theorize at his will. The writer's mission is ended with 
the simple furnishing of facts. M. Gore. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

THE OLD SPORTSMAN. 

jee 8 moderate indulgence in field sports is conducive 
to longevity is patent to all observing men. We find 

upon looking over the list of our venerable friends who haye 

tun the race of life for three-score years or more, that those 

who take their yearly vacation with rod and gun are by far 

the best preserved in body and mind. And what is there, 

when the heyday of life is passed, that so sweetens declining 

years, making man renew his youth and find peace and com- 

fort after the turmoil and strife of vigorous manhood, as do 
field sports ? 

There are many expert shots among the older members of 

the guild—those whose eyes are not dimmed nor natural force 

abated, who ‘*faz” through a hard day’s shooting as well as 
the youngsters. But they are not numerous. Angling is par 

excellence the old man’s sport; for although the sight may not 

be Keen enough to cover with fowling-piece the swift-flying 
quail or hurtling grouse, still the supple wrist and exquisite 
sense of feeling in the hand is left: So the old man grasps 
the pliant rod, and glong the trout and salmon streams nerves 
his youta while plying the *zantle art.” 

It is a fact that some of our most exert auglers are old 
men, and their aptitude isowing in a greay., re? to the many 
years they have given to the science. Ana swil, if would 
seem a good angler, like a good shot, is born, not made. 
passion for this sport, instead of dying out with age, seems 
to grow stronger as the years roll on, and the veteran of seyen- 
ty, at the close of the fishing season, unjoints his rod and 
reels in his line with a sigh, and settles down to a patient 
waiting for the reopening of the season next year, hoping 
that terrible rheumatism he has fought so successfully of Jate 
won't get hold of him, or that dimness of vision that he has 
noticed coming on for years won't settle into a permanent 
Weakness, or, worst of all, that terrible autocrat, Death, in 
yiew of the expiration of the allotted three-score years and 
ten, won't step in and claim his own. 
He seems to live in an atmosphere of hope and expectation, 

and when the good time does come no boy of ten let out of 
school for a fortnight’s vacation is happier or more free from 
care than our veteran. His troubles are over now. The hurry 
and bustle of preparation is past, everything is in order, and 
the old man seans his guide-book through his gold-rimmed 
spectacles with all the complacency imaginable, because to- 
morrow morning he is off for a four-weeks’ trip through 
Maine and Canada, to fish those waters that for thirty-five 
years have yielded tribute to his skill. 

Ah! what solid comfort he takes during those long summer 
days, whipping the bright waters; with what pride he re— 
turns to camp at night and displays to the eyes of his com- 
rades his well-filled creel, and that bie’ un that wouldn't [) 
into the basket. How he forgets his years as he recounts his 
exciting passages in the day’s sport, emphasizing this ‘‘ rush” 
and that ‘‘break” with hearty gestures. 
Happy the fishing or shooting party that counts among its 

numbers a representative ‘‘ old sportsman,” one who has tried 
if many years and found by actual experience how pleasant 
are the paths of nature when followed understandingly, 
What a fund of anecdote he possesses: tales of ** Auld Lang 
Syne,” of monster trout and giant antlered-bucks, of moving, 
accident by flood and field. What valuable hints he is con— 
stantly throwing out from the depths of his experience to the 
delectation and knowledge of the youngsters; what savory 
dishes he concocts from that which youth and inex- 
perience would cast away as worthless. And then the restrain- 
ing influence of gray hairs and good example on the young 
and rash is worthy of consideration, for inclination to excess 
is sadly prevalent among a majority of shooting and fishing 
parties; and as the old man from his seat at the head of the 
bark table beams henignanily on ‘the boys,” all tendencies to 
evil die out, and all are attention, listening to the stories he 
tells, while the smoke of his meerschaum curls lazily upward. 

Blessings on the old sportsman; may he live yet many 
years to indulge hig favorite pastime; may the balsamic 
breath of the pine woods diffuse new life in him; may the 
healthy diet and perfect freedom from care, of the cabin in 
the wilderness, lengthen and sweeten his closing years, mak- 
ing them the happiest of his life; may his wise counsels and 
virtuous ways show to those who have just entered the arena 
that it pays to study nature and indulge inher sylvan delights 
soberly and moderately. 

There is no reason why a fairly sound body cannot be made 
to wear for scores of years with all its functions unimpared, 
providing that body contains a soul in love with nature. This 
is a very beautiful world of ours, eyen to a casual observer ; 
but when one becomes a student and delves into the minutive, 
what vast fields open up for inyestization, and what infinite 
comfort can be derived from such research. 

Health and field sports go hand in hand, one naturally fol- 
lows the other, and he who goes forth thankfully and under- 
standingly among the forests and along ihe streams in re- 
sponse to those natural instincts wisely implanted in his 
heart, will surely find health, happiness and fulnese of years. 

H.W. D, L, 

The” 
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Ligh Culture, 
SaLmMon Hecs ron Hurore.—Nearly a half million eggs of 

the Califorma salmon went out in the steamship Oder, of the 
North German Lloyds, for different parts of Hurope. ‘They 
are sent by Prof. Spencer F. Baird, U. 8. Commissioner of 
Fish and Fisheries, to the different countries, they paying the 
cost of transportation. They are on trays in refrigerating 
boxes, and will be accompanied by Mr. Fred Mather, the fish- 

culturist, who will attend to keeping them at the proper tem- 

perature. They are to be distributed as follows: Germany, 

200,000; France, 100,000; Holland, 100,000; England, 15,- 

000. Theegges were obtained at the U. 8. Salmon Breeding 

Station on the St. Cloud River, Cal., and were packed in 

any of the different species of the Lotos family grow where the condl- 
Mons are suitable. The séeds of all varieties, haying been gathered 
aud becoming perfectly dry, will not germinate, even if planted in 
& Marsh, Several other kinds of seacs will not germinate either when 
perfectly dry, the shells being impervious to moisture, which prevents 

germination, By taking a sharp, fine file, and fling purtly throngh the 

hard shell in two or three places, 60 thas the moisture can penetrate, 

they will germinate readily. I have done this with the Nelumbiwnm ond 

Several other kinds of these hard shell fellows, ‘T. GARLICE, 
eo 

The Hvening Post has an article headed “The Great Kel 
Question.” Yes; there has been a great deal said about it. 

Alstural History, 
THe LAMPERN.—Last July, when the editor of this journal 

moss and placed in a refrigerating car with five millions others | was fishing in Winnebago Lake, Wisconsin, a young daughter 
for the different States, which were distributed from Chicago. | of Gen. Stager, Western Superintendent of the Union Tele- 
Mr. Mather, it will be remembered, took over some last year, | graph Company, both of whom were of the party, caught a 
the young from which are now in the Rhine. 
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large bass with a parasite attached to its body just below the 

second dorsal fin. It resembled an eel, and measured some 
MoCxoup Rivzr Hatcurry—Table of Distribution of | five inches in length. Upon attempting to remove it from the 

Salmon Eggs From the United States Salmon Breeding Sta- 
tion, McCloud River, California, During the Season of 1878: 
—California—Consignee, B. B. Redding; Number asked, as- 

fish, it stuck so firmly that it not only lifted the body of the 

fish most easily, but almost taxed a person's main strength. 

signed and forwarded 2,500,000; tributaries of Sacramento | When it let go it gave its body a flirt and quick as a flash at- 
River. Iinois—Dr. W. A. Prate; 100,000; Elgin. 
—W. K. Fairbank; 100,000; Chicago. Illinois—Samuel 
Preston ; 200,000; Mt. Carroll. Towa—B. F. Shaw; 250,000; 
Ansmosa, Inwa—W. A. Mynster; 60,000; Council Bluffs. 

Illinpis | tached itself to the hand and clung. Its eyes were bead-like 
and snaky, and had a most intelligent and wicked look; and 
asit hung to its fastening, the victim felt like St. Paul at 

Kansas—B. F Shaw; 100,000; Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Maine | Malta when the viper leaped out of the fire and fastened on 
—Lorenzo Bailey; 15,000; Pembroke. Maryland—S B. 
Ferguson ; 1,000,000 ; Baltimore. Massachusetts—A. H. Pow- 
ére, 100,000, and BH. A Brackett, 100,000; 200,000; Ply- 
mouth, N. B., and Winchester, Mass. Michigan—Frank 
Olark ; 250,000; Northyille. Michigan—Geo, H. Jerome; 
200,000; Niles. Minnesota—Dr. R. O, Sweeny, 1,000,000; 
St. Panl. Missouri—b. F. Shaw ; 200,000; Anamosa, Iowa, 
Nebraska—J. G. Romine; 100,000; South Bend. Nevada— 
H. G. Parker; 250,000; Carson Qity. New Hampshire—A. 

his hand. There wasa pricking, burning, sucking sensation, 

such as the flesh feels under the cups of a surgeon, end he 

felt as if it was all up with him! As quickly as possible the 

vicious thing was detached and flung to the deck, where it 
flapped around quite lively, Presently a scientific grip was 
made onit, and it was placed under binocular and microscopic 

examination. As to its body, it was that of an eel; but in 
H. Powers; 250,000; Plymouth, State Hatching House, | Stead of gills it had a row of seven holes on each side of its 
New Jersey—Mrs. J. H. Slack; 450,000; Bloomsbury. New } neck, behind the pectoral fins, 
Jersey—Mrs. J. H. Slack, 300,000; West Jersey Game Pro- 
tective Society, 150,000. New York—Seth Green ; 100,000; 
Caledonia. New York—Abram 8. Hewitt, 25,000. North 

as the lamprey has; and in- 
stead of a mouth the under part of the head was flat and oval, 

and almost wholly occupied with a cireular disk or sucker, 
Carolina—8. G. Worth; 350,000; Henry’s Station. Ohio— | Just like those on the tentacles of the cephalopods or cuttle 
W. G. Gates for Castalia Springs Association; 50 000; Oleye- 
land. Pennsylvania—James Duffy, 250,000, and Seth Weeks, 
150,000; 400,000; Marietta and Corry, Erie County. Rhode 
Island—O. T. Reed; 20,000; Reedsburg Utsh—R.P. Rock 
wood; 650,000; Salt Lake City. . 
Donald; 300,000; Lyne is... “y 

500,000; Rommew St Sonsin—R. J. Sawyer; 15,000; Mel- 
TOBE. yy iScullsus “SV. M. Welch; 100,000; Madison, State 
Hatching Housé." Wisconsin—A. 5. Lytle; 200,000; Geneva 
Take. New Zealand—Care Hugh Uraig, San Francisco, Cal., 
200,000. Canada—Samuel Wilmot; 500,000; New Castle, 
Ontario, England, care Fred Mather, 10,000; France, care 
Fred Mather, 100,000; Holland, care Fred Mather, 100,000; 
Germany, care Fred Mather, 250,000. 
er 

fish, of which so much has been written of late, By this disk 

it attaches itself to objects. Directly in the centre of the 
same was a horny beak, just like that of the octopus, whose 

‘Virginia—Prof. M.aic- | Jance-like mandibles cut into the flesh anu- draw blood and_ 
burg. West Virginia—C. 8: \Vhite; | nourishment ad lditwm. Tt fastened to fish on parts whero 

if could not be rubbed off by the most vigorous efforts. These 

creatures are technically known as lamperns. They grow to 
a large size, quite capable of mastering or resisting human 

efforts; and we can scarcely imagine anything: more horrible, 

be the yictim man or fish—if fish haye thoughts—than the 
doom of a victim thus destined to be slowly sucked to death. 

None of the fishing party had ever seen a lamperns before, 

Ess Oyoz Morx.—As to the breeding habits of the eel, a and it was deemed a rare curiosity. Unfortunately it was 

resident of West Hampton, Long Island, contributes the fol- | lost before the party landed. How rare these creatures are, 
lowing information to the Hvening Post; in salt water or fresh, we do not know. That they are not 

“Tn the east end of the Great South Bay thousands of in common in the West is quite certain, for very recently our 

dozens of eels are annually caught and skinned, and sent to | Detroit correspondent, Mr. J, H, Whitman, called our atten- 
market, About thirty-five years ago it was part of my oc- 
eupation to catch eels in the spring of the year, say from the 
middle of April fo the last of June. In the process of skin- 
ning and preparing for market a large number of very small 

tion to a specimen some ten inches Jong, which Peter Roney 

caught in the river there while fishing for bass, It was placed 
in the museum and examined, Through the intelligent ob- 

eels were seen in the offal. On close inspection they were | servation of Dr. E. B, Ward, of Detroit, we are enabled to 
found to be inclosed in a water-sack separate from the paunch. 
They were alive while in the sack, about the size of a darning 
needle—say two anda half inches long—of a much lighter 
color than those we find in the fresh creeks and mill flumes. 
J was then convinced that the eels breed their young alive 

throw the following light on the subject, what we print hay- 
ing been published in the Detroit ree Press. The Doctor 
Says: 

‘' Tf evidently belongs to the order of fishes known as Mar- 
after their kind, and am of the same opinion still, How long | sipobranchii and to the class Petromyzonidie. It is not the 
the time of gestation continues I am not able to say.” 
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A CoMPimrent To Mr, BhAckrorp.—We take the follow- 

ing extract from a Report on the American Fisheries to the 
Norwegian Department of the Interior by Frederik M. 
Wallem, Cand. Jur. 

Ohristiana, 1878.—The fish merchant to whom we were in- 
troduced, Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, was not only a capable 
business man, but also a highly accomplished: gentleman; he 
was able to give us not only information on all things con- 
cerning the fish trafic, but also scientifically-founded com- 
munications on the natural history of fishes. As one of the 
officers of that great society—the American Fish Oulturists’ 
Association—he was identified with all the prominent scien- 
tific men in that branch, and with the large staff of fishery 
commissioners in all parts of the United States. We could 
not have been introduced to any one who was better fitted to 
be our cicerone and our living lexicon. A great portion of the 
intormation which I acquired on the fresh fish trade I owe to 
his kindness and intelligence. 
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Tre Grant Liny or Norra AMERIGA.—What our valued 
correspondent, Dr. Sterling, of Ohio, has written of this most 

beautiful and interesting aquatic plant has attracted much at- 

tention from readers of our columns. He adds further: 
‘**Oharles Birnette, of the Hone’s Point Club (post-oflice 

address, Fremont, Ohio) can furnish the seed and roots of the 
Nelumbium lentium packed in frog-bit (Anactrasis alsinas- 
trum), of which Dr. Estes says: “A pond or stream can hard- 
ly be overstocked with fish where this plant abounds.’ ” 

Our old friend Dr. 'T. Garlick, of Bedford, Ohio, whose 

physical sufferings do not quench his interest in science, has 

also contributed the following information as to planting the 

seeds ; 
BEDFORD, Ohio, Oct, 6, 1878. 

Hr. Editor—I have read Dr, Sterling's article in the last Forest AND 

STREAM With much ipterest. In my duck shooting in Manmes Bay 
T have seen acres of Nelwmbiun Jutewnt. L wish to write a short article 

for your readers, giving the reasons why this plant ja not easily made 

to grow in plaves where they are not natives, bub IT im too sick to-day, 

and will only say now that there is no difficulty in making the seeds of 

true lamprey, but the lampern Lampetra fluriatitiy, of the 
English, or /. JVigricans, of American writers, Although the 
lampern, like the lamprey, belongs to the tributaries of salt 
seas, the former is by far the greatest frequenter of deep water, 
only entering streanis for the purpose of spawning; while the 
latter, being a ground loving fish, rarely leaves the more shal- 
low river bed. The former is also much the larger of the two, 
measuring itom two to four feef in length, while the latter 
rarely exceeds twelve or fourteen inches, ‘There is also a 
marked difference in their respective colors, Mouths, etc. In 
the British Isles, and on certain parts of the Continent, the 
Jampern is very highly prized as an article of diet, the so- 
called cel pies of London and elsewhere being oftener made 
of the flesh of this fish than that of the eel, and being con- 
sidered much its superior in flayor and delicacy. Ou measur- 
ing this specimen I tind it to be about ten inches in length. 
The most interesting question connected with this fish is, how 
came it here? for, although this variety ascends far up fresh 
streams, if is quite a conundrum ‘as to how it came up over 
the falls.” 
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THe Sxa-Serrenr Orr Osre RAck.—Zditor Forest and 
Stream ; Aprepos of that portion of my letier to you from 
Gloucester, Mass., last weels, which relates to the sea-serpent, 
the following is important evidence which cannot he well dis- 
puted nor explained away by any ridiculous hypothesis. I 
derive it from the commanding officer of the U. 5. Coast 
Survey Schooner Drift, Master Robert Platt, of the Navy, 
who, in a five minutes’ interview, ‘gave me hasty details, 
Mr, Platt's long service in the responsible position he holds is 
full evidence that he is an intelligent and reliable man. 
He told me that on the 23d day of August last, while the 
Drift was becalmed oif Cape Race, all hands saw on the port 
side, about half a mils distant, some animal emerge from the 
water toa height of about fifteen feet, resembling at first a 
large spar projecting from the surface; but a small head, a 
taperiog neck and waving motion were distinctly seen. At 
about two boat lengths (explained is about thirty feet) in rear 
there projected what seemed to be a huge pointed fin. The 
creature dove head first into the sea, its body forming a grace- 
ful arch, and soon after reappeared on the other side of the 
yessel. This time it emerged to a much greater height, and 
after a time dove again and disappeared. Capt. Platt says 
further that in appearance this creature, resembled closely the 
description giyen to him by Capt. Frank Howe, of the 

steamer Latorence, who, in the same locahty, saw, not long 
since, two euch. creatures. Is it possible That dn is case ace 
of the ordinary explanations will contradict the statement? 
Navy Yard, Washington, Oct. 12, 1878. Piszco. 

# Tue Lavy Fise.—Wr, Hditor: A strange fish, new to the 
local fisherman, was taken lately at Narragansett Pier. Being 
submitted to Professor Putnam of Cambridge he pronounced 
it to be Alinila conorhynchus—Bl. and Schu.—called some— 
times lady fish, a Southern form, Tt differs, however, from 
the species known as lady fish on the coast of East Florida, 
which is perhaps Hlops Sawrus—Linn. —a voracious and active 
game fish with larger mouth and teeth than the ers 
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Wen po Daren Frep?—Twin Lakes, Wla., Oct. 7.—Hdt~ 
tor Forest and Stream: Some time ago I sent you a short 
communication on the subject of deer feeding, stating the al- 
Most, if not quite, universal belief of hunters in this State that 
deer feed four, times each twenty-four hours, yiz: rising and 
setling of moon and when the moon js ih the South, either 
above or beneath us. I wished to gét an expression from 
hunters in other parts of the land on the subject, but it seems 
no hunters have an expression to make, which is somewhat 
singular, for not a word has been published. Did no one ever 
hear of the theory, or has the universal experience of hunters 
in other parts been so adverse to such theory as to induce con- 
tempt? If so, why not say so? If, on the other hand, they 
have had no experience or never heard of the theory, perhaps 
it would be interesting to themselves and readers of the ForEs- 
AND STREAM if they would get some experience and give rer 
sults. Certain it is that most successful deer hunters here 
lime their hunts by the moon as above, saying that you will 
find deer on the move for about an hour more or less at the 
time specified above, unless it be in localities where they are 
much hunted, when they feed principally at night. I have 
heard hunters tell of sighting deer lying down, and watching 
them patiently until the moom was right, have seen them rise, 
stretch and go to feeding, I rather pooh—poohed this theory 
when I first heard it broached, but I’m not so certain about 
its being a subject for ridicule now, knowing, as I do, men 
who have killed their hundreds of deer, who have as much 
faith in the theory as they have in their own existence. 8. 
We have long known of this Florida belief, hut have never 

elsewhere found any one who entertained a likeopinion. We 

have come to regard it as a Wlorida belief, Our columns are 

open for further discussion. 
i 

Brerpinc Snow-Brrps.—Hditor Forest and stream; In 
paper of July 4 « correspondent in Williamsport, Pa,, men- 
tions having found the nest of a snow-bird, Juneo hyemalts, 
thirty miles north of that city. I think it probable that they 
breed as far South as northern Georgia, 1 found them in con- 
siderable numbers in July of last year in the mountains of 
western North Carolina, and, though I did not find any nests 
myself, I ean give the names of those who have trequently 
found them. ‘This was at an elevation of over six thousand 
feet. I conclude from this that while Jineo jyemalts certainly 
foes North to breed, he pays more attention to temperature 
and environment than to degrees of latitude. 

Camp Thomas, A. T., Sept.13- Gro. H. Moran, M. D. 
i 

Wantep, Buack-Tairen Dezx.—If any of onr readers 
have specimens of black-tailed deer which are young, large, 
healthy and docile, they will confer a favor by eommunicat- 
ing with us. 

Che Sennel. 
FEVER IN DOGS. 

F “Stonehenge” and other authorities are tobe relied pon 
much of the so-called distemper, particularly in the cases 

of young dogs, is simply a fever which, if taken immediately, 
will readily yield to vigorous treatment, In fact, the treat- 

ment prescribed by “‘Stonehenge” for simple fevers is one that 
might in almost all cases be adopted when distemper is sus- 
pected, and will be described hereafter. The difference be- 
tween fever and distemper appears to be that the latter ia ac- 
companied by a rapid loss of strength and flesh in proportion 

to the severity of the attack. The symptoms of fever are, 
first, a chilliness accompanied by an increase of surface heat, 
and quick respiration and pulse; then loss of appetite and di- 

minished secretion of urine, with frequently costive bowels ; 

also 2 tendency to congestion in the mucous membrane of the 

lungs or nostrils, producing cough, aud running at the nose 

and eyes. The latler symptoms it will be seen are those usu- 

ally indicating an attack ofdistemper. In the case of young 
puppies it has been our custom to administer night and morn- 

ing a Dover's powder containing from one to two grains each 
of opium and ipecacuanha. ‘This is in the nature of an expec- 

torant, the effect of which is to excite, or promote a discharge 

of mucous, relievinginflammation and allaying cough. As fur- 

ther treatment, that suggested by ** Stonehenge,” viz., two to 
four grains of calomel, powdered jalap ten to fifteen grains, 

ginger one grain, should be given. The dose above being for 

a full grown dog, and to be graduated to one-half or one- 

quarter fora small dog ora puppy. When this has operated 

the dog should be fed on gruel and kept warm anddry. A 
tonic may be required afterward and nothing can be better 
than the gelatine-coated pills containing one graineach of qui- 

nine and citrate of iron, 
— 

MR. LORT IN AMERICA, 

Breyoort Hovsz, New Yort,) 
Oct. 14, 1878. ‘y 

TOR FOREST AND GTEEAM! _ Sain in-a contemporary sporting paper of the 11th of Oc- 

tober an atticle entitled ‘* Visitor or Servitor,” bearing upon 

Mr. Lort's awards at the Bench Show of 1878, and on the cor. - 

respondence atising therefrom, Task you will insert for me 

these few lines. It would be in Hngland a slight on Mr. Lort 

to defend him, from criticisms auch as these in question, above 

which his p character and his judging capacity raisa 

a tet Gane 



from criticisms that can inno way alfect him. The writer of 
the article in question uses the term ‘true type of American 
Setter.” May I ask if the American setter is originally import- 
ed or native? And may I further ask what_a pure American 
setter is? The setters of this coutitry are identical with those 
of England, subdivided, of course, into many types, but I 
believe all haying to enter into the three recognized classes— 
Trish, English and Gordon. Tyery breeder has his. pet style, 
and he will, no doubt, consider it the best; but that by no 
Means proves that it is the best. Mr. Lort has had an experi- 
ence equaled by no man in either country, and is therefore 
more competent to pronounce an opinion than other men. In 
all countries, however, disappointed exhibitors must have 
their say. Sportsmen should be gentlemen. Let them give 
their reasons fora difference of opinion, but not bring accu- 
sations of dishonest intentions, or only as prejudices. [ can 
speak of Mr. Lort with some authority: My dogs have been 
both successful and unsuccessful under him, and I haye al- 
ways had to indorse his judgment. 
lam, dear sir, faithfully yours, 

Asnoy A. Brown, Liverpool, 
The writer of the above letter will be remembered as the 

gentleman who made such a handsome display of mastiffs— 
Norma, Vandal and others—at the New York Dog Show in 
1877. Apropos of the article in our contemporary, entitled 
“Visitor or Servitor,” in which it was stated that Mr, Lort 
was paid for his services as judge in the city last spring, we 

would say authoritatively that such was notthe case. Mr. Lort 
came over here purely as & guest and at great expense and jn- 
convenience to himself, 
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Docs Ar Avortox,—A number of dogs were sold at aue- 

fion in the old pust-office building, in this city, on Saturday 

last. The prices were, in most cases, ridiculous, for which 

the owners have only to thanis themselves and the auctioneers, 
for had this sale been properly advertised in the sporting 

papers, and intending purchasers afforded an opportunily for 

verifying the statements made regarding the dogs, the attend- 
ance would have been larger, and prices more in accordance 

with the value of the dogs. Most of the lots offered were 

puppies drafted from the ‘* Windsor” Kennel of J. B. Miller, 
_Hisq., of Newburgh, N. Y., who will be remembered as a large 

exhibitor at the first New York dog show. The prices ob- 
tained would scarcely have paid the expenses of the animals 
from Newburgh, and we fancy Mr. Miller will hardly be 
likely to repeat the experiment, The first dog offered was a 

puppy three months old, said to be a cross between a blood- 
hound sand Newfoundland. He was started at akoui his 
value, ten cents, eid was finally knocked down for $2. 
Henry, a fair buli terrier, eight months old, brought $9, Pet, 
Prinee and Chance, three Siberian bloodhound puppies, three 
mouths old, of good breeding, sold for $1.60, $1,75 and #1, re- 
spectively. A Skye terrier bitch, Judy, one year old, said to 

be imported, brought only $5.50. Another Siberian hound 
puppy soldfor $1, Three bull-terrier puppies, for which the 
owner expected to realize $50 to $75 each, sold for $2.28, 

$4.25 and $5.50. Atter these lots had been disposed of, two 
black-and-tan fox-hounds, or, rather, stag-hounds, six months 
ald, bred from the pair presented to Gen. Custer by the Grand 

Duke Alexis, were offered and sold for $5,50.and $5.75. Fol- 

lowing these, two red Irish setters, Sank and Sal, the property 
of John Taylor, the celebrated Jersey City pigeon shot, were 

sold. A guarantee as to their perfect field qualities and a 
week's trial went with each dog. Sank was a dog of fair 
color, with » good head, and was cheap at $59. The bitch, 
not so good in any respect, brought $70. Two Parker guns, 

belonging to Mr. Taylor, were also put up. One was bid in at 
$80, and the other sold for $40. 

We are forcibly reminded by the above sale that persons 

who have dogs to be sold at auction seldom appear to fhink it 

necrssary to advertise in anything but the local daily papers. 
We make this remark not because we are desirous of having 

the advertisements ourselves, but in the interests of our read- 

ers, Whom we desire to keep posted as-to such events. Nota 

werk passes that we do not have inquiries for dogs of the 
yarious breeds sold on Saturday, and we venture to say that 

had we been advised in time to note the proposed sale in our 
‘Issue of last week, that there would haye been ten bidders 

present to where there was one. 

DrEnHonNDS AND Sracnounps.—A conversation which we 

overheard at the auction sale of dogs reported above brings to 
mind the fact that few persons in this country are really aware 

of the difference between a deerhound and a staghound. 
Many imagine that the latter is the rough-coated dog used in 

the Highlands of Scotland for chasing wounded deer, In point 
of fact the stughound is merely a large foxhound supposed to 

have been descended from the old Southern hound. His colors 

are identical with those of foxhounds, except in the case of 

the blue mottled, which color ia now banished from all first- 
class packs of foxhounds as indicating 4 harrier cross. ‘There 
are several packs of staghounds in Hngland used generally for 
chasing a half-tamed deer which hag been brought to the meet 
inacart, and which is generally recaptured alive and uninjured. 

The deerhound is the rouh-coated dog of the Highlands, in 
shape like the greyhound, the dog of Sir Waller Scolt, and of 
Landseer the great painter. The latter has made us familiar 
with him in some of lis finest works, such as the Stag at Bay, 
There are a number of fine"deerhounds in this country ; Mrs. 

Gen, Fremont has % superb specimen and so has Mx, Paul 

— 

| for some years, 
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Mr. Medley, of London, brought two over 
With him from the Hampton Gourt Kennels, which were ex- 

| hibited af the first New York dog show, and being ticketed at 

£10,000 each they attracted much attention. We considered 

them undersized, however, 4nd not up to the worl expected 
from a (leerhound. 

———— 

Doc Lost,—Mr. George B. Grinnell, of Milford, Conn., has 

had the misfortune to lose, or to have stolen from him, his fine 
sefifer doy Rock. Rock is a red dog, with breast, feet and tip 
of tail white, white blaze on face and white spot on neck; 

about thres years old and of very friendly dis- 

position. I[1is collar bore his owner's nameand address. We 
trust sportsmen will look out for him. By an advertisement 

in another column it will be seen that a reward of #25 is of- 

fered tor his return, and one of $100 for the conviction of the 

thief. 
ee 

A Smans Dog,—If a puppy, whelped on the 2d instant from 

a black-and-tan terrier bitch, the property of Mr. EH, B. Hart- 

well, of Louisiana, lives, its owner is sure of all the *' smallest 
dos” prizes at dog shows for some time tocome. The puppy 
in question weighs but three and a half ounces, and at last 
accounts was doing well. The mother weighs five and a half 
pounds, 

+ 

A Curious Surprstition.—The Pall Mall Gagette, in vefer- 
ring to the fact that an impression widely prevails among certain 

vlasses that the danger arising from the bite of a dog sus- 
pected of being mad can only be averted by the death of the 
animal, states that dogs unaffected by rabies are no doubt 
often destroyed in accordance with this theory, leaving: the 
person or persons they may have bitten in a state of suspense 
as io the risk incurred of an attack of hydrophobia. In Bur- 
mah mad dogs and dogs supposed to be mad are not only 
killed, but eaten, the flesh of a mad dog being in the opinion 
of the Burmese not only the best antidote to the poison of the 
tooth, but a prophylactic against hydrophobia. A crowd the 
other day, according to a Rangoon paper, were seen in the 
streets of that city hacking a dog to pieces and scrambling for 
‘the morsels, which, when secured, were taken home and fried 
and eaten by their fortunate possessors. The dog was rabid, 
and had bitten several persons, some of whom have since died. 
It was ultimately chased and clubbed to death, and those who 
devoured its remains flatter themselves that they are now hy-, 
drophobia-proof forever. 

—— SSS ES ee 

Names OnaiMmp.—-Mr, James 'T, Walker, of Troy, N. Y., 
claims the following names for setter puppies by his Dash 
out of his Black Bess, whelped July 3, 1878: Brigadier for 
black and tan dog puppy; Fanchion and Cricket for black, 
white aud tan bitches ; also, fhe name of Black Prince for 
black setter dog puppy by his dash out of Bennett’s Mab. 

a ~—_______ 

—In recording the names claimed for red Irish puppies in a 
recent issue, we gave the name of the owner of puppies as 
Mr. H. P. Doitch, of Goldsboro, N. C., when it should haye 
been H, P. Dortch. 

+ 

—Mr. Dodge, of Detroit, has sold the following named 
Rose—Leicester dog pups, viz: Cash, to J. BH. Long; Remus, 
to J. H. Oanniil, and Romulus to Fred. H. Stearns, all of 
that city. 

e 

_ —Mr, J. A. Wright, who purchased one of Mr. J. Addison 
Smith's Sensation—Lily lemon and white pointer puppies, an- 
nounces his safe arrival at Austin, Nevada, after his journey 
of 3,000 miles. Mr. Wright expresses himself as much 
pleased with the puppy. 
SS 

—It is reported that Mr. Chas. Lincoln, in connection with 
some of the sporting fraternity of Detroit, is making prepara- 
ieee for a mammoth dog show to be held in that city during 
the winter. 

_ 

++. — 

—Mr, William H. Pierce's (of Peekskill, N. Y.) fine Gor- 
don bitch Wrag, whelped Oct, 8, by Dr. 8. Fleet Speirs’ Gor- 
don dog Gypsum, twelve black and tan puppies, all beauti- 
fully marked; but three are now living. 
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YACHTING NEWS, 
YaAoutine at Cnrcavo.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

During the past few weeks yachting news has been somé- 
what searce, owing to the fact that we were having our equi- 
noclial gales. They have blown fierce and strong enough to 
take the ‘* sticks” clean out of our big three-mast lakery, so 
that no shallow skimmers could have lived in the big seas 
these strong winds caused, But on Saturday, October 6, the 
closing resatta of the season tookplace. The prizes were to be 
“pennants.” Several yachts entered for the race, amoug them 
the Cora and Greyhound, ‘The principal interest was drawn 
out by these two yachts, because it has been nip and tuck 
tuck befiween them at different times for the pennant of the C 
¥,C. The day was a fine one for racing—cool and clear, with 
a puting breeze from $. W. W., veering at times to N. W., 
inclining at ti mes to be strong. The stake-boat was anchored 
three miles distant from the starting point. ‘Che boats got 
away in good shape, aud were soon carrying all the sails they 
could spread to stand up with. Each were proyided with 

Ying-tails,”" and carried mainsail, jib, jib-topsail and gaff 
topsail. The Oore first came around the stake-boat. Captain 
Prindiville, after rounding his hoat, took in those saila that 

could be dispensed with while on this tack. Captain Busey, 
of the Cora, neglected to i'n this, and it was soon seen the 
Cora was acting badly. With the first puff of wind she 
keeled over pretty badly, and was losing steerageway, The 
“ting-tail” was dragging in the Cora's wake and impeding 
her progress. It was finally cut away, but no sail shortened. 
The wind freshened again and the Cora keeled over. It was 
evident nothing could be done to saye her, and each puff 
added to her already critical position until she Jay on the 
water like a log, with her sails submerged. Fortunately no 
lives were lost. The tug Constitution, 1 powerful boat, hove 
a line to herand soon righted her. Now for the cause; ‘The 
Cora, though @ fine boat, is a skimmer, covering a good sur- 
face of water, but compares badly with « fine, sea-going 
yacht, If I remember right, she hasan iron shoe, or keel, 
but in spite of this cnrries a larse amount of ballast. To en- 
able her to beat the Greyhound, they toolk out of her 3,000 
pounds of ballast, thus making her cranky. Such, at Jeast, 
are the reports among yachtsmen who witnessed the race. 
Yachting has created quite an excitement here this season. 
The O. Y, O. have done better this year than at any previous 
time, and is growing in strength and dnancially. There is 
strong talls of buying a first-class Canadian yacht that has 
cleaned out everything over the border, and bringing it here 
fime enough to open another season with. But for this ac- 
cident, Chicago yachtsmen feel jubilant over the season's 
work, and are looking forward hopefully to a strong club for 
1879. Norman. 

Chicago, Oct, 10, 1878. 

Eastmry Yaour Crys.—The schooner Brenda, Mr. Little, 
,has been to Bath, Me., where her spars were cut down, her 
‘owner not wishing to carry such p heayy press, requiring too 
constant reefing. With less canvas it 1s expected she will do 
quite as well, and possibly better, than before. ‘This schoo- 
ner was always 4 fast one, but since coppered this season we 
have the assurance of her owners that she showed a perceptidle 
increase of speed. ‘The /oamm, Oom. Boardman, was badly 
beaten by Rebecca, Mr. Joy, in a private match a short time 
since, even without the 20m. time the Commodore had to al- 
low. Woam has not been improved by the alterations made. 
We have before us a photograph of Brenda, which shows the 
yacht to advantage, and from her looks we should take her 
to be a good heavy weather craft. In this connection we wish 
to call attention to the advisability of having yachts photo- 
graphed ‘broadside on,” An artist might prefer some fore- 
shortened view; but since the only value of a yacht’s photo- 
graph lies in the perfect display of her outline, it will be 
readily understood that, owing to the impossibility of arrang- 
ing the camera for more than one focal distance at a time, a 
view of a yacht otlicr than in a broadside position will show 
her in distorfed perspective, making that portion furthest 
from the camera unduly small, thereby failing to give any 
adequate idea of the yacht’s appearance or proportions. We 
will be pleased to receive photographs of yachts of all kinds 
if our readers will send ina copy. It is to be hoped the cus- 
tom of having craft photographed will be more generally 
adopted every where, 

Porrnanp YAouT Crup,—The fleet of the Portiand Yacht 
Club now numbers 12 schooners, 18 sloops and 2 steamers, 
figures that indicate quile an access to the squadron during 
recent years. The club was oryanizedin 1869, has been ine 
corporated this year, and has on its book 145 members and 12 
honvrary members, Among the yachts flying its pennant— 
white, blue border, red diagonal cross and blue star—we 
notice the schooner Jiay, one of Geo. Steers’ renowned crafts, 
very much resembling America in her general form. Asa 
sloop, ay was equal to about anything afloat, especially in a 
sea, where her deep peg-top bottom would always tell to her 
advantage. We should like to see her come out in racing 
trim again, and try conclusions with the sloops of long flat 
floor, so much affected during the late infatuation with 
beam, when nothing cou’d be built that was too flat and 
wide. 

Soame ys. Fanoy.—Mr. Hditor: A match race between 
the two cat-rigs, Scamp and Fancy, of the Nuhasset Y. C., 
was sailed here this week, which resulted in fayor of the 
Haney. The match was best two in three, and no time allow- 
ance, although the Scamp is the smaller boat. The first race 
was won easily by the Haney in a solid nor’-westér, both 
boats having all they wanted under close reefs. The second 
race was won by the Scamp, with about ten seconds lead, 
and the third by te Haney, with only a few seconds to spare, 
Wind being moderate northeast and smooth water in both 
races. ¥, 

Boston, Oct. 12. 

Hartem Cnarnence Cur.—The last race of the season for 
this cup was sailed on the EBarlem, Oct. 10, over the usual 
course, and was Won on time by Amma D.,in 2h. 18m. 544s, 
beating Brothers, Swamp Mex, Fidget, Kate Jerolemon and 
Comét in the order named.. Wind was fresh from the N. W. 

\ Hmma D. has won the cup three times and holds if till next 
"season. When won five times by the same yacht it becomes 
personal property. 

Norrotk Cat-Boats.—A race was sailed, Oct. 3, at Nor- 
folk, Va., over a ten-mile course, Won by Little Fraud, 
beating Gracie, Lelia, Misi, Aline, Cora, Campbell and Grover. 

OAR AND PADDLE, 

Tur Sonmmine CaamMprionselr, 

_ That the opinions expressed in this paper concerning the 
Courtney-Hanlan race are entertained by disinterested wit- 
nesses of the match, the following extract from the leiter of a 
gentleman. resident in Montreal will serve to show: “‘T trust 
you are goimg to do the race justice and not join in the \in- 
worthy and disereditable hue and cry against Courtney. One—~ 
only could win the race, and surely no discredit could attach 
to him by being beaten by such a “‘stayer” and such a skill- 
ful senller as is Hanlan, I saw the race throughout, and from 
what I saw, coupled with the fact that Courtney made as good 
time as in any of his previous performances of which Ihave 
read I am gatisfied the race was a fair on, and that those who 
circulate the vile calumny that Courtney sold the race, only 
heap discredit upon themselves.” ‘Nothing whatever has yet 
been brought to light in the shape of anything worthy of the 
name of circumstantial eyidence, much less proof, against the 
honesty of Courtney in his race with Hanlan. Because the 
backers failed to put up the stakes as large as first, reported, 
and because some of Courtney's best friends put all they had 
on the Oanadian, this ig about all the ‘chain of evidence 
wound about the dishonorable sculler doomed to share the 
shame of Benedict Arnold,” and all the other nonsensical 
trash that the disappointed scandal mongers have been foist- 
ing upon a surfeited public for some time past. There is, as 
we have said before, nol the least tangible evidence warrant- 
ing the stupid and baseless calumny of Courtney, and if many 



new how much serious harm they are inflicting upon the fn- 
ture prosperity of professional rowing in America, they would 
think twice before allowing such indefensible license to their 
tongues. Most of these persons are actuated by a desire for 

: cheap notorjety in the public prints. The whole trouble 
arises fromthe fact that Courtney has been a food deal too 
Tuch of a champion on paper and has been lifted up to the 

gaze of the people as the great invincible ‘'I am,” until the 
public began to believe it. He was as fairly beaten by Han- 
dan as ¢yer a sculler was, and he will let him seyerely alone 
for along time to come. The attempt to defend opinions en- 
tertained previous to the great race by disparaging the honesty 
of one of the contestants, is as puerile as it is unworthy and 
prejudicial to the popularily of the sport in the future. 

FarkMount Rowe Assocoration.—The second annual re- 
gatta of this club took place October 5 on the Schuylkill, 
Philadelphia, Single seulls—won by QOharles Hamilton in 
iim. 113s.; George Mitchell second, Thomas Lambert third. 
Single scull working boats—won by William Francis in 
14m. 463s5.; John Schnare second, H, Connelly third. Double 
scull working boats—won by b&b. McOosker and T. Lam- 
bert in 12m. 37#s.; John McCnsker and T. Brown second ; 
William ‘Tapper and C. Reitze third, Four-oared barges— 
barge Fairmount, A. Campbell (bow), T. Hopkins, William 
Ashman, 8, Little (stroke), and T, Tillott (cox.), won in 14m- 
10s.; barge Wave, Ei. Connelly (bow), H. Faber, Al. Doerr, 
Cliarles Schimf (stroke), and H. Moore (cox), second, Six- 
oared harges—barge Hthel, Thomas Lambert (stroke), John 
MeCosker, Ed. Granon, W. Tapper, John Fowler, John 
O'Neill (bow), and Robert Bell (cox.), won in 10m, 48%s,; 
barge Washington, B. McCosker (stroke), [ugh Simpson, J. 
Farrel, J. Waters, Walter Poole, 1. Reitze (bow), and Charles 
Moore (Cox.), second. 

Povestac Boar Crps.—The annual fall regatta of this club 
took place October 8 over the club course on the Potomac, 
Washington. Single sculis—Roberts took the lead, but 
slipped his sliding seat. Barbarin won in 8m. 42s,; Bailey 
second, Roberts third, Gadsby fourth, Stevens fifth, Double 
sculls—boat Cropley took the lead and won in 8mm. 30s.; crew, 
Bester and Zeigler; boat Hzcelsior second; crew, Wheeler 
and Bailey, Four-oared shells—Polomac crew, W. H. Gib- 
son (bow), W. F. Roberts, J. 8. Zeigler, N. Bestor (stroke); 
four-oared shell Saratoga; crew, A. B. Brice (bow), 8. 
Wheeler, C. Zappone, G. Wheatley (stroke); and six-oared 
gig Phil. Dodge; crew, F. Johns (bow), Lee Cox, 0. Ste- 
vens, W, Wheatley, J. D. Doyle, R. Morgan (stroke), and J. 
H. Gordon (cox). Potomac took the lead and won in 6m, 
50s., Saratoga Gm. 55s., and the vig 6m. 49s. 

Yarr Fart RecArra.—The closing regatta of Yale was 
held, Oct. 12, on Lake Saltonstall, during bad weather and 

The course had been resuryeyed recently and 
found to be 120 ft. short, which error was rectified. First 
Tampy water. 

race, for barges; distance, two miles; Seniors had the east- 
aro course, Juniors the western, with Sophomores in the mid= 
dle, At the start the juniors tuvk the lead with a stroke of 
42; Seniors second. Neat the turn the leaders shipped a lot 

] of water and were compelled to pull for the shore, The 
Seniors were-tiic first to turo, and increased their lead on the 
Tun home, crossing the line in 15m, 5&8,; Sophomores in 16m. 

~~ 207s. The crews were as follows: Class "79—E. F, Living- 
ston (bow), H. 5. Green, J. W. Curtiss, O, D. Thompson, JJ, 
Y. Farwell, F. H, Hyde (stroke), C. F, Aldrich (cox.). Class 
*80—F. O. Spencer (bow), Preston King, F. W. Keator, N. 
G. Osborn, H. W. Tait, W. R. Inms (stroke), E. W. Kne- 
vals (cox.). Class *81—J, I’. Merrill (bow), W- W. K. Nixon 
P. C, Fuller, Henry Ives, J. B. Collins, A. B. Beadle (stroke), 

| H. N. Tuttle (cox.). Second race, for four-oared crews of 
the Dunham Rowing Club, over a one-mile course. Red 
pulled 48 to Blue’s 44, but the latter took the lead and won 
in 6m. 3048.; Red followed in 7m. Crews as follows: Reds— 
J. EH, Wilson (bow), T. Richford, R. H. Mason, H. H. Don- 
aldson (stroke), J, Bulkley (cox.). Blues—P, Bigelow (bow), 
M. 8. Wilson, L. M. Higginson, L. A. Stokes (stroke), J. J. 
Nairn (cox.). Third race, for six-oared barges, distance two 
miles, between the Academic and Scientific Freshmen. The 
Academics, with a long swing of 36, drew out ahead and 
slowed down to 30 on the return, winning readily in 15m, 
564s.; Scientifics, 16m. 264s. Crews as follows: Academic 
'82—T. De W. Guyler (bow), H. H. Knapp, F. M. Haton, CG. 
B. Storrs, L. K, Hull, H. T, Folson (stroke), A. Fitzgerald 
(eox,). Scientific—A. D. Bevan (bow), M. Alcott, H. Bailey, 
C. M. Carpenter, I. J. Schiller, E. A, Hubbard (stroke), G. 
L, Sargent (cox-). 

Anatostan Boat Crus.—The regular fall regatta of this 
elub was held Saturday, Oct. 12. Water smooth. Four- 
oared shells. Eutries: Armerica—Campbell, Marshall, Taylor 
and Burdette. Ondine—Maunder, Nyman, Elliott and Mc- 
Kenney. Hraud—White, Pairo, Mosher and Page. Mraud 
wonin?7m. Secondrace, for double working boats, Vellze— 
Jones and Hall, and Hazel, Page and Burdette ; won by the 
latter in 8m. $45. Third race, for barges, Analostan and 
Fuilcon. Won by Analostum. Course in all cases one mile. 

Rowe av 8x, Lovis.—The annual four-oared race for the 
championship of the Mississippi was rowed October 6, Dis- 
tance, about five miles, most of it down stream ; water rather 
Jumpy, the mark boats drifting from their moorings. Modoe 
Rowing Club—J. Cummings (bow), D, Woinheimer, J. 
Stumpf, W. Keller (stroke), won in 32m. 80s. St. Louis 
Rowing Olub—B. F. brand (bow), L. Stocker, D. Newell, L. 
Hdel (stroke), second, 38m. Western Rowing Qlub—J. 
Spires (bow), G. Hoffman, H. Sieken, 'T. Hilliker (stroke), 
third, 86m, Mississippi Rowing Claub--J. Hahm (bow), E. 
Moses, L. Tenteberg, H. Clark (stroke), fourth, 36m. 40s. 
The boats differed in style, some being lapstreaks, others 
shells, and the darkness caused much wild steering. 

Rewise ar PortsmourH, Va.—he Hope and Brisk four- 
oared crews pulled a race at Portsmouth, Va., October 2. 
Hope-—M. Hillis (bow), William Miller, Julian Pace, S. Bal- 
Jantine (stroke), and §. Hope (cox.), won in 12m. 183s. 
Brisk——Millard Brenaman (bow), William Ridgewell, R. Mc- 
Olain, Geo. Gwin (stroke), and Ed. Summers (cox.), second, 

Davis-Reacan Maron.—These two Boston oarsmen met 
on Silver Lake, near that city, Oct. 8. Reagan was the 
fayorite, pulling in a new ship, by Elliott, of Greenpoint, L. 
TL, 30ft. long, 1lin. beam and 27}lbs. weight. Davis was 
seated ina **down-Hast” shell, from the shop of Stevens, of 
Bath, Me., 29ft. Jong, 11jin. beam and bringing down {he 
peales at the extremely light weight of 24lbs. At the word 
“Go,” both men got away well together, at a stroke of about 
38. Reagan showed to the front slightly, but when the half 
mile was reached Davis had the best of it by half a length, 
He then quickened his stroke and spun out his lead to a clear 
free lengths at the turn, Time, 18m. 14s., the best on rec- 
ord. On the pull home the Portland sculler put in more good 

of the rumor hucksters and jyould-be false witnesses only | 

Faulkner, his rowing partner, was wounded, and the latter's 
wife met with her death, together with Mrs. Blakey, wife of 
the Cambridge boat builder. 

ROWING RIPPLES. 

Plaisted and Bvan Morris will pull, Oct. 18, over the Hul- 
ton course at Pittsburgh, two miles with a turn. Morris is 
the better man of the two.,....On the 2d inst. Ellis Ward beat 
W. Myers, of Philadelphia, over a three-mile course on the 
Delaware,...,..The atwateur championship of Mystic River, 
Mass., was won by Mr. J. HW. Houghton, Oct. 5, who had a 
walk-over...... Andy Seibert beat J. Burrett, at Wheeling, Va., 
Oct, 5, over a three-mile coursé in 23m. 59s...... Hosmer and 
Frenchy Johnson will arrange a match...... All the sporting 
fraternity who Jost money on the paper champion of America 
are sure now the Courthey-Hanlan race was fraught with dis- 
honesty..,...Hanlan, champion of America, ‘will row no more 
races this season, but will leaye for England this winter to try 
his luck abroad...... D. Driscoll beat Sullivan and Corbett in a 
single scull race on the Merrimac, Oct. 5, winning the Merri- 
mac River B. A, medal the third time, making il his property 
...-Courtney proposes to prosecute his libellers...... Riley has 
done a good deal of practice work for his five mile race with 
Davis, of Portland, to come off October 1, on Owasco Lake 
Ry te Paeijie Life offers for competstion among ils subscribers 
a fine $800 barge and outfit, 

Game Bag and Gun, 

GAME IN SEASON FOR OCTOBER, 

Moose, Alees malehis. 
Caribou, Zarandus vranuifer, 
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
hed or Va, deer, C. wirginianus. 
Squirrels, red, black and pray, 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Keed or rice bird, Dotichonyx oryz- 
7OTOUA, 

Wild torkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 

Black-bellied plover, ox-eye, Squa- 
tarvola helveticon, 

Ring ployer, igialitis semipalma- 
us. 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Himantopua 
nigricollis, ° 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. 
Red-breasted snipe, or dowitcher, 
Macrorhamphue griseus. 

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird, 
en, Cupidonia eupiio, Tringa americang. 

Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bonasé Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
umbellus, Limoxa felou, 

Quail or partridge, Ortyx virginia- 
TUS. 

Wilet, Totanus semipalmatus, 
Tatler, Totanws melanvleucus, 
Yellow-shanks, Totanws flavipes. 

"Bay birds" SOMETHIN, inelnding varioua species Of plover, sand 
piper. suipe, clirlew, O¥sler-catcher, surf birds, postiwJpes, oreveta 
elc,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

t= This table does not apply to all the States. 1t ts meant to repre- 

Bent the game which ls generally in season althiatime, State regula- 

tions may prohibit the killing of some species of game here mentioned, 
— eS Se 

Game 1n Marxer.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1 to 

$1.25 per pair; partridge (ruffed grouse), 90 cents to Bl per pair; 

mallard ducks, 75 cents par pair; black do., 75 cents par pair; 

widgeon do, , 60 cents per pair; broad bill do., 60 cents per pair; 

teal do., 60 cents per pair; Wilson snipe, $2.50 to $3 per doz.; 

ployer, $3 per doz.; bay birds, large, $8 per doz.; do. emall, 40 

cents per doz.; reed birds, $1 to $1.25 per doz.; wild pigeons, 
stall fed, $1.75 per doz.; Phildslphia squabs, 33.25 per doz, 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry pivked chickens, 

18 to. 22 conts per pound ; do. fowls, 16 to 13 cents ; do, turkeys, 

16 to 20 cents ; do. ducks, 16 to 20 cents; do. geese, 14 to 16 

cents ; State and Western chickens, 14 to 16 cents; do. turkeys, 

14 to 16 cents ; do fowls, 13 to 15 centa ; do, ducks, 12 to 15 cents; 

do. geese, 10 to 12 centa. 

Coot SuoottnG ar Suervrer IstAnp,—Under date of Oct. 

11, our correspondent, Mr. Isaac McLellan, writes from 

Shelter Island, L. I; 

There has been so far but few coots up this part of the 
bay, as they haye been collecting in Gardiner’s Bay, several 
miles below. But this rough northeasterly storm which is 
raging. here to-day will bring them up the bay and around 
these shores. We lave seen several flocks of them this morn- 
ing flying along the shore, seeking a more sheltered place for 
rest and food. Last fall and winter, as you know, were re- 
markably mild and moderate, so the coots and old squaws 
were very plenty on the flats east of this island, and were 
easily killed by sailing on them or by battery. It is to be 
hoped they will be as plenty this season, and by the latter 
part of this month, or in November, they may afford good 
sport. In some years these fowlare very numerous here, but 
in others they are comparatively scarce. There was good coot 
shooting Jast fall and all through the winter until March, 
They were very abundant and a single battery in a few hours 
would kill as many as sixty or more. The shooter lies in a 
small boat, with his decoys around him, and his comrade in 
a row-boat picks up the birds: 

New Jexszey—Hammontown, Oct. 18,—Qn Friday I started 
from Lower Bank with a worthy resident of that place—Mr. 
Steve Henry Adams—for Landing Creek, We paddled up 
the creek and through the branches and guts, and started a 
number of wood duck, of which Mr. Adams handed down 
nine, and myself six, It was hard work, and required the 
most perfect quiet and the utmost nerye and quickness to 
hand the fellows down, for wood duck jump on sight of you, 
and care nothing as to how the wind is, but are off likea 
shot. You only see them for a few seconds, and in that time 
your gun must do its work. On our way home the wind 
changed from southwest to northeast, giving a prospect of a 
big de for the nextday, Saturday morning the wind had 
changed to the north, but there was a fair tiderunning, 80, 
accompanied by my trusty pusher, James Kvamer, we started 
for the meadows, The birds were plenty, bul hardly enough 
water to pursue them successfully. I have heard some sports- 
men say that arail at all times is a dull, sluggish bird, and 
that any tyro can kill them; butif they could haye seen the 
rail yesterday get up before the wind and twist and furn and 
go like a rocket, they would have had to call al! their skill 
into play to bring them down. But wilh all the high wiod 
and poor tide, 1 managed to boat sixty-tour as fine birds as L 
ever saw. 1 killed a number that it was impossible to boat, 
which, of course, I didnot count. The wind was so strong 
at times as fo force us to sit down in the boat; but we hada 

———x———U— a 

i, and finally passed the line with nine lengths to spare, | good time and was well pleased nr success. If spotts— 
among the black ducks and! 

: eerarhor City, and then 
L. W-8. 

Derr Srarmme in Broommye Grove Parnk.—The Bloom- 
ing Grove Park Associnlion owns a tract of some 12,000 acres. 
of land much diversified. Included jn this territory is a. 
breeding paddock one mile square for deer and elk, which is 
inclosed by a high wile fence. At the present jime the num-— 
ber of deer in the inclosure is quite large, and bucks espe- 
cially haye become superfluous. Among the rest are two old. 
Teprobates which are obnoxious to the gamekeepers, for same 
reason, and it has been determined to hunt them out of their- 
covyerts and kill them. To do this snecessfully, and afford: 
amusement to members of the associstion, thera will be a 
hunt for them on the second day of next’ Noyember, when 
self-styled hunters will be enabléd to exhibit their woodcraft 
and skill with the mfle. No dogs will be used, and the efforts 
of jhe hunters will be to jump them from their cover and hit 
them on the fly, That's what's the matter. The Hxecutive 
Committee have requested us to urge those intending to take 
part to address Dr. 1H. Bradley at the Hoffman House, so that 
if the numbers warrant a special car may be engaged to lenve 
New York on Friday, November 1, at 8:45 4. Invited 
guests of members will share in the privilege. 
_ The winter sports of the association are bear and deer hunt- 
ing, the shooting of ruffed grouse, ducks, wild pigeons, hares, 
rabbits, foxes, sqnirrels, mink and offer, and fishing for pick- 
erel and black )ass. Deer and ruffed grouse are especially 
numerous, and combined with the exhilarating atmosphere: 
peculiar to the region, cannot but afford rare sport and enjoy- 
ment to those fond of out-door pastimes, Tickets to Millville 
Depot and return (‘‘accoant Blooming Grove Park"), $6,, 
to be had only at the Erie RK. WR. office, corner Broadway and 
Twenty-third street. Time, 4 hours 11 minutes by rail, and 
1 hour and 15 minutes by stage. 

Sourh Carorina—Charleston, Oct. 12.—A very pleasant. 
hunt came off a few days since near Summeryille, the charm- 
ing resort of a large number of Charlestonians, about 22 miles, 
from the city. A large number of deer were started, and a 
couple of fine ones brought home. Goyernor Hampton, who 
was one of the party, bagged a fine buck in handsome style.. 
The Governor is a capital shot, and is yery fond of hunting, 
but has had few oportunities of indulging in any sport for the 
last three years. Prom August 1 to this time 26 deer have 
been brought home by the Summerville sportsmen, They re- 
port deer yery abundant, and haye had magnificent sport. 

Frogmsa—st. Augustine, Oct. 10.—Wilson snipe haye ape: 
peared much earlier than usual this season. Good bags have. 
been made. 

VirersiA—Blacksburg, Oct. §.—Quails yery plenty, A 
good many ruffed grouse have been killed. A few score to. 
teacer-ahout wetnlaces and springheads, M. G, EB, 

The Petersburz Jndev says that partridges are as abund- 
antin the adjacent counties as spitrows. The coveys are 
large and numerous and the birds tanye. 

Mionicay.—Bears are numerous in Lapeer County, A 
200-poundér was the trophy of a party ne&’r the town of La- 
peer last week. 

Towsa—Pomeray, Oct. 5..—Sport is prime here now; ducks 
are coming in all the time; geese in fair quantities. Doc and 
I drove out a couple of miles Tuesday evening and I bagged a 
pair of fine Canadas, making a clean double, the first of the 
season. IJ walked up behind some stacks and took a run for 
them, cutting them down clean at 80 yards with my 12 gauge. 
What No, 10 gun could do better? Glass ball shooting is on 
the decline here since the opening of the season, A pariy 
leave for Spirit Lake next week ona ten days trip from Du- 
buque. Any friends East who may wish to visit lowa for 
sport will be aided as far as possible, and any questions will 
be cheerfully answered if they will address me through your 
office, as Iam ever ready to lend a helping hand to brother 
sporismen whenever an opportunity offers, 

Axe Dacoran, 

Miynsora—&t. Paul, Oct.'8.—Ducks are beginning to fly 
pretty well and every one ia out now on the war path. J have 
been ont and ‘‘ purchased” a few myself. fey 

Winn Piesons— Washington, D. 0., Oct. 12.—Wild pigeons 
aye numerous in Montgomery, Maryland and Fairfax Countics, 
Va., and the region thereabouts, A great many lave been 
killed along Seneca Oreek in the first-named county, twenty 
miles west of Washington, and the shooters have had rare 
sport. The birds are in good condition and fly low. They 
are feeding on buckwheat and acorns, and seem to be moving 
ta the West. OBLEF. 

—Wild pigeons are here (Blacksburg, Montgomery County, 
Ya., Oct. 8) in some considerable numbers, as is the case 
every year in September and October, moving apparently 
southwest along the mountains. M ° 7 Ie 

A GENEROUS OrrEr AND A Rang Coanog.—Here js an offer 
from a merchant in Pennsylvania which we think some of our 

readers will be delighted to accept; but if disposed to do so 
Write to the principal and not to us’; i 

PINE GLEN, Centre Co,, Pa,, Oot, 8, 187s, 

EvitoR Formst AND STREAM 7 
T keep no hotel, hor do | ron for one, that you might think my object 

to induce parties to come to my hunting groind wonld be to make some 
money, I do) nol huntfor the market; I hunt hecauss It enjoy it,, 

have seyeral friends from the Hast who come up every season, I ax- 
pect sonic, If nol all, this season, Our principal hunting is for deer. 

We brush them with dogs. We have 4 gréat many pheasants, dnd this 

season black a0\) gray squirrels ire yery plenty. I expect to gato my 

cump on Noy, il and stay until Des. 16, I camp and honton my own 

and grouods that] am interestedin. We camp in regular hunters! 
style, keop a Man fll the time al calup to cook and do the work. Where 

we hunt wecan hear the whistle of the lovomotive from the P, ond H.R, 

Ron one side and Snew-Shveon the other, Snow-Shoe is wy rallvoidsta- 

tlon, Wow, I will take one or two good fellows and I will give them all 

they hunting they may waut, I wil ussire them good, warm quartere 
while incamp; I will meet theni at railroad and dee that they get to 

camp; se6 that they get game fo Take homes, and if you, or any of your 

Triends, hay want to accept let them writeto mo and I will give them 

all the particulars, Gzo KR. Boar, 

Lone Branon Guy Onps.—At a meeting of the club in this 
city last Saturday there were elected about one hundred new 
members, who came from the Boston, Narragansett, Phila- 
delphia and Baltimore Gun Clubs, The club as newly or- 
ganized propose to hold a series cf matches at Newport next = 
summer, in which the best shots of the country will partici- 
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pate _ A club-house is to be built, and the club 
articles of incorporation. The following officers were elected : 
John Hoey, President; GQoorza N. Curtis, Vice-President ; 
John 8, Hoey, Secretary, and Julian L. Myers, Treasurer. 

_ WELrINGTON Sportsman's CLue.—At Wellington, Kansas, 
has just been organized a club for the protection of game and 
‘the better perfecting themselves in shooting, termed The Wel- 
lington Sportsman's Olub, with the following officers: Presi- 
dent, William Quigley; Vice-President, F. B. West; Secre- 
tary, W. 8. Haddaway; Treasurer, C. Rt. Godfrey ; Trustees, 
James A, Lang, A. W. Shearman, G. M. Wyatt. 

Nzw Ratrroap ror Lone Isuayp.—We have received the 
prospectus of a new narrow gauge road which if is proposed 

‘to build between Brooklyn and Babylon, following the south 
shore of Long Island, and which is to be Known as the ‘ Kast- 
‘ern Railroad of Long Island.” While such a road, as induc- 
‘ing that competition which is said to be the life of trade, is 
likely to result in benefit to the general public, still we are re- 
Minded that the building of railroads, liku the making of books, 
‘has no end, and is about as frequently profitable. If there is 
mot enough traffic now to support one road it seems hardly 
probable that two could live. The prospectus before us, how- 
‘ever, sets forth in most plausible terms the benefits to follow, 
and if sportsmen are to be afforded better facilities for reach- 

ing the most favored spot, in this vicinity we cannot but wish 
the new enterprise success. 

Tara Orrick Bor,—That office boy of ours that had such 
luck shooting on the coast of Maine, has just returoed from 
another trip, covered all over with glory, “He took an after. 
noon train and went to Bill Lane’s favorite sportsmen’s retreat 
at Good Ground, Long Island. On his arrival in the even- 
ing he was “awful hungry,” but the supper soon provided 
was far better than anticipated, and ample justice was done in 
good boy style. The next day Mr, Lane did all he could to 
give him a good day’s sport, but a gale from the northwest 
drove the ducks out, and fifteen bay-birds was the result of a 
day’s work, Of the place, the house and the host the hoy 
was enthusiastic. He says of all the places he ever visited 
Lane's is the best. Birds were there by the thousands, and 
every facility can be readily provided for sportsmen, except 
in such a gale as he was caught in, As for the comforts of 
the house, he thinks it unsurpassed for a shore retreat in 
shooting season, and also thinks the motherly Mrs. Lane the 
best cook on the island, except his own mother, of course. 
He was delighted with the trip; but the worst of it is he 
wants to go again, and all the boys in the office want a day’s 
ection to go down on the island and see how it is for them- 
selves. 

GVisconsin— Westyield, Oct. 7.—Small game has been com- 
yparatively abundant this season, particularly pinnated grouse 
and quail, and our local sportsmen have enjoyed rare sport in 
‘the field. The wild-fowl are beginning to put in an appear- 
ance in considerable numbers at the grand old resort, Pack- 
away Lake, and the wiseacres predict a bountiful harvest for 
‘sportsmen, The Packaway Club are in their cosy quarters, 
and numerous sportsmen from all sections are arriving at the 
Jake, Snipe and wild goose shooting will soon be in its 
yprime. W. W. 

Madison, Océ. 't_—Our sportsmen are now having 4 grand 
‘time among the ducks that are to be found in large quantities 
-on our waters. Blue-bills, red-heads and mallards are thicker 
jthan for years past. Jack snipeare also making their appear- 
ance. The present high water of our Jakes inundating the 
marshes makes it difficult to get near them. Prospects are 
‘such as delight the heart of the sportsman. The favorite 
spots near the city are Westport and Second Lake. = 

OVER. 

Boston Sxoorine Suirs.—Our friends Simmons & Co., of 
Boston, seem perfectly satisfied with the success of the 
** Boston Shooting Suit "among sportsmen, which, they say, 
is something almost unprecedented in the history of new gar- 
ments. Much of this, however, we feel privileged to say, 
hhas been due to the yery liberal manner in which they have 
placed its merits before the readers of Forusr aAnp Stream. 
Entering the field for competition in this department but two 
years since, Messrs. Simmons & Son, of Boston, have already 
carried off the highest honors at all places where they haye 
exhibited, and their daily mail frequently contains orders from 
asmany as twelve different States for these now famous suits. 
Their testimonials from well-known sportsmen in all parts of 
he country are of the most flattering description. Wewould 
adyise any one in want of a first-class equipment of this kind 
to send for Messrs. Simmons & Son’s circular and samples. 

Tre Avxitry BArrEL.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Mr. 
‘A, CG. Shelton, of the Auxiliary Rifle Barrel Co., of New 
Haven, Conn., left for home last evening, haviag been here 
-and at Milwaukee for two weeks exhibiting his new invention 
in combining a rifle barrel to be inserted in any breech-loading 
shot-gun. He has given several exhibitions showing its shoot- 
“ing qualities to our Western sportsmen, demonstrating to them 
that it shoots equally as well as any sporting rifle. 

Chisago, Ill,, October 12. CuHroAGo. 

Guns av Auvorroy.—Judging from the great number o 
breech-loading guns sold at auction by Messrs. Barker & Co. 
of Liberty street, sportsmen must anticipate a plentiful sup 
ply of game. The above firm are making a specialty of the 
sale of fine guns by action. No gun will be sold by them 
that they do not fully guarantee. The fifth sale of the season 
will comprise an unusually large number of expensive guns, 
not less than twenty of W. & C. Scott & Son’s make being 
included. ‘The same firm will also sell by auction, commenc- 
ing next week, Wednesday, the entire contents of the * Old 
Curiosity Shop,” located on Broadway, near Bleecker street, 
which will afford collectors of bric-a-brac an opportunity to 
purchase curious articles gathered from all quarters of the 
avorld, including Japanese aud Chinese bronzes, pottery and 
all varieties of china and earthenware, idols, arms and ar- 
mor, elegant wood and iyory carvings, placques, fans, ete— 
[See Adv. 

Tsu Man wao nas Donn Frorma.—ditor Worest und 
Stream: ‘Al, Fresco,” in ‘‘Marooning No, 2,” says he would 
like to see ‘‘ the man that has done Florida.” Well, ifLhayen't, 
no man ever did. In pursuit of the wily Serainole, when our 
present General Sherman was only a second lieutenant in the 
‘Third U. 8, Artillery, when Gains, Jesup, Taylor, Worth and 
‘Harney lived and fought, the writer hereof went over every 

will apply for 
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glade and swamp, through every creek, river, bay and bayou 
of southern, middle and western Florida. Then deer were so 
thick that you could not go a hundred yards on land without 
Starling tiltem in herds—I mean in 1838, 39, “40, ‘41 and '42. 
The flamingo reddened the beaches and bars from the Amolete 
Keys to Key Biscayno. Curlew, snipe and ducks were seen in 
myriads, and wild tnrkeys were everywhere. I recognize 
“Al. Fresco's” correct description of many points. Al Me- 
Langhlin’s Key we had a severe fight with “ Wild Cat,” the 
Seminole chief; at Punta Rases, three or four of them; on 
‘Shark River, up the Everglades, in the Big Cypress and on 
' Okeechobee, more of ’em Tf he looks sharp at some of our 
old landing places and camp grounds he'll find the initials ‘1. 
Z. C. J.” cnt on more than one tree, if they haven't. grown in. 
Wich, turtle and game were so plenty then that I often ina 
half-day’s sport got enough to feed our crew of sixty men for 
days. Thisis no yarn; it is the truth. There was a fresh 
water spring near the point of Cape Sable, and the only fresh 
water in that vicinity. The deer came there to drink in snch 
hnmbers that the ground was trodden soft as it isin a cow- 
yard. There, when acting lieutenant on board the U. 3. 
schooner Ofsega in 1839, in a single night by moonlight, with 
an old English double-barreled gun and buek-shot, I killed 
seven large, fat deer. It was done from behind the shelter of 
a clump of palmettoes, and after the game went down my 
boat’s crew came at the call of my whistle and earried the 
fame away to dressit. Twice I killed a deer with each bar- 
rel before they got away from the spring, and when all was 
still more came down. It was rather risky work, for the red- 
skins were thick on the main land; but got my game and 
saved my “hair.” If‘ Al, Fresco” will overhanl the records 
of the War Department of the years alluded to he will find 
rude charts and draughts of all the section he speaks of, done 
by myself and others, who were year in and year out '*canoe- 
ing,” wading and marching through that alligator-infested, 
mosquito-winged country. Neb Bunviine. 

Hagles' Nest, October, 1878. 

OO 

PIGEON MATCHES, 

MAINE SPOHTING ASSOCTATION—-Lowiston Trotting Park,—The fifth 
annual shoot took plkce September 24 ani 25, Both days were as 
lovely as heart could wish. The cinbs participating were, viz,: Andros. 
coggin Sporting Ciub, of Lewiston, twelye men ; Forest Clty Club, of 
Portland, twelye men; Lewiston Shooting Association, five men; 
Maine Shootlhg Club, ive men: Cushnow Height Gun Club, five men, 
The men were divided into five squads, cizhtin eich, one squad remain- 
ing at the score, the others go ont on picket duty, There were six 
prizes: First, Diamond Gold Badge and Championship of the State; 
seconu, Casn, $12; third, cash, $10; fourth, cash, $8; fifth, cash, $7+ 
sixth,glusé ball trap and 1,000 patent feather-dlled glass balls. The shoot 
for the first five prizes wus at fifteen birds each, from Hand T traps, 21 
yards rise, S0 yards boundary, one squad coming to the score aud 
shooting al five birds each, and then retire until all had shot al tive— 
this repeated three times, ‘he highest lakes the first prize, the second 
highest the second prize, ete, 

Sqaud No, 1, 

Oa ON ee tarde lt aU, O—=t5 
1oiotodto00d1i2 18 
ONDE 6s Gat Mi TPG 0s te 5 
aka a SR SST a I. Ve Ss 
1011004001110 1-8 
Oo Cael else ror ter in is =I 
LO) eT ee SI ee De teet) 170) 
TRS Ue At etait ld ton t—16 
Squad No, 2, 

UU tT A gOS Ae gat 901 re eS a 
PE tg ag 8 Sg SS a a gi eh 5 in 
Dele eet Ocoee Leo 1L—19, 
PO Pate Tet teaae ibe (de a-Si 
00022721312010101 0-8 
Le heen ie teed aesue ue we ee Te Leth 
LS. Ee a0 et ae 219 

H CO Hammon.. Bb re gS ER gol ae ST Masa 
Squad No, 3, 

Brauk.Gurtisiswire-sene ol Lt vd 1°01 go 1 oF Ti 
CM Wormell. SO UO rte ie de ee0 eet —so 
C Nason...... ree Ua a ae! ER aT eae rear 
CK Munson. OL Dee eT Te aaa == 
SC Davylnwsstedrasenmsss0ok 2 to 1 OOP toa Tort 1. 10 
EW Moore.... ........- ORE Eee steele ieee t cl Gm Tent—-15 
Wm Jones....., Pe eT tt a! atebhewtt Biel OL AT air ah ASP] 
BR Wihitn6y2sav iste OO Lint mitdi it iad o on 

Squad No, 4, 

NE Fickett....,.......-.0 1 111100000000 0—5 
ETO TOV eer cheesey omelets le Lee clea cow tlmeede ie cl een tenis: 
Frank Merrill........ repels Ler De Oe loe Tt Oo et Oo fork 

Scotts ML My oy ghey WL GlesGle alas eT Rie ey 
hoe! Ge pal Tipe see AT ale Seay 48) 

53, corel OOO TOT00120001 G—5 
Harry Wilder............1 1110001041001 1 0—8 
Samuel Barbur....-....1 00913131021di21i232101 OW 

Squad No. 6 
HM Levett. ..uccuee--ceed 11 O12 ii ttt 1 90.0 o—10 
WowiGoburme sleek LLP try rrr ot to on 
SEW) WOW iain spas eee Cate DOr ie tote Tet a 110 
P Jaris....-. Chae career) On OG Oem Os WT ie Otel 36 
I A Tonptollowsravscese. On te a) WerOe eat, eur le 0 te Jed 
Leyl Wooley....- oe ec dk Bn st) UMTS) eal al ae Er Ah hip GaN 
M Burleigh.,.. ee ea ee et ope 01a 1 
Geo Benson,.............(Hxcused), 

The diamond gold hadge remains with H. B, Pomroy, of the Andros 
coggin, S C., who won it jast year from the Maine S. C., of Poriland; 
Score, fourteen out of fifteen. les on thirteen were shot olf; five 
Single birds, 26 yardsrise: : 

G C Cobb...-.......-.10 Ww 
EW Moore........e0661 1 11 1—5 

Second prize, $12 cash, won by E.W. Moore, of Cushnoc Height Gun 
Club, of Augusta, 

Ties on twelve were shot off same as above. Third prize, $10, was 

A C Hiokley..........<.....01W 

won by W. Jones, of the Maine Shooting Club, of Portland. 
Tiles on eleven, 

EG Nason,....0.-----l Ow FR Whitney. .,....-,1 111 1—5 
W sNoyce.....2.....2 ete Dit be RIG Allee pais suates soe cle Lt eS 
CW Curtis,...........1 1110-4 HW Coburn...... »lOw 
ACG Hammon..........10 Ww W A Longfellow,......1110w 
Frank Uurtis....,.....0 w 

Ties on fiye—31 yards rise, 

W Noyce... RG Hall......-....,,10100-2 
FR Whitney....... 

Fourth prize, $8, was wou by F, R, Whitney, of the Lewiston Shoot- 
ing Association. 

Ties on fen resulted in favor of C_K- Munson, of Androscoggin, S. C., 
who slots ten straight—tive at 26 yarda and flve at 31 yards, und pockets 
the fifth prize, $7. Haymg ilispo-ed of the ties and prizes, there were 
150 birds still anxious to get out, ane for their benetit a sweepstake was 
otup. Nineteen entered af $1 cach, miss and out, the winner to pay 
or the birds; 76 birds were shotat. G. W. Curtis stot eight, and won 
the pile, which looked small after paying for the birds. The closing 
exercise of the seeond day was an intersstiog shoot at glasa balls, thie 
history of which we wish to give to Lhe many readers of your excellent 
piper, Ws an expression - four gratifude and thanks tolra A, Paive, Esq., 
of New York, a gentleman well known among shooting associatieus. 
He made us a friéndly yisit the last of Aligust, and gave os a fine ex- 
lilition in shooting giass balls with a rife, revolyer and shot-gun, the 
Most dHicult of woich was breaking 15 glass balls ont of 20 in one 
minute with a shot-gur, loading ithimself, He made a present to the 
Sportiog clubs Of Maine of a giass ball trap ind 1,000 of his patent 
feather-filled plaes halls, to be contested for as follows: Hach club par- 
Uvipating ia the annul shoot muy chouse tires men esa team, each 
Manto shoot at 25 class balls from said trap by our rules, the teams 
bréaking the mott Lo have we trap afd bilis. Five teams entered 
The shooting was close and exciting. lie Androscoggin team—Levitt, 
Cartis and ifrcst—yon the prize with a store of 58 out of a possible 75. 

EH, G. Haars, Sec, of Androscoggin 8. C., Lewiston, Maine, 

Bronkuyn Gun Chun—Dexter Park, Ojpress Hills, b. I, Oot. 8:— 
Monthly plgson shooting from H and T trups; handltapped rise 7 60 
ards honodary: 

WOOGK. 2.c-yeecaten ee svUksveremvetpet py Lot at Ly Od 4 tog 
2 ae ee ewegewne AF ok tol) 1h) -t Ko jae 

Durfee... .. tee edeetiee ee el L.-T Oe as 
Wynu... eee PP AAA TO) Les OF ao gies 
Atkinson... Aba eet etter WI tT Mle ieyreig 
Witlard,......-. 325 Oia leech eal ete Dd tip 
Rivers...... Siete ee esieetccee OOO. wlth OL Doe tor 
Robinson,..... ~avseaestesne le Uhh UO et Oa 
Blanklayy... .<.- S70 RSE, Ege eae . (1s PNP e ah Ie Tien ie ty) 
Wisner: ..,...... 281g wo. O 1000101 I4 
Dr Race. . ma sWO)) 01° Ny aay a adanes 9o00* OLf1201 24 
Dr Steula-.. -0.-.-- 2.4 BL eet 0 SOOO 060! t0=5 

Same Day—Shoot-olf for crimper and extractor presented by Mr. 
Madison; 3 birds each, 26 yards rise, 80 yarda boundary; ties shot-off 
an’ birds each: 

Wynn -.-.. +featennevcccussesstegi.l 1 11142174121 «7 dg 
Atkingon.... .. SL DLA Fa a oie 
AVODGE, hoes bites <vieinecseadanle avierpp ee oll cde Tee 0) —¢6 
WDE fa RP es Ser Sa ae CA Shae nh eh SMT SE Gh at jn — th 

SpA SibH GuN Chus—Pofnt Pleasant, N. J.—Club’a badge, Hes shot 
off bird and bird ; 25 yards rise, $0 yards boundary, H and T traps, ik 
04%, shot; Long Taland rules : 

Yites......d 121111111010 Howe....... 1100*%11101-6 
Hamilton ...11111211111—10 Serell.......100700111 0-6 
Nolson......J111011111—9 Olayton.....1100004W 
Hastings....1011110110—7 Pinkney NO10000W 
Putney....,.091 10112110—T7 Martins...._. co0d0Ww 

Tiles on ten, 

WAtes 5552.65 111111110—3 Hamilton... 
The second contest was a sweepstakes ; 

Tamilion 11111-—5 Putney. E 
Hiatings 11111—5 Rogers..... 
Yabes........ f= 1101-4 

Hamilton and Hastings divided, 

The third event was asweepatakee ; 

POMeY ss. sudece eee ces DTU PL IG Gatesy canencetisscecetaned 
Nelson. . .11111—5 Mamilton,.... steep eeeeeel 
Hastings............. 1*111-4 

Putney and Nelson divided, 

Same Day—Sweepstakes—21 yards rise, £0 yards honndary, tive birds 
Sach ; ties shot off, miss and go out: 

Arp petted tt edet peed 

Putney... 
Martinez.,.. 

Hastings... -- .... es eaneee csepeeceeeeeeesl L111 ii 11 11 21 11-16 
Hamilton, .. ‘ eens L111 Hit 11 11 10-14 
Nelson... didi 11 11 1110 w 
Yates... ate bak ele 

gb We Oat 
10000 

FousTAIn Gon Crus—Parkville, LD, I, Oct., 9—Match for gold badge; 
80 yards bonndary, 134 02. shot, H and''l' traps: ties decided, miss pnd 
Ot; ciub rales to govern: 

Livingston. Sine se 
CIPAVOY, suserre tiers <td 23 

Kearney, .- 
Conoyer..... oe ae = me bee 
Wattaely ssa sey. Serene SL eresipe eines seme aaa ei 

Messrs. Hanley (19), 8; Carroll (19),3; Slane (23),3; White (23). 

BOSCO OPEPSH SoH BeHH OHHH OD HR ROP OO MW Pe HR pete Pee Ror Ee eS are oor ere SCPSSHSocHhwuHoPoXtoree tad 

te L 

a 

Baldwin (19), 3; A. Howter (1%), 3: Howell (19), 2; Black (19), 23 Weaver 
(21), 1; Hunter (19), 1, and Steele (21), 1. Referee, Mr, W. Walton, 
Long Isiand Gun Club, 

Tie8 on Six, Won by Fisk. 

LOUISVILLE ToURNAMENT—Louwisville, Ky,, Oct, 1, 2 and 3.—Match a 
five single birds, 21 yards, H and 'T traps : 

S$ Hutchings, Loulsyille v0 00 i-g 
R A Harding, Louisvill 010 1-3 
KR P Bonnie, Lovisyille. 111 i 
C€ Cook, Indianapolis 1111216 
J H Bedford, Lonisvi o21 012 
G Doup, Columbus, Ind 0 11 4 
J McMichae}, Loutsyille. o0 118 
J Griffith, Louisyille..- wuts « Lo 14 a=5 
Palmer, [ndianapolis........ceseeeeeeeee Waals false | sl 0 1 

Ties of five at 26 yards divided by Bonnie and Ocok; ties of three 
won by Palmer. 

Match at four single birds, 21 yards ; $5 entrance; H and T traps: 
§ Hutebings, Louisville.. 
G Doup, Columbus, Ind.. 
Jd Renard, Louisyille.... 
J H Bedford, Louisville.. 
RH Harding, Louisville. 
J Griffith, Lonisyille.....2...--..sen0 
RP Bonnie, Loutaville..............2.. eee eens 
A Merriman, Memphis, Tenn,..,... 
J M Barbour, Louisyille,...... 
C W Moore, Loulsyille.. ... 
W H Smith, Franklin, Ind.. 
Palmer, Indianapulis.... ....... 

Ties for first divided ; second won by Griffith, third won by Barbour. 

Match at three pair of birds, 18 yards, H and 'T traps : 

Crisco Ssreina PSSorH ere are 

I 

DF Grifith, Lontevile 1. sesdawe-es vesccccscorvesscscccus ie eh —F. 
@ Douo, Columbus, Ind, 10 11s 
Reeataiiyiras LOURViNe ies. City cer tats eudnaaed a yeas oop ll vo—3 
HP Bonnie, Lonisyiile.. it u— 
Pesca Me Homie Vile ee Piao eleva, pics enon sie ntielts citer OY 11—4 
J H Bedford, Louisville. 10 11—4 
Palmer, Indiauapolis.... ...... fasviapad Seanwin\eir) in ae ob W—2 

Griffith won first, Hill and Bedford divided second, Hutchings won 
‘hird, 
Match at five birds, 30 yards, both barrels; H and T traps; 

GDoup,; Lodenayolsyes srences sean, pyercsse esses resverds 2 1 1 fo 
$8 Hutchings, Lonisville.. cccsegenls 0) iol aieng 
BE Sill, Lowitsville..,..... ie aot Pane 101 03 
J GriMith, Lonisvillé.....-.3. 2.2). .4--5= femescoee, 2 Dw Je 
J M Barbour, LOWSVULC. .ecsceneececsees ene Geos OO. td 1 i 1s 

Dowip and Barbour divided first, Hutchings won second. 

Match at five single birds, 21 yards; $5 entrance; Mand T traps: 

DiGAtucKs LOWIBVIME es esesatsicst-miehecsasisecbecel: 0 ul) 0) pace 
J Hutchirgs, Louisville.... =~ 001 3 
Jno E Green, Lonisville.......- @o2 ~-s 
Geo Gunther, Louisville... 4... 1 10 1-§ 
KH Harding, Louisyille, OA ees 
J H Bedfora, Louisville..,. ‘LO See 
R P Bonnle, Louisville... o 41 b¢ 
Dr J M Keller, Hot Springs, Ark. Ty tet 35 
J M Barbour, Luutsyille ...,... oti j—£ 
J Griffith, Louisville...... foals ts 
Jno MeMichsel, Louisville. Lot fe 
MBS Fishback, Louisville... 0 0 0 0-0 
W W Watson, Li aisviile. 1 ied 0=3 
G Doup, Columbus, Ind........ Ob is 
W Walters, Jeffrrsonyille, Ind, 0 0 0 0-0 
W H Smith. Franklin, Ind..... est ease 
D Bryson, Memphis, ‘Tenn, .. eet ol Tie be 
Tsaac Tyler, Lonisville, Ky,......... pret ep abentcecceuvl Om leek 0a= 
Doup won second, Grech third, 

Match at tive single birds, 21 yards; H and T traps; 

LG Tucker, Lomisyille...neces Os teat) 
S Hutchings, Louisville... 1 0 1 1—4 
RP Bunnie, Lousiville.....seuss- zhu oh ag 
Geo Gunther, Lonisyville ....... ciel 1 1 1 0-4 
J Reynard, Louisville... ce ees ose cosas -L 1 012 1-4 
D Bryson, Meniphis, Tenn. 1 01 2 1-4 
@ Doup, Columbas, a... 2... cece cee eee Se ie pee ew ay ol 
JM Harbour, Loutsyille... ae eee ae ee en PG (— 
PH Bryson, Memphis... ..¢-5.-.-ssseceeeee ees pe ea = 
d Griflth, Lomiaville..,. 0... ceccceee see ences seeaseel 1 0 0 0-8 
W Walters, Jeffersonville, Ind.........-22s.eeeee2eanee-0 1 1 § 1-8 
OH Bediord, Louisyilie.....:;) seesveeese» csssenereasyl Z 1 1 1-5 



os 

RA Harding, Louisville, .-... ...2.22.23-. 000s Sacracssonl O 4) 0 dd 
Witzel, Lowisyille.....-......... eeapobavar ees dearecece ml Uinta 
WHSmith, Franklin. Ind... 110 t3 
Jn6 E Green, Louisyille,..... 0111-3 
Doup won first, Hatchines second, Smith third. 
Match atfive single birds, 21 yards: & 

LG Tucker, Louisyille.........-- ita! pss etyPaustntered Oo We Lee maed, 
RP Bonnie, Lonisville.....-.....ccseeeeeeereeeses saeced 1 1 0 1-4 
Harry Gilmore, Lonisville »-.0 1721 0-3 
RW Fox, Lonisville.... 160311 14 
AN Adams, Louisville, =O) 2 ot det 
D Brysou, Memphis.... et 121i 5 

] Jd H Bedford, Louisville... A 111 1-5 
Sam Dull, Louisville. .s.sessesseesssceeee sy vere pes ene. Oe 0 Pst) 
Geo Guother, LOUIBVING. .ccce sees e esse eee eases vied 10 1 1 P-3 
Tenac ‘Tyler, Louisville...... dvesaest bade ea isen vadae es oe 0111 1-4 
Dr, J M Keller, Hot Springs, Ark .. 21 110 d= 
J M Barbour, Loujsyille O° a D1 i —8 
FP H Bryson, Mempbis,, at 2 et Jets 
G Doup, Columhns.... 1110 1-4 
Palmer, Indianapolis. 0 101 02 
d Renard, Louisville................ 45 net eatery, 1ii10 bs 
Sam Hutchinys, Lonisville,......... ofa re Ae Ly ae, 
J Griffith, Louisville,.... Pep eeiech mamtiiite po Ucide: sax ot 111) gods 
SEGUET, AIGDAMA 25- <h -c— htop ecwiechicial Sachem clic cseb 010 0 12 

Grimith won first, Hutchings second, Barbour third. 
Match at five single birds, 21 yards: 

GQ Doup, Columns, Ind. .csee..cececceecegeeeeceesseeeeel 2 1 1 1-6 
Sam Duff, Lomisville.. copie pee cette eee s ese eee ates iQ gh hob ites 
RP Bonnie, Louisville... . 6... iscsi eee eee ee ened 111 1-4 
Geo Guaother, Louisviile,. DRL af a a RES 
Harry Gilmore, Louisville wi tt 1 0-5 
D Bryson, Memphis...... Nol) le d— hi 
J H Bedford, Louisville. -1t O 1 1 1-4 
Hutchings, Louisville... eetlea Osta is 
RUMSCR DSR DUISVING cos: Soeras ateaeytaccvdetmenceerpes 1111 1-5 
Palmer, Indianapolis......:..,.+ eeees ps uctisenp as aeeoee le Aula pene 
J M Barbour, Louisville, -1 211 0-5 
W_W Watson, Louisville rls Ne hls Vay 
LG Tucker, Lonisvilie.. -1 0121 1—4 
Isaac Tyler, Lonisyille.. 1113104 

Bryson first, Palmer second, 

Match between Dr. Alexander, with ariflc, and HB. T. Martin, witha 
shot-gun ; 

The following is the score of Dr, Alexander—2t10011110111 
chores EGGS OS Bo ne ks Bite aloha psa he elit eae si at Jib kal 
Selo PO d Tat ed eae ee 2) te eda 0 
211012111011101111 1 0-100 ont of 114; Time, 8m, 22s. 

Mr, BH. T. Martin—110221211221212412122171111117T 
“1A gr Ui Ta i HR Wa i Dy one Us Ds WA Ds EW Rl 1 i Tg ap es Rr es LB 
1112114111111 1—100 ont of 101; time, 7m. 46s. 

QUEEN Ciry SHOOTING CLUB—Cincinnati, O., Sept, 30.—Mutch at 
pigeons, B and T traps, 21 yards rise. Shooting interfered with by 8. 

. P. C. A., and by police, for shooting withiu city limits; double birds; 
abot at fo hasten conclusion of match: 

Nic Casper,_.,...... a | = > 10 10 00 10 11-5 1100111 
John Koeliler.,,.....1011111110110-10 11 00 00 00 11—4 
John Rooks... ...-- 11111110001701—9 01 11 10 00 o0—4 

Wolf...... 0111011110010—8 00 00 11 11 10—5 
Chas Finke... 10001010111*1—7 (1 10 00 UO 10—8 
HE Linberg 1000001111*11—-7 00 00 10 10 00—2 
CoETY..... 0100100110110-6 11 10 10 11 OU—5 

C Swemberge: 111000001*110—6 00 10 01 01 11—8 
Wi Helwig........11010*1010017—6 00 10 00 10 00—2 
Leo Mushaben......1 000011001011-—6 10 00 00 60 0O—1 
H Finke.......0.-.--*000011*00011—4 00 10 10 1* 10—4 
C Mineke......... .0000000000110-2 00 10 00 60 10—2 

HOWELL SHooTING CLUB,—The Howell Shooting Club, of Howell, 
Mich,, have received a handsome gold-lined silyer cup, for which 
weekly competitions are held, When won three times in succession 
by any member, the cup hecomes his property, = 

' Kansas—Wellinigton, Oct. 12.—Glass balls, 18 yards rise, Bogardnus 
trap and-tules, First-match: 
addaway........----- 61201—8 Godfrey..,..... frsseeeel O11 0—§ 

WEBbisctsace oatcseeeaed LL 11—5 Quigiey.......ccccssees 110103 
Sevond match : 

WEB lees 5 kv ters acho 10211—5 SJordan.....-........-..10111-4 
Godfrey--........000-5 LOUDL11—4 MGMollineeceercseseee 11100-3 
Quigley... ee. eee 1ii101-4 

Third match. 

Haddaway ..ss+---ssee 110106—8 Quigley................1 00 0 1—2 
WS cee segupessncenis 11271 0—4 Jordan......,.-........ TO011i—4 
Godirey..- Fs... 222. 10101-3 
Fourth match. 

West....... eee: 10111—4 MeMuilln,....... savseeld 1117 0-4 
GodiTréy...2s55... 40s. 10010—% Jordan ,..,....-.......l 111 0—4 
Quigley... ............10 Ww 
Fifth match. 

MeMollin........ Boda a 10011-8 Jordan...........- sveel 11 0 1-4 
WViGBbeerrescsess. s-sse syd bd —6 Goairevensa ss pr aets ote 00111-3 
Sixth match, double balls. 

Woest.......:.....+4.-.. 10 11 N—5 Godfrey...... Seen tat) O1 11 00—3 
JOTUAD, ».0e. .--.-eys---- 10 10 O1—3 MeMullin.,...ccss...-.10 11 W 

¥. B, W. 

EXCELSIOR SHOOTING CLUB—Monteverde’s Grand Street Shooting Park, 
Williamsburg, Oct. 12,—Regular monthly siioot for the club badge, Otio 
Huber is President of the club: P McGill, 7; C Obrig, 5; H Hedeman, 
9; W Kamplmuler,7; J Hufgemy, 5; J Heiser, 6; Otto Huber, 7; B 
W Watts, 6. 

Sea and River ishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER. 

—_—o— 

PRESH WATER. 
Black Bass, Micropterus salnvides ; Fike or Piekerel, Bsox luctua, 

MM, nigricans. Yellow Perch, Perca flavescens, 
Mugkalonge, Hsoz nobilior, 

SALT WATER. 
Spatiish Mackerel, Cybiwm m 

tum. 
Cero, Cybium. regale. 
Bonito, sarda pelamys, 
Kingush, Menticirrua nebulosus. 

Sea Bass, Scienops ocellatus. 
Striped Bass, Roceus linneatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana. 
Weakiish, Cynoscion regalis. 
Bluefish, Pomatomis sattatrix. 

Gaton or Fish anp THerr VALUES.—We are enabled to 

represent the gross weight of catches of halibut, with their 

net yalue, made by certain yessels from Gloucester. Of 
course such lucky ventures ate exceptional. The figures we 

give may, however, present some idea of the value of our 

fisheries. The catches were made by schooners from about 
the beginning of February to the close of November: Gross 

weitht, 666.168 pounds, net value, $27,470.58; pross weight, 
- 61,731 pounds, net value, $21,785.59 ; gross weight, 260,316, 

pounds, net value, $18,186.48; gross weight, 418,111 pounds, 

net yalue, $19,088.82; gross weight, 399,214 pounds, net 
yalue, $18,702.88; gross weight, 624,090 pounds, net value, 

$24,124.16. The largest catch was in 1876, wheo a yessel in 

den trips, occupying about one year’s time, landed 1,000,000 

pounds of fish. 

Tur Pisnine Firrr.—The fish receipts at this port the 
past week haye been moderate for the season, the whole 
number of fishing arrivals being 59, as follows : 13 from the 
Banks, 4 with 610,0001bs. codfish and 9 with 180,0001bs. bal- 
but; 31 from Georges, with 480,000)bs. codfish ; 2 from Bay 
St. Lawrence, with 480bbls. mackerel; and 18 from trips to 
the Eastern Shore, with 2,870bbls. mackerel.—Cape Ann Ad- 

wertiser, Oct, 11. 

New Yorx—Wew York, Oct. 9.—The bass are coming, 
also squid. Isend a record of those caught here this week: 

John H. Rovers, Oct. 3. one, abe 6th, two, 144 and 121bs.5 
8th, one, 6lbs. Thos. Tuppler, Oct. 8, two, 4lbs. cach. John 
Hayes, Oct. 8, seven, 14lbs.; 8th, two, 5lbs. Mr. Wade, (Oct. 3, 
five, Tlbs.; 5th, one, 7$1lbs. The prospect for fine fishing is 
very good. E, Browne. 
Vinaiyta—Leesburg Academy, Oct. 11.—The bass fisher- 

men have been taking good strings of fish with minnow. and 
Maj. Ferguson took with fly some twelve or sixteen pounds 
in sn hour the other eyening on the river. Wis 
Report or THE JURY IN Paris On Fish ayp FisH Pro- 

puots.— We take the following from the Deutche Fischerei 
Zeitung of September 17. The report of the Fish Section of 
the International Exposition of Paris, of 1878, may be con- 
densed as follows: The members of the class 72, meat and 
fish, with vegetable and fruit 738, which were united, had as 
judges the following persons: M. Peligot, M. Mercier, M. 
Omer Decugis, M. Pellier, M. Pepper, Mr. Collins Levy, Mr. 
Mathieu, Herr H. Friele, with M. Rebours Giuzelin and M. 
Chevyet. The French associates were added, but all acted to- 
gether for the completion of the work. Herr F. M. Wallam 
subsequently joined the jury. The jury held some session on 
July 10, under the charge of the Minister of Trade, but com- 
menced on the 16th of June and continued its work until the 
6th of August before the definite rendering of prizes. The 
total number of exhibitors was 1,479, of which a few hundred 
were thrown out on account of improper classification. ‘‘ On 
the whole,” says Herr Friele, *‘the exhibit was not so com- 
plete or instructive as it might haye been. At the begining of 
our labors, lasting each day for three to fuur hours, it was 
seen that many of the exhibits were spoiled. With reference 
to the manufacture of the finer fish, the exhibits shown by 
France were distinguished from all other countries by their 
excellence. This was especially marked in all preparations 
made with oil. Norway was conspicuous with her fish food 
marineed, and similarly prepared. North American and 
Canadian salmon and lobster were remarkable for cheapness 
In the coarser fish food, Norway was unapproachable with its 
stock fish and klip fish. But competition in ordinary staple 
fish was not great, for, with the exception of fish from Canada 
and Scotland, no other fish was placed on exhibition. In salt 
herring Russia exhibited certain products which were the best, 
although Holland and Scotland had almost no representation. 
The Kussian herring came from Astrachan, and, with the 
Norwegian herring, were distinguishable for excellent method 
of preparation. Almost 7,000,000 of these herring were taken 
in the Caspian, In regard to salmon, smoked or in oil, es- 
pecially the Northern products, such as herring, Norway and 
Sweden were ou a par. Highly salted, smoked and spiced 
fish, such as are used in Russia and in the North of Europe, 
were not fully appreciated in France. Of other fishery pro- 
ducts, such ag oil, guano, etc., comparatively little was ex- 
hibited.” Herr Friele, in concluding his remarks, states 
‘that the fishery exhibit in Paris left a great deal to be de- 
sired, and this opinion Herr Wallam also corroborates." 

Rational Pastimes. 
NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB. 

The third annual championship games of America, under 
the auspicies of the New York Athletic Club, was held at Mott 
Haven last Saturday. The work done at these meetings is 
always creditable to the participants, and the record of last 
week is no exception to this general rule. There were many 
spectators present. The long programme of events was as 
follows : 

One Hundred Yards Dash,—The starters were Horace H. 
Lee, University of Pennsylvania; Rene L. Lamontagne, New 
York A, O., and W. C. Wilmer, Short Hillis A. 0. Wilmer 
pe in 10:5; Lamontagne four feet behind, and Lee seven 
eet. 
One-half Mile Run.—Starters were: J. Stewart, Princeton 

College A. A.; Frank Banham, Harlem A. C.; E. C. Lamon- 
tagne, New York A. C.; Edward Merrit, New York A. 0., 
and William McNulty, Union College, Schenectady. For the 
last seventy yards Lamontagne and Merrit ran what it would 
seem to be a dead heat, but Merrit won by a yard in 2m, 54s., 
Lamontagne coming in ven feet ahead of Banham. McNulty 
and Stewart did not finish. 

Running High Jump.—The first prize was won by H. E. 
Ficken, N. ¥. A. C., with 5ft. Sin; A. H. Oakes, American 
A. C., took second prize, 5ft, 4in.; William R. Beers, Staten 
island A, C.; George L. Heins, University of Pennsylvania, 
and W. Wunder, Olympic A. C., Philadelphia, tied at oft. 
sin. far third prize. 

Putting the Shot.—H. HE. Buermeyer, N. Y. A. G., changed 
the American record by putting the shot 37ft. 4in., the 
previous championship, distance being 87ft. 3in.; John Britton, 
Scottish-American A. C. (the Broadway policeman) second 
ing 36ft. 3$in.; John Gleason, Union A. G., Boston, 
34ft. 43in, 

Three-Mile Walk.—There were three starters: T. H, Arm- 
strong, W. H. Purdy, Greenpoint A. C.; 5. N. Hoag, Ameri- 
can A. ©, First mile—Purdy and Armstrong, 7m. 27s.; 
Hoag, 7m. 40s. Two miles—Purdy and Armstrong, 15m, 
244s, Three miles—Armstrong, 23m. 124s; Purdy, 23m. 
1948.5 Hoag, 24m. 25s. 

Your Hundred and Forty Yards Run.—Those who started 
were: Walter H. Griffen, Manhattan A. C.; Frank W. Brown, 
Glenwood A, C. (formerly of Yale); J. H. Rimmer, Staten 
Island A. C.; William McNulty, Union College, Schenectady, 
Charles M. Shaw, Yonkers A. C.; H. H. Moritz, Scottish- 
American A. C., and E. C. Lamontagne, New York A. C, 
Brown won by three yards, Lamontagne second, five inches 
better than McNulty. ‘Time, 54s. 
Throwing the Hammer,—The hammer weighed sixteen 

pounds, and had a handle 3ft. 6in, in length, William B. 
Qurtis, N. ¥. A. O., won first prize with a cast of 80ft. 2in,; 
William O'Connell, Union A. C., Boston, secured the second 
prize with 77ft. 5in.; C. A. J. Queckberner, Scottish-American 
A. O., the third, 75ft. 5}1n. ’ 

Hurdle Race.—i20 yards, 10 flights, each 3ft. Gin. high-— 
Contestants were; Joseph Lafon,§Mystic B. 0., Newark; H. 
Edwards Ficken, New York A, ©., and John H. Van Loan 
competed in the 120 yards hurdle race, 10 flights, each sft. 
Gin. high. All got away nicely, and Lafon led. Ficken won 
by six yards in 174s.; Lafon second, Van Loan third. 

One-Mile Run.—Starters were: Thomas H. Smith, Man- 
hattan A. C.; Charles H. Rowland, Yonkers Lyceum; Oor- 
nelius Vought, Yonkers, N. Y. Smith finished four yards 
ahead of Rowland in 4m. 5i¢s. Vought did not finish. 

Throwing the Fifty-six Pounds Weight,—Sevyen contestants. 
The successful men were: William H. Curtis, New York A. 
C., 21ft.; Andrew Thompson, Scottish-American A. O., 20ft. 
2in.; James McDermott, Scottish-American A, C., 19ft. 10in. 

‘ane ae —_ 
ae ere = hs a 

record was again changed in this event, Wilmer, of the Short 
Hills A. G,, Wann in 221s. The best English time is that 
of EF. Elborough, London A, €,, who made the distance in 22 
3-5s., October, 1876. Wilmer’s competitors were Lamontagne, 
who was two yards behind him, Lafon and Hall, : 

Vaulting with the Pole.—Alfred Ing, Scottish-American A. 
C., won with 9ft. hree others tied at Sft. 9in, 
Running Broad Jump.—Wilmer took ancther championship 

medal, taking first prize in this contest, making 18ff. 9in.,; P. 
Johnson, Union A. (., Boston, 18ft. T#in., second prize; 
Thomas H, Smith, Manhattan A. C., 17ft. 1lin., third prize ; 
George L, Houis, University Pennsylvania; M. McFaul (deat 
mute), Fanwood A. O., and William T. Livingston, Harlem 
A_ C., reached indifferent distances. 

Three Miles Run.—The contestants were: William J. Duffy, 
Harlem A. C,; William H. Robertson, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 
Cornelius Vought; Duffy won by four feet in 17m, 25s.; 
Robertson second. 
Tug of War.—In the first the Scottish-American A. C. team 

defeated the Hlizabeth A. CO, team in 51 seconds ; the New 
York A, C. team defeated the Elizabeth boys in 36 seconds. 
The a heat between the victors was won by the Scots in 
im. 5 78. 4 

Referee, Major General Shaler; Judge of Walking, Thomas 
W. White; Timekeepers, Alfred H. Curtis, Charles H. Pierce 
and Augustus P. Montaut; Judges at Finish, Hermann Oel- 
riches, Clarence E, Johnson and G. Livington Morse; Starter, 
Albert H, Wheeler. _ 

Danrmoura CoLtecr Gamrs.—The athletic games of Dart- 
mouth College were held at Hanover, N. H., Oct. 10. The 
summary is: 

N. D. Oram, of Chicago, won the running long jump, covering 
16 feet 2)4 inches; the standing long jump, covering 9 feat 1144 
inches ; the running high jump, rising 4 feet 7 inches, and the 
hop, skip and jump, covering 40 faet 72¢ mches, 
The medley race, 100 yards hopped and the same distance run, 

was wou by W. P. Snow, of Roxbury, Vt., in 291/ seconds, 
The qnarter-mile run was wom by C. H. Coggswell, of North 

Easton, Mags., in 554¢ seconds. 
The 100-yard sack race was won by ©. B. Little, of Pembroke, in 

28i¢ seconds. 
‘The three-leg racs was won by H. Danforth, of Dover, and (. 

§. Sloane of Washington, D. G., in 188¢ seconds, 
hs Soe the Baseball—N, B. Porter of London, Ont., 319 feet 

inches. 
Two-mile Walk—J. E. Ham, 16 min. 4537 seconds, 
aHe Hundred and Twenty Yards Dash—O. H. Copgsvell, 2537 

seconds. 
Horizontal Bar—Osecar Miekel, Albany, N. Y. 
Pat Stee etree J. Rundlett, Badford, $14 feet 3 inches. 
sits eat of Hurdle Race—W. Moore, Brooklyn, N. ¥., 211g 

seconds. 
Final Heat, 100 yards Dash—G, H. Danforth, 113¢ seconds, 
Consolation Race One-quarter of a Mile, open to all contestants 

not having won a prizo—H. H. Parker, Hanover, 59} seconds. 
Tn the baseball game between Amherst and Dartmouth Univer- 

sities the Amherats acored 11 to 1. 
The sports concluded with a match game of football between 

picked twenties of Dartmouth students, T. 8. Norton, captain of 
the blues, and Willard Warren, captain of the reds. The result 
was in favor of the reds, 

WitrAms Conteer Arnrerics.—The annual fall eames of 
the Williams College boys were held last Saturday. In the 
mile walk there were five entries. Matz, ’82, won in 9m. 13s, 
Half-mile run, Vanderpoel, 81, 2m. 20s. ‘Throwing ball— 
Bruce, '7)—handicapped, 20 feet distance, thrown 34384, One 
hundred yards run, second class, two heats, tie between 
Dowd, '79, and Dyer, ’82'; time, 124s. Trial heat won by 
Dowd; time, 124s. One hundred yards dash, first class, won 
by Stevens, “78; time, 103s., handicapped 6ft.; Jewett, '79, 
second. Standing broad jump, Jewett won, lift. 3in.; handi- 
capped 2in. Vaulting with pole, Dowd, '79, won, 7ff. Qin. 
Running high jump, Dowd, *79, won, 4{t- 113in. Two hun- 
dred and twenty yards dash, Stevens, *79, won, 234s. Pattin: 
the heavy weight, Jewett, "79, won, handicapped 3ft., dis- 
tance 36ft. Hurdle race—Wright, 3f6. hurdles—Dowd won 
in ids. Running broad jump and hammer throwing were 
postponed, to take place at the college Wednesday next. One 
and a quarter mile race, Stevens won, handicapped 20ft.: 
time, 58s. 

Yonkurs Lyorum AnnvAt GAmEs,—The fifth annual games 
of the Yonkers Lyceum were held on the club grounds, Oct, 
10. The first contest, a run of 100 yards, was won by F, W. 
Brown; time, 104s. The school boys of Yonkers, under six- 
teen years old, next engaged inarace. The winner was G. 
F. Brown; time, 119s, In the mile walk for the Lyceum 
championship the competitors were J, O. Williamson and H. 
8%. Starr. The race was won by the former; time, 7m. 423s, 
Tn a 440 yards’ handicap run H. L, Rose won in fds, in the 
running high leap the winner, John Frazier, cleared Oft, 4in. 
In a run of 220 yards for the Lyceum championship C. H. 
RKowlan made the run in 27s. H. B, Stam won a handicap 
one mile walkin 8m. lis. J. I. Smith cleared 19ft. tin. in a 
running jump. A handicap half mile run was won by C. H. 
Rowland in 2m.10s. F. W. Brown won a hurdle race of 
one-sixth of # mile, going over § hurdles in 42s. A Lyceum 
handicap, 100 yards run, was won by KR. G, Jackson; time 
not taken. In the sack race W. Irvine made 200 yards in 1m. 
40s, The closing contest was a consolation race for those 
who had not won a medal. Charles M. Shaw and R. W. 
Rowland ran 440 yards, Shaw winning in 1m. 54s, 

CoprugE Foor-Batb.—There is eyery promise of some ex 
cellent work in the foot-ball arena this fall. The Collegiate 
Foot-Ball Association, which met at Springfield last week, 
arranged yarious games in which Yale, Harvard, Princeton, 
Amherst, Trinity and Wesleyan will probably participate, 

—The cricket season in the vicinity of New York closés to- 
day with the annual match for the benefit of George Giles, 
the professional of the St. George club. The players will be 
selected from the St. George, Staten Island, Manhattan and 
Paterson clubs. 

ge 
ARCHERY. 

Enrrozk Forrest AND STREAM: - 

Your correspondent of the ‘Oritani Archers” gives me 
some sly raps over the knuckles of my bow hand for 
some things I have said in my correspondence for your 
paper about bows and archery. Now J think you will not 
throw the chatgocpres aun: at me when I say that T am confi- 
dent, that possibly with the exception of Maurice Thompson, 

a eee Aiea American. Your cotrespondent who selis the s a bows 
Aerie iene yery durable, and says that only 



* phd et Pal ee Le Se ree, 
ene has broken ‘out of about one hundreds’ sold by him, 
oeetore he thinks I cannot know eee shone bows as 
he. J will only suggest to him that I have used up, worn out 
and broken more than one hundred fine bows in hard shooting, 
aud.I think in that time I have learned something about 
them, Ihave no doubt *‘W. H.” has used an Aldred how 
for five menths, and if he has I will say positively without 
any information on the subject, that his bow does not pull 
fifty pounds. It may be marked fifty, but will not weigh 
fifty. The reason I say this is that my experience is that lit— 
tle, weak bows will endure three times the shouting that 
strong, quick bows will. The reason is that the powerful re- 
coil of the stronger bow more quickly affects the the texture 
ofthe wood. Another reason why I think ‘* W. H.” shoots a 
weak bow is that he publishes no scores of his club at greater 
range than thirty yards. He says one might as well 
shoot at a barn as a regulation four-foot target at twenty 
yards. True, hut why shoot at twenty? It would surely be 
of great interest and benefit to archers, and of comfort to pub- 
lishers, if all clubs would shoot at the regulation target, so 
that all that would be necessary for the reporters to say would 
be simply: ‘Hach archer 30 arrows; W- Tell, 60 yds., 
150; 40 yds,, 190,” ete., in reporting scores, 
To show the difficulty of discovering the actual value of 

the score published by '*W. H.” as made by the “ Oritanl 
Archers,” in your paper of the 26th of Sept., | accompanied 
Mr. Maurice Thompson to the target ground of our club, and 
drawing a face upon paper of a 24-inch target, with a 4} inch 
gold and 2# inch rings, we placed it on the front of our regu- 
Jation 4-feet target, and shot the same number of arrows, @. ¢., 
11 ends of three arrows each at 30 yards, with this result: 

Ends, Hits, Score, 
Maurtue Thompson,...... aul 33 175 
SA DOME ere sien katlnaatacts 5 inceaectoce 11 83 167 

Now, few archers care to take the trouble to make a new 
face for every size target they find being shot at by others, so 
it is very desirable that we haye uniformity of targets. Then 
let the reporter give the score just as I gave the score of the 
contest at Indianapolis on the ist of Oct., for the prizes of- 
fered by the State Board of Agriculture, adding, if he de- 
sires, the number of golds made by each archer. Will not 
other archers respond and discuss this question, for surely we 
ought to know at a glancehow the score of any archer com- 
pares with our own. I havebefore me the English ‘Archery 
Register,” for 1878, giving the names of all the clubs in Eng- 
land, and the scores made by each archer for the past year, 
What a fine thing it would be if every club would report their 
scores ab a reculation target to the Forzsr anp Srrzam, and 
then a year’s issue, bound, would hold the history of archery 
in thiscountry for the year. I would not take $100 for such 
a book if I could not replace it. AROHER, 
a 

Arcuery Scorz Carps.—We haye received from Messrs. 
Holberton & Go., of 117 Fulton street, samples of two styles 
of archery scoriug cards—one plain, and the oiher colored. 
These cards are somewhat like the scoring cards in use in Hu- 
Yope, and experience has shown that they are the simplest and 
best. The complete score of twelve persons, or one person 
twelve times, can be kept on this little card; all that is re- 
quired is to prick the hits, under their respective colors, with 
a pin, so that at. glance the archer can see where he has hit 
and the yalue of the shot. 

Orrrant Aroners—Hackensack, NV. J., Qct, 12, 1878 .—A 
30 yards, 24-inch target, 18 ends ; 

we eae ee eee n ne nee 

Hite. Value, Hits. Value 
Capt. Gardiner....,., 14  4£ Capt. W. Holberton.. 15 59 
B. Wells...-...-.---. 4 10 Miss Ward...2....... 18 48 
Mrs. W. Holberton... 20 84 Migs Gardiner........ 9 81 
Miss B. Hopper..-... 20 Miss N. Hopper....,. 8 18 
Miss A. Sbherman..... 6 3&0 Miss Dougherty....:, 0 0 

188 196 

A regular meeting of the Oritani archers was held at the 
house of Mr. Gardiner, Hackensack, N. J., Mr. Holberton in 
the chair. A report was read by the Secretary, showing the 
club ont of debt and a balance in the treasury. It was voted 
to continue the Outdoor meetings as long as the weather per- 
mitted, but the proposition to shoot at, short range indoors 
during the winter was yoted down. The club have in use 
three American bows, two Highfield’s, three Feltham’s, and 
six Aldred’s make. They haye been in use since May, and 
not a bow broken. Some of the members have been regular 
in attendance, and in consequence their scores have increased 
in a yery satisfactory manuer. Next season they hope to 
measure their skall with some of the neighboring clubs, It is 
a pity that the numerous mfle ranges do not furnish butts for 
archery practices ; it would pay, as the expense would be yery 
slight. ‘The Brinjon and Columbia ranges are particularly 
well adapted to this pastime. W. H. 

Burvaro ARcHERY CruB—ASept. 28.—24-inch target at 20 
and 30 yds.; 42-inch target at 40 yds; 10 ends at each 20 and 
30 yds.; 20 ends af 40 yds.: 

Hits, Value. Hits. Value, 
Ridiwaye-o. ask TH 847 Spaulding........ 62 188 
Dayis..........., 80 349 Smith............ 67 289 

Score of Mr. G. B. Hayes, of same club, Oct, 2, 1878, 80 
yds., 24-inch target, 12 ends, strong cross wind: 27 hits; 
value, 147. ‘Thus is the best score we haye yet seen. 

glew Publigations. 

THE MANAGEMENT AND DiswAses or THE Doe. By John 
Woodruff Hill. New York: Albert Cogswell, Publisher, 
24. Bond st. 

We are not so abundantly supplied with dog literature but that 

swo can welcome Mr. Hill’s book as a useful addition to what we 

already haye on the suoject. The copy before us is an American 
edition of what wa judge to be, irom the favorable noticas we hays 

xeon of it, a popular workin England. In fact, we can recall no 

other since ‘ Mayhew,” which goes s0 extensively into the dis- 
eases of dogs, and it has the adyantage of the light of modern 

science, If we haye a fault to find, it is in the too frequent nae 

of scientifia terme in place of others that would be intelligible to 

the average, or 6yen ignorant, reader. Aside from this we should 

consider the book a most valuable addition to the sportemian’s 

library. ; 

Tae Nurrat. Boreerr.—As the early days ot October 

Pring to 115 tlié fourth humber of the Bulletin for 1878, we notice 

with plensure that the year has been @ euccessful one for the 

Nuttall Club's publication, und that the prospects for its ‘success 

in the future are brighter than ever before. At the beginning of 

the yeur tha sine of the Bulletin way donhled, and the subscription 

price correspondingly inoressed{ yet, notwithstanding these 
changes, the subscription list has been steadily growing larger all 

through the year. Althongh the increase in the sizo of the Bul- 
lin Was supposed to be from twenty-four to forly-sight pages, 
we find by looking over the numbers for the year past that they 
average fifty-four pages cach. The magazine calls for the support 

of all ornithologists, whether professional or amateur ; and in the 

adyertising sheets, which it is now proposed to issue with seach 
number, the collector and taxidarmist will find 4 most advantage- 

ous method of introducing their wares to the class which makes 
use of them, The Bulletin for October opens with a delightful 

bit of bird biography treating of a species of which wur knowledge 

has been very slight, the “Prothonotary Warbler (Protenoturia 
eltrea),” by Mr. Brewster. This is followed by some extremely 

entertaining * Notes on Birds Observed at Mount Carmel, Southern 

Illmois,"’ by Mr. Ridgway, the observations having been made 

during the past spring, while the author and Mr, Brewster were 

collecting in company. Mr. H. A, Purdie’s article on * The Nest 
and Bggs of the Yellow-bellied Ply-catcher (Zmyndonaz jlaviven- 
bis)” is of great interest, but his observations differ widely from 

those of Mr. 8. D. Osborne in this saamenumber. ‘A List of 
the Birds Observed at Coosada, Central Alabama,’’ by Nathan 

Olifford Brown, and a continuation of Mr. Brewster's ‘t Descrip- 
tions of the First Plumage in Various Species of North American 

Birds” conclude the longer articles of thia number, Recant 
Literature is exceptionally full and interesting ; but we must con 

fess that it is to General Notes that we always turn first when wa 

receive the Bulletin, and the Notes in this number aro not lesa in- 

teresting than is usually the case. 

users ta Correspondents. 

Ne Notlose Taken of Ancuymons Communiontions. 

GORINTHIAN, N. ¥.—Please send address to this office. 

J, O, N., Littleton, N, C.—Bogardus uses Dittmar C powder. 

R. W. McG, St. Johns, N. B.—See answer to * W. G. P.” in this 

column. 

H. R. B., Canton.—Was there evera repeating gun made known as 

the “Sharps?” Ans, No, 

PHILO Logos, Athens, G@a,—'T'he word loafer ig probably a contraction, 

or syncope of the words low fellow. 

H. V. W. M., Newark, N. J._Subscription price to Hunt's Yachting 

Magazine 1s $6, Can procure it for you. 

J., Baltimore.—The Dover’s powders recommended are those con- 

taining one grain each of opium and ipecacuanha. 

A, B. G,, Boston,—A 10 gauge ands 12 gauge will shoot equally 

strong, A10 gauge is preferable for marsh shooting. 

G. T, Belleville, I.—For game on St, Louis, Iron Mountalo and 

Southern Railway see answer to L. W. B., last week. 

8, M,, Chicago.—Can forward working plans, rig, specifications and 

building directions of home-made catamaran upon receipt of $4. 

BROOELYN,.—The guns are notso good. See advertisement of the 

powder in eur advertising pages. Sportin Virginia is excellent this 

fall. 

J. J.B., Petrolia, Can—The firm we believato be respectable, We 

Jmow nothing of the article advertised. The Dobson is of the sialina 

family, 

Farr Suor, Chicago.—There is no difference between paper and 

brass shells in the leading of gun barrels, Perhaps your shells do not 

fit the gun. 

CONSTANT READER.—Oommon sense should tell you that your com- 

platot against ofiicials, unaccompania by your name, cannot receive at- 

tention from us. 

I. C, Philadelphia.—Reed birds have been Seen up the Hudson as far 

as Hudson, If there is food for them there their presence would be not 

at allremarkable. 

W. P. B,, Lynn,—The gun is too light for partridge and duck shoot- 
ing. A proper charge for it is 234 drs, powder, 1}; ozs. shot. For 

duck shooting, use shot No. 6. 

BLUENOSE, Halifax, N. §.—You ‘Will find all about Bleep and cattle 
raising in Texas in the book ‘‘ A Thousand Miles through Texas,” price 

$1.50. We can send you a copy of it. 

WwW. © F., Heppner, Oregon,—Uan you fell me of any good house in 

Philadelphia or Baltimore that deals a yink, martin and beaver hides? 

Ans, L, Gerber, Phila., and N, C. Reisky, Phila. 

J.N.B., Warren, Mass,—We do not know of any one whom you could 

engage with in cattle raising insonthern Kansas. You might possibly 

find the right party by addressing W, N. Byers, Denver, Col, 

D, H. H., Liye Oak.—The black bear produces its young in the spring 

bringing forth one, two or three ata litter, You will find some inter- 
esting discussions of the question in some of our former numbers. 

Ko., West Chester, Pa,—What kind of game is fonndin the south- 

eustern part of Kentucky in the latitnde of Whitney County, about itty 

Miles from the mountains? Aus. Quail, rabbits aud small game, 

J,M.G.—The guns you ask shout yary im choke, alld some are not 
choked ub all. he best book on gun bores is ‘* Modern Breéech- 

Loaders,” by W. W. Greener, Wecansend ittoyou. Price $3.50. 

R, J. G.—Theré is no peculiarity abont the (Creedmoor manner of load 

ing, except that extreme care is exercised to fee that everything is per- 
fectly right, The Remlogton and Sharps 550 grams special bullets are 

used. 

J. oH. T. B, B., Cazenovia.—Kemp’s book will be received shortly, 
Delay owibg to negligence of importers. Por Boston Yacht Club book 
write to Mr. Thomas Dean, Boston, who may acceed to your request 

for 4 copy. 

8, E. F,, Princeton —You may procuyé gaunileta for cold weather 

shoollng of any of the dealers lu sporismen’s goods adlyertiaed In our 
columns. You ought to know more about the game of your own nelgh- 

borhood than we do. 
#.N., Cambridge, Mass.—The catalogue we think, is sent free, The 

rife is a good one. For desoription of Bxpress| bullet se our rile 

columns, The particulars regarding Blooming Grove Park Assoctation 

ove also given in to-duy’s paper. 

E., Higin, Il\-Where cand, gets ook that is authority on hunting 
and trapping; auch a book a3 one would need in hia travelain Montana? | 

Ans, ‘Hallock's Sportsman's Gazetteer” is very complete on hunting 
auimals and birds. For trapping buy Batty’s “ How to Hunt and Trap.’ 
We can furnish both of them, 

J, 8. T., Oriskany, N. ¥.—Cost of engine, boller and fittings for 25ft, 
lannech will be about $600, Write to N, ¥. Safety Steam Power Co., 20 
Cortlandi st., N. ¥, Second-hand engines, ete., in good condition, 25 

to 33 per cent. legs. Can procure you one, if desired. 

W. F. P., Va —Will you pléase let me know if I ean procure any pre- 
pared food suitable for gold fish kept In an ordinary two quart globe ? 

Haye heurd of an article made from rice paper for the purpose. Ans, 
Send to any dealer in aquarium goods for wafers for gold fish. 

E. P. G., Washington, D, C.—The proper load of & 16 bore 29 Inch bar— 
rela breech-loader, for quailand ducks, is 214 drs. powder, 1 Oz. shot, 

Dittmar powder Is not injurious to gun barrels, Use your wiré brush 

to scrape the lead out of your gun as often aa the lead gets into your 
gun, 

JOHN PHENIX, Richmond,—tis {t true that placing the bed with ita 
head to the North promotes sleep? Ans. The best way to test this 

question Is to try the experiment. Some persons possess more animal 

Maguetism than others. We believe that it makes a great difference to 

some people which way their heads are placed, 

DELAWA, New Castle, Del.—Cartridge should fit chamber of gun. 
A good general rule for pattern Is that your target should show one- 

half the number of pellets in the charge, Seventy-five dollara will not 

buy a first-class gun, but will buy a very good gun, The cartridge 
holders are as represented, so Taras we know. Browning gun barrels 
Ought not to Injure them, 

H, H, B., Pontige, Mich.—The insect you sent us belongs to Hymen 

optera, and is Known to entomologists under the name of Pelecinus 
polyyerator. It is not uncommon inmany parts of the Uulted States, 
and is found in the neighborhood of New York, mostly in shady woods 

clear of underbrush. The elongated abdomen is undoubtedly uaed to 

place its eggs in a place of safety. 

E. B., Pittston, Pa.—Two weeks ago my setter’s throat commenced 

toswell, In four days it broke, and discharged freely—it broke both 

inside and out. It is now healed up, but there Is a hard lump left about 

the #1z6 of 4 shelled walnut. What must idoforher? Ans. Let tho 

jump alone, and if will probably disappear. If it does not, touch It 
ightly on the outside with tincture of lodine, 

W. H, M., Bellevue, O.—The insect sent is the large water bug ( Belon- 

toma grandis) of entomologists. It is not uncommon In ponds, ditches 

and stagnant pools. Itis a yoractous insect, and feeds on all water in- 
sects indiscriminately. It seizes them With its powerful claws, plerces 

them with its sharp beak, and sucks the juices from them. Itis a dan- 

gerous insect in the aquarium, aa lt will destroy all the fish and other 

livibg animals, 

H. W. H., N. ¥.—I have the choice of two bitches, one a setter, and 
the olher a pointer—both imported, with full pedigree, and will score 

about the same number of points each, TI desire to use my purchase 

for breeding pnrposes. Wul you kiddly answer which is the most 
desirable? Ans, For breeding purposes there {s no choice beyond that 

of taste; for sporting purposés Much would depend upon the part of 
the country in which you proposed to shoot, 

W. G. P., Montrose, Pa.—My setter dog has-red mange. Have been 

referred to you a5 an authority in this matter. Ans. A yery gooGrem. — 
edy for red mange is the following: Sulphur, 8 oz,; whale oll, 8 on, 

oil of tar, 3 0z. Apply thoroughly to all parts of the body, after firat 

washing the dog with warm water and soft soap. After three days 
wash off, and apply again. Give at the same fime eight drops of 

Fowler's Solution of Arsenic twice a day for a week or ten days. 

W. 8,, Jefferson, Ohio.—A Gordon setter dog, eightéen months oll, 
does not seem to haye any nose whatever, Heruns over partridges in 
places where a dog with only an ordinary nose ought to smell them, 
Is there anything that can be done for him? Ans, If your dog has no 

nose wé can suggest nothing to give him one. But we should hesitate 
to condemn him without further trial. Have you attempted to develop 
his powers of scent by making him understand what is wanted of him, 
or by trying him on other game? 

W. Van A., Aft, Sterling, Ky.—The specimens you sent us are con. 
monly called bee-tiles. They belong te Deptera, or insects having two 
developed wigs, aud are known to naturalista ag Bomblyians. This 

group contains a number of genera, and a large number of apevies with 

wide geographical distribution. The specimens you sent are undonbt- 
edly Laphria tergissa (Sax.), L. thoracioa (Vab.), They are voracious 

insects, and seize on any insect that comes in thelr way, pierce it with 

their sharp beak, and suck out the Juices. One small species of this 
group often comes into honses in search of files, and is commonly 
called a mosquito hawk. 

L, N. P.—Previous to Sept. 151 caught a greatmany small striped 

bass with shrimp. Since then have been unable to catch any, Do they 

leave the creeks as carly as that,as whatI caught were caughtin 
ereels; or is different bait necessary? 1 have tried soft crab, but wit 
no success, Ans, All fish are capricious and their movements canno 
be always accounted for, ‘The striped baws season is usually over by 

the end of October, They haye probably left the creeks and will not be 
found there sgain untilearly spring. Good baits for striped bass are 

made of longitudinal strips of the menhaden, or mossbunker; of a 
wedge-shaped piece cut from the stomach of the bass, or from pork 

skin; sand eel, squid, mud worms and mussels, 

Camper, Cambridge.—Por roughing it you tmust assume rough 

clothes. There is solld comfort In an old soft hat and a well-worn pair 
of stout boots, You willneed atent, a camp stove, and such kitchen 

utensils as May be conveniently carried, Some warm blankets, SOAD, 

needle and thread, extra shirt buttons, etc. As we do not know 

whether you are going to hunt, flsh, or gather chestnuts, we cannot be 
more definite, If you can have your impedimenta carried to the apot 

with a team, we should advise if. For provisions go to the nearast 

farmhouse—go in daylight, Remember that it takes years of pructice 

to be able to crawl up to a chicken roost In the night without ralaing a 
rumpus, Wor practical instructions on how to ‘rough it,” what to eat 

and how to cook it, buttonhole the next trathp that stops af your door 
for a repast, 

STERI(US, Monticello, Fla,—Where is Tomoka Creek, and’ wiat fish 
does it contain? Howlsitreached? Anus. omoks Creek enters the 
northern part of Halifax River;itis well supplied with the same nah 
as Spruce Creek, but of a larger size, éspecially the black busa which 
have here been taken welghing from 12 to 16 pounds. It isa stream of 

large volume and has good hunting grounds on tts banks. Guideaand 
boats should be taken from New Smyrna. Last winter there was a 

steamer running Irom Jacksonyille to Halifax Tolet and New Smyrna, 

fare 3U.00, Also one On the Halifax and Hillsboro’ Rivers counsciing, 

with the other boat. At New Britain, Daytona and Purt Orange, on the 
Halifax, are comfortable hotels and boarding houses; terma $2 per 
Gay, The best Wlshingis near the Inlet, where B. Pacettl bas & neat 

cottage, with room for six or elght boarders, Mr, Lowd, at New Amyrha, 
has enlarged his house to meet the inoreasing demand for that Pleggant 
retreat for sportamen. 
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To Oorrespondents. 

Alleommnunications whatever, intended for publication, must be ac- 
companied with realname of the writerasa guaranty of good faith 

and be addressei tothe Forest aND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
— —RAMES Will not be published if objection bemade, Noanonymous com- 

Taunications will be regarded, 

We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts, 

Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief 

notes of their movements and transactions, 

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may 
not be read with propriety in the home circle, 

‘We cannot be responsiblefor dereliction of the mail service if money 

remitted to usis lost, NO PERSON WHATEVER js authorized to collect 
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the 

Ondersigned. We haye no Philadelphia agent, 

&=— Trade supplied by American News Company, 

CHARLES HALLOCH, Editor, 

8, H. TURRILL, Chicago, T,; CG. BANKS, 
Western Manager Business Manager, 

Tue YELLow Fryrr Founp.—We sent to Mayor Ely, Octo- 

ber 14, seven dollars, received for the ‘‘ Sportsmen’s Contribu- 

tion.” Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Skinner, of Gananoque, Canada, 
$2; Subseriber, Orange Co,, Fla., $5. Total received by 
us, $400. 
oS Se oS 

Irs Mission Perprrvat.—Dr. J. A. Henshall, of Cynthi- 

ana, Ky., whose favor and support our Journal has enjoyed 

from its beginning, sends the following congratulatory words : 

“7 must congratulate you upon the constant improyement 
in Forgst anp StrHaM. It has gained a prestige that it can 
never lose. Jt is now a matter of wonder how we ever did 
without it, for it has so worked 1ts way into our daily life that 
it seems to always have been. May its prosperity increase, 
and its mission be perpetual.” 

Mr. J. C. Burnett, of the U. 8. Treasury Department at 
Washington, says: 

Your discussions of questions of natural history are alone 
worth all that the paper costs, not to mention the various 
chronicles of yachting, shooting, exhibitions, fish culture, etc., 
ete., all of great interest and benefit to those who are inter- 
ested in particular studies and recreations. It seems to me 
you do everything in your power to make a paper to please 
ayery true sportsman and real lover of nature. 

——— ee 

Hatiocs's Sportsman's Gazerrner—Pourth Hdition. — 

Forest and Stream Publishing Company have just issued the 
Fourth Edition of this most valuable work, with import 

ant émendations and additions, including a Glossary of com- 

mon words in local use. The ichthyology of the Pacific 
Coast, specially revised by Prof. Gill, of the Smithsonian In- 

ftitution, is very full. The work now comprises 909 pages, 

and constitutes the most complete and comprehensive encyclo- 

pedia of sport extant. Prof, T. V. Hayden, of the U. 8. 
Geological Survey, says: ‘It is a most interesting and in- 
structive work, containing much information with which I 
was not previously familiar.” 

The patronage which the book has so far receiyed shows 
the popular estimation in which itisheld. For gale at this 
office, price $3, 

we 
FIELD TRIALS. 

PROFESSIONALS ys, AMATEURS. 
learn from 4 letter which appears in a contemporary 

that the Tennessee Field Trials will be held as usual 
this fall. The proposed Maryland Field Trials have been 
definitely abandoned, It occurs to us that there is room for 

much discussion as to the mode in which these trials should 
be held in this country in the future; whether there are not 

abuses to be corrected ; whether a gentleman who may choose 

to break and handle his own dogs, and who works them in 

the trial as he would in the field, is not heavily handicapped 
as against the professional breaker who handles his dogs with 
a view to ‘‘trials’’ alone. If the latter proposition holds, and 
we apprehend that it will meet with assent from many who 

haye witnessed Field Trials, the question arises as to whether 
the ‘‘ Corinthian” should not haye some opportunity shown 

him as well as the professional. In all contests of this nature 
it is supposed to be the desire of every one that the ‘* best?’ 
may win, but certainly in Field Trials this does not always 
oceur. The slow, pottering doz, who makes no mistakes sim- 

ply because no opportunity isafforded him of making them, is 

ranked as better than the high-spirited, wide-ranging dog who 

works as nature and his master intended him to, merely be- 

cause the judges cannot, or do not care to keep up with the 

latter. ‘No better instance of this can be cited than one which 

occurred at the late Minnesota Trials, when one dog, doubt- 
less a good one aftera fashion, was allowed to consume nearly 
all of one day and part of another in her trial rather than be 

permitted an opportunity of making a flush, ora false point. 

In the hands of a skillful breaker, and one more particularly 
skilled in the ins and outs of a Field Trial, who scarcely al- 

lows his dog to go beyond the reach of his hand and yoice, 

such a thing is very possible. We have received many letters 
on this subject, and itis one worthy of attention, and regard- 

ing which we shall be glad to have the views of our readers. 
If Field Trials are to become popular and universal it is neces- 

sary, first, to guard against anything like unfairness, oy fayor- 

itism; and, second, against a system of breaking which will 

tuin dogs for general field work. Gentlemen sportsmen do 
not keep dogs for the sake of winning trophies or dollars at 
Field Trials, nor are they, asa rule, anxious fora record which 

will enable them to sell theirstock, Neither have they their 

own reputations as breakers at stake. The professional is in- 

terested in all of these points, and if these “‘ trials” are to be 

run for, or by them, it is better that they should be abolished. 
> a+. - — 

A RIGHT GOOD BISHOP. 

E took occasion some time ago to express our approval 
of the direct usage of physical force in the individual, 

regardless of his cloth, when in defence of himself, his own 

reputation, or the fair fame of others. We cited how Mr. 

Trollope, in a recent book of his, places a clergyman of the 
Church of England in such a position that ke fells to the 
ground a blackguard who has cast foul imputations on his 

daughter. We hold tothe idea, without being of the sword- 
and-pistol school, that even in good society, if the fact was 

perfectly well understood that a knock-down would infallibly 
follow a coarse word or & shameful innuendo, men would 

be more guarded in their expressions, and causes of dispute of 

a frivolous character be less frequent, We honestly admire 

England and English gentlemen and society for this fact. Less 

overheated than the French, by no means inclined to efferves- 

cence, somewhat indifferent to that polished glaze of manner 
which is but at the surface, your Englishman, positive as to 

his rights, is not to be bullied by word or gesture. The true 

bull-dog instinct is in him. Rouse his ire by direct insult and 
he seeks, not with pistol and knife to defend or to attack, but 

with that good strength of fists which nature gaye him, Here 

is a case in point, and the clergy all oyer the world may be 

proud of one of their own cloth: 
The Rey. Rowley Hill, Bishop of Sodor and Man, is driy- 

ing out with his wife on the Isleof Man. A coarse fellow 
hurls an insult at the Bishop and his wife, and ends by throw- 
ing a stone which inflicts a scalp wound on the Bishop's wife. 

“Now,” says the London Telegraph, ‘‘a good many laymen 
would in these circumstances have driven rapidly on to avoiq 
a possibly worse assault.” Let us add that quite possibly a 
large majority of American clerzymen would have done pre- 
cisely the same thing. Not so with our staunch Englishman. 
He stops his carriage, leaps out, collars the dastardly hound, 
and when the latter breaks away and runs the Bishop is close 

at his heels. A flying nayyy anda doughty clergyman of 
course might have been an unusual sight, The ruffian draws 

a knife, flourishes a club, butthe Bishop isnot a bit frightened 
and, having a better pair of legs, corners him, Between the 

two there can be no doubt but that, indifferent tu the weapons, 
the Bishop would have mastered his man; but somebody 

comes to the help of the Church and the beast is captured. 
We clap our hands and cry out ‘‘ Bravo! to you, Right Rey. 
Bishop. You area Christian gentleman and all the better for 
being muscular.” Certainly, with that pluck you have, there 
is tenderness and merey in your soul. : 
Now, what is the upshot ofall this? It must mean that this 

English gentleman has legs than he can run with, and arms 
and fists that he can strike with. He belongs to no maudling 
type of man. When he was young, either at Eaton or Harrow, 
he had been taught, perhaps even by the great Dr. Arnold, of 

Rugby, to be true and honest and fearless, and at the same 
time to develop not only his brains, but the thews and sinews 

the Lord gaye him, It was long ago that we thought that 

> — = == aire 

physical exercise was useful to clergymen. 

—— 

‘We pride our- 
selves in the*fact that the Forzsr AND Stream was amoug the 
very first to teach what was before ourtime considered heresy. 
We do not want O'Leary clericals, nor fox hunting deacons, 
but we must ever inculate the idea that rational amusements, 
where heulth and strength are afforded, are of as much benefit 
to clergymen as tolaymen. We are quite sure from the many 

examples we seein the United States that our doctrines are 

believed in, and we entertain the hope that good leayen will 

quicken all masses of society. It is altogether exceptional 

when the consciousness of strength develops brutal instincts + 
it rather tends to temper them. 

—— ae 

CORINTHIAN SENTIMENTS. 

B™ adew years ago the idea that American yachts were 

unfitted for cruising, and built entirely with a view to 
Tracing, at a sacrifice of almost every other desirable quality, 
would have been rejected with scorn and the announcement 
Teceived as high treason. Did not America rnn a British flect 
hull down? Did not Vesta, leetwing and Henrietta cross 
the Atlantic and bravely meet blow after blow and towering 
seas? And is not Sappho a match for anything afloat, be it in 
a gale or zephyr? Have not other American schooners faced 
the dangers of tha deep off soundings, and reached a home 
port again with the same spars they carried out? And who, in 
the faceof such evidence, could venture to maintain that in 
model, staunchness, outfit and seamanship we were one whit 
inferior to our British cousins across the sea? All this is very 
true, Our large schooners, or rather some of them, sre able 
sea boats, und haye for skippers men who have trod the quar- 
ter-deck of square rigged craft for many a year, and who can, 
if need be, keep a day’s reckoning, take’ an allitude and work 
out a sight without landing themselves on the praitie or in 
the middle of Africa. But what applies to our largest schoon- 
ers unfortunately cannot be said of the smaller craft, in which 
most of the rising generation receive thew first induction 
into and acquire their first taste for Seamanship and a life at 
sea, ‘There was a time not long ago when we stood alone jo 
these assertions ; but knowing something of the sport in the 
old country as well as in the new, and feeling convinced that 
the cruising spirit would in time develop among us as it had 
abroad, and that sooner or later a class of sailor graduates 
would naturally spring from among the racing members of 
the yachting public, our efforts have been directed in the firat 
place to calling attention to the difference between Tacing ma- 
chines and jockeying, asa means of excitement and passing 
pleasure, and the nobler phase of the aport, as embodied in 
the cruising yachtsman, master of a 8€a-g0ing clipper, captain 
of lus own ship, and all which that implies; and in the second 
place to pointing out the most ready course by which the as- 
piring tyro could steer in the wake of his leaders and climb 
the ratlines of the ladder of proficiency, until he himself in 
turn shall haye reached the pinnacle of the Corinthian protes- 
sion. ‘That we struck the current of the popular inclinations 
is becoming more and more evident with the advent of every 
season, ‘This is what the commiltee having in charge the re- 
cent “cruising trim regatta” of the Dorchester Yacht Club 
say in their circular: 

“Tnasmuch as the tendency of the usual practice of regat. 
tas is to develop the ‘racing’ at the expense of the ‘cruising’ 
model, which latter, in fact, reecives very little, if any, en- 
couragement at all, the promoters of and subscribers to this 
race have instituted it and opened it to all yachts large enough 
for cruising purposes, in the hope and expectation that 
‘ernising * yachtsmen will appreciate the effort, and that the 
result will appear eventually in the multiplication of sea-going 
models, and the corresponding diminution of the “slim dish? 
and ‘sailing-machine’ varieties of yachts, which haye been 
so long, and are yet for a while, in fayor. The fact that so 
many of the larger craft are hauled into winter quarters be- 
fore weather liable to test their abilities can be looked for 
speaks for itself, and demonstrates without words the need of 
the stimulus it has been, and is, the aim of this regatta to 
supply. The month for this race (October) has been cho- 
sen as being the more likely to furnish the desired weather. 
and as also less likely to bring to the starting line craft which 
are unfitted to compete.”’ 

We need hardly add that they strike the nail on the head, 

and that ere long we expect to hear others speak in the same 

strain. The influence upon model and rig can only be to the 
good of the sport. 

OY 

Tse Brspy Civs,—Gen. Kt. U, Sherman, of Oneida County, 
whose sketches have frequently enriched the columns of For- 

Est AND STREAM, has associated himself with Lynott B. 
Root, H. Lee Babcock, Henry J. Cookingham, A, T. Good- 
win and James W. Husted (the ‘‘ Bald Eagle of Westchester’) 

and incorporated the Bisby Club, for the purpose of hunting 
and fishing in the Northern New York Wilderness, and have 
leased some 7,000 acres and built a lodge in the neighborhood 
of the headwaters of the Moose and Black Rivers, in Herlci- 
mer County. Their Arcadia is reached from Alder Creek Sta- 

tion, on the Utica and Black River Railroad, by a wagon ride 

of twenty-one miles, a row of three miles across Woodhull 
Lake, and a walk into the woods, about a mile beyond. The 

membership of the club is limited to twenty, and parties yisit- 

ing the lodge must provide their own supplies and service. 
With regard to the nature of the supplies, we notice by the 
club pamphlet before us, that Gen. Sherman recommends 
baked beans, and Secretary Root, sardines, both very good in 
their way, and seldom Known to be in any one else's way, 
We wish the club success. 

P, 8. There is fishing up there, they gay. 



Wip Rice my Asuypance.—Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleye- 
land, Ohio, naturally inquires why if is necessary to send 

to Minnesota for wild rice, when all the marshes of the west 
end of Lake Erie abound in it. He says; ‘‘I know of 
patches covering 100 acres or more. J venture to say that 
there are over 1,000 acres of this plant in Sandusky Bay at 

this time.” Most people who wish wild rice neglect efforts 
to collect it until it is too lafein the season. The first of Oc- 
tober is late. 

Lerrer From Jupee Hyrrrs,—Mditer Forest and Stream : 
I beg leave to make to youa report, and of sportsmen and 
naturalists in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and 
Delaware a request: First, [ report that the migratory 
quail turned down by me this season bred well, the nests 
averaging about ten eggs each, nearly all of which hatched, 
and the young birds, we have good reason to believe, mostly 
lived and have gone South, hey disappeared from this sec— 
tion about the Ist of September. The request I have to make 
of sportsmen and others is that they will inform me through 
your columns of the Southern progress of the birds, so far as 
they observe it. They resemble to a degree in color and 
marking the American bird. ‘The tailis shorter and the wings 
longer, however. In size they are inferior to our bird. They 
are nol as strong on the wing, nor do they make quite BS 
much noise and flutter when they get up. ‘They are easily 
distinguished from the natives by a yery ordinary observer. 
Tf gentlemen will take the trouble to report them, if they are 
seen, it will go far ta enable us to judge of their habit of mi- 
gration sand progress. Will they oblige us in this matter? 
Very truly yours, Martin G. Everts. 

Rutland, Vt., Oct. 11, 1878. 
We trust our friends will respect the request of our valued 

correspondent, and put an earnest effort into their labors,— 

Ep, F, & 8, 

Vieern14.—The Committee on Laws of the Virginia Fish and 
Game Association has the whole game law code under adyise- 
Ment, and hope to be able to present to the coming Legislature 
such amendments as will render it satisfactory to all parts of the 
State. This committee is composed of Judge T. N. Garnett, 
of Norfolk; Dr, M. @. Hllzey, of Montgomery; Colonel John 
M. Patton, of Albemarle; Thomas Williamson, Hsq., of Lou- 
doun; and John 8. Wise. Esq., of Richmond. The laws are 
generally well observed throughout the State. 

Sayup His Mutron.—Mr. George Simmons, of Jamaica, 
Long Island, while out gunning, shot a quail, which is a vio- 
lation of the game law. His neighbors threatened to inform 
the authorities, but he got the start. of them by going before a 
magistrate and himself lodging: information against himself. 
He was fined $10, which he paid. He then claimed half the 
fine for giving the information, and was handed back $5, 

Che Bille. 

Massscuusirts— Walnut Hill Range, Oct. 10.—Score classi- 
fied, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. Match: 

J 8 Sumer, 

66556555565 5 & 5 5—T5 
355648 6 6 6 5 5 5 3 4-67 
65656355555 5 5 5 5 5—T3—215 

8 Wilder. 

3556455 5 8 6 5 & & 5—T72 
4626 5 5 44 5 4 5 4 0—60 
65 556 55 6 5 6 8 6 6 513-205 

L Saunders. 

#3465544 656 6 5 3 46s 
55683 58 6 6 5 5 5 8 5-67 
645555 3 5 46 4 4 5—67—202 

Will Ward. 
4546465556 0 4 4 585 
84553 5355 5 5 4 5—66 
6540446 5 2 5 5 4 5—Gi—192 

EC Spoftord. 

BOD.cecesecancrseeed 4 5 3 4d 3 4 4 43 5 0 6 4 5—5S 
5 8 3 28 5 4 5 0-0 2.0 9 2 420 

Ae eye at x oog03003 35 4465 5 & 441-139 

Mownawk VauLey Riruz Rance—Utica, VW. ¥. Oct, 5.— 
Vhird competition for Nion badge and cup, 200 and 500 yards, 
Seven shots each distance, any rifle ;: te | 

200 yards. 500 yards. Totals. 
Martin... . .cee.eyaceaeees 4 BB 43 4 4—06 34355 5 5—30—55 
STOWOrIGgZe,-..,+ 344344 3—26 44545 5 5—03—58 
Partis...... --G4443 5 429 £6544 4 4—30—59 
PRAKE yi ere 234344 4—25 44404442954 
Thistlethwaite ... 45433 44-27 5555 5 5 5—35—62 
Vrazer, Jr....-. 23224 4 5—22 25233 3 442749 
Bamford... -333 424 0—i9 52443 4 4—95—45 
Mallory... Ad 4444 3=27 6555 6 5 5—35—62 
Winegar.....-.. +++seaeeee,-2 4443 4 5-29 3425 4 6 5—23—56 

The medal has now been won once by each of the follow- 
ing: Trowbridge, Thistlethwaite and Mallory. 

‘The fall meeting of the Mohawk Valley Rifle Asssociation 
will be held Tuesday and Wednesday, October 15 and 16. 
There are nine competitions on the programme, ‘The first is 
the Association Directors’ match, 200 yards; the second for 
miembers of any military organization in the sixth division, 
distance 200 and 500 yards; third, short range match, 200 
yards; fourth, National Guard match, open to teams of six, 
distance 200 and 500 yards; fifth, subscription match, 500 
yards; sixth, and range match, 500 yards ; seventh, Utica 
Citizens’ Corps match; eighth, long-range 800 and 1,000 
yards; ninth, 1,000 yards’ subscription match. The prizes 
aggregate value is $737 90, B. A. G. 

Dung ys. Bowansyinte.—Match shot between two 
members of the Dunkirk, N. Y., and Bowmanville, Canada, 
Rifie Clubs. Hach team shot on their own club range, Oct. 5 
500 yards, N. KR. A. rules. High winds on Dunkirk range ; 

Bowmanryille, Canada, Rifie Club, 
Dr Mclanghiin, Rem Creed..... SSSSR SASS 55455 5—r4 
Scott Russell, Maynard Creed....62655555655555 4 571145 

Dunkirk Amateur Rifle Club. 

Cant Miller, Rem mid-range......b65544555555465 
RJ Gross, Rem Geng | he bance 4455554556646 

Prospror Hires Rivne Cuuozs—New York, Oct. 12,—The 
Prospect Hills opened the season by a competition for a 100- 
yards marksman badge at Washington Park this afternoon ; 
open to all members P. H. R. O.; distance, 100 yards; 
Weapon, any rifle within the N, R. A. rules; badge to be won 
three times before becoming personal property of winner, Mr, 

5-13 
5—70—142 

seeeetereresseesceeeed BF 4 4 46 6 5 & 4-45 
septeeuteeeee OG 4 4d 4 4 4 4 5 441 

5 ith. ee eee re eer) ~t 2 48 56 4 4 4 4 3—19 
C Smurty...:-...... 4386503 6 4 4 5—8T 

On Saturday, the 5th, a private subscription match was 

Riemer e ak «asian otk 

shot at same place* ©. Smarty carried off the honors with 41 
ont of 50. Next Saturday the First competition for the club 
trophy, @ revolver, takes place; same eonditions ie ie ae 
man’s Badge,” 

Fender, .... .. 

SEPPENFELDT RirLe Cros—i77 Bowery, Oct. 10.—Creed- 
moorrules; 200 yds. target reduced : 
Dy BACH MB OG: soy se yeep es gcc as 48 Ang Grneneberg.......s.00..---. 48 
J Garrison... ceeseeses cA siren 47 Th Repan..:...)., Semen ys etre 7 
Ot HGH ATOR eae terns age een vemtees 46 J Wacker. . 
© Basch ceees - 46 J Chambers 
Wim Seppenfeldt............ ..46 GC Walters 
E Holtzmann.... 45 J Hoagland 
Jd W Adama, gap) VAOUONDE a .cuh ca sesiciecee 
B Story, Jr 44 J Hoffen ... 
M Kern, 44 M Winkel,........4 

H Rothenberg..........ss. +20. 0 

Zertter Rirce Coug.—Weekly shoot of the Club at 207 
Bowery, Oct, 14; 10 shots, off-hand; Creedmoor .22 cal. 
rifle; possible 60 : 
OG Battlers secon cease 49 
H Oehl........ 

O UMAEON.... ees eens aadvene 
M Dorrler....... 

W M Farroy.. A ZiCUUI BY oye cite nd Loe 6 - 43 
L Trueble, .. Cl VOOR ye tee se coe 41 
MB kngel.. GA Schurman...... 4 
D Miller....... A Dunging..._.. iste 40 

D Culhane..,....... 40 
J Dutil...... - 
IGIGHRERGHOS wv. oe sete Pence nee Be 40 

Nuw Orricers.—The following German shooting societies 
have recently elected new oflicers : 

Williamsburg Schuetzen Gesellschaft — Joseph Burger, 
President ; William Hahn, Vice-President; Charles Falken- 
meyer, Secretary ; L. Adelstein, Treasurer ; C. Horny and O. 
Beckmann, Shooting-masters. 

Tritonen Schuetzen, of New York—A. Lorenz, Captain for 
two years; A. Schuler, 1st Lieutenant (the 2d lieutenant will 
be elected in six months); Saurer, Secretary, and Gaerth, 
Treasurer for one year. 

Jersey Schuetzen Corps—A, Ermisch, Captain; F. H. 
Jacobi, Recording Secretary; Dr. R. Lienan, Financial Secre- 
tary; L. Lienan, Treasurer; A. Appel, Custodian; J. Ras- 
chen, 1s Shooting-master; H. Wollens, 2d Shooting-master, 
This corps will hold hereafter their meetings in Brummer's 
Humboldt Hall, 186 Newark avenue, Jersey City. 

Inirois—Chicago, Oct. 11.—The G. R. Thomas Rifle Club 
is still negotiating for that range west of the Chicago Trotting 
Park, and, in case they get it, shall fit it up in a style equal to 
any long-range in the country, They are now indebted to the 
Lake View Rifle Club for the use of their range, and although 
they are (the members of that club) as clever a set of gentle- 
men, and as promising marksmen as there are in any club in 
the country, still we do not feel as well satisfied as we shall 
on ourown range. I append the score of the shoot on Satur- 
day, the Sth instant. Union shoot, Lake View and G H. 
Thomas R, C., Chicago ; distance 200 yards; standing : 

bradley.... 
Macauley... 
I A Freeman, 
Chenoweth... 

noth Mes er Cue Bn RC SI DVOLSC AP RRO Re Ou CO CON ee eS i ee OV if bo Or ie He eye or 2 Oo OF 00 Fe Co Chen SOS RRO RRR Re FR CORE Coo IR we coc oT SO 
DR UR RS I Ro on Slo 

Oe f 

Minwauxkerr, Oct, 11.—Not much wind, but a plaring light. 
a ates at Soldier’s Home, over the 1,000 yard range, was as 
ollows : 
Markham, Rem. 63544656 5 5 5 5—46 
Johaston, Kem 45538 5 5 38 5 5 4-45 
Diake, Rem . 4486556 45 8 4-42 
Yale, Rem... 463085 5 5 5 56 5—40 
Wells, Sharps,. 60 8444 5 4 5 5—39 
Fielding, Sharps....,.. 0 08 58 5483 5 5 4-34 

Sourn Carotrya—Oharleston, Ovt. 12.—Great interest is 
being manifested here in the approaching rifle match, which 
is to come off in November. Two teams from Georgia have 
already entered, and it is probable that more will enter. 
Almost all of the Charleston organizations will enter teams. 

A Goop 8Hor.—On the 2ist ult., Robt. J. Kimball, of 
Brooklyn, Secretary of the New York Stock Exchange Rifle 
Club, while with the Dwight-Wimair Sporting Club on their 
annual hunt in the Muskoka region of Canada, shot and killed 
a large black bear with a Sharps mid-range rifle, at a distance 
of 120 yards, The bear was running at his best when shot. 
The ball entered his back, passed through the length of the 
body, and severed the jugular vein. His weight was about 
three hundred pounds. P. a. B. 

a 

N. J. STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION, 

Fart Merrine. 

The first meeting of the New Jersey State Rifle Association 

enabled the directors to know and feel just what strength they 

have in range work. They haye made a start, and now 

remains the work of building up an interest in the State on 
all lines of rifle practice, until it shall not be a fact that a ma- 
jority of the marksmen ina long-range match shall come from 

without the State. With a week of good weather, Brinton 
Tange was a fair ground for allecomers. The mosquitoes had 
retired for the season, so the tender-skinned visitors were not 
handicapped against the leather-bound Jerseymen. The tar- 
gers worked well, albeit they were of canvas, and therefore 
rejudiced against by old Creedmoor men, The matches were 

well put, and the prize list fairly liberal, and the officers of 

the State Guard have now a precedent upon which to improve. 
In the military shooting fhere was vast room for improvement, 
while the number of entries are ridiculously low. ‘The unique 
match of the season was that at 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 yards 
Tanges; if we mistake not, the first all-comers’ prize match 
ever seb at those distances, Without further intreduction, 
the scores are annexed. Short Tange match, open to all comers, 
any rifle, 200 yards, standing position, fifteen rounds, eighty- 
two entries, ten prizes ; 
BB Lewis... .e0-..4 5 4 5 6 6 4 G6 6 4 dO 4—68 ACW Gibbs tee. 080 2 25 455 564465646 6 & 4 4 4 d 67 B A Vail selene 345 569 55 6 45 5 5 8 4 6-87 OW Minor -4 454544465 45 4 5 4 5-86 TJ Conroy. A464 4454 65 4 2b 4 GOOG JT B Collins... -£ 5 4455 56445 4 dd & 466 W M Farrow... sot dt 444656456565 5 G 4 gd 66 ID Alien... -5 64545 446 45 4 4 4 4—66 FA Hoiton, dd eta yad4 5 #£ 6 4 4 8 4—05 W HW oJackson............ S43 64454544 4 4 5 Bou 
OG Zettler...... 1 WH Dunlap........63 Sand ford..ss ELUStelden.........05 J W Wodd «+4, 63 Gu fete ae teceee oi J ¥ Rathyen .. --64 FJ Brown. 63 P ‘lusterin......-... 61 
A J Howlett..,,.... 64 CA Peake... -42 E 
W © Gardner....... G4 dF Fil ...,.... io) 
D FP Davids.........64 Wim Hayes,. 
dC Paulding.....,.64 Dr Dart....., 
Hi Fisher... ....00.. f4 W ¥ Harris 
BM Sqnier.,........64 RSpitw. 00... 
JW Martin. ........64 O McLaughlin...) 27¢t 
_Short—range match: all comers; 200 yards: 

rifle; 40 entries : 

Wm Hayes...,....- ... 42545 4 6 4 5 4 4 «4 
W M Farrow...........05 #45445,5 356 45 
Jd. Paulding............. 446843 5 6 6 4°65 
DF Davids.,,. wt 636 44 4465 4 4 
FB Holt... lic. 5. eee $433 424554 6 

ROSDIMZie veocclece ss on 62 Wi EP Woddts 22 61 IL Allen 
L H Greve..., -. ,,62 JL Price... 61 JK Grohman 
F OW Griffith ....... 62 A McNair... -.61 EW Price 
W #H Jackson.......,.62 Hd Howlett......_. 60 A Anderson 

Military team match ; open to teams of twelve from any 
regiment in N. J. 8. N. G. (200 and 500 yards) using U. 8, 
Springfield rifle; ten rounds each distance ; prize, a trophy, 
value $200: 

200 500 = 'T] 200 «p00 TL 
Lt W P Wood 40 719 LT Nolte.....c5....:.°84 82 UB M Stimis.. 85 75 J Washington.,...,. 30 bes ed 
Sergt LG aT 35 (Pg Paw Cateye Cae EES 31 33 64 
Li Greve 41 81 2) BR Rabe at 80 64 TW @rifit 36 $2 68 I, Luckhardt........, 38 25 63 Hi Spohn... 83 29 «©6967 ~Jas H Symes........ a4 2569) 

Scond Battalion, NJ SN G. 
Sergt M Halstead...70 J H Wolfer..........52 F Freeland,......- AO C Bar, Ir. ....... 69 CW Springer.....,.50 HW Mabil.,.....-..39 
D W De Mott -. 63 JJ Dé Motr....,.... 50 EW Hover..... 88 H Lichtenberg..,... 52 GeoSshor........... 43 FG Coyte...... Prey 7 

Third Regiment, NISNG, 

+62 J W Schroeder ,.....50 John Berbalian.....32 
2 P Sinbrine...... 43 W Loveland,..,.....20 
i2 W_A F Randolph,...40 CH Johnson.. oH 

-G1 C VShering.,.......86 J # Way..........., 20 

Fifth Regiment, NISNG, 
Lt C Gasger........ . G5 Wim Menley.........50 J York.,.,.. 
Corp GM Towssend63 Col LK Barnard,...41 Wm Betschick 
Lt W H Alexander..68 W Van Doren..... 40 Geo Neil... 
J Lotzin ....,.......58 HSadler............ 39 J Scattergoo: . 18 

“Hayes” long-range match; open to all comers; 900, 
1,000"mmd 1,100 yards; fifteen shots each distance; prize, 
gold badge, value $50: Pa- 

J Voorhis.,.. 
MN Oriott 
A Cortelyon . 
C Diers, 

900 yds, 1,000 yds, 1,100 yas, i, W Il Jackson... ....seeeness 069 arth arb aS ¥F Hyde........ ecaate 65 68 60 198 GL shorse..... Soars +66 66 57 179 W M Farrow. 56 63 5T 126 HA Perry..... 60 49 62 161 Md Graham. J. cans des eee 49 48 51 148 H Jay... 55 aT 49 141 MAEM Ery ae ON <§ see Py ee 61) 43 26 116 LRG ES Binns epee 61 5G 12 129 
H Fisher... hee capes! 57 Ww 

Champion badge, First Brigade, N. G. of N. J, ; Open to 
all members of First Brigade ; rifle, that furnished by State; 
200 and 500 yards; first prize, gold badge, presented by Maj, 
J. J, Wandell, Inspector for First Brigade : 

200 «600 Tl 200 500 ue Lt W P Wood,,...... 16 #12 2 F W Palmatier....., 13 T SS Alex McNair ., 19 8 27 CM Stimeg......., .17 2 19 Lt W H Greye.. «AS 7 ‘2 HW A Horwar........ 14 O 14 Lt C @ Gorman...... iq 5 22 Lt Isaac R Denman.. 9 0 ty 
Short-range team match, open to teams of four from 

club or orgauization, 200 and 300 yards, 
each distance, three prizes; 

Rahway Rifle and, Shooting Club, 

0 any 
any rifle, ten shots 

200 yards, 300 yards. 
44354 6 542 44553444 4 4 -4)_§9 
444445 4—42 433456443 4 39-91 
844444 833 344444443 539 76 
44463 4 6-41 4425234344 9-35-76 

Woe a Go Sedin Adee ecdesae 4 ib Set hoarse at inn Ces tvdohce 316 

New York Rifle Club, 

800 500 Tl 300 600) «TH 
Dunlap.....-.....,--48 38 81 Howlett............. 41-38) 79 Conlin.. ..,.. 33° «7 =~O'Donnell...,........ 38 8T 446 

DOLE ocee gash arm esaattstesalee od Veateeseentee aenpleeeseWeseyes 314 
Empire Rifle Club. 

FarrOW 42. cee eeesses 41 41 82 “Davies 
Hpltan ese is tie delet 42 38 80 Wodd.,.... 

OLA en aioe eae dae elas race be CoB Ae 

First Brigade, N. G.S. N J. 
WOOO actepesweraseae BRT g280 (GE Greve’ vers cic 282 JM ie Simis -- seen 29+ 56 GIDSON....,.25..-.0. 2— «610 BF 

POLAR N ean yah arch ete Fac Witeases sie ase ak tl aBeerecren at 
Bergen Point Rifle Association, 

Gollim ............8, 41 37 T3' Dort...-\s0ss06 Oxter 37 Be val Rathyen’, ve40 35 TH COMTOY.... cennceseestt 89 69 

UQIEIOe aS ocnoehac cl caceclsuhtee: Ap Bathtime vndesante tate roge 

Rahway Rifle and Shooling Club, Second ‘Team, 
GIDDS ede geese a235 9 di) NSO Martiin-siecel-c. teas 36 3869 
ATE Se onreebeeeahs ah RO) Viillcscs Aeeedackihice a4 Retired 

Headqnarters N. G. match, open to any member of N. G. 
of N. J., in uniform, 200 and 500 yards, any inilitary rifle, five 
arapee each distance. Prize: A badge presented by General 

Ott + 

200 yards, 500 yards. 
Capt J W Griilith,......, Perseas sent do 4 4 4_9f 46453 4 —91—d] 

venes 4 48 5 21 6243 5—19—4) 
4344 4—j9 453 4 2—18—37 
44444 2) 2246 3—17—a37 
~t44 4 4-909 3B 24 2—11—81 
0 24 8 4—18 0033 2—8—21 
244 0 3-18 0222 0— 6—19 

28 442 3-16 200 0 0~ 2-18 
t+ 0 243 3-12 0000 0— 0—12 

Denman......., visa sass e+ seeetaeees 08 22-7 Retired, 

Sterling badge match, open to any member of N. G, of N, 
J., in uniform, 200 and 500 yards, any military rifle, fiye shoty 
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each range. Prize: A badge presented by Colonel W. H. 
Sterling, State Inspector of Rifle Practice : 

200 yards, 500 yards. 

Capt Geo Griffith. ......0....-00- cee 3443 4—18 425 4 5—-20—33 
Wo0d..........4. 445 4 5—22 5 03 4 4—16—38 
Malagne n443—19 203 4 4—138—82 
Greve. 8543-18 0234 3-12-30 
MeNair 3443-15 0225 2—11—29 
Stimis 444 5-19 3243 6—15—34 
Palmen 442 0—10 2R O02 5— 9-19 
Way... 003 3—6 020 2 0— 4—10 
Gibson 2 ee OEBOZO- 5 0000 0— 0—5 
DENA Ss eee, ta tere ee ek ak 20000—2% Retired. 

The McClellan Badge, presented by His Excellency, Geo. 
B. McClellan, Governor of New Jersey, to be awarded to the 
individual making the highest agearegate score in the military 
team match, the headquarters N. G, match, and the match 
for the ‘Sterling Badge.” The badge to remain in the pos- 
session of the winner until the next Fall Prize Meeting of this 
Association, when it will be placed in competition as may be 
then directed. Won by Lieut. W.. P. Wood. 

Spirit af the Times long-range match, open to all comers; 
weapon, any rifle; distance, 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200; fifteen 
shots at each distance; position, any without artificial rest ; 
entrance fee, $5; the rules of the National Rifle Association 
to govern in the match, except where modified by the special 
conditions herein set forth; no sighting shots nor previous 
practice on the day of the match; no coaching allowed by 
competitors or outsiders, and no assistance allowed to any 
competitor in keeping score books. *‘ Spotting” shots, giving 
or receiving any information, to debar the competitor so 
offending from further competition and from the receipt of 
any prize; arope will be drawn twenty feet in rear of the 
firing points, and but two competitors at one firing 
point will be allowed within the rope at the same time. 
No. 2 entering the inclosure while No. 1 is in the act of firing, 
and No. 3 not entering until No. 1 comes out, andso on. No 
conyersation allowed between competitors while within the 
Topes. In addition to the scorer, a spotter will be at each 
firing point, who will note the shot of each competitor. A 
competitor may look through the ‘‘spotter’s” glass and locate 
the shots for himself, if he so prefers. No telescopes or field 
flasses, except those in use by the spotters, will be allowed in 
the match. First prize, gold, $100; second prize, $25; third 
prize, $15; fourth prize, $10; fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 
ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth 
prizes, $5 each. 

Frank Hyde, 
W000 escerv-senacsncd oy 4 5) 'S C58) 6 5 5 6) 6 4—b66 
1,100... 6 $45 45653 45 5 5 4 4—65 

ate 8 6645 46 44 5 8 2-00—191 

LAllen, 

446 3 6 4 6 4 5—5T 
4566485 3 56 5 259 
44483465 6 56 5 6 3—60—176 

M Farrow. 

45553 25 4 4 4 5—55 
4654544383 4 3 4 3456 
326 0383 48 6 2 @ 446-160 

Wm Hayes. 
86545 32205 5 43 5 4 5—h5 
¥SS5 6 4445 44 5 5 5—H2 
ORB 4R 55 4 4 24 2 2 4-39-1565 

EA Perry. 

9265 5 495 5 3 4 3—54 
6253 58 45 5 265 3 5 5—50 
R544kR04 8 5 2 & 3 2—40—154 

W &A Jackson, 

00345 45 83 6 5 6 5—44 
656566565 5 465 5 5 6-71 
40323040383 566 3 2 3—30—-154 

AH Jocelyn, 

4543 6565 6 6 4 2 3 5—t0 
024265 5 35 3 4 4 3-851 
3RS3 8223 5 5 5 0 287-148 

MJ Graham, 
#45 8463 40 5 8 4-4 
202656430383 404 38 
RS8 5665205 0% 5 4 4-14 196 

Hi Fisher, 
644665 3 43 6 3 3 5—-bF 
505 8R 45 8 5b B 2 0-48 
Rr40425 65 02% 3 & 0—28—122 

F F Saunders. 
202235 23 544 4 2—42 
900023 35 5 4 3 4 4 0—Sd 
0549423265 8 § 6 2 8—89—115 

G L Morse. 
538 238 4 & 5 44 4 4—56 
0800003 08 0 3 3—23 
200045 22 4 2 0 0—21—100 

J A Hatry, 

$3023 00 2 6 6—31 
1,100.... ees 060nR3200000 8 5 0-17 

1200 ETN Re we 0 4 00:5 0 0 0 3 0-12-69 

a 

EXPRESS RIFLES AND EXPRESS 

BULLETS. 

Epitor Forust anp STREAM: 
Having had numerous inquiries in regard to Express bul- 

lets, referring to an advertisement in your paper, we asked 

Mr. Hobbs, the Superintendent ef the Union Metallic 

Cartridge Co., to make some adapted to our mid and long- 
range rifles, and the first installment came to hand last week. 

The.44 cal. are ¢-inch long; are flat across the base; are hol- 

low from the, poitit to within 7-82 of an inch of the base. 

This hollow is 20-100 of an inch in diameter, and the air is 
kept out by a thin copper tube like an empty cartridge case, 
which is inserted so that its closed end comes just flush with 
the end of the bullet. "They weigh 280 grains. The .40 cal. 

are made on the same principle, are ¢ of an inch long and 

weigh 225 grains. The composition is 1 part tin to 20 parts 
lead, and they are patched in the same manner as the ordi- 

nary or mid-range bullets, I had great curiosity to see how 

so lighta bullet would work with so large a charge of p w- 
der as our English cousins say is necessary to develop the 
Express principle; and yesterday I took one each of our 
long range and mid-range rifles to the Blackstone Range to 
experiment, . ; 
When last in New York I had obtained some of Curtis & 

Harvyey’s Diamond Grain No. 6 powder for this very purpose, 

and had loaded my shells with 105 grains C and H in the 
44 eal., and also some with 115 grains of Laflin & Rand 

Creedmoor No. 7. The difference in the specific gravity of 

the above powders is shown by the fact that the shells were 
fil to within 1-16th of the top in each case. 
The only point I expected to settle at the range was how 

far this charge could be deper’ed of without change of 

sighta. 

J commenced at 100 yards, using a cardboard target. and 
a 6-inch bull’s-eye, aud used the open bead front sight, and 
shot in my Creedmoor position, being careful to have the 
bull’s-eye central éach shot, After shooting 12 or 15 shots 
into the bill’s-eye 1 retired to the 200-yard point, and shot 
an equal number, shooting 15 shots of cach kind of powder 
before going to 200. I marked all the first shots, and had 
changed the bull’s-eye for an 8-inch one, being éareful that 
their centres should be in the same place exactly. I hada 
man at the tareet to note each shot, and when done there 
was no mistaking the range or the kind of powder each hole 
was made with. The tverage drop of the shots fired with 
the 115 grains Laflin & Rand was nine inches between 
100 and 200 yards; of the 104 grains Curtis & Harvey, 
seyen inches. I then tried the Curtis & Harvey at 250 
yards, and found that the drop was an average of 12 inches 
from those shot at 100 yards. The Laflin and Rand dropped 
at 250 yards, an average of 14 inches from those shot at 100 
yards. I then took a long-range cartridge, 109 grains Laflin 
& Rand and 540 grains pointed bullet, and it struck full 2% 

SS x 

feet below where the lowest of the Express bullets had dune, 
I then took the .40 cal. mid-range rifle, 80-inch barrel, and 
fried it at 100 yards, taking a new target. The powder 
charge in this case was 72 grains of Curtis & Harvey, and 78 
grains of Laflin & Rand. Both kinds shot into the same 
4-inch group at 100 yards. At 200 yards the Curtis & Har- 
vey dropped 8 inches, and the Laflin & Rand averaged 11 
inches drop. About 50 shots were. fired with the .40 cal, 
gun. The sights and the holding were the same as in the 
trial of the .44 cal. gun, the object being to get the exact 
drop of the bullet between the ranges. Mr. F. J, Rabbeth, 
the well-known rifleman, was on the range a good part of 
the time and rendered valuable assistance, and did a portion 
of the shooting. Mr, R. tried his 24-inch Winchester, model 
1873, on an adjoining target while the .40 cal. bullets were 
being tried, and found that the ayerage drop of about 20 
shots between 100 and 200 yards was 24 inches, 
My conclusions are, from the above experiments, that Mr, 

Rigby is correct when he says that with the Express sights 
and such a charge and bullet, that for ordinary hunting pur- 
poses no change of sights 1s necessary between 100 and 250 
yards, beyond taking a very fine sight at 75 to 100 yards and 
a rather coarse one from 175 to 240 yards, to bring down a 
deer, autelope, or any other game worthy of being shot with 
an Iixpress bullet. 
Now, for some experimenis showing the effect of such a 

bullet with such acherge of powder, Ifind the .44 cal. bullet, 
with either kind of powder, will go through 12 to 14-inch 
solid pine, but that only $ to# the weight of the lead wil get 
through, the rest pene on the way among the fibres: of 
the wood. The first 44 cal, I fired was into a block of pine 
9 inches thick, at a distance of 50 feet. Of course it came 
through, but when Llooked atthe hole where it came out I 
was greatly disappointed, forit was only $ diameter. Aftera 
whilé it occurred to me fo split open the block and see what 
had been done on the way. At 2 inches from where the bul- 
let entered the hole was 13 inch in diameter, where the 
wood had been carried away clean and clear, and from that 
it gradually tapered off to the exit. By the time the bullet 
was into the wood its length the hole was over 1 inch in di-— 
ameter. The .40 cal. bullets have a penetration of about 9 to 
10 inches in solid pine, and expand just as rapidly on enter- 
ing'as the .44 cal. On shooting one at 50 feet at a block of 
pine, 5 inches diameter across the grain, the hole at the exit 
was nearly as large as the nole made by the .44 cal, in the 
case above mentioned, and on shooting one at fwo picces of 
14-inch black-walnut plank, very dry, and placed 2 inches 
apart, the exit on the first one measured 1; inches across the 
prain and 14 lengthwise of the grain in diameter, and it 
Started into the second plank on the same scale, but came 
out only about a Z-inch hole, From the shape of the bullets 
when caught and the appearance of the track left through 
soft woods, the air in the front of the ball when it strikes 
and begins fo upset forces out the hollow portion until it 15 
turned back upon the base, being, in fact, turned in soft 
pine wood completely wrong side out in going in 3 to 4 
inches, or even less; and as the bullets keep their rotary mo- 
tion as long as they do their forward motion the effect on any 
living animal must be simply terrific. And Iam prepared to 
believe all that jas been stated about game being dropped in 
their tracks at 250 yards by a shot in the flank when a bullet 
of this kind is used. We are now prepared to furnish rifles 
either long or mid-range, with both the long-range and Hx- 
press sights, so that they can be used either at the target or 
on the plains with equal effect. Gzo. W. Davison, 

Supt. Sporting Rifles, Proy. Tool Go, 
Providence, Oct. 9, 1878. 
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Aw Eneiisn Opmioyn on THE Parma.—Under date of Sep_ 

tember 22 Sir Henry Halford writes from his seat at Wistow, 
Leicester, to Capt. L. O. Bruce, of last year’s team, about the 
future of the Palma matches as it is regarded in England, 
His letter is worth study on the part of our National Rifle As- 

sociation Directors, as it puts the whole matter in a full, clear 
light. Sir Henry says: 

‘st do not think that 1 have much to add to my often- 
expressed views as to best course to be pursued to keep up 
the interest in the great international rifle matches, for I still 
think that, to make them a success, they should not be open 
to more than (”mong others) one team from the old country. 
Your N. R. A., however, were so adyerse last year to any 
restrictions upon separate teams from Ireland and Scotland 
tbat our N. R. A., which is of opinion that there should be 
only one team representing Great Britain and Ireland, would 
not consent to countenance any Separate teams, whether from 
England, Ireland or Scotland. ‘Nor do T think it likely thata 
purely English team will ever be formed to contest the Palma. 
The match for the Elcho Challenge Shield shows that it would 
not be possible to get a team from any of the three countries 
separately which would have a chance of competing success- 
fully against a team chosen from the best shots m the United 
States: for, as you will remember, the winning team—the 
Irish—made only 1,610, though the best eight men in the 
three teams made 1,663. 1 fear, then, as long as the present 
rules are in force that, you will in future only have, as this 
year, no match, or only Irish or Scolch teams to contend 
against. We, of course, have no right or wish to dispute the 
terns for the shooting fora prize given by the American 
people. Itis simply for us to accept them or leave, them 
alone; but, in doing the latter, it is certainly a matter of re- 

=— = en 
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gret that the terms should be such as to practically preclude 
usfromentering. Facer 

“‘ With regard to your team haying a ' walk over” the 
course, we shall look with much interest for the scores made, 
though there is no necessity for their shooting at all. The 
Palma is yours as much when challenged as when you haya 
gained a victory. ’ 

** With kind remembrances to my friends in America, I am 
yours very truly, H. Si. J. Harrorp.” 

Zhe Game of Chess. 
Norice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ‘' Chess Editor FOREST AND SrREAM, P, O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn.” 

Problem No. 27. 

Motto: ‘Tarrytown. 

HY Ply Yj 

% Yi 
“itt, 

Wedd Z 
"yy Y tay 

| 2 
_ 

White to play and give mate in three moves, 

Y 
Maa 
a 
SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO, 23. 

1—R tks P 1—K-B3 1— 1—E-KS 
2—Kt-B5S 3—K-Kt4 or K-Q3 | 2—-Kt-KS 2—E-B4 or K-08 
8—B tka P or Kt-K7 mate 3—B tks P or Kt-B mate 

Game No. 77.—EVAN'S GAMBIT. 
Played by correspondence between the Italian problemists A. Segllere 

and G, B. Valle: 

White, Black. White. Blnek. 
A, Seglieri. 6. B. Valle, A, Segiliert, G. B. Valle. 

1—P-K4 1—P-Ka 18—B-93 18—B-Q, B 
2—Kt-K B2 2—Kt-Q Bs 14—R G38 Id—B-) Kt3 
3—B-B4 3—B-Bt 16—R tks Q Kt 15—P tke R 
4—P-Q Kt4 4—B tks P 16—Q-Q Bz 16—B-Q2 
56—P-Q B38 5—B-Q Rt 17 Kt-Q2 17—Et tks Kt 
6—P-QA 6—P tks P 1s—Q tka Kt 18—5 Ke 
7—Castles T—Kt-K Bs 19—R-Q, B Lime 
S—B-Q RE Ps 20—-Q-K Kth = 20--P_-K Kte 

-P-KG 9—P-Q4 21—Q-K Bb 21—R-EK Kt 
10—B-f) Ets 10—Ki-K5 22—K tks P 22—P. KS 
U—P tka P 11—B-Q2 23—B tks Kt P and Black resigns. 
12—Q-Q Kta 12—P-Q R3 —Nuova Rivista Deglt Savoht, 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 

—Chess editors will please address exchange copies to “ Box 54, Wol- 

cottyille, Conn., T7. 5S. A.7’ We have added several of onr chess con- 

temporaries to onr list, and expect that they will comply with the 
above. 

—The report of the judges of the sets of problems entered in the first 

tourney of the British Chess Problem Association awards the prizes us 

follows: 1st aet prize (Ex Sadore”), J. H, Finlinson; 2d sat prize 

(*Anytiing™), PE. Lamb; 9d set prize, not awarded; best fonr-move 
problem (‘Es Glebt”), C, Callender; best three-move problem (“Que 

se ressemble”), J. W. Coates ; best two-moye problem (‘* Home, Sweet 

Home”), J, Paul Taylor. 

—The following is the latest acore in the International Tourney . 
Britieh winners—J, Copping, J, T, Palmér, Wm, Nash, E. Palmer, H. 
Monck, R. H, Philip and H. Brewer, one each; J, Parker and Color- 

Sergeant Woods, two éach, making a total of eleven British wins. 
American winners—William Olcott, T. H, Forster, L. 8, Atkinson, J, 

Frech, D, C. Rogers, and L, W. Dayls, one each; L. T. Brown, two, 
making & total of elght American wins, H. Holmes and F, H. Curtiss 
bave drawn one each, 

—The following list embraces all problems entered for competition 

in the ForgsT AND SrREAM Problem Tourney: 
1 Barnestly Advise Knowledge. 23 A Test Case. 
3 Success to Literature in Chests, 2 F'eatina Lente. 
& Talk Bnough—Gosslp. 25 Nota Bene. 
4 E Pluribus Duo. 26 Eudesyvor to Excel All. 
5 On to Richmond. 27 Diligence Ensures Success, 
6 Auf Wiedersehen. 23 Load and Keel, 
7 Sir, Quickly Understund and 2) Cormbioga, 
Remember Ever Chesa Is 30 Chectmate if You Cun. 
Royal, Chesa Lives Eternally. 41 Aus Enropa, 

§ Crossing the Danube, 82 Study Each Move Carefully, aud 
9 Only for Position, ae Will Follow. 

10 Forget Me Not. B3 
11 Down on Duals. 311 Press toward the Mark for 
12 Tarrytown. the Pnze. 
73 Blue Bells of Suotland., a6 A Gaba 
14 Silver Bells. 36 Wald uad Strom (ist), 
16 Desi with Us Gently. a7 Wald und Strom (2d), 
1 Forgive and Forbear, 08 Muanrico, 
17 On Hana. 39 Fifteenth Amendment. 
18 ‘Tokkaree. 40 He who darea these probs. 
19 Wallerstein, abuse, 
90 Killarney. May Krop-gun, sword, or pistol 
21 Just So, . choose, 
22 A Loug Lock Ahead. 41 Be Patient. F 

—The following are entered for competition in the Photograph 

Tourney : 

1 What is hope? The beanteous 2 Beauty in Simplicity, 
sun which colors all it shines 
upon. ? 

PITTSBURG, Sept, #6, 187s 
Hf, C, Squires, Esq. : 
Dear Sir—In reply to your favor of the 24th, would say that Dittmar 

Powder is undoubtedly a superior explosive, and having been with Dr, 

Carver during his entire public career as a marksman,? have taken 
pains to observe closely ita éfficiency. Load your cartridges according 
to the formula you Dave given, and In no single Instance does It ever 
fall, Glass balls are broken 75 and-80 yards away, nsing No. 8 chilled 
‘shot, At the conclusion it la no little Satisfaction to enjoy cleanliness 
“fa a result, to say nothing of—no amoke, 

Yours truly, E, G, Harwue, Agent for Dr. Carver,—[ddy. 
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Tar AwertcAN GArrter-Car Corrora- 
tion, Liuprep.—The idea was borrowed from 
Belgium, The Belgians haye turned their 
attention to utilizing the feline instinct of di- 
rection, and the good people of Liege, en- 
couraged by the successful issue of recent ex- 

periments, propose to establish, at an early 
day, a regular system of cat communication 
between that city and the neighboring vil- 
lages, Saving caught the idea the A. C. C. 
Q, 1's. agents are now catching the eats and 
training them to their work. The prospectus 
of the company, How before us, shows that 
the whole North American continent is to be 
cobwebbed with ramifications of cat-carrier 
lines, radiating {rom all the principal cities 

and reaching from the everglades of Florida 
to the snowy wa—wastes of Alaska. The 

advantages claimed over the present mail ser- 

yice arise principally from the increased 
speed of communication. Dyery one knows 

that 3 cat can outrun a railroad lightning ex- 
press. By an application of the tin-pan-cau- 
dal-attachment-patented it is estimated that 

the natural feline speed will be quadrupled, 
and thus letters may be forwarded at least five 

times fasler than under the present system, 
We cannot yet give full details of the enter- 
prise, as they have not been perfected; Suf- 

fice it to say that at each station of the A. GC. 

0, ©. L, cats from all the neighboring stations 
are kept in constant readiness ta seb out for 
their homes, where cats from other stations 
take the messages which are thus forwarded. 
An important advantage claimed by the origi- 
nators of this scheme is inéreased safety in 
the carrying of valuable messages. Express 
trains may be robbed by road agents; floods 

and storms are elements with which Uncle 
Sam cannot cope; but a cat will carry the 

mails through. Road agents may pepper 
away with their rifles. Didany one eyer 
know of a cat being harmed by bullets? The 

elements may do their utmost. Did ary one 
ever hear of a cat struck by lightning, 
drowned in a flood, or blocked up in a snow 
storm? The rolling stock of the A. C. 0. C., 
I. is enormous. It is estimated by the New 

York Superintendent that this city alone 
will furnish at least 40,000,000 cais, male and 

female, and a proportionate supply is to be 
found in eyery city and town in the Union, 
making the total number wholly incompre- 
hensible. The well-trained ‘‘courier and scout- 

eat’ department is another branch of the same 
service. The company have already taken a 
Government contract to supply several hun- 

dred extra-tough cats for use on the frontier, 
Among the modes of employment is that of 

transporting, by a circuitous route, the cat 
which has become domesticated in the camp 
toa point such that the Indian enemy shall be 
between the cat and the United States forces, 
When released the cat, with its message and 
tin-pan attachment, makes a bee line—or, ag 
the technical term is, a feline—for headquar- 
ters and dashes at quadruple-streak-of-licht. 

ning speed through the camp of the Ked-Skin, 
The R. 8. is either too much amazed by 
the supernatural vision of flying Tom to do 

aught save gruntin open-eyed aye; or else he 

lets fly his winged shaft and transfixes the 
rapidly-disappearing apparition, and Tom, 

nothing dismayed, appears in camp bringing 

two or tliree arrows with him. 'The hero of a 
thousand scalps as he draws forth each arrow, 
can distinguish from its peculiar form just 
what tribe it helongs to, and thus information 
is obtained which is worth more than a fort- 
night spent in beating about the bush, 

A Vinciyia Brrp Srory.—This is ihe story 
told by the Petersburg Indew-Appeal- 
Some time last week Mr. William H. Walton, 

a farmer of Greenyille county, was seated on 
afence near a stack of oats, watching the 
operations of his field hands who were 
at work. While seated on the fence a small 
bird alighted on his shoulder and remained 
there until frightened away by a blow aimed 
atit by Mr. Walton. It flew off but a little 
way and returned to be treated as before, and 
repeated this feat until the gentleman con. 
cluded to allow it to remain on his shouldér 
in order to ascertain, if possible, what in- 
duced it to act as described. The bird 
moved close up to Mr. Walton’s face and de- 
liberately commenced to pluck.a mouthful of 
gray hairs from his beard, after which it flew 

away to the hay stack aud disappeared in the 
ereyices between the sheaves of oats. Hx 
amination of the stack disclosed the fact that 
the bird was building its nest and had used 
the beard for the purpose of making a lining, 
for the same. Tlie bird is said to haye been 
.f the wren species, 

Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, 
Jewellers, and Importers, haye 

always a large stock of silver 

articles for prizes for shooting, 

yachting, racing and other 

sports, and on request they pre- 

pare special designs for similar 

purposes. Their TIMING 

WATCHES are guaranteed 

for accuracy, and are now very 

generally used for sporting and 

Scientific requirements. TIF- 

FANY & CO, are also the agents 

in America for Messrs. PATEK, 

PHILIPPE & CO., of Geneva, of 

whose celebrated watches they 

have a full line. Their stock of 

Diamonds and other Precious 

Stones, General Jewelry, Artis— 

tic Bronzes and Pottery, Electro- 

Plate and Sterling Silverware 

for Household use, fine Station- 

ery and Bric-a-brac, is ithe 

largest in the world, and the 

publie are invited to visit their 

establishment without feeling 

the slightest obligation t0 pur- 

chase. : ' ; 

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 
pS 

Siscellaneous, 

SPECIAL NOTICE! 
Japanese and Chinese Curios, old and 

modern Lacquers, magnificent Bronzes, Por- 

celains, Pottery, Wood and Ivory Carvings, 

Texile Fabrics, Indian Arms, Idols, ete, etc., 

forming a complete museum of rare curibsi- 

ties. The above comprise in part the stock of 

the well-Known old curiosity shop, 639 

Broadway, the entire contents of which will 

be sold at auction by BARKER & CQ., com- 

mnencing on WEDNESDAY, Oct, 23; and con- 

tinue daily till ALL js sold. 

BARKER & CO., 
47 and 49 Liberty Street, N. Y. 
RT aes We Bh HFK Zoe Se 

CUNS! 
Continuation of the Popular Weekly Sales of 

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Guus, 
Kiiles, ete. 

BARKER & OO., 47 and 49 Liberty street, sells this 
Thursday and Friday, Uct. 17 and 18, an ex- 
traordinary cliolve line of the best guns from the 
most noted Huropean Wakes, and on Thursday and 
Driday, Oct. 24 and 25, an entire new im- 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, As per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report... ,-..,,.-..-...$14,466,920 63 

Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BIONCL’S VEPOTbaweaersssceccyesscesars 1,621,078 sd 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President, 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGHNTS, 

KENNY & RATCLIFFE..... New York City. 
V,.C, TARBOX,,............Portiand, Me. 

hun, N. A, 

portation of fresh elegant guns, 

.-Chicngo, Ill. 
J.T. WATSON. ccsise vee es St, Paul, Minn. 

ise .-8t. Louis, Mo, 
«New Orleans, La, 

ER aot ae etree re be 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for Colleze or University. ‘Teriuis. 

$240 for ten months. For sireular: ; 
Leesburg, Toudodi Co, Virgitia Pelee Riyals angl 2mo. THOMAS WILLIAMSON. 
bn ee ee ee ee 

KNAPP | & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME, 

Nos, 289 and 20) WASHINGTON MARKET, N, ¥ 

Ww \W.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.s’ _ 

, : 

a ; \ 
“THEE WINNING CUR:, 

‘The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the 
Mr, Sonth for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one 

The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1915, beatin ) f 
Great Britain aud Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE) WEDGH FAST BREROH-LUADER is the Btrongest And most durable ever invented, and the most successiul gun of the period, Patsnted In the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No, 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W, W. GREENER, St. Mary’s<-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ 

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb,, 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an hea @art yalued at 
£168, and a money prize of £705, 
priz¢ ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
alxty-six of the bést shota of all Nutions, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke pore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. 
ont of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 293% yards, He 

? S86 won the second event, killing birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making s total of 19 birdsout of 20, This 
is acknowledged to be the beat Bheoting on record. 
The winning gun at the choks-bore Match, 1877, bes|- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valned at-50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
J. Purdey, the gunmaker, 
pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 

is the greatest, 

~ Greener, killing 11 birds 

arrel only, 
102 guns by all the best makers of 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE GUNS. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL, 
Messre, P, WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, at yast'expense, have seeured the most perfect 

machinery for gun making ever set up in any one factory in England. The result is that they can now turn 
out guns, perfectly uniform in excellence, and in‘such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, Their Specialties this year are their fine Treble-Wedge Guns, Nos, 1 and 2, of which the above cut Will gives tolerably fair idea, Every gun has fine Damascus or laminated steel barrels, rebounding bar locks, pistol grip, extension rib, lever forepart and treble bolt, and ia bored after Webley’s system, which has produced 
such marvellous results, and yet all this ata 
anyone. This is wiat machinery can dos 

rice so low as to place the guns within the reach of almost 
t isanew thing to be able to bny a fine breech-loader, with 

every possible appliance which can contribute to its beauty, convenience or excellenco in shooting at tne price of ordinary guns, Tn addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, we have on hand upwards of one hundred 
of Webley’s breecn-loaders, top and side lever, of various grades, which arrived last year after the season 
was over, ‘bese guns are heing rapidly cssed out at greatly reduced prices. They are all bored after the 
Webley’s system, and will shoot just as well as the Treble Wedge Guns. 

_ pounds weight, and are splendid guns for duck shooting, or for killing large game at long range. 
Many of tien are from 8% to 11 

We also have Webley’s celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc., etc., at Dot little over half last year’s prices, 

P. O. box 4,309, 
H. & D. FOLSOM, 

30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 

_ Mnugements, Ete. 

T HE AQUARIUM, BROADWAY and 35th st. 
CONTINUED SUCCESS. 

The great HERRMANN and Mile. ADDIE, 
Startling and Phenomienal llusions, 

Sleight of Hand, Diablerie, ete., etc., 
Wonderful Mid-air Suspension Act, 

Marvellous Spirits’ Cabinet, 
Most astonishing feats ever performed. 
CHANGH OF PROGRAMME WEEKLY. 

Admission, 60 cents. Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra, 

@aublications, 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT 
Farrar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 

iMustrated.—A complete and thorough guide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region, and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Moosehead Lake and the North 

Maine Wilderness Illustrated.—A comprehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the aboye sent by mail, post paid, on re- 

ceipt of price, 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region; sach 25c, 

Address, _ CHAS. A, J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue, Jamaica Plain, Mass, 

apris 6m 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

———y 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATHAS 
or 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED, ] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their valne, 
ele etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
ames, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 

houses) Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fis 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
oficial sources, with complete soundings, ete., etc. 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0, P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FoRES?T AND SrRwAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

“BENCH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS.” 

A book compiled by Mr. W. M. Tileston from 
* Stonelienge’s” new edition of Dogs of the Brit- 
igh Islands,” and containing a full deseription of all 
breeds,of dogs, with their Bench Show. Polnts, and 
the reason why. ‘ikese scales of pots have been 
adopted by the Westminster Kennel Club, und, be- 
ing the latest, will probably be adopted asthe stand- 
ard in this country. Price 50 cents. Address W. M. 
TILESTON, P, 0. Box 8,011, New York, 

ublications, 

SEASONABLE BOOK 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range stifle Shooting, 
ac, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
Re 

Canip Life in Florida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
ba 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition, 

$3. 

For sale at office of FORg8T AND StReAmw 
Fulton street, New York, galt 

FRANK SCHLEY’s: 
AMERICAN 

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 
Hnuting and Shooting the American Partrid, C--Quall; 
kuffel Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 

‘To be had at book stores generally, Also for sale 
oné donble-barrel breéch-loading central fire shot- 
gun, 12-gange. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Md. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT, BOUARDUS, 
New and enlarged edition, containing Instructions 

for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breedin and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson Yor sale at 

Koptas tf 4 hig office, Prise pS] 



SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE. ELEVENTH GRAND DISTRI- 

Oren is78, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, 

Lonisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly Incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
table purposes in 1868, with a capitalof $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fund of $350,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
will take place monthly on the second Tuesday. Tt 
never scales or postpones. Look at tne following dis- 
tribution ; 

CAPITAL, PRIZE, $30,000, 
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH, 

HALF-TICKETS, ONE DULLAR. 
LIST OF PRIZES, 

1 Capital Prize of......e...-..- $80,000 
1 Capital Prize of........ 10,000 
1 Capital Prize of. 5,000 
2 Prizes of rs 5,000 
5 Prizes of 1,000... 5s sesereeee 5,000 

20 Prizes of WUE Se es 10,000 
100 ¥ 00 
200 +t 
500 ae 

1,000 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 

9 Approximation Prizes of $300 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200 1,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100. a 900 

1,857 Prizes amounting to.......... eaeeees es Pl 107400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

prominent points, io whom a liberal compensation 
will be paia, 

Application for rates to clubs should only be made 
to the Home Officein New Orleans. 

Write, clearly stating full address, for further in- 
formation, or send orders to 

M. A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0. Box 692, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

or to H, L. PLUM, 
319 Broadway, New York City, 

All our Grand Extraordinary Drawings are under 
the supervision aud management of GHNS. G. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. EARLY. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines, 13Spruce St., 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor. Open day and night. 

C,. & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

°07 Bowery, New York. 

oO. M- BRENNAN, 

DSO KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

40 Sonth Olark Street, 
at ef ew 

Ghicago. 

Hachting Goods, 

LOST 
COMPASS. - 

SS \ | antuntli, \\\) Mi, 

NO 

Vane 
ws fy 

f ini \n A 
A on A 

*THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made, As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FoREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & ©O., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO., 

57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Mazilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES, 

je2t-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and 17th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
&xhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tonrist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Hye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Tilustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptivans. 
& H, T. ANTHONY & ©O., 591 Broadway, 

ER. N, ¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 
and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Framés; 
Albums, Photographs of c 
Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, Photographic 
oriates Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philadelphia, dceas 

_STABLISHED 1820,— 

—————————————— 

NEW YORK: 

48 filaiden Lane, 

LAN ele Sm ee ee 

35 Liberty St. 

rte eet net tie feng n et ee 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
* Suecessors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

RAGS ALM SSSR SSR SRE OR) RSA 

SOLE ACENTS for the Manufacture and Sale o 

SETH GREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

FISHING TACKLE. 
(S08 S28 2S 2 SS SS SS SATE AEA ON Ee A ss OR SESSA AA RRR R eS tee SAO eneeor sae SOeee See 

eiugical Mnstrnments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS’ "Sat ORGANS 
These beautiful organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 

‘ mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut, We 
Sella better instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
_Grand, Square and Up- 

en=right, are the BEST 
mig MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

‘ = - Workmanship and Dura- 
bility unsurpassed. Warranied for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 
liberal disconnt to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed. 
Second-hand Pianos and Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

Co SF ORCANS.% 
The oldest, largest, and most perfect manufactory in the U.S 

Two Von, 
tp 

es. 

New Stylos Just Out, 4° 

Send for Price-Lists. 

BuFFAL®: 

Guns, Ete, 

STEVENS PATENT 
BREE(H-LOADING 

SPORTING RIFLES. 

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Gune, Pocket 
Rifles, Pocket Pistols, and the noted Hunter’s 
Pet Kifles. Special attention 1s called to our 
Double Breech-Loading Guns, They are simple io 
construction and manufactured with great care 
from the very best material. They are pronounced 
by experts ‘‘the best gun in the market forthe 
money.” Send for catalogue, 

Our Shooting Gallery Rifle Is the favorite 
everywhere. 

J.STEVENS & CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass, 

CHARLES CREEN,: 

Muzzle 
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repairing and 
boring guns to shoot close and strong done in the 
best manner, I also keep a good stock of ENGLISH 

Maker of fine breech-loading’ shot-guns. 

BREECH-LOADEERS. Prices from $30 up; 
bored to shoot close and strong as partles may de- 
sire, Send for price list. No. 3 West Main street, 
Rochester, N, Y¥, Jestt 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 

USE 

The Huber Trap. 

Fee ee te peo eenhic | FOR BALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTING 
GOODS, 

Supplied by H. C. Squires, American Agent, 

oct Wi New York 

Guns, Rifles, Ete. Guns, Rifles. Ete. 

W. W. Greener’s FOX’S PATENT 

CHOKE-BORE GUNS | BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN, 
Tried on Game in America. q 

= 

1 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK. 

Wonderfully Simple, Woncerfully Strong. The Cun of the Future. 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to 
clean, less liable to get lopee or ont of order, or one 
$30 good for the money. Prices range from $50 to 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPEOT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co., 
aug?2 tt BOSTON, MASS. 

BARGAINS! 

Samples ef the Hammerless Gun now on 

exhibition, nnd orders taken by our agent. 

Guns to be delivered June 1. 

See the Following Testimonials 
Smn—It is a pleasure for me to inform you of my 

high appreciation of the 10-1b. Greener breech-loader 

A Dougall, Purdey and Tolley 

Double Express Rifle 

For Sale. purchased of you last winter. I consider choke- 
boring, if skillfally done, as the greatest improve- 
ment in fowling pieces since the Introduction of the 
percussion cap. It gives the maker complete con- 
trol of the pattern, and greatly Increases penetra- 
tion. To prove this, I will give you the performance 
ofthisgun. The 32-inch 10-gange barrels, charged 
with 44 drachms of powder and 1% ozs. Wo. 6 hng- 
lish chilled shot, give patterns ranging from 286 to 
880 pellets in 30-inch circle at 40 yards. The same 
charge of powder and 1% 02%. No.4 American shot 
gives 160 to 176 pattern, with penetration which kills 
ducks at 60 to '70 yards like a stroke of lightning. [t 
Is a characteristic of the choke-bore to show tts 
greatest superiority in the large sized shot, What 
Tam about to say will perhaps surprise you as much 
as the performance surprised me, On trial of the 
12-gange 28-inch modified ehoke-bore barrels, with 
3% drachms of powder and 1¥ oz. ot shot, I got 
about the same pattern and spread of shot at 25 
yards as with the fullchoke 10-gauge barrels at 40 
yards, with tremendous penetration, This is just 
the performance required of a gun for thick cover, 
in which you generally ind ruffed grouse, woodcock 
and quail, these birds pains killed, with Tew excep- 

ns, at from 15 to 24 yards, ire yer"GOL. JOHN BODINE. 
W. W. GREENER, St. Marv’s Work, Bir- 

mineham Eneland: 

THE SNEIDER GUN 
The only positive 

Double-Grip Self-Closing Top Lever Actios 

IN THE WORLD, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore, 

Equal in finish, symmetry of outline and materials 
to the finest English Guns, and at mors 

reasonable prices. 

DOUGALL—10-bore, 81 inch, Damascus barrels, 
Jovk-fast action, pistol grip; first special 
quality; weight, 844 1lba.; cost $350; used 
very little; price.. S225 Seo eas hese 

PURDEY—10-bore, 32-ineh, Damascus barrels, 
lever under gnard, Lefaucheux action; 
Weight, 544 lbs., with finest case and imple- 
ments in perfect order; used yery little; 
cost $600; price...... yaseeer eae Seovask as sere $300 

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLB.—50 cal., 
with case and implements; 100 loaded metal 
Shells, 100 buijltts, 500 primers, etc.; cost, 
$300; good as mew; price......... $150 Pett beeeses 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
41 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 

Curd’s Good Cuns, 
J. Gurd & Son, London, Ont., Canada, importers 

and dealers in fine English Breech and Muzzle- 
loading Shot-gans, Breech-loading Machines, Eley’a 
Shells, Wadding and Caps, Metal Shella, Curtis & 
Harvey's and Orange Lightning Powders, Neweastle 
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls und Gloss Ball Traps. Send 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only &e | for Illustrated Price List, free by mail. tf 12 
Dounder with which misstires will not occur, : ymail. sept 12 1yr 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR ERA 3 & PRICES 

“Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Comps: 
Bie Features of Action.” Ba 

NS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
abs STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOVE 

Pin Fire Gunschanged to Central Fire. 
Huzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breach-Loaders, 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 W. Pratt St, Baltimore. 

FREE SY MBL. 

Gy = 

id BIRMINGHAM, 
ENGLAND,’ 

Try B. Goodman’s New Ameri- W shoeing 
can Chemically Prepared aire 

Felt Cun Wads. RIFLE. 

0 ¥. LESS PRICE. = EQUAL TO ELY’5, AT LYMAN'S GUN SICHT™ 
Is the best rear sight ever made. Send stamp for~ 
circular, Address WILLIAM LYMAN, Middlefield, 

For sale by all dealers. Manufactured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn, aud 7 Wale Bette 

car 



SEND FOR 

Winchester Re 

eras 

ii THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

neating: Arms Company 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIREARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and eyery variety of 

METALELC AMMUNITION, 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFPERED AT 

EVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y 

MAKERS oF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS 
Winners, at the Great St. Louia Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only: — two Gold Medals given—‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” Make”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

and ** For the Best Gun of American 

CATALOCUE OF (878. 

cy 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

CREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 

CHIP s: 
A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in- breech and muzzle-loading | wRAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke-bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient, 

safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 in a box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c, per Box. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting. 

‘rhe Parker Gun 

Simple in Construction. Durable and Effective in Action, 
FIRST PREMIUM AND GOLD MEDAL AT CENTENNIAL 

EXAIIBTION. 
Endorsed by the Leading Spertsmen as being the American Gun for;American Sportsmen. Send stamp for new catalogue, edition 1878, 

MzEniDEn, Coxn, PARKER BEO’S, 97 Chambers st., New York. 

Che Bennel. 
Fo SALE—The red Irish bitch Dew (imported Kate-Hal), two and a half years old; weil yard- broken; never has been hunted much; has heen used: to breed from; a splendid retriever, ‘Cerms low. Address G. E. OSBORN, New Haven; Conn. 

cls 3b See 
ips: BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to have their dogs broken this year by mé will rlease communicate at once. Want, them fitted for the field ere season opens. Shall go South for the winter with the dogs. My entire Kennel (12 dogs and puppies) for sale, Come and gee them at Centreville on the Erie Railroad, First buyers best selection, Address E. §, WANMAKER, Cli Clifton, Passaic County, N. J. me je27; t 

Ghe dennel, 

apes NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for gale 
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 

Setter dog, not thoroughly broken for the fleld, but 
admirably suited to a sentleman’s country place, or 
a8 a personal companion. He is full-sized and 
highly bred, Price $100. Application must be made at this office. Address ©. oets tt 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker Spaniels Write at once to CHAS. §, HITCHCOCK, Secretary Ouleout Krone] Club, Franklin, Delaware County, N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price $16 each for dog or bitch pups, Beptl2 tf 

245 Broadway, New York. 

Che Kennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

Che Hennel, 

_ COCKER SPANIEL 
Breeding Kernel 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel M. P, McCKOON, Franklin, Del, Co, N ¥. Club, New York, Tkeep only cockers of the finest strains. —_e11 only a&= young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de. = 
customer, livery to every These beautiful and in- telligent dogs cannot be beaten for uffed grouse and woodcock shooting and retrieving ji0 wt 

LISTE We 

The Sportsmen's Be tells the Position of the dog, causes the birds to lie bee, Closer. Valuable in early aw Woodcock shooting, cock- ing and general shooting, where the coyer ig thick, Sold by dealers im guns and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaia 30 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING co. East Hampton, Conn. septl9 3m 

ES SSE 
None are genuine unless so stamped 

F, 0. De LUZE, 
“th South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agente, 

Hor sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

, Imperial Kennel, 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, ete, 
Young Dogs handled with Skill 

and Judgment, 
Address, 

H.C. GLOVER, 
Toms River, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations; 
access to Salt water, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS. 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs o7 

any other animals, or money returned. It ip put up 
in patent boxes with maine Pepa box top, whicb 
greatly facilitates ita use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 
dogs have daily 

octlo tt 

Re SALE—For want of use, a red Trish Setter, broke on all game ; 3 years old; a first class retriever; at the low price of $40, Addregs J, W.8., Poughkeepsie, N, Y., for particulars, Octl0 25 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put Up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall, 
Both the above are recommended by RoD AND Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 

117 FULTON STREET, 

Topeka Kennel. 
DRAFTS FOR SALE 

AT VERY LOW PRICES. 

Having accumulated more dogs than I care to 
keep I will sell the following, viz.: 
One liver, white and tan bitch pup, and one black and white bitch pup, whelped June 13:h, 6ut of my ‘France I* (Belton—Daisy, Daisy out of Dimple) by 

Pedigree (pure Lavarack), 
‘Two dogs and one bitch, whelped July 4th, out of my 1st prize red bitch Carrie I., by Champion Berk- ley, They comprise the blood of the most noted dield trial and bench show winners in America, viz.: 

Plunket, Berkley, Loo IL, Hicho, ete. 
Pointer pups; when 8 to 10 weeks old, of the 

“Drop, or., Fan” litter. They are from good stock, 
Also other pointers and setters of different ages, 
Correspondence solicited from any and all persons 

desiring to purchase setters or pointers, Address, 

TOPEKA KENNEL. 
Topeka, Kansas. 

W. T: IRWIN, A. C, WADDELL. 
Bept 26-46 

} ees SALE—Two Yorkshire terriers, one year old, recently imported; they are beautifully coated, intelligent, guaranteed to be pure blood, and will make fine breeding stock. Wieght of male four pounds, female four pounds. Price for the pair, $75, Black and tan, female, weight 4 lbs,, price $40. betas JOHN J. BERRY, Hackensack, N.J. octl0 tf 

OR SALE—A thoroughly broken red and white 
Setter bitch, 149 years old, witha pedigree for 

fifty years, Address H, J. ROBBINS, W. etherstleld, 
Conn, a0g22 tf 

INiGEae BRED FIELD TRIAL DOG PUPS FOR 
SALE, whelped July 17, 1878, out of Minna 

(K'‘rby-Rock), by pointers Belle and Rob Roy, Ad- 
dress D. MURRAY, West River P, 0, sae sae 

Octl 45 

7. ANTED.—A Fox-Hound Bitch, not over three years, of superior siock and hunting qualities, Box 210, Monson, Mass. Oct T 26 

$25 REWARD. 
LOST OR STOLEN—A large red and white setter dog, past three years old, Body color, rea ; breast, bejly, all four feet and tip of tail, white; white blaze on face and white patch on back of nack > hair on hips and tail inclined to curl, He answers to the Dume of Rock and is very friendly in disposition, When last seen wore collar with my name and ad. dress and name * Rock, Jr.” 
The above reward will be paid on his delivery to me, or if stolen, $100 will be paid for return of dog and information which will convict the thief. GEO B, GRINNELL, Milford, Conn, ocllT 4t 



—__ White Plains P. O., N.Y. 

The Rennel. 

SPRATTS PATENT 

DOG MEDICINES. 
CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, Purg- 

ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders. Cure for 
Rheumatism, Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure 
for Jaundice, Tonic Condition Pills, and Cough Pilia, 
Cure for Canker of the Har, Liniment for Spra!ns, 
Stimulant ter the Growth of Halr, end Marge Lo- 
lion. 

The Kennel Medicine Chest 

Contains all the above remedies, also various Surgi- 
cal Appliances. 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison. For sale by 

H. C. SQUIRES, 
ochl0 tf 1 CORTLANDT STREET, N. Y. 

OR SALE—Black, white and tan Gordon setter ; 
broken on quail; age, 20 mos. Price $30. 

CHAS, A, BALCOM, Newton, Mass. octi7 26 

OR SALE—A fine thoronghbred, well-broken 
setier; also a good, well-broken polnter—good 

retriever, Address HORACE SMITH, 33 Park Row, 
7.x. oct] tf 

IVER AND WHITE SETTER FOR SALE—Two 
years old; one of the best Inthe country. Ad- 

dress 6. B. BURNETT, 14 Front street, N.Y. eee 
0G 

OR SALE—A genuine Gildersleeye setter dog, 
coming three years old, white and orange ; was 

hunted*and shot over the entire gunning season last 
fallin Delaware ; will compare in appearance in the 
field with any setter in this country. Price $100, 
For particulars address R, A., Philadelphia, care o 
John Krider, Second and Walnut sfreets. octl0 2 

re SALE—Red Irish setter, Bess, by Saltus’ 
Dash; first prize Watertown, N. Y., outof im- 

ported Belle. Bess is @ very dark rich red, with 
white, a good fielder, with keen nose and stxauuch on 
game, and 4 splendid brood bitch and great breeder. 
Four years old November 1,1878, Address, F. A. 
DIFFENDERFFER, 15 Shippen street, Lancaster, 
Pa. octlo 46 

OR SALE—Thohronughbred Chesapeake bitch 
Ruby, three years old, winner of second prize 

both at Boston and New York Bench Shows of this 
year; out of Kose, winner of first prize at both 
shows. Shot over one season at Currituck. Sound 
aud warranted a8 most thoroughly broken, and asa 
erfect retriever. Price $100. GARD. G. HAM- 
UND, New London, Conn. oct3 4t 

HR: SALE—Three dogs and one bitch pup, born 
duly 10, ont of imported English setter bitch 

Bute (Royal~Nina), by John Dayidson’s Afton 
Champion Rock--Flora Il), They are orange and 
White: ticked, black nose and eyes, and very hand- 
some. Price $25 each Address HHRBERT, 92 
Worcester street, Boston. octs tf 

OR SALE-—Four red Irish setter puppies out of 
Gypsey by Imported Dash, winner of first prize 

at last N.Y. Show. Gypsey won fir&t prize in New 
York, 1877. The puppies were whelped July 21, and 
are all a deep red. Address G. W. EO 

oct. 

AETTER DOG WANTED—Thoroughly broken, 
kK) not over 8 years old, must be fast, staunch, 
tractable and kind; a good grouse and woodcock 
dog; no bad tricks. Noone need answer this who 
is unwilling to send the dog on trial. JAY C. 
SMITH, 56 Genesee street, Utica, N. Y. octlo 2b 

for Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the ist of Noy. to Jan. 20. Send for price list 

iJ. B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

N.Y. sept26 tf 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS! 

Spoitsmen from the Hast traveling West can com- 

plete their outfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose 

ammunition from me at very reasonable rates, 

Don't forget it, WM. K. BURKHARD, 39° East 

Third street, St, Paul, Minn. 

Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman’s Goods 

Generally. 

WILD RICE 
R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis: Seed for Salc. 

oct? if 

WILE: RICE SEED. 

T have on hand plenty of wiid seed rice, picked and 
cured by Indians. Ordersshipped to any part of the 
United States at $3 per bushel. Address F. A. 
SHAEFER, Motley, Minn. ocis 46 

OR SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakiand, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this oats race 

OR SALB—A dueking farm,near mouth of Elk 
F River, Md., three shooting points, and sink box 
privileges; 160 acres; good buildings and fenced; 
crop, 1,401 bush. corn, 2,000 baskets peaches; access 
easy; quail, perch and shad fishing. A bargain. G, 
W. TOWNSEND, 247 Elbow lane, phases, a 

OR SALE OR TO LET—Kight acres fine grounds, 
F With trout pond, cottage, stable, étc,, between 
Mount Vernon and New Rochelle. Address HOMER 
MORGAN, Pine street, New York. octlo 1t 

OR SALE—A W. & GC. Scott & Son’s breech- 
Joading shot-gun, 12-gange, 28-inch barrels 

Damascus barrels, and rebounding locks and iatol 
tip) For ‘tutther particulars address M. A. 
OSWORTH, North Brookfield, Mass, ootl0.2t 

Auxiliary EFifle, 
‘SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barre] for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina guu ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can be removed just as expeditionsly, There ls n9 wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shOt-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterifie. The AUXILIA BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38, or 44, as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shelis used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating arms Co,’s 
cartridges, No, 8% and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, nd fora Circular and Price List, 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

“OLD RELIABLE” 2°21. 

|STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A,, at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the 

inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of 974. Best score by any 

other rifie, 960, 

The international Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rifle, 1,044. Best by any other rifie, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used ayeraged respectively 193 and 197, 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde witha £harps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a 
possible 150 at 1,000 yards. THE LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a scoreof 205. Best 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competiforseach, withtSharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W, H. (lark and Capt. W H, Jackson—tied on a score of 300 points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were won with Sharps Rifles. ; 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. S. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 221. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

Ww. & C. SCOTT & SON’S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIs 
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER,MADE BY 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON. 

[From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.] 

W. & G. Scott & Son: Lonvon, August 9, 1878. 
Gentlemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest satisfaction 

in the territic shooting power of your choke-bore guns. I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, which cannot he excelled in the 
shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. Iused 
your gun in my two recent matches with Mr, Pennell, June 25 and July 23, at which time T scored 70 and 71 
in each match, winning by two birds; also in my match with Capt, Shelley, Jaly 29, at which time I scored 
84, “the highest score on record ;” and in the International Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 
Aug, 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 out of 109. All of the above Taatches were at 100 birds each, 30 
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-hore over 50,000 times and. it is 
tilLin good condition. 

4 Believe me, yourd very truly, A, H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World, 

[From COL, JOHN BODINE, New York.] 
W. & OC. Scorr & Son: April 7, 1878 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. $8,696, in good order, and am 
pleased to say that its performance excels my expectations, while lts symmetry and finish is all that the 
most fastidious could desire. Itfully comes up to specifications of order, both in finish and shooting quali- 
{ies I have disposed of my two guns by other makerg. 

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1587S. 

BSTABLISEHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

@TORER: Mo, 12 North Sixth St, No, 220 North Scoond $t., and No, 627 Comores &t., 
PEt ADELPEIA. 

“TATHAM & BROTHERS 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

AND BLUE LABEL. RED LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
' FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—“ Exact, uniformity of size, 

fruly aplerical form, high degree of finish add general excellence,” . 

—— = : 

Sor Sale. 
A ate QUAIL.—I will sell a choice lot of live quail 

on and after November 4 at $1 per patr. Orders 
received now, Address CHAS. FREDRICKS, 73 
Manjer street, Brooklyn, B.D., New York. octi?1t 

| Pe SALE—One fine trontrod, nickel click reel, 
_200 feet cat-gut line, leaders, flies, etc., folding 

landing-net, all perfectly new and never used ; origi- 
hally cost $25. Prive $10. One Wesson rifle, with 
cartridges, etc., in perfect order. Price $12. Ad- 
dress A, C. G., Box 5,153, Boston. octlT it 
=e Se ee eee 

OR SALE—A composition ball (patented), The 
owner having other business requiring bis at 

tention, cannot devote the necessary time to the 
manufacture, and wishes either to sell outright, or 
will take a half interest. This ball can be made 
cheaper than glass, Address A. B., FOREST AND 
STREAM Office. OUtlT 1b 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
jinvention. Anybody van operate it wil per- 
fect success. Complete dutfits from $5 to 

== $30. Chromo Fhoterapay outfits, $3 ; Hello- 
graph, $2.50, Send stamp for fall information to BR. 
SACKMANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 
No sept26 13 

P HOTOS of Actresses, comic, éte., 10 for 25 uta 
List of books, 2c. S. R, LUDDEN, E. Lincoln, Me 

i218 ly, 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s * Electric Powder.?? 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and Cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib, only. 

Hazard’s “American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
634 lb. Kegs. A fine grain, gute and clean, for 
upland prairie ‘shooting, Well adapted to shot- 
gun 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to’ 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1d. canisters 
and 63¢ and 123¢ lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For fleld, forest or water shootlne, it 
Tanke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEEG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” PG, in kegs of 25, 
12g and 64f Ibe, and cans of 5 lbs.@F FFG 18 also 
packed inland 3¢ 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” IG 1a 
the standard Rise powder of the conntry. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: 
ALSO, DEECIAL GRADES BOR, EXPORT, O1 

FACTURED TO ORDHT. Me Let ‘ 
The above can be had of deniers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in eve Vy Seite ry prom‘pent city, or wholesale 

{E58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. -Y., 

Sole Proprictors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1t07, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1)b, canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and slean. No. 1 to Sin 
ae Kegs, 634 Ibs. euch, and canistersof 1 and 6 

. Gach, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FEFG, the last being the test, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 1bs,, 1245 Ibs 
and-6}/ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and 44 Ib. 

All of the abnve give high velocities and lesa 
residgum than any other brands made, and are re- 
sommended and used by Uapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World."* 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

iNG APPARATUS. ME ITARY POWDER 
of all Kuids 2m “und and made to order, 

Safety Kure, frictional and 
Platinum Fuses, 4 

rumpniets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
cut, dent free on application to the above address. 

GUNPOWDER. 

American Powder Go, 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 

- oh eee 14 Aa a ren Chicago, Til. 
Ge DARD orth Saco: it. Loni, 5 

F, Barz &Co., 41 Walnut st., "Cineinnad, one 5 

— —s 



— ‘Sporktmen’s Boutes, 
Chesapeake & Ohio RR 

The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 
to the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 
West Virginia 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Monntains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier und New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
Rod teh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, anipe, wootlcock, mountain tront, bass, pike, 
pivkerel, Gic., etc. 

Gnns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sporta- 
man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountaind to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North end Northwest; aud at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyUle with the South, All modérn improvements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

Richmond, Va. ap 

People’s Evening Line 
TO ALBANY. 

Leaves PIER 41, N. R., foot of Canal s'reet, 
daily, Sundays excepted, at 6 P. M. 
Kirst-class fare, $i. Deck, 50c. Excursion 

to Albany and Keturn, ey 560. State- 
rooms, $1 and $2. 

Making close connections with traits on New 
York Cen'ral Ratiroud for the West, and Delaware 
and Hudson Railroat) for the North, and Susque- 
anne Railroad for the Southwest. 
Kooms Comfortubly Warmed by Steam. 
THIS 18 THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STHAMERS SELLING ‘TICKETS AND OQHECK. 
ING BAGG \GE TO PLAORS ON THE N.Y,CR.R, 
THROUGH TICKETS can he had at the 

office ob the pier, at Westcott Bxpress offites, at-all 
hotels and ticket offices in New York, or of connect- 
ing Railroad and Steamboat Lines. ae 

&. E. MAYO, Gen'l Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
The ®teamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl! and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
try. Connections direct for Chincotesgue, Cobb's 
Island, aod points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
ous conatry of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday al 2 r, a. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St, 
Wew York. Rep2s ly 

St, Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Paollman Palace Sleepin 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and st. Pant, 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

Cars 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Jowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Géese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse und Quail, Sporn 
and their dogs taken yood gare of. Reduced rates 
On parties of fen or more upon application to General 
‘Vicket Office, Cedar Rapids, | Q. J. TVES, 

. He BLOW, Gen, Passenger Agent. 
General Manager, tf 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybosts lenya New York trom James Slip 

daily except Sundays) 20 minutes, anid from Thirty- 
fourth strect, East River (daily) 15 minates preyjous 
to departure of trams, and from South Wallstréet, 
Fulton and Catharive ferries (daily) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to deparinre of trains trom Depot, corner Fat- 
bush and Atlantic ayenues, Brooklyn, Trains leave 

ports ete , atl) A.M, 3:30, 4.30 and 6:802,™. Tor 

Garden City and Hempstead Pes M., 2:30 and 6:30 

6:30 P. M.* Traind for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
er time tables. 

. SPENCER, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Montreal and intermediate 

oints, Thenew and elegant steamer Continental 
eaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted) at's. A passenger train will be in waiting 
on tie wharf at New Haven and leave for Spring- 
field and way stations on arrival of boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Elm City leaves New York at 

1 P_m., connecting with passenger train in waiting 
on wharf at New Hayen, leaving 5:16 a, a, Tickets 
4old and baggage ehecked at 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion fo 
New Haven and return, $1.60, rat Boner 
Onis On the pier, or to RICHARD ‘K, General 

Syortemen’s dontes. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA RB.B, CO. 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Superier Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching moat of the 
TROWIING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the difti- 
oulties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run oyer the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BH TRANSPORTED without failure 
or injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalitles for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the officés of the Com an 
all the principle citlea te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 
Trout Fishing, Wee Shooting, and Still 

unting. 

Alse, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY GOAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
AND FEA™ F 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent. 
FRANK THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, teblt-tt 

CHICAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, aid Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
EVERYTHING, 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
Une of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
mail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the great Buifalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
. Sportsmen. Can 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Avent, 

cago, Dp 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, S AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 
by railroad or steamboat, epply to WM, L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Co,, 

Pier 22 South Delaware Ayen ue, Phila, 

Deci4-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
‘C. M. and 8t. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low raves from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
tamp equipage taken free. 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

Forest and Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing; Butternut Creek and Lake lor 
muscalonge ; the mavy branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, neyer fill last season fished by sports- 
men. Between Silver Creek and Ashland ail are 
troht streams, and many others can be easily reached 
slong the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout and trojling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport, 

ne Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, built last 
year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a 
steam-yacht, sail and rowbos!s and excellent gnides. 
The atmosphere at Aslijand is a sure preventive of 

hav fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports. 
Send for Guide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, G. 'T. A. 
Milwaukee, Wis. my! 6m 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 

NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8. AND ST. 
JOHNS, N, F, 

THE ¥VIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt. Bennett, and 

RITES, Cah BOTLHAMBRA, Capt, Mclihinney, 
form a regular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Person¢ Visiting Nova Scotia, Newfonndland 
‘orthe Lower St. Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
“and most dirett route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion. Time between New York and Halifax about 
sixty hours, Onehalfof trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, In smooth water. 

lava apply to - 
CLARK & SHAMAN, 

&6 Weat street, N.Y. 
HARVEY AGENTS—WOOD & cia N85 

& CO., St. John’s, N. 

SP AND STREAM. 

— 

ocean, 

Sprorlsnjen’s Routes, 
St A a ree, 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railwiy Lines of the Wesl and Northwest, and, with 
Iisnumerons brimohes and connections, form. the 
Sllortest aod atickest route berween Chicago and all 
points In Tiiivois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Mituesota, fowa, Nebruske, Callfornia, and the 
Westera ‘Territories, Ite OMAHA AND OALI- 
HORNIA LING is the shortest snd best route for all 
polils in Northern Mlinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, Ching, Japan and Atistvalia. Its CHICAGO, 
T. PAOL AND MINNHAPOLIS LIND is the short 

line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minveapolis, Dnluth and all pee 
in Wie Great Nortiowyest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PETER DINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatormma, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern aud Central Mirnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Greet Bay, Weeanaba, Negatinee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Sa 
rior vounity. lis FRESFORT AND DUBUQ 
LINE is the only route for Higin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
Toute, and Is the only one passing through Hyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Kacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukes, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Blofts, on the Ca'ifornia Exprees Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chisago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10;30 A.M, and arrive at Council 
Tluiis néxt morning. 

East-hbound t ey leaye Council Bluffs af 5:30 P. M,, 
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
aud reach Chitego next afternoon. 
tS” No other roads west of Chicago rang Pullman 

orany other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
ourTowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
{han any other road in the country, while for Deer 
aid Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Worthern und Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found nnsurpassed by anything 
in the West. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No, 5 State street, 
For rates Or information nob attainable from your 

home ticket agents, anply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen. Manager, Ohicago, 
Shicago. Jezo tf 

W. H. STENNETT, 
Gen. Pass. Agent, 

Hatels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGH, 

= aor rates 

Rates reduced to #3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, withont baths, 
Kooms with baths, 23.50, ¢4, and $4.60 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 

large and as elegantly Jurnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN, je20 tt 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mile anda half of the 
Excelleht accommodation for summer 

boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, fishing, and gunning, House open throuzhont 
the year for fishing and shooting parties, Boats, 
boaticen, siabling, carriajres, and every convenience 
for Sportsmen, Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate. 5 8. P. CONKLIN, Prop’r. 

Ange ft 

gunning and fishing, sea fowl, 
qunil, woodcoek, peepand ployer. Trained dogs for 
Tox, rabbit and bird hunting; boats for sea-fowling 
and flahiue, 
Proprietor, 

RADLEY MUUSH, Marea, Sullivan Go., N. 
Y., ia located centrally on the best hunting in 

Sullivan County, six miles from Shoholu, Erie Kk, Ry 
Stall game very plenty. Some «leer, foxes, coons, 
ete, Verms $7 per week. sp29 tf 

Os tees TAKE NOTICE.—The [Franklin 
2 Honse, Chiltonyille, Viymouth, Mass. Good 

(leks, partridge, 

Terms low. TIMOTHY MAN'TEE, 
seplia tk 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. L, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Hoa 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, étc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const, The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooling of all yarietles, 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis. 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. 
Ground, L, I. 

Special 

LANE, Good 
Novys tf 

TO SPORTSMEN. 

Bay View House, on Shtinnecook Bay, Pond Quo- 
gue, Loug Island, now open for fall and winter 
shooting—ducks, geese and brant, 
Blipérior advalitages lo sporlsmaen, is centrally lo- 
cated, within easy aveess of shooting grounds, 
Guides, with first-class boats, batteries, decoys, etc., 
are at the service of guests. 
nectlon with the houre. 
dress ALONZO H. CORWIN. Proprietor, 
Ground P. 0., Long Island, 

This house offers 

Billard room ih con- 
For further partiéulars, ad- 

Good 
sept?6 im 

RADLEY HOUSE.—To Sportamen, i0 to 30 
shots at partridge perday guaranteed. Rabbits 

and squirrels, red. pray and black, in great numbers, 
Terms per week, for parties of fuur and upwards, 
including bourd, roome, guide, hack from station, $10 
perman. J, M, BRADLEY, Ei fired, Sullivan Connty, 

oots if, 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

O SPORTSMEN.—The subscriber begs leave to 
gay that he will keep the Daké Honse, at Spring 

Lake, N.J., open until Dec. 41 for the accommois- 
tion of sportsmen. Quail are abundant this year, 
and it is but a ehort distance to the head of Barnegat 
Bay, Where there is good duck and goose shooting, 
Take the Central Kailréad, foot of Liberty atreet. 
H. W, ABBOTT, Proprietor. octl) Th 

O LET—For six months, from December 1, a 
Furnished QOottage, near Port Royal, 8. C,; 

oranges all Winter from tie trees; an sabuidanee of 
Zame, lish, oysters, etc., at hand } Mississippi postal 
and telegraphic facillties; an eligihlé place for a 
party of sportsmen, or for an invalid seeking & mild 
climate, Terms, $500 for the season. Address C. 
G, E., Port Royal, 8. C. ovtlo 4t 

A Pleasant Winter Resort for 
Invalids. 

See “The Visttor’s Guide to Bermuda,” forwarded 
post free on receipt of one dollar. J, MATTHRW 
JONES, Halifax, N.S. OctlT dt 

Sportsmen's Goads, 

Sportsmen’s Emporium, 
117 FULTON 8T,, NEW YORK. 

Tents, Camp Stoves, Jack Lamps, Blankets, etc. 
Everything necessary for camping. Aldred’s and 
other fine Archery Goods, Fine Fishing Tackle of 
every description. Particular attention given to 
Black Bass Rods of Ash and Lancewood and Split 
Bamboo. Florida Outfits. Holberton’s full-length 
fiy-books. Agents forthe Fox Guns; cheapest and 
best in the market. Dead Shot Powder; try if. 
Antelope Skin Vest and Jackets for Duck Shooting; 
warm and wind proof. Sportsmen's clothing of 
every kind. Good’s and Thomson’s Shoepacks and 
Moccasins. A new style of Waterproof Leggins, 
protected from briers by heavy canvas; price per 
pair, 33,50 to $5, according tu length. Rubber Goods 
Yor sportsmen, Send tea cents for #3-page hand- 
book and catalogue. Third-class muil matter oan 
now be registered, 

W. HOLBERTON & CO., FP. 0. Box 3,800. 

STONE’S 

Sporting Emporium, 
Nos 213 South Fifth Street, Philadelphia. 

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO 
LOADING SHELLS, 

Taxidermy in all its branches. Hepuairing of 
Guns, Rite, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a specialty. 

ARCHERY SCORE CARDS. 
Pisin, per doz,, 25c. Colored, per doz., @5c, 

These cards até the simplest and best in use, and are 
acorings which can be done either with & pen or pen- 
cil. 
and yalue of same. These cards will be sent-tiy 

| mall, prepaid, on receipt of price, Liberal discount 
to the trade. 

The Sportsman’s Diary and Blauk Score 
Book, bound in leather, will be sent pre-paid on re- 
ceiptofs5 cents. This book contains, also, rules for 
glass ball shooting, game laws, receipts, etc. 

W. HOLBERTON & CO., 
P. O. Box 3,800, 117 Fulton St., N, Y- 

A ootly 1t 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Guns, Cotlery and Sar, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will Keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen evérywhere in the United 
States Peon it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: *! It fa 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and se eduent usé of guns,” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 
- EATON, 570 Payonia Ayenue, Jersey City 

Heights, N, J. 
Seld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, 

Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass,; 8. Kitiredge & Co,, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; E E. Exton, Chicago, > Brown 
& Hilde”. St, Louis, Mo, ‘Thos, W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. ‘Trimble & Kleibacker, Ballimore. Md. 8. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos. C, Grubb 
«& Co., Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATE, 

cal Instruments, 

Renan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes. No water used. 

Koives elastic, Reli-adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads, Is unequalled as a breech wiper by coyer- 
Ing with an oiled cloth, For sale by all gun deulers, 
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, 
$1.50; l0and 12bore, J, PF. RONAN, box 34 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. ‘Liberal discount to the 
trade. Septz3 3m 

No. 20, Oil Finished Grain Leather Hunt- 
Ing Shoes, broad, heavy, soles and Sarine Heels, 

A») with or without nails; English watertight tongues, 
adapted for hunters and pedestrians, Price, $7; 50c. 
extra by mail. Send stamp for illustrated Catalogue. 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,016. 801 Broadway, New York! 

Shows date, number of ends, iumber of hits - ee 



Sportsmen's Goods, exates Cartridge om | Sportsien's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER | - .xed m _ 
Fishing Pants, Coats, yor’ Pap BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

Leggins aad Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 

BPORTING AND CAMPING OU'LHITS, 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
SEND FOR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANGE, N. ¥ 

GOED Ss CLL TANNED 

MOCCASINS, 
Tie Dest THINS 1M Che WarkKeL 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable, Made to order 
ina variety of styles, and 

’ * warrantcd the genuine 
article. Send for ilustrated aac. MARTIN § 
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 268, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
sor to Frank Geod.) ; 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holverum & Co. 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Gc., 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & Aa— 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 
throughout the country. 

LOWELL, MASS., = : 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE The are th B 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, y ¢ Cat 
AND CARTRIDCES. PRICE PER SUIT, $13. 

Adapted to all rmilitary and sporting rifies and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Goveruments, Rim-fire ammunitio 
attention given to the manufacture of < Bt are erclal 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 

lars, address 

HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, N. Y.|  gosten. moss. 
BONEHILL CUN. 

septis 2m 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

' 
No. 611.—Top-action, treble safety ! 

bolt, extension rib, rebounding locks, £ 

Lichen 
el hub TE leminated barrels. Patent fore ena 

fastening. Cheapest gun in the mar- 

ket. Send stamp for Illustrated Cireu- 

lar of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and am- 
“Ldas 

‘g) 

‘ACVSG THCOM MAN 

munition, 

a HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 

BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPOR'T- 
ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. ; 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. ©, 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- 

ridge holder in use. Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
aod positively prevent 

Fishers Patent Brush Cleaner for Rifles and Shot-Guns 

NOW READY. 

. BARTON & CO, 
2337 Broadway, New York. 

EZ ix IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF \ 

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws ineve' ssiblo 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. direction, No screen isneeded, a5 no ees even 
puller, can tell the direction the ball will take, Made 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- | fnnciceitdeared, Allmetal, WORKING BARTS 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. NICE BEDE EDE See oO Eran 

Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case..............$18 00 jes Aa eters test: Re Renee eNty. 
Six-strip hexagonal fy rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel : 

BLBI Lh AYN 
"8Z81 

wads from starting on plate.....-... sep eanvasd Eavace ash om So eee bie ey | Pe Pere eet dts $oe¢nacors canes severe ao O00 7 i 
———__shot. suitable for either Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solld Duncklee’s Patent Campi ngs 

aper__or brass shells. 
Iihese cartridge holders - 
can be easily attacnud 1 

Teel plate,...... a beeen nae adie r rites wecs «wl esie apf Po othe Fy tyes es AA Sse ss 4a » 27 00 Mini 

H. V.. LEONARD?’S six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-Joint, German sllyer mounting, extra tip and Un Stove. 
age Four sizes, weighing from 165 to 70 Ibs. dust 

SSSrx 

=<UN 

srr NB sillcatip Caan. cer a ete laa oid Pea oath pea 17 00 

He ny Sil 

ij 
| 

———— i 3 

ae eee 5 g 

= \ eT | ea \Aq 

1876. : VZ 

© Frat A west will told 30 H. L. LEONARDS Six-strip hexagonal ily rod, Getman silver mounting, three-joint, exita tip and the thing for any one camping out. | Addraas ‘TAUN- 
. 4 eee cere seen rete eeeeeae oes tree seme eeenen Teen ean eee n ee eee nw eee epee 30. ACKSION Siree 

of the cartridge holders, tip case, waterproof ferrules. 30 00 Boaror, Buea: A wat e 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewoed, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 104gft...... 7 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints 

and three tips.....-. Roan’ eee as BOE i) eer eer eye ree -, 7 15 00 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the ‘ Hyde” clip, large size.... 5 : 
Russia-lesther fly-book, with the ‘Hyde ” clip, small size 
Best enameled waterproot taper fly lines, from..........-- 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for blacs bass, each ..... 4 HERRINC'S 

Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh 8 ozs. One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
belts can be perfectly ad= 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver 10 any address, avd 
prepaypostave,onbeltsor ~ 
any number of loose ho d- 
ers on receipt of the fol- ~ 
jJowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
er dozen, $1,25; adjusta- 

bie belts with 30 spring 
brass holders, complete, , 
$4. Blegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuse,$5. We solicit cor- 
yespondence from deers. Allour belts are made 
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps 
on (notshown in cut), Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Tll., or 
P.O. Money Order On Ottawa, Ill. Send 10 cent 
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POUOLER & JUNES, Serera, La Salle Co., Il. 

Beptz6 

A large assortment of tront and black bass flies from........ . -... 8 Pail 

All kinds of Snelled Viooks tied to order. Aiso Fl.es dressed ta any desired pattern. 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, ,22 Cal,, WiCKE], CACD....., 1.145 seer ewecan eres estore eres tropes. $2 50 
United States Arms Revolver, 6 shot, .82 cal,, DICKel, CACH... 2... cece eee erect eee e eee tere ens vende ven san mee DU 

THESE PISTOLS WAREKRANTED. 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
. each $9.00 
sae 5.50 

Agents for Huber’s Champion Glass Ball Trap.......+-)-.- 
“ Amnteur Ae ag oe ee iss cota tans or eee ee 

IRA A. PAINE 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

ATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact Prices Lower than before= jthes{;Ware 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, HERRING & CO. , 
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 251 and 252 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
Made, It will break in ony instance when hit by shot, and is sufliciently strong to prevent breakage > j 5 Al 

either by transportation or falling on the grass, 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 800, fishing Gackle. 

Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sireet, N. ¥. » " pa 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls F IS h & S im pson S 

“Tried and Proven Trustworthy.” CAMPS LOADER STILL AHEAD 

and Glass Ball Traps. NEW 
P Pocket Scale for Sportsmen. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, aa A yery handsome article, entirely raat 
they pee pluie of a eA oon oh ee not liable Se." 
Oo get out of order, an ey throw the im & manner & : Hy 

that more closely Seaernbl6a ii fight of a bird than any | |——] Se Ee ro nlapioten platens hab 

oiler nap in the saarke ty Leeks Beene UneE Faas alle i: annexed cut is 4 trae illustration. This 
| 7 palauce scale bas heen designed especially as 

a useful and convenient pecket companion for 
4 sportsmen, for the purpose of welghing Hah 

and game. Registers as high as 16 pounds, 
_ 1 and graduated to 2 ounces by siandar 

3 weichts. Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt 
§ of 75 cents, 

TRADE SUPPLIED, 

On receipt of twe three-cent stamps we 
will send our new si xty-four-page catalogne, 
the most complete list ever eealines on 
Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guna, 
Pistols, Base Ball, and everything in the line 
of Sportsmen's Goods, 

Fish & Simpson, 

PO box 4,968, 132, Nassau'street, N. ¥. 
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Hor Forest anit Streamand Rodand Gum | ine foliage, while all around them, standing as sentinels, 
LONG ISLAND IN LATE OCTOBER. clustered the ‘wind brakes ” of graceful palmetto. 

We next ran across theriver to Merritt's Island, where we 
found the quail very plentiful, starting sometimes a dozen 
coveys in the hour. Bunt alas, every ‘rose has its thorn.” 
The mosquitoes were so numerous here and so vindictive in 
their attacks that shooting became almost a martyrdom, and 

eyes and long beaks, their ungainly sprawling limbs clad in 
short fuzzy down, stare curiously at you, while solemn old 
birds, their pouches hanging down, gaze reproachfnlly upon 
you. Little tiny, half-fledged pelicans, with hardly any beak 
to speak of and no clothes, peep out over their nests to see 
what bi going on, and, toppling over, come fluttering to the 
ground, 

Oya flaming banners, of purple and of gold, 
O’er all the bowery woodland, are flauntingly unroll'd; 

From his o’er-brimming oro red Autumn pours his dyes 

‘Orer all thy realm, Long Island, from clouds that sail the skies. the thick palmetto scrub told heavily on the dogs. We re-| But: yoar space will not permit of a full description of all Thy woods of eim-and chestunt, so emerald-green ere pes mained here some time. Our boat anchored in a little quiet | the sights, pleasures and exploits of this genial winter resort. Now glow wish brightest binshes, suflused with Autumn’s smile, cove, the surrounding banks fringed with palmetto and huge | Not least among its attractions may be counted the graceful ‘The maples of the uplands are flushed with royal red, live oaks, their every branch festooned with a drapery of | Lospitalily cf its inhabitants and the deliciously flavored And rob2s and garlands golden o'er the pasture-vaks are spread; Plorida moss, hanging gray and dead like old men’s beards, | oysters and oranges. And when we found ourselves, about ‘The sumacs by the roadside now wear a scarlet crown, as if a race ef long-forgotten ancient Neptunes had been,| the first of April, back again at Titusville, brown as berries, The bayberry bushes by the beach are c’ad in russet brown; doomed to stand there on guard foreyer, the limpid water | fat as seals, and with fearful and wonderful appetites, we bade The apple orchards, late despoiled of all their rucdy globes, reyealing in all clearness the white and pebbly bottom, where | adieu tothe Rover, our floating home, with regret, well pleased Tinct with the frost are wl arrayed in vari-color’d robes ; the channel bass, mullett and cavalli darted swiftly to and fro. | with our trip and already looking forward with joyful antici And low in swamps and thickets of cédar and of pine, Over all, the glorious sunlight and blue sky of Ftorida, | pations to next winter, when we propose, D. V., to try it The woodbines redden, and the lithe, high-clambering grape-vine. the air musical with the calls of quail, the whistling of the | again And there the yillage children come, the purpling grapes to glean, red-bird, and the shrill ery of the sea-gull, while the deep There is a railway, with a comfortable car, running from Whose clusters load the alders that o'er the streamlets lean. booming of the surf (only half a mile distant) broke in with Salt Lake on the St. John’s River, and I am told by the gen- 
its heavy monotone. eral nmnager that by next winter the road will be completed The grass of summer uplands, where fat the sheep-flock strays, We made frequent trips over to the Banana River, where | to Lake Harney, so that travelers can then reach the Indian, The bush grass of the meadows, where wadjng cattle graze, wild fow! were found in great abundance, and a few Wilson's | River direct from Jacksonville without change of boat. ‘So green ere while, are wither'd now, and thro’ thelr thin brown leaves | <4; pe. Our next halt was made at Crane Creek. Here we Sporissmen to Jacksonville will be cordially received and ‘The sorrowiu| breeze is sighing, like ene in pain that grieves, found plenty of quail and many curious and beautiful birds, | taken care of by the gentlemanly superintendent of the rail- ‘The bubbling brook, whose currents glide through banks of living green, | among them white and blue herons, pelicans, parrakeets | way, Mr. Churchill. By next winter a large hotel will be So clear that in the crystal deaths the epotted tront were seen, and cormorants. Higher up the creek we saw many alliga- opéned for guests. W. Bb. c. M. 

Creeps brown and turbid now, all chok’d with foliage sere— tors. a A clouded mirtcr rabid: ere ioe ie algae aa Ons day, when pavating auletly up the creek on the look- For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. Wor more the angler comes with tapering rod to sweep out for ’gators, a large flock of wild turkeys suddenly “ broke i ‘The brook or limp:d pond where dark tree-shadows creep. cover ” Cee a ramet swamp. We Poth iiecintee our SNIPE SHOOTING AT CHATEAU rifles at them, killing one fine gobbler. From Crane Creel RICHER BEACH. T stand high up a hillside, where far as eye may reach, we sailed down the riverand made our next camp on the Stretch ont fair woods and Helas, and the sandy, yellow beach. opposite side. Here a narrow neck of land about a half mile HE first of September brings gladness to the heart of the The harvest crops are garner’d, the flelds lie brown and bare, wide and coyered with heavy palmetto scrub, divides the sportsman, for on that day snipe, woodcock and partridge The threeler’s fail in distant barns, resounds upon the air; riverfrom the ocean, and here we remained some time enjoy- ae , anh = Hoe 
J hear the cow-boy’s call, the whistle of the bird, ing a daily surf bath, deer hunting, and shooting beach snipe y poling, Bl te oh Sn at ee Aud all the joyous sounds of rural life are heard, and pelicans. nant with the sound of the fowling-piece, {he whistle~<af sports- 
hear the piping quail and the gunner’s weapon ring, One day while crossing over the beach one of the dogs was) men and the barking of cockers, and the proprietors of sports- Sen ee SYST Ea Cane Ye mnAy A Crs NEPHEW Ene observed to act very strangely. He came toa half point on | men’s resorts prepare their salons and their chambers a coucher i hear far overhead, in the upper realms of air, something in the scrub, and then ran to us apparertiy much for th ‘cure de ville. The fi f th The honking of wild geese, as onward swift they fare ; alarmed. We retraced our steps, thinking it might be either | O° He messewr's de ville. epee’ Taye.0F Ue Subainer ao And in the salt bay meadows I see the fowler’s boat, a fox or snake, when suddenly, almost. beneath our feet, up | #7 Somewhat tempered, and one feels in the early morning Thear his gun, I see the smoke above his ambush fioat : sprang a couple of deer. My companion brought one down | and eyening twilight a suspicion of coming cold. The fields T see the platoons of the coot, the squadrons of the brant, with a charge of buck shot, and the other fell a victim to a have been shorn of their waving crops, and the green leaves And hovering black ducks, the shallow coves that haunt, Sharpsrifie ball. After securing the game we had a good f th le, the birch, the b acl a the oak h hanged The shelldruke and the broad-bil!, and ull the feather’d flocks laugh at the novel idea of a setter dog pointing venison. Daur- | ° “7° M4Pl@ te birch, the beach and the oak have change Which haunt the open bays and wheel o'er ocean rocks, ing our slay here we killed three deer, and were thus enabled | t© pink, to purple, to orange, to brown, and in fact to all the PeeWee iriete deen eeceticnaneine Koeted inden ie giedden bea Pane Pes of fe soe ep enatonget colors of the Tainbow, while fruit trees luxuriate in myriads 5 4 , tesh meat. And thus the ha days and weeks slide ‘ i i p “The heart with o’erflowing joy, and the life-paiges thrill, Sometimes we camped at the a athe of little eeacke, and inlets ss eon pie I aos aoe toeee pee cee So fair in all your Aufumn pomp, in all your summer green, whose (tous) unknown waters we exp'ored in a small skiff, Z Pras ane cot es 00n a a Tene anys Say ncrs Paes ous When woods ure bright, skies fall of light, and waters smile serene! sure to find good sport shooting alligators, deer and wild | friend, seated in a four-wheeled dcg-cart, laden with the Sheller Island, October. isaac McLennan. | turkeys. The ‘east-net” at night supplied us with mullett | complement of fowling-pieces, ammunition and the superficial Se for the table and bait for channel bass fishing. Tt was grand | edibles and drinkables not procurable in country villages, 

and drawn by a strong Norman pacer, whose steps varied not 
on the level road or on the ascent or descent of hill, drawn 
over the Dorehester Bridge, leaving the city of Quebec with 
his countless tin-covered roofs and mountain-pitched edifices 
behind, to pass a day or so av the villaze of Chateau Richer 
and try our luck at snipe shooting on its famous far-stretching 
beach. Quietly smoking our cigars, while our two pointers 
contentedly lay at our feet, we could not help feeling some of 
the enjoyability of lite, which now and then repays one for its 
ups and downs, its disappointments and its cares, its losses 
and reverses, 
We passed through the village of Beauport, with its white- 

washed lime-stone, vertically twisted cottages on each side of 
the road cropping up one after the other for miles. Down to 
the right swept majestically past the great St. Lawrence, lay- 
ing in its waters the base of the rock built city of the heights 
of Leyis and the shores of the Isle d'Orleans. On this village 
site, nearly one hundred and twenty years ago, the brave 
Wolf was defeated by the chivalrous Count de Levis, with 
the loss of several hundreds of men in killed and wounded. 
The English afterward revenged the defeat by carrying fire 
and sword through all the villages of the north, from Beau— 
port down. Soon we passed over the rushing, seething Mont- 
moreéncy River, and from the bridge we saw the fleecy cloud 
of misty spray tising upward from the falls, not far down, 
and were almost deatened by the continuous roar of the dashinge 
waters, As we hastened on the sound gradually receded, and 
we found ourselves surrounded by orchards of apples and 
plum trees, whose freighted branches stretched across the road, 
forming an archway, from which we could pick the most de- 
licions fruits. Delightful cottages and farm-houses, near 
which were barns, milk honses, stables and bake houses, dotted 
the side views, and the village of L’Ange Guardien, with its 
parish church, whose bell was sounding the Angelus, came 
into view and was passed to give place to more extended 
views of orchards, forests, towering mountains on one side, 
and receding declines and river view bounded by the fertile 
pastures of the Isle d'Orleans on the other, It was getting 
dusk as we approached the village of Chateau Richer, but we 
could recognize remembered places of former visits, and, as 
we rapidly passed the church, we could feel assured that we 
had not many yards more to drive before we could be certain 
of comfortable lodging and hearty welcome at the house of Mr. 

Tor Forest and Siream and Rod and Gun, | Port catching these immense fish on hand-lines or with a 
> stout boat rod and large salmon reel. Sometimes, too, we « an * tt * 1d hool “tartar? 4 h shy f . , ierte would hoolt & °‘tarlar’” in the shape of a shark, when the Ghe Andian a Ww ey t ff lor ida. total loss of hook, bait, and general demoralization of the tackle 

would be sure tofollow. Hizher up the different creeks and 
. F fi ter Ti : 1 i 

HE writer, in company with Mr. H. O, Price, of Brook. pon water rivers good sport could be had with tront rod and 

lyn, left Titusville in the early part of last February At the St. Sabaslian River we remained some time, and for a.cruise on the beautiful sheet of water known as the In- | bere an accident befell which bereft the writer of a favorite ; 5 one setter. Poor Dash could not resist his instinct -to retrieve, ‘dian River. Only those who have taken this trip can form and while swimming the river one day in hot pursuit of a any idea of the charm of suiling and camping in these waters. | crippled duck, and deaf to all remonsirances of his master, Extending for over 150 miles, averaging two miles in width | a huge alligator rose to the surface. 
fed by yarious inlets from the sea, it becomes a miniature bee, Ses heauntice ies preungiordsips i AER deadly lane of cd I. WALL 5 emetailic clash of its jaws; as aSh; a land-locked ocean. The water perfectly eal and at night einiate and poor.o!d Dash sank to rise more, ne to sparkling with phosporescent light, teeming with fish of many | his body! He was a good dog and taituful friend, and may varieties and containing numerous beds of lucious oysters. Its | his spirit find some canine paradise where bones and birds banks alternate between high bluffs of ping lands and palmetto | bound and gators exist not, It was also here that the sur- AY Raaay! yiving setter distinguished himself py a panic: While hunt- hammocks (where quail, wild turkeys and deer are found), ing quail one afternoon, about a pile tea the boat, Don con- ‘with dark and gloomy Swamps, in whose tangled recesses | cluded to investigate a tangled swamp, In a few minutes a jurk the panther and wild cat, and glide the alligator and | howl was heard, almost human in its azonized expression of moccasin snake. The perfect days and délicious nights all | tettor. Out of the swamp came the dog as an arrow from ‘combine to make this a most desirable resort, a bow, “each individual hair standing on end, like quills upon Rt career hartiteal ; the fretful porcupine,” and, regardless of its master’s appeals, Musyive we chartered a small flat-bottomed sloop, | sped frantically tu the boat. Close behind him came a pan- about 30 feet in length and about four tong burden, A. water- | ther. Whetber the panther would haye caught the dog or proofed tent, arranged to go over the boom and fasten down, pais jd ei duts nee za a oun u: done of *bird a of, poured inte the animal at short-range, turned its course, under the pices em feta ye comfortable and dry | sna zt slunk away intothe thicket. Ag tt oa nearly dark, and tent at night. small galley stove, fitting in snugly under | no buckshot handy, the writer declined to follow; but it was the forecasile, a good colored man as “chef,” and plenty of | Maliy days before poor Don recovered the tone of his nervous corn meal, “hog and hommny,” with etceteras, sufficed for | SY: pea umes tuplierialet tate Beard i : : shing in Jupiter Inlet was simply superb, and some- the wants of theinner man, Rifles, choke-bore breech-load- | times we amised ourselves by baiting x ties shin hook and, ers, fishing tackle of all kinds, with plenty of ammunition and fastening one end with a heavy rope to a mangrove root, we metal shells, and last, but not least, a couple of staunch set. generally contrived to hook one of these wicked gentry be- ters completed our equipment. . fore morning, One of the most interesting sights of the river . After leaving Titusville our first stopping-place down the | is Pelican Island. This isa small mangrove island on the Fiver was at a noted orange grove; here we laid in a supply | east side of the river partially covered with water, and is the of splendid oranges, lemons and limes, The kind old gentle- | abode of myriads of these curious birds. Every tree is man owning the grove allowed us to pick our oranges from | crowded with their hests, and pelicans of all ages and stages of the trees ourselves, which made it more romantic. It was a development, jostle and tumble over cach other on every 
i st sigh 

Pierre Garneau. ’ Pieasant sight to sce the long rows of orange aud lemon trees | branch, The noise is deafening and the smell far from that | We were not unexpected, for a telegram had informed our with their golden fruit gleaming amid the dark-green, glisten- ' of Araby the Blest, Punny little pelicans, with great staring host of our intention, and he was waiting with his lantern Jit 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

te unload our vehicle ard put up our herse, whose trot for 
fifteen miles did not seem to haye fatigued him in the least ;, 
his bonne ferme had aired the beds, put the rooms in order, 
4nd soon had a good substitute for dinner in the shape of 
fowls, ages, potatoes, toast, cofive and tea; the little ef ceteras 
we had brought from the city rendered everything complete 
snd insured for us a comfortable and pleasant evening. After 
gatistying our hunger and putting our things ship-shape, we 
gat down to hear the news of the beach from our host, who 
cheered our hopes by his reports of abundance of snipe. His 
beneyolent-looking face beamed with enthusiasm as he related 
to us the wonderful shots he had made, of the bags he had 
filled, of the grands messtess's whom he had had the honor to 
meet, and the magnificeat fowling-pieces it had been his good 
fortune to handle. His admiration of our breech-loaders was 
unbounded, as was also his praise of the contents of our flask; 
but he prided himself in regard to the latter in possessing such 
Tum as could not be purchased in Quebec, and in proof thereof 
brought forth a bottle of it. It was certainly the best we had 
ever tasted, and had been in his father’s house for many, 
many years. In former times, when the West India trade 
with Quebec was much more extensive than it now is, rum 
was largely imported direct from there, and many captains 
took advantage of the extended length of unguarded river 
coasts to carry on a profitable trade with the farmers, many of 
whom laid ina steck which to this day still remains unfin- 
ished. Of suchastock was the rum which Pierre Garneau 
eave usto sample. As the cyening advanced and his vivacity 
increased with added potations, he related to us the legends 
which had descended from the time of the siege, of the burn- 
ing and desecrating of churches, of the desolating of whole 
villages, and the entire destruction of harvested crops by the 
Tnglish; of the cruel mode of warfare, in scalping the dead 
and murdering the wounded, and even their prisouers. His 
‘own grandfather and grandmother had narrowly escaped 
death by taking refugein the mountains, where they remained 
hidden for weeks, living on herbs and what birds, squirrels 
and hares they could kill ‘* But,” he continued, ** nous avons 
change tout céla, and the English are our good friends, and 
much better than the French,” whose atrocities during the 
reign of the Commune seemed to have horrified the old man. 
** Ah!" he said, ‘‘ we have better laws than in France, and we 
can attend our church and listen to our cure without fear or 
danger, and when we are ill we can go to d& bonne Ste 
Ane, who will cure us of all diseases and make the lame to 
walk and the blind to see,” Our good host became quite elo- 
quent Over the miraculous cures effected by la bonne Ste Anne, 
and resented any doubt of her superlative powers. The village 
of St. Anne is about seven miles below Chateau Richer, and is 
under the patronage of St. Anne, the mother of the Virgin 
Mary; and a part of one of her finger bones is deposited in the 
parish church, and is considered a most holy relic, capable of 
curiug avy suffering by the simple touching it. This church 
was lately created Dy the deceased Pope Pio IX. a shrine of a 
bigh order, and it is estimated that over thirty thousand pil- 
grims from all parts of the continent yearly visit it. It has 
certainly been of great advantage to the inbabitants and caused 
the circulation of a large amount of money, which, but for 
his Holiness’ thoughtfulness, would never have been spent 
there. We at last confessed our faith in Ste Anne, for our 
host was becoming argumentative, and we had to be out early 

-.—_~p..the beach, 
Tt was-between four and five o’clock the next morning 

when we heard our host calling us to get up—jusb the morn- 
ing twilight, when one feels more ian at any other time the 
desire fora little more slumber and folding of. the hands, 
But the sportsman’s life is not one of laziness, and we sprang 
from our beds to enjoy a bath in the spring water, which had 
at that early hour been drawn for us. It was icy cold, and 
soon brought our blood to a proper temperature and refreshed 
and invigorated us for the exertions of the day. Aiter taking 
a hearty breakfast of eggs and bacon and hot coffee, tempered 
by the richest ot cream, we put on our bottes sauvages, which 
Teached up to our thighs and were fastened round our waist, 
and rendered impervious to water by thick coats of neat’s 
foot oil, we let luose our dogs, shouldered our guns and sal- 
lied forth, The morning air was sharp and the great red sun 
was just peering over the Island of Grleans, as through the 
wet grass we made our way to the beach, up which an easter- 
ly wind was beginning to blow. It had not yet begun to ruf- 
fie the surface of the River St. Lawrence, down which was 
quietly floating a datteau laden with pine deals, while the 
helmsman, in his shirt sleeves and wearing a bonnet rouge, 
was lazily sitting on the immense tiller enjoying his morning 
smoke. ‘Through the damp grass, over turned “up fields, and 
by solitary paths in woods of antumnal tinted trees, we passed 
till we came to a large hedge of haws and stunted oak trees, 
in which we found an opening, and gained tlte beach. Here 
Was our shooting-ground. We were almost on a level with 
the water and the beach stretched for miles before us, while 
to the right rolled on foreyer the great St. Lawrence. In the 
distance were mirages of fnr-off islands, and the clouds and 
the water seem to touch as upon the ocean. To the left were 
the variegated colors of the Canadian forest, dotting the land 
a8 with raiment of costly workmanship; and far upward rose 
the ranges of_the Laurentian Mountains, whose tops were 
still coyered with the heavy clouds of night. Not a sound 
was heard, saye our own hushed voices, as with poised guns and 
does at heel we carefully trod upon the sinking, marshy bottom. 
Then the dogs went forward, stood still, a point, a whirr, 
whiz in 1h sir, and the rapid discharge of four barrels, 
Down charge, and the birds were found—two brace and a 
half out of four brace. But old Garneau had marked the 
fugitives, and again we pushed forward. Another whirr and 
my gun brought down a bird, making three brace. A strange 
gun now appeared on the ground and flushed the birds which 
had escaped us; but this was all fair, as we were on common 
property and the birds were careless a8 to who shot them, if 
Such were to be their destined fate, which, so far, seemed 
most probable. 7 

As we cautiously advanced we approached a small rivulet, 
and, while looking fora safe crossing, rose a flock of wild ducks. 
Then our breech-loaders came into good service, for in eight 
discharges we were able to bring down five brace. By the 
time we had retrieved our birds the beach had become livelier 
and the reports of fowling-pieces were heard continually. The 
east Wind continued to freshen, and this was a good omen, &s 
it would surely bring up more birds, and in fact ina 
ghort time my friend and myself, having become somewhat 
separated, could see and hear that each was busy in keeping 
time with the flushing of the snipe. It was glorious sport, 
aid, although walking in two feet of water is not pleasant, 
and laboring in as many feet of sinking, marshy ground is 
much less so and very fatiguing, the time flew rapidly, and 
jt was a matter of surprise when looking at my walch J found 
-f was past {welve—the hour agreed upon for our al fresco 
punch. I descried my friend at a distance standing on a small 

hillock waving his hankerchief to me, whilé Garneau stood by 
his side. I hastehed to him, anxious to show my prizes and 
to see his, and was envious enough to begrudge him the dif- 
ference of oné which he had gained on. me, Some fowl and 
tongue sandwiches, washed down by Hennessey’s best, dissi- 
pated all jealousy, and, finding a dry and comparatively soft 
spot, we lay down to enjoy the ever-consoling pipe, Evidently 
our fellow-sportsmen hud followed our example, for there 
seemed to be a sudden cessation of all noise; eyen the snipe 
must have gone more vigorously to work probing for food 
with their long bills, for notia whirr disturbed the serenity, 
broken solely by wind through the long marshy grass and the 
purling of a spring near by which supplied us with water to 
soften the Hennessey. Our hunger satisfied, and our siesta 
over, we resumed sport with tenewed vigor, and again the 
beach was aliye with gun reports and terrified snipe. Stéadily 
we pushed onward, dealing destruction in the most orthodox 
mauner and making good bags, which were beginning to be 
a little heavy for our personal convenience, although we had 
transferred the greater portion to old Garneau, who followed 
us and seemed to enjoy the sport as if participating in the 
killing himself. 
We had reached the village of St. Anne, and he would not 

let us pass without our witnessing the truth of what he had 
asserted the evening before concerning the miraculous powers 
of the saints. So we went up to the church and entered it, A 
young girl was on her knees in the aisle, devoutly counting 
her beads, and took not the slightest notice of our entrance 
or our examination of the piles of crutches which filled all 
sorts of nooks and corners in this favored edifice. With such 
proof before our eyes we could, of course, admut all the sfate- 
ments, however extravagant, of our credulous friend. We did 
not, however, see the relic; had we done go, it might probably 
have dispelled all our doubts. After the yisit to the shrine we 
returned to the worship of Diana on our return tramp to 
Chateau Richer to the beach, and she was certainly as pro- 
pitious then as before, for the birds naturally seemed to rush 
in our way. When nearing the village we took a start up- 
ward, and, crossing the road, reached \he mountain path, and 
were lucky enough to add afew brace-of partridges to our 
bag. It was falling twilight, and|the Anglus ringing when we 
reached our quarters, where I found a telegram which re- 
quired my departure for the city early next morning. In fact 
had we not been so tired and hungry I would have left that 
eyening, but it was wilh a delicious sense of comfort that, 
after divesting Ourselves of our hunting gear, and performing 
a much needed ablution, we sat down toa comfortable dinner, 
consisting of trout,* boiled mutton, snipe, and anexcellently 
tasted apple pie, not to mention the extras brought from the 
city. Our Jone walk was not an incentive to any lengthy dis- 
cussion with our host, nor did he himself seem more inclined 
to it than ourselves, so we retired early and rose early the 
next morning quite prepared, if such were possible, to repeat 
the ramp of the previous day. When I say early, [ mean 
about nine o'clock; for, like Tom Hood, I do not believe in 
early rising, when there are no fish to be caught nor snipe to 
be shot. 

After a hearty breakfast, and a kind farewell to our friends, 
we started for Quebec with our booty—thirty-fiye birds—and 
arrived there to astonish the citizens with what could be 
found on Chatean Richer beach. 

Kish Galinyg, 

THE DOINGS OF THE U.S. FISHERY 
COMMISSION AT GLOUCESTER. 

Que of our editors spent twa weeks at Gloucester, Mass. , 
lately, gathering information regarding the operations of the 

U. 8. Fishery Commission there the past summer, but, haying 
failed to furnish us the result of his observation, we are 
pleased to reprint from the columns of the New York Herald; 

The operations of the Commission at Gloucester, as con- 
ducted for the past three months, have just been brought to a 
close, so far as the investigation of the fishes were concerned. 
Many eminent gentlemen had embraced the facilities furnished 
by the Commission, including Professor Verrill, of Yale Col- 
lege; Dr. Farlow, of Cambridge; Professor Asa Gray, Mr. 
Clarence King, Mr. Sanderson Smitt, Professor G. Brown 
Goode and others, who were present the greater part of the 
season. As heretofore, a Government steamer has been af the 
command of the Commission for the purpose of making inves- 
tigations of the *‘grounds” and ‘‘banks,” determining the ex- 
tent and boundary of those already known and searching for 
new ones. 

AN IMPORTANT DISQOVERY, 
Many important additions to the present knowledge of the 

subject have been obtained. A large flounder, closely allied 
to the English turbot and not inferior to it in excellence as an 
article of food, was discoyered, ‘Strange to say, however,” 
said Professor Baird, ‘‘it proved to he entirely unknown to- 
the oldest fishermen on the Cape, this being due to the fact 
that it had been taken by the beam and traw)—a fishing im- 
plement used alone by the United States Fish Commission and 
by Mrofesxor Agassiz in the United States, although extensively 
employed in Great Britain for the capture of market fish. The 
fish in question has so smalla mouth that one two feet im 
length would be unable to swallow an ordinary baited hook, 
while a small hook would not be supposed to sustain its weight. 
It is the belief of Professor Baird that several tons could be 
taken daily by gmiall schooners suitably equipped. Specimens 
of the fish submitted for critical examination to several well 
known veslaurateurs of Boston were pronounced by them to 
be excellent food fish. Besides the food fish just referred to, 
about 150 specimens of fishes were added to the list of species 
inhabiting the waters of the United States, some of them new 
to science and others previously recorded, only, however, 
from such distant localities as Maderia, the deep sea off the 
coast of Portugal or the waters of Greenland. 
Many observations were taken of the temperature and 

density and chemical composition of the water at various 
depths up to 200 fathoms, with the special object of deter 
mining the physical conditions which influence the movements 
and migrations of the cod, of the mackerel, the menhaden and 
the herring. A most important scientific discovery was that 
of anew geological formation of the tertiary period off the 
coast, Masses of rock containing characteristic masses of 
fossils from all the best fishing locilities, some thirty species 
in all, were secured, a considerable number being uoknown to 
science. A large mass of information was also secured in re- 
————————————————————————————————— 
* Cauzlt at Sault a lx Piece, 4 Short distance to the north of Chateau 

Richer. ~ 

gard to the rise, progress and present condition ol the great 
sea fisheries, which have rendered Gloucester so famous, this 
information relating more especially to the cod, muckerel and 
halibut. 

QUESTION OF ARTIFICIAL PRODUOTION, 
Perhaps the most important work of the commission, in the 

opinion of Professor Baird, and upon which it ts still engaged 
at. Gloucester, is the series of experiments tn reference to the 
artificial propagation of cod, mackerel and other kinds of fish. 
Should these prove successful it is easy to estimate the value 
to the country of an organization which hopes, by the aid of 
suitable machinery, to be able to hatch ont annually hundreds 
and perhaps thousands of millions of these. fish ata very 
moderate cost. In addition toitslabors in connection with 
the sea fishes of the United States the commission has con- 
tinued the work of propagating shad and salmon on a very 
large scale, Twenty-three millions of shad were procured 
at the station in Albermarle Sound and at thestation in Hayre 
de Grace, on the Susquehanna River, and distributed to every 
State in the Union. Twelve and a half millions of eggs of 
Oaslifornia salmon, obtained at the United States Salmon Mish- 
ery Reservation, on the McCloud River, a tributary of the 
Sucramento, haye also just been distributed throughout the 
United States. Generally the portion coming East would Gill, 
in the regular packing cases, two large freight cars, The 
original bulk of the eggs themselves would amount to oyer 
two hundred bushels. In referring to the importance of hismic- 
sion the Professor said that the investigation of the sea and its 
bottom wasas important and essential as the investigation prose- 
cutedin the West by Prof. Haydon, Major Powell, Lieutenant 
Wheeler, Clarence King, and many others. The production 
of food was considered one of great importance in an economi— 
cal point of yiew, from the fact that the propagation of fish 
required only the planting of eggs, while the raising of cattle 
and other kinds of food entaileda large expense. The popu- 
lation of the country was rapidly increasing, while the means 
of producing animal food on the land was decreasing in al— 
most like proportion, and it was the artificial increase of food. 
fishes alone that the country could look forward to with any 
degree of certainty. The inquiries into the sea inhabitants 
and of the rivers are over for the season, but the operations 
connected with the extensive propagating of mackerel, cod 
and herring are in progress at Gloucester, under the direction 
of Mr. James W. Milner, and will probably continue for several 
months, The extensive steam apparatus required has beem 
erected on one of the wharves, and the prospéct of success is 
very satisfactory. The experimental work has all heen done 
between six and seven o'clock inthe morning and at about 
the samé hours in the evening. 

The professor paid a compliment to the fishermen of Glou- 
cester for the interest which they had taken in the matter, 
they alone having contributed over two hundred valuable aol- 
lections. They are, inthe opinion of the Professor, a very 
commendable class of citizens, and he will kindly refer to 
them in his official report. He has taken them repeatedly out 
on the steamer in order that they might see the wonderful 
mysteries of the sea as brought to light by 4 thoroughly scien- 
tifie apparatus. 

in referring to the Herald's Arctic expedition Professor Baird 
said that it was one of the most important enterprises of the 
ape. Heremarked that it was ‘‘an admirable opportunily 
for making scientific observations. And it is to be hoped,” 
said the gentleman, ‘‘that the opportunities that will be 
offered will be utilized in the interest of natural biatory and, 
of physical science as well as of geographical discovery.” 
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Tae TREATMENT OF ApnEstyeE Eags.—In our remarks 
concerning the translation of cirewlar No. 4, of the Deutsche 
Fischeret Verein, we mentioned the fact that Prof. James W. 
Milner, Deputy U. 8. Commissioncr on Fish and Fisheries, 
and his Assistant, Mr. F. N. Clark, had treated adhesive eggs: 
by the dry method, as mentioned by Herr yon dem Borne. 
Since that was published, we have learned that the gentleman 
mentioned hatched some two hundred thousand alewives, in 
Albemarle Sound, last spring, freeing them from their sticki- 
ness by repeated washings, saffer impregnation, which was 
performed dry. Ten of the State Commissioners have tried 
to hatch this truly yaluable fish, on account of the difficulty 
of handling the eggs, which have a tendency to mass together 
in Jarge numbers, but the U, 8. Commission has been success- 
ful, so far as they have had occasion to use them, In nature, 
these eggs are scattered by the tail of the fish, and adhere to 
weeds, slicks, etc., with which they come in contact, either 
singly or in such small groups that oxygen is not prevented 
from reaching most of them, ‘The Germans are very desirous 
of introducing this fish into their rivers, and we have had 
several letters from Herr yon Behr on this subject,—Ared 
Mather in Chicago Field. 
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Srockine tHE Srreams.—The Fish Commissioners have 
made extensive preparations (0 continue to stock the different 
streams of this State with salmon during the approaching fall 
and winter. The Commissioners have received from Prof. 
Spencer F. Baird, U. 8. Fish Commissioner, half a million 
eges of theCalifornia salmon. They have made arrangements 
to hatch and distribnte in suitable waters throughout the 
State two hundred thousand brook tront during the coming 
winter and spring.—Haxion (Pa.) Hiee Press. 
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Tennessee—Colunbia, Oct. 12.—It is now stated that Geo, 
F Akers, State Fish Commissioner, will receive a large num- 
ber of salmon fry for depositing in our seéycral streams. We 
look forward with delight to the time wheo we can catcle 
salmon from the Suck. Van. 
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Massicuuseirs Fise ann Game Prorecriye Assoorarion. 
—The first fall meeting was held at their rooms, (08 Wash- 
ington street, Boston, on Wednesday eyening, Oct, 16, the 
President, Dr. John P. Ordway, presiding, and was of a very 
interesting character on account of the seyeral reminiscences 
related by members concerning the sport enjoyed by them 
with rod and gun during the close season of the Agsocialion, 

ATLANTA, Ga,, Oct. 16, 1978. 

Mx, H. C, Squires = 
Dear Sir—The Dittmar issplendid, I consider tt a yaluable discovery 

for the sportsnian. Ishalluse 00 other, 

Wours truly, Wa, J. Lanp, 

HeNTRyaDON, Fa,, Oot. 16, 1878. 

Dear Sir—Dittmar is the powder Tor wing shooling—clean, slrong 

no smoke, and nothing battering at your shoulder, Using Dittmar 
you néyer Navéto Ga& the “otter fellow," Did Thilt thar bird?” You 
cua see for yourself, “ours, etc, Pisuer & Sox.—(A do, 

EEO Ul 



AxnfArs RECrivED ar CENTRAL PARE Mu&NAGERIE FOR WEEK 
Enpine Oot, 19, 1878.—Olle belted kingfisber, Ceryle alcyon, presented 
by Mr. James P. Swain, Jr., Bronxyille; six black swans, Cygnus 
diratus, born in Menagerie. ‘This is the second brood of cygueéts raised 
by the same swan thissnmmer. One ted-tailed hawk, Buteo borealis, 

presented by Mr. Guso Rischebusch, N, ¥, City; one collared pecoary, 

Dicotylea tojacu, presented by Miss HmmaL, Jacob, Mamaroneck; one 

gray fox, Vulpes virginianua, presented by Mr. Harry N. Watts, N. Y. 

Gity ; one Awerican bittern, Butawrus lentigenosus, purchased. 
W. A. ConxLin, Director. 
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Microprerus Satmores AND M. Nicricans.— Under the re- 

vised nomenclature of Gilland Jordan, the big-mouth, Oswego, 
or grass bass, as it is yariously called, will be known as MW. 
pallidus instead of M. nigricans as heretofore. As thetrue 
black bass, known as Wf. salmoides is really the darkest in 
color, we are pleased with the change which marks the dis- 

tinction between it and its cousin pallidus, or pale. 
$$ a 

—Two California squirrels have recently been turned loose 
on Capitol Square, in Richmond, Vu. They are larger and 
stouter than the gray squirrel of Virginia. 
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Tar HWaypen Hxpeprrion.—Prof. Hayden’s Surveying Hx- 
pedition is officially reported at Washington all well. With 
the exception of some mules stolen from the Wilson detach- 

ment no losses have occurred to the survey during the sum, 
mer. He reports that the work of the survey, though inter- 

rupted from time to time by storms, has gone on steadily, and 

that two tons of specimens are on their way from Bozeman. 
ee 

Ext Spawx.—Mr. Eugene Blackford has been exhibiting 
this week what appears to be eel spawn under the microscope. 

Prof. Baird hasso pronounced it. Having fixed the spawn 
we await the next stage in the deyelopment of this interssting 
question of reproduction. 
es 

Liyngay Soorety,—The Linnean Society held its first 
meeting of the season on Saturday evening last with a good 
attendance. Mr. Merriam spoke of having found the past 
spring the nest and eggs of the black-backed woodpecker, 
Picoides articus, in Lewis County, N..Y. This is the first 

authenticated instance of the finding of the eggs of this bird. 
Both parents were taken. The change in the habits of the 
horned lark (Hremophila alpestris) were also spoken of, they 
being found much more abundantly in this State during the 
breeding season than formerly. Mr. Usborne also related his 
experience in finding the nest and eggs of the yellow-belly 
fly-catcher (Hmpidonan flaviventris) at Grand Menan, N. B., 
imbedded in a tusoock of moss and entirely hidden from yiew 
and was only discovered by his almost stepping on it and 
Starting the female off. Several new members were proposed, 
and great interest was manifested in the winter’s work to 
come. ‘The fact of two of its members having each added a 
set of eggs before unknown to the record of science is one for 
which they are to be congratulated. 
ee 

Cark or Youne Piczons.—A considerate contributor sends 
the following: 

Mz. Eprror—I have made a little discovery with regard to 
feeding young pigeons. It is entirely new to me, though it 
may be an old story tosome. A short time since, a pair of 
my old pouters neylected one of their young, feeding only one 
and starving the other, I was anxious to save the bird and 
make a0 experiment too. I mixed some suitable food, and 
putting it in acup stretched over it a piece of thin rubber, 
through which [ made a hole about one-half inch in diameter. 
After two or three attempts to feed him through the hole, 
the youngster began to see my meaning and would gorge 
himself finely. He was raised successfully, and I am proud 
of my success, for the hand-fed bird is as large as the other, 
and able to take care of himself. It is considerable trouble 
to feed a hungry bird four or five times in a day, but it may 
sometimes be desirable. FB. W. Kironet, 

Milburn, N- J,, Oct. 17, 1878. 
OO 

WHEN DO DEER FEED ? 

October 21, 1878, 
Eprrork FoREST AND STREAM : 

Let me “correct proof” in your last, where you. have Amelote, instead 

of Anclote Keys; and then let me say in regard to the article headed 

48 above in your Jast—something. Paul Cauoyas, born in $t. Augus- 

tine, and jong a resident of Jacksonville and its vicinity, was regarded 

by all who knew him a3 the best and most successful hunter of his day. 

ITkuew him well, and was related tohim by marriage. He held the 

"FP orida belief” that deer always came out from the hammocks to feed 

&t moonrise, and killed many on their feeding grounds by moonlight. 
My Own | Xperience in Florida, Georgia, the Carolinas and Virginia; 

in New York, Penusylyania, Maine and Vermont; and West, from 

Illinois to the Pacific, is that they feed when they are hungry and are on 
good feeding grould. Huw many of us who used to be up early for 

trout aiong the lakes and streams in the Adirondacks have startled 

them at dawo as our boats dashed along the shcres? How often at 

sunset have we watched them cropping the tender grasses on the 

glades near by ourcamps. With the Editor of Forest anD STREAM 
T hold it peculiarly as a Florida belief, because I never heard it else- 

where, 
One wore of thanks from one of the “old uns” to “H. W. D, S.,” 

whoever he may be, for his kindly words tous whose tramping, camp- 

ing, fishing days are nearly over, but who yet dearly loves the old camp 
ire, the song and yarn of liveller, happy days. NED BUNTLINE, 

In districts where deer are much hunted they feed mostly 
at night.—Ep. 
a ge 

QUESTIONS ABOUT SHORE-BIRDS. 

Boston, Mass., Oct. 14, 1878. 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 
Having last September had a crack at the shore-blrds in New Brung- 

wick, there are some polnts with regard to which I should be glad to 
getinfurmation, Firstly, with regurd to the name of 4 bird of the 
ployer family of which I shota great many. They were fying with the 

golden plover, dough birds, ring necks, étc., or, rather, I sould gay, 

SE 

flying at the same time—gunerally in bunches of from five or six to a 

couple of dozen, but also 8 good Many single ones, which always made 
a good deal of whistling—a single sharp note, They looked when fly- 
ing more likes a ring neck than anything else, although somewhat 

larger ; but when picked they were almost a3 big as a gulden plover, 

and most delicious on the table. The amount of meut on them, com- 

pared with their apparent size with the feathers on s:rnck meé as very 

marked. They hail a short beak of a dark, yellowi-h color, some black 
about the neck, quire x yariegated back, with righ reddish browa, black, 

etc., aid orange legs. I thought at orst that they were chicken plover, 

until T shot so.ue of the latter,a1d saw (hat there waa a difference, 

they belng larger ind more blick about the neck, L think it 8 range 

that'& bird that is so plenty here should have never come under my 

observation on our coast, If I am not mis’aken, when flying their 

backs look black with two white angular lines on the wings like invert- 

ed V's, 
There were also some birds exactly like perps, only certatoly two, if 

not three, times as large, and very good they were. I compared the 

two often, and could see no difference except in size; but they were 

not mixed up together—some flocks being of the one, some of the other 

kind. 

One other point—Is there any (to the unécientifie eye) difference, 
except that of size, between the jack curlew and the Esquimaux corlew 

or dough bird? Ishot many certainly of the latter, as iney were mixed 

up with the colden ployer,and also some thal were 1n Hocks by themselves 

that were nearly haifas large again; but as far as plumage goes, I could 

gee no difference, 

Some of the golden ployer had very black breasts—not’ the beetle- 

head or blackbreast, a3 1 got those also, and know the difference in 

shape of head—to say nothing of the absence of eyen & rudimentary 

joint toe in the golden plover, but undoubtedly golden plover, If I re- 

mamber rightly, when I was a youngster shooting around our harbor, 

the gunners used tosay that the youug birds for the first year had black 

on their breasts. These, however, seemed always to be the largest and 

plumpest, if there can be any difference in plumpness where all are 
li_ ea ball of sweet, fresh buiter. 

The Tatives on the coast of New Brunswick can give no information 

as to the different varieties, as in the Buglish-epeaking communities 

they call all shore birds snipe or curlew, while the Nrench lump them 

all under the term aliouettes (larks), and do not consider them worth a 

charge of powder and shot. I noticed, however, that they were very 

glad to get them when I got more than IT and my canoemen could use. 

One more question—Is the large herou or crane that is so plenty 

here the sume as the crane of the Western prairies which is said to be 

good eating? Iwas told that it was very good, but did not like the 

looks of the meat. DoorTor. 

Judging from the description of the plover mentioned in 

our correspondent’s first question, we should suppose the 
birds to be killdeer ployer (4%gialitis vociferous) the rich 

reddish brown of the back especially points toward that 

species. * 

The large “peeps” were perhaps Zringa Gonapartei—the 

whiterumped s andpiper—though we should not like to say 
positively without a fuller description. 

With regard to the Esquimaux and jack curlew, we may 
say that size is the most apparent characteristic of the two 
species; otherwise they resemble each other quite closely. 

Finally, the Jarge heron of New Brunswick is a trae heron 

(Ardea herodias), while the crane of the Western prairies is 

equally atrue crane (Grus canadensis.) In the vernacular 

the former is called the great blue heron and the latter the 
sandhill crane.—Ep. 

Ghe Rennel. 
BREEDING FOR SEX, 

BY MOHICAN, 
MPREGNATION is due to the spermatozoon (plural sper- 

matozz) of the male vivifying the ovum (plural ova) of 

the female. ‘The ovaries—the organs which are removed in 

spaying—contain the ova; these latter ave given off only at 
the time when the bitch is in heat, and find their way from 

the ovary through the fallopian tube to the ulerus or womb, 

where, if impregnated, they are developed into perfect em- 

bryos. The spermatozua are secreted by the testicles and are 
contained in the seminal fluid of the mule, and under the mi- 
croscope resemble so many little tadpoles. One or more of 

these spermatozua may be necessary to impregnate an oyum. 
Dr. Carl Weitzman has propounded the theory, that if one, 

or possibly a few, reach an oyum, the female element will be 

in excess, and the result a female; if many, the opposite will 
hold true and a male be produced. 

If coition takes place at the beginning of ‘‘ heat’ the ova 
will be at or near the ovary and few spermatozoa will reach 
the ova; but, if coition be delayed, the ova will be further 

down and more spermatozoa will come in contact with them, 

From the foregoing we deduce the following rule: To pro- 

duce females coition should take place at the earliest moment 
possible ; for males it should be delayed until the very end of 

** heat.” 
So much for theory ; let us see how facts bear us out. Gen- 

tlemen have told me that if a cow is not served by a bull at 

the earliest moment after she is found to be in heat, the re- 

sult is usually a bull-calf. One of our most successful 

breeders of blue blooded dogs, recently, in answer to my 
question, ‘* When do you serve your bitches?” replied as fol- 

lows: 
‘cThe sixteenth day; they usually bleed nine days; I wait 

a week longer unless I want a litter of bitch pups. C. (a 
noted breeder) once told mé myidea was all humbug; so, 

contrary to my own judgment, formed from experience, 1 

followed his advice and had a litter of five bitches.” 
A fact which seems to mé to bear out the theory, is that in 

herds of wild animals the number of females is greatly in ex- 
cess of the number of males. ‘This is a provision of nature, as 
one male can of course impresnate many females, and is to be 

accounted for by the reason that the males serve the females 

at the first opportunity, the exceptions occurring often enough 

to preserve the breed, 
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This rule has been tested in human beings by Dr. J. B 
Swift, who has reported in the Boston Medicul and Surgical 
Journal, 26 Sept., 1878, twenty-two cases, in eight of which 
the facts bear out the theory, and in the remaining twelve the 

8eX was correctly predicted before delivery. Of course the 
few cases reported are too few to furnish an unerring rule, 

but they are very interesting and warrant {urther investiga- 

tions, which, in regard to canines, can be easily made by the 
owners of kennels. We should be pleased to hear from our 

well known breeders giving their experience in the past, if 
they have any reliable data, and from all who will take the 

trouble to fully record any authentic cases which may occur 
in the future, 

[We would add to ** Mohican’s” article aboye, a statement 
that our own experience carries out the theory mentioned. 

On one occasion we bred a bitch so late in her season that we 

fanced we had delayed even too long. The result was a litter 
of six dog puppies. } 
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TzNNESSED Fieip Triaus.—We are requested to announce 

that these trials will be held on Dec. 2, at Nashville, and that 
the programme will be about the same as in 1877, including 

trap shooting, The purses for champion, brace, puppy and 

under twelve months, will be attractive and graded. For 
particulars address Mr. H. Clarke Prichitt, Secretary, Nash- 

ville, Tenn., from whom programmes may be had, At pres- 

ent the judges are (unless they cannot attend): Gen. Wm. H, 

Jackson, of Nashville, Tenn.; Gen. Churchill, of Little Rock, 

Ark., and “ Guyon” (Dr, Rawlings Young), of Corinth, Miss. 
Birds are plentiful and perfectly protected, and entries from 

Boston, St. Lonis, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Canada, 

Michigan and other points insure a full and enthusiastic meet- 
ing. 
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HUMANE METHOD FOR DESTROYING 

DOGS. 

S the safety of the commraunity requires that the house. 

less and friendless dogs that infest our streets—the curs 
and mongrels without character or kind—should be destroyed, 
it behooves us that the mode by which they should be put to 

death shouldbe as humaneas possible. The method now used 
at the dog pound in this city is by drowning through the me- 

dium of a large iron cage, which, after peing filled with dogs, 

is submerged, It is claimed that this plan is accompanied by 

a certain amount of cruelty, although if the generally received 

theory that death by drowning is painless, we cannot see where 
the cruelty comesin. There are other methods in use for this 

same purpose by which death is produced more rapidly, and 
we are indebted to Our Dumb Animals, of Boston, for the 

following cuts and description of the plan adopted by the 

Penn Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of 
Philadelphia and which has been in use since 1874: 

WEST, No. 1. 
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=Tn thiszinstance death is caused by the use of carponous 
oxide gas. 

The woodcut represents the interior of a small br’ck build- 
ing, nearly square, containing two rooms, one on the ground 
floor and one above it. The walls onthe north and eash are 
omitted in the pictures to allow a view of the inside. 

Cut No. 1 shows best the upper room (from the east side) ; 
No. 2, the ower room (from the north side), The building is 
12 feet 6 inches long, 11 feet wide and 12 feet high. The 
lower room runs along the whole width of the building, 11 
feet, and is 4 feet 5 inches broad, a partition of brick sepa- 
rating it from the rest of the space beneath. 

At the east end (marked A) it is 2 feat 8} inches high, its 
roof or top being a little higher than the floor of the room 
above; the incline of the roof upward to the window D 
makes that end of the room 4 feet 44 inches high ; the incline 
was made to allow more light and an examination of the pro- 
cess, but window D could be made lower in the new building’ 
and the roof be made straight instead of inclined. Window 
D is 4 feet 3} inches long and 1 foot 5} inches wide. Win- 
dows A and B are 3 feet 54 inches long, and 2 feet @ inches 
wide ; each of these windows has # sash of glass, and one of 
wire; the sashes lift in and out. Window © on the top is 1 
foot 4 inches square. The floor is of brick, and the floor, 
ants and sides are covered with cement to make the room air- 
tight. 
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Tn the two stoves in the room above the gas is generated. 
The stoves are known as the Rosebud pattern, No. 18, hold- 
ing about a bushel of charcoal each ; each has a pipe 22 feet 
6 inches in length, with a cross-pipe runninginto the chimney. 
This length of pipe is necessary that the gass may be cooled 
before reaching theanimals. There are four yalyes, or damp- 
ers in the pipes, two marked E and F in the cross-pipes, and 
two just above them in the main pipes. There are also valves 
at the end of each pipe where it enters the lower room ; these 
yulves are opened and shut by the pulleys (which are not con- 
nected with anything else); they are ‘‘zround seat valves,” J 
six inches ontside diameter, or in other words, to fit a six inch | 
pipe; they are make of copper. | 

The mode of application is as follows : 

Start the fire with a light substance, such as paper, and 
gradually fill the stoves with charcoal. Have the dampers 
turned on 80 as to send all the smoke and heat up the chimney. 
As soon as the fires are well lighted call the dogs into the 
lower room by window A or b, and putin the wire sashes. 
As soon as the blue blaze appears on the fires shut all the win 
dows o£ the lower room, reverse the dampers so as 10 cut off 
communication with the chimney, and send the gas into the 
lower room; also Open the valyes at the end of the pipes. 

Not more than a minute ought to elapse before the dogs 
full insensible. After that they will soon cease to breathe ; 
leave them in, however, 8 or 10 minutes. After that time has 
elypsed open the lower windows to let the air escape that no 
one may breathe the injurious gas. 

The theory of this method is based on the poisonous nature 
of carbonic oxide vas. This gas burns in the air with a blue 
fluune, but when so burning it is conyeried into carbonie acid 
pas, which is not so deadly. When the fuel is in condition 
to burn on top with a blue gas, and then the upper part of 
the stove is closed tight so that no air can get inlo it, the 
fiahe will be extinguished, and the poisonous gas will pass 
into phe box through the pipes. The expense of this process 
Is small. 

= 44 

Fox Huxtine my Norra Caroiya.—Our correspondent, 
T. G. T., sends us from Gaston, North Carolina, the follow- 
jing praphic account of a fox hunt: “On the 4th of Septeniber 
Tuigain crossed {he Roanoke to repeat my sport after the red 
foxes. The old male I put to earth on the 2d had ample time 
to recover from any bad effects of that race, and I had closed 
his hole against future retreats. ‘The morning was an ex- 
ceptional one. The dew was very heavy, and about day the 
wind turned to the south; it became cloudy, and there was 
every indication of rain. if consequently prepared for it, and 
took along my umbrella, The party met me by appointment 
and to time. had sent Lord Elgin around the day previous, 
80 that I might have an animal not addicted to the bad habits 
which the old mare so incautiously practiced in the first race. 
We moved down the Roanoke and came right upon the fox 
without trailing him at all, He had hunted still lower down 
the river, and lay between the Sturgeon Hole (my crossing 
point) and Dr. W. W. Clement’s. We witnessed the start. 
Logan raised his head as we approached a high fence, gave 
mouth as he did so, and leaped it, and was off in a second. 
Hivery dog soon was in place. I hesitated, and did not dash 
after the pack, I feared Logan had started a deer, as he was 
as fond of that game as of the red fox, J went leisurely along 
until I came to the road on which the pack had gone, and 
there saw the track of the red. This delay placed me under 
ereat disadvantage. The fox went before the wind and up 
the river toward the Sturgeon Hole. The pace was rapid, the 
contest ferce and furious: It lasted buta short time. No fox 

_could sland Jone such.a press, He tbrewy tp the sponge be- 
fore he wus half way to any hole. The rum was off from the 
river, rounding toward it. Thus ended the life of the mule. 
T rested, us usual, one day, and on the 6th crossed the Roanoke 
again, making the same arrangements with the party as 
before, and all were to time. We set out up the Roanoke for 
Gurl’s Hill, but struck a trail in the Allen field, which carried 
us immediately there. It was too warm a trail to be enjoyed 
in noting the varied manoeuvring of the pack. You know 
the trail ot a red fox is always faster and more direct than 
that of agray. Every practiced huntsman from this fact 
readily distinguishes the game. Nor can it be mistaken for 
that of a deer. The hound never smells on the twigs and un- 
derwood unless the track is that of a deer, and then he in- 
variably does, We trailed over Curl’s Hill, and half a mile 
above in a dense forest we started. ‘The race was a short one, 
too short for sport and not enough varied to justify a descrip- 
tion. It was straight and not of a minute's duration. The 
Roanoke was rising when I crossed early in the morning, and 
in a few hours it was impassable. Being water-bound, I ac- 
cepted the hospitality of my friend Hardy to remain with 
him until the water fell. In the evening he proposed to go 
some three miles off and hunt a gray. I consented, and about 
4 o'clock we arrived in a large body of woods, a favorite re- 
sort of gray foxes. We hardly got fairly into the woods before 
Comet struck a gray, and very soon he was up and off; but, 
like the red in the morning, he soon came to grief, and in 4 
briefer time. Both were young foxes. DTG od La 

Gaston, N. C., Oct., 1878. 

8 

Fomas AGAIN.—The Manufacturer and Builder claims that 

the oil of pennyroyal will drive away fleas without fail, but, it 
says, where the herb grows it is cheapest to make a decoction 

of it and dip all your pets in it once a week ; but let the de- 
eoction get cold before you dip them. You may also gather 
the herb and put it in their nests, or scatter it in the pig pens 
once a month. If you cannot get the herb, saturate strings 
with the oj] and tie them around the necks of your pets, not 
too tight, and pour a little of the oil on their backs and around 
tlieir ears. In about a fortnight the fieas will haye disappeared. 
It is a common remedy against lice in horses to tie such strings 
once a day around the necks and tails ot horses. Another 
remedy against fleas in the house, it is said, isto put camomile 
flowers in the beds and on the carpets. Snuit has also some 
reputation in this respect. 
= i = 

Epitor ForEsT AND STREAM: 
A few weeks since a friend of mine here gaye me a young 

hound pupy, probably a month old. The little fellow was 
literally covered with fleas. The young lad who brought me 
the dog cautioned me about the fleas and said, ‘‘ Rub him 
-with coal oil; that’s the way father does.” As soon as the 
lad had gone I took the puppy in one hand and oil can in the 
other to the yard, and thoroughly soaked the dog’s hide with 
the oil (it was Canada petroleum, as used for lighting pur- 
poses) taking care of the eyes, nostrils and mouth. The 
oil remained on about five minutes, when I took warm rain 
water and the ordinary laundry soap, washing out the petro- 
leuny as well as L could, and then rmbbed the dog dry, ‘The 

fleas were slill there and seemed to have a death grip, as it 
was almost impossible to pull them out. They slowed no 
signs of life, however, In the course of a few hours I ex- 
amined the dog and found one live flea, but have been nuable 
to make a like discovery since. I believe the oil did the busi- 
ness completely. Yours very truly, C. A. Post. 

Peterboro, Canada, Oct, 17, 1878. 
We believe that petroleum is sure déath to fleas, but it is 

dangerous {o use unless washed off immediately as in the case 
mentioned by our correspondent.—Ep. 

+o 

FLEAS ON Dogs.—A correspondent sends us the following 
recipe for removing fleas from dogs: ‘* My dog was infested 
with these pests (fleas) to such an extent that by constant 
scratching most all his hair came out, and making his skin 
very sore. I use Buchan’s carbolic soap for dogs and a golu- 
tion of about $ oz. pure carbolic acid, with 4 oz. glycerine ad- 
ded to» pail about half-full of water. With this solution and 
the soap I produce a copious lather all over the dog and rub 
it thoroughly in the hair. Now, the main thing is to leave 
the lather on the dog for about an hour, or untilit is through- 
ly dry, and then sponge it off with pure water. This will 
not only remove thefleas but will kill them. The action of 
the carbolic acid producesa healthy skin, removesall dandruff, 
scales, Glc., and brings out «a beautifel glossy coat. This I 
have tested on several dogs, cspecially on my red Irish setter, 
Grouse. Tis coat, furmerly a dull-yellow, is now a beautiful 
dark chestnut. Shonld the kennel be infested with fleas, by 
using the remainder of the solution and washine if thoroughly 
with this it will elfectuwlly binish them and disinfect the 
kennel. Ysurs truly, G. L. W.? 

[For an occasional application this will do very well, but 
we believe that the frequent use of carbolic acid is yery in— 
jurious to a dog’s coat.—Ep. | 

—— 

Frienp,—The Payton, Ohio, Jewrnal publishes a long des- 

cription of the red Irish setter bitch Friend, winner of the 
champion stakes at the Minnesota Field Trials, from which 
we take the following : 

‘*She is a very hanesome bitch, of dark, rich blood-red 
color, eyes soft brown, well set and full of intelligence. 
The only mark about her is n white blaze in the face. She 
was bred by the Rev. J. G. Leigh, of Liverpoo), by his well- 
known Flash, out of bis Stella, both Irish setters ot undoubted 
purity, and their pedigrees are clear and unbroken for many 
generations, and recorded in the kennel registers of England 
and America. The strain is well-known, having won many 
prizes in England ana Ireland. Being a true type of this best 
strain, she is entitled to her position.” 

In stating Friend’s winnings, the writer of the article is in 

error in stating that Rory O'’Moore, one of her get, tied with 

Paris for the prize for the best seller in the show at New 

York in 1877. There was no tie about it, The four judges 

were divided, and, an extra one being called in, he decided 
in favor of Paris. Nor cau we understand why, if her first 

and only litter was sired by Rufus, as the article states, how 
she could have been shown at St. Paul with two pups by Bob. 

Ee ee LS i Ale 

Worms 1% Purs.—A Pennsylyania correspondent recom- 
mends some milk for worrme. 

a 

Bregpine Norres.—The pointer biteh Gipsey (Gol-Psyche), 
the property of Messrs Lincoln & Hellyar, of Warren, Mass., 
whelped on the 21st ult. eight puppies, sired by Champion 
Snapshot. 
—Dr. Wm. Jarvis’ imported ved Irish setter bitch Rose 

(Palmerston—Flora) whelped, on the 11th inst,, six puppies, 
four dogs and two bitches 

—D. Edward J. Forster, Bosicn, has bred his black setter 
Daisy, to Luther Adams’ Drake (Prince—Dora) 16th October, 
1 
—Mr. A. G. Waddell’s (Topeka, Kan.,, ) smooth-coated black 

and tan Burdette cocker spaniel, Josie, has been bred to Mr. 
J. H. Whitman's cocker dog, Doctor (first prize at St. Paul, 
September, 1878). Doctor is black and while aud heavily 
feathered. a 

Sates.—The Llewellen setter dog Brussels has been sold by 
Mr. T. Donoghue, La Salle, IIL, to the Topeka Kennel, 'Po- 
peka, Kansas. Brussels was bred by L. H. Smith, Strathroy, 
Canada, out of his celebrated bitch, Dart, by Leicester, and 
therefore brother to Mr. Smith’s Paris, Pride of the South, 
Strathroy, etc., the latter a winner at St. Paul field trials. 
Brussels is a large, well-developed dog, and will be placed in 
the stud. Color, black, white and tan, and blue belton. 

—Mr. W. T. Irwin has sold to Mr. A. C. Waddell (now of 
Topeka, Kansas) a fine black and white b:tch puppy, of the 
Pedigres (now dead)—France litter. 
—In our issue of Oct. 10, in a notice of sales made from the 

kennels of Mr. G. H. Goodrich, the address was given as To- 
ledo, Ohio, when it should have been Toledo, Tama Oo., 
lowa. 

———————aS 

Namus GrArmmep,—Mr. W. M. Tileston claims the name of 
Stanley for a black and tan setter puppy bred by Wm. Stanley, 
Eaq_, aud out of his imported Belle, winner of 1st prize at N. 
Y. Dog Show of 1877, and sired by Young Jock, he by old 
Jock (imported) out of Emerson Foote's Mab, 

—Mr. Henry Smith, of Boston, claims the name of Rufus 
9d for a four months old setter dog puppy, out of Mr. D. T, 
Charles’ (of Albany) bitch Nina, and sired by Mr. Adams’ 
Rock. 
—Dr. J. W. Downey, of New Market, Wis., claims the 

name of Grouse II. for a black and tan setter puppy, whelped 
September 7, out of Mr. Tileston’s Lowby Mr. Jerome 
Marble’s Grouse. 

——Mr. Arthur W. Leroy, of New Durham, N. J., claims the 
name of Young Lark for his crange and white setler puppy, 
10 months old, by Mr. P. H. Morris’ Lark, out of his Juno ily 

—Mr. H OG. Glover, of the Imperial Kennels, Toms River, 
N. J., claims the name of Vista for a black and tan bitch 
puppy, whelped Sept. 7, out of Mr. Tileston’s Lou by Mr. 
Jerome Marble’s Grouse. 

—Dr. Edward J. Forster cluims the name of Neptune for bis 
bull pup, whelped August 12, 1878, by Barnard’s om (Eph— 
Nellie) out of Barbard's Kate. 
—Mr. O. W. Donner claims the names of Lassie II. and 

Quince for two liver and white Hnglish setter puppies, sired 
by his imported Ranger IT. (by Mr. Macdona's champion 
Ranger) out of Lassie I. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR GCTOBER. 

Moose, Alces malehta. 
Caribou, Tarandus raneiyfer. 
ERIK or wapltl, Cervus canadensis. 
Bed or Va, deer, ©. virgintanua, 
Squirrels, red, black and gray. 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Reed or rice bird, Dotichonyz oryz- 
ivorous, 

Wild tarkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Pinnated grouse or prairié chick- 

én, Cipidonia ewido, 
Rulfed gronse or pheasait, Boneaa 

Black-bellied ployer, ox-eye, Sywa- 
tarola helvetica. 

Ring plover, «Eyialitis senipalma- 

Stit, or inng-slianks, Hinantopus 
nigricallis. 

Woudeock, Philohela minor, 
Red-breaated snipe, or duwitcher, 
Macrorhamplhus grins. 

Red-backed saudpiper, or ox-bird, 
Tringa americana. 

Great marbled godwit, or marlin, 
rormbolies, Limosi, fedow. 

Quail ur partridge, Ortyx virginia- Willet, Totanus semipalmatus. 
Tus, Tattler, Tetanus melanolenctr. 

Yellow-shanks, Jotanus flavipes. 

“Bay birds” generally, including various species of plover, Faod 
piper. snipe, curlew, oysater-catcher, surf birds, phularopes, Ayoucts, 
el¢,, comioug under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

= This table does not apply to all the States, Itis meant 10 repre- 
sent the game which is generally in season at this time. Stale resitt 
fiuua muy pronibit.the killing of some species of game here mentioned, 

Gan in Marxer—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), #1 to 

$1.10 per pair; partridge (roffud gronse), 5U cents to 31.25 per 

pair; mallard duoks, 75 cents to #1 per pair; lack do., 50 to 75 
cents per pair; widgeon do. , 60 cents per pair; broad bill do., 50 

cents per pair; teal do., 50 to 75 cents per pair; red head dacks, 

75 to #1 per pair ; wild turkeys, 20 to 2t. cents par pound , Wilson 
snipe, $2.00 to $2.50 per doz.; ployer, 33 per doz; bay Lirde, 

large, 50 cents per doz.; reed birds, 30 canta to $1 per doz.; 

Phildelphia equabs, $2.50 per doz. 
Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

16 to 22 cents per pound ; do. fowls, 16 to 18 cents ; do. turkeye, 

15 to 20 cents; do, ducks, 15 to1Scenta; do. geese, 1¢ to 16 
cents ; State and Western chickens, 15 fo 16 cenla; do. turkeys, 

15 to 16 cents ; do fowls, 18 to 16 cents ; do. duvks, 12 to 1b cents; 

do. geose, 10 to 12 cents ; Boston green geese, 18 to 20 cents. 

Massaonusnrrs—Cohasset, Oct. 19 —Coot shooting for the 
past two weeks has been fine and weather all tbat could be 
wished. igh line for one man, 32; two men in boat, 47. 
The law being off, quails were about all killed this week 
about here, Have net huard of over six to one man 

5, K., dx. 

—From Connecticut, where the close season for woodcock, 
quail and grouse expires simultaneously, we hear that in some 

localities the woodcock shooting has been remarkably good, 
while in others, owing to the absence of frost, the coyer still 
remains too thick to permit of good shooting. We also are 
informed that in certain districts in that State snaring has 
been carried on to such an extent as to entirely destroy all the 

birds. ‘The game protective associations should look to this. 

Shelter Island, Oct. 19.—The weather has been too warm 
for the sea fowl, still some have been killed. Turly this week 
two boats were in the bay, off the shore, waiting for them, 
One boat got nine and the other one six, Some few fowl, 
chiefly loons, are flying in the morning oyer the beach. If the 
coot shooting here is as good as it was last fall and winter I 
will duly inform you of the fact, Wouurs very truly, : 

SAAU. 

—The warm weather has interfered with duck shooting, 
although we have heard of one or two good bags of broad- 

bills being made at Good Ground, There bas also been sone 

fine coot shooting at the Thimble Islands, ia Long Island 
Sound, but some cold weather is much wanted before the 
ducks will fly well, and until then, shooting over decoys, in 

this vicinity at least, is almost labor lost, 

Syive! Sxree!—Present weather appearances indicate that 
the regular fall flight of English suipe will soon be along. In 

fact there was a small fiight last week, but the birds wete 

very wild and neither dogs nor sportsmen had much chance 
with them. On the Hackensack meadows, up to the time of 

writing, there has been fair sport, considering the little rags 

that was cut, but there has been no shooting whatever on the 
Pine Brook, Hanover Neck or Whippany Meadows, Shoot- 

ing has also beer poor on the Newark meadows. Such birds 
as have appeared are in small wisps, but by the time this 
paper is in press the birds should be lying singly and the 

shooting better. For several weeks there have been scatter- 

ing birds, and the Von Lengerke Bros. have killed over their 
dogs—the ‘' Jerseys "—about 100 birds. 

—The rail are lingering im their favorite localitivs, notably 

on the Hlackensack, and quite a number of late birds have 

been picked up by local gunners, Apropos of rail, we have 

have had a number of specimens sent to us this season which 

were killed in mountainous districts, probably in localities 
where they were attracted by swampy ground, with small 

streams lined with rushes, Although the appearance of this 

bird at such high altitudes is undoubtedly of rare occurrence, 
yet the rail is a visitor to extremely high latitudes, as they are 

found in large numbers even beyond St. Paul, Minnesota, 
and other places equally far north. 

PENnsyLvanra——Mc Veytoun, Ort. 19.—As all game could be 
legally shot on the 15th inst., the hunting season bas but 
rightly opened. Seven or eight deer haye been shot in Lick- 
ing Oreek Mountains since the Ist. Wild turkeys sre very 
numerous, and quite a number haye been shot since the 
15th inst., one man shooting two inside of an hour or two. 
Rabbiis, partridges and other small game are being shot in 
abundance. After the election in November a jarge party are 
going on an extended bunt into the Seven Mountuins, a few 
miles west of this town, and a famous deer resort. Upon 
their return I will give yous full report. Parties are leaving 
every day for the mountains, and the sport 1s getting interest- 
ing. Twas out to-day und stirred up two Jarge coyeys af 
partridges, but it bang very windy, and having no doz, I was 
unable lo secure any. SF 

Bloomsturgh, Oct. 16,—Shooting fair, with the weatber 
quite dry ; made a fine bag to-day—thirteen woodcock, five 
partridge, Miz, 





shooting. Tt aries me that tt is wise 10 look 
in making an answer that the powder is safe you are doing yourse)ves, 

aa well as your patrons, an injustics. Until Dittmar powder is so safe 

that no more accidents will happen with its nse than may be expected 
with black powder shooters had best be very careful in its use. 

Yours truly, B. F. DoREANCE, 

We regret that our correspondent did not send us more par- 
ticulars as to how the Dittmar powder was used when the 

gunsin question were injured, whether the charges were not 
excessivé and whether the directions for loading were fairly 
complied with. Until we have these particulars we are not 

prepared to recede from our position as to the safety of the 
Dittmar powder. In referring to this powder we also desire 

to be understood as meaning the powder as at present made. 

Some of that manufactured by the old Neponset Company may 
not have been so safe. If Dittmar powder is unsafe, or inju- 

rious to guns as our correspondent would assume, how isit that 
Bogardus, Paine and Carver, who use it almost exclusively in 

their exhibitions, have neverhad a gun injured, or an accident 
of any kind? 

Senn Gna 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

Nuw Yore.—Dexter’s Park, Cypress Hills, L, I, Oct, 22, 1878,— 
Monthly shoot for a gun presented py the Brooklyn Gun Club, open to 
members of the club only ; to be shot for at 10 birds each trom 5 traps, 
26 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; the winner In each previous contest 
to be handicapped two yards; the gun to be the property of the mem- 
ber winuing it three times; Brooklyn Gun Club rules; 

WoW YD obese. es OS OK. acnaneeeesed 14411410 7 19 
aN Oe Bod aa 2 26 Se a PS 

LAGE LPI rL Rb ane) 
1Tidit1ii120i10-s 
12 04.7142 21—8 
Dt ft tg. a 0s 
1 Oe Baal pat is: 
11ii201210i1i1i1—8 

Broadway. - Loot Oa er 
AtEINBON....ee-.-. 26 1 od Oh de St oh is 036: 
RACE. ... 20.55 = Ost a) Mel el soy I— 6 
Zeliner.......- Ae 11lio0o001%1 0-6 
BUECle -2 2. 065.5... 26 001010 %* 0 1—4 

On shoot-off Wynn won. 
Sweepstakes shooting tulshed the day’s sport. 

NEW JERSEY—Matiawan, Oct. 15.—Midway Shooting Club; for the 
club badge; 10 birds each, 13; ozs. shot, H and T traps, handicap: : 
wm PU gener nnenes tac! 1111001100—6 
Stephen Lambperson.. rer) -1011110111—9 
Chas BrowD,..........5. -L111111011—9 
James Vaurbochel.......-...-26 1111010110—7 
James Lamberson...-........26 ssecogesecoee LL OLIV111is—s§ 
James Terhune....- Sheets: Segoe sme Ra lah ibe ibis eatil 
Charles Applegate............ 22 eobinsee eesseet 11111411 110 

Tie on tén. 
James Terhune,.......1111 1-5 Ohatles Applegate,....11111—5 

Second tie. 
James Terhune, ,s....-1 0111—4 Charles Applegate.....0 1110-3 

Mr, Terhune haying killed 19 out of 20 good birds was declared the 
winner of the badge, 

JERSEY Ciry HeIiGHTs GuN CohuB—Marion, N. J., Oct, 19.—For badge ; 
double balls, shot trom two trups, one Bogaraus and one Marshall 
trap, 40 feet apart, both sprung at same time. A, H, Heritage carried 
off tne baage by winning it five times. Score: 

SONMBON. 220. -e ee eeeepecaneseeeeeess- 00 10 01 11 11 O1 01 11 10 01-12 
BAUM. -scceescseueeerseet sevvsecececese OL 10 10 11 10 01 G0 14 11 01-12 
Burdett..... sederftrpompadstssccen cape. COMMA e O08 LON gd ed OL 
MLNS ee cewerrenene coe tne ed exesess +20 O01 10 10 00 10 11 10 U1 OO— 9 
Fowler........ aces eeeees-210 00 10 01 11 10 00 U1 10 HO— 8 
Newham... Feaas -eusessesl0 11 01 10 11 01 00 00 10 10—10 
FG TiUAg Coe ee cee eee ees ces eaeeesseseee- atl 11 10 00 11 11 11 11 11 00O—15 

JACOBSTAFE, 

MARYLAND—Baltimore, Oct. 21.—Howard Ridgely and Geo. C. Potts, 
at grounds of Baltimore Gan Club, Conditions—$1l0U per side, 50 birds 
each, 26 yards rise, 13f ozs shot, Ridgely used a Purdy guo weighing 
six pounds: fourteen ounces, his charge of powder veibg 3 drachms. 

- Mr. Fotts siios with iy ta anwund g gun made by Scott, of London, choke 
barrels, using four drachms of powder, ‘he Baltimore Gun Club 
Toles goyerned the match: 

Ridgely—11111111111111111111112111011111 
111010010110001111 1—42, 

Pottsp—11110111111010101011111010111111 
111111011101110111—4. 

Shooting for a Cup.—After the match a sweepstakes was shot, in 
which, among others, Messrs. Carroll Livingston and John Heckscher, 
of New York, took part, Then followed a handicap sweepstakes for a 
cup presented by General Grubb of New Jersey, ‘I'here were 
eighteen entries fur this event: 

C E Easter .- 22-25 YOR oe shook ails io Sty tiga pis) 
2929) ‘, Cb he Dis We stats Beets 

Eos tas Ba Bae le es 
Waals Oe Te el ee SIG 8 
UR se Bae a Br oa 
7g 6 ie: aes eh ie a Ee on es} 
I a 0 a i os 
Tooiazitiiidii-s 
Pot 10 1 Te CO 
LD 1 ptt 2 Ais 
SOLO LB Dia: 
T1VOTiv1OW 

ok) LS el 0 SOTO ivy: 
Lt ol! S00 el. YO oor 
EO 0 Se Loe vy 
O50 te ar 
110010 Wh 
000 WF 

In shooting off ties of nine for a second prize, Messrs. Norris and 
McComas tied and divided, 

ALABAMA.—Mobile, Oct. 18,—Monthly shoot of Gulf City Gun Club for 
gold badge; 20 balls from three traps, screened; one ‘straight away, 
one quartering to right and one quartering to left; 18 yards, ‘lunstull 
aud Holt having once before won the badge were handicapped three 
yards. Conditions—Badge becomes the property of the member 
winning it most times during the year. Owing to the plague ol the 
South oor attendance was ca The following is the score: 

‘Tnnsta'l... 207111111111111111111—19 
11111111101101110111—17 
11111111110111101101-—17 
o11111110111100101101—15 
0021110011111110111 0-15 

CAITE,. serves 0100011101011011111 12 
Shefiield, F 01110001100110010111-1 
Hoit, W B. 00001110101100101000—8 
Farley.... . 0000010001000000101090—5 
Irwin, Coles. 10000100000000001100—4 
ol, Irwin retains the leather medal, haying won it last time. 

BLACK GEORGE, 

MicHican—Howell, Oct. 19, 1878.—The Howell Shooting Club were 
the recipients of a beautiful gold-lined silver cup, a gift from the well- 
known jewelry firm of W. 8. Smith & Co., Detroit, to be shot for; to be 
won three times in succession, then owned as personal property. The 
following is the score: 
Beach......1111111 
dud Holt...J111111 
Pee ct 100i11 

ri eis hike! a 
L00U011 
1111110 
Aik Tt bite Bak 

Tie on ten, 
--1111 0—4 Jewe6lt.,......0seeeeeee 111 1— 
110w 

The seyenth contsst for the Jewett reyolyer camé off last Friday 
with the following result ; 

wetore’ we loam ont ‘Bes G 
Holt.. 

he Game of Chess. 
Notice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ‘* Chess Editor FoREST anD STREAM, P, O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn.” 

Problem Ne. 28. 

Motto: Silver Bells, 

nk 
ae a tit 

a "eh EE cate 7 e/ 
wie ‘aaa 
an ee 

White to play and give mate in two moves, 

Nex 

Wy 

= S 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—nO, 24. 

1—B-R4 1—Kt. 938 1— 1—B moyes 
ae B5 ch 2—K-K5 2-Q-Bich -. 2—KrtksQ 

2 mate 8—B-Kts mate 

“R, H. §.” sends the following solution: 

1—Q BT i—Kt-B4 1— 1—Kt- Ets or Q3 
2—-Q ks Ktch 2—K moves 2—Q-Bo ch 2—K moves 
3—Q or B mates 3-—Q mates 

1— 1—P-BT 1— 1—P-B3 or B m'va 
2—Q tks P 2—Any 2—Kt tks Kt 2—Any 
38—Dual mate 3—Q mates 

Guine No. 78.—ALLGAIER GAMBIT, 

Played in Class I at the recent meeting of the Engilsh Counties 
Association : 

White. Black, White. Black. 
Major Martin, Mr. Fisher, Major Martin, Mr. Fisher, 

1—Pp-K4 1—P-K4 16—P-B3 16—B-Kt4 
2—P-K Bt 2—P tks P 17—Q.Q3 17—B-K3 
3—Kt-K Ba é—P K Ktt 18—Kt-Bt 18—B-Bz 
4—P-K R4 4—P-Kt6 19y—R-B2 19—Kt-K2 (c) 
5—Kt-K5 5—bB-Kt2 20—Q, R-KB 2U—P-B3 (d) 
6—P-Q+ §—Kt-K B38 21—KI-R3 21—B-Kt3 
(—B-b4 7—Castles 22—Kt tke B 22—P tks Kt 
§—Kt-Q B3 8—P-Q3 23 —P-Q5 23—P-B4 
§9—Kttks BP (a) 9—RK tks Kt 21—- P.b4 2M—K-R3 
10—BtksRch 10—K tks B 25—P-K Et3 25—Kt-KE (e) 
11—B tks P 1i—Kt-B3 20—-Q-Q B3 26—K-R2 
12—8-K16 (b) 12—P-K R3 27—K bi ch 7—B tks R 
13—B tks Kt 13—B tks B 28—K tks Bch 25—Kt-Ki3 
14—Castiles 14—K-K12 29—Q-Kt7 ch 29—K-Raé 
15—Ki-K2 15—B tis R P 30—White mates in two moves (f) 

NOTES. 

(a) This sacrifice appears necessary to keep up the attack, for lf he 
retreat the Kt-Q8, the answer Is R-K. 

(b) Better than P-R65, to which Black could have replied with Q-K. 
(c) Exchanges being in Black’s favor he should here, we think, have 

captured the Kt, and followed it by P-K R4 and B-Kts, 

(ad) A weak move, but in truth it is hard now to find a good ona. 
best resource probably was Q-K Kt, 

(e) A fatal error; be still had a very defensible game by playing Q-K 

BR or Q-K Kt, we believe, 

(f) Major Martin’s conduct of this game with £0 Much yigor and 
judgment, makes his anfiounced returement from the arena of chess 

tourneys the more regretable,—Chess Players’ Chronicle, 

The 

Game No, 79—RUY LOPEZ, 

Played at Paris on July 23, 1878, between Herr Englisch and Mr. 

Gifford : 
White. Black, White, Black, 

Herr Englisch. Mr. Gifford, Herr Englisch. Mr. Gilford, 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 10—Kt tks P 10—B-K3 
2—Kt K B3 2—Kt-Q B3 11—Kt tks B 1i—P tks Kt 
3—B-K15 8-P Q 12—Kt tks Kt ch 2—Q tks Kt 
4—B-R4 4—Kt K B8 18—Q-K14 18—K- Q2 
5—P-Q3 5—P-Q3 14—B-K Kt6 14—Q-K BB 
6 -Kt-B3 6—B-Q2 15—P-Q4 15—P tks P 
i—Casties 7—Ki-K2? 16—P-K Ba 10—Kt-K2 
8—B-Q Kt3 &—Kt1-K Kts 17—P-K Bs and wilos 
9—Et-. 9—P-Q4 

CURSORY JOTTINGS. 

—A chess circle has been established at Middletown, Conn. Messrs. 

Oldack, Fowler and Mylchrist are numbered among its best players. 

—Mr. W. A. Shinkman, the famous problemist, declines, it is said, 
to accept the second prize awarded him in the recent tourney of the 
American Chess and Problem Assoclation. Our copntemporary’s 

assertions regarding the management of that tourney should be replied 

to at once-if they are untrue, as is claimed by parties put on the defen- 

siye, But give us factsin your replies, gentlemen, or reply not at all. 

—The allegations of our contemporary that irregularities occurred 

in the management of the recent problem tourney of the American 

Chess and Problem Association, render it imperative that the officers 

of that Association investigate the truth of the same, and if found to ba 
well founded, take such steps as will prevent their recurrence; and if 

any of the officers are Involved, they should be deposed and censured. 
These allegations have been publicly and, wethink, properly presented, 

not alone to an interested public, but also to the “powers that be” of 

the Association, and a refusal to so consider them will jeopardize the 

existence of that body. If we are uot mistaken, comipetitors in that 

touraey also aver that irregularities cccurred which ce:tainly would 
justify an investigation. We are at aloss to account for the silence of 

Secretary MeKim, and we in all candor suggest thitt he ask for and in- 
sist upon a thorough investigation of these charges, It is evident that 

the ‘allegators" are neither to be frowned down nor will allow the 

matter to rest unless an investigation be ordered, snd we therefore say, 

tons t ade by 3 Mr. 

strued aa an admicaion of the Se 
thesame. We ate aware that Mr. Loyd atlempted to do this by address- 
ing a letter to the Holyoke Tyanscript, wherein we regret to etate that 
abuse alone was prominent and intelligible, A general denial, instead 
of replying to each statement in detail ig, in our opin‘on, insuffivient 
to disprove the specific charges made. 

Hachting and Boating. 
HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEE. 

Date, Boston. | New York. |Charleaton. 

RM H.: 8 pp teeits 
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cruising and promoting seamanship, the Forrsr Anp SrreAm 

has persistently taken ground in favor of a 8ea-going model in 
preference to the light displacement sloop, and it is a matler 

of satisfaction to us to note the prevailing tendency in the di- 
rection pointed out. Mr. Charles H. Contoit, owner of Pras- 
pero, is now haying built by Messrs. GC. & R. Poillon, of 

Brooklyn, a fine sea-going keel schooner, which, in dimensions, 

approaches very neat to what experience, as well as theory, 
teaches to be the best form for easy qualities and safety in 

rough water. The new schooner will measure 240 tous car- 
penter’s measurement, and about 175 tons N. M. She is being 
built from a design by Mr. A. Cary Smith, and bears some 
resemblance to the fast pilot-hoat 7. 8. Wegus, modeled, we 
believe, by Mr. Townsend, foreman of Poillon’s, She is 95ft. 
on water line, with only 20ft. Gin. extreme beam, or less than 

22 per cent. of the length against Jztrepid's 24. This decrease 

of beam we look upon as a decided step in the right direction, 
Tt is intended to spar the new schooner for cruising only ; had 
she been designed for racing she would have gained had her 
beam been kept down to 20 per cent. of the length, as a long 
and rather full body insures displacement enough, and with 

lead on her keel would have given ample stability for all the 
canvas 80 easy a form requires to send her along at a good 
rate, On deck she measures 106ft., over all, including 

rake of English counter and overhanging head, 114ft.; depth 
of hold, 10ft. Gin., and i1ft. water; mainmast, 5ft., 

heel to head; foremast, 73ft.; mastheads, 6ft.; diameter 

of spars, 19 and 18in. st partners respectively; top- 
masts, 30ft., heel to hounds, with 4ft. pole; bowsprit, 
20ft., outboard with a 16ft. jibboom beyond the cap, and a 

4ft. pole to finish off. Keel of white oak, sided 12in., molded 
9in. Depth of entire keel amidships below rabbet, 2ft. din. 
The keel has been sided so large in order to aid in stowing 

the lead as low down as possible. Frames of Maryland white 
oak, hackmatack and locust staunchions. They are double 
Gin. on floors, and double Sin. at futtocks. Garboards of 
white oak, in. thick. Planking same, 24in, and Sin. at walis. 
Bulwarks white pme, oak rail. Keelson of while oak 10in. 

square, apron of locust, stem and sternpost white oak. Oeil- 
ing yellow pine, about din, thick. Deck beams yellow pine, 
sided 9in,, molded Gin. Deck planking of white pine, 24in. 

thick. Deck fittings of mahogany, mast partners of oak, 

Flush deck, saloon amidships, a/'Anglais, As was to be ex- 

pected, the ubiquitous expert isaround again and bas given his 
opinion of the new schooner before all her frames are up eyen, 
This wonderful person expresses himself as fayorably im- 

pressed, and has imparted to sundry non-prosessional news 
gatherers the astounding fact that, having a longer floor than 

Intrepid, less ballast will be required in the new schooner, 

and being lighter she will sail faster. Mr. Contoit is fortu- 
nate, however, in not haying consulted the wishes or opinions 
of half-educated experle, and may be congratulated upon 

having secured the services of oue of the best yacht designers 

of the day in his behalf. We hope to lay before our readers 

at some fulure time a mathematical diagnosis of thisschooner’s 

elements compared with those of other craft already tested. 

OAR AND PADDLE, 

Courrney-HAniay RKaocz.—After some yery exhaustive 
searching among all possible sources, and after the fullest in- 

vestigation in all directions, instituted by the Boston Herald, 

the same conclusion is finally arrived at which in these 

columns we first gave to the public in regard to the honesty 
of Courtney in the recent championship match at Lachine. 
There is simply no evidence to bear out any of the aspersions 

so lightly and profusely cast upon the American champion by 
giddy-headed detractors. The reason why Courtney was 
beaten was because he could not row fast enough, and that 
is the end of the whole matter. We believe we were among 
the first who detected in Hanlan far greater power and speed 
than he allowed himself to display in his races with the 

small fry, and our yiews are now being accepted by others as 

accuunting for the manner in which he disposed of the Union 

Springs champion, in opposition to the universally precon- 
ceived notions of Courtney's invincibility, so tenaciously ad- 
hered to on this side of the St. Lawrence for a long time after 
his defeat, and which some are not even yet prepared to re- 
nounce. Bat for all Courtney’s honesty of action during the 
race, we are not prepared to believe the latest statement im- 
puted to him, and which is just now going the rounds of the 
press, Heis said to haye attempted an explanation of hig 



feat by ascribing his poor finish to “hidden obstructions.” | 
This is a little too silly for any one to accept. If Courtney 
tiade any such statemenf he should be plaeed under a déctor’s 
care as suffering from ‘hidden obstructions” un the brain 
What has been the most objectionable side of his conduct in 
Connection with the race, is his tendency to bragzadocio, both 
before and after the race. We talks very freely, as though 

he had actually been the winner and not his opponent, To 
speak slichtingly of Hanlan’s abilities in a boat is 2 grotesque 
assumption, and does liftle to restore him to popular favor. 

Tun AMERIGAN MaprrprRANBAN.—As abroad our British 
cousins conscientiously make their annual pilgrimage to the 
Mediterranean in whole squadrons and fleets, so, too, Ameri- 

can yachtsmen are becoming more and more alive to the beau- 

ties and pleasures of winter crhising in the South, ‘The 
Hlorida coast and West Indian Archipelago bid fair to draw 
within their waters a constantly increasing number of our 
yachts every year. Intrepid, Ambassadress, Mr. Contoit’s new 

schooner, a small sloop from Boston, and a number of 
steam yachts suitable to the Dlorids waters and lagoons, are 

on the Werth for warmer climes. As the many attractions, 
convenient distances and ports, different languages, customs 

and Iistoric associations of the islands become more generally 
appreciated, and with the introduction of a more seaworthy 
model the annual migration southward promises to become 
ere long a leading feature among the followers of the sea for 
sport, and the day may be not far distant when it will become 
ag wsual a thing to seein West Indian harbors the American 

yacht ensign apeak, as it iscyen now to meet the blue Ad- 

mitalty colors of British craft in all seaport towns of Europe’s 
inland vcean, 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Boston Ocran Matron.—In the matches sailed off Boston, 
Oct, 9, there were entries in all four classes. First class, 
sloops over 30ft, sailing length; second class, schooners over 
80ft.; third class, centreboard sloops under 30ft.; fourth class, 
keel sloops under 30ft, The following is a summary of the 
sailing : 

FIRST GLASS. 
Actual Correct 
Time, Time, 

Name H. M. 8. H, M, &. 
Viking.... 3 19 38 2 2113 
Shaitow.. . & 21 24 2 22 7 
Wiolet, 2 ics. nescen., Whiting. » withdrawn. 
Nupdieon..... mR blms\ele Goudwin.......... cesses, WithOraWo. 

SECOND CLASS, 

Breese. » 3 15 38 2 27 16 
Weis . 8 35 44 2 42 57 

. Withdrawn. 

, 3 01 30 2 1012 
FOURTH CLASS. 

Amule....,,.-..--.5 ATMELBON.. .peneeensssees- 3 17 5T 2 32 81 
REL att aves nye McCormick, ......eeeen:-= Withdrawn, 

First prizes were awarded the Viking, Breeze, Hurela and 
Anmnte, aud second prizes to the Shadow and Mist. 

Hayerain Yaourmse—tIn a match sailed Oct. 10, Lizzie 
Warner (Capt. Titcomb) beat oelipse (Capt. Doane) in ih. 
Am, 203,, over # course on the Merrimac, from Haverhill 
Bridge to Groveland Bridge and return. 

Dsownsine Casuarry,—While returning to the yacht Julian, 
off Peekskill, ina skifi, Mr. Tucker was drowned, owing to 
the filling and swamping of the skiff. Mr, ‘Tucker was a 
nephew of Mr. Augustus Schell of this city, and his loss will 
be deplored by his many friends. Dr. May, owner of the 
Juliun, who was in the skiff at the time, saved himself by 
awimming ashore. 

Tiantem Reearra Assoorarion, 
The second regatta of this association was held on the 

Harlem, Saturday, Oct, 19. Allevents were one mile straight 
away, with siream, the start in the morning being from Flor- 
ence's Dock to Gates’, thisorder being reversed during the 
flood of the afternoon, The weather was unpropitious and 
the water rough. The eyents were promptly called, and asa 
whole the arrangements were of a decidedly satisfactory kind, 
order and authority prevailing all day, The results of the 
day were in some instances unlooked for, the Ariels of Newark 
winning, quite contrany to expectation, in the gig race, and 
the Nautilus pair were badly beaten by ihe Atalantas and the 
Gramercys. Mr. J. 'T. Goodwin acted as referee, assisted by 
Mr. A. G. Swan, of the Atalanta Club, and Mr. Julian Kene- 
dy. The first race, called early in the forenoon, was the first 
trial heat for junior single sculls. Entries, B. ‘8, MKestor, 
Yale Oollege B, C.; Wm. Tompkins, Highland B. C.; August 
Schneider, Friendship B. C., and Geo, Norton, Gramercy B, 
©., their stations being given from the New York shore. 
Keator took the lead and won with ease, ‘7m, 39$s.; Tomp- 
kins, second, 7m. 523.; Schneider, third, 8m. 73s.; Norton, 
last, Bui, 208, Second trial heat, entries: Irving A. Lyon, 
Dauntless B. C.; 1. B. Kipp, Highland B. G., and James L, 
Gladwin, Nereid B.C. Lyon got thé best of the start and 
miaintained his advantage all the way, widning in 7m. 58es.; 
Kipp, 8m. 149s; Gladwin, 8m, 184s. Senior single sculls, 
first trial heat, entries: KK. W. Rathborne, New York A. G., 
and R. B. Hartshorne, New York R. 0. Rathbone won as 
he liked in 7m. 42ks.; Hartshorne, ‘7m. 46s. Second heat, en- 
trices: E. Mills, Jr., New York A. ©; H. Livingston, Yale 
College 5, C., and H, P. Dain, Highland B, C. Mills and 
Livingston made a close race, but te former drew out ahead 
and won in 7m. 738.; Livingston, 7m. 1748,; Dain, 7m, 30¢s, 
This finished the morning’s work. At2y. a, the pair-oared 
race was called, entries; Atalanta B. ©, W. KK, Downs and 
J. H. Eustis; Gramercy B. C., T, Williams and H, Milis ; 
Nautilus B. C., Fred. A. Leyien and Wm. Childs. Atalantas 
went to the front with Gramercy second. Opposite the 
Athletic Club grounds the Nautilus pair put ona spurt and 
fouled the Atalantas. Both stopped rowing, and when they 
got clear the Atalantas outrowed their opponents and came in 
first; time, 6m 543s; Gramercy, 7m 43s; Nautilus disquali- 
fied. Hight-oared shells, entries ; Nassau B O—J B Robert, 
bow; J Wells, J G Janeway, C Q Peterson, J H Abell, Jr, 
JD Foot, C Badgely, W Robinson, stroke; A 'T Klots, cox, 
Coliinibia College B C—R TD P Fisk, bow; © Eldridge, H P 
Brown, F D Browning, J B Newberry, O L Boyd, H G Rida- 
bock, 6 Parsons, stroke; Cogliill,cox, Nassaus took the lead 
and kept it in spile of the vigorous spurts of the college crew. 
When Boyd slipped bis seat their victory became certain. 
The Nassaus crossed the line with a lead of three-quarters of 

a length; time, 5m Bets Columbias, 6m 68s, inal heat, 
Junior sculls, Lyon and Kealor, ‘The latter led off, but was 
passed by Lyon at the quarter mile, who won in 7m 4048; 
Kastor, 7m 604s, Final hest, senior sculls, Rathborne and 
Mills, Won readily by the latter in 7m 15s; Mills, 7m 204s, 
Polir-oared shells, entries: Mutual BG, Albany—C B Bulgar, 
bow; Henry C Graves, Abram Mull, W § Mosely, stroke, 
Atalanta B C—W H Downs, bow; HW Rogers, 1 @ Mc- 
Vickar, J E Eustis, stroke, Palisade B CG, Yonkers, N Y-—A 
Moifat, bow; J prac, W EH Guernsey, RG Jackson, stroke, 
Mutuals took the lead, and, in spite of wild sleering, won in 
Gin 838; Atalantas, 6m 152s; Palisades, 6m 34s. Double- 
sculls, entries: Yale College B C—E P Livingston, bow ; H 
Livingston, stroke. Olympic BC, Albany, N Y—-J H Girvin, 
bow; Martin Monahan, stroke. New York A O—RW Rith- 
borne, bow; RG Newton, stroke. At the quarter mile Yale 
had a slight lead, and a little further on Olympics went out of 
their water and fouled them, but both crews kept on, Ath- 
Jetics then fouled Olympics twice and Yale had it her own 
way, wibning in 7m 164s; Olympics, 7m 24s; Athletics, 7m 
208. Six-oared gigs, entries: Ariel B ©, Newark, N. J—W 
Trautz, bow; J Bennett, W Mack, F Freeman, R Ross, Jr, 
HM Jury, stroke; Frank Allen, cox. Atalanta B C_w H 
Downs, bow; J H Kent, H W Rogers, Hugene Conger, H @ 
McVickar, J E Hustis, stroke; Fdward Blake, cox. Colum- 
bia College B O—H P Brown, bow; © Bidridge, J B New- 
berry, FD Browning, H G Ridabock, H P Parsons, stroke ; 
Nathan, cox: Dauntless B C—Frank Gillelan, bow; H W 
Peckwell, © EH Knapp, 8 B Pomeroy, H W Walter, Dayid 
Roach, stroke ; J J Duff, cox, New York A C—W F Shore, 
bow; GG Stowe, M U Patterson, W G Demarest, J W Car- 
ter, IT West, stroke; 1} W Kathborne, cox. Ariels took the 
Jead, and, without being hardly pressed, won by nearly three 
lengths in 6m 88s; Atalanta, Gm 43s; Columbia, 6m 484s; 
Dauntless, 6m 524s; Athletic, 7m 2s. 

Mexrtine or roe N. A. or A. O.—At the meeting of the 
Executive Committee of the National Association, held at the 
Metropolitan Hotel, Oct. 19, a resolution of thanks to the 
Common Council of Newark was voted, also one to the Pas- 
saic boat clubs for the courtesy shown by them during the re- 
cent National Regatta. The Wairmount Rowing Association 
was reinstated as member. A committee was appointed to 
consider the presentation of cups to be rowed for by the col- 
leges, which were offered by the Hureka, Triton and Passaic 
clubs. Application for membership by the Longueil Club, of 
Montreal, was denied, Mr. O. M. Remington, of the Narra- 
gansett B. C. of Providence, R. I., was elected President of 
the Association, and Mr. Henry W. Garfield was re-clected 
Treasurer and Secretary, 

YViston-GRacim Marones.—In the first match of these two 
sloops, sailed Tuesday, Oct. 15, Gracie carried away her upper 
peak block and gave up. Vision snapped her bowsprit at 
the knight heads and put back fora new one, The wind was 
fresh with a moderate sea. 

‘The race was sailed Oct. 22, in a light breeze and smooth 
water. Won by Grace in‘ 6h 39m 28s, beating Vision by 
18m 463, or, with time allowance, 13m 46s. 

Se eS 

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS, 

New Yorr, October 10, 1878, 
Eprron Forest AND SrREAn : 
As it seems to be in order, 1 will give you my idealof a small 

cruiser needed by Corinthians in these waters, hayiug had some 

little experience and what I consider sound reason for considering 
her the perfect yessel, and well adapted to the purpose intended. 

My object in giving my views is not to advise those who have am- 

ple time and money, so that they may experiment to their heart’s 

content, but to aid the young yachtsman who loyes to sail his own 

vessel, and most of the time orttises with but ons companion, or 
at most one man before the mast. 

To be perfect my cruiser must haye strength, speed, stability, 
strong, handy rig, and plenty of room on deck and below. 

In determining the size of this perfect Corinthian cruiser, wa 

must keep in view the fact that she is to be run and handled by 

myself and man Friflay. Our means being limited, and unable to 

indulge in many barrels of beef forward. At the same time, we 

must take into consideration that we always wish we had 3 larger 

vessel, especially when ontsailed by one who is justa little too big 

for us; for if anything more than another makes us feel bad, it is 

to haul for a ‘‘ bung nose” near us, and get warmed. Besides, at 

times we may wish to haye some of our friends with us, as it is 

not pleasant at times to sail alone, especially when we all know 

some good fellows who enjoy it so yery much. We will make our 

cruligér as large as can be easily managed by two. 

Now we want four berths in the cabin,and room forward for aman. 
So, to get a house 13 cr 14 ft. long, with 5 or 6 ff. in cockpit and 

room forward of mast, will require 30ft. keel; we will therefore 
make our keel that length, and put on a counter, making a total 

of about 34ft, over all. As to width, we want all wecan get with- 

out hurting the speed of our vessel; and besides, width means 

toom on deel and below, and ability to carry sail: I will giye her 

plenty of a zood thing, say 12 or 13 ft, As to depth, being rather 

Jengthy myself, and mowing by experiencs how unpleasant it is 

to get into unmentionablés while sitting; and as depth means, 

like width, power and sail capacity, and we need plenty of free- 

board and only a low house, we will make her 4ft. Yin, or 5ft. 
deep, which, with crown oi deck and house, and plenty of ballast 

low down, will give us abont 6ff. in our house. 

Now before going further, I know our good friends who are 

rather touchy on the ‘Tnglish diver,’ will say she will be a poer- 
fectcarayan. ‘‘But,?)we avewoer, ‘we want depth and breadth 

for our purpose, and intend to haya them in our cruising yacht,”’ 
Our yessel, as above described, as far as dimensions go, il’ pro- 

poerly shaped and calculated, will require about four or five tons of 

cast-iron ballast, placed 4s low down as possible, and will hayea 
dranght of about 3ft, Sin. aft without keel. The question of sen- 

trebourd or keel comes up next. If I put a keel on this yessel 
she will have a draught of at least 2fb. more, making not less than 

5ft, 9in-, with a loss of say 10 per cent. of spead; but, aa I wish at 

times to cruise in New York Bay, and visit places whera I do not 

wish to engage a pilot, nor sacrifice what I consider indispensable, 

speed, I give the preference to the cantreboard. My vessel, from 

her depth, being necessarily of sharp fiszor, will require buts short 
one, Say 8 or Oft., which J will place well forward, so as to injure 
our room below as little as possible. Concerning the rig of this 

yessel, the question to my mind is easily settled. We have only 
to choose bettyeen the culter or English rig and our ordinary sluop 

rig. Geing short-handed, except on special occasions, Twill rig 
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her as simply as possible, keeping in mind only strength and ntil- 

ily. Twill putin along mast with a short stationary topmast, short 
bowsprit, with all the canvas in mainsail and jib my yeasel can 

carry with ease in our usual fresh southerly breezes, Will haye 

club-topsail, jib-topsail and balloon-jib for raciug purposes ; 
small storm-j:b to be set ‘ flying,” strong ground tackle, and she 
is about complete. 

Now let us see what we have. Our little cruiser has aceommo- 

dation below for captain, three guests, and a man or boy befora 

the must. Our cabin is T4ft. long, 9ft, Gin. wide, and ft, high, 
with a clean width of Gf. between the berths, clear floor aft of 
eentreboard. This, it is true, cuts the forward 6nd of our house 

in tayo parts, but we must have a table in either cage, and it mat- 

ters little whether we haye daylight between the legs or not. Am- 

ple room for cooking purposes; stores, tanks, ice box, spare gail, 

6te, Rig of simplest Kind, so that few mistakes can be made by 
the ‘'greenhorns.” Altogether we haye a powerful, able vessel, 

which can be driven to win a cup occasionally in compatition with 
vessels of her length. 

Having determined size and rig of our ideal cruiser, wo will say 

how she shall be constructed, In my list of indispensables I have 

first mentioned strength. She shall, therefore, haye a keel of 

solid white oak, extending her length, which shall not be less than 

10x12in. at cemtreboard, and beveled forward and nft to suit shape 

of vessel, the rabbet for garboard being placed near the outside, 

so that she may have asolid back-bone. The frams shall be of 

oak, 2i¢xdin. at keel, and 2!¢x3 at top, not more than 12 or 14 

in. from centres, and each and every of thesa frames securely 
tennoned and balted to keel ; and, in fact, everything appertaining 

to the hull as strong as wood and iron can be pul together; for 

how pleasant for ug to know, when we are lying in our berth below 
in an open harbor, with ony well-tried ground tackle diving into a 

heayy sea, or ‘cracking iton to her” in a hard race, we can ory 
ont, ‘Let her rip, she’s all oak,’ and not feel it were necessary 

to sound tha well. Beware of plank keels and wringing racers, 

We know that a vessel sails by her shape and rig, and that 

“wringing” qualities, however highly landed by builders who aon- 
stroct such yessels, is all bosh! Wo’va been there, and tried it, 

Speed.—In this most important and indispensable particular we 

need experience and practice; and since speed depends greatly 

upon shape, the question is how we shall obtaim that form most 

desired. We ourselyes only know from experience that vessels 

of our length of vastly different. shapss deyelop speed ; sharp yes- 

sels ke tha Vymbus, and sho#l yessela like the Beecher, sail re- 

markably fast and about alike, althongh exactly opposite in shape 

—the Wymbus narrow, the Beecher extremely wideand flat. In 

this consideration I think it best under the circumstances to con- 

sult some party who has besn successful in modeling speedy 
vessels; give him my dimensions, and get best shape his talent 

may suggest. I then have a perfect draught made of this shape, 
and give it and specification to a builder to work from, and in no 

ease the model, ‘The draught alone being given, necessitates the 

vessel being properly laid down, and can be certified; thus you 

can get wi at you wish, not merely an approximation by rule of 
fhumb from amodel. Of course, in getting sucha modal you will 

haye a vessel of character, such as the party fancies most to whom 

youapply. But you may at least console yourself with tha reflea- 
tion that experience will not make a bad failure, and generally a 
success in the desiderata wanted, 

Stability.—Our cruiser being 12 or 13 ft. wido, or néarly one-half 
her length, possesses groat natural stability, besides being assist- 

ed ty depth and ballast low down, But, let us ask, is it well to 
give my cruiser so much width, even if I do wish room on deck? 
Let us, for a moment, glance at our opposite, the vaunted, but as 

yet untried, Muriel. This yessel is about 40ft. water line, 9ft. 
beam, and 7ft. deep—no deck room there, nor below either, ex- 

cept alane. Now, from her shape, necessary from her dimensions, 

she has little stability. In fact, itis probable that without bal. 
last she would roll oyer and sink under spars alone; so she 

depends almost entirely upon ballast for sail-carrying power, and 
to utilize this ballast her angle of inclination must be such that 
you could not stand on desk without holding on even in 3 mode- 
rate breeze. These vessels being dependent greatly upon ballast 

for stability, must necessarily be made to sail upon their sides, 
since inclination is necessary to, utilize ballast ; whereas, in our 

yessel we have width, and therewith natural stability, so that she 

may sail upon her proper lines, and utilize her ballast in moments 

of extra sail pressure. We sail in our yossel standing up like a 

house in our usual southerly breeze, and our lady friend, if aboard, 

may walk our deck if so disposed ; while our cutter friend along- 
side in the same breeze tells their friends aboard, when their fest 

begin to slip and teeth chatter, not to be afraid, as she rolls very 

low before she lifts her ballast, Anditis perfectly sate and theo- 

retically correct, although they seem to haye their doubts about 
the case as they glance toward our oraft, 

Rig.—I adopt the sloop rig in its simplest form, and makeit as 

light ag possible consistent with ample strength, for wilh it T oan 

drive my yessel to windward faster, and shorten sail in one-half 

the time with the same crew, than with the English rig. In fact, 

I regard the cutter rig, with its reefing bowsprit, honsing topmaet, 

and multiplivity of blocks, cringles, eyes, stays, fids, and other 

tackle, as an abomination, inyented by some good Moeglish soul 
simply to furnish aboard Hnglish yachts redundant employment 

for seamen, In fact, cutterrig your craft, go slow and donble 

your crew, and I prophesy that said rig eventually die a natural 
death, except among harbor snilors in these waters. 

Mr. Editor, it was my intention to take you a short trip in this 

ideal cruiser, in company with one of our modified cutters, that 

wecould compare their adaptation to these waters, but I will 

postpone doing so until some future occasion. ConINTHIAN. 

Our correspondent has evidently gone into the question of 

small cruising yachts categorically and with unbiased mind 
in a manner creditable to himself. We regret all the more, 

therefore, our inability to subscribe to his proportions and 
ideas, and request him to follow this line of reasoning. ‘To 
drive his enormously wide and deep boat at fair speed, assum- 
ing for the moment that such were attainable, he will require 
an immense spread of canyas, a necessity which we cannot by 

any means approve, much as ‘' Corinthian” seems to glory in 

the big sails his idéal cruiser will stand upto. On the con. 

trary, does it not betoken higher skill to so model a craft that 
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she can be easily driven and will call for short canvas only ? 
Most certainly, and if we remind ‘' Corinthian” of the fact 
that his design will need an ugly big thing of a boom some 

34feet long and a corresponding mainsail, while a cutter 

model of the same size only, though narrower and longer, 

svould be fitted with a boom and mainsail some 83 per cent, 
smaller, would he not preter toying with the lighter spar ina 

little blow ; and how much less trouble to him, when alone or 
with his man Friday, to hoist, reef, furl and handle the cut- 

ter’s sail than that of his own unwieldy rig? And what ap- 
plies to the mainsail the headsail may equally claim. As to 

the hull, let ‘* Corinthian” lop off three feet beam, put the 
amount in some 6 feet of length, and would not the resulting 

cratt, give vastly more satisfaction than his own broad and 
chubby ship? In the first place, the longer boat would be yery 
much faster under less canvas, especially in a seaway, would 
be vastly much easier in every respect, give yaluable room in 

length for private stateroom or for pantry and W. C., would 

admit of higher freeboard without deteriorating from her 
beauty, for beam and freeboard are incompatible in this 

respect, and would keep crew forward and cabin aft more 

select. Such acraft would walk away from your full-bodied 
frigate in a style that would make ‘‘ Corinthian” wonder, and 
that at a less expense in the time and muscle our beamy friend 
would bhaye to deyote to his little dumpling of a craft, which he 

would find a terribly uneasy and slow affair in rough water. 

The only drawback the cutter represents would be a moder- 

ately greater angle of heel, andfor our part we are always 
willing to put up with this in consideration of her many other 
excellencies. So far as mere cut of canyas is concerned, it ia 
by no means essential to the cutter rig, that the cut of the can- 

yas be asin England. Retain, if you have a mind to, the 

small gaff of the sloop, though nothing is thereby gained, and 

make your tophanger lighter. Eventually you will probably 

come to adopt the cutter style in its entirety, anyhow. The 

multiplicity of gear, which harasses ‘‘ Corinthian,” consists of 

one halliards and a light downhaul. The fore-sheet may be 
worked automatically, We think ‘‘ Corinthian,” when tired 
out and hungry after a hard day’s thrash to windward, would 

be only too happy to let Jack go below and start the supper 

singing on the galley, while he furled sail, and then he would 

appreciate the difference of handling the big duds of his sloop 

and the smaller sails of the cutter. Finally, why cut up his craft 

with an unsightly cock pit, a regular sea catcher and cabin 

damper, dangerous at all times, even in the largest of yachts 

(witness Mohawk) when a flush deck with a wash streak is 
neater, safer and serves all purposes, Wesides giving nearly a 
half more length to the quarters below? If ** Corinthian” ob- 

jects to housing topmast in a dear beat, let him keep his ham- 

per aloft; his neighbor who douses his will show him a clean 
pair of heels. As for ladies aboard ship, ‘‘Corinthian” is proba- 
bly aware of the fact that in England ten ladies go to sea in 
yachts to every one who ventures afloat in America. Wa 

have seen in the much maligned cutter whole families—nurses, 
babies, etc, all included—take to the sea and cruise off sound- 
ings in small craft with a nonchalance which speaks volumes 

for the weatherliness and eruising qualities of the easy form and 

snug rig. However we may differfrom “Corinthian,” his let- 
ter contains much information and bears the stamp of consid- 
erable thought. 

+ 

HOW TWO NATIVES RAN FOUL RIFT. 

Hastoy, Pa., October 9, 1878. 

Bprror Forrst anp Strmag; 
Having been much interested in your severul published commu- 

nications of the canoists who ran the Great Foul Rilt Falls of the 

Deluware, at Belvidere, N. J. I beg to add to the record the ex- 

patience of some natiyes who recently undertook the feat, and 
who, like the remainder of the natiyes, are skeptic of the mile-a- 
minute rn of the Mast Orangeites. Thos. Rinck and Daniel W. 

Snyder are to of the most expert bass fishers of Haston. Their 
accoutrements are the best, and not a week passes in geason but 

their boat-rigged team lands them from ten to fifty miles up the 
stream by daylight to fish the pools to town, and whatever the 

poyerty in luck of other fishers—and there has been a liberal erop 
of it this season—their liye box always samples fine and numerous 

specimens. On the occasion in question Tom and Dan had driyen 
to Bushkill, 86 miles, and reached the Rift with full fifty weight 

of bass in tow. Now, they use an ordinary batteau, and not being 

ambitious of making brilliant rune, usually carry at treacherous 

points ; but this time they were beset at the head of the falls by 
one Gourtright, a one-armed pilot of Belyidere, who ayerred that 

© he knew every rock in the Rift,” and for one dollar would land 

them at the foot of the falls aafe and dry, or no pay. It being 
a sultry day they were readily persuaded by the pilot’s confidence 
to the indolent exhilarations of a safe suil through the rapids, 

yather than the conseryative and fatiguing carry. So our one— 

armed pilot tackled the first or Littles Rift, and in about three 

minutes—or the time that the East Orangeites had run the entire 

rift —he struck a rock not down on his chart; and, the next posi- 

tion, full suddenly, was he on the bottom of the boat, Dan under 
it, and Tom with the worst of it, in the current, tangled in the 

rope of the live box in tow, and the traps afloat on their own hook 

down the rift. They got to shore by swimming, tumbling and 

wading, landing with the boat at the head of the Big Rift. Here 

the chagrined pilot insisted on taking the boat on through, which 

he did safely ; but Tom and Dan preferred to walk. Regarding the 

time of the run they kept no record, but walking at the ordinary 

guit of men cool from « ducking, they reached the foot of the rift 

some two or three minutes uhead of their boat and pilot. They 

pilot their own boat now, find no special difficulty, and make the 

run in from fifteen to eighteen minutes, and with lighter craft 

could muke several minutes better time. They would like to see 

one of the three-minute rung by the foreigners, The official 

i 

———— 

menaurements of the riftd aro: Little Foul Rift, 7CRft,; Great 
Foul Rift, 4,620ft. ; distance from head of Little Ritt to font of 

Great Rift, 134 mile, EB, 
$< 

IS FOUL RIFT DANGEROUS? 

CampRIDGE, Mage., Oct. 15, 1878, 

Epitor Forrest a4np STREAM: 
I noticed, under the signature of ‘‘ Magna'’ (an interesting 

canoe letter), who, aftor portraying the terrors of Wells’ Falls, ex- 
plesses doubt as to the possibility of running said falls, withont 

an accident, ina canoe. I am, nofortunately, ignorant of the dis- 

cussion ag to who was the first to descend the Delaware in a can- 
yas canoe. Waiving all claims to priority, therefore, I would state 
that in Jnly,’77, a friend and myself; in two canvas cances—mada, 
with yery slight differences, after the Mot Ticy pattern—when we 
worked our way up from Easton to Port Jervis, N. J., paddled 

down the Delaware to within a few miles of Philadelphia. Last 

summer, too, after spending some time on the Susquehanna, we 

launched again at Honesdale, on Lackawaxen Creek Paddling 
down that rocky little stveam to its mouth, we found olirselves on 

the Delaware, considerably aboye Port Jeryie. From thence we 
went down the Delaware for the second time, ‘‘ Wellses’’ and all, 

to within a mile or two of our previous stopping place. In sieither 

of these trips did we carry anywhere on the river, andin neither did 

we meet with any accident beyond shipping some water. At 

Wells’ Falls, to be sure, owing to the unavoidable breakers at the 

bottom of the shoot, both of us came through pretty wet, but I 

trust I have shown that the undertaking is not so impossible as 

‘‘Magua” supposes. I must confess, however, that nothing but 
necessity could tempt me to shoot the falls in the open Adirondack 
boat whose unlucky mishap your correspondent so well deseribes. 

: J. 
— 

Four Rirr on tar Drnawarn.—Says a correspondent: 
‘There is no real difficulty in running this rift, and the 
natives smile a little at the feats of the strangers; and _a little 
grave ridicule of one of the many parties who get ducked by 
carelessness will not hurt the canoeistis in general.” Woul 
Rift promises to become historic in the annals of canoeing, 
and to haye shot the rapids wi'l be the Open Sesame to the 
canoeist’s admiration and a passport into the brotherhood of 
the Knights of the Paddle. 

Sea and iver Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER, 

FRESH WATER. 
Black Bass, Micropterius salmoides ; Pike or Pickerel, Fxox luctus. 

M. nigricans, Yullow Pereh, Perce flavescena, 
Muskalonge, £sox nobilior, 

BALT WATER. 
Spanish Mackerel, Qybiwmn macula. 

ten. 
Cero, Cybium reqale. 
Bonito, sarda pelamis, 
Kinglish, Menticirrus nebulosius. 

Sea, Bass, Sciantops ovellatus, 
Striped Bass, Roceus linneatus. 
White Perch, Morone americana, 
Weakfish, Cynoscion reqatis- 
Bluetish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 

Fish 1x MarketT—Reram Prices.—Bass, 20 conts; smolts, 20; 
blnefish, 8; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; weak fish, 10; white 

pereh, 15; Spanish mackerel, 60 ; green turtle, 15; terrapin, per 
doz, $15; halibut, 15; haddock, 6; king fish, 18; codfish, 7 ; 

black fish, 15; flounders, 8; sea bags, 18; eels, [18 ; lobsters, 

8; sheepshead, 18; scallops per gallon, #1; soft clams, 40 to 78; 

white fish, 15; pickerel, 18; salmon trout, 15; hard crabs, per 

100, $2.50. 

Movements of tim Fisnina Frexv.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 59— 
15 from the Banks, 27 from Georges, 14 from the Bay St. 
Lawrence and 8 from Shore mackereling trips, The Bank 
fleet have averaged light fares, 6 vessels bringing 385,000 Ibs. 
codfish, and 9 vessels 170,000 lbs. halibut. Receipts of 
Georges codfish, 270,000 lbs. 3,950 bbls. mackerel have been 
received from the Bay, and 600 bbls. haye been landed by the 
Shore fleet. Mackerel of good quality put in an appearance 
off Thacher’s Island after the storm, and severa) vessels tool 
good fares on Monday, ‘Tuesday and Wednesday.—Cape Ann 
Advertiser, Oct. 18, 

Massacuuserrs—Cohaaset, Oct. 19.—Vishing for smelts has 
been splendid in Weir River, Hingham and Boston Bay. 
High line for one man, 52 doz., at Kimball’s; for two men, 
67 doz, I saw here last weeka large green turtle, about 75 
pounds; did not get him, as I conld not kill him with shot, 
and he would nof put his head out of water, 8. K., Jr. 

Very Lixg A WuAtt.—The fishing schooner Leona, of 
Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, which arrived in Portland 
harbour Saturday morning in tow of the steamtug W. I. 
Scolt, when a few miles off the coast discovered » whale 
floating on the water. It was taken in tow and brought to 
Portland. The Portland Press says the monster js white with 
barnacles, is of the megaptera or hump-backed species, and is 
about eighty feet long, It had a harpoon firmly en:bedded in 
its back, and had evidently died from the effects of the wound. 
Itiga right whale, and will probably be towed to one of the 
jslands and the oil extracted. 

New Yor«,-—Shelter Island, Oct. 19.—Bunker fishing good 
lately, and the factories in full operation. The black-fishing, 
algo, has been good, aud the fish are still plenty, but the cold 
season will soon drive them into the mud. We have had no 
difficulty in catching numbers of them, when we could pro- 
cure fiddler bait, but the fiddlers are getting scarce. 

Isaac. 

—E. H. Howell, of Bath, Steuben Co., N. Y., sends some 
really fine specimens of bass flies which he says are some tied 
by himself, from instructions reecived from your valuable 
book, the “ Sportsman’s Gazetteer.” They ure what I think 
an improvement on the ‘* Fowler,” and we haye had great 
success with them this senson on black bass. A friend of 
amine, the editor of the Allegany Co. Reporter, having caught 
as high as 52 fine fish in one day im Hemlock Lake. 

—John Klaber and Henry Chandler went fishing in Newark 
Bay. In the basket they carried a bottle of whiskey. In at- 
tempting todisentangle his line Chandier ran a hook into 
Klaber’s thumb, Klaber seized the lines and threw them 
overboard. Chandler whacked Klaber over the head with 
the butt end of his fishing rod. Then both clinched and 
tumbled into the water. They were rescued and reconciled. 

? 

E. 3.8 

Vireinra--Richmond, Oct, 19.—Black bass are just be- 
ginning to take the hook in this part of the James. Judge 
Clopton, I. §. Baird, J. W. Bronaugh, Hsqrs., and others 
have caught some very fine ones. All of our fishing is done 
with live bait or troll, none of our fishermen being able to 
use a fly (except to catch tree tops and coat tails). Some of 
your éxperts should come to our State Fair and show us how 
to doit, we would be pleased to see them and would treat 
them well. JAMES River. 

Leesiirg, Oct. 18.—Until to-day the hand-liners haye 
been takiog large strings of Jarge bass, Major Ferguson, 
with fly, has on several occasions taken in about an hour 
a half-dozen averaging two pounds. Wm, B. Clagett, at 
Ault’s, took ten, smallest two pounds, largest five pounds 
eight ounces, the largest taken this season, Ty 

Tennessre—Columina, Oct. 12.—The drought had nearly 
spoiled our fall fishing, but a refreshing rain of this weelc 
saved it, and a party is off for the trout streams next weelr, 
Mr. C., while fishing in the river at this place a few days ago, 
caught two striped bass, the first, it is said, that was ever 
caught here. The usual quantity of catfish, drum and buffa- 
Jo are being caught by river fishermen. VaL. 

Fiorma—Jackaonville, Oct. 18, —We expecta lively winter. 
We are promised a direct lineto Jacksonville from New York. 
The first steamer, the Western Texas, is advertised to sail on 
the 26th. Were to have a first-class new steamer on the 
route between Charleston and Jacksonville. She is reported 
to be very fast, and willleave New York at an early day- 

Au Fresco, 

Belleville, Canada, Oct. 16.—Fishermen report but poor 
takes in the bay as yet, though the catch of white fish has 
been above the average. Van. 

Tnx Barsizss Fist Hoox,—Many of our readers will re- 
member how strenuously Mr, Setl: Green has advocated the 

use of the barbless hook, and how much chaff he has drawn 

upon himself from anglers of the old school and unbelievers. 
Tt seems that Messrs, Aul & Go., of Bloomsburg, Pa., became 

inoculated with his views, and contrived, not merely a hook 
without a barb, but a spring to prevent a fish from getting off 
after he is oncs hooked. Last fall Messrs. Aul sent us speci- 
mens of these hooks, asking our opinion of them, and we 
candidly told them that we took no stock jn the invention. Only 
once or twice since have we heard anything abont the hooks 

until we received, last week, a letter from a Texas friend who 

speaks in hichest praise of them and wishes us to recommend 

them. ‘This of course we donot do; butif any of our readers 

wish to test them it will be easy to procure some samples and 

experiment therewith. Our correspondent recommends Nos, 
Tand 8 for black bass and Nos. 4, Gand 6 for white perch. Ile 

says: 
‘*You have a hook now that will hold your bass. 

jomp out of the water as high as he pleases, shake as he 
wishes, run under logs and rear and scotch and pitch, line 
taut or slack, all to no purpose—he cannot cast the hook.” 

Let him 

Mieratioys or Fisn.—We have repeatedly spoken of fish 
being taken alone the New England coast of late years which 

were formerly wholly unknown there, and supposed ‘neyer to 

move north of Gape Hatteras. The investigations of the U, 

S. Fishery Commission under Prof. Baird, disclose a great deal 
of most valuable informationrespecting the migrations of fishes, 

and no doubt of the causes also of such migrations. Our very 

observant correspondent Concha sends this week some data of 

yalue, altogether corroborative of what has been before stated 
to be ascertained facts. We quote :— 

New BEDrorp, Mass,, Oct, 1, 1875. Vv 
Eprror FoRESs’ AXD STREAM: 
Much has been written regarding the annual and occasional migra- 

tions of fh, but Ittle has as yet been learned regarding them. Some 

forty-five yeara ago T recollect the blueish, then an unknown spevius, 

began to appear, and was called “horse matkerel,” and was reputed 
to be unwholesome. 11 1862, when engaged in seining and netting Inthe 

wuters of New Bedford, 7 assisted in taking alx Spanish mackerel, at 

that time a fish that no marketman or fisherman could name; and 
of which in the sncceeding year more were captured, and on sending 

to New York, brought the, to us, unheard-of price of one dollar per 

pound. The Increase continued for some time, ntl within three years 

hundreds have been taken at a time from the pounds ut Wood's Hole, 
ete. Little more than two years since, a atrange fish with large soales 
was caught here, which no one could name, On sending description 
und azales to Prof. Baird, he at once called it the '* Tarpnm” or “ Jew- 

fish.” ‘his year many have been caught, and it is almosta dally visitor 
jh some one of our fish markets, Two were brought in to-day weighing 

over fifty pounds each. Pompanos are alao getting plenty. and perhaps 

ina few years Jew-fish and pompano will be a regular dish at our 

gummer hotels. Mr. C. 8. Randall caughttwo striped bass weighing 
respectively twenty-five and eighteen pounds, Monday, and sinve the 

atorm of last week qnite large quantities averaging ten pounds each 

have filled our markets, Cod and tautog fishing still good here; scup 
nll gone, ConcHa, 

[The scale of the tarpum resembles translucent enumel on 
all that: part over which other scales Jap ; but the exposed part 

seems frosted with pure silver, so that a freshly caught 
fish resembles an immense mass of silver, We have tarpum 

scales which are as. bright as they were twenty years ago.— 

Ep. F. & 8] 
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CoHASSET NARROWS, July 23, 1578. 
EDGR Fownsy ayy STRHAM: 
_ Cohasset Narrows lie southeasi from Boston fifty-four miles, on the 
Old Colony road, ‘Nuke yonr regular busa tackle, which, if possible, 
sliould consist of iwo rods—one short rod, such as is used for trolling 
in Hell Gate; the other should be longer, much mure pliant, but ati!l 
elrong. For the stont rod I would recommend the uaual large multi- 

plying veel, carrying 600 feet of Cable-lald line for the large buss. The 
other reel, for the Nehter rod, should carry 100 yards of good linen 

line, such as used for Schoo] basa on Harlem River. Procure several 

good gut leaders six feet long, & dozen brook trout hooks (ulso on 
single gut), some small brass swivels, some split buck shot, some 

amall Copper wire, annealed, aud some large trolling hooks, large 

enough to huld & good-sized moss bunker for bait, 20 as to be prepared 
for bineflahing, 

To reach Cohasset Narrows from New York, any of the Sound boats 
gin betaken, ‘The Fall River Line is the most direct, leaylug New 
York at 6 P. M,, and arriving wt the Providence depot at 6 the next 
morning. For titty cents you take a carriage, with your luggage, to 

the Old Colony depat, and buy an excursion ticket for Cohasset 

Narrows for $2.60, Taking the $ 4. M. train—other traing at 11 A. a. 
and 4 P, M.—you arrive at your destination 10:174, mM. At Cohasset 

Natrows yon can usually get comfortable quarters at Parker's, near 

the depot, At Cohassef Narrows the train breaks up, one part going 
to Provincetown, the end of Oape Cod, the other to Wood’s Hole, for 
Martha's Vineyard, Oak Biuifs hid Nantucket, 

Your ishing ground is on the railroad bridge, which crosses the 

Nurrows 8 few rods irom your hotel and the raiload depot. Tue tide, 
golng elther way, runs wilh great rapidity through the bridge, and you 

lake fish m both tides, On this bridge, which tw not high, you fish 
from 4 comfortable standing place, Yuu will notice most of the fisher- 

men using 4 light rod with # six-foot leader attached to the line, with a 

small swivel, and a amall hook baited with twoshrimps, On their 
leaders they haye two split shot about two feet apart, You hovk one 
shiner from the under, ard part of the tail, through the length of the 

entire body, covering the shank of the hook; the other shrimp hooked 

from the middle (under part) of the body through the head, entirely 
covering the hovk sad lapping the other shrimp. You willl uud each 

iisheriman provided with a base of shrimp, from whith he oeca- 

Hlonally lakes & handfal and drops them over the edge of the bridge, 
following these shrimp with lis houk until if reaches some eddy, 
Alter a short time you oight to strike a bass weighing from one 10 six 

pounds or upward. ‘The fish once struck, you proceed tw Walk toward 

the shore, wheré you land him, keeping the spring of the rod on the 

fish. Jie Hathawsy’s services can be obtained for a dollars duy, 

which includes bult ang the fish taken during the day, and the use of 

his figh car, keeping the Ush alive. 

Should you wish to fish in any of the ponds that abound in this viein- 
ity, wlilch are full of black bass and opher fish, £ think Mr, Hatitaway, 

r., could be In(iuced fora reasonable consideration to take you to thesa 

pouds with his horse and comfortuble wagon, 

For the Jarger striped bass you use your stout roi und your strong 

hook, balted with an eel or # menhaden, The larger ish are tuken 
ofvener at night, and ran Trom twenty ponnds and upward. When the 

tide is going out you can take your stout rod, aia with your strong 

hook atlached to your line, with a swivel and copper, or otherwise 

baited with any kind of iish, you try for blueish, and you find rare 

sport; for a blue fish of ten pounds weight on a rod, with plenty of 
room, is sport indeed, Bluefish are taken eyery day fron three to 

wwelye pounds, and perhaps larger, but J took a number of eigiit- 
pounds welght. 

Should you tire of fiehing youcandoasI did: takearun down to 
Provincetown and you wlll be paid for your trip, Should you wish to 
go out in the bay—for Cohasset Narrows is the extension of Buzzards’ 
BHay—you can get a good boat And Kipper for # reasonable price and 

fish for bineflah, or anchor Tor squéeteague or weakiish, rock bass, ete, 
You can get an excellent boat from Mr. Smalley, THe Doaror. 

We regret that this letter was not published when written 

last July, as its appearance then would have been more 

timely, Its omission was an oyersight.—Ep, F. & 8. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

No Notices Taken of Anonymous Communiontions. 

A. B., Phila —See answer to T. C. 8, in this column, 

H. J. d., Philadelphia.—We would not advocate breeding from a dog 
and biich of the same litter. 

H.D. K., Passaic, N. J.—William Perking, of London, Eng., made 

one mile in 6:23, in June 1876. 

W. F, P., Lexington, Va.—The prepared food for goldtish 1s a water 
ofrice. Can be obtained Irom Greenwood, 1144 College Place; Bagot, 
31 Falton st,, and probably from any drug store. 

F, H. &, Stoneham, Warren Co, Pa,—What is the name of the bird 

Isend you? Wave never seen ove like it in this vicinity before. Ans, 

Tt is the ordinary Virginia rail (Rallus virginiante), 

G, 8., New Castle, Del,—! shot at a 30-inch circle, 45 yards, wilh 23 

drachms of common powder, 144 ov, of No. 8 shot, and it put within 

the elrele 240 pellets. Aus. Remarkably good, 

J. P, H,, Boston.—Can you inform meif any No. 8 cartridges for 
breech-loaders are made in this country, and if so where they are to be 

procured? Ans, There are none made in this country. 

CATAMARAN, Mobile, Ala.—Working plans of either a Herreshoit, or 
home-made double-hull bout will be sentyou upon receipt of $4 each, 

or $7 for both. This includes speciivations, rig and instructions, 

N i? k&,—The Remingtons, Parkers, and others sell an excel- 
lent gun for about $45, which we think will answer your purpose. 

Sometimes 2 second-hand gun of superior quality can be bought ata 

low figure, 

J. W., Le Roy,—ts deer shooting prohibited in Pennsylvania, and for 
howlong? Ans. Open season Ovt.1toDec, 16. Act passed May, 1878. 
In Pike Connty deer shooting is prohibited for three years from Ist duy 

of October, 1873. 

J, K.8., Phila.—Can you let me know the title of the book written by 
the Duke Alexis on his return home after hia first visit, and where can 

Tobtaina copy? Ans, We do not believo that any such book was 

written, or, if at all, for general circulation, 

G. F. L., Bridgepori,—Can you give me or refer meé to the source 

from which I cat obtain the description of the operation of removing 

tbe ovaries from pups? Ans, You will find the information you want 

in No. 28, Vol. VILL. of this journal, issue of June 28, 1877. 

H. F. 'T., Concord.—Please give me the name of some cheap book on 

breech-loading sllotgune, and how to load them, ete.2 Ans, W. W.. 

G@reener’s Modern Chooke Bore” and “ Breech-Louders,” by Gloan, 
axe good books, ‘The lrst costs g8.00," We van seid them to you, 

=P 

| dudge Caton's buok on the" Autelape and Dee) of America,” 

T. D. MGA,, Middletown. 0.—\Where can I vet a hunting boot that Ja 
Jight and easy to the feet bat ia waterproof, except rubber? Ans, We 

have heard the hunting boot made by Thomson & Son, whose adyer- 

LseMent Appears in aother column, spoken highly of. The alligator 
akin boots, also advertised, are good, 

G, A. I'., Ripon, Wis.—Would you be so kind as to let mo know the 
Brice of Wilsot snipe on the Tt inst.? Isent folrdozen to Knapp & 

Van Noatrand, They quote them al $1.76 psr dozen, Ja that correct 2 

T see that they have been all along qaotel In your paper at 3%. Ans, 
We give the selling and mot the buying p. ices, 

G, B., Jr., Bast Orange, N. J.—I have a 12 gauge gun welghing 83¢ 

tbs, Will you please inform me what is the correct load for it in quail 
shooting, and what size shot; also, best way to load for ducks? Ans, 

For quails, 344 drs. powder, 14) 0%. No. ? shot, or No. 8 late in the 

Season; for ducks, 4 drs. powder, 14¢ oz. No. 4 shot. 

C. F. 1, Landsowne,—t have a mustitf puppy aged three months that 

has dew claws. Will you kindly iiform me when itis best to out them 
of and how? Ans, Th should be done immedlately. Use a pair of 

Sliarp scissors; after dividing the skin draw the \lew claw to one side 

before detaching it, so that te skin may afterwards cover the wound. 

B., Hast Jaifrey,—The actions of the two guns mentioned are xbont 
equal in durabillty and safety. A 12-gange, 40-in., 84¢ 1bs., right barrel 
Moderate choke, left Tull choke, would be a serviceable gun far general 

shooting, Wire cartridges and buck shot shold not be used in any- 

thing except a cylinder bore. Many choke-bores have been rulnéd by 
forgetting this role, 

W. H. A., New Bedford.—t want to ask your opinion as to the trap- 
Png in the Dismal Swamp, and |f there are any beaver in the vicinity 
of Lake Drommond, and if it would bé practicable to go from Norfolk 

ina bont large enough to live in through the winter? Ans, Bears, pau- 

ther, deer, voons, otters, ete. Wo are tot sure alout beaver. You can 

fit out at Norfolk with everythiog you require. 

T. M. G,, Woodstook, Ohio.—l want to bny a good gun: 1, Gan T do 

better, all things considered, than the Parker; my shooting is almost, 

exclusively ducks und quail; am thinking of a 10-Ib., No, 10, full 

choke? 2. CanT do better in cholee for my kind of shooling? Ana. 1, 

An excellent gun. 2. A 7}4 or 8-Ih., 12-gauge gun would be better for 

quail and general sliooilog; 10-bore for ducks. 

J. M. F.—I have a Gordon setter pnppy 4 months old. His forelegs 

Taye become bowed and the upper joints seem to turn out, while the 

lower joints wobble sideways in a terribly awkward manner, Ans. 

Your puppy has the rickets," You can do nothing forhim. By care- 

ful feeding and attentlon the bending of the legs and the enlarged 

juints may disappear, but the shances are against it. 

F, P, R, Princeton, Me.—Where can I purchase a hound suitatile for 

eer hunting in our Maine forests? What 1s the best dog for partridge? 

Ans, Breeders of hounds from whom you might get what you want 

are: Isase Welghel, Rochester, N. Y.; 1. M. Wooden, same place; 

Howard & Benhati, Glen Coye, N, Y. A small sized setter makes 

a good pariridge (ruffed grouse) dog, but should be braken on these 
birds. 

G. I. P., Saginaw, Mich.—I'or a thonsand miles ride what make of 

saddle If the best? Ans, The Hureka (Cal.) saddle ig what Texas Jack 

nses. He says the best man io ask is Peralto. There is a most excel- 

lent saddle made at Anstin, Texas, The McLellan saddle is the best 

eusily available. It depends whether you ridé on prairie or moun- 

(ain what suddie is the best, You want high horn and ecantle for 
mountains. 

Taney Hunter, Providence, R, 1.—What Is the proper charge of 

Dittmar powder fora 7 pound 14 cal. muzzile-loading shot-gun? Also 

fora 10 pontd 10 cal, ditto, and also fur a 7 pound 12 en), breech-loader 

fur quatl and ducks? Where and at what price can I obtain it? Ans, 

For the No. 14.4 dts. by measure; for the No, 12, 814 drs. by measure, 

and for the No, 10, 4drs. by measure, The powder can be had from I, 

C, Squires, No, 1 Cortlandt at., this city ; price $1 per can, 

L. BR. R,, Lebanon, Cr.—t. 14a gun, 12 gatige 30 inch barrels $¥¢ Ibs, 

left barrel choke and right barrel modified choke, adapted forshooting 

quail, ducks, squirrel, hare, ete.? 2. What food 1s best for young dogs? 

3. Of what does the * Sportsmen’s Gazetteer” treat? 4, Will Sturte- 

yant*s moyeable-anyil shell fit the Parkergun? Ans. 1, Yes. 2 

Scraps from the table, 3 Itis an encyclopeedia of sport, treating of 

shocting, fishing, natural history, dogs, resorts for sportsmen, etc., etc. 

4 Yes, 

A. W., Nashus, N. H.—On the second day uf July last, at Lake Win- 

nipissaukee, N. H., ye put an eel weighing about three pounds Into a 
box sunkin the lake, size 30 inehes long, 24 deep, 20 wide, with just 

opening enough to let the waterin. On Oct. 4 we found the cel alive 

aniin good condition. It had nob one particle of food in the time. 

Ans. Your el might live to be a Vethu-alah among his kindred, under 

such ailentive care. No doubthe found plenty of food in the water 

that howed through the box. 

X. O, D., Attica, N, Y.—l. I have a Moore & Co. 10 bore gun, 30in, 

barrels, 93¢ Ihs., Damascus steel, et. Is the make a good one? 2. 
Ihave made the following targets, using 314 drs. powder, 14 oz. No. 10 

shut, af a 80in, circle. Are they fair targets? 3. What would be 

& good target at 40yds.? What loadiog would give the best results? 

Ans. 1, Yes, lf the gunis a genuine one. 2. As there are 1,027 pellets 

in 1}¢ 0%. No. 10 shot the targets are filr, $§. About 600 pellets. 
4, 4 drs, powder, 147 oz. shot. 

1, W. B,, Danville, Pu,—I am the owner of a white Gordon gyp, yery 
finely bred, and of pure blood. A irlend of mime owns a blavk and tan 

Gordon dog, and claims there are no Gordon dogs except the black and 
tan with strip of white down the breast, Howisit? Ang. Your friend 

is wrong, ‘There ara * Gordon” dogs with even a preponderance of 
white. At English dog shows there is no classiiication for ‘* Gordon” 

dogs, but ove for black and tans,” and a pure Gordon might have to 

go In the Bnglish setter class, 

A.W, W., Toledo.—Yacht racing ts governed In Hugland by a regu- 
lar ofticlal set of rules devised by the Yacht Racing Association, an or- 

ganization similar to our National Association of Amateur Oaramen, 
Tn America each club issues its own rules ; but with trifling exceptions ' 

they correspond to those abroad and to the Rales of the Roaid of the 
government. You will find the pith of these in “ Hallock’s Club List,” 

LTice 50 cents, for sale at this offlee; or can order yolla book ol the 

Yacht Racing Assoctation from #ngland tipon receipt of 75 cents, 

G. L. d,, Ausable Forks, Easex Co,, N, ¥.—1. Is the Moore (London) 

muzzle-loading shotgun (D. 2.) reliable? 4% Whatis the proper load 

for gald gun, 12 bore? 38. Is the foliowing a Tair pattern with aboye 
£on: With 3 drs. powder, 1 0z. No, Ssliot; distance 40yda,, 161 pellets 

in 20in. target? Ans, 1, When Moore wis alive his guns were second 
to none. Tt is the chstom iow tostamp many trade guns with his 
name, 2, You donot give the weightofyour gan. Tt may be anything 
from alx pounds to ten, and the charge would yary accordingly. 3. Yea 

| better than fair, 

TAMES.—Honghton, Osgoo & (os.of Boston, are {he publishers of 
_ _ — — 

HS, Drle, Pa—Doves all Dittmar powder loge ita strength after heing 
loaded fh white? 1 Joudeu some shells with it {ust Tine; i shootin 
‘them last week af a board feneeé the shot would rattle off like hail, 
muking no penettatlon. Ans, If you had re-reamed your shells they 
would probably have done ag well ag at first With this powder tvery- 
thing depends upon loading; the wad must ft snug upon the powder, 
and In old shells they very likely work Ioode. Remove the shot from 
some of your cartridges, press the wads lirmly down, and try them, and 
let us Enow tlie result; 

J, W. B., Boston, Masé.—Please tell me how to fan buekskin Sot will 
be snitahle for clothing? Aus. Botksking are made by ribbing off 
We halr while the skin is fresh, or after soaking in a weak lye; then 
dress witli the brains of any antmal, by mashing them into a paste with 
hot water, which rob thoroughly into the fleah side, and then hang up 
the skin todry, Ajum and k#alt wre yery good, though care abould be 
Taken not th se too much Balt, as it causes the skin afterward to ab— 
sorb moisture foo readily, Smoking the skin after dres-lnog gives 
it a (ine yelyet {nish 

M. B.E., Montgomery, Ala.—T have w pointer pip 12 mos. old, whose 
eyes are Infamed and running water; he also has pa breaking oat of 
yellow splotches on his belly on the right side next to his hind leg; his 
appetite continues good uptillnow, Ans, Your description of the 
symptoms is too indefinite. Tha dog probably wants an alteratlye, 
We should give him a pill composait of podophiyiiin, +9 £0. >; compoond 
rhubarb pill 8 gra. Mix and give once or twice a week, If the break- 
ing ont extends, give him six drops Fowler’s Solution of Arsenite twite 
a. day for a week or ten days. 

lr. W. A., Knoxville, Tena —What is the proper distance to handicap a No. 10 gun over a No, 12 st glass balls trom single {rap af 18 yards 
rise? The Long Island rates at birds, 16 Tam not mistaken, handieup 
three yards at 21 yards rise. Some of our shots here claim {hat if both 
gung are loaded with 1)¢ oz. shot each, that the No. 10 gun has no ad 
vantage, Ans, Where eqnal charges of both powder and shot are tised 
the 10-gange gnn hasno sdvantage, and should not be hawdleapped. 
When the charge of powder is ualimited the 10 gatize gun, being pre- 
sumably heavier, should be put back three yards, Ip ig assume! that 
the charge of shot is limited to 14y oz, 

E, L, F., Baton Ronge, La,—l. Where oan I get shells for a hunting 
rifle loaded with Dittmar powder, Can such shells be bought loaded 
with Dittmar, und do they cost any more than the black powder shell? 
2, There is a cartridge made for a sporting rifle 50 cal, 100 2rd. powder 

and473 lead. What make of rifle tukes this cartridge? It is the hect 
charge and cal. 'y¢seenin an Amerivanrifie for killing zame, but 
would you not consider the recoll tremendous? Ans, 1. You will uve 
to load them yourself. Cost somewhat more, 2. The heavy curtridges 
are no doubt for the Sharps buffalorife. With a weight of 14 ponnds 
in the rifle the recoll ls not very great. 

A. M. C., Tth Regt—What game ls tobe found in {he vitinity of 
Laramie, Wyoming Territory, 8iy around the watera of the Laramie 

and Little Laramie rivers? JT Intend to setile there in the spring, and 
wish to know what guna to chouse? Ans, Deer of two Kinds, elk, 
antelope, bears, Mountain sheep, Mountain lions, geese, sandhill cranes, 
lacks, Shipe, onrlew, frout In the Black Hills streams, pike, perch, eal- 
fish, suckers, boll heads, are &}) contained within the tinits of Laramie 

County. For full hintson mountain shooting, choice of guns, game 
resorts, ef¢ , see Hallock’s ‘Sportaman's Gazetteer.” 

T. ©. 8,—My pup thrée months old thraws up food as soon ag eaten, 
What is the matter? Nose good and does not get overfed 71s getting 
thin. If he has worms what is the dose of areca nut fo give him? Ans, 
Probably worms. The dose of areca nut Is2 gra. for each pound the 

dog weighs, to be given fasting and followed in a few honrs by a dose 
of castor oil. We should prefer, however, giving him one grain of 
santonine for three successive days, Itls possible your Puppy has 

slight Inflammation ofthe stomach. A teaspoonful of castor ol with 
three of four drops of landanum in it might relieve him, 

VE. &., N. ¥.—1, Will fine powder in shot-eun acatter the shot more 
than courser powder when the shot is propelled by latter with same 

force? 2. Having proved the proper quantity of time powder to nse does 
it require more of coarse grain fo gétthe same penetration? 3. Ts 

there less recoil with coarse powder where equal panetration ia ob- 

tained? Ans, 1. Wenre inclined to think that from the quleker igui- 

Mon the shot would be scattered more with fine powder than with 

coarse, The fact could be easily determined by experiment, 2. It would 

probably require more by measure. %. Yes, owingto the Iguition being 
more gradual; or rather the recoil would probably be felt less, 

A. A., N. Y.—We can only infer from your description that-your dog 
has something like paralysis, caused perhaps by overfeeding. We 

wou'd pugwest to you to bathe his legs with a liniment composed of 

landanum, liquid ammonia, sptrits of turpentine and Loup liniment, of 

each }4 0z., Huxed, The only internal \reatment we can auggeat is the 

following somewhat enpirical one, but which has been found efica- 
cious in many cases: Score a red herring with a knife, and well rub 

in 2 drs. nltre; give every morning on an empty stomach, and keep the 

dog without other food for two hours after. Vigorous hand rubbing 
may relieve him, 

Jd. W. P., Chillicothe, O,—1, Is Wm. Moore, London, cousidered 

areliabla maker of double-barreled breech-loaders? 2, What is the 

reputation of Wrancotle and other French makers? 8, Of the names 
just mentioned whose gun would you choose, everything vonsidered 7 

4. Would an § lbs., 12 bore be suitable for upland shooting and an occa- 
sional duck shot? Ans, 1, As Wm. Moore died abont the time braech- 

loaders Gume to yogue, he can hardly be considered a gouil maker of 
them at the presentday. 2 We have had no experience with French 
brecch-loaders, The old Lefauchaux was father of them all, tut we do 
no} Know if they are at present made, 8. We should prefer an Hnoglish 

maker, 4. Yes, 

‘TAR HEEL, Wilmington, N, C.—1. Will the nge of Fowler's Solution 

(5 to 10 drops three times a day) so alfect a dog ax to lessen lls capacity 
for work during time medicineis giyen? 2, Would you advise the use 

of any externalremedy in convection with the solution for surfeit or 

mange? 8, Will 10 drops three times a day produce nausea and cone 

gestion of the syea? Ans, 1, Probably nof, but a dog requiring madi 

cine of any kind shonld not be worked hard, but given only moderate 
exercise. 2. For mange we would, but not for aurfeit beyond a good 

washing with Spratt's soap. 3. Yes, and is altogether too much; for 

an ordinary dog 8 drops twice a duy is plenty; In a bad ease it, could he 
gradually increased to 10 or even 12. 

een) 

TNgurreEr, Huntingdon, Tenn.—l. What variety of foxes nro natives 

of Europe? 2. When and by whom were the first red foxes imported 
into America? 8, Is the common gray fox a’natlveof Amerten? 4. 

How many d fferent species of the fox have we in America? 6. Where 

is the black and where Is the silyer fox tobe found? Ans, 1. Thered 
fox ( Vulpes vulgaris) and the Arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus). 2. If intro~ 

duced at ull—a matter about which there seems lo be some doubt— 

about the middle of the eighteenth century, 3, Yes. 4. Six species, 

! besides several varieties. 5. Black fox and silver fox are synonymous 

3 terms, The black fox is a variety of the red fox, und may ba fount 7 
= wherever that species abounds. It is perhaps most often taken in the 

f Arctic regions, but is, of course, extremely rare, 
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New Dimecr Sreamsnir Linz rrom New Yorr ro Jaok- 
SONVILLE.—The Jacksonville Yacht Club, the Artillery Com- 

_ pany and ihe City Council of Jacksonville, Florida, have ar- 
Tanged a suitable reception for the first incoming vessel of 

Mallory’s new steamsbip line from New York to Jacksonville 

direct. Her name is the Western Texas, and she will probably 

sail on the 30th inst. The officers of the vessel will be en- 
tertained by the Yacht Club at their club-house. This line 

will diubtless prove to be most serviceable to sportsmen 
going to Florida, as they can ship their boats, dogs, decoys, 

tents and other impedimenta direct and cheaply. Ammuni- 
tion, fixcd and loose, can be obtained at Pitman’s in Jackson- 

yille as cheaply as anywhere at the North, and carefully se- 
lected to suit the game to befound there. He is supplied by 
Schuyler, Haitley & Graham, of this city. 

i ———___—__—. 

—The Delevan House, at Albany is the favorite stopping 

place of sportsmen returning from the North Woods, The 
Messrs. Leland are the kind of gentlemen that sportsmen like 
to meet. The reputation of this house is founded upon its 
liberal management, exctJlent cuisine and the constant efforts 
of both Messrs. Chas. H. and Warren F. Leland to make their 
guests comfortable and satisfied. Their latest enterprise is 
the manufacture of their own gas from crude petroleum, by 

what is known as the ‘‘ Hanlon Process.” This gasis of fully 
double the illuminating power of ordinary coal gas at about 
one-fourth the cost. Del. 
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Dvor SHoorine ar NiaGara Fauts.—A correspondent in 

our game column to-day gives some interesting facts about 

shooting ducks in the preat gorge below Niagara Falls, where 

they become bewildered by the noise and the spray. 
+ 2 

—A poultice of )iuised peach leaves, applied twice a day, 
ig said to be a magic cure for wounds of nails in the feet of 
“man or beast. 

N the 19th inst. there sailed from the Canadian shore the 
most popular representative that Great Britain has 

eyer sent to one of her dependencies. With great executive 
ability Lord Dufferin possessed in an eminent degree the rare 

faculty of making himself universally beloved and respected 

by the peaple over whom he was sent to rule. Probably the 
freat secret of his success was that, coupled with his inti- 

mate knowledge of men, he possessed in a remarkable degree 
a versatility that. makes him at onéé author, statesmen, trav- 

eler and sportsman, together with a sympathetic tempera- 

ment and the faculty of attracting popularity, while retain- 

ing all the dignity attendant upon his rank and official posi- 

tion. We think it was in 1859 that a pleasant book, bearing 

the title of ‘‘Letters from High Latitudes,” appeared with 
Lord Dufferin's name attached as author, and immediately 

achieved great popularity. The book was a gossippy narra- 

tive, describing a yachting expedition to Iceland and Jan 

Meyen, but the account was so graphic and the story so well 
told that it stamped the author as a man of no ordinary 
genius or capability. To us who were so familiar with this 

book in those days, and who had watched his career with in- 

terest, it seemed as though an old friend had been appointed 

when, in 1872, the Gladstone administration nominated him 
as Governor-General of Canada. 

Lord Dufferin’s success in Canada was immediate and 
thorough. The people loyed him none the less that he identi- 

fied himself with their lives, their pursuits and their amuse- 

ments, while the country recognized his policy of government 

as one which was to, and did, harmonize party dissensions 

and confer great and lasting benefits, Leaving Canada as 

he did with the good will of all, was evidence of the tact and 
skill with which he had governed. 

In his capacity as sportsman and traveler Lord Dufferin 

commands our highest admiration. As the former, he has 

tracked the moose through the pathless forests of Manitoba, 

and has caught the lordly salmon in the river which he rented 

for his personal use, but which he was always ready to place 
at the service of his friends. His wife, the Countess, is also 

an expert with the salmon rod and, we believe, with the rifle. 
During his term of office Lord Dufferin visited every portion 

of the Dominion from Prince Edward's Island to British Co- 

lumbia, and made himself |horonghly acquainted with the 

products and peculiarities of each province and with the 
wants of the people, Everywhere he met with the same 

hearty reception and endeared himself to the people. His 
social qualities added largely to his popularity. His lavish 

hospitality and the splendid entertainments giyen at Rideau 

Hall were in strong contrast with the mode of life of his pre- 
decessor in office, and established a court which brought back 
to the memories of those of the ancient vegime the splendors 

of the days of the old French governors, Almost a cosmo- 

politan himself, Lord Dufferin was well calculated to meet 

the peculiarities of Canadian society, and during his first 
winter became proficient in curling, snow-shoeing, skating 

and tobaganing, He was also, we are happy to say, a reader 

of Forest anp SrreaM, as are many of the highest officials 
of Canada. It will be long before the Dominion will again 

have so popular a Governor, and as the steamer which bears 

him home plows its way through the waters, thousands of 

hearty God-speeds follow her and her precious freight. 
en 

IS THE SLOOP SEAWORTHY ? 

‘¢ TS it not really a shame that even our largest sloops cannot 
make & match at sea?” ‘This was the remark of a gen- 

tleman, made within our hearing, upon reading the report of 

the recent attempt of Vision and Gracie, two sixty ton sloops, 
to test their sailing qualities ic a slashing breeze and sea. 

Their object was praiseworthy enough, but to any one ac- 

quainted with rough-water sailing, and the requirements of a 

thoroughly capable sea boat, the probabilities of successfully 

accomplishing a twenty-mile course dead to windward and 

return, in a tumble of a sea outside the Hook, looked problem- 
atical enough. However, the sloops in question put in an ap- 

pearance after a full overhauling and as thorough preparations 
for the rough weather expected as shipearpenters, riggers and 

skippers knew how. When they found a single reef-breeze 
and a moderately steep sea awaiting them it turned ont a rather 

discomfiting experience, as they learned that no amount of 

preparation and care could possibly atone for a radically faulty 
model and madequate rig for the work the eraft were to be 
put through. Hardly had the sloops settled down to their 

task, when away went Gracze's iron work, and spare blocks 
being a scarcity abroad, the boatswain’s locker evidently hay- 
ing been poorly Jooked after, it became unfortunately a matter 

of necessity to ease off for home. This was to be regretted, 
as her excess of depth and what meagre claims she possessed 

in a very moderate degree to being considered good at outside 

work, never eyen bad a chance of coming into play. 
But if Gracie was thus early out of the match and bound 

for the doctor’s shop, Vision had all the better show, and one 

might have expected that under easy canvas she would have 

readily made the course. However, her unseaworthy model 
and rig proved a much more serious obstacle than Gracie. 

Of course there was some sea on, but nothing like what those 
aboard this smooth-water crack imagined ; nor was there any- 
thing in the weather to justify the notion that the sloop ‘‘ was 
too small” for the work cut out. Imagine an English 60 ** too 

small” for a single-reef breeze! Such a craft across the seas 

‘ would goon be cut up for firewood. Vision wentat it in 

[34 
headway. Talk of cutters being diving bells, we never saw 
one take such solid water aboard &s did this sloop. To watch 
her labor was almost painful, and ere long it became evidently 

A question of time when something had to give way, Finally 
she put around, uvable to stand it any longer and with a free 

shoet was scudded for shelter, her bowsprit gone close to the 
knightheads, and this in spite of bobstays as numerous as the 
Strings on Erin’s harp. 

Such is the record of our two largest sloops in their latest 
venture in open water, & repetition of many a similar one be- 
fore, fraught with like results. To characterize Vision's per- 

formance in this and other such miscarried attempts to keep 

the sea, in the mildest term, is to call it farcical. The exhibi- 
tions in rough water of this and other sloops—for Vision is, 
after all, a representative of the smooth-water racer—would 
be disappointing in the extreme were it not for the hope they 

instill that sooner or latter the crying shortcomings of our 

~present style of craft will lead—force, we should say—yachts- 
Imen into a course more creditable to themselves and their 

craft and more in consonance with the higher aims of the 
sport, 

Strange that among the larger sloops progress in direction 
of the snug cutter-rig should be so slow, a good deal like a fly 
backing out of a molasses jug; first one leg, then the other, 
and so on. When Vision came out she cruised in the sloop- 
Tig in all its primitive clumsiness and Jubberly unhandiness, 

Then we see a housing topmast shipped aloft in place of the 
hideous broom-handle pole of the oyster smack, and this sea- 
son still another step in advance : her big jib cut up into fore- 

sail and jib, as it should have been the first day she left the 

ways. Is it too much to expect that after all the exasperating 
disappointments, with her and others of the kind, with so 
many slips between the cup and the lip, we may see them out 
next spriug with & running stick over their nose and shifting 

jibs, so much preferable to the heavy standing spars now in 
vogue, without particular aim, hampering und dangerous in 

spite of multitudinous bobstays? With a running bowsprit 
Vision could haye made the course in her match with Gracia 
and would have landed a fine piece of silverware for her en- 
terprising owners with safety, perhaps, even if not with com- 

fort or speed. Change your rig to the cutter, go to sea, and 
an abler model will very soon follow, 
+ 

Supstirvres Yor Ourrenoy.—In certain sections of the 
United States and Canada coin and currency are very scarce, 

and many substitutes are used in barter and traffic. For in- 
stance, in the mining regions bags of gold dust are used ; in 

the fur bearing districts, beaver pelts; on the coasts of Labra- 

dor and Newfoundland, fresh, pickled and smoked salmon, 

mackerel, cod oil and seal skins; on the plains, buffalo robes, 

ponies and beads; in East Tennessee, bars of iron; in Maine, 
bunches of shingles, called cedar coin. To illustrate—i gal_ 
lon of cod oil equals 50 cents; 2 gallons, 1 fresh salmon; 8 

salmon, 1 barrel of mackerel ; or 1 beaver peltis $1; 8 pelts, 

1 buffalo robe; 2 robes, 1 pony; 4 ponies, 1 squaw. And 

the same with the other substitutes specified. The natives 

adapt themselves to the necessities of the case and the hour, 
although indifferent to greenback or flat money arguments 
and squabbles. 

eo 

Traiyep Horses.—No better example of the extent to 
which the natural intelligence of the horse may be carried by 
tuition and careful training can be found than in the exhibi- 
tion at the Aquarium in this city, Here are nearly a dozen 
horses, all thoroughbreds from the best stables of Kentucky, 
who, in the short space of five months, haye been taught the 

most difficult tricks. The credit of this experiment is due to 
Messrs. Reiche Brothers, proprietors of the Aquarium, who 
sent to Kentucky, with carte blanche to buy what he pleased, 
Mr. Oscar, who will be remembered as the exhibitor of the 
trained Trakene Stallions when they first appeared with Bar- 

num's circus. The horses being purchased and brought here, 
they were taken to Coney Island and trained. ‘They are well 
worth & visit. 

Trained horses are the rage now. With Barnum’s ‘' Great- 

est Show on Earth,” now at Gilmore’s Garden, there are 
some fifteen or twenty trained stallions. A feat which at- 
tracted much attention when it was first brought out in Parjg 

—Count Pattrizio catches with his hands a cannon ball asitia 
fired from a veritable cannon. Fish, the champion bare-back 

rider of the world, is also with the Barnum troupe, and, from 
the crowds which visit the Garden nightly, it would seem as 

though Mr. Barnum’s high-sounding title for his show was 
warranted. 
$+ 

OoropeR on Lone Istanp.—Let none of our readers ne- 
glect to read the beautifully descriptive idyl of the now yen- 

erable Isaac McLellan, which appears in our issue this week, 

The writer’s style is similar to Whittier’s, while nothing could 

be more literally true to nature than his marvelous word 
painting. Besides, each of his poems contains more informa- 

tion of the habits of creatures and animate objects than some 

volumes of natural history do. 
eS eee 

—The Poultry World, of Hartford, Vi., is publishing some 
exquisitely colored lithographs of domestic fowls of all breeds, 
The set will well repay the trifling cost of purchase, 

Se ee ee 

—And pretty soon we shall begin to hear of the Eddys’on 
Light-honse on this side of the Atlantic! 



ap: 
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drowning, the country lying low, with only a few 
‘small elevators. The poor creatures crowded to these until, 
asa local paper expresses it, *' the dead were five and six 
deep all over the islands, and the living struggling over the 
dead.” 

_ al tw 
—We are pleased to state thal one of our substantial adver- 

tising firms, the Messrs, Herring & Oo., manufacturers of 
celebrated safes, haye just recerved notice that they have been 
awarded the first prize at the Paris Exposition. 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Suppremenran to “ Doys-Snootine i Centrat Kexruory,” 

Sranrorp, Ky., Oct, 12, 1878, 
Eprror Forest snp STREAM: 
Tam not advised as tothe origin of the truism that ‘honeaty 

is the best policy,” but am keenly alive to the truth that “‘ an 
honest confession is good for a guilly conscience,” as is in- 
tended to be shown in the sequel. Whe offense being grave 
we must be indulgence in prolixity of details. Lancaster 
justly claims a greater number of accomplished sportsmen, 
more fine guns, dogs and fishing tackle than any blucgrass 
town of its population, and necessarilly more good fellows, 
though neiehboring towns yield only to numerical superiority. 

The terms * professor” and ‘‘slatherer’? are of Lancaster 
origin, but do not require definition, There are many pro- 
fessors in the Lancaster catalogue of sportsmen, and a noisy 
demonstration of game law enforcement ig conmon. 
ally loud were afew of the most accomplished professors in 
condemnation and persecution of a brace of juvenile shots ac- 
cused of shooting quail out of season, but # joint warrant 
failed of conviction. Assured that they could not be twice 
tried for the satne offense the children confessed, and haying 
been slightly squeezed by the retributive sieel-trap, they were 
on the alert for the inveiglement of a few of the sly old foxes, 
the professors. 

That dove-shootiug party was composed of five of Lancas- 
ter's ablest professors, and the undersigned ‘‘slatherer” from 
her sister town, and suspicious that a few quails must neces- 
sarily have been included in the count to run the score up to 
179, were supported by Huftman’s valet confessing that he 
saw feathers which could not have been plucked from doves, 
and by Smalley’s evasive defence of Jim Burnside (** Old 
Crafiy’?) when charged with violation of the game law. War- 
Tauls were procured against Crafty and Huffman, and sub- 
peebas served upon the remainder of the party as witnesses. 

Col, John Puulkner is certainly the Alexander who worked 
Up the ease, as he was too palpubly evasive in response to the 
charge, and the subscribed infant is unjustly accused of hav- 
ing been 1gnorantly pumped by the great philanthropist. Now 
there were three quails killed that day and but 176 doves 
bageed, aud the writer didn’t do the counting of the birds. 
am Miller is responsible for the score, and all will swear that 
he didn’t see a quail, for a can of nitro-glycerine in use asa 
foot-ball would not be more considerately avoided by the 
knowing ones than is Sam by pot-hunters aud violators of the 
game law. Sam took the words of two as to how many they 
had bagged, y 

Crafty killed two and the writer one. The latter will not 
offérin extenuation that he didn’t know that he was doing 
wrong, or that he dropped that quail before he thought, for 
he'd vet no credit on those pleas, but _asks brother sportsmen 
to “put themselves in his place.” When walking along with 
gun atfulil cock in expectation of flushing a doye a beyy of 
full-grown quail thundered up a few yards in front, would 
you have shot before you thought? That’s the question. 
Now, the undersigned can’t trace his lineage back to G, 

W. and his hatchet, and doesn't boast of extraordinary in- 
herent veracity, but confesses that he never attempted to lie 
out of a dilficulty that he was not sooner or later overtaken by 
merited punishment, whose relation to that lie was not clearly 
and easily traceable. So, ‘experience is a school,” etc. But 
Crafty seeing that the ‘jig was up,” discreetly confessed and 
paid his fine, whilst Huifman obstinately refused to com- 
promise and divide fine and costs with writer, as he thought 
himself not equally culpable with party who killed the quail, 
he case was tried and Huffman fined $5 andcosts. His idea 
was to make the witness confess on the stand to killing the 
bird which he concesled, took home and ate, but he was 
thunder stricken when witness declined to answer all his 
quextions, and the court ruled that he was not compelled to 
auswer any question which would implicate himself. 

The representative of the common tvealth after conviction of 
Huffman, illiberally called for a warrant against the writer, 
but on confession that he had killed the bird for having which 
in possession Ur, H. had heen fined, and beheving that neither 
law uor justice contemplated the infliction of more than one 
three dollars fine for killing, pursuing with intent fo kill or 
haying in possession any one bird, the court decided that the 
Jaw was silisfied, and refused to issue the warrant. Huff 
Tian’s discomfiture after defeat was a source of infinite amuse- 
Tent ss well as suspicion that be had hydrophobia, till in- 
formed that iis thréatened appeal toa higher court bad been 
obviated by the killer's payment of the fine and costs, 
Kukluxing the unfortunate for paying the expenses and 

letting A. know it so soon was seriously discussed, but every- 
thing culminated ina cordial indorsement of the general yer- 
dict that the professors were ‘served right,” It is a common 
declaration that no more quail will be shot out of season in 
Garrard County, and Judge Boyleis 4 source of pride toall the 
Jaw and order loving citizens of that county, for he abates not 
one jot cr tittle in the instance of his nearest and dearest friend 
proved deserving of pubishment. Now, if any of our friends 
and acquaintances or fellow-readerg of Formsr AnD S1Rmam 
think that Crafty and L have notin addition to the pecuniary 
sutiering had enough hard things said to us, which we couldn't 
resent, and been often enough Jaughed at till we couldn’t get 
up even 8 respectable grin, let them charitably accept our 
frank acknowledgment to wrong doing, and uohesitating 
éonfession to richly merited condemnation and punishment, 
and extend us a liberal probation in which to verify the gin- 

eerity of our pledge to never do so again. 
Repentantly ; 4 _ Jd, T. Bonon, 
P, §.—Uralty and I, privately, in committee of the whole, 

mutually pledged ourselves to never shoot at another quail 

out of season us long as we retain our present convictions of 

sifficient self-control, and if we should ever again perpetrate 

sich outrage, think we'll haye sufficient prudence to neither 

bsg the game nor mention the circumstance except in secret 
prayer. J.T. 3. 

Drange County have lost. thousands Dy) “ate 

Especi- } 

‘island and its waters lying east of Matthias’ Pomt. 

/ DEARTH OF GAME ON LONG 
ISLAND. 

Enprror Forrst AND STREAM ; 
A recent article in your paper on the dying out of pame on 

Long Island, and the causes thereof, leads me to add afew 
words on the subject. Itis a matter in which all New Yorl 
City sportsmen ought to be interested, as the land and bays of 

Long Island are our nearest shooting grounds, and they ought 
to furnish game in great abundance and variety. There are 

several reasons why they do not cdo so and why the supply is 

likely to grow less in the future. To some of these reasons 
I wish to refer, confining my observations to that part of the 

As to 

land birda, very little attentionis paid to the game laws. The 
netting of quail is too common, and [I know of instances in 
which New York City sportsmen (?), unsuccessful with their 
own guns, have bought trapped quail, picked shot into their 
sking and then taken them homo as trophies of their own 
skill. 

For the dearth of water birds there are many causes besides 
the drainage of the pond, which you have mentioned. One 

is apparently without remedy. The south shore of the island 

becomes each summer more and more popular as a resort for 

city people. With these visitors come many young men and 

lads who find a gun yery entertaining. They therefore go 
day after day to the beaches, and their fusilade at everything 
that comes along keeps the snipe on the wing and drives them 

from their feeding-grounds. ‘Tiiis is one cause of a poorer 
quality of snipe shooting. 

In Shinneeock Bay—which was formerly & great snipe 
pround, and which ought to be so yet, as it is tolerably free 
from boy shooters—another cause has long been at work. 
This is 4 stoppage of the inlet from the ocean. This lack of 
an inlet prevents the action of the tides, and the bay soon fills 
up from the fresh water streams that feed it. Consequently, 
during the months when the snipe are flying southward, the 
bars und iow meadows on the beaches are under water and the 
snipe can find no feeding-ground at which to stop. Why las 
not this been remedied? Because of the dog in-the-manger 
jealousy of the men living on different parts of the bay. For 
several years they would not agree as to a. place at which a 
new inlet should be dug. To make an inlet in any way a 
probable success, it is necessary to dig it where the water ot 
the bay is pretty deep, and, after making the artificial channel 
through the beach, to have 4 full head of water in the bay. 
‘Then, when the headings are cut away at low tide, the water 
of the bay rushes through and deepens its own channel. The 
inhabitants of the west end of the bay say, and I think with 
reason, that experience has proved that no inlet at the east 
end will rémain open. But the east-enders haying but a short 
width of beach to dig through, would open an inlet there as 
soon as the wést-enders began digging, and would thus draw 
off the water of the bay, only to see their inlet fill up with 
the first storm. An inlet is now to be dug from deep water 
west of the light-house, which promises to be a success, 

As to duck shooting, Hast Bay alone is protected from the 
funner's limitless rapacity. There battery shooling is torbid- 
den. In Shinnecock Bay not only are batteries used, but they 
are used every week day during the season, and there is no 
law against sailing after the bunches of ducks and thus driv— 
ing them to the decoys. The result is that, while in Kast Bay 
there is good pointjshooting and a variety of the tinest kinds of 
ducks, in Shinnecock Bay point shooting hardly ever pays; 
even battery shooting often fails, and while there are 4 great 
many birds there spring and autumn they are almost all 
broad-bills, #uligula marila, the choice and shyer varieties 
being rare. I would not abolish battery shooting in Long 
Island waters, but | would introduce some of the safeguard 
regulations provided in Maryland and Virginia waters to saye 
the sport from ruin, 

Finally, I would eall attention to the fact that the natives of 
the island who profit by sportsmen’s visits and act as their as- 
sistants should learn that a disregard of all the rules of gentle- 
manly behavior does not pay. Many of these men are en- 
lirely honorable; Dut there are some whose rapacity knows no 
check, Hor instance; I went toa certain bay not & great 
many years ago in April to shoot ducks... A western gale kept 
us in the house for three days, as we had to depend on a bat- 
tery for our sport. The morning of the third day, the wind 
having died out, our baymen put out the battery and decoys 
at an advantageous point an hour before sunrise, and by day- 
light my companion got into the box. Just as the sun rose 
we saw a boat approaching, and lo! it contained a New York 
sportsman and his assistants. Without asking our leave even 
they began putting out their battery and decoys within five 
feet of ours. We protested. The city man replied, *‘ ‘This is 
all right; we have a right to le alongside yon; ask the bay- 
men,” His baymen backed him up; ours said they could not 
protect us from the outrage, while recognizing its character. 
it took nearly an hour for our companions to get out their 
battery and decoys. Thus we lost all chance of doing any 
shooting during the best hour of the morning. So we pulled 
up and ¢ame home. We haye not been to that bay for ducks 
again, 

It was the duty of the city man’s assistants to refuse to let 
him perpetrate the outrage. Instead of this they probably ad- 
vised him in it, because we were likely to get more birds than 
he could in any other position, J may add that this man is 
now prominent as a game protector. 

Such are 4 few of the causes of the dying out of game in 
Long Islind, and such is one cause of its loss of fayor among 
true sportsmen, L. ee ee 

Trex Guar Pony Incer.—There haying been doubts ex~ 
pressed ag toywhether the Great Pond Inlet, Lung Island, was 
open or closed, we have taken the surest means to ascertain 
the facts, which seem to be fully stated in the subjoined 

letter ; 
SHELTER ISLAND, October 18, 1873, 

Enitor Forms? AND STREAM: 
T have been miiking inquiries 4) to the Great Pond Iniet, to ascertain 

Whether or not it is open or closed, and from all accounts I think that 
itis Open wt tines, and then agai closed up, Jt is cortuin that it was 

Open at one time in the autumn of last year, but sinue then las been 
¢ osed up for a time, 
Tsay, yesterday, in Greenpoint, a fisherman on one of the bunker 

Bteamers, and he told me that he saw that if was open a week since, 

He waa im the rigging, looking out for Hah, abd saw clearly that the 
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tide was running in at the Inlet, 80 that I do not think that at present 
{tis either open or closed at all times, If it should be closea up for 
Satie two or three years, tha duck-prass {Fulisnerig) would take root 
and grow in the fresh water, afd there would be then an abundance of 
food for the ducks and geeas, and probably they would be a8 plenty 
there a8 ever, 
My friend, Captain Trejand, an old and respected resident of Green- 

point, who hag been in the cus'6m of funning at Montauk for thirty 
orforty years, saya that the pound ls open or cloved at yarious times, 
according to the tides. He asys that no longer than ten years since he 
Nis seen as Many as ten thousand geese in the pondat onetime. He 
and Mr, D, G. Ployd and Dr. Treland, always passed a few weeks at the 
pond, encamped in tent, The fowl were then innum ‘rable, and were 
killed in great nunibars, as {hey entered or passed out of the pond, ily- 
Jng oyer the low beach thut Separates if fromthe bay. It ls, or waa, 
probably the very best place for Geese-shooting on the coast, and it 
should be resuned from the eeierd, and the succulent grass once more 
allowed to grow. Ib is surprising that Mr, Stratton, who keeps the 
house there should nof haye pecured it ror the use of his guegta 
Years since, Yours, truly, Isaac MCLELLAN, 
8 

HOUNDING DEER. 
Me. Eprror: 

Your paper of August 15 contains an articlefrom Jonathan Dar- 
ling on the subject of ‘+ Hunting Deer with Dogs in Maine,” In 
this article Mr. Darling states his opinion, hayiug, as he saya, 
hunted deer ‘io all ways for 30 yéars” he desires other sportsmen 
to express theirs. Mr. Darling is answered in your issues of Ang. 
29 and Sept.12. Iwrote Mr. Darling, calling his attention partic— 

ularly to the article of “Rip Rap” and to the article of “CG.” 
received from him fhe following answer which speaks for itgelf : 
Rasee: Hast Lowell, Maine, Sept. 16, 1878. 

I iknow that ‘Rip Rap” and ‘*G.*" are mistaken when they say 
that deer are slaughtered by the guides. Tha slaughter of deer, 
under the cireumstances they describe, is dona vhiefly by the farmers 
and lumbermen during the logging season. 
A yeur ago last March I had bnsiness in the lumber regions on 

the Machias waters: I went by way of Brandy Pond to the head- 
waters of the Union Riyer, A short distancafrom tha Pond I saw 
a large heap of suow. I went to it, and found the sun had melted 
the snow, and that deer’s legs were sticking out, and, in my judg- 
ment, there were twelve or fifteen deer in cue pile, Some two 
niles further up the stream T met two men with four deer on sleds; 
abont one mile further [ met another man with another deer, 
dragging it by a rope tiedin its nose. A little further on I found 
where they were camping, and one of the party proved to be one 
of “ C.’a" friends, and one of those gentlemen who believe in lall- 
ing other men’s dogs which they find running deer in October or 
November when they are worth sométhing, I don't belieye in 
killing dogs, and I think it would be better to enforce tha law 
against the man. Ineyer knewa dog-killer thet had any better 
principles than are mentioned above. These men who hill dogs 
generally kill them because they are afraid the man who hunts 
with the dog will get the deer, which they desire for themselves. 
They kill deer in the deep snow, without revard to law or the 
rights of others. I went to beveral logging camps, and found the 
same slaughter had been carried on, bo far as I could learn, 
throughout the country, and I never yet have heard of any man 
wito killed deer under those circumstances being overtaken by tha 
aw. 
There are no caribou in Maine where deer are most plenty, I 

haye repeatedly hunted caribou with dogs, and my experience is 
that Mr. C. is not correst. I believe I neyer shot a deer for its 
hide in my life, and never so stated to any one. I regret that any 
ono shonld suppose that I do nob desire good game laws, and that 
T should be unwilling to have them enforced. A good game law, 
and one that could be rigidly enforced, is what I earnestly denire. 

I believe hunting deer with dogs is legitimate, and we ought 
to be ellowed to liunt them with dogs during the months of Octo- 
ber, Noyember and December. If this were the case, so many 
sporisman would come to yisit ua that the deer would be worth 
more killed in our forests during those months, and would pro- 
duce more in cash to our community than they would produce in 
the markets in Boston and New York. Then farmers, lambermen 
and guides would unite in opposition to the slaughter of the deer 
during other seasons of the year, I sign my name in full, and 
stand by what Tsay. Yours, JONATHAN DARLIna. 

Now, if the above statements by Mr. Darling are correct, I think 
these communications, when taken together, furnish important 

evidence in regard to ha subject which Mr, Darling desired to be. 
discussed, : 

By the law of Maine deer cannot be hunted with dogs. Congo- 

quently, every sportsman who goes to Maine, and hus not the op- 

portunity to hunt while the snow is on the ground and the ekill 

to pursue the desrin a ‘still hunt,’ must be deprived of the 

pleasure of hunting deer, and the result is that few sportsmen 

yisit Maine for that purpose. The result is the Inmbermen, 

farmers and, pevhaps, the guides, shoot great numbers of deer 

for the market during the winter months, when the snow is deep, 
Many of these deer so killed spoil before they reach the market; 

orif they do not spoil, they only reach the market in the season 

when the yenison is so plenty that itis of little yalue, and the re- 

sult is thess men get a very small amount of money for their 

labor. They must live, and in order to live they must make the 

business of shooting deer as great as possible. Now, it would be 

otherwise if sportsmen wers allowed to shoot deer with dogs. 
The forests would be visited by sportsmen during tha months of 

October and Noyember particularly, before the arrival of the in- 

clement weather ; guides would be employed af profitable wages ; 

farmers would ba patronized for supplies and transportation, and 

the arrival of a party of a half dozen hunters in the little village, 

and their sojourn there for ten or twenty days, would be the oc- 

casion for an expsnditure of et least from three to four dollars por 

day per man. This sum of money would be received to the bene- 

fit of all parties employed. Thea market for deer would go to 

Maine, instead of the deer shot in Maine going to market 

in Boston or New Yorlt; and, as the result, eyery man in that 

community would be ambitious to protect an animal which should 

furnish so great a source of reyenne. From conyersations with 

Diy. Darling and others, I haye become fully conyinced that this 

is the true solution of the question of how to enforce a game law 

80 a8 to protect the deer from wholesale destruction during that 

séason of the year when, by reason of the depth of the snow, they 
are not able to protect themselves with their legs. 
From conyersations with Mr. Darling and others, I am satisfied 

that the experience of “M, I. H.” aud Mr. A. H. Thomas, as 
stated in their letters, found in your iasue of Aug. 29, is correct. 

Hunting deer wilh dogs has little or no tendency to drive them 

out of a particular locality. During my extended trayels in Maine 
for several years, I have been informed that the experience of 

those who bunt deeris uniform. The deer, when chased by dogs, 

do not leave the lovality in which they uré started, but after being 

driven for a long distanos, inyarinbly return at the end of two or 



a deer und is well upon tho track, that deer alone takes Lo flight, 
and that the other deer in the immediate locality remain undis- 

turbed. I haye known one or two striking illustrations of this in 

my own experience, 

Tf, a8 Mr. ‘*C.” suggests, a ‘black list” is to be kept at ‘! head- 

quarters,” it is important that some rule be established by which 

it shall be determined what offence against the code of the sports- 

man 2 party must commit before he is subjected to this contempt. 

T would respectfully suggest that there are three classes of per- 
gons in the community who pre-eminently deserve to haye their 

names entered on this list: 

Firat—Those who kill game out of season, 

Second—Those who are knowing to the killing of game out of 

poason, and decline to enter a prosecution, or to notify the 

authorities. 

Third—Those who seek the destruction of innocent dogs 
because their masters are engaged in unlaw!nl pursuits of game. 

To ba registered in the “‘ black list,’ in my judgment, is not 

sufficient punishment for the latter class. They deserve to be 
held up to especial contempt. 

I do not tnderstand how any gentleman, having the knowledge 

that # ‘‘ Boston sportsman, with a good pack of dogs, killed three 

to six deer a day in the region of the Chesunook Lake” contrary 

to lay, should be willing to statein s eportsman’s journal, over 
his own signature, that he had this knowledge, and never brought 

the “ Boston sportsman” to justice, or make some explanation 

why he didnot. It is very easy to rush into magazines and news- 

papers with strange stories against guides and others who haye 

slaughtered game contrary to law, but it is much wiser to try to 
prevent the slaughter in some effective manner. 

I do not propose to discuss the question as to whether or not 

hunting deer with dogs, by which they are driven into a lake and 
shot from a canoe, is in accordance with the code of the true 

sportsman. I leave that question for the present to others. 
My attention has been called to the article of Charles Dudley 

Warner, entitled, ‘‘A Hunting of the Deer,” in the little yolume 
recently published by Messrs. Houghton, Osgood & Co., styled, 

‘Tn the Wilderness.’’ Mr. Warner in that article sees fit to “fling” 

at aportumen, and he makes an effort to do “them justice,” 
“ which,” he remarks, ‘has neyer been done them.” For this 

purpose he organizes himself into a oourt, and to arraign the 

still hunter and those who chase deer with dogs. These culprite 

are a numerous class, and comprises “ syen women and Doctors of 
Divinity.” By the moral quality of their acts he proposes to judge 

them. Mr. Warner then describes an experience which he gays 

he had ‘early in the morning of the 23d of August, 1877,” on 

4 Basin Mountain,” in the Adirondacks. 

The story is told in excellent English, and may attract the 

attention of some sentimental persons, but the true sportsman 

can have no sympathy with that sort of business. “On the 

morning of the 23d of August, 1877, when,” as Mr. Warner states, 

the guide in the canoe ‘ whipped out his hunting-knife and made 
a pass that severed her jugular,” hunting deer with dogs in the 

Adirondacks was contrary to law, Mr, Warner was—we must 

assume from his account—an eye-witness to the starting of the 

deer, to its separation from its fawn, to the turning of the doe 

when she ‘‘shot away to the North ;” to her “clearing the moose 

Pushes with bound after bound, flying over logs, pausing neither 

for brook or ravine ;’ to her effort * to gain the mountain oppo- 

site ;? to her ‘‘ clearing the fences splendidly, following along the 

stony path ;”’ to her ‘‘ approaching the slide brook,’’ where she 

‘+ saw a boy by a tree with a raised rifle; to her “ tremendous 

burst of speed,” when ‘she cleared the stream,” to her turning 

“south,” and “flying along the street;’’ to her ‘reaching the 

and climbing the ‘‘steep left bank.” 

Mr. Warner was in # position where he knew, as he says, that 
the deer ‘* worked her way along painfully, with sinking heart and 

unsteady limbs, lying down ‘dead beat’ at interyals, and then 

spurred on by the cry of the remorséless dogs, until, late in the 
afternoon, she staggered down the Shoulder of Bartlett, and stood 

n the sliore of the lake.” He appears to haye known so much 

about this whole matter that one must infer that he was either 

one of the party to the chase, or in a position where he had an 

opportunity to observe it throughout its continuance, It is barely 
possible that he was ‘(the gentleman in the stern’? who shouted 

4 }{mock hér on the head with that paddle:” it is immaterial tor 

our purpose whether he was the one or not. If the killing of the 
decr was a cruel act, he was equally responsible with those who 

participated in the chase. If he were a participant in the chase, 

he was indulging in a sport which was in violation of the law of 

New York. If he were simply a spectator, he is responsible for 

sitting idly by, and seeing other's do a cruel act which was contrary 

to law. 
Tn the moral forum in which Mr. Warner, by his article, under- 

takes to arraign sportsmen, the principles of law applicable 

to intentional and malicious homicides apply in such cases, By 

the common law, parties who are present to witness the killing 

are either principals or accessories, and as such, are liable to 

punishment according to the statute in such cases made avd pro- 
vided. In that forum the indictment is never laid on file, because 

puch principsl or accessory has seen fit to turn “ State's evidence,” 
write his confession in attractive English, and, for a pecuniary 
consideration, deliver it to a flourishing publishing house for 

circulation. WAGNER. 
—_—_———_ > +o 

TRappuD QuAm.—An observing correspondent calls the at- 
tention of our game protective clubs to an abuse, He says: 

“Tf the New York Sportsmen’s Association for the Protec- 
tion of Game and Fish, or the Long Island Shooting Club, 
which got its charter for the sole purpases Of seeing the game 
laws being enforced and of accustoming our young men to the 
handling of fire arms, will send « delective to either Washing- 
ton or Fulton market, they will yet as much evidence as they 
want in regard to the trapping of the birds, as every partridge, 
or nearly every partridge, sold nuw at any of those markets 
will prove to }e a trapped partridge. A Sportsman.” 

iS Forest AND ‘Sram will be sentfor fractions of a year 

as follows: Six months,.$2 ; three months, $1. 

two or more, $3 per annum. 
To clubs of 

three days. Tt is a well-imown fact that when a dog starts up 

Nichols made 22 cach. 

timber land,” when, a8 he says, her *‘legs trembled, and her heart ; yary. ‘The Springfield Armory team used their own military 
boat like a trip-hammer ;” to hercrossing “the broad, deep brook,” while the others had match rifles. The Rod and Gun 

Connecrrour—Bridgeport, Sea Side Itange, Oct, 14.—The 
Bridgeport Rifle Club held a shoot to-day for the club prize 
rifle, Geo. #, Hull winning it for tke third time with 23 in 
the possible 25; Tlarry Nichols, R. 8, Barrett and 8. V. 

For the all-comers’ rifle, out of the 
possible 50, Marry Nichols wou for the second time with 42 ; 
Wallace Gunn made 40, aud §. V. Nichols 37. Tu a 500-yds. 
subseription, 6 shots, the scores were: 8. HW. Hubbard, 26; 
8, VY. Nichols, 25; J. McCourt, 24, and H, Nichols, 23. 

Wuire Disr. 

Hartford.—Vhe Hartford Light Guard, Co. H, First Regi- 
ment, U. N. G., Capt. Hudson commanding, held their fourth 
annual prize target shoot at the Franklin Kange, Hartford, on 
Wednesday, Oct. 16, and the followme scores were made : 

600) DN 200 500 HL 
Priy Fredericks 24 40 Priv Simpson........-.48 13 2% 
Lieut Glark...... 20 489 Sergi Catlaban......,..12 18 29 
Corp Chapin. set «819 86 Priv Websier...... weeelS! fl) kd 
Priy Thompson .......19 16 85 Priv Fox.........,..:.14 8 21 
Capt Hudsun.... vel 14 33 Lieut Cornell,,,,....417 4 21 
Priv Pollard....i,,;.-..18 18 381 Priv Vanui, .,.....,..13 8 28 
Priv McLéan.... 14 #1 Priv Smith............. 14 66 619 
Sergt Simon, Jr 13° 30 Priv Trizansl.....,..,,16 0 10 
Irly Snow........-;..-18 12 30 Priy Barflett.,.,......2 0 2 

Collinsville, Oct. 17. —The following scores were made by 
the Canton Rod and Gun Club at practice to-day at 200 yards 
off-hand ; Creedmoor rules; 3-lb. pull: 

‘ Mus#, Creed. Mase. Creed. 
J DMarks......s.02 104 WS Eewi8i. iis... sa<5 ST 40 
ATidrews)...o5..5. > 89 QUO EUGUY cate letey away £2 40 
Bidwell wassaw-s-+-- ST a1 (MLE peewee ties TL 56 

Mr. Marks’ s2ore being in detail; 

Massachusetts, Creedmoor, 
111241 11 1L 711 8 11 1i—104 556454646 5-48 

Tnuinois—Laks View Range, Clicago, Oct. 12.—Squads 
from the Lake View and Q@. H, Thomas rifle clubs; union 
shoot; distance, 200 yards ; position standing : 
Crvam.,......4444545 445-43 Macunley,..2444 2445 4 4-99 
Fresman...6354444444—41 McConnell.6445 85 4 3 4 3a—ay 
Bradley..... 484544444 6-41 Burns,.,,.. 44454234 4 2-37 
Drury ...... 444434464440 Gardner,,..84974264 5 8 3-36 
Oolchour...444444 444 4—a) LuRyY. 

Tur SPRINGFIELD RreLy Tournament. —The Rod and Gun 
Club drew a company of exvellent shooters to its tournament 
onthe 15th inst. Landlord Chandler provided a fine range 
for off-hand work in the rear of his ancient ipo, and itis 
likely that the club will settle there permanently, There 
were four targets in use on the Creedmoor plan, and the day 
passed off pleagantly to all concerned, and the prizes were so 
éyenly distributed that there was much satisfaction to all con- 
cerned. The Boston men went home content with the first; 
team prize, and J. A. Lowell, of the ‘‘ Hub” team, had first 
place in the any-ritle trial, After an hour or two spent in 
bull’s-eye practice for a share of the pool in the morning, the 
regular tournament began with the any-rifle match for indi- 
yidual scores, for prizes amounting to $100. ‘he following 
ave the scores made out of a possible 35, the first nine men 
taking the prizes: 
LOWELL 222. oe teen ee BS 
Bumstead ... 

BUN Tee aces sees ake 
20 

CONKGY.. 62.00 4s<+..26 
Mayott.......-2...0. 0 Ta CET Spee ae ase 

Osborn.....» wl Parra t icc eave reet@ BUecy esentas nase e 20 
Young .....- eed ELEC ies pe ae sete Porter... epee |:) 
Vau Viack,. -31 Clark. .aseeeeeeree Stockwe)l.......... 320) 
JACKSON +544 45 . §0 Mathewson ... Witherell,,..-..... wh 
Arnold... ..3) Miltivier.,... saaeee Jepson... ... - 
Barrett. .........- 6630! Chaps ..y¢essass2o- Rll ce, atte eweres 
Rockwell ...........29 CraNaton,,.......027 Gates. 22 
Gassmer,.., -.-.---s29 EYRE setaep alee B70 BACB iiss cee ves sae 20 
Eneil....... Vhs aes dee) Mail eae aapeae 

The team match came on after dinner, and was a closely in- 
teresting contest. Bumstead did finely, but ihe Bostonians 
kept closer together in their scores and kept a point ahead. 
The day was perfect, except that occasioually the wind, blow- 
ing straight across the range, eased up and allowed the shots to 

Club meu used Sharps Maynards and Ballards; the Boston, 
Sharps and Remingtons; the Chicopee Falls team, Maynards, 
and the Holyoke Ballards and Maynards. W. W. Tracey 
was ihe only representative from the Pittsfield Club, The 
often-discussed question whether the rifle ball can be seen as 
it flies from the gun was well settled in the Jatler part of the 
afternoon, when the rays of the declining sun, almost parallel 
with the path of the bullets, reyealed nearly every one of 
them to the interested spectators. ‘The team scores stood ; 

Massachusetts Rille Association, 
W A Jackson,....4486445—20 JB Osborn.. 

.@445444-20 JA Lowell.. 

Rod and Gun, No.1. 
56 64—24 8 H Barrett..44 
444 4—40 U Vab Viacka 3 

Rod and Gun, No, 2, 
563 8—23 Dr Young,..4643 
nt ABBE 

5 6—i2 4645 
adg444 4—25—]18 W Arnold.... 

1-21 
3—26—117 

S$ Bumstead 
Olark.... 

444-28 
45 U—26—109 

8 
G 

JH Mathewson,..6 3 
Li Mayott.......4444344—27 J B Squires 

Holyoke. 

udley.........4 35844425 Dr Mitivier, 444444 
ddd 

Ma; 

B 

E 
iH 

D a4 
a4 

4—23 
4—4—109 

G 
DH Smith....5.- 42 6—u3 W McDonald4d 644 

436 4—29 WN Clark,,....4 
443 4-25 C Stockwell .4 

Springteld Armory Club, 

RE Uare.........2585444—-27 PRBul..,..36334 4 4-26 
M W Bull,,..----- 654843428 J} Oranston.s 3448 9 d—v3—104 

The match with military rifles did not fill, but the prizes 
were scaled down and taken by the following, who stood 
highest ; 
Ware... .-s-:+-5-.- 30) 
FR Bull, Anseeee 
Rockwell........ . .20 
M W Bull,......... .28 

Jd C Gassner. 434 
£40) 

45 4—25 
OW Horr.. 44 5—15—10T 

JACKSON syeeee ss---125 Lowell 
Richards ........,-..25 Smiith.. 
Barrett... cecvee, 0.28 DUULEY 22... ep eee 26 
Buniutead....,...-..27 

A Beruaxr Dispray.—At the West Haven shore yester- 
day afternoon a number of gentlemen interested in marksman- 
ship assembled to witness a series of experiments with the 
Shelton auxiliary rifle barrel. The auxiliary consists of a 
barrel some 20 inches long, formed at the breech like a shell, 
so as to fit snuply in the chamber of s fowling-piece. There 
is an adjustable bearing at the muzzle of this barrel, so that 
it is in close contact with the barrel of the fowling-piece, into 
whichit is chambered, ‘This barre! can be slipped in or taken 
out. lt can be curried in the belt without the slightest in- 
convenience, and when large game presents itself to the or- 
dinary hunter who is proyided with one of the patent rifle 
barreis, the fowling piece can be easily transformed into a 
long rifle. ‘he experiments yesterday were varied and 

the capacity of the patent barrel in @ most thorough 
The achievements of Dr, Carver were fairly rivaled 
shots by ex-Judge Biydenhurens while the long. 

Hark RK. Shelton were aston- 

tested 
manner, 
in flying 
range shots at a target. by Mr. 

uearly every one were bull's eyes avd not one jiaseed the tar. 
get, quite a small one by the way, while {he shooting Was 
done under very unfavorable cireumstances as to light and 
wind,—Vew Haven Register Oct. With, 

Ph cl ! te - 
m ore than a hond 

Monaws Vaurey Rivre Assocration—Utiea, WN. ¥,, Fall 
Meeting, Oct. 15, 16 and 17, 1878.—Directors’ Match ; open 
only to directors; 200 yards ; any rifle; ‘rounds, five. Prize, 
director's gold badge, to be competed for at each regular 
meeting, and held permanently by the winner of three con- 
tests; yalue, $25; 
Bayy .... .-ce-reyeee 6 3 4 4 4—20 
Wright _...----.ss2eend 3 8 24-15 
Kineald..........4025:2 3 044-13 Griffiths .............42 8 4418 
Hillvsesevecssereeve-sef 5 345-18) MUVTAYs cect recceuset £8 S417 

Soldiers’ match; open to members of any military organi- 
zation in the Sixth Division District; Remington military 
rifie; 200 and 500 yards; rounds, five at each distance, 7 

Hepborn,,............54 8 4 4—20 
Dering, ... wseeeeyh d 4B 2-17 

ie 

prizes : 
200° KON TL 200 poo 

DODGER, sascuecsers ee 20 2) 40 Boge... a ec li! T (30) 
Rudolph... a9 $8 Rnben........... S 5 
Nortlirap....,.<. 1B 88 Potts, .44..7.4 1 i 624 
Perrisi yrs speses J4 32 Brayton.......... wl 4 9 
Pope... : 55 1 40) Martin,....... 2 4 
Hungei ford........... Is 9 27 Hhresman.,... 0 4% Is 1 

The wind during the 500-yards shooting in this and thi: 
next match was a very strong fish tail from 5 o'clock to $8 
o’clock. 

National Guard match; open to teams of six from ench 
Tegiment, battalion or separate company of infantry in the 
Sixth Division; each organization may send one or more 
teams at its option; Remington rifle, State model; 200 and 
500 yards; rounds, five at each distance; fonr prizes: 

A Co, 26th Bat'wion, Veterans, 

200 yards, 500 yards. 
Potta. .c.nsseceessveses.2 3 oo 4 BIH 206 0 2 4— §—23 
Dhresmian..............8 4 8B 4 4—I8 20 2 8 3—10—9s 
Smilt}t..... 4 4 4 4 4 5-18 Bo5 8 2 3—16—S¢F 
Hiéss,... wt @ ¢ 4 8-19 20 0 # §— 8-27 
Ferris. 3 5 3 4 2-17 00 2 8 27-4 
Rudolph, wed 43 3 4-17 442 4 8—l7—31—170 

5th Separate Company, Fort 8tanwicks Guards, 

SCTVGYs ici -eeet--: +2 5 2 4 4-19 0 4 6 G6 3—17—85 
Ciawell,.. 402 4 4 4-18 000 0 J—)— 8 
Flanaganu...., 3 3 5 8 BIT oO 0 0 0 O—H—17 
WECM Sassi een cn aa 4 4 2 3 4-17 U0 8 2 B— P— 95 
CriO@.....seeeeesetenalt 4 3 4—18 oo 0 0 Bb 8—a 
NOrrhitapisssrcssne ct 4°56 4 431 ) 2.2 2 2—$—29—J45 

D Co, 26th Battalion, 

Badin... sc cas 0 3 0 3—6 ou 0 0 1-0-6 
Klages... bh 0 0 0-0 ov 0 0 10-0 
Riker, R...... 5b 4 3 4 R—1p 0 8 0 0 u— B—2y 
ry (20 PP SAS 2 4 5 4 5—20 0 0 o 4 C— 3—oy 
RIKET, Deeeecereesenyees 0 0 0 2 B= T 00 0 0 1-0-7 
MOGCOY. cc ecseeeessenened ¢ & A 4-19 00 0 & (— 3—2— 80 

Subscription match, open to all comers; 200 yards; any 
rifle; rounds, five: 
Fraser, Dr............0446 8-16 Mallory, H P.........40 124-16 
Booill, Dr....-.---1153 33 4H—15 Bradley.........5 veered d 4H d—ls 
Witicaid,.........sss008 5 4 3 4-14 Cashe...-....5..-. 0... 5548419 
MY 6ts I. veh aed 4444 8-19 Wittewar,,.... jeeeeee td £43 0-19 
Brayic, J-..........445 0417 Jones, OG........ .. 6655 4-4 
Martin, WI... 4544 %—21 Cooper, Capt........ 
Dering, Gen... 453 24—-16 Gahes......4,........465 F4 4—w 
PRYDE oa e eee eee Saw 

Short-range match; open to all comers; 200 yards; any 
rifle; rounds, Seyen; ten prizes, aggregate value $200: 

A04¢54 49-98 Caan... 42404497 
4434 44-9 Banoroft,......,.,8 84 0 44 492 
B48 ¢44—21 Omands:..,,,...38 4444 3-24 
$43 3054 Hradey,......,,,4 38 PHS ds d—ys 
444343-27 Gates,...........424 444 494 
b444% u-—-27 Maijlory........... fs 444 3-97 
4§4¢444—u9 Meyers.....,...,4¢ 04 44 ¢ 5—27 
S845 ah 4—8 Mincaid........---d O44 43 $91 
68444 0--23 Keone,..........44 444 0 Soy 
46554481 ‘Thisilethwatte...645 834 t—27 
44344 4-26 Armsirong,......3 #444 8 4—23 
G646444—31 Martin.:....:.5..i 4364 4 35 4-95 
d44446—-28 Jones, C ......40 5445 4-41 

A; 35 6 2-27 

Utica Citizens’ Corp match; open to active members of the 
Utica Citizen Corps; 200 yards; company rifle; three 
prizes. ‘The following are some of the best scores: 
Privy WIMartin......44444 20 Lient Baugg.,....-,....48 8 4 3-16 
Priv MJ Brayton.....4 5 44 2—19 Priy Gomph.,........2 84 4 8—16 
Licnt J GP Kincaid. .8 4 8 3 4—17 

Mid-range match; open to all comers; 400 yards; any 
rifle; ronnds, ten; seven prizes: 
Gates, A C.......--.42 Toness.....-25.-6.5,45 Gales, 0 y,e.0.0.2.5,44 
Martin, W1.........45 Geiger, L......ee..80 Olt. ..+., NPE ts 
AYHIShrong......--..432 "TYAVers......--....- 45 Eggleston....... oe tS 
Thistlethwalte.....47 Jones, OC W..........4 NPASOP.. 2. ypenyee eee dL 
Trowbridge....,,-,.49 Cooper, M.....,.....47 Mallory, W P. 45 
Winnegar.. ..... . 40 Payne... .....,5....88 Belamap....- essed 
Babvitr.... cs... os Partigs 4... 2. 48 

Long-tange match; open to all comers; 800 and 1,000 
yards; any rifle; rounds, ten at each distance; five prizes: 

. 003203 0665 p—s—n0 
506545245 4-29-78 
05532438 044—30—15 
B34 505455 5—42—16 
02504 8 24 538-15 
454444624 2-10-50 
454554444 5-43-49 
D465645 26 4 3-4u-¥3 
GRRS4G6 44 451493 
645406824 6-21-18 
45453523 6 44086 

Subscription match; open to all comers; 1,000 yards; 
weapon, any rifle: 
Partie,,.c.s+s,.20.--26 Mallory, ... 
Gelger,.....-2--..2--38 OMands,-,)..+.,...49 Joues, OF... 

Medjord, Oct. 17,—Rifle match at Bellevue range ; Medford 
vs, Harvard. Condilions—Five men each, ten shots off hand, 
200 yards. The wind was strong, and quite unfayorable for 
good shooting: 

Harvard, 
FO Simpson... -s2e00..25.- eeeeed £44 4 59 4 £ DF 5-H 
H W Powell........+. venegi 44656 44 6 4—d8 
MY RMSpel Siew cle des.» sseeset 4444 4 3 5 4 SAL 
CA PArkeraseseareees seeeceed 4 424 44 4 4 0 G-0D 
GM Butler .-- svinesigied 0O 4) & a feds ae st 
MM VjOG) 5.0... cca ac del oe cencd sce smna fe Bl A at ae Bee geal 3—pe—29 

Medford, 
JB Osborn ...-... leseegebevereceed 6 4 6B d 4d 4 4 4-45 
WK Richardyon........cssseasseeet 4 4 56 t $4 5 4 4-42 
LL Unbbard...-2s.22.- eee. 54485 8444 4-41 
HUD Cushing,.........46.4- 435424 5 38 5 4—27 
TOUN GAY ....cccecsecceteeseveaeed 2 3 HOG 444 4 5-3 
DH Bames..ce.ccessssdeseecsseegeed 4 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 4-35-00) 

The result of the shooting was.a tie, but adupting the rules 
of the M. A. R. A., the Harvard team was declared the vie- 
tors. On Tuesday, Oct. 22, the return match was shot at. 
Belleyue rangé, Medford. M. 

The Bridgeport, Rifle Association did not secure a very ex- 
cellent day far their fall meeting on the 18th,  pulfy fish-tail 

r wind from the firing points bothering the marksmen. Four 
i matches were carried through, the leading seores standing ; 



Shori-vange: ope 
yards) wo sebt ng shots; eight prizes: 4 
J MeCourt.....-... 4554 5-13 GE Hall. ......56..5 58 408 
SV Nich is ........5 4544-24 WB Gonn..-..:.,)-..54 44 4-21 
DE Maresh... - et 45 5 4-22 C Vocker..-....-.-0...4 ¢ & 4 4—20 
Ti Nisholg.........,-.44454—-% Rs Bassett...........3 6 4 4 4-20 

Beginner's match; open to all comers who haye neyer won 
any prize, badge or money in any rifle: competition where en- 
trance fees have been charged or which may have been offered 
by_or presented to any club to which the competitor has sub 
scribed ; 200 yards, five rounds, no sighting shots, four prizes 
GW) Beer... ee. 4445522 PCurren,..... paceceed 4 dg 4—20 

Ren 4444 5—291 DCongur...,.....-.4 5 44 8-20 
Short-range, military; open to all comers; any smilitary 

rifle; 200 yards, five rounds, no sighting shots, five prizes: 
H Nichols...... i455 5-25 8 V Nichols..........4444 4-20 
I McUonrt.. ARS 44-22 PD Lyons. ......ed £4 3 5-20 
Geo t Hull... :.-)-.4 44 ob 4—21 

Mid-range ; open to all comers; any rifle; 500 yards, five 
rounds, no sighting shots, Carton 'Parget—Carton ‘connts 6: 
H Wichols . 6645 699 $C Kingman. 4566 5—235 
W Gunn,, 566 65—27 WS Warner.,,- 556 46—2 
GF Hull.. 2) 546 6-26 

—-An “Order for Ixtiaction of Molar or Insisor,” pre- 
sented by n local dentist, was a prize in a recent rifle match 
held in a Connecticut town. 

The annual contest forthe State of Connecticut trophy will 
be held at the Willowbrook Range, Berlin. The towns of 
Bridgeport, New Uavyen, Hartford, Middletown and New 
Britain will be represented by teams. ‘Thomas Steele & Sons, 
of Hartford, the donors of the prize, will give an individual 
one to each member of the winning team. 

Massaciuserts—Walnut Hill Range, Oct. 16.—The 
eleventh competition of the lony-range classified match was 
held, aud with a steady 8 o'clock wind some good leading 
scores were made as follows: 

J S$ Somer. 
CCAR Ree ek eicoad w 6455656 6 06 6 6 5 6 GO hE 
DADS cat hee: §656%665 685665 6 8 6 5-TK 

T,QU0, 0.5... eet eee 464655 46 5 5 6 6b 56 5 471316 

W Lt dacksou, 
6 65 6 5 6 @ 6 5 6 & 6-75 
BbhoS 465 55 5% 4 6 4—Tv 
$68 5 566 6 4 6 & 4 6 3 5—63—215 

1 Saundera, 
6626465 3 6 & & 2 
646 5 56 6 6 6 6 4 4-7! 
446665 6 66 4 4 4 5—#9—208 

W M Ward 
G4465 6 3 5 6 4—69 
424 %3 65 66 386 5 4-5 
656 8 6 $5 5 6 S$ 2 GB H—038—10T 

E'S Cogswell. 

8366846 5 48 4 3 2 4—59 
682405044 8 $3 4465 
43 444 8 5 8 4 § 4—bi—159 

‘within the school, having a membership of 40. ‘They yester- 
day indulged in practice at the 200-yards distance with very 
creditable resulis. 
On Saturday, the 20th, but few were out under the threat- 

ening sky, and a light rain did fall at intervals during the 
shooting. In the Ballard match, at 900 yards, Capt. W, H. 
Jackson bad things pretty much his own way, making, with 
a duplicate entry, the two highest scores : 

Capt WH JACKSON. .....csesee esse earns 656565 5 6 8 & 5—50 
Capt Jackson (reveniry) os cS 5655 55 5 4 5 6 6-49 
F ell. ds saep een eeen es 5 465 6 6 6 G 4 day 
H JONUSON. «<< psp ecna st tscece cae 5 456 4 4 4 4 4 5-44 
J Sinlthi..........5- wt) 62 56 3 6 4 5 548 
'Y Sias,...6 54544444 4 444 
S Mies... 65053445 5 bd 
TS SAMES. .. ce. ee eerste ees wwe 56 O65 FS 56 5 5 SD O—wW 

At 200 yards the amateur series shoot stood: 
TN EYy@. sccsurenes es Fea on seevacpeend £4 4 6 5 4 5 G 3—a4 
TN Five (re-entry). 444645 4 & 4-44 
J Borden..... Rec esekas 6546 ¢ 4 4 4 5-43 
H Mortiwier..,..., «eve d44 59 44 4 4 5-42 
H Mortimer (re-entry). dp 444 65 4 4-42 
W Bartlett........0006. 4a 4444 4 4-1) 
a, SYBBYoeeek ahs ain 438 344 5 4 4-39 
H E Lord. 4444 4.2 8 4-87 
TINSEL Std che detaicle fier neil tid 448 429 9 3435 

Yesterday, $150 in gold, offered by the Sharps Rifle Com- 
pany to the marksman who should surpass the record of Mr, 
Bruce, of the American team of 1877, in the second day’s 
shooting of the international match at Creedmoor that year, 
hitherto the best score on record, was presented to My. J. 
8. Summer at Walnut Hill. Mr. Sumner, it will be remem- 
bered, scored the remarkable total of 221 out of a possible 225 
in the first day’s shooting in the ‘walk oyer” this year at 
Creedmoor--the best individual match record yet made over 
the Elcho ranges. 

Misstsarr ri—Averdeen, Miss,, Oct. 15.—Aberdeen Gon Club; match 
at chimney swallows ; score: 

Single birds. 
11—38 JD shell... 
1i—4+ W & foward 
(0-1 W i McKay. 

Double birds. 
W Kellerman...,., 10-1 W E Howard.. 
Joe Hones, i0—1 W T Mckay... 
A Shinn, 1-1 BIL Gulesple, , 
J D shell 10—1 

AwArnur Rirtn Ciusn-—Wewark, WV, J., Oct. 28.—Condi- 
tions, 200 yds. reduced to scale: 
FS Harrison, 20.2.4. cssesseneeace bowsdtorenenas SO 
W © Garemer......+..+- apt kkomnsieped 
AALWODIDE Patera abet te ARO Change ice ce aa 
W) P McLeod. ...00:s.<:.----2 2. 4th 

Oct. 22.—Seppenfeldt Rifle Club, 177 Bowery, October 18. 
Creedmoor rules; possible 50: 
J GarrisON.....-- seers . 
© Basch... «ee eh 
W Zeppenfeld - 
i Holzmann GO Walters. 

A W J Leary... 
A Avacke Jd Hosghind. 8 
Jd K Ohamb 44 A coho... 2.. 2.0, ¥ 
6 Vooth..... U HOeri eee ee __3T 
Max Kern,.:...,,esenecee...s+-.94 HH Rothenberg........ en sten aso 36 

§. GO. Wanturs, Sec. of 8. BR. Club, 

Washington, Oct. 22.—Columbia Rifle Association. The 
medal was won by Prof. Harkness and the rifle by Partello, 
The scores were as follows, owt of a possible 226: 

6 yds. 900 yds. 1,000 yds, Total 
Hqbip seat al fat 1 216 

ere ie AR aE 70 4 qa 

OT eT Lyte seer 
to all comers; any rifle; 200 yards q 

(5 06 63 199 
th 6 5S 198 

Lanrtese b+ bt 62 180 

—At{ a meeting of the Medford Amateur Rifle Association, 
held Friday evening, Oct. 11, the following officers were 
chosen; President, J. H. Hames; WVice-President, J. W. 
Vining; Secretary, J. QO. Foster; Treasurer, E. C. Burbank ; 
Board of Direetors, J. MH. Hames, H. Withington, J. R, Teele, 
J. W. Vining, J. B: Osborn, Hi, T. Harris, H. H. D. Cushing. 

MorsemerE Ranau.—The first of a series of winter matches 
was held at the Yonkers, N. Y., range on the 15th, There 
was 500 and 200 yards shooting. At the first named distance 
the twenty-two-inch bull’s-e6ye has been divided by three 
rings sevyén and one-third toches apart, into three counts. 
The first is called a cart or seven ; the second a carton or six, 
and the third is the old bull's-eye or five. The rest of the 
target remains as before. ‘The leading scores were as follows: 
HOUEMA|Ns 44s <rssea reece aeannecsetes. OS 6 OT TH TY d—58 
Duseénberry........ foves. wid 6 6 5 BO 5 6 4 G—B4 
IMUEROI OS gee Vas Pomeete ek pte GL oO De Fi 7 Bods od — 54 

Tn the off-hand match, 200 yards, at the German twenty- 
five ring target, the following scores were made: 

se-e21 11 Il 22 13 20 9 16 8 
9 9 9 20 12 Is 1¢ 

9—141 
a9 9 22-131 

Hodgman.... se jeee 9 O 15 36 13 Ik BD 19 9 1-196 

These matehes are open to all comers and are to be shot 
éyery alternate Tuesday. ‘lhe maker of the highest score and 
the winners of three competitions are the only ones to shoot 
in the final competition. In the 500 yards match there will be 
a first and second prize, and in the 200 yards only one prize, 
Competitors may enter at any time while the match is in pro- 
gress, Therange has been recently refitted with swinging 
targets and the telephone is in working order between the 
firing points and the buits, 

—Of Mr. O. G. Jones, of Syracuse, who did such good 
work at the Mohawk Valley Rifle Association meeting, the 
Utica Observer says: ‘* He is in the imsurance business at 
Syracuse, is twenty-nine years old and married. He has a 
first-class record as a shot and has won many prizes. When 
Dr. Carver waa in Syracuse, Mr. Jones offered to duplicate 
any shot that Carver made, but the Doctor didn’t give him 
an opportunity. Carver's best work with the rifle while in 
Syracuse was hitting eleven glass balls in succession. Since 
Caryer’s exhibition there, Mr, Jones has, with a rifle, broken 
thirty-two glass balls in succession. He is six feet high, finely 
proportioned, and every inch a marksman,” 

—The teams of eight from the Flushing and Willett’s Point 
Engineer Rifle Clubs, shot the second of their series of matches 
at FIushing on the 19th, 200 yards, 10 shots per man, the 
home feam winning with 176, against 160 for the Engineers. 

—Mr. Frank Hyde writes a disparaging opinion of Mr. 
Partello’s score of 221, and hints his desire of a series of three 
matches to decide which is the betler marksman. Mr. Hyde 
has not yet made over 210 points in any match, 

—Mr, W. O. Russell, at Bowmanville, Canada, recently 
Tan up a score of 22 consecutive bull’s-eyes. It was done too 
with an American breech-loader. 

—The first competition of teams of ten will take place at 
Brinton Range, Noy. ist. 

—The opening shoot of the Columbia Rifle Association wil 
take place at West End, Hudson County, N. ¥., on Saturl 
day next, Oct. 26. .The oflicers of the association are: Hon- 
EH, P. ©. Lewis, President: Leslie C, Bruce, Vice-President. 
Col, B. W. Spencer, Treasurer ; Hon. John Kennel, Secretary 
Range Committee—Major Henry Fulton, Go). Chas. R, Braine 
James A. Reading, 

Hational Mastimes. 
CRICKET. 

THe AvsTRALIAN Tour AND Irs Rusvwt, 

Five of the six international games between the Australian 
team and American and Canadian teams haying been played, 
it becomes a matter of interest to the cricketers of the fiye 
cities where the contests took place to have notes compared, 
to see what the relative positions each city occupies in cricket 
strength, taking the Australian players’ work against them as 
a basis of estimate. A glance at the records of the five 
matches played in New York, Philadelphia, Toronto, Mon- 
treal and Detroit shows the following results in the scores 
made against the Australian team. It is worthy of note that, 
in the selection of players for each match, but one club sup- 
plied the eighteen in Detroit, three the eighteen in New York, 
three the eleyen in Philadelphia, six the twenty-two in Mon- 
treal, and nine the twenty-two in Toronto, The summary of 
the scores made against the foreign eleven is as follows: 

: lst 2a Highest Highest Tl 
City. Innings. Innings, Total. Single score. Scora, 

Philadelphia... .196 53 249 84 84 
New York......, 63 98 161 26 33 
Toronto, ...o»-,-100 b4 15+ 17 19 
Detroit......... 34 81 115 24 24 
Montreal...,.... 91 _— 91 31 81 

The highest single innings scores were made by Robert 
Newhall, Alfred Marsh, —— Adams, Calvert and Hardman, 
all but one making also the highest total scores, Ray making 
the highest total score in Toronto. 
The record of the play of the Australlan team in the five 

cities isas follows. The first table pives the batting scores in 
€ach city and the total runs made by each player in the five 
matches : 

BATTING SCORES. 
ac} ea 

oe ee Wek Oe 
Players. Ey oe g i 8 = 

oF 2 SN g Tv 
Fo Pape ee. 
A Bannerman 3 9) 46 
0 Bannerman 1 13 OQ 2%_ 8048" 33h —= 39 216 
Horan....... Wah be PD MR zor a. 90 
Spofforth..... 9 28+ 414 o—- 18 — 18. — 76 
Gregory. .... 4 23 O— 2— 4 — 13*— 46 
Murdoch,..., 6 0* 87 0* 42 11* 45 — 45 — 125 
Bailey.... ... B=. eet 919 = 299 =. “oy = Wh 
Blackham....0— 20 0 4 — QF 5 _ 31 
Garrett...... 4 — i- et}! => 15 — 0 — 81 
Boyle.,. 4) 3 30 — 31 — 19 — 92, — 124 

AN... izs— 4 £— Fo 19 — 47 
Conway.....—— — — y*— F— YO — 3 

The asterisk beside the figures means ‘not ont,” and the 
daghes show that the player did not take part in the match or 
the innings’ play, Thus, A. Bannerman only played in two 
matches and in three innings, Conway playing in three matches 

nd three innings; all the others played in one or more in- 
nibgs in every ganie. Tn estimating the skill of the batsmen, 
as shown by the scores of runs eredited to tem, it should be 
falcen into consideration that the batsman who gaye the few- 
est chances for catches really has the best record, though he 
thay bot have made the highest score. Thus Murdoch’s rec- 
ord is greatly in excess of that of Chas. Bannerman, the IJat- 
ter escaping being canght out in every innings he played. In 
Montreal he was three times missed on éasy catches, and in 
Detroit twice, as ulso m every other city, whereas Murdoch 
scarcely gavea chance. ‘The table showing the batting aver- 
age of the team, not only in each city, but their general aver- 
age, is as follows: 

BATTING AYERAGES, 

a rg 48 =] Q 
E 8 = e g Players. 5 5 5 Sj S g 

ee g, S = & 
SRN TG ee Un = 197 1) 
QC Bannerman 7 0 13 1 #10 1 1285 OF 29 O $6 0 
Moran ....... Ss aeote 1B) CUE S25 ti, SISn 30 13 «6 
Spotforth.....16 0 £ 0 0, 02 a8) 10h ae 6 Ww 6 
Gregory ......18 1 0 0 7.0 40 1% 9 1 
Murdoch): AS 2 al a 4h t) ik O 25 0 
Bailey.....-... 8 0 BOM 19 0) £22 OT -2Gr = 1 3 
Blackham...,.0 0 lw 0 4 0 2 40 6 60 7 3 

Trétt......s 4 0 0 1 6F Bhs 0 0 0 t 1 
Boyle....,...12 0 30 0 31 O 19 O Bb 6 20 4 
Allan ' 13 0 4 0 4 0 q- 0" WO 1b 2 
Conway,...... -—- -—- 0 0 3.40 0 0 LL 

Murdoch and Boyle really have the best batting record, A. 
Bannerman being third, these three showing the best combi- 
nation of all-round hitting and defence, while giving the few- 
est chances for catches. For instance, in Montreal, Charles 
Bannerman gaye an easy chance fora catch after scoring less 
than 20 runs, and again before scoring 30, and yet he finally 
made 125 runs. In the first three innings of his batting in New 
York and Philadelphia he only averaged 6 runs to an innings, 
whereas in three innings in Canada his average to an innings 
was over 70 runs. Mr, Bannerman, Murdoch and Boyle 
showed the best batting against the best fielding and bowling 
of the five games, 

In the record of the Australian bowling given below will be 
found the averages of each bowler, not only in each city, but 
the general average of the team in each match: 

BOWLING RECORD, 

Runs per w'k't. 
Players Balls. Huns. Maidens. Wickets, Average. Places. 

Spofforth,..,.204 G4 23 40 3 4 N. York 
49 13 7 we de 
12 1 1 2 60 
4 3 1 14 (0 
lt i) 3 42 

Five bowlers..482 153 45 By 4 QT 

Spofforth.....171 7a 15 6 12 °¢«C8 Phila, 
49 ll 5 9 4 
27 4 6 4 
Btu 6 1 39° 0 
24 2 1 24 0 
10 2 1 wm 0 
5 1 0 0 65 

Beven bowlrs.547 229 41 20 li 9 

Garrett .... , .168 2t 26 12 2 0 Toronto 
aie 50 15 17 2 16 

13 3 0 10 13 
40) lj 10 4 0 

we 39 8 10 
89 18 8 4 7 Montrl 
24 12 9 2 6 
11 1 0 ll 0 
6 0 4 r 8 

Fonr bowlers. 276 86 Pai) al F pee 

Spoftorth .....128 89 13 11 3. 6 Detroit 
AAD snes <2 104 12 20 10 T 2 
Gregory...-.. 64 26 4 7 3. 6 
O Bannerman, 40) 15 2 1 15 «(0 
Garrett ...... 52 15 6 6 a 

Five bowlers. 388 107 45 35 8 r 

It will be seen by the above table that Spofforth had the 
best average in New York, Allan in Philadelphia, Toronto 
and Detroit, and Garrett in Montreal, the best team average 
being that made in Detroit. 

Ausrranians vs. NINETEEN OF PeninsunARs—Detrolt, Oct. 
14 and 15.—The ground was in very good order barring the 
wicket, and that was too wet, but that is the usual custom 
with the Penninsulars to make the ground so wet that the 
hall bites, bangs and kicks at its own sweet will, sometimes 
shooting and ut others going completely over the bntsman’s 
head, and this was more particularly thecase with Spofforth's 
bowling, and which certainly had no tendency to steady the 
neryes or impart confidence to the batsman. The toss for 
choice of innings was won by Gregory for the Australians, 
and like a good general sent the Peninsulars to bat on their 
own sodden wicket. And the account of the inning is soon 
told, for the 19 men were out for the paltry score of 34 yuns, 
and among them some of the best bats in America or Canada. 
Spofforth and Allan bowled throughout the innings, and, as 
will be seen by the analysis, Allan’s bowling was farand away 
the most effective. OC. Bannerman and Murdock were the 
first on behalf of the visitors to face the bowling of Corporal 
Dale and White. Dale bowled as finely as ever, but could 
get no wicket as the batsmen played him with the greatest 
care, but they punched White from the first ball bowled by 
him. Littlejohn and Francis were next deputed to do the 
trundling, and from ‘* Francis” 3d over Bannerman hit two 
4s, but that was about the only liberty that gentleman allowed 
them to take, as he settled down to his work, and at the con- 
clusion of the innings proved, by taking six wickets, that his 
bowling was quite up to the batting of the Antipodeans. 
Dale and Littlejohn were the only other bowlers that could 
put the batsmen on their mettle. Bannerman is undoubtedly 
their safest bat and Bailey the most brilliant, but the first 
ought to have been out when he had scored only 9, and the 
last named was missed several times, in fact about a dozen of 
the 19 seemed as though they had breakfasted on toast and 
forgot to wipe their fingers. ‘The total of the inning was 181, 
of which 22 were extras. The second ins of the Peninsulars 
was a decided improvement upon fhe first so far as four of the 
batsmen were concerned, viz., Calyert, Yan Allan, Francis 
and Iryine, who between them scored 61 out of the 75 
runs seored from the bat—6 were extras, ‘The remsining fif- 
teen men scored 14 runs between them, ‘lhe result of the 
game was the Australians won by an inning and 66 rung. On 
‘Tuesday evening the victors were entertained at an oyster 



supper by the yanquished at the Biddle House, after which 
they left the same night for Chicago. Below is the full score 
and analysis : 

PRNINSULARS—¥FIRST INNING. 
Francis, c Garratt, b Allan... Hyman, b Allan seaee5s.U 
Bamford, b Spofforth..... Van Allan, e Gregory, b Allan.0 
Johnson, b Spofforth... Littlejohn, ¢ Bailey, bSpofforth 6 

6 
5 
0 
+1 
-0 

Dale, b Alien,......... Nevill, c Grepory, b Allen.....9 
Hinchman, b Spoffurth....... Mountford, c Bannerman, b 
Davis, c Bannerman, b Allan. .3 Spofforth 10.) eee on 1 
Armstrong, b Allan........- :1 Uridge, not out... .2.254.4--- 2 
Calvert, c Garrett, bSpofforth.3 McLoughlin, b Spofforth...... 0 
Powell b Allan...........-2.04 0 Resyes, b Spofforth.......... 2 
White, c Bannerman, b Allan .3 Lee byes........2,.-...00-- 2 
Irvine, c Horan, b Spofforth.. .2 

SE Ses SOLD ee ak pin aPalgha eh ate gue atx Seenatah oe 2.04 

BOWLING ANALYSIS, 

Overs. Maidens. Runs, Wickets. 
SPOOR se ites eect cs cle ioeiee 22 9 26 9 
PLLTS Een tietened ole piepiere oie orek Reinet h 18 6 9 
Umpires—Poter Young and A, Bannerman. 

AUSTRALIANS—FIRST INNINGS. 

Bannerman, ¢ Powell,bFran- Boyle, b Dale...............+ 22 
ISLE ees atain pies bo Allan, o Davis, b Francis....19 

Murdoch, b Littlejohn.. Gregory, not out...,........ 13 
Horan, run out Gonway, ¢ Littlejohn, b Fran- 
Spofforth,c Calvert, Dale....18  cis......... nowy est oss z 
Bailey, b Francis,....:...... 0 Byes 9, leg byes 7, wides 4, 
Garrett, b Francis......... ~ 0 “no balls 2, ts ees he pee ee esee 
Blackham, b Francis...... A 

PLOLH LW PUEy aYyioss skate wos.3'5'e a. sis. law nesta sheseabe ona, one Gere 181 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. 

MPO Baw ster oth la/0 les elofant Jowec sole 41 21 84 2 
YIM eS re eet eats cade 20 6 31 0 
Littlej oh: +29 12 33 1 
Francia... -34 & ball 14 14 6 
Reeves... 5 4 1 0 
Armstrong 11 4 12 0 
Mountford.. oO 1 a 0 
Wan Allan....., 2 1 2 0 
PAINIEGUC. sitet pene tu lee es ae 1 1 — 0 

White bowled 3 no balls. Reeves bowled 1 wide. Mountford 
bowled 3 wide. 

PENINSULARS—SECOND INNINGS. 
Uridge, b Garrett............ 0 Irvine, c Blackham, Gregory 9 
Francis, b Garrett........... 14 McLoughlin, b Gregory...... 0 
White, b Garrett............ 0 Calvert, c Gregory, Spofforth.24 
Bamford, c Bailey, Gregory.. 2 Armstrong. c Allan, Gregory. 2 
Neville, b Gregory........... 1 Davie, b Bannerman.:...... 5 
Hinchman, c Blackham, Gar- Van Allan, b Allan.......... 14 

S68 586 Soe see So hAB Soe Johnson, run out,........-.. 0 
Dule, c substitute, b Garrett 0 Mountford, not out.......... 0 
Poweli, c Blackham, Gregory 0 Reeves, b Spofforth.......... 0 
Littlejohn b Gregory........ 0 Byes 3, leg byes 3.,........- 6 
Hyman, b Garrett........... 4 

Total....... ah veda Pee FE ate aos “RANA BOON 81 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 

Overs. Maidens. Runs, Wickets. 
Garrett............... picaayat fe 13 6 15 6 
Gregory.....-_.. Aa Sone oe 16 4 26 iT 
Bannerman..... ec rerts -. 10 15 1 
MPOMOTtD. 6. sins. eens ane . 10& 2 balls 4 13 2 
VALUE TES, da ae es eae 2 6 1 

—The Staten Island and Manhattan Cricket Clubs played 
the return match of the first eleyen on Saturday, the 19th 
inst., at Camp Washington, Staten Island. The score is ap- 
pended: 

MANHATTAN. 
First Inning. Second Inning. 

§ H Makin, b Sprague........ 5 bw, bSprague..............+ 0 
J Rogan, c Duer, b Stevens... 2 1bw, bStevens........ act 13 
BH Tucker, ¢ Kessler, bStevens 0 1b w, b Steyens..-...,....... 0 
W Brewster, run out.......... TOL Otay at Messrs ole tee 19 
G Hayward, b Stevens 0 bStevens........... 8 
BF Jenkins, not out......... 8 bSprague.......... .. 0 
C L Middleton, b Sprague....10 b Sprague........ Ea () 
BG Ames, b Sprague........ 0 bSprague...... $2 
§ Edmunds, absent.......... 0 bStevens.....,.... ,-14 
© Chippendale, absent.. . 0 csub, b Steyens.... 4 ah 
Leg-byes, 2; wides, 1........ 8 Byes, 11; wicles, 1...,....... 12 

Total.-... Ee we's nese ee DA. Oba Sat ermee ys hacemos eee aOe 
Fall of Wickets. 

Tnnifgs. 1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
First....-... Sent haar: 8 9 9 18 14 32 32 — — — —82 
Second.....-.- «vere 3 928 81 43 GL 64 69 — — —6 

STATEN ISLAND. 
First Inning. Second Inning. 

CW Bance, 1b w, b Brewster.25 obstructing field......,...... 4 
% WStevens,cand b Rogan.. 4 c Jenkins, b Makin........... 5 
CO M Dodge, c Brewster, b Ro- 

HY apial Mien telabtiee crite ae le 0 b Brewster... .-...ecse.curee 3 
J 5 Tyre, c Brewster, b Rogan 3 co Brewster, b Makin.......,. 2 
J Duer, b Rogan............. 0 c Jenkins, b Makin........., 0 
PW Kessler, b Brewster..... 13 c Brewster, b Makin.......... 5 
W H Davidge, c and b Brews- 

POT ep ies rere his mo day tele 13 e¢ sub, b Makin............... 1 
J Holden, b Brewster,........ 16 c Brewster, b Makin........:. 7 
W Robinson, not out......... 1 notout. ..,.... hoe eens 0 
EJ Adams, absent...... .... 0 b Brewster.........--........ 4 
J H Sprague, absent..,...... 0 b Brewster... A awit: 
BVO eaten tteesecsrectense 4 OBYCRs.\.c05 ts 5 10 

Total oes yemesie ss +s vata 9") Wotalscscpcsscr nt toh 45 
Fall of Wickets. 

Tonings ist 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
1S PORN 18 18 18 24 42 7 sey Eee ef) 
Second..............10 15 15 19 26 28 84 85 89 45 —45 
Umpires—Messrs. Smith and White. 

—The St. Georges Club of this city defeated the newly 
formed Albany Club at Albany in one inning, with ninety 
Tuns to spare, on Saturday last. There was a large attend- 
ance. 
a 

ARCHERY. 

New Bevunswick Amateur ArcHERS,—Ur, Hditor: Arch- 
ery, now s0 popular, seems destined to become all the rage in 

the future. Its hold upon those who enjoy out-door sports 
will last longer than the reign of the rifle, for the reason that 
the fair sex are among the participants and can take an active 
share in the sport the same as in croquet. The best judges of 
field sports well know that the game of croquet would never 
‘have lived a season were it not for the mingling of the sexes, 
and thus it is that archery, a far more pleasant pastime than 
croquet, advances with strides and reaches the popular taste. 
Many ladies have become experts already in handling the bow, 

»J M Percival, 7ft 3in ; KR Condit, 7ft 2in. 

blush. There are to be found many fine marksmen among 
the gentlemen members of clubs in and around New York. 
Several matches have been shot this season and have been en- 
joyed by the participants. Next season we predict a large 
accession to the clubs now existing. An amateur match at 
30 yards was shot at New Brunswic, N. J. Saturday, Oct, 
d, The following are some of the: ; scores: Win. Asten, 
120; Wm. Mailer, 98; Herbert As.co, 146; J. O'Blake, cf 
Brooklyn, 189. QUIVER. 

Pennsybyanta— Titusville, Oct. 21.—The archery season 

has probably closed its doors, and we are to wait until next 

season and hope to bring into the field men and ladies who 
shall draw the bow with such certain aim that our readers 
may look for some very fine scores from us. We think, as 

young archers, that our first season’s shooting is well up. 
The closing contest between our two teams came off on Wed- 
nesday, Oct. 16. A strong wind was blowing and our arrows 
drifted somewhat. A large crowd was present, and consider- 
erable interest was manifested at the final contest of the sea- 
son. Ten ends were shot at 40 yards. Following is the 
Score : 

WILLIAM TELLS, ROBIN HOODS, 
Hits. Total. Hits. Total 

Capt Tuck........ 26 110 Capt Webber....... 25 ©6101 
Hastland........... 30 194. -Marsh, 22° Ts 28 150 
POEDGTS so vad sees ea 13 Farwell 4......04 24. 98 

Totals. i5 -s.ieves ote 417 MLO pal Ces clon afd ha ci eel yah 349 

J. W. Weepern. 

Tniwoi—Chieago, Oct. 19.—Chicago and Des Moines ar- 
chery—target, 4ft. Aseach club has won one game, a third 
and final match will be necessary, which will be shot next 
week, The gradual increased scores at each match show an 
improvement in target practice which is encouraging to the 
lovers of archery in this vicinity ; 

CHICAGO CLUB. 

--60 yds—, —40 yds —30 yde— Total, 
Names. Hits. Se. Hits. 8c. Hits Se. Hits. 8o, 

Spalding. ......... 16 65 19 148 30 192 75 395 
Collins........-... 15 75 22 102 28 129 65 306 
Haines.... - 16 66 26 126 30 159 72 351 
Egan. eeys er eee 19 25 22 106 30 148 61 277 

Totals... <...+2-- 56 219 99 482 118 628 273 1,329 
DES MOINES CLUB, 

Follerton..... sorrel HG 20 94 25 146 53 256 
Hockney.,....... 118 88 24 126 23 126 65 340 
PLenrypesee see we ye Ves 24 110 30 152 Tl 333 
Finkbine........ . 6 4 29 126 30 162 65 305 

Totals... .....- 49 189 97 450 108 586 954 1,284 
Thirty arrows by each man at each range. Archery has 

taken quite a hold in the West, and next season bids fair to 
see many interesting matches not only here but all over the 
country. | B. 

Tue Best Woop For Bows.—A German correspondent 
prefers the common osage orange wood, used for hedges, for 
bows in preference to sassafras or any other wood. It is 

knotty, but of great elasticity. ‘The osage orange is the popn- 

lar Gots dare of the Indian tribes. There is certainly nothing 
better, if their experience counts for anything. 

eS ee eee 

ATHLETICS. 

Boston, Oct. 19.—Young Men’s Christian Association : 
No. 1. Heayy dumb-bells—James Bagley, 105 pounds; Frank A, 

Ellis, 105 pounds. 
No. 2. Throwing light hammer—G P Whitters, 77ft. 5in.; Mr 

Denein, 66ft. 
No. 3, Standing high jamp—J Dunphy, 4ft. 3in.; E W Hamil- 

ton, 4ft. 2in.; Frank Burgess, 4ft. 2in. 
No. 4, Putting shot—C P Whitters, 32ft. 3in.; J J Fitzpatrick, 

35ft, 2Zin.; Frank Burgess, ——; D O'Hara, ——. 
No. mi 100-yards dash—F J McQuigin, 10}48.; J F Kane, close 

second, 
No. 7. Hurdle race, 1-5 mile—J F Kane, 53}48.; J C Bibber, 64s, 

D O'Hara, 543s.; J H Maxwell, ——; EM Gillam, —. 
No. 8, Hop, step and jump—F J MdQuigin, 427t. 8in.; F Bur- 

goss, 3bft. iin.; C P Whitters, withdrew. 
No. 10. Hurdle race, 120 yards—Frank Burgess, 20s.; F J 

MeQuigin, 25s. 
No. 11. Mile walk, amateurs—W H Holt, 7m. 35s.; A W Gerry 

Tm. 413¢8.; J P Roche, withdrew ; P A Higgins, withdrew. 
No, 12, Threestanding jumps—J Dunphy, 33ft. 3in.; J Hichorn, 

81ft. 8in.; C P Whitters, withdrew. 
No. 14. Mile run, amateurs—J C Bibber, 5m. 24448.; W J Me- 

Argle, 5m. 29348,; D O’Hara, 5m. 31s.; E Frishee, 5m. 59s.; Proc- 
tor Reed, withdrew. 

No, 15. Running broad jump—F J McQuigin, 19ft. 4in.; Frank 
Burgess, 17tt. 0in.; C P Whitters, withdrawn, 

No. 16. Mile walk, professionals—C P Daniels, 7m. 494s.; James 
Bagley, 7m. 514é8.; Kh F Neligan, 7m, 59s. 

Yonkers—Saturday, Oct, 19.—The Mile Square Athletic 
Club’s fall games = 

1. A 100-yard Junior Ran—George Motaram, Ist, in 12348; G G 
Wage, 2d; C E Westergrund, 3d. 

2. One-sixth of a Mile Hurdle Junior Race—Entries as aboye— 
Motaram, 1st, in 503¢8; Wage, 2d. 

3, Mile Walk for Boys Under Seyenteen Years—J S Frazer, Ist, 
8m 50s ; J Powers, 2d. 

4, Club Members 100-yard Handicap—Six Entries—A H Crowell, 
1st, in 11}g8; J M Percival, 2d. 

5. Free to all 100-yards Handicap—First Heat—H L Rose, of 
Greenwood Club, Ist, in 1137s; W M Little, Mystic Boat Club, 2d. 
Second Heat—M MePanul, Farmyood Club, Ist, in 108s; T J 
Brereton, Greenwood Club, 2d. In a third heat between these 
four men MePaaul won in 103¢s. 

6, Club Race, 440 yards—Won by W S Ferguson in 67s. 
7. Open Hurdle Race, One-sixth Mile—W Irvine, Ist, in 445; 0 

Shaw, 2d. 
8. Club Handicap, 220-yards Race—Won by George Frazier, Jr, 

in 27a. 
9. Mile Walk, Open—J O Williameon, Greenwood Club, ist, 7m 

433 ; W M Watson, Manhattan Club, 2d. 
10, High Jump, for Club Members—C P Ward, 4ft 5in ; George 

Frazier, 4ft 4in. 
11. Open Race, 440 yards—Thres Entries—C H Rowland, Ist, 

56878 ; C M Shaw, 2d. 
12. Mile Walk, Handicap—Won by J M Percival in 9m 368%s. 
13. Junior Race, 440 yards—Three Entries—G G Wagg, 483; J 

H Hueler, 2d. 
14, Half-mile Race, Opan—Three Entries—C H Rowland, Ist, 

2m 28s ; M Berrian, 2m 40a. , 
15. Vaulting With Pole—Four Entries—W 8 Ferguson, 7fi 4in; 

16. Running Broad Jump—G Frazier, 16ft 33¢in; J E Martin, 
16ft 2in, 
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1, 100-yards Run—Four Entries; First Heat—J G Wray, 
F Nichols, 2d. Second Heat, three entiies—Ww 
Third Heat, between Bowne and Wray—Won by 

2. One Mile Walk—Four Entries—H B Wall won in 8m 82, 
3. Half-mile Run—H G Badgley winner, 2m 2717s, 
ee Running High Jamp—Four Katries—A H Oakes winner, 4ft 

is ; 
D Bowne, 113¢8. 
Wray in 113¥3, 

in. 

5. Three-mile Walk—M H Johnson winner in 26m 65}g8; C B 
Lewis, 2d, ; 

6. Running Broad Jump—J McClellan, 18ft 4in; W D Bowne, 
17tt 3in; J F Johnson, 3d. 

7. 220-yards Kun—Five Entries—J C Wray an easy winner in 
6248. 
8. Pole Vanlting—J McClellan, 8ft in ; W D Bowne, 2d. 
9, Standing High Jump—W D Bowne winner, 4t Sin. 
10. Handicap Run, 440 yards—J J Culbertson, 35 yards; A Lee, 

21 yards; H G Badgley, 15 yards; S W Hoag, Jr, scratch. Hoag 
won in 57}¢s. 

Il. One Mile Run—Won by J Magee in 5m 233 ; T H Noonen, 
2d, and W H Copes last, 

12, Hurdle Kun, 100 yards—Seven Entrices—Won by W D Bowne 
in 22s ; McClellan, 2d, 

13. Tug of War, between McClellan’s and Bowne’s teams of six 
men each—Won by McOlellan’s. 

Hackensaok—Oot. 19.—Hackensack Athletic Association: 
1. 100-yards Run—Six Entries—J F Reimus, of Staten Island 

Club, ist, in 103s. Second Heat—Won by J Lafon, Mystic Boat 
Club, in 1234s. 

2. Standing High Juamp—E Hague winner, 
8. Half-mile Walk—Won by W Loziar, 4m 27s. 
4, Standmg High Jump—J 8 C Walls winner, 4ft 2%/in. 
5, 440-yards Ran, two heats—E Hague won in first in im 15s; 

W Lozier, 1m 12s, in the second, 
6, One Mile Walk—E D Phillips, Hudson Boat Club, ist, 7m 

573¢8 ; I Fosdick, Manhattan Glub, 2d. 
7. Bunning High Jump—W R Reeves winner, oft lin. 
8, Half-mile Run—Won by O 8 McOullough in 2m 201s; W T 

Wells, 2d, 

_West Stoz Drivine Park—Jersey City, Oct. 19.—Olym- 
pic Athletic Club, of Jersey City Heights, first annual games : 

First Trial Heat—200-yard Handicap—Edward Young, 4 yards, 
ist aie ; H Cordukes, 5 yards, 2d. Four started ; run with the 
wind. 

Second Trial Heat—100-yard Handicap—A Clark, 2 yards, lat, 
lids ; A McLean, 5 yards, 2d. Six started. 

Mile Walk—Handicap—Charles McBride, seratch, Ist, 8m 338; 
8 Drayton, 30s, 2d. Four started ; won by three yards. 

Final Heat—i00-yard Handicap—Edward Young, 4 yards, 1st, 
lis; A Clarke, 5 yards, 2d. 

450-yard Handicap—W Haslan, 8 yards, 1st, Im 44s; F Clarke, 
12 yards, 2d. Five started. 

First Hoat—120-yard Run, over six hnrdles—W Haslan, 1st,174s, 
r 3 a Heat—120-yard Kun, over six hurdles—A McLean, 1st, 
Tis. 
High Jump —Mark Coughlin, lat, 4ft 6in. Four competed. 
Pea Heat—i20-yard Run, cyer six hurdles—W Haelan, 1st, 
8. 

Lenten Universiry AtHieric Assooition,—Oct. 12.— 
rder of sports = 
. 1, 100 Yards Dash—Iour entries—Duncan, Ist, 10378; Strong 

7 2, Putting the Shot—Potter, 1st, 31ft 2in ; Holland, 2d. 

* 8. Hurdle Race—120 yarda—Bradley, Ist, 198; Strong, 2d, 
9 1-is. 
o 4, Throwing the Hammer—Potter, 1st, 57ft 1lin ; Lee, 2d, 44ft 
in. 
5, 220 Yards—Highth of a Mile—Dunean, 1st, 242. 
6. Pole Vaulting—Potter, Ist, 7ft 1lin ; Tucker, 24, 7ft 10in 
7. Standing Broad Leap—Dunean, ist, 8ft 44¢in. 
8. Half-Mile Run—Hight entries—Strong, ist, 2m 20}g8; Don- 

nhue, 2d, 3m 464s. 
AG Sinuning Broad Leap—Potter, ist, 14ft 6lgin; Leavitt, 2d, 

13ft lim. 
10. Mile Walk—Brooke, Ist, 9m 13s. 
ii. Quarter-Mile Kun—Dnnean, Ist, b63¢e; Strong, 2d, 5934, 
12. Strangers’ Race—100 yards—Jenking, 1st, 11s. 
13, Consolation Race—Threse-legged—won by Holland and Lae, 

MaAssacuusetts— Worcester, Oct.—The annual contest in 
athletic sports at Holy Cross College, in this city, occurred to- 
day. The results were as follows: The first feat was throw- 
ing the base ball, won by Curran, '80, 326ift. The mile walk 
Was won by Casey, ‘80, in 9m. Hitch-and-kick, won by 
Gallagher, *82, 7ft. 4in. Throwing heavy stone, won 
by Donnellan, 80, 22ft. 10in. Tossing caber, won by Bos- 
sidy, 81, 18ft. Gin. Hop, skin and jump, won by Boyce, ’82, 
37ft. 3in. Three-legged race, won by Shea, ‘79, and Bossidy, 
*81. High jump, won by Boyce, ‘82, 5ft. Apple race, won 
by Gallagher, 62. Hundred yards dash, won by J. J. Flinn, 
’81, 1is. Small boys’ race, won by Couch, 15s. Ruoning long 
jump, won by Boyce, ’82, 15ft. Hundred yards hop, won by 
Cunningham, ’82, 193. Wheelbarrow race, Barry, 79. Con- 
solation race, won by McCabe, "79. The exercises were under 
the direction of Messrs. Oassidy, ‘79; Redding, '79; Clifford, 
80; Lynch, ‘81, and Fitzgerald, ’82, and to them isdue much 
of the credit for so successful a series of trials of manly 
strength. 

Wnrestiine.—Robert Wright, of Michigan, and John Mc- 
Mahon, the California wrestler, signed articles at Detroit on 
the 16th inst., to wrestle within 15 days for $500 against $250 
for Wright, collar and elbow, best two in three falls, The 
event will probably take place on Oct. 81st, at Whitney's 
Opera House. The following are the measurements of the 
two contestants : 

Wright McMahon 
UBS ee See “bho y ee age ‘ote: 36 
Finigh Pw sick h lestnsee ties Gariales . 56 5.1038 
ited) tote ok heirs Be en earn er Oe py eam 157 19815 
(8int eee yey yee apa boa hee gee 40 43 
Bicaps..... Pouce 16 15 
SE AS et peer ere an at 
SUS PEN te eaters a 8 dle shi ith wh oe ds uch & ae 2 
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Broycrmne.—In a 25-mile bicycle race at Lillie Bridge, 
London, recently, J. Keen, the champion, beat bis own pre- 
viously fastest recorded times fur 24 and 25 miles bya fraction 
over three minutes. The following is the time made by Keen 
in each mile: Firat mile, 8m. 21s.; 2d, 6m. 393.; 3d, 9m. 57s.; 
4th, 18m. 19s.; Sth, 16m. 41s.; Gth, 20m. 33.; 7th, 23m. 32s,; 
Sth, 26m. 484s.; 9th, 29m. 59s.; 10th, 33m. 20s.; 11th, 36m. 
83}8,; 12th, 39m. fds; 18th, 43m. 198; 14th, 46m. 45s.; 
15th, 60m. 14s.; 16th, 58m. 413.; 17th, 57m. 6s.; 18th, 1b. 
Om. 34s.; 19th, Th. 3m. 65s; 20th, 1h. Tm, 2is.; 21st, ih. 
10m. 35s.; 22d, 1h. 13m. 42s.; 23d, Th. 17m. 118; 24th, 1h. 
20m. 298.3 25th, 1h. 23m. 48s. 

—Bicycling is all the rage at Harvard, The Harvard Crim- 
gon (acess offers a cup for a contest in the athletic 
games November 2. : 



Although bird-lime may be obtained in 
small quantities in other countries, Japan is 
probably the only one in the world in which 
it is regularly tnanufactured on a large seale, 
and gives employment to some thousands of 

persons, The following brief particulars re- 
specting its manufacture, etc. are condensed 
from the Hiogo News, and may prove interest- 
ing. 

Bird-lime is called by the Japanese mochiz, 

a. term which giyes a good idea of its nature, 
as it means ‘‘ bird-catching-sticky-substance.’’ 
The date of its first discovery is uncertain, 
some placing it five hundred years back, and 

others three hundred. During the last 
twenty years the quantity produced has been 
perceptibly affected through the destruction 
of the trees by denuding them of their burk 
for its menufacture; but the Japanese haye 
been endeavoring to obviate this, though 
Without much success, by leaying in a par- 
ticular manner a certain amount of bark on 
the trees, in the hope that they might serve a 
second time. 
The best kinds of bird-lime are distin- 

guished by being free from bark, of a dull 
whitish color, extremely viscid, and having a 
yery grumous consistency ; these descriptions 
are saldto keep good for any length of time. 
The principal tree from which this bird-lime 
ig made is a dark evergreen, found in the 
southern half of Japan, which grows high up 
the shady sides of deep mountain glens, and 
is frequently used as an ornamental shrub. 
Its bark is of & grayish-brown color and 
rather rough texture; the leayes are of a 
smooth dark green, rather more pulpy than 
our holly leaf, and have an unbroken edge. 

The manufacture of bird-lime extends over 
a period of severa) mionths, commencing 
about June, when the bark is stripped off the 
trees and macerated in water for some forty 
days, after which it is collected and beaten in 
a mortar. The pestle used is shod with iron, 
1ts fat under-surface being armed with spikes 
projecting downwards. When the pulpy 
mass under the pestle becomes glutinous, it is 
taken out and washed in water in order to re- 
move as far as possible the rough outer bark. 
The pulp is then again pounded and treated 
in a caldron with hot water, on the surface of 
which it floats. During this treatment it 
undergoes considerable manipulation, at the 
hands of the workman, for the purpose of 
Separating the remaining partieles of bark, 
which sisk to the bottom of the boiler. This 
is the most difficult part of the process, as 
much skill and experience are required in the 
workman to keep the stuff from adhering to 
his hands, After this, the pulpy mass is 
again washed in cold water, and the pound- 
ing, boiling, and washing are repeated until 
the material becomes sufiicient! clean and 
pure. During the process we have briefly de- 
scribed, about nine-tentts of the weight of 
the raw material is lost, two hundred and 
fifty pounds of the latter not turning out 
ake than twenty-five pounds of good hird- 
me. 
The uses to which the Japanese put this 

substance are numerous, the chief being of 
course the snaring of birds and animals. By- 
means of it, animals as large as monkeys are 
caught, for when they once get the stuif up- 
on their paws, they soon cover themselves 
with it, and so exhaust their strength 1n try- 
ing to get rid of it, that they fall an easy 
prey, Birds almost of the size of ducks are 
taken, aud by a very Ingenious process. The 
young shoots of the wisteri¢%, which attain 
considerable length and are strong, are 
gathered, dried, and knotted together in one 
ecntinuous length. ‘This is floated out to sea, 
after being smeared with bird-lime ; and very 
often io the morning several birds are caught 
Sinall birds are caught in various ways; some 
by means of a decoy-bird concealed near a 
patch of tempting food, in which are fixed 
numerous Jitule splinters of bamboo like large 
needles, the upper half of which is smeared 
with bird-lime, Others, again, are taken on 
trees by means of a long slender bamboo the 
top of which is anointed with the lime, and 
then stealthily thrust against their feathers. 
Rats are easily caught by spreading a small 
quantity on a piece of board or paper, and 
placing it near their holes. Bird-lime is also 
spread upon a bamboo leaf, and everywhere 
used in Japan for catching Hies and other in- 
sects.— Chambers’ Journal. 
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Tar Buzgine or Insgors,—The old natur- 
alist generally thought that the buzzing of 

insects was produced by the vibration of the 
wings; but they had scarcely attempted to 
analyze the phenomenon, and their opinion 
was abandoned when Reaumur showed that 
when the wings are cut a blow fly continued 

to buzz. Other explanations of the phe- 
nomenon haye been advanced by varions 
naturalists, but none of them are satisfactory. 

M. Jousset de Bellesme has been making 
somie investigations on the subject, and, 
after proving that previous theories are un- 
satisfactory, he describes the results of his 
own researches, To ayoid confusion, it 
should be distinctly understood what is meant 

buzzing. In 

| which is the type of buzzing insects. But 
‘the buriblebee gives ont two very different 
sounds, which are an octaye of each other—a 
grave sound when if flies, anda sharp sound 
when italizhts. Wesay, then, that buzzing 
is the faculty of insects to produce two sounds 
af an octave. The definition limits the phe— 
nomenon to the hymenoptera and the diptera. 
The coleoptera often produce in flying a 
grave and dull sound, but they are powerless 
to emi! {he sharp sound, and, consequently, 
donot buzz. There are two or three ascer- 
tained facts which will serve as guides in the 
interpretation of the phenomenon. First, it 
is Indisputable that the grave sound always 
accompanies the great vibrations of the wings, 
which serve for the translation of the insech. 
Tt is easily seen that this sound commences 
as soon a8 the wings begin to move, 
and that if the wings he cut off it dis- 
appears entirely. The sharp sound is 
never, on the contrary, produced during flight; 
it is only observed apart from the great vibra- 
tions of the wings when the insect alights, or 
when if is held so as to hinder its moyement, 
and in that case the wing is seen to be ani- 
mated by atapid trembling. It is also pro- 
duced when the wings are entirely taken away. 
From these two remarks we may draw the 
conclusion that the grave sound belongs prop- 
erly to the wings; that it 18 caused by their 
movements of great amplitude. There is here 
no difficulty. As to the sharp sound, it is cer- 
tainly not produced by the wings, since it sur- 
vives the absence of them, Yet the wings 
participate m it and undergo a particular 
trembling during the production of this sound. 
To discover the cause it is necessary to go 
back to the mechanism of the movement of 
the wing. Itis known that among nearly all 
insects the muscles which serve for flight are 
not inserfed in the wing itself, but in the parts 
of the thorax which support it, and that it is 
the movement of these which acts on the 
wing and niakes it vibrate. The form of the 
thorax changes with each movement of the 
Wing under the influence of the contraction 
of the thoracic muscles. The muscular masses 
intended for flight being very powerful, this 
vibratory movement of the thorax is very 1n- 
fense, as mnay be proved by holding one of 
these insects between fhe fingers. But as the 
vibrations are repeated 200 or 300 times per 
second, they give rise to a musical sound, 
which is the sharp note. In fact, the air 
which surrounds the thorax is set in vibration 
by that directly, and without the wing taking 
part init. There then are two simultaneous 
sounds—one produced by the vibration of the 
wings and the other by the thoracic vibration, 
the latter fwice as rapid as the former, and 
therefore an octaye. This is why in flight 
only a single grave sound is heard, When 
the thorax moves alone a sharp sound is pro- 
duced. This, M. de Bellesme believes, is the 
only explanation that can be given of the 
mode of production of the two sounds which 
constitutes buzzing.—London Times. 
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Hovsz Oats Grown Witp.—In Chambers’ 
Journal we find the following: A greater 

nuisance to game preservers in England than 

the mountain-cat is grimalkin that has be- 
come wild—the semi-wild cat. Almost the 

equal of the mountain-cat in ferocity and de- 

slructiveness, these wild cats are enormously 

more numerous. It is amazing the number 

of domestic cats that, by cruel neglect on the 

part of their owners, or other causes, annually 

revert to their nathral state, and take up their 
quarters im the woods, to live as wild animals. 
During the fiye years in which the Duke of 
Sutherland’s game-keepers bagged only five 
mountain-cats, they shot two hundred and 
thirty five of the other kind; and when we 
eomé southwards, into the preserves near 
large towns, tle numbers grow enormously. 
‘Ta the preserves say from ten to twenty 
miles round London,’ says a recent writer in 
the Pail Mall Gazette, ‘the cats thus killed 
must be counted by thousands, Families 
change their houses; the cat is driven away 
by the new-comer, and takes to the fields. 
Tn one little copse not more than two acres in 
extent, and about twelve miles from Iyde 
Park Corner, fifteen cats were shot in six 
weeks. When two or three wild or house- 
less animals take up their abode in a wood 
they speedily attract half-a-dozen hitherto 
tame ones; and if they are not destroyed, it 
would be impossible to keep either game or 
rabbits." We have on more than one occas- 
ion protested against the heartless cruelly of 
turning cats out of doors to starve, when 
shutting up houses for the season. As is 
seen, the poor creatures are often driven wild 
with hunger and exposure, and liable to be 
killed as # measure of general police. We 
again denounce this odious misusage of the 
faithful and domestic cat, as a scandal to hu- 
manity. Those who cannot permanently 
provide for cats ought not to attempt to keep 
them. 

oe 

A Kyowrme Morse.-—-A German almanac 

for 1879, which is carly in the field, contains 
a notable story of Oossack ingenuily, which 
has been reproduced by the Glebe, During 

the Jate war a Cossack rade up to the door of 

6 little inn at Braile, dismounted, drank a 

r | ag. In the scientific acceptation it 
eans to imitate the conna of the humblebee, | 

owner. 

never above seventy degrees. 

a bird store. 

and then 
ade a show of remounting his horse. The 

landlord reminded him that he had not paid 
for his drink. The Cossack with a heavy 

sion of glasses of brandy, 

sigh drew out his huge dirty purse and began 
fumbling for a coin, when his horse gave a 
sudden snort and fell tothe ground. The 
Cussack was in despair; he did everything he 
could to raise the beast upon its legs, but all 
was in vain. ‘'He is dead! le is dead !” 
cried out in chorus a number of bystanders, 
who had been attracted to the spot by tie ac- 
cident. ‘The poor Cossack would not believe 
it, The crowd, knowing that a Cossach’s 
horse is his own property, and that the loss of 
the animal would be a terrible blow to his 
owner, began #0 make a collection in order to 
mitigate his sufferings as far as possible. 
Eyen the landlord was touched, forgot his 
bill, and presented the bereaved man with 
another glass of brandy, refusing any pay. 
The Cossack lifted up his saddle, slung his 
lance over his shoulder, dropped a farewell 
tear over the faithful beast, and walked sor- 
rowfully away. When he was about a thous- 
and paces distant he suddenly stopped, turned 
round, and gave a long, shrill whistle. At 
the sound of the well-known signal the horse 
sprang up, neighed a friendly answer, and 
off with lightning-like speed to his grinning 

The Cossack was soon on his back, 
making significant symbols of thanks to the 
assembled crowd for their generosity and 
sympathy. Inatfew minutes he was out of 
sight, and the landlord of the Arotsehma was 
loudly registering his yow that he would 
never again trust a Cossack. 
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Ye Quait Hunter.—The foolish cow 
frisketh her tail and cheweth her cud and 

goeth forth with joy to browse in the thicket 
the whole day long. 

But the wise cow knoweth that quail shoot- 
ng hath begun, and she harkeneth unto the 
yoice of wisdom, which saith, Lo, the hunter 

is come anon, girt about with the shot-pouch 

and the powder-horn, and in his hand he car- 
tieth a weapon. the barrel of which be doubled. 

And he goeth about seeking the birds that 
do run upon the ground with exceeding 
swiltness, that he may ensnare them and slay 
them with the weapon and devour them, 
eyen upon toast. 
And the weapon goeth bang and ye heareth 

the sound therof, and ye smelleth the powder, 
but ye knoweth not, nor doth any man know- 
eth whereunto the discharge appertaineth. 

For it flyeth with haste into the thicket 
aud into the region located thereby, even into 
the whole territory thereunto adjacent. 

And it falleth upon the cow’and it smiteth 
her sore, so that she lifteth up her tail and 
fiyeth, being sorely and grievously displeased. 

But the bird escapeth the wrath, and froma 
rail in a remote corner of the land laugheth 
he the hunter to scorn. 

Therefore has the wise cow said in her 
heart, L will lay me down in the home pas- 
ture and will not go into the thicket, nay, 
not for the hunter or any udder man.—wt. 
Louis Journal. 
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Carm or Canary Brrps.—Place the cage 

so that no draught of air can strike the bird. 
Give nothing to healthy birds but rape and 
canary seed, water, cuttlefish bone and 

gravel paper and sand on the floor of the 

cage. ‘Nohemp seed. A bath three times a 
week. The room should not be overheated, 

When moult- 

ing (shedding feathers) keep warm, avoid all 
draughts of air. Giye plenty of German rape 
seed; a little hard boiled egg, mixed with 
crackers grated fine, is excellent, Feed at a 
certain hour in the morning. By observing 
these simple rules, birds may be kept in fine 
condition for years. For birds that are sick 
or have lost their song, procure bird tonic at 

Very many keep birds who 
mean to give their pets all things to make 
them bright and happy, and at the same time 
are guilty of great cruelty in regard to perch- 
es. 
one of different size, and the smallest as large 
as a pipe-stem. 
sort, no trouble is ever had about the bird’s 
toe-nails growing too long; and of all things 

The perches ma cage should be eavh 

If perches are of the right 

keep the perches clean. 

ee ee 

RAwING THE Winp.—A few days ago a 
tramp, who was sparring his devious way 

along near Reno, conceived a brilliant idea 

for raising the wind. He knew that the 

Wells Fargo stage would pass along that road 
in about half an hour, so he took off his coat, 
tore his shirt and pockets, rolled in the dust, 
and finally tied himself, with much difficulty, 
foatree. His intention was to tell the stage 
passengers that he had been foully dealt with 
by highwaymen, and have a subscription to 
repair his losses taken up on the spot. The 
stage, however, took a short cut by a new 
road that day and didn't go by at all. After 
waiting until dusk, the tramp tried to take 
off his bonds, but before he got the first knot 
loose a prizzly came down out of the mount- 
ain and picknieked off the greater part of bis 
left leg,—San Pranvisco News Letter, 

Ay Army f1tus.—About forty regular 
army Officers, active and retired, met Thurs- 
day, Uct, 10, at the Army Headquarters, this 
city, to form an association modelled upon 
the Royal United Service Institution of Great 
Pritain, but with less of its technicalities and 
details. It is to be callea the Military Ser- 
vice Institution of the United States, with 
headquarters in New York, and the object 
Will be to inform all officers on distant posta 
of the steps and discoveries made in military 
science. 

—It is not so very many years since a 
moustache could not safely be worn by a 
New York merchant or bank clerk. ‘Lhirty 
or twenty-five yeaas ago a man who ventured 
to cultivate one was regarded as an outland- 
ish foreigner, a flashy and disreputable sort of 
person, an eccentric individual, or a loose 
Bohemian. Moustaches stood in the way of 
2 man's getting credit, and a bank president 
who did not shaye his upper lip would haye 
been looked on as a monstrosity.—Sun. 

6 -_—_ -- 

—A naturalist claims to have discovered 
that crows, when in flocks, have regularly or- 
ganized courts, in which they sit around and 
try offenders—a sort of crow-bar, so to speak, 
— Boston tflobe. 

They often meet in caw cus, too. In the 

spring itis not unusual to see a cro cus. 
——— 

Business Ruims.—Business before plea- 
sure, the surest road to success, Noengage. 
ments should be made that will interfere 
with your business; if any be made they 
should be broken off, Pleasure before busi- 
ness, the quickest, straightest and shortest 
route to poverty. 

ee ee 

—Algernon, under her window in the cold 
white moonlight, with tender expression says: 

{oT \s the la-last rosa o-hof summer, 
Le heft bloo hooming 4lo-hone ; 

All its lo hny-lee ! companions 
Ab-har fa-deh hed and go-hone—" 

ee AAS, 

—The peanut crop of the United States for 

the year ending Sept. 30, 1878, was 1,121,000 

bushels ! Virginia eates most ; Tennessee next; 
North Carolina, third. 

———— i 

—The Lincolnshire Rifle Volunteers were 
recently turned out for a parade and a sham 
fight, when the discovery was made that 
they had been served with ball cartridge. 

——— 

—To prevent meat from scorching during 
roasting, place a basin of water in the oven ; 
steam generated prevents scorching, and 
makes the meat cook better. 

oe 

—Enos Brown and Sons of Deep Hollows 
Dutchess Co., New York, have caught 107 
bears during the past twenty years. 

————+ 

—We go East for the precious metals and to 
the West for solid meat—for gold to the Ore- 
ient and for beef to the Ox-ident. 
a 

é 

Stationery 

Department. 

Messrs. TIFFANY & CO.’S new tints of 

Paper and Cards, and the correct styles 

of Wedding and other Inyitations for this 

Season, are now ready, 

During the past Summer they have in- 

creased their facilities for producing, and 

and have made a material 

REDUCTION IN PRI1OBS, 

UNION SQUARE, 



| Aliscellaneous. 

~ SPECIAL NOTICE! 

old 

modern Lacquers, magnificent Bronzes, Por- 

Japanese and Chinese Curios, and 

celains, Pottery, Wood and lvory Carvings, 

Texile Fabrics, Indian Arms, Idols, etc., etc., 

forming a complete museum of rare curiosi- 

ties. 'The above comprise in part the stock of 

the well-known old curiosity shop, 639 

Broadway, the entire contents of which will 

be sold at auclion by BARKER & CO., com- 

mencing on WEDNESDAY, Oct. 23, and con- 

tinuo daily till ALL is sold. 

BARKER & CO., 

47 and 49 Liberty Street, N. Y. 

CUNPOWDER. 

iS SG t ra 
ABEL On AGH ED” 

American Powder (Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
HE. B, RAmBo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M.G, GoppaRp, 304 North Second, St. Lou's, Mo. 
F. BARE &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnatl, 0, 

COLUMBIA RANGE, 
(OPENIVG DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 26.) 

WEST END (Hudson Co, 

NEW JERSEY. 

TIME-TABLE. 

Trains on Erle Railway leaving Chambers street at 
hours named below, s!op at Range: 7:45, £:30, 9:45, 
10:00, 10215, 11:80, 12:00, A. M., a! 41:00, 1:45, 3290, 3:15, 
8:45, 4:00, 4:30 P. M, Leave 23d street 15 minutes 
earlier. 

Trains from Paterson: 8:05, 8:26, 8:47, 9:16, 10:07, 
11:35 A M., and 1:30, 1:65, 3:00, 3:37 P. M. 

© Trains from Newark: 8:35, 10:36 and 2:06, 

Trains on Northern Railroad from Nvack and In- 
termediate stations: 7:10, 7:55, 8:18, 9:17, 10.55, 1:10 
and 3:00, stop at Range. 

oct24 1t 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
HASUERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Class U Draws October S3{st. 
One prize of $14,000, one of $8,000, and one of $4,000, 

1896 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. Y. 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 

ZIMMERMAN’S two celebrated pictures, “ Tight 
Shell” and “ Trying for a Double.” Price per pair, 
$3.50 and 25c, for postage. Address 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 

aug ti St. Pau!, Minn. 

SEND FOR NEW 
PRICE LIST OF THE 

eco FINEST DECOY 
+ DUCKS IN THE 

WORLD. 
H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 

P, O. Box 154, Weedsport, N. Y. 
oct24 1b 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St., 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor. Open day and night, 

wena enn 

STABLISHED 1820.— Pld 

Sa? 

NEW YORK: 

Ss 
Ml Successors to ANDREW ChERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS forthe Manufacture and Sale o 

SETH CREEN’S. 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

Qven to Load, 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT GUN. 
lg) WONDERFULLY SIMPLE, WONDERFULLY STRONG. 

There never was & gun easier to handle, easier to Clean, 

-yless liable to get loose or ont of order, or one so good for 

the money, Prices range from $50 to $300- 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for cireular to 

The American Arms Co. 

eS 

Guns, Rifles. Ete. 

IBOSTON, MASS.< 

= @ or J 
Publications. 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
CrrepMoor TarGet, Distance 200 Fzxt, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sts.) 

NEW YORK. 

<<: M, BUBSER, Ex, 

GUNS MIT HE, 
Rifle Gallery, So. 45 Newark avenue Jerrey City. 

Shells for breech-loading shot-puns Gn hand ard 
loaded at the shortest notice 10 Oder. Constently 
on hand a good supply of Guns, Pistols, Fishing 
Tackle and Sportsmen’s Articles in general, 

augi5 tf 

= 

Publicationg, 

SEASONABLE BOOK 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
Zac. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
; $2. 
Camp Life in Florida, 

$1.50. 

The. Fishing Tourist, 
S2 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition. 

BS. 

For sale at office, of FOREST AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York, 

JUST WHAT YOU WANT 
Farrnar’s, Richardson and Rangeley Lakes 

Ulustrated.—A complete and thorough gnide to 
the entire Rangeley Lake Region and the sporting 
grounds of western Maine; paper, 5ic, 
FParrar’s Muosehead Lake and the North} 

Maine Wilderness Dilustrated —A com»rehen- 
sive Hand-book of the Moosehead Lake Region and 
the sporting grounds beyond; paper, 50c, 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of the Rangeley Lake 

Region and the headwaters of the Androscoggin, 
Magalloway and Connecticut rivers; cloth, 5c. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake and 

vicinity, and the headwaters of the Penobscot and 
St. John rivers; cloth, $1. 
Any of the xbove sent by mall, post paid, on re- 

ceipt of price. 

Farrar’s Stereoscopic Views of the Rangeley 
Lake Region ; each 26¢ 

Address, CHAS. A. J. FARRAR, 
Send for catalogue. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

aprls 6m 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED. ] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, thelr value. 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fish- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official rources, with complete soundings, ete., etc. 
Usefal to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0. P, 
KUNAARDT, Yachting Editor, FOREST AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

* BENCH SHOW POINTS OF DOGS.” 

A book compiled by Mr. W. M, Tileston from 
“ Stonehenge’s”’ new edition of ‘‘ Dogs of the Brit- 
ish Islands,” and containing a full description of ail 
breeds of dogs, with their Bench Show Points, and 
the reason why. ‘These scales of points have been 
adopted by the Westminster Kennel Cinb, and, be- 
ing the latest, will probably be adopted asthe stand- 
ard in this vountry, Price 50 cents. Address W. M 
TILESTON, P, O. Box 8,011, New York, sept tf 

@ublirations. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

= sa ee 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting- 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Annting and Shooting the American Sy a ae eed 
Ruffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for han- 
ling the gun, bunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price,$2. Liberal disconnt to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one double-barre! breech-ljading Central fire shot- 
gun, 12-gauge, Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick City, Md, 

COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

Oct 11 

FIELD, 

BY CAPT. BOWARDUS, 

New and enlarged edition, contalning jnatroctions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Milea Jolson For eale at 
his office. Price $2. 

Amusements, Etc. 

ot HE AQUARIUM BROADWAY and 35th st. 
CONTINUED SUC@ESS, 

The great HERRMANN and Mile, ADDIE, 
Startling and Phenomenal Iilnsiors, 

Sleight of Hand, Diablerie, ete,, ete., 
Wonderfol Mid-air Suapension Act. 

Marvelous Spirita’ Cabinet. 
Most astonishing feats ever performed. 
CHANGE OF PROGRAMME WEEELY., 

Admission, 50 celts. Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra, 



SEND FOR 

THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED FOR 

“NICHOLS & LEFEVER, 

Winchester | Repeating Arns Company 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

METALILCOC AMMUNITION. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

SYRACUSE, N. Y., 
MAKERS OF 

FINE SPORTING GUNS 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘ For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘‘ For the Best Gun of American 
cen foreign competitors and seyen American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

CATALOCUE OF 1878. 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

CREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

For Wlustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

W.'.W.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
-Breech-Loader.' 

“TSHE'WINNING'CUR., 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet dart valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, thia the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 2935 yards, He. 
Also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession 

- at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birdsoutof20. This 
ig acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guas by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 

> J. Purdey, the gunmaker. r 
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt, Bogardus and 

Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 
The winning gon also at the great London Gum Trial, 1975, beating 102 guns by all the best makera of 

Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No, 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ < 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE GUNS. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Meséte. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, at vastexpense, have seeured the most perfect 

machinery for gun making ever set up many one faciory in England. Tne result isthat they can now turn 
out guns, perfectly uniform in excellence, and in such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the ecst. Their 
Specialties this year are their tine Treble-Wedge Guus, Nos. 1 and 2, of which the above cut will give a 
to'erably fair idea. Hvery gun has tine Damascus or laminated stee) harre)s, rebounding bar locks, pistol 
grip, extension rib, lever jorepart and treble bolt, and i« bored after Webley’s syktem, which has produced 
ruch oarvellous results, aud yet all this at # price so low as to place the guns within the reach of almoat, 
any one, Thisis what machinery can dc, It isanew thirg to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with 
every possible appliance which can contrijute to its beauty, convenience or excellenc® in shoo ing at the 
pric’ of ordinary guns. In uddition to the Wwreble Wedge Guns, we have on:hand upwards of one hondred 
of Webley’s breecn-loaders, top and side lever, of various grades, which arrived lartyenr after the season 
was over, ‘these guns are being rapidly closed out at greatly redured prices. They are all bored:after the 
Webiey’s eystem, ana will shoot just as well as the ‘Treble Wedge Guns. Manyof them are from 8% to 11 
pounds weight, and are splendid gune for duck shoo‘ing, or for kilimg large game at long range. We also 
have Webley’s celebrated Double Action Revolvers, the Pug, British Bull Dog, etc., etc., ab but little over 
half last year’s prices. 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 

Leesburg Academy. 
Boys prepared for College or University. Terma, 

$210 for ten months. For cirenlar apply 10 rrincipal, 
Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Virginia. 
augl 2mo, THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 

P, O, box 4,309. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

POULTRY AND GAME, 

Nos, 289 and 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, N, ¥ 

FOSS BROS. & CO., 
(Successors to F, J. ABBEY & CO.), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

Dhe Fennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or 

any other animals, or money returned, It is put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpald 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for nse. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Botn the above are recommended by RoD AND GuN 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON,. 
117 FULTON STREET, 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 

Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 
write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups. septi2 tf 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y¥, 

I keep only cockers of the finest straifs. Sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de-~ 
livery 10 every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouss 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing atamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 
cular, testimonials, ete. J10 tf 

Che Kennel, 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Clab, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York, 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

1 South William Street, N, Y:, Sole Agent. 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agenta, 

oct 12 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

SPRATTES PATEN FE 
DOG MEDICINES. 

CURE for DISTEMPER Cure for Worms, Parg- 
ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders, Cure for 
Rheumatism, Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure 
for Jaundice, Tonic Conrition Pills, and Cough Pilis, 
Cure for Canker of the Ear, Liniment for Sprains, 
Stimulant for the Growth of Halr, and Mange Lo- 
non. 

The Kenuel Medicine Chest 

Contains all the aboye remedies, also various Surgi- 
cal Appliances, . 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison. For sale by 

RA. C. SQUIRES, 
1 CORTLANDT STREET, N. Y. 

LIsTtTEmWw ! 

The Sportsmen’s Bell 
tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 

octi0 tf 

4 Imperial Kennel, 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
closer. Valuable in early 
woodcock shooting, cock- Young oe te qmipwiente skill 
ing and general shooting, % Address, 3 
where the cover is thick, 

‘eS Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 oeiiny BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., 
Bast Hampton, Conu, Beptl9 3m | access to salt water. 

te A.C. S@LOVER, 
>! Toms River, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs have daily 
octlo tt 



Ghe Zennel, 

$25 REWARD. 

LOST OR STOLEN—A large red and white setter 
dog, past three years old. Body color, red; breast, 
belly, all four feet and tip of tail, white; white blaze 
on face and white patch on back of neck; hair on 
hips and tail inclined to curl, He answers to the 
pame of Rock and is very friendly in disposition. 
When last seen wore collar with my name and ad- 
dress and name ** Rock, Jr.” 
The above reward will be paid on his delivery to 

me, or if stolen, $100 will be paid for return of dog 
and information which will conyict the thief GEO 
B, GRINNELL, Milford, Conn octly 4t 

1 DESS BROKEN—Gentlemen desirmg to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will - lease 

communicate af once. Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens. Shall go South for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12 dogs and 
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on the Erie Railroad. First buyers best selection, 
Address KE. §S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Passaic 
County, N. J. je27 t 

HE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 

getter dog, not thoroughly broken for the field, but 
sdmirabiy suited to a gentleman's country place, or 
@8 a perronal companion. He is full-sized and 
highly bred, Price $100. Application must be made 
at this office. #ddress C. octs tf 

OR SALE—A fine thoroughbred, well-broken 
setter; also a god, well-broken pointer—good 

retriever, Address HORACH SMITH, 33 Park ae 
oc .X. 

OR SALE—Red Irish setter, Bess, by faltus’ 
Dash; first prize Watertown, N. Y., ont of im- 

ported Belle. Bess is a very dark rich red. with 
White, 2 good fielder, with keen nose and st-unch on 
game, and a spleodid brood bitch and great breeder. 
Your years old November 1, 1878. Address, F. A. 
DIFFENDERHFER, 15 Shippen street, Lancaster, 
Pa. Oct10 40 

Ke SALE—Thoroughbred Chesapeake bitch 
Ruby, three years old, winner of second prize 

both at Koston and New York Pench Shows of this 
year; out of lose, winner of first yrize ab both 
shows. Shot over one season at Currituck. Sound 
and warranted a8 most thoroughly broken, and as a 
erfect retriever. Price $100, GARD. G. HAM- 
UND, New London, Conn. octs 46 

SE SALE—tThree dogs and one bitch pup, born 
Joly 10, out of imported English setter bitch 

Bute (Royal—Nina), by John Dayidson’s Afton 
Champion Rock--Flora IJ). They are orange and 
white ticked, black nose aud eyes, and ve y hand- 
some. Price $25 each. Address HERBERT, 92 
Worcester street, Boston. oci3 tt 

Ke SALE—Two Yorkshire terriers, one year old, 
recently imported; they are beautifully coated, 

jntelligent, guaranteed to be pure blood, and will 
make fine breeding stock. Wieght of male four 
ounds, ‘emale four pounds. Price for the par, $75. 

Black and tan, female, weight 4 lbs., price $40. 
JOHN J, BERR. Hackensack, N. J. octi0 tf 

Nw LY BRED FIELD TRIAL DOG PUFS FOR 
SALE, whelped July 17, 1578, out *f Minna 

(K'rby-Rock), by _ Brotus (Belie-Rob Roy). _ Ad- 
drugs D. MURRAY, West River P. 0., ie, 

oc 

ANTED,—A Fox-Hound Bitch, not over three 
years, of superior sock and hunting qualities, 

Box 210, Monson, Mass. OUtlT 26 

Fe SALE—Black, white and tan Gordon setter; 
broken on quail; age, 20 mos, Price $30. 

CHAS. A. BALCOM, Newton, Mass. octl] 2t 

OR SALE—The liver and white pointer bitch, 
Prudence; pedigree see K, S. &.; also, four 

dog pups, three months old, from Prudence, hy Phil, 

dr, For particulars, address E. C, ALDEN, Dedham, 

Mass. Oct24 21 

ORDON SETTER PUPPIES 7OR SALE—A dog 
and bitch, now six weeks od, ont of Mr, 

Teston’s champion bitch Lon, by Mr. Jerome 

Marble’s Grouse. Price, $30 each. Address H. ©. 

GLUVER, Imperial Kennel Club, ‘Poms biaested ah a ‘ 
c 

«7 ANTED—A thoroughbred pair of English fox- 

hounds, that are young aud well-broken- 

Letters couta ming full description, pric», elc., ad- 

. B, LO Orangeville, Columbia Co., Prmn. 
dress H. B. WwW, ei ; an 

WANT TO BUY for cash, if cheap, a pedigree 

setter hunied over cr ready for Held, of well 

broken parenis, Must be perfect retriever, uf good 

disposifion and no coward, Address, giving partict= 

Jars, OUTOBER, care FOREST AND STREAM. 

I 

oct24 16 

ANTED—A dog to rn rabbits; must be a geod 
one: must be warranted, Address PAUL 

SINGER, 99 Forsyth street. 

jiver and white cocker spaniel 
Sept. 6, out of Blanco by Spot, 
Will be sold very cheap. EK. P. 

oet24 16 

on SALE—Four 
pups, whelped 

dogs two gyps. 
WARNER, Ashland, N. H, 

SSS SS ee 

—A setter dog (red Irish preferred) not 

W writ years old, thoroughly broken to wood- 

cock, quail and partridge; good retriever, obeys 

yomptiy, friendly disposiiionss a trial _ required. 

Bena full particulars, naming lowest price, to M., 

Post Office Box 4,924, New York. oct24 1t 

SS Se 

‘ LE—Nine setter pups from my Bismarck 

Bore pat. and red Irish setter, Jim. Warranted. 

Dora, $3; sluts, 35. Address, DR. J, R. HOUSEL, 

Watso.town, North’d County, Pa. 

ea
 

OR SAL VERY LOW—My red and white settrr 

F dog, Mack, 244 yea's old; broken on woodcock, 

quail aud partridge; fast, busy worker; splendid 

jinge, exceedingly staunch; will point any game 

staunch, Mack is a very superior woodcock dog; 

retrieves any gue from Jand and water, Reasous 

for selling, haye more dogs than I can handie; sell 

for po fault, and assure the purcha-er. Mack wi'l 

be found as represent ed, or money 
refunded ; refer— 

etice furnished, Price, only $40 cash, Address, W. 

H, PIERCE, Peekskill, N. X. 

SS 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can te remoyed just as expeditiously. Thera is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterife. The AURILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calinre of rifle 32, 88. or 44 as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating arms Co.’a 
cartridges, No, 38 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send fora Circular aud Price List. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

221. _RELIA 221. 
STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles wére entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of 974. Best score by any 

other rifle, 960, : 
The International Military Match. 

New York State ‘Team, with Sharps Military rifie, 1,044. Best by any other rifle, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197. 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde witha Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 out of a 
possible 150 at 1,000 yards, TH#! LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a score of 205. Bast 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hvde, Col. W. H. Clark and Capt. W A. Jackson—tied on a score of 390 points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPION SHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were woa with Sharps Rifles, 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER. iFirst Day).—J. S. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 2:21 points out of a possibile 225 at S00, 900 and 1,000 yards. 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 221. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 

W & 0. SCOTT & SON'S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 
FINE TRIPLEX 12-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER,MADE BY 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON, 

{From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,) 

W. & 0. Scort & Sox: Lonpon, August 9, 1878. 
Gentlemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest satisfaction 

in the terrific shooting power of your choke-bore guns. I now poxsess two heavy 10-bores, each with 

extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the 

shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. lused 

your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, June 28 and July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71 

in each match, winning by two birds; also in my match with Capt, Shelley, July 29, at which time I scored 

84, “the highest score on ecord ;” and inthe International Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 

Aug. 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 out of 100. All of the above Matches were at 100 birds each, 30 

yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, T have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is 

still in eood condition. 
Believe me, yours very truly, A, H, BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World, 

[From COL. JUHN BODINE, New York,] 
W. & ©. Scott & Son: April T, 1878 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. 8,696, in good order, and am 

please to say that its performance excels my expectations, while its symmetry and finish is all that the 

most fastidious could desire. Jtfully comes up to specifications of order, both in finish and shooting quali- 

jes. I have disposed of my two gans by other makers. 

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878, 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

GTORES: No. {0 North Sixth St., No. 220 North Sooond St, and No. G27 Commence ft, 
PELL A DELP EIA. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

> “Nes 

rt 

MANUFACTURERS OF ¥ 

DRO? SHOT. 
——ss -? 

BLUc LABEL. AXND RED LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—* Exact, unifo 

truly splierical form, high degree of finisn and general excellence.” = CSS a 

“1 

AMERICAN 

: 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout egza—ready for delivery 

from the lst of Noy. to Jan, 29. Send for price list 

\J, B, & F, W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt, County, 

N. Y. sept26 tt 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS! 
Sportsmen from the East traveling West can eom- 

plete their ontfits, or obtain proper fixed or loose 

ammunition from me at very reasonable rates, 

Don't forget it. WM. R. BURKEHARD, 39 East 

Third street, St. Paul, Minn. 

Fishing Tackle, Guns and Sportsman’s Gooda 

Generally. 

WILD RICE 
Seed ae Sale. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

octs { 

WILD RICE SEED. 

T have on hand plenty of wiid seed rice, picked and 
enred by Indians, Ordersshipped to any part of the 
United States at $3 per bushel, Address F. A, 
SHAEFER, Motley, Minn. ots 4t 

Fo SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old ; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit treea; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this ome. . 

e13 

RNITHOLOGY—To collectors—For sale, a copy 
‘Wilson's Ornithology,” large edition, colored 

plates; also, about 800 skins of North American 
birds, Will sell cheap. Uv. 8. SHEPHERD, 1.325 
Broadway. oot2d 1h 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.’ 

Nog, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed lp point of 
atrength and cleanliness, Packed Insquare canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b, canisters and 
6% lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
al prairie shooting, ell adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Hazard’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 64y and 123g Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Yor fleld, forest or water shooting, it 
ranks any other brand, and it la equally serviceable 
tor muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs >f 25, 
img and 63¢ tba, and cans of S lbs. oF FFG 18 alao 
packed in 1 ana & Tb. canisters, Burna strong and 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the Sea Shooting” I'G is 
the standard Rife powder of the comntry. * 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

ANY gta eitatn of tous, MAN AL rh 
FACTURED '0 ORDER. ~ ome? 
The above can bo bad of deaiers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents in every prom‘pent city, or wholesals 
at our ofiice, 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 

Latlin & Rand Powder Go. 
No. 26 MUREAY ST., N. VY. 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 

No. ito 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 

1 ib. caui ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 

mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No, 1 to 6 in 
metal kegs, 6% Ibs, each, and canisters of land 5 
Ybs, each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary bad ers 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 1bs., 1234 Tbe. 
and 63 1bs., and in canisters of 1 lb, and % 1b, 

‘All of the abnve give high velocities and less 

zesiduum than any other brands made, and are re- 

ouNmGA lag RACE a our PESARUOS: 
the “Champion Win. ot of the P 
BLASTING. POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

iNG APPARATUS. MI) ITARY POWDER 
of 4) Kinda 2n hand and made to order, 

Safety Huse, Frictional and 
Pilar icy ee 

rumpniets, showing Slzes @ RTA Ww 

cat, Neat free on application to the ab
ove eddress, 

Otis MEO EE a tamtee eeeaee 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Noa, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfiaid 

Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar street, N.¥ Agent for the United States 

~ 



‘FOREST AND STREAM, 255 
eee ———————— 

vortimen's Rontes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awhs Valley, aod inclading In thelr varieties of game 
and Ueh, deen, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain troot, bass, pike, 
pickcrel, elc,, etc. 

Guns. ishing tackle, and one Gog for Gach sports- 
Man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
Mirongh the most beautiful und picturesque acenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famoua 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; and at Richmond and Ohar- 
Jottesville with the South. All modern improyements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY HK. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passepger and Ticket Agent, 
Richmond, Va. ap 

People’s Evening Line 
TO ALBANY. 

Leayés PIRR 41, N. R.. foot of Canal sireet, 
daily, Sonurlays excepted, at 6 P. M, 
SHirst-class fare, $1. Deck, 50c, Excursion 

ta Albany and Return, $1.50, Stnie- 
Fooms, $1 una $2. 

Making close totinections with trains on New 
York Cen ral Railroad for tha West, and Delaware 
and Hodson Railroad for the North, and Susqde- 
hamns Kailroad for the Southwest. 
Kooms Comfortably Warued by Steam. 

t2~THIS 18 THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING ‘TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGG \GH TO PLACRHS ON TAH N.Y,C.R.R, 
THROUGH TICKETS can he had at the 

Office on the pier, at Weateo't Express -offices, at all 
hotels and ticket offices in New York, or of connect- 
ing Railroad and Steamboat Lines, 

&, E. MAYO, Gen’! Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line, 
‘The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl aud upland shooting sections in the coun- 
try. Connections direct for Chineateague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peniusuly, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Qos country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
slicamers sail Mond4y, Tuesday, Thorsday and Sat- 
urilay, Lewes, Del., Toeeday and Pritiay at 2 e. x, 
Pall information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
Wew York. sepes ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth*#n 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHNAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EFACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
erossing Abd connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, running throngh some of the finest 
hunting grounds ln the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Kuffed Gronge and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good cure of. Reduced rates 
On parties Of ten or more Upon application to General 
Ticket OMlve, Cedar Rapids. ©. J. TV 88, 
E. F. WINSLOW, Gen, Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tt 

Te ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 37, 1875.— 
Perryborts leave New York from James Silp 

(ally except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
Ourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous 
te departure of trains, and from Sonth Wall street, 
Ful on and Catharine ferries (dail-) 30 minutes Rte 
vious to departure of tralos from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Loag Island City (Hunter's Point) as 
Tollowa = For Greenpo:t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30.4. ., 
4P_M.,and on Saturdays at 8:30 P.M. For Patch- 
Ogus, Ctc., 9:30 4. M., 4:30 and 6 P.M. For Babylon, 
cic., ah 9:30 a. uw, 4, 4:30,5andée.M. Kor Port 
Jefferson, eic., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P.". For North« 
pant, 6te., at104.M., 3:80, £30 and 6:30 P.M, For 

cust Valley, at8:80 and 10:00 A. M,, 3:80, 4:80, 5:30 
and 6330 F. a, For far Rockaway, ete., at 9:30 4. M., 
4, 4:30, 6, 64nd 7m, mM, For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 5:30 And 10 A, M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P.M, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30/A. ¥., 
2:50 and 6:30P,M. SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,94.M. Babylon, elc., Gand 7 P, M, 
Blorthport and Loonst Valley, 9 A. a, and 6:30 PF, Mas 
Garden Clty and Hempstead, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P.M, and from Long Island Ci-y only #:30 4. «1, and 
bor, u. Trains for Rockaway Beaeh, Flushing, 
College oink Jamaica, ete., as per time tables. 
Tioket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at dames Slip and Phiriy-fonrth 
sirset ferries, at the offices of * The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Btcadway and 
Gramd Centrai Depots in Brooklyn, Ne. 883 Wash: 
ingtan sireet and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickots ataby of tle above offices, baggage can ba 
checked from residence to destination. 

8. SPENCER, Gen’l Supt. 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’] Pash. Agent. 466 if 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountains, Mentreal and intermediate 

points, The new und elegant steamer Continental 
deaves Pler No. 25, East River, daily (Suudays ex- 
cepted) at’. A passenger train will be In waiting 
onthe wharfat New Huyen and leave for Spring- 
Sield and way stations on arrival of boat, 
NIGHT LINE,—The Elim City leayes New York at 

DY w., connecting with passenger train in waiting 
on wharf at New Hayen, leaving &15 A. a. Tickets 
sold and Garage checked at 944 Broadway, New 
York, and 4 Court etrect, Brooklyn. Hxcursion to 
New Héven and retarn, $1.50, ‘Appiy ai General 
Ores, ap the pier, oto RICHARD Be %, Ganeral 

7 
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Sportsnen’s Routes, 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO. 

Respectfully Invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
Bifordea by their lines for reaching most of tha 
TRODLTING PARKS and RACK COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘’hese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi- 
culties and dangersof reahipment, while the excel- 
lent vars which run over the smooth steel tracks en—- 
able STOCE TO BE TRANSPORPED without failnre 
or injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyvani Railroad Company 
4180 reach the beet lecalities tor 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Ponnsylvanis and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
Bll the principle cities to KANH, RENOVA; BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU. , and 
other well-known centers Tor 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 
Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on tha NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT ATER FIN 

D FEADHER, 

L,. P. FARMER, Gen!) Pass. Agent, 
FRANE THOMSON. Gen’l Manager, Teb1t-tf 

GilGAGO @ ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chi#ago to St. Louis, auc Uhicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS, 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
HVERYTHING, ; 

SPORTSMEN will find epcnnid shooting on the 
line of this road; praitie chicken, gecse, ducks, hrant, 
ual, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
antag Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Dit. 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGE TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, S AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST, JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAG, and thence 

by rallroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. S. Co., 
Pier 22 South Delaware Ayen we, Phila. 

Decid-ly 

TROUT FISHING! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 

THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXSCURSION TICKETS from Chieago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
alao at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, gums and 
camp equipage taken free. 
The polnts of attraction to sportsmen on fhis 

‘Forest and Stream ” rowte are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing; Butternut Creek and Lake for 
muscalonge; the many branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fished Hy sports- 
men, Between Silver Creek and Ashland all are 
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached 
glong the shore from Ashlund or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for spéckled trout and trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport. 
The Chequamegon hotel at Ashland, builf, last 

year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a 
sieam-yacht, sail and rowboats and excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashlaid is a sure preventive of 

hay fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book, 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A, 
my9 6m Milwaukee, Wis. 

Cromwe}l Steamship Line, 

NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt. Bennett, and 

eee ALHAMBRA, Capt, McDhinney, 
form & regular line between above rts, leaving 
Pler 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Persone visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
ortke Lower St, Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding changea and deten- 
tion, Time between New York and Halifax about 
sixty Hours, one half of trip throngh Long Isiand and 
Vineyard Sounds, f2 smooth water. 
Cabin passage, including stateroom snd meals, 

New York and Halifax, $15 gola; New York and St. 
Johns, $30, gold, Excursion tieketa at reduced 
rates. For schedule of sailings and forther partico— 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
56 Wost street, N. ¥, 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Hallfax, N.3,; HARVEY 
& CO,, St, John’s, N. F. e205 

eg, 

Sportsmen's Rautes. Hotels and Resorts fay Sportsmen, 

THE SPORTSMAN’S ROUDE, 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Hatlway Lines of the West aud Norihwest, andswith 
its numerous branches aud connections, form, the 
Shoviest and qnickéet rate between Chicago and all 
pM in Tilinola, Wisconsin, Northern Mich!gan, 
Hinnesoth, Towa, Nebraska, California, and the 

Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND GCOALI- 
FORNIA LINE Is the shortest and best route for all 
points fn Northern Minis, lowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
goo, China, Japan and Australia, Its CHIGAGO, 
5ST. PAUL AND MINNHAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duinth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Rochés- 
ter, OWatonns, Mankato, §t. Peter, New Ulm and 
all sel in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BaY AND MARQUETTE LIND is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Oa- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negannes, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rier country. its FREAFORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE 1s the old Lake Shore 
Toute, and is the only one passing through Hyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukewan Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwankee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are Dow running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluifg, on the Ca‘ifornia Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chitego dally, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a, M,, and arrivé at Council 
Tiloifs next morning. 
Hast-bound t ey leave Council Bloffs at 5:30 PF, m., 

daily, except Saturday (and on éyery third Saturday), 
and reach Chicagd next afternoon. 
b~ No other roadg west of Chicago rans Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
O SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents pecullar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable pointe 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northera and Northwestern lines of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West, 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway ; Boston ofice, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MaRVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen. Manager, Chicago, 
jez tf 

W. H. STeEnNeErTT, : 
Gen. Pass. Avent, Chicago. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportstauen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO. 

Rates reduced to $$ per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths. 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.60 per day. 

ALYIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 

large and as e!egantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SH#RMAN, je20 tt 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Situated onthe Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mi‘e anda half of the 
ocean. Hxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders, Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, ishing, and gunning, House open thronghont 
the year tor fishing and shooting parties. Boats, 
boatnren, stabling, carriages, and every convenience 
forsportsmen. Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate, 8. P. CONKLiN, Prop’r. 

AUgYY ff 

A Pleasant Winter Resort for 
Invalids. 

See * The Visitor’s Guide to Bermuda,” forwarded 
post free on receipt ot one dollar. J. MATTHEW 
JONES, Halifax, N. 8. ootlT dt 

J PORTSMEN TAKE NOTICE—The Franklin 
Honse, Chiltonyille, Plymouth, Mags. Good 

gunning and fishing, sea fowi, ducks, partridge, 
quall, Woodcock, peep and plover. Trained dogs for 
fox, rabbit and bird hunting; boats for sea-fowlin 
anil fishing, Terms low. TIMOTHY MANTEL 
Proprietor. septi2 tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1, 
By 8 practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 

always On hand the best of boats, batteries, éte., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. The best ground inthe yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed. Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Novs ttf 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
Bay View House, on Shinnetock Bay, Pond Quo- 

gue, Long Island, now open for fall and winter 
shcoting—ducks, geese and brait. This house offers 
Buperior advantages 10 Sportsmen, is centrally lo- 
cated, wilhin easy access of shooting grounds. 
Guides, with first-class boats, batteries, decoys, etec., 
are at the service of guests. Billiard room in con- 
nection with the house, For further particulars, ad- 
dress ALONZO H, CORWIN, Proprietor, Good 
Grotind P. 0,, Long Island, Bept26 1m 

PRADGLEY HOUSH.—To Sportsmen, 10 to 30 
B shots at partridge perday zuaranteed. Rabbits 
and squirrels, red. gray and black, in great numbers, 
‘Perms per week, for parties of iunur and upwards, 
including bourd, rooms, gulde, hack from station, $10 
per man, J. M, BRADLSY, Eldred, Bajiivan Sanniys 

+x, . 

O LET—For fix months, from December Ny 
Furhished Cottage, near Port Royal. 8. 

oranges all winter from the trees; an abuidance oF 
game, fish, oysters, elc., at hand; Mississijp1 postal 
and telegraph facilities + an eligible pace fora 
party of sportsmen, or for an invalid seeking & mile 
climate. Terms, £500 for the seagon, Address G. 
G, K., Port Royal, 8. G. octl0 46 

ipeee SHOOTING—Board, with use of food 
ducking points, and guide, with boat and de- 

coys; furnished fo one or two geotlemen, Addrese 
by letter, box 168 Toms River, N. Y 

To 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS, 

The reputation of these 
goods is now established 
throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S13. 

—— 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 
lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
Beptl?. Sur 

Sportsmen’s Emporium, 
117 FULTON ST., NEW YORK. 

Tents, Camp Stoves, Jack Lamps, Blankets, ete, 
Everything necessary for camping. Aldred’s and 
other fine Archery Goods. Fine Fishing Tackle oF 
every description. Particular attention given to 
Black Bass Roda of Ash and Lancewood and Split 
Bamboo, Florida Outfits. Flolberton’s full-length 
fly-books, Apenta for the Fox Guns; cheapest and 
best in the market, Dead Shot Powder: try Ih 
Antelope Skin Vest and Jackets fcr Duck Shooting 5 
warm and Wind prouf. Sportsmen’s clothing of 
évery kind. Good’s and Thomson's Shoepacks sud 
Moccasins. A new style of Waterproof Leggins, 
protected from briers by heavy canvas; price per 
pair, $3.60 to $5, according tu length, Rubber Googe 
Tor sportsmen, send ten cents far 63-page hand 
book and catalogue. Third-cliss mail matter can 
now be registered, 

W. HOLBERTON & CO., P. 0. Box 3, 300_ 

STONE’S 

Sporting Emporium. 
No, 213 South Fifth Street, Philadelphia. 

——- 

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID Ta 
LOADING SHELLS. 

Taxidermy in all ita branches. Repairing of 
Guns, Rifle, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a Bpechalty.. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will kee ia 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States prononnee it the best gun oil in the Market, 
Judge Holmeg, of Bay Clty, Mich., writes: “Its 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of pons,” 
RA mace erence by eee manufacturer, GHGs. 

2 Fi avonia Avenue, Jerse Zity; 
Heights, N. J. ef 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, - 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B. Kittredge & Co, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; E FE. Eaton, Chicago, Ill: Brows. 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W Parr, Clevelang, 
met qt ge Kicibackrr, Baltimore. Ma. 8, 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C, Jos, C, 
& Co,, Philadelphia. ; Teo 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes, No water used. Knlyes elustic, Self-adjusting, prevent the Slipping: of wads, Is unequilied as a breesh Wiper by cover— ing with an oiled cloth, For sale byall gun dealers, or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, $1.50; 10and 12bore, J.P, RONAN, box 84 Roxbury Station, Boston, Mass, Liberal Giscoont to the trade. Sepi23 3ny 

i 

Trap-Shooter’s Ammunition 
Case. 

A tandy and compact Leather Box for carrying. 
shells. 100 rounds, 24.50; 70 rounds, $4, Sent by 
Xpress ON receipt of price, or C. O. D. everywhere, 

THOMSON & SONS, 

P, O. Box 1,016, 301 Broadway, New York. 



Sportsmen's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER — 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBESER CAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 
SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 

AND 

India Rubber Goods of Eyery Description. 

HODGMAN & C0., 
EWO@#OR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y 

sq GOODS OIL TANNED 
Zs MOCCASINS. 
LZ The best thing in the market 

s for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable, Made to order 

oe in 2 variety ot styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for Ulustrated circular, MARTIN S 
LACE MON P. ©, Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 

fd Frank Gsod.) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass, 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 
SATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNINC, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

artridse Holders and Belts. 
_ The only practical cart- 

ridge holder inuse. Will 
earry brass cartridges, 
aad positively prevent 
wads frem starting on 
Shot. Suitable for either 
paper or brass shells, & 
Wahese cartridge holders 
eat be easily attached to 
aay hunting veet or coat 
front. A yest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
“Dwo dozen of these hold- 
ere only weigh § oz3. One 
helt complete, with 30 
hoideri attached, only 
Weighs one pound. The 
elis can be perfectly ad= 
Jjusted to fit cither a slim 
-or Jarpe man, Will de- 
fiver to any address, and €S 
prepay postage, on beltsor 
Any number of loose ho'd- & 
rs on receipt of the fol- 
lowitg prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
per dozen, $1.25; adjasta- 

‘ole ‘belts with 30 spring 
‘brass _holders, complete, 
$4. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuze,$5. We solicit cor- 
respondence from deiers. Allour belts are made 
«ag tne finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps 
om (not shown in cut). Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Hl, or 
®. @. Money Order on Ottawa, Ill. Send 10 cent 
stump for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POOLER & JONES, Sereca, La Salle Co., abe 

sept 

= i | 
eid i 

‘Card’s Patent Rotating Ciass 
Ball Trap. 

‘AQVAY TACOW MAN 
EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible 

@inmection. No screen isneeded, as no one, not even 
puller, can tell the direction the ball will take. Made 
SGethonary ifdesired. All metal. WORKING PARTS 
ISSCELY FITTED. Send for Circular, 

GVM. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
Cy Cazenovia, N. Y. 

for Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 

USE 

The- Huber Trap. 

Por SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTING 

GoOoDs, 
ectii tf 

4} All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

CH irYP s, 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke bores sr2 snpposed to, Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure, For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 ina box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpzil, for 75c. per Box, 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Cocse Shooting. 

> 2 . BARTON & CO., 
337 Broadway, New York. 

: SG = IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
S, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

igo 

PUBS. c- Sob ach wen daa eee meceMcpeee teehee sae? Fine <aitnews . t 
see Hexagonal, black bass rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid 

Tee] Plates... + sees -consnev-csscoas ’ 
H. 7.. LEONARD?S six-strip hexagonal light 

BN tip CABE-..- 1... sete eee ee 
H. L. LEONARD®’S Six-strip he. 

tip case, waterproof ferrules...... 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewood, brass full monnted, two middle joints and three tips, 10%4ft.....+ 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints 

and three tips...... opts Gaela athe Aaa sa ae: oe 15 
Russia-leather fiy-book, with the ** Hyde” clip, large size... 
Russia-lerther fly-book, with the ‘Hyde ” clip, small size...... 
Best enameled waterproot taper fly lines, from.............. 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for blacx bass, each .... 
A large assortment of trent and black bass files from...,.--. 4 : 

Also Flies dressed to any 

ounting, extra tip 
17 08 

TITIT $i te $2180 per dozen 
desired pattern. 

United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 Cal., WICKE], CACM. ..-,-.-. +2 seeee ee evene see nee eee AoA RAN pte $2 50 
United States Arms Revolver. 5 shot, .32 cal,, nickel. each,,,..... Pape Sea PR ee a ee eye ES) 

TH PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
Ball T t: each aaeee! 

EVERY REQUISITE 
Champien Glass Ball Trap.... 
Amatenr fi J és. 

TRA A. PA 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balla to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can poe the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
made. it will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufiiciently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass. J 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 300, 
Bend for pricelist. Specialinducements to the-trade - 

~@ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sircet, N. ¥. , 

Agents for Huber’s 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls 
and Glass Ball Traps. 

Theso Traps aré the only ones that give satisfaction, a8 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not Mable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner 
that more closely resembles the fight of a bird than any 
othertrap inthe market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 
are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have & 

be ordered through all Gun Deal- == Balls and Trap can 
ers, Liberal Beata to aeons ee. 

TAIPROVED TRAP (warranted), which willthrow 8 ba any direction from the shooter a 

the option of the puller, is now ready for the market, Price $8. Old Style, 36. 

Parties buylug glass balls will receive, In each barrel containing 250 balls, soore book and 

rules for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROk. tv CO., 10 Platt Street, N. Y, City, 

FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Nowark, N. J. 

SS 

ed edition of “Field, Coyer and Trap Shooting,” by A. H. BOGARDUS, contain- 
asa Ball Shooting, and chapter on breeding and breaking of doga by Miles Johnson, 

dress, Capt, A. H, BOGARDUS, Elkhsrt, Logan Co., Ll. 

Second and enlar, 
ing instractions for 

ce $2, by mail, postage paid, Ad 
Devé tf 

| Pachting Goods, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

=THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

Mounted; patent catch, The very best compass 
Inade. As a guarantee of excellence, & sample has 
been left at the FormsT AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gon office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compasa Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW VORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocka, 
paints, oils, etc. 

CABIN STORES, 
je2i-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1540. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and {7th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Beat Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., ete, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Tlustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents. 

Magic Lanterns and Siereoptivans. 

& H. T, ANTHONY & ©O,, 591 Broadway, 
e N.Y., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoacopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromoa and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographio 
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographie Ma- 
terials. Awarded Firat Premium at Vienna end 
Philadelphia, doess 

HERRINC'S 
© PATENT 

CHAMPION 

> 
A 
E- 
E 
S “Tried and Proven Trustworth i 

Prices Lower than before the War. 

HERRING & CO., 
251 and 262 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

fishing Gackle. 

FISH & SIM/PSON’S 

NEW BAT. TT. 

The most killing bait ever inyented)iforZeither 
black base, pickerel, or large trout, beadtifally 
mounted with gaudy feathurs, fornished in either 
silveror gold plated, Sent by mall on receipt of 
price. 

Silver plated.........-- 
Gold PIALCD. .. cc-yenerew sects ieee eB 

On receipt of two three-cent stamps we will send 
our new 6+-page catalogue, the most complete liat 
ever published on bp | Tackle, Camping Goods, 
Shooting Tackle, Pistols, Base Ball, Archery, Cricket, 
Lacrosse, Firemen’s and Gymnasium Gooda, Boxing 

*Giloves, Foot Balls, Sporting Publications, and every- 
thing in the line of Sportamen’s Goods. 

P, O, box 4,568. FISH & SIMPSON, 
pred 132 Nassan street, New York: 

=—OOOOOOOO 

Any wotker can muke $12 4 day at home. Contly 

GOLD Outfit ree, Addreve Tsun & Co,, Auguste, ™ 

75c. each, 
“ 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

HUNTER’S SONG. 

FROM THE GERMAN. 

Le forest wild I shoot the stag, 

Or roebuck bounding free; 
The eagle on fhe mountaln crac, 

‘The wikl fowl on the sea. 

With certain aim 7 kill my game, 

When I with rifle rove; = 
And yet my wild heart once was tame, 

And felt the power of Love. 

And off I camp in wioter drear, 

By night and storm, alone, 

And lay ny head withont a fear, 

Upon the snow-clad stone, 
A thorny bed I neyer dread, 

Though winds blow cold above ; 
And yet this heart, so still and dead, 
Has felt the power of Love, 

The wild hawk is my sentinel, 

The wolf still guards my bounds ; 

The night I pass with shout and yeil, 
The day midst barking honnds- 

Wor feather rare I neyer wear 
A fir-twig from the grove; 

Yet once f had a lady fair 
And felt the power of Love. 

> 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Summer Hdyl in Virginia. MG a 
HERE were three of us. 
Douglas, editor, of Washington Capital; Col. Edmund 

Burke, lessee of St. Mare’s Hotel, of same place, and myself. 

Three good fellows, our friends would remark. A. most tin- 
holy trinity, our encmies would say; but, as the former are 

much in the majority, it don't matter much what the minority 

thinks, for minorities are always wrong. 
Well, these two were first rate traveling company, any- 

yay—bon comrades that could appreciate a good joke, enjoy 

2 #ood julep 28 well as even honest old Jaclx Pallstaff did his 
sack, Hoth fine reconteurs, barring a slight tendency to ex- 
aceecrate and to draw the long-bow uncomfortably strong; still, 

these were but slight drawbacks to men who had been in the 

army in the late unpleasantness,.and who were used to hear 
the old veteraus of both sides spin out their stories of how 
they fought, died and bled for their country. Ah me! how 
like the memory of a glorious dream did those old battle-fields 
we tevisited seem, with the peaceful landscape bathed in the 

mellow summer light, the chirping of the birds, and the cattle 

idly browsing on the hill-side or lazily reclining under the 
shade of the trees chewing the cud of sweet and not bitter 
fancies. Yes, all different from that old Spottsylvania hill 

svhere we stood some fourteen years ago, with the thunder of 

the guns making the solid earth tremble, while the purple- 
blue smoke curled even as high as the tree-tops, hiding every- 

' thing from yiew bunt the flash of the cannon, that drowned in 
their roar the volleying dischargesof the musketry. It was with 
9 feeling of mingled sadness and pleasure that we revisited the 
historic fields of Spottsylvania; sadness, as we thought of the 
tain of blood that had ponred from thousands of bodies, crim- 
soning the yery ground westood upon; and gladness, that we 
could walk undisturbed now without hearing the spiteful 
whiz of the minnie or being made to strike a bee-line for 
over as the screaming shell hurtled over our heads. A coun- 
fryman was plowing in the field, and we followed the furrow 
looking for relics. Edmund, always luckyin hunting, whether 
for curiosities or for somebody to indorse his note, found two 
bullets amalgamated in one, that the plow-share had turned 
‘out, Upon examining them we found that they had been 
fired exactly at the same time from opposite points, and, 
meeting midway in their rapid flight, had collided and been 
-welded into one mass, and had ihus neutralized each other's 
deadly mission. Lookin;; on these little momentoes of a 
stormy period, what theughts arise in our minds: the boy in 
blue and the boy in gzay pulling with vengeful hands the 
trigger, their faces bluckened with powder, mad with thirst, 
gavage with fury, they ram home the charge with hasty mo- 
tions, and then fire at random, sighting only by the flash of 
each other's guus; and in this hell of shot and shell, these two 
little pieces of lead in the fiery rain of bullets, ignoring their 
billets, met and harmonized, and then dropped peacefully in 
& common bed. . 

The next point in our jaunt was Old Point Comfort, a 
_ watering-placein Hampton Roads, eight miles from Norfolk. 
; “We reached il while in full blast of fashionable pleasure, and 
some some six hundred guests at the Hyseia Hotel, presided 

i 

) 
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over by General Lyndsay Walker, who used to command the 
artillery of Lee’s army. A splendid type of manhood is the 
General, who on another field adds fresh laurels to his record. 
Old Point is a good place for the ‘‘german” and for doing the 
Claude Melnotte business aw claire de la lune, but a poor resort 
for the sportsman; the fishing is hardly worth the name, 
and one crabbing is sufficient to last a man for his lifetime, L 
hate crabs worse than suakes; there is nothing straightfor- 
war about them, they even walk backward, they are as 
greedy as a shark, and are the buzzards of the deep; nothing 
comes amiss to their claws, and when they are hard pushed 
for food they make no bones about eating each other. I saw 
the body of a drowned man which was discovered near the 
Rip Raps, and his face was literally destroyed by crabs. It 
was a horrible sight, it made me sick, and I haven't eaten a 
deviled crab since. 

I was mich interested in a catamaran which had been con- 
structed by the officers of the garrison. Ofcourse you kuow 
what a catamaran is—two lone canoes about ten feet apart, 
connected together by a light framework, on which is rigeed 
an enormous sail as spacious as a schooner’s. This nonde- 
script catamaran craft is a success as far as speed is concerned: 
in a brisk breeze, when its enormous sail is buoyed out with 
the wind, it fles like a sea-mew along the waves, passing brigs, 
corvettes, sloops and all other sailing vesze!s with the utmost 
ease. It don’t seen to cut through the water, but to glide 
one skip along the crest of the waves as gracefully as a sea- 
gull, 

In the winter Hampton Roads is a great resort for wild- 
fowl; they are here in uncyunted numbers, but nobody shoots 
them, ‘They havea fishy taste, which prevents them from 
being palatable eating. Speaking on this subject, the finest 
duck ground I know of in this section, except Albemarle 
Sound, is Hog Island, about a day’s journey from Old Point, 
It is @ light-house station, some twelve miles off the coast 
from Cobb's Island, and inhabited by wreckers, a rough, un- 
couth set of people, but hospitable and as honest as the peas- 
antry of Ireland, whese latch, according to the old song, 
hangs on the outside of the door. There is the finest brant 
shooting in the world in November and December, and any 
of your sporting readers can have royal sport by roughing it 
with the wreckers. If any one is musically inclined and 
can play the fiddle then the Hog Islanders will take him 
in their heart of hearts and go blind on him. I well 
remember a trip our trinity took there some three winters 
ago. We went ona Christmas frolic, left Old Point for Cherry- 
stone by the steamer 27. P. Bunks, then we hired an old ox 
team to carry our traps across the mainland some eight miles 
away, next took a sail-boat tothe Island. Wewere fully heeled 
for the expedition: Douglas was steward of the cigars, Thad 
my fiddle, while Edmund was custodian of the whisky keg 
—or kaig, as the natives call it. All hands were satisfied with 
these distributions of stores, It was a rough sail. A stiff 
breeze was blowing, and we had some sixteen miles to go, 
The white capped wayes seemed (0 rise to analarming heicht, 
and would strike with fearful force against the prow, sending 
the salt spray flying in the air and nearly blinding us. It was a 
noyel, ludicrous picture, one that Felix O, C, Darley would 
haye liked to have limned, but a confoundedly uncomfortable 
one for us, the boat rising high and falling low, bowing as 
politely and profoundly to some advancing waive as an office- 
seeker bows to the Secretary, and then, jumping suddenly 
aloof on the crest, would look down in disdain, as it were, 
upon the waters below withits nose hich inthe air Yes, itwas 
a picture to smile at after ward—the grim mariner silling in the 
stern with the tiller in his hand, his body clad in waterproof 
canyas,an oil skin hat on his head beneath which appeared 
his rough, weather-beaten face, covered wilh a ragged red 
beared, upon which the spray-drops glistened like diamonds. 
He had a pipe in his mouth, of that curtailed proportion that 
every son of green Hrin is so partial to, and this pipe seemed 
a magic oue, for J never yet saw it go out. Our old mariner, 
unlike the ancient one, neyer fastened anybody with his 
glittering eye nor bored them with his dreadful tale, No, our 
mariner neyer opened his mouth except toask fora nip, or mut- 
ter an oath against the wind. Isat next to him withmy he- 
loved fiddle close to my heart. Douglas squatted close down 
in the bottom of the boat, sitting on his valuable cargo of 
cigars; while Edmund braced himself on a seat with the keg on 
his lap, holding it as fondiy as eyer mother her child. The 
wind whistled and sang through the boat, getting higher 
every moment; the spray came now in one continual shower- 
bath that wetted us to the skin. Jt soon became no laughing 
matter, for the darkness came on, and the heavens aboye were 
shrouded ina murky gloom, unrelieved by a single star; the 
waves could only be seen by their white caps, that seemed as 
if they would engulf us eyery imstant, and we all thought 
our last moment had come. I carnestly besought Douglas to 
throw his pack of cards overboard, which he did. At 
this trying moment the lamp in the light-house was lit, and 
its Tays cast a golden gleam over the abgry waters; itbrought 
back the color to our cheeks and hope to our hearts, and as 
the Deacon gleamed amid the darkness we knew we were safe, 
In a few moments we were at the wharf, and in an hour each 
one dreaming oyer his hardships. 
_ Thenextnicht, being Christmas Eve, there was a rand fash- 
ionable ball, where all the élite, beauty and style of Hog Island 
‘attended. Every: fentleman was in full dress, which consisted 
of soaped locks, pea-jacket, pants outside of the boots, and 
the boots greased with sharl ol! until they shone again. The 

ladies’ costumes were short calico and homespun, with brilliant 
pinch-beck ornaments, Everybody had washed their face and 
combed their hair for the occasion, and if was a very respect— 
able assemblage indeed. The festivities soon commenced by 
two musicians opening the ball. They sawed persistently on 
their ninety-nine-cent pine fiddles, and raised the tune, and 
all pitched in. Byerybody danced to suit themselves: there 
were no partners nor figures, but each tried his own step im 
his own way. The cabin rocked and trembled from roof ta 
foundation-stone ; but still the fiddles’ strains rose above the 
uproar, and the steps kept time in a rythmieal rhyme to the 
music. In an eyil hour Edmund had his keg brought to the 
room and opened. The consequence was that the fiddles got 
too high and aboye their business to play any longer, so they 
dispersed somewhere. Seeing the position of affairs, I com- 
menced to draw the bow, and away went the company again. 
I tried some weak-kneed people there that night; if there 
isn’t any crippled Hog Islanders it isn’t because I did not try 
to make them so. TI let out the fastest of all known tunes on 
them—the * Devil’s Dream ”’—and I thought that the plaster- 
ing was coming down. The natives spread themselves, and dis- 
counted the Jardins Mabilians. Then Colonel Burke became 
ambitious. He must have a waltz. 1 played one of Strauss’; 
but who was he to revolve with? That dizzy dance had 
neyer yet reached the fashionable Hog Islanders—and éyen the 
ambitious maidens would not attempt it; but at last one more 
determined than her sisters, and carried away by Edmund’s 
importunities, asked him to let her, see the step, and so he 
gyrated alone over the floor to the tune of the dew temp I 
was playing. Then hurrying back he claimed her tor the 
dance, saying that he could easily teach her; but the fair one 
was dubious, aud at last to Hdmund's entreaties replied, 
‘** Well, stranger, I can’t; Ican go the front step and go the 
back step, but it will make me puke sure to turn around 
so.” Hdmund was a changed man after that reply. He 
gathered up his keg and beat out to his quarters. 

But about the hunting at Hog Island, The brant com- 
mence to alrive in November, and by December they are in 
preat numbers and are shot from a blind. I would not advise 
any but well-equipped parties, with their own decoys and 
boats, to go to Hog Island. Single parties might! not be able 
to get stands, except at a great price, for there are many pro- 
fessional gunners shooting here all the winter. Besides the 
brant there are the shufilers and redhead, and wild geese in 
immense flocks, but they are too shy to get wilhin range of 
the brecch-loader of average calibre. Thad much sport in 
shooting into the flocks with a Winchester rifle, and it was 
splendid fun to pitch a ball info a flock a half a mile away 
and knock over some old gray gander. ‘The ones I killed I 
neyer could eat, for my bullet always seemed to pick ont the 
patriarch of the gang, who, judging by his meat, wasa hun- 
dred and twenty-five years old. I would as soon dine off 
stewed and boiled india-rubber trab-balls as a tough old roasted. 
wild goose. 

In 4 rough, windy, cold, cr rainy day Hog Island is the 
most desolate spot on earth; but on a bright, still, sunny day 
there lingers over it a kind of haze that half conceals the 
woods and barren wastes,and that makes the place look full 
of a strange, weird, dreamy beauty: the long breakers, cury— 
ing softly in and breaking in a musical murmur on the beach; 
the lofty light-house, rising gracefully upward, cutting its pro- 
file clear against the blue horizon; the stately ships, far off om 
the ocean, make a scene like the veritable land of the lotus 
eaters. 

I would write more on this place, but I gave a full 
description of it some two years ago in the Forrest anp 
Saream. I can only add that if parties desiring intormation as 
to getting there, and other items, will write to Warren Cobb, 
Cobb’s Island, Va., he will answer all their queries and meet 
them in his boat. Tecan indorse Warren as being a first-rate 
guide and thoroughly reliable. 

After leaving Old Point we visiled Norwalk, and then pro- 
ceeded to take a jaunt thongh the Great Dismal Swamp, As 
T have already written up the “Great Dismal ” for tie ForEsr 
AND Stream in a prior number, I will not tell the same old 
story, only saying that Col, Burke lost some twenty pounds of 
flesh from the mosquitoes, who bled him and feasted on him 
by turn. Donglas, being a newspaper man, escaped the mos- 
quitoes: they let him alone after blunting their teeth. As 
for myself, if ever I go into the Dismal Swamp again in the 
middle of summer, I hope some Circe wiil change me into a big 
bullfrog, and make me croak a century, for those mosquitoes 
nearly picked my bones. ; 

After leaving the Swamp, we spent several days in Suffolk, 
about twelve miles away, and from there we went to Captain 
Wm. Blows, in Sussex County, for deer hunting. 

Tt would simply be a task of supersrogation to speak of our 
stay in the Nottaway Region. That section, also, has been 
written up by me for this paper. We went deer hunting, as I 
said before, and had much hunting but little deer. The 
Captain placed us all three on astand, and went with bis 
hounds to drive the deer. We stood np en garie the first: half 
hour, with our guns cocked, and on the qui vive for the 
slizhtest sound, but there was only an utter, perfect stillness. 
The next half hour we sat down, with our guns lying 
in our Japs, gazing with strained expectancy into the depths 
of the shadowy forest, but nothing could be seen except 
an industrious woodpecker thursting his long bill into every 
hollow he found, At the next hour we all got tired, and Vol. 
Burke, pulling an old greasy deck of cards out of his pocket, 
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Proposed 4 game of sevenup. We all assented, and were soon 
in the mysteries of high, low, jack andthe game. It was 
Colonel’s deal. Tand Douglas were intently watching him to 
see that he didn’t slip the jack from the bottom, when a 
splendid buck, with branching antlers, cantered slowly past 
us, and disappeared in the woods beyond. Edmund seized his 
gup and fired at random in the tree tops. Douzlas pulled 
trigger, and his gun snapped, and upon examination he found 
he had forgotten to load it. Warned hy this incident, we kept 
strict watch for an hour, and, nothing unusual happening, 
Edmund proposed to play the old game out. This we agreed 
to, and in the midst of the play another deer loped by us, not 
ten feet away. We finished the game and went home, for we 

had enough of such sport as that, and we left Suffollk County 
for Richmond, where we stopped several days. While there 
we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Charles Palmer, President 
of the Game Protective Association. By the way, any gentle- 
man sportsman from the West or North who desires to know 
all about hunting in the Old Dominion, had best write to Mr. 
Palmer, at Richmond, Va., fur he is the best informed man 
on that subject in the State, and he is always willing to afford 
all information about sporting localities, time, place, and 
quantities of game, etc. 

Tam glad to say that the subject of sporting, so long ne- 
glected in Virginia, is now receiving much attention from all 
sections. Game associations are springing up all over the 
State, who make it their business to see that the proyisious 
of the game law are rigidly carried out and enforced. The 
Virginia Legislature are moving, also, in that important work, 
and last winter organized a néw Committee'on Game, with 
your humble servant as chairman. Many new bills, increasing 
pains and penalties for violation of the laws, were passed, and 
old ones changed, among them the time of shooting partridges. 
The old law was from the first of November until the Ist of 
February, but now the shooting season commences the 15th of 
October, and closes the fir-t day of January. Anotherlaw was 
passed for the protection of wild-fowl, which prohibits the 
shooting of ducks and geese in the night-time; also debarsany 
decked boat from being used against them, and expressly de- 
Glares that no swivel-gun shall be used, and only those that 
can be held up and fired from the shoulder, Sportsmen in- 
tending to shoot in Virginia this winter and fall, will please, 
like Captain Cuttle, make a note of this. 

Our next point was Fauquier County, where we led an easy 
life at a bachelor hall. : 
We lingered in Warrenton a few days, a little town of small 

dimensions but of huge aspirations. It is the county seat of Fau- 
quier. Warrenton is noted for its beautiful girls and its suc- 
cessful politicians. Whether there is any irresistible strength 
im the union of the two, I Jeave to some speculative philosopher 
jo determine ; but as this is a game letter and not a political 
one, I will s4%p, as the prisoner said to the sheriff, when he 
was on his way to jail. Oh, about Fauquier! It puts me in 
mind of an incident that happened to me in that county that 
neyer will be effaced from the tablet of my memory as long 
HS Teason—or the sense of smell—remains. _- 

I was, like Mr. Dick Swiveller, hopelessly entangled in 
Cupid's set, woven by Venus’ fairy fingers and meshed by the 
magic of dazzling smiles and bright glances. In other words, 
I was in loye, as Socrates, Napoleon, Petrutio aud other cele- 
brated men were. My charmer weighed about two hundred 
and fifty pounds—a real mountain peony, who took after her 
mother, who kicked the scale at about 500)bs., and has never 
left the porch since she was married. Well, the girl, as 1 
Was saying, took after the mother, I took after the girl, and 
the old man took after me, for he forbade me to his house. 
However, me and Miss Susan escaped the parental eye and 
had a stroll iogether. We sauntered lazily down the public 
road, with my faithful poiuter, Josh, at my heels, wha fol- 
lowed me as closely as the dog Wolf did old Rip Van Win- 
He. Josh was a discreet dog, and a useful one, too, for he 
watched the road closely, and would bark at the sound of an 
approaching footstep a half mile away, and every one except 
—well, I will make no exception—knows how much a court- 
ing couple needs some faithful monitor to warn them of erti- 
eal eyes and unexpected appearances. Susan and I stopped 
at an old blacksmith-shop, and, leaning against the fence near 
by Susan, was making eye and tongue tell. We discounted 
any couple in building castles in Spain. Suddenly 1] was 
aroused from my dream, for I caught sight of Josh in a dead 
set. Ile stood on the side of a ditch, with his fore foot 
raised, his body rigid and his tail as straigbt as a poker, show- 
ing in his splendid pose his thoroughbred blood. 

**Susan!" said I, ‘*there’s a flock of partridges in that 
ditch—let's climb the fence and see them,” 

So we both sgerambled oyer and approached Josh, who 
neyer moyed, but stood trembling with excitement. ‘ Hie 
on, sir!” Buta stone dog could not have been more station- 
ary. ‘‘Hie on, sir!” I ordered a second time. But Josh 
stood like a soldier on parade. ‘The deyil ig in the dog,” 
I muttered, and approached him and locked down into the 
ditch. I couldn't detect any covey of birds huddled together 
inaclump, nor could Susan, who was gazing breathlessly 
and eagerly oyer my shoulder. Instead of the birds I saw an 
animal something like a raccoon, with while stripes on his 
body and the most curious bead Jike eyes, that gazed into 
mine without flinching. I again ordered my dog to “hie 
on,” but he, not moving, I got a heayy stone and prepared to 
cast it on that animal, which to save my life I couldn’t 
make ont or understand what it was. Just as 1 was about to 
throw, | noticed the singular proceedings of my doz Josh, 
who struck out across the field in es wild a gait as if he had 
a tin pan tied to his tail, Josh was smarter and more know- 
ing than his master, for I heaved the rock and struck the ani- 
malplump * * * * * With a wild shriek Susan fled, 
and I too, but we avoided cach other immediately, for, Mr. 
Uditor, it was a polecat that we stirred up. 
Moral to young couples who are parted and meditate suicide: 

Let them provoke a certain animal and, my word for it, they 
will be utierly and completely disillusioned, and Joye’s sweet 
dream he rudely shattered. ‘ 

Leaying Warrenton, we struck for the Alleghany Moun- 
tains, and hiring a coach, we traveled en signeur—stopped 
when we chose, idled where pleased, and enjoyed those sum- 
mer days in the wild, beautiful mountain scenery as only 
those men could do who are blessed with good digestions and 
bad consciences, which, after all, Rochefaucald, that wisest 
of Frenchmen, says, is the secret of happiness. In the 
course of time we reached Mountain Lake, one of the great- 
est natural curiosities in this country, a spot that eyery tou- 
rist and lover of fine scenery ought to visit. It is a lake on 
the top of the Alleghany Mountains, a half mile long and 
nearly as wide. It is fathoms upon fathoms deep, is ice cold 
eyen in summer, and is as clear as crystal. Many attempts 
hhaye been made to stock it with fish, but in vain. The lake 
lies like a jewel in the mountains, reflecting back with minute 
distinctness every object, mirroring with perfect fidelity even 

the spider-web that is woven from branch to branch, TI think 
that, as the evening sun touches the lake with its declining 
rays, itis the loveliest picture that mortal eyes ever rested 
upon, lying there in its limpid, placid beauty, its water chang- 
ing irom 4 pure opaline ine toa warm ruby tint, like Loch 
Katrine 

When in the soft sunlight it lay, 
And islands that émpurpled bight 
Fiouted amid the livelier light, 
And mountains that like giants stand 
Vo keep watch and ward o'er enchanted Jand, 

There is 2 one-horse hotel at. the lake, where travelers are 
taken in and done for by the proprietress, for she is of the 
gentler sex, hails from Pennsylvania, wears corkscrew ring- 
lets, and talks philanthropy. She is a female Joey Eag- 
stock—devilish sly, sir—and knows a thing or two. After 
paying their bills at the tayern, the overcharged tounists ave 
like the little hoy who waskicked by a mule—not any prettier, 
but a thundering sight wiser. 

Our jaunt was nearly over; we agreed to spend one more 
week in the mountains, where there was good trout fishing, 
and then dishand. So we went to Rappahannock County, 
which is, I think, the banner county of the Old Dominion. i 
could write a long letter gbout this section, but will have to 
curtail, as am already too prolix, Tam afraid. Did not the 
limits forbid, I could give you an account of some racy ad- 
yenturesin old Rappahannock; 1 would tell you how we 
three comrades were swelled to fiye by the accession of 
Sainty Mcnefee and Major O'Bannon, The major being one 
of those types of manhood who can shoot, ride, and toss off 
a beaker to the fairest of his loves, and, like his maternal an- 
cestors in Ould Kilicrankie, he can, like them, sing— 

“Faith I'm ashamed of work, 
1t's a Way with all the Bradies, 

Bur, dbedail, ’d make an i légant Turk, 
For 1’m fond of tobacco and the ladies,” 

But I must put on the brakes to my literary locomotive, only 
to say that we disbanded after having seen as many adyen- 
tures in a quiet way as the Argonauts or the immortal 
Ulysses, who only differed from us in the fact that he defied 
and conquered Circe, whi'e the witching Circes in this section 
conquered us, but, Iam glad to say, didn’t change us into hogs, 

The birds—partridges | mean—are unusually abundant in 
Virginia this fall and will afford splendid sport. The best 
time is from the 25th of this month to abour the 10th of De- 
cember, Jn this period the birds fly better, are easier found, 
and do not keep hid in the thickets. 
And now, Mr, Editor, in conclusion, let me add that I haye 

arequest to make of you. Do, for the sake of suffering 
sportsmen, give us a receipt for cooking partridges properly. 
‘There is nothing that tends to rile u shooter's feelings as to 
have the birds he has so hardly found and bagged served up 
to him burned to accisp, or, worse still, parboiled in water, and 
haying no more taste than leather. Giye us a good receipt 
how to prepare them for breakfast, and the suffering brother- 
hood of sportsmen can cut it out, paste it in their hats, and 
s10W it to the ‘a ly of the house as a gentle hint how he wants 
his birds daintily prepared, so that he can enjoy them, and 
not say, like the exasperated Frenchman, ‘t By Gar, 1 eives 
you one belle joli partridge, and you brings back a moi une 
dam little peckerwood.” Ciassxur. 

Alevandria, Va., Oct, 1878. 

We can conceive of no daintier dish than a partridge care: 
fully broiled and laid on toast with a sprig of parsley for a 
garnish.—Ep, F. & 5. 

HAND TO HAND WITH A GRIZZLY, 

A Bae following account of a fight with a bear, is given by 

the Calaveras (Cal.) Chironisle of a recent date. Mr. N. 

Rozers, who lives near West Point, Cal., had been out squir- 
rel shooting during the day and was armed with a light rifle. 
Tt is said that, although grizzlies had been frequently seen 
about the ranche, no danger was apprehended from them at 

this time of the year. The moral of the story, however, is 

that when there is even the most remote possibility of en- 
countering dangerous. game, the hunter should be provided 

with a repeating rifle. ‘Terrible as is the foe, these arms do 
equally terrible execution; 

Mr. Rogers was so successful in gunning that by 4 o'clock 
his game-sack was well filled, and as he was two miles from 
home, determined to retrace his steps. In leaving the tim- 
bered ridge on which he had been shooting, he had te cross: a 
patch of comparatively open country, the only growth it sup- 
ported being a species of furze and an occasional bunch of 
chaparral. He had gone only a short distance, and in des- 
cending into a little blind ravine, came upon a huge grizzly 
feeding on the carcass of a sheep. 

‘The bear was not over twenty feet distant. 
discovered each other atthe same instant. For a moment 
Rogers stood irresolute. His first impulse was to run ; but 
his better judgment told him that if he did so, and should be 
pursued by the grizzly, escape would be impossible. Dread- 
ful as was the alternative of facing his terrible enemy, if was 
his only hope, and Rogers resolyed to stand bis ground and 
sell his life as dearly as possible. 

There was a chance that the grizzly might not attack him 
if he retained a bold attitude; but whatever hopes Rovers 
builded upon that foundation were speedily dispelled by the 
bear giving a low growl, dropping lis mutton, and advancing 
toward him. The hunter's hear| leaped in his throut, and 
then, with every muscle and uerve drawn to its utmost ten- 
sion, he awaited the onset of the beast with as much coolness 
as though his life were not at stake in the unequal contest. 
As the grizzly slowly advanced toward him, and got within 

a distance of about fifteen steps, Rogers threw his rifle to his 
shoulder, and with a steady aim planted a bullet iu the bear's 
breast, just inside the point of the right shonlder. The ani- 
mal was hit hard, but no sixty-to-the-pound bullet ever 
stopped 8 grizzly. With a growl resembling a roar, the in- 
furiated beast rushed to the altack. Throwing aside the now 
useless rifle and drawing his knife, Rogers braced himself for 
the death struggle. As the shaggy monster reared upon its 
haunches, its great, black, convex head towering two feet 
above Rogers, the latter inveluntarily threw up his left arm, 
like a pugilist on guard. The bear seized the arm in its 
mouth, and throwing its great paws over the shoulders of the 
hunter, hugged him in an embrace that forced his eyes from 
their sockets and the blood from his nosirils. 

Rogers’ right arm was free, and he drove the long, keen 
blade of bis knife to the hilt in the side of the grizzly close to 
the shoulder. The blade reached a yital point, inflicting a 

Mau and beast 

fatal wound, but its immediate effect was only to intensify 
the grizzly’s ferocity. It hugged Rogers the closer, its long, 

sharp, chisel-pointed claws tearing oaping wounds in the 
hunter's back, while the bones of hie fa cae were crushed 
and ground to powder in the bear's vise-like jaws. 
Wild with the agony of his wounds, Rogers plied his knife: 

with the energy of desperation, driving it again and again ioto- 
the vitals of the bear, literally carving it alive, While the lat- 
ter, with claws and teeth, lacerated its human foe most fright 
fully, It was, indeed, a struggle to the death. Rogers, weak 
from the loss of blood and half delirigus from pain, now 
fought by intuition, haying only a vagne consciousness that 
his life depended on his killing the bear. The terrible wounds 
of the grizzly began to Lell upon its vitality. Rogers senses 
were not so dulled but that he knew that the grizzly was 
gradually relaxing its hold, and theray of hope the knowledge 
afforded stimulated him to renewed exertions with his knife. 
The bear endeayored to support itself despite its wounds, 
wavered for an instant, and then, with a low moan that 
sounded almost human in its expression of pain and despair, 
toppled over, dragsing the man with it, the latter falling. 
partially beneath. Summoning all his remaining strength, 
Rogers phinged his knife into the grizzly’s abdomen, the hob 
life blood and viscera spouting full in his face, 

The bear relinquished its hold, and Rogers, torn, laceraled, 
and bleedirg, crawled far enough away to escape being rent 
to pieces by the terrible death struggle of the grizzly. Al- 
though victorious, Rogers’ condition was crilical in the ex- 
treme. He was a mile and a half from home, so weak and 
faint that he could hardly stand, and in danger of bleeding to 
death before he could reach help. His left arm hung crushed 
and lifeless at his side, his left scapula and clayicle were 
broken, the blood trickled from the terrible wounds in his 
back, and his legs were literally furrowed by the crooked 
claws of the bear’s hind feet. Constions that he must soon 
have help'or perish, he summoned all his resolution and stag- 
gered along in the direction of home, more dead than alive, a 
trail of blood marking his footsteps. He managed to reach a 
spring in sight of his honse, and then his endurance gaye way. 
He fell in a dead faint by the water's edge. He was soon dis- 
covered by his son and was taken home. 

The grizzly was the largest ever killed in the county. It 
measured nine feet in length, “over all,” and weighed 1,400 
pounds. The left side of the bear was literally torn to pieces, 
there being no less than twenty-two knife wounds, nearly 
every one of which reached 4 vilal point, One of its fore 
paws just covers an ordinary dinner-plate, 

Mr. Rogers is lying in an extremely critical condition. In 
addition to his horrible wounds the shock to his system was a 
terrible one, His left arm, literally mangled and tom to 
shreds, has been amputated at the shoulder. His left clavicle 
and scapula were fractured, and the three lower ribs on the 
right side broken. The flesh and muscles on his back are so 
torn and abraided that the vertebre are actually visible in 

Fish Cultare, 
ENCOURAGEMENT TO BRREDERS OF F'isu.—An esteemed cor- 

respondent, R. EH, R., of Perrisburg, Vt. , says that the salmon 

placed in Lewis Oreek (an old-time salmon stream) in May, 
1875, haye none of them been seen this season, though this. 

should be the time for the returning srilse to appear, and asks 
if all hope of a successful issue of the experiment must there- 
fore be abandoned. Fifty thousand fry were turned out there, 

Tn reply, we can only say that if we were to argue unfayor- 
ably from premises like these, there would be little encour- 
agement to continue the work of attempted fish culture in 
this country. Although scientific, earnest nen have heen at 

work for ten years past, the results saem by no meuns com- 
mensurate with the outlay of time, money and patience; yet 
they are not only not discouraged, but are increasing every 
known method for propagation; they have spread their efforts 
from a single State to-thirty-six at least; and they look for- 
ward with faith and patient waiting for the time when the 

seed sown broadcast will not only reappear again in spawn 
and small fry, but in fully developed and mature fish, 
which will assume for themselyes the work of reproduction 

in the old natural way when fish were abundant everywhere, 

The best assurance that fish culturists haye of future success. 
is in statistics of work done in Great Britain and on the Gon- 
tinent, where fish culture has heen prosecuted much longer 
than it has here, and where the supply of fish food has been 

largely increased and cheapened. Wecan also point to the 
experiments of several centurics in China, and the porsistence- 

with which the breeders there have stuck to their business, 

Tre Vartep Coors or Trout Fresit.—The other day we 
found in the London Field an article with the aboye heading, 
signed by that well-known angler and author, Francis Francis, 

and we eagerly scissored it out and laid if aside for careful 
study; but alas! after we had journeyed through many specu- 
lations and statements of facts about such and such fish hay- 
ing been caught in waters which were named; we found the 
conclusion of the whole matter in the following paragraplis = 

‘‘ Indeed, there seem to be so many contradictions and ex- 
ceptions in every theory set up as regards color, that I hardly 
know what to think. Page asa rule, fish get pinker as. 
the season adyances. Tn March you meet fish with very little 
color, if any, whereas in Angust they are quite the exception, 

“Altogether the matter is a puzzle, and I confess that [ can— 
not sce my way in it so clearly as I should like to.” 

Never were we 80 sorely disappointed. When the oracle 

opened its mouth to speak, we felt justified in expecting 
authoritative utterances; but we founc! only humble confes- 
sions of ignorance and doubt. The myrtury still remains a. 

“puzzle.” 
One thing is certain: color in trout flesh dbes not indicate 

dilference in age or variety of species, There aré pink, white, 
red, saffron, carmine, and yellowish tints in fingerlings, and 
also in three-pound fish. In the clear mountain brooks of 
New Hampshire, in the quiet ponds of Long Island, in the 
tamarack-dyed waters of the Adirondacks, in the broud lingpi 
streams of Michigan, and in the timber belts of Wiseonst™, 
the white, the pink kas 7 ted are taken side by 



than they arein the spring. Were the trout of one water 
piok, of another white, and of another yellow, we might 
maiotain and pertiaps determine that diff-rent conditions of 

food in the water, of adjacent shade or shelter, or of the 
qi\iality of tne water itself, made differencs in color, but in- 

asinuch as the tints are greatly diverse under conditions pre- 
cisely the same; ani, since we are liable to scoop white and 

red fish at the same dip, we may perhaps be satished to be- 

licvé that the sume Creator who his inide the texture of one 
man's fle-h to be Aner thin another's ind his skin to differ in 

color—one to be blunde, anojher brunette, another tawny, one 

flurid and another pale, and all Cauucusian still—has also cre- 

aled variety io the tints of trout flesh, and diversity in the 
leives which ripen upou the same parent slalk. If there is 
any cause mire latent, or one which science may cluimtobave 

discoyered, we shall be glad to learn it, But we think it 

quile as likely that sayaus will beable to inform us why the 

water of Lake Superior is black, cf Lake Michigan green, and 

of Lake Geuige bine, or what constitutes color in gems or hues 

in the prisin. 
i 

—New Jersey bids fair to bave her pisciculturist interests 
attended tu with great elficieucy. Major E. J. Anderson, 
Fish Comynissioner at Preatou, says extensive preparajions 
have beep made to supply the water of that State adapted to 
sulmon with fry. Halla million of salon egus have been 
teceived by the New Jersey « ommissioners from the U. 3. 
Fishery in Shasta County, Cal, for di-tribution in the streams 
Of that State. They bave come to band in fine order, there 
not being over five per cent of loss, The Cuminissivners, 
having devoled much attention to the propagation ot salmon 

- and (lack-lass, will now turu it to the rect ration of vhetrout 
sir¢ams of thal State, many of which are peculiarly well- 
adupted to this fish, and formerly abounded in them. 

wT 

X Movements or Ee.s.—Holyoke, Mass., Oct. 28.—The first 
movement of eels lovuk place un Wedvesduy night last, 28d 
insti, und from the number of dead and cut eels |ying arvund 
the ediics and etill water below the wills, the movement was 
a heavy ove, The +els will move now at every storm, and 
alwaysat night. The first heavy cold snap will end the 
Blu pede. 

Note.—-When they find sp?wn in eels they will not require 
the use of a magnifier to doubtfully pronounce it eel spawn 
They will fud two distinct lubes, and each egy distinctly visi- 
ble tu the waked eye, Tuomas CHaLMixs, 
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Sera Green’s Larusr Mepat,—Hippening into Welters’ 
jewelry suiere ently we observed, in a show case, # massive 
gold qiedal, which, on inspection, provid to be ove lately 
awurdal to meil Green by the Soctetie d' Acclimatation uf 
#ronve, of which meution was made at the time, Lt has jus 
arriv d, and Me. Wolters has borrowed it to exbibit fur s few 
days at his sore, Li is the exuct weight of three $20 guld 
Pl s, an is appropristely inscribed Around (he maryiu is 
the pame of the suciely above referred to, and in the centre it. 
reads, To Movs. Seth Green. Salmo funtinais ” (hroor 
trout). This is tle fourth medal awarded Mr, Green by the 
Same sociely. Many people have an idea that Seth Green enters 
Into sume CUMpetitiveexbtbitivn in Paris periodically, aud that 
these meaais are awarded tor sume superiir exbibit made. 
Such is oot the cise. These awards are off red as renewed 
evidences wf the 1ecouilion he received from the reneh 
Buci. ly severnl years avo as the leading piscicultucise of 
Aiwsies. Preyiuus to leG4 uo fish breediue had resulted in 
impregoutit & more than 26 per cent of thespawn, which ren- 
den d it of Jitle value, Gouiparalively. Green discovered a 
process uf accuniplishing the desired result, without ihe use 0! 
walter, aud his first experiment suuwed Yo per ceot. Hi pro- 
cess, Which he conitived ty perfett, was kept secret for three 
or touryiars, during which tint he profited greatly by ir, from 
the tule of the spawn which was superiur to any other that 
could be procun d. ‘Phe news io time reached Fiance, wher 
they bud Ueeu experimentiog for years, of the results achieved 
here, avd ipformiaiion on the subject was suusht, Seth Green 
Wis Lhe first to Guliiiunicate the desired ioformati om refard- 
inp His process, which tintiediately received the recognition ot 
the suciely, ‘Phe preat suce. ss tucey are having every year in 
slocking Lie stretms of Fragce is the Cause Of so uiavy medals 
beivg voted to Mr Green al various meetings of the suctery. 
Ti ay also be sited, tothe ercuu of Rochester, that he las re- 
celvi d similar tokens of peeognitiou irom the Governments of 
Gormauy, sicily and Uther countries.—Lechester Onwn. 

dlatural Gistorg. 

ABOUT OUR GROUSE, 

N the matter of game birds, the sportsman of the United 
States is certaijly well favored. Not to mention the 

myriads of water-fowl which in spring and fall throng our 
bays and water-courses, or the shore-birds, which, during 

theic migrations, swarm in the loculities in which they most 
delight, we of North America are so well provided with galli- 

naccous birds that there is no locality within our borders in 
which some species ol this or/er does not occur in abundance. 

Without counting the wild turkey, now virtually extinct eave 

in the South and Southwest, we have six species of quail and 
nine of grouse, all, or almost all, of which are within reach of 

the sportsman who cgres to look for them, 
Tt is of our grouse that we would speak just now; the 

finest of all the game birds, and a group on whose pursuit 

more time, thought and money is perhaps expended than 

upon any other. ‘Phe moors of Scotland, which alone furnish 

to the British sportsman his grouse shooling, often bring in to 

the owner a revenue eqnalto that of the best arable land. 
Here in Americk, however, where all shooting is free, the 

guuner haga wide range of choice. He can seck on ihe 
tlevated plains of the great interiur basin the sage grouse, ag 
Targe as 4 hen turkey, or can climb Pike’s Peak in search of 
the lit\la white-tailed ptarmigan, scarcely bigger than a quail; 

he can shoot st the ruffed grouse as he darts like a rifle ball 

reed uot esta that colors are more intense in the autumn. through the Hastern forests, or, in the open prairie, can knock | will be much enhanced in the eyes of caterers. The product 
over the pinnated grouse or the sharp-tail. 
Allthe grouse aré strony-scented birda, lie well to a dog, 

are swift on the Wing, and are more or less difficult to bring 
to bag, and itis the possession of these qualities which hus 

canst them to stand so high in the sportsman's regard, 

The true srouse are confined to the Northern Hemisphere, 

and there are but fifteen or sixteen species, of which, as has 

been remarked, North America claims nine. The Old World 

members of the group ure perhaps even better known to most 

readers than our own, and accounts of grouse shooting in 

Europe have several tijnes appeared in the columns of Pores 

AND SrreaM, as have also descriptions of the species to be 

found there. The most important of these, and one now ex- 

linct in the British Isles, but still occurring in more or Jess 
abundance in Norway, Sweden and northern Russia, is the 
well-known cock of the woods, or capercuilzie, whose % or 

“play " has furnished a theme on which many a traveler has 

dwelt at length, This superb bird is about three feet in 

length, and often weighs fifteen pounds. Besides the eaper— 

cuilzie are to be mentioned the red grouse of Scotland, the 

hazel grouse, closely allied to our ruffed grouse, and several 

species of ptarmigan, whose relationships to the New World 

species have perhaps not yet been sufficiently studied. There 
is also in northern Asia a curious species which has been 

described under the generic name Maletpennie, and which iu 

habits, at least, would seem to be the analogue of our Canada 
grouse, 

The true grouse are to be distinguished from their relatives 
by the more or less dense feathering of the tarsus (shank) to 

or beyond the toes, the pectinated, or comb-like, margins of 

the toes, the naked papillate strip of skin over the eye, and 

the deep groove for the nostril. Several species possess pe- 
culiar tufts of neck feathers, in some cases soft, in others 

haré and bristly, and several bave dilatable air cells on the 

side of the neck, which in the breeding season are often enor 
mously distended. 

Our birds of this sub-family include the familiar ruffed 

grouse, pruirie chicken and sharp-luil, and the Canada sage 
and dusky grouse, with the willow, rock and white-tuiled 

ptarmigans, the last six species being almost wholly unknown 

toany but ihe naturalist. Of the first three litle need be 
said, but the last-named well deseryé a few words of descrip- 
jion, for every sportsman should be familiar at least with the 

game birds cf his own country, 

The Canad. grouse is an inhabitant of the pine and tama- 
rack swamps of the North, and is found in limited numbers 
in the Adirondacé region and in Maine. To Canad: it is more 
abundanol, and a variety, Caunuce ctnadensis yar. frinnilini, is 

found in the Rocky Mountuins near our nerthera boundary. 
Owing, however, to the nature of its favorite haunts tbe 

Canada grouse is little hunted except in winter, Tbe swamps, 
in wuich it fin Js the fuou which best suits 2, are impracticu- 

ble at most seasuns for man or doy on account of the svft 

mud, over which the grouse cdo exsily make their way, but 

which would at Once Gueuli their pursuers, Lu winier, how- 
ever, when these sam))s freeze, miny of the birds are killer, 

aud at this seasou th-y are sometimes sent in great numbers 

w the New York markets, and g od specimeus my suime- 

limes be obained there. Owiug, however, to tie duc! 

that the birds are often k) pt fur many days withuut hiy- 

ing the entrails removed, the flesh is apt to have a disagree 

able, piney or resinous taste, arising, of course, from the 

nature of their foud. ‘'lhis species is one of the smallest ot 

our grouse. ‘Lhe male is black in color, wish wavy markiuys 

uf dark gray above and below, aud with numerous whire 
paiciies ou the brea t and belly. There is # teimiial baud ot 
orange brown On the tail feathers, The lem de is somewtat 
sipaller, aud in e@ dur is reddish brown, markid eycry where 

with black er s3-lines. Tu sunie of our readcrs tis species is 

uf course well known, but We imagine that the great majority 

are Ubacquaiuted with it. 

The nearest relative of the Canada grouse is the dusky 
«jouse, which inhabils the Rocky mountains, but a cousidera- 

jiu of ils Characteristics must be posip vod to anuther day, 
eee 

ARRIVAL OF A SOLENLIFLG Wonks. —Our oll and indefati- 

aabie friend, Pred. A, Ober, Esq (fred Beverly) is un his re- 

turn home from the West Iudies afieran abscoce of nearly 

Lwo years. As our readers know, he has been «nysged in 
coleeting objects of natural history under the patroliage of 
tbe Smithsonian Institution, and bas been very successtul ia 

collecting birds especialiy, having discovercd sixteen spe- 

cies new Lo science ard thrown much light upon the histury 

and habits of others. He has collected sume thousand speci- 
mens in all, which have been regularly sent to Mv. GN. Law- 
rence, of this cily, for identification und classification, Caita- 

lugues of the diiferent islands which he has visited, including 
Dominica, St. Vincent, Antigua, Martinique, Barbuda, Guada- 
loupe and Granada, are in course of publication at Washing- 
ton. Mr. Lawrence has done Mr. Ober very material service 
from first to last, in promtoling his enterprise und investiga- 

tion. 
eo 

Lone Lragtp Froas.—lu Minnesota they are endeavoring: 
to propagale frogs with legs of double siz, so as to command 

the market, the legs being the only part which are considered 

edible. The method consists in dextsrously breakiug the 
backs of diminutive frogs, just after they quit the tadpole 
Shite, so astu mike humipbacks of them, At present most of 

them die, but it is hoped to secure from the survivors 4 cun- 
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thas far reported amounts to 3.090 dozen legs, of which two- 

thirds have been shipped to St. Louis, where they bring an 
avtrage ot twenty cents perdozen. Itissaidthat Dr. Sweeny, 
one of the Minnesota Fish Commissioners, is interesting him-~ 

relf in the business, and hopes for such encouragement ag 
will enable him to devote his entire attention to it. Iti 
wonderful to see this new breed of frogs leap! 

Sone Brrps.—Messrs. Reiche Bros., of Chatham atreet, sre 
the largest importers of song birdsin this city. They arenow 
receiving canaries at the rate of 1,000 per week, most of them 
being good singing birds. They also have guld-finches, lin - 
nets, bull-finches, thrishes, and, besides, all kinds of game 
birds, incluiling a quantity of wood ducks, wild turkeys and 
prairie chickens, Of monkeys and wild animals they have no 
end, 

w ; ap 
Tan LaMerrn.—WMr, Editor: The account of the capture 

of this fish, given in Porasr aNp Stream for October 17, re~ 
minds me of fndiig a specimen some years since attached to 
a padule-fish, Poelyidon polium, while fishing in Lake Pepin, 
Mina. ‘The pautlie-fish was lying dead on the shore with the 
lampern stiekiag to its gills, Ipreserved it as a curiosity, 
never having met with it before in fresh water, though twice 
in silt water. Storer describes seven species of Petromyzonida 
in America, three of which, perhaps, are found in fresh water, 
ichardson, in ‘*Fanma Burealt Americana,” mentions one 
found in Great Slave Lake adheriug toasalmon. P. argen- 
tus, of Obio River, described by Kirtland, is eleven inches 
long. My specimen was about six inches in length. 1 think 
that your and my specimens helong to a new species. 

: Faithfully yours, 8. O. CLarxz. 
Jaimaca Plain, Oct. 23, 1873. 

J Sane 

Propagation or Partripoaxs—-Mr. LW. Atwood, the 
well known oyster dealer, of Portland, Maine. breeder of the 
celebrated (rutting horss Camors, has been shipping partridgea 
to Wellfleet, Mass , his native home, with a vi-w of stocking 
the woods there with them. Mr. Atwood is a thorough 
“portsman. enj vying eqially well a fine horse, shooting woud- 
cock over his fine brace of setters, throwing the fly for the 
speckled beanies, or 8 skim over the wave iu his ** slurpie ;"" 
also a constant reader of the Furrsr anD Stream He ig 
ouw doing a good deed —one which will Jive long atter him — 
in stocking the woods of his former home witu this kind of 
bird, which is the pride of Muine. 

+ 

: Pionmpes Articue.—Busion, Oct. 24 —Tn your Jatest issue, 
inthe report of the Linnean Society, refi ring to the oggs of 
(ue Arctic three-toed woodpecker, yousay: *: Thisis the first 
antheutic wed iastance of the fiadiny of the exes of this bird, 
vie” Thisis# mistake. Ina History of North Ameriean 
Buds, by Biird, Brewer & Ridgeway, vol IT 7p. 682, you 
will Bod two references, both perfectly authentic. ‘The eggs 
from Lake Superior were identified by Eliot Cabot, Esq,, and 
he parents shof, An esyz of this seris in my cihioet, The 

eee Lientified by Mr. Kavzholf is, if [ am not mistulcen, in 
the coLection of the Swithsuniaa. Yours, T. M. B. 

+92 

Vunturss AND Turkey Buzzirps.—It is not generally 
knownthat the * buzzards" soaring over our State are Uf twa 
species, but ifisa fact. Oneis the well-known turkey bug. 
gard, the other the black vulture. The buzzard is more 
haodsomely formed, more grac-ful, both 1 the air and upon 
ie ground His wings are longer and his tail more puinted, 
The skin of his head and neck are of a reddish color, The 
same parts of the black vulture are of «a dull black or slate 
Cilor; they are easily told apart in the air. Tue black vulture 
fles heavily, Happiny his wiass quickly, and then skimming 
long fora buodred yards or go, his sbort, square tail beiug 
spre ad wut like a fan. The buzzird, on the contrary, holds 
lis wings at rest, notin a horiz mtal po-ition, but slightly in- 
clined upward. He wili skim along in this way for a quarter 
of @ mile or more, without a single flip of his wings, sumie- 
Limes on a level line and often on an upward course. How 
he van soar (pward without a movement of his wings has 
uever been found out. OF all ereateil things buzzards aud 
vuliures have the least sevse of smelling. ‘Ther tind al) of 
their food by sight, for they possess this sense in a high de- 
gree of perfecti n. These birds form a complete nel work in 
the air, an) while hunting th: ir food soar through the heavens 
in great cireles, exch bird overlor king a large trac. of toun- 
iry- Now. the bird nearest the carrion drops down from his 
lotty height and tlies diree:ly toward it. His actiens are ob— 
served by the bird nearest him, who, well Kuowiny the rea- 
son of his sudden freak, follows alter; this One is tollowed 
bv another, who is in turn observe by aoovher still durther 
off, and so on until, floally, there may be birds at thy eaprion 
whieh tw hours before were perhaps: Aity or six y uil s 
Away, or even more. ‘That this is correct Cau be proved Ly 
careful observatiun,—Firide Star. 

ee 

—Prof. D. 8. Jordan of Ohio has wearly finished a Jarge 
work on Ameriain Ichthyolozy, which is to de-cube ali of 
our Species, both fresh water and marine. 
ey 

ANIWALS RECEIVED AT THE PHILADEIPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN FOR 

Tah WEEK ENDING UcT, 26.—One gray rquir.el, Scirus carolinensis ; 
Ohne Riejus moukey, Macacua erythraeus; oue n-ght hawk, Chordeiles 

virginianva; ine op%ssum, Didelphys virgintana; four chaneleons, 
Chanaeleo vulgaris; on) y_rrels cur .ssow, Crux carunculata; ous 

COatl, Nasua nariea ; one screech Owl, Scops asio? one h g-osed snake 

Heterodon platyrhinos; one catbird, Minus earoiinensis ; one linnet, one 

chafinch, all presented; one sickle-billed curiew, Numenine longervs- 
tris, purchased. AnTHUR E. Brown, Supt. 

PITTeEBURG, Pa., Oct, 27, 1878. 
Dear Sir—I take great interest In the Dittmar powder, ‘There hag 

been 4 large quantity used in this section this year, and I near it Spoken 

of iu the h ghesp terms, Capt. Bogurdus told me he had used over 20) 

pounds this season, shoollng it ia his heavy 10-bore, gud in his si x 

p-und 20-bure without slizntest Injury tu his guns, and wilh most 
Bailsfactury reau ts. Such testimony 13 vertainiy worth having. 

Yours, U, BE, P—f{aAdv, 
———————— 

KS Pormsy anv Seewantwill ve seat tor fractions of a year 
as fuilows: Six months, $2 ; three months, $1. To clubs of 

slant strain of short-bodied, long-legyed frogs, whose value | twoor more, $3 per annuin, 



The Bemel. 
THE SHEPHERD’S DOG. 

the wonderful intelligence of the colley, or collie, as 

different authorities spell it, was more understood in this 

country the dog would be better appreciated and we should 

see more of them. The Newfoundland has generally been 
placed at the head of the canine kingdom for superior instinct, 

or intelligence, and the collie as next, but his friends of the 
present generation are inclined to put the latter first. Cer- 

tainly the tales told of his wonderful quickness, some of which 

‘we shall presently relate, would indicate that in this respect 

he attains something very nearly approaching reasoning power, 

if not an actual understanding of language itself. Dr. Gordon 

Stables, who, being a Scotchman and an ardent lover of collies, 

writes feelingly and fluently on the subject, contends that the 
word collie (which latter is also his mode of spelling) should 

be pronounced with the ¢ long, as though it had but a single 

i. The institution of dog shows had its effects upon collies, 

as it had upon nearly all other breeds of dogs, and the effect 
of bringing him into this prominent and public notice (in Hng- 

Jand) was to muke known his good qualities, not only for his 

peculiar work, but as a companion and house dog. The re- 

sult of the latter demand wasan effort on the part of breeders, 

at least those who breed to supply a popular want, to improve 

his beauty, and to this end he was crossed with the black-and- 

tan setter, the result being a dog with a finer coat, in many 

instances a better tail, and ears that were not at all like those 

of the original collie. We have seen such in this country, and 

if we were judging we should scrutinize very closely the coats 

of such dogs as came under our inspection, for it is probably 

in the coat that the chief characteristic of the collie is to be 

found ; the coat that should be impervious to the severest form 

of “‘ Scotch mist,” no matter how long the exposure. After 

all, if merely a beautiful companion and pet were wanted the 

black-and-tan setter in bis purity is all that can be desired, 
and while the collie in his native condition is one of the most 

valuable animals who ranks as assistant to man, it seems like 
desecration to attempt to improve or change him for the sake 

of mere beauty, when the change may result in a lessening of 

the wonderful intelligence given him by nature. 

We have said that the collie is not appreciated in this 
country. We should have said that he is known to compara- 

tively few, but he is unquestionably a ‘‘ coming” dog, as is in- 
dicated by the increased numbers of entries at our dog shows. 

Considerable numbers are also being imported, and fortunately 

by a classto whom active competition only increases the de- 
sire to have the best. The result we hope will be that all of 

our sheep raisers, or wool growers, including those of Colo- 

tado, Texas, New Mexico and California, will be able soon to 

provide themselves with pure bred specimens of this breed 
without having to send to Great Britain for them, There are 
persons now in this country who possess good collies without 
knowing it. Shortly after the last dog show in this city we 

‘were walking with Mr. Lort in a town in the western part of 

the State, when we met a little girl who had for a companion 
a splendid specimen of a collie. The eye of the great English 

judge was immediately fixed upon the dog, and he remarked 

that he was not only the finest one he had seen in the United 
States, but that he would be hard to beatin England. We 

afterward discovered that the dog had been brought from 

Canada when a puppy, and his owner considered that he had 

warned off all intending purchasers when he fixed his value at 

fifteen dollars. 
The head of a well bred collie when in full feather will look 

disproportionately small in comparison with the body. A dog 

224 inches high at the shoulder should haye 4 head 9} inches 
long, measuring from the oeciput to end of the nose. The 
general appearance is ‘‘ foxy,” but the head should not be too 

flat. Theeyes are bright and extremely quick and intelligent, 

and of a dark haze] color. The ear shouldbe small and what 

the Scotch call ‘ worn at half cock ;” that is, when the animal 

is listening it should be pricked, with the top falling forward. 

As in all animals where speed is an object, the shoulders shouid 

slope well backward and should be well supplied with muscle. 
The chest should be deep rather than wide, the foreiegs per- 
fectly straight and the elbow well let down, ‘The foot should 
be the round, cat-foot, such as a pointer’s, and not the long 

hare-foot; and in a dog intended for active work with sheep 
the pad should be firm and tough. The ribs should be well 

rounded and the back ones pretty deep, and the loins strong 

and muscular. The coat, as we haye intimated, we regard as 

the most important feature in the conformation of this dog. 
On the face and ears it should be smooth, buf on the neck and 

shoulders it should be massed with a deep frill on the chest. 

On the back and loiis down to the root of the tail the coat is 

should be heavily feathered and even bushy, being carried 
gaily and with a curl, but not over the back. The hind legs 

should be smooth below the hocks, and the forelegs while be- 

ing smooth in front should be moderately feathered behind, 
The texture and quality of the coat are most important. Dr. 

Stablessys, ibat.as that glonous garment, the Highland plaid, 

is to the Highland shepherd, so is his coat to the collie—it pro- 

fects him by day and shields him at night. On the breast asc 

ou the breech it is somewhat finer in texture than on the back, 

for these portions of the dog’s anatomy require protection 

from cold more than anything else; but over the neck, 

shoulders, back and loins the long outer hair is as hard as so 
many needles, while underneath is a woolly growth both 
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black-and-tan, or black, tan and white, the tan being not that 
of the Gordon getter, but much lighter, The white is gener- 
ally on the forelegs or feet and hind feet, on the chest and 
around the neck, with, perhaps, a blaze on the face; but 
there are many colors that are perfectly legitimate, and in 
some parts of England there is a blue, mottled with black, or 

brown and white, that is much prized. : 

The institution of field trials for collies has done much of 

late to bring them into notice, and we believe that Mr. R. J. 

Lloyd Price, of Bala, Wales, is entitled to the credit of hay- 

ing originated them. We believe that at these trials, which 
usually take place on the hills, the dog is given three sheep to 

pen without assistance, which is much more difficult than 

penning a number would be, and is also sent off a long dis- 

tance alone to bring a few sheep home from the hills. As the 
shepherds share in the prizes given at these trials it 1s likely 
that the emulation thus excited will aidin developing to the 

fullest extent the natural sagacily of the animal. The work- 
ing of tending and driving sheep by a well bred collie can be 

witnessed almoat every day at the Central Park in this city. 

The dog, Scot, a blue mottled, is the property of Mr. W. F. 
Morgan, and was, if we mistake not, bred by Mr. John Hobart 

Wesren, of Troy, N. Y., who imported a number of fine col- 

lies from the Queen’s kennels at Balmoral. When Scot had 
atiained his growth he was, at our suggestion and through the 

kindness of Mr, Conklin, placed with the sheep in the Park, 

where he soon developed all the characteristic sagacity of the 

race, Only a few days since while we were riding past, the 

keeper, at our request, called to Scot, **Go around them, 

scot,” and in two minutes the whole flock wasin a compact 
mass, with Scott galloping around them and waiting for fur- 

ther orders, Dr. Stables, in one of his articles on the collie, 
tells the following amusing story: ‘‘I wonder,” says he, 

‘¢whether my old friend, Peter MeIvor of that ilk, a Godly 
man and an elder of the kirk, ever heard of Darwin? He, 

Peter, settled the origin of the collie, at least to his own satis. 

faction if not to mine, ‘Sure enough,’ said Peter, ‘he was 

made before Adam himself. What could Abel have done with- 

out a collie, and what could Noah have done in the ark with all 
his beasties without a veal Hielan’ collie?” The same writer 

mentions that he was once in a farmer's house in Scotland 

while Kooran, the collie, was lying by the fireside apparently 

asleep. ‘‘ Gang o’er the moor, collie, laddie, and fetch the 

shesy Lame.” ‘Lhe farmer gave the order as quietly as if 

speaking to aman servant. Kooran jumped up with alacrity, 

looked very pleased indeed, and trotted out, wagging his tail, 

but showing no excitement, for he was going on a mission of 
trust that required both caution and thought. ‘‘O’er the 

moor” in this case meant a journey of fully two miles, but in 

one hour Kooran was back with the sheep, barking to have 
the yard gate opened. Half an hour later the farmer looked 

out at the window. ‘‘Ob bother take that cat,” said he, ‘‘T 
wont have an onion this year.” Now, this time Kooran didn’t 

jase time to goout by the door, but darted like lightning 
inmrough the open window, ina state of agitation and merri- 

ment that contrasted strongly with his staid demeanor when 

going for the sheep. 
St, John in his ‘Sketches of Highland Sports” tells of a 

shepherd who to prove the quickness of his dog, who was ly- 
ing before the fire, said, in the middle of a sentence concern- 
ing something else, ‘‘ I’m thinking the cow is in the potatoes,” 

laying no stress upon the words. The dog, who appeared to 
be asleep, immediately jumped up and, leaping through the 

open window, scrambled up the turf roof of the house, from 

which he could see the potato field; he then, not seeing the 

cow, ran into the byre where she was, and finding that all 

‘was right! came back to the house. After a short time the 
shepherd repeated the words and the dog repeated his look- 
out ; but on the false alarm being given the third time the dog 

got up and, wagging his tail, looked his master in the face 

with so comical an expression of interrogation that those 

present could not help laughing aloud at him, on which, with 
a slight growl, he laid himself down in his warm corner with 

an offended air, as if determined not to be made a fool of 

again, 

** Stonehenge,” in his latest edition of ‘‘ Dogs of the British 

islands,” gives a remarkable instance of this ability on the part 

of the collie to understand what is being said about him: 
‘‘Entering the drawing room ofa lady who has a celebrated 

dog of this variety as a pet, I wus met with the question, 

‘What do you think of my pet—is he not a perfect beauty ?” 
After looking him over as he Jay on the rug, and with a desire 

fo tease my hostess, to whom I owed a Roland or two for her 
many preyious Olivers administered in badinage, I replied 

very quietly, * Yes, certainly, if he had but a collie coat and 
a little more rufi.’ The words were hardly out of my mouth 
when the dog rose from his recumbent position, seized one of 

may feet in his mouth, gave it a gentle but vicious little shake, 
not sufficient to scratch the leather of my boot, and then lay 
down again. There was no emphasis on my part, and not a 
word uttered by the lady until after the act was completed, 
when I will not say that eyes and tongue told me I wasrightly 

served, Froma long knowledge of the dog, I really am in- 

clined to believe that he knew I was ‘picking holes in bis 
coat and resented the injustice accordingly.” 

Tf space permitted it, we could fill pages with anecdotes of 
these dogs, indicative of their intelligence. The principal 
bree2ore of collies in this country known to us are: Mr. John 
Hobart Warren, of Troy, N. Y.; Dr. J. W. Downey, of New 
Market, Frederick Co., Md.; Mr. Frederick Bronson, of this 
city; Mr. George B. Grinnell, Milford, Oonn.; Mr. T. W. 
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‘warm and waterproof. The fashionable colors for collies are 
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Lawson, Boston and Genel ay 

there are many others. 

SNAPSHOT, 

We print above a portrait of the head of the well known 
pointer dog, Snapshot, the property of Messrs. Lincoln & 
Hellyar, of Warren, Mass. Snapshot is a Jemon and white, 

or, rather, almost a red and white dog, of immense power 

and substance. He is now well along in years, but in excel- 

lent condition, and for breeding is unsurpassed by any dog in 

the country. He is by Mr. Winteliouse’s celebrated Rap 

(Hamlet-Sal) ont of Judy (Dash-Venns), and was bred by R. 
J. Lloyd Price, Hsq., of Rhwilas, Wales. The following are 
Snapshot’s prize winnings: ist at Birmingham, 1869; 1st at 
North Wales four years in succession ; Ist at Owestry, 1873; 

1st at Wolverhampton, 1874; ist at Wolverhampton, 1876 ; 
VY. H. ©. Crystal Palace and silver cup, 1870; 2d at Crystal 

Palace, 1872; 1st at New York, 1877; 1st at Syracuse, 1877 ; 

1st at Philadelphia, 1877 ; also numerous specials. 
ee ee ae 

Wauar's my A Name ?—A friend of ours had a fine bulldog 

puppy which he named Neptune. Sad to relate, he fell into 

a pond the other day and was drowned. Even his name 

could not save him. 
te 

—YThe Westminster Kennel Club advertise in another 

column a number of puppies, all sired by Sensation, and out of 

good bitches, at remarkably low prices. 
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THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS. 

Lerrer From Joun Dayipson. . 

Mowrogr, Mich,, Oct. 25, 1878, 
Epitor Forrst anp STREAM : 

As the editor of your contemporary—the Chicago Field— 
after an ineubation of nearly six weeks, has hatched out an ac- 
cusaticu of fraud against one or more of the judges at the 
Minnesota Field Trials in their decisions given there, and 
thinking from his remarks relative to bench shows and field 
trials, that I am the party against whom his insinuations are 
principally directed, in self defense please allow me a small 
space in your columns. J hold myself responsible to the com- 
mittee of management of the Minnesota Kennel Club alone 
for my actions while on official duty there, and earnestly de- 
sire a complete and thorough investigation of everything in 
any way connected with the bench show and field trial by 
that committee ; and after hearing evidence on both sides— 
not on one side only—should anything fraudulent appear, let 
them expore it and show where it belongs; but I do not in 
the least hold myself in any way whatever responsible to any 
prejudiced person or self-constituted authority, whose practi- 
cal experience in the field cannot compare with many that of 
school boys, and who at the Minnesota Field trials boasted 
that he would either run field trials in America or ruin them, 
and that if the Leicester—Darts could not be run to the front he 
would burst the whole thing; and who, after the decision 
had been announced giving Tempest second prize, came to 
me and asked how it was possible that I could condescend, as 
one of the judges, to allow a prize to go to a pup by a dog 
that, of all others he had ever seen, he considered the meanest 
and most contemptible; and that were he a judge, he would 
never consent to giving ay prize to & pup in any instance hy 
such 4 miserable brute; and whose interference with the judges 
was so intolerant as to cause the rule to be read to lim, noti- 
fying him that his position was not with the judges, as he 
was merely a reporter and spectator, and not a reporter and 
judge; and by whom, asI had been previously informed, 
every effort would be made to run his favorites to the front, 
Such information to me was quite unnecessary, as my recol- 
lection was very distinct, whereas by his report they were 
beaten by an imperfection in the rules at a field trial, by a 
great error of judgment at a bench show, and now by fraud. 
(Poor unfortunates.) This is the person who is the expouent 
of justice, and who advises the guarding against favoritism 
and dog jockeying at our bench shows and field trials, and 
brings forth accusations of fraud against others. Let us by 
all means haye an investigation, with the proper party to 
conduct it, where both sides can be heard. 

Joun Dayrpeon. 

The integrity of Mr. John Davidson ts based upon too solid 
= fcandation to be shaken even in the slightest degree by any 

gecusation from the source he names, should he be the one 
accused. Wecan ourselves verify Mr. Dayidson’s statement 

as to the meddlesome interference of the person named and to 
the fact of its having been necessary to read to him the rule 

in queation. This Jast effort of the ‘‘dog ring” to “run’ 
everything connected with fleld trials and bench shows in this 
country will be duly appreciated by owners and breeders. An 

attack upon the man who, of all others, has their entire confi— 

dence, simply because he cannot be made to do the bidding 
of the “fring,” must be gratifying to them.—Ep. 
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CURE FOR DISTEMPER. 
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New Wusramerer, British Columbia, ) 
September 16, 1878: 

Bprror Forzst anv SrruaM : 
Seeing by your valuable paper that a gentlemen recently 

had the misfortune to lose twelve dogs from his kennel by 
distemper, I venture to give you 9 remedy which I do not re- 
meter of ever seeing in print, and which, as far as my ex- 
perience goes, is the only one that can lay any claim to infalli- 
bility. T have been a lover and owner of dogs since my child- 
hood, and have treated a great) number for distemper. _ The 
salt remedy lately epoken of in your paper I was acquainted 
with and practiced ‘twenty years ago with varying results. 
Some dogs recovered, others died. The various treatments 
Tecommended by writers omdogs and their diseases I have 
used to some extent, Sometimes to food purpose, sometimes 
otherwise. About sixteen years ago, a person seeing mé 
throwing into the river the body of a fine setter pup which 
Thad used every endeavor to gave, but failed, told me, had I 
yer another case, to put a selon in the back of the neck and 
leave it until the eyes and nose stopped-running and the dog 
had recovered his appetite; then to take it out and give no 
other treatment. I followed his advice, and never since have 
T lost a dog by distemper, I have prescribed the treatment 
Tor, I suppose, a hundred dogs, not one of Whom have died, 
nor has paralysis ever followed this course of treatment that 
Tamaware of, while with the sulphur, calomel and other 
Inineral treatment it is of yery frequent occurrence. Some- 
times I give a mild purgative, but oftener do not. 

The skin of a dog nof being porous like that of many other 
animals, the chance of throwing off any imputities of the 
body by means of the skin is impossible; by the Beton you 
create an artificial means which nature has not provided. Al- 
most as soon asthe seton is inserted a green, fostid, purulent 
fluid commences to discharge, and as soon as this discharge, 
takes place the dog appears to be relieved, and when it ceases 
the dogis cured. Of course, as long as you leaye the seton in 
a discharge continues, but the character of the matter is totally 
changed; and as the disease abates, so the discharge becomes 
less in quantity and of a healthier sort, until it is merely 
& very slight one, not offensive to the smell, and similar to 
that caused by any cut or wound; then remove the seton, 
and the dog is all right, F 

This may be no uew remedy to some, but know ing the 
great worth of it, I cannot refrain from urging its trial by 
all who have dogs with distemper. I have the utmost, confi- 
dence in its efficacy, and would not be afraid to guarantee the 
cure of any dog with distemper or forfeit his value if wnsuc- 
cessful, Having never known it fail in a single instance, 
hence my great faith in it. Of course, a light diet, warm 
bed, good care, etc., heing essential to a dog’s well being 
while in good health, is more so when affected by disease, but 
as a rule you need have no extra care taken of your dog, the 
seton will do the business of itself. The mode of inserting 
the seton is as follows: Grasp a portion of the loose skin on 
the back of the neck and lift it clear from the flesh; take a 
sail needle threaded with four or five strands of seaming 
twine; thrust it through the skin, not touching the flesh ; 
draw the needle through till it is clear; cnt off and tie both 
ends of the twine together, so that it will not pull nut if it 
should catch on anything, and the thing iscomplete. Hx- 
amine the wound each day, keeping it washed with warm 
water and Oastile soap, and occasionally draw the seton back 
and forth to create irritation and free discharge. 

While speaking of dogs and their diseases, has it ever come 
to your knowledge that rabies does not exist on the Pacific 
coast-? Ihave never heard of a case in Oalifornia, Oregon or 
Washington Territory, and in British Columbia I am certain 
that no dog has ever gone mad. ‘The temperature in these 
countries varies from 50 deg, below zero to 110 in the shade, 
80 that we haye both extremes. Mange, distemper, canker, 
etc,, in fact all the other diseases that canine flesh is heir to, 
prevail, but no rabies. The Indians keep great packs of all 
sizes, Sorts and descriptions of dogs, which receive the harsh- 
est kind of treatment, haying no care, being half starved, 
except in seasons of great plenty of fish. Sometimes, whea 
too numerous, are abandoned on islands to get their own liy- 
ing or starve, the Indians having a superstitious fear of killing 
dogs. Yet no madness takes place. Wolves and foxes are 
plentiful, subject to the same conditions as regards food and 
climate as in other parts of America, but no wolf or fox goes 
mad. 

Even the skunk theory won't wash here. This animal 
(two varieties) is very plentiful, and many dogs make a ape- 
cialty of killing them, and often justly and fairly earn the 
yams bestowed upon them of being ‘‘ bully good skunk dogs.” 
Now, in the natural order of things, it is scarcely possible 
that a dog can kill skunks for a number of years without 
being occasionally bitten, but no evil results appear to ensue. 
The Indians, who, of course, are the oldest inhabitants, know 
nothing of canine madness. I have often conversed with 
them upon this subject, explaining its symptoms and charac- 
teristics, but they know nothing of it, neither do their tradi- 
tions contain anything respecting such an affection. I speak 
from personal knowledge only as regards B, C,; as to other 
parts of the coast, from information derived from others. 
_ Hoping that my experience in treatment of distemper may 
have the effect of causing or mducing others to try the Seton, 
and with the good results that have accrued to iny dog pa- 
tients, I remain; yours truly, Mowiron. 
+? 

Worms ty Purprs.—In mentioning a remedy for worms in 
our last issue the fypes said ‘‘some” milk for ‘sour ” milk. 
Our correspondent who sends us the item says that he will in- 
sure it to drive all the worms from puppies, that he has tried 
it for years and with unfailing success. TI? it is a sure remedy 
we oan all cry ‘* Eureka!” he puppy should be allowed to 
drink freely of the sour milk, 

See es 

—It is stated in the Herald that the Queens County Hunt 
will next year, in all probability, transfer their hunting” field 
from Long Island to Newport, the hunt to extend from 
August15to October1. Itis doubtful if a more pleasant 
tract of country can be found in New England than that situ- 
ated in the locality mentioned ; but: it will be a sad loss to the 
‘Queens County people, who have come to look upon the hunt 
ag something belonging to themse)ves. 
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—M. L. H. Smith's Peeress has whelped eight puppies to 
Paria. 

————— 2 

—The Irish setter bitch Fan, belonsing to Mr, J. 0, Ho- 
baugh, of Greenville, Pa,, has whelped nine puppies to Mr. 
Arnold Burges’ Rutus. 

aa 

—The Westininster seannel Glub's lemon and white pointer 
hiteh Daisy, winner of first, prize at N. Y. Dog Show of 
1877, and one of the celebrated Fake—Lilly litter, whelped last 
week a litter of puppies to Sensation. 
oh 

—L, &. Whitman’s blue belton bitch Mell (not Nell) visited 
Burges’ Druid on the 21st inst. 

eS 

—A correspondent recommends crude petroleum, just ag it 
is pumped from the wells, as a remedy for all forms of manga 
or skin disease in dogs. Refined oil should not be used, as it 
contains an acid. 

ee 
—Some very handsome Gordon setter puppies by Mr, 

Jerome Marble’s Grouse out of Champior Lou are advertis- 
ed in another column. 
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—Dr. J. W, Downey, of New Market, Frederick County, 
Md., has bred his ved Irish setter bitch, Kathleen (Rufus IL— 
Colleen), to the Baltimore Kennel Olub's imported red Irish 
setter dog, Derg. 

——_—_ 

—Silt, pure Layerack (Orphina-Pedipree), property of A. PF. 
Huston, Coatesville, Pa., was bred to the Layerack Carlowitz, 
at Delaware City, Delaware, Oct. 12, 1978, 
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—Mr. Wm. H. Brown, of Packersville, Conn., claims the 
name of Vick for his oranye and white bitch pup, out of Deni- 
son’s Flirt by Carlowitz. 

Hachting and Boating. 
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THE FOSTER YACHT MODEL, 

A SHORT time ago we published a description of the new 
yacht, recently built by Mr. John O, Foster, of East 

Gloucester, Mass., and in our comments upon the same, gave 
if as Our opinion that she would perform well in a sea, and be 
a speedy craft. This turns out to be true to the fullest extent, 
and we take this occasion to Jay the results of repeated trials 
with her before our readers, for they substantiate all that has 
been said in these columns in reference to the cutter model 
for sea-going purposes, The yacht in question is 58ft. over 
all, with 1ift. 4in. beam, and about 7ft. Gin. draft, and must, 
consequently, be classed among the yery narrow and deep 
boats, exceeding in these respects eyen the general run of 
British cutters. We are informed from reliable sources that 
she is fully unto her builder's expectation and the most 
sanguine hopes. of her admirers. She has been found 
fast, still, able, and yery easy in rough water. When 
close-hauled ina heayy sea, she ran ten and three-quarter 
knots off the reel by patent loz, which is certainly no mean 
showing for a craft of her dimensions. This was before her 
best trim had been ascertained, and under small working 
sails! Mr, Foster finds nothing in her he would care to change 
after repeated tests, but for racing purposes would fit her with 
a boom ft. longer than at present, a gaff 4tt. longer and 
about 9ft, more bowsprit. She has not yet been fitted ap in- 
side, and is for sale. Under a flush deck ample accommodation 
is had, including ‘standing height in cabin.” All the gear 
works inboard. If Mr. Foster can dispose of her, it is his in- 
tention to build an eighty-tonner on similar lines, and provide 
her with a *' lifting” screw, an arrangement for which he has 
received a patent. The satisfaction which auxiliary steam 
yachts have pivenin England will lead to their introduction in 
our waters before long, and in thisrespect Mr. Fostershows bim- 
self to be wide-a-wake and among the firstinhis profession. A 
crack ‘‘eighty,fast undercanyas and with steam-power enough 
to move independent of calms or contrary winds, is, we fancy, 
just the thing for those gentlemen who prefer to unite a 
reasonablé amount of traveling and certainty of movement 
With the pleasures of sailing under canvas at times, Hor 
Florida and West India cruising nothing handier could be de- 
vised, The patentee informs us that his invention will be 
supplied to the new boat, and can as well be fitted to the 
“twenty” already afloat. The propeller attachment is of the 
lifting kind, similar in general prineiples to that of the White 
Star steamer Britannic. We haye before us a full set of lines 
of this new boat, a sail draft, and her anxiliary steam gear ag 
well, which we will be elad to show to any one interested. 
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THE YAWL IN AMERICA, 

les is father a feather in the cap of Pacific coast yachtsmen 
that they should have taken the lead of their Bastern 

brethren in the introduction of a handy cruising rig in place 
of the sloop. The gentlemen who have tried the “ yawl 
rig” out there see no reason to change back to the sloop, but 
find their short main booms and smaller mainsails so snug 
that their example will he followed by others before long. 
There are now four evalt sailing on the Golden Gate with 
small mizzens over their stern, Hawn, Frolic, Suppho and 
tavern, and some of the astonished natives dub them luggers ! 
Even concerning the question of speed, experience in San 
Francigeo does not seem to point to any inferiority of this ps- 

culiarly handy rig, if we may take their annual regaltaas a 
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criterion, forin that match both F'relis and Faron beat the 
New York built Olara and others bya very respectable stretch. 
Moreover, the reports which reach us in relation to them are 
all favorable, and the very fact that the owners of the yawls 
are well satistied with the handiness, appearances and effi- 
ciency of the new style—new to this country, at least—is 
equivalent tothe old saying, that “the proof of the pudding 

lies in the eating thereof.” 

The peculiarity of this rig is the sub-division of the canvas 
into small, easily-handled sails, carried on equally reduced 
spars. If we presume the mast stepped nearly amidships, or at about .42 of the length on load line from forward and the 
head sail in two pieces, the tack of the outer one, or jib, haul- 
ing out on a running bowsprit and the tack of the inner one, 
or foresail, set up at the knightheads, and, if in addition, we 
eut the main boom off at about the rudder-head or a little 
short of it and set the canvas thus lost ina small sail of the 
lug pattern out over the counter, it is evident that for cruis- 
ing and Corinthian purposes many advantages of a most satis- 
factory character will be gained. They may be enumerated 
as follows: Concentration of weights amidships, through car- 
tying the mast, rigging and gear weil aft ; a reduction of the 
main boom to about 66 per cent. in length of that of the 
sloop, coupled with a somewhat smaller decrease in the size 
of the mainsail itself; the retention of reduced canvas inboard, 
and, as 4 natural sequence, the greater facility and saying of 
labor in handling small sails under all circumstances and for 
all purposes, This is all so self-evident that the query sug— 
gests itself, why not fix upon the yawl, then, to the exclusion 
of the sloop entirely? There is a limit, however, beyond, or 
talher below, which we should not pass, since in craft of 
light tonnage sails and spars are small at best and probably 
handled with ease and safety by the crew al ways likely to be 
found aboard, be it forward or afl among the amateurs. In 
them the superior handiness of the yawl is lost in the mani- 
folding of sheets and halliards, while this multi plicity of gear 
rises 48 a paramount obstacle to the quick manceayring inci- 
dental to the limited size of the yacht. It is quite frue that 
in British waters the mizzen aft may be met with on the 
tiniest of clippers, and even on open boats as well, but-we 
question whether any gain is derived from adhering to a rig 
not adapted to circumstances, merely in imitation of more 
pretentious flyers. The mainsail and boom of anything much 
under 30ft. in length are surely within the ready control of a 
crew anything like proportionate to the boat's tonnage, and it 
is seldom indeed that two hands cannot manage them to their 
satisfaction, unless, indeed, they happen to be young Corin- 
thians lacking the “‘ beet” of older hands. Moreover, in our 
waters, at least, cruising and racing among the small fry is, 
and for some time to come will be, carried on largely in 
waters with ready access to a port of which they would be 
certain to avail themselves in nasty weather. It would beun- 
wise to sacrifice in them readiness of manceuvre, general sim— 
plicity, cheapness in first cost and efficiex:cy—for in very small 
sails the superiority of large surfaces is beyond question—in 
an attempt to attain a characteristic of doubtful value and 
which serves only to substitute a fresh objection, one to our 
mind quite as much to be shunned as unhandiness itself ina 
yessel of moderate dimensions. It is when applied to the 
larger classes of sloops that the preference a sailer intuiti vely 
entertains for the yaw! becomes so manifest, and it wil there- 
fore not be amiss to draw attention to the relations to each 
other of the sloop, yawl and schooner for cruising and racing 
purposes combined. We say combined, for as yet it is hardly 
to be expected that we can muster a numerous constituency 
who would be content in the possession of strictly: cruising 
yachts only, which, like a large number in England, neither 
have nor make any pretentions to excessive speed. Almost 
eyery cruiser in America likes to have an occasional brush 
with the smartest of the fleet, and the thirst for keen compe- 
tition in every walk of life is still so predommant a national 
characteristic with us that we cannot expect to graduate 
cruisers pure and simple for many years to come, ‘The pre- 
dilections of the yachting publie is still almost entirely for 
craft that can Jay more or less claim to being speedy, and the 
yaw! rig must therefore stand the test of its compatibility with 
this requisite or be rejected as unsuitable lo yachts on this 
side of tke Atlantic, Leaving small, smooth-water craft ont 
of consideration, let us glance first at the cruising peculiarities 
of the yawl. Her headsail not differing from that of the cut- 
ter, it may be passed over without remark, as our readers are 
probably sufficiently familiar with the strong points in its favor, 
so often reverted to in these columns, The only other matter 
in which the yawl differs from the sloop is in the management 
incidental to the small mizzen aft. All operations upon the 
mainsail will certainly be performed with much more readi- 
ness and less Jabor than in the sloop, facts which stand out in 
bolder contrast when it is remembered that the boom is en- 
tirely inboard, reef-earings and kuittles heing all within easy 
reach, aud the narrow canvas kept under control with a small 
crew without any possibility of the bunt getting away 
from them, should the man at the helm let a sea 
knock the craft off. The additional gear entailed by 
the mizzen need consist only of halliards, sheet 
and brails. The sail is small; and handling it presents 
no difficulty, and though its presence causes some addition to 
the gear to be tended in working ship in light weather, there are 
such substantial advantages to be gained -by its use, especially 
for racing purposes, as will be shown presently, that those 
who have tried the yawl are very apt to give this rig the pref- 
erence to others. When the sloop has to Inff, check her way 
and take down reef, the yawl keeps driying at it, simply 
brails up or lowers her mizzen, rung in her jib, shifts gear to 
No. 2 and runs the smaller jib out, and, almost with a presto 
change! and a spoke or two of lee helm to sweat up jib hal- 
liards, she is off again on her course and has left a long wake 
between herself and the clumsy rig, besides coming out to 
windward as well. When the wind pipes heavier, her sail is 
reduced still further in less time, with less trouble and with 
Greater safety than in the sloop. With bowsprit run in, thr 
smallest jib set and mainsail snugged down to the last Hine cf 
exints, we have got our yawl prepared for the worst, under 
pocellent control, and making sport of the sea that would be 
the bane of a sloop with her standing bowsprit digging into it 
at every drop, and a heavy boom slashing across {he quarters. 
She would be compelled to furl jib, and under close-reefed 
mainsail would hardly come about in a seaway. There can 
be no question aboutithe yawlrig being faster in outside works, 
on an average, than the sloop, and in this respect it is there— 
fore more suitable to the racing proclivities of American ama- 
teurs than the latter. Wor cruising it, is so manifestly to be 
preferred that further comment is unnecessary. It is safer 
and more economical in all respects, No wonder, then, that 
the gentlemen of San Francisco haye no intention of return 
ing to the river rig after once haying}been impressed wita the 
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handiness of the yawl through practical experience. If we 
now pass to a comparison with the schooner, the racing 
Capacities Goupled with cruising merits of the rig under con- 
sideration will be even more apparent. In any weather the 
yawl can show the schooner a clean pair of heels. So much- 
stress is placed upon its superiority that in Burope we find in 
mixed matches the schooner rated, according to the rules of 
the Yacht Racing Association, at only three-fifths her tonnage 
and the yawl at four-fifths in coniparison with the cutter. 
Just here let us remark that however fair and rationul the 
relative rating of schooner and yawl undoubtedly is, it has 
always been a matter of wonder, not only to ourselves but to 
British yachtsmen as well, that the cuttershould be so heavily 
handicapped against her opponents, when in a little stiffish 
breeze the yaw! douses her mizzen and becomes virtually a 
cutter under single reef. Excepting in the lighest of weather 
this discrimination between the two rigs does not seem war- 
Tinted. Inany other kind of weather, both yawl and cutter 
should be considered on an equal footing, for the yaw! is en- 
titled to a higher place among fhe yarious styles of canvasing 
than the Y. R. A. rule would imply. The allowances of this 
rig to the schooner long experisnce has fully justified, at least 
in the degree that any such coinparison can be brought down 
to actual figures. Worracing moderate-sized vessela—and the 
reader should beatin mind that it is mainly to our larger 
class of sloops that we intend these remarks to be. directed— 
the yawl has the claim of speed over the schooner, which no 
one will venture to question. It is often advanced in fayor of 
the two-sticker that she is faster off the wind, but to this we 
are hardly prepared to subscribe, in view of the fret that in 
going wide a spinnaker can be set to windward and the 
sail area increased ad ii). in the yawl. For cruising 
and heavy weather work, the schooner is without doubt more 
Suitable in large craft, and the more the yacht tons beyond a 
certain limit, the less would the yawl rig be suited for the 
purposes in view, but up to a certain size of craft it offers all 
the safety and handiness for cruising with a moderate number 
in the hammocks forward that can be desired, and its superior 
mierit for racing is such as to induce us to recommend ib upon 
its merits. To be more precise, while such craft as Veston, 
Gracie, Addie V., and in short anything ranging much over 
65 ft. water-line, become exceedingly clumsy, unmanageable 
and expensive as sloops, yet they are too small to sail under 
twospars and to admit of racing and cruising alike to adyantage. 
Such craft can be rigged as yawls greatly subservient to their 
handiness ag cruisers and not a whit inferior to the sloop or 
cutter, except in the lightest of breezes and on waters which 
should be the racing grounds of the open boat rather than of 
the stately sixty. San Francisco having led the way, New 
York may follow, though vice-versa would haye been, no 
doubt, more pleasing to the metropolitan’s pride. 

TxxAs YAourine.—Under the energetic lead of Com Jno. 
Hi. Forshey yachting in Galveston Bay has become very pop- 
ular, and the number of yachts owned in that city and vicinity 
reaches probably forty. They are mostly of the jib and-nain- 
sail type, well suited to their waters. Wolkart is the Pat 
McGi-rhan of the South, haying turned out some very fast 
boats that are said io have beaten all the craft imported from 
the North, Among his fast ones are Adela and Comet, boats 
which spread a very large ares of canvas, aud which are said 
to do fairly well evenin rough water. The sport is followed 
with great avidity, and next season a regular club will he or- 
ganized and official regattas held instead of scrub races as 
heretofore. 

YACHTING NEWS, 
Foam-Rresrooa Maton.—iHditor Forest and Stream: The 

private match between these two schooners of the EH. Y. C. re- 
ferred to in an article in your issue of October 17, and in which 
Revbecea receives much more credit than she deserves, was 
sailed at the same time as the BH, Y. C. regatta of Beptember 
11. In the beat to windward from Swampscott to Halfway 
Rock Hoam beat Rebecca 13m., gaining about 13m. on Aagic. 
From this point the wind was dead aft to Harding’s Ledge, 
and it freshened so sharply just as Hebecca reached the Rock 
that she gained considerably on the leading yachts, which 
heid only the moderate breeze which they had had before. In 
place of Rebecea beating Foam ** with the 20m. allowance,” 
Foam wou by 4m, 12s., ordinary corrected time according to 
the club allowance, or 1im. 5Ys. actual time. In a subse- 
quent; private race, of which I annex the account of a partici- 
pator, eam fully justified the confidence of her owner in 
offering Rebecca such odds as he'did. Your correspondent is 
jn error when he says Foam was not improved by the altera- 
tions made on her. Wexproor, 

Boston, Oct. 22. 
The second trial in the series of three for & set of colors be- 

tween the schooners #oam and Rebecca, of the Hastern Yacht 
Club, was sailed on Saturday over the club course from 
Marblehead Rock, Commodore Boardman’s /oam, 102 tons, 
would give Rebdecea, 78 tons, Mr. Joy’s boat, an allowance of 
Wm. 378. under the club rules, In this match she allows Re- 
becoa 20m. In the first heat, which was sailed in the last club 
regatta, J’oam led by 4m. 22s. above the club allowance, and 
lost the heat by 8m, 1s. In the second heat; which was sailed 
from Marblehead Rock round Halfway Rock, the Hardings 
and Egg Rock, Foam led 294m. at the Hardings, and 33m. at 
tle Graves. In approaching Ege Rock the wind hauled from 
§. W. toN. W., and Foam had to make a tack to fetch by. 
This change of wind left the Mebecca four miles dead to lee— 
svard, and, while she was working up to Wge Rock, Hoam was 
reaching away for the home stakeboat, which she passed in 
5h, 82m. 40s. actual time. This was making the race ata 
rate over five miles an hour, according fo the club rules. Mr. 
Hovey’s Hadith was the stakeboat, and afler waiting the 20m. 
allowed, finding it was growing calm, she followed Moam. 
into Marblehead, Rebecca not having appeared, 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Corumpra CottecE ReoaTtTs.—The fall regatia of Colum- 

bia College was held Saturday, October 28, on the Harlem, 
near Mott Haven. The weather was favorable and the water 
smooth. Mr. Edmond Kelly acted as referee, Mr. B. E, Sage 
as judge, and Mr, Rob Cornell as timekeeper. Course, one 
mile, start from Macomb’s Dam and finish opposite the boat- 
house. First race for single sculls—W. Parsons had a walk- 
over, Philip Thompson failing to appear; time, 7m. 523. 
Second race for six-oared vigs—Entries, classes of 79, '81 and. 
732, with crews as follows: Class of ’82, freshmen—Horace 
Olark, bow; J.C. Spencer, EH. Livingstone, ¥. Webb, W., 
Sands; siroke, J. Hamilton; coxswain, George Parsons, 
Class of 81, sophomores—R. YL. P. Fiske, bow; D. Clarkson, 
HH. Beers, H. Muller, J. Montzomery; stroke, George Vail; 
coxswain, George Taylor. Class of "79, seniors—T. H. Leg- 
ett, bow; Jon Mulcahey, C. Eldridge, G, Erhard, §. B. 
ewhberry ; stroke, W. 5. Parsons; coxswain, Robert Cor- 

7 : 7 —— * ——————— 

‘nell, ‘The seniors were on the Westchester sideand the fresh. | of Like Superior, porring 
meninthe centre, The latter got the best of the start, but 
were soon overhauled by the seniors, who took the lead and 
maintained it throughout the race, Winning in 5m. 933.; 
freshmen second, two lengths ahead of the soph’s: Third 
race for pair-cars—Hntries: H. P. Brown and .C. Eldridge, 
R. T. P. Fish and H. Ridabock; won by the former in 7m. 
30s. Last race for four-oared gigs—Entries, College: C. 
Eldridge, bow; H. Muller, BR. Livingstone; stroke, W-. Par- 
gong. School of Mines—R. T. P. Fiske, bow; I. D. Brown- 
ing, J. D. Newberry; stroke, G. P. Erhard. The 8. of M. 
had the Westchester side and seemed the stronger erew. The 
stéecring of both boats was poor. The College crew, slightly 
the betterin ibis respect, took the middle of the riverand won 
by fhree lengths; time, 6m, 51s, Prizes im the shape of 
medals were distributed at the boat-house after theraces were 
over. - 

Morris-Pratsrzp KAack,—The race between these two men 
was rowed over the Hulton course, on the Alleghany, near 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18. Distance, two miles with turn. Mor- 
ris was the favorite, as he might well be, for his success was 
a foregone conclusion. There seldom has been a scuiler more 
overrated than Fred Plaisted. Mr. Robert Cool, formerly of 
Yale, acted ag referee. At the word ‘‘Go” Plaisted took a 
slight lead, but Morris closed on him, and in spite of a mo- 
mentary stop, when the oars of both touched slightly, rounded 
the mark with along lead. This he spun out to five lengths, 
and finally crossed the line in 18m. 45m, three lengths ahead, 

Harvarp Untyzrsity O1vs.—The sum of $10,000 hns 
been offered to send the Harvard crew to England, but nothing 
definite has as yet heen arranged. The challenge from Yale 
will in the meantime remain in abeyance, but Yale was chal- 
lenged to a single-scull race for next spring. 
Synacusz Rowine Assoc1aTion.—This is the name of a new 

organization recently organized in Syracuse, N. ¥. The fol- 
lowing officers were elected : President, Samuel A. Stecle ; 
Vice-Presidents, Wm. P. Hersey, B. W- Hinsdale; Secretary, 
Geo. L, Whitmore; Treasurer, A. W. Whitmore; Financial 
Secretary, H. N. Letts. 
Gonnzxt Uniyrsrry Reoatra,—Tuesday, Oct, 15, the day 

to which the University regatta hud been postponed, turned 
out yery favorable, the walter being smooth all day. First 
race for single sculls: G, M. Wells, of 79, and H. L, Pres- 
ton, of 78. The latter took the Jead with a stroke of 32 
against Wells’ 28 and won in 16m. 22s. Second race, for 
class crews, proved close up to the mile marc, when class "81 
took the Jead and won in 12m. 20s.; crew of *80, 13n1. 37s, 
and crew of ’79 in 12in. 40s. Names of the winning crew as 
follows; J. N. D. Shinkel, E. H. Cole, B. D. Jayne, J. G. 
Allen, G@. IE. Reed, H. T. Waterbury and O. L, Taylor, cox- 
swain. ‘Third race for gigs: Sprague Boat Club against Tom 
Hughes Boat Club, Won by the latter in 12m, 7s., in spite 
of the stroke oar slipping his séat! Names of winning crew: 
T. Pennock, D. W. Hutchinson, W. M. Taylor, H. B. 
Nichols, F. Leary, J. C. Wait and 8. Mott, coxswain. 

Vane vs. Harvarp.=Haryard University Boat Club has 
accepted Yale’s challenge, and the eight-oared four-mile race 
will probably be rowed at New London. 
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CANOEING ON LAKE SUPERIOR. 

Exrnacrs From A JOURNAL oF A CaNoz YVoYAGrE on DARE 

Surragion AND THE Urren Mussissirrt 1x 1840—MADE By 

W. H. C., or Cuicaco. 
Macryac, July 26, 1840. 

Eprron Forest AND STREAM: 

Arrived here to-day in the Steamer Tilinois, Captain Blake, from 

Ohiecago, which we left on the 24th, Many pieasant paople on 

board, among them Mr, and Mrs. F, W., of Peoria, Ill., with 

whom I passed a delightful week last winter, spending the days 

with the bunting club im the exciting sport of hunting deer on 

horseback with long spears, and careering over the prairies like 

anciont knights with lance in rest, but charging the foe with 

searlet coats instead of steel armor, Many were the deer that fell 

by our lances, and many were the flasks of generous wine which 

fell before our prowess, “ at evening, around the board sitting.” 

My companions on the proposed tour, Major H. and Mr, F., 

hayé preceded ms, and are on their way to Sault Sie. Marie in 

2 canoe, which they purchased here. I shail join them by ths 

first boat which goea up from this island. ; 

Macinsc needs nothing but alarge and well kept hotel to become 

a greab resort for summer travellora. Af present ona is accom- 

modated in a simple but comfortable manner at the liouse of old 

Mr. Lesley, whose wife understands cooking whitefish better than 

any one on theisland. As every person of taate who comes here 

lives principally on this delightful fish, this ig an important con- 

sideration. 
: 

The scenery of this island has been oftener described by ubler 

pens than mine—those of Mr. Jameson and Migs Martineau, for 

instance. Somsof thé old residents amused me by the oddity of 

their-characters, and also gave me much yalnable information as 

to the early history of the place, and ihe condition and resources 

of the Lake Superiorcountry, IJ find General Scottand staff here, 

with Colonel Bankhead anda large party from Detroit, all of whom 

are going to the Sault in the Fairport, a small aud dirty steamer, 

which plies in these waters, and which I must also take. Among 

the crowa I found Mr. J. L, Schooleraft, a naturalist and sporta- 

man. Heshowed me a fine collection of butterflies and moths ; 

also a specimen of the spotted grouse, which occurs. in ihe 

Northern Peninsula. Mr. 8. is also an angler, and told me that 

ha had taken in the Sault rapids a brook trout which weighed five 

pounds. Anglers in New England streama, where my trout fishing 

has hitherto baen done, would hardly believe this—we used to 

think a pound tront a monster. 7 

The scenery slong the St. Mary River is fine. As you approach 

dhe mouth there are a thousand littls islets in eight, some of them 

barely large enough to afford a resting placa for two or three 

trees. At Point 8t. Joseph, on Drammond’s Island, we s6e the 

rnins of an old fort, which the British had thers formerly, now 

nothing but a pileof stone, Next comes Take George, a fine sheet 

of water, on the northern side of which appears & chain of mown- 

tains which are said to diyide the waters of the lake from those 

of Hudson's Bay. After winding through a narrow channel we 

tdrmed a poilt and came in Bight of the village of Saint Mary. 

The military band Which jvas on board sttuck up a lively air as we 

approachéd the fort, the Indians yelled, and the cannon roared a 

salute, which echoed far away among the granite hills ou the 

Canadasbore, Buta grander sound than this was the deep yoice 

which foamed and boiled in a thousand ao 
everlasting rocks of the bed of the St. Ms 

rp 

The village is 2 emall trading post of forty or fifty houses, in- 
hebited principally by yoysgeurs and engages of the American Fur 
Company. When the contemplated canal is finished the uppér 
country will be opened to commerce, which, with the fisheries, 
hays been monopolized by this company, There are also ores of 
iron and copper on thé shores of Lake Superior, which will here- 
after be worked to advantage. 

Just beyond Fort Brady Irecognized the tent of my companions, 

and soon learned with satisfaction that sverything was ready for 

our final start from the abodes of mien. Our bark canoe, 

purchased for twalve dollars, was about 28ft. long, and 4ft. wide, 

and capable of containing six men with their baggage, and 2,000 

lbs. of provisions; all of which would not sink the boat six 
inches. When thus loaded she would ride over the waves like 

a life-boat. They will out-liye any other craft in a heavy sea, 

and the only difficnity in travelling is the necessity of unloading 
them in deep water, for the least pressure on a rock would break 
them instantly. Our crew consists of three half-breeds, one of 

whom will serve as cook, 
July 28.—Mr. Schooloraft fitted ua out with boat and men, who 

took us to the Canada shore, and we commenced Hshing for trout, 
which abouud in these places. By wading tha rapids I got toa 

spot at the foot of a little fall, where I found them of good size, 

all that I took being ayér hal’ a pound, and the largest of two 
pounds weight. These were taken with a fly, to which thoy rose 

readily ; and I found these, my first Western tront, to exaotly re- 

semble those of New England in appearance and flavor. 
July 29,—We find our stock of provisions for eix men for three 

mouths so heavy {lat we conclude to senda part up to Lapoiute 

by the brig John J. Astor, a yeasel belonging to the American Fur 

Company, the first vesselon tha Lake, which was fur years the 

wonder of the gens du Nord. 
One must also catry birch bark, gum and wattap (lhe flexible 

roots of the cedar), for repairing the canoe, a process often 

necessary on these rocky shores. 8. 6. C. 

Sea and River ishing. 
FISH IN SEASON _FOR NOVEMBER. 

PRESH WATER. 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides; bike or Pickerel, Feox luctua, 

M. paliidua, Yellow Perch, Perta faveacena 
Muskalonge, Esox nabitior. 

SALT WATER, 
Gero, Cybium reqale. 
Bonito, sarde pelampya 
Kingfish, Mentivirrus nebulosus, 

Sea Bass, Sctanopa ocellatus. 
Striped Bass, Rotcus linnentus. 
Wenkllsh, Cynoscton regatis. 
Bluefish, Pomatomus saliatriz, 

Fisu is Manrer.—Bluefish, 3 cents ; bass, 15 to 18; salmon, 25 

mackerel, 18; weakfish, 10; halibut, 15; Kingfish, 25; codfish, 7; 
blackfish, 10; flounders, 8 ; lobaters, 10; sheesphead, 18 ; scallops, 

$1 per gallon; soft clams.20 to 7a cents per 100; whitefish, 15; 
sulmon trout, 16; hard c¥abs, $3.50 per 100; emelts, 18; tefra- 

pins, per dozen, $15; frostfish, 8; haddock, 7; gea bass, 18 ; sels, 

15 ; pickorel, 15 ; sunfish, 6; yellow perch, 8 ; pike, 8 ; muscalonge, 
18 ; prawns, per gallon, $1.50 ; frogs, per pound, 30, 

Live codfish and musealonge are the new features of the 
market this week. Bluefish have turned their heads south- 

ward, and will be found on the North Carolina coast. The 
fishing for striped bass in the yicinity of New York is remark- 

ably good, and much sport is afforded. : 

New Roure ro Rancrruy Laxes.—The Portland and Ox- 

ford Central Railroad, which has been defunct for some years, 

has passed into new hands, and will in future be known as the 
Rumford Falla and Buckfleld RR. It has been thoroughiy 

rebuilt and equipped with new and elegant rolling stock, and 

with such officers as J. Washburn, Jr,, for President; 8. G. 

Andrews, Treasurer, and 8. T. Corser (so long the efficient 
Superintendent of the G. T, BR.) for Superintendent, the 

public may feel assured that nothing will be spared to make 

this a first-class road in every respect, This road leaves the 

Grand Trunk Railway at Mechanic Falls, thirty-six miles from 

Portland, and its present terminus is Canton, twenty-seven 

miles from McFalls. Here passengers take a Concord coach 

for Byron, thirty miles distant, and it is safe to say that no 

piece of road better than this exists in New Eugland. The 

road follows the Androscoggin and Swift rivers, and with the 

beautiful mountain scenery, and the wonderful bear stories 
that stage drivers always tell their passengers, the drive is en_ 

chanting. From Byron to the shore of Lake Mooselucma- 

guntic is only seven miles, and here you are right onthe shore 

of the greatest of the great lakes. It is on the shores of this 

lake that Allerton’s Lodge is situated, and at the head is the 
property of the Oquossoc Angling Association. Middle Dam 
Upper Dam, and the camps of the Boston clubs can all be 

reached from here, and all ‘‘ carries," the curse of the tourist 

and especially the ladies who visit the Lakes, are avoided, and 

you have saved forty-six miles, as this route is that much 

shorter than hy the way of Fariaington and Phillips. Bewrs. 

W axeuxe Crteprirms.—To the long list of distinguished 
men who have made angling their relaxation and amusement, 

we must add Charles Kingsley, the preacher and poet ; J, A, 
Froude, the historian ; and Tom Taylorand Tom Hughes, 
authors Of distinction. In the ate “Life and Letters of 
Kingsley,” edited by his wife, we have many glimpses of 
these mer taking their sport by the side of Jake and river, to 

wit: . . : “To Tom Hughes —This gracious tain will put the fish all 

right i a weel, and we migh! run to Farnham or elsewhere, 
for a day, 10 Bee what a large Mirch brown ond a ied org 
golden palmer would do, ‘Ihat's the spot to throw your Hy 
eid let ist, and in half a minute take it out gently to see 
if augh’s at thw end of it, and if 80, bit him as if you loved 
psa hold on, We will fish both streams, and oh, my 
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all creation, masters 

“ Mackerel Castile, Sligo, Tuly 4—I have done the deed at 
last—tkilled a real live salmon over five pounds weight, and 
lost. a whopper by light hookina.” 

“July 5.—T had magnificent sport this morning ; five salmon 
killed; biggest seven pounds, and another huge fellow ran 
right away o sea, carrying me after him, and was lost afler 
Tunwing 200 yards by fouling a sbip’s hawser. ‘There is noth- 
ing like it; the exci.ement is maddening.” 

Tf the good man lost his wits over a five pound fish, which 
would be called a grijse on the Restigouche, what would have 
happened had he chanced to fasten a twenty-five or thirty 
pounder? In our country we shouid introduce this English 
eustom of throwing back allsmall trout, gay those under six 
or eight inches long, and it is for Forest AND Stream to teach 
young anglers that there is more credit in the capture of one 
two-pound trout than in killing one hundred yearlings. 

5. G. O. 

Green GBass.—Hrank J. Bowman, Hsq,, in a letter written 
from Pike Lake, Bayiield County, thus describes the gree 
buss that is there found in great abundance: 

Like its near kinsman, the black bass, it hasinthe dorsal fin 
nine spites; the second dorsal, one spine; twelve soft rays, with 
a remarkable uniformity of color on back or belly, closely re- 
sembling the dark, polished green of the oak leat. In weight, 
from two to five pounds, Itisa bold biter, and a good-sized 
Breen trog is the most tempting bait you can throw; a live 
minnow killed well. It will strike hendsomely at a bright 
spoon hook, or piece of ted flannel drawn rapidly through the 
water, It takes the bait with a rush, and must be given line 
or it will tear loose or break the tackle. Its leaping and shak- 
ing propensilies are remarkable—on the first leap it will fre- 
quently jump from three to four anda half feet from the 
water, and will leap and shake like a Scotch terrier from four 
to six limes before taming down. Its flesh is very firm, and 
the lish favor is more delicate than the black bass. Some idea 
of the gamenes= of the fish may be formed from the facet that 
Mr. Knight, who bas long enjoyed the reputation of an ex- 
perienced angler, found it impossible to save more than a half 
dozen of the first fifty bass he hooked, and your correspond- 
ent, although boasting that he had lost but four large trout in 
making a catch of several hundred, had no better success than 
Mr. K. in handling green bass. After losing a heavy braided 

- silk line and breaking two poles in good hard fighting, we fell 
back on a stout pole and half a trolling line. ‘thus armed, 
we made a fair showing of thirty-two biz bass in a half day's 
fishing.— Ashland ( Wis.) Press. 

Wo Aut Anovr THE HELGRAMITE,—Faitor Forest and Stream : 
After a careiul examination of the authorities, and a thorough 
search in journals and books, I am of the opinion that the 
helgramite has been overlooked, and perhaps it will be inter- 
esting to “Knights of tha Rod and Reel,” who look to your 
paper for such information. I give a short statement of the 
habits and yalue of this bait: ‘The helgramite is the most 
“killing” bait for black bass. By that name itis known in 
the South. In the Northern States it is called ‘‘ Dobson” or 
* Dobsell,” Our rivers and canals are full of them, and yet a 
yery large number of fishermen never saw them, and few haye 
used them. By anglers who know it is in constant use from 
the last of June until the close of the fishing season. By 
some they are called salamanders, which is entirely wrong. In 
appearance and shape it very much resembles the thousand- 
legged worm, and has pinchers like a pinching bug. It grows 
to be about 33 inches long, and is of a dark brown color. It 
instantly clinps to any object it strikes, lives entirely under 
the water, and fecds upon decayed yegetation and matter of 
all Kinds, Jt protects itself from fish by hiding under rocks 
and drift in the bottom-of the streams, or in the crevices of 
submerged stone walls. They are found under cobble-stones 
and rocks, on the riffies, or clinging under the timbers of old 
dams and decayéd driftwood. In the canal and feeders they 
live in the walls of locks, on the gates, bridge timbers and 
sunken boats, They are caught on the riffies by standing in 
the stream with minnow net sel, so as to hold the upper end 
of the brails together in one hand, the lower end of the brails 
Spread so as to stretch the lend line on the bottom of the 
Stream, then with # hoe turn over rocks and stones as far up 
the stream as you can reach. eing thus disturbed, the hel- 
gramite will curl up in a ball and drift into the net, from 
which it must be taken before resetting the net. Timber and 
Griftryoad must be turned over, for they will be found under- 
neath. The difficulty in finding them in canals is because of 
the water being too deep to wade. The theory of some 
natuyalists is that the helgramite develop into butterilies, and 
that the butterflies dig holes in the river bank and deposit eis 
that are hatched the next year into helgramite; but the more 
practical fishermen say that hundreds of smal! ones are found 
through the season, with the larger ones on rocks and decayed 
wood in the streams, showing that is where they breed and 
multiply, In the early fall they burrow into the banks of 
alreams and remain in that condition until spring. As bait 
they are betler than ‘ cruys,” and when used are hooked un- 
der the shell tat covers the neck. All kinds of fish tale 
them readily, aud the angler is not annoyed by turtles cating 
them off his hook. They willlive for months if kept in a 
eoo! place—in a bucket or box, partially tilled with pieces Of 
moist decayed wood. Boys who eateh them sell them at 
eight cents a dozen. Anglers hereabouts are epjoying excep- 
lidnally fine black Wass fishing this year. Goud catches are 
being made every day along the banks of the Big and Little 
Miuinis, the Stillwater, Mud Niver, Wolf, Twin and Bear 
creeks, and at the lakes near Carlisle, and over at Piqua and 
and up at the Lewiston reservoir, Bait is plenty and the 
waters in prime condition. Camping parties are scattered all 
along these streams, and will be until cold weather sets in. 
Daylon, Oldie, Ogi. 14, 1878. IsA4k, 

Tur YELLOwsTONE As A TRrour Srrram—aA letter to the 
Oleveland Leader says: ‘‘ At every halt along the river every- 
body would fish or paw around among the beautiful pebbles 
over which the river flowed for specimens, In both instunces 
the reward for one's trouble Was sure to be most satisfactory. 
The trout, whitefish and grayling took the grasshopper bails 

—— a 

that blessed | that were thrown them with the 
Zephyras was | seem strange with regard to the 

hae avidity. This may 
whitefish, as their reputation 

on the great lakes for taking the hook is not the best, yet here 
they proved better biters than the trout. General Sherman, 
in his report on the National Park, says he does not believe 
sl is a finer trout stream in the world than the Upper Yel- 
Owestone.” 

Fisnine av SAurr Som. Mante.—A tourist gives the follow- 
lowing acconct of hisexperience : ‘Seating mysclf in a canoe, 
one Indian took his position in the stern and another stood in 
the bow. The one in the stern ustd a paddle to keap the 
boat's head up stream, while the other used a pole to steady 
the boat. We hsd 2 dip-net about four feet in diameter, with 
a handle tiyelve or fifteen fest long, This was hung over the 
projection of the eutwater, while the handle tratled back in the 
water. Thus equipped, we sailed ont, into the yapids, which 
are half a mile in length and ane mile wide. At the foot, of 
the rapids the fishing is done, ‘The water boils and tumbles 
like the swiftest rift on the Delaware, and is generally half 
white wyith breaking foam. With bis pole the Iidian in the 
bow holds the cane, or lets it float steadly sideways, now up 
8 Jittle and then down, but always under perfect control, and 
always dancing wilh the rush of water. He watches the 
water constantly, which varies in depth from two tonine feel, 
Suddenly, with a quick motion, he shoves the end of the pole 
under the bow piece, grasping the net at the same time with 
the other hand, and, never taking his eye from the water, 
plunges it in, perhaps ten fect away, and forces it to the bot— 
lom, Or, as the canoe sags back with the current, lets it drop 
afew feet, and then with a peculiar twist raises it to the sur- 
face, and with a toss like turning a flap-jack, drops.a five- 
pount white fish into the cance. This was repeated time and 
again, Tight in the swiftest water, and seldom only one fish 
was caught, but once six that would weigh eighicen pounds. 
Often I could not see the bottom, and one was caught in eight 
orten feet of water. J could see no fish until they were 
brought te the surface. It was the only kind of fishing that I 
ever saw that I did not think I could Jearn to do. 1t 1s. said 
no white man eyer did learn. The Indian 1 was with took 
1,800 in one day. We were out an hour and took about 
thirty. I could not induce any of the other passengers to go 
out, but they asked me if I hat seen the City Hall at Detroit.” 
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TIM POND. 

x 

Eprron MOREST AND STREAM: 

Last year my friend, of Mount Vernon, Maine, told you something of 
this pond, remarkable for iis trout, About the firstof this monuthI 

Btarled with said friend and two other gentlemen for a week of trouting 

and gunning in the mountain and lake region of Maine. We drove our 

ownteams, <A good way for sporismen or aby party desiring recrea- 

tion and amusement in the open air In the finest forests and by the 

Most besutifal Inkes and streams of New England 1s to go by raliroad, 

or by team to Parmington, Maine, thenes by slage, or private carriage 

On good rozds, via New Vineyard, New Portland and Eingfeld, to Bus- 

tis. This was the route wetook. ‘The drive ona Seplember day—at 

the foot of rugged mountains and by the side of the dashing Carrybas_ 

settie River—is most enjoyable, to any lover of nature, In the evening 

We atrived ata comfortable dwelling and the ‘Tim Pond hoot” being 
given by one of the party well versed in the art, the proprietor, Mr. Ken- 

nedy Smith, appesred at the doorand recognized old friends. Smith 
knows how to weicomé his guests and cause them tofeelathome, It 

Was not long after our appeciies were appeased before we retired, At 

gray dawo Eennedy Smith wes agslir and so were hia good wife and 
brisk daughter, and ers the sun had lighted up the far-off peaks our 

quartette was upon the lawn, and, Mr. Euitor, you should taye been 
there that you might give a word-pninting cf the landscape! Away 

around to the left is Wagstaff, where Arnold with hig brave soldiers en- 

camped, amid the snow and ice of winter, on that memorable march to 

Canada, In frout of us boldly stand the three peaks of Mount Bigelow 

Where Arnold sent his aid to “look over into Quebec.” ‘To the right is 
Baddie-Back, and further on are Kennebago and Mount Abram, this 

Bide of which lies our Promised Land—the camping ground of Tim 
Pond! - 

After an appetizing breakfast the '* packs” were put into a wagon and 

We started for Pond. When we had proceeded abouta mile atid a half 
our guide took from the wagon one pack and his lusty assistant the 

other, and we plunged Into the forest, Pora time the patti was good 

then only falr, The forest trees were moatly spruce, fir, pine and cedar, 

There were some hard-wood trees, The air was invigorating and heulth- 

ful. Lijerally, there are tons of gum upon the spruce trees, This dense 
woodland is inhabited by large game, ‘There are many evidences that 

Bruin tinds a congenial home here, but he does not seek acdltnintance 
Will man, Deer, caribou aad moose, in the season, can bé hunted bere, 

with proper dogs and outfit, to advantage and with great sport, After 

about five hours we had accomplished six miles and stood by the shore 

of the annex of the main lake or pond, This annex evidently was par- 

titioned off by the industrious beaver many years ago, Itis but a few 
acres insizge. The real pond, according to the State survey, has a Bur- 
fate of about a thousand acres. Tt is a beautiful sheet of lear, spark- 
ling water nestled down among the green trees, hilisand mountains. 
Our guide s00n placed his boat before us and stored our packs and 

equipments inside for transfer to the landing opposite the camp. We 
took a few fine troutin the small pond and then crossed the bar or 

Opening in the beayer dam into the reallake. Afterrowinga short 
distance our guide landed and hastened to put the campm order for 

OnY Teseption, and his assistant anchored ua ina jrovud piace ior fish, 

Por an honuror more the sport wad excluing, In # short time what 

trout we had caught were cooked and well appreciated by six hungty 
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Hach moraing we arose early, drank from a health-piving spring 
near camp, took to our boat, returning after an hour with all the trout 
We wanted ; more than we could eat, though our appetites were keen, 

During the day we hunted partridges with two good dogs and with fair 

success, (houghI donot think we fonnd them as plentyin the deep 

wilderness 48 Near openings, where their haunts were filled with them. 

Wear sunset each afternoon we took more trout, for we had only to cast 
in our hooké Lo gain the speckled prizes, Thus we spent our tlme, vary- 
ing the programme hy visiting some of the wildest and grandestacenery 
New England affords. One day we visited “ Tim Pond Stream?’ which 

connects tis lake with Dead River. Itis a charming stream, with high 

embowered banks, numberless rapids snd three dashing cascades. The 
deep basin at the fopt of éach waterfallis ailye with trout. There are 
to fishin this lake except trout. Never has one of any other apEees 

been caught here. (he lake is swarming with lis exclusive inhabitynts, 

Which can be taken by bait or bya‘ fy,” by a novice or by a profes. 
sional. Wew have “ whipped” these waters, because few know of them, 

though exch year their fame js increasing, Wor one desiring the life of 
& fushionable hotel this is not the place. It isthe plave for the true 
Bpottsman, the place for recreation, for health, the place to worship 

God in hia first temple. 

The enjoymentof onr party was complete. We galned In weight, 
health and strength, When I return next year hope to see some of 

yout readers, Instead of going to Farmington by railroad Another reute 

is by the Maine Central R. R, to Anson, thence by stage and private 
conveyance to the residence of Mr. Smith. Should any one wish for 
fortler information they can obtaln it by addressing Kennedy Smith, 
uslis, Maine. J, WARREN TuCE 

Movements or tHE Fisnine Fiunt.—The number of fisk+ 
ing arrivals reported at this port the part week has been 31, 
The Bank arrivals have included 3 with codfish, 270,000 Ibs., 
and 4 with halibut, 54,000 lbs. The number of Georges arr. 
vals has been 18, with 270,000 Ths, codfish. The Gaymen 
arrive slowly, but most of the flest are on the way home, and 
the arrivals will soon he numerous. The niimber of arrivals 
the pasi week has been 2, and the receipts 800 bbls. mackerel, 
The Shore ficet ave mostly across the Bay, and the season will, 
soon bé brought toa close. ‘The arrivals for the week have 
been 4, and the receipts 500 bbls. The mackerel season will 
close with & small stock on the market, number ones and 
extras being scarcer than ever before known, and command- 
ing a good price. The smaller sizes are in better supply, but 
prices rule low.— Cape Ann Advertiser, Oot. 25. 

Conyectiont—Wew London, Oct. 26.-—Myself and friend, 
on Monday, in four hours’ fishing, captured 37 black bass, 
many femalesin¢pawn, Is it not unusual for them to be in 
Rpawn at this season? Bass of dibs, Goz. weight haye been 
caught in Gardiner’s Lake. Misan, 

Black bass of two years old commence spawning in July 
and continue info September. October is late for them, 

Wevertheless, all fish are not wholly regular as to periods, and 
may spawn at almost any old month—Hp, Ir. & §. 
PrnnsyiyAnia—/rie, Océ, 19.--lishing has been the finest” 

ever known in our bay. WNuscalonge and black bass are being 
caught 1n large numbers every day, which is no doubt owing 
to our stringent Jaws in regard to all Kinds of seine fishing, 
which are being enforced very rigidly. STRIPS. 

Vinemta—Rislimond, Oct. 22,— Angling for bass between 
Buchanan and Clifton Forge is very fine. The river is filled 
with fish. “he sport is improving in the vicinity of Rich- 
mond, and by another season we may hope that the river 
throughout its length will be well stocked with that game 
fish. 

Norfolk, Oct. 16.—Very fair striped bass fishing near the 
Bridges. Fishrun small, but plenty. Drum, salmon trout, 
spots and tailors in fair supply from the seines. : 

Ricamonp | 

Tennessen—Washville, Oct. 21.—James Snow, Esq.. with a 
parly of gentlemen, went down to the narrows of Harpeth 
River on @ fishing excursion, and last Saturday they had 
splendid sport, taking seventy-tive bass and one cat-fish. The 
bass averaged three-quarters of a potiad, and the catfish 
weighed seven ponnds, A large quantity of fish, principally 
eat, drum and buffalo, caught in the Cumberland River, were 
offered for sale last week in the market. This 1s the beginning 
of the season for catching jack. It seems they are more vora- 
cious on cool, frosty mornings than at any other time. A 
number of our crack anglers are already making preparations 
for their fall sport, J., Dio. 

Washwille, Oct, 26,—The fall season for fishing has onened 
most favorably, large creels being taken in almost all of the 
streams in this section. A gentleman landed a fiye-pound 
jack in the Cumberland last week, and another party tool 
in the same stream a large string of bass and two or ee ines 
averaging about one pound weight. 

Savannah, Oct. 22.—Our fall fishing has been quite fair, 
Several parties have enjoyed reasonably good sport. On my 
Jast expedition, I captured eight game representatatives of 
the bass species. Wut - 

Rational glastimes, 
BASE BALL. 

Trae Leacum CHAmpronsnir Camparan or 1878—Tay Sra. 

TISTIOs or THE SkAsON’s Pray. 

The League Association’s season of 1878, which began on 
the ist of May last, iinished upon the 1st of October, though 
the League clubs have played exhibition games since then and 
up to the close of October; but the championship season was 
from May to October, the last game of the championship pen- 
nant series being played on Sept. 30 last. The contesting 
clubs numbered only six during 1878, and it was the best 
League season on record, both as regards the equality of the 
competing nines and the fins fielding exhibited by the respec- 
tive teams, Without further preface we proceed to give the 
Statistics of the serson’s play, beginning with the full record 
of the season. 

Tae Furn Rzcorp. 
The full record of the seasyn, giving the summary of the 

games won, lost, drawn and played is as follows. ‘The names 
aré given in the order of won games: 

FreTFIel=lZlelele 
i i=J (s) a 
e*|Sla/o|\/e|4|| BIB) B 
=} =dl| 3 = & | o | o 
Bis /2/S/e)2] 2#\ 2/4 

PLAOES. : Be heey ee a s/o) 
: eo) cre} Me =| 9 2/2] 8 
Dole |e pes pm YS (ee a te 
: reales fk suede | |e pats 

BOStOD.asevecs--sesyseeseeesss| «| 6] 6} 8} 10) UL] al | 1) 60 
Cincinnati ...-. -speene --p 1 fi} a. 2/10) 4) 8 A 2 | 62 
Providence... ert G)] &] .. #/ 10) B/| BB) B) 68 
Ciicago.... of 4] 2] G@]../ 8] 40]/ 80) 2} ot 
Indianapolt 9) 8] 21 4]... | 8] 2} 3] 43 
Milweuitee... 1) ££} &| 2) 4]... |) We] 1] OD 

Games lost... es seseeneee ee “ay | 93 | 27 | 30| a8 | 25 {liso | a0 jaro 

Moprn GAs, 
The model games—or games in which the score of the win 

ning nine does not exceed three runs—in the League cham 
pionship contests of 1878, were as follows: 

BOSTON, 
May 1—Boston vs Proyidencs..... 
dune l3— * Indianapolis - 
July 20— * COG Rohe da eeh ot Gore sheet), ... 1-0 
Sept 1i— ‘ Indianapolis (10 innings),......... eae, 2-0 
Ang 8— ‘' Chicago,....-. hee Sareea . 2-1 
Ang 10— * A CHa EE male near . 2—1 
Aug 3l— Milwaukae.... ec ccc peceneecnarce 8-1 
Junell— ' Indianapolig.,..,...0.2.. wees 3—0) 
Sept 13— * rm OW ta dachtzac:vhs tan: 3—0 
Aug g-- RAINS ROseee a eebullsler ty ee pace > aa 3—0 
July 29— “ Milwankee,. 3—0 
July 4— ie Yar eam eres sip ie © 8—2 
Aug -1l— “ SOR Rel A Reena. 8, ted he = 
Aug 3— 
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CINCINNATI. PROVIDENCE. OHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS, 

a DHE TT, | Ya cease ducass, d= Moya. | Qrefen sss beuiel = | Muy senna NPL, a qliseTOL21| Tamar he enee aan Ea Tune 20.0.0... wut 5)Jome 96 ei f Sipe Mr krierp ne oa a i 

EGS TON ccc Cn acdssinttoe en lios o 

t. A : on sep vsasbecw ech anas tees Be 
Six games........ ..|Sept, a8, oe ee 3—0\Aug. 21 ts ~4-3 

f Aug. 24... 4— § 
as Sept. 9 (10 innings)....6—6) Six games,.........51—28] Hight games........ 44—1i| Ten games, ,.54—20| Hieyen | games 55—85 

July 16 5-8 Muy 7... cesses AH MAY 80.0 
July 18, May 9..., "oai|tune 6. eos 
July 27, May 11 seunee- 2—I| July 4.. 4—] 
Sept. 3 Mity ly peaedetenee ts » 18-2 July 5 (10).. 4— 3|May Te cggee reds eetons 10—x Sonne pase tsnans €—B)\ Lint Ryadeededes capediecer ‘Aug. 1 Perr | -9 

CINCINNATI oc ce ceseneeese ee May 25....... bh CLO i Mees Saket ada o ses cass Ang, 12. ‘ u Aug. 22 D8) esussee seuss irs aketonsevns Ane 18s... gt 
; Aug. 24 = Ol race baaeapendyscte vyerwobene [AUP 17 ase8 

Sept, 11.4,,..6 2-0 eee SO OSA PE 
Six games...... (Sept, 14...,.. « 6—2| Wour games........24—111....00.... 

Sept 9 (ten innings)....6—6 Nine games.......,..54—22/ ‘Ten games... 0—32| July 2 (10 innings).... T—7 

Mayiiittte essed i—i|Fune 49. June 1 
May 8.. - 5—8) June 20.. Jone 3 
May 15... es. 3—2| July 15, June 25 
Sept, 27... aneesees B—C) JOLY 18. aenee Tone 27, 
gue ae ! Tuly 23,, 

PROVIDENOE,....... Aes te aS * oO Parietal ae SH Rae 246 to 98 

Six games...s.e0 «.47—22 

Aug. 21. 
ap Sept. 12. 

Four games, 

Aug. 13 (11). 

INDIANAPOLIS...... on 

MILWAUKEE ..... peomanessr|- 

One game 
—_<—<—$—_——$——$———— | —<<—. 

GAMES LOST.....--...-00-5 19 23 

GAMES DRAWN, saneesneees+ 1 2 

OHICAGO. 

June 12—Ohicago ys Milwaukee..............- 
June 4— IELOVICENGO pata erat eine tinee eth asee aor 
May 6— ‘ Indianapolis 
May te ‘ec “é > 

June 1— “ WBORLON ate se anee = Peete 
June 8— “‘‘ a ee lircli setae opie Metis Oat e's hatte 

CINCINNATI. 

June 13—Cincinnati va Providence (6 innings)....-......... 2—0 
Aug 29— ee 
Sept 11— _ Chieago 
Sept 3— ‘ Boston.... 
July 27— ss Da Res 

INDIANAPOLIS, 
May 11—Indianapolis ys Milwaukee. stk 
Aug 18— NBGSCOM SG saver pisiaah koiani hgiselatvinlclalge 8—2 

MILWAUKEE. 

June 13—Milwaukee WAMODIOAGOs SS, Fe Wie coe Lerihe diy pate sls 2—0 
May 9— Indianapolis............. ota elenene 2—1 

CuroaGo Gamus. 

The ‘‘OChicago” games in the League championship arena 
during 1878 were as follows: 

BOSTON, 

June 20—Boston vs Cincinnati......,..... Pas OSC Ene s 5—0 
June li— ‘ Indianapolis. Ap oris .-. 3-0 
Rept Ss ha Cw emavslaeeunete maniacs selene 
July 29— ‘* WVU GO.h-0 ns estan lalefena bislein eis); Sains 38—0 
Aug 9-- “ Chicago........ pa ia ee ete ben ee nner chlo 3—0 
Sept 11— ‘* Indianapolis (10 jeniies) be eevee wereees 2-0 
July 20— Cincinnati... ., pietarale-s Whee 5 . 1-0 

June 13— “ Indianapol en 

May 1— “ PCOVINCLICE ES Uren citeen te tlt uetiteerisia eee 1—0 

| CINOINNATI. 

AD 10—Cincinnati va Milwaukee........2-2-..0. belies ie DG) 
yay s— Priovidence.,...... Sposa 0 frag teens 4—0 

Sept 3— * 
June 13— yi 
Aug 29— ** E “ 3 - 
Sept 11— Ae Qhicago.. . 2.003553 ork Seen ee elaine =. 

PROVIDENCE. 

Sept 4—Proyidence ys Chicago Md STARR 
Sept 3— i: tneseee 
duly 7- ‘* Indianapolis. 
duly 20——s ** Be eerie ste steees finest ey aes 
Ang 23—- ‘ M ease 
Ang i8— “ ee aheey 

INDIANAPOLIS. 

Aug 31—Indianapolis vs Milwaukee. . ep ik were a0 
May 11— nibs wines Hee Eve oath vase. 1-0 

OHTOAGO, 

June 12—Chicago ys Milwaukes,......,.. Sealey: eames dO 

MILWAUKEE. 

June 183—Milwaukee ya Chicago...-..-....4..-..-2.0e tereee 20 

Three games 

Six Qamos ......,... 

Aug. 13 (11 Innings).... Aug. 8 mat innings)... hs Hight games........ 

5—4| June 12.. 

-. 6—2)July 9. 
--12—9/ July 12,. 80 278 to 123 

04 181 to 88 

Eight games. ...,...60—18 

May 7 (10 inningsl.... 2— 2 

cle 117 to 65 

Four games,.......87—13 

Two games.......... 9—5|May 7 (10 innings).... 2— 2 

1298. 
ys 30 36 45 to 

578 

2 1 3 1 

CRICKET. 

Tue AUSTRALIANS IN SAN FRanoisco.—The last game of 
the series of Matches played by the Australian team in 
America took place at San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 24, 26 and 26, 
on the Recreation Grounds. The wicket was not a very good 
one, and what with indifferent bowling and wretched fielding, 
the Australians had no difficulty in running up one hundred 
and ninety-seven the first day, with a loss of but six 
wickets, C. Bannerman scoring 78 after giving a couple of 
chances at the bat, one after another scoring less than 20, 
while Spofforth contributed 45, his best score in America. 
The second day’s play saw the Australians run their score up 
to 802, Boyle contributing 35, Bailey 25, Allan 21—not out— 
and Gregory 15, Murdock being disposed of for 3 only. In 
the inning there were no fewer than 42 extras. The first 
inning of the twenty-two resulted in a score of 62 only, and 
they had to follow their inning, their second yielding them 
105 runs. Fergy Malone, the old Athletic baseball player, led 
the score against the Australians with 22, Aitken getting 12, 
these being the only double figures scored. The final result 
was the success of the Australians in one ining, with 125 
runs to spare. 

The prize tourney, which was commenced on the Union 
Grounds, Brooklyn, on Oct. 22, stood as follows on Oct. 30, 
four games having been played: ~ 

Alaska. Flyaway. Hudson, Won. Played. 
Alaska.....  .. 0 1 2 3 
Flyaway.... 1 Be 1 1 3 
Hudson.... 1 0 Hs 1 2 

Games lost. 2 0 2 4 8 

New Yorr—Utica, Oct. 28.—Utica Cricketers (amateurs) 
and the Utica Base Ball Club. (professionals), the latter hay- 
ing never played a game of cricket. The fielding of the base- 
ball club won them the game, it being especially fine in the 
second inning ; 

FIRST INNING. 
BASE BALL CLUB. CRICKETERS. _ 

Purcell, hit his wicket...... 16 7 ee ce MeGuinness, b 

Fi Kennedy, b Hollingworth.. 1 J Clark, b Aloott. oe c.ees ale oh 
Richardson, b Hollingworth.. 7 J Hollingworth, run out..... +0 
Latham, c Kangley, b Holling- 

WORLD ahha ssased Coe ee 2 G Boyce, ¢ Alcott, b Clack.... 6 
Aloott, b Hollingworth. . ately Adams, b Olack,......2..-+ 6 
Smith, s Clark.........,.,... R Hill, c Alcott, b Olack..... 18 
Clack, C H Adams, b Holling- 
HOLL eae hy wore . 1 Foster, thrown out by Smith 0 

M Kennedy, not out.. Phase 18 OW Adams, b Alcott., 2 
C H Adams, ¢ B Kennedy, b 
Aloohinetiestesees-» sess cs cee 

Roche, run ont,....-...--.-- 5 Kangley, c Smith, b Purcell. . 4 
Bushong, c Hollingworth..... 0 W Cowan, not out,.......... 0 
MYAREB tog: bane oeaiereain as ores -= = 8 
BYOB 5. ates eee eB ias Tee 

Total... 61 

McGuinness, b Hollingworth. 8 

~Total...c..0.-+- 3 sat draettee OO HR Ra ee ail 

SECOND INNING. 

Purcell, b Hollingworth..... 9 Clark, ¢ Clack................ 5 
M Kennedy, run out.......,. 6 Cowan, c Alcott, b Latham... 1 
H Kennedy, c TROLS OH 

DACIBHES ies al chet saute eens 0 J Adams, b Latham.......... 0 
Richardson, s N Adams....... 0 Hollingworth, b Latham... . 6 
Latham, o Foster, b Holling- 

Worth,......000 ays cette - 3 G Boyes, b Clack............. 0 
woth, MOLOUts ee ee aw eee eee Foster, o Alcott, b Latham... 4 
Smith, oJ Adams, b Holling- 
Hlth: tye eee 8 Kangley, co M Kennedy, b ; 

Clack, c N Adams, b Higa: 
OTH” sled OAc O W Adams, b Clack... 6 

Roche, 6 Clark, bJ Adams.. =e N Adams, b Latham. 0 
McGuinness, hit own wicket.. 0 CH Adams, b Latham....... 1 
Bushong, c J Adams, b tick 
lingworth.........ecesas sus 1F Ore» not out..... na: 62d) 
Byes, 5; wides, 2,..,....... aide LESYGHS. eee Pld a Bateje Richelet sepa 

Potal ties xs sce uy ene 50 Motal ws a wavlepr arate ates 
Overs—Uticas, 33; Cricketers, 28. Maiden overs—Aleott, we 

Clack, 1; Latham, 1. Bowled out—Uticas, 4 ; Cricketers, 1 
Playing time, 4 hours, Umpires—George Ralph "for Cricketers ; 
James G, Fronoh for Uticas. B. A. G. 

ARCHERY, 

A Noyzt Contzst—Highland Park, Iil,—On the 19th Oc- 
tober a very interesting match was shot between Mr. W. B} 
D. Gray, an excellent pistol shot, and Messrs. B. B. Weston 
and H. C. Garver, members of the Highland Park Archery 
Team. Mr. Gray used a 9-ounce revolver and was handi- 
capped to shoot 100 yards to the Archers’ 60 yards; 90 shots 
each at a regulation 45-inch target. The score is as follows: 

Shots. Hits. Valu 
W BD Gray (pistol)................ +». 80 24, sy 

30 17 85 
80 26 112 

Males eh Je wee syd B. eseay a0 67 908 
EB Weston (archer),,..-.,....2.-.+.-+ 30 21 85 

30 15 69 
30 il 51 

i ME, 27552 90 47 205 
H C Carver (archer)......... fannteragee OO 18 88 

30 22 126 
80 20 86~ 

NGtALE sce acess SORE A Te - 90 60 200 

Orirayt Anoners—Hackensach, NV. J., Oct. 26.—Distance, 
30 yards; rach tate 9 ends: 

Value, Hits. Value. 
Miss ward 4 ae A Miss Dougherty... 0 O07 
Mrs Holberton. me 46 Mr Holberton.....17 51 
Miss Sherman... 5 26 Mr Gardner....... 8 40 

f* Hopper.... 6 18. Mr Zingzam .... 6 O4 
« Ty Zingzam, 1 3 Mr Ratpatsese 3 



en 
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—Will those who are go kind as to send archery scores 

please send size of target, distance and number of ends ? 
_Marterra, Ohio, Oct. 23.—Hiawathas, of Muskingum, and 
the Highty-one Archers, of Marietta Collese—The former 
club numbers about thirty members, and includes ladies. he 
latter is strictly a college club, Bows in use are of American 
Highfield and Aldred manufacture, and range in weight from 
40 to 48lbs._ The Aldred bows are the finer finish and more 
flexible, yet they cost so much more than others that it is dif- 
ficult to decide which is economy, I think Aldred has sent 
no lance or lemonwood bows to this country over fifty-five 
pounds, so itis impossible to judge as to their durability. I 
have in use a Spanish yew, of forty-nine pounds weight, 
made by Aldred, that I haye used constantly for four months, 
and to-day seems better than eyer. Will ‘Archer’ be kind 
enough to tell us whether he has ever used a bow of this 
wood. I haye broken three fine bows of lance and lemon. 
True, they were heayier and may not haye been broken had 
they been lighter; but I prefer using a bow of forty-nine 

_ pounds to buying at fifty-five or sixty pounds every iwo or 
three months. Conditions—20 yds,, 26-inch turget : 

HIAWATHAS. 
Nanies. Hits Valine. Golds, 

Cape Davole <p F ers tone *Ptor o 5 thee ek 126 4 
Edward Dsyol. 1... 50.4 ecespeccesape ee 163 6 
Emery Dayol.......... Labeatiahestarenee A: 145 2 
J Deyol..... Se po eetos Da ee eee Ld 167 2 
Gordon Deyol...........-. Bay clio hatelat ss 22 128 6 

Tt Sie Ea OR Be im, Pe 183 729 20 
a WIGHTY-ONE ARCHERS. 

Capt Ii B Paddinghans................, 26 128 B) 
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ATHLETICS, 

—The Athletic and Sporting News 1s the name of a new 

weekly journal started in Montreal a month ago, It is de- 

yoted chiefly to cricket, base ball and what are populariy 
known as athletic sports. It is an eight-page paper and credit- 

ably gotten up. 

A Gnostixy VeLoorrpr.—Brighton, England, has been 
startled by the apparition of a man mounted on a bicycle of 
colossal dimensions, who glides along on a level with the tops 
of Jamp-posts, towering above the height of ordinary car- 
Tiagés. ‘Che driving wheel of this machine is nearly eight 
feet in heizht, so that the rider’s head is about twelve feet 
from the ground. ‘The courage required to mount on top of 
a wheel of this height was only outdone by the dexterity with 
which the machine was guided and the velocity attained. A 
champion bicyclist ventured to try a ride on this monster, and 
found it necessary to cling ignominiously to a lamp-post mn 
order to dismount. A man of ordinary size is enabled to ride 
this bicycle by means of a secondary treadle placed upon the 
usual crank, and connected by a rod, the action or stroke he- 
ing what is termed reciprocatory. ‘The wheel is 260 inches 
in circumference. 

—The closing games of the season of the New York Ath- 
letic Club, open to amateurs, will be held on Tuesday, 
Noy. 5, 1878, commencing at 2:15 Pp. m, Entries close on Fri- 
day, Oct. 25. The following games will be given: 
Handiesps—i. 100-yards run; 2. 250-yards ron; 3. 440-yards 

run; 4 3 mile mn ; 5. two-mile walk; 6. 1-5th mile hurdle race, 
10 hurdles, 2}¢fb high. fe 

7. Individual tug of War; 8, Tug of war, teams limited to four 
> men each, gross weight of team not to exceed 600lbs in uniform. 

University Araietio Srorrs—Toronto, Oct. 12: 
-1, Throwing Cricket Ball, distance—F Nelson, 102 yards. - 
9, Running High Jump—ist, T A Haultain, 5ft 2in; 2d, BB 

Pattullo, 
3. Running Long Jump—tist, G@ A Smith, 17ft; 2d, W F Free- 

man; resident, B B Pattullo. 
4, Putting the Stone—A Watson, 
5. Running Hop, Step and Jump—N MoHachern, 38ft in. 
6. Kicking the Football—C C McCaul, 
7. Throwing the Cricket Ball, accuracy—K R Cameron, 
8, Walking Race—Ist, J C Grace, 8:36 ; 2d, George Acheson. 
§, Steeplechase—tist, F T Congdon ; 2d, C O McCaul. 
10, Race in Heayy Marching Order—ist, W D Gwynne; 24, J 

Mo Andrew. 
il. Servants’ Race—lst, Bullen ; 2d, Walker. 

The races yesterday were as follows: 
1. Half-mile Race—lst, A McMurchy ; 2d, N MoHachern ; vesi- 

dent, WE Freeman. ‘Time, 2:17}¢ ; : 
2, Three-legged Race, 100 yards—Ist, F Nelson and ' 0 Milli 

gan; 2d, A Haig and GA Smith, Time, 13s. 
8. Mile Race—lst, F T Congdon ; 2d, C C McCaul ; resident, W 

F Freeman. Time, 5:11, ; : 
4, Hurdle Race, 220 yards—ist, D C Little ; 2d, F W O Hanl- 

ain. Time. 31s. 
5, Graduates’ Hace, 220 yards—lat, J A Long, M A; 2d, M Mo- 

Gregor, BA, Time, 283. . 
6. Flat Race, 100 yards—ist, H Pratt; 2d, ¥ Nelson ; resident, 

BB Pattullo. Time, 103¢s. 
7, Strangers’ Race, quarter of a milea—iat, W T A Arthura ; 2d, 

8 C Johnstone. Time, 55s. Run on Friday. 
8. Half-mile Race—Open to undergraduates of Canadian Uni- 

yersities—lat, G A Strickland; 2d, A MceMurchy. ‘Time, 2:15}. 
9. Quarter-mile race for Miss McDonald’s champion cup—In 

thie contest a foul occurred, and the race is to be run over again. 
10, Consolation Bace—Ist, 8 Young; 2d, resident, F H Keefer. 

At the conclusion of the games the spectators and contest- 
ants adjourned to Convocation Hall, where the prizes were 
presented by Miss McCaul. Dr. McCaul occupied the chazr, 
and made a few remarks. 

Contece or Ciry or New Yorx—Third annual fall meet- 
ing, Friday, Oct. 25: 
Hundred Yards Run—First heat—tst, H S Webater, '$3; time, 

digs. 24,G Eggleston, '82. Four started. Second Heat—ist, L 
Stuart, '80; time, 1134s, 2d, F Emmons, ’82. Thres started, 
Third heat—1st, M Palmer, '80; time, 11}fs. 2d, O Hexamer, *82, 
Five started. ’ 

One Milo Walk—ist, P Conboy, °82; time, Sm 283¢s. 2d, E 
Briggs, ’83; 3d, J Nordsiek, "82, Fourteen started. Conboy took 
the lead on the last lap and was never headed. His walking on 
the last lap was open to question. Briggs walked in the best style 
of any of the competitors. ; 
Hundted Yards Run—Handicap open to all amateurs—Firat 

heat—lst, EB Johnson, 25ft ; tirae, 1i3¢s. 2d, BS Weeks, OC C N 
Y, itt. ‘hres statted, Second heat—t1st, & Leonard, NY, 10ft; 
notime, 2 ) He Schroeder, © C N Y, 20ft. Four started, Third 
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heat—lat, W Roberts, G ON Y, 18!t; time, 18. 2d, R Moynan, 
CON Y, 17ft. Three started. Fourth heat—ist, C Hexamer, U 
ONY, 6it; time, 114s. 20, W Todd, OON ¥, 20ft. Two atarted. 

Hundred Yards Roo—Final heat—Ist, M Palmer, *8i) ;\ time, 
10%s. 2d, L Stuart, 80; 30, C Hexamer, 82. Three started, 

atting the Shot, weight, 12lbs.—Ist, C Howland, ’82; distance, 
29ft 10in. 2d, W M Watson ; distance, 28ft Sin. Four aompeted. 
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Run—Firet heat—ist, J Callis— 

ter, ‘Si ; time, Im 82s. Qu, H Webster, 83. Three started, Sec- 
ond heat—Ist, F Hmmons, '82; time, lm 43/6. 2d, R Dudensing, 
‘19. Four started, 
W M Watson, the champion walker of the college, then gaya 

an exhibition of walking, covering a half mile in 8m 35s, and G 
circa showed his skill at yaulting with the pole, clearing &8ft 

in. 
our Hundred and Forty Yards Run—Final heat—lat, J Callis- 

ter, 81; time, Im 84s. 2d, F Emmons, ’82. Threo atarted, but 
Webster dropped ont after running three-quarters of a lap, and 
Emmons never pushed the winner, 

Hundred Yards Run—Handicap open to all amatenra—Final 
heat—ist, W Roberts, OG WY, 15ft; time, lls. 2d, E Johnson, 
25ft Four started. ; 
Running High Jomp—tat, L Boemeislor, 82; height, 4ft 1in. 

2d, E- Marx, ‘80; 4ft 9in. Six competitors, 
Rnnning Long Jump—ist, HE Marx, ‘82; distance, loft 10fin, 

2d, E K Brown, ’81; distance, 16ft Sin. $d, L Stmart, 16ft lim. 
Five-Mile Walk—ist, B Briggs, ‘83; time 50m 4s; 2d, J Grote- 

closs, '82; time, 50m 6s. $d, C Copeland, '82; time, 51m 22148, 
Nine started. Won by two feet, 

One-Mila Run—ist, H Todd, 81 ; time, 5m 20s. 2d, J Oallister, 
"Bl. Hight started. Won easily by 100 yards. 
Tug of War—Wirst heat—Ist, Class ’81, F Knight, L Langbein, 

C Richardson and W M K Olcott ; 2d, Class 779, R Merrington, EB 
Murgatoyd, W Dietz and BS Weeks. Time, 4m 15s. The final 
heat was botween Class *81 and Class ’80—J Allen, G Forster, O 
B Webber and W M Watson—and after a fifteen minutes’ tug 
was declared a draw. 

Amprroan Araterro Crun—Hoboken, Oct. 26.—One hun- 
dred and fifty yards run won by M. H. Vermilye, fifteen 
yards start, in i6s.; F. Nichols, scratch, second. F. Nichols, 
twelve yards, won the 440 yards hurdle race by 6ft.; H. 
Johnson, eight yards, second: Time, 661s. The 1,000 yards 
run proved a victory for W. H. Capes, 20 yards, in 2m, 454s. 
The one-half hour walk was won by C. E. Lewis, 60s. start, 
who covered 3 miles 4584 yards; W. Waver, Jv., 150s. start, 
faking second place. J. P. Mackey’s five-mile run against 
time resuited in a victory for the runner, he doing the distance 
in 32m. 323s. 

Haryarp ys. YAuE—WVew Haven, Oct. 26: 
One Hundred Yards Race—Folsom, Badger and Schuyler '82, 

and Moorehead, ‘79, 8 8 8. Schuyler won in 10%: ; Moorehead, 
second, The time made at the spring meeting was 1023/8, 
The sophomore’s won the tug of war, and pulled the freshmen 

over the line in 20s. 
220-yards Dash—Moorehead, 

Schuyler, *82. Won by Moorehead ; time, 27s. 
One-Mile Walk—Briggs, 81, and Yan Rensselaer, °S1, 8 § S, 

Yan Rensselaer winning in 8m 114s. This is the best time ever 
made at Yale, Rogers, at the spring meeting, made the distaiaca 
in 8m 36s. - 

Half-Mile Run—Stokes, '79, and Jones, senior class law school. 
Won by Jones by fully thirty feet; time, 2m 18s. 

Walden, *81, Miller, '82, and Dickinson, ’82, threw the base ball. 
Each man was allowed three throws. Miller reached 319ft Sin ; 
Walden, 314ft 9in. 

In the three-legged race, Cuyler and Schuyler, from °82, and 
Merritt and Nixon, from ‘81, competed. The distance was 15U 
yards. The freshmen won" leading about six feet. Time, 233. 

Harvarp Araretio Assocration—Boston, Oct. 26: 
100-yards Dash—Won by Wendell; time, 1134s. 
One-Mile Waik--Baldwin, Hoyt and Leight. 

promptly ruled the men out for running. 
Sm T8fs. 
One Mile Handicap Bicycle Race—Swan, ‘81, Parker, “80, Tubbs, 

79, Wright, '81, Abbe, ’s1; the latter withdrew. Parker thirty 
yatds behind Swan and Wright, who were thirty yards behind 
Tubbs. Sian passed the line abont forty-one yards ahead of 
psc who was thirty yards before Wright. The time inade was 
m 55s. 
120-yard Hurdle Race—Torrey and Warren started. Torrey won 

the eup ‘n 21}¢8. 
100-yard Dash—Wendell, a3 there were no other entries, had it 

all his own way. He did the distance in 26 3-5s. 
Fun of One Mile—Torrey inside, Kane, Thatcher, Wearing, 

Hemel Thatcher, first; Herrick, second; Kane, third. ‘Tima, 
m 158. 

The judges 
The time made was 

Massacnusrrrs—Marlboro, Oct. 24.—Professor Lucien 
Mare, of Toronto, champion lightweight of France and Cana- 
da, and Temerosis, the Greek, of Boston, wrestled (Grieco— 
Roman) to-day. Mare secured the second and third falls, 
winning the match, which was very exciting. A. collar-and- 
elbow match between H. M. Dufur and C. G. Burt was won 
by Dufur. 

A. Maton ar Derrorr—Detroit, Mich., Ost. 24.—The 
wrestling match to-night between John McMahon, champion 
of California, and Robert Wright, of this city, was won by 
McMahon in four rounds, 

Wazxiye.—In the Connecticht championship twenty-six 
hours’ walk at Bridgeport, which was concluded on Saturday 
night of 26th, Low scored 98 miles to his competitor Moore's 
nao Low walked 82 miles with only seven minutes off the 
track. 

Foot-BaLL.—In the match on Saturday, Oct. 26, between 
fifteen of Princeton and fifteen of the Stevens Institute, of 
Hoboken, the latter were completely whitewashed, the score 
at the end being—Princeton, four goals and six touch-downs 
to nothing. 

auswers ta QCorresyondents. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications. 

&. B., Cleveland, O,—1. The tirm yeu mention isreliavle, z. No. 8 
Very good. 

CorinTHiAn, New York.—Will forward you papers if you will send 
address to thia office. 

W. H. A,, Huntingdon.—How and where did Frank Forester die? 
Ans. He committed suicide at the Steyens' House, this cliy, May 17, 
A8Ts. 

M. D. G., Andover, O.—The idea of the Express bullet you send has 

been idopted by the Winchester Arms Co,, and they are now muking 
them. 

A, Bi, Boston.—Can you give a recept for procuring a bight polish on 
anox horn? Ang, Scrape the horn with glass and polish with soap- 
Atone powder, ; 

79, 8 8 8; Durand, 81, and 

M. W. B., Independence, —Where cau I get waterproof primera such 

as Lincjose? Ans. You can get them from H, C, Squires, No, 1 Court~ 
land st., this city. 

J. H. M., Frederick City, Md.—Sea grass is sold by the bale of 125 lbs. 
Good quality costa 2 cents per pound, Wim. 8. Fogg & Son, 171 Chat- 

Hat st., can supply you. 

W. H., Andrews, Va—Please tell mea where T can obtain Miss 
Corson’s “Cookery Receipts?’ Ans, Address Miss Joliet Corson, No, 

8 St, Mark’s Place, this city. 

TF. M., New York,—Where within twenty-five miles of this olty can 

T be sure of a few squirrels or rabbits In a day’s shooting? Ans, We 
cannot give rhis information. 

C, W. C, Boston.—I understand Hallock’s ‘* Vacation Rambles” are- 

published by a western railroad. Where can I obtainacopy? Ans 

Prom Grand Rapids and Indiana Railway, Grand Ripid’, Michigan. 

N. P, W., Winsted, Gonn.—I ish to procure a photograph of Dr. 

Carver, but Ido not know the address of Mr. Zimmerman, whom you 

referto as haviog them for sale, Ans, Chas. Zimmerman, St. Pani, 

Minn, 

G. W, H.—Do all the best wing shots shoot with both eyesopen? I 

caonot learn to doit. Ans. We think the majority do. 

Trt,—Are there any lakes where there are uo fish but trout? Ans. 

There are maoy lakes, notably on Long Island and in New Hoagland, 

where there are no fish but trout, excepting perhaps the diminntive 

Talnuow or darter, 

SorAnTON.—What is an Express rifie and Ixpress ball? Ans, ‘The 

Expres: rifle is a rife of small bore, say about 52 gauge, taking a large 

charge of powder, and having a very Hat trajectory. With 4 dra. pow- 

dér it has a point-blank range of 180 to 140 yds, 

M, D. H., Burlington, Iowa.—l. How can I put & small pateh ona 

gum boot? 2, Willthe fibre elastic gun wad, to be used as a shot wad, 

hurt a fallchoke bored gun? Ans. 1. Dissolve some pure rubber in 

alcvhol, and with it fasten on the patch. 2, No, 

J. M. B., Eldred, N, ¥.—I have a large Newfonndland dog wha is 

getting deaf. Can you preseribe forhim? Ans. Without koowing the 

cause we cannot. If from congenital causes, lt cannot be cured; If 

from paralysis, & blister behind the ear may be beneficial. 

A, I. B., Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Does an American Kennel Stud Book 

exist? Ifs0, what is the prices, and where can I buy it? Awa, There 

is a book published by Arnold Burg -s in 1876, which contains pedigrees 

of dogs. Can be had from Messrs. J. B. Purd & Oo., of this cliy, 
price $4, 

PaILuRus.—The Forida cast net you refer to is a flat, Jarge-mesh 

net, louded at the edges wilh lead. It is thrown fiat upon the surface 

of the waler, aud the edges sinking more rapidly than the centre make 

a bag which encloses the fish. Itis withdrawn by a rope atiached to 

the middle, 

T. B., Prince George Co —Where in Maryland is a good p'ace within 
a few hours of Baltimore, for partridge shooting? Ans, You will tind 

plenty of quail on the line of the Pokomoke and Wicomico Raroad lo 

Maryland; or most anywhere in Virginia, Better aply for permiss.oo 
to shoof. 

Hi, Brownsville, Maine —1. We do not know the maker. 2. Write to 

Rushton, of Canton, N_Y., fora Rob Roy canoe, specitying your wants 

and amount of sail, a8 well a8 kind of rig you prefer. 3. Mr. J. PF. W. 

is a private gentleman, and May not care to build you a Qui Vive, bu 

you may ask him, 

Bity, Stamford, Ct.—Please inform me of the kind and quantity of 
game to be fuundin Jackron Co., Iilinoia? Ans. Du Quoin, on the 
Central Railroad, js an excellent centre for small game, IJtisin Perry 

county, but & few miles from the Jackson couaty line, There are good 

quail grounds and some bass fishing in Jackson, 

A, C.T., Harton, Ashtabula Co., Ohio,—Can you tell me where f can 
buy a setter dog that is broken, say for $20 or$25? Isee no such dog 

advertised in your columns, Ans. We cannot, nor are you likely to see 

such a dog advertised. The average cost of breaking a dog is $50 and a 

first-class Held dog is very cheap at $75, or $100. 

BR. E., Allegheny City.—1. The best score at 100 glass balla made by 

Bogardus. 2, The best score at 100 pigeons by same man. Ans. 1. 

He has repeatedly broken 100 balls without a miss, and at Lincoln, Ml., 
on July 4, 1877, he broke 300 straight, 2. 100 pigeons straight at Dexter 

Park, Chicago, July 21, 1869, loading as he pleased. 

T. H,, Kelley’s Island, O.—How will the climate of southern Colorado 

compare with that of southern Olio? Are tle winters less rigorons 

there than in the same latitude further East? Can sheep and cattle he 
carried safely through winter on the native grasses that cure upon the 

Stalk? Ans. Climates entirely different. Grazers do not winter stock 
in Colorado. 

'T. C, C,, Philadelphia,—Patterns sre made under so many different 
conditions, with guns of such different descriptions, and charges vary- 
jng 80 much, that such a table a3 you propose wonld be very difflanit to 

prepare. A pattern of 161 pellets 1s a good average one for a cylinder- 

bored gun with 14s 02, shot, Should be glad to have the result of your 
experiments, 

Fretp, Newark, N. J.—l am going to Barnegat Bay this season for 

ducks, etc,, and I would ask your advice in regard to the best ploces on 

the bay, hotels, and what Kind of decoys to gct? Ans. Take Penn. R. 

R. to Trenton and thence to 'Tuckertown, or Southern R. R. via Sautly 

Hook to same place and thence to desired poluts on the bay, There are 

good hotels at Barnegat Village, Forked River and at Kinsey’s on the 
Inlet, Have sent you circulars, 

G. D, B,, Ns ¥.—T wish to go shooting on Noy, 5, election day, and 
call on you to direct me through your paper where I oan go inside of an 

hour, and find good quail shooting; and a place where there ars plenty 

of rabbits In New dersey? Ans. Weregret that we cannot supply our 
correspondent with this information. Did we know of such a place we 

would gladly go there ourselves, and if we made it known through 

these columns, the polls would be deserted, and no yoting be done, 

Srort, Columbus, 0.—1. Are King Charles spaniels ever used for 
woodcock shooting? 2% Havetheya goodnosa? 8. Would itdo to 
cross a King Charles with a cocker, my object being to get a smaller 

dog than the cocker? 4. Give full address of Land and Water? Ans, 
1. Yes, they have been in Kngland, and also the Blenheims, 2. Origin- 
ally they probably had, but mey have lost it from disease. 3. Yes. 
199 Fleet st., London, 

Banegs, Ilion, N. Y,—During our fall méeting the long-range ma'ch 
was delayed, and after four scoring shots had been fired by eact com- 
petitor ie match was postponed uutil 9 o'clock the following morn ng. 
When it was proposed, for various reasons, that such compet tors 1B 

wished could commence anew, I claimed that the four shois fired the 
preyious day must be counted in the score. Match shot under N. R. A. 
rules, Waslright? Ans, The role at Creedmoor has been to con- 
tinue and not recommence matches, ? 
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Oor Forki@N CikCuLaTiON.—ForgsT AND SrREaM circu- 

Jates in sixly-eight Lowns in Lhe twenty-seven following named 

foreign countries: 
England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Germany, Cuba, Sonih 

America, Bermuda, New Granada, Italy, Frarce, New Zea- 
Jand, Holland, Prussia, New Foundland, Japan, Belgium, 
Sandwich 1 lands, West Indies, Swilzerland, Russia, Louis, 
De_muark, Norway, Australia, Ausuia, aud Spain, 

oo 

Avsrrarta.— We Lave received a copy of the special edition 

of the Jilustrated Australian, which was prepared for circula- 
Jatiun ut the Paris Exposijion. We presume that others who, 

like ourselves, have seen this publication, will be surprised ai 

the wonderful growth and progress attained by Austialia in a 
few years, Melbourne, frum a coileciion of shanties in 1851, 

‘has increased to a magnificent city with public buildings on a 

acide that would do credit to the largest towns of Europe or 
this country. Two years from now an industrial exhibition 

is 10 be held at Melboume, the buildings for which bave been 

designed. It promises to be a very prand affair, and we trust 

that America will be well represented. 
oe ee eS 

Moosz!—We have had the pleasure of examining two 

moose calves, male and femule, which arrived in this city by 
steamer from Nova Scotia on Saturday last. These beautiful 

avimals were taken to the stuble of W. F. Morgan, Esq, 

where, upon being removed from their crates and placed in a 

loose box, they made themseives entirely at home, They are 

put five months old, but as large as goud sized ponies, and 

very gentle. Their destination is the deer paddocks of the 
Adirondack Club at the foot of Mount Marcy, where they will 
jo two others of the same species, the desire of the club be- 

ing, if pussible, 10 propagate them and stock their grounds, 
ee eee 

Ex-Goy. O. F, Winchester, of New Haven, Ct., and Preei- 

dent of tu Winchester Ltifie Manufacturing Company, arrived 

p this city from Europe lust ‘Tuesday. 

RETURN OF THE HOWGATE EXPE- 
DITION. 

Te preliminary expedition of the Howgate Polar Colony 
returned last week afler having accomplished, as_far as 

limited means would permit, the purposes for which it had 
been dispatched. 

The schooner Florence, in charge of Captain Tyson, well 

equipped, and wilh a rcientifie corps on board, left New 

Twondon August 2, 1877, and arriy-d at Cumberland on the 
12th of the next month. The long winter was spent at Anna- 

natook Harbor, ia latitude 66 deg. 28 min., and longitude 68 

deg. 45 min. It bad been understood that a relief vessel 

would soon follow them, and a permanent colony be estab- 

lished as a basis for further operations. Congress failed to 
pass the necessary act, and, for the time at least, the little 

Florence was left in the lurch. Her instructions, however, 

were of 2 thorough nature, and, thanks to the foresight of 

Captain Howgate, covered the possibility of the failure of 

Congress to establish the expedition upon a sound footing. 
Though compelled to return after a most tempestuous and 

dangerous voyage, in which there were added to the ordinary 

a = = —— =, a —— = — ae 

‘Valley, seems to be near at hand. Those who can still re- 
main away from the seats of the scourge will do we!l in not 
returning too has ily, Those who must go, however, should 
exercise ue care until the very Just germs of the disease haye 
been eradicated. 

——————$— 

—Since our humorous editor tesan to scintillate, a few 

mosths ago, all the newspaper chiffoniers and buzzarils honor 

him by stealing his best sparkles and giving him no credit. 
That is natural. 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Mronicaw.—We have reeeived the following circular dated 
Grand Rapides, Oct. 10: 

Dear Sir—The President of the Michigan Sportsmen’s As- 
sociation for the Protection of Fish, Gamv and Birds, has ap- 
pointed the following gentlemen to prepxre pupi rs for presen- 
lation at the next annual session of the assvcintion, to be beld 
at Lansing oh Tuesday, the 21st day of January next (1879), 
commencing at 2 o'clock p. m., ani! to continue three days, or 
unul the work of the session is finished, viz 

On Laws for the Protection of Game Animals of Pur and 
perils of the deep the hardships of a seyere climate and the | Feather—H. B, Raney, East Saginaw; D. H. Fitzhugh, Bay 

terrible risks of navigating an ice bound sea, the expedition 

has been fairly fruitful in results of a scientific nature, and 

the stock of our knowledge concerning life and yigetation in 
high latitudes bas been materially extended. 

Professors Kunlein and Sherman were continually on the 
lookout for fresh spccimens of the animal and vegetable 

kingdoms, especially those of a character seldom to be met 

with, and concerning which we are still more or less in the 

dark. Away from the ship, undergoing marlyrdom for the 

suke of scieuce in rudely-buiit huis of snow, snd subsisting 

upon the most meagre kinds of food, they collected a large 

assiTiment of skins, eggs, skeletons, birds, eggs and flura, 

which will give an ample ticld for research, and ere long 

grace the museums ot the country. The lowest temperature 

experitnced was 45 deg. below zero, the uyerage for the 

winter being in the neighborhood of 25 deg. below. 

When the breaking up of the winter allowed them a chance 

to free themselves from the pack, they mede the best of their 

way to Disco, reaching the Danish post July 30, 1878; and 

failing 10 met wilh the promired aid, turned their craft 

homewsd after a season Of trying exposure and perilous ad- 

venture, Afler putting iuto Si. Johns, N. B., for provisions, 

the /lorence was again pot untierway, and reached Proyince- 

town, Mass., October 26, ufier a very rough passage, during 

which the schoumer sprung a jeak, necessilating a constant 

working of ibe pumps to keep ber afloat. Throughout the 

expedition Captain lyson gyuve fresh proof of his fitmess for 
ihe responsible duties deleg.ted to him by Captain Howgate, 

and the svcetssful manner io which he -cerried his vessel 
and crew through the trying ordeals that faced them for many 
months is ample procf tuat the contidince in hisabilities, born 

uf his conduct during former «xpeditiuns, and his memorable 

Urift of more thun a thousand miles on an ice floe, has not 

teen misplaced. It is to be regretted that so energetic and 

capable a leader did not receive a more liberal support from 

his country ; for, in that event, there seems little doubt but 

what he would have been the mean: of securing to America 

the distinction uf first having planted her national flag upon 

ihe very axis of the earth. Tf the wltima thule of all Polar 

-xpedilions has nut been reached, the voyage of the Florence 

uas by no means been aren of resul s. 

a ee 

THE SPECULATIVE RANGE, 

UE establishment of the West End range in New Jersey, 

the opemny of which is repurted in our rifle columns, 

marks a 1ew step in rifie practice. It is a speculative move. 
the dircctors have started it with the primary ubject of en- 

couraping rifle practice. In this hey are notuuique. Al) 

ranges are started for this end, but they have a secundary aim 

—ihe evolution of dividends, The concern is to pay, al leost 
that is the expectation of the duzen or more men who have 
put their money into it, who have secured 1he co-operation 

uf the Erie Railway Cumpany and are now reatiy to have the 

riflemen of the metropolis make use of the privileges offered. 

All this is pertectly legitimate. There is no reason why, if a 

paying clientage can be sccured amony the riHemen of any 

one lvcality, some person, or company, should not cater 

to it, and giye an equivalent in conveniences and facili- 
jies for which the marksmen are willing to pay? Such 

an organization, properly conducted, considering itself merely 
asa machine, may live and prosper, but it must not become 

smirched ; 1ts dealings must be rigidly, without partiality, be- 
tween iis patrons, and the record of work done must be 48 ex- 
act as Bible truth. There bas been no end of the amount of 

jJabor of love which has been doue thus far in the growth of 

life practice in this country. Much of it has been very poorly 

done, and at acostly rate. Now, if a purely business corpo- 
ration shall step in and take these dulies upon itself, riflemen 

will have no objection to pay a fair price forany conveniences 
they may enjoy. In any event the «xperiment is an interest- 

ing one, and be it successful or otherwise will be closely 

watched by all interested in rifle practice. 
~~ 

Wetcoms Frost.—At last a change for the better has set 
in. ‘Vhe long louked for frost has made its appearance io the 

South, and the entire extinction of the terrible disease, which 

has so long borne heavily upon our brethren of the Mississippi 

City ; C. b, Headley, Hist Sapinaw 
Ono Fish Laws, Including Pripnyation as well as Protection 

—ri BR. Miller, Riebland; Frank N. Clark, Northville; A. 
J. Kelloyg, Detroit. 

On Trespass Laws and the Mutual Rights of Sportsmen and 
Landowners—L. D. Niriis, Grand Rapids; T. Stewart 
Whiie, Grand Haven; H. H. Brown, Bate Creck. 
On Enforcement of Game. Fish and Trespass Laws—. 0. 

Nichols, Battle Creek; W. C. Colbura, Detroit; BE. &. Mulli- 
ken, Howell. ‘ 

On Nomenclature, both Popular and Scientific—G. Archie 
Stockwell, Port Huron ; N. A, Osgood, Batlle Lreek; §. T. 
Holmes, Bay City. 
On Sporting Dogs—dJobn HE, Long, Detroit; E. N. Gill 

man, Detroit; E U. Sanborn, Baltimore, 
It isexpected that these committees will be prepared to 

Teport in full, so that the businiss of the session may be 
transacted promptly and completely. If any member cut any 
cominitteé Cannot serve he will please notivy the Presileut ut 
once, 80 that his place may be filled by some one who will 
act, Volun-ary es-ays or papers on any subject pertinent to 
the obj- cts of this association ar: respectfully anid earnesily 
svlicived, und shou!d be sent (if the writer canyot be presen!) 
tocither H. A. Hubbard, Baile Creek; CB. Heatley, Sapi- 
naw; H. B Blsckoran, Howell, the Committee on Votuntury 
Essays and Papeis, or to the President, 

We atk the particular attention of every individual who 
may see this circular to the impuriance of securing the enact- 
ment vf more wise, simple and efficient Jaws for the proiee- 
tion and preservation of the wild animals of fur, fin and 
feather, whose flesh constitutes so importaut aod nutiitious a 
purt of the food of the people of the State. All gums proiec- 
Hien or sportsmen’s clubs iu Michigan are earnestly suliciud 
to send delegates to the next session and j sin the State Assoui- 
ation, Exch subordivate clnb is entitled tative delezates, 
Individual membership is also solicited. We want the isfu- 
ence of every citizen of Michigun to assist in our humane 
and humanizing work. By order of the President 

J. OC. Parker, Sec. 

These gentlemen of Michigan are taking the right course, 

and are setting an example which should be followed by every 

State wherein there is a State game protective organization = 

and in those States where such organizitions du not exist, 

they ought to be speedily formed. Another State which is 
equally awake aud foremost in ils practical efforts, is old Vir- 

ginia. Wecommend the two States named to the eonsidera- 

uon of all sportsmen. Whatever they accomplish will stand 

hereafter as permanent useful work, representing aod consti- 

tuling a substantial part of the fabric and plan of universal 
game protection for the whole country. 

Our readers may baye not forgotten that the ‘ Interna- 
tional Association for the Protection of Game,” which enm— 

prises 250 members stlecied from among the best scientific 
material in the country, at a meeting held so long azo that its 

age is ancient, appuiated com nittees on Liaw, Nomenclature, 

aud Distribution of Species, 10 devise and frame a code of 

laws adapted as nearly as possible to the climate and require— 

ments of every stction of the United Sratesand Cinadla. That 

much yaluable work has been done by these Committees we 

are well aware, and we do not despair of its seeing the light 
at. some future day. Meanwhile, what sepsrate States or in- 

dividuals may do, only aids the general effort, simplifies the 

work, and eliminates obstacles. It may not be possible to 

reach a finality for years to come; but we are firmly con- 

vincetl that we shall some day have a code of laws so sensible 
and so wise that all sportsmen will welcome and abide by 

them, and nothing will conduce so direcily to its speedy 
ailoplion us the separate investization an | action of individual 

States like Michigan and Virginia, 

CrenTEaL New Jersey Assoora'rion ror THe Peorzorioy 

or Gam aNp Fisn.—We received a very pleasant visit last 
week from Dr. Charles A, Hart, formerly of the U. §. Army, 

who brought us a certificate of membership as a compliment 

from the society and gave us much iuteresting information 

respecting its operations in protecting and propagating game. 

Col, William H. Sterling is President of the society and Mr. 

Force, Secretary. The society has about 1,000 black bass 
spawners nicely located in a stream with rocky bed, and 200 

brouk trout in another stream. There are many quail now on 

the territory under their charge, but they will turn outa lot 

more of the birds next spring. There are p'enty of rabbits, 

also, Col. Sterling, who is a very enthusiastic breeder of 
game, has now a fine colony of Easlish pheasints on his 

premises on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, which be planted 

about three years ago. ‘They are now breeding and doing 
well; 0% “© 



Bovowtne Grove Pare AssootaTion.—This flourishing 
eliub was organized to promote game protection, breed game, 
afford sport tv its members and friends, and a pleasant resort 
to their families and themselves at nll times. It owns 12,000 
acres of land in Pike County, Pennsylvania, a most commo- 
dious house, and other very desirable property : as will pres- 
ently appear, On Tucsday night a large meeting composed 
of many of its wealthiest and most enthusiastic stockholders, 

was held at the Hoffmau House, this city, to hear the report 
of the summer's work and arrange for the deer hunt on their 
grou. ds to-murrosy. In the absence of Dudley Field, Esq , 

the President, Mr. Chas, Halluck was called tothe chuir, ‘DP, 
H. B. Hughes was appointed Secretary pro tem. The min- 
utes of the May meeting were read and approved. 

Jobo Avery, Hsqy, of the N. Y. Department of Sewers, 

made u report from a special committee on drainage. He re- 
ported a perfect system of drainage completed for the prem. 
ises. 

‘Dr, B, Bradley, from the Executive Committee, made a 
long and able report of the most gralifying character. He 

said that since the May meeting, a new road, seven miles 

long, underdrained and ballasted and equal to any road in the | 
county had been constructed from Millville, on the Hones- 

dale branch of fhe Hrie R, R., to the Clup Hous: at the Park, 
al a cust of about $9,000, of which outldy only about $100 
Temained ty be paid. Mr John Deming, a wealthy resident 
of Millville aud a member of the club, had contributed must 
liberally iu money und lubor tu the enterprise; the balance 
ubpaid was due ww lim, Alvhuugu there is a grade of 90 
feet Lo surmount, 4 buggy bas been driven over [his road in une 
hour. Appl.cation will be made to the Penosylyania Legisla- 
fure next wiuter for privilege tu Greet tollgaie obstructivus at 
the tecmini of tie rvad, lo prevent plundering of timber, rail 
road ties and blue stone frou the territory of the Associativu. 
Mr. Deibing has opened bis residence uf Millville us a half- 
way louse tor visiturs who arrive 46 night aud wish to drive 
Out in the morning. The club has bought sod owns a 3-seal 
covered Vuncord wagon, and « buckbuard to convey visitors 
fr m the railrvad to the Club House, and a very tine team of 
horses. A third horse died, 
Amung other desired improvements arean ice house, car- 

penler suup, bara, woodshed, store room, chilling roo, and 
& Ceurented cistern of 346 barrels Capacity, connected with 
the cjub House by leaders und furce pump. Twenty-seven 
new roums have Veen furvished, aud Lhe whole number (89) 
are now supplied wiih One or two beds each, On Fourth of 
July week 70 people were comfortably accommodated. A 
Tuad oue-halt a mle long has been made from Lake Giles 
Where the club hou-e stunds to Beaver Lake, with wharves 
at the termiiui and boals and rustic wailing houses at both 
lakes, ‘Luere are now 13 bouts distributed amoung the several 
lakes on the domain. Bathiny houses for ladies have been 
built ovar the buat house on Lake Giles, and the road to Lake 
Laura (6 niiles) bas been muchimproved. An excellent game- 
Keeper's lodge has been made at Like Laura. ‘Uhe circular 
dive around Lake Giles (3 miles) is in progress, and completed 
from the boat house to the rustic simmer house. It is bemg 
coustructed at the sule expense of Cussius M. Reed, Msq., pro- 
prietor or the Holfiwan House, aod the money is in the treas- 
ury, When finished there will bu rustic seats at intervals 
alung the shore, which is for the most part wooded. Col. 
Bowen, of the ris Railroad, has interested himself much in 
the veneral enterprise, aud the Hrie Company has furnished 
@xcursion tickets at very low rates, ‘Three hundred tickets uf 
this class have been sold the present season. Guesta have 
eome from other direciions, of course. The Club member- 
ship has been largely increased, and now numbers 110 live 
and active men. Among other new members is Wm, H. 
Furman, Hsq, the well-known fish culturist, who has ar. 
Tanged to stuck all the headwaters of the sireama (which 
aguregale some 20 miles) with wout, and keep them stocked. 
The Count Mazsli, a French nobleman, has cleared three 
acres of ground fora pigeon shooting field, and donated fiye 
Betsot traps. He has also secured 150 pairs of Envlish 
yabbits for planting, and they will arrive out in April and be 
turned louse. The premises are now well protectid by faith- 
ful game Feepers. Deer and grouse shouting promise well 
Bass fishing hus beeo exeelleut, 1,500 fish have been caught, 
but # large propurtiun were returned to the water alive. 
Nevel'tieless more bass are to be supplied ut once. There 
is a large supply of wild rice ready ws be sown around (he 
TWO iharslly lakes (s1x of the elle laltes have wouded pebuly 
shores), to allract wild fowl. Some seeds vf the ziant North 
Ainerigao water lily have been sown (Nebuleum luteum.) 
Next yeur a windmill to supply the house from the ike, to 
feed fvuutaings and protect against fire, will be butit, ase 
a telephone. Dr. Bradley further stated that he bad spent 
13 weeks at the Park tie past summer with his family He 
hud kugwo of no sick .ess Whatever amoune avy of the guests 
during that periud There was no lucatiun more healthy. 

De. J. Russell Strachan spoke of the importance of plant- 
ing patches of prain—20 ucies or less—as feed for thu game 
birds aud avimals ; and of establishing brash houses ubout 
the wouds us shelter for birds iu winler, and of scattering 
grain ubout for food. He showed how new bevies would 
be altracted trom all districts of the adjacent cuunty. 
A letter was read from Dr. M. Goldsmith, of Rutland, Vt. 

recsmmending tiie intruduction of Nevada sod Mountain 
quail: alsu @ letter from Superintendent Holland, stanuy the 
situation at tle Club House, and that all preparations were 
made for the expected excursionists, 

Tn reply to D. G. Croly Exq., of the Graphio, Dr. Bradley 
stated that the financial condition of the Club was most sal- 
isfactory. Its resources in limber were ample to pay off all 
debts just now contracted forimprovements, and 4 memlier 
whom he named had agreed to buy sulticient eight inch 
timber and stone to liquidate its indebtedness; but the club 
did not wish to waste ils resources. It preferred to raise 
money in other ways. 

Count Mazelli suggested that voluntary subscriptions pe 
Made by new members. 

Mr. Brown proposed to sell bonds. 
Mr. Thomas proffered personal aid. 
Finally, it was moved by Mr. Hughes and seconded by 

Mr. Croly, that a committee be appointed to solicit from 
new meivers subscriptivnste the Improvement Fund Bonds 
—$500 of the proceeds to be applied to new improvements 
and the balanve to wipe out accrued liabilities. Carried, 
Messrs. Bradley, Hugles, McGinnis, Qeo. Brown and Mr, 
Thomas were appointed commitiee by the Chair, with power. 
Beveral hundved dollara wore subscribed upon the spot. 

A motion of Mr. Huzlies was adopted to add at once to 
the supply of bass and trout in the Park waters. 

The meeting adjourned. 
It was ascertained that at least thirty visitors could attend 

the Deer Hunt to-morrow (Noy. 2) and a special car w as en 
-gaged lo take them over the Erie road. Among others are- 
Col. Wingate, Capt, Hardy, Count Mazelli and Dr, Hart, U, 
§, A. 

The Rille. 
THE COLUMBIA RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

There may be a few more nooks about the metropolis where 

arifie range may be sandwiched in, but they will not stand 

long without pre-emption for such use, so indefatigable are the 
rifiemen and their purveyors in securing new range privileges. 

The explorers who fixed upon Creedmonr, of eourse, had first 

choice, and took the best they could find; cerjainly no better 

place as a site, pure and simple, irrespective of the question of 

of accessibility, has yet been discovered. But it was felt that 
a place, however good it might be, which could only be got at 

when it suited the conyenience of a hostile railroad com- 
pany hada weak point. Glendrake was opened, and was not 
#iven a chance to live by the company who had it in charge. 
The semi-private range of Morsemere turned out some ex- 

cellent mid-range scores, but it did not fill the bill as a popular 
range, Little grounds here aud there were opened. Brinton 

was the next spot pitched upon, and the Jersey salt meadows 
began to find, after al), that they hada use But ihere is more 
thao a single salp meaduw in Jersey, hence naturally there 
shuuld be more than one rifle range, therefore came the eslah- 
lishment of the Columbia rife range, under the manag: munt 
of the Columbia Rifle Association ‘Phe aim has been ail along 
to get a range which could be used by 1iflemen at any and all 
ranges, aod yet should be so Jocated as to be getatable readily 
and cheaply, There area thousaud apd one minor conveniences 
aod necessities, bub the essential puints are the all distance 
fucilities and the ease of access. The range at West End, Hud- 
son County, N, J., certainly does possess these, A bullet may 
speed 1,500 yards between firiny point and target, across 
a section of Country as level as standing water can made it. 
‘The range is really w piece of marsh land, with a few hum- 
mocks at one énd, on which the firiog stands haye been fixed. 
Sbade is wanting, or will be, when the hot summer days shall 
come, and mosquitoes will, no doubt, be plentiful about those 
limes, but on the whole the west-end range is a good working 
one. and should be popular when the et, ctéras shull have been 
provided, and 4 liberal management put at its head, The list of 
officers and directurs is a good one, thuse for the present year 
being : 

Ofticers—Hon. E. P, 0, Lewis, President ; Capt. Leslie C. 
Bruce, Vice-Pres ; Col. B. W. Spencer, Treas ; Hon. John 
Kennel, Sec.; Major Henry Fulton, Gol. Chas. R. Braiue, 
Janes A. Keading, Range Comittee. Directors--Mafor 
Henry Fulton, Colonel 0. RK. Braine, James A. Reading, Hun. 
K. FP. Rare, Hon. E. P. C. Lewis, Col. D. 8. Steele, Major A. 
Anderson, Capt. K. C, Coleman, Hon. 8, 8. Parramore, Col. 
Jobn Bodine, Capt. L. C. Bruce, Hon. John Kennel, Volonel 
B. W. Spencer, volonel B. F. Hart, Elon. G. A. Hobart. 
The target arrangement is a peculiar one, not yet fully 

carried out, but when completed it will be compact, 
if it possesses no other advantage. ‘The mantlet system is fol- 
lowed, butinstead of scattering the targets about in arow, they 
fire sebin ters, and the firing points established as fixed 
firing stations, From 100 to 1,500 yardsit is intended to 
have mantleis, seb one behind thé other in aline from the 
firing point. The targets of canvas, swung on a post, coming: 
in toward the marker, with all the unused targets drawn in. 
‘Phe plan really reduces itself to a shifting of the matker from 
One mantlet to another, instead of the usual shifting of the 
marksmen frum one firing point to another. 

Oa the opeuing, last Sa'urday, a very full representation 
was had of shooters, and those interested in rifle practice. 
Uhere was the usual Directors’ Match, but untoward hitchvs, 
and the opposition of the professional markers employed, to 
having their patent-leathers soiled in the solt mud, delayed 
the work so far that this match was abandoned, and the day's 
work was opened with a short shori-ranze match ; open to all 
comers; 100 and 20) yards; ten sols at each; any rifle, In 
this the leading scores were us follows, the three first being 
the prize wigners : 

290 yards 200 yards 
W M Farrow...... aeneesD £546 5 6—33 43445 5 5—33—66 
A Aude) Bon 3456455 4—81 546835 4 4-25-60 
CG Ze tler 644445 4—80 bodd 44 4—29—5) 
W Beves .- f§dS¢46 dst 844644 4—vS—5 
Gol Murse, 44644 4—30 54% 465 5 4-2 —57 
JW Gritfith,.. 2. .cs.ec00e.40945544- 81 €41338 35-2 —5] 
UG Vuu Hvoten -..... 645445 4-81 22045 5 4—25—57 
Jd Wei sier.......06 $3355 44-2) 346548 4—2i—5n 
Jd O Sigler........00........5444444-29 244464 4-97—56 
Hy Ackerman. 454444 4—19 434435 4 f— 27-56 
TJ Wal on..,.,. 4444 5 £3) $4344 9 4 —26—f6 
NA Calhing.......0.........3 4444 6 4-95 533444 4—7—h5 
A TTULE. os ences enee yee S44 5 4-92 44444 8 4—§—63 
GW Widway.... cc. dd d 4 4—30 43443 4 325-55 
HW oly HOVEr ees eee sees «2 24445 5 4-80 43445 5 (-25—55 
WH De War...........:555 445 45 nm 581 354044 3—9i—ie 
(ia Ju ies 6b 44465 3 6-30 443343 d—2\—5t 
H © Junes 8434345 4-21 344543 4—-27-5L 
Ad Decker......... wt 44444 4-299 44388 4 8 5—26—54 
WN Wooubiuckg. eh dt 454 5—v5 Baas 4 4 3—25—53 
BF Hart w+ 0 4448 4 56—29 8484 9 3 4—91—53 
BA Perry... ee eees eee th £644 6 5—8L 2333 24 4—21—53 

845444430 24433 3 5—29—52 
244444 456-2 3¥34448—4-62 
444454429 3243 4 4 §6—9'—52 
432546 4-29 02444 3 4—31—5) 
#55446 4-31 42034 4 3—19—50 

The military gentlemen present were given an opportunity 
to do a bit of team work, and New Jersey was humiliated and 
taught the fact that Creedmoor has been cf some service to 
{he New York militiamen, when the leading places were easily 
taken by the visitors. The conditions of the match made it 
open to teams of five from any National Quard Organization 
in the United States ; 200 and 300 yards ; rounds, ten at each 
distance. Conypetitors to appear in the uniform of their corps 
aud use the rifles with which the organization to which they 
belong is armed. The first prize was a vreat silyer-nrvunled 
Tialian drinking horn, presented by the President, Hon. B. P. 
C. Lewis, The tropby was valued at $250, and went to the 
team of the Ninth New York, the scores standing ; 

Ninth Regiment N. G. 8. N, ¥, 
Sergt A Btrole,.......... -..44€346 6 0—25 506 
Rerut WH Nordbruck.......4546434—-29 465263 530-5) 

epee <p Sha. eet: Tal oir Totals...ccevsee Til OT 
Twellth ke {mant N. G, 8, N, ¥. 

Sergt AB Van Heusen,......34 024 9 4—a1 55468 9 s—27—a9 Catan A’ Deeker,... 234344 4—91 2455 3 45—2+-5} Privaté W Wo d..... +444 4 d—27T 302.200 2— g9—vg Pri aed L Paudiog 320844 191 3 4%43 3 2-19-40 
Captain US Borues 358d 4 4 Q—o5 444866 4—23—68 

OLE te ee dep heatadiia il 2x9 
Ninth Regiment N, GS N.J, 

Lent WP Wood... 2.0.2.4 64 4 4 4 493 23355 5 42755 Captain TW Gritfita.. 244444 5g 233544 6—24—48 Vor B FP HOt. co. seen 0845 229-14 342404 4—21—g0 Pry UW Scals. ., 3434445 -27 432539 5—9i—52 Lieut bi Grave.s... 1.983843 4 did 304202 0-11-35 

°Dotala ...... 9 A eo ae Zee bow Tah 403 999 
Co. A, Fourth R gimeit NS, @. 8. NJ, 

Sergi A H Groif.....15 24 #9 Ser; WG@VanSlkaz0 g2 42 PilweM He s.y 45 42 Priv S Dinimick.. .23 3 YL 
Pily GO Uirich,. 9 aT a) SS 

Sue bicil esa ae Sie eee Cee ae oe Sh beadoeasatas.r 93 SS 1fhk 
A long-range mateh was started to go over the 80), 900 and 

1,000 yards range, fifteen shols each, sny rifle. Lateuess, 
however, prevented anything beyond the completivn of the 
first range, where Frank Hyde made a perfect score of 75 
points, Gilbert L Morse 71, Capt. B. A. Perry 69, and H, H. 
Jocelyn 68. Another day was set for the completion of tha 
contest, and the party from the range were, in twenty-five 
mioutes by tram and boat, put back in the eily, acontrast with 
the hour or more travel to and from Creedmoor, which 
did not fail to bring ont favorable comment, 

Vermont—Grattleboro.—The autumn meeting of the Ft, 
Duunore Rifle Cluty closed on the 26th with compstion for 
Hooker Medal; distance, 400, 500 and 600 yards; 10 shots 
at each distance, Score: 

40 yds. 600 yds. 600 yds. Totr 
Childs, ......0- 43 45 red 185 
Hohlen. Se 44 47 40 185 
Limp .., 50 33 al 129 
MGUiUPE, ye. , 43 40 82 120 
Rovers... -. AT 46 3t 120 
Pillota.sceoe tree aus - 45 46 265 116 
KidighGs nveses so + By 29 110 

ATTLEBCROUGH Ys, WALPoLe.—Third match, Tyler Moun- 
tain Kanye, Oct. 26. The Walpole Club had but four men 
present, aud their average was added for the fifth man. It 
was inten(led to stoot 45 shots, 15 at each range—8U0, 900 
and 1,000 yards —but darkness came on before the match was 
finished and only 13 shols were fired at 1,000 yards. The 
score stuca ; 

Altleborough Team, 

B00 ys. 90) yds, 1,010 yds, Total, 
YS SANS ET a ee oy tz &8 184 
ORES AIAN ce chin baw setae ak i 67 64 UL 
OG F U.awford. xe vege OF 66 bs 180 B iP AGgelles see a Yeeus mavaye tia 55 42 159 
BJ Rubbeta........ oeee eee TU 70 67 197 

WOthL,...scveenesvesenene: +835 310 8 oa 

63 18h 
61 170 
43 17% 

F 51 166 

Average,......... oer ret A $06 318 254 873 

—The Roxbury City Guard had a very good meeting at the 
Walnut Hill (Boston) range o the 22d, forty-one members 
parlicipating, The weather was delightful, the wind blowing 
steadily across the range, the dial indicating 8 u'clock nearly 
all the me, Match No. 1 was open to every meniber of the 
company, five rounds at 200 yards. Tne winvers were as 
follows ; 
NT Rockwell........ Babeee puna QL 
Curp V W Liithgrow. 
Lieut Matthews 7 
NA PO Mam, .2 2... eee esc 

HC Gardner...) ....ccses ease 

yards 500 yarda, 
HC Gardner............ 0 4—15 855 4 4—ig—ss 
NA Pu pam... (4 3—I4 5324 U—-14—95 
W Lithgeow... 422-15 f4 2 0 4—13—23 
Wey Eh ae ees 4—15 820 241146 
H T foukwell........ 3-18 00 0 4 0— 4—92 
WG Badly. lose sees ess 3-16 8000 3— 5—21 
PJ Agivews..... .. 4-16 020 0 0O— gig 
Lieut Maithews...... s—)4 0¢0 2 0— 9-16 

Match No, 3.—'‘Consolation,” five rounds at 200 yards ; 
open valy to those whe made less than 16 in fist match. 
Winners : 
JU MUST. . 21,262. seaeeye.e---13 Sergt Tl P Gragg.... ses 1T 
BG Caritas steespev assess IR) donk) QUIMn, gous 16 
JY Williams... 2... eee v.13 J ti doluson,, 
® OC Brownell........ -1+ GH Wuailker.... 
Ad Wallen...) 6... cece eee aus ‘ 

Mate No, 4.—'* Nursery""—Five rounds at 200 yards; open 
to those only who made ten or less in first and third matches : 
Capt A W Hersey. yryee----se04-:18 FH MeKelvey..,, .8 
GL Wentwortit...... -1l Vorp W H Hitchias,., 
WHE Gari, cs ies 20. dd tes 10 

No. 5.—‘‘Skirmishers” match, open to every member of 
the company ; seven rounds—four in advancing and three in 
retreat. Winners ; 
HT Rovkwell 233536321 JC Hnsmer......40445 0 3-20 Na Pubttum, , 2254632: H U Gardner ...40245 5 0—20 
Sergea:.t Grage...6 446 4 8 6594 

—The Medford Rifle Association hada yery satisfactory 
little fall meeting on the 21st instant, at ils range about a mile 
from the Boston and Maiue depot, Medford Centre. The 
weather wag delightful, a gentle westerly breeze blowing across 
the range during ihe early part of the shooting, dropping to 
almost a calm as the day progress.d. he light was good, 
though at times the bright sun caused a mirage, and the condi- 
tions may be said to have been every way favorable to good 
scores. Numerous ladies witnes-ed the sport: several car- 
riage loads of sight-seers coming upon the grounds. Ample 
arrangements, Loo, had been made for the bodily comfort of 
the marksmen, The targets were opened at. ocluck for buli’s- 
eye practice, and shortly afterward the reg\lar matches were 
culled. The first decided was the “State team” match, at 200 
yards. This competition was open to teajius of five from any 
organized rifle association; ten rounds per man ; avy iifle and position within the rules; entry fee, 5 per team, Wh. prizea 
Were: First, one-half the entire amount of entry fees, aud for 
the second, the entry fee was refunded. The scores ata: ding; 

Abjngton Rifle Club. 
4656666 5 446 
6446 4 4—48 
3645 6 @ 412 
£4446 4 4-41 
658 44 6 4—dl—ag 
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Mussachuserts Rife Associahon, 

David KivkwO0......00----ceeneet 2 45 4 4 4 5 5 5-4 
W Hiackson...... 4 5644 4 46 5 4a 4-48 
John A Lowell 444444 4 4 6 da 
W E Goerrier 44 4°93 4 4 8°30 5 W839 
E B Souther... 444648 43 4 4—39—205 

First Team—Medford R, A. 

FT BOSHOrNe....5 «sere cece eeenees 4465655665 44 5 4-45 
LL Hubbard......-. coceret 55 43 5 4 6 4 44 
BH EK Richardson... weed 5 4444 4 4 4 4—1 
HA D Cushing. se cpadee cece eee et 444465 44 4 8 3—89 
d Grady....... degesTe ahs Peeceyee gee ee B ot Bd Ofek nse ond 

Second Team—Medford A. R, A. 
Ew 445 44 8 8 8 B39 
Jd KR Teele 56434434 5 4—38 
© H Russeil 444444 3 3 d—33 
J H Kames 2444656 4 4 4 38-37 
JW Vintog 483844 3 4 38 5 4—85—187 

The ‘ring target’? mateh, open to all comers, had a large 
number of entries. Therules of the match are that it shall be 
kept open until the proceeds equal the value of the prizes ; 
winners to be decided by the aggregate of two scores, when- 
ever made; ties to be decided by string measure; distance, 
200 yards; rifle and position, any; rounds, five; target, 24in. 
in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting from twelve 
(centre) to one on the extreme circumterence; shots not to be 
spotted, but each target to be removed, when finished, for ex- 
amination and record. The prizes are: First, $15; second, 
$10; third, $8; fourth, $5; fifth, $3; sixth, $3; seventh, 
$2; eighth, $2; ninth, $1; tenth, 1. ‘Che first prize is to be 
awarded to the person making the best record; second, third 
best; third, fifvh best; fourth, seventh best ; fifth, ninth best; 
sixth, eleventh best; seventh, thirteenth best; eighth, 
fifteenth best ; ninth, seventeenth best ; tenth, nineteenth best. 

Massa cAvsEeT1s.—The Gardner Rifle Club at the Hackma. 
tack Range in that town were out last week for practice 
Distance, 200 yards, off-hand ; two scores of ten shots each; 
possible 240 Massachusetts, 100 Creedmoor: 

hut M, @. M, 0, Totals, 
IN Dodge... «102—45 102—44 204—89 
GR Pratt. « 98—43 102—45 200—ss 
Jd Newton. » 9T—438 101—45 198—s8 
G ¥ Eilsw $9—43 99—43 198—86 

8 Hildreth, -W2—43 91—42 193—85 
F Nichols. ... - —it oi—42 1$1—S3 
Fred Knowlton...... ««. 85—33 90—40 %—18 
BP BiUtleT ests cers tine deve esestveeeres a + 1-30 56—22 127—52 

On Saturday, the 19th inst,, the fourth and the final com- 
pétition for a champion rifle badge was held by the Worces- 
ter sportsmen. Two contestants made the score, as follows: 
Distance, 1,000 yards; A. L. Rice, 98; A. G. Mann, 84. The 
wind was blowing very hard. The badge now becomes the 
property of Mr. Rice, he haying taken the lead in three of the 
four trials made. 
At North Brookfield a sportsman’s club has been organized 

and has 40 members. Its officers are: Warren Tyler, M. D., 
President; L. H. Hobbs and George Campbell, Vice-Presidents; 
M. D. Wires, Secretary; O. H. Draper, Treasurer. 

‘he Sportsman's Club at Westborough is reported to have 
disbanded. 

At Millbury the Slocomb Guards, a company in the Tenth 
Regiment, M. ¥. M., were out for practice Saturday, the 19th. 
There was not a large turn-out, owing probably to the weather. 
The four best scores out of a possible 25 were as follows: Al- 
den Coffin, 19; Charles Simmons, 15; Louis N. Bell, 15; O. 
G. Green, 14. 
—The Woburn Phalanx, of Boston, enjoyed one of the de- 

lighttul fall days of last week in a target shoot on the Walnut 
Hill Range. The men went down with their brass band. 
‘Phere were ladies, too, and generally it recalled one of the 
old style bouts on the range, when there was pretty much 
everylhing accomplished except good scores. All the matches 
were at 200 yards, with military rifles. In the first, with five 
shots, N. N. Dickson won with 20 points, the fifth man on the 
list having but 8 points. In the second match, same number 
of shots, Private J. Hull won with 18 points. The third con- 
fest, with seven shots per man, the leading scores stood: 
Pyp Keilysees.s--++.25 Cupt Weit,-...-...-. ll Pyt Kenney 7 
Capt Uraneé....."-...14 Ln Littleteld........ 9 Pvt Veeld...... 2 
‘Waj Richardson....14 Lt seeley,. . 8 Pyt Simmonds 3 
Pyi Duran......---.J4 PytTrull,...-.....+. 8 

Harvarp vs. Meprorp.—The return match between the 
Medford and Harvard University teams.at 200 yards was com- 
pleted on the Bellevue Range, Medtord Centre, on the 22d. 
Considerable interest has been felt in the result of this com- 
petition because of the close finish of the first trial of the 

series, when, the teams haying tied, the Harvards won by the 
misfortune of the Medfords in haying an “outer” in their 
score. On the second day the Medford team reversed the 

tables, and, by excellent shooting, led their opponents by 24 
oints at the end of the match, attaiming a high average, 

41 6-6 out of a possible 50. The weather was quite pleasant, 

put as the shooling progressed the air grew cold, the match 

finishing so late that the black disks on the targets showed 

quite indistinctly while the last rounds were being fired. 
Sighting shots were allowed previous tu the contest. At 200 

yards, ten rounds per man. Following is the full score : 
Medford Amateur Rifle Association, 

Se arent ac eeccceed 56 44 5 4 5 5 4 5-45 

Fe SS asin. sisestersseend 24 44 4 5 6 5 4-43 
TL Hubbard. s<.-e0ee-+ 2 veer es wert 5B 4 444 4 5 5 4—43 

HK Richardson...-...-+» 0 444 44 44 4 5-42 

J H Humlts..-..--- 45 56 4 4 4 38 4 2-4) 

S Grady scsceeweceeee ress eseseeeeeeed 2 4 4 4 38 4 Bod 433-251 
Harvard ap Lage 

Peay peabeck shsoeees0. 2) Oo 4 A! 

eine Erie ten OR v0 4444444 4 3 4—89 
F B SiMipBun..--- peewee rene ee @¢44444 4 4 4 8-39 

CG A Farber. ne. st 44 5 5 8 8 4 4 3-39 

) Leb... ..-- ++ . B238 48 44 5 4 4-36 

@ M Butler ..... needeiats birees 44038 3 85 8 38 3—31—927 
ime and place for shooting the third and decisive 

soe ries ise teams is not yet decided upon, the 

choice resting wilh the Harvard Club. The match will prob- 

ably be shot at Bellevue range. 

ue Connzoticur STATE Tropay.—The Willowbrook 

Range at Berlin, wuan., witnessed some excellent shooling on 

Wednesday last in the third contest for the cup presented to 

the Connecticut Ii:tie Association by ‘T. Steele & Sons. ‘The 

conditions of the match are ten shots each at 600, 800 and 

1,000 yards, town teams of four from any town in the State 

being allowed to enter. The winning team holds the trophy 
for cne year. In 1876 the trophy was won by Middletown 
and in 1877 by Hartford. Teams from Hartford, Middletown 

and New Britain haye competed each year. Badges for the 

individual members of the winning team have also been pre- 

sented by Mr. Steele. ‘he shooting Saturday commenced 

about 10 o’clock a. m. Lots were cast for the assignment of 

targets, Hartford going first to the 500 yard range, New 

Britain to S00 and Middletown to 1,000. In the three years 
of the competition the scores have stood: 

18i7 1878 
50d 

Partford..--av-senewnennretertss 
f ol 

ew Britaitt..,,-----«+--+ 
400 = 

MiddletOWI.. «seeeeestererc ere 

At the close of the shooting the result was announced by 
Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele, who was chosen executive officer of 
the day in the morning. Mr. G. W. Yale, captain of the 
| Hartford team, then turned over the trophy to the New Britain 
team, and Mr. Wm. Parker, captain of the New Britain team, 
received it. Mr. Yale also presented the individual badges to 
the members of the New Britain team. The following were 
the full scores made : 

New Britain Team. ; 

545654565 4-47 
Wm Parker (Remington).......- 6565465 5 545 

25455 846 5—48—139 
456565555 5 5—60 

J EH Atkinson (Sharps)........... 55555564 4—47 
8554483 6 339-136 
5486654 5 5—46 

C O Case (Remington).......... ve 456655455 5 
55588 08 3 5—38—199 

5U 444456538 4 5—43 
E H Davison (Peabody-Martini).. } 45456444544 

1,000 6456246553 5—41—128 

Hartford Team. —~ 
55555455 5—49 
66454545 6—d7 
44534356 440-136 

5455650464 5 4—4§ 
544656455 4—i5 
B4633484 33—129 
44555456 5-46 
56444643 4 5—41 
546506534 4—39—126 
48448446 4-39 
34454388 3 8—37 
64335433 4—si—-118 

600. . 555586554 5 549 
Col C P Graham (Sharps)....... vo 800..2035455555 6 5-47 

1,0U0....05533 445 4 4—37—188 
500,..564556644 5 547 

Henry Woodward (Sharpa).......< 900,...545343465 543 
1,000,...4556530445 3—8s—l28 
500....3534443 4 56 5-49 

JN Camp (Sharps) .esesseceesee S00...8 540545556 
1,000--..040553505 
500...445544543 

HL Brown (SHArpS) .eyeanssesecee we 453558 554 
850408046 

600 yds. 1,000 yds. ‘Total. 
New Britain.......... 184 16 1 
Hartiord,... 170 164 604 
Middletown 176 180 482 

Bruton Ranege.—A series of five competitions is an- 
nounced at Brinton Range, N. J., November 1, at 1 Pp. u.; 
teams of 10 men, 10 shots at 200 and 300 yards, for the club 
championship cup; entrance fee, 60 cents each man each com- 
petition. The following clubs have signified their intention 
of joining the competitions: New York Rifle Club, Empire 
Rifle Club of New York, Rahway Rifle Club, Bergen Point 
Rifle Club, and others are expected. 
—The first competition in the Sharps riflé match on the 

Brinton Range at 10 shots, 200 yards, any rifle, resulted in a 
victory for W. M, Farrow, with a scora of 48 in the possible 
50, lf this gentleman goes on in his scooping way it will be 
a sufficient inducement for many similarly inclined but a 
trifle less able to remain out of a contest in which he shall ap- 
peat as a competitor. The other scores were : 

N O'Donnell........89 TJ HRoche,..,.......37 
HM Squier... ; CG J Houghton... 2.20057 
AW Uimock.... ¥ J Donaldson......34 
a] CE Patmer...,.....i4 

ERE Stars. .....cnvcund2 
J A Hatry... Pray 
D Loder,...........,31 

Zertuer Cuus—New York, Oct. 29.—Zettler Gallery, 207 
Bowery, 10 shots, Creedmoor targets, 50 points possible: 
MB Engel... ».48 C Judson, 
W M Farrow 46 T Broadw 
CG Zewler 46 B Zettler. 

A McInnes,..,ccewe3t 

M Dorrler.. 45 GA Shorma) 
D Cnlhane. 45  Vollars.... a0 
Wm Kisin, Atte fs .45 ND Ward... 
TY MUM Gr iccscly scccessctreces sed LUM URGYICH cS ieee asens ¥sweneudO. 

This is the fourth competition for a fine clock, to be won 
three times: Won by C. Judson ona score of 49; H. Oehl, 
49; W. Klien, 47; M. B. Engel, 48. 

G, A. SuurmAn, Secretary. 

Seppenfeldt Rifle Club, 177 Bowery, Creedmoor rules, 200 
yards target reduced, possible 59, October 26: 
A H Anderson JON Chambers... sss, ccc eencen ee dd 
Y Snutz ......... f 4D) Waker ..cwasssececsusens Ssa000043 
Coase sevens ase sesmpectas cates § GC Walter.........00- Ke 
John W Adams,...s.ecceses.e--45 George SWASIMEr.......... 
Wii Seppenfeldt....-...... ee 6S BD sccdesqsucwasssvens 
J N Garrls0n...,.. «+. ..43 AScholl,....., apanenieasaes 

4 Kd Scory, dr..,-. A ..48 John Haas....... Bente 4 
Ang Grueneberg........-+-.....43 Jos Hongland.......... 
L Bachmann....... geasecesisaesdd A Bathenberg..-. saree 

Contin’s Garirery.—The seventh and final cempetition for 
the Marksmen’s Badges of ’78 took place Monday eyening, 
Oct. 28, 1878. he ayerage shooting was remarkably good, 
and there was a large amount of interest taken through the 
entire series of competitions, Whe badges are three in num- 
ber, and were offered for weekly competition, open to all 
comers. to be won three times before becoming the final prop- 
erty of the winner. The conditions of shooting were: 10 
shots, rifle 22-100 calibre, off-hand, at 300 yards, Oreedmoor 
target reduced for the distance; rules of the N. R. A, The 
following are the best scores made by each competitor in the 
possible 40 : 
S HSibley..........43 CE Oyerbough..,...44 W R Hewitt........39 
A J Howlett --.48 JF Mureh........-+ 4+ E Roebling... 237 
LY Sone...... E ¥ Doris.. i: 
B Lsteeple-. 

W_A Barer, 4L 
Pd Cullinan, aa 4d 
W O Wethberbee,....40 
J A Wards... 2. 2000.09 
J W Kemer.......,.89 sete 

—Mr. James S. Coulin has arranged a spies shooting 
itions prescribe 

that there will be issued 150 tickets at one dollar each, which 
entitles the holder to shoot ten shots at a ‘‘ready measure- 
ment” target, on which is inscribed the name of the marka- 
man, the number of his ticket and the date of shooting. The 

match, to run through the winter, The con 

target is then placed ina sealed box, and as soon as the entire 
number of tickets are sold the targets are measured by disin- 
terested parties and the prizes awarded according to the 
various measurements. No competitor is entitled to win 
more than one prize. Incase of ties, unless arranged by 
mutual consent, the parties must fire ten shots at new targets, 
Fourteen prizes will be paid in gold as follows: First prize, 
$20; second, $18; third, $15; fourth, $10; fifth, 97; sixth, 
seventh and eighth, $5 each; ninth, $3; tenth $2.50; 
eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth, $2 each; fourteenth, $1. 

———— 

3 ~ a ae . » 7. se 
—The fall meeting of the © ia Rifle Association was 

set for the 26th, 27th and 28th instants, the first day’s shooting — 
to take place at the Bay View Range, and the second an 
third days’ contests on the San Bruno ground. Nine matches 
were provided, and with but one long-range match there, there 
ve plenty of opportunity left to the military men to show 

eir 3 

Tarcut-Hirrers ys. GAmwz Drorprrs.—May I ask this 
question: Does shooting on the ranges, at the usual long 
Tanges, ever make a rifleman a good same hunter? Does not 
that kind of shooting, using globe and peep sights, entirely 
unfit a man for quick, open-sight work in the forest or on the 
plains? My own expenence says yes. I never knew a first- 
class target shot worth a—blessing after deer, clk or ante- 
lope. But I'd like to hear what others think on this point. 
Til put ** Texas Jack” against Mr. Hyde or Mr. Partello on 
the plains, and he will kill two to their one all the time, or 
more game on the same ground than both of them put to- 
gether. . E. Z. O, J. 

[A few of the Creedmoor experts are also nof unused to 

work on game. What their success is at this style of work 
we do not know, but presume it is not great. The majority 
of ourrange shooters visit the firing points 9s 4 relaxation, 
and do not find time to go on hunting expeditions. The ques- 
tion whether one style of shooting unfits a man for the other 

can only be answered hy a comparison of experiences. Ned 
gives his above; wesuail be pleased to hear from others. } 

Tur Toronto Ciun.—Garrison Common, Oct. 21.—Ex- 
cellent scores were made, The men fired seven shots each af 
the ranges named, Mr. A. Bell putting in a perfect score at 
200 yards, Wimbledon rules : 

200 yda, 400 yda. 500 yds. Of yds. Tl 
ST] 29 50 91 - 115 Dopsreped 1 
| Bl 28 22 109 

eer 29 29 21 106 
+30 30 26 20 106 

John Little:...... a) 30 1 19 106 
ASANOGIR Ae sta ties see aga ead b tes 30 a4 49 27 103 
GMBGOD Sen necc ede rb seo tips coyyae ad 28 Ba Ww wo 

—A new rifle organization has been formed at Trenton, 
N. J., and a range up to 1,400 yards has been secured. 

Powpzrr Txsts.—Your issue of October 17 contained some 
experiments by Mr. Davison, which interested me very much ; 
but why does Mr. D. put slow-burning powder against Curtis 
& Harvey's quickest, or Diamond grain No. 6? Lhaye found 
that our best brands of quick powder will hold the bullets just 
as flat as the imported article. Let Mr. D, try the Hazard 
Hlectric No. 3 or 4grain, and I think he will find a little flat- 
ter trajectory than with the Ourtis & Harvey No. “5 ae 

tl 

Game Bag and Gan, 

GAME IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

Mooue, Alces malchis. 
ElE or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Hiares, brown and gray. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. 
Woodcock, Philohela miner, 
Kuifed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa 
umbelius, 

Plover, Charadriine. 
Godwit. 
Rails, Rallus virginianus. 
Smpeand Bay Birds. _ 
Caribou, Tarandus rangifer. 

Red or Va. deer, 0. virginianus. 
Squirrels, red, biick anu gray. 
Quail or partridge, Oriyx virginta- 
Tua. 

Pinnated grouse or prairie click- 
en, Cupildonia cupido, 

Curlew, Wurneniuse arguaria. 
Sandpipers, Tryon, 

illets, 
Keed or rice bird, Dotichonyx oryz 

tvorows. 
Wild Dock, 

“Bay birds” generally, includivg yarlous spevies of ployer, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, aurf birds, phalaropes, avouele, 
etc., coming under the group Limaccie or Shore Birds. 

Ra The frequent alteration of game laws makes such con 
fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on various kinds of game is permitted. We there- 

fore append the following table for reference : 

States, le Ruffled Grouse! Quail. Woodcock, 

TE Sep 1 to Jan 15\Oct1 to Feb 1)Nov 1 to Feb i|Sept i to dan - 
Ind..../Oct 1 to Febi|Novy lto Jan 1|Nov 1to Jan ijiuly 1 to Jun 1 
Towa,,.,|/Sep 1 to Dec ||Oct 1 to Jan 1/Oct 1 tu Jan i}July 10 to Jan 1 
Minn, ,.! Aug 14 to Oct i|Sep 1 to Dec 1|Sep1 to Dee || /uy 8 to Noy t 
Wis....|ang 25 to Jun]) Aug 26 to Jun 1)Ang 25 toJdaui) sug 25 to Jan L 
Neb,...| No Snooting | No Shooting | No Shvoong |No  Hestiectivas 
Kan,,.-)Aug 1 to Febl “ad Oct 1 to Jani Forbiadeo 

Ganz mm Marxcer.—Pinhated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.10 to 
$1.25 per pair; partridge (ruffed grouse), 21.10 to $1.50 per pair 
mallard ducks, 80 cents per pair; black do., 75 cents per pair ; 
widgeon do., 60 cents per pair ; broad pill do., 50 cente per pair ; 

teal do., 60 cents per pair; canvas backn, $2.00 per pair; red 

heads, $1.50 per pair; venison, saddle, 26 cents per pound; car- 

cnas, 15 cents per pound; Wilson snipe, $3 per doz,; ployer, 63 

per doz.; bay birds, large, #3 per doz.; do. small, 60 cents per doz. ; 
reed birds, 75 cents to $1 per doz.; wild pigeons, stall fed, $2 pe 
doz.; Philadelphia squabs, #2 per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 
16 to 22 cents per pound; do. fowls, 16 to 18cents; do. turkeys, 
18 to 20 cents ; do. ducks, 18 to 20 cents; do. geese, 15 to 18 
cents; Stata and Western chickenp, 15 to 16 cents ; do. turkeya, 

15 to 16 cents ; do. fowls, 12 to 15 cents ; do. ducks, 15 tolécents; 

do. geese 10 to 12 cents, 

—The casterly rain storm which commenced on Wednesday 
last, should be favorable for sportsmen who propose enjoy- 
ing quail shooting to-morrow, the opening day of the season 

in New York and New Jersey. The effect of the rain should 

be to keep quails out of the swamps and drive them to the 

woods and stubbles, while woodeock will be found on higher 

ground than they haye been frequenting of late, 
Quail are very plentiful at the west end of the island 

this year, owing to the mild weather of 1877 and 1878. 

Trav OrFiok Bor AcAin,—That office boy of ours has been 
down to Bill Lane’s at Good Ground, Long Island, once more, 

and we thought he neyer would come home, as Uncle Bill 

used him so well he said he felt ag if he could stay forever, 

——_— eS Lh LL LULU lll 
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He reports large flights of ducks, and brought home enough 
to satisfy any ordinary family. A good-sized boy named 
Obarley W—, of Brooklyn, was his companion, and, 
although an expert amateur shot), if was currently reported 
that the ducks followed him around to ascertain what kind of 
ammunition he used which proyed so harmless. This will be 
an important problem for ducks to solve when they find boys 
on the bay again. Uncle Bill says that some folks say ducks 
only fly at the rate of ninety miles an hour, but you ean find 

them down there going at the rate of 100,000 miles a minute; 
and some gentienien present said that the next time they saw 
aduck coming from Montauk Point they would aim fov 
Brooklyn, in order fo get ahead of the bird. Shooting there 
this season thus far is first-class, and when the quail seasou 

opens Uncle Bill says prospects were never Detter, as large 
flocks are in the immediate vicinity. 

Ray. Dr, Murray's Acoingyr.—Friends of this well 
known clergyman and sportsman will be pained to know that 
he met with « painful accident last week while loading his 
double-barreled gun for ducks on Long Island Sound. He 
was in kind of sailboat called a sharpie, near Guilford, in 

company with a party of gentlemen Zand ladies. | The New 
Haven Register says : 

‘One barrel had been discharged, and while loading it the 
ofber was discharged in some manner nob fully wnderstood. 
The little finger ati the first jointand the two middle fiagers 
ae the second joint of the right hand were blown entirely 
o an 

Our advices to the afflicted gentleman is ‘* Don’t let it hap- 
pen again.” 

Tse Dirt Ar,—In our issue last week a most reliable gen- 
gleman, Mr. Dorrance, made complaints of the Dittmar pow- 
der over his own signature; and wishing to speak as well 

as we could for the powder, we remarked in reply, that 
Messrs. Carver, Paine and Bogardus used ihe Dittmar in their 

The inferences from this statement would be 
that the powder was perfectly safe. Of course accidents are 

Jinble to happen from the use of all powder; and it may be a 

question to what extent Dittmar powder is safe, or to what 

exhibitions. 

extent plack powder is relatively safer than Dittmar. Mr, 

Paine has just handed us the enclosed ecard with a request 

No doubt the manufacturers are equally 
anxious with the public to make a perfectly reliable and de- 

sirable powder; andif the fault of any partial failure in its 
use is due to the powder rather than to the sporfsmen who 

to publish it. 

handle it they and the public will both be glad to know it: 
Eprron Forest Axp STREAM = 

Haviiig seen my vame used in connection with Dittmar powder from 

tims to time, I will hereby state that Tcannot consclentionsly indorse 
it is being equal to black powder. Sportsmen will understand that T 

can only lend ny namie to indorse the best of its Kind, whatever it may 

be. Regspeutfally, ete, Tra A, PAINE. 

Comrorts ror Came,—When an old campaigner like our 
friend Podgers, of San Francisco, condescends tu let loose 
some of his private store of information, sportsmen ought io 
be grateful; for they are sure to learn something which they 

Gan apply and adapt to their own requirements and thus make 

Here is what cmmping out a pleasure and a life of ease. 
Podgers sends us this time: 

San FRANGISOO, October 19, 1878. 
Enprrok Formst AnD STREAM: 

Reading in the last number of your paper sn account of a 
new camp stove, suggests a description of one containing a 
camp basket that I had constructed under my direction, and 
which I haye found very efficient and yery portable, owing to 
its light weight, 

T had 3 basket made of rattan about the size of a cham-. 
pagne basket, but three or four inches deeper, containing three 
tin trays, the bottom one plain, the second one partitions ; the 
upper one, square tin boxes with lids to contain tea, sugar, 
esifee, etc.; at the end an apartment for knives and forks and 
small stores sufficient for half a dozen persons for a week's 
consumption. ‘he basket sets in a shett-iron tray (with 
handles at ends), which protects the basket from wear. This 
tray when reversed shows on the bottom, which then becomes 
the top, four holes of the proper size for cooking, coyered 
with iron dises which turn off on a pivot, disclosing the holés, 
In front is 2 small, square hole for draught, and a single joint 
of pipe a foot long (carried inside the basket) fits on an open- 
ing at the back of the plate just back of the holes, ‘The 
draught is perfect, and in ten minutes with the simplest fuel 
you can get up a boiling heat, and you suffer no annoyance 
from smoke in your eyes, and run no risk of setting the grass 
on fire, ag With an open fire, = \ 

The whole affair, including tin dishes, cups, elc., for six 
persons, weighs twenty-three pounds, and comprises eyery- 
thing necessary. Thecost of the whole outtit is about $16, 
and will last for years. Mine has been in use ten years, and 
ig a8 good as ever. ' A ; 

I have used a tent for the same period, pyramidal in form 
(octagon), the apex being twelve feet from: the ground and 
eighteen feet at the base of each square. At the apex is ahole 
for the pole, which fits tight. The pole is jointed, by sawing 
diagonally, with a brass band at each termination, binding the 
Joint. securely when shoved together. ‘The tent can be 
erected in three minutes by hauling oul and pegging the four 
comers, then shoying the pole under and jhe point through 
the apex and raising it, planting the heel/of the pole in the 
centre. The pitch being continuous from the base to the 
apex, it never leaks, no ily being necessary, When expect- 
ing cool evenings I use a telescopic sheet-1ron pole or tube, 
coming down to within three feet of the ground, where it 
branches off into three iron xods or tripod that hook into eyes 
inthe base of the pole, I have a little cylinder sheet-iron 
stove with a joint of pipe running straight up into the iron, 
tube or pole, which then does duty in supporting my tent and 
AB a chimney. : 

During the war I supplied a great many of the pyramidul 
tents to the army, and in soine cases with the sheet-iron out- 
fit, and received many grateful and congratulatory letters 
irom officers using them. Many of the tents are in use to this 
day in Avizona,. b 
pronounced it the best tent ever supplied the army, 

% 

| Paris, for their manufacture. 

Gen, McDowell, who used one in Arizona, . 

A. very comfortable floor can be improvised with strips of 
pine half-inch thick and six inches wide, backed with canvas, 
on the principal of o Swiss table mat, rolling up into a small 
compass. A piece of carpet spread over it makes a nice, warm, 
cosy floor, on which blankets ean be spread and some tall 
sleeping done without fear of a bug in your ear, Popanrs. 

—Any enterprising gunsmith wishing to establish himself, 
will find an excellent opening at Huntington, West Virginia, 
which is the terminus of the Chesapeake and’ Ohio Railroad 
on the Ohio River. Itis a town of five thousand people, in 
the middle of a game country, without a gunsmith or lock 
amith, We do not charge for this information. 

—We want from one to two thousand liye quails, If any 
of ourreaders in such States wherein netting or trapping is 
not prohibited can furnish us with information as to how they 
can be procured they will haye our thanks, 

Tuer Horonxiss Guy.—Lhere was an exhibition yesterday 
al Seaside Purk, Bridgeport, of the famous gun invented by 
B. B. Hotchkiss, of Sharon, in this State. The gun was first 
pointed with the elevation fixed so that the projectile would 
Strilre at short range, tio shots fired singly, The shells 
struck the water about three-quarters of a mile distant, send- 
ing up 2 column of qwater and spray several feet high, On 
striking, the shell exploded with a noise that could be dis- 
tinctly heard by the spectators, and the 25 or more fragments 
scattered in all directions, making a commotion in the water 
for several rods around. Then a case of ammunition—ten 
cartridges—was fixed in the feeding trough, and the whole dis- 
charged continuously. The discharge of ten shots occupied 
six seconds. The-piece consists of four reyolying barrels 
mounted on @ carriage, and having a fixed breech containing 
the mechanism which revolves, loads and discharges them, 
This mechanism is operated by a crank turned bya man, At 
every revolution of the crank one of the barrels ‘is loaded and 
one discharged. The ammnnition is introduced through an 
opening in the top of the breech at the forward part, The 
cartridges drop into this orifice froma trough filled with 
them, a coyer or top piece over the opening rising with a 
regular movement to allow one cartridge to fallinto the lead- 
ing groove at a time, A bar which slides backward and for- 
ward along the groove pushes the cartridge into the barrel; at 
the same instant a firing pm, which darts back and forth in 
the lower part of the breech, strikes and discharges the 
cartridge in the lower barrel, and so the operation goes on, 
the swiftly revolving barrels taking in and expelling their 
deadly contents in a constant stream, While eighty shots per 
minute is the capacity of the gun, the actual number of pro- 
jectiles which it delivers is about 2,000 per minute, as it dis— 
charges, not balls, but percussion steel shells which explode 
when they strike an abject, and burst into about 25 pieces 
each, Whe gun exhibited weighs only 1,060 pounds. It be- 
longs to the government and was brought into this State by 
Mr. Hotchkiss to show his father, a hale old gentleman of 
eighty years, who lives in Sharon. Mr. Hotchkiss, who is a 
brother of C. A. Hotchkiss, of Bridgeport, has quite a re- 
markable history as an inyentor. Besides getting up the 
piece described above, he has inyented a shell which obtained 
the preference oyer all projectiles of that class during the 
war of the rebellion, and also the military rifle known as the 
Hotchkiss gun, This was the arm adopted by a board of 
government experts after a long competitive trial at Spring- 
field, and of which the government recently ordered 20,000. 
Mr. Hotchkiss commenced work on a reyolying Held piece in 
1870 while in Vienna, and only perfected it after seven years 
of hard work. The superiority of the gun over all guus of 
that class brought it into speudy favor with the military repre- 
sentatives of the Kuropean governments, and about a year ago 
Mr. Hotchkiss established extensive works at St. Denis, near 

This establishment employs 
600 workmen and turns out about 40 guns per month. The 
French government adopted and has already ordered 326 ; 
Denmark has adopted them and taken about 100; they have 
also been adopted by Italy; the United States have taken 12; 
and numbers have gone to England, Turkey, China, Brazil 
and other countries. In fact the arm has practically superseded 
all others of its kind.—Vew Haven Register, 

&@ The open season for quail shooting’ in Massachusetts 
begins to-morrow, November 1. It was changed two years 
ago from October 15 to that date. 

To Prrszrys Game.—The Pacifico Rural Press says: ‘‘New- 
ly ground coffee, sprinkled over game, will keep it sweet and 
fresh for several days. Olean the game, that is, wipe off the 
blood, coyer the wounded parts with absorbent paper, wrap 
up the heads, and then sprinkle ground coffee over und among 
the feathers or fur as the case may be, pack up carefully, and the game will be preserved fresh and sweet in the most un- 
favorable weather. Gate sent open and loose cannot, of course, be treated in this manner, but all game packed in 
boxes or hampers may be deodorized ag prescribed. A tea- 
spoonful of coffee is énourh for a brace of birds, and in this proportion for more or for largergame.” A lump of charcoal, inserted in the cavity of a drawn bird, is very serviceable. 

A New 8nor,—The LeRoy Shot and Lead Manufacturing Co., of this city, have perfected and are now introducing a 
new desuription of shot, which, if it performs even half tha is claimed for it, will be a great boon to sportsmen. The shott in question is covered with a bright tin coating, which, it is claimed: enables the manufacturers to dispense entirely with 
the use of the black lead polish, which corrodes or “leads” in the gun, If is also claimed that the tin Coating, being unaf- 
fected by moisture and in eyery way pure and healthy, pre- 
vents the tainting or premature decay of game. We shall 
take an early opportunity of making experiments with this 
shot, and will lay the result before our readers, 

_ He 

QUIET SPORT ON WOODBURY FLATS, 
eet 

PHILADELPHTA, Oot, 17, 1879, 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM : 
We all thought rail shooting was pretty well oyer when October set 

in, but a new Neht of that singular bird appeared on our marshes abou 
two weeks ago, and afforded considerable sport Tor some days. My 
partier and T started on the Afth to get the tide on Woodbury fats, and 
Wille Yowing din the river we observed Several bunches of ducks, 
Tamfliarly known as stilt falls, Nying along throngh Howell's Cove, 

“| believe my sou! (a familiar expression of my partner) them’s steal. 
heads." Snid he, Haye you any big shot in your cartridges?” 
“T linve eight made up with No, 3,’ T replied, “ and abouts dozen of 

Wo. 8} the balance ave al) No, 10,7 
“fave you aby of thar chilled shot of Sparks 2” he gaked, 
Dhey-are all vhillea,” 
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“Allright,” said he; patina couple of No.2 cartridges in your gun, 

and I'll pnt you on that iittle bunch that I see feeding about two hun- 
dred yards ahead,” 

T looked in the direstion indicated and saw aboute dowen ducks 

quietly feeding and foating down with the current, Ina few minutes 

lie tapped me on the foot, and a8 I raised t saw the ducks swimtogether 

and deliyered my first barrel, which knocked over four, and [ out down 

two with the second, Four of the ducks ware dead, and the other two 
T shot over with No 10’ shot, 

We liad several shots before we reached Red Bank Whart, aid boated 
nineteen docks, and all my large shot were expended, when my part- 
Ner’s sharp eyes espied a large bunch swimming down the channel 
about midway between the Monument wharf and the bar. 

‘My oh!" said he; ‘*haye you no more big shot?" 

‘Nothing larger than No. 8,! I replied, 
‘Well, we'll haye to try them, then ; butT’d give anything for afew 

more cartridyes with No, 2 However, these ducks are ag tame gsmice 
now, and [can put. you pretty closeon them. Get down, now, and I'll 
paddle,” 1 

In about ten minutes, which seemed to me like an hour, he tapped 
me, and I raised to shoot, The nearest ducks were not more than fifteen 
yards distant, and the balance of tha fock were Spread out and ceyered 
nearly halfanacre. Whatasight! And JI had No, 8 shot in my gon, 
I knew that our only chance of getting a big shot was to get tlic ducks 
bunclied closely together, ad I whispered, “Let her drtit,” We were 
right in the midst of them, and yet they had not seenus. IT watcheait 
them carefully, and af Jast got about 2 dozen close together and fred 
the right barrel. Whata rough of witgs was heard when they took Hight. 
I tired at four about twenty yarda distant, with the left barrel, ani 
Knocked down three, one of which wr merely stunned anda recovered 
limself und Dew off, but the othera I dispatched with 2 con ple of loads 
of No. 10, and returned to where I had made the Orst shot, We fonnda 
Tour ducks dsadon the water and three more crippled, which I shot. 
oyer with No. 10 shot, I examined those that were dead and found 
some of the shot driven elear through them, I believed thig chilley of 
Sparks is the best evermade, It does not fatten, and if there 1s plenty 
of strong powder behind it, thera is scarcely any limit lo ifs penetrating 
qualities, 
We continued down toward Mantua Creek, and I made seyeral more 

Bhots and boated thirty-three ducks, the greater number of therm being 
killed With Sparks’ No, 68 chilled shot, We killed tiventy-one rall on 
Mantua Creek flats und nineteen on Woodbury flats, and reached our 
boat-honse a littlé after eleven o'clock, having enjoyed a pretty good 
half dey’s sport, G. ©, 
Se 

New Hamrsnrre— Woodsvilla, Oat: 10.—For gray squirrels 
and ruffed grouse take cars on B. C. &M. R. R,, and in 
seven hours you can be shootins oyer the finest country, 
Ohum and I, in four hours and thirty-six minutes after leay- 
ing the depot, shot each respectively 31 and 28, all told, 59. 
There is but little shooting done here. MEMorr. 

Coxnzoricur—Wew London, Oct. 28.—Game is plenty, es- pecially in Lyme and Colchester. Saw party to-day who ina day’s hunt had 42 squirrels. Misa. 
Massacnuserts— Worcester, Ovt. 18.—The Worcester Sportsmen’s Club had their second annual field day, Wed- 

nesday, and last night their annual supper. The 
points agreed upon were as follows: Rabbits, 10 points each : squirrel, 15; woodcock, 20; quail, 20); partridge, 25 ; ov), 
50; coon 100, The two sides reported as follows: Mr. Hud- 
s0n’s Bide scored 1,705 points, and Mr. Holden's side 940. The ageregate of the game was as follows: 45 woodcock, 36 part- ridges, 16 quail, 20 rabbits, 19 squirrels, 1 coon, 1 owl—total 
138, Last year the aggregate was 63 partridges, 8 woodcock, @ quail, 16 rabbits, 8 squirréls, 1 snipe, 1 weasel—total 98, Mr. Knowles’ side being accredited with 1,145 points, and 
Mr. Perry's with 970. During the count the party were cen- 
erously entertained with refreshments and cigars by Messrs, Pond and Shepard, of the Bay State House, Mr. Pond being a member of the winning side. The tables were loaded down with the result of the hunt of Wednesday, and it was a sight 
that would tempt any epicure. The various kinds of game 
were cooked in a style that brought much praise for Messrs. Pond & Shepard. The ‘‘ Goon and the Owl,” both night birds, were cooked whole and placed at the head of the table, 

Spencer, Oct. 18.—The Spencer Sportsmen’s Club have elected the following officers for the ensuing year: President E. M. Bliss; Vice-President, F. N. Prouty; Secretary and ‘Treasurer, A. W, Curtis; Executive Committee—O. A. Chap = man, H. Brewer, and D, ©. Luther. The sportsmen have been hunting Texas steers in Oakham, and have killed three, 
Mz, Hprror.—Oa recelying my paver from the néwsdealer this morr. 

Ing I turned to the Game Bag and Gun column, as thatig the shbjavp 
which interests me most, and the firat thing I sea is the following, 
from your correspondent §, K,, Jr.: “The inw belng off, qual) wera 
about all killed this week about here.” Now, Mr. Editor, it seems to 
mé 4 little strange that the gentleman above named shonld not haye 
known that the lawon qual) isnot off until November i (woodeock and ruffed grouse Sept.1). Sse Chap. 95 of the Acts of1si%. I have been in the habit of going to Cohasset myself, when the laws were off, and have fonnd of late years that the birds were Nearly all shot off, al- though I had received information from my friends there that they Weére pienty in the summer season, ‘The cadse, however, is made ap- parent by 8. K., Jr's, item; for if all the people in Cohasset are as ig. 
Horant of the gamé Jaws as he appearsto bel am not surprised that the birds are all killed, a. 0. W, Boston, Oct, 25, 1878. 
New Yorr—Hidred, Sullivan Oo., Oct. 28. —Partridge shooting is good here now. Daniel Hallock bagged eleyen one day last week, and I shot four in two hours last Friday. Peter Sullivan shot a fine deer last week. ‘Phere ara some woodcock. Rabbits plenty. Squirrels ure welts scarce, 

- M. Bzaprzy, 
Canton, St. Lirorence Co. —-Gray squirrels and par- triges quite plenty. A very few woodcock geen. Three or four bears killed in the towns bordering on the « South 

Woods,” and quite a number of Sear Stories in circulation 
worth less than ‘Trade Dollars.” z 
Exornstor SHoormne Orur— Monteverde's Grand Street Shooting Park, Williwmsturg, Oct, 12, —Kegular monthly 

shoot for the club badge. Otto Huber is President of the club; P. McGill, 7; ©. Obrig, 5; H. Hedeman, 9: W. Kampfmul- ler, 7; J. Hufgemey, 0; J. Heiser, 6; Otto Huber, 7; B. N Watts, 8. 
, 

New Jursev—Avnsey'a Ashley Aonise, 
bills, black ducks and sprig tails are plenty. Several bunches of geese came on the past week. Nv brant yet, Your ¢or- respondent baged twenty head in parts of two mornings last week. rst westerly winds and we make the feathers fly. 

26th. —Some bags to-day of thirty, 
28th.—Birdg very plenty to-day, I just came in with @ bag of broad bills, two red heads, six black ducks—wing, north-west, B, 

Oct, 28.—Broad 



—The proposed pigeon shooting tournament of the recent- 

.y organized New Jersey State Sportsman's Association has 
been postponed nntil May next. 

—On the 12th inst., a large buck, frightened from its coy 
ert, on the Sulivan County mountains, by hunters, ran into 
the large village of Port-Jervis, N. J , and took his breakfast 
with the cattle in ex-Mayor George Brodhiead’s stable yard. 

PewnsyLvanta—Pottsville, Oct, 25.—Two of our boys took 
a couple dogs bunting through the upper end of the county 
this week and returned with what I cali good bags—75 quails, 
80 pheasants, 51 rabbits, 12 wild pigecns, and one wild tur- 
key, weighing 18 pounds. Dom Prpxo, 

Frie, Oct, 21.—Duck shcoting is yery fair at present. 
SNIPE. 

Titusville, Ost. 23.—A better fallwe could not have wished 
for. We have plenty of small game, viz: ruffed grouse, 
quail, woodcock, and thousands of squirrels, After two hours’ 
ride from our city we are landed where there is plenty of 
deer and bear, We have many sportsmen here in town, nearly 
all of whom have from twoto five dogs, and good bags are 
made evey cay. chal se Dy. 

A Vereran Sportsmayn.—B., of Greenville, Pa., writes, 

Oct. 28: 

David McGranahan, 71 years of age, stood in his door last 
week and killed two pheasants at two consecutive shots. Mr. 
MecGranahan is a pioneer of Mercer County. He was at one 
time considered one of the best rifle shots in this part of the 
county. Many a deer has been bronght low with his unerring 
rifle. He is a true sportsmen. Any one who shoots that 
makes him & call will not only be entertained by hearing a re- 
cital of his deeds done with the rifie, but can have access and 
@ guide to show him over his forests and fields, where pheas- 
anis and rabbits doth abound in gondly numbers. 

Virein1a— Warrenton, Oct. 24.—Game very plenty—quail, 
pheasant and turkeys. Hunters also plenty from Philadel- 
hia, Baltimore and Washington, Young Maddox, of the 

Warren Green, still heads the list of best shots with most 
game. The hunting grounds are mostly posted, but gentle- 
men can get permission to hunt anywhere, though *‘ pot-hunt- 
ing ” is not allowed, 

Jeffersonton.—George Myers, well known through th 
*‘Sportsman’s Gazetteer,” says quail and turkey are very 
plentiful beyond the Rappabanuock, and Northern gunners 
will find his latch string out if they call on him. 

Thinks that he is strong in heart yer, 
But bis bady, frail, is ben — 

He must gaze upon lus tropnies, 
Be with thei, at rest, coutect— 

Ready for jhe ¢ ming sammonos 
From the Mather up on high; 

Ready uu the tral! to foilow, — 
That is trodden when we die, 

Nep Bunrirne. 

—St. Partridge day wilh us (Oct. 15) Oct. 18. 
depen. Bags were from 10 

T. W. 
was celebrated by our local sporsmen. 
to 30 quail. 

Oxn1o—Painesville, Oct. 26.—We have had the best equirrel 

shooling here that we have bad for years. | Ducks and snipe 

are coming in fast; mostly mallard. Quail are very plenty 

south of here on the P. & Y. KR. R. Plenty of ruffed grouse 

here, but they are hard to get, the leaves being EPs eS 

stock, Oct, 1'7.—We will have fine sport with the qaail 

Not. 1. They are very plenty here. No ducks here 

et. Woodcock very scarce. Have notseen but five this 

all. 
T. M. 0. 

‘cothe, Oct. 18.—Game reported very abundant in our 

ay (Ross) and the Scioto Valley, Quuil in larger quanti- 

ties than ever known. 
J. 

t Oct. 25.—Roffed grouse, quail and gray squirrels 

er earatcouty, in this vicinity, but very wild, ‘I’here area 

great many Frenchmen here, and they are out with their guns 

every Sunday, aud woe unto the covey of quail they see 

huddled together on the ground. Rog Rox. 

Jnprawa, Indianopolis, Oct. 28.— Quail are more abundant 

jn this region than for years. 
T 

— Hamilton, Oct. 23.—Quail were never more pler- 

ac akin seclion, and several yvood bags have been made, 

although our law is not out till November 1. _ Ducks and 

geese are coming South in great numders. Parties leave for 

Tima Lake next week. More anon. EszrLe& NUBERLER. 

ote 

—Abner Price, of Chicago, made a bag of 86 ducks at St. 

Clair Flats on the 26th inst. 

ot, 23 —- brant, ete. wnxsora, Hoshester, Oct. 23 --Ducks, geese, , ete., 

Sent in the western part of the State, and many parties 

are out mecting with varied success. Vxxup Mont. 

Savannuh, Oct. 28.—The shooting season be- 

Se eRe tqonuhs birds unusually plentiful, but weeds rank, 

eich distresses both men and dogs. As soon as the frost 

shall kill these weeds, look out for reports of big bags. 1 

have been out twice, bagging the first day ten quails and two 

hares, on the second ten quails. Wild pigeons have ees fly- 

ing over in small flocks. 
Ta 

numbering about 20, 

dlighted in a warehouse yard near Broad 

nty in the se ae ond as rea mine 

r kills tbe grassand weeds ® great number W 

Se aoe brought Rad market. In Dixon County deer RHE 

reported more plentiful than for some years back. a senile. 

mun of this city established a salt lick, near a cree aut ar 

frem Craggie iope, which has drawn quite 4 drove of t ie 

toit. He has gone down there and expects to haye penn B00. 

sport. H. Wallman was@ut on theriver yesterday aiterducks. 

He saw a Jarge number but only killed one. The renter i 

not yet cold enough for that sport. He bagged a number o 

robina in the afiernoon, 

Oct. 26.—Messrs. Erwin and Donelson were out yesterday 

shooting near the Hermitage, and in the course of a few hours 

bagged thirhy-seven qual, Squirrels are very abundant. 

Nashville, Oct. 21.—A covey of quail, 

flew into the city an 

at. They are very ple 

of quail are exposed for sale in the markets, ‘ 

oiry fran Te, to $1 a dozen, Ducks are beginning to! 

y6hCOU — a —_— 4 

make their appearance in the river and the lakes and pondg 
in the vicinity of the city. I was shown a very large foot 
of an owl shot within a féw miles of town this week. 

J. D. H. 

Sourn Carottna-—Palmetto Island, Port Royal Oct. 24,.— 
Went out this afternoon to go through the motio:: «+f lifting 
a mess of pan-fish into my boat. Took a light ,un along. 
The fish bit fast and furious. While at anchor at the mouth 
ot the creek a flock of thirty or more Canada geese passed 
directly over me, abont 75 yards high. Oh, for my tried and 
trusty 7-gauge, loaded with SSG wire cartridges! But the 
geese kept their course down river, and I was left lamenting. 
Soon getting tired of the fish business, I resolved to do a lit- 
tle prospecting in search of a good spot in the marsh for a 
duck-blind. While paddling about five black ducks jumped, 
as usual, just out of shot and vanished. This served ag a re- 
minder that winter was at hand. On my way home three 
chicken birds (turnstone) fell in my way, and by a little 
manceuvering I secured all three. The tide was too high for 
the wading families as I rowed back, and I got no second 
chance. C. 8. K. 

We will give letters to any friends wishing to visit Mr. 
Kendail’s place on Palmetto Island this fall and winter. It is 
reached direct by steamer from New York. It is one of the 

best shooting-grounds on the coast for ducks, geese and wa- 
ders.—Ep. F. & 8. 

Froripa—Wew Smyrna, Oct. 17.—Wild turkeys are yery 
abundant this season. SraR. 

SUE oo 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

How to Prepare Scorzs,—To insure insertion in current 

issues of this paper, scores should be sent so as to reach us on 

Tuesday, and earlier if possible. These particulars should be 
fiven and these only: Place, date, name of club, name of 

competition, kind of 1rap and balls used, distance of rise, 

boundary, rules governing, and jyeather. Scores are valueless 
without these. 

* An asterisk signifies dead out of bounds. 

Nkrw_JERSEY—Morgans, Oct, 26.—Pigeon shooting match between the 
New York Ciub aid Monmouth Guu Club, ten birds each, New York 
party shoolirg au 25 yards and Monmonth party at 21 yards rise, each 
$0 yards boundary, Hund T traps, Long Islands rules, 13¢ oz. shot. 

New York. 
Dr Bilis..., tol kde a tn) 
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CHari@s Rav2ia+s gaesa neces sem. estask Cll © OL ded og 
D Henaricks) ps3. psoas teey Fees ar eo es ee eee ae) 
‘Thomas Ogden.. 10121021 21321421 «08 
Nelson Rays waGas see. cstteces snes asa el OAD a * g050" 1 7, 
Charles Green..., 8 11002131311 C—6 
N-aunder.... 10110032111 0-6 
MC Kalpn OT # tt pw oie 
George Huds -11000dT2Ti10iT1 0-5 
B Stanhope... ae 0.90) 0 foe oe 
Hid Haveli... .... essere O121i1000i1 0 1—6—66 

Afier the contest Jor the badge ihe members of both clubs encaged 
inanumberof sweepstakes and glass ballshooting, In a glass ball 
Match, Miss and and go ont, Mr. Hamilion, of the New York party, 
brvke nineteen siraight balls, the highest on the score by thirteen. 

Bergen Point, Oct. 26—Sweepstakes at 25 birds each, 30 yards rise, 
five traps, 80 yarda boundary; Hurilngham rules: 

C Butler......-.----111011001911*11L111101111—15 
Dr Zeliner.........1%1111110710114%111"711001 1—17 
EG Murphy......10*101*O0111001*010W 

Lake House, Spring Lake, Oct. 26.—Sweepstake, $3 entrance, 4 birda: 
James Van Brockle...1 1110-4 H W Abbott.......... 11111—5 
W A Duolop....,.....11110—4 Charles Borden,.,.....11111—5 
Hart Haight........ «esl 0111-4 

Phe last civided the stakes. 

Sweepsiake, 23 each, miss and go out: 
J Van Brockle....11110 —4 H W Abbott.,.....1111111—7 
WA Dunop.....11110 —4 C Borden 111111 0-6 
Hart Huight.,..... 0 _ 

22 fee 

Itutinois— Warsaw, Oct. 16 —The frst pigeon match of the Sports- 
men’s Club of inis cily came off to-day, and in view of the fact that 
more than halfof tae partisuipants had never mdulged in the like be- 
fure, the score was Not 60 yery bad. ‘he pigeons were mostly old, 
swift flyers, and did not fool round apy, The distance was 21 yards, 
plungetraps, und 80 yards boundary, Clear, with a steady stroby wind 
plowing from direction of \rap: 

OEdwards.........110013141410101001 2112 
AH Worthen.........:1 11101010121210141 1-2 
GK Worthen,.....-010172102121241141d21d141 1 0-1 
JB Worthen... AEG ec ese Opal vee Ty sk ip ow sy hers 
GB Worthen..........0 1 01041410661 04141 0 0 0-7 
4 E Johnston. POM 0) Oa) het 1. seo) 0 ce 90 
J Cherry..:.. 0010001101000 01 1—6 
JA Davis .. vL00100101001010 6 
W Piedris.....- 7001001000000110i1 5 
O Moon.....s.s Te creel: Oe Her Shetek De Tee 
J HFinay ..... a oo Oa ad ind 0-0 2 tet ere a9 
W Zuppamn., ....--0 101110000001 101-8 

MinnusoTta—Red Wing, Oct. 22.—Red Wing 
cluv shuol at gluss bails + 

A TLR BebO We egect eee eeenteeeeeeceseee 

NOH Poet....... 
J Muirstialt.. 
OC Witney...... vas 
Bt (-) | ee Hom eoHHoscocHo Socorro eeHeHoesso HHH Pee OOSCOHHS HH RRP SoOnHHOoOSHH 

MicuigAN—Howell—The seventh contest at glass ball shooting for the 
Jeweit revolver came off last Friday, with the following resuit : 

Beach. .....1110110011—T Angel... 
Jul Hol....9111111110—8 
Lea... ONDO01LW 
( Holt...... 1111007011—8 Wilhelm 
Rubert..... 1011101010—6 Jeweit 

In the maieh for the M.S, 
the score alood ua fo!lows ; 
Beach ......1111111111—10 Ira Holt....1011110101— 
Jud Holt... AL LT1211401—9 Jewett.,...2111111111—10 

ee 

a 

en eS es 

$e | 

First ties on five. 
Beach... ahs. ues for 111 6-4 Jewett...5.tl.2..1 14 11-6 
Fisher, .....+.... ...-.110W 

Ina handicep sweepstakes which followed the score stood: B Westy 
29 yards, 5 straight; C Burler, 20 yards,4 ontior 5s & Bailey, 28 yards 
4outof 5; C Passmore, 25 yaris 3ourof 5;7 8 Shaw, 26 yarda, 2 ont 
off; Dr Zeiln.r, 30 yards. 2 ontof 5: EG Murphy, 30 yards, 2 out ofS + 
W Stone, 25 yards, 2 otf of 6, and S Grant, 20 yards, misued 3, West took 
first money and Batlerind Bailey shot of for second sud third, the 
former being the anccersful man. Another handicap was shot, West 
golng back to 30 yards, Bailey 10 2tysrds, Zeliner forward to 29 yards 
and Murphy forward fo 23 yards. Buller and Zeliner each killed § 
birds; Murphy, S'one and Passmore, 4 out of 5; West. 3 outof 5; 
Grant, 2 outof 4; Shaw, J ont of 3, and Bailey misse 3, Shooting off 
the ties Butler tock first, Ze Iner second and Stone third money, ‘dhe 
last Sweep was won by Butler, Stone second and Passmore third. 

Fink AMATEUR WoORE.—Mr. W. W. Watson is Secretary of the Touls- 
ville Gun Clob, The following notice from the Loulsyille Arqua shows 
What heeando. Bro. Griffith 14 also a member of this Gun Uinb. He 
is some on the shoni. too: “On Thursday afternoon last Mr. W. W. 
Watson and Joe Griffith shot a friendly match at 100 plass balls éach, 
the former haying the bal/s ibrown in the ajr and shooti g with a rifle, 
and the latter gentleman sijcoling from a Bogerdos irap with a shot- 
gon, Mr. Watson succeeded in breaking 96. while Mr. Grifith broke 
82. After the metch Mr. Watson gave an exhibition of came very dim- 
cult shots with his rifle, buch a8 hitting coins snd small clicks thrown in 
the air, and what was most wonderful. snufiing the ashes fiom a cigar 
held between the teeth of afriend. Gr ffiih then took the rife and ag- 
tontshed himse if by bresking iwenty-reven onf of twenty-nine balls 
throwa in the alr, and hiiting a sityer quarter at the third shot.” 

Se 

RONSEVILLE, Pa., Oct. 27, 1878, 
H. C. SqvIRFs: 

Dear Sir—The hundred shells loaded with Dittmar powder arrived 

all right, and gave entire satisfaction—so much so, that a man who saw 

me shoot orders 10 cans powder, and I also want come for myself, so 

Send 20 cans atonce. Yours, etc,, Wn, Ckamack,—[Ady, 

Che Game of Chess. 
Noricr.—Chess exchanges, communications and solntiona should be 

addressed ‘‘Chess Editor Forest anp Stream, P, O, box 54, Wolcott- 
yille, Conn.” 

Problem No. 29, 
Motto: Silver Bells. 
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White to play and give mate in three moyes, 

SOLUTIONS TO PRUBLEMS—HO, 25, 

1—Kk-EK E16 1—K-K4 1— 1—B moves 
2—Kt-B6 ch 2—K moves 2—Kt-Bo 2—Any 
3—Matia 3—Mates 

SrTEAMERS TO SAVANNAH.—This new line of steamers waa 
started last winter. A son of Dr. Lente, who recently took 
passage to Florida in one of them, writes to us: 

**The company runs four large iron steamships, built by 
John Roach, and fitted with every appliance for beauty, com- 
fort and safety. These ships are, without doubt, the tinest on 
the coast, and are yery fast. I found a full complement of 
passengers. The table, set throughout the trip, was excellent. 
The smoking-room for gentlemen, on the upper deck, is un- 
usually large and well furnished, affording a pleasant contrast 
to the meagre quarters for smokers in some coastwise steamers. 
Captain, and Purser Miles, and all the officers seemed to be 
continually trying to make us more comtortable, and I have 
never, met a more courteous or jollier set of genUlemen.” 

The same correspondent says : 
**] think there is very littie doubf as to the inland route 

from Savannah to Jacksonville and the St. John’s River being 
the most agreeable attera sea voyage. The Cilyof Bridgeton 
is a large and comfortable steamer, with fifty-two state rooms, 
and runs strictly inland, making two trips a week. The steamer 
passes through @ succession of sounds and rivers, and the 
scenery is pleasant, and, to the novice, Striking. It touches at 
St. Catherine's, Doby, St. Simon’s, Brunswick, St. Mary‘s 
and Fernandina before she reaches Jacksonville. These 
places are chiefly supported by the lumber business, and here 
ships from all parts of the world come to procure cargoes of 
yellow pine Jumber. Here the voyager geis his first glimpses 
of Southern life—the low houses, shaded hy immense live 
oaks; and it seems as if all the negroes in the country congre- 
gate on the wharf when the steamer comes in. You hear 
tourists ask: ‘What do these great lezy fellows do all the 
time?’ The answer in generalis, * Nothing. As it costs very 
little to feed and clothe a negro in this country, they loaf 
nine-tenths of the time.’ After transacting business in Jack- 
sonville I stepped on board the steamer Hattie for my orange 
grove on Lake George. This boat bas been thoroughly re- 
fitted, and, although not the fastest in Florida, yet I think the 
most comfortable and convenient for sportsmen. From the 
deck of this boat he can shoot at alligators and other animals 
without fear of reproof, and will find a don camarade in both 
Captain Coxetter and Purser Searing.” 

(Tbe prospect for Florida travel is better this year than 
ever before, and the preparations for visitors are all that can 

be desired. There has been no yellow fever within 600 miles 
of the State, and everything looks auspicious for the winter.] 
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“e Sart. ee ~~ a 
_ Waimtye ror rar Prass.—Causeur knows 
that he 
managing editors if he can bat 1mpress these 
few simple rules upon the minds of those who 
write occasionally for the press: 

- Write upon one side of the leaf only- 
Why? Because it is often necessary to cut 
the pages into ‘*takes” for the compositors, 
and this cannot be done when both sides are 
Written upon, 

IL Write clearly and distinctly, being 
particularly careful in the matter of proper 
names, and words from foreign lauguages. 
Why? Because you have no right to ask 
either editor or compositor to waste his time 
puzzling out the results of your careless self- 
ishness. 

Tif, Don’t write in a microscopic hand. 
Why? Because the cbmpositor has to read it 
across his case, ata distance of nearly two 
feet, Also, because the editor often wants to 
make a(lditions and other changes. 

TY. Don’t begin at the very top of the first 
Page. Why? Because if you have written a 
head for your article the editor will probably 
Want to change it, andif you have not— 
which is the better way—he must write one. 
Besides he wants room in which to write in- 
structions to the printer as to the type to be 
used, where and when the proof is to be sent, 
ete. 

Y. Never roll your manuscript. Why? 
Because it maddens and exasperates every one 
who touches it—editor, compusitor and proof 
reader, 

VI. Be brief. Why? Becanse people 
don't read long stories. The number of read- 
ers which any two articles have is inversely 
proportioned to the square of their respective 
lengths. That is, a half column article is 
read by four times as many people as one of 
double that length, 
VIL. Have the fear of the waste basket 

constantly and steadily before your eyes. 
Why? Because it will save you a vast 
amount of useless labor to say nothing of 
paper and postage, 

VIII. Always write your full name and 
address plamly at the end of your letter. 
Why? Because it willoften happen that the 
edilor will want to communicate with you, 
and because he needs to know the writer's 
name as a guarantee of good faith. If you 
use a pseudonym or inilials, write your own 
name and address below it. It will never be 
divulged. 

IX. ‘ These precepts in thy memory keep, ” 
and for fear you might forget them, cut them 
out and put them where you can readily run 
througzh them when templed to spill innocent 
ink. : 

Causeur’s word for it those who heed these 
Tules will be beloved and favored in every 
editorial sauctum.— Boston Transcript Cau- 
erie, 

oo 

Errror or Dier on Liquor Drainxine.— 
Charles Napier, an English scientific man, 
has heen testing the truth of Liebig’s theory 
that liquor drinking is compatible with ani- 
mal food, but not with a farinaceous diet. 
The experiment was tried upon twenty-seven 
Jiquor-drinking persons, with results sub- 
stantiating the Liebig theory. Among the 
more striking instances of reform brought 
about by a change of diet was that of a gentle- 
man of sixty who had been addicted to intem- 
perate habils for thirty-five years, his out. 
bursts averaging one a week. Hig constitu- 
tion was so shattered that he had great difficulty 
in insuring his life. 

After an attack of delintum tremens, which 
nearly ended fatally, he was persuaded to en- 
jer upon a farinaceous diet, which, we are 
assured, cured him completely in seven 
mouths. He seems to have been very thin at 
the beginning of the experiment, but at the 
close of the period named had gained twenty- 
eight pounds, being then of about the normal 
weigut of a person of his height. 
articles of food which are specified by Napier 
as pre-eminent for antagonism to alcohol are 
macaroni, haricot beans, dried peans, and len- 
tils, all of which shoud be well boiled and 
flavored with plenty of butter or olive-oil. 

The various garden vegetables are said to be 
helpful, but a diet mainly composed of them 
would not resist the tendency to inlemperance 
80 effectually as one of macaroni and farina- 
esous food. From this point of view high 
glutinous bread would be of great utility, but 
it should not be sour, such acidity being cal- 
culated to foster the habit of alcoholic drink- 
ing. A like remark may be applied to the 
use of salted food, If we inquire the cause 
of a vegetarian’s alleged disinclination to al- 
coholic liquors we find that the carbonaceous 
starch contained in the macaroni, beans, or 
oleaginous aliment appears to render un- 
necessary, and therefore repulsive, carbon in 
an alcoholic form.—Wew York Graphic. 

os 

Horsz Brsovits--T'he horses of the Ger- 
man army are now fed with biscuits. These 
biscuits consist of thirty paris of oat flour, 
thirty parts of dextrinated pea fiour, thirty 
paris of rye flower, and ten parts of linseed 
fiuur; sometimes of twenty parts of, pea flour, 
twenty paris of wheat flour, twenty parts of 
corn meal, twenty parts of rye Hour, ten parts 
of vraied bread, and ten parts of linseed 
flour. The ingredi nts ave made into biscuits. 
The first named mixture is the best. These 
biscuits are made with a hole in the middle 
of each, so they cati be strung on a string, 
and hung to the saddle bow, or be carried by 

will déserye and win the thanks of all | 

twelve at noon, and seven at night, 
careful experiment in camp, on the march, 
and campniging, they are reported by all the 
cuvalry and artillery officers better than oats. 
A trooper can easily carry thirty pounds of 
these bisevits, which will furaish his horse 
with full rations for eight days, or will serve, 
with forage, for twelve days’ hard marching. 

Among the, 

JRI 

the trooper around his waist. Hach biscuit 
weighs, when baked dry and hard, about two 
ounces. 
given to the horse in the morning, moistened 

Seven biscuits are broken up and 

with water if convenient, otherwise dry; 
After 

A 

THe Sore Resmenr or Carson Crry.— 
Riding one autumnal duy in company with a 
party of borderers in quest of buitalo, we 
came upon a town standing silent and de- 
serted in the midst of a prairie. “That,” 
said one, ‘‘is Carson City. It did a good 
trade in the old wagon days, but it busted up 
when the railroad went farther west and the 
people moved on. There’s only one man left 
in it now, and he’s got snakes in his boots the 
hull year round.” Marveling what manner of 
man this was who dwelt alone in the silent 
city, we rode on. Only one house showed 
signs of occupation, and in it dwelt the man, 
We had passed through the deserted streets 
and gained the prairie beyond when a shot 
yang out behind us and a bullet cut the grass 
to our left. ‘Hello! he’s on the shoot,” 
cried one. *‘ Ride, boys!” and we rode. Car- 
son City soon faded from view, but not so 
the memory of that ‘‘busted-up” town and 
its solitary indweller, who had perennial 
‘jim jams” and was ‘ton the shoot.”— rom 
a Nevada Letter 

==, 

ExpLorine THE Foor Hints or THE Roory 

MoutnraAins.—S80me attaches of the school of 

Mines at Golden, Nevada, have been explor- 

ing the foot of Green Mountains under the 

direction of Prof. Lakes. A Jocal paper says. 

The basaltic lava capping the table mountains 
above Golden were passed en soute and their 
origin explained as a Java outburst from a fis- 
sure extending along the eastern flank of the 
mountains, from which a flood of moltau ma- 
terial poured over the surrounding country 
and preserved, on the base of the Table 
mountains and the mesas of the divide, the 
ancient prairie from the denuding floods 
which, with these exceptions, haye brought 
if to its present low level. This eruption was 
contemporaneous with similar overflows from 
Alaska to South America, which covered the 
region west of the Rockies with a Java flood 
thousands of miles in width and hundreds of 
feet thick, at a time when mountain making 
Was going on in various parts of the world 
--when the Himalayas and the Alps were 
in their last throes. 

eS 

—In 1831, at New Haven, Professor Silli- 
man drove into a small maple tree a staple 
upon which to hang a lantern. The other 
day the staple was found inside a block of 
wood, and for a while people wondered how 
it got there. 

—— 

—-‘‘ Cheese it,” according to our excellent 
and elegant friend Dr. Elliott Coues, is a cor- 
ruption of “dont give it a whey.”— Washing- 
ton Capital 
ee Se 

Messrs. TIFFANY & CO., in- 

vite attention to the new pat- 

terns of their Plated Ware, 

made expressly for this season. 

The articles are specially de- 

signed for their best trade, and 

the adaptability of forms to the 

uses for which they are intend- 

ed has been carefully. consid- 

ered, 

This ware is made of hard 

metal, soldered with silver at 

every joint, heavily plated, 

stamped with the name of the 

House, and guaranteed to be 

the BEST PLATED WARE 

MADE, 

UNION SQUARE, | 

Mublicationg, 
=O 

SEASONABLE BOOK 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
25c. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
$2 

Camp Life in Florida, 
$1.50, 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition. 

$3. 

For sale et office of Forest AND STAAm, 111 
Fulton street, New York, 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

ie as = ‘ E ee 1 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting und Shooting the American Partridge--Quall; 
fuffel Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ding the gun, hunting the dog, and sh«oting on the 
wing. Pace. $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had af hook stores generally. Also for sale 

one doauble-barrel breech-loading centra! fire shot- 
gun, 12-gauge. Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick City, Md, 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

oe 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED. 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schvols, Origin of 
Names, Iohabitanis of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life saving Stations, Yacht Clnuds, Industries, 
Peisonal Skefches. Parks, Lani As-oclations, Fish— 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, wany charts from 
official sources, with cumplele soundings, ete., etc. 
Useful to sporlamen avd yachtsmen, and the couniry 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Piice $7. Address v0. P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editer, Forkst AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

Oct 11 

BY CAPT. BOGARDTS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breediug and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale at 
this office. im $2. 

Gunpowder, 
aa z : 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blastine 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN UsE, 

Duponi7s Gunpowder Mills, es'ablished in 1801, 
have maintained their great repubtition for ig years, 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale! in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapied for Glass Baill 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S BAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) 10 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
4 quick, strong and clean Powder of very fine grai: 
for Pistol shooting. ? — 
DUPON'S RIFLE, FG., “SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFg and PF! lg.—The F¢ for long-range rifle sioot- 
rg, the #Pg and FRM, for general use, burnicg 
st og and moi t 

SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING PY VERS ofull-imes an tue-cripii ns. special. 
grades for export. Musker. (aonon, Mo tar aud 
Mameuorh Powder, TU. s Guvernmenr staudari. 
Powder manufactured fo order tf sny mqot ed wrain 
or proof, Agencies iy All cliies aud priveipal towns 
thronghoul wie U §. Represente by 

F. L KNEBLAND, 70 Wari Sx. N.Y. 
N. &8—Use HONE but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rife sliootlng. 

Ganpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER OO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “ Electric Powder.?? 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in aquaré canis= 
ters of 1 lb. only. 

Mozord’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters ant 
63; 1b. Kegs. A fine grain, gatce and clean, for 
upland prairle shooting. Well adapted to shote 
guns. 

Hazard’s Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In1 and 515, canisters 
and 644 aud 127 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean. shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, 16 
Tanke any other brand, and 1t is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazgard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

PFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in ke 
123g and 634 |bs, and cana of 5lba.e! FFG 1s also 
packed in 1 ana Ib, canisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The hFFG and FFG are fivorite trands for 
ordinary sporting. aud the “Sea Saooting” §'G 1s 
the standard #ite powder of the cosntry. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES "OR MXPORT, OF 

EQUIRED GRAIN OB BRUON, MANU. 

ur 5, 

ANY R 
FAUTUKED 10 ORDER, 

The above can be bad of deaers, or of the Com— 
peny’s Agents in every promnent city, or wholeaain 
at our oftics, 

&8 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST,, N. Yo 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. ito, strongest and Cleanest made, In scaled 
Lib. oaul ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guus. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No, 1 to Sm 
metal kegs, G4 Ibs. euch, and canisters of Land 6 
ibs, each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, the last being the fneat, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1244 lb= 
and $3¢ lbs., and in canisters of 1 Jb. and % Ib, 

All of the aboye give high velocities and lesa 
vesidium thai any other brands made, and are re- 
jommended and used by Capt. A. H. SOGARDUS, 
the *Chanipion Wing Shot of the World." 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING SPPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER 
Of ail Kmus >n hand and made to order, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses, 

yumphiets, pao sizes of the grain by woad 
cnt. aent free on application So the above eddress. 

GUNPOWD R 

American Powder (Go, 
233 STATE STREET 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, 
EB, B, RAmBo, 14 State street, Chicago, Ill. 
M.G. Gopparp, 304 North Second, St. Louis, Mo. 
F, Bare &Co., 41 Walnut st., Cincinnati, 0. 

dtliscellaneons, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’y. 

Post Office Squgre, Boston. Mass, 
Total cash assets, a8 per Insurance Com- 

Missioyer’s TEPOLh.......0..00-.00, $14,496,920 55 
Total curplugas per Insurance Commis- 

BIONET'S TEPOTL see ges sess sees. eeee, 1,621,078 88 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J, M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS, 
KENNY & RATCLIPE YH, 
Vp ROTARROXM, Sieh o . 
E, F. Ha ERSUN,..... -Nashinm ™. tf, 
MARSTON & WAKBLIN....Phiti delphia, 
HALL & WORTHINGUON..Bal ivore, Wd. 
VERSUR BROTURaS, Detroit. Mech. 
YW, CRONKHITE.....4.2,... Uhiengo, IH. 
pid. Wal son, eves SE. Paul, Mion, 
W. B. NAVIS..... +E Leuin, May 
M. ©. RANDALL, ..hew Orleans. La. 
W, EVERSON. ...-.+.-+0y:+..580 Fronciseu, Cal 



SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE. ELEVENTH GRAND DISTRI- 

Bot on 1878, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly Incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
table purposes in 1868, with ea capitalof $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fand of $850,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
will take place monthly on the second Tuesday. Jt 
never acales or postpones. Look at the following dis- 
tribution : 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000. 
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS BACH. 

HALE-TIOKETS, ONE DOLLAR. 
LIST OF PRIZES 

1 Capital Prize of...... aa seseecess $80,006 
1 Capital Prize of.. sere 10,000 
1 Capital Prize of...... fi 5,000 
2 Prizes of $2,500, 5,00 
6 Prizes of 1,000, 5,000 

20 Prizes of 5! 10,000 
100 +e 10,000 
200 io Ol peetea eee eens 10,008 
500 uy oi pee ee a 10,000 

7,000 4 10 Ree erase 10,000 

APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 
9 Approximation Prizes of $300..... SAA 2,700 
9 Approximation’Prizes of 200........... 1,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100,......... 900 

1,857 Prizes amounting t0.......-+seseeesrsee $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid. 
Application for rates to clubs should only be made 

to the Home Office in New Orleans. 
Write, clearly stating full address, for further in- 

formation, or send orders to 
M. A. DAUPHIN, 

P, 0. Box 692, New Orleans, Lonisianna, 
0) H. L. PLUM, 

319 Broadway, New York City. 
All our Grand Extraordinary Drawiugs are under 

the supervision and management of GENS. G. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. BARLY. 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Class V Draws November 15. 
One prize of $15,000, one of $8,000, and one of $5,000, 

1896 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, 1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 

WATER 

or ti 

8 MIRROR TOP ORG ANS. 
SOUVENIR 

aw 
These beantifal organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnur. We 
sel] a hetter instrument al 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square and Up- 
Tight, are the BEST 
MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

= Workmanship and Dura- 
bility unsurpassed, Warranted for Sn YEARS. 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches. 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Cataiognes Mailed. 
Second-hand Pianus and Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS... HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

SPORGANS.2\ 
The oldest, largest, and most perfect manufactory in the U.S 

Send for Price-Lists. 

BUFFAL?! 

“COLUMBIA RANGE, 
PENING DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 26.) 

WEST END (Hudson Co , 

NEW JERSEY. 

TIME-TABLE. 

Trains on Erie Railway Jeaying Chambers street at 
hours Named below, stop at Range : 7:45, ‘8:30, 9:45, 
10:00, 10:15, 11:30] 12:00, A. M., and 1:00, 1:45, 3:00, 3:15, 
Teak 4:00, 4:30 P. M. Leave 23d street 15 minutes 
earlier. 

Trains from Paterson: 8:05, 5:26, 8:47, 9:16, 10:07, 
11:85 A. M., atid 1:80, 1:55, 2:00, &87 P.M, 

rains from Newark: 8:85, 10:26 and 2:06. 

Sp, 5, 

Trains on Northern Railroad from Nyack and in- 
termediate stations: 7:10, 7:55, 8:18, 9:17, 10.55, 1:10 
and 3:00, stop af Range. 

ovtad 16 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Usmping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Peather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

Bogardnua’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The * NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Profounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Eyery sportsman 
should have one, 

Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
alr, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS!—A central-fire, English Donble 
Qun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 
SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 

sold in any quantity, 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
& specialty. 
CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
peer Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 
Etc., Etc. 
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REMINGTON. 

Amusements, Gite. 

ae AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 85th ST, 
Magnillcently trained KENTUCKY THOR- 

OUGHBREDS, twelve beautifal, high spirited 
horses, in the most difficult and novel feats eyer 
seen. Last week of the wonderful performance of 

GERALDINE AND M. LEOPOLD. 
Shot from a cannon thirty feet. 

Admission, 50 cents. Reserved ceats, 25c. extra. 

LIVING ST. BENOIT TWINS 
on separate exhibition. 

Guns, Rifles, Fe. 

DRAWINCS & PRICES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

PIONEER? WORKS * 
BIRMINGHAM, 

ae ENGLAND ~ 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
Crrrpmoor Tarcer, Distance 200 Fret, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sts.) 

NEW YORK, 

CO, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207. Bowery, New York, 

35 Liberty St. 
Cec SRS oy es eesaerssoRnesyssenaes ~~ 

SUMOAY, Liss. N.Y. 

REMINGTON RIFLE - 

i a7, 7 IMBRIE, 
Ss  Snecessors to ANDREW GLERK & O0., 

aaa 

SOLE AGENTS for the'Manufacture and Saleo 

SETH CGREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, S2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

Fists 

Fine 
RIFLES 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORK. 

ene Price Cet for Wares, ora, Rito Freshy on Rise emewiend 
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Guns, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN. 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfolly Strong, 

There never was & gun easier to handle, easier to 
clean, less liable to get loose or out of order, or one 
so good for the money. Prices range from $50 to 

00, 
? WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPHOT, 

Send stamp for circniar to 

The American Arms Co., 
aug2? tf BOSTON, MASS. 

M, BUBSER, Sx, 

GUNSMIT H, 
Rifle Gallery, No. 45 Newark avenue Jersey City. 

Shells for breech-loading shot-guns on hand and 
loaded at the shorteat notice to order. Constantly 
on hand a good supply of Guns, Pistols, Fishing 
Taekle and Sportsmen’s Articles in general, Apis 

Bug’ 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 

Gurd’s Good Guns, 
J, Gurd & Son, London, Ont., Canada, importers 

and dealers in fine English Breech and Muzzle- 
loading Shot-gans, Breech-loading Machines, Eley’s 
Shells, Wadding and Caps, Metal Shells, Curtle & 
Harvey's and Orange Lightning Powders, Newcastle 
Chilled Shot, Glass Balls und Glass Ball Traps. Send 
for Llustrated Price List, free by mail, sept la lyr 

ours Gisoxop shoe 

LACK EE 
-Geani Peder yc > lang? Coon esanReRss ose -— Soe ana oso" ~~ eAA 

ARLES L. RITZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Beech-Loading Cuns, 
PI 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Joint, with 
extra tip, in case, $15. 

REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 
best makers, and with all the latest improyements. 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Ba 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES. 

FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shories 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Halr and Silk, Ete. 

Walking Cane Rods. 

The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
successful spoons in use, ‘Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers. 
OPTIGAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 

Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, éte., ete. 

iene EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine. 

LIBERAL DISOOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
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Guns, Rifles. Ge. 

BARGAINS! 

A Dougall, Purdey and Tolley 
Double Express Rifle 

For Sale. ' 

DOUGALL—10-bore, 31 inch, Damascus barrels 
lock-fast action, pistol grip; arst special 
quality; weight, 8:4 lba.; cost $350; tsed 
very little; price...... Bis, t. seed PEs . $225 

PURDEY—10-bore, 32-inch, Damascus barrels, 
lever under guard, Lefanchenx action; 
weight, 54% lbs., with finest case and imple- 
ments in perfect order; nsed very little; 
wost $600; price........--..+++- seg sastbnny epee 

TOLLEY EXPRESS DOUBLE RIFLE.—80 cal, 
with casé aud implements; 100 loaded meta) 
Bhella, 100 bullets, O00 primers, ete,; cost, 
$300; Good AS DEW; PTIGE.-..-..--- ee seeeeeee $150 

a 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 

41 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, Pa- 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with Intest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St.,4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor. Open day and might 
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THESE ARMS ARE 
UNSURPASSED, FOR 

A HINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, | 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USHS, and every variety of 

METALLIC AMMUNITEON. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

ICHOLS & LEFEVER, 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

NE SPORTING GUNS 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen's Goods, of the only 

7 two Gold Medals given—‘*For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘For the Best Gun of American 
Make ”—fourteen foreign competitors-and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 

epeating 

1878. 

~ Ams Company, 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

- For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

W._W..Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, } 
: Breech-Loader.! 

“THE WINNINGICURN. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix det Casing, all objet dart valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for af Monaco, wes competed for by 

-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29% yards, He 
also won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 

- at 83 yards, making a total of 19 irds outof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guos by the best London makers, and winning 

, the silver cup, valned at 60 guineas, presented by Mr. 

‘The winning 10 at Philadelphia, 187 in tho} igen Aauotiee eeeaath tween Capt. Bo gun also a iadelphia, 1876, © pigeon shoo Imatch between Capt, rdus and 
Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100: using one barrel only. i! ais 

The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875,.beatin, ,102 guns by all the best makers of Great Britain aud Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BRE CH-LOADER ia the strongest 
snd most durable ever invented, aud the most successful gun of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
_H. OC. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ = 

Nica A 

lustrated Babi 
Sykes atthe lamest. 

Ce 

tle 

i should have one of our wonderful M A child can use them, Sent free to enyibart Vee ae United States on feo 
et on the i= monials Of practical farmersand dairymen throu ueuesaas Te ues yp, ional views of a Cow's teats and peat issected an selentifically explained. “by Drs, White and Wilson of this ci aA Se, tree to any address, : 

’ . KH. KENG, Presi 
Office, 575 Broadway, New Work, " Agnts 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,| ©. M BRENNAN, 
POULTRY AND GAME, GLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA 

Ti00, 580 and 290 WASHINGTON MARKET, N, -¥° 40 South Olark Street, Obicago, 

7 

FOSS BROS. & CO., 
(Successors to F, J. ABBEY & CO.), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

HAND-MADE BOXING GLOVES. 

PRICES PER SET OF TWO PAIRS. 

A. Stuffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves 
in the country for the money.........,.. ..$2 60 

B. A good, stout, foll-sized gloye, all brown 
hands, good covers and well sewed-....... 3. 0 

C. Made of carefolly selected leather, Thé 
(four-chetts) pieces between the fingers 
made out of buck-kin, rendering the 
glove very soft and comfortable ; strings 
around tiie wrist, o/7. foos, Asda eee Boo 

D. Covered with the very best finished buck- 
skin; strings around wrist, and bound 
with fancy leather......c.2. Jecgeeur-rsue ¢ 

= FB, English Buck Gloves and covers stuffed 
= with best curled hair, fancy band, best 

2 : strings. The very best glove that can be 
BT Ns Lat cyte is Pe Bs SOR ee a . 5.00 

Fine English Gloves covered with white kid and hound with fancy leather, per sef..-, . 6.00 
A book of instruction giyen away with each set when the money accompanies the order. 

& ND FOR PRICE LIST OF SKATES, NOVELTIES AND SPORTSMEN’S GOODS. 

4,50 

FISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., New York. 

Che Fennel. The Hennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT COCKER SPANIEL 
MEAT FIBRINE poccaxss.| Breeding Kennel 

OF 
M, P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N ¥. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock, I guaratitee satisfaction and safe de. 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 

Twelty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, po Sy of Huglish Kennel 

Clob, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 
cular, testimonials, etc. jlo it 

LISTEN? 
The Sportsmen’s Bell 

tells the positiou of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 

_closer. Valuable in early 
¥ Woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick, 

eo Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting goods, Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 cents, BEVIN BRO#. MANUFACTURING CO., 
East Hampton, Conn. Beptl9 fm 

ANTED TO BUY—A very small or dwarf Cow- 
one giving milk preferred. Address L. GA, 

e ITT; 242 Asnland aye., Chicago, Ill. ootsl 15 

None are genuine unless so stamp a 

F. 0. De LUZE, 
1 South Willlam Street, N. Y., Sale Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Acents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond-. 

| ll ee oo 



Ghe Hennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fener on doge or 

Any other animals, or money returned, It 1s putup 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facililates its use. Simple and efMcacious, 

Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA,. NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail, 
Botn the above are recommended by Rop anp Gur 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON,. 
11% FU! TON STREET, 

SPRATTS PATENT 
DOG MEDICINES. 

CURE for DISTEMPER Cure for Worms, Parg- 
ing Pills, Alterat-ve Coolng Powders. Cure for 
Rheumetiem, Lombhrgo, und Chest Foundeis. Corre 
for Jaundice, Tonic Conditios Pils, and Couvh Pils, 
Cure fer Canker sf the Ear, Linimert for &;ra us, 
Stimulant 10r the Growth of Halr, snd Mauge Lo- 
tion, 

oct 12 

The Kennel Medicine Chirst 

Contains all the above remedies, also varions Surgl- 
al Appliances. 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison, For sale hy 

HR. C. SQUIRES, 
1 CORTLANDT STREES, N. ¥. 

~, smperial Kennel. 
Setters and Poi)ters Boarded, 

Brok-n, etc. 
Young Dogs handl-d with skill 

and jadginent, 
Addres-, 

H, (. GLOVER, 
ToMs KIVER, N. J. 

‘Splendid kenne! accommodations; dogs bave daily 
@ccese to gait water. oct tf 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of fir t-class cocker spanielx 

write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Ciuh, Franklin, Delaware County, 
W.Y. Stock and delvery guaranteed. Price $15 
éach for dog or bi ch pups. pepti2 tl 

$25 REWARD. 

octio tf 

LOST OR STOLEN—A large red and white selter 
dog, past three years old. Body color, red; breast, 
belly, all four fcet and tip of tail, white; white hlaze 

on face ana white patch on back of neck, hair or 

lips and tail inclined to curl, He auswers to the 
name of Rock and is very friendly in disposition 
When Jast seen wore collar yi my mame and ad- 

pd name ** Rock, Jr. 
Sie ac pas reward will be paid on his delivery to 

me, or if stolen, $109 will be pail for retorn of deg 

and information which will convict the thief GO 

B, GRINNELL, Milford, Conn octly 4; 

For Sale Very Low. 

My red and white setter dog, Mack, 24% years old} 

broken on woodcock, quail avd partir. dpe; fast, busy 

worker; splandid nose; exceedingly staunch; will 

point any game sand *h. Mack is a very superior 

woodcock dog; reirieves any game from jand anv 

water, Reasons for eelling, have more dogs than I 

can hand’e; sell for no fault, and assure the pur 

chaser Mack will be found as represented, or 

money réfunded; reference turnished, Price, oniy 

$10 cash. Address, W. Tl, PIERCE, Peekskill, N. Y. 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen defirjng to have 
their dogs Froken this year by mé will lease 

Communicate at once. Want them fitted for the 

field ere season opets. Shall go South for the 
winter with the doys. My entire kennel (2 doge aus 

pupvies) forsale. Come and see them at Centreville 

on te Hrie Railroad, Furst boyers best selection. 
Address E. S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pasraic 

County. N. 1. je2i t 

HE NEW YORK KFNNEL CLUB offer for sale 
an exe: edingly hund-ome black, whie-and-tan 

seiter dog, now Torough y bioken for he Old, bo 

admi abiy suiled to » gi Dn! leman’s coup'ry plece, or 

8 a perronal «mp nion. He is 1ull-sized an? 
pighiy bred. Price $100. Applicaton must be made 
at this office. «ddress C ocd tf 

AUR SALE—Ked Irish setter, Bess, by faltus' 
K Vash: drsi poze Watertuwn, N. Y., oof or imn- 
ported Helle, Rees is a very dark rich red wt 
wuije, a good fielder, with kern nse aud st unch on 
gume. Ard a sped dbondbtchan greal breeder 

your veara od November 1, 1878, Addre-s, F A 
DIFFENUERrFER, 15 Shippen stree, Lancaster, 

Pa. 
o 1104 

AOR SALE—Two Yorkshire terriers, one year od, 
Kk yeventiy Imperted; they are beantifully coated, 

intelligent, guaranteed to be pure blond, and will 

make flue breeding +tock, Wieght o° male fonr 

onnds, emsle four poonds, Price for the pa r, 955 

lack sod tan, female, weight 4 1bs., price $40. 

JOHN J. BERR’. Hackepsack, N. J. ocil0 tf 

ICKLY BRED FIELD TRIAL DOG PUFS FOR 
SATE, whelped July 17, 1878, out of Minna 

(K'rby-Rock), by Brutus (Belle-Rob Oy Ad- 
~ River P. O., Maryland. dress D. MURRAY, West s Rati at 

OR SALE—The liver and white polnter bitch, 
F Prudence; pedigree see K. S. B.; also, Tour 
doz pupe, three months old, from Prudenos, hy Phil, 
dr. For pariiculars, address E. C. ALDEN, Dedham, 
Mass. Oct?’ 27 

ORNON SETTER PUPPIES “OR SAT E—A dor 
and bileh, row &'x weeks Oo, ont OF Mr. 

Tresion’- champion hitch Lon, by Mr, Jerome 

Marpie’s Groure, Prive, $30 each, Address H «0. 
GLOVER, Luperiai Keone! Ulub, foms River, Bin 

ot? 4 36 

OR SALE CILHAP—A liver and white pilnter 
bitch pup, three wonrhs old; good pe igree, 

nd from fine field working aiock. Address W. BE. 
a,, Box 1,201, Boston. octsl Lt 
D 

ears 

y Eifle, Auxiliar 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed in a gun ready for nse in aeecond of time with thesame ease as a cartridge, ana 
can Le removed just as expeditiously, There is no wear on tie rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of crder, With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech loading shot gun can be converted into amost accuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fitany standard make of gun of 10 or 12-callbre—calicre of rifle 32, 88. or 44 as desired. Lenoth of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the beatsadvantage are the Winchester Repeating Arma Co.'s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra loug, and No. 44, model 1878, Send forn Circular and Price Lict. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HaVEN, CONN. 

| “OLD RELIABLE” 
221 bd (TRADE MARK.) 221 ® 

STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took firs’ 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other tour. Amoig them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, woa with a score of 974. 

other rifle, 960. 

The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rite, 1.044. Rést by any other rife, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man witn Sharps Rifles, 213. Other riflea used ayerageil respectively 193 and 197. 
The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr Frank Hyde with atharps Rifle with a score of 143 ont of a 

pos-ible 15) at 1.00 yards THER LERCH ( Ue#. won at Spring Merting with a scoreot 215. Bes 
other rifle, 197 For the Grand Agvregate Prize at Fall Meeting th ee competitors each, w th Shar, 8 Rifles— 
Mr Frenk Hide, Col W. ‘lark an! Cant \© A Jaeksonr—tied on a sore of 3 O points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP won by Cap'. J.8 Barton, with a Sharps 

Millary Rife. All or'z sin th «match were wer with Sharps Hifler. 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER First Day).—J.8 ~umner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extruoidinary svore of 221 points out of a postibie 225 at 800, 90¥ and 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 221, 
BRIDCEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON’S 

FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GKEAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIs 
FINE TRIPLEX 12 GAUGE BREECH-| OADER,MADE BY 

W. & C, SCOTT & SON, 

{(¥rom CAPT. A, H. BUGARDTUS.] 

P.O Rox 715 

Bast score by any 

W, & ©. Scotr & Sov: Lowpon, August 9, 1878. 
Gentiemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to express my ful'est sa‘isfaction 

in the territic shooting power of your choke-bore guns, I now po sess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
extra 12-bore barrels; also a light 12 and 20bo e; fll of your make, which caanot be excelled in the 
shooting qualities, and impossible to heat in rhe solidity and power of your patent Triplex «ction. Inger 
your gun in my two recen! matches with Mr, Penuell, June 28 and July 2%, ar which time T acored 70 and 71 
in each match, wi ning by two birds; also in my match with Cept Shelley, Joly <9, at which time T scores 
84, “jhe hizhest senre on ecord;” and inthe Joternational Match with subreyv Coventry, Esq., at Boighton. 
Aug. 6, for £1,000, which I won bh killing 79 ont of 109. All of the above matches were at 100 hirds each, Sf 
yardsrise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and tt is 
sull in good condition. 

Belleve me, yuurs very truly, A. H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World, 

[From COL. JOHN BODINE, New York.) 
W. & ©, FooTtt & Son: April T, 1878 

Gentlemen—l have received the Premier auality choke-bore gun, No. 8.696, in good order, and am 
please! fo. say lhat its performance excels my expectations, while its symmetry and finish fs sll that the 
most fastidious cou'd desire, Itfully comes up to specifications of order, Dota in finish and shoot.ng quall- 
ies. I have disposed of my two guns by other makers, 

SILVER MEPAL AWARDED PARIS 

ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

EXHIBITION, 1878. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

A rms, | 
ACCESSARIES. 

STORES: No, {8 North Sixth $t., No. 220 North Seoond St, and No, $27 Commerce St, 

TATHAM’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.’ 
Gives grenter penctrntion and better pattern than ordinary shot. Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free fvom shrinkage, more spherical, mors uniform in size 
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than anyother. BEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman &t., 
NEW YToRxk. 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COm-~ 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot. 

‘he Rennel 

POINTER PUPPIES. 
By Imper‘ed che mpion Srapahrt. ant rf imperted 

Farnie, now eight weeks Rise nics liver with hite 
Inarkings—three dogs. one hiwh, price each $20. 
Al-o one red Infah setter bitch. whelped June 12 hy 
Imper'ed Dash fist. Sew York. 1872) cn of fm- 
ported Flora (Ist, New York, 1878). Price $95 We 
#re faking orders for delivery of pons whelped & pt. 
21 hy champion Snanshnt. ont of ovr Gyneer ( 
(al. ont of Psyche: 18 , New York, 1878), L'NCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Wa'ren, Mesa, octal tt 

ae WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB Frye a 
nimber of fine punnles fir ele cutoel May and 

Flirt. by Sensation, Mav ia foll sister to P-rche, 
winner of first and sp2cial prizes at late N Y Rereh 
Show. The prices are: femen ard white dor. $75: 
hitch, $29: liverand wh tedegs, 299; ich $15 If 
mnrechased hefore Fix weeks olf, apply ty SET. 99 
West Thirty-aecond street, New York, octal it 

Ds SATE—A thoronghhred red Trish fFet‘er 
(emtered in * Kennel Register’). 946 yerre old: 

yard and field broken; kind @arceitiin: fine and 
gamey in anppesraner ; R cond retriever fort worker, 
ane never tires, Address B,C. BINDSEY, Meriden, 
ono. 

WW ANTED—A well bred, good-lockirg Enplieh 
selter hitch, nat above medinm size: well 

hroken on gnail, and to bunt well with snether dog, 
Must have very geno rose and nace. Wil di posit 
with Editor Foresr ann STReAM Fane “faire fra 
trial, Addrrasd, H. 8., Rcom 105, Rotel Bronawick, 
New York City. ortsl 2, 

ANTED—A dog to tun ravbita: must be a 
good one and warrented. Addrése PAUL 

SINGER, 99 Forsyth etrect, N. ¥. Oct311t 

for Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout fggs—ready for delivery 

from the 1st of Nov. to Jan. 20, Send for price list 

‘J, B, & F, W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. Ovuuty, 

N. Y. eept2é tf 

WILD RICE 
Sed for Sale. KR, VALENTINE, Janeaville, Wis. 

oct3 f 

INNESOTA FAR ‘—For Fale, 16°0 acres im- 
proved land ju Kock Connty, Minn sote, vith 

furor Nous: Three stables, corn bh use. hen fh use, 
erain house, f-nees, trere, windbieaks. elevitor, 
windmills, wells grating, ronuime sirenme of clever 
wattr direcily on line: f St Pan! wd Sox City 
Raiyoad: p ice $18000 On'y one Wall nile ¥ rit 
rom co Diy aeat, Sud only to iperease ferming 
imrereet jo lnm: diate ne'ghb wlond) No such b r- 
gain fy be had in the enire Wes. Pioovraphs 
shown and fol) +peciticatiin~ given on «a pleat 
10 \LHaS, HALLOCE, office of FoREST ann Date ag 

oct 

UR SALE CHEAP —A 10 bo'e, brerch-lonading, 
doohle barrel shofenn, weight $49 ID ., lene | 

nated sleel bar ela 30 mches long haudsomey en- 
giaved, with fndp-arti np, rehounding wek-, and 
gond shooter, Mad: by J. P. (latvongh & Bin, 
London, #nd a first-clasa gin in eve y resnect. 
Low st price 870; norone-helf whetitcust. HH. Bb 
Vc NDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa. ovis) Lo 

Fe SALE—Orisial Spring Fi-h Farm and | icnio 
Gronnds, Oakland, Bergen County, N 4. Hulld- 

Ings cost over $1,200; five years ol); ,othic frame 
villa; all modern iinprivements; tenant's house, 
-tibles, etu—in one, four horars; twen y- hee 
acres, fouracres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; tiné parden; 100 young fru t trees; apple 
orchards, Addre-s B. Bb. P., cae this um. e. 

fi jet 

FY SALR—New Webley d-uble rifle, 45 cal, 
70 gers (U. 8. Gov’) cartridge, 25in., 19 Ins, 

weight; actnrars shooter; proce $135. J. U K,, 
24 bank étreet, Phila ielphia, 

OR BALS CHEAP—t)ne Miynatd Hifle. 44 cat,, 
70 gs. cimilere wih ie-lagding thiols, perp 

and gove sight, |wo serfs mollis and 50 cal ize 
eases sed very Wtleand in perfecturder, Auires4 
R.M SWITH, Neties Vorner, «nt. O13L VE 

per SALE— ne yery fue Reml glo1, No12 gon, 
in petevt order, with sulei¢a Wer vuse, 3 O 

Mets] sud pap rsliells, and w@ ci mph te ret of loud- 
lny 1oolk, tic,; price $l10. Lue of loud) n wake 
hiuzzle-loaner, in Mie order, 4 geuge; jree $+). 
Oue 8} ahot hvara icifie, Dew, $3! Une twis, ‘op 
snap, No 10 gauge, E g¢ i4? breech loader, uo perfect 
order, $35  W, HOLBERTON & LO,, 117 Filion 
atreer, N. ¥. © 181 It 

ERRETS FOR S3LE—Fe ret wuzzcs. A | kines 
uf Suvtiue Des, Send fi el colar. Add ess 

u. VAN VECH LEN, VictorfOntari, 01, N.Y. 
~ ol 81 2b 

AVanted. 

ANTED 10 EXCHA\GE—A handanmely 
mounted Rem ugion Ritt-, nickel pnd « hased 

barrel, git bands woud p Il hed -tock, for a Doun'e- 
barreled Breech-Loading Sho-Gun, Addmas A. BR, 
GEOFF ROY, 10 Maiden Laue, N. ¥, ovlgi 1c 

GHAS. REICHE & BRO. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL EINDS OF 

Birds and Rare Animais, 
BUITABLE FOE 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries. 
536 reanieetch Street, third door from North Wiillam,. 
(ARB AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR- 

For SaLe,—Mandario Docks, Golden and Silver 
*heagania (Choa); Spor-winged Geexe, Egyptian 
joose (Africa); Widgeous, Red-headed Ducks, Brant 
jeesa (Kurepe); Wood Ducks (America), 
eas, REIOHB, HENRY HElcaR, 
4taot, 21. SRW Vorr, 

64 page Til Catslopue 
MAKE MONEY Tree. Ho kK , Boil ug 
Gu d+, Game, Nove tics, kc. Avle-wauied: W J. 
BALDWIN & CU,, 111 Nussau S0., P. 0, Bux 4178, 
N.Y Oci3l 45 
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Sportimen’s Routes. 
. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and’ Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridgé Monntsins, Valley of Virzinis, Alleghany 
Monntaios, Greenbrier and New Rivers, ani Kan- 
awa Valley, and inclnding in their varieties of gume 
and fish, deer, bear, wid turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
gual, snipe, woddcock, mountain tront, bass, pike, 
pickerel, efc., eto. 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for exch sports- 
Man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beautiful aud picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and simmer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs, 

Railroad connections at Clacinnati, with the West, 
Northwest ahd Southeast; at Gordonsyille, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Rictmond and Char- 
jotresville with the South. Allmodern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

Richmond, Va. ap 

People’s Evening Line 
TO ALBANY. 

Leaves PIER 44, N. R., foot of Canal street, 
daily, Sundays excepted, at 6 P. M. 
Birst-class fure, $1. Deck, 50c. Excursion 

to Albany and Return, $1.50. State- 
’ rooms, $1 and $2, 

Making close vonnections with trains on New 
York Cen ral Raijraad for the West, and Delaware 
and Hudson Ratiroad for the North, and Susque- 
hanna Railroad for the Southwest. 
Rooms Comfortably Warmed by Steain. 
S="THIS 18 THH ONLY NIGHT LINE oF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICEETS AND CHEOK-. 
ING BAGGAGE TO PLACES ON THHN,Y.G.RR. 
THROUGH TICKETS can he had at the 

Office on the pier, at Westco"t Express offices, at all 
hotels and ticket offices in New York, or of connect- 
ing Railroad and Steamboat Lines, 

&. E. MAYO, Geo’l Passenger Agent, 

Old Dominion Line, 
The sheamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfow! anil upland shopting sections in the coun- 
try. Connéctions direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninsula, Clty Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Ous couutry of Virginia, Tennessee, ete, Norfolk 
steamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urdsy. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at® p. a, 
Pull iuformation given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York. Bep2s ly 

St, Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace’ Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and Sti. Paul. “ 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneanolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnaied and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
‘On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. 
#, F. WINstow, Gen, Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, = s tf 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferryboats leave New York from James Slip 

(daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
arth street, Kast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

To departure of trains, and from South Wall atreet, 
Fulton and Catharire ferries (dail:) 30 minutes pre- 
yious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Tralns leave 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) ag 
followA: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., $:30 A. M., 
4P.M,, and on Saturdays at 3:3) p.m. For Patch- 
OBUE, €tC., 9:30 A.M. 4:30 and 6 P.M; For Babylon 
Sic., at 9:30 A, M., 4, 4:30,5and6P.m. For Port 
Jeilerson, Ste. At 10 A. M. and 4:30P.M. For North- 
ports ete., ab LOA. , 3:40, £50 and 6:30¥. mM. For 

ast Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4, M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 
and :30 F. a. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 4. M, 
4, 4:30, 6, (and 7PM, For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 8:30 and 10 a. ., 8:30, 4:30 5:30, 6:30 P. M,, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 A. 31., 
1:80 and 6:30 P, Mm. SUNDAYS—For Peri Jefferson, 
Patchogse, etc., 9 A. M, Babylon, ete., Gand TP, a, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 4. mM, and 6:30 P, M., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A. M,, 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M,, and from Long Island Gly only 9:30 4. ar; and 
5:30, a. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc,, ae per time tables, 
‘Ticket offices in New York at 261 road way, corner 
Warren street, at James Sllp and Thirty-foorth 
street ferries, at the offices of The Long Island 
Express, 3 Park place, 785 and 932 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No, 833 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets afuny of the above offices, baggagé can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

S. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup’t, 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’! Pass, Agent, Fes tt 

(ok NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPRINGFIELD 
White Mountaitis, Montreal and intermedtate 

pond The new and elegant steamer Continental 
ves Pler No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 

cepted) at3. A paBHBHEED train will be in waiting 
on the Wliarf at New Haven and leave for Spring- 
Held and way stations on arrival of boat, 

NE.—The Elm City leayea New York at 
T1P.M,, connecting with Hsia a train in waiting 
00 wharf at New Haven, leaving 6:15 4. um, Tickets 
Sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway, Sew 

Kev ‘faven end rela, 'sU00. Apply at Genoa L reliurp, $1.50, Apply a mera! 
Ottoe on the pier, or to RICHARD Peer, General 

. 

Sportsnen’s Routes. Sportsnyen’s Routes. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. CO. 

Respectfully Invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
siforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines heing CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dii- 
cullies and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run over the smooth steel tracke en- 
able STOCK ''0 BE TRANSPORTED. without failure 
or injury. 
The lines. of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
algo reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyutia and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle eilies tc KANE, RENOVA, BHD. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
pther well-known centers for ' 
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, 

Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPR MAY 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATHR SPORT AFTER FLY 
AND FEATHER, 

L, P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass, Agent. 
PRANK THOMSON, Genl Manager, febit-ts 

GrlGAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chisago to St. Louis, sin! Uhicage 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS, 

BIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
rl AVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find spiendtd shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, géese, ducks, brant, 
uail, etc.  Connecis direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buifalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrungemenis for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen, 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

shicago, Dig 

and Atill 

FOR FLORIDA 
Be THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

: JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST, JOHN’S RIVER and interior pointa in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8, Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Ayen te, Phila, 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHINC! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 
THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
C. M. and St. Paul, Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low tates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free, ; 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

“Forest aud Stream” route are Menasha and Green 
Bay for bass fishing; Butternut Creek and Lake for 
muscalonge; the many branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
Bnd pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
meén, Between Silver Creek and Astiand all are 
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached 
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout atid trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent sport. 
The Oheguamegon hotel at Ashland, bullt last 

year, has been enlarged, and is supplied with a 
Bteam-yacht, sail and rowboats and excelent guides, 
“ ae atmosphere at Ashland is a sure preyentive of 
ay fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 
Milwaukee, Wis. my? 6m 

Cromwel]l Steamship Line, 

NEW YORE, HALIFAX, N. 8S. AND ST. 
i JOHNS, N, F, 

: THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt. Bennett, and 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinney, 
form & regular line betwee above ports, leaying 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month, Persons yisiting Noya Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St, Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
snd Most direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion, Time between New York and Halifax about 
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 

Onbin passage, ineliding stateroom and meals, 
New York aud Halifax, $15 old; New York and St. 
Jonns, $30, gold. Exenrsion fickets at reduced 
rates. For schedule of sailings und further particu— 
lure apply to 

OLARK & SEAMAN, 
86 West treet, N.Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N, S,; HARVE 
& CO., St. John's, N. Fy je206m 

ba 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR, 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
iignimerous branches and connections, form-= the 
shorteat and quickest route berween Chicago and all 
points in Illinols, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, [owa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALT- 
FORNIA LIN is the shortest and best ronfe for all 
points in Northern Tilimois, lowa, Dikolti, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, Olina, Japan and Anstralia, Its CHICAGO, 
8ST, PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesote, and for 
Mudison, St. Paul, Minnerpolis, Dnluth and all points 
ia the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND sT, 
PETER LINE ig the only route for Winone, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St, Peter, New Uim and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUETTR LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hsvanaba, Neraunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock ald the Lake Supe- 
rior conniry. jis FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port alld all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is thé only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan. Ravine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluifs, on the Ca'ifornia Wxpress Train of 
the OHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chicago daily, except Stun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a, M,, and arrive at Council 
Blufs next morning. 
Hast-bound t .ey leave Council Bluffs at 6:20 P. w,, 

daily, except Satnrday (and on every third Saturday), 
aH reach Chicago next afternoon. 
t=" No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

orany other form of Hotel cars. 
O SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
this conipany will be found unsurpasssd by anything 

{ in the Wert. 
New York office, No, 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No, 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

W. H. STennetTr Gen. Manager, eon 
€ Gen. Pass. "Agent, Chitago, t 

Hatels and Resorts for Sportamen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and €4,60 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r, 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 
large and as e’egantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SHERMAN, je20 tr 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Weathampton, within a mi'e anda half of the 
ocean, Excellent accommodation for summer 
boarders, Surf aud still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, fehing, and gunning. House open throughout 
the year for fishing and shooting parties. Boats, 
boatmen, Stabling, carriages, and eyery convenience 
for sport-men, Accessible by Long Island Railroad. 
Terms moderate, 8. P. CONKLIN, Prop’r. 

Augzy tt 

A Pleasant Winter Resort for 

invalids. 

See “ The Visitor’s Guide to Bermuda,” forwardet 
post free on recelpt of one dollar. J, MATTHEW 
JONES, Halifax, N.S. octlT 4t 

_ Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1, 

By & practical gunuer and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the coast. The besh ground inthe yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
Attention given by himself to his guests, and eatis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, I. Novs tf 

ite LET—For six months, from December 1,%a 
Furnished Cottaze, Bear Port Royal, S. 0.; 

oranges all winter from the trees; an abundance of 
game, fish, oysters, ete,, at hand; Mississippi postal 
and telegraphic facilities ; an eligible place for a 
party of sportsmen, or for an invalid seeking a mild 
climate, Terms, $500 for the season, Address C, 
G, K,, Port Royal, 8, C, act10 4t 

RADLEY HOUSE.—To Sportsmen, 10 to 40 
snots at partridge perday guaranteed. Nabbits 

and squirrels, red, gray and black, in great numbers, 
Terms per week, for parties of fuur and upwards, 
including board, roome, guide, hack from station, §10 
per aan: J, M. BRADLEY, Hidrea, Berg Caney, 

+ ie Ci . 

shells. 
SxXpress ON receipt of price, or C. O. D. everywhere, 

Sportsmen's Goadds, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

The reputation of these 
goods is now established 
throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S13. 

—————. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 
lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
aeépil2 far 

STONE’S 

Sporting Emporium, 
No.» 213 South Fifth Sireet, Philadelphia. 

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO 
LOADING SHELLS, 

Taxidermy in all ita branches. Repairing of 
Guns, Rifle, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a specialty, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgival Instrumen 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will kee a 
any Climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the Un ted States pronounee it the best Zun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: “Tt 1a 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-five 
a a ughiye ae ere use of gong,” 

© trade sopplied by sole manufacturer, GEO 
B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jers 
Heights, N. J. ret 

Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, Koston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; EK. BH. Baton, Chicago, Ill.: Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W- Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trimble & EKleibacker, Baltimore, Md. S. 

Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos. C. 
&% Co., Philadelphia, C. Grubb 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 
Cleans fifty shells In ten minutes. No water usea. 

Knives elastic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads, Is Utequalled as a breech Wiper by Govyer- 
{ng with an oiled cloth. For sale by all un dealers, 
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price,. 
$1.50; 10and 12bore. J. F, RONAN, box 34 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass, Liberal discount to the 
trade, Septgs 3m 

") (TRY 
2. Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

GUM wanes. 

EQUAL TO ELY’S, AT LESS PRICE. 

For sale by all dealers. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn., 
New York, 

Manufactured by B. 
and 7 White street, 

octl] 3m 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 
ZIMMERMAN’S two celebrated picturer, + Tight 

Shell” and ‘* Trying fora Double.” Price per pair, 
$8.50 and 25c, for postage, Address 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 

augl tf St. Pan’, Minn, 

Duncklee’s Patent Camping 

and Mining Stove. 
Four sizes, welghing from 15 to 70 Ibs. Just 

the thing for any one camping out. Address TAUN- 
TON IRON WORKS CO., 87 Blackston street. 
Boston, Maas. dyti 

Trap-Shooter’s Ammunition 
0 Pai low 

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrying: 
100 rounds, $4.50; 70 rcunds, #4. Sent by: 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,016, 801 Broadway, New York.. 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER xe 
Fishing Pants, Coats, ayn” 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE. 
BPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS is OP ‘, 

a | LOWELL, MASS., fas YC 
India Rubber Goods of Eyery Description. ) MANUFACTURERS OF THE : 3 = 

HODGMAN & CO., | BRAss, soLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, = 
END FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. ¥ AND CARTRIDCES. 

GOOD’S OIL TANNED Adapted to all military and sporting rifies and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
MOCUASINS, UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 

De attention given to the manufacture of 
The best thing in the market 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, for hunting, shins, canoeing, Cartridges for Target Practice. , 
easy to the feet, and very Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

mm Mn 4 MS 
s'HIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, durable. Made to order 

3 in a variety ot styles, and 
—— Warranted the  genwine 

Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 8 
HUTCHINGS, P. ©. Box 368, Dover, N. H, (Succes- 
for to Frank Geod,) 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co,, 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 
Market street, Philade/phia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

= erates Cartridge Coy, 

CHiirYrPT s, 

Erass case and cover; white metal tace; jewel 
mounted; patent catch, The very best compass 
Made, As 4 guarantee of excellenca, a sample hag 
been left at the FoRsst AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
GoN Office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 

( order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO,, 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

WHITLOCK v : 
A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loadine a Peet hee guns, making straight-bores shoot aswell as choke bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient, STOLL S TEES NAS OFS safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 Yacht Supplies. 

for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 in a box. Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred Tope all sizes 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box, Russia bolt rope, manilia bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 
paluts, oils, etc. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. fog Se os 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, ee aa 

Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting. H,. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICTAN, 

a BARTON & CO., eee Square, Broadway. 

2337 Broadway, New York. shed ars Ween 
Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's == IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera ioe WASHINGTON, D. C. s SS 

CUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., | Tourlst’s Glasses, Telescopes, Baroimeters, etc., ete, 
POOLER & JONES ’ 7 2 , ¥ |! Spectacles and Eye-G! to Suit all eyes, 

PATENT Boss , WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. Tice lafeat oak oF Optieal Gobbi hiiseountey: 
Cartridge Holders and Belts. REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- | Sve Agent forthe best Human Artiticial Eyes. 

Tustrated Catalogue on recetpt of postage of 4 centa. re iced oie RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 

BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS inthe 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request, W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNINC, 

ee ee ate. | Wall Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German ailyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case..............$18 00 Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. 
Bhat positively gee sh ap sh) hexagonal fly rod, German silyer mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid reel 5 & H. T. ANTHONY & SO., 591 Broailway, ; : DIGtC. ve. pewnees nts catecoeceen Bet Dadece ct peer eet tahoe as bee ei ae +, 25 00 _¥., opposit = 
perce Bee Sia Ue OU ae Six-strip hexagonal, black bass rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case,solid | ana "viewer Crantiecones Chraiien and Prameee 
pavere ore brass) siecle.’ TBC eplatGrietsnectasseaenattes  naeease eae tabne ape aHeseatrees earned stsssteeeeacerevseereere 27 00) Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic 
These cartridge holders H.1.. LEONARDS six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silyer mounting, extra tip Transparencies, Conyex Glass, Photographic 
van be easily attached to and tip case...... eR Aye ee sbesauiienesttadee ape eelria 17 08 | terials, Awarded First Premium at Vienua aod 
any hunting vest or coat H. L. LEONAERD*’S Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, German silver moun Philadelphia. dce2s 

tip case, waterproof ferrules, .... 5 ss00<e renee cteseeesser rene 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewcod, brass full mounted, two middle joints and three tips, 101¢tt.....0. 7 50 
Black bass rod, ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middie joints 

and three tipS..........-...+ tteveeangeces te babes ces ccewanvesss Canenacessenet te saueseensasace » 15 00 : : ike 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the ‘‘ Hyde” clip, large size... catvacrareendacteee OOD mi et Qures 
Russia-leather fy-book, with the “Hyde” clip, small size... pasenep tts? teesanasee 9 DU ; ; z a Go Bc 

esr enee eC, 10 10c, Sp niches = a. SS ae : , 
6! 4 i Lene < frets = 

front, A yest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh S ozs. One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The Best enameled waterproof taper fly lines, from..-........-. 
belts can be perfectly ad- Helgramites or Dobson bait for black bass, each ..-.- . Eis: seeeaeee tthe 
justed to fit SEY a ofthe A large assortment of trout and black bass flies from........ . seecseeeeesee i ARR De $1 to $2.50 per dozen 
or large man. ul de- i > I ‘es dressed to any des 
liver to any address, and All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order Also Flies e y ired DEtteny 

pre paypostae,on beltsor United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal,, wickel, GACN,......-.--.s0+ysneeeen venee etter pene 0 9459 ae $2 50 
of | United Stated Arms Reyolyer. 6 shot, .82 cal., nickel, each,.....,... ca abe ath Pel ead heel e Aho hee £7) any number of loose ho'd- 

ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
pe dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
ble belts with 30 spring 

THESE PISTOLS WARRANTED. 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S OUTFITS. 
Agents for Huber's Champion Glass Ball Trap.. 

is Amateur a a Ja ras : : «5.5 
5a 

gayest and nicest belt innse,$5. We solicit cor- ‘ x Watsbinn 
Tespondence from deilers. All our belts are made | dl oe wd 
of tne finest Russett leather, and have Neck-Straps | * ean, 
on (notshown in cut). Cash must accompany orders. ! ; 
Send money dy registered letter on Serena, Tll., or dé 4] 
P.O. Money Ba ae Rear a ae cent : : % _ 
stamp for sample holder, ddress all orders to 4 if 

POOLER & JONES, Serena, La Salle Co, Tl. FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 
S PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, ae “Tried anti Proven Trustworthy. 

brass holders, complete, 
$4, Hlegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
eeel sep: The “Standard es Ball. Pricds Weower than Nefaxe ana’ 

; HERRING & CO., 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respéctfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact a 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 201 and 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for ottier inferior balls, _ or ; 

No other batt affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is a8 beautifully ffi shing Tackle 
made, It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufliciently strong to prevent breakage r 
either by transportation or falling on the grass, == 

Every bail is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300, F 
end for price list. Specialinducements to the trade = + ‘! 3 

D HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sirest, N.Y. Fish& Sim psons 
NEW 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls| Pocket Scale for Sportsmen, 
® and Glass Ball Traps. A very handsome article, entirely rat 

f Bronte sda § pane, ot re best hard ree 
heavily nickel-plated, only meusnres din. ia 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as — length by gin, rn atatter: and of which the 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not lable annexed Gut is a true illustration, This 
to get out of order, and they throw the ballin a manner balance scale has been designed especially as 

ae -that more closely resembles the flight of a bird than any 
=== other trap in the market. The Patent Rough Glass Balls 

‘ACVGU THQOW MON 
; & usefol and convenient pecket companion for 

SSS = : sportsmen, for the purpose of weighing sh 
=== __ are made of uniform weight and thickness, and hayes a aud game. Registers as high as 15 pounds 

: = corrugated Sere that siren ene ra peal for shi ment and gridnated to 2 ounces Hy standard 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of sho! | weights. Sent by mall, postpald. on receip’ 

Sai Ge Denia ia as SSeS ER a 
puller, cun‘tell the direction the ball will take. Made : ROUTH Bates aad bib prlee fay below the emieous ball Bi as 
Stationary if desired, All metal, WORKING PARTS at that time, : oe ‘ 
BICHLY FITTED.=Send for Circular, : Balls and Trap ean be ordered through all Gun Deal- oO ‘ ~ e-cen mpa w 

och Rampart ges et i 1 ee VED TRAP (warranted), which wil throw ifeonn {n any direction trom the shooter at milfaga or year poe cage * a =F * bs} ry 

ani tino pee ae ad CES |b Te ae mtlacs is now ready for thé market, Price $8. Old Style, $6. tie mbaiepom plese Tat ever) publisiady am Fishing Tackle, Camping Goods, Guna, 
Pistols, Base Ball, and everything in the line 
of Sportsmen's Goods, 

Fish & Simpson, 
PO box 4,968, 132_Nassau‘street, N- hs 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls Parties buying glass balls will receive, in each barrel containing 250 balla, score beok and 
ahs rules for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 

The Huber Trap. 
76 

¥ ALL “AT LERS IN SPORTING | 4p 8000N4, BEd Splanged edition: of BiG chapter on breeding ley ae Reese et Ua ae es 
FOR SALE BY <vm . : ing instructions for Glass Ball Shooting, | 4 son, ; i ; 

uM ae can Price 2 by mail, postage paid, Address, Capt, A. H. BOGARDDS, Eikhart; Logan Co.,, Dil. GO LD aay pres ens soaks tees a Mefiaisa 

octiT ‘ 
: 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. ¢& CO., 10 Platt Sireet, N.Y. City. 
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

a 
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For Forest and Streant and Rod and Gun, 

LAID UP. 

EAK of limb and dim in eyesight, 
Monrne the aportsman old and worn; 

Sighing thinks he of the Ume-figlit, 
And the burdens ha has borne. 

Goes on his store of troit-rods, 

On bis guns and tackle all; 

Thinks of when and where he used them, 

Every summer, spring and fail. 

Thinks of those who with him hunted, 
Ia their loyal sporting prime ; 

flow they dropped the antlered monarcha, 

How o'er hill and crag did climb ; 

How on lakes of sily'ry water 

Sped their birchen bark canoe; 

How they gathered in the gloaming 

To the camp, tlie tried and true, 

Thinks of those who haye been gathered 
To the Hunting Grounds aboye— f 

Those who loved the Stream and Forest, 

Shaded gien and lilied cove; 

‘Those who worshiped Gop in temples 
Never made by mortal hand; 

‘Phose who gloried In His greatnesa 

With their Rod and Gun in hand! 

—NED BUNTLINE. 
on 

“Fon Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

The Korth Shove of Superiar. 

WAS ‘‘weary waiting” forthe summer vacation before the 
boys came from college, and had the home preparations 

complete. Our guides had been secured by letter, and after 

teaching Sault Ste. Marie we had nothing to do but purchase 
our bulkier provisions and wait for the Silver Islet steamer. 
F. and I being old campaigners—he on the North Shore and 
LI there and elsewhere—had reduced our ‘‘ plunder” to the 

fimits of necessaries and such luxuries as would become 

necessariesin so long a trip as we were to take. But supplies 
for # month for seven men, with Superior appetites, made no 

small store. The barrels of hard-bread, potatoes, onions and 

pork; the hams, flour, sugar, coffee and tea; the boxes of 

canned goods, together with the camp equipage, made heavy 
loads tor two boats during the first week or tw2 of the trip. 

At fhe Sault we took the fine steamer Ontario, of the Sarnia 

line, apd under the charge of her excellent captain, Robinson, 
we reached Silver Islet within twenty-four hours, notwith- 

atanding 3 dense fog and several ministerial passengers, a 
combination of circumstances full of threatening to our safety, 
if we could rely upon the opinion of one of the steamer's 
hands, who said he was ‘‘ready to bet something would hap- 
yen before reaching port with them ministers aboard.” 

We found at Silver Islet we had to haye our goods duly 

entered at the Custom House and duties paid; but as we had 
most of the original bills of purchase, and the customs officer, 

Mr. John Livingston, was a gentleman, as indeed most Do- 
minion customs officers are, we were detained only so long as 

was necessary to transact the business. 
We left the port in our boats af about five o'clock in the af- 

ternoon. The sum shone upon Thunder Cape and Pic 
Island, and the scene, with breaking fog out on the lake and 
the bold heights of the cape and islands to the south, was a 
magnificent one. To the northeast were rocky islands and 
mountains, showing 4 varied and beautiful coast. 
We camped that night, July 12, 1878, on the banks of a 

little inlet which we thought should be named Fly Harbor, or 
Mosquito Bay. The long twilight kept the grand mountain 
of Thunder Cape in view till late in the evening. We rigged 
our tackle and tried the rocks fora rise, but without success. 
The next morning we started early, hoping for a breeze to 
fake us past Black Bay. We tried a few rocks as we passed 
along, but avoided the streams emptying into the bay on ac- 
count of files, which we were told ut Silver Islet were very 
troublesome. We caught no fish, however, and, a breeze 
springing up about 11 o’clock, we pushed on ata spanking 
pace, Stopping at a rocky island, we got some specimens of 
gull and duck eggs, and could have captured many young 
gulls if we had been so disposed. Atfter dinner the breeze 
reshened, and, keeping within the outer line of islands along 

the coast, we made fast time for an hour or two, one stretch 
of eight miles (by the chart) being made in forty minutes. 
Just before reaching Hawk Island, and for several miles along 
there, we were in very heavy seas, and the buoyancy of our 
Mackinaw boats was pretty thoroughly tested. About 6 
aclock we sought a safe landing, and, finding a sheltered 
cove on an island near Lamb Island light-house, we settled 

i 

fora Sunday camp. The rocks rose a sheer precipice to the 
height of three hundred feet to the west of us, end a point 
jutted out to the east into the lake, so we were secure from 
the swell. After the wind quieted, as it almost always does 
asthe sun goes down, F. and I went out on the reef to try a 
cast. ‘The sea was still high, too high for comfortable fish- 
ing, but we took three trout, of one-half, one and » half, and 
two and a half pounds respectively, and one lake tront of 
about three potinds, I had a strike from a big trout which 
carried away two flies and a leader—being an old leader quite 
worn. While I. and I were fishing Morton had taken the 
Tifle, and we found him with a brace of rabbits on our return, 
Indeed the island had a dense rabbit population, and on Sun- 
day they invaded the camp—at least some did. 1 don’t re- 
member who fired the first gun in defence of our altars and 
fires, but another brace was contributed to the Sunday even- 
ing meal, Wedidn’t hunt nor fish on Sunday, but only acted 
in self-defence in that; case. 
_ Monday morning we tried the rock-fishing again, but, meet- 
ing with no success, abandoned our project of coasting the 
south side of Isle St. Ignace and started north for Nepigon 
Bay, witha fresh following wind. Fishing at one or two 
brooks which emptied into the strait, we picked up a few 
small trout, and stopped for dinner at a little stream Louis, 
our chief guide, said he had fished when in the coast survey 
service, It was a most unpromising place, with only a little 
pool not more than seven by tenor twelve feet, and studded 
With brush and logs, which, with the overhanging branches, 
made casting impossible; so, winding our lines to within 
three or four feet of the tips, we dropped the flies in as we 
could. Trout were there in abundance, and the rush of the 
speckled beauties to the surface was beautiful to see, There 
Was no room to play, and we had to rely on main strength 
and awkwardness. These served us fairly, and in a few 
minutes we landed some twenty-cight of varying weights 
between six ounces and two pounds. We left behind ns 
when we sailed after dinner 4 few flies and leaders attached 
to roots and branches, to mark the spot for some future fisher- 
man. Westeered almost due north through Nepigon Bay, 
passing between islands of great wildness and beauty. The 
forms of some showed distinct outlines of lions at rest, as 
clearly as Lion Island on the Galifornia coast. 
Not intending to visit the Nepizon this year, we steered 

for ariver marked on the chart, about five miles east of Red 
Rock, and went up its dead water for about two miles with- 
out finding any signs of rapids. The country for several 
miles beyond appearing low and level, we rowed back to find 
a camp on the shores of the bay. 

Tuesday afternoon we had no wind, and the men took to 
the oars. About six o'clock we made a little river—all streams 
from the wonderful Nepigon and the stately Pic down to the 
veriest tumbling brook, are rivers on the North shore—that, 
from the sandy islands about its mouth, we judged was pow- 
erful in spring fteshets. We pushed oyer the bar and went 
up the dead water until stopped by the logs, when we saw 
some fine trout, which determined us upon making camp 
there. While supper was preparing F. and myself went w 
the brook, Except at the pools, one could je across if 
anywhere. Wesaw hundre('s of trout, mostly small, and an 
oceasional splash gaye signs of the presence of larger ones. 
For some time they seemed reluctant to take the fly, but just 
as the call to supper resounded through the woods they be- 
gan to rise freely, and, starting down, we got into camp with 
some twenty-five averaging three-quarters of a pound each. 
We found Morton busy, too, right at camp, with his rod, and 
3 display of six two-pounders was not dispiriting. Whilé we 
were washing for supper he landed two more even larger. 
Next morning Morton and myself went up the stream at sun- 
rise and returned to the breakfast call in an hour or so with 
as many a8 we could well carry, making our total catch there 
of eighty-five averaging a full pound each, the largest about 
two and 4 half pounds. Having now a supply for nearly two 
days—two pounds of fish per man at a meal, with pork, pota- 
foes aud the other accompaniments, is my experience with 
North Shore appetites—and never killing fish for mere sport, 
we left camp, intending merely to test the coast and streams 
as we sailed. We found little in the two days to tempt us. 
We could get no rises off the rocks, and the rivers were 
sluegish and warm, at least near their mouths. We visited 
Fago Plat River, ascending it to the first rapid, finding no 
sign of trout. We passed some Indian villages, at one of 
which we spoke to the first white man we had seen for days— 
a Scotchman, who said he owned a house we had seen on the 
Paxe Plat River. He had two or three good looking Macki- 
naw boats, and seemed to be a resident among the Indians. 

The second night we camped at Black River. The scenery 
along the coast had been all that day of the finest (lescription. 
Abrupt hills rising often into grand mountains; rocky and 
wooded islands with stretches of quiet and of breeze-touched 
water between, and a fair, following wind most of the time, 
made a perfect day. And when we rounded the point at the 
mouth of the river and saw the foam of the falls in the dis- 
tance between the mountains, the delight we felt at ending 
such a day in such a spot, with enough trout we were sure of 
catching to supply us to the next good fishing ground—for 
the guides said it was always spoken of asa good stream— 
was that, as fishermen, we had nothing further to ask. The 
stream was magnificent and promising. The water was just 
of that color which holds the most beautiful of trout, and 
which, when in pools, is sure to hide the liveliest of fish, All a 

along up the river on the west side were deep, dark pools 
against a clean, sometimes abrupt, sometimes shelving shore, 
the east side crowing gradually shallower in the sand to the 
water's edge. At the foot of the falls were two gloriots 
eddies with their circling islands of foam. If fishermen ever 
imagined a more beautiful place for their royal sport, they 
must have more gifted imaginations than ours. Soon reliev- 
ing the boats of the freight, we pushed up to the foot of the 
falls, and all was excitement to see who would kill the first 
fish. Getting out my line with two or three preliminary casts, 
down dropped my brown hackle and silver doctor just where 
I would have them—on the outermost edge of a big apron of 
foam close under « fall. Carefully I drew them toward me, 
when a trout struck, and es I struck at the same time, de- 
termined to hook him, back came trout, flies and all clear he- 
hind me. I needed no landing net. He measured a good 
four inches, and the blow killed him, or I would never have 
told this part of the story, I believe we took six or seven— 
no; the log, which imports as absolute verity as a court 
record, says eight—such troat in two hours’ industrious 
whipping of that stream. Below, on or aboye the falls, it 
mattered not Bites we had, but from flies, not fish. We 
supposed when we first looked at the river that it took its 
name from the color of its water. But the two hours’ fishing 
convinced Morton, and we had lost by that time all energy of 
contradic ion, that it was named from the flies. 
We made Blackbird River the next day for dinner. It was 

an unpromising stream at the entrance, of considerable width, 
with dark water. The pool below the first rapid showed 
larze pike lying lazily on the bottom, and we hardly expected. 
to take any trout. There was a beautiful pool at foot of the 
second fall, in which we saw some fine trout, but we could 
get no rise. Pushing through the thick underbrush a few 
rods, we came to a rock which overhung the swift and noisy 
brook some seven or eight fect above it, and a careful look 
over into a little pool, hardly holding a half barrel of water, 
brought into view forty or fifty beauties. There was no such 
thing as casting, and reeling in our lines so the fly—for we 
could use but one—was within three or four feet of the end 
of the rod, we gently dropped it above their noses. There 
were rushes, flashes and struggles, the unhooked dispersing 
up and down the stream, to return with a minute's quiet, so 
that in as many minutes we had twenty-four. They were not 
large, but of a beautiful color and fullof life. The catch 
would average over a half a pound each. We saw some 
larger ones which we judged would weigh two anda half or 
three pounds, but a pound fish was the largest we could get 
to tise. Dinner was called, and we went back to the landing. 
The fishing done was done under such difficulties that L 
mourned a broken tip, aud we lost at least a half dozen 
flies. They would catch in the brush in spite of us, and a 
stiff but variable breeze did not make fishing any easier. We 
had a hard pull out of the deep bay that afternoon, and a 
head wind until within a mile or two of Mountain Lake 
River, which we reached about six o'clock. The water was 
warm, but it seemed clear and beautiful, like the Agawa, the 
lower banks of which we were reminded of. But poling up 
and casting for a half mile yielded no results but a few small 
trout not worth the trouble. There is quite an extensive 
clearing at the mouth of this river, and signa of a large Tndi- 
an encampment during the fishing season (which with the 
Tndians is the fall run of fish, and in the winter), as the nu- 
merous piles of fish bones indicated. We noticed some trout, 
but a very much larger proportion of lake trout bones, judging 
from the characteristics of the head bones. ‘There were some 
pike and whitefish bones also, Some of the wigwam poles 
were standing, and other signs showed an occupancy of the 
place the last winter, 

Saturday’s sail wasalively one. The sea was heavy, 80 
that we could not Jand at some rivera we had intended to 
visit, and those we touched at happened to be small and unin- 
teresting, By noon we made the mouth of Little Pic River, 
over the bar of which the rollers were breaking; but, watch- 
ing our chances, we dashed in and went up stream. To the 
right for nearly a mile the formation was alluvial, covered 
with a growth of fine timber. To the left the mountains rose 

in sheer precipices for eight hundred feet. The scenery wad 

magnificent, After sailing a mile or so up the river, the 

mountains were fo be seen on both sides, and the river 

changed from a deep and placid one to a bro id and shallow 

current, between large boulders, up which i was impossible 

to get our boats. There were few inviting pools, but being 

determined to test the stream, we waded for a quarter of » 

mile, and brought back a few “‘ magnificent * fish, which, 

however much they would be thought of in New England fish- 

ing, did not add anything to the charms of Little Pic. We 

descended the river, and not liking the sand bar for a Sunday 

camp, and finding the wind had shifted, carefully crossed the 

bar and had a fine but rough sail for a few miles to the mouth 
of a little stream opposite Pic Island. The sea had been such 
as to wash up the sand at the mouth of the brook and make 
quite a pond, out of which, anda few yards above, we took 
twenty-four small trout before supper. i 

Sunday we had a glorious day. There was just enough 

breeze to keep off the flies, and the sceuery was charming. 
In front of us were the wooded heights of Pic Island, and te 
the right and rear the mountains of the main land. Hot bia- 
cuits, plum pudding, and various other delicacies which the 
hurried camps of the week day did not give us time to pre- 
pare, graced our Sunday board, 



Monday morning was like all the mornings, bright and 
beautiful, with little wind, and that not from the quarter to 
assist us much; so we threaded the maze of islands slong the 
#oast—which was all that day even more picturesque than 
ugual—and visited several brooks which appeared too low 
for fishing. Ten o'clock found us creeping along the shore 
out of the wind up into a deep bay and through a narrow 
passage between the rocks into a beautiful lake, at the head 
of which our chart located a stream, ‘here was little water 
in it, however, and orly a few trout were landed. While F. 
and I were fishing, Morton took the rifle and one of the 
guides, and the sharp crack, many times repeated, told us that 
he had found something. In half an hour they returned with 
a dozen fine partridges (so called), a welcome addition to our 
supplies. Coming out and rounding the point to the east, I 
threw out a spoon, hoping to take a lake trout, and soon felt 
a strike and a strugg’e, and pulled in a fine, silvery Salmo 
Jontinals, weighing nearly three pounds. We then tried the 
rocks with flies, but neither they nor the spoon tempted any 
others. We took dinner at the month of a pretty stream, 
upon whose sands we found a caribou track, quite fresh, but 
as we also found an Indian track on the trail we did not fol- 
low it, The water along this part of the coast was very cold, 
in marked contrast to that further west or south of Pucka- 
squaw River. What could so affect the temperature of the 
different parts of the lake I cannot tell. The breeze suddenly 
shifted after we started in the afternoon, and we had a fine 
Sail past the beautiful Peninsula Harbor to Pic River. There 
were many and heavy fires along the coast, and the smoke 
Was especially dense as we pushed through a narrow and shal- 
Jow channel between islands just north of the river; and as 
we struggled along we saw dimly through the smoke the 
yapidly receding lines of the steamer Manitoba, which had 
stopped outside the bar for a few minutes and Janded mails 
and a passenger or two. There wasa peculiar sombreness 
about the sky, which we thought came from the smoke or a 
threatening storm, and we did not learn for sume weeks that 
we might that afternoon have seen an eclipse of the sun if 
we had looked. 

We camped on the east side of Pic River. On the west 
side was the Hudson's Bay Company's ‘‘store,” and an Indian 
village of some twenty or more birch bark lodges, with an un- 
finished wooden structure intended fora church. We went 
through the yillage next morning. Most of the men were 
absent hunting or fishing, but some young men were hanging 
about the company’s store-house many of whom were very 
fine specimens vf physical manhood, tall, straight and well 
proportioned, Among them were some who evidently gave 
their whole minds to the set of their jaunty Scotch caps and 
the tic of their fancy handkerchiefs, There were some light, 
warm robes of woven rahbit skins hanging upon poles and 
before the doors of lodges. We saw an ox-cart, too, near the 
storehouse, and at once felt the sweet influences of civyili- 
gation. 

To vary our diet, and to get rid of the taste of trout, of 
which we were all tired, we bought all the whitefish and Jake 
trout we could find, which were few, as but one Indian had 
ome in from his nets that morning. 

Tic River is a large stream, having a very heavy flow of 
water. We were told there that it could be navigated by 
boats for one hundred and cighty miles, and that a large busi- 
ness was done at the post in the fur trade with the Indians 
along its banks. J thiok it discharges more water into the 
Jake than any other river, unless it may be the Nepigon. 

The next day was withont events worthy of record; the 
fishing poor both in stream and Jake, On Wednesday morn- 
ing we were driven into a deep bay, where we found a safe 
harbor from s violent westerly gale. Before the sea got too 
high we took some eighteen or twenty trout in fishing from 
the rocks, mosuly of fine size and full of spirit. This was 
about fifteen or eighteen miles from Pic. 

Thursday, the gale having subsided, we pushed on to 
Rideau River—as we judged its name must be from an im- 
perfect map we bhad—taking « few fish in different places 
along the coast. Rideau River is a small stream falling in 
two or three successive falls over a hundred feet right into 
the lake. About sixty feet above the lake, by dint of hard 
climbing over the glassy water-washed granite, we came upon 
a beautiful pool some fifty feet in diameter and of unknown 
depth; but no trout would rise, and we saw none, “The falls 
are well worth seeing, and we took a few trout from the lake 
at their foot. We camped near Otter Cove jn a sheltered bay. 
F. shot.a little sand-piper at eighty yards with the rifle, and 
further amused his shipmates by being wrecked in navigating 
a log across. the little bay. He protested that he could see 
nothing ludicrous in being tipped suddenly into ice-water 
with his clothes on, and on reflection we concluded he was 
right, though we still Jaughed. j 

Friday we passed Otter Head, and when a mile away we 
could see why it was so Damed. About noon we made Puck- 
asquew River, not named on the chart, but note as a rivulet 
ten fathoms wide at the mouth. Entering it we found a broad, 
beautiful expanse of water, with low falls seen from its 
mouth. We dined on arock at the foot of the fulls, and 
fished the stream for about a hundred yards, High precipices 
arose on each side for nearly five hundred feet, from which 
huge masses of rock had fallen into the stream from time to 
time, making the ascent, if not impossible, sutticiently diffi- 
cult fo make the carriage of our rods yery hazardous. So 
we contented ourselves after dinner for two ur three hours in 
what we could reach without risk, Our catch was here sixty- 
two, with none oyer two pounds, and an average of not over 
ahalf pound. Apart from the fishing the views of the can- 
yon were so grand and beautiful as to charm us. 

On Saturday we reached Dog River, passing the long 
stretch of nine miles without a practicable boat-landing, a 
place which guides will hesitate to pass except in a caim, or a 
light fair wind. We found Dog River falls very fine, but 
destitute of tront. Flics were plenty. Bear sign in the berry 

tches along the east side of the river was frequent. We 
fad, however, a fine Sunday camp and 4 glorious rest. 

Monday we had a variable breeze, and the day being fine 
we tried several streams and rocks, with but little success, 
however. The rock fishing about Michipicoton harbor bas 
long been noted among frequenters of the North Shore; but 
from some cause, [know not what, it yielded little to us. We 
made camp ala litule island inside the bar, and went up to the 
Hudson’s Bay Company’s post to make a few purchases of 
supplies, Mr. Bell, the agent, had gone up to Brunswick, a 
nost seyeral days’ canoeing up the river. is family we un- 
derstoud were at the pleasant residence at the post, There 
was quite a large Indian village, with g little church on the 
opposite pide of the river, and one or two tents near il, which, 
we were informed, was the camp of the Catholic priest, then 
there on his annual visitation. A young gentleman at the 
post, who hid been for several years at the Company's post at 
ithe nivuth of the Nepigon. kindly gave us information as to 

the aye which, haweyer, we did not propose at Unie Lime to 
ascend. 

the Indians had nets and veils around their hear and necls. 
‘Trout were said to be plenty one or two days’ journey up the | experienced 
river, 1nd our informant, who had recently been up to Bruns- 
wick, stated that on the (rip he saw many magnificent ues, 
but not having his red with him, and his trip being purely a 
business one, he did not take any. He ssid the mosquitoes 
and flies were dreadful, and that *-even the big grasshop- 
pers bit up the river.” His rod was njarked wilh the lenvth 
of the lirgest trout he had taken at \he Nepigon, twenty 
three and three-quarter inches, which weigied a fraction uver 
six and a ha f pounds 

Purchasing a supply of whitefish, we pushed down the ceast 
the next morning, taking a diz n trout in Noisy River, and 
about four o’eleck in the afternoun we found ourselves slonz 
the abrupt coast of Cape Chorge As my boat came first 
along the cape, 1 made a cass, And to my surprise a fine trout, 
struck. Ihe larding-nets were in the other boat, and in 
attempting to lift him in, the leader parted. § ill, (hinking 
the strike an accident as we had had so poor success off the 
rocks, I cast again with the remaining fiy, and had the satis- 
faction of secing that carried away ina hurry. This wis busi- 
ness, and | then selected two good large flies, with double 
snoods, one the favorite brown hackle, and the othera Canada 
jxy, and, cutting off several feet wf the worn and frayed end of 
my line, | commenced inearncst. The trout rose beautifully. 
Tn a few minutes [ landed a fine fellow, about +eventéen inchus 
long, The other boat had come, and I had tuken a landing 
net and felt prepared forthe—best, A cast or two more and 
two large fish rose, each taking u fly, and my work began. I 
had lost the extreme top of my rod at Noisy River, and had 
forgotten to change it, so the line left the rod through a ring 
about half an inch from the break. The fish soon came in 
sight, and Joe and Charley, my two boatmen, seeing them, 
said [ could neyer capture them both ; that the larger, being 
the upper fish, would be all I could kill. I had more confi- 
dence, however, and as they promised obedience, I promised 
success. My experience in striking two or more fish had 
taught me that the difficulty in capturing more than one large 
fish at once arose from the fact that the upper fish being 
closer to the top of the water fights more, and the lower fish 
follows bim without much resistance until the landing.net or 
immediate danger alarms him. So both fish must be exhausted 
before any altempt at landing is made. With this in yiew, I 
directed the fight until some time after the larger had shown 
his silver belly, the smaller showed his. The landing-net took 
in the former, and carefully by hand I lifted the latter into the 
boat. ‘They were beauties, The smaller of the two had the 
fly I had first lost still fastened to his mouth. The two 
measured in length twenty-three and a quarter, and eighteen 
and three-quarter inches respectively. With a seyen ounce 
rod, and 4 broken tip at that, [thought I had done well. The 
next cast brought me two more, mates, measuring seventeen 
and one-half inches long each. These two fights were severe 
and long, and I felt sore from the continued exertion. A few 
more were taken to each boat, and as we had to go three or 
four miles yet tocamp, we left the finest fishing ground I haye 
ever tried. In the other boat were two broken second joints, 
the result of the battle, and rather a demoralized connition of 
tackle generally. The boys, however, had done well, and we 
reached camp a satisfied and hungry party. A glorious chow- 
der of trout, made as only a coast Yankee can make if (super- 
intended by Morton), filled us torepletion. The guides had no 
experience in that dish, and were rather ayerse to eating it, 
But after we had enough, we watched them attack the gallon 
and a half that was left. They skirmished at first, but the en- 
gagement soon became general al] along the line. There was 
none left. 

Wecnuesday morning was threatening, and for a while we 
hesitated about going to the rocks again, but finally concluded 
to try it. F.’s line was frayed and old, and we advised 
him to change it. He refused, to his subsequent regret ; for 
he struck two at one cast, immense fellows, larger than my 
largest, but in spite of all his skill, and he has his share, his 
line parted, and they were gone. We took 2 number, but the 
sabi freshening 80 as to make fishing unpleasant, we left that 
place, determmed, however, next year, or the next at any 
rate, to try it again. 
We took dinner at Cape Gargantuce, where we found a 

large number of small but beautifully colored agates. The 
scenery was charming, and the breeze dying away in the after- 
noon, we rowed seyeral miles among the islands. We had 
hoped to make Gravel River that night, but night coming on, 
we camped in a little bay some seven miles from that point. 

Next morning, forthe first time since we left Silver Islet, 
we had rain. But wishing to fish Gravel River and the 
Agawa, we put off without regard to the wet, We reached 
the former riyer about ten o’clock, but found it so low that 
fishing was a mere waste of time. The gravel point had so ex- 
tended, in consequence of ihe low waler, we could hardly get 
our boats into the river. The lake at that place was, at least, 
sixteen inches lower than I had ever before seen it, and the 
riyer nearly dry. Hoping the Agawa was fuller, and the 
breeze being good, we made that point, some fifteen tiles in 
two hours, and after dinner went up the stream. It, too, was 
lower than I had ever known it before, and the bar at the 
mouth only passable when the swell was on with greut care. 
As we could get the boats up only a short distance, we fished 
only a half mile or so above the mouth, meeting with indiffey- 
ent success. The next morning we tried the rocks about 
Agawa Island with no better results, While camping here, a 
party of four from Brie, Pa., came, They bad had fair sport 
along the streanis{'om Sault Ste. Marie, but none in the coast 
or rock fishing. ‘This decided us upon making the Sault as 
soon 68 we reasonably could. We camped one night at Mon- 
treal River, the volume of which did not seem much 
diminished by the general drought. There were many pike 
in the mouth of this river, as of almost all the larger rivers 
we visited. Montreal Falls are well worth a visit, but it 
requires sturdy climbing to see them from the best points. 
We pee along down the coast, seeing Boulder Cove, 

where F. and | bad been nearly wrecked once, and slong the 
mountamous shores to Miamanse. Here we found 4 fishing 
station, and two rosy-cheeked women, wilh even rosier chil- 
dren, kept the station while the husbands and fathers were 
at their gill-nets, ten or fifteen miles oufton the lake. The 
fishing boats came in about noon, and we bought ten great 
fish, all white fish except two, averaging about eight pounds 
each, for a dollar and a quarter, thinking that would last us to 
the Sanit. In five meals, however, there was not a bone left. 
Our potatoes hed given out pnd our appetites had remained. 
Tt is surprising even to an old stager, to see how much young 
men will eat; but then, as Falstaff said, ‘‘ Young men must, 
hve.” 

Nothing of interest occurred further on our trip, unless it 
was a seyere blow between Pancake Bay and Gros Cap, which 

‘frightened Joe so he begged toma for Goulais Bay. About 
e flies were extremely plenty and active. ven | noon of the morning We eteGee, Cap marin Tees gHiOeS 

the Sault—a thing that looks more dangerous than it is with 
sed yoyageurs—anhd landed at the Custom House, and 

our coasting trip of nearly four weeks was ended. 
We everywhere found the streams wnusually low, and the 

lake from twelve to eighteen inches lower than we had any of 
us beforenoticed. Rock fishing was poor, generally—whether 
from the lateness of the season or what cause I cannot tell. 
The stream fishing was affected by the lowness of the water. 
The streams fed from inland lakes—which we could tell from 
the color and temperature cf the water usually--had more 
nearly their usual volume than the others. 
The temperature of the lake water seemed higher than naual, 

except about Peninsula Harbor, and from there to Pucka- 
equaw River; but as we had no thermometer we may he mis- 
taken. The almost total absence of snow and ice during the 
last winter would in some measure account for the fact, if it 
be a fact. 
Game is not very plenty slong the coast, and hunting in 

such a wilderness would be moré labor than pleasure, lwo 
hears were seen and chased by the boys, but the brutes best 
understool the country and escaped, or the trail got too fresh, 
and the boys stopped the hunt. Some partridges (ruffed 
grouse) can be found jn the timber growing upon alluyial 
formation, and perhaps elsewhere. Rabbits are plentiful 
everywhere, but snarés should be of wire or of cord soaked or 
rubbed with something offensive to them, for they eat ordi 
nary string or cord. The India s have some preparation. We 
saw a few caribou tracks. 

The Indians one meets are honest, inoffensive and poor, for 
the most part, except in children. They fish and hunt, will 
.§9 up the rivers with you in their canoes, and work for little 
pay and plenty of food in a most surprising way. They are 
glad to see fishermen’s boats, because they ainewas rédbive kind 
treatment from such persons. A few crackers or a little four 
is a God-send to them, and their gratitude never takes the 
form of theft, however creat their necessities, 
_Next year we propose trying the Michipicoten River, pos- 

sibly going over to Moose Fort, if time and oceasion offers 
and the river yields any fish, in which event you may hear 
from me again, H, 

October, 1878. 

> 

A TRIP TO THE LAKE REGION OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA, 

Epiror Forest anp SrREAm : 

During the winter season men of leisure from all partaof the 
world find Yecreation and perhaps profit in a short visit to the 
section of the State south of here. 

About January last year a party of five gentlemen trom the 
United States and one from England met in this city. They 
had never known each other before, but were all here for re- 
creation and sport. After an ucquaintance had been formed 
they undertook a hunting and fishing trip together, These 
genllemen were Capt. W- C, Sims and John Quinlan, of New 
York; William Dudgeon, of London, England; Percival 
Clement, of Vermont, and Charles Wagner, of St. Louis. 

Oaptain Sims is the owner of one of the handgomest und trim 
mest little steam yachts that ever plowed the St. Johns, und- 

he kindly placed her (the Ruth) at the disposal of the party- 
With the genial Captain at her helm the Aut/, one fine 

morning in January, steamed cut from the docks, with 
flying colors anda parting cheer from their friends, who-had 
gathered to see her off, In her snug cabin there was every- 
thing to tempt (he appetite of the sportsman and help to Al) 

the aching void after a long day’s hunt, Along the river the 
uth glided like a thing of life, and after stops at numerous 
points, where the party were cordially received, they arrived 
at Lake Harris, This region is regarded as the most beautiful 
of Florida, Connecting with Lake Harris are Lakes Bustes 
and Griffin, On the shores of Lake Harris our party apent.six 
weeks, of such enjoyment as only those who haye bad simj- 
lar experience can understand, Camp was pitched and the 

sport began. The weather even in this favored locality never 
was more beantiful, Not a dropof rain fell during the whole 
time, save on one night and day, A trip was made nearly 
every day either into the woods adjoining or with the yacht 
out on the lakes, Wagner, the faithful secretary, kept the 
score, which shows that the average number of aia killed 
daily was fifty, hesides a great. number of quail, eight deer, 
two panthers and many wild turkeys. 

During the time the party remained on the Jake Mr. Clement 
made his record as the champion duck and panther shooter - 
Mr. Wagner carried off a diploma for excellence in quai 
shooting, and was awarded the first premium as the boss eater 
of the crowd. Mr. Dudgeon displayed on several occasions 
his splendid markmanship, and one day with s Henry Expreps 
Tifle, at a distance of three hundred yards, killed one of two 
ducks which were near together, and wounded the other. 
Mr. Quinlan proved to be. the greatest still hunter on record, 
He kept still in the tent until the deer came around, and then 
scared them away by rushing out and trying to lasso them. 

One day, Mr. Dudgeon, while going throngh the thick un- 
derbrush, about two miles from camp, discovered a young 
bear, which he easily brought down with his rifle. Whilein 
the act of skinning the animal the mother bear rushed at bine 
in a furious rage, and before he had time to get his rifle she 
had grappled him, and only his great presence of mind in 
plunging his knife into her vitals permitted him Lo live to tell 
the tale. Tt was late in the evening when he reached camp, 
and we all went out to gaze on his Victory. is left arm was 
badly torn and Jacerated, and useless for three weeks. 

At the end of gix weeks the party prepared to leave for 
Jacksonville, It was with genuine regret that they parted 
with Capt. Pharis, Capt. Cooper, See aera Ooltrell and Henry 
Duncan, gentleman jiving on Lake Harris, to whom, and 
many others, the excursionists had been indebted for many 
favors. On their way down the Ocklawaha the party amused 
themselves by shooting alligators, One alligator, shot by Mr. 
Dudgeon on our way up and taken on hoard the yacht, meas- 
ured fourteen feet yo inches. The hide was taken off and 
preserved. “ 

The recollection of the pleasures of this trip to ‘‘ The Oen- 
tral Lakes of Florida” will never fade from the memory of 
those Specie ay Bie jovial company, Was. 

Jacksonvtile, ‘ 

«k 



_—BOREST AND STREAM, 
For Forest and Stroam and Rod and Gur. 

IN SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

th yes said Loser; ‘'that'aso! L ain't joking, the woods 
are just full of them, As eoon a3 the Jaw is up they 

come out aud stand ta your way just like burn avallows." 
We know from experience how barn swallows stand. Years 

8g0, down at Bill Chadwick's, an Barnegat Beach, at snipe 
lime, we used LO shoot at awallows for toothache drops. Our 
individual score, not of birds but of drops, was kept in chalk 
oo a beam of the low ceiling ip the bar-room, and we recollect 
that the result generally wa3 aboub flye more straight lines 
addled to our acconat. 

This is the way bara swallows stood for us. 
"Tush you go ball way up the mountain,” continued Loser, 

“shut your eyes and pall thetrigger; you'll hear partridges 
drop like chestnuts after a frost, Ain’s that 80, Colonel?” 
Bht the: Colmmel failed to corroborate; a man had just passed 
the Son of Malta sign, and he was preparing his chin for a 
Wipine off ip the little back extension. 
“Dogs? What do we care about doge? I nevyersawa 

dog yet that didn’t worry you all to pienes before the day was 
halfover. LTonee borrowed an imported dog, a setter, and 
colinted go mich on him f had almost a mind to leave my 
gun home. But when [sat oo the fence 1 made up my mind 
that he wasn’t worth shucks. You can see that very fence 
now, just come around to the back of the house aud Tl shaw 
itto you. Well, {sit there and fold him to go into the piece 
of wounds and hunt, if waited for abot sn hour for him to 
fetch oot something, when, darn his black: and tan hide, if I 
dicot't heara snort sear me, and there he was, worrying 5 
poor beetle almost underneath my fect, I really believe the 
brite had been sitting there all the time. We don’t want 
dogs when we mean work up here. Get your gun up—write 

for it, go down for it, getit up seamehow—and if T don't show 
yO sport 48 is Sport then my name isn’t, Loser,” 
We sent for the gon, and, in apite of his antipathy to the 

canine race, our doz came with if. As soon as we reached 
the fence Loser tuak his favorite station, while we plunged 
into the strip of woods. WPlora. acted nobly considering it 
Was her first hunt ofthe season. The birdy were tame and 
lay close, rising geuera'ly within casy gun shot. Ina little 
awale a brace of woodcock were bagged, and we were indeed 
proud of the general result. Loser, too, we felt, was doing 
his share, as Lie occasional bark of his piece rang through the 
woods, Jt musthave been two hours when we completed 
the circuit, and emerged af the same spot where we had en. 
tered,’ There sat Loser, on his pet rail, and we imagined he 
had got tired and had gone to his old quarters to rest. 

**7 wouldn't sell that little piece of mine fora fortune,” and 
heslapped the atock of his gum ‘dust think of it, eight 
With the right hand barrel at the frat shot,’’ 
“What!” weexclaimed, ‘* eight partridges?” 
‘Wo! the mischief! no! Wight shot in that little bit of 

paper,” and he pointed to a scrap he had pinned to a free, 
which we had failed to nolice. 

‘* Where are your birds?” we asked. 
“Birds ?" said he in amazement, “*T haven't got any birds, 

Dye been waiting for you here, Iwas atrsid you'd get. lost, 
and I've been watching for you to come out, excepting a short 
§pell when fT laid down and toska nap, but the durned ants 
took my ear for a, habitation and tried to cart in aload of 
aticks and sand, which woke me. But let's go home ; it’s 
about dinner time, and you'll need 4 reat if you must go to 
York to-night.” 
However, there was quite a decent bap to show, and Loser 

grew several inches taller when he showed whut 4 had done, 
Liberty, N. ¥., Gct. 10, 1878, Perer Rear. 
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Hish Culture. 
THE AQUARIUM. 

Irs Formation arp MANAGEMENT. 
MAMBERS' Journal of two years ago published an article 
brim full of useful hints and information on the manage 

ment of Aquaria, from which we make extracts herewith 

The same rules apply to general fishculture and the manag- 

ment of ponds. The information is jnst what hundreds of our 
readers are desiring at thia very moment: 

The lenyes of all growing and healthy plants give off oxy- 
gen, the great source of the life-sustaining power not only of 
fhe atmosphere, but of the water. We now see why fish will 
liye in water with growing plants, and die without them, But 
the mutual relation between plants and animals, as carried on 
ini fhe world, extends even farther than this, and is not altered 
at all because they live in water, Not only do the plants pro- 
duce oxygen for the animals to liye on, but they appropriate 
and use up in their own tissues the carbonic acid gas thrown 
off by the animals. Unless this mutual arrangement existed 
both plants and animals would die. Carbonic acid, which is 
poisonous to aninials, is absorbed by the plants—it is composed 
of carbon and oxygen—and plants haye the power of geparat- 
ing and nsing the carbon for their own substance, and letting 
go the oxygen, 
Thus we find in a jarof watera true microcosm—a little 

world, in which all the changes go on which are necessary for 
the maintenayce of the life of man and animals on the surface 
of the earth. Overcrowding is one fruitful source of disease 
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and death in our collections, and we must be very careful only 
to altempt fo keep as much animal life as our growiog plants 
aru sufficient to supply with oxygen. Experience is the best 
feacher in th: se matters, for we cannot so exactly measure the 
enbje feet of water necessary for the life of a fish as of air for 
the life of a land animal. Even in the best rego'ated aquatic 
etallishments death will occur and decompos tion set in 
which, if suffered to remain, 8000 spread disaster {hrough the 
tink, We bave scavengers in the air in the shape of vultures 
and carrinn crows; in the water, in crocodiles, sturge ns, 
water beetle, snails; and it is necessary to provide some of 
tue Jatter useful creatures for our aquatic community. In a : 1 
small aquarium we would advise some one or two of the vari- 
eties of mollusca such a8 water snails; due care, however, 
must be taken that they confine their appeties to the garbage V 

gases, and escaping detection in the midst of the sea-weed. 
After removing the dead mass and, perhaps, the stones infected. 
by it, we have, by thoroughly aerating the water, restored the 
aquarinm to a perfeetly pure condition. 

Ino convection with the foregoing sketch our readers wil 

not only excuse, but thank us, for reproducing the accompany 

ing cut of an aquarium, printed in this paper some three years 

ago. 
SUE EnELaEEE GREET 

IMPREGNATION OF TROUT OVA, 

Dewacgi40, Mich., Oct. 28, 1878. 
and i cxying matters of the establishment and do not devour Eprror Forzsr AND STREAM: 
our living plants: 

w » * * cd oa * 

We have said that the true principle on which an aqnarium 
should be conducted is, never to change the water, but so to 
aerate and refresh the original supply as to maintain it always 
in a pnre sind perfect state. The water in the Crystal Palace 
Aquariym is the sume that was taken from the sea five years 
azo; and the same system, with some improvements, is adopt 
ed in the Westminster Agnarium. ‘lhe means used to attain 
the end in view are several. Not only is great importance at- 
tached, both in the fresh and marine tanks, to the healthy 
srowth of plants which xfford oxygen to the water, but also 
agiive anil bri-k contact with the air of the atmosphere is 
fount greatly to freshen the water. 
herefore e-sential. In the large aquaria this is insured hy an 
trrangement of tanks into which the wateris pumped an! 
from whieh it flows yapidly, circulatipg through tha 
tails inhabited by fish In its passage throuizh the air if ab- 
sir 8a cons'derable quantity of oxvgen; and in the smaller 

How long will trout eggs remain good for impregnation 
after being taken from the fish? Authority says: “ Not 
longer than twenty minutes.” As this is a question that will 
interest tishculturists, | will relate a little ingiance that came 
under my Own Observation, and which bears directly on this 
snbject. 

One nisht during the fall of 1876, while securing salmon 
trout ova On Skaneateles Lake, in the State of New Ycrk, for 
the Michigan fish Commission, I detecied a ‘‘spearman” in 
the act of Jan ling a fine female trout that he had speared out 
of my nets. I demandid the fish, which was quickly put 
over the side of onr boat, the ‘* poacher” being very glad to 
vet out of the scrape so eusily. I received the fish on the 

Motion in the water is , end of the spear, and as I held it in my bands I observed 
Howing from the gaping wound made by the instrument, 
quantilies Of eggs mingled with its heart blood. I directed 
one of ny m-n to bold a spawoinyg-pao while [| secured the 
eggs. The idea occurred to me to set them by until daylight 
—th: time of running over our nets—anod then milt them 

dime-tie apparatns, of which we more particularly speak, the | and keep them separate to see what per cent., if any, were 
same thiny is effected by frequently drawing the water up 
through a glass, or gultapercha syringe. and squirting it back 
into the vessel fram some height above it, so 4s to let the jet 
pass throuvh afier having come in contact with the air. Mr. 
Lloyd suys: ** Water in xquaria should be regarded as a prac- 
tically indestructible medium for the administration of atmos- 
Pheric air to plants and animals.” At Westminster the water 
travels over a distance of nearly three miles between the be- 

impregnated. This transpire dat one o'clock a. m., five hours 
intervening fron the time of taking to the time of milling 
The next dey [ sent them in a glass fruit jar to my hatching 
and trout ponds, which are located at the Halfway Station on 
the Auburn and Syracuse division of the New York Central 
R. K., and six miles from the lake, with directions to have 
tiem placed upon a tray by themsulves. I must admit that 1 
did not expect Lo-see a single good egg from the whule batch. 

ginning and end of its circuit, for the purpose of areation.* * | But imagine my surprise, When upon my return, I found that 
Nothing formsa prettier or more attractive centre for a win- 

dow garden than crystal tanks of water ina state of healthy 
preservation, Or it may be that the only available receptacle 
for the aquarium is a large glass pickle bottle, or a jar such as 
confec’ioners use, or even a finger glass. Well! more living or- 

twenty-tiye per cent. were imprvgnated aud in good order. 
Phey have since been hatched, and can now be seen any day 
in the above ponds. They will be two years old vext Janu- 
ary, and are tine, healthy, growing fish. A few of them were 
on exhibition io Detroit, at the Museum, during the State 

ganisms than one observer could well describe in a year may | Pair that was held there this fall. 
grow, and Jive, and Honrish in the smallest of these vessels, 
expecially if attention be paid to the microscopic inhabitants of 
& ie water, whose name is legion. In dirty situations, and in 
smoky towns, it will generally be necessary to cover the top 
of the aquarium with a piece of glass or muslin to keep ont 
the *‘ blacks.” 
The first thing to be done in the formation of a fresh-water 

The salmon trout of Skaneateles Lake are known through 
out the State of New York as far superior to the trout of the 
Great Lakes. They vary both in color avd texture, being 
somewhat darker, and the markings and flavor being more ou 
the brook trout order; their market value being frum fifteen 
to twenty cents per pound above the trout of the Great Lakes, 

Mr. &. B, Harmon and Q K, Perry, who now have charg 
aquarium is, if possible, to establish the plants—to place them | of the ‘‘Island Drout Ponds” at Halfway, N. Y., will be 
in suitable soil at the bottom of your tank, and leave them, un- 
disturbed, exposed to the light, under the water, until they 
begin fo grow, and the little active bubbles of oxygen are seen 
rising to the sorface of the water. 
spiralis, water crowfoot, the starworts, the various species of 
Chara, and the Canadian water weed (Anacharis alsinastrum), 
in profusion. The soil best to plant such in, as have roots, is 
clean river sand mixed with pebbles. Such plants as Conferve 
and others, which float on the water and do not take root in 
the soil, do not, of course, require planting. After choosing 
plants from such as you may collect from rivers and ponds in 
any country ramble, plant them, and cover the surface of the 
ground with bits of rocks, pebbles, or anything that is sait- 
able, and in harmony with the rest of the arrangements. Do 
not put sea shells into a fresh water aquarium, or artificial ob- 
jects where all should be natural; then fill the vessel with 
water very carefully through a funnel or syphon, so as not to 
disturb the soil and the roots of your plants. 
Toe same caution has to be observed in establishing a marine 

aquaritim. which, it must be confessed, is altogether a task of 
more difficnlty than a fresh water collection. The weeds 
must then be introduced, growing und attached to the stones, 
on which they have naturally established themselves. The 
fronds and sprays of sea-weed, washed up by the tide and left 
on the shore, are ot no use, and will only decay and injure the | estimation, 

It is growing and living vegetation that we want. A | Except the sage grouse, it is the largest of the group found in water. 
selection of the pretty red sea-weeds, so common in rocky 
pools, with the bright green fronds of Ula latissima and Bry- 
opsis plumosm, give color and brilliancy to a marine aquarium, 
which is unatt#inable in the fresh water colony. But it is not 

able to furnish parties with the genuine Skaneateles Lake 
trout ova. They are both men of experience in the work 
and are first class fishculturists. Any stock shipped by them 

We have grown Valisneria | can be relied upon as first class in every respect. 
I will send you in a short time some valuable specimens of 

both eggs and fish, with a full history of each. 
Tam truly yours. Henry H, Porrex. 
We feel much indebted to our correspondent for the above. 

—Hp, F. & 8. 

Giatural History, 

ABOUT OUR GROUSE—NO, 2, 

EAVING the forests of Maine and Canada, where the 
¢ Canada frouse dwells undisturbed, we must travel west 

ward nearly two,tuousand miles to find its nearest relative—the 

dusky grouse, ‘This bird, on account of the beauty of its 

plumage, its great size, its delicate flesh, andits habits is, in our 
the finest game bird tobe found within our borders. 

America, and the males often attain a weight of four pounds. 

The plumage in this sex is dark brown or black above, finely 

marked with cross lines of dark pray. Below the color is 
so easy. to replace the inevitable losses which must take place | lighter brown on the sides, with some conspicuous white mark- 
in the early stages of a marine aquarium when removed from 
the seaside, Let all who are near the coast establish a domes- 
fic sea-water pool, and enjoy all the pleasure it aifcrds in 
watching the developement and curious habits of the beauti- 
ful creatures who may colonize it. But in towns, unless un- 
der very favorable cirsumstanees, a fresh water aquarium will 
yield more satisfaction with less vexation, as we know from 
experience. [n order to manage an aquarium comfortably afew 
simple instruments should be kept at hand. A litte hand-net, 
which may he bought for sixpence, or made for a penby—sim- 
ply a ring of galvanized wire with a muslin bag fastened to a 
gick fora handle. This is convenient for catching the crea- 
tures, fish or, shells, withont putting the hand into the water, 
and it 1s also used in removing dead bodies. A pair of wooden 
forceps, like a pair of glovestretchers, is also most convenient | among the highest mountain, uearly to Mexico. 
for the sam purpose—to nip off bits of decaying weeds, or to 
catch floating particles in the water. GNass tubes, of yarious 
sizes, may be kept, which act by being put inte the water 
with the finger over the aperture at the top. The tube, un- 

ings, while the lower breast and belly area fine slate blue. 
The breast is brown, the chin white, and the broad and fan- 
like tail, which is nearly square, is black, The female, 
dressed in more sober colors than the male, as is the case with 

most of the grouse, is tawny above with black cross markings, 

but has the blue below and black tail like her mate. 
The dusky, blue, pine grouse, or fool hen—for it hasall these 

names in different localities which it inhabits—is found almost 

throughout the great mountain chains of our Western country. 
We have found it extremely abundant in Montana and Wy- 
oming, and its range extends north to Alaska, and south 

As the 

country where it occurs is but seldom traversed by man, it is 
very gentle and unsuspicious, and these qualities have earned 

for it the name ‘fool hen,” a term which is also applied to the 
til the finger be removed, will remain filled with air; place it | save grouse in certain sections where it has not yet learned to 
over any little bit of decaying weed, or particle of refuse and, 
on removing the finger, the water will rush in, carrying with 
it the offending object up into’the tube. Then a glass syringe tains, ; 

or squirt is necessury, with which toaerate the water thorough- | be likely fo start only female birds, 
ly at least ouce a day, and oftener if possible, by filling it and 
then holding it high above the tank to squirt the water back 
azain. Some persons constantly use a pan or bellows, with an 
iidia-rubber tube attached to the nozzle, to propel air in 

fear man. In summer the traveler among the Rocky Moun- 

unless he ascends the highest peaks of the range, wal 
with their broods of 

partly grown young. hese will be found either in the dense, 
pine forest, among the thick underbrush, in the creek bot- 

toms, or out on the prairie, a few yards from the edge ef the 

through the water. This device unquestionably acts well, and | timber, according to the time of day when they are flushed. 
yatreshes the animals, just as a ‘‘blow on Hampstead Heath,” 
or a run to the seaside invigorates the inhabitants of many & 
elese workroom in London. A glass syphon, or, what we find 
better, a long piece of india-rubber tubing, which acts as 4. By- 

Although, as has been said, very tame, when once startled thay 

lose no time in seeking safety ia fight. The old hen at once 
fiies up into a tall pine, uttering a loud and continuouscackle 

‘on, is necessary to effect a change in the water when it is | whieh resembles the first part of the ery of a domestic fowl 
evident that something has 
discovered and eradicated, = ; ry 
We have frequently been obliged todo this when we kept a. 

marine aguariuin in,London, aud perhaps discovered a lead quick succession. 

gone wrong and the eyil must be | hen frightened, and which may beexpressed by theayllables, 

“out-cut-cut, repeated in a high key fifteen or twenty times in 
‘The cry is évidently-e note of,warning ta 

fem anemone, or a little fish under a, stone, giving off offensive 
a al a one r ’ 7 7 

the young. These Jast scatter at once, and take to the treer, 
where they sit: perfectly motionlvss, paying no attention whal- 
ever to the noise of firearms. We have frequentiy shot cayerai 
times with a rifle at the head of one of these birds without 
causing if any apparent uneasiness. Should a ball ruffle its 
feathers, however, or strike the limb on which it sits, within a 

few inches of its resting-place, it is off with the swiltness of 
our own ruffed grouse. During the summer the males, which, 

like the males of most grouse, deserl the females by the time 
incubation commences, are to be found in small packs high up 
on the mountain tops, near the timber line: here, too, single 

females are often seen, which, upon dissection, usually prove 
to be barren. 

The dusky, or as it is more commonly called the blue 
grouse, when two-thirds grown, lies well when once started, 
and if the sportsman can scatter a brood of birds in an open 
creek bottom, he will have easy shooting for a short time, 

butif surprised among underbrush, where there are no large 
trees, the shooting will be difficult, no Jess so than that of the 

Tuffed grouse ; for the birds dart away with such exceeding 

swiftness that a single glimpse is all that can be had of them, 

Indeed in many respects this species resembles our Bastern 

bird (Sonasa winbellus); its flesh is white and delicate; it. de- 

lights in much the same kind of grouad as the partridge, pre 
ferring pine woods and steep mouatain sides, and when 
flushed, taking refuge ina tree, or, if in the lower lands, in 

swamps and ‘beaver marshes,” so common along mountain 
streams. 

During the spring courtship the call of the male is oon- 
stanily heard in the mountains, and it is a most peculiar 

sound, <A well-known naturilist has described it as being 
like the words ‘‘coomb comb,” softly repeated, but the des- 
cription of on old frontiersman seems to us Detter to 6xpress 
the idea; he said it sounded like “blowing into a bottle.” 
Some of its other habits are worthy of notice, among them 

the practice of erecting the feathers of the sides of the neck aa 
well as the creat, and raising and half spreading the tail when 

rendered suspicious or uneasy by the presence of some un- 

Known or alarming object. When a brood is feeding in com- 
pany, each individual utters continually a soft, low, clucking 
note, much as do a number of guinea fowls under like circum- 

stances. ‘Their food during the late summer and earl ly autumn 

consists very largely of berries, which render the flesh peculi- 

arly delicious at this time. In August they feed almost en- 

tirely on a small whortleberry, which grows in the greatest 

abundance among the pine forests on the high mountains, 
and which bears a profusiun of small red well-tlavored berries. 

It will readily be imagined that grouse which have lived on 
such fare would be relished by a daintier epicure than the 
ever hungry mountaineer. 

It is possible that this species may need some little educa- 

tion before it can fulfill all the conditions required of it for 

sport; its habit of seeking refuge when disturbed—amone the 
branches of trees, for example—is a bad oneé; yet, we must 
remember that the ruffed grouse, where it has been but little 

hunted, acts in the same manner, and n6 doubt us s00n as the 

blue grouse has had time to learn the destructive cffect of the 

shof-gun, it will prefer to seek for safety by hiding rather 

than by flight. In the meantime it is a magnificent bird, and, 

as suggested in the *'Sporisman’s Guzetteer,” it is a great 
pity that some steps cannot be taken toward acclimatizing it 
in our Eastern forests, where it would be a most desirable 

addition to our list of feathered game, 
(Toe be continued.) 

————$—<$$— + = ______ 

‘Tae Oapetin, ok Mallotus villoaus, og Covyirr.—In the 
latest number of London Land and Water at hand we were 
much interested-to discover tha following article : 

‘‘ With the exception of the genus scepyiva, the capelin 
is the smallest species of salmonids found in American wa- 
ters, Dr, Hichardson says it is nearly allied to the Osmerus 
(smelt). They are said to be a delicious. litle pan fish, not 
excelled by the smelt itself, and that they resemole that fish 
in the peculiar smell for which it is noted when taken from 
the water. 

‘Capelin are found in immense numbers on the coast of 
Labrador and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where they are 
used as bait for the codfish, They are only mentioned here 
for their value as pertaiaing to the cod-fishery of the North- 
ern coast. The following notice of the taking of these little 
ish is from the Apnl number ee of Harper's Magazine, 
The article is entitled ‘ Three Months io Labrador :’ 

‘** At early evening after the labors of the day, the seine 
boats go in quest of capelin (bait), carefully searching the 
little coves and inlets, and creeping along the shores; three 
men pulling in the usuai way, an Oarsman in the stern stand- 
ing up and pushing, while he scang the surface of the water 
for the ripple of passing schools, and a look-out in tiie bows, 
motionless as a figure-head, resting upon his elbows, and 
peering into the depths before him. Now one gives warning, 
and over goes the seine smoothly and nviselessly, and witha 
rapid current the bait is impounded and quickly hauled on 
board. One cast is genérally sufficient, for the capelin swarm 
in millions, swimming so densely that. often a dip net can be | 
filled froma passing school. They keep near the shore to 
ayoid their finny pursuers, and are left floundering upon the 
tocks by every reflux*wave. “ 

‘«é The cod often leap clear of the water in their pursuit, 
and at such times may be taken by the hook almost the in- 
slant it touches the water. The capelin is a delicate fish, 
about six inches in length, and not unlike a smelt; bis back 
is a dark olive-green, sides of changing rainbow hues, and 
belly silvery-white. . 

“= Great numbers of these little fishes are no doubt de. 
youred by salmon asthey come in from the sea, and enter 
the bays and mouths of rivers as they agcend.” 

*¢ The eapelin is frequently seen in a dry state in the Lon- 
don shops, but there dogs not seem to be a great demand for 
them. I ghall be glad to receive further information on this 
point. Feavx Buckiayp.” 
To Mr, Chas, Hallock, the Hdilor of Forks: axp Ssmmay 
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0 the article now quoted just eighteen years ago), 

Its necidental discovery was like meeting an old friend long 
“supposed dead. It revived many pleasant reminiscences of 4 
img voyage among the rocks and icebergs, the seala, codfizh 
and salmon of the dreary Labrador coast. The habits of the 
capelin are well known to the fishermen of that region. Iu 

May they arrive in immense quantities to spawn. coming an 
going with each tide to cast their ova or milt upon those 
shores or flats of the bays and inlets which are either sandy 

Sr muddy. There is one stream called ‘' Freshwater,” 
which empties into the Invuktuck Inlet or Great Esquimaux 
Bay, which is an especially favorite resort for them, the wlolé 

bottom of the stream being sandy. This stream is on the 
miain-land, of course: but the belt of rocky islands (some 
twelve miles wide), which girts almost the entire length of 
coast, is Hlled with capelin swarming from May until late in 
July, The codfishing season extends from about the first of 
June nntil the middle orend of August. Codfish generally 

follow the capelin. Capelin constitute a principal part of the 
food of the few fishermen who winter in Labrador, being 
cured by spreading them out on the rocks in the hot sun of 
July. They are eaten greedily, cooked or uncooked. A very 
accurate drawing of this pretty fish accompanies the article 
in Horper’s Magazine referred to by Mr. Buckland. The 
selnes used by the fishermen are 100 feet or more in length, 
and they are often hauled in full of capelins, 

a ee, Se a 
New Somntiuic Pusnrosrions.—It affords us pleasure to 

extend to the American Quarterly Microscopical Journal, the 

first number of which appeared last month, a welcoming hand. 

Ainerican students and workers in this department of scientific 
investigation have long felt the need of some periodical in 
which they could publish their new facts, or discuss those 

already announced ; but up to this time, if we except the Lens, 

which for a short time flourished in Chicago, but soon died, 

no medium has ever existed in this country through which 
microscopists could express their views. So true is this, that 

many of our ablest investigators haye been obliged to send their 
papers abroad. The Journal is edited by Mr. Romyn Hitch- 
cock, whose qualifications for this office are well known, and 

among the contributors are Professors H. 8. Smith, Seaman 
and Lighton, Dr. Belfield, J. D,° Hyatt, F. B. Hine and 

Percival Wright, The appearance of the periodical is attrac- 

tive, and this number is illustrated by some beautiful plates. 
We hope most sincerely that this venture may be a success- 

fnlone, and that the Journal may liye and prosper for many 
years. ‘ : 

~A number of papers of very great interest to entumolosists 

have recently been issued by Mr. J. A, Lintner, who has drawn 
his material largely from the State Cabinet at Albany. The 

papers to which we haye reference are printed in advance of 
the regular reports, and, beside their great value to the student, 
they are important as giving a great deal of information in re- 
gard to certain insects, which, in one stage or another, cause 
greali injury to the agriculturist by feeding on the foliage of 

yarious trees and other plants which he desires to protect. 

The first aid second of these papers, appendix D and E of 

the Twenty-third New York Annual Report, and an extract 

from the Twenty-sixth Annual Report, deal chiefly with the 
Lepidoptera, and, besides being replete with interesting facts, 

contain the descriptions ot a number of new species. The 
former is illustrated by two admirably executed plates. = 

The fourth paper from the Thirtieth Annual Report is not 
less interesting than the others, though more miscellaneous in 

character,for if contains notes on, and descriptions of, Entozoa, 

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, etc. We have read these articles with 
much pleasure, and shall haope to receive from Prof. Lintner 
4 continuation of the series when published. 

Natural history matters have recently assumed a very con- 
siderable activity in Cincinnati, and we are gratified at Jearn- 
ing that the Natural History Society of that city is at last 

located in its own building, and has “‘a sufficient annual in- 
come fo enable it to do earnest, work in promoting the objects 
for which it was established.” One of the results of the 
present happy state of things is the publication of the Journal 
of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, of which Nos. 1 
and 2 are now before us. A portion of No, 1 is taken up with 
a list of officers, a history of the society, and a catalogue of the 

Lepidoptera observed in the vicinty of Cincinnati, after which 
we come to an interesting paper entitled ‘“‘ Notes on 
Paleontology” by Messrs. 8. A. Miller and GC, k, Dyer, in 
which a number of new fossils are described ; this is followed 
by an article on *‘ The Tongue (Lingua) of some Hymenoptera, 
and both contributions contain 2 great deal which is new and 
interesting. 

No, 2 contains a number of papers, most of them Zeological 
or paleontological, the latter describing a great number of new 
species of fossils. We all know that the paleontologists of 
Cincinnati are yery favorably situated for obtaining good 
things from the Lower Silurian, and no doubt they exercise 
due care in making new species and genera, and are conserva- 
tive, although among young naturalists the tendency is apt ta 
be in the other direction, 
Weshall always welcome the appearance of this Journal, 

and hope for continued prosperity to the society by which it is 
issued. The Journal can be obtained by applying to J. W. 
Hall, Jr., 108 Broadway, Cincinnati, 0. 

We haye just received a paper on the Mollusca, Dredged and 
Collected by T. A Verkruzeniin 1876, in the neighborhood of 
St. Johu's, Hewfoundland. It consists of a catalogue of the 
speciee, ‘with remarks on them’ and brief descriptions of 
several new varieties, 

_ 
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Tue Basses.—My. Hditer: In your columns under the 
ad of ‘* Natural History.” of October 24, you say : 
{ICKOPTERDS SALMOIDRS AND M. NrdRicAys—Under the revised no- 

menclature of Gill and Jordan, the big-mouth, O4wego, or grass bass, 
As itis varionsly walled, will be knowous M. pallidus instead of M. nt- 
ricana as heretofore. As ihe irue black bass, known a8 M. salmoides, 

a Tedily the darkest in coor, we are pledsed with the change which 
marke the distinction between it and its cousin pellides, or pule. 

This new name of pallidus is eminently just and proper, 
but how is it with regard to its identity with the grass bass ? 
Either you are wrong, or our Fish Commissioners are, in sup- 
posing they are introducing that variety, Pomouis annularis, 
from the Licking reservoir in Ohio, hese fish are in shape 
mote like the pumpkin seed or sunfish, and attain the weight 
of about a pound orover. The name of Salmnides ought in 
sone way to be stamped out, as it is no way connected with 
the salmo family ; nor does it bear the slightest resemblance 
tO any of the tribe, except perhaps if may be thought so about 
the head and mouth. A. EB. Charr. 

Sunbury, Penn , Nov. 4, 1878. 

The grass bass is M. pallidus. The 2. annularia is quite 
another fish, known as the croppie, new light, etc. The 

croppie is sometimes called grass bass; but fishes as well as 

roses are known by different local names. See Hallock's 

Sportsman’s Gazetteer for synonyms; also Jordan’s Manual 
of Vertebrates, Ep. F. & §. 

—i-— 

A. Contous Revic—London, Ky., Oct. 19.—Hditor Forest. 
and Stream ' In Oetober, 1878 or '74, while hunting on 
Craig’s Oreek, in Laurel County, Ky., about seven or eight 
miles from Rockeastle Springs, with Isaac Storm and W. M. 
G. Hale, Hsq., we killed a very large fat doe, in the left 
shoulder of which was found the inclosed flint, by Mr. Hale's 
wife and daughter, while prepating the venison for cooking. 
I see so many accounts of such things in the Forzsr axp 
Stream that I requested Mr. Hale to let me send the flint, 
which was carefully saved, to you. As there are no Indians 
Within several hundred miles, and nearly 4 hundred years have 
elapsed since they were here, the question is how, where and 
when did it get there ? This is no humbug, but will be sworn 
to by Mr. Hale’s whole family, who are reliable people, if 
necessal'y- J.T, Brown, 

[We regret that the data furnished by our correspondent are 
not sufficiently detailed to enable us to form even a conjecture 
as to whence the flint came. The case is a most interesting 

one, for the specimenis a genuine Indian arrow head, and its 

presence m the deer’s shoulder seems to indicate an incredibly 
treat age for (he animal which bore it, | 

A Waite Buok.—Bedford, O., Oct, 27.- Newton Waite, of 
this village, is hunting in the woods of Michigan. He writes 
me that on the 15th ult, he shot a large albino buck, weighing 
over 200 pounds, with five-pronged antlers. He says he was 
white as snow, except . few gray spots on the back of his 
neck, also afew on his shoulders and hips. His head and 
neck will be preserved and sét up. T. GARLIoK. 

— 

An AnBIno, on WHat?—ditor Ierest and Stream: Tn- 
closed is a sketch of the head of a hybrid killed near Dunn- 
ville, Canada, by a friend of mine who furnishes the foliow- 
Ing description, and for whom I would bespeak a genealogical 
history: It measures 20.60 inches in length; tarsus, 1,50 
long. Its general color light buff, the forehead speckled with 
buff and cinnamon-colored features. The iris is buff; the 
Wings are darker, the primaries being a dark cinnamon, the 
reat of the wing somewhat lighter, ‘The coverts on the back 
almost white. ‘Tail short and very light, almost white. The 
breast and belly darker than the back, The Will cfinnamon- 
colored, with the nails black; the bill is peculiar in that from 
the point to the crown of the head is almost a straleht line. 
The flesh was very white and tender, Such, Mr. Editor, are 
the peculiar points of a very interesting specimen, and I 
trust that T shall soon know its history. , 0. B, 
New York, Now, 1. 

| We regret to say that we cannot give our correspondent 

the information which he seeks. The sketch inclosed re- 

sembles quite closely the head of the canvas back duck, but 
if the flesh was white it could hardly have been that bird. 

We should imagine the bird to bea partial alkino—but of 
what species? Was the specimen preserved ?—BHp. } 

++ ~ 

Sorrpope Isnanp.—A new field of study has been opened to 
ornithologists by the discovery of a new island far beyond 

Nova Zembla—Hensomheden (or Solitude). It is in 77 deg. 
35 min. north and 86 deg. east, and about 15 mileslong. The 

vegetation 18 poor, but there exists a rich fauna of birds, 
os «LL 

ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CENTEAL PARE MENAGERIE FOR WEEK ENDING 

Noy. 2, 1878.—T wo cocoanut squirrels, or'Lapul, Sciurius villatus, Hab 

Malay, presented by Mré. Otto O. Muller; one doa and fawn, Cervus 

cirginignus, Hab. Mobile, bought at auction at the Cotton Pxchange for 

the yellow fever sufferers by Mr. R, Seidenberg; two opossums, Dz- 

deiphys virginiana, presented by Mr. Louis Thebaud, N.Y, oviy; one 

night heron, Nyctiardea garden, presented by Mra. Jordan, N. Y,. city ; 

one gray squirrel, Scivrius virginianus, presented by Mr. F. H, Beuja- 
min, N.Y city; four Flovida tortoises, Testudo polyphemus, presented by 

Capt. H, E, Vaill, 8t. Augustine ; one green turtle, Chelone viridis ; two 
Opossume, Didelphys virginiana, presented by Dr. Edward H, Dixon, 

N. Y, city. W, A, CONELIN, Director. 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1878, 
Dittmar Powder Co,, No, 2 Courtlandt street, N. Y\: 

Genilemen—Allow me, please, 16 tender to you my unqualified praise 

of the Dittmar Powder ; its being ungolicited on your part may increase 
its value. I have just returned trom a few daya’ ducking, bringing with 
mé 10¢ ducks, piost of which were Killed with your powder. I tested 

48 well ug I knew how the comparative merits of your powder and the’ 

black Falcon Ducking, side by side, both at target and liye yame, and 

give the preference deeldedly, for every reason, to the Dittmar. The 

ducks 1 hit-with tha Dittmur fell, almost withont esesption; as 1f they) 
had been struck by lightoing. Notso with the black. With the latter 
Thadfrequent cases of wing broken’ and crippled ducks. At the dis-| 
tatiob of 40 yards, with 4 drachms Dittmar ad 13¢ oz. No. 6 shot) Dput 
58 peileta imto the iid of 2 tabacco pail, and most of the 5% went clear | 
through, Yonrs iruly, A. P, Grnty,—[Ady, 

BI 
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DISTEMPER. 

N OW is the season when breeders of dogs who have litters 
of young puppies must be on their guard against the 

Breat scourge which seems fated to attack all and usually car- 

ries off the best. In fact the puppy whelped in the fall is un- 
fortunate in many respects. The severest weather comes 
when he is most liable to disease, and with the faintest indi- 
cation of an east wind, or indeed a change of weather of any 
description, his warmth, dryness and general comfort should 
he most carefully attended to. And then again the fall puppy 
is unfortunate, inasmuch as he arrives at an age when he 
should be taken to the field to receive his first instructions at a 
periol when there are no Inrds, unless indeed his owner is so 
fortunate as to live near good snipe ground, which does not 

fall to the lot of every one, so that he is perbaps a year old 
before it is possible to show him birds. To be gure, in Hng- 
land they are of the opinion that a dog should not be broken 
until he is a year oid ; but we are strongly in fayor of early 
breaking, and a puppy whelped early in the spring should be 
introduced to game during the succeeding open season, 

But toreturn to the distemper question. We published 

lnst week a letter from a correspondent who affirmed that a 

seton placed in the neck of a dog was a certain remedy for 
distemper. Another correspondent states, with equal posi- 
tiveness, that sour milk isasure agent for the removal of 
worms. If these gentlemen should both be correct we huye 
indeed found the panaceas for which we have long been look- 
ing, and each discoverer should be entitled to a monument. 
Nothing could be more simple than either, and we trust that 

some of our readers whose dogs are afilicted will test them 
and give us the result. We shall certainly take the first op- 
portunity of doing so ourselves. The seton is easily applied, 

and is besides an excellent remedy for chorea or shaking 

palsy, which so frequently follows distemper. In the cage of 
very young puppies, however, we should hesitate about ap- 

plying the seton. We have been very successful when the 
disease was taken in time with Dover's powders, containing 

one grain each of ipecac and opium, the effect of which is to 

promote a discharge of mucous from the lining membrane of 

the bronchial tubes, thereby relieving inflammation and allay- 

ing cough. A grain or two of powdered rhubarb may he 
added to the aboye with advantage. 

Careful nursing and strict attention to dryness and warmth 

are, however, the best remedies that can be applied. We 

haye heard many old breeders declare that a smal! piece of 
garlic given to puppies once or twice a week will prevent dis- 
temper, but we confess that we have but little faith in it. The 
fact is, what may bea remedy or preyentiye in one place 
may not bein another. There may be unknown or predis- 

posing causes in or about one kennel, or one strain of dogs, 
from which another may be quite free. One thing, however, 
seems almost certain, that the finer a dogis bred and the 
more he is valued so does his chances of being carried off by 
distemper increase. 

We mentioned a little while ago the nécessity of guarding 
against an east wind. The reason is obvious, as it brings 
with it dampness and rain, and very little exposure may bring 
on distemper, which will readily assume epidemic form and 
go through all the unseasoned inmates of a kennel, In Sep- 
tember, 1877, the writer had af one time two litters of setter 
puppies, one red Irish from Elcho and Lill IL., and one 
black and tan from Mr. Marble's Grouse and Lou, and also 
two litters of pointers, one sired by Sensation and one by 
Snapshot. One litter was in a box stall, oyer which there 
was a small window with an eastern exposure. During our 
absence from home the man in charge of the dogs carelessly 
left the window open one night at the commencement of a 
severe easterly storm. In forty-eight hours the puppies in 
the stall were down with distemper, and from them if 
apread to the others, and in such a malignant form that nearly 
all were carried off. 

In his latest work ‘‘ Stonehenge” - divides distemper into 
five classes, as tollows: Ist, Mild Distemper; 2d, Head Dis- 
temper; 3d, Chest Distemper; 4th, Belly Distemper; 5th, 
Malignant Distemper. If the dog is attacked with Mud Dis- 
temper he will show first a general dullness, with a disincli- 
nation to play, and a want of appetite. Soon there begins a 

short cough and a disposition to sneeze. The cough and 
sneezing are seldom heard while the dog is quiet, but when 
he is brought out of his kennel into the air the coughing and 
sneezing begin, ‘I'he nose is generally warm and the bowels 
disordered, In this stage it is easily cured. 

Head Distemper commences in the same way, but on sepa- 
rating the eyelids the whites will be found covered with blood 

vessels loaded with dark blood. Sometimes a fit occurs ah 

the commencement of the attack, leaving a state of torpor 
from which the dog can with difficulty be aroused, If the 
brain is not relieved the fits oceur at short intervals, and the 
dog finally dies in a violent convulsion. 

Chest Distemper appears lo be an extension downward 

into the chest of the irritation which produces the cough, te- 
sulting in bronchitis or pneumonia, or possibly pleurisy. 

Distemper of the Belly is the resust of mismanagement, 
produced either by the abuse of violent drugs or neglect of 
attention to ths secretions, particularly during an attack of 
mild distemper. There is a constant diarrhea, soon followed 
by the passage of large quantities of blood, either black or 
yed, a8 ib comes from the small intestines or lower bowels, 



Sometimes, when the secretion of bile has been checked, the | foroed in Maine, andas it is now ibis » hard matter to enforces ib, 
skin and white of the eyes become stained yellow from the ; The fine Is to be oollevted the sama as a civil dabt, an we have 
preaences of bile. When this symptom accompanies distem- 
per it is almost invariably fatal. 

Malignant Distemper may follow any of the other kinds or 

be sudden in its attack. Generally all the dangerous affec- 
tions of the brain, bowels, or liver, mentioned above, appear, 

and a stage of prostration is reached in which the dog is un- 
able to stand up, his appwite is entirely gone, his gums, 

teeth and tongue are coated with a black fur, and his breath is 

highly offensive. Sometimes a yery peculiar symptom ap- 
pears—an eruption of the skin, consisting of purple spots or 

of bladders varying in size from a peato half a hen’s ege, 
and containing matter stained with blood. It is not, however, 

taken by itself, an unfavorable sign. The above descriptions 

of symptoms are mainly from ‘‘ Stonehenge’s” new work. 

Tt should be borne in mind that the peculiarity of disiem- 
per, particularly when it appears in a malignant form, is the 

Tapidity with which the dog loses strength and flesh, and this 

marked characteristic enables it to be distinguished, in most 
cases, from colds or disorders of a more harmless type. 

Asa general ireatment, ‘‘ Stonehenge” recommends in the 

early stages a mild dose of aperient medicine, such as castor 

oil and syrup of poppies in equal proportions, or, if the liver 

is not acting, calomel and jalap. After the carly stage has 

gone by, give nothing in the shape of medicine, but keep the 

kennel dry, clean and airy, but warm. Change the litter fre- 

quently, and avoid exercise till the cough and running at the 

eyes haye entirely ceased. The dict should be nourishing 
broths thickened, when there is diarthosa, with flour, rice or 
arrowroot; or, if the bowels are confined, with oatmeal. 1 

there is little water passed, give every night (as a drench) fiye 
or six grains of nitre, with half a teaspoonful of sweet spirits 

of nitre, The same authority recommends a seton to the 
back part of the neck for head «distemper. 

As Chorea or Palsy yery frequently follows distemper, it 

may be well to say that it may be best treated by a change of 

air and by giving from 8 grs. to 5 grs. of sulphate of zinc ina 
pill every day. 

—_—_$__—- 

HOUNDING DEER WITH DOGS. 

E approve of the use of dogs in hunting deer, and feel 
quite willing to indorse the position taken by our corres 

pondent below. Accordiug to intelligent observation and ex- 

perience, this method does nut drive the deer out of the country. 

Deer are something like sheep in their habits, and we well know 

that acolley picks out and separates a single sheep from a flock 

Without creating more than a tempsrary Hurry, while a sheep- 

killing dog, or dogs, may race and worry a flock until they 

have killed off » duzen wilhout driving the sheep far away. 

The bulk of the fluck scatter and scurry off when pressed by 
the doys, leaving the viclimized and uulucky to their fate, 
and afterward call to each other and reunite. We see no 
more objection tothe use of dogs in hunting deer than in 

coursing bares or running foxes; indeed, if they were not 

used the price of venison would rise in the markets. 
But althouzh we believe that dogs can be used in bunting 

deer without all the terrible consequences that are appre- 

hended or predicted by some writers, still, as the laws of vari- 

ous States make the use of dogs a siatutory offense, and as 

those laws are passed fur the purpose of protecting deer at a 

time when running them with dogs really 18a crime, we be- 
lieve in their enforcement. The time to which we allude is 
when a heavy fali of snow is covered with a light crust, 
which, while readily supporting a dog, or 4 man on snow-shoes, 

breaks under the weight and pointed hoofs of a deer, and 

causes hiin to fall an easy victim. This mode of hunting is 

really not sport, as there is as absence of that element, or sen- 

timent, if it may so be called, which gives the animal areason- 
able chance for its life. 

Buuting deer with dogs is followed in every country where 

the @eer is found or the sport practiced. In England there 
are regular packs of staghounds, which, even to this day, are 

used to hunt the wild deer on Exmoor, and a half tamed one 

turned from a cart in districts where the wild deer is extinct. 
Byen in Scotland the deerhound is used, although only for 
chasing wounded deer, the nature of the country preventing 

their being used in any other way, the deer being usually 
stalked or driven. 

Bangor, Me. 
Mr. Eniror: 
This method of hunting deer does not drive them out of the 

country, according to my experience. 

Most hounds, when théy find a deer’s track that they can scent, 

will commence barking, and increase as they get nearer the 

deer; and the hunter can tell when the deer is started by the 
barking of his dog. Sometimes there are several deer together, 
and they will stand and listen to the dog as he comes nearer, uo- 
til he geta within a few rods of them ; then they will run, but keep 

stopping to seaif the dog means them ; and where there is more 

than ong they soon get separated, and the dog is after only on6 
The rest will soon stop and care no more for the dog. The one 
he keeps after, and as soon as he finds that the dog means him and 

he gets warm and wishes to get away irom his pursuer, he starts 

for a stream or lake, and runs into the water or swims until the 

dog loses the track. Then the deer cares no more about the dog. 

Tknow these facts by watchiug them in the open laud, where I 
oould see both deer and dog, and by following them where I could 
track them on snow. : 

I have acon them let the dog keep very close to them for the 
first miles and in twenty minutes after he would be a mile abead 
of the dog. 
Our friend " Rip Rap” is mistaken about our game law being en- 

thousands of men in Maine that no fines could be collected from, 

and no one wishes to try. So thsy feel at liberty to do as they 
choose, and thousands of dear haye been killed when nearly worth- 

less; and all that I syer knew of our deer warden of Bangor 

doing was to take deer from persons that he had noright to. 
When the firat game law was made in this State, our woods 

were full of deer and moose, and would be now if there had 

been good laws and well enforced. Deer are quite plenty now, 
and we may kill all we can with doga in the fall, and they will 

increase if let alone in winter, after the snow gots deep; but the 
14W will neyer be enforced until the hunters do it, and they never 
will until the law is obanged. 

Mr. J. Scott is of the opinion that hunting with dogs makes 
them wilder, I can't agree with him. [ hunted one fall on the 

Matawamkeag River with dogs, and as so02 as first snows fell 

Mr. E, McLane, a still huntel, want over the same ground to 

kill deer, and aade the most successful hunt that he eyer made, 

even when deer were more plenty, and before dogs had been 

used in those parts ; and 1 bave often taken the same ground to 

still hunt on that I used my dogs on before the snow fell. I haye 
always noticed that the opener the growth the wilder the deor 

were. Twas hunting in Michigan up the Ausable River, above 

where any hound had eyer hunted, and on what they called the 

plains—and deer on those plains ware the wildest that I ever 

saw them anywhére; and only a few miles from there, where the 

woods were thick, deer were very tame. They always seem to 

me to be at home when they are in thick wooks, but when out in 

open land are always onthe look-out, and when started seldom 
stop until they reach thicker cover. 

In still hunting on bare ground, there are a great many deer 

totally lost; say about one-third pet wounded and die. Still 

hunters seldom or never wait for any batter chance, but shoot at 

whatever part they see first, and the consequence ia that a great 

many get away afterwards and die; and what thay do get are 

often cut up badly and dressed in the woods, and sacked ont, as 

we callit, and get all dirt, etc. The hardest work I ever did was 

to still hunt deer and moose, and get them out, 
Ihave made up my mind a long timoago that the best law we 

can have would be to let ua hunt from the middle of September to 

the middle of December, and in any way we chose. Then have 

2 fine or imprisonment, and haye the lay enforced, and we shall 

alivays haye plenty of deer, ete. J. DARLING, 
———— 

THE IMPROVED NEWFOUNDLAND OR 
LEONBERG DOGS. 

PARAGRAPH is going the round of the papers, origi- 
Naling, we believe, with the Buston Traveller, relative 

to the introduction into Newfoundland of the Leonberg dogs, 
which, it is supposed, will arresf the threatened extinction of 

the Newfoundland dog, orat Jeastinstitute a new and perhaps 

more valuable strain. That this is not news will be seen from 

the following extract which we reprint from the issue of 
Forgs? anp Srrzam of July 5, 1877: 

Improyine Tuz NewFounpLAND Breep or Doas.—It will 
be interesting to lovers of dogs to know that Herr Yon Kruzen 
the eminent German naturalist, when recently passing 
through Newfoundland, presented Governor Gloyer with 
three very valuable young dogs of the celebrated Leonberg 
(Wirtemberg) breed. These annimals are almost world-re- 
nowced for their size, beauty, sagacity and fidelity. They 
are an improved breed, resulting from crossing the Newfound- 
land dog with the renowned St. Bernurd dogs and the fine 
Pyrenese race. These dogs are the favorites of emperors, 
kings and rich nobility, and fetch a price as high as from £50 
to £100 sterling. The Prince of Wales possesses one of them, 
Our valued correspondent, Rev. M. Harvey, to whom we are 
indebted for this information, says: *‘ The fine race of New- 
foundland dogs is almost extinct here; but, thanks to Herr 
Ver Kruzen, we shall now possess a far superior breed of dogs, 
which, in the course of time, may becime of much value to 
the country, as fine dogs are prized all over the world, He 
recommends that in time they be crossed with the Newfound- 
land dogs, the finest that cun be met with. He obtained 
these tine dogs frm Count B seg, who breeds them They 
were brougst all the way trom the borders of Switzerlanou. 
At present they are but two months old, so that no progeny 
can be had for twoand a half years. They are placed in 
charge of a person who understands the management of dogs, 
and he is furnished wish written instructions regarding their 
iecding and general treatment.” 
a 

Tuo Tannesexe Frenp Tu1arts—Vashville, Vov. 1, 1878,— 
Preparations are going on most favorably for the coming Held 
trials, to be held here the 2d of December, Clarke Pritchett, 

Esq , the able Secretary of the Tenuessee Sportsman’s Agsso- 
ciation, is and has been actively employed in corresponding 

with breeders and sporting men in all parts of the country, 

and he is satisfied that the attendance will be much larger then 
al any previous meeting. A number of handsome prizes will 
be awarded, amounting in all to $1,050. Quite a number of 
manufacturers of; and dealers in, sporting goods have made 
donations of articles to be shot for, and a number will exhibit 
sporting goods in a plice to be prepared for them in the city 
during the weck the tournament lasts. Notably among them 
are the Bridgeport Union Metallic Oo., St. Louis Patent Shell 
Co.. Brown & Hilder, St. Louis ; Thompson & Co., of New 
York, and Parker Bros., gun-makers. he latter donated a 
gun (value $125), to be shot for, A firm in Casenobia, N. 
Y., donate two glass ball traps as a prize for the best glass 
ball shot. ‘The field trials will take place at the Belle Meade 
Farm, belonging to General Harding, and where birds are 
very abundant. But to doubly insure good sport the associa- 
tion haye turned loose on the farm a large number of birds in 
addition to those already there, and have placed a keeper on 
the premises to protect them, Some of the intended partici- 
pators in the trials haye slready arrived with their dogs, and 
Mr, D. C. Sanborn, of Baltimore, Mich., 1s expected to-day 
with his kennel, consisting of Nellie, Dan, Strathroy, Tem- 
pest, and a full brother to Nellie. He will go to Riceville in 
this State to prepare his dogs for the contest. The printed 
programme will be ready for- distribution early next week. 
The largest prize is the one giyen for the puppy stakes. ‘This 
is for $800. ' J. D. H. 
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From Mr. Davipson Acars.—Hditor Forest and 1 
and Rod and Gun; By this week's issue, November 2, of. 
Chicago F¥eld. I notice its editor ia waiting to near what the 
judgea have to say in reference to his sccusation of fraud at 
the Minvesota Field Tri-ls, By referring to FoREsT AND. 
STREAM zND Rop 4np Gun of October $1, he can see what I 
have to say, and I will now add that whoever he has ref- 
erence to in regard to changing his score in the Nursery 
Stakes Ido not know. My score is In my rossession now, 
and was never out of it, and the editor of the Chicago Field 
never saw it. The scale of points in the Nursery Stakes were 
taken from Mr. Whitford’s score, of which fact I have pocitive 
proof. In the puppy and champion stakes the scale of points 
were taxen from my scores, and in the case of Jet, winner of 
second prize in the champion stakes, the Chicago Field is 
wrong on points of merit, and the Forrsr anp Streas 
correct, but a point out of the way with a native is nothing 
for the Chicago Field. The conversation, as stated by him to 
have taken place at the figuring up of Cempest's score, I deny, 
and have proof that no such conversation took place. I defy 
the editor of the Chicago Field to show any evidence of fraud 
in Tempest’s winning second place in the Nursery Stakes at 
the Minnesota field trials, and I further defy him to show a 
single case of fraud at any bench show in my decisions as 
judge, unless he considers it fraud to differ from bim in opinion 
or wish, If he can show any, let us have them. Disappointed 
contestants can usually find redress forwrongs by proving 
a sufficient cause of frand to warrant such redress. Such is 
the case in other contests, and 1 imagine the same rule would 
apply to field trials and Sench shows So show up your evi- 
dence, but I objec to be tried by a judge without authority, 
who is both evidence and judge, and renders a verdict before 
the case goes to trial. Hoping you will excuse me for again 
trespassing on your columns, I am yours truly, 

Monroe, Now. 2, 1878. Joun Daymson. 
eS eee 

Massscgusetts Kennet Crus Doe Snow.—At a meeting 
of this club, held on the 81st ult., it was decided to hold the 
second annual bench show in Boston, on May 6, 7, 8 and 9, 

1879. The following gentlemen will form the Exhibition 
Committee: T. T. Sawyer, Jr.; Inc. Fotuer, Jr.; J. B. Bor- 
land, J. B. Greenough, James F. Curtis and Edward E. 
Hardy- 

ey 

Nationat AmentoaN Kunnet Cxup,—In consequenee of 
the abandonment of the Baltimore Field Trials the meeting 

of the kennel Club, appointed at Baltimore November 8 cur- 
rent, will be further adjourned to meet at Nashville, Tenn., at 

the Maxwell House Decenrber 2 next. Auda meeting of said 
club is hereby called at that time and place, 

TE. A, Laranopr, Pres, N. A. K, C. 
————— - 9 

Tue Wrorrp Fira Retursers.—And now acorrespondent, 

moved by the many paragraphs regarding fleas which have 
appeared in our columns, writes to say that Persian insect 

powder is sure death to eas, Perhaps our correspondent is 
not aware that the basis, at least, of all insect destroyers is 

this same Persian powder. But according to our experience 
its effects are but flee-ting, and the fleas, although driven off, 

return again. If used on house dogs it ig very likely to trane- 

fur the fleas from the dog to the carpets, whence they make 
raids on thinly-clad persons, and in summer time increase and 
multiply toan alarming extent. What is wanted is something 
that will keep fleas from getting on a dog. 

SS 

Names Crarmep—Mr. Edward R. Taller, of this city, 
claims the nume of Jenny forared and white Irish setter 
bitch puppy, by Wengel’s Jack, out of his Doe. 
a 

—<A correspondent writes from Indianapolis, Indiana, that 
there is a regular organized gang of dog thieves in that city, 
He has had no less than five dogs stolen from him, and some 

of his neighbors haye fared almost as badly. It is supposed 
that the dogs are run off into Illinois. A vigilance com- 
mittee would be in order. 

——__—_+- 

—Mr. Luther Adams, of Boston, has been added to the 
committes of the Massachusetts Kennel Club appointed to 
look out for the gume laws. 

Woodland, farm and Garden. 

TRANSPLANTING TREES. 

| hea transplanting trees {he late fall isthe best season. 
Vegetation is never absolutely at rest, During the 

months of winter trees are constantly adding to the points of 

their rocts. If they be transplanted in the fall these new 

rootlets are formed in readiness to take advantage of the first 
spring showers, We republish from the London Journal of 
Forestry the following excellent direction for the method of 

transplanting and subsequent care of the tree: 
1. Selection.—In making this the transplanter will be guided 

by circumstances of soil, situation, and the purposes for 
which such trees are required. 1f he be fortunate enough to 
command a soil which combines with the adhesiveness of the 
aluminous the friability of the silicious, he may remoye into 
it almost any tree he likes without much previous pre- 
paration. And if his soil be naturally loose and deep, 
containing a fair percentage of carbonate of lime and some 
alumina, he has all the chemical elements necessary to insure, 

pA no tree of considerable size should ever be chosen 
for a poorer soil than the one from which it was taken. or 
light sandy soils nothing is better adapted than the birch, 
syeut chestnut, sycamore, beech and lime; while for those 
of & heavier texture he may choose the ouk, elin, ag Bes 

ilver fir, etc. Much, however, may be done by a liberal use 
er parent ee by drainage, trenchiug, etc., to adapt soils ‘to 
the trees required to be planted. 

As the principal objects of transplanting are the attainment 

- 



of shi 
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helte nament, or a screen, it will generally happen 
that all trees sa employed will be placed in situations more 
Open or exposed thin those from which they were taken. 
Aod jist as the carefully nurtnred child and warmly housed 
animals suffer from too sudden an exposure ta inclement 
weather, 80 ara the sap-vessels of the hitherto well-sheltered 
tree or niitsery plant injured by too much exposure of the 
epidermis or cortical layers. 

Most trees grawing in sheltered situations have a thin and 
glossy bark, smooth and very delicate, Their stems are long 
and correspondingiy weak, and their heads and roots less 
spreading. As these quulilies are exactly the opposite of 
what are necessary in situations of exposure, their whole na: 
fire must be changed before they can be removed with BATaty. 
To stand alone a tree requires to be possessed of abundant 
fibrous roota and spreading branches, a fairly d nse head with 
thick foliaze, a bark thick and indurated, and a stout bole. 
These havé been called the “protecting proverties,” and no 
tree greatly deficient in them can be moved with any chance 
Of success. 

Tn making a selection for groups or clumps, or in disposing 
of single trees, as a contrast to the more upen appearances of 
the oak, ash, elm and sweet chestnut, the horse-chestnut, 
lime and sycamore may bechosen, Most of these will flourial) 
in any soil which is neither too retentive of moisture nor too 
porus, and through which the rain slowly percolates. 

2. Preparation,—as there are but few estates upon which 
cau be found any considerable number of trees ready to the 
hand of fhe transplanter, it will in most cases be necessary to 
adapt such. The first step will be the gradual opening out of 
the selected subjects, so as 10 Insure them the maximum 
amount of space, light and air, and by degrees to alter their 
constitutions, Thus may be obtained a gradual hardening of 
the sap-vessels, a thickening of tha bark, enlarged head, and 
thicker foliage, which will soon produce a thicker stem. The 
heat generated by close plantations, from which high winds 
are necessarily excluded, and from which there is but little 
eyaporation, produces greater elongation of the stem. This 
the free admission of air and sunshine modifies. 
As under the most careful munipulation considerable 

damage must be catjsed to the roots of transplanted trees, the 
previous increase of fibrous roots should be aimed at. To se- 
cure this a trench may be cut ail round the tree at & distanee 
of from one-half to two-thirds the spread of the branches, and 
to the depth of the lowest side roots, and afterwards filled 
with a good light compost, which will soon become occupied 
by a mass of fibrous roots. If left undisturbed for two years 
in a light soil, and for three, or even four years in a moder- 
ately heavy one, and, at the same time, a nourishing compost 
be spread over the uomoved ground between the trunk of the 
tree and trench, the root growth of the tree will be everything 
that can be desired for a successful removal. Ths irench 
should be kept dry by having a drain ent or laid from its 
lowest side, Wherever it is desirable to open or piune the 
head, this should be done at the time the trench is formed. 

For autumn transplanting an early summer trenching of the 
ground is a good preparition, but the large holes should have 
been thrown out long before. Por late spring transplanting, 
holing may be sufficient at the time ; but itshould be followed 
by trenching during the next, season. 

3, Remooval.— Vo insure the successful remoyal of a large 
tree it will be necessary to preserve eyery root that can be 
taken up uninjured, and also to avoid pollarding or cropping 
the head, beyond shortening any extravagant growth of 
branches. In most cases it will be imposyible to retain the 
tap-root ; nor is it at all a matter vf primary importance, as 
young trees renew them with great facility, and older ones are 
not in any way dependent ee them, except in so far as they 
give stability to Uhe stem. Indeed, sa avon as thy leader of a 
tree ceases to slioot upward, and the head becomes rounded, 
does the tap root die away or become indistinguishable among 
the other rvots, 
As the preservation of the smaller fibrous roots, whose 

growth has been greatly promoted by the previous cutting 
round, is a matter of primary importance, a trench from two 
to three feet wide should now be opgned out beyond the pre— 
vious one and carried down to a greater depth. Into this 
trench the workmen charged with the uncovering and open- 
ing out of the roots will work all loosened soil, which will be 
Kept thrown out by the shovellers, 

To loosen the soil from among the roots the workmen should 
be provided with a light handy pick, every blow of which 
should be given as the man faces the tree. Such an imple- 
ment was invented by Sir Henry Steuart, who named it the 
“‘ tree-picker,"' and who describes it as “resembling the pick 
used by miuers, but with only one point or prong. The 
head was 15 mches long in the prong, and exiremely 
light. The wooden handle was 24 feet in length, and the 
enlire implement weighed only 44 pounds,” Armed with such 
tools (he workmen commence to pick out the soil from among 
the roots, carefully gathering up the latter as they proceed, 
When from the diiferent sides they meet within a few feet of 
the collar of the tree, the trunk is pulled on one side by means 
of ropes which have been previously attached near its upper 
forks, the tap-root is then severed, and the raised side is bol- 
stered up with soil. The same provess is repeated for the op- 
posite side, and the tree is then placed in a favorable positivon 
for removal inits upright form, or for being lowered upon the 
ordivary transplaniine machine. 

With the ordinary transplanting machine, when all is made 
ready it is brought along-ide the tree, which is lashed firmly 
to the pole, and by means of the leverage which this affords 
the tree is ab once brought into a horizontal pesition, after 
which horses are attached, guide-ropea applied, and the trea, 
with its roots carefully packed up and protected, is conveyed 
fo its new site. 

4, Planting.—The fallacy that the safety of a transplanted 
tree depended upon its being fixed in its new quarters in pre- 
cisely the same Telation to the points of the compass that ib 
had occupied in the old has long exploded. And, on the 
other hand, numerous experiments have shown that the general 
outline of such a tree can be considerably improved by its re- 
versal. For, as the greatest spread of its branches, etc., is 
always upon the warmest side, such @ process tendy, in a few 
years, to restore the equilibrium. 

Before lowering the (ree into its hole see that the soil upon 
which it is 1o be placed is thoronghly consolidated, as upon 
this will depend greatly its furure stability. A slightly con. 
caved bottom, with avaised mound for its sides, will ‘afford 
the greatest support. 

The workmen jntrusted with the laying out and uncovering 
of the roots should well feather thein out between their 
fingers, and arrange them in tiers according to their position 
upon the tree, avoiding all crossings and interlacings. ‘hose 
again who are employed to throw in soil should sve that it is 
finely pulverized and laid on in small quantities at a time, To 
fill up all interstices immediately under the collum, or neck, 

STREAM. 

Pontey recommended dashing on water or pouring it from & 
heigh(—a system which will be found much more efficacious 
than any amount of treading or ramming at the time of plant: 
ing. 

In finishing up the mound the greatest depth of anil should 
be hear the stein, and over the whole surface allowance should 
be made for a gradual subsidence. 
Mach of the success of the tree will depend upon a thorough 

pulverization of the soil in which itis placed, and a proper 
mixing of the added compost. Without going to the lengths 
of Jethro Tull, who maintained that a thorough pulverization 
of the soil entirely superseded the use of manure, and whose 
want of clicmical knowledge blinded him to the fact that there 
igssuch a thing ag exhaustion of the soil, itis scarcely possible 
to overrate the beneficial effects of a complete mixing and 
commiontion of the particles of soil placed in contact with 
the rootlets. Fora sandy or gravelly soil a compost of part 
clay will be beneficial; for a clay soil, a compost of sand with 
peat. 

5. Afler Trentment.—As soon as the tree has been fixed in 
its new qilariers return {he fart or giye the ground a good 
mulching with halfrotten straw, moss, lone manure, or any 
Substance which will afford protection and prevent evyapora- 
fon. Hyen stones afford shade and promote consolidation. 
Eyery precaution should be taken to ward off the effects of 
drying winds, @ hot sun, or later on the evils of frosts, Pro- 
tection will be especially necessary in the cases of the oak, 
beech and birch, whose roots are. very susceptible of drought. 
A good raining during the first spring or early eummer 

will be serviceable, and this should be followed by liberal 
Waterings till the end of June or middle of July. Afterward 
fork in a good compost ligbily round the stem. An admixture 
of ehal-ashes and yood mould will prove most effectual. 

‘The leaves of a transplanted tree are often fewer and smaller 
during the first season after remoyal, but they soon recover 
themselves. Very litile atiention is afterward required by a 
tree which has been carefully selected and prepared, well got 
up and re-planted, and attended to during the firs) summer. 
But under no circumstances should water be allowed te stag- 
nate around its roots. 

Tt may scarcely be necessary to add that every operation of 
the transplanter should be performed wiih care ; there should 
be no hinecessary amputation or laceration of roots, though 
injured ones should be carefully praned; no damae done to 
the bark, and no niuvilation of the branches. 

SU, oo 

THE UNITED STATES TIMBER 

SUPPLY. 

Ki, JAMES LITTLE, a merchant of Montreal, has 
made a thorough examination of the sources and ex- 

tent of our timber supply, and has embodicd the results of 
his labor in a letter to Hon. David A Wells, He presents an 
array Of facts Louching the lumber resources of the Unitei 
States, the rapid rate at which the present system of forest 
devastation is curried on, the near approach of the day when 
the supply will be exbausted, and the consequent ruinona ef- 
fect upon the wood industries of the countiy. Mr. Little is 
doubtless an inlérested party ; he bas long been engaged in 
supplying the United States Market with Canadian lumber, 
and probably winces under the weight uf duties imposed by 
the existing non-veciprocity treaty. But his persoual busi- 
ness relations to the lumber traffic, whatever they may he, 
havé no releyancy as sffeoting the facts he furnislies. His 
statements are based upon statistics and other accessible 
data, supplemented hy observations gainer| in {ity years’ ex 
perience, and are pluc-d before the public with a force and 
perspicacity which should sectire attention. Of the tiventy- 
six States comprising the New England, Middle, Western and 
Northwestern to {he Rocky Mountains, only four are now 
able to furnish lumber supplies beyond their own require- 
ments. ‘These four are Maioe, Michigam, Wisconsin and wiin- 
nescta, Maine is now almost stripped of her pine forests, 
and luniberers are forced to the headwaters of every river in 
the State in search of spruce, and are stocking their mills 
with sapling poles of six and seven inches in diameter; and 
this slaughtering of young trees is carried on to such an ex- 
tent, to sipply the neighboiing States and for shipment 
abroad, that ina few years the peoplé of thal State will have 
neither white pine nor spruce for their home consumption, 
The northern sectivns of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota 
are !he ony localities of the whole twenty-six States that are 
able to furnish supplies of white pine beyond the wants of 
their own respective Stites, and the demaod on them is so 
heavy tor all secilons of the country that it will not be pos- 
sible for (hem ty respond ty ip fur more than five or six years 
longer. The miin streams are all stripped, and the lamber- 
mén are now operating at the headwaters of their tributaries, 
banking lugs io dry gullies, and depeniling on spring fresheis 
snificicut 6 float them. On the lower oeninsula vf Michi- 
gan the millowners having exhausted their timber within team- 
hauling distance, are building railways on their own account 
to enable them to reach the outskirts uf their supposed inex- 
haustible limber resvurces. Take any ordinary U 5. map 
and the sections com.osing the white pine supply for all :he 
country east of (he Pacific Slope could be covered by the 
palm 6f one's hand if brought together at one point, With 
the exception of [he early setuler in the several States, and the 
piuneers on our Western prairies, we in this country huve 
néyer really felt the inconvenience occasioued by absence of 
soft wood. However high in price, the tauusands of manu- 
factories requiring ils use manage to secure it, becwuse they 
must haveit; and the cunseyuent advance in the costs of 
their products falls npon the whole people; so that the ques- 
tion of supply becomes one of interes) to every individuul, 
high and low, rich and povr. But what we are threatened 
with now is not merely 4 scarcity, but an absolute dearth of 
the most essential kin’ of wood used in a vast number of in- 
dustries. According tothe census of 1870, there are no less 
than 173,450 industrial establishments, and 1,093,202 opera- 
tives ¢hvaged in furnishing the wood materials and articles 
indispensable to motlerh life. It would require some $500, - 
000,000 to send abroad and purchase an amount of Jamber 
equal to our consumption for a single year, and the eombined 
tonnage of the whole world would fall far short of being able 
to freight it from the Pacific to the Atlantic seabosrd. ‘Phe 
Impression prevails that when our supply fails, as il inevitably 
will, within the next ten years, at the present rale of con- 
sumption avd reckless waste in Inmbering, we have but to 
look to Ganada, where can be found enough to Jact for eentu- 
ries. But Mr. Little assivts that there is not, from Manitoba 
to the Guifof St. Lawrence, as much pine, sprucé, herolock, 
whitewood, and other commercial woods as would supply the 
United States for a period of three years; snd the whole ac- 
cessible pine localities have besides been run over for board- , himself, with the aid 
wood timber shilablg to supply the English demand, 

It takes a century to grow a standard pine lor, yet lumber- 
men may now he found in the forests of Michigan cutting 
down, on an average, tliree trees to set.one stick of the qnality 
o£ timber that will pay to ship, und |r aving ‘he olhers. from 
some trifling defect, to retin the wooda This not clear haw- 
ever, what the Hon, Dayid A. Wells. or even the United 
States Government. can do about it. Mr. Little would proh- 
ably he satisfied with the removal of the duties now impoxed 
on Canadian lumber, The removal of the present tariff ob- 
structions would bring to us the lumber for which the Do- 
inion is now compelled to seck a foreign market, and would 
thus reinferes our supply and stave off the evil day a little 
longer. But what is needed is the adoption of some effective 
measures looking to the careful liushanding of our forest 
wealth, and its preservation from spoil and waste. It is, of 
collrsé, Useless to appeal to the great lumberinz interests to 
resirain their enpidity by sparing the young trees, and by care+ 
fully avoiding ti) overstock the market to the injury of all 
legitimate operations. However near and certain the impend- 
ing calamity, little will be done to forestall or sofien its rigor 
until if is directly upon us; such is our headlong, day-by-day 
method of doing—-or not doing. But the enactment by Cou- 
press of the bill to encourage tree-planting on the prairies, re 
ferred to in these columns yesterday, may have some effect in 
mitigating the hardships which will be felt when within 
a few years pihe lumber is so scarce and costly as ta 
be practically beyond the reach of the settlers on the prairies. 
The planting and care of ten acres of cottonwood or Norway 
spruce will itself bea valuable experience in the art of forestry, 
and will naturally lead to the cultivation of ofher and more 
useful commercial woods.-—S¢. Paul Pioneer-Press. 
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FURS AND TRAPPING. 

Hasirs or tum Hupson Gay Four Trapirs, 

HE boatman himself, or voyaceuv if an Indisn, is gener- 

‘iP ally a young man, heavy sel, copper-colored, and highly 

ornamented. His black hair is greased, and plaited in small 

braids, from which depend bright colored ribbons or feathers_ 
About his thick neck there is a broad band of wampum, from 

which he hangs, suspended over the throat, a hnge silver 
medal. This medal was not presented for valuable seryices 
rendered, however, but can be purchased at the Company's 
stores, His capote is open at the throat, and reveals 3 
broad, uncovered chest, corded with muscle, In lieu of the 
sash he wears a broad leather belt, in which is slung his file 
bag, beaded or qnilled, containing a pipe and tobacco flint 
and steel, and serving also, upon ogessivn, as a pol ket book. 

If the yoyageur he half breed, heis a little above the me- 
dium height, with lithe, active frame, enough of the aborigine 
to impart suppleness, and sufficent of the white to add a cer- 
tain solidity of frame lacking in the sayige. lis features are 
regular to a fault; complexion nut-brown; black eyes. and 
long hair hanging down in & straight mags over his shoulders, 
He wears a tassilied cap, and is also e7 orpote, but of Ane 
blue cloth, ornamented with two rows of silver gilt buttons; 
variegated sash, corduroy trousers, and moccasins of course. 
He is qhick and nervous in manner, and yolavile in tempera- 

e a degree. 
mi ieorat if which tbese men labor are called ‘‘ inland boats.” 
They aré built of the usnal pattern of whale boats, and have 
4 carrying capacity of about three and one halftons. They 
possess one sail, which 1s square and Jarge. Each bout is 
worked by niné men, of whom eight ara rowers and the othr 
the stecrsman, Bmgades composed of from four to eight of 
these cratis are kept plying im various directions through iit 
the season of open water on the inland likes and sivers, 
Their cargoes, destived for {he interivr, are composed of 
goods intended for the Indian trade at the various posts scat 
tered over the territory: Tueir return freight is made up of 
firs and other country producis fur shipment to Hogland. 
These brigades generully traverse the same routes for con- 
secutive yeurs, cecupying from two and a half to four months 
in making the yoyage. The boating season generally com- 
mences early in June, and contiones nutil the middle of Oc- 
tober, when the ice begins to form on the northern waters, 
At the extreme limits of the course traversed by the boals 
going north asd west inlind, they are met by other boats 
traveling south, bringing the furs slready traded, At this 
poiot of meeting an exchange of cargoes is eff. cted, when 
each brigade retraces its courss. In this way the whole 
country, from the forty-ninth parallel of latitude to 67 de- 
urees 80 minutes, is supplied with goods and drained of furs, 

On the rivers traversed by these brigades there are many 
interruptions to navigalim of so serivus a nature that the 
bouts lave to be unloaded, end, together with their freight, 
curried by their rews occasineally for a considerble distance 
overland, to be re-launched at the nearest spot where the oly 
struction i+at an end, or tu be placed in the waters of anojher 
stream Tuboins in an opposite direction. hia process is call- 

-d ‘making a portage.” : F 
“the Pash umount OF handling necessary in passing goods 
over the numerous portages which intervene between the de- 
prt posts, and even the nearest inlacd disiricts, Tenders the 
packing of the merchandise a matler of great importance. 
The standard weight of each package used in the Hudson's 
Bay Company's service is one byndred pounds. Such a 
bale or case is called an ‘inland piece.” Each of the above 
described buatsis supposed 10 be capable at containing 

seyenty-five picers as a Taircarg9, The facilvy wall which 

such pieces can be handled hy the muscular tripmen is bees 

perfect; a boat can be londed jy its crew of nine men cee ve 

minutes, and the compact, Sy SDpRSranNS presented on 
jetiuu of [he operation is beyond prise. 

Se ithe anrangementot the duties of the various grades of men 

belonging to these brigades is well calculated to pa 18 pure 

pose. ‘Phe eteersman attached to each boat i a batase 

Seated on an eleyuted Hosring in the stern 0 the boat, y 

steers with the conmmon helm, or, if the situation a cures i 

With a lony and powerful sweep, with one iy ee whiel an 

expert workman will effech an entire change in the course ©: 

his boat. It is an impertant duty of the steersman, alsa, to 

lift the pieces from their places in {he boat, and lay them oe 

the backs of the (ripmen al the portages. The Process o: 

raising seventy ov seventy-five pieces, each weighing one 

hundred pounds, from # position beneath the feet to a leve} 
with the shouliers, is one reqiirmg a min ot crs, paul 

strength to perform efliciently and wich expedition, nat 

Of the eight men composing Lhe crew, one 18 Calle 6 

bowsman, ‘Lhe special duty of this person is to stand at ee 

bow of the vessel ut all portion. of the route raat Sik 

rapids, souls, or sunken rouks, and while HU VII ie 

stevisman by yoice and sign where such Ober chore ee 
of along light pole, to aid the motion o: 

When not occupied with this j the boat into a safer channel, 



distinotive dnty, the bowsman does duty at ap oar like any 
other man of the crew. 
The *‘middlemen” are the rowers. When a favorable 

sapere their duties are relieved by the substitution of 
(ie AA. 
At portages they transport the boat and goods overland. 

Each man is competent to carry two pieces on his back at a 
time. They are maintained in position by a leather contriv- 
ance, termed a ‘‘ portage strap, ” by which the weight of the 
burden is brought to bear upon the torehead of the porter. 

Over each brigade there is placed a guide. ‘This function- 
ary may be termed the commodore of the fleet. His special 
duty is to show the route in all parts where it is doubtful or 
lead the way where rapid or other obstructions intervene. 
He supports the authority of the steersman, and transacts the 
business of the brigade at posts where it touches on the route. 
He is an important official, and, when properly qualified, ex- 
exceedingly useful. He is generally advanced in life, having 
necessarily risen from the position of middleman to that 
which he now occupies. His knowledge of every rapid and 
shoal throughout the long course of his run is generally per- 
fect—so much so that, even on a datk night, with a favoring 
breeze, they will press forward through treacherous waters 
when economy of time becomes an object. 

Of the brigades making the long irips, occuping the four 
summer months, the pay of a guide is £35, of a steersman 
£80, bowsmen £18, and middlemen £16. When efficiently 
performed the work done, though ofa healthy nature, is ex- 
tremely severe. 

Tn addition to the money they receive, the boatmen are fur- 
nished by their employers with provisions. 

Dachting and @oating. 
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TIME ALLOWANCE. 

8 most of out readers are aware, the apparently complicated 

and éver-recurring subject of time allowance, its quanii- 

ty, 18 well as the grounds of difference among yachts upon 
which in theory as well as in practice such allowance should be 

eranted, seems one of the moat difficult to settle once for all to 
the satisfaction of the variety of interests likely to be more or 
Jess affected by any change toward a more logical and just means 

of equalizing yachts of different sizes for the purposes of test- 

ing the value of their models for speed, The question among 
Americans should admit of yery ready solution, for there is 
but one theoretically sound principle which can enter into con- 

sideration when contemplating the construction of a scale of 

allowances. Without at present delaying with this part of 
the question, we will content ourselves with saying that size 
js the basis and the only one which will satisfy the demands 
of clear logic and the rules of equity, But it is perhaps not so 
much upon the theoretically correct basis that different minds 
are Ynost wont to split, but rather upon the purely practical 
application of the same. Asashort cut to measurement of 
size, all sorts of rough and ready means have been substituted 
in compliance with the yery natural call among amateurs who 
care not to bother with “lines” and ‘‘ cubical contents,” for 
a ‘‘tape-line rule,” one which can be readily applied by the 
country yokel who sails a dug-out quite as well as the 
measurer or an individual member of a club of some preten- 
sions. Now, as long as the real object of such rules and the 
causes which led to their hirth are kept in mind, there 
can be no harm in unreservedly accepting a rule which 
has in actual sailing been found to give satisfaction 
to all coming to the line. Under stich circiimstances there 
need be no fear of any rule having an eyil effect by bear- 
ing upon model or design in any one direction, be it length, 
depth or beam, for, as soon.as such tendency were discovered, 
the rule would, in America at least, be at once discarded and 
another acceptable short cut adopted in place of the actual 
and more complicated measurement of size. Moreover, the 
very existence of a great variety of rules repr senting, and for 
sractical reasons displacing size or tonnage messurement, is A 
safeguard against drifting into any particular type of vessel as 
a direct consequence of the tendency of the rule; for what 
might be of advantage under the accepted mode of one ciub 
would turn out 4 heavy handicap when sailing in the matches 
of anotler. In this view, at least, our yariety of systems hus 
one phase to recommend it, however unsatisfactory, mislead 
ing and imperfect it may be in otherrespects, Sooneror later, 
when yacht racing. is brought to a miore perfect system, a6 it 
has been in England, welook upon the adoption of a more 
scientifically correct method as a foregone conclusion. Just 
at present the systems in yogue may serve well enough, but 
1heé fact must not be lost sight of among the leading spirits in 
yachting circles, that all and any methods of measurement 
Which are not or do not sufliciently approximately represent 
size are only make-shifts, permissible nol in theory on any 
grounds, and in practice only upon the strength of the greater 
facility of their application and the ready manner in which 

their workings can be understood by one and all. This, so 
far as the general run of American yachts in our smooth and 
sheltered waters are concerned. 

Under special conditions, or with some particular object at 
stake, measurement of size, or simply tonnage, may be to ad- 
‘yantage supplanted by a more or less modified basis, which, 
while not strictly c.1rcet in theory, may nevertheless be subser- 
vient to the attainment of certain desirable points in yacht de- 
sign; or, in other words, may teri\dina direction actually opposed 
toa perfectly free and untrammeled field in which the designer 
can work. By limiting him in such direction which seems 
desirable, through the means pf imposing an extra heayy tax 
npon gize if placed in a position detrimental to the sea-going 
qualities we wish, or should wish, lo preserve to @ tational 
extent in eyery yacht, it is certain that such qualities are less 
likely to be sacrificed in the pursuit of speed than if exten- 

gions in the objectionable direction were allowed free scope, 

thereby bringing forth, as we even now witness in our own 

waters, a class of yachts wnfitted for the sea and possessing 
litle else to recommend them than great speed in smooth 
water. Such a course of reasoning is the only one upon which 
the well known ‘Thames rule," recently adopted wholly in 
principle by the Yacht Racing Association of Great Britain, 
can be defended, But even admitting the excellency of its 
purpose, there is not the least doubt but what, for the sake of 
encouraging a sea-going form, the Thames rule goes too far 
snd has too powerful an influence upon design, by compelling 
each successive racing craft laid down to be built to deeper 
and narrower moulds, until of late the British cutter has 
reached the abnormal shape of five and six beams 
io the length, with apparently no inclination to 
desist as yet from ‘the extrayagantly spun out forms of the 
otherwise well-planned, well-sparred and able craft of recent 
date, for which the British racing fleets are so distinguished 
in comparison with our own. That the same yiews are gain- 
ing ground in England, even among the most persistent de- 
fenders of the Thames rule pure and simple, is evident frem 
the periodical outcroppings of murmurs and even rebellion 
against Rule 3 of the Y. R. A, sailing regulations, becoming 
more and more frequent of Jate and assuming something like 
definite shape and unity of purpose. Anuoprejudiced British 
yachtsman, however much he may in justice give preference 
to his typical racing clipper over the unseaworthy American 
sloop, cannot shut his eyes to the fact that the length of the 
Scope rendered possible by the R. Tt. A. rule of measurement 
for the construction of excessively narrow vessels has by no 
means been reached yet, and that there can be but little ques- 
tion but what ifs ultimate limits will prove to be only then 
attained, when length will have heen so overdone as to have 
seriously marred the many excellencies of the present type of 
cutter. The majority of yachtsmen abroad, no matter how 
conservative by nature, will not be slow to change the nile 
when once they become convinced of the truth of these re- 
marks. In common with all desiring the preservation of a 
sound sea-going model in opposition to the alternative of a 
racing machine, devoid of the essential elements which bear 
directly upon the eleyation of the sport toa higher standard 
than that of competition for wagers only, we view the prob— 
abilities of a change in tonnage rule in Great Britam with 
profound satisfaction, and need only add our hope that our 
cousins abroad may by a timely change for the better be 
restrained from sacrificing the sea-going qualities of 
their yachts by rushing headlong in the direction of 
length, similarly as we have unfortunately been guilty 
in the direction of the beam. The proposed change 
in the Y, R. A. tule will lead to the production of 
something more in harmony wilh the dictates of naval 
science, and will contribute toward the preservation of speed 
and ability combined, which, when met with together only, 
must after all be taken as the legitimate aim of yachting in 
its highest stage. Since the matter of time allowance is one 
which in this country is likewise continually coming to the 
surface, a knowledge of what has been and is being done in 
Eneland will help to clear up the mystery so often and need- 
lessly woven about a subject very simple and elementary in 
ita nature; and upon this plea our entering into a consideration 
of a rule not in yorne with us in it its entirety muy be con- 
sidered justified. As at present the rule of measurement in 
force by decree of the Yacht acing Association, is ascer- 
tained in the following mauner : Length, on deck, from fore- 
part to stem to afterpart of sternpost; from this deduct the 
breadth, the remainder multiply by the extreme breadth, and 
this product again by half the breadth, divide again by 94, 
and the quotient shall be deemed the true tonnage. The 
modification proposed by Dixon Kemp, Esq., of London, 
which will soon be acted upon, is asfollows: From the length 
substract twice the breadth, multiply the remainder by the ex- 
treme beam, and that product again by half the beam, and 
divide by 70, the quotient to be deemed the true tonnage. 
Applying thistule to yachts in existence it will be found to 
remit some of the penalty now still in force against beam, 
while at the same time it does not in any way interfere with 
depth, thereby averting the danger of a sacrifice of that im- 
portant element of seagoing qualities, otherwise likely to be 
attempted by designers m an effort to secure a small rating. 
But in regard to the actual workings of the proposed altera- 
tion, we cannot do better than quote the author of theamended 
rule: “It is desirable to get a rule which, if possible, will 
remit some of the penalty now put upon beam without in 
any way interfering with depth, which is of such importance 
to the sea-going quality vt sa The effect of the rule on 
almost all racing yachis will be to keep them at their present 
tonnages, but some alterations would be made in such yachts 
that are comparatively long or comparatively broad.” By way 
of illustration we add the measurements of several character- 
istic representatives of different types: 

Y. RA Proposed 
Yaoht. Length. eam, Rus. Tule. 
Tidegonda,,.,-, 40.67 bees 14 75-94 13 60-70 
Maggie,... wrex 45.0 8.83 16 16-70 
Wnriqneta,,-... 48.62 0.86 19 83-04 wy 
Frederica,<,,-+ 44.0 wt 20 88-94 18 83-70. 
Bloodbound,,.. 61,6 12,8 39 64-04 29 ¢8-70 

Christine....... 67.20 11.56 af 05-84 42 9-70 

Neva sryee U9,S8 14,5 61 92-94 6) 28-70 
Vindex®,...-.- 66.4 17.2 61 64.94 46 34-70 
Vision*...sa..4 Gi.2 ut 96 1h-94 57 30-70 20.1 

® Vessels with star are American. 

To quote Mr. Kemp again: ‘‘'The operation of the rule can 
best be seen by takingasan example the effect of the proposed 
amendment on Maggie and Jideyonda, The Maggie, by the 
Y. R. A. rule, is exactly 15 tons, while Iidegonda is 14 75-94. 
Under the proposed rule Maggieis 15 16-70 tons and Lldegonda 
only 13 60-70.” The latter classification is evidently mech 
more fair than that now in practice, for the amended tonnages 
will more nearly represent the sizes, and consequently the pos- 
sible powers of the vessels, whereas the Thames Rule, by 
handicapping beam excessively, almost reversed the true con- 
dition or things. Even more plainly will the greater equity 
of the new rule appear if weglanceat Mnriquetaand Frederica 
or at Bloodhownd and Vhristine. The latter-is an excessively 
long craft, and is said to he a rouser in a stiff breeze and sea, 
but not a dangerous affair in moderate weather. Does 
not her superiority in a blow clearly result from 
her greater size, displacement and power, which is so telling in 
a seaway, and which under the R. Y. A. rale Christine smug- 
gles in at the starting line unpaid for? She races Bloodhound 
on even terms, though in reality she more nearly belongs 
among the sixties than among the forties, and owing to her 
Now cass—though actually an inferior model by long odds— 
she is able to snatch the prize in heavy weather from her op- 
ponents by force of excess of power and not superiority of 
form. Oan a rule, then, which operates against model and 
encourages mere displacement shuffled in underhand, be en- 

couraged and so tenaciously adhered to much longer? Mr. 
Kemp's proposition certainly goes a long way toward bring- 

logical comparison of yachts, ing about & more and at the 

ame time, as he aptly says, *' will remit only as much of the — 
enalty put upon beam as it would be prudent to relense” 
nder this rule there would be something like an inducement 

for American yachts fo make the passage across and engage 
in a series of matches with our cousins in open water, the re- 
sults of which could not fail to haye the most beneficial of- 
fects upon the craft in use upon this side of the Atlantic, and 
would at the same time afford a rich harvest of invaluable 
subject matter for close comparison of the practical results 
attained by excessive beam and excessive length, by light dis— 
placement and by heavy weight, hy centreboard and keel. 
Will Englishmen abide by their rule of to-day and pursue to 
the uttermost the launching of craft, more and more de- 
formed with each successive draft? or can we hope that they 
will see the error of their ways and kindly take to an innova- 
tion for the better and for the preservation of that which they 
80 nightfully prize most highly in their yachts—their ability 
to keep the sea ? 

YACHTING NEWS, 
OnkAGu’s Croisz.—From the London Feld we learn that 

the british schooner Gneagh, Mr. R. F. Cope, recently eruis- 
ing in American waters, has safely returned home, after visit- 
ing Hastern ports, Malifax, Quebec and Montreal. She sailed 
from Montreal on her homeward yoyage September 7, and, 
after taking in a supply of provisions at St. John’s, Newfound. 
land, lett for Cowes, England, September 19, at noon. The 
passage Lo Queenstown was made in the very satisfactory time 
of 9 days and 13 hours. ‘The greatest run in one day was 268 
miles, under single-reefed mainsail, gaff topsail, foresail and 
squaresail. Perhaps the best evidence of a fine hull fur speed 
was a four hours’ run at an average of 124 knots. The total 
number of miles sailed by Oneagh on her yoyage was 9,000. 

Yaout PxorocRarus.—From Messrs, Norie & Wilson, of 
London, England, we have received a number of photographs 
of British yachts, among them the schooner Hiidegardy, HH. R. 
H. the Prince of Wales; the famous Cazaébria aud Aline, and 
others. They are well executed, and when framed will form 
appropriate embellishments for a yacht’s cabin, The sama 
house has also for sale a yast number of other photographs of 
nearly every notable cutter and steam yacht in Great Britain, 
The prices range from 75 cents to $1.90, according to size, 
We havea list of over 200 of these photographs; any of which 
we can procure for our readers from London direct, When 
not mounted they form a pleasing collection if pasted into a 
scrap-book. 

Lrontine vs. Exip.—Hditor Forest and Stream: This race 
was the result of a challenge from the Zeontine for a race to 
Beaumont Buoy and return, for $100 a side, which was ac- 
cepted by Mr, E. @. Meredith, owner of the Bnid. Both 
yachts got off well, Leontine forging ahead of the Wnid, the 
afterleech of the latter’s mainsail being slack from tho night's 
rain, However, she soon came to close quarters with her op- 
ponent. Both yachts haying parted on different tacks, ihey 
were watched with great interest to see which would be the 
gainer in coming together again, “nid on the starboard and 
eontiné on the port tack, Mid, of course, having the right 

ot way. Her adversary holding on her course, however, gave 
Hnia's skipper the alternative of either going in stays or strik- 
ing Leontine amidships. Not wishing to spoil the race, and 
having every confidence in his craft, #nid’sskipper Inffed and 
went in stays, thus giving Leontine a clear lead. But at the 
turning buoy nid was but a length behind. Then com- 
menced the scud for home, Leontine taking the south and 
Fnidthe north shore. By taking the north shore, many 
yachtsmen were of the opinion Hnid would loze, but the re- 
sult of the race showed the contrary, Wnid leaving her adyer- 
sary fast, and winning by 8} minutes. The race throughout 
was well vontested, and had, since it was known the race was 
on, created quite an excitement among yachtsmen in ya 
ancient capital, and Mr. Meredith ought to be proud of the 
behavior of the nid, which has shown herself ‘rhard tu 
beat.” Hav.ravaar. 

Quebeo, Ovt, 24, 
Had Anid struck Leontine, the former on the starboard 

tack, us mentioned by our correspondent, the latter could 

have been disqualified and would have been liable for all 
damages resulting. 

Foam-Rensooa.—As ‘* Webfoot " charges an error to !'your 
correspondent ” in the matter of the above race, allow me to 
state that I received my information. from what I considerad 
to be perfectly reliable sources, and had no idea I was giving 
more credit to one yacht than was her due. It is the general 
opinion of the yachting fraternity that Foam wax not im- 
proved by her alteration, and such opinion was made jn good 
faith and will be maintained till proven to the contrary. 

: CRUISER, 

AmertoaN Mopzn Yaour Crus.—The cup won by the 
Carrie, Mr. Belmont, in the match race of Sept. 29, on Pros- 
pect Park Lake, was presented by Mr. Wm, Olark and not 
by another gentlemen, as generally reported. 
New Yorr Mintature Yaour C1ys.—The senii-anntal 

regatiu of this clib was sailed, Nov. 2, on Ventral Park Lake, 
Rambler (Com, J. A. Suter) won, distancing F'lyaway and 
Ambassadress. Distance, one mile. Prize, a silver cup, to 
be won four times by same boat to become property. 

OAR AND PADDLE. 
Farnacur Boar Cros—Mr. Hditer: At the annual meet- 

ing of the Farragut Boat Club, held on the 14th inst., the 
following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing year: 
Pres., ‘Thos. R. Jenkins ; Vice-Pres., James M. Lake; Sec., 
Alf. §. Porter; Treas., Geo. W. Murizon; Capt., Henry P. 
Darlington; Lieut., Fred T. Haskell; 2d Lieut... Geo. B. 
Blodgett; Board of Admission, Wm. VY. Booth, Fred Bb. 
Carter, James A. McDonald. Secretary Vorter reported 
eighty-nine members. Treasurer Murison reported receipta 
for the year $6,700; assels over liabilities, $2,900. Captain 
Downs reported twenty-one boats in good order; one brick 
and stone house on Lake Michigan, and one frame bort-house 
at Riverdale, Calumet River, all in good repsir. P. 

Chicago, Oct. 29. 
Catirornta Rowine.—The race between the Ariel and Cal. 

ifornia Theatre clubs, after being twice postponed, came aff 
Oct. 15. Four-oared lap streaks, distance three miles with 
turn, Ariels—S, Watkins, bow; E. Flanders, F. Smith, N, 
LL. Stevenson, stroke, came in first, beating the Californians— 
J, Harsingtsn, bow; T. Andrews, J. Winters, 8: Gosman, 
stroke, 
The second annual regatta of the St. George Rowing Olub 

came off Oct. 19, on peakieng Oreek, San Francisco, Firet 

pee O., beating Bt George Cub b three jeu hie é Club ee ; 
Alerts third, Atlels fourth and Columbias Ath. Tine 
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Cornett Hanvarp.—Cornoll University has challenged 
Yale to an eight-oated race for four miles straight away. 

; ROWING RIPPLES. _ 
Hanlan, the American champion, will be sent to England 

s00n and will try his luck with the best men there.,,...A sum 
of money is being raised in St. John, N.'B., to get up matches 
for Wallace Ross and other scullers of that city......Analos- 
tan B. C., of Waskington, haye paid off their debus incurred 
for boathouse. and are happy......00 the Upper Monongabela 
course, Oct 26, Al Shafer and Pat Powers pulled ia single 
sculls. Course, threa miles with a turn. Powers won in 
24m. 35s.,..,.At St. Mary's, Onot., Oct. 24, Wm. Adair was 
defeated by Joho Barelay over a mile course. Vime, 7a. 11s. 
soe Harvard bas accepted challenge from Yale for a four- 
oared race. It will tuke place Noy. 9 over the New London 
course......The Harvard vight of 1878 are in training for a 
possible race with the Hoglish University crew of Oxford. 
At present it does not seem likely that the race will be brought 
about...,..Potomae &. C,, of Washington, will join the N. a. 
A. O. About time they did....,.Atalinta and Nautilus pairs 
row, Noy. 9, ovér a two-mile course on the Harlem for a 
prize offered by a stranger....W. H. Downs and J. i. Eustis, 
of the Atalanta B. O., whose shell was run.down by the tug 
Peter Orary, Oct 17, 1877, have recovered damages to the 
extent of $316. Tugs will hereafter be more careful. Next 
let some of the pestiferous steam launches be arrested for har- 
Assing racing boats, and courses will be kept cGlear....,.tivan 
Morris challenged Warren Smith, of Halifax, but has been 
put off till next spriog......W. Elliott, champion of Eugland, 
and J. Higuins, ex-champion, will row over the Tyne cham- 
pionship course, Feb. 17, 1879, for the championship, £400 
and the eup, presen.ed by the London Sportsman, now helu 
by Eiliott......At Troy, Oct. 24, over a two-mile course with 
turo, ‘Tompkins, of Greenbush, beat Kennedy, of Cohoes, in 
15m, 483,.,... About $1,100 was raised at a benefit at the 
Howard Atuensum, Boston, for Reagan's fam ily. 

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS. 

J Nuw Yor, Oot. 25, 1878. 
Eprrorn FoREstT AND STREAM: 

in answer to your objections to my former letter, let me quote 
Marett, a standard English anthority on yacht designing. He, in 

speaking of English yacht clubs, says that they ‘are at this time 

(1872) placed in an anomalons position, The mémberg individu- 

ally ate unanimous in opinion that the present class of clipper 

cutiers are deficient in every requisite of a good yacht except 

speed. Even those who possess such vessels are frequently 

afraid to trust themselyes in their own craft; but, collectively, they 
agree in shutting their ears to avy improvement whatever. Yur- 

tually, no rig but the cutter, with its immense and ridieuloua bel- 

loon sails, is to contend in their races; noris any but the most 

exaggerated form of hull permitted to enter the lists with any 
chance of success.” 

Again, regarding breadth, he says: ‘*.A vessel relying on con- 

struciive qualities (7. e., breadth) for stability has many adyan- 
tages oyer the deep-formed yacht. She wiil, besides drawing jess 

water, require less ballast, be lighter, easier aud drier at sea, 

have greater platform space, will work quickér, and will sail with 

less inclination, On the other hand, the deep, heavy yacht will 

haye greater height of cabin, will perhaps be faster to windward, 

and, in # match in narrow waters, her weight will give her an ad- 

yantage over her lighter opponent, and she will shoot farther in 
stays. It is, however, difficnlt to believe that the narrow form 

wonld have been countenapced but for the tonnage law, which 
gives suchgreat advantages to a narrow vessel, an‘ has prevented 

the wider yacht from receiving that attention which its qualities 
demand.* 

Again, in speaking of the extreme cutter, he says: ‘! Their 

chief characteristics were tha Taking stern post, great fineness of 

the water lines ab both extremities, great draught of water, a re- 

duction of breadth, lead ballast and enormous sails, Although 

the object of speed was attained by these means, it was met by 

serious counterbalancing evils. There is little comfort at sea in 

euch vessels ; the great weight of ballast makes them pluoge 

heavily, they are wet, require 4 Numerous crew to work the sails, 

and there is comparatively little room below for the owner.”’ 

You say: ‘Yo drive his enormously wide and deep boat at fair 

spsed, assuming for the moment that such were attainable, he 

will require an immense spread of cativas, a néoessity which we 

cannot by apy means approve, much ag ‘ Corinthian’ seems to 

glory in the big sails his ideal cruiser will stand np to. On the 
contrary, does it not betoken higher skill to s0 model a craft that 

she can be easily driven and will call for short canyas only 2” 

While I glory inthe enormous spread my vessel can carry easily, 
‘ZF oluim thst she ean be driven faster than your cutter type of ves- 

sel with the same spread of canyas, especially to windward, sings 
T propose to have always an American-shaped vessel for my large 

bulk, viz., large bulk with small displacement, the very antipodes 
of the eutter, Moreover, let us look what yossels haye developed 
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great speed in these waters: first, keel echoonére, the famous 
America, and the Sappho, after being hipped by Robt. Fish; then 
centreboard schooners, the celabrated Comet and the Palmer ; 
of sloops, tha Arrow, Gracie, Maria (old Vision before altera- 
tion) and Wiven. What do we find'in their covstruction? Simply 

great beam and bulk with small displacement. 

Let us see the speed developed by your cutter iypa with this 
class of vessel. When the famons America visited English 

waters and met theircelebrated clippers she was first. Who next? 

In fact, the race waa a farce. The Sappho also was first in their 
own waters. When the plucky Ashbury brought his cutter yacht 

Cambria to these waters, he found himself and yacht out-sailed 

by our whole fléet in rotation, What was the consequence? 
When he returned he brought the Zivonia. Was she a cutter? 
No; all who ever saw her would not hesitate moment in pro— 
nouncing her an American type of vessel, of the usual character- 

istics—large bulk and small displacement. That she was speedy 

there was no doubt; and even to this day, in thinking oyer her 

races in these waters, I doubt that the Livonia could be beaten by 

any keel yessel of her size in our possession, unless by the 

America; and the resnlt of all her matches for the Queen's Cup 

proves simply, in my mind, that she was over-matched in size by 

the Sappho and out-rigged by the Columbia. 

We have, of our native cutters, the Vindex, of pursly English 

typs, large displacement, small bulk, with enormous sails, every- 

thing perfect In your mind, no doubt, in hull and rig. This much- 

raced vessel, if she has ever shown any speed, except by herself 

and on paper, remains to be vindicated, Also ithe Afuriel, Vo- 

lante and Pelvel. These vessels I have never seen sail, and can- 

not speak of their performances personally ; but I am informed 

by yachtsmeén who have often sailed in company with them that 
they are remarkably slow for their length. 

Yurther, in your comments you tell ma to lop off three feet of 

beam and add six feet of length tu my ideal cruiser, I answer 1 

do not want a 40-foot yacht ; such a vessel requires an extra man 

before the mast, which I cannot afford. Besides, I do not wish 

to go beyond my class, which is limited in my club to thirty five 

feet. While I admit that I would rather for speed have six feet 

more length than three feet of beam, provided always she wa- 

not euiter shaped, I poritively deny that three feet lopped off the 

beam of my chubby little ship, as you designate her, with same 

length of keel, would improye either her room or speed. On the 

contrary, my wider yessel would walk away from the samie vessel 
with three feet less beam, trom # oalm to a gale. 

Yon say more length and less beam would admit of more free— 
board withont deteriorating from her beauty. IT admit such to be 

the case, providing I take as my standard of beauty the English 

cutter. Bot I must say I cannot do so, but regard the America 

type as my beau ideal of beauty inayacht. Bot as “handsome 

is that handsome does,” I will say that when it happens under- 

weigh that I mest a vessel about my size, which from to leeward 

gradually approaches my vessel, it is astonishing how soon I, as a 

yachtsmen, can see fine points and lines of beauty about a eral 

which would be but ordinary, provided she approached in an op- 

posite direction, As to the multiplicity of gear which you say 
harasses ‘* Corinthian,’’ I must say that I cannot believe you have 

ever been aboard of a full-fledged cutter to make the sta ement 

“that it consists of one halliards and a Jight down-haul,” over and 

aboye ordinary slooprig. By count we tindin « 30-ft. sloop with 

four sails, 3 double blocks, 17 single blogks, 17 halliards and 
sheets. A cutter of the same size, with five sails, requires 4 

double blocks, 44 single blocks, 35 halliards and sheets. 

You condemn the unsightly cockpit, and mention the Mohawk 

aganexample. In this connection I will say,it I am not much 

mistaken, the unfortunate mishap to that yacht is inapropos. she 

having a flush deck with wash-streak as yon advise, aud no 
cockpit, 

Having answered your objections, Mr. Editor, to my ideal 

ecuiser, I will say, now in conclusion, howeyer much I would like 

to conyince you, mathematically and theoretically, as well as prac 
tically, that the English type of vessel is all Wrong, either for 

speed, comfort or sea-going qualities, and that the modern type 

of American yessels approximates correctness. Also, to demou- 

strate the fallacy of statements given as facts in a late issue ol 

your valuable paper, ‘that the shoaler a vessel is the less she 

will sail upon her bottom.*’ Also, to give you greater respect for 

what is known among yacht builders and ‘ ubiquitous experis ” 

as a long floor, etc., by demonstrating its utility and necessity to 

speed, aud by showing you how easily obtained in any type of ves- 

se]. Also to demonstrate why some vessels cannot be steered 

with a tiller, aud many other items of interest tv yachtamen, 
upon which you comment without offering any other 1emedy thau 

your panacea for all ills—the English cutter, All this would take 

time and space, 80 I will only, on some future day, describe a 

short cruise in my ideal cruiser in company with your cutter, 

CoRINTHIAN. 

“Corinthian” is hardly logical in comparing the performances 

of two yachts of the same length, one much smailer than the 

other, and claiming the right to put unlimited beam on his 

boat. He cannot deny a competitor the privilege of putting 

the same bulk in length should he so desire. Equal size 

must form the standard of comparison between different 

types, not any single dimension. ‘(he facts brought forward 

by ‘* Corinthian” conclusively show the fallacies and ten- 

dencies of all length measurement rules, 8 matter for which 

our yalued correspondent is fortunately not responsible. P. 

Marrett is obsolete as an authority. But our readers will be 
happy to get under-way with him and take the promised spin 
in his craft as soon as he is ready to pipe, ‘‘ All hands up 
anchor.” 
a 

‘CORINTHIAN CRUISERS, 

Eprrok ForEst anp Strmam : New York, Nov. 1, 1878. 

I haye read with much interest the communications that haye 
appeared of late in my fayorite paper, Foresr anp SrawaM, in re- 
gard to yacht models, Some three or four years since I used to 
ait my yiews in oompany with “ Podgers,’? “ Big ‘Topmast” and ' 
others in # contemporary, but of Inte I have been experi- 
menting in a (at least to me) new direction, yiz., in asmall hae 

bout twenty-five feet long, with a modification of the outter rig, 
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| In fact I can say that I am the first who appeared in New York 

Buy with 4 fore-staysail and jib to my craft, except Vindex; but as 

she is a ‘big un," as Rip saya, we won't count her this time,’ 
Now, I have swned boats of yarious kinds for twelve years last 

past, and haye sailed all the water from Cape May to Nantucket 

and I hays now a notion of building me a craft suitable for such 
suiling, a little fellow, about 28 to 30 feat-over all, iu which my} 

self and a boy will constitute ‘* captain, crew, midshipman, mate 
and bos’n tight.”" 

I waut a cratt that is suitable and safe for the sailing I can do 

in @ three weeks’ vacation, and that at the same time can go down 

the bay in a Corinthian or club race ag fast as any small boat that 

carries stationary ballast. DPellows that shift weight are no boat. 

men anyhow, and I care nothing for their opinions and do not 

wish to hear from them; but I should like to hear further from 

“7. ©.” and *' Corinthian,” as the oue has had much experience 
with the ‘‘biindman’s” boats, and the other is an advocate 

both width and depth; and, undeniably, Mr. Editor, if weo:n 

combine those two qualities in a small boat it will add to our com 

fort when on a cruise. So, by all means, '* Corinthian,’ t.ot out 

your oruise and let’s see what you can say for your side of the 

question, and [ promise, after election, to give my experience in 

“pan-cakes,"’ ‘‘rattle-traps and small cutters. CaFrarn. 

Ghe Game of Chess. 
Nortior.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ‘*Chess Editor Poknst anD Stream, P, O, box 54, Wolcoti- 
ville, Conn.” 

Problem No. 30. 

Motto; Deil With Us @ontly. 

. a 2 eB 
o£ 

yyy 

ted Tt fe 

Witte Yj, KB 
Lez 

“IN, GAZ & ZeZ 
_ 

2 | Aa Wah, Willa, 6 - Lea, 

Yi Ay __t Lo 

EE 
White to play andl give mate in three moves, 

SOLUTIONS Tu us: ....~ZMS—NO., 26, 

{—Q-R4 I—P tks Q i— 1—Any 
2—Q inmates 2—Q mates 

Game Nos 80.—s....LAN DEFENCE, 

White, Blatk, White. Black, 
Rev Mr Pierpolnt Mr Tocold Rey Mr Pierpoint Mr Tuvrold 

1—P K4 1—P-Q Bt li—R-Q, 14-R Re (e) 
2—Ki-\) B3 2—P ni 15—B Kis 15 - P-By (1) 
8—P Q4 (a) 3—P ikeP 16—P » Kt 1b—K wks B (g) 
4—W ins P 4—Kt @ B3 Li—P tks R Mi-Piks KP 
5—y-Y, 5—B Bt is—P Ki4 (h) IS—K1 tks 
6—KLBS 6—P 4 (b) 1Y—Kt ths P W—al tks P oh 
1—P-h5 i—K bh -Kg Zi tKs Ke (i) 2u—Q tks Kt ch 
t—B Qs 8—KL-K13 21—ht- 2 21—P- Kis 
9-Q-K2 5—P-Q R3 24 Bd 22-Q-Ki 
U—-P-K Ri(e) 10—Q-in2- 28— -Q3 2—\y-Bi ch 
MI Bths Kt(d) 11—k P iks B 21—K 2 4 —o-bid 
12—B Bt 12—b-()2 25—R-Q 8 (Gj) xe-RE 
3-P-R3 13—Custles QR | 20—Q-ps 25—K. ib wing (k) 

NOTES. 

{a) Some loss of timeis occasioneu by this continuation, and therefore 
a diminu ion of the opeuing udyantage, 

(0) Wuich offers to give up & P, aid I see nothing to compensate, Tt 

ig possibie thab Mr. Tuorold, in wriling out the gu oe, rausposed iy 

S:xth and seventh moves, This is rendered the more likely ag Waite 
U.é3 not take the P, 

{c) This spendtarift adyance may lead to 2 dinner on husks, 

(d) Having given np his po-ition fur an altack, he is obliged forth- 

With tu give tip his aitack in order to save his P, 

(e) Not purposeless, though obscure. Oude of the motives may be to 

Invite he advance of the Kt P, with the idea that it m=y then ve induced 

tu go # step further to Kus, after which Black may hope to bring his Kt 

-Ouud by the way of K2 to Bt. Auother purpose may be to provide 

agaiust KtcK Kid; for il it be played there now, B ack answers with 

P-58, followed afier Kis by R B, aud withdrawing the Kk wheu the Kt 
chs. Tf 18 probable also that Black proposes, if allowed, 10 p.ay tha 
K-84, and then sacrifice it fur the K Kr, 

(7) Bo.d, but certainly nob reckless; for if White go for the P, then 

R K B initiates a hopeful attack afterward. Moreaver, some ume or 

other—viz , when the Q P is sulficiently secared—P-K1 would have ita 

say in the matter, 

(gy) This well conceived sacrifice must be looked upon as 4 part of the 

muin idea, for the adverae K Kt P was slways a factor Lo be reskoned 
with Black, who, a8 will be perceived, obtains thureby & Most formiues 

ole centre, ' 

(hk) This may seem to be a mistake, but in all probabilitygit Is played 
in order Lo gét rid of that menacing Pat K4. A dreadfuly broken up 

position is the Consequence Hndoubtedly, bub he would haye & knotty 

mattress to lie upon whatever course had been adopted. 

(i) Had the K moved, Kt-Q5 would have proved troublesome ; and, 

for that matter, £0 might Kt-K6, the Jatter belng more particularly in 
point of K-B. 

Gj) There is nothing to be done—the game is palpably lost, 
(&) A neat finishing touch. One does not often seo sucha gay game 

issue from the Sicillan Defence. 
a | 

The special trains for Hartford, Springiieli and thé North, running 

to and from New Haven, in conuection with steamers leaving Pier 

No, 26 &. R., have been withdrawn for the season. The New Huven 

Steamers (which are heated throughout by steam) will leave 43 usual at 
32, M.andl1 P.M, Passengers cun connect with trains for Nurth and 
East by taking horse cars from steamboat, dock to raidroad Gepot> 

[Adu, 
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A Frnsco.—We received a brief visit a few days since 
from Dr, Chas. J. Kenworthy, of Jacksonville, Florida, popu- 
larly known as ‘‘ Al Fresco,” a gentleman whose efforts in 
behalt of his adopted State have been fully recognized by 
residents and non-residents. Dr. Kenworthy has acted 28 
the special representative in Florida of Forrsr aNp Stream 
ever since he took up his residence there. Through the book 

known as Camp Life in Florida, and through the columns of 

this paper, he has probably done more than any single man 

to promote agriculture and settlement in the State, and to 

hold up its attractions and advantages to invalids, tourists 

and sportsmen. 
We have now on hand two more papers by Dr. Kenworthy 

which will be speedily printed in our paper, being the third 
and fourth of the series entitled ‘*Marooning.” These 
charming sketches are descriptive of the scenery and sport to 
be found along the coast and among the Keys of the Penin- 

sula,and contain much information altogether new and attract- 

ing. The Doctor will continue his explorations during the 
coming winter, and our readers are promised the benefit of 

them. 
ee 

A Yaoutaman’s Orrsion.—A gentleman well known in Can- 
adian yachting circles writes: ‘I must thank you for your 
two last articles, viz:, ‘Corinthian Sentiments’ and ‘Is the 

Sloop Seaworthy?’ It is my belief they are just the thing and 
much wanted, as we have been gradually drifting into a style 

of yacht altogether unfit for actual service ; a fact which has 

been proved so often of late.” 
a 

Axp Awnorner.—We have receivéd the first number of a 

new eight-page sporting paper printed in the German language 

simultaneously at Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Louis, en- 

titled ‘ The Western Shooting and Hunting Gazette.” It has 
an engraying of the American wild turkey, which is just in 

season for our coming Thanksgiving festival. 

eo 

THE HARVARD-OXFORD RACE, - 

C fendi. the proposition of sendingan ‘ eight” from 
Harvard University to England tu row Oxford has been 

mooted, it is slillso early to consider the question that the 
probabilities of anything definite being arrived at for some 

time yet are exceedingly slim. There are so many obstacles 

im the way that an arrangement, unless by accidentally good 

fortune seems almost out of question, and we do not expect 

to see an American eight on the Thames for a loug whileyet, 
much as everybody is anxious all of a sudden, after Colum- 

bia’s triumph at Henley, to see our former defeat by Oxford in 
1869 fully avenged. Hardly, however, has the matter been 

broached than a number of claimants to the championship of 
America spring up all over the country and claim the privi- 
lege of going abroad to show their British cousins that they 
don’t know how torow. If their anxiety to pull were only a 

test of their skill we would be the last to cry: Caution, genile- 

men, one swallow does not make a summer and one victory 

does not make us masters in the art of rowing. If Harvard 

has an inordinate desire fo try her luck again with the best 
men of England’s Universities let her go and win or lose up- 
on her merits, always providing Oxford will be able to accom- 

modate them, or they Oxford. But what connection the 

championship of America has to do with the matter we fail to 

see, and why every crew that wishes to pull some foreign club 

must needs first go picking all over the country demolishing 
claimants to the championship, with or without a claim, is 

logie which it is hard to divine. If foreigners jump without 

reason to the conclusion that every itinerant American erew 

holds the title to the championship of this countryit is because 

the wandering crews have too often sought cheap glory to be 
reaped from every thin disguise of a championship resting on 
no sounder foundation than that of a record of many years 

past, when different men were seated in their boat and when 
a variety of ‘‘ifs’ and ‘* buts” were strained to their utmost 

to make out a case where none existed. The offhand manner 

in which the Shoe-wae-cse-meties were labelled with the 

championship of America, because forsooth they managed to 
reach the line ahead of a couple of fair crews in a country re- 

gatta, will not be repeated by a crew of such standing as Har- 
yard would be likely to send abroad. By this time the Eng- 
lish press has learned to look to American sporting journals 

for the record and rank of their visitors and not to trust the un- 

professional, or local papers in which the great American 
spread-eayle is sure to get the better of the bucolic reporter’s 
wits, and send off some boat load of barnyard heroes to 

flaunt the red banner of American championship in the face of 

the unsophisticated foreigner. Let sporting papers in this 

country give the cue and it will soon be sent broadcast over 

the British Isles that the crew about to land upon their hos- 
pitable shores is undertaking its work upon its own responsi- 

bility; and if victorious,let us have modesty enough not to lay 

claim to aught else than we deserve—an individual victory and 
nothing more, 

—S SE 

TYRANNY: BRUTE AND HUMAN. 

MONG the many traits of character common to man and 
the lower animals is the spirit of tyranny—the oppres- 

sion of the weak by the strong. In man this is most often, 
perhaps, exercised by strength of mind; butin many of the 
animals it takes its most obyious form, the strong going to 
the extent of killing and eating the weak, even though of the 
same species. There is scarcely an animal to be found, if we 
watch closely, who does not manifest some form of tyranny 
where it is able. Even the insects show it. Beetles will 

assault one another in the fiercest way, and compel submission, 

or forbid access to a morsel uf food which the stronger one 
has obtained. In the London Daily News two or three years 

ago, a writer who had heen at the Brighton Aquarium gave 
a detailed account of the wrangling among the hermit-crabe, 

which, as everybody knows who has obseryed them at all, are 

exceedingly pugnacious little rascals. These crabs have 

recourse to the cover of a whelk or other shell, iato which 

they back, and which thus serves as a protection to their soft 

and weak hinder extremity, leaving their mailed heads and 

formidalle claws out at the front door to resist all intrusion. 
This gentleman's attention was attracted toa great commotion 
among the hermit-crabs in a certain tank, and he kept his eye 

upon them. Suddenly, one of the number, a large specimen, 
whose adopted dwelling was of somewhat narrow dimensions, 
gave chase to asmall crab which occupied a shell much larger. 
The little ons, apparently quite alive to the sinister intentions 
of his big pursuer, took to flight, and struggled to escape 
until the effort became hopeless, dodging sround and behind 
the oysters, in and out of every shelter in the most amusing 
way, At length he was overtaken, and then a regular pitched 
battle ensued. The little one resisted manfully, but was 
finally overcome, the more bulky combatant succeeding at 

last in forcing his claws between the body of his weaker op- 
ponent and his shell, and with most frantic exertion, in turn- 

ing him out. Then followed an exchange of shell. 
Here was manifested a keen discernment of the size and 

kind of shell which suited him on the part of the larger one, 

a determination in following it up, and a perseverance in the 
hard fight by which he possessed himself of his neighbor's 

honse, that are not at all different in kind fram human 
qualities. 

Tyranny is invariably seen among gregarious animals, the 
herd or fiock being always under command of one individual 

imperious sway until he becomes old and in turn is ousted by 
& younger and more vigorous rival. 
delightfully upon this characteristic of the bovine race in one 
of his late essays, ‘‘ Our Rural Divinity ;” and it is to be seen 

poultry yard, and the resemblance is exact. 

petty chieftains, bunt among them is sure to be one more 

a ¢ w 7 Ea! a7 + 

who has fought his way to the front, and who will role with 

John Burroughs dilatea 

every day in our poultry-yards, where, no matter how many 
may be the number of the birds, one cock invariably assumes 
the leadership. He must keep fighting to retain, as he had to 

fight to win, his prestige; for younger and ambitious cocks 
are growing up, but he generally wins. If he loses, however, 

whether or not his life goes with his defeat, the conqueror not 

only takes his sceptre but his whole harem. The same condi- 
lion of things exists among ducks, especially those grumblers, 

the Mandarins, who are always fermenting a row in the 
aviary. 

Tn allusion to this matter we find some instructive stories and 

Wise comments in the Rey. J. G. Wood's Jatest work, ‘* Man 
and Beast.” This pleasant and accurate writer points out the 

analogy between these barn-yard birds and human, especially 
in the less civilized ages and portions of the world in the ex- 
ercise and profit of tyranny. ‘Substitute human beings for 
birds,” says this author, ‘and the country at large for the 

There are many 

mighty than the rest, who holds his place by superior force, 
either of intellect or military power. If challenged by one 

of the-inferior chiefs and is yictorious he retains his post, 
while if he is vanquished his conqueror takes his place, his 

property and his wives. And it is another curious point that, 
whether with men or birds, the members of the harem seem 

to trouble themselves very little about the change of master,” 

The Scripture history of the Jews is full of allusions to this 
custom among the Oriental nations at that time, as, indeed, it 
still is for the most part. David had no hesitation in taking 
possession of the household of the conquered Saul, wives and 

all; and afterward, when Nabal died, after his defiance of 
David, the latter, as a matter of course, appropriated to him- 

self the subjugated wife and servants. Similarly, when Ab- 
salom rebelled against David he publicly took possession of 

his father’s harem as a sign that he had assumed the kingdom. 
The putting to death of Adonijah by Solomon, and the ban- 

ishment of his supporters, with confiscation of their property, 
belongs to the same class. This obtained not among the He- 

brews alone. It was regarded as a most noteworthy act of 
magnanimity on the part of Alexander, when, having con- 

quered Darius, he was polite to the women in the retinue of 

the fallen hero, and declined to adopt them into his own 
family. A thousand more examples might be drawn, both to 
show how constantly tyranny is manifested among all classes 

of animals from lowest to highest, and how close is the 
parallel between brutes and men under the control of this 

domineering disposition. In both there is a single despotic 

ruler who allows no rival ; and in both an attempt to fain the 

affections of one of the harem is tantamount to a challenge 
for sovereignty, and is treated accordingly. 
3 

GRAND DEER STALK OF THE BLOOM- 
ING GROVE PARK ASSOCIATION. 

By Our Sprecra, Reporter. 

Pixe County, Pa., Nov. 5, 1878, 
Thirty good men and true, fully armed and equipped, left 

the Erie Railroad Depot on Friday morning last jn a spe- 

cial car, to take part in the grand hunt which had been ad- 
vertised to take place on the following day, in the breeding 

preserves of the Association. The following nre the names: 
Roland Thomas, Dr, A. Russell Strachan, G. A. Grymes, R. 

Redmond, W. F. Wharton, Louis Snyder, T. W. B. Huzhes, 
D. G. Croly, late of the Graphic, & N, Johnson, Col. G. W. 
Wingate, ‘I. F, Durant, M. H. Burns, J. T. Burns, Dr. 8. M. 
Nash, Dr. F, J. Bumstead, E. Wallisch, P. Van Vaikenburgh, 
all of New York; I’. Hardy, Otto Francke, F. L. Hames and 
©. Hallock (Forest anp Stream), Brooklyn ; H. PF. Ander- 
son, Rahway, N. J.; 'T. C. Clarke, of Philadelphia; J. M. 
Stellenwerf, of Islip, L. I.; N. B. Bumstead, Boston ; Count 
B. Mouzelly, of Paris, France; E. O. Beach, of the New 
York Sun; C. M. Ogden, N. Y. World; and two dog- 
handlers. 

The day was bright and sunny, the air bracing, and the 
promise of sport assuring. The beautiful scenery along the 
line of the Ene RaiJroad, especially through the valleys of 

the Delaware and Lackawaxen rivers, was much enjoyed, 
The party reached Millville, on the Honesdale Branch, about 
one o'clock, and after a substantial meal provided at the Club 
Halfway House by Mr. John Deming, found comfortable 
transportation to the Park, seven miles distant, where they 
arrived in the middle of the afternoon, The road to the Park 
was built by the club last spring, aud is most excellent. The 
first two-and-a-half miles follow the valley of Blooming 
Grove Creek, one of the finest natural trout streams in the 
world, broken into falls, rapids and pools, for the entire dis- 
tauce, and affording many views of wild and charming sce- 
nery. It is crossed four times by bridges, Gnly 
three small shanties are passed. The whole route 
is through a forest whose primitive beauty has becn much 
impaired by timber-cutters, and great open spaces of scrub oak 
cleared by the forest fires which seem fo run over this section 
periodically, Within a mile of the Glub House, about 900 
feet of ascent ha¥e been overcome, and the summit having 
been reached, A most extended view is obtained in one direc- 
tion across the intervening valley of apparently unbroken 
forest to blue hills 4nd mountains in the far distance. In 
another direction down in the valley close at hand reposes 
Beaver Lake, and glistening through the trees three quar- 
ters of a mile away may be seen the blue waters of 
Lake Giles, where the Club House 1s located on an eminence 
of about one hundred feet. Strangers sre always agreeably 
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nthe headquarters come into yiew. The main 
din an imposing structure, thres stories in height, 

4 eighty eet’ in length, surrounded by verandahs, while the 
numerous outbuildings, kennels, rifle range, trap-shooting 
ground, croquet lawn, garden and wire fences, in the immedi- 
ate vicinity, show what the club has dove for the comfort 
and amusement of its guests. At the edze of the lake, just 
below, is a rustic house and boat-dlanding, to which there is a 
Winding gravelled path, The mainteception room is 18 by 
36 feet, comfortably furnished and decorated with paintings, 
antlers, heads and stuffed specimens. The diniog-room is 
equally spacious. There isa billiard_room, a gun room with 
10 lockers, a library, etc. The main hall is wide, and also 
adorned with many trophies of the chase. The chambers are 
Jarge and well furnished. There are bathrooms, speaking- 
tubes, bellsand such like conveniences. The Park burgee finais 
from its staff, and the whole aspect is inviting, aristocratic 
and charming. 
On Thursday night there had been alight fall of snow; 

small patches still lay on the ground among the October 
leayes; the air was sufficiently chilly to make the rousing log 
fires which were kindled very agreeable. Just before dark Mr 
Hardy started a covey of ruffed grouse within a hundred 
yards of the house, and gathered two of them in, an achieve- 
ment which was most encontigiog to the expectant sports- 
meu, A few other grouse had already been picked up in the 
morning by members who hati previously arrived. 

After supper, in the evening, when the huge logs had been 
stirred into a roaring blaze, the approaching hunt of the mor- 
row became the absorbing topic. The Park territory com- 
prises some 12,000 acres, very much of it most admirable 
natural cover for game ; butin the present case the hunt was 
to take place in what is known as the Breeding Park, a square 
mile of forest inclosed by a wire fence eight feet high. In 
the centre of this inclosure isa gamekeeper’s lodze, anda 
paddock where a pair of magnificent elk are now confined. 
There were three elk until lately—one a yearling calf, born in 
the park; but afew days ago the young one was killed. Itis 
said it was gored to death by the buck elk, quitea savage 
animal, which charges unceremoniously upon visitors who ap- 
proach the fence. A great many deer have been purchased 
and placed in this Breeding Park, and the number of its 
fenants has been estimated at high figures (say hundreds) at 
yarious times. Besides the natural produce, it was believed 
that wild deer had pushed their way in through traps provided 
to take them when they were attracted to the wires in the 
breeding season, Naturally, the expectation of the ‘‘deer- 
stalkers” was high, and venison could be bought ‘to arrive ” 
at alow figure. ‘he cook was instructed not to burn the 
steaks, and plenty of currant jelly was ordered. One con- 
noisser:. in camp cookery insisted that, the meat should be cut 
down |he grain, so that the flaps should be jnicy. ‘There was 
a bone of contention, however, notwithstanding the pros- 
pective abundance of meat. There was an unreserved differ- 
ence of opinion as to the best method to follow the hunt. 
The discussion became so warm that; half a dozen speakers 
kept the floorat atime. Chairman Croly almost thumped a 
““Sportsman’s Gazetteer’ to pieces in the effort to maintain 
order. 

The original plan, it seems, was to form a Jine across the 
inclosure, each man keeping his next neighbor jn sight, and 
to drive the deer to the furthest limit of the fence; andif any 
deer hoisted his fiag and attempted to break through the line, 
to shoot him on the spot. In accordance therewith, more 
than one hunter had brought a Winchester, so as to take 
beyenteen chances on the running deer; another had a Baker 
rifle and two-shool gun combined, so that the shot would fetch 
if the ball didn’t ; some had revolvers, for close quarters after 
the deer were cornered ; and some thought their seven-pound 
bird guns good enough weapons. A proposition to change 
the programme toa drive with hounds was what made the 
hair Hy. One gentleman in a velveteen suit and new leggings 
guta hearing. He had hunted rhinoceroses in Africa, Bohe- 
mia, Sandwich Islands, and ‘*‘all over.” He allowed that a 
man of his extended experience ought to know something 
about deer hunting, [Here the park gamekeéper and guides, 
who were present, pricked up their ears.| He had done some 
stalking in his lifetime. Now, slalkiug was but another name 
for still hunting. ‘Thirty men in line of battle, tiamping 
through the dry brush, couldn’t still hunt—much. He wanted 
to station the men on runways and strategic points and put 
out the hounds. Hire two or fhree objected that there was 
danger of being shof in such close quarters if this plan was 
followed, and proposed to withdraw from tlhe hunt. A miii- 
tary man guaranteed to lead the column, if they wanted to 
stalk. Somebody suggested to abandon the hunt altogether. 
This made a row. The guides were appealed to for their 
opinion. Finally it was agreed to drive with dogs, and to 
place the whole business 1n charge of one of the guides. An 
early start in the moruing was ordered; but if was two 
o'clock before the last man retired to bed 
At half past four the bugle call rang through the house ; 

half an hour later every man answered to the roll-call; coffee 
and sandwiches at five; ten minutes afterward the whole 
company filed out in the gray twilight toward the park gate, 
like strageling soldiersin wartime. The guide brought up 
the rear with a big boarhound, a déerhound in leash, and a 
setter dog. After a tramp of two miles or so, they reached 
the premises, and the guide began to post his men, one after 
the other, as they advanced into the inclosure. By sunrise 
thirty good men and true were so disposed that the chances 
for the impounded deer seemed slim indeed, and expressions 
of sympathy for them would haye received approval. 
Strict orders had been given to shoot at no other kind of 
game, and this saved the lives of two ruffed grouse which 
imprudently showed themselves. By the time the last man 
was stationed the first man began to look at his wateh, All 
‘was profound quiet. No living thiog stirred in the woods. 
An hour more passed on and no hound gaye tongue. [The 
fact was that the guide was trying to draw the paper wade 
out of his old muzzle-loader; but the worm wouldn’t work | 
Meanwhile those who had gone out without overcoats began 
to shiver. Some built fires to keep warm. One read through 
a copy of Forrsr AND Stream! At last the welcome yoice 
of s hound on scent was heard in a far-off cotner of the pre- 
serye. Thirty men presented arms and stnod ready. Clearer 
and nearer came the yelps, then gradually grew less dis. 
tinct, and finally died away allogether. They weru never 
heard again. After two hours and a half the pickets were 
called off, and the hunt came to an end by default. 

Tt seems that the hound started a fawn, which skirted the 
park fence for half a mile and then skipped through the 
wires and led the dog off. The dog was taken up two miles 
away. Having no other hound to slip Joose, the hunters 
Were in the predicament of the fishermen who went fishing 
without bait! In the efternoon another hunt was organized, 
in which half the crowd took part, this time with two hounds, 
and three goodly bucks were put up and shot. 

i 
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_ Moral. Never go deer driving wilh one dog, and bo sure 
that good sport 1s not spoiled by bungling management. 

Most of the party returned home on Monday, satisfied that 
they had a pleasant excursion, if they didn’t get any venison. 
We understanrl that the deficiency of dogs was owing to some 
hounds having ben poisoned a few days previous by persons 
hostile to the Association. These hounds had been but re- 
cently purchased. Hi. 

ee 
Hz Greaszp His Boors wit Marie Syrvur.—Recentiy 

Rey. Dr. Duryea, of Brooklyn, related to his congregation his 
summer experiences in the Adirondacks, where he passed his 

last vacation recruiting his health. The doctor is really an old 
campaigner, and roughs it ag naturally as the born heir to 
the manor. Tn the course of his remarks he made some refer- 
encé to backwoods amenities, telling how respectful most 
sportsmen were of the laws of meum and tuum, and how par- 

ticular they were to replace, or render an equivalent for, any 

articles they might need to temporarily appropriate from 
stores found in unoccupied cabins when occasion offered. 

In one instance which he related, his party had been many 

weeks in the bush, and in moving to # new locality, they came 
one night toa comfortable shanty without tenants, which they 

pre-empted, making use of some candles, bacon and other 

articles, which they found within, which the Doctor said they 
were particular to pay for by pinning the price of the same 

in bank notes. in a conspicuous place, sure to be seen when 

{he occupant returned. Among other articles they found on 

a shelf a bottle labelled neat’s-foot oil. Neat's-foot oil was 
what they much needed, Their boots were dry and oracked 

for want of grease. So, at midnight, when all the rest ap- 

peared to be wrapped in slumber, the smart one of the crowd 

stole a mareh on his friends by stealthily prigging that bottle; 
and taking it to the camp-fire, he stirred up the embers, put_on 

fresh wood, lighted his pipe, and put his whole mind to the 
work of greasing his boots, making them soft and pliable by 
holding them to the fire and then rubbing if thoroughly in. 
At last he finished his task, and setting his boots aside with a 
chuckle of satisfaction, slid into his blankets. In the morn- 
ing he started for his boots, and there was never a more sur— 

prised and discouraged man when he found them stiffer than 
glue, and the leather likely to snap short as taffy. His com- 

rades at first were amused at his discomfort, but did not 

realize the exact situation until they heard his explanation, 

and examining the contents of the bottle carefully found them 

to be maple syrup! ‘Then they laid right down on their 
backs and hollered. 

The young man was cyidently punished for taking things 
surreptitiously. 

oo at 

Siint ANoTuEr.—We haye received the prospectus ofa new 
journal to be known as ‘*The Poultry Monthly," which makes 

its first appearance in December under the auspices of the 

Ferris Publishing Oo., of Albany, N. ¥. While wishing 

every success to the enterprise we cannot but help congratu- 

lating the denizens of the barn-yard on the amount of literature 

devoted to their interests. The hens should now lay with re- 

newed vigor and the cocks crow with increased energy. After 
all, it’s x healthy sign and one which indicates that poultry 
raising is not the least profitable of undertakings. Moreover, 
t is a business requiring but small capital, brings quick re- 
turns and, apparently, not ayer done. ‘The poultry grower 

has a great advantage over the dog, or horse breeder; if his 

products do not come up to show form he can eat them, 
Hgzs-actly ! 
ee 

Stor Tsosr Lerrers.—It is hazardous for a man to put 
his name into the papers, especially so if he happens to have 

a good thing that other people want. Here is one of many 

casesio point. Dr, H. Sterling writes fron: Cleveland, Oct. 
al: 

“ Tyeally believe that stupidity is an entity of most special 
creation, Iam led to this belief from the fact that within the 
last two weeks [ have received thirteen letters inquiring of 
me, *Where can I procure the seeds or roots of the Velum- 
bium leuteum?' For their knowledge of the plant they al- 
ways refer lo Forrs? AND Strnam of Sept. 25, and do not 
seem to realize that you have told them where they can be 
procured in your issue of Oct. 17. I expect more letters of 
inquiry in the future, and I assure you that I cannot answer 
them,” 

All of which goes to prove that the Foresr anp Srream 
has & very large circle of interested, etc., ete. 

Fe 

—What has become of Zhe Country? We do not mean 
the United States of America, but that excellent sporting 
weekly of New York, We have not seen it for three weeks. 
—Germantown Telegraph. 

Perhaps you have not seen the Fores? anv Srream cither. 

It tells the whole story. Ze Country is non est, but its sub- 
scribers may be communicated with through the columns of 
Forzst AND SrREAM, with which paper Mr. Tileston, its 
late editor, is again associated, we are pleased to say. 

ee 

Napo.eon’s CAsryer.—Ha! thzs 7@ a wine. It carries a 
bouquet to your nostrils, a nectar-like moisture to your lips, 
a wish-it-will-never-stop sensation to the palate and sweet 

dreams to your brain. Wo headache bubbles from the goblet, 

nor is the hum of the humble-bee heard in your cranium.— 
[See adv. 

— +e — 

Tur Granp Dore ArEexis’ Boox—Referring to an inquiry 
mnade through our columns regardins a hook said to have heen 
written by the Grand Duke Alexis after his visit to this 
country, a correspondent writes that he has learned that he 

did write such a book, which was published in St. Petersburg 
for him, but inasmuch as only fifty copies were printed, and 

——$———$—$———————————— 
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they in the Russian language, none could, of onur:e, be ob- 
tained here, nor prabably available if obtained. They were 
intended by the Grand Duke for presents to his family and 
friends, 

1 te 
—The St, Augustine (Florida) ho'e’s open thia week, and 

many‘haye heen refitted and made mor: attractive. There 
hs been no yellow fever nar Florida the past season, and 
visitors need not fear to go there at any time. 

oe 

GAME PROTECTION. 

More Fisnine Nets Desrroven,—Game Constable Schwartz and his two assistants, Lewis and Rogers, started down the river at two o’clock this (Monday) morning. for the purpose of discovering nets. Near Rattlesnake Point they discovered two brand-new fyke-nets, containing about four bushels of fish. They turned the fish into the river, and cut 
the nets Lo pieces.— Rochester Hepress, Oot. 29, 
NEw York—Oneida.—Huitor Forest and Stream: I Wish to call the 

attention of the State authorities and of Sportsmen generally to the 
presence of a large number of seinea and tets in Onetda Lake, contrary 
to the game laws of the State, The fishermen, not having been molest- 
ed this season, have grown bold, and have erected reels for their eines 
on shore, and make # practice of “hanling their nets? in broad day- 
light. Tam informed ou most excellent authority that from thirty to 
fitty barrels of fish are shipped from Canastota and Oncida every day. 
The nets have completely destroyed the rod and line Oshing for which 
this lake was formerly celebrated. Iam told that at Bridgeport, about 
seven miles from Oneida, there are not jess than seventy people who 
live by taking fish contrary to law. The game constable of the district 
has been brought up, and the justice has become too blind to see, and 
the sportamen have become thoroughly disgusted with the faree and 
are asking what they can do to protect the fish, ‘The fishermen’s nets 
also Seriously interfere with duck shooting on the lake, one gentleman 
having told me that he lost three ducks in one afternoon by their 
having been caughtin the nets when diving after being shot, Another 
gentleman informed me that he had seen three ducks hauled in one 
seine at a time in South Bay. And yet, under the present circumstan- 
ces, they are powerless to protect the fish and game of Oneida Lake , 
The sportsmen here desire advice from yon, and have asked for it 
through DEL, 

Ghe Rifle. 

Massaonuserts—Springficld. —S. 8, Bumstead, of the Rod and Gun Club, shooting with the Armory team at 200 
yards off-hand one day last week, made 72 outof a postible 75, and then, continuing on, made 44 in the possible 50, 
There were no sighters, and the score was mude without 
cleaning by a Springfield rifle, using 70 grains of powder and 
a 405 grain bullet. The other scores of the day were: A, 
Hore, 44; Cranston, 42; F. R. Bull, 42, and M, W. Bull, 41, 
in possible 50. Bumstead’s full score stood: 
5666456554555 5472 £5445544% 444116 

—The Attleborough (Mass.) Rifle Club are working on with no lack of enthusiasm. A member writes: ‘* We have a large*honse with cook-room attached, so that they can shi of in rainy weather. Our range is very convenient, but as it is uneven ground, with woods partially surrounding it, ig a bard one to make large scores on. We use wooden targets, havin Six first-class ones. We also shoot some off-hund at 300 yards. Anybody who can make good scores on our Tange 
can make ten points more at any other. 

Briperport Rir.k Cuus.— Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 30.— The Bridgeport Rifle Club held a shoot at the Seaside Range for Briers on Oct, 25 with the following result ; possible 25 
points : 

Two hnndted yards, 
4 5 5—%4 H Nichols Geo F Hull., ..... 5 5 4 5 5—24 H Nichols........ 446 5—22 D EB Marsh. 5 4 5 5 4-18 RS Bassett....... 5 44 4 4-41 LY Nichols, 4 4 6 6—22 C Becker......... 5a 4 4 2—20 
Five hundred yards, 

Geo F Hull. ~5 5 4 5 5-9 H Nichols ......3 8 4 6 4-19 5S Habbard.. 5 44 5 4-22 

Two hundred yards, military rife, H Nichols ve d3 Kivgmian ssc csseeceeess.s -=89 McConrt,. a2) BapselGsiee- tan tact sean see a Mars 1,.....- 4U SV Nichols.. 

Harry Nichols, in the military match, won the first prize handsome military rifle, for the third time, and it is now bis 
property. Mr. Gurn and Hull, having previously won rifles 
in the club matches, were barred from winning in this mateh, The first prize in 200 yards, any rifle, has been won :eyeral times by members, but no one has taken it three times yet, 

Waits Disr. 

Nuw Yore—Ogdensburg, Oct. 30.—In making up a long- 
Tange team of six men by competition recently, the following 
scores were made: 

800 yds. 900yds. 1,000 yds, RB Plokup......0.t2ser.c Seis 65 Mo 1 Ta GW #uCk .ss.eees wees 68 69 206 A Callaghan. 69 66 208 JS Waruer.-,, 66 ap 210 
“1 87 915 
"2 72 215 

Ayerage per man, 210, 

Yonkers, Oct. 29.—At 500 yards, Morsemere mid-range 
target : 

46 Th 
6 6 6&—5E 
5 4 5-54 
7 6 4-58 

Dusenherry.,-.-..,,-.....-.--15 20 93 8 17 9 4 94 98 12—158 
Morseé..... “2l 17 M1 21 4 92 0 6 15 19-736 
COIN (he Mae a feo S$ 21 6 0 23 12 4 19 4¥ qooyi7 

Hettwic.—A. G. Helbwig, of rifle gallery fame, gave & * free-for-all ” shoot Noy. 3, which was the first introduction 
of point shooting reduced to gallery range. It proved a suc-— 
cess, and every shooter who could make a single point won a 
cash prize. Mr. M. Cnchran took first’ prize, Col. C. Matt- 
monn sccoud, F, Kessler third. Tt made an agreeable eveniy 
for all, and it was yoted to haye another shoot of the same 
kind soon, 

Zertver's GarimRy, Oct. 23.—200 yards reduced target, 
Associated Ex, N, Y, Turner Cadets : 
H Sprieser.. -43° F Hayeck. .....,....37 H Spammer Wave stanen dh C Blnat.... 40 T Schmager -.45 G Banger... cc seen dt G Tliwitaer. . «8S GO Rechttscss oe seevee id? H Zennege sass at 

—— 
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Hilmiva, Oot, 31.—110th Battalion range; company match ; 

teams of fiye; Biate model rifie; 200 and 500 yards; rounds 
five; weather cold, with strong wind from 5 to 9 o'clock; 
wou by A Co.; score: 

200 65600 «TL 200 «6600 «6T’l 
Sergt Bunnell........ 1 18 33 Priv L Boughton.,...17 18 30 
Piiv W Roan 16 1% «933 Qapt Root...........18 I 27 
Corp P kutan 1q~ 9d 430: — 

Gal... se natessrsevee Pe ert ey Pauses epbacetintuas sebeanredees OS 

Guass Baris FOR GALLzry Snoorme.—The marksmen 
hers haye been trying their skill at the glass balls, and not- 
withstanding the fact that there q.e many obstacles to oyer- 
come in shooting at the balls from the trap in a gallery, the 
acores fairly rival the records of field practice. The follow- 
ing are scores made in trap shooting with rifle, the shooter 
standing ten yards from trap, balls thrown vertically ; 
Pierre Lorillard, Jr., 8 consecutive balls; Mason Mitchell, 8 ; 
E. G, Murphy, 7; W. D. Meltcan, 5; Hon. Sherman Smith, 
5 in 10 shots; H. D. Berdell, 4in 8; H. D. Blydenburgh, 
6 in 8; H.G, Murphy, 22in 30; James E. Long, 9 in 15; 
H. A. Ferns, 7 in 12; ©, Goverette, 5 in 12. Another 
favorite feat is shooting at a ball swinging, distance 20 yards; 
a trifie less difficult than trap shooting. The following is the 
record of the consecutive hits: Hon. Shermau Smith, 11; 
J. B. Blydenburgh, 9; F. G. Fullpraff, 7; Fred, Alder, 5; 
W. H. Dunlap, 6; T. Fitz, 4; J. F. Drummond, 3; H. A, 
Vaughan, 3; J. A. Ward, 3. ‘The pistol experts haye also 
had their *‘ shot” at the balls suspended, distance 60 feet, and 
managed to hold their own, Frank Lord hitting 9 balls out 
of 12 shots, and Geo. Cooper shattered five in succession. 

SeprenreLpt Rirte Crus--177 Bowery WV. Y., Nov. 1.— 
Creedmoor rules; distance, 125 feet; bull’s-eye, 14 inch: 
Win Seppénfeldt...... . Hi Story. . A re 

AH Auverson 46 C Rasn.. AS 
R Richards 46 T Woke 41 
I Garrison 45 G Strassne At) 
ad W Adanis 45 F Sehail i) 
E Holtzmann,. ...45 U Laing... BY 
JSHCHULIZ..... 2008 OEE ESE iy chy Ce «35 
GO Walters © co....2.s-ceeeeesdt J Huffon.,....,. «et 
Aug Grueneberg... + vcevsee43 J Hoagland......00 ct AR Gas. 
D BuchMan.... 0... 2s s-cctecee 43 H Rothenberg............ Seo oe 38 
OAM DEBTS. oS. Sate nena Sd 

Tuntu Preotror SzconpD Puatoon Rirny Team—177 
Bowery, Nov. 4.--Creedmoor targets, 200 yds. reduced; 10 
guots and 50 points possible : 
P Brennal. ....sccrreee 
J J Creed... on 
BRB ace ee Gee ) 
J Maher..... AU 

Jonhn-on - BT 
Hagyerty..-.--....-. 

J. J. 0. 

Remrineton Riritz Cios.—We have received too late for 
insertion in this issue the full scores of the First Annual Prize 
Meeting of this club at Oswego, N. Y., last week. ‘The 
scores will appear next week. 

New Jersey—Brinton Range, Oct. 25.—The first contest 
for the rifle presented was held. The weather was perfect, 
and very good scores were placed on record by some of the 
older off-hand shooters : 
‘WM Farrow--...-..45 0 CH Houghton...... BT y eee ll 
Ad Howlet 46 NO Donnell......,..89 WJ Ratene...,... 
F Adler...--- ..43 BM Squire,,,......<39 A Mclunis...., t 
JFBCollins........41 BSquire............33 CE Paimer,.,.......3 
BP bayis.....:.-...41 A W Dimock,..... . 33 TJ Lonutdson . 
Drd M Vort.......-+ 41 RP Conlin.....,...83 HE Stors.....’ rays 
PI Ryad..csees.----41 H Smith.......,....38 JA Hatry,.......... 

On the 29th off-hand shooting was resumed, this time for 
therifle presented by the Winchester Arms Co. In ten shots 
the scores stood : 

TB Collins........ 47 IM Dort............39 HSmith.... 
tre eae 44 EE Stors 83 RM Stett.. 
R P vonlin 41 CSmith.... , 38 F Foster . 
FSQUITC p.seceeeeseedd JR Denman 46 TJ Ratche 

—TThe long-range match of the opening programine at the 
Qolumbia Rifle Range, at West End, N. J., was closed on the 
20th ult. in good style, and it certainly is auspicious that the 
first long-range score should haye touched so high a point. 
Following 1s the score : 

5555555555555 455 
deidaeeeeere ae 1555555565565 455—13 

Prank Hy B6355555055565 6 5271-910 
S00 5564545455455 5-71 

bee age 5555555645624 569 
a OMe 4 444555554535 4 5—67—207 

1p 6456556465436 4-69 
th? eee od 1445555460544454 5-49 

SEO hg 4 h 4450558458535 8 357-195 
: 3365566444555 55 6-68 

Eee taelt ae 4645334444455 4 462 
4 HiJovelyn 4 2585536554544 5 4—G1—194 

Trentow.—On the 31st ult. the gentlemen interested in the 
formation of the new rifle club here met at the office of Col. 

Lodor, with Ex-Mayor Oreveling in the chair. The Com- 

mittee on Constitution and By-laws made a report, which, 

after considerable discussion, was adopted. The name 

adopted was ‘The Trenton Rifle Club,” entrance fee at $2, 
The following were elected officers for the ensuing year: 
President, Ex-Mayor Creveling ; Vice-President, W. B. Allen; 
Secretary, W. H. Skirm; Treasurer, G. A. Anderson. Hx- 

eculive Committee—Maj. J. C. Owens, C. Y. Bamford and 

Geo, D. Bowers. Finance Committee—Messrs. Creveling, 
Allen and Skirm. Range Committee—Messrs. Owens, Bow- 

era and Bamford. Col, Lodor tendered the use of his office 

for the meetings. 

Sonrm CaRromNa—Charleston.—Almost all of the rifle 

teams in the city ate making preparations for the approaching 

prize mecting under the auspices of the German Fusilier 

‘ream. ‘The meeting is to be held at the range of the German 

Rifle Glub on Nov. 28. Not only will the Charleston teams 

contest for the prizes, but several teams from both Savannah 

and Auguste are to enter, and it is hoped that Columbia will 

also be represented. As the grounds are beautifully situated 

on the banks of the Ashley, and almost within the city limits, 

there will no doubt be a large attendance. In addition to the 

handsome prizes already offered by the Fusiliers, Messrs. H. 

Remington & Sun and the Sharps Rifle Co. have sent speci- 

anens of their rifles as prizes. The shooting will be at 100 and 

200 yards with miliiury and other rifles. Yanozs. 

go.—Squads from the Thomas Rifle Club and Lake 

Wow wise Glut Had a practice shoot at the Lake View range 

on the 19th ult. ; 200 yards off-hand: : 

Diury..-----4 + a. 

phree of same clubs tried it over again 

a heavy wind and rain storm; wind, 10:30 

444454454492 Bradley....44854444 4 4-40 
so oweh.b ia 55446 6445 Macuuley...6 38444343 5 4-39 
: todaa4d 4-4) Burns... 58434444 4 f- 

e 26th 

werseed 4:4 4 5 24-5 4 d—43 
ee ereeeee st B S15 5 € od 2 4 34 
sescrereeegd & § 3 4 8 4 4°98 4-39 

~ Leer, 

E a BS . ees te tee 

we 

Uvau—Salt Lake City—A four-day rifle match was en- 
joyed by the members of the Utah Rifis Association at the 
Pioneer Glob range, opening on the 16th ult. with a match at | shooting-gallery kind of riches which 
100'and 200 yards, 10 shots each, the scores standing : 

109 200 M1 Too 200 T% 
J Sharp, Jr....... seeeedt 41 85 SA Lateyii..ecccceaeedl 38 19 
GA Meeats..:....... ofl 4% #84 HSpiers..........22...40 37 77 
J Heusser...... Ho ae 48 36 385 

On the second day, at 800 yards, the top scores stood : 
GA Megatrs.............. 344244444444 5 5 4d 4 4-61 
JBN Ser. Pus eos #34454 44444 2 8 4 5—80 
J SHATP, ITeecescsseerrncd 4 38 4d 8 4 BRE ZS 2 4—53 

8 
4 

On the third day, with fair weather, the Arsenal Hill range 
Was occupied with mid-range shooting, the leading scores 
Standing: 
dohn Sharp, Jr........05 455666 4565 5 8 56 6 Db 6—3 
George A Medars......... 3464565 6 6 6 56 5 5° 5 61 
J Heusser....--.--s0e----3 45 5 45655 5 5 5 6 5 GB 571 

The wind-up match was at 100 and 200 yards; open to all 
comers; seven shots at cach range. ‘The totals were: 

100 200 I'L 100 200 TL 
J Sharp, dr. 3 838 65 27 BS. 
J i Latey 33° 31) OE 26 «63 
GA Meew <4 8S «(G2 g4 BB 
J Hensger... t 29 «fl 25-49 
W Heusser. = iZ 24 (OL 1T 44 
H Speéirsgy2--2 aie... 3U 28 BT 
+ 

WANTED, A HUNTING RIFLE. 

If surprises me that some of our prominent riflemakers do 
not manufacture an arm suitablefor hunting purposes. They 
seem to think every one wants a rifle for long range target 
shooting, and it is impossible to get a rifle suitable for hunt- 
ing purposes (at least for large game), unless, like Mr. Van 
Dyke, we cun afford to pay $125 to $150, and one built 
to order. But there are a great many sportsmen who enjoy 
as well as he to stop the noble stag as he dashes proudly 
away at perhaps 150 to 250 yards distance, but who cannot 
afford to pay $125 for an arm capable of doing it with any 
degree of certainty. Nor is there necessarily any reason why 
we should be obliged to do go, so far as I can see, could we 
induce our Remingtons, Sharps and other noted makers to 
manufacture the rifle we require; and if they would do so I 
am conlident they would meet with such a demand as would 
amply compensate them for their venture. 
What we want has been described often enough—vyiz,: a 

rifle of large calibre, say .65 for a single or .55 to .65 for a 
double gun, weight from 9 to 1Llbs., burning about 5 drachms 
powder (not less), and using the light Express bullet, weighing 
perhaps one-third more than a ronad ball of the same calibre, 
and taking a cartridsze that is as easily reloaded as a shotgun 
shell; in fuct, a.65 calibre should be made to use the 16-gauge 
brass shoigun shell. Rifling, deep groove and just twist 
enough to keep the short, light bullet from turning sideways, 
which does not require as sharp a twist by any means as Lhe 
long, heavy bolt used in long-range target shooting—a bullet 
hurd enough to prevent *' stripping” trom its great initial 
velocity. ‘here is o0 veason why good, plain, substantial 
rifles of this description could not be furnished at from $380 
to $60, according as to whether they are double or single. 
OF course, if a person wanted fancy finish he must pay extra 
for it. In last Forusr anp Srream, L notice a communica- 
tion from G. W. Davison, of ‘* Peabody-Martini” fume, ad- 
vocating the use of their long and mid-range rifles with the 
Express bullet on game, They may do very well, considering 
the purpose for which they were built, but it is impossible to 
get all the good qualities of a huating rifleinto a long-range 
larget gun, and wee versa. The calibre is too small to burn 
the requisite amount of powder and the bullet not large 
enough to impett a sufficient shock to the game. And again, 
the long-range system of rifling, with its shallow grooves and 
quick twist, is not adapted to procuring the best results in a 
hunting rifle. One such as | have described will be found to 
give a lower trajectory, shoot more accurately, and prove 
much more deadly on game. 

Agitate this matter until some of our home manufacturers 
five us the weapon we need, and ut a price within the means 
oi the mass of sportsmen. . W. A. 

sh 

AN ENCOURAGING CRITICISM, 

HE Volunteer Service Gagette,in its issue of Oct. 12, 
gives the riflemen of Great Britain an admirable report 

of the Fall meeting at Creedmoor, rivaling in its completeness 
the report which was published in our columns. <A special 
American correspondent enabled our contemporary to get 

things and details straight, while the scores are given in such 

detail as to give foreign readers a yery good idea of the work 
performed. * 

Editorially, our esteemed contemporary discusses the meet- 

ing and its results in a very friendly way, is frank to confess 

our superiority in any rifle team shooting, and gives some ad 

yice which is founded on the hard basis of experience, and is 
therefore doubly valuable to us. The remarks on the tramp” 
target may cause aripple of laughter, yet the criticism is 
more than half deserved, while the idea that Capt. Bogardus 

by his feats is supplanting rifle practice in popular estimation, 

is one of the natural errors of ons who judges of evenis 

through the medium of sensational newspaper reports. Our 

contemporary says: 
All English riflemen will, we are quite sure, read with an 

especial interest the very graphic and complete account which 
our New York correspondent sends us of the Fall Meeting at 
Creedmoor, Blood is thicker than water after all, and we 
feel a kind of sympathy with our ‘kin across sea,” which 
‘we shall probably never feel for nearer neighbors, In the 
particular instance before us, we must say, however, that we 
have-a special reason for feeling this sympathy. We set to 
work to shoot with the rifle at long rang2s nearly nmeteen 
years apo, and, though we say it who perhaps should not say 
it—to use the old mock-modest form of words—we have 
neyer yet been equaled, or eyen approached to say 
nothing of being surpassed, eitherin ‘‘any rifle’’ or military 
shouting, by any European nation, But as s00n a8 our own 
flesh and blood across the Atluntic took up the cudgels; some 
six years ago, tere was a very different story to tell. With 
the match rifles they beat us and beat us (or, as they would 
say, * whipped us”) over and over again, ull our best men 
aré at their wits’ ends to know whether it is the rifles or the 
men, or the climate or the team organization, to which the 
American victories are due. So far as we can see, tifle com- 
pelitions, in our sense of the term, are left by common con- 
sentito the Hnglish-epeaking countries. Hven the Swiss and 

——— 

the Tyrolesa stick to thei gs ‘the North Ge 
Mans and Belgians, though they shoo : ay well, cling to tLe 

: : ich we despise. No doubt 
the soldiers of all continental nations sre instructed in rifle 
shooting systematically. But we in England have made 
long-range shooting a pastime as well as a branch of millary 
knowledge, and we may, perhaps, some day reap the benelit 
of having done so. Our colonies have followed our @xample, 
and though last, certainly not Jeast, the vreat republic has re- 
vived its ancient traditions of rifle shooting, and has adapted 
them to the requirements of modern times. 
_So far as ‘‘any rifles” are concerned, we know that the 

riflemen of the United States, especially when working to- 
gether in “‘ teams,” have shown that they can ‘+ wipe the eye” 
of any opponents. But we have before this urged the Ameri- 
cans to direct their attention 10 military rather thau to * any 
tile” shooting. Weare glad to see that the more practical 
form has become popular, and that the recent metting at 
Creedmoor was essentially a militniy rifle meeting. We have 
here gone through the same phuses thatthe American riflemen 
are now going through. In ihe first enthusiasm there is a 
tendency to use nothing but the most perfect weapon, and to 
shoot at nothing but extreme distances, But these perfect 
arms involve a great deal of trouble, time, and even expense 
in their use; and those who can afford, or care to affurd, 
these things, become fewer every year. It is obvious that if 
rifle shooting is to be a national pastime, it must be exercised 
With the arm supplied by the government. We found that 
out long ago in England, and all our great rifie meetings de- 
pend substantially on competitions with military weapons. 
We had some fear that the Americans were a httle sluw in 
recognizing the necessity of muking the military weapon the 
principal one for rifle meetings. ‘Their ‘any rifle” cham- 
pions had, we confess, beaten the -world (7. e., the United 
Kingdom; for no other country could furnish a long-range 
team at all), and are naturally not disposed to rest upon their 
laurels. In fact, it seems to us that there has been recently 
rather & disposition in the United States to take more interest 
in the feats of Captain Bogardus and his imitators thao is 
likely to be altogether healthy. 

But itis quite clear from the letter of our correspondent, 
and from other eyidence, that military rifle shooting is be- 
ginning to take that place which it ought to take st Creed- 
moor, and in the ranks of the civilian army. The meeting, 
of which we record the proceedings to-day, was evidently. 
merely a military meeting. The great international military 
match failed indeed to attract teams from foreign countries. 
But it is a very interesting match all the same, though the 
difficulty about it, which we always believed must exist, evi- 
dently made itself felt. Our correspondent (who, we may 
Say, is an enthusiast for the principle of the match), admits 
that the winning team had a great advantage in shouting with 
the Sharps-Borchard, while the second team had only the 
Regulation Springfield. And this is a difficulty which, we 
fear, can never be got over in such matches. You may or- 
ganize a contest of men, or you may orgavize 4 contest of 
rifles. But we doubt whether it is possible to arrange « qually 
a competition for both men and rifles. It will be admitted 
that no contest between Sniders and Martini-Henrys could be 
equal unless the men were unequal, and some iuequality of 
this kind seems to have existed between the Sprinztield and 
the Sharps-Borchard. Still it is impyssible to procure perfect 
equality, und believing in the Martini-Henry as probably the 
best regulation rifle now existing, we sbould be glad if a 
British volunteer team, armed with that weapon, were to iy 
conclusions with their Americau cousins, armed with the Sharps 
Borchard, or any other military weapon, at Ureedmoorin the 
autumn of 1879. We believe it would be by no means im- 
possible to get up such ateam. We know they would have 
fair play and no favor, and, as our correspondent says, ‘a 
right royal welcome.” 

We cannot help protesting against the thoroughly bad and 
even mischievous tuste shown by the Creedmoor executive in 
calling a certain moving target, representing the figure of a 
man, the ‘‘ Tramp” target, We all know that the American 
civilian soldier looks necessarily forward to having to deal 
with mobs rather than with foreign armies; and, morevyer, 
that the ‘‘ tramp” is a most uopopular person just now in the: 
States. But we can hardly understand bow so giim ajuke as 
that involved in the “ Tramp” target can be tuleraled. We 
Toust admit, however, that though our cousius across the At- 
Jantic are really softer-hearted than we are, ihey have a taste, 
to us quite unaccountable, for a trucnlent and ghastly form of 
humor. Half the jokes in the more popular recent American 
facetious books turn upon coffins and churchyards, 

Sea and River. Hishing. 
FISH IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

FRESH WATER. 
Black Bass, Micropterus aalmoides; rike or Pickerel, Esox lucive, 

HM, pallidus, Yellow Perch, Perca flavescone, 
Mauskalonge, Hsoz nobilior, : 

Watus, il "Geror Cybiwne regale. ea Bass, Scicenopa ove i ETO; < 
Striped Bass, RKocous Gnneatus. Bonito, sarde pelamyas 
Weakflah, Cynoscion regeita. Kingiish, Menticirrus nebulosia. 
Blueish, Pomatomus aaliatriz, 

Fosu mn Marger.—Bass, 185 amelts, 25; bluefish, 10; salmon, — 
80; mackerel, frozen, 20; green turtle, 20; terrapin, per doz, , $15; 

halibnt, 18; haddock, 7; codfish, 7; blackfish, 12 ; fonnders, 3; 
sea bass, 18; vela, 15; lobsters, 10; sheesphead, 20; Frogs, 40 ; 
scallops, $1.25 per gallon; soft clame, 80 to 75 cents per 100; white- 

fish, 15; pickerel, 15; sunfish, 8; yellow perch, 8; salmon tront, 
15; pompano, 75 ; hard crabs, $2.50 per 100. 

Movements OF THE Fisuiwe Frirer.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has heen 41, 
The Bank arrivals numbered 19—9 with 500,0001bs. codfish, 
and 10 with 150,000/bs. halibut Number of Georges arrivals, 
18, bringing 825,000Ibs. codfish, The Baymen are arriving 
fast, 14 arrivals having been reported during the week, with 
a total catch of 2,960bbls. mackerel,—Cape Ann Advertiser, 
Nar, 1. P : 

New Yors—dShelter Teland, Oct. 29.—The weather last 
week from the 2lst to the 26th was very rough, but still the 
bunker-fishing fleet did well, bringing ia to their factories a 
good freight of fish, averaging from 50.000 to 100,000 each. 
‘Two vessels were in here Jaat night with a good fare of fish. 
‘The fishing has been more successful than for many years. 
There area very large number of yachis and steamers en- 
gaged in the business all along the eastern shores of Long 



re > jae oe erg rn 
d, and the men employed depend upon their snocess for 

aliving. Sonis of these boats have taken over three million 
fish this season, and with oil at three pallovs per thousand, 
and fish-scraps at $12 per ton, you may judge that the fac- 
tories are doing a good business, and so with the fishermen, 
who are paid according to the fish they take. The oil is 
worth about 27 cents per gallon, ISAAK. 

—There was capital blue-fishing week before last off Mon- 
tauk; the Greenport yachts coming loaded with them. Capt. 
Rogers brought in over a hundred of them, caught with hook 
and line, averaging 10 pounds each. They were sold in 
Greenport at 5 and 6 cents per pound. 

PrynsyLyasta—Hrie, Vou, 1.—Thomas Key was out fish- 
ing day before yesterday, and caught two of the finest musca- 
longe eyer caught in this bay. One weighed exactly 39ibs. 
and the other weighed 273lts. Both measured four feet and 
fiveinches. Fishing for white fish is about at an end, but 
‘plenty of duck and wild geese have arrived from the North. 
This bay is an excellent one for fishing and hunting, anda fine 
refuge for storm-tossed vessels, Tey. a 

Foy Fisaine 1n tun James.—Richmond, Va., Oot. 30.— 
Fiditor Forest and Stream: Your correspondent, ** James 
River,” in writing of the bass fishing here, states that none of 
these fish have been caught with a fly. Now this is just a little 
slander on both our fish and fishermen. I have never used 
anything but flies in these waters, aud though I think the 
live bait is best, yet [have had fair luck, One evening, in 
about one hour's whipping, I captured five tolerable specimens, 
running from a pound to a pound and a half, which, consider- 
ing the fact that the bass are not numerous in our ‘waters, is a 
yery good catch. [have, on two occasions, caught two fish at a 
single cast. The fly with which I haye had most suecess is a 
turkey wings gray or green body, with bunchy whitish-gray 
hackles. Though I have used every description, this fiy has 
caught nearly all my fish, Occasionally I get on the same fly 
a striped bass. Fty-FisHEr. 

Tuwsessee—WVasfville, Nov. 1.—Large quantities of bass 
and black perch are beginning to be brought to our market 
from Redfoot Lake, besides a fair amount taken from the 
Cumberland River. A party of gentlemen, consisting of L. 
Whorley and two or three friends, have just returned from a 
week's fishing in Buffalo Oreek, where they had fine sport, 
taking enough fish for their daily consumption, and bringing 
home nearly one hundred pounds besides. They would have 
Temained longer, but L. Whorley wanted to come home to 
te attend the opera bouffe company then playing here. 

Anransas—Butler Uo., Sept., 1878.—Mr. Eprror: This 
beautiful little stream, called the Overfiow, finds its source in 
the ‘‘sheep-raising belt” of Arkansas and winds its way 
through the eastern bottoms of Little Red River, Its waters 
are afforded by springs within the “ belt,” thereby making it 
a refreshing resort the entire year. Its length is probably 100 
miles, depth, from 14 to 80ft., and width, 50 to 75ft.; at its 
mouth, of course, wider. Here is where the sportsmen en- 
gage in capturing the “finny tribe,” consisting of trout, white 
and speckled perch, bass and gars. The months of April and 
May are most suitable to fishing, as it is cool and refreshin ¢ 
On one beautiful fifth of May morning a company of five 
Arkansas youths embarked in a two-mule wagon for Over- 
flow, with the usual complement of camp utensils and fishing 
tackle, A three hours’ drive brought us to our destination. 
While some procured crawfish for bait, others looked about 
fora skiff, which was easily gotten by paying ten cents per 
hour, the customary price for skiffs for the purpose. All 
being in readiness, we sailed for the mouth of Overflow, se- 
lecting a cool place and anchored. After five hours’ sport we 
cut loose and glided over to camp with a carzo of seventy-five 
perch and trout. After dinner we were off again for sport, 
and met af camp in the evening with fish and nice squirrels, 
which were excellent, served up in ‘‘ Indian style.” 

Rep SnaPress—Loutjanus Blackfordi.—Dr. Chas. J. Ken- 
worthy, better known as “Al Fresco,” perhaps, recently 
visited New York with a view to induce city capital to invest 
in the catching of the fish known as red snspper, a very 

palatable fish indeed, which is exceedingly abundant on parts 
of the Hastern coast. He paid a visit to Eugene Blackford, 
of Fulton Market, and had interviews with other eentlemen 

telatiye to the subject. He thinks that fishing smacks sent to 
the South could make fares which would prove most remu- 

nerative. If the snapper could be more generally used. here, 
dts acquisition to the table would be readily admitted we teel 
certain. 

——____ +. —— 

¥ PREPARING SILK GUT. 

The following correspondence may interest some of our 
readers who are desirous of making their own silk gut: 

To the Hdttor af Forest and Stream = Dear Sir—I noticed in 
a late number an article on the preparation of silk gut. I have 
been trying to obtain some of this gut for the last week, hay- 
inga large number of silk worms. I have removed the gut 
carefully from not Jess than twenty-six worms. I have also 
remoyed the silk with a large pin, and have made yery nice 
dissections of the silk worm, having observed all the direc- 
tions laid down by Mr, 'T. Garlick. I have tried alcohol, tur— 
pentine and many other substances, with the view to toughen 
the snell, but nothing seems to be of any use. The snell 
seems to be deficient in some way, as it always broke on being 
stretched after it was dried for as much as twenty-four hours. 
It is not owing to a deficient amount of sik from spinning 
their cocoons, as | huve taken them just as they were about to 
spin their cocoons, They seem to have plenty of liquid silk 
and the gut locks good when olitained fresh, but when stretched 
and pinned to a board and allowed to dry and harden it be- 
“eomes brittle and of little use for snells, Hoping you will give 
me some information on the subject, or direct me how to be- 
come enlightened on this matter, as there are three readers 
of your yaluable journal anxious about it, I remain 

DJ. M Yours, ete,, 
Jersey City, August 26, 1878. 

Having forwarded this letter to Dr. Garlick, the Doctor re- 
quested of E. J. M. further particulars, which were Given a 
follows : 

F Jersey Crry, N. J. 
_ Le Dr. Garlick: Bir—In answer to the questions concern- 
ing ailk gut, the date of my experiment wis August 17, being 
continued to about August 28. The worm used was native, 
and Second féeding on the maple and apricot trees. I send 
you inclosed a specimen of fhe gut obtained by Dr. Harden- 
berg, of Jersey city ; also a cocoon. 

_ a 

There appears to be a 

gelatinous covering on the gut that causes it to break when 
dry. It is this gelatinous material [have had so much trouble 
in removing, and when removed the gut presents a better ap- 
pearance apparently and seems to be stronger, Hoping you 
will inform an ever-apxious inquirer by letter or through 
Forest anp Stream, I remain 

Yours, respectfully, i, J. M. 
August 5, 1878, 

To which Dr. Garlick has very kindly replied, as follows: 

Brpronp, O., September 8, 1878. 
To #, J. M.; Dear Sir—Your fayor dated August 5, in- 

closing a cocoon of silk, also a most inartistically-drawn silk 
gut, is received. Ishall attempt a reply; but never before 
have I attempted to write a letter of this character under such 
trying circumstances, such fearful suffering. You say the 
gut was drawn August 17 to August 28. The silk of the co- 
coon appears of food quality, the fibres strong, as that of the 
Italian worm, I cut open the cocoon and found the larvse of 
what [think was the Attacus cecropia, iu very good condition, 
It could not have been long dead: it bad spun and woven the 
last thread of its winding-sheet, and was awaiting its change 
into a higher state of existence, the chrysalis. ‘he cocodn 
was the smallest one I evér saw (if a Ceorepiz). You say the 
larvae were fed on the leaves of the maple and apricot. I 
should think the leaves of the apricot would or might be a 
suitable food for it, but I never knew the larve of the A. 
cécropia feeding on the leaves of the maple; but perhaps for 
the want of a more suitable grub he might doso. I am sorry 
T cannot inform you why better results were not obtained by 
Dr. Hardenberg. Perhaps the silk gut was drawn too early. 
It should not be drawn till the worm begins to spin his co- 
coon; and perhaps his food was not suitable. But this is 
hardly probable, asthe sill of the cocoon you sent me is good 
enough, but deficient in quantity (if of the A. ceeropia). 
Now it is eyident, to me at least, that all the conditions have 
not been complied with. You have sentme a cocoon composed 
of excellent silk from a native silk worm. J ask youis it not 
just as reasonable and just as practicable to draw silk gut of 
#ood quality from this worm as from the-Italian worm. 
have done it, and know it can be done; but I cannot tell you 
why Dr. Hardenberg has made such a miserable failure, Some 
people have no tact in doing things out of the ordinary line of 
every-day matters, ‘There is a time and place for everything 
upder the sun.” Something was wrong in Dr. Hardenberg’s 
experiments. Try it again, doctor. Don’t give it up-so. 
Ireturn this nobby gut and the cocoon to the editors of the 
ForksT AND SrRxAM, with the request that they be preserved 
for future references. 

I wish I were well, or well enough to write more fully on 
this subject; but [ am literally worn out with suffering. 
With kindly feeling, I am truly yours, T. GamRtick. 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

Mooss, Alces malchis, 
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensta. 
Hares, brown and gruy. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Woodcock, Philohela minor, 
Rufled grouse or pheasant, Bonasa 

wmbelius. 

Bed or Va. deer, C. virginianus, 
Squirrels, red, black and gray. 
Quuil or partridge, Ortyx virginia- 

TALS. 
Pinnated grouse or prairie cliick- 

en, Cupidonia cupido. 
Curlew, Numenius arquaria. 

Plover, Charadriine. Sandpipers, Jrinyanc, 
Godwit, Willets. 
Rails, Rallua virginianus, Reed or rice bird, Dotichonys: oryz- 
Snipe and Bay Birds. fvorous, 
Caribou, Verandus rangifer, Wild Duck. 

‘Bay birds” generally, including yarlous species of plover, sand 
Piper, snipe, curiéw, oyster—catcher, surf biras, phalaropes, ayocets, 
€te,, comilig under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

&2 The frequent alteration of game iaws makes such aon 

fusion that: sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on yarious kinds of game is permitted. We there- 
fore append the following table for reference : 

| Pinnated 
Grouse, Ruffed Grouse} States. Quall, Woodcock, 

Wis sug 25to Jun) Ang 25tuJan1| Aug 2itoJand) sug 25 to Jun 1 
Web....| Nu Suooting | No Shooting Nou Shooung |No Restrietions F 

Porbiaden 

Gamez ty Marxer.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1.15 to 

$1.25 per pair ; partridge (rnifed grouse), 21.00 to $1.25 per pair ; 

canvas back ducks, #1.75 to $2 per pair; red head, $1 to $1.95 

per pair; mallard ducks, 76 cents to $1 per pair; black do,, 76 
cents per pair; widgeon do., 50 cents per pair; broad pill do., 50 
conte per pair; teal do., 50 to 75 cents per pair; venison, saddle, 

2() to 22 cents per pound ; carcasp, 12 to 14 conta per pound; rab- 

bits, 40 cents per pair; squirrels, 15 cents per pair; hares, 75 

cents per pair; qnail, $2 to $3 per doz.: Wilson snipe, $3 per 
doz.; plover, $8 per doz.; bay birds, large, $3 per doz.; do. small, 
60 cents per doz ; reed birds, $1 per doz.; wild pigeons, stall fed, 
$2 per doz.; Philadelphia squabs, $2.50 per doz. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

15 to 22 cents per pound; do, fowls, 15 to 180ente; do, turkeys, 

18 to 20 cents; do. ducks, 164018 cents; do, geese, 13 to is 

cents; State and Western chickens, 14 to 16 cents; do. turkeys, 
13 to 16 cents ; do. fowls, 12 to 15 cents ; do. ducks, 12 to 15 cents; 
do, geese § to 12 cents, 

OCanapA—Cobourg, Nov. 1.—A good many snipe haye been 
killed here this fall Ruffed grouse are more than usually 
lentiful a few miles back. Ducks are yery plentiful at Rice 
ake, an hour's ride by rail. Some very good bags have been 

made, but the shooting will be better from this out, 
; Broz Bgtu. 

} ud - 

New Hamrsnire—NVarth Dunbarton, Oct, 30.—Rufted 
grouse unusually scarce this season, owing probably to heavy 
rains of Jast spring which caused the death of many of the 
young birds. In covers where last year ten or a dozen birds 
were to be found there are not more than two or three now, 
and nearly all of them are old birds. My largest bag this 
Season consisted of eleyen birds, and only three of them were 
young. O, W, 8B. 

MassAcnuserra— Goshen, Oct, 29.—Our ruffed gross are 
mostly well grown and in very good condition, end though 

here is complaint in some quarters of a scarcity of grouse, | 
have found no difficulty in getting from 60 to 100 rises in 3 
day's tramp and a reasonable number of shots from the sarse, 
Foxes are very plenty here this fall, though their fur is not 
prime yet, and litile hunting has been done on account of the 
remarkably dry hot season. Squirrel hunts have been all the 
rage, Rorr. 

New York—Syracuse,—The sportsmen hereabout have 
taken active steps toward the enforcement of the game laws, 
and haye succeeded in driving the seine fishermen from On- 
ondago Lake, so thut the fishing is excellent this Season, the 
waters of the lake abounding in all kinds of fish peculiar to 
this locality. Game is also well protected, and sportsmen re- 
port the shooting comparatively good. Del. 

Shelter Island, Oct, 29.—The mild weather still keeps 
back the fowl on the eastern shores of Long Island. They 
are plentiful along the shores of Montauk and Fort Pond and 
Napeague, but do not seem to pass further west, Many 
flocks of fowl haye collected off the eastern shores of this 
island, but the numerous sailing boats so persecute them with 
their fusillades, that the poor birds have no chance to gather 
on their favorite feeding grounds. I see them constantly im 
pursuit and blazing away at them, but they seem only to 
frighten away all, killing but-very few. I tried them with 
my small battery boat a few days since, and got down but 
sixfowl. They did not return to stool and their feeding: 
grounds, as they should have done, but all flew away to parts: 
unknown, I try for them daily, at daylight on this beach, 
which separates Peconic Bay and John Quttle’s Harbor, but 
few of them are so accommodating as to fly over it, My 
friend Capt. Ooutwight, however, i two days’ sport ‘witts 
battery, killed 24, and 19 fowl yesterday. The first flock of 
wild geese passed over this beach, numbering 19 fowl, butno 
fun happened to be there to welcome them with * hospitable 
hands to bloody graves.” TsAAx, 

—Fow]! shooting has not been very good so far, as the shores 
have been bank-full and no bars aid shallows where fowl can 
alight and feed; butif the fowl come Bill Lane and the Fos- 
ters know how to trap them. This mild season keeps back. 
the geese, brant and broad-bills, and we hear of so few shell~ 
drakes and old-squaws that I think they too are wailing for 
more favorable weather. 

New Jursnyv—Hammonton, Oct. 31.—Quail shooting is A 
No. 1. Fine strings are to be made. Weather magnificent. 

L. W. 8 

Barnegat Inlet, Nov. 2.—Your correspondent has bass 
oyer 100 head of fowl the past 10 days. Powl et with ae 
exception of brant, very plenty. We are looking for the 
flight of the latter every day. B 

Paterson, Nov, 2.—Have had a few days Shooting a few 
miles north of this place. Mr. A. Beckwith and myself left here in the afternoon of October 81, and in the evening found ourselves at the Sussex Hotel, McAfee's Valley, Sussex Co, 
N, J, who makes a specialty of the accommodation of sports. 
ten, furnishing a guide and all needed aid and Information. We had our own dogs, guns, etc. Smith joined us in the 
hunt next morning, Although the day was blustery and an- 
favorable for game, and very cold and uncomfortable for the 
hunters, we seldom enjoyed a finer day’s sport in game shaot- 
ing. We came home that evening, November 1, with the following: Five woodcock, 8 partridge, 22 quail, 5 rabbite 
and 2 gray squirrels. Sor 

PENNSYLVANIA—Tiusoille, Nov. 2.—A splendid white sp; 
buck was shot the evening of October 30 nee Marin Wey 
Co. There was few red spots on Tump and heacl, The 
“old boy" who shot him is an especial object of envy al present, and every hunter that had previously seen the buels 
fee i Pe a oe Satine One more open Winter 
ike last would make Forest Co. as good hunting sp 
any in the State, ‘ a ac 

very thieie 
t more than, 
Good hotel here, Our. 

Devaware—Georgetown, Oct, 31.—Birds are 
here this season, ‘lhe farmers say that there are 
there have been for a number of years, 
season lasts until February 15. 

—A correspondent who has just returned from Maryiand 
writes that birds were very plentiful, but everything wes rank 
and weeds so high that he could do nothing with the birds 
Snipe had just made their appearance, and he kitied a few. 
Ducks were in great numbers on the Havre de Grace Flata, 
but none flying, as the weather was too calm. : 

d Vireinia—Oharloitesvilie, Oct. 31.—The 
unting party, thirty strong, accompanied b b i 

dogs, left their hunting grounds in Augusta lest a nieht rae’ this morning, rendezyousing in Staunton. % 

Camp-Armistead 

Lare DrumMonp—Rishmond, Va., Oot. 30.—I¢ " undertakes to traverse the Dismal Swamp Cae drawing over four feet he will meet with a sad disappoint-- ment, and I may be mistaken, but I do not think he can get: into Lake Drummond with a boat drawing more than two. and one half feet. If any one expects to go to the Swam this fall I would recommend him to write to Marshall Parks, Esq. , President Albemarle & Chesapeake Canal Co., who Tam sure will give him all the information he may require con- cerning those waters and conve: ning what outfit can be had in Norfolk. 

Sour Oarora—Charleston, Oct. 30.—A small par gentlemen from this place and Summerville were out Tat Set and had magnificent sport. ‘Two fine bucks and two turkeys were the result of the day’s hunt. They started a large num ber of both deer and turkey. Since the 15th of October, on which date the birding season began, several of our good shots. have been out, and have enjoyed fine sport. One £entleman brought in a bag of thirty-two partridges, all killed on one of the islands within sight of the city. Birds are reported scarce on the mainland near the city, but are quite plentiful on the neighboring islands. During the recent high tides large num. bers of marsh hens have been killed in the marshea around the the city. On Monday one gentleman brought in seventy, and the next day forty-two. It is estimated that at least six hun- dred marsh-hens have been killed here within the last few days. Wild ducks and geese are reported in large numbers its the upper part ‘of the State, but as we have had no cold icv ha to this time very few have been seen in this neigh- 
OF, ¥, mrored 
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Port Royal, Noo, 1.—We have had high tides lately, and 
rail shooting has been in order. Ihave been able to procure 
all I could ose ina half-hour or so on a tide. In my judg- 
ment they are mich tunder-estimated for the table. Here, at 
least, they are tender, juicy and well flavored, especially the 
young birds. J saw a bunch of teal and shoveller ducks yes- 
terday, shot in a small pond near here. Sorry I can’t com- 
Municate more news about sporting; but the gunners are al] 
politicians just now. Ina week or two things will settle. 

TaxnEssgEe—WVashellla, Nov. 1.—A great many quail are 
shot every day. Clarke Pritchett, Bsq., bagged twenty-two 
last Monday at Mr. Campbell's farm, in Maurey County, and 
down in Dixon Connty, last Wednesday, he bagged forty-right. 
Mr. Mitchell is baving fine sport near Burn’s Station, on the 
Northwestern R. R., where he bags anumber of birds every 
day. JDK 

Intmos— Charleston, Coles Oo., Oct. 29.—The game is 
more plentiful here this fall than in former years, In the 
timber, quail, squirrels and rabbits tolerably plenty; ruffed 
grouse, wild pigeons and turkeys scarce. On the prairie, 
pinnated grouse, quail, ducks and rabbits very numerous; 
woodcock, snipe, geese and brant very scarce. Two sports- 
men were oui for a day’s duck shooting, Saturday, 25th. 
They bagged fourteen mallards, They said they saw hun- 
dreds of ducks, mostly mullards. Flight of pigeons, from 
Northeast to Southwest. J. B. D. 

Micniean.—Duck shooting at St. Clair Flats is the sport of 
all sports just now. Gunners are making fabulous bags, and 
tue express companies are doing a big business shipping 
game. The club houses are thronged with members and 
fheir friends. Western bound sportsmen should not fail to 
put ma couple of days here. 

On1rn—Sugar Grove, Fairfield Co., Oot, 31.—Quail are more 
plentiful in Hocking Valley this season than any year I can 
remember. Guo. C. 8. 

Wisconsin—Sauk Rapids, Nov. 1.—Deer hunters are pass- 
ing through here in great numbers, The hunters promise to 
outnumber the deer, 

Monrana—Helena, Oct, 24,—The deer shooting is excep- 
tionally good this season upon the range on the north side of 

our valley, and many of our Nimrods haye rejoiced greatly 

thereat, and their friends, rejoicing also, liold them in specially 

kind remembrance oyer many anoble haunch. The Doctor has 

unfortunately had too much control over your correspondent 
fora month past, but a week ago he slipped away and re- 
turned with not a ‘‘stag of ten,” buta ‘stag of six,” whose 
antlers now serve a ulilitarian purpose, never dreamed of by 
thew former possessor. Grouse and chickens have been very 
plenty this season, and the ducks and geese are now beginning 
to come in in good numbers. AMATEUR. 

A Forpise Burtet.—W. J. Land, State chenist of 
Georgia, suggests in lieu of the Express bulle!, with ils 

Emashing properties, a ‘‘long solid folding bullet. Say fur 

a .40 cal. rifle seven times thisleneth, ¢. ¢., a bullet 2.80 inches 
in length, which, if made of pure soft Jead, will, upon 
striking an object, fold over, causing a frightful wound. 
Besides this, the great weight (about 850 grains) and less re- 
sistance make it all that could be desired. From my few ex- 
periments I judge this projectile to be far abead of any Dx- 
press bullet, as itcan make a flatter trajectory and be shot 
with good effect over 900 yards. I would like Yan Dyke and 
others interested to experiment with it.” A number of ob- 
jections to the use of such a projectile suggest themselves to 
us, but we should like to hear from those who have had ex- 
perience on ganic, The Express bullet certainly answers its 
purpose yery well. 

1DGES FOR Pistoxrs.—The cartridges for the Smith & 
Weneon 32 and .88 are made by the Union Metallic Cartridge 
Company, and may be obtained of them or of Schuyler, Hart- 
ley & Graham, New York. 
i 

A WHITE DAY ON RUFFED GROUSE 

GOSHEN, Mass,, Oct, 29, 1378, 

FOoREST AND STREAM: 
se ik give you 4 Jittle acconnt of one of the “white days” in my 
spurting calendar which oceuried not long since, and al+o brag a Ttule 

of ‘thutiozo?m'ne" Said tog” is an Irish setter named Dash, thir- 
teen months old, avd possessed of yim and brains enough to stock 

Beviral dos Of the ordinary run, Though thoroughly yard broken, 

he hud been io training but sx weeks, working him on my short 

tramps three or four houra ata time, two or three times a week. 

On the said “‘ white day” I ordered the youngster 10 heel, and enter- 
ing « plece of woodland near my hruse, com. ozed of dense hemlock 
thivketsund beech openings, I gave the word, ‘Hie on.” After making 

&few casts, Dash’s bel] ceased to tinkle, and creeping through the 

thicket, I found him on the edge of a beech opening, poluting 

stauneliJy in the face of the wind. Walking in allead.1 had gone 
fifteen or twenty yards when, hearing a sudden whirr behind me. 

T worned and avw a grouse crossing the opening beyond the dog. 

Covering it, I was just pulling the trigger, when the barrels struck 
8 limb, qeusing amiss. The report flushed the covey—five or six birds 

—wiich fash had been pointing twenty yards behind me, aud turning, 
Twas just in time to drop one as they entered the covert, Slipping in 
fresh shells, sent Dash for the bird, and on his return waved hier for- 
ward, Coming to the thicket where lhe birds had Bisepnearsa he 

worked his way in carefolly about ten yards, and.came toa point, The 

cover being very dense ald small, 1 started to pass around it, and had 
got but little past the dog when up started a bird on the oppcslte Bide. 

Springing ona knoll, I stretched my neck for a “view,” but couid obtain 
none until the bird was about ffly yards away, when she rose above 
the thickets, and I cnt herdown. At this jostant another ome burst 

out of the thicket, almost in my face,and passing me, would have 

reuched cover in twenty feet, Slinging my gun around over my 

shoulder, and party turning my head, I dropped her outside the thicker 

On looking round at the dog, lsaw him standing the came point as at 

first, suit as a poker, and paying no attention to the “goings on,” 

T then made the entire circuit of the thicket, starting nothing. Work- 
ing in behind the dog, I passed liim about fiye yards, and seciog the 

edge of the thicket all around him, concluded that he must have been 

fooled for once, Starting to pass ont, I jumped on top ofa big Ing—1 
had passed near it in my eirculi—when, whirr! up buzzed young bird 

by the sideof it, right under me, Having a slight attack of “bird 
agne’ jnat then, I fired quickly and missed, Rocovering myself, 
T caught a glimpae of her wilgs glinting throngh the leaves of a beech 

forty yarda distant, aud taking her probable direction, I fred and 

brought her down. By the time I had slipped in fresh shells Dish had 
the birds all broug’t in, and was ready for u fre-h-tar— 

Swinwing off, quarteritg to the wind, we beut the thickets for forty or 

Ofty rods, Wh_D, a8 he was crossing an opening, he stopped with a jerk, 
anid pointed dowh fhe glade. Walking la ahead, I pasacd hilt twenty- 

five yards, 8nd vloold have turn4d back had I not smown thathe was 
remarkable for standing at long distances. Moving on twenty yards 

farther I was about turning back when op got a bird on the left. Ex- 

pec'Ing him to enter the thicket I fired quickly, and Missed; but as he 

Tose above it I got in the second barrel, which "settled his hash," IT 

had barely loaded when two more rose directly in front. Belng open 

country I leisnura!y wiped them out with a clean rizht and left. 

Looking around, I saw Dash still pointing, staunch as ever, and 

noficeil that his point seemed to be on a jiltle bush that I had broshea 
fAgulnst In passing. Wuylking directly up to it, I hit it a kick, when up 
towered a linli-grown bird, and instead of rising a few feeraud pitching 

forward weakly into the thicket after the fashion of young birds, t| con- 

tinned towering until ifteen or twenty feet high, when I fired, breaking 

& witg and leg; and sceing that he must fall very near Dash, I had 

barely time to command, “Steady,’’ when he came tumbing down, 

and striking Dasli squarely on the rump, rolled off and lay an instant 

by his hind foot, whence it fluttered directly nnder the dog's nos! and 

eight orten feet past him, where it lay quietly. Seeing Dash showed 

no sighs of breaking I had remained a qiiet spectator of the scene 

from the time that the bird struck him. Wishing to prolong the lesson 

4 little, I proeeeded leisurely to load and take a “dbrap" of—water. 
As Dash occupied the same tracks wiich he had filled from the first, 
and showed no excitement, I ordered him to fetch the bird, when, 
creeping forward, he gisgerly took hold of the extended wing, end lift- 
ing it Carefully, broughtit tome. He then brought the others, and we 

halted for council’, Consulting my watch, I found I had been forty- 
seven minutes bagging eight birds, 

Near by, on the edge of the woods, was a line of high ledges, along 
the base of which for cighteen or twenty rods was # dence tileker 

a few yards wide, where the birds frequently settled when there wus 

war On the highland above, There being little chance for a shot under 

the cliff I called Dash to heel, and carefully crept to a position ten feet 

back of the middle of the cliff, there being a space of about that width 

extending the whole leugtn, backed by dense cover: and this few feet 

was all the chauce for shooting the birds as they came up over the 

biuff when routed below. As my little boy, who always accompanies 

me, remarked, it was the snappiest kind of snap shooting to hag them 

here. Before taking position I had seat the boy round it the pasture 

with directions to adyance toward the other side of this cover at a sig- 

nal whistle from me, pau+ing at shot, and to beat, first one end of the 

covert and then the other, driving toward me. At my whistle the boy 
advanced, when up got an old cock near me, and keeping under woyer, 

few up the valley, Shifting my finger to the left trigger, which com- 
manded the No. 7's, I watched, and when he turned sharply to the left, 

and flash dup over the cliff at sixty yards’ distance, I cot him down 

dead in the edge of the thicket, At the report there was a whirr, anu 

a bird shot up over the clif infront. Torning sharply, I dropped him 

jast behind Dash; but that worthy had his eye on the bush where the 

old cock disappeared, and paid no atteniio.to the enemy in the rear. 

Load ng, I bade him * fetch,’ when he took a bee line for a point oun- 
siderably to the left of where I thovght the bird lay. As he, with his 
Six weeks’ training, i8 & much surer marker than myself with my 

twenly years’ experience, [ kept still, and directly his point proyed him 

right. At the word * Fetuh,” he had the bird in my band in short 
order, 

By this time the boy had gone round to the other end, and at my 

wWhistie, Came on, when up came Lwo more—one on the rigit and the 

other on the left. With a clean right aud left I did for them both; aud 

had jast slipped one shell into the gun, when up came another, only to 
share the same fate. As no more couid be started in that p‘ace, I eun- 

sulted my watch once more, end found that I had been ten miputes 

bagging {le last five birds, and fifty seven minutes bagging tulrteeu— 
the last ive sharp siiap shots without a miss. 

Now, Mr, Editor, probably some of those chaps who ‘kill every 
time” will say that thisrecordis “smell fry," but I am free to confess 

that itis the best I eyer did in such dense cover. Rurred Grouse, 

ee 

GAME NOTES FROM KANSAS, 

TOPEKA, Kansas, Oct. 97, 1978. 
EpItoR FOREST AND STREAM: 

Quail shooting in this yivinity this season is, beyond all comparison, 

the finest we hayaever known, Thanks to the game law prolilbiting 

the sale of quail and affixing 2 heavy pevalty upon raljroads and other 

pubic carriers for transporting them the beautiful birds have increased 

amazingly, and no;hing could excel the sport we are having with them, 

in former years qaail were shor, net’ed and trapped in gi eat numbers 
by professional hunters for the Kastero markets, and to such wholesale 

extent was this traffic carried on that the sportsmen of the State ap- 

pealed to the Legislature and the result was the present law declaring 

against the sa‘e or transporiation of quail for fivé years. Prairie 

chickens ire locjuded In the sanie law, but their in rease has by no 
Means been ss great, owing largely to the greed of the farmers who 

pay no attention to the law &s \O the season for shooting, and kill with- 

out merey as early a8 Jone, wheo the young birds are not half grown. 
That they do not make suvh s4d havoc with quail is aimply by reason of 
the inability of indifferent marksmen to bag themio any number, and 

while every DoW and then some jubberly fellow will pot an entire 

haat about for a covey upon the ground. In very many instances qoall 

have hatched and reared their broodsin the door-yards and gardens 

about farm-bouses, and S50 entlea ed themselves to the women foiks as 

fo seciire 2 proteclion that no other source could insure, It may appear 
strange to declare that in the very héart of this city of ten thousand or 
more people there are entire broods of quail occupying door-yards and 

as tame almost as domestic fowls, It isa fact, nevertheless, the writer 
of this having withlu a day or two seen two of such coyéya, and one oF 

them fed like chickens by the good jady of the house. A cogple of 

hours of excellent shooting may be liad any morning before break{nat 

by going hardly a mile irom city limits, far enough only to get beyond 
the danger of shooting into houses. The light frosts of the past week 
have somewhat leasened the thickness of leaves upon the trees, but it 
will take twoor three severe nights to renderthe hedges and brush 
generally so barren of foliage as fo enable one to shoot with comfort. 

Despite such disadvantages, however, some find bags have been made 

by our local sportsmen. Jadge Morton and good old deacon Aater have 

put in Beveral half days varying f.o0m twenty to thirty-two. Ward Bur- 
lMigame aad Morton were out yerterday and during the forenoon bagged 

twenty-eight. The day before Judge Brockway and his b other bagged 

litthe over half a day, forty-three quailand a duck. Dr. Cullahah 

| 
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took a little turn before breakfast yesterday m raing, and dropped just 

aneven dozen. Wardell, the well-known dog man; who, by the way, 

is now permanently located here, and Fargo have been ont together 

Beveral times, bagelog from tiftesn to as high a8 thirty-eight. Palmer, 

one of our enthusiastic Shots, has made excellent scores; whtle Dr. 

Eidison, Al. Thompson and the Rowley Brothers occasionaliy tramp a 

half day or more, rarely returning home minus a good supply of meat 

‘We ure haying opr firstsnow of the season to-day, and the boys are 

talking duck right lively. Geese are tying eouth in great numbers, 

Covey, Stlll,as a giueraliule, it 1s too much trouble for his class to- 

and the reports from ihe scuthwest ll egree that Indtearions poin- 
strongly to a big srason and no end wf game. bont ths city are 
Seve ul lakes and marshes, noted for the sport they afford when the 
duck season fairly c mmences, A great mauy duoss have ulready 
¢o ce in, and ove or two hants have bees made with fair success. It ia 
a litte éarly a3 yet, however. for cucks or snipe. Speaking of jack 
snipe, there is no better Held than this vicinity anywhere in the West; 

while for snipe of all kind3 the Arkangis yalley in Sou’ hwe-t Kansas 
cannot be beat—io fact, for geese, brant, crane, swan, pelican, dnok 
and snipe, the Arkansas and its trib iwtaries alford Sport that cannot put 

Satisfy the most exacting, Of late years nof a faw of our Teally good 

Mirksmen have tuken to the rifle for geede, brant, and the larger 
Water species generally, and there ara rare things yielding more geno- 

ni esport than the dropping of the biz birds from almost perpendiuular 
helguts all the way from 300 to 400 yards. With a ifle one can Hind 

game ail the day long; aud some conception may be formed of the 

enormous humbers of geese and brant when the fact ts stated that oftan 

they compl tely cover large fields of wheat, and in fifteen minntes ren- 

der it's barren of vegetation as if it had never knowo a pint of seed 

Farmers hire men and boya by the day simply toshoot away the am, 

Taunition furnished, endeavoring by such means to frighten away the 
wild fowl. Bane. 
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TARGETING WITH DITTMAR POWDER. 

PAINESVILLE, Olio, Oct, 25, 1878, 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM : 

You have 80 many inquiries inregard to target shooting with shot- 

guns, I take tie liberty of sending you a few faca that have fallen 

under ny Observation at different times; also to show how evenly the 

Dittmar powder will shoot if properly loaded, Eyery man should 

target his gun in a thorough manner, with different sizes of shot, dif- 
ferent powder and diferent loads. He can learn onlyin this way what, 
his gua willdo. Its well-kuown that no two guus of the same make 

Shoot alike. Some guns will throw as mauy No,7 with a target aa it 
wiil No, 8 Iknow of a gun that would shoot No, 4as well ag No, 6 

There is a particular powder, size of shot and losd, with which a gun 
Will dO its best, which cin be learned only by repeated trials at a 

target, Tones owned a breech-londer that did its b-st wth the Oriental! 
No, 8 powder. Tne next breech-loader I owned would not shoot wel 

at all with it. A person will hardly believe these facts nntil he hos 

tried them, but neyertheless it is the truth. Men are continually 

orderlig guns an returning them for being poor shooters, simply be- 

cause they don’t know how to load them. ‘They try 2 certain load, and 

if the gon don’t perform well return it. Two cases have come (o my 

knowledge during the past week. Tha guns orderad were both 

Parker's, full-choke, good guns, The parties who had them were 
About returning them when a few hints by me in regard to a diiferen 

powder and load prevented it. Thegunsgive satisfaction now. Shot 

£un manufactarers in this country, a8 a general rule, target thelr guns 

with 14 ozs. No. shot at a i-inch circle. The Parkers ose a 944n0h 

cire é, 45 yard; the English gun makers, a 30 inch clicle, 40 yards, 

with No, 6 chilled shot, equal to our No, 7 shot, It is not necessary, 

however, to use a 30-inch circle, as 4 20-itch circle 30 yards, or a 24- 

inch 35 yards, are the same fortarget shooting A gun will shoot as 

well in One as the ovher, It is not always vonveulent to get large 

sheets of paper, abd when you get them it is nob always you can finda 

blade fo tack themup Totlin trate the aboye [ give you below the 
‘argeta my new W. & G. tcott “ premler,” 12-pauge, § Ib. gun, made at 

8 trinl—3)-inch circle, 40 yards, 245 drs. Dittmar, 1 oz. No.7 snot; 
Jeft barrel, full-choke, 270, 292, 327, 257, 252, In a20‘inch circle, 30 

yards, 285, 202,25, 233, 278. I m'ght add that the 327 targel waa made 

with a metal slell with a thin cerd wad over the shut, which fives the 

best kind of shooting. The other 1argets were made with ps per sheila, 

i thikk the above terg ts are very good, not on'y for their eyenuess, 

vutior the numb.r of pelets. It epeaks we | for the Scott gun and for 

Dittmar powder Ise in youri-sue of this week aletter from Wikea- 

barre, Pa,, in which the writer tay4 three guna in thet State have been 

Tu‘ned by the use of this powder. I think, as you hint, that they used 

the old powder. Tn losdingit I discard all fancy loaders and use a 

wad starter and the common rammer; tight wads pressed down even 

and tirm on the powder. While I am not able to sexy whether it is safe 

or not, IT am firmly convinced that in all other respecta it is the best 
powder maaec. 1 know of many that will use noother, J Sometimes 

charges with flve drachms of it. As my gun is & yery Oné one it showa 

1am not afraid of it, and I shall contious to use it untill T see proof of 
its belng unsafe. Dicr. 

ee 

DITTMAR POWDER AND MR. PAINE. 

BINGHAnrToN, N, ¥., Noy. 2, 1878, 
Enrror Foresr anp STREAM: 

Tareply to Mr, Ira Pans letter in your Jast is'ue I wish to gay that 
Mr. Paine has always said to me that my powder was the beat in the 
mourket, and that he has recommended it Highly to many sportsmen 
Byery batch of my powder is tesled :borough|y before it js agent out. 
I test it with oné drachm more than I recommend in the circolar, and 
Tam not sati-ted wotil it comes op to standard—rnyat 1s, to be better in 
pattern and pevetration than the best black powder obtilnab|a, 

Yours truly, Cane Drrrwan, 

This question seems to be one with which we, as editors, 
have nothing to do.—Eb. F, & 8, 

SS 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

New YouK—Oct. 29.—Match between members of Dean Richmond 
Sport-men’s Club, of Batavia, and Leroy Sportsmen's Club, of Leroy, 
Mateh at doves; shotbatStefford, Score: 

Frauk A Lusk, Leroy.......- 1111011001001 
H Chambertain, Batavia C..0101000110111¢00010 11-10 

After the maton a sweepstake shoot was arranged at seven birds, in 
Wich the Batavia shooters were yletorious, Pete Tompkins, their first 
prize man, taking first money, 

100111012 

BuOOKLTN—Brown'a Park, E. D,, Nov. 1,—Fitty birds each, 25 yards rise, 60 yards boundary, American \‘*Ghanucey Clab’).rules; for $100, 
Scott gun to lirsh, aud expenses of match to lowest acore: 

Allan Nicheis—1 11111111111111111111111111- 
O1121*1111111111102114 1-45, 

Ellis Tiyingstop—1 1111111111111%311110101174 
T10*12112411101011*0111 ia. 

Francis Eiwell—1 1011104*1120011711110100113 
1211111111001111%111111117—9, 

THEATRICAL GLASS BALL SHooTers —Mr. Ira A. Palne is now ghoote 
ing g uss balls at the Windsor Theatre, this city. Lig Opening feat 
Wik the breuking of seventeen glass balls in one minute. He guea to 
the Theatre Ruysl, Montreal, next week. Capt A. H, Bogardus, who 
bas been exhiniting in Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia, is 
bow ehooting nightly at Miuer’s J'ueatre, this city A new act to be 
introdoced on Mie 1th inst, is to use five traps on the atage, 

Wisconsty—Barqhoo, Oct. 26—Glass ball mstch for a silver ball; is 
yards rise, Boga dus tray and roles : 
Whistince.... . 0 

ecoccHoe ecreosr SHH eRe o cHeHerHoM eocoscess pote ee wer eHoH Sorrcor SoScroces SorePocts eocece oorcror Scerwces 
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~ Bational Pastimes. 

ATHLETIGS. . 

fee CoLLEeceE Atanetio Assooratioy.—Mott aven, 
ov. Bs 

_ 100-yards Dash— Fifteen entries—Won by Brereton, claca of 79, 
in itm 123, 
ue Wulk—Three Entries—Gould, 1st, 8m 393 ; Romaine, 8m 

B. 
Half-mile Ruu, Handieap—H M Moora, 100 yards start, won in 

2m; Fiske, 2d, 55 yards start, 2m 12s. 
Ranning High Jump —R Sayre, 4tt 8lyin. No competitor. 
es the Hammer—W K Pryor, ft lia ; J H Montgomery, 

in, 
220-yard Run—Eight entries—G H 

Sim 4-53 +; TJ Brereton, 2d. 
T H Lee vaulted 8ft Tit. No competitor. 
440-yards Run—VFive entries—F Rutherford, 18 yards start, 1st ; 

H I: Ross, soratch, 2d. 
Strangers’ Race, Half Mile—Six entries—Won by F Banham, 

Harlem Athletic Club, 2m 133, W Roberts, of Staten Ieland Club, 
and W E Barnes, of Short Hills Qlnb, tied for second place, 
Two-mile Walk--Two sturted—Won by W Hallock in 19m 423 

start. IF Keepetko’a time was 18m 334, 
One Mile Run—Won easily by J O Wetmore ia 5m 404, 
For the hurdle race and! steeple chase courses thera was but one 

entry each. 
In the tug of war between classes "79 and 

two straight pulls in 1m 30a and Im 8s, 

Taylor, 1st, 10 yards start, 

*S1, the latter won in 

Haryarp Araietio Cius—Boston, Nov. 2: 
reat gine Dash—Five entries—Won easily by Wendell, '82, in 

a, 
eal Run—Tivo entries—Crehore, 3m 2143 ; Garton a close 

second. 
Ous-Mile Walk—Threa entries—Won by Sterling, of the Theo- 

logical School, in 8m 253. ' 
Bicycle Handicap One Mile—Threo starters—Won by Sivan, 82, 

scratch, in 3m 49s. Second Heat—Swan, 4m 7s. 
One-Miule Ruo—Four entries—Won by Ehacher, 82, in 5m 13a ; 

Brewster, '81, 21; Manning, '82, 3d, 
M ust has Hurdle Race—Dhirea competitors—Won by Ooivdin, '79, 
in 19}. 
; ones Run—Two competitors—Won by Bacon , 80, ensily, 
Dn Ss . 

_ Tug of War Between Freshmen and Stewards of the Association. 
Bix Men on a team—'l'wo contests—Freshmen winners in 3la and 
338, : 
oe ous Dash—Three starters—Won easily by Wendell, 83, in 

3, 

Mile Steeplechase Over Thirty Hurdles and Several Parm 
Fences—Ten started—Some pratty leaping was shown, and saye- 
ral came to grief on the hurdles. The finish was cluse between 
Butler, L 8, and Torrey, *82. The latter won by three feet, 

New Yorr Araperic 
Mott Haven, Nov. 4: 

One Hundred Yards Dash—sixteen competitors—Won by WC 
Hall, Perth Amboy, N J, 435 yds in 10343. 

Ouse Half-Mile Run—Vifteen competitors—w R Whitmore, 12 
yda start, won in 2m. 12%¢s. 

Individual Tug of War—W B Cmtis, N ¥ A O,and OAT 
ee Cartis won first ligat iu 151g3, and second heat 
in im Be 
Two Haoadred and Fifty Yards Dash—Eleyen starters—Won 

by W H Douglas, New York, in 283, 
Toy of War—Dvams of four—Fiya teams—Harleam team o.1 

éfeated the Greenpoint boys in Im 24. Svotch-Amerioun team 
éfented the Mott Haven team im 25s, and the Harlem No 1 
psing the Harlem No 2 over the mark in 43. Tha Sootoh- 
American team won final heat in 41373, 
Hurdle Race, one-fifth mile—Fiye contestants—Won by WEB 

Btewart in 51s. 
Four Hundred Yards Race—L E Myers, 10 yda start, won in 55s 
Two Miles Walk—Nineteen started—G A Vanderhoof, Astoria, 

you iu 15m 233 actual time, 
Tug of War, Championship of Seventh Regiment—Won against 

three of the teams by W Sprague, captain; O H Bruel, J E 
MoNicoll, J H Walden, J © Gillies and John Gillies, 

Cxuus.—Olosing handicap games, 

Orrrant AronErs—Hackensack, MN. J, Nev. 2.—Last 
Meeting for this season; 24-inch target; 80 yds.: 

Hits, Value. 
18 TL 
15 i 
6 22 
5 13 

16 88 
14 6b 
a 17 

Wasast Merry Bowmey—Craufordsville, Ind,, Oct. 29, 
1878.—Four feet target, 60 yards, 80 arrows: 

Numeg. Hits, Score. Golds. 
AVM ON Ghoti a sy OANA e es Okt 73 al 
WB eWereeriaie.es nat wets test abite ek 94 4 
VEESLSEITS Satie ss taktaieietase 76 2 
J. W. Ramsay......... 69 0 
J.J, Insley,.......--..5- BO 1 
ape oEsluGe, een ka ueeweeeer sce 109 6 
Will B. Thompson....,.............-.. 30 156 8 
WGHNEAS HOVG= ony acess viecticsbees cas aT 7 5 

172 753 aT 

IntzENationaL Srx Days’ Warx.—The Enclish six days’ 
walk at Asriculiral Hail, Islington, was finished at 10:30 
o'clock last Saturday evening. The contest was to make 
Within the specitied time, by running or walking, the greatest 
distance on fool. ‘There were 24 starters, the eight who made 
the best record being: William Corkey, Bethnel Green, Bng., 
52) miles; H. Brown, Fulham, Hnv,, 505 miles; C. Rowell, 
Oambridge, Eng., 469 miles; J, Hibbert, Scthnal Green, 440 
miles; John Ennis, Chicago, [ll., 410 miles; A. Courtney, 
Barnet, Eng., 404 miles; §. Day, Northampton, Hing., 400 
miles; Richardson, America, 380 miles: Jt will be renwem- 
bered that O’Leary’s score in a former contest was 5192 
miles in 14th, 20m. 50s. The difference in distance is 14 
miles, and in time 2} hours. O*Leary’s time is, therefore, to 
all practical intent, not beaten by this record Mondon papers 
Atate that the Aimerican walker will meet Corkey, 

Outwareine O’Lrary.—William Crawford, the pedestrian, 
finished his fifty-mile walk at 9:20 Tuesday evening, al Wash- 
ington, in nine hours and tive minutes, 

Bosrox Laorossz,—A game of Lacrosse was played at 
Boston, Noy. 2, between the Coughnawauga Club, of Mon- 
treal, the champion Indian team of ihe |tominion, ahd the 
Union Athletic Club, of Boston. The game was to have 
been the best four out of seven, but owing to the lone time 
Tequired to play the usual number of games the contest fin- 
‘ished with the third game, which was won by « hard struggle 
by the Union Athletic. The Osnadiang won the first two. 

. 

Biddlecomb, who has ridden thousands of miles upon his 
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Foornarn.—A game of football, between Amberst and 
ale, was played at New Haven, Noy. 2. Yale made the 

first goal in 23 minntes ; time was called on the second inning 
Without a goal, and the third goal was made by Yales, who 
also scored three touch downs, The players were: Yale— 
orwards—Farwell, Harding, Moorhead, Lamb, Tves, Hnil 

aod Hiton. Half Backs—Brown, Badger, Peters, Thenipson 
and Camp, Backs—Wakeman, Nixon and Hill. Ambherst— 
Forwards—Banta, Russell, Deyo. Goodnow, Goodrich, Ohild, 
Underhill and Terry. Half Backs—Latimer, Crittenden, 
Gordon and Gillel Backs—Alden Chickering and Hill; 
Referee, George Clarke, ‘80. J udges—Yale, Miller, ‘79, 
Amberst, Thurston. 

Tse Danger or tag Brovote.—Probably there is no more 

dangerous form of amusement practiced than bicycling. The 
frightful fatality which accompanies the sport arises in great 

measure from the unexpected nature of the accidents, When 
the bicyclist, mounted upon his machine, is driving swiftly 

through space, he is allalert to the dangers of his position, and 

can guard against them. We rarely hear of accidents from the 

bicycle in actual use. Tt is when dabger is least apprehended 

that the bicyelist always encounters it. Here, for instance, 

just fallen off from the Ramsgate cliffs. 

death his bicycle was at home. 
At the time of his 

Again, an Englishman named 

machine, fell the other day when simply crossing a street, 
and broke his leg. His bicycle at the time was reposing in 
the wood-shed, The bicycle isa very dangerous machine. 

aiswers to Correspondents. 

No Notlcs Taken of Anonymous Communications. 

J W. M., Ypsilantl, Mich,—The black and tan, or Gordon setter {s 
frequently called the Scotch setter, 

Pinto, Baltimore.—You can zet excellent quall shooling at George- 
town, Delaware, Ask for R, A, Rosenbaum. 

W.E. A., Huntingdon.—In answer to your query in last week’s iseue 

we wrote that Frank Morester died in 186$,but the printers made it 1878. 

A. H 5B.—To prevent sputtering when pouring lead around a damp 
or wet joint, mejt a plece of resin in the ladle before pouring in the 
Hguld my tal, 

G. 0. G, Danville, P. Q.—You will find qnail shooting In Western 
Ontario at stations on the line of the Canada Southern or the Great 
Western Railroads and their branches. 

EB. GB. S., New York,—Can you inform me of any person having in- 
sects fur sale? Ans. John Akhurst, of Brooklyn, or J. Wallace, 17 

North Williym st., City, can give you information on this point. 

RvUrreD GrRovsE, Goshen, Mass,—Can you snogest the cause of & 

young deg’s suddenly commencing to break off and eat twigs as though 
&OX10us to get rid of something in his throat? Ans. Worus. 

ii, E. 3, N. ¥.—Your dog probably has cticrea, See article on Dis- 

temper in this week’s paper, The doses there glyen are for Tnll-grown 

dogs, aud should be reduced one-half of two-thirds for puppies, 

H. A. R., Kennedy, N, J.—The charge for your gan ia 3% drs pow- 

derand 1+; 0%, No.8 shot, ‘I'he mekeis a good one, The ** Sports 

man’s Gazetteer” will give you the information you want; to be had at 
this office, 

Trro, Ann Arbor.—Can you give another rece!lpt for curing feas on 

flogs besides pennyroyal, carbolic soap, snuff and gin, coal oil, and cam- 

omule? Ans. Steadman’s flea powder (see adv.) will surely drive tleas 
from a dog. 

IyQuirgr, Richmond, Va.—A Litch (motlier, red Irish; sire, Gordon) 

isin heat. Which strain wou!d you breed to? ‘The biteh in appearunce 

is red Irish, she having resembled her mother. Ans, We should breed 
her to 2 red Irish doz, 

J. J., Pittsburg.—Why are guts sometimes full choked In the left- 
hand barrel, and only moderately choked in the right? Ans. Because 

the left-hand barrel fs usually used for a second, and at longer ranges, 
iberefore a closer pattern 1s desired, 

F. P. R., Princeton, Me.—1, Do the red Irish setters stand the cold 

weather well? 2. Should a kennel be heated in winter? 3. Whatis 

the b-st bdding forakennel? 4. What ia the best cross with a Ted 
Irish setter? Ans. 1, Yes, 2. No. 3. Ryeor wheat sirayw. 4. The 
Gordon, 

Woencocs, Port Richmond, §. I,—About when will the best duck 

shootlig he this month op West Meadows, N, J? Ans: The strone, 

eold northerly winds which pres ailed the early part of this week should 

make the shooting good now, but we cannot tullat what particular date 

tie ducks will choose to stop, 

W. L W., Spencer, Mass,—Can you inform me where I van get a 
book that treats on tanning skins with for on, such as mjnk, otter, fox 

etc,, andthe price ofone? Ans. Buy * Howto Bunt and Trap," by J- 

H. Batty, of Orange Judd & C»,, 245 Broadway, New York; price $1 50, 
Or“ Taxidermists’ Manual,” $t. 

Raxo, Ithaca,—Would the following be a good target with 4 drs. Diit- 

mar powder, 10z. No. § shot; 10 gauge, 8% lbs. gun; 30\n. circle 

right barrel—30. yds., 289 pellets; 40 yds., 124 pellets; teft barrel—30 

yds., 303 pelleta; 40 yds., 164 pellels? Ans, The pattern made by the 

left barrel at 40 yds, is fair only; the others are not, 

R. M. B., New York.—Where in the city can I have a bitch spayed? 

What will be the probable cost? Also, at whatage is it besttohave 

itdone? Ans. We know of no onein N. Y. who performs the opera- 
tlon, Horace Siith, 33 Park Row, can tell you of some one near by 

who does lt. Itshonid be done when the bitch is between six weeks 
aod three months old, the younger the better. 

a7. M. G., Washington, D, C.—Please inform me what it will coat to 

import a dog from Ireland, and if I would iaveto pay duty on him at 
the Custom House? Ans. The freight will be £4, with a smajl fee to 
butcher, There will be no duty if the shipper is careful to get a certif- 
cate trom U.S, Consul at port of shipment that the dgg is intended for 

breeding purposes ; otherwise thers is a duty of 2025. 

G. E, P., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Will you please let me know why the 
Dittmar Powder Co. say in ita cirenlar that the brands A, B and © 

shonld not be used inrifles? Also, what brand of Dittmar, if it is eufe 

to use, is best for rifles? I haye fired about 25 rounds of Dittmar C in 
jy .86 cal. Maynard rifle, and was muh pleased with the way it shot. 

Ans, You cannot do better than to coulinue to use 0, This Is Capigin 
Bogardus’ choice. 

8. M., Renova, Pa.—My dog is suffering trom chronit diarrhea, What 
shalli do for him? Ans. Presuming that you have given him, withour 
stopping lt, & dose of castor oil with a few drops of laudanum,we would 

suggest the following: Dilute sulphuric acid, 3 drs,, tine, oplum, 2 dre.; 

was an English rider, Mr. Galloway, of Nast Molesey, whohas 
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Compound tincture of bark, 1 oz.; water, f3¢ oz; mix, and give two 

tablespoonfnls every four hours, Feed only on broth or milk thickened 
with Tice or arrowruot, and give rice water only for drink, 

H. 8S. and H. L. F., Monroe, N. C.—Are [he balla in Dr, Carver's 
shooting thrown from a trap? If so, how fur from the Trap does he 
atand? Are the baila thrown in any direction, like they are for shotgun 
shooling? Has he ever written a book on 1he subjec'? Ans, The 

balls aré thrown up by hand, the tosser atand-ng 15 or 18 faet away, or 

éven less They are hit about § feet above the thrower’sa hoad, not to 
the right or left. He has written no book, 

J. M., MeVeytown, Pa.—The head of the fish which you sent ua 
recently, stated to have been caughtin a lake In the interior of Penn- 

sylvania, belongs to what is commonly known as the lake lawyer, dog- 
ish or mudfish, It belongs to the order of Ganoida, and la known as 
Amin calva, family Amiidw, For very full description sce Hallock's 
“Sporisman’s Gazetteer,” pages 324-6, 

Dent, Arcola, Tll.—Do you think a little dent in my gun barrel abont 
6 in. from the muzz!a could be taken ont without injury to the gun? 
Ifae, who would be a good smith to send tt to in my vicinity? 2, [3180 
grs. of powder by Weight too great a shatgeforal2 auge, $'4 |bs, gum 
for ducks? 8. What will 34 doz. decoy queks cost? Ans. 1, IEcan be 
easily taken ont by any gunsmith, %, Ib would equal 4) dra. Wo 
siould not use over 4 drs, 3. $5 to $6. 

G. W. R., Georgefown.—1. I want to pnrchase a Shelton Auxillary 

rifle burrel. What is the best calibra for turkeys, geese, docks and 

squirrels? 2. How far willit kill? 3. Is there any better make? 4. 

Will it hurt the gun insny way? 5 What is the most suitable way to 

carry shells for shotgun? Ans, 1. .33, 2, We do hot know, probably 

as Tar as an ordinary rifle if held straight, 38. Wedo not know of any, 

4. We think not. 5 There are several belts, etc,, adyeriised, Wehaye 

always found thé pockets of our shooting coat to answer well enough, 

H. © B, Rocky Hill—Some time since I registered at your office the 

pedigrees of tlve dogs at a cost of $5. Subsequently it was announced 

in your paper that the money would be refunded or applied to the 

subscriber’s credit in payment for a copy or copies of the Kennel Stud 

Book. I preferred the latter alternative, but begin to be anxions. Will 

some one please riseand explain? Ans. At the earnest solicitation of 

the National American Kennel Club we handed over to them our Ken- 

nel Register, with the understanding that they would print the Stud 
Book. We are now endeavoring to get our book back, as there appears 

to he no inimediate prospect of the other being published, 

Baown,.—lI think T have read in your paper articles relative tothe 

damage that might be incurred by the State from cutting the Adiron- 

dack forests, and thereby destroying the springs and sources of the 

Hudson, and diminishing lts volume, Can you refer me tu any pnbii 

eatin on the subject? Ans, See Mough's '' Reports on Foresiry to tha 

U. 3 Department of Agriculture for 1873,” for complete luformation, 

Book can be obtained from the @ :yernm-nt printer at Washington, We 

can furnish you the articles from our paper if reqnired. 

A. $., New Orieans.—I have a setter dog about @ year old that es 

8000 us he hears the reportof a gun it is almost impossible to make 

him doanything, Ans. You may possibly cure your dog of his gun- 

shyness by a-customing him to the report at feeding time, using very 

light charges at first, und gradually increasing them, Then take him 

to the field or hedge-rows, and kjll some small birds, allowing him to 

mouth them, At frst tle him to you with ac rd from his collar. If, 

after a few attempts, he shows any interest in the proceedings, he can 
bs permanently cured. 

E. W. C., Germantown,—Can you tell me of any place within threel 

or four hours of Philadelphia where Tecan get gond shooting either at 

ducks or gusilon Thanksgiving Day? Would rather not go to Jersey. 
Also, can you give me the name and address of some gunner or hote 
proprietor with whom can correspond? Ans. Address Capt, Allyn, 

Ocean City, Worcester County, Maryland. You will find both ducks 

and quail. Or write to R. A. Rosenbaum, Georgetown, Delaware, Non 
residents cannot shoot ducks in Delaware. 

HE. N., Cambridge, Mass.—1. Won’t the shot cartridges which ara 

made for rifles hurt the rifing? 2, What isthe best English sporting 
paper, and what is its price per annum; where csn IT geta speci- 

mencopy? 3. Is there such a carbine as the Ballard and where js {t 
manufactured? Ans, 1, There are no shot certridges made for rifles, 
except for the little Hobert parlor rife, It would ruin a rifie to shoot 

shotinit. 2 The London Field. Subserlption price 28s, sterling, pro- 
hably $10 per annum jn this country. Specimen copy can be had from 

Brentano, Union Square, this city. 3, Yes, made by Schoverling & 
Daly, New York. 

C D M., New Rochelle, N- ¥.—1. ‘To what dealer or deglersin N. ¥. 

shoul! Igo to obtain a reliable muzzle-loader, d. b , shot cosling nob 

more than $10? 2, It is wanted for generaluse. What gauge, length 

and weight is best for this? 2 Does welght, as given in your columus, 

mesn weight of barrels only? 4. Cana good gun for the use named be 

purchased for about $257 Ans. 1. You must read the advertisements, 
%, 12 gauge, 30ln. barrels, Sib3, 3. Is means weight of entire gun. 4, 
No, not 2 Dew one, 

Bucksuo?, Brooksburg, Ind.—l, A few weeks ago you raid to load 

ehokea gins with buckshot by chambering shotatmuzzle. Last week's 

paper says that tt is not safe to shoot buckshot from g choked gun. Ta 

it not safe to load as first directed? 9. Whatis the largest No. of shot 

that can be used with perfect safefy in a choke-bored gun? $3 Js it 
safe (o use the Auxiliary rifle barrel in a choked gun? Ans, 1. Ik is 
not safe to use buckshot in a choke-bored gan unless the chargé will 
chamber In the mozzle, for the reason that if 4 larger charge Is used, 
although ninety-nine 1imes ina hundred they might pass ons sately, 

the one hundredtii time they might chamber,” or filtenipt tO pass out 

in that form, the result of which would be to injure the gun, 2. Any 

size can be used. 8. Yes, because the bore of ther‘fle must necessurily 
be much smaller than the bore of the gun, 

H., Norwich, Conn.—l, Does the Brooklyn Entomological Soclety 

consist only of entomologists of Brooklyn and yieinity, oris {ts mem- 
herstip open to all? Do they accept young naturalists as members ? 
Could I procure their monthly bulletins, parti¢ularly Nos. 1,2,4and 5? 

2. How can I procure a copy of the ‘Insect Hunter’s Companion,” by 

Rey, Joseph Green, London, 1830? Conld you procure a copy formeé? 

Could you procure me copies of the following works, viz: ' Wifth An~ 
nual Rep tt of the Insects of Missouri,’ 1£73, by GC, V. Riley; '*Eoto-~ 

mologieal Notes,” by S, H. Scudder, being from the proceedings of the 

Boston Society of Natural History,” Vol. XIX., 1877-1S? Ans, 1, The 

Brooklyn Entomological Society consists of active members who pay 
$2 initiation fee and 60 cents monthly dues, which are used to publish 
the Bulletin, The membership isopentoall, it holla Meetings the 
first Saturday of each month atSP,M., at No 9 Broadway, when papers 
Tor publication are read, and communications amoag the members ex- 
changed. If onr correspondent could possibly be present at aby time, 
he would be gladiy welcomed. Young neturalisis are yery welcome, 
as [a any One interested in this branch of Natural Stlences, The Aul- 
letin coats sixty cents for twelve monthly numbers, 2 Wor the first 
named work write to J. Sabin & Son, &4 Nassau st, New York, For 
the other works write to the authors, who will perhaps supply yon, 
They Gre not on sale, we belleve, though you may be able Wo obtaiy 
copies from the Natnralista’ Agency, Salem, Mass, : 
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Starting A Boy.—A lonesome-looking 
boy was yesterday hanging around a wood- 
yard in the northern part of the city, when 
the owner of the yard, having both charity 
and philanthropy for boys with tears in their 
eyes, asked the lad why he didn’t peddle 

_ ‘apples or do something to earn a few shillings. 
The boy replied that he had no capital, and 
‘hig beer La man took ont a nickel and 
AIG : 

_ ‘Naw, my boy, I’m going to start you in 
life. Take this nickle and go and make a 
purchase of something or other. I'll buy it 
of you for ten cents, no matter what it is. 
Come, now, let’s see what sort of a business 
head you have on you.” 
_ The boy took the nickel and went off, bul 
in ten minutes was back with a gallon jug 
which he had purchased with the nickel. 

“Well, you are a keener,” replied the 
imam. ‘*‘T never saw one of those sold for 
jess than fifteen cents to any one. I want 
such a jug, aud here’s its fair price. Go now 
and Jay out your fifteen cents in apples and 
Pl buy half your stock.” 
_ The boy did not return. Perhaps he fell 
into @ sewer somewhere ; but; you can’t make 
the wood-yard man believe so. When he 
lifted the jug from under the tab’e where the 
boy had carefully placed it he found a hole 
in the bot{#m large enough to let in a black 
and tan teiricr,— Detroit Free Press. 

A Vaurey Desonatron.—A spot almost as 
‘terrible as the prophet’s valley of dry bones 
jies just north of the old Mormon road to 
Calitornia, a region thirty-six miles long, by 
thirty broad, and surrounded, except at two 
points, by inaccessible mountains. It is to- 
tally devoid of water and yegetation, and the 

“‘sbadow of bird or wild beast never darkens 
its white glaring sands. The Kansas Pacitic 
tailroad engineers discovered it, and also 
some papers which show the fate of the lost 
Montgomery train, which came south from 
Salt Lake in 1850, guided by a Mormon. 
When near Death’s Valley, they came to the 
conclusion that the Mormons knew nothing 
about the country, so they appointed one of 
itheir number a Jeader, and broke off from the 
party, The leader turned due west; so with 
the people and wagons and flocks he traveled 
threk days and then descended into the broad 
valley, whose treacherous mirage promised 
water. ‘They reached the centre, but only 
the white sands, bounded by scorching peaks 
met their gaze. Around the yalley they 
wandered, and one by one the men died, and 
the panting flocks stretched themselves in 
death under the hot sun. ‘The children, cry- 
ing for water, died at their mother’s breasts, 
and with swollen tongues and burning vitals 
the mothers followed. Wagon after wagon 
was abandoned, strong men tottered and 
raved and died. After a month's wandering, 
a, dozen survivors found some water, in a hol- 
low of a rock in the mountain. It lasted but 
a, short time, when all perished but two, who 
escaped out of the valley and followed the 
trail of their former companions. LHighty 
seven families with hundreds of animals, per- 
ighed there, and now, atter twenty-seven 
years, the wagons still stand complete and 
the iron works and tires are bright and the 
shriveled skeletons lie side by side. 

TIFFANY & Co., 

UNION SQUARE, 

NEW YORK, 

Send on request designs, esti- 

mates and particular informa- 

tion in regard to working up 

special Silver into articles of 

use or ornament. Their de- 

signing rooms and workshops 

are organized with reference 

to the production of works 

having a distinctive character, 

and persons wishing to have 

heir-looms, or silver from 

mines in which they are inter- 

‘ested, wrought into forms, may 

pe certain of receiving their 

own metal, Correspondence 

invited, 

‘DUNN & WILBUR. 

Came, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

192 DUANE STREET, N. Y- 

novi tf 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
37 BEAVER STREET, N. Y¥, 

noy7 3m 

GUNS. 

BARKER & CO., Auctioneers, 

47 and 49 LIBERTY ST., N. Y. 

THE LAST AUCTION SALE THIS SHA- 

SON OF BREECH-LOADERS. 

BARKER & CO. will make their last sale of 
auperior breech-loading shot-guns on Saturday, 
Noyember 9, commencing at 12 o’clock. Gun now 
on exhibition with catalogue. novi It 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 BRoapway, Room 30, New Youre Crry, 
oy 

Ali buainess promptly attended to. Nova? 

x. THOMAS, JK., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% South Clark Street, Chicago, Ti, 

TROY, N. ¥, Free circulars 

Wy) FULL LENGTH COT, in this cases$10 
LOUNGE, in this case, $8, 

ull Sold Everywhere by tho trade. 
5 t ? per day at home. Samples worth $6 free, 

$ 0 Address Stinson & On., Portland, Maine, 

W. S. COX & CO., 
Wholesale Fruit and Produce Commission Mer- 
chants, No, 174 West Sixth street, Market Square, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. All kinds of game handled In its 
season, movi 1b 

Gunpowder. 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Duponi’s Guopowder Mills, established in 1901, 
have maintained their great reputition for 78 years. 
Manufacture the following celébrated brands of 
Powder = 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), mmequalei in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A qnick, strong and clean Powder of very fine grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG,, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFg and FF Fg.—The Fg for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg and FFFg for general use, burning 
atrong and moist. 4 

SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POW DERS ofall sizes and descriptions, Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any reqnired grain 
or proof, Agencies in a)! cities and principal towns 
throughout the U §. Represented by 

F, L KNEELAND, 70 Watt Sv. N. Y. 
. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. 

GUNPOWDER. 

is Ss 
“ABEL on EROW rae 

American Powder Co. 
233 STATE STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. 
E. B, Ramso, 14 State street, Chicago, Il). 
MLG. GopparD, 504 North Second, St. Lonis, Mo, 
F, Bans &Co..°41 Waltnt et., Cincinnat!, 0. 

. THE 

HAZARD POWDER UO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GON P OWeb i, 
Hazard’s “ Electric Powder? 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in 
Strength and cleanliness. Packed in sq) 
ters of 1 lb. only, 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb. canistera ane 
64 1b, kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
ee prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 

int of 
canis- 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 5 15, sanisters 
and 637 and 12% Ib, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke any other brand, and tt ie equally servicedbia 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

#HFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kers vf 98, 
123 and b3¢ Ibe, and cans of 6 lbe.e! FFG 16 also 
packed in Tana 3¢ 1b. cunlsters, Burns trong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘*Sea Shooting” FG is 
the standard Rife puwder of the country, F 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

ANY REQUIRED GRATN O8, EROOS MANU 
PACTURED TO ORDER. : : : 
The above can be had of deaers, or of the Com- 

pany’s gene in every prom*pent city, or wholesals 
at our 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Vy, 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 107%, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed 
1\b. cand ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mendéd for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 7 to § ip 
metal kegs, 64 Jbs. euch, and canisters of i and 6 
Tbs. each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
Phe best for rifles and all ordinary pnrposes. 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FEPG, thelast being the finest. 
Packed in wood aud metal Kegs of 25 1bs,, 1234 Ibs. 
and 64¢ Ibs., and in canisters of 11h. and 44 1b, 

All of the above give high velocities and Tess 
residuum than auy other brands madeé, and are re- 
solamended and used by Capt. A. H, BOGARDUS; 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BUASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

{NG APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER 
of all einds2n hand and made to order, 

Safety Fase, Frictional and 
i mantis ane Siete " 

vampiilets, showing sizea of the by Wao: 
cut, aunt free on application to the above mddress. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
zion %, 8, 4, 5b qandg8. Superior Rifle, Entisia 

Rite, and Col. Hawkers Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar etreat. N.Y Agent forthe Tin'ted Stateg 
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ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

Manufacture and Sale 

SETH GREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
order, $2 per doz. 
to order, $1 per doz. 
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MAKERS OF 

1878. 

SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

FINE SPORTING GUNS. 
Winners, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportsmen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘' For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘ For the Best Gun ‘of American 
Make”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world. 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF 

THESE ARMS 
UNSURPASSED; 

ARE 
FOR 

inchester Repeating Arms Company, 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WINCHESTER & HOTCHKISS REPEATING FIRE-ARMS, 
In all varieties for MILITARY and SPORTING USES, and every variety of 

METALLEGC AMMUNEITION. 

RAPIDITY, ACCURACY, DURABILITY and EFFICIENCY, 
AND ARE NOW OFFERED AT 

CREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

WINCHESTER 
For Illustrated Catalogue and Price List, address 

REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, 
New Haven, Connecticut, or 245 Broadway, New York. 

W..W,.Greener’s Champion Treble, Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader. | . 

Taz: WINNINGICUN. 
At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb, 

1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art yalted at 
£169, and a money pups Of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, Killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foct and 293; yarda, He 
also won the second event, killing § birdsin succession -| 

. at 33 yards, makias g total of 19 birds out of 20, This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
The winuing gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, bea'- 
ing 1% guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
J, Purdey, the gunmaker. 

1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killmg 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only, 

The winning gon also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating , 102 guns by all the best makers of Great Britain aw Ireland. THE PATEN? TREBLE WEDGE FAS BRE CH-LOADEF. is the strongest and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oot. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W, W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-~Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. = 

FOSS BROS. & CO, 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CcO.), 

‘The winning eun also at Philadelphia, 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 
CHICAGO. 

HAND-MADE BOXING GLOVES. 

PRICES PER SET OF TWO PAIRS 

A. Siuffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves j 
in the country for the money........... ..$2 50 

B. A good, stont, full-sized glove, all brown 
hands, good covers and well sewed........ 38. 0 

CG. Made of carefully selected leather. ‘The 

around the wrist,... a Aine bee Ae -60 
D, Covered with the very best finished buck- 

skin; strings around wrist, and bound 
; with fancy leather.......... - + 4.50 

Wiig HE. English Buck Gloves and covera stuffed 
NNN ‘with best curled hair, faney band, best 
= - a == trae The very best glove that can be ah 

r Ff sinker in so rieriaestlae Ueto set yy canes 200 
Fine English Gloves covered with white kid and bound with fancy leather, per set........,,0e00.. 6-00 A book of instroction given away with each set when the money accom Beaten the order. 

Suan? s GGons, | SEND FOR PEICE LIST GF SKATES, NOVELTIES AND 

— 

FISH & SIMPSON, 182 Nassau 8t., New York, 

The Kennel, 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES, 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded. including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel] 
Club, New York. 

None are fenuine unless so stamped 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

1 South Willlam Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sala in cases of 112 pounds. 

Sh RA ES PAT Ein tT 
DOG MEDICINES. 

CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, Parg- 
Ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders, Cure for 
Rheumatism, Lumbago, and Chest Founders. Cure 
Tor Jaundice, Tonic Coutlition Pills, and Cough Pils; 
Cure for Canker of the Har, Liniment for &prains, 
Stimulant for the Growth oi Halr, and Mange Lo- 
ton. 

The Kennel Medicine Chest 

Contains all the above remedies, also various Surgi- 
cal Appliances. : 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison. For sale by 

H. CG. SQUIRES, 
octl0 ti 1 CORTLANDT STREET, N.Y, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

‘This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned, It is putu 
im patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates ita use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pat np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full direetions for uss. 

Price 40 cents per Box by imeali, 
_ Hoth thé above are recommended by Rop ann Guy 
104 [OREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTORN. 
aot 12 117 FU! TON STREET. 

CCCKERS! COCKERS! 

riamen in want of fir‘t-class cocker spaniels 
ao atonce to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, becretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N, ¥. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
tach for dog or bileh pups, septi2tr 

Dhe Sennel. 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
or 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co, N Y¥. 

I keeponly cockers of the finest strains. Sel! only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery to every customer, These beantiful and in- 
relligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting anil retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get pristed pedigrees, tiz- 
cular, testimonials, etc. jot 

LISTE W ? 
The Sportsmen’s Bell 

tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lio 
closer, Valuable in early 
woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 

Pa where the cover is thick, 
ia Sold by dealers in guns 

and sporting goods, Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING UO., 
Hast Hampton, Conn, septl9 3m 

Imperial Kennel, 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment. 
Address, 3 

H. ©. GLOVER, 
Toms RivurR, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs have daily 
access to salt water, octlo tf 

$25 REWARD. 
— 

LOST OR STOLEN—A large red and white setter 
dog, past three years old. Body color, red ; breast, 
beily, all four feet and tip of tail, white; white blaze 
on face and white patch on back of neck ; hair on 
hips and tail inclined to curl. He anawers to the 
name of Rock and is very friendly in disposition. 
When last seen wore collar with my name and ad. 
dress and name ** Rock, Jr.” 
The above reward will be paid on his delivery to 

me, or if stolen, $100 will be paid for return of dog 
and information which will conviot the thief. GEO 
B, GRINNELL, Milford, Conn OCtlT 44 

OGS BROKEN—Gentlemen desiring to hava 
their dogs broken this year by me will please 

communicate at once. Want them fitted for the 
field ere season opens, Shall go Sonth for the 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dogs and 
puppies) for sale. Come and see them at Centreville 
on the Hrie Railroad. First. buyers best selection, 
Address HE, S&S. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pagsaia 
County, N. J. je27 t 

(REE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for anle 
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 

setter dog, not thoroughiy broken for the fleld, but 
admirably suited to a gentleman's country place, or 
as a pereonal companion. He is full-sized and 
highly bred, Price $100, Application must be made 
At this offics. Address ©, octe tf 

in fhae BRED FIBLD TRIAL BOG PUPS FOR 
‘ SALE, whelped July 17, 1878, ont of Minna 
Soaggh Re Brutus (Belie-Rob Roy). Ade 
ess D. MURRAY, West River P, 0., Be eh 

: oc i 



Ghe Hennel. 

POINTER PUPPIES. 
By tmpnrted ch:mpion Srapshet, out of imported 

Farinte, now elght weeks o/d—color, liver with white 
murkligs—thres dogs, one bitch, price each $20. 
Al-o one red Iris" setter bitch, whelped Jone 12, by 
imporied Dash (ist, New York, 1878,) ou! of im- 
ported Flora (ist, New York, 1878). Price $25. We 
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept 
21 by champ'on Snapshot, out of onr Gypsev (hy 
al. out of Psyche; 1s , New York, 1878), LINCOLN 
& HHLLYAR, Warren, Mass, octal tt 

ANTED—A well bred, good-looking English 
setter bitch, not above medium size; well 

broken on quail, and to hunt well with another dog, 
Must have very good nose and pace, Will deposit 
with Editor FOREST AND STREAM value of dog fora 
trial, Address J. H, §., Rcom 105, Hotel Brunswick, 
New York Oity. octal 2b 

ORDON SETTER PUPPIES "OR SALE—A dog 
and bilch, now six weeks old, ont of Mr. 

Tilestow= champion bitch Lou, by Mr. Jerome 
Marble’s Gronse. Price, $30 each, Address H. C. 
GLOVER, Imperial Kennel Ulub, Toms River, N. J. 

oct?4 3t 

OR SALE—Well broken setter dog, 23¢ years old 
For particulars apply to AUG, HENNE, Pough- 

keepsie, N. Y. novi 2t 

OR SALE—One Irish setter dog, 16 months old. 
J Color, bright red. Address C. 0, BYERLY, 

Easton, Md. noy7 3 

OR SALE—Orange and white setter bitch, 244 
years old; partly broke; staunch, handsome, 

ood reiriever. Sire, One-eyed Sancho; dam, 
mith’s Fiors, Dam of some fine field dogs. Ad- 

dress A. W. DAY LON, Box 768, Peekskill, N. Y. 
noy? it 

OR SALE—Seven Gordon setter puppies out of 
my Bess, sired by Mudge’s Sam, winner of first 

prize at the last New York Bench Show, Addres G 
8. THUMPSON, Box 163, Foxboro, Mass, noyT 2t 

OR SALE—My liver and white cocker spaniel 
Spot. He istwo years oli, pure bred from 

imported stock, <A valuable stock dog, as his get are 
very handsomely marked, Shot over this season on 
partridge and squirrel. J.G. MORRISON, Ashland 
N. A. novi 1; 

OR SALE—Two Irish Gordon male pups, one 
biak-and-tau and one red, out of Ciytie she by 

Tom out cf Chloe, by Pat out of Kathleen by 
Pinoket. Address P.O, box, 365 New B-dford. 
Mass. NOvT 21 

RISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE—Ont of Mr 
Joo. BE. Deyiiu’s linported red Irish setter bitch 

Mollie (liter sister to Moya), by Rattler (by PJaske 
out of Mova), Price $25 each, Address DAVID 
G@. HART, Northport, L. 1. nov? 1, 

OR SALE—A very fast and handsome dark red 
lriso vetrer dog pup, eleven months, sired by 

enhamptou Rory '’Moore, dam Neil Il_(Piunket-ho }). 
Tuli pedigr-e. Has been huntedaf w times; solu 
for no fault atu bargain, J. \W. GIBBS, i loods- 
barg, Pa. wov7 ll 

fer Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the Ist of Nov. to Jan. 20. 

1J. B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt, County, 

N. Y¥- 

Send for price list 

sept26 tf 

WILD RICE 
Seed ace Sale. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

octz 

(y Reese FAR W—For fale, 1.660 acres im- 
proved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farin hons+, three stabies, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells grading, running streams of cleur 
Water diwectly ou lineuf St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroad; pice $18.000. Only one half mile by rat 
from co my seat. Hold only to increase farminy 
jneerest in linmediate neighborhood. No such bir- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
grown und full +peciticationa given of application 
to LHa8. HALLUCEK, office of FoREST AND Sree 

os! &. 

7] OR SALE—Cristal Spring Fish Farm and Picnh 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J, Build 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic framé 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house. 
stables, etc—in one, four horses; twenry-ihree 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
piuds; fine gatden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
erchards. Address B. B. P., care this aes 

e13 if 

] eas FOR SALH—Ferret Muazz'es. A'lkinds 
of Soorting D ge. Send for cirenlar. Address 

©. VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario Co., N, ¥. 
Oc 3? 2t 

Wanted. 

W ANTED—Double-ba:reled 10-bore gun by first 
class hnglish maker, and brace of thoroughly 

tra‘ned setters, for which I will give my trotting 
horse Dick; has arecord of 2:39, nine years, sound 
and kind. Address H.D., Box 2,455, Post Office, 
City. Dwi = 

Amusements, Ge. 

HE AQUARIUM. BROADWAY AND 35th ST, 
Magoiticently trained KENTUCKY THO- 

OUGHBREDS, tweive beautiful, high spirited 
horses, in the most difficult and novel feats eyer 
geen, Last week of tne wonderful performance of 

- GERALDINE AND M. LEOPOLD. 
Shot from @ cannon thirty feet, 

Admission, 50 cents. Reserved eats, 2c, extra. 
LIVING ST. BENOIT TWINS 

on separate exhibition. 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns. 

"Chia barrel can be placed in a gun ready for nse ina second of time with the same ease a5 B cartridge, ana 
ean Le removed just as expeditiously. There isno wear 
not yet out of order. _ With this Auxillary Barrel, 

shot gul can be converted into a most accurate rifle. a breech-loading 

barre 

on the rifie barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 

‘The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit oy standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calihre of rifle 32, 38, or 44 aa desired. Length of 

twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.’3 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873, Send fora Cirenlar and Price List, 

s AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O. Box 715 

221. 
(TEADE 

“OLD RELIABLE” 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

221. 
MARK.) 

STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifies were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other tour. Among them the 

inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military 

other rifle, 9G0. 
Rifle, woa with a score of 974, Best score by any 

The international Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rifie, 1.044. Best by any other rifle, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Miatch. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 21%. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197. 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr Frank Hyde with a Suarps Rifle with a score of 148 out of a 
possible 15u at 1,000 yards, 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize af Fall 
Mr Frank Hyde, 

THE LEECH CUP. won at Spring Meeting with a scoreof 2t%5. Best 
Mceting. th)ee competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 

Col. W.H lark ani Capt W H. Jackson—tied on a score of 3:10 points. 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP. won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, wiih a Sharps 

Military Rifle. AN prizesin th sinatch were won 

221. BRIDGEPORT, 

AMERICAN THAM WALH-OVER iFirst Day).—J. 5. Suomer made, 
Rifle, thé extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at $00, 900 and 1,000 yards. 

SHARPS RIFLE CO., 
CONN., 

with Sharps Eifles. 
with a Sharps Long-Range 

221. UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

W. & CG. SCOTT & SON’S 
FINE BREECH-LOADERS 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. 

CAPTAIN EOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 
FINE TRIPLEX 12 GAUGH BREECH-LOADER,MADE BY 

W. & C. SCOTT & SON. 
[Krom CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUES.) 

W. & O, Scott & Son: Lonpon, August 9, 1878, 

Gentlemen—Before leaying England for my home in America, I wish to express my fullest satisfaction 

in the terrific shooting power of your choke-bore guns. I 
extra 12-bore barrels; also @ light 12 and 20 bore; all of your make, 

now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
which canpot be excelled in the 

shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidily and power of your patent Triplex Action. I uaed 

your gun in my two recent matches with Mr. Pennell, 
in each match, winning by two birds; 

one 28 and July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71 
also in my match with Capt. Shelley, July 29, at which time I scored 

84, ‘the highest score on :ecord;” and in the Internat {onal Match with Aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 

Aug, 6, for £1,000, which I won by killing 79 out of 109, 
yards rise. As evidence of the durability of your gun, 
still in good condition. 

Belleye me, yours very truly, A, 

All of the above matches were at 100 birds each, 80) 
J have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and if is 

BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

(From COT. JOHN BODINE, New York.) 

Gentiemen—I have receiyel the Premier quality choke-bore gun, No. 8,696, in good order, and am 
W. & ©, SooTr & Eon: 

pleased to say that its performunce excels my expectations, 
Ttfully comes up to speerfications of order, most fastidious could desire. 

April 7, 1878 

whileits syinmetry and (nish is all that the 
both in finish and shooting quali- 

es, I have disposed of my two guns by other Makerg. 

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXAITBITION, 1878. 

ESTABLISEIED, 1811. 

mow xr RYON,|Jr.|&|Cco. 
MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

reech TL pading E 
AND 

ire \A rms, 

ACCESSARITES. 

STORES No, 19 North Gizth Gt., No, 220 North Second St., and No, 827 Commerce ft, 
Perm ADZEUurYr ara. 

TATHAWM’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Stendera Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.' 

Gives greater penetration oud better pattern than ordinary slot. 

| choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Equally well adapted to 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, More spherical, more uniform in size, 

harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beekman St., 
NEW Tors. 

Also, manufacturers of 

‘PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more 
PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and cou- 
Tniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

Publication’, 

SEASONABLE BOO K 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range vite Shooting, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 

camp Life in Florida, 

The Fishing Tourist, 
2 $2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition, 

83. 

For sala at office of FOREST AND STREAM, 111 
Falton street, New York. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

D my nated Se ha > +i Partridge & iheasant Shooting: 
Mescribing ite faints, Habits, and Methods of 

Banting aud Suooring the Amerivan Partridze—Qual'; 
Rufred Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
jag the cnn, hunting the dog, aud sheoting on the 
sing. Price. $2. Liberal discount to the trade- 
To be had at hook stores generally, Also for sale 

one double-barrei breech-loading ¢entral fire shot- 
gun, 12-gauge, Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Det 11 Frederick City, Md. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen, 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED, ] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points 0 
Intercet, Populations, Farm Lands, their value 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, origin 0. 
Names, Ishabitanis of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Lite saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Peisonal Skeiches, Parks, Land As-ociations. Fisn- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official <ources, with complete soundings, étc., etc. 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14, Price $7. Address 0. P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editer, Fouest aND STREAM 
Ofiice, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAP), BOGARDUS. 
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 

for glass bali shooting, and chapter on Piredibe and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For pale at 
this otfice. Price $2. 

BREW BOOKS! 

CYPRUS: Historical end Descriptive. After the 
Germalt oF Pranz vou L ler. Wilh mach addition- 
al matter by Mra. d. Batsoo-Joynar. With 3 maps 
ao 18 jiuslrations, Goth wilt, $l 7, 
PARROTS AND MONKEYS By the antnor of 

“tthe Eoihts of the Frozen Sea,” ete, etc. With 

25 imsiraniens 40. clon exore, gut, pictures on 

ide. $1.15. It. WORTHINGTON, 720 Broadway, 

New York. bovT it 

ea 
a 

Siliacellaneons, 

Kentucky State Loitery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, £89 BROAUWAY, » 

Class V Draws November 15. 

One prize of $15,900, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000. 

159) PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,926. 

Whole Ticket, $t. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
590 BROADWAY, N. Y- 

_ Se - 

FERGUSON'S 

SPORTSMAN’S LANTERN 
(improved) 

(Patented June 4, 1878.) 

Combining a CAMP LANTERN, HAND LANTERN 
HEAD #JACKE and STAFF“ JACK.” FERGUSON'S 

RUST PREVENTER, safe to handle, will not gum, 

The best waterproof and preservarive tor boots, etc. 

Pium’s Lubricating Oil, Insect Repellent, ete,, etc. 

Seni for descriptive circular. 
A, FERGUSON, $1 Beekman Bt,, N. ¥. 

novyT 2m 

—— 



-Syortgmen’s Bontes. — 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Pledmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountairs, Greenbrier and New Hivera, ani Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail. snipe, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pitkeérel, etd., eta. 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
‘hrongh the moat beautiful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mouutains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cineiniatl, with the Weat, 
North est and Sontheast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North und Northwest; and ut Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the South. All modern improyementa 
in equipment. ; 

CONWAY R. HUWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Richmond, Va. ap 

People’s Evening Line 
TO ALBANY. 

Leaves PIER 41, N. R., foot of Canal s reet, 
daily, Sundays excepted, at 6 Pr. mM. 
Fitst-olnass fare, B81. Deck, 50c. Excursion 

to Albany und Return, she: Stn e- 
rooms, $f and $2. 

Making close connections with traina on New 
York Cen ral Railrjsad for the West, and D ‘aware 
and Hadson Railroad for the Nerth, and Susque- 
hanns Railroad for the Southwest. 
EHooms Somfortnbly Wa med by Steam, 
t?-THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF 
STEAMERS SELLING TICKETS AND CHECK- 
ING BAGG -Gk 10 PLACES ON THEN Y.C.B.R. 
THROUGH TICKETS can be had af the 

eilice on the pier, at Westco t Express offices, at all 
Botels and ticket offices in New York, or of conae*t- 
ing Railroad and Steamboat Lines, 

S. E. MAYO, Gen’l Passenger Agent. 

Old Dominion Line, 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

Waterfow! and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
Iry. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninsula, Ciiy Point, 
James’ River, Currittick, Florida, and the mountain- 
ong couatry of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfo'k 
steamers sail Mond.y, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at2 e, mu, 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St, 
New York. sepys ly 

St, Louis, dinneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St, Lonis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHHAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS RACH WAY DAILY, 
between Berlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and Weat 
Lines in Lowa, ronulng through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs t'yken good care of, Reduced rates 
n parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. 8, 
E. F. WINsLow, 

General Manager, 
Gen, Passenger Agent. 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybo“ta leave New York from James Slip 

aly é€xcept Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
Ourtih street, HaatRiver (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trajns, and [rom South Wall street, 
Ful-on and ‘‘atharize ferries (dail ) 80 mmutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Avantic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leave 
Brook'yn and Long Jsland “ity (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: Bur Greenpo t,Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30.4.M,, 
4P. M., 4nd on Saturdays at 3:30.P. uM. For Patch- 
ogue, €tc., 9:30 A. M., 4:3): and6P2,.M, For Babylon, 
e., af 9:30 A m., 4, 4:30, 5and6P.m. For Por 
Jefferson, e'c., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P.M. For North- 
\ oe 6tc , ati0 A.M, 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30P,M, For 

mst Valley, at 8:30 anid 10:00 A. M.. 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 
andé:30r.mu, For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 4. o., 
4, 4:30,5,6end 7p.m. For Garden City and Hemp- 
siéad, 6:30 and 10 a. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P. M., and 
M5 night, and from Long Teland City only 9:80 A. M., 
1:80 and 6:302. mM, SUNDAYS—For Prri Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,9 a.m. Babylon, etc., hand 7 P.M, 
Northport snd Locnst Valley, 9 4, ™. and 6:30 P. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9a, M., 2:30 and 6:30 
FP. M., and from Long Ta) nd rial youly 9:30A.M. and 
6:30 Pp, w. Trains for Rockaway eal refs rey 
College Point, Jamaica, ebc., as per é tables. 
Ticket offices In New York at 961 roadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-foorth 
street ferries, at the offices of * The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brocklyn, No. 883 Wash- 
imgton street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
ticketa atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

8. SPENCER, Gén’l she 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. e6 t? 

FOR . 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C. H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Bast River, daily (Sundays ex— 
cepted), a3 P.M. Passengera go North and Kast at 
-1 P.M. 
WIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New York 

at 1) F. w., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by dsily Express Freight 

‘iin from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
ork and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 

RICHARD PECK, General Agents, 

Se _— eee ov — ee  — ee 

sportimen's Hontes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. 00. 

Respectfully inyite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROLPLING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle Slates, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POLNTS, syoid the dim- 
Sulties and dangers.f reshipment, while the excel- 
ent cars which run over the smooth ateel tracks en- 
able STOCE TO BR TRANSPORTED withontfailure 
or injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
alsc reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
im Pennsylyanis and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the eee in 

= 

all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 

other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting: 
Also, to 

(UCKERTON, BHACH HAVEN CAPE M AY 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JBRSEY COAST 
senownell for SAL'D WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
ANT? FEA “HER 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agen. 
¥eHank THOmsON, Gen'l Manager tebli-tf 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAlIi ROAD from 

Chitago to St. Louis, ... Uhicago 
to Kansas Uisy 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
EVERYTHING. 

APORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, géese, ducka, brant, 
gual ete. Connects direct at Kaneas City with the 

fas Pacifi¢ Railroad for the ereat Buffalo and An- 
telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dags for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Paksenger Agent, 

Ciniouo, Te 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACESONYVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISH, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANN AG, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 
Plier 22 South Delaware Aven ue, Phils, 

Decl4-ly 

TROUT FISHINC! 

The Wisconsin Central Railroad 

THROUGH TO 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

EXCURSION TICKETS from Chicago to Ashland 
and return for $20 are sold at 63 Clark street, or the 
0, M. and St, Pau], Madison Street Depot, Chicago ; 
also at low rates from Milwaukee. Dogs, guns and 
camp equipage taken free. 
The points of attraction to sportsmen on this 

“Forest and Stream " roufe are Menasha and Green 
Bay for-bags fishing ; Butterunt Creek and Lake for 
Mmuscalonge; ihe many branches and lakes of the 
Flambeau and Chippewa which teem with bass, pike 
and pickerel, never till last season fished by sports- 
men. Between silv r Creek and Ashland all are 
trout streams, and many others can be easily reached 
along the shore from Ashland or Bayfield, while 
rock fishing for speckled trout and trolling in the 
Bay affords excellent spo: t. 
The Cheguamegon hotel at Ashland, built last 

year, has been enlarged, and *s supplied with a 
Steam-yacht, sail and rowboats and excellent guides, 
The atmosphere at Ashland is & sure preventive of 

hay fever. 
Steamers from Ashland to all Lake Ports, 
Send for Guide Book. 

HENRY PRATT, G. T. A. 
my? 6m Milwaukee, Wis. 

Cromwe!l Steamship Line, 

NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N, S. AND 87. 
JOHNS, N. F. 

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinney, 
form & ceynlar line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
Month. Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St, Lawrence will find tiis the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion, Time between New iork and Halifax about 
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 

Cabin passage, including stateroom and meals, 
New York and Halifax, $15 gold ; New York and 8, 
Johns, $30, gold, Excursion ticketa at reduced 
rates. Por schedule of sailings and further partico- 
lars apply to 

CLARK & SEAMAN, 
86 West street, N, Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Hallfax, N. 8,; HARVEY 
& CO., 8t. John’s, N. 5. jez06m 

= SAM. 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Liner of the West and Northwest, and,with 
ifs DumMeronus branches and connections, form the 
Slortes* and q-ickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Tlimojs, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, [owa, Nebraska, California, ard the 
Westin Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
oin:s in Northern Nlinois, lowa, D .kota, Nebraska, 
yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 

gor, Chins, Japan and Australia Its CHICAGO, 
Sr. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Norther Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Maison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
i tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
ETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Kovhea- 

ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Mirnesoia, Its 
GREEN Bs ¥ AND MALQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marqu-tte, Honghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior conniry. its FRE) ORT AND LUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Bigin, Rockford, Free- 
port und all pointe via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWA KEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan) Kacine, 
Kei osha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are bow running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bloffs, on the Ca'iforoia Express Train of 
the GOHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West b and, they leave Chicago cally, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Stnday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A. M,, and arrive at Council 
Blaffs n: xt morning, 
East-bound t ey leave Council Bl -ffs at 5:30 P. m., 

daily. except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon, 
(@— No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cara, 
OQ SLOnTSMEN. 

This line presents peculiar advantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear liunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
polnis onthe Northera and Northwestern lines of 
ae any Will be found unsurpasssd by anything 

ihe We-t. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHIIT, 

W. H. STexnerr, en. Manager, Ss 
i) 

G 
Gen, Pass. Avent. Chicago. it 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGU. 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths. 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4 50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the Wor'd to show as 
large and as e’egantly furni-hed rooms as those of 
the SH#RMAN, je20 tf 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L I. 

Situated on the Great Sonth Bay, between Moriches 
and Westhampton, within a mie anda half o! the 
oceau. Hxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders, Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, fishing, and gunning. House open throughout 
the year for fishing and shooting parties. Boats, 
boatn: en, stabling, ca:Tiages, and every convenience 
for sport meu, Accessible by Long Island Rail: oad, 
Terms moderate. 8. P. CONEL N, Prep’r. 

A aug Lf 

A Pleasant Winter Resort for 

Invalids. 

See “The Visitor's Guide to Bermnda,” forwardei 
post free on receipt of one dollar, J. MATTHEW 
JONES, Halifax, N.S oculT 4t 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. 1, 

By 8 practical gunmer and an old bayman, Ha: 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geess décoys on 
the coast. The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of a}l varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to hir enests, aud satis- 
faction guaranteed, Addreas WM N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. WNovs tf 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, $13. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 
lars, address 

G. W. SIMMONS & Son, 

Boston, Mass. 
septl2 8m 

STONE’S 

Sporting Emporium, 
Yo, 213 South Fifth Street, Philadelphia. 

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO 

LOADING SHELLS. = 

Taxidermy in «ll its branches. Repairing of 
Guns, Rifle, Pistols and Fishing Tackle a epecksitn. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
Kor Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instrnmenta, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT Gum and will keep in 
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best gun oi] in the market. 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It \s 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-tiye 
years Of active and frequent use of guns,” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EAT 570 Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City YON, 
Heights, N. J. 

5: Id by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass.; 8B. Kifwredge & Ca.,, 
Cinelunatl, Ohio; E. E, Eaton, Chicago, Tl.; Brown 
& Bild , St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohfo, ‘Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. §. 
crop lee Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 

Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes. No water used, 
Enives el=stic, self adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads. is unequalled as a breech wiper by cover- 
Ing with an oiled cloth. For sale by all gun dealera, 
cr Sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, 
$1.60; 10and 12bore, J. F, RONAN, box 84 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal discount te the 
trade. Septas tu 

TRY 
8. Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

GUN WADS. 

EQUAL TO ELY’sa, AT LESS PRICE. 

Wor sale by all dealers. Manufactured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Gonn., and 7 White street, 
New York, octlT 3m 

C, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

07 Bowery, New Torr 

Now Ready in Water Colors. 

ZIMMERMAN'S two celebrated pictures, '* Tight 
Shell” and “ Trying fora Double.” Price per pair, 
$3.60 and 25c. for postage. Adriress 

ZIMMERMAN BROS., 

augl if St, Pau’, Minn. 

RADLEY HOUSE.—To Sportsmen, 10 fo 30 
B shots at partridge perday guaranteed, Rabbits 
and squirrels, red, gray and black, in great numbers, 
Tcrms per week, for parties of fur ond upwards, 
including board, rooms, cuide, hack from station, §10 
perman, J. M. BRADLEY, Bidred, Sullivan County, 
N.Y. Outs tf. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13 Sprucs St,, 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor, Open day and night. 

Case. 

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrying 
shells, 100 rounds, $4.50; 70 rounde, $4. Sent by 
EXpreas OL receipt of price, or C, O. DU, everywhere, 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P.O, Box 1,016. 801 Broadway, New York. 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats. 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

OOMPLETE 

BPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 
AND 

India Enbber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN. & CO., 
END FOR PRICELIST. 27MAIDEN LANE, N. 3 

G600D’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shocing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
se durable, Made to order 

jn a variety ot styles, and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN § 
HUTCHINGE, P. e Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes 
Sor to Frank d. 
PRINCIPAL AGENTS—W. Holberton & Co., 117 

Fulton street, New York; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Bradford & An- 
thony, 374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ROWING, 
BATHING, GYMNAST AND SPORT- 

ING CLOTHI” G, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS inthe 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNINC, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- 

ridge holder in use. Will 
earry brass cartridges, 
gad positively prevent 
wads from starting on 
shot, ‘Suitable for either 
paper or brass shells. 
These cartridge holders 
cau he easily attached to 
any hunting vest or coat 
front. A yest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh § oz3. One 
belt complete, with 30 
holder3 attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
belts can be perfectly ad- 
jnsted to fit either asiim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver to any address, and 
prepay poatave,on beltsor 
any number of loose ho'd- 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
yer dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring 

brass holders, complete, 
$4 Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuie,$5. We solicit cor- 
Tespondence from de lers. All our belts are made 
of the finest Russe;t leather, and have Neck-Straps 
-on (not shown in cut). Cush must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Ill, or 
P.O. Money Order on Ottawa, Iil. Send 10 cent 
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
‘POOLEKR & JONES, Sere a, La Salle Co., Til. 

Rept 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 
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E EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible 
direction.% No screen is needed, as no one, not even 
puller, can‘tell the direction the ball will take. Made 
stationary if desired, Ali metal. WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED.=Send for Circular, 

~ SW. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen, Agent, 
jes 3moa Cazenovia, N. Y. 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 

USE 

The; -Huber Trap. 

FOR SALB JBY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTING 

GooDs. 
octiT tit 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFAQTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

pees to all military aud sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THH 
D STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 

attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

CHI FP sS. 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke. bores ar3 sapposed fo, Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1 25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1,10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready; other sizes tofollow. Pzecked 50 in a box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting. 

. BARTON & CO.,, 
2337 Breadway, New York. 

eS = IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
OLS, POCKET CUTLERY, FISHING TACKLE, Etc., 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

REDUCED PRICE LIST OF SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, WAR- 
RANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR THE PRICE. 

Six-strip 
Six-strip hexagonal fly rod, 

plate... 2.5 
8ix-strip hexagonal, 

reel plate,,......,-»<+s 
H. |. LEONARD?S six-strip hexagonal light fly rod, two-joint, German silver mounting, extra tip 
NG OA RGeees a aoe cachwdecisimssss as erate tect se Jamusnanenat pt ees Bee se hh ee Re se 

H. L. LEONARD’S Six-stri onal fly rod, German silver mounting, tiree-joint, extra tip and 
tip case, waterproof ferrnles,,.....cewee ceca eccee tere ee ceeeeseenrrrtye ah atee ste cer ana an 4 +++. 30 00 

Black bass rod, ash and lancewcod, brass full mounted, two middle Joints and three tips, 104fb...... 7 50 
Black basa rod. ash and lapcewood, German silver, full mounted, whipped butt, two middle joints i” 

RA 

CUNS, PIST 

hexagonal fly rod, German silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case.... erereer, 31: 
Ger nan silver mountings, three-joint, extra tip and tip case, solid ree) 

aud three tips............-.- Seles eaeiiaay Aare: PTT AAR | Se COM IELC 00 
Russia-leather fly-book, with the ‘* Hyde” clip, large SIZe.. 1. ..cee eee eee eee eer ere cere r sree tense en enee ees 5 00 
Russia-le: ther fy-book, with the “Hyde” clip, small siZ€......- 1. sere seers teen stress stress tenes eesee 550 
Best enameled waterproot taper fly lines, from.......-..-.- 4 -6¢, to 10¢. per yard 
Helgramites or Dobson bait for blac~ bass, CACH ..---<...+-eee eee pee tet ere re ents ee sas aee ges ses es es 

...$1 to $2.50 per dozen 

desired pattern. 
A large assortment of tront and black bass flies from 

All kinds of Snelled Hooks tied to order. 
United States Arms Revolver, 7 shot, .22 cal,, ulckel, eaci........... 
United States Arms Revolver, 6 shot, .32 cal,, nickel. each... 

THESE PISTOLS 

OUTFITS. EVERY REQUISITE FOR SPORTSMAN’S 

Agents for Huber’s Champion Glass Ball Trap...... se . ench 89 00 
“ Amateur : ye hs npeSahiurk sc ceveesdeehsaesat tse cee ee 5.50 

TRA A. PAINL’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 238, 1877. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glasa Balla to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 

would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleabla articles for the Spring Trade, 

when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferlor balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

made, It will Brea in psa instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or ing on the grass. 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300. 

Send for price list. Special laducements to the trade 

HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sirest, N. ¥. 

and Glass Ball Traps. 

These Traps are the only ones that give satisfaction, as 
they are simple of construction, easily set, and not liable 
to get out of order, and they throw the ball lm s manner 
that More closely resembles the flight of a bird than any 

==. other trap in the market, The Patent Rough Glass Balla 
2 are made of uniform weight and thickness, and have a 

corrugated aurface that strengthens the ball for shipment 
to any part of the country, prevents the glancing of shot, 
and thereby insures the breaking of the hall when hit, 
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS was the first to introduce the 

ROUGH BAis, ond at - price far below the smooth ball 
at that time. 

= Balls and Trap can be ordered through all Gun Desl- 
ers, Liberal acne ay eee ’ cha arlaie 

MY IMPROVED TRAP (warranted), which will throw a any direction from the shooter at 

the option of the puller, is now ready for the market. Price $8. Old Style, $6. 

Parties buying glass bails will recelve, in each barre! containing 250 balls, score book and 

rules for glass ball shooting, containing 40 pages. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. ¢& CO., 10 Platt Street, N. Y. City. 
FOR TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

SS—= 

Second and enlarged edition of 
ing instructions for Glass Ball Shooting, 
Price $2, by mail, postage pald. Address, 
Deut tt 

ii Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” ae H. BOGARDUS, contaln- 
and olapter on breeding and »reaking of dog« by Miles Johnson, 

Capt, A. H. BOGARODUS, Elkhart, Logan Co. Ti, 

Bogardus’ Patent Rough Glass Balls. 

Bachting Goods, 

CLUTE BROTHERS 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

& CO/3 PRICE LIST OF 

AND YACHT IS NOW READY. 
FOR COPY, 7 

SEND 
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

LOST 
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COMPASS. 
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“THIS IS AN EXACT FACS . 
Brass case und cover; white metal tace; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
Made. Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FoREST AND STREAM AND KOD AND 
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Oo. 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Maallla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, Manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, olls, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

jeai-iy 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

H WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 
and 17th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’a 
Sxhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Opers and 
Tourlst’s Glasses, Telescopes, Baro neéters, etc., ete. 

Spectacles and Eye-Giasses to Suit all eyes. 
The largeat stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

(Mlustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage af 4 cents. 
LEI tai AEN eet eh Ot AN hen esd kan 

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptivaus. 

E & H. T. ANTHONY & 9O., 591 Lioudway, 
eo N.Y., opposite ney ener Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, romey and frames; 
Albums, Photograrls of Celebrities, Photographic 
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic - 
terials, Awarded First Premiom sf Vienna and 

eas Philadelphia. 

HERRING S 

Prices Lower than before the War. 

HERRING & CO., 
261 and #2 BROADWAY, NAW YORK, 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
CreepmMour Tarcst, Distance 200 Fzxzr, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sta.) 

' NEW VORE. 

Any worker can mowhe 412 # day athome Opatty 
Ontfit free, Address True & Co., Augie, Weioe F GOLD 
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“Trems, Four Dollars u Veur, 
Ten Gents a Wopy, 

¥Yolame [i—No, 15. NEW YORK, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14,1878, _ | co. Velume (No. 15. 

WAYDOWN BEBEE'S FALL SONG. 

EH (ie leaves a faliin' down— 

Hear de breezes hlowin’; 
See de skies a lookin’ like 

De clouds would soon be snowin'’, 

Ohorus—Wake up, cull'd folke— 
Hostile in dat wood ; 

Git in your meat and 'taters, 

For summer's gone for good! 

See de frost on top de grass, 

An’ h'ar do chil’en eryin'; 

De ivy green has gob u.chill, 

An? base bull am a dyin’, 

Chorta—Wake up in de maynin'— 
Make dem black hee's fy ! 

Summer's gone, an’? winter cold 

Won't pass de darkey by} 

De "possum wanders all alone, 

De woolehuok sadly calls; 

De hickory nut it can’t hold on, 

An to dé groun! tf Tallis. 

Chorus—Lift up dem fect, brndder— 

Make dé eibin’ tight; 
De winter will be long an’ cold, 

Kase summer was eo bright! 

—Detvo Free Preay. 
or 

For Forest and Stream and Rot and Gun. 

dilarooning=-Glo. 2. 

y (Continued from Oct. 10, 1878,) 

} ONDAY morning J rose at 6 a. w., cooked break- 

fast, and started at 7 a. u., for Pavillion Key. This 
asland is a prominens object, for it is the most westerly 

land south of Cape Romano, and about twenty miles ina 

northerly direction from the Chrekaluskee River. When 
crossing the grassy mud flats, several miles south of Pavillion 
Key, we passed hear and over large numbers of simall-sized 
green and loggerhead turtles. If disposed we could have cap- 
tured numbers with the grains, but we refrained from injur- 
ing them. I proposed passing to the eastward of the Key, but 

-as it was the last of the ebb tide, T grounded on the mud asd 
srassy flats, and was forced to retreat and find deeper water. 
Isteered for the southwesterly point of the island, where 
I madea landing at 114.™, Tramping around the westerly 
»side of the island, I noticed a coon experimenting upon the 

exposed oysters. As Lwas between him and the bushes, he 
endeavored to escape observation by squatting. On the island 

coon tracks were visible everywhere. Wherever coon oyster 
‘bars exist, there will be found plenty of raccoons. Looking 

-ahead, I saw a collection of hundreds of white pelicans seck- 
ing shelteramong the bushes. I approached within forty yards 
-of them. In front of me was achannel, fifty feet wide, and on 
-the opposite side a grassy point of about an acre in extent, 
backed by mangrove bushes, and literally packed with peli- 

cans. This appeared to be @ sort of general rendezvous, 
where they collected to sun themselves and arrange their 
feathers. Lloaded one barrel with T'T shot, emerged from my 
hiding-place, shouted, and, as the birds rose, fired, and gix 
beautiful specimens succumbed to the destructive effects of 
spayviler and lead. Some of your readers will accuse me of in- 
umanity eueihet-analing: it I entertain different views re- 

garding the utility of sea birds, and pelicans in particular, Be- 
fore man appears on the scene, sea birds seem necessary to 
“maintain the balance in nature; but when man steps in with 
nets, hooks and grains, and In some instances the wanton de- 
struction of fish, the services of destructive pelicans can be 
dispensed with. While I am opposed to pot-hunters, and tha 
vuseless destruction of us3ful birds, lam forced to the con- 
‘glusion that the destructive services of sea birds can be dis— 
-pensed with on our coast. 

At eachinlet, pass, barandshoal along the coast south of Sar- 
~asota, larze numbers of pelicans will be found, and at arough 
estimate I would place the number at half-a-million, Pelicans 
generally feed on small fish, and from my observations I hava 
Teason to believe that they will at the lowest estimate destroy 
100 daily. If my conclusions are correct the pelicans along a 
coast line of less than 200 miles will destroy 50,000,000 of 
young fish daily, and yearly 18,250,000,000. Many of the 
young fish consumed would nol attain a large size; but if we 
assume thut the average woight of all the fish consumed 
‘would reach a half pound, we will find that the pelicans destroy 
What would amount to over 400,000 ofjtons annually. If the 
fish consumed could altain maturity, their progeny would 
materially add to the quantity of fish on the coast. Add to 
the fish consumed by the pelicans, those that are destroyed by 
other sea birds, andit is strange that the existing quantity 

should be so great. While many of the fish captured by 
birds could not be used as food, the day is coming when men- 
haden will become scarce on our northern coast, and these 
waste fishes may he required for oil and manurial purposes. 

About a quarter of a mile north of Pelican Key will be 
noticed a sandy key, with afew mangroves. Around this 
island will be found luscious clams, whose home in the sand 
can be uecertained by treading with the heel, In addition to 
the clams, crawfish of large size, sheepsbead, channel bass and 
sea frout can be cap!ured in great quantities. Around any of 
the keys the shootist can readily fill his bag with snipe and 
curlews. Inthe channel opposite the grassy point previously 
referred to, a land-locked anchorage will be found with four 
feet of water at low tide, 
Tuesday morning, turned out at 34. ™., cooked breukfast, 

anti got under way at early day, course north and by east for 
two miles. About two miles north of Pavillion Key I crossed 
a wide and deep channel running from east to west. With 
my glass I noticed what I had reason to believe washigh land. 
I feel assured that this channel is the outlet of the Fah Kah- 
hatchee River one of the large streams formed by the eyer- 
glades, From this point I steered WNW across Gallivans 
bay, for Cape Romano. In the light of this bay E by N, 
fifteen miles fram Cape Romano, empties Gallivans River. 
Vignolles examined this stream about the year 1820, and de- 
scribes it as ‘‘a noble siream, with eight feet of water on the 
bar.” He also remarks that it isa “beautifnl stream, with 
high banks and rich and luxuriant Jands on each side.” He 
likewise states that the river heads in @ ‘lake or large lagoons 
in the eyerglades.” Judging from my own observations with 
a powerful glass, and the statement of Vignolles, the banks of 
this river present many attractions for the sportsman. 
The Collins and Roberts, who live fifteen miles io the east- 
ward of the mouth of the river, have frequent communication 
with Key West. and, through these parties, supplies could be 
obtained. Haying read Vignolles’ book, I became interested 
in Gallivans River, and have made it a rule to question every 
coaster [have met in my cruises regarding Gallivans River, 
and I have yet to find one who his entered it. As with Galli- 
vans River, so with the rest of the country south of this point 
—a terra incognito. 

Being unaequained with the navigation of this section, I 
bore away for Cape JRomano, intending to leave in to star 
board, and enter Gig Marco Inlet. If should visit the locality 
again, instead of rounding Caps Romano, I would steer for 
the easterly end of Ifons Island, five miles EN from Cape 
Romano. On Hons Island will be fonnd a setiler named 
Roberts, who is extensively engaged in the cnitivation of 
bananas and vegetables for the Key West market. By leay- 
ing Hone Island to port, a deep channel will be found leading 
to Mareo Inlet, and by following it, nine miles of ovtside 
navigation will be uvoided. I reached Cape Kable at iL 
A. M., and endeavored to round the point close to shore, 
but was disappointed. At the pitch of the eape 1 found a 
shoal extending to the 5. W. A heayy sea waa rolling in 
from the N. W., and the dust was flying to an unpleasant ex- 
tent, Istood out to sea and crossed the shoal a half mile 
from the land. Having rounded the sea shoal I encountered 
aheavy seo, which made the motions of the little Doné any- 
thing but pleasant. One mile and a half north of the cape 
will be found a pass with a good harbor. ‘Three miles farther 
north will be noticed Caximbos Pass with a good entrance, 
deep water and a land-locked harbor; and three miles north 
of this Big Marco Inlet. ‘This is a wide inlet with twelve 
feet of water. If the tide is low and any sea running a shoal 
will be noticed on cach side of the entrance extending a full 
quarter of amile to sea. The distance from Cape Romano to 
Big Marco is only seven and a half miles, with two harbors, 
but it is an exposed locality, with ugly shoals, and I would 
prefer taking the inside route in the future, unless there was 
no sea runnalng. 

Oae mile from the entrance I took a right-hand channel for 
4 mile, turned tothe right, and, after fullowing it for another 
mile, 1 sighted Collier's schooner, and Janded. Running the 
boat on the shore, I discovered a well-beaten trail, which I 
followed, and soon found old man Collier planting cabbages. 
I received a hearty welcome, and was invited to make a 
lengthy stay on the beautiful island of Marco. I was pleased 
to find acres of bananas growing with the greatest luxuriance. 
Immense bunches of fruit were yisibie in every direction, but 
unfortunately, none were ripe. Allhough if was the middle 
of Noyember, tomatoes, squashes and piimpkins were in 
bloom, Nota weed was to be seen, and everything laoked 
prosperous. Mr. Collier owns a beantiful clipper schooner of 
thirty tons, and markets his productions in Key Wast. 
population of Key West is about 14,000; the island is almost 
a barren rock, and everything consumed hus to be imported. 
Hence the productions of more persons than Collier could ba 
sold at the Key to advantage. 

iacctompanied the old gentléman to the house and was 
urgently requested to make myself af home. ‘The house isa 
large one, well arranged, and scrupulously clean. For several 
Winters Mr. C. has accommo.lated a naturalist from Chicago, 
and could make room fora few more, The island contains 
about six square miles, and is capable of supporting quite a 
population. In a direct line this island 1s but ninety miles 
from Key West. Marly tomatoes, potatoes and veretables 
could be produced and shipped to New York by the Galveston 
steamers raaenti at Key West, Asfar as my observations 
extended the soil in many places. was a deep, dark loam, con- 

The- 

taining an excess of vegetable matter, and remarkably pro— 
ductive. On this island, cocoa nuts, pine-apples, bananas, 
limes, oranges, lemons, coffee and all the tropical frnits can 
be cultivated. The climate is cool in summer, and the islands 
in this locality are remarkable for their salubrity. The land 
on this and the adjoining islands is open for pre-emption ; 
and is worthy of the attention of those who are desirons of 
settling in a mild, temperate and healthy climate, Adjoining 
Marco is Hons Island, settled by several parties named 
Roberts. ‘This island contains about two square miles, and is 
capable of supporting quite a number of families. Twelve 
miles From Collier's to the eastward on a small stream will be 
found a large grove of royal palms—one of two still remaining 
in the State. ‘The waters about Marco abound with mullet, 
sheepshead, channel bass and tarpon, the latter ranging from 
50 to 200 pounds. These fighters can be captured by using a 
float and mullet bait, They are, without any exception, the 
most powerful, active and artful of the fish family. They 
haye the knack of jumping, and while in the air of shaking 0. t 
the hook. With their knife-like jaws they manage to cut off 
hooks and escape. The best snood is a piece of strong bass 
wire, or a chain, such as is attached to small-size shark hooks. 
They are becoming plentiful in the St. Johns river near the 
bar. Each snmmer many are hooked, but to land one is the 
exception. Last summer several of my friends were fishing 
in the surf on Pellican bank near the bar. In the party was 
a youth of sweet sixteen. He fastened his line around his 
waist, entered the surf and threw ont his bait; there was a 
bite, a yank and the young piscator started scaward; three 
friends went to his rescue, seized the line and walked the fish 
ashore. ‘They had captured a tarpon weighing eighty pounds, 
A few weeks since, two friends and self were fishing near the 
bar for chunnel bass. B, had a bite, the line went humming 
through his fingers until a hucdred yards had disappeared. 
Then a tarpon six feet long was seen in the air, and all was 
slack—the fish had cut the line. To thuse who are fond cf 
capturing large fish we would say try tarpon fishing; for I 
care not how skilled the piscator may be he will find that he 
has one of the most artful of fish to circumvent. 

1 left Roberts at 41 az, and hefore sunset entered Little 
Marco pss, three miles to the northward. At the entrance I 
found » shoal on each sids, and the channel hugged the right 
shore. In the centre of the entrance was an uprooted man- 
grove of large size. I anchored a short distance from the 
mouth of the pass, and, prepared for the night, ] looked for- 
ward with impatience tothe morrow, for I fully expected to 
be rewarded willi a sight of one of the main objects of my 
cruisé—an ancient canal, reported to exist across the peninsula 
to the north of Doctor's Pass, the latter being four miles 
north of my auchorage. ‘7! 

From Big Marec to Doctor's Pass a boat passage inside of 
the islands will be found, but 9s L preferred open sailing to 
mud flats, tortuous channels and oyster bars, 1 kept outside. 
In rough weather the inside channel might be followed. TI 
questioned the Collier family regarding Doetor’s Pass and the 
aucicnt canal, and was assured that no one in the settlement 
had ever entered the pass or heard of tic canal. The few 
who reside on this coast never seem to leave home or become 
acquainted with their surroundings. 

Wednesday morning, before sunrise, [ was under way and 
steering tothe northward with a fair wind. Three miles 
north of Little Marco I passed a narrow but navigable pass, 
which the colliers informed me was called John’s Pass, One 
mile and a half to ihe northward of Johao’s Pass I sighted the 
promised land and the entrance to it, Doctor's Pass In ex- 
planation of the word “‘ pass,” which I so frequently use, I 
may remark that it is used along the coast by residents and 
coasters instead of the word inlet. To some if may appear 
unnecessary to give the distances from pass to pass; bab to 
sportsmen and tonrisis who are dependent for their safety 
on small and onseayworthy crafts, such information is valuable. 
By possessing such knowledge they will know when to seek 
a hirbor and where it can be found. ‘The majority of the 
passes are not shown on any of the maps of the State. I 
haye compiled from actaal surveys a map of two inches to 
the mile, showing every channel, pass aud island from Pante 
Rassa to Cape Romano; and the tourist or sportsman can de- 
pend upon the correctness of my statements regarding dis- 
tunces. . ‘ : 

Doczor’s Pass is about eighty fect wide, with six feet of 
water si low tide. Inside of the entrance, to the right, will 
be observed a narrow channel, which is the commencement 
of the inside passage leading to Marco. To the left will be 
noliced a passage fifteen feet wide, leading into a circular 
bay 200 feet wide, with four fect of water at low tide. To 
the west this land-locked bay is separated from the gulf by a 
narrow sand bank. In all my wanderings I have never met 
With an anchorage to equal this small but beautiful harbor. 
Following the pass to the eastward for three-quarters of a 
mile, it ended ina wide lagoon, one arm extending to the 
north and the other to the south, At point half a mile from 
the gulf the navigation becomes difficult 1m consequence «f 
the existence of shoals and oyster banks, and the explorer 
must keep to the left as the law directs. ‘The north lagoon is 
about three miles and a half in length. ; 

I wus anxious to find the ancient canal, and air and sun 
the contents of the boat, I steered to the north for two miles, 
when I noticed a monstrous-sized bear take to the water from 
the left bank, Opposite where the animal left the land the 
Isgoon ig divided into two arms by a narrow, projecting potat. 
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a mile in length. The wind was ahead, the tide was low, 
water very shallow, and I could not use the centreboard ; so 
T lowered sail, placed my fifteenth amendment at the oars, 
steered with my feet, and handled’a sixteen-foot pushing pole 
with a8 much esse x3 I would a walking-stick. Mr. Bruin 
did not nolive us, and landed on the point referred to, and 
gamboled and shook himself like a young puppy. After tle- 
voting a few minutes to yymnastic performances, he took to 
the water and waded a sliort distance from shore in the east- 
erm branch of the Jagoon, where he appeared to be searching 
for shellfish. dust as we were passing out of sight behind 
the point he noticed us, and I never saw water fly as it did an 
that bear's course until he reached the eastern bianch of the 
lagoon, and as a consequence I missed a shot at tle aforesaid 
bear. I soon passefl the track of the animal and found it to 
be a bearish highway. The white sand of the bottom of the 
Jagoon was covered with one or two inches of dark mud, 
wilh a loxuriant prowth of aqueons yegetation. The bear 
track was about three feet wide, with a cléan, white sand 
bottom, the mud and vegetation haying been removed by the 
frequent crossing of a bear or bears and the action of the 
water, Jfemo.—It might be advisable to spend » few hours 
hidden in the bushes on the points. ' proceeded another 
mil¢ or over, and landed ata large bed cf rushes. I started 
miny man Friday in search of the canal, and [ engaged in 
spreading out and airing the contents of the boat, I madea 
reconnvuisance some fifty yards from the boat, and found a 
well beaten deer track throu¢h the rushes, at least two Seat 
wide, evidently nsed daily by the deer to reach the fresh 
water iv the lagoon. Four hours after his departure my col- 
ored companion returned very much excited. He had failed 
to discover the canal, but stated that he startled several tur- 
keys; drer tracks were every where, and ** bear chips” could 
be found in every direction, I credited his statement, for 
until 1 visized tue lucality, | have reason to believe that a gun, 
Yad not been fired in this section since the last Indian war. 

i stowed plunder, dropped down the lagoon, killing guan- 
tum sitf. of fat ducks for supper and breakfast, and came to 
anchor io the litle harbor previously descrited. To prepare 
for to-morroaw's Iubors I retired early, and fur some time | 
was favored wilh a serenade. The performers were at least 
half a dozen buge alligators posted within one-elghth of a 
mile of my anchorage. Tor a time these uneducated musi- 
cians indulged in their bellowing, and I complimented them 
in language which | need not repeat. Having no ulternajive 
but fo listen to the melody, I u'timately deposited myself in 
the arms of Morpbeus, and slept as only the marooner can 
sleep, At 34, ™. 1 roused my sleepy companion and in- 
structed him to proceed to the northward figé miles, unless he 
discovered the canal at a bearer point, and to return al 6 A. M, 
to breakfast. Av 6 A. wt. I had coffee, stewed duck, breakfast 
bacon and fried potatoes ready for the party, and my man 
appeared with the glad tidings that he had found the canal. 
We breakfasted, and landed on the sandy bank between the 
bay aud the gulf, when I discovered 8 number of tracks, and 
upon examination found that a deer had visited the sand spit 
during the night and had remained some time to view the un- 
usual visitor anchored within Hfty feetof him, Near by I 
noticed a number of bear tracks, and after proceeding a short 
distance along the beach, I made an investigation of the 
tracks, and found that an old bear and two cubs had been in- 
dulging in a nocturnal promenade, and haying noticed the 
boat, they had stopped and discussed the queer object. 

Proceeding three miles to the northward, along the beach, 
my man directed my attention to a stake, and informed me 
that he had placed it opposite the end of the canal. Taking 
a near cut I reached the canal a short distance from the beach. 
When nearing the canal, my atlenticn was directed to a clear 
spot in the grass where a bear had slept the night before, and 
before departing had left a large ‘‘ chip." The canal extend- 
ed {rom east to west, at a right angle with the shore line, for 
three hundred yards, and then in an E. N. E. direction for 
the lagoon. The earth from theexcayation had been deposited 
on each cide. The bottom of the canal was twelve feet wide 
and eight feet deep. The height of the banks are four feet 
above the present surface of the adjoining Jand, and the 
present bottom of the canal is four feet below. . Owing to 
the action of the waler and winds, asand bank of over one 
hundred feet wide obstructs the gulf end of the canal, The 
present bottom of the canal is but little, if any, above high 
water mark, and before it was partially filled by the action of 
wind and rains, it was probably naviguble at any stage of tide 
for canoes. : 
Phe question naturally arses, What for, and by whom was 

this excavation mude? The absenve of shell mounds, the un- 
productive character of the soil onthe peninsula and the main 
Jand, and the liability to hurricane overtiow negatives the 
opinion that a large or even small popnigtion ever lived in this 
section. Engineeriog talent was manifested in designing the 
couse of the canal in relation to the guif, from the fact that 
tbe commencement of the canalis at a right angle with the 
gulf. Owing to the presence of the embankments and the 
directness of its course it could not have been the result of 
of any aqueous action. If dug for defensive purposes the 
earth would not have been deposited on both sides, and the 
party constructing the work could have been altacked in the 
rear. It seems singular that this excavation should have been 
made for canal purposes, for a number of passes from the 
lagoon and inside the passage must have existed when the cut 
was made. From the character of the timber and the width 
and depth of the passes, it is probable that these inlets have 
existed from alltime. lt has been suggested that this canal 
was dug by the Spaniards. They made no settlements in 
this portion of the State, and if they had, there 1s no evident 
réason why they ehould have excavated a canal from the 
lagoon to the puif when navigable passes existed to the south, 
It is Hot likely that it was excavated by the Serninoles, for 
they were too lazy to expend the muscle necessary to com- 
plete suck aavork. The only conciusion I can arrive at is 
that the excavation was made by a prehistoric race. The 
gigantic shell mounds on Pine Usippi and Marco Islands and 
other points in Ukis section, und the immense burial mounds 
on Fish Bating Creek and near the Big Cypress, indicate that a 
a large populstion inhabited this region in days of yore. The 
pest evidence that eau be advanced regarding the anliquily of 
these shell mounds, is the fact that they are covered with 
from one to four feet of dark alluyiul soi!, the seqnence of the 
accumulation of decomposed yegetable matter, Cne peculi- 
arity about this canal is the facet that in width and depth it 
corresponds with those on Pine Island and the main land, It 
is to be regretted wnat some of our scientific institutions or 
publishers of magazines or newspapers do not take steps to 
have a thorough exploration made of the canals and mounds 
of the south coast. They should be examined and described 
hefore they are taken up by settlers and rendered inaccessible. 
The shell mounds are high and the soul upon them deep and 
remarkably productive, and one by one they are being settled 
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and cullivated. The ancient mounds nre worthy of investiga 
tion, and il is to be hoped 4hat some one will accomplish the 
object before they are planted with bananas, pineapples and 
other tropical productions, Jt is to he regretted that the New 
York //evald does not interest itself in the examination of the 
ancient remains of one of otir own States, one of rhe first settled, 
and a large portion of which is unexplired and presenting an 
interesting tield fur research, both ecientificand archeological, 

Having wasted some paper and ink in reterring to the 
ancient canal, l willtry my band at a ‘fish story.” The 
quantity of fish that exists along the southwest coast of 
Florida is surprising. Along this porlion of the coast a sand 
har exists from twenty to thirty feet from the beach at low 
tide. Inside of the bar is a channel with two feet of water at 
low tide, It was low tide as I returned; the gulf was with— 
out swell ora ripple, and I followed the beach to the inlet. 
For the first two miles the channel was literally blocked with 
larev fat nullet swimming rapidly to the north. or the last 
miie, before reaching the inlet, the bottom of the chunnel was 
actually hidden by sheepshead ranging from one to four 
pounds. It is probable that in no other portion of the globe 
do fish exist in such immense quantities as on the southwest 
coast of Florida. 

Tke peninsula north of Doctor's Pass is the Only point be- 
tween Panta Rassa and Cape Sable where the muin-land abuts 
on the gulf The peninsula and the main—land east of the 
lagoon are thinly covered with pine timber, with occasional 
patches of cabbage palm and liye oak, anu from our own ob- 
servalions we conceive this locality to be unequaled for ils 
sporting attractions, Ducks can be found in the lagoon and 
snipe and curlew in quantity on the beach or mud flats and 
oysier bars. If the sportsinan has a weakness for “gator 
shooting, he will tind (liese customers ingreat quantity and of 
large size. The niatn-lanud esn be reached from the easterly 
side of the lagoon, and the sportsman can extend his wander- 
ings to ihe eyerglades. My friend Mr. Wilhamis, who has 
heen engaged in surveying for over thirty years in yarious 
portions of Porida, snd who snrveyed this section four years 
ago, assured me tbat it cnulaios mire deer, bear and turkey 
than any other portion of the Stare, One atlvantage apper- 
taining lo this country 1s the few rattle-snakes to be found. 
Mr, Williame, who surveyed the section between Fort Myns, 
thie Caloosaba'chie, Big Cypress and the Gulf, informed me 
that between January aud July he and his stati ran over 13000 
miles of lines, and (ey found but six raters. YVhen he was 
camped thirty miles N. E. of Doctor's Pass two Indians 
camped by him for twelve days. They liaumted but a few 
hours daily and only killed the very largestdeer, ‘heir vifles 
were Dinety to the pound, and interigry muzzle-loaders. 
When they broke up camp Mr. Williams counted their hides 
and found the number to be cighty-seven. Doctor's Pass is 
but thirty miles from Punta Rassa, where a post office and 
telegraph station exist, affording the means of hearing from 
and coiminuniciting with home, Arrangements could be 
made to have telegrams forwarded to camp by sail boat. 

At FRESCO, 
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Tor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

SPORT IN IOWA. 

CHIOKEN SHOOTING AT OLEAR LAKE. 

MADE a new departure this year. Heretofore I have 

gone West alone or with a company of sportsmen. This 

season my better half determined to accompany me. We had 
old friends in Clear Lake, Iowa, and we decided to make 

that point our headquarters, We left home on the 9th of 
September and reached Clear Lake the 10th. Mr, FJ. Bush, 

Esq., an old friend, was not an enthusiastic sportsman years 

ago when [ knew him first, but now, when I saw a knowing 

old pointer enjoying the freedom of the house, and found that 

B, owned a good Parker breech-loader and a fine team of 

horses, my doubts disappeared as to his predilections in these 

latter days. We talked over old times throughout the even- 

ing and were at itagaia early next morning. ; 

All old sportsmen will realize my impatience to be off for a 
hunt. I was beginning to think that the day would go hy 
without }ny sport of my fayorite kind. About 10 o'clock B. 
leisurely remarked that, we might 4s well itech the team to a 
platform spring covered wagon that could be had, and take 
ali the folks ont for a hunt. Lassented, but did not antic 
pate any shooting. "The lateness of the hour, and with a 
wagon load of jadies, what could we do, Trvasoned. We 
werd 8000 off, ‘The road ran along beside (he lake, a beauti- 
ful sheet of water eight or ten miles long and from two Lo 
three miles wide, surrounded by wooded banks. We enjoyed 
the ride, and the ladies seemed Lo relish it so much that I felt 
compensated for the disappointment of what I considered 
would prove afruitless hunt. ; 
We struck out into the prairies when four or stx miles from 

town, and soon came to some large stubtile fields, the old 
pointer (Don) ranging far und near as we drove along through 
the unfenced fields. Mrs, B. exclaimed, in tones that assured 
me that she had been there before, ' Look at old Don!" 
Sure enough, there he stood as firmas a rock. We drove up 
near enough for the ladies to see the shooting, and aliehted 
from the wagoa to find a handsome covey of full grown birds. 
We had delightful sport for a time, and when noon came 
around we brought out the well filled lunch baskets by the 
side of a huge straw stack and partook of smbstantials. We 
afterward vontioued riding and huntipg, the Jadies entering 
with as much enthusiasm into the sport as those who shot the 
chickens. Mrs. B. had a few days previous killed a prairie 
chicken on the wing—tho first she had evershotat. We 
turned homeward after bagging twenty chickens, fully con- 
vinced that there was no pleasanter way of hunting, and that 
it can be made as practicable, invigorating and exhilarating a 
pastime for ladies as for gentlemen. 

It is the exercise that the ladies of this country most need, 
The great attention now being paid to archery by the fair sex 
isa step in the right direction. Go forward, ladies; there 
are joys in store for you that you have not yet dreamed of. 
We reached home in ample lime Tor an early supper, and 
feasted on our young fried chickens. So ended the first day 
at Clear Lake, . 3 , 
A few days afterward we bagwred thirty-eight chickens. We 

started earlier, and drove further and bad more hunters. We 
found the fishing ju the lake pretly good, although we caught 
simull fish. ‘Chere are excellent pleasure boats to be bad—two 
steam yachts besides sail and row boats. There is a delight- 
ful island across the lake two or three miles from town where- 
on was once a fine hotel, but 1t was burned a few years ago 

| Clear Lake is the great resort in that part of the country, and ———— a 
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every year excursion tickets are sold from the cities of Chicazo, 
St. Louis, Milwaukee and many smaller places. 

DUCK SHOOTING AROUND SPIRIT TAKS 
We finally arranged, as s grand closing jinale, a trip across 

the country, 130 miles, to Spirit Lake. 
Your readers all know something of the region about tho 

Okihoji and Spirit Lake, but to fully appreeiate it they shoule 
start, aS we did, along ways off, and gradually approach it- 
wilh the anticipations and expectations hunters haye when 
traveling toward a great game resort. Dr. Mills and wife, of 
Freeport, Ill., joined us at Clear Lake, as we had previously 
arranged. 
We passed through the towns of Garner, Britt, Wesley and 

Algona, ull small places, except the last named, which is a. 
finely located town of 2,000 inhabitants, and until quite re- 
cently the terminus of the Iowa division of the Milwaukee 
and St, Paul. R. We had a rest and goad accommodations 
at the Bongey Mouse. After leaving A. we found a very new 
and unoccupied country, We were just in the wake of the- 
track-layers, who were putting down two and a half miles of 
iron each day to fulfill the terms of a contract. The new 
road passes through the towns of Hmmettsbure and Spencer ; 
the latter is (he nearest railroad point to Spirit Lake, being 
distant, only twenty-two miles. The beautiful scenery and 
West Okiboji Lake broke upon our yision just as the sun was 
setling. Wecrossed between East and West Okibojion a 
narrow road aud saw hunters and fishers camned near, who 
reported game and fish plenty. We were yet three miles dis- 
tant from the village of Spirit Lake, and were beginning to: 
feel somewhat fatigued after our long carriage ride,and our 
dogs, part of them, acted as if it was the longest run for the 
amount of hunting they had ever experienced, so that we 
all fully appreciated the comfortable surroundings of the 
Minne Weukon House, which we reached in a short time. 

After a refreshing supper we sent for a friend und sports- 
man, Rey. Mr. Goppock, who came and greeted us heartily, 
and laid plans wilh us for two days’ big duck shooting ten 
miles from town. He said, though, if we felt extremely 
anxious to begin business (hat he would call at the hotel he- 
fore daybreak next morning for a liltle shooting at a duck 
pass within (en minutes’ walk from the house Dr, M, and 7 
enncluded that would suiti as the weather which had been 
charming during our three days’ ride changed doring the: 
bight, and we were awakened by the hard rain, We con- 
fratulated ourselves in being so well housed, end knowing 
that our horses and dogs wers all comfortable and that ducks 
would not be scared away by wei weather, we turned over 
and let it rain. 
We were up betimes for the Domine, who came in the derk 

with his lantern to show us the way. ‘The wind was blow- 
ing great guns” from the north, and we amused the ducks, 
shooting several feet behind them, as they come down like 
streaks of lightning. We bagged a few, however, and re- 
turned to the hotel for break fast—for a warm meal and a con- 
sultation. It was deemed advisable to give up the proposed 
trip to the Little Sioux River on account of the wind and 
muddy roads. We spent a good part of the day indoors, but 
could not refrain from doing some duck shooting near town, 
We bagged oyer twenty during the day, and I had the pleas- 
ure of killing my first canyas-back. We had a& variety of 
kinds—canvas-backs, mallards, red-hends and teal. The 
Jandlord’s son had bagged a fine wild goose the day of our 
arrival, and it was served up in elegant style for our dinner, 

We decided that our second day should be spent ia fishing 
at Spirit Lake. It was two miles to the point on the lake we 
wished to make. The party was divided, two going in a row- 
boat and two in the carriage. Those in the boat had some 
duck shooting on the way up aud bagged quite a number, 
We were told by resident fishermen thatit was a poor day for 
fishing. The lake had been churned all day and half the 
night before by the wind, and the little wind then blowing 
was from the wrong quarter, We tried it, however, and it 
seemed big to us. We caught a nice string of fine fish— 
mostly pike, none of which weighed less than two and a half 
pounds, and several pickerel!, two of which weighed eight 
pounds each, We were well satisfied and are willing to pro- 
nounce Spirit Lake the best place for fishing we ever saw. 
Strange to say, however, there are no black bass caught there. 
We started for home by anew road next morning, and al- 

though we took time to bag some prairie chickens by the 
way, we reached Hstheryille, our first stoppin place, at-noon, 
We found the worst accommodation and the biggest prices ab 
the Estherville House of any place we had struck; and what 
made it all the more provoking, we found that we bein 
strangers ‘* were taken in” and made to pay double the regu- 
lar rates, besides furnishing all the game. 

Our next place was most satisfactory. A farmer—Mr. Gid- 
dings by name—who keeps travelers, accommodated us, al-. 
though three others bad arrived before us. We had good 
meals, ood beds—though on ths Hvor—and were charged 
reasonable prices. Dr, M, and I arose at daybreak next morn- 
ing and repaired to a wheat stubble to ‘‘ lay low for ducks.'” 
We had the pleasure of killing a dozen of lurge, fat mallarda, 
and getting back to the house in time for an early breakfast 
and an early start. Sportsmen can tnake a note of this place. 
Mr. and Mrs. Giddings are just the people to entertain in the 
right way. ‘There is abundance of game near the house, and 
the rates $la day, His place is six miles north of Emmetts- 
burg} near the head of Medium Lake, and only a few miles 
frou Swan und Mud Jakes. We all decided to go there again, 
We found a great many chickens along the road, but they 
were in large flocks and wild. We baggeri seyeral, however. 
We came to the Des Moines River, near Algona, The 

team was driven to town, and we hunted ducks around a big~ 
bend. Wedropped five teal out of a flock, and while they 
were being handsomely retrieved by Spy—Dr. Willie’ splen- 
did Irish spaniel—two mallards came over, and bya long~ 
shot we winged one that fell on the other side of the river, 
away off inaswampy place. Spy cast his eye up and saw 
that the duck was wounded, so he struck ou after him, and 
after a long and faithful hunt, he came with him in gallant 
style. We-soon afterward killed a wood duck, and closed uv 
our shooting for the trip. We bad as much game as we cou! 
possibly use and we had no desire to waste it. We reached 
Clear Lake the next eve, aud after a night's rest we started 
for home, feeling that we had enjoyed a pleasant and suewess- 
ful trip. 
‘Tha vides through the wide prairies those bright, beautiful 

days would have repaid us richly for the expense and trouble 
of wetting out there; aod the shooting was as good ns mm 
tnaby places, although there was a scarcity of young chickens, 
The local hunters claim that hard storms during the spring’ 
and summer has caused the deficiency, but uatil recently 
tbere bas been a wanton And diseespetits destruction of chicl- 
ens, I was told of huniers who bad paired off to shoot — 
avniost each other on wagers, and killed birds by the bun-- 
dreds that were left lying in the fields. ~ 
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ea strong dis) _ now to enforce the 
3 and if it is tigidly enforced, that part of lowa 

will ‘with prairie chickens in a few years. We staid 
ver part of a day at Freeport to look at some yery handsome 

Gordon puppies that had been added to Dr. Mills’ kennel 
while we were absent. They.were as glossy as satin, and are 
pure stock, Near Clear Lake, at a farm house, I saw a great 

_-curiosity—a tame prairie chicken. It was fully grown, asso- 
ciated with the barnyard fowls. and was tamer than any of 
them. We stood and admired it within three feet, After go 
many fruitless attempts to domesticate these birds, it will he 
a matter of interest to know that there is at Jeast one tame 
prairie chicken. Wimrop. 

Lish Culture, 
New Evxonanpd Brook Toor mw New Zeatanp.—At a 

mesting of the American Fish Culturist’s Association last Feb- 
ruary (1878) it was staled that ‘' the longest distance ever suc- 

cessfully overcome in the transportation of fish eggs was be- 
tween Charlestown, New Hampshire, and Christchurch, New 
Zealand, being upward of eleven thousand five hundred miles, 
This was in the case of a lot of Salmo fontinalis eggs which 
were shipped for New Zealand by Messrs. Stone & Hooper, 
Charlestown, New Hampshire, in the fall of 1876." 

An article in the Christchurch Press, New Zealand, of Aug. 
19, 1878, has the following interesting allusion to the trout 
which were hatched from this lot of eggs: 

“Mr. Johnsonis at present hatching out the ova of the 
American brook trovtt already mentioned. This is a fish of re- 
markable liveliness and beauty, rising more freely to the fly 
than the well known brown trout of the Hoglish north country 
streams. 

‘These trout were originally imported by the proprietor 

from the Hastern States of America about eighteen months 

ago. 

“They recently spawned and the eggs are now being 

hatched out, being the first from the parent fish in New Zea- 
land. 

‘* Altogether the boxes contain about 15,000 trout ova in 
eyery stage, which are being hatched out daily, Mr. Johnson 

captured one of the American trout weighing about half a 

pound, fora more minute inspection than could be obtained 
by viewing him in his native element, ‘Lhere is no doubt of 
the remarkable beauty of the variety, which is perfectly pris- 
matic in colors, which are very bright and exquisitely blended. 

The specimen reminded one of the enchanted fish inthe *‘ Ara- 

bian Nights” which objected to be fried and jumped out of 
the frying pan.” 

It is extremely encouraging to know that our New England 
trout have not only been imported fo New Zealand, but that 
the fish culturists are actually taking eggs from them, the ul- 
timate result of which will undoubtedly be that all the suit- 

able waters of the Southern Pacific will be stocked with the 
Salmo fontinalis in due course of time. 

i 
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—Trout and trout eggs are advertised in another column by 
Palmer & Sons, of Boscobel, Mich, 

Woodland, Jarm and Garden, 
THE SANITARY VALUE OF FLOWERS. 

Wordsworth sings that 
‘Tivery flower 

Enjoys the air it breathes ;* 

whilst the chemist adds (as far as the leayes are concerned) 
that, by its breath, it purifies the air for the service of man. 
Wot content with this, modern chemical research is engaged 
in determining other and unsuspected uses for what haye 
hitherto been considered, in their forms of grace, their various 
hues and fragrance, to minister only to the wzsthetic wants of 
mankind. 
When these researches, two or three years ago, first be- 

gan to attract the attention of those interested in sanitary 
science, the writer, then connected with the health depart- 
ment ofa large city, found a fitting field in the low, swampy 
surroundings, filling the air with malaria, and in the neigh- 
borhood of the numerous slaughterhouses, reeking with ani- 
mal exhalations, in which to test the value of their deduc- 
tions, Here, in the vicinity of some of the most beautiful 
natural scenery in the world, rendered almost wniphabitable 
—as at Staten Island, at numerous points along the Hudson 
‘and elsewhere—by the presence of malaria, there is abundant 
incentive for urging the speedy carrying out of a measure of 
reclamation af Once inexpensive, attractive and effectual— 
namely, the cultivation of odorous and aromatic plants and 
shrubs in all regions where either animal or vegetable miasms 
abound. 

That our readers may be able to judge of the probable 
effectiveness of such a measure, we present the following re- 
sume of the researches above referred to, as well as the colla(- 
eral evidence of the long recognized hygienic und sanative 
yalue of perfumes in general. 

It is to the investigations of an Itslian savant, Professor 
Paolo Mantegazza, of Pavia, that we are indebted for the in- 
formation that this great atmospheric purifier (azone) is gen- 
erated in larger quantities by certain plants and fruits pos- 
‘sessing spicy aromatic odors than it is by the action of elec- 
tricity upon the sir, the potent influence of which in purify- 
ing the atmosphere we all recognize and are grateful for after 
a thunder storm. ‘This zone is deyeloped in some plants by 
the direct rays of the sun, while in others, the action, once 
commenced in solar light, is continued in darkness; Oherry- 
Laurel, Clove, Lavender, Mint, Lemon, Fennel, Narcissus, 
Heliotrope, Hyacinth, Mignonette, etc., as well as some per- 
fumes, as ecau-de-cologne, oil of bergamot, extract of mille- 
fleurs, essence of lavender, and some sromatic tinfures, all 
produce ozone largely on expusure to, the sun’s rays, Muan- 
tegazza has further pointed out that the oxidation of the es- 
s8entials oils, such as Turpentine, Nutmeg, Anisced, Thyme, 
Peppermint, etc., under the influence of light and air, ig a 
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convenient source ‘of ozone, as they, even in small quattities, 
ozonize much of the atmospheric oxygen. ; 
He finds also, that while the ozonigenic properties of 

flowers reside mainly in their perfumes—the most cdoriferous 
yielding the largest amount of ozone—certain others, possess- 
ing no particular perfume, have extraordinary ozonigenic 
power; as, for instance, the Sunflower, broad belts of which 
were planted by the late Commander Maury around the 
grounds of the National Observatory at Washington, and to 
the effect of which he attributed the after immunity of his 
family from intermittent fevers, previously quite prevalent in 
that. neighborhood. Dr. Cornelius Fox also states in his 
work on ozone and antozone, that the cultivation of this 
gaudy plant in malarious districts has heen especially urged, 
asitis said to possess the property of purifying fhe air laden 
With marsh miasm, and of exhaling ozonized oxygen. 

Professor Mantegazza demonstrates in his report on the 
action of essences and flowers in the production of atmos- 
phleric ozone and their hygienic utility, that the instructions 
of Empedocles, in the second book of his didactic poem on 
Nature, to plant aromatic and balsamic herbs as preventives 
of pestilence, were founded ona close observation and shrewd, 
though empirical, insight. The historian Herodian relates 
that, in a plague which devastated Italy in the second cen- 
tury, strangers crowding into Rome were directed by the phy- 
sicians to retreat to San Lorenzo, then called Laurenium, 
from the bowers of Leurel which surrounded it, that by a 
cooler atmosphere and by the ‘* odor of laurel” they might 
escape the dangers of infection. 

The practice of burning aromatic woods and herbs, as 
well as odorous gums, spices, etc,—not to speak of the use of 
tar smoke, the antiseptic properties of which are attributed to 
carbolic and other acids—as a means of arresting the spread 
of, and extinguishing epidemics, is of the highest antiquity. 
Numerous instances are cited of the extinction of the plague 
by means of fires of odoriferous wood, green Laurel, Worm- 
wood, Chamomile, etc., in the market-places, and even in tha 
houses both of the healthy and the sick. ‘Their efficacy, it is 
now claimed, was due to the production of ozone, by which 
the pestilential constitution of the atmosphere was purified. 

Within the limit of these pages it is only possible to hint 
at the sources of information, and this only to give weisht 
and authority to the practical suggestions of measures affect— 
ing the great problem of the prevention of disease and the 
preservation of health. These suggestions, in the present 
case, are obvious, and will in some degree supplement the re- 
cent recommendations of Dr, Stephen Smith concerning the 
cultivation of shade trees in the streets of cities as a, means of 
diminishing the high mortality of summer, by modifying the 
temperature and by purifying the atmosphere, 

What we would here urge is the cultivation of plants and 
flowers possessing these desirable ozonigenic properties, alike 
in city and country, within doors and without; in cities, be- 
cause the air of cilies always contains Jess ozone than the air of 
the surrounding country, and the denser parts of cities less 
than the more sparsely built, or than the air of parks and 
squares ; 1n the country, because yery few regions are entirely 
free from malarial taint. 

They should be cultivated in and around schools and all 
other places where animal exhalations abound, especially in 
the districts where slaughtering and kindred occupations are 
carried on, and in graveyards and) cemeteries, The swamps 
and flats and ‘meadows’ of Staten Island, fhose around Jer- 
sey City and Huboken, in the vicinity of Brooklyn and in the 
upper part of Manhattan Island, should be made to blossom 
as the Rose. 

Aside from the poetical and xsthetic aspecis, the florist 
and the nurseryman and the seedsman may put in a plea for 
consideration on purely utilitarian grounds. Instead of such 
disinfectants as those that have been described as chiefly of 
value because “they smell so badly that people open the win- 
dows and let the fresh air in,” they will furnish us each 

 Daintie Nowre and herb that growes on ground, 
To bud ont faire and throw swete smels around. ” 

And it may yet come to pass that he who makes two flowers 
to blossom where only one bloomed before’ shall receive the 
encomium Dean Swift suggested for the successful corn or 
prass grower.—Aygeine: «@ Journal of Sanitary Sciences. 

[While heartily ascenting on general grounds to the opin- 
ions here set forth, we must _add a word of caution as to the 
yalue of ozone. Far too little is yet known of this element 
and fe relations to plant life to enable us fo dogmatize upon 
it.—Ep, | 
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Briowine Up Stumps.—Late experiments by Mr. John 
O'Donnell, of Jamaica, L, I, have shown that by the use of 
dynamite, the cost of stump eradicating can be surprisingly 
reduced. An oak stump, two feet in diameftr, costs by hand 
labor at least $1 toremove. Dynamite will send it flying ata 
cost of twenty-five cents. Mr. O'Donnell recently invited a 
party of farmers to see its effectiveness. Wive stumps were 
attacked. ‘The first was of oak, partly decayed, The men 
employed punched a hole with a crowbar between two pro- 
jecting roots, but not being experts, did not insert the instru- 
ment fully under the stump. Consequently, only two-thirds 
of it was blown out, The partial decay of the wood was 
another hindrance, It did not offer the necessary resistance. 
A partially rotted chestnut stump was blown to fragments. 
The crowbar was badly mserted under an apple tree stump, 
and that, like the oak, wasshattered to the extent of two- 
thirds. With a sound and sturdy oak stump, however, the 
dynamite was fully triumphant. ‘The stump was blown out 
utterly. A charge was placed under a rock weighing about 
two tons, It was thrown from its bed and shattered to pieces, 
A rock half its size was thrown twenty feet, but not broken. 
A hole about a foot deep was then drilled into a well-embeddad 
rock, and charged with four ounces of dynamite. It was 
much broken, and the pieces not dislodged were easily pried 
out with the crowbar. Abont two inches of a, cartridge an 
inch in diameter had hitherto been used upon the stumps, but 
the ciosing experiment was made with an enlire cariridge 
eighteen inches long upon a fresh oak stump twenty inches in 
diameter, Many of the fragments were thrown 125 feet. 
Mr. Palmer, Superintendent of Maple Grove Cemetery, near 
Jamaica, has been successful in the use of dynamite upon 
both stumps and stones. He drills a hole from six to twelve 
inches deep, according to thesize of the stone, and speedily 
meets with success. In sinking aqveli a flat rock was found 
alia depth of over sixty f et, buf if was quickly shattered, 
snd the pieces were banled up in buckets. 
The dynamite is put up in packages of oiled muslin, shaped 

like # candle, and impervious to water. One eid is opened, 
and a hole is made in the powder with a stick tor the,inser- 
tion of the percussion cap, which isan inch long, gud loaded 
for half its léngth with fulminate of mercury. A, fuse is in 
serted in the cap, Which is squeezed with uippers that it may 
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fit tightly. The little interstices must be filled with sonp, to 
tender the cap waterproof After the cap is in position in 
the powder, the top of the cartridges’ must be tied tight ronnd 
the fuse, so, that no water may enter. On the cartridge being 
placed against the stump, water must be poured into the hole 
and the ground around thoroughly soaked and pressed, that it 
may offer a strong resistance. A little semicircular dam 
should then be heaped around, within which more water 
should be poured, by way of adding to the resistance. The 
fuse, which should project outside of the dam, is then lizhted. 
Tt reaches the cap in less than two minutes, which affords 
ample time for the operators to reach a safe distance. ‘The 
explosion makes little noise, and after yiewing a dance in the 
air of a myriad of fragments, spectators find a large hole, 
with a few loose roots around, and the ground ready for the 
plow.—WVew York Sun. 
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Viotorra’s Bra Tres.—Australian papers of late date 
give us the nieastirements of some Hucalyptus trees recently 
discovered in Gippsland, Victoria. The State Surveyor of 
Forests, who we presume must carry a long tape line with 
him, has bsen exploring the Watts River, and found there a 
falien tree, which measured 435 feet from the toots to tha 
point where the branch was broken off. It was estimatee 
that when standing the tree must have been over 500 feet in 
height. An Hucalyptus amygdalena, or almond leuf gum 
tree, now standing near Fernshaw, Victoria, measures 380 
feet from the ground to the first branch, and 450 feet to the 
top of the topmost twig. 

glatural History, 

ABOUT OUR GROUSE-NO, 3. 

UITH different in appearance from the dusky grouse is 
s= the sage grouse or Cock-of-the-Plains. This species, 
which is the Jargest of all the American members of the 

group, is exceeded in size only by the capercuilzie, and at- 
tains a weight of from seyen to ten pounds; is, in fact, as 

large as a hen turkey. Bonaparte, the original descriher of 
this species, having but a single specimen of the bird, a 

young male, which he supposed to he a female, fell into the 

natural error of comparing the size of this grouse with that of 
the Cock-of-the-Woods, and named it Tetrao wrophasianus, 
the scientific name of the great grouse of Hurope being 7'etrwa 

urogatius. He says: ‘*The Cock-of-the-Plains is precisely 
equal in size to thé Cock-of-the-Woods; at least such is the 

resulf of a comparison of the temale with the corresponding 

sex of the European bird, both lying before us. Each part 

exactly coincides in form and dimension, excepting that the 

tail rather gives the superiority to the American, so that if 

the male bears the same relative proportion to his femule, the 
Cock-of-the-Plains must be proclaimed tlie larvest of arouse,” 
This error, however, did not long remain uacorrected. and at 

present the-sage grouse is, to many of cut sportsmen, a will. 
known bird. 

The plumage of this bird is of a pale grayish cast, which 
harmonizes well with the sage brush and the alkali soil, and 

enables it to frequently escape notice, when if if were differ- 

ently colored it would be quite conspicuous. Aboyae it ig 

varied with gray, black and buff, the combinution resembling, 
at a little distance, the color of the pinnated grouse ; there ig 

a large patch of black on the belly. The male has on each 

side of the neck a large yellowish naked air sac, which 
capable of great dilatation in the breeding season. Bunonth 
each of these naked spaces is a patch of white, scalelike 

feathers, the ends of which look as if they had been worn off 

by rubbing against the ground, and these terminate in lone 
hair-like bristles. : 

The sage grouse inhabits the high dry plains of the Rockey 
Mountain region only where the sage brush (Artemesia triden- 

tata) flourishes, but it is not, as has been stated, confined to 

the Great Interior Basin. Its diet consists yery largely of the 

leaves, buds and seeds of the shrab from which it takes its 
name, although insects and the buds of different plants form, 
at certain seasons, a very cousiderable portion of its food. 

Although it inhabits a region celebrated for its avidity, it 
must not be imagined that if especially delights in a dry 

and, waterless country. The reverse of this is true, for the 
birds go to drink twice each day, and the most likely spot to 
find them is in the vicinity of a little spring or stream. They 
usually come down to the water an hour after stiurise and a 

little before sunset, and, having slaked their thirst, moye 

slowly off toward the hills, feeding by the way, Tt isin the 

breeding season that the sage grouse appears to the greatest 

advantage, Throughout the winter the birds have kept in 

large packs of many hundreds of individuals, and in the 
early spring, before these assémblages have broken up, the 

wooing and winning of the not too coy females is accom- 

plished. Admirable accounts of the antice which the males 
perform to please their future Mates are given in several 

ornithological works, and, judging from all thatis told ue, 
the sight must be a very fine one. Males, somelimes to the 

number of several hundreds, collect on some high, bare piece 
of ground, and there go through a yariety of evolutions, 

which would put to shame the oldest gobbler of the farm- 
yard. ‘The ample air sacs of the male are at intervals filled 
with sir, and are swollen into great orange-colored masses 

nearly as large asa man’s fist. The tail is widely spread and 
somewhat elevated, and tha wings tire lowered and Druck 

a 

stiffly against tle ground. folhe dpye spent in there per 
formances, varied by all occasional fiatile, in which one-o! tha 

combatants loses a Few feathers ood reecives severe! lard 

knocks from the wings of his ppponcnt, enable the ‘emees 

£0 make their choice, apd ghorily afterward the nest is oon- 

structed, ‘This is of the simplest description, con:isting 
merely of a slight hollow scratched out at the foot of somes 
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sage brush, and lined perhaps with a few bits of dried grass. 
Here the female deposits her eggs, from ten to fifteen in num- 
ber, of a greenish drab color, and scantily marked with dark 
epots, which she broods with unremitting cure. The young 
are usually hatched in May, and by the middle of July are 

well grown, and at this age are better for the table than at 

apy other. About the edible qualities of the sage grouse, 

however, perhaps the less said the better. We have caten 

them under many different circumstances and cannot recom- 

mend them. We once believed that if the birds were drawn | 

as 000 as killed they would be free from the taint of the 

suge, which is the only disagreeable thing about the flesh ; 
but recent and more extended experience has shown us that 
this is not fhe case. The flesh of the young sage grouse, 

when about the size of a domestic fowl, is white and tender, 

though, like that of all immature animals, a little Jacking in 
character ; but even at this early age it is strongly impreg- 
nated with the rage. We have seen the time in camp when 
a single young sage grouse, cooked in the same frying pan 

with some ducks and mountain grouse, gave such a flayor to 

the whole dish that those who objected to the sage were un- 

able to eat any of the other birds, _ 
Doring incubation, and while the broods ate only partly 

grown, the male birds remain alone or in pairs; but at the 

approach of winter, and often as early as the last of Septem- 

ber, the birds commence to floek together until, as already 

remarked, they form immense packs. 
There appears to be a considerable diversity in the time at 

which the sage grouse lays her eggs, for we have sometimes 
come upon birds so young #8 to be barely able to fly Jate in 

July, while at this date most of the broods could not be dis- 
tinguished by their size from their parent. These young 

birds are very gentle and unsuspicious, and usually pay no 

attention whatever to the report of a gun. They seem to 
think that there is no cause for alarm until the mother flies. 
As soon as the flutter of her wings is heard, most of the 
young take to flight, and the few that remain at once squat, 
make themselves as small as possible, and jn 4 moment or a0 

they, too, take wing. While feeding they utter a plaintive, 
peeping cry, calling to one another constantly, like the young 

of the dusky grouse. As an instance of the tameness of these 

young grouse, we may remark that we have seen a flock of 
them walk unconcernedly along in the road, a little in ad- 
vance of u wagon, while the teamster emptied his revolver 
twice at them; and we have often seena flock move along in 

the same nonchalant fashion, while one or two men on foot 

walked behind trying to shoot the birds’ heads off with their 
rifles. It seemed as if nothing could disturb the equanimity 

of the little brood. At each report the birds would stretch 

up their necks and look about, evidently wondering what the 
noise meant, but they never manifested any siga of uneasi- 

ness unless one of the number was wounded and fluttered over 

the ground. ‘hat seems to be the signal for all to be off, and 

is never disregarded. Heads may be knocked off right and 

left, but'so long as their owners lie still the alarm is not taken. 

We saw this past summer in the town of Medicine Bow, in 

Wryoniing, an albino sage grouse, the first that has ever come 

to our notice. It was almost pure white, but some of the 

darker markings could be traced on each feather. ‘The speci- 

men was regarded by the local sportsmen as a white-tailed 

ptarmigao, but wae really n good-sized sage hen. When 

killed it was said to haye been in company with another one 

similar to it in all respects. 

Tt seems a great pity that so large (and, in some respects, 

fine) a bird should be so worthless for food. Nevertheless 

they are killed in great numbers, an acquaintance of our own 

haying, as he told us, killed ninety-six ina morning. Tous 

the sport of killing these birds has always seemed very tame. 

They get up slowly and heavily, and present a very large 

mark, and a man who shoots at all quickly will find little dif 

ficulty in knocking over most of his birds, They are tough, 

however, and an old cock that gets under good headway will 

often carry off a whole charge of shot. 

(To be continued, ) 
———— eee 

Tar Lamesrn.—Laks Cily, Minn., Noo, 5, 1878.— 

Bince your correspondent, §. U. Olark, mentions the fact of 

peeing une of these singular fish in Lake Pepin, I am induced 

to submit that they abound in this lake and many of cur 

springs and brooks. It isa very common thing to find them 

adhering to the polyodon and pickerel, and often to other 

fish. ‘he scaleless surface of the polyodon affords them 
‘\ green pastures,” and, like some of the genus homo, they 
seein to revel in drawing the last drop of blood from their 

bigger relations. The polyodon is one of the greatest jumpers 

in che lake, and it is a common belief among fishermen that 

they jump out of the water to free themselves from this ugly 

parasite. It is quite usual to find the dead polyodon on our 

ghores, and many of them, I haveno doubt, have been killed 

by the Jamperns, but have never seen one attached to # dead 

fish since the one mentioned by Mr. Clark, which I well re- 

member. J have often seen them let go as soon as the fish 

was dead, and often before. When thrown on the sandy beach 

they will then squirm about until they find water. More 

| 

than once I have found them fastened to. the pls. here they 

are soon satiated or kill the fish outright. f found on the 

pickerel it will be close to the base of the caudal fin, where 

the seales are few and small, und where, as is well Known, 

blood is easily drawn. I have allowed them to fasten on to 

my hand, but they won't let go, that’s the trouble, and one 

don’t care to handle the little bloodthirsty squirmer but once. 

At one time, having pulled hard to detach one which had ; 

firmly attached himself to my left hand, and failing to induce 

im fo let go, I took out my knife and cut off his tail, and he 

immediately let. go, and who woutdn’t? 

More than twenty years ago 1 met Prof. Louis Agassiz in 

the city of Albany, and he showed me specimens of the 
ad himself obtained from Lake Pepin. Inmpern which he hi 
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Ih two spring brooke not far from Lake Uity, just thousands: 
of them arefound. Out of these same streams I have taken 
many trout, but have never yet seen one attached to this fish. 
T baye seen, probably, two dozen at a time all attached to 
pebbles on the bottom ‘where the current was quite strong, 
their heads all up stream and their bodies keeping up an ever- 
lasting swaying and wriggling below. Grasp one and try to 
lift him out of the water, and 1f youcan hold on you will bring 
him out, and also the pebble to which he is attached, 
throw him to land and he soon willlet go. Now if you want 
to save him, splitastickand straddle his neck, or just behind his 
saucer-shaped mouth, take him up,and after examining him put 
himinto your whiskey flask. The whiskey will keep him first- 
rate until you get home, and if, meantime, you want to 
take a ** snifter’? you needn't remember where you put your 
specimen. Who cannot forget that there are snakes in his 
whiskey? Another season I shall be pleased to furnish speci- 
mens of the lampern to aay who desire, and who will pay 
the small expense of bottling. Dr, D. C. Esrzs. 

Decatur, Ilinas, Noo. 2.—Besldes the sea lampreys which 
often ascend rivers along the coast, there are at least two 
species known to inhabit the great lakes and the Mississippi 
River and their tributaries which have never been found in 
salt water, Unlike the sea lamprey, these rarely attain to 
more than a foot in length, whereas the former often reach 
three feet or more. These small lampreys or lamperns are by 
no means rare in the larger streams of Ilinois, and I learn the 
same is true of other Western States, They are frequently 
bre=gnt up in seines attached to the spoonbill ( Polyodon) and 
other smooth skinned fishes. From one haul of the seine in 
Peoria Lake in July, 1875, several specimens were taken, and 
others were seen, but escaped by dropping off the fish into the 
water before they could be reached. A number taken at that 
time are now in the museum of Cornell University, 

Yours, A NaTuRALIST. 
ee 

x Grayome or Cororapo.—Oor valued correspondent, Wm. 
N. Byers, of the Denver WVews, who finds time, apart from 
his manifold and yaried duties, to send occasional Rocky 

Mountain sketches of the most reliable and interesting sort 
to the readers of Ferust AND Stream, wrote us a letter re- 

cently which contains some fresh information respecting the 
grayling of that sectiou. These fish to which he refers are 
found ina tributary of the Yampah River, He says, speak- 

ing of a member of the camp: 
‘* Leaving the river he went to 4 ae creek, a@ tributary 

just above its mouth, which he reported literally full of gray- 
ling of small size. crowding up stream. We caught no more 
fish. In one week, and including the days referred to, five 
teams, of two, three or four horses in each, and with two or 
three men to each wagon, came into this park to load with 
fish, All got some, but only one secured 8 load—about 
1,200lbs. ‘These were grayling, caught near the mouth, in a 
creek which they were crowding up, They are not protected 
by law and are netted and trapped mercilessly. In this case 
the fishermen (two) so arranged in the bed of the stream that 
in passing up a swift shoot, the fish were turned back into a 
trap, from which they were picked out by hand. The gray- 
ling were spawning; some entirely through and others only 
paruially so or just beginning. Their method seems to be to 
move in schools of even-sized fish out of the main stream, up 
some tributary, where they remain but two or three days, 
when they again swarm back down stream. Oct. 12 nearly 
all the igh moved on down the river—the grayling in immense 
crowds, the trout more leisurely and scattered; in fact, the 
movements of the latter extended through several days.” 
$$ ——____ 

¥ 
Tae Gravrme—Oct. 29.—Mr. Mditor> In an old copy of 

“Mackenzie's Voyages,” in the volume containing his voyage 
down the Mackenzie River tothe Arctic Ocean, I find this 
description of a fish presented him by the Indians at about 
latitude 69 deg. north, on July 9, 1789: 

“‘Dhey presented us with a most delicious fish, which was leas than 
a herring and very beautifully spotted with black and yellow. Its dor- 
Bal fin }eaulled from the head to ihe tail; in its expanded state wt takea 
a thiapgular form, and 1s variegated with the colors that euliven the 
Beales. ‘Che head is yery small, and the mouth is armed with sharp- 
pointed Leeth.’—Vol, L, p- 201, pub. 1801. . : 

Query: Is not this the grayling? and if so, is not this the 
first mention of the fish in American waters? I do not re- 
member, however, any notice of the grayling in so high a 
latitude elsewhere, i 

Your fish is what is known as Back’s Grayling, Thymalius 
signifer. It is referred Lo in all modern works on icthyology. 

—Eb, 
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\ Taz Sza Smerent In ENcLaxnp.—We take the following 
from Wature. A great many of the sea serpent stories rest 

upon even less foundation : 
On Monday, August 6, 2 number of geologists crossed in the 

Folkestone boat to Boulogne, to study the interesting forma- 
tions of ihat ‘neithborhood, and, when about three or four 
miles from the French coast, one of these gentlemen suddenly 
exclaimed, ‘ Look at that extraordinary object passing across 
the bow of the steamer, about a mile or a mile and a 
half in advance of us !” On turning in this direction there was 
seen kn immense serpent, about a furlong in length, rushing 
furiously along at the rate of fifteen or twenty miles an hour ; 
it was blackish in front and [paler bebind; its elongated body 
was fairly on te surface of the water, and it progressed wilh 
an undulating or quivering motion ; mirum erat spectaculum 
sane. Of course many suppositions were immediately started 
to account for this extraordinary phenomenon, but they quickly 
changed and settled into the fixed idea that the object before 
them could be nothing less than the great sea serpent himself ; 
for— r 

* Prone on the flood, extended Jong and large, 
Lay floatiug, many a rood, In bulk aa huge 
As whom the fables name of monstrous size, 
Leviathan : which God, of all his work: 
Created hugest, that swim the ocean stream.” 

The writer fortunately had with him a pair of the best opera 
glasses, and, after a few moments’ use of this little instrument, 
the wonder was satisfactorily resolved, ‘The first half of the 
monster was dark and glittering, and the remainder of fainter 
hue, gradually fading toward the tail. The glass did not de- 
termine the matter until the extreme end was reached, and then 
it was geen to consist of a mass of birdsin rapid motion ; those 
that were strong on the wing were able to keep well up with 
the leaders, and so make the head appear thicker and darber 
by their numbers, while those that had not such powerof flight 
were compelled io settle mto places nearer the tail. Doubt- 
less the birds were shage (Pelicanusoristatus) returning to their 
homes for the night from the distant waters in which they { 
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had been faking dutmp th days ‘perchance it, may be 
to assert positively eee vatiety of the bird, but inasmuch 
as the writer has often seen shags on the Cornish coast in 
smaller numbers returning in single or double file to their 
roosting-places, and sioce it is stated in works of natural his- 
tory that they haye been noticed occasionally flying in this 
peculiar manner to the number of a thousand or more, it does 
not appear an unwarranted liberty in supposing that they 
really were Pelicant cristatt. It isto be feared some of the 
geological gentlemen still doubt the interpretation of the lorg- 
nstte, preferring the fond deceit of a large and unknown eer- 
pent; but, asin this case, individual birds (scores of them) 
were distinctly seen flapping their wings, the writer has 
thought it his duty to report the circumstance to you that 
your readers who voyage across the seas may keep their opera 
glasses in their pockets and verify for themselves, on the first 
opportunity, this interpretation of the great sea serpent. 

Josrra Drew. 
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Domestication OF THE MArnarp Dock.—The following 

very interesting lettcr is from Mr. Jacob M, Witmer, of Ni- 
agara Falls, New York. We are delighted with his niost 
favorable report. Actual experiments have proved thant the 
wood duck and sprig-tail ducks and the Canada goose can be 
domesticated, and we should think it might pay our friend to 

raise ducks exclusively for use as decoys: 

Me. Eprror;: I received, January 27 last, one drake and 
three ducks from ‘‘ Jardine,” on Will Hall’s marsh, below 
Netroit, Mich., and Feb. 27 they laid one egg, and up to the 
17th of this month those three ducks have laid 379 eggs, and 
I have hatched out under ‘hen mothers” 167 little ducks. I 
huve now got 150 odd wild mallard duck, which I wish you 
could see come out of the pen as I saw them this morning. IT 
let them out on Niagara waters all day long. About five or 
half-past five o’clock they come to their feed in front of the 
mill, and then they go to the pen for the night. And it is a 
sigbt. Such aracing and dancing as they have when first let 
out in the morning is wonderful! And the most wonderful 
part of the whole is the young ones haye commenced to Jay 
within the last week. I wish you could see them. But 
next Wednesday morning I am going to take thirty of them 
and start off for ‘* Jardines” to use for decoys, and hope to 
have a good duck shoot. 
i 

Corrzotion,—Mr. Hditor: The report of the Linnean 
Society, of October 24, the woodpecker taken by Mr, Merriam 
was given as Picoides arcticus, it should been Picotdex ameri- 
canus. Mr. Brewer in his note on the subject the following 
week is therefore perfectly correct. Franriin BENNER. 
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AxotnER Opmion—Hditor Forest and Stream: A few 
weeks since an article appeared in your columns entitled 
‘*Spare the Sparrow,” wherein its writer, Mr. Robert B, 
Roosevelt, attempts to answer Dr. Coues’ able article in the 
American Naturalist. 1 differ with Mr. Rooseyelt concern- 
ing the insectivorous habits of the bird. He says that the 
sparrow is more insectivorous than any of our native birds. 
T have made this bird an object of special study, and I have 
always found it to prefer grain—especially maize—to any 
insect I could procure. In fact, | never, except in one or two 
Soa could discover one even attempting to procure inseot, 
‘ood, 
I differ from him also when he asserts that we haye no 

sopg birds in America. Any one that has heard the melodi- 
ous voice of the wood and hermit thrushes will need no argu- 
ment to convince him on that point. 

I would not have any one infer that I wish the bird driven 
out of the country. I merely wish to have the laws prohibit- 
ing their destruction repealed and to have people stop feeding 
and petting them. They will then be kept under likeany other 
bird, and will cease to become the nuisance they now are. 

Washington, D. 0. Ricuarp Hovey. 
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Powers or Sieur my Bmps.—So keen is the sight of the 
condor of the Andes that if 2 carcass be exposed where the 
naked eye can detect none of these creatures in the horizon, 
yet in few minutes they are seen streaming from all directions 
straight toward their hoped-for meal. But, though birds be 

long sighted, itis also highly necessary that they should see 

minute objects at a short distance. No entomologist will de- 
ny that an insectiyorous bird must have keen eyes for a short 
distance if it is to get its living with ease. A microscopic 
sight is scarcely less requisite for & grain-feeding bird. The 
swallow, which plunges with such reckless impulse through 
the air, will nevertheles seize a small insect as it dashes alon 
with almost unerring cettainty. Usually the prey is so sm’ 
that the wonderful powers of the bird displayed in the chase 
cannot be observed ; but sometimes, when the insect has large 
wings, this dexterity may be seen. The writer bas seen a 
swallow seize, while in a headlong flight, the beautiful, scarce, 
swallow-tailed butterfly, and shear out ita savory body from 
between the sie and let them float severally down; and 
then, not satisfied with a feast so little proportioned to the 
splendor in which it was dished up, glance around and seize 
the several pieces before they reach the ground. How, 
then, isa long sight and a keen short sight to be obtained 
trom the same eye? This is done mainly by the aid of bony 
plates so disposed that the edge of one is capable of sliding 
over the edge of its neighbor ; so that when the fibres of the 
muscles which unite them contract they compress the eye all 
round and make it more tubular, while the humors of the 
eye, thus subjected to pressure, cause the cornea to protrude 
more, also the retina to be removed further from the lens.— 
Cassel?’s Popular Hducator. 
es 

A Caxary Brep's Sone.—Newark has a canary bird that 
whistles waltzes. He has been in training for nearly a year, 
and now goes through the whole music of a German waltz. 
Whenever there is a false note Dick warbles & while, and then 
begins again. When the bird was just off the nest bis mis- 
tress put him into a dark room, where he saw no light and 
heard no sound. ‘Then daily she played the waltz to him, two 
or three times a day, for fifteen or twenty minutes every 
time. The instrument was 80 Organ, with the shrill stops 
out. At theend ofa month or two the bird began to sound a 
note of the waltz, then another. Soon it combined them, and 
after atime he whistled an entire sirain, It was nearly a 
year, however, before his education was complete. Mocking- 
birds may also be trained in this way. A music-box is very — 
seal amare? much labor in the Jong course ofj the bird’s 
musical teaching. 



Tax Brrreny Bir—Boston, Noo, —How common is the 
followisg ieident: We found in the marshes near Fresh 
Poni, Cambridge, Mass., a full-grown male American bittern 

noross the crop and 
bird could not dislodge it, We should have thought that the 
bird would have ‘known better;” according to hereditary 
traits (Darwin), or experience in & minor degree of severity. 

Che Zennel, 
For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

BREAKING DOGS ON RUFFED GROUSE. 

INGE expressing in a former letter the opinion that this 
S bird is the worst for the purpose of initiating a setter or 
pointer on game of all that are shot in this. country over dogs, 
there has heen considerable disqussion upon the subject. 

in. 4 dying condition, from what praved on dissection to be a | pose them 
rg¢ Specimen of horned pout, firmly fastened by the spines | they rise, 

| ing close upon his heels so as not to lose si ht of him, you 
now ‘'shoo” to the well concealed birds, but with no effect, 
Hnvling a club into the treetop or underbush where you Bup- 

ta be, a florry is heard bul not a feather seen as 
Gut listen! fip-fip, you heay one alight, and 

gullet, from whenes the strogeles of the || wilh dog at heel you approach, carefully Scanning the trees, 
Suddenly you catch sight of your bird on the branch of bitch 
not. moré than a. dozen yards away. 

ow, take goud aim, and if you feel nervous from the ex- 
citement of the occasion, rest the gun over the limb or against 
the trunk of atree, Bang goes “Old Reliable,” and the bird 
isyours. By looking about carefully you may procure several 
others of the same covey in like manner. Try to break your 
young setter or pointer first on these birds, and you will find 
that as mych or more time will be required to prevent his 
acduiring faults than for the teaching of yirtues elsewhere. 
After lie is tanght not to chase the birds he will learn to find 
them without Hushing, butin the manner that is most suc_ 
cessful, a slow, pottering gait, with head carried low, hunting 
for the foot scent. Wheén this is found he will trail 
the birda until they reach thick underbrush or some favorable 
coyer, and lic tou point. In fayorable places they will occa- 

And althongh the majority of sportsmen who have had practi- | sionally lie well to a dog, but almost always will run at the 
eal experience in shooting ruffed grouse over these dogs agree 
with the above opinion, yet there are those who advocate this 
bird as the one par éxcellence upon which to break young 
dogs. 
One writes to a contemporary from Massachusetts: ‘1 will 

agree to place you at ten yards rise to the wildest birds that 
you can find in this vicinity, Not always, perhaps, but we 
will finally succeed in making the birds lie to a point and 
allow us to approach yery often within a yard." If is pre- 
sumable that the birds in that well-populated district are tre- 
quently shot at, especially as we know that Springfield 
abounds in good sportsmen and dogs, But if the birds will 
lie to 4 point.and suffer one ‘‘ to approach very often within a 
yard,’ in thé open season, autumn, the ruffed grouse in the 
vicinity of Springfield differ in their habits to an extraordinary 
degree from all others of the species similarly located. A 
yard rise may be instanced as one extreme, yet six rods tise, a 
jong range in covert, would probably not prove to be the 
other extreme. But what fine sport might be had where fifty 
shots are to be obtained in one day if the coverts are open 
enough for one always to see the bird at six or more rods dis- 
tance. ‘The habits of ruffed grouse, as of many other birds, 
vary much according to locality. So many seemingly incon- 
gruous statements have been made regarding the habits of 
these birds in Maine that I will give a brief explanation, 
Throughout the extensive territory of this State the ruffed 
frouse are to be found in comparative abundance, But a 
Statement might be made regarding their habits in one portion 
of the State that would be untrue as applied to another por- 
tion. It is partly owing to great extent of territory that there 
exists so mich confysion as to what would be the most de- 
sirable game law. Forthe majority of those interested in the 
game laws of any State know little of the haljits of birds out- 
side of their own immediate vicinity. ‘This is especially truco 
of Maine, where some species of birds breed in one portion of 
the State and are never even seen in another portion. While 
at Augusta during the last session of the Legislature, and 
using my humble efforts toward securing the passage of such 
A game law as would be most desirable and practi- 
eal for the whole State, one that would be observed by 
Sportsmen and easily enforced if violated by others, my 
allention was called to various petitions, ete., In regard to the 
close season for ruifed grouse, some desiring the season to 
open Ayigust 16th, and others not until October Ist. But the 
law as passed fixed upon Sept, Ist, thereby wisely maintaining 
the previously existing law and a date not only uniform with 
that for woodcock and snipe, but one that is well known to 
all our sportsmen, Jn the more thinly populated portions of 
the State tae grouse are ‘so unacquainted with man their 
tameness is shocking to me.” They are usually in thick 
woods, whére they will suffer a near approach but seek safety 
hy running or by going to the branches of the nearest trees. 
Byen here they do no not lie well to dogs, and but little spor‘ 
can be had with them, Many can be shot, however, and for 
the fable they are unexcelled by any of the grouse family. A 
method that has been much resorted to in obtaining these 
birds is to drive at early morn or evening along the roads 
leading through their favorite haunts. At such limes they 
may bé seen, singly or in families, scratching and nestling in 
the road iy a manner similar to common barnyard fowls. 
This habit is known by the term “dusting,” LGesides the 
gravel and occasional food found there, it is probable that, the 
‘warmth retained by the dust heated hy the noonday sun i8 8 
source of attraction to the birds when the nights begin to be 
frosty. With one person to drive and another to shoot many 
birds may be killed from the wagon, and pausing only to re- 
trieve the bird or birds each time, the gunners drive on, until 
perchance they halt by some lake or stream to pass the day 
in fishing. While driving home in the evening with a fine lot 
of trout or pickerel, perhaps both, in the bottom of the wagon, 
more grouse and it may be a hare or two will be added to 
their game score. But now let us, kind reader, drive over 
the sume route, and instead of trying to see how many birds 
we can kill, we will tarry by the wayside now and then and 
watch their movements. Svon we see a covey in the road 
abead of us. Drive righton but don’t shoot. As we approach 
they scatter and run or walk to the side of the road, most of 
them disappearing in the wood either side. But one may 
keep in the road Ahead of us for a while, and you may 
see anoiher halting at the edge of the wood as we pass 
within fifteen yards of it, 

Alighting from the wagon and entering the woods you may 
hear them running before you. With a sudden rush and 
noise pul them to Hight if you can, With a great flurry 
they will rise all about you. lip-flip they go into the 
trees, and then silence reigns supreme. Now look about 
and try to find them. ‘There is one im thal spruce tres 
mearest to you. You cannot see it perched on a branch 
and close to the trunk of the tree? Well then, sit down 
ou a Stump and remain perfectly still aud motionless while 
I walk away, The birds are not much frightened, and 
after a shor! time you ‘will hear a call from one in the near 
vicinity, ‘‘ Pull,” answers the one in the tree watched, and 
you are now convinced that a bird is there, although you 
fail to see it. ‘*Putt—Putt,” calle another bird, Then you 
hear aclight rustle and one walks cautiously forth from be- 
neath the branches of a fallen tree and looks abont. Do not 
move 6 muscle now, not even to turn your head for a better 
view. Bye and bye down from ita perch in the free comes 
your vainly looked for bird. Don’t, shoot now, but if yon 
have a caulioud dog by your side try him on the birds. As 
jue Spproachés they steal away with rapid steps and lowered 
heads to au old fallen tree-top near by, The dog strikes the 

eeent, and following up finally comes to # point. Keep- 

‘a 

approach of either dog or man, 
Aljnough ruied grouse will harely ever dispute the passage 

of a pedestrian in the autumn, they will frequently do go in 
8pring aud summer, when accompanied by their young broods, 
T haye often come upon them imawares, when trout fishing, 
in May or June. The hen would dart st me, or place her- 
self with riftied plumage and drooping wings before me, 
whichever way Liurned. Ihave often rapped her across the 
back with my rod, but always failed to make the affectionate 
mother seek sarety in filght before she was satisfied that her 
little ones bad escaped. I have captured the young by hand, 
bot with eveat difficulty, even when they were aday old. But 
Roar in the autumn need any one fear being bitten by these 
irds, 
Agu locality where the habits of the ruffed grouse differ 

from those of the game species whose habitat is such as to 
render them comparatively unacquainted with man and his 
engines of destruction, I will select, for the sake of compari- 
son, the vicinity of my house, Portland, Me., situated in the 
best woodeock county in the State. Instead of suffering a 
near approach, and taking to the nearest trees’ when flushed, 
they are very wary, snd when flushed go straight away as if 
shot froma cannon, sometimes crossing the upen fo another 
copse, aud tiying u half mile ere ,alighting. When taking 
these long flights they usually alight on the ground. They 
Ate swift runners, and usally take leg-bail the moment danger 
is suspected, 

Seldom lying well to a dog, they too often take wing out of 
rangé. In open hardwood growth I haye frequently flushed 
them so far away as to render a shot useless. Birds that 
habitually run before the dog cannot be justly said to lie well, 
and ruffed grouse, whether unusually wary or otherwise, do 
not lie well, eyen if they finally lie close enough for a point 
and shot. 

Ruffed grouse abound throughout the Northern and Middle 
States as well asin the Canadian Dominion, and for many 
sportsmen they are the most available birds to break dogs on. 
This is almost their sole recommendation for the purpose. 

Considering the subject froma general and not a local 
standpoint, we must regard the dogs as intended for use on 
various sorts of game, 

Therefore the more yaried a dog's experience the more use- 
ful he will become, if the experience be of such nature as to 
teach only virtues. 

Tn alternately hunting various sorts of game, various quali- 
hes are alternately brought into most prominent use, and 
there will he a proportionate development of such qualities. 
Tf a special quality is desired consider how it may be devel- 
oped without the incidental acquisition of faults or any 
sacrifice of Inherent or acquired virtues. 

Tris easier to teach an old doe new tricks fhan to break him 
of a bad me learned, A dog cannot be kept constantly in 
sight when in covert, Hor can a check cord there be used to 
advantage. More time, patience and perseverance would be 
required fo obtain a well broken dog if ruffed grouse should 
be selected for the purpose than would he required if some 
other game should be chosen; and yery much more than is 
usually devoted taward accomplishing such a result even 
under other and more favorable circumstances, 

This will especially apply to sportsmen who break their own 
dogs from the beginning. Too many of them are unwilling 
to make a season’s shooting secondary to the education of 
their dogs, and the result is that such sportsmen shoot all 
through life over dogs bul half broken. ‘hey seldom arrive 
at a higher standard than staunch pointing and fair retrieving, 
caring little whether a dog carrits the head and stern high or 
low, nor for the style of action, so that the game sought is 
found and not prematurely flushed, And others would quite 
as soon shoot without a dog if as much game could be bagged, 
since they go into the field solely for the game or the pleasure 
of shooting it, having no regard for contributive accessories. 
‘Thesé are ihe ones that: care not to pause, even for a moment, 
to admire the graceful movements of a dog when hunting, or 
the rigid form, eager eyes anid quivering nostrils of the animal 
when pointing, but hasten on for a shot lest delay should oc- 
casion a sthaller score to the sun for the day, Such persons, 
however, measure the pleasure of the day by the “bag,” and 
regard the dog as they do the gun, merely as a useful servant, 
and not as an agreeable companion whose presence contributes 
a large share of the pleasure obtained. 

Finally, my chief reasons for considering the ruffed grouse 
(abird that in some localities affords fine sport to a good shot) 
as The worst of our game birds upon which to break setters 
and pointers, are: 1. Because they ave found in coverts, fre- 
quently very dense ones, 2. Beciuse they are habitual run- 
ners. 3. Beesuse their stone fuot scent and habit of run- 
ning leads the dog to become a trailer. They sometimes re- 
sort to the fields, bat cannot be approached there except by 
stealthy stalking, with some cover to aid, Just fancy, oh | 
ye who lave shot in the old country, any one advocating the 
pheasant as the best bird to break 4 setter or pointer on; and 
of American gsme birds shot over these dogs the one that 
nearest approaches the pheasant in habits is the ruffed grouse. 
But after your dogs have been broken on other game and 
have become steady, jhen teach them to hunt ruffed grouse, 
and you may have much finer sport than pheasant shooting. 
Tn localities: where the birds are abundant and not too much 
Shot at, 1f folnd in hard wood growth most excellent sport 
ean he had, and I think that you will allow that clean killing 
shots atriuiied grouse give a pleasure to the sportsman that is 
not derived from a similar number at that game so over-rated 
for sport, the woodcock, Of all our game birds the wood- 
cock’ranks number one when in the bag. But will not many 
woodcook shooters spree with me fhat'when indulging in 
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their favorite sport more pleastire is derived from asuccessful 
shot af s.grouse than ata woodeock? Although no doubt 
you would rather bring home a. dozen woodcock than an equal 
number of ruffed groose. Although aifordiog fine aport, the 
ruffed grouse is not a desirable bird upon which to break 
young setters and pointers. Eysrerr Smrrn, 

——+—__ =. 

FROM MR, DAVIDSON. 

Monrog, November 9, 1878, 
Evtror Forms, anp Stream: 

That some tales are lies from end to end was never more 
fully demonstrated to me than on reading in the Chicago 
Field of Noyember 9 an article entitled, ‘‘ He Who Hxcuses 
Himself Accuses Himself.” The whole article is one con— 
tinued train of falsehoods, malivious and base, with the slight 
exception of, in part, what he suys of the dog Charm, When 
Mr. Whitman bought the dog from me he did so with the full 
understanding that I did nof value him asa field dog. What 
he paid for him, whether fifty or five hundred dollars, is n@ 
more Mr. Rowe’s business fhan it is my business (hat he should 
now be soliciting orders for pups out of Blanch and Pe 
(Leicester-Dart’s at fifty dollars each, Or his business that 
thought I could ‘ uy better for one-half that sum. Ltake no 
exception to his combining the business of dog-breeding with 
that of editing and peddling a newspaper. 

That Mr. Whitman has bred a puppy by Chatm not only 
good looking, but good enough to win fairly second place in 
the nursery stakes at the Minnesota Field Trials, is a thing of 
the past, notwithstanding Mr, Rowe's futile altempta at show- 
ing any fraud, in which he has inelorioualy failed. 

The mere assertions of Mr. Rowe are no proof whatever of 
anything farther than a malicious disposition, his whole mo- 
tive being ‘‘ rule or ruin,” unless when he is toadying to in— 
fitience or position—then his dependent, servile nature crops 
out. WhenTam shown by some competent authority, not 
the Chicago Wield, that the Minneseta Kennel Club cannot 
take care of its own affairs, and that the National American 
Kennel Club is the proper place:to bring thia matter up, then 
Tat once accept his invitation to bring it before them. 
_ Mi. Rowe has no control over my actions, Tam perfectly 
independent of him, and can go with whom I please and where 
L please without asking his consent, and will not allow him to 
dictate to me in matters which are purely my own; and de- 
cline any further controversy with one whose paper is noto- 
riously known for stirring up strife and ungenerous feelings 
amongst sportsmen, and I will not be drawn into personalities 
by him. Knowing his own wants, [am pleased fo learn that. 
he has become possessed of a cap he has so long justly merited, 
and toward which his friends ought to have contributed long 
ago, with the motte of ‘‘ @uncentrated Infamy " inscribed in 
large letters of brass in the most conspicuous place, 

deny Dayipson. eS 

CONDITIONING OF DOGS. 

pee economy of thoroughly conditioning sporting dogs is 
A topic which comparatively few keepers and kennel 

men ever consider. How very often do we find in private 
kennels of pointers, setters and spaniels that keepers and ken- 
nel men have not the least system of getting their dogsin trim 
for their work. Of exercise they get little or nothing, or per- 
haps are taken out one day and are given a thorough bucket- 
ting ; they come home footsore, and don’t see the outside of 
the kennel walls for another month. The consequence is that 
when the shooting season comes round you have the mortifi. 
cation of finding your pointers and setters come to a trot; after 
a couple of hours’ range, and your spaniels reduced to path- 
finding in an equally short space of time. It is nct always the 
keeper's fault that the animals have such scanty preparation, 
as the former’s sole attention and labors are often devoted to the 
all-absorbing endeavors to get up a good head of game, but 
they might often do a great deal more in this direction than is 
done by the majority of them. Twice the number of dogs 
that are actually necessary are often kept merely because half 
the number, which would otherwise be sufficient, are simply 
and solely for want of condition unable fo do a fairamount of 
work, Some of our sportsmen whose pointers and settera ap- 
pear at field trials are just as particular asa M. F. 4. in see. 
ing to the conditioning of their dogs, but those gentlemen who 
systematically go in for field trials may be counted on the fin- 
gers; and even at field trials we have often seen competitors 
in such a plethoric condition of body as would in a Chinaman 
or South Sea Islander give rise to thoughts which if they took 
shape would be likely to materially curtail the career of those 
dogs. luckily for such, howeyer, at field trials there is no 
test of endurance, 

The amount of work a well prepared pointer, setter or 
spaniel will stand is astonishing, and itis equally surprising how 
quickly either of them will be knocled out of time if not in 
trim. 

It is a common practice with those who have charge of dogs 
to give them a lot of physic to reduce them just a week or go 
previous to the time they know the animals will be required 
for work, lt saves time and they look presentable, so the 
master is deceived by the fictitious appearance of good condi- 
tion, and when he finds the dogs flagging before half the day 
is oyeris satisfied that the number be has is insufficient for 
the work, or, what is more likely to happen, he becomes dis- 
gusted with shooting over dogs and determines neyer to use 
fhem again if it cau possibly be avoided. Some of our thorough 
dog-and-gun sportsmen lay great stress on condition and few 
of them, principally those of the old school, are men who 
never care to havea dozen dogs to do work that they know 
six should well be able to accomplish. Most of the more 
modern school of sportsmen, who do take an infereatin the 
working of their dogs, haye it, however, considerably leayened 
with the also modern paramount desire for large baga of 
game. Their dogs, therefore, must work at railroad speed all 
the time, to try a8 much ground as possible in the day, so 
that as so0n as one brace begins to slacken, another is sent 
off to be replaced by still another in an hour or two. Ags a 
consequence, unless their dogs are in good trim they are 
obliged to take such a team as would in numbers pe a yery 
respectable muster for a M. FH. That thorough old dog- 
and-gun sportsman, Mr. John Colquhoun, says that kennel 
expenses might be preatly reduced if proper attention were 
given to conditioning dogs for their work. He maintains 
that with proper treatment five thoroughly conditioned dogs 
will, saterta paribus, do more work and da it infinitely better 
than fifteen prepared and trained in the usual slovenly mian- 
ner. His plan is to give them Mbttle medicine and to harden 
fhem by degrees to their work. For six weeks before the 
shooting season begingthe course he advices is to turn the 
dogs out ati six in the morning before they are likely to foul 
the kennel much, and give them a six-mile run bebind a trot- 
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ting worse. By the time they return home the kennel should| Sanz or Buexiey.—Mr. Jobn Fottlet, Jr., of the Massa- 
have been cleaned and ibe beds shaken wp, so that they may | chusetts Kennel Club, has purchased from the St, Louis Ken- 
have a comfortable nap if so disposed. At four o’clack they 
should again be taken tor a walk about the game distance 
along the hard road, and twice a week, if pointers or sctters, 
have a breather in the open, to give them their wind. Of 
course, spaniels and covert dogs generally do not require the 
same amount of galloping as the former, but they neverthe- 
Jess require their flesh being reduced, and their muscles and 
feet hardened, and this can only be done by judicious exer- 
cise. Care, too, must be taken with their food, which should 
be well boiled, Mr. Colquhoun recommenda as the best 
food for preparing dogs, oatmeal and potators, and all the 
house scraps that ¢an be obtained, This diet may be im- 
proved, he said, with skimmed boiled milk, or the greasy 
washings of plates added. General Hutchinson, too, perhaps 
the most experienced of dog-breakers, ancient or modern, 
attaches great importance to the conditioning of dogs used 
with the gun. A good deal of iil-temper is evinced and dis- 
appointment felt by the master at the beginning, which is 
generally the best part of the season, and is solely caused by 
want of condition in the dogs. Your hunter, explains the 
General, is not expecied to go through a big run without a 
previous course of tolerably severe exercise, and *‘ why ex- 
pect it of your doz?” Work on the road is particularly re- 
commended by him also, and the hardening of the feet by 
such exercise may be increased by washing them on the ani-, 
mal's return from exercise, with a strong solution of salt and 
water. 
How many of our kennel-men and keepers observe any of 

these rules in the management of their charges, or how many 
masters trouble to give any instructions at all with reference 
to the conditioning of their dogs? Jtis as cruelto give a 
dog a hard day’s work fresh from kennel, outside the walls 
of which he has not been perhaps half-a-dozen times since 
last season, as itis to take your hunter straight from the field 
where he has been summering, and give him a “ fast thing” 
across country. The stiff-limbed, sore-footed, and gencral 
“*screwed-up” appearance after a day’s work which the poor 
dog, whose only preparation has been six month’s confine- 
ment in kennel, must(as the poor beast hobbles from his 
bench, and expresses by most unmistakable signs his eager 

glecting such a common precaution as paying a little atten- 
tion to the conditioning of his dogs.—Land and Water, 

—— 

SHerp-Dog Trrats.—An association has been formed in 

England, to be known as the Northern Counties Sheep.dog 

Trial Association, the object being to improve the breeding 
and encourage the proper training of sheep-dogs. The Har! 

of Bectior, who will be remembered as a large buyer at short- 

horn sales in this country, has taken an active part in the 

movement. It is proposed to hold the ‘‘ trials” in each an- 

tumn at some convenient place. We hope to see the day 
when sheep-dog trials will be held in this country, and shall 

be glad to render aid to any such moyement as the one men- 
fioned above. As we mentioned in an article week before last,an 

American bred collie can now be seen caring for sheep in 
Central Park, There sre, doubtless, many such in the 

country. 
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Sr. Louis Doe Suow—st. Louis, ov. 2.—The St. Lonis 

Kennel Club intend giving a grand bench show here in Oct, 

1879, during ‘‘Fair Week” and on the fair grounds. The 
Fair Association agree to crect a suitable building and fit il: 
up properly, and the club will pay the prize money and all 
other expenses, and take the entry fees and a small admission 
to the show. ‘The show will open Monday of “ Fair Week” 
and close Friday night following, and the dogs will be on ex- 
hibition during daylight only. The judging is to be done on 
Monday, if possible, not later than Tuesday, and the awards 
made public at once. Native classes, for field dogs, will prob- 
ably be left out, and they will compete in the open classes 
with imported dogs. There will be first, second, third and 
fourth prizes in such classes. About $3,000 in cash prizes 
will be given, and no special donations will be asked of any 
one. If apy such are offered they will be received and added 
to regular classes. The club is composed of eight members, 
all rich men, and they don’t expect to make money by this 
yenture, but to foster dog breeding. Who will be the judges, 
of course, is not decided upon, or even thought cf yet. Lam 

one of the members told me all I haye told you, I think 
notices will be sent out very soon to dog owners—to feel their 
pulse, as it were; forif the show can’t be made 4 success in 
the number and quality of the entries it will not be given. 
The gate-money would, no doubt, be the same whether there 
were few or many dogs ; but gate-money will not be the in- 
centive. J. W. M. 
ee 

BHyprorxnor1a.—Mr, Stanford, M. P., of England, has of- 

fered a prize of £100 for the best essay on hydrophobia, The 

prize is to he awarded by the Royal College of Physicians of 
London, and the Marquis of Salisbury has instructed the Brit- 

ish Minister at Washington to bring the subject to the atten- 
tion of the Department of State, that the necessary publicity 
may be given to the same in the United States, The essay 
must be delivered to the eollegé on or betore Jan. 1, 1880. it 
may be the joint production of two or more authors. The 
Questions which are thought by the college specially to re- 
quire investigation are: The origin aud history of outbreaks 
of rabies, particularly in the United Kingdom and its depen- 
dencies; the best enode of prevention of rabies; the charac- 
teristics of rabies during life, and the anatomical and chemi- 
gal changes which are associated with the disease in ils suc- 
cessive stages, particularly in its commencement; the origin 
of hydrophobia in man; the chemical and analomical morbid 
changes observed in the subjects of the disease, wilh special 
reference to tose haying their seat in the organs of the ner- 
yous system and in the salivary glauds; the symptoms of the 
disease, particularly in its early stages, as illustrated in well 
observed cases; the diagnosis of (he disease in doubriul eases, 
from conditions more or less resembling it; the alleged pro- 
longed latency of the malady; the efficacy of the various 
remedies and modes of prevenling the disease which have 
been proposed, and what plan of treatment, whether prophy- 
lactic or curative, it would be most desirable to recommend 
for future trial, 

desiie to agai Tatas Ge rell Ge Hino aneS best Clumbers in England. Fairy was bred by Mr. Thorne, 
esir rain serve his master as we his crippled powers . r Z 

will admit) surely ba felt as a reproach by the latter for ne- is by Duke out of Floe, both bought by Mr. ‘Thorne from 

at liberty to give you the foregoing information about the 
coming show, forthe Fair Association to-day concluded to 
build the house for the purpose, and notified the club; and 

nel Club their fine red Irish setter dog Berkley, by Elcho out 
of LooIl. ‘Berkley is now a little over two years old, and 
probably has as grand a record as any dog eyer bred in this 

country. His prize winnings embrace the following events: 
At Field Trials, Hampton, Iowa, 1877, second prize, puppy 
stakes; at St. Louis Bench Show, 1878, first in open class; 
kennel prize with his dam, LooII.; best brace with the same ; 

special for best setter, any age or breed bredin Aimerica; best 
pair with his dam, Loo IL; best setter bred in the United 
States ; at Boston Bench Show, 1878, champion prize and two 

specials; at New York Bench Show, 1878, champion prize; 

at St. Paul Bench Show, 1878, champion prize. 
or 

BrEepDine FOR Sxex.—A correspondent writing from 
Richmond, Va., gives the following as his experience : 

Per contra about sexes. The last bitch bred by me at the 
very beginning of the heat fook the male once, and was at 
once secluded, Result--eight whelps; seven dogs one bitch. 
The last cow I had to calve (a short-horn) took the male at 
the last part of the heat. Result--a female calf. Individual 
cages prove nothing. Physiologists know nothing of the laws 
governing sex production. M. G. E. 

——— tt 

Drownep.—Mr. J. Hopkins Smith has had the misfortune 
to lose his fine setter dog, Jet, purchased at the Minnesola 
Field Trials, after winning second prize. Jct unfortunately 
feil into an old well, and was not found until life was extinct. 

++ ___— 

—Mr. Jonathan Thorne, Jr., has presented to Mr. Wm, M, 

Tileston his-brace of fine Clumber spaniels, Trimbush and 
Fairy. Trimbush was imported by Mr. Thorne. in 1876, and 

was purchased by him from Mr. Brailsiord, the Duke of 
Westminster's head keeper, who regarded him as one of the 

Lilewellin F, Heaton, Esq., and imported to this country. 
er 

—Mr. C. B. Lewis’ setier bitch has been bred to Rob Roy. 
Mr. Arnold Burges’ newly imported setter bitch Nilsson 
whelped on the 27th instant six bitches and two dogs, by Mr. 
Liewellin’s Lofty. On the 6th instant Queen Mab whelped 
four dogs and two bitches to Drnid. 

—— + 

—Mr. Luther Adams’ English setter bitch Countess Ada 
whelped, on Oct. 11th, eight puppies, five dogs and three 
bitches, to Dash ILI. 

eg a 
Names Craimep,—Mr. G. A. Barber, of Packersville, 

Conn:, claims the name Bennie for his black, white and tan 
setter puppy. 

Mr. Henry A. Wilson, of Silyer Lake, Kansas, claims 
the name of Grouse for his black, white and tan dog pup, 
whelped June 13, 1878, out of H. T, Irwin's ficld trial bitch 
France I. by C, N. Whitman’s Pedigree, now dead. Also 
the name of Lady I. for his red setter bitch pup, whelped j 
July 4, 1878, out of H.T. Irwin’s Carrie L, by St. Louis 
Kennel Club champion Berkley. 

Mr. T. H. Wyman, of Sebec, Me., claims the name of 
Dash for his liver and white cocker gpaniel, whelped March 
18, 1878, bred by Mr. MeKoon, of Franklin, N. Y., out of 
Bess by Captain. 

Mr. H. W. Huntington, of Brocklyn, claims the name of 
Duke for a black and tan dog puppy, whelped Sept. 7, out of 
Mr. Tileston’s Lou by Mr. Jerome Marble’s Grouse. 
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THE TREASURY REGULATIONS. 

WAY back in 1793 and 1848 our representatives in Con- 
gress assembled, in their wisdom passed ‘‘an act” for 

licensing of American yachts at that time entilled to be en- 

rolled as American vessels. ‘The act was designed to facilitate 

the ownership of yachts, thereby encouraging their construc- 
tion and aiding in educating a large portion of the communily 

to a seafaring life, who otherwise might never have been at- 

tracted to the deep. The intentions of our forefathers were 
alike praiseworthy and to the point, and in accord with the 
spirit then animating them the well known subjoined act, 

Chap. 141, sections 1, 2 and 3 of the Jaws of the United States, 
was unanimously passed: 
An Act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to license 

yachts, and for other purposes—Chap. 141. 
Sno. 1. Bett enacted by the Senate and House of Represent- 

atives of the United States af America, in Congress assembled, 
That the Secretary of the freasury is hereby authorized to 
cauge yachts used and employed exclusively as pleasure ves- 
sels, and designed as modéls of nayal architecture, and now 
entitled to be enrolled as American vessels, to be licensed on 
terms Which will authorize them to proceed from port to port 
of the U.S, without entering or clearing at the Custom 
House. Such license shall be in such form as the Secretary 
of the Treasury may subscribe. Pronided, such vessels so en- 
rolled and licenged shall not be allowed to transport merchan- 
dise, or carry passengersfor pay. And prowded, further, 
That the owner of any such vessel, before takiug ont such li- 
cense, shall give bond in such a form and for such amount ag 
the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe, conditional that 
the said vessel shail not engage in any unlawful trade, nor in 
anyway violate the revenue laws of the United States, and 
shall comply with the laws in all other respects. 

yachts shall use a signal of the form, sizeand co.ora prescribed 

of entering or leaving any port of the United States 

ee 

cae ce eee 

be tt ae na sd, That all such yessele 
1 cépt as aboye, be subject to the ] 

of the United States and shall be liable to Raa a Kae forfei- 
ture for any violation of the provisions uf tnis Act. 

Szo. 3, Andte it further enacted, That all such licensed 

shall, ae all respects, x 

by the Secretary of the Navy, and the owners thereof shall at 
all times permit the payal architectsin the employ of the 
United States to examine and copy the models of said yachts. 
Apmaved Aug. 7, 1878. 

This act was in 1870 amended im Chap. 170, sec, 1, to the 

effect that under the hcense granted in accord with the above 
a yacht could sail by sea to a foreign port or ports, and in gee 

2 that yachts belonging to foreign nations extending like priy_ 

without entering or clearing at the Onstom House thereof, 

and without paying tonnage tax. In sec. 3 it was provided 
that for the proper identification of yachts the Secretary of 
the Treasury shall issues commission, and that the latter shall 
be a  foken of credit” to any United States official and to the 

authorities of any foreign power for privileges enjoyed under 
it. In sec. 4, however, it is provided that any yacht upon re- 

turning from abroad to a port of the United States shall make 
due entry at the Custom House of the port at which ghe ar- 

riyes. This act was approved June 29, 1870. 
In complying with the above act the Secretary of the Treas- 

ury issued in bis regulations of 1874 a number of articles bear- 

ing upon the documents which yachts are obliged to carry by 
law. In Art, 58 he states that, pursuant to an act of Con- 

gress Feb. 18, 1793, ss. 1 and 2, no license can be granted to 

a yacht of less than 20 tons burden, and that before granting 

a license the yacht must have been duly enrolled under exist- 

ing laws goyerning the enrollment of vessels in general. Art. 
5f) requires the owner to execute a bond with one or more 
sureties to the satisfaction of the collector, or proper officer of 
customs in a penalty in each case in proportion to the tonnage 

of the yacht, as set forth in article 35 of the Treasury Repula- 
tions of 1874. Init the owner, with the master and one or 
more sureties to the satisfaction of the collector of the district 
making such enrollment, are required to become bond to the 

United States; if the yacht shall be of burden not exceeding 

50 tons, in the sum of four hundred dollars; if of burden 

above 50 tons and under 100 tons, in the sum of eight hundred 
dollars ; and if above 100 tons in the sum of twelye hundred 
dollars. ‘The Secretary in Form No. 16 has issued the lega J 
shape into which the bond must be entered, and in Form No. 
17 the regular license papers to be granted the owner after 

having had the bond made out and the other provisions men- 
tioned above properly complied with. In article 61 of the 

same regulations the yacht ensign is described as : The Amer- 

ican ensign substituting in the field a white foul anchor sur- 
rounded by thirteen white stars in a circle, in lieu of a star for 

each State. In article 62 the officers of the customs are re- 
minded that each yacht must haye her name and the port to 
which she belongs painted on heras required by existing lawa. 
These laws call for letters on the stern not less than three 
inches in length ; penalty for non-compliance, $20. Originally 
the law of 1793 read, white letters upon black ground, but ia 

the Act of June 23, 1874, the rule has been so modified that 
colors are optional wilh the owner. This same article distinct- 

ly states that, while amenable to the laws of the United States 
in all generalrespects, the custom officers will not require duty 
or clearance at the Custom House of yachts proceeding from 

port to port within the United States (yachts of 20 tons and 

over, presumably, as none of the above special regulations can 

apply to smaller yachts, in consequence of the limits set by 
the original Act of Feb. 18, 1793, still being in force, except 
wherein subsequent legislation contradicts it), It is further 
expressly stipulated that yachts must be provided with certifi- 
| cates of their enrollment and with their license, and such papers 
must be exhibited upon demand of any collector, surveyor, or 

inspector of customs, and examination of the yachts by these 

officers submitted to for the due protection of the public rey- 
enues. Yachtsare not liable to tonnage tax, Act. July 14, 
1870, sec. 25. Article 64 of these regulations Jimits the period 

of duration of a license to one year, and at the expiration of 

that period it must be renewed. Upon enrollment an official 
number is awarded to the vessel, and together with the tonnage 
inust be caryed on the main beam, or the vessel will not he 
recognized ag belonging to the United States. 

Such are the various acts of Congress and the corresponding 
regulations and interpretations of the Secretary of the Treas- 

ury governing the ownership of yachts. It will be seen that 

they are not only pretty thoroughly antiquated and difliculs to 

unravel, but fhat instead of fostering the interests for the ben- 
efit of which they were originally framed they absolutely 
hamper yacht owners and masters with a mass of more or 

less intricate and inapplicable verbosity and red tape, the nat- 
ural result of patching and tinkering a Jaw devised a century 
ago and which has so long become obsolete that a new one 
should long ago have displaced it. Add to this the various 
regulations of {he Supervising Inspector of steamboats and 
boilers, and no -one ean wonder that the average citizen hag 

honored the laws regulating his pleasure more in the breach 
than in the observance. 

We reserye for subsequent consideration a review of the 
law4 in. their present state, what should take their place and 
how the change can be brought about. 

—_75“—™eo 

Tae Foster Yacur Mopen.—We are in receipt of a num- 

ber of Jetters calling into question the speed made by the new 
yacht Undine, of Fast Gloucester, Mass.,as stated in these 
columns. ‘To all of them we answer that a number of gentle- 

men, disinterested witnesses on the occasion of her trial, are 



. 

prepared to substantiate our statement. The speed logged 
was 10; knots, on a bowline, fresh breeze and rough sea. 
-Forust anp Stems is not in the habit of going off half- 
cocked. If any of our readers happen in che neighborhood of 
the yacht's hailing port, Mr. Poster is prepared to give them 
the privilege of seeing her do the same thing sgain. The 
speed which long, narrow and deep vessels are capable of at 
sea, Seems little understood on this side of the Atiantic. 

YACHTING NEWS, 
Nerrevs YAour Crur.—This new organization held its first 

Tegatta on Tuesday, November 5. ‘The course was from 
Captain Decker’s boat-house at 115th street to Tenth street 
buoy, East, River, and return. Quwesn Mab, a staunch little 
15ft. cat-boat, with a large displacement and some 800 pounds 
of iron under the flooring, won the race handsomely in ih. 
43m, 503., beating Retecca, of the flat-and-wide model, 8m. 
20s. Alice, a little sharpie, came in third and Azmie Jest. 
The club is officered as follows: Commodore, Chas. Coughiry; 
Secretary, Thomas I. Miller; ‘Treasurer, Lewis M. Moler. 
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OAR AND PADDLE, 

HARVARD-OXFORD. 

Ww? are pleased to see the liberal and fair-minded spirit in 
which Harvard is pursuing the project to send a 

crew to Hngland to pull the winner of the next University 
tace on the Thames. ‘Though there cun be no question as to 
the perfect right of our University to go abroad upon its own 

account, the gentlemen of Harvard are willing enough to try 
their hand with all-comera in America before shipping their 
shells for Hurope, and a number of interesting events between 

the best eights in the country are therefore ia prospect. ‘The 
challenge of Cornell has been accepted, upon condition of pull- 
ing at New London on the Thames. Yale will be disposed 
of as customary, and any advances that Columbia chooses to 
make will meet with fayorable response. It is to be hoped 
that no trifling crotchet or petty pique will crop up and inter- 
fere with the definite arrangement of the races in question at 
an early date. If Harvard prefers the course at New London, 

claimants to the championship will do weil to avoid postpone- 
ment and possible disappomtment by accepting without hesi- 
tation a course which has proyen more acceptable to the public 

in general and betler adapted to shell-boat racing than almust 
any other water in the country. When the home races have 
been disposed of to the satisfaction of all concerned, as we 
believe they readily can be, then will the most important and 
the most difficult question come to the front, and that is how 
to arrange a suitable date with the Hnglish crew, in the event 
of a challenge to it being entertamed on the other side of the 
water. But until Oxford is heard from, and their views ob- 
tained in a preliminary discussion of the proposed race, noth- 
ing can be done by Harvard of a definite character beyond 
settling upon the men who will compose the crew, get then to 

work and raise the necessary funds, It is pleasant to note 

that an offer of assistance has been made from Yale, and there 
is little doubt but that the wherewithal will be forthcoming 
upon short notice as soon as it is evident that the efforts of 

Harvard lo bring about.a race with Oxford will be crowned 
with success. 
eS 

ATALANTA vs. Naurimius Pare.—What will probably prove 
the last race of the season on metropolitan walers was rowed 
on the Harlem, Saturday, Noy. 9. ‘The race though nominal- 
ly fora medal given by a stranger, was in reality tbe result of 
the somewhat intense rivalry which has been in existence for 
a long time past between the Nautilus pair, Messrs, Walsh 
and Levein, and all other similar crews in the neighborhood. 
Té will be remembered that they were disqualified by the N. 
A. of A. O., and recently re-instated. Since then Mr, Walsh 
has withdrawn from ihe pair, his place being filled by Mr. 
Wn. Childs, a change which did not affect the reputation of 
the pair as unquestionably strong. The defeat of the Nautilus 
pair in the recent Harlem regatta was a matter of surprise to 
many, and it was hardly expected that the Atalantas could so 
readily repeat their performance on that day. The water was 
rough and the day cold. Odds were against Childs and 
Levein among the betting fraternity, and by the time the 
start was effected had actually reached the figures 4to 1 in 
favor of the Atalanta pair. ‘The Nautilus won the choice 
of position and went over to the Westchester bank, They 
caught the water first and obtained the lead, but in three 
sirokes Hustis and Downs were up to them, and with a long 
effective swing began to walk away from their opponents in 
steady style, pulling 32 against the 42 of the Nautilus men, 
At the quarter mile there was a length of clear water between 
the two, and it acon became evident that the Atalanlas were 
more than a match with their powerful stroke for the ancient 
‘‘dip and a jerk” of Bflessrs, Childs and Leyein. By the 
time Macomb’s Dam Bridge was reached the leaders hud 
gained something like a dozen lengths, which they spun out 
to almost fifty when they crossed the line, winning in 14m, 
10s., Nautilus, 15m. 803. Distance two miles, from High 
Bridge down to the Columbia College boat-house, with the 
last of the ebb in their favor. Mr. Jasper Goodwin, of the 
Columbia crew, acted as referee. 

Hazvarp Fann Racts,—The fall scratch races of the 
Harvard Boat Club took place at Cambridge, on the Charles 
River, Nov. 9. First race for Freshmen sixes, entries: No. 
1—Torrey, bow; Kent, Hoar, Kane, Chalfant, Bartlett, 
stroke and captain: No. 2—Perkins, bow; Dean, Guiteras, 
Baldwin, Lawrence, Babcock, stroke and captain. No. 8-— 
Warner, bow; Dickon, Eldridge, Townsend, Bowen, Hoyt, 
stroke and captain. Bartlett’s crew took the water first and 
maintained the lead, making the best turn and finishing first 
in 7m. 12s,; Hoyt's crew a good second, and Babcock’s a good 
third. Second race for University sixes. Entries: Peabody, 
L. &., captain and stroke ; Bancroft, L. 8.; Freeland, °$1; 
Hammond, *$1; Watson, ‘79; Thomas, 79, bow; Brown, 
‘81, coxswain. Jacobs, '79, captain and stroke; Smith, ’79 ; 
D. Trimble, '80; W. Trimble, "79; Brandegee, *81 ; Atkin- 
B0n, ‘81, bow; Agassiz, coxswain. Peabody’s crew went 
head, but dropped even at the boat house with the other 
crew, They losthy abad turn, and Jacobs’ boat load got 

home first with a gond lead, time 6m. 40s. 
sculls, Goddard, of '79, had awalk-over. Time 6m 46s, with 
the water very rough, He will row no more this seaion, but 
keep in training for his race with Livingeton, of Yale, noxt. 
spring. Last race for scratch University fours. Entries: 
No. 1—Atkinson, 81, bow; Brandegee, *81; Trimble, 80; 
Jacobs, 79, stroke and capiain. No. 2—Hammond, '81, bow; 
Goddard, "79; Peabody, G. 8.; Baneroft, L. §., stroke and 
captain. ‘This was the best contested race of the day. Ban- 
croft’s crew gained a length by spurting to the front at the 
start, and increased it to the stake, bua the tide and wind 
having driven the outside stake down the river, Jacobs’ crew 
turned first aud were off for home with a lead of three lengths. 
Baneroft’s crew spurted maguificently and reduced the gap, 
80 that when the Jine was crossed they were but one length 
behind. Jacobs’ crew won in 7m. 303, Had not the stale 
drifted oué of place the prize would have pone to Bancroft 
and his men. As there can be no trouble in securely anchor- 
ing a stake, it would seem that those in charge have shown 
neglect m placing them, and if is a question whether the race 
should haye been given to Jacobs, instead of its keing pulled 
over again. 

Prorta Boar Cxuve,—The following officers have been 
elected for the ensuing year: President, Thomas Oratty ; 
Vice-President, Charles 8. Cockle; Secretary, M. . Bersen; 
Treasurer, R. Rouse; Coxswain, W. R. Cockle; Vice-Cox- 
swain, W. R. Townsend; Captain, Herbert Walker, 

Patr-Osrep Matom ar Orttra.—At Orilla, Can., Nov- 
8, a match was rowed between the Gander brothers of that 
town and Hitiott and McKen, of Toronto. The race was 
for $200 side, two miles straightaway, in lapstreak skiffs. 
The day was cold and the water rough. The Orilla pair 
took the lead at a stroxe of 36 and maintained it throughout, 
their boat being apparently the better of the two. The To- 
ronto pair were well used up af the finish. The winners 
came in six lengths ahead. This result was not expected, 
and the Ganders have risenin the public’s estimation as a for- 
mnidable pair, ‘ 

ROWING RIPPLES. 
The boats used by Wallace Ross, of St. Johns, N. B., ware 

sold off at the rate of $30 and $15 apicee. 
Three six-oared pigs of the N. Y. Rowing Club pulled a pri- 
vate match, Noy. 2, one mile. Won by Cornell’s crew...... 
Mr. Close, of England, advises ‘‘caution” in any letter Har- 
yard may send to an English crew, whatever that may mean 
-.-A second eight will probably beformed at Harvard should 

the University crew be sent abroad....,.For the championship 
af Prescott, Can., Hibbard came in first, McKillen second 
and Dalwin third......Mr, Goddard, 79, is coaching the Har- 
yard freshmen,...,.[t is proposed to form a regatta association 

Pretty cheap...... 

at Lake George and give public races next yenar...... In 4 
double-seull race at Orilla, Can., the Gander brothers, of 
Atherly, beat John Adair and John Hanlan, of Toronto, ina 
two-mile race for 3400..,...Tricket’s time is being calculated 
round the world, The “times” in question are probably 

the result of some imaginative brain. 
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ANEW SYSTEM OF TIME ALLOWANCE. 

BE ali know of tha many attempts that have been made to 

obtain some better basis for time allowance batween 

yachts than length alone, and we also know that they for the most 

part ave inferior to length as a criterion of speed. But although 

the merest tyro can at once perceive the importance of length as 

an element of speed, thejbenefits of a time allowance based upon 

this single quality are not so certain, Take, for example, two 
yachts whose speed is as nearly as possibla the same; we will 

suppose also that on length measurement there is no time allowed 

between them. Now let the sides of one of them be raised a foot 

or so, and ehe will at once develop in stiff breezes a greater speed 
than before, because her greater freeboard keeps her decks cléar, 

2nd gives her a smooth side to sail on at an augle of keel at which 
the other boat is dragging along with her chain-plates and rail 

under water. Aud yet length measurement takes no account of 

this change—the yachts sail together on eyen terms as before. 

The result is the same if either should be widened or deepened ; 
it might be an improyement, and it might not—depending a great 

deal on the preyious model of the boat—bnt whether she is im- 

proved orinjured by the change, the regatta committee takes no 

account of it—she sails as before on length alone. 

A measurement based on length alone must be set aside as in- 
adequate to place upon an equality yachts differing in size. But 

although this system of allowanca is set aside, length, as an ele- 

ment of allowance, cannot be overlooked, as it isa most important 

Zactor of speed, and must be taxed accordingly. 
The principal objection—and to my mind a yital one—to any 

pystem of allowance based on cubical contents, is that if taxes the 
model too much, making the high-sided and heayy-bilged boat pay 

tao dear fer her ssaworthinesn, and letting lean bows, hollow 
floors and low sides pass by without paying proper toll; thus plac- 
ing an ever widening gap between cruisers and racers, and giving 

premiums in the shape of silver coups to bathing machines and 
boats of the skim-dish pattern. A measurement based on area 
has aleo its objections ; for in taking length and beam as factors 
fo produce ares, afoot of beam is placed on au equality witha 

foot of length —an equality which certainly does not exist—thus 

placing an unfair premiom on the latter dimension. 

If a yachtsman wants to build a boat, he ought mot be confined 
to any particular style of model ; snd yet, by the rales of moat of 

our clubs, although the yacht might be extended to infinity ne 

lateral or vertical direction without any notice belng taken of it, 

the moment he adds one foot longitudinally the regatta committee 
pounce on him with their tables of allowances. Now, a8 no two 
yachismen are Of the same mind in regard to the proportional 

dimensions of a yacht, such partiality ia neither fair nor right. 

Beam is worth something as well as length—not so munch, it is 
tne, but stillsomething. Depth, too, should not be allowed to 

go acotfree, for itis yalmable also, Hence, to sum up, the system 

of allowande is roughly as follows: 
1. That the time allowance of any yacht be obtained by summing 

up the time allowances irom each separate dimension. 
2, That the allowance of each dimension be determined from a 

Separate scale or table, based on the relatlye value of that dimen- 
B1DO. a 

For example, assume the following ratios: Length divided by 

depth equals 3, and beam divided by depth equals 2; therefore, 
length : beam;;3:2, Thatis, if three minutes were allowed per 

Tn the gmplel foot of length on agiven course, tyo would be allowed for aach 

foot of beam, and one for each foot of depth. Thus, if two yachts, 

A and B, were to sail oyer tha above course, A being one foot 

shorter, one foot wider and one foot deeper than B, by this sya— 
tem of alluwancea there would be no time between them; that ia 

to say, they would sail on even terms, For, supposing their 

dimensions to ba— 

Length, Beam, Depth, 
Ab nse sblaseivcitis p. ty at eW ey op SRDS aift. 10ft. 
Bae Peek ee ane 5-5 ae ou a0 g 

A allows B (60-59) 8—3m,; B allows A 2 (31-30) plus (10-9) —3m.; 3—3=00 

Henee it will ba seen that by this system yachts of all modela 

may he raced together withont undue partiality to any type in 
particular, and with a fair tax on the merits of each. 

If we dasired nitimately to dispose of onr yachts aa brick 

lighters, there raight be sole excuse for taxing length alone, and 
thus encourage beam, and with it, deck reom; but it is hardly 

supposable that such an idea ever enters into the heads of our 
yachtemen. Nevertheless, the yicht of the period continues as 

beamy a8 ever; itis true she is not yery beautiful, but then she 

wins lots of mugs by sailing entirely on her poor, ill-used, stunted 
length, 

What must haye been the feelings of that much-abused dimen— 

sion during allthe yéars in which it has been taxed and discount- 

enanced in every possible way, while beam haz been patted on the 
back and encouraged! Ob, patient and long-suffering function of 

a truth, if it bad not been that imperative geometrical duty com- 

palled you to remain, you would donbtless haye disappeared long 

ago out of sheer disgust. Marrin GALE, 
Sra 

NO DEEP KEBLS WANTED. 

Rosiyy, L. T., Noy. 3, 1878. 

Eprror Fornsr ayn Srrmaat: 

df an English smackman, accosting a New Haven oysterman, 

should atlempt to prove by talking that the Fairhaven sharpie is 

unsuited to the catching of oysters on New Haven fate, and that 

a Scarborough fishing-smack would be preferable for that purpose, 
the oysterman, if he thought it worth the while to reply at all, 

might with reason remurk, ‘ My friend, the waters in which we 

rake ave at times bat three feet in depth, and yet—are desper 

than thy logic.” 

In like manner we American yachtsmen, who, after sailing our 

own craft for years, experimenting on models, sails and rig ; baat- 

ing our good cousin, J. B., every time he has had the pluck to 
try conclusions with us, eyen successiully bearding the sea lion in 

his den, have come to the opinion that the sloop is just what wa 

want for ordinary e:vising. We, I say, are constrained to tell our 

English friend that though his cutter be deep, his argument is 

shallow. We usé our yachts for other and, I must aggerb, pleas— 
anter purposes than eternally bucking at that hackneyed “head 
sen, twenty miles from the nearest land,” allhough eyen there the 

sloop is, as can be theoretically and practieally proyed, a better 
boat than the cutter, 

What is the entler? Simply the English fishing-smack decked 

oyer, and whittled down to a fine point. And in truth they haya 

whittled away most cf the smack’s really good qualities, gaining 

nothing by the procegs but apeed, and not too much of that yery 

desirable article, 

That the cutter does dive like a loon I know, for I’ve seen her 

do it; and that more depth and weight are not essentials-in the 

making of a sea boat, all who can read and reason must be capable 

of understanding, for one of our lightest and shoalest of working 

eraft—the common whaleboat—ranks among the best and diiest 

of sea boats, either under sail or propelled by musole. 

The cutter’s great fault is that in order to offset her unscientifia 

lack of self-poise, her ballast must be stowed too low down, and 

consequently, when sh6 is in motion her centre of gravity is in tha 

wrong place, either for speed or buoyancy. Ay old coasting 

skipper will tellus that if he wants his schooner to make good 

time in head weather, the heaviest part of his cargo must not be 
stowed at the boitom of the hold. 

There is—or should be— reason in all lhings. Itis not rengona- 

ble to build a topheavy concern, seb & slick in the middle of her, 

poke another awkwaid pole in one end; then, fo preyent her 

obeying nature's law by tumbling over, spike lead cn her keel, ag 
the schoolboy does with his toy schooner, ut, setting these 
manifest absurdities aside, the cutter, with her great depth, ¢an 

never be a useful and pleasant boal to cruise in on our coast, 

{Tam tolerably well acquainted with all the harbors, big and 

little, batween New York and Nahant, and by repucation with the 

rest from Maine to Florida ; and will assert that not one-third of 

them can be safely entered by a boat drawing oyer five feet of 

water without the uid of an experienced local pilot. I make this 

stetement advisedly, and the disgusted owners of several keel 

boata that we have occasionally left inglorionsly sticking in tha 

mud, or sawing a rock, could bear me ont in the aseerlion, SoT 

gay to intending yacht owners: Tig your boat as pleases you, for 

the rig you can change; but do not ba begniled into building an 
axbremely sharp and deep craft with a keel, ov she will be for sala 
shortly after her trial trip, like that wonder!nl Gloucester jack 
knife which ‘‘made ten and three-quarter knots, close hauled, in a 

heayy sea.’ Did she ¢ Tt 

Rather a doleful view our correspondent takes of the cutter. 
Certainly not one in accord with the unprejudiced testimony 

we are in possession of from gentlemen who have tried the 
cutter in our own waters and who exhibit not the slightest in- 

clination to part with their keel cuttur, but on the contrary 

could not be cajoled back into the unseaworthy sloop on any 

account. It must be bornein mind that the Forusr anp 

Srnzam hasalways and willalways maiotain the patent superi- 
ority of the sloop for smooth water sailing aod that our efforts 

to aid in the introduction of the cutter are directed in the in- 

terests of that class of yachtsmen who either have not the 

means, or do not choose to sink a large sum in a costly craft 

of heavy tonnage, but ave content, or even prefer, to do their 
sailingin small boats of the Corinthian order without, however, 
in the least cireumseribing the sphere of their cruising ground. 

A twenty ton cutter is fit to cruise from one end of the year 
to the other, up and down the coast, among the West Indies 
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and off Labrador. ‘The person who goes to sea in a shallow 

sloop should forfeit his insurance policy. To say that we 
use our yachts for other purposes than Englishmen is unfor- 

tunately too] true, but we trustthe time is not far distant 
when the same laudable spirit of adventure and love for manly 

sport which carries Englishmen to sea by the thousand will 
animate amateurs along our coast as well, and we feel confi- 

dent that sea-cruising will eventually become not, as now, the 
exception, but the rule. Every year adds many to the lists 

of gentlemen who have learned of seamanship and naviga- 
tion something more than merely trimming a sheet and run. 

ning for the nearest port. ‘They need a different vessel from 

the sloop, and they begin to know it. 

“T. C.” and others seem to overlook the fact that we do 

not countenance the substitution of the cutter for the sloop, 
but rather the addition of the cutter as better adapted to anew 
phase of the sport hitherto scarcely indulged in on this side of 

the Atlantic, cruising at sea in yachts of moderate tonnage 

within the reach of the many. 
os 
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from ten to eighteen pounds. Squid are in active demand for 
food, at 75 cents per dozen. They are of an India rubber 
consistency, and haye a peculiar flayor disagreeable to most 

people. The taste for them is an acquired one, We noticed 
on the slabs seven fresh caught salmon from Halifax, N. 8. 

They are the stragglers which always come in out of season 
and find a. ready sale. Smelts very scarce. Cod have mide 

their appearance in large schools off Long Island shore. ‘I'wo 
very fine specimens of bluefish weighing 15 pounds each were 

brought from Martha’s Vineyard Sound. 

Movements or THE Fisaine Fiert.—The weather has 
continued unfayorable for fishing operations much of the 
time the past week, and the Shore fishermen have averaged 
good prices for the small amount taken. The winter school 
of codfish are said to have struck in on the Gape Cod shore, 
and good fishing may be expected soon. The Shore macker- 
elmen have done little the past week, and will soon pack out 
the stock on board and haul up for the season. The Bay flect 
are arriving slowly, but the season will soon. close. The 
number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week 
has been 27, as follows: 7 from the banks, 1 bringing 40,000 

} lbs. codfish and 6 bringing 8+,0001bs. halibut; 15 from 
Georges with 250,000lbs. codfish; and 5 from the Bay Sit. 
Lawrence, with 1,050bbls. mackerel. Receipts of Shore 
mackerel, about 2,500bbls.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Nov. 8. 

Wanrep—An owner for a 10 lb. striped bass with six 
fathom of line attached. The life-saving station crew at Bar- 
negat Inlet haye been very successful with the striped bass, 
catching from 200 to 600 Ibs. per day. In their haul this 
morning, Nov. 8, with the rest of the fish taken, was one bass 
weighing 10 lbs. with a cuttyhunk hook in his mouth with six 
fathom of blue braded line attached. Should this meet the 
owner of said Jine, hook and fish, he is respectfully asked to 

BrycHamton, N, ¥., Noy. 5, 1878. 

Bourron Forest Anp Stream: 

Tn relation to small yachts I am induced to give you my experi- 

ences as follows: I began with an oak yacht 25ft. over all, 6ft. 

beam and 8ft. deep; drawing 18in. light and 2ft, ballasted, after 

more vertical keel had been bolted on, which was done to prevent 
drifting, as her bottom was almost flat, She was as slow as a 
brick sloop, for there was timber enough in her to construct a first- 

olass sloop-of-war. It was impossible to get any spsed out of her } proye property, pay expenses, etc. For further information 
when hauled on the wind unless she careened to her beam ends, | inquire of G. W. Kinsey, Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, 
If wo cracked on before the wind she would do yery well, but for N. J. 

all that, owing to her builder's well-known vagaries, who made as! Ma nyranp—Baltimore, ov. 9.—Weare having a yery ex- 
many mistakes in construction as I had perpetrated in designing, | citing time over the taking of rockfish on the long bridge at 
she was aboutas slow and unsatisfactory as your correspondent’s | Ferry Bar. ‘They have been taken from ten fo eighteen 
sloop will be. inches in length for the past three or four weeks by our ama- 
My next attempt was animproyemont, It was a 29ft. boat, 53g | t-ur fishermen. This is something very unusual for these 

ft, baam, 3i¢tt. deep inside, and drawing about 3ft. of water when feng one rane ells frase eavae cist bee oe 
ballasted. We had eight 20lbs. blocks of iron dovetailed into her * . ‘ z Ee onda eee ogg i Shriya ti ae | Oy Maan nae Oo me oe a A ale 
svak Bo ctank that her 13in, of freeboard would not keep the water ten to seyenteen inches. GREASER. 
out in fine weather unless the crew were up to windward. But 

phe would sail! There was considerable concavity in the latter 

yacht, and when we changed her to a schooner—she was at first a 
outter—we found we had reduced the angle of sailing, although 
we possessed more canvas. Of course, the philosophy of it was 

that the butt of the sail came nearer the deck. But she was 

always tneasy, because her ballast was stowed too low and her 

keel too thick—2in.—1lin. would have answered just as well. While 
I was yachting off New York, her builder changed her rig again to 
that of a cutter, and one day, during a heavy squall, she capsized 

and drowned his father. 

T agree with you that the cutter rig is far better than that of the 

sloop; but I go farther, and advocate the schooner rig for all 

yachts of 30ft. and over unless they are as wide asa saucer. The 

Boston yachts are nicely canyased, and when they haye been 

lengthened without any increase of beam they neyer, so far as I 

know, fail to develop speed and weatherly qualities. The utmost 

limit for & ship is 86 sq. ft. of plain sail for every square foot of 

immersed midship section. But-vachts often carry 100 to 1, and 

for cruising yachts 75 to 1 is considered yery moderate. The 
reason is at once apparent, and lies in the concavity of yachts and 

the absence of itin ships. The latter often drift to leeward, while 

the former do not. Especially is this true of keel veseela. 

During the prevalence of light airs, when club-topsails, balloon- 

Jibs, jib-topsails and square-headed maintopmast-staysails are 
set, the proportion as per rule is doubled; and yet yachts of 

moderate capacity and proper model, like the Dauntless and Wan- 

derer, are seldom iujured at sea to any great extent, or capsized 

in port unless by ignorant or reckless handling. Tt was, unques- 

tionably, all of these faults combined which enabled the Mohawk 

to turn turtle as she did, and since that disaster I am glad to see 

that centreboards haye been falling into disfavor, so that the 

neweeat and finest yachts are keel yessels of sharp lines, possess- 
ing considerable deadrise and increased draught of water, which 

Jast does not, to a very great extent, affect unfayorably the im- 

portant, if not indispensable, item of speed. 

My observation and experience haye taught me a great deal, 

and on the strength thereof I have ventured to draught a 30ft, 

yacht, which Mr. A. Cary Smith has approved. He saw it last 

summer, and his worst oriticiem was that it would be likely to draw 
more water than I have indicated. For yachts of 30ft. and less 

there is, in my humble opinion, nothing so well adapted as white 
cedar, with light iron bracing and copper fastenings, for the sim 

ple reason that minimum weight is indispensable to maximum 
speed. Desa Duao. 

Sea and River ishing. 
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FISH IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER, 

fair yrs ntl ie 
joropter ws salmoides ; ¢ or Pickerel, Ksox lucius, 

sat) al ; y Yellow Perch, Perca flavesoons, 
Mousialonge, Esox nobilior, 

West Virenisa-——fonceverte, Nov. 8.—Mr, Graham, who 
has charge of the W. Va. State Hatching Establishment, 
came here on ‘Tuesday last and placed in the Greenbrier 
70,000 California Salmon. He had just put in 90,000 at 
Howard's Creek, five miles above, and sent from here 60,000 
to be put in the Elk River at Charleston. These were a part 
of the 500,000 obtained from the Govsrnment establishment 
and hatched out at the State concern at Romney. 

Kentucky—Stanford, Nov. 5.—Major Duncan and I spent 
the last week of October on Rock Castle River. We took my 
section boat and equipage for camping, but lodged with our 
oarsman, and didn’t take tent from depot. Had a large lot of 
excellent minnows, but the bass and salmon took a spoon so 
greedily that we used scarcely a fifth of our supply. Many 
large bass and three salmon, weighing 7 to 74 pounds, were 
taken, Small fry by scores. Water low, but clear and pure; 
and the success of our first fall trip determined us, Deo volente, 
to make an annual excursion there or elsewhere till 1976, 
when we shall probably waive the fun for a visit to the “‘ Cen- 
tennial display,” wherever that may be. Kuenrvoktan, 

TENnEsseEE—LVashoille, Vou. 7.—Our market is overrun with 
fish, mostly from Reelfoot Lake. We are getting some fine 
northern fish as well. At Hemphill’s I saw to-day a lake 
salmon of about ten pounds weight. Sheepshead and red- 
snappers from Pensacola are beginning to come in also. Bass 
and jack are being taken every day in the Cumberland. The 
river has been rising slowly for a few days, which has put 
the water in fine condition. Major Burr, a great sportsman 
of this place, is fond of large game, and is trying bard for a 
big jack that he thinks is loitering about the head of the 
island, but he has not hooked him yet. J. Di A, 

Missovri—t. Louis, Nov. 2.—Fishing is fine, <A party 
went up the Illinois River Jast week and brought home their 
catch, amounting to about 700 pounds of bass and croppie. 
Several bass weighed from five to seven pounds Cae ee 

. W. M. 

MicnigAn—Detroit, Nov. 9.—Whitefish business poor thia 
year and not profitable. 

Catirornia—Los Angeles, Nov. %.—Frank Crittenden 
caught, at the South Monica Wharf last week, a Jewfsh 
-Weighing 320 pounds. Sea trout, bonito, mackerel and hali- 
but are abundant. 

Fish Dyine or Cotp.—We were much struck on the oc- 
easion of a yisit to Shinnecock Bay a few days since with the 
fact that the migratory fish, such as the bluefish, which bad 
come into the Bay at the time when the Inlet was open, were 
all dying. The Inlet having closed, the fish were unable to 
find their way to the sea, and the water becoming rapidly 
fresh from evaporation and the supply from the streams, they 

became so benumbed with the cold as io be perfectly helpless. 
The natives were taking large fish, weighing six or seven 
pounds, from the shallow water with their hands and with 

pitchforks, and of the smaller fish, or “snappers,” there were 
immense quantities. The fish were very fat and in excellent 
condition for the table. 

We may add that very Jarge bluefish, 18 pounds or go, have 
been taken off Nantucket within a week, Usually bluefish 

go South with the first frost. 

\ Baroress Hooxs.—OChitcago, Nov. 2.—Mr. Hditor: 1 
noticed in the Forrsy anp STREAM some comments on 
the Edgar barbless hooks. While fishing this season up 
north with Mr. Holabird we used them for trout and 
bass. I prefer them in the brush coyered streams of Northern 
aia ge where one must be quick as a flash to pullout your 

sent one of them snelled to Mr. Orvis, asking him if 
it waa possible to tie them to make good fies. 

SALT WATER, 
Cero, Cybium regdle. 
Honito, sarda pelamiya 

fea Base, Sctenops ocellatua, 3 

Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus, 
Striped Bass, Roceus linneatua, 
Weakflsh, Cynescion regatis. 
Bluetish, Pomatomus saltatriz, 

Fisn ix Marxet.—Bass, 18; smelts, 25; bluefish, 12; salmon, 
80; mackerel, 18; weakfish, 15 ; white perch, 15; green turtle, 20; 

terrapin, per doz., $12 to $30 ; frost fish, 8; halibut, 20; haddock, 

6; codfish, 6; blackfish, 12 ; founders, 8; sea bass, 20; sels, 18; 
lobsters, 10; sheepshead, 20; frogs, 40 ; scallops, $1 per gallon; 
soft clams, 30 to 75 cents per 100; white-fish, 1214; pickorel, 1234 ; 
salmon trout, 124; rédsnapper, salt water, 15; hard craba, $2.50 

per 100. 
The first arrival of red snappers, Lutjanus Blackfordii, He sent me 

game in On Monday fromSayannah, The average weight was four handsome flies which I think would decieye even the | 

Ss po a 

yery elect of the salmo tribe. I intend having some made up 
to try them for fly fishing if spared another season. Mr. 
Holabird has my sample or I would send to you for your 
Opinion. W. Davyipo Tomrin. 

SHAgKs AnD TorPepors.—Wnglish nayal officers find much 
sport in firing explosive bullets at the sharks which follow in 
the wake of their ships, One good quality of this submarine 
target is that he is not frightened by the crack of the rifle, but 
follows on undisturbed until the bullet strikes him. ‘Then he 
disappears—down the maws of his fellow-sharks. A new 
mode of sport is to bait a hook with a guod-sized piece of 
pork, in which is incased a torpedo. This is then carefully 
lowered and instantly snapped up by the expectant man-eater. 
The effect is instantaneous. The head and jaws of the mon- 
ster are blown into fragments, and a bubbling circle in the 
water marks the spot where, a few seconds before, his dorsal 
fin was shown above the waves. 

‘ne HeLtcramira—Decatur, Lil., Nou. 2.—The helgramite 
described by ‘‘Isaak,” of Dayton, Ohio, on pave 263 of the 
Forzst Awp Steram as ‘the most killing bait for black 
bass,” is the larval state of the horned corydalis (Corydalis 
cornuta), an insect belonging to the sub-order, Newreptera. 
The males, in the winged state, are provided with long horns, 
whence the insect receives its specific and common names. 
As it exists several years in the larval state before taking on 
its winged form ‘‘ Isaak *’ may readily have found different 
sizes at the same time. If he will take the trouble to search 
for them early next spring, under stones just above the 
water's edge, he may find them, as I haye done, undergoing 
their transformations. Both forms, larva and adult, are 
figured in *‘Tenney’s Elements of Zoology,” p. 338. 

A Naturaisr. 

We haye given the history of the helgramite a great mony 
times in the past few years; but there is nothing like refresh- 

ing the memory, and we thank our correspondent who has 

just favored us. But ten to one, some innocent inquirer will 
ask us next week what the dobson is, and whether it is any 
relation to the clipper, helgramite, etc., and whether it might 

not prove a likely bait for some kinds of fish,—Ep. F. & S. 

Barrots anp Barr Boxes.—When the angler, casting his 
fly just there In the pool where he knows that famous big 
trout is lurking, is suddenly disturbed from his repose 
by the headlong onslaught of Sir Surly Proprictor with 

shot-gun and bull-dog, prudence suggests that with all speed 

he take to his heels. But let him rest content when the fence 
is between him and the dog, nor vex his spirit with needless 

wrath. There is 9 surer and sweeter reyenge than reviling 
the man or shooting the dog. The mills of the Gods grind 

slowly, but for those who bide their time they grind exceed- 
ing fine. It isthe unlooked for that always happens. Surly 

Proprietor may run for Congress some day. Upon the road 
from his farm with its trout brooks to that coveted seat in 

Washington he will come unexpectedly upon a man with a 

fish-pole in his hand, a bait-box in his pocket and a smile of - 
triumph on his face. He goes no farther. The bull dog wel- 

comes him home and the old trout still reposes in the pool. 
All of which is not fancy; thus saith the daily paper: 

It was urged as a fatal fault in a Congressional candidate in 
Virginia that he had prevented the people from taking ** the 
free and vagrant fish of the Chickahominy,” where that river 
flows through his estate. 

OO at 

TENTING ON KING’S LAKE, 

v\ 
Epiror ToREST AND STREAM > 

Our purty, consisting of Judd Game and Joho Shockey, assistant cn- 
gineers of Fire Department; Geo. Tennille, Sec.; Jno. Gross, Broad- 
way Bank; John Wimer, our ex-mayor's son ; Messrs, Jolin Kuptferle, 

John Furber and Theo, Scheele, with T. Shockey and Edy. Vuorne, of 

the Hire Department, lefi St. Louis, per steamer Lake Superior, tor 
fishing grounds north. We found the midnight houra on the river de- 

eldedly cool. Landed at Buclanan’s warehouse at 1:30 Pp, o., an even 

100 mules from St. Louis up the Mississippi River. Several years ago 
the river, at the point opposite Olarkaville, Mo,, inundated valuable 

lands, doing great damage, particularly tn high water seasons; anid in 

order to redeem this land a levee wis built, calied the Luy Leyes, 

This levee, in turn, caused another overflow in the opposite country, 
The citizens of Calhonn County, Ilis., remonstrated againal the con- 

tinuance, 60 & connection was made between the waters of the Luy 
and those of King’s Lake. Since that time these watera have held 
great attraction, and been the favorite resort for fishermen of the 
Jsaac Walton school. 

Hired an old man to haul our things to the lake, about one-half mile 

trom the river; but when he brought a sway-back horse of fonrieen 
hands high, and a litlie mare no bigger than a half a minute, we felt 

rising doubts as to tle ability of the team to draw our heavy Joad, 
The doubts findiag expression, tiley were met by the old man, who 

threw 2 knowing look into his disfigured face, saying, “ Neever mind ; 
these yere kin pull any thing thet’a loose at both eends.” When 
harnessed it looked as impossible & feat as for kids to draw our Court 

House down the levee. But with agargon to do duty at line—jerking, 
acuompanled with a series of yocal explosions from the old Governor, 
they performed their perilous journey, and “Bill” and “Wan” Janded 
our donnsage on the Camp ground, Pitched our tenta come sixty feer 
from the bank of the lake; had a large wall tent, 16xdft., and ady 
tent; slept inthe former and dined in the latter, where we erectea 
a table which pérformed dual service for food and cards. Itruited 

hard Monday, and tearing it would extinguish our camp fire, Bame ap- 

plied a torch to an old hollow sycamore tree that stood abont thirty tect 
fromthe tent, Although green it burned healthily, and in the wee 
liours we Were aroused from our placid slambers by thé announcement 
that the tree would soon fall and we were in danger. A little agaiat- 

Buce from the ax soon tumbled the monater, but, like a mule, if you 

express 4 desire for an eastward course he will take @ decided path for 
the west; so this old ‘*muley” tree fell toward the lake, sinking two 

of our boate, the Undine aud Dollie, two minnow buckets, a small not, 
and oreaking some fancy rods into rather Inconvenient lengths, 

Onr Osting at King’s Lake, eorpalent with disappointment, re- 
ininded us of a eage’s definition of fishing— A pole, with a worm at 
one end and 6 foo) at the other.” But some tishers had been there be- 

tore us with nets, whieh rather damaged our sport. Abont a mile 
east of our camp was & body of water, harmoniously named “ Gow- 
Head Slough,” and thither wé wended our way im search of piscatory 

sport, We took some fine ones there, but the place, eupertine, war 
bome distance to the south. Our informant waa the ola Governor, 
prosidentof the tanafer. Heactedas guide to the ama)! bagin named 

Sr. Louis, Mo,, Ovt, 17, 1378, 



‘Mormon Lake, and we were soon enriching our stock with splendid 
bass and croppic. Mr, Wimer captured one Weighing five pounds, 
Some distance east of this lake Is the bed of an old oreek, fed by back 
water from-the river. About every epring, and during the summer 
and fall, the deeper portions are filled with fine fish left there when 
the water recedea. The fishing spots are quite deep, and some are en- 
Hirely isolated from any other body of water during the dry season 
We could find no name for this old creek, 60 we dubbed it ‘' Sausage 
Creek” on account of its many links. Mr. Kupferle here captured 
five bass within ten minutes weighing from two anda haliio five 

pounds each. Ourfirst-day at this place was 60 very productive that 
We were all tired enough when we reached camp with our heavy 

ktrlngs, The next day we had a Wagon to ausist the toting,” as our 

ktrings were even heavier than those of the day previous, 

Onr cook, Geo, Washington, Bsq., had some disquietude-on account 

Ofhia color, People of Calhoun County, Ill., will not allow a negro to 

live in theircounty. George was made acquainted with this facton our 
upward trip. We first thought it a Joke, but subseqnent Inquiries 

proved {t the trnth, One of our party had a large revolver, and, as we 

must have butter nnd milk, it devolved on George to go to the nearest 

nelglibors for these articles, an undertuking he did not relish much; 

but huppening to see the reyolver in Thorne's pocket, he said: “ Mister 

Hid., len’ me dat pisel and see if I don't gofor milk and butter.” He 

gob the *-pisel,” put a donblé-barreled shot-gon on his shoulder, took 

his bucket, and leoked like a walking arsenal as he wended his way 
toward Anderson’s for the desired articles. 

Ten or a dozen men in one tent, and no guard over them, no enemy 

near, can make & heap of music on the evening air, and the trees in 

Our nelgiborhood were serenaded in strains sweet as the owl bestows 

on the coon: ‘*Awho, awho, awho are you, sir?" Cords of wood were 
consimed, and as the logs shot ont their sparks it fitted through my 
mind how toany poor would rejoice to gain possession of the fuel we 
fed to the Names. 

> Mr. Shockey performed a Jonah feat. His line became fast below 
the water, and tn his frantic endeavors to loosen if he missed his foot- 

ing on the tree float opon which he stood, made a few expressions 

that wouldn't chord well witia choir, and took a dive below. After 
entertaining us with an exhibition of aquatic athletics, he pulled 
ashore, and we put tim to bed while we dried his clothes, For his 
heroism and skill he was promoted to ihe captaincy, Mr. Bame being 

our commissary, Mr, Wimer lieutenant, aud Mr, Thorne corporal. 

The chief humorist yas our lieutenant, who held a8 much fun as a box 
of monkeys; but our commissary wasthe premium gluner. We broke 

‘camp on Friday, had our traps hauled to the river bank, and were soon 
aboard the boat that ‘‘fotcled us hare,” homeward bound. Stopped at 

Falmouth with freight to unload, One of the party went out of the 

bank for 6xereiss, and jamped a standing Jump forfun. A member 

from the country, rather lengthy as to limbs, built like a ** grandfather- 

long-leg3,” stalked along: ‘1 ‘low you jumped on Sunday, No? 
Party good jump, I can beat it by two font; do it fur two bits.” 

Challenge not aucepted, he continued: * I’m the darndest fellow you 

6éyer seen. Why? Ican play a itine on an instrament you never saw 
any one else play oa." And he played Capt. Jinks by sauppiog his 

Bngers, making clear, distinct tonea with perfect time and expression. 

As his moist foger sirtick the palm of his hand the tonés sounded out 

clear and round, Acknowledged I neyer heard the instrament before, 

and was much interested in the unique character of the performance, 

aud learned that the young man was a ne’er-do-well fellow named 
Dongherty, but was truly the owner of rare musicaltalent, Reached 

Bt, Louis in rare spirits, considerably enriched in avolrdupois. 
- CoBPORAL, 

Rational Pastimes. 

ARCHERY SCORING. 

See food sefize of the following communication will com- 
mend itsclf to all archers. It is unnecessary for us to 

repeat here what we have already said concerning the desira- 
bility of some uniform standard for marking scores. One 

chief element of interest attaching to published scores in con- 

tests of all kinds is the opporiunity afforded the reader of 
comparing them with his own work. ‘To this end a common 
standard is indispensable. That proposed by our correspond- 

ent, and already adopted by a number of clubs, is reasonable 
and convenient. We shall keep our columns open for expres- 
sions of opinions from others: 

CrawrorDsyinLz, Ind., Oct. 29. 
Epiror Forms? AND STREAM; 
Tam rejoiced to see so many archers responding to your 

kind invitation to send in their scores for publication, still 
some of them neglect the niost important point connected with 
score publication, 7. ¢., to give the size of the target, and the 
number of arrows shot by each archer for a score. In England 
there are two scores shot generally, one of seventy-two arrows 
at 100 yards, forty-eight arrows at 80 yards, and twenty-four 
arrows at 60 yards, known as the ‘York Round,” aud one of 
forty-eight arrows at 60 yards, and twenty-four arrows at 50 
yards, known as the ‘National Round.” ‘The gentlemen 
shoot the York Round, and the ladies the National Round, In 
publishing the scores in the London #e/d, and in the Archery 
Register, al) explanation is obviated by simply saying Y ork 
Round,” or, * National Round.” We have yet no regulation 
round in this country, and I am certain (after much experi- 
menting) that the English York Round is not suited to general 
use in this country, because of our lack of ieisure, and the 
great length of lime necessary to shoot a match, where say 
twelve: archers shoot 144 arrows each. Such a regulation 
score is unwieldy, for the further reason thatit necessitates the 
shooting ali three separate distances. It seems clear to me 
¢kat a score should be s certain number of arrows at a given 
distance. This number, however, should be fixed, understood 
and adopted by all archers in America. Some young clubs 
Will desire to shoot at short distances, say fwenty or thirty 
yards, more advanced clubs will prefer forty to sixty, while 
some experts will prefer 60 to 100 or 120 yards. So be it, but 
at whatsoever distance the shooting is done, let a certain num- 
ber of arrows constitute a score, If this is accepted and acted 
on, then it will only be necessary in reporting scores to give 
the names of archers, the distance and the scores. I see 
that it is recommended by the editor that the number of 
ends be given also. Yo do this it would require the 
further adoption of the number of arrows to, constitute an 
end, This, in England, is generally three arrows. I 
think it makes very little difference whether we adopt and 
use this, or any system of ‘*ends’ in reporting, as it is 
of yery little interest to archers how many arrows are 
shot at an end. c 
end of many arrows, over shooting leas arrows at an end, for the 
yeaaon that one geta the range, power of the wind, and length 

There is a trifling advantage in shooting an 

FOREST AND STRE 
better after a few shots, but this advantage is slight in shoot. 
ingascore. The ‘Wabash Merry Bowmen” have adapted, 
and always used, an end of five arrows, and a score of thirty 
srTows, and have found each very desirable. They have also 
adopted a four-feet target for all distances, and find it meets 
every want. In correspondence with the Highland Park and 
Chicago Clubs, I find they have adopted the same target and 
score. The ‘Kokomo Archers,” perhaps the second best club 
in America at present, have also adopted the same score and 
target, and have started a manufactory of the most excellent 
targets I have ever seen, four feet in diameter, ten inches 
thick, and almost as firm as wood. They are formed of rolls 
of hay placed lengthwise, bound firmly together and 
sewn through with hemp twine. The faces are then 
cut down perfectly smooth, Over this the target face 
proper is sewn, Having said so much as to the 
desirability of uniformity in size of target, number of arrows 
to an “end,” and to a score I now propose the adoption of the 
score of thirty arrows. The ‘“‘end” of three arrows, aud the 
four feet target at all distances. Will archers, generally, re- 
spond? Ifthe scoreis not desirable, then what number, so 
as totheend? If these suggestions are adopted, how easy to 
Teport scores so that any reader can tell at a glance how the 
shooting compares with hisown. Thus: 

Oritanl Archera—60 yards, 

W Holberton...... .-...-..+.+-120 Capt Webber,..... hatte wededare elle 

Or is: more desirable to give the ends, score and golds, re- 
portit thus: 

Oritanl Archers, 

‘ Hits. Scores, Golds. Hits. Scores. Golds, 
W Holberton.,..29 120 T Capt Webber....25 118 ) 

Of coursg until some such rule is adopted, we should report 
the number of atrowes, distance, hits, score and size of target, or 
other archers will derive ao benefit from our communications, 
Tread some weeks ago in the Forzsr anp Srream Mr. Hol- 
berton’s statement of how many arrows constituted an ‘“‘end”’ 
with the Oritana Archers, but one taking up last week’s paper 
would not know how many arrows were shot in the score re- 
ported, unless he had been a subscriber heretofore. Let us 
get uniformity before next spring's contests begin. 

j AROHER. 
+ +8 _______ 

Hicnianp Park Anonseny Cius.—ZHditor Forest and 
Stream: Vt is with great pleasure I note the active interest in 
the glorious sport of archery taken by your paper, In this 
quiet little suburb, in the outskirts of our Western empire 
city, Chicago, we have organized a very thriving and healthy 
archery club, comprising upward of 60 members, ladies and 
gentlemen. Professor Elisha Gray, inventor of the telephone, 
is our President, and has done much toward developing the 
interests of the association and bringing its members together 
in friendly competition and social intercourse. Next to the 
Wabash Merry Bowmen, of Crawfordsville, and the Kokomo 
Archers, our club is the oldest in the West (organized last 
summer), and has developed some modera e degree of skill 
with the bow. During the past three months our team, com- 
osed of H. OC. Carver (Master Bowman), F. P. Hall, 0. B, 
eston, W. Mf. Goodrich, have shot five public matches, win- 

ning thre: and losing two, and making creditable scores. he 
highest individual scores made at the different ranges were as 
follows: 30 yards, 204; 40°yards, 150; 60 yards, 126. At 
our club range on November 7 and 8 there was a handicap 
contest, the result of which I give you below. All! our shoot- 
ing is at a regulation 45-inch target : 

Arrows. Hits. Value. 
H.C. Carver (60 yards). ......,...... 30 24 94. 

ei) 23 g¢ 
80 20 2 
30 22 103 
380 22 86 
50 17 ve 

180 127 526 
W. B, D. Gray (50 yards)......,...... 30 16 54 

UW] 20 72 
80 19 83 
30 26 116 
80 18 88 
80 22 104 

180 121 617 

H. O, Caryar ( 80 yards)......... dss 00 11 67 
ao (100 yarda),....... seeetstil 4 29 

O. B. Weston 4 10 
do 4 14 

H, ©, Carver 80 855 
A.J, Orr (50 yarda)....5.....4.. ‘ 66 Q4t 

Our desire is to stimulate the general interest in archery 
and to induce other organizations to make public their doings 
from time to tine, that this royal and most beautiful pastime 
may take firm and enthusiastic hold upon every refined and en- 
lightened community in our land, Let every one realize that 
there is no medicine so health-giving, no pleasure so delightful 
and so fascinating. S30 tre 
Hightand Park, Il., Nov, 9, 1878, 

Tae Best Arg THE CaAPEsr.—A member of the Brattle- 
boro, Vt., Archery Giub writes to a New York desler con- 
cerning the Aldred bows: “‘ We are yery much pleased with 
the goods you have sert us. They are admired by all who 
seé them. Some claim that cheap bows are as good as our 
fine ones; but I find, when the two grades are used side by 
side, that our bows are yery much more satisfactory.” 

Danotra Acarsr Tie.—Two professional dancing mas- 
ters have just contested an ‘‘ International Waltzing Match” 
in this city. They glided through the piddy waltz for twenty 
hours. ‘This is four hours better than the performance of 2 
man who danced sixteen hours last year in the same hall. 
We &re willing to match a man against all comers for a great 
international endurance match of standing on one’s head. 

Tae Brovcne.—A race recently contested between an Eng- 
lish professional and an amateur rider, resulted in the defeat 
of the former, the smateur’s time being; One mile, 2m. 49s.; 
twe miles, 6m. 1s.; three miles, 9m. 9s.; four mules, 12m. 
2ig.; fiye miles, 16m, 123-63, That's a great deal better than 
some railroad time we know of, 

Cotituaz Foor Baxi.—In the foot-ball match between 
Yaie and Trinity, at New Haven, last Saturday, Yale won 
with ascore of two goals and ten touch downs to nothing, 
The teams, were made up as follows: Trinity—Forwards ~ 
Starke, Perkins, F. P, Wilcox, Elbert, Kneeland, Williams; 
half-backs—Potwin, Nelson, Baskse, Appleton, Washburn, F. 
L) Wilcox. The following Yale men played with Trinity : 
‘Crouch, forward ; Hill, half-back, Bacon and Wilson, ‘for- 
wards. Yale—Forwards—Farwell 79, Lamb ’S1, Ives ‘81, 
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Morehead '79, 5. 8. 8. Eaton 81, King ’80, Hull '81, Harding 
30; half-backs —Brown, P. G. Peters ’80, Thompson "79, 
Watson ’81, 8. 8. 8.; backs—Wakeman, Medical, Nixon ‘81, 
Badger'83. Referee, 8. GC. Bushnell, Yale, 74. Judges— 
Trinity, Russell, '80; Yale, Giarl, ’80. 

—The game between Pennsylvania University and Prince- 
ton College, played at Philadelphia, last Saturday, was won 
by the Princeton boys. They scored two go Js and four 
touch downs to one goal for their competitors. 

—Harvard defeated Amherst at Cambridge, Saturday, with 
thres goals and six touch-downs to nothing. The Rutgers 
College and Stephens Institute game, at Hoboken, the same 
day; resulted in one goal for the Stephens club, 

Brooxtyn Ataurtio Cuus.—Fall games at Prospect Parkj 
Noy. 7. Summary as follows: 
Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Run—Firat heat—W R Bourna 

ist; W Fisher, 2d. Time, 2833. Second heat—Jvseph Baker fat; 
H Iansdell, 2d. Time, 29s. Final—F R Bourne, lat ; Joseph 
Baker, 2d. Timea, 2614s. 

One-mile Walk—Oharles Mackrell, lat ; WD Baker, 2d; B Rioh- 
ardson, 3d. Time, 9m 26s. 
One Hundred Yards Dash—Jogeph Baker, lat; W Fisher, 2d; 

Hi Lanedell, 3d. Time, Lis. 
HE High Jomp—John Baker, 4fb Jin; W Armstrong, Aft 
in, 
trreees Broad Jump—Q C Da Grove, Jr, 16% 5in; John Baker, 
it din, 

Quarter-mile Run—J G Hudson, ist; B Richardson, 2d; W D 
Baker, 8d. Time, 60fs. 
Se the Shot, 16 pounds—W Blair, 27ft lin ; J G Hudson, 

in, 
Lacross (ball) Throw—F H Logan, 3304ft. 
‘Tug of War—Team 1—R Maxwell, F H Logan, Rey T R Slicer 

H Lansdell and J G Hudson ; Team 2—W D Baker, John Bator, 
Joseph Baker, @ O De Grove, Jr, and W Blair. Won by Team 
No 1 in 1m 10s, 
The games ended with a lacroase match, the captains being F 
a Togan mene Q C De Grove, Jr. Captain Logan's side won. 
core, 1—0. 
Judges—Mr Barclay and Mr Wilkinson, 

Torr's Cotrzax Aratetios—Mysiie Park, Boston, Nov. 7. 
—Foliowing is the summary of the fall sports of the Tuft’s 
College Athletic Association : 

ig Ore Hundrad Yards Dasl—Haton, '80, lat; time, 12s, Gowing, 

gone tuanter mile Run—Foles, '79, lat; tims, 604s. Friend, 81, 

gills Walk—Klinghammer, '79, 1st; time, 8m 873¢s. Presho, 

Mile Run—Gowing, '81; time, 5m 3s, 
Throwing Heavy Hammer—Porry, 79; distance, 94ft lin; 

Hall, '81, S5ft. 
Potato Race, distance, 25 yards—Donovan, ’80; time, 2m 45s. 

Friend, 781, 2m 55s. 
eabeine Football—Hall, '81; distancs, 144ft 39in. Petry, '79, 

Bt Sin. 
Throwing Base Ball—Donoyan, '80; distance, 285!t Gin, Eaton, 

"80, 280ft lin. 
Three-legged Race—Hall and Mack, ’81, ist, in 143 ; Donovan 

and Haton, 2d 
eee High Jump—Perry, 179; distance, 4ft 10in. Hall, '81, 

t Tin. 
Standing Long Jump—Hall, '81 ; distance, 9fb Lin. Perry, 179 

Oft 10in. F 

Running Long Jump—Perry, ‘79, 15ft Zin ; Hall, *81, 15ft, 
Hop, Skip and Jump—Perry, ‘79, 35ft 6igin ; Hall, 81, Soft. 
Wheelbarrow Race—Donovan, ’80, Ist; Lonard, $1, 2a, 

GrEEnromt ATHLETIO OLvUB.—The annual fall gamea of 
the Greenpoint, I. L., Athletic Club were held at the Man- 
hattan Club grounds, N. ¥., Nov. 9. The summary of eventg 
is as follows: 
Open 100-yards, handicap—Thirty-eight contestants. on by 

J 8 VYoorhis, Adelphi A C, Hamdiaee ped 30 feat, in 10a. ‘ _ 
Ote mile walk, handicap—Tweuty-six entries. Won by M Chat- 

wick, in 7m 46143, actual time. 
Pour hundred and forty yards—Twenty-fiye competitors. F W 

Janssen, Staten Island A C, 65 yards start, won. : 
One hundred yards for club championship—Won by D H Steel 

in ll¢s. This gentleman also won the 440 yards club champion- 
ship in 5837s, 
Rapping high jump club champlonship—Won by BR Roden, who 

cleared 4ft Tin. ; 
Three milea walk for olub championship— Won by W H Purdy 

in 23m loge. 

dew Publications. 

Tue WaAvzrtrx Dictionary: An Alphabetical Arrangement 
ofall the Characters in Sir Walter Scott's Waverley Nov- 
els. By May Rogers. Chicago: 8. C. Griggs & Co. 
1879, 

Few people nowadays go through the whole of the thirty 
Waverley Novels, New friends are crowding the old ones fromthe 
stage; and while Soott is read and always will bexread with the 
interest which  master-mind can never lose, thera are compara- 
tively few persons who can accurately locate Many of the 
Waverley characters. In the substantial yolume before us, the 
author has attempted to giye such a concise an: full dercription 
of the Waverley characters that even those who have not read the 
bocks shall have an intelligent conception of them and the part 

they play in the fiction. Tho plan of the work is in uniformity 
to tha demands of the time for condensed and definite informa- 

tion. We think it will prove of great practical utility, and 
éspecially commend it to students of English literature, 

Heienz: A LoveEpisode. By Emile Zola. Translated by 
Mary Neal Sherwood, Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & 
Bros, 1878. Paper, seventy-five cents. 

Zoln is among the great fiction writers of the day. His books 
go through fifty editions in Paris, and donot stop there. Readers 

and admirers are not confined to France. He has many friends 
in this country, and their number will, we think, be largely {n- 
creased by the present volume. 

Macazines ror NovemBpr.—We have received: Popular 
Science Monthly, Popular Science Monthly Supplement, Eelecite 
Magazine, American Naturalist, Journal of Forestry, Amaricun 
Antiquarian, Soribner’s, Harper's, Tippincott’s, Applaton's, 
Atlantic. '. 

= 

ie 
BOOES BEOELVED, 

ZIMMERMAN's Aiators or Grrmany.—Parts 27 and 28, 
Henry J. Johnson, 27-Beokmen si., New York, 
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AnotuHEr New Hiav.—tit is said that two heads are better 

than one. The Hydra had more than two heads, but we do 

not remember to have read that it ever congratulated itself 

especially on that account. The great advantage of the mul- 

tiple possession was that as often as one head was decapitated 
another took its place, It would be fortunate for some men 

if this condition of things could apply to their cases. Men 

are apt to lose their heads, and that finishes them. It is not 

always nice to bea finished gentlemen. This week Forzsr 
AND STREAM has lopped off its old head and put on a new 

one in the other’s place. It may not be quite so picturesque 
28 the one which has stood as frontispiece for so long a time, 
and some of our Western readers will nodoubt miss the ‘tone 

eyed bull of the Republican Fork,” so glowingly descanted 

upon by Dr. Carver last summer. The big moose head in the 
centre of the diagram will no longer be conspicuous. Yet 

we need the space for our reading matter which presses upon 

our columns, and therefore do we sacrifice that which is ar- 

tistic and beautiful to that which is reasonable and useful. 
But the paper in losing ifs head gains a firmer and more sub- 
stantial footing, and by so much shall both we and our read- 
ers profit ina business way. Weawait the verdict of those 
who sit in judgment on us. 
i ae 

Tae Yernow Fever Foxp,—The total sum of money given 
for the yellow fever fund, excluding all private, religious and 
society subscriptions, and embracing only the cash subscribed 
through the authorities of the various cities and their com- 
Thiptees, aliounts to $1,320,000. 

x 

Woruinc 1s 4 Name.—The names of the army officers 
who are in pursuit of Little Wolf's band of Indians out West 
aré Lieuts. Hunter and Chase; they didn’t catch ’em, never- 

theless, 

{Fou | THE; MILITARY MATCH. 

HE British rifie leaders are breaking out into a vigorous 
attack of letter writing. All sorts of explanations are 

offered to make the defeat of the Scotch, Irisk, United and 
other teams appear Jess as defeats and more of accidental 
omissions on their part, and it is suddenly discovered that 

Oreedmoor, upon which these visiting teams made scores such 
as they had neyer approached at home, was an improper 

rafige given to favor the home team to the prejudice of the 

visitors. Then the conditions of the trophy, which made it 

obligatory upon those wishing the prize, to come and win it, 

is found to be irksome, and with an intimation that unless the 
trophy is sent abroad with an American team as an accom-— 

paniment, there willbe no more matches; the British rifle- 
men unite in sitting down to see how much the American 
riflemen will consent to give. These may be strong words, 

but they are borne out by the record, and in those letters the 
British riflemen have taken anything but a sportsman’s posi- 

tion. The conditions of the Palma match have not altered 

since they went into it, nor would they in all likelihood ask 

for changes now had victory been theirs, and to ask such 
under defeat has a whine about it which is far from the real 

Baxon spirit of pluckiness which would dictate a fight to the 

end rather than a cry for terms. 
There is a line of battle, however, in which the}British rifle- 

men may enter without meeting any preliminary siapedimenta, 

It is to institute a great military match. ‘The Americans have 

done nothing in this line. The avenue is clear for the English 

volunteers to make the first move. As the American marks- 
men took the initial step in the establishment of the trophy 

for long-range championship, it would be the entirely proper 
thing for the National Rifle Association of Great Britain to 

take in hand the more difficult task of putting in motion a 
match between teams of military shooters. Compared with 

the long-range matehes, they would be of infinitely wide in- 

terest. The fancy element which will always cling about these 
small-bore contests would not be present in a military match. 

All rifle shooting has a presumable end in the culture of sol- 
diers, and the nearer this end is brought to the means the 
greater will be the popular interest taken in the contest. 

England, with her great force of Volunteer marksmen, can 

surely have no fear of any rivalry in this special line of rifle 

shooting. She has no end of excellent shooters to choose 

from, and though there might be slight trouble from the em- 
barras de richenes when the task of selection comes up, it is 
certain that the team when chosen would be a strong one, 
able to shoot on any field, and with the superb regulation 
weapon of the British army need fear no humiliating com- 
parison when the scores were made up. The field of inter- 

ested, silent participators in the match would be so large that 
there would be no difficulty in securing the means necessary 
to carry out the match. The-difficulty with the long-range 
matches has been the limited number of persons who were 

sufliciently concerned in the contests to assist in defraying the 
expenses connected with them. Ina military competition it 

would be entirely proper, if necessity demanded, that govern- 
ment aid should be extended; but the almost certain proba- 
bility is that no such demand would be made. <A test severe 
enough to bring out {the very best effort of the men, and to 

show in the most emphatic manner the merits or demerits of the 

arms used, could not fail to be satisfactory to all concerned, and 

the conclusions reached would be entirely novel, since no such 

matches have ever taken place in connection with the modern 

scientific target practice. The ranges should be well covered 

from the off-hand distances back to the longest ranges over 

which the military weapons are presumed to carry. Small 

arms commissions have been appointed in every civilized 

country, and their conclusions are shown in the yarious sorts 
and styles of weapons in the hands of the troop of the several 

nationalities. The advantages of these pieces can be shown 

ina marked way by a test before the butts, and to shrink 

from such trial would be a confession of weakness. What 
American militiamen lack in numbers, in organization, in 
experience before the targets, and in a hundred other points 

in which the British volunteers are thoroughly trained is sup- 

plied by an enthusiasm which will carry them over many diffi- 
culties and fill up many deficiences. ‘They are surely in 

no worse condition than were the American small-bore men 

in that November, 1873, when the challenge of the Irish 
champion eight was received and accepted. ‘The British vol- 
unteer may rely upon it that the American militiaman will 

not be found the least backward when the hour for action 

has come, 
a ee 

LIGHTING THE COAST BY ELEC- 

TRICITY. 

A Pees at present the only question to be solved in re- 
lation to lighting cities by electricity consists of the 

hitherto insurmountable difficulty experienced in the econom- 
ical subdivision of the electric current proceeding from the 
main centre of supply toa large number of widely distrib- 

uted individual lights, the same does not obtain in bringing 

into practical use the electric light to advantage in many of 
the more prominent light-houses along our coast. Apart al- 

together from the intrinsie superiority of such lights, due to 
their greater power in penetrating fogs and hazy atmosphere, 

itis certain that by the use of electricity we cannot only in- 

crease the efficiency of the lighting of the 3,000 miles of coast 

ling for which We eyen at preqent provide, but a considerable 
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saving can be effected in the number of light-houses and the 
corresponding reduction in the working force, to say nothing 
of a variety of supplementary uses to which a strong light can 

be made to contribute in different ways. 

The cost of the electric light, as at present generally sup- 
plied, is still somewhat in excess of that of wick and oil, ma- 
terial and necessary service included. The excess is, however, 
small, while the range of the light is so much greater that in 

many instances intermediate stations, which are now required 
fo keep up the continuity of the lighted horizon for the marin- 

ers’ guide, could be done away with to no detriment. Again, 
lights which now serye the double purpose of indicating local 
datyers, channels or fairways, as well as of a link in the chain 

asa whole, could be reduced toa lower rank than they at 

present must necessarily occupy, and by substituting specially 
colored lenses of alow order their identification would be 

much facilitated. 
One of tke most dangerous errors, often the pre- 

lude to disaster, to which our coasting fleet is liable, 
arises from mistaking one light for another, especially 
when first making a land fall, or picking up one’s 
position again after a spell of thick weather. As the log-slate 
isnot to be trusted to the last, mile, cases arise where the 

master will, for want of powerful night glasses or detnil 
charts, fancy himself with land closer aboard or with ample 

sea-room between himself and shore, especially when his 
soundings may be by their nature misleading and only tend 

to confirm him in his misconception. Tt is, under such cir- 

cumstances, a very easy matter to ba misled by two similar 
lights, for their difference in power would be of little or no 

avail. A reduction in the number of lights of first and second 
order, and in some cases eyen of those of a lower class and 

a substitution therefor of a less number of electric lights 

of great range, would afford the skipper seeking his position 
a larger margin of safety than at present, andif a reduction 
of expenses be not considered a necessity, the multiplying of 
small colored lights of low range on shoals and dangers, and 

in fairways generally would seem a policy more progressive 
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than that now persistently pursued—the accumulation of — 

lights, under unfavorable conditions hard to place for the 

navigator a stranger to the latitudes. 
But the electric light at an eleyation ean be made to sub- 

serve many other purposes than the limited functions now 
fulfilled by the low range wick flame. The diversity of 

uses to which a powerful illuminator can be put are so strik- 
ing, and to the nayigator along a dangerous coast, of such 

immediate value, that it is rather strange those in authority 
should haye hitherto given little attention to the benefits and 
security that might bemade to flow from somewhat more 

progressive ideasif put into practice. Some excellent sug- 

gestions have been made in this connection by Mr. McMullen, 
of London, England, in an interesting little volume de- 
scribing a cruise, single-handed, in the yacht Orion, 

a craft of some twenty tons. His observations so en- 
lirely concur with what our own experience would suggest, 
that credit should be given the gentleman for having been the 
first to call the attention of the Board of Trinity to the geri- 
ous defects of the electric lights at the South Foreland and 
Portland Bill. To craft plying near the shore they become 

an absolute nuisance, and it is at all times difficult to estimate 

their proximity. 
The intensity of the light is required only for great dis- 

tances, and it would seem but natural that some provisions 

should haye been made for tempering the fierce glare when 

close aboard; not only would the lights thereby be rendered 
legs blinding, for at present they virtually invite collision, but 
by adopting a shade of some definite color, green or red, ora 
combination of both, limiting the white rays from the lens 
to distances beyond one, three or fiye miles, such change of 
color being noted on the chart, a warning would be given to 

the coaster in time to ture him about before he had stood in 
shore too far. The range of the colored base should be regu- 
lated according to the reefs and shoals or banks off shore, and, 
in the absence of any dangers, will serve the end of taking 

accurate departures and plotting,out a position onthe chart 
with something more than a guess at the distance of the light, 

too often very wide of the fruth. Nor need the power of the 
light be materially affected by the arrangement of a colored 

‘‘warning radius,” for only the weakest and least useful 

prisms at the base of the lens, instead of lending their limited 

assistance to the general illuminating power at the horizon, 
could be thrown out of focus and their rays bent toward the 

base. In such position they would acquire power not before 
possessed, which would do efficient service in illuminating 
through colored glass the region of warning. The mariner 
who finds himself within the range of color knows what he 

is about and is prepared to keep a sharp lookout, whereas, 

without such warning sign, he may be rushing on to destruc- 
tion in a fancied security born of a faulty estimate of the sea- 

room left him. 
With our rapidly advancing kntyrlede of electricity, it is 

a satisfaction to know that the Light-house Board is fally in- 

formed upon all that may in the least affect the thoroughness 
of our survice, and to ib we commend the foregoing for con- 

sideration should the introduction of electric lights be con~- 

templated. 5 

Anomnz CasAts AND Movnps or Frorma.—tin his in- 

teresting article on Msrooning, which we print to-day, Dr. 
Kenworthy says: 

$It ia to he regretted that some of our aclentific institutions 



_ or publishers of magazines or newspapers do not take steps to 
haye a thorough exploration made of the canals and mounds 
of the South Coast.” 

While admitting the propriety of the worthy doctor's appeal, 
we beg to submit that he seems to hnye forgotten, or at least 
he has made no reference to the fact, that Forest any Soream 
Published, Dec, 30, 1875, a very lengthy article, giving maps 
and diagrams of mounds and canals throughout a large por- 
tion of the interior of Florida, though not strictly of the 

** South Coast,” and supplemented the same this year, June 
28th, by a record of other discoveries in the same locality of 
considerable geographical and historiva) valne. 

—_—$—$ Se —__. 

How O1p Stues was Figzp Ovr.—Old Slugs was not 
50 young nor quite so active as he used to be. It was 

hard to acknowledge it, but young he no longer was. 
With advancing age his form grew stouter and his joints 

stiffer, To sit cramped in a boat waiting for the ducks once 
was fun; then it became weariness, and now positive agony. 
Besides, after all the painful crouching he neyer could rise 
quickly enough to get a shot. By the time he was in position 
the ducks were half a mile off quacking with fiendish glee at 

the clumsy old fool there in the boat. So Slugs set to worl 
to supplement nature by art; to devise something which 
should supply the place of rusty old knee pans. Long 

weeks of study finally evolved the Compound, side-lever, 
self-acting, yertical-impelling, self-adjusting, anti-rheumatic 
duck-seat, with automatic button attachment. The principle 

was that of the glass-ball trap which served as a boat seat 
upon which the hunter could sit’ while awaiting the ducks, 

and the theoretical working was this: When the hunter 
wished to stand up he tuuched a button; the spring was re- 
leased, the seat suddenly rose, and the man was shot up, the 
shot off, and the birds shot down, 

Behold, then, the happy Slugs! His boat anchored and de- 
coys out, his patent in his pocket, loaded shells in his gun, 
fire in his eye, and an anticipatory savor of roast duck tickling 

his nostrils, seated upon his automatic duck-seat, ‘‘calm, 
silent, imperturbable,” waiting for ducks, There they are! 
The welcome quack strikes upon his ¢ar, and, all unconscious 
of their fate, they come whirring down among the stupid de- 
coys. Slugs brings his gun to the shoulder, fixes his eye upon 

the sights, puts his finger on the trigger, touches the button, 

and——. ‘The rest must be gathered from the deposition of 

the small boy at the inquest. This boy had played hookey that 

day, and happened to be robbing a bird's nest in a tree on the 
shore justas our duck hunter tonched his button. From his 
excited testimony it appears that Slugs, clutching his gun, 

‘was Seen to shoot violently upward some thirty feet into the 

air, describing a parabolic curve, turning in mid-air with all 
the grace of a sky-rockef, and plunging with a dull chudd 
into the water. The time which elapsed between the catas- 

trophe and the arrival of a boat bringing men must have been, 
owing to the dazed condition of the lad, about five hours. 
There, among the lily pads and decoys, they found Slugs 

sticking straight up, with his head in the mud and his feet in 

the air. He was in firm, and it took a derrick to hoist him 

out. Some distance off was found the sunken boat with its 

bottom torn out, and the yertical-impelling duck-seat miss- 

ing. The jury decided that il must have gone up; no man 
ever saw if come down. 

The small boy returned to school next day. In considera- 
tion of his exploit he escaped a trouncing, and for a whole 

week was the lion of the school, As he passed through the 
streets people would say; ‘* There goes the boy who saw Old 
Slugs go up.” 

Norz.—The patent was found in the pocket ; Slugs’s widow 
is destitute. Ifany sportsmen would like to help a deserving 

woman let him purchase the right of the duck-seat, which is 
warranted to be rapid in action, effective in space, and in all 

other respects guaranteed as represented. Address ‘*Slugs’s 
Widow,” this office, 

—— + 

GAME PROTECTION 

Tuaprineg Rurrep Grouse m Naw Hampsumr.—Zaiior 
Forest and Stream: The law with regard to snaring grouse is 
of no practical benefit, as for every bird shot ten are snared. 
The substance of the law is as follows: No person shall at 
any season trap or snare any ruffled grouse or partridge under 
a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so taken, unless it be 
upon his own land. The last clause upsets all that goes be- 
fore, a8 many men making a business of snaring birds can 
hayetor a nominal consideration the privilege of setting snares 
on the land owned by their neighbors. It is reported that 
there are hundreds of birds trapped every weelx in the towns 
of Gilmanton, Pittsfieldand Bow. While in Boston recently 
I was surprised to learn from a game dealer in Fanuiel Hall 
Market that he received over & hundred birds daily from New 
Hampshire, I had the curiosity to examine fifty-eight birds 
wwhich came in while I was inthe market from Exeter, N, EL, 
and of the whole number failed to find one which had been 
shot, If the dealers could be fined for haying trapped birds 
in their possession it would greatly help the cause. As it is, 
they say that trapped birds command a higher price than those 
which are shot. This, of course, enconrages the trappers, 
Should the trapping continue (as it certainly will under the 
present law) ruffed grouse will be as rare In most parts of 
New Hampshire as they are at present in the immediate 
vicinity of Boston, 0. M. §, 
North Dunbarton, NV. H., Oct, 80. 

There should be no difficulty here in putting a stop to this 
frapping. A man has no right whatever to sell the privilege 
of trapping upon his lands, Iteannot besold, The men who 
#et snares on the lands of other men are liable to arrest and 
conviction; the payment of a sum for the privilege does not. 
make them the legs violators of the statute. A clause making 

i. ae aa 

the possession of trapped birds s punishable offence would 
prove an excellent addition to the present law. 

Wirp Riog ann Watrr Linms.—A Magsachusetts cor- 
respondent writes us that, through the courtesy of the presi- 

dent and another member of the Vinons Point Shooting Club 

(Ohio) he has been enabled this season to scatter broadcast 

through his section of country im the Old Bay State the seeds 
of the Welumbium luéewm, or giant North American water 
lily, and in getting some wild rice in splendid order, both of 
which it is expected will show good results next year. 

Waar Ir Qosrs.—To shoot quail, as we recently showed, 
costs something when we reckon simply the cash expended 
for powder and shot, ruined pants, etc. But when a man, in 

addition to all other, drains on his purse, is obliged to pay a 

good round sum into the public treasury, his quail shooting 

expenses and the game bageed begin to assume strangely ill- 
proportioned relations. A prominent Philade!phia merchant 
paid out $47 50.as a fine for shooting three quail in New 

Jersey out of season, This is more than they cost in market. 
a ee ee 

THE DISCRIMINATING GAME LAWS 
OF CANADA, 

The subject which is again revived in the following letter 

ig one which has been repeatedly ventilated and explained 
through our columns. ‘The remedy for the eyil will be found 

after self-protection ceases to be necessary. For special ref- 

erence to Canadian discriminating laws see files of Forzsr 
Anp SrrEAm for 1877: 

PORTLAND, Me., Nov, 11, 1878. 
Dprrok FOREST AND STREAM: 

Would if not be wellto call attention, through the columns of your 

paper, to the attitude of the New Brunswick people In attempting to 

exclude Ameri¢an sportsmen from shooting in that province, It has 
been my good fortune for a number of years to enjoy, in company of 
Triends (both Americans and Proyincials), the varied Sport, both oyer 

dogs and decoys, which New Brunswick affords; but on my arrival in 

St, Jolin this October, I learned, much Lo my regret (and I am happy to 

say to the regret also of my shooting companions there), that various 

people of influence had succeeded in passing laws imposing an annual 

tax of $20, to be paid by all Americans shooting there. And worse 

than that, that these measures had been taken for the * purpose of ex- 
eluding American sportsmen” from participating in the Sports of the 

Proyinee. Itis also annouuced that 250 game wardens are to be liime- 
diately appointed, and the law rigorously enforced. Twenty dollars ig, 

of coursé a mere bagatelle; but in view of the immense amount of 

game killed annually by Her Majesty’s subjects throughout our West- 

ern States and Florida, and the not very generous discrimination 

already made against our people in the matter of leasing salmon rivers, 

Would if not be weli for our State ciubs to consider the question otf 

returning the compliment by imposing a similar tax on all British 

Subjects? I know my friends in this State will not he slow to 

join me in taking the initiative here, and showing to the people 

of New Brunswick that we set as much store by our tield sports as 

they. And furthermore, Mr. Editor, if we are to be taxed $20 for 
shooting, may we not next expect a tax of $100 on every American 
salmon fishing there? 

Yours truty, SaMUEL HANsoy, 

REMARKS.—We trust that the United States will emulate 
their neighbor in appointing proper paid guardians to enforce 

the came laws over our own territory, and to drive ont Cana— 
dian poachers and violators thereof by fine or severer meas- 

ures, if need use. We do not think the discrimination on the 

part of New Brunswick as against Americans as unjust (if it 
be unwise) as similar discriminations between some of our 

own States against each other. We do not take the part of 
Canada, further than to allow that she has the rigit to make 

what laws she pleases, and to enforce them; and to encourage 
her in making such laws efficient as are in regard to common 

Sense and common amenities between men and men. 

The Ritle. 
Massaonuserrs—Medford, Nov. '7,—The third and decisive 

contest between the teams of six from the Medford Amateur 
Rifle Association and Haryard University took place to-day 
on Bellevue Range. With cool, pleasant weather there were 
agood many spectators present, and good work was done by 
the seyeral competitors in the match, the Medfords winning 
the third by four points, The first match was won by the 
Harvards on a tie, the Medfords having an “outer” in their 
score, and the second contest was won by the Medfords, 251 
to 227. Following is the result, distance 200 yards : 

Medford Rifie Association. 
HH D Cushing.......--+« sob 445446 4 4 4-43 
JB Osborn....... oh 34445 5 4 4 5—43 
HE kichardson.. set 643454 4 4 4-48 
We Vining ozeeep ep ad aastie tf 4444444 4 4-40 
dH Bames.....2....... 4348 452 4 4 439 
TONN GLady,-.c.,eeeceeeee---eeeeeed 44 3 4 4 4 4 B 4 —HQ—O4E 

Tarvards, 

FLW Powell... ccscnccecesgeesenneed 3 GH £ 4 6 5 4 4 F—4E 
RUSSEL. wceessicccceceesconecereet 2 6 4 42 4 4 6 4 dat 
AB Denney...........-. eeseed 8 45 4 44 4 5 4—41 
EE Slmpson......... seserse4 8 34 6 44 4 1 4-89 
FTICGE sean ea ebghdennaslaseeeue ina 3443443 45 4—38 
C APArKeV a weeser-scseenceesessas-et 4 3 2 8B 4 5 4 B 455-940 

To-morrow a team from the Massachusetts Rifle Associa- 
tion will visit Walpole, where they will shoot a friendly match 
at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

Betreyur Ranex, Mzprorp.—During Noyember the Med- 
ford Amateur Rifle Association will hold contests each Wed- 
nésday. Match No. 1 was at 200 yards, seven rounds, any 
rifle and postion within the rules, a|l comers, re-entries, 70 per 
cent. of total entrance to go to best five at close of month : 
Match No, 2is at 500 yards, seven rounds, any rifle and 

position, open to members only, re-entries, cartons used, 65 
per cent. of entranca money to goto four highest shores on 
the 6th instant. The gcores stood : 
Two Hundred Yards—J B Osborn, 31; H K Richardson, 30; HHD 

Onshing, 28; J H Hames, 27; J Grady, 26, 

Five Hundred Yarde—hi W Law, 38; H § Harris, 37; 
$5; HE Richardson, 31; J Grady, 28. 

A special match is announced for Thankspiving Day, Dis— 
fance 200 yards; rounds, ten; open to memhbersof Mi. A. Rt. A, 

HHD Cushing, 
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only. Shooting to commence promptly at 9.4. a. Sides to he specs from members present by Messrs, Richardson and eele. 

ATILUBORO vs, Watrone.—The return match between the 
Walpole Amateur Rifle Association and the Attleboro Rifle Association was shot at Walpole on the 9th inst., with the following result ; distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards : 
Walpole—J Mann, 2)4; 5 sy 200s 197; Gray, 195; F Wesson, 158. ‘Potal gen” ay ag 
Attleboro—P B Hazard 200; EL By BJ Angell, 161; Witham Hart, 181. TToanai sie Pekin At 
After the contest was over, the members of both associations Tepaired to the residence of William H. Pray, where a boun- tiful collation was served and a general good time enjoyed. The first match was shot at the Tyler Mountain range on 

Oct, 26, the scores standing: 921 for Attleboro and 872 for 
Walpole. 

The Walnut Hill marksmen are anxious to have a shooting shed for use during the winter, and haye instituted a match to Secure the money for its purchase. Thecontest was at 200 yards, and the first shoot took place on Saturday last, with 
scores a8 follows: 
TEVIIAE (63515 te clole'g vee wis 4 
DB Souther........ a4 
dH Williams,,....... 4 

i—22 J Nichols.,..... 
NS Mileg...... 
W Bennett., 
H Tyler..... 
© Burges,..... af 
E Rosworth.......... 

1 ; erected is to be sixty feet long, with 
openings on the side toward the targets, for the shooters, and 
will be furnished with a stove and other conveniences for 
Winter practice, 

The twelfth competition in the long-range classified match 
at Walnut Hill took place on the 6th inst. ‘Che wind was 
reasonably steady during the shooting, ranging from a ‘*9 to 10 
o'clock” easterly breeze, not so strong as to materially inter- 
fere with the work of the marksmen, who made excellent 
scores, witha remarkably high average, considering the un- 
certain light that prevailed. ‘Lhe scores stood : 

W 4 Jackson, 
335555 65 6 ® 5 & 5 6—10 
43555565465 6 5 & & 5—T 
655 65 46455 5 5 5 6 5—72—215 

J § Stmner, 
55 Rh 6550 5 6 5 4 & SM 
54558 6555 5 6 & 6 514 
B5S6B5S 444 5 4 4 4 3856-218 

W Gerrish, 

656555565 4 5 & 5 5-73 
645054656 6 5 3 6 3 5 5-68 
4653545 55 465 5 5 & 0-217 

L Saunders, 

4566655 566 6 6 5 &41 
55655555 5 44 4 § 8 5—T70 
5555655545 5 & 0 0-68—204 

W M Ward. 
8555 565 55 5 45 § bt 
5354454548 5 6 8 BH 
5384554445 35 4 8 463-201 

T Sias. 
5454855555 6 5 & 6-69 
654558355 43 5 & 6 4-87 
3554656566564 4% 4 6 4 5 0 592-108 

Rine Tanger SsoorTme.—The ring target match which 
opened on the Belleyue Range, Oct. 21, closed on the 6th; 
175 entries and re-entries had been recorded, and from first to 
last the strongest interest was felt in the match. The condi- 
tions of the match were as follows: 200 yards; rifle and po- 
sition, any within the rules; rounds, five; targets, 24 inches 
in diameter, divided into inch rings, and counting from 12 
(centre) to one on the extreme circumference ; shots not to be 
spotted, but each target to be removed when finished. ‘The 
leading scores were as follows, odd-numbered men winning 
the prizes offered ; 

48 94 117R Tule 29 «(OF 
48 88 12 1) W Allen 23° «66 

J 41 86 13 EH B Souther. 32 OG 
4LL Hubbard.....41 43 84 14 JH Eames.. 31 63 
5 UK Richardgon..3T 46 #62 15 R Howard........2 24 = «BB 
6 SC Noyes,.....-- 39 89 8 16 W #Guerrier..... 23. BL 
THAD Cushing, ..33 39 i{ 17 John Grady.....,, 26 «4649 
8 D Kuknood.......38 36 4 18 HS HMarris...,....93 95 48 
9 LW Farrar.......85 37 72 19SERing.........01 92 43 

10 NW Arnold....,.36 32 68 

Gardner.—A team of four from the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association went down from Boston to Gardner on the 3ist 
ult., to show the provincials how to do it, and managed to 
come out victors of the slosest sortofarub. Aftera fifty 
mile railroad ride, the Walout Hill marksmen took a drive of 
amile over to the Gardner range, where a hospitable com- 
pany and a warm shooting have made them full welcome. 
The range covered was 200 yards, thirty shots per man, the 
scores counted on the paper targets after each ten rounds. The 
Scores stood: 

Boston Team. 

Tubbard.. ...43 46 45 134 Lowell ,......43 49 42 127 
Osborn.......46 42 45 131 Jacksom.....42 42 41 196 

OAL ann epsaslys ssWmes<h OWycng sid es'assane pens aecabegenmobancal ca ath 
Gardner Team, 

Prattrese.s.-: 42 43 46 181 Bent... 40 42 125 
Knowltoa,.... 42 42 42 126 Robbin 42 43 126 

STOEL oie euenets erg etcvenuts aay ane ciate siete sneVsig arn reve + OUS 

Brockton—The Brockton Rifle Association members fired at: 
800 and 1,000 yards on the 81st ult; ten rounds per dis. 
tances, the scores standing : 

809 1,050 TL im 800 1,000 Tl 
«AB 85 qi Borden. 2.438 12 50 
2.38. 21 57 Holman, 29 1s 47 
-.3F 1 56 Snow.... 15 10 26 

Worceste.—On the 6th inst. the seventh contest for the F. 
Wesson prize was shot at Pine Groye Range. ‘The following 
scores were made at 500 yards, ont of a possible 1h0: A. L, 
Rice, 131; Stedman Clark, 126; Frank Wesson, 129; Na- 
than Washburn, 135; C., B. Holden, 126; Curtis Jenkins, 
113; E, A. Bartlett, 138; A, P. Plimpton, 105; H, L., Wee- 
gon, 112; H, 8. Ball, 121, 

Connzctiout—Neo London.—A match between teams 
from Company M, ist Artillery, U. §. A., under command 
of Col. Langdon, and Company D, 3d Reg. C. N. G., Lieut. 
St. Clair, took place on the Government range, Fort Trum- 
bull, on the afternoon of the 8th. The range is located in a 
meadow to the left of the track of the Shore Line R, B., a 
short distance from the city, anc. is inferior in location and 
facilities for scoring to that of Company D, 3d Reg. C. N. 
G., at Groton, Ten rounds per man was fired off-hand at 
200 yards, the regulars using the Springfield new model, cal. 
«46, the militiamen the old madel Springfield, cal. .50, he 
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effect of regular practice by the regulars, under the super- 
-vision of Lieuts. Gotton and Ingalls, was seen in the clean 
victory they secured, though a cold, chilling five o’clock wind 
blew over the range. ‘The full scores stood : 

i Battery M, ist Artillery, 0S A. 
Sgt Coleman -. 3°28 02°92 4223 
Bgt Bracken 208 2 48 2 5 3—29 
Corp Foley. 323 43 5 3 4 3-33 
Pvt Carleton B48 424 3 3 3—82 
Pyt Monanan. 8°83 43 4 3 3 4 3—33 
Pyt Nelsons... ..s..snese 388 2 2 8 0 & 0-23 
Pyt Wheeler. . 4 03484656 8 4 4—32 

2884 4 4 2 8 2—30 

TOPS ice ciel iejaaadotaus seen ts Fails on cled ptestaaberasemegasde 282 

Company D, 8d Reg, CN G. 
Lieut St Clair..-........: Bae seereyer 4430008 2 3 2-20 
BREBUTLOWS: bo oe ese eet ee cebten oncues sa 44423 8 4 4 8 3—34 
REN OMLBP ASP AEs vine Dye ane aodusantes Hees 002 8 2 8 2 2 3 8-2) 
SEVERED saaleeea co uecped wad 0 3 4 8 8B 3 4 0 8-26 
Pvt MGR GON. savesccseassccccccesssesscs 8234383 4423 4 233 
Pyt Rogers... 4024939 4 8 8 3—25 
Pytt Waley. 2... ec. enee 0 8002 2 23 0 3—16 
Pyt Jeffers... ....05 eesvou 8 38 4 8 40 2 0 3 0-21 

TD BGA Lee cane herckx ab sea so tes Savnuals tase ae oh dese tbasws pes 2196 

At a previous match on the 2d inst,, the Company D team 
were defeated on the same range by a Battery C team, the 
scores standing : 

Battery C Team. 
Major McOreg.. Pyt StOWG..wenreccessscs 
Lieut Prive.... Pyt Kelly...... 
Corp Stey-ns. me ..27 Pvt Hagan Bas Ec 
Pyt Moore..........,....... aesnffo_cP Vb YA tedudtacueecs dias Seda 

Total,..:. coed abhi obits tan clhhata ls ae eraes ete tet Ge RERAM A ReeeeaaanEess 
Company D Team, 

Oapt Shales. #eeSL” EVEMCKCONs cipsseccess+ nee csees 
Sgt Patter.. 25 PytFenner...... be 
Sgt Burrows . 84 Pvt Waley......5.5 
IPYLROZGLR. occ. . wacecsesepes coed 2VtRagbi Pie ow eaoedectk 27 

TTOUAL Sc pass rece se et cose sessed B6 oS sedece pose derssens ht SPSS See 193 

New Yorx—Oswego,—The Remington Rifle Club carried 
through on the 28th ult. and two succeeding days a very 
succeessiul initial prize meeting. The majority of the mem- 
bers are old military shots, and gave a liberal list of prizes for 
military weapons. The Forty-ninth Auburn men, who might 
have enjoyed a lively contest on the Fort Range at Oswego, 
remained away, 80 that the battling really occurred on the in- 
dividual matches, where the scores for leading places ran very 
close indeed. A rain onthe second day delayed the shooting 
a little, but the marksmen did not care, and there were no 
spectators to speak of, so that no one was seriously discom- 
moded. 

The meeting opened with the Winchester Repeating Rifle 
Match, at 200 yards, any rifle, open to club members, seven 
prizes, the first a Winchester Rifle. Scores: 
J Barton:...,....- Hamilton ie. - « scesteesterveerect 
White .... aad W O00, 2... scene cess recess nnonas soot 
Posts... 0-6 Maltby.. 23 
Wagner Hagwim. 23 
Barnes Watson. 4 
Houghton P rkins, 2 
Wellingto Swelting 22 
Torger . Clemmings .. + 20 
Chas Barton Bagi soo eats cence ge cace sees senee ell 
Ward Ames... -723 

3 FA subscription match at 200 yards followed, with four prizes, 
and 82 out of a possible 35 was a good leading score: 
Geo White..... dhiaawe thet sec sees Oe) GBBY LON: nts nealate ie alial poenloe 23 
RG Post..... cHissedesteegeres GY HOTIPH LOM... 8 svvancoeoneam aT 
Ward Ames.. wecesee cese2S HA SyethingNam....1s.o+--are= 27 
Jf 21 RAE Po AI SECs et 23 

Another subscription match, at 500 yards, gave the team 
shooters a chance for some mid-range practice, with four 
prizes. The score here stood : 
MGS BS THASs cc. oe gadae csc ap avec BU ME RY POKELUB SG aceassevvessyeu ere oe 
GV Houguton., 22. ......s.scesee 28 Geo White........00 «- 
BG POSE. .... sete ycewescpeuesene 26 PY Persing, re-entry. ay 
TG WO0d. 2 reese ec ens oop veces 24 LS Barnes, re-entry..........--- 

The team contest was confined to representatives of the 
Forty-cighth Hegiment, four companies with a staff team 
qwaking up the list of entries. The men used their State 
jnodel werpon, and with excellent shooting in several of the 
teams, the victory went to the officers, with 190 points in the 
possible 250 : 

Forty-elghth Field Sta and Non-commissioned Staff. 

Rergi-Maj White-..........-.-.d £44 4-20 6444 4—21—41 
Lieut-Col Houghton. 4445 5-22 3663 3—19—41 
Col Huywim ...... 4444 4—20 446 3 2—11—37 
Quaar-Mast Seryt Ba 4445 #20 3434 8—l7—87 
Capt (LRP) Poat........-.+--- 44424—-18 8 4 2 3 8—15—33—130 

Company H Team, 
200 60) ‘Ll 200 500 TL 

Capt Barton.. 13 43 Lieut Curtisa........J6 18 84 
Privy Gonors 18 388 Licut Clemings......16 12 29 

y Johnson. 18 85 — Sj J 

eat ‘Vorals ..4. aes pep semeucccnvessenstrer® ph aeatipesaren 90) «21IT 

Company A Team, 
Lieut Barton........ 1 20 41 Priv Wood....... 15 BS 
Priv Perkius...+--.. 08 18 «7 Sergt Harding 12 «+4380 
Privy Hail vv 35 = —- 

Totals Dubna eitdele newer clcub aie cl clsk7? 0% 62 176 

Company E Team. 
tiv. Sywarts,.....+.+ 14 &4 Priv Shelton.........J4 12 26 

Sant Waugh. 18 93 Privy Spencer........15 6 a2 

Priv Millis... . 12 28 _ - _ 

MPOLAIA. case den cent ooeessarboen ye sssecnnn Hate ate 80 &8T 187 
Company 5’ Team. 

t Thompson..... 21 13 83 Privy Mead..... ose 21 4 25 
ory Blasko <secealt 14 31 Lieuws Oliphant... 18 4 23 
Privy Atzins.. PER) “GE. 296 ee 

Totals ..-<-+-+0-+- 49 +» pate tess cee bes ae 44 187 

To Troop I, N. G. 8. N. Y., was left the entire entry list 
of the Cavalry team maten next on thelist. The distances 
were 200 and 300 yards, Carbinesin use. cores: 

Troop I, First Team. 
200 ge F Fgh ae tay 

i ODGY.. epee seen we. F444 3— 5 

Bee tener ose 43438 4—1s 4534 5—i1—29 

Priv Watson... ae ...8 343 4-17 9445 4—-19—36 

Priv Benson, ;.....,.- 32465 4—18 4446 0—17—85 

Lieut Wellington....- Vegi 4344419 2506 4—16—35—185 

Troop I, Second Team, 

22 89 Priv Benge........-. tt «9% a5 
20 8S LieutHavens,.......12 19 31 
WW 35 — a4" NS 

Totals ccase soe peccee et enessrcercnd Fetveen Po, Sanne mé 100 176 
Troop I, Third Team. 

riy Haganbrook....15 22 81 Priv Hall..... 2 12 
Se 8 21 29 Priv Smith. @ i 
Priv Bartlett. (Pees Et - - = 

Totals... We, gt eden rates: bramsle, er ade BELG 

At 200 yards a lar 

Jones... 4444455 y 5—43 Calking,..,. 
Barnes.....¢4454¢44¢ 8-42 Ames...,.,, ot 
White......4¢S345¢4¢464—-41 Hapwim..., 84 
Wellngion.Ad Od 6435 44-41 Kellogg... 34 

——— - 

Post......444 444445 183 
J Bavton..4444 43444 3a 
Houghton..444444443 a2 
C Barton ..43 4444434 51 
Vagoner...855436384 9 JONNSON........... 30 
Watson,.-.. 2443534465 6—39 Rowland............ ..29 
Swett’ghamz3 4443855 45—39 Doolitrle. .....c.cc- eee ee ee BD 
Clemings...8 4443345 43-37 MO0re.....ccecceemsnssvaccsece oo Ld 
Hami.ton...84245456 2234-37 Honghton....... 
Gropsey....834438438444-36 Greggs....... .25 
Perking.....' Z2SS44 4344-85 Mead... ccc. peecescreseawesctr Bl 
Turner..... 244824538 6—35 

Inthe Carbine match, next contested, there wasa general 
use of these weapons, as well by infantry as cavalry, with 
seyen rounds at 200 yards, and nine prizes. The following 
scores were made: 
Waison 444464 6—3) Wood.. 
Barnes g4544465—29 Turner. 
Post.. 4443454—28 Wegan. 
J Barton 4444334—-27 Cleming 
Jones. $843354—2T Kellogg 
White 4334444—26 ead:.... 
Houghton........343 4534-25 Spencer... 
Rarton.... 2. ».-43435 3 3-25 Johnson.. 
Wellington .2844444-95 Benson.... .. Pe Ar: 

oe od ee cawmppazecenns wesseneeesZO OAIKING,.......,5.-csrecceereerss 
Wagoner ....,. = i MAIGD Y= ew co ep bacceeehee easwcteselO 
DODOVAaL. vases « 

With any rifle, at 200 and 500 yards, C. A. Barton was for- 
tunate enough to carry off the Sharps Rifle prize, a military 
weapon valued at $35. The full score or this match atood: 

200 yards, 500 yards. 
CA Barton.... ss-.++- -4 65 4 4 4-91 56 4 4 6 6—28—44 
RG Post a@4465 5 5—23 044 6 4—2i—44 
CV Hought 4444 4—20 24 5 4 5—20—40 
P Y Perkins 446 4 4-9] 23 4 5 5—19—40 
LS Barnes 443 5 4—20 3 4 8 4 6—19-39 
A Cropsey. 3 3 8 8 6-1T 46 38 4 5—21—38 
dG Barton 444 3 5—20 5 4 0 4 5—18—35 
Geo White......+. -+. 4 44 5 4—21 22 3-5 4-16-37 
O GJones.....;.... 44 8 8 38—IT 244 4 3—-17—34 
WG Turner.........-. 4424 4-18 0 0 4 5 0— 9-28 
C A Clemings.. ve 3 4 3 6 4-19 5 3B 0 0 0— §8—24 
F Wellington,...,..... peenen 5645 4 4—22 0000 

The wind-up of the meeting was the Forrst anp 
Subscription Match, at 200 yards. The first prize a year’s 
Bp cption, and four other prizes in money. The scores 
stood ; 

BAIMICB. sc eusesn-s5s--00 
Perkinie.....-. 

Hagwim. 

New Haven,—The annual prize meeting of the New 
Haven Rifle Association took place on the Quinnipiac Range 
on the 9th inst. with a good attendance, and in several of the 
matches very close shooting. At 200 yards, all comers, any 
tifle, the winners were: J E Stetson, 81; F J Colvin, 31; G 
6 Nichols, 31; F I Allen, 31; A Allen, 31; H Nichols, 30; 
W Gunn, 30; E Whitlock, $0; W E Story, 30; 8 C King- 
man, 28. In military shooting at 200 yards the scores were: 
EW Whitlock, 32; H Nichols, 31; W Gunn, 31; F J Col- 
vin, 30; G R Nichols, 30; J E Stetson, 29; W C Dole, 29; 
William Lyons, 29; A Z Downs, Jr, 28; P O'Connor, 28; A 
Allen, 28; W F Murphy, 28; R M Walker, 26; W W Wet- 
more, 26; 8 © Kingman, 26. All comers, any rifie, 500 
yards: J Hf Stetson, 35; E A Folsom, 35; W W Wetmore, 
35; WC Dole, 35; K M Walker, 34; W H Layne, dr, 34; 
W E Story, 34; S H Hubbard, 33; H. Nichols, 32; 8 € 
Kingman, 32. In shooting off the ties of 35 the scorea stood: 
J E Stetson, 33; B A Folsom, 31; W W Wetmore, 31; W 
O Dole, 81; R M Walker, 29. At 500 yards, military rifle, 
and position, the winning scores were: W Gunn, 33; R M 
Walker, 38; H Nichols, 88; W W Wetmore, 82; G@ R 
Nichols, 31; E W Whitlock, 31; F J Colvin, 30; J E Stet- 
son, 31; 8 C Kingman, #4; 8 R Smith, 24. The “ Baley” 
match at 200 yards was not a fizzle by any means, and fair 
scores were niade as follows: J O'Connor, 29; J McAlpine, 
27; H Hitchings, 27; O 8 Goodell, 26; EC Spencer, 26. At 
the long-range, in winding up, W H Layne, Jr, W C Dole 
and 8 H Hubbard were the winners at 900 and 1,000 yards, 
J B Stetson securing both badges of the association. 

New York Rirrze Curvs.—The members of this organiza- 
tion have been contesting for the Blydenburgh badge in week- 
ly competition, at Conlin’s galery, from Nov. 22, 1877, until 
last Thursday evening, Noy. 7, 1878, when the trophy waa 
finally won by W. H. Dunlap, During this period & series of 
thirty-three competitions there was at all times a lively interest 
taken in the matches, and the rivalry existing between those 
who had one or more claims, having won the badge in one or 
more competitions, was very great. Probably the splendid 
average shooting of the club in the entire match can be ac- 
counted for to a considerable extent in these facts: The 
terms on which Mr. C. E. Blydenburg offered the badge to bo 
shot for were to the effect that the badge would be open to the 
members of N. Y. R. C. for weekly competition. The members 
tobe handicaped according to the system proposed by Captain 
Blydenburg, and adopted by the club, The badge to be won 
four times before becoming the property of the wimner. Con- 
ditions of shooting were: Rifle, .22 callibre; position, off- 
hand; distance, at 200 and 300 yards; targets, proportionate- 
ly reduced for the range ; rounds, ten shots at each target ; 
two sighting shots allowed; rules of the N. R. A. to govern. 
There were 10,178 shots fired in the competition for the badge. 
This amount has seldom or never been-excelled. The follow- 
ing is a list showing the number of times the members have 
won the badge in the competitions: W. H. Dunlap, 43; J. 
A. Ward, 3; F. H. Holton, 8; ‘Thos. Fitz, 4; J. H. Meeker, 
3; N. O'Donnell, 24; F. G. Fullgraff, 2; A. C. Wertele, 2; 
Fred, Alder, 2; C. A. Cheever, 2; I F. Duckworth, 1; 
Frank Lord, 1; V. Daly, 1; 8. W. Sebley, 1; J. B, Bly- 
denburgh, 4; J. 8. Conlin, }. The system of handicapping 
used in the match is acknowledged to be the finest yet in- 
vented. In fact the large number of winners and the close- 
ness of their total winnings is sufficient proof. 

Ogdensburgh.—The Ogdensburgh Rifle Club has set out to 
select a team of six to meet any other long rangeshooters, and 
on the 29th ull, the last practice for the selection was held on 
the Oswegatchie range. The scoring was extra fine, and a 
meeting between the Ogdensburgera and the Boston riflemen 
ought to bring out something steep inthe way of long-range 
scores. On the practice day mentioned the scores stood : 

800 900 1,000 1" g00 900 1,000 I 
Ivas ...sss00ee74 73 «1B «218. Callahan......78 89 68 208 
Hastings .....7% 71 . 67 21% Pickup.. 2 865 69 206 
Warner...... -1% 66 69 210 Hook.. tt «868 OO RUG 

Total... censs rescues tears sarden er meennpseasny censor nensedssen= sl, 260 

Yurouen's Rivie GaLLEnt—207 Bowery, Nov. 12.—Weekly 

practice of the Zettler Rifle Olub ii the new point target; 
Dodsible BOs ten shols, Tmducsdita'pallery tlaence ene 
MB Engel, ..c.00--- RB Zimmerman... wes sedenaes-ees-20 
W Riiné....- 19 D Uulhane,.... 4 
J DOtil.......scccsseeveeeeeessesl8 GA Shormann 
MDOtrAP ie sie ewes, venensdd UO Trenbdleysy. 2 

M. Farrow..... +. 3 4 W. s 
D Miller,...........-. 

Lee 

Fifth competition for a clock; Creedmoor target ; possible 
50; 10 shots per man: 

Re Begtse.. +s sesaen 
B Zettler. 

C. Vouruzs, Sec. 

SeppenreLpr Rirte Crus—177 Bowery, Noo. 8.—Creed- 
sap rules, distance, 125 feet; bull’s-eye, 14 inch; possible 

A H Anderdon..... T Wakeresessccens0s 
A Scholl... 
G Strassner, 
C Laing...... 

Adams,,.,... 
L Bachman. ...,....ceecegeenee 4 
TO SPOLY Sl a eucdde vera dss desecus- 43 
J R Chambers ,.......-.. ,-. --48 

G. C. Wanrrrs, Sec. 

Seppenfeldt's Gallery, 177 Bowery.—Tenth Precinct Second 
Platoon Rifle Team ; Creedmoor target; 200 yards reduced 
10 shots, possible 50; 

. 45 JJ Creed... 
4 

J. J. Creep, Sec. 

CLosE or THE CrEEDMOOR SxEason.—The last day of the 
season of 1878 af the Creedmoor range is set for Saturday the 
28d, when there will occur the sixth competition for the Rem- 
ington prize, $300 gold, all comers, any Remington Breech- 
loading rifle within the rules, to be loaded at the breech with 
cartridges as furnished from factory of E. Remington & Sons, 
which will be supplied on the ground, 900 and 1,000 yards, 
twenty shots at each distance, no coaching or spotting allowed. 
Fifth competition for the Gildersleeve Medal, 200 and 500 
yards, for members of National Guard in uniform. Four- 
teenth competition for Turf, Held and Farm Challenge 
Badge, members of N. R. A., 200 yards, any breech-loading 
rifle, ten shots. ‘Tenth competition for Skirmishers'’ Badge, 
members N. R. A. and N. G. 8. N. ¥. in uniform authorized 
military rifle, ten shots from 500 to 200 yards. Trains leave 
Hunters’ Point and Broonlyn for Queens at 10 add 11:15 a, mw. 
Returning leave Queens at 4:18 and 6:12 Pv. w. 

—The Board of Directors of the National Rifle Association 
have decided that in the determination of ties the entire score 
shall be considered in counting ‘‘outers” and ‘‘inners,” in- 
stead of the string at the longest range. 

—Another of those sad fatalities, which have no place on a 
properly conducted range, comes to us from Lansingburgh, 
where a marker named Hdward Lusignare was killed while 
busy at his duty, The Troy Gitizen’s Corps was at the range 
shooting for s company medal. It was nearly dark when the 
company began to shoot at the 500-yard target. Two men 
fired, one immediately after the other. As soon as the first 
man had shot, the marker got up without displaying his red 
flag, when the bullet from the second rifle passed through the 
wrist of the right hand and then through the pit of the 
stomach. He lived butafew moments. At Creedmoor the 
markers, by wearing a pair of stout buckskin gloves, are pro- 
tected from the possibility of a scratch, and for five years 
not one serious accident has occurred. ‘There is a perfectly 
safe butt construction, and none other should be tolerated. 

New Jersex—Brinton Range—With a cold, taw wind the 
81st contest for the Remington Rifle was burried through on 
the 9th inst. The distance covered was 200 yards, any rifle, 
all comers, ten shots. ‘The leading scores stood : 
AJ Howlet......--.44 W Hayes..... ayepers BO A MCIDOIS. «4505005487 
} A Holton 43 ET Daylb.......-.- .89 F Johoson.... aT 
EE Stora. «ees. 41 BSquire.. ..389 WH Dunlap. ad 
WM Farrow........40 B Zettier 85 J W Todd,,.........82 
V Daly..... .css0+-.40 T Fritz..... 37 

Vincista—Richmond.—The annual match of the Deutsche 
Schuetzen Gesellschaft took place on the James Kiver Grew- 
ery Park on the afternoon of the 7th. There was an extra 
large attendance of shooters, aud, with close competition, the 
winning score wasa very high one. Hach aspirant for the 
honors of kingship fired; five shots at a ring target, making 
a possible 250. Obas. P. Stokes, with a score of 220, was 
the champion of the day, and was crowned ‘Shooting King” 
and preseated with the magnificent gold badge. He also 
takes the society’s string of medals, which he keens uotil 
some other member, at some future annual meeting, is able 
to beat him. After all had supped bountifully and speeches 
were made by the talking men, the meeting adjourned. A 
committee was appointed to make arrangements for a ‘‘ grand 
shoot,” to take place in December, open to all comers. Mr. 
Stokes’ score is the beat ever made in any previous contest 
on this range. 

Micuigan.—The new rifies of the Michigan State Troops 
are beginning to be heard from in a very satisfactory way. ‘On 
the 29th ult. a few members of the Jackson Guard, of Jack~- 
son, held a test practice, and such recorda as the following 
were putin as trial scores: ‘T. Paris, 48; O. Motler, 47; M. 
Mitchell, 46 and J. K. Porter 44 in the possible 50, at 500 
yards. 

Truinow—Lake View, Chicago, Nov. 2.—A few members of 
the Lake View Rifle Club met at their range for 200-yard 
practice to-day, The wind was blowiog nearly a gale from 
ten o’clock. Score: 
Drory.....54544444428-41 Macauley.,.448344344 3-86 
Chenoweth..3 444484446—89 Borns,,,....02544435493—31 

MeoConnell,.g 34844444 4—8T Foster,.,...3923 8403 3 4—28 
Gardner,...8443344¢ 4 2-36 

i Lover. 
Paorrto Coast Ritemen.—The California Rifia Associa 

tion opened its fall’ meeting of 1878, at the Bay View rauge, 
on the 26th ult., with a very indifferently shot match at 1,000 
pave in which J. G. Seibert won with 41 in the possible 50. 

unday came out beautiful aud fine for the second day of the 



meeting, and the military marksmen had aday of good scor- 
ing, In anall-comers military, at 200 yards, the leading 
scores out Of possible 35 stood : 
L J Robinson, :31 OB LeBreton,...... 29 J P Warren,,..:+--.29 
WC Eroen,........20 78 Campbell,...--.-29 OL Ladd............29 
W Schannessy...... 30 

At 500 yards, same conditions; the winners being : 
JP Warren, watt WWright,....0s.-..81 J MeMenomy........80 
ENSnao0ok --.83 WH brockhvit,..... 31 C Glilmore.,....,.-.,80 
F Kuhult, «deel: 

_ For the Kellogg Challenge Cup, at 300 and 600 yards, bril- 
liant scores were not looked for, a decent score being a good 
accamplishment at these difficult ranges, with five shots at 
Tange. The scores stood at 300 yarda: 
Sgt Klose..s..0..+.-22 Cupt Buros..... ....8L Sgt Leeman. .1...21 

At 600 yards the leaders were: 
EN Soook.. Hd Burns... Lieut McElhinney ..19 
Jd P Warren. -25 J W Mater... ‘ Sergt Leeman. ......14 
AT Balmer. 23 Col Gtimore.. ..20 FP Kubule....... -18 
W Wright.-....-... 21 MA McHlhinney,,..19 J 8 Campbell........17 

On the 28th the San Bruno range was visited by a large 
delegation of excellent military shooters in the match for 
the California Trophy; 10 shots each man, at 200 and 500 
yards, were fired, and the Nationals, who were the victors in 
1875 and 1876, with the Unions winners in 1877, were com- 
pelled to give way to the Sumner Guards on a score of 487 in 
the possible 600, The full score of this tesin stood: 

200° 500 tl. 200 500 T'tl, 
GH Strong.....-..,. 42 43-85 Corp Carson,,.,,...,.42 39— 581 
Lieut Robertson.,.... 48 41— 84 QOaptBurns......,.... 40 39— 79 
orp Bowere,...... ., 8 43—SL Sergt Leeman........ 42 86— 7 

WODSIR sha bversvuesswyeeet= Paes topes ays peeeecrpeseets ey 24 24] —457 

The other scores were: 

200 500 TL. 200 600 T'tl, 
Union Guard,....,..- @3T 217—454 German Rifies..... +=)220 209—499 
McMahon Grenadiers.235 244482 Oaklund Cayalry......225 200—d25 
Oukland Guard....... 286 221-457 Cod, vd Regt........21G 174—391 
National Guard,,..-.. 243 211—abt SanJose Zouayes...,201 128—s20 

New Berrain, Noy. 7,—The following scores were made 
at the prize shoot in three shots out of a possible 64 at a ring 
target, off hand, 200 yards, any rifle. Re-entries allowed: 
O. E, Pillard, New Britain, 49, $20; J. D. Marks, Collins- 
ville, 49, $15; F. Rentschler, New britain, 48, $12; H. Me- 
Enroe, New Hritain, 48, $10; 5, Bumfield, Springfield, Mass., 
47, $8 ; H. N, Williams, Hartford, 47, $6. 

= —— 

Game Gag and G 
GAME IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

Mooss, Alces malchis. 
ELE or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Woodeock, Phitohela minor, 
Ruiffed grouse or pheasant, Borasa 

Red or Va, deer, C. virginianus. 
Sqnirrels, red, black and gray. 
Quail or partridge, Ortyz virginia- 
RUS. 

Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 
en, Cupidonia cupido, 

umbeliua, Carlew, Numeniua orquaria, 
Plover, Charadriine. Sandpipers, Trinyane, 
Godwit. Willets. 

Reed or Tice bird, Dotiohonys oryz- 
LVOTOILA, 

Wud Duck 

Rails, Rallua virginianus. 
Snipe and Bay Birds, 
Caribou, Tarandus rangiyer. 

“Bay birds” generally, inclndiug various species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayocets, 
elC,, cOming undér the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

=} The frequent alteration of game iaws makes such con 
fusion that sportsmén are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on various kinds of game is permitted. We there- 
fore append the following table for reference : 

Pinnated 
Grouse, Qual, 

Sep 710 Jan15|\Oct1 to Feb 1|Noy ito Feb i|Sept 1 to it 
Ind ._-,j/Oct 1 to Feb 1|Nov tio dan 1|Nov1to Jan ijJuly 1 to Jan 1 
Towa, ..|8ép 1 to Dec |/Oct 1 to Jun 1/Oct 1 to Jani|July 10 to 1 
Minn,..|Aug 14 to Och1|Sep 1 to Dec 1)Sep1 to Dee i|July 8 to Noy 1 
Wis..--| .ig 250 Jun 1) Aug 25 tuJani|Aug25toJani}Aug 25 to Jan 1 
Neb....| Nu Shooting | No Snooting | No Shooting |No Restrictions 
Kan....jAng lt to Feb 1 Gy Oct 1 to Jan1 Forbidden 

States, Ruifed Grouse Woodcock, 

Noya Scorra.—The Earl of Dunrayen is in Queens County 
in search of big game. 

OoynzoTicut— Winsted, Nov, 7.—Woodcock have been 
quite plenty, much more so than ugual since the 1st of Octo- 
ber, and have been in fine condition. Ruffed grouse haye been 
quite scarce, owing, I think, toa scarcity of feed; but they 
seem to be rather more plenty now, the cold weather having 
drove them into the cedars, where they are more readily 
found. Quail are’ inuch plentier than usual, seyeral flocks 
having been raised in this vicinity. L-went out with a friend 
a week ago, who by the way isa crack shot, and we bagged 
16 birds before night, viz., 10 woodtock, 3 quail and 2 grouse. 
Several of the woodeock weighed plump8 ounces each. I 
consider that a pretty good bag for Litehtield County shoot- 
ng. Were not the woodcock of unusual size? UnieTon. 

Naw Yorr—Hornellsville, Nov. 11—Three fine deer shot here 
one day last week. It has been a poor season so far for ruffed 
grouse. John Periwell is ahead with 55, An express train in 
the Western Division killed a large deer Thursday night. 

OBN. 

Ithaca, Vou. 9,—The consecutive rain and snowstorms, to- 
gether with a strong cold north wind, of the past week, have 
started the geese and ducks on their southern journey, and 
although fight after flight hourly pass over, as yet very little 
success has rewarded le ofwassewr, most of the birds flying 
high and showing little inclination to interview the numérous 
decoys which decorate this end of Cayuga Lake, The quail 
and ruffed grouse shooting, on the other ‘hand, hasbeen more 
encouraging; bags ranging from five to thirty birds a day. 
Tt is noticed here as elsewhere that three-fourths of the grouse 
are old birds, the spring freshets destroying the majority of 
the progeny. TF. 

New Jersex—Bloomsbury, Nov. 7.—In company with 
Messrs. Scott and Creyeling, I started ont, Noy. Ist to see if I 
could findany quail. As | wished to break my young setter, 
Qreveling took his old and tried dog along. Wehesrd a great 
deal of shooting along the base of the hill, but knew that was 
at fhe rabbits. We saw about fifty rabbit hunters, and every 
one was loaded down. About 500 were shot within one or 
two miles irom town, and nearly all within one-half mile from 
us, We soon found afair covey of birds, and succeeded in 
bagging twenty-three of them. We now took a turn ati the } teen. 

ae 

the same ground on which we hunted in the morning, and 
found a covey of about fifteen birds, of which we bagged 
eleven in about twenty minutes. Our bag now counted for 
Creyeling, 12 quail and 6 rabbits ; Scott, 8 quail, 10 rabbits ; 
myself, 14 quail, 1 rabbit (I don’t like to carry rabbitsall day). 
If any of your readers wish a day’s sport at rabbit shooting 
they can find it here, but they must have s good dog (hound), 
@ good gun, and be agood shot, About one and a half hours’ 
ride from N. Y. on N. J. GC. R. R. will land you at Blooms- 
bury. Rabbit shooting within one anda half miles of hotel. 

Barnegat Inlet, Now. 9.—Not much shooting the past week, 
owing to very low run of tides. ; 

Manyuanp—Hawr'e de Grace, Nov. 7.—Duck shooting has 
been excellent here, On Monday Messrs. Wagstaifand Grant 
killed 96 good birds, of which 32 were canvas-backs. On 
Wednesday ‘' the Senator” killed 76, of which 39 were can- 
vas-backs. ‘I'he red-heads are driven away for the present by 
the hammering they have had, On Friday Jast the Scows 
killed from 100 to 253 each, TALULAH. 

Vireinta—Oharlottesville, Nov. 7.—A party of four who 
went on a partridge shooting expedition in Nelson County, 
last week, returned with 169 birds. 
cellent this tall. 

Petersbwi'g, Nov. 10.—Deer are in great plenty all around 
us here. The gobble of the gobbler is heard in the land. 
Pariridges are everywhere seen, and rabbits are in abundance. 
@possums afford much sport, especially to our dusky citizens, 
and are caught not only in the country but even within city 
limits. Shot-guns and rifles are in order now, and the man 
who comes home empty-handed is either blind or a OOF shot. 

BS. 

Sport hereabouta is ex- 

Weer Virerra—Ronceverie, ov. 8.—Pheasantsand squir- 
rels very scarce this season. The latter migrated east last 
year in search of mast and overran the Valley of Va. There 
is ho beech mast west or north of here, and the beech country 
game of all kindsis scarce. Red oak and chestnut mast east- 
ward on the Alleghany ranges, and bear and dcer reported 
fair to middling. 

—Gentlemen who may desire to shoot at Currituck this sea- 
800 can obtain permission to use good points, on payment of 
& mere nominal sum, by applying in person at this office. 

Sourn OsroLins—Port Royal, Nov. 8.—L mentioned last 
week that: late high tides had afforded excellent opportunities 
for making large bags of marsh hens (rails), A gentleman 
resident at Port Royal informed me that he shot about one 
hundred in the immediate yicinity of the wharves at that 
point. In reply to my remark that I never exceeded my own 
wants in shooting, he said the hotel wanted all he could get, 
which fact tends to bear ont my opinion of the gastronomical 
value of this species of game. No skillis required to shoot 
these birds, and for this reason they are just the thing for 
neophytes to crack away at in their efforts to get upon the 
lower rungs of the ladder. Partridges are always plenty at 
this time of the year. I suppose there are some fifty or more 
feeding every day about my grounds, Ihave not disturbed 
them yet. Go, 8. K. 

Keyruory—sianjord, Nov. 5.—Dragging after the dogs 
through heavy and green cover, first days of openseason, was 
a sudorific of such efficacy as to eliminate the enthusiasm from 
the boys, and such apologies for light bags as, ‘‘ The weather's 
too warm,” ‘‘'The cover’s too heavy and green,” ‘* The birds 
are nut located yet,” and, ** The coyeys are not half of them 
half grown,” were daily offered, Recent numerous frosts 
have put the fields in splendid condition, and a few good bags 
haye been made. In nearly every locality quail are more 
plentiful than for many years, and only the fellow who 
doesn’t want you in his neighborhood reports the crop short. 
That's chaff thrown to old chickens. Half a dozen clubs are 
in the mountains deer hunting. One, composed entirely of 
green men, returned after two weeks’ absence without haying 
secured a deer, except one killed by their driver, a native 
who ‘‘threw them off *completely. They discovered hi, 
game when home-sickness had too thoroughly demoralized 
camp for a hope of recovery to be entertained, 

KeNTuoxran. 

Louiseille, Nov. 4.—I had fine sport while at Kankakee 
Marshes, Ind. I bagged 141 mallards and one grouse last week 
in four days’ shooting, lying by Wednesday and Saturday 
and never shooting on Sunday, J. V. O., Jn, 

Missouri—Si. Louis, ev. 2.—Our local sportsmen are 
active at present. Quail are abundant all around us, and we 
are having a fine flight of ducks, Very few snipe have been 
seen, and no geese arrived yet. J. W. M. 

Intmio1s—Rockjford, Nov. 4—There have been more wild 
duck around here lately than before for years. Jack snipe 
have been plenty also. Prairie chickens are either less plenty 
or 80 wild that but few can be bagged. Only ons two or 
hunters heré succeed in bringing any in. A. K. 

Mr. Chas. K. Worther, State Taxidermist of Ilinois, while 
on a gunning expedition recently, was severely wounded in 
the hip by the premature discharge of a companion’s shoi- 
gun, ‘The wound, though serious, will not be: permanent. 

Moonieisn.—Latest Au Sable River bear story: Last week 
Mr. Simonds, one of the noted hunters, succeeded in killing 
seyen large bears inside of twenty-four hours, and bears are 
very scarce this season, too, Latest duck story: Mr. J, O, 
Howard, of Toronto, while in a punt in St. Clair Flats, shot a 
huge black duck fifty yards aboye him. Duck fell, struck 
Howard on the back, and put him to bed for three days, 

Frank H Hovey, of the Rochester Sunday Tribune, Detec- 
tive Jerome, Rogers and P. Cavanagh, George Weber*and 
Seth Green, the famous fisherman, areat the St. Clair Plats 
under the escort of EH, H. Gillman for a fortnight’s duck 
shooting. 

The Nowell Shooting Club are to try wild rice in Living- 
ston County to attract the ducka there. 

Douoxs on Marin River, Mton,—Mr, Editor: A friend 
of mine and myself decided to try our luck at ducks, and 
after deliberating some time, finally lighted on the above 
Place, In order to reach it we railroaded it by the D, & M, 
to Fowler Station with ow: boat and baggage, took lunch at 
the Fowler House and then rode nine miles by stage to the 
“Rapids,” a marshy stream. At five o'clock in the evening 
We put onr punt into the marsh, and by night ‘‘ boated ” thir- 

Nexf morning we lost a few of the earlier flocks and 
rabbite and got seventeen. On our way home we passed ever | took tocamp a dozen plump redneek woodduck, and blue wing 
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teal, with a fey mallard, The ducks flew high and very wild, 
owing to the fusilade they had received in the forepart of 
the season, We had to také them all in singles, and two and 
three, and hardly ever over a half dozen together in one flock. 
During our stay we nystaged absut thirty-five ducks per 
diem. I think that for the first week or so at the beginning 
of the season there is not a better placein this State for ducks, 
for it was a frequent get for one man with muzzle-loader, 14 
fauge, to bag from forty to seventy birds in hia morning and 
evening shoot. Of course the weather being very warm at 
that period the game will not keep Jong ; but one can find a 
number of places to dispoge of his ducks in plenty of time to 
insure their making a tip-top meal. TrIRo, 
Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 30. 

Wisconstrs—WMadison, Nov. 5.—Shooting never was better, 
bags of from 40 to 60 are daily made by single gun in a few 
hours, Yesterday the market was glutted with ducks in a 
condition to gladden the heart of an epicute. When ducks, 
fat. and juicy, ate plenty at 10 cents each, who mead complain 
of hard times ? Rovur. 

OazrrorntA—Los Angeles, Nov. 2.—Quail shooting is good 
and the first flight of snipe have appeared. Ducks and geese 
haye begun to arrive. eer have been in unusually good 
condition, and our markets are well supplied with venison, 

Nzyapa.—Deer and other large game are reported plenty 
about the foot hills of the Sierras, being driven down by the 
approach of cold weather and snow. 

A Four Huypsrp Pounp Drrr.—We learn from a most 
truatworthy source that Geo. 8. Green, of Ashland, Wiscon- 

sin, recently killed a buck on his farm on Ghequamegon Bay, 

Lake Superior, which weighed 400 pounds on the hoof, said 
to be the largest deer ever killed on the Bay Shore. This is 
the heaviest weight we eyer heard of, We can vouch for the 
veracity of Mr. Green, who is a gentleman farmer well known 
to ourselves and a host of others, 

Oarr. BoGarnus anD Dr, Caryer.—We have been rathe- 
surprised at reading an article in’a late issue of our contemporr 
ary, the Pacifie Life, which, while bestowing the moat ful- 

some praise on Dr, Carver, intimates that Oapt. Bogardus re- 

tires from shooting through fear of meeting Carver. While 

those who know the Captain will give no credence to this in- 

sinuation, yet it might deceive some. Captain Bogardus-has 
handed us the following letter, which we print with pleasure : 

NEw YoRE, Nov, 11, 1878. 

Tiprror TorEsT AND STREAW: 
Lhave noticed In the issue of the Pacific Liye, of Oct. 20, an article 

Which intimates that my proposed retirement from match ehooting for 
two years js due to & disjnclination to meet Dr. Carver, I now beg ta 
announce through your columns that I hold myself in readiness a1 any 

time to shoot Dr, Caryér a match at 100 pigeona, any rules, for from 

$1,000 to $6,000 a side. Or will shoot a almilar matoh with any other 

Man who consirues my withdrawalin the same Manner, This match 

will not prevent me from offering the medal for the championsnip of 
America as proposed, and let him win it if he oan, 

A, H, BoGarpus. 

Anowent IpEas Anour THE ‘‘ CHoxE.”—The following 
ideas, held in 1856 by the author of Lewis’ ‘‘ American 

Sportsman,” read to us now as though they might have been 

promulgated almost a hundred years ago : 

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 81.—If the subtle fluid generated by 
the inflammation of the gunpowder be suddenly compressed or 
checked by a contraction in the calibre of the barrel, an undue 
proportion of the exhaustive force is exerted upon this point, 
and the result may be the bursting of the instrument. This 
fact will of itself show the folly of attempting to increase the 
shooting powers of the gun by unequal boring of the barrel, 
or rather the contracting of the diameter of the calibreat soma 
given point in its length, as has been practiced by some ignor- 
ant gunmakers. Wecannot imagine any cause better calcu- 
lated to burst a fowling-piece than the contraction of its regu- 
lar calibre from this erroneous method of boring, and would 
rather trust ourselves with a straight bore barrel made of far 
inferior metal than with one of these il-shapen instrumenta 
forged of the very best stub and twist. W. Mok. H. 

In company with the ‘' No. 777 Hunting Qlub” I went 
out on a gunning expedition the other day. The ‘‘ club” 
consists of two members, the Commodore and the Grand See- 
retary. We rowed up the Cumberland River to Nashville 
Island, bagging several ducks on the way, and then again to 
Haysborough Bar, where we left the boat and shot some 
ployer. The result of the day’s sport, as the count showed, 
consisted of 22 ducks, mallards, blue wings, black ducks and 
one top-knot duck, one walloon, 15 killdeer, 12 plovers and 
45 robins. A party of gentlemen, well equipped, with a good 
boat furnished with all the conveniences now combined ia the 
boats built East for such excursions, could hayes royal time 
on a trip up the Cumberland. ‘The country along its banks ig 
quite thickly populated, and towns at short distances from 
each other where they could get their supplies and haye their 
mails sent, and at the same time be in a country swarming 
with game. ‘The people are most hospitable, and would glad- 
ly offer all the facilities the country can afford to further any 
parties who might be tempted to take such a trip. Added to 
the large amount of game to be found, the fishing in the rivyp 
and its many tributaries is excellent, jack, bass and perch 
abounding in great quantities, and the scenery not ta ‘be ex. 
celled on this continent, Should any such parties decide to 
come this way, by bringing me a line from the Porgsr anp 
Stream they will insure my hearty co-operation to make their 
timé pass pleasantly. J. D, H, 

Gov, Hampron’s Misnar.—Gen. Wade Hampton, Governor 
of South Carolina, was out with a party of friends hunting 
deer near Columbia yesterday afternoon, when the mule he 
was riding became frightened, and, the bridle breaking, the 
Governor leaped from the mule, sustaining severe injuries in 
his fall. His right leg was broken in two places below the 
knee, the bones protruding, and his ankle was badly hurt. 
This is an awful.example for Governora who go deer hunting. 

Borres Sauvacus—8t, lie Cownty, St. Maurice, P. Q., 
Oct. 31,—Your correspondent, ‘1. D, McA.,” of Middle. 
town, O., inquires where he can get a hunting boot that is 
water-proof, light and easy to the feet, The Canadian moc- 
easin or doties sawoages, a8 the habitant calla them, will fulfill 
all those requirements. I have tried about everything in the 
shape of a hunting boot, but find nothing to compare With the 
dolla earmaged. he Canadian yoyageur has ® Way Of treat. 
ing them when first ned which Tenders them thoroughly 



swater-proof. I had a pair made this fall, weighing three and 
one-hulf pounds; have waded for hours throngh mud and 
water, and have yet toreport damp feet. They can be de- 
liyered at the express office in Montreal for about four dol- 
lars and a half. The price depends somewhat on the length 
of limb of the party ordering. JEAN. 

Ax Improving Gux.—Montreal Nov. 9.—The enclosed 
extract from the letter of one of my chance correspondents is 
foo rich to be hidden from the light of day: ** The gun J had 
from you tivo years ago proves all right as far as shooting 
qualities go. It is not as good for grouse on the wing as 
when sitting still, but it is improving in that respect.” 

Raspir HArs.—During the four years past in which a 
bounty of two cents per pair of rabbits’ ears has been offered 
by the government of Idaho, the receipts of ears up to date 
have been 19,968 pairs. Wanted, some smart Yankee to de- 
yise @ Use for rabbit ears. Apply to Idaho County Commis- 
sioners. 
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THE DITTMAR POWDER, 

Witnnssarrn, Pa., Noy. 5, 1878. 
Eprtor Forrest AyD STREAM AND Rop awd Gun: - 

Inclosed please find a letter from Mr. Tomblee, which 
gives particulars of the Dittmar accident at Catasauqua. The 
gun referred to as Mr. Fuller's is the one I supposed belonged 
to Mr. Wberhart. I have no interest in any powder, but am 
alixious that sportsmen should not be led by those in whose 
opinions they put confidence to use an unsafe article, The 
question 1s not which is safe, but which is the safer. Hvery- 
body knows that without great care black powder is not safe, 
thatitisa very dangerous compound. What Dittmar powder is 
I do not know, nor would I say that it cannot be as safe as black 
powder, but that five drachms of it should explode with suf- 
ficlent force to shatter well made guns, asin this case, ought 
to be sufficient fo make ordinary mortals hesitate before using 
it, and 1 think deter you from pronouncing it perfectly sate. 
If Mr. Dittmar wants #n authenticated case of an accident 
with his powder, I think this will fill the bill. 

Yours truly, B, F, Dorpganoe, 

B, F. Dorranog, Esq.: OaTasaugua, Noy. 5, 1878. 
Dewr Sir—Your letter has been received by Mr. Eberhart, 

and he asked me to answer. §8o, in regard to the Dittmar 
powder, I would make the following reply: We have nothing 
but Dixson’s measures. We had a gauge at five drachms and 
struked it off with a pencil, then put on two pink-edge wads, 
tamped if about as hard as black powder, and then put in 13 
oz. No. § shot, and on the top of that a common pasteboard 
wad. Gun No. 1 was a Parker, weight 87 lbs., owned by 
Mr. Schaffner, of Bethlehem. It was broken off clear at the 
locks. My gun was a Scott & Son, and weighed 9 lbs. ; it was 
50 badly bent in the body that it could not be made as if was, 
nor as safe, so | traded it for a Daly and had to give $45 to 
boot. Mr. Fuller's gun was also a Scott & Son, and weighed 
10 Tbs ; it was not so badly wrecked as the others, but is also 
damaged. ‘This is about the extent of our experience. I 
wvould write more, but owing to my weakness [am hardly 
able to write this much. I was in bed with fever for two 
weeks, and this morning is the second fime Iam out. 

Yours truly, D. A. Tossrzs, Ja. 
ooo 

A TRIP TO SUSSEX COUNTY. 

JERSEY Crry, Nov, 8, 1878. 

HprToR FOREST AND STREAM; 
Thursday, the Slat ult., the 8:45 train on the Delaware, Lackawana 

and Western Rallroad found your correspondeat with Dr, C——, of 

Jersey City (a good shot and No, 1 companion), en route for the game 

seution of New Jersey. We were on atonr of investigation, hoping to 

combine pleasure and information in regard to the best sections in the 

northern part of the State for grouse, yuall, woodcock, etc., for your 

yiluable paper. 

Our objective point at first was Bridgeyille, In Warren County, dl- 

rectly across the state. We had been properly credentialed through 
the courtesy of Mr, Hollwill, the gentlemanly passenger agent of the 

Tosa, aud we found everything pleasant on the way. Mr. Heiferman 

proved all that could be asked for ina first-class conductor, giving us 

yaluatle information. “he same can bo sald of Mesers, Broce and 

Fountaln on the other branches. 
* we soon found on entering the smoking car (most all sportsmen 

smoke) that we were not the only lovers of the rod and gun desiring to 

De almony che tirst In the Held on the opening of the season, a8 the guus 

in several corners, and mysterions looking packs Im the racis, amply 

proved. Upon visiting jhe baggage car to locate our canine, we found 

Beyeral ine spevimens of thesetter, with here and there a polncer, 
giveady in the bagguge-master’s churge, As we sped along, stopping 

only at intermediate stations in Hudson and Essex counties, our com- 

pany was yery muterlally increased, The sportioag fraternity were on 

the move. Newark and Morristown furnished large delegations, and 

the smoking car soon resembled @n arsenal, and the baggage the 

kennel clab show in New York on a smallscale. We bad no less than 

thirteen dogs in the baggage master's charge before we left Morria- 
town. Upon inguiry we found the objective points of the diferent dis- 

clples of the trigger to be widely scattered, Some got off at Stanhope, 
en route tor Luke Hopatcong, for grouse, quail and hare. Among these 

was our {riend, Dr L——, of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, We 

have since learued that he had good luek with Ben Ingraham, the shot 
of that region, Some vonud for Budd’s Lake got off al the same station. 

Others lefbab Madison, bound for Pine Brook and its celebrated spring 

yesort forsnipe. A few continued with us toward Hacketown and the 
Big Piece, so famous for its game Tegion. Others slopped at Andover 

and other stations, The Delaware, Lackawana and Western road 

passes through the best game section of northern New Jersey, and is 

the direct route to Pike aud Monroe counties in Pennsylvania, 80 re- 

nmowned for 1eir wild scenery and game terriveries, 

Upon talking with the conductor and others on theroad we concluded 
to vary our route, and instead of continuing on to Warren County aod 

its rugged epuntry for grouse, Lo take Aron tor quail up into old Sussex, 

ao famous for itsgrand farms and rich old homesteads. 0 we were 

Pilroduced to Conductor Bruce, and, switching of at Waterico, took 

fe train toward Newton, We gotoi at the Junction and met with a 

eordial reception at Farmer Couse’s that night, who, with a neighbor, 

Joe Snyder, left thelr work and hunted with us the mext two days, 
fhowing us every attention, We found quail quite plenty, a few 

prouss ind woodcouk; and ga for liares (rabbits, 80-called), we could 

fiaye shot & back-load, we think, without exXazgeration, either day. 
Butwe had had an inyitation from ancther prominent farmer and 

famonspolitician of that section, Hon. Zachariah Price, some six or 
eight talies beyond, Also lrom Mr. Henry Ogborn and his brother Ned, 
fone of ex--herlil, 6x-internal reyenue collector, ete. Hither, we were 

assured, would never forgive us did we isil to give themacall, At 
bolh these plades we found everything as pleasant a8 we could wish, 

Guus in quantity suiictent, with good company atthe house and in the 

How these whole-sonled farmers gave us greeting, took their teams 
trom their work and droye us arounit, showing us the beat places for 
gale, Aud were as Much pleased as we At our good shots and success— 

ful bags, This feeling among the farmera of Sussex County, we asceér- 

tained, was almost untversal, yery few objecting to gentlemen shooting 

over thtir grounds, especially if psrmission has been first asked. 

Surely what is worth haying ia worth asking for, and a polite request 

is rarely otherwise than politely answered. It is these half-grown 

boys and pot hunters from the cities, thatleave the fencea down and 
Kill the young turkeys and chickens, that excite tha farmers’ ire. 
Human tature is human nature the world over. And the ladias of the 
honseholds, the farmers' wives and their rosy daughters, how pleasant 
they made our stay. Those splendid hot biscult for supper, and the 

light buckwheat cakes and honey, with such coffee and cream for 
breakfast, ‘‘neyer, never ehall we forget.” 

Of the many happy incidents of onr trip—how the Doctor made that 
Snap-siot in the swamp at “the biggest partridgé he ever shot at,” 

which upon being retrieved proved to haye feathered horns and ayes 

of far greater Magnitude than the ordinary Bonasa wimballusa; how the 

same Doctor wiped the eyé of your correspondent at that grouse 
golng down the monntasin side at the rate of seventy miles an hour at 

sixty yards; or the doubie shots of my humble self at quail, or the 

Doctor's 8-02, woodcock, and others of no less interest I need not en- 

large upon, Sufiice it lo say we had a grand time, but election day ap- 

proached, and we }}ad promised to exercise the right of freemen in be- 
half of our friends, and homeward we bent our way, arriving at 

Hoboxen on the 9:40 train, Novy. 4, well pleased with our trip, and 
firmly resolyed to accept the inyllations go cordially extended, and 

50mé time, not far in the future, go again. JACOBSTAFF, 
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THE ABUNDANT GAME OF COLORADO, 
/ 
\ Hor SULPHUR SPRINGS, Col., Oct, 25, 1878. 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 

Early in Septeniber we hed some Indian trouble here, and I went on 

A scout of 35) miles, which resulted in a treaty of peace and assurances 
Of neighborly friendship. Then came on ont baying, aud on October1 

T set ont for a little contract of Government sorveying—partly on the 

Yampah River and the balunee here. Wave finished the former and 
just got back. My work was 8 township about thirty miles below the 

head of the river, where the stream fs about seventy-live feet wide and 

two feet deep in the current, but there are many deep pools, eddies, 

etc., which make it a choice fishing locality in the latter partof the 

season, ‘The country near the river is an open park about four miles 

wide and twelve or fifteen long; bui my work extended eastward from 

the park, from two to three miles, into yery iugged mounfains—the 
west slope of the Gore range. The first elevations are coyered with 
scrubby oak timber and a dense growth of raspberry, sarvis berry, 
cherry, réd hawthorn aud other brush, mostly froit-bsaring. The crop 

had beer immense, and greut quantities yet remained on the bushes, 
dried to the consistency of raisins, Hore were abundant signs of bear 
—their wallows and shady resting places; thelr feeding gronnuds and 

fresh tracks. Also great numbers of deer, which seemed to occupy the 
country much as cattle do & populous pasture, Further back, the 

mountains rise higher; the slopes and summits are covered with pine, 

Spruce und tir timber; the intervals occupied by gspeu groyes and 

little open parks, each with its rivulet of clear, cold water. Here elk 
were ag plentiful as the deer on the outer hiljs, but I observed thai 

although immediately contiguous, they did not seem to range or graze 
over the same ground. With the constant noise of a surveying party, 
and the loud *‘ Stuck,” “ Stuck," of the chainmen, it was not expected 

that we would see elther deer or elk; but one day, coming suddenly 
oyer & Eharp ridge, I came upon a bunch of elk grouped in the shade 

of a bunch of spruces im a little aspen park, nob more than forty steps 

distant. I called to the chalnmen to come and see them, Wive or six 

soon moyed off through the brush, but one monstrous stag with im- 

mense horns stood and looked at us untill I had set my compass and 
again started toward him, Deer were seen styeral times, but not so 

near. 
I had a colored cook, and on the second day of the work I suggested 

that he catch some fish, He said he meyer fished any, and cidn’t thmk 
he could ; to which Treplied that he had better try, and if he failed, 
then he might say that he couldn’t, I had observed that in Measuring 

across the river throwing the chain into the water attracted the trout. 

So I gave ‘* Wash’ a line and hook, and weuttowork. In the evening 
I found him jubilant over his success, with a dozen or twenty large 

Irout and grayling (2), but with only a remnant of line remaining of his 
tackle. Tie next morning I equipped him again, and gave him some 

instructions about handling his lsh so 28 tosave line and hooks, In the 

eyening he bad thirty or forty, including a grayling twenty-two inches 

long, and said that be had thrown a Dumber back Into the water. But 
he muurned the loss of the big one in ‘that there hole’ which he 

couldm’t get, but which did linally take the greater part of his line, 

Wash wae & ‘‘’way up” fisherman, and had a supply ahead for two or 
three days. Then we moved, and it Was four days before ths camp 

came buck again to good fishing ground, Wash again caught a large 
string—this ime all trout of Jaige size. The neat day be couldn't get 

one, though he reported plenty in sight going down stream. 

On October 15 there came a severe, driying EnowW storm, lasting over 
the 15th, Simultaneously the deer moved south, making great rosds 

along the foothills, Pintail grouse collecte:| in the park by hundreds 
—some Of the meu said by thonusinds. From deylight until after sun 

vise in the morning their chattering and cooing was as striking as tbat 

of prairi¢ chickens in the grain-fields of the Aiissiswipyi Valley. There 

arg also some sage hens, end, well np on the moratsins, a Tew blue 

grouse, In the township ere three salt springs, which are greatreeoria 
for deer and elk, Deeply wort trails lead to them from all directions, 
and the ground In the vicinity is tramped hike caltle-yards. Ruch of 

the goil is righ, and productive in nutritious grazses and edible roots, 
Of the latter the yampa, sage and artichoke are the most important, 

both in the economy Of the Indian and subsisience of bear and other 

wild animals. 
On the way back we found in the eastern edge of Egeria Park party 

of Middje Park hunters loading two four-horse teams with venison. 
Oxue man of them E\lled twenty-three deer in two and 8 half, days, On 
the western slope of the Gore range was another camp of hunted, ona 

of whom stated that he thought five hundred deer hed crossed the road 

within a space of & miie and 8 half, in the last taree days, golag sonth. 

He bad Billed three that day, Another hunter estimated the number 
(hat bad passed atill higher. Another nilled flve deer as be traveled 

along the road, Game is all in superb condition. 
Sir W. Gordon Cummings, of England, left here for home abont 

a weck ago. In three weeka’ hunt he cob about thirty-five elk, two 

buffalo, two bears, a catamornt or two, and an indehhite number of 

deer, antelope and smaller game, He took with him eight or ten heada 
and gome elegant pairs of horns. He left lis camp outit and several 

horses here, and expects tu return next season with some friends lo 
renew his hunt, Much to his disappointment he did not get « single 

 big-horn” or mountaln sheep. 
Linolose you 4 dorsal of & grayling. It is from a fish sixteen inches 

long caught in the Yampal about ten days ago, and taken trom 4 lot 
thal passed here to-day en Youtefor market, Since comparing it with 
the dorsal yon send me I conclude that ours ia not 4 grayling at all— 

Probably adach Flenag tellus, tis found only, sotaras 1 know, in 

field. The joys and incidents of our stay here I need not dwell upon. | the Yampah and White rivers a 

pu 

their tributaries, Somerate it equa 
tothe trout—I do not. It is not bony—the flesh is swect, but less firm 
than thatofthe trout, Among those eaught this fall were some tat 
had @ muddy taste—others Nad not. 1 found no smali ones, ten to 
fourteen inches long, that tasted of mud, I have never seen grayling 

in or from any other region of country. My authority for the name waa 

a gentleman who claimed to be very familiar with the fish in Northern 
Michigan. W. N. BYErs, 

The dorsal you send is that of the Coregonus williamsoni or 
mountain herring.—Ep, F. & §. 
Ss ce ace eee 

SONORA PIGEON AND ARIZONA QUAIL, 

Camp Thomas, A, T., Oot. 9, 1878, 
Esrror Forest anv STREAM 

Anartitlein ForEsT aND STREAM for Sept. 19, called “Dove Shooting 
Extraordinary,” attracted my attention the other day, and I wondered 
how the author would express himself if he could have a day's shoot- 

log abywhetre on the road between Fort Tuma and the Maricopa Desert. 
The common dove, and a beantiful species (Melopiieia leucoptora)— 

commonly called Sonora pigeon—abound in countleas numbers, I 
marched to Tuna with troopain July,and returned in August, and can- 
Not tell you how [ wished fora shotgun. Marching in the early morning 

we were svarcely Gyer ont of quail, and 1 counted Hfty-eight in the 
rend In front of a station atonatime. I did not attempt to connt the 

doves. At Salt, Wells I borrowed an old ahotgun from the station- 
Keeper, who very reloctantly gave me a little ammunition, and at three 
shots killed thirty doves, and then cenaed firing, as I had all I needed, 

T was shooting for meat, aud don’t consider that kind of killing sport ; 

but relate it to show how abundant they are. They fly beautifully, and 

acattered ag they are, all through the mesquite bruah, one could have 
exnellent sport walking them up, 

The species of quail most abundant here—Gambel's partridge (Lephor- 

ty gambellt)—does not usually lie well to the dog, but if fired into ag 

they rike, whether within range or not, it improves them in this 

respect, Thad ga bevy scattered on the mesa the olher evening, and it 

iilone paid me for what little trouble I had bringing my dog out. When 

ordered here T asked advice of several friends about bringing my dog, 
and the information one gaye me was alarming. He said it would cost 
meé seventy-lve dollars, and perhaps a greatdeal more. Mr. Hallock 

advised me to bring him by all means, which I was anxious to do. 

IT kept an acconut of all expensy which he oscasioned from Baltimore, 

Md,, to San Francisco, and the back to Lathrop, Cal,, and lt amounted 

to eighteen dollars and fiffy cents. The baggage-masters over the 
whole route were obliging, and took excellent cure of him, From 

Lathrop into this Territory he cost me nothing, being on a train with 

troops, otherwise the expense would haye been about six dollars. 
Tahould not bother you with all this, but I could find out so little about 

the probable coat whea I tried, that I hope my experienve will be of 

sé Lo some one else, Gro. H, MonAN, M, D. 

Our railroad friends will thank Dr. Moran for his courteous 

acknowledgment, while sportsmen will be grateful for this 
information.—Epb, F. & 8. 
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—Bee Bogardus’ advertisement, 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

Bodarpus’ New RuLes—Single Birds: 
Rule 1,—All matches or sweepstakes shall be shot from flye ground 

traps, Ove yards apart, 25 yards rise and 100 yards boundary, measured 
from the centre trap, With the tse of one tare] only, the choice of trap 
to be decided by tne referee by drawing gun-wads cr throwing dice, 
Rule 2.—Palling of Traps,—The trap-puller shall stand from four to 

eix jest behind the shooter, The traps shall bs numered 1, 2, 4, 4 and 
5. The referee shall have five gun-wida in his poeket, baying numbera 
upon them corresponding to the Dumbers on rhe traps, When the 
shooter is at the score ready to shoot, the referee shall draw a wad 
from his pocket or throw a dice, and show the number to the trap- 
puller, The trap-pulier will then auy * Ready,” after which the shouter 
must oall ‘Poll.’ Jn all cages the trap-puiler mutt pul] fair for each 
shooter, If the trap should te sprung before the shooter his given the 
word, he can take the bird or notat his o) tion; butif he spoots, the 
bird or birds shall be scored, whether Killed or not, as \he case May be, 
Rule 3.—Judges and Referce.—Two Judges and a referee shall be ap- 

pointed before the shooting commences, and the referge’a deci-ion 
shall be tinal, He muy allow a contestant another bird In nse the 
latter shall have been balked or interfered with, if he thinks the part 
éntitled to it. 

Ru'e 4,—Birds and Decision —If « bird shall fy toward parties within 
the bounds, in such & Manner that to shout at it would endanger any 
person, auother bird shall be allowed; and, ifs bird is shot al within 
the bounds by ally person besides the party at the score, the referee 
shall decide how if shall be scored, or whether another bird shall be 
alowed. 

Rule 5.—Position at the Score.—After the shooter has taken his stand 
at the score, he shall not level hia gun or raise the butt aboye his elbow 
until he calls pull. Should he infringe on this rule, the bird er birds 
shall be scored as Joat, wheiher killed or not. 
Rule 6—Rise and Vail of Birds.—All birds must be on the wing 

wheo shot at. Ifa bird is shot on the ground before it takes wing, It 
shall be scored a logt bird; but if shor on the ground after it tas taken 
wing, it dhall be counted no bird. If the bird doew not rise immedi- 
giely alter the trap is ‘piled, the shooter shall have fhe option of call- 
ing *! No bird ;” and if he shoots at it on its afterward rising, it will be 
considered ‘*a Jost bird.” : 
Rule 7.—Gathering Birds.—It ehall be optional with the party shoot- 

ing to gather his Own birds oreppoint a personio doxso for him, In 
aitcosen the bird must be gathered by haud, without any forcible 
means, within three minutes from the time it alights, or be scored ag 
Jost. All‘! birds ? wsust chow aliot-marks if challenged. A bird once 
ont of bounds ahall be scored as lost. 
Hale § —Misfree.—Should a gun mies Ore or fail to discharge from 

any caurs, it shall score as 4 lost bird, unless the referce tinds, upon 
easuination, that the gun was properly loaded andthe mislire un- 
avoideble, in which case he shel! allo@ another bird, 

Rule 9.—Siae of Gua.—Tie sbooter shall not be allowed to use a gun 
of Jarger calibra than that krewn a4 No. 10, 
Rwe 10.—Ohsree of Shct.—There shall be no resiriction as to size of 

shot esed or charge of powder, brut the charge ofshot shall be not to ex- 
ceaed the regular Dixon Measure, Nov. 1,106 or No, 1,107, li 02,, by 
measure. 
Role 11.—Penalty for Overloading.—Any person challenging the load 

of a shooter, after the shooting has commenced, must deposit with the 
referee the Sam of 65, which ia to betome the property of the pei= 
son challenged 1f his loads aré found to be correct. however, they 
are fonnd to be incorrect, he shall forfeit all ils righta in that match. 

Role 12.—Ties.— At & shooting match, all ties shall be shot off on the 
fame grounds Immediately after the match, if they can be concluded 
before gunset, In cage (hey cannet be concluded by suuret, they shall 
Te conemded o@ the following day, unless otherwise directed by the 
judges@r referse, This, however, shall not prevent the tles from 
dividing the j rises, ifthey mny stlagreetodoso. Should one refuse 
to divide, then it must be shot of. Any one of the ties being abient 
thirty minutes after ihe time agreed opon to shoot them olf snail forfeit 
his right to contest for the prise. 
Rale 13.—Bribing and Penalty—Any competitor or other person 

bribing. or attempting to bribe, the trapper or pniler, cr attempting to 
gbiain gu unfair advantage in auy manner whotsvever, to be disqualtiied 
Yom shooting or sharing {0 the results of the match. 
Role 1#.—To Prevent Accideuts—The shooter, if he use a breech« 

loader, shall not put the cartridge in his until called to the avore, 
if he use & muzzie-louder, he shall leave it uncapped until called. 

Rule 16.—Time at Score.—Each participant ina shooting match shal 
hold himself in readiness, aud cume to the score prepured to ploot 
‘woen lis name is called by thescorer. If be be longer than five 
quinutes, it shall be discretionary with the referss whether to nim 
40 sleot or notin Sie mate, 



es 
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_ Double 5 ¢ 1.—Rike and Boundary.—All matches shall ba 
shot irom H and T pinnge traps, which shall be set five yards apa: 
and the rise shal] be 20 yards, att 100 yards boundary: i 5 ina 

_ Rule 2.—Birds on the Wing.—In double shooting, both birds must be 
on the wing when “he firet ia shot at, and if the oer ehould alight be- 
fore shat at, the pany Shooting shall shootat two moré birds, Ifthe 
Hirst bird shonld be killed on the trap before it rises, It shall he scored a 
lost bird; butif cither is killed on the ground after they have been on 
the wing, the shooter shall have two more birds to shoot at; or, if both 
pone and are Killed with one barrel; le must shoot at two other 

8. 

Rule 3.—The time for gathering double birds shall be flyé minutes, 
All other rules the same as for single birds. jl 

All tits on single birds shall be shot off at five birds, the same dis- 
tatice &s when shooling the match; aod ties ou double birds at three 
pairs, the sume distance, and so on uotil the mutch Is devided, 

ELection Day Marcu, NEAR BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Nov, 5,—Amateurs’ 
21 yards rise; H and T traps : 

Southwick weL1111111110001110101—15 
Dr Race. #-0112111717112110110101 1-16 

HOUNTAIN GUN CLUB.—Parkville, LE. T,, Nov. 6.—Match for gold 
medal, seventeen contestants, at seyen birds each, eighty yards bound: 
ary, 137 0%. Of shot, H and T traps; ties decided ut three birds each, 
And the club rules to govern = 

wee 

oo 

Cabenhayen,.26 1111011—6§ Chamberlin...19}§1110001—4 
D Frain....,.23 111011 1—6 Sheridan.....21 0110110—4 
Slane.......,.28 10111*1—6 Cleayer......23 00%1111-4 
Livingston,...21 01*1111—-5 Kearney,.....28 0101011—4 
Bryne ....,,..19 11100710—4 White.........28 11*100i1—4 
Watts 1.....:283 01117004 

Tiles on six, 
Cabethayen’.....-.sse000 1 0O—1 De Frain.......seceeressl 0 C—1 

Second tie. 
Cabenhaven;........,.-..1 1 1-3 De Frain............5.-.1 0 1—2 

LonG@ Istanns ys. Nassaus—Dexter Park, DL. I, Now. 6.—Matoh at 
pigeon shooting between five members of the Long Island Shouting 
Olnb and five members of the Nassan Gun Club, shot for at fifteen 
birds each from five traps, 30 yaras rise, 50 yards boundary, Long 
Island Shooting Glabiules, Two barrels : 

Long Teland Shooting Club, 
W Wynd....--......1 10O1LL’TOTLOOALI LEN 
Aghen lye O Lot Tt Oly ad + BO O16 
Gildetsleaye...., 2.0 1 ** Pro * Tt pi 1 ig 
Willard..... weenie ee ee TT OC ie Ge ede — 8: 
Broadway ....-.ee00t 0 0121211200310 i101 0 S—d6 

Nassau Gun Club, 
Selovers--<.. cies. OO 1 IP t oti t bod tT O10 
Harvey Smith.......51 0 * 0 11* 0041120 01% 
W dJames........--0 0010212116090010 0 1—6 
Srl CUQMERY vests ete Oe Oh At Poa OOo Coa 
*J Browh’........1 10000060100 00 ¢ 0 3-90 

SHasipe Gun Crun—Long Branch, Nov, 7.—Pigeon shoot between 
Thomas 8, Owens, of Philadelphia, and Dr, Bilis, of New York ; twenty 
birds each ; 25 yards rise ; Moglish rules : 

T BROwens..--...--neesseeeel *111011111011011111—16 
DrN Bilis...........005.02-,2:111111111510101101011 0-15 

Con est for club’s badge; ten birds each; handicap rise ; 80 yards 
boundary ; Hurlingham rules. 
Dr Eilis....... DP sasawesgi2h VALUGhess caiuaseedatesel Lab ber i dee) T—@ 
Hagelogs Metra aacgstecnee # ii ahem ees 

GNivendckassseecgeneeape Ft 11 
Nels LG 21111100101-7 

aS 01101116117 
Fe 1*10110111—7 
oo 110101110 0-6 
ble ALTO0L1TO010106 
- 110011100 0-6 
Be eyakssscovasee gl el Or Ie Gat 
Ties on nine, 

Dy EVM 3..20..2--eeeeeeel LL 11-5 Hastings.......,-:.+--0021109 

New Jrssey—Cook's, Nov. 9.—Monmonth Pigeon Club and New York 
club, ten men aside, ten birds e@ach, 25 yards rise, Su yards boundary, 
lig oz. shot, Horilngham roles: 

Monmouth Club, 

IWHHOLSU Mit iatsweasedeteresnveereeleteuleal oheole de J i TT) 
Edgar Green. “54 Ae 1. FeO. T 11 a9 
D Conoyer....., y Prorigdrpigiiy 
Charles Ogden,...-.-.... 1 i O12 1 11 0-8 
Mr Ralph... .a0s.sseee 1 bY OT hw) 1S 
Milliam Curtis.........0.+6. ceeele Ueda cl sOe 1. Ie et, ol ——7: 
Mr Mariot.--...ceeeverceeees *1oo2 101 2 0-5 
HaWard Price, ...eecrsann« 10109802110 0 1~6 
H Houston.......--.. O17100011 05 
TBOSICK... sve eanecectuevece.ces--0 0 1 0 6 1 1 1 0 0—4—69 

New York Club. 
met stntieesteccaadensten of li eleet tect, La 10, 

Rp Yae hae i Gh a) gheitest alec 
Dr P Eluis...... a Set ae ee 1s ss 
CT Pumey......-.+0-- Eades Dt Tol Po i 
Samuel Clark. see cess. ene lO eetiueed cns het Ole Lomein tl. 6 
Walier Cleghousé.. iootiroeili1ilté6 
(© Martinez......... .1 000 i211 11 0-6 
Q Witliams... el O 2 1 0 OL 1 1 0-5 
H Hastings.-......-.. 013210310010 1-8 
Daniel WOOdKs.ceii-psenteeereees-eel OO O 10 1 0 O 1— 4-67 

.—Match for elub’s badge, twelve competitors, ten birds 
Erm ar are i rise, 80 yards boundary, H and T traps, Long Island 
Bhootipng Club rules: 

veevenel 1 11117101-9 Ralpheeeses1116111001-7% 
Howton p14 1101 11-8 Conovor-....0011111101-7 
Ogden......0110110101-7 Price.....-1010110001-5 
Hendricks,..1101110110—7 Houston....110001110 0-5 

auswers to Correspondents. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymeus Communications. 

WHERE To Go ror GAme.—Correspondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best localitics for game 
and fish are referred to our game columns. Ajl the news that 
comes lo ugis there given. By Keeping themselves informed 

from this source our friends will save themselves and us 

much trouble. 

G, W. P., Georgetown, Del.. It was a misprint and should have read 
22 walibre. ane 

8. 5, H,, Galesburg, I|l,—For your country take the setter, The tar- 

get was a very good one, 

Broyeurst, Bridgeport, Conn.—Bleycles cost from $57 to $176, No 

New York dealers in them, 

GzeEasex, Baltimore, Md.—The rocktish of the Southern States is the 

Roccus (ineatus, or striped bass. 

vw. B. B., Boston, Mass,—You will find & yarlety of game in Qalayeras 

County, Cal. ‘Take a gun for ducké, 

Q. T., Philade|phia.— What is the age of Captain Bogardus? Ans. He 

was 44 years old the 17th day of September, 

¥, W. E:, Yuba City, Cal.—The tilde is an accentual mark Placed 
over 7 in the Spanish language to give that letter a liguid sound, asin 

anon, f , 

ile, = e American agents for Pigons 

ne np tet sibs a 1 Sa never heard of their hayiog any 

Amerivan agetits. 

— collections of insects address A, J, Wager, 

21 aN TS ee aren Pa., who gays he hag aboub 150 ya- 

rfeties, Inoluding bugs, hectles and insects, 

= b AW T) a) 
Lt E IN| a . tt J 

Au., Kingston,—A-e the breech-Joading guns of P, Webley & Son's 
Teliaile in allreapects? Ans. Messrs. H. Webley & Sona rank among 
the best makers in England. We believe the guns to be genuine, 
W. B,, Wolcottville, Conn.—Mink skins in New York markets are 

quoted ab $1.50 for very best, ‘Too early in season for a fixed price. 
When not dark the skins are not worth much. 

J. P. C., Titusville, Pa—Pleage give me the address of £omé good 
breeders of jhe beag'e, and probable cost of a pair? Ans, W. L. Brad- 
bury, Orange C. H., Virginia, hasimported and ig breeding beagies, Do 
not know price, 

MIsAL,.—Whint is the proper season of the year to place trout in 
#pond for breeding purposes? Ans. This not too lute now, although 

breeders are well on in thelr spawning. Fry can be placed in streama 
in the spring with advantage. 

J. R., Boston.—Your military rifle ia an old Tower muzzie-loader 

once monde as the regulation British arm, The Tower is not the name 
of the maker, but refers to the Towsrof Lonilon, where the surplus 
stock of small arma is deposited, 

CopFisu, St. Paul, Minn.—Is the following 4 good pattern fora 634 

Ibs, gun, cylinder bore, 28in. barrels, 12 gauge; $44 dra, powder, 1 07, 

No, 9 shot; 15i0. target, glyds.: Right barrel, 171 pellets; left barrel, 
172 pellets? Ans. Yes, very good. 

T. C., Rostyn, L, 1.—Is if safe to use salt fer the cure of fungus on 
trout eggs, andifso how often andin what quantity should it be ap- 

plied? Ans. Supt. Welcher, of the Wisconsin State Hatchery, recom- 
mends salt for fungus. Write him, 

I, Q,, Boston.—Wonld not & hogshead or dog-housge in the open air be 
too cold for a setter during the winter even though well supplied with 
straw? Ans. No, notif if was placed where it would not be exposed 
to wind, and had a piece of carpet huag in front, 

8. G, S., Bridgeport.—Is there any such thing as a call to imitate the 
cry of ihe old equaw duck forsaie? If so, where can it be purchased? 

Aus, There is 4 regular duck call made, and for sale by most dealers in 

sportsmen’s goods, A little practice would enable you to use it. 

H, G. N., New York.—You will tind excellent sport this winter in 

Virginia ; see our Game cofumn this week for report of game about 

Petersburgh. For camping out through the winter you will find Penn- 

sylvania and New York too cold. There are fine hunting districts in 
the vicinity of Aiken, South Carolina, 

#H. S., Oshkosh.—Gan you tell us how the three-barreled Baker gun 

stands the test of use? Weont West are patiently looking for the yer- 

dict, a8 we think 1t will he justthe gun for us if it proves practical, 

Ans. Perhaps some correspondent who has used the gun will answer 
thia. tv far as we can learn we can speak of it with high praise. 

BP. P. H., Syracuse.—l. What calibre and weight of rifle would be 

suitable for general shooting in the North Woods? 2, What length of 

barrel is best for general eporting? 3. Is not the Remington considered 

as goodasany? 4. Whatis the best time of the year to camp ontin 

woods? Ans, 1. .44cal,, weighing about10 lbs, 2, 29in, 8, Yes. 4. 
Jf for shooting, October. 

J, P., Cambridgeport.—or the last six months I have noticed that 

my dog’s eyes have looked ratherstrange; both eyes are very blue and 
transparent. There is no discharge from the eyes, or no sign of cata- 
ract, but he ie partially blind, Ans, Your dog has Amaurosia, which 

in its advanced stageis incurabje. The only chance is in & geton on 
the pole and purgative medicines, 

Constant? READER, New York.—A year ago, while traveling In North 
Woods, I strained the muscles’of my back by oyer-exertion in walking. 

Troubles me now with pains insmallof my back, and I can do little 

walking. Ans. Try Health Lift, according to rules, beginning with 

very small lifts, and increasing from day today, Bathe with water on | 
“small,” and rub vigorously twice aday. 

A. D, G., Montreal, Nelson Co,, Virginia.—Wwill you please inform me 

through your correspondents’ column which is the largest of the three 

towns on Humboldt Bay, Arcata, Hureka, or Bucksport? Is it a good 

agricultural country around the bay? Ans Eureka is the principal 
seaport and town. Veeséls enter which draw 16 feet of water. An 

army officer wrote in , and S, Feb. 12, 1sj4: '* Nature seems to have 

exhausted her treasury so layish aré her gifts in scenery, soil, climate 
and bounties of every kind,” 

Constant READER, Buffalo, N. ¥Y,—Does the running of Jennie in the 

puppy and champion stakes without Making a point at the Minn, Field 

Trials not make four stakes within the past two years wherein the Le- 

cester-Darts have run without making a point, viz., Liewellen at Tenn, 

trials in puppy stakes 1876, Clip at Ten. Trials in chempion stakes 1877, 

and Jennie in puppy and champion stakes at Minn, Trials 187s? Ans, 
Liewellen was not placed at Nashville, 1878, being taken up before his 
Score wasTun out, Nor can we find any record of his haylng scored a 
point. he other instances are as you state, 

N. E. K., Fairfield, 1.—I hayean English muzzle-loader, 8 Ib. double 
gun, No, 14, branded 'f Mortimer” on locks, Is there any such manu- 
facturer, and are they considered a good gun? 2%, How would you load 

it for quall, Guck, etc? 8, How do you weigh shot and powder, by 
avirdupois or apothecary’s weight? Amis, 1. We do not know the 

maker, 2. For quall, 3 drs. powder, 134 shot ; for ducks, 33g dra. pow- 

der, 134 0%. shot. The same, by measure, with Dittmer 8 We don't 

Weigh them at all, buf measnre them from a Dixon’s measure, 

T. If. 1., New York.—I haye a pointer pup which about three weeks 

ago was bitten by a dog supposed to have been mad. Will you kindly 
inform me, supposing the dog to have been mad, what will be the re- 

Suit and How long it would take to become noticeable? He now, ap— 
parently, is as wellas ever. Ans, Ifthe dcg was mad the goonerthe 
puppy is destroyed the better. He would be unlikely to show symp- 

toms of rabies before three weeks, and possibly not for six months, 

The average time is from two to three months. We should take no 
clignces, 

R. J. G , Dunkirk, N. ¥.—The Ontario close seasons are: Deer—De:- 
cember 15 to September 15—cannot he exported at aby time; pheag- 
ants, paltridges, grouse, prairie iowl and wild turkeys, February 1 to 
October 1; quails, January 1 to October 1; woodcock, January 1 to 
Augast1; snipe, May 1 to August 15; mallard, gray, black, wood and 

teal ducks, January 1 to September 1; other ducks, swans and geese, 
May i to September1; heres, March lito September 1; trout, Septem- 
ber 15 to May 1; bass, Mey 16 todume 1s. For dual) shooting load with 

1}, 0z. No, 10 shot, $ drs. powder, The gun mentioned isa very good 
one for general shooting. 

H. Guy Cius, City.—Phe question of allowance which 10 bore guns 

should make to 12 hore in distance at pigeon shooting has been left to 

you to seitie 2 dispute, Kindly answer the above. Ans, In England 
there is an allowance of one yard for each gauge of gun from 16 to 11. 

We should be disposed to handicap the 19's at ¥5 yards and the 10’s at 

258 yards, But there is in fact no handicapping by the Bogardus rules, 
Which sportsmen are now disposed to accept as standard authority. In, 
thie issue of F. & 8. we print these rules as lust amended, and feel as- 

sured thatif peopie would study them carefuily and shoot according to 

them, they would have fairer and more even pigeon shooting. Capt. Bo 
gatdus has promiséd soon to give our readers his reasons upon which- 
these rules are based, 
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Brooks, Greenville, Pa,—My setter has & Very sore ear, which resem- 
bles canker, except that there is a bunch about two and a half inches 
lobg, and at least one inch in diameter; the bunch is on the flap of tlie 

ear. The earis very much inflamed, and caused a great deal of palin 
and shaking of the head. I have been washin € it with tepid soap ends, 

then bathing with a weak solution of carbolic Soap and water. What 

causes this bunch? Do you consider it canker? Am J treating |t pro- 
periy? If not, please prescribe, Ans, We should first show it toa 

surgeon. If it is a tumor or polypus if must be removed with the 
knife, and afterwards touched with caustic, if canker, after washing 

Well use the following lotion: Alum, 5 grs.; vinegar, 1dr; waier, 1 0%, 

Apply two or three timegaday. From your description we are inclined 
to believe it ia polypus. 

J. M., Atlanta, Ga.—We republish for the benetit of yourself and 

Several others our etandard reply to requests for names of works upon 
taxidermy : Coues’ “ Manual of Ornithology,” a manual of taxidermy 
and fleld work, price $2.50, published by Govyeroment printing office; 
C, J, Maynard’s “ Natnraliat’s Guide,” price $2, Naturahat’s Agency, 
Salem, Mass.; Brown’s “ Taxidermists Manual,” price $1, Orange 
Judd & Co., New York; “ Taxidermist’s Manual,” published by Jesse 
Hanley & Co,, 119 Nassau at., N, Y.; J. B. Davies’ “ Naturalisva Guide” 
and RK, Avis’ “Bird Preserving” are English books, and can be 
obtamed of Sabin & Sons, Nassau st., N.Y. Tn addition tothese works 
especially deyoted to the subject, Mallock’s ‘« Sportsman's Gazetteer? 
has several pages of practical instraction. ‘ Wrinkles and Receipts,” 
pyblished by Munn & Co., N, Y., also treats of the subject, Cut this 
our. 

W, A. J., N., N.—1, Canyou tell me of any good concentrator, or cars 

tridge that will make # 12 bore cylinder barrel breech-loading shot-gun 

Shoot further and closer than it will do loading in the ordinary way? 
2, In olling the inside of barrels after cleaning should the oii be left in 
or wiped out? 3. Ts spirits of turpentine harmless and good to clean 
barrels with Inside? 4, Ts there suchan English gunmaker as Wm, 
Moore? 5. If so is the reputation of their Guns good? 6. Is the name 
likely to be counterfelted? 7. Tell me the latest Zoo0d book on breech- 

loading guns up to date, 8. Can yon tell me the beat place to go on 

Long Island for a day’s water fowl shooting this month? 9, Is the 

proof Mark on English barrels a safe guarantee againat bursting when 

properly loaded, say not over 4 dra, black powder and 137 oz. shotih a 

12 bore 844 pounds 30 inch cheap gun? Ans. 1, Tne ordifary paper 

concentrator will make your gun shoot closer, but we doubt if they will 

increase the penetration, 2%. After the gun is thoroughly cleaned it ig 

well to oll the inside of the barrels before putting it away ; but if you 

clean your gun to-day and look at it to-morrow you will find that it is 

Notas clean ns youthoughtit was. 8, Yes, but petrolenin Is as good, 

4. There was, but he is dead. 5, Yes. 6, Yes. 7 W.W. Greener’a 
“Modern breech-loaders.” 8, Good Ground. 9. We think it would de- 

pend on the cheapness of the gun, The charge you mention should nos 
be foo much for a properly proved gun. 

Ghe Game of Chess. 
Norice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed “Chess Editor FoREsT AND STREAM, P, O, box 54, Wolcott. 
yille, Conn.” 

Problem No. 31, 

Motto: Forgive and Forbear. 1s 

— a 

_ 3 
IN 

Bw CLPLTTTEE 

CZ WYYL 

White to play and give mate in twomoves, 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—HO, 27, 

1—Kf (B3) tks P 1—Kt-B2ch 7) 1—Kt or P moves 
2—Q tks Kt 2—K moves 2—Q-KT ch 2—K moves ¥ 
8—Q KT mates 3—K{-Ki4 mate 

1— 1—K-B4 1— 1—K-K4 
2—Q-K ch 4—K moves 2—Q-KT ch 2—K moves 
3—K or Kt mates 5—R-Q2 mate 

Game No. §1,—-SCOTCH GAMBIT, 

The following game, which we take from La Strategie, was played by 

correspondence by the players whose names are glyen below. his 

gemeé was first published in the Glasgow Herald: 

White, Black, White. Black. 
Mr, Dunn, Mr. Clarke. Mr, Dunn. Mr. Clarke, 

1—P-K4 1—P-Kk4 10—P-Q BS 10—Kt @ BS 
2-Kt-K B38 3—Kt-@, Bs! POKit  1—B-@ Kg 
3—P-Q4 8—P tks P 12—B-O8 12-Q-Q4 
4—KttksP 4—Q-K Rs 13—P.Q Kts 13-2 tks Pow 
SKE BS B-QtkePeh [Mikes B14 Q-Bd ch 
6—B-K2 6—RL@ Kts 15—B-K3 15—@ the Kt 
{-EtQ R38 7—B.Q B: 16—BtksPch 16—K tke B 
8—Castles §-Kt-K2 WoKtRt ch; 17K Kis 

R-K 9—Castles ? |13—Q-K R4 18—P-06 
White mates in three moves. 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 

—The Chess Players’ Chronicle for Noyember will contain the pro- 
gramme of its projected three-moye problem tourney. 

—A three-move problem competition is almounced in the Glasgow 

Herald, Scotland, Only one problem Gan be entered, whieh must ve 

original and in three moyes, The prizes are two in number, yiz.: One 
guines and the Herald for one year. This tourney closes Dee, 1, 1873, 

—The prize winners in the recent problem tounney of the Detroit 
Free Press ave Messrs, Arnell, Mayer, Crash, Marlindais and Mare” 

Bronson, The Free Press tourneys are so widely kuows, end invarially 
successful, hai any indorgenient of them in the Fonmst AND STRAIT 
would be auperfuous. 
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Faxme.—In the Kingston (Canada) poul- 

try exhibition the judges had some of the 
game fowls washed in a bucket of water, and 
it was discovered that they were only com- 
mon fowls painted. 

Faking is much practiced in Europe, and 
yery ingenious devices are sometimes em- 

ployed to make show animals appear to be 

what they are not. We have heard of a large 
Tat being transformed into a diminutive 

black and tan terrier, and painted fowls and 

song birds are very common. 
bites 5 

—A man at Fulton, N. Y., recently laid 
his finger on the table in front of a buzz saw 
to feel the momentum of the air. The saw 
was going so fast that the teeth could not be 
seen. His finger was taken off. While he 
was looking at it the firemen came up with 
the question. ‘‘ How did you doit?” “Why, 
I put my finger down so,” answered he, plac- 
ing the other forefinger, as he thought, well 
away from the teeth. ‘To his horror, the saw 
took off that one too, at the second joint. 

—Why is good wine like a bird in the 
hand? Ans. Because it is worth two in the 
push Shakespeare says good wine needs no 
ush, 

—To cure a tendency to periodical intem- 
perance, use a farinaceous diet, and relinquish 
animal food. 

ee 

Messrs. TIFFANY & CO., in- 

vite publie attention to. the 

AMERICAN PEDOMETER, a 

remarkable invention of Mr. 

Benjamin S. Church, the well- 

known Engineer of the Croton 

Aqueduct, 

This instrument accurately 

measures the distance a person 

earrying it walks, showing the 

amount of daily exercise taken 

in and out of doors. 

Its meehanism is a marvel of 

simplicity, and can be readily 

adjusted to any length of step. 

It is strong and durable, and the 

size of a small watch, Ladies, 

Professional and Business Men, 

Students, Pedestrians, Sports- 

men, Farmers, Surveyors and 

others, will find it very useful. 

A Table accompanies each Pe- 

dometer, giving the number of 

steps taken in a mile, second, 

minute, hour and day. 

$5. 

SIDNEY E. MORSE & CO., Maxzns. 

PRICE 

TIFFANY & CO., 

Union Square, - — New York. 

SOLE AGENTS. 
———E———————————————— 

FERGUSON’S 

SPORTSMAN’S LANTERN 

(Improved) 
(Patented June 4, 1878.) 

Combining a CAMP LANTERN, HAND LAN- 
TERN, HEAD “JACK” and &TAFF “JACK,” 

FEEGUSON’S RUST PREVENTER. Safe to 
handle, willnot gum. Waterproof and preservative 
for boots, etc. Plum's Lubricating Oil, Insect Repel, 

Jant, etc., 6tc. Send for descriptive circular. 
A. FERGUSON, 81 Beekman 8t., N. Y. 

nov7 2m 

NAPOLEON’S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE.. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
31 BEAVER STREET, N. Y. 

noy7T 5m 

64-page Ill. Catalogue 
Free. Books, Spo: in MAKE MONEY 

Goods, Games, Novelties, &e, |. Wanted, +d. 
ana & CO,, 111 Nassau St, P.O. Bae um, 

+ oe oO, 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Vamping Outfits, Bic, 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balla always on hand. 

Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.60 per pair. 

The ‘* NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Hyery sportsman 
should have one. 

Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
hair, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS!I—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $23. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
gold in any quantity. 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the most artistic manuer. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
& apecialty. 
CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
ee Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 

-, Htc. 

Pliscellaneous, 

ESTABLISHED 1820, 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
i84 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 23d8t., - - NEW YORE 

EXTRA 

LONG SHAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In all Qualities and Sizes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Paris, and of our own make, 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 

Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 
Low Prices, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report........s---eeceee $14,466,920 53 

Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- 
BiONED’S FEPOTbscceasieneeeereeesseese 1,621,078 88 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGEXTS. 

EENNY & RATOLIFFS,..,.New York City. 
Vv. C, TARBOX -+...Portland, Me. 
E. F, EMERSON...... ......Nashua, N. H. 
MARSTON & WAKHELIN.... Philadelphia. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON,.Balumore, Md. 
VERNOR BROTHERS.......Detroit, Mich. 

TH. Chicago, Til. 

FURS, 

. J. WATSON .&t. Paul, finn. 
. B. DAVIS.. .St. Louis, Mo, 

M. C. RANDALL -New Orleans, Le, 
W. EVERSON.... .San Francisco, Cal 

Dest M, BUBSER, Bi 

GUNS MIT Hf, 
Rifle Gallery, No. 45 Newark avenus Jersey City. 

Shella for breech-loading shot-guns on. hand and 
loaded at the shortest notice toorder. Constantly 
on hand a supply of Guns, Pistols, Fishing 
Tackle and | en’s Articles in general, 

35 Liberty St. 
et a A A 85 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 

aire, Send zonprice list, Ne. 8 Weet Main street, | 
Roch N.Y. je6 

SOLE ACENTS for the 

FISHING 

IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING: TACKLE. 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORE. 

ss? Beiscellanenns: 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE.) 

Thig house is well known as being the largest 

Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 

States. 
Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- 

liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 

Ciub Badges furnished free, Also Headquarters for 

Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de- 
scription, novid 2mos 

—_ 

Guns, Rifles, Lie. 

A--A--GUNS! GUNS! 

CUNS, AND THE LAST OF 
THE SEASON. 

! 

BARKER & CO. announce their last important 
sale of Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Guns and 
Rifles, &c., to take place on Saturday, Nov. 16, at 
one o'clock, when the sporting fraternity will have 
the last chance of buying an elegant gun at half its 
usual cost. This sale is peremptory. The guns are 
all warranted superior and complete in every parti- 
cular, and are really the best that’s made. 

BARKER & CO., Auctioneers, 

47 and 49 LIBERTY S8T., N. Y. 
novi it 

THE PARKER GUN. 

THE OLD FAVORITE. No gun inthe world has 
a better record far close, hard shooting, and none 
will stand more hard service. AN AMERICAN 
GUN FOR AMERICAN SPORTSMEN. Send stamp 
for circular to 

PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn., 

97 Chambers Street, New York. 
Decal 

CHARLES CREEN, 

Maker of fine breech-loading sho’ a. Muzzle 
londers altered to breach-loaders, Repairing and 

beatae, Yalu Loop spool snee of ENGLTSHE a 6ep 8. good 6 LI8s 
BREECH-LOADERS. eerices from $30 wu 
bored to shoot close and strong as partlesa may 

ef 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW @CZLERK & CO., 

SEUSELONSSaasHeRseAsNEN SRO 

Manufacture and Sale 

SETH GREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz. 

TAC RACES 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Joint, with 
extra tip, in case, $18. 

REELS in German silyer, rubber aud brass, of the 
best makers, and with all the latest improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bal 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my larga variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES. 

FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shortes 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Etc, 
Walking Cane Rods, 

The “ NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
succezsitil spoons in use. Try one. 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers, 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers, 

OPTICAL GOODS,—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc, 
a Also EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

y ___ Gums, Rifles. Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN. 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. 

Firat Prize Over All Others at the Grea 

St. Lonis Fair. 

There never was a gin easler to handle, easier to 
clean, less liable to get loose or ont of order, or one 
ot pana for the money. Prices ranga from $50 to 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPEOT, 

Send atamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co., 

aug22 tf BOSTON, MASS. 

STEVENS PATENT 
BREECH-LOADING 

SPORTING RIFLES. 

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Guns. Pocket 
Rifles, Pocket Pistols, and the noted Hanter’s 
Pet Hifies. Special attention is called to our 
Double Breech-Loading Guns, They are simple io 
onstrnction and manufactured with greut care 
from the very best material. They are pronounced 
ay experts ‘‘the best gun in the market forthe 
Money.” Send for catalogue. 

Our Shooting Gallery Rifle is the fnvorite 
everywhere, 

J.STEVENS & UQ., Chicopee Falls, Mass, 

SA pRAWINGS & PRICES 
© FREE BY MAIL. 

a. 

al BA! ae 

ee _ BLE! 3 y 

oe ENGLAND. Fs 
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SEND FOR 
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CHOLS & LEFEVER. 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., 

MAKERS OF 

NE SPORTING GUNS 
8, at the Great St. Louis Bench Show and Exhibition of Sportamen’s Goods, of the only 

two Gold Medals given—‘‘For the Best Gun of Any Make,” and ‘For the Best Gun of American 
Make”—fourteen foreign competitors and seven American, sustaining our assertion of making the best gun in the world, 

CATALOCUE OF 1878. 

W. W. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader. 

\ 
THRE WINTINGICUN.. 

Aé the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix dé Casino, an objet d'art valued at 
£169, snd @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birda 
out of 12 at 23 yards and 1 foct and 2934 yards. He 

? also won the second event, killing § birdsin succession 
- at 83 yards, making a total of 18 birds outof20., This 

is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beai- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the ailyer cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr, 

—_ , Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning gun ulso at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 a side, Sonth Eliling 86 birds out of 100, being one barrel only. 
The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating, 102 guns by all the best makerg of 

Great Britain awd ireland, THR PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREBCH-LOADER. is the strongest 
ind most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No, 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No, 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. : 

FOSS BROS. & CO., 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS DV 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

OHICAGO. 

REMINGTON. 
NEW YORK HERALD, MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, i878. 

PARTELLO’S TARCETS. 
The Washington Marksman’s Wonderful Score—Diagram of 

the Shooting at 800, 900 and 1,000 Yards. 
WASHINGTON, Oct. 5, 1875. 

Joseph Partello’s score of 224 ont of a possible 225 is the theme of discussion and the subject of ad- 
miration throughout sporting circles here in the national capital. The modest clerk of the War Depart- 
ment guddenly finds Himself a lion of immense proportions, Subjoined are diagrame of the three targets 
made by Mr. Pariello, They show wonderful shooting throughout. At £00 yards he opened with a one 
o’clock ‘* boll,” about eight 1nches in, but did not group his succeeding shots ia any particular order until 
he reache@ the ninth, which he put to the at ae of the true centre, landing the tenth in the exact centre, 
the eleventh a little to the Jeft, and the twelfth again to the right. At 900 yards he opened with a ten 
o'clock “bull” well in, and grouped his second, third and fourth to the right of the centre. The most 
Temarkable thing on this target is the string of shots from the upper edge of the eye down the centre. 
Thore are the eighth, ninth, tenih and eleyenth of the string, with the twelfth a few inches tothe left. It 
Waé on the next shot—the thitteenth—that he got ontside the eye, scoring a centre, It will be remarked 
that all but two of the shots on this target are on the right half ot the target. At 1,000 yards he opened 
with a five o’elock “bull,” about six inches in, placing the second abont six inches to the left of the 
first. At the third he slmost put his bullet on the true centre. The two shots high left are the fourth and 
eighth. The fourteentl was a ‘‘nipper” at two o'clock, showing the same tendency as at 900 yards to 
drifi totheright. Altogether the score is one that is not likely to be equalled for some time. 
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Send three cent stamp for illustrated catalogue and. price list for March, 1878; also Treatise on Rifle 
Shooting, Record of the International Rine Maton, Hints Aah Helps in the Choice of a Rifle, ete, 

Adie, EZ. REMINGTON & Sows, 
ARMORY, ILton, N. Y, 281 AND 283 BROADWAY, N, Y. 

GREAT REDUCTION. 

LISTEW % 
: The Sportsmen’s Bell |- 

tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 

, closer, Valuable in early 
¥ woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick, 

ay - Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting goods, Samples sent by mail postpaid, 

~ 30 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., 
Eaet Hampton, Conn. septa 3m. 

EF 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
- OF 

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del, Co., N Y. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock, I guarantee satisfaction ana safe de- 
livery to every customer. These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting andretrieying. Correspond- 
ents inclosmg stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir 
cular, testimonials, etc. jlo Ww 

OR S&LE—Two Itish Gordon male pups, one 
black-and-lan and one red, out of Olytie, she by 

Tom out of Chioe, by Pat ont of Kathleen ay W% SALE—One Irish setter dog, 16 months old, 
Plunket. Addiess P? 0. box, 865 New Bedfor Color, bright red. Address 0, 0. EYERDY. 
Massa. knoy7 2 Easton, Ma, nov 3t 

Cle Rennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

he Bennel, 

cs BROEKEN—Gentlemen derimng to have 
their dogs broken this year by me will nlesae 

communicate at once, Want them fitted for the 
field ere Beaton opens, Shall go Sonth for tha 
winter with the dogs. My entire kennel (12dopsand 
puppies) forsale. Come and see them atCentreville 
on toe Erie Railroad, First bnyers best selection, 
Address E. §. WANMAKER, Clifton, Pageafa 
County, N. 1. je27 t 
4 ae a 

HH NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
ail exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 

Setter dog, not thoroughiy broken for the fleld, but 
udmlrabiy suited to a gentleman’s country place, or 
aS 28 tg companion. He is full-sized and 
highly bred, Price $100, Application must be made 
at this oMce. oots tf 

Re® BA LH—Liyer and white pointer, about three 
years ole, Further particulars, address G@ R, 

PELK, Auburn, N. ¥, noyl4 it 

OR SALE—Fall-blooded Gordon dog; color. 
J black and tan; age, 15 months; very handsome 
and good shape; Dever been hunted, but will stand 
qoall in yard, and not gun shy. he only reason for 
Belling, business will not allowit, His sire is the 
best dog in Lancasterongame. Price$35, H.B. 
VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa, Dovid it 

g 50 will buy a thoroughly broken red and white 
setter bitch, with a pedigree for 90 years. 

Address E. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfleld, Conn, 
Novid tt 

——— re ee eS 
OR SALE.—Three Cocker Spaniel Pnos, two 
dogs and one bitch. Good breed. Price, 28 

each, Ten weeks old. Address GEORGE POUNALL, 
Bedford Old Road, Fall River, Mass, nov14 1b 

ETTER PUPIES FOR SALE, out of Queen, she 
by Seitvinger’s Cezar, Bailly’s Fannie; sire 

Levering’s Harry, he by Seitzinger’s celebrated 
Clyde, J. W. PACKER, Jr., 2095 Oxford street, 
Philadelphia, novid 1t 

OG WANTED,—The advertiser wishes to pur- 
chase @ really first-class setter arg or bitch. 

Must have exira speed, staunchness and nose; be 
broken on quail aud woodececk ; handsome and about 
three years old. For such a dog will paya fair 
price. Address J, H. S,,room10b, Hotel Brunswick, 
N. noyl4 36 

Twenty-one Gold, Silyer and Bronze Médals 
awarded, Including Medal of Hnglish Kennel 

Olnb, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York, 

Address C, 

Spe or Ny ee eae 

None are genuine unless 60 stamped 

¥, 0. De LUZE, 

1 South Willlam Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agenta, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

SPRATTS PATENT 
DOG MEDICINES. 

CURE for DISTEMPER. Cure for Worms, Purg- 
Ing Pills, Alterative Cooling Powders. Cure for 
Rheumatism, Lumbsgo, and Chest Foundera. Cure 
for Jaundice, Tonic Conrlition Pills, and Cough Pilis, 
Cure for Canker of the Kar, Liniment for Sprains, 
Stimulant for the Growthof Halr, and Mange Lo- 
tion. 

The Kennel Medicine Chest 

Contains ail the above remedies, also various Surgl- 
cal Appliances, : 
DOG SOAP, free from Poison. For sale by 

H. C. SQUIRES, 
1 CORTLANDT STREET, N.Y. octl0 tt 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms] 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is pntup 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facililates its use, Simple and efiicacious, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ANTED to exchange a good-size Irish setter 
dog, 19 Monthsoid, partly broken, for a well 

broken native or Irish setter bitch, not over three 
nor Jess than one and a half yearsold. Address I, 
KAMP, Lock Haven, Pa, noyid 3t 

or Sale, 

FOR SALE, ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall, 
Both the above are recommended by Rop Ann Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON,. 
ili FULTON STREET, 

_ Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment, 
Address, 

H. U. GLOVER, 
Toms RivER, N, J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs haye daily 
access to salt water. octl0 tf 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 

Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 
write at onee to CHAS. §. HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Onleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 

. ¥. Stock and delivery gnaranteed, Price #15 
each for dog or bitch pups. septl2 tf 

POINTER PUPPIES- 
By imported champion Snapshot, ont of imported 

Fannie, now eight weeks old—color, liver with white 

One million brook trout ¢ggs—ready for delivery 

from the Ist of Noy. to Jan. 20. Send for price list 

iJ. B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

oot 12 N.Y. Beptae tt 

WILD RICE 
Seed for Sale, R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis, 

octa 1f 

ty) Foe FARM—For sale, 1.660 acres ime 
proved land in Rock Connty, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
windmills, wells, grading, running streams of clear 
Water: directly on line ot St. Pan! and Sioux City 
Railroad ; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood. No such bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photosraphs 
shown and fuli specifications given on application 
io CHAS. HALLOCK, office of Forksr AND STREAM, 

oct 3ltt 

| ees SALE—Cryetal Spring Fish Farm and Picnia 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gathic frame 
Villa; all modern improyements; tenant’s house, 
stables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-rhres 
acres, four acres grove, with fromtwenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit treea; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this offive. 

Markings—three dogs, one bitch, price each $20. jel3 tf 
Also one red Trish setter bitch, whelped June 14, by 
imported Dash (1st, New York, 1578,) out of im—-| (\HRRETS FOR SALE—Ferret Muzzies. Allkinds 
ported Flora (ist, New York, 1818). Price $25, We of Sporting Dogs. Send for circular. Address 
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept. 
21 by chanrpion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (ny 
Cal. out of Psyche ; 1s", New York, 1878). LINCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Warren, Maas. octel tt 

C, VAN VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario Cu., N. Y. 
oc 31 2 

REAL BARGAIN.—James Allen, English 
double breech loading shotgun, 10-bore, 42. 

inch extra fine laminated buirels; top aciion, pletol 
grip, light weight, strong shooter; used hat twice; 
im perfect order, as good as new; suitable for all 
Kinds of game; patent cleaner in case aid leather 
cartridge beltthrown in. Sold only for want of uta, 
Price $40. Address for permit to examine the gun, 
L. §, Kane, N, ¥., Times office. noyid 1b 
SS ES eee 

OR SALE—A W.& C, Scott & Son’s breech- 
loading shotgun, 12-gatge, 28-inch barrels 

Damascens barrels, anu rebounding locks sud pistol 
grip. For further particulars address M. A. BOS- 
WORTH, North Brooktiela, Mass. Toy 14 2 

: ————$———$——— ——— 
HOOTING AT OURRITUCK,.—A half-interaat in 

one of the fineat shooting properties on Carrie 
tuck Sonnd, comprising 200 aores, fur sale oheay: or 
-Hooting privilegea for the season wiil be sold to ten 

Dogs for Sale. 
On account of departure ofthe owner for Europe 

the following dogs are offered for sale very low: 
Lemon and white pointer Till, winner of ist prize 
WN. Y, dog show, 1877.. Red Irish setter, Sanky, bred 
by T. Jerome, Esq. Gordon setter Kent, a prize 
winner. Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee. Dick, 
Ted setter, sired by One Fyed Sancho. All the above 
are broken dogs. Also four puppies, 7 monthsold 
by Kent ont of Zadiee. Can be aeenat theTaplulah 
Kennels, Babylon, L J. For price, ete., address O. 
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Kaq., Babylon, L. I., or the 
Kennel Bditor of this paper. novid 8t 

OR BALE—Well broken setter dog. 23¢ years old, 
For particnlars apply to AUG. HEFNER, Pongh- 

Keepsfe, N. Y. nevi at | B@atemen st $5 each. The propery comprises 
some good pointe. Ho- title deeds and pirticulars 
spyly at this office, novid It 

OR -SALE—Seven Gordon setter puppies cub of |} ——————— 
my Bess, sired by Mndge’s Sam, winner of first EATH, 16 E, 4th atraet, Ciuclunatl, Ohio, wil 

rize ai the last- New York Bench Show. Addres G@. Senda new “ Excelsior Game Bag,” (Case & 
|. THOMPSON, Box 163, Foxboro, Mass. Hovis 20 > Bedell’s) worth $4, for $2.50, posrpaid, novis.15 



Wanted. 

ANTED, a treech—-loading §-cange gun, second- 
hand, Address Box 2,763, Boston P. O, 

noylé 1t 

ANTED,—A Spencer sporting rifle, must be in 
good order. Address P. O. Box 1760, New 

York. 

per day at home. Samples worth $5 free, 
Address Srixson & Co., Portland, Maine, 

Amusements, Ete. 

The AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35th ST, 
Wonderful performances of the 

TRAINED KENTUCKY (Thoroughbred) HORSES, 
introduced hy Mons. Oscar. 

NEIL 8MITH'S EDUCATED DOGS, 
Daily at 2:30 and 8 o’clock P. mM. 

Admission, 50 cents, Reeerved seats, 10c, extra. 

Gunpowder. 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE OST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

DuaponU’s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their greai reputation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale? in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Bali 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of very fine grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG., “SEA SHOOTING,” 
F¥g and FPF g.—The F¢ for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg and FFINg for general use, burning 
strong and moist. 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof. Agencies in ajl cliies and principal towns 
throughout the U.8. Represented by 

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Watu Sr. N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Ys 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
2b. canisters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
tInended for breechi-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 in 
metal kegs, 6x lbs. each, and canisters of land & 
Ibs. each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
@izes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 Ibs 
and 6 Ibs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and ¥% Ib. 

All of the above give we fede ann tdi 
yesiduum than any other brands made, and ar - 
sommended and used by Uapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS, MI ITARY POWDER 
of all kinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. F 

ramphiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
gut, gent free on application to the above sddress. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazurd’s ‘* Electric Powder,” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed Ip point of 
Strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis: 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazards “American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb. canisters and 
6}(lb. kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, foi 
eaand prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot- 

le 

Hazard’s '' Duck Shooting.” 

Noa, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In1and5 1b. canisters 
and 64% and 124¢1b. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tauke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Hifie.” 

FFIG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs ot 25, 
12}¢ and 63g Ibs, and cans of 5lbs.eF FFG 18 also 
packed ini and 3¢ Ib, canisters, Borne strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the Sea Shooting” D'G 12 
the standard Rifle powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES OR HXPORT, O 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB, PROOS, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDER. 4 

The above can be had of deaiers, or of the Com- 
pany’s agonts in every prom*nent city, or wholesale 

Ce aD s8 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Auxiliary 
aS 

SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Cuns, 
SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. : 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
25c, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Fioida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
32. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in asecond of time with the same ease as 2 cartridge, ana 
can be removed just as expeditiously, There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the ehot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
@ breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amostaccuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
iit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38. or 44, as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arma Co.'s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 39, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send fora Circular and Price List. 

> AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

3D "OLD RELIABLE” 
aol bd (TRADE MARK.) 221 bd 

STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with # score of 974. 

other rifle, 960, 4 b 

- The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Milltary rifie, 1,044. Best by any other rifle, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 198. and 197, 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr, Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifie with a score of 143 out of a 
possible 150 at 1,000 yards. THE LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with a scoreof 205. Best 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at, Fall Meeting, three competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col, W. H. (lark and Capt. WH. Jackson—tled on a score of 300 points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, witha Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were won with Sharpa Pifles. 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. 8. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO., 221. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition. 

#3. 

For sale at office of 
Fulton street, New York. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 

FOREST AND STREAM, 111 

AMERICAN 

Best score by any 

E a ss 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting- 
Describing the Haunts, Habite, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge—Qnall; 
Ruffed Gronse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and sheoting on the 
wing, Price,$2. Liberal disconnt to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally, Also for sale 

one double-barrel breech-loading central fre shot- 
gun, 12-gange. Addresa, 

Frank Schlev, 
New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. yeu Frederick City, Md, 

WwW. & SC. SCOTT & SON’S Useful to Sportsmen and 

FINE BREECH-LOADERS| __ ¥achtsmen. 
Are Hard to Beat for Quality, Finish and Shooting Powers. me aaa eee ee ATLAS 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS HAS WON A NUMBER OF GREAT MATCHES IN ENGLAND WITH HIS 
: FINE TRIPLEX 12:-GAUGE BREECH-LOADER,MADE BY 

W. & C, SCOTT & SON, 
{From CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.] 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
{ILLUSTRATED. ] 

Contains History of the State, Townsaand points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Lund Associations, Wish- 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotela, many charts from 
official sources, with complete soundings, efc., ete. 
Usefnl to sportsmen and yachtsimen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0, P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FOREST AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 

SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOSARDUS. 
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 

for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johuson TFor gale at 
this office. Price $2. 

Bugical Instruments, 

WATERS’ “souvanm ORGANS. 

W. & O. ScoTr & Son: LONDON, August 9, 1878, 
Gentlemen—Before leaving England for my home in America, I wish to 6xpress my fullest satisfaction 

In the terrific shooting power of your choke-bore guns. I now possess two heavy 10-bores, each with 
eXtra 12-bore barrels; also @ light 12 and 20-bore; all of your make, which cannot be excelled in the 
shooting qualities, and impossible to beat in the solidity and power of your patent Triplex Action. I used 
your gun in my two recent matches with Mr, Pennell, June 23 and July 23, at which time I scored 70 and 71 
in éach match, wioning by two birds; also in my match with Capt. Shelley, duly #9, at which time I scored 
84, ‘*the highest score on record ;” and inthe International Match with aubrey Coventry, Esq., at Brighton, 
Ang. 6, for £1,000, which I won by Killing 79 out of 100, All of the aboye matches were at 100 birds each, 30 
yards rise. As evidencé of the durability of your gun, I have shot one 10-bore over 50,000 times and it is 
still in good condition. 

Belleve me, yours very truly, A. H. BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of the World, 

[From COL. JOHN BODINE, New York.] 
W. & C, ScoTr & Son: April 7, 1878 

Gentlemen—I have received the Premier quality choke-bere gun, No. 8,696, in good order, and am 
pleased to say that its performance excels my expectations, while its symmetry and finish ia all that the 
most fastidious could desire, Itfully comes up to specifications of order, both in finish and shooting quali- 
es, I have disposed of my two guns by other makers. 

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED PARIS EXHIBITION, 1578. 

BSTABLISTIED, 1811. 

SOUVENIR 
These beautiful organg 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mechanism. Their cases 
gre all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut, We 
sella better instrument at 
a lower price than any 
othér house in the United 
States, 

‘Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square and J, 
tight, are the BE 

= MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

ACCESSARIES. lle 
STORES: No. 18 North Sixth St., No, 220 North Second &t., and No, 027 Commence Bh, | <eeameiieseet Wits, the sone, soacn, 

bility Unsurpassed, Warranted for SIX. YEARS, 
PSI LA DEPT A.. Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 
liberal disconnt to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
facturers and deulers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York, 

a PRINCE SS 
oO" 

& ORGAN 
“on LED” 

& 
CG 

S.°%5 
SHOT. 

RED LABEL, BLU LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—" Exact, unlformity of 

troly spherical form, high degree of finian and general excellence,” ie IY Ob aR 

AND 7 Two New Styles Just Out. 4 
Y % i. 

Gs e 
Send for Price-Licts. 

S BUFFAL?: 
— 



Suortimen's Rontes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsmanand Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Gomprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mouitalns, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntaios. Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, aud including tn thelr varieties of gaine 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
Quail, snipe, woodeock, mountain tront, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ctt., etc. 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beantifol and picturesque scenery 
ef the Virginia Monatains to their most famous 
Swatering places and summer regorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the Weat, 
Northwest ahd Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; acd at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with {he South. All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

COSWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gan. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

aD Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line, 
The steamers of this Line reauh some of the finest, 

waterfow! aud uplomu shooting sections in the eain- 
try. Conpactions direst for Chincoteszaea, Cobb's 
Tslani, Hid polnts on Lie Peninsila, Ciry Point, 
James’ River, Oureiinet, Florice, wod the monntain- 
ous couutry of Virginian, Tepnessee, ett. Norfoik 
Bteniniurs qail Mondsy, ‘fnesday, Tharsdsay and Sat- 
wrday. Lewes, Del, Tuasday and briday at® rom. 
Full information given at ofice, 197 Greanwioh St. 
New York, sep2d ly 

St, Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, GHHAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DATLY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with wll Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Kuifed Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
on parties of tan or more upon application to General 
Ticket OMce, Cadar Rapids. C. J. IVS, 
E. F. WrNsiow, Gen. Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tt 

+ Re ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878,— 
Ferrybovts leuve New York from dates Slip 

(aay except Sundays) 40 minutes, and from Thirty- 
urth streot, Kast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of (rains, ant! frum South Wall street, 
Fulton sid Ustharive ferries (dull ) 30 minntes pre- 
vious to departure of trains fiom Depot, corner FH lat- 
bush and Avlamtic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leave 
Brookiyn and Long (sland City (Hunter's Point) as 
follows: For Greenpo t, Sag Harbor, etc,, 8:30 4, M,, 
av. ., and On Haturdays at 2:30 Pa. For Pateh- 
ogue, etc., 9:30 A. M., 4:50 and6y,M. For Babylo 
etc., at 9:30 A. Mm, 4, 4:30,0and6P.mM. For Por 
Jefferson, e'c., aL10 A. M. anid 4:30P.M. For North- 
port, ete, abl0 A.M, 3:30, 330 and 6:30 P.M. For 

cust Villey, at 8:30 und 10:00 4. ., 8:80, 4:20, 5:80 
and 6:30 P. a. For Par Roskawiy, e:¢., at 9:30 A.M, 
4, 4:20, 6, Gand 7P,M, For Garden Cily and Hemp- 
stead, 5:30 and 10 A. M,, 3:20, 4:80, 5:30, 6:30 P. M., and 
12:15 night, and from Long i-lanu City only 9:30 A.mM., 
1:30 and 6:30P.M, SUNDAYS—For Puri Jefferson, 
Patchoges, ete. 9 A.M. Babylon, ete.,6 aud 7 P. a, 
Northport ahd Locust Valley, 9 A. M, and 6:30 7, 2., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9a, M_, 230 and 6:30 
P. M,, and from: Long Isl nd bi Yonly 9:50 A.M. and 
B30?, a. Trains fur Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Poitit, Jamaica, erc., a3 per time tables. 
Ticket ofiices in New ¥ rk at 21 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
sireet ferries, at the offices of * The Long Isiand 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Graud Centra: Depot; in Brouklyn, No, 333 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth streét. By purchasing 
ticketa atacy of the aboye oflites, baggage can be 
checked irom residence to destination, 
F 5, SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't. 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. jeo tf 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring 

field and the North. 
The new and elegent steamer C. 8, NORTHAM 

Jeaves Pier No. 25, Kast River, valiy (Sundays ex— 
cepted), ab3 P.M. Passengers go North and Hast at 

Bh, 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 P. M., arriving In New Haven in time for the 
early morning trains. 
Merchandl-é forwarded by daily Express Freight 

New Haven through to Mua<achusetts, train from 
Vermont, Westeru New Hampshire, Northers New 
York and Canada. Apply at Olfics on Pier or to 
RICHARD PEUK, General Agents, 

Cromwe}l Steamship Line, 
NEW YORE, HALIFAX, N. S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 

THE FIRST-OLASS STHEAMSHIPS 
®ORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 

= ALHAMBRA, Capt. McIlhinney, 
form & regular line between ubove ports, laying 
Pier. 10, North River, New York, three times g 
month. Persons Visiting Nova Scotla, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St Lawrence will fad this the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoding changes sud deten- 
tion. Time between New york und Halifax about 
sixty hours, one he lfof trip terougl Long Island aud 
Vingyard Sounua, in stiooth water. 

Cabin pastage, incladiug stateroom and maala, 
Wew York and Halifax, $15 gold; New York and Sr. 
Joins, $30, qos Excursion tiekets at reduved 
xates. For schedule of sallingsand further partionu- 
Jaré apply to 

ee gee “ #6F ptre oY. 
GENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N.8,, HAR 

= & €0., St. Johns, MF. same Mee om 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 315 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.E. CO, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

supstior Facilities 
affordea by their lines for reaching moat of tho 
TROLLING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘Lhese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FRUM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diff- 
culties and dangersuf reshipment, while the excel- 
lentcars which run over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TC BE TRANSPORPED without failure 
or injury. 
Tho lines cf 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the beat lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
m Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishiag. Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, {0 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
suowoed for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIM 
IND MEASUER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Ageni. 
YRaNK THowson. Gen] Manager, febiz-tF 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chitago to St. Louis, au Uhicage 
to Kansas City 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

BIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
AVERY THING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
‘ine of this road; prairie RELREGOEEPEGs ducks, brant, 
nail, ete. Connects direct at Kaneas City with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Taberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Fapeenpor Agent, 

cago, Ths 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, SI. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thenee 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail §. 8. Co,, 

Pier 22 Sonth Dalawere Aven ue, Phils, 

Deci4-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Tronk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northweat, and,with 
ils pumerons brauches and connections, form the 
Shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Illmois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, lowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories. Its OMaHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LING is the shortest and best route for all 
points in Northern Nlinois, lows, D.kota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the snort 
liné for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, ane for 
Madlson, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluthacd all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PH'TER LINE is the only route for Winona, Koches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points In Southern ani Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BaY AND MAhQUETTE LINE 1s the only 
jine for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Kscanaba, Negauneée, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
Tior couniry. its FREZFORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port und all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWA?:'KEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Hacine, 
Kevosha to Milwunkee. PULLMAN HUTEL CAKS 
are Dow running regularly between Chitago and 
Council Bluffs, ou the California Exprers Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leave Chisugo daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A. M., and arrive at Council 
Tluifs next morning. 
Hast-bound t ey leave Connell Binifs at 5:30 P. wu, 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
aHd reach Chicago next afternoon. 
ie" No other roads west of Chicago rans Pollman 

orany other form of Hotel cara, 
yey TO SPORTSMAN. 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Dueks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Towa line to-day offers more fayorable polnts 
thal any oier road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, 2 hondred 
polots On the Northera snd Northwestern lines of 
eee pay Will be found unsuynursed by anything 
n the fo) 

New_York office, No. 415 Brosdway; Boston oftics, 
Wo. 5 State street. 
For rates or juformation nofaltainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to i 
mons MBE YES Soe 
. . STENNETT, él. Manager, Clicaga, 

* Gen, Pass, Agent, Chicago, , jen0 tf 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANEOLPS), 

CHICAGO, 

Rates reduced to $1 per day for 
the parlor floor, without batha, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.60 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 
We challenze any Hotel ip the World to show as 

large and as Glegantly furnished rooms aa those of 

all rooms aboye 

the SHH#RMAN, je2o ie 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L, I. 
Situated on the Great Senth Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mie ania helf oj the 
ocean. Excellent arccomrtivdaticn for summer 
buarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, ishing, avd ganning. House open throughont 
the year for fishing and shiotimg parties, Boats, 
boath en, Stabling, CaMages, and every convenience 
for sport:Men. Accessible by Long Island Hailioad. 
Terms moderate. 5, P. CONKL,N, Prop’r. 

aug HF 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L., 

By a practica] gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always On hand the beat of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-jeese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground in the vicinity of New 
York for bay suipe shosting of all yarieties. Special 
attention given by himself to hiv guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Novs tf 

RADLEY HOUSE.—To Sportsmen, 10 to 30 
shots at partridge per Say guaranteed. Rabbits 

and squirrels, red. gray aud black, in great numbers. 
Turms per week, foy parties of fur and upwards, 
i, cludiug board, roome, guide, hack from station, $10 
perman. J. M. BRADLEY, Hidred, Sullivan SHR 
we ys, acts tf. 

Lotteries, 

{OO Saree ee A!TRACTION! 
OVER HALF A MILLION DISTRIBUTED. 

Louisiana State Lottery Company._ 
This institution was regularly incorporated by the 

Legislature of the state for Educational and Chari- 
table purposes im 1865, with 2 capital of $1,000,000, to 
which it tas since added a reserve fund of $350,000, 
17S GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS 
Will take place month|y, Jt never scales or postpones, 
Look at the following distribution : 

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT, 
during whieh will take place the 

EXTRAORDINARY SEMI-ANNUAL DRAWING, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS. 

The reputation of these 

goods is now established 

throughout the country. 

They are the Best. 

PRICE PER SUIT, S13. 

For circulars, rules for 

measurement and particu- 
lars, address 

G. W. SEMMONS & SON, 

Boston, Mass. 
septl? 2m 

STONE’S 

Sporting Emporium. 
No. 213 South Fifth Streat, Philadelphia. 

PARTICULAR: ATTENTION 

LOADING SHELLS, 
PAID Ta 

Taxidermy in all its branches. Repairing of 

at New Or.eaus, Tuesday, December 10, under 
the pérsonxl super vision snd management of 

GEN. G. 1. BEAUREGARD, of Loulsiana, 
and GEN. JUBAL A. KARLY, of Virginia. 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $100,000, 
(337 Notice—Tickets are, Ten Dollars only, 

Halves, $5. Wilths, $2. Yenths, Si. 
LIST OF PkIZES, 

1 Capital Prize of 2100,000............-. $190,000 
1Grand Prizé of 5),000..-,.....0..022 50,000 
1 Grand Prizect 20.000... 1-; 20,000 
2Large Prizes of 10,000,.... - 20,000 
4 Large Prizes of 6,000....... a 20,000 

20 Priz:s of L000 csceryessieves 20,000 
59 os bedseeeethestss 235,000 
10000" Pips e -tiide = eeecoU, 00d 
200 “ INT te tdicy oem tye 40,000 
enor ts 100...44 sapere 60,000 

10000 = WO. ,-peessesassees 100,000 

APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 
100 Approximation Prizes of $2U0......... 20,000 
100 Approximation Prizes of 100,..,,.... 10,100 
100 Approximation Prizes of 75.2... 2.08 7,500 

eae aes atl Sine . ee wwe ees «$022,500 
‘ EAB: eS F BL Go, i? 

GEN. JUBSL A, BaRLY, of Va, } Commisai'nra 
Application for rates to cinhs shouki- only be made 

to the Office of the Company in New Orleans. 
Write for circulars or seui| ordera to 

M. A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0. Box 632, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

‘or to H. lL. PLUM, 
319 Brondway, New York City. 

Hovis 2t cow , 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY, 

Class V Draws November 15. 
One prize of $15,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000, 

1596 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. Ys 

Srrcomnt 

New York Mailing Agency, 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13 8pruce St,, 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor, Open day and night. 

Gans, Rifle, Pistola4 and Fishing Tackle a specialty, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Gung, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, end will Keep in 
any climate. Sportsmen eyerywhere in the Unitud 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay Clty, Mich., writes: ‘Tt in 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-tive 
years of active and frequent use of cuna,” 
rt ete aepied by ear Manufacturer, GHO, 
. HATTON, avonla youue, Jerse 

Heights, N. J. i ee 
8cld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B. Kitiredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Obio; EK. B. Eaton, Chicago, Iil,: Brown 
4% Hilde". St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio, Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. §. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. ©. Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 

Cieans fifty shelis in ten minutes. No water used. 
Knives elastit, self adjusting, prevent. the slipping 
of wads, Js vuequalled asa breech wiper by eoyer- 
ing with an oiled cloth, For sale by all gun dealers, 
er sample sent free by mail on reteipt of price, 
$1.50; 10and 12bore, J. Fy RONAN, box 34 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass, Liberal discount to the 
trade. Septz3 3m 

TRY 
2. Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

SEW WA DS. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICK, 

For sale by all dealers. 
GOODMAN, Assonia, Conn, 
New York, 

Manufactured by Bl 
aud 7 White atreet, 

octlT 8m 

C, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

07 Bowery, New York, 
ee a 

Duncklee’s Patent Camping 

and Mining Stove. 

Four sizes, weighing from 16 to 70 Ibs. Just 
the thing for anyone camping out. Address TAUN- 
TON IRON WORKS CO., 37 Blackstun street, 
Boston, Muss, Jyi1 

Trap-Shooter’s Ammunition 
Case. 

A handy and compact Leather Box for earryjog 
Shells, 100 rolinds, $4.60; 70 rennde, #4, Sent by 
Express Ol raceipt of price, or C. 0, D. eyory where, 

THOMSON & SONS, 
P, 0. Box 1,016, 301 Broadway, New York. 



316 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goads. 
—— 

INDIA RUBBER 
Fishing Pants, Coats, 

Leggins and Boots, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMELETE 
SPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 

AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Boscriptioy. 

HODGMAN & €0., 
END FOR PRIOELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y 

————— 

Geob’s OIL TANNED 
MGOCUASING. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
Snowshoeing, etc. They are 

_ easy to the feet, and very 
2m dorable, Made to order 

in a variety of styles, and 
warranted the genwine 

article. Send for it!nstrated circular. MARTIN 8 

HUTCHING:. P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N.H. (Succes- 

gor to Frank Geod.) 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SFORT- 
ING CLOTHING. 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- 

ridge holder in use, Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
and positively prevent 
wads from starting 09 ¢ 
shot, Suitable for either 
aper or brass shells, & 
liese cartridge holders <= 

oan be easily attacked to ~ 
any hunting vest or coat 
front. A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two. dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh 8 ous. One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, - only 
welghs one pound. The 
belta can be perfectly ad= 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver to any address, and 
prepay postaze,on beltsor 
any number of loose ho'd- 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
per dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring 

brass holders, complete, 
$4. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuze,.5, We solicit cor- 
respondence from derlers. Allour belts are made 
of the finest Russett leather, and have Neck-Straps 
on (nofshown in cut). Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Ill., or 
P.O. Money Order on Ottawa, Il. Send 10 cent 
stamp for sample lolder. Address all orders to 
POOLEHR & JONES, Sereca, La Salle Co., Abhpe 

sep! 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

‘AQCVAEY THCOM MIN 
* EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible 
direction.+ No screen isneeded, as no one, not evel 
puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take, Made 
Stationary if desired. Al! metal, WORKING PARTS 
WICELY FITTED.=Send for Cirenlar. 

PW. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agont 
JebSmos Cazenovia, N, ¥ 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

erates Cartridge Com, 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by tho ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

CcCHiYT s, 

4 New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke. bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gange, and $1.10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 ina box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box, 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting. 

IRA A. PAINE 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877. 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MAD# TO A SCALE, therefore wa 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring ‘Trade, 
wien you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
made, It will break in eyery instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass, 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 800, 
Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade 

~ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Girest, N. ¥. 

‘HL BOGARDUS. 
My Paten!Rough Giass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with 

257 in each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship- 
sping, and preyen's the glancing of shot, while the smooti bl: has to be made so 
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them sre 
broken by thipping, and the feather-filled ballis the same. Now, 

1 Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, . 

and will pack 10 extra. I have had 5,009 shipped out West since my retarn from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not tod a ball broken, and 
never ever three or four in a barrel, My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you can readily see which is the hardest shooting. In 
maiches reported in papers, Saying Bogardus'rujes and traps used, you do not 
see oll the balls broken, Amateurs and young boys wio want to learn to shoot 
and will follow the instructions Jaid down in my book, ‘‘ Field, Cover and Trap 

= Shcoting,” will become cravk wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

whu Introuuced this sport to the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the 

Amerioan flag. My ‘Wield, Cover and Trap Shooting ’ is the only book thas has ever been written and 

published by a market hunter and experienced man. I will return the money to any one who has bought 

the book and thinks they did not get thelr money’s worth, Each barre! of balls contains a score book with 

Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and aiso his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balls, 1,000; $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” $2, 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO, 10 Pintt Street, N. Y. City. 
a « TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Address CAPT, A. H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill, or can be had from him 
wherever lie shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

HAND-MADE BOXING CLOVES. 

PRICES PER SET OF TWO PAIRS 

A. Stuffed with hair. The best Boxing Gloves 
in the country for the money....-..... hee 

B. A good, stout, full-sized glove, all bro 
hands, good covers and weil sewed........ 3. 0 

CO. Made of carefully selected leather. ‘The 
(four: chetts) pieces between the Nngers 
Torde ont of buck-kin, rendering the 
glove very soft and comfortable; strings 
AYOUDA The WTIBL, 0.4 ..c0. 20 cere c recess ve B 

D. Covered with the very best finished buck- 
skin; strings around wrist, and bound 
with fancy leather.......... + Ue ee 

=, English Back Gloves and covers stuffed 
with héet curled hair, fancy band, best 
atvings. The very best glove thut oan be 
MAd6,...--..--+- Kitatan.J.5e te FE eeess 5.00 

Fine English Gloves covered with white kid and bound with fancy leather, per Beh.......seeeeere. 6.00 

‘A book Of instruction given away with each set when the money Kocompanies the order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LisT OF SKATES, NOVELTIES AND :' ‘i EN'S GOODS, 

Thej!;Huber Trap. | FISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., New York 

#OR SALE YBY ALL DEALERS IN 5PORTIN 

GOO58, court | TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PIN 

a — UOOOOO"E""=—_— === 

mn (EF. GROTE & CO., BILLIARD BALLS. 

| VO RY; ‘BAGATELLE 
BALLS. cS | PROMPTLY 

“FARO & POKER CHECKS, (| ERO iD | TURNERS AND DEALERS, 
TO. 114 E, isth ST., NEW TORK, 

“7 

——n Uachtiny Goods, 

OLUTE BROTHERS & COl4 PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AY D YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENKCTADY, N, Y. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

=, 

‘THIS IS AN EXAUT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

Mounted; patent catch. The yery best compass 
Made, As @ guarantee of excellene=, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AnD STrEaM AND ROD AND 
Guy office. Sent on receipt ol $1.50, by poet office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Masilla rope, cotton rope, tarred Tope all slzea, 

Russia bolt rope, manila bolt rape, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

je2i-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICGIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and 17th Street, 
Has received the Highost Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, ete., etc. 

Spectacles and Bye-Glasses to Sult all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 

Sole Agent forthe best Human Artitictal Eyes, 
Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & 9O., 591 Broadway, 
e N.Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos ahd Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, F hovers ent 
Transparencies, Conyex Glass, Photographic Ma- 
terials. Awarded Firat Premium at Vieuna and 

elphis, dce3s 

DUNN & WILBUR. 
— 

Game, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

— 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

192 DUANE STREET, WN. Y- 
Novi if 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 Broapway, Room 30, NEw Youre Crry, 
—_—— 

All business promptly attended fo, 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range ‘Rifle 
COrzepMoor Tarczz, Distance 200 Feet, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Hester Sts.) 

NEW YORK. 

Any worker can insite $12 5 athore. Costly 
Ouro tree, Larosa Taos b Con Amrusta, Radion 

Nova 

GOLD 
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AMERICA SPORTSMAN’S JOURNAL. 
“Irems. Four Pollars a Year, 

Ten Cenis a Copy. 

INDIRECTION, 

gyrate are ihe flowers and the children, but their subtle suggestion 
is fairer; 

Rare 1g the rosebud of dawn, but the secret that clasps jt is rarery 

Sweet the exultance of song, but the strain that precedes it is sweeter; 

And never was poem yet writ, but the meaning out-mastered the metre. 

Nevera daisy that grows, but a mystery guideth the growing ; 

Wever a river that flows, but a majesty sceptres the flowing ; - 

Never a Sliqkaspeare that soared, but a stronger than he did enfold 
him; 

Nor ever a prophet foretella, but a Mnightier seer hath foretold him, 

Back of the canvas that throbs, the painter is hinted and hidden; 
Tnto the statue that breathes the soul of the sculptor is bidden ; 

Under the joy that is felt lie the infinite iasnes of feeling; 

‘Crowulng the glory reyealéd is the glory that crowns the revealing. 

Great are the symbols of being, but that which is symboled is preater ; 
Vast the create and beheld, but yaster the inward creator; 

Back of the sound broods the silence, back of the gift stands the giving; 

‘Back of the hand that receives thrill the sensitive neryes of receiving. 

“Space js 48 nothing to spirit, the deed is ontdone by the doing; 
“The heart of the wooeris warm, but warmer the heart of the wooing: 
And up irom the pits where these shiver, and up from the heights 

Where those shine, 

"Twin voices and shadows swim starward, und the essence of life is 
divine, 

—RIGHARD REALP, i Athentic Wonthiy, 

For Forest and Stream and Rod ani Gun 

dlayaoning-=dla, 4. 
(Continued. ) 

q REACHED ourcampat noon, andafter partaking of lunch, 

consisting of a royal bird stew, I started for. Punta Rassa, 

trusting that the message of ‘All well” would reach me by 

telegraph. Hight miles from Doctor's Pass I noticed a narrow 
pass, which may be entered at high tide; one mile and a half 
further, a small but nayigable one. At the end of two miles 
Treached and passed an island one mile and a quarter long, 
With a good channel at its southern end, and at the northern 
end a wide pass, afler which an jsland three miles long, 
Dounded to the north by a wide and deep pass, named Estero, 
J entered this pass, and followed it to the eastward for half a 

mile, and anchored under the lee of an island, Musquitoes 
proving troublesome, I decamped and anchored near the sandy 
point of an island on the north side of the pass, I retired 
early, and about 9p. mM, Lwas disturbed by my dusky com- 
panion with the exclamation ‘‘ My G—, Doctar, what is dat. 

Ain't it something coming to catch this nigger?’ T lett my 
blankets and noticed the outline of a large *gater on the beach. 

I seized my Winchester and administered a half dozen doses. 
In the morning I found a dead ‘gater eleven feet long—a 

victim of keeping bad hours. From this pass (Estero) a navi- 

gable inside passage exists to within twelve miles of Doctor's 
Pass, anda suryey in my possession shows a narrow inside 

passage, extending (wo miles further to one of the narrow 
As to ifs navigability, I cannot 

express an opinion. To the north a wide and deep inside 
channel leads to Bowditch’s Pass, distant from Punta Rassa 

Wstero Pass is one of the main channels Jeading 
into Hstero Bay. Corkscrew Riyer, a stream laid down on all 
maps, enters the bay at its southeasterly end. Owing to the 
isolated position of the country on each side of this river, the 
absence of inhabitants, and its never haying been visited by 

passes previously referred to, 

two miles. 

sportsmen, I deem it worthy of notice. 

Early in the morning I departed from Estero Pass, ‘and left 
Big Hickory Island, two and a quarter miles long, in the rear, 

next Little Hickory, one mile long, and then Estero Island, 
six anda half miles long. Two miles from the northern end 

a At half-past four 
L received a telegram containing unwelcome news, necessitat- 
of Estero Island, I landed at Punta Rassa, 

ing me fto-depart immediately, and make all haste for home. 
‘The weather was threatening, and unless a severe gale set in 
T felt assured that I could find my way with the lead to the 
island of Usippi, at the northern end of the bay. Before durk 
I passed Beca Ciego Pass, and as darkness set in I was 
favored with a severe gale from the eastward, The rain 
poured down in torrents. It was very dark. The bay ex- 
tended six miles to the eastward, a heavy sea soon rose, and 
the desirability of finding a harbor suggested itself, more 
especially as the lead was my only guide to track a tortuous 
channel, Tn most of the bays and in shoal water along the 
coast a thick coating of broad-leayed grass coversthe bottom, 
and whenéyer the water shoals there ig an end to waves and 

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1878. 

breakers, I was on the leeward side of the channel, with inky 
darkness and unknown country to windward, [ put the Dent 
before the wind, and as entered the breakers dropped the 
anchor and luffed, I dropped sail, and as soon as the cable 
felt the strain I was in shallow but calm water inside the 
breakers. 

I was up by daylight, and found that the sale had abated, 
and after atlending to the wants of ths inner man, I steered 
north. Boca Grande entrance is nearlya mile wide, with one 
of the strongest tidal currents in the United States. Before I 
reached Boca Grande a fresh hand took a turn at the billows, 
and the wind fairly howled. The wind was easterly, tide 
half flood. At this point the bay is twelve miles wide, anda 
very unpleasant, chopped and irregular sea presented itself, 
Thad confidence in my little craft, fancied that her captain 
knew a thing or two, and as [was anxious to reach home I 
determined to attempt the passage. I shall never forget the 
peculiar motions of my boat, or the shaking up to which I 
was subjected. My darky had neyer been insuch a lumpy and 
dusty place, and J made him sitto windward. It was amusing 
to see him present his bare cocoa-nut as the seas would break 
over the boat. About mid-channel the performance became 
decidedly unpleasant, and, with an elongated visage, Mr. 
Darkey remarked. ‘* The old woman will never see this nigger 
Again; may the Lord hab mercy on us.’ The channel passed, 
1 bore away for the shoals to the east of Big Gasparilla, and 
then for my old anchorage at Little Gasparilla Pass, at the 
northern end of Gasparilla Island. I retired early and pre- 
pared for to-morrow’'s work, a trip outside for a distance of 
thirty-eight miles to Little Sarasota Pass. By following the 
inside passage to the northward, leaving Charlotte Harbor at 
Kettle Pass, and entering Sarasota Bay at Casey’s Pass, the 
outside, or sea trip, can be made in about thirteen miles. As 
Idislike beating about among mnd flats, sand bars and oyster 
reefs, I determined to take the outside track. 

Last fall two young gentlemen consulted me regardmg a 
cruise along the S. W. coast of Florida. They had an open 
but able boat. I advised them to provide her with = moye- 
able cabin, but they fancied that a tarpaulin cover would an- 
swer. J recommended them to leaye Sarasota Bay at Casey's 
Pass and enter Charlotte Harbor at Kettle Harbor Pass. I 
suggested the adyisability of starling at daylight, so that if 
the wind died out they could reach their destination by the 
aid of an ashen breeze. They started a little before noon ; it 
became calm, and, instead of using their oars, they waited for 
wind. Inthe afternoon a black cloud appeared in the west, 
and very soon a stormy breeze set in, and instead of making 
for Kettle Harbor, they anchored in eighteen feet of water 
near the shore. They pitched a tent, turned in and left their 
Fifteenth Amendment in charge of the boat. The latter slept 
like a top and paid no attention to his lodging place. During 
the early part of the night their battean parted her painter, 
and landed on the beach. About midnight the cable parted, 
and the next moment their boat was in the breakers and 
swamped, With great difficulty they saved their firearms 
and other impedimenta in a damaged condition, The wind 
abated, but, as they were unable to free their boat of water, 
they were compelled to send a messenger to Sarasota Bay for 
assistance. Between Casey’s Pass and Kettle Harbor the 
beach is very steep, making it dangerous to beach a boat. 
With a fair wind and an early start no trouble ueed be experi- 
enced in making the trip between the two passes referred to. 
I have made three trips along this portion of the coast and 
found them pleasure trips. 

Tleft Little Gasparilla Pass at 6 A. ., reaching Kettle 
Harbor Pass. J entered it and found it one hundred and 
fifty feet wide with six feet of water in the channel. Cross- 
ing Tampa Bay, [ had to contend with a severe northeaster, 
and found the road yery lumpy and dusty. Leaying Halley's 
Keys Thad to beat to Cedar Keys in the teeth of a severe 
norther, The second night at dark, after leaying Halley's 
Keys (islands), I was in sight of the lizit of the stab 
heap fire at the mill.at Cedar Keys. Satisfied that if the 
weather did not set in too thick, and I could keep the fire in 
view, that I could make Cedar Keys, about eight miles dis- 
tant, Atter dark the rain, wind and darkness increased, and 
I lost sight of the fire. Iwas eight miles from land and a 
stormy norther was blowing, and [ deemed it advisable to 
make a harbor. It was blowing so heavy and the boat cut so 
many capers I could not utilize my boat compass. Aware 
that the wind was north, I resolved upon steering east and 
trust to luck, After running for some time I heard the surf 
breaking on what I had reason to believe was an exposed 
oyster shell bar. Eyes were useless, so I trusted to ears. 
Listening to the break on the bar, I steered a course parallel 
with it for seyeral hundred yards, when I detected a point 
where there wasan absence of breakers. 1 steered for the 
quiet spot and soon found myself at anchor under the lee of 
an exposed oyster bar. When day appeared I examined my 
surroundings and found that Thad passed safely through a 
channel not over fifty feet wide between the points of two ex- 
posed oyster shell bars or reefs, very numerous between 
Cedar Keys and the Withacoochice. 
Between Cedar Keys and the Anclote Keys, a distance of 

sixty miles, the trip can be made inside the reefs in shoal and 
calm water. From the latter islands the inside route (inside 
of islands) can be taken to Casey’s Pass in Sarasota Bay, a 
distance of eighty-five miles. From Casey’s Pass to Meetle 
Harbor is thirteen miles outside work. From the latter 40 
Estero Pass (with the exception of about two mules between 
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Punts Rassa and Bowditch's Pass) the inside route can be fol 
lowed to Estero Pass, From this to Doctor's Pass, thirteen 
miles, the outside route must be taken; from the latter the 
inside passage can be followed to the southerly end of Hons 
Island, and from this point to Cape Sable, by keeping in shoal 
water over the grassy flats, a mill pond surface will found_ 
Hence in a distance of 280 miles there are but two points of 
thirteen miles each where the sportsman would be compelled 
to go outside. If he was provided with a suitable boat, and 
if wind and weather are studied, these outside trips would be 
a mere bagatelle. Ns 

The southwest coast of Florida is remarkable for the ab— 
gence of rain and storms during the months of November, De- 
cember, January, February and March. last winter was an 
exception to all rules, more rain haying fallen than during the 
winter months of the preceding thirty years. Last fall | was 
fayored with very rough and rainy weather for at least half 
the time, and when I had the most exposed places to navigate 
T was, as a general rule, fayored with gales. In my first trip 
on the southwest coast I saw no rain for fifty-three days. In 
the morning it was calm, as the sun rose the wind would set 
in from the eastward, working to the southward and west- 
ward, During fifty-five days of cruising we did not reef « 
sail. The rough weather of last winter was exceptional and 
may not be experienced again within the next half century, 

Fancying that some of your adventurous readers inay af- 
tempt a cruise on the 8. W. coast, a few suggestions may not 
be out of place. I made the trip in a boat sixteen feet long, 
carried fifteen gallons of water, supplies for six weeks, 2nn, 
rifle, fishing tackle, stove, bedding and other plunder. It is 
surprising how much can be stowed jn a small boat, and yet 
ample room saved for sailing her and sleeping at nights. For 
&, party of two or three who are disposed to enter the passes 
and navigate the inside passages, 1 would recommend a Cat 
or sloop rigged boat from 20 to 22 feet long, with 8 or 4 feet 
beam. ‘The boat should be supplied with a light, moyeable 
cabin to protect at least two-thirds of the cock-pit. In ad- 
dition to this a canvas awning should be provided to place 
over the boom and fasten on each side. This will keep out 
Tain and wind and supply sleeping quarters for a fifteenth 
amendmeut if one is carried. A small batteau or Bond boat 
would proye very conyenient, I have tested Bond’s boats on 
the sonthwest coast and can recommend them. Owing to 
their light drafi and ease of handling they are peculiarly 
adapted to the coast and requirements of sportsmen. A bat- 
teau fourteen feet long with oars can be purchased in Cedar 
Keys ata cost of about $14. If any party should contem— 
plate taking a trip ‘down the coast” they could haye such a 
boat purchased or built by communicating with Doctor Rubt. 
Mellyaine, the obliging host of the ‘‘Island Honse,”’ Cedar 
Keys. From New York to Jacksonville by schooner the 
freight on a 20 or 22 foot boat would be abont twelve dollars, 
and by steamer say twenty-five to thirty. The freight by rail 
from Jacksonville to Cedar Keys on a boat was $1.05 per 
ewt., and I have reason to believe that this rate will continue, 
Boats adapted to the cruise may be purchased in Jackson— 
yille. If the purchase and transportation of a boat proved 
objectionable, crafts from two to six tons can be chartered 
in Cedar Keys at from four to six dollars per day. When 
not under way the captain would assist in cooking, and his 
assistant or chief officer, a sort of ship's ‘t Jimmy Ducks,” 
can be utilized in any capacity—more especially in the con 
sumption of snake antidole Jying around loose. The crafts 
referred to are comfortable, and as a general rule the captains 
are acquainted with the shoals aud the larger entrances. The 
great objection to be urged to craft of from four to six tons is 
their drawing two much water to enter many of the passes 
and lagoons, or navigale many of the smaller streams, the 
very localities sportsmen wisk to visit. The boat for the 
sportsman south of Punta Rassa must be one adapted to enter 
shallow lagoons and run over mud flats—a craft of light draft, 
and one that can be rowed in an emergency or propelled by a 
pushing’ pole. ; 

If parties have the time to spare they could run down the 
coast from Cedar Keys to Cape Sable and return. ue pit _ 

worke pilot they would find many troublesome places. 
the coast on several occasions between Cedar Keys and Punta 
Rassa and have reason to believe that I am posted with 
reference to the location of every sand bank, oyster reef, and 
mud flat along the coast—the result of an intimate acquaint- 
ance with these objects. ‘The best course would be to trans- 
port a boat by steamer to Manatee, and thereby ayoid the in- 
tricate navigation north of this point, From Manatce to 
Charlotte Harbor with fayoring winds is about two days’ sail, 
and about two more to Doctor's pass. In my notes published 
in the Forest Anp Stream and afterward republished in 
“Camp Life in Florida,” I have given more directions for 
working the coast from Cedar Keys to Punta Bassa, 

Tf the tourist shipped his boat by steamer to Key West he 
would save time, have favoring winds and could work to the 
northward. After reaching Manatee, Tampa or Cedar Keys 
the boat could be sold at auction, ahd wouid probably bring 
two-thirds of her cost. If Key West should be made the point 
of departure I would advise parties to engage a pilot to guide 
themto Hurricane Key. The charge might be $10, Or else 
purchase a portion of the series of five charts showing the 
Keys from Key West to Bay Honda channel. A pilot or 
good chart is absolutely necessary, for there is but one chan— 
nel leading through the Keys, The map of Florida nublished 
by the War Department and reproduced in 1978, is the largest 

— 
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flock of ducks is lap aa and out through the headlands of 
the bay, and the lake sleeping amidst its rugged mountains 
seems a8 if no rough winds could ever ruffie those waters, 
which but a few years ago treacherously closed over the late 
lord of the soil and his five trusty followers, 
Up and up through woodland paths, the sportsmen and 

beaters In ove party, now step briskly on. Atlength a halt is 
made, McTavish respectfully places each gun in his proper 
pass, and remains in attendance ; his authority being delegated 
for the time to one of his subordinates, who heads the men on 
their rapid ascent to the end of the wood, Twenty minutes 
being allowed to teach their deslination ahd get in file, the 
signal is given, and a wild cry wakes the echoes of the glen. 
Again and again it rises, now in the distance, now nearer, 
now fading away! At different points the wild whoop 
breaks out, as it were, simultaneously, yet for some time 
without result. Inthe passes all is silent expectation, At 
length, bang ! a single report deep In the forest. 

The writer, who, if the truth must be told, has been in- 
dulging in a secret pipe—which is strictly forbidden ata 
drive, the nostrils of a roe-deer being peculiarly sensitive— 
pops it in his pocket and springs to his feet, He has caught 
a swilt rushing round, a crackling of twigs which means 
something. By Jove, it does! Not one, but two! Right! 
Left! Over and over roll the pair, ihe points of one little 
head are stabbing the moss; the buck jerks back his head in 
agony and leayes them there! A splendid fellow! He will 
never tread those shady glens again. 

As this successful sportsman stands regarding his good 
luck, another is on the alert. He, too, has caught a sound 
which sends the blood to his heart. A soft rustling, a gentle 
pit-pat on the mossy path; but unlike the adyent of the other 
couple comes the single, timid creature, who now, all con- 
fused, trembling and suspicious, creeps along the quiet open- 
ing. Ha! whatis that she sees? Something unsual, some- 
thing dangerous. One slender limb is extended, the graceful 
head is thrown upward, the seared eyeballs search the pros- 
pect. A shout from aboye and the doe bounds forward to 
her fate ; that shot needed not much of the sportsman’s skill; 
but as to this we faney he will hold his tongue. 

Reports are now ringing through the wood as the heayy 
tramp of the beaters approaches nearer and nearer to the 
‘ouns.” By this time all the roe deer have passed, eleyen in 
all having fallen, and small game, ?. ¢., pheasants, woodcocks, 
black game, hares and rabbits may be shot, these having en- 
joyed an immunity hitherto. All ‘‘guns” now leave their 
passes and begin the skirmish merrily in line with the beaters. 
Anything that gets up is fair prey. Away whirrs an old 
black cock, down he comes. Sy canters a hare, over he top- 
ples. Rabbits in all directions pop head over heels, and the 
game bags are rapidly filled. 

The light is waning and the day is over, so home we go 
through the dusk, ‘Tweed cloth is exchanged for swallow— 
tails, and by eight o'clock we are telling our experiences to 
fair listeners round the dinner table. B. @. Colquboun, 
November 1st, 1878. 

and best map of the State, and shows more rivers, islands, 
, passes and inlets than any of the smaller maps, This 

map can only be obtained from the Department through a 
Congressman or Senator. I have found this map yery ae 
curate and of great service. Two charts have been published 
of Charlotte Harbor, and one of Tampa Bay. They would 
be found useful, and can be purchased of any dealer in maps. 
A few things which I will refer to will be found almost in- 

dispensable, At least ceven gallons of water should be carried 
for each member of the party, 1 prefer five gallon kegs, for 
they make good ballast, and are conyenient to move about, 
A light shoyel should be provided, for by its means water can 
be obtained on most of the islands or on the mainland by 
digging a shallow well in some low spots. A search for 
‘water should neyer be made near mangroves, for if obtained 
it will be brackish. In these communications and in my 
notices of the coast north of Punta, Rassa, republished in 
"Camp Life in Florida,” I haye pointed out several places 
where good watercan be obtained. A supply can be secured 
at the head of lagoons, or up any of the creéks or small 
streams. 

When anchoring I always use a buoy connected with aline, 
which is attached to one of the flukes of the anchor. If is 
should foul it can generally be recovered by the aid of the 
buoy line. The loss of an anchor away from ship-chandlers’ 
stores is a serious logs. I inyariably camp in my boat, for it 
saves the time and trouble of pitching a tent, and obviates the 
necessity of sleeping on damp ground ; and by studying locality 
and the course of the winds the sportsman can select an 
snchorage where ke will escape the sanguinary attacks of 
musdquitoes. During a cruise along this coast, more espe- 
cially among the Mangroye Islands, it is at times very difi- 
tult to find a locality where a tent can be pitched. 
A five-tined grains would be found useful to capture turtle 

and to land large fish. A seine from 30 to 40 feet long, with 
one-inch mesh, would be found serviceable to capture bait or 
a mess of fish, If the sportsman can handle a six or seyen- 
foot cast net the seine can be dispensed with. I always de- 
pend upon the beat quality of pilot bread, and I find that a 
barrel will last two men about six weeks. If the sportsman is 
supplied with store teeth he can lay in a stock of soda crack- 
ere or depend on slap-jacks for the staff of life. Pi’ot bread 
is nutritious, healthy, digestible and always ready; not so 
with corn bread, slap-jacks and other fixings. I haye found 
Chicago canned beef very conyenient and palatable. There 
are times when fish or game cannot be obtained, or when a 
person is making a long day's run, that this commodity 
answers an admirable purpose. A fresh aupp'y of provisions 
can be obtained at Fort Myers, on the Caloosahatchie, A 
small pocket compass should be carried by every one who 
leaves camp for any distance. When tramping in Australia 
I made a study of the position of the sun in rejation to my 
zourse. In Australia, when soliciting directions to any point, 
old bushmen will tell you to start with the sun in your face, 
n your back, or on your right or left shoulder, “thet to study 
its course in relation to your body at certain hours of the day. 
A boat compass is not absolutely necessary, but might be 
found useful; one that will answer a good purpose will cost 
five dollars. 

Powder, shot, shells and ammunition, as well as hooks, 
rods and lines and provisions, and eyen snake antidote, can 
tbe purchased of as good quality and as cheaply in Jacksoyille 
as in the Northern cities. 

Tn conclusion, I shall simply remark that I have no pecu- 
Miary interest whatever at stake on the southwest coast o 
Florida, and merely refer to it because it offers the sportsman 
an accessible section where game is abundant and where it has 
not been disturbed by settlers, Indians or pot-hunters. Ow- 
ing to the superiority of the climate, it offers many induce- 
ments to the adventurous tourist or the loyerof an extended 
boat trip. To the naturalist it offers a prolific field, where 
treasures have not been investigated. Although one of the 
healthiest sections in the United States during the winter, and 
likewise during the summer on the islands, or the main-land 
near the Gulf, yet if the sportsman should penetrate the Eyer- 
Jades to any extent there is a bare possibility of contracting 
ere and ague, which can be arrested at once by ten or fii- 
teen grains of quinine. In some persons a change of water is 
liable to produce an attack of diarzhosa, and a diarrhoaa mix- 
ture might prove useful. South of Cape Romano mosquitoes 
are troublesome during the winter months, and if sportsmen 
camp on shore, or sleep ina boat in some of the narrow 
streams, a remedy to drive away these insects might save the 
nse of words unpleasant to the ears of deacons and class- 
Jeaders. An Frusoo. 

Jacksonville, Fla., Oct, 14, 1878. 
——————_ + + St 
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DUCK SHOOTING ON THE SUSQUE- 
HANNA FLATS, 

HE State of Maryland derives a revenue from the tax or 
license imposed upon the gunners—or duckers, as they 

are here called—who shoot wild fowl upon her waters; 
therefore a day for the commencement of shooting is fixed 
by law. This is not for the protection of game, but simply 
to give each one an equal chance. To a sportsman the butch- 
ery of game practiced here is simply monstrous, and I can 
scarcely withhold harsh words when I write of it. How- 
ever, as I am here on equal terms—for the time—vwith all the 
rest of the butchers, I must hold my peace and confine my- 
self to a deseription of how the thing is done. 

There are forty-three boats licensed by the State as sinks, 
and about half that number as sneaks, or bushwhackers, as 
they are here called. The sinks are the same as what are 
known as batteaux in the East. The bushwhackers, I guess, 
would be a novelty on the Sound, and perhaps a description 
of their modus eperandi would not come amiss. For bush- 
whacking a stool of about seventy-five of the most perfect 
decoys are necessary, painted so naturally that the ducks can- 
not detect the fraud even while sitting among them. These 
decoys are anchored out just as a bed of ducks would be 
used. The gunner, in a large batteau, with the bow well 
covered with cedar brush, takes his stand about a quarter of 
a mile to the windward, and when ducks settle among the 
decoys, sculls the boat down upon them. Generally the 
ducks will sit quietly until he gets within from forty to fifty 
yards of them. More canvas backs are taken in this manner 
than by the sink-shooters. 

But to the point for which I began: 
Qur party of three chartered a regular professional outfit, 

consisting of a large, double cabin scow, with box and men 
to work it. At four o’clock on Friday, the 1st inst,, we an- 
chored on the gunning grounds. The law does not allow 
going upon the grounds earlier. We hung our lantern spon 
our shrouds as a warping to other gunners to keep af least a 
mile away, and anxiously awaifed the break of day. Ali 
along, as we sailed toward the position we designed to take, 
the splash and roar of ducks arising from their feeding- 
grounds, disturbed by us, could be heard; and now, a8 we 
Jay at anchor, busily preparing for the work before us, the 
whistle of the wings of myriads of fowl, startled by the yari- 
ous boats, may be heard. 

Just at the dawn of day the sink was launched, and it was 
our fortune to take first shot, We agreed to two hours each 
in the box. Of all sport, we venture to say, this is the most 
exciting, Although your correspondent haa shot upon this 
same ground every year for the last fifteen years, yeb the 
edge is not eyen worn from it, and all seems as new nod fresh 

i by is ten o'clock on a cold, frosty morning in October, and 
there isto be a roe drive along the banks of Loch Lomond. 

Dutside the old gray towers, whose turrets are reflected in the 
glassy lake, there assembles a crowd of from twenty to thirty 
rough, stalwart, wiry Highlanders; not, however, intent as 
their forefathers were on following their chief to invade the 
jhsunta of Caterans, or to repel the advance of Southern in- 
waders, but stillat his bidding ready to risk their lives— 
mo vain boast cither, when youthful ‘‘ guns” are of the party— 
in lending their aid, while he pursues a humbler prey, 

It is the duty of these to find the gume for the ‘* Laird” 
and his friends, and hunt it through the passes to where the 
sportsmen lurk; in short, they are what is technically termed 
**benters,” and comprise the gamekeepers, watchers and 
kennel boys of the estate. On the doorstep stands the head 
keeper, to whom the major domo, or steward of the house- 
hold, proffers attention. / 

‘© McTavish, will you take anything!” 
“‘Thank ye, Mr, Swainson, no’ till the work is aver; a 

full stomach in the morning makes an empty bag at night! 
Are they ready yet?” to-day as was the first day's shooting. ook ’ 

cThey'll Naty directly ; Master is come down, and he} 0 soon as it was light enongl to diatinguish objects, 

is always to his time.” myriads of ducks could be seen flying in all directions, and 
they came down to our decoys in such numbers that it was hard 
to determine which to shoot at, Right and left, at head and 
foot, the bewildered creatures pitched to our decoys, seem- 
ingly as though looking for shelter from the terrible cannon- 
ading going on upon the ten square miles of flats. Our little 
twelve Scott, with three drachmsof Orange Lightning and 
one ounce of No. 4 chilled shot, answered to our eyery call, 
and duck upon duck splashed upon the water, until really we 
were forced to cry ‘‘Enough.” Then our tender went his 
rounds, and picked up as the result of one hour and thirty 
minutes’ shooting one hundred and seven ducks, Add 
to this the cripples and the dead lost, and those picked up by 
cripplers (a species of Lyena that infests these waters, in the 

‘< What strangers have ye in the hoose the day ?” 
““You must do your best, MeTayish, for there are Lord 

William and Lord Charles as well as our own young gentle- 
men, and I heard them say they want to show the Bnglish- 
men what we can do in the North.” 

The keeper's eye kindles as the door opens, and ont file 
half a dozen fresh, young, merry, light-hearted lads, laughing 
and eager for the sport. They pleasantly return the general 
salute, and a few of the keepers they single out for a word of 
motica; then the order ia given, and off they all march for the 
Bandry wood. 

What a morning itis! Brightly sparkles the frost on the 
fir-trees, as it drips beneath the influence of the sunshine. A 

shape of a native in & fast seiling skiff), we had knocked fv 
one hundred and thirty ducks, 
Although it is sport of the most exciting character, fit to 

make a hearty sportsman’s blood thrill, yet it seems like use- 
jesa slaughter, The game is hardly worth the currying home. 
At this season it is rank, though exceedingly fat from the 
unlimited supply of food. Later in the season, when the 
Tibbon grass is washed out, and nothing but celery can be 
had, the birds are prime for the table; but by that time they 
have become educated and are wary of the gunner and his 
decoys, and are taken in more limited numbers, Quail are 
plentiful in this section. 1 bagged thirty-four in half a day, 
If any of Forest AND Streams readers would like to try a 
day in a box let them address J. Torbert, Elkton, Cecil Co., 
Md., and their wants will be supplied without charge, save 
actual expense. Brive Wine. 

SS 

SOMETHING ABOUT ARCHERY, 

IKE allmodern essayists upon this subject, little claim cam 
be laid to originality in this direction. Roger Ascham 

has given, in his quaint style, probably ‘'the whole of the 
science,” and we haye, like most others, gone to him for 
much of the material which follows = 

The accoutrements requisite for an archery ‘' oatfit” con- 
Bist of a bow, a bow case, about half a dozen arrows, a tin . 
cage or quiver for holding them, an arm guard, a glove, a 
belt, a tassel anda grease box. These may all be obtained of 
dealers in archery goods at prices yurying greatly, but $7 to 
$10 ought to buy a very good and complete outfit. Various 
materials havebeen used in manufacturing bows. In Job we 
read of ‘the bow of steel.” Homer tells us that the bow 
used by Pandarus was 

‘(Formed of horn, and smoothed with artful toll 
A mountain goat resigned the shining spoil,” 

In many parts of the Hast horn and sometimes ivory are 
used, The yew tree has also furnished many bows; now 
yarious woods are employed besides the yew; lancewood, 
rosewood, snakewood and tulip-wood combined with horn, 
beam and hickory. The writer saw, not long since, a how 
made from this wood, It was about fifty pounds weight. 
Bows are of two kinds, ‘‘self bows,” or those formed of 

one piece of wood, and ‘' back bows,’ composed of two kinds 
of wood, one tough and the other elastic, jomed lengthwise 
and firmly glued ; the common lancewood selfi-bow is per— 
haps the cheapest. of the better imported articles. The conti- 
nental yew self-bow is among the mostexpensive. Bow strings 
have been made of silk, hemp and catgut; the hemp is con- 
sidered by many the best and most durable—but silk is more 
elegant and preferred by some. Arrows are chiefly manu- 
factured of prepared limewood, pine, whitewood, maple and 
aspwood, The *‘nock” or notch for the reception of the 
string is (or should be) of horn; the feathers from the wing 
of the gray goose, the turkey or the eagle, and the head or 
pile of thin steel or iron ; another head is made of pewter for 
target practice. The length of the arrow depends much upon 
that of the bow, Fora bow five fest long the arrows should 
be twenty-four or twenty-five inches in length—twenty-seven 
inches is the usual width, Arrows vary in weight as well as 
in length, and are usually proportioned to the strength of the 
bow; their weight is always marked on them between the 
feathers, and archers should be careful, when shooting at a 
target, to keep to one certain weight. 
The ‘‘quiver” is of tin, usually japanned, and if the taste 

dictates, is ornamented more or less. It is generally made to 
hold about a half dozen arrows. It may be made of very rich 
and expensive materials. 

The *' brace” or arm guard, used to protect the arm from 
being hurt by the rebound of the striog, is made of leather 
(morocco or calfskin); the face is smooth, hard and polished 
to prevent the string from being fretted in its passage over it. 
The belt is composed of the same Jeather as the brace, though 
this is entirely a matter of taste and money, Lesutifully 
wrought and expensively ornamented belts are imported, and 
no doubt used, The color is usually erimson, purple, green 
or black, russet sometimes also being employed. From the 
belt on the left side is suspended the tassel, which is of 
worsted, and in color matching the belt. Its use is to wipe 
the arrows after they have been used, as a small particle of 
dirt adhering to them will impede their fight. The presse 
box, if not an absolztely necessary appendage, is & yery use= 
ful one for keeping the fingers of the glove moist and supple. 
It usually consists of a plain or ornamental metal box, worn 
on the same side as the tassel, The glove is worn-to protect 
the fingers from being injured by the string; itis made to 
match the belt and brave, and should fit ‘well to be of any 

2. 
The target is made of straw twisted into a rope, and wound 

from the centre outward until a diameter of two feet is 
teached with 6 thickness of two and a half or three inches; 
this is then covered with canvas and painted white. The tar- 
get has a gold spot in the centre called “the gold”—a red 
ring a ound thie, then a white, then a black, and outside 
of all a white ring bordered with green. These circles deter- 
inine the value of each slot and test the skill of the archer. 

Our friend Ascham pithily observes; ‘ Archery is more 
pleasant to behold than easy to be taught; less difficult to be 
followed in practice than to be described." A suggestion 
here made preliminary to other rules, is to begin practicing 
with a bow that can be managed without extra exertion of the 
arms and chest; a bow of about twenty or twenty-eight 
pounds will genorally be the best for young ladies during the 
‘first season; the next they can increase the power to thirty or 
thirty-five Banas Lut we should never advise them to exceed 
forty poun Good instruction and example, backed by dili- 
gent attention and practice on the part of the learner, will be 

eedily rewarded by proficiency; the moment of takin 
aim the powers of the mind should be concentrated on the af- 
fair in hand, the action being governed by judgment and cool- 
nesa; neryousuess, inattention, or a wandering of the thoughts 
or eyes, will cause inaccuracy of aim, and probably a clear 
‘miss. Vegetius says that ‘* the left hand should be steady, 
the right land draw the string with judgment, and both 
the eye and mind be brought to bear togetheron the subject 
of Lhe aim,” 

‘Shoot stralghte and ofa good lengthe, 
Then shall ye win of any sirengthe ” 

is the advice of an old author who wrote in the sixteenth cen~ 
tury’; and to shoot straight, the eye must be fixed upon the 
mark, the mind bent to assist the eye, and the hands will 
obediently obey their duty. To shift the eye from the shaft 
ae ea end from the mark to the shaft, is to insure a 

ilure. 
The bow should be held in the Jeft hand, the arm extended 

in a straight line, and the wrist turned inward; the Wand 
grag a the bow at the handle, 93 nearly level with the top as 
possible. 



is 

z ™ ; 
- With the tight hand take the arrow by the middie and pass 
if, undor ‘ihe string and over (he bow = when the pile reaches 
the luff heed, the forefinger of that hand must be clasped 
ligutly over it; the right hand now glides back to the nock, 
aad grasps it with the thumb and finger, the cock feather is 
looked for and the arrow slid down the bow and arranged 
with the couk-feather upward and in a line with the handle of 
the bow; during this mancsuyer the how may be held hori- 
zontally ; it is brought by a semi-circular sweep of the arms 
‘into an almost perpendicular posilion, the forefinger of the 
left hand entirely detached from the arrow, and the whole of 
“that land grasping the how at the handle, while with the 
tight the arrow is adjusted to the string. By the time the 
bow is raised to the proper position and the arrow brought to 
8 level with the car, it should be nearly three-quarters drawn. 
The position of. the body should be facing at right angles to 
‘the target, the face being turned directly ta it, the eye look- 
ing straight at the gold, Aim should now he taken, and the 
Sow kept fully drawn for more than a seecnd, or it will be 
injured, but the arrow loosed at once. 
A celebrated premier danseuse once affirmed that of all the 

attitudes she éyer stildied sof one was so graceful or dis- 
played the forin to better advantage than that which the body 
assumed at the moment of drawing the bow. As almost 
eyery archery club has its own special rules for the practice 
Gi the pastime, itis not necessury to enter ou those points 
which are merely optional; besides, there are now several 
works published which contain everything of value and im- 
(portance in this direction. <A. few suggestions as regards 
dress, however, may be pardonable. In a yariable climate 
jike our own sll out-door amusements must be pursued with 
‘some caution, if one would preserve the health. Hence it is 
evident thal some costume should be chosen that will not only 
be graceful and effective, bat which will preserve the body 
‘from chilly winds, dampness of the atmosphere, etc. The 
shade of green called Lincoln-green, or a handsome shade of 
the now popular myrtle-green in cashmere or camel's hair, or 
for late autumn an a!l-woo!l light ladies’ cloth or heavier 
camel's hair cloth of some kind. The walking dresses of to- 
day are, many of them, quite as pretty, tasteful and appro- 
‘priate for archery costumes as anything that could be devised, 
he shoes should be strong, double-soled French calf, or kid, 
‘The hat mos appropriate for this costume is a jaunty felt 
Derby, in color to correspond with the dress, if possible; this, 
however, is unimportant, as indeed may be said of the cos- 
tume in general, provided rules of comfort and good taste are 
followed.—Detroié Pree Press. 

Four years £0, when archery had not become as popular 

in the United States as it now is, we published in Forzsa anp 
Srrmam, yery full information relating to the whole subject 

contained in the series of articles on pages 152, 248, 262, Vol, 
IL. [which sée],— Eps. F. & 8. 

Mish Gultaye, 
SEASONABLE FISH CULTURE, 

AG this season of the year owners of water are be. 

: ginning to thinlk, if they have not been wise enough to 
tuink of it before, of the improvement of théir subaqueous 
Serritory, o? Uf its maintenance in a thoroughly satisfactory 

static. Tia farmer doesnot sow seed, he does, surely, not 

expect to receive a crop from hisland; but people seem to 
expect, lish or even net how they may, that an inexhaustible 

natiral supply will jusi be good enongh to make up the 
umount deducted fron: the strength of the river or lake. 

Firstly, the, as to the question which a proprietor of 
‘water oltén asks himself, Shall L order eggs or iry? Of 
‘course, wWnder some rave Gircumslances, it Wecomes a matter 
of ipipossibility to hatch on the spot, and then fry hatched 
elsewhere, and brought, it may be from a long distance, must 
be darned in and lett, ys if naturally hatched in the stream, 
fio fight the batile of lite. Generally, however, it could be 
sO arranged thal a box or two can be rigged up somewhere 
‘op an esla\e; bnb people are afraid of losing some of the eggs, 
and so forth, Well, one caunot go to an insurance office 
and eilect 40 Insurance, or éyen have an open policy, on fish- 
eges; but it must be remelibered that the difference in price 
bebween uses and {iy will cover some loss, and the pleasure 
aud interest wilh which the progress of development is 
watched would ia most cases quite repay any slightloss. The 
eust ol uo apparatus, whether the oldtashionéd tough or 
the new metal box is very slight, and when once fixed it is 
‘Lhere for a long time, always ready, and wanting very slight 
are and attention to keep it in goud working order. [t must 
be remembered, however, while giving full credit to the 
hatching capability of the uew California box, that ample 
provision must be Tiade for the transfer of the fry when 
‘Datehied to a place where they may spread about, or over- 
srowding will bring its sure result; for young fish require, 
ii propuruion Lo their size, just as tnych treedom tor deyelop- 
Mehlund oxygen as any ovher yoimal. ‘Lhis is of course a 
matter for sewlement by cacti individual according to his 
OW circunistances, ANU nee’s no more attention irom the 
Willer; bul the general principle must be re stated that, 
wherever conditions and cirgumslances will permit, the egz 
should invariably bursiin the water which it is afterward 
to inhabit 284 fish, Long and extensive personal experience 
has taught ths writer that, 14 spite of all care, parcels of fry 
Set lett at railway stations, having to change vrais, etc.—all 
against then, especially iflett on an open platform, with a 
bright April suu shining down upon tiem. Again, people 
anno perhaps seud to meet them on arrival for two or tliree 
ours, Or won't, and think they lave justifiable cause of com- 
plaint in thus losing theirfiry. All this is ayoided by pur- 
chasing ova, and more, for ova in large establishments are 
often overcrowded ; whereas in thé smaller apparatus, where 
the needs of one stream or part of a strvam gre concerned, 
there is no excuse for such a state of things. 

Having said so much, it will he well at once to proceed to 
a review wf the yarious species. ‘Doo much care in {lie selec- 
tion Cannot well be taken, as a bad strain is not so easily 
eradicated when once introduced. Monetary considerations 
should never be allowed to stand in the way of thé owner of 
water; a vuod sltain is néyer dear, a bad one never cheap. 
& ian wants but a few thousands of ova to start with, eyen 
in a perfectly srevile water; aati a yearly supply of one or 
two thousand will keep the place well sLuckeu, so long asthe 
rod only is used. Where poaching exists, of course things 
ave diferent; but in almost all cases where artificial culture 
is adopted, the poacher will have been carefully looked after 
beforehand.—London Mield. 

SCREENS FOR OUTLETS TO TROUT 
PONDS. 

NEW York, Noy, 12, 1878, 
EpiToR FOREST AND STREAM; 

T desire to call the attention of fish culturists ani thoge interested in 
thé camé to the importance of erecting proper sareens af the outlet of 

aillakes which haye been stocked the last few years. The young try 
of the shad especially, in searching for running waiter, will more or lers 

eacape. The expense is trifling. Pal down # post on each aide of the 
flume, & cross-bar al lop and bottom; nail on cleats one inch wide, one 
inch thick, and half aninch apart, This will prevent them from eseap- 
ing if the cleats are twofeetor tyoanda half above high water, Leaves 

Will also work \hrough. T, H, PORTER. 

The remarks of our correspondent are well-timed and well 

worth considering, No doubf many breeders, especially 

farmers and amateurs, lose many fish in this way, and attrib- 
ute their losses to any other cause but this.—Hp. 

re Ee 
AMERIOAN isn iy EnorisnH WatERs.—We copy the fol- 

lowing statements from the London Meld regarding the suc- 
cess which has aliended the transplanting and culture of 

American fishes in English waters. The recital must proye 
most interesting and encouraging to every person whose at- 
tention has been directed to the subject : 

The American brook trout, (Salmo fontinalis), perhaps the 
handsomest of the Satmonidw, has been extensively imported 
aud widely spread throughout Mnglish waters, Without any 
doubt or exaggeration, if must be admitted to be one of the 
best fishes to grow in lakes well supplied with springs, whuve 
it can have a wide range and abundance of natural food. It 
cannot bear being cooped up ina small space; and that, it 
seems to us, is the only fault about it. Some friends of ours, 
however, never cease railing at it, declaring it to be as savage 
asa pike or S, ferow, and that, when let out of a grated con- 
fined space, it went down pretty near to the sea. Now, of 
course, these things did happen; but why? The fish, in 
our humble judgment, pined for liberty and a diet congenial 
to their nature; not finding either suitable range or food, 
they became iltitable with their companions, devoured them, 
and, when they once had a chance of liberty of action, had 
“‘a good fling,” as the saying hasit, We almost daily pass 
along a little stream in which 8. fontinalés and 8S. furio have 
co-existed for some time; it 1s perfectly open for escape, but 
they seem perfectly happy together, and increase in numbers, 
lying cheerfully and happily side by side, growing at a very 
fair pace, though not artificially fed, simply because the nat. 
ural food isround about them and suflicient for their needs. 
hey can go into tle main stream whenever they like, and 
doso; but they usually return atter a short. excursion. 

This is certainly a proof that, under certain circumstances, 
the 8, fontinalisis a stay-at-home, pesceable, well-disposed 
creature; but it must have range. If kept in boxes for any 
length of time after feeding, irritability and cannibalism set 
in; and one will certainly be observed with the tail of another 
protruding from its mouth, and spinning round ane round, 
suffering from the effects of its rash meal. 

S. wilmotit and quinnaé are but little known from experi- 
ence in this country; they are reported to be true salmon, 
which can, and do, exist without entry into sali water. It 
would seem that they are well suited to our larger waters, 
Coregonus albus (white fish of the American con inent).— 
This is admitted on allsides to be a fish of great interest, 
more especially to our Scotch friends. Tlie lochs of Scotland 
are declared by competent authorities to be the places best 
adapted lo ita requirements, and it is very much to be hoped 
that the attempts to be made this season to acclimatize it in 
them will meet with great success. In its Cansdian and 
American homes, it ranks high in the estimation of all who 
know it, and it must be remembered that they Know what 
fishes are about there quite as much as we do. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that only certain waters would -nat- 
urally suit for its introduction. It is therefore unlikely that 
this fish will ever attain the same wide-spread popularity as 
its compatriot the 4, fontinalis. 

Salmo thymallus (grayling.)}—This fish possesses one great 
advantage, namely, that it affords sport to the fly fisher at a 
time when, but for it, the rod would haye to be laid aside. 
On the other hand, some persons assert that grayling tend to 
drive away trout; so that, where the trout are of a quite sat- 
isfactory character, it may be good policy to exclude this 
fish. However, we seé the two co-existing and flourishing 
in Derbyshire and many other places. 

Ss 
Ammrioan Fisu Eaes Annoap.—Salmon eggs sent by Prof. 

Baird in charge of Fred. Mather to England, France, Germany 
and Netherlands, arrived in most perfect condition; no 
fungus. Herr Haack, Director Imperial Mstablishment at 
Huningen, reports them the finest that he ever saw. He. 

ports from England mention American black bassreceived by 
the Marauis of Exeter, who has also given a large order for 
epgs of brook trout to Mr. James Annin, Jr., of Caledonia, 

Ne: ae Fe 
 Wisw Haronie in Canapa.—Mr. Sam'l. Wilmot, of the 
Dominion Hatching Hstablishment, at Newcastle, Ontario, 

writes, Nov, 10th; 
“Tam wonderfully busy just now filling up the several 

fish breeding establishments under my supervision ; returns 
from my assistants already show opward of eight millions of 
salmon ova laid down. ‘The season for gathering salmon, 
trout and whitefish eggs is now at its height, and I anticipate 
the pleasure of shortly heralding the quantity of ova taken 
from them at fully four fold over the salmon.” 

SS 

Mrowican—Detrois, Nov. 11.—ir. HMditor: My. BH. R. 
Miller, ihe President of cut State Fish Commission, is now 
taking the whitefish ova at Mr. Gray’s, at Gros Isle, and in- 
tends to hatch from fifteen to eighteen millions of white fish, 
two hundred and fifty thousand brook trout and three to five 
millions lake trout this year. Mr. Jerome is new at Mil- 
waukee superintending the getting of the Jake trout. The 
whitefish will be hatched as usual at Detroit. The other 
yarieties will be hatched at Pokagon. Ive Tasu. 

Ee ee 

. WuirsrisH mw Micuican.—WViles, ov. 18.—We are just 
through laying down upon the trays of our Detroit Hatchery 
between fourteen and fifteen millions of whitefish egz, and a 
betler lot we have never secured. They were oblained atthe 
fishery of Horace Gray at Grosse Isle, fourteen miles from 
Detroit. The outlook for a successful hatch was never more 
promising. Gzo, H. JeRous. 
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dlatural History. 
ABOUT OUR GROUSE—No. 4. 

Rees those gronse, of which we have already spoken, 
there remains to be considered the genus Lagopus, 

Which includes only the yarious species of ptarmigan. Of this 
genus we have in North America only three representatives, 

and about them, for reasons which are obvious when we 

consider the region which they inhabit, but little is known. 
The piarmigan differs from all the other grouse in haying 

the feet heavily feathered quite to the claws, in turning white 
in winter, and in haying but fourteen tail feathers, In many 

of their habits, too, they are strikingly different from their 
néarest relatives. While most, if not all, grouse are polyg- 

amous, the ptarmigans matein spring, and the pairs remain 
together throughout the summer, the males manifesting searcely 

less affection for the young than the female, and being 

equally courageous in defending them on the approach of 

danger. They are Arctic in habitat, and the only species 

which is found in more moderate climes is our white-tailed 
plarmigan, ‘ 

This bird is thé only one of the genus found regularly 
within ourborders, and is confined to (he loftiest peaks of 

the Rocky Mountains, where, amid the eternal snows Lhat lie 

deep on the sterile and storm-sweptsummits, it finds a climate 
well suited to the necessities of its existence. In the depth of 

winter, when the ground is deeply covered with snow, eyen 
these birds find if impossible to remain on the mountain tops, 

and at this season descend to the Limiber line, where they feed 
on the buds of the willow, quaking aspen, and other shrubs and 

trees. At this season many of them are killed, for, being 
rarely disturbed by man, they are very tame, and are easily 

approached. 
The white-tailed ptarmigan was first described by Mr. 

Swainson, in the ‘Fauna Boreali-Americana,” from specimens 

procured in the Rocky Mountains by Mr. Douglass, but it is 

said to occur a3 well among the high mountains of the Sierra 
Nevada Range. It is found sparingly on the highest mouné- 

ains of the former chain, but is nowhere sufficiently abundant 

to make it worth the sportsman's while to procure it. How 

far to the southward its range extends is not definitely known, 

but there is little doubt that it exists in New Mexico and, 
perhaps, even further south. Northward it probably occurs 
as far as Alaska, although we know of no record of it haying 

been taken in this latitude. 
During the summer these birds are found in pairs on the 

tops of the high mountains, and here their nests are prepared 

and the young carefully tended until they are old enough to 
look out for themselves. The nestis usually placed in « little 
hollow at the base of a rock, and is scantily lined with dried 
grass. Here the female deposits her eggs—how many is nob 
yet certainly known, but, judging from analogy, they should 

number from eight to twelve. They are covered with Gark 
blots and seratches of wine color and purple, and so numerous 

are these markings that the ground tint is quite obseured by 
them. The young chicks leaye the nest as soon as hatched, 

and follow the parent birds over the great gray rocks to the 
spots where the choicest foodis to befound, Shouldan enemy 
approach the little brood, one of the old birds at once attacks 
him while the other attempts to lead away the young toa 
place of safety, or, if this is impracticable, signals them to 

hide. When in company with the young, both male and 

female are very bold, and are said to fly into danger without 

the least hesitalion. A writer tells us, too, that on discoyer- 

ing a nest of eggs whicha female of this species was brooding, 
the bird refused to leave her position, and when he lifted her 

up to see what was under her she pecked at his fingers like a 
common hen under similar circumstances. The young in a 

few weeks are able to fly, but the family remains together until 

the succeeding pairing season. 
When started from the ground the white-tailed ptarmigan 

flies swiflly, and for a considerable distance, but it is usually 
very tame, and usually prefers to walk a few steps from one’s 

path, and there conceal itself. 
Tn summer the white-tailed piarmigan is yaried with dark 

brown and tawny bars, bul the tail is white at allsensons. Tho 

superciliary membrane is bright red in the breeding season, 
paler at other times. The bill 1s more slender than in our 
other two species of this genus. 

This bird is the smallest, as well as one of the most beauti- 

ful, of all our grouse, and it is also one of the rarest. Com- 

paratively few sportsmen know it, and the specimens which 

are obtained go almost altogether to enrich the naturalist's 
cabinet, Jt can never be confounded with any other species, 

for it is the only one in which the tail is always white. 
The rock grouse (Lagapus rupesirts) is the most boreal in 

its habitat of all our grouse, and on this account less is known 

of it than of any other species. It occurs yery sparingly in 

Newfoundland, where it is called the mountain partridge, but 

oecurs more abundantly in Labrador and in the barren grounds 

of the interior north to Melville Peninsula. From the highest 
latitudes they perform a partial migration southward in 
winter to the timber Jands, where they feed on the buds of the 

stunted trees which grow in this desolate region. In Labra- 

dor they collect during the winter on the highest ground, 

where the wind bas swept the snow from theearth, and there 

feed on the scanty vegetation which grows on the rocks. 

They breed in the open country of the interior, and are in 

many places extraordinarily numerous, having large broods. 
The flesh is said to be dark, and much inferior in taste to that 



of the willow grouse. The rock grouse i4 intermediate in 
size between {lis white-tailed and willow ptarmigan, its 
plumage in summer is black and yellow barred, and in winter 
it is white, except the black rectrices (tail feathers), anda line 

of the same color through the eye, 

The largest of our ptarmigan, and a bird which affords no 
little sport to the residents of Newfoundland and the Fur 
Countries is the willow grouse (Zagopus albus). This species is 
abundant in the British Possessions east of the Rocky Mount- 
ains, but only occurs in the United States as an accidental 
yisitant. One instance is on record of its having been captured 
in Massachusetts, but if is possible that this may have been an 
escaped bird. 
The Hudson Bay region seems to be a favorite locality with 

this bird, and Hearne says that they are enormously abundant 
there, and that he has seen as many as four hundred in a flock. 
Their food in summer consists chiefly of berries, but in winter 
they feed almost entirely on the buds of the willow, birch and 
alder. The change of plumage in this species, asin the other 
fiwo, takes place very gradually, and the summer garb is 
usually not completely assumed before June. It is hardly 

necessary to say that both the summer and winter dresses are 

admirably adapted to the circumstances of the ptarmigan’s 

life, snd are in the highest degree protective. The narratives 
of Arctic travelers all bear witness to the diflculty of dis- 
covering the birds when the ground is covered with snow, and 

eyen when they alight among the willows it is often difficult 
to distinguish them from the masses of snow which cling’ to 

the branches. In Newfoundland this species is hunted almost 
altogether with dogs, but in the Fur Countries, where they 

are 80 abundant, they can generally be found without the aid 
of a canine assistant, Many of these birds are shipped in 3 
frozen state from St. John’s to England, though happily this 

has not yet been done as = matter of business. 

(To be continued.) 
es 

EARBONES, OR BRAIN IVORY OF 
| FISHES, 
x 

CHTHYOLOGISTS and fish-culturists, when inyestigat- 
ing the anatomy, physiology, and habits of the various 

kinds of fishes, sea or freshwater, have paid hitherto but very 
little, and not sufficient attention, to the auditory powers of 
these water animals. 

Fishes,espeécially deep-sea, live under circumstances so very 
far removed from human ken that it is almost impossible to 
gain a definite knowledge of what they do in the depths of 
the ocean. I think, therefore, that we fish-culturists should 
begin to study the earbones of fishes as helps to ascertain, 
their habits. : 

T acknowledge with gratitude that 1 owe this suggestion to 
Capt. P: Jackson, of the “ Oasis,” Berostaple, who, when we 
were there on an official inquiry, most kindly presented me 
with a most beautiful collection of the earbones of fishes, 
‘Sprain ivory,” as he most appropriately calls them, 
We must, in considering this matter, go back ono step, 

Mammals, birds, etc., live in the air, and they receive im- 
- pressions of sound by means of the yibrations oi the air; fish, 
on the contrary, live in the water, and through that medium, 
therefore, receive any impressions of sound, Accordingly, 
we find that the great Creator has given to animals, whether 
aquatic or terrestrial, an ear admirably suited for the con- 
ditions under which they liye. Our own ear, for instance, 
is highly complicated. Sound causes a very delicate mem- 
brane called the tympanum to yibrate. These vibrations are 
communicated by means of three small bones; strange to say, 
these bones resemble objects in daily use among ourselves. 
The first bone is called the malleus, or hammer, the second 
the incus, or anvil, and the third the stapes, or stirrup. The 
sounds are collected by means of the external ear, and in 
connection with this extenal ear there are muscles under the 
skin; but these muscles are not much used by ourselves, 
though it is possible that if we took a baby, and taught him 
to use the muscles of the ears, that after a time he might be 
enabled to cock hia ears in a doglike manner. .The muscles 
that move the ears can be seen in full work in such animals 
as the horse. ; 
The eye of the horse is crepuscular, or semi-nocturnal, and 

all coachmen will tell you that horses go better at night than 
in the day. Dnring daytime they trust principally to the 
cars, and horses in a listening mood may he observed with 
one ear cocked forward, the other backward. To creatures 
such zs fishes, external ears would be of no use, but would be 
a hindrance and obstruction ; nevertheless they have bones in 
the ears, and these of a beautiful character. . § 

John Honter, with his usual sagacity, examined into this 
pubject. He writes: '*The organ of hearing in fishes is 
placed on the sides of the skull, or cavity which contains the 
brain, but the skull makes no part of it, as it does in the 
eagteuped and bird, the organ being a distinct and detache 
part. It varies much in the different genera of fishes, but in 
all it congista of three curved tubes which unite one with 
another, The whole organ is composed of a kind of carti- 
laginous substance, and in some fishes is crusted over with a 
thin lamella to keep it from collapsing. ‘The canals terminate 
in & cavity, in which cavity thereis a bone or bones. In 
gome there are two bones, a8 in the cod. The Jack has two 
cavities. We find in one of them two bones and in the other 
one.” 

Let us now examine the beautiful preparations made with 
so much care by our friend Capt. Jackson, of Barnstaple. 
These ootolites, or ear-bones of fishes may, I think, at once 
be classified, and I place together in order of size—Iirst, the 
bones of the cod. Secondly, those of the hake, Thirdly, 
those of the haddock. Fourthly, those of the whiting, 
Fifth, those of the conger. Sixth, those of the turbot. 
Seventh, those of the sole. Eighth, those of the gurnard. 
Ninth, those of the smelt or sparlmg, Tenth, those of the 
silmon, Eleyenth, those of the trout. They all seem to be 
composed of a substance which Captain Jackson properly 
calls osseous ivory, or brainivory, but they differ much in 
shape and appearance. For instance, the ootolite of the 
conger is exactly the shape of a small sole; it is an inch and 
two-eighths in length and three-cighths in width. The cod’s 
pone is a5 nearly as possible the size of a common horsebean 
split, the bone 1s curved upon itself, reminding us of a cater- 
pillar in progression, The haddock and whiting are much 

the same ae the cod, but narrower, ‘The ear-bone of the con- | a Boston Sayan! who teenie te mindsome notable attempts | a 
ger is small, thin, and glass-like. The turbot's ears are the 
shape of a haliotis or Venus’s ear shell, bul deeply dentated at 
the margins, Sole’s ears remind one, on a small seale, of the 
cowric shell, as used as money by some of the tribes in Af- 
rica. Gurnard’s ears are saucer-shaped. Pilchard’s ears con, 
sist of a bone folded on itself, very like a shrimp after builing, 
only white. Salmon’s ears, strange to say, consist of two 
parts. I can liken them to nothing better than a young 
salmon, with the umbilical sac attached, just come out of the 
eye, Trouts’ ears are of a somewhat similar shape, onl 
smaller, I am of firm opinion that if Captain Jackson will 
continue his inquiries, it will be of immense practical use to 
all fishermen, No one knows better than the herring fishers 
of Loch Fyne that herrings are greatly effected by noise, 
I give samples of the witnesses’ evidence :—‘ The herrings 
are retarded in their progress by trawls. “The noise is of 
more consequence than the nets; fhe herrings, as soon as the 
boat is struck, go away, The fisherman strikes the gunwale 
of his boat on dark nights to see where the herrings are.” 
Another witness described the noise made by the fishermen to 
the hammering in a Glasgow ship-building yard. Witnesses 
told us that the fish were kept away by the firing of the 
Volunteer Artillery. 
The first general observation that I draw from Captain Jack- 

son’s specimens are, that the floating fish have different 
ootclites to flat fish, and the flat fish have different ears to 
mid-water fish, such as salmon, etc. In studying the econ- 
omy of the ocean, the evidence of the fish themselyes is of 
the highest importance. I wish, tnerefore, to advise our 
friends to study the ear-bones of fishes. It is only nesessary 
to boil the head carefully, and ‘! the brain ivory,” so called, 
may be discovered. This brainivory, Mr. Searle aptly ob- 
serves, is very like very strong porcelain, such as used by the 
dentists for artificial teeth. This poreelain is made into the 
shape of the teeth, burned in a very strong heat, and has 
superseded all kinds of iyory.—fvank Buckland in Land and 
Water. 

Tn no fish are the ear-bonés more conspicuous or strikingly 
beautiful than in the sheepshead of our interior lakes (Aaploi- 
donotus.) ‘To most persons they are known as “lucky stones’ 
and are prized as pocket pieces, being often carried for years 
to insure good luck. They are shaped something like a 
tamarind seed, and haye the appearance of milk quartz,— 

Ep. F. & 5, 
Sa ee 

Brrps or Dominica AND St. Yrycent.—The collections in 
ornithology made in these islands by our correspondent, Mr. 
Fred A. Ober, have been submitted to Mr, Geo. N. Lawrence, 
the eminent ornithologist of this city, and the new species 

discovered haye been described by that gentleman, mostly in 
the Annals of the New York Academy of Science, and haye 
been duly noticed in the columns of Forusr AND STREAM. 
The complete-result-of Mr. Ober’s explorations, however, 
have only just been published, and we have to thank Mr. 
Lawrence for two pampblets—one, ‘A Catalogue of the 

Birds of St. Vincent,” und the other of the ‘* Birds of Do- 
minica.” Both papers are replete with interesting matter, 

containing not only the results of the study of the ornitholo- 

gist, but also the notes of the collector made on the spot. 

OF the birds of St. Vincent, fifty-nine species of which are 
mentioned in the catalogue, six new ones haye recently been 

described by the author of this paper, besides several new 
yarieties. The catalogue of the Dominica birds gives about 
the same number of species found as at St. Vincent, but there 

are several birds inhabiting each of these islands which do 

pot occur on the other. Perhaps the rarest bird in the whole 

list is the Imperial Parrot (Ofmysotis augusta), of which several 
specimens were secured; other parrots and several rare hum- 

ming birds were noted and secured. One striking feature of 

these islands is the entire absence of birds of the woodpecker 
family, although, as Mr. Ober remarks, all the conditions fa- 

yorable to their existence would seem to obtain. Neither are 

there any squirrels, although the woods produce thousands 

of nut and seed producing trees. 
These papers will be read with eagerness by all ornitholo- 

gists, and the notes which are furnished by the collector are 
of great yalue. The territory explored is but little known, 
and Mr. Ober's letters (soon to appear in these columns), nar- 
rating his travels and labors, will prove of the greatest interest 

to our readers. 
We understand that this indefatigable worker is not alto- 

gether satisfied with the material that he has collected, and 
that he proposes to visit these islands again for the purpose of 

completing his collections. 
so = 

Sounce News.—While each month that goes by sees the 
death of some newspaper or periodical, there are constantly 
appearing courageous individuals who do not fear to enter the 
journalistic field and to father weak yet hopeful offspring, 

which, after a short struggle, perish through inanition and 

give place to others of their kind. A better fate than this, 
and a long and prosperous existence is whul we hope for the 

Science News, « fortnightly journal of science, whose first num- 
ber appeared November 1. It is edited—and, knowing the 
gentlemen who have it in charge, we can say ably edited—by 
Messrs. W, 0. Wyckoff and Ernest Ingersoll, and is published 
in Salem, Mass., by Mr. 8. EB, Cassino, of the Naturalist's 

Agency. 
The peculiar features of Science Wews are to be the prompt 

publication of scientific news and information on current 
scientific literature; there is also a correspondents’ column, in 

which, under the heading Notes and Queries, much yaluable 
information will no doubt be collected. 

This new venture in scientific literature has our best wishes. 
—? 

kop Guoyr Covrurs,.—What we wrote the other week 
about certain efforts being made in Minnesota to raise a breed. 

of long-legged frogs for market, has attracted the attention of 

———————— | 

grow kid gloves, described by Max Adeler, who furnished a 
Boston paper with an outline of the scheme as follows : 
We are engaged now in developing a scheme for growing 

kid gloves upon the original animal. Our old friend Darwin 
teaches us that youcan do almost anything with breed by 
judicious selection, and we are convinced that, with Jittle care, 
it will be possible to produce a beast ‘whose skin, when 
stripped off, will make a seamless kid glove, Out first ex- 
periments are with lizards, A lizard has four legs and a tail. 
Now we believe that eventually the off fore-leg can be de- 
veloped into a thumb, while the three other legs anda tail 
can be arranged as fingers. We are crossing lizards with 
short tails with those with long legs, and we are now looking 
around for a variety of lizard with a button or two on his 
neck, for the purpose of breeding it in with the others, whose 
eyes will answer for button-holes. The ultimate result 
promises {o be startling. It will break up the old glove trade 
aud drive Jouvin to suicide. Thus it is that human ingenuity 
advances human civilization.” : 

The foregoing ideas indicate a state of scientific progress 
which is yery gratifying, The frog scheme dwindles into in- 

significance. 
$$$ $c es —_—__—- 

Tue GRAssHorreR Moyrna Sours,—aA recent letter from 
Panama informs us that the grasshopper plague has reached 

Columbia, and that great distress has ensued from the damage 
done. The locust, which has ruined the crops of so many 
years in the West, has, we think, never been known to occur 

so far south, and if the animal referred to in the advicew is 
the true Caloptenus spretus, his presence in Columbia calls for 
a word of explanation from entomologists. The locality visited 
by this calamity is the fertile yalley of Cauca, one of the 

most populous portions of the district. The injury done by 
the insect is summed up as follows: All growing crops have 
been completely ruined—sugar-cane, corn, wheat in the upper 
portion of the valley, and all sorts of grasses—so that the cat- 

tle cannot subsist, except in a half starving condition. The 

prices of provisions are exorbitantly high, and as the sugar 
estates and large haciendas have suspended work, the poor are 

unable to purchase the necessaries of life. The government, 
with a view to furnishing them with means of support, is 
pushing the construction of the Cauca Valley Railroad, which 

will give employment to thousands. 
SS 

Lrynzan Socrery.—The meeting of October 26 was char- 
acterized by the election of four new members, and by the 
reading of three very interesting papers by Mr. Merriam, Mr. 
Pearsall and Mr. N. T. Lawrence. That of Mr. Merriam was 
on habits of the yellow-bellied woodpecker, Sphyrapieus varius, 
taken in Lewis County, N. Y. He said that in this locality 
they far outnumbered all other species of their kind. They 
gratify their taste for noise by drumming on tin roofs, leaders 
and like resonant substances, and appeared to take preat de> 
light in it. Hach has its own particular place, which is fre- 
quented at all times of the day. They would go to these 
places, and, after striking it in quick succession for a moment 
or two, would stop and listen fo the dying vibrations. The 
females join in this amusement, but not so extensively as the 
males, By the middle of May all this is ended, and the duties 
of. incubation occupy their time, They denude trees of their 
bark, which mischief has been attributed to the porcupine and 
the larger woodpecker. They feed on the ner bark of trees, 
cutting a circular hole and drinking the sapas it runs out ; but 
they use these places afterward as a trap for unwary insects, 
which come to the punctured places to drink and get caught 
in the exudations, and afforda fine feast for them. This 
drinking of the sap was corroborated by Messrs. Pearsall and 
Huyler. Mr. Pearsall, in his paper entitled ‘* Notes on Grand 
Menan,” spoke of the early nesting of birds there the present 
season. June 3, Found most of them well advanced; nests 
and egg, however, were taken from the yellow-bellied fly- 
catcher, 2. nepidonax jlaviventris, black-throated, magnolia, 
and black-capped warblers, Dendroca camulescens, striata, and 
maculosa. The peculiar accumulation of gum on the edge of 
the hole inhabited by the red-bellied nut-hatch, Sitéa nova— 
boracensix, probably placed there by the feet, to which qt 
sticks, when the bird is running up and down the pine trees. 
Vuffins’ eggs were taken on the Seal Islands, which is about 
their most southern breeding limit. Mr. Herrick also stated 
that he had found it there, but that it had been accidentally 
left out of his list of the “‘ Birds of Grand Menan," The ques- 
tion of the southernmost breeding habitat of Leache's: Cy- 
muachorres leucorrhoa, was discussed in this connection, and it 
was stronply maintained that they would yet be found breed- 
ing on Long Island. Their habits are so quiet, and as they 
only approach their nests at night, they would only be ob— 
served by a very close search. As an instance, Mr, Pearsall 
said he took a nest from under the stone forming the lower 
step to the ite pore at the Seal Islands, N. B. Both 
Leache’s and Wilson's petrels are fonnd all summer in Long 
Island Sound. Mr. Lawrence spoke of 4 visit to the Schoodic 
Lakes in Maing in June of this year, and also noted the early 
nesting of birds, and of the apparent scarcity of birds in the 
heavy timber. The Indians, he said, were scandalously rob- 
bing the loons’ nests wherever they could be found, and 
rapidly driving them back to the most unfrequented parts of 
the State. FRANKLIN Besser, Secretary. 
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Toe “Rook” Bass or Bran Lane.—The Weekly Terri. 
terial Enterprise, of Virginia City, Nevada, describes a fossil 
fish which is on exhibition in that city. It is of a rich um- 
ber brown, and unless closely inspected, is liable to be mie. 
taken for a painting or drawing. The fish is exactly one 
foot in length by four and a half inches in width in the widest, 
part, and in shape closely resembles the common perch. It 
has one dorsal fin, which is spread to its full width. There 
is no second dorsal fin, nor is any ventral fin shown. The 
anal fin is spread and runs all the way back to the candai fin 
or tail, which is forked and beautifully spread. These fins 
are as perfect as could be drawn by any artist. Every bone, 
large and small, in and connécted with the vertebra is perfect 
and beautifully delineated. The gills are also handsomely 
shown, and the eye is quite lifelike, both the dark and the 
white parts being well preserved. ‘The fossil appeara to be 
that of the whole and perfect fish so pfapreedsd that all ex. 
cept the back-bone resembles a drawing. The back-bone is 
the only part raised above the general surface ot the stone, 
and it stands out to about what would be the natural size of 
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tine vertobre of a fish of the size mentioned, 'Thia splendid 

Cole by Damiel Cook, the well-known mining man, Mr. 
a ~ has what appears to be an exact copy or mate to this 

Sti. 
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EGCENTRICITIES OF THE RUFFED 

GROUSE, 

EDITOR Forkst AND. STREAM : 
Tt would seem from the varios accounts given hy your correspond- 

ents of the ways of rmiffed grouse, each giving tho result of Ila owa ob- 
servations, that there must he a wide difference In the habits of this 

bird in different parts of the couniry. The fact that people see the 

84106 thing differently, and that some see more than others with-the 
same opportunity, willnot explain all the variations In theirstatements, 
Though they will some of them, suct as the performance of the act of 
drumming, hanging on the wing, or not, when rising, the dimiculty or 

ease of shooting and such matters, buf not such as that the bird always 
cums on a log and never on a rock, nor stump; that he always drums 
on & hollow log, that lie never drams in the fall, that he drums morein 

fall than in apring, that there arein some regions overgrown cocks of 
eccentric habits known as king partridges," while in others such royal 
fowls are quite unknown, though grouse of ordinaryrank and habits 

abound therein, If We accept this explanation of these discrepancies 
We shall be much more Jikely to gef at interesting facts than if we are 

80 unwise and impolite as to deny the truth of every statement of which 
we have not had ocnlar proof. 
Tneyer have noticed, the conditions of the atmosphere being equally 

Tayorable, that the drumming was any louder when the bird was on 

one object than when on atother, but this has doubtless been owing to 
jack of close observation, and when another spring comes TI shall try to 
autisfy myself on this point. Last spring I thrice flushed a grouse from 

a@ rockon whith he was dramming, to which I was led by the sound, 

Which seemed to me no different from ordinary, but did not succeed in 
gecing him in the act. Logs are their usnal dromming places here, but 
hollow oes are not oftener chosen than those whivh are decayed al- 

most to mold, and so Gan add nothing to the volume of sound made by 
the bird’s wings, 

J cannot sde tliat * Penobscot's” explanation of the grouse being in 
uhusual places in the fall isa whit more seasonable than the old hun- 
ters; for why should partial migration be more likely to take place at 

this Béason thin in winter, or in spring, which Jast would seem the 

likeliest time, the instinct which prompts them to replenish the earth 
being then most active, 

They become accustomed to showers and the noise of the wind early 
in life, but the falling of the Jeayes comes but once a year, witnessed 

then for the first time by the birds of that season and forgotten perhaps 

by the older ones. Aré not all the wild inbabilants of the woods wilder 
then than at other times? 

The statement with which ‘* Penobscot” prefaces his explanation, 
Namely: that the ruffed gronse clings pertinacjously to its chosen 

Jocation, a flock, unless frequently hunted, scarcely moving over ten 
acres of ground in a season,” 1s another proof to me of the differenue 
in habits, for hore they are of all birds the most uuvertain to find in any 

particular place, 

You May fusha scoreina piece of cover to-day gnd tind not one 

therg to-morrow’ nor the next d@ay;andon some days they may be 
plenty in a certaim wide range of woodland, and on others almost none 

Gan be found there. [remember huting over a hilly plece of woodland 

sontalhing some four hundred acres or so in which some grouse are 

fimost always to be found, but on that day we did Not lid a bird till, at 
last, coming to a hollow through which a small brook runs my compan- 

ion and] flushed certainly not less than fifty ona quarter of an acre. 
This, I think, waain September. In November of another year I hunted 

Over the same ground with as little success, till in the afternoon, when 
in anold clearing where there Were a number &f small, burly pines 
from two to tive feet high Istarled a gronse from the sunny side of al- 
Most every other pine. On both occassions all the birds in the tract 

seemed to haye gathered, for some reason, into close companionship. 

in the firstinstance I surmised that they had come to the brook to 

drink and by chance all to that particular part of it. In the other I waa 
quite at a loss for a reason for the unusual congregation, 

No more can f account for the scarcliy and wildness of ruffed grouse 
here this fall. Last fall they were nousally plenty, continuing so through 

the winter and apring, when I heard more drummers in the woods than 

for years before, and promised ourselves great sport with them when 

the close time should end, Wut when the firat of Sepiember came bnii 

few were to be found and those few 80 scattered and wild as, in ordi- 

nary seasons, they arein November. Now, there was no illegal sheot- 

ing nor snaring and I cannot remember any storm that could be sup- 
posed to haye seriously affected the eggsor young birds, nor haye 

beasts and birds of prey been plentier than nsual, Can any one help to 
cleat up the mystery? While asking questions I wish.to inquireif there 
ure any pinnated grouse left in New Jersey, or in Martha's Vineyard, 

Where Herbert speaks of them being carefully preserved at the time 

he wrote his “¥iéld Sports.” [shonld yery much like to see the ex. 
perment tried of re-slocking their old haunts ati the Bast, and also 
Stocking parts of New Engjand where they are nol known to have ex- 
isied, Tsee no reason why they might not tlirive even here, now, 
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Woadland, Aarm sind Garden, 
AN INTERESTING CHAPTER ON BEES 

(1718). 

BY PAUL LUDLEY, F. BR, 8. 

A Method Lately Pound Out in New England for Discovering 
ee the sees Hine in the Woods in Order to Get Their 

‘ane, 

HE hunter takes a plate or trencher with a little sugar, 
honey or molasses spread on it a a clear sunshiny 

day), and when got into ihe woods seis it down on a rock or 
stump in the woods; this sweeiner the bees soon scent and 
find out, for it is generally supposed a bee will scent honey or 
Wax above a mile’s distance. The hunter secures in a box or 
other conveniency one or more of the bees as they fill thent- 
selyes, and after a little time lets one of ‘em go, obserying 
yery carefully the course the lee steers, for aftér he rises in 
the air he flies directly or upon 4 straight course to the tree 
where the jive is. In order to do this the hunter earries wilh 
him his pocket compass, his rgle and oiber implements, with 
& sheet of paper, and sels down the course. Suppose it fo be 
west ; by this he is sure the tree must he somewhere in 2 west 
Tine fvom where he is, but wants to know the exact distance 
from his station, In order to determine that he males an off- 
‘set either south or north (we'll suppose north) a hundred 
perelt or tod (it ti be more it will be more exact, because the 
anglé will not be so acute) ther he takes out another hee and 
Jets him go, obserying his cowrse also yery carefully: for ‘he 

= 

fossil came from Bear Lake, Idaho, and was presented to Mr. - 
being Joaded, will, ag the first (after he is mounted a, con- 
venient height), fly directly to the hive. This second course, 
as I musi call it, the hunter finds to be south, 54 degrees 
West; then there remains nothing but to find out where the 
two courses intersect, 
The foundation of all this is the straight or direct motion 

of bees when bound home with their honey, and this is found 
to be cerlain by the observation and experience of our hunters 
eyery year, and especially of late years, since this mathemati- 
cal way of finding honey in ye woods has been used with such 
SUCCES, 
An ingemus man of my acquaintance ye last year took two 

or three neighbors that new nothing of ye matter, and after 
he had taken his bees, set: the courses the first and second bee 
steered, made the offset, and, taking ye distance from the two 
stations to the intersection, ordered them to cnt down such a 
tree, pointing to it. The laborers smiled and were confident 
there wasjno honey there, for they could not perceive the 
tree to be hollow or to have any hole for the bees tio enter by, 
and would haye dissuaded the gentleman from felling the 
tree, but hie insisted on if and offered to lay *em any wager 
that the hive was there, and so it proved to fhe great surprise 
of ye countrymen, 

I cannot dismiss this subject without acquainting you with 
the fact that all the bees we haye in our gardens or in our woods, 
and which now are in great numbers, are the produce of 
such as were brought in hives from England near a hundred 
years ago, and not ye natural produce of this part of America, 
for the first planters of New England never observed a bee in 
the woods until many years after the country was settled ; but 
that which proves’ it beyond question is our Aborigines (the 
Indians) have no word in their language for a bee (as they 
have for all animals whatsoever proper fo or aboriginally to 
ye country) and therefore for many years called a bee by the 
name of Englishman’s fly. 
Our people formerly used to find out honey in ye woods 

by surprising and following one Wee after another by eyctill, 
at length they found out where the bee treed, 

o-——__—__ 

Aurums Lrayxs.—Lamp shades made of autumn leaves 
are very beautiful. To muke them, cut the shade the proper 
shape in stiff white paper, when the leaves, which haye been 
previously dried and pressed, are arranged on it in a wreath, 
and fastened securely by gum. The whole is then covered 
with a very coarse net, and the edges bound with gilt or 
colored paper. The effect of the light shining through this 
shade is exceedingly pretty, and it ig one of the cheap decora- 
tions which all persons, possessed of a little taste and ordinary 
skillful fingers, may make for themselves. 

—— 

Disoouraciyc to Fronma Frurr-Growzrs,—The Key 

West Key of the Gul7 says: 
The experience of this year seems to be extremely dis- 

couraging to the prospects of the extreme southern portion of 
the peninsula ever being settled up and utilized as a 
fruit-growing region. 

Che Rennel, 
Hontiye Ix Great Brivsry.—When an Englishman 

speaks of hunting he means following hounds, either on horse. 

back or on foot, in pursuit of deer, foxes or hares. For hunt- 
ing the deer there are in HWngland 14 packs of stag-hounds, 
and in Ireland 4 packs. Jor hunting the fox there are in 

England 141 packs of foxhounds, in Ireland 20 packs, and in 

Scotland 9 packs. For hunting the hare there are in Hngland 
95 packs of harriers and 18 packs of beagles; in Ireland 43 

packs of harmers, andin Scotland 2 packs. This makes a 
total of 346 packs; 25 couples to each pack would be a low 

estimate, as some of the packs of foxhounds run up to 60 
couples, and one—the Duke of Beaufort's—has 78 couples. 
We therefore find the total number of dogs used in Great 

Britain for ‘‘ hunting” alone (not shooting) to exeeed 20,000, 
_ 

Artin Reyvnarp.—lVashwille, Tenn., Nov. 13,—Ool. W. H. 
Jobnson, one of our most indefatigable fox hunters in this 
county, has been out lately with his excellent pack of six and 
a half couples of hounds, with Bramble as their leader. Tis 
first day’s run was after ® gray fox, which, after a sharp chase 
of two hours, succeeded in wétting to his hole. The next day, 
however, was more successful. ‘This time they started a red 
fox, which, after a very break-neck pace of some two hourg 
was kept up, they managed to kill in the bills near the White 
Creek Turnpike. Since last year the colonel has added sey- 
eral fine hounds to his puck. One of \hem was bred in North 
Carolina and the othe? in Vitginia, v. D. #, 
a 

OsEsity ty Doas.—One of the mast common complaints of 
old dogs, but more particularly household pets, is excessive 
fatness. An *nordimate development of adipose matter, no 
doubt, 1s highly satisfactory in a pig, or in a South Sea 
Tslazder's dog, but in the Western hemisphere, at least, where 
the dog is used for entirely diiferent purposes, such a condi. 
tion of body is entirely objectionable. A proper -plumpness 
of appearance denotes health ; but when the animal oil, called 
fat, becomes ordinately disproportionate to the rest of the 
body, it proves a source of numerous diseases, Blaine, who 
wrote sixty years ago, and whose works on the diseases of 
dogs huve not been surpassed for the sound practical knowl- 
edge they evince, says that (he natural tendency of dogs to 
obesity is considerable; for any dog may he fat by excessive 
feeding and little exercise. Provided the accumulation has 
been quick, the dog may he reduced to his former state with- 
out prejudice; but when a dog gradually accumulates fat from 
indulgence, then ihe obesity hecomesso completely a disease, 
that even exercise and abstinence will not always wholly re- 
duce him; for the weneration of the adipose substance 18 80 
habitual a work vf the constitution that, however little 
food the animal takes, short of starvation, that little forms fut. 
That this is true may be known by the notorious fact that 
many fat dogs eat but tittle, There are two sources of fatness; 
one is overfeeding, the olher Is want of cxervise, and when, 
as is very frequently the case, both causes happen to meet m 
the same subject, the accumulation is certain, When the 
dogs are overfed, whatever is taken into the body more than 
the general secretion requires, is either converted into fat, or 
forms some other unusual secretion ; as matter in the ears in 
canker, of scabs on the sicin in mange, Wxerciso increases all 
the nsual secretions ; hence, under strong exercise, more nutri- 
ment is required, and thus in such cases, fuli feeding does not 
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produce fat; but even in full exercise, provided some of the 
usual secretions are stopped, though the others may he in full 
force, yet an over-accumulation of animal oil is apt to take 
place; thus, spayed bitches and castrated dogs hecome fat, 
however they may work. Fat more readily accumulates in 
middle aged and old dogs than in the young, and the fatofold 
dogs is more hurtful to them than that in the young, tke 
reason of which appears to be, that all aged animals hayo 
their fut placed more upon the surface of the hody. A state 
of excessive fatness is an almost certain forerunner Of asthma. 
It is also the parent of mange, canker, and other eruptive 
diseases, and not unfrequently if occasions fits, from the pres- 
sure it produces on the vessels of the head wud chest. Fur- 
thermore, the authority wd quote says that he has alsa seen 
the excessive accumulation of it produce disease of the heart 
and large yessels, terminating in the rupture of one or the 
other of them.—Land and Water. 
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Bristor Dog Smow.—This important English show was 
held on Get, 21 and three following days. ‘Che judges were : 
Por fox and wire-haired terriers, Mr. J. A. Doyle; for blood- 
hounds, deerhounds, grayhounds, mastiffs and St. Bernards, 
the Rey, G. F. Hodson; for Newfoundlands, sheepdogs, 
Dandie Dinmonts, Bedlingtons, Pomeranians, Dalmatians and 
non-sporting puppies, Mr. Matthew Hedley; for retrievers, 
pointers, setters, spaniels, dachshunde and sporting puppies, 
Mr. Wim, Lort; and for bull dogs, terriers (all except fox and 
wire-haired terriers), pugs, Italian grayhounds, Blenheim and 
King Charles spaniel, Mr. J. Percival. The following is a 
list of the winners in the pointer and setter classes: 
Pointers—Large—Dogs: ist, W. Arkwright’s Tramp ; 2d, 

J. Maryon’s Bob. Oom., W. M. Bryant’s Bang. Bitches; 
ist, J. H. Whitehouse’s Reine; 2d, J, K. Bartrum’s Nell. 
High com., W- H. Brewer's Princesse Bon Bon, and R. P. 
Leach’s Alma, Com., E. Bulled’s Dolland H. §. Fursdon’s 
Fan. Small—Dogs: ist, R. P. Leach’s Bastow; 2d, J. H. 
Whitehouse’s Wray. Very high com., H. Reece’s Rock. 
Com,, R. T. Veitch’s Don, A yery good class, Bitches: 1st, 
J. Hi, Whitehouse’s Lady Pearl; 2d, W. Arkwright’s Prude 
I. Very high com., 8. D. Hine’s Helen, High com., J. Rd- 
wards’ Nellieand 8, D. Hine’s Leda. 

Setters—Hnglish (other than black and tan)—Dogs: 1st, 
Major Iveland’s Ned; 2d, J. T. Richardson’s Bruce. Very 
high com,, J. H. Platt’s Rock IL. and J. H. Whitchouse’s 
Gave. High com., J. T. Jackson’s Dash. A good class. 
Bitches: ist, Major Ireland’s Ruth; 2d, ©. J. Fauntleroy’s 
Puff. Very bigh com., 0. J. N. Gray’s Jess Tif. and 8. W. 
Wildman’s Kate. High com., W. Cooper's Dutchess and J. 
E. Platt’s Daphne. Black and tan—Dogs: ist, J. T. Rich- 
ardson’s Duke; 2d, B. Mapplebeck’s Blossom. Very high 
com,, 'T. H. Salter’s Rex II. Highcom., 0 J, Fauntleroy’s 
Prince, T, Jacobs’ Marquis and R. Trevithick’s Monarch. 
Bitches: ist, H. Mapplebeck’s Mona, 2u, J. H. Salter’s 
Countess Ii. Very high\com., J. T. Richardson’s Bee and R 
Trevithick’s Stella. High com., 8. D. Hine’s Mab, Ivish— 
Dogs: ist, J. T. Richardson’s Pam ; 2d, C. Osborne’s Count 
Fosco. itches: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. T, Richardson's 
Peggy. 

Tue NAtionat Dog Sxow, BrmuincHam.—The prizes to be 
competed for at the show to be held in Gurzon Hall, on the 
2d of December and three following days, as appears from 
the schedule, amount fo more than £1,000, being an increase 
of £64 over last year. Hour £5 silver cups will again be pre- 
sented by Messrs. Dlkington & Co., as will also three other 
silver cups of £5 each by Mr. J. H. Whitehouse, Mr. J. H. 
Dawes, and Messrs. Martin Billing, Son & Co. 
Messrs. Spratt, Patent Dog Biscuit Manufacturers, will givea 
silver cup yalue £25 for the best dog or bitch in the blood- 
hound, deerhound, grayhound, pointer, setter, and retriever 
elasses; and Mr. R. Li. Purcell Liewellin, a silver cup value 
£10 for the handsomest dog or bitch in the show used with 
the gun, the competition being limited to pointers, setters, re- 
trieyers, clumbers and other than ‘‘fancy” spaniels; the 
Mayor of} Birmingham (Alderman}Kenrick) gives'a silver cup, 
value £5 5s., for the best sheep dog of all classes, and Mr. M. 
C. Ashwin a silver cup value £5 for the best spaniel of all 
classes, A champion class is provided for deerhounds (dogs 
and bitches), and one for rough sheepdogs (dogs and bitches) 
the prize in each case being a silver cup value £5. There ig 
likewise a new class for Irish terriers, with two prizes of £5 
and £3; and there will be two classes for smooth sheepdogs, 
instead of one as last year, the prizes for dogs being £5 and 
£3, and for bitches £4 and £2. For fox terriers not exceed- 
ing 18 Ibs. there will be a third prize of £3, and for bitches 
not exceeding 16 lbs., a third prize of £2. All prizes amount- 
ing to £7 will be paid in cash, and not in silyer cups as here- 
tofore. Among fhe new regulations is one to the effect that 
the dogs of exhibitors residing in this locality, and those 
which are accompanied by keepers, may be delivered at the 
hall either on Friday night, the 29th, or on the morning of 
Saturday, the 30th of November (the day of judging), up toe 
8;30, as may be most conyenient.—London Field, 
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ALmxXANDRIA PatAom Dog Smow.—The following are the 
judges appointed for this show, which is to be held near Lon- 
don on Dec. 12 to 16; Bloodhounds, mastifis, St. Bernards, 
Dandie Dinmonts, black and’ tans (Huglish), smooth-haired 
toy terriers, and non-sporting puppies, Rev. W. J. Mellor; 
Newfoundlands, spaniels and sporting puppies, Mr. W. Lort; 
deerhounds, grayhounds, not decided; foreign dogs, Rev. G, 
F. Lovell; pointers, Mr. J. Ht. Whitehouse; setters, sheep- 
dogs, retrievers, bull terriers and colley puppies, Mr. 8, H. 
Shirley, M, P.; fox and wire-haired terriers, Mr. J. A. Doyle; 
Skyes, Dalmatians, Bedlingtong, Yorkshire and Irish terriers, 
Rev. G. F. Hodson; bull dogs, Blenheim and King Charles 
spaniels, Mr. J. WW. Berrie; dachshunde, Rev. G. P. Lovell; 
poodles, Italian grayhounds, Maltese rough-haired toys, not 
decided ; pugs, Capt. E. Digby Boycott, 
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Ross Doc Suow.—The seventh annual exhibition of doos 
tcok place at Ross, Herefordshire, on Thursday, the 24th 
ult., under the able secretaryship of My. Frederick Cooper: 
Mr. W. Lort judged single-handed, and with his awards, says 
the Dondow AMield, we entirely agree. The following were 
the winners in the sporting class: Pointers—ist, H. Reece 
(Rock) ; 2d, W- Evans (Lady), High com,, J. Pearse, (Bob)- 
Com,, J, Hf. Mayo (Till), W. E, Hancock, 5. P. Marfell 
(Belle), H. Li. Lutwyche (Rake), andJ. Birmingham (Shot). 
Setters—ist, H. Mapplebeck (Mona); 2d und veryhigh com., 
OG. J. N. Gray (Jess IT. and Ranger), 

a aa’ 

——The next dog show of the Westminster Kennel Club in 
this city will probably be held in April next, The date will 
he fixed at the next meeting of the club. 

In addition — 



—A dog show will be held at Troy, N. ¥., in January 
next, 
ee 

Sour Mitx ror Worms.— Under date of Nov. 16 a corres- 
pondent gives the following as his experience with sour milk 
for worms in puppies: 

Abont a week ago I noticed that my dog’s coat was getting 
dull, appetite voracious, freces black, and several other symp- 
toms of worms were apparent; also a gradual desire to lie 
down afterarun. I accordingly gaye him a dish of sour 
milk on an empty stomach for three congceutive days, and 
this morning diseoyered that he had passed a large, round, 
white worm, about six inches long. Whether this result is 
due to the milk I cannot, of course, say. At all events, it has 
in this instance shown the presence of worms, Hi. 

a 

Names Cuamep.—Mr. Treat Potter, of Manchester, N. 
H., claims the name of Magpie for his red Irish bitch pup 
(Rufus-Cigarette), whelped June 27, 1878. 

—Mr. John P. Barnard, Jr., of Boston, Mass., claims the 
name of Ruby for his black and tan setter bitch, by Aljison’s 
Ruben (Lang-Ruin), out of Mr. T, 'f. Sawyer, Jr.'s, Nellie 
(Stokes’ Shot-Nellie), 

—Mr. D. P, Bosworth, of this city, has bought from Mr. 
John ©. Dowling his imported cocker spaniel hitch, and 
claims the name of Gip for her, 
a 

—Messrs. Lincoln and Hellyar bave sold of their litter of 
pointer puppies, by Snapshot out of Gypsy, one brace to GC. 
0. Damarin, of Portsmouth, Ohio, who has also purchased 
from them the imported setter dog Frank IL., one to 8. T. 
Hammond, of Springfield, Mass., one to J. E. Moody, Brook- 
lyn, Conn., and one to EH. B. Austin, of Oherryfield, Maine. 

pe 

—Mr. D. M. Sharpnock, of Petroleum, W. Va., has sold 
his cocker spaniel dog, Dom, to Mr. E, F. Beardslee, of 
Gouyerneur, N. Y. 

a 

—Mr. E, F. Mercilliott has sold to Nelson J_ Place, Jr,, of 
N, ¥., one dog puppy, lemon and white, also one to Robert 
Spitzer, of Brooklyn, L. I., one dog puppy red and white, 
both by Quail out of Mr. Morford’s kennel, out of Grace, 
winner of first prize at N. Y. Bench Show. 

a aan 

—H. F. Tates’ (Greensboro, N. C.) red Irish setter Ruby— 
Tippos-Ruby (Ducat stock) —whelped, on Noy. 10, sixteen 
puppies, ten dogs and six bitches, sired by champion Joe. 
Ruby has been very prolific, her two previous litters being 
fifteen and twelve respectively. 

—Mr. Geo. P. Websier, of Columbia, Nenn., lost his red 
Trish setter bitch Nella few days ago. The supposition is 
that she was stolen. 

ee a 

—Mr. H. H. Winslow, of Kokomo, Ind., has bred his 
English setter bitch Pocohontas (Reck-Dora) to Mr. L. H. 
Smith’s Leicester. 

—Mr, Smith’s Pearl has been bred to Paris, 
+ 

DOG POISONING. 

The following description of the manner in which a corrés- 

pondent’sdog was sayed from the effects of what was very 
evidently a case of poisoning will be valuable to those who 

may be so unfortunate as to have dogs treated ina similar 

Manner : 
OHICAGO, Noy, 11, 1878. 

Eprrok FOREST AND STREAM: 

On Snnday morning, Oct, 27, I was out walsiog with my dogs, and as 

T returned home I noticed one of them acting strangely. She seemed to 

be trying to get something out of her mouth. This she continued unti 
Treached home, the time being nearly one hour. After my return the 

Bymptoms seemed to grow worse, Accompanied with a considerable 

tyitching of the muscles and frothing at the mouth. Thinking that 

the symptoms indicated strychnine poisoning T immediately tcok active 

measures to counteractits effects. I first gave u dose of salb wich 

acted in about ten minutes, but asshe did notseemto improvel fol- 

lowed it by acecond dose. This seemed to afford rel'ef for a short ume, 

bnt soon the paroxysms returned in an aggravated form, and we con- 

cluded that it was a case of kill or cure, so proceeded with very ener- 

getic measures. We began the course with a large dose of ipecac, but 

it failed to have the desired effect (as it relaxed the muscles to sacha 

degree as to fall to vomit), but proved in the end to have been the best 
we conld haye done, This dose we followed by another dose of galt, 

She now began to have fits, but still haying some faint hopes of saving 
her we gave her abont a pound of lard ; after this sue grew gradually 

worse until she had had &ix fits, the last one contiouing for nearly tev 

minutes. This was followed by a coplons discharge of the medicines 

which had scted as a powerful purgative. 

These we followed with lard and laudanum, as she still seemed to ba 

suffering intensely. When we had administered sixty-five drops of 

Inudanum it seemed to have the desired effect, as she gradually grew 

better, and in the course of a week was entirely recovered, with the ex- 
ception of her sense of smell which she seems slow in recovering. A 
medical friend of mine (Dr. C. E. Iddings) attrioutes our success en- 
tirely to ihe use of ipecac, as il relaxed the mascles and thus eased the 

its, The whole course of treaiment occupied the time from 12 a. unt! 

4o’clock, during which time she bad seven fits, H, H. 8, 
———_—_—_ + -g —— — 

STAY THE MONUMENT! 

Regarding the use of the scion asa remedy for distemper 
and sour milk asa cure for worms correspondent sends us 

the following : 
WAREHAN, Nov. 11, 1878. 

Enrron Fornst ann SrReAx ; 
I read m the ForrsT AND STREAM of Oct, 31, under the caption 

* Cure for Distemper,” of & new discovery, that of Introducing a ston 

n thé neck of the aick dog. Herenbouts it has been practiced for years 

with success. T also noficed ii the same journal, under date of Novem- 

ber 7, under the caption ** Distemper,” quite a lengthy article for the 

alleviation of the afflicted of the canine race, ofa cure for worms in 
doga by the use of sour milk. I called the attention of Mr. P,S, Hacket, 

our dog king, to that article, when he smiling)y remarked, “I'l tell you 

8 story abouteonr milk” said he. ‘ About ilfty-flve years ago when I 

was 8 lad my father came into possession of a deer or foxhound which 

goon showed signs cfillliealth, We did all we could tor the poor le® 

low, but in spite of care and family skill he fell away toa mere living | 
skeleton, Flualiy one morning my mother placed a tob containing five 

or six gallons of sour milk out at the door. 
eating if 2nd continued nntil it would seem he must burst; in fact, he 

was blown up like a bladder. Well, nothing was thought of the affair 

until toward night, when the poor animal's bowels commenced to move, 

and suvh # discharge of worms, Of three or four different species, I do 

not think cyer before was recorded in history. The sight was sickening 
and hafiles degeription, The hound recoyered its health at once and 

Very soon old Sport fell to 

lived to a good old age.” Thus it will be seen that setons and sour milk 

are old remedies, and you willbe justifiedin stayingthe erection of a 

monument in memory of your correspondent. Cykus Liscum, 

Aachting wand Boating. 
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SOMETHING ABOUT CUTTERS. 

ROM Mr J. G. Wheeler, West Cowes, Isle of Wight, 

England, we have received « large assortment of photo- 

graphs of British yachts, including many notable racers, 

schooners, cutters and yawls, Mr. Brassey's two yachts, the 
auxiliary steamers Meteor and his present 500 tonner Sun- 

team, From Mr. Brassey we learn that this famous vessel, 

which made a cruise around the world with Mr. Brassey in 

command, is now cruising in the Mediterranean, as her owner 
and family haye by no means tired of life at sea, though they 
spent a year afloat not long ago. Sunbeam is the largest 

yacht ever built, is of composite build, iron frames and 
wooden skin; measures 532 tons, Y. R. A. R., and is 159ft. 

long between perpendiculars; 27ft. Gin. beam, and 18ft. 9in. 

depth of hold. She is rigged as a barkantine, and is supplied 
with engines of the compound inverted type, two cylinders, 
94in, and 42in. by 2lin. stroke, 70 H. P. nominal, Contrary to 
British custom, she is painted white. At her main peak, the 

burgee of the R. Y. 8, has been carried abroad in every seu 
and clime. The Meteor, Mr, Brassey’s former yacht, is about 

as homely a concern as could well be devised, and he is cer- 

tainly to be congratulated upon having shifted his fag to a 

much handsomer vessel. Among the schooners we note the 

Tris, a new steel cl:pper with plumb stem and of beantafully 

clean model. Her stern is unrivailed. To us she looks like 
a good one in a stiff breaze. She, too, is pamled white, a 

change in custom almost as heretic among Hnglishmen as a 
departure from the stereotyped sloop is among us. 

Then there isamong the yawls the big Lufra, tonning 

hard on to 210, an able, wholesome looking craft, which was 
one of the first to come tu the line as a racer under this rig, 
and whose success set Hoglishmen to work up the advantages 
of this species for cruising and racing purposes, Of the 
‘national rig,” as our cousins abroad are wont to speak of 
tha cutter, we have before us numerous examples. Vanessa, 

invincible among the ‘‘ twenties,” with her fourteen racing 
flags aloft, one of Dan Hatcher's famous turnouts, and a, fine 

specimen of the thoroughly seaworthy crack of the day. She 
measures 48ft. 8in. from stem to sternpost on deck; ft. Sin. 

beam and 2ft. 8in. depth of hold. Noted for her power and 
staying qualities in a kick up, we should like to know the 
sloop that could hold her own in a turn to windward with 
this pretty weatherly clipper. Heroine, another wholesome 

ship of 50 tons, built by Wanhill in 1862, is a beauty to look 

at. Mr. Wheeler has chosen an excellent position in taking 

this craft’s photo, for all the deck fittings and her rigging are 
shown with minuteness and a clearness hardly to be expected 

in the murky atmosphere of the average channel weather. 

With bulwarks almost waist-high, and in every way fitted to 

put to sea fora long voyage, she is known 48 a smart one 

among the best racers of the day, a living witness to the fact 

that cruising and racing qualities may be combined to no 

small extent in one and the same craft. 
‘And what shall we say when we come to Mosquito, known 

the world over as one whose performances have shed lustre 

upon her designer, the first to give to a yacht sharp, hollow 

lines with midship séction well aft. We have no desire to 

throw cold water upon good American patriots who labor 

under the misapprehension that Steers’ work, as exemplified 

in the America, can claim the honorable distinction of having 

first turned the tide against ‘cod’s head and mackerel tail,” 

an old-time dogma that had come down to modern ages with 

all the sanctity that centuries of custom could weave about a 

glaring fallacy. Long before the timber was cut for Steers 

beauty, Mosquito had been afloat, and when our own schooner 

first made the British coast the iron cutter had become a ship 
of several years. Launched by Mare, of Blackwall, in. 1848, 
she commenced her career as 4 star by handsomely beating all 

the stub-nosed, round-bellied craft of the day when once her 

tiller got into the hands of a racing skipper. She vanquished 

jn 1853 no Jess a craft than famous Amerea, and won in hol- 

low style in arace with the sloop Jz, 2 clipper from her 

own yards, who has few equals even at the present time, and 

a sloop that could show aclean pair of heels to Vision, Gracie, 

Addiz, and the whole Jot of that stripe. Yet there are those 

‘doubting Thomases” who will not be conyinced that a well 

designed cutter and a high rate of speed are readily attainable. 

Mosquito changed hands ever 80. many times in her eventful 

career, sailed under aliases, and hailed from all round the 

British Isles, only to turn up again at the hale old age of 

thirt yyears, a smart flyer yet, and as handsome a ship as one 

a 
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need wish to lay eyes on. Give credit where credit is dte_ 
Mosquito was a wonder for her days, a bold and most success 
ful departure from the musty traditions of the past, and a 
laurel wreath should crown the brow of him, who, unbound 
by the impenetrable prejudices of a narrow-minded age and 
the rigid conservancy of harnacled custom, bravely cast off 
the fetters of imbecility, struck out in paths then untrodden, 
and carried through to success and victory hold innovations 
in face of frowning and tlerogatory public opinion } 

This honor is claimed by both Mr. Ditehburn and Mr. 
Waterman. The records are not clear towhomis due the 
praise we would fain bestow upon the genius and pluck that 
brought forth a design which after thirty years of time still 
stands the test of the refinements since her launching day, 
undergone by naval science, s0 Jet the present generation, in 
the broad generosity of the times, meet out equal fame to the 
candidates alike, for to both of them probably could be traced 
the origin of Mosquito's lines would fair Clio but unseal the 
past to the admiring verdict of to-day. 

But for long yoyages and family cruising give us the sixfy! 
None too large and none too small. Room enough for all on 
board—maid, nurse, baby and all. <A sixty isa ship you can 
fo around the world in with ease and Juxury. Jona, a racing 
craft of this size, a very handsome cutter, recalls to mind the 
attempts of Mr. Ashbury, when disgusted with his bulky, un- 
couth schooners, he again fell back upon the narrow form, If 
Jana did not quite fulfill expectations among other British 
cracks, she certainly isa yacht of speed not to bezdespised, 
and a very handsome one at that. The ‘forties,’ which give 
such good racing sport across the water, are well represented 
by Myasotis, the photo before us showing herright abeam as 
near as possible, with her canyas set, giving a fair idea of a 
Lapthorne suit; but why will Englishmen in their racing 
craft adhere to the old notions against lacing their mainsails 
down to the boom? Why the unnecessary roach along the 
foot? All well enough in a cruise, to be sure, for tricing up 
the tack is a paramount to shortening sil and a handy thing 
in squalls, when with the peak dropped the force of the wind 
is as good as neutralized. Thore who witnessed the fall re- 
vaita of the Atlantic Y. GC. in New York harbor may recall to 
mind the predicament that schooner found herself in when 
struck by the fierce gusts that came howling down from the 
WN. W., and when at the critical moment her mainsail refused 
to come down. A pull on the tack tricing line would have 
averted all danger ins moment. As it was, she barely escaped 
following Mohawks wretched fate. For cruising a tack tric- 
ing Jine is a handy affair, but for racing our cousms abroad 
should lace all round as taugbt and flat as they can. 
What with a variety of other craft, from the little five- 

fonner up, our sanctum has assumed a British aspect to such 
an extent that we almost hear the ery of ‘* traitor” from those 
good persons who think it base abjection to look beyond the 
limits of our borders. For the sake of historic truth we are 
willing to become a martyr, to suffer for our friends’ yery 
good intentions. 

YACHTING NEWS, 
A YaAoutsman’s Orrsioss.—A gentleman, well known in 

amateur circles as a thorough yachtsman, who tools his own 

craft on Corinthian principles, writes as follows, and we are 

not sure but what there is considerable force in his remarks, 

relating to the present style of yachting in metropolitan waters: 
My best sympathies do go, and always will go, with any 

effort you may make tending to discourage the style of yacht- 
ing at present pursued by New York yachtsmen (so-called ), 
sea-jockeys and fresh-water dandies, by whom, I am sorry to 
say, some very excellent yachts are owned, Yachts of the 
Vision kind, I join with you in heartily condemning. There 
are, however, in the vicinity of New York more good sea- 
worthy yachts than there are true yachtsmen to sail them. So 
I say, with all my heart, educate the sailor, and the boat will 
be found ready to carry him wherever he dare to go. 

Burrato Yaour Crun.—Fifteen new members have bean 
added to the club, Captain, B®. B. Dorr, well-known in marine 
insurance circles, Peter C. Doyle aad Wm. A. Abell were 
elected honorary members at the meeting of Noy. 15. Several 
new boats were to bé added to the fleet. 

Lake Yacutine.— Belleville, Ont., Nov. 11.—The yachting 
season being at an end, all the yachts of the fleet have been 
stripped and hauled out for the winter ; that is to say, all but 
the Dauntless, which will probably be taken out and rebuilt 
during the winter, Several of the other yachts will be over— 
hauled before they again greet the waters of the bay, some will 
have alterations made in their cauvas, and others will be fitted 
with new “muslin,” so that next season all will come out 
again in first-class trim. Porr Taor. 

Recrerancs Acorent.—Mr. Whitlock, long and favar- 
ably known in the ship chandlery business on South street, 
met with an accident recently, being thrown from his wagon 
while out driving néar his home in Matawan, N, J. 

OAR AND PADDLE, 
Sr. Lours Boatma.—A four-oared race took place af St. 

Louis, November 17, between the Modoc and St. Louis crews 
of that city. Course, from Arsenal wall up stream to stake- 
boats, one hundred yards below the bridge and return. Dis- 

tance, about six miles. St. Louis crew won in 47m, Sia, 
after a close race. 

Nassau Boat Crus.—At the cleyenth annual meeting of 
the Nassuu Boat Club, held November 11, the following gen- 
tlemen were elected for the ensuing year: President, Robert 
ZT. Reade; Vice-President, William Brookfield; Secretary, 
J. H. Giffin, Jr.; Treasurer, James Wills; Captain, C. G. 
Peterson ; Coxswain, James D, Foot ; Trustees, J. H. Abell, 
Jr., Henry P. Havens, Walter 8. Wilson, William B. Kemp. 

Rowrye on raz Tynz.—On the Tyne, England, November 
11, John Hawdon beat William Iumsden. It is stated that 
Hawdon is to be matched against Hanlan, the American 
champion, early in spring. 

A FEW WORDS TO “CORINTHIAN.” 

Hanrrax, N. 8., Nov, 11, 1878. 

Eprron Forest avp STREAM: 
T bave read with interest * Corinthian’s” letters in fayor of the 

American model and rig, and am glad to find him advocating his 

yiews #0 earnestly, though I entirely differ from him. At the 

same time, I wish his eagerness to prove himself right did not 

lead him into very awkward blunders, which tell sgainat the value 

of hia arguments. In his letter of Oct. 25 he says: “ When the 

plucky Ashbury brought his culler-yacht Cambria to these watera 

— 



he found eee ee ee eae ren teen ena GT IG uesil Gh ealioGouid| And cow, pusoadt Glad ie coome ofoatieancoamm 
out-sailed by our whole flest in rota— 

tion, What wes the confequence? When he returned he brought 
the Livonia. Was she a cutter? No; all who ever saw her 
would not hesitate a moment jn ptonowniein py her an American 
type of yesael of the usual characieristics—large bulk and small 

displacement.’? The italics are my own. ‘' Corinthian? hae 
scored against himself in his anxiety to ecore against the cutter. 

Oambria—as I must say he ought to know, waa never a cutter, 

but always a schooner—is a schooner not, and was one when ahe 
raced in New York, Zivoniw, again, was a compromise between 
the American and English types of a svhooner-yacht, and though 
fast, as he pays, was by no maans at the top of the trea in Hngland 

any more than Cambria had been, Sappho and Arnarica were 

the best of their class on this sida—the Ashbury yachts were not 

in the same position with regard to their rivals in Wngland. 

Ewould like to see the recent Bpglish schooner-yachts, such ag 
Oxonia, Sea Belle, or Miranda, racing with our cravk Amerivan 
sohooners of equal tonnage, I think ‘* Corinthian” would open 

his eyes then, I wonder, too, the match between Vision and 
Gracie did not strike him as containing yalnable Isssons as to rig. 
But of this more anon. J shall return to the subject im some of 

your future issues. Meantime, the more discussion we haye on 

these points the better for our grand aport. Winter is the time to 

write, and Forrst anp Srerasr, the American yachtaman’s organ, 
the paper to write to. Rovce-Cror. 

ES aera 

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS. 

San Francisco, Cal,, Noy. 4, 1878. 

Eprror Forzsr Ayp STREAwr; 

As I sat myself down this evening in my old leathor casy chair, 

with a fresh charge in the brown old meerschaum, and unfolded 
thé last number of the Forest and Stream, I felt “at peace with 
all the world and the rest of mankind.’ Turning first to the 

Yachting column, as is my wont, the letter of ‘! Corinthian” on 

‘Corinthian Cruisers’? met my eye, and to its perusal I gaye 
“marked attention,’’ and sa\y in the artiale some very sensible 
idews. Then followed your comments. I couldn't stand it, and 
haye hung up old ‘brown ;” and opening my desk, have just 
dipped my lance (pen) in rest (inkstand) ta come to the rescue. 

Let me premise my arguments by stating that, combined with 

a very decided weakness for guns, dogs and rods, last but by ne 

Taeans least is my fondness for boats, yachts and yachting. 

Claiming to be a Corinthian in the fullest sense, with thirty years’ 

constant practice and experience in all sorts of boats, in all sorts 

of waters, in all sorts of yachts, from the 20/t. cat-boat to craft of 
100 tons, it may not be egotistical to claim some familiarity with 

the question. 

Beginning with a review of ‘Qorinthian's” suggestions, I will 

say thatin the main I agree withhim, but am somewhat amnsed 

at the eyident timidity with which he approaches the question of 

beam. Ho says he would give a boat of 30ft. keel 12 or 13 ft. 

breadth. Don’t be afraid, my boy, nor dread ridienle. Give her 
1s}gft.—not an inch less. And you are sound also on the question 

of depth ; give her not less than 44¢ft., and you will never regret 
it; for if there is any one craft to be despised it is a shallow boat 

—a tex saucer—with your lee deck under water whenever you haye 
& wholesale breeze. 

With 13}¢t. beam and 4}ft. depth you will have an able, staunch 
and somfortable boat, that will stand up and carry sail when the 

abominable Hnglish cutter is dragging her Jeo rigging in the water, 

and her deck presents the angle of a steep barn roof, capsizing 

éverything below deok, and playing grand smash with the crockery. 

Give her a long floor and breadth, for of floor therem you get 

speed; notover Gin. deadrise, and carry the bearings well ont; 

sharp knuckle, so as to gain every inch possible of bearings— 

don’t fear she will be ugly, it don’t show, being uhder water—gives 

you width of cabin and berths, and makes her stiff and able. 
Don’t cut your ends away ; let your bearings run well afl; it adds 

materially to her stiffaess, holds her up, and makes her buoyant 

in a séa-way. Don't mind when people tell you she will thrash, 

She won't ; nor will it make her steer badly. And while on that 
subject, don't cut your deadivood off too short, Let it run well 

aft, for it insures steadiness, and takes the strain from your 

rudder, Nowyou haye # good, buoyant bottom with a long floor, 

which mégné apeed as well. And don't ba humbugged by those 

who will tell you 2 broad boat can’t sail; breadth of beam is not 

detrimental to speed, malgre the accepted opinion. 

The next point is your centreboard, Your ideas are correct as 
tolength. It is also nnnecessary to build it high; 33¢ft. from 
keelis quitesnfiivient. Puta water-tight cap on the fon 10in. wide, 

and a coaming each side, lin, high, to keep your lamp and dishes 
from sliding off when carrying a proses of canvas; and atlach 

swinging table-leayes exch side of your centreboard case, with 

brackets to swing out to supporfthem when inuse, If yon want 
your boat fo ateer like an arrow, add a small centreboard aft by 

building your deadwood up to the cockpit floor, with a slat for the 
board, Builders will tell you this cannot be done ; that it weakens 

your boat, because if cuts off your floor timbers ‘that should run 
seross, Bosh! It can be done. The floor timbers that run 
soross forward between the forward centreboard and the after one 
are quite sufficient for strength ; and again, abaft the after board 
there is ample chanes to strengthen. The alter board is worked 

by an iron stiff rod, with an eye in the board, which permits of its 
lying flat in the groove in the cockpit floor. Now, you have the 
option of usingitornot. Ltis good on the wind, and when run- 

ing free, Shove it down, and you need scarcely touch tho tiller. 
Your boat will not yaw nor broach to, and all the usual atrain and 

pressure on the ruddey is velieved. Ido not claim the alter board 
4s original with myself, bul experience in its use TI do claim, and 
if I was to build fifty boats would uoyer omitit, It is no experi- 
ment, but the experience of e dozen years’ standing. 

Now astorig. The sloop rig has unquestionably the advantage 

in speed, as it has been demonstrated over and over again that 
the more canvas you get in oresail, the more speed; but it also 

ivyolyes Jabor, and as comfort and an absences of crew is the desid- 

eralum, itis sensible to make « little concession to that object, 
i. €., cruising light-banded. There remains, then, the choice of 
two zigs—that of the schooner, and the yawl or dundy—the latter 
originally Hnglish, but if modified in some particulara, is handy, 
aud possesses the merit of rendering reefing unnecessary. Let 

your jit heim one piece—nvt according to the English ides, with 

one coming down to tha heel of the boweprit, which (han becomes 
astaysail; but giyeher a good sized jib, and the usual length of 
Lowsprity set your mainmast well forward; then place a second 
mast abaft the cockpit, with considerable rake (Qin. to tha foot 
at least), Ron out astern a bumpkin, or short bowswril—or etern- 
split, more properly—a good atout spar, properly secured inboard, 

requires no guy or bobstay to support it. On thia driyor-mast 

put a leg-of-muiton or Bermudian sail about one-fourth smaller 
than your jib, with a boom, a block on the end of tha bumpkin 

through which your sheet reeyes, and comes inboard to a cleat at 
the foot of the must, and easily reached from the cockpit. Tho 

boom of your mainsail should just clear your dviyer-oat. The 

sail on the driyer-mast has a short jack-yard or piece of wood 

similar to the ‘‘sliding gunter,” a block on sama through which 
your halliards are roya, the standing part made fast to the becket 
in your topmast single block, by which means you can carry up the 

peak of your sail nearly ay high as the truck of your topmast, in 
place of an wnneecéssarily tall must. 

The sail being shaped precisely like your jib—i. e,, leg-of-mutton 

—the adyantages of the rig oan only be appreciated by actual use. 

When the breeze admits, you can curry all anil. When it comes 

on too heavy, Jower your mainsail, and run under jib and driyer; 
or youcan lower both jib and driver, and ran under muingail alone. 

Tt is seldom thal you cannot carry either jib and driver or main- 

Fail, ad if your sail is properly balanced your boat will work 

equally well under either, In ¢oming about, if the breeze is light, 

or the sea so rough that it is donbtful if she will do it, a little pull 
on your driver to windward will throw her stound immediately. 

In close work, gatting tinder way, or coming in to a wharf, 

you can handle your boat under the reduced sail of jib and driver 

easily and safely, If you want to deaden headway, haul your 

driver square around, like throwing a topaail back. hia is the 

handiest rig for amateurs—in fact, the easiest handled of all rigs 

Layer tried, andthere are none that I haye not experimented with, 
One man can casily hoist und manage all three sails. 

The suhooner rig everybody knows too well to render it neces- 
sary to refer to it, itis the next best to the yawl or dandy rig; but 

don’t you be persuaded to adopt that of a sloop when either of the 
others are open to you. That great thrashing boom is a dreadful 
affair in 2 blow and rough water. Your suil is too large, requiring 
reefs. 

The San Francisco Yacht Club are adopting the dandy rig 

almost universally, and you could not persuade any one of the 

owners of yachts in our waters who haye once tried it to use any 

other. If1s strictly a Corinthian rig, and dispenses with two out 
of three men before the mast. The owner and one man are quite 

force enough to handle a yacht of 50ft. if so rigged, and is demon- 

strated with us constantly. 

Now as to that English cutter or tapeworm. Of all the mean 

uncomfortable (below and on deci), wet, nasty, disagreeable crafta 

that ever floated, they can take the pala If you want to inke 

a perpetual bath—half the time under and half the time out ; if 
you want a diying-bell, then build a cutter, Thev have no atabil- 

ity, they go down on their sides without feeling the influence of 

their lead keels and tons of iron until leverage is obtained, and 
then they stop ; but by that time the les rigging is in the ier 

and half the deck under, A nics, comfortable craft for pleasure, 
certainly! Of what uso is a modeled bottom to them, when they 
do all their sailing ou their sides? And as for safety and stability, 

i will take the centreboard flat-bottomed craft I haya desoribed, 

and drown out the cutter in any weather or any sea! My flat- 

bottomed craft will neither diye nor thrash with 6in, deadrise ; 

she has bnoyaney, and stays on top of the water. Tho prejudice 

against centreboards and flat-bottoms has arisen from the great 
defect not in their model, but the fact that they are too shallow. 

All they want is more freeboard; give them the sama freeboard 
you give a cutter, and then try tea aide by side, 

In a aruising yacht, in tha Hastern waters as well ag here, it 

often happens that you want to run close in shore, or into a shoal 

bay for shelter. Your long-legged cutter can’t goin; or if she 

does, when tha tide falls she tumbles down on her side, and when 

it rises there is a good chance for har filling if a hatch or sky-light 
is kept off, before she will right. 

I will poss on the question of cabin comforts, the accommoda- 

tions being reduced to the dimensions of an omnibus, and come 

to the objectionable cockpit. The Bay of San Francisco at times 

can show sonie water a8 rough as Long Island waters probably. 
Our winds are heayy, but in all my cruising—and [have kept up 

a pretty liyely gait at it for twenty years in California—I never 

took a barrel of water into the cockpit. Again, I sent a schooner- 

yacht of 47ft, over all (centreboard, with a bottom; 16/t. beam, 
such as I dascribe; with just 6in. deadrige) on a yoyage to the 

South Sea Islands, Her firat port was the Sandwich Islands, 2,000 

miles; thenee to the Nayigators, 3,000 miles; thence to the 
Marshall group, 1,500 miles further ; and in all that eruise, with 

all sorts of weather, she never took water in her cockpit. Another 

instance: I sold a schooner-yacht of 80ft. over all, with open 

cockpit, 7in. deadrise ; built so lightly that the wise ones said she 
never would get over the Bar, viz.—bent oak frames, 2x3; plank- 

ing, 1}gin. before planing ; deck plank, 144, She sailed for the 

South Sea Islands, making the fastest passage ever made, with 

one exception, to Nonolula and to the Navigators; and was used 
for a yearsubsequently, beating up against arough sex and strong 

trade winds at the Islands; and the captain wrote me that he 
heyer pumped her or took a bucket of water in the cockpit, and 

seldom on deck, So much for buoyancy and flat bottoms, 

We haye in our bay 4 class of vessels called the square-toed— 

flat bottoms as Hat as a house floor, centrehoards, squara bows, 
wilh simply sloping suds—that go outside all along the coast, and 

inyariably out-sail and out-weather the round-bottom craft; and 
there is nota solitary record of ons of them ever having foundered 
or come to grief. They lay to with more ease to themselves and 

comfort to their crews than the round-bottomed vessels; and there 

are seyeral inetances of round-bottomed schaaners levite to in 

company with these vessels, losing their deule loads, while ola 

£quare-toes bobbed up and down, retiring gracefully from an ugly 

Bea, Saying, *!No, I thank you; I am not ambitious to buok at 

you,” they buoyancy keeping them on top of the sea all the time 
instead of plunging into it. The seas may occasionally strike the 

square bows heayily, but they are strong and can stand it, and do. 
The sea never gets aboard, however, and old Jack paces the deck 

smoking his pipe, dry and gomfortable, 
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And now, if T have not cooked the goose of outter advocates 
effectually as I hope, it ie all because sume people ara so stubbor 

und obstinate that they arenot open toconviotion, But I say to 

you, my Corinthian friend, don’t you be persuaded to build a cnt- 

ter; huild just such a craft a8 you desoribe (I will send yon 

B eta showing the after centreboard and rig, if you desire), 

and you will not only haye a staunch, able, powerful snd comfort- 

able boat, but a faatone ; and yon can carry sail and wear your 

atore clothes, while your cutter friend in his oil skins will look like 
a chicken in a thunder storm. Take the advica of one who has 

tried them all, and has learnedall hs knows about the subject from 
pereonal experiment as a Corinthian, doing a good share of the 
work at that. 

I omitted to say that your frames, as you give dimensions, are 
unnecessarily heavy, 2x3 at butts, and 2x2 at top would be ample; 

plank, 137. Don’t make the great and usual error of loading your 

boat aon with timber; it makes her lazy and heayy, Another 

point: paint every stick that gces in her as it goes in; it preyenta 

water soaking, preseryes your boat, and makes her lively and 
buoyant. 

Now let the cutter fiend atrike back and I will come at him 

agein, Poparng, 
tn 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

CANOEING ON LAKE SUPERIOR,—No, 2, 

UR stores for the trip consisted of 200 Ibs. bacon, 490 Ibs, 
flour, 2 bush, beans, 2 bush. peas, 3 bush, corn, with coffee, 

tea, sugar, lard and butter—the latter articles being considered 

effeminate Inxuries. Also, five gallons of spirits and a keg of 
tobacco for the Indians. It is customary on these yoyages to eat 
only twice a day, and it is astonishing to see the quantity the men 

will dispose of. Thay make a yery nutrilions and palatable soup 
of pork and peas, and the usual bread is made of flour, water and 
lard, baked in a frying-pan. 

A gill-netis very useful on this lake. This is arranged with 

stones and flcats of wood, to keep it expanded, so that the white- 

fish getting their heads into it are caught by the gills. The white- 

fish of this lake are very large, weighing from three to ten pounds, 
and they have been taken of fifteen. They are much firmer and 

fatter than those of the lowerlakes. They have yery few bones, 

but otherwise resemble the shad in appearance. They are, how- 

ever, not so oily, and one can eat them for a long time without 

tiring of them. Mr. Agnew, the Collector of the port, tells us 

that two-thirds of the popnlation subsist entirely upon whitefish 

and potatoes. The Indians on the lake subsiston them almost 

exclusively, and I haye neyer seen amore healthy and comfortable 
looking tribe than the Chippeyas. 

Tt is a beautiful sight to wilnesa the taking of the whitefish in 

these rapids by the Indians. Two of them propel a canoe into the 

midst of the rapids, and the one in the bow, when he sé6es a fish, 

directs his companion to it by # signal, and when near enough he 

seizes his large-bowed scoop-net, and generally secures it. It is 
curious to see one of them resting his whole weight on his polo, 

and pushing the canoe along with his feet, apparently a part of the 
canoa itself. They also kill sturgeons of large size with the spear 

in these rapids. 

Haying broken camp and loaded our canoe, we started, and 
being relieved of about G00lbs. of stores sent on by the brig Astor, 

she glided through the water with great speed. As we passed 

from behind a projecting rock, Pierre exclaimed, ‘' Voila Gros 

Oap !” and we beheld the lofty chain of primitiya rocks jutting 

boldly ont into the lake, and seyered by the action of the descend- 

ing waters from its continuation at Point Iroquois, on the sonth- 

ern side, by the 8t. Mary’s River, which is here about four miles 

wide, although from the height of the land it appears to be much 

less, The bay which we had to traverse being shoal, is dangerous 

in rough weather, but the wind, though adverse, was not strong 

enough to give us any trouble. A sail was seen in the distance, 

which we concluded must belong to a surveying party under Dr. 

Houghton, who haye been exploring the Upper Peninsula for 

copper mines. Their Macinac boat came down before the wind at 

a great rate, and was soon alonzsside of.us, We landed together 
on the Point, and they showed us their field books and surveys cf 

the coast, and gaye us minute directions for finding the various 

objects of interest on our way tothe head of the Jake. They had 
been three months in the wilderness, and knew nothing of the 

Harrison campaign, ther going op, and were evan iguorant of the 

virtues of ‘tard cider.’ Their arees and appearance was yery 

rough, and their leader was so hirsute that the Ladians gave him 
the nama of “ Muckwa," or the Bear. It is their custom to nanie 

all stvangers from their personal peculiarities, and at the Sault I 

myself was called ‘‘ Ne@-wus-keen-zhe,”’ or Four Eye, from my 
spectucles, 

After smoking & pipe together we parted, they going down to 

the Sault, and we heading northward, Alter a, pull of two hours 
against a strong wind we arriyed at the Cape, and coasted along 
its precipitous shores, w. yhich rise to the height of several hundred 

feet ; here clothed with the deep green aid massive foliage of the 

pine, and again showing the nuked and weather-atained rouke, 
which, a8 you approach the point, are of an iron-rust color, and 

covered in many places with yellow moss. A tiny rivulet found 

ils way over the masa of rock, and fell, broken into foam, froma” 

point three hundred feet above us almost at our fest, ‘Twoemull, 

rooky headlands inclose a beautiful little bay, which afforde 
aconiplete shelter for canoes, and a safe pluce for unloading 

then, which must be done at some distance from the shore, the 
yoyageurs getting into the water and holding the frail yossel 

away from the rocks. 

At the farther end of this bay our yoyageura had pitched our 

tent, and were cooking at a blazmg fire, the smoke of which 

curled lazily up in deep blue wreathe, which contrasted finely with 
the dark-green pines and firsin the backzround, The towering 

crags, rough and sezrated, came down to the water’s edgé in suc- 

wessiye projections, clothed with evergreen foliage, the rugged 

outlines of Gros Cap terminating therange, TI tried to sketch 

this charming scene, but the mutquitoes and sand flies 

attacked me in such swarms that I was glad to relrent to the tent 
and envelop myself in a cloud of tobacco emouke, 

August 1—Koxe at an early hour, and started without breakfast, 

so a8 to make the traverse of the wide arm of the lake {rom Gros 

Oap to Point Poisson Blanc, a distance of twenty-one miles, Nina 
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milec$from Gros Cap is « small island, called Isle des Parisiennes, 

where we landed for breakfast. Wehad been informed that the 
caribou abounded on this island, and as 600n aa we landed the 
Major started with his rifle in pursuit of them, but brought in 
only a couple of ducks, which he had skillfully acalped with 
bullets. Wo then put off for Whitefish Point, which we reached 
at an early hour in the afternoon, and made our camp—tfres from 
masquitoes at this place. This is a noted fishing station, where 
muny Jake trout and whitefish are put up; at this season, how- 

ever, it is deserted. Seeing many trout rising and pursuing the 

horting, 1 baited my hook witha strip of the flesh of a duck's 

preast; and casting into deep water alongside the rocks, I soon 

caught a good mess of speckled trout, some of them a foot long. 

I also tried the fly, but they did not rise. 
Augusl 2—This morning we find the wind and waves too strong 

to allow us to embark with our loaded canos. {8a we procured 

a Macinac boat, in which we loaded our stores, and three of us, 

with the help of oars and poles, got her off past the breakers, 

shipping oné seain the passaga; then putting her before it, we 

dashed round the point into smooth water. The canoe being 
lightened, they got off easily with the rest of the party, who 

followed us round the point ; then loading up our canoe again, 

sve Ket forth, hoping to run with a fair wind to Pictured Rovke 

before night. 
Bub soon the wind began to increase, and to haul too much off 

shore to allow us to lay our couree; these bark canoes, haying no 

keel,cano sa Witha fair wind, ornearlyso. We had insen- 

Ribly got off some miles from the shore, where the wayes were too 

high for the safety of our deeply laden canoe, and it took vigor- 
ous pulling at the oars to bring us in, We were then obliged to 
regort to the eordelle, or towing rope, and in that way reached 

Two Heart River ; twenty-one miles that day. The shores are 

generally sandy and undolating, and clad with a growth of pine 

and fir, mixed with maple and beech. 
On arriving at this pretty little stream, which flows parallel 

with the Inke for some distance, ja encamped upon its bank; and 

I took my fishing rod, and following it for a few hundred yards, 
I killed some nice trout for supper. 8. 6. C. 

Sault Ste. Marie, July 31, 1840. 

Sea and Rivey Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

— 
FRESH WATER, 

Black Bass, Micropterus salnwides ; Pike or Pickerel, Hsox lucius.z 
HM. pallidus, Yellow Perch, Perea flavescens, 

Muskalonge, Esox nobilior. 
BALT WATER, 

Cero, Cybium regale, 
Bonito, sarda pelamys 
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosva, 

Sea Baas, Sciceenops ocellatus, 
Striped Bass, Roccits linneatus. 
Weakfish, Cyiwacion regalis. 
Blueilsh, Pomatomus saltatriz. 

Weicur or Approyep Satmon Rops.—Scarcely twenty 
years ago the length and weight of the best salmon rods was 

simply immense. The material was greenheart (one of the 

heaviest woods), and the length seldom less than 21 feet! 

With the reel attached the weight almost reached that of a 

modern double-barrelled bird gun. We were so fortunate as 

to possess the acquaintance, in auld lang syne, of John Mor- 
land, Esq., of Montreal, perhaps the then best known and most 

expert salmon angler of Canada. His wealth enabled him to 
ratify every caprice, and the variety and value of his angling 

outfit was therefore very considerable, not to say extravagant. 

After he died, his personal property of this sort was offered 

for competition to lis friends, most of whom coyeted his rods 

not only for their supposed intrinsic value, but as souvenirs of 

the man, We examined the lot, and found a large selection 
of rods, chiefly of Irish manufacture, not one of which but re- 

quired an athlete to wield it. One ponderous wythe, a Castle- 

Connell, seemed to have been his favorite implement. It was 

©1 feet three inches long, and could lifta line that should hold 

asturgeon. We mention these facts simply to show what a 

preference has since been wrought in fayor of light rods, In- 
deed, in these days, more important qualities are often sacri- 

ficed to lightness by rod-makers, simply because the trade 
seems to demand it. To make a rod which will combine 
desirable lightness with ull other requisites, is of course the 

desideratum, The man who produces this is supposed to 

reach the acme of a rod-maker’s ambition. 
The other day the veteran rod-maker, Wm. Mitchell, Jong 

and favorably known to all anglers of the past generation, to 
say nothing of the present, exhibited to us, with commenda— 
ble pride, an ash and lancewood salmon rod of exquisite 
workmanship, which he had just completed for Henry Samp- 
zon, Hisq., 68 Reade strect. ‘Where!’ said he, ‘‘T doubt if 
you can find any split bamboo which will weigh less than 
that.” It was 17+ fect in length. We carefully weighed it on 

Post Office scales, and it laid down 1 1b. 15 0z, Its lightness 
surprised us, but we expressed our confidence that our 

tavorite bamboo salmon rod was far lighter, and the old 

angler departed incredulous. To-day he will read in his 
Fonrgst AND Srream that our rod weighs but 4 lb. 7 oz., its 

length being 163 feet ; and its diameter is greater than the 
other. These facts are interesting to know, and should be 

convincing to cavillers who are inclined to maintain that a 
solid wooden cylinder can be made lighter than a hollow one. 

Qould a wooden rod be made equal in all respects to a split 
cane, the advantage in its favor would be most pronounced, 
as it can be made for one-half or two-fifths the cost of the 

cane. 

Tau Furr.—The early birds who, after the custom of their 

tribe, came down in the dark last Monday morning to the 
Fulton Fish Market for their daily modicum of halibut, bass 
and the turtle green, were considerably mystified to find no 
market there. ‘The basketeers rubbed their eyes, pinched 
their legs and bit their thumbs—all approved fairy-tale 

methods of waking themselves out of the dream—pbut after it 

all there was no market to be seen. The fish had escaped the 
frying-pans to fall into the fire. Sunday morning smoke was 
seen issuing from the windows of the upper loft. The alarm 
brought a full force of fire engines, the fire-boat and 
the police-hoat. The men worked like heroes; eveu inani- 
mate things caught the enthusiasm; a hose-nozzle slipped 

out of the hands of a fireman and wriggled around likea 
frantic serpent, knocking the feet of half a dozen firemen from 
under them and squirting the water in every direction. In 
the stampede that occurred several firemen fell overboard. 
The fire was a brilliant spectacle, especially when viewed 
from the river. There were three cupolas, up which the flames 
crept and whence they spread to the other part of the roof. 
As each cupola came crashing down, the central one with its 
flagstaff and gilded fish vane, it was hailed with tremendous 
cheers and shouts from the enthusiastic crowd which always 
gather at a New York fire. Monday morning nothing but the 
front wall and the blackened and charred ruins of the floor 
were left, 

The burned building, built in 1869, succeeded the old Fly 
Market at the foot of Maiden Lane. Here, at the mouth of a 
creek running far up into the city, one hundred and twenly- 
three years ago, the fishing smacks had gathered, until in 1822 
the dealers complained of the sewage, which poisoned the 
water and killed the fish which were submerged in the fish— 
cars. An opportune fire cleared off the shanties alang the 
shore on the present site, and on January 22, 1822, the Ful- 
ton Fish Market was opened to the public. The smacks were 
brought up to the beach, on the market front, and the dealers 
stood on the wharf. Some, who had permanent stands on 
the Beekman street side, had acquired enough strength in 
numbers and infitience to put up a building in 1884. Several 
changes followed until, in 1847, this shed having been torn 
down, a new one was built in its place, and the real growth of 
the Fulton Fish Market began. Many of the firms which hold 
stands at present were established about this time, and the 
trade began to have its rules and fixed practices, thongh the 
competition was sharp and shrewd. The market began to 
have a character, and the Fulton Market fish-boys grew up 
into a class, and a rough class they were, drinking hard and 
making it a point never to miss a cock-fight or a prize-fight 
between their hours of fimging fish about. Later years have 
wrought a great improyement, but to-day there is never a 
‘¢main” or an exhibition of the “manly art” without the 
presence of a special market reporter and critic. During war 
times, when everything was busy, fishmongers found that 
they were defeating their own ends by too much competition, 
and a scheme was started to secure the site for a close corpo- 
ration. A charter was accordingly secured by the Fulton 
Market Fishmongers’ Association, composed of a certain num~- 
ber of shareholders, who put up the capital of $123,000, anda 
number of stand-holders, who controlled the conduct of the 
company’s affairs. It was a peculiar association in many 
ways. ‘Che association has a virtual monopoly of the busi- 
ness and the trade. The new building was opened Octo- 
ber 18, 1869, with a banquet and reception- In the upper 
story were spacious administration offices, a meeting room 
and an excellent jibrary. The American Fish Cultural Asso- 
ciation met here last spring, and the market-men haye ren- 
dered very substantial assistance to the work of the Commis- 
sion. ‘The statistics of the fish trade have now some chance 
of being collated, and at the reqnest of Professor Baird a care- 
ful list has been kept of the numbers and weights of fish ar- 
Tiving. Since April last this has shown an average of 4,000,- 
000 pounds per month. The fish now arrive from all quartera 
by all sorts of craft by water; and by every line of railroad. 
By quick express and packed in ice, the fish are in turn sent 
to very great distances. The market is among the famous fish 
marts of the world. 

Bomsp Fish Au Naruret.—The Key West ey of the 
Gulf lately published the following statement: 
‘Our fishing smacks report a stream of fresh or poisonous 

water along our bay coast, [rom two to ten fathoms out, that 
kills all the fish in its range. They report esailing for two 
hundred miles through dead fish, coyering the sea as far as 
the eye could reach with all the varieties. Immediately on 
the shore the water is salt and natural, while less than a mile 
off it appears of a red brick color.” 

The latest issue of the same paper confirms the foregoing, 

and adds : 
« Smack fishing for the present is entirely destroyed, owing 

to the poisonous wator along the Gulf Coast. It is more 
than six weeks since that a single smack has been able to 
carry any live fish to Cuba.” 

There is no donbt a. sub-aqueous yoleanic eruption in 
the vicinity. ‘There is nothing remarkable about such a phe- 
nomenon, if it be true, as they are common in all parts of the 
globe; but we might as well say that market men will prefer 

to have th ir fish alive and fresh, and not ready boiled. 

Hupson Bay Co.’s Post—Wiehipicoton, L. 8., Cot. 21.— 
From the inclosed list of anglers to the far famed Napigon 
River you will note that a great falling off m numbers has 
taken place. This is caused, I fancy, by the extreme irregu- 
larity of the Canadian steamers in calling in atthe river. If 
some of the South Shore (American) steamers could only be 
persuaded to make reguiar trips during the months of July 
and August and advertise them well, they, ’m sure, would 
be well repaid. The past season has been an unusually fine 
one and the fishing excellent, the trout averaging’ as usual 
from 2 to 2ilbs,; a good many 5, 55 and Glbs. have also re- 
warded the diligent and-skillful angler. The following is the 
list referred to: 

A. Y. Russell, Judge T. A. Logan, Col. L. A, Harris, Benj. 
Robinson, Cincinnati, O.; Jno, Hrwine, W. L. Hurlbut, C. B. 
Johnson, Cleveland; Thos. M. Stetson, And. Ingram, New 
Bedford; Ova Pearson, Indianapolis, Ind.; Bryan Lathrop, 
J. 8. Norton, Chicago, Dl.; F. A. Fox, L. D. Wilkes, St. 
Paul; Hy Austin, J. R. Chamberlin, Rochester, N. Y.; J. 8. 
Smith, W. B. Smith, Port Hope, Ark.; H. M. Hanna, Dr. G. 
KE. CG. Weber, Alex Gunn, Cleveland, O.; Lt, Gol. Rhodes, 
F. Rhodes, Quebec; Colin Campbell, New York: J. M. 
Hamilton, Major Wilson, Sault Ste, Marie. A. P. Y. 

Satmon Ana@LinG mw CanApA.—During an excursion last 
fishing season Samuel Wilmot, Esq., Superintendent of the 
Dominion Fish Hatchery, captured 80 salmon in a fortnight 
with his rod, of which 75 ayeraged 25 pounds each. He 
wea this equal at least to angling for striped bass at Cutty- 
hunk. 

A Monstm Muscatoncr—Bellevue, Ont., Nov. 12.—This 
morning (Tuesday, Nov. 11) the largest muscalonge eyer cap- 

| tured in the Ba thi Demis and obalily one of the lat; 
ever caught in fresh Water, ah eae Pema e 
T personally measured the fish ani found its dimensions to be © 
as follows: Length from tip of nose to end of tail, dft. din; 
girth at thickest part (after a fiye-pound pickerel had been 
taken from its stomach) 263in,; weight, 52lbs. Besides the 
pickerel above referred to, the stomach of the monster con- 
tained a number of other good sized fish. 

MovEMENts oF THE Fisursa Furrr.—The sch. Col. Cook, 
of this port, arrived at Port Mulgrave on Tnesday week, being 
the last of the mackerel fleet to leave the Bay St. Lawrence. 
There are yet several vessels to arrive home, but all will soon 
be along. The shore mackerel fleet report no catch of late, 
but the vessels hold out with the hope of a late spurt, and 
will not pack out the shore mackerel afloat until they give up 
that hope. The season is practically ended. ‘he number of 
fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 
58, as follows: 2 from the Banks, with 186,000 lbs. codfish ; 
6 from the do,, with 100,000 lbs. halibut; 22 from Georges 
with 260,000 Ibs. codfish ; and 8 from the Bay St. Lawrence, 
neeh 1,850 bbls. mackerel. Receipt of shore mackere), 1,000 

B. ; 

New Yorx—Shelier Island, Nov. 14.—The fishing is about 
over for the season. Many of the fishing vessels have hauled 
up, and all will do so probably ina few days. They have all 
done remarkably well this year. Captains Hawkins and 
Cartwright, who have large tactories in this region, have 
reaped a plentiful harvest from the deep, and both of them 
have been making extensive additions to their works. The 
former has also a large factory on Barren Island near New 
York, and employs several steamers in the business. It is said 
that he has taken over fitty millions of fish this Feat 

AAG. 

Fismng Banxs.—We don’t know why New York cod 
fishermen never catch anything unless they goon Sunday, but 
Wwe never hear anything about the fish biting on week days. 
Monday morning there are plenty of people about the city, if 
if you know where to look for them, who will tell you great 
stories about ‘* yesterday's” sport. Last Sunday a party went: 
down to the banks off Far Rockaway and had huge success, 
haullng up the cod, skate and dogfish until their arms uched, 

Ruopz Ishawn—Newport, Nov. 11.—The menhaden fleet of 
fishermen have about all gone into winter quarters. Their 
success this fall has been slim in these waters. One steamer 
captured 800 bbls. off Point Judith one week to-day. Codfish 
very plenty. OodASIONAT. 

Trennessen—Washville, Nov. 18.—The jolliest party of the 
season started yesterday on a grand fishing excursion, to be 
gone three weeks, Col. Geo. F. Ackers in command, attended 
by a staff of sportsmen any one might be glad to be with. The 
colonel said he would fish in Turnbull, Harpeth and Duck 
rivers, and expects to take a great many jack, bass and black 
perch, Besides complete equipments for fishing and shooting, 
he has taken with him a couple of good musicians to enter- 
tain the party and to furnish amusement to the good people 
living in those secluded sections where he intends visiting. A 
number of gentlemen have returned from Flint and Stone's 
tiver, where they had excellent sport. Infact it seems that 
fish are more plentiful this fall than they have been for years. 
The weather is and has been allthat could be desired, The 
mornings frosty and hazy, clearing away in the middle of the 
day, and just rain enough to keep the streams in oom order, 

. . 

Columbia, Noo. 16.—There is little or no fishing in this 
vicinity at present. Our State Commissioner, Col. Geo, F. 
Akers, accompanied by Albert Akser and John Branch, has 
been fishing on the Duck, Buffalo and other tributaries of the 
Tennessee, but with what success was not able to io 

Pats 

Sirk Worm Gur OxcE Morz—Bedjord, O., Nov. 8.—Mr, 
Fiditer: Lam glad that you haye published the correspond- 
ence between ‘‘ EH. P.M." and myself in regard to drawing 
silk gut from onr native silk worms, as it has set me to think- 
ing of what could have been the cause of Dr, Hardenbery’s 
failure. I think it must have been owing to dividing the 
worm too far back from the head, making an opening into the 
cavity of the abdomen, which contains the gelatinous substance 
that ‘HE. J. M.” mentions, and which gave him so much 
trouble by forming 4 hard, brittle coating tothe gut. It is 
2 long time since I drew silk gut from our native silk worms, 
and I do not remember just at what point I divided the 
worms, J hope “ E. J. M.” will try it sgain, and begin by 
dividing the worm on the first trial cloge to the head, s0 as to 
not make an opening into the abdomen; and if this fails, try a 
little further back until he finds the right point to divide it. 
I bave never drawn a very great number of silk gut from our 
native silk worms, but cnongh to know that it can he done. 
Let ‘* BH. J. M." gather a quantity of cocoons of Atticus ve- 
cropia early next spring or this winter, and follow my direc- 
tions with the moths and ergs, and when the egys are hatched 
place the larva on plum treés, or rear them in the house, and 
feed them on the leaves of the plum tree under his immedi- 
ate observation, and when they commence to spin try it 
again. Wollowing the above suggestions I think he will suc- 
ceed after a few trials to his entire satisfaction. 

Very truly yours, 'T. GARIOK, 
— — oe 

y For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

FLY-FISHING FOR BLACK BASS. 

W order to kill these game fish with the fly you must haye 
access to a stream where black bass are plentiful. Such 

a stream will be clear the greater part of the season. Black 

bass are sometimes found in streams thit are not of this 

nature, but not in any considerable numbers, You must haye 

room enough to cast afly; that is, the stream must be of such 

size and surroundings that yon have as much space in your 
rear as in your front, because your line goes behind you ex- 
actly the same distance asin front. If you are married you 
must have permission to go. Now for your outfit: Get 
coarse shoes, large enough for a pair ot cotton and a pair of 
yarn socks; pierce the uppers next the sole with small holes 
by thrusting an awl in the direction you walk aslant. This 
will let out the water when you step out on land and prevent 
sticks and straws, thorng, etc., from penetrating to your feet, 
A pair of woollen pants, of neutral tint, with pockets in front 
and at the back for leather strings and what-nots, will be con« 
venient. A coarse (hickory) shirt, with collar turned down 
over a neat cravat, an old sack coat and vest of subdued color, 
and a good many pockets; these, with a cork-lined, yenti- 

————— 



ored, lead-colored. fell din hat, complete your 

ae ‘pamboo or ash and lancewood, with 40 or 50 yards of line, 
either all oiled silk or the last 20-yards of that material; a 
Jeasier of silk-worm gut six or seven feet long, wiih loops for 
drop-flies and a book of flies tied by yourself or by some pro- 
fessional who has fished himself and doesn’t merely profess, 
make you now ready for the fray ; with snack in your breast- 
pocket, s heavy leather striug for your fish, and Janding net ab 
your back between your shoulders, with a handle short while 
unused, but capable of lengthening when ready to be used, 
You must fish near natural or artificial obstructions in the 
sireama where pools are formed, such as naturally cause the 
fish to rest and collect in considerable numbers. Onast as a 
rule in any way except directly up stream, as then your line 
tends to drift back against your legs, Casts made obliquely 
up or down stream can be managed so as to let the current 
tighten your line before recovery for another cast. With 
these modifications your gencral progress inuy be either up or 
down stream. Keep out of sight and fish the space between 
yourself and the best ideal spot you have noted mentally, so 
AS not to scate or pass over fish in unexpected localities. 
Whien wading you need not cast usually farther than 10 or 12 
yards, though in open pools the longer the cast, provided al- 
ways it be neatly made, the more apt you are to hang a fish, 
When a fish rises a slight but deliberate movement of the wrist 
away from the fish fastens the hook in the outer jaw, and then 
you must keep your line taut and give and take line aecord- 
ing to his violence, until he is exhausted enough to be drawn 
over your landing net (fastened at your back with a loop knot 
in front, to be loosened as soon as your fish is thoroughly 
tired), Then you may, if not in 4 flurry, lift him in out o’ 
the wet. The got of your leader ought to be single salmon 
gut, and your flies tied on single salmon gut upon hooks a 
trifle larger than trout fly hooks and of the same materials, 
only your bass flies may be a little more gaudy and showy. 
The bass will take all the trout flies, and some that the trout 
won't take. They must be tied on stronger gut and slightly 
larger and stronger hooks. Eyen ordinary trout fies, if tied 
on selecied gut, will take bass of two or three pounds, and 
five-pounders are rarely taken with the fly in these paris. If 
you fish from a boat you can cast near and toward the shore 
on larger streams than are conyeniently fished by wad- 
ing in the morning or evening, when you find them 
feeding along the margin of portions of. the stream, 
hardly to be called pools. ‘The composition for your 
shoes is made of tallow, wax, oil and India-rubber, 
You may remember the ingredients by the phrase ‘T. W. 
O. India Rubbers ’—equal to the initials of tallow, wax, oil 
and India rubbers. Aten or ten and a half foot rod was 
chosen, because with such you can cast far enough, and on 
account of its shortness you can carry it in thick woods and 
fish pools with branches overhead, which you could not do with 
along rod. The leather string can beused in mid-stream, and 
should be tied when fish are on it to a leathern belt at your 
waist. The Ferguson fly, the Montreal, and some tied after 
specimens sent by the writer to Orvis, of Manchester, Ver- 
mont, are successful here on the Potomac and Goose Creek. 
Any reel that does not overrun in casting will da. I use a 
Conroy multiplier with the balance handle destroyed—that is, 
T broke off the handle, aud after filing the little brass ball op- 
posite the handle flat, put on a handle which turns easily and 
‘well but doesnot overrun, A Milam Kentucky Ree) would, 
no doubt, do as well. If some ingenious mechanic would in- 
yent a multiplier, whose handle did not project beyond the 
circumference of the side-plates, he would confer a favor on 
the angling fraternity. The exact time that the black bass 
apaqn is not known, but is supposed to be from 16th of May 
to 15th of June, or perhaps to ist of July. In October 
and November the bass are in deep water, and can rarely be 
taken then with the fly, except from a boat, by casting not 
far from shore and approaching the fish from the centre of 
the stream. T, W. 

Leesburg, Va., Sept. 10, 1878, 

The Game of Chess. 
Norio0s,—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should We. 

addresded '' Ghess Editor FoREsT anD Stream, P. O, hox 54, Woldott- 

ville, Conn.” 

Problem No. $2- 
Motto: Forgive and Forbear. 
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White to play and give mate in three moves,, 

SOLUBIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO, 28, 
—R-1 J—Any 
2—Mates 

Game No. 82.—IRREGULAR OPENING: 

Wite. Biack. White. Black. 
Duknown, Dr. J, W. Gibson. Unknown, Dr. J. W. Gibson, 

1—P-Qt 1—P-K Ba 11—Kk-Q, IT ORY a 
; een 2—P tha P 1w—0 tks R 13= K=BY {% 
u—Kt Q Bs §—Kt-K B3 13 tke K P —y ~ Kibo 
4—5-K Ks ire BS 14—K-K3 14—Q tks Poh 
6&—B tke Kt 5§—K ae ) eee = roa cs oh (e) 

AP 1 C), a 6— U — ac 
SSeS thant? |1eop-k Ba 11—B tks Poh 

18—K-K B. 18—R-E 
1—Q-K (b) — 
B— “28 oh (@) 8— “t 3 
—-1c8 ¢h 9—K-B2 / 19—B-Q5 (2) and mts in two moves 

tke Bch 10—K tks Kt 
NOTKE. 

(a) Much better than P-Qs, which was formerly played here. 
(®) By no means adyleable, for Black could at any pate reply with H- 

wa i i. _ 7 

——— ee 

e-piece rod from 10 to 10} feet long, of split 
Bg, bni it 1s hard to find any good move for White at (his point. If he 
plays P-Q Kta, Black answers with P-Q, and B-Kt4'; ond if R-Kt, the 
Black Q can check at R4. 

(ce) White no doubt thought to make it hot for his subtle opponent by 
this move, but Black, asthey say on ‘Change, had alreddy discounted 
all that, 

(d) A clever sacrifice, which, in connection with the next moye, shnt- 
ting out the White Q from the game, well deserved to win. 

(¢) Leading to a forced mate, and of course far preferable to taking 
the R. 

(7) Me might also have played— 
17—Q tka P ch 20—P-Kt31 20—R-Kt 

18—K-R3 18—)-R8 chi 21—B-Q3 21—P-K Kt8 
18—K-Itl4 19—lt-1e White cannot save mato, 

(9) Tt 19—Kt-B8, 19—B-Ké6 ch, and elther wins the @, or mates in 

a Tew moves.—Chess Players’ Chroniale. 

CURSORY JOTTINGS. 

—In last week's impression we inadvertently stated that only one 

problem could be entered in the Glasgow Herald Problem Tourney, 

Whereas, fhe programme published by the Herald restricts a competitor 

to not more than two three-move problems. 

—The problem department of the Chesa Players' Chronicle is now, 
Owing to the resignation of ita former experienced, careful and able 

editor, Mr. J. Crum, in the hands of an equally experienced problemist, 

Mr. W, T. Pierce, Mr. Pierca inaugnrates bis editorship by a problem 
tourney, wherein three most magnifisent prizes are offered. We 

nnhesitatingly recommend this sterling publication tosuch of our read- 

érs who have not been so fortunate as to enjoy ita teeming pages, 

Address W, W. Morgan, 67 Barbican, 1, C,, London, Eng.; annual sub- 
scription only 68, The Chronicle Tourney is a three-moyve single prob- 

lem tourney open tothe world; entries to which for the United States 
eloses Feb, 1, 1879, Hach competitor to contribute one original three- 

Toye problem only, Problems should be sent to J. Crum, Haq., No. 16 

Bothwell st , Glasgow, Scotland, accompanied by & full solatlon and the 

author’s name In a sealed envelope. ‘The Rey. C, BE, Ranken and Mr, 

W. T. Pierce will act as judges. Each problem must be marked with 

& motto or deyice, and not with the author's name. 

—The Westminster Payers still continues the publication of the Low- 
enthal Problem Tontney, and is still ab'y edited. Its allusion to the 
asserted, and a8 yet not disproved, irregularities in the management 
of the first grand toarney of the American Cheas and Problem Assocla- 

tion surprises us not a little, We are seldom inclined to differ with its 

editor, and only do so now in order to qnote this ingeniously worded 

and pacific prolusion: ‘* Most of our American exchanges of the past 

month are filled wilh discussions of the management of the late prob- 

lém tourney in connection with the American Chess Association. Itis 

not for us te pronounce for or against the necessity for such a contro- 

yersy, and knowing something of American chess players, we have full 

confidence in their willingness and ability to maintain their own honor 

without interference from any quarter. Nevertheless, we cannot help 

regretting the consequences; for instead of the bright and genial chess 

gossip to which our American contemporaries have accustomed us, we 

have asuccession of painful charges and recriminations, of which we 
can say nothing more than that wesliould willingly let them die.” Such 

a course cliques, rings and the perpetrators of irregularities could, no 
approve of, and in order to entomb the discussion willingly “‘shake,s 

and eye throw in a “bloody chasm” as a sort of inducement, and then 

start the chariot wheels over a new smooth road for another load of 
“vindication.” Although the discussion is now well adyanced, perhaps 
the fact-citing accusers will heed our contemporary’s suggestion, and 
thus interest end amuse the chess public as no fire-cating and sword- 
fwa lowing conjurer ever has an audience in the performance of his 

programme announced unparalleled feats. For our part we shouldilike 
it. Tt will insure another grand tourney, the Invention of stil another 

programme, and a Management that would early secure the services of 
8 Vrass band, 28 well as a flaming poster artist! 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

8. 3., Jr., New York, ~Solvers’ Tourney commenced with Prollem 

No. 1, and will continue until the publication of all tourney problems, 

We advise that you solve all tourney problems that appear until the 

publication of our Solvers’ Table. A word to the wise, etc, 

Nuova RIvisTA DEGLI Saccut, Italy—VWe failed to receive the Oct 
and Noy., 1873, numbers of your excellent magazine. Tho Russian 

Chess Monthly, St. Petersburg, the problem department of which inter- 

ests us greatly, for Oct. and Noy,, 1878, are also missing. 

B., New York; N., Philadelphia; 1., New Orleans, and severa 
others.—We review only such books, etc., as are sent us for that pure 

pose, Which, in the future ag in the past, we trust will se few. Our 

private purchases of chess works are usually ‘dipped into” here and 

theré and now and then, and are seldom so critically and carefully ex- 

ained as fo warrant an editorial expression of our opmion, We cane 

not, therefore, at present at least, avceed to your requesis that we 

“express our critical and unbiased” opinion on Miles’ ** Chess Gema,‘> 

Kohtz & Kockelkorn’s * Collection of Problema” and Valle’s “* Book of 

Problems,” the latter of which we are not aware has ever been 

published, 

Answers to Correspondents, 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications, 

WHERE TO Go ror GAne.—Correspondents who send us 
specific questions as to where to find best localities for zame 

and fish are referred to our game columos, All the news that 

comes 10 us is there givea. By keepiag themselves informed 
from this source our friends will saye themselyes and us 

much trouble. Read the paper, 

7 W.D. C., Phila.—We cannot preseribe for your dog without;farther 
deéseription of the symptoms. 

G, D. B. New York.—Can T hire a dog for one dayin N. J.” I want 

aselter, Ang, We know of no place where dogs can be hired by the 
day. 

c, H. D., Matawan, N, J.—We cannot expreas a decided opinion re 

garding the article )ou mention until we haye further personal experi- 

enud, 

CLytR, Proyidence.—Will you pleasé give me the address of the 

present first officer of the New York Yacht Club? An. 8, Nicholson 

Kane, Com, 

GaMB DEALER.—Severnul correspondenrs who ask fer name of New 
York game dealers May ind what they want by consulting our adver- 

Haing columns, : 

H. deb, Versailles, Mo.—Lake Pontehartraln Js a favorite ducking 

resort for New Orleans sportamen, ‘There are many lakes easily ac- 

cossible trom the Misalpsipp}. 

J, &., Philadelphia,—Uniess your gun bartels have plenty of metal at 
the muzwé we would not advise haying them choked, oré even rebored 

ifthey tre yery munch oust-eaten, — 

MonaAwe, Monroe, Mich._For Bond’s iron sectional boats write to 
Holbérton & Co,, 117 Fu ton street, N. Yy 

RIFLE, Richmond, Va —Are there any objactlons to the uae of Ditt- 
Yar powder for tifa shooting? Ifso whatarethey? Ans, Letters 
regarding this question in another eelumn, 

Hi. C. M., Jefferson City, Mo.—Your dog was neisoned with strych- 
ning. We wonld siggesta geneous diet, with Gach day two table- 

Spoolfuls of Wyrth's preparation of wine, tron, and quinine, to which 
add % grain of nux vomica. 

Av R. S., Washinglon.—A and B shoot a matoh at double birds, B. 
shoots a his tirst aud na he shoots both birds ive in range and he killa 
both with the Drat-bavrel, Dorttiey-count, or will B get another pair? 
Ans. Bott birds cotint-tor B. 

RanvDoirH, Macon, Va.—l, lathe gon called the Bonehill gun re- 

Nable? 2% Wheroisitmade? 8, Isit choke-bored? 4, When does 
the dog show In Pittsburgh come off? Ans, 1, Yes. 2. London, 3. T 
is and it 18 not, as wanted. 4. We have not been advertised, 

F. A. 8., Macon, Mo.—1, How can Itake small dents out of a walnut 

gunstock? 2% WherecanT geta Scott gun choke-bored to shoot aa 
well as if if had been bored at the factory ? Ans. 1. They can be sanc- 

paperéd out. 2, Thomas, of Chicago, could probably do it for you, 

J, T,, Mamprel, Obio.—1. Do you consider the Webley a good reliable 

gun? 2, Is Webley’s method of boring as good for close shoo'Ing as & 
choke, or medium choke? Ang, 1. Yes. 9, We haye never shot one 
of the guns, but they have an excellent reputation for good shooting, 

ANDY.—Are there sturgeon caught in the Hudson River between 
Port Hamilton and Fort Lee? Ans, There are sturgeon in the lower 

part of the river as a matter of course, but the Nshermen do not attempt 

to catch them there because they can be taken so’ much essler in the 
upper river, 

ScHOLAR READER, Mattéawan.—The density of water increases 

With the depth. A screw will therefore have less “slip” the deeper 

{tis immersed ; that is, the screw will move ahead ina given number 
of reyolutiong a greater distance than if working néarer {he surface 
ina more yielding medium, 

E.R. 't., New York.—What is the best authority on the breaking and 

freatment of hunting doga? Also how old a puppy should be when to 
conimence house breaking? Ang. You will tind instructions for break- 
ing dogs in the “ Sportsman’s Gazetteer.” Uaually puppies are ready 
to house break when six months old. 

E, VY, L., Fulton.—H, Waters & Son, of Troy, N. Y,, Manufactures 

paper shells of all kinds. C. B, Elilott, Quay & Franklin sts,, Graere 

point, L, I. ; BE. K, Byron, foot of 110th st,, Harlem, N. ¥.; Thos. Fearon, 

of Yonkers, N. Y.; Wm, Blaikie, Cambridge, Mass, and T. Desmond, 
Peck Slip, N, ¥,, all bnild excellent cedar shells. 

§. H., Ridley Park.—Yeur puppy has mange. Use the following mix- 

ture once or twice, washing off after it has beenon twenty-four hours > 

Sulphar, § ozs, ; whale oj], 8 ozs. ; oll of tar, 34 0Z.; Ung. Hydrarg, % 

oz. Give the puppy plenty of boiled rice and milk to eat, and two drops 

of Fowler’s solution of arsenic every day would help it, 

H., Boston,—Please give me the correct pronunciation of “carton'' 

used to designate tix points on the second class target; also, its defini- 

tion and origin? Ans, A carton 1s a pasteboard placed over the central 

portion of the bull’s eye. It is a French word meaning card, and Is pro- 
nounced “Kar-tong,” with the accent on the first syllable, 

H, C., York, Pa,—I have an 8 gangeld pound gun. The Blielis sent, 
with the gun are3 Inch 8 A brassshells, Adtew days since I ordered 

someé Hley’s 8 green paper shells which I find are 34/ inches in length. 

ts ifeefe to use the latter in the gun, or should they be cutoff? Ans, 

The shells should he cuccH to 3 leches, as that is probably the length 
of the chamber of the gun. eis 

F- E. G., Fairbury, Ils, Would stuffed duck skins make food de- 

coys? 2. Would a reflected light on water at night “attract ducks 

paesing over’ so that they would light in the water? Ans. 1. The 

greatest objection to them would be their lightness. If they oould ba 

made as heavy as the natural bird they would suswer, but probably for 

one season only. 2. We doubt if lt would, It is a glare, or dazzle which 
attracts birds fying at night. 

J. H, M., East Saginaw. Mich.—My dog has internal canker of the 
ear. What shall] doforhim? Ans, After washing the ear thorough 

ly with Castile soap and warm water, and drying, apply a little of the 
following lotion morning and evening, holding the dog’s head down 

and the fap over the ear for a few moments until it has had time to 

saturate: Goulard’s Extract and wine of Opium, of each 4g 02.5 sul- 
phate of zinc, 44 drachm ; water, 8 o0z,—mlx. 

J. W.S., Providence, R. I.—'The charge for youo gun 1a 344 drs, pows 

der, 17; 0Z. shot, The marks on the barrels are proof-marks, aud give 

wo indications as to vajue. A cylinder-bored gun is without any cona 

traction, or ‘choking. at any part of the barrels, A gun scatters 
because it Is Intended todo so. If the shat went lkeasolid ball you 
yould probably not kill many birds, Messrs, Greener, Dougall, "Gloan’y 

and others have written books about the boring of shot-guna, 

J. T. C., Muncy, Pa.—t. Could I get pair of barrels put on my gun 
that will weigh 744 pounds, 10 gauge 25 inch barrels, and would it be 

suitable for grouse, quail and woodeock shooting? %, Does Garver use 

& gun of this description? 3. How can Lstop a young dog from chew- 
ing birds inretrieying? 4, Where does the next National Sportsman's 

Convention meet and when? Ans. 1. Write tothe makers. ‘The gun 

would answer very wel! for such shooting. %. Wedo notkmow. 3, 

Run short Knitting needles through a stuffed er dead bird so that the 

points will prick him when he attempts to chew lt. 4, Write toB, F 
Dorrance, Wiikesbarre, Penn, 

J. L, §., New York.—An ice-boat can sail faster than the wind when 
tie latter Is forward of the beam: because the impulses of the wind 

fol aecimulatively, the momentum of the bout preserving the speed 

already imparted, and each successive impulse of the wind adding 

thereto, until the speed of the boat brings the wind so for ahead thet 

lta effect diminishes and becomes only great eltongh to sustain the 

speed already attained. This determines the limit of speed under the 

circurmstances. When the wind is abaft the beam the speed of the 

boat cannot exceed that of the wind, as the latter Is following, and 

greater speed on the part of the boat would cause a diminution in the - 
force of the wind; the boat would therefore slow down again, 

QUESTIONER, Hanover, Maine.—1, Are the lower priced guos of — 

durable and reliable in every way? 2. Is there any gunmaker in Rng- 
land now by the name of Moore, and ifso how are his guns marked jn 

full? 3, Will the auxillary rifle rendily enter a shot-gun if tho latter ja 

foul from tiring ? 4. Could not s proper Wxpress rife barrel be tised Im 
& shot-gun, and would 20 Inches bé long enough to devélop the best 

shouting from 11? 8, Saw a mugzle-loader lately marked on rib 

“ William Greener” and on locks ‘““W, Greener.” Did not seem to ba 
anold gun. Do you think ll conld have been a genuine W, Greener? 
Ans, 1,We believe them to be so, for the price, 4, None now living. 8, 

Yes, 4, The heayy charge required for the Express rifle miglit be 

agiinatit; thelengii would not be sufficient, 6. It may have been g 
gun made by the father of the present W, W, Greener, 
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COMING ROUND. 

UT a very short time ago it would have been considered 
high treason to even mention the yawl rig as likely to 

obtain standing in America. From a letter by ‘* Podgers” in 

this issne il will be seen that even one of the country’s best 

patriots has so far disfranchised himself as to advocate a 
foreign rig. Modified somewhat, of course, the jump from 

the old time rig of the brick lighter to that of 4 sea-going 
yawl is too abrupt to expect the leap to be made at once, 
But it will all come in due time, and with the yawl, the cut- 

ter as well. Toasea-faring person the advantages of either 
rig are 80 patent that we venture to base a prediction upon 
this fact, that the day is not far off when yawl and cutter 
will ceage to excite astonishment, for they will be common in 
our waters. When a stout defender of everything and any- 
thing American can so far cut adrift from tne Bourbonism 
characteristic of yachting in America as to rig out a boomkin 

aft and deliberately sail with a ‘‘stub-tail” boom, there is 
hope indecd for better things to come. First, one step, then 
another, finally the last. Ce n’est que le premier pas que coute. 

Cutters in a modified ferm are multiplying in these waters 
faster than the most sanguine advocate of a handy rig could 
hope. Old prejudices once pierced soon give way to nobler 
aims. Even such racing machines as Vision and other sloops, 
in which everything was sacrificed to speed in a mill pond, 

will never come back to the single jib. 
The yaw] in San Francisco, the cutter rig in New York 

and Boston: how long can the shallow sloop hold out against 
a model worthier the name of yacht? Such radical opinions 

as these will call down upon our head anathemas by the ton 

from the faithful. In time, though, even the most loyal will 
sing another tune. Our word for it, we know whereof we 

speak. 
But the cage shall not by any means be conducted ez parte. 

Our columns are alike open to all—to the sloop sailers, the 
smooth-water racers, to the cruisers and the patriots, who 

would rather die by their flag than slack an inch to progress 
and reform ! : . 

In the meantime Forrst anp Stream scores one for the 

yawl rig. 

THE LESSER ANTILLES AS A TOUR- 

IST’S RESORT. 

ET us direct the attention of pleasure seekers, and es- 

pecially of our gentlemen who own yachts, to these 

Windward Islands. Our adventurous friend and correspond- 
ent, Fred A. Ober, has just returned from a two years’ cruise 
among them. Heis a naturalist and a photographer. He 
has brought home trophies, charming souvenirs, and number- 

less mementoes of the natural attractions of these enchanted 
isles, which have revived the remembrance of a hundred ro- 

mauces whose scenes were laid among the waving palms, the 
coral reefs, and mountain forests which overlook and gem the 

sub-tropical seas. To the ignorant and uninitiated the unfold- 
ing of his album and portfolio are like the revelations of won- 

derland. They recall to mind the earliest recorded American 

discoveries ; the weird history of the Spanish Main; the 
savagery of barbarous races of men; the mysteries of the en— 

chanted isles of Shakspeare’s time ; the outfitting of armadoes, 

the search and scramble for precious stones and gold; and 

the bloody story of conquest or failure. Here is where Co- 

lumbus first sighted shore; yonder is the island of Robinson 
Crusoe, so literally described by Defoe in all its details; 
there-is where the Empress Josephine was born, who shaped 

the fortunes of Napoleon, On every little separate sea-girt 

realm are imperishable mementoes of ancient deeds and great 

achievements which seem to be forgotten in these latter days, 

but which are most intimately related to and inter woyen with 

the world’s past history and the fate and status of great 

nations. 

But what other conception has the modern school boy of 

the West India Islands except as wilderness territory pos- 
sessed by its primitive inhabitants, or long since abandoned to 
negroes who haye become worse than sayage because they haye 

relapsed from semi-civilization to primitive sayagery? The 

pictures he draws are of ruined estates choked up by weeds; 

and oyerrun by reptiles, who form such a horrid cordon 

around each sea-girt shore that all the luxuriance and wealth 

of tropical products and beautiful plumage of rarest birds offer 
no compensation for the dangers of approach; no life on 

shore save the screams of harsh-yoiced birds, and nothing to 
break the monotony of the unrufiled sea save the dip of the 
paddle and the chant of half-nude men in log canoes. 
Twenty years ago Anthony Trollope wrote a book entitled 

*¢ West Indies and the Spanish Main,” of which two dozen 

pages only were devoted to the Lesser Antilles, and some 
four hundred to Jamaica, Cuba, Central America, etc. This 
is ahont the proportion of knewiedge which most people have 

of the islands of the Caribbean Sea. Certainly there is no 

intercourse kept up between them and the continental hemi- 

spheres. Postage on letters is twelve cents, and on 
newspapers absolutely prohibitory. The few dingy colonial 
weeklies give only meagre abstracts of those events which 
especially interest their respective diminutive domains. 
There are no lines of steamers, no sailing packets, and no 

means of communication except by vessels which call for 

sugar, fruitand native woods. The aristocratic proprietors 
of the islands keep up their little courts and social distinc 
tions, and drink imported clarets, Sauterne and Bass’ ale to 
their absent friends in France and Great Britain. The French 
people neyer have seen France; generations before them 

were born on the islands; they have neyer seen other little 
worlds than their own; and our correspondent assures us 
that they thought it impossible that he could be an American. 
‘He must be of some other nation, for he did not look rough 

or speak through his nose.” The only American representa- 
tives the innocent Creoles had ever seen were the skippers 
who come to their wharves and quays from the seaports of 

New England. 
One of these days Mr. Ober will write a book in which 

will appear sketches of natural scenery and photographs of 
art which will astonish those residents of Europe and North 
America who know nothing of the dwellers in the intermedi- 
ate seas—nothing more than those dwellers know of us! 
Instead of savages and barbarians they will see noble 
cities like those of Basseterre in Guadaloupe and 8t, Pierre 
in Martinique, whose delightful, well-lighted stone piers with 
well kept steps; quays shaded by trees; pure water conduits 
through the streets; handsome shops and houses; and all the 

evidences of polite and good society; make one enyious and 

ambitious to emulate. There are memorial temples and 
statues, lagoons like those of Venice on which barges float 
under overhanging trees, shaded avenues and iron-fenced 
parks, An hour's ride by carriage will convey one at any 

time from oppressive heat to the cool upper altitudes of the 
forest-covered mountains, where refreshing springs gush out 
of the cliffs and tumble over rocks in successive cascades on 
their way to the sea. On some of the very mountain tops 
are lakes, nay, one of them (in Dominica) boiling hot. Some 

of the little harbors are circular, and absolutely 20 land-locked 

and sea-washed by breakers that a yessel often has to wait for 
weeks for a fair wind to waft her out. All varieties of tropi- 
cal fruit abound. At Barbuda is most excellent deer hunting, 
from English imported stock. Feathered game abounds. 

The natives, too, are not full negroes, but mixed people of all 
tints, from pale white to bronze, Eyen the Caribs who once 
ate human flesh, a hundred yeats ago, are comely to gaze 

| dress in modern style, and make comfortable company for 
upon, Many of the women have benatifullong bair. They 

lone naturalists and wanderers from home. Were it not for 
very venomous snakes on a few of the islands nothing would 
mar the beatitude of these Edenal retreats. 

What place, then, more charming for a winter cruise ? Last 
year two of our most adventurous and sensible yachtsmen 

visited portions of the West Indies ; but they told us little, if 
anything, of what they saw, or how they enjoyed their yoy- 

age. When Lord Dufferin, prince of sportsmen, took his- 

yacht eam to high latitudes, he wrote a book, and that which 
the world knows best of the icy regions he yisited is to be 
found between its leayes. Let our own Americans spend their 

leisure time in exploring this enchanting realm of peace and’ 
novelty. We have advocated the construction and use of sea— 
going craft, so that some equivalent besides precarious prize 

cups and pennants could be obtained for lavish expenditure of 

nioney and spread of canvas. Here are golden opportunities: 

to try the merits of centre-boards and keels. We have in one: 
of our clubs a representative of America’s best nobility, and 

the owner of a yacht long celebrated who annually takes his: 

family on 2 summer ernise to the northward. There are others: 

who habitually winter in Florida. Let the example of our 

more adventurous and practical yachtsmen be followed more 

generally; and now that we have indicatechthe route for them,, 

we fuarantee that they will be more than satisied when they 

have once put our advice to a practical test. 
Our readers will be interested in looking at the portrait of 

Mr. Ober in this week's paper. We understand be will soom 

take another yoyage in behalf of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Meanwhile we are encouraged to expect a series of letters: 
from his pen, prepared from his diary and giving a general 

account of his two years’ trayels. 
+ 

ORIGIN OF THE SLIDING SEAT. 

HE first records we have of the practicable application of 
the principles of the sliding seat date back to 1857. 

The idea seemed to have been taken from the local customsin 

vogue among New Castle, Eng. ,voatmen. Their boats were pro- 
yided with very wide thwarts, carefully greased, (*‘ slushed’’) 
and the men working the long heayy oars had their trousers 

shod with leather in the seat, and slid across the thwarts at 
every stroke. This practice was induced by the nature of the 
work, the boats with heavy loads requiring long, slow strokes 

with sweeps of considerable weight. Before the mechanical 

contrivances for accomplishing the same object came into use, 

the long stroke was accomplished in shell rowing through 
means identical with those of the less scientific oarsmen of the: 

lumbering New Castle conveyances, and one of the peculiari-- 

ties of the oarsman’s uniform consisted in a well greased stern 

to fucilitate his slippery operations ina pull. When once the 

value of the new style had been generally accepted in rowing 

circles, it was not long before inventive genius was brought 

to bear upon the subject and a more perfect movement se- 

cured through mechanism than could be depended. upon from 
the sources of crease, always liable at a critical moment to dry 

up, leaving the erew to fall back upon the old short chop or 
take the chances of setting something a-fire by friction. We 
believe the credit of first accurately getting afioat with a 

sliding seat is due to Mr. J. C. Babcock, formerly captain of 
the Nassau B. OC. of this city, but he abandoned the arrange- 

ment aftera short test, for what reason we cannot state, 
though he wasin favor ofits introduction. The rig was not 
allowed to fall into disuse, forin 1870 Walter Brown took 
out a patent and flited up a six-oared gig for the New York 

Rowing Club with the sliding seat. This boat was probably 
the first one so supplied in which a regular race was rowed. 

But for want of experience the slide was given too great a 
range, and the crew did not work well together. Brown him- 
self gaye up the rig after haying experimented with it for a 
season. His seat differed from those in use at the present day 

only in some of the practical details. It consisted of a stout 
leather bottom stretched across a frame sliding in grooves in 
horizontal pieces. The range was ten inches, but six inches 

only were found to be of actual service. In England, Mr. J. 
Searle, one of the best known builders of light craft about 

London, took out a patent for an improved slide. ‘The seat 
was of woud, and supplied with metal siuds at each end, 
cupped out at their base and grasping rods of glass, along 
which they traveled. At the ends of the rod were rubber 

buffers, intended to ease up the last of the movement and help 
in sending the seat off in the opposite direction. On account 
of the repeated breaking of the rows, copper and steel were 

finally substituted, and arrangements of this kind are now 
most commonin England. A variety of patterns have come 

into use with us, but from the large number of accidenta hap- 
pening, in the way of unshipping the slide, it is certain that 

there is plenty of room for further improvement. It would 
seem simple enough to devise some plan whereby the recur- 

rence of such mishaps could be entirely obyiated. The only 

wonder is that the necessary precautions have not been 
generally adopted long ago. 

oe 

Tue Luray Cayern.—Subterranean caverns are wonder. 

ful chiefly because they are buried and hidden from sight, 
Hidden things are mysterious and therefore interesting. 
Viewed in the light of open day, the curious rock formations, 

diversified contours, and broken surfaces would appear sim- 

ply as counterparts of hundreds of localities above ground 
which attract no special attention or mention. Remove the 
tellurian crust which covers the Mammoth Caye, Weyer's 
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Cave, and scores of other celebrated great caverns, a3 Wwe 
would the crust from a pie, and we disclose physica! features 
which are reproduced above ground in the Yellow Stone 
Park, the Valley of the Rio Grande, and the canon of the 
Colorado, where we find broken ravines, bottomless springs, 
huge basins, lakes, monoliths, buttes, terraces, and 2nnumer- 
able fantastic shapes in rock work, weather-worn and bat- 
fered by time. Wedo not gainsay that the wonders beneath 

the earth appear more wonderful to us than those aboye it. 
To geologists and the Creator they are not more so. But, as- 
suredly, when heightened and intensified by the glare of 
torches thrown into all kinds of lights, shades and reflections, 
and twisted and transformed into” all conceivable shapes, we 

are excusable for being held in breathless astonishment and 

admiration at the spectacle, and spellbound by what seems al- 
most supernatural. The unaccustomed eye and mind become 

almost paralyzed in their contemplation, and nervous persons 
find their resolution inadequate to endure it, Quite recently 

& new cave has been discovered at Luray, Page County, Vir- 

ginia, which without doubt surpasses all others in the variety 

of its features, if notin its area, If the acccunts in the New 
York Heralg be true, there is nothing conceivable in 
art or nature that is not reproduced here with more 
or Jess truthfulness of detail, There are natural 

bridges, grottoes, springs, lakes, cemeteries, blacksmith 
shops, statuary, hallways, chambers, leaning towers, groups 

of columns, mass6s of ruins, cascades, stairways, corridors, 

galleries, pulpits, drapery, pendant monoliths, frescoes, 
arches, domes, collonades, precipices, ledges, stalactites and 

stalagmites of most beautiful varied colors, formations of shell- 

work and moss, angels’ wings, eagles’ wings, candelabra, 
mosaics, chandeliers, stalactites shaped like arrows with heads 

complete, chasms, crystal walls, crystal basins, lap robes, 

cornices, busts, a theatre, fish market, bath-house, chapel, 

monuments, a caye with 106 separate springs, each in a dis- 
tinct basin, leaves in frost work, sphynxes, centaurs, a stone 

vegetable garden, rotundas, bowers, pagodas, steeples, cano- 

pies, besides liye bats, tracks of animals by the thousand, 
bones and skull of a fox, piles of unslacked lime, floors of 
ready-made bricks already laid, alocomotiye and tender of dark 

stone, to say nothing of 4 ‘‘ beautiful almost transparent cur- 

tain one-eighth of an inch thick: hanging in three folds, one of 
red, one of blue, and one of brown." 

The entire explored area is computed at from 60 to Tf 

acres. The Herald’s correspondent entered by a very small 

half-hidden hoie in the side of ahi)l in Page County, Virginia ; 
but he expects eventually to find his way out by the big crack 
in Black Mountain, North Carolina, where it was split by the 

recent earthquake, 
Many years ago Porte Crayon printed in Harper's Magazine 

a very beautifully illustrated article describing Weyer's Cave, 

which is also in Virginia. There is no reason to doubt the 
existence of the Luray Cavern in the same region, bub we 
wish to hint just here that the fancies and imagination of the 
Herald's correspondent hold clean over Porte Crayon and dis- 
‘count him so far out of sight that we don’t expect to see or 

hear from him again. The Herald man ought to file his Cave at 
‘at once, and place his clay model and map of the Luray 

wonder in the grand hall of the Patent Office. We havea 
ibull deseription of the caye from our own correspondent in 

Virginia whieh we shall print next week. 
2 

Srna Lanxs vo FLorma.—The prospects for an increased 
‘trayel to Florida this winter are very bright; imdeed, the 

movement is already so heavy, that new lines and additional 

‘boats are being entered. One of the janntiest, staunchest, 
‘and most comfortable of all the vessels is the new side-wheel 
‘steamer St, Jom, which has just been added to the Quintard 

line. It was built by Arthur Leary, Hsq., with especial 
‘adaptation to the through route, and will run from Charleston 

to Savannah, Jacksonyille, and Palatka, seventy-five miles 

‘up the river. Such confidence haye the owners in her speed 

and the requirements of tourists, that they expect she will 

amalke two trips per week! As cach round trip is at least 600 
‘miles, she will have to beat the historical *‘ Lively Sally” to 
ido it, Ter passenger accommodations are even luxurious— 
private parlors, double beds, suites of rooms, etc. She draws 
only 7 feet of water, and is commanded by Capt. Vogel, 

formerly of the Distator. 
Mallory & Co., of this city, long known in connection with 

‘our coastwise navigation, are pushing forward anew enter- 
prise, the consummation of which a fortnight ago, was 
welcomed by the people of Florida with demonstrations 
‘of the greatest satisfaction. This enterprise consists in 

Placing an ocean steamer on their line of sufficiently light 
draft to run from New York and cross the bar at 

Jacksonville. The first achievement was made by the steamer 
Western Tenas, which reached Jacksonville on November 6. 

‘Bhe was drawing 83 feet of water, with 114 feet on the bar. 

Piye thousand persons visited her at her dock, The event 
was duly celebrated by the citizens. Capt, Hines, her com- 

mander, says there is very liltle doubt that regular trips can 
‘be made. These trips will be made once a fortnight for the 
present, It is hoped.to add another vessel within six months, 

The Western Texas is the first regular ocean steamship 
which eyer entered Jacksonville, although many previous ef- 

forts have been made, some of which were attended with dis- 
aster. 

The Western Devas touches at Port Royal, 8. ©., and 
Brunswick, Ga., thus affording comfortable means of com- 
munication to many who haye heretofore gone by rail to those 
places, The trip from New York to Jacksonyille consumed 
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about four days, including stoppages. This fine ship was 
built by John Roach, at Chester, Pa., last year for Messrs. 
Mallory & Go, She is 1,121 tons burthen and has a capacity 
of 3,000 bales of cotton, Ter length is 285 feet. She has 
accommodations for 32 first cabin and 20 second cabin pas- 
sengers. On her return trip to New York the Western Teras 

| crossed the Jacksonville bar in a gale of wind. 

From a commercial standpoint, it is expected that thia steam 
line will divert from Middle Florida a portion of trade which 
has hitherto found its outlet in Savannah. 

In this connection we desire to mention that Dr. ¥. D. 

Lente, one of our best: known physicians and scientists, has 

published a timely pamphlet of 56 pages entitled the ‘ Gon- 
stituents of Climate,” which all invalids should read who 
contemplate a visit to Plorida. It is particularly full of in- 
formation regarding the meteorology and endemic influences 

of Mjorida. He indicates what diseases are contracted in 

Florida, and what are cured by going to Florida. The first, 
which are of malarial type, are purely local; the greater part 

of the State is altozether exempt from them. Of the latter 

are enumerated pulmonary consumption, Bright's disease, 

throat and bronchial affections, dyspepsia, nervous disease, etc. 

It is published at Lonisvillé, Ky,, Medical Journal Book Con- 
cern, 104. Greene street, 
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PREDERICK A, OBER (‘Fred Beverly.”) 

Frederick A. Ober was born in Beverly, Mass., in 1849, a de- 

ascendant of Richard Ober who settled in Beverly 250 years 
ago. Beverly is the birth-place of Hon. Robert Rantoul, Lucey 
Lareom, and other persons of no‘e. Young Ober early im- 

bibed a fondness for field sports and natural history, and 

while yet a mere boy had collected and preserved nearly all 
the birds of New England, and noted their habits, in the 
rough prosecution of which he did not spare skin or clothes. 

So strong was his passion afterwards that he abandoned a 

lucrative business in which he embarked early in manhood, 

and went to Florida. Indeed, he has subordinated mercantile 

pursuits to science ever since; and in this brief statement is 

contained the history of his life. He has made several trips 
into the unvisited parts of Plorida, living for a time among the 

Seminole Indians, and penetrating to swamps which few other 
haye eyer been able to reach, His past two years haye been 

spent in the Caribbean Sea, with results of the most satisfac- 
tory kind, we haye no doubt that in the prosecution of his re- 

searches he will add much to the stores of natural science in 
future years. 

ee 

Masor Jacos Wacanrr.—This gentleman, who is well 
known to the “‘moonshiners’’ of the Blue Ridge and mid- 

county mountain ranges, if not fo all our readers, favored us 

with a calla few dayssince. THe is one of the best diplomats 
as well as fizhters who haye ever dealt with illicit manufac- 
turers and reyenue defrauders. It was the good fortune of 

the chief editor of this paper to be attached to his command 

for five weeks in the fall of 1876, and to inspect and partici- 

pate in his operations against the law-bveakers. Fullest testi- 
mony of his efficiency and of the adventures of the trip was 
published in five columnsof the New York Herald last March, 
prepared by Mr. Hallock’s pen. The narrative is full of in- 
cidents, Major Wagner has been eminently successful in all 

his campaigns of the past six years, and while he has fought 
and obstructed the enemy at every point with great courage 
and pertinacity, it speaks well for his discretion and official 
amenity, to say that he has the respect and esteem of the very 
class of men against whom he is warring. Quite recently he 

negotiated for the surrender of # noted outlaw and forty men 

who had held the Government forces at bay for months in 

‘Tennessee, walking into the enémy’s camp unarmed and 
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| unattended. His arguments conyinced the offender of his 
folly in continuing resistance, The Majoris in town on official 
business. 
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Snort Lessons my WooporArr.—Several years ago, under 

the head of ‘‘Syilline Leaves,” we published many useful 
hints which are now incorporated in the chapter on ‘! Wood- 
craft” in Hallock’s ‘* Syortsman's Gazelleer.” The following 
additional instructions may some time be of service to persons 

not already familiar with them. They are the common Jes- 

sons of everyday lifein the bush, and a knowledge thereof 
may be of service. Simple expedients often saya much 

trouble and add greatly to the comfort of the rambler and 
Sportsman : 

1. Notes of the barred owl and loon indicate rain within 
twelve hours, In the fall wet weather follows the cry of the 
tree-frog. . 

2. Bark grows thickest on the north side of trees. Girdlea 
tree if you wish to tell which is north, 

3, The centre of rotten stumps affords dry luff for kindling 
fire in drenching rain. 

4. A torch which will last many hours is made from half- 
inch strips of cedar bark bound together in faggots two feeb 
long, or more. 

5. To hold a boat ina swift current, set the pole, oar or 
paddle on the bottom at an oblique angle with the side of the 
boat resting against it. Very little strength will be required. 

6. To mend a birch canoe cut 2 patch of bark large enough 
to cover the fracture: sew if on with an awl and stout cord or 
hemlock roots; then apply a piece of natural spruce gum to 
the seams or joints with a glowing brand used as a soldering 
iron is used. F 

7. To carry a fish of two pounds weicht and upwards, 
place it between hemlock boughs of the proper length, tied to- 
gether at both endsand in the middle, with bark, roots, or 
cord. If will keep fresh and sweet along time, is easily 
eured, and will not soil what it touches. 

8. To mend a broken oar or paddle, bevel the fractured 
parls so as to make 2 neat joint, pass a wooden plug through 
both, and serve neatly with twine to cover the joint. Or, 
haying made a joint, as above; bore two gimlet holes two 
inches apart; double four feet of wire so that the ends will 
pass through the holes in the same direction ; then whip or 
serve neatly with the wire, and finish with a service of twine. 

9. For night shooting, chalk the gun barrels lengthwise 
from breech to muzzle; or, meke a foresight by lashing a 
V-shaped stick to the muzzle. By bringing the object within 
the V, a good head can be drawn. 

10. When a tree brushes off wisps of hay from a load, the 
hay falls on that side of the tree toward which the cart ig 
going. In summer hay is carted from the field to the barn, 
unless stacked where cut. In winter it is carted out from the 
barn to stock employed in cutting logs, wood, etc. Salt or 
wild hay is most generally stacked. It Gan be distinguished 
from field hay by the taste and smell. 

Ti. An excellent moccasin, nearly waterproof, is. made 
from the hind leg of a moose, cut aboye and below the hock, 
the hock forming the heel. It is whol!y without seam, except 
Where sewed up at the toe. If tanned with the hair on, it is 
very warm when worn in dry snow. 

12. The well of one’s boat, when empty of fish, makesa 
most excellent wash tub or basin. 

13, A table is easily constructed by taking a turn with a 
rope around each trunk of three or more trees or saplings con- 
veniently near together ; haul taut, make fast, and lay boards 
on top. 
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[ROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER, 

Parrkingr Sxoorme—Duoxixa on tHe Potomsc—Viora- 

TION OF THE Protective Laws, Ero., Ero. . 
; Wasnineton, D, ©., Nov, 16, 1878. 

\V HEN Qharles I., in 1632, made the grant to Lord Balti- 
more, that distinguished nobleman two years Jater 

settled with his colony within the limits of the present State 
of Maryland upon the stream now known as the St. Mary's 
River, which empties into the Potomac a few miles 
from ils mouth. Although the grant was for a much 
larger tract than the State of Maryland now occupies, 
this spot was selected for the colonial seat of govern- 
ment, aud I haye always believed that the controlling 
reasons which influenced Lord Baltimore to locate there was 
the abundance of fish, oysters and wild fowl found in the 
vicinity. St. Mary’s County is a peninsula, with the waters 
of the Chesapeake Bay washing it on the east, the Potomac 
River on the south snd west, while the St. Mary’s and 
Patuxent Rivers, both navigable streams, drain its interior. 
The forests were filled with game; the waters were bounti- 
fully supplied with many varieties and the most desirable 
food fish; the soil wasia rich, black mould, and everything 
fave promise of peace and plenty. As these things attracted 
Lord Baltimore and his followers, so do they attract the 
sportsmen of Washington and Baltimore to-day, as the county 
Is easy of access to both cities. Adjoining St. Mary's ig 
Charles County, with a riyer front of forty or fifty miles on 
the Potomac; then comes Prince George's County, which 
surrounds the District of Columbia, except on the northwest 
where we haye Montgomery County. Several of these coun- 
ties cover an area of more than 500 square miles, over which 
are hundreds of acres of stubble fields, where the partridge 
dwells in luxurious plenty. Wheat, corn and tobacco are the 
staple products of these counties, but in some of them the 
land has been much exhausted. On the other hand, intelli. 
gent tillage has brought some sections up from almost a barren 
wilderness to*ertile fields, But I did not start out to write an 
agricultural letter, I mention briefly the prominent features 
of this neighboring county, so vast in extent, so easy of ac- 
cess and so. abundantly supplied with game. I have often 
started out at four o'clock on a keen frosty Noyember morn- 
ing, driven fifteen or twenty miles from Washington, had a 
good day’s shooting, and returned home by eight o'clock in 
the eyening. There are not many Hastern cities which can 
boast of superior sporting advantages, either for field or 
aquatic shooting, than Washington. 

In Prince George's County partridges may be shot from 
October 19 to December 20; Montgomery County, from Oc. 
tober 19 to December 15; but Charles County bas no loca 



law on the subject, and is therefore governed by the general 
State law of Maryland, which permits the shooting of them 
from November 1 to December 24. 

There is a considerable area of country within the District 
of Columbia where partridges are plentiful early in the sea- 
son, but the multitude of gunners in pursuit of them soon 
thin out the coveys and drive off the balance. Within a 
Yadius of five miles of the city limits the poor birds do not 
know what it is to pass a day unmolested. Men and boys, 
with sll descriptions of guns, from the old flint lock musket to 
the modern breech-loader, pop and bang at them from early 
morning until the sun sinks behind the western horizon. 
Many of these gunners drop their birds by chance shots only, 
but the fusilade soon forces the game to ‘' seek pastures new,” 
and in the less-frequented fields of Virginia they find greater 
peace, as well as an abundance of food. 

The partridge seems to overestimate its powers of flight 
more than any-other bird, and I haye known them to come to 
grief in several instances by attempting to cross rivers. A 
few days ago a Potomac River steamer was boarded by a 
covey of birds in the middle of the tiver near Mount Vernon. 
The Potomac at this point is not more than a mile wide, and 
the birds weré attempting to reach the Virginia shore from 
Maryland when fatigue overcame them, and they sought the 
boat for rest. Four of them were captured, but the others, 
refreshed by their brief rest, reached the shore in safety. A 
few years ago I knew of a covey of young birds attempting 
to cross the Patuxent River where it is but little more than 
half a mile wide, but they could not, stand the flight, and 
many of them fell in the water, from which they were taken- 
by boys in boats. 

Already the ducks are beginning to make their appearance 
on the Potomac and its bordering marshes and creeks. When 
they first reach here, however, they are poor from their long 
migrations, but they soon grow fat upon the succulent roots 
and grasses which they find in this locality. First among the 
arrivals is the blue-winged teal (Quergvedwla discors) a small 
duel, but delicious in flayor, They tarry about here until 
the bleak winds of December drive them to a more comfort— 
able climate in the South, but its congener, the graceful little 
green-winged teal (Querquedula carolinensis) remains here all 
winter. astidious in its diet, it procures abundance of food, 
though it is shy in every moyement, Following the species 
above mentioned we have the sprig-tail (Dajila acuta), widgeon 
or bald pate (Mareca americana), mallard (Anas boschas), 
dusky duck or bluck mallard (Anas obscura), red heads ( Fulé- 
gula farina) and canvas-backs (#uliguia vailisneria), They 
are often suffering from the pangs of hunger when they reach 
this section, but they invariably arrange their feathers and 
clean their bodies by a vigorous splashing in the water and 
flapping of wings. ‘Their ablutions being oyer they begin the 
search for food, and in a week or two become fat and juicy. 
Although the game law of Virginia, as well as that for 

the District of Columbia, prohibits the shooting of ducks and 
geese during the night time under a penalty of twenty-five 
dollars for every fowl so killed, there is a profitable busi- 
ness carried on by pot hunters in violation of these laws. 
They sail upon the birds at night, blind them with huge 
lanterns and destroy them upon their feeding places. It seems 
impossible, however, to reach the offenders, as 1t can never 
be proven whether tpe birds were shot upon the waters with- 
in the jurisdiction of the District of Columbia, Maryland or 
Virginia. . ; 

Congress at its last session gave us a law for the protection 
of our dogs, the owner to pay two dollars per annum for each 
dog, and receive therefor a metallic tag to he attached to the 
dog's collar. Under this law nearly four thousand dogs have 
heen licensed and the district revenues increased nearly $8,000. 
Many dog owners have recently discovered that the tags have 
been stolén from the collars of their animals, which practice 
has been carried on by that thriftless element infesting this 
city, which persists in keeping worthless curs at the expense 
of levitimate owners. ‘The law imposes a fine of twenty dol— 
lars for the removal of a collar or tax tag from a dog's neck. 
To such an extent has this thieving been practiced that the 
police have been instructed to look into the matter, and it is 
to be hoped that an example will be made of some of the of- 

mders. 
tek legal question has lately arisen under our new dog law as 
to whether an owner keeping dogs on his farm beyond the 
district limits will have to pay taxes if he brings them to his 
town residence occasionally. ‘The legal authorities of the dis- 
trict decide that such dogs are liable to the tax. So the tax 
gatherer does not spare the visiting canine, R. FB. 
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GAME PROTECTION 

Vermont Assoo1aTion.—The annual meeting of the Ver- 

mont Association for the Protection of Fish and Game was 

held at Montpelier, Noy. 12. Mr. W. B. Petengill, editor of 

the Rutland Herald and Globa, reported for the citizens of 

that city their efforts of the past year to forward the interests 

of the association. Last winter a fund was raised by subscrip- 

tion to procure a lot of tame deer on the west shore of Take 

Champlain to turn out in the mountains of Vermont. Four- 

teen deer were obtained by a committee appeinted for that 
purpose, and one deer was presented by Governor Fairbanks. 
Three of these deer died, two from fatigue in capture and 

transportation, and one from neglect. Twelve are turned out 

on the Green Mountains east of Rutland. Two or three 

fawns bave been seen with these deer which have Temained in 

the vicinity where they were released. The deer, which were 

purchased in New York, cost irom twelve to fifteen dollars 

tay the Huropean quail introduced by Judge Everts, of Rut- 

Jand, in 1877, a part had returned the following year and had 

nested near Rutland and other towns in the vicinity. In ad- 

dition to this importation of 1877, Judge Everts and E. J, 

Phelps, of Burlington, brought two hundred quails each from 

Sicily mto this State last June. Judge Everts turned out his 

jn Rutland, where they at once made themselves at home and 

reared their young and remained as late as the first of October. 

The association then proceeded to elect officers for the year 

ensying, a8 follows: President, Mason 8. Colburn, of Fact 

Point; Vice-Presidents, George P. Foster, of Burlington, J. 

WwW. Newton, of St. Albans, George F. Gale of Brattleboro, 

and Carrol Pitkin, of Montpelier ; Corresponding Secretary, 

§, B. Pettengill, of Rutland; Recording Secretary, Henry 

W, Harmon, of Bennington; Treasurer, N. T. Sprague, of 

Brandon ; Directors, William Y. W. Ripley, of Rutland, F. 

Stewart Stranahan, of St. Albans, Henry W. Davis, of Fac- 

tory Point, Jo. D. Hatch, of Burlington, Royal D. Hedden, 

of West Salisbury, Henry Fairbanks, of St. JOLMAEUTY, Aus 

M. D, Gilman, of Montpelier; Counsel, KH. J. Phelps, Burl- 

ington. E , f 
{ a meeting of the directors, held immediately after the 

adjouenment oF the association, the following appointments 

were made: Hxecutiye Committee, Mason §, Colburn, Wil- 
liam Y. W- Ripley, Henry W. Dans. County Committees, 
Addison, George W. Plumley and Amasa §. Tracy, of Mid- 
dlebury; Bennington, L. M. Morrison, of Bennington, and 
Robert Ames, of Factory Point; Caledonia, Henry Fairbanks, 
of St. Johnsbury; Chittenden, W, W. Henry and B. B. 
Smalley, of Burlington; Franklin, W. H. Farrar, of St. Al- 
bans, and Hiram Skeels, of Highgate; Lamoille, Robert W. 
McFarland, of Johnson; Orange, George Leslie, of Wells 
River; Orleans, Fred W. Baldwin and W. W. Grout, of 
Barton; Rutland, M. G. Everts, of Rutland, and Henry W. 
Taylor, Sherburne ; Washington, James 8. Peck and Charles 
A. Reed, of Montpelier ; Windham, George F. Gale, of Brat- 
tleboro, and Charles Barrett, of Grafton; Windsor, George B, 
French, of Woodstock, and M. 0, Edmunds, of Weston. 

Massaonuserrs.—A full and spirited meeting of the Massa- 
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association was held at 
their rooms Thursday evening, November 14, the President, 
Dr. John P. Ordway, presiding. A committee, consisting of 
Dr. Ordway, H. H. Kimball, H. Kimball, Weston Lewis and 
Ivers W. Adams, were appointed to arrange for a reception 
to be tendered to the first Vice-President, Governor Talbot. 
A committee was appointed to appear on fish and game inter- 
ests before the Legislature the coming session; On game, 
Ivers W. Adams, F. R. Shattuck and WH. M. Messinger; on 
fish, Weston Lewis, Dr. C0. A. Walker and L. Prouty, A 
committee on lectures was appointed, consisting of Dr. Ord- 
way, L, M, Chase, 8.8. Woodeock and Franklin Williams. 
The meeting adjourned subject to the eall of the officers for 
the reception of Goyernor Talbot. Dr. Clement A. Walker 
and D, i. Poor were made life members. The association is 
in a flourishing condition, and has laid out a large amount of 
legielative work for the coming season. J. P. Onpwir. 

QGznrRat New Jursry Soomrr.—The membership of this 
club at Plaimfeld, N. J., is constantly{increasing, and there is a 
decided improvement in the observation of the ge 

out having first paid a feeis working admirably. 

Tunnessee—Clarkanilie, Nov. 14,—Tbhe Montgomery Gounty 
Game Protecting Association was organized here for the better , 
protection of ovr ish and game, end the promotion of beliter 
feeling among the iraterbity of sportsmen, 
will petition the Legislature to change the law for Mont- 
fomery County as follows: Close tlie season for quail, 
pheasant and grouse from March 1 tio Oct. 15, instead of from | 
Feb.1 to Sept. 1. Wor doves, from March 1 to Aug. 1, For 
snipe, wild duck, plover and woadcock, fae March 1 te Sept. | 
1, The officers of the Association are: President, W. W.. 
Legure; First Vice-President, Gol. 8. D. Leonard; Second 
Vice-President, Edward Drone; Recretary and Treasurer, J. 
C, Brooks. 

Tue Grant Soura Amentoan Lity,—Dr, E, Sterling, of 
Oleyeland, Ohio, writes us, Noy, 12: 
- The day I sent you. the seeds of the nelumbo I put twenty 
in a glass water-jar and placed the jar on the window-sill of 
my Officee—southern exposure. Tu-day four of the twenty 
seeds bave thrown out leng (from one to threeinches) slender 
and beautifl green shoots. This is the first Jesson. 

TERNNESSEE.—The fifth annual Field Trials and shooting 
tournament of the Tennessee State Sportsman’s Association 

will be held at Mashville on December 2, 3, 4,5, 6 and 7. 
The programme for the Field Trials is the same ays last. year, 
and embrates cash prizes to the extent of $1,100, divided be- 

tween the puppy stukes, champion stakes, brace stakes and 
nursery stakes. The following-named gentlemen will act as 
judges; Gen, Churchill, Gen. W. H. Jackson and Dr. Raw-. 
lings Young. There will be three days’ pigeon shooting for 
cash premiums, amounting to [$2,300. The officers of the 
Tennessee State Sportsman’s Association are: Y. L. Kirk- 

man, President; Dr. D. D, Saunders, First Vice-President ; 
Capt. Pat. Henry, Second Vice-President; H. ©. Pritchilt, 

Secretary, and Thomas F, Perkins, Jr., l'reasurer. 

The Bille. 
THE GENERAL MILITIA MOVEMENT. 

At last: there seems to be a vigorous effort in prospect for 

the establishment of a general militia, organized under the 
article of the Constitution,which authorizes Congress to take 
steps in that direction, aad in extent co-extensive with the 

whole country. A survey of the whole field shows that at 

present the several States attend to the militia question in the 
most irregular and glip-shod style. Here and there a State 
has someting approaching an effective force, but in the great 

majority of the Commonwealths the volunteer element, which 
might so easily be made a strong arm for the preservation of 

order, is entirely neglected. 
At a recent informal gathering of militia officers a call was 

prepared and sent out inviling experiences and opiniou, and 

offering a set of hints to form the basis of a petition to Con- 

gress, and as a guide'to that body in framing a law. It is 

proposed that an annual appropriation of one million dollars 

be made and used properly in place of the $200,000 which is 

now wasted trom year to year, A set of regulations is to be 

prepared, and a service dregs and campaign equipment is to 

be prepared. This will secure uniformity, a point on which 

much stress is laid by the projectors of the plan, Touching 

rifle practice it is suggested that: . 

\! Bach State also to fit up, atleast, one riflerange for the 

use of its troops, The Secretary of Warto be authorized to 

offer annually to theregularly organized and uniformed militia 

of each State (provided they number st least 1,000 men) a 

prize, not to exceed $100 in value, for competion in rifle 

practice. Also to offer annually a prize of $1,000, to be shot 

for by a ‘‘feam” or detachment of militia of each State, from 

each of the three divisions of the army, and from the navy, 

and to be divided among the three “teams” standing highest 

in such match; bothawards to be made under such conditions 

aa may be prescribed bythe War Department, Transporta- 
tion to and from said last-named match to be furnished to a 

‘team ” and regerves (not to exceed 15 men in the aggregate) 

ie laws. | 
The elause which prohibits non-residents from shooting with- | 

The association | 

from each State. Hach State team to be certified to by the 
Adjutant General of the State it represents, as being compose! 
of its regularly organized and uniformed militia, authorized 
to participate In said match. All the above expenses to be 
paid out of the appropriation,” 

In each State a stand of colors will be offered annually to 
the best drilled company. Inspection and adequate super- 
vision over this great force of tha future is to be secured 
through the services of regular army olficers a8 far as muy be, 
and then as a disclaimer against the spectré of centralization, 
which seems to loom up behind all this militia machinery, it 
ig expressly stated that nothing in this plan is to be construed 
as givyiug the President power to exercise any further control 
than that already conferred Hy the Constitution and laws of 
jhe United States. 
a 

—<As a fine specimen of the photographers’ art we cannot 
remember of having seen anything to excel the picture of the 

Forrst ANp Stream medals, won by the Zettler Rifle Club, 
which now hangs in our office, At the same time we received 
a large photograph of the members of the elub, which is truly 
a work of art. ‘The portrait of each member of the club fs 
recognizable and distinct, and the whole work speaks well for 

the skill of the photographer, Mr. KF. Ulrich, of No, 166 
Bowery. The club has our thanks for its handsome present, 

VurmMont—Brattleboro.—The Fort Dunmore Rifle Club 
have accepted land offered them in Vernon, Vt., for a 1,000- 
yard range (five minutes’ ride by rail), and will remove there 
at once, . 

Massacuusetts— Walnut Hill, Nov. 13.—The thirteenth 
match in the classification series was shot to-day in » pretty 
atiif gale, and correspondingly poorscores, ‘The scores stood : 

800 yds. 8)0 yds, 1,000 yds. Total, 
W#H Jackson....,..2........:.+ 12 67 ti) 189 

* 64 62 198 
il 63 19t 
02 60 194 
60 §3 179 
61 45 160 

i oT 43 165 
as 58 St 143 
‘ BT 21 187 
” 86 40 116 

OC EAWALUB cs. neces eaveen seers dd at 32 100 

Watrore vs. Boston.—The second annual visit of the 
Boston men to Walpole for a long range contest tool: place on 
the 15th. Theday was almost perfect, not too cool for com- 
fortable shooting. The wind, however, was vacillating, and 
at the 1,000-yard firing point the men were sheltered by the 
large pine trees which surrounded them, and as the sky had 
become overcast, the light was perfect and splendid results 
were obtained, Mr. Sumner finishing with the elegant score of 
fifteen consecutive bull’s-eyes. This is the third time such a 
score has been achieved in a match at this long distance, Mr. 
Sumner making it once before at Creedmoor in the match for 
the Wimbledon Oup, and once by Mr. Milner in thé interna- 
tional match at Creedmoor in 1876. The Walpole Club did 
excellent work, and their shooting is remarkable for its even- 
ness. At the first match between these clubs, shot last year 
at Walpole, the Walpole Club was victorious by two pointa, 
At the conclusion of the match the club was entertained at 
the residence of W. H. Pray, Esq., with a beautiful repast. 
Mr. William Moore, President of the Walpole Club, presided. 
Apeeches were made by Capt. Jackson, Secretary Rockwell, 
Messrs, Grey, Sumner, Mann, Pierce and Washburn. The 
scores on this second match stood : 

MASSACHUSETTS THAM. 

J 8 Sumner, 
B00, 10. ssnerasscn ses SHhESS5565 5 5 4 4—73 
800. weed SB45 56864456 6 5 5—E9 

T,000- avs aureww nt tsa 56565 655565 6 4 6 5 5—h—2I1T 
Willlam Gerrish. 

B555 85665 6 5 4 5 6—72 
54445555 4 6 6 4 5 b-O 
666554556 4 3 5 6 5—T1—213 
Captain W H Jackson. 
S565 655 5 65 38 5 4 5-88 
660356068 5 386565 6 4 5-H 
56455464 8 456 5—iT— 202 

Lewis Saunders. 

$8645 58 5 5 246 8 4-62 
8848 58 66 645 4 8 4—60 
4345680 5 4 5 5 6 5—66—163 

H T Rockwell. 
6564439 465 & 44 3 b-—t 
6503 645 585 R 8 8 5—5S 
5654543 65-6 4 6 4 5 8 §—65--156 

WALPOLE TEAM. 
RS Grey. 

6455 525 6 4 6 6 570 
4426465 465 6 6 8—05 
44260465 5 4 4 6—68—205 
JE Mann. 

566 4¢46445 545 4 4 4-87 
055356643 5 5 4 4 6-60 
8565544655 4 5 5 5—H8—105 

E Reader, Jr. 
46659445 6% 46 5 & 6-05 
462466246 5% 5 4 6—& 
4465445545 4 6 5 56—86—109 

T H Grey. 
$4863 6G 466 5 404 
64565434444 8 5-8 
56436 5 6& 5.5 8 4 6—e7—193 

WN Washburn, 
BOO, .ccsuscs eaeyee- 4 45465345 5 65 & # a6 
S00 ose es weed 6 BS 3856 £5 8 4 5 8 5 G-OL 

1,000...) Ps) 544455856 5 2 $—s6—19e 
Recapltolation, 

aee- 71,005 Walpole team...cc00-.-cesseees O16 Massachugetis team,,.,. 

Boston.—Walnut Hill range was well occupied on Saturday 
last, and the season's practice showed fruit in some excellent 
scores. The winter shed match, conducted for the heneflt, of 
the proposed new shooting-house, had thirty-five entries, and, 
with a steady wind and good light, off-hand shooting was a 
positive pleasure, with the bare suggestion of task about it. 
The best scores stood : 

B Southter...... 46 5 6 chola.... 444 4-1 
Damas 6 4 5 4 35 4 4-1 
T Siad,.-...-.--.-¢ 4 5 4 44 4 4—20 
W EGuerrler.....6 4 6 4 44 3 5—20 
C Bosworth......- 4a44 4¢ 6 8-10 
EB Willams,..0.4 4 5 4 844 4-19 
JN Frye wit £64 BS 4 4—18 
J Borden 4 454 24 4 4-18 

HF Libbey oad 405 4 4468 3-15 

BBeuneit,:--....d 5 4 4 342 B—t 

W Bartlett...,....5 ¢°4 4 



—s > ps ee a2 Onn 
Init per ‘Amateur Series" match, ten shots at 200 
yards e tOp scores were: 
u BBarwent, ITPeie se 5445 4 8 

Bas 53 8 d @ 5 
HL fat-Tenssberrepeert HE 4 4 df £9 
At the 500 yards range practice was active, and the lads 

from the Institute of Technology made good scores at 200 
tds, The close of the long-range classified match at the 

00, 900 and 1,000 yards was set down for the 20th inst. 

Wakefield—The Medford Amateur Rifle Association sent a 
very strong team of off-hand shots to meet a team of the 
Wakefield Rifle Club, at Wakefield, on Baturday last. The 
shooting was done at 200 yards, and with favorable weather 
excellent scores were run up as follows: 

ae 
- 

Weketleld Team. 
D_Opilvie,... setsoseeb S488 504450565 58 5 4-68 
J Houston,. 3858544456 8444 4 4 5-61 
W Daniel,... wiidd add dado saa gd—po 
O Corcoran... Ad 8B 443444444 4 4 4-55 
R Howard.... seomeeveerse-t A hd dd td S484 544 5—55 
TD Walker sec... ce eee eeeetegeveee S444 G4 394 a4 dd d d—Hi—356 

Medford Team, 
HES Richardson.............. ew AB Bidd bd dd ded hb 5-65 
HED Cushing...... isesneeeeeee FH GEA LA d Edd 4H 44 4-61 
TF Bameseecs-.scscenseeseceeeee tf SHH SASF ABS BG 4 5—CO 
JK Teele .B4 34425465348 5 5 S—57 
HS Pi bidgddbB dd 834634 8-55 
T Gradys ..-.cccensecersyecssere HH BH QIAO BSH 2a 4 4—ag—Hia 

The return match will come off in a few days. 

Ganpyer, Mass.—The Gardner Rifle Club was out for prac- 
tice on the 18th, using the 200 yard ring target, 24 inches in 
diameter, the rings being only one inch apart, centre counting 
12 and so on out to one. ‘The shooting was two scores of 10 
shots each, possible 240 ; 
Geo F Elisworth..,-... 64—89 
HC Kunowljon..... 
AXE Kobbins....... 

153 § Hildreth... .......... F5—fiT 
143 LN Dodge,......50..5..57—52 
T36 AMBLIN. J ecseess tessa HIST 
i © Leland... ... 0.5 epee HU-—BL 
=) 

New Yore— Yonkers, ov. 12.—The third competition of 
the series of twelve was held to-day. Morsemere targets ; 
eart. (7), 7 1.3d inches in diameter ; carton (6), 14 2-dd inches; 
bull’s-eye, 22 inches, etc. The four leading scores were as 
under: 
CO DUBeNbCITY.)--.:ccscecserenevessusesed 7 6 G 5 6 6 T'T T—Ot 
GE Morse, so. wc ceeseesieteeieeees Dd 5 TO 6 T GO 6 5 T—60 
A Charies...., § 6 645 5 6 6 6—56 
AH docelyn. - case 865 6 4 6 5 6 6G—55 

Hd Quinn.. «12 10 17 25 15 16 9 19 18 20—i161 
W @ Morse. ~ Tt 11 20 25 16 § 18 4 7T (G19 
C Dusenberr owed 1 12:16 9°) G6 It S 0—p1 

The shooting at both ranges steadily improves. 

Zettler’s Gallery, 207 Bowery, Nev. 12,—A match came off 
on Noy. 12 on the German point target, reduced to gallery 
distance ; 50 shots per man; possible 150 points: 
BOW Barrow ese baw. oss. cts 90° Henry Oahl sssesss... 550 sv 100s. Bd 
CG Fertlersere $. caccvvacyensess.50 

Second match, point target; 30 shots ; possible 90; 
OG Zettler. ... 1... sasevevenses- 53 BH Oehl. -...-. RSE Faw ccleleisje todo 
WW MParrow. cc yues ice neers ee oe BOM MeIGra Gre sct eb ints cake cele stot tuee te 44 
ML Riggsyas0coyeesece- neon +50 

Tenth Prrocsor.—Second Platoon rifle team, Seppen- 
feldt's Gallery, 177 Bowery; Creedmoor, 200 yards reduced; 
possible 50 points ; 
PUBLENtA 20 se arses asysneeeee tnd, of MANETS: occa tes 

SEPPENFELDT RirLeE Crus—iVoo. 15,—Creedmoor 200 yds. 
target reduced; possible 50 points; headquarters, 177 Bow- 
ery: 
AH Andergon...... 

L Bachmann... ...... 2... eee 
By Pea 

ZerrLer Ririy Crns.—aAt the annual meeting of this club 
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
Thomas Broadway, Pres.; M. B. Engel, Vice-Pres.; Chas. T- 
Vollers, Sec.; C. G, Zettler, Treas,; B. Zettler, Shooting 
Master; John Dutil, Wm. M. Farrow, G. M. Connor, Hxecu- 
tive Committee. 

—Colonel Richardson, of the Sixth Division staff N. G. 8. 
WN. Y., is considering a protest entered by Company A, 48th 
Regiment of Oswego, against the Moravia company, 49th 
Regiment, in the shooting for the Nevada badge. The 
scorers, markers, etc,, are all very posilive that the scores 
elaimed were actually made; but the investigation has not 
yet concluded. 

Troy, Nov. 16.—At the annual meeting of the Trojan Rifle 
Club the following gentlemen were elected for the ensuing 
year: J.P, Wright, Pres.; Dr. M. Felter, Vice-Prss.; T. 
Henry Dutcher, Sec.; 0. E. Loth, Treas.; L. H. Bowers, P. 
Tobin, N. W. Irving, Shooting Masters. The Trojan is ex- 
clusively an off-hand club, using the German ring targets 
(centre 25 count), al 200 yards. At the last monthly practice, 
on Thursday, 14th inst., the following scores were made: 
W. M. Bonsteel, 189; T. H. Dutcher, 180; W. D. Taylor, 
170; GQ. Dexter, 165 ; J. P. Wight, 162; G. Polock, 160; P, 
Tobin, 158; C. Babcock, 154, ith, one exception, the muz- 
zle-loading rifle is the favorite, Myr, Dexter uses the Ballard 
breech-loader. T,. Henry Durowsr, Sec. 

New Jarsux—Wevwark.—The Newark Amateur Rifle Club 
at its regular weekly prize shoot at Bayer's Gallery on the 
12th inst., put in the following scores at Orcedmoor : 
target; 

55 56-49 McLeod....544 
56 5—49 Gardner,...455 
5 4656 

546 

5 DW Marga, .).c-ee cep essen ss Al 
44 RP Conlonycee s,s. esti eeses eee Al 

ND Ward........... 
HB SUSrSe eye sess -+e= 

J Rache.,... eoueenuateuccepep sae GH Raglo.icss-cscsesereseere aT 
7 Gon 43, J R Denman... 

2 Wi DeNDIN, wc. yceuucaucres+suapsence 

ea dne cece ere HW Gourley.......« 
TH SEC Gates d 
J tr wile cpenvaucexscevbersunede 

Now. 19, —Third competition for Winchesterrepeating rifle; 
200 yards, any rille, ten shots, 
TP HOMO. .scevesreyeirey recess Ho 
AW. Gibba...y ees cee eee db 
PHU Caplin es ey ven eghevensee- 4 
TW Gourley... cscs cate eteweew eth -| 
AMGINMISsss.e0-.--0...00005020043 DJ W Mangas s.. cseeasiees 
J OM Dart... cepees-+s-eseeeeeeee dt J RDenman....,..... Aohs 33 

Brinton Range, Now. 8.—The third contest for the Rem- 
ington rifle, on a cold and windy day, had 21 entries, the 
lending scores standing, at 200 yards: 

BAVA evan tae sm ss eitibeny ¢ serpent 
FSRSHeGr Ie Si ees aas ) 
M W Crowoll,.....52+-.100 
BUH Yde nes essay ener. 

A J Howlett, ..--p.-cscseeeerpeceepeerenst 6 25 56 5 4 4 BD B44 
FUL Holton s sedeenes ee tee jicscstiioneesdD 466 4 4 6 3 6 4 d—43 
OEP SUAS We... sy nelle odlees #45 5 4 4 8 d 4 4-41 
WM Fatrow,-_,..-.. et eee 4-40 

Wwe. 12.—The fourieenth competitien for the Rahway Rifle 
and Sporting Club badge resulted in the same being won by 
Mr. J, T. B. Collins on a score of 42, This gentleman having 
twice before won the badge, it now becomes his personal 
property. 

—The N. Y. Amateur Rifle Club has abandoned Creedmoor 
for the new West Bud Range, N. J., and on Thanksgiving 
Day will hold the sixth short-range match, and in the after- 
noon will shoot at long range for the N. R. A. bronze medal. 

Tae Prnnsyivania CrAmprons.—On Thursday afternoon 
last the Keystone Rifle Team, of Philadelphia, met the Nor- 
ristown Ritle Team at Saenger Park. Many citizens and 
military men from Philadelphia and Norristown were present 
Everything was conducted in strict accordance with the rules 
of the National Rifle Association, the number of rounds being 
ten Tor each nan, position off-hand, distance 100 yards. ‘The 
Norristown team received the medal won inthe last match and 
will receive another for this ons. A pleasant time was had 
after the day’s sport, was over, the Keystone Club handsomely 
entertaining their Norristown friends, Appropriate speeches 
were made for the Keystone by Messrs. Rauch, Hogan, See, 
Capt. Bagley and others, whicit was neatly responded to by 
Mr. Shaffer, Capt. Parker, Geo, W. Horner and others, The 
scores of the day were : 

Norristown Team. 

Captain AB Parker....,- -.5-5 £6 46 4 4 5 5 445 
BV GO0ES.. cc .es esp tees sew peaes a7 5445446 4 4 4-48 
Eli Biokel, ..- 5... 006 asenneeeeel 5 56 4 44 5 4 4 B42 
TED BArker. ii save assscscecsseuae3 66446 448 b 5—46 
@ W_Horner. 4 6265 5 6 5 4 543 
QT Loeser... wt G4 4444 5 4 4-42 
GH Kerper.. 5b 5 5445 56 5 4+ 5ed7 
EA Leopold... 6 46 5 46 G 4 4 G—4§—2354 

Keystone Team. 

Captain Wm Bagiey.. sovesvel 4 6 4 4 4 § 4d 8 4-41 
BE TPomer...., 444656%6 6 5 4 4 5—455 
LJ Sommer. 544444 4 4 4 441 
W Hf Rateh.. 56¢4644 4 4 4-43 
38 Bartley... »f 5 £4 5 4 42 6 5 B45 
W TL Warthman, ft 5 4 44 5 5 4 5 4-44 
Wm Greaby.........-265 wt 4445 6 4 4 4 4-40 
DG EE ATOMAR Ve oS cece cabenissuictes ad4d4 5 te4 4 5 5 5—44—345 

A scrub match will be shot be {weenthe Keystone and Nor- 
ristown Clubs, at Norristown, on Thanksgiving Day. The 
captains of the clubs will pick them alternately from either 
club. 

Vireinra—FRichmond.—The scora of OC. P. Stokes, who 
won the kingship at the recent Richmond shoot, won the an- 
nual badge at 166% yards, 5 shots alia 25 ring target, with 85 
in the possible 120. 

Trriwois—Lake View, Chicago, Nov, 9.--The regular Satur- 
day shoot of the Lake View litle Olub to-day. Distance, 200 
yards ; position, off-hand; resulted as follows: 
Bradley....5844455435—44 Drury......85443445 4 6-41 
McConnell 645444544 5—44 Chenowtth4344654444—41 
Coletiour,..4544446444—4) Voster......84 443446 4 4—i6 
McGauley...44454545438—a2 Gardner...4d463 44394 4 3—34 

Peoria,—The newly organized rifle club here held its first 
prize shoot on the 9th inst., at 200 yards, using ring targets, 
one to sixteen, four inch bull’s-eye, Mr, N. Shurtleff winning 
with 181 points. The marksmen used the Winchester Rifle, 
model of 1876 ; 
Dr TOL iawey--+--ee elf 1412 8 4 8 813 0 8 §1415 8 8—138 
FIGQVICH. .ieaseeeeesee-J4 16 O15 1 GILW 912131112 16 5—155 
HOSED... -eeeeeeeeeee eld 16 515 OFF IGIL T1HI41113 8 6-163 
Shurllefi,..,.yeesee sess 1111416 W138 1615 91016 412 9 15—Is1 
Ulrich --. (...cencsse. $1215 T S$ 715721511 7 18 13 10 43-169 
Oberhiaugen,.........-- O11 1016121016 21311 4 2 8 0 O16 

The officers of the new Peoria Rifle Club are: Dr, Reeve, 
President; W. Tool, Vice-President ; Wagner, Secretary, and 
Singer, Treasurer, 

Lorn Durrerus AND THE Irisa RirixrwEN.—Lord Dufferin, 
the late sportsman-Goyernor of Canada, is receiving no end 
of flattering receptions from every class of his fellow-country- 
men. Among the many addresses presented to Lord Dufferin 
on his arrival in Belfast was one from the Ulster Rifle Asso. 
ciation, which was read by Captain Harrison, and referred in 
grateful terms to the interest which his lordship had taken in 
their proceedings. Lord Dufferin, in reply, said that although 
he had been so many years absent, he had constantly followed 
their course with the greatest attention and sympathy, and 
among their many friends who rejoiced at Ireland's recent 
victory at Wimbledon, none could have felt # greater flugh of 
pride than himself, He was glad to think that they still 
found the ranges at Clandeboye useful to them, and he looked 
forward with the greatest pleasure to the prospect of partici- 
pating personally in their meetings. He thanked them for the 
flattering terms in which they had alluded to his endeavors 
to discharge his official duties in Canada and among them— 
as the annual presence of the Canadian team must have proyed 
the encouragement of rifle shooting was by no means an un- 
unportant part. 

Saruty Tarenrs.—American rifle ranges have been very 
lucky im the matter of accidents from the use of the weapons. 
In Germany there is a strong pressure and agitation for the 
adoption of a target invented by a Swiss locksmith, which by 
means of electricity, shows instantaneously upon another tar- 
ges set up at the firing station the exact spot where a bullet 
strikes, thus doing away with the necessity of employing a 
marker to signal the result of each shot. Until this or some 
similar arrangement is adopted there will always be a risk of 
accidents happening to markers, however carefully the pre- 
cautions for insuring their safety may he organized. The way 
in which a marker was shot a few months since at Eppendorf, 
Germany, proves this. Before leaving his shelter to examine 
exactly where a bullet struck the marker had hoisted his fred 
flag, planting it in the ground near the target as a signal that 
firing was to cease, While he was still examining the target 
a sudden gust of wind blew down the flag, and the man whose 
turn if was to fire, thinking that the danger signal had been 
Burpee lowered, discharged his piece, not noticing that the 
marker was still in front of the target. Unfortunately the 
marker was mortally wounded, 

—The Bellevue range at 
Mill range, will haye a winter shed, with stoves and other 
conveniences, At the Boston range itis proposed to have 
regular competitions for rifle practiee, probably as often as 
twice or three times a week—that is, whenever the state of 
the roads and elements will allow of a reasonable fair oppor- 
tunity of getting to the range. 

—Should any of our patrons wish to buy a quite new and in every 

respect excellent piano, made by a prominent and rellable maker, we 

cordially suggest that he communicate with ‘‘ Brookman,” in_care of 

thla ofice, The piano has not yet been used. The maker’s price is 

$000, It will be sold for much less,—[ddn, : 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER, 

Mooss, Alces malchis. é Bed or Va, deer, 
Elk or wapiti, Cerrus canadensia. 

C, virginiamus. 
Squirrels, red, black and gray. 
Quail or partridge, Ortya virginia- 

7 fy 

Hares, brown and gray, 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Woodcock, Phitthela mimor, 
Ruifed Lah or pheasant, Bonasa 

umbellus, 

Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 
On, Cupidonia cupido. 

Curlew, Numenius arquaria, 
Sandpipers, Trinyanw, 
Willets. 
Reed or rice bird, Dotichonys oryz- 

dvorous. 
Wild Duck, 

Plover, Charadriine. 
Godwit. 
Rails, Rallus virginianus. 
Snipe and Bay Birds. 
Caribou, Tarandus rangifer, 

‘*Bay bitds” generally, including yarious species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, halaropes, av0cGla 
etc,, coming under the group Limacole@ or Shore Birda. ’ 

i" The frequent alteration of game laws makes such cen- 

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on yarious kinds of game is permitted. We there- 
fore append the following table for reference : 

Pinnated 
Grouse. States. Ruffed Grouse Quail. Woodcock, 

Til.....-|Sep 1 to Jan 15|Oct 1 to Feb 1|Nov 1 to Feb ilwept 1 t 
Ind ....|/Oct 1 to Febi/Noy 1 to Jan 1\Noy i to Tan Iuty 1 to yan ; 
Iowa...|Sep 1 to Dec }\Oct 1 to Jan 1/Oct 1 to JanilJuly 10 to J 
Minn, .,J/Aug 14 to Octi|Sep 1 to Dec 1'Sep1 to Dec 1 wae 3 to Non t 
Wis....|Aug 25 to Jan1/Ang 25 toJan1/Aug 25 toJani|Aug 25 to Jan 1 
Neb | No Shooting No Shooting |No Reatrictions No Shooting 
Ken.,.,)Aug 1 to Feb 1 lOct1 to Jan1| Forbidden 

Game m Manxet.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), 31 per 

pair ; partridge (@uifed grouse), $1 per pair; canvas-back ducks, 

$1.50 to $2 per pair; red head, 90 cents to $1 per pair; mallard 
ducks, 74 cents to $1 per pair; black do., 75 cents per pair; 
widgeon do., 50 cents per pair; broad bill do., 60 to 75 cente 
per pair; venison, saddle, 22 to 25 cents per pound ; do. carcass, 

12 to 14 cents per pound; rabbits, 30 to 40 cents per pair 

squirrels, 10 to 15 centa per pair; hares, 60 to 75 centa per 

pair; quail, $1.50 to $2 per doz.; Wilson snipe, $2.59 par doz. ; 
reed birds, $1 per doz.; Philadelphia squabs, $2.50 per doz, 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

15 to 20 cents per pound; do. fowls, 16 to 20 cents; do. turkeys, 

16 to 20 cents ; do. ducks, 14to 18 cents; do. geese, 12 to 16 
cents; State and Western chickens, 12 to 15 canta ; do. turkeys, 

12 to 16 cents ; do. fowls, 10 to 13 cents ; do. ducks, 10 to13 cents; 
do. geeze 8 to 10 cents. 

Large Woopoock.—There haye been some very large 

woodcock killed‘at the east end of Long Island, in the yicin- 
ity of Westhampton, this year. Conductor Ryan, of the 

Long Island Railway, has one set up in the baggage ear which 

is of unusual size. We would suggest to sportsmen who may 

take the morning train to Manor Junction to ask him to show 
it to them. 

Fing Guxs.—Wehad the pleasure, a day or two since, of 

seeing a splendid pair of guns, made for Henry H. Munn, of 

this cily, by the celebrated English makers, Messrs. Holland 
& Holland. One of the guns is cylinder and the other choke- 

bore, and both are as fine specimens of the gunsmith’s handi- 
work as we haye eyer seen. 

Ospr, Boaarpus.—On Thanksgiving Day Capt. Bogardus 
will shoot a match for $200 at the Brooklyn Driving Park, 
the conditions being that he will kill 75 pigeons out of 100, 

50 single and 25 double rises, using Dittmar powder only, 
The first 60 birds are to be shot from fiye ground traps, 5 
yards apart and 25 yards rise, using one barrel only; and the 
double birds ut 20 yards rise, from plunge or spring traps, 
under Bogardus’ Rules for Pigeon Shooting, This match 
will be shot at twelve o'clock, after which there will be 

sweepstake shooting, open to all amateurs. During the last 
week of this month Capt. Bogardus will shoot afternoon and 

evening at the Aquarium, in this city, affording an opportu- 
nity to persons who could not see him elsewhere to witness 
his remarkable skill with the gun, 

Tur Man Tarour.—This is a favorite target in city rifle 

galleries, and by no means is it unpopular in the woods. 
yery once in a while we hear of a man up a tree and shot 
for a coon; in the bushes and shot for a hear; among the 
frees and shot fora deer; in a marsh and shot for a muskrat, 

The average novice in the woods is blind in 2 certain way, 

He sees ‘men aa trees walking,” and as almost every con- 

ceivable kind of game. He blazes away at whatever is black 

or brown. It may be a stump, a rock, a manor a tiger. If 
astump the greenhorn looks around to see if any one has 
witnessed his blunder, and by the time he reaches home 
the stump has become a bear, If if is a man, and the eun 
does not miss fire, the gunner has his name put into the 

papers, and there is a certain satisfaction about that. These 
blunderers in the woods, however, are not always amateurs. 

' We once attended the funeral of a man who was shot for 4 

j deer by his son, an experienced market hunter. The moral 

Medford, as well as the Walnut ; 
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of all thigis: Don’t shoot until you know what you are 
shooting at. Itia better to lose a dozen deer through delay 

than to shoot one man through haste, 

CanaDA—Oohourg, Wov. 16.—Party got back a few days 
8¢0 With eight fine deer. We do all our hunting here with 
dogs, a3 it is neatly alla ‘‘burnt country.” Plenty of ducks 
at the Jake and lots of powder burnt, but we do not hear of 
many big bags. Brus Br, 

MassAonvserts— Wareham, Nov. 5.—The game laws in the 
old Bay State were up on the first day of November, and on 
the eyening previous the register of the Kendrick House, 
Wareham, with a score of fancy bird dogs in the office, 
showed the unmistakable fact that a waron feathers was 
declared forthe morrow. At an early hour in the morning 
the scene of professionals, with their thoroughbreds, demon- 
atrated the probabilities of the evening before by the forward 
marching of six shootists in the following order: Mr. P. 8. 
Hacket, of the Kendrick House, Wareham, and Dr. J, F, W. 
Wilson, of the Hub, took a westerly course from the village; 
whila Messrs. D. F. Wilbour, of Holbrook, E, M. Coles, of 
Middleboro, A. Ward, of Brooklyn, and Pete Wasburn took 
to the egst. The result of the two days’ hunt was figured up 
as follows: Eleven partridges, thirty-two quails, and one 
white hare. The aggregate of the two days’ hunt was a sad 
disappointment to the hunters as well as the sitters around 
until fully explained. During the entire summer the general 
talk has been that quails were unusually abundant, and the 
honest expert and sportsman counted scores of bevies in the 
bag, so to speak; but in their stead the huntsman simply 
found small distracted parts of bevies of wild birds, made so 
in the few days previous by men who hunt with bull-dogs. 
Another year and those poaching intruders on honest sports- 
men will be looked after. 

New Redford, Nov. 12.—Since the opening of the season 
for quail aud partridge several of our sportsmen have been on 
the alert with dog and guo, and seyeral large bags of quail 
have been taken, as well as considerable numbers of woodcock, 
although for the past week the latter haye about gone to their 
winter resorts. Black ducks and sea fowl sree plenty. 

lONOHA, 

Connzoriout—Lakeville, iVov. 18,—Ruffed grouse have 
been yery scarce with us this fall, especially young ones. TI 
know that a good many broods were hatched, but when the 
season Opened there were only four or five left in a brood, 
and in some cases they were gone altogether. Foxes are very 
numerous, but it don't seem as though they could kill all the 
birds. Woodcock were also scarce. W. iH. W. 

New Yorr—Atlanticville, L. T., Nov. 10.—The day before 
the act was off for pueeHing quail, one of our so-called sports- 
men, Eugens Jackson, and his brother went out and killed 
seven. ‘This any other person, being a good shot, could have 
done, but they are mostly law-abiding, and do not try to take 
80 mean an advantage os this, It is worse than going out a 
month or so before the time, as far as the advantage is con- 
cerned. The law should be made with a heavier penalty for 
shooting in the last week of the act's being on. Hon. A. H. 
Dailey, Surrogate of King’s County, and a friend of his, have 
been at the Halsey House, shooting ducks and quail. The 
latter are very plentiful, and the former equally so, but very 
wild. : W. F. H. - 

Shelter Istand, Nov. 14.—The wild fowl] here, so far, has 
not been so good a8 usual, though some little success with the 

___enot-has been had with the batteries. The fowl are very wild, 
and almost unapproachable with sailing boats, and they are 
shy of batteries ; butif there should be a mild winter they 
will doubtless be plentiful and tame, as was the case last 
winter. Brant, geese and broadbills haye scarcely appeared 
here, in Peconic and Gardner’s Bay. These are not their 
natural feeding-grounds, though they often pass over them in 
their migratory passages. I. MeL, 

Brooklyn, Nov. 15.—Just returned from Boonton, N. J., 
with friead. In two days’ shooting bagged eleven ruffed 
grouse, thirteen quail, forty-six rabbits. Country hard and 
rough for tramping, K. W. M. 

Dr.aware.—The market hunters have been shipping great 
numbers of ducks from the Chesapeake Bay. The fall fusi- 
lade is a vigorous one. 

Mazyranp—Rabbits and partridges are plenty in Frederick 
Gounty, The high tide the other Gay along the Choptauk 
drowned great numbers of birds and rabbits. 

ViremraA—Richmond, Vov. 19.—Game has not been found 
{n éven fair numbers near this place during the season so far, 
and I haye only small bags to report, my best being twenty- 
fiye partridzes and three hares to ose gun, and fiye woodcock 
and twohares to two guns, allof which were made Ae week. 

HARGE. 

Mecklenburg, Nov. 14.—Geese are now aifording much 
gport for the boys about the Roanoke River. The guns are 
oul and the men, too, and the geese are falling all about. 

Vappakannock, Nov. 15.—The steam yacht Lurline, of 
Wew York, has arrived here. Jer owner, Mr. Lorillard, and 
8 party of friends are hunting on the Rappahannock. A par- 
ty of Baltimore gentlemen have been hunting in the lower 
part of the county, and report good success. 

Surp-SHAPE, 

TannEsseE—Savannah, Vov.9.—We have had several killing 
frosts, and shooting is much improyed. Ducks haye began 
to come in small bunches. I killed the first snipe of the 
season yesterday. ‘They were very fat, and in fine condition 
for the table, A large gray eagle, measuring seven feet two 
inches from tip to tip, was Killed about one mile and a half 
from town yesterday. He was found in athicket of cane and 
vines by a party out in pursuit of turkeys, and, being unable 
to fly on account of the dense growth, was easily shot. Tur- 
keys and squirrels reported quite plentiful. Wit, 

Nashville, Now. 13.—Messrs. Willard and MeCann bagged 
last Saturduy on Captain Robinson’s farm in Williamson 
County 41 quail, 6 field larks, 4 rabbits and a few squirrels. 
Quantities of wild ducks are being brought from Reel- 
foot Lake, where the shooting is said to be better than ever 
known before. Gennett & Co. receiyed yesterday over three 
hundred brace of ducks, mostly mallards, from there. Rab- 
its and opossums are being hawked about the streets and in 

the markets. The oldest sportsmen about here tell me that 
fuch fine sport was neyer known about here as this eo ts 

# ads thy 
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Columbia, Nov. 16.—Quail are plentiful and huntera numer- 
ons; good bags frequent, The best to date are eighly-eight, 
from 104. ™. to5 p, ., scored for Willis Connor and Walter 
Parker, each killing forty-four; Web Ridley, Jr., forty-five 
from 12 st. to 5 p.m, within four—mile circuit; Messts. Chaf- 
fin and White twenty-five in three hours’ skooting. The 
weather has been rather unfavorable for hunting, being very 
dry and dusty. The rain of last night will revive the good 
shooting. Messrs, Parker, Craig, Mittrel, Harris, Kindel, 
Brooks and Brown went to Cecil's Camp, remained five days 
and killed four deer, Parker, Oraig, Kittrell and Brooks killing 
one each. Report them scarce. Vat. 

Frorma Gams Drownep Our py Ratns.—The submerging 
by the heavy rains of the Eyerglades and Oaloosahatchee re- 
gion has caused great suffering among the Indians as well as 
among the whites on that river. Deer and stock have col- 
lected on little dry knolls and black-jack ridges scattered 
about in that section, On some of these knolls the deer are 
reported so thick and gentle as to make no effort to fet out of 
the way, and therefore easily captured or killed. The Indians 
are hound, if they are not already doing it, to depredate on 
the stock of the cattle owners of that gection. Mr. Dennis 
O'Hicky, liying 1 ear the Caloosahatchee River, some 18 miles 
above Fort Myers, caught the finest kind of fresh water trout 
with a hook and line in his yard.—Aey West Key. 

Oxnto—Hamilion Oo., Nov. 15.—Shooters of high and low 
degree are abroad in the Jand, and the Bob Whites are being 
met with a fusilade in every field. Very little rest is given 
them even on Sundays, and some communities are getting de- 
cidedly restless over this Sunday violation. Some complain 
that Jittle attention is paid to the warning signs on ‘‘posted’’ 
premises, W. McK. H. 

Rochester, N, Y,., Nov. 16.—Have returned from asuccessful 
quail shoot at Ottawa, O. Was accompanied by Jas, C. Hart, 
H. O. Sage and Chas. A. Hayden. Messrs. Sage and Hart 
are now at Jamestown, O., and to-day I received a telegram 
from them saying, ‘We haye struck a bonanza,” which I 
interpret that they have found plenty of quail. H.H. M. 

MicuicAn—Roscommon.—The deer in this county have 
been sadly depleted by continuous raids. It is estimated 
that: theré are not # thirtieth part of the number to be fonnd 
here formerly. 

Detroit, Nov. 16.—November 11 Albert Hill took a trip 
down the river for a little sport and bagved eleven ducks. 
November 12 Charles Chope took a run out for patridge, hay- 
ing very poor luck, bagging only three. Qn the 13th inst, 
the Blakeley brothers, Lyman W. and Spencer returned from 
a four days’ hunt with the following fine bag: 48 quail, 31 
partridgas, 52 rabbits and 53 squirrels. November 18 Geo, 
8. Foote was up to the St. Clair Flats for ducks and bagged 
13. James Battle was out on the 8th and 9th insts. and 
bagged 15 quail and 4 partridge. A. J. Rogers and a friend 
returned from a three days’ trip on the 9th inst. with the fol- 
lowing bag, yiz: 1 turkey, 6 partridges, 4 quail 7 ducks, 2 
Tabbits and 5 squirrels. Druin. 

Mrisnzsora—St. Paul, ov. 14,—The club had their last 
pigeon match for the season last week, but I did not attend 
and havenot heard the result. Zimmerman probably will send 
you the particulars. Duck shooting has been first-rate this 
tall, and there are plenty of these birds here yet. Some two 
weeks ago Col. Uline and two friends killed 180 in two days. 
Snipe, too, have been pretty plenty, I went out a short dis- 
tance back of my house and got quite a number. JOHN, 

Cauirornia.—A letter from a member of the Wheeler Ex- 
pedition, dated at San Bernadina, November 2, to a gentle- 
man in this city, says: ‘* Have just returned from the moun- 
tains of San Gabriel Creek, only 60 miles from Los Angeles, 
The country is very rocky and bushy, with an occasional deer 
flat, and streams in every direction abounding in trout. The 
trout are now spawning af the head of the streams. As arule 
there was too much briish for fly fishing, and I used worms. 
At one place I caught 31 trout in 30 minutes, while another 
man took 47 in the same time ; the avernge weight was one- 
third of a pound. The best catch I made with a fly was 16 
trout in an hour, all taken from the one pool, and the largest 
weighing 1} pounds. Deer were plenty, and I killed two (a 
buck and a doe) ene day. The country just teems with quail, 
and we get from two to four at every shot. So you see wedo 
not want for game, Wer,” 

Orzcon—Hugene, Vou. 5.—The prairie goose shooting is 
very good this season, and we are haying excellent sport. On 
Friday evening four of us chartered a wagon and team and 
drove about nine miles fram town, camping under some oak 
trees and sleeping in a barn near by. In the morning we were 
out at our stands in the stubble fields before daybreak, and as 
soon as if became lizht enough to shoot the geese commenced 
coming in to feed from thelr mountain lakes, and our four 
breech-loaders kept up & constant war, the old honkers some- 
times sailing along within thirty feet of us, Occasionally a 
flock of ducks whirled past, and now and then a flock of snow 
geese and sand-hill cranes. As the fog rose and the sun came 
out warm they ceased flying, and the shooting was over for 
that day. We came home well satisfied, with our bag of 38 
geese, fifteen of which fell to me. The next Saturday the 
same party killed 32 geese, and last Saturday three of us 
brought in 29. That made a total of 99 in three forenoons. 
Duck shooting will be good this month when the swales are 
filled with water. J.G.8. 

Canp's Rotary GriAss BALL TRap,—We have recently been 
enabled, through the kindness of Mr, William HE. Cruttenden, 
of Unazenoyia, N. Y,, to experiment with one of these traps, 

and we can conscientiously recommend it to all of our readers 

who take pleasure in shattering the swiftly flying glass ball. 
The peculiar feature of the trap is the rotary motion im- 

parted to the arm in pulling it off, thus preventing both 
shooter and puller from knowing the direction which the ball 
will take, and rendering the shooting much more difficult 
than it is in the ordinary straight-away traps. The spring is 
strong, and the ball, rising and darting swiftly oil, always in 
an unexpected direction, seemed to us to resemble 8 quail in 
the speed and straightness of its flight. We can think of no 
better practice for the tyro than shooting at bails sprung fram 
one of these traps, and in truth we haye seen them puzzle 
more than one veteran. 
We do not see why one of these Card traps should not be 

quite as useful in match shooting as the five traps that are 
sometimes used. Mr, Cruttenden's advertisement will be 
found in another column, 
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HOW SHOT IS MADE. 

ParInaDELputa, Noy. 4, 1878. 
Eprror Forrst Anp Srream + a ; 
Dear Sir; Tt may not be uninteresting to some of you readers, 

especially those who indulge in shooting, to know something 
of tke minufacture of shot, and, with your kidd permission, 
I will give you the result of what Llearned from a yisit to T. 
W. Sparks’ shot tower. 

This lofty tower, which looms up 150 feet above the ground, 
has been a landmark in our city for more than seyenty years 
(the works having been founded on the 4th of July, 1808) and 
is well worth u visit. It was my pleasure to inspect this 
place under the guidance of Mr. L. W. Tracy, the gentleman- 
ly and efficient superintendent of the works. = 

For the purpose of showing me the whole modus operandi, 
I was conducted by a spiral stairway up to the very top of 
the tower, where atine view of the city and surrounding 
country is obtained; but the view from the inside, looking 
downward between the heavy wooden railing, is not so pleas- 
ant, as the opening (through which the shot descends into the 
well becomes so apparently narrow as it nears the bottom, that 
nothing can be seen Wut darkness. J asked Mr. Tracey where 
& man would go who fell through that opening, and he an- 
swered that it depended very much upon what sort of a life 
that man had led. ‘! Some,” he said, “are supposed to go ta 
heaven when they lecye this mundaue sphere, and others are 
said to go to—the other place.” I was satisfied, and asked 
nO More conundrums, - 

In the highest room in this tower, and alsoin another apart- 
ment half way up, are furnaces and melting pots, and nto the 
latter 1s placed the prepared metal from which the shot are 
cast. The melted metal is poured into cast iron pana with 
bottoms of Russia sheet iron, perforated so small that for the 
No. 12 urd other small shot the holes would scarcely admit 
the point of w pin. The melted metal oozes through these 
holes and enlarges, and forms in globules on the under side 
and drops a fall of seventy-five feet imto a well containing 
from six to eight feet of water. The larger size shot, from 
No. 4 to F, are cast at the top of the tower, and have a fall of 
150 feet into the water. This casting process is a curious ar- 
rangement, for while the smaller size, or bird shot, enlarge 
after they ooze through the perforated bottoms of the pang, 
the larger size are cast in pans with holes larger than the size 
shot desired, as the métal in that case contracts in cooling. 
Great care is necessary in mixing the metal, as, if not of the 
proper quality, it Would run throngh the holes and drop in 
strings, and no shot could be produced, 

The shot is taken out of the water and placed in drying 
pans and carried up a short distance, from which it is allowed 
to run through an inclined trongh into a receiver, which pro- 
cess dries it. From the receiver it passes into a rambler, 
which cleanses it, thence through a screen on to glass tables. 
These glass tables are five in number; the first one is slightly 
inclined, so that the sbot can roll over it on to the sevond, 
which is less inclined, the inclination of cach diminishing un- 
til they arrive at the Inst one, which is perfectly flat. There 
is a space of about two inches between each table, and 4 fall 
of about two and 4 half inches from one to the other. The 
shot that are perfectly round roll over the first table a distance 
of about three feet, and, skipping the gap, fall upon the next 
table, and so continue until they reach the last one, from 
which they roll into another receiver. All the Hat or imper- 
fect shot fall be\ween the tables and are collected together for 
remelting. Irom these last receivers the shot passes by means 
of pipes into a cone-shaped brass cylinder perforated with 
holes the exact standard size of No. 12 shot, which revolves 
by steam. There are eighteen of these cylinders perforated 
from No. 12 to No. 1, and also B, BB, BBB, T, iP and F, 
connected by pipes, and the shot ow from one to the other. 
Those pellets that cannot pass through the No. 12 holes go on 
to the No. 11 cylinder, and so on through them all up to F, 
Each cylinder has @ gzine-jined box under it, into which the 
shot fall, and so perfect is this arrangement that scarcely ever 
is a wrong font shot (to use a printer's phrase) found among 
them. ‘The boxes into which the shot fall are connected with 
the packing department on the lower floor by means of pipes, 
through which the shot run into iron boxes, which also re- 
volve by steam ; a small quantity of plumbago is mixed with 
the shot. .A few revolutions of the box containing the shot 
thus mixed with plumbago gives them a brilliant polish. The 
shot are then weighed and packed m canyas bags, marked 
and numbered, and are ready for shipment. 

The buckshot are kept in 2 receiver by themselves, whence 
they pass into a reyolying cylinder which scales and polishes 
them, and they are then turned out, a smal) quantity at a 
time, upon an inclined wooden table; the perfect ones roll 
down the table and fall into a receiver, while the flat or im- 
perfect ones remain stationary upon the table, and are thrown 
out for remelting. i 

The chilled shot undergo the same process a8 the others, 
the only difference being in the inixture of the metal, which 
requires great care; for, if the metal is too hard, the shot 
break after leaving the gun, and their efficiency for penetra- 
tion Qwhich is really their principal recommendation) 18 en- 
lirely destroyed. 0, 
+4 =. —_____. 

GAME IN ARKANSAS, 

Van Buarn, Ark., Nov. 6, 1878. 
Epiror Forest anp SrREAM: 

Tt would séem that the fact of our having the finest small 
game country in America is to the balance of the world a 
sealed book. Nevertheless, it is certainly true that we have 
quail in such abundance that small boys often. kill them with 
stones. The country literally swarms with them in and on 
stubble fields, prairies, woodlands, etc, Our lakes and sloughs 
in the great bottoms on the Arkansas Kiver swarm with 
ducks of all kinds ever found in the Western country—mal- 
lard, teal, buffalo heada, black and gray ducks, broad bills, 
swamp mallards (a very distinct yariety sometimes called 
canyas-back( fish ducks) three varieties), coots, etc.; and as for 
rabbits, squirrels, coons and opossums we hardly consider 
them game, ‘There is such an abundauce of them every where 
that few take the pains to sheot them, while the darkies pur- 
sue and catch them with dogs in such quantities as are de- 
sired. Larger game, such as bear, deer and turkeys, are nu- 
merous in places, particularly so back from cighteen to 
twenty-five miles from the Little Rock and Fort Smith Rail- 
toad, which runs from Little Kock to the Indian Territory, & 
distance of 170 miles, tracing the river valley through the en- 
tire distance, cross nomerous large, bold, running streams 
of water which afford as fine fishing as the most sanguine 
Waltonian could desire. Black bass, croppie and bream are 
numerous, and bite at almost every kind of bait, If these 
facts are Known to sportsmen back in the older Stutes, it 
gems strange that 40 few of them come dut to hont and fish 



here the game is so plenty. We have, however, an ocea-| Gumber. They told me they had raised a flock of partridges 
jonal hee and ssitel Yeti one of marked distinction— | in the field where they were, and they were acatteved in every 
an old veteran sporistian whose name is illustrious as a pro- | direction, and they were liunting now for them. While I 
found jurist, pcet aud philosopher—I mean Gen, Albert Pike, | was vonversing with them one Single partridge gof up from 
now of Washingion, D. @., but whose name has long since | tightunder my feet. My Scott gun cracked and the bird fell 
been identified with the early history of our own dear old Ar- | literally blown to pieces by my fire. The crowd hooted and 
Kansas. The old general, together with traveling com- | shouted, and they looked &t me and my gun as if I was some- 
padion, Mr. W, M. Ireland, arrived among us some ten days | thing wonderful to behold. 
ago, fulfilling a long promised visit of the former, who at We lost much time here. IL was now near ten o'clock, and 
Once annonneed his Reine for a trip'to the wods and a snooze | we only had two partridges. We left and got in our buggy 
among the owls and catamounts on the banks of MeLanghlin | and went on farther. About two miles farther on we heurd 
and Rose lakes ov Bayou Maise, in short, a camp hunt amid | great firing in front of us, and on coming upto the spol we 
the deep solifudes of primitive forests visited by himself and | found Captain Patton, Lewis McMurry’s head clerk, with a fine 
friend twenty years ago. A single day was required to pre-| braceof dogs, beating some thick cover, where he had driven 

re fi € trip and we were off, and a four hours’ drive} acoyey of birds. He had killed four of them. The sun now 
aed ei eh the banks of i cLanghlin, where we found our ; was dreadfully hot, and he looked as if he was almost played 
boats in readiness, which consisted of a couple of small bat-' out. He said, * Mr, Schley, if you want to shoot you can help 
teaux each capable of accommodating two shooters and ve- yourself ; the birds are all scattered around here, 
trieyer, one of which could only be used for shooting and the I hitched my buggy, pulled off my coat, called up my dogs 
other ebguged in & piscatorial pursuit. It being desirous to | and pitched into the cover. I beat the tall, rank weeds and 
haye hoth fish and ducks for supper, each boat was soon | high grass for about a half hour, and only found one bird, and 
under way—one to the ducking grounds and the other to the | I killed that. Iliad to hunt for a half hour before I found it, 
best fishing water, Myself and Ohas. Dresmen went for the | it being so very, very hot the doga could not smell if. Here 
ducks. One-half mile’s paddling landed us among the | we lost some time, and now it was eleven o'clock and we only 
Lotuses and Flag Islands of Mclaughlin Lake, a region con-| had three birds. We were anxious, hot and disappointed, and 
sisting of two to three feet water interspersed with alternate | the dogs pretty well given out and in want of water, 
islands of high flag and Jotus or manockanut plants. The |} We got in our buggy and went down the Toad farther. I 
ducks come to this place to roost, and about one hour of be heard a partridge calling in a field, and, looking Over, Lsaw in 
finest shooting that can he desired was had, and the result ex-| the same Held a pump. I said to Gill, We will hunt that 
cellent. Fifty mallardaand a few teal fell around us in one | field, and we will give the dogs some water." We halted and 
hour; @ couple of breech-loaders did the work in short order. | hitched our horse and’ pumped some water for the dogs, and 
On arriving at camp we fotind that the fishing party had re- | took a drink of water ourselves. We beat this stubbte fled 
turned with abundance of fish, consisting of black baas, crop-| all over, but not a bird did we find. We heard great firing 
pie and bream. Our cook was not long in preparing a) down the road farther in asmall piece of wood just where 
sumptuous supper Of fat ducks broiled, and fried bass and) we were going. We got in the bugey and drove right for this 
croppies, which needed no appetizer to stimulate the palate | piece of woods. When we arrived there we found Col. Blu- 
for a square meal, which was partaken with little ceremony, | baker and George Tergersimer, with three er four dogs, and 
Thus ended the first day. The night was clear and a sharp they Were shooting ata greab rate. Their guns were crack- 
little frost greeted the eye on the following morning, Were-| ing, cracking every minute. Ir was now near twelve o'clock. 
mained fiye days, killed and brought to bag over two hundred } I said to Gill, ‘* We will eat something.” So we halted and 
ducks, squirrel and quail not counted, fish in such quantity as | sat under the trees and eat a little, and while we were eating 
could not be eaten by the whole party, three darkies included. | these fellows were fiting away. Gut they had not yet seen 
The party consisted of nine all told, besides divers yisitors) us. When we were throngh with our lunch we walked over 
amoubting to fourleenat one time. Our two visitors, already | to then. They were very glad to see us, and said they had 
mentioned above, were entirely delighted with their short ex- | raised two or three coveys in the field and that they were all 
cursion and the company which kept augmenting to the last, | scattered around. They said, '‘ Pitch in and help yourselves,” 
and by the final arrival of the far-famed humorist and crack | 1 threw my gun from my shoulder and called my dogs, and I 
sportsman, Maj. Wim. Quesenbury, alias Bill Cush, long and | made them beat the ground very closely. I raised eight single 
well khown by all Western Arkansians. Onn Sronr. birds and two rabbits, and I killed every one of them, and 

mede some beautiful shots, It was now fast coing on one 
A Lrrrnr From Frank Sconney—His Hunt Wira Giri | o'vlook, and Col. Bluebaker insisted on us going with him and 

Souiey oN Tau Figst DAy oF Tar OPENING o¥ THE | his partner toa spribe, abouta hali mile off. [he spring is 
Parrewey SEASON IN Freperiox Co., Mp, 

Eprtor Forest ayo Srream: 
The fifteenth of Oclober opened beautiful, warm and clear. 

Lielt' my spirits rise with the glorious day, and proposed to 
my brother Gill we should have a hunt. My bugey was | 
soon af the door, and with Nellie (pointer bitch), Dick (red 
pointer) and Bob (red pointer), started with plenty eatables 
and drinkables and with lots of ammunition, ahout seven o'clock 
in the morning for a sport of all sports, hunting partridg- 
es. We contemplated going through the Manor, so we took large, dense woods, 

known as Shellinan’s Spring. Way down on the ‘ manor,” 
he said, he bad fried oysters, whisky and pickles, He wanted 
us to eat with him. So we all started for the spring, and 
spread our bite and took a drink and eat a good, hearty din. 
ner, fed the horse and dogs and watered them. We here en- 
joyed the beanty of the day as much as the refreshments. In 
a short time we bade our hospitable friends good-day and left, 
they going toward home, we going farther down the road. 
We drove about two miles, and passed through the big Manor 
Woods near Adamstown. Here we hitched our horse ina 

known ss the Big Manor Woods. Now 
the road leading out behind the cénietery. Nothing occurred | we had gotten out of the limits of Frederick. Hunters and 
of auy note until we got about a mile from Frederick, Hvery- 
thing was going along first-rate. ‘The three dogs were 
whipping every field in gallant style. All at once a bugey 

everything was as quiet as the grave. Now and then ihe wind 
went whistling through the branches and leaves, but thesound 
of the sportsman's gun was not to be heard. Here we found 

passed us, going toward Frederick. The buggy contained | plenty of birds and all full coveys. We did excellent shoot- 
two men, and the threa dogs came running in toward us. 
My best dog, Dick, mistook my buggy and followed the 
bugey with the two men in toward Frederick. We halted | pick 
an. called, and whisiled with all our might, but to no pur- 
pose, the dog was going with the buggy, and now they 
were About a mile off, Nothing was left me but to turn my 
horse’s head, put Whi» to him and follow on after them and 
get my dog. Ifelt every inch a man, although somewhat 
discouraged at the turn affairs had taken, knowiog I would } not 
be detained that much longer from the glorious sport I was | know what to do, 

Quickly T turned my horse and buggy, gave | small anticipating. : y 
the horse the reins, came down on him with the whip, and 
sped along at a rapid rate, the dogs running, the dust flying, 
the horses going 
top of our yoices, 
We were now going at the top of our speed, and were 

fast gaining on the buggy and the dog. When we struck 
the edge of the cemetery fence the dog was just going up the 
hill wt the cemetery gate, and the noise from our hollowing ; thicl wood full of briers 
did not appear as yet to allract his attention, and I thought at 
this time we would be compelled to follow the chase through 
the town, We had not yet checked our speed, and were still 
fast gaining updn them. When the bugey and dog struck 
the pike at the cemetery gate we were then about two hundred 
yards off from them, and we hollowed at the top of our 
yoices, but we could not make him hear, Allatonce I 
tabbed my breech-loader and fired three successive shots. 
his instantly attracted the dog's attention, and he seeing the 

other two dogs now for the first {ime found out his mistake. 
He came bounding down the road at a terrible rate of speed, 
and when he got to us he was very glad. He jumped up, 
wagged his tail aod tried to talk, to tell us how he had made 
the mistake. We turned our horse again and started down 
the roadon our hunt. We got out and hunted a Held on 
James Hood's farm, but did not find anything. We con- 
tinued on farther and hunted a field on Finnis' Farm. Nellio 
came toa point about the middle of the field. I suid to 
Gill, *“Look there, Nell has got a whole covey,” and again I 
said, ‘Ge careful Gill, and let us kill asmany of them as we 
ean a8 they rise.” I cautioned him not to shoot too much in 
a hurry, to take his tims and to pick out his birds and take 
good aim, and try and kill one with each barrelas they got 
up. ‘Dhere stood Nell as stifias a poker, not a muscle moy- 

ata full dead run and we hollowing at the | colored woman made her appearance, 

ing. One covey we killed twelve birds out of. We had as 
high as six birds lying dead at oné time, not having time to 

them up, Shooting so fast with our breech-loaders, 
many of them would fall in high, rank grass and briers, which 
made awful hunting for them. Many birds we lost, but we 
did splendid shooting, But hot, dry and thirsty; don’t tall. 
The dogs all lay down and panted, and we could not get any 
air in this place, and there was not a drop of water near us, 

eyen amud-puddle, Gillremarked, ‘*I am so hot I don’t 
I really can’t spit any more. I know of a 

house about a mile off, and I know water must be close 
toit.” So we jumped in the bugsy and put whip to the 
horse and went for this house. When we got to the house a 

and I gaye her twenty 
cents to get us a bucket uf water. Sue soon got it and we all 
hada hearty drink, which we enjoyed yery much. It was 
now fast drawing toward sunset, and we were about ten miles 
from hime. We turned cur faces homeward. We beat a 

and second growth timber on our 
way home. We found plenty of birds here, We lost one of 
our dogs, Bob, and could not find him high or low; but on 
going back to the buggy, a mile off, we found him all broken 
up, standing under the buggy. He did not know us, but when 
he saw Dick end Nell then te was all right. We arrived 
home about half-past eight, and counted our bag, and found 
we had 47 partvidges, 2 rabbits andi lark. This bag beat 
any one bag on the first day as faras we could hear from, So 
we got the honor of bringing home more birds than any one 
that was out that day. We went to bed tired, and slept 
soundly until morning. On the next day we tully intended 
going again, but the day proved so hot and dry we concluded 
to put it off. So ended our first day of the partridge Season, 
and, hope we may be 48 successful on our next huut. 

Frank Sosuby. 
Daan 

A TURKEY HUNT IN WESTERN MARY- 
. LAND. 

SONERVILLY, N. Y¥., Oci, 31, 1378, 
EnitoR Forest anp Srrmas ; 
While spending 4 short vacation in Alleghany County, Maryland, 

ing. She would catch my eye sometimes while she was | 1?@u across a famous wild turkey hunter, and we started one morning 
crouching there with such & conscicus glance, which said | #8 “#y was breaking for & hont on Big Savage Mountain. A brisk 
truly and plainly, ‘‘ Tread lighily and carefully, the game is | Walk of half on hour brought us to the foot of it, and, before Starting 
at hand,” [ then turned to Gill and asked if he was Teady,his | UP. Jake loaded his old-fashioned rifle; a piece that ‘Porte Crayon? 
reply was, ‘‘l am,” I then said; “Look sharp,” Icocked both | as immortalized in his sketches of Virginia and Maryland moun- 
barrels of my ‘*Scott,” and with my slouch hat pushed back | taiucers. Indeed, 1capent myselt thitkiog thet “Porte” might have 
in front, my finger on the trigger of my gun, 1 walkedin and | run seross and hiiye used Juke 24 fhe origina: of ona of hia anake 
kicked in front of the dog. One bird buzzed up, and it had | bunters.” Me told me tlabIiad better keep a lookout for a pleas. 
hardly got out of the stubbles before Gils gun cracked gnd | ant, s0 1 put ta a shell of No. 7 and one of No, 6 20 I would be pre 
he kijled it. There was not another bird there, no not oné; 1 | pared for birds of any kind smalier than the turkeys, which we did not 
den’t now when I was ever so fooled a8 I was this time. ; expect to see before afternoon. We kept straight up the mountain 
This bird was a scattered bird, and some hunters had been in | side, Juke going, as it seemed to me, at a double quick, butin reality 
the field before us, All at once I looked over a little rise in | at a very moderate gait, Bvéry few hundred yards Tovould sit down 
the ground and there was a great droye of sportsmen, they | 4nd walt for my bieath to catch up. However, all things must come 
looked like a picket line during the war. ‘They had old | toan end, as did our journey to the lop of Sayage, We reaclied the top 
Tauskets, carbines and dogs of every description. They all | and begin to descend to what is called Cranberry Swamp, where Jake 
knew me, but I cnly knew one of them, and he was John © assured me pheasantg end wooduock were plenty. On reavhing the 

Bround I searched it thorou/ nly, and came to the congluaton that 
Jnke’s plentiful birds must have gone visiting, Tor 2 solitary Woodcock 

Was the only bird thatTsaw, Wentup to the top ofthe Mountain and 
Taveled north tor about tye miles and beran to descend, On reaching 

the bottom we sepxrated to look for squirrels that seemed to have gono 
Miler Jake's Mirda, Tlitmy pipe and jay down benind a log to wait for 
Jake to come hack and to reat, Pregently ] heard in the woods above 
mealoud gobble, Jake trylig bis call, thought I, Soon I leard a 
Wihilstle, and I saw Jake motioning for me to approach him, Whent 

got tloze he asked, “Did you hear them? The dog scattered the 

Hook; lets go up the hill.” Sou we want for another fifiy miles ag 
logs sild, but half'a mile in reality. We posted ourselves between two 
fallen trees, and Jake commenced ‘ca]iing,’ Soon an atswer came 
from ourright—"' peep, peep.” ‘The call continued with its anaywering 

“peep.” Sood a loud gobble, gobble, from our left was heard, We 

Slowly ghifted our guns to bear on the approaching gobbler, and T 
looked it my shelld to make eure I had No. Y's in bot barrela. Soon T 

Saw the gobbler jump down from a log, and, wilh two or three hens, 

walk rapidly toward us, Jake, haylog stopped) h{s call, cautioned, 

“Make gure before you fire, and don’t move.” Thad Iain inambush 
for human game in times past, and my nerves had not failed me then, 

either did they now. Tfollowed the magnilicent looking bird till he 

Was jusf entering a spot that was clear and—bang webt Jake's rife. 

The gobbler disappeared as ifthe gronid had opened and awallowed 

him, Jake had shot af a hen and missed. She ran a few ateps, 
stopped to see the direction we were in, and I let her have the right 

barrel, As soon as the gun oracked Jake ran and picked up the bird, a 
full-grown hen. Up the Hill again was is command, and otf we 

flarted for another half or three-quarters ofa mile, Again we posted 

ourselyes behind a log and took 4 qhiet smoke for shoot a quarter of 

an hour. Then Jake opened )ia budget and brougtit outthe call, Less 
than fen minutes: brought an answer from down the hill, A yery few 
Minutes bronght it in gunshot of Jake, who killed it, It proved to be 

ayounghen, The last shot from the rifle not having made more nolsa 

than & cap snapping, we reconimenced “‘ealling.’ Ten minutes 

biased, And Au answer was reluroed from the brush behind us, so 

Glose thab I did not dare to climb over the log. So wheeling slowly 

around on my heels, I brought the gin to bear just as the turkey came 

Insight, abont tify yardsof, I coyered it and pulled not one tigger, 
ad I iutended, but both, I thonght & mule had planted both heels 

agdlist my shoulder, The next I knew I was crawling out from onder 

the log, and Jake was bringing the turkey to onr pile that now looked 

very respectable. It began to grow late, and, being about seyen miles 

from home, we packed the turkeys on our backs and started, by the 

{ime we reached the yiilege our turkeys had increased to abont a hun. 

dred weight, ENGINEER. 
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LUBRICATORS FOR GUNS. 

Horror Forrsr Anp Stream ; 

If the rusty surface of tron be examined Under the microscope It will 
be found to present an uneven surface studded with thousands of holes 
Which serve admirably as conservatories of moisture, and thus fayor 

the oxidation of the affected metal. Grease and oil are then alm ply ape 

plied to serve as a0 impermeable barrier to the vir, the ox¥gen of whlsh 

ever present in millions uf frea molecules attacks readily any substance 
for which it has afinity and forms in its combination with it the oxyd 

Which we commonly calirast. As long as barrels of guns are perfectly 

Smooth but few retreats are present in which oxidation fayored by moist 

ure can fayorably progress, but whien they are once attacked the sparte- 

Man has to exercise unremitting vare to keep his gun cleah. The alt. 

ficulty to do this is none the less on account of the Many corners about 

the trigger plates, the uipples of muzzis-loaders and the plungera of 

breech-loaters, as the deep grooves about them fayor rusting, Near 

Sali water, where the airis frequent|y chargad with minute and actively 

corroding particles of saline substances, guns evtter most, and an elli- . 

olent lubrication is there of the highest importance. After using, wlth 

poor sticcess, about allof the advertised preparations, which on paper 
guarantee absolute immunity from rust, and finding them near and on 

the 864 more or less worthless, I haye tried at last and obtained highly 

satisfactory results by applying mercurial olntment, which when once 

well rubbed in preyenta cifectuully all damage. A Frank Wesson rifla 

aud a Fox breech-loader treated in this maliner were the onjy arnig 
which emerged bright and cleanirom the wreck of a vessel which 

terminated, during the latter end of last summer, a shooling ex 
eursion to Labradur in which I had participated. Previously to packing 
up Thad a lot of olntment malted and applied by meuns of a sett camel 

hair brush over barrels and locks, ‘The inside was also Well lubricated 
and the muzzlea next closed by a thick wad of flannel greased with it, 

A couple of newspapers were wrapped srond to detached barrels and 

Stock tO prevent the grease front being rnbbed of, and in this manner 

they were, without any further additional care, packed into the travel- 
ing trunk. The wreck of  yesselis a hard affair on the passengers 
ind their effects, parliculariy their shooting Implements, T passed un. 

fortunately through this ordeal, and trunke, guns and all were washed 

about a wilole night iu the overlooded cabin of our stranded Schooner, 
end clroumstances did not allow of their drying even alter they were 

resened the nextday. Nota gun of the rest of my fellow PREREE RCTs 

escaped unhurt, bul were voared all ever wilt roet, although tliey hud 

been well oiled and smeared with several kinds of highly adyartiged 
Trost preventers, The blue ointment alone stood the trying test, and nop 

4 Solitary red spot was visible On tae guns treated wills it, when at last, 

after tio diya of delay 2 chauce for thurongh inspection wus atlorded. 

Thave learned, eddltionally, that I gain time and lessen truuble by not 

removing 21] the gréuse from any easily affected corners, os the iron 

about them is thereby hermetically protested ; and I usa ajnees then, 

common machine oil for the plain surfaces of barreis and loos. When 

ever Ishalltake anottier jouriey to the sea shore I shall profit by tha 

experience of the past and by simply applying a cout of the ointment 

over all exposed parts ayoid the trouble of continually overhauling and 

inspectiug every part of my armament. i. 

es 

THE DITTMAR POWDER. 

BinepamTon, N.Y , Noy. 10, 1873, 

Epitok Forrsr AND STREAM : 
Tn auswer to Mr. 1), A. Tomblee’s letter in your last issue I baye to 

Say that my powder is absolutely safe when used according to instruc. 
Wons. This was a case of overloading. I suppose the guns in question 

were either 120r10 bore, Wor the 12 bore I say proper charges are Bay 

drs. ; for 10 bors, 344 totdrs, In this case § drs, had been need, T sup- 
pose it was C powder, which I make expressly for Capt, Bogardus’ use 

Bnd wie has come into great favor on aeconnt of hia using it. Inisa 

very strong powder, andi see no reason wily sportsmen shouta use, 

more than whit tl revomutend, I sayin my cipoulira larger ollai ges 
would give uo better resuits, but strain the gun, Of thacoarser Siades, 
or if my rifle powder is used In shot guus, larwer chargas Gan be used 

without strajn to the gun, but ofC no move than recommended. Captain 
Bogardns has used this powderin bia20 bore, Slbs. gan, but If lremem- 

ber right only 144 dip, with good results, wlilch shows that dt can be 
used With safety in the lightest guns, 

Tam for light charges with black powder too, aa T tind thet the heavy 

charges only show thelr sifect on the shoulder, but as there seema Io be 
n tendo to Uae heayy charges I will Make & powder from now which 



1 will warrant for beayy charges and make this warranty on each can- ! ef Bris ees fa ra Nei ena ad ge ae 16.—Sweepstakes, 
a ards: E, G. Murphy, 80 yards ont 0} ; C. Patmore, 25 yards, T igter. In hte fume time Jehall continue to make the kind sitet Bae Gab Obi: Becoud Tinteh Seen abet VArde killed Torvors! 

dus thinks best, and I hope it will be nsed according to my instructions. | Parmore at 26 yards killed 4 out of 8. Third match won by Messrs. 
Twill prove at any time that the accidents mentioned were not the fault | Walter, Wright and Zellner, who tied a second time on & each at 
of my powder ifthe remainder of the powder used wlll be sent to your | 89 yards, 
office, LI am willingto cometo New York and make the test in your 

presence, or that of other sportsmen you may appoint for that purpose, 

CaRL DrTTMAR, 

WELLES CORNERS, Ont., Nov. 15, 1878. 

Eprron Forest AnD STREAM: 
T see in your valuable paper considerable talk about Dittmar powder, 

Tbeg room in your columns to state what I Know about this powder, 

Zong Branch, Nov. 16.—Match between T, B. Owens, of Philadelphia, 
and Dr. Hilts, New York ; 20 birds, 30 yards rise; Hurlingham rales: 

Thomas B Owens .,--.ceceass-+eeess-2-11 11 1* 11 11 Wt 11 11 Ol 1i—17 
Dr P Bllis.... 2+ cesese -2-eeee0+-eeeeeee1l 11 11 10 ¢1 11 11 11 © 01—16 

+ Gun not cocked and bird counteti miszed by reféree, 

BROOKLYN GUN Cros—Cluh Grewnds, Nov. 11,—Regnlar monthly 
Match at double birds ; handicap; Hand T plonge traps: 

d Gildersleeve, 21 yards....---,...-. SoA +10 11 00 11 i1 00 n—JY 
Over a year ago I first eaw this Dittmar powder; acan of it wassent by | Dr Wynn, 21 yards.........-. 10 11 12 00 1 Ht VI—T1 

Yr. Dittmar to Mr, Geo, Nablo, of Fisherville, Ont. I got some of i on; at oba an Pat a5 v Mi i py tae 
from him to try, and as it worked well in my Maynard .35 cal, ride, and Wisner, au yarda......- on 10 00.40 11 il vi—$ 

ina Ballard, Whitney and Stevens rifle we got a supply and the Fisher- pele ee hase aes F a a i + u He et 
+ I ; th Jer in my Maynara ryér, 21 yards...... of Le =r 0— yille Club used it along. Ihave used no a “8 a : Si a4 se Dr Steele; 19 yards... “1.0 00 11 10 10 10-7 

and Winchester rifles, cal, 86 and .44; and foun 0 WOIK BO Well | Fimendorf, 19 YardS...-.-----+--+-+u-ree 4.09 11 J0 10 11 60 10—7 
that I tried iv in my .44 Maynard, which lam now using. The brand I 

used in .35 cal, Maynard waa FFF, and I now use the F in my .44 cal. 

Maynard and it gives the best of satisfaction, Ican pluz a holeinad 
inch ring nearly every time at 100 yards with it and I can’t do it if I use 

jack powder. I can recommend it to all who use a breech-loading rifle 
J have used the Fin 14 bore muzzle-loading and breech-loading shot- 
guns, and it gives better penetration and a better pattern;, besides 

A match at double birds, at 26 yards rise, resulted as follows : 
Dr Steele.....11 11 10 10 10—11—9  Woods,......,11 11 01 10 10—01—S 

EXxcELsIoR GUN CLuE.—The Excelsior Shooting Gun Club, of Brook- 
lyn, E, D,, held their monthly club shooting for the club badge on 
Thursday, Nov. 14, at Monteverde’s Grand Street Park, Columbusyille, 
L.1. Six of the members were present; weather tind, birds strong; 
21 yards rise, 60 yards boundary : 

there ia not the dirt, or smoke, or nasty smell that there is with blac Ee eee Oe rere teeny! : 3 1 a 1 : 2 4 is 

powder. Lam confident that the Dittmar powder Is the best powder Ww Kampfmuiler . Koay, ART 61027021117 1-8 
made, and I will use no other as long as I can get the Dittmar, BN WAUB cee ess steotanensss Fal Si? Waid yi serra 1-1 

i nd room in your yaluable paper, I NCGS Lite aaawes © eee tine dacdep mec cns O1222112d10 0 0-8 
Bipping sage Tew uemarks will One : Re M.gum | PHedemaun, 90 yardsss a 0 0011144 t6 
am yours truly, eee “sac Ties on elght, 

AMERICAN GUNS. O Huber...........-...11100—3 Kampimuller......... 1101i1—+ 

Sweepstakes followed in which TH. Hedemaun and P. MeGill killed 
elght birds straight each, 0.0, Huber and W. Kampfmuller 7 each, 

BROOKLYN GUN OLUB—Cypress Hills, L. J., Nov, 12.—Regniar 
monthly contest for the championship trephy, at double pirds, seven 
pairs each, from plunge iraps; handicapped rise, 100 yards distance: 

Epitor FoREST AND STREAM: F ; 

Considerable has been written on this subject, still it is a Vast amount 

of trouble to many sportsmen who are about ordering a gun, We sce 

shaky guns ofall qualities, Many persons thought that with the double 
” W Wyn, 21 yd@-Tise....2..ccsssesnesesess10 21 21 06 11 11 H—i 

bolt and top lever they had a secure action, oa to eee a ae Rea Bryer, BLYOS. 1. cunnee trees u 10 10 Ht 40 10-10 
he double bolts would not resist the action of gunpowder in its effor' Uttles, IS VQS..-.......5 gereact 110 11 11 09 1—10 

iaikthe babrels from right to left. I have experimented on this Pee ae 21 Yds..... Badges in a Ah tf i pos 4 
effort of the barrels to revolve till] am fully convinced the under bolts | 4; Woods, 21 Vd8--.secees i Pe Delool0r FIMO OTE i1— 8 

of a gun cannot hold it secure apy length of time without the extension x Phouspert 19 yee. . 19 10 u ot Ww 1 0 8 

; r Y Clemendor: yds... i 0 00 01— 
of rib, I have seen several of the Wesson guns, made In Springdeld, | ereele, 19 FU8.rcececcloseeclM 00 00 41 10 10 1024 
Masg., that had received hard usage for several years, with only a very 

ight extension; and no under Jugs remain a6 tight as when they left 

the maker’s hands. I can say the same of Westley Richarde, London, 

T have just been shooting a W. H. Baker gun (Geastosels, N. y, ) made in 

isis. It has seen seryice as far west as Lower California, through 

‘Atizona, along the Rio Grande; been in camp among the Indians ; has 

passed through six different hands; had # darkey wedge and breakin 

a cleantng wad, then blow it out with a loaded shell, which rent the 

New York—Newark, Oct. 20.—A sportsmen’s club has been organized 
at. Lyons, N. Y., for the protection of game and glass ball trap shoat- 
ing. The first match on the 25th was won by Lehn, and the second 
match, for a silver badge, by Gamtz with 3 out of 10, 

MicsiGAN—Howell, Oct, 26.—The eighth glaas ball contest for the 
Jewett Kevolver resnited as follows: 

. Jewett.......1011110011-7 CHolt,......100010106000-3 
barrel like a piece of strong linen; still, with its lght extension of rib | J Fisher .....01010001 Ww Wilbur......1110111100— 

bolt, it isa tight as ever. This American gun cost $100, andi | Jud Holt.....0001010110—4 Moulliken....1101101101—7 
mucione ld have worn better. ‘Those Interested in | Lee..-...----01011111C1i—% Rubert......1111111001-8 
pelleve no imported gun could have w . : Ed Fisher,,.2111100101—7 Wilhelm,....01101001601-5 
English guns claim that our makers do not make their guns. Romsey,..s.1010111111—-8 Beach,,.....0111000101—5 

isited most of the best London makers, and I was ; Angel.,.-...0010100011—4 Wilcox...... 10000111lW 
1 haye Vv - ae Golgiui aihei Norwa Rupert won shoot off with six ont of ten. 
formed they imported their barrels from gium, y t a ‘ 

nD % ic kers on the same The second contest for the M, 8. Smith and Co, Prize Cup resulted 
from Norway. ‘Thus we find American ma , 

ton ‘ I name five American | Jewett.......010111 001001 6-9 
footing with their English cousins. I can J Wisher +1 01011 1110111-8 
gun builders who can build as fine guns as any London builder, provid- | Jud Holt....-0 0 7 100 01001116 

F 7 xXpect to get an American | Lee..-.....-.0 01001 1000111-3 
ed they are paid ae game price. We Haile aa ats Ra abentet eat Tisher 02001001 10111116 

gun for#40 or $76 as good as an English $250 gun; yt Rumsey......611110 0100100—3 
phe same money we can get a trifle better American, whether it be old | angel.......010110 111100W 

qmusket barrels or the finest Damascus, Our makers have now turned 

{heir attention to Exprers yilies. In this, they will confess, they area 

syjfehehind. Buti as the well-known correspondent, Mr, Van Dyke, 

has had Nichols & Lefever build him such a rifle as he described 

a few Weeks ago, 1 see nO reason why American Express rifles 
will not 

soon be in use in India and Africa as American target rifles are now at 

imbledon- a ALMO. 

WADS FOR BRASS SHELLS. 

Peculiar interest was manifested in this contest, as it was the fira 
onein which the club had shot from a rotary trap, the trap used int 
this instance being Card’s rotary. 

Onto—Vienna, Nov. 20.—Match between Geo. Davis, of Girard, O,, 
and Thomas Wilson, of this place. The conditions were that Davis 
allowed Wilson to shoot at six birds while he shot at live. Ground 
trap, 21 yards rise, 8) yards boundary: 

Davies seimaauece secon 10 1 I—8 Wilson. ...2,..s00--1 1 11 1 6 
Also match between William Morgan and Morgan Wyana ; 10 birds 

each: 

Eyans........12110*%1111—8 Morgan......3011111111—-9 PHILADELPHIA, Noy. 8, 1878, 

Forks? AND STREAM: 

aria answer your many inquiries as to the best wads for brass 

shells to put over shot. Ihave tried all kinds, and find the “ Vibre 

Wails,’ made by the Delaware Cartridge Company, the only wads 

tonald the shotsecure. I use a No, 10 gun and a No. 9 wad; the No, 

gis are too Jarge and make the gun kick, The No. 9 does allthe work, 

and equally a8 well, Those who use a No. 12 gun should use a No, 11 

ad. A great mistake many make is in cleaning their brass shells on 

oe inside. This is not required, and tends to hold the wads secure. 

T have used brass shells for four years, and in that period have only 

cleaned them twice. J do not write this as an advertisement, but for 

i y 1 for those who haye the above trouble. 

pac 
‘THos, C. STEELE, 

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. is now making a brass 

shell, of the Sturtevant patent, which is indented for a cer- 

tain distance in a manner which prevents the wad from 

petting loose.—Ep, 
eee 

—See Bogardus’ advertisement. 

tational Mlastimes. 

Unrrorm ArcHery Scorinc—Haitor Forest and Stream: 
I, for one, think the suggesiion of your correspondent, 
‘* Archer,” s most excellent one. Our club, the Oritani 
Archers, will adopt the score of ten ‘ends of three arrows 
each, making thirty arrows, also the 48-inch target. I see, in 
the score of the Highland Park Archery Club, they speak of 
a 45-inch regulation target; the regulation target, is 48 inches. 
New York, Nov. 16, 1878. W. Horsrryox, 

HigHtanp Park Arcuery Crus—Vov, 13.—Match be- 
tween Mr. Carver (90 yds,) and Dr. Weston (60 yds.), 90 ar- 
rows euch at regulation 4-foot target = 

Arrows. Hits. Score. Golds. 
A HINT TO SHELL MAKERS. Chae reeaoerds)s Ls ane és os z 

. GacvgstTon, Texas, Oct, 22, 1878, i ae a + 

moR FOREST AND STREAM: 
es mo e & 

bea first cool weather is upon us, bringing large flocks of waterfowl Totals. och vacate esters bs 90 57 241 6 

and jack snipe. J have asyet found nothing fo fill shells up with that | % B Weston (60 Wile ete 20 16 14 1 

does it nicely and properly. The shells, of course, when fired inthe 30 15 57 1 

gun, shonld fit the chamber exactly, in length as well as otherwise; and 30 13 59. 1 
” _— — =—4 

in order to crimp properly should be filled up to within a quarter of an a: ee Jou as 9 u 5] 5 

jnch of the end. To put more than two wads over powner, or to cut 

fhe shell down, is a nuisance. I have tried slipping a section of a 

smaller sized shell down to the bottom of the shell to be loaded—a piece 
The shoot for individual score at 60 yards was as follows, 

90 arrows each : 
ches, ‘This Hits. Seore Golds. ough to come up about a8 high as the powder reac : 

oe het pei parring the trouble. Can’t the shell makers get up W BD Gray..... Wf pao mde Peo of 138 ‘ 

something of the sort—a short, thick paper tube? It would be inexpen- eee es agai oh Senate Ie RDAs Ee ; Pe Z 

sive, easily adjusted, and would effect the object. PRGLES 1 Tertaehbees =, ccc kona ts eee 29 8 2 
—_-. <5 

BG Carver pac. Oh aact-reds pene wees ss 1 

PIGEON MATCHES, At 80 yards, 30 arrows each: 
or AmBRIcA.—A grand pigeon and glass ball shoot | yWBD Gray..............-.+-- as — 

ing vournament 18 to be held at the Brooklyn Driving Park, November | q J Orr..........--...cese0e- oo i a 6 = 

fog andi. The first day will be devoted toa match for the cham-| oo Ty Bissel.. ......... sees, “41 i = 

pionghin of America medal recently offered by Bogardus. This will be EH Besbe 3 ii fe 

hot for at 20 single and ten pairs double birds. The second day’s athe ptghe ce cat ha sy oe sea er 3 on = 

eat will be for # glass ball championship matoh at 100 single glass | Dr Weston....+.+-.-+-+-.+- cote Cie Pe ; 

pulls, Bogardusrules, A gold medal will go tothe winner, The mat At 100 yards, 80 arrows each: 

day. wil be devoted to a series of sweepstakes, pigeons find glass balls. em : A 4 

Phe tournament will be under the direction of Capt. a. H. Bogardus, | Rey J H Bissel..........---.+-. ses seviee 

who will n0t contend in avy of the matches. Thé lists are open to the | HG Garver,.....- 4 16 = 

American world. A dOm. ues 2 : — 

gw JERSEY—Red Bank, Nov. 14.—Match between R. B, Angel!, New W BD Gray... 3 28 1 
ape Shooting Ciub, and E. Green, Monmouth Shooting Oluv; 25 | Dr Weston..--...... 11 - 
hirde; trap and handle for each other; 25 yards rise, 50 yards 

2 

boundary : 
10 

RB ANgEl...--eepeeeed TIL 

Hagar TOOT, sone wes ee £3 hit 

The weather was fine and the shooting good, when it is 
considered that no member of our club ever pulled a bow 
prior to July last. Many of our best shots were unavoidably 

= - ry i. ay wr re 

absent from to-day’s meeting, We would be glad. to see Te- 
ports of long distance shooting by other clubs, and earnestly 
hope that a thriving spirit of friendly emulation may obtain 
between the different. archery associations throughout the 
country; and, sbove all else, let us have a published account 
from every club of its:private and public contests. 

H, ParKer. 

Avyornzr Loxe Distancz MAN.—It’s a poor town nowa 
days that cannot point to its ‘formidable riyal of the cham- 
pion long distance walker.” Bridgeport, Conn., has just 
been the centre of some interest among the heel and toe men. 
Peter Napoleon Campana, of French descent, fruit-stan 
genius, volunteer fire department runner, soldier, and what 
not, has just made 621 miles and 54 feet in six days. As 
there was some irregularity about the measurememt of the 
track, Peter Napoleon Campana’s record is not a record. 

CorungE Foor-Bart.—The second foot-ball game between 
Yale and Trinity, played at Hartford, Nov. 13, resulted in a 
Score of three goals and five touch-downs for Yale to nothing 
tor Trinity. 

Boston, Wo». 16.—The football match between Harvard 
and Princeton, this afternoon, was very closely contested, and 
neither side secured a fall. Princeton, however, obtained 
one touchdown to Harvard’s nothing. The teams were com- 
posed, as follows: Princeton—Forwards, Ballard (captain), 
McDermott, McLaren, Bradford, Brotherlein, McAlpine, 
Lowrey, Bryan. Half-backs, Withmgton, McNair, Miner, 
Backs, Larkin, Cutts, Miller. Harvard—Forwards, Cushing, 
Swift, Thatcher, Cowden, Holmes, Perry, Morse. Half- 
backs, Cushing (captain), Warren, Houstin,’,Winsor,{Blanch- 
ard. Backs, Weatherbee, Bacon, Sedywick. 

AMHERST, Mass., (Vov. 16.—The most exciting foot ball 
game of the season was played this afternoon between Yale 
and Amherst, neither side being able to secure a goal or a 
touchdown. The sides were composed as follows: Amherst 
—Forwards, MeGregory, Deyo, Terry, Hill, Wheeler Chase, 
Child. Half-backs, Crittenden, Russel, Gordon, Gillett, 
Goodrich. Backs, @ooddow, Underhill, Milliken. Yale— 
Forwards, Moorhead, King, Harding, Farwell, Lamb, Hull, 
Ricdman. Half-backs, Crouch, Brown, Fuller Watson. 
Backs, Nixon, Wakeman, Badger. Judges—For Amherst, 
Mr. Thurston, 81; for Yale, Mr, Clark, ’80. Referee—Mr. 
Hubbard, Amherst, ’79, 

The Columbia College and Pennsylvania University teams 
played at Hoboken last Saturday, the game resulted in one 
touchdown for the Pennsylvania team, 

—A fifty-mile walk is to be contested at Rutland, VE., on 
‘thanksgiving Day, by W. HE. Harding, of New York, and 
Christopher Rice, of Rutland. Nice is to be allowed one 
mile start. 

A Strxam Trioyoiu.—In one of therailway material annexes 
at Paris is a steam tricycle, having the boiler under the rider's 
seat, the hind wheels heing driven by a cord from the crank 
shaft pulley. Tha engine isa tiny cylinder, inclined about 
45deg. The position of the boiler, which, by the way, isofa ~ 
rather complicated and inexplicable type, commends itself for 
winter use. It also possesses superior advantages for blowing 
a man ‘fup.” 

Amprtoan Arattric Crun.—The officers elected at the last 
meeting held last week were: President, John Gath; Vice- 
President, Bernard Loth; Secretary, S. W. Hoag; Treasurer, 
Frank GC. Lowry; Captain, John C, Wray; Lieutenant, 
Frank Millett; Trustees, Messrs. Magee, Badgley and Brazier. 
"Phe meeting was a large and enthusiastic one, and the reports 
of the retirmg officers showed the club to be in a flourishing 
condition and occupying a foremost position among the orga- 
nizations of its kind in this.city, The club will next season 
occupyia new running and walking {track within the heart of 
the city. : 

Everson Araietic Cuus.—First fall meeting at the ‘‘ Mile 
Square” grounds, Yonkers. This being the first meeting of 
the club, much encouragement was felt by the very fair at— 
tendance of persons, both from this city and Yonkers. The 
club now comprises about 25 members, and it is hoped that 
its numbers willsoon be increased. Summary: 

100-Yards Dash—First heat, five entries—ist, 5 M Cauldwell; 
time, 12s.; 2d, G Fountain. Second head—fve entries; Ist, TH, 
§ Brooks; time, 12s8.; 2d,A V W Jackson. Third heat—Fiye 
entries; 1st, A I. Manierre; time, 12}7s.; 2d, ¥ Laimbeor. 
Throwing Base-ball—W § McDonald, 2416 ft. . 
Throelecged Race, 100 Yards—First heat, Cauldwell and Win- 

throp; time, 18s. Second heat—N Il White and Manierre: time, 
192. 
Running Broad Jamp—Won by 8 M Cauldwell, 14ft. 10in. 
Malf-Mile Run—Won by Oanldwell, 2m. 18s. 4 
Putting Stone, 30 Pounds—itst, Cauldwell, 20ft. lin.; 2d, W 

Paddock, 19ft. 2in. 
440-Yarde Run—Won by N R White, 1m. 30978. ‘ 
Running High ie al ani WA Stobbins, 6 ft. dgin.; 2d, 

d Cauldwell, tie, 4ft. S4yin. 
Ba Yards Dash—Tinal heat—ist, Brooks, 11}7s8.; 2d, Oauldwell, 
igs. . ¥ 4 

Hop, Skip and Jump—Won by G Fountain, 29ft. Gin. 
soars Desh-—tat, AV W Jackson, 293/3, 2d, Fountain, 29ft. 

or ne-Mile Walk—Four entriesa—Won by F B White. 
Standing Brosd Jump—Won by W Paddock. ; 
Three-Legged Race—Final heat—lst, Cauldwell and Winthrop, 

17s.; 2d, N BR White and Manierre, 17}fs. _ 
Tug of War—Between Winthrop, J Laimbeer and Canldwell, 

and McDonald, F Laimbeer and Paddock. The latter won in two 
straight heats. } , 

One-Mile Run— Was 2 walk-oyer for Winthrop in 6m, Ze. 

—Thanksgiving dinner is near at band, and the prudent 
housewife is replenishing her larder’s store of King’s eauce 
royal, wherewith to tickle the family palate. Kingas an ex- 
pert with the shot-gun, as Brooklyn pigeon scores show, and 
everybody knows that he manufactures a sauce without which 
no dinner of fish, flesh, or fowl is complete. 

_—— el 

Yo Srortswen.—The sportsmen's lantern, patented in June 
Jast by Mr, A. Ferguson, has been enlarged and greatly im- 
proved, and we think is just the thing for sportsmen, especi- 
ally those who intend visiting Florida the coming winter. Mr. 
Ferguson is also manufacturing a new rust preventer, 
which he claims is superior to anytuing in the market ; also a 
preparation for waterproofing and preserying leather. He is 
also sole agent for Plume’s superfine Jubricating oil and insect, 
repellants, Descriptive circulars of these articles will be sent. 

dress, 81 Beekman street, N. ¥.—- on application. P.O. ad 
vi doartisoment. 

——- s 

[See ad 



in a 

late 
jockeys, who was to ride at one hundred 
pounds, weighing only seventy, the extra 
fhirty pounds were added in the shape of 
two wet blankets. After starting, the blank- 
ets slipped to the mare’s left side, and flap- 
ped upon her flank at every jump. The 
saddle algo turned, and, in his efforts to right 
it, the jockey—a juvenile edition of the Fif- 
teenth Amendment—lost_ one of. his reins, 
Nothing daunted, the darky clung to the 
mare's back like a circus monkey, and, urg- 
ing on the frightened animal, landed her a 
winner of the race. When the mare was 
stopped the saddle was under her belly and 
the blankets were dragging at her heels, 
The darky was delighted with his success, 
but declares he will ‘‘nebber ride wid dem 
cussed blankets no mo’."—Turj, Vield and 
Farm. 

ees 

Butiet Proor Cars.—A firm in St. Paul, 
Minn, patentees of a fire, bullet and burglar 
proof railroad car, has addressed a letter to 
the Post-office Department, tendering the use 
of their inyention to the Government, free of 
royalty, for the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific Railroads. ‘These cars are regular 
Tailroad monitors, the doors and windows 
being constructed so as to close automatically 
on &. Spring being touched, and with sufficient 
force to kill the intruder who attempts to 
prevent it. The cars are also provided with 
inside breaks and apparatus for detaching 
them from the rest of the train. The value 
of the mails passmg over the two roads 
named would seem to make such cars desir- 
able; but the Department has no authority to 
build or purchase such cars, or any other, as 
they are supplied by the railroads and form a 
part of the contract stipulation.— Washington 
Republican. 

Messrs. TIFFANY & 

CO0.’S stock of Plated 

Ware for the Fall Trade 

comprises: 
Soup Tureens, 
Vegetable Dishes, 

Tea Sets, 

Tete-a-Tete Sete, 
Meat Dishes, Hot Milk Pitchers, 
Oyster 'Tureens, Coffee Urns, 
Pepper Boxes, Tea Kettles, 
Salt Cellars, Small Coffee Pots, 
Sardine Boxes, Butter Dishes, 

Water Pitchers, Syrup Pitchers, 
Salyers, Tea Caddies, 
Goblets, Salad Bowls. 

Etc, Ete. 

The forms are new 

and the repousse chas- 

ing and massive mount- 

ings as elegant as solid 

silverware, from which 

it can be distinguished 

only by the trade-mark 

stamp upon each piece, 

UNION SQUARE. 
—————————— es 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPAGNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CoO.., 
37 BEAVER STREET, nN. -y. 

novi 3m 

Hy PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
jnvention. Anybody can operate it wilit per- 
ect success: Complete outfits from $5 to 

$30, Chromo Photopraphy onttits, $3 ; Helio- 
Send stamp ‘BP Dy 2, 50. © full information to B. 

oe MANN ¢& CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 
Nay sept26 13 

Petes of Actresses, comic, etc.; 10 for 25 cts 
List otbooks, 2e. §., LUDDEN, E, Hinoolp, Me 

e13 ly 

KING AND WiNwind.—In a race at the | 
Ballard County (Ky.) Fair, one of the } 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 

es 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
es Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, S2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, S31 per doz. 

Eien OK LE 
LE a tt te tt tt A 8 = YW a PC 

Sliscellaneons, 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
HASTERN AGENCY, 699 BROADWAY. 

Class W Draws Novemberso. 
One prize of $14,000, one of $3,000, and @ne of $5,000. 

1896 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67, 925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
899 BROADWAY, N. ¥- 

Che Hennel. 

COCKER SPANIEL 
Breeding Kennel 

M. P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del, Co. N Y. 

I keep only cockers of the finest stralms. Sellonjy 
young Stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer. These beautiful in- 
telligent doga cannot be: beaten for ruifled grouse 
and woodceck shooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir- 
cular, testimonials, etc. jl0 wt 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 

Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 
write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Onleent Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed, Price $16 
each for dog or bitch pups. septa tt 

POINTER PUPPIES. 
By imported champion Snapshot, out of imported 

Fannie, now eight weeks old—color, liver with white 
Inarkings—three dogs, one bitch, price each $20, 
Also one red Irish setter bitch, wenel pea dune 12, by 
imported Dash (ist, New York, 1878,) out of im- 
ported Flora (ist, New York, 1878). Price $25. We 
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept. 
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey oy 
Cal, out of Psyche; 1st, New York, 1878), LINCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Warren, Mass, octsl tf 

Dogs for Sale. 
On account of departure of the owner for Europe 

the following dogs are offered for sale very low: 
Lemon and white pvinter Till, winner of Ist prize 
N. ¥. dog show, 1877, Red Irish setter, Sanky, brea 
by T Jerome, Esq, Gordon getter Kent, a prize 
winner, Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee, Dick, 
Reg ny sed by Qne Eyed Saneho, Alltheabove 
are brok 
by Kent out of Zadieé. Can be seen at the Taplulah 
Kennels, Babylon, L-I.. For price, ete., address C, 
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Esq., Babylon, L. I., or the 
Kennel Editor of this paper. novl4 8t 

HE NEW YORE KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
an exceedingly handsome black, wite-and-tan 

setter dog, not thoroughly broken for the fel but 
admirably suited to a ce, or 
48-8) perzonal companion. He is full-sizéd and’ 

| highly bred, Price $100, Application must bé made 
Addres 

oes country p 

at this office, Cc, oets tf 

g 50 will buy a thoroughly, broken red and white 
Better bitch, with @ pedigtee for 90 years, 

Address E,. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, tat nae 
ovld 

OG WANTED.—The advertiser wishes to pur- 
chase a really first-class Setter-dog or bitch. 

Must have extra speed, staunchness and nose; be 
broken on quail and woodcock ;handseme and about 
three years old. For such a dog will paya fair 
price. Address J, H. 8,,ro0m105, Hote] Brurswick, 
a5 noyl4 3t 

My SA TED. toexchange a good-size Irish setter 
dog, 19 monthsold, partly breken, for a well 

broken native or Irish selter bitch, not over three 
horJess than One and a half years old, Address T, 
KAMP, Lock Haven, Pa. novi 3 

Fo SALE—Setter, dog, four years old, broken, 
will retrieve from-land-and water, Price $365, 

JAS. ROY, Vienna, frombull Co,, 0. noyi2 it 

Bes SALE—A liver and white setter dog, three 
years old, thoroughly broken on all kinds of 

gate; reason for :elling, n@use. Price $40, Ad- 
dress J. Hi, P., cat&of Scott & O0., Bulfalo, N. Y. A 

moy21 

OR SALE—Havying more dogs than I need, will 
sella large poluter dog, three and a half years, 

and apurerzed [rish setter) three years, Both of 

Bold for nd fault For pedigrees ed a oes ‘ault, For 68 2D) ‘ormation 
address H.y fanlt, FOr pee if 6. > novel 2 oie 

‘ops. Also fotir’ puppies, 7 months old: 

and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 cents, B ( 
Bast Hampton, Conn, 

221. NO ee BRL. 
STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Strarps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Among them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of 974. 

other rifle, 960. i: 

The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rifle, 1,044. Best by any other rifle, 903. 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197, 
The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifie with a score of 143 out of a 

possible 150 at 1,000 yards. THE LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with » scoreof 205. Best 
other rifle, 197. Wor the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W. H. Clark and Capt. W H. Jackson—tied on a score of 300 points, 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rifle. All prizes inthis match were won with Sharps Rifles. 
AMERICAN THAM WALEK-OVER. (First Day).—J. 8. Sumner made, with & Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 

221, SHARPS RIFLE CO., 991. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, {77 Broadway. 

The Kennel, gor Sale, 

SPRATT’S PATENT FOR SALE. 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. One million brook trout egge—ready for delivery 

Best acora by any 

from the 1st of Noy. to Jan. 20. 

(J. B. & F. W, EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

‘WILD RICE 
cb ae Sale. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

oct3 1 

Send for price list, Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York, 

WY Reece FARM—for sale, 1.660 acres im- 
proved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, eleyator, 
Wwindmills,-wells, grading, running streams of elear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroad ; price $15,000. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood. No suc bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
shown and full epecifications given on application 
to CHAS. HALLOCK, office of ForEST anD er a 

Oct 31t 

F& SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Pienic 
Grounds, Oskland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 
stables, efe.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit treea; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this ey ia 

“ i) 

OR SALE—A W. & C, Scott & Son’s breech- 
loading shot-gun, 12-gauge, 25-inch barrels 

Damascus barrels, and rebounding locks and pistol 
rip. For further particulars address M. A. BNS. 
ORTH, Noth Brooktield, Mass. nov 14 8b 

He SALE—One Irish setter dog, 16 months old, 
Color, bright red. Address 0, O. BYERLY, 

Easton, Ma, DOVT 3t 

OR SALB—A fine breech-loading shot-gun, made 
by Chas, Webley, 12-bore, slide action, 32-inch 

twist burrsls; as good as new ; has not been fired but 
afew times. Price $35. W., box 121, Metuchen, 
Nu d. nov?21 1t 

None are genuine unless so stamped 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

1 South William Street, N. Y¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St, Louis, Western Agents, 

Hor sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER fer DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

‘This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up 
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efticacions, 

Pricé 50 cents by mall, Postpnald 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put'up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

. Price 60 cents per Bo 
oth the ahove ace recomend 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 

117 FULTON STREET, 

by, want, | 
a BY Ron Axe Gus 

oot 12 7IOR SALE—A fine Webley, top-snap, double bolt, 
12-gauge gun; extended rib, pistol grip, re- 

bounding locks, Jaminated barrels, welghti7\% |bs,; 
shows no wear, Price $75, W. HOLBHRTON, 117 
Fulton street, N, Y. noy21 1 

OR SALE—Large case of stuffed birds, size 3ft, 
Gin, by 3ft,, containing about twenty (mostly 

game) birds, Price $50, or will exchange for breech- 
loading shot-gun, and pay difference. Address No. 
5 Dey street, Room 10, New York City, noy21 1t 

Wanted. 
re 
ee ONE wishing to trade four-horse power 

Engine and Boiler complete for 12-gange 
breech-loa7ing shot-gun, hesh make, with inside bar- 
rel, case, shells, etc., address, with and for full des- 
cription, D, M, SHARPNACKE, Petroleum, West 
Virginia. novel it 

Imperial Kennel, 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs fandled with skill 

and judgment. 
Address, 

Us cc LOVER, 
ToMs Kiver, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations ; dogs bave daily 
access to salt water, octlo tf 

EisTEW? 
The Sportsmen’s Bell 

tells) the position of the 
dog;-caiges the birds to lie 
closer... Valuable in early 
woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the coyer is thick, 
Sold by deglers in guns) 

SS ae 
ANTED—A fine second-hand, London made 
breech-loating shotgun, in good order (a 

“Dougall” preferred), T to Ti4lbs., 12 gauge, 28 or 
80-inch barrels. Address, with full description and 
lowest price, M., Box 1,552, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

, noval 1 
N BROS, MANUPACTURING CO., 

Septl9 3m. 
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Sportsmen's Grace, 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
184 FIFTH AVENUE, | 

BROADWAY and:sist, - - NEW YORK 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In all Qualities and Sizes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Yaris, and of our own make. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 

Lerge assortment, superior styles and make, and at 
Low Prices. 

INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pants, Goats, 
Leggins and Boots, 

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 
OOMPLETE 

BPORTING AND CAMPING OUTFITS, 

AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description. 

HODGMAN & C€0., 
END FOR PRICELIST. 27 MAIDEN LANE, MN, ¥ 

W. H. Holabird, 
THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

FURS, 

Full set of fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK 
for $10, sent free of ex. on recelpt of price, 

‘A fine Cat for $5, sent free on receipt of price. 

« PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING” 

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of 

pieaking the dog for the field, and is especially 
adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price 

95¢. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters and 

jn Indiana. Write for particulars, 
eerie ? noy2i tf 

THE 

“Standard Gem” 

MICROSCOPE. 

This is a new pa’ tern of laugh 
pzwer microscope ; attractive 
in design and egimple in Opera- 
tion. Tt stands upon three snp- 
ports, end has a mirror for 
throwing an intense \ight uson 
the object. Oan be uséd either 
etanding upon the table or held 
inthe Wand. ‘This microscope 
fins a, bigh mignifsing power 
(10.000 times the area), and 
makes the smallest object lock 
woudertully large, hringing ont 
tie sineliest portions, and 
EhowLg up the minutest de- 

y M tails. Inita single yes look 
i cable, atid ihe ioot ofafly Jike rome 

peat Sa creation. Multitnses of objects will 
suggest themselves when one beenmes aequaiated 

with the nse of this instruntent, which is simple and 

-asily understood. It 18 interesting, enlertaining 
ins’ ative, 

an this is a high-power microscope for ex- 

amiving minute objects, such as are quite invisible 

to the naked eye. Price ty mail, postpaid, $1 60. 

Send for foriy-eight page catalogue of Ekates and 

usefal novelties. 
FISH & SIMPSON, 

132 Nassau street, N. Y. nov21 

BENJ. PIKE'S SON & CO. 
OPTICIANS. 

930 BROADWAY, NEW YOHK., 

BETWEEN 21st AND 22D STREETS. 
be pleased t6 see all our old friends and 

: vere the pubile generally. Weare now open- 

ing large and choice European invoices of BA- 

ROMETERS, THERMO METERS, OPERA, FIELD 

AND MARINE GLASSES, TELESCOPES, MICRO- 

SCOPES, etc., of the finest quality and at the lowest 

prices. 

Qe EES 

Aimugements, Gi. 
el 

HE AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 20th ST. 
Wonderful performances of the 

TRAINED KENTUCKY (Thoroughbred) HORSES, 
jatrodnced by Mons. Ozcar. 

NEIL SMITHS EpuCeTED DOGS. 
+ 2:30 and 8 o’clock P. M. 

heirs 60 cents. Reserved geats, 10c, extra. 

We have the bes 
= “~*~ pg, = Purposes, The metal is a composition of 

4 ober metals, so closely resembling gold that 
the best judges find it dificult 10 detect the 
difference, except by a chernical test, and it is 
the best substitute for gold known, Ameri~ 
can Movement, Expansion Balnoce, 
Reautifully Engraved or Engine Turned 
Hunting Cases, and eque! in appearance to 
aGOLY WATCH THAT COSTS from 
$150 to $200. It gels and trades readily 

~ tor from $60 to $100, and if you wish 2 watch 
for your Own re tO make movcey on, try this. 
Owing to our large shles we are enabled to reduce 
the price of them to ®12 each with an elegant 

4 Chain attached. They are used on Railroada, 
;Steamere, and in Manufactories, and other places 
where accnrate time js required, and gives general 

. ¥ satisfaction, Wesend them by Mall or EXpress, oj 
: R receipt Of $12, to any part of the country, or it will 

bea sent C.O0 D. when the customer desires and remits $8 on ecconnt, 
i These elegan-CH4INS weigh about Fifty Pennyweights, and the 

Fame pattern in pure gold would cost $170, We sell these Chains at $i 
ach , but wesellthe Watch and Mhain for $13, sent by mail in a Registered Package, post-paid. to any 
Post Office in ths United States. We sell the Watch without the Chain for $10, J. BRIDE & O0., 
No. 297 Hrondway, New York. noy21 6m 

Auxiliary Fiifie, 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

parrel can be placed ina gun ready for nse in'a second of time with the same ease as @ cartridge, ana 
baths tanoved just a expeditiously. There ia no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 

not get ont of order, _ With ihis Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 

a breech-logding shot-gun ¢an be converted into amost accuraterifie. ‘The AUXILIARY BARREL will 

fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calipre of rifle 32, 38,or 44, as desired, Length of 
DEERE twenty inches, The shella used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,’s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873. Sendfora Clroular and Price List. 

’ AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P.O, Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Ali kinds of Furs dressed 
£oft and cleap, aud manufactured 
into Fur Gloyes to order, Old 
Fur Gauctlets sewer over, re- 
Iaced with the best Buckskin, and 
relined with soft and fine Lamb- 

skin, on reasonable terms. 
J Dog kins and other Furs 
can be Bent by express at my ex- 
pense. 

; Buckskin and Chamois 
i e@ Shirts and Drawers made to 

a order, and are highly recom- 
mended for those who are 
troubled with weak lungs aud are 
exposed to extreme cold, as they 

1 

: 
; keep the temperature of the body 

eyen, Huckskin Gloves made to order and warranted to iit, for ell kinds of deformed and mutilated 

FOSS BROS. & CO, 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

Vf ae 

‘GMIORRIgGS J COON _—— 

| 
| 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 
Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

omgnees Mo, {9 North Sisth $t,, No. 220 North Second $t., and No, 627 Commerce Bt, 
PIA DELParA. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

"CHILLED" 
SHOT 

Buck Shot. 
PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBTION—REPORT,—"Exact uniformity of size 

peorepnccical form, Ligh degree of Anish and general excellence,” i 

AND BLUE LABEL. 

Compressed 

f Imitation Gold Waten In the Market for Trading Sportemer’s Goods, 

FERGUSON’S 
SPORTSMAN’S LANTERN 

(Improved) 
(Patented June 4, 1878.) 

Combining a CAMP LANTERN, HAND LAN- 
TERN, HEAD “JACK” and STAFF “JACK,” 
PERGUSON’S RUST PREVENTER,. Safe io 
handle, will not gum. Waterproof and preservatiya 
for boots, etc. Plum's Lubricating Oil, Insect Repel- 
lant, ete,, etc. Send for descriptive circular. 

A. FERGUSON, 81 Beekman 8t., N. ¥. 
HovT 3m 

Publications, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
250, 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Floida, 
$1.50._ 

The Fishing Tourist, 
$2. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition, 

83. 

For sale at office of ForEst 
Fulton street, New York. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S: 
AMERICAN 

AND SrR¥am, 111 

Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methoda of 
Bnoting and Shooting the American Paveriage anal; 
nite Grouse—Phessants, with directions for hand- 

ling the gun, hunting the dog, and sheoting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally, Also for sale 

one donble-barrel breech-loading central fire shot- 
gun, 12-gange, Address, 

Frank Schley, 
Frederick City, Md, 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Warm Lands, their value, 
pela, etc,, Taxation and Debts, Sechinols, Origin of 
ames, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 

houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Ciabs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Asroctations, Fiah- 
ing and Hunticg Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sources, with complete sonudings, ete., etc. 
Useful to sportsmen abd yachtsmen, and the conniry 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address 0. P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, Forest anpD STREAM 
Ofiice, 111 Fulton street, New York, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 

SHOOTINC. 

BY CAPE, BOUARDUS. 
New and enlarged edition, contalning instructions 

for glass ball shooting, and Ruane on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson For sale ot 
this oitice, Price $2, 

Guys, Rifles, Ete. 

Oct 11 

STEVENS PATENT 
BREECH-LOADING 

SPORTING RIFLES. 

Donble and Singlo-Barre] Shot-Guns, Pocket 
Rifles, Pocket Pistols, and the noted Hunters 
Pet Kifles. Special attention is called to our 
Double Breech-Loading Gonos. They are simple in 
zonstrnction and manufactured with grest care 
from thé very beat materiul. They ara provounced 
ay experts *‘the best gun in the market forthe 
money.” Send for catalogue. 

Our Shooting Gallery Hille is the favorite 
everywhere. 

J .STEVENS & CO., Cilvopee Falls, Mass, 

“ 

. 



Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia; 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Bine Ridge Mountaing, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountsins, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awhs Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
And fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, Woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, étc., ete, 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Maan carried free. 

- The Route of the Tourist 
Shrongh the most beantitul and picturesque scenery 
ef the Vi ja Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnatl, with the West, 
Northwest and Sontheast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesyille with the South. All modern improvements 
in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agen 

Richmond, Va. % ap 

Old Dominion Line, 
‘The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
ry. Oonnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 

and, and points on the Peninsula, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituek, Florida, and the mountain- 
Ous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thuraday and Sat- 
urday, Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 p, o. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York. Sep2s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Rallway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Barlington, Albert Lea and Minnenpolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, ruholng through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffeéd Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good esre of. Reduced rates 
on parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. 0. LVES 

Gen, Passenger Agent. 
t 

E.F. WInstow, 
General Manager, 

ce ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybosts leave New York from James Slip 

daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, Kast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (duily) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Long Island nay (Hunter’s Point) sa 
follow; For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 Am., 
#4P.M., aNd on Saturdays at 3:30P.u. For Patch- 
ogue, etc., 9:30 4. M., 4:30 and G P.M. Tor Babylo: 
etc., at 9:30 A, M., 4, 4:230,5and6P.m, For Po 
Jefferson, ete., at 104; M. and 4:307,m. For North- 
port, etc., Ht 104, M., 3:30, 4.20 and 6:80 a1. For 

ust Valley, at 8:30 and 10/00 4. M,, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 
and 6:30 P. xu. For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 4. u., 
4, 4:30, 5,iand 7PM. For Garden City and Hemp- 

wd, 8:30 and 10 A, M,, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P. ,, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City’ only 9:30'A. m., 
1:30 and 6:30F.u. SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc,,94.M, Babylon, etc,, 6and 7 P.M, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 a. M. and 6:30 P, m, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 A. M., 9:30 and 6:31 
. M,, and from Long Island Oley only 9:30 4. M, and 
5330 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., aa per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thiriy-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of ** The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 383 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 

_ checked from residence to-destination, 
8. SPENCER, Gen’l aon 

J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’) Pass. Agent. e6 tf 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer 0. H. NORTHAM 

Teaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex— 
Srey atS P.M, Passengers go North and Egat at 
11. Mt. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayea New York 

at ji &. u., arriving in New Hayen in time for the 

“sient Meme by dat m archandiae forwarded by daily Expreas Frelg 
train from New Hayen through to Massachtiaceis, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RIGHARD PECK, General Agents, 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 
NEW YORE, HALIFAX, N. 8S, AND ST, 

JOHNE, N. 
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, and 
ALHAMBRA, Capt. Meilhinney, 

Torm & reqmar line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Persone visiting Nove Scotia, Newfoundland 
‘or the Lower St. Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
Bnd most direct route, avoiding changes and deten- 
fon. Time between New York and Halifax abont 
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
2 Sounds, in smooth water. 
‘ Ogbin passage reheat d stateroom and meéals, 
Wew York and Halifax, $15 gold: New York and 8t, 
J hus, $30, gold. Hxcursion ticketa at reduced 
Bites. For schedule of sallimgeaud further particn- 
dirs apply to 

; CLARE & SRAMAN. 
$6 West street, N. Y 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halifax, N. 8; HARVEY 
& CG,, St. John’s, N. F je206m 

-— Sporlimen's Bont 
TO SPORISHEN: 

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OO. 
Respectfully invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by thelr lines for reaching moat of the 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. Whese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi- 
culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which ron over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure 
or injury. 
The Ines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the beat lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENO BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Algo, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPEK MAY, 
BQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned ct Seite WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
AND FEA 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, fépit-t 

GHGAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Ohivago to 6t, Louis, am! Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
_ HVERYTHING. 
Sea 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
quail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
anzas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorada. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Te 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACESONVILLE, 8T. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Aven we, Phils, 

Decla-ly 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE, 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under oné management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
its numerous branches and connections, form: the 
Shortest and quickestroute between Chicago and all 
oints in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
innesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, aud the 

Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINE Is the shortest and best route for all 
oints in Northern Dlinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 

Wyomin , Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore~ 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE {a the short 
‘line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and a&ll points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND 8T. 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Rocher 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St, Peter, New Ulm and 
Bll points in Southern and Central Mirnesote. Ita 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE Is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, ayaa Poa Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. lis FREKPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LUNE ig the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE HE is the old Lake Shore 
rote, and is the only one passing concn Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, fukegan. Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chicago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wella 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. M., and arrive at Council 
Bluffs next morning. . 

t-bound tiey leave Council Bluffs at 6:0 P. u., 
daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
AHG reach Chicago next afternoon, 
i No other roada west of Chicago runs Pullman 

orany other form of Hotel cars, 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geexé and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable pointa 
than any other road in- the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Plckerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
arene et be found ansurpasssd by anything 

ihe West, 
New York office, No. 416 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 6 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from poor 

home ticket agents, apply to 
woe cs A re 

, H. STENNETT, en. Manager, cago. 
Gen, Pass. Agent, Chicago, Jezé tf 

Hotels and Resorls far Sportsmen, 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

=i 

Rates reduced to $8 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.60 per day. 

ALYIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
, a challengé any ee the World to show x 
8 nd as elegantly furnished rooms as those 0: 
the SHERMAN, Je20 tf 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L. I. 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within 2 mile anda half of the 
Ocean. Ixcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders. Surf and still water bathing. Good boat- 
ing, Ushing, and gunning. Honse open throughont 
the year for fishing and shooting parties. Boats, 
boatmen, stabling, carriages, and every convenience 
for sportsmen, Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 
Terms moderate, 5, P. CONELAN, Prop’r. 

aug tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

| SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L., 

By & practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const, The beat ground inthe vicinily of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his pnesta, and satis. 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, 1. Nové tf 

Gunpowder. 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupont’s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their great repwtation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
Quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Hall 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPON'T’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of very fine grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT'S RIFLE, F@,, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
FFg and FFfg.—The F¢ for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg and FFRg for general use, burning 
strong and moist, 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof, Agencies in all cities and principal towns 
thronghoutthe U.S. Represented by 

F, L KNEELAND, 70 Wain Sr. N. Y. 
N. B—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY 8T,, N. Yes 

: a 
Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1b, canisters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breecii-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5m 
Inetal kegs, 63¢ Ibs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5 
tbs, each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. - 
The best for rifles and ali ordinary purposes, 
Bizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, the)ast being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 25]bs., 123¢ lbs, 
and 64 1bs., and in canisters of 1 lh, and 4 lb. 

All of the abnyé give high velocities and lesa 
residaom than any other brands made, and are re- 
commended and used by Capt. A. H. Bi ; 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS, MILITARY POWDER 
Ofall kindson hand and made toorder. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and - —«‘ 
~ Platinum Fuses. 

Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
cat, sent Sree on application to the above sddresa, 
Oe  , 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St., 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and 
Proprietor. Open day and night, 
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Gunpowder, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazard’s ‘* Electric Powder.’ 

Nog, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed ip point of 
Btrength and cleanliness, Packed lm square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only, 

Hezerd’s “American Sperting." 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb, canisters and 
6 Ib. Kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, fo 
upland prairie shooting, ell adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Hazgaord's “ Duck Shooting,” 
Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 yeoatue): In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 64 and 124 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranks any other brand, and it ia equally serviceable 
Tor muzzle or breéch-loaders, 

Hagard’s “ Kentucky Riffe,” 

PERG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” MG, in kegs of 25, 
123¢ and 6% Iba, and cana of 5 lbs. oF FEG 18 also 
packed in i and Ib. canisters, Burns strong and 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are fevorite trands for 
ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” FG is 
the standard Rife powder of the country, A 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

AA EGUIAED Gin Os kAGOR AG 
FACTURED TO ORDER. —*y ate: J 
The aboye can be bad of de: , OF ‘of the Com- 

bany’s Agents in eyery prom‘pent city, or wholescie 
at our ofiice, x 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & RARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, T ands. Superior Rifle, Enfiald 

Rifle, and Gol. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar atreet, N.¥ Agent forthe United States 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Eaton's Rust Preventer. 
For Guna, ttn and Surgical Instruments. 
Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, und will keep in 
ny climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market. 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It ts 
the best preparation I haye found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, Nid. 

Sceld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Maxs,; 8, Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. KE. Eaton, Chicago, Ill.: Brown 
& Hilder, St, Louis, Mo, ‘hos, W. Parr, Cleveland. 
Ohio. Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. §. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D,C, Jos, ©. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia, 

en OANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, : 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 

Cleans fifty shells In fen minutes. No water used. 
Eniyes elastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads. 1S unequalled as a breech wiper by cover- 
ing with an oiled cloth. For sslé by all gun dealers, 
Or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, 
$1.50; 10and 12bore. J. F. RONAN, box 34 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass, Liberal discount to the 
trade, Sept23 3m 

TRY 
8. Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

BUN Wasps. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICK 

For sale by all dealers, Manufactured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn., snd 7 White street, 
New York, octl? 8m 

C, & B, ZETTLER, 

QUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

Trap-Shooter’s Ammunition 
Case, 

A handy and compact Leather Box for carrylug 
Shells, 100 rounds, €4.50; 70 rounds, 4. Setit by 
@xXpress 00 receipt of price, or 0. O. UD. everywhere, 

FHOMSON & SONS, 
P. 0, Box 1,016, 801 Broadway, New York, 

i 



Sportsmey’s Goods. 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. ¥., 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE,) 

This house is well known as being the largest 
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 

‘States, 
Spe cial Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- 

liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 

Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for 

Holiday Presents, consisting of jawe'ry of every de- 

scription. novl4 2mos 

G00D’S OLL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
anow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable. Made to order 
jn & variety of styles, and 
wairanted the genuine 

article, Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 8 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
for to Frank Geod.) 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT 5 
ING CLOTHING, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 

WASHINGTON, D. C, 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- =< 

ridge holder inuse. Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
and positively prevent 
wads from starting on ~ 
shot. Suitable for either ; 
paper or brass shells. 
These cartridge holders 
cau be easily attached to 
‘any hunting vest or coat 
front. A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
€rs only weigh 8 ozs, One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
belts can be perfectly ad- 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver to any address, and 
prepaypostage,on beltsor “sas 
any Dumber of loose hoid- = 
‘ers on receiptof the fol- , 
Jowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
per dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring 

brass holders, complete, 
$4, Hlegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuse,$5. We solicit cor- 
Tespondence from deers. All our belts are made 
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps 
on (nofshown incut). Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Ill, or 
¥. 0. Money Order on Ottawa, Ill. Send 10 cent 
Stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POOLER & JONES, Serena, La Salle ons 

Rep’ 

Card’s Patent Rotating Glass 
Ball Trap. 
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fF EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In eyéry possible 

direction. No screen isneeded, as no one, not even 
puller, cin tell the direction the ball will take, Made 
Blationary if desired. All metal. WORKING PARTS 
WICELY FITTED, Send for Circular, 

WM. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
jesjsmo3 Cazenovia, N. Y. 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balis 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE JBY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GOODS, 

——— 
par day at-home. Samples worth #5 free, 

$5 to $20 ‘Address Srisson £ Co., Portland, Maine, 

octl7 tf 
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LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADINC SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. , 
Send for Ilmstrated Catalogue. 

FOWLER & FULTON, General Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 

‘W..W._Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, | 
ae ‘Breech-Loaders 

“THRE WINNING CUR, 
ae 

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an cet dart yalned at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, thia the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of sll nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 

= Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
“eq Out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 2934 yards, He 

also won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds ont of 20, This 

5 fps = is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
f \ s The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 

: ge =? ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
: ‘ : the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 

The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1976, in the pigeon shooting maron betwe adelphia, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt, 
Mr. pas thant & ea Beat nan Oe birds out of 100, using one barrel only. re a ad a 

5 ng gun also at the great London Guu Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best maker: 
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE Fash BREECH-LOADER is the setae: 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

WwW. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H.C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ By 

CEI YP Ss, 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot'as well as choke bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 

| for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 00 in a box, 

-1 Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Goose Shooting. 

TRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

ATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Worka would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in « stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suilciently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or TIalling on the grass, 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300. 
_ Bend for price list. Specialinducements to the trade + 

“= HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Posrl Sirest, N. ¥. 

“A. H. BOGARDUS. 
My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with 

£50 in each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship- 
ping, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth ball has to be made #0 

“thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and the feather-lilled ball is the same. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra, Thayé had 5,000 shipped out West siace my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not find a ball broken, and 
neyer over three or four ina barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
Where clubs use them you can readily see whieh is the hardest shooting, In 
matches reported in papers, saying Bogardus’ rules aud traps used, you do not 
See all the balls broken. Amateurs and yonng boys who want fo learn to shoot 

= asd will follow the instructions Jaid down in my book, *‘ Pield, Cover and Trap 
= Shooting,” will become crack wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

who intruduced this sport to the public, and who bas been to England twice and shot and upheld the 

American flag. My “ Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” ia the only book that has ever been written and 

published by 4 market hunter and experienced man. I will return the money to any one who hus booght 

the book and thinks they did not get their money’s worth. Each barrel of balls contains & scores book with 

Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rulea for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘«Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” 32. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BEOS. & CO ,10 Platt Street, N. V. City. 
‘ #* TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Address CAPT, A, H, BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co.; Ill., or can be had from him 

wherever he shoots, DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. ; 

BAGATELLE BALL 
IVOR FARO & POKER CHECKS. satin | F. GROTE & co., PROMPTLY \opRNERS AND DEALERS 
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS.! 

BILLIARD BALLS. 

ATTENDED 
TO. L 114 E, lth ST, NEW YORE. 

5 GOLD Any worker can make 212 6 day at home, 

Pachting Goods, 

— 

CLUTE BROTHERS & covs PRICE LIS 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 
* AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 

FOR COPY. SCHENKCTADY, N. Y. 
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THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case and coyer; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made. Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
GuUN office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post oMes 
order, to any: part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO,, 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO.’ 
6567 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, Manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc, 
CABIN STORES. 

jeoi-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840, 

H, WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and 17th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tuurist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc,, etc, 

Spectacles and Hye-Glasses to Sult all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Mustrated Catulogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

Magic Lanterns and Stercopticans. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & ©O., 591 Broadway, 
» N. Y¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Grephoscopes, Chromog and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographia 
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic Ma- 
terials. Awarded First Premium: st Vienna and 
Philadelphia. dcess. 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Came, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS, 

192 DUANE STREET, N, Y- 
poyt tt 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 BRoapway, Room 30, New Yous Cir, 
—— 

All business promptly attended to. 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
CrezpMoor Tarozt, Distance 200 Fzxr, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No, 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Heater Sts.) 

NEW YORK. 

Contly 
OuiOt free, Address Tava & Co., Auyuste, Malas, J 
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‘Trems, Four Dollara n Year, 
Ten Cents a Copy, 
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VOICES OF THE FOREST. 

fd ty rude canoe on the gniet lake, 

T sit in the calm moonlight; 

Where tall trees throw their shadows, 
And sweet sounds fall on the night; 

Where the air breathes through the tall old pincs, 
With many asigh and moan; 

A choir of a hundred yoices I hear, 

Though [sit here and sing alone, 

‘The stars look down from the sky above, 

And up from the waters below ; 

‘The Ore-ily fasbes his tiny lamp 

With its phosphorescent glow. 

T hear the voice of the whippsorwill, 

The deep notca of the frog, 

And the maay mysterious yoices that grect mp, 

Trom fores? and lake aud bog, 

T hear the heot ef the solemn ow), 

The sonnd of the wood-duck's cai] ; 

The trout, as it leaps from the lake in p’ay, 
Thear its splash and fall. 

The gtating .eeth of Lie deer as he feeda, 
And I hear his stamp in tlie Jake; 

‘Poward the shore glides an antlered buck, 

Leaving his rippling wake, — 

T hear the sound of the insect choir, 
And I feel their plereing sting; 

J hear the chattering equirre's near, 

And afar, the loon's clarion ring; = 

The muffled drumming of partridges 
In the tangled brush near by; 

‘The hoarse croak of the rayen, 
And the tree-frog’s piping cry. 

Only afew boat lengths away, 
There’s a deep rayine near a beantifal by; 

There’s 4 grove of pines, with tneir garments green, 

And their shadows lie dark on Ile waters belween. 
As Lateered for the spot tliere issued a round 

That curdied my blood, and mede my heart bound. 

“+ \ panther,” T whispered ; and homeward I went; 
O'or the waters I flew, and hurried to tent. 

* Why man,” laughed te gnive; * what's whitened yorruliack 

"T'was no panther, but only a screech-owl's slirick ; 

No more in these forests Lhe panther prowis, 

“ Men raised in the wootls are not aca ed al owls,’ 

Srernen, 
— 
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field Sports in Say Biega Ca. 
a L ==Glo . ] . 

By T. 3. Van Dyxe. 

LAND about as unknown to the sportsmen ss Alaska, 
A about as unknown to the majority of Californians them- 

selves as Kamschatka; pictured by the imagination a3 a burn- 

ing waste; tenanted mainly by Mexicans, Indians, tarantulas 

snakes, cenlipedes, scorpions and fleas; despised, ridiculed and 

abused by the State to which it belongs,—is the county of San 
Diego. After what I heard about it in the places as above, it 

was not without many misgivings that I ventured into the 

living tombit was described to be, and should hardly have 

dons so had not all reluctantly admitted that it had what I 

owas in search of—tho bast climate in the State. I find it so 
vastly different from all that I had been led to believe that [ 
toust, for the benefit of a cerlain class of sportsmen, give some 

description of it, for I believe it is destined to become fox them 

one of the best known and most valuable resorts that our 
country affords. 

A high mountain chain, cutling ihe county in two, shuts 
the western portion entirely out from all influence of the ter- 

rible Colorado desert, which covers the entire castern half, 
and leaves a climate and country totally different from that 

of Arizona and the neishborhood of Fort Yuma. From this 
Mountain chain the Jand breaks away toward the far-shinine 

Pacific, forming a country about as large as New Jersey, con - 

taining all varieties of climate, scenery and soil. Throughout 
the whole of this, poor Jand was so abundant thet nature was 

compelled to stack it, and as time was precious in those days, 

the job was done in such a hasty and careless manner that it: 

dies slung around loosely in all directions and shapes. Hvery- 
where are vast piles, from 1,000 to 3,000 or 5,009 feet 

high, and some 7,000 or 8,000. 
with lesser piles, vast rayines or tuble-lands, which, in 
turn, are cut up with rayines, valleys and gulches innumer- 
able, of all widths, depths and lengths. 

ness of the air, 
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The intervals are filled 

The country is not, as would be supposed from its climate, 
a dreary heap of bare, brown hills, though such in places are 
numerous enough; but here and there lies, like a quiet lake 
in the frowning frame of its surroundings, a lovely and well- 
watered valley, with thousands of acr.s of the richest land 
and gardens, and fields of perennial green, while the majority 
of tae hilis are robed in vestments of eternal green of every 
variety of shadu from the dark velvet to the most delicate of 
the light tints. This ‘chapperal ” consists mainly of bushes 
from five to fifteen feet in height, of a nature that would 
flourish luxuriantly on the southern slope of a fresh-baked 
brick. As we recede from the coast, timber appears in the 
canyons, and as the land rices higuer it grows Jarger and 
thicker, and spreads out from the canyons up the mountain 
sides, and covers the tops of the high mountains with dense 
forests. 

Tn the lowlands the s!reams are dry in summer, and half the 
time even in winter, and the water is generally warm and 
poor for drinking; but in the mountains are many living 
streams and springs of delicious cold water. 

The scenery is, of course, not so grand as that of other por- 
tions of the State, and yet: is sufficiently fine to be hichly 
attractive. On every hand are mountains that, if in the 
Adirondecks, would be sung in song and blazoned in story by 
a thousand quills, Here and there great rugeed clifls of gray, 
impassive granite have elbowed their resisilcss way thousands 
of feet into the blue dome of heaven, and long chains cleaving 
the sky with serrated backs run in al! directions, Smaller 
mountains and ridges innumerable lic scattered in all direc- 
tions; and over all has been sown in wild, reckless profusion 
myriads of granite bou'ders of every size and shape. Along 
the mountain passes they stand like grim sentinels of the land, 
far up along the peaks, and on the points they lie grouped like 
frowning fortresses, and away out upon the plains they some- 
fimes <tand like giant mile-siones in a giant country. From 
almost any mountain top may be seen the silver shéen of the 
peaceful ocean, with its high rocky islands; to the south the 
ragged mountains of Mexico, and to the east and north peaks 
and chains of all sizes up to 11,500 feet. Mong eanyons fitled 
with richest yérdure of a dozen shades wind their sinuous 
ermsin loving embrace almost around the mountain's neck, 
On-all hands may be seen the long ereen trail of some stream 
which, though sleeping for years below iis sandy bed, still 
keeps the adjacent Jand in every living beauty, and far away 
toward the coast the table-land rolls away in long billowy 
swells, All this, in winters when we ara blessed with a few 
decent showers, is spattered from yalley to mountaia crest 
with a profusion and variety of flowers that benumbs the 
wonder of ¢yen the most enthusiastic ranters about Howers in 
Upper California snd Colorado. The resources of this seclion 
are, like those of Southern California, generally_far short of 
the extravagant nonsense with which the real estate sharp 
loads his eyer-ready blunderbuss to bag the astern gull, yet 
also much greater than one accustomed to the rich prairies 
and copious rains of the west would at first suppose, But 
these I shall pass, as I haye to deal only with its resonrces for 
the sportsman, 
To the climate, however, justice has never been done, even 

by its best friends. It is thought high praise to call it ‘semi- 
tropical.” Iv’s an insult, and I thank Heayen it is not sem1- 
tropical, It is San Diogo climate, the finest, not in the world 
perhaps, but in any civilized part of the world where an 
American can live and enjoy life. I do not say this because I 
live here, but on the contrary, I live here for the game reason 
that I say this; because, from a thorough eomparison of U. 
5. records with those of other places, from ihe unvarying tes- 
timony of numerous travelers and climate-seekers in other 
parts of the world, and from a three years’ residence, I am 
convinced that, taken the year round, there ia no place where 
one can live so many cays out of doors without suffering from 
heat or cold, rain, mud, winds, and other climatic discomforts. 
At the caudal end of the Pacific rain belt it gets less rain than 
apy Other habitable portion of our country, while the unfail- 
ing sea-breeze, formed by the suction of the ascending heated 
airort day, makes the summer temperature of the coast far 
less unpleasant than that ef even Massachusetts. Though the 
winter is thcoretically a ‘“‘rainy season,” nofortunatc ly for 
anything like egriculture it practically isnot. About three 
yvars out of five the winter is much drier than the driest sum- 
mher ever seen east of the Rocky Mountains, while the summer 
is only an cight months’ chain of attenuated dryness long 
crawn out. ‘The average winter is like the loveliest of Octo. 
ber weather at the East, Day after day and weelkc after week 
the sun climbs the same old cloudless arch and sinks behind 
an jmmaculate curtain of amber and tose. An occasional 
white frost at night, zone before breakfast, is the nearest ap- 
proach to the winter of the North. The damp, enervating 
beat of Florida is unknown at any time of year, and while the 
Winter days are always warm enough to hunt in shirt-sleeves, 
they are never so hot that a coat ig uncomfortable, Tbe tem- 
perature of the coast is cocler in summer thau that of Maine, 
yet wariuer in winter than that of South Carolina, Back in 
the country it is a few degrees warmer by day and a few 
cooler at night; yet the mercury seldom reackes 90, and 
100 no oftener than in New York: Owing to the great dry- 

which enables the never-failing breeze to re- 
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move the perspiration very fast and allows a rapid radiation 
the moment the sun is gone, making very cool nights, the 
summer is, instead of a nuisance, a positive luxury compared 
with anything to be found East, O£ course there ara excep- 
tions. On the mountains there is more rain and some snow 
and ice in winter, and some few canyons and basins shut oif 
from the breeze are extra hot in summer. But the climate 
secker can always take his choice from a @reat variety of 
climate. Once in eight or ten years.there will be an extra 
wet winter (though the wettest ever known gave only seven- 
teen inches of rain, the average being eicht), and once in two 
or three years the whole State wall he swept for a day or two 
or three by a scorching sirocco. The air is extremely dry, 
an either in winter or summer meat may be dried without 
salt or smoke, Ihaye never found a place where anything 
like malaria is so utterly unknown, though it could doubtless 
be produced by excessive irrigation in summer of large tracts, 
a a ot which, howeyer, there is no danger with the present 
rainfall. 
To my great surprise I find it rematkably free from insect 

or reptile pests. oth insects and reptiles are numerous; buf 
not of the fraternal kind. No festive enat or black fly hankers 
for your blood, and the impressive bug, that in the Northern 
and Hastern hotel so gently o’er the sleeper stealeth, is here 
unknown. The musquito and midge are found in but few 
spots; the ailectionate wood-tic hugeeth no closer than at the 
Hast; and no jigger maketh geological explorations in your 
crust, An ant will occasionally mistake an emaciated shank 
for a beanpole and ascend to investigate, and a flea will once 
in a while demand payment, though I lived here two years 
before one presented me his bill. In three years, mostly spent 
in hunting, I have seen but ten rattlesnakes, the only pvison- 
ous kind ; five or six tarantulas, one scorpion and one centi-— 
pede. In winter there is nothing of any kind to annoy one. 
The county bas a population of 5,000 or 6,000 whites, fully 

cqual inintelligence, culture, hospitality and Tespectability to 
that of any rural portion of our country, and far superior to 
that of some portions. The Indians and Mexicans number 
about the same, and are quict, orderly and nearly all industri- 
ous. The county is well governed, and life and property are 
as safe asin any part of California, and far safer than in many 
parts of our country. 

For the invalid sportsman who is compelled to hunt cli- 
mate for a living, or who would escape for atime the rigors 
of a Northern winter, an Diego Co. offers some peculiar ad- 
vantages. He will find abundance of game and the easiest 
county to hunt in that he has probably eyer seen. Hither in 
& wagon or on horseback, as well as on foot, he can go almost, 
anywhcre where the game is without the slightest danger of 
getting lost, without plunging through swamps, mud or water, 
without tearing and swearing his way through sawegrass, cane- 
brake or briars, orinvoking benisons Upon an endless succession 
of fallen logs, tangled'vines, roots, etc. There are some thick 
patches of cactus as well as heavy chapparal, but there is no 
necessity at allfor going into either to find game in abundance. 
Here he will find within a short distance of his boarding 
place vast game preserves, upon which the resident sportsmen 
can make no visible impression, and which are barred to the 
market hunter by laws of nature that he cannot break—dis- 
tance from market, difficulty of preserving for shipment, cost 
of transportation, price of ammunition, cheapnéss of other 
meat, etc, Quail abound here in quantities of which the Bast- 
ern sportsman has no conception, and the shooting lasta from 
September till March, being the yery best when our Eastern 
fields ars closed by both law and snow. 

Hares and rabbits (an unscientifie distinction, but I will 
make it for convenience, nevertheless) aru very abundant on 
the low lands and broad valleys. Both are of a variety pecu- 
liar to this section, are smaller than the jack rabbit of the 
plains and the cotton-tail of the East, and as much superior in 
flavor to them cr the white hare of the North as the wood- 
cock is to the woedpecker. For years I would not notice the 
detestable little bunny of the Bast; but these keep in a kind 
of brush about waist-high, through which they run and dodge 
in a way that makes capital shooting, while in the morning 
and ev éning they will be out along the edges in numbers sufli- 
cicnt to soon fill the bag of the tyro who cannot shoot running. 

In winter every lagoon abounds with ducks, which, owing 
to the dry banks and smooth surroundings, are very easy to 
get ali; and although the shooting is inferior to many parts of 
the West and Northern California, yet it is by no means to be 
despised. Good bags can be made by the tyro, and he who 
wants the glorious wing shooting needs only.a comrade or two 
to keep the ducks stirred up. In tho bay of Sau Diego thero 
is in winter fine shooting on the black brant, a variely almost 
unknown East, and the most gamey and fine flayored of all 
California water fowl. 
No royal woodcock here goes twisting and whistling up- 

ward through the timber, and no lordly grouse bursts from 
the brake with booming wing; but the dear little snipe is here 
in some places; and along the coast willet, curlew and plover 
are very abundant, while doyes, meadow larks, highholders, 
e\¢., are plenty for those who want such game. 5 

Tn the high mountains is 4 beautiful varivty of quail, larger 
a little than dear old Bob White; a distinct and beautiful 
variety of pigeon, and a gray equirrel, apparently the same as 
the much beloved friend of my boyhood, except that it lives 
in the rocks and ground as well as trees, though 1 thinl the 
tree squirrel is still another variety. 

The shooting season here is practically endless, as by tha 
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time the quail season closes [he young hares and rabbits are 
almost fullgrown. As an instance of the ease of hunting 
here, I will vive a case within my personal knowledge Three 
years ago, during astray of three months nt the excellent 
house of J. O. Miner in El Cajou Valley, Mr. ©. L. Ford, of 
the publishing house of J. B. Word & Co., New York, killed 
zomething over 250 ducks, 200 haves and rabbits, and scores 
of plover and doves. The gentlemen had never hefore 
touched a gun, shot at nothios in motion, was nop able ta 
walk half a mile am hour, and rarely lefthis buggy to shoot. 
There are plenty of places where this can be done by any one 
of sumption, though I believe El Cajou to be the best place 
for nearly all kinds of smal! game, and Miner’s is certainly 
the best place there to find accommodations, a good host and 
hostess, and plenty of home comforts. Such af least I found 
it during a two years’ residence with him. For sportsmen 
not out of health, Icannot say that this county is as good a 
place as the upper part of the State and many parts of the 
West and South, itis doubtful if there is any shooting as 
food here as it may be found further north. ‘fhe duck and 
deer hunting certainly is not, and neither geese nor snipe are 
so abundant. But for the invalid this is just the place, and I 
think any one whe was well would enjoy a winter here. 

= a 
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THE ADIRONDACKS UNVEILLED. 

“4 HOWLING WILDERNESS.” 

a was autumn. I had always been wild togo tu the prime- 
yal seclusion of the wilderness. When a boy I used to 

speak whole chapters of Murray’s Quide, at Sunday-school 
exhibitions, and I read the accounts of those early surveyors 

who could not plant their tripods without danger of striking 
a bear's toe; but never until this year were the bright dreams 

ot my youth realized. An article in a Northern paper stating 
that bears were so plentiful that it was almost impossible to 
keep pumpkin-pies for a day, and that they were frequently 
discovered up the grape vines before breakfast—I mean the 

bears—so crazed me that the next day found Don Albani and 
meinan Adirondack stage starting for *‘the wilds where 

never mon trod.” My chum was dressed in a delicate maroon 

velvet jacket with point-lace collar. Inside and out of his 

coat were a hundred or more labelled pockets. Some held 

catridges, others essence of pepermint and curiosities in gen- 
eral, such a8 8 Whale’s tooth, and the scalp of an Indian, 

which he alleged he took. This latter he always showed to 
the driver when the vehicle became excessively protracted in 
its momentum, ; 

It wasawildride. I do not mean that the speed was 
great, except at one time when an irate steer charged us and 
stuck bis horns through the back-board, pushing us up the 
hill at a rate neyer equalled before or again by that stage. 
Albani cut off the steer’s head, and we preserved it as a 
memento; but you will hardly believe me, lis rage was 80 
great that for two miles he followed us without any head. 
At the first bend of the road, however, in his blind fury he 
kept straight on into the iron works and was melted up into 
pig iron, horse nails and other useful articles. 

Our expectations of the woods were greatly disappointed 
when we found the persistence with which rail fences and 
houses clung to the side of the road. ‘Then, too, the telegraph 
poles never gave out, and the wires were in no place down. 
The natives, who regarded us in the light of Arctic adyen— 
turers or religious fanatics, thronged the sides of the road and 
exclaimed: ‘' [ reckon you'll git a leettle spruced down afore 
ou come out,’ and otherannoying words. The horses usual- 
'y walked a mile or two and then paused to recover breath. 
Sometimes our stop was at a prehistoric hotel or postofiice, 
at others by the side of a pearly trout brook, where the water 
literally hoiled with—the horses. No trowt seen there for 
fifteen years, As 1 suid before the crowds became 60 annoy- 
ing at the hamlets that we were obliged to lecture on temper- 
ance in order to rid ourselyes, It is theonly thing thet makes 
them move. 
We stopped for dinner at what was called a hotel, and were 

Yegaled on what we at first supposed to be yenison, but 
which proyed to be woodchuck, The proprietor said 
there was ‘‘ good shootin’ off “em,” and tried to induce 
us to stay, but woodchuck had no charms af four dol- 
lars a day. It was witha sense of oppression that we en- 
tered the " coach,” and the driver commenced his afternoon 
performance of breaking forty clothes poles on the horses 
backs in two consecutive hours without sleep. For twenty 
miles we sat silent, too full to speak—full of gloomy fore bod- 
ings, | mean—except the driver who had drank whisky with- 
out a license at this temperance hotel. Wepassed Catamount 
Mountain and Panther Gorge, in which-a herd of swine were 
quietly feeding. In yain we looked for the wilderness. The 
rail fence still pursued us, and toward the latter part of the 
ourney we were annoyed by peddlers selling lavender neck- 
tiesand gum, We saw no hand-organ grinders, however, and 
took courage. At last we came fo a place where there was 
no fence, and a sigh of relief broke from our imprisoned souls, 
Then a river, on its smooth surface myriads of water fowl— 
all belcnging to Bill Spooner. 

Darkness was coming on and we were starving. The 
driver offered some spruce gum, unprotected, from the lower 
abyases of his pocket, butwe thanked him, saying: ‘*O kind 
sir, dearsir, save yourself! You are of value to the com- 
munity, Youdrivea stage; carty the mail and help your 
fellow creatures. Take the gum yourself and live! We are 
nothing but bears from Wall street.” He only smiled as the 
glow of the hotel lights broke upon us. We were sorry aiter- 
ward that we did not take the gum, as several of the greatest 
hunters in the woods had chewed on that piece, and if was of 
historic interest. ; 
We were in the wilderness. It was a very civilized sort of 

aplace. From the grand piano were issuing soft symphonies, 
and gentlemen, whom we were informed were guides, dressed 
in swallow-tails, were entertaining the ladies with hunting 
adventures, It seemed hardly possible that those delicate 
creatures were guides and could row a man five miles g day. 
We asked the proprietor how many deer he had seen that 

day andif the piano did not frighten them, Albani and I 
fairly leaped for joy when he smi the deer rather ‘liked the 
pianner, and often poked their heads in the window of an 
evyenin’.”” He also told us that a bear was roosting up a tree 
not half a mile distant, and that they had a hoolc and ling out 
ior him. ‘The method is this: A clothes-—line, of from a mile 
toa mile and a quarter in Tength, has a shank hook at one end 

beited with a freshly killed cur—the bears are such curious 
fellows— this is then carried its full length hy a man, assisted 
by another with a cone to keep panthers from seizing the Wait. 
On theirreturo all the boarders seize the unbaited end and 
Anxionsly await a hite. The bite of a bear is quite similar to 
that of a pickerel, onJy more s0. At the first niblle the 
boarders all twist their limbs around the stove and other im. 
movable objects, and suspense reigns supreme. A quick pull 
announces that he has swallowed the pup, and at a given sig- 
valall pullin. Of course several trees always hang to the 
bearand many ferns. The ladies then gather the autiimna 
leaves and press the ferns, and the bear is converted into 
grease and other useful articles. 

Jf the bear is net dead by the time he reaches the hotel the 
children slick pins mto him and poke Ins tongue until le 
faints. No bear bit: before tea, and we repuired to the table 
to vindicate the reputation of our respective families, Since 
the law probibiled trout. fishing then, we were served with 
what were called ‘' canned trout,” so nicely preseryed that 
the man who caught them (ths day before) would not haye 
believed them the same fish, They were a little dangerous, 
however, as they had heen shot on the ruuways, and the 
sharp pellets of shot stuck In our throats, making it necessary 
to swallow chestnut burrs and other articles of furniture in 
order to gcrape them down. 

That night the lake was conyulsed by a terrible storm. The. 
hotel rocked like a light-house and many were sea sick. 
Lemons could nof be had for love or money, and the water 
came into the parlors so suddenly that a party of two 
young gentlemen and two ladies had to take refuge on the 
piano. They were finally rescued in boats, By the pale glare 
of the lamps Jarge trout could be seen swimming around all 
over the first floor, and it was confidently expected that there 
would be good fishing in the dining room fora week, Im- 
agine our surprise the next morning to find the entire estab- 
lishment as dry as if there never had been a flood. Of course 
the deluge was the prevailing subject of conversation, and it 
was generally believed to be one of the faults of President 
Hayes in not attensing to the weather. 

After breakfast Albani took his eight ounce rod and pre- 
pared to fish fromthe piazza. here was a look of calm in- 
difference on his face as he slowly drew out a quarter of a 
mile of line and fastened a nice croton bug to the end of it. 
The boardera 6 masse came out to sce him and predicted his 
utter failure. They did not know their man. A member of 
the International Scientific Protective Benevolent Game As- 
sociation advanced sad warmed Albani not to fish out of sea- 
son, but on his promising to put the fish right bucl he was al- 
lowed to proceed. | He looked noble as he surveyed the snrg- 
ing mass of spectators. I trembled for him and whispered, 
‘Do take in 200 yards, just for my sake, Al!’ He only 
smniled Slowly be untangled the line and threw straight up. 
The delicate cord ascended, the croton bug kicking. No 
sooner had it reached itsapex than with the speed of lightning 
Albani gave a switch and it sped over the house, chimney, 
pastures and faraway. Then thecrowd cried, ‘It’s coming 
back, boys! Phew!’ 

The loud whistle of the line, like an aerolite or seolian harp 
announced its return. The friction with the air had set the 
bug on fire, and only a flame of eclaring light marked its place, 
Tt came back and sped across the lake its full length amid the 
cheers of the dumfounded crowd. But stay! what new 
wonder awaits us? Lo! the hook has lit in a tree snd 
snatched the wary black duck from hisroost. Amother cheer. 
Albani grasps the reel and the dnck comes skipping across. 
He has wrung his neck. Amid the applause the piazza fell, 
which increased our bill materially. Again Albanisteps forth 
and draws the line. This time he used ashort cord, Whizz 
it goes back; but alas! the falling of the piazza had made 
Albani neryous, and the cruel line went swooping into one of 
the rooms and returned bearing on its point & ladies’ switch. 
*¢ Another misplaced switch,” the crowd cried, and screams 
came from the apartment, ‘‘It's all I had in this world” (Adi- 
rondacks); but the switch had sunk never to rise again. To 
make a long story short, a horse had to be killed that day for 
his tail, and with this temporary substitute she returned to 
Wew York for repairs. The horse’s hide was then made into 
buckskin gloves and ofher useful articles for us. 
We remained just two days more. On the first we ascended 

a mountain called Marcy, fr m which the guide said we could 
see the Mississippi River. \Ye examined it carefully with o 
glass, however, and pronow:.ce:l the water too clear for that 
Tiyer, it was more likely some che of the many streams which 
flow from the Rocky Mountains. Wesaw the tired workmen 
yeturn at night with their dinner pails across the Hast River 
Bridge, and then we came back tothe lower regions ennobled 
and refreshed. The next day Albani and I each killed one- 
fifth ofa deer. The way it happened was this: The whole 
Adirondack region was out after that deer, and five men fired 
at once, there being no reason to suspect that one man killed 
the deer any more than the other four. Shewssadoe. Does 
have no horns; they ‘“‘take after” their mothers. For lack 
of other relics we brought the steer’s horns away with us, and 
as bad luck would have it, met the owner on our return trip. 
He fired two shots. Twenty-seven lodged in Albani and 
seventeen in your humble servant, odd numbers both of 
aoe felt odd. We are now busy picking them out. 

't Ain't I glad I’m out of the wilderness.” 
Crartus H. Orow. 
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For Forest and Stream ané Rod and Gun, 

THE HILLS OF BIG BAGLE. 

HE Big Eagle is astream im Northeastern Kentucky, 
i which, after along and a tortuous course, debouches 

into the Ohio River, Preeipitous hills, rising in some places 
almost to the dignity of mountains, overshadow its sparkling 
waters and dip their feet in its cooling wayes. . 

Years ago the writer of this sketch, then a boy at school, 

spent a week among thege hills, perhaps the happiest week oi 

his life. 
There weré just six of us, leaying ont of the Count, Pete 

and Bill, two stalwart negro boys, who were cools and bottle- 
washers in general. Added to the full smount of deyiltry, 
which is the chief characteristic of all the negro boys that 1 
eyer saw, they had a reserye fund which enabled them to 
exeel all or any that I ever met. The Doctor, c French 

savant, two Mentucky farmers, a lawyer and your humble 
servant made up the party, amore incongruous one it would 

he eearcely possible to find. 
Yet it was harmonious from its incongruity, For, you may 

lay it down g8 8 maxim, that affinities do not coulesce ona 
camp bunt, Your affinity, surrounded by ell the refinements 
o£ civilined life, dressed daily in purple and fine linen, isa 
very different being from that affinity on the banks of the 
river, who, in the coolest and most exasperating manner 
takes the lust minnow ont of the bucket, and then ih the most 
ede manner loses the big bass that you cold baye 
caught! 

Well, inthe year18—, one crisp, frosty morning in October— 
the ‘ Gount,” Lhe two farmers and myeclf in one spring wagon, 
the Doctor, the lawyer, Bill and Pete in another—we started 
ona jaunt of 75 miles to the hills of Big Waele. All had 
Kentucky rifles, and nll knew how to use them. All had rods 
and reels, but all did not know how1o use them, for the 
French gentleman and the lawyer had never esught a black 
bass In their lives, but were willing to learn. 

The first day’s journey was almost uneventful, except for a 
little incident that occurred near its close. 
_We were driving through a dark, sombre forest of oak and 

hickory when an exclamation from the Doctor, who was in 
the wagon just ahead of us, caused us all to look at him. He 
was frantically tugging at the cover of his rifle, which re- 
sisted all his efforts. 
Locking some 60 or 70 yards off to the right of the road I 

saw 4 magnificent cock pheasant standing on a log. To | 
throw the rifle to my face and eut him down was the work of 
seconds only. When, rather proud of my bird, I returned to 
the wagon and showed where the bullet had hit, square in the 
middle of the breast, I was informed by the Doctor that Thad 
committed an ae pardonaNl sin, for I should have shot his 
head off! How 1 was to shoot his head off at that distance, 
say 70 yards, he did not deign to inform me. Revolving in 
my mind the many snares that are laid for unsuspecting youth 
in this wicked old world, Isank into obscurity. AN united 
in the assertion that it was a good shot, but that I ought to be 
spanked for not shooting his head off ! 

After so long atime I cannot recall everything very accr~ 
rately, but Iam now of the impression—and that may have 
been my impression then—that not one of the party could 
have done any better; algo, that much of the heated discus- 
sion which arose anent my shooting was largely due to a kee 
of old, old whisky, which our henchmen, Fete and Bill, 
handed raynd at short intervals during the whole day. Be 
that as it may, I still think it was a good shot, though Dr, 
Carver, doubtless, would deny it. 

The close of our second day’s journey found us in a small 
‘hottom,” which, formed by the river, was shut off from the 
outer world by a towering cluster of hills, whose Summits, 
clothed with lofty beech, oak and hickory, seemed to touch 
the clouds. Inashort time Pete and Bill had cleaned out, 
swept and garnished a log hut, the legacy of some camp- 
hunters in the long ago, and we prepared ourselves for a week 
of unalloyed happiness. 
When, 2 short time back, I said that all knew how to use 

the Kentucky rifle, Ishonld have made some exceptions, or 
rather one, for the Count could not haye hit a barn Goor at 
ten steps with a rifle. 
Among the yine-clad hills of his natiye Vrance he could, 

doubtless, knock over a hare running or a partridge on the 
wing, but the rifle was, to him, a dread mystery. How people 
could look down those long dark tubes, and with a single ball 
cut off a squirrel’s head in the top of the tallest tree was a 
problem in gunnery which he could never solve. 

8o the only shot-gun m the camp was voted to the Count, 
a heayy Westley-Richards duck pun, with which one could 
kill ducks to a certainty at seventy-five yards. 

Behold of us then, a3 theCaqunt would say, in camp, Tired 
and happy we sank to rest, soothed to sleep by the hoarse 
murmur of the river chafing against its rocky banks. 
The next morning, ere the rosy fingers of Aurora had pulled 

the hair of drowsy oid Sol, we were swake and making prep- 
arations for our day's sport. 

These consisted in disposing of a reasonable amount, of 
boiled ham, strong coffee and corn butter cakes, The arrange- 
ments of the day Were that the writer of this short history and 
the Count should fish, while the rest of the party should de- 
vote themeelyes to the nobler sport of hunting deer and 
turkeys. The Countshouldered his, Wesiley-Richards and 1 the 
rods, while > Bill, the .‘‘ moon-eyed,” toted the bucket of 
minnows. Our objectiye point was alarge mass of fallen 
timber, which, by the accumulation of years, had completely 
obstructed the river, and had formed a natural dam entirely 
across thestream. Here, both aboveand below, the speckled 
perch, black bass, whitedrumand M. salnoides had collected 
in countless numbers. Here was uo opportunity for scientific 
fishing, for you could not allow your fish a play of twenty 
yards in any direction without his finding a big iog, under 
Which he was sure to run, then good-by to your tackle, if he 
was a heayy one, and heavy ones were the rule, not theexcep- 
tion. No; we locked our reels, usinga line about a foot 
shorter than the rod, and gave our fish the butt from the time 
that he was hooked, Of course we logt many fine ones, but 
that did not matter where there was such an abundance, In 
a couple of hours we had an abundance of finetish of the yarig- 
lies named above, and we stopped fishing. 
And here, though I must digress to do so, let me enter an 

energetic protest against the ungentlemanly and unsportman- 
like habit into which some anglers—no, { will not profane that 
name—made dear by Walton, Herbert, Sir Humphrey Davie, 
Hallock, and thousands of high-toned accomplished gentle- 
men. These men, Isay, bayefallen intothe habitof bragging ; 
hay, writing, about the great number of fish thaf they have 
killed! . 

Ji they but knew the withering scorn and contempt in 
which they are held by all true anglers they would neyer pen 
another line telling of their expluits with the rod, 

It is positively sickening to hear a great big hlundering fel- 
low tell how he and his party caught so many hundreds of 
pounds of fish in a single afternoon! Well, ‘! wot of it?” 
Have you added to the world’s scanty stock of wit and wis- 
dom? Have you fenned a single line of interest to the 
naturalist or Lo the sportsman? No; you have gatin a boat 
80 many hours and you have pulled out so many fish. Go to, 
goto. Quit pot-fishing; write like gentleman, if you cam: 
and if not, do not torture men of feeling und humanity by 
jotting down your big catches of God’s creatures, which to 
destroy is an idiotic thing, and the man who writes about it 
writes himself a Dogberry. 
And men who wear the garb of gentlemen, and who are 

in daily intercourse with refined people, do these things, 
What elee could any one expect of an wucultured lout But 
that he would kill all the half grown birds avd catch his creel 
full of all the litle fish that he could find? The natural- 
avilism of the race explains that. Combined wilh a strong 
detire to do something by which be could be noted na the best 
fisherman or the crack shot of the neighborhood. Tale 
waroing of himand spare. the little chicks, O lover of the 
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gin! and spare the fingerlings, O loyer of the rod! And so} awkward menner. Striking upon his feat, he fell forward and 
Shall thy days end in quiet, peace and happiness, and thou 
shalt nof ‘*see red’ in the rosy hours of the morn, nor 
“dream black ” in the still, solemn watches of the night. 

The Gount during sll our morning’s sport had been unusu- 
ally taciturn—he, who was the yer'y soul of all loqnacity ; for, 
except an occasional Sacre, when a big fellow would get 
avway, OF & suppressed mille tonmeres when they tools off his 
minnow, he stood stern and silent on his log, h 

Myself (log.)\—"' My dear Count, you do not seem to enjoy 
your angling this morning, What is the matter?” : 
Oount—" Ab! my dear young frent, it makes the feeling 

of sad over me to think that this beautiful stream runs not in 
Lu Belle France, where so many would enjoy these big baas, 
these gay perch, all of colors the most beautiful.” 
Lavghing at the unexpected turn which the Count’s patri— 

otigm Had taken this morning, I proposed, as we had a wall 
of four miles over the roughest ground in all Kentucky, that 
we return to camp. Bill shouldered the fish in a large corn 
sack, the Count his Wesley Richards, and I the rods, and 40 
up the river to ont camp. Being considerably in advance of 
the rest, on turning a sharp bend in the stream I saw a large 
clump of (eal, which were gaily disporting themselves in a 
still shallow on our own side. Stopping, with monitory 
finger on Jip, I motioned to the Count to come to me, He 
hatl insisted before we started on loading his gun with buck- 
shot, for ‘fear of an encounter of buck,” and now, drawing 
the charge as quickly as possible, I poured into each barrel 
about a half handful of No. Gshot—a supply of which Bill 
had brought with him—and telling the Count to creep to a 
large red oak, about forty yards from the birds, I waited with 
Mauch interest the denowement. 

The melancholy cavtpatria of the morning was now trans- 
formed into the experiended, enthusiastic duclk-hunter. 
Throwing off his broad Panama hat, the Count threw him- 
self fla, on the ground and worked his way up the oak from 
Which he was to shoot, Raising himself on his knees, he 
poised the heavy gun—and fired. Heavens! what a roar! 
Never had Ithonght that a shotgun could crack so loud, 
Jiunning up to the oak I found the Count lying on his baci. 
gazing vacantly at the branches over his head. With the aid 
of Bill I raised him to a sitting posture. Rubbing his hand 
vuelfully on the top of bis head and anathematizing all the 
duck guns in the world, and this special one in particular, in 
the choicest French, we gathered enough from his disjointed 
statements to understand the situation, 

Phe Count in loading his gun for the ‘‘ encounter of bucle” 
in the morning had put in two full charges of powder, and I 
had put in more than that quantity of loose shot, and, of 
coutse, When the gun was fired, she resented the overcharges, 
and, jumping like wm femme diuble, had landed on the crown 
of the head of the kneeling shooter, 

fiesult—A contusion abont the size of a walnut and a gen- 
eral haziness for about fifteen minutes, 

So soon as I could speak for the suppressed lauzhter which 
secenied almost killing me, I offered him my condolence in 
the politest French that I could muster, but the exile from 
sunny France evidently looked upon himself aaa victim of a 
deep couspiracy between myself and the innocent Bill. 
However, when that sable son of Africa returned, bearing 

the spoils of that lucky shot, the good-natured Count forsaye 
me instantly, and, with fome gioomy misgivings, Bill also. 

There they lay, ten fine, fal blue-wing teal, those which, if 
served with a sprinkling of lemon and their own gravy, no 
hetier bird flies. Once more we wended our way to camp, 
and, arriving there, found the Doctor skinning a noble buck, 
which had fallen to his unerring aim. 

Seon the rest of the party caine straggling ia with some 
turkeys adding to our list of game. 

LT could tell how the fat, fat deer and the red, red wine dis- 
appeared that night. I conld chronicle how the yaliant Gaul, 

- after many heayy potations and being reminded of his mis- 
hap of the morning, challenged the Doctor to mortal combat 
on the spot; how Pete fell into the river, being enticed to do 
80 by a baleful trap laid by the innocent-looking Bill; how 
the lawyer andthe two farmers shot at a spot, by torchlight ; 
all this and much more could this veracious historian chronicle, 
but Apollo plucks his ear and reminds him that Forrs7 axp 
STREAM is 4 sporting paper, and nota literary magazine, 

As one day in camp is very like another, 1 shall end this 
pleasant reminiscence of old times by saying that we all got 
back safe to the hauits of civilization, bringing back as rich 
spoil two deer and a nuimber of turkeys. Of fish, I need say 
no more than thaf we had all we could eat while in camp, 
and of ducks, abundance. 

Areihey gone? the big-hearted Doctor and the mercurial 
Count? It was but just now that they were here walking 
through these pages with me, evoked from memory’s mystic 
depths by the niagic of my old steel pen. 

Yes, theyand hundreds of others are gone before. May J 
meet themin the unknown hereafter, knowing and loying 
them better, if possible, than I did on earth. 

Praternally, 
Lawlonville, Ga., Sept. 30, 1878, 
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SIALIA: THE STORY OF A BLUEBIRD, 

Sr, Cram, 

tamnaherta alter noon of a heautiful June day, many years 
ago, the writer of this article started forth, as was his 

custom in his unregenerate youth and before the game law 
was amended, in search of adventures and birds’ eggs; but 
principally birds’ eggs, 

He had not gone far when he saw seated upon a branch of 

im ancient pear tree a motherly-looking bluebird, with an ap- 
parently well-behaved family of three. He no sooner saw 
this beautiful family group than he determined to possess 
one of its members, and immediately proceaded to carry this 

determination into eikect. 

As they were out of reach, they must be started from their 

position before anything could possibly be done. This was 
gasily accomplished, and while the parent bird piloted two of 

them away in safety the other, probably a fast youth who was 
impatient of parental contzol, took another direction, de- 
termined, apparently, to shift for himself. But he found, as 

many another in his position has found, that he lacked 

sirength and experience. 
He flew a short distance, hotly pursued by his prospective 

captor; but his strength soon failed him and he was con- 
slrained jo slight, which, from inexperience, he did in atather 

turned completely oyer before he came to perfect under- 

standing of his position. But he was not to be taken yet, and 
immediately launched out upon another flight, shorter than 
the first. His manner of alighting was very similar to that 
already described ; but he was now too much exhausted to at. 
tempt another flight. Casting his eye about him he sawa 
large oak leaf, under which he immediately thrust his head, 
and imagined, in his simplicity, that he was safe from all 
danger; but he was inistaken. He was so large, or, more 
properly, the leaf was so small, that the greater portion of his 
body was left exposed. He was picked up tenderly and care- 
fully, and, with his prize securely held, the captor fled away 
af more than ordinary speed (wishing to ayoid being himself 
captured), as, in the excitement of the chase, he had been led 
into the back-yard of a crusty neighbor, who would probably, 
had he known the facia, have taken measures that might have 
resulted in mutual dissatisfaction. 
=Sialia was duly installed in a large cage, and his captivity 
commenced. For a long time he was very disconsolute, and 
seemed in danger of going into a decline; but the elastic 
spirits of youth trinmphed, and he forgot his earlier days and 
settled down conténtedly to his new life. Perhaps the attain- 
ment of this happy state of feeling was hastened by the intro- 
duction between the bars of his cage of a few of the creeping 
things of earth. It may be here remarked that the quantity 
of food which would disappear into that cavernous opening in 
his head, commonly called a mouth, was wonderful—even 
fearful—to contemplate. He grew constantly in size and 
beanty—and certainly there was abundant opportunity for im- 
provement in the Jatter respect, a young bluebird being only 
second in ugliness to a young robin. 

His life was uneventful and apparently happy for a time; 
but one day, while upon another predatory expedition, a gold- 
finch’s nest was discovered, and after some trouble one of the 
young was secured and borne homeward. This infant, to- 
gether with another of the sume species, taken a few days he- 
fore, was put in charge of Sislia, to he educated and reared in 
the way they should fo. 
Upon their being placed in the cage with him he seemed for 

2 time to be at 4 lossas to how he should conduct himself, and 
from time to time he east curious glances from the corners of 
his eyes loward these (to him) strange birds. But this eon- 
straint on his part soon wore off. After sitting quietly fora 
time—no doubt meditating and coming to the conclusion that 
these new companions of his would be his rivals in the atten- 
tion of his friends, and being moyed by jealousy—he com- 
menced, at first cautiously, and then boldly, to crowd them 
toward the end of the perch, As he was much the largest of 
the three, he soon had them in uncomfortably close quarters, 
so close, indeed, that one of the finches, in fear of being 
crushed, pushed through between the wires of the cage and 
fiew aimlessly about the room. It was soon caught, however, 
and returned to the cage. Finding that this manner of pro- 
ceeding would afford him no permanent relief, he refrained 
from any further practice of it, and they lived as peacefully as 
might be under the circumstances. In fact, after a time, he 
caine to take great interest in their welfare; and to prevent 
them from injuring themselyes by over-eating, as in their 
youthful carelessness they were liable to du, he would gorge 
himself nearly to bursting. But he was not accurate in his 
calculations as to the amount which adfinch should eat, and it 
was found advisable to separate the finches from Sialia, 
He found great pleasure in playing with pins, and he was 

frequently with difficulty preyented from swallowing them 
und thus bringing himself toan untimely end, He always re- 
sisted these precautionary efforts in his behalf, and protested 
loudly and volubly upon every such oceasion. 
He one day escaped from his cage and took a prominent 

position on the top of a neighboring tree. OF course the first 
thought was how to get him back to his cage. Nothing would 
induce him to return until a piece of bread soaked in water— 
his favorite food—was tempting]y displayed before him, when 
he immediately descended and allowed himself to be caught 
and returned to his captivity. 

If petted and handled often he became quite fearless, but if 
neglected for afew days his wild nature asserted itself, and 
he would grow suspicious of every one who approached him, 
Sometinies, in his more trustful mode, he would carefully push 
himself into the pocket or sleeve of the person who was hold- 
ing him, and seemed not im the least disconcerted at the 
strange quarters in which he found himself. 

The cat, which was full-grown when Sialia was first caught, 
became accustomed to seeing him, and at last took hardly any 
notice of him; but he neyer failed to notice her when she 
gave him an opportunity. The cage was frequently left upon 
the floor or upon a low chair, and if the cat passed near 
enough her tnil was almost certain to get-a pinch, which made 
lier in time come to consider that neighborhood an unpleasant 
one. 

His door being one day left open he appeared unexpectedly 
at the dinner table, or, rather, upon the table. He immedi- 
ately helped himself to that which stood nearest, which, un- 
fortunately, happened to be salt, This evidently did not suit 
his taste, for he sprung back a short distance while a look of 
astonishment and wonder spread itself over his expressive 
countenance. Then he commenced a series of backward 
movements round and round that salt dish, shaking his head 
violently in his efforts to free his bill from the salt, particles 
of which still clung to it. At another time he inadvertently 
took a sip of hot tea, and afterward he was very cautious how 
he tasted anything with which he was not familiar, 

It was his usual custom to keep yery late hours, eating and 
amusing himsell! by lamplight at any time between the hours 
of nine and twelve in the evening, He took great pleasure in 
catching fies about the room in the daytime or evening, as 
the case might be—it seemed to make Jittle difference with 
him. He would perch upon a finger and allow himself to be 
carried from place to place in search of prey. Upon bein 
placed in reach of an insect he would immediately seize it an 
swallow it with evident relish. If the fly was beyond the 
reach of the person holding him he would leaye his position 
oh the finger and fly up to the place which it occupied, and 
after disposing of it would return to the perch. Of course he 
always had hotter suceess in the Gyening, because while he 
seemed to see perfectly well by lamplight the flies were not so 
forttinate, and fell an easy prey. 

His fate is still a mystery. One morning in the early sum- 
mer, When he had been with us for but little more than a 
year, we fonnd his cage door partly opened, and Sialia was 
not inside. Weneyer say him again. The cage stood near 
an Open window, and it is possible that, finding his door open 
or having opened. ib himself, lie passed ont through it and the 
open window to freedom, or perhaps to death, which latter is | 1, J. Moore, 
probable from bis inexperience to take care of himself. 

Q. F, HARLE, 
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HIGGINS’ SINGLE-BARREL PIGEON 

MATCH. 

[3s hameé was Higgins, and he came running into the 

office to say that a blue pigeon had flown in through 
the broken window on the third floor, and he wanted to know 

if he might not go up there and catch it, We assented, and 
went along to see thefun, Armed with an old broom, to- 
gether we repaired to the scene of action. On one side of the 
room reclined a whisky barrel, while 2 dozen bales of cotton 

were ranged near the wall opposite. Above the barrel the 

pigeon was discovered clinging bat-like to the wall near the 
rafters. Broom in hand, Higgins cautiously poised himself 
on the barrel and aimed a blow at the bird that would most 

infallibly haye settled lim had the barrel remained firm; but 
it shot from under him, and, instead of bringing down the 
pigeon, Higgins himself was brought down, floored by whis- 
ky, aa it were. We, the umpire, scored ‘‘no bird.” Tho 
pigeon laft his resting-place, und, after circling round the 
room a few times, perched on a kale of cotton. Higgins 
picked himeelf up, and, brushing off the dust, tried it again. 
‘To reach the prey he lifted himself on top of a bale of cotton, 
on which the dust of two months had gathered, Crawling can- 
tiously along on hands and knees, he approached the pigeon, 
which calmly awaited his coming. It seemed so fame we be- 
sought him to take it alive, and, as it was our Warehouse, he 
laid aside his broom and reached out his hand to grasp the un- 
suspecting victim; but he had nosalé to put on its tail, and as 
he clutched at it the bird flew again, while we, in the lanzuage 
of a colored base-ball player, called out, ‘‘Jobnsing, why 
don't, you cotch him on the flew?” He was mad now, for it 
was hot and dirty work climbing along tle cotton, and as he 
descended with the broom, and rushed toward where the 
pigeon had again alighted, he gave vent to his feelings in 
language which, though not celestial, might under the cir- 
cumstances be termed ‘‘pigeon English.’ ‘This time he 
hurled the broom at the bird with terrific violence, but missed 
him again. The pigeon was now roused, and flew round and 
round the room, while Higgins chased him, striking at him 
in the wildest way. It had become a question of endurance, 
when suddenly the bird bethough him of the broken window 
by which he had entered, and out he flew, leaving Higgins to 
brush off the dust and wish himself a “canny Scot,” that he 
might cut the pigeon wing and thus curtail his flight. 

Snuie@spy. 

His Caliure. 

MaAssAcnusarts— Gloucester, ov. 15.—The Fish Commis- 
sion secured some two millions of codfish ergs Wednesday, 
and put them into the hatching cones. Everything promises 
a successful opportunity for thoroughly testing the practica- 
bility of artificially hatching the eggs of the codfish. 

Marynanp.—Thirty thousind salmon haye been deposited 
in the Bik River tributaries, and fifteen thousand in the Ches- 
ter River at Milington. 

| Honor ro Wuox Hovyor is Duz.—lt is not of at all un- 
common occurrence that credit is given where it does not be- 

long, and that onc man receives a reward for the success of 

another man’s work. An instance in point has just come to 
our notice. Ina letter to the London Wiel of the 2d inst. 

& correspondent writing of the piscicullural prize recently 
awarded among the annua) prizes of the French Acclimatiza, 
tion Society, says: 

The next recipient on the list is M. Tellier, whose services 
consisted in constructing an apparatus suitable for the trans- 
port of Salmo quinnat ova from California to Hurope; the 
thought and care he bestowed on the same haying done much 
to insure the safe arrival of the last consignment of eggs, and 
thus render possible the introduction of Californian salmon 
into French waters. The apparatus in question is composed 
of two wooden boxes, situated one within the other, the in- 
tervening space being filled with powdered cork. The ova, 
having a layer of ice above and below it, occupies the centra 
of the inner box, and a few small holes in the Jatter allow the 
ice water to escape. Thanks to this cautious arrangement, 
the temperature remained during {he whole voyage at abouy 
30.deg. Fahr.; incubation was retarded, und the eggs did not 
hatch out till some time after their arrival in Paris. 

Commenting upon thisin the next issue of the Meld, our 
esteemed friend Fred Mather good naturedly says: 

Part of the above is not only news to me, but very funny 
news, as I brought the eggs over, and’ never saw nor heard of 
the box described; nor had any suggestions from any person 
in France upon the subject, nor haye I told any one the tem- 
perature at which they were kept, which, instead of 36 deg., 
was 42 deg, The facts are these: Last year Professor Baird, 
the United States Commissioner on Fish and Fisheries, wished 
to make a shipment of eggs of the California salmon (On- 
corhynchus quinnal) to Hurape, and I was selected (o accom- 
pany them. ‘They were packed in moss in California by Mr, 
Livingston Stone, and I proposed to re-pack them in New 
York im a box containing a number of flannel trays, with an 
ice chamber on top. Mr. Stone was fearful that the exposure 
to the airin repacking might hasten the development; and, 
as ib was a question of responsibility, I only packed 25,000 in 
the refrigerator, and these were the only ones saved. My box 
had several faults: The eggs would roll on the trays if the 
box was tipped up, and the cold air did not get down to the 
bottom, ‘This year Herr Yon Behr, Prest. of the Deutsche 
Fischerei Verein, ordered 250,000 eggs, on condition that I 
should re-pack and accompany them. I then arranged the 
ice chamber with a grating below jnstead of a few holes, 
made the frame smaller to allow an air passage all around, 
used musquilo netting instead of canton flannel, and cut ont 
air passages in the tops of the frames to allow circulation over 
the eggs, fixed a coyer vf netting to lie upon the egzs, which, 
when wet, prevented theiv rolling in some degree. I saled 
from New York on the 12th of Ostober with the following 
shipment : 250,000 for Germany, 100,000 for Holland, 100,000 
for France and 15,000 for Hngland. The latter are vow part 
in the Free Mugeum at Liverpool, incharge ofthe curator, Mr. 

and part in the Boulhport Aquarium. My box 
‘was of rough inch boards, and only cost, frames and all, seven 

/ shillings. {ta dimensions were 2din, high by 14in square, in- 
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side; it held twelve frames, each carrying 3,000 eggs, “With, 
88 you see, a slight knowledge of how the eggs came over, 
and hearing for the first time of whut had heen donein France 
toward bringing them safely, yon may imagine how amused 
I was when [ read the above quotation in the (eld. 

From all of which it will be seen that at least one gold 

medal of the Acclimatization Society has gone to the wrong 

place. We do not know that the cause of American fish cul- 
ture or of American ingenuity, as applied to fish culture, will 

suffer for all that, nor do we apprehend that Mr. Mather's 

efforts to transport his salmon eggs across the ocean will be 

any the less energetic or less successful; but if more medals 
are tobe given it might answer the purpose as well perhaps 
hereafter to give them where they belong. 
ee 

Wiscossin—WMadison, Nov. 2.—Hditor Forest and Stream : 
On the 10th of December the State Fish Commissioners will 
meet in Milwaukee for the purpose of consulting with the city 
authorities in the feasibility of establishing a permanent fish 
hatchery. Previous experiments have proven that the small 
amount of money thus far annually spent in pisiculture has 
not been in vain, At the Milwaukee hatchery activity pre- 
vails. 
taking lake trout eggs, and has about four millions eggs in the 
boxes, At Saugatuck and Escanaba men are at work secur- 
ing ten millions of eggs for the Milwaukee hatchery. It is 
expected that two millions of whitefish will behatched at Madi- 
son; also, half a million of brook trout. At Madison every- 
thing is in first-class order. One hundred and fifty thousand 
California salmon baye just been hatched, which are to be 
distributed throughout the State, The following is the new 
law taking effect from November 1: ‘‘Any person who shall 
catch or take any fish from the waters of Lake Michigan 
within this State, or of the east side of Green Bay, with any 
trap or pound-net, the meshes of the pot of which are less 
than one inch and a half from knot to knot, or, technical 
Janguage, of a pot less than three-inch meshes, shall be 
punished hy fine not exceeding $10 for each day's unlawful 
use of such net.” The prompt enforcement of this law wil 
save millions of fish which otherwise would be ruthlessly 
des'royed. Rover. 

SoS SS 

Exouise Fish Currore mm 1668.—In 1668 letters PaLenE 
were granted to “‘ Walter Underhill the elder, Waller Under- 
hill the younger, and Samuel Walton,” for ‘a way for pre- 
serying and bringing of salmon alive and well conditioned to 
the City of London and other places, from Newcastle and 
Berwick and other places, being their own invention, and 
never before used or practicid in this the realm.” Unfortu- 
nately no specification has been preserved of this interesting 
discovery, We hardly see the direction the invention could 
haye taken, bearing in mind the difficulties of traveling. See- 
ing that modern pisciculturists would be sorely tried if they 
tried to do the like now with salmon in any number, a de- 
tailed account would be very interesting. —Zondon Country. 
oo OO 

Srvern Trout iN New ZesLanp.—A correspondent of a 
London paper, writing from Otago, says: ‘''Trout fishing is 
now fairly established in some of the creeks and rivers, and 
really good sport can be bad, The trout were originally got 
from the river Severn, and have increased wonderfully ; they 
grow much larger than any trout lever saw in England. I 
have caught one myself of over 8lbs., and dozens between 
that weight and dibs, It is an cveryday occurrence to catch 
them 4lbs. or dlbs. Any passable sort of fisherman should get 
a bitket of from ten to thirly fish a day, weighing from half 
a pound upward ; it is not allowable to take fish under seven 
inches long.” 
SS 

Gratuitous Distrimourion or SAtmon Ova ry Gersany. 
—The German Fischerei-Verein announces its intention again 
this year to distribute impregnated salmon ova gratuitously 
to all existing piscicultural establishments throughout the 
German Empire that may care to apply forthem. Last year 
more than two million impregnated salmon ova were distrib- 
uted among the several bodies applying for them, in addition 
to about 900,000 grayling ova and many thousands of various 
Coregonide, 
OO 

AntiriciAL Brxgpina or SrosnGxon.—The efforts made 
this year by the Rendsburg and Magdeburg Fischerei-Verein 
fo carry on the artificial breeding of sturgeon have completely 
failed. Among the fish secured by the Rendsburg Society 
yery few indeed were females, and not one of these contained 
roe. The Magdeburg Society were equally unfortunate. 

SS ee eee 

—Last June Mr, D. G. Colwell procured several thousand 
young eels and placed them in the mill pond. They weré 
about two inches long at that time, Last Saturday, while 
werking in the mill race, he caught one which was over seven 
inches in length, showing that they have grown about one 
inch per month since placed in the pond. In about a year 
from now we may expect good eel fishing in the Shiawassee, 
—Fenton Independent. 

— 1. = 

—Palmer & Sons, of Boscobel, Wis., advertise trout eggs 
for saie. 

Glatural History. 
For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gain. 

SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF THE BLACK 

BASS. 
y 

INCE the publication of the name Aferepterus pallidus 
(Raf.), Gill and Jordan, as a substitute for Meropterus 

nigricans {or the scientific name of the large-mouthed black 

bass, lbave received numerous congratulations, verbal and 
written, !rom brother fishermen on the appropriateness of the 

name ‘‘selected,” and I presume that my colleague in this 

matter, Professor Gill, has had a similar experience. Lately, 

a correspondent of Forssr anp Stream, Mr, A. F. Clapp, 

suggests that the name Mieraplerus salmoides be likewise 
**stamped out” !o make room fur some more appropriate ap- 
pellation. It seems timely, therefore. that we should ‘rise 
and explain.” 

The name Micropterus pallidus is not aname of ourawn se- 
lection, but a name which ly the laws of scientific nomencla- 

tune Weare boynd 4o use. By ihe operation of these laws 
‘ 

Superintendent Welcher reports that he has finished 

every genus must bear the oldest (generic) name bestowed on 
any of its members, unless this name has been previously 

used for somethiog else, or is glaringly false (not simply ir- 

tevelant or inappropriate), or is otherwise ineligible; every 

species must bear the first (specific) name imposed upon it 

(unless, a8 before, it be for on r ason or another ineligible), 
and the proper name of any species must be made by com- 

bining the above-mentioned specific and generic names, 

aad 

Now in 1873 Prof, Gill, in his masterly review of these 
species, followed the thread hack only to Huro nigricans in 
1828, and so called the big-mouthed black bass, as he was 
bound todo, Mtcropterus nigricans. The names jloridantua 
and pallidus were presumed by him to refer to the otlier species, 
for the reason that he had oever seen a hig-moutted black 
bass either from the Ohio River or from Wlorida. In 1876 
Prof. Goode had collected it in Florida, and go felt bound to 
restore Le Sueur’s name and to call it Acroplerus floridanua. 
In 1877 I called Professor Gill’s attention to the fact that 

This is the law on the subject, and, aselsewhere, the lawis | there were big-mouthed as well as smajl-mouthed black bass 

usually, though nol always, simply right. We accept many 

Meaningless or even objectionable nanies to avoid the confu- 

sion attendant upon arbitrary changes. Were it not for these 

rules science would ever suffer, as it has much suffered in the 
past from the efforts of the improvers of nomenclature—men 
who inyent new names for old objects for the purpose of see- 
ing their own personal clesignations. Smith, Jones, Brehm, 
Reichenow, or what not, after them. In the wards of **a 
right Sagamann,” John Cassin: ‘* There is not, evidently, any 
other course consistent with justice and the plainest princi- 
ples of right and morality, and, in fact, no alternative, unless, 
indeed, an operator is disposed to set himself up fur the first 
of all history, as is said of an early Chinese emperor, The 
latter course, in w degree, singular as it may appear, 18 not 
entirely unknown to naturalists, especially to those who re- 
gard science as a milch cow rather than as a transcendent 
goddess, a distinction in classification first made by the great 
poet Schiller.” 
Now, 28 to the names of our species of bass, I take it for 

granted that the reader knows (@) what a black bass is and 
what itis not (2); that there are two species of black bass, 
the Jarge-mouthed and the small-mouthed, the latter being 
with mos! anglers the black bass pas excellence, the other the 
off horse, and (c) what the difference between them is. In 
any event you will find it all written in Professor Gill’s most 
excellent paper, ‘' On the Species of the Genus Afcropierivs,” 
in the *‘ Proceedings of the American Association for the Ad- 
yancemeut of Science in 1873.” 

The earliest published notice of a black bass with ascientific 
name was of one of the small-mouthed kind, sent to Lacepede 
from South Carolina. This specimen bore with it the name 
of ‘‘troul,” after the nbominable, contemptible, pernicious 
and otherwise detestable custom of our erring Southern 
brethren of calling a black bassin the riyer, or a weakfish in 
the sea, a ‘‘trout.” Now, we may presume that the great 
French naturalist was puzzled by this name, and put on his 
spectacles to seé what in the world could be‘ trout-like” 
about such a fish, with its coarse scales and spinous fins, To 
him it looked more like a wrasse or cunneér, Ladys, than 2 
trout; but no matter, it must resemble a trout somehow or 
the Americans would not cullit so. So he put it down in his 
great work as Labrus salmoides, the trout—like Labrus, to the 
syerlasting injury of the fish. ‘The name is not only sense- 
less, but bad Latin, the proper form of the word being Sai 
monoides. 

Lacepeds had another specimen of the black bass, without 
Jabel, and from an unknown locality, This one had the last 
tays of the dorsal broken and torn loose from the rest, and 
was otherwise in a forlorn condition, This specimen be con- 
sidered as a genus distinct from the other, and he gave it the 
name of Micropterus dolomieu—' Dolomieu’s small-in.” Do- 
lomieu was a friend of Lacepede, who bad had about as much 
to do with the fish as George Washington or Victor Hugo. 
No one could tell, either from figure or description, what this 
Micropterus dolomteu was; but Cuvier, thirty years later, 
found the original type and pronounced it a black bass, in 
poor condition, and declared that “the genus and species of 
Aficropterus ought to disappear from the catalogue of Gshes,” 

Then the yersatile and eccentric Professor Kafinesque ap- 
peared upon the scene, and in rapid succession gave the small- 
mouthed black bass names enough for a whole family. First 
he called it Bodiantws aehigan, bemg told that the Canadian 
yoyageurs knew the fish as ['au/igun. ‘Then afterward speci- 
mens of different sizes appeared as Calliurwus punctulaius, 
Lepomis trifasiata, Lepomis jlecuolaris, Lepomis sulmonea, 
Lepomis rotate and Hiheostoma eulltura. Soon after Le Sueur 
with a lofty scorn fol Batinesque and his doings, named speci- 
mens of different sizes, Civhlis fusciata, Cichla ohiensis and 
Cichla minima. Lastly, Delay, in 1842, calledit Certrarchus 
obscurus, and we hope this may be the last. 
Now the name salmordes, being the oldest, is, of course, the 

one to be adopted, But suppose we ‘‘stamp it out.” Is 
Mioropterus delomies any better? Out with it! Alierepterus 
achiyan? Justas bud. I fear that the ‘*stamping out” pro- 
cess would have to be continued too long. You may spell it 
salmonoldes if youlike, but you cannot get rid of it. 
Now for the large-mouthed bass. The oldest description 

we find is that of a young specimen from the Ohio by Rat- 
nesque, in 1820, as Lepomiu pallida. The description is poor 
enough, and wot altogether correct, but the name is a happ 
inspiration, as good as s@lmotdes is bad, Soon after (1822) 
Le Sueur described the same fish from Florida as Cichla 

fined to thé streams of the orange groves, but it seems rather 
narrow in view of the fact that the fish is found in Mexico 
and Manitoba, and everywhere between. . 

Next, a specimen came to Cuvier aud Valenciennes, under 
the title of ‘Black Bass of Lake Huron.” To their eyes the 
fish was black enough, but nota bass (tf. €. Ladrax), and they 
called it Hure nigrivans, the *‘ Black Huron,” making a new 
genus for it because their specimen had but six dorsal spines, 
the last four having been broken off, leaying two dorsal fins. 
The colored figure which they published remained a standing 
puzzle for some time. . . 

In Dr. Kirtland’s private copy of his own fishes of Obio he 
had carefully drawn off and colored a copy cf Cuyier’s igure 
of his Black Huron, and had all his life sought for such a fish 
in the Jukes and never found it. About a year beiore his 
death, Dr. Kirtland asked me if I had ever seen thal fish or 
could tell bim what it was, and I had 1he plessure of inform- 
iny Him thas it wos «i demoralized black bags, Nest, in 1854, 
Professor Agassiz, thinking that this fish in the Tennessea 
River could not be the Same a3 in Lake Hurvn, called it 
Grysles nobilis, ) poo name enough but 384 years too late. 
In the same year, specimens from Pexas were nawied Grystes 
nuecensis by Gaud and Girard, buy the: fish is !o ind in other 
siresms thao the Kio Nueces. hen a meaty aid excellent 
bame, Grystes megastomea, was given by Mr. Garlick in 1857, 
which clores the Amerivan synonymy, but the disease has 
broken out io France again, and Messrs. Vaillant and Bocourt 
of Paris, who ougut to know better, have again described 1t 
as Dioplites trinultt and Dioplites variabdilis, The poorest busi- 
ness a Wrench naturalist cal engage in is thal of describing 
new spudies of Alperican Fishes. A good share of our cum- 
hersome and confusing synonymy is due to Gallic assistance. 

jloridanda, aname which would be well enoughif it were con- 

in the streams where Rafinesque fished, aud he agreed with 
mé at once that the Lepomés pallida of Rafinesque was the big- 
mouth, which is why the big-mouthed black bass Oswego 
bass, grass bass and bayou bass is Microplerus pallidus (Rafi- 
nesque), Gill and Jordan at present date, and such may if ever 
remain. 
Now, as tothe nameofithe genus itself, the difficulty is 

justas great. The name Moroplerus is unquestionably the 
oldest. But (a) we are perhaps not absolutely certain hat the 
Original Mieropterus dolomiex wasa black bass at all; (%) it 
was described as distinct under the erroneous impression that 
it had a little adipose fin behind the dorsal, and («) the name 
(small fin) refers to this imaginary peculiarity, and is there- 
fore incorrect. 
On the other hand, the black bass really has smaller fins 

than any of its relatiyes, and the name has therefore a certain 
appropriateness. I think, with professor Gill. that it should 
be retained, although Professor Cope and others, as good 
authority as we are, are inclined lo dumur. 

Next comes Callwirus (benutiful tail), not a bad name, for 
the young bass have the tail ornamented with black, white 
and yellow, but not a yery good name. Then comes Lepomis 
(scaly opercles), previously applied to the sunfiches, 2nd there- 
fore not usable fora bass. Then come Hafinesqnes Apiites, 
Nemocampsis, Dioplites and Aplesion, unworthy of any uttien- 
tion, although for some reason Dioplites has kept up a sort of 
life, while the other three huye wholly died. 
Next come the name Auro for the large-mouthed, and 

Grystes for the small-mouthed. Of course the two do not be- 
long to seperate genera. The name Giryites was piven as a 
translation of the name Growler, under which name the black 
bass was sent to the museum at Paris. Thus our two species 
are often called in foreign books the Black Huron (Huro 
nigricans),and the Salmon-formed Growler ( (rryster salmotdes), 
The name Grystes is a graceful one, and has been used more 
frequently than any other, but there areseven names ahend of 
jt on the record, and first come first served and synonymy 
take the hindmost. ; ; 

The names Labrus, Bodianus, Cichla anu Centrarchus he— 
long to wholly different fishes, and were given by different 
anthors through mistakes as to the relationship of the black 

1 trust that this hasty and rather rambling account will be 
of some service to the numerous class of my fishing brethren 
who like to be right in their use of names and who want to 
know, you know, but who, like Wilhelm Tell, cannot *' Jange 
prufen oder wahlen.” Davin §, Jogpan. 

Trvingten, Indiana, Nov. 8, 1878, 
———EEEEe ee 

A SPARROW’S CHIRRUP FROM 
EUROPE, 

Mr. EDITOR : Leresi¢, Out, 27, 1878. 
I am mnhch amused at the bitternesa which the sparrow-war in 

America bas assumed, and cacnot forbear langhing when remembering 
a funny, melancholy German who emigrated to America ii 1884 or '5. 

He had been there aboul. two months or 80, when he sai\y shook bis 
head, lisping sighingy, “ No, I cannot live in a country where there are 

not even sparrows,’ and returned (jo old Vaterland. But tcarcely had 

he been there for two months orso, when he became agin homesick 
for America, shook his head in a melancholy manner, lisping sighingly, 

‘* No, I cannot live In a country where the police peep tyen in your 

porridge pot,” and returned to Aiierica. Sparrow alesence in the new, 

and police superabundance im thie eld couniry drove hit half a dozen 
times across the sea, until he ot last died about 15 in Boboken, lisp- 

ing smilingly with hia just gasp, Sparrow,” and polnting with bla 
shuking finger to a bold woes sparrow which, amorously ohlvping, 
stralted on the sill of his open window. 
When I was a little boy ihe huntsmen of my father had fo send every 

year seyeral hundreds of sparrows’ heads, togel her with & Gertain nom- 

ber of claws of birds of prey and iayens UO (he town authoritizs, for ay 

that time the Prussian Guvernment bad come (0 the Concmston that |e 

sparrow was @ hoisanee. Very S000, however, (he law bul to be 

reyoked, for caterplilars and cther Insects Gauscil such destruction that 

the clamora of the farmers and gardeners becamé general. Since that 
time the sparrows remuin unmolested, though they ate nob more pro- 

tected than any other birds. 

T cannot contradict those American enemies of spartows who assert 

that they are most quarrelsome birds, aod drive away bineblrde, cate 

birds, etc, I can only state my experiences here in Hurope, The 

sparrow is certainly a saucy little fellow, but I never yet sow it ynarre) 

with other birds, except sometimes with Swallows, Which alau build 

their nests under the roofs of houses. The sparrow not rarely takes 

possession of a forsaken swallow’s nest, and refuses to give Ib up on the 

return of the lawfulowners insummer. I frequently observed the wur 

going on between both parties. The sparrow muintained his position 

inside the fort, and I never noticed that other sparrows assisted him. 
But lf was different with the swallows. ‘The injured couple complaimed 

probably to the community, for they returned with a whole host of 

friends, which attacked the robber defending the narrow entrance of 

his castle, The swallows becoming convinced that it 1s tmpussible to 
drive out the usurper, they very frequently ¢xecate 2 diabolie &trata- 

gem: Each of them carries in its billsome ¢lay of mud, aud fhe entrance 

to the nest is very soon sirongly walled up by the oruél, ekillful masons, 

It is by no means rare to find a dead sparrow i such a walled-up swal- 

low’s nest, L 

Finches, linnéts, red-robins, nlghilogates, et0., bolid thelr nests on 

trees or shrabs, and saw them never qmolested by apurruws; theas did 

not even qnarrel With the red-tatl; wuleh bulids its nest also in houses 

Iu winter you can see wood-larks, fiacies ani yellow-llumiitrs mixed 

ap wich sparrows in the streets, and I never uw them gilurrel. 

tis asserted that sparrows nip the bUé trom the fut Lrees, T must 

say that I never noticed auch a proactive either, and do nol bylicve io it, 

Tn spring, when tile trees are budding, maty email inssors colleat 

around the buds, aod It may occur LOW and then that sume of them 

are acoldentally damuged by the spariows suareijay for them, Ts ia 

true that sparrows like grain, but there Is none in EDT; all, TOTES 

over, it woul not be taken, a5 the aparrows require soft food, insects, 

caterpillars and the like, and it is astonishing whatuqoadtity of then la 

yequired for alf 2 dozen of such youug giditons. When the breeding 

Ime is o¥er, and the young sparrows are able Lo awullow graln food, 

the harvests nearly brought in, and (he flelds are 4 mist empty, Phe: 

damage they can do 18, Indeed, not very gteut, God mot to be compared 

so that which *ould hive Ween canal by the 
and other 

ac 9" 
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insects which the sparrow awallowed !n the breeding time, More 
Serious is the damage done by spairows to the cherries and grapes, 
Which always have to be protected against theit greediness, especial y 

in cify gardens. But not only sparrows are lovers of cherries; many 

other kinds of birds haye the same taste; and we call them, in general, 

cherry birds, thongch there are amongst them starlings, thrushes, cic. 

and 4 variety of olher kinds, 
After all, I think you had better leave the sparrow alone, else you 

Tight repentit. Hoveytr, this world belongs to men because we ap- 
propriated ii, and not to sparrows ; therefore, we would adyise to snb- 
ject thia bird to the game laws, and permit its shooting during a cer- 

fain time, in order to prevent iis pombers from increasing {mmoder- 

Aiely. I asaure you, @ spatrow-soup is & most excellent dish, and, 

even eaten roasted, I think it quite as good as any reed*bird. To con- 
clude, T shall give yuu a prescription for such a sonp, and, at the same 

time, one to get easily the materta! for it. d 
When snow is covering the ground, Iay on it a long board, put on it 

some oats or barley, and place yourself in such & manner as to look 
oVer the whole length of the board, Load your fuwiing piece with the 
finest shot yon can get—we callif ** Vogeldunst”—and you will kill 

ten or twenty sparrows atoneshot, After having properly feathered 

and cleaned the birds, haye them roasled in butter rather sharply, 

These roasted sparrows are crushed in & mortar toa pulp, and from 

Which seupismade. This soup is strained through 4 fine hair sieye 
aud gerved hot. Of course & skillful cook will know how to improve ii, 

but I assure you if is good, and people here believe that some of the 

most admired qualities of the sparrow are transferred to the eater of 

auch an ivigorating dish. CORVIN. 

————— 

HABITS OF RATTLESNAKES. 

Camp THostas, A, T,, Oct, 11, 1878. 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM?! 
Twill be glad if you will tell me how the rattlesnake of the eastern 

Slope weara its rattles, My impression is it la with the brozd'side 
down; liere it is with the edgeor narrow side. A gentleman connected 

with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R, R: Survey recently asked 
me if I had observed that rattlesnakes always coil tothe leit, I had 

not; but since then my observations and those of my friends whom 

Thave asked confirm it, and I bejieve it as constant as the law which 
determines the direction climbing plants take: Ido not know whether 
it has been noticed before or not. The season fur observing the habits 
of reptiles is about over, I am glad to say; one gets a little too much of 

it, Ona march I made in Jwy and Auguat I killed eight rattlesnakes 

without leaving the road, and often heari them ratile when 1 was too 
dark to see them, The day before I got back to my post I killed two 
large rattlesnakes—one with seyen rattles, the other with nine—at one 

shot with a carbine, somethivg rather unusual, Arizona is rich in rep- 

tiles and poisonous insects, but the ugtiest brute I have seen is the Gila 
Monster. Tt js a lizard, I think, and grows to be about two feet long; is 

black, and curiously marked with pile yellow zigzag lines. Is will blte 

anything It can reach, and holds on to a stick until lifted from the 

#round ; but is not at all poisonons. It lives on insects, young rabbits, 

or snything of the sortit can get, and is a voraciousfeeder, I forgot 

tosay 1 stuffed a rattlesnake & short time ago, which measures 6ft. 
fin. in length, and Sin. in circumference at the largest part; number 
Cf rattles, seven. T lately killed one half the size with fourteen, 

G, H. Moran, M. D. 

We believe that the rattlesnake of the Hast carries his 

sounder brogdside to the ground, though we have never seen 

one of these snakes east of the Missouri except when coiled 

and ready fora fight. The coiling always to the left has not, 

we think, been previously noticed.—Ep, 
a 

THE GOOSE-FISH, 

MALDEN, Mass., Oct. 22, 1878. 
Eprrok Forest AND STREAM: 

Please find inclosed a little sketch which I madéof a mostremarkable 
looking fish which was taken at Wells’ Beach, Me., while on a shocting 
trip last month. He measured 43in, in length; width of head, i9in.; 
welght, 52 lbs.; color, very dark brown, and belly white. The local 

fisherman pronounced it a monk-fish. Ts that the correct name for It? 
What are its habits, ¢tc.? Any information you can give me will be 

thankfully received, A, H, Jones. 

The fish is the Angler (Lophius Americanus), sometimes alan 

called goose-fish. Tt occasionally attains a weight of seventy 
pounds, It is extremely voracious, and devours great num- 

bers of fish. Sea birds, too, are often captured by it, and we 

call to mind one instance in which no less than seven large 
dueks (Oidemia) were taken from the stomach of one of these 
monsters. 

This reply has been unayoidedly delayed, for which accept 
our spologies.—Ep, 

The _ Sennel, 

DAVIDSON AND GOHIS MR. ACCUSER. 

"Te editor of a Western contemporary has brought a di- 
rect charge of fraud against Mr. John Davidson, one of 

the judges at the late Minnesota Field Trials, The charge is 

that Mr, Davidson so altered the judges’ scores as to bring a 
certain dog from the position which he fairly occupied to 
another to which he was not entitled, while another dog was 
thus placed below where he, or she, should have been, ‘This 

charge, strange to say, does not emanate from the owner or 

owners of any of the dogs entered and presumably wronged ; 

nor does it originate with any officer or member of the Minne- 
gota Btate Sportsman’s Association, under the auspices of 

which the trials were held. The accuser is that great upholder 

and defender of public morals, the editor of our esteemed 

Western contemporary. Notwithstanding the fact that the 
columns of our esteemed contemporary have contained several 
of those nnenymons communications for which our contem- 

porary is famous, and which haye the impress of never hay- 

ing been burdened with one of Uncle Sam's postage stamps, 
and in all of which the tenor is loyally in conformity with the 

original aucusation, we believe that the sportsmen of the coun- 
try who investigate dispassionatcly the evidence in the case, 
and are aware of the animus which exisis on the side of the 
accuser, will besalistied of Mr. Davidson's entire innocence. 
For four or jive years past no man, has been so prominently 

= . 

before the public, or at least that portion of if interested in 
dogs, as John Davidson. and no man eyer earned a more 

honorablerecord for sterliny integrity and unswerving honesty, 

Why, it has passed into a proverb almost that he could be 
neither coaxed nor bought, and that his dearest friend stood no 

better chance of receiving an award from him than the merest 

stranger. Now we are suddenly confronted witli an acctisa- 

tion which, 1f it could be sustained, would at once shatter 
this fabric and cause men to ask, *‘ Whom can we trust?" 

But there are wheels within wheels, and those who are enabled 

to Tead between. the Jines can see plainly into the whys and 

wherefores of these charges, There is a “ring” in this 
country which seeks to control everything connected with 

dog matters, field trials and bench shows, and which would 

even dictate the stud dogs to be used by breeders. John Da- 

yidson was & man whose independence placed him beyond the 

reach of this ring, They could not use him for their pur- 

poses, and his popularity and influence were such that 

he was a thorn in their sides, §o the fiat went forth that 

he was to be crushed, and hence tl-is accusation. For our- 
selves, our confidence in him is unshaken, and we are freatly 

mistaken if this confidence is not shared by a large majority 
of sportsmen in this country, Qur contemporary suggests 

that his days of judging are over; we do not believe so, and 
confidently expect to see him appointed to judge the sporting 
classts in the large bench shows that will be held in Boston, 
Philadelphia and New York during the coming spring. Not 

long since, when an English judge was proposed for the 
New York show, our esteemed western oontemporary ener- 
getically protested, and it published a letter from one of its 

firmest adherents, in which he—the firm adherent—stated 

that none of his dogs should ever be exhibited at any dog 
show where John Dayidson was nof judge. We ean see no 

Teason, as yet, why the writer of that letter should haye rea- 
son to change his mind. 

Our esteemed western contemporary seeks to revive the 

almost defunct National American Kennel Club, and in ac- 
cordance with the policy shadowed in the accusation against 
Mr. Davidson, suggests to exhibitors of dogs that they should 

decline to show them at any show not held under the juris- 

diction of the N. A. K. GC. This is dictation with a vengeance. 
We believe that had the National American Kennel Club been 
originally organized tipon a proper basis, and could it have 
secured a membership of several hundred, so that breeders 

and exhibitors could feel as though they had some represent- 
ation, it might possibly have been productive of some good, 

and its cominittee appointed for the purpose might have acted 

a8 a court of arbitration whose decisions might haye met with 
reapect. But we have it from the lips of one of the founders 
that it was intended to be a close corporation, We were in- 

formed last spring—and the information came from the secre- 
tary—that the N. A. K. C. was composed of nine members. 
This was previous to the election of members at the meeting 
in this city in May, Where are the many persons whose 
names have been proposed and who have been elected mem- 
bers? The inference is that, not having paid their dues 
within the time mentioned in the constitution and by-laws of 
the club, their names were dropped from the list. This being 
the case, we believe thatthe meeling at Syracuse, in J une, 
1877, for the purpose of electing officers, when, after much 
tribulation, the necessary quorum of five members was ob- 
tained, was not legally constituted, and that at least two of 
those present were not meinbers af all. 
We apprehend that at the principal dog shows, which will 

be held at Boston, Philadelphia and New York, under clubs 
{he membership of any one of which exceeds that of the N. A. 
K. C., the rules in force will be those which seem most satis- 
factory to such clubs, or shall have been prepared and adopt- 
ed by a committee composed of delegates from the Massachu- 
setts Kennel Club, the Philadelphia Kennel Club and the 
Westminster Kennel Olub, 

—>—$+ + —<___ 

DETROIT BENCH SHOW. 

Durgorr, Mich,, Nov, 16, 1878. 
Enirorn Formsr AND STEEAM: 

Linelose you the prize list of this show. I haye no doubt 
we shall hold a very successful one. Detroit was the first to 
hold a regular classified bench show in this country and it was 
very successful. We have changed rule 7 to vead that all the 
progeny of imported setters shall ¢0 into the imported class ; 
aso that no dog is to be entered in more than one class, ex- 
cept that they can enter in the special classes. ‘This we think: 
a very good beginning for the next year. Our vice-presidents 
and committee are composed of the best sportsmen, who will 
do ali in their power to make the show a success, 

All the railroad companies have been written to with the 
view of getting the dogs transported free ot charge, a full ac- 
count of which I will forward you for next week's paper. 

The prize lists are now ready and can be had hy addressing 
me at room 16, Merril Hall, Mniries close Dec. 31. ‘ 

Since writing you last week, we have received replies from 
the railroad companies which we cummunicated with. The 
following railroad companies will carry (logs free when ac-. 
companied by their owners, viz; Penn. Ceniral, Brie, Wabash, 
Grand Trunk, Great Western of Canada, Mich. Central & 
Oansda Southern, Make Shore and Michigan Southern charge 
25 cents for the first 10 miles and 10 cents or any additional 
100 miles or any fractionsl part. ‘The New York Central has 
issued very important instructions 40 conductors and baggage 
Masters, sayina that the company do not make any charge for 
dogs when accompanied by their owsers, bij the baggazeman 
cannot demand more than #1. le Great Weslera and the 
Grand ‘Trunk Railroads will also issue retura tickets fur one 
fare and athird to ali partivs who wish to visit the show. 
Certificutes must previously be obtained of me for presenta 
Won to the ticket ayent. 

The committee will publish a separate Spcvial Prize List. 
The following.specials have already heon prouised : M csars,. 

M. 8. Smith &Co., jewelers, etc., will give a very handsome 
silver cup, value $50; Messrs. Parker Brothers donate onus of 
their fine gans, value $150, they will name the class of dogs 
which it is to be given to at an early date; the Dead Shot 
Powder Co. and the Austin Powder Go, each donate a keg of 
their best powder. aA 

The committee wish through your columns to invite all 
dealers in sportsmen's goods to make an exhibition of their 
goods, as a room will be assigned tothem for that purpose. I 
will send you some prize lists, which please give out to any 
parties who wish them. 

Yours truly, Cras. Lincony, Supt. , 
The rules and regulations of the show ere about the sama 

as those in use at previous shows. 
, Diyiston 1.—Srortine Does. 

Olass 1—Imported Mpglish Setter Dogs,—For the best, silver 
cup or #20 00 ; second beat, silver cup or $10. 

Class 2—Imported Bnghsh Setter Litches.—Por the best, silyer 
cup or $20 (10 ; second best, silver cup or B10 00. 

Class 3 (rom imported stock)—Hinglish Setter Puppy, Dog ov 
Bitch, under 12 months.—For the best, silver eup or #10 00. 

Clase 4—Native English Setter Dogs.—For the best, silyer cup 
or #20 00; second best, silyer cup or #10 00. 

Olass 56—Native English Setter Bitches.—For the best, silyer 
oup or $20 00 ; second best, silver cup or $10 00. 

Class 6—Native English Setter Puppy (Dog or Bitch), under 12 
months.—For the best, silver cup or $10 00. 

Class 7—Imported Irish Setter Dogs.—For the best, silyer cup 
or $20 01) ; second bast, silyer cup or $10 00, 

Class 8—Imported Irish Setter Bitches.—Hor the bast, silya 
eup or $20 00 ; second best, silver cup or $10 00. 

Class 9(From Imported stock)—Itish Setter Puppy (Dog or 
Bitch), under 12 months.—For the best, silver cup or #10 00. 

Class 10—Native Trish Setter Dogs.—For the best, silyer cup or 
520 00; second best, silver coup or $10 00. 

Class 11—Natiye Irish Setter Bitches.—For the best, silver cup 
or #20 00 ; second best, silyer onp or $10 00. 

Class 12—Native Irish Setter Puppies (Dog or Bitch), under 12 
months,—fFor the best, silyer cup or $10 00. 

Olass 13—Gordon Setter Dogs.—For the best, silyar cup or 
$20 00 ; second best, silver cup or $10 00. 

Olass 14—Gordon Setter Bitches.—For the best, silyer cup or 
$20 00; second best, silyer cup or $10 00. 

Ciass 15—Gordon Setter Puppies (Dog or Bitch), under 12 
months.—For the beat, silver cup or $10. 

Class 16—Pointer Dogs over 55 lbs. weight.—For the best, silyer 
cup or $20 00 ; second best, silver cup or $10 00. ‘ 

Class 17—Pointer Bitches over 50 lbs. weight.—For the beat, sil- 
yer cup or $20 00; second best, silyer cup or #10 00. 

Class 18—Pointer Dogs under 55 Ibs. weight.—For the best, gi’ 
ver cup or $20 ; second best, silver cup $10 00. ; 

Class 19—Pointer Bitches under 50 lbs. weight.—For the hast, 
silyer cup or $20 ; second best, silver onp or $10 00. 

Class 20—Pointer Puppies (Dog or Bitch), under 12 months.— 
For the best, silyer cup or #20 00, 

Class 21—Irish Water Spaniels.—For the best, 
$10 00 ; second best, silver cup or $5 00, 

Class 22—Retrieving Water Spaniels (other than Pure Trish).— 
For the best dog or bitch, silyer cup or $10 00 ; for the best dog or 
bitch, silyer cup or $5 00. 

Class 283—Cocker Spaniels.—For the best dog or bitch, gil 
eup or $1000 ; second best, silyer medal. cr ee 

Class 24—Field Spaniels (other than Cockers).—For the best 
dog or bitch, silyer cup or $10 00 ; second best, silver medal. 

Class 25—Fox Hounds.—Ilor the best couple (dogs or bitch 
Bilver cup or $15 00 ; second best, silver medal). Sie 9), 

Class 26—Beagles.—For the best dog or bitch, silyer ou 
$10 00 ; second best, silyer medal. i 2S 

Class 27—Daschunde.—For the best dog or bitch, silyer 
$10 00 ; second best, silyer medal. 8 re ee 

Olass 28—Iox Terriers.—Ior tho best dog or bitch, sil 
$15 00 ; second best, silver cup or $5 00, 7 he 

Class 29—Greyhonnds,—For the best dog or bitch, silver. 
$10 00 ; second best, silver medal. : DN iesife ae te 

Olass 30—Scotch Deerhounds.—Best dog or bitch, sily. 
$10 00 ; second best, silver medal. 5 Peat) 

Division 2,—Non-Sportine Dogs. 

Class 31—St. Bernards.—For the best dog or bitch, § 1s 
second best, silyer medal. ¥ ed halal RA 

Class 32—Newfoundlands.—-For the best dog or bitch, $10.00; 
second best, silver medal. u 

Class 33—Shepherd or Collie Dogs (Rough or smooth coated), — 
For the best dog or bitch, silver cup or $10 00; second best silver 
cup or $5 00. 

Class 34—Bull Terriers.—For the best dog or bitch, #1000 + 
second best, silyer medal. thes 

Class 35—Black and Tan Terriers.—For the best do i 
$1000; second best, silyer medal. Reontbiely, 

Class 36—Skye Toerriers.—Mor the best dog or bite’ . 
second best, silyer medal, . teh, #10 00; 

Class 37—Yorkshire Terriers.—For the bast dog or bi ‘ 
second best, silyer medal. & or bitch, #20\00 

Class 38—Scotch Terriers.—For the best doe or bi & . 
second best, silyer medal, s not, 310-00); 

weight) Hor the best OW OF “ath, $5 00; seed ee ee 
ere ie eee the best dog or bitch, #10 00 ; Second best, 

Penereg date sean tiiad vam e maa 
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silyer cup or 

Tux PrirtesuraH Doe Suow-—In answer to inquiries re- 
garding thisshow we would say that ii will be held about 
January 8 and last three days, 

HP 

A Hint ror Breeprrs.—Whether » bitch should be served 
more than once is a question which is very frequently asked and has been answered in the negative by most noted breed. ers, a3 Laverack, Llewellyn, etc. vi The reason for this answer, except that a second Service is usually unnecessary for itipregnation, we have never seen. in print. For the sake of preserving the Strength of dogs ‘teed in the stud we will #ive the physiological reasons for Suppos- ing the exira service of noavailit attempted before an interval of at least twenty-four op forty-eight hours, and eonserjuently heing an ugnecessary drain on the dog's strength. 

Conitary to the commonly received uotions the sperma. 1oz0a of the male [Ske arlicle on ‘Breeding fi or ex" in issue for October 34, 1878) is nol ejected at the time of intercourse directly from the testicles, bul ars heing constantly deyeloned by these organs, and pass forward through the spermatic cords 



or tubes to the vesiewlm seminates, or seminal bladders or re- 
ceptacles, where they (the spermatozoa) are stored until the 
time of coition, when the bladders become emptied of their 
contents. Therefore, if a bitch is served once at night and 
again in the morning, it is very probable that the receptacles 
were emptied of spermatozoa during the first service, and as 
the passage from the testicles is a long and tortuous one, none 
would have taken the place of those ejected before twenty- 
four hours at least. Consequently, as far as any chance of 
further impregnation, the second service would be zit. 

As a theory without a single fact to support it is of little 
avail, we would state that we haye often known bitches to 
miss, simply because the dog had been used in the stud the 
day before, and on seyeral occasions the interval was more 
than forty-eight hours. Moutoan. 

En eee 

Tuige@aLny SxooTme s Serrer,—A somewhat interesting 
case regarding the shooting of a setter was tried at the Churs- 
ton County Court, Devon, last week. A Mr. Lowe, of Char- 
mouth, brought an action against a Mr. I. Llewellyn, of 
Kingswear, and his keeper, to recoyer nineteen guineas 
damages for having caused to be shot a Setter, said to be a 
pure Layerack. it appears in the evidence that the dog, 
after a hearty meal, went with prosecutor's sister for a drive 
on July 10 last, following the carriage. Jt was the first occa- 
sion on which the anima] had accompanied the carriage. Be- 
ing quite a puppy, it was not altogether remarkable that it 
snould stray and be lost. In the present instance the dog 
Was missed, and on the following morning, between eight and 
nine o'clock, Mr. Liewellyn’s keeper shot the animal. ‘There 
seems to have been no justification whatever for this proceed- 
jag. The defendants, on being interrogated for the first time 
by the prosecutor, made no allusion whatever as to their con- 
sidering the dog mad, but on 2 subsequent interview with the 
prosecutcr, both the master and the man appeared to recollect 
What there was “‘something strange” about the dug, and that, 
therefore, the keeper was justified in the course he took. The 
evidence, however, adyanced to substantiate the suspicions 
of the defendants was yery slight. The keeper, in defence, 
said the dog was mad and foaming at the mouth, and this 
evidence was supported by that of a laborer and a coachman, 
who said they saw the animal and considered it mad. 
The Rey. John Russell, the well-know ‘sporting divine,” 

Was examined on behalf of the prosecutor, and said that he 
had kept dogs all his life, and had also had considerable ex- 
perieace With mad dogs. A dog that could eat and drink 
one day he maintained would not be dangerously mad the 
next, When even the disease was being developed, a dog 
would not follow any one, or play with horges as this one 
seems to have done. 

A veterinary surgeon, o! Exeter, also, on the question of 
madness, said that a dog is never mad without showing symp- 
toms, such as dullness and ifritability. No professional man, 
he stated, would order a dog to be destroyed in twenty-four 
hours after those symptoms appear. 

The judge, in summing up, said he had no doubt the dog 
had been shot under a misrepresentation, but he could not 
imagine for one moment that any animal which was well a 
few hours before it was shot could haye been mad, but if 
parties took on themselves to do so, they must be held re- 
sponsible for it. There would, therefore, bea verdict for the 
plaintiff against the keeper for 19 guineas, The case against 
Mr. Llewellyn was dismissed, as he bad not giyen the keeper 
orders to kill stray dogs, as the former admitted he had 
killed the dog without his master’s authorily, The dog, it 
seems, when killed, was thrown in a ditch, a course not quite 
consistent, we should think, in the person who was sufficient- 
ly convinced of the animal's madness to kill it. The body of 
the dog, too, it appears was partly eaten by pigs, or some 
other animals, so that it would seem to have been left un- 
buried some time. Judging from a report of ihe case in a 
provincial contemporary, the idea of the dop’s madness was 
an afterthought to palliale the offence. We thoroughly eoin- 
cide with the judge's decision. Some keepers are often far to 
ready with their guns when a dog crosses their path, and are 
glad of an opportunity to make uway with him.—Zand and 
Water. 
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A Boox on Brezvixc.—Tosupply a want of stock-breed- 
ers, Dr, Manly Miles, late professor of agriculture in the 
Michigan State Agricultural College, has compiled and ar- 
Tanged under appropriate heads the results of the best and 
latest observations in stock-breeding. Both American and 
foreign sources are employed, and the volume is intended 
as a handbook for breeders. Jt treats of breeding as a 
science, of heredity of good and bad qualities, of pedigree, 
the influence of parents, and many other subjecis which are of 
importance to stock-breeders. 

So 
Bear Dogs WaAntTED.—A correspondent writes from Clif- 

ton Forge, Alleghiney County, Vu., as follows: 
There are more bear in North Mountain at this season than 

haye been known for years. There are no bear dogs in this 
vicinity, consequently yery few are killed. Every one has 
turned his attention to deer. Any parties haying good bear 
dogs, who will cail on me, I will show them where there are 
bear, aid will guarantee them sports, ALP ESA CH 

—Mr. W. F. Steel, of Piermont on Hudson, claims the 
name of Glenmark for his lemon and white dog pup by Or- 
gill’s Rush (Flake-Lilly) out of his Romp (imported), Mr. 
Steel writes: ' Having the blood of that grand old dog, 
George, and that of Lord Litchfield’s Noble, who beat Mr. 
Price’s Macgregor, Stafford Field Trials, 1868, and also the 
blood of those celebrated dogs for field work, Lord Sefton’s 
Topsey and Lord Hastings’ Plato, he cannot be anything but 
handsome and good.” 

—Col. Wm. W. Swan, of Boston, claims the name of Kent 
for his black and tan setter dog, whelped April 11, 1878, by 
Allison’s Reubea (Lang—Ruin) out of Sawyers Nelie (Shot— 
Nellie). 

—Mr. B. R. Bufiham, of San Antonio, Texas, claims the 
name of Vic I. for his black and white ticked setter bitch pup 
out of France by Pedigree. From Topeka Kennel, Kunsas, 
also the name of Fannie V. for his English setter bitch, orange 
and white, 9 months old, out of Zita by champion France, 
from Wm. Vie’s Kennel, St. Louis, Mo. 

ef tie 

—Mr. Edward Lohman’s imported red Irish setter bitch 
Quail I1., bas whelped eight pups by Smith & Conroy's im- 
yorted stud Irish seiter Buck, on the 19th of Nov, 

—Mr. Horace Smith's stock hitch Gipsie, by Theo. Mor- 
ford’s Joe, whelped ten pups on the 16th inst, by P. H. 
pre Czar. Ozar wa; pid by L. H, Smith, of Strathroy, 

a1, 
. 
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DOGS TRAINED ON RUFFED GROUSE. 

Gosnmn, Mass , Nov. 18, 1875. 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM! 

AS my experience in ruited grouse sheoting (both In new and old see- 
lions of country) differs widely from that of your Maine correspondent 

in your lust lasue, please allow mea word on the subject, I shoot only 

onthe wibg, When birds incline to trae T shoot at every glimpse I got 

of a bird on the wing, and (beeldes killing many in this way) by mark- 

ing them down and following them up, they soon lle mnch closer than 

wild birds not inctined to tree. T must disagree with him in thinking 

that a “slow, pottering galt, with head carried low, hunting for foot 

acent, and trailing them, is the most suecessfa! manner” for a dog to 
work on them, for the reasons that if not otly teaches the dog the yice 

of trallingiand “pottering,’’ but he will not stand atas long distances, nor 

fill the birds lie nearly aa wellas when he quarters the ground with 
head in alr, obeying instantly the whistle and motion of the hand, 

In proof that ruffed grouse are the best bird to break a dog on, I would 

refer to the fact (hut among dogs used mostly on the prairie, yery lew 

really Une workers in cover can be found, and the majority of them are 

worse than useless on ruffed grouse, aud notorionsly hard to break on 

tls bird (even if they have been workell only one season on Lie prairie), 

requiring far more work and with much less chance of success than 

if they had heen trained thoroughly on this bird fo commence with, 

Doubtleas most trainers have noticed that If a wild, headstrong young 

dog in training on ruited grouse Is allowed to range ion open country w 

few hours, lie is much more pnmanageahle (for a short tlie) on return- 

ing lo close coyer than if he had been kept in the cover until thoroughly 

trained, What, then, must be the effect of a whole season in open 

country? Now, a dog that is rightly tralned on rnifed grouse to com- 

menve with until thoroughly broken, will do his best on other birds, 

and soon acquire good style withonta tithe of the training required to 

break a dog on ruffed grouse that has been uged only on other birds. 
Consequently, oy this method one will obtain almost invariably a much 
better dog, And with far less risk and trouble, Rurrap Grovss, 

dachting and Boating. 
HIGH WATER FOR THE WHEE. 

Date, 

LIST OF RACES SAILED IN AMERICAN 

AND CANADIAN WATERS, 1878. 

§ this list is necessarily compiled from accounts published, 
it cannot be complete, but what omissions there may be 

are few in nuniber and not of importance, The dates of two 
or three races, where the results haye not been recorded, are 

inserted in the list, Again, several accounts only give the 

names Of the winners, and not of the starters. This inter- 

feres with the completeness of this list; but what affects it 

more seriously js the practice of not putting in the accounts 

the number of prizes sailed for, merely numbering the boats 
in their order. In such cases only one prize in a class has 

been inserted in the list, and several second prize winners 
must have been omitted. These remarks apply to the waters 

south of Cape Cod and to the lakes with more force than to 

northeast waters, where the list is believed to be yery nearly 
complete, 

Tho following wbreviations aré used; 1, 2, 4, etc., after a bont's 
name, signify first, second or fourth prizes; Y. O. stands for 
yacht club ; and the following letters before Y. @. for the names 
of clubs; A., Atlantic; Bal., Baltimore; B., Beverly; Bost., 
Boston; Bi., Brooklyn; B. H., Bunker Hill; C. H., Cantral Mud- 
aon ; Chic.; Chicago ; Del., Delaware; D., Dorchester ; Dux, , Dux- 
bury; U., Hastern; H. B., Hast Boston; Hy., Hayerhill; J, C., 
Jersey City; L, I, Long Island; 1., Lyon; Mad., Madison; M. 
B., Monmouth Beach; Mon., Montreal; N., Nahasset; WN, 6., 
Now Bedford; N, R., New Rochelle; N. ¥., New York; New., 
Newburyport; Phil., Philadelphia ; Proy., Provincetown ; 9, C., 
Quaker City; Q., Quinay; 8. F., San Francizco | 8. S., Sans 
Sonci; §., Scawauhaka; §. B., South Boston ; Tr. Trenton! Jef. 
O., Jetiries Olub; N. 8. Y. 8., Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron ; Cley. 
Y, Asa., Cleveland Yachting Association ; N. J., New Jersey; O,, 
Oceanic; Py., Payonia; P. ¥. C., Portland; C., Columbia; C.T., 
Cooper's Point; H. R, Hudson River; R. 0., Royal Canadian, 
8. B. M. F., 50. Boston Mosquito Vleet; South., Southwark ; 
War., Warwick; w. o., Walk Over. Huties signify actual 
starters ; C. P. Y, C., Cooper's Point. 

April 11, South Boston; M F Regatta, O B's, 3 entries, Mora 
Lea |, Roslyn 2; keels, iirst colasa, 4 entries, Starlight 1, Willie 2; 
second clasa CO L, 8 entries, Sadie 1, Niagara 2, Gazelle 3. 
May 18, Quiney ; QY C Regatta, First class, 6 entries, Folly 1, 

Vision 4; second olass, 5 entries, Nattis 1, Clara B 2; third class, 
G entries, Imp 1, Annie 2. 
May 20, Camden; Del Y C Regatta, 6 entries, Adelphi wins. 
May 20, Portland; P ¥ ©. Second and third class races for 

challengé cups; second class, schrs, 3 sutries, Undine wins; 
sloops, 5 entries, Twilight wing ; third class, 2 entries, Mist wine. 
May 27, Philadelphia; Sonth ¥ C Itegatta, First class, 10 en- 

tries, Spurt 1, Lawrence 2, Ellis 3; second class, 6 entmes, Kor). 
1, Morgan 2, Hotells 3; third class, 8 entries, Lenoir 1, Boyle 2. 
May 28, Philadelphia; QC Y C Regatta. Wirst class, 6 entries, 

Minerva 1, N Spring 2; second class, 3 entries, Lillie 1, Stella 2 ; 
third class, 2 eutries, Post 1, Bianca 2; Minerva also takes cup for 
best actial time. 
May 30, Brunswick, Ga; Racs, 10 entries, Henrietta of Jackson- 

yille 1, Flonda 2, Waye of Sayannah 3. 
May 31, Charleston; Regatta Association of 8 C. First clase, 4 

entries, Wildbird 1; second class, 7 entries, Mentor 1, Meetwing 25 
batleaux, first class, 5 entries, Arctic 1; second class, 3 enirics, 
Pstrel I. 
May 31, Macison ; Match. Lulu beats Sadie. 
May 31, South Boston; 8. B. Y. ©. Union Regatta. C B's, first 

Glass, 2 entries, Lillie, LY C, 1, Mystio 2; second class, 6 entries, 
Fain 1, Posy, 8 & ¥ GC, 2; third class, 3 entries, Druid, Bost Y C, 
1, Clara B, Dux Y 6, 2; keeles, first class, 4 entries, Gasl, J C, 1, 
Breezsa, Bost ¥Y C, 2; second class, 3 entries, Sunbeam, Bost Y C, 
1, Clyde, 8B YC, 2's third class, 2 entries, Chiquita 1. 
Tuue 4, Madison; Match, Lulu beats Sadie and Eclipse, 
June 4, Little Bayside; Queens County Y C Regatta, Not count- 

ed; 4 entries one in each Clase. 
June 6, New Hamburg; C HY C, 

beats Vidget. ; ‘ - 
June 8, Madison; Mad Y © Regatta. Wirst olass, 5 entries, 

Grey Hawk wins; second class, 3 entries, Judd Stone wins, 

Ohallenge pennant ; Victoria 

June 3, 8 Boston; SB MF Regatta, First olass 0 B's, 3 en- 
tries, Flora Lee 1, Roslyn 2; keels, 2 entries, Starlight 1; second 
claas © B's, 4 entries, Mamie4, Sadie 2. 

Jane 10, Philadelphia; QC ¥C Regutta, First class, Minerva; 
escond class, Stella; third class, Bianca; fourth class, Litlle 
Harry ; fitth class, Tidal Wave; sixth class, Bella D King—win. 

June 10, Philadulphia; Phil ¥ @ Regetta, Fivet class, George 
Hoff, 1; Mahton Hi Thomas, 2; second class, Charles W Meeke 
1, Joseph H Leary 2; third class, David H Sclmyler 1, Christo- 
pher Pannce 2, 

June 11, Baltimore; Bal Y C Regatta. First clase, John Mi!- 
roy ; second class, Joseph Hebb; third class, Pat Rooney; fourth 
olass, Danntless ; fifth class. Silver Star—win. 
June 11, Jersey Oity; JOY CO Regatta, First class cabin, 5 en- 

tries, Genia wits; second class calin, 2 entiies, Inrline wins ; 
third class open, 2 entries, Knight ’emplar wins; fonrth class 
open, 2 entries, Willie wing ; fifth class open, § entries, Annie 
Forayth wins. P : 
June 11, Baltimore; Canton Y CO. First class, R I Slater; sec— 

ond clazs, Mattie; third class, Chinech—win. 
June 12, Hoboken; N J Y © Regatta, Tirst class, Estelle, w 

0; Bécond class, 3 entries, Mateor1; third class, 2 entries, 
Pauline 1, 

June 13, Trenton ; Tr ¥ C Regatta, 15 entries, 8 Bilis wins, 
June 13, Chisago; Match. Unnamed (Wilder) beats Arion, 
Janne 13, Madison; Match. Welipse heats Badie, 
June 14, New York; NY YO. Annual regatta, keel schra, 2 en- 

tries, Restless wins; C [i sclirs, first class, 2 eutries, Tidal Waye 
wins ; second class, 3 entrics, Peerless wins; sluops, first class, 
Visior, walk over; second clase, £ entries, Vixen wins; Peerless 
and Vixen take ths Bennett Chatlenge Cups. 

June 15,5 Y C Union Regatis, Schre, 2 entries, Peerless, SY C, 
wins ; second elasa sloops; 6 entries, Undine, B Y OC, wins; third 
class sloops, 6 entries, Volante, 8 ¥ C, wins, 
Jape 17; Haverhill; Hy ¥ G. Wirst claas, 3 entries, New 1, 

Lizzie Warner 2; sesond-cjucs, 3 sntrics, Linnie May 1, Magic 
2; third-class, 4 eltries, Sultana 1, Phasma 2. 

Jnueé 17, Newburyport; New Y ©. WFirst-class, 15 entries, Bohe- 
Mian ; second-class, Torrent ; third-class, Ketnrati wins, 
June 17, Marblehead; Union Regatta. Virst-class, Thistle of 

Boston 1; second-tlass, keels, Gael, J O, 1, Lottie, SBY O, 2; 
C Bs, Napoleon, EH B Y 0,1, Mystic of Boston 2; third-viaes, 
CB, Sugenia, 2 BY C, 1, Posy, SBY 0, 2; keels, Veronica, 8 B 
¥ 0,1, Unknown, 8B Y ©, 2; fourth-class, Avis, B Y ©, 1, Rose, 
B ¥ O, 2; special class, Inez 1, Sarony 2, 
June 17, Nuhant; D Y C Regatta; open also to Boston ¥ G, 

Secvond-class sloops, Shadow, waik over; third-class, 4 entries, 
Sea Bird 1, Volante 2 ; fourth-clasy, 4 entries, Psyche 1, Drnid 2. 

June 17, Lynn; LY C Kegatta, Firat-clase, 2 entries, Mupic 1; 
second-class, 5 entries, Wxpert 1, Ruth 2; third-class, 4 entries, 
Mabel 1, Nymph 2. 
June 17, New York; HRY C Regatty. Pirst-class, Anna Geisel 

1, Mechanic 2; second-class, Clara 3 1, Irene 2y third-elass, G@ B 
Deane 1, Lydia T 2 ; fonrth-class, Gussie 1, Sophia TY. 
June 17, New York; AY C Regatta. Schooners, 2 entries, Triton 

1; sloop, class C, 4 entries, Dolphin 1: clasa D, Imperin 1; class 
E, Intrepid 1; Imperia also wing Livmgeton Cop, 

June 18, Breoklyn; Bk ¥ C Union Regatta. All but the smaller 
class becalmed ; in that, 2 entries, Wm K Browne, C 0 Y GO, wins. 

June 18, New York; OY C Regatta. Vive entries, Lillie wing, 
June 18, New Hamburg; C H YO Regatta. Wirst-clags, 3 on- 

tries, Flyaway 1, Fidget 2; second-class, 4 entries, Freak 1, Gyp- 
sie 2; third class, 2 entries, AS Ring 1. 
June 19, Now Hamburg; C H Y C Challenge Pennant. Fidget 

bents Victoria, 
une 20, Gowanus Bay ; L.1Y C Regatta. First-class, 4 entries, 

Tepe 1; second-class, 5 entries, Admiral Rowan 1; third-class, 
4 entries, Nettls 1; fonrth-class, 3 entries, Hxcelgior 1; fitth- 
class, 3 entries, Hi Pi 1, 

June 20, Belleville; Match, Katie Gray beats Surprise. 
June 20, Trenton ;'Tr YC Regatta. First-class, H 8 Dis; second- 

class, Beila; third-class, Champion wins. 
June 21, New York; Columbia Y C Regatta. Tirat-class, 2 en- 

tries, Pmmal; second-clase, 2 entries, Entekea 1; third-class, 
2 entries, Nettle 1; fourth-class, 4 entries, Laurel 1, Club pen- 
nant won by Nettle. 
June 21, Halifax; NSYS. Nine ontrics, Habe 1; Albatross 2 

Mystery 3. \ 
June 21, Quincy; @ Y ©. First Championship race, Tn these 

races, first prize wou by 2 ont of 3 ; aecond prize held in each race, 
First-class, B entries, Folly 1, Vision 2; second-class, 4 entries, 
Nattie 1, Wildfire 2; third-ctuss, 12 entries, Psyche 1, [mp 2, 

June 22, Chicago; Chi ¥Y O Regatta. First-class, 9 entries, Cora 
1; second-class, Ina, third-class Lincoln Millor, fourth clasa, Car- 
tie Wins. 

Juns 23, Rousa Point YG, Mary Marion wins, 
June 24, Bridesburg ; Mateh, Entwistle baata GT Smith. 
June 24, Philadelphia; South and Phil Y C regatta,  Tirat 

lass, Maid wins ; third class, D H Schuyler wins. 
Juoe 24, Lake Ponchartrain; Southern Y © Corinthian race, 

First class, 4 entries, Nathalie C wins; second class, 2 entrivs, 
Xiphias wins ; third class, 5 entries, Juniata wins; fourth vlasa, 3 
entries, Olivia wins. 
Juné 25, Lake Ponchartrain, Southern Y O race (not Corinthi- 

ab). First aud second class, same entries end winners as on the 
24th; third class, 4 entries, Maggie wins ; fourth claes, 4 entries, 
Minnie wins, : 
June 25, Wilmington; Carolina Y CO Regatiy, 6 entries, Kose 

wine. 
Wilm'ngton; Carolina Y C Regatta, Date and result not knowa 

before June 25, 
Juus 25, Providence; Proyidence YC Regatta for HJ Flint cup. 

Peck and Dixon wits. 
June 25, New York; Match. H H Holmes beaten by AddieLay- 

lor. : 
June 26, Trenton, Ont; Regatta. Seoond class, 3 entries, Katie 

Groy wins; third class, 7 entries, Idler wine. 
June 27, Marblehead; DY CO Nezatle. Schra, firet clogs, WWul- 

cyon beats Foam, but both ruled ont on technivalities; secoud 
class, 3 entrios. Agna wife; sloops, first ciaas, 2 enfries, Madcap 
wius ; second class, 2 entries. Whilecap wins. 
Jnue 27, Philadelphia; Match. Willie Kléing beats Albert 

Dager. 
June 27, New York Bay Regattas. Firat class, 10 entries, W R 

Browne, C HY C, 1, Dare Devil, NJ YC, 2; second class, 6 6n- 
triee, Nettle 1, Chemaun (no names), 2; third class, 9 eutriex, Ad- 
dio Taylor, 1, Georga D Deane, 2; funrth class, 13 entrias, Midget 
1, Alice 2; catamarans 3 entries, Sarantella 1, Minnie and Bella 2. 

Juue 27. New Bedford; N BY C Ist Chumpivnship Cat-bost 
Race, fi entries, Encis wins, 

duly 1, Cohasset; NYO Regatta. Firat class, no entriaa ; sec- 
ond elass, 8 entries, Scamp, 1, Funcy, 2; third class, 5 eulyies, 
Psyche, 1, Avis, 2; special class, under 14ft, 3 entries, Splash, 1, 
Josephine, 2, 

July 1, Boston; D HY OC Regatta, Wirst olass, 6 outries, Clyde, 
1, Annie M, 2; second class, 2 entries, Pansy, 1, Independenes, @. 

July 1, Kingston, Oot; Regatta. Wirst class, no race ; secoud 
olass, Kathleen 1, Katies Geey 2, Victormé 5; third class, Cornet J, 
Wideawake 2, Eclippe 3, 
July 4, Savannah; Regatta, Firet olngs, Weve, 1, Two Brothers, 

2; third claes, Lila D, 1, Etta Vernon, 2; batteaux, [onn, 1, Vida, 2, 
July 4, Detroit; Race. Keanlt nol known. 
July 4, Wakefield ; Regatta, 4 etwtries, Atice, 1, Frank, 2. 
July 4, Geneya Lake; Regatla, 6 entries, Againemnon wins, 
July 4, Clayton, N Y; Hegatts for stexym yachts, 5 entrien, 

Needle gun wins. r a 
Joly 4, Cape May; Regatta, 8 entries, Roxanna wins, 
July 4, Lynn; legatta. Virst olasa, bu race mn thue; eeoond 

class, § entries, Lonie, 1, Lark, 2, Nalliu J, 8; third class, 24 en- 
tries, Lizzie, 1, M'rolic, B Y OC, 4, Ida, BY O, 8; fourth class, 10 
entries, Newport, 1, Josie, 2, Nallie, 2. 5 

July. 4, Harlem; Hmpiro ¥ C Regatta, 4 entries, Inspector wins. 
July 4, Boston City; Regatta, iret cluas,no race in time, post- 

poned to July 13; second class, sobrs, 4 entries, Anonyma, BY 
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Loiterer, Boston Y GC, 2; 7 sloops, O TB" 
BY C, 1, Shadow, EY C,'2; keela, Tentrigs, Annie 8, BY Gi 
Thaw West, E BY 0,2; third class, O Bis,’ 9 entries, Mannie, 
Boston Y 0, 1, Rabie, Boston ¥ C, 2, Posy, 5 BY ©, 3; keels, 6 
entries, Unknown. 8 BY 6, 1, Suhbeam, Bost ¥ OU, b, Veronica 
8 BY G.3; fourth class, UB's, § ontrias, Fanay, BY C,1, Pay- 
cho, BY Cy 3, Druid, Bost ¥ 6,3; keels, 9 entries, Cosette, Bi Bos- 
ton, 1, Ruby, NY é, 2 Chignita, 3. 

Tuly 4, Salem ; ; Regaita. Wirat and second classes, to raco, 
postponed to July 13 ; third olass, 10 entries, Rose, BY G, 1, 
aon 2, it covered boats ; ranecendant, 1, Zopliyr, 3, in open 
bats, 
July 4, Quincy; Regatta. Wirst class, 4 entries, Nattie, 1, Folly, 

2, Secret, 35 sevond class, 4 Seas Wawa, 1, Hii, 2, Glance, 3; 
third class, 13 entries, Undine, 1 Elmar, 2, Dolly Varden, 3. 

July 4, Duxbury; Dox ¥ C Regatta, Firat class, 5 entries, 
Clara B, ab Poorless, 2; second class, G entries, Montana, 1, Sadie 
CG, 23 third class, 4 ‘entries, Alice Ii, 1, Uniqne, 2; special class, 
Taito Currie, 1. 

duly 4, Oshigsh; Oshkosh ¥ G Regatta. No wind, no race, 
July 5, Oshkosh ; Oshkosh YO Regatta.. Firat-class, no racé it 

time; second-class, Niobe 1, Perequa 2; third-class,S M Hay 1, 
Althena 2, Vuloan 3. 

July 5, Sodus, N Yj; Regatla, Catamarans, 2 entries, Girofle- 
Girofla wins ; boats, Ripple wins. 

July 6, Nahant : BY O 38th Regatta (st chatapionship). Jn 
these races firat and Second prizes were taken in Gach race with 
club allowance, aud, in addition, a champion pennant for best ac- 
tual time, to. be held by winner of two out of three faces. Wirst 
class, 3 entries, Panehon, 1, Ariel, 2; second class, 7 entriss, 
Fancy, 1, Mystery, 2; third class, 6 entries, Payche, 1, Frolic, 2, 
Champion pennants taken by Favalion, Fancy and Payoh, 

July §, Youkers ; ace, Sloops ; first-class, 2 entries, Ramblor 1: 
second-class, 3 eptries, Saud 1; Cats, 2 entries, Nellie G1 
July 9, Oyster Bay ; BY C ‘Regatta. Third ¢liss cauin, 2 6n- 

iries, Midge wing ; second class open, 2 entries, Wail wins. 
daly 10, Newburgh ‘Bay Regatta, First olaae, 4 bhiries, Wm R 

Browas, COHY om wins; sedond claus, 2 entries, Ulava 8 wins > 
third class, 5 entries, George B Deane wins ; fourth clauses, 7 on- 
tries, Brothers wink. 
July 10, Nevriah; Neenah YO Race. Tesult not known. 
July 11, Rocky Point = Wat Y ORegatta, postponed trom New= 

port, Sualy 1. Hirst =01 dss, sloops, @ eutries, Hildeyards wins } 
speond-class, dats, 2 entries, Warwick wins. 

July 13, Halifax; HSV S Regatta. Sry 2 entries, Seafoam 
Wills ; Bloops, 6 entries, Psyche, 1, Circe, 2. 
> duly 13, Koaton ; First cliss race postponed from July 4. Schre, 
2 Guliies, Brasze, Bost Y C1, Bolle, 2; sloops, 4 efitries, Unding, 
WY CG, 1, hist lo 2 

J uly —, Stony Oneal; Rade, Five catrics, sloop Gurrio V and ont 
Libbie win. 

July 13, Salem; Regatta. Postponed from duly 4 io dirat and 
aecond classes. "Hirst class keels, 2 @ntves, Lottie, 8 BY C, 
wits; C B's, 4 entries, Fanchon, bY GC, wind; secont dloas keols, 
3 eitrlos, Anrora BY 0, il Aone G By a) 0s, 4 eutiies, Fancy, 
Boyd, Coquette of Sulem, 2; third int asd, coVerad, 3. entries, 
Mirage, BY ©, wins; open, 2 entries, Zaphyr wins, 

July: "3, New Bedford ; N BY © 24 Championship Cat-hoat 
Rute, 6 entries, Cito wins, tising with Ines. 
July 1d, Madisou ; Match, Inlw beats Welipse. 
July 15, Madison : ; Handiwap Match. Mehps leats Lula, 
July 17, Madigon + ; Mateh. Holipse beats dade. 
July 37; Marblehead; EY G. Hirst cluss seirrace, 

Haleyou wins. 
guy 18, Nety Bedford; N BY 

BY C, wing, 
J aly. 19, Quincy; Q ¥ G 3d Championship Regatta, Wirst and 

second CLABSEB, Ho fave; third vlass, 14 entries, Dully Varden wins, 
tising with Psyche, 

Jilly —, Philadaiphia ; Match for $100. Robert Curran beats 
James T Martin, 

Joly 29, Strawberry Hill; Rezutta, Mvst class, no entries ; sec- 
ond class, 0 B's, 5 entries, Folly, Q Y G1, Napoleon, WBY O 
2; keels, 3 entries, Loitis, 8 BY v, i, Gaal, JU, 2; third class 
Cc ‘Bs, 6 entries, Nattie, Q ¥ U, 1, Puay, 8 BY O, 2; keels, 3 en- 
tries, rly of "Boston 1, Dairy, Bost ¥ GC, 23 four th class, § en- 
tries, Water Witth, § oston, 1, Resco, Q YU, ¥, Lula 3. 

July 20, Nebant; N ¥ U Union Repatta. First Clags, 2 entries, 
Fanchon, B Y C, 1; secotd élass, § entries, irene NY 0,4, Eu 
rus, at Y¥ G, 2; third class, 8 6ntvies, Mirage, B ¥ ©, 1, Bessie, N 
ae ; Apecial class, 4 eutrivs, Splash, NY @, ty Sadie, Bost ¥ 

‘July 22, Philkdolphia ; Phil Y © Regutta, for boats under 15ft, 
open to Southwark ¥ CG, 1] shiries, Joseph Allen 1, Amos Jones 
«, John Ledyard, 3. 

July 22, Cooper’s Point; C P Y C Regatta, for boats between 
aaee aud 1Sit, 10 entries, Foony 1, Richard Dawson 2, Dennis Hol- 

J aie 23, Sivamipscott; Match for $10. Alice beals Christine. 
poe coe Philadelphia ; Match for $50. Willie Kleinz beats Liz— 

2i8 
July 23, Portland ; P YC second class sloop race for challenge 

cup, 4 entries, Twilight wins. 
Joly 24, Philadelphia ; Match for $50. Willie Kleing beats Liz- 

zie M Ardis, 
July 24 Rocky Point; War ¥ © Union Regatta, Third class 

boast 2 clitries, Hops Wins ; second clars exis, 4 entries, Wilcox 
wins. 

July 2%, Brockyille ; Race for Gov-General’s Medal, + entries, 
Peri wins. 

July 24, 8 Boston ; O P M F Race, 
Rosiyo 1, Flora tee 2; Second class, © B's, 5 sitries, Sadie 1, 
Ydler 2; keels, 2 entries, Starlighé 1, Lena 1 

July 24, Madison ; Mad Y C ‘Regatta, First class, § entrios, 
Niobe 1: Grey Hari 2; second clagg, 7 entries, Zaphyr 1, Gracie 2, 

July 25, Madison ; Mad ¥ C Regatta, 5 entries, Niobe 1, Aga- 
meninon 2, 

July 25, Newport; Race for cats. Wival class, 10 enivies, Wan- 
derer 1, De Loney d. second Glass, 12 entriss, Taryest tu Lizzie 2; 
third class, § antriva, Jerboa 1, Wiluox 2; forth class, 4 sumies, 
Marthy , Wassoritau 2. 

daly 25, Philadelpiia; Race. First class, 4 sntries, Maid wins; 
Reo0ud Gliss, 6 entrled, itichard Morgan]; ihird glass, 4 entrise, 
UO Donel! wink, 

July 45, White Bear Luka; Race. Wirst class, 8 ontties, Juani- 
ta 1; sucond oluss, 3 suliies, Sigaie Pratt 1, 
July 26, Madison; Match. Lola boats Agamenmon pnd 

Delipse. 
duly 27, Gensya Lake ; Reratta, 5 entries, Netlia wins. 

é hy 27, New Orleaus ; “Mateh at Bay St Louis, Nathalie C beats 
yeni.  — 
July 27, Ney Bedtord; N BY 0 8d Champion Gat Race, 5 

triea, Syiph Wile, lieing wilh Bucie aud Cito, 
Jaiy 29, Sivamipseott + BYC sith Regatta (Union), postponed 

from tlie 27th on account of bad weather, First class C B's, 2 en- 
iries, Shadow, BYC, wits; keels, 3 (entries; Annie, 8 G ¥ ©, 1, 
Hthe! of Boston 2; second class CB 8, ) entries, Kya of Oohaasét 
1, Pauehou, EY 0; 2; keels, 7 entries, ‘Veronica, SB YO, 1, Fairy, 
Lost a U, 2) thind class, 17 6uliies, Paney, BY G, 1, Wildtive, 
. aes ys fourth class, 11 eatries, Murige, BY G 1, Bessie, 6 

aly 29, Capa May; Racs, postponed from the 27th. First lass, 
2 entries, "La Bolle Wins; secund vluss, 3 subries, MS Quay wits, 
July 29, Puiladelphia; "South YO Regatta for second class, 9 eu- 

frisky Enime J wins. 
eu 29, Philadelpeia ; Match, John B Cally beaten by Wm H 
nee st, 

: wy a , Pongiceertis \faich, Mollis, GH Y C, beats Gypsie, 

2 entries, 

C sloop race, 6 entries, Syren 

First class, © B's, 9 entries, 

6n-~ 

Owly 31, Like Massaucsic; Kegathay 7 gatries, Swan wis, 
August iy Pal of Hope, Ga; Rogatla, Hirst class, Wave wo 

second glitss, 5 Uuties, Moplronia 1; third lass, # entrien, Lela a 
ii cluse, 4 ontyigs, Vide 1} dit ohune, 7 ontiies, Water 

4 entries, WEY 
erty of yacht winning it flys times—won on Supt 13, 1877, by En- 

August 1, Harlem ; 2d Race for Dowling Cup (to become prop- 

ma D—open to 20ft and under), 4 entries, Emma D'wine, 
August 1, Now Market, N H; Regatta, 7 entrics, Phantom wins, 
Auguet 2, Bollevills, ‘Ont: f "Regatta. First class, 2 entries, 

Dauntless wins ; aecond class, 5 entries, Katie Grey wins; third 
class, 4 entries, Minnia A wins. 
Angust 3, Swampscott; BY © 40th Regatta, 24 Ohampionship. 

First lags; | 2 entries, Arial 1, and takes champion pennant, tieing 
with Fanchon ; second clang, 4 entries, Fancy 1, aud takes and 
holds champion pennant, Avon 2; third dlass. 6 entries, 2 Mirage 1, 
Bexsie2, Mirage takes pennarct, ticing with Payotie. 
Angust 3, Provincetown; Proy ¥ @ Rogatte (Uniun). Sebrs, 3 

entries, Meraury of § Boston 1, Nellie of Provincetown 2; second 
class sloops, 3 entries, airy, Boat ¥ OG, 1, Damslioribue, hb. third 
class, 8 entries, Topey of Provinestowa 1, Ina May, 2: fourth 
claus, 5 entries, Sam Wellor 1, Hva May 

August 3, Duxbury ; ; Dox ¥o TeaMth, 
Peerless 1, ‘Paarl 2; second class, 3 entrica, Alice Ti, Unique 2; 
third slass, 3 entricu, Sadie C1, Minnehaha 2; spacial class, Little 
Charlie, w ’0. 
August 8, San Francisco; 8 F ¥ © Regatta, 

tries; Consuelo wins ; cats, ‘4 entries, Annis wins, 
Augnat 4, New York; Match. John M Robbins beats Inspeotor, 
August 5, Philadelphia ; Match for $100. David H Schnyler 

beats Thomas Ledyard, 
August 5, Quincy : ; Q ¥ G 2d Championship Race, First claas, 5 

entri¢s, Vision 1, tieing with Folly, Secreb2; second class, 6 en- 
tries, Nattie 1, taking championship, Elf 2; third class, 12 entries, 
not for championabin, Psyche wing, 
Angust 8, Greenpurt ; 4 YO Union Regatta. First claes, 3 entrios, 

Thistle wins ; second class, 5 ® entries, Josie wins; third class, 10 
entices, Flora wins. 
Angust 8, Gowanus Bay ; Regatta, 6 entries, Addie Taylor wine, 
August 10, New Bedford ; NBYOC 4th Giampionship Cat Race, 

6 entries, Sylph wins for second time. 
August 10, Halifax; NS YS Open Race, 4 entries, Psyche wins. 
August 13, New Badford ; Sweepstakes under patronage of N 

YG. Vixen, N ¥ Y OC, beats Active, NY ¥ C, Thistle, of Boston, 
and Regina, NYYO. 
Angust 13, Proyidenes ; Proyidenca Y C Regatta. First class, 4 

entries, Starlight wins; second clagss,2 entries, Warwick wins; third 
class, § entries, Myra wing, 
August 13, West Brighton, SI; raca, 8 entries, Bulldozer wine. 
August —, 8 Boston; Match. ‘Luna beats Crescent. 
August 16, Gotuit ; "BY O 41st Regatta (inion), 8 entries, 

Heho, of Oaterville, 2; "Peerless, of Ostaryilla, 2, Waquoit, BY C,3 
August 17, Ootuit ; BY C 42d Regatta (Spacial), Firat clngs, 5 

entries, Waqnoit wins ; second class, 4 entriss, Nina, 1, Garibaldi, 
2. 

” Firat class, 5 entities, 

First class, 7 en- 

August 17, New Rochells; NR Y O Regatta. Firat class sloops, 
7 entries, Susie § wins; second vlass sloops, 6 entries, Nettle 
wins ; third class cats, 7 entries, H H Holmes wins; fourth. clase 
cats, 42 entries, Brothera wins; filth class cats, 8 entriog, Lizzie 
OU wits. 

August 17, Onset Bay; Reyatta. First class, 
wine ; second oluss, 2 entries, ‘Seoret wing, 

August 19, Delaware River ; Sweepstakes for $150. Lula beats 
Mury. ‘A MeGoumick and J BR Sweeney, 

Augnat 19, Delaware River ; Match for $100. Hugh Boyle boats 
‘Thomas Ledyard. 
Angust 19, Quincy; Q ¥ C Regatta (8d championship). First 

clags, £ entries, Vision wins and takes championship, Folly, 2; 
second class (not for championship), § entries, Wildfire wins ; 
third Glas, 13 entries, Payche wins and takes championship, Un- 
dine, 
August 20, Dorchester; D Y O Union Regatta, First class C 

B's, # entries, Fanchon, BYC, 1, Vision, Q Y 0,2; s keeles 5 en- 
tries, Gael, J C, 1, Annie, 8 BY ©, 25 second claas © B! 8, 8 en- 
tries, Dhistle, ae keels, 2 entries, Veronica, 8 B ¥ C, 1; third 
class, 8 entries, Olarz B, Dux Y G, 1; Psyche, DYG, 2 
Angust 22, North Shrewsbury River; OYC Regatta, Firat 

class sloops, 'g entries, Vixen, 1, Florence, 2; second class aloops, 
i Sei Hlena D, 1, Bother, 23 third class ‘oats, 6 entries, Hliza, 

Ch 
August 22, Philadelphia; Race. 

wits ; second class, George Pool, 1. 
Angust 23, Fire Island ; Race, 1B entries, winners not known. 
August 2 24, New York Harbor; Langdon Cup Race for cats, 7 en- 

tries, Ocean Spray wins. 
Angust 24, Monmouth Beach; M BY C Regatta. (Dissalis- 

faction with J nudges’ decision, Vixen and Leonora refused to take 
their prizes.) Firat class eee: Bertie, 1, Vixen, 2 ; second class 
sloops, Mamie, 1, Badie, 2; third class, cats, Ideal, 1, Leonora, 
2; fourth class, skiffs, Charles West, 1, Amy, 2 ; “about 30 en. 
tries i in all. 
August 24, Oohassat; N Y © Union Regatta, for prizes given 

by gentlemen of Gohasuet, Keeals, first class, 4 entries, Clyde, 1 
mais 2, bothS B-¥ C; second class, 7 entries, Fairy, Bost Y 

; Unknown, 8 B ¥ 0,2; C B's, first class, 9 entries, Fan- 
ean B Y ©, 1, Folly, Q Y 0, 2, Eva, Cohasset, 3, Posy, 8 B Y Q, 
4; second class, 1# entries, Scamp, NY C,1, Water Witch, § B 
2, *Thisbe, QYC, 3, Peerless, Dux YO, 4; third class, 17 entries, 
Dolly Varden, Q Y o, 1, Bessie, N ¥ G, 2) Sea Mew, Cohasset. 3, 
Tantrum, BY GC, 4; special class, 9 entries, Frolic, 1, Charlotte, 2. 
August 24, Lake Massahesio ; Massahesic Y C Race, 6 entries, 

Nautilus wins. . 
August 24, Annisquam; Regatta. First class, 16 entries, Adela 

wins ; second class, 16 entries, Zip wins, 
August 24, Halifax; NS ¥ iS Regatta. Schys, 2 entries, Saa- 

foam wins; 'sloops and yawls, 6 sutries, Hebe, 1, Kestrel, 2. 
Angust 34, St Annes, Uan; Race. First classy opan, 6 entries, y 
ee ee Patrel 2; second class open, 4 entrics, Stella 1, Hart- 
and 2. 
August 26, Rockaway; Rockaway Y C, 

entries, Gariota wins. 
August 26, Camden ; Race, 6 entries, Hartman wins. 
August 26, Philadelphia ; Match. David H Schuyler beatae J J 
Ilen, 
August 28, Halifax, N SY 5 Regatta, Three eutries. Hebe wins. 
August 29, Latayette : Py ¥ C Regatta, First eluss, over 24ft, 

6 entries, N R Fowler, 1; second class, 4 entries, Addie Taylor, 1; 
third class, 6 entries, ‘Brothers, ate 
August 20, Bait Hayen; Regatta. Wirst clasa cata, Meal 1, 

Florence 2 5 second class cats, Olivia 1, Leonora 2; second class 
sloops, Elena D 1, Vixen 2, 
August 31, Monmouth Beach; M B Y © Gorinthian Regatta. 

Sloops, 4 entries, Elena D, 1, Sadie, 2; cats, 4 entries, Idval, 1, 
Gwendolen, 2. 
eens 31, Monmonth Bsach; Match. Lizzie R beats Lenora. 
August 31, Duxbury ; Dux ¥G Regatta, First class, 4 entries, 

Peerless, 1, Flora, 2; second class, 2 entries, Unique, 1; third 
class, 5 entries, Little Charlie, 1, Sadie 0, 2, Annia Clark 3, 
youu 31, Halifax; NS Y'8' Fiye-ton Race, 3 entries, Muta 

WA 4 eutries, Delia 

Virst class, 5 entries, ‘Cahil, 

Covinthian Regatta, 4 

Pedeaek 31, Haverhill; Hy Y O Regatta, First class, 3 entries, 
Lizzie Warner Wills ; second class, oe entries, Hulipse wine. 
August 31, Strawberry Hill; Regatta. Cc B’a, first clase, T en- 

tries, ‘Nepoleon, EBYC,i, Folly, QY QG, 2; second class, 7 en- 
tries, Posy, 8 BY G1, Allie, 5 Boston, 2; third class, 22 entries, 
Water Wileh, 8 Boston, ik, "Topsy, Provincatown, 2; keels, first 
class, 5 entries, Giel, J O, 1, Mist, BH Y CG, 2; ‘second class, 5 
antrivs, Sunbeam, Boston Y C, 1, Clyde, 8 B Yo ©, 2; third class, 
4 entries, Actress, 1, Chequita, 2. 

September 2, Philadelphia ; Sweepstakes for first class yachts, 
15 Sutriss, Willie Kleing wins, 
Seprember 2, Philadelphis ; Sweepstakes for Tuckups, 11 en- 

tries, WS Flick wins. 
Reptember 4, Harlem; Empire ¥ C Regatta, Had from 

dune 4. Open’ boats, first class, 2 entries, Cora D wins; second 
class, Yontties, Peter O’Brien wma; third class, 3 entyi6s, Sophie 
mina wins; fourth olaas, 3 entrieg, Mortlia M wind, elas taking a 

ell prize for jib and maiisai) aléva; oabin yacils, 6 entries, 
Obeater & &vthuy wis ; oetewergng, 3 shizies, Varautally #ink 
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September 4, Philadelphia ; Handicap match. Wm 0 Eckenbein 
beats Lun. 
September 6, South Chicago; Chi Y C Regatta. First olass, 2 

entries, Corn wine ; fourth dlags, § entries, Rarus wins. 
September 7, South Chicago ; Ohi Yo Regatta, Second class, 

Tna wo; third class, 7 eulries,, Peri wins ; shifts, 3 entries, Amer- 
isan Girl wins, - 
September 7, Toronto; If O ¥ © Regatta, 5 entries. Princa of 

Walaa’ Cup, Commodore's Cup and Hodder Cup for O B's, taken 
by seh Oriole; Hodder cup for deep boats, talon by Rivet, 
September 4, aehine, Can; Race. Oabin boats, 3 entries, 

Sappho wits; open boats, 2 panes: Pansma wins. 
September 7, Halifax; N S ¥ 8S Open Race, 4 entries, Muta, 1, 
September 7, Beverly; GZ ¥ C, 43d Regatta (3d championship). 

postponed from the 6th on account of bud weather. Dirst olate, 
6 entries, Ariel, 1, Fanchon, 2, WFanchon takes ond holds the 
championship pennant. Second class, 4 ontries Yancy, 1; Avor, 
2; third class, 7 entries, Mirage, 1, Peycho, 2. Mirage takes and. 
holds the pennant in ber slass, 

September 10, Oswego ; Regatta. First class, 4 entries, Ma, 1, 
els aly 2G second class, I4 entries, Comat, 1, Mystery of Ringe 
on 
Huptember 11, Syampscott; E ¥ O Wall Regatta. Schra, first 

class, 4 entries, Magis wins; second clase, 4 antries, Fearless 
Wine ; second olasa Bloops, 2 entries, Shadow wine. 
September 11, Swampscott; Handicap Match, sailed in BY 6 

race. Rebecca ‘beats Foain. 
September 12, New York; Race for Cats, 4 entries, Dart wins. 
September 12, New York ; tiace for Cats, 4 entries. Hebe wins. 
Ssptember 13, Harlem ; third race for Dowling cup, 3 entries, 

Brothers wins. 
September 13, Baltimore; Bal ¥ C Rogatita. 

tries, F C Latrobe wits ; second class, 5 
third class, 2 entries, Emma wine, 
September 13, Provincetown ; Proy Y © Regatta. First cluss, 

Goldsmith Maid, 1, Daisy, 2; : second class, Vopsy, 1, Maggie, 2 
third class, no race, too rough. 
September 14, New Bedford; N B YC, Sth championship, Gat 

race, 5 entries. ‘Eneie wibs, tieing with SyIph. 
September 14, Haverhill; Hv Y C Union Regatta. First clags, 

5 entries, Empresa, 1, Lizzie Warner, 2; second class, 5 entries, 
Linnie May, 1, Eclipse, 2; third olass, 40 entries, Abbie M, 1 
Adeluide, 2; apecial clags, '2 entries, Ino, 1, Dipper, 2, 
September 14, Halifax; NS ¥ 3° Handicap Tiace, 

on account of bad weather to Sept 21. 
September 15, New York; Battery Sailing Club Raga for 19ft 

working boats, 7 entries, Battery Pet wins. 
September 16, Newark Bay ; Regatta. Tirst class, 2 entries, Hi 

Pi wins ; second clase, Waye, w o; third class, 4 entries, Lizzie 
Van Names, 1: fourth class, 4 entries, Lizzie R wins, 
September 16, Nahant ; N ¥ C Ost Boat Race for challenge pen- 

nant, 5 entries, Fancy wins. 
September 17, Dorchester; D Y © Regatta, iret olass G B's, 

2 putrias, Haons wins ; koele, 2 entries, Volante wits; second 
class, 2 entrios, Dancy Wins ; third claza,5 entries, Pavche, ‘le 
Scamp, 2, Curlew, § 3; Special ‘class (union), 18 entries, Sadie, 1, 
Lena, 2, Roslyn ; 
September 17, “Buffalo ; Guifalo Y CG Regatta. Stakeboat got 

adrift and changed result of race. Firat, class, 4 entries, Fleet- 
wing wins ; second class, 3 entries, Atina Arzo wins. 
Saptember 18, South Boston; 8 B Y C Union Regatta. (By 

error of judges in changing Btake- boat Fanchon lost some 5m at 
start, through obeying the judges’ directions.) O B's, first clase, 
7 entries, Mamie of Plymouth, 1, beating Fanchon, B ¥ C, Im 45a; 
Fanchon’ takes second. Second class, 9 antries, Allie of South. 
Boston, 1, Nattie, Q YO, 2; third claps, 5 entries, Water Witch, 
8 Boston, 1, Psyche, 2 25 keels, first class, 3 entries, Annie, 8 BY 
€, 1, Gael, I ©, 2; second class, 7 entries, Veronicas, S$ B Y Ceeiy 
Unknown, § BY ©, 2; third class, 2 2 entries, Actress of Boston, 
1, Havd Times of Gloucester, a, 
September 18, New York; A Y OC Regatta for small boats. 

Sloops, 2 antrios, Pilot wins ; cats, 6 entries, Trnant No 1 wine, 
September 19, Cleveland; Y Ass Rogaitay 9 entries, Uniqne 

wins. 
September 2), Qaincy; Q@ Y © Fall Regatta. Tirst class, 7 en- 

tries, Vision, 1, Poily, 2; racond class, 6 entries, Thisbe, 1, Nattia 
2; third glass, 10 entries, Dandelion, 1, Imp, 2. 

tember 21, Hast Boston ; JC Hace, 8 entries, Judith wing, 
tember 21) City Island ; Race for Cals under 15ft, 6 entries, 

Lis, >, CH Y C, wine. 
Livzie sailed and won a match, 10 miles to windward and re- 

turn. 
September 21, New Hamburg; C H ¥ C Race for challence pén- 

nant. Fidget beats Wm kh Browne. 
September 21, Montreal; Mon Y O Regatta, Opsn yachts, 9 

entries, Maud wins ; flat- bottomed boats, 2 entries, Mary wing. 
Baptember 21, Halifax; NS ¥ 8 Handicap Nace, 7 entries, 

Habs, 1, Spray, 2 
September 22, ‘New Orleans ; 

Emily A beats Farewell and Julia. 
Sepiember 23, Norfolk ; Cat-boat race, 11 entries, won by In- 

dex. 
September 28, Nahant; Cat-boat Sweepstakes, 7 entries ; race 

to be to lesward and back} wind shifted and race declared off by the 
judges. 
’ September 25, Providence ; Providence Y C Regatta, 4 entries, 
Wanderer wins, 
September 26, Gloucester ; Race, 
; Second class, Hard ‘Times, 1, Zip, 
September 26, New York ; A Y¥ O. pabnont Race. Schrs, 3 en- 

tries, Agnes wins ; cabin sloops, Class ©, 2 entries, Sadia wins ; 
class D, a) entries, Winsome wins ; class E, Nimbus, w o. 
September 26, Lansingbureh ; 8s Regatta, First class, 7 en- 

tries, Artful Dodger of ‘Albany, 1; second class, 5 entries, meh 
of Albany, 1; third olass, 7 entries, Addis A of Lansingburgh, 1, 
Bee for fastest boat owned aboye the dam tuken by Sans Souci, 
BS YQ, 

Wirat olasa, 2 en- 
entries, D Collier wins; 
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Postponed 

Sweepstakes at Bay St Louis. 

pat class, Judith, 1, Adele, 
a4 

September 26, Harlem ; Fourth Race for Dowling Cup. Brothers 
wine, tising with Emma D. 
September 26, New BadfYord; N BY C 6th Championship Oat 

Race ; sail off. Dncie beats Sylph. 
September 26, New Hamburgh; C H Y C Fall Corinthian Re- 

vattw. First and second class becalmed, no race; third olasa, 3 
entries, Gracié wins. 
September 26, Newport; Newport ¥Y C Race for Jones’ Cup, 4 

entries, Hebe wins. 
September 26, Dorchester; D Y C Race for Cat-boats (union), 

13 entries, Josie 8, Boston, 1; Rocket, B Y C, 2; Water Witch, 
§ Boston, 3 ; Paychio, BY G, 4; Clava B, Dux ¥ G 5; Wildfire, 0: 
Sea Mew, 0; Hecate, 0. Ouvlew, Fancy, Ked Sitar, Bubble and 
Juliet gaye up 
pcnee Bs, Halifax; NS ¥ S Maloh. Seafoam heats Ma- 

paneaben 29, New York; Battery Sailing Club Raea for 157 
boats, 6 entries, "J Hi Sharrott wins. 
September 80, Trenton; Tr ¥ C Regatta. Tlrst class, 6 entries, 

Minerva, 1, Ida, 2; sace ond cluss, 9 entries, Bella and Ripple tie 
for 1st and "oa; third class, sen Ramble, 1, Susis, 2, Bella 
and Ripple sailed off the tie, Ripple winning, 
SeVBeE 30, Hudson Biv er; H Ti and Py Y¥ O's Joint Regatta. 

Fivat class, 4 entries, Clara 8 wins ; second olass, 7 entries, Gro 
B Deane wins ; third class, 3 entries, Butler wins. Special prize 
for oats taken by Ok. 
September 31, Belleville; Bay of Quinte Y C Regatta for second 

and third classes. Second. class, 5 eltries, Katie Gray wins; third 
class, 5 entries, Mystery of Kingston wins. 

October 2, New Wamburgh; 0 H ¥ C Corinthian Race. Firat 
sevond class, Mollie; third class, Gracie win. 

SEMF Regattu, C B's firet clase, 3 an- 
clase, Fidget ; 

Ootobar 2, ny Boston ; 
tries, Roslyn 1, 1, Flora [eo 3; second class, 4 entries, Wayward, 
Radio 2. 

Ootober 8, Norfolle; Lace, 8 entries, Cittie Prand wins, 
OMataber 5, Chigara; Chi YO, Ge ‘syhound wing in ficult claga, 
Optobay » Boeton Oogin Bagatte, Pirgt olaga sloove ¢ he 



en , 
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tries, Viking, S Boston, 1, Shadow, E ¥ O, 2; second class, schrs, | deeply forked; while {he larger size and sreat muscular 
8 entries, Breeze, Bost ¥ 0, 1, Mist, D Y CG, 2; third class sloops, 
Eureka, 8 Boston, wo ; fourth class sloops, 2 entries, Annie, S B 

Oral 
October 10, Harlem ; 5th Races for Dowling Cup, 6 entries, Em- 

ta D wins. 
October 10, 8 Boston; Match. Faney, 8 ¥ C, beats Scamp, B 

7 Ootober 11,8 Boston; Match. Scamp, BY ©, beats Fancy, B 

October 11,8 Boston ; Match. Fancy, B ¥ C, beats Scamp, B 
YC. Best two out of three, 

October 12, Haverhill; Hy ¥ C, Mateh for Champion Flag. 
Lizzie Warner beats Eclipse. 

October 15, New York ; Match. Gracie and Vision, both N Y ¥ 
O-sloops; both disabled, no race. 
October 19, Marblehead. Second handicap match between Foam, 

EY C, and Rebecca, H Y C, Foam wins; third match postponed 
till next season. 

October 22, New York; Match. Gracie beats Vision. 
October 23, Quebec ; Match for $108, Enid beats Leontine. 
November 6, New York ; Nereus Y C Regatta. Queen Mab beat 

tebecca, Alice and Annie. 

—G@, A. Badger, of West Quincy, Mass., has patented a registering 

deyice for magazine guns, whereby the user can tell how many dis- 

charges !ave been made. Write to him and find out about it.—[Adv. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER, 

—o— 

FRESH WATER, 
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides ; Fike or Pickerel, Esoz lucius.g 

MM, pallidus. Yellow Perch, Perca flavescens, 
Muskalonge, Hsox nobilior. 

SALT WATER. 
Cera, Cybiwm regale, 
Bonito, sarda pelamys 
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosua. 

Sea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus, 
triped Bass, Roceus linneatus. 
eakfish, Cynescion regalia. 

Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 

MoveMENTs OF THE Fisping Frzet.—The number of Bank 
arrivals reported at this port the past week has been13. Six 
of these were from codfishery trips, bringing 300,000 lbs., 
and 6 were halibuters, with 40,000 lbs. The number of 
Georges arrivals has been 7, and the receipts 100,000 lbs. cod- 
fish, Hight arrivals have been reported from the Bay St. 
Lawrence, bringing 1,500 bbls. mackerel, Thereceipt of shore 
mackerel for the week have been about 800 bbls, The boat 
and dory fishermen have met with good luck when the 
weather favored, and will reap handsome returns from the in- 
shore yisit of the codfish schools. The number of fishing 
vessels absent on voyages in different branches of the fisheries 
last Friday was as follows: Georges, 46; Banks, 32; Bay St. 
Lawrence, 25; potato yoyages to Prince Edward Island, 12; 
Shore fishing, 30; Newfoundland, 4. Several of these have 
arrived during the week, but others have left port, and with 
the exceptiou of the Bay fleet, these figures may be taken as 
representing the proportion of vessels now engaged in differ- 
ent branches of the fisheries. ‘The Shore mackerel fleet hesi- 
tate to haul up lest there should be a spurt of fat fish for a 
day or two to close the season. The fleet are doing little, 
though one Swampscott vessel reported a good fare one day 
last week.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Nov. 22. 

Conneotrout—Wew London, Nov. 21.—There has been on 
exhibition the largest black bass ever taken in Lake Konomoc, 
weight 4} pounds. Have had a new experience in fishing for 
hickory shad at Niantic, and was agreeably surprised. Hook 
them and then have a care for yourtackle. With a rush they 
are off, then up, then down, and leap higher and oftener than 
black bass, and require more delicate handling. Misat. 

New Yorer—Shelter Island, L. £., Nov. 21.—The bunker 
fishing is over for this year, and the yachts and steamers are 
laid un, and factories closed and men paid off. It has been a 
rich year for them. Tsaao. 

TrnyesseE—WVashville, Nov. 21.—C. E. Hillman and a 
party of friends have just returned from a week’s fishing ex- 
pedition in Caney Fork, a tributary of the Cumberland River, 
about 150 miles above this place. They had magnificent 
sport, taking a large number of jack, some of them weighing 
as much as 7 pounds each. Mr. H. saysthat the best jack 
fishing to be found in the country is in the Cumberland River 
dbove Point-Isabel, which is the head of navigation, and so 
far from a market thas the stream is not pillaged by pot fish- 
ermen. Jack up there are often taken weighing 12 and 14 
pounds. J, D. H. 

Argxansas—Jacksonport, Nov. 19.—Some fine strings of 
black bass (big mouth) from 1 to 64 pounds weight. Striped 
bass (if. Chrysops) in fair abundance, mostly taken by troll- 
ing, Jack salmon are beginning to take the minnow. Alto- 
gether the brethren of the angle are haying good — 

EEL. 

Tiirmo1is—llinois River, Nov. 6.—The Illinois is remarkable 
for the quantity of fish in its waters. They sell here at two 
cénts the pound undressed. But I wish specially to notice a 
new feature. This is at the ‘‘new lock and dam across the 
viver just at these hunting grounds, completed Jast year by 
the State and United States jointly for navigation purposes, 
yast quantities of black bass and other large fish have been 
caught throughout the summer and fall with the rod and Jine 
and spoon. Bass weighing from one to ten pounds are some- 
times caught almost as fast as the spoon drops to the water, 
and I am reliably informed several hundreds are caught by 
one person in a day. They congregate below the dam and 
bite at almost anything thrown over. The reports are truly 
wonderful. H. W. Meret. 

e+ —_—_—_—_——_ 

FLESH AND SKIN TINTS OF TROUT. 

oi ie English papers are assiduously investigating the 
causes of varied tints in the flesh of trout. Any in- 

formation which can be added to that already known on this 

point will be much appreciated by ichthyologists. We ap- 
pend what a late copy of the Country (London) says on this 

head ; 
Trout, when of small size, are generally distinguished by 

glate-colored bands or blotches on the side, resembling those 
on the patr, which has rendered it difficult for an inexperi- 
enced eye to detect the difference between the two fishes. 
The distinguishing features between them consist in the parr 
possessing & more delicate and rounded form, a shorter nose, 
@ smaller mouth, and in haying the caudal or tail fin more 
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power of the pectoral fin forms in itself a complete distinguish- 
ing feature. The slate-colored bands on the sides aré also 
narrower in the parr than in the trout; the general spotting 
tarely extends beneath the central line; and two dark spots 
on the gill-covers ara sn inseparate mark of distinction be- 
tween the two fishes. It is worthy of remark that the dusky 
bands in the young trout usually disappear by the time the 
fish attains the length of five or six inches, and are never 
met with in one of three ounces weight. 

But the trout, when in prime order, has small head, thick 
shoulders, a hog back, well rounded about the dorsal fin, and 
bright scales on the sides that present a resplendent cast of 
gold, studded with vermilion spots, which, contrasted with 
the rich brown above, present an exterior coating lovely be- 
yond description. But this beauty wanes by degrees as the 
year advances; and by the time winter arrives the whole ap- 
pearance is so changed that an inexperienced observer would 
scarcely suppose that the meagre, cadaverous specimen he 
then beholds is the identical trout he had gazed on with 80 
much satisfaction a few months before. 

The deep pink color of the flesh in a trout is a certain proof 
that the flesh is in good condition; but this tint is not usual- 
ly found in very small tront; it is also peculiar to the fish 
inbabiting certain rivers—generally those the waters of which 
are limpid, where the bottom abounds with aquatic insects 
and small crustacea, and the banks are plentifully supplied 
with flies, particularly the green drake and stone flies—but in 
small brooks, and in most hungry waters, the flesh of the 
trout never acquires the slightest tinge of pink, but when in 
best order appears of a rich cream color, with a dark brown 
coating just beneath the skin, 
The age of a trout may be detected by the shape of the tail 

fin, the extremity of which, when the fish is very young, 
is deeply forked; but as it increases in age the central rays 
and membrane oi the fin grow ont, and while those at the 
extremity remain nearly stationary, so that the tail becomes 
in course of time, not only even at the end, but at last acquires 
even a conyex form, 

The exterior coloring of the trout is regulated in a great 
measure by that of the bottom of the waters they inhabit, and 
to which these fish seem to have the chameleon-like power of 
adapting themselves, which proves a means of securing them 
in some degree from the sight of their numeious foes, to 
which a strong contrast of color between themselves and sur- 
rounding objects would constantly expose them. 

\V Remuntscewoxs or Harty Days ts Bosron.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: Jam pleased to read in your fruitful columns 

capital fishing articles from the pen of that ancient angler and 

sportsman, Samuel C. Clarke. Few writers of the present day 
give such entertaining and scientific papers on the fishing de- 

lights by brook, river and sea shore, as does your valued con- 

tributor, 8. C. C. Samuel and myself were cousins and play- 

mates together many years ago, and enjoyed in company our 
earliest experience of rod and gnn, and he is now equally in- 
structive whether he casts his line in the streams of New 
England, the lakes of the Great West, or the placid waters of 
Florida. A yeteran now, he has well nigh laid aside his gun, 
but still follows the less laborious pursuit of the angler. 
Long may he continue to please and instruct us with the re- 
cital of his fishing successes | 

As school-boys and playmates we first began our sporting 
career together in the handling of the old carbine gun and the 
rustic willow wand, at the hospitable home of our dear old 
grandfather, Gen. William Hull, at his old farm at Newtown, 
near Boston; and never elsewhere were such blissful days or 
such unalloyed pleasures. There, by the brook that ran 
through the meadows, or at the neighboring mill-pond, we 
caught our first mess of fish, and were as proud of the exploit 
as any successful salmon fisher of Labrador. We also re- 
joiced to continue our sport at the wharves and bridges of 
dear old Boston, and every pleasant holiday afternoon found 
us, rod and basket in hand, either at the old rope walk at the 
foot of Boston Common (waters now reclaimed and covered 
with garden and mansion), or at Cambridge Bridge, the old 
Mill Dam, or down at Central, India or Long Wharf, where 
the pollock and flounders, the tomcod and smelt, most 
abounded, We were then both of us inoculated with the 
love of sport which has so much contributed to the pleasureand 
vigorous health of both of our lives. In recalling the joys of 
these school-boy days, we are reminded of many names, 
afterward distinguished in art and literature, such as Sumner, 
Motley, Greenough, Hillard, Sturgis, Bellows, James F. 
Olarke, Willis, Winthrop, Apthorp, Sargent, Blake, Curtis, 
Austin, Loring, and very many others, many of whom 
have departed, many of whom survive. And while reading 
these-angling papers of genial ‘*S, C. G.,” we are reminded 
of those early days, and prompted to jot down in verse these 
few lines, hoping they may be acceptable to him, and also to 
the Forrsr anp Stream and its editors and readers, lovers of 
rod and gun: 

To 8,0. 0.2 
Yes! here where once we used to swim, 
And where aie sailboats ased to skim, 
Alu where our holidays were pass‘d, 
And baited hooks and lines were cast, 
WV here golden hours und youthful juys 
Were +l too shores fur u-, pay luys, 
Rise stately rovfs and ; alaces, 
Embower’d ‘mid flowers and drooping trees; 
W here crowded sireets sud m.ble squares, 
The city’s crowded thorougnt{ures, 
Anddashlin’a pomp, and bosy trade, 
And yentle lovers’ promenade, 
Huve loug usprped the waiery space, 
And left of our old baunts no trace! 

Of all those schoolmates few remain, 
Few links of the long-sunder’d chain; 
Few of that group that loved to pass 
O'er the old Common’s Fecred grass, 
Or gather where the old Him stood, 
The latest patriarch of the wood ; 
Who down the Heacon s\ope would ride 
On snow sled, or with awifr skates glide; 
Who lov’d in summer afternoun, 
When leaves were greet aud birds in tube, 
To guther where the hops-Walk gaye 
Its Welcome tO the tidal wave, 
Just where the Public Garden now 
Spreads flowery bivoas sud leafy bungh! 

Amarvellogs, yast change, I ween, 
Tg there where those oltt Joys barge been; 
Those days I love now to revall— 
The daisof crickel, baland bail, 
The days of marbles, to, sand kites, 
8o brimim’d with plea-u:e and delight! 
The days .f fishing epart, so dear, 
At Cambridge Britge or Long Whart pler ; 
The days of oli-s, when life Was Dew, 
When juys were many, cares so few | 

Few of that bright, rejoicing train, 
In all the walks of iiferemam; - 
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On stately sana rowele 
Bee oO long-farmi|iar trace 
fh spowy hair and wrinkled face! 

‘The limbs that used toron like deer, 
Are erippled in life’s long career: 
The hands once skilled to pull the oar 
Or swing the rod @re strong no more, 
Some sleep in dust of native land, 
And some repose on foreign strand ; 
Some by the palm trees of the shure, 
Where Indian billows rave and roar; 
Some where Pacific billows eween, 
Long since have laid them down to sleep; 
And some are reyerend preachers now, 
Of Solemu atep and thoughtful brow, 
Or merchant princes, rich in gold, 
The playmates of those rays of old; 
But a!l are mindfol of the joys 
Of that far time when they were boys! 

Shelter Island, L. Z, Isaac MCLELLAN. 

There is no person of whom we would more cheerfully 
print a tribute so well deserved than the subject of the above 
lines. The apostrophe of one veteran anglor and comrade to 

another, both of them now far on the shady side of life, is a 
touch of the same nature which inspired the seitiment of 

‘Auld Lang Syne.” We hope the lines of our esteemed 
contributors may long continue to fall together in pleasant 
places,—Ep. F. & S. 

‘street, 
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—A rate opportunity for purchasing an Orange Grove {8 offered in 
our advertising columns this week.—({Adv. 

The Gime of Chess. 
Norige.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions shonid be 

addressed “Chess Editor FoREsT aND STREAM, P. O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn,” 

Problem No. 33. 
Motto; ToEkaree. 

Sea i 
2 fits 
oo 7 
a Oi: @ alse Pe FC on OR 7 

A fa 
8 @ ee 
8 E 

White to play and give mate in three moves, 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO. 29, 

1B tks Q I—B ke 1—Q-Qi 
Papas Be a 
8—Mates 

Other variations, 

Game No. 83 —RUY LOPEZ. 

The subjoined game waa played by correspondence in the Interou- 

tional Tourney, And is the second which Mr, Romeyh has lo-t to hig 

skillful opponent. It is far from our Intentions to question the fairness 

of Mr. Belden’s pairing of the players of the American team, as we can 

only teo easily concelve of the difieulty that he enconntered at the out 

act, withont eyen attempting to closely scrutinize the actuul skill of 

cach competitor ; then divide them into classes, a1. give to each player 
his position inaclass, As aA whole, we think that Mr. Belden displayed 
excellent judgment, and should th's contest result in the defeat of the 
American team, which we donot think improbable, we feel contident 
that it cannot be justly attributed to the want of goud judgment or the 
lack of discernment of the American manager: 

= 

2—Q tke Bor Kt 
3—Mates [B5 

White. Black. White. Black. 
Wm. Nash. J. C, Romeyo, Wm. Nash. J, C, Romeyn. 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 12—-RPtks Kt 12—K tke Kt 
2—-Kt-K B3 2-Ke-Q B3 13—P tks Kt 18—B-Q Ki 
4—B-Kt5 3—Q-K2 (u) 14—R-K (fy 14—B 2 (g) 
4—Kt-Q BS 4—KEK Ba 15—B-K ta 15—Castles KR(b) 
6—Uasties 5—P.Q, Rs 1é—B tka B 1—) ths B 
6—B. R+ 6—P-G) Kiet 17—Kt-Kté 17-—Q-Ki4 
7—B-Kts i—KtQ Rt 18—Kttks R if—b tras P 
S—P-Q4 s—P-Q3 (0) 19—P-K Kz 19—K tus Kt 
O—P tks P 9—P tky Ww—Q-Gt 20-8 tke P (i) 
19—Kt-Qa 10—Q Q3 (c) 31—Y9-Q Ktdch #1—K- Kt 
Wi—Kt tks KP(d) 11—Kt tks B (6) | 22—Q ths B 22—RKeslgns 

xOTES. 

(a) A weak defence, which, with the besh continuation, must leaye 
the second player ina very cramped poaition. 

(b) P.tks P, though very unsatisfactory, would undonbtedly have heen 

better. 
{(c) Perhaps 10—Kt tke Kt would have been better, but in any case 

Black must suffer some loss. 

(d) Perfectly sound, for if Black takes the Kt, White plays 13—B-K 

B4, and either wius the Q or gives mate in two more moves, 
(2) The best move under the circumstances. 
(7) A strong move; the game 1s now entirely in White's hands, 
(g) Itis remarkable that tulsa le the only move to preyext the loss of 

his Q, If Q tka P, there follows Kt-B3 dis ch, ete. 
(h) At first sight this appears to bea weak move, but IT believe it Is 

the best at his disposal. 15—P-K B3 would be followed by— 
16—Q-R5 16—P-K13 (best) | 19—Q-Rs ch 19—K- 
17—Kt tks P 17—P tka Kt (best) | 2b--h- KG 20—c) Lua GQ P 
1s—Q tke Rech 18—K-Q? 21—Q RK ete 
15—Q-Q would lead Coan exchange of Q's, followed by 16—B tka B, 

16—K tka B; 17—K-R6 ch, etc. 

(i) Black was under the impression that White's 19th move was P-K 

B28, and he now intended tocapturethe KBP. On dikcovering his 

error te resigued st once, In any case, however, bis game was per- 

tectiy hopeleas,—syr Argus. 

OURBORY JOTTINGS, 

—The handleap toutiey of theyManhattan Chess Club ja progressing 

iinely. Messrs. Bloch and Baird lead the score, closely followed by 

- 
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Messrs. Mohle, Gedalga, Cohen, Graham, Perrin, De Visser, Ryan and 
Rilinger. 

—Capt. Mackenzie's Western tour is a success, and wherever he stops 
‘he chess enthusiasm awakened is surprising. Upon his return to the 

Bust hé isto revisit Bullalo—wheré he plays & muteh wilh Mr. Rich- 
Mmond—l'oronto ani Montreal. At the latter city arrangements ure 

being miadé to give a public dinner In his honor, We hope the Uaptain 
wil extend his trip to Borton, Springfield and Hartford. His masterly 
skill bt chess, combined with his gentlemanly and social qualities, 

cause his visits among {friends as well as strangers to be an event the 
enjoymént of which is not soon forgotten. 

—WMr. Gilberg, it is stated, refuses to act as a committee to decide the 

dispute between Messra. Wash und Loyd, Healso refused to act us 

one of the commiltes to award fhe prizes in the recent problem tourney 
of the Afieritau Chessand Problem Association. Whatever his reasons 

for so doing are, we feel confident that they are not only satisfactory to 

himself, but siso to his many chess friends at home and sbroad, 

ANSWERS TO GUKKESPONDENTS. 

Lapy AMATgsus.—We hope that you will continue to send solutions, 

and also send us your address, 

SECRETARY Mannatran Cugess Crus—We hope that-we shall be 
favored with some of the tourney gamas. 

G N., Cinada.—Your solotiona are fled with others, and if correct, 
Will be published with others. Look again at Wo, 30. Solvera’ Score 
will soon appear. 

Honws of THe Cartrou.—Horns are common to both sexes, 
but the horns of the bucks are seldom carried later than the 
month of December, while the does carry theirs all winter, 
and use them to defend the fawns against. the attacks of the 
bucks, 

—An exchange has ‘tA Plea for the Hog.” Tush, tush! 

glew Publigations. 
Rours To Rancetey Laxe.—We haye received through 

Mr. 8. Cummings, of Portland, Me,, 4 map of the Rangeley Lake 

yegion, showing the lines of approach by the Rumford Falls and 

Buckfield B. R. Co., location of towns, hotels, ete. The map is 

executed upon chemivally prepared paver, the original being laid | 

over it, and then exposed to the sun for about twenty minutes. 

‘An exact tracing of the original is reproduced in white upon a blue 

ground, and thus the sun is made to do the draughtsman’s work 
without pay or compensation. 

—wWe have received from the publisher, 0. Wilson, 157 
Leadenhull st., London, the Pedigree of George Gordon, Sixth 

Lord Byron. 

Sins and Grapping. 

Tuy Beaver.—The late attempt of the Marquis of Bute to 
semi-artificially breed these industrious animals of the order 
rodentia will be watched in its progress with great interest by 
not alone scientific mep, but as well by all lovers of natural 
Ristory. Although the beayer's pelt has lost its commercial 
value almost entirely, we hope at some future time to see it, 
to the fil, as popular an article of winter apparel as the 
skin of the fur-sealis at present, As late as 1315 the beaver 
was abundant all through the Northern and Western part of 
our State, and South as fur as Virginia and Tennessee. Then 
began the rage for that abominable head covering—the so- 
called ‘ silk” stoye-pipe hat. The beayer skin was the 
substance found to be best suited for these hat bodies, and 
the beaver was systematically and ruthlessly hunted. The 
animal's extermination in oor own State was but a maiter of 
few years, aud but for the opportune discovery of felted hair 
and wool, which has almost entirely taken the place of the 
peaver’s hide tor these hat bodies, the beaver would soon 
have became as scarce as is now the Great Auk or the Aus- 
tralian Dodo. 

The use of felt runs back only between ten and fifteen 
years, yet already the beaver has appeared in those of his 
old haunts where the proper conditions of timber and water 
exist. Heis no longer a stranger to the woods of New 
York, and has also appeared again in both the Southern 
States we have mentioned as his former havitat. : 

The great objection to the success of the Marquis’ experi- 
ment will be the absence of the wood the animal loves so 
dearly to employ in the construction of his dam. Judging, 
of course, entirély by the accounts we haye seen in English 
newspapers we are afraid that drawback wili be insuperable. 
The site chosen is near Rothesay, on the Island of Bute, and 
on @ stream running through dense pine woods. _ Now, with 
us pine woods are so dense, form such an impenetrable 
shadow hy the compact, feathery character of the tops of the 
trees, that the growth of any deciduous tree is rendered al— 
most a matter of impossibility under their shade. In fact, 
even the grasses at the feet of the pine-tree trunk gradually 
die yut and give place to a moss or lichen that luxuriates in 
the moisture and the almost total absence of sun-light, 

The beaver, ike all animals we know of, has a strong 
prejudice aguinst the resinous gum that exudes from the pine 
species when an incision is made in their bark, Hither the 
sticky, gummy character of the fluid, or the strong resinous 
taste, or perhaps the union of both, precludes, in our minds, 
the successful carrying out of the experiment. It may be 
that the animal, adapting itself to the changed character of 
ils surroundings, and finding none of the woods that it so 
deliglta im cutting or rather gnawning down for its dams, 
may, as the breeding seuson comes on, avail itself of what it 
finds at, hand, and so succeed in procreating its_species. For 
this instinct appears to be all powerful, and both animals and 
birds appear oftentimes, under its influence, changed in all 
the ordinary instincts of their species. The beaver revels in 
the gnawing of the willow, the birch, the buttonwood and 
the common poplar. Here it is at home, and the celerity 
wilh which good-sized trunks are gnawed through is mar- 
yellous. if, then, these beavers refuse the pitchy woods of 
the pines—no dams; and, no dams, of course no breeding, 
savé, perbaps, in isolated instances. : 

‘As to the beaver pelt, it hasalways been a strong favorite 
with us. ‘The fur—after the hair is plucked—is remarkably 
thick, of singular fineness, and, even in its natural state, of 
fine clear color. We fancy it could be readily dyed—as dark 
colors appear to be the present faney of the fashionable 
world—equally as wellas the seal. It wears well, and has 
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the capacity of turning water withoult its suffering any appar- 
ent injury. One of the handsomest driving coats—of- course 
for winter weat—we remember to have seeh was made of 
beaver skins of their natural color. As a lap robe, from 
their warmth, beauty and great pliancy in handling—to those 
who can afford the same—the skin has no equal. Any re- 
ports from our friends as to the extent the beaver has 
again returned to its old haunts will be gladly received by us. 

—The Gordon dog * Wallace,” advertised for sale in this issne, was 

the property of the jate T, B, Van Boskerck, wito was supposed to haye 

been ninrdered at St, Louis about 18 mos, sinve. He was bred by Thos, 

Jerome, of Locust Valley, L, I., and attracted considerable notice in 
in the Western States.—[Aav. 

answers to Correspondents. 

Neo Notice Taken of Anonymors Comnimuplcations, 

WHERE 10 Go ror Gamge.—Correspondents who send us 

Specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 

and fish are referred to onr game columns. All the news that 

comes to us is there given, By keeping themselves informed 
from this source our friends will save themselves and us 
much trouble. Read the paper. 

G, 8., Washington City,—No name, no answer. 

R, B. N., Newark.—For description and plans of aneak-boat, see Vol, 
Tk, No. 11. 

¥. F. G., Winona,—Read the introductory remarks in our table of 

¢.088 Seasons, Sept, 5, 1578, 

¥.8.H, Goshen, Mass—The probability is that your dog was poisoned, 

And most likely with stryohuine, 

E, B. EZ, Alleghany, Pa,—What is the highest score made by Bogardus 

outof 100 birds? Ans, A clean store of 100 birds at Chicago in 1s69, 

Back Action, Noroton, Conn,—Will you please tell me where I can 

feta pug puppy, aud price? Ans. You may buy a pug puppy of F. 

Senn, 118 West Broadway, this city. Price about $20. 

E, B. L, Valton—Very good second-hand shells are now to be bad 

much below cost for the trouble of looking them up. If you need low- 

priced boats for cash, now is the best time to buy them, 

H. R, Matawan.—A correspondent writes that a goed way to remove 

small dents ont of wood isto place a damp cloth on the spot and press 

it witha hot fatiron, ‘Chis resjores the wood to former level, 

DexTEeR, Albany.—Is there a gunmaker by the name of Charles 

Webley? Ifso, how doeshe stand? Ans, Chas. Webley is the ‘son ” 

of P. Webley & Sun. Their lowest grade of guus are sometimes 50 

marked, = 

P., Boston.—I notice your * Chapter on Bees.” Very good, put Who 

is PaulLudley? Weknow Pat! Dudley as a Massachusetts man and 
one ofthe F. R.8. Aus. Paul Dudley is an old writer (1718),. Examine 
article again, 

C.G, R, Syracuse, N. Y.—Isthe James Allen” make of English 

breech-loading shot-guns considered reliable? Do you know of any firm 

who keep them for sale? Ans, We do not know the gun, or of any one 

who keeps them for sale, 

8. G. M., New Bedford, Mass —! noticed you liad for sale a picture 

of Snapshot, Whatis the price, size, etc.? Ans. You are mistuken, 

We have no pictore of Snapshot for sule. A portralt of his head 

Appeared in our issue of Oct, 31, 

D. C, B., Willimantic, Conn.—What gauge gon, from a 10 to 18, wii 

ki'La single bird at the longest range? Ans, With the charges alapted 

to each, the largest Daturally would. But there are other considera- 

tong, such as method of boring, eic. 

J.R. A., Montgomery, Ala.—For small boat write to T. Desmond, 37 

Pevk Slip, N. ¥. Specify exactly what you want, Or we can find you 
& Secotd-land boat in good order if you send further description as to 

8ize, purposes, etc. Wreight will be nomitial. 

vw. E. C., Fayetteville, Tenn.—Please give me a remedy for my old 

setter. He will eat-bones and other stuff until lt closes up his bowels 

80 that J cannot get a passage through them, Ans. Weed your dog on 

Oat meal and vegetables and you will bave no trouble. 

G, H, R., Boston.—I wonld respectfully ask your adyice asto how t» 

teach an English setter pup three months old to be neat and clean? 

Ans. An immediate application of the raw hide after each offence and 

ejection from the premises desecrated will soon be effectual. 

E. A., New York.—The rule that letters fo us must be accompanied 
with the writers’ names is a reasonable one, We think, Many corres- 

pondents failed to find their queries answered simply because they per- 

gist in disregarding theruleso plainly stated at the head of this column, 

H. I. 8., Fairfield, iil.—I have 2 gun made by Jales & Math Lamarche 

for Kit'ridge & Folsom, New Orleans. Weight of barrels, 8 lbs ; length, 

8¢in.; 14 eal. CanT have it cut off a few inches, and not impair in any 

way the shooting qualities of gun? Ans. The gun will be improved by 

cutting off at least Sin. 

NILMAu, Elmira.—I have a 12 gauge breech-loader that chambers a 

Parker metallicshell12 A, Jwish to use the 12 papershell. Can the 

chambers be reinforced, or changed ln any way without Injury to the 

gun so that the paper sheilcan be used? Ans, Your gan requires no 

alteration to shoot a No. 12 paper shell. 

J. W. T., Sedalia, Mo.—Do you cousider that a spherical ball, driven 

by thé same amount of powder, is more effective in te destruclion of 

game Iilt than the elongated ball of like weight, all conditions belng 

the same, gun only to differins'ze of calibre? Ans, The greater effect 

onght naturally to follow the larger ball, 

J, H, B., Troy, New York.—Where can I gets copy of the Bench 

Show Points of doga used at shows? Ans, We can send the bonk con- 

taining the Bench Show Points compiled from ‘*Stonehenge’s” Lutest 

Edition of Dogs of the British Islands by our kennel editor and adopted 
by the Westminister Kennel Club at the showin thiacity, Price fifty 

cents. 

T. T., Baltimore, Md.—Where can I procure the waterproof ‘*Gottes 

Sauvages” described by your correspondent “Jean?” Also, the prob- 

able coat of same dellyered at this point? Ans. Go to the gunsmiths 

and dealers ingportsman’s goods, Most all such In New York deal in 

them nowadays, and you will probably find them in Philadelphia, Bal- 

timore and Wastington us well. 

ConsTANT Reaves, Grooklyn.—We should do nothing to the dog; he 

will get over his weakness, Do not haye the worm Caken out of his tail. 
Tf, when he attains his growth, lis tall is too Jong, you can shorten it. 

For a good book treating of the diaeuaes of dogs, write to Albert Coge- 
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well, 24 Bond at., New York, for J, W. Hill's work on tha “ Management, 
and Diseases of the Dog.” 

2, Bowmansyille, Canada.t. How much powder did Somner 
Jackson and others use in Jonfing each ehell in the late  walk-over?" 
2, How much did Partelloof Washington use? 3. Will Sharps and 
<emington shells endure quite well 105 gra. FG@ and 550 grs. lead? 

Ans. 1. Sumner used 106 grs, Laflin & Rand “Creedmoor No. 6” brand, 

Jackson used 106 gra, 2, See Rifle columns on Partello. 3. Yes. 

W., Charlottesville.—Is choking a gun anything more than contract- 

ing the barrel atthe muzzle? The bore is not made larger Just behind 

the contraction? Choking gives closer shonting I know, but does it sive 

harder? Ans ‘There are half 2 dozen methods of choking. In some 

oTthem the bore ja made larger jnat behind the contraction, The ex- 

hauatlys trials Made with choke-bores in- Englund indivate that pebe- 

tration ia Improved as well as pattern, 

Rob and ReExL, Fall River.—“ Pard” and I went a-fishing (we do so 

Trequently), TI hooked a bass, After playing hima while, he pirted 

my line over the gunwale of the boat. About two hours after, “ Pard” 

got foul with my line, and pulled it In with the bass on myangle. He 

claimed the fish, and gave me my tackle. And now coinea the question 

—To whom did that bass belong? We have mutually agreed to submit 
to your decision, Ans, Bass belongs to the tackle: tackle belongs 10 
the owner, 

D. A. U., Mechanicaburg, Pa,—My setter is very poor and seema very 

stupid, allhough he has a gocd appeti‘e, and the lower part of his eye- 

lids seem to hang down, exposing the red part of the lid. Ans. ¥rom 

your meagre description we can only suggest worms as the cause of 

your dog's appearance. Give him a dose of areca nut, two grains to 

each pound of his weight, followed in two or three holirs by one ounce 

of castor oil, Keep him without food for twenty-four hours before giv- 
ing the areca nut. 

RiFre.—1, Is there any book which describes the yarious makes of 

Tiffes and gives their merits and demerits? 2 When was the last edi- 

tion of Cleveland's ‘‘ Hints to Ridemen” published, and the price of it? 

3. Is the Ballard rifle considered a good one for hunting purposes? 4, Has 

ita low trajectory? 5. Whatlength of barrel do you consider the vest 
forhunting purposes? 6. What is the cost of importing Messina quall 
bythe 1,0v07 Ans, 1, No. 2. Last year; $1.50, 3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5, 

23 inches, 6. Write to Hon, M. B, Evarts, Rutland, Vt,, for fall partien- 
lars, 

Hunter, Boston, Mass.—After washing your dog thoroughly rub into 

him, with an eld tooth brush, sulphurons aeld diluted with @ parts of 

water, This remedy is strongly adyocated by our correspondeént, **Mo- 

hivan” who has probably made a ¢loserstudy of mange and kindred 
disorders than any obein this country. As the dog nas had it so long 

we should also administer, internally, 6 drops of Fowler’s solution of 

arsenic twice a day for a fortnight. The kennel in which the dog ls kept 

should be whitewashed and a small quantity of carbolic acid putin the 
wash. 

G., Saginaw, Mich.—_1. Would you adyisea person who has had no ex- 
perience to buy & pup setter or pointer and attempt to break him? 2, 

How much oughta thoroughbred setter or pointer cost in N.Y. war 

ratted, and dellvered at seller's risk in this city? 8. Which of the two 

kinds of dogs is best for shooting in all kinds of country? Ans. 1, No 

2. We should consider $150 a falr price for a thoroughly broken, well 

bred dog delivered in your city at setler’s risk, but we doubt if you will 

find any oneto taketherisk. 8. For your region we should prefera 
setter. 

B, J, P,, Durham, N, J.—What shi! 1 do for my set/er dog that ig 

soffering with mange, sore eyes and worms? Ans, For the worms ad- 

minister, internally, on an empty stomach, areca nut to the extent of 

two grains for each pound the dog weighs, followed in a few hours bya 

dose of castor oil. For the mange, after washing the dog thoronghly with 

soap (Spratt’s:1s the best) apply with an old tooth brush sulphurous acia 

dijuted with three parts of water; let lt dry on, Weed the dog ona light 

diet, with plenty of vegetables which will probably correct the sore 

eyes, though it would dono harm to sponge them with tepid water. 

Tinker, Lakeyille, Ct.—Will you kindly inform me through your 

column of Answers to Correspondents between what ages are boys re- 

ceived at the U.S. military and naval academies, and also what are the 

educational requirements. If you cannot give me the desired {nforma- 
tion will you givs me the address of some one who can? Ans: At An- 
napolis, 16 to 20; at West Point, 12 to 21. Better send to Superintena- 
ent at West Point, N. Y., and the commanding oficer at Annapolis, Md., 

and request them to send you the Informationrequired. ‘The studies 

are numerous, and we cannot welland correctly name them all. You 

will ind everyohing you wish to know in the annual catalogue. 

SnapsHot, Hast Jaffrey, N, H.—i, Canafull or moderate choke be 
bored to a cylinder of the same gauge? 2, Willa full choke, 10 gauge, 

make 2 better pattern with 3 drs. powder and 1 oz. No. 6 shot, than 

a full choke No, 12 with the same charge? 3. What is meant by buck- 

shot ‘chambering at the muzzle” in a choke-hore gun? Ans. 1, 

Depends upon the method of choking; some can andsome cannot, 2 

Theoretically they should be the same, but guns vary. 3. Place a wad 

just below the muzzle of your gun, and place on it the number of buek- 

shot that will enter the barrel side by side, When twelve buckshot are 

used, and the gun chambers four, it is better to put a wad between the 
layers. 

W,, Savannah, Tenn.—l. Are the puppies advertised for sale by tha 
Westminster Kennel Olnb from dogs that have been trained and shot 

over, or are they merely bench-show stock? 2, Do you consider the 

— guna good gun for the money, and is it choke or cylinder bored? 

3. What is the smallest callbre made by the Winchester Repeating Rite 
Company, and what is the cost of their sporting rifle? Ans. 1. There 
are few better fleld dogs than Sensation, and the bitches owned by the 

Club are, almost without exception, good field dogs. ‘The Club has 

paid as high as $250 for one bitch for the sake of her fleld qualities and 

breeding comuined. 2. Yes, we believe you van have them either choke 
or cylinder bored, 3. 44; cost $25 up, according to finish, 

CounrRY CoUsIN, West Durham, N. Y.—Eyadne, {no Grec!an Mythol- 

ogy, was the daughter of Poseidon, the God of the Sea, 2% Medusa 

was one of the three Gorgons, the others belng Stheino and Howale, 

They were girded with serpents, and were eqalpped with wings, brazen 
claws and enormous teeth, Medusa was the only mortal one of the 
three, and was represent d as being at first a beautiful maiden, but 
haying incurred the displeasure of Minerva, that goddess changed her 

hair Into serpents of such terrible appearance that whoever beheld 

them were stralghtway transformed into stone. The Gorgons dwelt on 

the coast of the ocean. Thither Persens, son of Zeus, was sent to fetch 

the head of Medusa. He found the way by taking from the Grew, 
sisters of the Gorgons, the one topth and the one eye whieh they 
posses-ed, and keeping them until the way was shown tohim, ‘The 

nymphs proyided him with winged sandals, a bag, aud the head of 

Hades, which rendered him iovisible; Hermes gave him a sickle, and 
Athens a miliror. Coming upoo the Gorgons asleep, and looking at 

Medusa’s head through the mirror, he cot it off, put it into his hag, and 

carried 1 off to Aihena, or Minerva, who thenceforward bore it on the 
centre of her shield, Thia shield figures prominently in the Greek 
Mythology. 
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ALBATROSS AND CaPE Pigzon.—Was the bird which the 

Ancient Mariner killed an Albatross, or was ita Cape pigeon? 

To be sure, Coleridge ought to have known, but then he was 
writing poetry, and for the poet’s purpose, so far as the de- 

mands of romance, rhyme and rythm go, Albatross is by all 
means preferable to Cape pigeon; it rounds. a sentence better. 
And could Doré ever have given us such effective pictures if 
for that great wide-winged bird he had substituted a petrel! 
But after all it is barely possible that we must give up the Alba- 
tross. Old sailors say that it’s all nonsense, and they know. 

Albatrosses are first-rate eating if they are not too old and the 

cook understands how to fix themup. Let an Albatross come 

within range of a sailor’s gun and there's no superstition to 

save it from the pot. Superstition at the expense of a good din- 

ner is too dearly bought. But it is unlucky to kill with cross- 

bow or blunderbuss the beautiful Cape pigeon, which is not 
edible. ‘The offending ship will go, or onght to go, straight 

to Davy Jones’ locker, where many a staunch and gallant 

ship hag gone before her. Seamen are yery careful about 
these things. The British bark, J. Walter Scannell, bringing a 
cargo of nitrate of soda from Iquique, Petu, arrived in this 

port last week with Daniel Maguire, the second mate, in irons. 
The testimony in the court was somewhat conflicting, as such 

marine testimony slways is, But Maguire himself confesses 
that when rounding the Cape he tried his new revolver on a 
pigeon. The bird escaped, otherwise we should never have 
heard of the bark at all. The offense, even as it was, was 
frave enough, as any orthodox sailor knows, and if was per- 
fectly just that the man of the revolver should be hand-cutfed 

Into the irons he went, and when he was smart enough to 
wrisgle out of them and cast them down to the bottom of the 
Sea, Sea, sea, the ship carpenter, equal to the occasion, de- 
yised n pair of stocks where the tate-defying tar languished 
without much of anything to cat until he reached New York. 
Like the Ancient Mariner, he now, with his skinny eye, hold- 

eth not the wedding guest but the willing reporter, Queer 
éllows these sailors. 

THANKSGIVING UNIVERSAL. 

HE observance of the time-honored New England festi- 
tiyal is rapidly becoming widespread, though not with 

the unction of the forefathers, It is scarcely forty years ago 

Connecticut were almost the only ones who proclaimed thanks- 

Forgst Ann Srream it may be chosen, Wwe wish for each and 
all of them g comfortable Thanksgiving. 

>} 

4A BONNIE SCOT, 

that the voices of the pious Governors of Massachusetts and (are A, WILLIAMSON, of Edinburgh, Scotland, a 
veteran gentleman hunter, who was introduced to our 

giving to the Good Giver and death to predestinated gobblers | @aders last September on his way to the Far West, returned 

the six-seated carryall, and all plodded their silent way up 

holy day by kicking foot-ball in Squire Jones’ ten-acre lot; 

aud how the old folks pointed them out asa striking example. 

who quietly drew his gun through the fence rails as he 

for the millennium, would have shuddered at the latter day 

saints as we see them now. 

mon! Ah! those promises were like the pillar of cloud to 
Moses, to guide their hearers out of the desert of starvation 
into the beatitude of mince pies and the indulgence of reple- 

and barnyard chanticleers. Those were solemn occasions | 0 New York this week full of trophies and admiration of our 
then, when grandpa and Aunt Maria mounted the old chaise grand Rockies, and will sail for home to-day. Not “ from 
in the van, and the rest of the family stowed themselyes into | *2¢ bonnie highland heather to the modest lily of the vale” 

has he found such crags, such evidences of good shooting, 

the long hill toward the meeting house to listen to the ser- | @0d #0 many Indian sign, ashe has done in the Hagle and 
mon. We remember how the youngsters shuddered as they | Fimey Ranges. Among those depths, passes, and mountain 
looked askance at the wicked boys who desecrated the special | P&S he slew 18 bull elk, 10 black tail deers, and 2 grizaly 

ears. Two other bears would he have slain liad they not 
carried off within their lacerated hides two dozen hollow Ex- 

Much more sinful was that conscience-smitten young man | Press bullets, which are of no account on big game, he thinks. 
Mr. Williamson speaks with a friendly feeling and a warmth 

sneaked into the rustling thickets of the November woods! of interest regarding that kind Providence which smiled upon 
The morals of the country had not at that early period be- his secluded camp at all times, excepting when John Hines, 
come corrupted by turkey-shoots; and prophets had not of Georgetown, charged him $40 for jacks and an extra tariff 

prophesied the mission of Bergh. Those who then hoped | @ hams and general provisions, 
One of the biggest elk he killed stood 16 hands two inches 

high, measured 8 feet 9 inches in length from nose to tuil, and 

What beautiful homilies the Ministers used to read on grati- | © feet 4 inches in girth. Its horns alone weighed fully 60 
tude and benevolence and the pleasures of giving! How | Pounds, measuring 58 inches in length of horn, 51 inches in 
they dwelt upon the fulness of the past harvest, and the pro- | §P42, and 15 inches around the burr (where it joins the occi- 
spective abundance of the big dinners to come—after the ser>| PUt)- Wonderful but not at all improbable are the stories he 

tells of the vitality of the great denizens of the wilderness 
which he visited. The hollow Express bullets which he used 

could not do the necessary execution. One of them struck a 

tion. Meanwhile, as the good people listened to the long- bear at 25 yards squarely in the shoulder and the bear thought 

drawn applications which emphasized the text, the cavities of it was a humble bee. He rolled over on the ground to scratch 
their stomachs grew empty and emptier; the comforts and | the place, and then the Captain gave him a second barrel in 
duties of self-denial became weaker and less imperative; un- | ‘be other shoulder at the like dictance. Up got the bear and 
til at last the benediction came like a bleased release, and all | 2 five miles without halt; then took to the shallow bed of 

the spring wagons and carryalls under the meeting house the Piney creek for half a mile and came ashore at the foot of 
sheds clattered off down the hill to the base level of carnal a big pool, with the trail lost so that the hunters never found 

appetites and natural desires. T’o the boys the only redeem- | itagain. Such sagacity was never known among such var- 
ing feature of Thanksgiving Day was the privilege to eat | mint. Even old Bill Williams of 49 would have wondered at: 

without stint. The older people, too, as well.as the Minister 

himself, recognized this special Providence, and thanked God 
for their capacity of enjoyment. With that comfortable 

his ‘‘savez.” 

The way they hunt bears js this; ‘‘Skinners"” hunt mostly 
for the skins; gentlemen hunt for heads and horns. In 

dreaminess which comes from the complete satiety. of a either case the stripped carcass is generally left as bait for the 

healthful appetite, they folded their hands and eyes in their | S*i22lies whose pelts are worth $18 the plew. Plews are an 
easy chairs after dinner and blessed their good fortune that | 0Pject. In the darkness of the night the hunters lie perdue, 
they were not born in heathen lands where there was no | Within easy range of the bait, down the wind, so as to yet 
Christian Thanksgiving. 

Gradually, in course of years, Ohio and other neighborly 

the scent and sound. With a good solid ball which weighs 

500 ex. and 108 grains (4 drachms) of powder, Bruin is made 

States drew into line, and’ proclamations from the Western | #9 do his coup de grace without ado—usually. But “ best laid 
Reserve began to repeat the utterances which came out of the | S°hemes gang aft aglee,” and this Is how one of them went: _ 
East, Then this good President who placed the proper esti- Topsy is an 8-months old pup which can scent a bear as 

mate upon the character of the Holiday, and realized the ne- easily as most dogs smellan Indian. The hunters were post- 

cessities of the American people for more recreation and more | &4 he mght not more than ten yards from the bait (the car- 
public festivals, nationalized this New England Anniversary | C858 Of an elk), the wind being fair for the bear, so that Top— 
and proclaimed (bless him!) universal thanksgiving through- sy’s nose was “‘fiad,” and wholly discounted, out of use. 

out the Jand, And now we have itfrom shore to shore! But, | Now Topsy, the Captain says, never growls at anything but 
as we said at the beginning of this short chapter of reflections, 
the day is not celebrated any more as in the olden time 
Truly, in many New England homes,—in quiet nooks of the 

bears. On this occasion he growled! 7goabear. But the 
bear took wind and slopedinajiffy. The problem remuing: 

How did Topsy discover that the creature was a bear? Had 

Green Mountains, and along the pastoral shores of Cape Cod,— he an intuitive perception that his master was hunting bears ? 

the ancient sanctity prevails, and the time-honored forms of | *@4 having heard a step or snapping of a twig, surmised that 
observance are held as sacred as the day itself; but in most | i WaS 4 bear? or was he like a young lady of Brooklyn who 
all other sections of the land the day seems set apart for ex- | C22 See things without eyes and perceive things which are 
cursions and promiscuous amusement. No more do even 

the descendants of New England people gather in family as- 

semblages as of old. In yain do they send out their summons 

hidden? 

One more incident the Captain relates of two bull elks 

which were fighting for conquest. He waited for the decision 

to the claus, Not even the odor of the steaming turkey nor | Of the battle, and killed the victor; then chased the other a 
the groans of weighted mahogany iure them to the hearth, | £04 distance and captured him, 
Individuals plead previous or more congenial engagements; The woods are full of romances like these. The only 

and go perchance the stocked and ruffled portraits of our an- drawback, the Captain says, is that there are too many hunt- 

cient grand-parents look down with mornful visage out of their 
gilded frames upon the empty seats and broken circles which 

love and kinship ought to keep foreyer warm and full. The 

foreign elements of the great cilies give new shape and feature 
to the day’s observances, while those to the manor born take 
down their guns and hunt for partridges, quail and ducks ! 

How many appointments for a ‘Thanksgiving hnut 
are made weeks before the day is designated! What 

allotments are set upon! For weeks our readers have 

been asking us where they shall go for game sn that eyentful 

day. Most of them have but the day to spare, and the cus- 

tomary demand is for some place (confidentially indicated) 

ers. Six months ago at a certain hillside ledge there was not 
a solitary inhubitant. Now, after six months, there are said 

to be 30,000. The new city is a mining town, and is known 
as Leadville. The number of men hunting for the Leadville 
market is what diminishes the game. 

We congratulate our friend upon his success. He was un- 
attended except by an old mountain man as guide. 

————E 

A Curious Boox.—We have recently received from Mr. D-. 

N, Allison, of Fulton, Mlinois, a very interesting little book, - 

which we imagine few of our readers have ever seen, The 
title page tells us that the work is—‘‘ A Natural History of a 

within an hour's ride of New York where they can go and | variety of Birds and Beasts, Extracted from the best Authora, 
fill their bags. Poor men! the pipe of the quail is no more} New York. Printed by W. Durell for Benjamin Gomez ; 
heard within the environs, and the voice of the wary goose | 1800.” The volume, which bears evidence in its appearance 
soundeth high over head. Were the vicinity covered with | of its age, is about four inches long by two and one-half wide, 
game, there would not be a bird for each gun. Hyvery line of | and contains but twenty-eight pages. Tt is possible, however, 

wagon and horse road leading to the pnrlieus would be lined | that it is incomplete, for the coyers and the sewing are Sone, 
with gunners like soldiers on a review. We fear those who | Twelve different kinds of “! Birds and Beasts” are described 
have but a single day to spare will have to forego their shoot- | init, and the remarks upon them are extremely qaaint and 
ing, However, there are pigeon shoots, and glass ball shoots, in the light of our present knowledge, amusing. We are told 
and turkey shoots innumerable, and at these popular sports | in this volume of the cunning of the fox, the ferocity of the 
the knights of the trigger may while away their time. tiger, the obstinacy of the ass, and the intelligence of the dog. 

Tn these progressive daysit is not for ministers or governors | Busides, each article is illustrated by a wood cut representing 
to designate what observances shall apply to the Holiday we | the animal treated of, and these venerable engravings ate not 
celebrate. Foreigners will have no sympathy with the primi- | the least amusing portion of the work. 

tive sentiment, while descendants of Puritans have outgrown 
their swathing clothes. So seach of us nrust choose for him- 
self that pastime which seemeth most congenial, and what- 

ever that may be, or by whomsoever of the readers of the 

Mr. Allison, with an interest in our behalf for which wa 
cannot too warmly thank him, has considerately sent us thia 

eae with what motives le has doug so his note subjoingd 

plainly shows, He says: ; _ 

——— 



you a8 8 book of reference, as it is extracted from ihe best authora. 
The chapter on the dog may help yon iu reply mg to dog questions from 
Bome of your tuterous éoyrespondents. ALDIBON. 
A few extracts from this work may serve to give our 

readers an idea of its character. Of the peacock, it is said, 
among other things, that—‘'' The flesh of this fowl, though 
ever so thoroughly drest, yet when it is cold it appears as per- 
fectly raw,” Speaking of the '*Ouckow,” the book tells us 
that this Dird ‘‘heither builds a nest nor hatches its young ;” 

and, having descriled the method by which s foster parent is 
secured for the egg, we are informed that ‘‘if the Cuckow’s 
egg be first hatched, she immediately destroys the eggs of the 

small bird; bit if the small bird’s eggs be first Watched the 
cuckow allows the young to live till its own egg is hatched, 
and then destroys the young belonging to the small bird, 
which still feeds and brings up the young Cuckow as its own 
when some say (it) ungratefully kills and eats its nurse.” 

Sportsmen will be glad to be informed that '* Parlridges and 
Quails are taken with a net by the help of a setting dog 
trained up for the sport, who finds out the birds, and, when 
he sess fhem, stands still or lies down on his belly, not going 

very near them; buf looking back on his master, wags his 

tail, by which he knows the birds are near the Dog, and so he 
and his assistant run with the net and cover both birds and 

Dog.” Farmers will be interested by the chapter on the ox, 
where it is stated that, ‘At the age of three years the horns 
of the ox fall off and new ones arise, which continue as long 
as they live.” The last chapter in this curious little book 
describes the ass—his humility. his patience, and the great at- 

tachment which he ‘' discovers 1o his master,” and concludes 

With this pithy sentence: ** Whatever be the pace he is going 

at, if you push lim he instantly stops.” 
Cannot some bibliophile among our readers give us sume 

account of this little volume besides what is furnished by the 

title page? 
2 

PeERrPAteTio Ip1orTs.—A man named Porter recently wheeled 

a barrow from Albany, N. Y., to San Francisco, Cal, He 
was not au idiot for doing this, but in our estimation, the 
man who paid him a good round wager for his achievement 

was an idiot. (Now two more candidates for blistered feet 
and newspaper notoriety have started out from San Francisco 
for a foot passage to New York. In this case, tco, they are 
not the idiots. The men who pay them for their tramp are 

idiots. 

Gamer Surrzr.—Thefourth annual game supper of the Rod 
and Gun Club, of Springfield, Mass,, was held at the Old 
Tayern Stand, West Springfield, on Thursday evening, the 

21stinst. The bill of fare comprised the usual assortment of 

game of every description, and the affair passed off in the en- 

joyable manner characteristic of these orcasions. We ac- 
knowledge with thanks an invitation to be present, and re- 
gret, the hard fate which prevented us from participating. 

tp 

Missep THE TRAIn.—As we go to press one day earlier than 

usual this week, several scores, elc., which would otherwise 
appear, have been necessarily deferred, 

——_»> +9. _____ 

ALADDIN’S WONDERFUL CAVE. 

F read in the ‘* Arabian Nights” of a cave where Forty 

Thiéyes were discovered by a fortunate youth, who, 
from his hiding-place in the top of a palm tree, heard them 
pronounce two cabalistic words, and saw the famed. robbers 
quickly disappear in the depths of a rock-bound hill. The 
passport he found both useful and conyenient to remember, 
and when on their return and departure the way was made 
safe for his descent, he experimented wilh it ‘‘by way of a 
little divarsion,” as Micky Free hath it; and to his amazement, 
at the ‘‘Open Sesame” the rocks moved apart and invited en- 
tranee into a cave so éntrancing and wonderful that he stood 
spell-bound at the sight. But not long, for being of a frugal 

mind, the jewels and bars of gold, amassed at such an expense 
of time and labor by these obliging Forty Directors and Stock- 

holders (their old surname being too ugly a word for ears po- 

lite in these days, besides being long obsolete), were of far 

more interest to his youthful but calculating character. 
With an acuteness worthy of the nineteenth century, he ap— 
pointed himself Receiver, and placed the valuables where they 
did most good—to himself. 

Such is the story in that most beguiling and wonderful book 
eyer written, and yet fact discounts fiction, as it often does in 
life, and Ali Baba’s caye, springing from the yiyid, impas- 
sioned fancy of the Hastern romancers, cannot equal the 

reality inthe chambered galleries and the vaulted hails of this 

newly discovered cave in Luray, 
From a thorough examination of the place [ have just come, 

T visited if in @ coolly critical humor, which nothing but a 
succession of marvels inight satisfy. I returned bewildered, 
dazzled by the most wonderful and beautiful work ever fash- 

ioned by the cunning fingers of Nature. 
When I reached the vicinity of the caye a large crowd was 

clustering about the entrance, for the cave is not in the moun: 
fains, as one might suppose, only set in a moderate sized hill 

not over seventy-five feet high. To the foot of this hill the 

people would come and then disappear as mysteriously as 
did the children following the Piper of Hamlin, who sank 
out of sight in the depthsof the ground, never to return. 
The cave was discovered by aecident last August by a Mr. 

Stebbins, who knew by the indications that there must exist 
a caye near gf hand; and finding a smal) hole in 2 bunch of 
Drier bushes, proceeded to investigate the orifice; widened it; - 

of Natoral History which may be of some nse to 
panion down by a rope, 80 discovering the greatest curiosity 
in America, if not in the world. Its existence was never 
dreamed of, If is true that many a time sportsmen, in starting 

old hares and fitshing partridges, would see them fly to 

a bunch of briers on a barren hill, and on going up could 

never flush them, Many a puzzled head has been rubbed to 
get the perplexity out of it, wondering where the d——1 the 
things had gone. The descent is about sixty feet, and you 

enter a large arched room, rugged and rough, that seems to 
haye been formed by yolcanic action. From this there open 
several vaulted passages that extend into others, which lead 

“away and sway into chambers and seemingly interminable la- 
hyrinths, each one yaryivg with a distinctive and bewildering 

beauty of its own. Every day the prospect widens to ex- 

plorers, who, breaking the stalagtites and crawling through 
creyices, enter upon new ealms of marvel. These stalag- 

mites hang from the roof in endless variety ; some like the folds 

of a heayy curtain, with cords and tassels complete; others 
drop like furled flags over the military bier; while the roof is 

studded with pendant icicles, some light green, blue, purple, 

or else gleaming like silver in the lamplight, and Hashing out 
like diamonds. 

Torther on you come to segrand chamber that surpasses 
anything mortal hands could shape or mind conceive. It is 
an immense apartment, oval in shape, with a lofty roof 

fretted by millions of designs in frost work and sculptured 

tracery, all in the most weird, fantastic carvings. In the very 
centre of this place, that resembles the interior of a grand 

cathedral, there arises a massiye pillar of white"rock that is a 

marvel of periection and beauty. It looks like bas-relief, and 
is worthy of honrs’ study, Irom all portions of this chamber 
there rise shadowy, indistinct, half-carved forms and figures of 

the purest white, likeas one would see in an artist's studio were 

he to half worl: out his conceptions, and then in a caprice 
throw his chisel away, leaying them all designed, yet all un- 

finished. Words cannot describe the solemnity of the place; 
it must be felt, The immensely lofty ceiling, the fantastic 

gleaming statues, the stately alabaster pillars, the trailing 
vines, the drooping drapery all in spotless, pure adamant, the 

unfathomable vastness, the deep stillness that fills the soul 
with a shuddering awe, no language can do them justice, 

One could easily imagine himseif in a vast cathedral for purer 
beings than our coarser clay of earth, and half expect to hear 
unearthly music float away through the chancelled aisles and 

pillared domes. A lady tourist with us sang in her pure 
soprano the ‘*Eyening Hymn to the Virgin,” and the effect 

was unutterably grand. ‘The yoice rape out clear and sweet, 

filling to the yaulted roof the air with rich melody, while the 

intermingling corridors sobbed and wailed back the refrain 

in 4 sad echo, that died away in tremulous murmurs, faintly 

-and more faintly, in the far off-distance. Then the deep, 
heayy, sacred silence, for centuries old, crept back once more 

and held its royalsway. ‘Yes, one could swear he beheld the 

stoled monk flitting along the vestibule and disappearing he- 

hind the shadowy pillars, silent, noiselessly absorbed telling 
his beads, and thinking not; of earth. 

Clear Jimpid springs are found in many chambers. In one 
a series of springs, each varying in size and distinct from the 

rest. The loveliest thing of all is one which is hollowed ont 

in the floor of the cathedral, and lies there limpid, cool and 
pure. Around it is aframework of stone, whiter than Pari- 

an marble, and embossed with the most exquisite carvings in 
Nature's softest touch. Delicate leaves in fragile designs, as 
softly pure and delicately beautiful as frost work, yet as 
durable as tempered steel. No human hand, however gifted, 

might catch in a life time the secret of this marble carving ; 

it 1s above everything earthly and beyond. And the spring 

itseli—well, Hebe handing up a cup of nectar from the im- 

mortal spring ; Venus drinking her libation to the sovereignty 
of Pluto; Titania, queen of fairies, attended by her train, 

spring from earth, sea and air; Ponce de Leon, dreaming of 
the Fountain of Youth—never beheld aught lovelier than this, 

Even as the fabled water hid in the grotto under the Sea, that 

Areosto saw in his vision when the mermaids combed their 
golden Jocks, and the three old blind crones passed a single 
eye around that each might glance once at its magical beauty, 
80 one stands by the lovely creation and feels that Mother 

Barth keeps hidden in her depths greater wonders than ever 
mortals wot of, 

We kepi on descending steadily downward, new beauties 
opening to the enraptured eye. In one cayern there looms up 
a grand pulpit of white stone; in another (he walls were so 

smooth and polished that we sayy our faces in them as in a 

mirror; again, in a large roynd room, there spread out be- 

neath it naught but the clear, still waters of a lake—was 

eyer lofty room so carpeted before?—while around in inter 
minable distances were immense masses of blocks, columns, 
walls, pillars, set with diamond springs, flashing and reflect- 
ing the light in dreams of beauty too numerous for the tell- 
ing. Canitbe our pure lost Eden laid away in its silent 
crypt? Drops of water, filled with mineral properties, filter- 
ing through the ground for ages, solidifying and crystallizing, 
formed through centuries, under the mighty hand of the 

Maker, these wonders and maryels of beauty. Footprints of 
wild animals, long since vanished, haye sunken deep in the 
clay with heavy tread, and the impression yet so soft that it 
can be easily obliterated, tell of the great passing of time, 
Hour by hour, day by day, year after year, centuries upon cen- 
turies, before even primeval man was born, in age succesding- 
age, has’ this slow, amazing work progressed, 

Ip its deep, silent lumber it lay, reminding oo of tho 

eet 

vision John saw in Patmos of the city whose twelve gates 

were twelve pearls, and whose waters were as clear as crystal. 
Generations came and went, heedJéssly passing over the fair 

realms beneath their feet, To us, as if the stone had been 

rolled away by angel hands, if bursts upon the startled gaze 
as ayvevelation, To our eyesit is sent in its calm, still glory, 
We receive it reyerently ‘a thing of beauty and a joy for- 
ever,’ 

Tn the bridal chamber, a large, roomy apariment nearly 
oval in forma, is the ‘‘ Cascade,” Imagine a torrent of water 
falling from the height of some twenty feet, and then as if 

struck by the wand of the enchanter Merlin, that every drop 
of water, each bubble of foam, the very spray itself, and 

the falling fluid were changed ito pure marble and solid ada- 
mant, and you can pictnre to yourself this exqnisite produc- 

tion of nature. The illusion is so perfect that the eye does 
not recognize the change, and only the actual yisible touch 
shows the wonderful metamorphosis. 

Perhaps the greatest curiosity is the skeleton of a man, 

Which lies as it fell at the bottom of the deepest gulch in the 

cavern, ‘The hair is gone, but the skull, jaw and lower limbs 

remaih, and both of the thigh bones are iractured. Who he 

was, of what race and what period he came, none Will ever 

know, Imagination shudders at his awful fate, Loatin this 
vast labyrinth—alone, surrounded by Uimmierian darknesg, 
groping his way foot by foot, inch by inch ; shouting, per- 

chance, and hearing nothing but mocking echoes returning his 
desparing cries ; hearing, in his distempered fancy, strange, 
fearful noises, and seeing gleaming spectral lights, and then 
losing his balance he fell to the bottom of a chasm and laid 

there with shattered bones and tortured sinews, dying by 

inches in lingering amony all alone, with no sound save the 
ceaseless drip of the water drops on the granite floor beneath. 

Surely the devilish cruelty of the holy inquisition never con- 
ceived a death more full of horrors than this. 

There 1s a tradition told by tho old inhabitants of this section 

of a man who disappeared from his home near here some foriiy 

years ago and was never found, His gun was discovered on 

the hill side, but he and his dog were never seen again. To 

my mind these bones are the remains of a race long extinct, 
and have been lying here for hundreds and hundreds of years. 
As for the ancient inhabitant who disappeared a half a cen- 

tury or soago—well, he may have gone up the mountain 

like old Rip Van Winkle and his dog Wolf; and he may, for 
aught we know, be asleep on some mountain top to-day, and 
will yet reappear in the streets of Luray with his beard a yard 

long allspotless white, and inquire for his Gretchen, who had 
turned to dust this many a long day ago. Lord! how the 

ancient farmer will be surprised; he will see a huge cave, 

over whieh he has so often walked unconsciously, the interior 

illuminated by Edison Hlectrie light ; he will hear the hoarse 

scream of the locomotive; he will see lightning-rod peddler 

and three-card monte men, and, greater wonder of all, wi 

hear the political orators blowing their political trampets an d 

boasting of how virtuous this present age is. No wonder if 

the ancient slumberer will turn his’ steps mountainward and 
try to go to sleep again or to die. 
The great mystery to me is where the pure air comes from 

that sweeps through the caye. ‘Wie temperature is not over 

60. deg., and never varies perceptibly. I believe that this whole 
region will be found to be one yast cavern connected together 

by passages. Eyery day the explorers discover new rooms, 

which lead into others, and since the first explorations scores 

of other openings have been found that branch into apart- 

ments that have remained for infinite time untouched by the 

footsteps of men, or the black darkness rising Wke a pall, un- 
lighted by the gleam of a lamp. : 

Then dozens of springs, pools and miniature lakes all 
throughout these caverns, from the depth of several inches to 
many feet; the waters are clear and opaline in tint, with a 
slight limestone taste, and cool as though drawn from a deep 
well. 

T have written but a brief description of these cayerns. I 

could say much more, but no pen can conyey the wonderful, 
weird, fantastic loveliness of the place. Only a thorough 
persons] examination can do that, Irecommend a visit to 
this caye for all lovers of the beautiful and to all tourists who 
love the strange and marvelous in nature, 

LTwish I could recommend also the accommodations for 
travelers in the ancient town of Luray; but I cannot. Tte 
hotel beats the ancient hostels of Spain, and serve up to (he 

hungry guests real Barmecedian feasts. Travelers are taken 
in and done for; the fare is execrable, bread like brick-bats, 

meat tougher than a money-lender’s conscience, and, as for 

the cofiee—vwell, we feel like saying with the famous John 
Randolph, of Roanoake, ‘* Waiter, if this is tea, bring me 
coffee, and if this is coffee, then, d——n it, bring me tea,” 
Luray is a moral, virtuous town, either before or behind the 

times. There is not a bar-room or restaurant in the place.’ 

Drinks can only be had by the preseription of the doctor, and 
the amouut of sickness that prevails in Luray is appalling, 
Cramps and neuralgia of the stomach are an epidemic there, 

and the physicians are kept at work day and night in filling 
out permits, There is buf one remedy used in these com- 
plaints, and if always cures, and that remedyis a pint of 
whisky, taken with a little sugar internally. 

Tam indebted to Mr. Broadus, editor of the Page Oourter, 
for many fayors. CHASSEUR. 

_ &F Porxst ayp SreEeaut will bo sent for fractions of a year 

aa foliows: Six months, $2; three months, $1, Fo ubs of 
$WO Or More, $8 par eDawN, 



GAME PROTECTION 

Apironpack Dzgr.—We publish herewith a letter from 

Mr, Charles Fenton, of Number Four, to the Utica Herald, 

relative to the extermination of deer by illegal hunting in the 

North Woods. ‘The Number Four Association haye an op- 
portunity for no small effort in putting an end to this work. 
Whatever may be the opinion as to the use of dogs in some 

’ States, it is plain that such practice among the lakes of the 
Adirondack conntry is exceedingly destructive and reprehen- 

sible. Where are the game wardens whose duty it is to exe- 
cute the laws, and where are the game associations of the 

North Woods? Let us hear from them. Mr, Fenton writes: 
Few people are aware to what extent deer are slaughtered 

in the Adirondack wilderness during the fall months by the 
use of dogs and in defiance of the game laws, which prohibit 
the pursuit of deer with dogs at any time. When the sports- 
men and tourists generally have left the woods at the end of 
the season, the guides, many of the hotel keepers, and 
hunters from all around the borders of the ‘wilderness who 
can muster a hound, resort to the woods, until almost every 
lake, pond and stream jin the Adirondacks has its hunters, 
each with a pack of hounds, varying from two to fifteen dogs. 
Of all modes of hunting this is the most destructive ina region 
abounding in small lakes like the great wilderness of Northern 
New York. A deer always takes to the water when closely 
pursued by dogs, and, as almost every lake and river has its 
Watchers, scarcely adeer escapes. It is a very moderate esti- 
mate to say that thousands of deer haye been killed already 
this fall, and still the slaughter goes on. I have known some 
parties to kill six to ten deeraday, There are oyer six hun- 
dred Jakes in the Adirondack wilderness, and at least two- 
thirds of them are occupied by hunters, Allowing one deer 
Killed at each lake every day, whichis but a small estimate 
four hundred deer have been killed daily during the fal 
months of this year. ; 

Tt may be asked what is done with this large amount of 
yenison. ‘The fure-quarters are generally thrown away or fed 
to the dogs. Of the saddles, those that do not spoil on the 
way by reason of the warm weather this fall, a large portion 
are sold in the markets. ‘They are a poor excuse for venison. 
Venison that has been heated by the chase and suddenly 
chilled by the plunge into cold water, is totally unfit to eat. 
Tt is not only unwhulesome, but is black and tasteless, unless 
it be a disagreeable taste which is sometinies nauseating if the 
deer has runalongtime. Neither will it keep half as long as 
yenison killed in cool blood. No good venison is takeu to 
market until the last of November or December. Neariy all 
that reaches the market before that time from this State has 
been chased to the water by dogs and is worthless. No 

- genuine sportsman will kill a deer in thik way unless it be-ab- 
solutely necessary to supply his larder while in the woods, in 
which case he would be excusable. Almost every one isindig- 
nant at the person who takes advantage of the deer in the 
deep crusty snow of winter, when, by the use of snow-shoes, 
he can walk up to the animal and kill him with a club as 
easily as with a gun. But wherein is the difference between 
this mode of hunting and driving into the water with dogs? 
In either case the deer is entirely in the hunter’s power. You 
can row Up to him and kill him with aclub, as many do. 
Hyery boat crew is armed with a club, and one holds the deer 
by the tail while the other strikes him over the head with it. 

ie 

Messina QuAin.— We trust that our readers in the Southern 

States will keep a look-out for the migratory quail which 
haye been imported in such numbers. They should enjoy 
immunity from the fate which is reserved for our native birds 

until they have had an Opportunity to increase and multiply 
upon the face of the earth. We shall expect our friends to 
keep us informed of their whereabouts, and to exercise some 
needed vigilance in preventing their destruction. Mr. W. H. 

Williams, of the Lakeville, Conn., Sportsmen’s Club, writes 

under date of Noy. 18: 
T have been anxiously watching the columns of your paper 

for items concerniny the progress of the migratory quail on 
their way south and their final location there for the winter. 
Won't some of our Southern friends keep a look-out for them 

-and kindly let us koow of their whereabouts through your 
paper. The last Isaw or heard of them was Sept. 20, just 
atevéning, when I heard one calling at Litchfield in this State. 
A letter just received from Mr. Carl J. Braun, of Messina— 
through whom our importation was made—says: ‘‘ For the 
next spring 1am ready to accept orders for any amount of 
birds, as [ have made arrangements with several bird 
catchers, which enable me to get the birds cheap, and only 
strong and healthy birds * * * J take great pleasure in 
the importation of our migratory quail into the United States, 
and hope for a happy success.” 1can cheerfully recommend 
Mr. Braun toany fellow sportsmen who desire to import 
birds. Our birds last spring all came over alive and in good 
condition. His address is care United States Consulate, Mes- 
Bina, Sicily. 

— —___—_ 

THE NEW BRUNSWICK GAME LAWS. 

The following letter from the Chief Game Commissioner of 

Wew Brunswick gives in the true light the very sensible and 
equitable reasons for the enactment and enforcing of the game. 
laws of that Province. It, moreoyer, exhibits the perfection 

| aye been netted Orewente ny dies 

a 

of the system adopted by our friends across the border, who. 

have waked op to the importance of strict measures, and are 

most commendably exercising them : 

BEACONSFIELD, ST. JonN, N, B., Noy. 18, 1878, 

Epirox Forrest AND SrkEam : 
Referring to a communication Im your issue of the 14th Inat, critl- 

claing in a eevere Manner the new game law recently passed by the 

Legislature of the Province of New Bronswick, will yon kindly muke 

room for 4 reply ip your valuable journal? Your correspondent, who 

is a Portiind man, states that measures have keen taken for the 
* purpose of exeiuding American sportsmen” from the enjoyfient of 

our huating sports. ‘here is nothing in the letter or spirit of the law 

fo call forth such a remark, and were it not that New Bronswickers, 

and especially St. John men, hold Americans in hi¢h esteem, particu- 
larly since the terrible fire, this cOmmunication would remain unau—- 

gwered, In 1877 4 game protection society was formed, tts object be- 
ing to preyent pot hnaters destroying the rare and magaolficent game 

of this country, Mcose, caribou and deer haye been, ln and ont of sea- 

gon, slared or indiscriminately slaughtered, while the peli and 

Dewh were sold in Canadian and United States markets, Wild dacks 

—— 

‘oyed by heavily ewivel or 
punt guns, and shipped to the American markets. Wild geese and 
brant, dec oyed at night by the fambeau, ruthlessly killed and shipped 
fway. Partridges, snipe and woodcock killed ont of Beason, whiie 

large quautiiles of snipe are annually taken from the marshes and 
sold by gagd Bhots who prefer this mode of obtaining a ilyellhood. 

‘The society so fay have paid all the expenses incurred in theirlauda- 

bie object of game protection, and in order that others should con- 

tribute who wisled to share thelr sport, # license fee of twenty dollara 
is exacted from all non-residents, the proceeds arising from the fines, 

penalties, seizures and licences to be appropriated ia currying out the 

law. IS it unreasonable to ask foreigners to contribute as well as 

ourselyca toward sustaining aud preserving the game of the country? 

We hops to hayo by January 1 upward of three hundred connty 
wardens, parish wardens and deputy wardens in the provinee to arrest 
@nd fine any person found resisting the law, and we mean business, 
Your correspondent insinuates that s discriminating law also exists as 

against Americans in the salmon fishing. You know the inaccuracy of 

this statement, and can refote jt if necessary, and can defend our 

province from these unjust asperslon#, Yon have resided here, en- 
joyed our sports, possibly recelved a share of our hospitalities, and 

should resist charges known to be false. A copy of the Act4l, Vic., 
chap. 45, how in type, will be mailed to your address very soon, To 

this please give such publicity as will bleach out the grave imputations 
expressed by your contributor. 

Lam, sir, yours yery truly, JAMES I. FELLows, 
Chief Game Commisaloner for the Proyince of New Brunswick. 

We have never lost an opportunity to defend the good 

name of New Brunswick in the prosecution of these com- 

mendable efforts of hers, either through our journal or other- 
wiss.—Hp. F, & 8. 

Ghe Rifle. 

PARTELLO’S CHAMPION SCORE. 
= 

SS 

Creedmoor may properly be proud of the long-range 

achievements which have taken place onits broad Jawn. In 
team shooting, at any rate, results haye been reached there 

which fix it as the champion shooting spot of the world, but 
in single score work Benning’s range, near Washington, D, 
C,, seems to lead the van in the scores of J. M. T. Partello, 
# young department clerk, and a member of the Columbia 

Rifle Association. In a practice shoot on the 1st ull, with 

several cther members of the association, he ran up the 

phenomenal score of 224 in the possible 225. A doubt having 
been expressed about the score, the marksman put the record 

of his score-book into an affidavit, as follows: 
Wasuinaton, D. C., Oct. 21, 1978. 

To whom it may concern—I hereby testify under oath, that 
the following score was made by me on the first day of Octo- 
ber, 1878, on the Benning’s rifle range, near this city, with 
the Remington long-range rifle in forty-five consecutive shots, 
fifteen at each of the distances named below, to wit: 
BVO eceereereeeeeesd 56566 56 556 6 5 6 FG FT 
00) oe sae woh 56 § 656 56 56 55 5 4 5 5TH 

1,000, wee eerenemereess 65655 &55 5 65 & 5 6 5 & 6—5—BI 

That no sighting shots were had after the score was begun, 
and that no shots were omitted, and that forty-six shots were 
all that I fired on that day, the one extra being fired before I 
began my score. This extra shot I took to get the elevation 
for the new position of my Vernier, haying changed it from 
the grip to the heel of the stock. Jd. M. T. Parre.to. 

October 21, 1878.—Subscribed and sworn to before 
[n. 8. James Lawrenson, Notary Public. 

For ourselves we have never seen any reason to doubt the 

fact of the score. Perfect scores at each of these ranges had 
been made before by various riflemen, and it only remained 

for some Incky fellow to pool his good fortune, and put his 

perfect scores into ons day's work, and with the perfect score 
sirce made at 900 yards, Mr. Partello is too shrewd a young 
man to suppose for a moment that a score made Lhus in prac- 
tice can or will carry with it the same weight as a record that a 

match score does. The 221 of Mr. Sumner in the walk-over 
at Creedmoor is dé jure the champion record of the world to- 

day, while the score of Mr. Partello is de facto the top figure. 
Ina narrow technical view the minor score would take prece- 

dence, while for comment and as a record of scientific yalue 

flat of Mr. Partello ia acceptable. It shows that the rifles 
now made are to all intents perfect, and if they vary from the 

true carton at all, the variation must be sought outside of the 

weapon. Mr. Partello was coached by Col, Burnside in his 
big score, in the way that any two friendly shots would help 
one anotuer at the firing point, and when a mere lad, as Par- 
tello would appear beside some of the veteran shots, can drop 

into place, and with a good, steady handand clear eye, ‘pile up 
such aline of ‘bulls,’ English riflemen may begin to under- 
stand something of the merits of the American Team system. 
Had Mr. Partello been compelled torely on his own judgment 
in wind and elevation matters, the chances are that his score 

would not have been reached before years of practice. But 
that mutual helpfulness which is so characteristic of American 
riflemen receives a remarkable exemplification in his case, and 
in his victory all his fellow-riflemen are honored, since he is 

as much the result of a system as of individual talent and ad- 

vantages. 
The cut above will enable readers and riflemen to form a 

perfect idea of the position assumed by Mr. Partello in taking 

aim. Under the ‘any position” rule it is allowable and for 

ease and steadiness cannot well be excelled, and would only 

eed modifications in cases f peculiar personal build, 

‘mee a 

onthe feat,says: 8 
_ lshould be recsilected that there isno great antecedent 
improbability that better scores will be made year after year, 
This has certainly been the case in tcam-shooting, especially 
in America, and skuptics should remember that it was 
at first very hard to believe that there was not some 
error in the telegraphic acconnta which came to us of 
the first great match at Creedmoor, But the scores then made 
have been exceeded over and over again, 

And the New York World says that: « 

Where a man has a trick of making seventy-fiye at one 
Tangé there. is no good reason to doubt that he may repeat the 
feat three times in succession. Indeed, we think several of 
our riflemen ‘will yet achieve a score of 225; as they have 
attained such precision of marksmanship that the occurrence 
of some little failure in matters of detail, almost imseparable 
from the firing of so many shots at long range, defeats them 
Tather than failure in skill. As matters stand even now 
the target must be diminished in size go as to afford an oppor- 
tunity for a nicer discrimination between our foremost marks- 
men. 

An unpleasant incident and annoying sequence of the shoot- 
ing was & very uncomplimentary expression of doubt by one 

o£ our well-known Creedmoor riflemen who spoke in a boor- 
ish manner of the ‘* improbability of the affair,” and used 
other language of 4 similar tenor, closing up with somesort of a 
money offer for an opportunity to display himself beside Mr. 
Partello, This drew out from the President of the Columbia 
Rifle Association a cutting reply, in the course of which Col. 
Burnside said ; 

We had hoped that the fascinating and gentlemanly sport of 
target shooting with the riffe, in all of its stages, as indulged 
in on the yarious ranges of the country, and which is gaining 
such healthy favor among our young men, would be kept free 
from the taint of the gaming-table and prize ring proclivities 
that are entering into and tending to destroy all proper out- 
door sports. Thus far we believe the rifle associations of this 
country have kept themselves entirely free from permitting 
bets on matches, It is one of the laws of our own association 
that any wager on the result of shooting, whether ona match or 
practice, subjects the offender to fine or expulsion, as the as- 
sociation may adjudge. We encourage the shooting for ap- 
propriate prizes, but our rules and rezulations are so formed 
as to perpetuate, if possible, the sport as a gentleman's re- 
creation, and not for profit or gain, 

The English authority above quoted speaks on this point 

with admirable caution and duly considered words when it 
Says: 

We are sorry that Mr, Hyde offers to shoot a mateh with 
Mr. Partello fora largesum of money, Rifle shooting has 
prospered here just because we had the wit to discourage 
matches made for money, and we hope that Mr. Hyde and 
his countrymen will not take to them. As surely as they do, 
rifle shooting in the United States will become a matter of 
betting, and ultimately of cheating, and the days of the Palma 
and such honorable contests willsoon be numbered. 

Suffice it to say that the profier to discredit Mr. Partello’s 
score was yery properly scorned by him, and he remains to- 
day with the best record in the country. 

Some interest has been felt in regard to Partello'’s manner 
of loading his Remington Creedmoor rifle, and on this point 
he says; : 

*“You should put as much powder in the shell as it will 
hold. If you just pour it init willsettle and leave a vacuum 
before you are ready to use them. Now, I use a long tube, 
about 3 or4 feet in length, and when I weigh my powder I 
pour it through this tubs and it settles down solidly. [ find I 
can get 12 or 15 mare grains of powder in the shelis by adopt- 
ing this method, Usually I weigh out from 109 grains to 115, 
but use my judgment as to the amount, according to the day. 
The object is to Hill the shell and fill it solidly.” 

ee Oe ———_—. 

AN AMERICAN EXPRESS RIFLE, 

ol ] : D COI > mimentine nenuing 

Mr. Carl Dittmar writes on the Express Rifle question, and 

is most earnest in pushing the claims of the Borchard model 
of the Sharps company. Ofit he says: 

In it wé have as good an Express rifle as ever has been 
made in England, if I understand that the flattest trajectory 
or longest point blank range and greatest penetration makes 
the desiderata of a hunting rifle, besides preatest ac 
curacy, absolute safety and rapidity of firing. It depends 
only on the amount of charge, kind of powder and bullet. In 
most makes the breech springs back too much, so that the 
steel expands and does not fit after one or two heavy charges; 
while in Sharps the shell can be used with ease any number of 
times, besides at the mouth the bullet always filatigbt. IT 
fitted a telescope sight toa military musket, Borchard’s model, 
and [ think it cannot shoot better; it will compare with the moat 
expensive rifle, You need only different sights on any of the 
Sharps models and change the bullet, and you have a Creed- 
moor, a military and a hunting rifle in one. For Express 
rifle I prefer the .49 cal., Borchard’s model, as ] can have it 
bored for the 23 inch straight shell, which carries 44 drachms 
powder. In one of my Sharps rifles I use steel sheela, which 
carry 5 drachms powder, and with that charge and a Creed- 
moor bullet I penetrate 85 inch bass wood, which, I think, is 
penetration enough for anything living, and which cannot be 
surpassed by any of the Hnglish Express rifles. I wish oneof 
the cartridge Companies would make a brass shell for 5 drachms 
owder, as the steel shells are too expensive, although they 
(forever. For long range with this heavy charge the com- 

mon Creedmoor bullet is not heavy enough, but with a 650 
fren bullet it will shoot well at 1,500 yards. Change the bul- 
et for a regular Express bullet and you have the best Express 

riflé you may wish for. I donot think it is necessary to have 
a larger calibre than .49 for Express rifle, and for longer 
ranges & larger calibre would not do as well. With the heayy 
charge and as bullet no elevating sight is necessary for 
hunting distances ; it makes no difference whether you shoot 
at 10 yards or 150 yards, aim just the same; over 150 yards 
take a little courser bead, or, with a peep sight, aim a little 
higher. For small game or for prechce on glass balls or other 
flying objects use a round ball a very little larger than the 
bore, and can do aplenodid execution up to150 yards, over that 
the ball goes wild. Bullets and ball must be of hardened lead 
game as Creedmoor bullets. For rapidity of shooting, if the 
lever of the safety catch is remoyed, itis easy to make 100 
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well timed shots in 8 or 10 minutes; after that the bartel 
wonld get too hot. I must say here that my experience is 
only with my own powder, a8 the heavy charge of black 
powder ig too much for my shoulder, and the fouling and 
Heating of the vile would prevént such rapid shooting with 
heavy charges. With black powder Ido not know what in- 
fluence the different rifling may have, but using my own 
powder it seems to be no matter how the barrel is rifled. I 
use only a quicker kind for the slower twist as in the musket 
and the Creedmoor rifle, anda slower kind for the quicker 
twist, as in the carbine. L think it would be the same in 
using quicker or slower black powder, 1 do not see why the 
rifing in the English Express rifles shall be the only one 
adopted for the Exvress principle. The length of the barrel 
does not seem to have much influence in flat trajectory as a 
regular Creedmoor Sharps cut down to 28 inches shoots justas 
well as before. For hunting purposes I prefer a 24-inch bar- 
Tel, and even & 20-inch barrel shoots well enough. I have 
used all other makes of rifles, and I possess a great variety of 
them, but none suits me as well as the Sharps, especially the 
new Bochard model. In connection with the Sharps rifle T 
use now for quick off-hand shooting the new sight made by 
Wm. Lyman, Middlefield, Conn, I cau recommend it very 
highly. I was delighted when I got one; it makes a hunting 
rifle perfect, and onécan shoot with both eyes open better 
than wilh any other sight. It is cheap and just the thing for 
those who use an auxiliary rifle barrel in shot-gun, 
Binghamton, Nov, 15, 1878. Car. Divrmar.” 

Massaonuserrs—osion.—The cold, raw rain on the 20th 
prevented a large attendance at Walnut Hill, nevertheless the 
few who did participate in the competition of the day—the 
long-range classified match at 800, 980 and 1,000 yards—did 
some excellent work, and added another notch to the high 
reputation enjoyed by members of the Massachusetts Hifle 
Association, A good light prevailed throughout most of the 
shooting, but the wind, as will be seen by examining the 
scores, interfered with the shooting at 1,000 yards. The re- 
sult is as follows : 

W H Jackson. 
B00, serene © 56 555 5 § fh 6 Bb BS 6th 
o00, aes 6bp55446 466 5 5 5 5-72 

1,000......--ieneeeed 25 5 £ £5 56 5 FG 8 & OG 5128 
W Gerrish. 
B65555 5 5 5 8 6 4 5-78 
6655556 455 5 5 5 bis 
$4566 £3 465 § & 5 26-213 

Jd S$ Summer. 
5656655 66 6 5 5 3 5—i5 
B44 550 55 FH 5 6S HTB 
56545 5 5 5 6 8 4 5 5 462-203 

L Saunders. 

800;. sectors} 6 5 6 44 5 6 4 5 4 6 FOS BT 
900..... weereevet 45685 5 5 O55 8 4 4 oR 
ASOU se erunb eases 535244483 3 5 5 8 6 5 559-198 

Saturday, the 23d, was another day of drizzling rain, while 
a bafiiing southwest wind, ranging from ‘**9 to 10 o'clock,” 
eaused considerable trouble to the riflemen. [Gull’s-eye 
practice was indulged in previous to the opening of the 
match, which had fifty entries. The match was the **Winter 
Shed,’” one to help pay for that convenient retreat which is 
already partially inclosed, and which will be completed early 
next week, that it may afford a cover for those engaged in the 
Thanksgiving Day matches. The scores stood at 200 yards : 
JBOshom ...... ..5445 6-23 J Mordean.......... 
LL Habbard....,.... Jd N Frye... 
Bi Tyier-s-.-s.51.04--- W E Gua 
EU Spoffard. 
EB Sonther- 
W_H Jarkson, 
JB Paiker...... -- 

—The return match between teams from the Wakefield 
and Medford Rifle Associations will be decided at Bellevue 
Range on the 30th, The first match, it will be remembered, 
was won by the Wakefields on their range at Wakefield, 
Saturday, Noy. 16, 

tees 
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Zerrren Rirna Gatuery—JVoo. 19.—Weekly shoot of the 
Zetiler Rifle Club, Noy. 19. Point target reduced to gallery 
distance ; 1en shots per man; possible 30: 
G Ju‘lson.,-.-..- P Penning ......... cen teste de 
CG Zotuer LG Beates... be peetesnewe lt 
M Dourler... D Cultaug....., Oe healt 
M 1, Rigges.... Be Wiaisrc Girie. coon, Dodo Mend 14 
D Miller: ...-......-...-.+-+-+--118 HK Zimmerman.. 
W M Farrow, .:.::-+...- 8 ' Broudway.... 
Hi Oehl..... A Mooare,.:... 
ad dvimer 7 B Zrttler 8 
M B Hegh 15 OT Vollers. T 
J Dati... -18 @ Connors, 6 

ZeVILER GALLERY—iVov. 19.--Sixth competition for a fine 
t re rm 

shots to cach competitor ; possible 50: 
€ J doimer...,.22. 1. = 

9 Wm Eléin....... 
D Caihane...... 

clock; Creedmoor target reduced to gallery distance ; ten 

© G Zeitler... 
ML Riggs...,.... ® MibniatlWeyiw, ooo. e eo cee Af 
P Fenning....- Site .48' J Dotil...c... toc 
M Dorler.......-.:.: © Judson,.... e142 
W M Farrow 48 LG Beales. 242 
D Miller..s... + AE Moore... 40 
05 at. ee U & Volters..... untae ewesen tas40 

Cras, T. Vourgne, Secy- 

New Yore Rirne Crop.—This organization held ils first 
annual meeting for the election of officers last Thursday even- 
ing, November 21. The original intention was to limit the 
mémbership to twenty-five, bul during the last meeting this 
number was increased for the third time, placing the limited 
number at forty, which total was immediately reached, Tha 
following fentlemen were unanimously chosen officers for the 
ensuing year; &. W. Sibley, President: L. VY. Sone, Captain ; 
J, 8. Conlin, Adjutant; A. J. Howlett, Treasurer; Frederick 
Contin, Secretary. During the meeting it was announced 
that W. H. Dunlap, had presented an elegant gold badge for 
monthly competition; HE. TP. Davis and Fred Alder, each very 
handsome gold badges to. be shot for weekly, and F. H, Hol- 
ton a valuable gold ring, to be contested for on the newly in- 
trdduced “point target.” Ten gold badges are now being 
made, which Mr. Sone intends to present to the club, to be 
won by the members who will win a place on the team which 
is about 10 be organized for this winter's campaign in gallery 
shooting. The club's affairs are ina fourishing condition, 
and its prospects of holding a position second to none are very 
encouraging. 

VinGisiA—Richmond.—The Deutche Schuetzen Geseler- 
schoft determined to encourage the military to come forward 
by offering a series of matches on Thanksgiving Day. Besides 
several all-comers’ matches, the programme offered competi- 
tion No. 1.—Open to teams of four trom any white company 
or battery in the State; teams to appear in the uniform of 
company, full dress or fatigue. Weapon, any military rifle; + 
istance, length of range, about 160 yards ; position, standing 

* 

off-hand 4 rounds, five each man ; entrance fee, $5 each team. 
Competition No. 2.—Open to members of any white com- 
pany or hattery in the State; men to appear in uniform of 
compsny (full tress or fatigue). Weapon, distance, position, 
réunds same as in competition No. 1. Hntrance fee, $1 vach 
man. 

Chas, P. Stokes, the chairman, says: This is the first oppor- 
tunity ever offered to bring together in a friendly contest the 
different, military organizations of the State on a rifle range, 
and should excite a proper spirit of rivalry. 

Louistana—lVew Orleina, Nov, 22.—Rifle practice here, 
which bas been at a standstill since July, is to be revived, and 
préparations are made for individual matches at Frogmoor., 
Mr. A. Marquez, superintendent of the rifle range, gives 
notice that the Crescent City Rifle Park is ready aguin for 
practice, Isis an open question when the Lilienthal contest 
will be resumed. ‘The difficulty which has so long stood in 
the way of team matches is at length removed, and there is no 
Teason why the cup should not be shot for ut an early date. 
The champion rifeman uf New Ovleans is rapidly recovering 
from the accidental blowing up which be suffered some three 
weeks ago, His hand is almost good enough fo eal, still, but 
all Lhe pain is gone, and two weeks will see the cooked mem- 
ber restored to its ordinary condition. A burnt child ’wares 
the fire, however ; it will be a longtime before the marksman 
will try another powder joke. 

A Corrrorioy.—In our mention of the photographs of the 
Zettler Rifle Club and the Forest AnD SrREAM medal in our 

last issue we should have stated that the medals were photo- 

graphed by R. A. Lewis, of 160 Chatham street, and the Club 
by ' Ulrich,” 

Game Gag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR NOVEMBER. 

Mocs, Alcea malchia. 
Elk or wapitl, Cervus canadensis, 
ures, brown and gray. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, 
Woodcock, Philohela minor. 

Hed or Va, deer, C, viryiniantus, 
Squirrels, red, black and gray. 
Qual or partridge, Ortyx virginia- 
nus. 

Pionated grouse or prairie chick- 
Ruled grouse or pheasant, Bonasa en, Cupidonia cupido. 
tmbelles, Curlew, Vumenius arquaria, 

Plover, Churadriine. Sandpipers, Urinyanc, 
Godwit, Willets, 
Rails, Rallis virginia, Reed or rice bird, Dotichonyzx oryz- 
Snipe end Bay Birds, ivorous. 
Curibou, Tarandus rangifer. Wild Duck. 

‘"Bay birds’ generally, including varlons spevies of ployer, sand 
piper, snipe, carlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, plalaropeés, avocets, 
ete, Coming under the group Lijnacule or Shore Birda. 

t=" The frequent alteration of game laws makes such con- 
fusion thal sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on various kinds of game is permitted. We there- 
fore append the following table for reference ; 

States. mauled Rufted Grouse} Quail. Woodcock. 

- Sep 4to dani6)Och1 to Feb i/Nov1 to MebijSept i to Jan 1 
:-../Oub 1 to Feb1|Nov 1 lo Jan 1/Noy te Jun ijjuly 1 to Jun 1 

Towa,.,/S5ep 1 to Dee |Our 1 to Jan 1/Oot 1 to Jan 1|suly 10 to Jan 1 
Minn...)Aug 14 to Oct1|Sep 1 ta Deo 1/Sep1 to Dee 1|July 3 to Noy 1 
Wis...) stg 2610 Jun 1) Aug 25 fodan 1) Aug 23 toJanijAug 26 to Jan 1 
Neb..,.| Nou Shooting | No shi 
Kan....jAug lto Peb 1) ‘ 

No Shoouing |No_ Restrictions ooting 
Oct 1 to Jan Forbidden 

Gamn mm Marner.—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1 per 

pair ; partridge (cuffed grouse), 99 cents to #1 per pair; canvas- 

back ducks, $2 to $2.50 per pair ; red head, $1 to $1.25 per pair; 

mallard ducks, 80 cents to $1 per pair; black do., 75 cents per 

pair; widgeon do., 50 cents per pair; broad bill do., 40 bo 56 

cents per pair; wild turkeys, 15 to 20 cents per pound ; yenison 

saddle, 18 to 22 cents per pound ; do. carcass, 10 to 13 cents per 

pound; rabbits, 30 to 40 cents per pair; squirrels, 10 to 15 

cents per pair; hares, 60 to 75 cents per pair; quail, $1.75 to 

$2.50 per doz.; Wilson snipe, $3 per doz.; reed birds, $1.50 per 

doz.; Philadelphia squabs, $2.50 per doz. 

Poultty—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

16 +0 20 cants per pound; do. fowls, 1% to 16 cents; do, turkeys, 

15 to 20 cents ; do. ducks, 16 to 20 cents; do, geese, 12 to 15 
cents; State and Western chickens, 12 to 15 cents ; do. turkeys, 

10 to 16 cents ; do. fowls, 10 to 13 cents ; do, ducks, 10 to 15 cents; 

do, geese 8 to 12 cents, 

Wauere to Go 'o-Day.—For a week previous to Thanks- 

giving Day each year we are inreceipt of a high batch of letters 
from unfortunate subscribers, meditating a campaign against 

the geese, ducks, quail, squirrels and foxes. They all want 
to know where they cah go within twenty miles of New York 

or Boston, and find first-class sport, Those New York gunners; 

who never #0 farther than twenty miles, il has been observed, 
always come home by the way of Washington Market, and 
they carry home good bags, too. This year we anticipated 

the press of anxious inquirers by prefacing cur Correspondents 

columns with the explanation that all our knowledge of the 

movements of birds and the abundance of game in the immedi. 

ate vicinity of New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, 

and everywhere else is promptly given to our readers in the 

department of Forust ayn SteeAm devoted tosuch news, We 
must again refer our friends to these columns, and we wish 

them all the success which maketh a man not ashamed to face 

the music when he comes home. . 

_ Open to Conyroriox.—Mr., §, H. Turrill, of Chicago, has 
been at Mfingham, Ill, after the quail. He tells us that the 
birds are yery plenty, and the sport magnificent. We believe 

this implicitly. It is substantiated by ten dozen quail in a 
box—a very good place for quail to be. Weare ready to be 

conyinced by others at any time in the same way. 

Very Luce Ir.—A Western correspondent sent his colored 
servant to i gun store for some Bley’s pink edge wads for 
his gun.» The sable messenger on reaching the store informed 
ihe astonished clerk that “ Magsa Smith wants some early 

i peacock wedges for guns No, 12,” 

a 24 eee ES eee 

—The Hon. Dayid W. Judd has recently returned from a 
trip among the Rocky Mountains, where he remaiied a month, 

shot much game and interviewed Gen. Sherman’s pets. Tle 

was present at the battle of Bannack-burn, and learned how 
to Ute-lize the redsking. We congratulate him upon his 
Success in getting back, 

Canava—Wontreal, Nov, 23.—It has been said of this coun- 
{ry Lhat its climate consisted of *seyen months of winter and 
five months of cold weather.” Now, while this is not strictly 
true, we must acknowledge that our fall and winter seasons 
aré exceeding severe, so much so that our hardiest sportsmen 
were compelled to leave their favorite hunting grounds as 
carly ag the middle of this month; not from want of game, 
but rather on account of the extreme cold weather. Asa 
whole, this fall shooting was a failure, although some of the 
most fortunate secured a few good bags; but as a rule our 
best sportsmen returned home empty-handed. In the early 
part of September and October woodcock and snipe were 
found in goodly numbers, and fair reports came from almost 
every direction, but the early frost and snow soon drove them 
away. Black ducks, broad-bills, red-heads and whistlers—the 
latter particularly have been and are still to be found here in 
large numbers—but with one or two exceptions the extreme 
cold and high winds haye so far prevented any very good 
aport. ome stragglers are still on the move, endeavoring to 
improve their record, but little or no hopes are entertained of 
their obtaining any great success. Roya II, 

Nova Scorta Moosz Huntm6.—lrom a letter to a Wash- 
ington reader we extract the following incident of a Nova 
Scotia hunt: ‘* We left home about three o'clock in the after- 
noon of November 4, and after traveling about six miles we 
reached the Boar's Back, a long, evenly rounded, barren ridge, 
Bub traversed one side of the ridge and I the other, and we 
agreed 10 meet at the river. Bub carried. the double-barreled 
shot-gun, loaded with bullets to fit, and, as 1 carried the traps, 
T had no other arm than a Colt’s belt revolver. I reached the 
river and sat down to wait. Presently I heard the snapping 
of adry stick, and, looking around, I saw two moose round- 
ing the ridge and coming toward me. Bub had started them 
from the other side, J lay low, and prepared my pistol for 
nse, and as they continued to approach, when within 20 paces 
I singled one out and fired two shots in succession. It ran 
about 50 yards and fell. The other ran within shooting dis- 
tance of Bub, but he was not on the alert, and did not fire 
until he was nearly out of range, and therefore without effect. 
Taking enough meat from the slain moose to make us a sup- 
per and breakfast, we covered the remainder and started for 
camp, four miles up the river; spent the night there; next 
morning went back to the settlement after help to bring our 
moose out. It wasa full-zrown cow. So ended one moose 
hunt. LI hope to be able to write you other accounts of suc- 
cessful hunts, as moose are quite plenty in this section. 

qT ” 

Wustgekn Massacnuserts.—Foxes have not been as plenty 
for years as at present, owing to the low price of fur haying 
stopped trapping for a few years past. We are haying fine 
sport shooting them before dogs, as the country is too rough 
to admit of riding. Coon are scarce; muskrat, mink and 
otter coming in some; rabbits plenty. Rorr, 

Goshen, Nov. 20. 

Cosxzotioutr—Vew Loudon, Nov. 21.—Black ducks, with 
the infvrior kind, have appeared at Niantic, but yet in no 
numbers. Misan. 

New Yore—Zilerty, Sullivan County, Oct. 21.—** What! 
no quail, Colonel, and all this buckwheat stubble!" ‘‘*No. 
There are mighty few—in fact, none to be found. fSeve- 
Tal years ago the Bob White whistled all around us, but lately 
they haye been mighty scarce. The poor things can’t stand 
the heavy snow and our severe winter weather. Whether 
they have grown more delicate, or whether our winters are 
more seyere than they used to be, I can’t say; but so it is, 
Last winter there was a large covey up on Reed’s farm, but 
when they were nearly starved they went to the house and 
begged for food just like chickens, They staid around there 
and were fed by that little daughter of his till they became so 
tame she could almost take them in her hands. Poor child! 
Her little heart was nearly broken when a party of rabbit 
hunters slaughtered her pets. They only left one, and he 
came in as ushal that night with a lez hanging down, and was 
unable to stand. He laid on his side while he tried to pick 
up a grain or two of buckwheat, She caught him and put 
him to bed in the work-basket, on a layer of cotton. But the 
poor thing was dead in the morning. This une seems to haye 
been the last of his race. Yes, they are about cleared ont. 
Perhaps the foxes have something todo with it; the woods 
around Liberty are just alive with them.” Prter Rex. 

New York, Nov. 21.—If any readers desire a day at the 
ducks, let them take the afternoon trainon LL R, R. for 
South Oyster Bay (a station twenty-eight miles from Brook- 
lyn on Southern R. R. of L. 1.), where they will be met-at 
the depot by the Van Dewater Hotel staze, which ina very 
few moments will leave them at the hotel by that name, 
where the young and pleasant host, Jacob Lux, will provide 
them with as good accommodations and geat them ut a table 
of as well cooked yiands as one can desire, and charzes a most 
moderate price too. Early in the morning, after a hot break 
fast, the stage willconyey them to the boat landing, where 
they will be met by the gunners (whom they haye previously 
engaged the night before), who provide boat, decoy ducks, 
étc,, and devote the day to them for #2. Arrives back at 
station in time for 4:23 Pp. mM, train to city if desired. The 
hames of some of the good gunners I have been ducking with 
are Nat, Haff, Lawrence Verity and his son, a splendid shot, 
too, Abe Verity, and many cthers. I am confident that any 
body trying the sport will go again. Cc. R, 

Shelter Island, L, I., Nov 21.—The only ducks we get here 
are coot, old squaw, loon and shelldrake, the latter much more 
abundant in March and April. We seldom get a shot af broad 
bill, brant or black duck, they preferring to collect in Shin- 
necoeck and south bays, where the feed suits them. Isaac, 

Prernsyiyanta—Mc Veyiown, Vou, 21.—After an absence 
of some weeks I again reappear as a contributor to you 
columns. Since my last report I have taken a hunt for deer 
in Licking Creel mountains, 4 well-known deer resort. ‘The 
inclosed is theaccount of the trip lzave the McVeytown Jow~ 
nal. Perhaps you can condense it sufficiently for your 
columns: “Last week there was a party of about twenty men 
went to the Seyen Mountains for a hunt which will be ex- 
tended about two weeks. ‘Phay sent out their first deer last 
Monday, [suppose there have been ten deer shot near thig 
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pice within the last few weeks, principally in Licking Oreek. 
he turkeys have been shot off in large numbers, Five or 

Bix were shot. last week. Rabbits have been shot without 
number. Pheasants are killed in considerable numbers. To- 
day there were three wing.shots fromthe Susquehanna region, 
accompanied by their setters, who went into Licking Creek 
to remain a week. Ducks have afforted considerable sport. 
A party of six went deer hunting in the Licking Greek and 
Black Log Mountains hunting grounds the oiher day. But 
one deer was seen, and that was a prongless biped arrayed in 
petticoats. BH. J. & 

TexnesseeE—Jashville, Nov. 21.—Buckhiolz, Mitchell and 
Turner in one day's shooting got 93 quail. Another party, 
consisting of John Carter and Dr. Brigss, had some excellent, 
sport within a few miles of this city; they bagged 57 quail, 
A gentleman from Mitcbellsville, on the Louisville and Nash- 
ville Railroad, killed 120 in a day and a hali’s shooting. Miss 
Peyton, daughter of the late Col. Bailey Peytos (a once cele- 
brated member of the turf), reports very large numbers of 
quail upon her beautiful farm Pertona, in Sumner County. 
On Inst Saturday evening I meta man from Dixon County 
with a string of 35 squirrels, which he had killed that morn- 
ing and which he was trying to sell at six cents apiece, It is 
a great shame that our game laws are so poorly enforced. 
Great quantities of quail are being caught in traps and nets 
and brought to market and openly offered for sale, without 
the offenders being molested. On Tuesday I saw a number 
offered for the low price of G1 per dozen, Would not the 
Tennessee Sportsmen’s Association do well to look intu this 
matter? A German resident of this cily has just completed 
the task (on a $50 wager) of eating one quail a day for 30 
consecutive days. He says he will het the same amount that 
he could continue eating one a day until the end of Be , peaene 

Fayettevilie, Nov. 22.—We are having splendid sport par 
tridge shooting ; birds were never more plentiful. I went out 
the other evening, was gone just two hours, end bagged 22. 
In less than one mile from towni found as many as five 
coveys in one field of about ten acres, a thing that has not 
been done for years before. J. E. 0. 

Grorgia—St. Mary, Nov. 21.—Partridges are more plenti- 
ful this’season than I have eyer known them. In places where 
there were none last spring, not even a stray whistling cock, 
they are abundant. And one thing strange to me is frequent- 
ly finding a bevy of different sizes, part fully grown and part 
not. One bunch, within a stone’s throw of my dwelling, 
is thus. I always find them together, and there are not 
enough of them for two broods, Ducks are scarce; I hope 
they are yet foarrive. Squirrels so abundant im places as to 
be troublesome ; but shooting them, I must contess, is poor 
sport to me. The old hunters of Southern Georgia are strong 
advocates of the Florida belief that deer feed by the moon. 

I have used them for four years, and have not had one get out 
of order. Ihave bought over 1,000 of them for different 
friends, and have yet to hear of the first complaint or the 
breaking of an anvil. Hl. C. 5.5 

Gup-Squaw Carrs—lthaca, NV, ¥., Nov. 19.—In the last 
number of Porkst AND STREAM your correspondent, “S. G. 
8.,” of Bridgeport, asks if any duck call is for sale with which 
the note of the old squaw duck may be imitated. Such a 
thing would be impossible; but if ‘8. G. $." will go to some 
good point where he can hear the ducks calling frequently, 
and will repeat in a loud yoice and ona hich key the sylla- 
bles, ou-on-on-ah-e, he will in a short time be abla to imitate 
them perfectly. Iam not especially fuyoredin being able to 
imitate birds’ notes, but have called old squaws over my de- 
coys for hours at a time. Geese also may be called as readily 
with the voice as by having a honking sander amone the 
stouls. The duck calls suld ia ilie stares are very good indeed 
for calling black ducks aud mallard, and also teal, if you are 
in 4 locality where these species have been in the habit of 
feeding together. The old-squaw call will be of no use in 
fresh water, as the ducks very seldom call until on the sea, 
J have called to them 4 great maby times on our inland lakes 
and have never known them to take aby notice, when, if on 
the sea, they would haye been turning back and pitching into 
my decoys every few minutes. KR. T. M. 

Nature asp Arr.—WVew York, Now. 20,—Thinking some 
of your resders may be reminded of pleasant times spent on 
the Great South Bay, I place the following (told me tbis fall 
by an old guuner) at yo service: I had just remarked to 
him that his decoys were in first-class shape. 
said, ‘t but nothing like what they were. 
when [ first got *em I stored *em up in the loft, and darned 
if my old cat didn’t get up there and eat the breasts off'n three 
of 'em ‘fore she found they was wood." 

*Yies,’”’ lie 
Why, you know, 

Wies'Ps 

SportsMEN atv Dinner.—The sfockholders of the Blooming 
Grove Park Association gaye an excellent dinner at the Hoif- 
man House last night, partly for fun and partly to discuss the 
condition of the club, A telegram was received from Presi- 
dent Dudley Field, who was detained at Philadelphia, and 
Mr. Jobn Avery, the Vice-President, took the chair in his 
stead. There were present M. B. Brown, the silent but liberal 
member; William F. Jones, the staid aud abstemious gentle- 
man; E. Sandford, the traveler, who has slaughtered foxesin 
Ruasia and assisted at pheasant battues in eyery preserve in 
Europe; Jobn McGinniss, of Wall street, the wit of the club; 
William H. Fearing, the financier; the brothers Washington 
S. and ©. Andrews, the solid men of the association; A. A. 
Drake, the punster; T. E. H. Curtis, the sulemn man; Jobn 
Avery, the scientific member; Cussius H. Read, the conf- 
dential treasurer; H. H. Wolfe, the impulsive man; 5. B. 
Eaton, the professional man; T. B. W. Clarke, the ‘‘up in a 
balloon” man; the venerable Gen, John G. Anderson; 5. M. 
Wash, the Adirondack explorer; George 8. Greene, Jr., the 
special consulting engineer; George Hf. Glenney, the odonto- 
logical genius ; Ronald Thomas, of an inquiring disposition ; 
George H. McLean, D. L. Bartlett, rank Raynolds and 
Count D. B. Monzilly, A long report of the Mxecutive Gom- 
mittee, with suggestions, was read by Dr. E. Bradley. The 
reading was frequently interrupted by well earned applause. 
The report showed that the association had a balance in hand 
of $283, with $2,115 uncollected dues, If these were all paid, 
together with dues of April, the debt of $3,600 could be ex- 
tinguished, with $1,600 to spare. After some discussion it 
was resolyed to appoint a committee of nine, consisting of 
Messrs. Greene, McGinniss, Eaton, Count Monzilly, Thomas, 
Bradley, Avery, Sandford and Andrews. to report within 
thirty days upon the best means to relicve the pressing exi- 
gencies of the association, as well as to further the improve- 
ments proposed of the preserve in Pennsylyania in the shape 
of a wind-mill, laundry, more gamekeepers and additional 
protection to game.—WV, ¥. World. 

Suor. 

ArKAnsas—Jacksonport, Nov. 19.—Game prospects good. 
Many fine bags of quail; turkeys in moderate abundance; 
venison coming in; bear hunters cleaning up their rusty guns; 
ducks coming in slowly on account of warm weather; a few 
woodcock, also a few swans brought to bag. Wet weather to 
fill the lakes and sloughs, with a moderate degree of cold, 
will help us. fquirrels so plenty as to be in the way. 

YELL. 

Texas—San Antonio, Nov. 14.—Qaail abound in every 
direction around San Antonio, I saw one on the main street 
oo the 10 inst. Turkey are on the Medina River fifteen miles 
from San Antonio. On the Frieo, 30 miles distant, deer can 
be got with a Winchester. wportsmen are coming from the 
north. I notice hunting parties going out every day. 

ALMO. 

Teviyois—Illinois River, Nov. 6.—These celebrated hunting 
grounds, lying about twenty-five miles below Peoria, and ac- 
q@urately described in ‘‘ Phe Sportsman’s Gazetteer,’ haye 
lost none of their former attractions this year. ‘The fall has 
been one of unsurpassed beauty, and hither have come from 
every point of the compass the numerous sportsmen to enjoy 
their annual hunt. The duck shovting has been usually good, 
and from Sept. 1st until the present date there has been no 
cessation of hostilities against the featheredrace. As I write, 
the numerous lakes, ponds und sloughs are dotted with the 
camps of the hunters, and from morhing’s earliest dawn ti!l 
evening's dark shades, naught is heard bit the booming of the 
un and its echoes through the forcsis. To these I should 
ave added the muffled cadence of the oara, the rippling of 

the waters and the soft murmuring of the winds. Over all 
these and much more besides, the Indian summer prevails, and 
who would ask for more? ‘‘To be, contents his natural de- 
sire.” The number of ducks (and later geese) which stop 
here fall and spring to feed and rest is immense. No one can 
number them. Afew thousand only fall at the hantsman's 
crack, while an untold number in due time pass on to their 
next stopping place. Allis well {hat it is so, When large, 
yellow, fat mallirds, and delicious at that, go begging at 
thirty cents a pair, and the exquisite juicy leals at twenty 
and twenty-five cents a pair, it is well that no more are killed, 
but that the great bulk of them should pass on fo parls un- 
known. With keen eyes, acute hearing and swift of wing, 
ther are quite equal to man in his warfare on them. They 
s00n learn to measure 8 choxe-bore with precision, though in 
experimenting many often tumble to the growod yery unex- 
pectedly. Hi. W. Meknicn. 

Quincy, Nov. 14,—Two of us drove out the other day for a 
turkey and quail hunt, After going two miles we stopped at 
a fartn house in the afternoon and spent the time unui supper 
in the field, Tip bagging 18 quail and myself 13 in two hours! 
shooting. The next morning, accompanied with a cur dog, 
we started out before daylight, and soon came across our ganie. 
Theday’s bag was 4 turkeys and 41 quail. A. B, 

A Cincaco Gams Dinner.—A preat game dinner was 
given at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, to which an eenv 
500 guests sat down, were served by 125 colored waiters, and 
took their choice of 134 delicacies on the bill of fare. 

Brass SaELts.—A correspondent gives his individual ex- 
perience as to brass shells, as follows. The new shell he al- 

ludes to is indented for a certain distance, It is manufactured 

by the Union Metallic Co,, of Bridgeport; 

Philadelphia, Nov. 24.—The Sturteyant people are get- 
ting up a brass shell, especially adapted for holding wads 
ight. Lfind that the fibre wad is the only wad to use, and 
gne size larger than the shell used. Brass chells ongbt, nat to 
be cleaned on the inside if you want to male the wads atlek, 
Tha Sturtevant is in wy oplvion the best shel! (brass) made, 

and 2 rabbits. 
Earl of Leicester, Earl de Grey, Lord Walsingham and Lord 
Huntingfield shot at Elvedon Hall Just week, killing on the 
15th, 934 head of partridges, pheasants and hares, and on the 
16th, 753 head, on thé 17th, $97 head, und on the 18th, 589 
head. 

readily take alarm at what he secs, 

Snootme mm Hxyénanp.—At Rhiwlas, Bala, North Wales 
(the seat of Mr. R. J. Lloyd Price), on the 11th, the bag was 
307 pheasants, 156 partridges, 122 hares, 146 rabbits, $ grouse 
and 14 snipe; and on the 12th, 256 pheasants, 21 partridwes, 
1 woodcock, 10 hares and 27 rabbits. Game is plentiful in 
Richmond Park this season, and there are a fair number of 
pheusanis and rabbits in the inclosures. 
of Cambridge had, one afternoon, from 12 to 3:30 amopgst the 

H. BR. H. the Quke 

ferns, when three guns killed 254 brace of partridges,”¢ hares 
H. A. the Maiarajah Dhuleep Singh, the 

Where Oarmou Asotny.—A friend of mine who visited 
Newfoundland on an exploring expedition, tatorms me that, 
there the caribou holds almost exclusive domain oyer an un- 
broken wilderness of nearly 30.000 spare miles, in a couniry 
wonderfully adapted to its habits agd bountifully supplied 
with his favorite food—tie reindeer lichen. 
* The caribon is possessed Of much curiosity, and does not 

Where his haunts have 
been unmolested he will unconcernedly trot up within range 
of the ritle. Iam inclined to believe that a great deal of this 
apparent fearlessness is due to defective vision If this is 
so, he is compensated by having a marvelous gift of scent, 
quile equal, if not superior, to the moose. The wandering 
habits of the caribou make it very uncertain where one will 
fall in with hita, even in his xccustomed and ‘well-known 
haunts. When once started, the chase is*sure to be a long 
one, and its results doubtful—in fact so much so that an old 
hunter seldom follows up a retreating herd, but resorts to 
strategy and tries to head them off, ar at once proceeds by 
he shortest way to some other barren in hopes of finding 
them there. The caribou in jumping is more than the equal 
of any other deer.—C, C, Ward, in Sovibner. 

—The Bohemian Glass Company are now placing 250 glass 
balls to the barrel instead of 300, 50 ss lo allow more room 
and less breakage. ‘They also make an allowance for break- 
age, The company is also fully prepared to furnish chimneys 
for Argand burners when especially ordered by friends. —[See 
ady. 

A Muon Lost May.—aitar Forest and Stream: 1 often 
hear sportsmen tulk as if they knew not what lost meant. 
The writer as a boy, well instructed in wooderaft by some of 
England’s best deer stalkers, was bound to be lost; many a 
twenty miles, an the Yorkshire Moors, tosee a house away m 
the distance, footsora, tired and hungry, to reach that house 
by dark to now whieh way ile Leads Road was, to slop all 
night, with a tramp of 19 to 3) miles to home,. I was lost in 

stay all nightin arabbit burrow, America found me a healthy 
boy of 18. T wanted to hunt the prairie chicken to the State 
of Illinois. I went, to bé the worst lost boy I know of. I 
filled my pockets with chickens, then to find JT was not ona 
Yorkshire Moor, but on the west plains of Tilinois; as far as 
eye could reach, tall grass. Four days and three nights I fed 
on chicken, Bless that farmer who was hunting his lost 
horse, he took so much interest in me and my breech-loader ag 
to drive me to the nearest depot. I was Jost on the Wabash, 
in Indiana, to sleep in a snipe bog all night, The Union Pa- 
cific was being built. I wanted a buifalo. I joined a party; 
cleaned up my rifle ; a spirited pony and plenty of 16-shells 
completed my on\fit. Westruck buffalo. I hit one, I chased 
him and I got the largest, game I hat ever seen; I skinned 
him, and [got lost. I lived three days on that buffalo and 
was found by a cattle driver. Iwas lost and slept within a 
hundred yards of camp on the Trinity River ia Texas. I 
was lost on the Pineysin Colorado Co., Texas, at a turkey 
roost: toeat turkey two days, and had to guard my game from 
wild cats, My trusty breech-loader laid ont ten wild cats that 
lost. Lowas lost on the Sandies amidst cane-brakes; could 
not see ten yards ahead; bear and wild cat after me and 
around me nll the time. Two fine bucks hung up not 400 
yards off, still I had to get supper and breakfast on wild cat 
Found by a pack of hounds, whose owners directed me home. 
I was lost on Miller's Creek, where I had killed a fine doe. I 
dined and breakfasted on her, and found myself. I was lost 
on the Frieo, Bescar Co., Texas; dined on jack rabbit and 
guarded niy horse at night from Indians. Always carry 
matches and tobacco. I pity the last sportsman who does not 
sinoke,, A good strong old pipe by a roaring fire is good 
company in the canebrake or the thick woods, Lost peuple, 
J have always been told, goinacircle. I go in a bee line 
from where | want to go. Somecarry a compass; I have 
never found it of much use when I did not know from where 
Istarted. Creeks always run toward the river, but suppose 
you do not know if you want to go up or down? ‘Trees are 
always heavier on the south side, but suppose you do not 
know. whether you want to go north or south? The only 
way I know how not to get lost is fo stay at home, I love 
the woods and plains alone with my gun and dos ; pleasure 
is not to be had without pain, and do not laugh if [ get lost 
again, ATMO. 

San Antonio, Texas. 

Snoormse os tae Wixe.—Poor Sothern, the actor, is in a 

bad way in Hovland ; softening of the brain, or something of 
that sort, they say. Itis feared he will never play again— 

nor fish, nor hunt, as he used to do. Sothern devoted a part 
of each summer’s vacation to fishing and hunting in Canada. 
F, G. de Fontaine, in his inimitable biography of the actor, 

relates a little incident which occurred at Quebec, when Flo- 
rence, Geo. Holland and Sothern were rambhug through the 

town wailing for the steamer. They had started down the 
principal strect. 

Suddenly Florence commenced to yell: ‘Hi, hi, there! 
You—man with the birds! Hi, hi, come here!” 

- Sothern and Holland turned to see what the bluster was all 
about. and observed Florence gusticulating to a man on the 
other side of the street who was carrying a lot of birds on a 
string. Sothern said : 

‘ Florence, what the mischief is the row?” 
Florence replied: ‘Sh-h-h-h! Birds, my boy, birds. 

We'll buy them from this sportsman and take them down 
with us; it will be a plessant change of diet—broiled birds on 
toast, you know." 
By this time the ‘*sportsman"’ had crossed the street and 

was standing before the trio, He was rather a singular sort 
of a fellow, and withsla German. His face was about as ex- 
pressive as a bologna sausage, and though not deaf, it seemed 
to take minutes for each inquiry to reach his understanding. 
This at firs} made Florence think he couldn’t hear, Billy 
opened the nefotiations by asking 

‘Do you want to sell your birds?” 
, The ‘Teutonic sportsman, after a long, dull look, replied : 

' Vot on ; 

‘\[ say," repeated Billy, much louder, ‘*do you want to 
sell your birds?” 

The came Jon, dull look from the man, and then he 
drawled out: ‘ Vell, yes, I dink I sells dem.” 

“Well, how much for them ?” 
‘¢Vot 2?” with saine stolidity as hefore. 
**T say, how much for them?" howled Florence. 
** You buy dem?” 
‘©Of course I'll buy them; bow much do you want for 

them ?” 
You buy dem all?” 
Yes, yes, Ill buy them all. 

bargain.” 
‘“Vot#" with the same stupid look. 
Oh, Lord!” said Billy, now getting red in the face, 

‘What a stupid fellow! Look here! how much for the 
birds ?” 

The vender of game for the first time seemed to understand, 
for he commenced yery slowly and in the most exasperating 
way, to deliberately count his miserable bunch. Wlorerce 
was petting impatient, and just going Lo bawleut again, when 
the man looked at him as before, and slowly remarked ; 

‘Vell, I sells dem for two dollar,” 
‘All right,” said Billy, ‘Now, where did you shoot 

them 7” 
* Vot 2” ! 
tt] say, where did you shoot them ?” 
‘t Vere I shuod "em ?” 
‘Yes, where 
“T shood dem out mit der woods, Yould yon dink Ishood - 

birds in imy Front barlor 2” 
This rather slaggsered Billy, and they all commenced to 

laugh at him, for he was now the color of a boiled lobster, 
but yelling at the top of his voier, he replied : 
“Why, of course: I suppose you shot them in the woods, 

but jew did you shoot them?" 
“Val?” - 

“T gay, how did you shoot them?” 
“ How I shood ‘em 2"! 
“Yes, iow? Did you shoot them on the wing 2” 
te Vote” 
“Did you shood them on the wine?” howling in his ear. 
7 shood 'em on der wing?" 
‘i-Yes, on the wing.” Here Florence went through 8 pan- 

tomime with hid arms fo describe a bird using its wings. 
The sportsman gravely looked at Billy fora moment, and 

then replied = ; 
+ Vell, Lain'd berticular; 

Come now, let’s finish the 

sorne I shoods on der ving. some 

ie Norfolk Woods, sow owned by tuo Princa of Wales, to 1 slivoda on det Beas, und some T whoods on doe tall. 14's a. 

OE << 



der same-so long vot I got ’em.” And then he looked at 
Billy, as though he was saying internally, “ VYot idea; shood 
birds on der ving! YVot voolman!” ; 

Billy bought the birds and left instantly, observing that he 
felf sure gunning as a high art did not flourish in Canada, 

eo 

QUAIL ANDOPOSSUMS IN DELAWARE, 

PumAnELenta, Pa., Novy, 20, 1873, 

EDITOR Torus) AND STRZAN 
Saturday, Nov. 9, reached my destinatlon, eight miles west of Iel- 

ton, on the Delaware Railroad; anil hearlog that birds were go yery 

plentiful, my friend with whom Twas stopping got his traps in order, 

and by half pash three we wale under way. To be sure, the weather 

had been yery dry, no rain having fallen for More than a month; and 
the felds and woods were yery dusty, which may baye caused Ihe birds 
to mnigrate further south toward the Chaptauk River; but we ranged 
throligh as fine cover and feeding grounds as éver T hunted over, and 

did not find a coyey of birds until after sundown, and these the dog 
found in a stubble, not more than fifty yards from dense eripple? 
T got one shot, and by good jusk cut dowa three with my Gret barrel a8 
they rose, With the &ky in the hackground; bot before I cuuld get sight 

On another bird, they iad darted into the cripple. Monday we changed 

our couse, and found ont three small ecoveys, and killed six birds 

Trom the coveys as they rose; bul the cover belug so thick and briery 

We could not get atthemagain, Wue-day we went over lo a Irlend of 

mine, Curt, Johnson, who lives four miles heyond Greensboro, Mad, (4 
drive of eleven miles), and arrived there too late to shootin the after- 

oon, bulintimeé to indulge in a good, old-fashioned coon and *possum 

hunt at aight. There were & couple of genuine Maryland darkies, 
together with three of us; and having four ¢xcellent doys, we soun had 
thé satisfaction of “‘tearing ihe band play. Soon after reaching the 
edze of the swamp, Dalgo gave tongue (Yow, yow,’’ * Yow yow") 
very softly, when our darkey friend broke out, “ Dar goes de old man, 

Mr. Jornson; te never lies, he’s talkin’ to them, Wow jlat yere um.” 

‘Present)y another dog joined, ‘Dar goes Mitnie, Mr. Jornson; doye 

yore peru? An? by goily, dar gos Jennie anil Hano,* und tie whole 

four doga dashed of farough the swamp and down the branch, We 

Lunted ll 9 o'clock, and Gauzht three "possums and & coon, and had 

the pleasure of listening to the tinest music that ever arested a sporis- 

Thun’s Cars -the tongueing of the hounds. VTiis is a gveaf coun'ry for 

hunting; Johnson tas cagghh already mis season bifirty-live ‘possums 

nod seventeen coous, one of jhe former welgiiog thirteen pounda. 

The next worning we made an early stair, antl fond a covey of birds 

in. ebout half fn hour, ang kuled three; aod by ooun we had fourteen, 

We then turned to the house, and sat d ny loa Zoyal dimer o£ yoast 
‘possum alid sweel potaloes, 2 luxury which @ Siivtsindn with a keen 

Appetile knows how to appreciate, At half-past two we started off 

aviin, txklue wn oppesite course {rem bur aneruing's iamp, avd one 

small covey, which we qnickly demolished, lewviig but three birds eut 
often. We flashed ihres otier ccyeys, whieh took refoge in a pievs of 

“cut-down? woods, Bad had splendid shooling. dolinson wis shooting 

No. 8 Biltimore sofn shot, aid ih shoolidg tnrough the braiches and 

Igaves, two-thirds of the bird3 were merely cripol. dG, and ome escaped. 

ultogether, minus a goodly numberof featiers, Thad a No, id lreeeh 

loader, and used Spares’ No. § chilled shot; and though sitot at losger 

Tange thin Joaugon, and ip the same cover, yet four ours five of my 

birds went down stoue dead; thus demvustrasing the superi nity of 

chilled oy-r soft shot in saoooting In elose cover, I killed thirty-two 

quail and a woodcock that day, and was perfsctly satisfied. 

There is ab ubundance of quall in that section, bus the hawks drive 

them inte close cover; and by the first of December, after some of these 

Jilvates have been killed aud others frightened off, the shooting will be 

bettor than if is now. We returned te Delaware the same night, and 

shot on Thursday aad Friday, but falied to find half as many birds as 
we hed found in Maryland. 
Kabhits are very plentlfol. 

honors, 

Ob Saturday I killed seven in about two 
OC; 
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A TEXAS STAGE RIDE, 

San ANTONIC, Texas, Oct, 14, 1STS. 

EbivoR WOREST AND STREAM = 
Al 6 A. Mm on the morning of Oct, 11 we seated oureelyes in ihe 

stage (2), 8 sOrt of Nwo-horse vehicle on the “ dropper” order (2 ¢., ) 
ross between a common firm wagon ehd an ambulance, with a ten- 

dency to breed back to the farm wagon), bount tor the village of Oak- 
ville, the conuty seat of Liye Oak Couaty, and distant trom San An- 

tonio eizhty-Aya miles, Down the viliey of tLe San Antonio River for 

twenty miles, to Greytowe, we jogzgedin four hours. We saw a few 
coyeys of duall in tlre road, but ihe covar on exch side was 101 perfect 

+o see birds len fFuet off. Although we lave bad os yet no cold weather 

and We thermometer risus to the ninetles eyery Way, the ducks have 

arrived, for we saw stleas: a coxen lange foeks in that twenty miles, 
Guretage had two scats without b.vks, On the front one sat the 
Grivel alii a Texas ranchero Dame iiart; on the back seat your cor- 

respoudent and one of the biggest, fittest, greasiest and blackest 

female American citizens of Ajrlenn e-cent or ascestif has been oar 

jot fo sit besiie for many aday, Theold girl elout every hil! hour 

avew up her proboscis about half 1 tedapooutul of black snult, and 

thén taking @ dog-wood slick out of her mouth sie woold sozzle the 

wet end in the suuff and deposit the same between her extensive 

molars aud drop back happy as ai oysler in deep water ami looking 

about 23 intellectual. At 6 P, m. the old lady and her em ployer, Mr’ 

Hart, got out and jeff us alone with a new driver fora thirty mliles* ride 

to make by midnight. All along the roatl we saw coveys of quail of 

two Kinds, the common Virginia quail and the top-knotted bine qnuall, 

which is fast drifting down this way from the higher plateaus avd 

fibls lands northwest ofus. Any quantity of colten-fail rabbits thar 

one cold strike with a whip, and an oevselonal flock cf turkeys are 

feun, We shonld have mentioned the turkeys irst, as they were seen 

firet, ho rabbits not appearing unt!) Wie sin was down and the moon 

was out. We crossed fhe Rocky and the Weedy creeks, and the names 

are appropriate, the one being rocky sma the ovher weedy, but neither 

one at all Inelined to be watery, alihough we say driftwood In the 

trees on the high banks sixty Teet above the hed of the creek, and the 

driver said: ‘© When ihe crick gils ip thar we eamp out on the hills 
ontel she gits down.” We do not generally give credence In fuil to 

What stage drivel tell us, bob we do believe Liat that stage driver told 

ile lonest truth. Wedon't prefend to give & tuvid descyiphion of the 
country we passed through, butit was a good pame country ior ceriain 
kinds of game, but no fish. <A large proporiion of the way we were 

from twenty to twenty-five miles from water, allliongh to look at the 
map one would think there was plenty of water everywhere. This 

thirty miles of road is ag straight as a Texas sntveyor could lay it ont, 

and being new and all the way through timber, was rather simpy; bi 

fact, very stumpy. We told the driver Wwe were used to rough roads 

(being Texas born nnd talsed), gud suggested that Wwe could atid the 

shaking to get the extra sleep thal an eavly arrival at destination would 

giveus. He tovk us at our word qd ‘let ‘em ont.’ We made that 

thirty miles in five houre, which, for the condition of the roads, wus 
just stunning time, Hada good rest at the Nation Iouse, gnd a fuip 
breakfast and gn “‘Inyite” to a turkey hunt, but couldn't go, as bual- 
pess called us pack to San Antonio forthwith, Mr, Natlon says, in ~ My Hadden....18 * 

oh ie Te Doe ol 

* AND STREAM 
answer to our fnterrogatorles, than, “The boys have toga qnite a 
Ways To get turkeys now; sometimes half a mile, sometimes not eo 
Tur; but thilatime they are going to @ p ace six miles off, where there 
ara just thousards o! ‘em. Not bejng acquainted in the town of Gak- 
yille, We passed the dayin our room—fne, cool, breezy, and with a 

tine yiew from the window of thé satrounding country, for this ts all 
country to us. So, between reading up the sporting news and making 
np in naps for lost sleep, we managed 10 Wear ont the day, We started 

back for San Antonio that night at 12 ., wakened ont of a delicions 
dream of falling gebblers and young “spring chicks” as the young 
furks are callud, The ilusioa yanished when we were once more in 

tie atige, and we found ourselyes taterclewing the stumps on thar 
piece of Hew Tord, Howeyel, tie stage was better loaded, having 

Heven gounla, or, I should say, Mit muny bodies on board, which, for a 

two-seatéd vehicie, Was et leash enoiigh. More iurksys, rabbits, 

quail aud dueks, aud more crowding, We nobiced many skinks on the 
way back. 

The moral of the abaye is, 1f you fo From San Antonio to Oakville on 

the stage take your junch along. BEZAR. 
4 ee 

—Sce Bogardus’ advertisement. 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

THe Bogarpus Tournamins.—PLhe Bogardus tournament 
will he held December 25, 20 and 27, instead of November 24, 

26 and 27, as stated last week. Don’t forget the date. 
Bocarpus’ NEw Ronws.—Last week we published a new set of rules 

by Captain Bogardu:. We haye amu tiplicity of Huglish and Ameri- 

can roles a'ready established ani auopted by different clubs through- 

‘ub the country, end tie Captain has given us some of his reasons for 

revising his previons set of riles, es his experience has been yery 

extensive, and he figs had many opportunities of vbserying the wora- 

ings Gf the different rutes. As the resyl) of this cxperlence, the new 

tiles will naturally commend themselyes to eporismen. Bozurdua 

writes + 
{ wish to give my reason for the frst of my new rmiles, which you 

Published lasc week. J am of fie opinion that the use of only one 
arrel will make the beginuer # much more expert slict in the esd 
than lis ean ever herome tf he naea both baprel4, If, when the trap ia 
polled, the sliooter Koows that ie fas two chauces an the bird, he ja 
yery likey fo iiikze away With ile first barrel without taking rea ly 
GaTO U1 dim, god then M6 aM} eG 1h Wiany Cises prevents a fair slzht ab 
nue bird fora second shot, Now, if the shooter Koows that he has 
nuly one burrel to shoor the chances are that he wid taks nie careful 
hit, siivot better and mere accurately, and will necessarily make a 
hetterahot, I have stot underall riles, ond can do £0, but my expe- 
risnde has taneltine Liat thls melhiod is the best. In Rule 5 [ say 
Bhit the person at the evore +hali nit level hls gun oor ralse tt to Ils 
Ehoulder before ealime * Pull,” ‘Phis is to correct the wrong practive 
so commen AmOhE Lrap shooters Of taking sight half a dozen times be- 
fore the bird tises. Outin the feld, when a dog comes to a point, tue 
SPOrtsiab CAnnat go through all (his rigumarole before his dog flushes 
the bod. The role is, of conrse, as iair for One man as for another, 
and ils method Wil, L am eonlidsit, make much beter fled 
Sliotg thin the alher, Trap shooting should be made as much like 
féid eliocting us possible. In double hird shooting I have fixed my 
Tule thet bath birds Must be Oa Lhe wing at once, sud Must stay there 
tuthl jiey are killed or escape, I have many a time seen a man 
Bhostriahf through a double-hird sweepatake by haying one bird Dy 
and the other alight, and then scared up. This was nothing but single 
bird shovtiiy, ITE sportsmen want tO hurry up 4 tourpanent ict them 
use pluses’ treps fostead it pround traps, f£ haye made my rules from 
& long expezrience, anil hope that the State sporismen’s axsociations 
Will gJops stich of theni as tiey approve. 1 should like to hearthe 
views of sportsmen upon LicKe po fits. A, IL. BUGAKDeS, 

MatneE—Topsham, Noy, 15.—K yerside Clob had a shoot fur club 
medal; 15 yards tise > 

Wonjghtve-. seers A) OT OB eee a reo tt 
AQ Gou deh te aU SE Te Seal eae hy Ts 
WU Goud, WS ed ail Olt SE ie TS Ted, Oe Si 
Penney. PO ao, Wor ee er a a 
Likey, -- Pelee eae 2 ts el thes 
Keyes... ee Cure) SS Te Te Ste ee 2: 
York... Seek 0s 2 Oe Os DF Oe Ty) 
Baker... PeUUeee amet ee Oy lee Quetta De Ue tay 
PSrryids- os OO G0 01LTIL TOOT LI I—s 

Tie on thirtoen—21 yards, 
AQ, Goud.......--.5...1 11 L1—5 Bnigat.........02..... 11104 

Ww. ALS. 

BrRooxnvys Dsivine Park—Parkviile, L. T., Nov. 21,—Pigeon shot 
fyr oun presented by Mr. A. i. Weaver, shot for atseven birds each 
from live twaps, haudicapped riss, 10) yards boundary, commenced 
November 20; tes shot off November 21 : 
Madison, ..,,,27 yards... * *—1 0 
Watts... a 1 1 0 0 0—8 
Hady, 29 yas J—2 

Long Tsbanp SHOOTING OLuUB—Dexter Park, Cypress Hills, L. I, Nov 
99.—Monthly sheot for he championship cup, with adiilional prize, of 
100 shells and%wen'y-five pounds of shot: shot for at seven birls each 
from Hund Ttracs, Nandi@apped risc, eighty yards bonudary ; tles 
thot off at three birds: 

“1 1 0-1 1 1—W 
t—1 J 0-1 

Broadway. .-- 2s... 400-20 YUVUS. eevee ysee=- Le ete IE 7 
Bddy...=. . my TT Ue 12131311 tT 
Vredding.. Arete i ta, D7 
Hugheg.... i+¢520 MS 01101 1-6 
Turner........ ale 11161 1t6 
Wante....-++- 5E O211 1 146 
Mirphy... ae feiss Peo: 
Hadizon ,. fs Lt 0a 7 
Bauisie - a O22 10 1-5 
Gillett... if UCP) 0) tw 
Midway. 7 1010 0 1-4 
Ruberta..... te Tw 1 uk ae oh 
TEE tage et AR oes BRS SPAMS ot essai eal Me OTTO) Mig 

Ties on Sayeo. 
Browityay,...... coccetesl Lo 1-8) Bday suseceseces;-aseett-s) L 18 
Reddiug.....sss.,:.c.:.:1 1 0—2 

Second tie, 
Browdway.......-- Seeceed. T 1-8 Bday. cceesteeecivieessi 0) 1 1-2 

Tle on Aix. 
FIMZNEB.... veers ---=se 0 1 F—2 Torner,....,, PD 0—2 
MiMitiee tec iar eked were ' 0 (0—1 Murphy...... a o 0—0 

Second tie. 
FUERES...jccstagee dace Ge eD 12) DOrner, sees: cigeseroeesesce 0 O—0 

* ‘Ties on five. 
Mardtson,.-... .--.y2ey s-,1 1—2 Faulsia Me resten es 0 O—) 

Broadway wou the cup, Hughes wan the second prize, and Madison 
won lhe third prize, Keteree—Mr, G, F_. Gildersleeve, of Long Islend 
Shootmy Cinth. 

TLoxe Isnany GUN Chnp—Grownds of Jersey City Heiyhts Gun Club, 
Nov, 33.—-andléap at fifty glass bails, 18 yards vise, three traps: 

EG Murphy—sevateh..,.J21T111171717027T1111171111111 
1£1V1L110111111111111111111149 

Dr Zellner—two ball8—] 11 117110111 17T111001111011 
11111i1121111011111111111114, 

J A dumieson—two balis—11170112717T02711101111111 
TiiViti1i11111010011011111 O—4, 

R Waters—three bais— 1 1114142111311111111111710 
10011110110100010011011111-41, 

W Stone—twelve balls—OT010TU1T7T010T01101100100 
11@0171111170001101010601111 O—40, 

JS Hovy—ten ballsa—200001010117117100111011101 
012701010100101111100100 1-89, 

Second match ; same conditions : 
Mr Fowler—tive alla...c..s.6 111110011011011-46 
K Walters—three ball 1170111001111 0 1—8 
J 8 Hoey—four balla TOL01770010117T 1—M4 
Dr Zelinér—one huil.... 11110110110001 0-10 
Mr Iadden—fonr balls 011111110001 01—18 
Mr Grant—liree bille,, rp 1 ON0T01H00110000—8 
EH G Murphy—seraten.,.... Voliny ie scele del te Ol feta Ol "Wie 

EMD for gold budge of Jersey City Helghts Gun Club, held by Dr, 
ardett + 

Dr Burdott.-.,21 yards 11111101116 
111010111016 

Dr Zaliner....,18 © ..46..30110101111111001110—1 
JS Hoey....2478 " .....11011011110011111100—1% 
Mrlowler,....18 “ .,,..10010000111101000100—8 
Mr Grant,...., Ws scene VLLTTEOOLTLIOINIIDOLTLO00—8 
MriHeretag....08 " J...11100111110100W 

SEASIDE GuN Cupn,—Long Branch, N, J, Nov. 9%.—Mateh at birds 
English roles; for a gun and set of Bogardua traps: 

Dr B Eulis...,.... 1 Le oo ii 
KB Angell. A, ee 2 cies oo 1 
QO Tastings ... i & DOLL ah SY he TD e=i0 
W J Neldon ,,7...21 Tiitiiioirtd ts 
Clias Putney...... a3 ety PL To aig 
Sam (lark ..,...05 0 Tt ML d eet ees 
W Gleghorne,,....31 1 EO 1 4 0 2 
B Histings.......u1 LOD ty Oe 
C Martinez......- 28s 110011212227 
Dani] Woods....18 " io60o01i10i141 0—6 
Georg2 Wilkams, 2) “ Tit vo 7 6Osy 
MP Zirages esc.) Ay #5 0001 0 0W 

Bilis... ,....22.1 1 1 1—4 10—3 Hastings. sa. U1 
Match at Glass balls, 2! yarde, Bogardusrolea, for set of traps and 

100 lbs, shot: 

Perey Wittings,.,.. sacee pie ow a ha Bie eer at ik ai) 
AB Yutes,.... wae od oe Ye to ere 
W J Nelson, weoek Delhe ts od Beto ft) to Oo) de pee 
John Casweil. feeevsl 11 OH 110101 2d 1 rey 
Q Putney....- tap pl al aah tip! UR Sh Sh a ba irali 
Ray Coombs ghee eee) of ETE ee yk Oye ae erteay, 
HB Hastings... eae al Ot a GE Ey A a TE al fee 
Monson KOWG.-......-.06 OOS SOS 505 tet SOF tile leet 
Satouel Clark. welt OO VID OL 1 0 Oo 1 1 Hy 
Daniel Wonds....,......1 11T 00010 YU 100 0W 

‘The contest between RB, Angell, représenting New York ; Thomas 
B. Owens, representing Philadciphin, and Eigar Green, representing 
Monmouth, was then culled, The match was thirty blvds each, 26 yarda 
rise and 80 yards boundary; Looe [land rules: 

New York—R& B Angell ....... ves T2172 1) 11 01 01 11 11 01 1147 
Philadelphia—T B Owens... «2.11 11 OF 11 11 10-01 11 1" 11—16 
Monmonth— Greer... 24-24). .ee0e2. 71 JT 01 11:10:10 11 M1 10 14—14 

The day's sport closed with tivo hamlicap sweenetsk3s, 

Zjational astimnes, 
“Mickey lreu.”—That was not his name, but he thought 

that “* Mickey Free, the Pedestrian,” sounded a great deal 
better than Rohert Harviott, the paine they pave him at the 
baptismal font. Coming trom Irelund some thinly years ago 
with some reputation asa walkeralrendyacquired, Mickey Free 
went to Jersey Cily and soon announerd that fe would walle 
1,000 miisin 1,000 hours. Atit le went; walk it he did . 
though people did say that at night lis wife used to assume 
his Donnybrook costume and walk forhim. With the money 
which came in from the exhibition he boughi a shanty, and 
having no place to put it, rigged it on wheels and moved 
about from one place to another. He was a peripatetic 
squatter, Finally 2 man gave him enough land for his house, 
aud Mickey knocked off the wheels and lived there the rest 
of his life. After walking the 1,000 miles he considered 
himself a public character, When President Lincoin stopped 
in Jersey City on his way to Washington for his first iauuzu- 
ration a great crowd gathered at the railroad depot. Mickey 
elbowed his way through thecrewd, passed the guard, mounted 
the platform and cauzht Lincoln by the hand: 

“Ab, me purty boy!” he exclaimed, ‘put it there. 
the bould Mickey Free, 
God bless us!” 

He looked upon this incident as cne of the most notable of 
his career. At the outbreak of the rebellion he enlisted for 
three mouths in the Wilth New Jersey Regiment, and at the 
expiration of his time re-enlisted in the Thirty-third Regiment 
New Jersey Volunteers. He served three yenrs, the citizens 
of Jersey City caring for his family in the meanwhile. Dur- 
ing the recent elections Mickey advocated the election of 
Colonel Toffey for Sheriff. During tte campaign he caught a 
cold which caused his death. Mis body, wrapped in the Stars 
and Stripes according to his reqnest, layin state in the shanty 
on the meadows, and hundreds of persors went there to see 
them. 

Cornece Foor-Barn,.—The Yale and Harvard foot-ball 
fifteens met in Boston last Saturday. The contest took place 
on the grounds ol the famous boston baseball champions, al- 
though the Cambridge grounds were in much better con- 
dition for good sport than the Boston ball field. Harvard 
was compelled to select the latter grounds in order to secure 
the presence of one of her best rushers, who was recently sus- 
pended and thereby forfeited the right to yisit Cambridge 
during the term of bis suspension. Haryard labored under 
somewhat of a disadvantage by the absence of three of her: 
regular team, whose places were, however, well taken by sub- 
stitutes. The make-up of the teams was: Harvard—Rush- 
ers, Cushing, M. 8.; Swift, “79; Horne, “79; Perry, ’70; 
Warren, ‘82; Thatcher, 82; Cowdin, 79; Morse, 81. Half 
tacks—Blanchard, M. 8.; Cushing, "79 (captain); Sedywick, 
'S2; Windsor, 80. Backs—Wethersby, 8. $.,’50.; Eldridge, 
82; Honston, “79. Yale—Rushers—Faryale, 79; Faller, 
"1; Lamb, 81; Harding, 81; (Mul, '82; King, 80; Eaton, 

Walt backs—Badger, ‘82; Paters, 80; ‘thompson, '79; 
Waulson, 5. 8; Camp, ‘80 (captain). Backs—Nixons, 's1; 
Wakeman, M. &.; Lyman, '82. After some spirited playing 
ne a slippery ground the pume was won with one goal for 

fie. 

I'm 
May our shadow neyer be less. 

1 82. 

—The Princeton team play the Yale team at Hoboken 
fo-dity. 

Qouzens County Huntr.—The annis-seed bag of the Queeng 
County Hunt led them a right gallant chase over the Long 
Island meadows last Saturday. Several gentlemen tind one 
lady turned out for the fun, spurred their horses hard and 
rode not in blood but in mud, » part of the way. Last even- 
ing the members of the club and their Long Island friends 
gathered at a grand feast and Thanksgiving Kve supper in the 
Queens County Agricultural Society. 

A New Bow.—Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, the 
well-known makers of ‘‘ split-bamboo” rods, have added to 
their business a special department for archery. They have 
turned their large assortment of scusoned timber to new uses 
in the construction of a split-bamboo bow, which for power 
lightness and beanty will compare fayorably with the best im: 
perted stock, They are offered at reasonable prices, 

Hare and Hounns.—The good old Wnglish sport of '* Hare 
and Hounds” is to be introduced into Westchester County. 
The Westchester Hare and Hounds is a newly organized club 
which has its first run to-day, starling from OG. utral Avenue, 
near Woodlawn, and running about seyen miles and return. 
The rules of the South London Harriers have been adopted, 

THAngsatyine Arnigtes.—The Manhattan Athletic Club, 
Highth avenue and Fifty-sixth street, and the Scottish-Am- 
erican Athletic Club, Fifty-fourth street and Highth avenue, 
hold athletic meetings this afternoon. 



Tur Oxpust Housk mn AMERICA TO BE 
Torx Down.—The old Horton house, at 
Southold, Suffolk county, Long Island, is 
said to be the oldest house in America, hay- 
ing been built by Barnabas Horton in 1639. 
A portion of the house (the east end) was 
built later for use by the Court of Sessions for 
the Hast Riding of Yorkshire on Long Island. 
This Yorkshire and its Riding, with the 
Court of Sessions, were established by the 
Duke’s laws in March, 16638. The judge's 
bench remained in the house untila few days 
ago. The old house has recently been sold 
to Mr. Amos L. Sweet, who intends to take it 
down, and erect a new one on itssite. The 
residents of Southold and vicinity, as a fitting 
finale for a famous building, arranged for a 
grand entertainment Jast week. Antique fur- 
niture, household goods, kitchen utensils, im- 
plements of domestic industry, cranes, tram- 
mels, spinning wheels, ancient chairs, tables, 
etc., were gathered from every quarter of the 
country, and all the necessaries of good 
cheer proyided. ‘The tables were loaded as in 
the old days. The ladies who served the 
tables were robed in the costumes worn 200 
years ago, 

—_—_——_s 

Gyrsy’s “ Inreniicgenon.”—Gypsy is Mr. 
P. T. Barnum’s largest elephant. She is now 
at the Hippodrome, this city. She has a 

number of ring tricks in which she displays 

wonderful cleverness, even for an elephant, 

which everybody knows are very clever ani- 

mals. The other day Gypsy’s conduct was 

such as to increase the already high respect 

entertained for her by her keepers, the story 

is told by a metropolitan paper: 

She was ordered out for rehearsal at 11 
o'clock. She followed her keeper from the 
stall in the menagerie to the gate opening in- 
to the circus. At this point there is a level 
bridge of thick plank, coveling a subterranean 
apartment twenty-two feet square, in which, 
in times past, it was custom ry to house cer- 
tain mysterious animals until the exigencies 
of “Bluebeard” or other pantomimes re- 
quired their presence in the upper world, 
‘when they were shot to the surface through 
the ordinary trap. ¥ 

Gypsy was nearly across the bridge when, 
with a crash, the heavy timbers gave way, 
and down into the cavern, fifteen feet below, 
the ponderous beast fell, flat upon her side. 
The circus hands were immediately on the 
spot, and various unsuccessful attempts were 
made to get Gypsy out. 

At Jast Mr. June bethought him of the 
natural sagacity of the animal, and ordered a 
number of bales of hay lo be brought. One 
by one these were rolled into the cavity, and 
as these came down Gypsy placed her fore- 
feet upon it and waited patiently for the 
next, taking care to place it in position be- 
fore she attempted a further acent. She was 
soon able to mount to the surface, where she 
was met with cheers. She suffered no in- 
juries more serious that a slight abrasion of 
the skin on her side. 

“Vou'll never get Gypsy t0 cross that 
bridge again,” Mr. Keeler, a showman of 
thirty years’ experience, said. ‘‘ When an 
elephant has once met with an accident, it 
will forever after avoid the spot where it oc- 
cured. Some years ago I was) showing Em- 
press, a bigger elephant than Gypsy, up in 
Vermont. Once we were entering a little 
town through which a narrow but deep 
stream ran. This was spanned by a strong 
wooden bridge, but 1 was not strong enough 
to support the elephant. The bridge went to 
pieces under her fiye tons of solid flesh, and 
she fell into the creek. We had Nicodemus’ 
own time in getting her out. Tree years 
afterward we were about to enter the same 
town. Meantime the bridge had been made 
level with the street, houses had been built 
right up to it on either side, the bridge was 
covered with dirt, and none of us knew that 
it was within a mile. Bmpress did know. 
We tried all sorts of ways to gether up the 
street, but she wouldn’t budge; amd at last 
we were obliged to take her around the town 
and lead her in by anotherroad. She went 
like a Jamb.” 

> 

A Supplement To Eprson’s ELEOTRICITY.— 

We have just learned that our townsman, 

Robert H. Fenn, who has been blind for 

many years in consequence of an explosion of 

chemicals, has recently invented an electrical 

stopcock, which for simplicity and efliciency 

cannot well be surpassed. ‘his little instru- 

ment consists. of a screw, the end of which is 

plated with platinum, and made to press up- 

on a smal! disk composed of carbon or some 

metallic powder. By merely raising or low- 

ering this screw, thus varying the pressure, 

the strength of the electrical current can be 
correspondingly varied to a sufficient degree 
for all practical purposes, Jn connection 
with this stopcock Mr. Fenn has also invented 

an electrical meter, which, altough not quite 

ag simple in construction as that, promises to 
prove equally efficient. ‘The object of this 
apparatus is to measure and record the total 
amount of electricity passing over a wire dur- 

ing apy given time, however great the ir- 

regularities of the current may be. In this 

instrument Mr, Fenn has utilized the same 

property possessed by carbon, metallic pow- 

ders, and some other substances of increased 

conduetibility under miessure that he had em- 

ployed in his previons invention. Tt is well 

here to state that Mr. Fenn claims to have 
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discovered this property of carbon as far back 
asthe summer of 1878, but refrained from 
publishing the fact, modestly taking it for 
granted that previous experimenters could 
hardly have failed to take notice of s0 obvious 
@ peculiarity. 

In the discovery of an electrical meter Mr. 
Fenn appears to have surpassed the great 
electrician, Thomas A. Edison, who, haying 
recently deyised a means of adapting electri- 
city to illuminating purposes, and thoroughly 
demonstrated its practicability, was at a loss 
to furnish any process whereby it might be 
measured out to individuals, In an inter- 
view instituted by a New Yorkreporter the 
other day, Mr. Edison expressed the opinion 
that some method of measuring electricity 
might be discovered, though he adnaitted that 
he had serious doubts whether it could be ac- 
complished, Hestated that it was the inten- 
tion of the company at present to charge so 
mauch per light, whether it wasused or not. 
So it seems that our unfortunate townsman 
has met with a little good fortune in anticipa- 
ting the great inventors in the discovery of 
several important electrical appliances.—Fo- 
chester’ Union, Oct. 22. 

Admirers of Artistic 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed by Messrs, TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus 

sill with novel marine designs, ; 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac.similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors, 

UNION SQUARE. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

FERGUSON’S 

SPORTSMAN’S LANTERN 

(Improved) 
(Patented June 4, 1878.) 

Combining a CAMP LANTERN, HAND LAN- 
TERN, HEAD “JACK” and =TAPE “JACK,” 

FPERGUSGUNS RUST PREVENTER. Saie to 

handle, willnot gum, Waterproof and preservative 
for boots, etc. Plum’s Lubricating Oil, Insect Repel- 

lant, etc., ete. Send for descriptive clrcuiar. 

A, FERGUSON, 81 Beekman 8t., N. ¥. 
novi 2m 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
The most popular coat in the market. Made of 

velveteen, corduroy, fostian and canvas, Canyaa 
suits a $5, $5 and $12. For sale by all dealers in 
gans and sport-man’s supplies, 

4 LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

F. L. SHELDON, Rauway, N. J. 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 
Dudley’s Patent Instrument {5s adopted ta both 

paver and mtallic shells. lo extracts, nncaps, re- 
caps, loads, creases aud tains Over cartridge cases 
beautifull:, and weighs batfour onnces. send for 
circular with directions for using and recommend:- 
tions fram prominent sporismen to DUDLEY &. 0, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. nov2s tf 

Duncklee’s Patent Camping 
and Mining Stove. 

Four sizes, welghing from 15 to 70 Ibs. Just 
the thing for any ole camping out, Address TAUN- 
TON IRON WORES UO., 81 Blackston street, 
Boston, Maas. jyll 

WILD RICE 
Seed for Sale, R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis: 

octs tf ; 

Sportsmen's Caods. 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 25d8t., - - NEW YORK 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
Th sll Qnelities and Sixes of English Dye. 

° 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From T'aris, and of our own make, 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS? 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND M ATS. 

FURS, 

- Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 
Low Prices, 

Orders by mail, or information desired, will 
receive special and prompt attentien, 

THE 

“Standard Gem” 

MICROSCOPE, 

This iA a né w pa‘tern of high 
prwer Micrescope; attractive 
jn design an! simple in opera- 
tion, It stancs upon three sup 
ports, and !as a mirror for 
throwing an intense light upon 
the object. Can be used either 
standing upon the table or held 
inthe land. This wicroscope 
Tasa high megoifving power 
(10 000 times the area), and 
makes the sm silest object look 
wonderfully large, bringing ont 
the smallesc portions, and 

\ show'lug up the minutest de— 
4 tails. Inita single hair looks 

like a huge cable, and the foot ofafly like rome 
queer animal creation. Mullitudes of objects will 
Suggest themselves when one becomes acquainted 
with the uce of this instrament, whien is simple and 
susily understood. It is interest ng, entertaining 
and instructive. 7 
N, B.—This is a high-power n:'croscope for ex- 

amining minute objects, such #8: re qnite invisible 
to the naked eye. Price by mail, j ‘stpaid, $1 50. 

Send for forry-sight page catalo; 1e of skates and 
useful novelties. 

FISH & SIMPSON, 
nov2t 182 Nassi i sireet, N.Y. 

Guys, Bifles, Me. 

STEVENS PATENT 
BREECH-LOADING 

SPORTING RIFLES. 

Double and Single-Barrel Shot-Gune, Pocket 
Rifles, Pocket Vixtols, and the noted Hunter’s 
Pet Rifles Special sttention is cajled to our 
Double Breech-Loading Guns. They are simple in 
2onsirnction and manvfactmred with great care 
fromthe very best muterial. They are pronounced 
oy experts ‘the best gun in the market for the 
money.” Send for catalogue. 

Qur Shooting Gallery Rifle Is the fnvorite 
everywhere. 

J.STEVENS & CO,, Chicopee Falls, Mais, 

rg 

: Y DE cy 

CIRGULAR 

PARKER BROS 
ERIDEN. CT. 

PIONEER bhai 
BIRMINGE : 

oe? ENGLA 

Guns, Rifles. Gite. 

CHARLES GREEN, 

Maker of fine breech-loading shot-gans. Muzzle 
loaders altered to breech-loadera. Repairing and 
boring guns to shoot close and giroug done in the 
hest Manner, I also keep agood stock of LNG LISHL 
BREECH-LOADERS, Prices from $30 up; 
bored to shoot close and strong as parties muy de- 
sire. Send for price list. No. 3 West Main street, 
Rochester, N. ¥. jebut 

Miscellaneous, 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Masa. 
Total cash assets, aa per Insurance Com- 

missioner’s repOrt........-454+e00 + $14,466,920 68 
Total curplusas per Insurance Commis- 

BIOMEL'S CEPOL seeeees ress eseene eee ees 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 
BENNY & RATOLIFPE.....New York City. 

ead avceseeePortiand, Me. 
. F. +i, ~1s.-Nashun, N. G, 

MARSTON & WAKELIN....Philedelphin. 
; N..Bal. imore, Md. 

Detroit, Mich. 
‘hicago, Ill. 

Sr. Paul, Minn. 
5 holes -St. Lonis, Io, 

M. C. RANDALL,,..,. . Rew Orleans, Da. 
W. EVEHSON.........-......8an Franciseo, Cal 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPAGNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
37 BEAVER STREET, N, ¥Y. 

nov7 $m 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Came, Poultry, Eggs, Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED, 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

192 DUANE STREET, N. ¥. 
noy7 tf 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
134 and 136 Nassnu street, cor. Beckman, 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIO, 

Na, 145 Broapway, Hoom 30 NEw Yous Crry, 
_ 

All business promptiy attended to, Noy3g 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
pinvention, Anybody can operace it witi per- 

ee fect snecesr. Urniplete qutits from $5 to 
#50, chromo Photography outtits, $4; Helio- 

graph, 32-50. Send stéolp for Mil information to B. 
SACK MANN & OO, , Manufacturers, 278 Pear) st. 
S) sepl26 13 

HOTOS of Actresses, comic, ic., 10 for 25 cis 
List of books, #e. 5. kK, LUDDEN, E, EE Me 

e 

Amugements, Ge. 

HE AQUARIUM. BROADWAY AND 35th 8T, 
fonderiul periormunces uf the 

TRAINED K&NTCEY (Thoroughbred) HORSES, 
introduced by Mons, Oscar, 

BEL EMUA'S EDUCATED DOGS, 
Dally ab 20 and Sovciock Pw 

Admission, 50 Conta. ——Reeerves seata, 10c, extra. 

— 
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SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Siiyer and Bronze Medals 
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel 

SWeatminstar ennel 

None are genuine unless a0 stamped 

¥. 0. De LUZE, 
18 South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louie, Weatern Agenta, 

For sale in cases of 113 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Baue to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill feas on dogs or 

any other animals, or money returned, It is puto 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whic 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containin: 
full ieechtisne for use, 2 ee Sa 
not Pare 50 cents per Box by mall, 

ove are recommend ‘ 
and FOREST AND STREAM, prt ei a 

W. HOLBERTON. 
oct 13 117 FULTON STREET, 

Imperial Kennel, 
Setters and Pointera Boarded, 

rYoken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment. 
Address, 

an H. U. GLOVER, 
" Toms RIVER, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have dally 
Rocess to sait water. octlo tf 

LISTENS 
The Sportsmen's Bell 

tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 
closer, Valuable in early 
woodcock shooting, cock- 
Ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick. 

WA Sola by dealers in guns | 
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
30 cents, BEVIN BROS, MANUFACTURING CO., 
Hass Hampton, Conn, Bepti? 8m 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
or 

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del, Co, N Y. 

T keep only cockers of the finest strains, Sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana Bate de- 
livery to every customer. These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grousr 
gud woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir 
cular, testimonials, ete. jlo. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 

Sportsmen in want of fir't-class cocker spaniels 
write at once to CHAS, S, HITCHCOCE, besretary 
Ouleout Kennel Cltib, Franklin, Delawere County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups. septl2 tl 

POINTER PUPPIES. 
By imported champion Srapshot, out of imported 

Fannie, now eight weeks ojd—color, liver with white 
markings—three dogs, one bitch, price_ each $20. 
‘Also one red Irish setter bitch, whelped dune 12, by 
imported Dash (st, New York, 1578.) out of im- 
ported Flora (ist, New York, 1878). Price $25. We 
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept. 
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (ny 
Cal, ouf of Psyche; 18°, New York, 1878). LINCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Warren, Mags, octs1 tf 

Dogs for Sale. 
On account of departure ofthe owner for Hurope 

the following dogs are offered for gale yery low: 
Lemon and white polnter Till, winner of lst prize 
WW. Y¥. dog show, 1877. Red Irish setter, Sanky, bred 
by T Jerome, Esq. Gordon setter Kent, a prize 
winner. Liver and white Gordon bitch Zadiee, Dick, 
red setter, sired by One Hyed Sancho, Allthe above 
are broken dogs. Also four pupples, 7 monthsold 
by Kent out of Zadiee. Can be seen at the Taplulah 
Kennels, Babylon. L I, For price, etc, address C, 
DUBOIS WAGSTAFF, Esq., Babylon, L. I., or the 
Kennel! Kditor of thie paper. noyl4 3t 

es NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
an exceedingly handsome black, white-and-tan 

setter dog, pot thorouguiy broken for the fleld, but 
admirably suited to 4 gen{leman’s country place, or 
aS a personal compinion. Be is Tall-sized and 
Mphiy bred. Price $100, Application must be made 
at this office. sddress C, octs tt 

jt will buy a thorovghly broken red ana white 
$50 setter bitch, with a pedigree for 90 years, 
Address B. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. 

Novi tf 

Ds WANTED.—tThe advertiser wishes to pur- 
chase @ really first-clars setter deg or bitch, 

Must have extra speed, staunchness and nose; be 
broken on quail aud woodcock ; handsome and about 
threa yeurs old. For such a dog will pay a fair 
price, Addreasd, H. S,,7a0m 105, Hotel Bezew ick, 

= te 

NEW YORK; 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 
ieee ea ee SS COCOA ECR SAS RE 
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_STABLISHED 1820.—— PSaey & TVBIRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW CBERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale 

SETH CREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per doz, 

FISHING 
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FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT GUN. 

There 

DETACHING BARRELS, 

the money, 

never was a pun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

\less able to get loose or out of order, or ons so good for 

Prices range from $50 to $300- 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms’ Co. 
BOSTON, MASS. 

“push 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Implements, Curtridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

(Gamping Ontiits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

- Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The ‘“ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb, 21, 1878, the best, con- 
trivance Inadé for the purpose, Hyery sportsman 
should have one, 

Also # cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
hair, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS!—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28, 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
gold in any quantity. 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the most artistic manner, 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 
CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

{ng Kniyes; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 

IMPORTER OF 
Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE. 

= SS S— 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORK. 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Joint, with 
extra tip, In case, #18. 

REELS in German allver, rubber and brass, of the 
best inakers, and with all the latest Improvements, 

ART/ FICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large variety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON BLIKA. 

FLINS tied to order from any pattern at shortes 
notice, 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Ete, 
Walking Cane Rods, 

The“ NEW FLOAT SPOON,” One of the most 
successtul spoons in tse, Try one. 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers, 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 5) cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers, 

OPLICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc, etc, 

Ht Also EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. Etc., Etc. 

The Hennel. Ghe Hensel, 

IMPORTED BLOODHOUNDS. 
G. DE W. GREEN has also afew pure bred blood- 

hound pups for sale at v-rious prices according to 
merit, whose parents have just been imported from 
England, the sire being Hugo, one of the best dogs 
of that breed in England, winner of several prizes 
at the latgest, shows there, and dam Juno. Huzo by 
Champion Draco-Hilda, Draco by Corven’s fumed 
Old Druid-Daisy. Pri:es from #10 to $20 each. For 
further particulars, ete., anply to G. DE WAR- 
RENNE GREEN, Pest Office, Oakville, Ontarin, 
Oanada, noy2s 1t 

OR SALH—Thoroughbred Gordon setter dog 
Wallace, by Cupeland’s (late Jerome’s) imported 

champlon Shot out of J. R. Tilley's Mab. 18 not 
surpassed in style, shape, markings or orherwise by 
any dog in this country; has been used by his Jate 
owner 01 game io the Sonthern and Western States, 
and waa “ Highly Commended” N, ¥. Bench Show, 
1878, Address EXEOUTOR, office this paper, 

Nov2S 16 

JOR SALE-—Six pupa by Luther Adams’ Drake 
«ut of Mollie. Moliie by Adams’ Dake ont of 

St. Kildar. Pups whelped May 16,183, Address 
DR. . M. QUNIBY, Worcester, Maza. noy2s  j 

4 

HAMPION IRISH SETTER DOG YORK in the 
stud. York is winner of prizes at the foilow- 

ing shows: Cork Show, Ireland, 1876; Centennial, 
1876; St. Lonls, 1876; Baltimore. 1876; New York, 
1877; Philadelphia, 1878; Baltimore, 1878, where he 
also 100k prize for the best stud dog. Is sire of both 
Pat and B-ddy, who both took 1st prize at Baltimore, 
1878. Term: for services reasonable, 
For Sale—1 fine red Irish setter dog, 20 months 

old, partly broken. Price $40. One red Irish setter 
pup, 8 months oid; sire, Champion York out of Bess; 
very handsome; price $30. Red Irish setter puppies, 
8 months old, sired by Champion York aud by prize 
bitches Floss, Maud and Nora; price reasonable, 
For particulars and pedigree inquire of 0. Z. MILEY, 
Lancaster, Pa, noves eo 

ANTED to exchange a good-size Irish setter 
dog, 19 monthsold, partly broken, for a well 

broken native or Irish setter bitch, not over three 
nor leks tha one and a half years old. Address I, 
KAMP, Lock Haven, Pa. novi4 3t 

OR SALE—Having more dogs than [ need, will 
sell a large pointer dog, three and # half years, 

and a pore ted Irish setter, three years. Goth of 
these are prize winners, and first-clasa fleld dogs, 
Sold for no fault. For pedigrees and full information 
address H., hox 1,677, N.Y. FP. 0. novel 2t 

Sor Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout «ggs—ready for delivery 

from the 1st of Nov. toJan. 20. Send for price lat 

‘J, B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catf. Connty, 

N, Y. Sept26 tf 

OR SALE—An 83¢lb. E quality new Nichols & 
Lefever double gun. 12 gauge, with fine waluut 
For particulars address Box 221, New Castle, 

novzs it 
case, 
Pa. 

INNESOTA FARM—Por sale, 1680 acres im- 
proved land in Rock Connly, Minnesota, with 

farm honge, three stables, corn house, hen hnuse, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams iiulear 
Water: directly op line «f St. Pani and Sioux Cu 
Railroad; price $18,000. Only one hall mile vy ra 
Irom connty seat. Sold only to increasu farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood, No such burs 
giin to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
shown and full specifications giyen on application 
to CHAS, HALLOGE. office of ToRESt Arp STREAM, 

oo B16E 



FOREST’ AND STREAM. 

for Sale. 

He SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Pienic 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J, Build- 

Ings cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improyements; tenant’s house, 
ptables, etc.—in one, four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres groye, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
Orchards, Address B. B. P., care this Ponies 

213 tf 

‘H\OR SALE—A first-class gun and general repair 
shop, with a nice little stock of sporting goods and 

pewlug machines, and parts aud attachments for a 
general repair shop in gans and sewiug machines 
and all fine work, with about $1,200 stock in one of 
the best towns in Central Texas, which has a popu- 
Jation of 5,000. A good trade and plenty of work. 
Cause of sale, have to change climate, Address J. 
J, HARREL, Corcicana, Navaro Co,, Texas. 

NOv28 2 

Sportsmen or Capitalists !! 
A rare opportunity is afforded of purchasing the 

orange and pecan groves of the Rev. Chas, Beecher 
at Newport, Fiori¢a (three miles from St. Marks) 
one hundred acres of land; modern residence, fur- 
nished ; out-buildings—all complete, Fine turkey, 
deer and water-fowl shooting almost at the door, 
Just the place for a gentleman of means who would 
like to combine pleasure with profit, Please investi- 
gate. Address CHAS. BEECHER, Bridgeport, ce 

nove2s 1t 

O LET—Splendid opportunity for a man of 
: gmail meansto make money. The Oscawana 

Trout Farm on the Hudson, thirty-five miies from 
New York, to let or lease, low to 4 man who under- 

& tands the business. Four-year-old stock now uv: 8 
premises. Present hatching capacity one hundred 
thongand. A small expense, wiich the owner will 
agree to make if desired, will give capacity of five 
hundred thousand. From one to ten acres of ground 
With small house if desired. Six epring ponds and 
a creek of splendid water, never dry, connecting, 
Will let to a good party who understands the busi- 
pees, at $600 per year. H. P, DEGRAAF, Bowery 
National Bank, N. ¥. Tov2s 2b 

Lotteries. 

NPRECEDENTED. Ai TRACTION Ns 
J OVER HALF A MILLION DISTRIBUTED. 

Louisiana State- Lottery Company. 
This Institution was regularly Incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
table purposes in 1868, with a Gapitalof $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fund of $950,000. 
ITS GKAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS 
will take place monthly, Jt never scales or postpones, 
Look at the following distribution = 

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT, 
daring whic will take place the 

EXTRAORDINARY SEMLANNUAL DRAWING, 
at New Orleans, Tuesday, December 10, under 
the persons! snpes vision and mapazement of 

GEN, G. 7. BEAUREGARD, of Louisiana, 
and GEN. JUBAL A. EARLY, of Virginia. 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $100,000. 
t=" Notice—Tickets are Ten Dollars only. 

Halves, $5. Hitths, $2. Texths, $1. 
LIST OF PRIZES. 

1 Capital Prize of $100,000.......-+.<.-. $100,000 
1 Grand Prize cf 50,000....- 50,000 

2Large Prizes of 10,000. 
4 Large Prizes of 5,000. 

20 Prizes of 1,000,. 
50 +e 

100 
200 
690 oe 

10000 at 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES, 

100 Approximation Prizes of $200..... 20,000 
100 Approximation Prizes of 100, 10,000 
100 Approximation Prizeseof 75...+..-. 7,500 

Raae siete EE Sa Sines senators g022, 000 
WN. G. T. BHA GARD, of La. ae 

GEN. JUBAL A. EARLY, of Va, f Commisst'urs 
Application for rates to clabs should only be made 

to the Office of the Company in New Orleans. 
Write for circulars or send orders to 

M, A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0. Box 692, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

or to H. L. PLUS, 
$19 Broadway, New York City. 

novl4 26 eow 

Royal Havana Lottery. 
Extraordinary Drawing. 

TO TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER %, 1878. 

here will be only 18,000 Tickets, 642 Full Prizes, 
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000, 

Smallest Prize, $1,000. 
we we vees 0 9009, 000 

100,009 
1 Prize of 
1 ae 

TK ed 5t ONO 
oF a, 5 £5,000 

os “ee 100,000 
SHH gt? 0,000 
436 456,L00 

§ Approx!mafion A he 9 
remaining units of number drawing the 
$500,000 Prize ....s eens vecsce e+ 18,009 

9 Approximations of $1,000 e for the 9 
remaining units of number drawing the 
$100,000 prize.......-..- pine ha eerie as EA 9,000 

2 Approximations of $1,000 each for the 
numbers preceding aud following the 
one drawing the $50,000 prize...-..-... 2,009 

Whole Tickets, alves. Quarter-. 
$100, $ae. $285. 
Fitts. ype Twearieths, 
$20. 10. 5. 

Prizes cashed, orders filled, and information given 
free, 

TAYLOR & CO., Bankers, 
11 Wall Street, N. Y. 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
BWASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY, 

Class W Draws November 3C. 

One prize of $14,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000. 

1596 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
. 599 BROADWAY, N, ¥- 

Auxiliary Rifle, 
SHELTON'S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a. second of time with the same ease as 2 cartridge, ana 
can ke removed just as expeditiously. There isnmo wear on the rifie barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not «et Out of order, With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into 4most accuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 88. or 44, as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,'s 
cartridges, No, 82 and 88, extra long, and No. 44, model1873, Send fora Circular and Price List, 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
P. O. Box 715 NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FOSS BROS. & CO,, 
(Successors to F. J, ABBEY & CO.), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 
ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

recch TL peding Fi lire Alms) 
ACCEHESSABRTES. 

OROREG: No, 19 North Gisth St., No. 220 North Second St, and No, $27 Commence tt, 

59], "OLD RELIABLE” 294, 
STILL TRIUMPHANT. 

(PRADE MABE.) 

In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four, Among them the 

Inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with & score of 974. Best score by any 

other rifle, 960. é, t 54 

The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rifie, 1,044. Best by any other rife, 903. 

The inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197, 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifie with a score of 148 out of a 

possible 150 at 1,000 yards, TH LEECH CUP, won at Spring Meeting with s score of 205. Best 

other rifle, 197. For the Grand Ageregate Prize at Fall Meeting, thiee competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— 

Mr. Frank Hyde, Col, W. H. Clark and Capt. WH. Jackson—tied on a score of 21.0 points. 

THE LONGLRANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, wou by Capt. J.8. Barton, with a Sharps 

Military Rife. All prizes in thts match were won with Sharps Tifles. i 

AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. 8. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possibie 225 at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 

221. SHARPS RIFLE CO,, 991, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. 

#7 (1 NORRISGS jor Son: 
Ay at 

AY! kinds of Furs dresse 
foftand clean, and manuf.cturer! 
into Fur Gloves to order. ld 
Fur Ganntlets sewed over, re- 
Taced with the hest Buckskin, and 

.relined with soft and fine Lamb- 
skin, on reasonable terms. 

# Dog Skins and other Yura 
can be gent by express at my ex- 

GauNtLeTs 
—— 

= 
ense. 

! oes. REPAIRED: AM » Buckskin and Chomois 

KS) 5) ee St er) > y Rkfrte aud a aeewe made to 

: el SZ order, and are a recom- 

[Saar RR a Orver mended fon those Lae are 

‘ Dh, Poaan Y $7 troubled with weak Jnngs and are 

———_- ‘Buckskin nl RTS ay URAWER g ess exposed to extreme cold, as they LZ 
Keep the temperature of the body 
kin even. Buckskin Gloves made to order and warranted to fit, for all Kinds of deformed and mutilated 

7 TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABE:.! 
Gives erenter penetration and better pattern than ordigary shot. Equally well adapted to 

choke-bores, modifed chokes and cylinders. 

Gur chilled shot will be found free fvom shrinknge, more spherical, more uniform in slze 
harder, heavier 920 of brighter and Cleaner tinish than any other. SEND FOK CIRCULAR. 

TATHAM & BROS., 2 Beckman St., 
Hew ToRE.~ 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 4 md 

Publications, 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifie Shooting, 
25c. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 
R2 

Camp Life in Floida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
S32. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition, 

3. 

For sale at office of FOREST asp ill 
Fuiton street, New York. a 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, aud Methads of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge--Quail; 
Roffed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hazud- 
ling the gun, bunting the dog, and shenting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at hook stores generiliy. Also for sale 

one double-barre! breech-loading central fire slot- 
gun, 12-gauge. Address, 

Frank Schiev, 
Frederick City, Md, 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED.] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and pointa o 
Interest, Populations, Warm Lands, their value, 
yield, etc,, Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fish— 
ing aid Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official Fourees, with complete soundings, ctc., etc, 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtamen, and the country 
pentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address U, P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, MoRgsT AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT, BOGARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, contalning instructions 
for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Milea Johnson For sale at 
this office, Price $2. 

Augical Mnstruments. 

MIRROR TOP WATERS “Sopris ORGANS. 

Oat 11 

These beantiful organs 
6 fesercrrt are remarkable alike for 

i purity of fone and perfect 
“ [fee SSS eT eaten py ager 

8 fe ae are all richly finis in 
j Wercaeset | Solid Black Walnut. We 

fella better instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
| Grand, Square and Up- 
jengit, are the BEST 

=== MADH, the Tone, Touch, 
———— Workmanship and Dura- 

bility unsurpassed. Warramed for SIX YHARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalognes Mailed. 
Second-hand Planes and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SGNS, Manu- 
Sas seo dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
ew York. 

p PRINCE B 
‘4 so nee 

x” ORCANS. > 
-nsst perfect inanufactory.in the U.S The oldest, lar 

=<ERB, 0=. 
gy. Two New Styles Just Out. rc 
o 
Y, . “eg, @ Send for Price-Lists, 

BUFFALO? 



| Sporkmen’s Bontes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route cfihe Spertsman and Angler 

to-the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia; 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleshany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
Bwha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and teh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snipe, wootdcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, efc., €tc. 

Gung, fishing tackle, and ore dog for exch sporta- 
man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most bean{ifol and ee scenery 
of the Virginia Mouctains to their most famous 
watering places and summer regorts, 

The Qnly Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Rallroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and st Richmond and Char- 
lJottesville with the South. Allmodern improvemeuts 
in equipmen 

ae e CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

Richmond, Va. Ap 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Ling reach some of the finest 

waterfowl! and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninstla. City Point, 
dameés’ River, Curritnek, Florida,and the mountain- 
Ous conutry Of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers anil Monday. Tuestiay, Thursday and Sat- 
mriay. Lewes, Del,, Tnesday and Friday at2 v. mu, 
Full infermation given at ofius, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York. Rep2s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Leas and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds In the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
00 parties of ten ormore upon epplication to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. ES. 
E. F. WINsLow, 

General Manager, 
Gen. Passenger Agent, 

ONG ISLAWD RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferryboots leave New York from James Slip 

(anily except te 80 minutes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, Hast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulson and Catharine ferries (duil,) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains f10:5 Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Aulontic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenpo't, Sag lTarhor, etc., 8:30 4, M,, 
4P. M.,a0d on Saturdays at 3:30P.M. Wor Patch- 

For Babylon, 
6P.M, Wor Port 

eee eto, atid a. m., 3:30, £30 and 6:30PM. For 

and 6:30. mu. For Par Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 A.M, 
4, 4:30,5,6and7p.mu. Bor Garden City and Hemp- 
Btéad, 8:30 tnd 10 4. Mf, 8:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6530 P, o., and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 a. ML, 
280 and 6:30P,™. SUNDAYS—For Pcre Jefferson, 

Patchogse, etc., 9 A.M. Babylon, etc., band TP. M, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9.4. M, and 6:30 7. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Islind Ol y only 9:30 4. ut. aud 
5:80 Pr, M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
agtreet ferries, at the offices of ** The Long Island 
Dixpress,” 3 Park place, 786 and 912 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 383 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, biggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

§. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup't. 
3, CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. je6 tf 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Sprins- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegint steamer C. H, NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No, 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cépted), ats P.M. Passengers go Nortl: and Hast at 
LP. 
NIGHT LINE:—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 P. M,, arriving in New Hayen in time for the 
arly morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by dally Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
Work and Canada. Apply st Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PECK, General Agents. , 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 
HEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8, AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. EF. 

THE VIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 
CORTES, Capt. Bennett, and 

ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinney, 
form. peau at line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 20, North River, New York, three times a 
mouth. Persong visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
or the Lower St, Lawrence will find this the cheapest 
and most diract route, avoiding changes and deten- 
tion. Timebetween New ‘ork and Halifax abont 
#ixty Lours, ene half ot iripthrongh Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in saicoth water. 

Oahin passage, including staicronm end méals, 
New York and Halifax, $15 ¢Gid; New York and 81. 
Joins, $30, gold. Hxeursloe tiekets at reduced 
tates. For schedule of sailingsand further partien— 
jars apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
£8 West street, N, Y. 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO., Halif2x, N; 8, HARVIS 
& O0,, St, Joan's, N, Bs je206m 

ee 

Sporlimen’s Giontes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO. 

Respecticlly invite attention te the 

Supericr Pacilities 
affordea by titeir lines for reachiig most of the 
TROTIING PARES and RACK COURSES in the 
Middle Stutes. hese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
Golties and dangersof reshipmeént, while the excel- 
lent cars which tim over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TOG BH TRANSPORTED without feilnre 
Or injury. 
The lines cf - 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecatitiea for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the compan in 
all qe principle cities ta KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, aud Still 
c Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUOKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSKY COAst 
reuowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER FIN 
AND FPEATHOR, ¥ 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass, Agent, 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, tebif-t 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, sui! Chicago 
to Kansas City, c 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

PIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
HAVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
quail, ete, Connects direct at Kuneas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buifalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

icazo, Tia 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, § AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN'S RIVHR and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, end thence 
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
Qeneral Avent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8, Co., 
Pier 22 Sonth Delaware Aven te, Phila, 

Deci4-ly 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE, 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Hmbraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railways Lines of the West and Northweat, and, with 
its humerous branches and connections, form- the 
shortes] and quickest route between Chicago and all 
points im Iilimois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, lows, Nebraska, California, aud the 
Westera Territories. Its OMAHA AND GALI- 
TFORNIA LINE is the shortest and beat ronte for all 
points in Northern Dlinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Callfornia, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
8T. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Masison, St. Paul, Minneapolls, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE jis the only route for Winona, Koches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points In Southera and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE ts the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
tior country, Its FREHPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port aid all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and Is the only one peeenog trough Eyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegsan lRacitie, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are Dow running regularly between Chicago and 
Gouncil Bluffs, on the California Express Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bonnd, they leave Chicago daily, except Stn- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. ™., and arrive at Council 
Bluils next morning. 

Hiast-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 P_ m,, 
daily. sxcept Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
ahd reach Chicago next afternoon. 
[" No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
. TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents pecnliay advantages. For 
Pralric Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Towa line to-day offers more fayorable points 
than. apy other road in the country, while for beer 
aud Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Leke 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points ou the Northera and Northwestern lines of 
pleco eeoerall be found unsurpasssd by anything 
n the West. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State eteet. 
For rates Gr information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, anply to 
MARVIN HUGIITT, 

W. B. STENNETT, Gen, Manager, Chicago, 
Gen, Paas. Agent, Chicuzo, Jex0 tr SuEREIEEEEEEEI SERENE enErmamee Tear en i ————— a ee ae ee 

Rates reduced to #3 per day for all rooma above 

[ 

Ziotels and Resorts fer Svartsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLFO), 

CHICAGO. 

the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4,50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel inthe World to show as 

large and as eleguntly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SHERMAN, je20 tt 

Rossmore House, Speonk, L, I. 
Situated on the Great South Bay, between Moriches 

and Westhampton, within a mile sud a half of the 
ocean. Hxcellent accommodation for summer 
boarders. Surf and still water bathing, Good boat- 
ing, ishing, and gunning, House open turonghont |. 
the year for fishing snd shuoting parties. Boats, 
boatmen, Stabling, carriages, and every convenience 
Tor sportsmen. Accessible by Long Island Railroad, 

8. P. CONELIN, Prop’r. 
ange ty 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L, 

By @ practicnl gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc. 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. ‘The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all yarieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, aud satix- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L, 1. Noys tf 

Terms moderate, 

Gunpowder. 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Pupont?s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their grea repntation for 78 years, 
Mannfacture the following célebrated brands of 
Powder ; 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness sid cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

_ DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to d (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
tlean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPON'T'S DAGLE RIFLE, 

A qnick, sirong and o!¢an Powder of very One grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FQ@_, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
Fg and PrNg,—The Fy for long-range rifle sioot- 
Ing, the F¥g and FFMg for general use, burning 
Strong and moict, 

SPORTING, MINING. SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of ull sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for export, Musket. Catnon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 3. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof. Agencies in all cities and principal towns 
throngliout the U.8. Represented by 

F. L SNEELAND, 70 Wata Sv, N. Y, 
N. B—wUse noxr but DUPONT'S Fg or Fg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. ; 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY 8'™., N. W.s 

" om 

ficle Proprietors and Manufactnrera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No, 1to 7%, strongest and Cléanest made, In sealed 
Jb. cani-ters. Higtier nunibers specially are recom. 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-towl, strong and clean. No, 7 to & in 
metal Kegs, 63¢ Jobs, each, and canisteraof1 and & 
ibs. envh, 

Orange Rifle Powder. - 
‘he best for rifiss and sl ordinary porposes. 
Blues, FG, FPG and FFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood atid metal kegs of 25 }bs., 1234 Ibs 
and 614 lhs., and in canisters of 1 1b. and % Ib, 

Ail of the above give high yelocities and tess 
réslduum than any other brands made, and are ve- 
sommended and used by Capt. A. H. KOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BEASTING POWDER aud ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

iVG APPARATUS, MIi ITARY POWDER 
Of all kiniis op hand and made to order. 

Saleiy Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses, ' 

Yyamprlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
ont, cent ree on application to the above address, 
et ee 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Volding and 
ae ee ae oe Boece Bia Athy door cake 

ihane 6. JAMES BRADY, Manager an 
Proprictor, Open dsy gud night, ; 

Gunpowder, 
j 

—=. = 
i 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazards “ Electric Powder? 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed fp point of 
atrength and Cleanliness, Paoked im square canis= 
ters of 1 lb, only, 

Hazards ‘American Sporting.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 1b. canisters and 
64 lb, kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, fo1 
upland prairie shooting, 6li adapted to shol= 
guns. 

Hazari’s " Duck Shooting.” 
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (eoarse), In] and 515, canisters 

and 64 and 1245 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

* penetration, For fleld, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke anyother brand, and it 1s equally seryicsable 
for muzzle or breech-loadera, 

Hagarid’s '' Kentucky Rifle.” 
FPFG, FIG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG, in kers of 
124 and 64 Iba, and eane of 6 Ibs oF EFC is im 
packed in } ana lb, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The HPFG and PMG are fevorite trands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” PG is 

1 the standard Rifle powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT, CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

ANP RlGUIAl SAAN OM tuld06, Sis 
FACTURED TO ORDER. ~~“ : F 
The above can be kad of dealers, or of the Com— 

peny’s Agents in éyerg ‘prom‘pent city, or wholesale 
Bt Our ofice, 4 aut 

89 WALL STRHET, NEW YORE. 

Spoytsmen’s Goods, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
For Guna, Cutlery and Surgical Instraments,. 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate. Sportsmen Gyerywhere lu tha United 
States pronounce it ihe best gun oil im the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It in 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-llve 
years of active and frequent use of cons.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO. 

B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 

* Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, 
{Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B, Kitwedge & Co., 
/ Cincinnati, Ohio; E. i, Haton, Chicago, Ill.: Brown 
;& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, ‘Thos, W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio, Trimble & Kieibacker, Baltimore, Md. 5. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C. Jos. GC. Giubb 
& Co., Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

Ronan’s Metal Shel! Cleaner. 

Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes, No water used, 
Knives elastic, self-adjusting, preyent the slipping 
of wads, 1s unednalled a9 a breeeh wiper by coyer- 
ing with an oiled cloth, For sale by all gun dealers, 
or sample sent free by mail on receipt of price, 
$1.60; 10and 12bore. J, F, RON AN, box 44 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Maas, Liberal discount to the 
trade. Sept23 3m, 

TRY 
@, Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

Guin Wa ns. 

EQUAL TO ELWs, AT LESS PRICE. 

Por sale by all deniers. Manufattuied by B, 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn., and 7 White strest, 
New York, ootl7 3m 

D. LURCH’S 

Long Range Rifle 
Cruzpmoor Taranr, Disranon 200 Frnt, 

AIR GUN GALLERY, 
No. 104 Bowery, (Between Grand and Heater St&) 

. NEW YORE, 

0, & B. ZEVTLER, | ; 
QUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New Yort, 

Trap-Shooter’s Ammunition 
Case. 

A handy and sompact Leather Box for car n 
shells., 100 rounds, £4.60; 70 rounds, £4 Sent pe 
Sxpress OU receipt of price, or C. O. D, averywhere, 

THOMSON & SONS, 
FP, O. Box 1,016, 801 Broadway, New York, 
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Sportsmen's Goads. 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.) 

Thig house is well known es being the largest 

Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 

States. 
Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- 

liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 

Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for 

Holiday Presents, consisting of jewe'ry of every de- 

scription. novid 2mog 

GO98D’S OIL TANNED 
MOCCASINS. 

The best & in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
Bnow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to dhe feet, and very 
Le sem durable. Made to order 
ae in & variety of styles, and 

warranted the genuine 
orticle. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 8. 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0, Box 368, Dover, N. H, (Succes- 
Bor to Frank Geod.) 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, ANIL SPORT 

ING CLOTHING, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
Descriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT Boss 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- 

rldge holder in use, Will 
carry brass cartridge 
and positively preven’ 
wads from starting on 

Suitable for either - 

cau he easily attached to 
any hunting vest or coat 
front. A veat will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh 8 ozs, One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
Weighs one pound. The 
belts can be perfectly ad- 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
liver to any address, and 
prepsypostaye,on beltsor 
Any number of loose ho'd- 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
Ber dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring 

brass holders, complete, 
$4. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuse,@5. We solicit cor- 
Tespondence from deilers, Ailour belts are made 
of the finest kusseit leather, aud have Neck-Straps 
on (nNotshown incut), Cash must accompany orders. 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, IIL, or 
¥. 0. Money Order on Ottawa, Til. Send 10 cent 
Blamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POULEK & JUNES, Serena, La Salle Co., ee 

Bep! 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

LNA L¥d 

4A 
ae 

AY VIA 

FEXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws In every posslble 
direction, No screen isneeded, as no one, Not even 
puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take, Made 
Btationsry if desired. All metal, WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular, 

WM. H. CRUTTENDEN, Gon. Agen 
jeqsmos © Cazenovia, N, Y. 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

URE 

tThe Huber Trap. 

TOR SALE {BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GOODS, 
octiT tf 

per day st home, Samples worth $6 ros. 
Address Bramon & Co. Portland, Maino, $5:to $20 

‘ACUVAA TACOW MIN 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Hluatrated Catalogue. 

‘FOWLER & FULTON, Ceneral Agents, 300 Broadway, N. Y. 
ee 

W..W.. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loaderss ; ~ 

\ 
“THEE WintNnina cum. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Mon: 5 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objel dart onion at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
Sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondley Pennell, with a foll-choke bore 

. Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 29% yards, He 
also won the second event, killing 8 birds in succession 

- at 83 yards, making a total of 19 irds out of20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 

and ahemlves ont valued = 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
“ y, the ganmaker, 

The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon shootine match bet 
Mr. pas ae a ate Soule Seat ine birds out = 00, using one barrel only, Nigieritiks baht halos bas 

gun also at the grea ndon Gua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the bes 
Great Britain aad Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER 19 thentannsecg and most durable ever invented, and the most successful ae of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oot, 5, 1875; No, 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No.1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.” * 

CHiFYP ss, 

| A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
! guns, making straight-bores shoot as well as choke. bores are snpposed to, Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and 1.10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-gauge now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 60 in a box, 

Sent hy Mail, Postpaid, for 7 5c. per Box. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting. 

IRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
ectfully call the attention of a ers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY B 
1 deal 

ALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore wo 
would reapectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of ntisaleable articles for the spring Trade, 
wien you Can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices leas than is charged for other inferior balls, 

No other ball afforda the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beantifally 
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suflciently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grasa, + 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrela of 300, 
\ Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade : 

.® HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sireet, N. ¥. \ 

A. H BOCARDUS. 
\ Si "Sa. My PatentRough Glass Balla are now made even, and carefully packed, with 

mr * \ “(250 in each barrel, aud by baying a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship- 
i @ ving, and prevents the glancing wf shot, while the smooth ball has to be made go 

thin to break successfully wnen hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and the feather-filled ballis the same. Now, 

1 Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will psck10 exfra. I have had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from 
England, and used \lem myself, and sometimes would not find a ball broken, and 
never over three or four in a barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where vluba use them you can readily aee which isthe hardest shooting, In 
matches reported in paper=, saying Bogardus’ roles, and traps used, you do not 
see ail the balls broken. Amatenrs and young boys who want to learn to shoot 
and will follow the instructions laid down in my book, ‘Field. Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” will become crack wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

Whe iuuvuuced this spot 10 the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the 
American flag. My ‘“* Fie d, Cover and Trap Shooting” is the only book that has ever heen written and 
published by a market hun-er and experienced man, I will return the money 0 any one who has booght 
the book and thinks they di! not get their money's worth. Bach barre! of balls contains a score book with 
Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘*Field, Cover and Tr::p Shooting,” $2. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS, & CO.,10 Platt Street, N. Y, Clty, 
be “« TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. ~ 

A?dress CAPT, A, H. BAGANDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Tll., or can be hod from him 
wherever he +hoots. DISCOUNT 70 THE TRADE. 

BaGaTELL® BALLS. 

IVORY FARO & POKER CHECKS. nll i GROTE & Co., FROMPTLY J 7uRNERS AND DEALERS 
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS./ 

BILLIARD BALLS. 

ATTENDED 1 
TO. L 114 E, 4th ST., NEW YORE, 

Sportsmen's Coos. 

W. H. Holabird, 
THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHIER, OF 

VALPARAISO, IND. ' 

Full set of fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK 
for 310, sent free of 6x. on receipt of price. 

A fine Cat for $6, sent free on recelpt of price, 

* PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING” 

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of 
breaking the dog for the fleld, and is especially 

adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price 

260. Prospectus of the finest kennel of settera and 

spaniels in Indiana. Write for particulars, 
noy21 tf 

Hachting Gaods, 

CLUTE BROTHERS & COS PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N, Y. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

ey, 

Hpi Anon 
v ort _S *%, 

THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; Jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made, Asa guarantee of excellenos, a sample hag 
been left at ihe FOREST AND STREAM AND Hop AND 
QuN office. Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & 'CO., 99 Water Stree New York, 
agents for the London aud New York mpass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
67T SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, Manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, olla, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

- jeti-y 

ESTASLISHED 1640, 

7 H. WALDSTEIN. 
OOCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and 17th Street, 
Haa received the Highest Awards at all the World's 
Exhibitions for the Best Wield, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Fye-Glasses to Suit all eyes, 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Tluastrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 centa, 

BENJ, PIKE'S SON & CO. 
OPTICIANS, 

930 BROADWAY, NEW YORK; 
Between 21st and 22d S'reets, 

We would be pleased to aca our old frienda and 
patrons and show them our large and varled stock of 

Opera,Field & Marine Classes, 
Pocket Compasses, Ther- 
mometers, Telescopes, 

Spectacles and Eye Classes, 
of the finest quality and at the lowest prices. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereoptivans. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 501 Broadway, 
E. NN. ¥., opposite Sag ihe Sterecscones 
and Views; Graphoscopes, hromos and Frames ; 
Albums, Photograplia of Celebrities, pnceTARDI 
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic Ma- 
terials, Awarded First Premicm at Vienna and 
Philadelphia. dca 
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COME BACK, 

Strevrar Isnanp, L. 1., Noy. 14, 1878. 
Epiror Forest Anp Strram; 

Thaye received lately a letter from one of the many ad- 

mirers of Frank Forester in Chicago, who incloses to me 
several slips from papers published at the time of his death, 
Among them he sends a poem (which I inclose) attributed to 

him, and supposed to be addressed to the wife who had left 

him, and which was the probable cause of his death. 

Isaac MoLELLAN. 

Come back and bring my life again 
That went with thee beyond my will! 

Restore me that which makes me man, 
Or lesyes me wretched, dead and chill! 

Thy presence was of life a part ; 

Thine absence leaves a blank of death ; 
They wait thy presence—eye, and heart, 

With straining gaze and bated breath. 

The light is darkness, if thine eyes 
Make not the medium of its ray. 

IT see no star in evening skles, 

Save thou look up and point the way. 

Nor bursting buds in May's young bloom— 
Nor sunshibe rippling o’er the sea— 

Bears up to heayen my heart’s perfume, 
Save thou my monitor can be! 

There are two paths for human feet ;— 

Ons bordered by a duty plain, 

And one by phantoms cursed, yet sweet— 

Bewildering heart, and maddening brain, 

The one will right and reason urge, 
But (hou mustwalk beside me there, 

Or else I tread the dizzy yerge, 

And thou some guilt of loss must bear! 

Come back! There is no cause on earth— 

No word of shame—no deed of wrong— 

Can bury all of truth and worth, 
And sunder bonds once firm and strong. 

There is no duty, heayen-imposed, 

That, velyet gloved, an iron hand 
Upon my heart-strings crushed and closed— 
Thy hate should all my love withstand! 

Days seem like ages—and, ere long, 

On senseless ears the cry may fall; 
Or, stilled by bitter shame and wrong, 

The pleading yoice may cease to call. 
Gome back! before the eyes grow dim 
That keep but sight to see thee come ; 

Ere fail and falter hand and limb, 

Whose strength bat waits to fold thee home! 

For Forest and Siream and Rod and Gun. 

field Sports in San Biega Ca., 
California=-Glo. 2. 

BY T. 8, YAN DYKE. 

ETW2HEN the Santa Margarita and San Luis Rey rivers 
there runs through the high table land a lovely valley 

some three miles long, and so filled with majestic live oaks 

and sycamores that ons can walk in places for half a mile 
under a continuous shade. Inthe choicest part of this is the 
apiary of Mr, Y. G.' Reche, now known as Fall Brook Post- 
office, and here I have anchored my roving bark. Mr. Reche 
does not undertake to keep boarders, but any one who is for- 
tunate enough to find room with him will fare far better than 

he would dream of in so wild a place, and find better treat- 

ment than he will be apt to get in most places with far anipler 
facilities for making things pleasant. 

The quantity of quail in this valley is amazing, but hares 
and rabbits are not so plenty as in El Cajou, while in a few 

miles of easy drive is the best duck shooting in the county. 
The quail shooting I have already described in a former ar- 
ticle, and the ducks and geese I willleave until winter. But 
there is one kind of hunting of which I must tell yon fully, 
because it is not only one of the finest of American field sports, 
but one to which I think no approach to justice has been ever 

done by the very few who have attempted to describe it—sti)] 
hunting in San Diego County. 
As this is no place for either natural history or methods of 

hunting, I shall give buf one or two points about the deer of 
this section before we start on a hunt. It is generally sup-. 
posed to be the black-tail, but isin fact a variety of the mule 

deer, a point already fully explained in this journal. 

Virginia deer, and is not on an average quite so large. 
does will dress as high as 100 pounds and few bucks over 150, 

although I haye shof two estimated at 200 that would surely 
Though 

never as fat asthe Wastern deer often get, this deer is still very 

good eating, and though not quite as wary as deer that are 
incessantly popped at by market shooters, is quite smart 

have gone 225 if as fat as deer often are at the Hast. 

enourh to make you polish your wits up bright to see him, 
and when alarmed, whether wounded or well, can do 100 per 
cent. more of ‘ gittin’ ont” per second than any other animal 

Tt rarely runs with the lope or canter of the white that runs. : 
tail, thougs it sometimes does, but its usual gaitis a perfect 
bound or bounce lilke a ball, all four legs striking the ground 
at the same instant and grouped close together with the legs 
almost stiff, Though they sopn tire, they willrun this way for 
half a mile or so as fast aS a horse, up hill, down hill, over or 
through brush, overrocks, fallen trees or anything—all ground 
seems cqually easy to them—their feet making all the time 
only one regular ‘bump, bump, bump, bump” on the hard 
dry ground. 

He has no flaming white flag to wave adieu to blighted 
hopes, yet he has a complacent wiggle of his little stubby tail 
as he dissolves in the clapparal or fades over a ridge that 
operates a8 an equally effective stimulant to the ejaculatory 
tendencies of mortified humanity. Hehasalso a very neat 
but intensely annoying little trick that I never noticed in the 
white-tailed deer—that of hiding or skulking in brush. 
Dropping its head and crouching low, it will often stand con- 
cealed in brush but a few yards from you, and all the noise 
you can make will not start it sometimes. When wounded it 
can skulk ouf of your sight in brush only four feet high, and 
unless you can get above it you offen cannot get a second 
shot. The quantity of small bullets this deer can get away 
with is astonishing, and a small-bore is utterly unfit for this 
country unless the ball be made expansive, and even then you 
Will lose about one-quarter of your game without a dog, and 
some eyen with a dog. 

The ‘‘ Burro deer,” or Colorado mule deer, is found on the 
desert slope of the mountains, but not on this side, except 
very rately. No other variety of deer is ever seen here. 
There are a few grizzly bears and panthers in the mountains, 
and in two or three places is yet a small band of antelope, but 
none of these are plenty enough to hunt with much prospects 

The bluck and cinamon bears, the elk and mount- of success, 
ain sheep are not found here. 

About twice a week a camp hunt is in order, for Reche is 
an old sportsman and quite as fond of hunting asl am. After 
dinner it is the work of a few minutes to toss into the wagon 
a coupie of saddles,a box of drie-a-brac for the internal 
“whatnot” and our -blankets, ete., and a drive of about an 
hour amid splendid scenery brings us to our ground. Good 
deer range isjabundant onall hands, as thesettlers only average 
about one to the square leazue, and few of them hunt much. 
We will go to-day, however, to the high bluffs of the Santa 
Margarita. These are about 1,000 feet high and break away 
on the top into gulches, basins, canyons, ridges and peaks of 
various sizes. 

Tn and along these little gulchesand canyons, and especially 
around thei heads, is the favorite resort of the deer by day, 
where, ensconced under the thick green shade of the surnac or 
some other evergreen, they chew the cud of calm content 
through the heat of the day. About sundown they move 
about and browse, descending to the river during the night 
and loafing lazily back toward the top of the bluffs after day- 
light in the morning and laying down from seven until ten 
o'clock, according to the moon and the heat of the sun. 

Imagine yourself with me about four o'clock p a, shod in 
buckskin moccasins, overalls, shirt and hat instead of the fif- 
teen pounds of sudorilic oppression you pack over the Hast- 
ern hills; a dress you can wear 340 tlays in the year here, and 
which makes 100 per cent. difference in the comfort of shoot- 
ing. Wesaddle up the horses, and, after climbing 700 or 800 
feet, tie them toa bush while we go on to finda load for them. 
Owing to the unusual! growth of vegetation last winter, 

which now lies dead and brittle, still huntiag is this year 
noisy hunting, and deer cannot be approached as closely as 
usual. Running shets, and lon onés at that constitute abaut 
two thirds of all the chances we will get, unless extremely 
cautious and keen-eyed, or the same reason tracking is this 
yenr sucha yery difficult and slow operation that it scarcely 
pays. The hest way is to visit such places as the deer he 
down in and depend on jumping them, or seciag them from a 
long distance while on foot in the morning or evening. 
We take a trail that winds up the side of a ravine. It is 

one mate by the wild cattle, and will allow us to travel softly 
and easily. After winding around the licads of two or three 
gulches and the base of a small peals, it descends into a basin 
some 200 yards wide and 140 feet Ucep, the bottom of which 
i$ cul Up into gulches and ridges, with plenty of sumac and 
other evergreen }jushes scattered thickly here and there. It 
will never do to enter tial on this trail, for it goes down a 
ridge in plain sight of anything that might be init. You 
swing clear around it and get on the opposite side, and then 
Vl enter it by this little swale that runs down to the lefb and 
ceme across to you. “here is almost certain to be a deer 
lying in there, and we mijs} figure sharp to get a shot ab it. 

Before you get half avound there’s a rapid bump, bump, 

liis a 

shorter-legred and shorter-tailed deer than the white-tailed or 

Few 

bump, accompanied by the smash of brush. Run for that 
point that makes out there a few yards ahead and ply thy 
moccasins as {hough a grizzly mother were racing close upon 
thy rear, while [ run with equal speed for the point 
over which the trail goes. ‘Arriving at our points almost 
together, we see about half way across the bottom 
of the basin careering wildly over bushes, wide gullics and 
heavy boulders, with high and flying bound—what? The 
regulation big buck, that inevitable blank-blankedest-blank- 
blank of a blank-blanked old buck? No. Mirabile dizizu, it 
is not, but only a couple of what the high-minded, noble- 
souled sportsman always disdains to butcher (with the quill)— 
two poor little innocent baby-deer. The poor little things are 
only about two-thirds grown, and of course we'll be magnani- 
mous enough to let them live and hunt up something worthy 
of ourlead. Yes, if I know anything about fawns I think 
hkely we will, under present circumstances, anyhow. OF all 
nonsense the idea that a fawn is necessarily easy to kill is one 
of the greatest. A spotted fawn is quite another matter ; but, 
three times out of four, a fawn two-thirds grown will test the 
Wils, nerye and skill of a hunter quite as much as that ever— 
lasting old buck, who, especially in the fall, is much more 
likely to be an old fool than a fawn is to be a young fool. 

Bang! whang! go our two rifles, both balls passing jush 
over the rump of one as he comes down from a high spring. 
Hold lower ard farther ahead next time. Another jump and 
they disappear in a gully that makes off to the right and leads 
into a pateh of heavy chapparal. Scramble now as fast as 
your legs will bear you for the side of the basin above that, 
while I go down and follow up the gulch. They will prob- 
ably skulk now in that thick brush, and I will drive them out, 
Keep a sharp watch from above and send a ball into the first 
patch of gray that moves in the brush. We soon reach our 
places, but all is still The nvise of bouncing hoops and 
crashing brush has ceased. Perhaps the poor little babes are 
exhausted and are waiting for us to walk up and blow their 
heads off. 

After thrashing around in the brush for eight or ten minutes 
Treach you. You have seen nothing and heard nothing, and 
neither have I. Where in creation can they be ? 

They may be yet skulking in that brush or-——. Lookon 
yon ridge some 300 yards off behind you. Do you see just 
over the low chapparal two delicate heads and two pair of 
long, gray ears turned toward us, Raise your 250 sight and 
pull away ; it’s the only chance now. 

Before the sight can be adjusted and the rifles raised the 
heads disappear, two dim gray spots bob up anti down once 
or twice in the chapparal, and all is still, 

Can those be the same two ? 
Let’s circle around a little and see. Yes, here are the tracks 

coming out of the head of this little brushy gulch. They 
have gone out on a trot, you see, and doubtless crouched so 
low that the brush concealed them. 

And so we're euchred ? 
Even so. Iv’s utterly useless now to follow them. 
Let them go, then. Who would kill such poorlittle babes 2 
Verily, who would? More properly, who could ? 
The sun is now sinking fast; the silver sheen of the far-off 

Pacific is changing into burnished gold; the distant peaks of 
green and gray are reddening inte crimson and purple; the 
soft green of the chapparal slides into a dark velvet hue; the 
humming-bird aud bee are humming on their homeward way, 
and the roaring wings of hundreds of quail goine to roost re- 
sound like distant thunder from the long, green canyon 1,000 
feet below. Something must be done quick or we are 
“ Chicavoed.” , 

Harls! that is the crack of Reche’s Maynard in the next 
basin. Run quick, for be may have jump:d more than one, 
and it may come this way. 
A dash of 200 yards along a cattle trail that follows theridge 

brings us in sight of the basin from which the shot came, and 
up the right-hand side, like a richochet ball, is bouncing, with 
ainy grace, a long-eared mass of gray, with glistening horns 
projecting high above his head. He looks as round as a4 mule 
and shines with sleelness. He is 170 yards away, and rising 
at least three feet at every jump. No mortal rifleman can 
touch him on that gait except by chance. We'll try him, 
though. Pull ten feet ahead of him and fire. net when he is ia 
the air, but before he rises from the previous jump, for it is 
necessary to shoot a whole jump abead of him. 
Bang! bang! ring the two rifles in succession, and the dirt 

flies just under him and just behind him, Bang! goes my 
second barrel, held a little higher to ayoid my previous error, 
and the dirt flies just over the edge of his back. Bang! goes 
your rifie, and asain the dirt flies behind him. And still that 
buck goes on, goes on. Away he scrambles with crashing 
bound; again the dirt Hies just around him and behind him ; 
yet still his days go on, go on, Ina moment more he vanishes 
ina pocket of the mountain’s dark green vest, and we are— 
Ohicagoed ? 

Wven so; for the short fwilight of the South will leave us no 
time to find another, and it’s quite useless to follow this one. 
Reche whistles a signal on an empty shell that he has one and 
starts for a horse, while we wead our way sorrowfully down 
the mountain, meditating on the wonderlul ease with which 3 
deer can slip through a hunters fingers and the immense 
amount of space there is ontside of one 

After a supper of chocolate—the best thing to sleep on— 
sinoked yenison, quail, biscuit, pie, grap s and peaches, sur— 
mounted by the p ‘oper amount o£ lingual musie and tubacea 
smoke, we goto rest ander the only tout needed here for 
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about nine menths in the year (and two-thirds of the time in 
the other three), the starry blue (ent of night. 

At four o'clock Reche pipes us up to breakfast, and by the 
time it js light enough to shoot we are on a high spur near 
where that old sinner of Jast night disappeared. I have little 
hopes of seeing him again, but we may see him, and this is as 
good a place as any to see others, E 

Slowly we steal along the heads of the high gulches that 
Tun up irom the river and the points that jut outward mto 
basins. Fast the dim gray of morning silvers into gold, and 
yet we see nothing. . 

Hist! Town low! Now raise your head cautiously and 
look in the edge of the chapparal just below yonder peak. 
Do you see that spot of dull gray ? : 

Keep down that rifle. No trying long shots if we can get 
closer. We must make the top of that peak. That spot is 
browsing and suspects nothing. / . 

Swinging carefully around and ont of sight, in a few 
minutes we reach the top of the peak, some 125 yards above 
where the gray spot was. The miorning sun now floods the 
dark-green hill with golden light and glistens on something 
bright in the edge of the dense chapparal below. See! it 
moves, and several others close beside it. And now we see 
the long, gray ears on each side of the glittering tines. — 

Keep cool now until we can see his body. Just take iteasy 
and make no noise or motion, We must have a sure shot on 
him if we have to wait an hour. 

Ina few moments he moyes out and stands in the open, 
about 130 yards from us, proudly erect, with massive neck, 
shining coat and glistening horns—a grand picture on a grand 
background. Fifteen hundred feet below, through its im- 
mense and rugged banks, the river whirls its sparkling mica 
sand ; the deep gorge, with sides robed in a thousand ever- 
greens, is filled with a hundred hues and shadows; the aged 
oaks and sycamores, and even the old, gray granite boulders, 
that hang along the slopes, seem to sinile with new life as the 

There stands the buck snuffing the 
morning air, watching keenly every approach, and apparently 
rising sun strikes them. 

priding himself en his smartness. 
Here, take my rifle. 

shoulder. 
abead of him and let go. 
_ Bang? go five druchms of lightaing powder from my .65 

A distinct ‘‘whop” 
tomes back on the sir; the buck bumps his buck into an 
calibre Nichols & Lefever Hxpress. 

arch, walks a few feet, staggers, and lies down. 
Sit right still, 

leit alene. 

ho rises. 
But it’s not needed; for see! his head droops, he gives two 

or three convulsive kicks and rolls over, dead. 
He is soon loaded up on a horse and we return to camp, 

where we take another Junch and some coffee, then break 
camp and get home by eleven o'clock, the whole hunt requir- 
ing nO more time and much less fuss than many an ordinary 
*'chicken hunt” back on the Western prairies. 

a 

For Forest and, Stream and Rod and Gun. 

GEESE, BRANT AND DUCK NEAR 
ABSECOM, 

Duexwne Uxnver Dirricurtr! 

HAD been for a week foo sick to try cases, but well 
enough to be out of bed, when I received a telegraphic 

summons from Albert Adams, the jolly good fellow who, till 
Jast Tuesday, filled the office of Sheriff of Cape May County, 
W. J., to come and shsot ducks at Leed's Point, 

The dispatch took me in the humor, for the sight of 

pleas, bills, narrs, repleyins and replications had become ex- 
tremely disgusting to me, and even politics, which Seward 

(the great Wm.) said was the *'sum of all the sciences,” failed 
fe charm mie, 

Stein, the prince of gunsmiths, got ready my double-har- 

welled Westley-Richards, and 1 hauled out my RK, pass, intent 
on brant, duck and wild goose, and struck the 4:16 P. a. train 
at Uamden, on the Atlantic Road for Leeds Point, Atlantic 
County. 
A six-mile drive over a good road, ina country stage by the 

moonlizat, on as sweet a night as that upon which ‘Jessica, 
gat and sizhed her soul away toward the Grecian tents,” led 
ns up te the door of Joab Sooy’s hotel, Joab, who isa double- 
fisted, warm-hearted, big-browed Jerseyman, welcomed us 
right royally to the freedom of the hostlerie, and to a supper 
of buckwheat cakes, Jersey sausages, and coffee the color of 
Sammy Bettle's (Quaker) coat); coffee as cheering to the eye 
and the taste a8 Blannerhassets ‘‘srhubberry—that Shenstone 
might have-envied.” 

High Sheri Adams, as brimfui of mother wit as an ege is 
of meat, had provided himse}f wilh an overcoat pocket-full of 
Trish potatoes, one loaf of bread, a bag of salt, and.a demi- 
john of old ‘‘Gibson.” 

Like the Western woman, I never could abide the taste of 
corn, but when it took the shape of corn-juice [could worry 
a little down ! 
Adams knew this, and knew that I was really too sick to go 

a duckies, but had enoush of the miching mallecho, or 
mountain devil, in him to desire much to see how a Jersey 
lawyer would behave at 4 o'clock in the morning on the 
dreary, dreary mverland, with a carbuncle on the back of his 
neck—too gic for the labors of (Jaw, but well enough to seek 
brant and duck with u fowling-piece at the early hours of the 
morning. 
Abner Doughty, the best gunner in the bay, called for us | mendous flock of wild zeese sounded over the tree-tops as we 

at3 a. a. the coldest November morning I had ever appreci- 
ated. Joab, feeling sympathy for me on account of my re— 
semblance to the Job of the Bible—he of the many boils— 

Tennyson says helps the hurt that honor feels, sweetened and 
braced us up for the toils of the day, which I knew would ba 

bracing a day as ever welcomed a skater on a winter’s rink. 
There were four of us; besides the High Sheriff, with the | my cabin and I will cook this goose.* Alfieri, the Sheriff, 
skipping spirit” Adams, came Doughty and his assistant, all | jumped for joy at the thought. 
loaded to thé teeth with “traps,” as well as our heavy guns, 

That chap must be killed dead, for if 
he can rin for two minutes he is lost fo us, and to-morrow 
the buzzards will be wheeling above him. Sit down and rest 
your elbow on your knee; take it as coolly as if shooting at a 
target, and hold a very fine sight middling high on his 

There, he starts off on a walk. Pull a few inches 

You wouldn’t believe me about holding 
ahead, and haye hit him too far back. He can't stand that 600 
grain expansive ball, though, anywhere, and will soon die if 

But if he sees us he may make a plunge and get 
into the brush. Hold ready to give him the second barrel if 

we had, and as the Hock was high above the treesand straight 
overhead, seemingly among the clouds, Ifired, and, on the oath 

gaye us a hurried cup of coffee, which, like the gold which | of an honest barrister, down came, direvtly at my feet, the 
biggest goose I ever saw. 
in love?] Our happiness was now complete. 

considerable, as soon as I sniffed the morning breeze of as | daunted us but the long, weary walk back to Sooy’s. 

frame shanty, witha good fire buraing in it, 

We slashed through the ‘mash, as the conntrymen call the 
marsh, for three miles before we stritck our boats, twoin num- 
ber, beauties to look at, fair and frail, but so light that in 
after-hours. of our memorable day’s hunting we could draz 
them single-handed out on the beach. It had been many 
years since [had seen the sun rise—in fact, I never remember 
having seen il rise before; and as the rosy-fingered god of the 
morning went up the sky, like a bride blushing for her 
bridegroom’s coming, I thought of Chaucer's happy line— 

“Up rose the sun, and up rose Emily.” 

A long pull and a strong pull landed us two miles from where 
we started, on a shelving Leach, which our little boats no 
sooner touched than, by command of Skipper Abner Doughty, 
we hauled them up high and dry, and quick as willing hands, 
alittle numbed with cold, conld do, we had dug a trench, 
planted our bouts in them, and built up a breastwork as high, 
perhaps, as those of Bunker Hill, when our ancestry saw the 
white of the British eye. 

Abner planted his decoys swiflly as I can write the account 
of it, and then kindty loaded my double-barrel seamdem 
artem, and told me to sit down in the hittle boat and keep 
still, Alfieri Adams (for so we had named hit for the burn- 
ing-red of the hair of his heud) clamored for a cocktail, gazing 
With pathetic tenderness at the demijohno which scemed 28 
near snd dear io him as the apple of his eye, albeit it was nat 
apple-jack. The demijohn had to be opened, as he swore no 
duck should fall till one swallow (of Gibson) had helped to 
make a summer in his esfornach. 1 am habitually a temperate 
man, and like John Albion Andrew, the noble Governor of 
Massachusetts, of blessed memory, nol a fotal abstinent; but, 
the truth of history must be told when I say that that cock- 
tail caused gladness of stomach all around the board. We 
had not crawled into our buats five minutes before a flock of 
brant (a bird always seeming to me to be hulf duck and half 
foose) circled around our decoysin easy distance of our shoot- 
lng irons as Wwe cautiously bent the pregnant hinges of the knee. 

barrels, and down tumbled three royal big ones. 

ut, Barnegat. - 

** Gibson ” not, once. 

and before breakfust. 

done,’ 
We relapsed into our respective boats. 

the wild guose. 

cold the longest. 

the sheriff quiet. 

May Court House.” 
Albert subsided. 

(Nootes Ambroxsiane). 

toward our boats and decoys. 

ing to it. 
of lightning. 
erack of doom to them, 
chorus this time himself, then dragged the smallest boat off 

them in to the number of fifleen brant, 
weather absolutely demanded a drink all round. 

sestion to fix the rest. 

political career inside of a week. I was completely numb, 
unable to lift my gun, chilled from centre to circumference. 
We killed a goose on the wing on cur way to the main-land, 

and counted the spoils of wir. We had bageed 35 brant, 17 
ducks and i wild goose. We made the gunners carry the 
game, for Adama’ stomach yearned for dinner equally with 
that of the writer. We had watched the rising sun, and as 
we toiled home we saw it set, surrounded with ‘looming 
bastions fringed with fire,” and, as I picked up the dry lvaves, 
half crimson and still beautiful, 1 murmured the sweet lines 
of the German Uhlands, a paipting in themsélves : 

“ A deep and crimson streak 
The dying leaves disclose ; 

AS on Gonusumption'’s waning chesk, 
Mid ruin blooms the rose.” 

But luck had not deserted us. The honk, honk of a tre- 

walked homeward. Abner handed me the only loaded gun 

[N. B.—Shall except Alfieri when 
Nothing 

Abner Doughty, witha stroke of genius, said, *‘ Come to 

We were svon there—a little 
To us 2 Mecca 

AVfierl Adams blazed away, dropping two brant; simultane- 
ously, just as any green duckist would do, I let ee Les 

ely it 

might have been *‘av‘in’ the rules of the game,” but I think 
the shout which wert out of that red head (A, A.) and from 
the vicinity of the carbunele cf M. 8., could haye been heard 

Abner Doughty looked disgusted, but ‘scooped in” the 
ducks by hauling one of the light batteaux out into the bay 
quick as lightning. Our suvecss warmed us up, Hyen Al- 
fieri cast no longing glance at bis big demijobn, and said 

He patted his paunch of plethorie size, 
with fat capon lined, and asked permission to bnild a fire, 
roast some potatoes, as it was eight of the clock in the morniog 

‘Some drinking, but no eating,” said 
the sententious Doughty, ‘‘till this ‘ere duck shooting is 

An hour passed, 
and we could gee the flock of brant and ducks, thossands in 
the distance, for the bay is dotted with islands, and apparent- 
ly from every island came the most sweet voiced ‘honk’ of 

It had become a question of endurance be- 
tween me and the red-headed sheriff—one of the best_fellows, 
too, to travel with the world eyer saw—which could stand the 

Alfieri would crawl over and tell me some 
side-splitting anecdote while the brant would be slowly 
coming down toward us with the tide; then he would quiet- 
ly slip beside his gunner, who had all he cared to do to keep 

** D—n it,” said the gunner, ‘‘all lay still 
for them brent; you can’t tuke them with no sort of Hocun 
Pelius like you can them runaway buggers around the Cape 

I sat chivering with the cold and wishing 
myself as strong as Dr. Maginn’s wild Irishman, the ‘‘calyes of 
whose wicked-looking legs were three feet about, my dear’— 

Presently our pulses warmed, and the 
laymen, at least among the gunners, felt their hearts begin to 
beat against their ribs, for an immense flock of brant we had 
watched with eager eyes for one hour rose and came straight 

By signal agreed upon we were 
to lel eight barrels go into this flock—four barrels asthey tried 
to light and four as they took wing after the first four doses. 
You could have heard a pin drop in the bay (almost). I 
don’t think I breathed for a space; I was so deliciously 
frightened; shooting at my first buck in Tennessee was noth- 

Bang! four times, close as two successive flashes 
They rose agali, but this resurrection was the 

Abner Doughty yelled a hallelnjah 

sculled her rapidly among the dead and dying, and gathered 
The state of the 

Tt was only a question after that of how long we could wait. 
Pluck sustained me, and I prayed for hunger anda good di- 

We did wait till four P. a, and then 
an appealing look from J. M. 8, toward the semi-corpulent 
and carnivorous Sheriff decided the day, and we folded our 
tents, gathered our ducks and brant, and paddled away. ‘The 
Greck host crying, ‘* Hallatta! Hallatta! be thou gréeted thon 
infinite sea |” when XNenophen stole toward that historic sea- 
beach, did not express one-half the exuberant joy my aching 
body felt to end this lucky, but much-enduring, day. One 
more hour of exposure would have ended my professional and 

barge was our store-ship; took about two hundred 

of the mind. Gnly a house on piles in the inlet, three feet 
above the water. : 

Delmoszico and Welker have ‘‘ whacked" some hundreds in 
cash ont of me in gastronomic pleasures; but neyer did I 
enjoy MWbendt or edendi as 1 did that Ione goose at Abner 
Doughty's homely but homelike fireside, Ona November 
night it was. And Islept—I think it was the sleep of the- 
just—and I dreamed that the ex-Secretary of the Navy did 
not gct elected to Congress in my district, that J. M. 5. was 
the *‘coming man,” and was silting in Speaker Randall's chair, 
This sudden joy brought out a profuse perspiration, and the 
morning light, or Alfieri’s melodious voice singing, ‘love 
my cocktail in the morning,” aroused me just as 1 was striking 
the gavel upon the Speaker's desk and declaring that the 
* Richard ” and ‘* Hartridge” Associations were both defeated. 
Like single-speech Hamilton, I won my spurs, asa fighter - 

by a single contest with a bunch of fives. 
Under Difficulty ’ sufficed. 
Asa duck shooter, successful and even brilliantly so for 

onee, I said with the farmer, from whom death snatched two 
boys-at once, 'Insatiate archer, would not one suffice ?” 
I have ducked no more. When Alfieri suggests another 

(rip after brant, geese and ducks, I suggest, ‘Alfred, is it not. 
a trifle cold?” Yours tenderly, J. M. 8. 
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EDISTO RIVER FISHING. 

One ' Ducking 

OUR inspiring pages of fishing and hunting, here, there 
and everywhere, from our great lakes and rivers of the 

wealthy and happy States of the North and West, are now 
constantly perused by me with much interest. Your untir: 

ing efforts to multiply your supply of fish, your game laws, 
and the gusto with which your young, and even old, men pre- 
pare and fix up for a huntisg and fishing maroon, elther on 
land or water, or for birds or beasts, all tell mea how your 

people are enjoying life, and increasing the energy of their 

constitutions as well as thelr muscles in your great States, 
acquire in my mind asa reader, much admiration and sym- 
pathy. Donot, however, fora momentjindulge the idea that you 
alone have these fascinating sports.and reunions, for away south 

of you in the black waters of the Edisto, rising inthe ‘middle’ 
country” of South Carolinu from springs of clear and delicious: 
water, our trout, and rock, and jack, and perch bite as lively 
as crickets, and pull gs heavily and with as much activity aa 
any fish do in any portion of the Republic. The Edisto River 
is a bold, deep, considerable stream, abounding with islands, 
covered with (the fagus) beech, the Alda quercws (the white 
oak), the pine (Pinus palustris), the Magnolia prantiflora 
(magnolia), and many other smaller trees of less note, but in 
the general aspect they offer a panoramic coup d'wil to these 
islands which invite their visiting sportsmen to go on shore 
and enjoy their estas, spend their nights, use “old Johan 
Barley Corn” with a freedom that ‘disturbs with mirth the 
drowsy ear of night,” and sets agog the ‘‘moping owl that to 
the moon complains of such hunting waséaliers wandering 
near her secret bower, molest her ancient, solitary reign.” 
Now we allude to our Southern bird of this species, the Sériw 
aclamator capita levi, corpore grisco, or the whooting, whoop- 
ing owl, and occasionally the screech owl, Striz apto, capite 

(iz strix), seldom yentures so far in Dixie, thoush I haye: 
seen one specimen in this State, and ong or fwoin Rapides 
Parish, in Louisiana. These birds all have curiosity, and 
soon come up to bivouac to sce and hear the news, and never 
fail to join in camp revyelty, and laugh and hurrah like the 
rest of the company. The owl, however, never makes free, but 
keeps by, watching passing events. I haye sometimes known 
that they enjoyed these (to them) extra soirees. The owl was, 
by the ancient people, considered a bird of wisdom, and he 
was promoted by Minerva, and éngrayén upon her shield, but 
the demoralized modern people look upon her as an omen of 
eyil, a harbinger of misfortune, and among the yulgar 
dreaded and hated. §o it is ‘‘Oretenus,” buf I pass her on 
her parole, in contradistinction to the general verdict of the 
“brutem fulmen,” on. the assurance of Audubon, who asserts. 
that she possesses a large share of the organ of philoprogeni-. 
tiveness. 

Well, we went to the Edisto on the invitation of Dr. J. G. 
Guinard, and in company with C. J. Tobin, General John B, 
Tobin, Luther White Williams and Dr. Joseph Morgan—a: 
nice party you will say if you only knew them—carrying 
fishing tackle, guns and maby other descriptions of groceries: 
paramount, John Barley Corn, tobacco (the Micotiana tabacum) 
the Virginia tobacco plant ; yes, and the celebrated “'Periqte™ 
(smoking tobacco), made in its highest perfection in the parish 
of St. James, Lonisiana,—and after a liberal potation wt the 
island in honor of Bacchus, old John Barley Corn and Minerya, 
we sat down to a hearty meal of boiled trout, fried perch 
and hashed jack fish, or, as the French would say, 
Attacapas, pronounced ‘‘Tuckapaw,” or man-eaters; Court 
billim, John Baptist (Satéuse), Pisces,” illustrated by one 
of the (12) twelve signs of the Zodiac. 

Then we draw forth with pious regard and in solemn form, 
our meersthaums, manufactured in the American Metropolis, 
New York, by F. Julius Maldenberg, Post-office box 91, and 
filling them with Perique tobacco, filled the island atmo. 
sphere with an exhalation that would have thrown the Gount 
of Monte Cristo higher into the upper spheres of an Elysian 
phantasy than his far-famed “Aatchis” ever did, say nothing 
of your Powhatans, or your Durhams. They are nowhere + 
they are mere incorporeal hereditaments, and as far behind 
the times as ‘fold Rip Van Winkle was after his passing 
through his twenty years of hibernation on Tom Clingman’s 
mountains in old North Carolina.” Thanks to the Great 
Architect for giving us tobaceo!!! for, taken in moderation, 
it calms restlessness, and produces a state of languor of a most 
agreeable class, inclining to repose upon a series of delightiul 
phantasmagorias, which elevate the soul, calm the senses, 
and relieve us of all worldly anxiety and selfishness. 
_ Wehad along, flat-bottomed barge, with a fine tent over 
it; tables, benches, curtains and furnitnre for the expedition, 
and three batteaux for the division of our party, and our 

unds of 
fine fish, the trout ayeraging from one pound and a half to five 
pounds, the jack about the same, and the perch from three- 
quarters of a ponud to a pound andahalf. Killed several 
squirrels (Setwrus), smelled a bruin (bear), and snubbed an 
alligator (Jethyosaurus). The waters abound with them, and 
the swamps hive plenty of bear, but are hard to get at on ac- 
count of the dense cane-brakes and wide swamps. In the latter 
part of our first day’s sport our schoolmate, Elijab Willis, and 
his angling civilian, Assa Franklin, fell in with us, and just aa 

_- 
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aurite, corpora ferruginco. The great white or saowy owh 
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Thad joined them in a batteiu I changed my live bait and 
put a copper frog, which exceeding disgusted the angling 
civilian, Franklin. i got a rise, and pulled outa five-pound 
jack from imder his canoe. ‘See, Jos, you talk too much, and 
make sucha noise you'll scare the fish away,” but I continued 
talking and spitting the juice of my Virginians’ delight into 
the river; they backed Off and proceeded on down the river, 
singing “My poor Lucy Neal.” I soon took five or six more, 
and being desirous of disabusing them of the idea of scaring 
fish by talking or moying the waters, which I did as soon aa I 
reached, by commencing to catch them as soon ag I boarded 
them, greatly to their annoyance. ‘They finally t‘surrendered 
at discretion,” and went into a good old family running con- 
versation, the anus proiand: af which was the ‘ likelihood of 
rainy weather,” We were successful, however, and toward 
sunset my old friend, Joshua Keadle, joimed the asgociation 
with alarge supply of fish, Dutler, fat bacon, and three 
gallons of buttermilk. A hearty hand-shaking, and ‘* Well 
done,” smartly connected with ‘Here’s luck,” for— 

“Food fills the wame, an’ keapa 8 livin’; 
Tho’ life's agifino worth recetvin’ 
When heavy dragged we pine and grievin', 

Bui gil'd by thee 
The wheels of life gre down hill acrievin’ 

Wi' rattling glee.” 
We got in shore, as T said, and concluded from the clondy 

appearance that we were going to have a bad night, By one 
consent we stretched our tent on the island, staked it down, 
our servants got all things ready, gave us a fine supper, and 
after smoking (eu. Tobin, O. F. Tobin and myself played 
violins, and Mr. I. W, Williams accompanied us with his 
guitar, until the owls, finding themselves repudiated, with- 
drew trom our society, and low, distant, reverberating thunder 
began at about eight miles away to the southwesl, getting 
louder and coming closer until the whole coyey got in and if 
began to rain about ten o'clock r. mM. 

This ‘raised a corner” in the grocery department as far as 
old Barley Corn was concerned, aud it was soon visible that 
the oftener we paid our respects to him the less we cared for 
the murky night beyond our pavilion, and it was also obsery- 
able that the hilavity wag on the increase. 

About this time, m the midst of the general role of discoy- 
eries that we had pitched our tent under an immense dead 
tree that was old, rotten and hanging right over our sleeping 
lodge, this required another invocation to Bacchus and Old 
Jobn Barley Corn, which gave us more confidence, and we 
began ion the idea of predestination to think what was ‘' to be 
or not tobe.” So Willis and Keadle concluded that they 
would tale the rain and be safe from the grayitating procliyi- 
lies of that crooked dead trea, gol out oh the bank of the 
Hdisto River, and, carrying two large benches, got under 
them and prepared for a nicht’s repose—the best they could 
hope for, Onelof the hands that was a son of temperance 
and & follower of Gen. Curry, of Cincinnati, Ohio, saw with 
much concern that grim Death was staring us all in the face 
who were under the tent, 80 went down to ihe water's 
edge, pulled out a canos, turned it bottom upward, got under 
it to keep the rain off, and went fast tosleep. Gradually, one 
after another, each individual hegan to hunt up and get in 
charge of Morpheus, ‘The fiddling ceased, tuo drinking 
ceased, and the smoking ceased. At three o’clook A. wa 
loud noise came from the riparian proprietors. Tach one in 
his sleep had tried to gét as far as he could under the two 
benches they had got under to keep the rain off them, and the 
biggest man being next to the island, presyed the rear rank 
man or file-closer a little too hardin his sleep, and he gravyi- 
tated like the stone of Sisyphus after the order of ‘* Wactlis 
descensus averml,” or, in vernacular language, went down 
against the canoe sleeper, ‘knocking his canoe forked,’ 
scaring him to deaths thinking an alligator was about to pre- 
empt on the dust from whence his body was made. He riz 
and madean effort, as old Gen, Tom Woodward said when he 
was accused of running from the Indians when they got after 
him as he was out hunting near Tuskugee, Ala,, during the 
Oreek war, which he denied, but his friends pressed it, home 
upon him so tightly thathesaid, *t Boys, [didn’t run, exactly ; 
but damn me if I didn’t do some mighty lofty walking,” This 
canoe man spread all sail for high land, Willis hunted for the 
bottom of the Wdisto after the style of Sir John Falstaff from 
the buck-basket into the River Thames, saying afterward, ‘‘ If 
it had been deep as hell he would haye gone down,” and the 
whole affair was accompanied with such a scrabble and noise 
that we in tent, fully expecting that bears had attacked them, 
and supposing them to he én a'ticrlo montis, each grabbed 
for his sun, knocking each other down in every corner of the 
tent, over table, bench and frying pans of fish, etc., that two 
guns fired off in the tremendous dark, and Dr. J. G. Guinard, 
secing a dark body before him and taking itfor a bear, clubbed 
his gun and knocked down the canoe man as he ran into the 
tent, as he thought, from the pursuit of the alligator, Day 
broke slowly upon them in that buck island, and as the morn- 
ing rays bezan to illuminate thal tent eich man therein had 
both barrels of his gun loaded with Dittmar powder, cocked 
and drawing his bead on his friend fo the lett, who stood 
aqiuatted in the corners ag low as they could, so as to catch tha 
line of the herizon. A rapid explanation ensued, arms in the 
tent were grounded, the ‘Jong roll” was beaten, the wounded 
looked after, the party assured that no bears were likely to in- 
yade them, a weneral reclarrisement, and there was another 
corner in the proceries, and each oné giyimg his intellectual 
yiews of what was the matter, 
We pot a whaling breakfast and put in down the Hdisto 

with heavy weather on one port bow, sails furled and running 
under top square sail, The rain was intermitting from heavy 
to Scotch mists. The Admiral telezraphed for a board of 
visitors, and adthe Edisto was muddy and rising, though 
trout were atill patronizing our party liberally, we arrived at 
Winborn Jelaud, where the crew were paid off, dismissed 
honorably and adjourned sine die, J. Dunoan Atuen, 

Trial Justice in and for the County of Barnwal), Staie of 
South Carolina, and United States Commissioner fer the 
Circnit: and District Gourts of South Carolina. Noy. 11. 

Gurerrry’s Goar,—“J im Gerritiy” wasagoat which had 
been a character of the Fourth Ward (city), for years past. Ii 
was an habitual fraquenter of a saloon on South street, and 
had acqnired great popularity among the bipedal goats who 
there guazled their daily modicum, Jin had a taste for 
theatre posters, newspapers, old shoes, discarded tin cans, 
barrel hoops, bottles, and the various other delicacies upen 
which city goats thiive and grow plump, His peculiarity, 
however, was sn acquired habit of making away with in- 
numerable whisky cock-tails and Kors upon kegs of beer. 
Thera was an old chap hailing from Williamsburg who used to 
drink a cocl-tail with Jim regularly every morning, and every- 
one used to drink beer with the goat. The animal died last 
week, end was buried Thanksgiving Day with copious 
funeral libations of beer and brine, 

STREAM. 

fish Culture. 
THE CULTIVATION OF SMELTS. 

HE smelt, a most delicious anadromous fish, affording 

really good sport to the angler, can be easily acclimated 
in fresh water, as is well known. Fresh water smelis are 
found in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick rivers, in certain 

portions of Lake Champlain, and in New Hampshire, Mas- 

sachusetts, and possibly many cther places. ‘They are identi- 

cal with the sea smelts (osmerus mordax). Tt is said that 

Jamaica Pond, m Massachusetts, was stocked with them as 
long ago as the close of the last century, Quite recently, 
Within three or four years, efforts haye been made by the 

Maryland Fish Commissioners and others to propagate smelts 

artificially, and no doubt such persons will be interested to 
know how corresponding efforls have succeeded abroad. 

We are pleased to give them the experience of 80 valued an 

authority as Francis Francis, Esq., Naturalist Director of the 

Brighton Aquarium. He says, first, that it is one of the 

most difficult fish to keep in heslth for any length of time ; 

referring to the cucumber smelt (osmerus eperlans), known 
in London markets, and not to the Argentine or sand smelt of 
the South Coast. There is no difficulty in keeping a stock of 
the latter on hand; indeed, they are kept for the dories to 

feed on, ‘The dories will eat nothing else while confined. 

These two varieties of fish, called smelta, though very much 

alike in general appearance, belong to wholly different genera, 

the cucumber smelt belonging to the salmonide, haying the 

small soft adipose fin common to that family, while the 

Atherine is destitute of it, as it is also of the cucumber odor, 
which so strongly inarks osmerus eperlanus, We quole from 

a late issue of London J%eld, of which paper Francis Francis 

ia also an editor. _ Speaking in his capacity of Naturalist Di- 
rector of the Aquarium, he says : 

* Weohsvye had a good many small consignments of this 
fish, but haye never succeeded in keeping them long, the 
diificulty being to get them to feed. If that be gut over, 
there should be no difficulty in keeping this lovely and strik- 
ing fish in confinement, because: it will live and thrive in al- 
most any kind of water—salt, fresh, brackish, or in the 
dirtiest sewage. It is a yoracious little fish too, and feeds 
upon almostanything. Lately Mr. OC. Paviti, of Battle Bridge, 
near Chelmsford, happened to be at the aquarium, and offered 
to give ua any number fresh from the water if we would send 
for them. Mr. Lawler went down and drew the mill tail, up 
fo which the smelts made their way from the coast, and se- 
cured some two hundred of them, the greater part of which 
he managed to bring back safely, and a lot of them have been 
put in the table tanks in their new position in the eastern cor- 
ridor and in other tanks. Mr. Lawler sends me word that 
though some of them are, as was to be expected, dying off, 
yet those in the table tanks are beginning to feed; and, as 
those tanks are now in a far more favorableand healthy place, 
haying purer air, less variation of temperature, better light, 
an excellent fresh and salt water supply, with a heating ap- 
paratus under each for delicate specimens, I have hopes that 
we may succeed in naturalizing them. The herrings are a 
handsome brilliant fish in the water; but the smelts far ex— 
ceed them, and the flashing gleam of their brilliant scales is 
very rich and beautiful; they are quite a fine spectacle in the 
table tanks,”’ 

Thera cin be no doubt, surely, of the identity of the fish in 
question, They are closely allied to osmerus mordax, our sea 

sinelt. And if these things can be done in England they are 
equally possible in America. We extend to our industrious 
and aspiring fish culturists the hand of encouragement. 

++ 

AVA POUND NETS. 

Enitor Formst AND STREAM : 

Tt is time that some proper legislation was had to supple- 

ment the efforts of the Commissioners of Fisheries in in- 

creasing the supply of fish, In no direction is this more neces- 

sary than in controling and limiting the use of pound nets, 
As it is probable that there are among your readers many who 

have never seen a pound nef, 1 will describe in general terms 

its construction and method of operation. In its simplest 
form it consists of a ** wing,” a walland a ‘*pound” or trap. 

The former arrests the fish in their trayels and guides them 
into the latter, from which they cannot escape till they are 

taken out by the fishermen. To set this engine, a large row of 
stakes are driven into the bottom leading from the shallow 
water out to the channel, if there be a channel, or if not into 

deep water in such localities as the fish frequent. The wing 
is set on these stakes, and, being of fine mesh, forms an im- 

passable barrier to the fish which, either in their annual mi- 
erations or in their local movements, come in contact with it, 
‘The fish, being stopped by it, naturally try to pass around it 

by geing to the onter end, where they aré Jed into the pound. 
The pound is composed of two parts, the first being like a 
heart with its rounded arches approaching the wing which is 
introduced between them, and its point projecting into a 
“bowl” or round trap. The fish, following the “wing,” en- 
ter the ‘heart’ and afterward into the bow], and as it is not 
in their nature to turn a short corner, they never get out. 
‘Phere they stay, little and big, food fish and manure fish, 
food and bad, valuable and worthless, til] they are ladled out 
by the fisherman who visits them évery Uday or two. ‘This 
machine, it will be noticed, is fishing all the while, day and 
night, and taking everything that comes along. I have de- 
scribed its simplest form, which may no. have more than a 
wing of a few liundred feet in length, but I have known of 
their being twelve miles in length, with apound at every mile, 
They are tremendous engines of destruction, and haye ex- 
hausted the fishery wherever they have been used. Nothing 
escapes them, and they constitute a complete barrier to tlia 
fish. So fatal are they that they have beon interdicted abso- 
lutely in Canada, where of late years wise and intelligent at— 
tention has been paid to protecting and increasing the yield of 

salmon and other fish. It is only a few years since they were 
introduced into the South Bay of Long Island, but in that 
short time they had utterly rained the fishing until not only 
did. no one go out with rod and line for weakfish, but it was 
found useless to troll for bluefish, They have nearly ex— 
hausted the Great Lakes, and will inevitably do so unless 
promptly restricted, 

Th would seem an CaSy matter to secure such necessary legis. 
lation to limit the dire effects of what is practically « mo- 
nopoly confined to a very few bands, but in fact nothing has 
appeared more difficult. In the South Bay it was found by 
investigation that there were not over thirty owners of pound 
nets among a population of 30,000, all of them more or less 
interested in protecting and saving the fisheries, But thosa 
thirty men set the 30,000 at defiance, and the county of Suf— 
folk was twice turned over politically—onee from Republican 
to Demovratic and then hack to Republican on the question, 
Pinally the act was passed forbidding pound nets, only by the 
active efforts of Senator Wagstaff, who, although a resident 
of Long Island, was elected ta the State Senate from the city 
of New York, As an evidence of the wisdom of this legisla- 
tion, the removal of the pounds has resulted in the finest fish- 
ing known in the bay for many years, 280 bluefish haying 
been taken by asingle boat, and from thirty to fifty kingfish 
in a day's fishing last summer. 

In the Great Lakes pound fishing has been extended and ex 
fended as it exhausted the fishing which was within easy 
reach till it has assumed picantic proportions. Wot only are 
these nets with wings six milés long and 4 pound at every 
mile, but the stakes are driven in water forty ieet deep. Such 
stakes are an obstruction to nayigation and as dangerous as a 
sunken reef to sailing craft, which have to go miles out of 
their way to avoid them. They are a foot in dinmeter and 
would sink any vessel coming in contact with them in a heayy 
sea, and, if there is no other means of getling rid of them, 
they should be torn up by the general government for this 
reason. But why cannot wé obtain proper legislation about 
the whole business? Why must we go indirectly about ef- 
fecting what lias at most a few hundred individuals in its 
favor and the entire rest of the community against it? When 
shad poles eighty feet long were planted in our harbor, in- 
stead of passing laws fo forbid such a monstrous infraction of 
public right, the people left the matter to the Harbor Com- 
missioners, who pulled them up on account of their injury to 
navigation. The New York Fishery Commission, in its off- 
cial reports, condemins the unlimited use of pound nets year 
after year, but no result will follow unless the sentiment of 
fhe community is aroused. Somebody should make this busi- 
ness of protecting everybody and everybody’s fish their own, 
We will soon have no fish in the Great Lakes if they do not. 
It must be remembered that wild animals are not like domes- 
ticated ones; there is a limit to the supply that no amount of 
demand will increase, Something can be done by artificial 
breeding, but protection in adapting the take to the yield must 
be added or exhaustion will ensue; for no matter how many 
are raised, still more may be fished out if the appliances of 
destruction are increased faster than the means of production. 

Rozrrt B. Roosayvzrr. 
———<$¥_—org—_—_—___—_— 

SpermAToz0A iy Dnns.—Mr. E. G. Blackford informs us. 
that Dr. A. 8, Packer, of Brown University, Providence, R 
I,, has found the male eel with the mult or spermatozoa, This 
is added testimony to what has already been published in our 

columns, and the ‘‘eel question” may now be considered 
practically settled. Mr. Blackford says: ‘* Now give us some- 
thing new to work at.” ‘Well, how about the sea-serpent ? 

SR 

A New Wisn-Way.—Colonel McDonald, Fish Commis- 

sioner of Virginia, has invented and patented a fish-way 
which he thinks cheap, and which will let down the volume 

of a river over a dam of any height with such gentle flow 
that shad in ascending it will only encounter a current of a 
velocity no. greater than six miles per hour. The Colonel 

is very sanguine that this way can be successfully employed, 
and that with it the migratory fish that sre so valuable will 
rapidly stock our upper waters en‘l become abundant. Wa 

hope the Colonel will send us a diagram soon, with avy ac- 
companying suggestions he may be kind enough to give us, 

= 1B 

WisH-Wavys tn Mioniagan,—President Miller, of the Board 
of Fish Comissioners, makes public complaint by request of 

the Governor that fish-ways have not heen erected in place 

where required throughout the State, in accordance with the 

Act of May, 1877. It is the business of the township Super- 

yisors to look after these matters and compel compliance 
with the law. The construction of these fish-jays for the 
passage of fish through our streams would seem to commend 
ifself to all good citizens (whether interested in dams or not) 
ag & just and wholesome requirement. The plans were 

furnished by the board last spring, It is encouraging to see 
our public officials so alive to their own duties and the 

public benefit. 
pH 

New Hamesnter—Manchesier, Nov, 28.—HMditor Forest 
and Steam: Lam very happy to report ta you that the Cali- 
fornia salmon sént to the State of New Hampshire by the 
United States Fish Commissioners, 250,000 in number, to- 
gether with 100,000 for the State of Massachusetts, destined 
for the Merrimac River, have been.all hatched very success- 
fully. The loss by dead eggs when received was not over 
four per cent., and we have lost less than one per cént in 
hatching, so that our total loss so far is within fiye per cent. 
Of these fish 200,000 will be placed in the Pemigewasget and 
Baker's rivers, and the other 150,000 in our laree inland lakes 
—Winnipesaukee, Squaw, Sanapee, etc., whera they can go 
t6 the sea if they like, or take out their naturalization papers 
and remain in fresh water. We are also much gratified at the 
proof of the success of onr former operations, as evinced 
by the taking in the Pemigewasset this summer, by Fish 
Warden B®. B. Hodge, of Plymouth, of some of the young 
Qalifornia salmon of last winter's planting, and also of parr of 
the Salmo salar in their first year’s growth, evidently the 
young of the salmon, which, for the first time in thirty years, 
ascended the Merrimac lust summer, and which haye propa- 
cated in the natuval way. Ilere is some evidence of success 
in fish culture, which promises well for the future. We have 
taken at the Plymouth Hatching Hiouse this month 50,000 
brook trout eggs, which are laid down in the boxes for hatch- 
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ing, and the fry from which we shall distribute to such places 
as may seem most advisable in the spring of "79. 

bs Bam WEsEER. 
+O 

Fish Conrorg in Tenneasarit.—Geo. FL Akers, State Fish 

Commissioner of Tennessee, seems an energetic official, but 

his efforts do not appear to be fully sustained, as will appear 

from the following plea whieh we find in the Nashville 
American: 

** By proper game laws the whole region from Nashville 
to the Tennessee Niver might be perpetually filled with game, 
not only sufficient for the wants and diversion of the popula- 
tion, but an overplus for export. There are numbers of 
streams well suited to the propagation of the best varieties of 
fond fish, passing through this section, tributaries of the Ten- 
nesses and Cumberland riyers. Just now the waters are too 
low und clear to afford good angling. Hence, it is only oc- 
casionally that we are able to strike a “hole” that rewards 
our efforts, Yet I find game fish more abundaniin this stream 
than apy I haye yisited for years. The reason for this is it is 
less seined and gigged and trapped than any other Middle 
Tennessee stream that I know. This insures a fair chance 
forthe fish to multiply. If our Legislature will give us effect- 
ive fish laws, and furnish the comparatively small means 
necessary tO siocsing the streams that are now almost with- 
out fish, in a yery few years there would be an ample supply. 
This is an important question, and I hope, by the aid of the 
press and of pubiic sentiment, to obtain from the Legislature 
recently elected an appropriation and the passage of stringent 
laws for the protection of fish and game—if not throughout 
the State, then, at least for all such counties as may desire. 
As Fish Commissioner, appointed by the Governor, i am free 
to say that without protective laws, and without money to 
pay for yrestocking our streams, I am powerless to do any- 
thing in his respect for the general public good. 

Gro, F. Axrns.” 
—_——_ s+ e_—__—— 

A Historic SAaumon,—lViles, Mich., Nov. 24.—Hditor 
Forest and Streom: A fish (Salmo Glover) commonly termed 
land-locked salmon, was speared in Log Lake, Noy. 19. Log 
Lake is a small lake of some thirty acres, is fed by springs 
and is located about two miles from Kalkaska, the county 
seat of Kulkaska County. On the 19th of May, 1876, there 
were deposited in this lake 5,000 land-locked salmon fry, the 
fry haying been hatched at the State Hatchery at Pokagon, 
maxing our captured fish some two years and six months old, 
It is a male and 9 magnificent specimen of his tribe, weighing 
8 pounds strong, 2 feet 4 inches in Jength. He is sleek in his 
appearance, has beautiful and peculiar markings andis of 
aldermanic proportions, It is stated that the sulmon in this 
lake are now spawning. Mr. Eli R. Miller, the president of 
the Board of Fish Commissioners, has gone to Kalkaska, and 
will make as vigorous & push as possible to secure the fer- 
tilized ova, and it is believed he will succeed. The salmon 
has created a wonderful enthusiasm hereabouts, it being the 
first land-locker of any size caught in the State. Its marvel- 
ous growth begets universal praise as well as wonder. Photo- 
graphsand a plaster paris cast of the fish have been taken, Its 
corpus will to-day be served up in princely array at the Bur- 
dick House in Kalamazoo, and of course will constitute the 
item in to-day’s enw of that popular hotel. Our fish culture 
friends far and near are invited to come up and partake of the 
tare entertainment. The capture of this fish is proof preg- 
nant and positive of the success of our piscicultural labors, 
and presages, quite plainly enough, ** some things as well as 
others.” Cavillers and the whole tribe of doubting Thomases 
are now most respectfully invited to take seata nearer the 
door. ; Gzo. H. Jzroma, 

We congratulate the Michigan Commissioners upon this 
proof, tangible and positive, of the assured success of their 

efforts. ‘This salmon is such an eyidence of the wisdom of 
their work, 

¥ 
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y Bonoopic SALMON IN Miontean.—Detroit, Nov. 26,— 
While at Kalamazoo last Saturday I had the pleasure of sec- 
inga schoodic salmon that weighed 8lbs., 283in. long. It 
was planted in Long Lake, Kalkaska Co., Mich., two years 
and six months ago. It was speared while making a trench 
With its under jaw for the female to spawn in. The femnle 
was following it and spawning. Larger ones were seen by 
the gentleman who caught this one, but as we only wished 
for 4 specimen no more were taken. It was a beauty. 

Yours truly, A. J. Kzruoee, Fish Com, 
SF St SS SS 

K A Drrrorr River Fisnery —I visited yesterday the fishin 
establishment of the late George Clark, our very dear nit 
Jamented co-aborer in the State Fish Commission, and 
think a short description would be interesting to your 
readers in the interior. It is located on what is called 
Grassy Island, near the middle channel in the Detoit River 
at Ecorse, eight miles below Detroit and three-quarters of a 
mile from the home of the Olarks on the mainland. Grassy 
Island was ‘made * land many years ago by the enterprise 
and energy of Mr. Clark. Where originally was only shal- 
low water, grass, and weeds, there jis now there qnite a vil- 
lage. Houses, barns, boat and net houses‘and sheds, coyer- 
ing an area of an acre and more, and large pear and peach 
trees growing which were planted there by Mr. Clark. A 
force of 17 men are now employed by Mrs. Clark, under 
Mr. Lacy, foreman, divided, working 12 hours each, hauling 
4 Seine once in 20 or 30 minutes the entire 24 hours. This 
is done by horse-power, four horses heing kept upon the 
island, two working constantly upon a windlass at each end 
ofthe net. A pound of an acre or more was constructed by 
dredging tothe depth of about 16 feet, and inclosed by 
piles driven yery cluse together to prevent the escape of the 
fish, with a gate at the place where the net is brought in 12 
feet wide and as many deep, and fastened at the bottom by 
hinges, so that the top of the gate floats at the surface of 
the water, and as the net is drawn in the fish are discharged 
from it_ just over the top of the gate, without having been 
handled or removed from their native clemeut oy injured in 
the slightest degree. They are now ready to be placed upon 
the market at the pleasure of ihe owner in such times and 
quantilies asis desirable. The provision made for the 
Housing and care of men, beasts, boats and nets, all show 
that a kind and careful mind was here employed, to which 
all who enjoyed the acquaintance of Mr. George Olark will 
cheerfully testify, Et RK. Mirrer. 

Detroit, Nov. 9, 1878. 
—_—_—_—_—_—_>-o 

Samo QuinwatT i FRranou —Mr. Hditor: Concerning the 
tvansportation of the eggs of the Quinonal salmon to France, 
to which you refer in your last issue, the following letter gives 

‘methods employed by the Indians in their capture, 

not only a good account of the condition of the eggs, their 
subseqnent hatching and destination, but is also decisive con- 
cerning the question of credit for which you so gallantly 
couched a lance in my behalf: 

SocrgrTe v' ACCLIMATATION, Paris, Nov, 14, 1878. 
My. Frep, MaTaer— 
Dear Str; T take pleasure in informing you that we received the sal- 

THO eggs in Most splendid condition. This excellent result is eyidext- 

ly due to your skillful care, for which we feel yery much obliged. AI- 

most all thése egga are now hatched; the fry are very lively, and it 

8eems almoat certain that they wilithriye. In good time they will be 

turned loose in several streams, as the Rhone, the Herault and Youne 

by our Societe with the assistance of the ' Ingenieurs des Sonte et 
Chaussees.”” Again praying you, dear sir, torecelye the assurance of 

our thankfulness, [remain very traly yours, 

RAVERET WATTEL, Secretary. 

I wish to say, however, that part, of the credit is due to Mr. 
Stone, who procured and packed the eggs in California; for 
it is cerlain (hat if the eggs had not been received by me in 
splendid condition I could not have delivered them so no 
matter how excellently I put them up or how cold they were 
kept. FRED MATHER. 

Glatural Historn, 

ABOUT OUR GROUSE—No, 35. 

HE willow grouse bears a considerable resemblance to 
the red grouse of Scotland, and it is commonly called 

moor cock by the inhabitants of Newfoundland, many of 

whom are, of course, old country people, and thus familiar 

with the British bird; partridge is another and Jess appropri— 

ate name by which it is frequently knownhere. This species 
is the only ptarmigan that is ever hunted for sport, and this 

one only, as far as we know, in Newfoundland. The birds 

are usually found on the open barrens, where grow the plants 

and berries on which they especially delight to feed, and 

which give to their flesh in the early fall a peculiar excellence, 

When found in such situations the sport must, we imagine, 
resemble pinnated grouse shooting on the prairies ; certain it 

is that all who have tried it are enthusiastic on the subject, 

and speak and write as if there were nothing like ptarmigan 
shooting. Sometimes a late family are found by the dogs, 
the young of which are not yet able to fly, and in such a case 

it is most touching to see the efforts made by the old ones to 

draw their pursuers away from the brood. If these efforts 

fail the male will not hesitate to fly at dog or man in the 

most courageous manner. Few sportsmen, we hope, would 
have the heart to destroy either parents or young under such 
circumstances. Goth Oannister and Dale, who found this 

species abundant in Alaska, notice the strong attachment 

which the female has for her eggs and brood, and state that 

the affection of the male for the female is eqitally strong, for 
he remains with her during the period of incubation, and even 

refuses to leave ber when in danger, The same explorers 
mention that these birds in winter form regular paths through 

the snow among the willows and along the river banks, and 

that the Indians by means of snares set in these paths capture 
great numbers of them, 

The willow grouse commences to lay early in June and it 
it said that an egg is deposited every day unlil the full num- 

ber is reached. The eggs are curiously marked with dots, 

scratches and blotches of deep reddish purple on a ground of 

dark cream color, and are usually about ten in number. In 

September and October the various broods are said to gather 
together in immense flocks, but when winter has fairly set in 
they separate again into small packs of from fifteen to thirty 

individuals. 
The males of this species are said to assume their red 

plumage as soon as the rocks and higher ground become bare, 
and at this season they spend a part of the day perched on 

large stones or the stumps of frees calling to the females in 

loud guttural croaking tones, The femules assume their 
summer dress early in June. It is an interesting fact that the 
sharp tailed grouse sometimes utters a rough guttural croak 
which answers admirably to the description above given of 

the call of the male willow grouse. We have heard it only 
once, but it seemed so curious a note that it made a strong 
impression on our minds. While traveling in Dakota in 

1874, an old female, with « brood of well grown young, was 
started on the prairies, and the individuals of the family sep- 
arated and flew in all directions. I) happened that we re- 

mained on the spot whenes they had flown, for about half an 

hour, and, during the whole time, we heard this strange call 
uttered by the old hen which was trying to collect the brood, 

and svon the young began to reply by a’ similar note. That 

there might be no question about the matter we followed up one 
of the young and shot it in the act. 
The extraordinary abundance of the willow grouse in the 

Hudson’s Bay Territory and alonz Mackensie’s River often 
enables the Indians to live in plenty, even when large game is 
very scarce. Hearne speaks of seeing flocks of ‘‘ upward of 

four hundred,” of seeing thousands in one day, etc. An ex- 
tract, which we quote from the writings of this quaint old 
author, will give our readers some idea of the great numbers 

of thess birds in the Far North, as well as of one of the 
The 

ptarmigan in winter feed entirely on the buds of the wil- 
low, whence the name of willow grouse, and Hearne says: 

‘“Their food in winter, being so dry and hard, makes if 
necessary for them to swallow a considerable quantity of 
vravel to promote digestion; but the great depth of snow 
renders it yery scarce during that season. 

‘‘™he Indians, having considered this point, invented the 
method now in yopue among the Mnglish of catching them in 
nets by meang of that simple allurement, a heap of gravel, 

The nets for this purpose are fro’ bight to twelve feet square, 
and are stretched on a frame of wood, and are usually set on 
the ice of rivers, creeks, ponds and Jakes, about one hundred 
yards from the willows, but in some situations not half of that 
distance. Under the centre of the net a heap of snow is thrown 
up tothe size of one or two bushels, and, when well packed, 
is covered with gravel. : 

‘‘1o set the nets when thus prepared requires no other 
trouble than lifting up one side of the frame and supporting it 
with two small props about four feet long; a line is fastened 
to these props, and the other end being conveyed to the 
neighboring willows so that a man can always get at it with- 
out being seen by the birds under the net. When everything 
is thus prepared the hunters go to the adjacent willows and 
woods, and, when they start the game, endeavor to drive it 
into the net, which at times is no hard task, as they frequent- 
ly run before them like chickens; and sometimes require no 
driving, for, as soon as they see the black heap of grayel on 
the snow, they fly straight toward it. 

‘The hunter then goes to the end of the line, and when he 
sees that there as many about the gravel as the net can cover, 
Or a8 many as are likely to go under at that time, with a sud- 
den pull he hauls down the stakes and the net falls on the 
snow and incloses the greater portion of the birds that are 
under it. By this simple contrivance I have known upward 
of three hundred caught in one morning by three persons, and 
a much greater number might have been procured had it been 
thought necessary, ; 

‘“‘It is common to get thirty to seventy at one haul, and in 
the winter of 1736 the master of a sloop at Churchill River 
actually caught two hundred and four at two hauls. 
They are by no means equally plentiful each year, for in 

some winters | have known them to be so scarce that it wad 
impossible to catch them in nets, and all that could be pro- 
cured with the gun would hardly afford one day’s allowance 
per week to the men during the season. But in the winter of 
1785 they were so plentiful near Churchill and such numbers 
were brought to the factory that Igaye upward of two thou- 
sand to the hogs. 

Large numbers of these birds are no doubt devoured by 

hawks, owls and foxes, but their numbers areso great that the 

depredatisns committed by these enemies do not perceptibly 

reduce their numbers. Weare told that when pursued by 
hawks or the great white owl the ptarmigan will dive into the 
snow and work their way along beneath its surface with con- 

siderable speed. Their color afi all seasons serves in a great 

measure to protect them from their enemies, for it is said that 
it is almost as difficult to see one of them when crouching on 
the bare ground in summer as it is to discover them in winter 
when hiding on the snow. 

The white piarmigan is abundant in Scandinavia, and Loyd 
in his ‘*Game Birds of Norway and Sweden,” gives a very 

full account of the methods there employed for their capture. 
The principal ways of taking them seem to be by shooting 
them from the trees when feeding, stalking with a pea rifle, 
snaring in the same manner employed to take ruffed grouse 

herein the Hast, and calling—the latter method heing the 
same which our turkey hunters make use of in spring. Great 

numbers are thus destroyed, and at present we are told that 

the ptarmigan are scarce in most parts of Norway and Sweden. 

To such of our readers as desire to know more about our 
grouse we would recommend the admirable worl: on '* North 

American Birds,” by Messrs. Baird, Brown and Ridgway, and 
Dr, Coues'*‘ Birds of the Northwest.” The few notes which 
we haye contributed to the recent issues of Forrsr Ayp 
SrreaM contain, besides much that has already been noted, a 

few facts that have never yet been published, and which we 
have accumulated during eight summers of travel and obser- 

vation in the broad domain which lies between the Missouri 
River and the Pacific coast, 

eS ie 

A Sreance Brro.—AHditor Forest and Stream: T left for 
identification a curious bird, shot on Friday, Noy. 8, on 
Greenfield Hill, Conn., by Talman B. Bradley, who has shot 
in that region for many years. Goth of us have hunted for 
thirty or forty years, and neither have szen the bird, JI at- 
tempt now to describe: The shape is like a rail, but much 
larger; the plumage on the back resembles that of the 
meadow-lark, while the wings are mottled like a quail; the 
breast is white, slightly mottled with black; the bill is about 
an inch and a half long, and straight; the legs resemble a 
quail, I incline to the belief that it isa specimen of the Scio 
quail, some of which were loosed near Boston. The flight 
was somewhat like a ployer, and the dogs treated it as a game 
bird. We were hunting for quail at the time on ground 
where a few days before we had found a bevy. If any of 
your readers know about this anomaly it will be of interest to 

Yours, Ui Wa ob 

[Our correspondent’s description does not answer at all te 
that of the migratory quail. We cannot tell with any degree 

of certainty what his bird was, but incline to the opinion that 
it was a wader of some kind—perhaps the Upland Plover 
(Actiturus bartramius). : 

If any of our correspondents who shoot birds or mammals 
with which they are unacquainted would only take the 
trouble to preserve their specimens they would receive satis-, 

factory answers to such queries as the above. From the head, 
wing and leg of a bird it is easy to tell whatitia; but the 
general descriptions which usually accompany these inquiries 
seldom help much in determining the affinities of a specimen. 

—Iip. | 
6 ee. 

A Partian Arsiso.—Our correspondent, Mr. Geo. Lyman 
Appleton, of Savannah, Ga., writes us, saying: 

A friend of mine killed a jackdaw some time since with 
several white feathers in each wing and in the tail, It is a 
singular thing for this part of the world, Did you ever hear 
of another such case? He has the bird stuffed, 
We presume that by jackdaw our friend intends to desig- 

nate either the crow blackbird, or the boat-tailed grakle, and 
if we are right in this assumption we can say that itis by no 
means unusual to find white feathers on these birds, We 

haye occasionally seen specimens in which the white feathers 

preponderated. 

: an es 



Tae RarrinsyArn's Ravrors.—We are indebted to a 

Peekskill correspondent for the following valuable informa- 
tion, The photograph is a capital one : P 
Mp. Epwmor.—Notlcing the lnquiry uf your Arizona correspondent in 

the Inst issne of Poesy AND STREAM, T take the liberty of sendmg you 
a photograph of @ ratilesmake that was killed at Lake George, luat 
August, In this specimen at least, as is plainly shown In the plioto,, 

the rattles were worn with the narrow edge to the ground, This snake 

was killed while swimming across Lake George, near Blank Mountain, 

ALM measured 4i4ft, long aud sin, in circumference, 
E, ANDERSON, 
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UWARITAT OF SMELTS—Germantown, Phita,, Nov. 27.—Please advise 
meé, through your columna or by Teall, the lowest waters the 'smelts,’ 

sich as caught inthe Kennebec River and waters north of that, have 

bean koown to school and be equght, IT do not mean the black backs, 

sUch ag have been Oanght in New Jéréey waters, which ara & different 

Species fron those which ate now in 1arket from the Kennebec River, 
Amanswer will oblige, [havea bet witha pirty who [osists they have 
been caughtin the Brandywine Creck, Delaware, identical with those 
of Kennebec, WOW ak 

The smelts of the Raritan, Passaic and Delaware rivers 
(Oamerus mordax), are belieyed to be identical with their 

northern congeners of Maine and near latitudes, while the 
Potomac smelis, which are found in the Washington Market, 
are the Hyhognaihus regius. Attempts have beea made by 
the Maryland Fish Commissioners, within three years past, 

to cultivate smelts artificially, By obtaining specimens this 

winter you will be able to make comparisons, 
et 

ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE FOR THE WEEE 

ENDING Noy, 28,—One pair mouetached ground doves, Geotryjon mys- 

tqcea, Hab, Gaudelonpe, brought North by Mr, H. A, Ober, presented by 
George N. Lawrence, Haq., N. Y, city; one pair Seabrighi bantam, 

Gallus domesticus, presented by Miss Mary 1. Waddington, N. ¥. city ; 

one white turkey cock, Meleagris gallopavo, presented hy Mr, C. B, 

Gunther, N. ¥, city; one Zebt, Hoe indicus, born in the Menagerie; 
thiréed jaguars, Melis once, placed on exhibition, 

W. A, Conkiin, Diréctor. 

Woodland, Harm and Garden, 

ON A COLORADO CATTLE RANCH. 

Y first visit, fo a colorado stock ranch brought me in 
M contact wilh a dozen booted, spurred and bronzed 
inen, who wore flannel shirts, wide hats, and no collar. They 
were ridins over the country, showing 4 rich Englishman 
‘the cows,” My host had one of the finest ranch houses in 
Jolorado, and they had brought the gentleman down from 
Rabbit War Ranch to call. : 

There was no fence about the house; its piazza faced the 
mountsing, 70 milés away; the prairie blossoms leaned against 
the boards, as though the dwelling were a big thistle grown 
up in their midst; the sod had not been disturbed; there 
were no trees, no rose bushes, no grading—none of the litter 
and rubbish of anew house at home. Neat and complete as 
a pastehoard bos, if stood alone in the yast prairies 80 mules 
from any other dwelling. The big herds of the owner were 
nowhere to be séen, They wilh the horses and mules were 
out in care of the cow boys on the range. Afar ont on the 
prairie the tiukling hell of the leader, the weird songs and 
shouls of the herders, now here, now there, as they headed off 
some refractory aninial with wide detour and whizzing folds 
of the lariat, was one of the mos: peculiarly Western and 
fascinating; of the many stvange experiences on the ranch. 

Jn Colorado there is a class of highly educated men engaged 
in the cattle trade. The men are sunburned and wear flannel 
shirts while ou the ranch, but none need mistake them for 
common or ignorant persons. ‘They. aro, in very many cases, 
gentlemen of culture and standing. In the circle of ranchmen 
whose acquaintance I haye formed during my stay, there are 
several nen of large wealth and scholarly attainments, who, 
traveling in the West for health, became interested in the 
cattle business, enchanted by the wild, open air life, and have 
invested in stock, roughed it, and enjoy the climate, the free- 
dom ant the excitement, as well as the money it brings. One 
gentleman—mine host—was in the navy, but likes the billowy 
prairies better than the deep blue sea. A neighbor is one of 
the finest special geologists in America, ‘Trayeling in pursuit 
of his profession, he saw there was money in cattle, and so 
left his sesthetic Boston home for atent.on the plains, Another 
ecientist, whose name is known on two continents, has, during 
the past year, Zone heavily into the business, Two Harvard 
eraduates ate on ranches adjoining. Tho two young men, 
educated in Germany, herd their own flocks and live tempo- 
tavily ina dugout. At the ranch where Iwas entertained I 
gaw three youths, brown and bashful, come every evening 
home with the horses, and ride away in the éarly dawn, at 
breakneck pace, after the snorting herd. They looked like 
any farm boys; yet in the evening, when work was over, and 
they sat.on ibesteps with the family, their talk was wonder- 
fully bright and interesting. Two of them had traveled in 
jdutope. One was the son of ex-Senator Conness, of Califor- 
nia; one was Mr. Pope Yeatman, nephew of Gen, Pope, U. 
§. A.; fhe third was the son of Fred Law Olmstead, of New 
York, ‘They ave as well read boys as one can find anywhere. 
Tn delicate bealth fyom city life and study, they came out 
here to‘ yough it,’"are slout afd well, busy from morning 
owl night, nding all day oyer the blossoms and the fresh 
gvass, (nd, learning the cattle business from the beginning, 
will, no doubt, in a few years own ranches aud herds of their 
own, 
The man wishing to engage in stock business here buys so 

many bead from aPexaa herd, from meu just in on the trail— 
flat is, who have just. driven a herd up from ‘Texas, 50 many 
yearlings, eithey ‘uale or female ot steers; 80 many two, 
three years old, or beeves, cows, yearlings, or two years old, 
ave called ‘stock cattle;” three years old are ‘separate stock 
cattle 2" over three years old are “stock beeyes.” ‘The year- 
lings this year average fh) apiece; for twoyears ald and cows, 
S14; tor three-year-old steers, p15; for beeves, $20. _ ithe 
stock man eclects his range, builds his corral and shanties by 
contract, takes his eattle there, brands them, turns them loose, 
pays his herders $30 to $40 per month, foreman $70 to #100. 
Prices ave higher further north in the Indian country, but 
around here thigis the average. 

The ranches sre Government land. Anybody can graze 
their herds thereon, but by commouecustom the man who has 
long had ynnge in a certain place is not driven away by new 
comers, A man can if he chooges, preempt 160 acres near 4 

stream, build his house there, and allow his herds to range 
around for forty or fifty miles. The general pasture land of 
‘this region js an immense triangle, bounded by the mountains, 
(he North and South Platte, and the Arkansas. Very few 
cattle ever get over the mountains or across the rivers, there- 
ite practically this range is enclosed by these natural bound- 
art 

The customs concerning the range vary in different locali- 
ties. On the Arkansas a man owns a coriain number of miles 
of river front; back of that he claims his range. Jere the 
custom is different. The country on the South Platte is 
older, well settled, and every man's range is as well kuown 
ag if it had a high wall ubout it, 

Th the winter the cattle graze on land where the lack of 
Water prevented tlieir pasture in summer, In winter the 
snow quenches their thirst, and under the snow the nutritious 
grass serves them as theironly food, They are never sheltered 
or watched, or herded during the winter. Left totake care of 
themselves, they wander off, are driven by the storms far 
from home, and by spring scattered over the whole triangle 
enc’osed by tivers and mountains. Every man’s herds are 
mixed up together. Then comes the grand round up. 

In Colorado the time and places of the round ups are es- 
tablished by law, or rather determined by County Commis- 
sioners, who publish in the spring the places for the round 
ups for every day during the six weeks, usually beginning in 
the middle of May. Hvery ranch or neighborhood then fits 
out a squad of men to go and pick ont their own cattle. Gen- 
erally a neighborhood club together for thegreat spring frolic. 
‘There are busy times limes there after the long winter’s rest 
and isolation. The mountains are white with snow from top 
to toe, but the crocuses are as thick on the prairie as in the 
garden borders at home; a, profusion of the dantiest wild 
blossoms keep them company, and from the bleak plains which 
the frost has scarcely left, the hardy floral pioneers lift brave 
and beautiful heads out of the fender grass. The harness ig 
overlooked, wagon covers mended, provisions laid in, and at 
last, on a bright spring morning, the wagons and outfit are 
seen starting from every ranch in the country toward a com- 
mon meeting-place on the unfenced plain. For an outfit of 
150 men thirty wagons are the average number, and at the 
round up at least 700 head of horses are seen—food cow 
horges—ridden by No. 1 cow punchers. 

Each squad elects a foreman or captain, and all the captains 
aré under the control of ihe commander-in-chief, who, for 
the nonce, is a greater man than a major-general of the army. 
The men are picturesquely clad in warm flannel shirts and 
buckskin trousers, and present a gay appearance dashing off 
in advance of the canvas-covered wagons, which contain the 
beds and food, Each outfit has its distinctive name. One is 
Enown as the Owl Creek Squad; another is the Wild Cat 
Outfit ; another the Lone Tree Company. ' 

The places of round up are usually about twenty miles fror 
each other, Among them are ‘* Big Crow,” ‘Little Crow” 
and ‘‘Gerry,” named for the grandson of Elbridge Gerry, 
Governor of Magsachusetts, from whom the word ‘‘ Gerry- 
mandering” wasderiyved, The grandson Gerry was one of 
the old settlers in this country; he died not long since at 
Evans, Colorado, leaving a large property, and four equayws to 
inherit it. 

The men from the ranchés, on the edges of the grazing 
land, 7. ¢,, at the foot of the mountaing or nearest the rivers, 
Sweep around the boundary and star{ the cattle toward the 
centre of the range, the main place of ihe round up. Tt takes 
weeks to get them together. During that time, with driving 
wild steers by day, and night herding or keeping them from 
scattering ali night, no man gets over five liours’ sleep out of 
the twenty-four. After arriving at the place of the rendez- 
vous the commander issues his orders: The Wild Cat) men 
are to take the outer cirele, the Owl Creek men the next cir- 
cle of cattle, and so on until the herds are subdivided into 
patches on the plains, and are more easily handled. The 
cattle are roughly sorted on the way to the place of the next 
day’sround up. The confusion is lessened each day. In 
time cach neighborhood gets its cattle. Theneach man inthe 
neighborhood squad separates his brand from his fellow’s, so 
that by the time the home range is reached every ranchman 
brings along his own brand, and the young ealves which run 
by the sides of the branded mothers. After the home range 
eee the first thing is fo brand the new addition to the 
ock. 
Sometimes a calfold enough to leave the mother is with the 

herd; its parents not known, it is an alien, and a subject of 
dispute, and is known as a ‘‘ Maverick.” Mir. Maverick, a 
Texan, had a small herd on an island, where they remained 
until the close of hostilities, scarcely thought of. When he 
went to look after then they had increased to that extent that 
the sinall island was crowded. Ile had them conyeyed to the 
main land, where they broke “way and seattered oyer the 
whole State. Hyery quadruped unbranded, or whose owner 
is uncertain, has in ‘Texas since that tinie been called a Maver- 
-ick, and the name coming hither with the Texan drovers has 
rooted in the grazing plains of the West. The law directs in 
this section that all Mavericks shall be turned in for the bene- 
fit of the school fund. 

After the round up the work is not all done, although the 
cattle business differs from some other undettakings m the 
fact that the work is all during the simmer. In the winter no 
thought or care is taken of the stock. They roam off and 
take care of themselves. 

In the season the ranchmian lives in his wagon the moat, of 
the time, and is going oyer his range constantly. A wagon, 
ten men, a foreman and cook, fifty saddle horses, provisions 
for two weeks, and they start from home and go from one 
end of the range to the other, As they go along (hay collect 
the beef and unbranded calves, take them to some corral, and 
brand the calves that are all the time coming on, turn them 
out, select beef for shipment, and keep an eye on the gencral 
condition of the herd, They move aboul ten miles a day. 
When bref enough is started for a train load of twelve to 
twenty-five cart, containing from 280 to 400 head of beeves, 
they take them to the nearest railroad point, ship them to the 
Union Stock Yards, send along wilh them a trustworthy man, 
who delivers them over to a commission merchant of the 
yards, who sells them and sends the money by dratt on New 
York to the owner, 
A few days after my arrival L witnessed what they called 

“Scutting out,” A drove of to thousand cattle that had been 
selected as beeves from the herd, stood in a close bunch 
onthe plain 2 couple of miles from the ranch house. We 
drove oyer to see the fun, and, standing well out of the way 
of the racing horses, swinging Jassos, and scattering cattle, 
watched with interest. The fattest beeves are ‘cut out” 
from the herd and driven into @ separate bunch that was 
guarded ata little distance by watchful horsemen. One by 
one the finest cattle were separated. Some thirty horsenicn 
Were riding in all directions, swinging the long horse-hair 

ropes from their saddle horns in an inextricable tangle, digezing 
their spurs into their horses’ flanks, heading off the steers that 
were aiming for us, turning them fromthe herd, driving them 
toward the bunch across the plain as though there was not a 
moment to lose. 

One of our party, excited over the chase of a rebellions cow 
that bore down upon us, waved her handkerchief and came 
near causing a slampede. Ina moment after the white signal 
waa fluttered every cow was facing her, heads up, horns high 
in air. The foreman shouted for herto hide fhe handkerchief, 
He told us afterward that an unusual sight, especially of any- 
thing white, sometimes causes a greal herd to break away aod 
tun for miles. At such times they will sweep over every ob- 
struction, trampling down men and horses alike. The way to 
turn a herd is not to head them or dash up in front of them, 
Buby. wide circling detours turn them gradually into a semi- 
circle, 

One man alone can’t handle cattle at all. It takes four 
mounted men to herd seven hundred ; it takes eight inen to 
drive and night herd a bunch of two thousand to three thou- 
sand catila at one time. Mr. Islili’s herd of forty to fifty 
thousand has sixty men employed, and a proportionate num- 
ber of wagons and horses, 

The cattle man has to be moving from the time the grass is 
big enough to feed a horse from the length of his tether until 
the snow flies in Noyember. Then the stock nof shipped is 
furned adrift, wagons put under the shed, harness hung up, 
men discharged, except two or three to take cave of the horses — 
and do chores about the place, and the ranchman, brown as a 
berry, stout, hearty and vigorous, goes into winter quarters at 
home, or puts on his store clothes, takes a run Kast, and there 
meets old friends. The stockmen to whom I have talked say 
too many men are crowding in. From a profit of from 50 to 
100 per cent., it has gradually dwindled to 20 to 25 per cent, 
The old-timers want plenty of room. When ranchmen are 
settled nearer than thirty miles apart, it crowds too close for 
comfort. The dealers have, in the past few years, heen im- 
preying the increase of the West by the introduction of 
thoroughbred Durhams among the Texas stock. 

The assessment returns count Colorado 550,000 head; Wy- 
oming, 235,000; Utah, 350,000; Washington, 200,000; Montana, 
200,000; Oregon, 175,000; California, 650,000. When it is 
remembered that the assessment is neyer oyer 50 per cent. of 
actual amount, an idea may be had of the immense cattle 
trade in the country west of the Mississippi. The great feed- 
ing grounds of the world are transferred from Texas to the 
wide buffalo ranges of the plains, and the sheltered mountain ~ 
parks, and the fertile pastures of the Pacific slope. 

Those who see cattle only in the crowded stock cars, or in 
the slaughter yards of cities or villages, can huye no idea of 
the good times the cows have here. Wunning water, un- 
limited range of jnicy buffalo grass, and a new bed every 
night of yelyety prairie blossoms, what more could the most, 
fastidious bovine desire? And yet to this is added air pure 
and clear as nectar, winds balmy as the) breath of heaven; 
in wilter, shelter from the mountains; In summer, freshness 
from their snows-—Sun. 
a 

Tur INTEENATIONAL Darry Farr.—The great International 
Dairy Fair was opened at the American Institute building, 
this city, last Monday, andis now in progress, There is an 
immense display of dairy products, and the whole process of 
the manufacture of butter and cheese. The tables and stands 
on the right of the building are devoted to cheese, those on 
the left fo butter. Near the centre two pyramids of cheese 
have been erected. The pyramidal exhibit of H. K. & F, B, 
Thurber & Co, of this city, comprises samples of every 
variety of cheese made in this country or Hurope, There are 
the Cheshire, Derby, Wiltonshire, Somersetshire, and other 
yarieties from England; the ‘* Couda,” from South Holland ; 
the ‘* Monk’s Head,’ from France; the ‘‘ Ballinidi Grayina,’, 
and the ' Balle di Tuglio,” from Italy; the ‘‘ Cacia Cavilli,” 
from South Italy- the “ Mistrella,” from Sicily, and many 
other curious varieties, including the ‘ Stilton,” which looks 
like a length broken from a buried stone column out of the 
ruins of Balbec. Around the base of the pyramid are ten 
specimens from a Whitesboro, N. Y., factory, each weighing 
close to a thousand pounds. The exhibit is surmounted by 
a life-size figure of a cow with a crumpled horn, The most 
extensive part of the fair is devoted to cheese. There are 
Cheeses from all over the world. From ‘Theresa, N. Y., 
comes the mammoth specimen—a huge cheese four feet in di- 
ameter, two feet high, and weighing seventeen hundred 
pounds. Then there are cheeses yery small in diameter, but 
80 awfully powerlvl that they have to be confined in one of 
Herring's strongest safes. The butter comprises some two 
hundred eutries, coming from all the great dairy districts of 
the country and from Ireland, Denmark, Friesland, Holland, 
Wales, Normandy, England, the Isle of Jersey, and all other 
oleaginous countries, ‘There is a dairy-maid caryed in butter 
and 4 real live one, too, in the part of the fair deyotedsfo the 
dairy work. Here may be seen the whoie process of manu- 
facture. A handsome display of cows furnish the milk, 
which, under the hands of skilled workers, in due time comes 
forth as golden butter aud cheese. There are dairy imple- 
ments, models of whole cstablishmenis, and in short eyery- 
thing that can interest people who make butler, people wha 
sell butter, and people who eat butter, and that is everyhody. 
Here are some statistics of the great butter and cheese indus- 
try of the United States, which we fancy will be new to most 
gople: ‘*There will he exported this year from the whole coun- 

try 180,080,000 pounds of cheuse ard 25,000,000 pounds of 
butter. There are 13,000,000 cows in the country, or twenty- 
three to every 100 persons. ‘Thisis six times as many as in 
Great Britain, twice as many as in France, two and a half 
times as many as in Prussia, andl more than in England, Ire- 
land, Scotland, Wales, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Tussia, 
Finland, Austria, Hungary and Switzerland combined ; slto- 
sether these countries contain four times the population of the 
United States. The value of the land and cows in this coun- 
try employed ia ee milk, butier and cheese is §1,3800,- 
000,000. More than 8,000 factories are engaged in the manu- 
facture, besides numberless private dairies. One manufac- 
turer in Western New York lias more than forty factories, 
and others in different sections have from live to thirty each, 
The best counties in Pennsylvania, Northern,Ohio, Michian, 
Northern [linois, Wisconsin, lowa and Colorado are devoted 
to dairying. Ten yearsago California imported these articles; 
now she exports them. Fifteen years ago Chicago bought 
cheese from the Hast; now 100,000,000 pounds pass through 
that city for New York annually. Canada bought of the 
States until a few days ago; now her annual exports of butter 
and cheese have reached 80,000,000 pounds. With the ex- 
ception of a few counties in Vermont and New Jersey, the 
Stutes other than those mentioned huy more than they pro- 
duce; the entire South boys and largely from merchants im 
this city, who handle annually about $3,000,000. 
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LIST OF WINNING YACHTS, 1878. 

HIS list will be found nearly complete, excepting in such unavoidable omissions, 
T arising from the causes mentioned in the heading to the list of races. The column of 
owners and rigs are filled in where known, but are too frequently omitted in reports of races. 
The length on water line is given in feet and inches where known. O. or U. before the 
Jength signify over or under that length; » dash connecting two figures, that the boat's 
length is somewhere between the two. Yachts of the N. 8. ¥.8. have their tonnage in 
place of their length given; a T. after a figure signifies tons. In the column of Rigs: Schr., 
schooners; Str., steamer; Slp., stoop; Cut., cutter; Cran., catamaran; D. E., double end; 
T. U., tuck up; Bat., batteau; Spt., sprit sail; O. B., open boat. When the boats are con- 
nected by a dash it signifies a doubt as to there being one or two boats; when two rigs or 
owners are put against a name itsignifies that the rig or owner was changed during the season. 
A * means one race out of a series won, not giving a prize; A}+means champion. The 
championship of the N. B. Y. C. was won by three races; that of the Q. Y. C. by two; 
and that of the B. Y. C. by two. But this latter was for actwal time, and regular prizes 
were given for corrected time; 4th or Sth in the column of 3d Prizes, means a fourth or 
fifth prize. In one or two eases there is a doubt about arace; here a? is inserted. In the 
columns of lengths, 1stc, 2d c., etc., indicates first class, secoud class, etc., where lengths 
are not known. uid L : 

In a few races where two distinct prizes, under separate conditions, were sailed for at 
the same time with allowances, two races have been credited to the participants. For 
example, inthe N. Y. Y. ©. regatta, the races for the club prizes and the Bennett, Cup are 
counted as two races; but if one prize was given for actual and one for corrected time, as in 
the B. Y. C, championship races, one race only is credited. 

In the column of best corrected times, a ? against the names of Mancy and Scamp signifies 
that in one race, where the prize was taken by ‘‘actual time,” there was a doubt as to which 
made the best " corrected time,” the boats not being timed. The ? does not throw doubt on 
other figures in the columns, but shows that there was an additional doubtful race. 
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Durzrrep.—a large number of interesting communications 
have unavoidably been deferred. They will appear at earliest 

opportunity. ; 
Se 

—We make the following additions, etc., to our List of 
Races published last week. In the list of abbreviations J. O. 
stands for Jeffries Club : 

)Y GC. Annie V wins 2d prize, not Annie. 
May na GO. There were 9 entries in all, not 9 in firat 

ae 20, NYC. Sadie, SB YO, not Bost YC. 
July 22, Phila YC, Thomas Ledyard, not John Ledyard. 
July 24, 8 B MF, not CP MF, and Lena won 2d prize instead 
f first, i : i 

a July 29, match ect down for this day was sailed some time in 
July, date not known. — ; 

August 20, DY C, Thisbe, not Thistle. : 
October2, SBME. The keel class was omitted. Itshould be: 

2 entries; Starlight wins. 

Frusnep tam Dog.— A young man of this city,” says the 
Rochester Union, ‘was recently in a part of the country 
where game is very abundant, and was invited by two of the 
best shots of the town to » day’s partridge shooting. He 
neplected to tell them that he was no sportsman, but accepted 
the invitation with apparent glee. A gun and a first-class 
dog were provided for the guest, and he set out with the two 
friends who were to take him over the ground. They entered 

the brush and had separated but a short distance, when the 
dog given to the Rochester man ° made game,’ and in a mo- 
ment was ona staunch point. The hunter knew little about 

guns and less about setter dogs, but thought that a dog that 

would stand still so carly in the day must be yery lazy and 

deserved punishment. Atter waiting a short time to let the 

dog start again, and secing him rigid as a statue, the gunner 

picked up a stone and gave the poor beast a blow that made 

him howl, and at the same moment up went a brace of par- 

tridges from under the dog’s nose! The other shooters were 
not fav away, and heard the birds rise. The explanation 
given by the guest was not very satisfactory and he was in- 
yited shooting no more,” 

Che Hennel. 
NasHvinLe Firtp Trrats.—The following are the entries 

for the various States in the Nashville Field Trials, the run- 

ning for which commenced on Monday of this week. It ean- 

not be said that the interest in these trials equals that of 
former years : 
Puppy Stakes, Under 18 Months Old.—D C Sanborn enters bik, 

w and tan bitch Jennie’; DC Sanborn enters blk, w and tan dog 
Dan; WA Wheatley enters young Guide; W A Wheatley enters 
Prairie Rose; J F Nicholson enters blk bitch Belle ; J H Dew en- 
ters Mr Milner’s bitch Pearl; Geo W Campbell enters white bitch 
Fannie; Capt Pat Henry enters Lorna; Capt Pat Henry enters 
Breckinridge; Li H Smith enters Lass 0’ Gowrie. 

Champion Stakes.—D C Sanborn enters blk, wand tan Noellio; 
D C Sanborn enters Dan; W A Wheatley enters Mack; J F Nichol- 
son enters blk d Jet; J F Nicholson onters blk b Bolle; BH Bry- 
son enters bik, wand tan Gladstone; J H Dew enters Mr Higgins’ 
Lincoln; M C Campbell enters red d Joe, Jr; M C Campbell enters 
red b Buck, Jr; Wm Hilison enters Kate; B F Stoddard enters red 
d Bob; Dr Fleet Spier enters blk, w and tan St Elmo; Dr 8 Fleet 
Spier enters blk, w and tan Romeo; Capt Pat Henry enters blk and 
tan Breckinridge; Wm Ackerman enters Maida; P H Brysonenters 
blk and wd Whip; St Lonis Kennel Club enters Bow; St Louis 
Kennel Club enters Hrin Il; 1 H Smith enters blk, wand tan 
Paris; L H Smith enters blk, w and tan Clip; Luther Adams en- 
ters blk, w and tan Druke. 
Brace Stakes for Dupont Prize.—D C Sanborn enters Nellie and 

Dean; W A Wheatley enters Rose and Guide; MC Campbell enters 
Buck, Jr, and Joe W; J F Nicholson enters Belle and Jet; DrS 
Fleet Spier enters St Elmo and Maida; ES Sanford enters Spiero 
and St Elmo; J H Dew and Bryson snter Gladstone and Lincoln ; 
St Louis Kennel Club enter Bow and Erin; Harvard Kennel Club 
enter Drake and Dash JJ; L H Smith enters Paris and Clip. 
Nursery Stakes, for Puppies Under 12 Months.—R B Morgan 

enters Prairie Belle; Robert Harper enters Hattie; G W Campbell 
enters Tom IIT; Louis Valertino enters Bells of Nashyille, WA 
Wheatley enters Prairie Rope. 

By Teélegraph,—In the Puppy Stakes Pearl won first 
prize; Wannie second; Dan third. There was-a large at- 
tendance, 

Dog Srow.—-A dog show will be held at Brockton, Mass., 
January 8,9 and 10, under the auspices of the Brockton 
Fanciers’ Club. 

+ 

Doo Taxrs.— Under our peculiar system of State Goyern- 

ment, by which each State makes its own local laws, of 

course there is no general plan of taxation as regards domes— 

tic animals. In some districts, where sheep are largely 
grown, the tax on dogs is very high, and in others, such as 

the State of Massachusetts where sportsmen have some legis- 
lative influence, the tax isso arranged as to discourage the 

breeding of curs, If we remember rightly, in the State 

just named bitches are taxed $5 each and dogs $2. This we 

hold to be eminently proper. The great curse of the day, as 
far as dog breeding is concerned, is that every man or boy 
who can scrape together money enough to buy a bitch puppy 

witha pedigree has turned “breeder.” If all breeders had 

adhered to the plan adopted by some—that of drowning their 
bitch puppies instead of selling them—dogs would not be so 

common and go cheap as they arenow. But while the rage 
lasted, everything but immediate profit was lost sight of, and 

the result is that the country is being deluged with setters 

and pointers whose performances will never equal their pedi- 
grees, The next best thing is a law such as that in force in 

Massachusetts, where a high tax on bitches will force breeders 
to drown them. In this way the supply may be kept within 
reasonable limits. The dog tax in England produces an enor- 

mous revenue. In Prussia it is proposed to extend the tax 
from the cities where it is now in force to the country districts, 

and provisions haye been made for enforcing it from the com- 
mencement of next year. The taxis fixed at three shillings 
for each dog, without distinction of sex or breed. Ixcep- 

tions are made, however, in fayor of puppies stillf suckling 



of a single watch dog on a farm, and of a sheep dog or cow- 

herd's dog where ten beasts or forty sheep are kept. Torest- 
era, cattle dealers, butchers, and night watchmen are also al- 
lowed one dog 4 piece free from tax. 

se 

Bavasr Barreve.—The second trial of a somewhat novel 
kind of sport was held on the outskirts of the city on Satur- 
day Jast. It was a trial as to whether a smart bull-terrier 
could pull a badger out of his box twice out of three times, 

On the first trial, a week ago, the dog won; in the last rubber 
the badger won. In other words, to make the statement fully 

plain, the dog baited the badger and the badger bate the dog. 
———————— 

Dog Porrrairs.—We have engravings of the following 

celebrated dogs on cardboard and will send any one of the same 

on receipt of twenty-five cents, or any six for one dollar: 
English Setters—Pride of the Border, Fairy and Lark. Trish 

Setters—Rover (Macdona’s), Elcho, Dick (Jarvis’) and Dash 
(Salters’). Gordon Setters—Lou, Lang and Dash (Colburn’s). 
Cocker Spaniel—Witch. Pug—Rex. Bull Dog—Duke. 
Daschunde—Fritz and Diana. 

Napper. Dandy Dinmonts—Doctor and Tib Mumps. 
he ls LO 

Fox, Doe axp Duox.—Mr. Anthony, on the St. Lawrence 
River, has a large and sagacious Newfoundland dog, and a 

neighbor has—or rather had—a baby fox, which was allowed 
torun at large, The fox made daily calls on the dog, the two 

playing together during the day, when the fox would return 
home. As the fox grew to fox estate his appetite grew with 

the exercise, and one day a duck was missing. Being caught 
in the act after three or four ducks had disappeared, he was 

deprived of his liberty. The dog next day watched and 

waited for his playmate, and on the second day, hé not ap- 

pearing, called on the fox. Another duck was gone at night 
and the dog was caught next day with the duck in his mouth 
and carrying it to the fox, who ate it while his canine friend 

looked on. Sequel: Dog tied up and fox shot. Moral: 
Never play ducks and drakes with your neighbor’s property. 

Bull Terriers—Tarquin and" 

poses. One is a red Irish setter and one a Gordon, and both 
prize winners and of noted strains.’ 
a Pe he 

A Praxrom Doc.—Some months ago we published a harm- 
less little stery of a dog in New Zealand who, morning and 
evening, ferried across the river a porcine companion to and 
from the pastures green. Now that same dog has reappeared 

in a dozen different quarters of the earth—if the earth has a 
dozen quarters. He has been reported from Panama, where 
the intelligent paragrapher has mixed him np with a dog who 
barks to scare away the alligators. Another paper places 
him in California, a third in Labrador, and another among 

the Tongan Islands. Is this a real, material dog or a phan- 

tom canine, appearing at odd intervals to the favored ones of 

every clime, creed and nationality? We don’t believe in 
spiritualism, but how else can it be explained ? 

. oH 

—Major Francis de Winton, R. A., Secretary to the Mar- 
quis of Lorne, the new Governor-General of Canada, was in 

Canada seventeen years ago with Sir William Fenwick Wil- 
liams, of Kars, and*was very popular. He is a prominent 

turfman, and was Master while in Canada of the Montreal 
Fox Hounds. 

DETROIT DOG SHOW. 

Derrorr, Mrox., Nov, 30, 1878. 
Eptror Forrst anp SrrEaM: 

The following express companies have agreed to carry dogs 
to the Show on the pre-payment of their usual rates, and re- 
turn the same frei, viz.: the New York, Baltimore & Ohio, 
American, and Uniled States, 

The Adams Express Company have not yet been heard 
from, but no doubt they will do the same. 

The following additional special prizes have been donated: 
W- H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, sives a fine duck suit for the 
best Irish setter puppy under 12 months old, native or im- 
ported; Mr. Zimmerman, of St. Paul, gives a pair of his cele- 
brated pictures, **The Tight Shell” and ‘Trying for a 
Double;” the Batavia Manufacturing Company give one of 
Mole’s Patent Glass Ball Traps; the Columbus (Ohio) Kennel 

RORY O’MOORE. 

E print this week a portrait of the fine red Irish setter 
dog Rory O’Moore, owned by Mr. W. N. Callender, 

of Albany, N. ¥. Rory O’Moore is about three years old and 

was sired by Rufus, his dam being the imported red Irish 

bitch Friend. At the first New York dog show he attracted 
much attention by his beauty and was placed first in the im- 
ported class, In the special prize for the best setter of any 

breed in the show he was selected by Mr. Macdona and Capt. 
Taylor as their choice, the other two judges fixing upon Mr. 
Smith's Paris. Dr. Strachan was finally chosen referee and 

gaye the decision in favor of Paris. Rory was next shown 
in the champion class at Syracuse, when he was V. H. C., the 
winner being Mr. Whitman's Ranger. At the New York show 
in 1878 he was shown in very poor condition, but received a 

Y. H.C. He is said to be a capital field dog. 
en a 

Aworuer Curr For Manez.—We are greatly indebted 
to a Boston correspondent, who writes us thaf haying in three 
days cured mange on a horse by the use of petroleum soap, 

he tried it also on a bull terrier that had been doctored with 
every known remedy, and the mange was cured in a week, 
Subsequently he bought a gallon uf crude petroleum at a cost 
of twenty cents, and with it cured mange on a setter puppy, 

the hair growing out in a week’s time. This is a most simple 
remedy, but it should be used carefully, and only on the parts 

aftected. n 

Stroup Docs my tar Crry.—We have very frequently in- 

quiries regarding good stud dogs in this city or unmediate 
vicinity. We are now informed regarding two excellent dogs 
whom their ownerk propose to keep in town for stud pur- 

give a fine pointer pup out of champion Fan, by Native or 
out of Nellie (Dilley’s Ranger-champion Fan), for the best 
brace of pointer pups under six months old. The Columbus 
Kennel will not compete for any prize in this class. 

The entries close December 31, Prize lists are now ready. 
Yours truly, Cras, Lisocorn, Superintendent. 
[ We have prize lists at this office, and can forward them on 

application,—Eb. | 
— or 

Tuar Moxument.—We have received a number of letters 
trom correspondents regarding the question of sour milk for 
worms and a seton for distemper, Mr. J. R. Housel, of Wat- 
sontown, Pa,, who first suggested to us the use of sour milk 
for worms, writes : 

I ask no monument for the information I have giyen our 
fancier friends, and all the return [ hope to have is that it will 
prove, as it has for re, @ perfect eradicator of worms, as it is 
simple and at the same time nutritious to the dog, and can 
easily be obtained by all. I discovered its merits through 
necessity. I have tested it thoroughly and give it in the true 
spirit of a friend to the dog. Ihope it will be tried by the 
fraternity. 

A correspondent from Bath, N.¥., writes: 
Seton in the back of the neck fo cure distemper was tried 

on a Newfoundland pup here about twenty-five years ago. 
Should you choose to forward that monument I will see that 
it 1s put as nearly over that pup’s grave as the traditions of a 
quarter of a century will permit. ZNARE. 

pe 
Mr. Dayinson to Mr. Sansorn.—Hditor Forest and 

Stream: In reply to Mr, Sanborn’s letter in Chicago Field 
of Noy. 30, I would say there were undoubtedly many things 
said at the Minnesota Field Trials that perhaps he did not 
hear. He might not have heard it said, when Jennie had 
finished running in the champion stakes, that she had run in 
two stakes at the meeting without making a point, but the 
facts show such was the case. I do not feel that Mr. Sanborn 
received the show he had at other trials at which he had 

a a Z i, 

tun his dogs, as at Hampton Nellie won the championship by 
the figures being changed from those made in the fields ; Ae 
what was there decided to be a flush was, by the decision of 
two judges, changed to a point, and by dividing first and 
second prizes between Nellie and Black Ned, she secured the 
championship. Also at Nashville, in 1877, it was given out 
at night that Joe, Jr., had won first, Pride of the South second 
and Countess third, but the next day the judges had the third 
prize a tie between Countess and Nellie. This seems a little 
singular, but undoubtedly is the kind of treatment that suits 
Mr. Sanborn, and I was not at Minnesota Field Trials to ren- 
der such decisions. My motto is ‘Tet the best dog win,” no 
matter how it may affect any particular strain or how indig- 
nant any editor msy get who has never yet seen fraud where 
& blue blood won. Joun Dayipsox. 

Monroe, Nov. 30, 1878, 
-—-+e 

Dunpgx Doe Suow.—A dog show was held for the first 

time at ‘bonnie Dundee,” Scotland, on November sth and 

9th. The judges were, for sporting dogs, Rev, Grenville F. 

Hodgson, North Petherton, and Mr. T. H. Scott, Kilvington, 
Thirsk; the latter officiated in the place of Mr. Dalziel, who 
was absent, owing to a domestic bereavement. Dr. Gordon 
Stables, KR. N., took the non-sporting classes single-handed, 
The London Fveld says: *‘ We did not hear many grumblers, 
excepting in the case of 2 few locals who had never been to 
& dog show before, and consequently thought their own mon- 
grels perfection. One gentleman worked himself up into a 
state of almost frenzy, and declared that another year English 

»| judges should not judge Scottish dogs. We also heard such 
remarks as the following: ‘Hh, mon, what will ma gudewife 
say when I gang hame and tell her our beastie has na’ got a 
prize ?’ and a more wretched man than the owner of the first 
prize greyhound bitch I never saw, because his other entry, 
an animal with bad shoulders, did not win instead. Of 
couree, Bt a first show there are sure to be Jocal grumblers and 
a fair sprinkling of rubbish; but if must not be understood 
that there were more of either at Dundee than usual, for this 
was not the case, and it refiecis the greatest credit on the 
management to have got together an entry of 420 dogs, in- 
cluding some of our noted English specimens.” The follow- 
ing were the prize winners in the setter and pointer classes ; 

Pointers, above 40lbs—ist, J. M. Keller, Ben; 2d, J. 
Bishop, Rap; 3d, J. Ashworth, Rap. Under 40\bs—ist and 
cup, H. G. Foster, Juno. Other prizes withheld. 

Setters, black and tan—Ilst, C. G. Macrae, Fan; 2d, Ad- 
miral W. H. M. Dougall, Duchess; 3d, W. Keir, Mina, 
High com., Mrs. H. B. Gibb, Nora IIL; A. Cleghorn, Cora; 
and W. Keir, Grouse. Any other variety—tst, L. Forster, 
Meg; 2d, J. Henderson, Ruby; 3d, W. B. Avery, Fred. 
High com., 8. W. Wildman, Kate, 

———++-9- = —______. 

—Mr. D. P. Bosworth, of this city, claims the name of 
Bertha for his hver and white cocker bitch, whelped Noyem- 
ber 8, 1878, out of Clare by Mr. Goff's imported Dandie. 

top eaeseer 
—Mr. 0. W. Donner, of Brooklyn, claims the name of Sly 

for a liver and white pointer dog pup, by Sensation out of Mr, 
A. E. Godeffroy’s Queen; also the name of Carmen fer a 
black and white pointer bitch pup, out of Messrs. Lincoln & 
Hellyar’s bitch Gipsey by Snapshot. Carmen was whelped 
September 21, 1878. 

Sea and River Mishing. 
—o— 

FISH IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER, 

Black Bass, Micropterus aalmoiden; © aa or Pickerel, Beox lucie. 
M, pallidus, ellow Perch, Perea flavesceia, 

Sea Bass, Scienops ocellatts, White Perch, Morore americana, 

Fish in Manxet—Retam Pricus.—LPass, 20 cents; amelts, 15; 
blnefish, 12}¢; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; green turtle, 20; terra 

pin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents; halibut, 18; haddock, 6; 

codfish, 6; blackfish, 15; flounders, 4; sea basa, 18; eels, 15; lob- 

sters, 10; sheephead, 25; scallops, $1 per gallon; soft clams, 50 

to 60 cents per gallon; whitefish, 15; pickerel, 15; yellow perch, 3; 

salmon trout, 16; black bases, 16; red-sanapper, 18; hard crabs, 
$2.50 per 100. 

ot 

HOW TROUT TAKE A FLY, 

; WaAsHINGTON, D. C,, Nov, 25, 1873. 
ci ForEsT AND STREAM: 

Mr, Prime, in his book, “I Go s-Fishing,” states in several places 
that as a rule trout, in taking an artificial fy, strike it with their tails 
before they attempt totake it. Is this true? My experience in fy 

Hishing is quite limited, but I have taken them frequently in perfectly 
clear water where I could plainly see them rise and take the fly directly 

into thelr mouths without any preliminary striking with the tall. This 

question 1s, perhaps, of no especial consequence; still, as I am inter- 
ested in the sutject, I shonld like to be satistied. J. A. He 

Without wishing to be bronght into conflict with so high an 

authority as the distinguished author of ‘‘T Go a Wishing,” 
we are willing to place ourselves in antagonism with him suf- 
ficiently to say that we were not aware that trout had any such 
peculiarity as our inquiring correspondent refers to. We 
know that they are a capricious and festive fish, and have 

often watched their antics and capers, when they seemed to 

turn full somersaults every time they rose toa fly. We think 
the experience of many of our readers will recall to mind the 
fact that at such times trout were the most diffiewlt to hook. 
At all events, it has been with us an exciting endeavor to hook 
the fish by the angler’s wrist-knack ; and we have often done 
80 in various parts of the body, and frequently in the tail. 

The movement of the tail in making the somersault would 
certainly seem to render the fixing of the hoolcin the fish's 
mouth more difficult, instead of facilitating the operation. At 

other times, when the;tront were not playing near the surface, 
but seemed sluggish in rising, we have seen them dart toward 
the hook, turn tail at the instant of apparent contact, and as 
suddenly return to the bottom. he flirt of the tail upward 
did not certainly help to fasten the hook in those instances, 
We cannot conceive by what mechanical action it is possible 

for a trout to so use his tail, ona straight or withdrawing line, 

as to get the fly into his mouth, ‘To us the accomplishment 



af the act would appear like an acrobatic feat, and itsapparent 
accomplishment a trick of iegerdermain, Ordinary trout 
which are hungry make straight for the lure. They have al- 
ways been known as bold biters. We have fed them with 

worms attached to a hookless string, and seen them invariably 
come head-on to the bait; and we have watched them under 
all conceivable conditions, when they seemed to bite naturally, 
the tail having nothing to do with the operation. In short, we 
have seen an elephant poke his food into his mouth With what 
some persons haye supposed to be his tail ; we haye seen John 
Ohinaman chuck his food into his mouth with a chop stick ; 

and we have seen a dexterous Jap toss up'an object with his 
foot and catch it in his mouth; but we confess we never saw 
a trout knock a fly into his mouth with his tail—never! 

“Tar Boar Barsrass Hooxs—Mz. C.F. Orvis, of Man- 
chester, Vt., has sent usa sample of this ‘‘odd thing,’ with 
the following note. Our opinion is, that for small fish, or 
fish hooked in the lips, this will answer very well, as it is a 
sure catch, it being quite difficult to-detach it after it is once 
fastened, as we have learned by testing it ; but for Jarge fish, 
or fish hooked in thick fleshy parts, it would not fasten and 
hold as well as a hook witha barb. The accompanying cut 
will help explain: if the part hooked into the spring is 
pressed back tothe shank and is held there and not allowed 
tore-act. To press back the spring will require a preity 
sharp bite. 

MANCHESTER, Vi,, Nov, 21, 1878. 
TI noticed in your last week’s paper a short article from the pen of 

my friend, Mr. W. Dayid Tomlin, of Chicago, in relation to the Edgar 

Barbless Hook. Mr. Tomlin sent meé the first of these hooks I ever 
Saw, Keking if couldtieaflyonthem. Imade 4 fly on the hook he 
sent and returned itto him. He was very much pleased. Enclosed 

pleased fndasample tly. I never haye tried this hook, so can’t say 
how good or bad it is, but I don't think your collection would be com- 

plete without one of these odd things, Yours truly, C.F, ORVIs. 

Epseant Rops ror Forriax AneLHEs.—There is no doubt 
any longer of the superiority of American fishing rods over all 
others, and acknowledgments of the fact daily reach this 
country in the shape of orders from all parts of Great Britain, 

and sometimes from the Continent. The well known firm of 
Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, of this city, are therecipients of a 
large share of such orders; very frequently trans-Atlantic 
yisitors to this country take specimens home. Last week 

Capt. A. Williamson, of Edinburgh, Scotland, whose hunting 
exploits in Colorado were mentioned in the last issue of 

Forrest AND SrreaM, sailed for Europe with two beautiful 

salmon rods made by the firm just alluded to, Both were of 

split bamboo, —one an 18 ft. rad, weighing 33 ounces, intended 
for use in the slashing heavy waters of Norway, and the other 
a i6 ft. 16 ounce rod for the more pastoral waters of Scotland. 
The weight of the larger rod was much increased by a metal 
reel-seat which weighed 9 oz, Capt. Williamson feels sure 
that these light affairs will do as heavy and efficient work as 
the mightiest Kelso or Castle-Connell. 

Another rod made by Messrs. G., B. & M., is for A, E, 
Douglas, Esq , of the Hazard [Powder Manufacturing Com- 
pany, 88 Wall street, a veteran angler who enjoys the placid 
estuaries and channels of Ploridain mid winter. It is of split 
bamboo, 16 feet long, and built especially for work on red- 
fish, or channel bass, as the same fish is oftener called. 

Quite recently Dexter A. Hawkins, Esq., of 10 Wall street, 
returned from an extended tour through Hurope, and having 
handled and inspected the working-tools of some of the best 
rod-makers there, determined, upon his return home, to show 
those people over the water what we can do here in America; 
and he has accordingly sent to a distinguished gentleman 
three of Conroy Bissett & Malleson’s best split bamboos as 
specimens. ‘The first is an 18 ft. salmon rod, 32.0z.; second, 
a 16 ft. 16 oz. grilse rod; third, a 11} ft. 7 oz. trout fiy rod. 
The cost of these rods was $50, $35 and $26 respectively. 
There is a growing English demand for American rods, lines 
and reels. Mr. Bissett is now absent abroad expressly to 

establish an agency in England and Scotland for his manufac- 

tory. 

—The fishing season is over on Long Island--all the vessels 
hauled up and the oil factories closed. 

Movements oF THE Fisuine Piuzt.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals continue small, but a lifnited number of vessels 

finding employment, as is usual at this season. The salt 

bankers have all arrived, leaving a fair stock of Bank codfish 
on the market, the demand being moderate and prices well 
maintained. ‘he shore mackerel feet have hauled up, and 
the baymen are nearly allin. The weather has continued un- 
favorable for shore fishing, and it has been difficult for fisher. 
men to avail themselves of the advantage of the large schools 
of codfish running inshore. The number of fishing arrivals 
reported at this port since our Jast issue has been six from 
the Bunks, with 85,000 Ibs. halibut, 21 from Georges with 
800,000 Ibs, codfish, and seyen from the Bay St. Lawrence 

with mackerel. ‘Total number of arrivals, 34.—Cape Ann Ad- 
vertiser, Nov. 30. 

PENNBYLVANIA—yie, ov. 23.—We have enjoyed the 
finest muskalonge fishing this season ever known in our besu- 
tiful bay. Over two hindred and fifty of the beauties have 
peen taken from October 1st to date—all with spoon hook and 
and trolling line. The largest weighed was forty-two pounds. 
There were three caught yesterday that weighed one hundred 

and twenty pounds in the aggregate. SyIee. 

osta.—A. salmon was caught last week, Monday, in the 

air tpach of the Shenandoah River, and was hailed with 
much satisfaction as the first takeu in the vicinity. A num- 
ber of these fish were placed in the river at Strasburg and Mt, 
Jackson about three years ago. 

ourstasa—Adbeville, Nov. 29.—F ish and oysters are abund 
ant along the sea cast, inthe bays and salt water bayous, Jn 
Vermilion Bay are mullet, redfish, sheephead, turtles and 
crabs, and other kinds; in the Vermilion River ang all the 
other rivers or bayous, are catfish, buffalo, sun pee and 

AEE, 

FOREST ee 
“NO FIN, NO SUN,” 

GHATHAM VILLAGE, N. Y\, Noy. 18, 1578, 
EDITOR FoRuST AND STREAM: 
T gave you Iasi spring a short account of our club, which you did me 

thé honor to pubilsh in your oxcellentjournal. I then advouated the 

introduction of a liftle competition, for the sake of awakening some 

extra enthusiasm in dishing. The prizes adopted this year were: A 
trout rod, for the heaviest trout taken with hook and line within 

a radius of seventy miles of the Village; a handsome reel for the next 

henviest trout, and & basket for the heaviest bass. The trout that won the 

rod tipped the beam, and scored 11h, 13¢02.; a 11b, beauty took the reel, 

and the basket fell to your humble sorrespondent for the heaviest bass. 

Pardon me for being too modest to tell the weight; suffice it to say that 

he was caught in Copake Lake, Which is becoming more and more cele- 
brated for its magnificent black bass, I have it from good authority 

that in the month of August this year, two men, fishing together out of 

the same boat, caught in one day 105 of these splendid fish, some of 

them weighing aboye 2lbs, Ihave myself seen the sun set on several 
beautiful sirings of bass caught in this beautiful lake, Our club took 
during the season 150 Ibe. of trout. — 

In Flaj Brook, Green River and Oxford Creek the trout are just 

numerous enough to make the pursuit of them Interesting. I suppose 

you know that itis possible for 2 stream to have too few fish in it to 

make the fishing a pleasure—no fin, no fon. Then again the fish may 

hé so plentiful—as, for Instance, in unfrequenied primeval regions—as 

to soon surfeit the angler. I wh made sick of pickerel fishing in 

& single day among the Thousand Isles in the St. Lawrence for the same 
reason that poor Artemus Ward declined the offer of mariage by the 

seventeen young Mormon widows, ‘!on account of the muchness.” 

There is a great deal more pleasure—that is, if pleasure is your 

motive—in catuhing ten fish an hour than sixty, Of course, if your 

motive is commercial profit, why then your pleasure will be propor- 
tioned to the plentifalness of the particular tribe of fish that you are in 

pursnit of and their willingness to be caught, In the one instance it is 

A question of dollars and cents, or bread and butter; and in the other 

the question is—How much pure fun and recreation can 1 get out of 

this pastime? The object sought determines the amonht of pleasure 

experienced in the achieyement of that object. The object contemplat- 

ed by our little club was pleasure rather than profit in any financial 
sense, and pleasure we have had in the success which has crowned our 
piscatorial pursuits during the season of 1878, Hix, 

auswers ta Correspondents, 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications: 

WHERE 10 GO ror GAme.—Correspondents who send us 
specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 

and fish are referred to our game columns, All the news that 
comes to us is there giyen. By keeping tliemselves informed 

from this souree our friends will save themselves and us 

much trouble, Read the paper, 

“ GLENS ALLS SUBSORIDER,”’—NoO Dame, no answer. 

d.V, L., Philadelphia,—The cost of such a gan as you clescribe should 

be about $125, 

G. W. W., Stoughton.—Wor a ferret send to Reiche Bros,, Chatham 

8f., New York, 

ToMEINS AND JACK CURLEW,.—Please send address to this ofice—not 

for publication, 

J, A., Rawsonville—Write to Pennsylyania Central Railroad, Broad- 

way, New York. 

G. Hi. W,, Titnaville.—The elbows or shoulders in the chambers of 

nearly all guns are made tapering. 

J. B., Frederick City, Md —We should continue the Dover's powder, 
giving one each night and morning. 

e 

BH. M., Ballston Spa,—From the meagre description given we judge 
that your dog has been polsoned with arsenic, 

D. 8. W., Millerstown, Pa.—Please give me the address of a dealer in 
horse-timers. Ans. Tiffany & Co., Union Square, N. Y. 

W. A, K., Kokomo, Ind.—The duty on archery bows is 35 per cent, 

and other charges, shippite, insurance, etc., bring it up to 40. per cent. 

d, Battimore.—Your bitch is evidently not in whe!p. The cireum- 

stances related by you are not at all uncommon, and sometimes very 
deceptive, 

H. P. D., Goldsboro, N. C.—I have a setter dog, 5 yrs, old, that siob- 
bers allthe while. Please give me aremedy. Ans, We do not believe 
there is aby cure for slobbering, 

A, B. C., Pleasantyille, Pa—On principle we should prefer the higher 

price, expecting therefurthe best work, But the smaller price is what 
is asked by gunsmiths in this city, 

H. A., Greenpoint.—Which is the best place to go ducking, Prince's 
Bay or Long Island Sound? {Ans, No good, duck shooting at either 

place, Goto Shinaecock Bay, east end of Long island, 

NELUMBIUM.—If Moses Webster, of Vinal Haver, Me., will send his 

post-office address to D. W. Cross, $0 Euclid ave., Cleveland, 0., a box 
of nelumbium seeds will be sent him by express, 

)., Farmington, Conn\—aAt what place in Massachusetts Is the Massa- 
chuselts Kennel Club situated, and what is the address of its Seeretary? 
Ans, Boston; John Fottler, Jr., of that city, Secretary. 

8. J. C, Sandy Sprivgs, Md.—It is possible from your description 
that your dog may have worm. 
usual manner, 
way. 

Should give her areca nat in the 

The castor oll which follows it will be beneficial! any 

J., Martin's Ferry, O.—IDow will the guns made by Hepplethwaite, 
Leeds, England, compare with Greener's? Ans. We are n0t familiar 

with the former’s guns, antl eertainly Mr. Greener’s have a more ex- 
tended reputation, 

Res, Lynh, Mass.—You will neyer make a fortune hunting alligators 

in the Cape Pear River. Better go further south, For prices of the 
hides write to Marenholiz, Broadway, N. Y, You can ascertain fare by 
applying at Lynn rail'oad omces, 

LEsrHr, Grecusboro.—For fall descriptions of one of the best sections 

in Louisiana for seitlement address A. D. Martin, of Vermilion, La., 

who las recently printed an eight-page pamphlet setting forth its 
attractions and industrial resources, 

C. 8. 8., Cincinnati, O —Do you know a gunmaker by the name of 8. 
Sutherland? Ans. We liye never seen the guns of sucha maker, but 

there yery prubably is on¢—possibly in Scotland, a5 the name does not 

appear in tiie list of London mukers, ‘The targets made are excellert. 

FP. 8. M., Hamilton, Ont,—‘ Deadrise” is a technical term, indicating 
the rise oy angle with the horizon made by the floor timbers of a, vessel 

——— 
generally Indicated by s0 many iuches rise to the foot to lengih, meas. 

ured onthe floor timber. Muoh deadrise indicates a sharp bottom, and 

little a flat bottom, L 

J. R., Woodville —Our oft-repeated recips for agnarijum cement ts : 
Powdered lithargs, two ounces; dry white lead ground, one omnce 5 
boiled linseed oil, {hree ounces; copal varnish, one Ounce; in Ilkyu pro- 

portion, all by weight, This willmake a thick paste and will need sey- 

eral days to ‘Bet,” 

Cc. A. B, Elmira, N. ¥,—What kind of a Gog would be the best for 
hunting psrtidges, quail, woodcock and rabbits; where can I wet one, 

and how mineh would it cost? Ans. A setter would probably be best 

for your country. As to where to get one-and cost, we must refer you 
to our advertising columns. 

J. 4. B., Boston.—We should give the dog, twice a day for two weeks, 

S drops of Nowler’s solution of arsenic. Change diet entirely, glying 

oatmeal and plenty of vegetables. The trouble is evidently in the 

blood, and the Fowler's solution should correct tf. If any of the Boston 

fanciers hayé Benbow’s ‘‘ London mixture,” get a bottle of it, and give 
him, 

Gorpon, Philadelphia.—Your dog undoubtedly has worms, and possi- 

bly a tapeworm. We should give him areca not, and some powdered 

pumpkin seeds in his food. We believe that Burlington Co, |s not in- 

cluded within the jurisdiction of the Society, but you can ascertain 

positively by addressing RK. T. Miller, Esq., Secretary, 105 Market st, 
Camden. 

D,,Concord —1, Do the Greene hammerless guns shoot as strong and 
asthe ones with hammers, same make? 2 Who is the champion 

walker of the United States for shert distances, from one to seven miles 

inclusive? Ans, 1, Yes. 2. Lester C. Dale, of New Haven, Conn,, is 

profeasional champion, and G, H. Armstrong, of this city, amateur 
champion, 

ENGuIsHMAN, Brooklyn.—Is champion Snapshot the same ilog that 

appears in the English K. C, Stud Book as No, 1020; also, please state 

hisage? Ans, The same dog, He was entered at the flyat New York 

dog show by his then owner, R, J. Lioyd Price, Esq., as baying been 

whelped Sept. 17, 1869, which is evidently a mistake, as he won Ist at 

Birmingham in Neyember of that year. 

W. M., Jersey, O.—1. There is a lot of guns for sale here with Wm. 

Moore stamped on them. Where are they made, and who made them, 

as you say Wm. Mooreis dead? 2, Caml get a good seryiveablé gon 

for $76, made in this country? Ans. They are trade guns made in Bir- 

Mmingham, but as there are probably fifty makers there. and we haye 

never seen the guns, if would tax even us to say whomade them, 2, 
You can, 

J, O. K., Brooklyn,—Cornell beat Harvard Freshmen and Universily 

in. 1875 and 1876, and again the Freshmen in 1878. The present crew of 

Cornell is, however, composed of new men, while Harvard’s present 

ejght has never been beaten. ‘They defeated Yale and Columbia in 

1877, and Yale again in 1878. We do not think Cornell can equal her 

former achisyements. Her men have neither the finish nor the disci- 

pline of Harvard, and thelr former Victories were rather phemomenal 
than normal, 

W. McD. P., Newark, N. J.—A setter came to me the other day, evl- 

dently a stray dog. Heis about a year old; dark brown, with white 

breast and toes, His sides are vovered with a dead, yellowish halt, 

much lighter than his other coat, and looks rotigh and dry. Can yon 

tell me what'is the matter with him, aud what I can do ltorestore his 
coat to its proper condition ? His nose is coldand molst. Ans. We 

would first endeavor torestore him to hisowner, A fej tar capsules 
and raw eggs will bring his coat all right, 

B. F. L., Fairfield, Il.—1. Is Capt. Bogardus at home, or where shall 

Taddress him for quick reply? 2 Haves Parker gun; had if choked 
by our couutry gunsmith; does not shoot evenly; is there anything 

can bedolie for this? 3. I haye a fine setter dog, well trained, Do not 

know his stock, In what way shallI describe him for information? 

Ang. 1. Astor House, this city. 2. Senditto Parker Bro4,, Weat Meti- 

den, Conn. 3, A general description, color, shapé of head, etc., will 

enabie ug to determine his breed, but not the stock, 

R. J. G., Dunkirk,—I have a medium-sized black and tan houge-dog 
abont 9 yrs: old, that ia becoming quite annoying on account of what 

appears to be adeep, hard cough, accompanied with gagging, us though 

eaused by some obstruction in the throat; bub he can make no dir 

charge from the mouth. Coughs continually, day and night. Ans. The 

ags of your dog has much to do with his condition. The following ex- 
pectorant may relieve him: Friar’s baisam, 10 drops ; syrup of poppies, 
ldr.; diluted sulphuric acid, 5 drops; mucilage, % 0z,; water, + oz, 

Mix, and give a little two or three times a day. 

oO. L., Wareham, Mass.—A young sportsman was out shooting one 

day last week, when he by chance discovered a quall’s head above rome 

law brush by the side ofa largestump, Without flushing the bird, he 

fired, and when he approached the spot he found sixteen dead quail. 

The question is—Was that strictly sportsmaniike? Ans, This ls 
a question of sporismen’s ethics, which the reader may answer for 

himaelf, ““Sportsmaniike” ig a word of very doubifaol signifi’ance. It 

may mean much or little. To shoot the birds on the ground was not 
‘*snortsmanlike” in the sense which we presume our correspondent 

means. 

J, A, P.—At what time or date, and by whom was wing shooting 

first engaged in as a fleld sport or pastime? Ans, The invention of tlre 
armas is attributed to Schwartz, a German, in 1378, Ten years after- 

ward they were introduced into England, Quite likely guns were then 

used by some hunters on running game, just as the bow and arrow had 

been before them ; but as to wing shooting, it must be of comparatively 

recentdate. Dogs, we know, were used to point birds so that hunters 

were enabled to ascertain their presence and throw nets over them, 

‘This must haye been anterior to wing shooting, but long subsequent to 

the use of guns on game at rest. 

F, L,, Santa Rosa, Cal.—For rongh-water use the cat rigis exceed- 

ing!y dangerous, especially when off the wind. In a 22ft. boat would 

advise the use of the common sloop, with short stont standing howapr.t 
and pole topmast. Ina somewhat larger boat you might introd\ice the 

Achooner, with three sails only—maingail, foresail and single jib, sume 

asforsloop, Also, pole topmast only, or topmast at the main and none 
atthefore. Work the foresheet automatically on & traveller, and you 

will have no more to tend thanin the sloop. When you get beyond afr, 

water line wollld advise the cutter or yaw! rig as superior to the Sloop, 
but for that sized craft you need att additional hand. ’ 

W. B,, St. Catharines.—1, What constitutes a professional? 2. Will 
the fact of an amateur shooting in 2 tournament in which professional 
shots participated bar him from future amateur contesta? 8. Will the 

answer to No. 1 apply equally to a pigeon shot, an oarsmanand a foot 

Tunner? Ang. 1. A sirictapplication of the term * professional,” as 
applicd to pigeon shooting, has never been made ont, and it would 

probably only apply to Bogardus, Paine, Garver, and perhaps one or 
two others who have made shooting a profession or means of livelihood, 

2. No. 43, It will not, as the rules governing each are yery different, 

All amateurs who shoot pigeons in Sweepstakes, etc., Boot for money, 
aud yet are not professionals, 
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Honmay Girts,—You can make your children a no more 

useful and acceptable Holiday present than a year's subscrip- 

tion to Forzst anp Stream. Think of the suggestion and 

act, 
nel 

INTELLECTUAL RerrusamMentr FoR Muinisters.—The New 
York and Brooklyn Baptist ministers discussed ‘‘ Pastors 
Habits of Study” in their meeting last Monday morning. 
There was one pastor who built churches, and so had no time 
to study; another read, what little he did read, while travel- 

ing around on the street cars ; another thought ministers didn’t 

study the Bible enough, and a fourth thought something else. 
But the most sensible speech of the day was that of the Rey, 
Wayland Hoyt, who said, ‘‘Il read the Forrst anp Stream 

every Saturday night. It refreshes me for Sunday.” Of 

course it does, and that’s what it’s meant for. And our word 

for it, Mr, Hoyt’s Sunday morning sermons are the better, 
more cheerful and vigorous. 

ee SS Se 

A Day or Srorr.—Our news columns show that last 
Thursday was celebrated all over the country with out-of- 

door sports. * Athletic meetings, shooting matches, rifle con- 

tests, coursings, pedestrian excursions, and all the other forms 

of sport to which the bracing weather of the day was so well 
adapted, engaged the attention of a large share of the devotees 

of these amusements, and every one is better for the recrea- 

tion and the feast. 
$$$ + 9 2 —____ 

Ersernat Mirpxzss,—Delightful autumn weather we are 

haying 80 far, and sportsmen as well as others are making best 

use of if. Geraniums and other hardy plants are still bloom- 
ing in suburban gardens in this yicinity. There has been no 
heavy frost. Lingering summer spreads herself all over the 
lap of autumn. 
a 

Se> Forgst AND STREAm_will be sent for fractions of a year 

as follows; Six months, #2; three months, $1. To nbs of 
two or more, $8 per annum. 
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NATIONAL SMALL ARMS MANU- 
FACTURE, 

HE. old question of the proper scope of Government effort 
comes up in practical shape in one cf the memorials 

presented to the Joint Committee on the reform and reorgani- 

zation of the Army from the Association of Manufacturers of 

Arms, Ammunition and Equipments of the U.8. This As- 
sociation, of which Eli Whitney is the President, are prepared 
to speak understandingly on the question of small arms, and 
the suggestions which it offers to the Committee are backed 

by figures against which it willbe very hard, eyen for the 

most expert of official place-holders, to offer any satisfactory 
argument. On general principles it may fairly be questioned 
whether Goyernment functions should go further than the pres- 

ervation of peace between its subjects and their protection 

against foreign invasion and in carrying out this the collection 
of an appropriate and sufficient revenue. Instead of doing 

this the Government has entered into a sort of smothering 

competition with private manufacturers, and while allowing 

all ready appliances for action to fallinto disuse has cumbered 

its departments with a quantity of ‘‘plant” of little value with 
itself and an obstruction to private makers of small arms. 

Last year the Government placed a valuation of $60,000,000 on 
its arsenals and armories, and of this it may without fear of 
contradiction be said that fully five-sixths represents capital 
sunk dead through the misdirected policy of the goverment in 
attempting to do for itself what can be so much better done 

for it by private companies and firms. 
There are peculiar reasons why this country should of all 

others abandon the traditions which make it necessary to go 

on putting vast sums into arsenals and armories. Our manu- 

facturing firms can and will supply all the arms of any de- 
scription that they may be called upon to produce. They do 

not urge government patronage, with the fact kept im the 

background that the arms they offer are inferior to those made 
by the government. The facts point the other way and foreign 

buyers, looking with an unprejudiced eye for a good weapon, 
come to our American workshop and buy largely, while our 
own government go on building great shops for the manutac- 
ture of material and pieces which to all but those actually en- 
gaged in their making up are second rate and antiquated. 
The rifle range with the open competition there in yogue is do- 
ing wonders in showing up the relative results of the close 
conservatism of the government shops and the open, keen 
competition of the private armories. To be sure our govern- 

ment is not now making muskets on an aute-reyolution model, 
but it is years behind the best effort of our time, and the peo- 

ple at large in this line of manufacture, the masters of the 
government, if you wish, have a right to be assured tha! they 

are getting a fair guid pro quo for the great outlay made and 

a reasonable return on the money now sunkin the goyern- 

ment shops. There is a danger that the government without 
such reliances might find itself the victim of rings and forced 
to bleed heavily in times of urgent need. The bugaboo of 
‘‘rings” may have some effect, but it isa poor cry for gov- 

ernment advocates to set up, since such knavery can only 

flourish through the connivance of trusted government officers. 
The fact that our own government was a profitable customer 
to the gun companies would have a consequential benefit, in 

that such expenditure would so encourage and stimulate in- 

yention and improvement in their materials of war as to won- 
derfully increase the foreign trade in those articles. It is 
needless to reiterate what our private armorieshaye done in 

the way of supplying other nations. The Turkish contracts 
come first to mind simply because they are among the most 

recent, and comparatively large in amount. With the English 
market open and the European armories accessible the choice 

fell upon an American weapon, while in fixed ammunition 
the capacity of;.our Connecticut works and the quality of 

their supply has never been questioned. 
In the course of the memorial above spoken of these points 

are strongly urged and in addition it is shown that any claim 
for greater economy in the making of government weapons is 
entirely erroneous. Comparing the work, accomplished at 

the Springfield Armory and that at any private armory it is 
shown that during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, the 

total number of rifles and carbines fabricated at the national 
armory was, according to the report on the subject, 7,050; 

the valuation of thearmory property that year was $7,000,000. 
Allowing 10 per cent, as the proper rate to be charged on this 

sum for interest, taxes, repairs, insurance, etc., all of which 
indirectly has to he paid, it gives $700,000 to be added to the 
cost of the arms produced; this sum, divided by the number 

of arms manufactured, gives $99.29 asthe proportionate share 

of each rifle in these expenses; thus the probable cost of a 
Springfield rifle or carbine, made in 1877, was at least $115. 

There are private arms manufacturing companies in this 

country that would contract to make Springfield rifies, iden- 

tical in every particular to those made at the national armory, 

for $15 each. 
The recommendations finally made by the memorialist are 

that 
Firstly. ‘There shall be a board for the examination of small 

arms, 9 arm ammunition and accoutrements, appointed 
by the General of the Army, subject to the approval of the 
Secretary of War; the said board to consist of at least five 
officers, who have seen the most active service during the 
preater part of the three years previous to their appointment. 
Notice of the time and place of the meeting of the board 
should be published in the newspapers; and manufacturers, 
inventors and patentees should be invited to submit arms, am- 
munition and equipments for examination. The hoard should 
carefully examine the arms and munition submitted to their 

| inspection. From the Tifies presented they should select dif- 
ferent patterns, to be the standard arins of the Army and mi-— 
litia. These arms should be contracted for at private armories 
and issued to the troops. The different systems would induce 
competitive trials and the superiority of one system oyer an- 
other would be proved. This plan of causing different pat- 
terns ef arms to be issued should also be applied to the igsuing 
of ammunition and equipments. All the patterns of arms, 
however, should be so constructed that the ammunition pur- 
chased can he used interchangeably among them. The board 
should fully report upon the various smaJl arms and muni- 
tions which they have examined, and such report should be 
nade Pee 
Secondly, The law of April 23, 1808, forarming and equip- 

ping the militia, should be carried out as its Grietealors se 
tended, and the annual appropriation should be increased in 
the same ratio that the pooulation and reyenue of the country 
have increased. The difference in the cost of arms and mu- 
nitions Made in 1808 with those manufactured at the present 
time should also be considered in deciding what shall be the 
sum of the annual appropriation. ‘The sum appropriated 
should be expended as it was formerly, in the purchase of 
arins and munitions from private manufacturers. By doing 
this active competition among the private armories will tend 
to improve the quality and reduce the cost of these necessary 
articles; also, it will foster industries of national importance 
and will so sustain American manufacturers of arms and mu- 
nitions that they may compete successfully with foreign ri- 
vals in the markets of the world. 
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THE HORATIAN SPIRIT. 

In my leisure I often take up the works of the old Roman 
poet Horace and read and study him with infinite gusto. To 
me he is the most delightful fellow that ever lived—not even 
excepting that prodigious fellow Shakespeare. He was a true 
country gentleman, and if good shot-guns and pointers had 
been known in those daysI have no doubt he wonld haye 
been ag enthusiastic a sportsman as the editor of Forzsr axp 
Stream himself. He gives us a hint of this in his first ode of 
his first book : 

—Manet snb Joye frigido 
Venator, lenarm conjugis immemor, etc. 

That is to say, translated broad]y: ‘The sportsman in his 

enthusiasm, utterly forgetful of his young wife, stays out ald 

night in the snow,” etc, #£ we all had more of the Horatian 
spirit it would be better for us. Let us cultivate it. The 31st 
ode of the first book breathes all over with the Horatian spirit, 
I have fallen so much in loye with it that I make a translation 
of it, which I inclose to Forest anp Srram, though perhaps 
not-exactly in its line; 

Witat shall the poet, when he bullds his shrine, 
Ask of Apollo, the divine? 

What shall he pray for when he pours 
His first libation and the god adores? 
Not the best store Sardinia yields 

From her ever fruitful tlelds; 

Not for te pleasant herds that feed 

On hot Calabria’s fowery mead; 
Not for gilitering heaps of gold, 
Or ivory from India old; 

Not eyen for those blest retreats, 
Whose soil the silent Sivis eats, 

Let those by Fortune greatly blessed, 
Of showering vintages possessed, 
Duly attend the gift divine, 

And prone with crooked blade the spreading vine, 
Let the rich merchant, from his enps of gold, 
Quaif Falernian, choice and old, 
Dear to the gods themselves, since ha, 
Three or four timeés a year, 

Sails to the Atlantic Sea, 

Swindling without fear! 

For me, content, 2 simple board is spread, 
On ollyes, succories, and light mallows fed, 

Son of Latona, hear my prayer ;— 

Good health, I pray thee, be my share, 

And spirit to enjoy, with proper zeat, 

The goods of fortune wherewlth Iam blest 
A mind unbroken end serene, I pray, 
Preserve to me through all my little duy ; 

And when I cao no longer sound the lyre, 
Son of Latona, let the bard expire! 

Thus the Horatian spirit is a calm and beautiful philosophy 

which envies none and loyes all; which seeks none but the 
loftiest happiness to itself, and none but happiness to all 

others. Let the rich merchant drink his old Falernian from 

his cups of gold ; let eyery man enjoy himself as he chooses ; 
but give me my quiet country life, my olives and my mallows, 
my good health, a spirif to enjoy my possessions, and a mind 

that loves intellectual thought. When this latter fails me and 

the lyre is no longer responsive to my touch, son of Latona, 
let me vamos! 

I have been looking over my dictionary to learn exactly 
what Horace meant by mallows, but they have nof made the 
subject clear. Didn't he mean okras? Certainly when seryed 

hot with butter and pepper they are splendid, and very nutri- 

tious and digestible. ASevesque molna / 

In that yerse where Horace speaks of the rich merchants 

who drink wine out of cups of gold and go three or four times 
a year by ship to the Atlantic Sea, returning impune, being 
dear to the gods, he evidently intends a quiet thrust at both 

the gods and the merchants, He evidently meant that the 
merchants got their fine wine by swindling the barbarians, 

and then appeased the wrath of the gods, on their return 
voyage, by occasionally heaving overboard a cask of their best 
as a present to them—having referred particularly to Neptune, 
Castor and Polluse, the gods of the sea. In other words, that 

the merchants were cheats and rascals and the gods 00 better 
than they, inasmuch as they would wink at ragcality and let 
the rascals go unwhipt—rmpune, through influence of a 

bribe ; that is, an occasional cask of wine heaved over to them. 
Truly they had a jolly old set of gods in those days, Horace 



espised everything that had the odor of meanness or dishon- 
esty, and wasn’t afraid to ‘go for’ it even in the highest 
places, 

Tf this new treading into an old field prove pleasant to 
the editor and his readers I may from time to time, «s leisure 
allows, send them other things from MMorace. But, on account 
of the remarkable terseness, purity and beauty of his language 

he is the most difficult fellow to translate and do anything like 
justice to that ever wrote. Hyén the best translations of him 

are as faint, compared to the original, as the sound of the sea 
as heard in a shell. N. A. ‘T, 

+ 

Pues, —Last winter was not such a season as gladdens the 
heart of the fur dealer, and as yet there are but few indica- 

tions that the coming one will be in any way different. till, 
ladies must have furs, and we devote a few lines to telling 
them what is the “correct thing.” Probably the largest fur 
establishment, and the most fashionable in the city, is that of 
Messrs, C. G. Gunther’s Sons, No. 184 Fifth avenue. From 
them we learn that the seal-skin still holds its position as fa- 

yorite, notwithstanding the popularity of fur-lined wraps. 

This winter they are made more closely fitting to the figure, 
with an average length of about thirty-seyen inches, The 

front should be double-breasted and may lap from the throat 
down or turn back at the top like the lappels of a coat. For 

fineness of fleece and depth of color the Shetland seal-skins 

are chosen; but these are very scarce and very high, as no 

Shetland seals have been taken for several winters. ‘I'he 
strong Alaska skins, with thick warm pelt, are preferred for 

garments that are to be subjected to hard service, as they are 
more durable, 

Seal-skins have at length become the popular fur in Paris, 

and consequently the greater demand for them has increased 

the prices in London, The prices have not advanced here, 
though they probably will do so next winter. Untrimmed 
sacgues cost from $50 to $200, but those of fashionable length 

are neyer lower than $100. Those sold at $125 are especially 
commended, but the prices vary according to the quality of 
the skins and the depth of the garment. A border will add 
something to the expense. The fashionable borders are brown 
and silver beayer (which the French call castor), plucked and 
unplucked otter, wool seal, black marten or Alaska rable, 
colored lynx and chinchilla. 

Fur-lined cloaks are worn in a yariety of shapes this sea- 
son. In selecting garments the purchaser should keep in yiew 

the probability that full draperies will be revived, and select 
an ample garment. for this reason many ladies are buying 
circulars instead of the newer shapes, Circulars are made 

with the deep Russian collar—hoods are out of date—and 
may be either hordered or plain; if the sum to be expended 
is limited it is better to omit the border and buy the best 
quality of silk and of fur for the cloak and its lining. Cheap 
linings of fur rub off on the dress beneath them, and the low- 

priced silks soon become ‘shiny.’ Repped silk of heavy 
quality, Sicilienne, armure, and a new fabric called Messine, 
are all used for the outside of the cloak, 

The rich dark Russian sable sets are always valuable, and 
always in fashion, no matter what novelties are offered. The 

boas are round and long, with two tails finishing each end. 

Handsome dark sable muffs cost as high as $400, but there are 

ight shades of sable made up in muffs for $35. Since the 

fashion favors all furs with white tips or silvery points, 
ables of this kind haye been used, though formerly they 
were rejected. Muifs of this silver-tipped sable are lined 
with white silk, and made very dressy: they cost $85. Of 

the Hudson Bay sable the boas with a dark stripe down the 
middle are handsomest, and can scarcely be distinguished 
from the medium qualities of Russian sable. 
SS 

Lapy PepEsTrRians AND Sort Ruporrers.—When the 

Ladies’ Saturday Morning Walking Club, which ‘ represents 
some of the most exclusive circles of New York society,” 
goes forth to the hills of Jersey for the rambles prescribed in 

ils unwritten constitution, lo! the reporterial Jenkins is 

there also, and secth what he may see and heareth what he 
may hear! to spin it out in the next day’s gush, And this is 
the way he does it: 

Quite early in the morning a half-dozen demure looking 
persons of the igoulice order of creation approached the wharf 
at the foot of Twenty-fourth street, on the North River, and 
the moment that their feet touched the deck, and they felt 
certain of hayingso far escaped the observation of the average 
metropolitan reporter, they partly threw off the mask of 
reserve sud merry ripples of laughter broke from their scarlet, 
lips. ‘The morning’s keen breath had already kindled a glow 
on their velvety cheeks, and their eyes sparkled with the—— 

Then he takes the office dictionary and crams up something 
about Acteon and Diana ; that gives him a chance to work in 
‘the pitiless though lovely eyes.” The Amazons, Theseus 
and Athens rather round of the classical part of this bosh, and 
sundry references to the Revolution show Jenkins’ familiarity 
with American history fully equal to his more recondite 
erudition. And you can buy all this the next morning for 
three cents—svarlet lips, velvety cheeks, lovely eyes, Acteon, 

Diana, Athens, Theseus, Amazons, British infantry, charming 
creatures and ambrosia—3s cts. 
Be 

Brooxtyy Arr AssoorArion,—The thirty-seventh exhibi- 

tion of the Brooklyn Art Association was formally opened in 

that city on Monday evening, with a brilliant and appreciative 
assemblage. For merit the collection is not fully up to some 
previous ones, One of the most noteworthy and conspicuous 

A 

objects in the collection is a life-size portrait of Gen. Robert 
E. Lee, late of Virginia, in citizen’s clothes. Tt is a most 
speaking and truthful likeness and attracts much attention, 

——— 

‘Tue Axmarep Sriox.—Regarded in any other light than 
as a dispensation of Divine Providence, the Animated Sticks 
aréan unfathomable mystery; an irreconcilable infliction, 

Now an ordinary stick you may stand up in the corner and 
haye it out of the way, or cast into the fire and extract from 
ita genial glow. But the Animated Stick won't stay put ; 
and is neither genial nor warm, He may be green—a sap- 

head ; or, dried-up—a block-head; but never dry in the sense 
of bright and witty. Aaron wouldn’t turn him into anything 

lively. Some sticks, too, are pithy; but no one eyer knew 

an Animated Stick to have any pith in his heart. It were use- 
less to look upon him saveas 4 rod of chastisement. Better is 

it to be slain by the cudgel of a Fiji, than to be bored to 
death hy such a Stick ; better be stuck like a hog than stuck 

on the Animated Stick. And we're not stuck up either. 
ny 

Gone 10 FLoripa.—That office boy of ours has gone again. 
This time to Jacksonville, Florida, on the steamer Western 

Texas, of the Mallory line, Captain Hines, and if he don’t get 
the soundings ss she crosses the bar, he may expect a good 
trouncing when he returns, unless he brings a few oranges for 

office use. 
es 

For Frorma,—Dr. J. A. Henshali, of Cynthiana, Ken- 
tucky, well known to our readers, will presently start for the 
Indian River country and Biscoyne Bay, in Florida, and is 
food enough to promise us some facts relative to the ichthyc 

fauna of that section. Wenotice that Professor Jordan has 
paid him the compliment to reprint from Forrsr ANp STREAM 

for October 26, 1878, his article on the MWisroptert for his 

(Jordan’s) coming report on the Ohio fishes. 
ee 

—Io died of Potassium. 
ee ee 

GAME PROTECTION 

Matne-—Kennebunk, Nov. 30.—At the first annual election 
of officers of the Kennebunk Fish and Game Protective Asso- 

Ciation, on the 6th inst., the following gentlemen were chosen 

for the ensuing year; President, J. S. Saunders; Vice-Presi- 

dent, George P. Lowell; Secretary, George ©. Lord ; Treas- 
urer, W. H. Cloudman; Executive Committee, %. M. Cush- 
man, C, W. Stanley, George W- Larrabee. The , association 
is in a flourishing condition, and has done a good work in pro- 
tecting our game and enforcing the game lawe of the State, 
prosecuting any infringement coming within jurisdiction of 
the association. GC. L. 

Game Laws or New Brunswiox.—We are indebted toa 

thoughtful correspondent for the following digest of the lead- 
ing features of the Provincial game law passed last winter : 
Mr. Eprror : Sr. QreoxGE, N. B., Noy, 25, 1578. 

das, J. Fellows, of St. Johna, is Chief Game Commissioner Jor New 

Brauswick, aud issues “Sporting Licenses” ($20 each) to persone 

not having their domicile in New Brunswick. Penalty for ylolation of 
this section of the act, not less than $20 nor more than $50, in addition 

to the license fee and costs of prosecution. : 
Sec. 16 recites: ** No person shall take or Kill any partridge, snipe or 

woodcock between the first of March and the first of September in any 
year, under the penalty of $4 for each such act, ete.” 

Sec. 1 recites: ‘After the passing of this act (April i8, 1878,) no 
person shall hunt, take, kill, wound or destroy any moose, caribou or 
deer from the first of January to the first of August, under penalty 
of A sum not exceeding $60 nor less than $10 for each and eyery such 
act; any person who shall hereafter hunt, chase or pursue with intent 

fo Kull any moose, caribou or deer with dogs, shall be liable to a penal- 

of $20 for each such act, etc., and dogs may be destroyed by any 
person, 

Sec. 2 recites : ‘‘ No person or number of persons forming a hunting 
party shall, during the time hereby allowed for killing moose, caribou 

or deer, in any one year or season, kill or take more than three moose, 
fiye caribou or tive deer.” 

Flesh of animals, moose, caribou or deer, killed shall be carried out 
of the woods within 10 days after killing, except killed in latter part of 

December, when must be carried out within the first five days of 
danuary. 

The hunting, trapping, etc., of mink, otter, fisher, sable or beayer is 

prohibited between the 1st May and 1st September in any year, under 

penalty not exceeding $20 nor less than $5, for each such act. 

Itis provided, however,-that any person may catch alive at any 

Season of the year any number of minks for the purpose of breeding 
ald preserving them in any box, trap or modification of the same. 

These are the material parts of the actof public import and suchas 
you might require for your readers, the rest of the law is principal- 

ly deyoted to proof, etc., of violation of different sections, I might 

remark that a Warden is appointed for each county, and that licenses 

are in force for one year from the first of September in each year. 

Ghe Gitle. 

MassacnuseTrs—Boston.—The Walnut Hill riflemen, on 

the 27th ult., drew out a good company of spectators, and 
despite 2 changing wind, of a fish-taily sort, good scores 

were made. The firing at long range was in the regular clas- 
sified match, the fifteenth and last of the series as originally 

announced ; but as, owing tothe rain then prevailing, only 

one competitor had appeared on a previous trial, it has been 
decided to haye one more contest, which will be shot Wed- 
nesday next, and will close the match. The standing of the 

two leading competitors for first place in this match, Messrs. 
Jackson and Sumner, their five best scores being given, is as 
follows: W. H. Jackson—220, 218, 216, 215, 214; total, 
1,083; average, 216 6-10. J. S. Summer—216, 216, 215, 215, 
#13; total, 1,075 ; average, 215. The contest in the second 
class is between Messrs. J. F. Brown and Lewis Saunders, 
With the chances in fayor of Mr. Brown. The scores of the 
fifteenth shoot stood ; ’ 

Vea Pe ber 

Ta —-—— =<. + 

REAM a 

Wiliiam H Jackson, 
S00. Gf 5 FSS 6 5h FS 6 Oh BTS 
WOOSEe Seah pos #5556 5h 485 45 5 5 b 6—7E 
0 re Se Be SH 5666 6 6 45 5 6 5 5 F—Td~A90 

J 8 Sumner, 

55 5 4's A BS 5.5 473 
$6565 5 5 fF og 5 5 5—T2 
7540565 6 6 4 5 5—Ti—o1g 
J F Brown 

a0. 2... ~F5 5555 6¢ 56 & 5 5 6 5 4-73 
900. “5 50455 34 h 5 5 5 & 5-65 

1,000 wl @6 454564 5 5 4 4 5 3—¢5-—903 
Willlam Gerrish. | 

yy. G3 45 44555 5 6 & & & 57 
cy 565 565 344445 5 5 4-69 

DOU. sss 7a) wape awed 8 458 5 46 5 5 8 4 6 58990) 
W M Ward, 

§ 655 66 5 § 5 4 f 4 § 47 
£5 5.5-5949465 5 4-6 BOR 
652546 5 45 4 28 8 8 557198 

For Thanksgiving Day no end of off-hand shooting was 
proyided before the butts here. 

Boston.—Vhe riflemen are not abatiag the least in their en- 
joyment of range sports at the near approach of the cold 
weather. ‘The fine fall weather has admitted df the best sort 
of scores, and encouraged by success, the marksmen have 
flocked to Walnut Hill day after day. On Thanksgiving a 
favorable morning drew out a gocd representation of shooters 
and lookers-on, though the day ended in a disagreeable down- 
pour of rain. The “Winter Shed” mateh, with 80 entries 
at 200 yds,, resulted ; is 

D Kirkwood... A555 . 
OM Jewell, replace a eae dN Frye... 6566 4544 491 W Poland...... 445 58 446 3 5-91 
A W Howland, £554 54 4 3—91 
W_E Guerrier, 4665 4448-99 
JB Osborn..... wh 466 «48 44 6-90 
HISD Y ION ahead sha. ode £6 544—29 TW Libbey....... 1.443 5 4—90 

In the amateur scries match, at the same distance, the 
leading seores stood : * 
OOM SWELL tle tole nj 9s pea aci cad ce es E 
OU Meiggs.............. 
UPBEAT Kee rsh tec enters tee atic) AN 
TS SHARC fecyascldscs wacavcrs dceu ce 

The comforts of the new winter shed were enjoyed again 
on the 30th, though the weather was charming tor outage 
sport. ‘The winter shed match was the popular one, and with 
106 entries and re-entries some excellent shooting was shown, 
60 of the scores made standing above the ‘ centre” average, 
The light was good throughout most of the shooting, and the 
wind, which blew somewhat fiercely during the day, finally 
settled down into a reasonavly steady breeze from the north. 
west, ranging from ‘10 to 11 o’clock.” The leading scores 
ATG: 
W Poland) -.....-..-.- §4565—24 J Nichols......... + 4554 4-99 
J B Osborn,... ...... 6545 5-24» H Bennett...,.. 5 4 4—99 
W H Jackson....,....55 45 5—24 Col N W Wales 44499 
J A Lowell.... .. -.445 5 5—23 J L Steyenson,. £449] 
EB Souther. 54455—23 JR Teele 85 4—19 
LL Hubbard. «455 54-23 H Withington. 85 d—19 
C Hdwards....... 4444 5-22 

Boston, Nov, 23.—Jackson’s Gallery, 25 Beach street, week. 
ly shoot, 75 feet, 10 shots: Sin 
W Hunter,...,,..... ene deesens 43 VL Seche... .,... 
DF Small,...... W J Griffiths, 
¥ Holils...... r ML Pratt..... 
H Emerson., coos he FH Hartsron..,...., 
FY BO gant. - 2. seen sneee se, eeseoancdd 

Medford.—The members of the Medford Amateur Rifle 
Association had a special match on the Bellevue range during 
Thanksgiving Day. Messrs. Richardson and Teele chose 
sides from among the members present, and the firing was 
close enough to make the match an intensely interesting’ one, 
Firing ten rounds at 200 yards, the scores stood: 

Richardson’s ‘eam, 

J W Eames.... -42 C R Dawson....,.., 
HE Richardso: sei as 
EW Hayes.. 38 
John Gracy. 6 
a W Vining... 14 
NP Ames... 

+38 

JM Goodale, ....,7777: cae 
GrO'Poster ns is. eluieesd0 

NOUN stam see e kaw ence. hes Gtattewdisleatawaehe ss 16 orig tale Vhev denen OOS 

The Bellevue range, on the 80th, was occupied with the 
return match between the Wakefield and Medford teams, 
Fayorable weather and the keenest sort of competition 
brought out the best efforts of the men; but the visitors 
slipped to the front by a single point. The firing was at 200 
yards, off-hand, and the full score stood : 

Waketleld Team, 
O Corcoran. 43454 445 45 5 6 4 4y 
R Howard... d 44465644443 4 § me 
D Walker. - 453834445465 4 4 4 4-69 
J Ilouston. #64444 4444 4 4 4 4-61 
D Ogilvie.......... 44445565 35 8 4 4 9 4-61 
od MIMitN, 6-54 +44; - 4435443544454 6 4 4—60 
W B Daniel 4543 445 44 8 § 4 4 B59 

MOSWUeinas. 2 heed awe a pasos wanes mbps ae bees Ase be banat 423 
Medford Team, 

H K Riehardaon. lets 84456645 46 5 4 5 4-6 
EW Hayes.... 4 556445 5 5 45 4 5 4d 469 
J W Vining---- 4454654444 3 4 5 4-60 
HH D Cushing. 546548348 4 5 4 8 4 3—60 
J Grady..-......- 444836444 4 4 4 35g 
2 R Teele 444 ¢@4444504 6 4-58 
dH Hames....,. peitles) Bess 443343583 6 8 4 455 

Totnes. ee A yl 9 one ts or Ponce tele madd tec | Toes “ET 

-=-h6 in a possible 60 was the best score made at Spear’s 
Gallery, Quincy, Mass., during the past week, Harry Souther 
was the marksman and a silver-plated castor his reward. 

Mzprorp vs. WAKkmFrmrp.—A correspondent explaing 
about the match between the Medford and Wakeford Rifle 
Associations as follows : 
A month ago the Medford Amateur Rifle Association chal 

lenged the Wakefield Association to a friendly contest, each 
team to consist of seven men, ten shots off hand, 200 yards. 
On account of two of our best shots being residents of Boston 
they declined shooting with us, making the most unreason- 
able excuse that if the above two members were allowed to 
shoot our team would not represent the name of our associa— 
tion. By a little persuasion on their part seyen of our men- 
bers went fo Wakefield and shot their team on their own res 
aponsibility, Qur association as such had uo interest in the 
matter whatever, 



- 
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Medford.—The last competition in the November series took 
place on the 27th ult, with scores: : 

200 yds. 200 yds, 
D Ogilvie... it R Sawyer.. 30 
J 6 Osborn. 31 D Walker. 29 
LL 8nubbar 31 J H Kame 28 
DO“ lye (re-entry 31 EW Hayes. 2T 
J B Osborn (te-entry).....-.- 81 H Withington.............. 25 

500 yds 
1 8 Harris 40 H WD Cushing 35 
E W Law... 88 TH Withington . 34 

This gives the final winning list as follows: At the 200 
yards range—First prize, H. H. D. Cushing; second, L. L. 
Hubbard; third, H. K. Richardson; fourth, D. Ogilvie ; fifth, 
J. B. Osborn, The winners at the 500 yards range are as 
follows: First prize, H. $8. Harris; second, E. W. Law; 
tlurd, J. R. Teele; fourth, H. H. D. Cushing. 

Gardner, Nov, 27,—Regular shoot by the Gardner Rifle 
Club at Hackmatack Range, 200 yards off-hand. Two scores 
of ten shots each, using the new fine ring target. Wind and 
light bad: 
GF Hilsworth........-. ig 86 164 GR Pratt.............. 68 51 119. 
IN Dodge.............. 80 %6 156 i Knowlton 
¥ Nichols .--5--7T 66 148 DL Walker.. > 
W Austinw...........-- {0 57 127 S Hildreth.............. 

Nov. 28.—Thanksgiving Day prize shoot, with a good at- 
tendance of shooters and spectators. The ring target was 
used, taking the two best scores of five shots each: 
G-OSBED Gates ae eb l-ol 44 47 9l A. Knowlton............ 4 35 79 
H C Knowlton..........42 48 90 © Hinds....,.... 39 78 
G ¥ Bilsworth... 46 43 59 GR Pratt.... 88 75 
A EH Robbing...........- 44 44 88 HS§ Pieree...... 85 TL 
I WN Dodge: ....<-:..-..5 41 43 84 Charles Hinds.. 30° 67 
FNichols........-s.-+55- 44 38 82 A Coleman...,:......... 23 GB 

—The Brocton Rifle Association held a private shoot on the 
28th ult. at 800 yards, and with poor weather poor scores 
naturally followed. They stood: 
GG BNOW... ss. ee eves ees 23353554653 45 25 5-59 
EC Fales.... 552635443 5 4 5 2 2 25h 
W 3B Cross..:i--ss.0-.0-- 96 4.6 6 8 $4 4 29-3 8 4 5-56 
A P Holman 16 443244465 224 4 2 2-49 
Fred Packard 33403 34203 22 5 4 3-41 
H F Borden a. 8 23 23 24 23 4 0 4 3B 5-40 
W F Cleveland.........-. 2423438352222 2 02 3-38 

On the 80th the Brocton men went to Walpole and enjoyed 
a thorough defeat at the hands of the Walpole experts, and a 
pleasant dinner and reunion after. The day was all that 
could be desired, the atmosphere clear, and the wind from 
2 to 4 o'clock, requiring about six to eight points. The misses 
in R. 8. Gray’s score were the result of a break in the wind- 
gauge. At the conclusion of the match both clubs adjourned 
to the club room at Mr. W. H. Pray’s, where a bountiful re- 
past was partaken of, and pleasant remarks were made by 
several members. The following score tells the whole story : 

WALPOLE TEAM, 

WN Washburn, 

3565565565 5 4 4 5—71 
8564455645 5565 5 5 5-69 
465545 5636 665 5 4 4 5—65—208 

T H Gray. 

§ 55646 46 4 43 3 5—66 
5045545 5 5 3 4 6 5 5-65 
653 6 36 456 6 4 5 G6 5 5—7I—202 

Frank Wesson. 

Bb & 6 4°55 5 4°56 5 5 8 6 571 
6 6 55 6 6 25443 4 4 4-63 
45554444 56 5 2 4 5—§6—200 

RS Gray. 

5 65 5 5 b 6 6 6 5 5 5—73 
53564545 5 3 6 5 5—59 
48546565454 3 5—65—197 

3 E Mann. 

455655 5 5 6 6 5 56 5—i3 
348356 644 4 8 3 561 
564332355 45 5 6 4 4—61—195 

Grand total....---- j feo ees teers ints SLES - 1 aces 8 Sata eee 1,002 

BROCKTON TEAM, 
A P Holman, 

645545 3 5 4 5 3—5S 
656383 0465 44 3 4 2 50 
8364465655 0 4 3—62—170 

W F Cleveland. 

B43 45 4656 3 5 5 3—5it 
5603 45 44 5 3 4 3—51 
33345 445 4 3 0 3—52—160 

EC Fales, 
632383 4854 45 4—50 
5563 455 56 45 8 0 5650 
33045505 5 5 3—19—159 

F Packard, 
44044383224 4—40 
5 543 42 2 05 5 4 5—62 
60435 3 5 2 4 3—82—144 

HF Borden, 
003 543 520 83 8 3-81 
2004005 3 2 4 4 529 
52222 5 8 6 4 3 0 3—44—104 

Grand total...se--«++: 

». Mass., Nov. 25.—The eighth and last of the 
ene ‘trials of the Shrewsbury Rifle Club took place last 

week, and resulted in a victory for Stedman Clark, of Wor- 

cester, who made the highest score for the third time, and 

was awarded the skeleton rifle offered by Frank Wesson, of 

Worcester, for competition. ‘The shooting was at 200 yards, 
off hand, and 400 and 500 yards with any but an artificial rest, 

ten shots at each range, with a possible total of 150. Mr. 

Olark scored 134, Frank Wesson 183, A. L. Rice 132, and 

Gurtis Jenkins 121. Of the previous contests the first three 

named had each won twice and Mr. Jenkins once. 

Fellows, ata turkey shoot at Andover, Mass., 
balls in succession into a twelve-inch circle. 

rifle, muzzle-loader, peep and globe 
How does his shooting Soeiare with 

OHN. 

— Burleigh 
ot fourteen 
istance, 440 yards; 

sights; back position. 

Creedmoor experts ? 

5 1our—Bridgeport.—The Thanksgiving Day shoot 
nee EE aerort Rifle Club was for a mess of 25 turkeys. 

Three shots at an 18 ting target; scores standing: Tsaac Mc- 

Court, 43; N. Warner, 42 ; C. Becker, 42; 8. Hubbard, 39 ; 

DE. Marsh, 38; W. Gunn, 38; Quittmeyer, 88, The club 
shoot for the Sharps rifle gave 8. Hubbard 42 and N. Warner 

Al. i 

Gollinsville.--The Canton Rod and Gun Club, on the 21st 

uilt., practiced as follows at 200 yds., 10 shots, possible 120 

by Massachusetts count or 50 by Creedmoor rule: 
Mass, Creed. Mass, Creed 

y 46 Laubenstein.... ..:.:. 86 40 
42 MTL GWT Eat el alah op) rinks 85 40 
4i  - Fancher..... +++» .79 37 
43 

a on 
“ FO! 

On Thanksgiving Day the following scores Were made in | 
three shots, same distance ; Massachusetts target; possible 36: 
Andrews 
Lewis. 
Bidwel. 

ConyeEoticur Mirra SaooriwvG. —The Hartford City Guard 
met Co. K, of Wallingford, in a match at Meriden on the 28th 
ult. The teams were of twelve men each, firing 10 shots at 
200 and 10 at 500 yards, with two sighting shots. Out of the 
possible 1,200 the score stood: 

200 Yds. 
427 

«15 

500 Yds, Total. 
B37 64 
310 726 

In a match between the Hartford Light Guard and the 
Mansfield Guard of Middletown, on the same day, teams of 
eight men each, at 200 and 500 yards, the total scores were 
a lie on 274. The Light Guard team, however, claimed to 
have wou under the Creedmoor rules, they having made 
the least number of misses, 

Co. K, 24 Regiment... 
Hartford City Guard... 

New Haven, Nov, 28.—The attendance to-day at Quinnipiac 
Range was not large, owing probably to the threatening weather 
and the many other attractions in town. There were four 
matches shor, all subscription matches, one-half of the receipts 
going as prizes to those making the higher score. The wind | 
during the day was strong and variable. Mr. J. J, Sweeney, 
of the Winchester Armory, used the ‘ Hotchkiss” rifle, the 
magazine gun lately adopted by the United States Govern- 
ment, and made the best score of the day. It was the first 
time this rife had been used on the range. A few of the 
leading scores were: 

200 yds., military, 7 shots: J. J. Sweeney, 32; R. 
Walker, 30; F. J. Colvin, 29; E. C. Spencer, 28; P. O’Con- 
nor, 27; William F. Murphy, 26; E. P. Bush, 26; 8. R, 
Smith, 26; William F. Murphy, 25; F. A. Bowman, 25; L. 
O’Brien, 29. 

260 yds., all comers, 7 shots: A. Allen, 81; F. J. Colvin, 
29; Ben Lewis, 26; G. Vollhardt, 22; G. Klauberg, 22. 

500 yds., military, 7 shots: F. J. Colvin, 29; J. J. Sweeney, 
28; 8. Cohan, 25; O. BE. Fowler, 22; A. Allen, 21, 

500 yds., all comers, 7 shots: Ben Lewis, 29; F. J. Colvin, 
29; P. O'Connor, 24. 

New Yorxr—Zyroy.—Thanksgiving Day dawned sombre 
and thr2atening, but, nothing daunted, several members of 
the Trojan Rifie Club repaired to a small adjacent hamlet 
(Melrose) situated on the line of the Troy and Boston R. R., 
for the purpose of participating in the festivities of a turkey 
shoot. Our turkey was a 10-inch bull’s-eye at 80 rods, off 
hand, and 100 rods at rest, at eight cents per shot, Hight of 
the Trojans bagged 64 fine birds in 614 shots, 22 were taken 
at rest and 42 at off hand. Considering the darkness of the 
day and other minor difficulties, these were gratifying results. 

ZABTTLER'S Retz GALLERY.—Associated Hx.; N. Y. Turner 
Cadets; 200 yards; reduced target; ten shots. November 20: 
H Sprieser 4. F Burghart ..33 
G lbwitze: -39 H Spamer., 
CG Blust.... 35 G@ banzer . 
T Schmager mare ‘ - 37 © Recht 
L, Demisy..cs0-- ss erenen «..31 G Mage 
J hosenbaum. ..... Seeders eae 33 

November 27: 
H Sprieser....-.. FAAS EAA Ca 44 FB Burghart.....-cesse0e Perret tsiss 
L Denis C ReChtrosecaseee .4-5 2830 
G Iliwitzer... F Hayeck pee 31 
H Spamer,...- Sood: vate eee 3 EZemmeggs.s..sssce. fe ceee ee ee 

Zurrier Rietz Crus, N. Y.—Eighth competition for a 
fine clock. Creedmoor target reduced to gallery distance ; 
possible 50; 10 shots: 
W M Farrow.,.+----- Was eh ote 50 Wm Kilen,....,. 
@G Zetiler... -.50 GA Schurman. 
D Miller..-- -.49 Thos Broadway. 
P Penning..--+4i+-....,... - 49 D Calhane.-:.,-, 
eI OMT beeen ak ea aeet oe 49 ML Riggs..... 
WM DOrTIEr. i). esc .48 LE Beatse.... 
GJHdsOR.: Oe oo 47 HK Zimmerman... 
J Dutel. .-.. 47 B Zettler_.....,,... 

(OS Soeot: -47 Hon D Patterson..........-..44. 
BGS) hes! Re erage Gees 4T 

Regular weekly shoot—Point target; possible 30: 
Wm Klien, ... --20 D Miller... 
W M Farrow. 
€ G Zettler. 
C Judson 

19 P Penning. 
-.19 ML Riggs. 

19 M Dorrler... 

SepreNFeLD?T'’s GaLLery, 177 Bowrery.—Tenth Police Pre- 
cinct second platoon rifle team; 200-yard target reduced; 10 
shots : 
Pat Brennan....... Peedadauencicte Af KDR GEC dag vatalys tattales ses ac44) 
M Jobhnsos. «44 W Huoghes..... a9 

42 W Stutt. seve 
4. Hd Raye ++ BG 

C Mead..,. 
J Maher.....+, 

SePPENFELD?T Riri Cius WEEKLY Sconr.—Noy, 22; 200- 
yard targets reduces 1tin. bull’s-eye; 10 shots: 
AH Anderson... ..... D Sullivan.../..... 
Wm Seppenfeldt..... Jacob Chambers... Sires he 
Jsk Garrison POWMMCCGY, vo onbyoseu penta ee 40 
John Schuetz. .... T Waker 
Louis Bachman,., 
GC Walters... 
John W Adams. 
Aug Grueneber 
G Strassner... 

Mounr Piscean SwARpsHoormrs.—The Mount Pisgah Sharp- 
shooters, of West Durham, New York, have disbanded for 
the winter, and their arms are laid away until spring. The 
season's work is shown in a very satisfactory and commend- 
able record of individual scores. 

tr eeweneen eee dD 
ee ea 

New Jursrx—Newark, Nov. 26.—Newark Amateur Rifle 
Club regular weekly prize shoot ; 85-foot range ; 14in. bull’s- 
eye: 
Wm P McLeod...... ..2.... 4 
T F Felsberg... c: Are) 

Oe oe tre we ime TN By oH ee OT CU ie RS OL OT ae OT ee Cc OT mo a oe ee OF fe fe Otc Crer or oy cr Peo De oo to Or Om oy oY OTOL 

Bergen Point Rifle club, 
of N. J., has intimated a desire for a midrange match with 
either the Lake View Olub or that of George H. Thomas Post. 
It will be impossible for the Thomas Post Olub to accept the 
match at present, as their range is not yet in a condition to 
admit of practice. Ihave no doubt but that the Lake View 
Club will gladly accept a challenge from their New Jersey 
brethren. Two members of the Thomas Post Club also be- 
long to the Lake View Club—Chenoweth and Drury—but it 

— = a 

heehee ae Somer ae ie: 
is in some doubt whether they can win a position on the Lake 
pap biel te! will be seen by the following score made on 

S} 1nst.: ss 

Geo McConnell.....-..csscsssverrterevast 445 5 6 5 4 5 445 
John Foster.....,. #44445 6 4 544 
C85 Gardner..... 55 64 4 4 4 5 4-44 
HC Bradley .. 444254 4 56 4 4—43 
John Macauley . 544444 6 4 5—43 
J A Oolehour.... 444644 5 8 4—42 
LH Drury,... 4446 8 $8 4 4 4 g—39 
SI’ Panohett.... 648443 8 6 9 4-97 

The day was very dark and the bull’s-eye could searcely be 
seen through the peep sights. 
athe following score was made by the same club on the 

inst.: 
Crane..... BTIDY Loe fen cere ee sbtsouesacssass os 50 
McConnell Macauley n 38 
Morse Gardner, 
Foster Colehour. 
Drury. Burns.... ta 
Catlin... 

The gallery rifle club of Post 25, a new and ambitious 
organization, the members of which have made clean scores 
enough to paper a church with 50 point targets, has challenged 
the Thomas Post Club to shoot a 25-yard match for the short- 
range championship of the U. 8. The Thomas boys will 
shoot 8 mateh with Post 23 on the 30th inst. if that is satis- 
factory to the challengers. '[hey do not propose to relinquish 
the championship to less score than 460 for « team of ten, and 
when they do have to surrender it they most sincerely hope 
that it will be into the hands of the gentlemen from whom 
they received it—the Blydenburghs, Sone, Howlett, Conlin, 
Dunlap, Alder, Sibley, Fitz and Holzon. 
At Mr. Peck’s gallery, corner Madison and Halstead streets, 

a club has recently been organized, and from the opening 
scores made there is every chance of fine work from it. 

L. H. D. 

Micuiaan—East Sacrnaw Roce Croz.—Third weekly 
match ; 200 yards target reduced; five shots : 

Capt Shaw........5 4 6 4 6—23 Oorbyn...,.. 845 4 3-19 
Yawkey.. 6 4 4 5 4-22 Mersho.. 0 2 4 4 4—14 
Howry........5-4 2 4 4 8-19 

Wisconsin—Miloaukee.—Thanksgiving Day, at range at 
National Home, seyen members competed at the range of 
1,000 yards and succeeded in making a fair average, their 
scores running as follows: 
Drake ..-cscensnansceseeeet 5 5 565 £56455 3 5 5 5 4 5—OD 
TONDStON,...08 635563 5546 5 6 & 4 5—f9 
Yale... 4588 54383 6 4 & 8 6 b—e4 
Bangs 4 256446496565 3 6 2 5 5—al 
Fielding..........:.5,,3 24446 5465 83 6 $ 83 5 5-80 
Markham................ 5@e844550935 454 2 2-83 
Berrys .3i2 +a ieee Tes chee $2.0 8 89.90 8 50-713.0 20 4 

—Dr. Carver has beeu giving exhibitions through the 
Southern States. Last ‘’hursday he helped the Georgia people 
to celebrate Thanksgiving by an exhibition of his skill at 
Oglethorpe Park, Atlanta, The programme was a very full 
one and well carried through. 

Game Hing i and Gan. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER. 

Moose, Alces mutichis, 
Elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis.» 
Hares, brown and grey, 
Wild turkey, Meleayris gallopavo. 
Woodcock, Philohela minor, 
Ruffed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa 
wmbellus, 

Red or Va, deer, C. virginianus. 
‘Squirrels, red, black and gray, 
Quall or partridge, Oriyz virginia- 
nus. 

Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 
en, Cupidonia cupido, 

Caribou, Tarandus rangifer, 

“Bay birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avocete, 
etc., coming under the group Limacale or Shore Birds, 

tze- In New York State December Isa close month for deer, Daer 

shooting Js permitted only during the months of September, October 
and November, Sale of venison is permitted until January 1, and not 
after. ’ 

a” The frequent alteration of game laws makes such con- 
fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 
shooting on yarions kinds of game is permitted. We there- 

fore append the following table for reference : 

Pinnated 
Grouse, States. Ruffed Grouse Qaail, Woodcock, 

Iil......\Sep 1 to Jan 35|Oct 1 to Feb 1|\Nov 1to FebilSept 1 to dan 1 
Ind ....)Oct 1 to Feb1|Nov 1to Jan 1/Noy1to Jun 1\Jaly 1 to Jan 2 
lowa.../Sep 1 to Dee !\Out 1 to Jan 1/Ort 1 to JanijJuly 10 to Jand 
Minn...|Aug 14 to Oct1)/Sep1 to Decl Sep to Deo Il\duly 3 to Noy 1 
Wis..../Aug 25 toJan1)Aug 26 todan 1)Aug35toJan1|Aug 25 to Jan 1 
ALE No Shvoting | No Shooting | No Shooting |Na_ ‘Reatrictiousa 
Kan....|Ang 1 to Meb1 wy \Oct 1 to Jani Forbidden 

Gute is Manxer,—Pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), 90 cents 

to $1 per pair; partridge (ruffed grouse) $1 per pair; canyas- 

back ducks, $2 to $2.50 per pair; red head, $1.25 to 1.50 par pair ; 
mallard ducks, 75 cents to #1 per pair; black do., 75 cents per 

*pair; broad bill do., 60 cente per pair; wild turkeys, 18 to 20 

cents per pound ; yenison, saddle, 15 to 20 centa per pound; do. 

carcass, 10 to 18 canta per pound; rabbits, 40 cents per pair; 
aquirrela, 10 cents por pair; hares, 75 cents per pair; quail, 

#1,50 to $2 per doz.; Wilson snipe, $2.50 per doz.; plover, 35 

per doz; reed hitds, $1.50 per doz.; wild pigeons, flights, 75 cents 

per doz.; do. stall fed, $2 per doz.; Philadelphia equabs, $2.25 to 

82.50 per dow. 

Poultry—Philadelphia and Bucks County dry picked chickens, 

16 to20 cents per pound; do. fowls, 15 to I6centa; do. turkeys, 
15 to 18 cents; do. ducks, 15to 18 cents; do, geese, 12 to 15 

cents; State and Western chickens, 12 to 14. cents; do. turkeys, 

12 to 14 cents ; do. fowls, 10 to 13 cents ; do. ducks, 12 to 14 cents; 
do, geese 10 to 12 cents. 

Gaprrat WanNtTED.—The proprietor of one of the most pop- 

war and successful summer resorts in the vicinity of New 
York is desirous of obtaining further capital with which to 
erect new buildings in order to meet the demand for rooma, 
which Jast suormer he could not supply. The locality is one 

well known to sportsmen and at the same time patronized by 
fashionable visitors. To a person haying the capital to invest 

the present owner of the property will pay fair interest, with 

unquestionable security, or will give an interest in his busi- 

ness. Full particulars can be obtained at this office, 



ing queries 
“The other day while out quail shooting on 2 farm that F 

had permission to shoot over, my dog found birds at the line 
fence. When I flushed the birds they flew out on the adjoin- 
ing farmer's property. I killed a bird and it fell on bis 
land. Isent my dog to retrieve the bird, when the farmer on 
whose land it fell came out ad threatened to shoot the doz, 
and the only way of preventing bim from carrying his threat 
into execulion was by threatening to shoot him if he did it. 
Will you be kind enough to adyise me what action to take 
should such a thing occur agiin or in case I or my dog should 
get on another man’s ground by mistake? Also, has any 
farmer a right to skoot my dog or to fine me for trespass 
without asking me to go off his land ? Bh, G.” 

A. cettain portion of our eorrespondentis letter could be 

better answered by a lawyer, who would probably be better 
posted as tothe State laws than we are, We can say, how- 
ever, that no man has the right to shoot another’s dog under 
any circumstances unless if be one which places him in fear 

of bodily harm fromthe dog. If you trespass on a farmer’s 
land who hasduly complied with the Jaw regarding posting 
or advertising his land he can cause you to be arrested for 
trespass, but he cannot touch your property in any way,—ED. 

Massacnuserrs— Wareham, Nov, 27.—The Briggs boys— 
Oharles and Frederick—in four hunts this season have killed 
five raccoons, The two last were taken near the uld Federal 
Furnace, some eight miles north of our village, on the 21st, 
Their weights were 174 and 21 pounds. G. L. 

Wareham, Dec. 2.--The game register at the Kendrick 
House, Wareham, Mass., for the month of November foots up 
37 partridges, 152 quails and 1. woodcock, notwithstanding 
the inclement weather of over one-half a month and other 
causes distracting the game, such as bull-dog bunters, and a 
large mortality among partridges, caused by ticks. It is he- 
lieved that the wild house cats are making rayages among the 
coveys of quails, as a large number of the feline race of enor- 
mous siz0 Sre Seen in our surrounding forests, éven at a dis- 
tance of eight miles from human habitation. The huntsmen, 
however, have tumed their special attention to that class of 
marauders by unhitching their firearms in the direction of 
wild puss. 

Boylston, Nov. 23.—A, G. Larkin went out bunting this 
week, and his dog soon found a track which Mr. L. supposed 
was that of afox. After chasing the animal for one hour 
and-a half, he overtook, on the edge of Northborough, a large 
wild cat which he shot. The animal weighed fourteen 
pounds, and was nearly four feet in length, and is a ‘‘rare 
bird ” in this section, 

Salem, Neo, 2.—Quail are about, but need tobe diligently 
sought. Matters generally are quiet. NzWwooms, 

New Yorr—Hornellsville, Nov. 25,—8o0 far this season 
there have been eight deer shot within a few miles of here, 
Ruffed grouse are getting more plentiful, John Penwell 
bagged ten in one day and Burt Elliott six in one afternoon. 
L. T, Scoville, of Portageville, captured an eagle recently, 
which is pure white in color, measures seven feet three 
inches*from tip to tip of wings, and weighs 894 lbs, ; 

OHN, 

Shelter Island, L. I., Nov. 28.--The fowl shooting here 
how is poor enough; few birdsand those few very wild, 80 it 
don’t pay to go for them; but during the winter they may be 
here in good numbers, as they were last winter. A few flocks 
of wild geese have passed over, but they make no stop and 
fly too high for the gunners. Isaac. 

New Jerser—Barnegat Inlet, Nov, 24,—Shooting been 
very poor past week. Only fowl here woith noticing are 
black ducks and broad bills. Brant and geese have not made 
their appearance (where are they ?); the oldest gunner has 
not known them to be so late before. Only shooting worth 
reporting was done last week by Professor J, M. Laflin, the 
champion athlete, who scored some 17 on Monday and 10 on 
Tuesday last. ‘The professor, from personal observation, is 
A No, 1 as a shootist. B. 

Manyranp—Baltinore, Nov. 30.—A large number of gun- 
her's spent Thursday in thetield. Those who went out to the 
country about Perrymansville and Hdgewood report excellent 
fun. ‘The partridge and hares are yery abundant there. A 
number of sportsmen went down by boat to the lower coun- 
ties and met with good success. 

Pennsypyania.—Mr. A. I, Olapp, the sporting editor of 
the Sunbury American, has recently been off on a deer hunt 
to the Snow-Shoe range of the Alleghanies. There were six 
in the party, not counting tle dogs. They camped at an old 
house on the Black Moshannon Creek, and early in the morh- 
ing started out, and one shot ata flying white Haz and the 
loss of a yaluable dog was the result of the day’s sport. The 
next day’s chase was more successful, a fine five-pronged buck 
gracing the return tocamp. Two days of rain and one of 
snow followed, and the hunters returned to their homes well 
satisfied with their experience, 

Titusviile, Dec, 2.—Our surrounding woods haye been so 
thoroughly hunted for the past three months that game was 
never known to be so searce before. Ruifed grouse have all 
been killed or left our woods ; was out all day Saturday ; saw 
but two. Last week eight different hunting parties passed 
through this city for Forest County. Deer is said to be very 
plenty in this county. Nearly every meat shop has trom one 
fo three hanging in front. G. H. W. 

Tannussne—JVashville, Nov. 28.—The largest bag of quail 
made to one gun, this season, was that of H, 8, Gettings, of 
Baltimore, Md., at present near Dixon Station on the N. W. 
R. &., where he is training Mr. Nicholson’s Jet and Bella for 
the coming field trial; Mr, G. killed 74 birds. 

Lovirsa—Abbeville, Nov. 29.—There is at times an abimn- 
dance of game in this (Vermilion) parish, Deer and bear as 
well as turkeys and prairie chickens have been well nigh ex- 
terminated; but there are plenty of partridges, squirrels and 
hares. In winter, geese and ducks by the millions flock to 
the marshes along the sea coast and bays, and to the prairies. 
These geese, brant and ducks get very fat, and are excellent 
for the table. Great numbers of woodeock resort to this 
region in winter, and remain throughout the winter season ; 
from twenty to forty brace may be bugged. per day by & good 
gun, The Wilson snipe and three or four other varieties are 

found tiroughout the prairies during the late fall and winter. 
Many varieties of plover and curlews and sandpipers are 
fonnd here in abundance. The Bartrams sandpiper arrives 
here in August and is very fat and of extreme delicacy; they 
surpass anything of the kind to be found in the United States 
for delicious flavor. With the exception of short intervals, 
good shooting is to be had throughout the year. 

Tnuinots— Carivuage, Nov. 27. Wild game, which for the 
past few years has been s0 scarce in this vicinity, has lately 
made its appearance in unusual quantities. While there are 
Jarge numbers of ducks, geese, rabbits, quail, ate, The 
“crop” of prairie chickens is truly astonishing. Thousands 
of these birds can be seen ally frosty morning flying among 
the cornfields near town, and our sportsmen are haying come 
good shooting in aopseduence. Large numbers of these birds 
are being killed im this county and shipped tocastern fyi 

: AY, 

Vienna, Nov. 25.—liuited grouse, quail and rabbits quite t o q 

Tn part of two 
ion. 

plenty here, but the grouse are yery wild. 
duys I bagged 19 quail, 6 rabbits and 3 grouse. 

Oxnto—Humilton Co,—Tew sportsmen would admit that 
ducks—wild ones—can be seen within seven miles of the city 
of Cincinnati, But such is the fact, especially since the com- 
pletion by some heavy ice companias of ‘* reservoirs,” of many 
acres in extent, near Carthage, O, The sight of the wild 
fowl, perfectly at home, but wary, upon these miniature 
lakes, ig one mosf refreshing to the eye of the sportsman, re- 
minding hit of former joys in the Northwest. The premises 
here referred to are, unfortunately, *' posted.” 

W. Mok, H. 

Mitontcan—Detroit, Veo. 23.—Noy. 1) Frank Blakely was 
out for a hunt, and returned with 6 partridges and 11 quail, 
Nov. 20, Chas. A, Osborne was out duckins, and bagged 16 
ducks. On the 18th imst,, Walter Congreve made a bag of 
15 quail. Noy. 21, W. UW. Myler and A. ff. Bachman took a 
trip to Redford for a day’s recreation and a littlé sport. They 
bagged 7 squirrels and 8 coons, The coons were all found in 
one tree, weighing 23,19 and18 pounds. ‘The smaller one 
was captured alive; all boing males.© Drum. 

Detroit, Noo. 30.— Nov. 25, E. H. Gillman, of this city, 
and James Skuse, of Windsor, Ont., were out for a day’s 
sport and made a bag of 12 partridges and 28 quail. Nov, 29, 
Frank Nall and Frank Eddy, in company with J. W. Jardine, 
returned from a five days’ shoot in the woodsnorth of Alpena, 
The following is their bag: 13 deer, 32 spruce partridges, 7 
white rabbits and a three hundred pound black bear. Mr, 
Jardine had qnite a tussel with a buck who had a hind leg 
broken. Jardine ran up to cul his throat and the deer went 
for him, knocked him down, bruised him quite severely, and 
making a serious wound in his left wrist. He says he will 
never try collar and elbow hold with adeer again, Drum. 

—Deer are reported yery abundant in Alpena County. 
Between 300 and 400 have been Killed already this season. 

—A party of six Pittsburgh sportsmen sent home more 
nee 500 ducks as the result of a week's hunt on the St, Clair 
Plats. 

—A brakeman of the Great Western Railway recently en- 
countered a bear, and the local paper says that his ‘face is 
embelished with more cuts than ordinarily accompany an il- 
lustrated newspaper.” 

—A large wildcat was shot 2m one of the streets at Hast 
Baginaw on the 24th inst. 

Misyusora—sSt. Paul, Dec. 2.—Migratory game has mostly 
left us; hunters are moslly engaged with deer, of which the 
forests are full; some quail and ruffed prouse in market. 
Next year I trust you will make a loner visit here and look 
at Minnetonka. C. P, 

Towa—Algona, ov. 20.—I note the letter of ‘*' Nimrod” 
in your issue of the 14th inst., and have been much interested 
therein. -A party of five of us bagged 267 ducks at the duck 
pass he speaks of, near Spirit Lake, about the first of this 
Tmonth. J can corroborate all hé says about the game, accom- 
modations for hunters, etc., but wish to set the people nght 
on one subject he speaks of. Having been 4 resident of this 
county for twenty-three years, and knowing intimately nearly 
every man that shoots near here, | must say that the person 
who told him '' that prairie chickens had been shot by bun. 
dreds and left lying on the ground” imposed greatly on his 
credulity by making up.a lie ‘out of whole cloth.” I have 
never known of one chicken being left that could be found 
by diligent search. ‘There are more chickens lost by the 
nests being burned in the spring eyery year than are shot in 
fiye years. Every person here who has paid any attention to 
the subject will bear me out in this assertion.4 We shall never 
sce them so plenty as they have been, although very fine sport 
can be had now. Our present game Jaw is a failure—in this 
part of the State, atleast. I do not know of over six men 
in thig county who observe it, of which Tam one. It defeats 
itself by its very stringencyzand unconstilutional provisions. 
Ducks have been very plenty this season, but geese not sp 
plenty as usual. ALGONA. 

Tse OxampPionsHip.-—-The gold medal given by Captain Bo- 
fardus, possession of which is to carry with it the title of 
champion pigeon shot of the United States, is to be shot for at 
the Brooklyn Driving Park on December 25. On the follow- 
ing day another medal will be shot for to decide (he cham- 
pionship at glass balls, On December 27 there will be a 
match to be shot at both glass balls and pigeons. In addition 
to the medals there wall be added on the first day $500, on the 
second $200, and on the third $500. 

Mr. Fereuson’s Inerovyen Jaox Lamr.—We have several 

times, we believe, given some praise to Mr. Ferguson’s Pocket 

and Jack Lanterns, which we have been glad to recommend 
for their ligh'ness as well as their light. Most lanterns are 
cumbersome aud bulky, although yery efficient illminators. 
Ferguson's weigh so little that they are a comfort to carry, 
We have been the possessor of one of them for six months 
past, and know their value, The new improvements, which 
we are now cilled npon to notice, consist in larger illutainat- 
ing power, with the same compactness as those first offered to 
the public, Besides, the adjustments are more simple, It is 
7+ inches high, 4 foches wide, 24 inches deep, burns either 
land, sperm, or signal oils for eight hours without filling, can- 
not be extinguished in a gale, and weighs only one pound 
without its altachments. Can anything be more perfect? It 
can be adjusted lo the head, buggy, boat or staif by suitable 
Sparen No one ought to camp without one. See his adver- 
laement. 

——————o 
Panramdn Wirntonpise Tarik Somnv.—Philadelphia 

Nov. 28.—Hdilor Horest and Streanv: Haye just returned 
froma hunt in the Lehigh Valley, between Sellertown and 
Allentown. The dogs we had were A. No. 1 in every respset. 
The first field we struck the dogs ranged and quartered elezant- 
ly, but failed fo find acovey. As 1 walked down the centre 
of the field I kicked up a covey of 7; missed with my first 
barrel, knocked one down with my sécond ; called dogs to 
find *‘dead bird,” but they both failed in the attempt. At 
last [ discovered the bird crouching low and holding his wiogs 
close to-his body, As I supposed, this position would be 
termed holding his scent; the dogs came up and passed within 
n foot of the bird, backward and forward, and failed to dis- 
cover him. At last I stooped to pick the bird up when he 
flew away about 70 yards, and the Bismarck bitch Tan came 
to a dead point with the other dog, Frank, backing in elegant 
style, I walked up and killed him. In the three day’s hunt 
neither of the dogs ran oyer any birds, and found us a great 
many coveys among which we did severe execution, killing, 
between four of us, 156 partridges, 2 woodcock, which I con- 
sider 9 fair bag. Would advise any of my fellow-sportsmen 
to stcp and see Mr. Michael, who keeps the Hellertown Hote] 5 
and fhey will find him a genial gentleman and true sportsman, 
foxious to show those who come there where they can kill 
the most birds, R. BH. 6. 

AnotHer Man Wao Wants To Do Fiorrma.—Dansville, 
NV. ¥.—Hditor Forest and Stream; You can’t fancy what a 
comfort if is for me, stretched out on the old lounge under 
the mild rays of the student lamp, with nqught fo break the 
silence of my ‘‘Den” but the swish of the hemlocks against 
the weather-boards outside or the tyitchings and mutterings 
of Dash, who, lying at my feet, half-toasted by the beech 
wood fire, dreams oyer and over again the last grouse he 
pointed to his death, What a comfort, I say, when one is 
among the ‘* Cant-get-aways” to read ‘Al Fresco's” letters ! 
How tull, how graphic,and withal how modest—no fish storie, 
hoimesinative frills, no ‘letter’ Nimrod or lightweather 
sailor ishe. One follows him through all his exciting and 
interesting Maroonings and regrets that another week must 
elapse before the trip is resumed. What like of man is he? 
Would he not shake hands with # tyro and repeat for his 
beuefit a few of the valuable hints his letters contain. bt- 
less he would, recognizing in the act the masonry that @Rists 
among true sportsmen. Heaven speed the time, when with 
my nineteen-foot cat, impedimenta, striker and Al Fresco’s 
sailing directions, 1 may realize what now is most vividly 
imagined, & trip among the Keys. Sr. Esuns. 

Lusricarors ror GQuys—Wditor Forest and Stream: Will 
you permit me, through your yaluable paper, to say a word 
in defence of the lubricator so rudely attacked by your cor- 
respondent, ‘‘.” He states that they are advertised as ‘* ab- 
solutely guaranteeing immunity from rust," and advises the 
use of mercurial ointment, which is a very dangerous com- 
pound, This is undoubtedJy a very thorough rust preventer ; 
but woe to the man who has a scratch on his hand, or in any 
Way uxes it carelessly—besides which, it is as old as the hills 
and Known to all sportsmen. I would advise a coating of 
beeswax or tallow, which is just as effective and perfectly 
harmless. I haye never seen the advertisement mentioned 
above, and would consider a person so advertising as hurting 
his own business; for such a compound cannot be made sa 
long as sportsmen are so careless with their own weapons. IT 
have used Ferguson's and Waton’s Rust Preventer, also the Bel- 
montyle oil, and found them most excellent. I have shot all 
day in the rain, both fur wild fowl and upland game, and my 
ftns have never been troubled to any serious extent by rust. 
But Ido not expect them (the rust-preventers) to do their 
part unless I do mine and keep my guos clean. I heard of a 
f@entleman the other day, who on bejng asked how. s certain 
rust-preyénter worked, replied: ‘* Not worth s blank.” 

**How so?” asked the maker. 
‘Oh, my gun got covered with rust. I was out in a boat 

and got il sprinkled over with salt water, and when I looked 
at ita few days after it had specks of rust all over the barrel.?? 

“ Did you wipe it off when you came in?” 
“No, | was too tired,” 
Probably if it had not been for the abused article the gen- 

tleman’s gun would hays been ruined instead of having a 
few rust spots on it. 

1 will now state how I clean my guns and rifles: I fitat 
drive a wad, one size larger than the bore, through each bar- 
vel; {hen wipe with a rag moistened with benzine or any oil 
handy ; then polish out with a thick flannel rag; now anoint 
with Perguson’s or Eaton’s Rust Preyenter, and the gun is all 
right. If not used within a few days, the polishing and oul- 
ing should be repeated once or twice at intervals of a couple 
of days, and then the gun can be put away for months. Be- 
fore going on the salt water fill all corners, engraying and 
screw-heads, with tallow or beeswax, If the gun is to he 
put away fora long time, or taken on a long sea voyage, fill 
the barrels with nielted tallow. Never put a gun away dirty, 
particularly if used on a damp day. Buf remember, it is bet. 
ter to leave the powder dirt in than to half clean wilh a dirty 

W. 4H. rag. 
New Fork, Nov. 26, 1878. 

+--+ —. 

CHILLED SHOT AND PENETRATION, 

HOosteR Wann, Ind., Noy. 31, 1878, 
EDITOR FoRusT AND STREAM: 

The subjoined table shows the resultof experiments with chilled and 

Boft allot. The fave of the targets used was forty inches Equare, bollt 

of inch platik, anc firmly fastened to upright posis, In the centre ot 

this target-board ls a hole sin. square, which fits the end of the pene- 

tration box. ‘The box is 30in, loug and 6lo. square inside, and th this 

Dox arearranged cardboards lin. apart. ‘Che cardboards used measure 
T2din. in thickness, sp the penetration of twenty-four boards shows an 

inch of solid silstance traversed by the shot. The target for getting 
the pattern or distribution of the pellets is a Spaper, 85x36ln., divided 

into consecutive circles of 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 80 in. in diameter, and the 

space outside of the Sin. circle is denominated ‘outer,’ ‘This paper 
is tacked upon the face of the target board, the centre belny immedi 

Btely tn front of the penetrailon box, so that the patherh and penetration 

of cach fire ls taken ut the same time, The tahlea below show the 

number of pellets penetrating the first board in the box, and also the 
number penetrating each soccessive board; 4nd gives also the number 

of pellets entering each circle and in the ‘outer.’ Noshot was contit- 

6d unless it penctrated entirely thrangh the pasteboard. I discovered 

in a previous trial that by hammering the wads over the powder 

smartly, T gol an Ierease of from two to five boards, The suporior 

penetrating power of the alitiled shot was beantifully tustrated in the 
manner in whith ifriddied the strips of tn nuved upon the end of the 

box for its profection; whereas, the soli shot never cut through the 
Hi, Lot Hattened oul, thin us wafers, pon ths surface, he vhilled 

shot, after passing through twenliy-iiveef the boards, were diacovered 



<n 
perfect in shape, withont & bruise or dent, while the soft were very Glass balls, 18 yarda rise, Bogardua rnles: which position is held and made seeure by a dobble bolt, catching and 

much disfigured or flattened. The gun used was a $75 Parker, 12 bore, | fastening in hooks attached to the under portion of the barrels: while | Hogar Green, ..............-11110011110111111111-17 
91bs. weight, choked. The second and sixth shots, given in the table | in the other there is nothing but that litte inconvenient bar at the side a Gata sos stale 2 etl ao 11001111001—15 
showing the pattern of the chilled shot, I consider wonderfully fine | of the lock—called a leyer—and always in the way. Mr Smock ...--....- ss cssee0 011210141 “ 4 z if 4 an : 3 nos 

ones, the last one particularly so. The chilled shot gaye no signs Itis claimed by the advocates of the lockfast—or, rather, friends of | Mr Morford... wees 1100710131011110010 01-18 
of leading in the barrels, while the soft did considerably. Ths | the Dengall gun—thatit is held more secure and closer in position by Tene . pyeene : : ; : 7 110100010110 0—i0 

chilled shot possessed an advantage, in regard to numbers, of | said Jiltle lever. I would most respectfully ask, How is i* possible to PE CET EGE EACT BRU a aL O Og — ot 
just two pellets to the ounce measure, but if we add two pellets tothe | bring two solid, smooth bodies closer than immediate contact? With BE es ue SEat Abb birdy BO aianid rs Brock ieee! “eke 
totals of each round of soft shot, we still find the chilled far ahead. | the Scott gun the barrels are nicely and smoothly fitted, not only water- seed ie out i - Tiees, 5 traps ket 2 5 
The old saying pat among gunners, that *‘heavy powder and light shot | tight, butalso air-tight; the barrels balancing on this eccentric pivot, Nwier oe rises from plunge traps; 100 yards boundary; Diftmar 

gives greater penetration but poorer pattern” will not apply to chilled 

shot; for in this test we find that the chilled shot weighs to the ounce 

measure 24 gra, less than the soft shot; and in place of wilder pattern 
we find a much superior one. We propose to continue our experiments 

with shot, and also propose to test the various grades of powder manu- 

factured by several of our most noted makers, One or two trials made 
with Dittmar powder, and a mixture of Dittmar and black powder, 
shows poorer pattern, and penetration far inferior to the black powder 

and securely held there by a donble bolt, it becomes a matter of impos- 

ibility to detach them till the top lever, which works and controls the 
bolt, is forced on one side, 
eWe now have thote two solid, smoothly polished bodies brought and 

held securely in immediate contact, and to talk of recoil of the gun dis- 

placing them is simply absurd; because the gun being locked, the bolts 

in their proper place im the hooks attached to the barrels (which hooks 

work entirely through the bed of the action plate, without the poss ibil- 

Bogardus—Single birds; 11111010111110800*11011 
1141011111110111111110100 * 1—36, Double birds: 
11 11:11 10 11 00 OL 1* 11 11 10 11 11 11 1) 11 *1 11 10 OL 11—39—75, 

Referee—Mr. James White, Fountain Gun Club. 

Match for silver cup presented by Captain Bogardus to the Fountain 
Gun Club; 25 yarda rise. There were 26 eutriea. Messrs, Howard 
and Conover tied on 5 straight a second time on one ont of three, and 
then postponed final shoot off until Monday. 

—Orange Ducking—nsed. 
shortly, if time permits, 

I shall give the powder a fuller ventilation ify of any force being brought against the points or ends of the bolts), 

and requiring the lever on the top to be worked to one side to withdraw 

them, it would be utterly impossible for the recoil, which must neces- 

The tie was shot off Tuesday, Conover and Howard each killing their 
first three; then Conover killed three more and Howard one, thus 
giving the cup to Conover, who immediately presented it to the Foun- 
tain Gun Club to be shot for. gy 

2] See ep 8 Pore S sarily be in line with the gun, to do so. LonG Ishanp—Westbrook, Nov, 23.—Sweepstakes at $20 each at 25 
BP | Oo Tse x q Having now, I think, shown that the principle is the same, and that pea ‘as yards rise, from five traps, 13 ounces of shot, £0 yards 
) Peet IS) eno EPUE®? the Scott gun is as safe and secure, and as much a positive action as it . 
SAll ier fed ee oe a8 e 5 is eebiste BR I will go one ste antes RAS TATOR Eve orts- O Livingston,......1170121111201111101111111 0-1 Mell pon Seg | ic ie Ras ree ns PES p ’ g P 1 : ry BP W Murphy........0101110011111111011011111-—19 
=| Bm aooe o | DE oom BE 2 man of experience knows the trouble with breech-loaders to be the | B DeForest...... .1010011101111110011111161i—18 

8 ad 

Gu Pat tence oS Sa pe apeney gen ee £ uD wear of the hinge; that, after more or less use they become shaky and Mateh, $25 each, at five birds, 25 yards rise, from Sve traps, efe.: 
=| Be &aaw z | BRAID ay oe loose on the actiun plate. Right here, then, comesin another very | R Redmond........01111—1—5 JG Heckscher,.....1 0111—0—4 

fol eeeeapo | et | pol! pe corsboe e25¢ great advantage of the action of the Scott gun. Let all doubting | Handicap sweepstakes, $5 each, at 5 birds, 2 misses out, from 5 traps: =| Hw oon 2) | ORoSAISe as . 
es <f a, Sad Sportsmen who haye shaky guns take & small piece of paper—from the peor eine yi i : f rad ener Qe yards... 0110 —2 

co] Hee pte 5 wo) Pore om. f FerEst AND STREAM—not | T th i <nail, an Coster, 28 yards....-.+« —6 Lorillard, 30 yards..... 110” 2 
Cad DS Beveaao err re | 82.) OOP cece ta a tts Oe : abe Dapeng ST ge Murphy, 30 vards......11110—4 Heckscher ab ards.,.010 —1 Pp 7 26 ¥: 2 = s to 2 place it on the pivot or hinge of their guns, and, wonderful to tell, on 7 = p = Sl dweiwiol © | f)awemroe eS AS 2 2 Livingston, 30 yards ..0111 —S Deforest, 23 yards,...1 00 1 
Nw) ePypaoee = Be) TR OA 5 my closing it there is no more shaking, U nfortunately, the paper only lasts Messrs, Hunter and Coster divided, B. DeForest shooting for Coster, 

fy) Sey el ge B || Hoomttowe = 2 jeble a few moments; but, fortunately, it is only necessary to tighten the | C. Livingston for Hunter, and W. Murphy for Lorillard. 
wl) RPPoOaer ° S|) Fama = ery compensation lump, and he once more has hia gun all right—as good as Handicap sweepstakes, same conditions as above: = an a mado f p 2] 1 
sol Pesta sb) el PSU species RES Be new—‘‘a thing of beauty, and a joy forever.” Hunter, 3. yards.......11111—5 Robinson, 24 yards.,..010 —1 
~ ra = | ot o8 The advocates of the lockfast must necessarily advocate high-priced Bivisigst one 30 y peas: E : = a oat Devon, a perce. aj ni 4 =. 
6) eee! & | is) perio 5 g 2 guns, for their pet makers must haye their pride and reputation paid ae Nantne ts eit ose eee eat oa 5 r “ste 

5 a able for; hence we find them advising all those unable to procure a bigh- C Livingston shot for Hunter, B, DeForest for Coster 

S|\SERSEE| B | S| S8aR55 33 5 a priced gun for safety’s sake to stick to their old muzzle-loader! Was Ss ; es ‘ 
c > aa there ever such nonsense! Is nota common muzzile-loader as unsafe | NEW deRSEY—Newark, Nov, 23.—A series of matches were shot at Rel} ss bo me] Moe he ane 1 ¢ cf 

S| onaoere| 8 | &| aSatar “2m5 agacommon brecch-loader? Must we deny ourselves a breeeh-loader | ©t0’S Hotel, on the Bloomfeld Road, to-day, Classified handicap 
if a ans sweepstakes, 5 oirds, 5 traps, Hurlingham rules: 

MBoocen| E | El) seeeer | Bees because we are nuable to buy a $400 Dougall gun? The great portion | potter, 30 yards........10111—4 Bennett, 25 yards.,,..0 1100-2 oo et S = = S & m of onr actual sportsmen—those men who kill the game—are compara- | Zeliner, 30 yards......11100—3 Lawrence, 25 yards...0 0 0 0 11 

SSN Sre Chics eee) eee Uilitinll een orice oe ui tively poor men, especially the Western sportsmen, and a gun to cost Levy, Ss Sioa ce $ : u - = i yards.....1 1 0 9 1 

Bm | we a BBZe $100 would be to them a3 much as $500 to your wealthy city sportsman Pptenore 25 TRL ato ee Grant, 95 wart Sasa aanes 
S\|abBESRN| & |e) SSehae Bone It is a question, not of the makers and agents of guns, but one for the | Willegerod, 5 yards... 0 1 0 13 

S wi Spon benefit of th ltitude of sportsmen, and young men just now taking Ti th ~ mitpicin| 4 Bren ee o & = enefit of the multitu ip A young j ies on three, a 
S\abeSne| s | 5) aeeacee Beriene: their firat lessons, Let me here say that just in proportion to the es ee ON Lane 11 nee LATE ice vases met Fy er Ca 
a] eee e| S |S] Bree Soe degree in which the manufacturers adapt their guns in security, | Willegerod...... ey BOL CeO D. oa atk 7 
Al awamwoa|) & | w| Smanee cP od & ; t Walters .... .+...1 0 

= 2 m Rue accuracy and comfort to the ability of the sportsman, will be their | come pay—sweepstakes under same conditions: 

Elabanmsmn| 2 |S) RBSRaE es a ea success. 4 VENATOR, Zeliner, 30 yards......11111—5 Levy, 23 yards. O0lw 
°. ® ~ So Butler, 30 yards........11111—6 Long, 21 yards, loiw 
Z)pomoom| = | S| oheNwS ie nat PIGEON MATCHES. Pattmore, 21 yards ....1 1111 —S Dodd, 21 yards..... 1001-8 o > 

Ss B Aajet —— Grant, 21 yeriay ray F i) : F i pam eeen 2 yards 1 : ao i—4 
S elias =~ j j j i ‘ox, 21 yards ....-..09¢ —t alters ardgs..... 1 Ww | mRanac 8 Z| aobewS e268 How To PrerAre Scorzs.—To insure insertion in current st foe SRST PMA Te i Eran eee ee see poin 2 

bo a i ee een Sz = 43 issues Of this paper, scores should be sent £0 as to reach us on Ties on tye. 
| mob eo cm E =z os, a Ss Tuesday, and earlier if possible. These particulars should be | Zellner..-...... Sie ae errant . O01 eae as eeecs00 

| corrsroro.ce et Fa] bandon bo mars “28 given and these only: Place, date, name of club, name of NB aes he Phe ey E ea Sone ene Bek 110-3 
Pet Peake Geos ll bel ts en e Bee competition, kind of trap and balls used, distance of rise, | will, giyards -..- -11i-8 Levy, 21 yards..-..+-seeael 1 U-R 

4 d 2. ¥ ‘ 3 Aires 1— ere, 2 waseee 0 1 1— 3 : Dies boundary, rules governing, and weather. Scores are valueless areola aes 44408 Dedden! ot Pe ha a 
Eo mea OLY ie CWB seen 9 52 a 3 without these. Zellner, 30 yards......... 111-3 Freeman, 26 yards........1 01-2 

>, * » rom ————— Ties on three, 3 
j=» | lets 4 no] ee oe - o8 | _ 3 . 11211 24—6 Fox. ...; eek ee D wo 

MatneE—Kennebunk, Nov. 28.—First annual shoot; first match, ten 
an e re Ea ° single rises, plunge ‘traps, 21 yards rise, 80 yaras boundary; weather a x a 7 . ar Zeliner,, -. te —0 
4 888885 £| RRSEERS Roo very foggy and rainy, aud birds dull: 4 tsar 

WH CloudMan..ecrerereererseeeereeeet OTT 101i i~s}, Tera oe qa tbe 
“ ay oe ae -e N Pittes.<-5- bie , 4 y 7 4 : ; y i ae swwetacasy rare poten a censegactareas 

| RAMI bt | popmbocy SSbenex CW Stanley. tee — \ 
ln aes tt bs. Foe LD AO Oe ae 4 AubpURON CLUB—Buffalo, Nov. 29.—Flith mateh for the Sutter badge 

B| aa@tom S| R8S500e BEES ee 58 ganna 200442 2 1 O~7) shot ‘Thanksgiving Day at B. M. Schullz's Shooting Park, Buffalo 
r “ea Geo C Lord. ‘ Plains: 

= bg S Fowh | i TLO0LT10014111-7 - S| panes a) ROR OS! fyseme Geo W Larr: : PU elip eens bens, svete Sessancter vrecevesDant ele eT ele ad aL T S| RAR S| aASrIee ww) FI $8 y. Ee vip SUSE SNE 27) ee 

8 mime 2|omnana=| PECSBEE | Pees e at 901010000 1~3) ¢ Helo. Ta heehee 
S| GS55E5 &|/ Reo wo) oo Soh eR | LMCnshman.......-..1.ss.2 te 2014201011 4-7/5) %Ncner. ar PA) Pata Pa 
be ; 1s aoaaaw| £ Pease Second Match—Same rules and conditions ; five birds: J Beier, Jr... ge ee ie a a er 
S| Shaebas B/ RSE e| Fosse 22 | LM Cushman. ......001 11-8 N Pitte....-....1.....11111-8 | § A Ronerts.. TLLPitiiryz ong 

is Hcotow on 0 BS so ht, 4 W H Cloudman ~eol 1111—5 CW Stanley. .01111—4 ornelius...... ore 1—5 

Pe] S| S258E5F6] 82 “SELES | rs saunaers. 10011-8 GeoC Lord... 110101~—3 | F Reigelmann..... -LodOiliridoo1 ye 
S| 8aeske Bete 8ee | GWLarrabee...... “111104 F Pitts....... “00.0 01-1 | Geo A Lewis..... trervreearee t OO 101 ob 2 a6 

° ar= oa- f r < = 
ur OR yor ~ Third Match—Same rules and conditions: 

2 ides =) SSHSESE| Spee on WH Ciovdman..... ceecteestcreneeseseeed T2102 0 1-6 ee nat toe ope aa 
SS] ot iy 7 BEoR* & | ZM Cushman........ tte foe Tidadiia2zid des ax|ponoror St 5 2 od, i 

os i Vi eee ae ‘ee 1o10211 0-65 
fo | po toboe now a ORD BS none 2 Ro og A Oca eee 110210 0-4 Ties on niné, 26 yards, miss and ont, 
ElESSSks Slasaans | SaS1e-"™ | Je sannders.., ...-.+---- 11 14 0 1 0-5) Fishor.......:-.0-seeee00t 1 1—8 Roberts...... ....00 yell 

CW Stanley... ss-saveersre 100 1 0 O W—8 | Beier, Jr........:---..--. Lt Ose Vinee se Oe ed a ates 
SUMMARY. 4 : WILKIME0OD. «1... 2. 0200eeeetrerevee 10011 0 0-8 Second tle, 31 yards, misg and ont, 

Penetration of Chilled Shot—Resuli of Six Shots. 90 19| .MASSACHNSETTS—Quiney, Nov. 28—Matoh shot by Merry Mount fg ae oe at Pence age atR CoaR it 1 0-9 
Whole No. of shot striking first boards, 123; average..-. Shooting Club, Nov, 23; 21 yards rise, pigeons a aisher rd tle, es a ed and out. - 
Whole No. of boards penetrated, 144; average.:..-...--- F Curtis. ...1 111 11111 Nightingale..0 11011010 0-9 ees Sy ae At eed abucscemepyonaandes Suedpese 

i y ern Oa BS 4 1— mimmings .. i if “2 mf 

CA Irn AR eet ae 8 16 cnearh aeener 10100111117 Colby,,...5101000111 —5], Meret fl SF IE Spa tedea Fay, NJ. Dee is ‘Quarterly meet 

Rvhols No, of Bhob striking Best ee ee eect icae 8 11110111 —4 Keating, 111010000 0-4) Thi Myon py prank Hobineon with four birds Sa i st Whole No.of Bours pntiraie, 198 ‘svemages soos erirerre grams Tet eet Ne) | 
Pattern of Chilled Shot. : 1110 = = Howpay Ciun.—A series of matches wére shot at Dr, Beebe’s farm, 

No. striking tarset, 1,453; average .......--- se+s+ 238 5-6] Sradiey....-.1100011101—6 Glover.......100100110 —4| | nee eT ee N,V Now. 95 
ee No. striking inside 30in. ring, 1,259 ; average....-. 209 5-6 | F Hardwick.1 01011110 —6 EHardwick.00110001 0 0-3 ng! ge, N, ¥., + 33. 

, it. River, Nov. #8,—A glass ball match for an oyster supper, be- Morgans, Nov. 28.—New York amateurs; Grst match at pigeons for a 

triki pe er ipsa den bawen aOR mice ieeatren teams of the Toms River Glass Ball Olub. Cond. tons—18 Pub; 25 yards rise, 80 yards boundary: : 

Ft yO een’ i a 30in. ring, 1,039; average.....- 173 1-6 | yards rise, Bogardus rules + Yates......1 1711111111—10 Woods...... 101101—7 
Fe Ae eee ee ae) DEE of Lilied shot 4041580 Fee ce ORM CSE ccthetilne is Pu “Tieay aoc kegs Patney...«..1111111111—10 Chorenill. 1111017 
RVinole Nan OF peltete te ee ee atin 8 ahota ih eceucenclaed OF Mitinsa ool ck assed dD la Wa a gig) W Eiaay so. ao 1 i 00101025 
Whole No. of pellets striking target in 6 shots .....-.»---"o77 T Singieton... Te ce eal OST ID SO eee ol Eee Nelson.-....1111101110—8 Martins. 111010-5 
Whole No. failing to reach target.....-+++++++s+eer0- phe J Wainwright, A Wet eyo m ehh Sem, Canton.....1101111011—8 Wonds......1 7 eee 
Average loss per BOE. =v recersas eases: et: it ents W ROOR Wells Seescsen seas 1100010 0 1~6—39 Ties on ten, 

Whole No. of pellets in oor BOE ce aE be J Clute....eeeee--es miaseceese 1101111 o~s Yates, sseeeesreeesD111111-% Patuey........0:1111110-6 
ole No. 0 fa3 eu OW ~~ ee vecanene Weepstakes, same o i 3 Whole No. of pellets at a reachamreet aa puoT LOT 148 SWeepatak Sico Ds One Whole No. of Bolan peed sae Ea soNeee: ed Aon aT ee MEO Dr P Bllis......--1111111—7 P Hastings.......1110011-5 

Average loss pet EbOb... 0: 9+ esos ie 450 peaina, and | f Roplusonewucessosesccd Dd 2170 0 0 1 qe] PHamiltom....21 1111-1 WL Henderson 011011 0-4 
Ove measured ounce of the ppited wet his 480 graina, or exactly ov, 30.—Handicap sweepstakes, 5 traps; Hurlingham Ween TPL DTOIns Db weodk aod pe boe 

one measured ounce of the soft shot weig SH EPERGAB. | ph COe MR Pee z ‘ F HGreen......-.-..1101110—5 C Wagonstaif....71000110—8 
ad Ml te Se F Fisher, 25 yards....11111—5 A Smith, 91 yards....1 0101-3] , Ties on seven. 

A IONS CL Putney, 23 yards..1i1111—5 Mr. Faber, 25 yards..11 01 Ridages Cuba tale spade ocd — AMINOD.......ccs ee peee eed 1 O—2 
GUN ACT " Mr Smock, 26 yarda ...11011—4 LTenbrook, 21 yards..01011—3) Swaepstakes at glaze balls, 18 yards, Bogardus rules: 

W Nelson, 25 yards....11110—4 © Smith, 21 yards,...10010—2 240.4 teen t1ah a as 
4 Ties on five, eed eet Sok a5 

pee HRORASE AND Or ho discuss in your columns the FUBHOY, oacasu sarees snessrpslol lod (PULNCY:.s eos: ccmpenctekiseh 10a TRU ho Me ek Pcie ed iat) Va 

I am disposed to think that those wlio ‘positive action” | Match for marksman’s gold badge; free to all; 21 yards rise, 80 yards ei Eee Male eter east 
‘snap action” an) ; land rules: aecenme sod - 0 1—11 relative merits of the p action” and the so-called ae Li yor | boundary ; Long Is f Litgo1riiiizilo 

have not closely studied the subject; and that the positive action, 111011101i-—8 O'Donahue..0011111000—-5 tees vessearte 1 1o1 110 0 1—10 

jock fast, is in no wise different In principle or in security, and far in- 011111101—8 Gaawell......1 i Q 1 bt } 0 a o—5 payee gs reo a oe + a f c : , “4 a HT 5 : - -! 1 ize 

ferior in comfort, convenience and rapidity of firing to the now very iS we Se eee rete t eee f0011000'—8 | W Nelson... 9110112001001 —% 

famous top-snap action of W, & C. Scott & Sons. Let me ce Gon Waggenstaif0111010011—6 Conover.....011 000006039 G Marthieesres 9 r ; : i 3 3 1 4 Q = 

the attention of all sportsmen to a closer examination of their merits, | cinnders,,..1101011001—6 Judson,.....00000w DeWOOs seas enti ld eae ee oo 23 

By taking off the barrels of the two guns, 

then precisely alike, the only difference 

god in no way inyolying the principle, 

and placing the lever of the 
e 

he position it occupies when locked. The tio actions ar 

pecht oa being in the manner of locking; 

both acting on an eccentric or 

Ties to be shot off at next meeting. ae 

-and-go-out match, Hurlingham roles, was won by McIntosh, 
Soe Ete 8, and one dead out of bou nds ; Werber, second, 7, and 
Fisher, third, 6. 
Handicap match, fame roles: 

In shooting the tie Hamilton wen. 

Saturday, Nov, 30.—A nomber of sweepstakes were shot by the Long 
Branch Club at Erb’s Hotel, The match between Meers. Butler and 
Zeliner vs, Messrs. E.G, and W. Murphy, was postponed to Dec. 7, :The he gun— . F 

‘ot, with their longest point toward the breech of t 38 yards....-+ 111-1 111 148] first match was divided by Messrs. E, G. Murphy and F. Dngro, each 
sere gO ‘all par at the side as a lever by which the barrels are put eal eye 25 blest es oats tr 1-1 11 T T | killing four ont of five at30 yards, Mr. Walters got third, The ties were 
pne RAINE sam . while with the Scott gun the barrels are the | T Mason, 21 yards....-sscr++=++ sl 1 1-1 1 1 0=1-1] gilshot off in the succeeding sweap, Mr, C. Grant came in fime for the 
jn their proper place; W ‘ F Fisher, QL YAIR eeycererseeenverereeereereseet 1 1-1 1 1 0—0—6 | gecond sweep, and, shooting at 25 yards, killed ive straight, 
levers, quickly and pleasantly throwing themselves in proper position, 



first. money, while Messrs. Gladwin and Zeliner diyided second and 
third money. In the third sweep. Mesera. Dugro, Zellner, Murphy, 
Hoey, Walters and Gladwin tied, having killed four ont of five. They 
agreed 0 Shvot ifoit in the next, and Mr. Gladwin kiljing five straight 
took first money in both sweeps. In the third sweep Dr. Zellner gob 
second aid Mr. Welters third money, and in the fourth sweep Messrs. 
Stone ood Dngro divided the sevoud and tlird moneys after haying 
shot Off the tles ina bird and bird sweep. Mesers, Stone and Murphy 
each kifled three birds and divided the money. 
PHIMADELPRIA Gun CLor—Philadelphia, Nov. %3.—The Philadelptua 

Gut Cioh have been contesting a series of mstches for the * Publica 
Holiday Crp.” The first Match was on Washington's Birthday, We 
Othera following on Good Friday and Decoration Day. The tinal 
match to-day was shot Wuder difficnitier, a8 the wind was exceedingly 
mufayorable, carrying many of the birds ont of bounds, The result of 
io-day’s shootitg goes fo Gen, Zinn, with a total of 24 out of 4), which 
will probably wive him the cup, Sever2l members, who have been wb- 
sent ah one or wore matches, hayme their ecores ta be completed. 
Shooting from five traps; iif ozs, shut; 12 bore guns, not to exceed 
83, Lbs. welght? . 
LW Bickley, 27 yards..-..--; MEER EA Sk Ee eee dE be 
EB Grubb, 31 yards.. -- eet tat el teen F 1s 
Dr Kinney, 26 yurds... wl fi eat tort ® 16 
@ Zinn, 26 yarda .---- 1.» (OS Tt a ae tt 1S) 
KTS BA WU, BOoVATAS lacy wasncmtsaneecedy Und ple lie i D8 BG 
FW Bilekley, 26 yards)... ..csseecnteel OMT TP 1 ii oO 0-6 
C Mawaligter, 27 yards,..). ys. .* O1L12 0711 06 
M ii Rodgers, 26 yards. ....... Sot Pt 2 LT 1d Ok 
d ‘Pucker, Jr, 26 yards.......-- TD ae Th it 
S Witheriil, 25 yards, ......- a *1t.g ft 1 D..0 2.16 
" Alexander,” 26 yards, -0 T1002121 1 0-6 
J Wheelen, #5 yari's....... 0 07110010 0 O88 

Zinn ani Grubb baying tilesed.a former slieut, How sho} again: 

Zinn.....«-.-11*1]111110—8 Grubb......., 17*%i** 013-5 
Handicap sweepstakes, $2 each, miss and go ont; clubrules; ten 

enlries : 
Macallister, 27 Yards, «20. -..eee eee e ieee renee ph ated a5 
Wioney, 26 yards ....4.---s see eee Fae a less ores at at 
oeker, 27 Yards.s.-..2s.cseres pees ceeds gh IE i afin RY, a 
Blobley Zyarasyusparewssosikastpuleussecsreatl hal hd © —A 
Baldwin, 25 yards .....,.. veves esl) sl eS —d 
Alexander, 25 yards,,..-..... 445 et oT a0 —3 
Grubb, St Vards..... 1.2... se seeee baile he O — 
Zinn, 26 yarda Poncwaterae wal 4 —2 
Roberts, 26 yards....--....,.. * —V 
Rodgers, 29 yArds.....s.....05 ivanlahy Seat a 0 —0 

Messrs. Macailister and Kinney dividca. 

MicnigaN—Detroit, Nov. 30.—Ov the 29th insi., Wm. Thomas, of 
Holly, and Frank Crawiird, of Rochester, in’ this Stete, shot a pigeon 
Toatel af FPONTae—S50 a side, 25 birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards 
boundary, Detroit Gun Ciebdrhles. They tied, killiag 24 out of 25 birds 
each. then went back to 46 yards to sioot at five birds each, and again 
tied, killing four berds each, aud finally dvew their money. Mr. Craiw- 
ford was immediately challenged to shootin two weeks at same place 
tor $100 & Aide, but refused to accept, Drviv, 

WiscoNsiIs—Bayaboo, Nov. 29.—Glass ball match, Thankeglyiog 
afiarnoon, on the Fair Grounds, for a purse of $20, diyivled in five 
moneys: 
Brewer......1111100100-0 Elliott,....100001011 0-4 
Obert........ Tri119oHt11—S Piinton...... 000011011—5 
Jnnge..:...- 000071011014 Wartack....1111101110—s8 
Whistante..1001071110—6 Potter....... 10111000 0-4 
Warren,,.. .. o0010171100-4 

Ties on eight—2l yarda. 
Kartauk...-----» Sew aete renee ORD EDN SE dele lctal adie ese eee 110-2 

Ties on e1x—21 yards. 
BYOWE0 c. asscsecepnnae ee 1001-3 Whistance.......-,....1 011—3 

—fce Bogeardus’ advertisement, 

Rational gastines. 
Srrum Bamsoo Arcnzry Bows.—The employment of split 

pamboo in the construction of fishing rods has very fully dem- 
onstrated ifs superiority over every other material where 

lightness, ¢lasticity and strength are the requisites. The 

use of bamboo in the manufacture of archery bows 

promises to thoroughly revolutionize the business, We 

hayé carefully examined a bow of bambooand lancewood 
made by Conroy, Bissett; & Malleson, the well known makers 

of fishing rods, and it is a marvel of neatness and strength’ 

These bows are from 5ft. to 6ft. in length, and haye a pull of 

from 50 lbs. to 70 lbs. They are far better than the best 

wooden bows, and can be made fifty per cent, cheaper, the 

5ft. bows costing $15. Several experienced archers have al- 

ready given their most full approval of this new invention in 

archery goods, and we have every reason to believe that our 

readers will find in the split bamboo the bow they are look- 

ing for. One good how, like one good fishing rod, is worth a 

dcezen poor ones. 

THavesctvine Ancumry.—Chicago, Ill, Nov. 30.—The 
membpars of the Highland Park and Chicago teams and others 
interested in the exhilarating sport have formed an archery 
association for the purpose of inereasing the interest already 
manifested in the revival of an ancient and beautiful pastime, 
Thanksgiving morning afew of its members met in the Chicago 
Base Ball Park fora friendly shoot. We give below some of the 
best scores, none of those participating having eyer shot at 80 
or 100 yards. Mr, Collins’ score at 100 yards was made with 
25 arrows; 50 arrows each at the different ranges, a 40 inch 
target being used: ' 

60 Yards. 
Hits, Score. Hite. Score, 

S E Bagan-..... . 14 66 IS Colling....,....15 55 
A GSpuulding...,,15 62 Ii L Brewster....-. 7 15 

80 Yards. 

Spaniding......-.. 13 47 Collins....-....,... 7 26 
Wagan... .< cesses ae 13 45 Brewster,...-....- 2 6 

100 Yards. 

Qolling,..-.--- 2.5: 9 25 Hagan.........-.- Ee 15 
Spaulding .,.,...., 5 19 Brewster.......... 3 11 

Mr. gat made three successive golds af 60 yards. We 
join in the hope expressed by some of your recent corres- 
pondents that the clubs throughout the country publish their 

_ scores, as it adds greatly to the interest in the sport 

HicuLaxp Parxk—Ohicago, Mov. 20.—Mr. Carver shot the 
York Round (72 arrows at 100 yards, 48 arrows at 80 yards, 
24 arrows at 60 yards) against Dr. Weston, the same oumber 
of arrows at 80, 60 and 40 yards respectively : 

Dr. B. B. Weston—80 yards, 17 hits, score 63 ; 60 yards, 16 
hits, 66; 40 yards, 24 hits, 128. ‘Total, 57 hits, score 257 ; 
olds, 4. 

E H. ’O. Caryer—100 yards, 19 hits, score 91; 80 yards, 26 
hits, 98; 60 yards, 21 hits, 97. Total, 65 hits, 281 score; 
golds, 11. 

O'Leary Anp CAmpAna.—P. Napoleon Campana, the pedes- 
trian who recently made such a fine record at Bridgeport, has 
jasued a challange to O'Leary, which the latter has signified 
his intention of accepting. 

CoLtugE Foor-sALu.—The most interesting foot-ball game 
of the season was (hat played by the Princeton and Yale col- 
lege teams on the St. George Cricket Grounds, at Hoboken, 

last Thursday. The match was for the championship, and 
attracted a large number of jnterested spectators. The 
grounds were very muddy and slippery; the conditions for 
fine play very unfavorable. The competing teams were: 

Princeton—Forwards—Bradford, '31; McDermont, '81; 
Brotherlin, ‘80; Ballard (captain), '80; Devereux, '80; Mc- 
Alpin, 81; Loney, '31; Bryan, ‘30,  Half-backs—Waller, 
79; Minor, °79; MeNair, ‘79; Withington, '80, Backs— 
Miller, 80; Cutts, ’80; Larkin, ’79. 

Yale—Forwards—Farwell, “79; Fuller, '81; Hull, '83; 
Harding, 80; Lamb, '81; King, '80; Eaton, 82, Half-backs 
—Brown, 8. 8. 8.; Peters, '80; Thompson, 79; Watson, 8. 
§.8.; Camp (captain), '80. tbacks—Wakeman, M. §,; Nix- 
on, "81; Badger, ‘82. 

William E. Dodge, Jr,, ‘79, was judge for Princeton; G. 
H. Clark, '80, for Yale, and Mr. L. N, Littauer, ’78, of Har- 
yard, acted as referee. 

The agreement was that two innings of forty-five minutes 
each should he played, witha rest at half-time. Princeton 
wou the toss and took the southern goal, the direction of the 
wind making that the better of the two. Camp, of Yale, 
opened the game by a kick-off, which drove the ball well 
toward Princeton's gosl, Hot work folluwed; and there 
were mauy Jively scrimmages and hard tussles, iv which the 
players sprawled at full length in the Jersey mud. Prince- 
tou touched down for safety six times in the first inning, 
and despite the hard work of both sides, neither could score a 
point before half-time was called. After a long struggle in 
the second inning Withington secured a touch-down in Yale’s 
goal, and the try at goal which followed McNair sent the 
ball between Yale’s posts, nod the game was won. This 
gives the championship of the year fo the New Jersey boys, 
and they have well carned it. 

MontoLatr Hunt Chun.—-The first recular fox hunt of the 
Montclair Hunt Club, of Montelair, N. J., took place on 
Thanksgiving Day. ‘The meet was at the house of the Master 
of the Hounds, Mr. Sadler. There were eight packs of beagles 
and fox-hounds, aud thirty riders followed. There must be 
something lacking in the spunk of New Jersey foxes, for the 
Montclair hunters began their chase with a spirited pursuit of 
the anise-seed bag. ‘The scent lay to the north for about two 
miles through Ridgewood, thence east, crossing a cove close 
by the kennels. The ground was damp, and the scent lay 
well, making the run a fast one. The dogs led the way up 
the mountain toward Watchung. Wear this place the scent 
turned sharp!y to the east, when the dogs came upon the scent 
of a fox which had been loosed. The jumping began to grow 
stiff, and but half the field were following. ‘fhe run on the 
scent of the fox was a short one, as Reynard was an old fellow 
and put the dogs to a great deal of trouble. In a woodland to 
the north of the kennels he got the better of the dogs and a 
check, making s delay of over an hour, and finished the chase. 

Hare and Hounps.—The sport of hare and hounds isa 
very popular one among some of our English cousins. The 
manner of playing the game is this: Two or three men are 
chosen for hares and are equipped with bags full of fragments 
of paper, which as they run they drop at intervals of about 
one hundred feet. ‘The hounds, after the hares have started 
a few minutes, follow them by the paper trail and endeavor 
to catch them. Each hound carries a tin horn or whistle, so 
thatif the scent be lost any one finding it can at once notify the 
others. There is an oppurtunity for testing the muscles and 
the lungs, and testing them very thoroughly at that. The 
newly organized Westchester Club held their first meet 
‘Thanksgiving Day. The hares were L. Bert and W. W. 
White, of the Harlem A. ©. They started from Schrader’s 
Woodlawn Hotel, Central avenue, at 10:19. Ten minutes 
later started the hounds. They were; W. 8. Vosburgh, who 
acted as pace-maker; Frank Banham, the well-known half- 
mile runner of the H. A. O., and H. H. Smythe, of Brooklyn, 
as whippersin. ‘The rest of the pack were Geo. E. Hillwig, 
A. Yan Roper, X. M. Keyser, J. B. Haviland, H. Fielding, 
all of H. A. O.; W. Merril, J. W. Low, Colone] De Lancey 
Kane and his brother Jolin Kane, J. J. Bradiey, Chas. Cox, 
Geo. Dolle and P. Neyman. ‘Their costume when they 
started wag a ted shirt or jacket and black trousers or knee— 
breeches. The hares wore blue shirts, with a hare rampant 
in red on the breast. The hares ran for a mile north along 
the road, then turned cast going through a swanipabout three 
hundred yards wide at West Mount Vernon, through mud 
and water knee-deep; thence four miles along the railroad 
track, turning northeast three miles through a wooded coun- 
iry, then doubling they struck the old Boston and Montreal 
Railroad, followed it for a mile, and, being close pressed by 
their pursuers, took a road running due east and coming out 
upon Central avenue about # mile and-one-half above the 
point of starting. They reached’ the hotel at 12:59 o'clock, 
haying made in the two hours and forty minutes a course of 
between sixteen and eighteen miles. The hounds came 
stringing along eight minutes later. They all had good 
appetites. 

—A modified game of hare and hounds was participated in 
by a company of horsemen from Carmansyille, Fort Wash- 
jnglon, Inwood and New York who met on the Kingsbridge 
Road, ‘Two of the party acted as hares, distributing paper 
scent a8 they palloped along. They were given ten minutes’ 
start. The run lay along a very pretty stretch of farm land, 
and the bounds struck the trail on the meadows in Dyckman’s 
farm. There were some formidable ditches and walls to 
overcome, and these were got over in safety. The hunters 
brought up at Kingsbridge, 

Masuirran Arututio Crue.—The Manhattan Club held a 
series of games on the club grounds Thanksgiving Day. ‘The 
220-yard handicap run had nine starters in the final heat, 
the winner being W. J. Crowly (20 yards); time, 22%s; W, 
5. Malo, second. The two miles wall for those who had 
never won a prize was won among seyenteen competitors by 
W. O’Keete, in 17m. 848.; Birch, second. <A bicycle race of 
one mile, with fuur starters, was won by T. Lafon, Mystic, B, 
O., in 4m. 43s, A three-quarter mile handicap run was 
captured from nineteen other competitors by P. T, McDonald, 
(89s.) in 8m. 31s. 

ScorrisH-AMERIGAN AtTHtETro Cuve.—An entry list of 
over five hundred was what attracted a great crowd to the 
Scolttish-American grounds last Thursday. More than half of 
the entries appeared ; the grounds were in very bad condition, 
and most of the eyents were postponed until the following 
Saturday, The 100-yard match, between B, Arnold, scratch, 
5 A. O., and G. W. Wagstaff (8 yards), was won by 
Arnold in 10%s, The 75-yard run was run in two series of 
trial heats. In the final heat there were five starters, and, 
after a close finish, the winner proyed to be M. McFaul, F. 
A. 0., who won in '74s,, while the second medal went to T. 
McGowan, Staten Island, in 7¥s. 

| 
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The Game of Chess. 
Norios.—Cheas exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ‘Chess Hditor Forest anp Stream, P, 0, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn,” : 

Problem No. 34, 

Motto : Tokkaree, 

Y Y oe Y 
WF: 

he oer 
White to play and give mate in three moves, 

SOLUTIONS TO PRUBLEMS—NO, 30. 

1—Q iks Kt 1—Q P tks P 1— 1—B P tks Q 
2—It-B6 ch 2—K tks P 2—Kt-@3 ch 2—K tks P 
3—B-Ki6 mate 3—-B-Kt6 mate 

1— 1—P tks P I— 1- Kt tks P 
2—Kit-Q3 ch 2—K-Bt 2—Kt- B6 ch 2—K-B6 
a—Q tks B P mate 5—Q tks & P mate 

Giame No. 84 —IRREGULAR. 

This game, and the notes and comments thereon by Mr. Loyd, we 

take from the American Chess Journal for this month. “The follomug 

game was played by correspondence twenty-five years ago between 

Dr. Moore and Mr, Loyd, and published in the Winona Republican, In 

extenuatlon of the pluy, which we refrain from criticising closely, we 

will Say that Mr. Loyd had just reached the advanced age of twelve. 

while the Doctor played more in a spirit of fun, to give the young ‘‘nn* 

a chance, for the sake of encouragement:” 

White. Black. White. Black, 
Mr. Loyd. Dr, Moore. Mr. Loyd, Dr. Moore, 

i—P-Ka “ 1-P-K4 18—6 tks KR P 18—K tks 3 
2—P-K Ra 2—P tks P ch (¢) 
3—P- Q4 (a) 3—P-Q4t 14-Qtki Pch 14—Q-Kt3 
4—B-Q3 4—Kt-K B3 1i—Q tks 6 15—Kt-R3 (dj 
5—B tks P h—P-Q Bs | 16—Q-Q Kts 16—Kt-B2 
6—B-K Kt 6—P tks K P 17—Q-B4 Mi—Q-Q Kta 
7—B tks P T—? tks Q P 18—K-K Ri(e) 18—P-Q R4 
8—B tka Kt S—Q tks 6 19—Q Kt-Bs H—R-R3 
9—Kt-K BS 9—B-Q Bi 20—Kt-Kts 20—P-Ba 
10— _astles(b) 10—Castles 21—R-B3 21—Q tks P 
1i—O Kt-Qz 1i—P dis ch 22—R-K 22—P-B4 
12-K RK 12—P tks BP | 33—R-K Rs 23—P-B5 (f) 

NOTES. 

(a) We distinctly remember making this moye hoping the Doctor 

would check at RS, a8 we had just played u game with a friend wherein 
we were unable to extricate the Q after playing— 
3— 3—Q-R5 ch 6—Kt tks Q, 6—P tka R 
4—P-Kt3 4—P tks P 7—Kt-B3 T—P-Q4 
5—Kt-B3 5—P-Ki7 ch 8—K-B2 etc 

(6) If we are not very mach mistaken, *‘ Brother Thomas” helped us 
ont in this move, as the preyious play is too weak to expect anything 
so bold and correct from the youngster. 

(c) We were traly proud of this little manenvyre, and although it only 

produced an equality, we felt that the Western Correspondent was 

completely routed. 

(@) This offer of a R was a sore temptation, but after writing out 

aslateful of analysis, we concluded it was safest to dectine, 

(e) It would have been better to have checked with Kt at once, but 

for reusons now inexplicable, we preferred the moye in the text, 
(7) And White announced mate in six moves. This mate wag 

referred to at the time as beiug dificult, on account of there being 
seyeral yery deceptive lines of play. After a lapse of a quarter of 

& centary, we have chanced to ind a coay of the game as then pnb- 
lished, and have discovered a shorter road to victory, which we unhea- 

itatingly pronounce the most brilliant termination extant, 

[We would be pleased toreceiye both solutions from our readers, 
with comments, etc., thereon.—FOREST AND SrREAM,] 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 

—The ree Press announces another problem and solvers’ tourney 

The prizes are six in number, ylz.: $10 for the best sel, $8 for the 

second best set, $5 for the best four-move problem in any set, #4 for 

the best three-moye problem in any set, $3 for the best two-moye prob- 

lem In any set, and $1 for the set haying the best mollo, Hach set ta 

consist of one Vvo-moye problem and two problems in three or four 

moves, a8 the competifior may elect, Sets with solutions to be malled 

to'l. P. Bull, Chess Ejitor Free Press, Detrolt, Mich, on or before 

March 1, 1879. Mr, Carpenter will act as umpire, and will judge the 

problems according to the following standard: For merit of design 
(including its beauty), elegance, strikingness, pointedness, ete., 10 

points; for originality of design, 10 points; for dimiculty of solution, 20 

points; for accuracy of construction, 10 points; for al! other merits of 

eonstractlon, 10 points; total, 60 points. The prizes offered solvers are 
seven In number. 

—The acore iu the International Tourney between the United States 
and Great Brifain now stands; G. B., 14; U.S., 9; drawn, 2. 

—jJames Mason, the New York chess player, has survived an attack 
Of the small pox. Nothing small can beat Mason,—Hartford Timea. 

Belden, one’s affilctions should not be the subjact of a pun, ayen 
though good naturedly expressed or Intended. However, you're for- 

given, evenif you are not pitied, 

—A chance to bay some good beagles is offered in our advertising 
columns this week.—[4dv. 

em 

—Should any of our patrons wish to buy a quite new and in every 

respect excellent plano, made by a prominent and reliable maker, we 

cordially suggest that he communicate with ‘*Brookman,” in care of 

thisoffice, The plano Dasmotyet been used. The muaker’s price is 
$600, It will be sold for much less,—[ddv, 
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THE Wusterw Onirr-DwetiEers.—Of late, 
blown over the pliins, come stories of strange, 
newly discovered citics of the far south-west; 
picturesque piles of masonry, of an age un- 
known to tradition. These ruins mark an era 
among antiquarians. The mysterious mound 
builders fade into comparative insignificance 
hefore the grander and more ancient cliff- 
dwellers, whose castles lift their towers amid 
the sancs of Arizora and crown the terraced 
slopes of the Rio Mancos and the Hovyen- 
weep. 

A ruin accidently discovered by A. D. Wil- 
Son, of the Hayden Survey, several years ago, 
while he was pursuing his labors as chief of 
the topographical corps in Southern Colorado, 
is described to me by Mr. Wilson as a stone 
building, about the size of the Patent Office. 
It stood upon the bank of the Animas, in the 
San Juan country, and contained perhaps five 
hundred rooms, The roof and portion of the 
walls had fallen, but the part standing indi- 
cated & height of four stories, A number of 
the rooms were fairly preserved, had small 
loop-hole windows, but no outer doors. The 
building had doubtless been entered origin- 
ally by means of ladders resting on niches, 
and drawn in after the occupants. The floors 
were of cedar, each log as large around asa 
man’s head, the spaces filled neatly by smaller 
poles and twigs, covered by a carpet of cedar 
bark. The ends of timber were bruised and 
frayed, as it severed by a dull instrument; in 
the vicinity were some stone hatchets, and 
saws made of sandstone slivers about two feet 
long, worn to a smooth edge. A few hun- 
dred yards from the mammoth building was 
a second large house in ruins, and between 
the two strongholds rows of small dwellings, 
built of cobble-stones laid in adobe, and ar- 
ranged along streets, after the style of the vil- 
laze of to-day. The smaller houses were in a 
more advanced state of ruin, on account of 
the round stones being more readily disinte- 
erated by the elements than the heavy mason- 
ty. Thestreets and houses of this deserted 
town are overgrown by juniper and pinon— 
the latter a dwarf wide-spreading pine which 
bears beneath the scales of its cones delicious 
and nutritious nuts. From the size of the 
dead, as wellas the living trees, and from 
their position on the heap of crumbling stone, 
Mr. Wilson concludes that a great period of 
time has elapsed since the buildings fell. 
How many hundred years they stood after de- 
sertion before yielding to the inroads of time 
cannot be certainly known. 

The presence of sound wood in the houses 
does not set aside their antiquity. In the dry, 
pure air of Southern Colorado, wood fairly 
protected will last for centuries. In Asia 
cedar-wood has been kept a thousand years, 
and in Hgypt cedar is known to have been in 
péileet preservation two thousand years after 
it left the forest. "The cedars throughout the 
territories of the southwest do not rot, even 
in the groves. They die and stand erect, 
solid and sapless. The winds and whirling 
sands carve the dead trees into forms of fan- 
tastic beauty, drill holes through the trunks, 
and play at hide-and-go-seek in the perforated 
limbs until, after ages of resistance, they lit- 
erally blow away in atoms of fine, clean dust. 
On the Rio San Juan, about twenty-five 

miles distant from the city of Animas, Mr. 
Wilson discovered the following evening a 
similar pile, looming solemnly in the twilight 
near their camping place. ‘The scene as de- 
scribed was weird in the extreme. As the 
moon arose, the shadows of the phantom 
buildings were thrown darkly across the sil- 
yery plyin. The blaze of camp-fires, the tiny 
tents, the negro cook, the men in buekskin 
hunting garb, and the picketed mules, made 
a strange picture of the summer's night, with 
background of moonlit desert and crumbling 
ruins, on whose ramparts towered dead, 
eaunt cedars, lifting their bleached skeletons 
like sheeted ghosts within the silent watch- 
towers of the murky past.—Sertbrier's, 

——_e-———— 

‘‘Qur Bruce.’—The horses of a great 

city are an interesting study. Among them 

no class display more intelligence, understand 

{heir business better, or attract more untiring 

nterest than those attached to the Fire De- 

partment. Many stories of sagacity and al- 

most human-like action might be related of 

these animals. Here is the outlined career of 

an English fire-horse, as told in the Fireman - 

At the latter part of the spring of 1864 

“(ur Bruce” was born. He soon began Lo 

show signs of a very promising hunter, of over 

sixteen hands, and in due course commenced 

his training for the chase. At fiye years old 

he had grown to a beautiful animal, very do- 

cile, and tractable—his mottled gray coat the 

pride of the groom and the admiration of his 

master. ‘Our Bruce” in the hunting field 

once stumbled, and in consequence lost the 

confidence of his master, who disposed of 

him to the Manchester Carriage Company. 

Tn the early part of the year 1870 he was sold 

by the Carriage Company to the Manchester 

Corporation for the fire-engine department, 

and commenced his duties on the 24th of 

March. His general appearance and kind, 

tractable, willing ways were soon noticed by 

the firemen, and in Jess than a month after he 

‘oined the brigade he was the favorite of the 

whole establishment, haying pretty well the 

free run of the yard, in which he caused 

much diversion by his singular and funny 

ways, He was always full of innocent misz- 
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chief, and one of his greatest delights was to 
chase the men about the yard. It sometimes 
happened that he was let out for a gambol 
when the children were playing; on such oc- 
casions it was most interesting to notice how 
careful he was in not going too near them: at 
other times, when the engines were in the 
yard, he seemed not to forget his early train- 
ing as a hunter, and-amused himself by jump- 
ing over the poles. Whentired, he would 
lift, the latch of the door and go into his 
stable, anu just as easily after a rest, when 
the stable door was closed, be would let him- 
self out again, or knock loudly at the door to 
attract altention. Near the stable door there 
is a water-tap with a reyolving handle. 
“‘Our Bruce” would turn the handle with 
ease, and help himself to a drink. It some- 
times happened that a bose-pipe would be at- 
tached to the tap; this would not cause him 
the least inconvenience; in such a case after 
turning on the tap, he would lift up the end 
of the hose-pipe with his teeth, and hold the 
énd in his mouth until he had satisfied his 
thirst. Many curious anecdotes could be 
told about our pet; how, on one occasion, he 
picked up the end of the hose and wetted one 
of the firemen who had offended him; how, 
at a fire, he would stand admidst the greatest, 
noise and excitement, with showers of sparks 
falling around him and on his beautiful coat 
only to be shaken off, and at other times com- 
pletely enveloped in smoke ; but there was no 
shying or fretting under fire or smoke with 
“Our Bruce;” he seemed to know that he 
had brought those who would fight that ruth- 
less tyrant, fire, and he stood preud and con- 
fident that before lorg he would return home 
with the victors, when, after being refreshed 
and groomed, he would again be ready (al- 
ways first) for the next ‘turn out.” For 
nearly six years ‘‘Our Bruce” never missed 
going with the first machine, at the end of 
which time he was, in consequence of his 
fine appearance and our desire to give him a 
less active duty in his old age, transferred 
from the fire-engine to police patrol duty. 
We did not altogether lose our faithful ani- 
mal’s services, for one of his duties was to at- 
tend fires with the mounted police sergeant 
(whose name is also Bruce) to keep back the 
onlookers, which he most effectually did for 
nearly two years, during which time he was 
as great a favorite with the policemen, rarely 
leaving a police station without an apple, 
piece of bread, or some marks of effection, 
On the 7th ult. ‘* Our Bruce” fell sick; the 
veterinary surgeon was sent for, who pro- 
nounced him suffering from inflammation of 
the bowels. The usual remedies were ap- 
plied, and everything was done to relieve his 
pain and make him comfortable, but to no 
avail. For three weeks afterwards he was 
never left for a moment night nor day, and 
at the end of the third day he drew his last 
breath surrounded by those who loved him 
well, and who had been taken by him to the 
scene of many a hard fight. A post-mortem 
examination was held the following morning 
to ascertain the cause of death. A stone 6in, 
in diameter, weighing 5lb. lloz, was taken 
from his bowels; this was no doubt the priu- 
cipal eause of the disease whichled to the 
death of the fire-horse, ‘‘ Our Bruce.” 

_——— 

Apyantagns or Cryinc.—-A French physi- 
cian is outin a long dissertation on the ad- 
yantages of groaning and crying in general, 
and especially during surgical operations. 
He contends that groaning and crying aretwo 
grand operations by which nature allays 
anguish ; that these patients who give way to 
their natural feelings more speedily recover 
from accidents and operations than those who 
suppose it unworthy a man to betray such 
symptoms of cowardice as either to groan or 
cry- 
ite tells of aman who reduced his pulse 

from 126 to 60 in the course of a few hours by 
giving full vent to his emotions. If people 
are at all unhappy about anything, let them 
go into their rooms and comfort themselves 
with aloud boo-hoo, and they will feel 100 
per cent. better afterward. 

In accordance with the above, the crying 
of children should not be too greatly dis- 
couraged. If it is systematically repressed 
the result may be St. Vitus’ dance, epileptic 
fits, or some other disease of the system. 
What is natural is nearly always useful, and 
nothing can be more natural than crying of 
children when anything occurs to give either 
pbysical or mental pain. 

—— 

Best Prorgorion Against Rosriye.—For 
farm implements of all kinds, having metal 
surfaces exposed, for knives and forks, and 
other household apparatus, indeed for all 
metals likely to be injured by oxidation or 
rusting, we know of no simpler, more effect- 
ive application than that furnished to the 
American Agriculiuriat by the late Professor 
Olmsted, author of ‘‘Olmstcaa’s Natural 
Philosophy,” etc. He used it on air-pumps, 
telescopes, and various other apparatus, 
Take any quantity of good lard, and to every 
half-pound or so. add of common resin (rosin) 
an amount about equal to half the size of an 
eg or less—a little more or less is of no con- 
sequence. Melt them slowly together, stir- 
ring as they cool. Apply this with a cloth or 
otherwise, just enough to give a thin coating 
to the metal surface to be protected. It can 
be wiped off nearly clean from surfaces 
where it will be undegirable, as in the case 
of kniyes and forks, ete. The resin pre- 

yents rancidity, and the mixture excludes the 
ready access of air and moisture. <A fresh 
application may he needed when the coating 
is washed off by the friction of beating storms 
or otherwise.—-American Agrioulturist for 
December. 

OAsameRE Goats In Neyapa,—Pure Cash- 
mere goats find among the wild sage brush 
(artemesia) barrens of Nevada an acceptable 
climate, where their health is excellent and 
their fleeces unusually fine and silky. A 
herder near carson has a flock of 3,000. 
Hastern farmers (and especially that great 
multitude who, to admiration of rustic life, 
do not unite much affection for farm labor) 
are solicited to give reflection to this intelli- 
gence. 

Here is a whole State—120,000 square 
miles—open to superficial pre-emption, its 
mountains exactly adapted to climbing goats, 
and its sweet prass sheltered by every bush 
of artemesia. Add to this the miraculous 
winter pasturage, more wondrous than the 
mythic manna of antiquity. Hyerywhere the 
flashing-leaved white sage abounds. In the 
growing time of summer no animal can 
stommach its bitterness. But the first frost 
that kills the summer food turns this bitter- 
ness to sweetest pasture. It is savory and 
fattening to alianimals that herd. It tenders 
their meat and gives to their coats a glossy 
fur that defies the frosts and the tempests of 
winter. 

-_ + 

Cexsunn.—-This world is full of harshness. 
It is easier to censure than to praise; the 
former is & gratification of our self-esteem, 
while to praise seems, with minds too ambi- 
tious, and ungenerous, a tacit admission of 
others’ superiority. Itis abane of society 
wherever I have known it, a perpetual seel- 
ing for something which will disparage or 
male ridiculous onr neighbor. 

Their conduct is canvassed, and mean and 
selfish motives are attributed to them. Their 
foibles are dragged into day. I do not boast 
myself to be free from blame on this account, 
and yet I try to find what is good and beauti- 
ful in all that Isee, and to judge my fellow 
creatures a8 I would have them judges me.— 
Charles Summer. 

——_»——_——_. 

CoysurttT Your Wirz.—Your wife ought to 
be your best adviser. She ought to be your 
most confident counselor. The self-conceit 
of a. man amounts to genius. There are many 
husbands who would as soon think of taking 
advice of their children as of their wives. 
But it is only the fool who is too wise to seek 
counsel A woman, you say, knows very 
little about business; nevertheless her intui— 
tion is often better than a man's judgment. 
Your wife is your partner. You have earned 
the mosey, but she has saved and sacrificed 
and pinched and worried and worked to help 
accumulate it. She has done her fair shure 
toward making your property what it 1s; she 
has aright to be consulted how it shall be 
used, 

== 

Admirers of Artistic 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed by Messrs, TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs. 

Salviali’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century, 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent: bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann, 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori's reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti wate, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass snd Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

tee — = =—— 

Sportimen’s Goods. 

ESTABLISHED 1820, 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
{84 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY ana vd St,, NEW YORK 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In atl Qualities and Sixes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Paris, and of our own make, 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 

Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 
Low Prices, 

FURS, 

Orders by mail, or information desired, will 
receive special and prompe attention, 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
The most popular coat in the market. Made of 

velyeteen, cordutoy, fustian and canvas. ‘Canvas 
suite as $6, 88 and $12. For sale by all dealera in 
guns and sportsman’s supplies, 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

F. L. SHELDON, Rauway, N. J. 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 
Dudley’s Patent Instrument is adopted to both 

paper and mutaliic shells, It extracts, nnoaps, re- 
caps, loads, creases and tums over cartridge cases 
beautifully, and weighs butfour ounces. Send for 
elroular with directions for using and recommenda- 
tions from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & CO. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y noyas tL 

Sportsman's Lantern, 
(Patented June 4, 1578), 

Combining CamMr LANTHSN, 
Hand LANTERN, HEAD 

* Jaen,” STAPE 

* TACK.” 

FERGUSON'S IMPROVED 

RUST PREVONTHOR 
For Fire-Arms. etc, Suporior to all others. Water- 
proof for Boots, Insect Kepellants, Gun O11, etc. 

Send for descriptive Circular, 

4 +o FERGUSON, Mant'r, 51 Backman st., N.Y. 
6 

Lotteries, 

Royal Havana Lottery, 
Extraordinary Drawing. 

70 TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER 24, 1878, 

There will be only 18,000 Tickets, 532 F) 
and the amonnt drawn will be $1,350,000, aoe 

Smallest Prize, $1,000. 
1 Prige of oo... Cot nts 

' 

1 ae 

ee ee tere Y5,0U0 1 Bia;Ho0 SBF eteus pejaceca a6 100/000 
12 _ i 5,000,..... See ere 60,000 
486 AAO sseepcnni teas see 436,000 

9 Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9 
Temajning units of nunber drawing the 
$500,000 Prize i... -. sess ccsscsececee 

9 oe ee ee anni eat tor the 9 
Temsining units of pamber dr, $100,000 DHZGs. +02 sss sseesesrtec ene 

2 Approximations of $1,000 each for the 
numbers preceding and following the 
one drawing the $60,000 prize,,..... vay 

18,000 

9,010 

2,000 

532 Prizes amt’g to Spanish Doll, ...... 
PHICE IN CURRENCY. 1222000 

Whole Tickets. alyes, 7 
$100. $50. aeteae 
Fitts, he Tweulieths, 

20. . 
Prizes cashed, orders filled, and information given. 

Tree. 
TAYLOR & CO., Bankers, 

11 Wall Street, N.Y. 

Kentucky State Lottery, 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY. 

Class X Draws December 24, 
One prize of $15,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000, 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,025, 

Whole Ticker, $1, 

WILLIAMSON & co., 
599 BROADWAY, N. Y. 

See een 
THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 BroApwar, Room 30, NEw York Crrv, 

All business promptly attended to, Novia 



The Fennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 
Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awatded, Including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

None are genulne unless so stamped 

¥F, 0. De LUZE, 
18 South WHliam Street, N. ¥.,Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St, Lonis, Weatern Agentg, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Bogs. 
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on doge or 

any other animals, or money returned. It is putup 
in patent boxes with Sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and eficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a do: a 
fall directions for use, = be Se a 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail 
Both the above are recommended by Rop AND Gun 

ind FOREST AND STREAM. 

HOLBERTON. 

lj FULTON STREET, 

Imperial Kennel. 
Setters aud Pointers Boarded, 

Token, étc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

aud judgment, 
Address, 7 

4 H.C. GLOVER, 
N Toms River, N. J, 

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs Lave daily 
access to salt water, octl0 tf 

BisTEa 1 
The Sportsmen’s Bell 

tells the position of the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 
closer. Valuable in early 

¥ woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick. 
Sold by dealers in Cay 

and sportin ds. Samoles sent by mail postpaid, 
30 as ee VIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., 
East Hampton, Conn. Bept1s 3m 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 

M. P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del. Co,, N Y. 

I keeponly cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe de- 
livery to every customer. These beautiful and in- 
telligent doga cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting andretrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 
cular, testimonials, etc. ji0 12 

Ww. 
oct 12 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8, HITCHCOCK, secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups, Beptl2 tif 

POINTER PUPPIES. 
By imported champion Soapshot, ont of imported 

Fannie, now eight weeks old—color, liver with white 
markings—three dogs, one bitch, price each $20. 
Also one red Irish setter bitch, wheJped June 12, by 
imported Dash (ist, New York, i5i8,) out of im- 
ported Flora (ist, New York, 1878). Price $25. We 
‘are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept. 
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (by 
Cal, out of Psyche; iss, New York, 1875), LINCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. oct31 tf 

OR SALE—Six pups by Luther Adams’ Drake 
out of Mollie, Moliie by Adams’ Duke out of 

St. Kildar. Pups whelped May 16, 18.8, Address 
DR. H. M, QUNIBY, Worcester, Mass, noy2s 

BEAGLES FOR SALE. 
Bess, first prize winner at Boston, and Jenny; 

both sre well broken and run well together or by 
themselves; 234 years old. Also six pups, two by 
Bess, § months old, and four by Jenny, 9 months 
old. Any one wanting good stcck will do well to 
apply soon. Also well broken setter spayed bitch, 
20 ments old. Sold for no fanjts, a8 all stock will 
be fully guaranteed. For particulars address GRO. 
POUNALL, Christiana, Pa. dees 1t 

Ko SALE.—A handsome pure Gordon black and 
tall setter bitch, first prize winner; her sire is 

also @ first prize winner, 444 years cld; been used 
exclusively as a brood bitch; will point staunch, 
yery healthy, prolific breeder and well known, being 
the dam of some none field dogs. Price $20 cash. 
For pedigree, cic., addvess W. H, PIERCH, Poek- 
skill, N. deca 1t 

} He NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
two pointer bitch puppies by Dr. Strachan’s 

Flash (sire of Fiake and Whiskey) out of the Club’s 
Belle. Very handsome and promising, For par- 
ticulars address K,, this offiue. deci 46 

Fo SALE.—Thoroughbred red Irish setters from 
6 wWonths to 1 year old, by Hicho, Rory O’Moore, 

ete,, and ont of bitches containing blood of imp. 
Plunkett; Stella, Buck, Floas and Burges, Rufus and 
Briend, Addresa E, J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
onn, a devs eot x 

USTABLISHED 1820,—— 

NEW YORK: 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 

a 
BA DOSES EE RECA EE ECR ORO eee ee 

pete ex SIV ES TE. 
Successors to ANDREW SLERK & CO., 

SOLE AGENTS for the Manufacture and Sale 

SETH CGREEN’S 

Patent Needle-Pointed Hooks. 
Trout Flies tied to order, $2 per doz. 

Trout Hooks snelled to order, $1 per coz, 

FISHING eel LE: 
FOROS eS oS CE ee ee SOSA SAAS OP SSS One eee ONS SSN ee Re ee oO eS NE 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS, 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it will he remembered, received the 

highest award at both Vieuns and Philadelphia, 
ever setup in any one factoryin England. The result is, 

haye secured the most perfect machinery for Gun making 
that they can now turn out guns perfectly 

i 1 cellence, and in such increassd quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, 
ate ea epkeiatinn this year are their BEAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDGE GUNS, Nos. 1 and 2, of which 
the above cut willigive a tolerably fair idea. 
Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, Hxtensior Rib, Leyer Forepart, and Treble Bolt, 

Every gun has fine Damascus or Laminated Steel Barrels, 
Itis anew thing 

to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with Every ioe eel epg which can contribute to its 
e er excellence in shooting, at the price of ordinary guns. 

pear addition to the Treble Wedge Gung, wehave on hand about fifty of Webley’s Breech-Loaders, Top 
and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, which arrived last year, after the season was 
over. These ns we are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced prices, It is fair to say that as re- 

abilit: id perfection in shooting, these guns are in ne way inferior to the Treble 
Wedge Gun ciBing: ae fie” ares tront 814 to 11 Ibs. weight, and are splendid guns for duck shooting or 
for killing large game at lone range. 

The tifty guns mentioned above are all that now remain of a much larger number referred to by us in 
the FOREST AND STREAM in October, and as the se3sson is now weil advanced we will allow an addi- 

i hi © left, provided they are ordered In December. o% P 
von EBLEY'S GUNS Gre raecatis Stroup, Close Shooters, and do not need any additional choking. 

P O box 4,309. 

Dhe Fennel. 

GRAND INTERNATIONAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Januarv 7, 8,9 & 10, 1879, 
AT 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Prize Lists now ready, and can be had of 

CHAS. LINCOLN, 

Supt. 

Entries close 31st Dec. 
decd 4t 

ULL BLOODED GORDON SETTERS FOR 
SALE, of the purest blood. Jennie is very kind 

and obedient; color, black-and-tan, and very band- 
some; hone better marked; hss been hunted and 
broke on quail; lowest cash price $50, and not one- 
fourth what she is worth, The only reason for sell- 
ing, business will not allow keeping them. 
Lizzie, & very handsome young bitch, eleven montha 

old; coior, black-and-tan; will make a good one; all 
she wants is to be put on game: will stand pigeons 
iu yard, and just the right age to take in field, Price, 

De 
Joe, a very handsome dog, fifteen months old, will 

stand in yard, neyer been hunted on game, bunt will 
make a good one; color, black and-tan; the sire, 
Tom, full-blooded Gordon ; the best dog in Lan- 
caster on quail; both Lizzie and Joe are sired by 
Tom. Price, $20, Full pedigree given. H. B, 
VONDERSMITH, Laacaster, Pa, deeb 1b 

OR SALE—Pric* £50—A blooded dog, trained to 
hunt voons, rabbits and gray squirrels; no finer 

can be found ; his working will be shown. W. i. 
SIMONDs, 245 Maiu atree’, Hartford, Conn. decd 1t 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

Ghe Rennel. 

FIOR SALE.—Setter dog, broken, good retrlever- 
Price $25. JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trnmbull Co., 

Ohio. dec5 (f 

Gor Sale, 
—————— 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the ist of Noy. to dan. 20. Send for price list 

‘Jd. B. & PF. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

N. Y. Sept26 tf 

FOR SALE CHEAP, 
Al2-hore Wesson gun. One of their best make 

and finish; good as new; been used very little. 
Sold because owner has no use for if, Any one 
wanting 4 first-class gun of this celebrated make 
wil do well to address Box 670, West Meriden, Ct, 

dech 26 

INNESOTA FARM—Tor sale, 1.660 acres im- 
proyed Jand in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
@rain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o {clear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroad; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood, No such bar- 
ain to be had in the entire Wesi. Photographs 
shown and full epecitications given on application 
10 CHAS. HALLOGE, office of ForEst anp See 

oct 

OR SALE—Orange Couuty (N. Y.) Farm, with 
rare facilities for propagating trout} two trout 

streams, grayelly boltoms, fed by springs; one trout 
pond; good grain and grass land; good buildings, 
tne location, half mile from Otisville, Erle RR,, two 
and a haif hours from New York city; will be sola 
at bargain, Send for description, A. VY. BOAK, 
Middletown, N. ¥- decs 1t 

He SALH, CHEAP—Sharps Long-range Creed- 
moor Rifle, in good order; also, a Ballard Car- 

bine, with breech combination and peep sights, Ad- 
dress A. G. HOLCOMB, 20 Washington square, 
New York city: decd 1b 

Buk SETTER DOG, three years old; best 
breed in the cauntry; pedigree guaranteed, | 

Address Hi. B., this office. decd 2b 

OR SALE OR RXCHANGE FOR SHO?T-GUN 
OR RIFLE—Exira Gordon setter bitch, five 

months old, from superiorstovck. A. H. THOMAS, 
Warrensburg, Warren Cu,, N. Y. deed 2t 

Fe SALE.—The red Irish biteh Elsie, by Hicho, 
Smoenths old, Price $25. CHAS. DENISON, 

Hartford, Conn, deck it 

OR SALE.—An old established Lock, Gunsmith 
nid Wishing Tackle Business; also first-class 

Rifle Gallery combined. Address or see D, L. BEOK- 
WITH, 212 Broadway, basement. decd 1 
<= 

Thomson & Sons, 
301 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

SPORTSMEN’S. GOODS. 
decst | decd 

a 

Sor Sale. 

OR SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Pichie 
Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J, Build- 

ings cost over $1,200; fivé years old; gothic frame 
villa; all modern improvements; tenant's house, 
stables, etc.—_in one, four horses; twenty-three 
fores, fouracres grove, with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 100 young fruit trees; apple 
orchards, Address B. B. P., care this sce ; 

e13 t 

Ko SALE—A first-class gun and general repair 
shop,with a nice little stock of sporting goods and 

sewing machines, and parts and attachments for a 
general repair shop in guns and sewine machines 
and all finé work, with about $1,200 stock in one of 
the best.towns in Central Texas, which has a popu- 
lation of 5,000. A good trade and plenty of work. 
Cause of sale, have to change climate. Address J. 
J. HARREL, Corcicana, Nayaro Co., Texas, : 

noy28 25 

O LET—Splendid opportunity for a man of 
Small means to make money. ‘he Oscawana 

Trout Farm on the Hudson, thirty-five miles from 
New York, to let or lease, low to a8 man who under- 
tands the business. Four-year-old stock now 01 the 

premises. Present hatching capacity one hundred 
thousand, A small expense, which the owner will 
agree to make if desired, will give capacity cf tive 
hundred thousand. From ove toten acres of ground 
With small hotise if desived. Six epring ponds and 
a creek of eplendid water, never dry, connecting, 
Will let to a good party who understands the busi- 
ness, at $600 per year. H. P, DAGRAAT, Bowery 
National Bank, N. Y. Hov28 26 

Guys, Rifles, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN, 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. 

First Prize Over All Others at the Grea 

St. Louis Fair. 

There never was a gun easier to handle, easier to 
clean, less liable to get: loose or out of order, or one 
s0 good for the money. Prices range from $30 ta 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms Co., 

auge2 tf BOSTON, MASS. 

DRAWINGS & PRIGES 
FREE BY MAIL. 

‘PIONEER WORKS 
ig¢ BIRMINGHAM, 
og ENGLAND. 

CHARLES CREEN, 

Maker of fine breech-loading shotguns, Muzule 
loaders altered to breech-loaders, Repairing and 
boring guns to shoot close and strong done in the 
best manner, J also keep a good stock of ENG LISLL 
BREECH-LOADERS, Prices from $30 up; 
bered fo shoot close and strong as parties may de- 
sire, Send for price list. No. 3 West Main Btreet, 
Rochester, N. Y. jeuir 

g Che New AIR PISTOL 
“shoots darts and slugs. 

Black enamelled six 
darts, fifty sluge, $1.75, 
Fall Nickel Plate, #2.50, 
Sent, prepaid, on receipt 
of price, 

GEO. M. JACOCKS & GO,, 
81 Thomas street, N. Y_ 
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NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report....... ee AS $14,466,920 53 

Total surplusas per Insurance Commis- 
BIONEL’S TEPOTtswsecaseseseeren-eess-- 1,621,078 33 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS, 

BENNY & RATOLIPFH..... New York City. 
¥. G. TARBOX,............,.Portinnd, Mo, 
E. F. EVERSON...... ......Nasbun, N. MH. 
MARSTON & WAKELIN,..,Philsdelphin. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON... Bal iniore, Id. 
VERNOR BROTHERS,...... Dotrait, Mich. 
O. CRONKAITH.......-.-.-- Chicago, Et. 
J. J. WATSON.. see. St, Paul, Minn. 

y AL « vas... Louis, Nic, 
M. GC, RANDALL. serees. New Orleans, La, 
W. EVEXSON.,... 

PATENTS 
In connection with the publication of the Scientific 

American, we continne to act as Solicitors for Patents 
Cavests, TradeMarks, ORE B ei, for the United 
Statec, Canada, Cuba, Englan , France, Germany, ete, 
Im this line of business we have had thirty-three 
years’ exparience, 
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the Scien- 

tiie American, This large and splendidly illustrated 
weekly paper shows the current progress of Science, 
is yery interesting, and has an enormous circulation, 
SRR $3.20 a year, postpaid; single copies 10 
cents. Sold at all Book-stores and News-aflices. 
Can I Obiain a@ Patent? The quickest and best 

way to obtain a satisfactory anawer,without expense, is 
to write to us (Munn & Co.), describing the invention, 
withasmall sketch. All we need is fo get the idea, 
We will immediately answer, and give the necessary 
instructions, For this advice we make no charge. 
) We also rend /ree ont Hand Book about the Patent 
Laws, Patents, Caveats, Trade-Marks, their costs, aud 
how procured, with hints for obtaining advances on 
inventisns. Address MUNN & CO., P 
Scientijie American, 37 Park Row, N 

NAPOLEON’ 
CHAMPAGNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
87 BEAVER STREET, N. Y. 

nov? 3m 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Eggs, Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

192 DUANE STREET, N. Y- 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE. IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
134 and (86 Nasscu street, cor. Beelkman 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, latest 
invention. Anyoody van opeéraic it will per- 
fect succese. Complete outtits from $5 to 
$30, Chromo Photography outiits, $3 ; Helio- 

graph, #2-60, Send stamp for full information to E. 
SACK MANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st, 
N.Y! sepi26 13 

¢ 

HOTOS of Actresses, comic, etc., 10 for 26 cts 
List of books, 2c. 8, #, LUDDEN, x. poy eta 

1 

Amugements, Gie. 

4 SS AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 85?H ST, 
Tyelve magnificently trained Kentucky Thor- 

ed Horses, introdue:d by Mons, OSCAR, 

uma A. H. BOGARDUS shooting at glass balls 

in different. styles. H ; 

Miss JOSEPHINE, the lady with the iron jaw. 
Performances daily at 2:30 and $ o'clock P. m. 
Admission 50c., Reserved Seats 10c. extra. 
Shortly to be produced in magnificent style 

OINDERELLA : decb1_ 

Auxiliary Rifle, Publications, 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Lons-Range Rifle Shooting, 
25c. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Cuide 

‘his barrel can be placed in a gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana zs 3 
meats removed just oe expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- Ca mp Life in Floid a; 
not yet Out of order. - With oY NS esha asc Pe ne pen HE pubes ee $1.50. 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be conve into a most accurate rifle, e ILIA BARREL Wi * 5 

fit be MEnriGurrcienee ts gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 38, or 44. as desired. Length of The Fishing Tourist, 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,’s R2. 

cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No, 44, model 1873, Sendfors Circular and Price List. s po rtsman’s Gazetteer 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, Lila , 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 33. 

i For sala at office of FOREST AND STREAw, 111 
© S S B RO S a & CS O ay Fulton atreet, New York. 3 ? 

(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. _ 
? ESTABLISHED, 1811. 

fas St ee 

Partridge & Fheasant Shooting. 
Deseribing the H. ts, 9 

MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, ont Bilt shooting the Aiieteons Pantie onal 
Ruife Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and sheoting on the 

Importers and Dealers in all Makes and Qualities of wing. Priced, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 

reech 04, din o i fire | Alms) fun, 12-gauge. Address, 

: ACCHSSARIES. Useful to Sportsmen and 
STORES: No, 10 North Sixth §t,, No, 220 North Seoond $t., and No, 627 Commerce ft, Yachtsmen. 

Frank Schiev, 

PHILADELPHIA. HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 

221. pee REE es S21.| new sersev COAST, (TRADE MARK.) (iBURRRANEDA 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value, 

® yleld, étc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
ouara, ee Senne eC Va ae 

= ersonal Sketches, Parks, Land Assoclations, Fisli- 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first ine AUacHunt he Ceonnds: Gtelee niany Oe aN 

prize in twetve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Shas oe — oftietal : ources, with complete soundings, ete,, etc, 
= ili sefal to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 

inter-state Mi 1 itary atcn. gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address dg, P, 
‘The New York State team, using the Sharps Military Rifle, won with a score of 974, Best score by any KUNHARDT, Yachting Rditor, Foxes? AND STREAM 

other rifle, 960. z tte Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 
The International Military Match. 

K P ith Sharps Military rifle, 1,044. -Best by any other rifle, 903. mis hha mag OE oe teh ares ae Ti es i FIELD, COVER AND TRAP The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 213. Other rifles used averaged respectively 193 and 197, SHOOTING. 

The WIMBLEDON CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde with a Sharps Rifle with a score of 143 ont of a —- 

possible 15) at 1,000 yards, THE LEECH CUF, won at Spring Meeting with a score of 205. Best BY CAPT. BOGARDUS. 
other rifle, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, three competitors each, with Sharps Rifles— eesti 

Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W. Il. Clark and Capt. WH. Jackson—tied on a score of 300 points, New and enlarged edition, containing inatructions 
THE LONG_RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIONSHIP, won by Capt. J.8. Barton, with a Sharps | for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were won with Sharps Fifles. breaking of dogs by Milea Joimson or eale at 
AMERICAN THAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. S. Sumner made, with a Sharps Long-Range | this ofilce. Price $2. 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points out of a possible 22a at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 

22 1 ; SHARPS RIFLE CO., 22 1 3 Hugical Bnstruments. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, 177 Broadway. WATERS’ ae erie ORGANS. 

= : AW kinds of Furs dresse aS These beautifol organs 

J.C MPERISON Bs 
soft and cleap, and manufactured are remarkable alike for 
into Far Glovea to order. Old purity of tone and pertect 

mechanism. ‘Their cases ey 
ae Fuy Gauntlers sewed over, re- 
=a : ¥ y = Jaced with the best Buckskin, and are all richly tnished in 
= i pSHLA| nH salt S relined with soft an] fine Lant-| __———— Solid Black Wainnt We 
hes ANUFACTURE " }j skin, on reasonable terms, y lessee p= pall a better instrument at 

7 5 . q Pie = +a / 

= Dog tking awit other Furs rere a prer Brae pan any 
= can be gent by express at my ex- Bie ouse in the United 

pense. a 4 
Buckskin ond Chamois Waters’Pianos 

Shirts and Drawers made to : Grand, Square and Up- 
order, and are highly recom-| . a Alevignt, are the BEST 
mended for tho-e who are fi : == MADE, the Tone, Touch, 
ironbled with weak lungs and are | “S a = Workmanship and Dura- 
exposed fo extreme cold, as they | bility nusurpassed. Warranied for SIX YEARS. 
keep the tomperatnre-of the body | fxtremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 

even. Buckskin Gloves made to order and warranted to fit, for all kinds of deformed and mutilated | jjperal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Charchea, 
hands. etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed, 

Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
TATHARM’S GAINS, HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 

factnorers aid dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
— New York, 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(REB LABEL.! 

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. Equally well adapted to 
choke-bhoves, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chillsd shot will be found free f'em shrinknge, more spherical, More uniform in size, 
jiarder, henyier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman &St., 
Baw ToRkz. 

ey. r Pry io 

FUR GAUNTLETS? 
KSKIN SHIRTS © DRAWERS"? Orpen. 
LLL PDE ZZ 

PRINCE 6 NN 

& ORGANS.? 
The oldest, larg__ ~ngt perfect manufactory in the U.S 

Send for Price-Lists. 

S88 BUFFAL®? 
Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 

PRESSED BUCE SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, ; 
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Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
‘The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awhs Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, Wild tarkeys, wild duck, gronse, 
quall, snips, Woodcock, mountain tront, buss, pike, 
pickere], etc,, etc. 

Guna. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sporta- 
man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beantifal and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Moutaing to thelr most famous 
Watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with thse West, 
Northwest and Sonfheast;at Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; and st Richmond ang Char- 
Jottesyille with the South, Allmodern Improvements 

Suortsmen's Routes, 

in equipment, 
CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

Waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
wie Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, 4nd points on the Peninsula, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Gus country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday, Lewes, Del,, Toesdsy and Friday at 2 Pp. a 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York. sep23 ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND = 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST| | 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, | 

) 

bebween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in lowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting groundsin the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and wae apea taken good care ue Reduced rates 
On parties of teu or more upon application to Gener: 
Ticket Oflice, Cedar Rapids. : 
EB, F. WInsnow, 

General Manager, 

C, J. 1VES, 
Gen, Passenger ARCHG, 

—— 

ONG ISEAND RAILROAD, MAY. Gp gig — 
Ferryborts leave New York iF" im" james Slip 

daily except peat 80 minute’ sid from Thirty- 
ourth sireet, East River (dal) 73 minutes previous 

to departure of ruil. 234 from South Wall street, 
Fulton an cstharine ferries (‘iaily) 20 minutes pre- 
VvioUs to departure of trains f.6m Depot, corner Fiat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brookiyn. ‘Traing leave 
Brooklyn and Long jslapd City (Hunter’s Point) ag 
follows; For Greeppo, t, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30.4, M., 
4P.M., and on saturdays at 3:30 P.M. Kor Patch- 
Ogue, etc, 9:30 4. af,, 4:3) and 6 P.M. For Babylon, 
itt, at 9:9) a, of, 4, 4:30,5and6P.M. For Port 
Jefferso”, stc,, at 10 Aw, and 4:207.M, For North- 
Ort: ae) At 10 A. M., 3:30, 4.80 and 6:30 Px. For 
“oust Valley, at $:30 and 10:00 A, MM, 3:60, 4:30, 5:30 

@nd 6:30 P. x. For Far Rockawny, etc., at 9:30 4, M., 
4, 4:30, 5,6and7P,.™, For Garden City and Hemp- 
gtead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 8:30, 4:30, 5:20, 6:30 P. M., and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 A. a1, 
1:30 and 6:30F,mM, SUNDAYS—For Peri Jefferson, 
Patchogue, efc..94.M, Babylon, ete., Gaia 7 P, mw. 
Worthport and Locust Valley, 9 4. M. and 6:30P, ™., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Islsnd City only 9:50 A. M. and 
80 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables. 
‘Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
gtreet ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Bxpress,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Centrai Depot; in Brooklyn, No, 383 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

§. SPENCER, Gen’l Sup’t, 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. je6 tf 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C. H, NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Hast Kiyer, daily (Sundays ex— 
cepted), at3 P.M, Passengers fo North and Hast at 

FE. M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 Pp, M., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PECK, General Agents, 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 
_ THE YIRST-CLASS STHAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Benuett, and 
pe ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mcllhinney, 

form a regular line between aboye ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times 8 
month. ‘Persons visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
or the Lower St, Lawrence wiil find this the cheapest 
and most direct route, avoiding ihanees and defen- 
tion. ‘Time between New York and Malifax about 
sixty hours, one halfof trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. 
Cabin passage imcluding stateroom and meals, 

New York and Halifax, $16 gold; New York and St, 
Jouns, $30, gold! Excursion tickets at reduced 
rates. For scliedule of sailings and further particu- 
Jars apply to 

OLARE & SHAMAN, 

AGENTS—WOOD & CO, Halltun  S, oe AX vi 
& GO, St. John’s, N, Ey ~* “Fe206m0. 

line of this road; prairie chi 
quail, ete. 

W. 5. SrEx 

Sportsmen's Zontes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA BB. CO; 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Supericr Eacilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of tha 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. Uhese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
suities and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en- 
able STOCK TO BH TRANSYORTED without failaza 
ov injury. 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroaé Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyanis and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wine Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER FIV 
AND PEADHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent, 
Bnank Tromson, Gen’l Mauager, febit. 

CHICAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Ohisago to Bt, Louis, sul Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-OLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN 
_ EVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find spina shooting on the 
cken, geese, dneks, brant, 

Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buitalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
~, Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
Gensral Passenger Agent, 

icago, Ti & 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, S AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on 87. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L, JAMES, 

General Agent. 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delawere Aven ve, Phila, 

Deci4-ly 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTH. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Greati Trunk 

Rallway Lines of the West and Norlhwest, and,w ith 

its numerous branches and conméctions, form~ the 

shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 

points in Hlinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 

Minnesota, fowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Térritories. Its OMAHA AND OALIL 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
points in Northern Minois, Lowa, Dikofa, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Californias, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
§T. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Norjlern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St, Paul, Minnéapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PHTER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE is the only 
iine for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Bscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marguette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
Tior country. lts FREHPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points yia Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
ronte, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan. Racine 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running récularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Hxpress Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leaye Chicsgo daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, af 10:30 a, M., and arrive at Council 
Bluifs next morning. 
Hasi-bound t \ey leave Council Bloifs ab 5:30 P. M., 

daily, except Saturday (and on every tliird Suturday), 
aHd reach Chicago next afternoon. 
2" No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars, 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. Jor 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brat shooting, 
our Iowa jine to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the conntry, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickevel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
thls Porp any, Will be found unsurpasssd by anything 
in the West. 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street, 
For narey Pe pes oe ace attainable from your 

honis ticket agents, aoply d 
. f MARVIN HUGHITT, 

NETT, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Pasa, Agent, Chicagu, Jen ti Gen, 

with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. Thebest ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 

DUPONT’S 

Hatels and Resorts fer Sportsmen, 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

a 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms aboye 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4,50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 
large and as elegantly furnished rooms sa those of 
the SHERMAN, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

je20 tt 

SPRLEYGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE: 
TREAT, SHINNECOOK BAY, L. L., 

By a& practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on liand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 

Gronnd, L. 1 Noys tf 

Gunpowder, 

GUNPOWDER. 

Rifle, Sporting and Biasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupent’s Gunpowder Mills, established In 1801, 
have maintained their great reputation for 78 years. 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder : 

DUPONT'’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nas, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball 
and Pigeon Shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, stroug and 
elean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of very ine grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG., “SEA SHOOTING,” 
F¥¢g and FF Fg.—The Fg for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the FFg and FFPg for general use, burning 
stiong and moi-t. 
SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 

ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions, Special 
prades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Geyernment standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof, Agencies in all cities and principal towns 
thronghout the U,§. Represented by 

F, L KNEELAND, 70 Wari 82. N. Y. 
N. 8.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifie shooting. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
Sn aor 

No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Yo. 

en 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturels of 

Grange Lightning Powder. 
No. 110%, strongest and Cleanest made, In sealed 
1%. Gaui-ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breecli-loadiug guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 7 to 5 in 
metal kegs, 63 Ibs. each, anil canisters of land 6 
ibs, each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. - 
The best for rifles and all ordinary phrposcs, 
Bizes, FG, FFG and FFEFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 1bs,, 123¢ Ibs. 
and 617 lbs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and 44 1b. 

All of the absye give high velocities and Jase 
vesiduum than any other brands made, and are ve- 
20mimended and used by Capt. A. H. HOGARDUS, 
she “Champion Wing Shot of the World.’* 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER 
of all kinis So hand and made to order, 

Sufety Fuse, Prictional aud 
Platinum Fuses, 

pamphlets, showing sists of the grain by wood 
Gui, sent “ree on application to the above Address, 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 5, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfisld 

Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STILT, 16 
Gedar street, N. ¥ Agent forthe United States 

Ln 

New York Mailing Agency, 
with Jatest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailise Machines, 13Spruce 8t.,4th door from 
Vribuns Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and 

1) Proprietor. Open day and night, 

Gungowder, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANTIFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Hazards ‘* Klectric Powder’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed iv polot of 
atrength and cleanliness, Packed in square Canis« 
ters of 1 1b, only, 

Huzarda American Sporting,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 
634 lb, kegs. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting, Well adapted to shots 
guns, 

Hazard’s Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1 and 51>. canisters. 
and 627 and 123g Ib. Kegs. Burns slowly and very’ 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Wor field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable: 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazards “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FEERQ, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting WG, in Kees of 25, 
123g and 634 lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. eF HFG 18 also 
packed in i and 3¢ Tb. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The EF FG and FFG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” IG is 
the standard iile powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES HOR WXPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB, BROOF, MANU: 
PACTURED TO ORDER. ~—= 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com. 

pany’s Agents in every prom‘pent city, or wholesale 
at Our Ofice, 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YO HE, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Sportsmen’s Emporium. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND 
ARCHERY OUTFITS. 

Seri 10 cents for 63 page Illuctraled Catalogne- 
end Hand-Book, 

BOUDREN’S & FERGUSON'S JACK LAMPS, 
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS, 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS, RUBBER: 
GOODS, AMMUNITION, 

And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen. 

SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACI $15, 

W. HOLGBERTORN, 
decb 117 FULTON S5T,, N, ¥ 4 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, tnd will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the Unitek 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘itis 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of runs.” 
The trade supplied by scle manufactorer, GRO, 

B. EATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heighis, N. J. 

Scld by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Olio; E. E. Eston, Chicago, Tl.; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo. Thos. W. Parr, Cleyeland, 
Onio. Trimble & Kleihbacker, Baltimore, Md, §, 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C, Jos. OC, Grubb 
& Oo., Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAZE. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Cleaner. 

Cleans fifty shells in ten minutes, No water used. 
Kniyes elastic, self-adjusting, prevent the slipping 
of wads, 1s unequalled as a breech wiper by eover- 
ing with an oiled cloth. For sale by all gun dealers, 
6r sample sent free by mail on receint of price, 
$1.50; 10and 12bore. J. F, RONAN, box 34 Roxbury 
Station, Boston, Mass. Liberal disecont to the 
trade, Sept2s Spy 

TRY 

Zi. Caodinan s 
New Anierican Chemically Prepared 

FELT 
Bow WaAnaSs. 

EQUAL TO ELWs, AT LESS PRIOR 

For sale by all dealers. Manufastured by i. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn,, aud 7 White street, 
New York, octli Sm 

D. LURCH’S 

Long;'tRange Rifle 
CrrmpMoor Taree, Disranor 200 Fuer, 

AND 

AIR GUN GALLERY,. 
No, 104 Bowery, (Between Grand anil Hester Ste.) ) 

NEW VORK, 

©, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE. GATLERY, 

07 Bowery, New Yorz, » 

th 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

a i 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.) 

This honse is well Known as being the largest 

Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 

States. 
Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- 

liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 

Club Badzes furnished free. Also Headquarters for 

Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de- 

scription. noyi4 2mos 

GOOD’S OLL TANNED 
HOOCASINS. 

The best thing in the Market 
for hunting, fishing, canoelng, 
Bnow-shoeing, etc. They sre 

easy to the feet, and very 
durable, Made to order 

: F in a variety of styles, and 
c warranted the genuine 

wriiele. Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN § 
BUTCHINGS, P. 
sorto Frank Geod,) 

ats 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT 
ING CLOTHIXG, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
D scriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CEO. C. HENNING, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POCLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 

The only practical cart- 
ridge holder in use. Will 
carry brass cartridges, 
aad positively prevent 
wads from starting on -& 
suot, Suitable for either 
paper or brass shells. 
These cartridge holders 
‘cau be easily attached to 
any hunting vest or coat 
front. A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders, 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh § ozs. One 
belt complete, with 30 
Bolders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
belts can be perfectly ad- 
justed to fit either a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
‘iver to any address, and 
prepsypostage,on beltsor 
any number of loose ho d- 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
a dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring 

‘brass holders, complete, 
$4. Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt inuse,$5. We solicit cor- 
‘respondence from dewers, All our belts are made 
of the finest Russelt leather, and have Neck-Straps 
on (notshown in cut). Cash must accompany orders, 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, Ili., or 
P.O. Money Order on Ottawa, Ill. Send 10 cent 
gtamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POOLER & JONES, Sereta, La Salle Co., ake 

sep 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

ACVAYT THOM MIN 
EXOCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible 

Girection. No sereen isneeded, as no one, Not even 
Puller, cun tell the direction the ball will take, Made 
stationary if desired. All metal, WORKING PARTS 
NICELY FITTED. Send for Circular. 

_ WM. H, CRU'TTENDEN, Gen, Agent, 
jJeesmog Cazenovia, N. Y. 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 

uUsH 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE {BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GOODS, 
octii tf 

f h pos it fh #4 free. 

$5 ito $20 Ee Senseo Perilana,saine, 

©. Box 368, Dover, N. H, (Succes- 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military ahd sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Rim-tire amaunition of all kinds, Special 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Ilnstrated Catalogue. 

W..W._Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.' ‘ oa 

OD Ez WINNING CUR. 
At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 

1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an obit Wart valued at 
£169, and a money prize of £705, tiia the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondiey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birda 

P out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 293g yards. He 
also won the second eyent, killing § birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guus by the best London makers, and winning 

= *. the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
2 _ i J. Purdey, the gunmaker. 
The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 

Mr. South for $500 6 side, South killing 86 birds out of 
The winning gon also at the great London Qua Tr 

Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE 

100, using one barrel only. 
ial, 18715, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of 
WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LOADER Is the strongest 

and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No, 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ ae 

Crit YP ss, 
ee 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot aswell as choke bores are snpposed to. Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.26 per hundred for 10-cauge, and $1.10 
for 12-gauge ; 10 and 12-cange now ready ; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 in a box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box, 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and 

TRA A. 
Goose Shooting. 

PAINE’s 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 
¥ 

\ The “Standard” Ball. 
'The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfally ca ec 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying 
pase you a pune the Best Ball ever made at pri 

o other 

il the attention of all dealers In Glass Balla to the fact 
ONLY BALL MAD# TO A SCALE, therefore we 

in a stock of unsaleabla articles for the Spring Trade, 
ces less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

all affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 

made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 

either by transportation or falling on the grass, 
Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrela of 300. 

fend for pricelist, Specialinducements to the trade » 

™ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sircet, N.Y. 

A. H. BOGARDUS. 
. ™ My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefaolly packed, with 

Bung, 
thin to break successfully w 

And will pack 10 extra. 

matches reported in papers, 
see all the balls broken. 

who iniroduced this sport to the public, and who 
American flag. 
published by 

Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, 

Price of Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, 

25) in each barrel, and by having 
and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth ball las to be made so 

broken by shipping, aud the feather-(ied ball is the same. 

| Will Warrant my Bails Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

T have had 5,009 shipped ont West since my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would nt find a bajl broken, and 
never over three or four in 2 batre). = 0 
wilere clubs use them you cau readily see which is the hardest shooting. 

My ** Field, Coyer and Trap Shooting” is the oniy boo 
a& Market hunter and experienced man. TJ will return lhe money to any one who has hoaght 

book and thinks they oid not get their money’s worth. iW 

Leable a. x m and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

a rough surface strengthens the bull for ship- 

hen bil that sometimes nearly Chetan of them are 
ow, 

My traps are the best to practice from, ant 
a 

saying Bogardna' rules and traps used, yoo do not 
Amsitenrs and youug boys who waut to learn to shoot 

and will follow the instructions Jald down in my book, “ Fleld, Cover and Trap 
SS Shooting,” will become crask wing shots, end, further, patronize the man 

has been to eee twice and shot and upheld the 
k that has ever been written and 

Each barre! of ba'ls contains a score book with 

$4; ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” $2, 

EADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO, 10 Platt Street, N. ¥. City. 
ae ORY Wo <e TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
Address CAPT, A, H. BUGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill, or can be had from him 

wherever he shoots. 

BILLIARD BAULS.' 
BAGATELL® BALLS. 

IVORY FakO & POKER CHECKS. | 

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS. 

DISCOUNT TU THE TRADE, 

omens ®* (F GROTE & CO., 
PROMPTLY 

_ ATTIEWDED 
To. 

TURNESS AND DEALERS, 
114 E, 24th ST, NEW YORE, 

. 

| Suorfsmen’s Caos. 

WwW. H. Holabird, 
THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

Full ectof fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOP DUCK 
fr $10, sent free of ex. on receipt of price, 

A tine Coat for $4, sent free on receipt uf price, 

* PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING” 

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of 

breaking the dog for the fitld, and is especially 
adapted to the wants of amatenr sportsmen. Prive 

25c, Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters and 

Spaniels in Indiana. Write for particulars, 
Dovel if 

Bachting Goods, 

i 
ee aeT Eye 

Sg > 
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CLUTE BROTHERS & COZS5 PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY, SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

CoM 
eo? 

320 
Awtulithil 

o 
Tin ; 
aT 

Fe My) 

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent cateh, The very best compasa 
made, Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample hag 
been left at the TorREsT AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office. Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post oMce 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agenta for the London snd New York Compass Co. 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc, 
CABIN STORES, 

je2i-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICTAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and {7th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's 
Exhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., ete, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Sult all eyes, 
The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes, 

Itustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 centa, 

BENJ, PIKE'S SON & CO. 
OPTICIANS, 

939 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
Betweon 21st and 22d § reets. 

We would be pleased to see our old friends and 
patrons and slow them our large and yaried stock of 

Opera,Field & Marine Classes, 
Pocket Compasses, Ther- 
mometers, Telescopes, 

Spectacles and Eye Classes, 
of the finest quality and at the lowest prices. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans, 

& H, T. ANTHONY & %O,, 591 Broadway, 
« N. ¥., opposite Metropolitan. Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphostopes, Chromos and Frames; 
Albums, Photogravha of Gelebrittes, Photographie 
‘Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, Photographie 
teriala. aeertet Firat Presiiom at iat Bod 

cess Philadelph 
rr — 

Any worter can mube $12 6 day ot hoyde 
GOLD titel ree soho toon eco, Aucune bee 

r : : \ 4 
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MERICAN 

“erm, Four Dollars 2 Year, 
Ten Cents a Copy. NEW YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1878. j Volume (l—No, 19. 

| No. bil Fulton st., N. ¥- 

- For Forest and. Stream and Rod and Gun, 

HUNTING THE ANTELOPE (Antelope 

Americana), 

Ww HBRE aweeps the illimitable plain, 
Fur over prairie pastures green, 

And fast by rocky ridge and cliff, 

With dark ravine and chasm between, 

Where short and sweet the juicy grass 

Carpets the mountain’s lonely paas, 
The antelopes, in browsing herds, 

O’er all those grassy uplands rove, 

To taste the rill or crop the leaf, 

In the aweet freedom of the grove. 

So shy that man, a’most \n vain, 

May seek to ambush their retreat, 

So swift that matchless steed may fail 

To o’ertake their apeeding footsteps fleet ; 

Yet stratagem and Indian wile 

‘Tne timorous herds to death beguile. 

The savage, hidden in some bush, 
Whose leafy clumps the prairies dot, 

Shakes its green foliage, and attracts 
Tine prey within his arrow’s shot ; 

And oft the lawless Shoshonee, 
Or Mandan warrior, stark and grim, 

Circle the herds on dashing steed, 

Fleet as the birds the air that skim, 
And charging with a reckless speed, 
With brandish’d spear and twanging bow, 

Aud whooping their demoniac yell, 
They lay the panting victims low. 

The dun wolves of. the wilderness, 
Gaunt, grey and grizzly, famishing, 

With lopping stride or crouching gait, 

Surround them. with their narrowing rlog; 
Then, with a rush, the quarry gain, 

Teariog with fang the bleeding yein, 

Till soon there s6arce remains 2 bone, 
Amid the trodden grasses thrown. 

JgsAAC MCLELLAN, 
ee 

For Forest and Siream and Rod and Gun. 

Sield Sports in Say Diego Ca, 

Cal--dla. 3, 

BY tT. 8. VAN DYKE. 

'T is not my purpose at this time to go into any dissertation 

on dett hunting ; for to doit half justive would require 
# volume. But there is one more kind of it here-to which I 

must introduce-the reader even at the risk of being considered 

tedious by some who take little interest in hunting with the 

rifle, 
Tt is later in the season than the time of our last hunt, and 

the acorns are pattering on the dry, hard ground, Between 

rugeed mountains robed in sombre green, runs a long, low 
vale from 200 to 500 yards wide, with numerous small 

ranches which break away into the adjacent mountains. Its 

bottom is covered with vast live oaks that were monarchs 

when Charlemagne wasa baby. Their immense trunks, their 
long arms, resplendent with eyer shining green, their broad 
massive heads and their hoary beards of trailing moss form a 

striking picture of dignity, grace and strength. In places 

they cover the ground with an almost continuous shade, and 
with the smooth open ground beneath suggest an old English 

park. Along the sides where the valley breaks into mountain 
are low hills and knolls dotted with white oaks that were 
pioneers before Columbus set sail; and the acorns of these the 

deer particularly love. 
At this time of year the deer concentrate from the neigh- 

boring hills upon such ground as this. During midday 

they lie in the brushy heads of the side gulches or in the 
heayy chapparal upon the mountain’s breast, where it is quite 
useless to try to still hunt, But about 4 o'clock in the after- 
noon they move down to these valleys to feed and lounge 
until after sunrise in the morning. Is this a hunt or only an 

evening strollin a park? We could scarcely tell did we not 
know that we are miles away from man or any of his works, 

but for the numerous deer tracks along the cattle trails, and 
but for s strange mysterious track occasivnally seen in the 
sandy bed of the slumbering stream iike a huge misshapen 
human foof with uncommonly long and narrow toe nails. 

4 ‘We loaf slowly along in the cool shade and almost forget | 

what we came for, when wearereminded by a sudden bump— 

bump—and the crash and smash of two gray streaks 100 

yards ahead, into the chapparal, 

«Vike the’rainbow’s lovely form 

Evanishing amid the storm,” 

not of bullets, but of well-deserved maledictions on that stupid 
law of California that forbids the killing of does. When will 
the American people eyer learn that the sportsman and the 

settler ought not to shoulder the whole burden of restrictions 
for game preservation ? Why should not the pot-hunter and 

the epicure bear his share too, and the sale of game in market 

be limited to only a part of the open season? But no; the 

palate’s royal prerogalive must be held sacred, ard thousands 
of law-abiding sportsmen and settlers must have their sport 
abridged to a minimum in order that the plutocracy of San 
Francisco may revel in venison that they are too stupid or 
too lazy to hunt for themselves. 
We saunter along a cattle trail for a few hundred -yards 

when we suddenly discover walking across an open place two 
hundred yards ahead two more deer, a fawn and something 
that looks like a young buck; rather queer company for this 
time of year. The first thing to do is to do nothing, but keep 
cool and see what’s best to be done, for they will not leave 
the valiey at this time of day. In a moment they disappear 
behind some rolling ground. We must now reach that high 
knoll to the left of where they disappeared. ‘This will give 
us a good out-look, and besides it is always best, where it can 
just as well be avoided, not to follow directly upon a deer’s 
fresh track ; as they are more apt to be watching in that di- 
rection than in any other, and if much hunted or if started 
by anything will be almost sure to watch their back track. 

Climbing cautiously up the knoil we take off our hats and 
peer over the crest. This care is not always necessary, but 
they will quickly see a broad hat, and it is always safest to 
act upon the presumption that your game is the wildest and 
sharpest of its kind. A deer is sometimes careless, but never 
presume upon that fact in hunting. Some two hundred yards 
away in a side gulch filled with scrub oak along the sides, we 
see them eating the scrub oak acorns, raising their heads and 
taking a long sharp look all around while masticating one, 

Put down that rifle. They are too farforasure shot. It 
must be a dead centre shot, or you'll be apt to lose him in that 
pees even witha dog. We must get to that ridge behind 

em. 
Swinging around, so that neither our wind nor noise can 

reach them, we gain the back side of the ridge and ascend it 
slowly and quietly as possible. When near the top a dead 
stick snaps under an incautious step of your foot, which is at 
gies followed by a bump-bump-smash-bump from the other 
side. 
Run for the top, quick! We may geta shot yet. We 

reach it just in time to see two white buttocks, each sur- 
mounted and flanked by glistening gray, waning swiftly in 
the chapparal on the top of the next ridge. The waning pro- 
cess is considerably accelerated by a vain connonade of snap- 
shots, elmost always useless at any considerable distance, 

But not yet are we outgeneraled, fir clese to our left winds 
around the head of the gulch, like a horse-shoe, a well-beaten 
cattle trail. Swiftly our moccasins skim along the dusty path, 
and we gain the next ridge just in time to see our game Ca- 
reering up the head of the next gulch, with the everlasting 
bump-bump-bump of their stiff, steely legs. At the crack of 
the rifles thé powérful legs of the largest one wilt and down 
he com2s, stumbling with a crash into the brush. 

Going up to the place where he fell, we find nothing. There 
is no blood, and fhe ground is too hard, too stony, too mossy 
and the brush too thick to follow tracks not made on the 
jump. An old story this is, and a terribly provoking one. 

Three long whistles on an empty shell bring Reche from a 
neighboring valley with Diego, a Scotch terrier, Diego snufiles 
a moment around in the brush, and, with a sharp yelp, bounds 
away up the hill. Very soon there isa mixture of yelps, 
barks and crashing brush one hundred yards or so above and 
beyond us. Inamoment the noise shifts and the bushes 
break in a rapid line downward into another guleh. Down- 
ward goes the racket, no longer with the regular bump-bump- 
pump, but « confused clattering discord of crashing brush, 
yelping dog and stumbling hoofs. 

Plunging and thrashing our way through as fast as possible, 
we come in sight just as they reach the bottom of the gulch, 
where the nimble Diego bounds ahead and grabs the deer by 
one of his long, mulish ears. In a twinkling he is shaken off 
and narrowly escapes a thrust so vigorous that one tine of the 
sharp horns is broken off by striking the stony side of the 
guich, Again the dog grabs him, but, like lightning, is 
thrown to the ground by a stroke of one fore foot. With one 
hind leg broken high up and entrails hanging out from where 
the ball just scraped his paunch in its onward course, the 
buck stands at bay with hair erect and eyes of a savagely 
bright, greenish glare, and makes a thrust that would finish 
a much larger dog. The plucky little terrier dodges and 
grabs again, now dangling in the air from one ear as the buck 
tries to shake him off, now letting go with a yelpss the sharp 
Mee hits him, until shot from Keche pacifies the savage 
ne! 
After a sound sleep under a royal liye oak and a starlight. 

breakfast we again tread the same valley of the night berre 

Gliding swiftly along in the gray of morning, we reach @ point 
a few hundred yards beyond where we were last nignt. AIL 
over the oaks stand like an immense orchard. Here and there 
long vistas appear, down which we take along and car ful 
look, and sometimes we have to stoop down for a long range 
of sight below the hanging branches. On we go until the ris- 
ing sun, breaking through a gorge in the mountains, glisteng 
on the bright green leaves and lights up with golden torch the 
dead white grass and leaves beneath. Below a distant aged 
oak the slanting beams gleam on the polished tines of a pair o£ 
branching antlers and the sleek gray coat of a round, plamp 
body behind them. 

There must be no fooling now with this chap, and no lone 
or uncertain shots; so keep down that long-range sight. He 
must be dropped within twenty yards of where he stands and 
not sent hobbling into the brush, for a dog cannot always be 
depended upon in this chapparal. He is now two hundred and 
fifty yards off at least, and you must get one hundred yards 
closer, anyhow, You'll have to approach him in his sight, too, 
a task one of the hardest in the world, but also one of the 
easiest if you do it right. Leave your hat here and get down 
as close to the ground as youccan. Keep a close watch on the 
deer, and the moment he raises his head to look, lie still. 
Moye only when he is feeding, and keep that tree between 
you as much as possible. In the meantime I'll back ont of 
here and swing around to the side toward which he'll be likely 
to run if he should start, 

Fifty yards you pass at a sluw and painful pace, when you 
find that an open slope must be crossed that is directly in 
plain sight of the deer. Now your chances of getting closer 
are less than your chances of guessing your distance, and you 
resolve to shoot. A wise resolve, generally, but you forget 
just now that you want to make a centre shof and not cripple 
that noble fellow. You'd better try fifty yards more. 

In the meantime 1 have gained a position on a knoll some 
200 yards to one side of him and between him and the moun- 
tain, toward which his head is turned, and I am watching 
him quietly, when suddenly the buck springs in the air as 
your rifle speaks out far and wide, and starts at a heavy, but 
rapid gait, on a slanting course toward me. On he comes, 
not with the high elastic bound, but with the lumbering gal- 
lop of an old cow, with head down and horns projecting for- 
ward. Iraise the rifle ahead of him and coolly await his 
coming, when, with a plunge and a lurch, he falls, gives a 
kick or two, and@allis over. A good shot as ever was, and 
square through the heart. A good 150 yards he ran, much 
further than usual, though deer have run nearly half a mile 
when so shot. 

Such, dear reader, ig a sample of deer hunting as it usually 
is in this county, though not quite as it has so far been this 
year. For some reason, which no one seems fo understand, 
the deer have been scarcer than usual in their ordinary haunts, 
though it is certain that they have not heen killed off nor left 
the country. Reche and I have quite good success in spite of 
it, but it is only by hard work, patient toil, and by extra good 
fortune in making the most of every chance. AJ] other game 
is more abundant than usual, and qiite as easily found as at 
any time. To the sportsman who would seek a refuge from 
the winters of the North and would shun the enervating heat 
or malaria of Other sections, who would follow his favorite 
sport during the greatest number of days in the year and 
With the least amount of toil, Ican confidently recommend 
San Diego County. For such reasons I have sought it, and 
though I find it, like all of California, far below the asinine 
hyperbole (to use the mildest. term) of Nordhoff, Iam still 
fully satisfied with its fitness for my purpose. Jor reasons 
before given, no market hunters need apply at present. In 
fact no one should come here, or indeed to any part of Cali- . 
fornia at present, with any expectation of making a living 
with either head or hands, either directly or indirectly, out of 
the country. It may, perhaps, be done, but the chances are 
five to one against one, especially when out of health, 

T must add another word or two of caution, which, absurd 
as they may seem, experience has taught me are sometimes 
needful: 

ist. That there is supposed to be but one perfectly warm 
and dry climate in the whole universe, and in judging any 
terrestrial climate youmust consider not what is desirable, but 
what is attainable. 

98d. That climate is never a medicine, but only a condition 
under which one not too far gone may recoyer. 

8d. That California is not fo blame for your hard fate in 
being thrown out of business and banished trom friends and 
home. 

4th. That the felicities of henven are not to be enjoyed 
withont the formality of dying, and California is not a heayer 
anyhow, Nordhoff to the contrary, notwithstanding. 
To the average tyro in hunting I find it necessary to say = 
ist. That though the hunting here is by far the easiest E 

have ever seen, it is nevertheless hunting, and not merely dis~ 
charging a gun and picking up game, 

2d. That the word “plenty ” does not have the same mean- 
ing when appled to every kind of game, and it nowhere 
means so thick that you cannot by dilligent and judicioug 
search find in the course of a day a bare spot to eat your lunch 
on. 

3d. That game here has the same trick of gettirg out of the 
way (fa bungler ae it has elsewhere, and that this annoyance 
ean be avoided only by learning to hitit and not by abusing 

‘Califtrnia, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

For Forest and Stream and Rodand Gun. 

MOOSE HUNTING AT SPIDER LAKE. 

LL-SAINT’S DAY (ist Nov., 1878) didn’t look very 

cheering to mortal eyes, when our host, French, of the 

Bcotstown Hotel, called us to breakfast at 5:30 a. mM. We had 
arrived from Sherbrooke by the train of the previous evening, 

and after interviewing the road master, Mr. Smith, were con- 
soled by the assurance that if the weather was propitious the 
Hallast train would give us a lift as far as Spring Hill, some 
iwenty miles on our road to Laxe Megantic. Eight weeks 
before we had shot our first moose on Spider Lake, and now 

we anticipated more sport in the same line. We had footed it 
from Scotstown before, and knew what a blessing aride on the 
engine would prove. The first snow of the season wus fall- 
ing fast, our banner didn’t show *‘ Wxcelsior,” nor any other 
device. Smith wanted to be off. Our bageage was locked 

up in the station; the station-master was not bound to be on 

hand before 7 A. M., and every minute’s delay cost the wages 
of some fifty or sixty men, At last Mr. Scott, the station 

agent, appeared doing the walk to the depot and the buttoning 

up of hisnether garments at the same time, and shortly after 6 

o'clock we were off. ‘‘Joe,” the engine driver, made room for 
our traps on the tender, ‘*Olark,’ the stoker, politely placed his 
Bide of the cab at our disposal, and apparently didn’t miss his 
seat very much, The iron horse had to travel on an up grade. 
consumed an enormous quantity of fodder, and Clark had 
something else to do than sit down. After a trip of two or 
three hours, we uncoupled from the ballast train, and Joe 
gave us a lift twoand a half miles further to the Spring Hill 
crossing, where we were glad to take shelter from the storm 
in Capt. McAulay's camp, and wait the arrival of John Boston 
MeDonald’s team, which was to meet us there, No train 
being expected in such weather, we had to wait until the 
afternoon before our team made its appearance, when we 
started, and after using up three hours in travelling four and 
a half miles reached John Boston's about 5p. mw. We met Mr, 
Hale, of Sherbrook, rejoicing in the possession of a splendid 
skin and antlers of a seven-year-old moose, shot by him the 
previous week. ‘‘Den” Ball, our guide on a former trip, was 
on hand, and after consulting the glass, we concluded it inex- 
pedient to attempt running through Lake Megantic that night. 
Wext moruing we took an early start, called at the Chandicre, 
where we were hospitably received by the Messrs. Bruce, and 
the same night were vlad to find shelter in the shanty of a 
French-Canadian fAabitant at Pamee’s landing, near the head 
of Lake Megautic. Ball crossed the carry (portage) to bis own 
place at the foot of Spider Lake. 

Next day we had our traps hauled across the carry in an 
old canoe, and fotme, and were glad to find, comfortable 
quarters with Den Ball until next Friday, the weather being 
too severe to admit of our going intocamp. We were regaled 
by Mrs. Ball on partridge, rabbit and other backwood deli- 
cacies, served up 10 a style which would do credit to a Soyer 
We had no difficulty in procuring such game within a few 
rods of Den’s habitation. Fresh tracks of deer could be seen 

_ daily on the portage, within 100 rods of Den's, but the weather 
made it impossible 10 hunt them successfully, although Den 
took many 4 tramp, and offered innumerable fifty-cent bets 
that he would bring back a deer. On Friday we started bright 
and early for the head of Spider Lake, some five miles distant, 
aid, running out from the snug bay in which Den has pitched 
his camp, were no! tardy in finding out that we had struck a 
different climate. ‘The white caps from North Bay washed 
down with Polar rigidity, and we found it impossible to reach 
the head of the lake without cutting our way through ice just 
thick enough to he treacherous. ‘This we did for over half a 
mile, got our traps ashore, and pitched camp in a nicely shel- 
tered position, 160 feet back trom the lake, where we soon 
had a blazing fire of white birch, kiln dried, with dead cedar. 
Any one who has experienced the pungent, smarting effects 
of the smoke from a white birch fire will excuse the expletives 
which added emphasis to our subsequent conversation. Here 
we met Mr. Gerard Nagle, of Sherbrook, and Mr. Hoyt, 
who were trapping for pleasure and profit, on the Upper 
Spider River, and were camped two miles above us. They 
were short of bread, and Mr. Nagle was on a foraging expedi- 
tion to the nearest settlement. Their boat was frozen in up 
the river, and our opportune appearance saved a long and 
tedious trip on “shanke’ pony,” We cast our bread upon the 
waters, and were next day rewarded by a generous aliowance 
of moose méat, part of a three-year-old cow, shot by them on 
the previous Wednesday. When I think of that juicy steak 
—fried in butter—our standing dish for the next two or three 
days, my mouth waters, and I feel that it is possible for one to 
sell his birthright for a mess of pottage. I can find an excuse, 
also, for the aboriginal who camps alongside his dead quarry 
until the flesh has disppeared, and the polished bones show 
signs of dental ivories. ‘Try it yourself, and you'll find that 
you can't get up as much opposition to my remarks as would 
successfully carry on the government of a one-horse hash 
Zactory. 

* “Isincerely pity the person who has never tasted a fresh, 
tender moose stenk. Me can't understand what constitutes 
good living. ‘‘Man wants but little here below”’’ doesn’t 
apply to moose steak, Like the Indian's whisky, ‘‘ too 
much is just enough.” Saturday night at least a foot of snow 
fell, Traveling through the woods was decidedly tiresome, 
and the snow on the bushes soon assumed liquid form, and a 
dip in the lake couldn’t have made us much wetter. We re- 
ligiously observed the greater part of Sunday. On Monday 
we helped Hoyt io drag our boat over the ice to open water, 
and he started fcr the nearest store, over twelve miles, for 
dread and pork. The wild geese and ducks took advantage 
‘ol our boatless situation and “honk honked” and ‘quack 
quacked” at us to their hearts’ content as we crossed on the 
ice to inspect some of Den’s traps. In the afternoon we 
traveled on the ice to Nagle'scamp. Not one at home; but 
#s Den had found a portion of the bottom of Spider River 
within five feet of its ice covering, we took porstssion of his 
camp, builta fire and warmed up, Grouse disputed our right to 
occupation of the camp, but finaliy with dogged resolution 
took up a position under a couple of beaver skins and re- 
ined the portion nearest the fire, Tuesday morving Nagle 
and Hoyt met at our camp, Hoyt with supplies and Nagle to 
Jend a lielping hand with them up the river. Nagle had shot 
a ball moose the day before, four prongson one horn and 
three on the other, which would make lim between six and 
seven years ol(l, as the first prony appears the third year. 
Strange to say (al this season) two bulls were traveling to- 
gether. Mr. Nagle had ashot atthe other at about sixty 
yards, but the ball glanced tvom a birch tree and he had to 

content himself with the one he got—the smaller of the two. 
After partaking of the balance of a rabbit stew—a rehash from 
the night before—Hoyt and Nagle departed and we saw them 
no more. Two Indians and a <quaw were camped on the 
north side of Spider Lake en route for Moosehead Lake. If 
this weather continues the trip will have to _be made on foot, 
and as there is no frost in the ground it will be hard getting 
through swamps. Tuesday night we stayed at Ball's, where 
We enjoyed a supper of hot wheat buns, potatoes, stewed 
partridge, dried moose hash, butter, tea and coffee, and fried 
trout caught before the ist of October. Wednesday morning 
Den got on the track of three deer, quite fresh, on the Carry 
between Spider and Megantic, and like two fools we followed 
them. ‘Their tracks diverged, and about 11 4. m. I found my- 
self on the Arnold River, tired, hungry and three miles from 
anywhere. Recognizing the place I took» fresh start, and 
after skirting Rush Lake (which I felt would be more appro- 
priately called the lake of the Dismal Swamp) fording the 
lower Spider twice, and drenched from head to foot, I reached 
Ball’s and found a hot dinner waiting, which I surrounded to 
the best of my ability, 1 passed a beaver slide down which 
three or four poplar trees had been slid the night before. Two 
sticks of about five feetin length lay ready for shipment, 
cleanly cut as if wilh anax, The beayer are very plentiful, 
but owing to the ice few have been taken. Mr. Nagle had 
found four new dams and was awaiting fine weather in order 
to become better acquainted with the occupants. Bothhe and 
Ball had some fine skins. Sable are plentiful and the fur 
very fine. At 2p. mo. we left Spider, backed our traps to 
Megantic, and started for home. ‘The snow fell thickly and 
melted ag it fell, soaking us completely. At Rocky Point, 
half way through the lake, it became squally, wind shifting to 
N. W., and for the first time in seventeen years [had to coast 
round Victoria Bay, the dete noir of woyageurs, ina blinding 
snow storm. The waves froze a8 they dashed over the boat, 
and when at dark we reached the foot of the lake, our clothes 
were frozen stiff. Our friend Mr. Ryan met us and kindly 
carried our baggage to’John Boston’s, where a pair of dry 
socks, & hot supper and a good fire speedily dispelled the 
afternoon’s gloomy winter. Here we were fortunate enough 
to meet Mr. Ross, a contractor on the International Railway, 
who has our best thanks for carrying us to Spring Hill Cross- 
ing just in time to catch an engine at midnight, by which we 
reached Scotstown in time to take the morning train for Sher- 
brook. Farewell ye forests and ye streams. When the 
showers of April and May havereleased you from your present 
ice bonds, L hope to be able to chronicle a glowing account of 
a fishing trip among you, and by next September will he happy 
to welcome under a shingle roof, near the head of Spider lake, 
any reader of Forsst AND Stream who would like a few 
nights deer and moose shooting in one of the best localities 
within a radius of 200 miles. D. Tomas, 

Sherbrook, P. Q., Woo. 18, 1878. 

Ligh Culture. 
Second Annual Report of the Ohio State 

Fish Commission for the Year 15877. 

HE Report of the Ohio Fish Commissioners for the year 
1877 is a valuable document. We have before this 

spoken of the importance of these reports and kindred State 
documents as public educators.. The dissemination of natural 
history information is necessarily very great, when, in addition 

to a mere compound of statistics, there are pages devoted to 

scientific deseriplions of the various kinds of fish found in 

the State. In the report now before us some twenty-seven 

amply illustrated pages are given to ‘‘ Descriptions of Ohio 
Fishes,” which are arranged from manuscript notes of Prof. 

D. S, Jordan, with whose superior ichthyological knowledge 
our readers are familiar. In specific work the Commission- 

ers are to be congratulated upon the success of their labors, 
In iheir efforts to accomplish the artificial reproduction of 

black bass the Commissioners haye adopted what appears to 

bea feasible plan. It is well known that the adhesiveness of 
the eggs after their extrusion is such that they cannot be 

readily impregnated by artificial means. How to best accom- 
plish their reproduction by other than artificial means has 
been a puzzle to fish-culturists, ‘The Ohio Commissioners 
haye appropriated an excavation on Kelley's Island of several 
acres in extent and about ten feet in depth, which has been 
formed by the quarrying there. By means of a steam pump 
the excavation has been filled with water, and the supply is 
maintained by ponnadent subterranean pipes. The crevasses 
in the sides of this quarry are full of a wonderfully large 
supply of mollusk life, and on the bottom are great quantities 
of Symnea and other forms. With the food contained in the 
lake water it is believed that the bass will find an abundance 
of food. In July, 1877, a hundred bass were p!aced in these 
waters to hecome acclimated before the next spawning season. 
It is proposed to distribute the fry to the different streams of 
the State. 
The salmon hitherto planted in streams which flow into the 

lake have been frequently taken wilh hook and line, and in 
one instance many were taken ina net. Nothing definite has 
been learned of those taken in the Miami. The Ohio Com- 
missioners experience some of the same difficulties caused by 
the interference of other States as those complained of by the 
Massachusetts Gommissioners. Jn his annual message, Gov- 
Young called attention to the fact that by the interposition 
of citizens of West Virginia and Kentucky the efforts of the 
Ohio, Conmisioners were rendered in a measure nigatory. 
These questions of inter-State rights and courtesies should re- 
ceive proper attention from State legislatures and not be left 
to the caprice of citizens. The matter is one of growing im- 
portance. 

The whitefish spawning season of 1876 was the shortest that 
has occurred for many years, besinning very late and lasting 
for afew days. In the season of 1877 a corps of nen accom- 
panied the fishermen and secured the spawns the pound nets 
were drawn in the vicinity of the islands. The total number 
of spawn supplied was 21,000,000. Notwithstanding the fact 
that the taking as well as the impregnating the spawn 1s sim- 
ply a mechanical process on the part of the operator, yet ex- 
perience has demonstrated that considerable practice is neces- 
sary, and skill must be acquired in the manipulation in order 
to sucure perfect impregnation. Some of the spawn taken 
during the fall of 1877 proved to be badly impregnated, and 
caused copsidersble additions! expense to remoye the bad 
egys from the good ones. Securing the spawn willevery year 
Ne a contingent of considerable solicitude, preésriousness of 

the season and the securing of a sufficient number of skilled 
tmanipulators to operate simultaneously throughout the fishing 
tegion being the chief factors upon the favorable conditions 
of which success mainly depends. Of those Who took spawn 
during the late Season, those who practiced the dry method 
succeeded best; that is, those who extruded the eggs into a 
dry vessel and applied the milt before immersing them in 
water, impregnated not enly better, but a larger percentage 
than those who extruded into a vessel partially filled with 
water. The milt and ova from fish dead less than an hour did: 
not seem to have their vitality ihypared in the least degree » 
in fact, the milt and ova from such fish could not be distin— 
guished from that taken from live fish when mingled with it. 

. - >———_—_— 

How to Tar. tHE GenpeR or Eris.—Take the inside of 
a French breakfast roll and cut»in small square pieces about 
the size of a marrowfat pea. Feed to the eels in early morning, 
Tf Ze eats ithe isamale. If ste eats it she isa female, This. 
tule never fails. 

+ 

New Hampsnrrn-—WVashua, Dec, 2.—Messra. Dr. Spalding, 
Phillips and Gillman have just completed placing 150,000 ova. 
of the Salmo fontinalis, taken from trout of their own rais- 
ing on the hatching trays at their hatching houses in this- 
place, By the way, their ponds were among the first estab- 
lished in the country, having been in operation since 1867. 
They have been very successful, and have this past season 
enlarged their ponds to accommodate their trout and business. 

WEnE, 
. 

x Hise CuLruge ww THe Far Wesr.—There is no industry 
which promises more liberal returns upon the investment thar 
the propagation of fish in the far Western States and Terri- 
tories, where there is a great scarcity of this kind of food, 
An enterprising fish breeder, who would construct ponds anc 
Talse Superior kinds of fish for the market in either Colorado, 
Nebraska or Wyoming, would be certain to realize very hand- 
somely on his ontlay. The prairie regions being subject to- 
surface flowage every year, ponds should be constructed as. 
remote as possible from points liable to overflow. In build— 
ing them care should be exercised to secure the cool, health- 
ful waters from the mountain streams. The nearer such 
ponds sre to the foothills or mountain slopes the better. 
With the exception of mountain trout and some other ‘fish, 
the supply in the Far West is brought from the lakes and 
other remote points, Such fish are naturally expensive, and 
not always so fresh and wholesome as might he desired. 
From inquiries made on the ground, we are satisfied that there 
is a demand here for fresh fish, in the supplying of which lies 
a fortune for enterprising fishcultorists. Owing to the abund- 
ance of beef, the demand for fish as a change of diet is very 
general.—Hon. David W. Judd in American Agriculturist. 

————————e.1—__. 

4 Wuitrrtke Crrrere ty Wisconsin—Madinon, Wis., Dee, 
4.—Thousands of eggs of whitefish were taken from Lake 
Monoma yesterday by Fish Superintendent Welcher for the 
purpose of batching and distributing in other waters, Fish- 
wg at present is excellent, but the fish law as regards spear 
ing and set-nets is a failure—the law disregarded with im- 
punity, Rover. 

+ 

Wisconstn—Hudison, Dec. 7, —The Fish Commissioners of 
Iowa have few days ago secured at the Milwaukee hatchery 
900,000 trout eggs, and the Superintendent of the Michigan 
hatchery 1,000,000. Rover. 

COLORS OF GOLDFISH. 

GEETINGSVILLE, Ind., Dee, 2, 1678. 
Ma, Eprrox—Last June 1 wrote you tii regard to some goldtish ¥ 

have. They were then one year old, and were from as finea lot oF 

goldfish ag I ever saw, but the young were all browninecolor, I wrote 
to you to learn when they changed their color, aud through the col- 

umos of “ Answers to Correspondents," in June 20, I received the fls- 
couraging reply that any brown fish were but as dross, and never 

would become golddsh; also, advising me to get some new stock ¢ 

that these Cyprinoides hatch of many colors from the same stock, ete 

T did not throw my stovk ont, nordid Tadd guy others, bat now I have 

as fine young goldfish as any one conid desire, while many are just 

changing their color in differout stages, some with only & few yellow 
spols, and others &ll gold colors except the ius, which remain dark to 

the last. Now, Ido not know thatall young goldish are first brown 

and afterward become golden o3lor, bot I flo know this fact of my 

own, and If yon will publish this you may eall some persons attention 
to if who are more experf than rayseli, and give some information Im 

regard to raising this beautiful tish. 
M. Y. Youxa, M.D. 

— Glataral Bistorn, 
THE SOLITARY WASPS. 

HE habit of most hymenopterous insects (bees and 

wasps) of laying up food for their larye to feed om 
when hatched is of course known to al! onr readers, the case 

of the common horey bee being the most familiar cxample of 
this kind. Some insects of this order do not lay up this store- 
of provisions, but the workers take the food into their 
stomachs, where it is prepared for the young and afterward 
fedto them, There is, however, a large group of these in- 
sects which do not themselves care for their young, but, hay- 
ing laid their eggs, prepare a quantity of food, stored up con- 
yeniently for the future grub, and then leave the egg to take 
care of itself. The common blue, or niud wasp, a8 any one 

may learn by an inspection of oneof the nests so plentifully 
distributed on the inside boarding of Lay lofts, garrets and 

other similar places, supplies its young with spiders ; other 

genera draw their supplies from other sources, 
All the wasps and hornets are ferocious and predatory in 

{heir habits, and most of them feed toa considerable extent 

on other insects, So miich is this the case that in some parts- 

of Europe butchers are glad to have them about their shops om 

account of the great number of flies which they devour, and & 

certain speciesin Mauritius which feeds wholly on ccckrouches 

is on that account held in high esteem ly the natives. Some 
of the social wasp2, however, Iny up honey, like Lhe bees. 
The wasps are diyided into two groups, thé social aod the 

solitary. Of the former, tie common brown wasp, the ** white 
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failed hornet” and “yellow jacket” are good examples, while 
the mud wasp may stand, as being so familiar to all, as a type 
of-the latter. Ibis with the solitary wasp thet we have to do 
at present. These insects are providell with a poison which 
stupefies or paralyzes the insects npon which they prey and 
which of course they secure by stinging them, The femaie 
blue wasp—for there are no workers (nenters) in this genus— 
having partiaily completed her neat of mud, deposits an ugg, 
and in the same cell with it places s number of small spiders 
which it has stungand which, although paralyzed and quite in- 
capable of motion, still retein life. The cell is then walled 
up and another one built adjoining it in which the same thing 

fakes place ; this is continued nnii!l several eggs have been de- 
posited, when the last cellis finally walled up and the neat 
completed. A similar nest is constructed for each set of eggs 
which the female deposits. When the srub appears it feeds 
on the spiders prepared for it until reedy to undergo its trana- 

formation and, fizally, when it becomesa perfect insect, snaws 
il@ way out through the wall of slay. 

Another large wasp, somewhat Similar in general aspect to 
the blue wasp, but larger, is commen im our latitudes but aa it 
dosa not appear about the dwellings of man it is seldom ob. 
served, except by those who are on the lookout for insects. 
Ti belongé to the genus Spex, and its nests are placed in 
holes in the ground, which it excavatea with much care and 
patience. If feeds iis offspring on crickets, grasshoppers, 

efc,, and an incident which once came under our observation 
well illustrates the power and persaverance of these little 

creatures. While walking one day in mid-summer along a 
well beaten path we noticed several sinall but deep holes, 
which we rightly attributed to these insects, and at length, 

just after passing one of these excavations, we came tpona 

large Sphea which was at that moment engeged in trangpori- 
‘ing its prey te itenest, But for the fact that the insect was 
directly in our path and we wers looking fer it we should 

have missed a very interesting scene. The burden with 
which onr Sphex was struggling consisted of two of the large 
black and yellow winged '‘ grasshoppers,” whose sharp and 

loud crepitations are so frequently heard during the scorching 

' days of July and August, The two orihopters were firmly 
fastened together, one clasping the other by the back and 
each of them was half as long again as their captor. Poor 
Sphez was really in great trouble. She would seize her bur- 
den by the head, and by great exertion drag it along the smooth 
path for about six inches, when her strength would give out 

and she would fiy off to a little distance and rest for a minute 

or two, walking briskly about in the sun the while, then she 
would return to th> spot and renew her efforts. Had the 
journey been through the grass it seems as if it would have 

been impossible for the wasp to drag her load, but tha path, 
Worn smooth by constant travel, offered no impediment to her 

progress. The distance from the spot where she was working 
fo the hole which she desired to reach was perhaps twenty 
feet, and though her adyatce was slow it was steady. Ab 
times she would fy off to quite a distance, fifty feet or more, 
buf her absences were never iong continued, and when we 
were obliged to leave her she had transported her burden to 
within three feet of the hole. We greatly regret that we were 

unable to witness the close of the scene and watch the method 
by which the ‘‘ grasshoppers” were introduced into the hole, 
for they were certainly too large to enterit without being con- 
siderably reduced in size, Here then was a very considerable 
provision for the expected larve:, and we thus see that even 

in our own latitude there are examples showing that different 

genera of solitary wasps feed theiy young on different insects. 
A European genus, Ammophilus, employs the larves of moths 

for this purpose, while Chlorion of Mauritius, as has been said, 
feeds its young on cockroaches. 

It might be supposed that the wasps secure their prey by 
hawking about over the ground, trusting to chance to throw 
the insects they need in their way, but we have some evidence 
that these little creatures possess special senses which enable 
them to follow the objects of their search when not visible, 
perhaps somewhat as the hound follows the fox. Ina yecent 
number of Waive we find a letter from Mr, ©. L. W, Mer- 
Iin to Henry Cecil, Hsq., narrating a curious occurrence to 
which the former was witness and from which we may quoie, 
in closing, an extract ertwo. Mr. Merlin’s account is as fol- 
ows: 

“'T was sitting one summer’s afternoon at an open window 
(my bed room) looking into the garden, when I was surprised 

to observe a large and rare species of spider run across the 
window-sill in a crouching attitude. It struck me the spider 
was evidently alarmed cr it would not, have so fearlessly ap- 
proached me. Jt hastened to conceal itself under the project- 
ing edge of the windows-ill inside the room, and had hardly 
done so when a very fine large hunting wasp buzzed in at the 

open window and flew about the room, evidently in search of 
something. Finding nothing, the wasp returned to the open 

window and settled on the window-sill, running backward and 
forward as a dog does when looking or searching for a lost 
scent. Tt soon alighted on the track of the poor spider gnd in 

a moment it discovered its hiding-place, darted down on it, 
and no doubt inflicted a wound with its sting. The spider 
rushed off again and this time took refuge under the bed, iry- 

ing to conceal itself under the frameworks, or planks which 

supported the mattress. The satne scene occurred here ; the 
wasp never appeared to follow the spider by sight, but ran 
backward and forward in large circles like 1 hound. ‘The 
moment, the trail of the spider was found the wasp folluwed 
all the turns it had made till it cameon it again. The poor 
spider was chased from hiding-place to hiding-place—out of 
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the hed room, across @ passage and into the middle of another 
large room, where if finally succumbed to the repeated stings 
inflicted by the wasp. Rolling itself up into a bali the wasp 
then took possession ofits prey and, after axcertaining it could 
make no resistance, tucked it up under its yery long hind legs 
just as hawks or eagles carry off their quarry, and was just 

fiying of to its nest when L interposed and secured both far 
Hy collection. 
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“Tam certain the spider left no web behind it. canto 
be sire, however, that, as it had evidently been attacked by 

the wasp before ehlering my room, # small quantity of liquid 

may not have exuded from ite wounds, which may hare 

helped the wasp in tracking it. J have no doubt myself that 

insects have the ssnse of smell, and probably much more de- 

veloped than our own. Noone * * * who has sugared for 
moths, or seen the largest Sphingide@ hovering over the strong- 

est scenisd flower at nicht, or employed a caged femaia moth 

asa lure te her male admirers cau, I think, doubt this. If so 

te them put a saucerful of honey in a corner of 4 room cpen- 

ing into a garden, throw open the window and ses how scon 
ihe hees, wasps, ete , will be attracted to the honey. 

“Thereisa traditionia the Bast that one of the tests by 
which the Queen of Sheba tried to prove the wisdom of Sol- 
omon was placing on a table before him ime bouquets, one of 
artificial and the other of naiural flowers and requiring that he 
should say which were the ree! and which the artificial, with- 
out moving from his throne. Sclomon ordered the windows 
to be thrown open and in flew the pees, ete., which went at 
ones to the real flowers. 

*s Whether the senses of insects, birds and wiat we call the 
lower creation are similar to ours in every respeat if is very dif: 
ficuit to sey. No doubt a dog, if be could speak, would say 

Brrp Norgs From Fionipa.—My friend, Mr. T. W. Wil- 
son, has taken at my place om Lake George, during the past 
slimmer, the following birds not betore seen by us = 

Glossy ibis, male; Jud, This faleinelius, var. ordi; nonpariel 
ad., male, Cyanesmee ciris. I have also seen one of the latter 
since iny return from the North. During four years collect- 
ing these are the only specimens seen or heard of by me 
south of Palatka. Mr. Wilson also collected a fine specimen 
of the striped skunk, Wephitis bicolor, ‘This is the firsh speci- 
imén of this beautiful little animal that has heen taken in this 
part of the conatry (tomy knowledge) since Bh. GC, J, May- 
nard reported them as rather common near Demmentts. A 
few days since i observed within a few yards of my house, 
fwo beautiful and {0 menew (in Florida) sparrows. 1 captured 

| one, which was a female, and was not go plainly marked as 
the other. The latier few away after my first shot, and I 
Was unable to take the bird. I ani unable at present to de- 
cide whether my specimen is a Coternisulus passerinus, ov a 
O Henslowi. The measurements are as follows: Length, 
47-8 inches; extent, 8-16; wing, 2 1-2; tail, 2 1-4. Myr. 
J. A. Allen, in his list of the winter birds of Florida, does 
hol mention the @. Passerinue as having been seen, but sup- 
poses it night occur. The sameauthcrity gives Audubon as 
/zs authority for C. Henslowi being ‘“* abundant” in the grassy 
Pine barrens. Ag Ihave so means of comparing this speci- 
men with others of both species I should like to ask our 
naturalists if 0. pisserinws has yet been reported from Fionda? 
Mr. Wilson reports having seen several specimens of the bdlacl 
and white creeper (Jfwistilia varia) in August on Lake 
George. Unfortunately he examined no specimens, and 
therefore cannot tell the state of their breast feathers. Tt 
woulc be very interesting io know whether this little bind 
breedsin this State. I saw and collected a female in the firsé 
part of this October. A few days since, as three of us wére 
sitting on my veranda, Mr. C., who bad a rifle, pulled it up and 
sighted (as 1 thought af an imaginary object). Afters mo- 
meut he lowered his rifle, and after placing it against the 
house remarked: ‘‘I could have shot that deer.” I said, 
‘What deer?” He then said, ‘‘ Haven't you got a tame 
deer?’ Isaid, No.” He turned quickly, and taking up 
his rifle said, ‘‘ There is one bere.” Wejumped up quickly, 

a men had not the sease of smell, and would proyé that his | and on looking around the house saw a yearling deer jump- 
nose was woree than useless to him. An eagle, or hawk would 

say thet men and moles, ete, have only the rndiments of eyes, 
and so on. 

Man, with five yery imperfectly developed senses (who 

can say that there are not twenty senses ?), is the only animal 

thatis dogmatical and denies all ke cannot understand. The 

oracle of Delphi said, “* Socrates was the wisest man in Greece, 
‘because he was the only man who knew he knew nothing.” 
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ORIGIN OF THE SCIENTIFIC NAME 

OF THE BLACK. BASS. 

Mr. Evivor: Professor Jordan has said so well and so fully 

ing offover the palmattos, It. seems Mr. ©, first saw the 
deer feeding with my cow about fity yards from fhe house, 
and supposed I had brought a tame deer back with me. My 
supposition is, thai the deer followed my cow up from the 
pasture, ag it was toward night. Wm, IE. Laws, 

fentes Landing, Lake George, Florida, Ovtaber, 1878. 

(Coturnioules passerinus has been found in Wlorida.—¥p. | 
+g 

PERSEVERANCE OF Pexwurs.—Swmmit, Union Ca., WV. J., 
Nov. 83 —Hditor forest and Stream: To-dsy in looking over 
iny field notes T found one which I think might interest some 
of yuur readers. On the 4th of last May I discovered the nest 
Of a pair of bridwa peewees built under a culvert near thia 
village in which were seven eges, they were hatched in about 

what is pertinent to the ‘Scientific Names of the Black | two weeks. After the young birds had become strong enough 
Bass” in Forest AND Stream for November 28, that nothing 

further requires to be added. A few words may be accept- 
able, however, respecting the possible reason for that appella- 
tion—trout—which has suggested to Lacepede the name 
Sahmoides. The popular names applied to our various animals 
and plaots furnish material for much interesting study, and I 
hope some day to be able to enlarge on the subject. Suffice 
it now to state that the names have originated or been after- 
ward re-applied on account of a great yariety of circum- 
stances: (1) In some eases the name has been suggested by 
the ‘‘feel” of the fish, a3 in the instance of the soap-fish, 
Rhyptieris saponaseus, etc., and butter-fish, Porenotus triccan- 
thus ; (2) in others by the noises emitted, as drum-fish, Pogo- 
pias chromis; catiish, Amiarus eaius, etc. ; (3) m others by 
certain functions performed, as the salt water and fresh water 
suckers, Mehzreidida and Uatostomide; (4) in others by the 
time of their appearance, a3 harvest-fish, Poronotus’ triocan- 
thus; (5) m others by voracity, as wolf-fish, Anarrhichas lu- 
pus, ele; (6) in others by color, as robin, Pronotus; black- 
fish, wavy species; salt water trout, Cynoscion carolinensis ; 
ghost-fish, Cryptaconthodes tnorvatus, cic., and (7) finally, bo- 
cause in Habits the species recall certain others. To this last 
category evidently belong, among many other species, the 
mossbunkers, Brenortia tyrannus, and the troe black bass, 
Wisropterus salmoides. ‘The former resembles the moss- 
bunker of the Dutch, Trechurws amia, in that it associates in 
immense schools; the latter is too well known as a game fish— 
and as, in this respect, the rival, if not superior of the true 
trout—toneed comment. In this attribute, then, is unquestion- 
ably to be found the reason for the designation — trout 
—givyen £9 it im some sections of the country. Trout 
was the name applied to it, not because it was thought 
to be at all like. that fish in appearance, but because it resem- 
bled the true trout in its excellenceas a gatne as well as a table 
fish. In this respect the true black bass is superior to the 
Oswego or large-mouthed black bass, and with this understand- 
ing the name will probably be conceded to be not so bad after 
all The true black bassis the game species of its genus, the 
trout-like representative of its family, and hence Misrap- 
torus salmoides, or salmonoides; the large-mouthed species is 
the paler form—Mieronterus pallidus. Tro. GILL, 

Washington, Nov. 30, 1878. 

Bedford, O., Dic, 1.—Dear 4 orest and Sireaim + DB. 8. For- 
dan's extended review of that much-named large-month black 
bass is well timed and to the point. 
Stamp out ail the old names assoon 8 possible, also that 

odious misspplication of the name trout, applied by our arrin 
brethren of the “‘angle’ at the South; and, still one more 
misnomer, calling the Lucioperca of fhe Ohio River a salmon. 
Atthe time I named the large-mouth bass 1 searched diligently 
all the authorities I could find, and inquired of my dear old 
friend, Dr. Kirtland, if this fish had ever been described, 
and we both came to the conclusion that 1f had never beer 
described, and of course not named. TI called it Grystes 
mégastome, Irom two Greek yords, to wit : megas, large, and 
stoma, mouth, aud thought I had hit the nail square on the 
head. Iam content to havethe names wiped out with all the 
others, except its new name, which [ hope he will wear until 
something better is found. 
But I fail ta see why Mr. Jordan considers the name I saya 

ita ‘‘meaty” name, certainly megastoma has no reference to 
meat, Well, heisapoor fish, at best, but hasa very wide 
digttibution. Lake Sf. Clair, Maumee and Sandusky bays are 
fairly slopping over with them, as all our little Jakelets in 
Ohio, Michigan and elsewhere are. So sood-bye to all the 
old names, and hereafter we will call you Mcropteras pallidus, 
a betier name then you are a fish, T. GApiior. 

G fly a short distance they and the nest weretaken. Nothing 
daunted, however, the peewees set fo work and built another 
nest in the same place in which three eggs were laid. These 
and the nest were also iaken. They built another nesh which 
was, however, very loosly constructed. In this five eggs 
were Inid, and of these they were shamefully robbed. This 
was continued until the poor peewees had built seven nesta 
allin the same place, the seventh was, however, only a few 
bits of moss and straw laid on the flat surface of a stone. In 
this no eggs were laid, but soon after building it they left 
for ever. Gro. LAwRenou Nionowas, 

a 

A Wurte Witp Matranp,—We copy the following from 
London field : 

During the first week of November a pure white mallard 
duck was shot on the river Balvaig near here. This bird hag 
been seen for some time in company with a flock of common 
maliards. Having never heard of a whites mallard before, I 
had some doubis at first whether the bird gould be a pure 
wild duck. On making inquiry, however, I found that two 
pure white young ducks were seen last suminer, when unable 
to fly, in constant company with an oli mallard duck and 
four young ones of the ordinary color, The bird shot exactly 
resembles in size, shape, and in eyery respect except color, the 
common mallard. It is now in the hands of Mr. Sanderson, 
bird-stuffer, George street, Edinburgh, irom whom any further 
particulars may be obtained. Have many previous instances 
been recorded of the occurrence of a white mallard, or is it a 
great rarity —James Garnegiz, Stranvar, Loch Barn Head, 
Perthshire, [We have heard. of white wild ducks before, but 
there has genérally been some suspicion of a previous eross 
With a domesticated bird.—Ep. | 
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Tar Car AND Hue Mrxep Wamtny.—Hr. Aaitor: A short 
time siace while I was in Santa Barbara, Gal,, 2 cat belonging 
to Mr. Holmes was discovered in his stable nursing three little 
kittens, with yet unopened eyes, and two little rats in the 
same condition. This kind fostering care upon the part of 
puss toward her usual prey continued till Mr. H., not wishing 
to increase the number of his cats, killed both kittens and rate, 
as he supposed, and disposed of their bodies in the dung-bill. 
The next day, to his great surprise, be saw the mother cat in 
her ald vest with her three kittens alive, and the (wo dead 
little rats {ratd not having nine lives were more easily killed). 
To me the interesting feature was the cat’s care for the little 
rats. How did she come by them in the tirst place? Did she 
mistake them for kittens, or did she, knowing just what they 
were, adopt them as her own? Again her maternal care fol- 
lowed therm equally with her own young, and she gathered up 
and carried again to her nest their little, dead bodies as well as 
her own young, that actually had, as they are proverbially 
said to do, escaped destruction. CG, B. 

Houmay Prreents.—This being the time when every one 
is in search of some appropriate present for the holidays, we 
take great pleasure in recommending the wellknown jewelry 
establishment of W. A. Hayward, 212 Broadway, over Enox’s 
hat store. Everything in the jewelry or badge line can there be 
found, at prices which astonishes every one, aud everything 
will prove just as recommended. 
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—Our contemporary, the Foran ayp Sram, in the judg- 
ment if displays in its ediforials is worthy of, and is entitled 
to, all praiss. Turf, Wield and Form. 



Woodland, Harm and Garden, 

TREES FOR TANNING PURPOSES. 

| discussing the subject of trees whose bark can be used 
J. in tanning our BPnglish contemporary, The Country, 
Bays: 
When we consider ite comparatively small amount of 

tannic acid which exists in the bark of the oak, it is really 
somewhat surprising that it should be mainly employed 
both in Great Britan and on the Huropean continent for the 
purposes of tanning. The fact is, we suppose, that leather 
curriers take what is brought to the market, and bark 
merchants are content to collect what is procurable nearest 
home, rather than go roaming in fresh woods and pastures 
new fora superior article. It would be easy enough to 
open up a new industry in this connection with the coun- 
tries of South America, where so much British capital has 
sen sunk in the formation of railways and tramways, 
which have not sufficient trafiic to enable them to return 
substantial dividends. Probably when the ‘country of the 
future "—Africa—is thrown open to our capital and enter- 
prise, being nearer home, we may seek and find among its 
hitherto unknown arboreal treasures vast stores of suitable 
bark irees as well as gold dust and ivory. Meantime it is 
worth while considering whether the scanty knowledge we 
possess of South American woods may not be utilized. 
Already we receive considerable imports of leather from 
that quarter, notwithstanding that the climate is generally 
unfayorabie to the curing process. It often happens, in- 
deed, that the hides begin to putrefy while the tanning is in 
progress. Doubtless this may partly arise from the fact 
that the routine observed is very much less scientific than 
would pass muster in Bermondsey, Whatever the native 
process in the Argentine Republic, for instance, may be, we 
are unaware, but certain it is that itis nof lack of suitable 
material that interferes with the success of the currier in 
these regions. Investigations carried ont by the National 
College of Buenos Ayres have indicated a large number of 
trees, the bark of whicli contains 2 considerable proportion 

of tannic acid. Among them may be mentioned the red 
and black Cebil, the black and white Algarroba, the Algor- 
obillo, the red and white Quebracho, the Hspinillo, Lecheron, 
Tipa, Lapache, Chanar, ‘Tila, Curupai, Guayacau, as also 
walnut, coco, and cedar, In the Argentine proyinces Salta, 
Tucuman, and Jujuy, vast woods of both the black and red 
Cebil, clothe the mountains and people the plains. The 
red variety, Acacia cedil, yields the largest quantity of tannin, 
the leaves containing about half the proportion afforded by 
the bark. On account, however, of this kind imparting a 
color to the hide, it is not highly yalued, as it is important, 
as far az possible, to retain the natural hue. The bark of 
the white cebilis more easily dried than that of the red, 
and when ground the proportion of tannin is but slightly 
less. Chemical experiments show that the bark of the cebil 
yields about 15 per cent. of tannic acid, whichis sreatly in 
excess of the produce of oak bark. The Quebracho is also 
yery rich in tanning matter, the leaves containing 27 per 
cent. Itis found in Cordoba, Salla, Chaco, and Paraguay ; 
but the different trees which go by this name in these dis- 
tricts are scientifically diverse. The red quebracho of Par- 
aguay is used in Gonsiderable quantities locally, as well as 
being exported to the United States and to Hurope. It 
yields from 16 to 20 per cent. of acid, which is capable of 
being applied to hides initspure state. The white quebracho 
found in Salta produces a high proportion of colorless acid, 
the leaves being especially rich. If a moderate proportion 
of this acid be mixed with that of the red cebil, the color 
of the latteris neutralized. The Salta quebracho somewhat 
Tesembles the German oak. The so-called quebracho which 
obtains in Paraguay, the bark of the Curupai has been 
employed in tanning from time immemorial. Another 
Argentine bark: tree is the Hspinillo, well known by its 
fruit, sharp thorns and delicate leaves. Both woo and 
leaves contain tannin. The bark isthinand not easily re- 
moved: it yields but 6 per cent., but the husk of the fruit 
yields 88 per cent., and the seed 12 per cent. The Lecheron, 
or milk tree, in appearance is something like our willow, 
and the bark contains tannic acid in the same proportion as 
the oak, The trees lovally called Molls are very rich in 
tannin, yielding from 20 to 25 per cent. There are three 
varieties, one of which is used in the manufacture of ink. 
The Algarroba was onee plentiful in every part of the 
Republic, but it seems now to be fast disappearing. 
eS 

Our Arproacning WINTER.—Mr. Henry G. Vennor, whose 
success in forecasting weather has earned for him a wide- 

spread reputation inboth the Dominion of Canada and through 
a large part of the United States, has now in press his almanac 
for the winter of 1878-79. From summaries of this which 
have appeared in Canadian papers, we observe that we have 

jn store for us some very severe weather and heavy snow falls 
for the month of December and a part of January. Follow- 

ing this there is to be a lull or great break in the winter, dur- 

ing which the weather is expected to be unusually moderate, 

causing a yery rapid melting of the snow and possibly exten- 
sive floods. In March severe weather will again set in and 

will be accompanied by more snow falls. The spring of 1879 
is pictured by Mr. Vennor as wet and backward, ushering in 
acool and wet summer season. So successful have these fore- 
casts been in the past that implicit confidence is placed in Mr. 

Vennor as a ‘true prophet; and although there are—as 

there ever is when new theories are first started—many 
scoffers, these are altogether lost in the crowd of staunch fol- 
lowers of the ‘‘ Weather Prophet.” The London Zunes, Eng., 

inarecent long editorial, attaches great value to these fore- 

casts of the weather.—Adv. 
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Hartrorp Pou.trry Suow.—Harlford, De. 9,—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: The first poultry exhibition of the season 
is now being held in this city by the United Fanciers club, a 
new poultry organization formed this year. Nearly all 
yarielies of fowls are represented, and also a large variety of 
pigeons and pet stock, Upon entering the building the yisi- 
for's attention is first attracted by the large and meritorious 
show of game Bantams, there being some very fine specimens 
of this pugnacious breed. In contrast with the bantame is the 

pounds. My attention was particularly attracted to the fine 
display of dark brahmas by J, 8. Gilman, of Hartford, and 
light brabmas of P. Williams, Taunton, and B. 8. Wood- 
ward, Newington, Ct. The black cochins were few in num- 
ber but fine in quality, P. Williams winning first in both 
fowls and chicks. In the Spanish class Geo, 1. Strickland’s 
brown, and BH, F, Porter and §. Cushman’s white Leghorns 
were first-class. The largest exhibitor is C. H, L. Haywood, 
of Peterboro, N. H., a portion of his exhibit, being a pair of 
both golden and silyer Pheasants, Rouen, Wood, Mallard, 
Cayuga and white call ducks, Egyptian, Embden, African, 
wild, gray Chida, Toulouse and Hong Kong geese. The 
game class was small, the most noteworthy being the whites 
bred by Geo. S. Merritt, and the red pikes bred by Curtis & 
Chapin of this city; these gentlemen haye a faculty of breed- 
ing fine high station birds. I almost forgot to mention the 
beautiful black Hamburgs exhibited and bred by C. E, Dus- 
tin, and the silver gray Dorkins of VY. A. Blakeslee. The 
pigeon class is a large and interesting feature of the exhibi- 
tion, comprising all the different varieties. The club is en- 
titled to a considerable praise for affording the public so fine a 
display, and its-effect cannot help being beneficial to the 
poultry interests of this section. On the S3ist of this month 
will be held the ninth annual exhibition of the Connecticut 
State Poultry Seciety, which will be the event of the season 
to poultry fanciers in these parts. NupMze. 

——_-8 4 

—The Western Poultry Club will give an exhibition of 
poultry and pet stock at Chicago, Jan. 17th to 20th prox. The 
Secretary is O. J. Ward. The show promises to be very large. 

++ 

How ro STRENGTHEN A Honsz's Foor.—A correspondent 
writes desiring to know how to strengthen and straighten a 
horse’s foot. If by this he means how to strengthen and 
straighten the wall of the hoof and also the sole, as we pre- 
sume he does, we would say that the only way to do it is first 
to take out all fever or inflammation there may be in the foot. 
This feyer or inflammation in the foot is what prevents the 
growth of the walland sole. Remoyeit, and the deposit be- 
comes much more rapid, and the wall and sole thicker, and 
grow strong rapidly. With the increase of size the foot ¢an 
be shaped little by little until it takes the desired form. In 
cases where the wall and sole of the foot were deficient, or 
had any of the imperfections brought about by inflammation, 
we haye found that the use of the Clark shoe remedied the 
disorders quicker than any way that veterinary practice could 
suggest. ‘The packing used with the shoe rapidly removes 
all inflammation and gives the normal circulation to the foot. 
The deposit of hoof material is vastly increased ; brittleness 
departs; contraction is expanded, and a permanent cure 
effected. We cordially recommend it to all horsemen. What 
our correspondent means by ‘‘straighteng of the foot,” we do 
not apprehend, unless it be expanding a contracted foot till 
the proper curvature of & well made, natural foot is reached. 
In cases where the contraction ig seyere and the expansion 
speedily desired, fhe Dunbar system of expanding the heel by 
mechanical pressure, where the operation is properly per. 
formed, we haye found safe and successful. But great care- 
fulness, and some degree of skill, is necessary in weakening the 
hoof on either side of the frog preparatory to the operation. 
We should not recommend it as a safe operation in inex- 
perienced hands.— Golden Rule. 

——+9+— 

How vo Frrp Cours.—Feeding of colts should receive the 
most careful attention of the breeder. Our own opinion is 
that in large fashionable breeding establishments too much 
grain is fed to them. It does not do to “push” a colt 
through the pressure of the corn-crib or the oat-bin. Good 
wheat shorts are probably the best food, in connection with 
hay and roots, that can be fed a colt. We have fed on our 
home farm with great success boiled rye reinforced with a 
strong sprinkling of wheat shorts. The boiled rye alone, if 
fed in any but limited quantities, is apt to make the bowels 
too loose. With rye at 60 to 70 cents a bushel, and shorts at 
12 to 14 dollars a ton, no cheaper feed can be obtained. We 
shall experiment more than we hnye done the coming season 
on wintering colts without any grain atall, So far as our ex- 
perience goes we think that good, clean, bright hay, carrots 
and potatoes, with good fresh water and a lump of rock salt 
in the bin, which they can lap at any time, will bring colts 
through a winter season as well as all the high pressure teed- 
ing that can be given them. To the above diet we should 
have added plenty of out-door exercise. It does colts good to 
wallow around in the snow and nibble at the occasional 
patches of turf. Colts shouldn't be fed like old horses, any 
more than babies should be fed like men.— Golden Rile. 
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—‘‘Snugeing up things generally,” as the sea-farers say in 
anticipation of a storm, is a part of the November work on a 
farm, ‘Teams are generally in good condition, and drawing 
stone and the like is easier fora yoke of oxen, when the ground 
is a little frosty in the morning, than il is when the thermome- 
ter stands at seventy degrees, A farmer of our acqnaint- 
ance intends to take all the surface stone from three acres of 
a stony farm each year, and November is his month for doing 
it. Pleasant warm days he gives to digging them out of the 
ground, and in colder weather he does the moving, and if a 
little snow comes, all the betler. The cellar mast be pro- 
tected from the cold by an ample outside banking. Missing 
shingles on the house or crib or barn, must be replaced by 
new. Corn fodiler stalks and haystacks must be re-trimmed 
and perhaps re-topped. arm improvements are very much 
like Woman’s work—nevyer done; and until winter shuts in 
and thus make work of this sort impossible. it should have 
considerate and constant attention. 
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—Many of the disappointments which come to young farmers 
are the result of miscalculation. Because the buildings are 
tidy, the fences up, and the location desirable, they are be- 
trayed into buying a worn-out farm. ‘This is especially fre- 
quent in old settled communities. For years the hard-fisted 
owner, who didn’t believe m ‘‘ new-fangled, notions,” kept 
on penne the old'farm, untilit was good for nothing but 
to help hold the world together. For a young man to take 
hold of such a farm as that is a8 discouraging an experiment 
as to pump all day, under a broiling July stn, at a dry well. 
To ré-fertilize it is about as much as the farmis worth. Look 
oyer your prospective land-purchases with a view to find out 
what they have yielded, if you don't know the owner has not 
been one of the skinning sort.—Golden Rule, o 

—First snow of the season in this city, Dec, 9; a half inch 
fall, turning to rain. 

exhibit of Asiatic fowls, some specimens weighing 12 and 15 
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Massaonvsztrs Kenszei Cnos,—Ai the annual meeting of 
this club, held in Boston on the 4th inst., the following gen- 
tlemen were elected officers for the ensumg year: J. Fottler, 
Jr., President; F. B. Greenough, Vice-President; J. F. Cur- 
tis, Vice-President; T. T. Sawyer, Jr., Treasurer; H. J. 

Forster, Secretary. 
———— 

Dog Porsomye.—A correspondent writing from Newport, 
R. L, says that there were five valuable dogs poisoned in that 
town on one morning. One of them was sayed through his 
owner administering four raw eggs to him and the next day 
giving a dose of Brandreth’s pills, The other dogs died. 
a 

A Correotron.—In the list of entries for the Nashville 

Field Trials, which we published last week and which we re- 
ceived from Nashville, there were one or two errors which we 
desire now to correct, Maida was reported as entered by W. 

W. Ackerman while the entry should have heen in the name 

of Dr. 8. Pleet Speir. The latter gentleman's Komeo was 
also made black, white and tan, whereas he should have been 

black and tan. Dr. Speir’s entries were, in champion stakes, 

St. Elmo, Romeo and Maida; in brace stakes, St. Elmo and 
Maida, Mr. E. 8. Sanford, of this city, entered in the brace 

stakes Spiero and St. Elmo, and should haye been credited 
with them. 

——— eS en ann ne 

Tue Bremixcoam Doo Ssow.—The nineteenth ‘national 
dog show was held at Curzon Hall, Birmingham, on the 2d, 
3d, 4th and 5th of this month. The number of entries has 
hitherto been limited to 1,000, but as the hall has been found 
too small for even this number, on the present occasion it has 
been reduced to 975. The entrance fee has also been raised 
to seven shillings and sixpence, but we believe that exhibitors 
must also be members of the association, at a cost of one 
gumea, Exhibitors in this country should not, therefore, com- 
plain of having to pay an entrance fee of $2, particularly as 
the prizes are much more valuable. The hall was lighted by 

the electric light. The following list gives the number of 
entries in each class : 

Bloodhounds 11, deerhounds 25, greyhounds 21, otter 
hounds 4, harriers 6, beagles 9, fox terriers 110, pointers 68, 
English terriers 41, black and tan setters 31, Irish setters 21, 
retrievers 52, Irish spaniels 6, water spaniels (not Irish) 7, 
Clumber spaniels 9, Sussex spaniels 13, large spaniels 32, 
small ditto 7, Dachshunde 27, foreign sporting dogs 8, mastiffs 
43, St. Bernards 40, Newfoundlands 18, sheep dogs 78, Dal- 
matians 7, bulldogs 38, bull terriers 32, smooth-haired terriers 
11, black and tan terriers (large) 21, small ditto 9, Skye ter- 
riers 13, Dandie Dinmonts 18, Bedlington terriers 17, Irish 
terriers 12, wire-haired terriers 25, broken-haired terriers 1, 
Yorkshire terriers 4, Pomeranians 15, pugs 26, Maltese 7, 
Ttalian greyhounds 10, Blenheim spaniels 3, King Charles 
spaniels 3, smooth-haired toy terriers 4, broken-haired ditto 5, 
large-sized foreign dogs 6, small-sized ditto 3, 
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‘Tae Detrort Doe Sxow.—Lditor Forest and Stream: Now 
that the Nashyille Trials are over, greater interest is being 
evinced by the sportsmen of the country to the success of this 
show. Special prizes are still coming in, and still more are 
promised, so that we will not beable to get them classified till 
next week. The additional specials received are from the Le 
Roy Shot Co., of yourcity, who donate 250 pounds of their 
famous tin shot; Bneéllenburg, of New Brighton, the Bastern 
sportsman’s clothier, gives one of his canyas suits and hate for 
the best native setter bitch; the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. 
have given through your correspondent, L. F. Whitman, of this 
city, a Landsome prize, consisting of 1,000 No, 10 paper shells, 
1,000 No. 12 shells, two dozen boxes of No, 10 and No, 12.(250 
each) pink edge wads. Captain Bogardus, with his usual 
liberality, gives one of his patent glass ball traps; 8. W. 
Goodhue, of Grafton, Vt., generously donates one of his 
hand-made treut reds, which will be on exhibilion during the 
show. Last, but not least, we have to acknowledge the receipt 
of your handsome offer of a silver cup, through Mr. L, ¥. 
Whitman. The ‘‘ Forest and Stream and Rod and Guo 
Cup” will no doubt be highly esteemed by the winner, The 
committee sincerely hope to receiyé a good representation of 
Eastern dogs, ‘Che railroad facilities are all excellent. As 
we anticipated, the Adams Express Co, will carry dogs on the 
same terms as the other express companies. t 

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 7, 1878, Cras. Linconn, Supt. 
a 

Hartford, Dec. 9.—There is u growing interest in our canine 
friends in this vicinity, and we hope eventually to haye as 
fine stock asia to be had, I read with interest your article 
on ‘* Dog Taxes” in the last issue of Forzsr anp Siemans, 
and trust that some day breeders will sdopt some plan which 
will remedy the matter concerning the sale of putea 

UTMEG. 
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SpraArr's Doc Bisovits.—The highest award for dog biscuits 
and the only silver medal in the class was given at the Paris 
Exhibition to Spratt’s patent meat fibrine dog cakes. The 
order for feeding the dogs at the great International Dog 
Show, held in conjunction with the great International Exhibi- 
tion at Paris, was given to Spratt’s patent by the Minister of 
Agriculture, and the dogs were sent home, after twelve days 
confinement (the longest on record), in perfect health and con- 
dition. 
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—Mr. John Foitler, Jr., President of the Massachusetts 
Kennel Club, has sold his Irish setter Red Hugh to Mr. 
Richard T. Fay, of Boston, for a good figure. Hed Hugh 
‘was imported by Mr. Fottler, and is by Going’s Bob out of 
Niall’s fan, and has a double crop of Hutchinson's celebrated 
ald Bob's blood in his veins. 
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Doo Lost.—A red Irish setter, sixteen months old, ran 
away from his breaker, Mr. 5, 8. Pease, near Bridgeport, 
Conn. Any information regarding him sent to Mr, Pease, at 
Bridgeport, Conn., cr to Mr. Tileston, at this office, will be 
thanktally Teceived, 



—Dr. Wm, Jarvis, of 
pion Elcho, has presented to Mr. Alex. Pope, dr., author of 
‘Upland Game Birds,” ete,, an Mlcho—Rose puppy, which is 
said to bée remarkably handsome. By the way, Mr. Pope 
will be in this city next week and would like to make studies 
of some celebrated dogs. ' 
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—Mr. &. Lyman Bingham, of San Antonio, Texas, claims 
the name of Don for his Trish setter puppy, whelped May 14, 
out of Rosalind (kennel name Nellie), Ranger-Floss, by 
Bronte, bred by L.|H. Smith. Also the name of Rod for a red 
Trish setter puppy whelped July 4, out of Carrie L, by St. 
Louis Kennel Club Berkley. 

—Mr. Malcolm Greene, of Boston, claims the name of Doc- 
tor for his red Irish getter puppy by champion Hicho out of 
Mr, J. Fottler Jr.’s Hileen. - 

—Mr. W. H. Barnard, of Wilmington, N. C., claims the 
name Carolina Duke for a black and white Sf, Cloud-Dream 
up, parcinsed of E, P. Welsh, York, Pa. St. Cloud is by 
oh Roy. 

———— +2 

—The Irish setter bitch Vic, owned by Mr. Charles Colt, of 
Greenville, Penn., whelped on the 3d inst. eight puppies—tive 
dogs and three bitches—to Major Hess’ Gordon setter Judge. 
The puppies are all black and tan. 

. —Mr. A. 8. Guild's Qlowell, Mass.) native Hnglish setter 
Belle (Codman’s dog Nellie-I’ay stock) whelped, Noy. 29, 
to dogs and four bitches, sired by George A. Thayer’s Daniel 
Webster, winner of first prize native English class, Massachu- 
setts Kennel Club Bench Show, 1878. 

—The red Irish setier bitch Nell IL. (Plunket-Nell), owned 
by Mr. J. KR. Schuyler, of Bloomsburg, Pa., whelped, Noyem- 
bere sight puppies—five dogs aud three bitches—sired by 

cho. 

—The fox terrier Vixen, the property of Al. Watts, of Bos- 
ton, whelped to his Vurk (Rag-Vanity), December 2, 1878, 
four pups—two dogs and.two bitches. Turk was first prize 
winner at Boston in ’78. 
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THE DOGS I HAVE OWNED AND THE 

DOGS i HAVE KNOWN—WNo. 1, 

BY PODGERS, 

AY early education was with dogs, haying, as il were, 

been brought up with them, my first recollections dat- 
ing to a period when old—then young—Lion and myself 

rolled together on the rug in front of an old-fashioned fire- 
place of a winter's eyening, two unsophisticated, happy 
young pups, little caring for or heeding the admonitions not 
to roll into the fire, doing it so often thal a screen had to be 
improvised to save Lion’s tail and my head from being done 
toaturn, Lion and myself formed then and there an undy- 
ing friendship, encouraged by the sober nod of approval of 

old Betsy (Lion’s mother) and smilingly approved by my 
own, inasmuch as if kept me from other mischief; while old 

Sport, a black and jyhite foxhound, looked on with grave face 
from his corner, being of a serious turn of mind and some- 

what lethargic in habits—alazy dog, as he was denominated, 
But when my father took down the old curly maple-stocked 

rifle, with its improyed lock, having been, after much deliber- 

ation and many misgivings, sent to New York to be convert- 
ed from a fint-lock to a percussion, the copper caps aifording 
Tie much amusement ag 1 threw them into the fire—and, by 
the same token, got nicely warmed for it, the associations in 
my mind being « combination of rattan and caps; I say, 
when that much revered rifle was taken down irom the 
crotehes over the mantel preparatory to being overhauled, 
then you should see Master Sport. He whined; his tail was 
as rigid as an iron bar; his eye flashed, and eyery nerye and 
muscle came in play. He -was all excitement and action, He 
saw in the note of preparation a day in the woods—a run for 
deer. Old Betsy would rouse up and be no less excited, 
while Lion and self looked on and wondered, looking at each 
other inquiringly, Lion would answer my inquiry witha 
short, quick bark, a spasmodic movement of the tail, which, 
translated, meant, and I understood him as well as if he 
talked, ‘‘ Hang me! if I know what is the matter with ma 
and the old governor (Sport). Just see’em!” As Lion and 
I grew older we came to know more about it—especially 
when I was promoted to an old-fashioned smooth-bore and 
the responsibility of putting the dogs out—and a merry time 
I had of it, with those three dogs in a leash (why not a leash 
of three as well as two, critical reader?). Once on top of 
Cold Mountain, bordering on the banks of the Susquehanna, 
not very far from Otsego Lake, my work began, and espe- 
cially after the dogs once caught scent. I generally accom- 
panied them for the first half-mile in a spread eagle position, 
being “snaked” through bushes, dry brush, pine limbs, pro- 
jecting knots of falling trees, vainly endeayoring all the while 
to release the dogs, who were tearing frantically along, and 
only when choked down and nearly suffocated did they let 
me get near enough to cut the straps and ‘‘ let: ‘em go,” while 
i sat down on & log to recover breath and wipe the blood 
from my lacerated hands and face and contemplate the rem- 
nant of my clothes; then to follow the trail back to the place 
I dropped the old smooth-bore, and, according to instructions, 
T then trotted off a couple of miles, may be fiye, to a station 
or “runway,” generally the most unlikely one for a deer 
ever to put in an appearance. But I remember on one ocea- 
sion, having laid the oldrifie down, I was pleasurably occupied 
in paddling my naked feet in the cool waters of the creek, 
when [ was startled to hear a splash, and looking up saw a 
doe stopping to drink not ten yards distant, and after slaking 
her thirst, raised her head, looked at me a moment, then 
catching the sound of old Lion’s voice and the more subdued 
tones of old Bet and Sport, she pricked up her ears, snorted 
and boulided away as leat stupidly gazing after her, never 
once thinking of my rifle, which was twenty yards away. I 
did not mention it when reaching home, but my governor waa 
not a man to be fooled, He knew the habits of the deer too 
well and the direction of the dogs, that the deer must have 
goue dewno ehh ks the canyon where I was stationed. 

Ti required a whole yéar of industrious attention to the 
worms ou the carly corn, bug hunting in the cantelope and 
water melon patch, and kindling wood splitting to eradicate 
the disgrace before I was allowed to place a hang on any gun ! 

in the house, an especial hardship in the wild pigeon scason, 
when I groanéd ‘in spirit not to be able to hie me to the 
freshly cleared and newly sowed ground or the wheat 
stubble, the dry limbs of the old dead trees showing big flocks 
of the blue beauties waiting for me, and the old singlearreled 
fowling-piece, that was at least thirty-eight inches long in the 
barrel and was religiously supposed hy every boy in the town 
ta be a dead certainty for a pigeon or crow on the highest 
branch of the tallest pine treé in the country, and with a 
chargé of niue buckshot was death to a deer a half mile away. 
How well I remember its old, dark, time-stained stock and 
hickory ramrod, and the pounds of tow for wadding that 1 
haye shot away in it. Ammunition wus a more serious matter 
as hoys in those days did not rejoice in an allowance to be 
able to chink yeritatle gold coin and buy velocipedes at 
twenty-five dollars each as in these heinous days, Our coins 
were copper,and our ammunition senerally obtained by raids on 
eves, putting away a fowata time until accumulating sufi- 
cient to constitute a respectable negotiation at the village shore 
in barter for powder and shot. My father being a lawyer, ran 
muelily to legal company; and ican remember with what 
awe I peeped in at the window or half-open door and contem- 
plated the highly-brushed, straight-up white hair of Chan- 
cellor Kent, De Witt Clinton and Judge Livingston, the latter 
atelative whom I revered toan extent to render casy any such 
thing as to be washed and scrubbed to a presentable de- 
pree with a prospect of being introduced ; and shaking hands 
with a real live governor filled my soul with awe; rash 
promises of weeding garden, splitting cords of wood and being 
otherwise and generally ‘‘ good,” barely got me clear of that 
dreaded ceremony, Once a year these old buffers gathered at 
my father’s house for their week’s deer hunt, and then the 
whole village quit business and devoted their time to these 
honored guests, Such game dinners and such fim and laugh- 
ter over their wine as these old boys had, Huge roasts of 
venison parnished the ends of the table as my father sharpened 
the carver. Good appetites, gained by a day in the woods, 
made all draw their chairs closer, and then followed stories 
and jokes, and the dignity of the bench, the gubernatorial 
chair was thrown aside—they were boys again as they had 
been in their younger days, companions at school and as law 
students, We boys peeped in and wondered. But what of 
the dogs, I fancy you say, what has this to do with it ? Much; 
for it was always a rule that when they came limping home 
hours after the hunt was over, their often sore feet were washed, 
their thirsty souls refreshed, and rugs laid for them before 
the fire in the dining-room, and they dined with their equals— 
the best blood of the land. I have seen the kind-hearted old 
Ghanceller call Lion to his chair at the table, pat him on the 
head, and call him ‘‘ Good old dog, brave old dog,” and give 
him the choicest morsel from his plate; while old Sport laid 
his head on the knee of Goyernor Olinton and received his pats 
on the head with a dignity and air of equality that only blood 
truly gives, be it inmanordog, And now comes the sad 
aul of chronicling the end of these beloyed members of the 
amily. 
Old Bess died a peaceful death of old age, Sport met his 

death at the hands of an old curmudgeon of a farmer, who 
charged him with going for his sheep while the dog was 
searching for the scent he had lost as the deer dashed through 
a field of scattered sheep, The manran into his house, got 
his gun, and shot the dog, who, though seriously wounded, 
dragged himself home to die. Juoying hands nursed him, 
which he would liek in gratitude and appreciation, and when 
at last death put an end to Ins sufferings, the house was 
hushed and not a face appeared, nor was there a dry eye in it. 
We buried him at the roots of the old old elm in the garden, 
and planted a climbing rose oyer his grave, which, when I 
last saw it, had twined ilself with its thousand supple arms 
around the old tree nearly to its uppermost branches, and 
yearly does it shower its white leaves on the old dog’s-grave, 
the one as fresh in my memory as the other in its yerdure, 

That farmer, what of him? Listen to the deserved fate of 
aman that kills a good dog. Old Chloe, our superannuated 
old family nurse and cook, limped three miles to the man's 
house to harrow up hia soul with mild curses, ¢. ¢., prognosti- 
cations that'no child would be born to him, no good come to 
him, his crops would be blasted and his sheep alldie. My 
father mounted his horse and rode over to notify him that he 
should commence legal proceedings, and then sat down and 
wrote to the owner of the farm which the man leased. That 
farmer’s misforiunes fell thick and fast. First he married, 
and that trouble did not end there, for his wife thrashed him 
asa daily pastime, and then the superior attractions of the 
village shoemaker were too much for her and she ran off with 
him, taking most of the tangible effects of number one. Then 
his sheep died, the lease of ihe farm was cancelled, then he 
took to drinking, and comiaog home one night, drunk as usual, 
drove off an embankment and broke his neck. Thus did an 
incensed Providence remove a man who wilfully killed a 
good dog. We boys wrote on his tombstone: ‘This is the 
man that killed old Sport,” and nobody ever obliterated it, 

Old Lion, when the family broke up, went to live with the 
old nurse, and together they lived a life of case and quietness, 
growing old and fat together, until one day they both died 
peacefully, honored and respected, And thus ended the dogs 
and dog days of my youth, dear old companions of the sunny 
days of childhood, 

a 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

CANINE SKIN DISEASHES—ECZEMA., 

BY MOHIOAN. (+ 
F all the diseases of the skin which atilict dogs this is 

the most common. It assumes many very different 
forms—in fact, by studying it we can see almost eyery yati- 
ety of lesion found upon the skin; at one time the integu- 

ment is found dry and scaly, at another moist and watery, 

and still again pus, or matter, exudes, which, drying, forms 
crust# and scabs. It is only quite recently that these various 
appearances have been recognized as different phases of the 

game disense. The most concise and intelligent definition is 

that given by Prof. Dubring: 
‘*Hezemais an inflammatory, acute or chronjc non-conta- 

gions disease of the skin, characterized at iis commencement 

by the appearance either of erythema, (vedness), papules (pim- 

ples), uesicles or pustules, ora combination of these lesions, 

accompanied by infiltration (thickening of the skin) and itch- 

ing, terminating cither in discharge with the formation of 
ertsts or im the production of ecales,” np mrs 

The cause of this trouble may be an hereditary disposition 

to it; it may be fhe accompaniment of dyspepsia, the condi- 
tion of the blood found in gout or rheumatism, the latter, 
being & common complaint with old dogs, is fayorable to its 

development, It may be produced by the external applica- 

tion of yarious drugs—as mercury, sulphur and turpentine— 
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used for the sxtermination of fleas. Irritants generally, as 
Strong soap, the presence of parasites, sudden changes of 
temperature, will offen be found fhe primary cause of an 
eczema. 
When it is clearly understood that the causes are thus varied, 

and that any irritation of the skin is liable to be followed by 
am eczema, the confusion which exists and persists in calling 
almost all skin diseases mange is hardly to be wondered at, 
for true mange is due to either an animal or vegetable para— 
site, the irritation of whose presence often calls out a second- 
ary eczema. 
Hezema is not conlagions unless the disease is caused as 

just stated, when, of course, the transference of the parasite 
might be followed by a similar eruption. Of the four yari- 
eties of mange, that caused by the vegetable parasite—the 
tricophyton fungus—is the only one which is commonly seen, 
This is the form known unscientifically as dry or serufiy 
mange, and is rarely accompanied by an eczema, unless per- 
sistent scratching has been indulged in. We can therefo 
safely say, in most cases of skin diseases, where matteT, 
crusts and scabs are present, that we have eczema and not 
mange. 
When more than one dor is afflicted, or there is any sus- 

picion of contagion, a careful search should be made for the 
presence of a parasite before treatment is begun. 

[For information as to searching for the parasites and the 
subject of mange generally, we refer to a somewhst extended 
article of ours printed in the Country. | ; 
We will, however, simply state the ‘‘ shingled ” appearance 

of the hair in tined tonsurans or cup-shaped crusts in favas 
are generally diagnostically characteristic of these two forms 
of mange. 
Treatment—The cause, if known, should be removed, a 

rheumatic dog should be treated for his rheumatism, dyspepsia 
should be overcome by change of diet and due judicious use of 
Sa and the sysiem generally brought as near par as possi 

By 
The yery many forms which this disease assumes renders it 

very difficult to offer any plan of treatment equally applica- 
ble to them all without writing an entire chapter, if not @ full 
book, instead of a newspaper article. 

Orusts and scabs should be carefully removed by first soak- 
ing with oil and then using castile soap. All dirt and other 
extraneous matters should be carefully removed, cleanliness 
being of the greatest importance in attempting a cure. 

If the parts ave moist, secretion still goimg on, the following 
applied at night after washing may be useful, allowing it to 
dry on: Zinci oxide, 10 grammes; glycerine, 10 grammes ; 
liquoris rhimbi subaestales, 6 grammes; aque calcis ad, 200 
grammes, Mix, Use as a lotion, 

The best ‘all round” remedy is without doubt the oxide of 
zine ointment applied once or twice a day. The objection to 
its use being its greasy character, as it is soon rubbed off and 
soils the kennel. Should a week's careful trial of the fore- 
going fail to show any marked improvement in the disease, we 
shonld advise consulting a regular physician and ask him to 
treat the dog in the same manner as he would a human being. 
We advise going to a regular physician rather than to a 

yeterinarian, for we believe that as yet the latter have given 
but little attention to diseases of the skin. . 
oo 

| FROM OUR SPECIAL REPORTER, | 

TENNESSEE FIELD TRIALS, 

Nas#vinbe, Dec. 5, 1878, 

As was announced, the Field Trials, under the rules of the 

Tennessee Sportémen’s Association, began on Monday, the 3d, at 
Belle Meade, the farm of Gen. W. G. Harding, about six miles 

trom this city. ‘The place had been closely preserved during the 

fall, and in addition abont 500 quail had been turned loose to 
doubly insure good sport. Great interest was felt in these trials 

by sportemen in all parts of the country, and in consequence the 

attendance is larger and the number of dogs greater than at any 

former meeting of the Association. There are at least 50 dogs 
here, almost all the different kennel clubs are represented, basides 

a large number of amateur sportsmen. 

Tue Nursery Sraxes, for puppies under 18 months old, closed 
with eleyen entries, The whole of Monday was occupied with 

them, the face not being fiuished when 5 p.m. arrived. The 

weather was bright, but the stormy weather of the preceding 

days had caused the birds to lie very close, and take refuge in the 

woods and thick covers, so that they were hard to find, and henes 

rendered the work yery slow. Tuesday morning waa cloudy and 
cold with considerable wind, which was yery unfavorable, though 
by 10 o'clock the puppy stakes were decided in favor of Pearl, with 

Fannie, 2d, and Dan, 3d. 
PurPy STAKES. 
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The failing to make points is called by the rules * Lost Opportuni- 
ies,” 
Pearl, the winner, is out of Daisy by Luke. She was sold to Mr. John 

Nichols, of Syracuse, N. Y., for $200, a 
‘Poe Guamrion STAkES.—Vor this there were 21 entries, inolud— 

ing some of the finest dogs in the country, such as Gladstone, 
Bow, Jet, Joe Jr., Buck Jr., Drake, Whip, Nellie, Lincoln and 

Ronieo. The first two dogs cast off were Erin and 8t, Elmo. 
They worked for at least un hour before finding: birds, Jrin 
flushed one, which, according to rules, was marked againet him, 

His owner became so angry at this that he withdrew lim, but 
after dome time he claimed that he did not know that any change 

had been made in the rules with regard to flushes, and asked to be 

allowed to put down his doz again With the mark of demerit to re- 

inain against him. he judges agreed to allow him to do 50. 

While this question was being discussed Mr. Adams’ dog Drake 

was called and cast off. Drake is 1 handsome white dog with 

black and tan spots. . Ho was not long in finding birds, and made 

two fine points im afew minutes, He finally scored 5 and yas 

taken up. St. Hlmo, at this time, was withont 4 single oint, and 

penalized with two false ones, bis owner therefore withdrew him. 

‘Trin was then put down for the second time, and 8t, Elmo was 

r@placed by Mr, Bryson's Whip. Whip is also a white and black 
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dog ; he made his 5 efraigitt points during the afternoon, Brin 
securing but 3. Mr. Long's dug, Coin, followed Whip, but was 
cast off so late that he made but one point before time was called 
by the Judges. 

CHAMPION STAKES. 
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Wednesday morning was cold and cloudy, but the birds were 
mote ahundant than on the previous days, and then the dogs were 
superior in point of training; the consequence was they did good 
work and afforded better sport than bad been had the first two 
days. The first dogs put down were Erin and Goin to finish their 
scores commenced the day before. Erin made another flush and 
was taken up. Coin made his 5 points, and was followed by Paris, 
‘Maida relieviuog Erin. Neither of these did anything, and were 
Boon called up, and Gladstone and Breckenridge were cast off, 
Gladstone disappointed hia many admirers by making two flushes 
after haying scored threes points. Breckenridge was taken up and 
Bob put down, and Bow relieved Gladstone. Bow, after making 
four pemte, scored a flash and was taken up. He is a splendid 
dog and will ne doubt niske a great name for himself. Nicholson's 
Jet relieved Bow and made his fiye points ; his many friends are 
Sanguine that he will win the race. Dan followed Jet, and Clip 
relieved Bob. They wereehortly called up, and Lincoln, worked 
by J. H. Dew, and Romeo were let go. Lincoln was a great 
favorite with many, but he dissppointed his friends. Romeo made 
his five points and was followed by Nellie, Joe Jr., replacing Lin- 
colo. Joe Jr. made his five pointe im a very short time, having 
been fortunate in finding birds. He is a fine dog, very fast and 
stylish ; the knowing ones think him the winner. Buck Jr., an- 
other favorite, was called up, but too late to do anything. 

Dr. Rowe was threwn from the mule he was riding and severely 
shaken = he was unconscious for a few minutes, but fortunately 
6xcaped any serious injury. 
Thursday,—¥ine bright morning. Quite a large number of 

gportemen were out to see the finlkh of the Champion Stakes. 
ellis and Buck Jr., who were great favorites, were the last en- 

tries to barun. Nellia made a flush soon after being cast off, 
which lost her her chance, Buck Jr. was also unlucky, making a 
flush and a falee point soon after being castoff. Thns ended the 
run for the Champion Stakes of 1878. there being six dogs which 
had scored the five straight points. Large rcom for speculation 
existed as to which would be the winner. As it was it was ex- 
csedingly close. Adams' Drake and Campbell's Joe Jr. divided 
the lat and second prizes, upon which they had tied. The 3d 
ptize was awarded to Bryzon’s Whip. 
Tae Duront Brace Stakes were the next on the programme, 

and for which there were 1i entries. Mr. M,C. Campbell's Joe Jr. 
snd Buek Jr. were the first brace down, and were great favorites, 
but were soon taken up as they both ecored a flueh and Buck Jr. a 
false point. IL. H. Smith's Paris and Clip came next. They 
started badly with two fiuehea, and were taken up for the time 
being. Adams' Drake and Dash III were now called; they did 
s0ms excellont work and soon scored their five points. Bryson 
and Dew’s Gladstone and Lincoln followed, and did some beautiful 
work. They soon made thres points, and seemed the likely win- 
nerg, but Gladstone made a finsh. Jetand Belle then came upon 
the ficld end did some pretty work, but Belle made « flush and the 
braca were taken up. Clip and Paris were again put down and 
made the:r fiye points. This closad the Brace Stakes, and the 
judges warded Adams’ Drake and Dash Tit the first prize ; Bry- 
gon and Dew'’s Lincoln and Giadstone, 2d prize; and L. 
Smith's Paris and Clip, 3d prizs. 

BRACE STAKES. 
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Friday.—F¥ins bright day. The Nursery Stake waa run to day. 
Very little interest was manifested in il except by the owners, and 
a few enthusiastic sportsmen, The race occupied nearly all day 
aud was bY no méaus interesting, A Jarge number of the sporte- 
men haye left for home. Byvery one with whom I spoke, said this 
was the grandest Trial eyer held in the country, and expressed 
themselves highly pleased at the manner in which they were en- 
tertained by the ‘Tennessee Sportemen’s Association, 
The Judges were Genls. W. H. Jackson and Churchill, and Dr. 

Rawlings Young, Capt. Woodson, 5th U. 8. Cavalry, marker. 
After the Poppy Stakes were run, Genl. Jackson withdrew as a 
judge, the other two gentlemen aocling with the understanding 
that a third party should be called in case of any disagreement. 
The judges gave entire eatisfaction to syery one, and if such high 
toned gentlemen, should always be chosen as judges at field 
trials there could never be any underhand play, and the object 
for which the trials are held would be accomplished. J. D, H. 
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CONDITIONING DOGS. 

WINTERSET, I8., Dec. 1, 1878, 
EDITOR FoREST AND STREAM: 

‘Jn your issue of Noy. 14 I tid quite along article on “ Conditloning 

Dogs.” Reading it over 1 got the impression that yonr dogs in the 
Hast were “quitters,” and had to be ** fitted” before they could hunt 

even a whole day. Now, 451 think I have a prodigy in the way of en- 
durance, I will give you 4 desorption of his “stayfng" qnalitles, In ————— 

Teeth 

—— ee 

i 

— 

the fret place he te a small dog, a croas botween a pointer and cocker 
Ts giaunch, and spaniel, liver color, and weighs jn thirty pounds. 

worka with head and tail very high, and rons remarkably swift, 
Tanging close or far off as you may wish, I have oltensat ou the 
fence and had him hunt a forty-acre field thorougily, and almost as 

quickly as I could dirsct him from one quarter to another. He will 

run at bis lightoing gait from carly morn until late at night wittout 

the least appearance of fatigue, I have never known him to He down 

or even Rif down while I held a guuio my hand, but always looklog 

into my face with a neryona wag of the tall, raady to be off with my 
firat motion. ’ 

I go ont yery frequently, generally from sight to iwelya miles, and 

the dog always goes afoot, and, after hanting all day he will, in coming 

home, hunt all the fields along the road shead of me; and as i haye an 
excellent roadster and light buggy, I never drive less than from elght 

to ten miles per hour, s9 you cab see that no mean att in the dog 

would carry him always ahead, while the other dogs are highly tamed to 

yen Keepup, I have hunted him whole weeks at a time, eyery day, 
early and Jate, and have the first time yet to see him im the leasi 

worried, Lhaye hunted him with fine bred pointers and sctlers, but have 

never seen or heard of one that would compare with him in point of 
endurance. I never khew 4 dog of just his breeding before, and 8a ho 

has an excellent “nore,” perfectly slaunch (1 haya bad him stand a fol 

half hour on trial), a beantiful worker, and, by the way, unexuelled for 

duck shooting, as well as for hunting qnall, why wonlda’s it be fo the 

advantage of those wanting dogs for ail purposés to make this cross io 

breeding? He has the best disposition of any dog I eyer knew, aud tits! 

qriends (they are every one in fown) call him very handsome. The dog 

came from Algona, this State, owned by the landlord of the hotel at 

that place, where he has often been hunted arainst as meny as six dogs 

irom the East, always coming home fresh and afo.t, while the others 
had to be taken in the wagon. Possidly some of your readers have 

heard of him, or it is not altogether improbable that some of |hem have 

hunted with him, as the above-mentioned place is frequented by 
sportsmen from all oyer the country. d.W. M, 

Machting and Boating. 
THE TREASURY REGU LATIONS.—No. 2, 

HE question of calling upon Congaess during the present 

Session to so modify existing laws and regulations con- 

cerning yachts’ official papers, as to carry out the intentions of 

the original framers, has been taken Up in earnest by the Sea- 
wanhaka Yacht Club, an organization which has taken the 

lead of the older clubs in this as in many other matters affect- 
ing the welfare of the fraternity and the progress of the sport. 
The points made by the Flag Officers’ Committee, appointed 
a short time ago for the purpose, cover the grounds of com- 

plaint in as thorough a manner as can be wished, and it there- 

fore only remains for us to call the attention of all yacht 

clubs to the changes proposed, 80 that they may aid in their 

passage through Congress in affixing their signatures to the 
memorial about to be presented them by the commiltee of Lhe 
Seawanhaka Club. The memorial in question seeks relivf in 

the regular manner, first: from the necessity of having hail 
ing ports and names on the counter in flaming letters of cer 
tain sizes. Second: The extension of licenses to all yachts 
of 5 tons and over, instead of limiting the privileges and im— 
munities of such licenses to vessels of over 20 tons as At pres 

ent; and, third: A repeal of the presen regutletions reirgugar 
the annual renewal of licenses and the modification of this 
provision to a renewal, whenever a yacht changes hands, as 
the outh of an owner once affixed to the paper is Winding for 
all time and not for one year only. P 

The memorial covers the above much needed reforms in the 
acts of Congress and the Treasury Regulations dependent 
thereon, and we bave little doubt that the desired relief will 
be promptly granted by our wise legislators and by the present 
head of the Treasury Department, who is fully alive to the preat 
benefits to be realized by the country from a liberal encourage- 
ment of asport like yachting, which does so nuch todeyelop 
a taste for the sea and all the nobler and mare manly qualifies 
of its devotees. Prompt co-operation of other clubs aud a 
little necessary ‘‘ coaching” of the petition will see the next 
season open with the laws relating to yachts’ papers in such 
shape that they will serve to encourage the sport as intended, 
and not to hamper it. 
SS ee 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Conusera Yacur Cuvs.—The following officers have been 
elected for 1879: Commodore, Robt. McWhinney, of the 
Journeyman ; Vice-Com., Abner B, Ivglee; Sec., John Frick; 
Treas., Joseph A. Weaver; Meas., W- J. Greacen; Steward, 
Ph. Houseman; Trustees, John Frick, chairman; Col. A. 
H. Rogers, Dr. J. G. Perrine, Louis P, Wiegman and Jos, A. 
Weaver. Last summer this club held one of the best sailed 
and most spirited regattas of the season. We learn with 
pleasure that the outlook for the future isextremely favorable 
and that the fleet of the club will be materially increased. 
The present Commodore has held office for 2 number of terms, 
and is deservedly popular among the members a3 a Corinthian 
sailor. 

Cuioaco YAour Crve.—Oficers for the season have been 
elected as under; T. M. Bradley, Com.; R. H. Fleming, 
Vice-Com.; J. Triggs, Rear-Com.; C. E. Kremer, Sec.; f. 
W. 8. Brawley, Treas.; J. Q. Fergus, Measurer; Exeontiye 
Committee, W. EB. Barnum and J. Q. Fergus; Regatta Com. 
mittee, T. Thompson, G. E. Wier, F. B. H. Bonter, W. D. 
Payne and John A, Farrow. 
Doronzergn Yaout Orvs.—The new club house building 

at Commerciul Point. Harrison Square, is nearly ready for 
occupancy. The building measures 40 by 20 feet, is two 
stories high and commands 4 fine view of the harbor. 
SkawaNHAkA Yaour Orun.—We have referred in our 

leader to the praiseworthy promptness with which the Sea- 

wanhaka Yacht Club has made a move toward the simplifica- 

tion of yachte’ papers and other matters in connection with 

the regulations established by the Treasury Department. 
The committee of flag-officers haying the drawing up of the 
petition in charge reported at the last regular quarterly mcet- 
ing substantially as above and reeeived the thanks of the 
club for their labor. The committee on ‘over aj] dimen- 
sions " reported in favor of taking length measurement from 
a point perpendicular to the forward end of the load-line at 
the upper end of the plankeheer to the after side of the 
planksheer at the middle of the stern. In other words, over- 

aly 

hang fo 
taken into a 

New Yaonre.—Among the Corinthians quite a large de— 
mand exists for smal, able cruisers, and a number are already 
bmiding. In all of these a disposition to arrive nti a more 
satisfactory model than the usual centreboarder can be noticed. 
Depth, keels and ballast are much more conspicuous by their 
presencesthan by their absence as in former practico. We~ 
pecially do these remarks apply to the Eastern community. 
which is quicker {o appreciate the necessities demanded by 
rough water than yachtsmen about New York, to whom the 
placid Sound offers strong inducements to adhere to the racing 
model with meagre cruising qualifications. Lawley & Son, of 
South Boston, have in hand a coupls of interesting and promis- 
ing schooners for members of the Boston Yacht Olub. One 
of them will be 45it. over all, 40 on water-line, 14ft. Gin. beam 
and 6ft. Gin. draft of water. The second one is smaller and 
will be a very roomy craft, judging from her dimensions, 
though we think it an open question whether she might not 
have profited had some of her bulk heen disposed in length 
and not in excessive beam. But as she is to sail under length 
measurement, the shoe pinches in that direction, ana her de- 
signer finds himself compelled to put his power in beam. We 
trust that a reformation in this crippling system of allowance 
will soon be in order, so thit fine, easy models will not be 
taxed for their superior design as they are under. length 
measurement. This schooner is to be 86ft. over all, 30 on 
water-line, 12ft. Gin. beam and 6ft. draft. Goth will be keel 
vessels, and carry something likea ton and ahalf iron shoe. At 
Islep, L, 1, Alonzo Smith basin frame a wholesome little 
sloop for Mr. John J. Prague, of this city. She is 29ft. Gin. 
in Keel, S7ft. over all, 14ft. Gin. beam, and Oft. 1din, deep, 
and has standing height with a hat on below her trunk. John 
Mumm, at the foot of Court street, Brooklyn, has in hand a 
new racicg sloop for Dr. Johnson, of the Atlantic Y. 0. She 
will be about 50ft. long. Mr- Dion Boucicault is said to have 
signed a contract with Ward & Stanton, of Newburg, N, Y,, 
for a new steam yacht, 126ft. on water line, 26ft. beam, and 
12}ft, hold. The Josephine, formerly of the New York Y. 0., 
has been sold asa fruiter, and the sloop Addie V. has goue 
into Boston hands. We understand that Mr, Iselin is to have 
4 cutter afioat early next spring, Builders have bad numerous 
inquiries, and have furnished estimates for many craft, rang- 
ing mostly from 30ft. to 40ft,, so that we look for a material 
increase in the number of Corinthian cruisers with the open- 
ing of the season. 

For tar Commoy Goop.—Admiral Paris, of the French 
navy, is engaged upon the publication of an interesting series 
of plans illustrating mainly those classes of vessels which are 
disappearing before the encroachments of steam. Should any 
of our readers be possessed of the “ines,” or models of vessels 
onee typical of cerlain trades or localities, we would be 
pleased to incorporate them in the work which is now being 
published in single plates, and would like to communicate for 
that purpose, Any information as to where such models can 
be found will be thankfully receiyed. America should be well 
represented in the coming work. 

ConintaraNs IN F'rance.—Our enterprising contemporary, 
Le Yacht, which is to French yachtsmen what the VorssT™ 
anp Srrean is to American, published recently the lines and 
snil plan of a roomy Jittle boat of handsome model, one likely 
to suit those in search of a ‘big little host.” She is 20ft. Gin. 
on deck, no counter; 20ft. water line; beam, 8fb. 24in ; 
draught forward iff. 10in.; aft, 3ft. 9in.; depth amidships, 
4ft. 1diz.; freeboard forward, 3ft. Tin.; aft, 2ft. 34in,; ballast, 
6,950 Ibs., of which 2,000 is 1ron on the keel ; yaw! rig, main- 
sail 346 sq. ft., hoist 20ft.; ‘‘foresaii,” 119 sq. ft.; jib, 174sq. 
ft.; mizzen or dandy, 140 sq. ft.; bowsprit outboard, 13ft. 
jin.; contre of sail, 4¢in. abaft that of the lonztitudinal 
section. This little boat, the Simoun, has given a good 
account of herself in matches with Jtchen boats, and baving 
only moderate dead rise, with ample freeboard, would give 
good height in cubin. She would be improved in appearance 
if a counter were added, and by placing the mizzen further 
aft, could be given more sail. With some few modifications 
to suit our fashions, she would make an excellent Corinthian 
cruiser, and could be driven with 25 per cent. less canvas ihan 
an excessively broad vessel of the same length, and that with- 
out sacrificing any useful room below. With low ballast and 
small canvas and high freeboard, she would probably heel no 
more than the broad centre-boarder, 

Qvur Wanine List.—In the list of winning yachts ge 
make the following corrections and additions: Clara PB. won 
one bth prize, Aestrel and Lark one 2d, Lena and Leonora 
each two 2d prizes, and Hathieen, Da Belle, Laurel and Lenoir 
no 2d prizes. Jille belongs to the O. Y¥. C,, not 0. Y.C., 
read Mabel for Mabe. Dare Devil won three races, not four. 
Mirage won a championship. Maggie, of the Prov. Y. 0., 
sailed one race. Volante won one 2d prize. Hildegard be- 
longs to the War. ¥. C. and Petrel to Mr. Dow, not Don. 
Psyche'a championship mark belongs in column of ist prizes, 
Read Sea Mew, not Sea Men, Tantrum is cat-rig. Sarony, 
Scamp, Sylph and Tantrum have stars against their names, 
which should be omitted. mtrepid is 23ft. 1lin. long; 
Marie, Dux. Y, C., is 26ft.; Mamie, M. B. Y. €., is 2286; 
Peart is 17it 6in., and Jrene between 23 and 26ft. For 
Cahill, of Coopers Point Y. C., read Cofill, She is cat rigged, 
17ft.i1in. long, and won four prizes including three champion 
flags. Mrdge belongs to Mr. Iselin, 
et en 

TWO BOSTON CRACKS. 

: Boston, Masg., Dec. 5, 1878. 
Enyrron FoxEst AnD STREAM: 

Believing that a description of thé yachts Wnlerprise and Vilting 

—modeled by D. J. Lawler, and builtin Boston—together with an 

account of their doings during the past season, will be of interest 

to your readers, and having had opportunities of obaerying both 

boate in all kinds of weather, I am able to form a pretty correct 
opivion of their morits. ‘ 

Enierprise was built by her modeler in East Boston. She differs 
aonsiderably from the usual style of Lawler, her owner deziring 
tohaye a round stern and an English cutter rig. She ia 45f¢. 
water line, b0ft. over all, 15ft. fin. beam, and drawea 7ft. of water; 



her bow is hollow, end extremely long and sharp} her midship 
irame is néarly straight, from the bilge until within 1 few planke 
of the garbe),at which point it takes a sharp downward euryo ; 
her forefoot is all cut away in order to preyent griping; but tha 
most noticeable part is the keel, which is rocker shaped, with an’ 
inner keel set in that weighs about 6,800lbs. As before atated, 
she is cutter rigged; and although this rig is not regarded with 
fayor by Boston yachtemen, still it must be acknowledged that for 
ernising it is yery handy, as when you are caught in a blowyou 

can house both topmast and bewsprit, and any yachtsaman iinows 

What 4 great advantage thisis. Hnterprise has sailed in but ono 
race, and that was unfortunately during a light and ygriable wind, 

‘The race was a close one, but her opponent, the cantreboard sloop 
Madeap, was victorious. Had it blown a atiff breeze, if would 

probabty haye ended diiferentiy. Although Hnierprise has not 

done much in races, in private sailing she has proved to be very 
fast, a rail breeze to windward being one of het strong points. 

Fiking ia 34it. water line, 38ft. Gin. oyer all, 14ff, 3in, beam, 

with 6ft, draught of water; her howis sharp; she hae a hollow, 
floor and « V stern; her kes] is nbout the same as Enlerpyise!s, 
with an iron shoe that weighs about 1,600lbs. Sho was built at 
Qity Point, South Boston, the headquarters of the yachting inter— 
est. From the time her keel was Jaid fill the day of her trial trip 
her model was abused by the yachting men. She was * too wide” 

—‘‘had no forefoot, and couldn't go to windward ’—were among 
the objections put forth by the cyilics, A few—a very few—recog- 

nized her fine lines and great power; but the popular opinion 
allowed her anything butspeed. After her trial ivip there was 

eonsiderable change in the tone of the criticiams. Persons wlio 
were lond in her condemnation before, were forced to acknowledge 
her ability in a breeze. She has sailed in but two regular regattas 
—oneon July 4, during which she carried away part of her tig- 

ing, thereby losing all chances of a prize; her next race waa on 
October 9, in which she was compelled to sail ngainst centveboards 

Without revcivying any allowance—an nnusual thing in most of the 

races in these waters. Her principal opponents were tha sloops 

Shadow and Violet, modeled sud built by Herresholf, of Bristol, 

BR.I. Whe course was about 25 miles in length, and (he race was 

given under the auspices of {jhe Dorchester Club, the objeat being 

to develop the cruisiug model, The bonis were oblized to gail in 
arising trim, carrying tender, stove, etc., asifonacuise. The 
start was a flying ons, end for the first fiys miles, dead before the 
wind, Atl the boats were reefed, ws it was blowing a gala of wind, 
with an ugly choppy sea. Shadow started first, followed jn 2m, 

by Viking, Before the wind Shadow increased her load, but when 

the chests were immed alt Viking gained until the boats got 

abont even, in which position they remained for « good 10 miles 

with the sheets 2 little etarted, For the fast threes miles of the 

race it was close hanled ; and just aa the chests were trimmed 

Gat sft Viking took the lead. Through a slight accident Viking 

Was compelled to stand ont im the tide while bezting through Bull 
Gui, the boats crossed the line almost fogether; but as Shadow 

atarted first, Viking was declared the winner by a couse of min— 

nies. The result of this race caused general surprise throughout 
boasting circles; for although it was well known that Wiking was 
dastin a breeze, it was not to be expected that ske eéuld sei] with 

Shadow, ths latter haying beaten ull tha chippars ueder tha same 

tircumstances. 

In regard to the comparative merits of Viking and Bnlerprise. 

omy observation of the two boats has convinced me thal in a light 
wind, frees, Enterprise can best Wiking; but ta windward in 

a breeze, Viking is the better boat. ‘The iatter is sloop rigged. 
NEPIUNE. 

Se 

YACHT MEASUREMENT. 

Betray, Canada, Noy. 14, 1878. 

Horrer Forrest AND STREAM ; 
Having read with interest, and I trust nob withont profit, the 

yemarks on the subject of yacht measurement in the iseue of your 

journal of Ost. 7, I, aa an enthusiastic yachtsaman—as one who 

has had nots little to do with yavht meseurament ae Secretary of 
# yacht club for tha past four yeut's, and as haying thought con- 

siderably upon the matter, desireito hays my say upon the subject. 

You say a change is needed in the present rule whieh is in use 

in these waters, exactly as quoted in fe article raferred to, But 

the difficulty is to determine in what direction the alteration anal] 

be made, considering thal it is Indispensable that the rule for {he 
measurement of yachts shall be a simple one, end ensy of applica- 

tion; one, in fact, by whieh the tonnage of a yacht can be deter- 

mined ina few minutes. Any such rules of measurement as are 

applied to vessels for commercial purposes would bs too complex, 

as in butfew yacht clubs would there be found a measurer thor- 
oughly acquainted with the necessary formule, or who would be 

inclined to spend the time necessary for the mcasurement af 

a large fleet of yachts, which euch operations would render neces- 

saty. Therefore, as id the case of standing keel yachts the pres- 

ent rule offers 2 premitim to length, and places a henvy handicap 

on beam, 2n alteration whereby fairer treatment is xecorded to 

swide vessels Gf that description is desirable. I say in the case of 

standing keel yachts, because the present rule is about aa fair as 

can be devised for centreboard oratt, which must have great beam 

in order to carry canyas pafsly, The rule proposed by Mr. Dixon 

Kemp, of which you spew approvingly, would nut anawer af all 
for sentrebourd yachts, as the premium which it offers to beam 
would produce some ridiculons results, of which I will giyeyou an 
example, taken at random from the feet of the Bay of Quinte 

Yacht Club hare: 

Yachts, Length. Geam. Old Rule, Proposed 

3S) 10 10 wR hae Katie Gray....--. 2 = 4 13-70 
Kathleen 222.2137 G 10.66 991 SE 5 8-70 
Gracie,,-----....26 9 il 6 9) 88-94 2 49-70 

I conld give 2 good many more examples, but the above is snfli- 

cient to demonstrate the utter absurdity of Mi. Dixon Kemp's 
proposed rule if! applied to-vyessels of great baam,which under it 

would excape with about one-fourth of ths tonnage which they 

measure under the present rule, That the present mode is pret- 

erable for centreboard boxts who can deny, when tho further fact 
is stated in substantiation of its justice, that any of tha aboye 

yachts will carry upwards of 15 tons of dead waight, that 
Gracie will carry as much, if nob more, oanvas than sith  Aalie 
Gray ox Kothleen? Will, therefore, any man in bis senasa tell 

— 

me that a rule which places beam ai stich 4 premium as is shown 
above is either jost or right? 
Thus lam led to the conclusion that there should be two rules 

for measurement, one for centreboard yachts and another for 

standing keel craft. The reasons which I haye to give for this 

iden aye that in my opinion 2 correct mle of measurement ought 
to take into account the depth of a yacht as well as her length and 

beam, Such a rule could not be applied to centreboarders, otber- 

wise the generation of yachts encocedipe its eurgctment would ba 
built to evade measnrement in depth, just as the Bbelish craft 

are now constructed to evade measurement in width; and the 

result would be a class of ‘‘ skimming dishes” infinitely more 
dangerous than many of the ‘tracing machines” which now skim 

the surface of many vivers, bays and other inland waters, The 
present rule is pood jn this respest, that a builder may make bis 

centreboard boat ze deep as a draw-well if he chooses, and the 

Tesult is a class of craft in which the happy mean seems to have 
been struck. : 

The construction of the keel boat being widely different, the 
builder is obliged to giye his model a certain draught of water in 
order to obtain stability and weatherly qualities; and as the 
draught must necessarily increase wilh the narrowing of tho hull, 

the depth could with excellant results bse taken into account in 
meéascring yachts of the standing keel olaes. 

Therefore, as the centreboard yachts derive their stability and 

soiling quslities from sources éntirely different, and indeed 

opposed to, those from which the keel yachts do, I hold that there 

should ba separate rules of megsurement for 6ach—that for the 

former taking no account of dspth, and that for the latter measn= 
ing draught of water as well as length and breadth, 

Hoping that soma of yonr able correspondents wiil consider 

and discuss the ideas abeye set forth, and that the result will be 

of benefit to yachting generally, I subscribe myself OnvaRto. 

In making an application of the new rule proposed by Mr. 

Dixon Kemp to the yachts mentioned in his Jetter our corres- 

pondent, ‘' Ontario,” has come to conclusions which are justi- 
fied by what we had published concerning the propused 
change, We shonld, however, have added in our remarks 

concerning (he innovation proposed, that Mr, Kemp foresaw this 
anomaly, anf consequently made the proviso in his proposi- 

tion that wheneyer a yacht’s beam exceeded two-seventha of 

her length on water line, in other words, when the yacht has 
less than three and a,half times her beam for length, then for 
measurement for time allowances two-seyenths of the length 
is to be taken as beatin the formula. Thus Aathleen would 

measure 27it. Gins in length; two-sevenths of that is 7.86ft., 
which is to be regarded as her beam. Subtracting twice this 
from length Jeayes 11.78, ‘This multiplied by the assumed 
beam aud again by one-half of that figure gives 363.88, which 

divided by 70 results in the racing tonnage of 5.20. Similarly 

Katie Gray willton 478 ond Grucie 4.84. This places the 

matter in a better light. Our correspondent, however, de- 
serves io be credited with haying discovered the omission of 

the limiting clause from our article. The rule was mentioned 
rather as an evidence of a gradual giving way of the slrict 

confervatiye fesiing hitherlo hedged about the old Thames 
mule in England, aud which was steadily and surely producing 
a Class of inordinately narrow vessels abroad, than asa rule 

to be applied without modification to American yachts. In 
general, however, we countenance any system which will 
modify the tendency toward shallow racing vessels at a sacri- 

fice of seaworthiness, eyen though such rule may be theoreti- 
cally imperfect, If that of the Seawanhaka Olub—area of 
Iuad water line—were assured of permanence, its influence 
upon model could not fail to be beneficial, for it encourages 

an easy; deep form, and taxes the dish model, working, 
pherefore, in exactly the right direction. 

He 

BOTH TYPES PRACTICALLY CON- 

SIDERED, 

New Jersey, Dec. 1, 1878, 
Eprrox FoREST AND STREAM : 

I have just been reading 2 most interesting little book, called 

‘‘Down Channel,’ which gives a literal description of several 

eruises froni London to Land’s End, in Cornwall; and one com- 
pletely round Great Britain—the latter in a cutter of the following 
dimensions: 32ft. oyer all, 9ft. Sin, extreme beam, and 6ft. draught 

of water aft. I wish friend ‘‘Podgers” would read thig little book, 
and see how such a eraft behayed in a seyeregaloin the North 

Sea, so severa that large vessels felt obliged to lay to, and one 

large sohooner was thrown on her beam ends, and only righted by 
the loss of her mainmaat. He will there see that all his talk about 

diying-bells, ete,, must be the result of mistaken impressions; for 

itseems to be pretty evident that Sirius and Orion—two of the 

finest vessels, the former 32ft. and the latter 42ft, over all—were 

as dry bosts in a heavy sea as could be desired; for in the 

owner's account of a night passed in a very heayy gale, laying to 

most of the time, he tells us how the top of one sea, * not looking 

whers it was going,” epriniided him with its epray; and with this 

exception; she took no water aboard; yet a very heavy sea was 

rupning, 85 may be judged by the spirited Ulustrations of the 
scene, With the bowsprit run close in, and no overhang of stern 

to speak of, she always lifted cleverly, in time to clear éyerything. 

Gould any boat do better? TI fail to seehowshecould, Now 
on the other hand, take a New York boat of the same Jength— 

“ Podgers’” boat for instance—g0ft, long, and 181g beam; 434 
hold, with a draught of about 3ft. to 32¢ft. aft, and half of that, or 
less, forward. Place her in the same position, and how would ehe 

mélke out? Would she do as well, think yon? (There can be no 

Gestion of doing better, for a little boat which will carry safely, 

and alwiys be under perfect control in such weather, cannot be 

6xeellcd by anything that floats,) My impression, judging from 

what experience I haye had, is that she— Podgers’” bost— 

would be in great denger, from her extreme buoyancy and great 

beam, of being tossed up by some of thoxs sens, and coming down 

agin wrong side up, which would be certain to oconsion more dis- 
comfort to her pastengers than to run the chance of a little spray 
being thrown oyer them occasionally, in conasquenceof their boat 

being less broad and Jess buoyant. But different situations call 

for different things. In San Mrancizce Bay scows are perhaps the 

best boats ; but ! am not yet conyorted to the belief that scows in 
the English Channel would ba much of a suceass. 

Hyen crossing Sandy Hook Point I saw an improved scow—the 

Mohawk—maka her bow—not gracefully, either, but very abruptly 
—to a couple of not very bud seas, when away went her bobstay, 

and she had to turn tail instantly, or loas hér masts, If shé had 

been cutter rigged, she could haye dona better than that; for she 

could haye run that abominable bowsprit in, and sayed thinge. 
Do you think, dear P., that if Vision had 8 or 10 ff. more benm, 
she could have won that cup afew weeks ugo? I have seen her 

try to suil to windward in a s9awway, and fail; and I think I know 

What's the matter with her, but I dont think that it is want of 

beam. On the other hand, I must say that I don’t want such 

amachine as Muriel, Vorty-ix feet over all, 9ft. 2in. beam—no 

cockpit, no house! Where the deuce is a fallow going to stay on 

this thing, with such a yery narrow strip of deck, and no rail to 

speak of? If I failed to grab the tiller, 1 should have to sling 
myself to the mast, ov go below, or overboard, No: this doesn’t 
suit me either. T like the rig yery well, theoretically, but I want 
what I call a decent boat under it, 

Now let me say what my notion of a boat is, Thirty-six feat 

keel, about 45ft. over all, 6ft, to 6¢ft, depth of hold, and 13ft. 9in, 

extreme outside beam; centreboard, because IT haye not water 

enough for a keel, which otherwise [ should decidedly prefer, and 
to draw 4ft. 8in. to 5ft.; cutter rigged, probsbly, ail but the top= 

sail, which I would prefer jib heaved, and tofurlaloft. Now, it 

tlie owner and a boy or @ friend can manage 'Corinthinn's” boat, 

I think they could as easily manage this, und ba very much gafer. 

At all events, I think very seriously of trying it, and am only wait- 

ing till thig little matter of the perfect dimensions is settled to my 
satisfaction to begin building. 

**Podgers” thinks lie has settled it, but he hasn’t with me ; for 

according to his oreed, £ should je obliged to be over 1éft. beam. 

Well, I don’t want it, for I have just parted with one which, with 
16ft; 3in. beam, has 4iit. kesl, and but little less than 50ft. ayer 

all; and yet when she gotin a heayy sex she wolloped about so that 

we couldn't keep our sea legs enywhore under us, and she would 
not come in stays until she went stern first a while, and was man- 

ceuyered round by askillful manipulation of that huge rudder, and 

with the jib to windward. She was a splendid working boat, too, 
in smooth water, and very smart; but make s boat bulky enough, 

and with sufficiently smal! displacement to suit about here, and in 
a seaway there is only one direction in which she cin sail, and 

that is to leeward, If the keows can lay to well, that is a food 
thing for them ; for they certainly must haye to do it a ereat deal 

of the time—thatis, i! the wiad is ahead, and tha waler « little 

rough; aud Tpuess I had Wetter follow their example, 
revoir. ‘ 

A REPLY TO 

So, au 

TWanD-s-Lrn, 
<i 

* ROUGE-CROTX.” 

New Your, Nov. 20, 2878. 
Eprvok YOREST AND STREAM: 

Tn your communication headed “A Pew Words to * Oorinthisa’ 

your correspondent, ** Rouge-Croix,’’ has eyidently found a mure’s 

nest in my letteraf Oct, 25; whereas, a little thought upon the 
words he quotes thevefrom would have shown him that Tig was 

not treated of at all in my communication, but American and 
English types of vessels—one designated Jerge buik and small dic- 

placement; the other, small bulk with large displacement, oy 
English cutter type. 1 beg to inform your correspondent, 

Ronge-Croix,” that I am familar with therchoonerrig, and have 

had the pleasure of yiewing the Oambria ; also, that F have done 

considerable sailing and yachting, principally m schooners, for the 

last twenty-five years, and know the difference between bobstay 

and dingey pennant. However, as he hails from Halifax, I am 

glad to see his interest ; since, perhaps, the Dominion may again 

be a competitor for what is known as the Queen's Onp, and send 
his approved type of veysel to contend With our cracks instesd-of 
a nondescript. Tam aleo glud to sea my old acquaintance, ‘ Pod- 

gers,” to the fore, As to his ventreboard in tha run, I believe it 
a good thing, having geen il tried thirty years ago. 

CoRINTaIAN. a 

ORGANS AnD PraANos.—Tite celebrated instruments of Daniel 
I. Beatty, the great piano and organ manufacturer, of Wash- 
ington, N. J., are unvivalled in pnrity of tone, action and ex. 
cellency of finish, being the result of years of indefatigabie 
labor, the aim of which has heen to male only the very best 
and sell at the least possible profit. This conrse has resulted 
inthe name of Beatty becoming a household word in every 
State and Territory of the Union and Oanadas, and familiar io 
numbers of the residents of Hugland, Germany, France and 
Italy. The special offers of Mr. Beatty, which appear in our 
columns to-day, mean just what they say. The instruments 
are all and more than is claimed for them, while the prices 
are barely manufacturer's cost, for Mr. Beatty is determined 
to place his unexcelled instruments in the homes of the entire 
music-loving population. Noone contémplating the purchase 
of an organ or piano should fail to take advantage of his offere 
as a neglect to do so will be a matter of regret. Remember 
these offers are only good during the next thirty days. The il- 
lustrated catalogue of Mr. Beatty is detailed and full of infor- 
mation interesting toevery one, Tt will be mailed free on ap- 
plication, Send fora copy to Daniel IF. Beatty, Washineton 
New Jersey.—[ Adv. ae 

P+ — 

Aw Inproyep Sram Eyerwi—Tue ‘Drap-Cryrre 
Ovyrrocome.—It is a well-known fact that steam has always 
worked at a disadvantage. In the Steam Hngine now in use 
there is no leverage except at the loss of un angle; and there 
are two points in each revolution where there is absolutely 
none. ‘These points are called the ‘dead centres.” An en- 
gine having but one cylinder and stopped here, has no power 
tomoye. ‘Todo away with these ‘dead centres,” and give 
steam a chance to work directly on the long end of a lever 
was the idea had in mind by the inyentor of the “Double 
Action Ratchet Engine,” which has just been perfeeted: and 
a working model built which promises nothing less than’ a 
revolution in the manufacture of engines, The advantages 
gained are many and important.. Among them are tha per- 
fect adaptation of steam to all farming purposes, such ag 
ploughing, mowing, stump and Tock. pulling, &te., also to 
road wayons, where such are needed; to street cars and ele- 
vated railways. A model of this inproyed engine will be on 
exhibition in this city early in December, due notice of which 
will be given.—Golaen Rule, 



Sea and River Mishing. 
——po— 

FISH IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER, 
——(j——— 

Black Bass, Micropterus sulmoides; Pike or Pickerel, Msox lucia, 
Yellow Perch, Perca flapescens, M, pallidus, 
White Perch, .erone americana, Sea Bass, Scienops ocellatus, 

New Hamesure—Dover, Dec. 4,—Fishing on our coast is 
quite good at present, and the fishermen are getting good 
fares. Twelve hundred pounds of striped bass were taken 
from our river one day last week by two young men of this 
place. A yery good day's work. W. A. G. 

MoyEMENTS OF THE HisHrye Fourtr.—The weather has 
heen unfavorable for the Shore fishermen the past week, and 
very little has been done. The number of arrivals in other 
departments has been unusually small, and this week has 
been a dull one for the fishing interest. The whole number 
of fishing arrivals reported at this port since our last issue has 
been 17--7 from the Banks, 86,000lbs. halibut; 7 from 
Georges, with 84,000lbs. codfish; and 3 from the Bay St, 
Fane with light fares of mackerel,—Cape Ann Advertiser, 

eC, le 

Conxgoticut—Farmington, Dec. 5.—We expect some fine 
fishing through the ice with tips this winter, for pickerel are 
now running up the stream. During the winter “76-7 over 
five hundred pounds of pickerel were taken in our small river, 
the Farmington. None last winter—no ice. TuNxIs. 

Kesruory—Hickman, Deo. 4.—Havying taken up so much 
of your valuable space already I fear I will be trespassing, 
but the fishing is so very geod it can’t be overlooked. Reel- 
foot Lake furnishes goggle-eyed perch, silver perch, black 
bass, striped bass, and, in fact, the whole species of bass in- 
digenous to fresh water: croppies, Buffalo, red horse, sunfish, 
etc., etc., for the world, it seems—at least one would think 
so to see the quantity brought here for shipment. Nearly 
eyery day there are no Jess than a thousand pounds leave here 
for the different markets, the most of them being trapped, I 
am sorry to say. The Mississippi furnishes about the same 
species as the lake, with the addition of salmon, which Lam 
informed are getting very plentiful. Whe fishing in the lake 
continues good (for hand lines) until the first of this month 
from the first of April. The following are the prices here: 
Wholesale, for rough fish or drum, Buffalo, red horse, ete., 
five cents per pound; trout, bass and perch, eight and ten 
cents per pound, Vat. 

Frormpa—t. Augustine, Dec. 4.—Francis Benet, while 
out fishing last Saturday, caught a monster jew fish, weighing 
over 300 pounds. These fish are seldom caught in our waters, 
and this is the largest of which we have any record, Mr. Ed. 
Dishong lately captured a monster saw fish, haying a saw over 
4 feetlong. He also recently killed a whipperee haying a 
tail over 4 feet long, at the end of which were five stings, 
being an unusually large number. 12y 

SALMon Fissine In New Bronswior.—We find in the 
Welshman, Carmarthen, Wales, a very interesting report of a 

gentleman angler who has recently returned from a two 

months’ excursion to America. A large portion of two 

columns is occupied with a descfiption of the Matapedia, 
Restigouche and Nepissiguit Rivers. One of the best places 

for fishing in the Jast named river is what is known as ‘‘ The 
Ledges ;” and as the mode of fishing there is rather peculiar a 

description thereof forms a pleasant episode in the narrative. 

The writer says: 

The fish rest alongside and almost touching the rock ; care- 
fully concealing yourself, you cast your fly very delicately 
on to the smooth water above the ledge, and let it float gently 
down round the point into the eddy. You must strike some- 
what sharply the moment you see the rise, or you will cer- 
tainly miss your fish. The Nepissiquit fish are very quick, 
and rarely take the fly when below the surface, and, after 
trying a variety of methods, I found that the most effective 
plan was to fish with a free line, and strike quite sharply ; 
fine casting is also necessary, as the fish rise almost invariably 
in the smooth, glassy, but rapid water at the head, and rarely 
in the tail or broken water of the pools, nor does the fly re- 
quire to ba worked up and down as is usual in Hurope, but 
should be allowed to float quietly and smoothly down the 
stream and kept on or close to the surface; and, from what 
I was told, this mode of fishing succeeds best in all the 
Canadian rivers, 

Following this is a bit of the standard technical deseription 
of handling the fish, ‘‘giving them the butt,” etc,, which 
though somewhat hackneyed, shows the angler to be an ex- 

pert at the business; a complimentary reference to his French 

Canadian canoemen; some accounts of roughing it in camp ; 

mosquitoes, expedients, incidents, and the like, with instruc- 
tions as to places and methods of fishing, selection of flies, 

etc., from which we reprint the following extracts : 

The principal casts at the Great Falls are the Falls Pool, 
the Cam, Pool, and Rocky, besides others of lesser note. The 
first: 18 a difficult place to tish; one has to cast up stream, and 
let the fly float down with the current, keeping the line in as 
vertical a position as possible, so as to avoid slack and he 
enabled to strike quickly. It is a yery troublesome place to 
kill a fish in, as there is a wild torrent pouring out at the foot 
of the pool, down which the fish generally rush; and unless 
you are very quick in following in a canoe, as the rocks are 
sheer to the water’s edge, rendering progression aleug the 
bank impossible, the weight of the water on the line, together 
with the struggles of the fish, will in all probability cause a 
breakage. The Camp Pool is a glassy piece of water, and the 
fish generally rise from the sides of a tongue of rock that juts 
out into the head of the pool, Rocky is a long stretch of 
most beautiful angling water, running between rocks with a 
ventle current. Hyery yard should be carefully fished, as 
there are resting places for fish all over the pool. *‘Swilch- 
ing” is a yery useful mode of casting, especially from the 
south bank, as if you attempt to throw oyerhand you are 
almost certain to break the points of your hook against the 
rocks. 

The best time for fishing jas in the morning, from about 
seven to ten or eleven, and the fish do not, as a rule, rise well 
until the sun is fully up. The evening fishing is very uncer- 
tain, a8 before sunset the salmon apparently leaye the upper 
pools and retire into the deep water of the basin for the night. 
One peculiarity of the fish is that they seem to like sunshine ; 
and ag long as you fish finely with small flies, and keep your— 
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self concealed, a brighi day is by no means unfavorable, 
especially if a light breeze ruffles thesurface. * * * Thad 
one remarkably good morning’s fishing on the 6th of July in 
Rocky; between 7 A. m, and 11 A, m. L rose, hooked, and 
killed six fish, the largest being 26 pounds, the smallest 11 
pounds. All were taken on one fly; wings mallard, hackle 
and body black, tail golden pheasant topping, and a twist of 
silver tinsel in the body, After killing my sixth fish I went 
home, but my companion took three more out of the same 
pool before one o’clock. All nine were taken in a space not 
exceeding 200 yards in lengih. ‘The ordinary Scotch flies kill 
wellin all Canadian rivers, ‘Jock Scott,” Silver Doctor, Dusty 
Miller and the Butcher, especially the latter, are all good. 
The local flies are plain ones, tied with dark turkey or mal- 
lard wings, with a bit of blue in the shoulders, bodies and 
hackles varied according to the sizeand color of the water and 
whim ot the fish. Gray, black, and claret with silver tinsel 
all kill in turn; attention too must be paid to fhe size of the 
fly, which should rather incline to be on the small side, and 
be gradually diminished to a smull sea-trout size for low and 
clear water. I killed many fish on a Welsh fly, plain turkey 
wings, with a body of blue and claret, pig's wool, silver tinsel 
and gold topping for tail. Casting lines should be as fine as 
is consistent with strength ; but the latter element should not 
be risked for the former, 

The writer then enumerates the principal salmon rivers, and 
the means of reaching them, all of which information has of 

course been repeatedly given in our own columns, but it is as 
well to repeat it again : 

The principal rivers on the sonth side of the Gulf of St, 
Lawrence are the York, Cascapedias (two) Metapediac, Resti- 
gouche, Miramachi, Nepisiguit, and on the northern side the 
Marguerite, Godbout, Moisie, Romaine, Natysquan and Min- 
gan. Those on the south side are most accessible, as, landing 
from the Allen line steamships at Rimouski, you are at 
once on the Inter-Colonial Railway, which runs down the 
coast line of New Brunswick and ulong the buy of Chaleur. 
The northern rivers are not so easily reached, and arrange- 
ments would haye to be made for hiring a schooner either 
from Gaspe or Rimouski to conyey a party to their fishing- 
ground ; the rate of freight depends, of course, upon the state 
of trade, but from $20 to $30 is about the price for the trip 
to and fro. The inhospitable island of Anticosti also furnishes 
a good field for the more adventurous sportsman, and I was 
told by a gentleman who had been there that he had killed as 
many as thirty salmon on the Jupiter River during twenty- 
four hours. Bears, too, abound. ‘ihe island, however, is not 
only yery inaccessible, but there is no harbor also ; so provision 
would have to be made for along stay, to guard against the 
possibility of slarvation, which fate nearly overtook a party 
of guardsmen, who had made an expedition there some few 
years ago. 

Regarding the weight of fish the ‘writer says: 
The average weight of fish differs materially in different 

rivers. In the larger ones, such as Cascapedias, Metapediac, 
or Romaine, they will average quite 24: lbs. to 26. lbs ; but on 
the smaller streams, such as the Marguerite, Jupiter, and 
Nepisiguit, 14 lbs. will be about the usual size. Again, in 
the larger rivers, grilse are rare, but in the smaller ones, 
especially in the Nepisiguit, they abound, but seldom exceed 
4)bs. J was unable to get hold of any satisfactory theory to 
account for these peculiarities, and offer no opinion, but simply 
state the facts, 

Then he gives the following hints as to equipment : 

For all the rivers fwo canoemen for each rod and a cook for 
the party are necessary. The wages are $1 per mana day, 
snd 25 cents for use of canoe. Good men are attainable at 
most of the stations, and by many Indians are preferred. Of 
course tents are necessary; V-shaped ones, about 12s9 feet, 
‘with the tops laced to and not hanging over the centre pole, 
are best, ‘The question of supplies is entirely a matter of 
taste. If there iga wagon track along the banks the angler 
may indulge in fancy luxuries; but, if everything has to be 
taken in canoes, he will find it much better to cut down his 
kit to the smallest possible dimensions, as 50 pounds is a good 
load for a bark canoe when carrying passengers. Jlowever, 
pork, molasses, tea and flour are essentials, and I may add 
that the quantity of pork and molasses & canoeman will get 
through is simply amazing. Preserved soups and vegetables 
are yery portable snd handy, and a few pots, pans with long 
handles, and enameled iron cups and plates should be taken ; 
nor on any account should axes and an augur be forgotten; 
wyith these simple tools a backwoodsman will furnish your 
camp with chairs, tables and what-nots of all sorts and sizes, 
A pair of colored blankets and a horse-rug should also be 
taken. No spirits should be given to the men except on the 
rarest oceasions, and firmness must be shown in keeping them 
up to their work, ag the unaccustomed good fare soon makes 
them fat and lazy, Camping out is, however, so thoroughly 
understood throughout Canada that a stranger will have no 
difficulty in getting practical hints from the Government 
overseers or any of the respectable timber merchants, who 
send Jarge gangs of men up into the woods every autumn. 
Iam happy to be able to add that the fisheries of New 

Brunswick are gradually improving. Nowhere are the good 
effects of close time, preservation, and pisciculture more appar- 
ent; but watching rivers whese course rons through dense 
forests is no easy matter. The Indians, too, are innate 
poachers, and when we were on the Nepisiqait we more than 
once came across evidence that spearing had been going on 
during the night in the shallows below our camp. 

In the course of this very conscientious article, the writer 

refers to the questions of leases and privileges which haye 60 

long proved a vexed problem to the Government authorities, 
riparian residents, native anglers, and strangers. 

re 
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Bampoo Gows Anp PisuiwG Rops.—Bangor, Maine, Deo. 
7, 18738.—Mr. Mditor: I notice on article in your paper on 
split bamboo archery bow manufactory. They were made in 
my shop about a year azo last summer. There was quite a 
demand for them, and seyeral were made and liked much 
better than those of Lancewood. The foreign demand for 
our split bamboo rods is increasing. My rods were first intro- 
duced into Hagland six years ago by Messrs. Andrew Clerk: & 
Co., of 48 Maiden Lane, yourcity, and the demand for them 
has steadily increased. Last September.I shipped two trout 
roda to the Hast Indies. Iam now finishing a salmon rod 21 
feet long for a gentleman in London. H, L. Lroyxazp. 

A New Use ov toe Arnaytio CAntn.—Messrs. Abbey & 
Imbrie received last Friday a cable despatch ordering one of 
their “ best’? six-section trout fly rods, an Abbey reel, 4 

| waterproof fly line anda set of suimples of their finest trout 
j flies. ‘The instructions were to deliver them to Mr. Alexander 

Koch, late Secretary of the United States Warehouse Co. Mr. 
Koch sailed on Saturday's steamer, taking the tackle with 
him. Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie have been constantly sending 
their section bamboo rods and highest quality reels to Great 
Britain and the Continent; this is, however, the first Cable 
order they haye ever had for this class of goods. Surely the 
world may he said to move when Europeans areso anxious to 
get a Yankee rod that they cannot wait the ordinary course of 
the mails. Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie ask forty dollars for their 
best trout rods, and have no difficulty in getting their price. 
Mr. Koch supposes the tackle is for 4 Ohristmas present, and 
thinks the fortunate recipient will use it im the Pyrenees. 

-—+ +r 

HOW TROUT TAKE A FLY, 

x 
HpIToR FoREST AND STREAM: 

In your Jast Humber \Dec. 5) you Say you never saw 4 trout knock a 

fly into hls mouth with bis tall—never! Well, now, I think T hye. 
Tatll thia statement of yours 1 had no doubt but that I had geen them 

take a fly in just that way. Tne tront would turn over on the top of 

the water, slap the fly with his tall, and I have instantly caught him 

with the fy inhia mouth. Ihave eaught many that way; and there 

comes back to my mind's eye and ear a pool, below a twelve-foot dam 

on the Dry Brook, in Delaware County, N. Y., where late one summer 
afternoon I laughed with gles at the constant recurrence of thia 

acrobatle feat on the part of the trout, and at the sound of their tails 

as they slapped the water, 
The trout did not use their talls “on a straight of withdrawing line” 

s0 as {o get the fly in their mouths. The trout would strike the ny 
with lis tall one way, and curve his head around from beneath, in the 

opposite direction to the tall, almost in a circle, anid very lke 9 capital 

CorG, 
In your amusing remarks you say: ‘To us the accomplishment of 

the act would appear like au acrobatic feat, and ita apparent acconi- 
plishment a trick of legerdemain,” That’s a nice bull for you to 
father! Slapping a fy with its tail would be sleight-of-band in a 

trout, would it? Bor it cannof be that you mean it would be legerde- 

main on your park if you were to apparently accomplish the act, ete.? 

You say, + Grdiuary trout, which ore hungry, make straight for the 

lure,” Tne, tuey may; perlaps they always do, But ordinary 

tront are not always himery, and ordinary trout usually act in a dif- 

ferent way every time. Sometimes they play baseball with the ty 

with their tails, knocking it into centre held while they make & home 

yun, and sometimes they catch it on the fy, as it were, with their tails, 

or agaln with thelr niouths ; and then theyll bump their noses agalost 
it and push it awty; or they’ take tt and spit it out at you, notwith- 

gtunding all your * wrist-knack ;" or they willcome up and look at 

it and laugh at you; aud I lave known them to come up like lightning, ~ 

two fect out of water, (urn a foll half circle, and come down head first 

and ponnce on the ily as it lay on-the surface of the water. It did not 

take any wrist-knack to hook them fhen (fhis was_In Willewemoo 

Lake), but it did take several trials for me to learn to Keep my hand 

still for a second after that lightning flashed, Mati! the trout could turn 

and get down onthe fy, -At first I jerked the latter away too quickly, 

but, after [had watshed a little, 1 caught a good muoy in Jast that 

way. Then, agalo, they will not blte at ull. IT have, in tha clear pools 

of the Big Indian, at low water, seen twenty trout tozether at a time, 

alllying motionless, head up s'ream, and T have put tly and grasa- 

hopper and erluket and worm under the nose of each one, and they 

were not ‘bold bitera," and did not come head on to the bait. The 

most I could éliclt was afaint wag of the tall, Ip seomed fo me a solv 

of wag of recoguition, as lt were. The fact 1s, that the only thing that 

you Cal count on in a trout ig that you can't conot on him aball. Ido 

not say that ag arule trout strike the iy with their tails, bat Lagree 

with Mr. Prime so far that 1 have often ssea them do so, and pet 

canght in the mouth, Now, my dear sir, don’t carry your reel Ii a 

bottle, and don’t fish any more for elephants nor Chinamen nor Japs. 

Bealdes, the habits of the latter differ from those of trout. 

Yours, cordially, Gro, W. VAN SICLEN, 

We calmly await the proof of our correspondent’s assertion 

that he has sen a trout flop a fly into its mouth with its tail. 

He must possess an electric quickness of vision; the trout & 

gift of dexterity most amazing. With a fish-line all in a heap 

or coil on the surface of the water, the feat is easy enough; 

but fishing as good anglers fish it doesn’t come naturul to the 

trout. It is only after years of practice that Suvelinu is 

able to accomplish it, and most tront die before they have ac- 

quired the art. A trout inthe act of making & somersault 

would knock the fly away from, and not into, his mouth, 

Let us illustrate; 

New Yor«, Dec. 1, 1873. 

ational Pastimes. 
HOW TO DRAW THE BOW. 

CrAwFonbsyiILig, Ind., Dec. 2, 1878. 
Eptror Forest AND STREAM: 

During the past summer the pastime of urchery has been 
practiced by the American people in 4 crude way, with all 
sorts of rules, all manner of bows, and all varieties of 
arrows. We would naturally expect to find many ent)usiastic, 
some disgusted, and some indifferent. While the bow is the 
natural weapon of man, yet, paradoxical as it may seem, there 
is nO Weapon requiring so much of art in its manipulation. 
Without instruction one always begins wrong. I began shoot- 
ing eighteen years ago, using all four of the fingers of the 
right band to draw the string, holding the arrow between the 
forefinger and thumb. After Saar in that way for two 
years, I found by experiment that a better way was to hold 
the arrow between the first and second finger; then, again, by 
experiment, I discovered that the assistance of the thumb was” 
not necessary; and lastly, that the little finger should not be 
used, for thereason that the string was drawn farther back by 
t than the point where the arrow was nocked, snd conse~ 



that drawing with ouly three fingers upon the taut cord of a 
sixty pound bow soon bruised the finger fips, and preyented 
food shooting. 1 found gloves a nuisance, and after years of 
experimenting found that stalls of leather fitting tightly over 
each wf the three first flngers, letting the tips of whe fingers 
just peep through, and extending buck to the crease on the 
inside of the finger, made by the bending of the fingers at the 
fitst joint, were necessary. After Using these for a year or 
two, I first saw a shooting gloye made by Highfield, and found 
the three leather tubes to be exactly similar, the only differ- 
ence in the two gloves, if such they may be called, being the 
strips of leather running back and fastening to a wrist-band 
in the Highfield glove. After two or thres years practice I 
find the addition of this fastening unnecessary and cumbrous, 
and remove them, using only the leather thimbles. All the 
niembers of the Wabash Merry Bowmen have done likewise. 
OF course the thimbles must be drawn to fit the fingers closely 
ov-they would be whipped off by the string. I also experi- 
mented for many years to discover some American wood that 
would make a perfect bow, and finally came to the conclusion 
‘that the Osage Orange or Bois d' Are is the only wood we have 
which will make as good a bow aslance, lemon, or buttelwood, 
from which most of the cheaper English bows are made; 
while we have no wood that will compare with rosewood, 
snakewood, or Italian yew. Now here comes the‘ rub" in 
archery. One to shoot well must have a good bow. This, if 
rosewood, will ost $10; if snakewood, $16; if yew, 35. 
This is a pretty severe tax to start with, but one could endure 
it, cheerfully if such a bow would last tyo orthree years. But 
three months is the longest I haye eyer used an imported bow, 
and most of them haye not Jasted a month each. ‘There must 
be something radically wrong about them or this would not 
beso. One of those curious Japanese bows will last fifty 
years of constant shooting in all weather ; will suffer no injury 
in being left strung up for two days, and the string can be 
drawn back four or five feet withoul injury to the bow. Why 
is it that we cannot make sucha bow? I see that (he Messrs, 

- Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, of split bamboo rad fame, are 
now turning their attention to the manufacturing of archery 
goods, and will make a bow of split bamboo. 
Euch boy should be six feet six inches long, for a bow of 

that length will outlast three of six feet long, No glue ever 
made or that can cyer be made will hold » year upon a sixty- 
pound bow, which leaps with a force of 1,200 pounds at every 
recoil, The glue will hold perfectly for a time, and the 
archer congratulates himself in the possession of a perfect 
bow; but there is nothing more suré than that one year’s 
shooting will render the glue as brittle as glass, being utterly 
disintegrated. Let no manufacturer say, ‘‘L will use a glue 
that willthold.” It will not, from the nature of things it can— 
not hold. What, then, is the remedy? Our Japanese friends 
found it hundreds of yéarsago. So did many of the Indian 
iribes. ‘he bow after being finished must be closely and 
strongly wrapped with silk (the common yellow saddier’s silk 
being perfectly adapted for the purpose) from tip to tip. ‘The 
silk should be waxed, or, what is better, set on the bow in 
warm glue. This will prevent the bow from eyer breaking, 
Of course this ought to be done smoothly, and the plush 
handle put on afterward, and the bow finely polished, Atthe 
point where the arrow slides, immediately aboye the handle, 
there must be a thin piece of horn, bone, shell or ivory, set. on 
over the silk to prevent the arrow wearing it off If a bow be 
made as I have indicated it will last a lifetime, being, of 
course, well treated. Sucha bow can be manufactured for 
$6 or $7, and would sell as rapidly as they could be turned 
out. During the past year all sorts of cheap and ‘* shoddy ” 
bows haye been used, and the result has been that thousands 
rwill believe that they can never lear to shoot well, and will 
not buy anew bow. But there are hundreds of clubs with 
whom {am in correspondence whose members have reached 
that degree of skill and experience which has opened for them 
a view of the tare beauty of archery, and they will have good 
bows next spring. Give us a good bow and I will youch for 
its sale. Verlwm sat sapienti. ARCHER, 
The split bamboo bows, manucactured by Conroy Bisaett & 

Malleson, have been already nolicsd by us. ‘These bows are 

put together with a glue which the makers assert will stand 

the test. We bope that ‘* Archer” will give the new bow a 

thorough trial. 

Wanasn Murry Bowmen—Cravwfordavitie, Ind., Dee. 2,— 
Regulation target: - 

60 Yards. 50 Yards. 40 Yards 
Mis. 01 KiGittyecksscetiessvecverwen ot 143 
Mis. Ramsay .,. A. ta 92 
Mra. W. T, Brugh. oF 106 
James J. Insley........-- 53 61 90 
John W. Ramsay.......0--seee-set 83 81 lid 
M, Elein....,.... pericb pntide ed OR! a0) 139 
WWELDITGbOD coun tleectemattleierlasiiane 49 O06 130 
Will Brawers--..25:-2+.2-.)--1s2-2- 108 148 182 
Theodore McMechan. Poors | ES 154 18T 
W. . Brush.......... TF te: 65 136 144 
A. H. Talbot..-.-..,. .. 109 161 178 
DORM AS Bove, ... on. ees cee wne el = 112 173 18¥ 
Will H, Thompson... Baden ae EO 193 219 

Thirty arrows were shot at each range by the gentlemen, the |, 
ladies shooting only at the last (40 yards) range. 

Qutoaco Anonzns,—The following scores were made at the 
Chicago Base Ball Park, Dec. 6,1878, Regulation 4-foot tar. 
get; distance, 100 yards: 

Arrows, Hits. Score 
FY @C Ose Vere eden le aslem dlemsies =< 42 14 57 
SB Egan...,. 2 12 61 
JS Gollins...... 72 5 22 

1p eT AME Dobe Dost oe ck et: ee 3 Ane 30 6 16 
Shepherd........2.......5 eae pee) 5 15 
GBTF OE. as eee cee cnet Pitalebaba balntaets ene ab 30) a 10 
Colling.........-- 2 8 

Egane. ..--eecseree 6 32 
Collins. ......-.- 6 14 
Caryer_....... 3 9 

PBA en snes ccc ce ee tree ee presse ninnen 30 6 99 
Oaryer..-.+, e200 Oe eee it) i] i3 
WovINK sek. 2n Siataneecslere rhe =e tase sag 8 13 

Mr, Carver shot with a bow borrowed for the occasion 
which accounts for the comparatively poor (for him) score. 

O'Lranry'’s Wate.—Daniel O'Leary, the pedestrian, com- 
pleted at Philadelphia las, Thursday his attempt to walk 400 
miles in 124 hours, Ie accomplished the feat with ease with 
31m, 37s. tospare. ‘The record for the lasb ten miles was as 
follows: 891st mile, 12m. 493,; 892d, 12m. 558,; 308d, 13m. 
Ys.; 394th, 18m, 10s. (rested 22 minutes); 8v5th, 10m 99s. 
(ested 45 seconds); S¥6th, lim, 46s. (rested 23 minutes) ; 
397th, 10m. 28.; BO8th, 12m. gs.; 399th, 11m. 43s,; 400th, 
10m, 37s, 

Quently the flight of the atrow was unsteady. I next found. O'Lmary ann Campana —-The arrangements for the six- 
days’ walk between Daniel O'Leary and Campana, the Bridge- 
port pedestrian, have finally been completed, The contest 
wi'l come off at Gilmore's Garden, this city. The walk will 
commence af one A, mw, on Monday morning, December 23, 
and continue until one hour after midnight on the following 
Saturday. ‘Lhe score of the laps will be kept by the members 
of some prominent athletic club, in the same manner as it 
Was managed during the O'Leary and Hughes fiasco. The 
Stakes are for $1,000 4 side, the winner to take all the gate- 
money unless the loser covers 450 miles, in which case one- 
fourth of the receipts goes to the latter. 

Lone Distanor.—Thers is some prospect of a long-distance 
contest in America which shall be equal in merit and interest 
to those recently lield ia England. John Ennis, the fifth man 
in the late six-days’ walk af London, who arrived in this city 
last week, says that Sir Juhn Astley and Mr. G. W. Atkinson 
hold that the challenge issued hy him fo O'Leary must be ac- 
cepted by the latter, and the belt now held by him be retained 
by new contest or forfeited next May, In the event of such 
a trial Sir John Astley will come over here and bring Vaughan 
aod Rowell, Corkey and Brown will also put in an appear- 
ance, 

New Hweraxp Paprsrrian Guir.—The belt committee of 
the Boston Y,. M. G. A. offer a belt for the New England ten- 
mile championship, Jt is made in the form of a chain, The 
links are twelve in number, composed of silyer medals. The 
clasp is solid silver, four inches Jong by three inches wide, 
upon which is a design representing a pedestrian illustrating 
‘esquare heel-and-toe walking," and the inscriptiou: ** Ama- 
teur Championship of New England for ten miles.” Entries 
for the first match will close Dec. 21, 1878, and should be ad- 
dressed to Charles P. Huckins, tecretary of Belt Committee, 
Boston ¥Y. M. C. A. Gymausium, corner Elliob and Tremont 
streets. 

Tae Lonpon Bioyotiye Raor.—A six days’ bicycle con- 
test has just been completed at Asricultual Hall, the com- 
petitors being wel! Known bicyclists from London and the 
Provyimees. ‘The racing was conlined to eighteen hours a day, 
the winner to receive £100, the second man £25, the third 
#15 and the fourth £10, ‘Twelve of the best known profes- 
sionals of the day sent intheirnames, The distance traversed 
by those who continued to the end, just before eleven on 
Saturday nicht were: Cann, 1,060 miles 4 laps; Edlin, 1,025 
miles 14 laps; Lees, 952 miles 2 laps; Andrews, 928 miles 3 laps; 
Terront, 900 miles 4 laps; Higham, 707 miles 24 laps ; Evans, 
704 miles 24 laps, 

Asyarons Onyurro Ganms.—<annapelis, Md., Nov. 80.— 
Second celebration of the Olympic Games by students of the 
Naval Acadeniy. The officers of the course were: Referee, 
Commander F. VY. McNair. Judges, Lievtenant William H, Par- 
ker, Lieutenant A. B. Speyers, Lieutenant A. P, Nazro and 
Passed Assistant; Engineer David Jones. ‘Time-keeper, En- 
sign A. C, Hodgson. 

Tiye-Mile Walk—Messrs. HE Wilkerson, TJ Hogan, O E Belden 
and L, Nixon. Nixon fell ont on the last round ; the others fin- 
ished. Hogan, 48m 583; Wilkerson, 50m 13s, and Belden 61m “sz. 

One-Fourth Mile Run—ti B Webster, WS Sample and W 8 
Smith entered, Won by W 8 Smithin 1m 6s. 

One-Mile Walk—Messrs. L O Garrett, A P Niblack, A M Hunt 
and I J Hogan entered, Garrett cleared the stand in 8m 58g, 

One-Mile Run—P L Drayton, J Gray, C A Hill, Lieutenant T. 
MeKees andJ F Will. Hill won in bm 45s. Gray eame in ten 
neconds later, 
One Hundred Yard Dash—G R Salisbury, L H Barnard, ! W 

Bennett, L O Garrett, J B Gahoon, 0 H Harlow, WS Smith, RO 
Bitler, H F Lsiperand KR H Woods entered. Salisbury won in 
1134 seconds 
Long Standing Jump—R O Bitler, L H Barnard, H J Robinson, 

FH Staple, J P Will, J Hood, J B Cahoon, G@ RB Salisbury and A 
Wike entered. Hood and Will tied on 10ft 44gin. Hood then won 
by clearing 10ft 9in to Will's 10ft din. 
Running Long Jump—Hi J Robinson, W J Sears, J F Will, and 

LH Barnard, Mr. Will cleared 16ft 4gin and won. 
Ronning High Jump—H J Robinson, L § Barnard, H & Leiper 

and J f Will entered. Robinson won bya jump of 6ft 64¢in, 
Standing High Jump—P K Alger and H J Robinson alone en- 

tered. Alzer won, 4ft 8h¢in, 
Runaing Two Hops and Jumps, or Hop, Step and Juomp—H J 

Robinson, WS Sample and J FP Will entered. Will made 38ft 5in. 
Sack Race of Titty Yards—Ior this there were entered R O Bit- 

ler, GC H Hill, H B Webster, W W Russell, F J Haesslor, AR Has- 
son, Bs W Mayer, P W Hourigan and H Phelps. Mayer won in 15 
seconds... 
Throwing Base Ball—B O Bitler, EB F Leiper, H  Robingon, J BP 

Will and P Kennett. Bitler threw 323 feet and won. 
Wheel Barrow Race of ‘vo Hundred Yards—G KR Salisbury, C 

H Hull, W W Russell, HB Wasster, H J Haessler, A R Hasson, H 
Phelps and P W Hourigan. ‘Che contestants were blindfolded, and 
when the word ‘go was given if all had been let alone one at 
least would have plunged into the Sayern. The racers made tho 
spectators on the plateau break and run as they came thundering 
along in their zig-zag course. Haessler reached the end in 26 
seconds. 
Three-Legged Race—Por this there were entered five couples : 

G B Salisbury and F M Bennett, M L Read and M O Gorgas, F J 
Haessler and G L Dillman, A BR Hasson and A $8 Cook, and H F 
Leiper and 1) Simpson. The last won in 8 seconds. 

A tug of war, foot ball game and greased pig chase con- 
cluded the day’s sports. 

Derror Ortornr,—Tie proposition to organize a new 
cricket club in Detroit, Mich., is meeting with much favor, 
particularly from the Peninsular Club of that city. They 
hope that a rival club will excite more interest in the game, 
and so lead to better playing, 

—Rutgers and Columbia freshmen teams played a match of 
foot-ball at Hoboken last Saturday, neither side scoring a goal 
or touchdown before the darkness put an end to their play. 

—The redoubtable Hughes is out with anotlrer challenge, 
this time to Connors, the Culifornin champion. 

Tur Frexon Sxoorme Srason.—First Sportsman (who 
goes out with a game-bag, a pointer and umbrella)—You see, 
the weather is so dowbtful, that I haye to make my choice be- 
tween a gun and an umbrella. 

Second Sportsman—I never put shot in mygun. It always 
gets in my teeth when I come to eat the * * 
i 

Musore ayy Brains.—VWhat’s the difference between ath— 
letic sports and newspapers? One swell the muscles, the 

other the bustles. 
a 

—§t. Augustine, Florida, has produced an orange weighing 

22 Ounces, which the Press claims is the largest yet. 

jaa 
ausmers fo Qorresyondenis, 

No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Communtioztions, 

WHERE TO GO ror Gamg.—Correspondents who send us 
specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 
and fish are referred to our game columns, All the news that 
comes to usis there given. By keeping tlemselves informed 
from this source our friends will saye themsvlves and us 
tauch trouble, Read the paper. 

J, M. G!, Washington, D, C,—See back numbers, 

T, €:; ‘Roslyn, L, 1.—Write to Raynolds Bros,, Multon st., New York. 

Lickum, Post Office.—Adhesive postal cards were first adopted by the 

United States Government in 1847, 

W. J. M.—You cin haye your choke reborad to a modifled choke by 

any of the advertisers in onr columns. 

STAMTORD, Ct.—Where can I procure a programme of the Bogardus 

shoot to take place Dec. 282 Ans, Haye sont you one. 

LEssrR TELLTALY.—Y ou can get books of Instruction on training and 

caring for pigeons, cage birds, fowls, éte., from Wr. H. Kirby, P. 0. 
Box 316, New York City. 

Pat, Bloomsurg, Pa.—The dnestions ara of too personal a nature 

for is fo answer, Wecanonly say that the party of whom you desire 

Information we believe to be perfectly reliable in every respect, 

J. A. S., Burlington, Towa.—Where and for what price ean I buy & 

Newfoundland puppy? Ans. There are no regular breeders of New- 

foundlands, but we can buy our correspondent ons from a dealer ip 
this city for about $15, 

F, B., Norwalk, Conn.—You will ind ducks\about Grassy Bay, WN. J i 
The Walters there are anitable for flat-bottomed boats, and these can ba 

procured at Atlantic City. A yacht drawing 4ft. would not be the thing, 

‘The soundings are Irom one to five feet, 

NATURALIST.—A, E, Outarbridge & Co., Agents, 29 Broadway, haye 
4 dispatch monthly steamer to Martinique and the French West Indies, 

For fullest information as to meuns of Intercommualcation among the 
islands address Fred, A. Ober, Beverly, Muss, 

J. M., Georgetown, D. C,—Is it an adyantage to have brass shells in- 

dented and nickel plated? Ans. It certainly is an adyanlage as far as 

keeping the wad down; as for Its affecling the shot, we do not think it 
Will. The nickel plated are more eas\ly kept clean. 

X., Hew Haven, Conn.—l havea 6 yrs. old setter that has a elight 

tonch of mange. Would he be likely to give the disease to a 2 yrs, old 

dog that is iu dally contact with him? Ang. Yes, unless lt is merely 

Kurfeit, Apply crude petroleum to the parts alfected, 

Loné BRaNnow GUN CLUB,—The Leroy tln-coated shot, reports we 

haye received say, willnot in ay way injure the barrels of a full choke 

gun, and is very clean, ‘Te pubile trial of the shot bas not yet been 

Imade. ‘The pattern, 270 pellets at 37 yds., is good average, 

SUBSORIBER, Stamford, Conn.—Please glyeme the address of some 

party in N. Y, having pigeona for sale, and the price of same, either 

wildor tame birds? Ans. Live pigeons can be lad of Chas. Collins, 

Commission Merchant, Vesey Pier, West Washington Market. Price 

40 to 60 cenis per pair. 

8. B, F., Cedar Rapids, lowa.—Shooting from plunge traps when 
isu bird onthe wing? Thernles say that a bird must be on the wing 

When shot at. Ans. If the bird drops to the ground without taking 

Wing, itis evidently not on the wing; butif it takes wing and Ales any 
distance, it is on the wing, 

R. W., Bragklin, §. Y.—For full information about the game and 
trapping in New Foundland, consult Forust ann STRuAm, March 5, 
May 21 and June 25, 1874, urs brought from there Into the United 

States are taxed. You can procure camping ontiil al St. Johns, NB. 

A110 gauge breech-loader and .46 cal. carbine ought to suffiée for tire- 
arms. 

W. ©. B., Boston,—Can you or any of your correspondents tnform me 

whether the Philadelphia Kennel Ciub or any member thereof hag 
owned, within the last fve years, & setter bitch by the name of Jessie; 

and if so, whethershe was of imported or natiye stock, and if her 

pedigree is, obtainable? Ans. We cannot give this information, but 
perhaps some of our readers can, = 

SUBSCRIBER, Jersey City.—In a sweepstakes pigeon match wilh frat 

and second money there are six entries. Three men kiil all their birde, 
aud three kiilnoue. How should the money be divided? Ans, The 

three men killing all their birds shoot off for frat and second money, 

‘The three men who have missed all their birds have nothing to do with 

\t, Itis only in class” shooting that the highest scores shoot for Ure ¢, 

prize, the next highest for second, etc, 

T. T., Frederick City.—I have a setter bitch with pups, and would 

lke to get rid of them as soon as possible, She will haye themin a few 

days. Will it hurt the bitch to take them away from heras soon as she has 
them, or wiiat shallI do to get rid of them as soon as I can without in— 
juring the bitch? Ans, Drown all the pups bat one or two, aud bathe 

her teats with warm yinegur. Feed her on a light diel, aud after 
& week or two the other pups can be taken from her, 

“Nan,” Wulifax, N. §.—paniel dog has hacking congh occasionally ; 

sticky running from eyes; face under one eye sore, with halr coming 
off; color of skin, red; breath and matter from eyes smells badly 5 

is kept in kennel in open airat night; loose allday. What shall 1 do 

forhim? Ans. Givehim 6 to $8 drops Fowler’ssolution of arsenic twice 

a day, with a Doyer's powder night and morning for three or four days. 
Continue the arsenic for tendays. Feed light vegetable diet, and see 

that his kennel is clean. 

Y¥, A. N., Boston, Mass.—In a pigeon match, where the rule ig that 

the breech of the gun must be below ihe elbow until ihe birds take 

wing, it happened that a bird lights upon the ground then rises a sec- 
ond time, and ia killed. The shooter haying held his gun to his shoulder 

while the bird was on the gronnd, the referee rules thal he must try 

another bird. Wasthisright? Ans, No; if the breach of the gon 
was held below the elbow until the bird frat few, the shooter may keep 
if there, even though the bird lights, 

B. 0. 8., Madella, Minn.—We don't know Gordon Cumming?’ age, nor 

the kind of rifle he used ont West. Tho Indian method of tanning 
buckskin is: Stretch the skin on the ground or on poles, and remoye 
all the flesh. When well dried the skin is washed in soap and water to 

cleanse {he fur; the brains of some animal are then taken und mashed 

into a paste with hot water; this paste is thoroughly rubbed into the 

flesh side, aid the skin hang oul todry, When dry it issiraped, and ex- 

posed to the dew one night, and the next moriing rabbed and pulled 

until soft, Backskins are made by rubbing off the hair wiih a horse 
rib while the skin is fresh, or after Soaking in a weak lye; then 

dressed with brains, and stalmed with a decovtion of wasatchis bark, 

J. H, Batty’s ** How to Huot gud Trap” is the book you want; published 

by Albert Cogswell, New York, Write to Captain Mayne Reid, care 

London Field, The rifle you inquire about is a sporting arm, 
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Olubs can obtain subscriptions to Forzsr anp Svream AnD 

Rop axnp Guy at $8 perenoum. Now, at the beginning of 

the year, is the time to start new clubs; subscriptions to be- 
gin Jan. 1. The circulation of Yormsr anp Sirrzam is now 
distributed among 2,400 post offices in the United States and 
Canada, and over 190 in foreign countries, Twenty-nine 
foreign cowniries are represented. 
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FRIENDS WHO STiox.—Come to think of it, the firm of Schuy 

ler Hartley & Granain, whose very striking advertisement ap- 
pearsupen the outside of our cover, have constantly advertised 
with Forust Aanp Srawam since the very beginning of the ex. 

istenee of the paper! This is one of the very heaviest and, 

shrewdest firms in the United States, and their constant patron- 
age shows how much they value our paper as an advertising 

medium. We hope they have received a ten-fold benefit from 
their outlay and investment inprinter’sink. Remington & Co. 
is another firm which has stucl tous from the outset: and so 

haye J.B. Grook, Abbey & Imbrie (late Andrew Clerk & Cc.), 

Barton, Alexander & Waller, and Wm. Read & Sons, of Bos- 
ton. Gi almost equal duration is the patronage of Kimball & 
Oo., the tobacco manufacturers; Thomas Sparks, shot maker, 

of Philadelphia, and the house of Conroy & Co, ‘ihere ere a 
score of other firms which have appeared intermittently dur- 

ing the period, the combined patronage of which has been to 

us 4 valuable and substantial support. Wehave come to look 
upon these friends as fixtures, not only in our colurans, but in | 
the public business—fixtnres which revulsions do not seem to 
fhake, but which we trust will stand ‘‘as long as grass grows 
gud water runs.” It gives us great pleasura to make this 

reference to them. 

a" ForzerT anp Stream will be sent for fractions of a year 
as follows: Six months, $2; three months, 1. To elubs of 
two or more, $3 per annum. 

{It is called the Astan, 

—Our usually estimable contemporary The Turf, Field and 
Farya, flatters itself too much when if charges us with appro- 
priating one of its editorials as ourown.  Wechallenge it to 
the proof, and will turn over a’ whole week’s net earnings to 
its treasurer if it will establish ite point. Our real crime was 
in copying into our column of selected miscellany an erticle 

which we found floating without credit in ove of our ex- 
changes, 
ae ae ee 

—Mr. Wm. M. Tileston, of this paper, has been appointed 
by the Harlem Railroad Company, owners of Gilmore's Gar- 

den, sometimes known as the Hippodrome, agent for the 

property, and will manage the same in their interests. Tha 
lease of Messrs. Shook & Gilmore haying expired, the railroad 

company, have purchased of them all the furniture and ap- 

purtenanees of the building, and applications for leasing it for 
athletic mestings, ete., must ba made to Mr, Tileston at this 
office. 
ee 

—The New York Herald publishes a resume of scientific 
discoveries during the past half century, and exults over the 

progress and development of knowledge. Now, knowledge 
{ ia life, and spiritual life is the exaltation of knowledge. If we 

in the flesh are made happy by the acquisition of knowledge 
and its application to onr personal desires, and sre only to s 

limited extent capable, how much will this enjoyment be en- 
hanced hereafter when our corruptible bodies no longer clog 

and obstruct the movements of thought! When the body 
dies true life begins. 
es 

Cuioago anp Norruwestzen RaiLroap.—The hundreds 

of our readers who have accepted the considerate services of 
this popular sporisman’s route, whose advantages have long 
been set forth through the advertising columnsof Fornsar 

AND Srrvam, will be glad te know thal the company has just 

declared a dividend of three and a half per centum on the 

preferred stock, and two per centum on the common stock of 

the rozd, payable December 28, 1878. The halfyearly state- 

ment of the road, with the earnings and expenses to Novem- 

ber, 1878, show that the net earnings were $3,987,414.07; the 

expenses, $2,417,846.96; and the net profits, $1,596,507.11. 
We take pride in the sssurance that our efforts haye con- 

tributed a Jarge mite toward the aggregate revenue, 
SEER 

SrorT mx AstA.—Zhe srowth of moGern civilized sport is 
forcibly instanced in the fact that a new and handsome 
sportsmen’s journal has just been started in Calentta, India. 

The number before us comprises 

fourteen pages, larger than those of London Fieid. Tt hase 
characteristic vignette title, composed of jungle, tigers, ele- 

phante, native beaters, ete., and altogether presenta a very 

respectable and encouraging appedrance. The local adver- 
fisements show that there is a large sporting interest in India, 
centreing in@alentta. The field there is immense for the tail- 
est and biggest kinds of sport. iivery year statistics are pub- 
lished of sc many thousand persons having been killed by 

wild beasts in this or that Presidency, and sportsmen will find 

abundant occupation in thinning out the varmints and pro- 
teeting the lives of the population. Under the impetus whieh 
the “* Asian” will undoubtedly give to all residentsfond of ad- 
ventures in the field, a decline in the price of tiger pelts and 

lion-skin robes may reasonably be anticipated. 
rae 

Deronor Orzgpmook.—The abandonment of the range at 

Creedmoor has been forced upon thedirectors of the National 

Rifle Association. Such a contingency should have been 
foreseen from the start, bub with every train cut off, the 

management at last conclede that something should be done, 

and have taken the first step fo the securing of a new site. 
They will leave behind them many advantages, much sunken 

capital in improvements and plant. There are petty disadyan- 

| tages connected with the Long Island range, but the supreme 
discomfozt of want of access, ready and reliable, is sufficient 
to blast its future. Per contra, it may be thet the choice of a 
new location may permit the laying out of the range accord- 

ing to some One of the plans which more recent experience 
nes shown to be more satisfactory than the line and line plan 
of Creedmoor. The defects of that plan haye been sorely telt 
on many & tatch day, and with care in the planning of the 
new home, it may be the change of location will be the begin- 
ning cf an era of permanent prosperity for the National Rifle 

Association of America. 
—————— 

PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN.—The subject opened by Professor 

Chas. B, Dwight, of West Virginia, in our rifle columns has 
long heen a matter of talk on the ranges. Without giving 
our own yisws of the topic or of the questions involved, the 
fecling is certainly growing among a larze class of gentlemen- 
shots, that their éfforts are dwarfed by the exploits of these 
gun-agents, The growing of this system cf rifle distinction 
and strife for supremacy is seen in the loss of that mutual 
helpfulness which at one time was so marked a feature ef 
Creedmoor. it was this long, strong pull together waich 
enabled Col. Bodine and his companions ou the first and 
second American teams to do such magnificent work; for, 

taking conditions and opportunities into account, no succeed- 
ing American team has done anything approsching it. That 
cordiality is leaying Creedmoor, and the keen calculation and 

shrewd watching of points, ¢ Ja mug-hunter, 1sseen more and 

more. Theremedy which Professor Dwight suggests of 

private shooting clubs will mest the diffleulty in his case, but 

it ia a confegsion of weakness when such freedom oi exercise 
as he will find in his clubs cannot be met with on any rifle 

range, 

AL I he antic ti O N a) th 

tion of the cou:try by Uncle 
Sam. Yet the United States have now beeome old enough to 
have 2 history, and can boast of buil nearly two cen- 
turies and a half old. Our valued correspondent below giyes 
ng a ‘rief history of three of them. Long may they stand 
and be regarded with the yenstation due their respectable 
antecedents: 

JAMAICA PLAIN, Ma3s., Dec, 3, 1578. 
dix, Epiroz—In Forest anp Srream, for Noy. 28, T find the state” 

ment, which has been often repeated in the newspapers, that the 
Horton House, at Southald, Long Taland, is the oldest in America, 
having heen built in 1639. There are two, perhaps three, houses In the 
yicinity of Boston older than this, First, the “ Plantation House” oz 
Gov. Cradack, at Medford, Mass,, built of brick in 1684. ‘This house, 8, 
A. Drake, gocd snthority, calls the monarch of ell houses in North 

Atiericg, and believer if to have been the first brick house erected 
within the government of John Winthrop. Second, the Fairbanks 
House at Dedham, Muss,, buili of wood in 1638, and sftlil occupled hy 

tne descendants of the bnilder. Third, the Cutis House at Jamaica 
Pjaias, Mass, puilt 10 1638-9, as Appears by the Hecorda of Mass. Bay, 

This ia of Wook, Aud is in good preservation, It is oceupied by the de- 
pcendaut in the same name of the seventh generation from William 

Curlis, the bulider, Al} these oldest honses are found in raral or 
enburban districts, landin the isrge citics being too valuable to allow 

of its ccoupation by auclent biildings. Some suppose that St. Angus- 
tine being the oldest settiement in the United States must have the 

oldest houses; but this not so, thet town haying been twice destroyed 

by fire in the scventeonth century. Besicges which, the Coqaina Rock, 

of which St, Augustine was built, [siete durable material. 
8, C. Charke. 

i 

WESTERN InpusTRies,—The Hon. David W. Judd, who 

recently returned from s two-months’ tour of the Far West, 

is now publishing in bis paper—the American Agriculturist— 
most valuable nctes of his extended observations relating es- 

pecially to stock raising and farming, but covering all the in- 
Qustries of that vast and really productive section which lies 

along the foot hills ofthe Rocky Mountains, from the Laramie 
Plaing to the Rio Pecos in Texas, In the December number 
of the Agriculturist isa hal? page engraving of a Nebraska 
stock farm, andin another number is a similar illestestion of 

acatile range and stock ranch in Colorado. Besides these 

special articles there are editorial notes whieh give the readers 
an intelligent idea of many things in the regions which be 

yisited, of which they have hitherto been ignorant. It is for- 
tunate that gentlemen of such intelligence and discriminating 
observation as Mr. Judd sare willing to take time lo iavesti- 
gate these new fields which ara being so rapidly settled by 

immigration from the Bast. Atl information on these import- 
ant subjects will be most eagerly read by Hastern men whose 

eyes are turned westward. Asa sportsman Mr. Judd has not 
allowed the game of the West to escape his attention. He 
notes with approval that during the past few years the fer 

Western States and Territories have taken measures to pre- 
serve the game, the result of which is seen in a very percepi- 

ible increase in game, especially in Wyoming and Utah Terri- 
tories. Employees of the Union Pacific Railroad say they 
never before saw so many antelope on the plains, while baal 
in the foot hills and mountain ranges ik aud-deer are abund- 
ant. in riding, during tha month of October, from Rock 
Creek to Latamie, antelope, wolves, mountain grouse, sage 

hens, wild geese, ducks, etc., were to be seen from the cars 

alunost constantly. The fayorite point for Eaglish hunters in 
this country is about seven hundred miles west of Omaha. 

Here they leave the railroad track and strike back forty miles 
to the Sweet Water regions. Having procured a guide and 
spent a few days at the hospitable rauch of Mr. Pim Foley, 

who is one of the largest and most successful cattle growers 
in the world, they push on to the Wind River country north- 
ward in quest of the larger game there is to be found in that 
region, A small party of these Enslish gentlemen returned 
from the Wind River country a few days ago with twenty-one 
bear skins and the heads of numerous elk, mountain sheep, 
etc., which they were conveying to Nngland as trophies of 

their American hunting excursion. 
oo 

Losr Rivers Rrrounp.—We read in the current literature 
of the day that an interesting experiment has been made to 

determine whether the head waters of the Danube found their 
way through subterranean passages into the Asch. Some 
fluorescein was plgced in the waters of the Danube, and in 
three days the eplendid green color and golden reflections were 

quite distinct in the watera of the Aach. Ten kilos of fluor- 

excein had colored at least 200,090,600 litres of water. 

Very good! Now let us adopt the suggestion of ovr trans- 

Atlantic sevans and apply afew kiles of fluorescein to our 

own mysterious, erratic and undetermined streams, of which 

we haye 8o many all over America. Let us put afew kilos 

into the St. John’s River in Wlorida, and see whether its vivid 
green boils out of the huge fresh water spring off Matanzas; 

jet us empty a little of the fluorescein into the Gila and the 
lost rivers of Tsxes, which stert from the mountaine in full 
and sparkling volume and finally disappear im the sand. Let 
us discover what causes the intermittent tides in Lake Su- 
perior, and ascertain the supply sources of the reservoirs of 

the Great Eakes. Let ua ascertain whither the great volume 

of the mighty Saguenay flows, and whether its subterranean 
diecharge does nob cause tha mysterious currents which vex 

the shores of Anticosti, Let us learn whereabouts in the river 

St. Lawrenos the volume of Montmorenci’s waters reappears. 

Let us trace the origin of the subterranean How of caverns; 

the cutlets of mountain lakes which Lave no bottom; the 

secrets of the Florida sinks; the source of the boiling ocean 

spring in the Gulf of Mexico, Let us find ont for certain if 

the waters of Backs and Mskenzie’s river and the Yellow- 



Here is a field for investigation as broad as the continent. 
‘There are hundreds of enterprising students now idle, who are 
Ipuging to undertake the work. The Government will no 
doubt sanction it too. The only difficulty at present seema to 

he that we cannot obtain fluorescein enough. 

he 

A. Preroran in Texas.—A year or more ago & young physi- 
cian, a Brooklyn gentleman who migrated to Mexia, Texas, 
wrote us a private letter about hunting, fishing, sheep-graz- 
ing, and the resources of ‘I'exas, which we thought of suffi- 

tient general interest to publish, and took the liberty to do 
so, Wow, please note the result. We quote from a letter 
just at hand : 

BRAOCERTISYILLE, Texas, Nov. 24, 1978. 
Friend Haznooz: The last letter 7 wrote you, to my 

nitter surprise, was published in your paper, which brought 
innumerable Iciters of inquiry from all parts of the States, 
all of which I tool: pleasure in answering. In course of time 
@ correspondence generated between a Mr. Garrett, of Wil- 
mingtou, Del., which fas resulied in my entering into pari- 
nership with the Garrett Bros. and Maj, Stotsenberg, of Wil. 
mington, Del,, inasheep ranch iIn——. They came on to 
Moxia, where L vwas practicing medicine, and there we bonght 
three horses, wagon, éte., etc., and started out to hunt a loca- 
tion fora ranch, and atter weeks of travel all through the 
Btste, we settled here, On that trip we have huuted every- 
thing almost, and have had lots of adyentures up to the pres- 
ent date, I think Tam probably on my way to make money, 
and I owe ii-all to Forrsy asp Stream, for it was your paper 
that brought me before the eyes of the capitalists and brought 
them out here. If you or any of your friends are out in this 
direction come and make us 2 call and we will try to make 
it pleasant for you all. We can take our rifles out and kill 
deer, turkey and all kinds of game on our own land, whils 
(be Pinto River rises on our land, and in if are plenty of 
trout, bags, perch, catiish, and almost all kinds of fresh 
water ash. i beve killed s> many turkeys that we are almost 
sick of them. Well, I willtlose st present. J was very suc- 
cessful in my practicing medicine in Bioxia, and have many 
friends who went me to come back. Joux G. 

in connection with the foregoing letier we ask permission 

to say a word for ourselves. We are as sensibly impressed 

as many cf ovr patrons affirm themselves to de, with the 

growing value of Forsst anp SreeamM as en advertising me— 

dium. There sre many journals devoted to special objects, 

through which it would be supposed the public could be 
reached more directly, yet we find that when solid business 

transactions of any Kind are looked for, men turn to our 

eciumus as outurally ss the experienced miner does to the 

gold bearing mountain yanges. And they seldom fail to find 
@ placer, or at least pay dirt! Men pin their faith implicitiy 

en the overtures and business chances which we advertise, 
and especially upon cur editorial representations and endorse- 

menis. We can sell a wheat favm cra sheep ranch as easily 

8s We can sell dog biscuiia, guns and fish-hooks. No inquiry 
~yas ever ptaried in cur columus upon any subject whatever 
tut that it immediately atiractéd sitention in highest places. 

We have prought about a large number of valuable commercial 
irausaciions, for which we neither expected nor received any 

fee or reward, With regard to Texas, we know that there is a. 

rapidly increasing interest and migration toward the State, and 
what information we can gather of practical value we shall 
print trom time tome. One of the best informed writers 
in the State is the gentleman whose letter we publish in this 

igsue. He has promised fo show up tke resources of the 

State and the advantages which the State offers to settlers. 
Wo doubt there is much money ef present in sicck grazing 
and sheep raising; but there-are other pursuits just as Jucra- 

tive, and the cotton and grain fields, the sugar plantations, 

the mines, the quarries aud the timber Jands of Texas offer 

an eggrerate of inducements not found in any other seciion. 
ve) a es 

CANADIAN DISCRIMINATING GAME 

LAWS. 

IW our issue of November 14th we printed a communication 

from the gentleman whose signature is appended te the 
letter below, in Which be claimed what he now reiterates, that 
the game laws of New Srunswick were framed expressly to 
discriminate against Americans. He thinks this a great 
grievance, and utters his most feeling protest. Protest No, 1 
(Noy. 14), elicited a reply or defense from Chief Game Com- 
missioner Fellows, of the Province of New Brunswick, dis- 

claiming any jatention to “ discriminate,.’”’ The Commissioner 
admits the letter of the lay to protect, game and the general 
efforts made to that end, but denies that the laws were framed 

to excludé American sportsmen, and calls upon us to refute 
such an imputation. ’ 

Well knowing the value and weight of ex parte statements, 
we contented ourselves with a simple endorsement of the Pro- 

vincial came laws and approval of the present most commend- 
able efforts of Canada to prevent the total extirpation of the 

much diminished game. We held that Canada had a right to 
make discriminating laws against foreigners, justas the States 
of lowa, Florida, Kansas, and some others had the right to 
discriminate against their brotherhood of neighboring States. 
Such Jaws might be impolitic, ill-advised, end obviously un- 
just, agorieving and alienating friends and working retroactive 
damage upon themselyes; but none had the right to arraign 
them for an act which was eminently a prerogative and an 
affair of their own only. This position being too conservative 

for our correspondent, he has again sought. the use of our 

columns for the following reply to the New Brunswick Game 
Commissioner 

PoRTLAND, December 2, 1878. 
Epiror Fores? anp STREAM: 
One word inrepy to the somewhat harsh commuiication from the 

Chie? Game Commissioner of New Bruuswick. 
Tiijétraly gratitying to hear from the Chis! Warden himself that 

Americanos were not intended to be discriminated against by this new 

inw, for the impression had most certaluly been given me and my 

friend by the people with whom we talked while In New Brunswick 
last October (and in ssme instances the Ohist Warden was quoted, 
though, Lam now glad to know, through error), that this $20 tax was 
for the parpose of prevenling or hindering Americans shooting there. 

Ail true American sportsmen, Tam sure, would be most happy to ald 

In enforcing the game laws of auy couliry, and eager to bring to ac- 

count any one slaughterlng game by illegitimate means; but why 

should we be calle? upon to pay to support their game laws Avhen they 
do not pay to support ours? What would New Brunswick people 

think if they were called upon to pay an annnal tax of $20 to every 

State In which tisy shot ‘*to support the game laws.” 
Is this noi alla enbterfuge? And since the matter has been referred 

to, I will say that ft does cause a blash of humuiation to think thatat- 

ter Americans have sent tens of thousands of doilars to help the poor 

of St. Johny, that they are not willing to show us the same courtesies 

that we extend to them, 

The Chief Warden loges sight of the subject when he Jays so much 
IrPss On Tho Slaughter of game outof season. Jf the laws are trans- 

Pressel he well ktows how to publish; but does not the fact still re- 

tmaty, that if making foie dlserlminatiug tex of $20, he does tous as 

wedo Hot tohim, As I and my friend have shot in New Bruuswick 

In the past, and as we expect to shcot there ugiin, we are perhaps as 

zeplous adyecates of the game iaws as the Warden himself; and it 

might not be out of place to call hig attention to the slaughter of snipe 

tiear Sackville, earlyin September, when, as J Rear from the people 
there, ‘the birds are half grown, and £0 blue with pin feathers that 

they are unfit for the table,” simply, ag I am toid, “ to Kili them before 
tose —— Yankees get there.” 

In regard to salmon fishing, I will not enter into a controversy with 

the Chisf Warden, I did not say there was 4 discriminating law, but 

if he will make some inquiries in regard to the way some Boston gen- 
tlemen, leasing saltton rivers, have been treated, I think he will find 

that Americans hove been Giscriminaten against, although he is unpar- 
llgmentary enoug® to characterize tt as 'faise,” 

Yours very traly, SAM’D Hanson, 

Our readers have now heard in full the charge preferred by 

| our indignant correspondent, and we leaye it to their common 
sense fo answer whether a great province like that of New 

Brunswick, having the most intimate commercial relations 

with its neighbor, the United States, would, from jealousy 
orany imaginary grievance, or spirit of retaliation, stoop to 

80 petiy areprisal a3 ta fax American sportsmen $20 per head 
for \he express purpose of keeping them out of the country ? 

The idea is so absurd on the face of it that we at first refused 

to entertain if; but, since we are pressed for am opinion, we 
snall decide avainsé the plaintiff in toto. Our correspondent 

hes lived so Jong upon the border and enjoyed such unlimited 

reciprocity, that he is evidently taken aback by the slightest 
restrictions upon his will or actions. He should nos forget 
that New Bronswick is just as much @ foreign country now 
agit waa durine our late civil war, when firearms were inter- 
dicted and skedadlers safe when once fairly over the border. 
What right has he to question the license to shoot any more 

than Hoagland has ths tax on her products imported to France? 

The Chiet Warden, Mr. Felloys, has explained that the law 

was trained to prevent pot hunters from destroying the game, 

the greater part of which was destroyed by citizens of the 
United States and found its market in that country, The ex- 

penses of enforcing tha laws ara met by fines, penalties, 
seizures and jicenses af, home, and by 2 licensa fee exacted 
from non-residents. The Game Commissioner ingenuously 
asks: ‘*Ts it unreasonable to ask foreieners as well as our- 

selyes to contribute toward preserving the game of the coun- 
try?” Our correspondent thinks it is, and asks ‘‘ why we 

should be called upon to pay to support their game Jaws, 
when they do not pay to support ours?” Ef.any reader thinks 

this question is fairiy put, let him answer and defend it. 
Fyrom the fact that friend Hanson has specified New Bruns- 

Wick, he does not seem aware that similar laws obtain in the 
other Provinces, and that in the adjoining Province of Nova 

Scotia, for justance, there is a like tax of $20 on all non-resi- 
dent sportsmen; not merely non-resident Americans, but non- 

resident New Brunswickers, Englishmen and all. And the 
fame is reciprocally true of the New Brunswick game law. 

No betier evidence can be adduced of the sincerity and un- 
prejudiced impartiality of the Noya Scotia law than the fact 
that British officers of the army and nayy haye repeatedly 
been prosecuted irom court to court to exact the fine which 

they disclaimed they had an obligation to pay; for it seems 
they too are required to pay a license of $5, although they are 
temporary residents, . 

The arguments in favor of the system, as set forth by its 

promoters, are; That the game is appurtenant to the soil, and 
belongs to the people of the Province, just as much as in Hng- 

land it belongs to the lord of the manor. ‘Their forests are 

their preserves, and they have the right to regulate the way 

in which they shall be used. The inhabitants have to con- 
tribute to the general reyenue of the Province, in order to 

carry on the different departments of the public service. Out 

of these revenues @ certain sum has been expended to defray 
the expenses of preserving the game, Is it fair, then, for out- 

siders, who pay nothing, to step in and enjoy the benefits re- 
sulting irom this protection, equally with those who have to 

bear the burden of the expeuse and the responsipility and 
trouble of enforcing the lawa? 

Probably when the State of Maine, of which our corres- 
pondent is a citizen, finds it expedient to enact similar laws 

and regulations, it will do so. If such Jaws would accomplish 
the consummation for which we have ao long deyoutly wished 
and earnestly worked, we would be willing to submit to special 
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discriminating laws as applied to every State in the Union, 
until the result was reached, 

As respects the fishery licenses and regulations to which our 

correspondent refers, we must defer that part of the subject 
for want of space here. It is a question which involves 
different conditions. 

Se EEEEEEReEEEE ad 

(ROM OUL BPRCIAL TEXAS CORRESPONDENT. ) 

TEXAS NORTHERS-HONESTY-ORANG. 

ES AND LEMONS IN TEXAS. 

Eiprror Forusr anp STREAM: 

We are haying such a furious spell of weather that I can 
do no mischief outdoors, and am therefore driven to seck 
some occupation indoors, Forseveral days we haye been en- 

joying one of those singular north winds of Texas—shot un- 
doubtedly from caverns in icebergs somewhere—accompanied 

by # pelting rain. Ofall winds that blow this is assuredly 
the most ‘villainous—a Texas “ wet norther.’’ To walk or 

tide sgainst if is excruciating torture. ‘The drops of rain 
hil you like bullets, square in the face, and I doubt not you 

conld hear them sing like rifle balls on a skirmish line, as 
they flit past your ears, if it were not for the continual 

whizzing and howling of the wind. When such come there 
is nothing to do but to ‘*snook” round one’s fireside and en- 
gage in whateyer mischief may come to hand. And yet thig 

is the very weather when one who loves his gun and dog can 
find the most sport if he can stand the pelting and the wihizz- 

ing. The ducks and geese leave the bays and bayous and 

swarm on the prairies, reinforcing the curlews, grouse, gand- 

hill cranes and jacksnipes. And blackbirds or grackle come 

by the literal million, though none but the ‘small boy” ever 

shoots them. I take up my shooting irons and look upon 
them with a melancholy look, Then I look out of the window 

and see the scudding mists, the cedars tossing their boughs as 

if they were frantic, and hear the howling of the tempest, I 
then lay my irons aside with a sigh. ‘This sort of weather is 

calculated to make folks crazy unless they have some re- 

sources for mischief within themselyes. Well, my pipe 
never fails to give me solace under affliction, and I have lots 
of books and paper and lead pencils. With these aecompani- 
ments I can from my heart say: ‘‘Howl!, howl, ye breezes |” 

But jet none suppose that this norther is really Arctic, 
though it does come from caverns in icebergs, or from the 
regions of perpetual snow. 'lhis one has been piping about a 
hundred hours, yet the thermometer on my gallery, exposed 
to its full fury, poiats ten degrees above the freezing point. 
Yet this is cold enough when driven into a fellow with 
a forty-horse power. And how brilliantly the skies will 
sparkle when the norther is gone! ‘Dhe air will literally 
dance with delight. Nothing can exceed the beauty of theze 
Texas days which succeed a norther, It makesa fellow feel ten 
years younger; like jumping over fences, riding wild mus. 

tangs, turning somersaults. All nature, animate and inanj. 

mate, laughs with electricity. Indeed, these Texas northers 

are most admirable institutions, and nothing could induce me 
to live in any country where they do not bluw. And they 
blow nowhere on earth save in Texas, 
And let no one suppose they are usually accompanied by 

rain. Usually they are not. Usually the skies are as clear as 
a silver bell; but then, Mr. Hditor, they are cold, I tell you, 

forafact. Then they'll make a fellow jump Jim Crow who 
gets caught out in one. They'll pinch him blue; they’Il 
buffet him; they'll wallop him, and if he don’t £0 to shelter 

they'll turn the marrow of his bones to icicles. They are 
snorters; they are terrific, There is nothing like them in 
this world, to him who rides on a vast uninhabited prairie, 
and there never will be anything likethem. And yet I would 
not give one of them for all the perfumed zephyrs of Araby 
the Blest. 

But Thad to engagein some mischief indoors during this 
embargo on locomotion outside, and I fell to reading Horace. 
ag l often do when the weather is inclement or the nights 
long. J hit upon that celebrated_ode, * Intiger vite colerisgue 
purus,” the 22d of the First Book, and it amused me go 
much that I make a translation of it, literally where I could 
and paraphrastically where I couldn’t help myself, Here 
goes : 

‘The man who jeads an honest life, 
Rres from crimes and nol some sirife,7 
Don’t need the ponderous Moorish spear, 

And Nought beneath the rkies need fear; 

Even though his wandering footsteps turn 
To where the Syrtes degerta burn; 
Where Albanian mountains lift the shows, 

Or famed Hydospes current flows, 
For late, as carelessly I strayed, 

Unarmed, beyond my rural shade— 

Aly Lalage’s sweet name repeating 

To th’amorons breezes round me Heeting— 

A wolf—and such ne’er Afric bore 
Or howled upon the Apullan shore— 

Fled from me in the Sabine wood, 
And sought the deepest solitude. 

Place me in those dread regions where 
No tree withstands the iey air— 

Where endless night and yapors dweil, 

And storms the scudding clouds impel; 
Place me in regims where the blazing sun 
Withers all that he glares upon, 
Tn silent deserts waste and wide, 
To human resldence denied, 

-And still, with thouzht gerene and Tree, 
The flying hours beguiling, 

Wiilove and sing my Lalage 

Sveeny speaking, syeetiy smiling | 



Now, Mr. Editor, I do protest that this little poem, as 
Horace wrote it, is beautiful and the sentiment is delicious. 
It is, as Sealiger said of another one of his poems, which I 
may translate for you during the next wet norther, ‘all am- 

brosia;” but in translating it I had to laugh several times, 

and could hardly restrain myself from making a burlesque of 
it. I pictured to myself Horace wandering among the ice 
floas of the Polar regions, with a pitiless tempest beating 
_upon his head, and I didn't belieye that under such circum- 
stances he would think of Lalage, much less sing of her. 
Aud then I pictured him comered against an iceberg by a 

vrim Polar bear, and thought to myself, ‘‘ What will his hon- 
esty avail him now?” These poets won't do to trust to too 

much, however prettily they may write. I account myself 

passably honest, but I haye been in several scrapes with Injuns 
and such like where I would undoubtedly have been ‘*chawed 
up” hadI not been heavily armed. And sgeyeral times, in 
spite of being heavily armed, I owed my escape solely to the 
fieetmess of my horse. Honesty is excellent, but-no man will 

catch me risking all I have on 1b. 

I clip this from the Galveston ews = 

Propieious Lmmons,—Yesterday a sample of lemons was 
sent to the iVews office as a present from Mr. W. 8. Deata, of 
Dickinson Bayou. They were grown upon his farm, in that 
locality, and for size haye probably never been surpassed, if 
ever equaled. The largest had a weight of seyenteen and a 
half ounces, and was nearly as large as a small canteloupe. 
This shows what Texas can do in lemon culture. 

We have only lately found ont that the tidewater district 

of Texas is unsurpassed for oranges and lemons, The ladies 

planted them for curiosities or ornament, and they grew right 
on, producing when old enough enormous crops. Houston 
now has a great many, some so heayily laden with the ripe 

fruit that the limbs have to be propped up to keep from break 

ing. In point of quality they seem to be the best I ever saw. 

J have several in my yard in the city, planted with no thought 

that they would ever come to anything, and 1 now deeply 
regret that I didn't plant a hundred, I haye never known our 

trees to be injured by the cold, though doubtless they ought 

to have some protection during cold snaps until they are three 
years. N. A. 1. 

Houst.n, T'exas, Nov. 26, 1878. 
a 

GAME PROTECTION 

A Cai vor Massacnusnmirs Mzn.—JBoston, Dec. 7.—The 
Massachusetts Kennel Club Committee on Game Laws desires 
to hereby notify sportsmen and others interested in the protec- 
tion and preservation of our game birds and animals, that 
meeting in the interest of better game laws will be held in 
this city, at Young’s Hotel, on Wednesday, the 18th inst., at 
four o'clock, p. a, Messrs. Hall and Whipple, the gentleman- 
ly proprietors of the above named house, haying shown their 
friendship to the cause by tendering to this committce the 
free use ofa suitable room for the purpose. The committee 
would respectfully invite the presence and co-operation of all 
good sportsmen and others interested, with a yiew to deter- 
mine what revision of the existing game Jaws of this 
Commonwealth is desirable and necessary to make the same 
more eflective and worthy of respect. For the Committee. 

Joun Fortier, Jx., Chairman. 

We have before this expressed our opinion of the good re- 

sults likely to follow from the Massachuseits Kennel Olub's 
work in game protection. That the present game laws of that 
State are unsatisfactory and do tot accomplish the ends of 

protection is amply illustrated by the simple fact that they 

are practically a dead letter and nothing more. Only a mi- 

nority of the best sportsmen and game dealers have any regard 

for their provisions, We bespeak for the proposed meeting a 

large attendance of those most interested. Itis the duty of 

all who love the sports of the field to put their influence and 

effort on the right side. 

New Yor Assooration.—The New York Association for 

the Protection of Game held its first meeting of the season 

at the residence of Mr. 0. E. Whitehead, on the evening of 

the 9th inst. The President, Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt, hav- 

ing called the meeting to order, congratulated the club upon 

-itg success of the past season, particularly in getting the law 

enforced against pound-nets in the Great South Bay, The 

fishing in that locality has improyed wonderfully since the 

have been removed, and is again attracting anglers 

fon all parts of the country and filling the hotels with 

guests, Mr. Roosevelt also called the attention of the club 

to the destructive whitebait fishing, whereby thousands of 

young fish, mostly young shad, were being destroyed. Un- 

jess something can be done to check it, it will be useless to 

nd money in hatching them. ‘The counsel, Mr. Whitehead, 

reported on the satisfactory State of the suits brought by the 

Association, and stated that infringements of the game laws 

in the city were becoming very rare. The matter of bringing 

suits outside of the city was discussed, and finally the coun- 

gel was empowered, by a resolution proposed by Mr.
 Lawrence 

and seconded by Mr. Holberton, to bring suits in any part of 

the State where in his judgment it was thought advisable to 

do so. After the regular business of the club was oyer, Mr, 

Whitehead entertained the members in his usual hospitable 

manner. Among the many good things was a magnificent 

black cock, killed, we believe, in Scotland, and ranking sec- 

ond only to the wild turkey of our own woods. ; 

Ononpaga Fispixe Crvs.—At an unusually full meeting 

of the Onondaga County Fishing Club, of Syracuse, N. Y., 

December 4, a very satisfactory report was given of the work 

accomplished by the club in tie first year of its existence. 

The report is a most creditable one, and the activity displayed 

by the Syracuse sportsmen is in every way commendable. At 

an expense of $200, derived from members of the club and 

from fines collected of offenders against the garie Jaws within 

the county, a game constable has been engaged throughout 

the season to watch the lake and rivers and arrest offenders. 

Thirty-five law-breakers haye heen arrested and conyicted— i i 

SOOO SS —— 

s0me On two or more charges—and sentenced to pay a fine of 
$50 and costs of conviction. One of these was confined in the 
penitentiary the full time of 64 days; four were incarcerated, 
but subsequently paid their fines, and the remaining 80 have 
signed a stipulation to pay part of the fine and costs, and to 
abstain from illegal fishing, the clab agreeing not to enforce 
the body executions against them, provided they kept the 
laws and brought in their nets to be destroyed. About 40 nets 
of all kinds haye been captured and destroyed, together with 
a number of eel traps, etc. The club feels much elated at the 
work of the past season, and is fully determined to carry out 
the Jaws and prosecute all offenders to the bitter end. During 
the meeting of the club muéh interest was developed in the 
proposition to calla State convention to revise the fishing 
laws, and a committee was appointed to report upon the 
feasibility of the plan. 

Deer werner AntronpAgKs.-—We have received from Mr. 
H. W. Hayt, of Lowville, N. 'Y., the following letter written 

by him to the Utica Morning Ifevald. The letter from Mr, 
Fenton to the aboye journal, republished by us Noy. 28, Mr, 

Hayt thinks, ‘does injustice not only to many true sports- 

men who hunt in the lawful season for deer, but also to the 

motives of Mr, Fenton himself, especially the remainder of his 

letter, in which he speaks so feelingly of the needs of tourists, 
sportsmen and hotel keepers or pot-hunters, and that the law 

would allow him to kill deer from the 1st of July to Jan. 1.” 
We publish Mr. Hayt’s letter with pleasure. We do not, 
however, endorse all that it contains. 80 long as hunting 
deer with dogs is against the law there can be no excuse for 

practicing that mode of capture. Men who lose their dogs, 
when they know that in so doing they are violating the State 
statutes, must not complain if the dogs are filled with lead or 

poison. On the other hand, wholesale still-hunting butchery 
has nothing to defend it. The letter is as follows: 

The statements of Mr. Fenton, although from a source 
that should be correct, in this instance must be received. 
with some allowances. Host Fenton has been a satill-hunter 
by profession for many years. This is a very successful 
method of killing deer. No companions are needed; each 
man hunts by himself alone, and generally is jealous of any 
intrusion of other hunters on what he calls his hunting- 
grounds. From the first snows until deer are worthless, and 
often longer, isthe season-for the market or pot-hunting. 
First-class still-hunters kill from thirty to one hundred and 
twenty deer in a good season. If dogs are seen when still- 
hunting they are often killed for fear they might disturb the 
deer, and make them more watchful. This killing of dogs 
has often happened when it was lawful to follow the chase 
with hounds. The owners of the dogs naturally resent this 
treatment of their property, and, because of this, Mi. Fen- 
ton has had the piecasure of paying for a number of valuable 
hounds killed at different times. These things naturally 
color the statements of our friend. 

The pursuit of the chase with the hounds has justly been a 
favorite means of diversion with the most of trne sportsmen, 
not poi-hunters and poachers, for hundreds of years, and large 
packs of stag hounds are now maintained in those countries 
where deer are found or preseryed. There is more genuine 
and intensely exciting sport in killing one deer 10 the chase 
than five or six potted or poached when unsuspicious of 
danger with scarcely a chance for life. It is a fact beyond 
dispute that game of all kinds is in more danger of extermina- 
tion from still-hunting, traps, snares and poaching of all kinds, 
which is much more difficult to prevent, than from the use of 
dogs when game is in season. Venison or any other game 
killed then with dogs, if properly dressed, is sweet, whole- 
some and can be kept any reasonable length of time. Not 
one-tenth of the deer pursued by dogs aré killed. It is well 
known how often they will baffle the hounds, Host Fenton, 
having abundantly provided his table with venison, which, he 
says, '* most of the sportsmen and tourists who visit the woods 
in July and August feel the need of,” alsosupp'ying the wants 
of a large number of regular boarders, now on the approach of 
still-hunting, becomes particular as to the manner of killing 
yenison, and makes yery broad and extravagant assertions 
with regard tothe guides and some of the hotel-keepers, whose 
assistance he no Jonger needs in supplying his table with 
venison. These statements will shrink fearfully in approach- 
ing the truth. TWifty deer will more than coyer all that has 
been brought out of the woods by way of Number Four in the 
last two months. If Mr, Fenton was placed in an ordinary 
boat, with the usual chances of sportsmen, armed only with 
the club” he speaks of, I fear his guests would starve on 
beefsteak and mutton, at least until he sent for his trusty rifle, 
with which (by the way) he boasis of having killed more than 
2,000 deer, ‘The season is lone enough now for true sportsmen 
to kill deer, if not for the hotel-keepers and pot or market- 
hunters. More than enough venison reaches the markets from 
other States, without our drafting the woods to supply it. If 
we are allowed to enjoy the chase with our hounds, if only 
for a portion of the season, without haying our valuable 
hounds shot or poisoned without redress, we are content, and 
will aid in preserving the game. ‘This following the chase in 
the proper season must not be confounded with the reckless 
crusting of deer in the deep snows, when worthless, or a simi- 
lar slaughter at other seasons, which cannot be too severely 
punished. 

Tur StaAucurmr or Deze ix Micu.—The slaughter of 
deer in the northern part of this State can hardly fail to at- 
tract the attention of all lovers of sport of that description. I 
think all will recognize the advisability and necessity of pro- 
hibiting the killing of deer for some time to come, for from 
three to fiye years. There are now hundreds of men in the 
northern country who fairly slaughter those beautiful animals 
for pecuniary purposes, and by no fair means either. They 
have their dogs who drive the deer into some lake near by 
where there are some dozen men in wailing for them, and 
when the animal takes to the water thereis no hope of escape. 

The killing of deer is so preat that when a party of three or 
four take a few days’ vacation for a little pleasure skoot in 
this line, if is ss much as their life is worth to get any sort of 

a chance, and if they sce a deer he is closely followed by a 

pack of hounds that unless shot dead, he escapes only to fall 

into the hands of these men who take up their station on the 

banks of these small lakes with which this State is so plenti- 

fully supplied. ‘There are hundreds of deer sent into the 

market every season, and they ave perceptibly getting scarcer, 

so that the State that was noted for the amount of wild deer 

within its limits is rapidly getting to be avery poor place for 

that kind of aport. lf the gan clubs and the sporting associa- 
tions would take this matter up and present 1t to the Legis- 

ind 

“hey would receive the thanks of all trac lovers of 
sport, ~ Tio. 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

The good old principle of shutting the stable door after the 
horse has run away seems to obtain in all matters pertaining 
to game protection. Ten years from now we may look for 

stringent enactments to “protect” the gamie which has long 
since been drawn, quartered and hung on the pegs. 

Ghe ile. 
Massaonusnrrs—Boston, Dec, 4.—The weather looked 

most unpromising this morning st Walnut Hill, but the long- 
Tange men were out, and good work was shown, Ii was the 
final contest in the long-range classified series, which opened 
on Wednesday, July 17, and has continued on successive 
Wednesdays since. For the purpose of equalizing the dis- 
tribution of prizes, members were divided into two classes, 
the Executive Committee reserving the right to assign mem- 
bers of no record to either class; prizes to be awarded to the 
best total of five scores, not necessarily consecutive ; first 
prize, gold medal ; second, silver medal ; third, cashor trophy, 
$10 ; fourth, cash or trophy, $6; fifth, cash or trophy, $4— 
five prizes in each class. The result: First class—W. H. 
Jackson, gold medal; J.S. Sumner, silyer medal; Messrs. 
W. Gerrish and H, T. Rockwell, third and fourth cash prizes, 
respectively, Second class—J, F, Brown, gold medal; Lewis 
Saunders, silver medal; Messrs. Salem H. Wilder, G. W. 
Dayidson and W. M. Ward, third, fourth and fifth prizes, in 
the order given: Thefifth prize in the first class has not been 
awarded. The scores to-day stood : 

W H Jackson, 

66655665 5 5 5 d—T4 
6865 5 555 65 & 5 5=T3 
558335 45 5 4 6 5 5—l5—219 
W Gerrish. 

S00. 2 6945 5 563 65 § G6 5 5 6 b 57 
ODO. 2 ogc vomaoet ou 564548305 5 4 8 5 6 5-86 

1,000, ,.- weed B54 555 55 8 5 5 + 5 8 5—87—205 
JS Sumner, 

EU ee neean eee 445765555 8 5 4 & 5 B70 
S00 swaveesi.ce, won 5 8 4556 4 4°95 5 bs Bb 4 G08 
L000siesiee eed 5 6 38 6 6 5 4 8 6 Ob OS S 3624 

JB Francis. 
565 65 6 46 6 & 6 6 4 $71 
53268 383885 6 5 4 556 
5535535654 5 6 5 4—Gi—I95 

J Smith, 
6546446546 55 5 651 
bE5S56b 483554 ¢ 3 6 4-89 
04555555 5% 6 B 5 5—p2—191 

L Satinders. 

300. 65 35655555 55 & & 49 
900. . BRd4464554 5 55 5 S-e 

1,000... a1 4044 63 8 8 4 2 3 8 4 B—49-195 

A member of the club, speaking of the classified match, 
says: ‘‘I give the names of the contestants, the number of 
matches that they shot, the grand aggregate and average, and 
the aggrecate of the best five; 

PYBBT-OLASS WINNERS. 

W.-H. Jackson, Sharps Creedmoor Rifle.—Thirteen matches; 
ageregate, 2,742; average, 210,92. Aggregate of best five, 
1,083; average, 216.6, 

J. 83. Summer, 8. O.—Fourteen matches; ageregate, 2,988 
average, 209.85. Aggregate of best five, 1,075; average, 210. 
Wm. Gurst, 8. O.—EHleyen matches; ageremate, 2,251; 

average, 204.6. Agerepzate of best five, 1,056; average, 
711.2. 

A. T, Rockwell, R. O.—Fiye matches; aggregate, 1,014 ; 
average, 202 8. 

Wim. Poland, R, C,--Fiye matches; aggregate, 983; uver- 
age, 196.6. 

BEOOND-OLASS WINNERS. 

J. L. Brown, S. O.—Nine matches; aggregate, 1,832; 
eee 202.4. Aggregate of best five, 1,042; average, 

Salem Wilder, R. C.—Nine matches ; ageregate, 1,760; 
nyerage, 195.5. Aggregate of best five, 1,021; average, 204,2. 

Lewis Saunder, 5. C.—Eleven matches; aggregate, 2,137; 
average, 104. Aygregate of best five, 1,020; average, 204, 

G. W, Davison, P, Mart.—Five matches ; aggregate, 1,000; 
average, 200, 
W. M. Wain, R. C.—Kight matches; aggregate, 1,429 ; 

average, 178.6. Aggregate of best five, 967; average, 193.4. 
This is individual shooting, and it beats the American team 

of 77, first day, for the aggregate of the average of the best 
eight is 1,662.2, while the team made 1,655, and the walk- 
over first day 1,660. We can produce an eight that could 
challenge the world from our own little club, and we do not 
know but what we would include United States for our A. H. 
Hebhard, J. A. Lowell and H. L. Hubbard did not finish five 
scores; their individuai average is about205. We feel tather 
proud of our rifle ability." 

Walnut Hill certainly has reason to be prond of its range, 
which has become famous through its long distance marks- 
men. Established in 1876, it has shown thatin rifles and men, 
America’s success in the international matches is the resule 
not of a sudden fluke of luck, but is instead a legitimate out- 
come of skill, intelligence and patient study and practice. 

Dee. 7.—The winter shed match to-day, at 200 yards, was 
shot in a clear, bright atmosphere, but with a cold, strong 10 
o'clock wind. The leading score wasa perfect one, and a long 
string of others were close upon it, standing as follows : 

LL Hubbard...... 6 5 5 G6 5-85 WE Gnuerrier.,...6 5 4 5 4—93 
J A Lowell, -- 6 6 4 6 5% DF Hupi..... 5 4 5 4—w 
D Kiskwood, 5 6 6 & 4—24 WH Jackzon,,.,6 f 4 4 4—02 
EB Sonther. 644 5 5288 HF Libbey.......4 4 4 ¢ 5-21 
0B Oaborn........9 4 4 5 5—28 HW Jepson....... 443 5 d—20 
ON ETO, .--seey- 6 5 4 6 42% ColN Wales...... 468 4 4—20 

In the November amateur series, the leading score at ten 
shots, 200 yards, was CO, A. Parker, 45; J. B. Parker mak- 
ing 88. 

Jaorson Rirre GaLLeRY—JDoston, Dec. 7,—Regzular weekly 
prize shoot, 75 feet, ten shots, reduced target; D, F. Small, 
47- B, Emerson, 44; F. H. Hartshorne, 43; V, F, Seele, 42; 
F. Williams, 41; E. Smith, 41; F. Hollis, 41. 

Somm Remarkaste SpooTrye.—On Friday evening, 6th 
instant, Mr. 1. V- Sone, Captain New York Ritle Club, made 
thirty-one consecutive bull’s-eyes, 100 feeb range, 14th inch 
bull’s-eye, .22 Ballard, at Conlin’s Gallery, 1,222 Broadway, 
This is considered the greatest feat, on record in gallery shoot- 
ing. : 



Zarriee’s Ganiery.—Ninth clock competition ali Oreed- 
moor target, reduced for the gallery distance; ten shots, pos- 
sible 50: 

M T. Riggs... 
M Dorrier.- 
P Penning. 

Be Peete | OG Zettler. D Colhane. seeevaad ; 
F Joimer... eee eAS Wr RIB... este ewes ee cw en need 
B Zetiler,..sestl etek teenes, eA INTO WALOE iia ieee nein genes teehee 
GA Shurman.,. veveeeed? R Wongurger.......-.08--eere ee 
M B Engel... . 1. ccecepeeeeve et? BE WQTDALUB,...,9csae sees seen t-2 

Regular weelcly point target: shoot ; ten shots, possible 30 : 
MB Engel... we2% CJUMKOM. «0.0 yeeee yay g 
CG Zettler 20) MM Dorrlor... .scseteses exee-p eee 8 
ML Riggs, 19 B Zettler..:.-.. Hovelte gle 
EL Beaise seeel9 T)Oulhate....-casstteee- +t eaesaedi 
P WOERNiOg sine peis per eee wees ees 18 

—Since the announcement of the committee for the change 
of site from Creedmoor, offers have come in from a clozen 
quarters of property suitable for such use, 

—At Zettlers Gallery, 207 Bowery, an all-comers’ match is 
announced for eyery Friday evening, wilh three prizes, to he 
won three times each. 

SEpprNreLDT Ririz Coun, 177 Bowery, Nov. 29.—Two 
hundred yards target reduced (bull’s-eye 4; inch); ten shots, 
possible 50 : 
W Seppenteldt, dac Ohambers.......-4+ 
A H Anderson...,.. Dy Sullivatee. ene coenweiel panel 
John Schiuetz.... G Strasser. ...,-.-s.- 
Isk Gariison ....- W WAKEY. 4+ ones -e eee 
Louis Bachmann J Tluifon... ... Daeeeas 
GG Walbers.--2 ey eecperee cee edt Dd MNaB, eee. eee ent eee 
John MeGoy......),.-«- «.+,----44 J Hoagland......+.... 
JOUN W AGEMS,.....0<set eee reds 44 H Rothenberg........ 
Aug Grueneberg......---. 22-2248 A ROM... essen pepee ees 

Ayotnr Parrernoan Scort,—For a uniform score the fol- 
lowing from the Washington marksman, J, M, T, Partello, is 
excellently arranged. It was made on Friday afternoon last 
al a practice shoot of the Columbia Rifle Association < 
800... 4664655 54555 5 6 5-72 
S00_.< © dG 555 6 6 4 6 GF 5 HF 55 

T,U0)...c2. 20s 0 56355 5 5 4 5 65 4 6 5 5—j3—215 

This was the first time Mr. Partello had shot since the 22d 
of October. The day was cold and raw, the thermometer 
averaging 42 deps. during the firing, which lasted from 2 until 
5S o'clock. A stiff but fairly steady 10 to 12 o’clock wind was 
blowing most of the time. 

Inuninois—Chicdgo,—The Lake View clubmen have not fired 
over the range since Thanksgiving Day, at which date some 
food off-hand marksmanship was shown. The leading scores 
stood : 
SA Drury, 2s. e-ssk se cae seesesd JOlin MeConnell,.....+..-------- 38 
HC Bradley, .- 44 John McCatllay.....sereue +.3T 
§ Oram........ ..43 Wun S Young, dr... 

JON Foster, ... 2, yuece-e- . 41 IM Pribyl ....... 
Geo McGonnell...,....... ..40 Wm Burns.. 
CS Gardner..... 39 J Tilt........ 
W O Chenoweth HP Victor... 
Chas Callin, ,.- Seth Hanchett, 
J A Colehour.. 

The Lake View Club has challenged the Milwaukee Rifle 
Club for a team shoot on Christmas Day. The acceptance of 
the challenge has not yet arrived. A new club has been 
organized on the west side of the city, 

“ 

Cincinnati Meraops,—The riflemen at Oincinnati have 
been looking for a place wherea thousand yards range ean be 
established with half an hour's ride by rail, butas yet have 
been unsuccessiul, on account of the lay of the ground; and it 
is éyen difficult to get a five hundred yards range, But we 
live in hopes that next fall will see usestablished on a good 
one thousand yards range, although, probably, not equipped 
Creedmoor style, but good enough for temporary purposes. 
We have tired shooting at two hundred yards off-hand, and 
haye taken a new departure (probably) in rifle practice. If it 
is carried on elsewhere we should be glad to hear from parties 
so engaged. Our mode is carried on as follows: very fine 
Saturday afternoon a number of riflemen meet at our fiye hun- 
dred yards range for the purpose of shooting for turkeys. Our 
targets are black, four feet square, with a white 16-inch bull ; 
distance, five hundred yards, off-hand, Hvery time a shooter 
makes a bull it is flagged bythe marker and scored. When the 
shooting is finished the scorer taxes each for his share. The 
turkeys are valued at $1, and if ten are shooting and ten tur- 
keys wou (nothing bul a bull wins) it costs each shooter $1, 
and ten or twellty cents each for marker, This mode of shoot- 
ing is exciting, and it is surprising to see the number of bulls 
made of an afternoon. Some will ayerage.a bull every three 
or four shots, which is very good, ‘‘so we think.” ia 

SsHont-Raxée Tram Worr.—*‘ Onicko," in advocacy of 

short-range off-hand shooting, thinks a match for that class of 
shooters would create preater enthusiasm than any other pre- 

ceding contests in rifle work. He says: 

Perhaps the petty jealousies which have been noticed 
amoug the principal long-range clubs would be absent and the 
entire affair would be more sportsmanlike in tone. It is only 
reasonable to suppose that the various clubs which possess 
skill would be glad to be able to show it, hence the universal 
willingness to plant their banners on the field of competition, 
to be defended by their champions. At the Congress of rifle. 
men should be held, the yarious teams meet, and the victori- 
ous one proclaimed the ‘‘ champion” throughout the country, 
then the true metal of the representative ritiemen would haye 
been shown and 4 team could be formed from expert marks. 
men which would be the pride of America and the ‘‘ boss of 
all creation with the rifle.” There are more proficient rifle- 
men in this country than all the rest of the world combined 
contains, and if the existing skill of America in shooting at 
the short ranges could be brought to light it would be found 
to go hand im hand in regard to excellence with that of long- 
range practice. Ifa short-range international match should 
take place and America come out ahead (and she would have 
a good chance to), it would not only be a memorable sporting 
event, but a historic one. A nation acknowledged fo possess 
the best marksmen is to be fayored in peace and feared in 
war, Little Switzerland, probably, would not enjoy its 
present independent goyernment if it had not been for its in- 
habitants’ enviable and formidable skill with bath cross-bow 
and rifle. Short-range team matches haye already been in- 
augurated, with the Foursy anp Srazam AnD Rop anp Guy 
48 the pioneer in aiding this comparatively new idea, by offer- 
ing a valuable gold badge, which was shot for at Union Hill, 
N. J, last season by a number of teams, Notwithstanding the 
severe cold day on which, unfortunately, the match tool 
place, there was.a very large attendance of marksmen. The 
contest was very interesting and hard fought, A ‘ gallery” 
team carried off the prize, proving that a good shot indoors is 

he same in the field, The highest score was made with a 
breech-loading rifle. A similar contest, governed by the rules 
of the N. R. A., will take place at Conlin’s Gallery, 1,222 
Broadway, in the early part of March, The F, GS. & R. & 
G. is the prime moyer, again haying offered a badge, valued 
at one hundred dollars. A number of other prizes are also to 
be given. ‘Ten clubs haye announced their intention to send 
representative teams, and more entries are expected. The 
match is open fo teams of ten men from any organized rifle 
club in New York or vicinity. 

Ton AmmricAN Exrress Ririn.-—Mditor Forest and Stream: 
The remarks emanating from Capt. Williamson, in No, 17 
of your good paper, in regard to the worthlessness of Hx- 
press rifles for large game, are identical with those of Sir Rose 
Price, recorded in various parts of his most readable book-- 
the ‘'fwo Americas’-—in which he recounts the failure of the 
weapon ati large game repeatedly, If these gentlemen had 
carried such a rifle as the Sharps Rifle Company had made 
for me they would neyer haye had cause for complaint, It is 
.45 calibre, weighs twelve pounds, carries 500 grains lead, and 
shoots 100 grains best black powder, For range, penetration 
and certainty [ have never owned a weapon approaching to 
it. This is no puff; [buy my guns and pay cash for them. 

Nep Buntiive. 
$4.) + <=. 

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN. 

Wuerenntne, W. Va., Dec. 5, 1878. 
Eprrorn Forrsr AND STREAM : 

Through your yaluable columns I desite to present some 
thoughts on the tendencies of modern rifle shooting, beliey- 
ing, from what opinions I haye heard expressed among ama- 

teur riflemen, that my views are entertained by the majority 
of those who take pleasure in the use of the rifle. 

That the use of the rifle, both in long and short range, is a 

pleasant, healthy and exhilarating sport for those whose 
everyday duties require occasional relaxation, must be admit- 

ted by all who have any acquaintance with its use; and recre- 

ation of some form is certainly as essential an element in 

than’s existense as work. It is, then, a source of regret to 

think that this popular amusement is destined to be perma- 

nently marred, if not wholly destroyed, by the presence at 

the prize meetings of several professional riflemen, who are in 
the employ of different rifle manufacturers, and who, by 
their constant practice, haye become such experts as to render 
it almost entirely useless for the amateurs to compete with 

them. The skill of these experts is due mainly to their extend- 
ed practice, and to this is added all the advantages to be ob- 
tained by being connected with a rifle manufactory, where all 
the minor appliances are readily obtained, and the expert 
provided with the best rifle of the kind possible to be had. 

Tt is my opinion that large rifle associations and ranges can- 
not long exist under the present plan of conducting the prize 
meeting's and matches, for amateurs will not enter the contests 
where these experts are expected to participate; and as they 
gradually draw off to themselyes, or abandon the sport en- 
tirely, the meetings must certainly fail for want of proper 
support. 

Certainly nothing is so potent for the destruction of the 
support of such prize meetings as are semi-annually held at 
Creedmoor, as the admission ‘of these trained experts to the 
imatent competitions, and if allowed to continue, the entries 
to them will necessarily be fewer each year, until they finally 
fail for want of attendance. A parallel case is seen in the 
game of base ball. Some years ago the game seryed as a 
source of recreation, although neyer so fitting a one as the use 
of fhe rifie, but it has been captured by the ‘‘ professionals,” 
and now is almost wholly in their hands, while it is practically 
lost to those who would play it only as a relaxation from 
work, and a source of exercise and amusement. 
Having taken to the rifle, about a year since, as a means of 

getting an occasional rest from my very confining duties and 
sedentary habits, I came to look upon it as a most excellent 
and healthy pastime, and as I had heard of quite a number of 
persons whose names seemed inseparable from rifle practice, 
and of the famous Creedmoor, I naturally had a great desire 
to meet those persons and see the beautiful range of which I 
had so often heard. With this view my visit to the last fall 
meeting was made, hoping also to form the acquaintance of 
riflemen of experience, and J am happy to say that I 
did make many pleasant acquaintances, from whom I re- 
care many attentions which will long be remembered with 
pleasure, 

I must confess that I was surprised to notice how often, 
and in how many ways, 1 was reminded that the whole affair 
had so much of the appearance of an exhibition of rifles. No 
one can deny that the manufacturers of rifles have a right, 
from a business point of view at least, to employ and train 
men to become skilled in the use of their rifies, It must be 
admitted, also, that any rifleman can claim the liberty to be 
employed for such purpose. From this it seems likely that 
as long as ranges and prize meetings exist, these experts will 
be on hand, and the amateurs must either compete with them 
or quietly retire and leaye them in sole possession of the 
range. ‘Chis will either result in the amateurs uniting in some 
organization in sucha way as to exclude the admission of 
professional riflemen in amateur competitions, or they will 
seek some new form of recreation. 

There would be little, if any, objection to the admission of 
experts to such contests as the ‘‘ Champions’ Match,” but 
their general participation in all matches is what causes the 
complaint from amateurs. For my own pleasure I would 
much prefer to do my rifle shooting among a few friends 
who are all nearly equal in practice, to going to such places 
as Creedmoor, where the inconvenience of being away from 
home, and the presence of none but strangers, make it any- 
thing but enjoyable. I hope riflemen will discuss this matter 
and thereby develop the general feeling among all interested. 

It makes little difference to me, personally, as I do not ex- 
pect; 19 visit large meetings, or use the rifle in any other ca- 
pacily than for an occasional respite from laboratory work ; 
but I regard its use as both healthful and useful, and, in fact, 
the best form of exercise that a person of sedentary habits 
can find, as if takes one out of doors and into fresh and pure 
air, 

Ido my rifie shooting solely for my own amusement, and 
for nothing else, and I don’t desire to see the rifle abandoned 
as a source of exercise, and I hope that all riflemen who de- 
sire fo see ihe popular use of the rifle perpetuated, will give 
their views, throuyh your valuable paper. 

OnAs. EH, Dyrent, 
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Weston, Vi., Novy, 22, 1873, 
EpiTor Forest AND STREAM : 
An article with the above heading in your lsaue of the 7th inst, is in 

the right «direction, and in my opinion, the manufacturer who turns his 
attention to the manufacture of an arm suitable for killing large game 
Will find & large demand, The arm described by “TH, W, A.” yery 

nearly MIS the bill, but I rather prefer auch a one as is described 
in Hallock's “ Gazetteer” as follows: ‘We want as large a callbre as 
possible, so as lo make a big holuin our game; ua large a charge of 

powder as possible, to give a high velocity, without which we cannot 
have # low trajectory, This also requires a short projectile, to diminish 

the friction on the grooves, and a short projectile requires a slow twist 

The length of the rifle barrel must be shorter, which a!so diminishes 
friction, © * \* * A short-range rifle suited for deer, bear, brifale 
éic,, should haye the following: Weight ofrifie, 9 lbs.; weignt of pro- 

jectile, 320 grs, (ratio, 4); welght of puwder, SU ers.; twist, one in 4Sin. 
oalibre, 65; length of projectile, %in.; length of barrel, 2tin. Wor 

Smaller gate, such as turkeys, 8 calibre of .33 will answer, and the 

length or weight of ball, charge of powder, etc., will be reduced in 

proportion, * “ * With a short-range life, proportioned as we 

Haye déseribed, the drop of the ball, owing to its greab yeloeity, is 0 

little there is no finding of distance required. Whether you are ap 

twenty-five, fifty, seventy-five or one hundred yards, all you hayes to do 

fa to draw a little coarser bead the farther off your game is.’ For 

sights I would haye a combination globe and open sight, front; and 

cloyer-leat or buckhorg, rear, Cc, L. W. 

Game Bag and Gun, 

IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER. GAME 

Moosa, Alces maichis. 
BEJK or wapiti, Cervus canadensis. 
Hares, brown and gray, 
Wila RU UE ees gallopavo, 

Bed or Va. deer, C. virginianus. 
Equirrels, red, black and gray. 
Quall or partridge, Ortyz viryinia- 
NB. 

Woodcock, Philohela minor. Plonated gronse or prairie chilclk- 
Rutfed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa en, Cupilionin cupide. 
umbelius. Caribou, Verandus rangifer, 

“Bay birds” generally, including yarlous species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avocets, 
etc,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds, 

= In New York State December Is a close month for deur, Deer 
shooting is permitted only during lhe months of September, Ovtober 

and November, Sale of venison is permitted until January 1, seni not 
after. 

Kal The frequent alteration of game laws makes such con- 

fusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when 

shooting on various kinds of game is permitted. We thiere- 

fore append the following table for reference : 

Pinnated 
States, Grouse, |®uffed Grouse Qnall. Woodcock, 

Til....-.|Sep 1 to Jan 16/Oct 1 to Feb 1/Noy 1 to Peb1/Sept 1 to Jan 1 
Ind ....|Oct 1 to Meb1|/Nov 1 to Jan 1)Nov1to Jun ij/Joly i to Jan 1 
Town,..|Sep 1 to Dec )\Oct 1 to Jan 1)Oct 1 to Jan iJnly 10 to Jan 1 
Minn -.,./Aug 14 to Oct1|Sep 1 to Dec 1/Sep1 to Dee l\Jnly 8 to Noy 1 
Wis....|Ang25toJan1)/Aug 25 toJan1|Aug23toJan1)Aug 25 to Jan 
Neb....| No Shooting | No Shooting No Shosting [No Restrictions 
Kan....J)Aug 1 to Feb1 J }Ovb L to Jau 1 Forbidden 

SquirreL Sxvorme.—Just now squirrel shooting is a spor 

which requires much skill. With a rifle no sport can be more 

engaging, nor afford such good practice. Let some of our 

friends try it who scarcely regard squirrels as game. The 
limbs of the trees are bare and the liltle varmints shy. When 

they see a man afar off they dodge behind the branches and 

when he approaches near, they hole. With 2 rifle they can be 

picked off at long range, if the hunter is a sharp-shooter, 
However, if the sportsman wants a bag of them, either for « 

pie or a tippet, let him take a good whiffet with him and he 
will soon tree the squirrels and engage their attention. Some. 
times when they dodge behind or stretch out on a limb, toss 
a stone or stick into the bushes on the side opposite to you, 

and the squirrel will think yott haye walked over there, and 
#0 shift his position so as fo give you a shot. 

ComBINATION Houytina ANp Fisaine Svrrs.—In look- 

ing over the plates of the latest illustrated journal of 

Ladies’ Modes, we felt that unfinished business still re- 

mained for the zealous Secretary of the Society for the Sup- 

pression of Indélicate Literature. Surely, the discrimination 

which he has so recently used in prosecuting the old masters 

and yeiling from public yiew figures scantily draped ought 
not to stop there. We submit to the virtuous reader whether 
it be nofa questionable procedure (to draw it mildly) to ex. 

pose to idle enriosity such feminine secrets as are exhibited 

monthly in the fashion plates? Do ibe straight-laced and 
prudential mothers of good sons and precise daughters approye 
of the practice of introducing such things to the notice of the 
unsophisticated? What do fathers think of it? ‘There are 

thousands of pure-minded women who would never guess at 
such contrivances if they were not thrust thus into their atten- 
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tion; hosts of old bachelors, not to say Married men, who 
would never haye dreamed of them! Modern morality shud- 

ders to contemplate what developments are yet in store if such 
things are allowed to go on. We know that our voice is feeble 
and our influence slight, but our duiy is plain, and we are 

scrupulous and unswerving in the performance of it, We have | jattery shooting, a good field day was had against the coot. 
little expectation that the virtuous secretary of the Society for 
Suppression will venture to act officially in the matter, and 

haye therefore decided to place the offense of the Fashion 
Plate Publishers squarely before the public, and herewith 
hold it up to the open light that they may the better determine 
jis true character, (which see). 
Weare well aware that a nice sense of perception has en- 

abled the aforesaid Secretary to affirm that citcumstances may 
so alter cases that the bad may sometimes appear the better 

thing, and that indecencies become indcencies only according 

to the purposes they are intended to serve, or tthe light in 
which they are regarded. Profoundly impressed by this phi- 

losophy, we have felt that the public good might be best served 
in the instance before us by turning the facts to the best ac- 
count and adapting the odizus suggestions to the requirements 
of sportsmen, In the accompanying diagram we have a com- 

~ bination of the best devices of Holabird and Cording. Made of 

waterproof itustian, we secure a garment for hunting and fishing 

almost #8 impervious to watoras a Boyton swimming snit. 
Being all of one piece, it can be slipped on over one’s ordinary 

clothing, (except the coat,) with great facility, Three yards 

Of material shouid make a suit. Buttons need not come be- 

low the waist. Boots aud shoes two sizes large can be pulled 
on over the feet; approved wading shoes for anglers are made 

for the very purpose, wilh lines of holes punched in their 
sides near the soles. Wor wading streams, or for work in 

marsh and swamp, nothing more satisfactory can be imagined, 

For horse-back riding through wet underbrush and in rain 

storms, the combination suit would prove most comfortable 

and serviceable, Hor hunting, their great advantage would 

consist in dispensing with heavy rubber or leather boots, and 
Keeping the feet dry. Shoes are just as practicable for hunt- 
ing as for wading. Wehave long used the English wading 

pants and have always kept dry although in water to our 

waist for hours, Manufacturers of waterproof hunting suits 
are welcome to our ideas if they choose to adopt them, 

New Hamesuire—ZVasiiua, Dec. 2.—The shooting season 
ig about over with us. Woodcock have been fairly plenty, 
Phillips, of the *‘club,” having shet 120 in October, and 
added more to his score last month. Partridge have been 
ubusually scarce; suows haye about finished them in this sec- 
tion, Ducks gaye us the ‘‘go-by” in their southern flight, 
but few have been seen. Some fine bags of gray squirrels 
have been taken. On the whole, the past fall sheoting has 
peen rather diy. The fishermen are laying in their annual 
supply of shiners for winter fishing, which about here is ex- 
cellent. A few coyeys of Bob White's have been bobbing 
around here this fall. Happy to say that but tew have been 
shot. Wes. 

Dover, Dec. 4.—Game has not been very plenty around here 
this fall, especially beach and marsh birds. Now end then a 

- good bag is brought home by some lucky sportsman. Quite 
a number of foxes have been Killed this fail on the outskirt 
of our city. Two were shot afew mornings since by Mz, 
Wesley Beck and one by Capt. J. 8. Dame. W. A, G. 

Massacnusurrs—Swlem, Dec. 9.—Game with us at present 
is somewhere else when one is afterit. ‘There are some quail 
in Boxford and vicinity ; also some in Wenham, with a fair 
jot of rabbits, and some partridges in both localities. 
seen two partridges, one quail and a rabbit brought to bag the 
past week, Salem harbor quile bare of birds, A few auks 
about since recent gales, RK. L. Newooms. 

Worcester, Dec. 9.—There is some big game still left in old 
Massachusetts: A large wild cat shotin the Hast Princeton 
woods, Nov. 5, by Mr. George H. Cook, has been set up and 
placed on exbibiuion. Jt measures 86 inches from tip to tip 
and stands 14 inches high, while the girth is 20% inches. Last 
Monday Mr. Charles E. Johnson, ci Worthborough, captured 
one of the finest fur otters ever seen jn this vicinity. ‘Vhis is 
the third he has captured withio a few days. The weight of 
his Jast one was twenty-three pounds. 1t measured Ott. 4in 
inlength. The same day Mr, Johnson captured two minks, 
to muskrats and 2 partridge. 

Rov Istann—Vewport, Dec. 2.—Ooots, old squaws and 
some black ducks have been shot in our bay the past week. 
They arereporied by the guaners to be very abundant inthe 
neighborhood of Providence and Hope Island. 

Ocoaston aL, 

Coxngorieur—Farmington, Dec. 5.—Grouse aod quail 
have heen rather scarce here this season, but woodcock haye 
been quite plenty and the shooting good. Three of us bagged 
in One day's shooting sixty-eight woodcock, five grouse, eleyen 
quail, which, in this locality, comes once in a Mier: 

: UNZR, 

| snow storm, 

ihave- 

_ New Lo Des. 10.—Black ducka are quite plenty 
around Black Pond, Niantic, and numbers baye been shot. 
Saw a fiock of wild geese flying this morning during the 

heading about southwest, Misan. 

New Yorr—shelier Island, L. I., Dec. 5—Yesterday, the 
4th, being a remarkably calm day, with smooth water for 
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Probably there will not be such another chance this season, 
unless the winter months are as mild as they were last season. 
1 was not very fortunate in anchoring my boat, but I got 13 
foul, all killed singly on the wing, though hit chiefiy on other 
places than on the wing, My friend Al. Tuthill gathered 
them up in another while the writer did the shooting, The 
weather being so very favorable for the sport, some half dozen 
other batteries and a score of sail boats were out for fowl. 
Payne and Bruce got 18; Flagg and Congdon, 14; Captain 
Cartwright, 10; a white yacht, 5; and others not reported. 
There are but few quail on this island, but the two Conklins 
got 21 yesterday. Habbits very plenty, but of low Page 

SAAO. 
New Jersuy—Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Dec. 7,— 

Shooting has never been as poor for years at this time of year, 
Such a scarcity of wild fowl of all descriptions never was 
known. I haye not heard of a dozen gcese having been killed 
up to date. Very few flocks of brant haye been seen. We 
are all looking for cold weather hoping an improvement. 

Kentuoxx—Hickman, Dec. 4.—Reelfoot Lake heing only 
12 miles distant, wild fowl shooting is splendid, the lake being 
the feeding-place for ducks and geese in their southward 
flight. Deer and turkeys are abundant, Squirrels and quails 
are found in great numbers, Hut little attention is paid them, 
however, 8) the splendid shooting of larger game attracts both 
the attention snd ammunition of the sportsmen, There were 
shipped to-day to Columbia, Miss., 72 ducks, being the bag 
made by Col. Johnston in one day’s shooting on the lake, 
The man who brought them to town said the Colonel killed 
60 that he did not get—preity good day for ducks. A party 
from Madison, Ind, on their way back from Little River, 
Mo., about 40 miles sonth, brought 55 ducks, 21 deer and 5 
turkeys with them, the result of four days’ hunting. Amon 
the notables now at the lake are B, §. Wheat, U. 8. Marshall, 
with Messrs. Priest, Perkins and Short, of Nashville, compris- 
ing one party; and W. A, Knight, Trustee Davidson County, 
and Mr. W. L. McKay, also of Nashville, On my way here 
from Columbia I met Mr, H. §. Gittings, of Dickson, ‘Tenn., 
with- his black setters Jet and Belle, on his way to the fields 
near Gillem. He'told me he killed over 200 birds in three 
days’ shooting over them, A party from Illinois Hiyer en 
route for White River, bear hunting, gaye us 4 call, aad 
showed a very fine swan that they killed on the river above 
here. They hada boat fixed up for the occasion and were 
taking the world easy. One of the party killed the largest 
bear last year that was éver killed on the riyer, Undoubtediy 
this is the sporiman’s paradise. He can find anything he 
wishes to shoot, and the miid winter makes camping ont very 
picagant, ana for those who do not want to camp there are 
guod accommodations to be hud on the lake. VAL. 

Truwnssen— Piney Falls, Dec. 7.—The principal game in 
northwestern ‘Vennessee is deer and turkeys, but the deer are 
fast diminishing in numbers, in consequence of the cletestable 
practice of hounding, which nearly all Southern huuters are 
addicted to, and not a single month in the whole year is 
exempted. 

A Missouri Sinz Hunr.—ASedalia, Mo., Dec. 6.—In the 
history of States and individuals there oceurs some notable 
event a8 a kind of climax. Our Nimrods concluded to pnt 
the cap sheaf on their fall shooting, by organizing a grand 
match hunt for Dec. 5. On the evening of the 4th, quite a 
respectable company convened at the gun store of Mr, A, B 
Dempsy, and soon arranged the preliminaries, ‘There was 
but a single prize offered to the one making the highest score, 
and that was the exquisite privilege of ‘‘ bragging.” Other 
prizes were talked of, but the party seemed to be entirely free 
from any bare desire for filthy lucre, and were only intent 
upon that exhilarating sport that makes us start 

“To feel ourselyes &@ man.” 

Dr, Majors and Mr. F. Houston were selected captains of the 
respective squads, and chose their men as follows: Capt. 
Majors—T. Newton, L. Kremon, J. Parmerlee, 8. 0. Gold, 
Wm. Brandon, W. R. Thomas, C. H. Gauss. COspt. Hous- 
ton—J. G. Sloan, W. A. Sloan, W. Baker, Dr. Byaps, A. B. 
Dempsy, Hd. Small, Arthur Maltby. arly Toursday mora- 
ing they scattered to the four winds, and lute Thursday even- 
ing the returns began to come ip, and by 11 P. m., without 
any bulldozing, the votes were duly counted. Capt. Hous- 
ton’s party summing up 144, Capt. Majors’ 184. Capt. 
Houston had the largest score, 86 birds. ‘Cwo turkeys were 
brought in, but nothing was ssid about who pulled them off 
the roost. Taking it all in all the party seemed to enjoy 
themselves highly, and many a pleasant incident could be re- 
cited in connection with the day’s sport. Oooipent. 

Trurso1is—Chortleston, Coles County, Dec. 6,—The sportsmen 
have had considerable fun for two days hunting two deer with 
fox hounds four miles west of here, near the Indianapelis and 
St. Louis Railroad, on Riles Creek. ‘The second day, the 41h 
inst., there were 2) men and eight hounds ; John Rice had hie 
four hounds, Scott Dowling two, William A. Jeffries two—all 
excellent fox hounds. They jumped up only one deer the 
second day, a fine doe. She took a circle of two miles. Late 
in the evening William A. Jeffries gaye her a load of buckshot 
in the side and stopped ber wild career Weight, about 100 
pounds; age, about one year; she was very fat, J. B. D. 

Wisoossis—Baraboo, Dec. 5—Baraboo is a small place, of 
about 3,000 inhabitants, Wut there is considerable sport here. 
We have two shooting clubs; one is for trap shooting and the 
other a rifle team. The former haye a shoot once or twice 
every week, Deer hunting is the main sport at present. Snow 
fell the other night to the depth of two inches. Some of our 
sporismen started the next morning, and, before night, eight 
fine deer were killed. One buck weighed 196 Ea if 

Tows—Pomeroy, Dec. 12.—Large fowl sre all gone, but 

ducks still linger in countless myriads around the Jarger bodies 

of water like Twin Lakes and Big Deer SIue, the gradual ap- 

proach of winter haying driven them from the small ponds by 

freezing them up solid and hard. But they come from the 

Jakes in clouds to the corafields for their morning and eyening 

feed. They are very wild, so that a large amount of strategy 

is required to makea good bag. I wasat Twin Lakes yester- 
day and found it partially frozen and allthe open water liter- 
ally black with ducks and more coming in large flocks irom 
the north and lighting continually without any preliminaries, 
ape te ee pe 
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Kansis—Delphes, Nov. 30.—Quail and grouse yery plenty, 
even nearly as pleniiful as before our hard winter of ’74. 

Gero. N. B. 

CoMPLIMENTARY.—A benefit will be given to Mr. Bubser at 
the Arcade Theatre, Jersey City, on the 19th inst. Mr. Bubser 
isa well and favorably-known sportsman of that city, who 
Was injured not long since by the premature discharge of a 
cannon at a salute siven him by his sporting friends, Captain 
Bogardus has kindly tendered his seryices for the occasion, 
and the programme will be an interesting one, 

Tue Onanwrion Quam Eatrr.—Here is a chance for a het- 
ting undertaker. if he lost the $509 he would at ieast bury 
the man who had buried the 90 birds: 

On the 28th of October, says the Nashville (Tenn.) 
American, Alex, Ament made a wager of 50 with Uharles 
Desebaw that he could not eat 30 quails in 80 consecutive days. 
Deschaw was to commence Noy. 1, and every succeeding 
morning, between eight and nine o’elock, deyour his quail. 
He experienced no sickness until Noy. 26, when he threw up 
his bird. On the 27th he again became sick, but retained his 
quail. He was all right after that date, and instead of eating 
one, Noy. 30, he finished two, making 31 birds instead of 80 
he devoured, and so he won the wager. He will commence 
Jan. 1 and eat 30 more birds in as many days, and will bet 
#500 that he can cat 90 in 90 successive days.” 

Tas Law or Trespass.—We are indebted to a Philadelphia 
correspondent for the following very clear elucidation of the 

law of trespass, which he sends in response to a note in last 

week's issue, The writer is a lawyer, who therefore speaks 

with authorify, and gives legal advice, without fee or hope of 

reward, to thousands of interested readers, The instances 

mentioned are certainly very curious. Inthe courts we know 

little of the troubles and vexstions of the trespass laws 
which so vex the landowner and intruder in the closely 

settled counties of England and other countries, Our corres- 

pondent writes under date of Dec. 6: 
In your issue of the 5th inst. I noticed a question, pro- 

pounded by a correspondent, as to ‘What is Treapass?’ 
A peraon gave him permission to shoot on his farm, Birds 

rose near the dividing line of the land, and # dead bird fell on 
the adjoining premises. Apparently the bird at the time it 
was cut had crossed the line. Trespase was nodoubtedly 
committed by sending the dog on the neighhor’s property to 
retrieve the bird. Ife wild bird files from my Jtand to the 
land of another, and I shoot that bird after it hus crossed my 
line, | have no right of property in the bird so shot. It be= 
longed to my neighbor under the common law relating to 
ownership of beasts (fere nature), and the maxim of the law 
beiag, ‘* Cujus est solum ejus est usgue ad calim” (He who 
possesses-land has an interest in, aud exclusive right to, that 
which is upon or above ij, to an indefinite height), gives the 
person over whose land the bird was fying an ownership in 
tbe bird for so long & time as it remained in the air over his 
land or rested on bis property, 

So, undér the common Jaw, the correspondent really did 
not own the bird at all. (No offence is intended to him.) The 
question of ** What is ‘Trespass’ is very interesting, and some 
Gurious cases are to be met with in connection with this sub- 
ject. For instance, it was decided in England many years 
ago that a person shooting arifie ball high in the air committed 
trespass apainst all the property owners over whose lands the 
ballin ite flight had passed. So also 3s reported a case of a 
person sailing over the land of another in a balioon, who was 
in consequence of his act adjudged a ‘trespasser.’ 

Tt would seem then, if the correspondent so pointed his gum 
that the shot not only passed through the air over the farmer's 
property, but actually fell upon his land, he was a trespasser 
before he thought of calling his dog to retrieve. 

This will explain how a person may commit trespass wath- 
Out being liable for damages, Gi, JR. 

Tat Orricn Box Onor Morz.—Just home from Florida; 
he has leen to Jacksonville on the steamer Western Teras, 
and, heartily enjoying the trip, thus describes it: He sailed 
from this city on the 28th of November, which was the third 
trip of the first and only ocean steamship tial ever crossed 
the bar at St, dohn’s River. She was built by John Roach 
& Sone and is measured at 1,121 12-100 tons burthen. Sze is 
swell equipped and has accommodations for thirty-two first 
class passengers and twenty steerage. She was in charge of 
Captain I, Hines, who is one of the best sailovs on the ocean 
and knows his business to perfection. Of the mates, purser, 
steward and crew he says enough cannot be said as to their 
kindness, disciplixe, eic.; but the captain was the noble king 
of the ship, anda generous king at that, The boy says he 
hse no sea sickness on the way out, and passed Cape Hatteras 
at 4a, m, Sunday; but off Mrying Pan Shoals they encoun- 
tered a heayy gale, but it did not wouble the steamer any, al- 
though the water swept the main deck. ‘They passed several 
steamships during the day, among which was the City 
af Dallas, the sister ship of the line. He passed 
Charleston Light about 11 «. m. Monday, and 7 P, m, was 
in Port Royal, where all there was to he seen were 
esrocery stores and negroes, and not much good 
nt that, 2s two or three good ‘longshoremen would do the 
work of twenty of them, and not make half the fuss about it 
either, But it was very amusing to see them labor unloading, 
ete. At? r. ar, they left, andaf 9 a.m. Tuesday they were 
at Brunswick, Georgia, where they remained about one hour, 
aud from what be could see of it thought it a very pretty 
place and nicely laiu out. At 3:80 P. u., same day, they cast 
anchor off the bar at St. John’s River, aud bad to lay 23 
hours before they could go over, 28 the tide was down and 
wind from the west, which blew the water out of the river. 
The steamer drew 84 feet of water and went over the bar as 
goon ag 9 feet were shown by the soundings, which was # little 

more than low tide, on account of the west wind. The boy 
has brought all the soundings, Which shows that the report 

that any steamer could go over the baz that wanted to would 

bean utter impossibility. Mr. Astor's yacht Ambassadress 
lay off outside the bar drawing 10 feet of water, and could 

not fet into port until after the Western Texas sailed on her 
¢ 



here were bat. 8 few hours sa die 
“portunity to ‘ook: around, but from what he did ee Guoagnt | 

ita hriving place, and says he wants to go once more. Of 

the trip home, he says it was splendid, and when he came in 

at Sandy Hook he could not help tmt laugh at the tugs and 

veséels rolling in the seaway, while they went steadily on and 

even with all the gale arrived in port one day ahead of time. 

Tue “Sone Innanizantr.’—Gold Hill, Nev., Nov. 12.— 

Haditor Forest and Stream: In your issua ‘of Oct. 31, L read 

an item supposed to be an extract from a Nevada let ter, 

headed, The Sole Inhabitant of Carson City.” 1 would re- 

epectfuily gigeest to your intelligent (?) correspondent that 

he interviews some Iittie ehool- boy “who, without doubt, car 

inform him in regard to the relation that town beara the State 

of Nevada, and will put to flight all his bosh in regard tu its 

being deserted, unless a town with about three thousand in- 

habitants ean be called deserted. It is not ‘in the midst of 

a prairie,” but nestled in a pleasant little valley at the foot of 

the Sierras, and who eyer heard of hunting buffalo in the 

vicinity of Carson City? Why, there is not a buffalo in the 

State, and if people must use their pen to relate their experl- 

ence, would it not be well to do so with some veracity or be- 

come betler informed in geographical matters. The letter 

surely never came from Nevada, for the most ignorant and 

uninformed ‘hooby” in the State knows better than to write 

such trash. We claim no laurels for our variety of game 

other than legitimately belong to us, and I herewith must 

gay he has waived all claim to truth, and displayed a most 

despicable disposition to deceive the readers of your most in- 

teresting paper. J. M. B. 
The squib you refer to is now going the rounds of the presa. 

There is a good joke in the meal somewhere and the news- 
paper men are trying to sea who will discover it first. Hyi- 

dently J. M. B. don’t see it, for one.—Ep. 
awe Oe 

A PROPOSED SHOOTING CLUB. 

; ; New York, Dec. 2, 1978, 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 

I am, unfortunately for my shooting Proclivities, a resident of this 

city, 4nd engaged in a business thet will not permit of my leaving it 

for more than a conple of daysat atime. Now, 28 it takes about a 
day’s travel to reach 3 point wherein 4 man mey enjoy a day’s shoot 

ing, with, perhaps, 2 dozen birds to show forit, you see Lam in an un- 

enviable position, so much so thai I Lave several times half resolved 
to give up my favorite pastime, and content myself with the glowing 

accounts of deeds perfurmed by my more fortunate brethren of the 

cloth, 89 ably recounted in F. & S, 
While pondering on the subject a few days ago, after a hard day’s 

tramp, an expense of $12, and four quail (only poe Iniss, so don’t put 

it on that score,) the followieg suggested itself tu me: 
My idea was to form an association of, say twety-five gentlemen, 

who for about $10 a year apiece could lease the sllooting privileges over 
@ considerable number oi acres, either in this State or New Jersey, 
making the owners of the land its guardign; and by properly posting 

and stocking the same they could lave a spot within four or fiye hours 

Tide of home, where they could go, sure of a day’s sport, and without 
the fear of the owner of the property, on which they were trespassing, 

coming ont with 2 dowble-batrel gan, and, in chaste and elegant 

language, persuading them to leave. This, of course, is my scheme 

in the crude. It could be elaborated to almost any extent, according 

to the judgment of its partisans. 

Accordingly I made # partial canvas of euch of my friends as would 

be likely to be interested im such a project, and my plan was so well 

received that I now feel suré that with a little of yonr valuable esrist. 
ance IT can make & success of it, I lave no doubt that there are num- 

berless individuals in this city and lta vicinity in very much the same 
pox as “yours troly,” who, if assured of the Glass of men with whom 

they would be brought in contact, would be glad to join such an associa- 

tion ; and if you see fit to publish this letter, and will advise such gentle- 

mento apply to me for further particulars, you will confer a favor upon 
SANK, P. O, Box 2,475, City, 

We think the project of our correspondent a very feasible 

one, and as we know him, sod also some of those who pro- 
pose to join him, we shall be happy to give to the scheme all 
the encouragement in our power. There are no doubt plenty 

of farmers in New York or New Jersey, within easy distance 
of ths city, who would be glad to rent the shooting privilege 
of their land, and protect the game on it, for s yery moderate 

sum.—Hp. 
Ee 

—Seo Bogardus’ advertisement. 
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PIGHON MATCHES. 

—Mr. Ed. Wells, of Franklin, Tenn., won the champion 

medal at the recent tournament of the Tennessee State Sports- 
man’s Association, hilling single and 3 double birds. We 

shall print the scores next-week- 
GonnEcticuT—Stamford, Dec. 8,—The following are sweepstake 

matches shot om the grouads of the Clark's Hill Gua Club, Hurlingham 
rules : 
Harry Washington Pitt, pea ern arse vole DO) Er “On TE 
A DWSmith, QyRrds...5 esc eceetsseeeeed 1 L210 * OF 1 1-7 
J Byrnes, 21 yards. EU Eee titak Phan sbcarO Oe) tem meres ie eels Ws 
FAW Smith, 25 yards........... »-O10* 024 1271 O-5 
8 W Smith, DoALCA ue Lee een ony; 1o0o2 212191 6 0-6 

Fitt and Smith divided first. i 
Second maton 5 

Harry Washington Pitt, 29 yards..., th cv le Oe EE “ei Ae oF 
ACH Smith, Q yarday..cscsesae- eevee.” 1 0 1 2 11211 1-8 
ae res, #1 yards... aD 100001 0 0 0-2 

Smith, 2b yards,.......ceseeeee- 0 © 1104210 21 «1-6 
Tie on six, 

Arnittvcsdst ssc ain Pees Up OpetatePittesst hae detecan sleigh 2 
» AB Smith first mouey, Pitt second. 

Matoltt for $30, at five double rises, P.and H traps, 21 yards rise; 

AH SO cece s cece cn ne sete teeweedsvesdace-eeavenstl 11 O1 10 1I—3 
BW Smith .....cc-- eee eseee eee espe 10 TL OU 10 1-5 

Wew YORE—Newark, Dec. 8.—Below is the score of the Newarlc 
Amateur Gun Ciub, pace am the 20th ult. for club cup. Bogardus rules; 
Kay's dissolving balls ; B. Quimby former winuer: 

Ala) 2 a a MSM ARIS Gitte: 0, neem 
W F Quimby......111111021011711111111111 1-9 
BUI. se seeseeeel TO1101111111111011111111—4 
T Richardg...ceeeel O117101111111011010171111-20 
W Richards. 4111111111011100110110111 14-20 
ad scuriber.:.. 1041010111011101111001111 0~i7 

Tie on twenty-three. 

R Folliger...------1 111 16 W FQuimby......4 1 1 1 O-4 
Sweepstake shooting closed the afternoon’s sport. Nicx. 

Boonron.—Mateh for breech-ldading gun; ilree taps; 18 yards rise: 
John Moora.-......-.-10i21—-4 J Moore... ..-...5,-..,1 11 11-5 
Frank Class....-++ Ha 0111-3 BE Peer... aeey-e0 O10 0-1 
8 aetna: 10111—4 W Banwin fed, Pee 
J GL Leek, ...--.: cm ood 1011—4 J Moore.....,.. «....,1 1101-4 

—3 Wri Baldwin......s---1 a 1111-5 
0101—2 Moses Hopler....-....01000—1 
110 0—2 JB Stone........-.-..0001 0—1 
1010-2 J Leek.......... .....01111—4 
1000—3 Jno Moore,........-..110 1-4 
0111—4 O HHopping..........01111 
O111—8 JU Hoppine.. tessseeel 000 0—0 
1100-3 BM Quinby.... 110 tw—2 
1101-8 Jolin Kiggattes.csc.. aliLodil4d 
11 0 1—4 Baldwin......-...--10101—3 
0111—3 J Moore........55.....1 1 11 0-4 

~-10111—4 DB Nawron..........010004 

Ties shot off at 21 yards rise. 
J Moore. . sseneereQ 1011-3 Wm Baldwin..... veee.0 100 1-2 

Fountam Gun Cius—B#rookiyn Driving Park, D. 1, Dec. 5.—Monthly 
Fhool for the club champiobahip medal, shol for at Baven birds 83h, 
handicapped rise, 60 yards boundary, from H and 7 iraps: 
A P Garlin.......... arts ML 16111 168 
W R Hunter. pads ett nn Pee TL DL 0, 5 
A Durlees. oy. te. eee. Cleo Lt. 26, 

BEE oie date icetien td) de OPT OG 
Dr Strele,... Ch TT nee al ae aa RS ge Po a 

I astvicore neat ole ls Os 5 
« oto * 11-4 
am rr tir 0-4 

5 We it oT 0-4 
WRG ale daeeerssteyou te 20 tT i0 * 0 1-3 
KE@aryss-. v.esces SL eee deet ca nleds Oe) mdlrds loads 
J Sisanc... De Aneel oy ca 606006 11-3 
FUMM 8, ereatrasaresencct Fo Sec eSelis et Oo) * oO 0-1 
W Cleayer....... jaan tie BE FG Seva cccmleos tence 0. 0° *) OF 0 Oo 

New J&asex—Long Branch, Dec, 4.—Shoot off of tie in match for 
badge between W. J. Nelson, Wew York Gun Club and W. Smock; 21 
yards rise, &0 yards bowudary, Long Island rniss : 

Nelson.,..--1111111101—9 Smock...... 1011101601-—6 

Lone BRANca Gun Crus.—Near Newark, N. Ji, Dec, ; 7.—Handicap 
sweepstakes, five traps, Hurlingham rules: 
Murphy..80 yardg.11111010111111101710111111—al 
geliner,..d0 4 .111100001111110011101111 1—28 
Grant ....26 ‘ 11110100111110111011010001-16 
Butler....30 ‘“ ..11011110610110000011001100—18 
Mateh, $504 aide, 80 yarda rise, 26 birds, flyetraps, Hurlinghamraoles 

Mr. Murphy piving three dgad birds 5 

Mr Grant... -11101000101111110111111-17 
Mr Morphy..-.;sss--1O021211111010101010111 —16 
Handicap sweeps, five traps, and Hurlingham ek first aweep: 

Hddy...,..30 JETOB. 2-1 1111-6 Butier..,,.30 wellO1lW 
Jamieson. 23, eesel 12111—65 Murphy..d@ “ .. 11id0lw 
Manuing..28 “ ....11111-5 1 hompsona0 © Sn Lily? 
Stone...,.25 “ ....11110—4 Rutties...23 " ....101tw 
Zelner....30 “ ....11 011-4 Knox.....25 “* ...1100w 
Pox..25- *) 1 OU T—s Hoeys....25 ~ ....0 Liaw 
Lawrence,25 “© ....19101—3 Way...... 0 67. 0 LOW 
Walters...25 ( ....1101W Hayes,....80 . O10W 

Second sweep: 
Yards, Yards. 

Baye..e.--:30se---1111111—7 Lawrence..25.....i10w 
Grant.....-30:....011111 0-6 Fox -..,,.2%6.,,,.011w7 
RUMITEE atae8 ¥- »1l1llitw Thompson.30..,..1 1 Ow 
Hughes ....d0.,....1110w Rutler.....30.....1 Ow 
Hayes...... 30. ..L110W Murphy.,...30...,.1 6w 
Rattles ....25....1110w HOEY AT. 25.0. 20 W, 
Zelmer. Sin ..1110W Hegs .......28.....0W 
damiesou...28..,..110 w Walters....25...-.017 
Stone ....-, 25.....1 1 OW 
Third sweepstakes ; 

Jamieson. .......5-2...28 Yards... eeevrened LLi01FL11T11i1 112 
Zelimer..... 0) petscegueseat td) Oolae debe l 0 Tel OTT 
Kay... steve ticdeel tL U11 11,07 
Batler.<esse-sas Mc daraiapeten tpl cel ed de Oey 
Maurphy.....2-+. WS pfeceacaee clint tale RL 
Manning ........ i Me Sudeses ats 110W 
Hentage.......... . eer Pc a abt: 
HUZHES,.... 1500s . Oo Sleeevdvensel 1 OW 
Stone. sieeneetaretees cs Ce perce yg 

fe MAP ies siesta Ll) Obie 
SESE Ree saber’ (SV) 
pe RAE? SAA el Ee 

wanscsanecenl W 

The first of the above swesps at five birds was divided belween 
Messrs. Kddy, Jamieson aud Manuing, each having killed five straight. 
The next sweep was shot, mise and wo out, Mr. Kay teking first mouey, 
killing seven straignt ; Mr. Graut second money, andrhe third money 
was Glyided between Mesers, Manning and Bughes. The third sweep 
was won by Mr. Hdgar G, ‘Murphy, killing eight straight, fand Mr. 
Butler {com eecond money 3 Mi. Thonpson took third, after killicg 
nine straight on the tie and beating Dr, Zellner by a bird, 

Fairview, Dec. 8.—The Fairview Gun Club, of New Jersey, shot 2 
Maten at glass balls with the Doctor’s Clob, of Jersey Clty Heighis, on 
the grounds of the latter, Thursdey, Deo, 5. The Fairviews won by 
twoballs. This is the thid timetbey have beaten the Doctors, 

JOnNSON ys, OUTWATHR.—Jersey Cily, Dec. 4.—Match between Miles 
Jonnton, of Robbinsville, N.d., and d. A. Gutwater, Rutherford Park ; 
Rhode Island rules, 21 yards, 60 yards boundary: 

Gniwaloreedlet Ise a0Ld 1GLLTL1LPO4L1L1111111101 1—I8 
FODOBOM...-eeeveeeespeeee-L L111110001111100111R—15 

Monmoura Prezox CLhus—Oceanport, N. J., Dec, 4—Match for olub’s 
cliampionship badge, handicapped rise, $0 yards boundary = 

William Heuston......21 yards. Bohet> er de Weer Dn eels Te. nel lat 
Hdgar C Green......,..2h MORY =U 5 0p peat wily 'e Ti ata ae 1 1-9 
William Smock........25 fs OAS led eb Ae 
David Conover, Jr.....21 © GErtt it vi 7 
John MclIntosh........u6 101106011 O-T 
CO Ogdenii..)s.1.5521 * 110011 0 1-6 
Willium Weeber.......25 O10 17 0 0 T 1-5 
HM Marion.....cc00-21 “ tToiidi o os 
ASURTICB vaca. .n) Seton acto 104109090 0 0 0-3 
TD Hendricks.......:..s21 ‘* 10000 90 0 @ 3% 

. Tie on nine. 
Wiliiam Houston.,.1 1 1 1 1—6 EdgarGQGreen..l1 1 0 1 4 

Handicap sweepstakes; five traps; ties shot bird and bird, miss and 
go out; 134 02, shot} Hurlingham rales governing; $3 entrance fee, 
bight competitors. Score: 

Smock... Ee Yards. ... 11i111—6 Bostwick.. a yards. 1170*-3 
geet 1 ii11—s 8 Pyke. .10101-—3 

es se .--11110-—4 Honste fn “1611 0-3 
SI Otel WoPyket re. 21 * 1.100% 1-2 

ah Cs Sock won frsi money, ir. McIntosh second and Mr. Weeber 
ard. 

Pigeou sweepstakes, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary ; Long Island 
club rules governing ; ties for second and third money stot off at tiires 
birds eaco, Store: 

PrinC@sssesesseee-s1 11111 1—% Mariou,........... 1 
veseseseel 110241 1—6 Connor. 

Ralph. 1 Tivo O11411—6 frike,.. 
Tenbrook .........1 1001 L1—5 

Mr, Prince won first money, Mr, Smith second and Mr. Ralph third. 

Glass ball sweepstakes, free to all; ten contestants, 18 yards’ rise; 

O11110—5 
110060 1-4 
0110 01-4 

eal 
Prat 

three traps; Bogardug rules. Score: 

William J Nelson... PT itidgdvy fii pvid it 
Willlam:Smock..0...51 022110012 D1 11 t—1 
Hvar GreeD..ccsencreeeel 11 OT LIiztdodti oi i-12w 
Charles A Aclams.,....., Ht tho 2 Peay to i 2 I-10 
HM Marios span) ed Pete Tier Oo OP hei a 19 
RC Conover........- bitet Oe Oe See ee OF 1 ty Oe -T— 9 
Chores Ogden....-......1 016 OTD 000 4 1 17 
LHend@ricks.............0 00 100210110101 1—T 
Mr Ralpn..... ~-0 10T11200001 00 0 O56 
EDELOUBLGIE Me sukteecncesaccke WL Duebe deeagy toe dor ity, 

* Gun not cacked. 

Monts Cario.—The international Pigs on shooting meeting of Monte 
Carlo, Franee, will probably come off between the 22d of January and 
he ish of Pebruarypext, - 

CALIFORNIA—Milbrae, Nov. 28—Thanksgiving match on grounds of 
Guu Olub, at Milbrae, seventeen miles below Sau Francisco; two 
plunge tape, val yards, tame pigeons. Hirst prize, an elaborate Bold and 
pilver cup, by “Brand,” yaluo $150; second prize, $26; gold, with 

, ol 
ee on 

pointer and covey of quail In silver; aneclegant sud chaste design : third 
prizes, $15, gold + 

W E Robinson, Scathgun....d00111111110100111114 
d & Alsop, Greener... ..s1002d Tidiiidith#iitiiti1{111114-1- 
G Conrad, rial io H111T1110000001W 9 
FD neg, Da! ert ~--2111111111111106011011- 
N Gumobrini, Tiss steele ot 001211001110111111-7 
J Sharp, Hollis & Song.......11011117110111110111-1T 
J Kerrigan, Olaybrough.,....11001111111011111111—17 
G@ Townsend, Greener.... O111111717111111111 1 1—19 
Ce) W Randall, Holland...0--.11111100011100111011—14 
Oorlitenden Robingon ,laybkhiii111111111101111111-49 
Toad Robinson, Brita: hte 1111011000000010011i—01 
H Spencer, ol: PTO sens! 111111117111V01111101--18 
Wm Stewart, Geigesn......,.1101111011000W 
HJ Brand, Scotty... w1101111111111000011 115 
C HCaiton, Claybrougu.. 0101701711110111001901—4 

CRobinson..110111111 i1—9 
Second tie—él yards—ten single birds. 

JRAlsop...1111111101—9 CRobinson.1111111111—10 

he Game of Chess. 
Noriee.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ‘Cheas Hditor ForEsT anp Stream, P. O. box 54, Wolcoft- 

ville, Conn.” 

Tie on nineteen—26 yarda—ien aingie birds, 
Ji Alscp...1110111111-9 GPownsend...110111111—9 

Problem No. 35, 

we mom, 2, 
20 Y/Y 

on ‘a A 
Y, Uittiiit ta 

Z 

4 White%o Dlay and give mate in three moves, 

Vy, ty, 

ee GEG 
=v 

(ms 
SOLUTIONS TO PHUBLEMS—NO. 31. 

i—Et-K4 1—Any 
2—B or Kt mates 

Gume No. 85,-SCOTCH GAMBIT, 

Played in the International ‘Tourney between G. W. Stevens, Coyen- 

try, England, and H, Holmes, Bay City, Michigan, America: 
White. Black. White. Black. 
Stevens. Holmes. Stevens. Holmes, . 

1—P-B4 1—P-K4 14—B-Qé (g) j14—Q-R4 
2—Kt-EK Bs 2—Kt-Q, BS 15—B-HS 15—P. y 
3—?-Q4 8—P tks P 6—P-Bs 16—P-k B3 
4—Ikt tks P(a) 4—H-Bd (b) 17—Q-Ki4 17—K- 
5—B-K3 5—Q-B3 18—R-B3 18—Q-QT 
6—P-@Q B3 6—1¢ Ki-K2 19—B-Ii3 19—Q, Kt7 
T~P-K Ba 7—Castles (ec) 2—Q, R-EB 20—P-K Kt3 
§—B-E2 §—iKii tks Kt MH 21—R-R3 21—R-E Et (li) 
9—P tks Kt §#—B-Kts ch (e) | 22—Biks EK KtP 22. tks B 
Wok BS 10—Q-Q ES 23—R tke Ph (!) 23—K-Kt 
1l-—Castled (f) 11—Hrks Kt 24—R-KS ch 24—K-Kt2 
12—P-Q5 12—Q-K 53 23—R-RI ch 25—E-Et 
1a—P ths B 18—Q tks P White draws by perpetual check 

NorEze, 

(a) This moye hag taken the place of B-@ B4, which used to bethe 

correct play. 
(b) Q-Ra is often played here. 

fc) Ibis 3, mooted point with some experts whether this move or Q 

Kis is the preferable of the two, 
(d) Ought Black to aid White in strengthening his contre paws? 

(e) Here, agai, it has the appearance of developing the opponents 

gate, 

(Ff) Q-Q3 looks equally strong, protecting the K’s P. 

(g) No one cau say that White has not am open game! 

(kh) The young student will do well to examine this and the previous 

moves, 
(i) This is all very pretty, but the attack has led to nothing —Derby- 

shira Advertiser, 

Game No. 86.—KHISERITZEY GAMBIT. 

Played in the International Tourney : 
White Black, White. Black, 

D, M. Latta, Mas &5 Curtiss, D. M. Latta, F. A. Curtiss 
Leith. Wyoming. ‘Leith. Wyoming. 

1—P-E4 1—P-K4 15—B. tks P 15—K R-Q (e) 
2—P-K Bd 2—P tks P 16—Kt-R3 (1) 16—B tka 8 ch (g} 
3—KI-K 83 3—P-K Kt4 11—Q tks B i tks Q ch 
4—P-E R4 ~ 4—P-Bis 18—P 1ks Q Xe Pp 
5—Kt-K5 5—Kt-K B3(a) | 19—Er-Kt 19— 
6—B-B+ 6—P-Q4 2—Q R-Q(h)  20—R We Q Kt P 
7—P tke P {—B-Kt2 (b) 21—Kt tks Q BP 21-B-Q K2 (1) 
S—P-Q+t 5—Casties 22—Kr tks Kk 22—R 1ks Kt Poh 
§—BtksP(c) 9—Kt tks P 23—K-F %3—R tke Q RP 
10—B tks Kt 10—Q tks B die eh 
li—Castles (dq) 1i—Kt-Q B3 24—K-Kt 21—R-K Kt7 ch 
12—Kkt tks Kt 12—Kt P tks Kt 25—K-R ‘ 
138—B-K3 13—P-) Ba Black draws by perpetual chesk (i) 
14—P-Q B38 14—P tks P I 

NOTES BY MR. HAMEL. 
(a) A defence very much in favor at one time by Anderssen and other 

masters, B-Ki2, a move first introduced, we believe, by Herr Pauisen, 

is now considered the best. 
(b) This leads to a very similar position a8 attained by Paulsen’a 

gefence, The continuation of the former would be by B-Q8, which; 

however, is not so good as the one in the text, 

(c) Necesaary. 
(d) All this is book. 

(e) Well played. 
(fy Would not White’s game be improved by 16—R-K Bi, instead of 

the move in the text ?—D. M. L. 

(y) Black has conducted the game In Mrst-rate style; this move 
appears to us, however, rather premature. Wotild not Q-Ks give 

greater advantage to Black? 

(i) Very well played. 
() Another goodmove. Black evidently fears White sirong attack, 

beginning with R-Qs ch, and prefers losing the exchange to moving bis 

Q R-Kt. 
(j) We consider the game a very good one, and yery carefully played 

on both sides. Black ean again play R-Q Ist7 dis ch, followed by PK 
Kt6, which looks very tempting. White can, however, escape by moy~ 

Ing R-B4, and would then win the game,.—Ayr Argus, 
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Tne CapitaL or Arizona.—Prescott, the 
capital of Arizona, our latest El Dorado, is 
situated in a small yalley or basin, sur- 
rounded on all sides by mountains, and has a 
picturesque location. At the first glance it 
strikes the tourists as being an extremely 
home-like place, recalling many of the fea- 
tures of a New England or Western New 
York village. The population is now about 
4,000 and is increasing with wonderful rapid- 
ity, as the fertile valleys adjacent and the 
rich mining districts round about are filling 
up. Most of the houses are of brick and 
wood, two or three stories in height, solidly 
constructed, and exhibiting good architectural 
taste. There are few Mexicans and Indians, 
and in consequence adobe structures are a 
novelty. The city is 155 miles east of the 
Colorado river, 250 miles northeast of Yuma, 
and about the same distance northwest of 
Tucson, the second city in the Territory. 
The center of the city is a large plaza, now 
square, which is to be occupied by substantial 
public buildings. All the churches in Ariz- 
ona are in Prescott, and, besides the Catho- 
lics, there are three Protestant ministers 
there. The largest of the seventeen public- 
school houses in the Territory, a two-story 
brick, costing $20,000, is in the city limits. 
Yavapai county, of which Prescott is the 
county seat, is not only the largest in area 
but the best populated of the five into which 
Arizona is divided. Within its borders are 
some of the finest settlements as well as the 
most notable evidences of prehistoric life. 

o 

Duces Caugut with SALT.— We have more 
than once heard of the wonderful properties 
of the waters of Deep Spring Valley Lake, 
but, until the present, not with sufficiency of 
detail to give the story full credence Lieu- 
tenant Wotherspoon, Company D, Twelfth 
U.S. Infantry, in command of the relief party 
for Captain Joe’s Indians, passed several days 
last week in the yalley, and bears witness to 
the literal truth of the remarkable phenomena, 
These are, that at certain times the ducks, 
which yisit the Jake in great numbers, be- 
come so loaded down with crystallization of 
borax, salt, or some similar substance, that 
they are unable to fly, and while in this con- 
dition become an easy prey to the Indians, 
who wade into the water and pick them up 
in their hands. In fact this substance often 
collects upon the birds’ bills in such weight as 
to actually drag their heads under water and 
drown them. As asserted by Mr. Beasly and 
family, who haye lived near the lake for 
years, the ducks are often loaded with several 
pounds weight of this substance ; not less than 
ten pounds in some instances. During the 
first stages the crystals are quite evenly dis- 
posed over all the birds’ feathers above water, 
sticking them together as firmly as if glued. 
Then if accumulates in bunches or strings, 
forming drags or rafts with which the bird 
can gwim but slowly, if at all, and if formed 
from the bill or head soon causes its death by 
drowning,—Inyo (Cal.) Independent. 

* 

New anp Sratz Breap.—The nature of 
the difference between new and stale bread is 
far from being known. It is only lately that 
the celebrated French chemist, Boussingault, 
instituted an inquiry into it, from which it re- 
sults, that the difference is not the conse- 
quence of desiccation, but solely of the cool- 
ing of the bread. If we take fresh bread into 
the cellar cr into any place where it cannot 
dry the inner part of the loaf, it,is true, is 
found to be crumby, but the crust has be- 
come soft and is no longer brittle. If stale 
bread is taken back into the oven again it as- 
sumes all the qualities of fresh baked bread, 
although in the hot oven if must undoubt- 
edly have lost part of itsmoisture. M. Bous- 
singault has made a fresh loaf of bread the 
subject of minute investigation, and the re- 
sults are anything but uninteresting. New 
bread, in its smallest parts, is so soft, clammy, 
flexible and glutinous (in consequence of the 
starch during the process of fermenting and 
baking being changed into mucilaginous dex- 
trine), that by mastication it is with greater 
difficulty separated and reduced to small 
pieces, and in its smallest parts is less under 
the influence of the saliva and digestive 
juices. Tt consequently forms itself 
into bard balls by careless and hasty masti- 
cation and deglutition, becomes coated over 
by saliva and slime, and in this state enters 
the stomach. The gastric juice being unable 
to penetrate such hard masses, and being 
scarcely able even to act upon the surface of 
them, they frequently remain in the stomach 

~ unchanged, and, like foreign bodies, irritate 
and incommode it, inducing every species of 

suffering—oppre:sion of the stomach, pain in 
the chest, disturbed circulation of the blood, 
congestions and pains in the head, irritation 
of the brain and inflammation, apoplectic at- 
tacks, cramp and delirium.— The Meller. 

eee 

SEVERE ON THE Boston WalTER GrRbs8.— 
here is no more striking likeness of chaos 
than a table set by a.girl in most Boston pub- 
lic dining room. The cream pitcher is at one 
end of the festive board, the sugar bowl at 
the other ; the napkin lies half-in, half out of 
the meat dish, and soaks up the gravy; the 
butter is a yard away from the would-be 
diner, and th. bread plate occupies the place 
that should be held by the dinner plate. 
for the castor, knife and fork, potatoes and 
alt, they are dropped in anywhere, ‘‘ promis- 
cuous like,” and it is not easy to refrain from 

—— 

} ————— 

rising and. deliberately setting the table over 
again, yen if all the girls be duchesses in 
adversity and do have to submit to a great 
deal of impertiness frcm rude women, there 
is no reason why, having undertaking to be 
waiters, they should not do their work as 
well as men. They can best show that they 
are ladies by surpassing those who merely 
claim to be good servants.— Boston Trans. 
oript. 

———-* 

A Wetr-Presrevep Op GENTLEMAN.-- 
The English papers republish the story of 
how Bob, the dresser of McUullough, the 
American actor, once asked his master to give 
him a holiday. ‘‘ Where are you going ?” in- 
quired McCullough as a preliminary. ‘* Go- 
ing out with my girl, sir,” “ H’m!” quoted 
genial John, ‘‘ going out with your girl, eh? 
I thought so. Where are you going with 
your girl?” ‘Going to see her grandfather, 
sir,” said Bob, readily enowgh. ‘‘She goes 
to see her grandfather every Sunday.” 
‘© Where does the old fellow live?” inquired 
McCullough, absently, ‘* He doesn’t live any- 
where, sir,” rejoined Bob. ‘‘He’s a skeleton 
in Wood’s Museum at Bellevue Hospital.” 

ee 

Tux Route oF a TeLzcRAM.—A cable des- 
patch recently sent from Hartford, Conn., to 
Australia, consisted of thirty-three words, and 
cost. $64.98.—The course of the message was 
as follows: From Hartford to New York; to 
Heart’s Content, N. F.; to Valencia; to Lon- 
don; through Germany, Russia, Siberia, to 
YViadiwoodstock, a point on the coast of Mant- 
chooria; thence. through the Japan Sea to 
WNagaski, on one of the Japan Islands; through 
the Yellow Sea to, Shanghai, China; thence 
down the coast to China, through the China 
Sea to Saigon, Siam; fo Singapore, Malay ; 
thence to Batavia, on the coast of Java ; 
thence to St. Darwin, on the northern coast 
of Australia, and to Sydney. 

eo 

—The man whose lame back prevents him 
from spliting a stick of wood or building a 
fire is the one who leads an attack on a pile 
of ten cords of wood to help uncover and kill 
a frightened rabbit.—Detroit Mree Press. 
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Admirers of Artistic 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs. 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

$n, | 

| Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 

.PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 
THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 

484 and 126 Nassau «treet, cor, Beekman 

AWA 
AM, 

a - a 

Mluginal Instruments. 

WARTRS "BS ORGANS 
aré remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfeot 
mechanism. ‘Their casea 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
sella better instrament at 
& lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

‘Waters’Pianos 
i. Grand, Square and Up- 
=right, sare the BHST 

ees a ne rae eee 
= = orkmanship an ura~ 

bility unsurpassed, Warranted for gx YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments, A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS, HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
RR ae ata deniers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
ew York. 

oF 
YY ORCANS 

The oldest, lariy 

er) 

Zatteries. 

Kentucky State Lottery. 
EASTERN AGENCY, 699 BROADWAY, 

Class X Draws December 24. 
One prize of $15,000, one of $8,000, and one of $5,000, 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $07,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CoO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

Royal Havana Lottery, 
Extraordinary Drawing. 

TO TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER 24, 1878, 
There will be only 18,000 Tickets, 552 Full Prizés, 

and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000, 

Smallest Prize, $1,000. 
‘ Prize of re as ek FRCS OMS 

; 60,000 
Sw UOr Cer nec kesh Seer pease suentee 436,00 

9 Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9 
remaining units of number drawing the 
SH0D 000 Prive Se eee nye 

9 Approximations of $1,000 eacn for theg 
remaining units of number drawing the 

18,000 

$100,000 prize........s.ceeeeees OV cicneen 9,000 
% Approximations of $1,000 each for the 

numbers preceding and following the 
one drawing the $50,000 prize.......... 2,000 

632 Prizes amt'g to Spanish Doll. ......1,852 
PRICE IN CURRENCY, OO? 

Whole Tickets. Halves. Quarter-, 
100, $50. $25. 

Fitths, Tenths, Twentieths. 
$20. S10. 3. 

Prizes cashed, orders filled, and information given 
ree, 

TAYLOR & CO., Bankers, 

1L Wall Street, N.Y. 

SPLENDID OPPORTUN!' TY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE. FIRST GRAND DISTRIBU- 

TION, CLASS A, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUES- 
DAY, JANUARY 14, 187¢—10ith Monthly Drawing. 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regolarly incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Eduéational.and Chari- 
table purposesin 1868, with # capitalof $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve tnnd of $350,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWINGS 
Will take place monthly. J¢ never scales or postpones, 
Look at the following distribution : 

Cc TAL PRIZE, $50,000, 
100,00) TICKETS A'’ TWO DOLLARS HACH, 

HALF TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR, 
List OF PRIZHS. 

1 Capital Prize of $80,000................ 330,000 
1 Capital Prize of 10.000, ‘ 10,000 
1 Capital Prize of 
2 Prizes of 
6 7 

go 
io | 
aon 
500 

10000 * 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 

9 Approximation Prizes of $300......... 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200......... 1,800 
) Approximation Prizes of 100........ g 

1857 Prizes BIMOUNTINE BO... eee es sey eee penne $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid. 

Application for rates to clubs should only be made 
the Home Office in New Orleans. } 

Write, clearly stating 1ull address, for further in- 
formation, or send orders to i 

M. A, DAUPHIN, 
P. 0. Box 692, New Orlenna, Louisiana, 

H.L or to LUM, 
319 Brondway, New York City. 

Allour Grand Extraordinary Drawings are pe 
the eae and management of GEN. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. EARLY. 

deci? 26 cow 
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F Sportsmen's Coads, 

ESTABLISHED 41820, 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
134 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 294 St., NEW YORK 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In all Qualities and Sizes of Huglish Dye. 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Yaris, and of our own make, 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 
Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 

Low Prices, 

FURS, 

Orders by mail, or Information desired, will 
receive special and prompt nitention. 

Sportsman’s Lantern, 
(Patented June 4, 1878), 

Combining Camp LANTERN 

Hany Lantern, Heap 
* Jaon,” STAFF 

Lis JACK.” 

TERGUSON'S IMPROVED 

A RUST PREVENTIR 
For Fire-Arms, etc. Superior to allothers, Water- 
proot for Boots, Insect Repellants, Gua Oil, etc. 

Send for descriptive Circnlar, 
F Be FERGUSON, Manf’r, 81 B2ekman st., N. Y. 
ec 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

Duncklee’s Patent Camping 
and Mining Stove. 

Four sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 lbs. Juat 
the thing for any ole campingout. Address TAUN- 
TON TRON WORES CO., 87 Blackston street, 
Boston, Mass. jy11 
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¢ Hennel. 

GRAND INTERNATIONAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

January 7,8,9 & 10, 1879, 
at 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Prize Lists now ready, and can be bad of 

CHAS, LINCOLN, 

Supt. 

Entries close 31st Dee, 
eed 4h 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel 

Club; and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

None are génuineé pnless so stamped 

F.0. De LUZE, 
18 South William Street, N, Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sale in oases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 
This Powder Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 

Any other animals, or money returned. It is pot op 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpald 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN Dogs 
A CHRIDAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use, J 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall, 
Botn the aboye are recommended by Rop anp Gun 

And FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTGN. 

1lj FULTON STREET. 

Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Polnters Boarded, 

Broken, ete. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and Judgment, 
Address, 

H.C, GLOVER, 
: Toms River, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs haye daily 
access to sall Water. Octlo tf 

LISTEN ? 

The Sportsmen’s Bell 
tells the position of the 
dog, canses the birds to lie 
closer. Valuable in early 

y Woodcock shooting, wock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick, 

a Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail pone 
30 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., 
East Hampton, Conn. septls 3m 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once ta CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 

Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
septl2 tf 

oot 13 

each for dog or bitch pups. 

HAMPION TRISH SETTER DOG YORK in the 
stud, York is winuer of prizes at the follow- 

ing shows: Gork Show, Ireland, 18i6; Centennial, 
1876; St. Louis, 1876; Baltimore, 1876; New York, 
1si7; Philadelphia, 1878; Baltimore, 1878, where he 
also took prize for the best stud dog. Is sire of both 
Fut and Biddy, who both took 1st prize at Ballimore, 
isis. Terms ior services reasonable. 

For Sale—t fine red Irish setter dog, 2) months 
old, partly broken. Price $4. One red Irish setter 
pup, § montlis old; sire, Champion York out of Bess; 
very handsome; price $30, Red Irish setter puppies, 
3 movths old, sired by Champion York aud by prize 
bitches Floss, Maud and Nora; price reasonable. 
For particulars and pedigree tuquire of 0, Z. MILEY, 
Lineaster, Pa, noy28 eo 

HE NEW YORE KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
two pointer biteli puppies by Dr. Strachan’s 

Mash (sire of Make and Whiskey) out of the Club’s 
Belle. Very handsome and promising. For par- 
ticnlars address R,, this office, dea5 46 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR SHOT-GUN 
OR RIFLE—Exira Gordon selter bitch, five 

montis old, from superior stock. A, H. THOMAS, 
Warrensburg, Warren Co,, N.Y. r- decd 2 

TOR SALE,—Setter dog, broken, good retriever, 
| Price $25. JAS, ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co,, 

Onio, dec6 tf 
: 

 STABLISHED 1820.— 

a 

NEW YORE: 

48 Mailen Lane, 35 Liberty St. 
Se I mF FH Ee Nk aE AT PP TL 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
A IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

Qamping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus” Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $s. 

H and T Pigeon fraps, $7.50 per pair, 

The * NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
hy the ‘Forest Stream,” Feb. 21, 1878, the best con- 
triyance made for the purpose, Every sportsman 
shonld have one. : 
Ses cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
Bir, $1. : 

LOOK AT THIS!—A central-tre, English Double 
Guo, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $23. 

SPRATI’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
fold in any quantity, 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the most artistic manner, 

GUNS taken In exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
& specialty. 
CUTLERY,—Fine Sportsmen's Bowie and Hunt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Oe Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 

tc., Ble. 

ST ea a et 0 P| Sa 32 oe et 
4 

ABBEY & INMBRIE, 
rs = Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

“THE SOUTH-SIDE” 

Tho hindsomest, most convenient, aud besteyer mnude An entirely new pattern. 

the latest improvements; 

Au 

All Sewed; No Pasting, Price, $6. 

FISHING: 

RIFLES, PISTOLS AN 
es Pls =F 

D FISHING:TACKLE, 
= 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty-third Street, 

NEW YORK. 

BEATTY’S OFFER FOR THIS MONTH! 
$340.00 Piano Upright Parlor Organ, 5 Octaves, 13 

—————= 

Stops, 2 Knee Swells, for $85.00 
—: This Benntifol Piano Upright 

‘ Cabinet or Parlor Urgan, (liku 
7 cut). New Style No,1G686, 

Dimensions—Heicht 63 inchs. 
Depth 26{uu,, Length 60ins., 
Three 1) wets of Reeds, thir 
teen (12) Stops, i olan. 
(2)V ox Celeste.(3)Echa. (4jpul- 
Clana, (4). Violinn. 

\) Unmianin. (7). Principal, (5). 
Hi Hantboy. Die neo. (10). 

Five Uctaves, Upright Bellows 
with immése power. Hinged 
Lamp Stands, out ofsight when 
nolinuse. Beatty's Improved 

i 

; 
Kneo Swell, and Beatty's New 
Excelsior grand Organ Knec 
Swell. Magnificent highly finish- 

nT 
RG: |: ty 

pl 

eS 

ed Black Welnut Case ond 
Elegant Prench Veneered Pan- 
éls. All late Improvemnnts. 
Weight when boxed $00 Ibs. It 
contains Beatty’#New Vox Ce- 
leste Stop which ja by fartho 
ewsetest and mosh perfeot that 
has ever been attained. Gharni- 
Ing! is tha tniversal exclo- 
mintion of critics aud Inyers of 
Sweet music who have heardthis 
combination. The sudden burat 
oftinrminy thrown ont by tho 
Beatty Grand Organ Excelsior 
Knee Swell, from the stele be- 
log performed by e professional 
is Inimitable. 

——- 

I will sell this Beautiful 
Organduringthismonth 
im order to hays it in- 
troduced, boxed and de- 
livéred.on Cars for only 

Soas,co 

turn {t af my expense, I pay- 
pg freight charges both ways. 
This certsinly in o fair offer. 
Remember thin offer i not 
good after this month and that 
I positively will not deylate 
from thid price, ly 
warranted for & years, 
I-want this instrument more 
generally {ntroduodéd, - honce 

POINTER PUPPIES. 

By imported champion Snapshot, out of imported. 
Fannie, now eight weeks old—color, liver with white 
markings—three dogs, one bitch, price each $20. 
Also oné red Trish setter bitch, whelped June 12, by 
imported Dash (ist, New York, 1878,) out of im- 
ported Flora (1st, New York, 1878). Price $25. 
are taking orders for delivery of pups whelped Sept. 
21 by champion Snapshot, out of our Gypsey (hy 
Cal, out of Psyche ; 1s", New York, isis). LINCOLN 
& HELLYAR, Warren, Maas, otal if 

OR SALE—Six pupa by Luther Adams’ Drake | 
out of Mollie, Mollie by Adama’ Duke out of 

St. Kildar. Pups whelped May 16,1878. Address 
DR. BH, M. QUNIBY, Worcester, Mags. noy2s8 

(his mnnerrelind offer, 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P, McKOON, Franklin, Del, Co., N Y¥. 

I keep only cookers of the finest strains. Sell only 
yous Btock, I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouss 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving, Corfespond- 
ents inclosing stamp will g@éb printed pedigrees, cir- 
oular, testimonials, etc, }l0it 

Bes SETTER DOG, three years old; beat. 
breed in the sonuntry; pedigree guaranteed, ! U decd 3t lo CHAS, HALL Address H, 5,, tts office, 

‘TACKLE. | 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-folat, with 
extra tip, in case, $18, 
REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 

best makers, and with ali the latest improvements. 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my large yarlety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES. 

FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shories 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and 

Walking Cane Roda, 

The ‘NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
successtul spoons in use. Try one. 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 60 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by Oshermen and anglers, 

OPTICAL GOODS,—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glassez, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc., etc. 

Also EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
Line, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Ghe Kennel, 

OR SALE—Setter pups, by P. H. Morres; Lle- 
wellen setter, Czar, out of Horace Smith's Gyp- 

sie, Also some pips by Buck out of Quail I= both 
imported red Irish, Address HORACE SMITH, 33 
Park Row, Room 8. decl2 2t 

oiled, Braided 
Silk, Btu. 

OR SALE CHBAP—One thoroughly broken setter 
dog, 2 years old; unsurpassed retriever; ref- 

erences and pedigree given. Address I}, T. BAR- 
NEST, 705 Fifteenth street, N. W., Washington, D. 
C._ deci2 16 

He SALE—My pair of celebrated dogs; pedi 
gree guaranteed. 

D:ASH—A coal-bleck setter, 4 years old; weight, 
50lbs; thoroughly broken on quail, woodeock and 
grouse; nose unsurpassed; a splendid retriever ; 
kind an) gentle; by Henderson ; price $60. 
GROUSE—A liver and white (smail) pointer; 

Weight, 50)bs,; lat-prizé winner; thoroughly broken 
on quail, woodcock and grouse; Al nose; 4 good re- 
trlever; very stylish ; price $60, 
Both of these dugs have been hunted on the game 

named, and haye had thousands of birds killed over 
them. Sold for want of use. Price for pair, $100. 
A, J. WOMELSDORE, Potrsville, Pa, deci2tt 

INE GORDON AND LAVERACK-Gildersleeve 
stuck. For anle—A brace of beaulifullemon 

belfon setter (deg) pupples, large and healthy, 
wiielped, Oct. 15, out of the fine Gildersleeve setter 
bitch, ‘Tip, by Dr. S. Fleet Speir’s Layerack dog, St. 
Elmo (Pride of the Border—Jessie), The cross be- 
tween these twocelebrated strains will undoubtedly 
produce superior field dogs. Price $20 each. Als» 
a brace (dog and bitch) of fine, pure Gordon black 
and tai puppies, whelped, Out, 6, out of my hand- 
some Gordon setter bitch, Wrag, winner of Ist prize 
Lexington, Ky., 1876, by Dr. Fleet Speir’s noted 
Gordon dog, Gypsum (sire of Romeo, who ran in 
Nashville F.eld Trials), Price $16 each, Ajso hance. 
Some setter bitch, 2 years old, partly brokin, excel. 
lent brood bitch, price $40 ; full pevigree, Address 
W. H. PiZRCE, Peekskill, N. ¥. deci3 7 4 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Irish red sette 
._ Lom, 11 months old, sired by cham pign Rowe O’Moore ; dam, Nell IT, (Plunkerqvell), Will Beil ews, or exchange on lighf, molwezle-loadipg shoteun Scott or Greener preferred, JNO, W. GIBBS, Bloomsburg, Pa. deui3 it 
re, 

ger Sale, 

FOR SALE. 
One million breok truus + egs—ready for delivery 

from the Ist, of Noy. to Jan. 20. Send for price list 

J, B. & F, W, EDDY, Randolph, Catt, County, 

N. ¥. sepi26 Lf 

FOR SALE CHEAP. 
A12-hore Wesson gun. Ove of their best mak and finish; good as new; been nged yery tittle, Sold because owner has uo use for It, Any one wanting a first-class gun of this celebrated make tty Engels to address Box 670, West Meriden, Ct. 

Co 2b 
: ———————— See 

INNESOTA FARM—Vor gale, 1,660 i M proved land in Rock Count: Mimaacta. with arm house, three stables, com honse hen house grain honse, fences, trees, windbreaks, eleyator, Windmills, wells, prading, ronning atreama o fclear Water: directly on line of St. Pani and Sioux Oliy Railroad ; price $18,000, Only oné half mile by rai from county seat, Sold only to increase farminy Interest In immediate nelghborhood, No such bar- gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs shown and full specifications given on appiioation 
OK, Office of FoREST AND STREAM, 

Oop Bl0t 
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Hor Sale. 
Fe SALE—Crystal Spring Fish Farm and Picnic 

Grounds, Oakland, Bergen County, N. J. Build- 
ines cost over $1,200; five years old; gothic frame 
Villa; all modern improvements; tenant’s house, 
tables, ete.—in one. four horses; twenty-three 
acres, four acres grove. with from twenty to thirty 
ponds; fine garden; 109 young fruit trees; apple 
rebards. Address B. B, P., care this one we 

: C} 

q OR SALE CHEAP—One beautiful snd complete 
{ get “ Upland Game Birds and Water Pow! of 
ths U.S,” by A. Pope, Jr; portfolio form. Address 
E. T. EAR +ES5t?, i105 Fifteenth street, Wash neton, 
D.C. declZit 

WO THOUSAND WILD MOUNTAIN BROOK 
iront, 2 years old; also ome Cholce egrs from 

these fish for sale. Parties desiring these sh, or a 
few theusand eggs for stock. should apply immedi- 
at=ly to THOMAS & BRAINARD, Randolph, Catia 
raugus Co,, N. Y. decl2 2t 

@tliscellancons, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report.....,.. «$14,486,920 53 

Total surplusas per Insuranc mis- 
SIONE?S TEPOFE .-- cee. cees eee .. 1,631,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. Ti. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 
KENNY & RATCLIFFH.....New York City. 

.C, TARB .Portlund, Me. 
-Nuskua, N. H, 
-.Philedeliphin. 

HALL & WORTHINGTON. .Balimore, Md. 
VERNOR RROTHERS,...... Detrsit, Mich. 

wu-+. Chicago, Lil. 
++ see St. Pant, Miun. 

-...-Pt, Lonis, Io, 
-...New Grleans, La. 

W. EVESEON................8a0 Francisco, Cai 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHANMPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
37 BEAVER STREET N. ¥. 

novi 3m 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

—— 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

Y. 

noyt ti 
192 DUANE STREET, N. 

Gung, Bifles, Ere. 
FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. 
First Prize Gver All Others at the Gres 

St, Louis Fair. 

There never was a gun ensier to handle, easier to 
clean, lees liable tp get loose cr out of order, or one 
oe gooa for the money. Frices range from $30 to 
$200. 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPEOT. 

Send atamp for circular to 

The’ American Arms Co., 

aug?22 ti BOSTON, MASS. 

CHARLES CREEN, 

Maker of fine brecch-loading shot-gaon3. Muzzls 
loaders altered to breech-loaders. Repatring and 
boriag guns £0 shoot close and strong done in the 
best manner. I also keep a rood atockof ENG LIS 
BREECH-LOADERS, Pricey from $30 up: 
bored to shoot close and strong a5 partles may de- 
sire, Send for price liat. No, 3 West Main street, 
Rochester, N. Y. jestt 

SS a ag ee 

7 +} F : * _ SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

OF 

‘This barre! can be placed ina gun ready for pse in asccond of time with theasame ease BA & Cartridge, a0 
can te removed just as expeditiously, There iano wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the siot-gun, and if can- 
not get out of order. “With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs abont one pound, almost instantly 
a, breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into a most accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARRED will 
fitany standard make of gun cf 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 52, 88, or 44. aa desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches. The shells used with the best sdvantage are the Winchester Repeating arms Co.'s 
cartridges, No. 32 and $8, extra long, and No, 44, modelis73, Sendfors Circular and Price List. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 

221. 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

ob 59 OLD RELIABLE PDA | 
, (TRADE IMARPK.,) ; od 

STILL TRIUMPHANT. 
In Fall Meeting of N. R. A., at Creedmoor, Sharps Rifles were entered in sixteen matches; took first 

prize in twelve of them, and good prizes in the other four. Amoug fhem the 

inter-state Military Match. 
The New York State-team, using the Sharps Military Rifie, won with a score of S74. Best ecore by any 

other rifle, 960. 

The International Military Match. 
New York State Team, with Sharps Military rlfie, 1,044. Best by eny other rifle, Bas. ~ 

The Inter-state Long-Range Match. 
Average per man with Sharps Rifles, 218. Other rifles nsed averaged respectively 192 and 197. 

The WIMBLEDSN CUP, won by Mr. Frank Hyde witha harps Rife with a score of 143 ont of a 
possible 150 at 1,000 yards. THE LEECH OUP. won at Spring Meeting with s scoreof gas. Rest 
other ritie, 197. For the Grand Aggregate Prize at Fall Meeting, th: ee competifors each, with Sharpa Rifiee— 
Mr. Frank Hyde, Col. W, H. Clark ani Capt. WH. Jackson—tied on a score of 31/@ potnts. 
THE LONG-RANGE MILITARY CHAMPIGNSHEP, won by Capt. J. 8. Barton, wiih a Sharpes 

Military Rifle. All prizes in this match were wor with Sharps ftilce. 
AMERICAN TEAM WALK-OVER (First Day).—J. 8. Sumner made, with a Sharps Lopg-Renge 

Rifle, the extraordinary score of 221 points ont of a possible 23 at 900, 909 and 1,000 yards, 

221. SHARPS RIFLE COC., 221. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., UNITED STATES. 

New York Warerooms, i7/7 Broadway. 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS., 
a 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it wil! be remembered, received the 

highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the moet perfect machinery for Gun making 
ever setup in any one factory in England. The result is, hat they can now ttn oot guns perfectly 
uniform in excellence, and in such mereaaed quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, 

‘Their specialties this year are their BEAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDGE GUNS, Nos. 1 and 2, of which 
the above evt will-give a tolerably fair idea. Every sno fas Ane Damascus or Liminated Steel Barrels, 

Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, #xtension Rib, Leyer Forenarf, aud Treble Bolt. {tis 8 new thing 

to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with every possible appliance which can contribute to its 

beauty, convenlence, or excellencs in shooting, af the price of ordinary gone. 
In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, wehave on hand abou: fifty of Webley’s Breech-Loadera, Top 

and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, which arrived last year, after the Sea2s00 was 

over, These guns we are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced prices. It is fair to say that as re- 

garda coundness, durability, and perfection in shooting, these gana are in uo way inferior to the Treble 
Wedge Guns. Many of ee are from 83 to 11 Ibs. weight, and sre splepdid guns for doc shooting or 

killing large game at long range. 
sa tthe Ofty gane mentioned Buon are all that now remain of a much lerger number referred to by na in 
the FoREtr AND STEEAM in October, and as the s¢asonis now well advanced we will allow an addl- 

tional discount upon the few that are left, provided they are ordered jn December, 
WEBLEY’S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, and do not teed any additional choking. 

H. & DB. FOLSOR, 
P O box 4,309. 20 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

BLUE LABEL. RED LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIOM, CENTENNIAL 2XHIBTION—REPORT.—* Exact uniformity of 

truly spherical form, high degree of Onizn und geveral excellence,” 

inugements, Ete. 

pas AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35? ST 
Twelvyé magniticently trained Kentucky Thor. 

oughbred Horses, introduced by Mona, OSCAR. Be ee 
aes ha A BOGARDUS shooting at glass balls Sree conan 

s JOSEPRIN Thomson & Sons Boe. | 
301 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

Miss JOSEPHINE, the lady with the iron Jaw. 

ecb It SPORTSMEN’S GOODS. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

AND 

alze 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATODS, latest 
fginvention. Anyoody can operate it will per 

fect success, Complete ontitis from $4 to 
=. $30, Chrome Photography outtits, $3 ; Hello- 

graph, 32-00. Send stamp for fnll information to E. 
SACKMANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 Pearl st. 

Bept2i 13 

Performances daily at 2:30 and S o'clock P. m1. 
Admission 50c., Jreserved Seats 10c, extra. 
Shortly to be produced in magnificent style 

CINDERELLA, ; a | A. J. FARRAR, Jamsica 

DRAWINGS & PRICES 
FREE BY | MAIL. 

PIGNEER = gechipcts g 
BIRMINGHAM, & 

oft “ENGLAND. 

Bublication$, 

SEASCGNABLE BOOKS. 

}we fhousand Miles in Texas 
en Horseback; Sheep Rais. 
ing, Cattle Rangine and 
Sport, $/.50. 

Long-Range Rifie Shooting, 
Zac. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
S2. 

Camp Life in Ficida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Fourist, 
Bz. 

Sportsman’s Gazetteer, 
Fourth Edition. 

$2. 

For sais at office of FOREST AND STHRAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

t 

Partridge & Pheasant Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Anating and Shooting the American bac hilds Sa 7 
Rnifed Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the log, and sheoting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount tothe trade. 
To be had ot book stores generally, Also for sale 

one double-barre! breéch-lozding central dre shot 
gun, 12-gauge. Address, 

Frank Schley, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Ma. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oP 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED.J : 

Contains History of the State, Towngand pointa o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lande, their value, 
yield, ate,, Tuxation and Debts, Schnols, Origin of 
Names, Ishabitanis of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Lana Agraglations, Fish- 
ing and Huntlog Grounds, Hotels, Many charts from 
Official ‘ources, With complete soundings, ctc., ets. 
Useful to sportsmen Sfd yachtsmen, and the couniry 
gentleman. Bive, 12x14. Price $7. Address vu. P, 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FOREST AND STREAM 
Ofiice, 111 Fulton street, New York. F 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOUARDUS. 
New and enlarged edition, containing instrnctious 

for glass ball shooting, and chapter on oorar any 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson Yor & &t 
this office, Price $2. 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By Charles 
A, J. Farrar. Au amusing accuunt of a trip made 
by @ party cf Boston gentlemen to the Raneeley 
Lakes region, 224 pages. 12 illustrations. Paper 
covers, 60 cents. 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND- RANGELEY 
LAKHS ILLUSTRATED. A complete and reliable 
gnideto Richardson and Rangeley lakes, Parma- 
chenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters of Connes- 
tivut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and Sandy Riv- 
efs; 255 pages, 40 jilustrations. Paper covers, 50 
cents. 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRATED, 
A compeliensive and thorough hsand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and the sporting resorts of 
Northern Maine, The tours of the Kennebec, 
Penobscot and St. Johu rivers, secent of Katah- 
din, etc., are plaiuly treated; 224 pages, 14 ilustra~ 
tons. Paper eoyers, 5) cents. 

FARHAR’Ss POCKET MAP of the Richardson and 
Rangeley lakes region and the waters of North- 
western Maine. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S FrOCKH! MAP of Moosehead Lake and 
yicinily, and the famous hunting and fishing re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, also the headwaters of 
ths Kennebes, Penobscot and St. John rivera. 
Printed on touch linen paper, cloth covers, $1, 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the entire 
Rickardeon anc Rangeley lakes region, Large 
whe each 25 cents. Séud for catalogue, 

post-paid, ou receiptot price. Address CHARLES 
, Pising, Mass, deci? 8¢ 

Any of the abévé publications sent hy mail, ~ 

} 
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Sportsmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
‘Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Biue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
@wha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
‘and sh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snips, Woodcock, Mountain tront, bass, pike, 
Pickerel, efc., etc, 

Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beautiful and pletureaque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the Weat, 
Worthwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; and at Rictmond and Char- 
Jottesyille with the South, Allmodern improvements 
in equipment, - 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

. Richmond, Va. 

Sportgmen's Zoutes. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. CO, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching moat of tha 
TROTTING PARES snd RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States.” These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi- 
ctlties ind dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which ron over the smooth steel tracks en—- 
able STOCK TG BE TRANSPORTED without failure 
or injury, 
The lines of 

Penusylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best Iecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Se le pas TE eo EU ee 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Co i 
all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, NEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, 
Hunting. 

Also, to 
BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY. 

SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
Ttenowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
AND FEATHER. 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen’l Maniger. Teblf-tf 

CHICAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Ohitago to St, Louis, aut Ubicago 
to Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS, 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
_EVERYTHING, 

SPORTSMEN wil find apcnane shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
uuil, ete. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado. 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
- Sportsmen, os = 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Ti a, 

and Still 

TUCKERTON, 
ap 

Old Dominion Line, 
‘The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Island, and points on the Peninsula, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Wlorida, and the mountain- 
us country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
pteamers Sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urdsy. Lewes, Del., Taesday and Friday at 2 Pp. M, 
Fall information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
ew York. Sep2s8 ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Barlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
erossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, runolng put some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the NorthWest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
aud their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
On pariles of ten or more upon application to Generg] 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. Cc. 
KE. F. WinsLow, 

General Manager. 
Gen. Passenger Agent, FOR FLORIDA 

F° THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on §T. JOHN'S RIVER aad interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia ani Southern Mail S. 8. Co,, 

Pier 22 South Delaware Ayen ue, Phils. 

1 eels ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 21, 1878.— 
i Ferrybosts leave New York from James Slip 

@aily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Folton and Catharine ferries (dail, ) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Fiat~ 
bushi and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 4.™,, 
4P.M., aud on Saturdays at 3:30 P.M. For Patch- 
Ogue, etc., 9:30 a. M., 4:30 andé P.M, For Babylon, 
-eic., at 9:30 a. M., 4, 4:30,5and6P.m, For Port 
Jefferson, e'c., at 10 A. M. and 4:30P.a, For North- 
por etc., at1O A. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30PM. For 

cust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4. M,, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 
and i:30 >, mu. For Far Rockaway, etc,, at 9:30 4. M,, 
4, 4:20, 5, Gand 7p.mM. For Garden City and Hemp- 
Stead, 8:30 and 10 4, M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P.M, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Ieland City only 9:30 A. ., 
2:30 and 6:30P.™¢. SUNDAYS—For Pcrt Jefferson, 
Psitchogue, etc.,9 A.M. Babylon, ete., 6and 7 P, mu. 
Northport and Locust Valley, #4. M. and 6:30 P. xr. 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94. m., 2:30 and 6:36 
®. M., and from Long Islind Ci-y only 9:30 a. «. and 
5:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables, 
‘Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
#ixpress,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No, 833 Wash- 
ingtou sireet and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

5S. SPENCER, Gen’l Sup’t, 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent, Tes’ tt 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant ateamer C. H, NORTHAM 

Jeaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex— 
septed), ai3 P.M, Passeogers go North and Wast at 

NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 
at ll P. u., arriving in New Hayen in time for the 
marly morning trains, 

Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
Work and Canada, Apply af Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PECK, General! Agents, 

Cromwell Steamship Line, 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 5S. AND ST. 

JOHNS, N. F. 
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 

Deci4-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under One management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the Weat and Northwest, and, with 
its numerous branches and connections, form- the 
shortest aud quickert route between Chicago and all 
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, abd the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
fours in Northern Illinois, lowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 

yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, Chins, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
5ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Kscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Honghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. Its FRERFORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Rigin, Rockford, Free- 
port and aii points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Hyanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan, Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Blnifs, On the Ca'ifornia Exprers Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chisago dally, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Dépot, at -10:30 a, x6, and arrive at Council) 
Bluffs next morning, 
4iast-bound ¢ ey leave Connell Bluffs at 5:30 P. u., 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
i No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. , 
TO SPORTSMEN. Pier 10, North Riyer, New York, three timea g This line presenta 

month. Peraon# Visiting Nova Scotiz, Newfoundland pe pecullar advantages. For 
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will fnd tia the cheapest | 27#ltle Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, our Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points 

than anyother road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Base fishing, a hundred 

ton. Time between New York and alifax about 
sixty hours, one half of trip through Long Island and 
Vineyard Sounds, in smooth water. : t ints on the Northern and Northwestern lines of Cabin passage, including stateroom and meal, Be rpasi any New York and Halifax, $16 gold; New York and st. eeu ice ¥ will be found unsurpassed by anything Johns, $30, gold. Kxcursion tickets at reduced 
rates. For schedule of sailingsand further partien-— 
larg apply to 

CLARK & SHAMAN, 
: 56 West street, N, Yo 

AGENTS—WOOD & Oj, Halifax, N.&. HARVEY 
& CO, Si, John's, NB, jewon | 

New York office, No, 415 Broaiiway; Boston office, 
Wo. 5 State street, 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, anny to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
jeso (7 

W, G. Steenes7, 
Apent, Jhicago, Gen. I'age, 

FOREST AND STREAN. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARE AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGU, 

Rates reduced to $8 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the Werld to show as 

largé and as elegantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SAe#RMAN, je20 tr 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L, 

By 8 practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. The best ground in the Vicinity of New 
York for bay sae shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Novs tf 

_ Gangowder. 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder, 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Pupon-’s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their great reputation for 78 years. 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale? in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S TAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 2 (fine), burning slowly, Birong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A qnick, strong and clean Powder of yery tine grain 
for Pistol] shooting, 

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFg and FFFg.—The Ig for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the PFg and FFFg for general use, hurnicg 
strong and moist. 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades fer export. Musket. Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Geyernment standard. 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proot. Agencies in all cilles and prmeipal towns 
throughout the U.S. Represented by 

FP. L KNEELAND, 7@ Watt St. N. Y. 
N. B—Use woxz but DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Cc. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. ¥., 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1to7%, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1ib. cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
tMmended for breech-lcading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 tn 
metal kegs, 6y |bs. each, and canisters of 1 and & 
ibs, €ach, 

Orange Rifle Powder. - 
r 

The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 25 lbs,, 1232 Jbs. 
and 63¢1bs., and in canisters of 1 Ib. and 44 Ib. 

All of the above give high velocities and less 
residaqum than any other brands made, and are re- 
sommended and used by Capt. A. H, BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS, MI ITARY POWDER 
Of all Kinds on hand and made to order, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses, 

Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wook 
cat, nent “ree on application to the above sddresa, 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 13Spruoe St.,4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager aud 
Propristor, Open day and night 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND OOUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No. 145 BROADWAY, Room $0, Nzw Youre Crry, 
Ms ~—— 

All business promptly attended to, Novaa 

Gunpowder, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's § Electric Powder.” 

Nog. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ln point of 
Btrength and dleaniiness, Packed im square canis= 
ters of 1 1b. only. 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb. canisters and 
647 1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
Upland prairie shooting. Well adapted fo shot 
guns, 

Hazaord's Duck Shooting.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In1 and 5 lb. canisters 
and 64f and 1944 lb. Kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shootlig, i& 
ranks any other brand, and it is équally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s “ Kentucky Rifie.” 

FFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs st 26, 
124s and 63f lbs, and cans of 5lbs.ef FFG 18 also 
packed in iand 3 1b, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist, The FFFG and FFG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, aud the Sea Shooting” IG 1s 
the standard Rife puwder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

SOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOF, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDER. Ve 

The above can be bad of deaiers, or of the Com 
pany's egents in Gyery prom'pent city, or wholesale 
At our 

. 83 WALLSTREET, NEW YO EE, 

Sportsnen’s Goods, 

Sportsmen's Emporium, 

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND 
ARCHERY OUTFITs. 

Seid 10 cents for 63 page Mlustrated Catalogue 
end Hand-Book, 

BOUDREN’S & FERGUSON’S JACK LAMPS, 
CAMP STOVES,. TENTS, FOX GUNS, 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RCBBER 
GOODS, AMMUNITION, 

Aud EVERYTHING required by Sportamen. 

SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, EACH $if, 

W. HOLBERTON & CO. 
dec’ 117 FULTON ST., N. ¥, 1] 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen éverywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best Oil In thé market. 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘'It ie 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent nse of gans.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, 570 Pavonta Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 

Scid by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass.; 8. Kitiredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; NH. BH. Baton, Chicago, Ill.; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo. ‘hos. W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trimble & Kleibacktr, Baltimore, Md. §S. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.0, Jos. C, Grubb 
«& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL 

TRY 
2, Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepare® 

FELT 
GUN WADSsS. 

EQUAL TO ELY?s, AT LESS PRICE, 

For sale by all dealers. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn,, 
New York. 

Manufatinred by B. 
Bud 7 White street, 

och? 3m 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
The most popular cost in the market, Made of 

velveteen, corduroy, fostian and canyss, "Canvas 
suitd a $5, $8 and $18. For sale by all dealers in 
guns and sporiz=man’s supplies, 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

F. L. SHELDON, Rauway, N. J 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 
Dudley’s Patent Tustrument is adopted to both 

Paperand metallic shells, It extracts, uncaps, re- 
Caps, loads, creases wud turns over Cartridge cases 
beautifully, and weighs butfour ounces. Send for 
circular with directions for using and recommenda 
tions from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & CO ‘ 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. novas tf 

0, & B. ZETTLUER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

£07 Bowery, New York, 
ee ee ee 
$5 to $20 Hee day ah Wome Saniplos worth §6 fren, 

Addpese Sraysox 0 Co, Portiand, Maine, 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Athletic and Shooting Medals 
and Jewelry 

FOR 

HOLIDAY PRESENTS. 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE.) 

r Tnis honse is well Known as being the largest 
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 
States, 
» Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, B 1- 
jiard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 
lub Badves furnished free. Also Headquarters for 
Holiday Preseots, consisting of jewe:ry of every de- 
acription. novi4 2mos 

GOUD?S OIL TANNED 
MOCUASINS. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc, They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
gm durable. Made to order 

mamma ina variety ot styles, and 
iri warranted wee eae 

ticle, Send for illustrated circular. 
HUTCHINGS, P, O. Box 388, Dover, N. H. (Succes- 
gor to Frank Geod.) 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT 
ING CLOTHING, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. 
D seriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POOLER & JONES, 
PATENT BOSS 

Cartridge Holders and Belts. 
The only practical cart- ———S 

ridge holder inuse, Will <== 
‘ carry brass cartridges, 

and positively prevent 
wads from starting on 
phot, Suitable for either 
paper or brass shells. 
These cartridge holders - 
eau he easily attached to 
any huoting yest or coat 
front. A vest will hold 30 
of the cartridge holders. 
Two dozen of these hold- 
ers only weigh § ozs, One 
belt complete, with 30 
holders attached, only 
weighs one pound. The 
belts oan be perfectly ad= 
justed to fit cither a slim 
or large man. Will de- 
yer to any address, and¢ 
repaypostaze,onbeltsor aes 

any number of loose ho a 
ers on receipt of the fol- 
lowing prices: Spring 
brass cartridge holders, 
er dozen, $1.25; adjusta- 
le belts with 30 spring Ze 

brass holders, complete, 
$4, Elegant nickel-plated holders and buckles, the 
gayest and nicest belt iInuse,$5. We solicit cor- 
Tespondence from dealers, Allour belts are made 
of the finest Russeit leather, and have Neck-Straps 
ou (not shown in cut), Cash must accompany orders. 
Send money by registered letter on Serena, TM., or 
F. 0. Money Order on Ottawa,Il. Send 10 cent 
stamp for sample holder. Address all orders to 
POOLER & JONES, Serena, La Salle Co,, site 

sept? 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

a 

Z 
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EXCELS ALL OTHERS. Throws in every possible 
direction, No screen is needed, as no one, not even 
puller, cum tall the direction the bal) will take. Made 
Stationary if desired. All metal. WORKING PARTS 
WICELY FITTED. Send for Circular, 

Wit, H, CRUTTENDEN, Gen. Agent, 
je6 3mos Cazenovia, N, Y. 

- For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS LN SPORTIN 

GOODS, 
Ool1T tf 

a grate’ Cartridge on 

Pany, 

LOWELL, MASS., 
» MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifies and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-lfire ammunition of all Kinds, Special 
attention given to the Insnufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Ilinstrated Catalogue. 

W.'.W._Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.s! 

4 

‘SHEE WINNING cUX. 

a> 

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix dé Casino, an. objet d’art valued a¢ 
£169, and a money prize of £705, thls the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was compéted for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won b 
Mr, Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W, Greener, Killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foct and 293s yards, He 
B1so won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 18 birdsontof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 

a ‘The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1977, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presented by Mr. 
J. Purdey, the ganmaker. 

The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Oszpt, Bogardus and 
Mr. South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one Barrel only, . 

The winning gon also at the great London Gur Trial, 1815, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of 
Great Britain aud Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LUADER is the strongest 
and most durable eyer invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No, 163,328, BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ ey 

CHiiYPr s, 

A New Expansive Concentrator, with wire wad, for use in breech and muzzle-loading 
guns, making straight-bores shoot aswell as choke bores are snpposed to, Cheap, convenient, 
safe and sure. For sale by gundealers generally at $1.25 per hundred for 10-gauge, and $1.10 
for 12-gauge ;. 10 and 12-gauge now ready; other sizes to follow. Packed 50 in a box. 

Sent by Mail, Postpaid, for 75c. per Box. 

A. B. KAY & CO., Newark, N. J. 
Buck and Heavy Drop Shot Cartridges for Long-Range, 

Deer, Duck and Coose Shooting. 

IRA A. PAINLE’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemlan Glasa Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealera in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can purchase the Beat Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and ia sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass, 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in barrela of 300. 
Send [or price list, Specialindacements to the trade = 

= HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pesrl Gircet, N. Y. 

A. H. BOGARDUS. 
My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with 

259 In each barrel, and by having 4 rough surface strengthens the ball for ship- 
9 ping, and preyents the glancing of shot, while the smooth hall hus to be made so 
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
bruken by shipping, and the feather-filled ballis thesame. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra, I hayé had 5,00) shipped ont West since my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would nt find a ball broken, and 
never over three or fourio a barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you can readily see which is the hardest shooting. Ia 
matches reported in paper, saying Bogardus’ rnles aud traps used, you do not 
bee all the balls broken, Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot 
aad will follow the Instructions laid down in my book, “ Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” will become cra:k wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

who intreduced thia sport to the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the 
American flag. My ‘‘ Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” 13 the only book that has eyer been written and 
published by a market hunter and experienced man. I will return the monry to ay one who has hoaght 
the book and thinks they did not get their money’s worth. Each barre! of balls contains a score book with 
Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balla, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,”* $2. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO ,15 Platt Street, N. ¥. City. 

fe # TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Afdress CAPT, A, H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill., or cum be had from him 
wherever he shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

BAGATELZLE BALL (EF, GROTE & CO., ALLS. 
IVOR BAO. FOR ER CHECHE: ieranegs AND DEALERS, 
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS./ 

ORDERS BY 
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| Sportsmen's Caode, 

W. H. Holabird, 
THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHIER, OF 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

Full ectof fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK 
fr $10, sent free cf ex. on receipt of price. 

A fine C rat for $6, sent free on receipt uf price, 

* PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING" 

being & comprehensive work, treating on the art of 

breaking the dog for the field, and is especially 

adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen, Price 

25c. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters and 
Spaniels in Indiana, Write for particulars, 

Tovy2l tf 

Dachting Goods, 

PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 
AND YACHTS NOW READY.» SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. ¥. 
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THIS JS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE. 
Brass case und cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compasa 
made, Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample haa 
been left at the Forrest AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Guy office, Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
67 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK... 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oll, etc, 
CABIN STORES. 

je2t-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840, 

| H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and [7th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awarda at all the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Opera and 
Tonrist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc,, etc, 
Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit sil eyes, 

‘The largest stock of Optical Goods In this country, 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes. 

Miustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

BENJ. PIKE'S SON & CO. 
OPTICIANS, 

930 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

Between 21st and 220 S'reets, 

We wou!d be pleased to see our old friends and 
patrons and show them our lsrge and varied stock of 

Opera,Field & Marine Classes, 
Pocket Compasses, Ther- 
mometers, Telescopes, 

Spectacles and Eye-Classes, 
of the finest quality and at the lowest prives. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticags. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & ©O,, 91 Broadway, 
«_N. ¥., opposite a8 pet ed Stereoscopes 

and ‘Views: Graplloscapes romos and Frames; 
Albume, Photographa of Celebrities, Photographia 
Transparencies, Oouvex Glsasa, Pho phic Mae 
terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna and 
Philsdelphia, acess 

Any worker can mike ¢12 8 day attione. Cost 
GOLD Ousdt free, Addrwss Tkve & ‘Co., Ausnata, Moe Br: 

Ee 
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ARIZONA IN VERSE. 

HE following beautiful stanzas are from a rough old sol- 
dier, who is now serving his country in Arizona. Weas- 

gure our readers that in his attempt to delineate the charms of 

his abiding place, he does not go beyond his station, either as 
soldier or rhyme singer. We will not attempt io place too 
high a standard upon his effusion, as he seemsto have a mod- 

est opinion of it himself. It is rather long, and would have 
been longer had we not mercifully cut it short, perceiving that 
he was going on from bad to verse (as a German might pro- 
nounce it), His description of the country is very truthful, 

and will be valued by all our readers who propose to migrate 
fo his section.—Ep. F. & 8. 

To Mars I bid a glad farewell, 
- And turn my back upon Bellona, 

To photograph in doggerel 
The features of sweet Arizona— 

The stinging grass, the thorny plants, 

And all its prickly, tropic glories ; 

The thieving, atarved inhabitants, 

Whe look so picturesque in stories; 

The dusty, hot, long dreaty way, 

Where neath a blazing san you totter, 

To reach a camp at close of day 
And find It destitute of water; 

The dying mule, the dried up spring, 

Which noyel writers seldom notice ; 

The song of blood the mosquitoes sing, 

And midnight howling of coyotes. . 

Tarantulas and centipedes, 
Horned toads and miesquit daggers,* 

With thorny bushes 2nd sharp weeds 
To biged the traveler as Le staggers, 

Why paint things in a rosy light, 

And never tell the fact, thus; 
How one sits down to rest at night, 

And often squats upon a cactus? 

The night bird’s music, sweet and clear, 
Is ever pictured, not a little; 

A search might prove, quite lying near, 

The habitation of a beetle, 

And oft at night the sentinel, 

Who, dozing, dreams of distant battle, 

Is roused in fright to hear the yell 
Of Indians who have nipped his oattle, 

As desert, mountain, rock and sand, 

Comprise the topographic features, 
There's little left at my command, 
Except to paint the living creatures, 

Tn point of energy and sense, 
The wild Apaches are the head men; 

And go, In fairness, I commence 

To tell you something of the red men. 

Hach mountain chain contains a hive 

Of these marauding sone of thunder, 

Who somehow manage and contrive 
To live upon mescal and plunder, 

From lofty crags they watch the route 

O’er which a train is slowly creeping, 
And, with a wild, blood-curdling shout, 

Across the deserf come they sweeping. 

But here their valor takes a turn; 

With carbine raised irom off your saddle, 
The ** noble red "’ will take to fight, 

Nor blush to think he must skedadle. 

Too long my pen bas dwelt upon 
‘These foes to railroads, soap and labor; 

A few short years and they are gone 

Beyond the reach of gun or sabre, 

Now, turn we to another race 
Inhabiting this sanny region: 

I calm and fearless stoop to trace 

Their manners, habits and religion. 

There is no fuirer Jaw than that 
Which gives to Cresar what is Csesar’s, 

Camp Verde, Nov. 15, 1878. 

Tpon their heads, in triumph reign, 

Great swarms of vermin, fat and saucy; 
These rovers on the Spanish Main 

Cruise heartless o’er the ocean glossy. 

Their mode of travel on the road 

Would frighten one who never met a 

Dirty, sereaming, stupid load 

Of greasers in an old coreta, 

Great wooden wheels deyoid of grease, 
And oxen rushing with a vengeance, 

With noise like forty thousand geese, 

Of like a score of new steam engines ; 

They plow the earth with forked logs; 

For fuel dig the earth with shovels ; 

Cut grass with hoes, chain up their hogs, 

And Keep their horses in their hoyels. 

When Gabriel blows his final trump, 

And all the natlons are paraded 

For grand inspection in a lump, 

This breed will prove one most degraded. 

An earthquake which should sink the land 
(Some great subterranean motion), 

_And leave this tract of barren sand 

The pavement of a heaying ocean ; 

Some huge conyulsive water shake, 
Some terrible spasmodic movement, 

Subsiding but to leave a lake, 

Would be a most desired improvement, 

Their language is a mongrel whine, 

From which the meaning seems to yanish 

Like strength from lager beer or wine— 
A parody upon the Spanish. 

On what they live besides the air 

You may perhaps be interested ; 

They have as gueer a bill of fare 

As human stomach e’er digested. 

They eat frijoles and dried corn, 

And on a hog’s intestines riot ; 

Tortillas, sheepsheads (hair and horn), 
With chile for the favorite diet ; 

Pinoche, water-melon secd, 
Bad eggs, strong onions and pinola; 

But when bard up for other feed 

They live on beans of mesqnit solely. 

The greaser little cares or feéls, 
So he but apes the Spanish hero, 

With moustrons spurs upon his heels 

And on his head a wide sombrero. 

He looks so grim and full of fight, 

You might suppose his temper soured; 

But danger turns him nearly white, 

And proves his hero bat a coward. 

He grimly scouts at gringo jokes, 

Though he has not a slugle tlaco; 

With dignity he calmly smokes 

‘His cigarette of bad topacco, 

They tell a thousand barefaced lies, 
To all the saints in heaven appealing ; 

Confess their sins wilh tearful eyes, 

Devyoutly pray, but Keep on stealing, 

They goto chureh, believe in hell, 

Where their own torments must be hot ones; 
They play on fiddles, ring a bell, 

And worship God with drums and shot-guna. 

Tye not, in picturing this clime, 
Been either brilliant or pathetic, 

But told of facts, in simple rhyme, 
By far more truthful than poatic, 

If any think me too severe, 

Or call my yarn a wicked libel, 

I'll take, to prove myself sincere, 

My davy on a Mormon Bible. 

Hor Forest and Stream and tod and Gun. 

Shetches from a Giner’s Camy. 

* Hank, how der yer account for it?” 

“Don't know, George. Let’s all smoke a little cigarette, 
and Petee, you give us the science of it.’’ 

‘© Well, the science of it is very plain. We are above the 
timber and on the snow line. Take Venus there for instance, 

that very bright star: if you were looking at her from the 

plains your vision would have to pierce ten thousand feet of 

air, but here you are looking at her from that altitude and 

through a rarificd atmosphere that you can scarcely breathe 

in, Well, you all saw how it was to-day. There is Hank, 
the strongest of us, could not swing a pick for five minutes 

at a time; the air is so fine and rare that you loose breath, and 

of course it is easy for the eye to penetrate it. How unnatur- 
ally bright they seem. What would the dwellers below say 

if they could look at the beauty of the heavens as we are see- 

ing them to-night? I doubt whether Ingersol, with all his 

infidelity, could stand on these rocky heights, look at those 

glittering beautiful worlds and deny the existence of a God. 
There is some great power, some divine hand guiding them. 

Take for instance the moon: see she is just peeping up from 
behind that peak, her orbit—— Hello! what is the row now? 

Here come the pack mules as if they were crazy from eating 
locoo or as if the devil was at their heels! What's up?” 

Old George, after peering through the datkness, stepped 
toward the tent, with the remark: ‘Git yer rifles, it’s Varmint. 
Come away from the fire inter the dark,” 
The three pack mules and little Jock the donkey, stood 

near the tent, showing every sign of terror. Harry remarked: 
** There is something wrong, for there is that box of crack- 

ers open and little Jock is too badly scared to steal them, 
We are on the old Ute reservation and I would not be sur- 
prised if some of them good boys were around. But what 
would an Indian want up here?” 

Just then there wasa sharp clatter of hoofs oyer the rocks, 
the mules dashed into the darkness, and a huge shambling 
mass of hair approached the cracker box and upset it. No 
body fired ; it was not from fear, but sheer astonishment. In 
another instant Old George’s rifle cracked, bruin gave a sharp 
growlof pain, stood up on his hind legs only to recieve four 
more balls and fall over the pile of crackers, changing the 
color, giving them anew flayor and scattering them to the 
four winds in his death agony. George, sticking a new shell 
into his Sharps, walked up to the bear, growling out : 

*‘ Well, I'm darn'd if ever I seed such impertance in all my 
long life in these yer rock piles, a bar coming within a bun- 
dred feet ofa camp fire. Mule Har Bill used ter tell about 
how he went ter bed one night and saw er shadder come 
atween his fire and his tent, and when he looked out a big 
grizzly war 3 setten thar warmin’ hisself. He didn’t shoot, out 
er respect $9 the bar's feelings, and if he hed had champagne 
he would hey asked him in ter take a drink; but he hed 
nothin ‘except a bottle of Mexican Frank’s whisky, and he 
didn’t like ter ofter that kind of stuff ter a bar, for it was 
rifle, and the bar might hey thought he was wounded in the 
neck, and then yer know he would hey been dangerous. I 
allers thought Mule Ear Bill was a liar when he told that 
story, but l believe him now. ‘That pesky varmint war after 
that donkey colt, and that drew him onter the crackers, and 
i nice mess he has made of them; but, boys, he hez gota 
mate around here somewhar, and to-morrow we will hey a bar 
hunt, Them ere mules will take care of themselyes and, if that 
colt gets chuwed up its no Joss, he steals everything about 
the camp, sugar, flour, green coffee, and yesterday he stole 
all the dried apples. I was a hopin’ they would swell up 
and bust him like the government mule what ate a bushel, but 
they didn’t; he grunted, yanked his back up and down, rolled 
around and blowed off enough wind to run a blacksmith shop 
or,Congress. Harry, sing that song about holdin’ out yer 
hand to a brother that’s down, and we'll turn in.” 
And Harry’s splendid tenor voice ringing out through the 

clear air was our lullaby, and the next morning we threw off 
our blankets on hearing the same voice singing 

“Morn amidst the mountains,” 

A hearty breakfast of fresh bear steak, corn dodgers and 
coffee, and we were ready for the hunt. Hank, Harry and 
Codper took the gulch, whilst George and I climbed the spur, 
intending to go down into the valley. We had proceede 
but a short distance when George stopped his dissertation 
upon the proper way to attack Ursa horrébilits, or his nearly 
as dangerous cousin the cinnamon, and said: 

“*Petee, we will strike the lake, and if one on us had a 
shot gun we'd get er goose or bunch of ducks for a change 
from buck rump. No use er wasting ball-cartridges and shoot- 
ing just one at a time.” Knowing that I was the one meant to 
have the shoi-gun, I started back and exchanged my Sharps 
for what we called Harry’s bible—his No. 10 Parker. My 
old sporting friend Poist used to say that when I pulled the 
triger of my little English gun I shut my eys. Well, those 
were tender-foot days, and I had no faith in the gun; but 
when I bring a Parker fo my shoulder I know there is a 
breech behind the shell. Crossing the spur we came in sight 
of the valley; a Rocky mountain park five miles long and half 
as wide—one of nature’s beauty spots—surrounded on all 
sides by granite wails and towering peaks. The lake gleamed 
like silver in the sunshine, while three or four mountain 

Yet this is not a land of fate 66D OYS, do you notice how bright the stars are at this 
Because the people are called “ Greasers,” altitude?” 

The women dress upon a plan For some moments there was no reply from either of the 
Resembling Pronch Zouayes or Turcos, other four weary miners, ~or rather prospectors, who were 

And thus God's last great gifts 10 man tretebed bat thei fi f th L 

Appeur but little else than scarecrows. pore Baar J ey SIND ee Lae many Datecode 
teas ua dent ee that form the main divide of the Rocky Mountains. A hard 

. mman sight, : : A 3 ae ‘ 
And leg exposed to all that passes, day’s work with pick and shovel ina prospect hole, had tired 

us 60 that even the usual camp five jest and badinage was fore- Their color varies, in the light, 

- Between nsy leather and molasses, gone, At last Old George drawled out: 
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- stiéams, with their horders of quaking aspen, added to the 
beauty of the scene. Fromthe heighton which we stood, 
and through a gap in the peaks, but many miles from us, we 
could distinctly see the mountain of the Holy Cross, Old 
George said: ' When er Mexican sees that hill he allers takes 
off his hat.” He replied, 

“Well, George,” suiting the action fo the word, ‘‘so do 
1; and why should we not? it is the emblem of our faith,” 

It was my second sight of the Gross. Once before, in carly 
spring, while working 9 placer at the extreme head of the Ar- 
kansas and northwest of the Twin Lakes—the most beautiful 
spot in America, if not in the world—the melting snow raised 
the little stream, washed away our sluice boxes, and drove us 
out of the gulch. We concluded to cross the range by way of 
the Indian trail near Mount Lincoln, and work down to the 
new Utah silver loads on the Rio Dolores. Late in the eyen— 
ing we came in sight of the mount. The snow had melted 
oft the sides, but the gulches forming the Cross were filled 
with the winter’s accumulation. It stood out at that time a 
great white cross. The gloom of evening had already settled 
oyer the valley and the canyons, but the last rays of the 
Setting sun struck the mountain, and asthe fading beams 
flashed over the sparkling snow it looked as if it was studded 
with diamonds and brilliant gems, while surrounding it on all 
sides were the grest black hills with their snow-capped peaks. 
Wo wonder that the Mexican should take off his hatto a 
Bcene so sublimely suggestive of his faith. It required no 
great stretch of the imagination to fancy the bundred dark 
hills and peaks surrounding it the stone roof of some grand 
old cathedral, and the mountain of the cross the great dome 
towering above it with the glittering emblem. i thought it 
equally es beantiful, and far more impressive in its gloomy 
grandeur, than its heavenly prototype, the constellation of 
the Southern Cross, that flushes its rays over the waters of the 

- Pacilic. 
Forcing our way throushthe low hanging branches of the 

pizoons (mind, not pinons or pinyons, but pignons, and for 
the proper spelling [refer you to any Spanish or Mexican 
scholar),-we soon struck the underbruah of wild black currant 
bushes that skirted the base of the mountain. While leisurely 
sauntering along and picking up the over-ripe fruit, for it was 
late fall, we were brought to a sudden halt by an ugly growl 
and a fawny mass in a small pignon tree, Old George spoke 
in quick tones : 

‘« 4 Mexican lion. 
don’t miss !” 
Dropping on one Enee, I took a quick aim and fired both 

charges of buckshot at the ugly eyes, and as I jumped behind 
a large tree the wounded and enraged brute landed on the 
spot where I had knelt, but the Parker had done its work. 
he whole face was torn to pieces, and, as we afterward saw, 

the eyes were blown out. Old George, with his rifle almost 
in the animal’s ear, fired, and said: 

"J could hey killed him when he jumped, but I was afeared 
of hitten you. That ere shot consarn hurt him powerfully. I 
hey often heard they were good for puttin’ out a b’ar’s eyes, 
and they work just as well on them beasts. When you hey a 
yarmint’s eyes out you hey just as good as got his hide. This 
yer is a nice skin, but yer spoilt hishead. Them ‘ere shot- 
puns spoil peltries. Now that ’ere way of dropping down on 
yer knee to shoot ain’t right. Ihave hern tell about them 
fancy shots layin’ on thar backs and belliee and shootin’ 
stween thar knees and toes and sich like, but it won't do out 
here. Ifa beast jumps he has got yer down of yer own ac- 
count, and yer didn’t draw yer knife afore yer fired. Lallers 
wants steel atween my teeth when I tackle sich brutes.” 
Hanging the beautiful skin of the jaguar, /elés onca, on a 

Tree, we pushed down into the valley after antelope, but the 
shy creatures kept a mile between us, and, as we had plenty 
of mest in camp, we did not take time to decoy them. We 
Saw a fine specinien of Mephitis chinga, I wanted George to 
shoot, but he said he ‘‘ wouldn’t waste a ball on the durned 
thing,” and, as I had caught one in 4 rabbit trap in. my school- 
hoy days—well, I thought I had a rabbit and grabbed, and it 
offended me, ‘An offence that in its rankness smelled to 
heaven.” While driying cattle over the great plains from 
the Huerfano to Dodge City, I have seen many hundreds of 
them, That bunter’s paradise, the Valley of the Gunnison, is 
also infested with them. On one occasion we were returning 
from Dodge to the mountains in the cars. A young lady sit- 
ting near exclaimed, ‘Oh! see, see there! What a pretty 
little animal! What is it?” 

Her quiestion-was answered by a general slamming down of 
the car windows, and an elderly lady exclaiming, ‘‘ Oh! what 
a horrid smell!” 

After shooting a few curlew we reached the lake, and what 
a sight for the duck hunter. They were massed closer than I 
had ever seen them before, and I have shot them in the ducks’ 
heaven, the Tullare Lakes, on the southern Pacific coast. 

Ducks in yariely: brant, Bernicla brenta, and geese, Ber- 
micla canadensis, out on the lake; mud-hens, Aallue 
crepitans, along the shallows; snipe, Gallignago Wilsonit, and 
curlew, Vumeniuvs arquata, on the sand. Professor Hayden’s 
parly was in this valley about a year ago, and the air is still 
impregnated with scientific names, hence the above. 
The mountain parks are the summer home, the breeding- 

ground of the wild towl. Every variety is here. Will some 
naturalist explain how the fizh-duck manages to live on these 
Jakes or ponds, where there are no fish, for here they do live 
during the breeding season; anda young fish-duck shot late 
in the fall. just before migrating time, isa delicacy. The 
flesh is absolutely free of the flavor, for il has never yet had 
the opportunity to taste fish. In speaking of lakes or ponds 
in which there ave no fish, Iam not alluding to the Twin 
Lakes, for I have been there with rod and line; but 1 mean 
the large, shallow ponds lower down. 

Th the partially dried up Jakes of the great San Luis Park 
curlew can be shot by the wagon load. 

J have driven cattle along the roads affer a heavy shower, 
and out of every mud-puddle the snipe would rise by hun- 
dreds, but not until the cattles’ hoofs were splashing among 

‘them. 
Approuching the shores of the lake the ducks—not timid, 

but evidently suspicious—swarm out untila great bunch were 
huddled about one hundred and fifty feet from me. _Old 
Georve swung his hat and halloed, the busch took wing, and 
Tsent bowh barrels alter them. There was a Lerritic fuotiering 
and sputtering. a rise from other parts of the lake, and a flight 
of mud-hens that fairly clouded the surface. A round dozen 
of ducks dropped into tne water with their feet up. Betore 
the emvke had cleared away | realized that such a shot was 
not sport, but something that any sportsman, ought to be 
ashumed of, Standing on the Jake shore, 1 contrasted it in 
my mind with the realsport of oiler days; the vise before 
daylight, and Lhe train ride to Lhe sturting-poiat; the Janoch 
ot the tum duck boat, the thirty milues float down one of 
America’s most besutifo!l rivers—the Susquchanna—with irs 

Take his eyes with your shot-gun, and 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

scenery of island, hill and dale, a scenery more varied and 
more beautiful, if uot so grand, os that now surrounding me. 
Then the occasional sight of s bunch of ducks, the vigorous 
paddling and the cautious anproach with the boat on her side 
upon game that was watching for you and that made you use 
your nerve and skill to approach. Ah! that was sport, but 
this was pot-hunting. I was recalled to myself by old George. 

‘© Wall, how are yer going ter git °em ont?”’ 
Throwing oif my buckskin, 1 plunged into the water and 

soon had them piled on the shore. At this moment Hank 
and his party, who had made the circuit of the gulch, ap- 
proached the lake. They were very much surprised at seeing 
& man dressed in the suit of clothes that Adam wore before 
He fall prancing up and down on the sand to get up a circu- 
ation, f 
Thirteen ducks! Well, it was the second shot of that kind 

that I had made, and I promised myself it would be the Jast, 
unless I was pressed for food. The first was while hunting 
on the Susquehanna. We had had a long, hard day’s work, 
and but little game. Toward evening, while rounding the 
point of an island, we caught sight of a number of heads 
through the long grass. Quickly backing water, we ran into 
the lee of the island. I got out, crept up the bank, intending 
to get the first shot and drive them down and over the boat 
for my companions to take on the wing. esta cautiously 
through the weeds, I could just see the heads. 1 pulled both 
triggers at once, and myears were greeted with the old fa- 
miliar quack! quack! of the tame duck. Raising up, I saw 
the most melancholy procession that ever greeted a sports- 
man’s eye. They were marching up the bank, single file, 
some lame, others with their wings down, and others drag- 
ging along as best they could. It reminded me of a Wall 
street procession after a corner.= When I got to the boat I 
found that Ed had picked up seven dead ones that had float- 

|} hundred miles in canoes, 

ed down to him, saying: ‘* Well, it was a mistake, but as 
they are killed we may as well eat them. What business had 
tame ducks hiding in the grass in such a place?” I met him 
a week afterward and asked him how he liked ducks. He 
replied: ‘Don’t say duck tome. I have been fed on duck, 
drake and muscoyy every day for a week.” 

Neither party having struck bruin’s trail, we concluded ta 
return to camp and exchange the hunter’s weapons for the 
miner's tools—sport for hard work, It was my turn to cook. 
I coneluded to give the boys broiled duck and bear soup. §o, 
taking that inseparable friend of the miner—the Dutch oven 
—I filled it with clear water, choice bits of bear, the last 
onion in camp, potatoes, and, to flavor it, a few sage tops. 
The latter was a happy thought—an experiment in cookery. 
At dinner Hank took a spoonful, made a wry face and re— 
marked : 

‘There's something in that soup.” 
Harry, after tasting, set his tin cup carefully on the ground, 

looked at me reproachfully and said: ‘‘ How did you manage 
to shoot a sage-hen up here this time the year? and why in 
thunder did you stick her in the soup when we've lots of 
good game?” - 

Cooper, after tasting, cut a slice of bear steak, and prepar- 
ing to toast it over the coals, said: ‘‘I prefer my bear straight 
—no mixing bear and sage-hen for me.” 

Old George, opmning, to my rescue, said: *‘ Waal, boys, the 
cookin’ is all right, but the cinnamon in the bar has spoiled 
the soup.” ” 

Tt was about as palatable as Smally’s hasty plate of goose 
soup, in which he boiled a goose, web feet, inwards, and all 
with a good sprinkling of feathers, and then fed the potfull 
to the officers of a Pennsylvania milltia:regiment to keep 
their courage up whilst they were within hearing, but not 
Within reach, of Antietam’s booming guns. 

“There was something in that soup,” 
After a late dinner we went up to our mine to putina 

couple of hours’ work before bed time. Harry and I started 
for a bucket of water. Wehad got half way down to the 
brook and were leisurely swinging the camp kettle between 
us, when within two hundred yards and coming directly to- 
ward us, was an immense cinnamon bear and a cub. She 
had caught sight of us first, and wasin the act of raising up 
on her hind legs. We dropped our weapon—the camp kettle 
—and shot up that mountain on the jamp. The kettle bound- 
ed down from rock to rock, but we did not wait to see the 
effect. Iwas thinking of the dead bear down in camp and 
of the loving embrace I would get from this, his widow, 
if she caught me. Our breathless arrival at the mine stopped 
work, and as the rifles were alldown in the tent, we armed 
with picks, crowbars and drills, and would have started for 
the bear but George stopped us, saying: ‘Boys, yer fools! 
Thar’s nothin’ uglier than a bar with aenb. I never likes to 
tackle a bar at best, and if you go at that one with them 
othe er tools some on yer will git an ear chawed off. Now, 
mind |” 

' We afterwards found the camp kettle pretty well dinged 
by the rocks, but never got a shot at the bear. J, A. B, 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

‘asian THE PENOBSCOT BY CANQE, 

ROM Ripogenus, ons of the wildest spots in the wilder- 
ness of Maine, send you an imperfect description of 

our trip up Moosehead Lake and down the Penobscot, or two 
To loyers of outdoor sports and 

roughing experiences, this route we have just completed of- 
fers more yaried attractions for rod and gun than any I 
have ever seen. 

We lett Bangor Thursday morning, Aug. 29, over the 
European Railway to Old Town, thence by Bangor and Pis- 
cataquis to Blanchard, where we arrived without incident, 

except taking up the gnides and canoes at Pea Cove. Mel’s 

first examination of the frail looking barks which were to 
carry us five and all our luggage over a long, rough voyage, 
was ludicrous. and his expressions of timidity and contempt 
for them were only equaled by his swaggering contidence and 
expressed ability to handle one anywhere after his first day’s 

ride. 
Leaving the cars at, Blanchard, we were, canoes and all, 

stowed in and about the six-borse coaches that were to con- 
vey us twelve miles to Greenville, at the foot of the lake. A 
hot, tucomfortable ride, rendered monotonous by the hilly 
and rong condition of the road. The tedium was some- 
what relieved by fish steries. Greenville and Moosehead 
Luke were reached about three o'¢lock, and finding the little 
steamer in waiting, we embarked for Mt. Kineo, 

—) . 

Our sail was most enjoyable after our dusty ride. Highteen 
iniles of delightful scenery, of which Mt. “aaa conical 
elevation is most notiecable. Deer and Sugar islands, with 
Mi. Kineo overtopping them, were plainly seen in the clear 
atihosphere, fifteen miles away. The litile steamer speeds 
gaily over this inland sea at the rate of ten miles an hour, and 
her genial commander, Capt. Robinson, proved most patient 
and kind in answering every imaginable inquiry. 

Stopping at Kineo House only long enough to get a good 
supper and examine some fine specimens of tront, we em- 
barked again at seven o’clock and were rapidly moving toward 
our destination, twenty miles away. What a quiet, moonless, 
starless ride! Nothing broke the absolute stiliness of the 
night, except the monotonous heating of the screw and Spen- 
ce’s snoring. Of what was he dreaming? Was it of Pine 
Stream or Ledge Falls in snticipation of their wild rush of 
walters? or was it breathing indignation against Mel for his 
contempt of the canoes? We reached the head of the lake 
in two hours, Unloading canoes and luggage, we dismissed 
the steamer, which was soon out of sight in the darkness, 
and settled for the night upon mattresses in the landlord's 
parlor. This was a good day’s work and safely accomplished 
—nearly one hundred miles on rail, staye and steamer. 

Friday morning was bright and cool. While breakfast was 
being prepared, Bricktop gave Mel. his first ride in a canoe, 
Taking bis seat in the bottom with considerable agitation, 
they started around the shore of the lake, not a breath dis- 
turbing its glassy surface. They had not been gone ten min- 
utes when Mel., finding he could draw a full breath without 
capsizing, became possessed of thut over-confidence which so 
nearly proved fatal to himself and his friends later on. After 
an early breakfast we loaded canoes and supplies on A wagon 
aud starfed across our first carry —tyo miles oyer a good road, 

The distinctive qualities of our party as sportsmen early 
asserted themselves. Vose proved the best man with the rod, 
and one who never let chances, like sunbeams, pass by; Mel., 
being a “‘ little lame,” the best walker and talker, aod could 
endure the hardships of the carries better than ay one of the 
party; Bricktop, the best man with the gun; Wi , the 
best of cooks, literally our sayiour after many tramps, from 
which we, returned wet and hungry—a man out of place so 
far from home, being strongly domestic in his habits, but 
strong of limb and tough ag steel; and Spence, brave old 
Spence, the best man living with paddle and pole. Without 
thee, Spence, we would have been nothing. Strong of limb 
and quick of eye, with form erect, the baggy portion of your 
breeches fluttering gleefully im the wind, hat off, and hair 
erect, with a determined honest grin on your sun-hardened 
face, with a whoop and a shout we have run many wild places 
in old Penobscot safe and well with you in the stern! 

At half-past eight we were in sight of the Penobscot, west 
branch, and a few moments later were resting upon the 
banks. The river is without current, so far as we could see, 
and with its banks closely wooded to the water's edge, made 
a charming view in the quiet summer morning, After giving 
the canoes a coat of pitch, we were soon afloat with allof our 
traps. We paddied easily. along, not a sound disturbing the 
silence about us except the splash of the paddle and our own 
voices. About two miles from the carry we came to the 
mouth of Lobster Leke, and as we were silently gliding by, an 
exclamation of ‘‘Deer!” from William brought Bricktop to hig 
feet, gun in hand, Paddling cautiously toward the shore from 
which we heard sounds of hoofed feet, they parted the bushes 
and disappeared up the bank. We waited breathlessly for the 
report—vyisions of savory steak and venison floating before us 
—until they reappeared in animated discussion—William, 
disgusted with Bricktop because he did moi fire, and he main- 
taining that the creature’s tail was too elongated for deer. We 
became satisfied from Bricktop’s superior knowledge in hunt- 
ing matters, that William wasinsisling upon his slaying one 
of Morris’ calves. We proceeded without further accident 
until noon, when, coming toa ledge high and dry in the river, 
we pulled up, and had our first meal in the woods. We were 
soon under way again, and had made good time, passing 
Moosehorn and Ragmouff streams during the morning. The 
water was ‘‘dead,” with the exception of two or three gentle 
rapids, all the way. shortly after dinner wesaw an immense 
flock of sheldrake, and Gricktop, with admirable aim, brought 
down seven at the first shot, and nine atthe second. They 
kept ahead of ns at a short distance all the way to Chesun— 
cook, and Bricktop could have easily supplied a small settle- 
Ment with ducks had we not persuaded him to cease useless 
slaughter. 

About three o’clock we came to the month of Pine Stream, 
and our first rapids in the falls below. Rapids they were, 
assuredly. It seemed almost impossible to run the canoes over 
them without capsizing and losing everything. Yose and 
Mel. stepped ashore to try the trout in the stream, while 
Spence, in one canoe, and William with Bricktop in the 
Other, made for the rapids with arush and roar all about 
them, Now, the canoes were almost on their beam ends ; 
again, dodging big rocks, crested with white foam, and then 
down, down into the wilder sweeps of most turbulent water 
into the calm eddy below. A most exciting ride and safely 
accomplished. e passed Rocky Rapids and other rapids 
safely, The swift rushing motion of the canoes through the 
rapids, and the excitement attending if, makes an agreeable 
change from the calm water we had passed over. About this 
tone sVaee became anxious to make a shot, and a poor Jittle 
squirrel swimming across the streadi was selected for his 
victim, because Spence told him it would be a ign of ill luck, 
according to Indian tradition, to liaye him cross our bows. 
We came in sight of Chesuncook Lake shortly afterward. 

What a beautiful sheet of water, and how lovely it looked in 
the fading light of the sun! Not a ripple disturbed its sur- 
face, and, far as we could see, it looked like an immense 
mirror, refiecting the sly-golden sucset clouds, and its beauti- 
fully wooded shores. : 

Passing the head of the lake, we came in sight of the only 
clearing we had seen for the day. All the day long our route 
lay Uhrough a lovely quiet wilderness, the woods coming to 
the water’s edge without a break for the entire distance, 

Passing into Cancomogomic stream, we had 2 delightful sail 
for two miles, the strong sunset Jight making such ploriona 
reflections that we seemed suspended between sky and sky | 
We made our first camp near the foot of the falls. The guides 
soon had tent pitched and supper iii progress, while Bricktop 
had the bonor of securing the firet trout. Mel, soon secured its 
mate, anil we were in a few moments seated about & supper 
fit fora king, Replenishing our fire, we lay down on our 
bed of boughs in svlid content ad ebjoyment, and slept the 
sleep of the tired just. i 

Satutday dawned bright and beautiful, and we made carly 
preparations for a start, a8 Apence predicted head winds 
néross the Jake. Breakfasting on bweponod trol, esught in 
the falls by Meél., we lind camp strick.and were woder way by 
seyen o'¢lock, Reaching the lake, we made for ‘Sawtelle’s 
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tar the last hotise and clearing we should see for a week. 
e here renewed our piock of pbtatoss, bitter and eges, 

This place is used as a hotel during the winter and early 
apring mionths by the lumbermen. @ found Sawtelle and 
wife yery cheerful and obliging people. 

Dragging the rehictant Mel, into the canoe, we bade adieu to 
civilization and turned our faces toward the wilderness in earn- 
get. Chesuncook is a bulge of the Penobscot, eighteen miles 
long and three wide. J'aras we could see, to the base of Cari- 
you Mountain, tig shores ure densely wooded, Spence’s predic- 
fion was Verified, and we had hesd winds for the entire dis- 
tance, Paddling lost its charms aid hacame not only monot- 
onous, ib tiresome. We made good time, however, and 
noon found us with more than half the distance accomplished. 
Going ashore we liad lunch, and Bricktop stepped into the 
woods a few paces and returned with a fine brace of partridge, 
whiell proved a valuable acquisition to our larder. 

Paddling was now succeeded by poling, and poling by 
paddling again, before we got plainly in sight of Mt. Caribou 
and its stream, the wind still blowing fresh, indicative of a 
storm, Spence and William proyed staunch canoemen, and 
Wo made such good progress that our. po pelaeny the dis- 
tance 0 quiekly was doubted by an old guide whom we found 
encamped with a party tit the falls. Wereached the falls and 
our second camp in good season, and while the camp was 
being put in order we tried the trout in the falls, returning 
with a handsome string, none weighing less than one and a 
quarter pounds. Onur camp af Chesnncook was a good one in 
every respect, and, seated about the roaring camp fire, we en- 
joyed the quiet night and our wild sense of freedom to our 
hearls’ content. 
Sinday morning found us in rain, and raining hard, rather 

digcotivaging 10 less hardy fellows, particnlarly as this was to 
be our first real Garry, one and a half miles, Getting on our 
rubber clotinng, and after taking fourteen drops of Jamaica 
winger, we picked up our traps and started. Right here I 
Tiust express my admiration for the virtues of Jamaica ginger. 
Nothing in liquid form is one-half as good as a reliable 
exiract of ginger on a journey of this kind. It is much better 
than anything alcoholic, as you derive all the henefit of one 
without the ill effects of the other. It is warming after and 
during a day's work in the rain, good in case of sickness, and 
put into pond water piakes a wholesome dud palatable drink. 
We had everything over in two hours and were resting on the 
shore of Ripogenus Lake, a lovely little sheet of water en- 
tirely shut in by high wooded hills. A two miles’ run across 
it brought us to Ripogenus Falls and carry. Ripogenus Falls, 
as [have said, one of the wildest, most picturesque spots in 
the wilderness of Maine, are three miles in length, and for 
the entire distance the scenery is niost rugged, stand and im- 
pressive. Rugged cliffs rising perpendicularly nearly one 
hundred feat ou both sides, now with just room enough for 
the water to tumble through in fantastic, wild and beautiful 
shapes, again widening into immense gorges, into and over 
which the water rushes in myriad forms. In one place these 
cliffs so nearly approach each other that one could almost 
jump across, forming an arch. To lie upon its top 
and look down info ihe boiling water ninety feet below, re- 
quires strong nerves and a firm hold upon some friendly root 
near af, hand. Mel,, who was good authority, declared that 
Niagara must pale before Ripogenus. While the gnides were 
toting the canoes and supplies a mile on the carry to Carey 
Pond, we went down to the falls, catching mapnificent trout. 
When we arrived at the camping ground we found that Vose 
had put in a canoe and gone up the pond, Returning for us, 
he could hardly speale for excitement; could just ejaculate 
“Trout? and point up the pond, moving in the direction in- 
dicated, and we soon saw in the perfectly clear water great 
shoals of trout moving in every direction, Talk about trout! 
fhis was the trout’s pavadise—nothing but trout, and the 
water literally alive with them, In this little pond, covering 
perbapa thirty acres, with no yisible outlet, fed by cold springs 
that find their sources in the high hills that encompass it on 
every hand, the water of which ia so clear we could see the 
bottom entirely across it, we had trout in abundance, from 
one quarter of a pound to three and a half in weight. Some 
of these latter we caught, and what royal sport it was to land 
those handsome fellows with an eight-ounce rod! We Kept 
none that weighed less than fwo pounds, and had trout for 
breakfast, dinner, lunch and supper—trout to look at and 
speculate upon, and every specimen larger and handgomer 
than the first. 
Monday morning was cloudy and warm and we were much 

troubled by black flies, We remained in camp until after 
dinner, when we started upon our pre-arranged grand expe- 
dition against the trout. Getting quietly anchored on the 
best ground, we were soon gathering them in right and left, 
when, in changing our position, Mel. being perched upon the 
thwatts in that over-confidence before alluded to, the canoe 
suddenly rolled over. Hoopla! a duck apiece, and what a 
freezing sensation the ice-cold water gave us, When Vose 
and Bricktop reached the shore, what a Indicrous sight we 
saw: Mel, clinging to the slippery ibottom ct the canoe with 
all his might, his classic features depicting despair, despera- 
fion and resignation in varying colors. : 

The commotion created by Mel. had frightened the trout 
beyond hope of further capture, so Tuesday morning early we 
broke camp and started on the carry. What a back-breaking, 
soul-stirring, patience-provoking carry if proved tobe. The 
day was most uncomfortably warm, but after making many 
trips ahead with luggage and returming for more, we finally 
accomplished the distance with the assistance of fourteen 
drops of ginger, taken with due caution at regular intervals 
about noon, While dinner was being prepared we fished in 
the fallg, and were all greatly surprised at catching small 
lnnd-locked salmon. Their appsarance so far from any possi- 
ble breeding-ground caused much discussion. We encamped 
that night at the head of Amjemackamus Falls and carry, 
We all assertad that this wag the best camp we had had, but 
the carry at Ripogenus doubtless.did much in shaping our 
opinions. Wednesday was pattially clear, We should haye 
old Mt. Katahdin very near us here, but the clouds are shut 
down close over ita sides, entirely obscuring it. ‘Chis carry 
would ordinarily seem pretty rough and hard, but atter our 
experience of the day before it appeared 2 pleasant ramble. 
We were oyer safely in an hour’s lime and afloat again. 
Paddling along through this duiet wilderness was soothing 
and restful after so much wild scene‘y and excitement at 
Tiipsgénus. A?ithe ninrning, until long after noon, we glided 
gently forward over an uninterrupted stretch of water 
Guming to the mouch .t Sourdnabhunk stream, we entered 
aud passed up its perfectly clear, cold water as faraathe falls. 
Katahdin was directly over us, but still heavily enshrouded 
in clouds. A short distance below the stream we met a party 
al New York eportsmen in four canosa, all lamenting the 
vicious habits of black fica and thelr lock in being unable to 
batch trout with fancy flies in the dead water about thom, 
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‘We pissed the mouth of the stream with the papas 

title of Aboljackamegus, which runs at the foot of Katahdin, 
well stocked with gamy trout, and disappointed in making 
dur contemplated trip tip the mountain, made for the inevitable 
catty elow, Meél., bene # little lame, started acrosa.and soon 
returned, reporting good path and distance a half mile. We 
got easily over if and pushed forward to Pockwockamus falls, 
where we were to camp. Whaf a délightful sail it was in the 
cool twilight, the river opening up beautif4l vistas of shore 
and bay at every turn, We soon had camp in readiness and 
enjoyed our supper and onr sleep as tired sportsmen can, 
Thursday morning found us much refreshed, and as it was 
still cloudy we were obliged to push on without visiting 
Katahdin. We passed this carry safely and ao little later on 
thoes of Debesconeak and Passmagamic, At the foot of the 
last named falis we went intoand up a stream fos beautiful 
lake, liayinga remarkable echo, which was fully tested by: 
Vose, Mel. and a gorub chorus, 
We paddled across this lake two miles with the litention of 

entering the lake above, in which we were told trout could be 
found of fabulous size, but having found the route impracti- 
calle we started on our return considerably disappointed ; but 
Bricktop covered himself with glory by his well directed 
shota at ducks, otter and caribou. The latter he only suc- 
ceeded in huttying Into the woods, but the others succumbed 
to his fatal aim amid the platidits of the entire party. Reach- 
ing the river again we made Ambejejus Falls. Passing these 
by the carry we made a rush ina wild sweep of water into 
Ambejejus lake, Now we could plainly see Katahdin—its 
sides bare and rugged, its summit only enveloped in suneet 
clouds, glorious in shifting colors. We pushed on three miles 
acyoss the lake, passing the ‘* Brown House ’’ used by lumber- 
men, gd satled into the dying sunlight to Millinoket carry. 
We had only twilight to make the catry in, and before we 
were afioat again the moon was shedding its soft radiance 
upon the still waters of the lake. Tired, hungry and wet, we 
started for camp. The shores proved low and wet so we 
pughed ont into the lake and skirted the shores of numerous 
rocky islands looking for eatth enough to sleep on. In des- 
peration we clambered up the rocky sides of one of them, 
and getting our traps ashore with no little difiiculty, we soon 
had a fire and supper. No use in looking for boughs; eyen 
if we had found them we could not find a Jevel spot among 
therocks to spread them. Wrapping our blankets about us 
we lay down upon the rocks with nothing over us buf the 
altars, aud, with the pines sighing about us, slept sound, 
Friday inorning broke clear, cool and beautiful. Before us 
Jay the loveliest lake in Maine, and on our left stood old 
Katahdin alone. The clouds that had covered it so long were 
now entirely dispelled, and we had a grand uninterrupted 
view of it. Its top sharply outlined in the early light seemed 
but 4 sliori distance away, and we regretted much the neces- 
sity that compelled us to forego the rough enjoyment of 
climbing its ragged sides. We were afloat early, and passing 
the castern extremity of our island were all forcibly reminded 
of Mark ‘Twain's description of getting lost in the snow with 
a house ten rods from him, for there righ before us was one 
of the most charming camping spots we had geen. 

Five miles of paddling brought us to the mouth of Sandy 
stream, up which we poled against the rapid current for two 
miles. aking camp for the day and night, we passed the 
day in catching handsome trout, in hunting, and fighting black 
flics, We saw recent deer tracks, but no deer, The flies dis- 
appeared at sunset, and when we gathered about the fire from 
our several expeditions we passed the evening in solid com- 
fort. Saturday moming gaye promise of another bright day, 
and breaking camp we made the lake again in a few moments. 
Leaving Katahdin behind us, and after catching) immense 
pickerel in Mud stream, we made for the outlet, which we 
reached about ten o'clock. Now began our descent, goimg 
down hill, as Mel expressed it, at the rate of twelve inches to 
the foot, and this proved to be the hardest day’s work we had 
encountered. Twelve miles of rapids and falls more boister- 
ous than many of those we had carried by, ovér which we 
must go in some way. In many places the guides were 
obliged to get into the water waist deep and lift the canoes 
over ledges by which there was no other passage, We Tan 
many of them together and enjoyed the wild excitement 
much, but at last began to wilt in sight of so much rushing 
water ahead. So we all walked around the rapids in solemn 
procession, while brave old Spence came boldly to the front 
and ran canoes and supplies safely over. We reached the 
end of them for the day as we must reach the end of every- 
thing else, and getting aboard the canoes at the foot of Island 
Falls, were borne swiftly along in the smooth, rapid current 
notil we reached ‘*Fowler's” about dusk, This was the first 
clearing and building we had seen sinee leaving Chesuncook 
before. Procuring fresh eggs and milk, we made a@ royal 
repast, and, seated about the cheerful fire, recovered our spirits 
with our drying clothes. Sunday was bright and warm, and 
getting under way early, made good time, with the current to 
aid us, Passing several rapids during the morning we ar- 
rived at Medway about noon. Stopping only long enough to 
get dinner, we proceeded without further incident to Matta- 
wamkeag, where we arrived sound and wel! at the end of our 
memorable journey in canoes. 

Getting a good supper at the hotel, and going to hed the 
first time for two weeks, we were in readiness at an early 
hour for the train which was to convey us to our several des- 
tinations, FP, C. P. 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
A TRIP TO MARYLAND. 

Q* the 24th ult., Dre. L, and ©, and Capt. J., all mem- 
bers of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, with your 

correspondent, took the 10 Pr. mt train for Washington, our 
objective point being some place down the Potomac, on the 
Maryland side, in pursuit of wild fowl. Big stories had been 
retailed in the club room of the farmers in that region being 
unable to sleep o’ nights on account of the noise made by the 
myriads of the aquatics flying over their houses, 
We reached Washington in due time, and took the steamer 

J. W. Thompson down the Potomac. We found the captain 
and purser both gentlemen, who did all they could in the 
way of inforination in regard to the country, game localities, 
etc., to make our trip pleasant, The purser scemed an old 
friend of the ForEsT AND SrrgAm, and was especially pleased 
to meet one of your correspondents. We expected the 
Thompson would land us at Abel’s Wharf, and then we were 
ta ride some three or four miles to Belvidere farm, the resi- 
dence of one Abel Hammett, but, unoluckily for ys, the 
steamer stops at that particular wharf only every other trip, 
and thia was not tlie other. So we got off at Colton’'s, some 
ten milea lower down the bay, whero we engaged a colored 
man to take Wa over in bis log,cf-mutton-sail cance, 
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We arrived at the farm éarly in the evening, and 
heartily welcomed by Mr. Hammett. Belyidero. gece 
owned by one of our Jersey City Heights citizens—Mr. Das- 
bois—and ia rented to the present oceupant, Itia a fine farm 
of some 420 acres, yery satisfactorily located on the Potomac 
River. Ahout 200 acres are under cultivation in corn, wheat 
fara ete, : 

ye were much disappointed in regard to the wild fowl. 
As it proved, we had come too early, owing to the milan 
of the season. Wesaw quantities of swan and geese at a dis- 
tance on the bogom of the placid Potomac, but éven a Parker 
gun could not reach them, Later in the season the birda 
come up the bays and creeks and furnish some good shooting. 
But the quail shooting (partridge they call them there) was 
Simply superb. The ravines (branchés they are denominated 
by the residents), which run up into the farming lands from 
the river front, being more or less covered with small trecs 
and underbrush, were just alive with quail, We took with 
us eeveral hundred of the new Winchester paper shells and 
were much pleased wilh them, They seem strong and com- 
pact and can be readily reloaded, We had not a single miss. 
fire, These, with the new pink edge wad from Schuyler. 
Hartley & Graham’s and the tinned shot from the same p ace, 
proved very satisfactory. We found the tinned shot an ex. 
ceptionally good attiele, and we prophecy it to be the shot for 
the future. it prevents all leading of the gun, and no matter 
how often, apparently, you may have discharged your piece. 
one or two wipes of your field-cleaner will remove every per 
ticle of foulness. 

The first two days after our arrival—owing, as the boys 
to the presence of Dr. I.—pyoyed wet and eta Tt ee boas 
amount almost: to a moral certainty that whenever ouraccom- 
plished druggist goes with any of us heis the Jonah of the 
party, and the fountains of the great deep are broken up; but 
his universal good nature, together with his conversational 
and vocal powers, make him @ very desirable companion. 
We found Mx; Hammett, the oecupant of Belvidere favm, 

a yery intelligent gentleman, and by himself and family were 
welcomed with true Southern hospitality, Wehad heard ere 
now of Southern chivalry and Southern open-heartednegs as 
well, but it was for us to feel on this trip the warm feeling of 
heart coming out to us from the citizens of St. Mary’s County- 
Not only were their lands thrown open to us for free shooting, 
but we were cordially invited to their hearthstones and made 
flad by the cordiality of their greeting. After the first day 
or two, when they had learned who we were—sportsmen 
from the North on a shooting trip—they could not do enough 
for us. They got up fox bunts, possum hunts and coon 
fights, to say nothing of the oyster roasts—and Potomac bi- 
valves are not to be sneezed at. 

This fox-hunting business is a big thing down there, and the 
excitement is heavy; but we had to be counted out, as our ex- 
perience in the pig skin is not of a very flattering character. 
But the Lokers, tie Bontons and the Beans of that neighhor- 
hood are famous in the business, and we were told that Loker, 
one of the hardest and most pertinacious riders of that, section, 
has been in at the death of no less than thirty reynards in one 
season, I need not say that to shoot a fox ahead of the hounds 
would be almost nn unpardonable sin, The fellow who did 
it could not stretch his feet under any table down in that 
region. 

I need not try to detail to you the various incidents of our 
ten-days' sojourn. We lived on turkey (Mrs. H, feeds only 
about 100), geese, ducks and possum, and such corn cakes as 
must be tasted to be appreciated. 'Thecorn cakes down there 
are a decidedly different article from any we have been in the 
habit of disposing of. In the first place they ara made from 
white, sweet corn, and somehow Bettieand Tennie (daughter 
and niece of Mr, H.) know just how to get them up every 
time. Solight and fresh, with that sweet home-made butter, 
how they vanished before us, It is an unsettled question, 
even now, whether Dr. C. or Capt. J. quistly put away the 
largest number of an evening after a hunt. 

Tt is enough to say that we had a right royal good time, 
that we made some acquaintances down there in Dixie landi 
whom we shall not soon forget; that the cordial invitation 
from so many of its citizens to come down again next fall 
shall remain fresh with us until the November frosts turn the 
leaves again, when we hope to meet at Hammett’s hearthstone: 
his trusty bays, Tom, Spencer, Dan and Edmund. who made: 
our days in the field so pleasant, and the girls who, with their 
songs and chat, caused the evenings to slip by go enjoyable. 

JAGOBSTAFF, 

Gish Culture. 
Tue Eex’s Hegs.—The leng-vexed question of the sel’s 

mode of reproduction has now been set at rest. Mr, Fred 

Mather hag reduced the evidence to the form of a ‘‘mathema- 

tical certainty,” by actually counting the eggs in a specimen. 

Happening to be in Mr, Blacktord’s office a short time ago 
when & six-pound ¢el with spawn was brought for examina- 

tion, Mr. Mather proposed a computation of the eggs. Hae 
took the ovary home, Under the microscope the egys appear 
to be of an octagonal form, but. this is due wholly to their 

pressing upon one another; when separated they assume the 

globular form, The use of the micrometer failed to give satia 
factory results because the eggs varied greatly in size. Mr 

Mather therefore placed a number in line, measured and 

counted them and found them to average 80 totheinch. Then 

he took the whole mass of eggs, halyed, quartered, and further 

divided, seventeen times in all, until the section small ehough 

to count represented 1-131,072 of the total number. The 

count showed 68 eggs, or 8,912,896 in the whole. A second 

computation in the same way showed 77 eggs in the counted 

mass, Or 10,092,544 altogether. And1o make the computation 

still more certain, a third count waemade, which showed 71 

eggs in the last division, or 9,306,112. in the whole ovaries. 
From these results Mr, Mather fixes the number of ch¥s im 
this particular eel at fully 9,000,000. 
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Fran Puantine mm Massachuserrs—Aalem, Deo. 11.—L, 

Saturday IT pene 10,000 California salmon in Milk River, at 
Wenham eck. This makes 17,000 in the past yeur at dif- 
ferent points on this stream. In June, ‘/7, [placed 8,000 
pba ct Aalto Lake, J intend the boys shai! have 

sport.after lam gome, Have had ah 
though T get no more, J ro Ne i 



Haroniné Copris.—The Fish Commission at Gloucester, 
Mass., are meeting with yery satisfactory success in their 
work of hatching codfish eggs. New cones have been substi- 
tuted for the ones formerly in use, and the necessary circula- 
tion of water is secured by the use of Mr. Ferguson’s method 
of a lever and engine. 

Trovur.—Superintendent A, W-. Marks, of the Greene 
County Fish Hatchery, arrived in town on the 6th inst. from 
western New York with 20,000 California salmon in cana, 
hatched, with the sac yet attached; 100,000 salmon trout 
Spawn, and 120,000 brook trout spawn. The California sal- 
mon were taken in Cloud River, Oal., by Professor Baird, of 
the U, 8. Fish Commission. The whole lot of yery valuable 
fish and spawn was secured on very favorable terms, costing 
but a trifle.—Catsfill Recorder. 

1s —_____ 

Madison, Dec. 138.—Hditor Forest and Stream; The State 
Fish Commissioners met in Milwaukee December 10 and re- 
ceived the reports of President Welch, of Madison, and Su- 
perintendent H.W. Welcher, of Milwaukee. Both papers 
report that the work of the past season was very successful, 
and that the various points had in view are fully stocked, as 
had been desired. The Commissioners received from the Mil- 
waukee city authorities the right to continue hatching in the 
water works building on North Point. Beyond the reports 
routine business engrossed the attention of the board. 

Royer, 

dlatural History, 
Waar a Fossu. Cost.—Our readers will no doubt remem- 

ber the announcement of the discovery some time since of a 
specimen of Archaopterys lithographicus in the Jurassic beds 

of Solenhofen. As but one specimen of this most remarkable 
fossil bird was previously Known, and that specimen an im- 
perfect one, there was of course no little desire on the part of 

paleontologists to secure this second one and to have the honor 
of describing more fully the bird which has proved to be so 
important in connecting those two apparently different classes 
of the animal kingdom, the birds and the reptiles. Letters 
and telegrams bidding for the fossil poured in upon the fortu- 
nate collector, who wisely refused at first to sell and has only 
recently parted with his treasure, 

The purchaser of the specimen is Dr. Otto Folger, President 

of the Freie Deutsche Hochstift, who paid for it the sum of 
35,000 marks, or about $8,500. It is presumed that it will be 
handed over to some eminent German paleontologist for de- 
scription, and the scientific public are anxiously looking 
foward to the publication of 2 memoir upon it. 

The remains in question are said to bein several particulars 
more perfect than those now in-the British Museum, which 
have until recently been unique, and which haye engaged, at 

different times, the attention cf the most noted British paleon- 

tologists, among whem in the first rank are Professors Owen 
and Huxley. - 

Tsar HeLerAxrre.—tIn our issue of October3i an unlucky 
correspondent, who innocently supposed that he was doing 
fishermen a good turn, gaye a description of this insect, but, | 
not being by profession a ‘‘bug hunter,” some of his state- 
ments were a little wide of the mark. Through inadvertence 
his communication was printed just as it was received, and 
ever since the date of its appearance we haye been fairly over- 
whelmed with letters correcting the errors of our contributor. 
In our issue of November 14 we printed a brief but pregnant 
note from ‘* A. Naturalist” which we had hoped would arrest 
the flow of ink upon this subject, butit seems that we reckoned 
Without our host. 
The following note corrects Isaak’s statement that the dob- 

son feeds on vegetable matter, a manifest error, for it has long 
been known that these lary are decidedly predacious in 
habit. We should gay, however, that Isaak did not say Chat 
the dobsons are larval butterflies, but that it is ‘fa theory of 
some naturalists’ that they are. We would respectfully sug- 
gest that the non-scientific bass fishermen among our readers 
cut out the Latin name of the helgramite and paste it in their 
fishing hats. By carelessly using the term occasionally they 

| Can win great fame as scientists among those of their pisca- 
torial companions who do not read Forust anp STREAM. 
The note of correction above referred to is as follows: 
In your issue of Oct. 31, ‘*Isaak” attempts to five the 

natural history of the helgramite, but leaves the reader much 
the worse fcr the reading of his article. The helgramite 
(Corydalis cornuta) is, in the winged state, not a butterfiy by 
any means, but one of the Weuropiera, having gauzy, grayish 
wings, the males having two long, black, curyed horns, 
‘The female lays her eggs in a mass on twigs overhanging the 
water, and the young, on hatching, make their way to the 
bottom and hide under stones or logs. Here they remain for 
three years, subsisting on insects, etc., and never, go far as is 
known, upon vegetable food. During the month of May the 
oldest Jaryas may be found in abundance under stoncs, not far 
from the stream, and especially on warm sandy Imolls, At 
other times they may be taken as ‘‘ Isaak ’’ states, 

~~ 7 T. M, 

A Srravine Suarx.—There was discovered on the flats at 

the western part of Provincetown, Mass., harbor last TVriday 
afish which was new to even the oldest fishermen of that 
seaport. Professor N. HE, Atwood, of that place, identified 

_ the specimen, which belongs to a remarkable species of spine- 

ous shark, Le chien de mer douole, this name being given to it 
by Brossennet, who first described it. “Yarrell mentions it in 
his History of British Fisheries. Its habitat is from the 
North Sea to the Cape of Good Hope, and from the shores of 
Italy intothe Atlantic. It is very rare in British waters, 
there having been only four Specimens of it known to science 

between 1838 and 1841. It.has never. before been seen in 
American Waters, and what the Provincetown fish was doing 

here now is more than we can explain. The Boston Herald 
thus describes it : 

It is about eight feet long, has a thick body, smooth skin, 
except that there protrudes from the skin numerous horny, 
hooked and bony thorns, varying from one-eighth to one-half 
an inch in length, It has a good-sized mouth on the under 
side of the fish, with one row of flatted teeth on each jaw, 
pointing from the centre to each side, like the teeth of a car— 
penter’s spliting saw ; eyes not very large, one entirely blind; 
the snout flailened and rounded on the edge. ‘The fishermen 
are puzzled, calling it a mongrel of shark and dogfish. 

ees 

** Grouse-Tions.”—A contemporary, speaking of the lack 
of young birds among the grouse killed this season, saya: 
We mentioned in these columns a short time ago the fact 

of grouse haying been destroyed by what was taken for 
“ticks” by casual observers. That it amounted to an epi- 
demic is easily conjectured from the small number of young, 
or this season’s birds, that haye been shot by sportsmen. 
Dick Ohristy, of Sussex County, owning a farm in the Sussex 
hills, and being a thorough sportsman, had his attention called 
to this thing by the number of young grouse he found dead 
during the months of July and August last. Upon examina- 
tion he found in every instance a lot of grubs in their necks, 
just below the throat. At first he supposed they had gotten 
on after the death of the bird, but finding so many dead, he 
shot a few on purpose for investigating, and found in every 
bird these same parasites. He also found the fly which laid 
the eggs, from which were hatched the grubs in question, 
This fly he describes as about twice the size of our house-fiys 
and of the same color—brownish gray. He found th se flie. 
also on the old birds which he has shot this fall, but no grubs. 
The grubs, he informs us, have something the appearance of 
a tick, but that they are much more lively in their moye- 
ments. They were in great numbers, and he found all the 
young birds terribly thin and emaciated. Their necks were 
bored in holes as the bark on an apple tree is encircled by a 
different one, He also thought that these grubs crawled, 
after hatching, into the ear openings and adown the throat, 
but regen | did not think of making an examination 
until too late. Thatit has been terribly destructive is seen 
in the fact of such small lots of these grouse being secured 
this season, upon ground thaf is generally found alive with 
them. 

These remarks are very interesting, but we could wish that 

they were more detailed, and that the insect which causes the 
great mortality among the young of this finest of our game 

birds could be identified. We have never seen either the fly 
or the grub, buf an old sportsman tells us that the larve 
which do the mischief get into the young bird's throat, and 
that the symptoms resemble those of pip in the young of the 

common fowl. 

We have several times called attention to this disease, and 

should be glad to receive any further information on this sub- 
ject from those of our readers who may haye had an oppor- 

tunity to observe either the cause or effects of this lamentable 
epidemic. 

ss 

A Brrp’s Srorenduse ?—Clevelund, Ohio.—Hditer F ovest 
and Stream: While passing through the Lake View Ceme- 
tery of this city, with afriend last winter our attention was 
called to a fine clump of sumachs (Rhus typhina) in an open 
field, loaded with their bright red fruit. With no other ob- 
ject than to crumble a few of the bunches in my hand and 
scatter the seed, I gathered one after another, but fo my sur- 
prise, I found in addition to the usual quantity of seed one 
or more beech nuts in the interior of the sumach fruit, as you 
will notice in a specimen I send you. The lobes of the 
sumach fruit are quite open in the fall, but as the winter cold 
approaches they close up. Within forty rods of this clump 
of sumachs stands a number of bearing beech trees. I think 
some blue jay or other winter bird put the beech nuts in this 
unusual place for his winter store. Dx. E. §. 

— — 

—In the Berlin Zoological Garden, on the night of the 7th 
and 8th of November, the royal tigress brought forth four 
young ones. Last year, within five months, she gave birth 
twice, on the 2d of May and the 4th of September, to two 
strong cubs éach time, an event said to be unparalelled in 
zoology. After the first birth, on the. 2d of May, she refused 
to suckle her young, and the director was obliged to place 
them with the Newfoundland bitch Minka, at that time nurs- 
ing, who faithfully reared them with her own two puppies, 
The tigress nursed the cubs born Sept. 2 with the greatest 
tenderness. All four grew to be splendid animals. 

$s ——__ 

LAND-LOCKED SALMON AND SMELTS, 

Eprror Forrest AND STREAM: 
I wish to protest against the continued use of the name 

Salmo gloveri, Girard, by some of your correspondents for the 
land-locked salmon of the lakesof Maine and New Bruns- 
wick, There are two or three good and sufficient reasons why 
this name should not be used, 

1, Jt is not the oldest name, the name Salmo sehago of the 
same writer (Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1858, page 380) hay- 
ing nearly a years priority, the date of S. gloveri being 1854, 
page 85, of the same series. ; 

2. The original type-specimen of Salmo glover’, which is 
still preserved, is probably merely a smolt, or the young of 
the common salmon, not a land-locked at all. This also is the 
opinion of Dr. Hamlin (on the salmon of Maine, Report U. 8. 
Commr. Fisheries, 1872-8, p. 349). The species was probably, 
like many of Dr, Suckley’s, a purely complimentary one, ¢. @, 
one named for a friend or correspondent without any expecta- 
sie Te it would prove valid, A doubtful compliment, in- 
deed. 

3. The land-locked salmon, in my opinion, cannot be con- 
sidered a8 a distinct species from Salmo salar. It is simply 
a modified race of the latter species, hardly even @ variety, in 
the zoological sense. Dr. A, ©. Hamlin, in the excellent 
article above quoted (p. 341), makes the Indian, Toma, say, 
** There, that fish brother to salt water salmon, only he forgot 
to go to sea, but stay in lake instead.” And, with Dr. Hamlin, 
I think the Indian is right. In the lakes of Sweden are other 
land-locked salmon, which I haye closely compared with ours, 
audilam unable toindicate the slightest permanent difference. 

As, however, if is convenient to haye a name for the land- 
locked salmon, we may call it Salmo salar,-var. sebago, or 
after the fashion, desirable in many respects, which Dr. 

Goues and others are trying to introduce, Salmo salar sebago, 
or even for short Salmo sebago, but let us no longer continue 
the galvanized life of the synonym, Salmo gloveri. 

In regard to the American smelt, there are several Jand- 
locked forms in the waters of Maine which have been 
described as species, but which are probably local races. Mr. 
Henry J. Rice, of John Hopkins University, has lately com- 
pared the American Osmerus mordaw with the European O3- 
merus eperlanus, and considers the two identical, After ex— 
amination of a considerable series, the writer is compelled fo 
agree with Mr, Rice in thinking that no permanent difference 
exists between them, although ours has on an average two or 
three more scales in the lateral line. Our smelt is, therefore, 
Osmerus eperlanus, L., or, if we choose, Ommenus sperlanus 
Var. mordax. Dayo §. JoEpAN. 

Trvingion, Ind., Dec, 6, 1878. 

K priiadetpiiia, Dec, 9, 1878.—In regard to the question asked 
by ‘* W. W. F.” in last week’s paper as to habitat of smelts, 
would say that I have known them to have been caught in 
tide water in the Schuylkill below Fair Mount dam. Sixteen 
and twenty years ago fish of different kinds were plenty at 
that place; shad, herring, catfish, eels, perch and siriped 
bass in large quantities, the Jatter from pan fish up to twenty- 
five panne caught trolling with liye minnows; but fishing 
is played out here on account of gas tar covering the bottom 
from the dam to the mouth of the stream. Many a happy 
day have I put in trolling for bass. If ‘‘ W. W. F.” wants to 
know more about smelts caught in the Schuylkill let him inter- 
view Charlie Vogel or Bill Lark, frequenters of Uncle John 
Krider’s sportsman’s depot, old Philadelphia fishermen. He 
can get all the information he desires, 

H. L. Lewis Yours respectfully, 

t Mr. Hditer: In Professor Jordan’s article on black 
bass nomenclature, he describes the large-mouthed bass 
as the one described by Cuyier, under the titleof Zoro nigri- 
cans, and the small-mouthed fish as the one spoken of in 
foreign books as the Grystes salmotdes, Reading that article 
set me looking over the plates of ‘‘Jardine’s Naturalists’ 
Library,” and in the volume devoted to perches I find not only 
these two fishes mentioned, but another one yclept the Ameri- 
can black base (Centropristes nigricans). This last is, accord- 
ing to the plates, a different and much more beautiful tish than 
either of the others. I would like to know what kind of a 
bass itis. I have only seen the large-mouthed bass, and hence 
do not know whether the plate of Jardine is correct or not 
with regard to the small-monthed one ; but if he is correct in 
his delineation of the third ‘‘American ” black bass, we must 
havea fish in our waters more deserving of capture than 
either Zhoroe nigricans or Giystes salmoides. Do you know 
anything about this fish? The letter-press description in Jar- 
dine says the fish is very abundant in the United States and 
highly esteemed for the table, buf T have never chanced to run 
across a bass that fills the description. There are other fishes 
in the river here that come pretty close to the engraving in 
shape, but they do not possess such gorgeously colored scales 
as Jardine’s specimen. Whatis this Centropristes nigricans, 
called nowadays? Guy Rivers, 
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AN EXPLANATION WANTED. 

Mr. Evrror: Several years ago, in Noyember, while fol- 
lowing o cow path through a thicket of scrub oak and beach, 
1 found, what is not wousval for like localities, a nest of the 
song sparrow ; but what was to me a surprise was to find 
the nest filled with fine sand and gravel, although there was 
no sand of any kind within a quarter of a mile. I gaye the 
credit of this unusual contents of the nest to the freak of some 
mischieyous boys, and would have thoight no more of the 
circumstance had it not been for a like discovery made two 
years ago last December. I had been waiting for a certain 
marsh to freeze over so that I could reach some button bushes 
(Cephalanthus occidentalis) in order to procure cocoons of the 
Atticus cecropia. The morning finally came when the ice 
would bear, and I know that I was the first among those but- 
ton bushes that season. While gathering cocoons, which 
could be counted by hundreds, I cume acrossa song sparrow’'s 
nest, and this too yas filled to the brim with fine gravel. 
Now the nearest gravel to this nest is a railroad embankment 
forty rods from the border of the marsh. The pond is neck 
deep in water the year round, and in all parts is inaccessible 
for a boat, owing to mangroye-like thicket of button-wood 
shrubs. Both nests referred to were new ones, that is of the 
previous spring, and contained nothing to indicate that they 
had been used for incubating purposes. This is an open 
question ; How did the gravel find its way to HR ube nests? 

: iH. EB: 
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ARRIVALS AT THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN, CINCINNATI, UP TO Dd, 1, 
1878.—Two spotted hyenas, H,crecuta, one aoudad, 4. wagelaphus, 
born in garden, Two Humboldts lagothrix, L. umbeldi; one tari- 

Monda spider monkey, 4. belsebuth ; one black ape, Cynopithecus myer; 

five weeper capuehins, C. capucius; two brown capuchina, C. fatuellus; 

one three-bauded douronconli, Nyctipithecus trivirgatua; one hyncin- 

thine porphyrio, P. hyacintjinus; three blue and yellow maciws, A, 

eraraung; twelye common boas, Boa constrictor; purchased. One 

woodchuck, Arctomys mondx, presented by Mr. R. Johus; one gray 

squirrel, S, cinereus, presented by Mr. G. Relche; one ruffed grouse, 
Bonasa umbellus, deposited; one screech owl, Scops esto, presented hy 

Mercer Co. Shooting Club; one tiger, Felis tigriz, deposited by Wells 

Bros.; three prairie chickens, Cupidenia cupido, presented by Mr. W. 

Elstan; one nerring gull, Larus orgentatus ; one scarlet ibis, bia rubra; 
one cock of the rock, Rupicola crocea } seven crested ground parrykects 

Culopsitts nove-hollandics ; four gray-headed parrakeets, Agopernis 
cana; One linnes parrot, Hlechue linnei; one intermediate parrot, F, 

intermedius, purchased ; one loon, Colymbustorquatts, presented; one 
zeba, Bos indicna, born in garden, Frank J.'THOMPSON, Act'g Supt, 

Tancuz Foor.—There is nothing very solemn about this, if 
it be true, and it probably is: 

An Englishman was walking down Park Row, near Ann 
street—one of the most crowded places inthe world. He had 
a black-and-tan dog at the end of a long, thin chain, and he 
was reading a newspaper as he walked. Whenever the dog 
tangled anybody's legs with the chain the man would look 
around and say: ‘* Aw, guess these Hamericans ‘aye no 
heyes."’ 
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= Forzst ANv Srezdx will be sent for fractions of a year 
ad follows: Six months, $2; three months, $1. To clubs of 
five or more, $¢ per annum. 
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Woodland, Sam and Garden. 
Pounrry.—In order to have fine fowls, whether the breeder 

desires to raise them for market or for exhibition purposes, it 
is of the greatest importance that he choose a good breed and 

have it properly cared for. Ifyou raise fowls for market 

begin right by procuring at the outset some of the larger 
breeds, viz.; Brahinas, or Plymouth Rocks. The Plymouth 

Rocks, for market purposes, are generally favorites, having 

proved themselyes good layers, and also a good table fowl, 
maturing earlier than the Brahmas. ‘They originated, it is 
said, by crossing the black Java fowl with the American 
Dominique. In plumage they resemble the Dominique, but 

haye asingle comb. Suitable quarters for the fowls should be 
provided. Build your hennery with a southern exposure, 
that it may be warm in winter, and do not fail to give it proper 
ventilation, as this is highly necessary to the health of your 
fowls. Do not keep too many fowls together in thezsame 
building if you wish them to thrive. Keep their quarters 
cleat, and their bodies free from vermin. Give them a dust 

box filled with road dust, in which place a little sulphur, and 

place it where it will be exposed to the sun’s rays. Occasion~ 
ally apply a tittle kerosene to the roosts fo dostroy the lice. 

Give your fowls, if possible, a good range, and they will do 
at least 50 per cent. better than if you had limited them to a 

small run. Set your hensin the evening, and by the next 
morning they will be accustomed to the eggs, and more likely 

to remain contentedly on tbe nest. Harly in the season do not 

place as many eggs under a hen as you would in warm 

weather. Nine or ten are as many as she can cover and 

hatch during January and February ; later than this thirteen 

is the usualnumber. A great many breeders do not let the 

mother brood the chicks, but take them away when hatched, 

and after drying by the fire, place them under a false mother, 
and bring them up by hand. A neighbor who, this season, 
has iried this method, says his losses haye been yery small— 

mitich less than when he allowed the mother to care for them, 

Iam expecting to use an incubator this winter to hatch eggs 
with, and thus do aw&y with the trouble of hunting up-broody 
hens, which always command a high price early in the season, 
Incubators thus far, I think, have been generally expensive, 

and most of them are so complicated, and require so careful 

management, that they are far from being a success. A gen- 

tleman in New Haven is now perfecting an incubator which is 

_ very simple in construction, easily managed, and can be sold 

ab a price within the reach of all. For food give your fowls 
Gorn, rye, wheat and oats, and occasionally cooked soft food, 
To fatten fowls in four or five days, confine them in close 

dark quarters, and place rice over*the fire with skimmed 

milk—only as much as will be consumed in one day ; let it 
boil till the rice is quite swelled out; you may add a tea- 

spoonful of sugar, but it will do without. Be careful and not 
give them sour feed, as it will prevent them from fattening. 
A quantity of charcoal broken in small pieces will increase 
their appetite, promote digestion, and expedite their fattening. 
No food should be given for twelve hours or so before killing, 

Nurmue, 
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GARDENS IN THE SKY,—The Denver (Colorado) Wewe gives 
the following brief summary of an attempt last summer fo 

grow vegetables at Summit, Rio Grande County, an altitude 
of 11,800 feet; latitude 37 deg, 28m. 18s. north ; longitude 
106 deg. 30m. west, Wedo not remember to have seen any 

similar statistics published in respect to any part of the globe: 
June 26.—Maine, Mexican beans, dwarf peas, Irish potatoes, 

beets, kohirabi, nasturtium, parsley and spmach seed planted, 
June 29,—Letiuce sown, 
July 13.—Peas up. 
July 20.—Potatoes ap. 
July 25.—Corn, beets and spinach up. _ 
July 31,—Redishes ripe. 
August 1.—Nasiturtiums up. 
September 1.—Frost destroyed maize, Mexican beans, nas- 

turtiums and foliage of potatoes, } 
September 7.—Ground covered with snow. 
September 9.—Heavy frost, blighting tops of beets and 

peas. 
September 20.—Hverything in garden dead, except lettuce 

and spinach, latter holding out best. Redishes grew to be 
fiye inclies long and half an inch thick, turnips to be three- 
quarters of an inch in diameter, maize (stalks) to be three 
inches high, Mexican beans, three inches high; peas fiye 
inches high and blossomed, but produced no fruit. Potatoes 
(stems) grew to be six inches high. Three-quarters of an 
inch was the largest diameter of tubers; beets four inches 
long anu one-third of an inch thick, Kohlrabi and parsley 
didnot come up. Nasturtiums grew to be one and-one-jalf 
inches high. Spinach and lettuce grew three inches high, 
and shows about one-half green and one-half dead leaves, on 
this date, October 1. No snow on the ground, 

The growing season, if seems, is limited to two months and 

three days—from June 26 fo September 1. The highest tem- 

perature during this period was 61 deg. and the lowest 20 deg. 
Rain or snow fell on eleven days, equal to a rain-fall of 1% 
inches. ‘The United States has a signal station at Summit, in 
charge of C. E. Robbins, who made the foregoing obserya- 
tions. Héhas concluded to buy what vegetables he needs 
and not try to raise any more. 

piiiistiet A 
Burnie Green Woop Grearty WAsTEruL.— Water pass- 

ing into vapor absorbs and hides nearly 1,000 degrees of heat, 
A cord of green wood produces just as much heat as a cord 
of the same wood dry. In burning the dry wood we get 
nearly all the heat, but in burning the same wood green, from 
one-half to three-fourths of the heat produced goes off latent 
and useless in the evaporating sap or water. Chemistry 
shows this, and why, very plainly. Therefore, get the win- 
ter’s wood foriuel or kindlings, and let it, be seasoning, as 

of puppies. 

a. 
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soon 98 possible, and put if under cover in time to be dry 
‘when used. It will, of course, season or dry much faster 
when split fine..,...A solid foot of green elm wood weighs 60 
to 65lbs., of which 30 to 35lbs. is sap or water. As ordinarily 
piled up, if we allow half a cord to be lost in the spaces be- 
tween the sticks, we will have a weight of about two tons to 
the cord, of which nearly one ton is water, or sap. Such 
wood affords very little useful heat ; it goes off in the ton of 
sap. The great saying of hauling it home dry is evident, as 
we get the same amount of real fuel for half the team work. 
Beech wood loses one-eighth to one-fifth its weight in drying; 
oak, one-quarter to two-fifths.—American Agrioulturist for 
December. 

—+o-— 

Paoxmne Cur Frowxrs.—‘‘ Cut flowers,” says an English 
contemporary, ‘* will travel safely hundreds of miles by rail 
in common tin biscuit boxes, if tie stems are placed in water 
for an hour before packing.” 

Ghe Zennel. 

SEron For DistsmrEeR.—A correspondent, Mr. H. F. Hyde, 
writes from Galesburg, Il., that, having read in this paper the 

article recommending a seton for distemper, he was induced 

to try it upon a pointer puppy which he had almost given up, 

having first tried every remedy known to him. Ina few days 

it commenced to discharge, the puppy was relieved, and is 

now as bright and lively as ever. 
++ 

Daisy.—-We print this week a portrait of the black setter 

bitch Daisy, belonging to Dr. E. J. Forster, of Boston, Secre- 

tary of the Massachusetts Kennel Club. Daisy was sired by 
Copeland’s (late Jerome's) champion imported Gordon setter 

dog Shot, out of E, F, Chapin’s Nellie (black and white). 

Nellic is by J, W. F. Willson’s Scot (black and white) ont of 

A. W. Smith’s bitch. Daisy is ‘‘English” in shape of head, 
form, etc,, and is jet black with the exception of a snow 

white spot on her heart. She was whelped April 8, 1877, and 
was bred on October 16, of this year, to Mr. Luther Adams’ 

Champion Drake. She was broken by Fred A. Taft, of 
Dedham, who has used her in the field the past autumn, and 

reports herss very staunch with a good nose. The engraying 
is from a prime drawing by F. W, Rogers, of Boston, who 

has made a good portrait, 
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certain field, persisted in doing so by force, and were sum- 
moned for trespass and assault, They were convicted by the 

magistrate, but appealed, and the case beiug brought before 
Lord Coleridge on an appeal, he confirmed the first decision, 
In delivering judgment, he said that the Game Act, ist and 
2d William 1V., did not apply to the case of fox hunting, and 
with regard to the real question im this case, whether the cir- 

cumstances justified the respondent in resisting the entry of 
the appellants after they had been forbidden, he was clearly 

of opinion that he was, and that fox hunting could not be ex- 

ercised adversely to the owner of the land. No such right 

existed, but it must be carried on like all other sport, subject 
to the general rights of mankind with reference to the ordi- 
nary and established rights of property. There was nothing 

to justify a field of fox hunters entering a gentleman's garden, 

trampling it down, and destroying the flowers and plants. No 

such right existed at common law, ‘The opponents of fox 

hunting in Hngland—and they are increasing in number—will 

hold on to this case as a precedent in their arguments against 

the national sport. We helieve, however, that many genera- 

tions will pass away before any appreciably decadence in fox 

hunting will be perceptible. 
a 

Canryz Ovarioromy.—A. correspondent in Bangor, Maine, 
writes: ‘*I haye read several articles in the Country on 
canine oyarictomy, the last one by a contributor signing him- 

self ** M. B.,” in the issue of June 8th. The procedure he 
recommends sounds extremely well, and I have no doubt is 

yery go0d, but to those who, like myself, are unacquainted 
with canine anatomy, the question still occurs: * How recog- 

nize the ovary when you see it, what relation of position does 

it bear to the uterus itself? If Mr. B. will kindly answer 

these questions he will much oblige the writer, and I doubt 
not many other readers, also W. W. 8.” 

[We are of the opinion that any person nof a surgeon would 
have great difficulty in performing the operation he alludes 
to, certainly until he had witnessed it done and had had some 
practical instructions.—Ep. | 

ee 

A Lone Crasz,—A Virginia correspondent sends us the 
following: As my neighbor, Mr. Edward Terrill, who 
keeps a small but very choice pack of fox hounds, was return. 

ing home from a neighbor’s plantation last Thursday after- ee SeSSSeeSEeEe end 
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Eneusn Kennet Cove Dog Sxow.—The dog show of the 
English Kennel Club, which has been held during the past 
week at the Alexandra Palace, near London, was one of the 

largest ever known, there being over 1,300 entries. Never 
were so many bull dogs or so many collies seen together, there 

being 47 of the former and 84, of the latter. The fox terrier 
class was, as usual, the largest, although the figures in this 

class did not equal those of former years, there being but 
140. There were also 30 bloodhounds,. 67 mastiffs, 65 St. 
Bernards, 80 setters, 30 bull terriers, 54 retrievers, 55 spaniels, 

40 pointers, 34 dachshunde, 26 pugs, 18 Skyes and 41 litters 

aS 

TrsrmronraL 10 Mr. Lorv.—Mr, Lort’s popularity as a 

judge in England was made manifest when on the 15th inst., 

at the Alexandra Palace, a testimonial subscribed for by 

breeders and exhibitors all over the country was presented to 

him. ‘The testimonial comprised, in part, a full length por- 
trait, painted by Charles Luytens, which is said to be a most 

excellent likeness. There was also a silver soup tureen and side 

dishes, and an Hluminated address with the names of the sub- 

seribers on vellum, The many friends of Mr. Lort in this 

country will be pleased to hear of this public recognition of 

his worth asa judge and a gentleman. In this connection 

we call to mind the very pertinent remarks of the London 
Fanciers Gazette, where it says: 

« Judges and breeders have their partialities; one prefers 
one type, another some other. While it is so, different men 
will never precisely agree as to the true type of beauty. But 
their honesty isnot to be impeached on that account, any 
more than ’ mother may be called dishonest because she 
thinks her very ordinary bady the prettiest in the world.” 

te 

INTERESTING TO Fox Huntmrs.—A case was recently de- 
cided in England which decides the question as to whether 
fox hunters in that country have aright to ride over anybody’s 

jand without making themselves liable for an action for tres- 

pass. Two horsemen, having been warned against crogsing’a 

noon his dogs struck the trail of a deer. They first ran to the 
southwest for nearly three miles, circled back to the starting, 
oint and then straightaway east into the heart of the Virginia, 
Vilderness. ‘The dogs followed the trail all night and killed 

the deer in the morning near Parker's store, which is eighteen 
miles from here as the crow flies. The dogs must have run 
at least thirty miles from start to finish. 
Iam fully convinced as tothe merits of the Forzsr anp 

SrrEam as an advertising medium. A few weeks ago in the 
‘¢ Answers to Correspondents” column was stated the simple 
fact that I had imported some choice English beagles. In 
less than a week I received ten letters inquiring if I had any 
for sale. Unfortunately I have not, as [have only one litter 
as yet, and those I wish to keep, The advertising columns of 
the FoREST AND STREAM will be sure to announce the fact of 
my having any for disposal. Wu, L. Bravevry. 

Mason, Orange 0o., Va. 

oS os 

Trawine THE Cortm.—A. writerin the Pouliry Bulletin— 

D. Z, Evans, Jr.—gives the following description{of how the 

collie should be trained : 
There has been much said and written about the great intel- 

ligence and sagacity of the shepherd dog, particularly the 
Scotch collie, and yet his merits are not over-estimated in the 
least. We have known and haye bred them for years, haye 
sent them to almost all parts of the country, and haye always 
received favorable reports from the purchasers. In all reason- 
able things the Scotch collie will give unbounded satisfaction, 
and no more trusty or faithful friend can be had than he will 
invariably prove himself to be; but those who expect him to 
do their work in their own particular way, without haying 
first been taught how it should be done, will be disappointed. 
These dogs will herd, drive and tend sheep naturally, for they 
have been bred for this purpose for so many years that it had 
become an inherent propensity, but they must be accustomea 
to’the stock and the stock to them, and must be brought to 
understand just how you wish your particular work done be- 
fore you can expect them to prove entirely satisfactory, 
This is one of the greatest troubles which is experienced by 
purchasers of trained dogs, for they expect to have them start 
in, the first morning they arrive,and drive the stock well, 
and they disappoint their owner, as any one would well know 
they would if he would give the subject any thought. 

Generally, much better satisfaction is experienced by pur- 
chasing a pup and then gradually accustoming him to your 
own particular work than in buying a well-trained dog, The 
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very first tuing to do when you get your pup is to accustom 
him to your yoice and command, and until you do this 
thoroughly you cannot commence handling your dog. The 
best and soonest way to do this is to always feed him yourself, 
and make it a point not to permit the pup to he played with 
and mauled while too young. Our advice to those who want 
to have a first-class dog is to let the pup run comparatively 
wild, so it does not get into mischief, until he is at least eight 
or ten months old, by which time he will have gotten steadier 
and more easily managed, though you can in the meantime 
take him with you when you go for your stock. Do notforce 
your dog, but let him take to his work gradually, and by all 
means treat him kindly, for there is one peculiarity about this 
breed: if you break the will of the pup by harsh treatment, 
which is as useless as it is cruel, the dog will be useless. After 
he has once reached full growth with his courage unimpaired 
there is but little danger of having him made cowardly and 
sneaking, Whether a dog bea good one when full grown or 
not depends a great deal on fhe one who handles il, for a vio- 
lenf-tempered man will make a cowardly dog out of his pup, 
while a careful, kind and considerate man will soon have an 
animal which will repay him for all his care, for it will be in- 
valuable in herding, driving‘and tending almost all kinds of 
stock ; will be invaluable asa watch dog, carefully guarding 
the premises at all times, snd will be a source of pleasure to 
the members of his owner’s family. We know of no dog 
which will better please the farmer, stock breeder, poultry 
fancier or country gentleman than a well-bred Scotch collie. 

—+4}-—<- 

A Bouiipoe SHow.—The third show of the English Bulldog 

Club was held in London on the 20th ult. The prize list com- 

prehended four classes, viz.: dogs and bitches over and under 
40 pounds in weight, the first prize in each of the large classes 

being £5 5s, and the club's silyer and bronze medal for second 
and third prize. In the small classes a silver cup, yalue £5 
5s,, with silver and bronze medals, were offered for first, 
second and third prizes, This liberal prize list, says the Dive 

Stock Journal, brought 60 entries, and, taken as a whole, it 
was perhaps the finest collection of bulldogs within the memory 
of any man living, in the class for dozs over 40 pounds there 
were 20 entries, and it isa fact worthy of notice that Mr. T. 
B. Turton’s Crib (the finest bulldog living, and perhaps ever 
seen) is the author, directly and indirectly, of 16 out of the 20. 
The first prize was carried by Mr, T. Verrinder’s Slenderman ; 
he is a grand white dog, but possessing some few faults; he 
is long in the lez, and his tail is carried too high; his eye re- 
sembles too much that of the bloodhound,-and he stands on 
his legs instead of swinging between them. The bitches in 
the large class numbered eight: Mr. H. Layton’s Venom, bred 
by Mr. Berrie, came first; she is a bitch of rare quality. and 
points, but with very bad ears. Class 8, under 40 pounds, 
numbered eight, Captain Holdsworth's Doon Brae very justly 
taking first prize ; this dog possesses extraordinary poiots, but 
eyen he is not faultless, being rather flat-sided, and his nose 
(which is very good) might be a little larger in proportion to 
his head, which, though well finished, lacks wrinkles, and has 
not fhe ‘lay-back” so desirable in a bulldog; he also wants 
greater depth of chest, and he would be better if a little more 
out af shoulder. Class 4 was the largest in the show, there 
being 26 entries; the first prize went to Mr. Oliver's Roselle, 
own sister to Donne Brae, and in many respects she is his sa— 
perior. Mr, G. Kaper’s Rosy Cross, second, is beautiful, but 
she has one faulty ear. Mr. W.H. John Smyth took third 
with Old Sugar, whose finest point i4 shortness of face: 

1 
Suzme-Doc Triis,—The first meeting of the Northwestern 

Sheep-Dog Trial Association (open to the four counties of 
Westmoreland, Cumberland, Lancashire and the West Riding 
Yorkshire), was held on Barbon Tells, Westmoreland, last 

month, and appears to have been yery successiul. In fact, 

the working of the dogs was so interesting that we quote at 
length from our céntemporary, the Live Stock Journal: 

There was a large gathering of spectators, the weather being 
bright and fine, though very cold. The Countess of Bective 
and several other ladies were present, as were also the Mar¢uis 
of Headfort, Lord Lonsdale, Lord Bective, etc. The ‘‘ meet” 
was about two miles from Barbon station, on the London and 
Northwestern Railway. The road to Dent runa along a 
valley between the Barbon and Middleton Fells, and it was 
from this road that the spectators witnessed the trials. Some 
fifty yards in front of the space allotted to the spectators was 
laced a small sheep-pen, formed of open hurdles, haymg a 

2ft, Gin. entrance, in which the dogs were required to 
bring and pen the sheep. Wearly a mile distant a reserve 
pen had been erected, in which 100 half-bred Scotch sheep 
were stored. Atright angles to this was a smaller pen, into 
which three sheep for each trial were carried. Ata given 
signal the three sheep were liberated on to the Pell, the man 
and the dog standing in the pen below. Then the owner in- 
structed his dog to go up to the sheep, signalled it to drive 
them about ® quarter of a mile along the breast of the Fell, 
take them round two flag-staffs, bring them down to the 
valley pen, and, assisted by himself, to place the three sheep 
in the pen. The shepherd, however, was not allowed to touch 
the sheep. 

Local Stakes, any age. ' 
Dogs—1, Joseph Capstick, Howill (Hop), 4 years; 2, 

Robert Bracken, Howsill (Climb), 6 years; 3, Michael Aik- 
figg, Ravenstonedale (Jack), 3 years. 

Bitches—1, Martin Airey, Middleton ¢ Flora), 3 years ; 2 
8. Downham, Sedbergh (Fly), 6 years: 3, J. Winster, Mid- 
dleton (Bet), 3 years. Cup, R. Bracken’s Climb, 6 years, 

Mr, Bcaife’s Brutus worked well and quietly to the pen, 
but after rounding the latter seyeral times, the sheep broke 
through the speclators, and the dog was crossed out. Mr. 
Downham's Fly put in some beautiful preliminary work, driv- 
ingin the sheep carefully tothe pon. Mr. Tomlinson’s Ned 
took his sheep a Jong detour, and worked fitfully. Mr. Airey’s 
Flora went direct to her work, showed much sagacity and 
careful training. At the pen she worked beautifully, and 
penned her sheep in ten minutes. Mr. Benitham’s Laddie 
refused to ascend the Fell, and was crossed out. Mr. Aik- 
rige’s Jack worked well at the commencement, but at the end 
of twelve minutes the sheep broke, and he was called olf by 
the judges. Mr. Capstick’s Hop opened yery well, but 
missed the wpper fiap, secured the second, and displayed 
preat sazacity and obedience to orders in the penning process, 
which was accomp ished in fifteen minutes, the dog's beauti- 
fil working eliciting much admiration. Mr. Martindale's 
Watch went fairly to his work, but, arriving af the sheep, 
worked rashly, and was called off. Mr, Winster's Bet had 
some difficulty in getting on the track of the sheep, and was 

FOREST AND 
called off at the end of thirteen minutes. Mr. Bracken’s 
Climb went leisurely to his work, but as soon as he got to his 
sheep did some capital work, securing one oi them in cight 
minutes, and the other two in nine minutes. ‘ 

Underley Stakes (open to the district of the Association), 
any age: 
Dogs—i, W. Eggleton, Penrith, (Tees), 5 years; 2, T. 

Harper, Sedbergh (Bright), 2} years; 3, A. Cleasby, Sed- 
bergh (Mat), 34 years. 

Bitches—i, Mr. Aikriggz, Kirkby Stephen (an), 2 years; 
2, B, Atkinsun, Bleasdale (Gip), 8 years; 3, 8. Downham, 
Uldale (Ply), 6 years. Cups—Dog: W-. Hggleton (Tees). 
Bitch; Mr. Aikrige (Fan). 

Mr, Scambler's Dut worked too wildiy, and failed to pen. 
Mr, Aikrigp’s Pan accomplished a feet performed by no other 
during the day. As the’sheep ran below the upper flag-post, 
her owner signalled her to tuke them back again, which she 
accomplished in beautifulstyle. She penned her sheep 1m 93 
minutes. Mr, Harper's Bright was worked by a young hoy, 
He went at a rapid pace to his sheep, and, having secured the 
upper flag, displayed some excellent mancenyres, but failed to 
pen at the end of sixteen minutes. Mr. Necleston’s Tees went 
straight to his work, took"the sheep carefully on the breast 
of the Fell, and penned in six minutes, amidst lond spplanse 
from the spectators. Mr, Atkinson's Gip, ufter she saw the 
shéep, fell to her work in nice style, and penned two in 
twelve minutes. Mr. Cleasby’s Mat went to the wrong side 
of the sheep, but soon recovered, and penned in ten minutes. 
Mr, Downham’s Fly took her sheep almost to the top of the 
Fell, displaying some excelient working powers, but prolong- 
ing the trial. She penned one sheep in twelve minutes; at 
the end of sixteen minutes she was called off. 
Lowther Stakes (open to the district of the Association), 

any age not exceeding eighteen months: 
Doge—i and 2 withheld for lack of merit ; 8, Peter Gum- 

mings, Howgill (Snap) 17 months. 
Bitches—i, Robert Huck, Kendal (Fly) 164 months; 2, T. 

Stainton, Sedbergh (Lassie), 17} months; 3, prize withheld 
for lack of merit, Oup, T. Stainton’s Lassie, black, 
The young dogs were unfortunate in their trials ih respect 

to weather, heavy showers of rain and sleet falling. Despite 
this, the winning bitch, Mr, Tuck's Fly, made some of ihe 
best work of the day. She never gave the sheep a chance of 
breaking, and penned in 6 minutes. Mr. Cummings Snap 
was not judiciously worked by his owner, who distracted him 
foo much by a rapid accumulation of signals. Had this not 
been the case, we feel assured the dog yould haye taken first 
award, Hefaied to pen at the end of 12 minutes. Mr. 
Langstreth’s Bob lost his sheep in the blinding rain, and as 
he failed to find, was called off. Mr. Stainton’s Lassie was 
also unable to find her sheep at the opening, but ultimately 
penned in 7 minutes, 

HH 

Tus Pressure Dog Snow—Pittsburgh, Pa,, Jan, 15.— 
Isee you announce the Pittsburgh Dog Show for the 8th of 
January for three days. It is incorrect, as their premium list 
issued to-day announces the poultry show for January 8 till 
the 15th inclusive, but the dog show dates are from the 13th to 
the 15th inclusive.’ The slow has every indication of being a 
success. If is to be held in the new Coliseum, than which a 
better place could not be found. High on the bank of thie Al- 
leghany, it is well supplied with fresh air as could he possible, 
The premiums amount to nearly $1,000, and consist for the 
most part in cash. Notable among the exceptions area $75, 
Parker gun, donated |yy Brown & Son, gunsmiths, for the best 
setter dog or bitch ; also a handsome preechJoader for best 
setter dog or bitch that has never taken a prize, donated hy 
J. P. O'Neil & Co., gun merchants; and silverware to the 
amount of $50, donated by Walter E. Haguo, electro-plater 
and jeweler. Have not heard who is to do the judging (a 
haukless labor, it seems, late ly). IMAM. 
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TRAINING RETRIEVERS. 

Burrato, Dec. 9, 1878. 
Epitor Forest anp Stream: 
While hunting for ruffed grouse near Machigs, Cattaraugus 

County, I had, upon my return from a very successful day's 
sport, an opportunity to inspect two three-months old puppies, 
of a stock that was claimed by the owner to be the true Eng- 
lish retriever breed. They were then at that ace about the 
size of medium-sized, full grown cocker Spaniels. One was 
pure dark liver, of the pecilisr shade only noticed in full 
bred cockers, while the other—a full sister—was black and 
white, which seemed to me rather unustal, The coats of 
either betokened their being finely bred, as they were exceed. 
ingly elossy, with a slight tendency to curl, They were 
cooped up in the rear part of a barn, where they had com- 
modious quarters and given now and then liberty to run about 
for exercise. Chas. Lyell, in his discussion upon inherited 
instincts, incidentally mentions the fact that a couple of re- 
trievers of warranted breed, upon being taken ont without 
uy previous training whatever into the open field for the 
first time, not only hunted fairly, but retrieved the first bird 
aver killed before them in most approved and handsome man- 
ner, and fully as well as could he expected of a first-class 
old and trained dog, 

The behavior of thesa puppies recalied to my mind this 
passaxe in the works of the great weologist, Not only did 
they delight in picking up anything at all lying about the 
yard which bore some remote resemblance to a bird—such as 
dried up fragments of chicken wings, el¢.—lut they also re- 
tained their hold by carrying it firmly yet soft ly as long ag I watched them, which must have been over a quarter of an 
hour, Ihave had ample experience in the training of young 
dogs, both setters and pointers, which tade most excel- lent retrievers, but [do not remember of ever having seen 
so carly a development of this valuable trait in such an extra- 
ordinary and pronounced manner. These dogs were then all 
ready, under systematic training, to develop another’ trait, which makes them doubly valuable in these rovgh and hilly 
pats of the country, all cut up with steep and almost inacces- 
sible gullies—namely, not only to bark at. birds when treed, 
but also to do so the moment they strike scent. The trainer, 
a very intelligent man, in order to stimulate this faculty, has 
adopted a must ingenious and yet extremely simple device, 
He uses a fresh killed partridge for this purpose, to which he fastens a Jong and fine string, such as a fish line. The bight 
of it ig thrown over the limb of any small tree of convenient 
size and shape, insuch a manner that he may draw the bird guickly along the ground and hoist it up as swift ly hefore the dogs can catch it, They aro next taken to the Vicinity of the 
apparatus, hied on, and when they find themselves checked in theirendeayors to obtain the bird on account of its being eee 

rapidly hoisted toward the overhanging limb, they set up a 
most violent barking, which they nging radually precisa 
as soon as they see the bird along the ground, and 
later on by scent only, which guides them to the bird they are 
allowed to see, although beyond reach. He who has worn 
out his clothing, boots and patience in pursuit of the ruffed 
grouse, the most wary and yet most royal of all game birds 
of the Northern States, will readily comprehend the: saying 
of both time and maledictions by such valuable aids, and he 
is apt to find the capacious pockets of his hunting coat more 
distended after a day’s hunt, when no other game than par- 
tridge may be obtained, than by relying upon the success of 
his setter slone, the pointing qualities of which are often cvt 
at defiance by the birds rising too far ahead, Nothing piyes 
Ie more pleasure than a clean shot at a bird flying like an 
arrow across an joteryening opening to the next thicket, and 
nothing next highest to this than 3 chance at least to make 2 
miss. J have at times, however, used exceedingly plain Mng- 
lish in black cedar swamps, when hearing, but not Reeing, 
was the chief pleasure of the hunt, and I then have often 
wished for some brown, curly, eagerly-barking, never tired 
little four-footed sprite to aid me in my dilemma, and bag at, 
least a brace of the many I hear whirring up from time to 
time. : 

—_——w——Kfaaeee 

DETROIT DOG SHOW, 

Derzorr, Mich., Dec. 15, 1878. 
Eprrok Forest anv StrmAm anp Rop anv Gun: 

Inclosed please find Special Prize List, for our forthcoming 
show. ‘The number proves the great interest that is taken in 
this show, We hope to have a large entry from the Hast, 
Special a will be made for all dogs sent by express, 
Mr. 1. . Gillman will give his supervision over all dogs that 
may be sent without their owners being present, 

As many letters have been received asking if dogs will be 
allowed, forwant of feather and condition, owing to being 
hunted this year, I beg to say a rule is specially made to give 
them due allowance. 

Entries close 3ist Dec. 
Yours truly, CAs, Lixcoty, Supt. 

(Probably Hastern exhibitors will be more ready to send 
entries when they have learned who has been appointed to 
judge.—Ep. } 

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST. 

No. 1—M, 5. Smith & Oo., manufacturers of jewelry, é6to., giver 
a splendid silyer cup, yalne #90, for the best kennel of Batters, to’ 
consist of not less than fiye, owned and exhibited by one person: 
or kennel club. . e 
No, 2—J. N. Dodge, Hsq., of Detroit, offara two dozen decoy 

ducks (weighted, anchored and strung) for the best English setter 
atud dog to be shown with two of his progeny, 

No. 8—Hon. Geo. C. Langdon, of Detroit, offers a handsoma 
silver cup for the best Dnglish astler brood biteh, with two of her 
progeny under § months. 

No. 4—The Le Roy Shot Co. offer 125 lbs. of their celebrated tin 
shot for the beat English setter brood bitch, with two of her pro- 
geny of any age. 

No, 5—The proprietors of the Russell Monge offer 
figure in bronze for {he best native setter dog. 

No, 6—J. J. Snellingburg, ot New Brighton, Towa, offers a oan- 
vas sit end hat for the best native aetter bite. 

No. 7—The Forusr anp Streaa Anp liop anp Gon offers a 
handsome silyer cup to the best Hnglish setter dog or bitch that 
haa never won a first prize, 

No. 8—The Oriental Powder Co., throngh their agente, Mesers. 
Jno, B, Long & Co., offer acasa of powder for the best brece oF 
Bouglish setters. 

No. 9—Capt. Bogardus offers one of his patent plasa ball trape 
for ths best Irish setter stud dog, to be shown with two of his Rely 

No. 10—J. N, Dodge, Hey, olfers two dozen decoy ducks 
(weighted, anchored und string) for best Irish getter brood hitel:, 
to ba shown with tio of her progeny, 

No. 11—W, A. Holabird, of Valparaiso, Ind., offers one of his 
duck hunting enits for the best Irieh setter puppy, native or im- 
ported, under 12 months, 

No. 12—Messrs. Parker Bros. offer one of their best breach, 
loading guns for the best Gordon setter dog, u yery valuable prize 
worth 5150, 

No. 13—The Batavia manufacturing Co., of Batayia, Ill., offer » 
Moles patent glass ball trap for the best Gordon setter brood 
bitch, to be shown with two of her progeny. 
+ No, 14—J. N. Dodge, Haq., of Datroit,’ offers two dozen decoy 
ducks (weighted, anchored and strung) for the beat pointer stud 
dog to be shown with two of his progeny. 

0. 35—C. I. Mabley, of Detroit, offers a splendid smoking 
jacket for the best pointer brood biteh, to he shown with two of - 
her progeny. 

No. 16—Geo. Paterson, Esq., manufacturer of decoy dncks, 
offera two dozen decoy ducks, nicely painted, ate., for the best 
brace of pointers, any age. 

No. 17—8. W, Goodridge, Grafton, Vt,, offers one of his best 
handmade trout rods for the best brace of pointer puppies 
over Bix months, : 

No. 18—The Columbus (Ohio) Kenne! Club offers a fino pointer 
puppy tor the hest brace of pointer puppies under siz months. 

No. 19—The Le Roy Shot Co. offers 125 lbs, of their famous tin 
thot for the best collection of pointers, to consist of not less than 
five, to be owned and exhibited by one persan or lub, 
No, 20—A, RK, Morgan, Exq,, Detroit, manufacturer of pboota 

aud shoes, offers a fie pair o hunting boots (winter to select 
from his cage) for the best Irish or retrieving water epaniel. 

No. 21—Lewrence Depew, Beq., offers a box of the best Mocha 
and Java Coffee (25 lbg.) for the best spaniel in the show. 

No. 22—§. H. lyes, Esq,, offera a pair of silyer napking rings, 
reprosenting Rip Van Winkle and lis deg, for the best cocker 
spaniel, dog or biteh. f 

No. 23—The Dead Shot Powder Co, offer a keg of their best 
powder for the best fox honnu, dog or bitch, 

No. 24—Fred. Stenton, Eeq., manufacturer of hats, 
ono of his best silk hats for the best harrier, dog or bitch, 
No, 25—The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. offer 1,000 Ne. 33 paper shells and one dozen hoxes (250 each) of No. 12 pink 

ede wads for the best brace of beagles that have nover taken 
@ Svat prize, 
No. 26—Best beagle bitch, under 13 inches, with progeny, L, P. Whitmen, Esq., offers the choice of a fine puppy y Burges! 

Druid ont of his blue belton Mell. 
No, 27—Edward Macym, the jeweler, offers a silyer oup for the 

best beagle puppy wader six monthe, 
No, 23—Geo, H. Angell offers a splendid picture, illustrating 

& sporting scene, for the best beagle, dog or bitch, ttidur 1142 
taches high, 

No. 28—Jn0. P. Lovell & Sona, of Doster, vive an elegant 
parlor rifis for the best fox terrier bitch with progeny. 

No. 80—The Austin Powder Co. oifer a keg of theit best powder 
for the beet greyhound or Scotel: deeround, 

No, 31_Chas, A. Zimmernian, Esq,, of St. Paul, offers a pair of 
his celebrated pictnree, *!The Tight Bhell?? and **Tiying for a 
Double,” to be given to the best English setter biteh, to be shown 
With suckling progeny. - 

No, 32—Tha Whited States Feed Mill off? a Jy ton of their 
fod for Lorees and catile to the best mare flog or bitch. 

a splendid 

ole., gives 

No, 33—Mewsrs. Tebell & Merrill give a silver oup for the best, 

“io lifter, Bariog Blak offer » yaty bandeome pan 0. rs, Barolay & | oer & Tory mae OF wait for the beet pet dog suiubited by s let : 



| URES AND STREAM. ‘ 
MR. DAVIDSON VINDICATED. 

‘ i 
Entror Fores? axp STREAx = ak aaa St 
We are glad to suo your falrndss and good judgment in regaré to tho 

troubles afi the Minnesota Meld Trials. We, in "Poledo, who have 

known Mr, Dayidson for the past fifteen years, have never known aty- 

‘thing but good of him, John hus slways had the name of being sattare 

fimd honest in his transactlons; even too much xo for his own good, 
It will be hard work for all the Chicago papers combined fo make 

John Dayldson’s friends in Toledo think otherwise than that he did all 
his judging at the M{nneaota Fleld Trials In an honest Manner, and ac- 

‘cording to his best Judgment, You van find, I think, twenty parties 

here who haye purchased dogs of Davidson, and f will yoush that you 

cat’t find one that will say that John ever sold them a dog anfl misrep- 

resented him, Thisletter is simply written you to offset some 7 aye 
seen in another paper. These parties don’t liye within twenty miles of 

him. They don’t know the “Old Boy” as well as wedo, Now,I 
don't believe In maxing wagers, bot just for this once T jill give $100 
for every gentleman aportsmiun living in Toledo, Obto, that Dr, Rowe 

or apy one else will find, who will aay that they do not believe John 

Davidson is a square, straichtforwird, honest man, providing they will 

give me $10 for every one I will fetch that will sland by John, 
R. W. M. 

SS ed 

—Mr, Qhas. E. Whitehead, Esq,, Pres. of the New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, has 
just received from Mr. E, C. Waller, of Chicago, a pup out 
of Patsy. Patsy was brought over by Mr. Scott to the last 
$t. Louis bench show, where Mr. Waller bought her. ‘The 
sire of the pup, we believe, is Mr. Waller's Jack, who took 
the prizes al St. Louis, Baltimore and St. Paul as the best 
native setter. 

—T. T. Sawyer, Jr, of Boston, has purchased Royal Ben, 
a handsome orange aud white setter, by Carlowitz out of 
Lucey, He is litter brother to Timberlake's Grand Duke and 
Tady Cyprus, who won first prize at St. Paul for the best 
brace. Royal Ben will be at the Detroit Show. 

sis Pray 
—Mr. D. M. Sharpnack’s (Rogers, W. Va.) liver and white 

eocker Gypsy whelped six puppies December 8, sired by Dom, 
Qypsy and Dom are from McKoon’s choicest strains, 

—Mr. A. Pope, Jr., of Boston, claims ihe name of Hector 
for his red Irish setter puppy, by Champion Elcho out of 
Rose, whelped Oct. 11, 1878. 

—Dr. H. B, Wygent, of Peekskill, N. ¥., clsimsthe name of 
Fly for his liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, out of Flora 
ly Sam; whelped, July 8, 1878; purchased from M. P. 
McGocn, Franklin, Del. Oo., N. Y. 

Hlachting and gfaating. 
ANOTHER STEP AHEAD. 

AVED from the terrible imputationof waving the red flac 
of Great Brilain and sailing aboard a foreign craft under 

alien colors! Saved through tlie kindness of Messrs, Black & 
Uo., 333 Washington sireet, Boston, who haye sent us a set of 
photographs of American yachts as anjoftset to the British cut 
ters and yawls which have hitherto reigned supreme upon the 
walls of our sanctum. They are perfech specimens of the 
art, and we question whether finer, more finished photos ever 

left the gallery of any artist. Among the yachts we note the 

schooner Hermes, Messrs. Goodwin & Robins. She is 38yit, 
Hin. Jong, 19ft. Gin. beam, a very pretty and able-looking ship, 

with waist boats at her davids, single jib and plumb stem, 

with just enotigh of the mez retrowjse to give hera jaunty ap- 
pearance forward, Her easy-looking model, withample room 

on deck and below, and « fair representative of a numerous 
class of Corinthian craft just now yery popular among our 

astern friends, Then we hayeé the sloop Fairy, Mr. 0. A, 

Perkins ef al., though only 26ft. Gin. long and 9ft. Gin. beam, 

with as jolly a lot of amateurs aboard as ever trod decks; 
meerschaums and sea togs predominating among the crew of 

five, who are evidently bound to have s good time while they 
linve the chance. The Mist, Mr. F. W. Weston, about 42 ft. 
long, with lots of stowageroom below and a wonderfully clear 
yun and handsome stern, a main boom, half of which is oyer- 
board, a narrow fore-sail and rathertoo much gore to the leech 
of the mainsail. She flies the burgee of the Boston Y. C. 
A peculiar feature to her rig isthe jack yard at the head of 
the main topmast staysail, adding somewhat to the size of the 
sail, though we should think it would interfere with carrying 
thé sailag near the wind assometimes desirable. The Wyvern, 
also of the Boston Y. C.; the Brenda, Mr. Little, now having 
her spars cut down, and a number of others, form 2 collection 
which, we are happy to say. will serve to keep us in the good 
graces of many true Americans who abhor anything that does 
glob smack of Uncle Sam all over, be it good, bad or indiffer- 
ent. As photographs the specimens before us are perfect, 
every detail of the yachts’ fillings being brought out in the 
strongest relief, and even the pebbles on the beach may be 
counted. As Black & ©o. are the first in this country to fol- 
low the example long ago set by our British cousins, and hye 
undertaken the proniiscuous photographing of yachts for cir- 
enlation among the general public, we trust that their efforts 
to supply a want long felt will meet with a liberal response 
from all parties interested. In this respect Boston scores 
another point in adyance of New York, and Wastern yachts- 
nen May be congratulated upon the rapid diffusion in their 
Jatitudes of the love for the sport they follow and the con- 
stantly increasing sympathy manifested for it by the public of 
Goston and suburbs. 

+2 

‘Tam WANDERER’s Recorp.—The Waruderen, of Providence, 
R. 1, has an excellent record as 2 racing craft among our 
cat-rigs of the East, and ifa match between her and Hanoy 
or Seanp, of Boston, could he brought about next season, it 
would create interest among the many ardent racing membet's 
of Boston’s numerous flects of similar rig. She is the prop- 
erly of Mr. Ben. Davis, of Providence, and was also built by 
him in 1872. Her extreme length on deck is 26ft, 10.; beam, 
ilft. 4in,; depth, 3ft. 2in.; and her winnings are as follows: 
In 1878 ghe pocketed the Cedar Groyes sweepstakes; Apri] 
28, 1874, ghe took first prize at the Rocky Point match, and 
April 17, 1875, the sweepstakes over the seme course. At 

Fall River, May 30, 1876, the sweepstakes ; at the Warwick 
Y, G, Regatta, duly 11, 1876, first prize; same Aug. 1, and 
first prizes again at Providence, Aug.15 and Sept. 28. In 1877 
she captured first prize,\May 30,at the Fall River sweepstakes, 
and July 16 and Aug, 3, atthe Warwick ¥. 0, Rerattas, She 
next won second prizes at Providence, and again Sept. 1. At 
Newport the first prize once more went to her owner, July 
2, 1578, and likewise Sept. 20, ai the Providence Y. C. Re- 
gatta. This is a record that Mr. Davis may well be proud of, 
findas his boat sailed against many fast local craft, she will 
probably make a good showihe with anything of her size in 
foreign waters. She is to be raced next season against all 
comers, with her owner at the helm as heretofore, 

Canvas Caxors.—We are in receipt of many inquiries con- 
cerning canyas canoes, their qualities and cost. Our corres- 
pondents are directed to Mr. J. F. West, of Hast Orange, N, 
J., who originated the gui vive type of canvas canoes,and who, 
In consequence of their increasing popularity, has made ar- 
rangements for building them to order at hisshopsin Hast 
Orange. He will be pleased to give all information desired, 
and is prepared to furnish estimates. We believe the canvas 
canoe can be turned out complete, fully rigged—paddle, ete., 
included—tfor something like $65, unless extra finish is re- 
quired in some of the details. Those who have usetl them 
speak in the highest terms of their lightness and durability. 

As Ai to Progress.—We learn with pleasure that 
Messrs. A. Williams & Co, 235 Washington street, Boston, 
haye in stock Kemp's standard works on yacht designing, 
price $25, and his excellent manual of yacht and boat sailing, 
$8.50, We bespeak for them a liberal patronage, for all ef- 
forts tending toward the introduction of a more scientific con- 
dition of yacht building haye our warm approval. Boston 
can score another point ahead of the metropolis in this re- 
spect. 

Soursgrn Crvisus.—Owners of large schooners bound 
south will find the following special soundings across the bar 
uf the mouth of the St. Johns River, Florida, of great value, 
as the coast survey charts cannot be relied upon, owing to the 
shifting nature of these sands, The soundings were taken 
by Capt, Hines on the recent trip of the Mallory steamer 
Western Texas from this city direct to Jacksonville, Fla., and 
may therefore be relied upon. It may be added that while 
the steamer went over the bar without waiting, the schooner 
Ambassa dress, Mr. Astor, was compelled to come-to outside 
and await an easterly wind for higher water. The difference 
between the soundings upon arrival and departure is due to 
the fact that strong westerly winds had prevailed and driven 
the water out, but by the time the Western Tevas crossed on 
the run home, the shiff of wind had given more depth by a 
couple of feet. Going in, drawing 8Ht.. the following souad- 
ings were taken: At outside buoy, ofms.; then 44, 41, 4, 32, 
8, 2%, 24fms.; 1aft., 12,10, 9, 9, 94, 94, 94, 94, 10, 10, 103, 
11 and 11ft. Going ont, drawing 9ft., the soundings were: 
2tfme., 1Ssft., 14, 13) 12, 12, 12, 114, 114, 114, 14, 1, 11, 11, 
11, 10ft, 9in., 10ft. Din., 10f. 9in,, 104, 103, 10, 10, 10 scant, 
104, 104, 13ft.; and then 2ifms. With a blow from the east- 
ward, the depth on the bar will be greater. The first set of 
soundings may be accepted as the minimum likely to be 
found, unless during exceptionally long blows from the YW. 
and 8. W. 
Fanoy ys Psyonr.—From our contemporary, the Boston 

Herald, always replete with Eastern yachting alfairs, we ex— 
tract the following list of races between the two well-known 
eat-rig clippers, Yancy, Mr. P. Grant, Jr., and Psyche, Messis. 
King & Olark. A summary of all the races in which, the 
Fancy and Psyche haye sailed over the same courses in 1878. 
In some of these races the two yachts haye been in different 
Classes, but have sailed over the same courses, starting to- 
gether or within five minutes of each other: 
June1,8 BY O Rata, Payche defeats Fancy, 
duly 1, N Y C Race. Psyche defeats Vanoy. 
July 4, City of Boston Race, Fancy deteats Psyche, 
duly 6, Beverly ¥ G Race, Psyche defeats Fancy. 
July 20, Nahasset ¥ C Race, Fancy cefeats Psyche. 
duly 27, Beverly ¥ CO Race, Fancy defeats Psyche. 
Aug 31,8 BY C Race, Pancy defeats Payclie. 
#Sept 16, Nahassot Y O Race, Fancy defeats Payche. 
Sept 17, Dorchester Y C Rave, Psycho defeats Fancy, 
Sept is, 8 BY O Raca, Psyche defeats Haney. 
Sept—, Dorchester Y C Race, Psyche defeats Fancy. 

* § seconds difforenee in time. 

These two yachts stand at the head of everything in Amer- 
ican and Cavadisn waters in the number of prizes taken, 
the Yancy being credited with 11 and the Psyche 12, all taken 
in regular club regattas. 

Vororn oF a Conmyrman—Montreal, Deo. 11.—Noxt spring 
I will spin you a yarn anent yachting prospects for 1879, and, 
if possible, a description of the various craft in this vicinity. 
Your record of races in the last two numbers of Porus'c anp 
Sriram is just what's wanted, and of inimense service to the 
yachting fraternity. In connection with the past season I 
may say the good old sport has gained many admirers here, 
and all that is wanted to make for 1879 a govud record is in- 
creased financial prosperity. Regarding Corinthian principles, 
a recent cruise [ had in July and August on the Gay of Iun- 
day and Bay de Chaleurs bas more firmly convinced me, if 
such were possible, of the inutility of the ‘ skimming-dish ” 
for rough waters. Theory is all very well, but, to my mind, 
‘the proof of the pudding is the eating.” I have sailed all 
gotts of craft, and, though for inland shallow waters the 
‘«dish”’ may pass, they stand, in my opinion, very poor for 
comfort and seaworthiness when tough work is before them ; 
and oné must not forget that ‘‘calm seas never yet made a 
sailor.” Anti-Corinthians can make a few points in theory— 
how few they can easily find out by practice. Let them put 
their dish alongside an English cutter for a week's cruise in 
all weathers, aud sge which will come out at the right side of 
the horn. When shelter can be had in a few seconds, they are 
safe; hut lebthem face the music that an English cutter is 
daily accustomed to, and their theory will up the flue. 

Havnravanr. 

Tae Conm,—Hditor Forest and Streany: Under head of 
“Tistof Winning Yachts, 1878,” I notice the name of Oahiit 
ag haying won a race, Certainly you have gone to a ercat 
deal of trouble and expense to make your list complete, and 
T will give you a little information in regard to the above 
yacht, The boat was built and is owned by Yaptain R, G, 
Willing, of Cooper’s Point, NW. J., andis namnsd the Charles 
Cohill (not Cahil!), after the commodore of the Cooper's Point 
Yacht Olub. She is cat-rigged, andis 17 feet long on deck, 
and 17 fect 11 inches on the keel, is 8} feet beam, ber mast is 
32 fect long, boom 27 feet, aud pafi 17 feet ; she carries 96 
ajuare yards of canvas. She has been successful in four 
regattas, and carries jhvee champion flags, She won the first 
flag at the Cooper's Point regatta on the Hourth of July, beat- 
ing the Josie, Duwson, Kramer and Hollund, She wou the 
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champion fiaz at the Krign’s Point regatia, beating the 
Genang, Annie, Lulu, Dawson and Joss, She had a dash 
with the Dawson, and won $50, and also beat the Holland for 
$00. In the first race she was handled by Captain Jack May- 
betty; in the Msign’s Point regatta, Captain Charley Humes 
sniled hér, and in her dash with the Holland (when it blew a 
gale) she wns sailed by that gritty little yachtsman, Harry 
Olay Funk, one of the most skillful sailors on our river. 

Next scagon she wili undergo a thorough overhauling, and 
if is expected that she will sustain her brilliant record of the 
past season. los 

Philadelphia, Des. 9. 
+ 

“NOTHING LIKE A HAPPY MEAN, 

Lynx, Mags,, Noy, 27, 1878. 
Eprror Forest anp SrRnAn : 

T have been yery much interested in '* Podgera’," “Corinthian’s'} 

and other letters to yonr paper, but am inclined to think that they 
are both wrong. I think they go to extremes in their ideas of 

models more especially than in the matter of rig. I belieye that 
2 medium model, as regards depth and’ beam, will give better sat- 

isfaction than an extreme either way. I don't belisve in that soow 

of “ Podgers”’ that lays to ao wellin a breeze, simply because ona 

sea knooks her to leaward, and she lies there and waits to be hit 

again. How would she workif she had a lee shore handy, and 
had to claw off against a pasty sea? Wouldn’t lie like something 

that had some hold on the water, so that she would not slide off 

like # crab, two feet to leeward for one ahead? The members of 

our yacht elub have demonstrated to their own satisfaction that 

centreboard alone will not hold a boat with “low bilges and yery 

little deadrisa’ from going to leeward, and the rougher the water 

the more willshe play erab. Several of our shoal yachts have had 

their boards enlarged to make them hold on better, but the only 

result, in eyery instance, was to lessen their stability and make 

them cranky. At the same time our experience shows that a boat 
whose body—not keel—is deeply immersed, will, without any 

eentreboard down, or false keel, hold a better wind than a shoal 
boat with all the cantreboard you could pnt into her. And on the 

other hand, the very narrow and deep boat has its faults, some 

very grave. Take, for instance, a certain cutter that was impor 

edfrom “Old Ungland” into these waters, She is about 28ft. 

keel, 38ft. on deck, about 8ft. beam, and a draught of 8ft. or more, 

with a aternpost standing out at an angle of about 4ideg.! Now, 

if she is the typical English cutter, I don’t want anyin mine, T 
lays seen her in a rave with the buntof her balloon jib dragging 
in the water; and that running oif the wind, almost before it, in 2 

moderate braeze, not over five or six Imots, I haya sean a whole 
ilect of 18 or 20ft. cat-boats beat tyo or three miles dead to wind- 

ward while she was going two-thirds the distance, almost on her 

beam ends a oaod share of the time, with her crew sitting on the 
outside, and their feet hanging oyer the deck. How much comfort 

could a man fake insuch a craft, say beating across Nantucket 

Shoals, or up Yimeyard Sound, or any other rough place? She 

wouldn't sink—neither would a bottle well corked; but one would 

be abottt ad pleasant asthe other tosailon. No, sir! Giye me 
a yacht of fair beam, neither very narrow nor yery wide; build 

heras deep as you would a keel boat of moderate depth, and 
lesya the keel off, and put in a centreboard; give her a fair 

amount of canyas in s cutter rig, and I will show your diver or 

soap hox a clean pair of heels to a windward port, or anywhere 
élse, in a breeze of wind, and she will have some comfort under 
her deck besides. Don’t you think that there is such a thing as 

getting ballast too low down, and that an iron or lead shoe hurts 

a bout move than it helps her in a seaway in a great many instan- 

ces, making her ‘loggy,’? and causing hey to diye like a loon? I 

qon’t niean a boat that won’h stand up in a dead calm withont 

one, for sho is only an apology for a yacht, anyway. GRaAMrus. 

The cutter our friend ‘*@rampus” refers to has Many a 
time, and oft, given the sloops the so-by in just the water in 

which he fears for her safety and comfort. Having been 
lengthened, she lacks valuable freeboard, and this is the cause 

why she may heel more than is customary. But the heeling 
and diving propensities of the cutter are greatly overdone by 
most of our correspondents, who draw too often upon imagi- 
nary {errors in picturing in too vivid colors the predicaments 
of their crews in heavy weather. ‘To all open to this charge 

we beg to offer this suggestion: Is it rational to suppose that 
the 2,000 cruising yachts of Great Britain, which never enter 

avace, and haye not been built to cheat any time allowance 

rule, and which, one and all, make the open sea their cruising 

ground from one end of the year to the other, which know 

nothing hut heavy weather and steep seas, and aboard of 

which whole families may be found enjoying « life at sea,—is 
it reasonable to suppose that nothing but pig—headedness pre- 

yents all their owners from adopting more beam, if the pre- 
sumed adyantages resulting are of such a paramount character 

a§ many of our correspondentsimply? Hardly. English- 
men can claim among their amateurs many able designers, 

who know full well what is going on in America, and who 

have in their possession the lines of our best sloops, and 

they see no canse for a change, though their eyes are open 

wide enough, Some of their racing cutters may be built too 
narrow, ati a sacrifice of sea-going qualities, inconsequence 
of the R, Y. A. ruleleyying upon beam. But it is stretehine 

common sénse to suppose that the cruisers, who outnumber 
the racers ten to one, and who are not in the least affected by 
any rule of tonnage, would allow custom among the handful 
of racing yachts to dictate dimensions and model to them at 2, 

sacrifice of that quality which they more highly prize than 
speed, Our readers may as well set this one thing down as 
an indisputable fact—the Enelish cruising cutter, with 4 to 4} 

beams for length, is an excellent, able, comfortable, safe, 

speedy and handy cruiser, and the advocates of the sloop 
have a great deal to do yet in the way of improving the cus- 

tomary model before it can }egin to compare in seaworthiness 
and ‘‘ all-round” qualities with the cutter. And by the time 
they haye so improved the sloop they will find themselves 
aboard romething that does not radically differ from the yer. 
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cutter they now too hastily condemn. The centre of gravity 
of the cutter is in the best position for all purposes, right at 
the load line. A great many popular misconceptions con- 

cerning the cutter are still in vogue, notably the current im- 

pression concerning her displacement being greatly in excess, 
and her above-water body, or spare buoyancy, considerably 

less than that of the sloop. To these and other errors, 

arising from a lack of the application of mathematics to yacht 

design, and the ready acceptation in consequence of preten- 

tious and glib sounding, but generally meaningless, phrases 
of the knights of the thumb-rule, we will again recur at 

greater length when opportunity offers. 
+4}-+—-—_ 

EVIDENCE FOR THE SLOOP. 

New Yorx, Nov. 25, 1878. 
Enrtor FoREsT AND STREAW: 

That every one has a perfect right to build a entter if he thinks 

he wants one I will not gainsay, but when any one says our sloop 
is nuseaworthy I feel like sereeching with poor Greeley, “ ‘Uli, you 
yillain, Uli!’ To the proof.’ Our coast from Montank to Hatteras 

in the winter time, you will admit, is a tolerably bad one, and any 

one running it down continually from October to March can rely 

upon seeing some hard blows and rough water. Yet you will find 

our oyster sloops, such as Ellsworth’s, the Rockaway boats, and 

those from the South Bay, come and go at all seasons, and the 

yoery nature of their business makes it imperative with them to go, 

and go quickly. With an intimate acquaintance with the majority 

of these boats I know of none drawing over 5ft. loaded, and as a 

rule their draught is not over 4. Their rig is the sloop pur e& 

simple, and they are all centreboarders. This to my mind shows 

that the sloop, properly built, rigged and handled, is without 

a peer for speed, handiness, comfort and ability. If you wish to 

prove if, just get one of the Rockaway skippers to give you a lift 

when they are going home some day with the wind 8. E. and an 

ebb tide; and under these conditions you will find Coney 

Island point about as rough a spot as you will care to go around 

As an oli hand teld me sume two years ago, when I asked. 
him if we were going to get to the Inlet, “If I can get round the 

pint Ican go to Bermuda.’ My word for it, you will haye a better 

opinion of the sloop. (A good boat to try it in is Gretta.) ‘That 
Vision ia no sea boatI admit, but one swallow don’t maké a sum- 

mer any more than it makes a fellow drunk. Gracie, with proper 

treatment, is a good 86a boat, though to my mind too big for that 

rig ; bunt we have dozensof sloops, from Afidge's 30ft, to Bunsby’s 

or Orion’s 50, that can go in any company in any weather. As you 

have had some controversy abont small Corinthians, let me call 

your attention to Midge—she was built by a friend of mine and 

yours—as embodying all the points sought for in a small boat. 

IT haye known her to work down the beach under two reefs when 

the sea was high enough to break from Duckbar to the point of 

beach at Rockaway, and not a patch of clear water in Fire Island 

Tnlet. Sheis comfortable and roomy, 28 her owner and friends 

will testify ; and as to speed, ask your friend Cary Smith how fast 

she is on the wind blowing a breeze and the water lumpy. Yet 

she is a sloop and a centreboarder—not built on the wave lina or 

any other theory, but on the principle that you cannot get a good 

little boat without you have plenty of boat. The lines that are 

good for 30ft, are not worth shucks for 40, and it is the overlooking 
of this important point that brings so many naval architects (?) 

to grief. JAck CuRLEY, 

CHINA TO THE RESCUE, 

Boston, Maas., Noy. 25, 1878. 
Eprroz Formst Anp STREAM : 

Yon have kindly said that your columns are open to all who may 

desire to adyance ideas on the subject of deep-water yachting. 
T see that some of your correspondents have been pounding you 

with a heavy head sea, and I want to add my mite to the gale, by 

which ws hope-to shipwreck your theory. So let me have my say: 

I think that in the controversy now goifg on, most of your 

readers and the public are interested in solving the following 

problems: ; 
1. How small a boat is it safe and proper for me to cruise 

‘outside with in summer weather without danger, and without 

carrying # crew ? 

2. What shall be the rig of my boat, so that myself and 

friend or brother can handle her ourselyes in all weathers ? 
3, What is the beat model for safety, combining speed ? 

J. A boat 30ft, in length over all is sufficiently large for outside 

cruising, except in winter. 

9. The rig should be a modification of the English cutter rig. 

8, The model should be of the shallow, broad-beam style, with 

centreboard. 

Tiyéry sailor knows the danger of an immense mainboom “ tak- 

ing charge of the quarter deck ;” and nothing perhaps is so fright- 

ful aa to see this great stick of timber thrown skyward as the boat 

rolls to windward, when running almost dead before the wind ; or 

if not cutting this antic, to see it plowing into the sea when she 

rolls to leeward. My first care would be to reduce the length of 
the mainboom, so as to make it perfectly manageable in all waath- 

era, and small enough to be jibed in comparatively bad wenther 

without endangering the boat. 

To rig my centreboard, 30ft. boat, with 12ft. breadth of beam, T 
would place the mast in tho same position as in the Houglish cutter 
—.45 of her length from forward at which point it can be splen- 
didly stayed, being so far aft as to be nearly in a line with the 

greatest beam of the boat. I would haye nothing to do with how- 
sprite that rig in, or fopmasts that house or work on a Gunter’s 

slide ; but having reduced my mainsail by placing the mast so far 

aft, and haying it so broadly stayed, I would see that the sail was 
qade with two good reefs, and holes for a balance reef to lay to 
under in a summer gale if necersary. 

I would have the bowsprit of good, solid timber, well fastened 
to the boat, with martingale and stays, Three fest ont on the 

boweprit I would fasten the forestay from the mainmast head; to 

the end of the bowsprit I would lead another stay from the main- 

qosst head, and on these two stays I would set two jibs—or jib 
and foresail, if you please—the outer jib to have pennants to work 

over the inner stay in going about. Outside of all this again, 

mast stay, upon which, in light weather, a jibtopsail or balioon-jib 
might be set. The topmast should also be arranged go as to set 
8 gafitopsail in light weather. 

Now what have we got? A boat that can be easily handled, frae 
from all gill guys, with safe and compact sails. If you want to 

get under way, after hoisting the mainsail, run np the onter jib 
and cast to starboard, or put as you may wish. When well under 

way and clear, up with the inner jib or foresail, and away you fo. 
Remember that the foresail sheets should work upon a traveler, 
as should the main sheet; and all in the world that you will have 
to attend ta when closs hauled and beating to windward will be 

the outer jib sheets—the other sails will take care of themselves. 
Should it come on to blow, in with the inner jib, and you will feel 
your boat relieved at once. Ifit still blows, lay the boat to, down 

jib and furl it, and clap a reef in the mainsail ; then hoist up tae 
foresail, and stand on yourcourse. In yery bad weather you haya 
only to clap a second reef into the mainsail, and you are all snug; 

but if you should be caught in a regular snorter, your balanced 

reefed mainsail ought to enable you to lay to like a duck, the reat 
of your canyas being furled, 

Now as to the centreboard: In unknown waters it acts as a lead, 

and gives notice of shallow water more perfectly than would be 
done by standing in the chains and ‘throwing the lead." The 

moment your board touches it is drawn up, and your boat that 
amomeut before drew eight feet of water now only draws four, 

and you change your course, dr go about and escape danger. 

There are several harbors in the neighborhood of this city nota- 

bly situated—as Cnt River—where, should it come on to blow 

from the eastward, a centreboard boat could find shelter at an 

hour's tide, while your desp-keel boat would be compelled to keep 
outside, and on a lee shore, too. 

We laugh at the Chinese sometimes, although they have given 

us the marirer’s compass, water-tight compartments and the lee 

board, which is only our centreboad on the outside of the boat, 

and pulled up or let down on each tack on each side, and I cannot 

see why it conld not be mechanically fastened so strong as to ra- 
place our centreboard, which now takes up all the room in our 

cabin. Its principle of action is exactly the same. Besides this, 

the Chinese know énongh to bring all parts of the after leach of 

a sail to the wind, as well as the lower part, which we command 
by means ofa boom. By small bamboos running across the sail 

at intervals, parallel to the boom, they are enabled to attach small 

sheets or yangs to each of these, and thus have a series of shoots 

up and down the after leach, drawing the upper part inboard as 

wellas thefoot, Besides this also, when they want to reef, they 

lower the sail into a series of standing brails, and the thing is 

done. Lowering away is all that is needed, and by means of the 

halliards one can reef the sail one inch or six feet, as may be de- 

sired. Rest assured we haye much yet to learn, and itis my am- 

bition to own a 80ft. boat rigged Chinese fashion, with a, gail all 

in one piece that will instantly brail, and the useful centreboard 

on the outside, and what you, Mr. Wditor, will probably think ex- 
tremely ontrageous, the hows and stern ‘‘square-toed,” aa ‘! Pod 
gers” calls the scows which he says ‘go outside all along the 
coast, and invariably ontsai! and outweather the round-bottomed 
eraft.” Such a boat shall T surely build ‘ when my clipper ship 
comes in.” Fustn. 

Sea and iver Sishing. 
——o: 

FISH IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER. 
Se 

Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides; Pike or Pickerel, Hsoz luctus, 
M, pallidus, Yellow Pereh, Perca flavescens. 

Sea Bass, Scivenops ocellatus, White Perch, Worone americana, 

Fisu iy Marneer—RarAin Prices,—Bass, 20 cents ; smolts, 20 
bluefish, 15; salmon, 35; mackerel, 20; shad, 60; white perch, 15; 

green turtle, 18; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents ; hali- 

but, 18; haddock, 6; codfish, 6; blacktish, 15; flounders, 10 ; eels, 

18; lobsters, 10; sheepshead, 25; scallops, $1 per gallon; whitefish 

15; pickerel, 12}¢; salmon tront, 18; black bass, 15; red-snapper’ 
18; hard crabs, $2.50 per 100; soft crabs, $1.50 per doz. 

Se 

HOW TROUT TAKE A FLY. 

Will those who maintain that trout sometimes, or at all 
times, flop the fly into their mouths with their tails, tell us 
whether they likewise flop the minnow, frog, worm, spoon or 
whatever other balt is trailed upon the surface. If not, why 
not? Why not fhe latter as well as the fly? Moreover, 

when a trout leaps clear of the water and happens to get 
hooked, is he ever hooked in the mouth? Is he not always 
hooked in the tail, or in other parts of the body, by the 
‘ wrist-knack,” When trout do jump clear of the water, 

as they often do at evening, are they not then the most difficulé 
to catch? ‘The most certain tomiss the fly ? Then, if it bea 

fact, as asserted, that trout do frequently flop the fly (flop the 
fly, is good) into their mouths with their tails, what becomes 
of the real fact that so large a portion of their number are 

taken beneath the surface, and so few above it ? Our diagram 
of last week ‘was to show the impossibility of accomplishing 

the feat at all. The line of direct rise and the contact are 
supposed to be shown, immediately after which the trout 
turns tail and makes for the bottom, throwing his tail up- 
wards as he descends. 

the yery extreme end of the boywsprit, shonld be fasiened the top- | the water, turns a somersault “Gwe were on the point of writ- 
ing hand-spring), and falling to the water, hits the fly with 
his tail. If he hits it at all, be not only diminishes his 
chances of getting it into his mouth, but endangers the light 
tackle of fhe angler, We should not like to fish with the 
finest tackle if trout invariably tool the fly in that way, and 
if the Beaverkill trout have that habit, we shall feel like de- 

clining our good friend's invitation to fish the stream. We 
will be content to see him fish. 

Now, we have seen many other kinds of fish (mackerel for 
instance, ) in the air by the hundred, at a time, in every pos- 

sible curye and segment, and have ‘‘ jigzed” them with a 
sqnid in the tail, and in every other part of the body except- 

ing the mouth. Only those which took the bait fairly were 
hooked in the mouth. But salt mackerel are not fresh trout ; 
and lest we get farther away from the subject, we panse here 
for the present. 

x PHinaperpnia, Dec, 16, 1878. 
Epitor Forest Awp SrrEam : 

Apropos of the method in which trout take the fly, a good 
deal of discussion necessarily goes on in such a sheet as yours 
between parties who have a measure of right on their side, 
and who, having seen part of the truth, think they haye seen 
itall. JT have captured trout with the fly for more years than 
I care to confess, and, as it is the one sport which above all 
others delights me, I have tried to be observant of their habits 
and ways, and the result has been. to impress me with this 
opinion; First, that trout do not ordinarily, by any device or 
movement, try to get the fly under the surface before they 
seize it; their power of rapid leaping upward in the water 
will enable them nearly always to cover with their mouths a 
fly on the surface, whether living or artificial. Second, I feel 
confident that ihere are exceptions to this rule, whether these 
occur because the trout deems from the colors and appearance 
of the particular fly proffered to him that he requires different 
treatment from the usual, or whether the state of the flow of the 
water on the surface seems to make him doubt if an assault with 
open mouth will be a success, or whether it 1s mere wanton- 
ness from exuberance of ‘ feeling his oats,’ I don’t undertake 
to decide. But I do say that I have in my time basketed sun- 
dry trout which have slapped my fly under water before they 
seized it. Ipresume this movement is accomplished with a 
blow of the tail, for I do not see how otherwise it could be ac- 
complished. On such occasions he gives"about as much time 
for observation as it requires fo wink one’s eye. You can see 
the leap and move of his body, and your fly is under the sur- 
face before the hook has struck. _ One instance will live in my 
recollection, I was fishing on a clear mountain stream io 
northern Pennsylvania, below a dam, at a point near the fall 
where the water was full of rapid swirl and sir bubbles. A 
beautiful trout rose; for three successive leaps he failed to 
seize the fly on account of the unsteady motion on the surface 
of the water. I halted, went to the bank, lit my dudeen and 
smoked calmly for a quarter of an hour, at the end of which 
time I presented to him for the fourth time the winged de- 
ceiver. He broke from the water with a rush that showed me 
his noble proportions, carried the fly down with him, but not 
in his mouth, I feel sure, and the joyful tug came later when 
the fly was down some inches under the surface. He 
was a 16-incher, and one of the most beautifully marked trout 
Lever saw. - My sum of the whole matter is that trout ordi- 
narily take the fly on or near the surface with the onward 
tush of their leap; but that on some occasions, for reasons 
best known to themselves, they will thrash the fly under 
water before seizing it. No part of your valuable paper is 
more acceptable to me than the descriptions by intelligent ob- 
servers of the habits of beasts, birds or fishes, JOE. 

x New York, Dec. 16, 1879, 
Epuror Forest anp STREAM: 

Dear Sir—Your diazram on page 384 (last week’s paper), 
is wrong; at least, that is nob the way trout come ont and 
strike the fly when they strike it with their tails and catch it 
in their mouths. If they struck from beneath with their tails 
you would be right, and undoubtedly they would knock the 
fly away. But they don’t. The trout comes ont of the 
water, turns his tail up in the air, his head appurently resting 
on the water, curves the tail over, like the upper right hand 
part of a capital G, and slapping the fly with his tail he knocks 
the fly down to the surface of the water, Having siruck the 
fiy as described, he seems to teverse the action of his muscles, 
and with his head curved around from beneath (as I explicitly 
said in my former letter), in the opposite direction to the tail, 
and very like a capital G (here the head would he the lower 
right-hand corner of the letter), he shoots forward and takes 
the fly in his mouth, In this operation he is often caught by 
the tail, Trout frequently strike natural flies to the water in 
the same way. Ihave scen them dogo. I cannot prove it. 
Ido not possess an electric quickness of vision; but I have 
studied trout carefully, in their own haunts, with the lightest 
of tackle, and have taken many a basketful, always on a fly, 
for the last twenty-two consecutive trout seasons, and the 
trout does possess a gift of dexterity most amazing, as you 
correctly remark. I cannot tell how it might be ‘‘ witha 
fish-line all in a heap or coil on the surface of the water,” as 
you suggest, because I don’t throw my fly in-that way. 
There are gentlemen enough who will read this who can 
prove that statement, I guess. And I think you are mis- 
taken about its ‘‘not coming natural to the trout” to slap the 
fly into his mouth with his tail, because the trout that I have 
seen do it were wild trout, in their natural state, not domesti- 
cated on liver, etc.; and they were of various ages, but gener- 
rally from seven to thirteen inches inlength. And I can only 
wish that you would accept my oft-repeated invitation to go 
up with me to the Beaverhill and Willewemoc so you might, 
like Izaak of old, show me ‘fishing as good anglers fish.” 
I'll show you fine trout, and maybea few will turn somersaults 
for you. Yours truly, Guo. W. Van SicnEn, 

Enrror Forgst anp Stream: 
Dear Sir—If you can spare the space J should like to have 

the chance to put in your excellent paper my ideas of how 
trout take a fly. As youware aware, 1 have made the painting 
of brook trout my study for several years, avd have spent 
weeks and months watching their motions ind habits; in ad— 
dition to that, have fished for them more or legs eyery season 
for twenty years past. I have Jain on the banks of a trout 
stream by thé hour watching their play, for they are very 
playful when not disturbed, and J have seen them hundreds 
of times taking natural flies, sometimes very deliberately and 
at others very quick, and I haye yet to see them strike a fly 
With their tails, otherwise than in play, and very rarely then, 
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PS A tout.on the teed, when it sees a fy fall on the water or 
come fonting down the current, rises straight at it, takes it in 
his mouth and returns, the downward turn, make what anglers 
call the swirl, and that is fic moment to strike. On reaching 
his resting place he swallows his prey. If the fish suspects 
anything wrong ih the bait or fy he blows or spits it from 
his mouth with considerable force. Once in a whilea trout 
will jump clear out of the water im his eagerness to calch an at- 
tractive fly, and if he misses it repeat the jump a number of 
times. I could fill pages of qneer circumstances connected 
With the feeding of trout, and I think all experienced anglers 
will agree with me when I say that the more one fishes for 
theny the less certain one feels about their habits, The flies 
of one season are useless the next, the theories of last season 
are upset by the experience of this, and so on. Trout often 
miss the fly or beconie suspicious, and a quick strike will hook 
them foul as they turn to go down, Iam afraid Mr. Prime’s 
idea or theory cannot be sustained by any evidence, He 
brought the subject up at one of the meetings of the “ Society 
for the Protection of Game,” hut, if IL remember, the anglers 
present all differed with him. W. Hotzerton, 

Pisuxtbt-vNn—raE—Hupson, Dec. 14, 1878. 
Hpiror Fores7 ayp Srrman; 

The discusion a8 ta how a trout takes a fly, has in it some 
considerable interest. Ihaye read Mr. Prime’s very interest- 
ing book, ‘1 Go-A-Fishing,”’ and remember of his speaking of 
trout striking the fly with their tails before taking it. Mr. 
Van Siclen has seen them doit also. Probably owing to my 
less keenness of vision I never have, althouch I always 
thought my eye-sight was as good as the best. I have very 
frequently hooked \rout and bass in the tail, and once hooked 
a. trout in the tail when fishing with bait. In this case he 
might have tried to shovel the bait into his mouth with his 
tail, but as the water was very deep I could not say for a fact. 
IT once hooked a pound trout in the tail while fishing the 
Lackawack stream in Ulster Co, He was in a pool and J saw 
the motion of the water as he went for my fly, but ha saw me 
too, I think, for he turned short and started for the bottom 
with the hook fast in his tail, but I don’t think hé had any 
idea of striking the fly, for he was evidently trying to get out 
of sight; and I think that if trout were in the habit of striking 
the fly with their tails there would be a good many more 
caught in that way. ‘The editor gives the trout credit for 
being a bold biter, which he deserves, and Mr. Van Siclen 
thinks they are not, because he has seen them in clearpoolsat 
Jow water, and has put grasshoppers, crickets and worms 
under their noses and they would not take them, I don’t 
know what fish would under the same situation but a sunfish 
or minnow. I have always found that a trout could see me 
about as soon as I could see him along the stream, but a trout 
when he starts for a fly or bait and is not interfered with goes 
with a rush and strikes hard. Mr. Prime also states that he 
jas seen a trout start from a point forty feet distant for a bail 
in the Pemigewasset, and take it, This should he evidence 
enough that they are bold biters. 

Yours truly, Pure Frar. 

Humira, N. ¥., Dec. 14, 1878. 
Eprror Forms: AnD STREAM: 

Permit another lover of the gentle art to enter an opinion 
relative to the manner in which a trout takes a fly, particu- 
larly when he ‘‘ takes it with his tail.” I must corroborate 
the obsérvations of your sprightly correspondent, Geo. W. 
Van Sicléen, and declare that tront da strike both natural and 
artificial flies with their tails. I doubt not that almost every 
angler has geen this performance. But I cannot say that the 
fiy is knocked into the mouth of the trout, for you see that 
statement, to be verified, requires an acuity of vision not 
pozsessed by the subscriber. My impression has always been 
that the movement was intended to submerge the insect that 
it might the more readily be taken. Have you never seen a 
trout strike a flying insect with his tail, leaving him helpless 
for an instant npon the surface of the water, then to disappear 
in a swirl made by the returning fish ag he sucks him in? Eh? 
That performance is of such fruqnent occurrence that it cer- 
tainly could not have escaped your notice. I have had this 
ocenr repeatedly during a day's fishing on the Lycoming to 
my artificial flies, occasionally capturing the sly gymnast by 
his caudal appendage, when my strike wasqlick enough. By 
the way, le doesn’t strike the fiy in the manner illustrated by 
that double tailed fish in the last Forms’ anp Srream, but 
exactly the reverse of that. Wlop him over the other way and 
make him strike downward, then you haye his motion and 
the plan by which he captures his prey. 

Piscatorially thine. T. 8. U. 
a 

ARE FISH NBEAR-SIGHTED? 

Horror Forest anp Stppam: 

“+ Weare led to believe by the investigations of anatomists 
that the organs of special sense in fishes are yery imperfectly 
developed ; bunt while this may be trae in the main, as regards 
the special senses of smic)], sense and tonch, J am constrained 
to believe, from the observations of myself and many others, 
that fishes in general haye the senses of sight and hearing de- 
yeloped in a much greater degree than is generally supposed. 
Tt isa popular idea that fish are necessarily near-sighted on 
account of the conformation of the eye, which is large, round 
and prominent; and the main argument adduced to support 
this theory is the readiness with which they will take an arti- 
ficial fly, wolling spoon or other artificial bait which resem- 
bles in but slight degree the natural objects of food that they 
are intended to represent, if, indeed, they are intended to 
represent anything. itis very often the case that those an- 
glers who aré most strenuous in their theory that fish are 
near-sighted, stultify themselyes by carrying a large and 
most, varied assortment of artificial flies of all shapes and 
colors, in order to meet the ‘fastidious taste” of the fish 
that often refuse one pattern or color and rise eagerly to an- 
other, which could not be the fact were they so nearsighted 
as many believe, The consistency of these anglers would he 
more apparent if they would adopt Mr. Cholmondely Pen- 
nell’s theory of artificial flies, and confine themselyes exclu- 
sively to his three typical flies—brown, yellow and green 
haclles. 

Now, Lam not of those who believe that our brave game 
fish possess such extreme gullibility as to mistake an artificial 
lure for the genuine article upon the hypothesis of near-sight. 
edness. My opinion founded upon numerous experiments, 
is that fishes gee and hear as well in and through the medium 
of the water for all practical purposes as the angler does 
through tlie medium of the atmosphere—the clearer and more 
Tarified the medium, the clearer and greater the range of 
yision in both jnstances. In muddy or turbid waters the 

or foggy weather. 
that fishes in water ought to discern objects in the atmosphere 

aight of fishes is necessarily limited, as ours would be in hazy 
It is neither fair nor logical to presume 

above, any clearer or plainer than we can perceiye objects in 
the walter while standing on the brink, We are altogether 
too prone to judge everything from our own standpoint, and 
to attribute to cur own cleverness results that in all proba- 
bility depend upon other and extraneous circumstances. 
Who of us could tell a skillfully tied artificial fly from a real 
one beneath the water, when its surface was ruffled by a 
brisk breeze, shadowed by drifting clouds, covered with the 
froth and suds of an eddy, or surmounted by the foam and 
bubbles of a rapid? Yet, there are those who contend, be- 
cause fish fail to detect this difference through the same ob- 
stacles to clear vision, that they are of a verity near-sighted and 
easily fooled by the very poorest semblance of a fly or feath- 
ery nondescript; but let one of these persons try a cast of the 
best flies upon a bright, still day, when the waler is perfectly 
clear and the surface like a mirror, and if he expects to zeta 
rise. under such conditions he himself must be very near- 
sighted indeed. On the other hand, any one who has seen a 
black bass dart like an arrow and seize a minnow swimming 
quietly thirty feet away, or a brook trout flash like a meteor 
for a dragon fly hovering near the water at the same distance, 
must admit that their visual powers are sufficient for all prac- 
tical purposes. ‘ 

T am well aware that scientists consider fish myopic or near- 
sighted; not, however, on account of excessive convexity of 
the cornea, as is popularly supposed, for if is an exploded 
theory im medical science that myopia depends necessarily 
upon this condition: indeed, in fishes the cornea is almost 
flat, while in birds of prey, which haye & very extended range 
of yision, the cornea is quite convex. From the lack of an- 
alogy, from the great difference of construction of the ocular 
and auditory apparatus of fishes and terrestrial animals, and 
from the wide difference in the properties of the media of air 
and water, I am conyinced that the organs of the special 
Senses of sight and hearing in fishes are not well understood 
at the present day; and I am confident that future investiga- 
tions will prove them to be possessed of much greater acute- 
ness of yision and hearing than is now accorded them. 

Itis.a well-known fact that fishes are attracted by any gay, 
bright or glittering substance, asa finger-ring, a sleeve-button, 
or a goin, and haye deliberately swallowed them when dropped 
in the -water. Ihave canght brook trout with wintergreen 
and partridge berries, the bright scarlet color seeming to al- 
lure them, and I haye even caught them with a naked bright 
fish hook; but all this does not prove that they were the vic- 
tims of a myopic mistake, or|that in;their near-sightedness they 
mistook these various articles for something else; neither 
does it prove that a black bass will grab at a trolling spoon, 
a bluefish snaps ati a bone squid, or a Spanish mackerel seized 
a metal or pearl troll under the delusion that they are really 
choice shiners or delicate piscatorial tidbits. A camel, itis 
said, will bolt all sorts of substances, as metal, glass, stones, 
leather, etc., bufi when was his shortcomings attributed to 
short-sightedness? Our dogs will often refuse good, clean 
food and hunt up an old dry bone, a stone, an old shoe, or a 
stick, and will snaw them with delight, and even swallow 
them with evident gratification. Birds will peck at and 
swallow bright beads, colored threads, etc., and kittens will 
sieze, claw and bite almost any moying small object; but 
these vagaries are attributed to the idiosyncracies of the ani- 
mals mentioned, while in fishes they are asscribed to defec- 
tive sight. Does asalmon or a shad at spawning-time seek 
out and ascend its native stream by instinct, smell or sight? 
It is very convenient, buf not at all satisfactory to give in- 
stinet the credit for this truly wonderful faculty, on the same 
principle that Coleridge accounts for the blindness of love. 

“Tila eyes are in his mind.” 

But what are a fish’s eyes for? According to our present 
knowledge they are to enable him to become ‘'a snapper-up 
of unconsidered trifles ” with hooks attached to them ! 
Wow, as far as the artificial fly is concerned, when it is cast 

lightly upon a fretted surface, I think it is generally taken by 
4 fish under the impression that it is a natural insect; but 
with regard to trolls of all kinds, as spoons, squids, spinners, 
propellers, ete., and very often with regard to the artificial 
fly, Tam of the opinion that they are taken through a spirit of 
mere bravado, curiosity or wantonness, and not with the idea 
that they are living objects of prey. They are seized by the 
fish because they are bright, attractive and in motion; not 
because they are hungry, but because they are in a biting 
mood, for we often find, nay, most always find, that fish so 
taken are already gorged with food. Hvery black bass angler 
has seen—where the water was clear cnough for obseryation— 
the bass seize his minnow through seemingly mere caprice, 
and, instead of attempting to gorge if, would take it gingerly 
by the tail, toy with it, and finally eject it or spit it out, as it 
were ; and this would be repeated several times in suceession, 
or until the angler’s patience became exhausted, when, while 
unjointing his rod, he would muse upon the way wardness of 
fish in general, and would be convinced that Solomon never 
went a-fishing or he would haye added another item to the 
four things too wonderful for his ken, or at least haye substi- 
tuted ‘'the way of a fish with a bait,” for the less puzzling 
proposition of *‘ the way of a man with a maid.” 

Cynthiana, Ky., Dee, 5, 1878. J, A HEeNsHatr, 

He 

FISH JOURNEYINGS AND FISH VO- 
RACITY. 

a New Lowpoy Dec, 10, 1873. 
Evrror BTREAM: 

Youw'yeall noticed how offen & hungry fish will leap for your fly, re. 

gardJess of wartings in sharp pricks of the hook, until at last ho’s laid 

away in your cree), I wasted much sympathy oyer fish haye caught 

wilh their jays torn, thinking how they must hayelsufiered ; but when 

TL caught a trout which had on old hook in his jaws, and later, one with 

@ hook and nearly three feet of line attached, I felt easter, and more as 

if they had deserved it for thei greediness. These fish were caughtin 
& small siream, aiid therefore my chances of catching a fish previously 

hooked were not desperate, Huotin salt water, with the whole ovean 
before you, you will admit that the ike chances are as slim as drawing 
the rat prize in a lottery, A few years ago I waa one of a lishing party 

on the smack Qutlp, Capt. George Harrison. One morning while fish- 
ing off Shagnana Reef for codiish I fastened to a large one and suc- 

ézeded in bringing him to thé surfae¢. The Captaln stood by to take 

him, when sway he went, with a new hook and six fect of line, I tla 

the Captain I would know that fish again whenTsawhim, ‘ Yes,” he 
said, when you see him you will,” That night welay In Fort Pond Bay 
sid early the next morning started for the sonth alde of Long Island, 

and nngliored 4 long disiignee off shore. Our lines were soon over, and 
almost the first fish I caught was the identlenl fai J lost on Shagnana 

Reet the diy before, oyer twenty miles from our present fishing 

grounds, with the same hook, with serying and finely fled point, and 

Marked by file cuts, [knew it well. 1 told this to one of our smackmen 
hére believing he would tell me, Yeu don't expect me to swallow 

that,” bot he replied, “Yes! oneaT was dating off Block Island ; didnt 
have much luck; lost a heayy hook and some feet of line ; thought Pa 

try i ron down to Coxen’s Ledge, when ll be d——a if 1 didn’t catch 

that same sh and he had my geario bis jaw.” Another says, 'T fell 
in With some swordfish off Montank and gota couple and put the ton 
into a big one, but it tore Out; the tron struck hia back fin and cut it in- 

to two parts, and if looked pretty ragged, The next day we went of 

Block Island and I saw the same fish, and again of No Mun’s Land, 
and when I got to Nantucket T saw himagain! I met the seme fs)low 
off the Capes, and finally ran afoul of him off Portland, where d got him, 

He was the game fish, if 1 am any Judge, which I strnok and lost off 

Montauk, and hie fin hadn't healed! tt.is well known that whales baye 

heen killed, haying irons in them marked with vessel’a name, years 

after and thousands of miles from the spot where they were tral 

alew gubligations. 

Tue Yaorrsman’s Haypy Boox. By W. H. Rosser. Ohag, 
Wilson, 157 Leadenhall st., London, E. C., England: 

Asa rule, there is no branch of yachting lesa understood or ap-~ 

preciated than the science of nayigation. An elementary work} 

touching only upon such portions of the sciencg as are raally 

necessary and within the comprehension of an ordinary education, 
is, therefore, a book that is sure to be welcomed by the student 

who desires to acquire familiarity with his favorite sport in all ita 
differant phases. Such s book is the one now under notice, Pre- 

pared expressly for tha use of amateurs by writers who are famil- 

iar with their needs and capabilities, the text has been confined 
strictly to the solution of a ‘day's work," other valuable infor- 

mution being incidentally incorporated whereyer needed. Wo 
admire the system and atrangement throughout the book, and 

beginners will find the care taken in this regard a material help to 
them in mastering what is too often considered as purély abstruse 

and of little practical yalue. The leading chapter entera upon 

the arithmetic of nayigation. In it the relations of degrees, min- 
utes and seconds of arc and time are explained, The conyeraion 

of time or hour angles into arcs then follows, with an elucidation 

of the scales employed. The compass, its variations, correction 

of courses to tru6 courses; leeway and currents, and allowances 
for same; the log, common and patent, are all taken up in snc— 

cession, and thieix working laid harein plain, terae language, which 

can be understood almost for the trouble of reading. The next 
division treats of the “ sailings” and working out of a ship’s posi- 

tion af sen by “inspection” or rula of thumb. Tor that purpose 
the construction of traverse tables is fully gone into, and depart- 

ure and difference of latitude entered upon; and then a sample 

of a full ‘day’s work” is given. For practical purposes the usa 

of the chart is considered. Beyond this the taking of observations 

of heayenly bodies receives attention, including, first, 4 deacrip-— 

tion of the construction and handling of the sextant, and the man- 
ner of taking an altitude, tides, lime of high water, and magnat- 

ism of ships ; and next, the method of finding latitude by meridian 
altitude, longitude by chronometer and sun’s altitude, azimuths 

and amplitudes, the latter two for correcting the compass. “In 
addition to this, some yery handy and useful brief rules in nayiga- 

gation, the working of logarithms, and muh other interesting 

matter is included in this yolume, which, we need hardly add, 

should be found aboard ayery yacht whose owner lays claim to 

being a thorough yachtsman. Many a leisure hour oan be profita- 
bly spentin its perusal; the interest will hardly flag, for the book 

has been co wrilten as to make an easy and agreeable study out of 

what in less able hands would hays become a desultory mixture. 

Not the Jeast valuable foature in this worl: is the International 

Code, with colored flags, and the Semaphore and boat signals whieh 

hayes been appended. These and the International Steering and 
Sailing Rules, anda catechism of fore-and-aft seamanship, serve 

to make the book very complate—and all within the size of a yal- 

ume of a hundred pages. Tho fore-and-alt seamanship has also 

been published in the form of 2 separate pamphlet. It would do 

good to haye it genérally distributed among yachta’ crews, who 

taight pick up valuable points in the art of sailing from it. In 

the latter form it includes an explanation of the weather-glasa for 

north latitudes and signs of the weuther. 

CRoBE er tHE Orion, By Ik. T, McMullen. Chas. Wilson, 
157 Leadenhall st., London, BE. C., England. 

As the question of ‘Cutter vs. Sloop” is now agitating the 

yachting public, all information of a reliable character concerning 
the actual doings of the Hnglish cutter will be found of deep in- 

terest to amateurs on this side of the Atlantic. In the little vol. 

ume now before us wa haye a well written account of a cruise in 

a twenty-ton yawl, made by tha author in 1877, fiom London to 

Cherbourg aud return. Starting with two hands before tha mast, 

he was obliged to dismiss them in France on account of bad 

behavior, and there formed the plan of sailing the Qrion home 

again single handed. How this was done, the worlit entailed, 

and the successful ending of the undertaking, Mr. McMullen 

describes in a yivid and minute manner which curries the reader 

himself aboard the yal, and makes him feel as though he wore 

avtually presen§ upon the occasion. The author also branches off 

into a consideration of many other things intimately connected 

with a sailor's life; and though in some respects the reader may 

differ from him, especially in the relation of labor and capital, or 

employer and employes—master and servant, as they ae still 

considered in England—the reflections of the lone cruiser will 

command attention, ‘The chapter on lighthouses is one which 

cannot fail to elicit warm approyal, and ia one to which We call 

the officiala in charge of our lighthouse system, as containing 
a great many valuable and exceedingly practical ‘augwestions con- 

cernipg the modification of the electric light as at present in use 
on foreign coasts, As we will sooner or Jater taka to that light 

ourselyes, it is well that all information bearing upon the subjeet 

should receive consideration ; and from Mr. MeMullen’s book wa 

conclude that few would be better able to give a clear exposition 
of the needs of small coasting craft in this divection, To our 

yachting renders the final chapter on small yachts will not be the 

least interesting, especially now that the cruising spirit ia abroad 
tos greater degres than heretofore, 
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Cxitpren’s Arp Soormty.—This society during the twenty- 

five years of its existence has been filling a most commendable 
missicn, the value of which may be inferred from the work 
for the past year, m which aione there were in their lodging 

houses, 14,234 different boys and girls; 264,045 meals and 

198,187 lodgitigs were supplied. In the twenty day and twelve 

evening schools were 8,616 children, who were taught, and 
partly ied and clothed (500,694 meals were supplied) ; 3,818 

were sent to homes, mainly in the West; 2,279 were aided 
with food, medicine, etc., through the ‘‘ Sick Children’s Mis- 
gion” ; 2,556 children enjoyed the benefits of the *‘ Seaside 

Homme” (averaging about 200 per week) ; 628 girls haye been 

instructed in the use of the sewing machine in the girls’ lodg- 
{ng house and in the industrial schools. There haye been 
8,358 orphans in the lodging houses, 47,149.41 have been de- 

posited in the Penny Savings Banks. Total number under 

charge of the society during the year was, 31,906. We heartily 

commend the society and its aims to our readers, Gifts of 

money, food and clothing are acceptable, not only at this 
Ohbristmas season of the year, but always, and should be sent 

to G. L. Brace, Secty. Children’s Aid Society, 19 E. Fourth 
st., New York. 

oo oo 

Curistwas GREENS For THE HosprtAts,—The ladies of the 
New York Flower Mission, whose admirable work we have 
already deseribed at some length, propose this year to deco— 
tate with evergreens the city hospitals. ‘The rooms of the 

Mission, 239 Fourth avenue, will be open all day to-morrow 
for the reception of evergreens, autunin leaves, srasses, ber- 
Ties, ferns and all the other decorations which make glad the 

Obristmas days. These contributions, which may be very 

trifling to the giver, are joyfully received and appreciated. 

———++08-+___ 

—The Manhattan Turtle Club, of New York, held its eighth 

anniversary last week at the Knickerbocker Cottage, 454-8 
Bixth avenue, in which the aldermen got the best of the soup 
thanks to Steward Fowler. The club's ball takes place Jan. 
29, 79. 

CONSERVATIVE TRADE AND ITS 
RESULTS. 

Nes is so thoroughly characteristic of our muari- 
time interests as the narrow conservatism which has 

tuled supreme ever since the decline of the ship-building and 

the foreign commerce of this country set in some eighteen 

years ago. While Great Britain was pushing the advantages 
which the change from wood to iron and cheap labor gave 

her before our war broke out, we, on the contrary, retired 

into our shell, and as yet haye not again come forth. But 
for the efforts of the few iron yards on the Delaware to pro- 

claim to the world the fact that we can and do build as cheap 

as any Other nation, it would perhaps forever have remained 
a secret, known only to the few, that we build any vessels at 

all. Even among the iron men but two yards—those at 

Chester and at Wilmington—make known their business and 
capacity to the outside world at large, through the means of 
liberal advertising and the pushing of their wares, The 

natural result has followed. These two yards have stepped 

in and snatched from other older establishments the cream of 
the business, and they now launch three vessels to every one 

built by the sleepy proprietors of half a dozen other yards 

most favorably located on the banks of the future American 

Clyde, ‘These latter eke out a commercial existence, which 
hangs between life and death ; they yegetate on stray orders, 
few and far between ; they complain of dull times and have 

not the sagacity to see the true cause of their limited patron— 
age. 

Té our Eastern ship-builders—those of Belfast, Bath and 
Boston—ywould **blow their own horn” and let the public 
know that in Maine or Massachusetts fine Al wooden ships 
can be built better and cheaper than anywhere élse, they 

might secure some of the patronage that now finds its way to 
Canada, to Sweden and to the Baltic Maine—yes, even back 
to England’s shores, the very wood they use being sent from 

here. English ships and English inspection has been written 

up, advertised and pushed in every conceivable manner, until 

now the good American patriot can hardly conyince himself 

of our ability to compete, and begins to ery aloud for “ re- 

form” in our registry laws. He wants to buy cheap ships 

abroad. Do our readers realize what this means? Do the 

wooden men of the East and the iron men of Pennsylvania 
know the consequences of the tampering with the registry 
laws as they stand? The move to ‘free’ our commerce 

means foreign ships and the entire- extinction of shipping in- 
terests in America, the wiping off the sea of our ensign, the 

closing of every busy yard on our shores, and fhe return 

upon public charity or public care of the thousands that now 
find employment in the construction of vessels, casual though 
their work may be. 

Tf such a change should be made, the first to feel the pinch 
of want will be the hardy set of ship-carpenters in New Eng- 

land andthe skilled men of Philadelphia, Chester and Wil- 
mington, and the financial crash of the capitalists whose for- 

tunes are sunk in plant and tool will not be long in following. 

But who will be to blame? None but the yery ship-builders 
themselves, for they are without donbt the slowest and most 

short-sighted of business men. Strange that in our great 
country of restless energy and bustling drive, a community 

should still exist, which, in the harnacle methods, the sloth- 
ful benightedness, the stupid conservancy of its enterprise, or 
lack of enterprise, and the narrowness and selfishness of its 

views, would carry off the palm for decay and lassitude in 

comparison with any business concern in Persiaor the Steppes 
of Tartary ! 

Though the drafting offices and the engineers’ departments 

are filled with talent of which no mechanic need be ashamed, 

not & word do we ever see in print concerning the doings at 

our yards. Ships may be launched, the people hardly know 

where, # thrée-line notice in some local organ with a circnla- 

tion of three, dismisses the whole subject as unworthy fur- 
ther attention ; and, though another fine vessel may haye been 

added to our fleet, though her model and rig may embody 
wisdom, talent, genius and beauty by the ton, no one ever 

learns the fact, nor does any one seem to care. The owners, 

builders and sailers belong to the class of limited energy we 
have referred to; from them nothing can be learned, nothing 
can be hoped; the lay press is not competent to discharge the 

duties of a technical critic, and so the false impression gets 

abroad: we cannot build ships, we cannot sail ships, we can- 

not own ships. And the average American, thoroughly in 
the dark about the true condition of things, in his last ex- 

tremily appeals to Congress, and Congress, gored to some- 

thing desperate by the-free trade sophistries of would-be 

Britains, born against their will within the fair lands of the 
Republic, seriously thinks of ignominiously retiring the Stars 

and Stripes from the seas and hoisting in its stead the colors 
of analien and a rival! 

In the same class of conservatives with ship builders and 

owners the American yacht builder still belongs. Some hon- 

orable exceptions there are, it is true, but as a class the yacht 

builder is as blind to his interests as ever a person can be. He 

is thoroughly countrified in the range of his reputation, and 
lives off the crumbs the fickle winds of popular- favor may 

happen to blow his way. He makes no noise in the world, 

heither does he nor his intelligent friend waste time or money 

in laying before the general public his psculiar talent and fit- 
ness for the specialty he has chosen as the source of his liyelj- 
hood. Generally a rotten slip, a tumble-down shanty fora 

shop, some primitive tools and a bliss{ul ignorance of the 
scientific facts underlying his profession seem to be the acme 

of his ambition, and to nail together a boat or two every 
Season is the highest goal of business success he crayes. T 
idea that by fully publishing his successes, his facilities for 
repeating the same, his location, the wares he can offer to 
those in search for such goods; that by Stirring himself 
and keeping a weather-eye open to all avenues of 
increased fame; that by making himself heard and 
his influence felt throughout the community, he can surely, if 
slowly, attract to his vicinity a yast amount of business that 
now strays all along the coast and falls to the hands of many 
men incompetent to perform their tasks; in short, that by 
well-laid plans. he can rise to success, can climb aboye dull 
routine mediocrity, has never yet entered into the head of a 
single yacht builder in America, 

One thing, and osly one, as heretofore been against him. 
No periodical on this side of the Atlantic had made itself felt 
among the yachting fraternity as the organ of their particular 
sport, and the thousands of amateur followers of the sex took 
in What they could find in the way of yaching news and in- 
struction in small driblets throurh the means of numerous in- 
complete and precarious sources, The builder’s pocket-book 
was seldom long enough to put forth in all these mediums his 
card to the public, and was fain compelled to trust to good 
luck for an inquiry falling his way. But this grievance, how- 
ever well founded in days gone by, he cannot now aver in ex 
tenuation of the absence of business tact in his operations, 
Since the Forzst awp Stream has taken the subject in hand, 
and in one season swung itself up to the head of the list, leay- 
ing all competitors so far astern as to be out of the race, and 
since this journal now has a monopoly of the yachting inter- 
ests of this country and Canada, from the Race to the Keys, 
it behooves all parties who are connected with the rapidly 
growing needs and desires of this pastime to give us that ma- 

terial support which we haye a right to expect and which we 
think we have fairly earned by hard work in the advocacy and 
the resulting increased popularity of yachting Among the 
masses. There is a great field before the builder and a flush 
time coming. He who does not stand in his own light, but 
follows out the course here indicated and avails himself of the 

recognized means of placing hefore the yachting men his 

ability to construct cheaply and well, will ere long feel the 

beneficial effects resulting from a liberal and at the same time 
judicious use of printers’ ink. Tt was printers’ ink that*fuade 
Barnam—he will tell you so himsel{—it is nothing but printers’ 

ink which makes the success of any honest work, ‘The yacht 
builder who fails to make a note of this may one day learn to 
his sorrow the reason why his neighbor has his yard full of 

frames going up like the trees in the forest, while his own 
name is unknown to fame and the public alike. 

The Forrsr anp Streamis the only recognized yachtsman's 

journal in America. It is accepted as indisputable authority 
at home and abroad; itia quoted by all in this and in foreign 
lands, it goes into the hands of every lover of the sport, and is 

seen in all places where yachtsmen most do congregate. We 
refer with pride to our columns in the past, replete with mat- 

ter, useful and instructive as well as of interest to all con- 
cerned, and we can promise a continuation in the same strain 

in the future. To dur many friends who have so readily con- 

tributed to our success, and who have shown their apprecin- 

tion of our efforts to cater to their wants through the liberal 
support accorded, we return our best thanks and wish them 
all a merry Christmas, and, what they probably relish more, 
an open and an early spring. 

—:2-— 

SPARROWS AND SKYLARKS, 

A CORRESPONDENT, ‘ Corvin,” favored us with a com- 

munication on the first subject in our last week’s issue, 

Believing that our readers may be interested in the method 

by which these brown British invaders captured our country, 
we give the following history of the proceeding: In the year 
1846, Thomas Woodcock, Nsq., the président of the Natuval 
History Society of Brooklyn, L. [., brought over from Eng- 

land with him many specimens of the field birds of that 
country. The pairing season in the south of Wogland being 

two months earlier than in this latitude (New York), he also 
purchased large numbers of eggs, which, on his arrival, were 
duly placed in the nests of our own little warblers by boys 

hired for that purpose. Among these were several sparrows 

and their eggs ; and, since then, more haye been imported by 

order of the Park Commissioners of New York. 
The consequences of Mr. Woodcock’s efforts were that, in 

the ensuing season, not only sparrows, but goldfinches, 

linnets, bulfinelies, etc., were to be seen at Greenwood and 

in the saburbs of Brooklyn. At the Wallabout, then open 

fields, a colony of English skylarks was successfully estab- 
lished, and wintered two seasons, 

In the spriag of 1847, the Brooklyn Advertiser, a paper 
then published by Mr. Lee, contained an allusion tO the cir- 
cumstance last mentioned, which is here inserted verbatim : 

THE HUMBLE APPHAL OF A COLONY OF BRITISH SEYLARES ‘TO 
THE SPORTSMEN OF NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN, SUNG AT 
THE WALLABOUT ON THE FIRST OF MAY, 147, TEN MINUTRY 
BEFORE SUNRISE: 

Awake! "Ds morning prime! 
High on a broken clond, F 

From an alr-built crag, lis crimson dag 

Our monarch’s waving proud: 

Then list to the cheering calla 
Ascend the skies, and aing, 

iis herald's we, with minstrel gtee, 
To usher in our King! 

CaoRUs—Mount, mount,the azure heigh|s, 
Our carol Ip begun ; 
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Hall io the dawn of early mora, 
Tiail fo the Rising Sun | 

Par from our native land, 
Over stormy ocean's roar, 

‘We've brought no trump bnt a peacefal pipe, 
Which sounds no note of war. 

Thed list our carol Wlithe, 
Wor seer te do v8 wrong 5 

In 03 you see ho enemy, 
The pioneers of song ! 

Tf, li its lant shite, 

Qur colony you shield, 

We'll peal our thanks in after years 

From many a fertile Held. 
Manhatian’s maids shall hear 
Our widely warbled strain ; 

Our tales of love, by dell and grove, 

Shall cheer the western swaln | 

Now, at his eastern grate 

Our monarcl’s coursers prance; 
We know his burnished chariot whcels, 
We know his golden glance, 

No fageing wings are onrs, 
Our voices clear and sweet, 

And soaring high, from earth to sky, 

‘Tis thus Our hing we greet! 

JHorus—Monut, mount the azure heights, 
Our caro] is begun ; 

Hail to the dawn of rosy morn, 

Hall to (he Rising Sun! 

It may also interest our readers to know that the above 

beautiful poem was revised by Willian Henry Herbert. 
The author of it is Mr. R. W. Hume, of Long Island City, 

who was for a, considerable time engaged with Mr. W. H. 
Herbert in the instruction of youth af the Rev. R. T 
Huddnot'’s school in BloOmingdale, who testifies to the cor- 
rectnes3 of {he above statement, 

It isa melancholy pity that the design to colonize the slzy- 
lark, the finest day songster of Europe, was not then accom- 

plished, But, unquestionably, were the attempt made in 

southern New Jersey or Maryland it could hardly fail to prove 
successtul. Unlike the sparrow, against which certain 

charges are brought, the skylark is known everywhere as the 

farmer's friend. Who will cover himself with fame by the 
importation of some of these unparalleled warblers, and, by 
follewing our suggestion, raise to his nama pyramid of song 
ss high as heaven and as enduring as nature ? 

rr 

Tan Twenty-Tamp Redmenr Baru.—The first ball this 
season of the Twenty-third Regiment, after an interval of six 

months, was held last Tuesday evening at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music, which was suitably and handsomely deco- 
rated with gas jets, flowers, portraits and regimental battle- 
flags, These Twenty-third Regiment receptions are among the 

most agreeable social features of Brooklyn, and are always 

jooked jforward to with very pleasurable anticipation ; with- 

out being pretentiously exclusive, they are most happy in their 
management, and uniformly prove the most successful events 

of the Brooklyn season. The attendance the other evening 
was very large and represented, not only the society of Grook- 

lyn, but also nearly ail the regiments of New York and Jersey 
City. The great capacity of the Academy was severely taxed 
by a brilliant gathering, The evening was one of thorough 
enjoyment, and the order of dancing was nof finished until 

two o'clock, 
a 

‘Dr. Carver, the marksman, broke, with his rifle, one thousand glass 
balls in an hour at Aulanta, Ga,, lash Friday.” 

Statements of remarkable feats with rifle and shot-gun, not 
only by Carver and Bogardus, but by sdme amateurs, have 
been made so frequently the past year that they no longer 

excite surprise or comment. Such feats are possible, and 

the public ssems Content im recognizing and accepting 
the fact. Yet, consider how marvellous they are! Con- 

template the skill, dexterity, wnvarying accuracy of 

aim, nerve, composure and endurance requit.d to accom- 

plish them. Does the reader realize the very brief measure 

of time alloted jo each discharge of the rifle when 1,000 hits 
are scored in 3,600 seconds? Of course some balls are missed, 

aad these misses reduce the time allowed for each shot to a 

minimum of 34 seconds. It would take some potterers the 
whole of this time merely to pull two triggers of an ordinary 

gun; but the professional shooter load, extracts, cocks, aims 

and pulls the trigger, all in three seconds anda half! How 
quick and accurate his aim must be, scarcely ever to miss! 
What chance would a party to a duel haye with such men, 
firing at the word? Coolness! Crowds of spectators pressing, 

people asking questions, careless persons pushing directly into 
the line of fire, directions to be given to attendants, appeals to 
the constables to preserve order and keep the crowd back—all 

these obstacles and interruptions interpose to disconcert the 

aim, and yet the scores go on+ hit—hit; hit—hit; smash—smash; 
break—break ; one thousand and more timer in a &'ngle hous. 
‘Why, the arms of the amateur would become so weak in half 
thet time that they would hang powerless by his side, the 
muscles would swell and inflame, and the sufferer have to be 

fed with a spoon for a week. Then think of the pounding and 
percussion upon the deltoid and biceps muscles, and the 
chest! What ordinary frame could endureif? But these 

marvellous athletes, Garver and Bogardus, haye not only sub- 

mitted fo the hammering for an hour, but Carver hay stood it 
for 7 hours, 38 minutes and 30 seconds (July 13, 1878,) and 
Bogardus for 6 hours, 18 minutes and 45 seconds (Jan. 3, 
1978). Both of the heroes are still alive and enjoying the pur- 
suit, of wealth and happiness. Of fame each hashi “ suffi- 

ciency full," unless peradventure they step their feet into the 
realm. of miracles and impossililities. 

Hereafter, when our readers see mention made of these per- 
formances let them think on whet we have written ; then 

their estimate of the gentlemen willbe much increased. 
—— — +e. —.- 

GAME PROTECTION 

Kn. tam Cars.—In another column a Maryland reader Lells 
us of acolony of wild house cats. It is not at all ucusual for 
the domestic cat to revert tos, wild state. English game- 

keepers ave almost powerless to stay the ravages of these anix 
mals in the preseryes, Our correspondent should have killed 

the animals he discovered. They are yery destructive to all 
small game. This leads us to say a word about the cat, which 
we believe fo be a pest to sportsman aud farmer alike, One 
cat will destroy more birds in # season than a dozen boys with 
shot-guns, and no fear of the fame laws. Tvery farm has 

from one to a dozen cata, and just in proportion to their num- 
bers will the orchards be full of worm nests, the fields with 
grasshoppers, and everything covered with caterpillars. We 

cannot haye cats and insectiyorous birds. They cannot exist 
together, We are convinced that these sleek pets of the 
farm are altozether two expensive. Ocntral Park night pa- 

trols carry revolyers with which to shoot the hordes of cats 
nightly infesting the Park to prey upon the birds and fowl. 

If the farmer should follow their enample and kill the cats of 

the nighborhood he would be abundantly repaid for the ex- 

penditure of powder by flocks of worm-destroying birds, and 

fayrer harvests, The cat as a bird destroyer is utterly bad. 
As such, kill it, 

“ Pounp Ners ann Porse Nrrs.—Barnegat, Dee. 138 —Mdi- 
toy Forest and Stream: (can indorse Mv. Roosevelt's article 
on pound nets in your issue Gf Noy. 24. ‘There is necessity 
of immediate attention fo these destructive engines, and our 
State legislators should see the necessity of prompt action. It 
will be a hard fizkt in some of our Atlantic States, yet perse- 
yerance will accomplish it. I haye been through the mill—I 
write from six weeks’ experience in our State Capitol. Since 
the law passed last winter in this State, although not as 
stringent as we desired, the result has heen the past season 
the best fishing wwe have had for years, and letters recieved 
from colaborers in the cause in other countries on our coast 
admit the same. We apprehend no trouble in securing all the 
legislation we want next winter for fish preservation, 

Will not Mr. Roosevelt favor us in a future number 
with his views on pursenets for menhaden,and explain the effect 
of their extermination on bluefish ?’ This is the first fall in 
my recollection of ten years that the menhader and bluefish 
haye notapproached our coast. We attribute it to the increase 
of purse-net fishing. It you destroy the bluefish food will 
they not seek other waters 7 Jouysny. 

Pouxn Nuts.—Mr, Hditor > In your issue of the 5th inst, 
appeared an excellent article on this subject, of which too 
much cannot be said in opposition. A large portion of our 
fresh water food fish comes from the great lakes, and if these 
are not protected they will certainly cease to yield their 
harvest to hungry humanity. Take any of the many import- 
ant bays that indent their shores, and you will find them well 
barricaded by these instruments of destruction, The proprie- 
fors of many of the large fish houses on the coast encourage 
many of the men in their work of destruction, and while there 
id no law to prevent, can we wonder why they look out for 
themselves to the detriment of their fellow-men. To show 
the avidity with which they seize an opportunity, I will relate 
an instance that came under my observation a few years ago. 
In company with two others I was fishing on Black Hiver 
Bay (adjacent to Lade Ontario). It wasin the middle of the 
forenoon, when rowing along we struck a couple of pike, and 
inside of a few minutes saw another party take three. We 
did not stop to fish more, but kept on our waytocamp. In 
the afternoon the aforesaid parly came in with a fine lot of 
fish, mostly pike and bass. After a few hours he returned 
from the village (Dexter) accompanied by a guide, whois em- 
ployed by an ex-Senator from Oneida County inall his fishing 
excursions in that vicinity. When they returned they in- 
formed us a school of fish had struck in on the bar, By day- 
light next morning the aforesaid guide appeared, accompanied 
by a companion of congenial taste rowing a boat, the stern of 
which was filled with a net, which they at once placed across 
the bar. This guide is the individual who, a few years ago, 
discovered the mass of hullheads in Musealonge Creek when 
cutting holes through the ice to set nets. But that was not 
what he said he was cutting the holes for, according to the 
accounts given in the papers at the lime, It is such men as 
this who are doing the mischief, and unless a law is passed 
soon to either stop or modify it, one of our steatest blessings 
will be destroyed by an avaricious and ignorant few to the 
misfortune of themselves and multitudes of others. In hopes 
that our Legislature will take hold of the matter, I dedicate 
this epistle to them, and remain yours hopefully, 

H. ©. Kink, Deater. 
Mainz.—Bath has & new geme society, known as the 

Sagadahoc County Association for the Protection of Fish 
and Game. The officers are Dr. ©. A. Packard, President : 
James H. Millay and A. G. Goud, Vice-Presidents ; Charles 
H. Greenleaf, Secretary; George ©. Newman, Treasurer ; 8, 
W. Carr, George Tl. Whitney, G. D. Willis, George H. 
Nichols, E. B, Mayberry, Executive Committee. ‘The new 
sociely promises to accomplish a long-needed protective work. 

New Yorr.—Shandaken, Ulster County, is to have a game 
protective club. The members of this association will be 
mainly residents of the township—tarmers, et¢.—who wish to 
Maintain and increase their stock of fishand game, and their 
pene resources are such a3 to amply repay vigorous protec- 
ion. 

—On the lith of December, 
Clark and Frank Haines, of Pine Hollow, Gloucester o., N. 
J., were arrested on complaint of an officer of the W est Jersey 
Game Profective Society, and taken before Magistrate Charles 
Young, of Newfield, for snooding and trapping quail and 
ruffed grouse. Having been found guilty, and not paying the 
fines imposed, they were committed to the county jail at Woodbury for twenty days wach. This association is very 
energetic, and its efforts deserve approval. 

Samuel Mason, David B, 
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Fist Prornorion mw Tennxssen—Washeille, Dec. 12.—1 
have just had an interview with Col, George F, Akers, one of 
the Fish Commissioners of Tennessee, with regard to the 
chances of the next Legislature, which is to meet here on the 
Gth of January, 1879, taking any action in passing such laws 
as are necessary for the protection-of fish in our many streams. 
He informs me that our present Governor Porter, whose time 
expires this year, in his message will strongly recommend the 
passage of such laws, and that he has been assured by friends 
of the Governor-elect Marks that he will indorse in his com- 
ing message all that Governor Porter may say. Colonel Akers 
is under the impression, from what he knows from different 
sources, that the laws will certainly he passed. J. D. H. 

Micureas STATE SPORTSMEN’s AssooraTion.—The annual 
conyention is set down for Jan. 21, 22 and 93. 

Tae Fist or tay St. Lawrencr._Mr. R. H. Kilby, 
President of the Fish and Game Protection Club of the 
Proyince of Quebec, has called our attention to the following 
circular issued by his society, and which is to be presented to 
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries at Ottawa. The subject 
is a0 important one, and justly demands the attention of the 
Montreal society. It is to he hoped that mterested game pro- 
tective societies in the State of New York will take suitable 
action for seconding the Canadians in their efforts to preserye 
the young fish of the St. Lawrence, The petition reads as 
follows : 

MONTREAL, December, 187s. 
To the Hon, the Miniater of Marine and Misheries : 
We, the undersigned, dealers, sportsmen, citizens, and members of 

the Fish and Game Protection Club of the Provinée of Quebec, haying 
noticed that the food supply, in the form of black bass, dore and mag- 
kinonge, furnished by the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers, has year 
by year been diminishing in quantity at an Marming rate, and beliey- 
ing that if cerfaln measures be at ouce instituted and Scripulonsly 
carrled out the rivers alinded to will, ina few years? time, yleld ag 
Mauch as they haye done in the past, hereby respectfally submit onr 
views, and pray that you will take them into your consideration + 

1, To your petitioners proof does not seem wanting that the laws 
ifectiig the taking of these species of flah, at presont on the Statots 
Book, ure but little observed; fish being caught at prohibited times, 
aud, in some instances, kept aliye in boxes or pounds to eyade the 
Jaws until the season opens. 

2. It appears to your petitioners that the most destructive practice 
of all is the capture of fish by means of nets during the spaywolny seg- 
800 In and contignous te the entrance of certain small streams which 
may be termed breeding rivers; and should this practice be persisted 
in your petivloners feel convinced but one inevitable result wiil follow, 
viz, : our large rivers will speedily and completely be depleted of the 
fish named. 
Your petitioners would also humbly siiggest that the following 

rivers be preserved as ** breeding rivers,” and absolutely closed against 
all netting, not only in the streams themselves, but within three - 
quarters of & mile of the entrances thereto, viz., the Ch 
Beandette, Salmon Riyer gnd North River; and, also, that such steps 
be taken to enforce the laws as will effectually pot a 3:0p to the 
netting of fish during the breeding season, in or near to the other tributaries of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers, notab? 
Whicli are the River St, Lou!s, Riviere Rouge and the Rigaud, 
That to enable your Department, as well as the m2mbers of the club 

to haye & more perfect knowledge and aupervision of the net fishers : 
if ig desirable the law be so further amended that a list of ail leences granted for nets, to be used in the Province of Quebec, be forwarded 
to the Secretary of the Fish and Game Protection Clab af Montreal, 
Your petitloners now, therefore, humbly pray that—as these 5 pecies 

of fish ordinarily spawn so nearly about the same time, 2s they swim 
in the same waters and can be caught by balts “lmost identical in thelr character—the laws regulating their capture be the game for all; and Would recommend that the close season for rod and line fishing com- 
Mence April 1 and terminate May 93, and for net fishing to commence 
April 1 and terminate June 15. 
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CLOSE SEASONS FOR FISH AND 
GAME. 

ateauguay, 

@ among 

In a majority of the States the close seasons for everything 
but wild fowl commence on January I. For the benefit of 
our Teacers we reprint in this issue a revised table of close sea- 
sons, 
AvAuaMs.—Deer, April15 September 15: fowl i to October 1; quail, April 1 to October 1; wild iurkey, ae js to September 15. These proy.sions relate only to the counties of Mobile, Choctaw, Monroe, Clarke, Washington, Baldwin Marengo, Lowndes, Sumter, Hscambia, Hale, Dallas Mont- fomery and ar : 
CArrrorNta.—Salmon, August 1 to September 15 - g trout, November 1 to April1; shad, Aprili to Decanter ee trout, November 1 to April 1; Mountain sheep, elk, doe or antelope, until March 30, 1882; deer (buck only) N ovember ite July 1; wild fowl and qnail, March 15 to September 15 except in Losson, Plumas and Sierra counties - in San Bernar. dino and Los Angeles counties, April 1 to August il, Cotorapo.—Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope, mountain sheep and bison, January 1 to September 1 3 Pinnated prouse Pnieso and prairie hen or grouse, November 15 to Octo. er 1. 
ConNgortour,—Black bass, May 31 to Jul 

cut and Farmington Rivers may be taken at any time); sal- Ob, ite ee ORae zing pounds; shad, June 25 to March 0; trout, July | to April 15; quail, ratted erouse 
ey January 1 to October 1 wild iiy't acta er 1. 

y 1 Gi Connecti. 

; wild fowl, May 1 to Septem. 

DetawaArz.—Rabbit, partridge and pheasant ; Sussex counties, February 15 to Novaiibes 1; in Nowe Cathe county, January 1 to November 1; woodeock, January 1 to 
uly 1. 
F'Lorma,—No law for fish except one reduirine -resi- eee tS panty, a Peeee deer, April 1 to Septenvher-1 nee 

sea birds or birds of plumage may be killed . wi ‘| pet 1 to BEDE 1. ‘3 pet 
pam0.—Fowl in Ada county, April 15 to September 1 pinnated grouse in Ada county, March 1 to s nat hora April 1 to September 1. 4 Angnst 1; quail, 

ees Dees, peor to October 
ugust 15; pinnated grouse, January 15 to Seni, rd: quail, Mebruary 1 to Noyember 1; ruifed grouse, Pebriney d to October 1; snipe, May 1 to August 19; wild turkey Feb. ruary 1 to October 1 ; woodvocls, January 1 to September 1 _Jixpians.—Deer, January 1 to October 1; wild fowl, April 15 to Bepterabart; quail, January 1 to Novemlber1; pinnatcd rouse, Mébruary 1 to Octoheyr 1; woodeock, January 1 {9 uly 1; wild turkey, March 1 to September 1, 

1; geese, May 1 fo 



Towa.—Black bass, April 1 to June 1; salmon, November 
ito February 1; deer and elk, January 1 to September 1; 
fowland geese, May 1 to August 15; pinnated grouse, Decem- 
Wer 1 Lo September 1; quail, ruffed grouse and wild turkey, 
January 1 to October 1; snipe, May 1 to August 15; wood- 
eock, January i to July 10. No person to kill more than 25 
grouse, quail, snipe or plover in one day. 
Kansas.—Pinnated grouse, February 1 to July $1; quail, 

January 1 to September 30. Killing of plover, ruffed grouse, 
wild turkey and woodcock prohibited at all times. 
Kenvvory.—Deer, March 1 to September 1; squirrel, Feb- 

ruary 1 to June 15; rabbit, February 1 to October 20; fowl, 
May 1 to September 1; quail, partridge or pheasant, Febru- 
ary 1 to October 20; woodcock, February 1 to August 15; 
doves, February 1 to August 1; wild turkey, February 1 to 
September 1, 
Lovrsrana.—Deer, February 1 fo August 1; quail, April 1 

to September 19; wild turkey, April 1 to September 1- 
Matne.—Black bass, April 1 to duly 1; land4tocked sal- 

mon, September 21 to February 1; in St. Groix River and 
tributaries, September 15 to February 1, and in Moosehead 
and Penobscot waters, September 21 to June 1; salmonand 
shad, July 15 to Aprill; togue and trout, see land-locked 
salmon; caribou and deer, J anuary 1 to October 1; moose, 
until 1880; wild fowl and plover, May 1to September 1; pin- 
nated grouse (possession), January 1 to September1; ruifed 
grouse, snipeand woodcock, December 1 to September 1, 
Manyranp.—Partridges (quails), December 24 to November 

1; woodcock, February 1 to June 15; vheasant) (ruffed 
grouse), January 1 to August 15; rabbits, January 15 to 
October 15; wild fowl must not be killed northward of the 
following described line from April 1 to November 1: Be- 
ginning at the Light House on Turkey Point, in Cecil county, 
and drawn westward to a point half a mile north of the most 
northerly part of Spesusie Island, thence continuing said line 
still westward within half a mile of, and north of tlie northern 
end of said island, and the adjacent mainland, until it reaches 
the shore of Harford county, at or near Oakington. The 
same date applies to the waters lying southward of a line 
drawn Hast Point Concord Light House in Harford county 
to Carpenters Point on the western shore of Cecil county. 
Wild fowl can only be killed northward of the line described 
aboye, three days in each week, until the 1st of January, viz.: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. After the Ist of January 
they can be killed on Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sat- 
urday until the end of the season. Each of said days com— 
prehend the time intervening between one hour before sun- 
rise and half an hour after sunset, The above are the general 
laws of the State, but nearly every county has local Jaws. 

Masssonusetts.—Black bass, December 1 to July 1; land- 
jocked salmon, October 1 to April 1; salmon, until April 7, 
1880; lake front, October 1 to April 1; shad in the Merri- 
mack, June 10 to March 1 ; inthe Connecticut, August 1 to 
March 15; trout, October 1 to April 1; deer, until January 
1, 1880 ; wild fowl, April 15 to September 1; pinnated grouse 
shooting allowed only on one’s own land; plover, January 
ito July 15; quail, January 1 to November1; ruffed grouse 
and woodcock, January 1 to September 1. 
Mromean.—Trout, September 1 to May 1; grayling, No- 

yember 1 to June1; deer in Upper Peninsula, November 15 
to August 1; Lower Peninsula, December 15 to September 
15; wild fowl, January 1 to September 1; pinnated grouse, 
January 1 to September1; quail, January 1 to October 1; 
ruffed grouse, January 1 10 September 1; wild turkey, Jan- 
uary 1 to October 1; woodcocelk, January 1 to July 5. 
Minnesora.—Trout, April 1 to September 80; antelope, 

deer and moose, November 1 to Dee. 15; wild fowl, Sep- 
tember 1 10 May 15; pinnated grouse, August 14 to Septem- 
ber 30; quail and ruffed grouse, September 1 to November 
30; woodcock, July 3 to October 31. 

Mississiprt.—Decr, March 15 to Sept, 15; quail, March 
15 to Sept. 15; dove and starling, April 1 to Sept. 16. 
Missovrr,—Deer, January 15 to September1; pinnated 

grouse, February 1 to August 15; ployer, February 1 to Au— 
sust 1; quail and ruffed grouse, February 1 to October 15; 
wild turkey, March 1 to September 15; woodcock, January 
10 to July 1. 
Monrana.—Pinnated grouse, ruffed grouse and quail, 

March 1 to August 1. 
NegraskA.—Buffalo, elk, mountain sheep, deer and ante- 

lope, January 1 to October 1. No wild birds save only water 
fowl, jack-snipe, sand-snipe, waders and woodcock can be 
taken at any time of the year. 
Nevapa.—Trout and salmon trout, January 1 to Septem- 

ber 1; deer, antelope, ellk, mountain sheep or goat, January 
itoJuly 1; pinnated grouse, partridge, pheasant, wood- 
cock, grouse, quail, fowl, geese, sand-hill crane, plover and 
curlew, April 1 to September 1; sage chicken ov snipe, 
April 1 to August 1. 
New Hamesairu.—Black bass, May 1 to June 80 ; musca- 

Jonge, December 1 to May 31; pickerel, March 1 to May 31; 
pike, December 1 to May 81; salmon trout and speckled 
trout, September 1 to April 30; deer, January 1 to August 
1; moose, February 1 to October1; plover, quail and ruffed 
grouse, Feb, 1 to August 1; woodcock, Feb. 1 to July 4. 

New Jesszey.—Salmon trout and speckled trout, October 
1 to March 1; black bass, Aprili to July 1; pike or pick- 
erel, March 1 to May 1; deer, December 1 to October 15; 
squirrels, January 1 to July 1; rabbit, January 1 to Novem- 
ber 1; quail and pheasant, January 1 to November 1 ; wood- 
cock, January 1 to July 4; rail, December 1 to Beptember 
1; reed birds, December 1 to August 18; upland plover, 
January 1 to Augnst 1; prairie chickens, until 1880. 
New Yore.—Black bass, Oswego bass and muscalonge, 

January 1 to May 20; trout, September 1 to April 1; salmon 
trout, October 1 to March 1; deer and moose, January 1 to 
September]; wild fowl and geese, May 1 to Sept. 1; quail, 
January 1 10 November 1; ruffed grouse, January 1 to Sep- 
tember 1; woodcock, January 1 to August 1; on Long 
Island, January 1 to J ap 3. ; 
Norra Carormas.—Trout, October 15 to December 30, in 

the counties west of the Blue Ridge; partridge, quail, doves 
aud wild turkeys, April 1 to October 1. This applies only 
to the counties of Davison, Randolph, Rowan, Anson, War- 
ren, Guilford, Rockingham, Orange, Caswell, Mecklenburg, 
E:lzecombe and Carbarras. : 

Onto.—Deer, Noyember 1 to September 20; quail and 
inuited grouse, January 1 to Noyember 1; wild turkey, 
anunry 15 to November 1; ruffed grouse and blue-winsed 

teal, January 1 to September 1; other ducks, April 1 to 
September 1; woodcock, January 1 to July 4. 

REGON.—Deer, moose and elk, February 1 to July 1; 
fowl, April 1 to August 1; pleasant and sage-hen, April 1 
to June 15; pinnated grouse, Marchito July 1; quail, 
April 1 to August 1. 
PenxnsynyANt4.—Black bass, January 1 todune 1; salmon 

and trout, August 1 to April 1; lake trout, October 1 to 

January 1; squirrels, September 1 to January1; deer, De— 
cember 1 to October 1; rabbits, January 1 to October 15; 
wild fowl, May 15 to Sept.1; pinnated grouse, January 1 
to Octoher 1; plover, Jannary 1 to July 15; quail, January 
1 to October 15; ruffed grouse, J: anuary 1 fo October 1; 
wild turkey, January 1 to October 15; woodcock, January 1 
to July 4; rail and reed-bird, December 1 to September 1. 
Soutn Caronma,—Deer, Jinuary 1 to August 1; quail, 

snipe, wild turkey and woodcock, April 1 to October 15. 
Trnnessox.—Deer, March 1 to September 1; pheasant, 

grouse, quail, partridge, lark, snipe and woodcock, March 1 
to September 15; wild turkey, May 1 to September 15. This 
law applies to the counties of Henry, Dyer, Giles, Maury, 
Davidson, Madison, Hamilton, Bedford and Wilson; in 
Montgomery, Robertson, Maury, Dayidson, Lincoln and 
Shelby counties, for all birds, and Shelby county, deer and 
squirrel, February 1 to September 1. 

Uran.—lilk, deer, mountain sheep and antelope, January 
1 to August 1; quail, until Webruary 22, 1888; ruffed and 
pinnated gronse, March 15 to September 15; fowl, March 5 
to August 16. 
Vermont.—Black bass, May 15 to July 1; trout, land- 

locked salmon, salmon trout or lunge, September 1 to May 
1; whitefish, November 1 to November 15; wall-eyed pike 
or pike perch, April 20 to May 20; fowl and geese, May 1 to 
September 1; ruffed srouse, March 1 to September 1; wood- 
cock, March 1 to August 1. 
ViremrA,—Deer, January 1 to August 15; running them 

with dogs, January 1 to Oct. 15; wild fowl, geese, pinuated 
grouse and plover, February 1 to September 1, quail, January 
1 to October 15; rulfed grouse, snipe, wild turkey and 
woodcock, February 1 to September 1. 
Wasuiyeton 'Terrirory.—Deer, Mebruary 1 to August 1 ; 

quail, to October 1, 1878; grouse, January 1 to August 1, 
West Vireinra.—Deer, January 15 to July 15; quail or 

Virginia partridges, January 1 to October 165; ruffed grouse, 
pheasant, pinnated grouse, wild fowl and geese, February 1 to 
September 1. - 
Wisconery.—Trout, Beptember 15 to April 15; deer, Jan- 

uary 1 to September 19; woodcock, quail, ruffed and pin- 
nated grouse and wild fowl, January 1 to August 20. 
Wrosunc.—lk, deer, mountain sheep, antelope and buf- 

falo, January 15 to August 15; pheasant, quail, pinnated 
grouse and sage-hen, March 1 to August 15. 

Onvrarto CLosz Szason,—Deer, December 15 to September 
15—cannot be exported at any time; pheasants, partridges, 
grouse, prairie fowl and wild turkeys, February 1 to October 
1; quails, January 1 to October1; woodcock, January 1 to 
Augnst1; snipe, May 1 to August15; mallard, gray, black, 
wool and teal ducks, January 1 to September 1; other ducks, 
swans and geese, May 1 to September 1; hares, March 1 to 
September 1; trout, September 15 to May 1; bass, May 15 
to June 15. 

tp 

WHAT KEEPS THE WILD FOWL 

AWAY, 

Eprror FoREST AND STREAM © 
Your correspondent * B,’ of Barnegat Inlet, writes under date o 

November #4, as follows: 
‘Brant and geese have not made their appearance (where are they 7); 

the oldest gunner has not known them so Jate before.” 
Last spring I visited Barnegat Bay for the purpose of shooting, and 

Sailed from Great Sedge Island to Manahawken Bay without seeing nny 

wild fowl. 
At Harvey Cedars 1 met a well known gunner who gaye me the names 

of several persons suspected of frelighting and shooting geese and 

brant at night; previous to this the bay was literally alive with wild 

fowl, Ialko witmmessed the shooting of black ducks after sunset on the 

Great Sedge Island by parties from the upper part of the bay. 

Tt Is the custom in Barnegat Bay for half 2 dozen persons, and some- 
times more, t0 shoot from one point, and 7 haye frequently seen the 

whole crowd “ cnt loose” at 2 Bock passing at the distance of a houndred 

yards, the consequence being that the birds Ny a hundred miles or more 

before attempting againto alight. On the South Side of Long Island 

the gunners nse better judgment und teach the parties they take on 
the bay never even to show themselves unless the birds come within 

range. 
It has been piten proven that the same wild fowl visit their fayorite 

localities from year to year, and it is possible that the geese and brant 

which were molested on their feeding grounds at ulght have * slipped” 

Barnegat Bay for a More desirable resting place, 
Tf wll the gun clubs aud game associations in the country do not unite 

in the common cause to huye proper game protective laws passed and 

Ree to their rigid enforcement we may as wellsell our breech-loaders 

and then ‘sell short” the whole prospective production of the Scotts, 

Webleys, Greeners, etc, 
T hye anxiously watched the past twenty-five years the rapld ex- 

tinction of game and at the same time the great improyementin de- 
structive fire-arma. Iwill wager my best gun against & flint lock that 

the last nated gun will suiMce to Kill all the game we can find ten years 

hence If the destruction is not checked, 
A gun never oughtto betired at any fowl, snipe or game whatever 

between the first day of January and the first day of July in any year. 
Oscar B. Suite. 

Zhe Rifle. 
INTERNATIONAL 

« PALMA,” 
AN MILITARY 

\ K 7 E have already dwelt upon the matter of an interna- 
tional military match, and in a recent issue incor- 

porated, with the severe eritiques of a correspondent on the 

British position, our hopes that such a match could be 
brought about. The Volunteer Service Gazette has urged the 

game scheme, and says in a recent article alluding to the 

matter : 
We continue to believe thatif the matler were to be 

taken up in earnest, and if our hands are not too full, and 
times were @ little better than they stand much chance of 
being it present, it might not be impossible to send a really 
strong Martini-Henry team across the Atlantic, for once at 
any rate. There can be no doubt as te the great interest 

which would attach to a contest between ** twenties,” or 
eyen smaller teams of Britons and Americans, with dona 
jide military riflés. The difficulty, of course, hes in the 
choice of rifles, and we have often said that this difficulty 
could hardly be satisfactorily got over if a number of teams 
were to bo allowed to enter cach with its own weapon. The 
yariety would be much too great, and it would be impossi- 

ble to tell what amount of merit was to be ascribed ta the 
men, and what to their peculiar weapon. But we believe 
that the Sharps-Borchard and the Martini-Henry would 
meet on pretty equal terms, though it might be necessary to 
ascertain that neither party had any advantage of import- 
ance in the construction of the sights. 
} Weare not at all sure, if-such a match wag gotup, that 
it would be wise to confine the selection of competitors to 
the ranks of the National Guards and the Volunteers res- 
pectively. The visit, in fact, should be, we think, in one 
sense, a military proceeding, though no doubt it would be 
probable that most of the competitors would be serving, or 
would have served, in some military body. Indeed, waoless 
a relaxation of the wholesome rule azainst attending foreign 
rifle meetings in uniform or with Government arms were 
allowed, the Britons could not even take the Government 
Martini-Henrys with them. The War Office would, how- 
ever, not improbably yield this point, thongh they might 
well adhere to their regulation as to uniforms. e 
have long held that it is not desirable for anybody 
of men of a more distinctively military character than mem- 
bers of a band of military musicians to pay one another ‘‘in- 
ternational" visits. But there is no reason af all why a set 
of men in plain clothes should not fry conclusions with the 
Military Trifle as well as with the target weapon at Oreed- 
moor or elsewhere. It would, we are inclined to believe, 
be even more easy to get up a “military” team than an 
“any rifle’ team for an expedition of this sort. The fleld 
of selection would be very large, and a good captain—we do 
not use the word in its military sense—would be able prob- 
ably to find plenty of men among our yery good shots will- 
ing and able to make an autumn holiday over to America. 
Business and other engagements would, of course, keep 
many, perhups, of our very best men at home; but still 
there would be cnough left from whom to pick a very 
formidable ‘‘ twelve” or “twenty,” now that so many yol- 
unteers are becoming really accustomed to the use of tha 
small-bore military weapon. We believe that such # match 
would be good for us, and we trust that the Council of the 
National Rifle Association may see its way to organizing a 
team for the United Kingdom, if the proposal should fake 
shape and result in any formal challenge. And we are quite 
certain that such a match would be most heaithy for the in- 
terests of rifle shooting in the United States, in which the 
military rifle is only just beginning, and that somewhat 
feebly, to take its rightful place. With the stimulus of such 
a competition before them, it is notimprobable, indeed, that 
the American riflemen may put on sucha spurt, and prac- 
tice between now and next autumn to such good purpose 
that they might give our men something like the surprise 
that their match riflemen gave us a few years ago. 

But after all, if such a match is useful and desirable, why 
should we not rather take the initiative, and invite the Na- 
tional Rifle Association of America to open the ball by send- 
ing us over a team of Sharps-Borchards next July! With 
plenty of notice we might get upa match which would he 4 
great and novel feature in our prize meeting, and we think 
we could promise that a really hearty welcome should await 
our visitors in England. It would certainly be more gra- 
cious in us Lo try and get the Americans to come over here 
than to continue, as we fear we hnve been, to some extent 
doing, to suggest to them how very agreeable it would be to 
us to pay them a yisit in New York. 

Lf the gentlemen who are urging the scheme of a national 

militia would devote a little attention to the bringing about: 
of this match, they would jndivectly help their project im- 
meusely. The popular attention would then he turned to 

the fact that the militia system of the country at large is in 
& most inchoate and unsatisfactory condition. Whether the 

first move should be made by our own or the British Associ- 
ation is a question to be best settled by 9 general expression 

of opinion by the rifiemen of the two countries, It will 
matter little on the actual result, but it certainly does appear 
from the number of visits our foreign friends have paid us 
compared with the one trip of an American team to Ireland 
and Hngland, thatit was abouf time thatjour marksmen 

once more slowed the Britishers ‘‘ how to do it.” 

—With the Marquis of Lorne as Governor-General of 
Canada, the riflemen there may congratulate themgelyes on — 

having a practical shot to overlook their efforts, and it is 
time now that the marksmen of the Dominion should render 
a better account of themselyes than they have so far shown. 
The Victoria Club have sustained long-range shooting 
against great and discouraging odds, and now with a yalued 
member of the House of Commons team upon their ranges, 
they should find heart to keep on and show them mettle 
once more on our American grounds. 

—The ‘' champions ” are having a glorious ruction in the 
columns of one of our esteemed contemporaries, and the 
Forest anp Stream can only say, ‘‘ Let them fight it out,” 
and can only guard ifs pages against their intrusion. The ~ 
views of cur correspondent last week on the professional 
plague seems more than apropos now, and gun houses may 
learn then that there are other ways of advertising than the 
employment of a wrangling expert ever ready lo trumpet oul 
his exploits. 

MassAonuserts— Walnut Hill Range, Boston, Dec, 14,— 
The comfortable winter shed was filled yesterday by the 
largest number of marksmen sinee the opening of the 
‘(yinter-shed” match. Noted shots from abroad, and many 
gpectators came ont in the afternoon traing, and all the targets 
were in use, The day was perfect; the wind did hot cause 
much trouble, as it remained strong and steady from the 
northwest, indicating 10 to 11 o'clock. The atmosphere was 
exceedingly clear, and the air just cool enough to make the 
day’s sport thoroughly enjoyable. ‘The amateur match wis 
called with ten entries. QOuly the best scores are given: 
OA Parker....5-.:<-+-=-0--- ie wnd £4 4 BR 2G FH 
© A Parker (re-entry) .,...2-------s sense 6 54 44 48 4 S 5—-IL 
JB Parker,.,«.<-.---- 6444 6 4 4 4 4—41 
J B Parker (re-entry 46682545 % 4-10 — 
H B Sargent, Jr. ..s-s.esse0 34434424 5 5—0 
HB Sargent, Jr (re-entry f44 64 434 42 4-39 

After the usual half hour for dinver, the shootiag was very 
brisk in the winter-shed match, which had seventy-six entries, 
Capital shooting was done, althongh not as large scores made 
asa week ato. Only the best scores ure given, as sulyjoindd ; 
off-hand, 200 yards, rounds five ; 

BT akin saa dc egetedRARiner ass th degetison(ss De ODN ee 
EB souther (YO*OETY) we-yerrestseseeesscsenerennneneecth d & G 4-22 
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TA Lowell.-......--. anbabess-tsanee dag saccseerensel? Take LOVS's,+-+-sre2++15-++--s-ee12| away. The who-e head was torn to pieces inside, it being dA Loweil (re-entry) sto Ag 7 H wescssntarsiscutssesulé | easy to pass a stick into it in any direction, and some pieces 
Want Powand (cé-entry 188 had come out through the skull and had lodged under the 

mod skin at the side of the head. My companion was so con- 
a ee vinced of their efficacy that he uses them almost entirely in 

3a a4 thete awful destructive powers Tielled all the black ang 5 5b € 4 Ya ESLTUCtLY:! OWES, 1 at 
ress eee ncerees teed doa od 4 white-tailed deer, ihesidlés ellk and antelope, that I wanted, 

eve At ee and I had only twice to hit an animal a second time, all the 
AS ri Bd others falling at once and dying within a few yards of where 

4.5 6 they were hit. Numbers of letters have appeared in the 
: Fi t d London Feld asto their efficacy on tigers in India, where 

TD Ga nlgiti. By deve ee en the hacks Misch ve ede ee aol they ae teres arreded the aes DO aE pe 
oes vans ane tee revrererecencd FG 4 i i fe were use re formerly. tiend of mine killed sixteen 

Gol Nathamtel Walger 2.1! MG dd a goai| | —A. G. Hellwig, shooting master, fell on avery ngn Ae tigers in fatiresen days and malate required a second shot, Gol Nathanlel Wales (re-entry). ..........eccneeeerees « 4 4 5 4—21/ piece of business in conducting the matches at the Chelsea Te a 50 calibre doubl ny Riso On 
HW BSargent, Ie eres seeseeaes ee eeeepesesesveaeesyd + 4 5 4-91) Paiy of the Thirtieth street M. H. Church in the early part of | le used a .50 calibre double express, by Rigby). One 

great advantage of the express is ils freedom from fouling. 
Ihave frequently left mine uncleaned for # week or ten 
days, using it almost every day without finding any differ- 
ence in its accuracy. Many men are disappointed in theiv 
Evpressmifies from having ordered them from gunmalkers 
nearly all of whom profess to make them, whereas there are 
only some seven rifle makers in Great Britain who under- 

Mr. Hi, B. Souther’s twenty-four ont of a possible twenty- 
five was & good performance, while Poland, Lowell, Frye 
ane Davidson followed yery close with good twenty-threes 
each. 

Boston, Deo. 14, 1878.—Jackson Rifle Gallery, 25 Beach 
Street.—The regular weekly prize shoot; 75 fect; 10 shots; 

the presenti month. The ladies shot for a gold medal. There 
were four shots per lady at forty feet distance to a yinch 
ring target, counting from 12 to 1, and giving the highest 
possible 48, The hour for closing had been fixed, and it 
was within twenty minutes of the fime and 45 remained the 
best score, There were several at that figure, and speculation 
was high as to the result of the shooting. At last Miss possible 50 : iia Grentzer stepped up, and, shooting for the third | 8'and what an Hxpress rifle should be. I may say, in con- ESmith...... bean stansnad Mate reed 56 5 5 5 5 F 6 G49 ade earried her sconsuett aa Thigewas Be passed, and | clusion, that with one of Henry’s, of Edinburgh ,50 bore DF Small. ........- is i ea oe a RETtR: ‘dal t é Express rifles, the Prince of Wales killed six tigers in India C Brown ........ 44546 § 0 4 Ho to her the medal went- in one day VTAMOn 45 3 4 ‘ , r) 

SR 5 i A oe ql : 4-49 CrEEDMOOR, JR., RANcE.—The underground tunnel range ——-—-——— 
2 Willtaais -. - 6 4 65 8 4 6 ry has promise of & busy winter season, and the conga ll 

7 Hogan... a ed 6 3 4 4 51) clerks and the employees of the yarious mercantile houses G, A wap th G. 
ses eee eae de ak ae about the lower part of the city are rousing up for some fine ante eH cl El sent Un, 

team work, On Friday afternoon, Dec. 13, teams of five 
each from the Home and Citizens Insurance Companies had 
a close fight, with the Cits. ahead. Distance 100 yards, 32 
cal. rifle ; 

. B. 
Bvston.—The usual company of visitors attended at het 

Walnut Hill Rane on the i4th. The lonérange men did 
not shoot, and allthe work was from the winter shed at 
200 yards. The cool, bracing weather was deliehiful and 

GAME IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER, 

Moose, Alces malchis. Red or Va. deer, C. virjyinianus. With a pretty fair wind from 10 to 12 o'clock, while the CITIZENS, HOME. EIk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis, Squirrels, red, black and gray. i q i y Pi Ooh: sesees. 0 £45 5—23 Hitcheack,,...... 4644 6—22 Hares, brown and gray, wall or partridge, Oriya viyginia- light was clear and the atmosphere right enough to BIS Parker... pane 5 8 4 3—18 Fervi8....,.,.0...4 44 4 8-19 Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. arr ene s the best view of the targets. The old November match | jgwarda. 0.04444 6-21 Griswold........ $455 4-21 Woodcock, Plitohela minor. Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- was carried over and 10 shots fired per man, the best scores | @rim,,..........4 6 5 4 5—28 Wilson ....-. wef 43 4 5290) Ruffed grouse OF pheasant, Bonasa en, Oupidonia cupiiio. standing : Jones,...-.......456 45—93—108 Prenderpust..... 454 4 4—21—103 umbellua, Caribou, Tarandus rangifer, 
GAPAPKER ee eeeeeeseseeserssenend 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 8 G44! The range proposes a team match for a mid-range rifle,| n : 5 Se gen am y birds” generally, including various species of ployer, sand ay UR open to teams of five from any club or association ; more piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayoceta, than one team Gan enter from e¢ach club, but one man cannot 

shoot on two teams; distance, 100 yards ; position, stand- 
ing ; rifle, any .22 calibre, 8lb. pull; 10 scoring shots each 
man; no sighting shots; entrance, $5 each man; 3 entries 
(o fill ; one-quarter of entrance money to go to team making 

6t¢,, Coming Under the group Linweole or Shore Birds, i 

t=” In New York State December fs a close month for deer. Deer 

shooting is permitted only during the months of September, Octoher 
and November, Sule of venison is permitted until J anuary 1, nnd not = x Seager ge a , 5 ae a g ID. 55s kaleters 45 : 4 me second highest score ati each competition ; prize, mid-range } after, , well. . 5 5—23 Jewell. ... wud 4—22 i y im i 7 E ——_ fore ekeeee 40 | ville to be won three times before becoming property of = 

yw Tye. ry Sema ars 7 winters, ees 5 d 4g | winner ; National Rules to govern as to Hise Birk a A New Inga ror Gunyxrs is foreshadowed in the device 
QW Dayieon 45056 128 Col Nath Wales,,....4 4 4 4 5—21 | will he shof Saturday, Dec. 21,2t06P. mM, Entries can be | of Mr. Churles H. Hiester, mentioned in our advertising — 28 wie 2 ORE ' . reer . o y quan - a : . . oR J B Sargent, Jr. #444—*I) made up to close of match. The succeeding competitions columns. By a very simple expedient he makes use of a shot- will be held weekly or somi-monthly, as competitors may de- 

termine. 

Washington, D. C., Dec. 13.—Oold weather does not in the 
least operate to the disadvantage of the Columbia Rifle As- 
sociation members. ‘To-day, with a thermometer standing 
at 88 degrees, and with a fish-tail wind blowing up the range 
al a lively rate, compelling rapid firing to preserve even rea- 
sonable bodily warmth, the men were out, pegging away at 
long range, The sky was gray and clear by turns, and alto- 
gether it was nof such a day asa rifleman would select for 
making a top-notch score. Ool. Burnside and My. Partello 
completed scores, as follows : . 

Jd MT Pariello. 

There will be a series of contests at this range Christmas 
Day, ineluding, probably, the ‘‘ winter shed ” and “amateur 
series,” Iijis in contemplation to build a winter shed at the 
1,000 yards’ firing point by subscription, the project meet- 
ing with considerable fayor from those interested in long- 
tange shooting. ‘The shed for the accommodation of winter 
marksmen at 200 yards has been fitted up with gun racks, 
fin extension table and other conveniences duly appreciated 
by the riflemen, 

gun for the firing of Flobert caps, completely overcoming the 
difficulty of using the rim-fire ammunition with the centre-fire 
pin. The device isin the nature of an auxiliary barrel in 
serted in that of the shot-gun, and with it a sportsman may 
practice indoors on moving targets and perfect himself in the 
Manipulation of his gun, the small ball in each case lodging 
where the centre of the charge would haye gone had the ordi. 
nary cartridge been used. No possible injury of the gn can 
result, and a vast deal of most yaluable dummy practice can 
be secured at a trifling cost. Mr. Hiester has not yet patented 
his improvement, and, having other business in hand, is de- 

New Yorr—Syracuse.—The annual meeting of the life 
members of the Sixth Division Rifle Association was held at 
the armory here on the evening of Dec. 10. Excellent re- 
ports were heard from the various officers and committees, 

4 

S00) jeer eh BFE GF 6-8 8 BS 7 3 : : : : and the work of the association seemed to be going on in a a ae ee 5 6 5 3 56 4 5B O58 3 ot sirous of making terms witha gun-making firm to push his very satisfactory way. Ou the adjournment of tle general | 1,900.....40....55 5 5 5 5 5 5 56 6 45 3 & 471-217 | idea, 
meeting the board organized in the following manner: Maj. Col J O P Burnside. 
Gen, D, P. Wood, President. Col. James Manning, First 4 65 55 5 5 5=72 A Hunting Parry ror Frorra.—A dozen yery good and Vice-President; F. B. Klock, Esq., Second Vice-President ; 5 BeBe BB fose_ots | Subtantial reasons may be adduced why & man who is seeking Captain William Dunean, Third Vice-President; Captain is 

recreation should go into the woods alone. There are another 
dozen of equally conclusive reasons why a man who is af ter 
real solid fun should go forth witha crowd of congenial spirits. 
“United we stand” the expense better, and the thousand 
and one woes of the camp, at which, individually, we shoulda 
make a most wry face. Give us the tried companions of the 
chase, whether our biyouac be in Nova Scotian wilds or 
Florida’s pineries. A New York reader, who has had long 
experience in the South, sends us the following letter, which 

Miourean—Hast. Saginaw, Dec. 16.—On account of the 
bad weather the Amateur Rifle Club did not shoot last week. 
The following is the score made on the 14th inst., 200 yards, 
target reduced, possible 25: 
Capt Wd Shaw...-..45 443-93 0 © Yawkey,....s.e03 
CW Corbyn. 
J H Howry... 

Wisconstn—Mihoaukee.—The Milwaukee Rifle Club, on 
Dec. 10, with fair weather, did good work at its regular 
weekly shoot. Hach man fired 16 shots at 200 yards, the 
scores standing ; 

Geo, W. Edwards, Secretary ; Lieut. Col. Geo. N. Crouse, 
Treasurer; Finance Committee—Maj. Gen. D. P. Wood, 
Lieut. Col. Geo. N. Crouse, Brig. Gen. R. M. Richardson, 
Brig. Gen. J. Dean Hawley, and Col. James Manning, 
Range Committee—Col. James Manning, Capt. Geo, W. Ed- 
wards, Col, A. C. Chase, Col. D. H. Bruce and Capt Paul 
Birchmeyer. Prize Committee—F. B. Klock, Capt. Wm. 
Duncan, Capt. Geo. W. Hdwards, Capt. M. C. Pierce, Col. 
J. W. Yale, Col. D. H. Bruce and Lieut. Col. Geo. N. 
Crouse. 

SEPPENEELDI'S GALLERY—Bowery, WV, ¥.—Weeltly shoot, 

445 3-19 
-4353 5-20 HG Hamilton........ 343 3 4—15 

-- 4544 3—20 

we publish, that those who are like-minded may haye the o 
< (i P Welise er ets sla 5d 444445 9 4 4 + 4 8-60 . : ; : ope Den: 6 #10 shots, ‘Creedmoor: target seduced : Drake.sca--tuesee 4435 444444 5 5 4 G59 | portunily of making suitable arrangements for their winter AH Anderson, AT Wm Seppenfoldt..,.......2+s+-43 | Hill...-...c0ec. eee 435655558 6 4 4 4 3 4-58 trip South : John Schuetz +47 G Stragsher .. +.-.42 | Johnston........-. ' 454448343483 4 4 4 4-57 | “IP : 4 tsa Gorrisa a ase qeeime ~83 HN fetee Tal sde 8 4 4 é > 4 4 : 4 a t 4 s— 31 I have resided in Florida about twelve years, and am peas sass + awley’. Sap tae He ep : 4 4—56 | familiar with all sections of the State, I ha ive 

Ang Grueneberg... sce. --45 <A Snoll.. ttl paluwesish hevebh osvia so 44 4 3 a A ve conceived the John MCCOY ..2sc0..1--.;--200-.-44 Chi Laing... 3g] Tale as Tad |p saaey Ste 2 ee - idea of a grand hunting expedition to the best hunting sroind 
San Rais Be ivecd ti note “teu ) = Tarox SHoommNe on ExceLnenr Margemansnir.—The | in the State. _ My plan would be to communicate with gentle. Jeb Chambers..........+. +.--+043 B Rotlienberg.... 1.21.2. 1.1736 | Cleveland Leader gives an account. of a performance by a | en who desire to get away from the cold weather for a few 

Capt. Joe Rainbolt at the Academy of Music in that town. 
There are no particulars of distance or style of rifle used or 
appliances in the backward shots, only that ‘ these remark- 
able shots were made without a moment’s hesitation, and 
With a coajness aud unerring precision which would haye 
aroused enthusiasm ina larger audience.” Amoug twenty 
shots tired, the following are given as samples: Ringing the 
bell, } inch centre, backwards; shooting an apple from his 
wife’s hand, backwards ; shooting through # inch ring held 
in wife's fingers, backwards; shooting quarter of a medium 
sized apple from his wife’s hand, backwards ; extinguishing 
the light inan ordinary lamp by turning it out; shooting 

Des. 10.—Regular weekly score of the 'lenth Precinct, 
Second Platoon, Police Team; 200 yards reduced target ; 
possible 50: 
Pat Brennan. +++ --4B W Stutti....... Frese enetdie cho 40, 

48 W Hughes... <. 
Frank Fachs 
H Gioson 
i Bayer. 

weeks in mid-winter, and by forming a company reduce the 
expense to a miniinum, and at the same time secure the ser- vices of persons who could produce the live game, and good hounds, horses and other requisites for a reasonable price, The great trouble in the past has grown out of the fact that hunters goimg to Florida did not know where to go, and when they go there it is almost impussible to get reliable informa- 
tion in time to be available, ‘The party of sportsmen f£oing from New York with a guide, who is responsible, and will lead them to a good spot, will be enabled to make the most 
out of their time and money. I haye a great desire to organize 
and accompany the expedition, not for pay, but to make if a, sat Brennan,....... Frank Fuchs,.... Pere tins or +39 ; fate ee ay 8G i share in the sport. Joun A, MAcpowas 

reeds 2a, xe seeeesee 43 W Stoth.c cc... yyusee 37 | Swinging apple, backwards ; ringing the bell, ¢ inch centre, | SUCCess eles pes! D Riya ecerwassas B Banessceeesssie es ..3t| lying down on back and shooting: over shoulder; shooting | 34 Park Row, New York City. MLJohnson... « WRUBHER 67421, ‘-s-rr707 | quarter of a medium-sized apple from his wife's forehead, J, Hagerty. O Mead. Ls ca9 | backwards ; ringing bell over wife’s head, {inch centre, $| Canapa--Wyoming Oo., Lambton, Ont., Deo. 16, 1878.— 800. above top of head, backwards ; shooting through a 3 inch 
ring placed on his wife's head, shooting backwards; ringing 
the bell through a 4 centre, the side face of his wife within 
# inch of ihe centre; ringing six bells centre ranging from 
tof an inch to } of an inch, in 85 seconds, removing cart- 
ridge and reloading each time. 

Goop Work wirn Hxeaxss Riviks.—Seeing in your issue 
of the 28th of November an article in which a Oaptain Wil- 
liamison is said to haye decided that Express bullets are not 
suiticiently deadly for grizzly bears, T should like to give my 
experience with a .45 calibre double Express, made by Lang, 
of Cockspur street, London, during a trip, from which 
have just, returned, in Montana, We killed six bears, five! 
of them being large grizzlies, and I found express bullets so 

Wild turkey, partridge, quail and rabbits arc more plentiful 
this season than they have been for a number of years, but 
the weather has been so wet and disagreeable very small bags 
have been made, Deer also plentiful in Ennis, Killen Town- 
ship. Squirrels almost exterminated, JACK, 

BGeLhleys pe ease poen- oe Fie. oe need 
L Treubie.... MaAssaonuserrs—Salem, Dec. 16. —Big bags continue scarce. 

A gentleman shot two snipe near here last Thursday. They 
were fine, fat birds. I have known them picked up as late as 
January 1. A swampscott gunner has picked Up some 24 rab- bits at odd times this season in that town. Partridges are 
scarce all through the county, Quail season is getting short, 
Mark Proctor & Son, of Swampscott, have got a good many 
| birds on the “Pigs * and Linkus Island this fall. Richardson, 
of Lynn, has got a good score to show on sea fowl ut Bass 

Weekly shoot of Zettler Rifle Olub; point target reduced 
0 gallery distance; ten shots per man, possible 30; or 

sreryeeess 22 Wim Eléin,.,....cc-sseysse-see-15 | fatal that I would not hesitate to attack {he largest of them, | Point, Nahant. He shot a fine teal last Saturday and thr ape ae +19 M Doarrlér........, -id when armed as I was, on any ground and onfoot, I hit eider ducks a day or two before. Geese arate acer off Me ong in the head, and on opening the skull a hole was found | and abont Nahant and Lynn harbor Wednesday last. Whie. D as large as a critket hall, from which everything was blown tlers and ghelldrake very plenty ; black ducks rather ACALCOg. 
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Some purple sandpipers and snow buntings, with shore larks, 
about Seaguis Hill quail grounds have been much ot wah 

New Bedford, Dee, 14.--The quail aud partridge shooting 
has been superb the past month. The mild weather so far 
has brought large numbers of ducks into the large ponds both 
in the western part of the county and also in the Middleboro 
or Lakeville ponds to the north of us. Thanksgiving day a 
friend secured three specimens of the duck called by Audubon 
the ‘‘gadwell” or gray duck, a rare visitor in our ite 

ONOHA, 

Coxnaortour—Centre Brook, Dec. 14.—Shooting has been 
fair this season; over 200 woodcock shot in one locality here, 
Partridge scarce ; more so than ever known. Quail shooting 
fair ; three to four bevies an average day’s find. G. H.C. 

—Frank Farley, a young man of the Thimble Islands, while 
ina boat guoning the other day drew his gun toward him, 
muzzle foremost, and was fatally injured by its discharge. 

New Yorr—Jamaica Bay, L. I., Dec. 7.—The shooting 
this season has not been as good as usual. Some nice bunches 
of shell-drakes came in, but they did not stop long. The sea- 
son has been so mild that sailing parties and clammers have 
been so plenty, and, in fact, poking around through the creeks 
and bay, that the birds did not have # chance to settle for any 
time. Black ducks have been quite numerous, but at the 
break of day they fly across the beach and go to sea, and stay 
there till dusk, when they come in again to feed during the 
night. So there is not much chance to get a shot at them. 
There have been yery few of them killed this fall. Geese, brant 
and broadbill so far haye given us the slip, as very few of them 
have been seen in their usual haunts. There was quite exten- 
sive preparation made for bay shooting at Canarsie Landing, 
the terminus of the Canarsie Railroad from East New York. 
There are several gentlemen from Brooklyn who own boat- 
houses, boats and decoys; also the the Rod and Gun Club, of 
Brooklyn, who have a neat little club-house, and three single 
and one double ducking boat, and some two hundred decoys, 
which they had all ready for the birds, but the birds gave them 
the slip this season. Bob Clark, of ‘*Olark’s” House, had 
two duck boats built by Sellers, of the celebrated Stafford 
pattern, and purchased a good supply of decoys, for the ac- 
commodation of parties who would like to take a day’s shoot- 
ing near home, and easy of access to the city. 

Hildred, Dec. 11—Deer are more plenty here than for the 
Jast five years. Parties who haye come here and put up at 
Bradley’s have had trom one to three deer per week. There 
have been ten deer killed within one and a half mile of my 
house this season that I know of. Partridges are in fair nom- 
bers, and on open grounds now; rabbits very plenty. Foxes are 
yery plenty, aud if some sportsmen would come up here and 
help kill them it would greatly increase the small game next 
year. I haye built a good house on purpose for the accommo- 
dation of sportsmen, and game from 4 quail to a deer can he 
found any time within a mile of the door; partridges, wood- 
cock and rabbits are frequently killed within a stone’s throw 
ofthe door. Daniel Hallock, of Eldred, killed two fine deer 
in one day last month, and six partridges. Daniel hunts for 
the market and profit. J. M. BrapLey. 

PenssyLvanta— Uniontown, Dec. 17.—Quail, ruffed grouse 
and rabbits are in quantities sufficient for fair sport. wo 

men recently in one week's shooting bagged 326 quail, 17 

grouse and 12 rabbits. 

West Virgra—Bridgeport, Deo. 12.—Though strangely 
overlooked by sportsmen, this is one of the finest hunting- 
grounds on the continent. All the land is full of grouse and 
quail, and the mountains abound in deerand hear. ‘The pigs 
ave fattened on trout in the wild, remote districts, where game 

laws are unheard or unknown. ‘The yalley of Cannan is filled 
with puma and bear; boarding in the mountain cabins is free 

af cost, and the wild, beautiful land is the hunter's paradise. 
Not a house in thirty miles save, perhaps, the hut or cave of 
the moonshiner. The yalley isthe bed of an ancient lake, 
level and beautiful as any Texas prairie; the black water 

winds slowly among the tangled laurel, and the puma, the 

hear and the deer are seldom alarmed by the voice of a hunt- 

ers gun. ‘The scenery is grand and beautiful among those 

mountains. The castellated rocks are like the ruins of old 

cathedrals, and the moss is deep and soft as Persian carpets. 

Flocks of wild turkeys feed under the ‘‘green-wood tree,” a 

mass of emerald and gold. Sometimes in autumn the white 

umbrella of the painter is seen by the waterfall or among the 

hollies in the mountain gorge; but the wild duck dreams on 

the river and the deer among the laurel, and the hunter comes 

not from the far North land. J. M. MoCann. 

Sourn Carorina—OCharleston, Dec. 14.—The weather up 

to this time has not been favorable fur hunting, as it has been 

generally warm. Ducks are very scarce at present and will 

not make their appearance before we have some severe 

weather. A few fine deer have been brought into market 

during the past week, and a great many wild turkey, Part- 

tridges and wwoodeock are coming in slowly, but are reported 

in large numbers in some parts of the State. Preparations 

are being made for considerable hunting during the Ohrist- 

mas holidays, and I will no doubt be able to chronicle some 

good bags. YENOTS, 

Tennessee Nores—Voshville, Dec. 13.—After the field 

trials were over Capt. A. B. Woodson, of the Fifth U. 8. 

Cavalry, accepted an invitation from Mr. McGarock to a fox 

chase and a day’s shooting on his farm, some few miles from 

this city. ‘The farm is situated on 4 narrow peninsula formed 

by the Cumberland River, which makes it a most charming 

cround for fox hunting; the chase can be followed closely, 

and the dogs kept insight most of the time. Mr. McG, has a 

noted pack of fox hounds, which rarely fail to find Reynard. 

On the occasion of Captain Woodson’s hunt they killed the 

largest red fox the Oaptain had ever seen. The next day he 

went out shooting on the same estate. He had lis own dog, 

which he had brought to the field trials, but which he did not 

enter. In company with General Jackson, he had a good day's 

sport, bagging 40 quail. Quite a number of deer and wild 
ducks are being brought to market. The deer are mostly 
killed in west Tennessee, Quail are still very abundant and 
very cheap, Hy. 

Mionrgas—Detroit, Dec. 14.—Dee, 5, Jerome Cannata was 
out for afew hours’ sport and bagged five quail and four 

partridges. Dec, 6, Albert Schroeder wes out after rabbits 

and brought six to bag. On the 9th inst. Wm. Smith bagged 
five quail. On the same date Charles Chope and Jno. Hutn- 
phrey took a trip to Oanada fora day’s sport, and mude a bag 

af nine quail and five patiridges. Game seems to be rather 
sparce in our immediate vicinity, but must be considerable 

FOREST AND STREAM, 0 
Inission houses are as full as they can very well be. 

Drum, 

—They had 4 big ring hunt in Sunfield, Haton County, re- 
cently. Jour hundred hunters surrounded a territory about 
four miles-square, and closed in to the centre. Bach man 
made all the noise he knew how, and they kept it up for four 
hours. One furkey, a few rabbits and one fox was the result. 
Four lnindred men to one wish-bone may be the correct. thing 
in Sunfield, but it would not do anywhere else, 

GAmz ty Nesraska.—A well-known Philadelphia correa— 
pondent, who has recently raturned from Nebraska, writes us: 
“We had good shooting—ducks in Minnesota and geese and 
chickens in Nebraska. By the way, I see in your ‘Close Sea- 
son’ table in Forrsr AND STREAM that you say no shooting for 
quail, chickens, etc., in Nebraska in November. There was 
game enough for all the gsunners in the county, and when I 
asked for the interpretation of the existing game law of Ne- 
braska I was told there was none. Perhaps there is one that 
receives n0 ati¢ntion. The onepassed by the Grangers, for- 
bidding chicken shooting on account of grasshoppers, has 
been repealed now that the hoppers have left, as the birds 
chew up the best part of the grain crop! In Platt County 
where we camped, in all my gunning | found but ope man 
who would shoot quail—and he was an immigrant from Illinois 
—-ag the settlers preferred to see something bigger fall when 
they shot. Game must be thick when such a state of affairs 
exists. My cousin killed nine big Canada geese with one bar- 
relone day, and it wasn’t anything of an extra day for geese, 
either ! L. MAcoon,.” 

A Bie Scorr.—Salem, Mass.—I have just received a por- 
trait of Mr. Cross, of the Winons Point Club, and now our 
introduction is complete. He states his score for the season 
at 1,028. Game ducks, 66; other game birds, of which five 
were geese, This is the best bag Dave ever heard of for one 
gun, and that by a gentleman sixty-four years old, What a 
glorious fall he must have had, but what on earth could he 
have done with so much game, when others of the club must 
haye done something. He stated in a former letter that the 
club one season (two years ago) bagwed over 5,000 ducks and 
geese, There are thirty members; if the rest did their duty as 
well as he this season their aggregute must be something 
enormous. SR CR 

Tran or Guns.—A correspondent writes from Dover, N. 
H., under date of Dec. 8: 

Last week a trial of guns was had at Great Falls, N. H., a 
town some fiye miles from here. Two breech and several 
muzzle-loaders contended for a prize. One of the breech- 
loaders won, placing four shot in the target with the first 
barrel, and two with the other. The winner was made by 
Tipping & Lawden, of London. The other breech-loader 
took the second prize and was a Foxgun. The target was a 
ten inch ring and was placed at one hundred yards distance. 
The muzzle-loaders did not touch the target. No. shot, 
1; oz. and 4 drachms powder was used. The winning gun 
belongs in this city. W. A. G. 

Mz. Pate at Grass Baros.—On December 11, at Suffolk 
Park, Philadelphia, Mr. Ira A. Paine undertook, on a bet of 
$200, to break 51 glass balls out of 100, the balls to be thrown 
in any and every direction by James Devlin, the swiftest base 
ball pitcher in America. Mr. Paine won easily, breaking 57 
balls out of 90, and it was a pleasure tosee him doit, He 
used a pair of beautiful 16-bore Parker's weighing 6 lb. 2 oz. 
each, ? oz. Tatham’s chilled shot, and Dupont’s No, 3 Eagle 
Ducking powder. 
Brag Srory A LA Mop ParisigNNe,—It is barely possi- 

ble that American genius is to be outdone in a field hitherto 
regarded as peculiarly its own. We may some day go to 
Paris for our bear stories as we do now for our dresses. 
Vhere is no accounting for the whims of the literary public; 
the plain, unyarnished tale indigenous to the American fron- 

‘tier, may lie unread while that capricious public stands azhast 

in appreciative horror of Le Higaro's depictions. That Paris 
journal in a recent issue announces the tragic death of Mons. 

W. Benton, an American newspaper reporter who fell 2 yic- 
tim to his heroic deyotion to duty. The lamented W. Benton 
scattered abroad the dollars of his journal with princely mu- 
nificence, was on intimate terms with all the politioul and 
military celebrities of Europe, spoke eight languages with per- 
fect fluency, and assisted at allthe wars of the Old World as 
a most conscientions spectator. He had gained admission to 
Prince Gortshakoff’s presence as a tailor, to Bismarck’s as a 
dog merchant, to the Congress of Berlin os 4 photographer ; 
he had gone to royal bangneis disguised asa waiter and to 
royal burials as a coffio-bearer. In 1867 he made the acquaint- 
ance of Mile. Schneider in the role of a Brazilian diamond 
miner, while during the Franco-Prussian war he figured as 4 
Turco (blacker than life), a Zouaye or a Uhlan, according as 
the exigencies of the sithation demanded. ‘This accomplished 
journalist was about three weeks ago in a great German city, 
where the sensation of the time was a troupe of trained bears. 
There were six of them, aud they went throngh their drills 
and other performances with such startling regularity that it 
was very generally suspected that they were not bears, but 
men disguised in bear-skins. W. Benton thought as much, 
and offered to wager with the manager that he would enter 
the den, but the manager declined to sanction the enterprise. 
W. Benton thereupon invited all the journalists of the city to 
dinner, assured them that the bears were frauds, and invited 
them to be present at the afternoon performance next day, 
when he intended to unmask the humbug. Having bribed an 
employe of the menagerie, Benton, disguised asa bar, entered 
the cage. His five companions seemed furiously excited, bub 
he attributed this to their desire to fend off suspicion. Whe 
publicapplauded enthusiastically, It was then that the unhappy 
being, desirous of carrying out his plan, un-capped the cli- 
max by turning toward the press box, remoying his bear's 
head and bowing politély. A tremendous roar of laughter, 
followed by an immense shrick of terror. The Wears, on see— 
ing this human face, precipitated themselves upon the upfor- 
tunate man. Before the tamer could take steps {0 save him, 
the reporter, frightfully mutilated, had breathed his last, 
Thus perished the poor W. Benton, whose editor-in-chief 
seeks vainly a man fit to replace him. 

——— OE 

For Forest and Stream and Red and Gun. 

THE BOGARDUS RULES, 

OR shooting pigeons from traps, the rules lately published 
i FE by A. H. Bogardus are to be especially recommended, 
omitting as they do some objectionable features of various other 

in the interior of your State, as our game depots and com-| rules, and making some morked improvements over even his 
| Own previous rules. : 

His letter published in Forzer ayp Srazas of Novenbar 
28, giving reasons for these rules, suggests a conversation on 
the subject of trap rules that I had with its author and 
“Baring Blot” (Hon. J. H. Acklen) in New Orleans at the 
time of the great tournament in the spring of 1876, 

Tt was generally conceded that if was assentin! to the popu- 
larity of trap shooting, in this country at least, that * trap 
shooting should be made as much like fleld shootin as poasi- 
ble.” The tournament was shot under rules framed by “ Bar- 
ing Blot,” and these rules were very comprehebsive, 

Yet in one notable instance, at least, were they defective, as 
acknowledged by their author; andl am glad that the defect, 
also common to same other rules, has been remedied in the 
new Bogardus rules, by that rule on double shooting, which 
requires that ‘both birds shall be on the wing when the first 
is shot at.? Andifin any case ‘‘no bird" is declared, “the 
shooter shall haye te more birds to shoot at.” 

IéL remember aright there are various club rules which re- 
quire the shooter, in case one bird is killed and the other 
alights, to shoot at a single bird, sprung from the trap at three 
yards greater distance. To kill two birds thus is far from 
being a double shot, and is most certainly *‘ nothing but single 
bird shooting.” Asa pigeon match should bea trial of the 
skill of the shooters, and not of the respective merits of guns, 
ths enlargement of the boundary from 50 yards to 100 yards is 
a matked improvement, as also the rule requiring ** ties to be 
shot off at the same distance as when shooting the match.’ 
Too often has a good shooter been defeated simply because 
some of his rivals, no more skillful in the use of a gun, have 
shot with guns that were superior to his for trap shooting. 

I remember an occasion of two gentlemen, shooting off ties, 
when it was suggested that the distance should be increased at 
once from 21 yards to 31 yards. As one gentleman was shoot- 
ing with a 103 lb. ‘* full choke” bore gun, and the other with 
an 8} 1b. cylinder bore, there was naturally some objection 
made to such an arrangement, whereby the match was so very 
likely to be decided by the comparative merits of the guns 
used, rather than by the respective skill of the shooters. 

Another improyement to the credit of the Bogardus rules is 
in relation to birds shot on the ground, ‘If # bird is shot on 
the ground before it takes wing, it shall be scored aga lost 
bird; bufif shot on the ground after it has taken wing, it 
shall be counted no bird,” 

This is justice in cases where a slow or low-lying bird is 
covered by the aim of the shooter, who cannot arrest the pull 
ea the trigger when the bird at the same instant unexpectedly 
alights. 

Some of these new rules referred to are identical in both 
form and principle with what I have often advocated and 
urged upon the attention of sportsmen who shoot at pigeons 
from the trap. 

Last year [ chanced to be present at the annual club match 
for the championship of Maine, and was called upon to offi- 
ciate as judge thereat, The match was shot under local rules, 
the deficiencies of which were evident to the various zentle- 
men whose attention I called to them at that time, and those 
deficiencies and defects would be remedied by the adoptignu of 
the rules whereof I write. 

The rule of using but one barrel for single birds, 80 generally 
adopted in this country, has the merit cluimed tor it, that it 
will insure care at every shot. And an element of chance ig 
excluded, which enters into the shooting with both barrels 
when the smoke may cause several lossea to one shooter, and_ 
perhaps none toanother, 

Yet the privilege of using the second barrel, which obtains 
in England and quite generely in Hurope, has great merit in 
at least one respect, It teaches the ready and accurate use of 
the second barrel, the lack of which readiness is felt by unany 
sportsmen. Many sportsmen have J] known who would be so 
flurried by a miss as Lo be unable to use the second barrel, or 
even sltempt to. I can remember when I so affected miyself, 
but by practice have long since entirely overcome this serlous 
drawback. Yery often in field shooting the second barrel 
well used renders more satisfaction to the sportsmai than the 
first. 

Believing, howeyer, that the new rules are the most perfect 
and desirable ones yet published, and that their own merits 
will commend them to sportsmen, I would suggest for them 
the name of ‘‘ The Bogardus Rules,” with the hope that they 
will be adopted generally throughout the country, 

Desember 1, 1878. Eyf£rEerr Smit, 
ee 

A THOUSAND WILD TURKEYS. 

San ANYTONTo, Texas, Noy, 26, 1878, 

Rprron Forest Axp STREAM; 
There aré Many who anticipate a few months, or weekn, of Bonthern 

pleasure and recreatlon—I mean men liying Jo the cold Norlil, T can 
safely aay tat probably there can be found no pines equal in all 

respscls to Western Texas, I haye resided ii the elty of San Autonlo 

fiye yours, aud hayes enjoyed many pleasant hoota in showing ctour- 

resies, Buch as sportsmen know how te appreciate, to visitors Trom 
tany Northern States. Iwill giyaashort sketeh of 4 hott of twelyo 

days, from wiich I, witha party of five others, huye jnet reloroed, 
Pully supplied with all necessary equipments for twalys days in the 

neat, we started from the Alamo City on Taesduy, the 12th of the prea- 

ent month, our destination belug the neighborhood of Frio City, We 

brought up about fifteen miles beyond thut placy, having bageet con- 

alderable game along the way—such as tirkeys, qnall and d ucks. Wo 

iipally brought up On the Yo-te-digo, fifteen miles trom Erie City. 
{here we settled down and went Lo work for deer, und spent LWo or 
three days, bat fonnd the deer rather scarce, only killing seven. We 
floally determined on a change of bage, and began to relrace our steps, 
coming ten nilles northeastof Mrio City and camping on the Saco, 

where wa pald our attention to the turkey, I om safely fasert that 

fie Saco ls one of, If nob the most fayorine, places for turkey In Texas. 

TtJs a smnall styeam and rons only wlittle of ihe year, but lt_uas water 
holes sll #long it the entire year, and ia timbered, a3 all sich streams 
are jn Wes ern Texas. with ecattered clumps of live oak abd other 

Iroes, ‘The clumps of treats, eapecially where you fod s water hole, 

are fuyuilve apots for the turkey tO rooat in, and here ls where the 
hunters go toshoob them. Lam wellaware that many conser this a 
barbarous way of slaughtering turkey; butler them come to Western 

Texug and 1 will siake tay reputation as a sporteman they will do as 

wedo, Theides of caliinga turkey up-to shoot bili down with 3 rite! 
Why, you here ste thent af ail times, But we only shoot for camp 

nse, ontil the night before we start for home; then we have Treah tur- 

keys. I wil! nasert that I saw tn une roost, the oiehe before we left, in 

iiye hundred yards distance, over 4 thousand turkeys. DT killed at legat 

tiventy-five turkeys ln thirty minutes. Gar whole Elllof turkey on the 

tramp was over a hundred, seyen deer, innumerable quali, both the 

cotimon and blue topknot, one wild boar, four ayalenas, or wild musk 
hoy. This section isthe wildest Ihaye ever seen in Texas, I conld 
welte pages upon many thluge, strange aud Tew, Which J saw on the 

. 
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trip, Those who wish to spends timein the most congenial climate, 
and where ths best yariety of sport can be had, can do no better than 

to make their headquarters in the Alamo City, and I shall be only too 

‘happy to give them such directions as will sfford them the greatest 
Amount of pleasure, H. LYMAN BINGHAM, 

ee 

PIGEON MATCHES, 

How to Perrars Scorgs.—To insure insertion m current 

issues Of this paper, scores should be sent so as to reach us on 
Tuesday, and earlier if possible. These particulars should be 
viven and these only: Place, date, name of club, name of 
competition, kind of trap and balls used, distance of rise, 

boundary, rules governing, and #yeather. Scores are valueless 
Without these. 

Tennessee Sportsmen’s Association. 

Fifth anunay shooting tournament; plunge traps, 21 yards ris6, ten 
single birds; ten dollurs entrance throughout, except medal match ; 
all purses to Mill or pro rata; 134 02. shot, 10 bore guns: 

Thuraday, Dec. 5.—¥iret purse, $300; first prize, $160; second, $125; 
third, #50, and ten bags of shot given by Tatham & Bros,, N. Y., for 
Zourth priae: 
Dunean.....10911001101—6 Hutchings..1100010011—35 

0001111119—6 Johnson...0010000111—4 
1101101011~—7 Cowling, Jr1011110100- 6 
O01T1L1I01100—5 -1011111011—8 

= 00111011117 00007011115 
Kirkman...111101111i—9 11111101119 
Budge.....1110111100—T7 0111010111-7 
Wells. 00101011116 1011111011—8 
Dow.. 0111111111—9 T1011711111-—9 
Gilbert. 1ToOT1L011011-—7 Tiii1i01ii—9 
Grimith. 111100111i—8 T110101111—8 
Monstell 101L11111111-9 111111111110 
aire, 0100111111—T 0119011111-—T7 

Nichol 1111010111—8 O01110111—6 
Vass.... 1101111111—9 LT11110011—7 
Poryear....1111100010—6 O1L1111011—7 
McDermott.1011110011—7 

Ties on nine—The shoot off was won by G. W. Tunatell. 
Ties on eight were divided, as were also the ten bags of shot, seven 

being scored by ten shooters, 

Second purse, $400; first prize, $200; second, $125; third, $75; 
fourth, 1244 Ibs. Hazard Powder presented by Hazard & Co, : 

Kirkman...0101111111—8 Griffth.....111011110i—8 
Watking....L111111011—9 Hutchings..1011101101—7 
Joneg.......1011011010—T Bonnie.....1111011111—9 
Carre.......1200001011—5 Duncan....1000111111—7 
Scales......1011111101—s8 McClung...1110011111—8 
Bush.......0106110011—5 Merriman..1111111100—S 
Vass........1111111110—9 Bowles.....4101101011-7 
Tunstell....1101111111—9 Saunders,..2111111101—9 
Furyear,...0110101111—T7 Jno Wells..1110111111-9 
Gilbert......0110111011—7 Burga......1011011111—8 
Nichol....-.1110001111—7 Phillips....0011111111~—8 
Cock .-. .1110011101— 7 Torner.....1701010111—T7 
‘Tregerant...1110010011—6 Dixon....1111011101—8 
Dow........1111001111—S8 Long.......1111111111—10 
Hobson,....10017111110—-7 

Mr. Long, the winner of the first prize, is from Detroit, Mich. Tlea 
on nine won by Dr. Saunders. Ties on eight, Mr. Merriman, Ties on 
Seven divided. The glass ball match, at twenty single and ten double 
rises, for a splendid glass ball trap donated by W. H, Crittenden, 
Cazenovia, N. ¥., closed with thirteen entries; was wou by Mitchell 
and Gettings. 

Friday, Dec. §6.—Purse, $890; first prize, $150; second, $100; third, 
$50; fourth prizs, 1,000 central fire shells, donated by Bridgeport 
Metallic Caryridge Co. : 
38 Dow... 121111124111—10 Bush........009011111111—8 
Hutchings... 12 111111¢0—9 Sannders..1110011111~-8 
Phillipsi.-..1111121000—7 McClong...01111111i10—8 
Dunhar....J 1 1L1011111—3 WW Ooor.11111111711—10 
Cowling...,.1101001111—% Carre....- -O00172171111—7 
Vasa...-..,2111111101—9 Seales.....1111111111—10 
Daf, ..-.-.0010111011—6 Gilbert.....00001110011—5 
Nichols.....1110111111—9 Johnson...d111111110—98 
Dopont....d110111111—9 PHenry,..1111111111—10 
GriMth....01111111110—9 Merriman..1111111100—8 
Nicholson..1011111111—9 E Wells,..d110000110—5 
Tunstel,....1 011111110—8 J Weils....1000¢00000—1 
Long ,----..1111111111—10 Martin......0011111111—8 
Bowles.....1101011111—8 Gettings.,.1111111100—8 
Treserant,..1 11000101 5 Brackman..1111111110—9 
Kirkinan....111111111—10 Watkins...1111111110—9 
Samuels,....0001110011—5 MeDermottdd001111110—6 
Markey.....1111111000—7 

Ties on ten won by 8. Dow; Hutchings and Johnson divided; third 
prize, Dr. Saunders; fourth prize, 1,000 shells, diyided between Tun- 
gtell, Bowles, Mackey, Carre. 

Saturday, Dec. 7.—The morning’s Shoot began with the unfinished 
progranime of Friday. Purse of $500; first prize, $250; second, $150; 
third, $100; fourth, 1,000 central fire shells, donated by St. Louis patens 
conical shell factory ; 2i yards ris2, $0 yards boundary: 
Long,.......0111111111—9 Higgins....1111111111—10 
Griffith......f 101011111—8 Henry......11111411111—10 
Maskey.....1111111111—10 Puryear...81116011110—7 
Watkins....0111101111—8 Bmsh......,.0111101110—-7 
Saunders....11111111141—i0 Scales......1001111110—7 
Geddings...1 111111111—10 Carre......1110111011—8 
Bowles......1 O01 1111111—9 Tucker....J110111111—~9 
Mitchell,...0111111111—9 Nichols..,..1111111111—10 
Kirkman....1111111111—10 McDermottl101111116—8 
Dow...---. 1111111111—10 Houtchings,...1111111111—10 
Cook eeeeend LLL1112111—10 Tunstell-.,.1111011111—9 
Jones....40.0 111111111—9 Johnson....0111111119—8s 
VWass.......110111111—9 Merrimen..1111110111-9 

Ties on ten—26 yards. 
MABKPY..... 20a +5522 111—3 Saunders...... ee hele tea 
Kirkman ..... OW 
Cook....... i «wl 11-3 
Henry.- tae 111—3 Hatchins........--ceye05.1 1 1-3 
Higging, ....,ccceesepeeee 0 W 

Second tie—31 yards. 
Ma8k6Ysusveses-.cee-ssaceed 1 1—3 Saunders.....+....-2..-,-.1 1 1-3 

Third tie—31 yards. 
Maskey.r--cevssecettonsase TO 1—2 Saunders... 5. .sieese..e0s.0 OW 

Ties on nine—26 yards. 
Long,. 1 i1—3 Tuocker.............. 0 Ww 
Bowles 10Ww MeDirmott.......... 11138 
Mitehell, «110-2 Tonstell...:. < 11 0—2 
Jones. «.. af .110—2 Merriman.. 111- 
VBS) ccavecce gy ceeeee eoeted 1 1-3 Nichold. 2)... bose tyeereee dl OW 

Second tie—31 yards. 
sevebvecsse-0 1 0—1 MceDermott......... + seeeet 11-3 

211-8 Merriman.,...,..........,01 —# 

Third tie—31 yards, 
WAS8 cc etecscccsespeeigeneh 2 to MeDermott. ...o..ecenecesel 1 I—3 

Divided the money. 

Ties on eight, for third money, were shot off by Grifiith, Watkins, 
Carre and Johnson. Griffith and Johnson made shree each and 
divided. 5 
‘Tes on seven: Bush, Scales and Puryear decided io let the one 

getting the highest score in thé next match haye the 1,000 shells. = 

Firet regular purse, $300; first prize, $100; second, $75; third, $60 
fourth, $40; With, $25 ; five single birds, 21 yards rise; 

DONE ..--sie-e 
Vas enveanseetnn, peeenye ns 

--01011—3 Cook. -l1100—-5 
i1i1i1i—5 Tucéer.. 111120—-4 
.01100—2 Mitchell OLiii—4 

1iii-5 Bush, 110114 
11iii—d Ton 11111—5 
0101-3 --11111-5 

1111165 Pets a 
HOUG ig ese ce ceeesvesesl Let Ls OL1Li—4 
Watkins...s-.-. oe 111116 --11111-5 
Bowles... «0110 0-2 Nichols... isc: 200sc20 0110-2 
Johnsen... sel L1011—4 MeClung....,,.. O11ii—4 
Hutehing vessssseceses102t 11—4 Me eer Ler 
HiggiWSvos.ssesasereryd 1 1 11-6 

Ties on flye—26 yards. 
Betackman.....,.:.-......10W EK 

wet 

TUDSEll.....+s0+ceses2..-..1 1 1—3 Vass... 
DONE, soes-¥ayesavecaceeal). 4, 

Second tie—31 yards, 
Saunders,. .....-..0ee+ss--l1 1 O—2 Merriman,,.... 
FENG pe evees sagecss 

esssaseeeessl 1 I—S 
feragielil DSS, Hipplngis.ssccs+csetsepase1 

J Third tie, 
PRLS DGS ye talaseleb nce seeeeeel O1—2 Merriman....,......,...-.1 1 1-3 

First tle for second prize, 26 yards rise: Johnson, Hutchings, Tucker, 
McClong, Mitchell, Geddings and Bush, each killed three birds 
On the second tle Bush won the shootoff, Third prize was won by 
Puryear, and ths jourth prize by Nichols. 

Contest for the Tennessee State Medal, value $100; open only to 
members of the association; flye single and three dotbie rises; 26 
yards rise and 8&0 yards boundary for single birds, and 18 yards double 
1is@ and 100 yards boundary. Great interest was felt in thls match, 
and a large number were present to witness it. 

113 

Single, Doubie. 
Ed Wells read TV Sy 1 it N—11 
JH Dow. - mabe iy alt 10 11 1i—9 
Pat_ Henry 0: Sa Oo 10° 10—6 
M Campbell. aL A dig ak “x 11 11 10—9 
Thos Perkins... Ag ey Riyal ii ol li—9 

Bowles..... al ssi st ph Gi li Ol 11—9 
FR Mifehell... wie dey Id 11 6i—9 
Merrimain.,.... eats Apel yee 10 11 1i—10 
Dr Sanuders... if SP Sat ae ll OL O1—9 
RC Nicholson. leds te 1 61 11-9 
V I Kirkmau...... ay ge SO 11 01 17—10 
W Wathins......5-..424-- pie Pall ay gloat Ol 11 10-9 
W-Gheatham yoy... teenes oe Oe 00 00 00 o0— 2 
Geadin gs. we... cs eee tees AE Tey 10 11 11-9 
T Nicholson ...ccscseusess,-0- Serengeti dele ot WwW 1 11—9 
Sweepstakes, 5 birds each, 21 yards rise; first miss fo count out: 

Pitkins........- seeeeeeel 1 111—5 Bush... 
Watklus......-:.......1 0 w Soles. 
Wirkman .... sees Long 
Jones... ++. Bowlea 
Cook .....- 
HGNVYss<csqen04 
Maskey.. 
Mitchell. 

Tuesday, Deo. 10 (continued from Saturday).—Puree, a gun donated by 
Brown & Hilder, of St. Louis, value $100; 25 yards rise; miss to rule 
out: 
Dow. csesees 0 W Perking........-.....110W7 
Dow -.1.1111—5 11i1—5 
Tuck iit 111—s5 1111-5 
Gardné: 10W 110W 
Brown 110w 1111-5 
Kirkman 1iii 0-4 L11ii1-—5 
Kirkman Liiii—s Ww 
Canfield Ow OW 
Nichols -Lii1i1—5 Mitchell “OW 
Nichols. 10w Maskey. -11111—5 
Merriman 1Ti1odw Beazelsy . 11111—5 
Paoryear. low Chadweil 1111-5 
Watkins... 1111—5 Wetkins...............0 W 

Ties on five—31 yards, 
DOW. .-~-s0c-s-2e--csee~ ort 1 1-3 Hutchings.....+.>.-...-.-.1 1 1-3 
MAGEE pee esce Gareceials baa 0) Ws Maskey... eaeseeeeezel L1—3 
Kirkman ,.i:...+..........L11—3 Beazley... dice sceend W 
Nichols,.... wap deyel 1 0—38 Hulehings,,.......--<ysnenl OW 
Saunders... «.»».1 1 (—2 Chadwell......... le glee DANY’ 
Cheatham, . .....-.sesegd L1—3 Watkins... .2.........-200,) 10 0 

Second tie—31 yards. 
GW ai seveccees ne head semeso lO Wi Hutehings,,...........82..0 W 
ark Mia. wt. t ew WTB B Yee eciag sree celeste yee UH 
CM@atD AM eewee+--+4,-----1 1 1-8 

Mitch at double birds; sweepstikes, $5 each, 3 double birds, 13 yards 
vise¢ 
Watikins..... ss afaiefa) «seit 11 00—4 Kirkman..,..-.,<:.+-..,11 01 00-3 
Bwunders.... 2.244. f +11 11 11—6 Tucker... PS ii el ea 
IPGURINHS Sea nares i¢ aeeses OL 10 11—4 
Hutobisgs....... ,..11 10 10—4 
NICHOIS8. 2. cece en ynee ell CO IJ—4 Merriman,.... .---. ~-10 1] 11—5 

Dr. Saunders and Hutchings divided money. 

Sweepstakes of $5 cach; fo shoot until miss; 26 yards rice: 

MCU AN eerste ped wl ok Le et Wed To too, -— 14: 
Kirkman...es-+.45-5..1 2 1 0 —3 
Puryear... eet ey tad —1% 
Watkins... ree lee —2 

Te, — 3 
10 —2 
0 —1 

—0 
LO SI ha ie Ba TT —10 

tC HiN ESS oeseeinece sete 0) led ee pion dts clde td et te ie ot (05 

BRoogLYN Gun CLuB—Dewter Park, Dec. 14—Regnlar monthly 
handicap contest for a gold badge at 10 birds each, $0 yards boundary, 
from five H and T traps; 137 oz. shah and Long Island rules: 

B West...... sen gow 20 YOReaeececsiccneeed 11 121017 Lf dD 
er: Age pteenckals eile) Ty al 11 0-7 

tno nce, el all al alee Tye 
eeMesuseseee ds 10 tT foo Fb Wt a7 
TAA? 19.90) Ce es OF Tee Ae tee 05 
eeseeccsegrvaneQ O11 T0210 1 1-6 

veeseeesransle © Of 0 oh Os TE -Oie0—5 
3 peicersteeeed Lot so ob OF i—s 

Wi0ORR ii lbersabdast see nad 002120110 0 Q—4 
Robinson........, . 25 feeectengeeem Get f 0.0 Tm 0-09 1—3: 

Match for the birds between teams of six men each, at 3 birds each, 
25 yards rise = 

ATKINS’ SIDE. 

NEW JERSEY—Red Bank, Dec, 9.—Semi-monthily shoot ot the Shrews- 
Bees Gun Club, at glass balls; Parker trap, Bogardus rules; for club 
adgze: 

GH Wild... .te.seceereel 1 TP OT1 1010121 1-12 
J B Bergen......... saneesV TT1’?Trviaodoti1aiti ow 
SW Morford..4,---....00 00102 T1111 1 O 11 

seeeees 1ooO0O2230021i1 11 2 110 
Tootiwvirioizdi1i1 os 

seeped Tt 1002127020001 1-8 
OTT StIWeI.. eee eee ae TO eis 0:50. 1 OPO te 0%, 
T Davyiss......5 oo toOL T0100 001716 

- First tie, ' 
Gi Wild,.,..........11111—6 JG Bergen,..........11111—5 

aut 
J 

Second tie. 
GH Wild. peyerrsyse)e 0110-3 JB Bergen........,..1011 03 

Third tle. _ 
QU Wild..............4 1100-3 JB Bergen,...........0 111 0-¢ 

Long BRANCH GuN Chub—Newark, N, J., Dec, i4.—Match, $200 ($100 
a side); Messrs. Butler and Armstrong ugainst Messrs. Templeton and 
Zeliner; to slioot at 26 birds at 30 yardatise: 

Butler.........11116011111011101111112111 1-92 
Armstropg.....0101111111101111010011011~i1s—40 
Templeton.....1 L1110171110101111101111 1—21 
Zeliner,...+...- T11T110T1190000111100110 00 115-25 

Handicap sweepstakes for a Parker 1z-bore gun, at 10 birds, fromsé 
traps, 2 misses ont: 

R Jackson, 80 yarda.. 
R Eudy, 30 yards... 

C. Butler, N. Knox, Z. Smith 
Murphy, W. Long, W:Ruttles, Dr, 
went out. 

Matawan, Dec. 18.—Mateh for a fine breech-loader, valued at $75; 
Midway Club rules to govern: 

dames Vanbrackle,.,..11411—5 I Vanbrackle..........1111 
RB Campbell ........1111%1—5 James Lambereon,.,,.11 a : 

61 

eles Dy Tah ob apy —9 
abd tpi tt 41 0 -o—s 

Templeton, W- Jamieson, W. G, 
Zelluer, E, Hopper, missed and 

1-5 
i 

LB Campbell...ce0s,1 1111-5 JLamberson,....,....11 
HA WSIDGryarrp sense OL D1—d By Applegates-cvoeeyesyl 1d 

addressed “Chess Editor FoREsT AND StReAM, P, O. box 54, Wolcotl- 

George Walte...,......1 
Frank E Hyer..........1 
George Waite.......... J Bray...- 

0 
1 

J Magill....... Charles Applegate .,-, 
James Tyin - Biciee ehace as 

Ties shot off. 
Vanbrackle......,.....11110—4 RB Campbell,,.. 
L B Campbell..... 0011 —2 Vanbrackle,.., 
Lamberson,........-..1 11 11—5 

Lambergon and Vanbrackle divided. 
Henry White, Jerry Strant, R. V. Disbrow, W. A. Dunlop, H. w. 

Abbott, J, Johnson, George Rigler, D. BH. Snowhlll, withdrew, v 

AupuBON CLUB—Chicago. Ill., Dec. 9.—Club shot for gold badge; 
Dexter Park; tame birds furnished by T Stagg; club rules, 30 vaNie 
rise, 60 yards boundary; use of both barrels; five ground traps; $5 
entrance, divided into three prizes—40, 35 and 26 per cent.; 

CH ¥elton........ ....J31 181 1 191 0 1 Isi91 1 Ig i—t 
SH Turrill,....... i eter 1s1 0 1 isi 1g1 0 Isigiai @ t=18 
ANUGOK sy foils, be «+l 181 ig 1 Ig ig1 is 1 0 1 O 18 0—18 
C Kerns... --eseeel I8 181 1891 1 181 i181 Ig Ie 1 1 —15 
OC Morris.. +----180 Js 181 180 1 18181 1 is 18 1 —19 
W Foss... eesesel 18181 181 01 I8is1 101 ie 43 
T Stagg......-....-..-+.18 18 1 18191 18181 19181 1 1s ig—ia 

Ties on fifteen. i 
r---l 0 18 1 is—4 TT Stagg....-.....19 0 1 

Second tie. 
C Kerns. ...00.s.518 0 1818 0—3 T Stagg..........1818 0 ig 0 —3 

Third tie, 
C Kerns,.........18 0 0 1s 1—3 T Stage... 
A num ber of other sweeps followed, 

(6) Signifies use of second barrel, 

C Kerns ...... la 1a—4 

veseeeeD Js 181 1a—d 

See 

~Should any of our patrons wish to buy a quite new and in every 
Tespect excellent piano, made by a prominent and reliable maker, we 
cordially suggest that he communicate with “Brookman,” in care of 
this office. The piano has not yet been used. The maker's price ig 
$600, It will be sold for much less.—[Adp. 

Che Game of Chess. 
Norice,—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

yille, Conn.” 

Problem No. 36. 
Motto: Wallenstein. 

i 
et YUL) 

Ky * 

Zi 
White to play and give mate in three moves, 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO, 32, 
1—Q-Kts 1—P-Q’s 
2-Q-QR8 ch 2 g 
3—Q-Bb mate 
_— 

1—K-B3 
2—Ke 

1—K-K5 
2—Q-BS ch 2—Q-S4 ch 2—K- 
3—Q mates 8—Q mates ° 

in Problent No, 35 White's King should stand on King's second Square, 

Game No. 87,—SICILLIAN DEFENCE. 

The subjoined game, played in the great match between Morphy and 
Anderssen in 1853, at the Cafe de la Regence, in Paris, weare requested 
to publish : 

White. 
Morphy. 

1—P-K4 
2—P-O4 
3—Kt-K Bs 
4—Két tks P 
5—EKtKt5 
6—B-K Bé (b) 
7—B-K3 
&—Q Kt-B3 (d) 
9—Kt-Q5 

Black, White. Black, 
Anderssen. on Morphy, Anderssen, 

10—K Kt-Bi ch 10—K-B2 
11—Q-B3 ch 1i—Kt-B3 
12—E-B4 (f) 12—Kt. Q5 
13—Kt tks Kt ch 13—P-Q4 (g) 
14—B 

Ket 15— 
T—P-B4 (c) 
8—P-B5 (€) 
3J—P tks B 

tksP ch 14—K-Kt3\(h 
7oe eae Bay ipa tks st 
i= tS) 6—Kt tks P 

1]—K-K2 and wins, pe 

NOTES, 

(a) This is better than P-Q3, but even now the K B is shut in, and the 
Q P rendered weak, 

(6) Correctly played, compeling thea adyanue of the K P, thereby 
leaving the Q P behind, weak and unsupported. 

(c) P-Q R8 would haye been sounder play, tut even ihen the gama 
would have been in favor of the first player, 

(d) Had Black now played P-Q R8 White's reply would stl haye been 
Kt-Q5, with winning game, 

(e) The attack is now irresistible. 

(7) If the B had been interposed, White would bave taken it checking 
and on Kt retaking, have played Kt-Q5 ch, and won without dificulty, 

(7) Had the Q captured the B, White would have taken with the Kt 
ch, and remained eventually with a P ahead, and # winning position, 

Game No, 88.—KING’S GAMBIT DECLINED, 

Played lately at the Royal Aquarium : 
White 

Mephisto. 
White. 

Mephisto. 

oh ka — 2 il—Kt-Ra 
12—P-K Rt 12—P-K Kt¢ 
13—K PtksB(b) 13—Kt tks P 
1d—K tks P t4—Q Kt-B6 ch 
15—K i 15—K-Kt3 
ae i ch (c) 16—K tka R 

Black. 
Myr. Beardseil. < 

1-P-K4 
2—B-Q be 
8—P-Q3 
4—Kt-K Bs 
5—B-K Ki5 
6—B tks Kt 
TCastles 
8—Kt Q B3 
SOP RS (a) 

NOvHS, 

(a) I prefer 9—Kt-Q5, foliowed, atter Q-Q, by P-Qi, 
(b) P tks P en passant would bé rather strong. 
(c) OF sulphurous subtlety. 

(dy Mr, B is evidently demoralised, — Wreatmingtor Pupere, 

Black, 
Mr. Beardseil. 

10—KE Q5 

8—Kt-Q B3 tks Kt 1f—@Q-' 
§—P-b5 Tee? @ ite mates in three moves, 

. 



Game No, 89. . 

Played recently at the Divan, Black receiving a Knight, Remove 
White's Q Et: 

White, Black. White, Black, 
Mr. MacDonnell. Dr. £. Mr. MacDonnell, Dr. E. 
1—P- Et 1—P-K4 tks Kt 8—B-K 
2—5-B4 2—B-Bt 9—B-K5 P-Q3 
3—Q-K2 38—Kt-K B3 (a) 10—R-K B(d) 10—R-K2 
4—P-Bt 4—B tks Kt (b) 1i—-Castles 11—P tks B 
5—R tks B 5—P tks P 12—P tks P 12—9-B 
§—P-Q4 6—Castles 13—R tks P Resigns 
7—Q Bb tke P q7—Kt tks P (c) 

NOTES. 
(a) Kt-Q B3 is preferable. ~ 
{v) This is not advisable. He might safely play 4—P-Q3, but at the 

odds I consider 4—P-Q4 better still, Receivers of Kt odds would do 
well to note that P-O4, woen played early, is in almost all open games 

‘annoying to the opponent. 

(c) Here he should most decidedly play P-Q4, 
(@) A yery menacing move, especially against an odds receiver, I 

apprehend that Black's best play is B-K3, 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 

—The score in the International Tourney now stands: Great Britain, 
14; America, 13; drawn, 2. Mar—— but we had better wait awhile. 

—Mr, Cook, President-of the A. C, and P, Association, can find no 

authority in the laws of the Association empowering him to investigate 
the charges preferred against the managers of the recent problem tour- 

ney. Happy, voiceless McKim! If Mr. Loyd pocketed Secretary 

McKim, as the Turf broadly intimates, it is now time that the chess 

public petitioned that a single stitch be cut, and the Secretary allowed 
to escape. Weare not inclined to be unkind, and we only await his 

Teappearance astride a friend’s “‘chariot wheel,” rolling down hill, 
seeking ‘ yindication” in order that we may applaud as well as laugh 

ata disgraced officer of the Association. That ‘‘ chariot wheel” will, 
of course, be suitably decorated, and we further suggest that a motto 

be affixed to it, ‘The following occurs to us as appropriate: Sile e 

philosophus esto. 

—The Wesiminater Papers for December is an interesting and attract- 

iyenumber. Mr. W. T. Pierce contributes the first installment of his 

analysis of the opening by a table of reference tomodel games, The 

three pages devoted to this feature are alone worth the price of the 

number, Address Westminster Papers, 8 Salisbury Court, Fleet st., 
London, E. C., England, 

—The American Chess Journal for November is a decided improye- 

ment on its recent predecessors, and the Management announce that 

more attention will be given to its preparation, and the typographical 

errors, 80 frequent of late, will be looked after in the future. The 

following are the prizes, rules, etc., of its first Problem Tournament ; 

Prizes—t, volume of ‘Chess Strategy” and $10; 2, volume of ‘* Chess 

Strategy” and $5; 8, American Chess Journal and “Strategy ;” 4, ‘Cent. 

Prob, Book” and ‘' Chess Strategy ;” 5, **Ohess Strategy.” Free to all 

the world; one problem (with solution) only should be mailed to 

“American Chess Journal, 68 Courtland sti., New York,” prior to Feb. 1, 

1879; problems to bein 2,3,4 or S5Jmoves. ‘“'To give jcompetitors a 
fair and equal chance, we will explain that the problems will be graded 

according to their actual dificulty—the number of moves, and how 

many pieces are employed intheir construction. Eyery problem will 

be solved by a committee, and a record of time consumed in each prob- 

lem will be kept. One-thirtieth of this time will be deducted for each 

piece employed in the construction of the problem, and the average 
balance will give the rating of each problem. We have computed that 
a three-move problem should be six times a8 difficult as a two-mover, 
a four-moyer four times as difficult as a three; & five-meve problem 
should be therefore aa difficult as 120 two-move problems,” The 

rating of each problem will be given at the time of its publication, and 

the awards will probably be published in February, 1879. A solvers’ 
tourney is also aumounced in connection with the above problem tour- 
ney, aud the prizes offered are well worth trying for. This programme 

is somewhat novel, but will doubtless prove au attraction to problem- 

ists. ‘The mannerin which the difficulty of a problem is ascertained, 

it seems to us, fayors a class of problemists to the exclusion of othera 

who consider beautifal variations obtained by the use of additional 

force. Inorder that no one may misconstrue our remarks on this 

point, we state that we refer more particularly to the pieces employed 
for defensive purposes. The use of unnecessary or inactive pieces for 
the attack, in order to increase the difficulty of the problem, or to ob- 

tain unnecessary variations, although sanctioned by some, should be 

handicapped in this ora similar manner. The programme with this 

exception is yery good, 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

R. 8. F., Cincinnati, 0.—The top of diagram, as you infer, is Black’s 

side of the board, and the. bottom White’s, ete. The author’s solution 

to No. 80 is as follows = 
— t 1—Q P tks 1— 1—B P tks Q 
POR enS oh a KK tks me 2—Kt-Q3 ch 2—K tks P 
3—B-Kté mate 8—B-Ki6é mate 
i— 1—P tks P 1— 1—Kt tks P 
2—Kt-Q3 ch 2—K-B4 2—K-B6 ch 2—K-B3 
3—Q tks B P mate 3—Q tks B P mate 

J. A. G.,; Jackson, Miss—In Game No. 84 the move of 20—-Kt-Kt5 

should read, according to A. C, J., 20—Kt-Ks. We agree with you, 

W. A. B., Montpelier, Vt.—We do not think that B-Rs will solve No, 

16, or that KteK Bs ch will solve No. 27. Examine No. 16again. We 

give your solution to No, 27 below, hoping that our solvers and the 

author will point out to you the unsoundness of your proposed double 

solution. We cannot do so, as our time at present, as during the past 

few months, is fully taken up with other matters, much to our regret: 
—Kt-K. BS ch 1—P tks Kt 1— 1—K-Q Be 
2 Oe mtr ch 2—K-Q 53 2—Q-Q BS ch 2—Kt uiterposes 
3—R-K6 mate 8—Q tks Kt mate 

H, A. A., Willimantic, Conn,.—We have complied with your request, 

Should like to hear from yon occasionally. 

G. W., Winsted, Conn,—Your fayor duly received. Sorry that you 

cannot devote more time to chess, 

Auswers to Cogresyondents, 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communication. 

WHERE To Go yor GAmE.—Correspondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 
and fish are referred to our game columns, All the news that 
comes to us is there given, By keeping tliemselves informed 
from this source our friends will saye themselves and us 

much trouble. Read the paper. 
Dr. H, &., Cleyeland, O.—The leaves and buds you Bend us, atid which 

were found in the crop of a ruffed gronse, are those of the white birch. 

F. 0. B., Waterfown, Conn.—Will a new model “ Whitney” rifle, 
long-range, cals 44, wm Brey carry a distance of 4milesormore? Aus. 

No, ‘ta © : ~ 2 

Dick, Painesyille, O.—The puppies probably haye worms. We would. 
Suggest santonine In doses of one grain, to be followed by +4 oz. of cna- 
tor oil. 

J. A. R., Woodville, Miss.—We believe Ritzman & Co. to be square 

dealers and 4 réliable irm., Shall be pleased to hear anything iurther 
of the movements of Messina quail. 

G.N.R., Worcester, Mass.—For cheap trip to Indian River, Florida, 
we know of no better way than to go via schooner to Jacksonville, and 
then take schooner to the River. 

Brom Bones, New York.—My setter puppy six montlis old has a spot 

of red mange about the size of a silyer dollar on his head, What shall 
Idoforhim? Ans, Rub it with crude petroleum. 

G. L, W., Steubenville, O.—Please giye me your opinion on decarbon- 

ized steel gun barrels, Ans. We do not consider them safe for large 
charges, aud certainly not as strong as twist or laminated steel. 

HAUL TaveHt, Montreal, Can,—Bogardus offers the American cham- 

pionship medal for competition ia Brooklyn next week. He hus him. 

self withdrawn from the championship. Anyone can be a champion 
on paper. 

H. J. APPLEBY.—Mr, H. J. Appleby, & resident of Meadville, Pa, 
disappeared from that city very mysteriously Sept 21,1878. ‘Will any 
one knowing his present whereabouts send his address to this office, or 
to his wife, Mrs. Fanny Appleby, Meadville, Pa, 

J.A.0., Wakefield, N. H.—What is the best medicine for tape-worm 
in a dog, simplest and most efilcacions? Aus, Areca nut is probably 

the most efficacious remedy known, but should be freshly grated and 
given in repeated doses until the effect is produced. 

SUBSCRIBER, Phila,—lIt 1s not necessary that the shells should fill the 

chamber when loaded ; if you can turn them down with a reamer to the 

shot wad they will fit the chamber when discharged. You can use the 

sawdust as you suggest, or another wad over powder, 

T. M., Atlanta, Ga,—Please examine sample of powder that you will 
find inclosed, and give me name, etc., and where it cau be procured, 

also price? Ans, The powder is the ee powder, aud can be 

bought in this city for $i per cannister from H. C, Squires, No. 1 Court- 
Jand st, 

E. B. T., Orrville, O.—What length, weight, gauge and also pattern for 
each barrel would you recommend me to get for hunting pheasant, 

quail, wooecock and squirrel? Ans. 12 gauge 80 inch barrels, welght 

§ pounds, left barrel to make @ pattern of about 200, No, 6 shot and the 
Tight about 170, 

H., Philadelphia,—Can you give me the name of any party that, 
understands making uo jeather goods, such as a buckskin coat, in a first 

Class Manner? Ans. Messrs, G, W. Simmons & Son, Boston, manu- 

facture leather shooting suits, and 80, we believe, do ''homson & Son, 

301 Broadway, this city, 

HH. H. H., Philadelphia.—What would be the proper charge for a ten 

gauge Remington, weight cight pounds? What world be dn average 

pattern for the charge, Ans. 314 to 4 drs, powder and 137 oz. shot for 
upland shooting. For a cylinder bored gun, 175 pellets of No, 6 shot in 

a 30-inch circle would be a good pattern. 

C, H, H., Lynn, Mass.—Your dog hasa very rare disease known as 
‘«turnside,” which is an Infammation of one side of the brain only, He 

mnay recoyer if you put a seton on his neck and give him nitrate of gil- 

ver, Say two grains, carefully powdered and mixed with crumbs of 
bread enough to make eight pills; glve three pills a day, first giving a 

purgative, 

8. D., Uniondale, Pa,—Can you give the address of some good, re- 

liable firm in Michigan that could send me a few deer skins. IT want to 
get afew untanned and tan them myself, or could I get them as cheap 

inN. Y. city? Ans. You would do better through the restaurant 

keepers and market dealers in New Yorkelty. See Van Nostrand's ad 

vertisement in our paper, Washington Market. 

i. R., New York.—Please let me know whether the pointer dog 
Sensation, beionging to the Westminister Kennne!l Club, has produced 
any noted dogs in this country? Also, where can those be seen? 
Would you recommend him as a stud dog, or do you know of a better? 

Ans, Sensationis the sireofa number of very excellent fleld dogs, 
aud from his own field qualities, breeding and bench-show auccesses 
we know of no better dog to breed to, 

D, G, J., Cedarville, Ohio,—How shonld a minnow nét abont four feet 
long, to be pushed ahead of a single person, be hung? Should it be 

hung with the meshes at the brail closed or with the meshes open? I 
hung one the latter way, but the top and bottom lines havea tendency 
to draw toward each other in the middle, and the result ia it doea not 

lie close to the bottom of the water. Ans. If it will not work one way, 
tryit another, Address the parties through the London Field, 

J. W.8., Manfordyille, Ky.—1, Is the Dittmar powder free from dirt 
and smoke, and what is the price? 2, Where can the best pin-fire car- 
tridge be purchased? We have tronble in finding a first-class shell No. 

14. 3, Is there a brass pin-flre shellmade? Ans, 1, Yea, compara- 
tively 80; price $1 per can, equalin bulk to one pound black powder. 

2. Nearly all dealers in this city keep them. Yon would be very apt 

to find an assortment at Schuyler, Hartley & Graham’sa, 3. No. 

ELEVEN GauGE, Monroe, Mich.—What is the difference in pattern of 

11 gauge muzzle-loader, 42in, barrels, loaded (1st) with wire cartridge 

No. 1 shot, and (2d) with same size shot, loaded in the usual way, 60 
yds.? Please give me proper load for such & gun, Ans, As you conld 

tellin ten minutes by firing two shots, and as we have neyer tied 

such an experiment, we can scarcely understand why you should ask 

us. As for a charge for a gun of 42in. barrels and unknown weight, we 

cannot give it. 

Knows Him.—We Were unable to answer & question regarding & gun 

maker named Sutherland, but a correspondent, writing from Rich- 
mond, V8., bindly supplies the information, He writes as follows: ‘I 
noticed in last week’s issue of your paper an inquiry for S, Suther- 
land, gun-maker. He manufactured guus here in this city for twenty- 

five years ; some of them are used now by our best shots ; he died two 

years ago and was succeeded in business by his song, under the style of 

S. Sutherland’s Sons,” 

Draw.—Suppose A, B, C and D are playing draw poker. A bets a 

certain amount on his hand; B and © content themselves with * see- 

ing? him. Does that fact prevent D trom “raising,” or is he also 

obliged to content himself to ‘‘seeing” the other three? Ans. Well 
really, We are NOt Up on this sort of thing, but we have it on the author: 
ity of & man who once made a small fortone In the business that D can 

‘raise the whole party,” whatever that may mean. We can conceive 

of no possible reason why he should not. 

Biceps, Boston.—What way of exercising is the very best to enlarge 

the biceps? Aus, A blacksmith’s hammer persistently wielded for 8 
hours a day, ‘+chinning " yourself on a horizontal bar, lifting Hour bar- 

els, and varions other exercises are highly esteemed. If you hayea 

puiling machine, the best way to nse itis to pullit. There are several 

“professors” in New York and Boston who will teach you howto strike 

from the shonider, They advertise to. enlarge the e, very mMate- 
nially, Particularly just, aboye the eye, 

3.8, P,, Albany.—lor the book Down Channel” write to Charles 
Wilson, late Norie & Wilson, 157 Leadenhall street, London E. C,, 
England, Price sbout 4s., or $1in England. Can be sent to you by 

mail or we can procure it for you, Other books of a similar character 

are: ‘ The Cruise of the Kate,” by Middteton, prick $2; ana Orion,’ 

acruise in a 19-ton yacht single-handed, price $1.75. Both by same 
publishers. See our book reviews this week and next, Can order the 

above upon receipt of price, ‘Time, about four weeks, as No dealer in 

America keeps suck books instock. The“ Croise of the Kate” is an 

account of a voyage aronnd England in a little 80ft. yawl, and interest- 
ing and instructive to Corinthians, 

T.58.8.—l. How many No. § Leroy Shot, 13s o#,, with 43¢ drs. Du- 
pont’s ducking, two pink-edge wads on powder, one o#. shot, ought a 

ood Parker gou pot in a 2d-Inch eirele at 46 yards; also at 30 yards, 

Said gun Yeing a 12-guuge 30-ineh? ¥. Is 3 drs, Dopont’s powder (next 

grade to ducking) or 3 drs. dead shot powder, with 11% oz. shot, snfi- 

cient for quail, gun 9 pounds, same gun as Above? 3. What book con- 

tains best instructions for an amateur shot, and where tobehad. Ans. 
1, The usual distance for testing guns is at 40 yards and ata 40-inch 

circle, with No. 6 shot. Test your gun in this way, let us know 
the resnit, and we will tell NG if the pattern ig a goodone, 2. We 
should, 343 drs. atleast, 4. “Bogardus' Field, Coyér and Trap Shoot- 
ing,” to be had atthis oftice. 

POINTER, Pittsburg.—l. My pointer scratehes himself constantly 

Wwiheu he is in the house and drags himself on his belly on the Tugs and 

carpet. In his kennel he is not so restless, but he seems to be tor- 
Mented, and can neyer be done with scratching. He has no skin 
trouble, and with fine-tooth comb can find no lice or fleas ; eyes clear, 

bowels regular, appetite good ; works wellin the field, 2. What is the 

** Pield Trial ’ dog, as now imported under that name? Aug. 1. There 

must either be some skin trouble or élse worms, If thereare no symp- 
toms whatever of the latfier, we should try Fowler’s Solution—say ten 
drops twice aday, 2. ‘The so-called Field Trial ” strain, now known 

as the *' Liewellin setter,” comprises the dogs bred by Mr. Llewellin 
(and their descendants) by his Dan ont of Layerack bitches, or bya 
Laverack dog out of a sister to Dan. 

“T O* DIED OF POTASSIUM,’ 

He’s dead, then? Poor fellow; gone at last! 

1 had no thought that he was going so fast, 

But knew he would come to it soon or late, 

For his credit was getting ina very bad state, 

IO was clever and good, and ever so kind ; 

Wouldn't slight even the lowest one he conld find, 
He would borrow of all who had money to lend ; 
Would owe him always rather’n cheat a good friend, 

Now, IO was a friend built on the adjustable plan, 
He could love or hate either this or that man, 

Just Whichever you siy, so it's always your treat. 

He was a gentlemen always, You aay deadbeat? 

Ah, well, be itso! Let him rest in peace, 

He was a jolly good fellow and lived at his ease: 

So we'll plant a big soap tree oyer his tomb, 

That all who puss by may knowl O died of Potassium, 

HAL RAqQuer, 

* Gender rather mixed, but purely from & motive of gallantry. 

Rational Pastimes, 
New York Arsrerm Crup.—The second annual winter 

meeting of this club will be held at Gilmore’s Garden, this 
city, on the evenings of Jan. 3d and 4th. Full particulars 
may be obtained by addressing the Secretary, P. O, Box 3101, 
New York. 

HARE AND Hounps.—Thé Westchester Hare and Hounds 
will hold their second meet Christmas morning. The start 
will be from Schroder’s Hotel, near the entrance of Wood- 
lawn Cemetery, and the run is arranged to be across the 
country and of three hours’ duration. The hares will be 
Messrs. Frank Banham and W.8. Vosburgh; the master of 
the hunt Col. Delancey Kane, and the first and second whips 
Messrs. J. 5. Haviland and James Lowe. 

—The Queens County Hunt talk of building a club-house, 

AnonERY—Crawfordsville, Ind., Dec, 13.—Mr. Will H. 
Thompson shot the ** York Round " with this result: 

No. ar’ wa. arf Hits. Score. 
72 100 82 128 
48 80 34 164 
24 60 23 li 

Dotatee J. Seto citieliietaictete's etintyeL oar 403 

Sorsgors.—In a Hewspaper office scissors are as neces- 
Sary a8 pen and ink. Marx Gros., 430 Broadway, N. Y., 
manufacture Young’s patent folding scissors, which are just 
the thing for an editor to carry in his yest pocket. Now let 
some oné contrive a pair of scissors which will clip out a good 
thing, put a new head onit and give credit at the botiom. 
We will buy a couple of dozen for our cotemporaries, 

An Eoornrrro WARL anv His Dods.—The Harl of Bridge- 
water lived in Paris during the last century, when, according 
to the Kelso Mail, the circumstances now narrated took place. 
He was a miserable-looking little man, unable to walk without 
the aid of two lackeys. He had an immense fortune, which 
he spent in gratifying every caprice. Was a book lent to him, 
it was representative of its owner, and returned in the Barl’s 
landau, occupying the place of honor, and attended by four 
footmen in costly livery, who handed it to the astonished 
owner. His carriage was frequently to be seen filled with 
dogs, his special pets. On the feet of those dogs he bestowed 
as much attention as though they were homan bein, He 
ordered them boots, for which he paid dearly as for his own. 
Not caring te entertain his own kind at the table, few people 
dined with him. Still, covers were daily laid for a dozen, 
served by suitable attendants. At this table he received and 
dined with no less than twelve favorite dogs, who seemed to 
comprehend the compliment paid ' them, as they ‘occupied their 
chairs with decorum, each with his white napkin tied round 
its neck. They were so trained that should any, by an instinct 
of appetite, transgress_any rule of good manners, he was 
havished from the table, and degraded to an anté-chamber, 
where he picked his bone in mortification, his place remain- 
ing empty until he had earned his master’s pardon. - : 



Admirers of Artistic 
Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples _ select- 

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs, 

Salviati’sa latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac-sumiles of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann, 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

ot old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

Sparismen’s Goods. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. | 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THH UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
134 and 136 Nassau street, cor, Beekman 

Sportsman’s Lantern, 
(Patented June 4, 1878), 

Combining Camp LANTERN 

Hanp LANTERN, Heap 

* Jaen,” STAFF 
+ JACK.” 

Ferguson's IMproveD 

RUST PREVENTER 
¢ Fire-Arms, etc. Superior to all others, Water- 

proot for Boots, Indect Kepellants, Gun. > m, ete, 

_ Send for descriptive Circular. 

A. Ferauson, Mani’r, 81 Beekman st., N.Y. 

seg\The New ATR PISTOL 
“shoots darts and slugs. 
‘Black enamelled six 
darts, fifty slugs, $1.75, 
Full Nickel Plate, $2.50, 
Sent, prepaid, on receipt 
of price. 

GEO. M. JACOCKS & CO,, 
dech - - $1 Thomas street, N. Y_ 

any other animals, or money returned. 

greatly facilitates its use, 

| Sportemen’s Conds. 

ESTABLISHED 1820, 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and28d8t., - - NEW YORE 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
Tn all Qualities and Sizes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 

CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 
From Paris, and of our own make. 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS? 
FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 
Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 

Low Prices, 

FURS, 

Orders by mail, or information desired, will 
receive special and prompt attention. 

The Rennel, 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, Including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

None are genuine unless so stamped 

¥. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or 
, It is put up 

in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended by RoD AND. Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 

oct 12 117 FULTON STREET, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N., 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
begs to inform Ladies and,Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired 
breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Kennels. 
decl9 tf 

GDhe Fennel, . 

GRAND INTERNATIONAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Januarv 7, 8,9 &10, 1879. 
AT 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Prize Lists now ready, and can be had of 

CHAS. LINCOLN, 

Supt. 

Entries close 31st Dec. 
deeb 46 

Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc, 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment. 
Address, 

H, C. GLOVER, 
Toms Rryuz, N. J. 

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have dally 
access tO salt water. Ostl0 tf 

LISTEN! 

The Sportsmen’s Bell 
tells the position ef the 
dog, causes the birds to lie 
closer, Valuable in early 

w woodcock shooting, cock- 
ing and general shooting, 
where the cover is thick, 

E Sold by dealers in guns 
and sporting goods. Samples sent by mail postpaid, 
80 cents, BEVIN BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., 
Hast Hampton, Conn. sept19 3m 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P, McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co, N Y. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir- 
eular, testimonials, etc. jlo it 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in went of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Ouleont Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N. ¥. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or bitch pups. septl2 tf 

HE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
two pointer bitch puppies by Dr. Strachan’s 

Flash (sire of Flake and Whiskey) ont of the Club’s 
Belle. Very handsome and promising, For par- 
ticulars address R., this office. decd 4t 

OR SALE—Six pups-by Luther Adams’ Drake 
oat of Mollie. Moliie by Adams’ Duke out of 

St. Kildar. Pups whelped May 16,1878, Address 
DR. BH. M. QUNIBY, Worcester, Mass. nov2s 

OR SALE.—One liver-and-white (very hand- 
some) pointer dog pup, by our champion im- 

ported Snapshot, out of Fanny IL: full pedigree. 
Price $25, LINCOLN & HELLY AR, Nate Bey 

ec: 

OR SALE—My pair of celabrated dogs; pedi- 
gree guaranteed. 

DASH—A coal-black setter, 4 years old; weight, 
60lbs; thoroughly broken on quail, weodcock and 
grouse; Nose unsurpassed; a splendic’ retriever ; 
kind and gentle; by Henderson ; price #6. 
GROUSE—A. liver and white (small) pointer; 

weight, 501bs.; 1st prize winner ; thoroughly broken 
on quail, woodcock and grouse; Al nose; a good re- 
trieyer; very stylish ; price $60. 
Both of these dogs have been hunted on the game 

named, and have had thousands of birds killed over 
them. Sold for want of use. Price for pair, $100, 
A, J. WOMELSDORF, Pottsville, Pa. decl2 tf 

Ghe Hennel. 

OR SARE—Pure-blooded Gordon setter bitch 
Jennie, of J. R, Tilley’s stock ; has raised seve— 

ral litters of pups, good mother and kind ; color, 
black-and-tan ; not a white. hair on her; a splendid 
bitch in every respect; somé of her pups won second 
prize at St. Louis Show; refer to Ohicago Field, 
December 29,1877; two of her pups were auld by J. 
McWhorter, of Canton, Mo.; $100 and $126 a, piece = 
broke on woodeock, quail and snipe; this is a good 
Opportunity for parties in want of a’good bitch or 
hunter to secure one, Full pedigree given, Price 
$45. Also a very handsome Gordon bitch, eleyen 
months old; will make a good one; dam, Jennie; 
sire, Tom, the best dog in Laneaster on quail; full 
pedigree. Price $25. H. B, VONDERSMITH, Lan- 
caster, Pa. decid 1t 

OR SALE.—Thorenghbred red Irish setters from 
6 weeks to 1 year old, by Elcho, Rory O’Moore, 

etc., and out of bitches contaming blood of imp. 
Pinnkett, Siella, Buck, Floss and Burges, Rufus and 
Friend. Address E J. ROBSINS, Wethersfield, 
Conn, dee 19 

Fe SALE—Four well bred and well broke setters; 
two out of John E, Deylin’s imported Irish bitch 

Moya; sire, Plunkett; one out of imported Nell, by 
Plunkett, the other by O’Doherty’s Ponto, Address 
DAVID G. HARTT, Northport, Suffolk County, N.Y. 

” decl9 it 

OR SALE—Setter pups, by P. H. Morres; Lle- 
wellen setter, Czar, out of Horace Smith’s Gyp- 

Sie. Also some pups by Buck out of Quail TI: both 
imported red Irish. Address HORACE SMITH, 33 
Park Row, Room 8. deci2 2 

OCKERS FOR SALH.—Three cocker spaniel 
pupples, six months old, by Witch, winner of 

trst prize, N. Y.. 1877, and second, 1878, out of 
Madge, winner of second N. Y., 1873. Apply to 
FRED. H. HOH, Tarrytown, N, Y. decid 26 

Bs BLOODS FOR SALE.—Some fine English 
setter pups, five months old, for sale, ont of 

imported Kate II., by imported Laverack, Pride of 
the Border, Kate II. is a litter sister to Llewellin’s 
Dash II. and Luther Adams’ Dash III, Address E. 
A. HERZBERG, Yonkers, N.Y, decid tf 

OR SALE.—A red Irish setter dog and a liver- 
and-white pointer dog pup. Address N, R. 

BAKER, Tepeka, Kansas. decid 3t 

fer Sale, 

FOR SALE. 

One million brook trout eggs—ready for delivery 

from the lst of Noy. to Jan, 20. Send for price list 

J. B. & F. W. EDDY, Randolph, Catt. County, 

N.Y, Sept26 tf 

INNESOTA FARM—For sale, 1,660 acres im- 
proyed land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
windmills, wells, grading, rnnning streams o iclear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroza; price $18,009. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood. No such bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
shown and full specifications given on application 
to CHAS. HALLOCK, office of FoREST AND STREAM, 

O¢t 3ltt 

LIVE WESTERN QUAIL, 
$1.50 per pair. CHAS, FREDRICKS, 73 Manjer 
gtreet, Brooklyn, H. D., N. ¥. decid tr 

OR SALE CHBAP.—Three very handsome rac- 
coons ; weight, about 30 lbs. each; tame. Ad- 

dregs Lock Box No, 80, Biddeford, Me, deci9 it _ 

OR SALE—Or exchange for a goad 10-gauge 
gun, a P, Webley & Sons’ fine 12-gauge sIp, 

pau ; allimprovements. Address C, A, B., care of 
‘OREST AND STREAM office, deci9 lt 

A FINE lot of brook trout eggs, taken from wild 
trout caught the last summer, for sale: rery 

nice for stocking purposes. Apply to THOMAS & 
BRAINARD, Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., N.Y _ 

deel9 if 

Price $25. JAS, ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co., 
Hes SALE,—Setter dog, broken, good retriever. 

Ohio. deci tf 

Manted. 

HAVE perfected a valuable device for the use of 
Sportsmen who may desire shot-gun practice at 

4, trifling cost. Having engagements occupying my 
entire time, I am desirous of meeting a responsible 
firm to introducé the improvement. ©. E. HIZSTER, 
care Editor FOREST AND STREAM, decl9 1h 

Ss Pt a tt ee DP A a tk ttc tt a a 

JSTABLISHED 1820.— 
at < 

a 

. ' NEW YORK: 

ADEE Y c& PVIERIE, 
h, 

the latest improvements. 

All Sewed; No Pasting. 

* Successors to ANDREW CLERK & CO., 

“THE SOUTH-SIDE” 

The handsomest, most convenient, and bestever made, An entirely new pattern, 

Price, $6. 

Maiden lane, 35tiherys. FISHING: TACKLE. | 
2 SS LES a 
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suiscellaneous, 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Bass. 

‘Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report...-......--...... $14,406,920 53 

Total surplusas per Insurance Commis- 
BIONEY’A TEPOTt -sceesy- 2s - 22s Cae ret 1,621,078 83 

Benjaniin FP. Sicvens, Prisident, 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 

KENNY & RATCLIFFH.....New York City. 
Ve COPARBOM suo... iesccce 
H.F. BVERSON........ 
MARSTON & WAKELIN.... Philadelphia. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON..Bal imore, Ma. 
VERNOR BROTAERS.......Detrait, Mich. 
©. CRONKGITE........-....Chicnge, TI. 
&. J. WATSON....: ...8t. Paul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS.... -s:..St- Louis, Mo, 
M. C. RANDALL sess. ew Orleans, La, 
W. EVERSON... .sea.-.-. an Francisco, Cal 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHANIPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS& CO., 
31 BEAVER STREET WN. Y. 

noy? 3m 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Ez2gs. Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

182 DUANE STREET, N. Y.- 
novi tf 

Royal Havana Lottery. 
Extraordinary Drawing. 

TO TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER 24, 1878. 

There will be only 15,000 Tickets, 632 Full Prizes, 
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000, 

Smallest Prize, $1,000. 
PO Prize of sot ice cela dae cree te ow sess 4+ 8000,000 

a aj 

y “e 

i ee 
10 as 

124 M 
486. ,000,. 

9 Approximations 
remaining units of number drawing the 

18,000 

“9,000 

one drawing the $50,000 prize.......... 2,000 

632 Prizes amt’e to Spanish Doll, ......1,852,000 
PRICE IN CURRENCY, 

Whole Tickets. Halves, Quarter:, 
100, Sov. 7 

‘ifths, Tenths. Twentieths, 
$20. : Es 

Prizes cashed, orders filled, and information given 
free, 

TAYLOR & CO., Bankers, 
11 Wall Street, N. Y. 

PATENTS 
Tn connection with the publication of the Scientific 

American, we continue to act as Solicitors for Patents 
Caveats, Trade-Marks, Copyrights, etc., for the United 
State:, Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc, 
In this line of business we have had thirty-three 
years’ expcrience. 
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the Scien- 

tiie American. This large and splendidly illustrated 
weekly paper shows the current progress of Science, 
is very interesting, and bas an enormous circulation, 
Subscriptions $3.20 a year, postpaid; single copies 10 
cents. Sold at all Book-stores and News-offices, 
Can TE Obtain. a Patent? The quickest and best 

way to obtain a satisfactory answer, without expense, is 
to write to us (Munn & Co.), describing the invention, 
Withasmall sketch, All we need is to get the idea, 
We will immediately answer, and give the necessary 
fnstructions, For this advice wa make no charge. « 
) We also send./rce our Hand Book about. tha Patent 
Taws, Patents, Cayeats, Trade-Marks, their costs, and 
how procured, with hints for obtaining advances on 
inventions. Address MUNN & CO., Publishers of ths 
Scientific American, 37 Park Row, New York. 

pes AQUARIUM, BROADWAY AND 35TH ST. 
CINDERELLA. 

Grand three-act Spectacle, 
performed by 4n army cf children, in new 

aud splendid costumes of the time of Louts XIV. 
Magnificent Ba)l-room Scene, Floral Display, 

Burlesque Characters, etc.. etc. 
Also the Trained Thoroughbred Horses. 

Daily at 2:30 and § o'clock’ P, sf. 
Admisrion 50 cents. Children half-price. 

PROTOGRAPBIC APPARATOS, latest 
rinvention, Anyoocy can operate it wibit per- 
f success, Complete outfits from _$o to 

: $30, Chromo Photography outfits, $3 ; Helio- 
graph, 32.50. Send stamp for full information to E. 
SAOK MANN & CO., Manufacturers, 278 reared 

7 Ya 

Auxiliary Rifle. 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loadinz Shot-Guns. 

‘Lhis barrel can be placed ina gun ready for tse in # second of time withthesame ease as a cartridge, ana 
oan ke remoyed just as expeditiously. There is m9 wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. . With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one I instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be converted into amost accuraterifie. The ADXILIA YY BARREL will 
fi, eny standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 22, 88. or 44, as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shella used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.’s 
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model1878, Sendiora Circular and Price List, 

EDW.|K./TRYON,| 

Importers and D 

EBESTABLISEMED, 1811. 

‘MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS, 

AND . 

ACOESSARTES. 

ealers in all Makes and Qualities of 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL CORPANY, 
NEW HAYEN, CONN. 

GTORES: No. {9 Morth Sisth $t., No. 220 North Seooud St, and Mo, $27 Gommenes ft, 
ISIS Es A. Ear 4... 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDC 
3, 

E CUNS, 

Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham 
highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, 
ever setup In any one factory in England, 
uniform in excellence, and in such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, 

Their specialties this year are their BEAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDGE GUNS, Nos. 
the above cut willigive a tolerably fair idea. Every gun fas fine Damascus 
Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, Hxtension 2 ¢ 
to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with every possible appliance whi 
beauty, convenience, or excellence in shooting, at the price of ordinary guns 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
and London, who, it will be 
haye secured the most perfec! 

The result is, 

Rib, Lever Forepart, aud Treble Bolt, 

remembered, received the 
{machinery for Gun making 

that they can now turn ont guns perfeclly 

1 and 2, of which 
or Laminated Steel Barrels, 

It is a new thing 
ch can contribn’e to ita 

In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, wehaye on hand about fifty of Webley’s Breech-Loadera, Top 

and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, 
over, These guns we are rapidly closing out at greatly reduced prices, 
cards sounduess, durability, and perfection in shooting, thes 

which atrived last year, after the season was 
Tt is fairto say that as re- 

e gunk are inno way inferior to the Treble 
Wedge Guns. Many of them are from $4s,to 11 lbs, weight, and are splendid guns tor duck shooting or 
for killing large game at long range, 

The hfty guns mentioned above gre all that now remain ofa much Isrger 
the FORECT AND STeHAM in October, 
tional dlgcount upon the few that are !e 

WEBLEY'S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Olose Siooters, 

P O box 4,309, 

FOSS 

H. & D. 
30 WARREN 

number referred to by us in 
and as the season is now well advanced we will allow an addi- 
ft. provided they are ordered in December. ‘ . 

and do not need any additional choking. 

FOLSOM, 
STREET, NEW YORE. 

. & CO. 
(Sueeessors to F. J. ABBEY & CO), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

TATHAM & BROTHERS 

FIRST PREHIUM, CENTENNIAL EX HIESTIiGN— 
ay spherical form, Digh degréa of finika aud gsucral excellence,’ 

t 

BLUE LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

AND RED L 

Tha 
IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

ABEL, 

REPORT,“ Txact wolfortalty of glaze | 

Bublications 

FRANK SGCHLEY’S 
AMERICAN 

: =. = 
Partridge & Pheasant Shooting: 
Describing the Hannis, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the Arierican Partridge—Qnail; 
Ruifeil Grouse—Pheaaants, with direntions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the doe, and cheoting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally, Also for sale 

one doubie-barrel breech-loading central fire shol- 
gun, 12-gauge, Address, 

Frank Schiev, 
Oct 11 Frederick City, Md. 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By Charles 

A. J. Farrar, An dinustng accotnt of a thip made 
by a party of Boston gentlemen to the Raueeley 
Lakes region, 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Paper 
covers, 50 cents. 

PARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and reliable 
guide to Richardson and Rangeley lukes, Parms- 
chenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters of Connes- 
ticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and Sandy Riy- 
ers; 288 pages, 40 illustrations. Paper covers, 50 
cents. 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHHAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNSSS ILLUSTRATED, 
A comprehensive and thorough hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and the sporting resorts of 
Northern Maine. The tours of the Kennebec; 
Penobacot and St. John rivers, ascent of Katah- 
Gin, ete., are plainly treated } 22 pages, 14 ilustra- 
tions. Paper covers, 60 cents, 

FARRAR’S POCKHT MAP of the Richardson and 
Rangeley jakes region and the waters of North- 
western Maine. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers, 50 cents, : 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake and 
vicinity, and the famous hunting and fishing re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, also the headwaters of 
the Kennebe:, Penobscot and St. John rivers. 
Printed on tough linen paper, cloth covers, $1; 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the eutire 
Richardson and Rangeley lakes region, Large 
size, each 25 cents, Send for catalogue. 
{7 Any of the above publications sent by mail, 

post-paid, on receipt of price. Address CHARLES 
A.J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass, deci? 3t 

ailugigal Pustruments. 

WATERS “soovinm ORGANS, 
Em These beantifal organs 

are Temarkmble alike Jor 
purity of tone and perfect 
Mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
Sella hetter instrument at 
& lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

‘Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Bquare and 

‘are the BEST 

bility unsurpassed, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalogres Majled, 
Second-hand Pianos and Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SUNS, mann- 
facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourtesnth Street, 
New York. 

Guys, Hifles, Lie. 
FOX’S PATENT 

BREECHLOADING SHOTGUN 

a 

Wonderfully Simple, Woncerfully Stroug. 
First Prize Over All Others at the Grent 

St. Lonis Fair. 

There never was a gun easier to handle, gaster to 
clean, leas Hable to get locee or ont of order, or one 
#0 good for the money. Frices range from $30 lo 

00. * 
WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPLOT, 

feud stamp for clrenier to 

The American Arms €o., 
gauged tf BOSTON, MASS) 



FOREST AND STREAM. A15 

Sportsmen's Rantes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Crounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Monntains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, ani Kan- 
wha Valley, and Including in their varieties of game 
And ish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, gronse, 
quail, anip2, Woodcock, monntuin tront, bass, pike, 
pickerel, vic., etc. 

- _ Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each gports- 
Man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beantitul and picturesque scenery 
of thé Virginia Mouatains to their most famous 
watering places aod summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railrosd connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the South. Allmodern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY RK. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Hoiiinion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
iy. Connestions direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain— 
Ous cougtry of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sail Mondsy, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 rp. m, 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
New York. sepes ly 

St. Louis, *inneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 
— 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St, Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Towa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportamen 
Bud thelr dogs taken good care of. Reduced ratea 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. C.J. IVES, 
E. F. WINSLOW, Gen. Passenger Agenti, 

General Manager, tf 

ee ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferryborts leave New York from James Slip 

daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from 'Thirty- 
fourth street, East River (dally) 15 minutes previous 
to departure of lirains, and from South Wall street, 
Falton and Vatharine ferries (dail ) 30 mmutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, cornér Flaf- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leave 
Brookiya and Long Island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenpo.t, Sag Harbor, ete.,8:30 a. u,, 
4P. M., and on Saturdays at $:30 P.M. For Patol 
ogue, 6tc.. 9:30 A. M., 4:3) and 6 P.M. For Babylo: 
€tc., at 9:30 A. M., 4, 4:30,5aud6P.m. For Po 
Jefferson, 6'c,, ab10 A. M. and 4:30... For North- 
port, etc, atid a. M., 3:30, £30 and 6:30PM. For 

- Locust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4. M,, 3:80, 4:80, 5:30 
and 6:30 P. mw. For Far Rockaway, etc,, at 9:30 a. M., 
4, 4:30,6, 600d 7p.m. For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 8:20 and 10 A. 31, 3:30, 4:80, 5:20, 6:20 P, 4., and 
12:15 night, and fromLong I-land City only 9:30 a. M., 
1:80 and 6:30P.mM, SUNDAYS—For Pcrt Jefferson, 
Patchogze, ete.,9 A.M. Babylon, ete., 68nd 7 P, M, 
Worthport and Locust Valley, 9 a. M, and 6:30 P. a, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9 A. m., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Iel-nd ory only 9:30 4. M. and 
5:30P, mM. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamsica, etc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New Yurk at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fonrth 
sireet ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Centra! Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above Offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

; SPENCER, Gen'l Sup’t. 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’! Pass. Agent, jet tt 

” FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C. H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 23, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), at3 P.M, Passengers go North and Nast at 

P, M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 P. M., ate.Ving in New Hayen in time for the 
early morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western hew Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canida, Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PHUK, General Agents. 

Cromwell Steamship Line. 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. 8. AND ST, 

JOHNS, N. F, 
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS 

CORTES, Capt, Bennett, ana 
ALHAMBRA, Capt. Mellhinney, 

form 8 regular line between above ports, leaving 
Pier 10, North River, New York, three times a 
month. Persone visiting Nova Scotia, Newfoundland 
orthe Lower St. Lawrence will find tuis the cheapest 
and most direct ronty, avo ding changes and deten- 
tion. Tune belween New York and Halifax about 
Bisty hows, ove halfof wip throngh Long Island and 
Vinuyard Soong, in smooth water. 
Cobiu pussage, includite stiteroom and meals, 

New York aud Halifax, $15 ol; New York and Si 
Jonus, $30, gold. Excursion tickets at reduced 
fates. For schedule of sailmgs aud further particu— 
Jars upply to 

CLARK & SRAMAN, 
AGENTS—WOOD & CO:, Halifax. N, 8 ARWEY 

&CO,,8),dohn's,N.B, ~—«jezdém W. Et. Stewnerr, 

Sportimen’s Rontes. 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO. 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Supericer Facilities 
afforded by thelr lines for reaching most of tho 
TROTTING PARKS and RACK COURSES in the 
Middle States, hese lines being CONTINUOUS 
PROM ALL IMPORTANT PGINTS, ayoid the difi- 
culties and dangeracf reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which ron over the smooth ateel tracka en- 
able STOCK TO BE TRANSTORPED without failure 
br injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the beaf lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. HXCURSION 
TICKETS art sald at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing Wing Shooting, 
Hunting. 

Also, t0 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN 
LND FEATHER. 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’) Pass, Agent, 
RANE THomson, Gen'l Munuger feb1t-37 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAT_ROAD from 

Chivago to St. Louis, 1. Uhicago 
to Kansas City 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

and Still 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN | 
EVERY THING. 

SPORTSMEN will find pplenatd shooting on the 
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
ail, ete. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 

Bananas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An- 
telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
tamer, 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Dip 

FOR FLORIDA 
Ko THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 
FORD, ENTERPRISH, and tatermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by rallroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L, JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Matt 8. 8. Co., 

Plier 22 South Delaware Aven te, Fhils, 

Devld-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN'’S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under oné management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and,with 
its humerous branches and connections, form: the 
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 
oints in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
innesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, aud the 

Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALT- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
oints in Northern Ilinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 

gov, China, Japa and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
8ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesots, and for 
Madison, St, Paul, Minneavolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Csntral Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. Its FRE&FORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
poit and ail points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWA?'KEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passing through Eyanstou, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Hacine, 
Ketiosha to Milwiukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicayo and 
Council Bluiis, on the Catifornia Exprecs ‘train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chisago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Weils 
Street Depot, at 10:30 A. M., and arrive at Council) 
Blui’s next morning. 

Scast-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 F, m., 
daily, except Saturday (and ob every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
= No other roads west of Chicago runs Pollman 

or apy other form of Hotel cars. 
: 'O SPORTSMEN. 

This line presents pécniiar advantages. For 
Praitie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
onr Iowa line to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
sud Bear hunting, and for Brook Tront, Lake 
Salmon, Pike; Pickeel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Porthern and Northwestern iines of 
this onipany will be found unsurpasssd by anything 
in phe Wert. 
New York office, No. 415 Broaiway; Boaton office, 

No. 5 State ‘street, 
For rates or information bot attainable from your 

homie ticket agents, apply to : 
MéRVIN HOUGHITT, : 

Gen, Manager, Chicago, 
Jew Gen. Poss. Accut, thicago, in 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

MALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA, 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEXAS 

WILL SAIL FOR 

JACKSONVILLE, 

December 27th, January 10th and 24th. 

STEAMER 

GiIvtYyr GF DsALLAS, 

WILL SAIL FoR 

FERNANDINA, 
“Decemberg 20th.” 

: ‘January 3d, 17th and 81st. 

“Raliroad and steamboat connections made at each 
port for all polnts in the Stute, 

©, H. MALLORY & CO., Agents, 

Pier 20, Rast River. New York City, 

Hotels and Hesarts for Sportsmen. 

sa Syreem 

Sherman House, 
(CLATK AND RANE OLPH), 

CHICAGHW. 

en Pe ee Aer 
Rates rednced,to $3 per day for all rooma above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with bathe, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

“ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show aa 

large and a8 eiecantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN. Je20 tt 

McADOO HOUSE, 
GREENSBORO, N, GC, 

THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTHD IN THE CITY, 
A FIRST-CLASS LIVERY CONNECTED 

WITH THE HOUSE, 

Board: per Day, $1.50 to $2; per Week, $10.50; 
per Month, $20 to £25, 
New House, new Furniture and everything com- 

plete. Speciairates to Theatrical Tronpes. Sample 
Rooms forSalesmen. Healthy and Delightful Climate 
Winter and Summer, Plenty Quail, Woodcock and 
Snipe, and 2,000 acres land unposted to hunt on, 

W. D. MecADOO, 

Owner and Proprietor, 
decid tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCEK BAY, L. I., 
By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 

always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground in the Vicinity of New 
York for bay suipe shovting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to hie guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, I. ’ Novs tf 

Gunpowder, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. W., 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
NO. tto 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1b. cani-ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1 to 5 
Metal kegs, 64¢ ibs. each, and canisters of land & 
ibs, each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The west for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FF FG, the last being the finest. 
Packed in wood and theta! Kegs of 24 lbs., 1234 Ibs 
and 634 Ibs., and in canisters of 1 1b, und $4 lb, 

All of the abnye five high velocities and lesa 
zesiduuin thai any other brands made, and are re. 
sommended and sed by Capt. A. HW, GDOGARDUS. 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot ofthe Worid.’ 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST. 

this }PPARATOS. MI TPARY POWDER 
Of gl) @idous 2n and and made to order, 

Safety Mase, Prictional anid 
, Platinum uses, - 

rumpnieta, ehowisg sizes of the grain } 2 yy Wooty 
oat, pent res ou appiication jo the above Be. 

Paper and metallic shelis, 
caps, Joads, ureases aut turns over cartridwe cases 

Gunpowder, 
- 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupon’s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
haye maintained their great reputation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale: in atren, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S HAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) fo 8 (fine), burning slowly, ae 
clean; great penetration; adapte.| for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shootin, 

DUPONT’S EAGI.S RIFLE, 
A quick, strong and clean Pow. erret yory fine grata 
for Pistol shooting. : 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG., “SHA SS00_1LNG,? 
F¥Fg and FPF g.—The Fe for long-range rifie shoot 
ing, the #Fg and FENg for general nae, burning 
atrong and moist. 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST. 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions, Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof. Agencies in all cliles and principal towns 
throughout the U.S. Represented by 

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Wart St. N. Y. 
N. B,—Uee none bat DUPONT'S Fg or Fg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTUR: RS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Sazard’s * Electric Powder.’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of 
Strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis 
ters o1 i Ib. only, 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fin¢) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 
64( lb Kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for 
upland prairie shooting, Well adapted to shote 
guns. 

Ly 
all 

Hazard’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In1and5 lb. canisters 
and 614 and 1234 1b. Kegs. Burns slowly and y 
clean, Shooting remarkably close and with 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, i 
ranks any other brand, and it isequally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

* Hazards “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

PEEG, PPG, and “Sea shooting” FG, in ie i mi, 
124s and 63 Ibs, and cans of 5lbs.oF FFG 15 alo 
packedin land 3¢ Ib, canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFPG and FFG are fevorite Eade for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 3GQ is 
the standard Rive powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES "OR HXPORT, oF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, MANU 
FACTURED ''0 ORDER. t 
The above can be had of iza.ers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents in every prom'jent city, or wholesaka 
ai O&F Office. dl 

88 WALL ‘STREET, NEW YORK. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN, . 
Nos. 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, T and8. Superior Ride, Enfletd 

Hille, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar street. N.Y Agent forthe United States 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

TRY 
B. Gaodinan’s 

New American Chemically Prepared 

FELT 
SUM WADS. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICE, 

For eile by all dealers, Manufastured by B, 
GUODMAN, Ansunia, Conn,, and 7 White street, 
New York. OctlT Sny 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT, 
The most popular coat in the market. Made of 

Velveteen, corduroy, fustion aud canvas, 
snits 4; $5, $9 and $12, For sale by all dealers nm 
gans aod sport:man's supplies. 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADER. 

F, L, SHELDON, Ranway, N. I. 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 

E Dudley's Patent Tustrument is adopted to both 
It extracts, nncaps, res 

beaurifull:, and weighs but tour onnees. Send for 
circular with diremions for osing and recommenda 
hous from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & UO., 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y¥. novZs 

' 

Canyad ~ 
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Bporinens Goods. 

W. H. Holabird, 

Sportsmen's Goads. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 
H . S 

Athletic ane ppt Meriate avr THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHIER, OF 

FOR yy VALPARAISO, IND. 

Full set of fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK 
HOLIDAY PRESENTS. 

W. A. HAYWARD, A th. Goa te $6; wont fren on rocelt of pigee 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y., LOWELL, MASS., “ PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING" 

(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE) MANUFACTURERS OF THE being a comprehensive work, treating on the artof 
This house is well Known as being the largest breaking the dog for the field, and is espec: Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United | BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, : Sgt adapted to the wants of amateur sportsmen. Price 

Br apeclal Designs tor Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- AND CARTRIDCES. rei seas Re year nie sty ryt pi pul 
Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Soela C a ‘or partictilars, 

LAT teen tiveiahed tree.” Also Headquarters’ for Adapted to all military and sporting rites and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE a ee 
Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de- STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all Kinds. Special 

’ 1. attention given to the manufacture of ’ peription, OWE BtN08 Cartridecs for Tarket Practice Eaton's Rust Preventer, 
GOOD’S OIL TANNED 4 § = For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instrumenta, 

MOCUASINS. + » Send for IMuwatrated Catalogue. Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keepin 
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in the 0 

The best thing in the market States peeaRncs it the best gun oil in the market, 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing: Jo £ . 5 Imes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: Mowstocig oa” teres} We W. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, | ite‘ version’ 1 iuie toua'ta' thiny-ave 

, easy ne ry tect, ancevery. — youre of active aa ire went use of guns,’ 

@ ina variety of styles, and Breech-Loader. : = B. EATON, "SO Pavonia’ Avenue, Jersey City 
; Mid pet eee eee “ Helgnes N. re at eS 

article. Senc for illustrated circular, ‘TIN y principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
HUTCHINGS, P, 0, Box 368, Dover, N. H. (Succes- Fee WIR WIinNTaea cus. Reaa & Sons, Boston, Mass; B. Kitiredge & Ca., 
for to Frank God.) = Cincinnati, Ohio; B. #. Eaton, Chicago, Ill.; B: 

At the international pigeon shooting Monaco, Feb., | Ohio. ‘Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. §, 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an odjet d'art valued at 3 aa. s 
. mie] sn0 ember: ue of £705, this es , & Co., Philadelphia. 

er B ir On&to, WAS COT A) or ANN ENT MAIL. 
sixty-six of the best shots of ‘all nations, and won by CENROT REA EX 
ai Geant ee, ee bye & Gautihey bore 

edge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, ng 11 birds ;. 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 293¢ yards! He Hachting Goods, 
also won the second event, killing § birdain snecession 

. at 83'yards, making a total of 19 birds outof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. : = SS 
The winning gm at the choke-bore matenh, 1877, beat- 
ing i guns by me beet ee makers, and winning 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT e ER a ee 
ING CLOTHING. y a fee ee te et ee Teac ce BTS; aaa Bees anooting piakcn pabyecn Gapt. Bogardus and 

r. South for $500 a side, Son ing rds out 0: ualng one barrel only. 

Ate scrote sen on reguat W efor one | Sree Sctane tanto uGeE Ragas Ra do Cet ao 8 Se! iour ’ i reat Britain and Ireland, NS iH F = 6 stronges' 
a VE AU TOIUAL AEDS Cul SSO OtE Wy Ate EES and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 

CEO. Cc. HEN NINC, States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 168,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. | W, W. GREENER, St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England. 
Sp ort sm en’ s Emp orium. H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

—— PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED 
(9) i ES 

er ca PS EING, CAMEING SAND DROP AND BUCK SHOT. FOR GOPY. SCHENECTADY, N.Y. 
ARCHERY OUTFITS. 

‘ AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. LOST 
Send 10 cents for 63 page Illustrated Cata.ogue a eee 

and Hand-Book. No Black Lead polish used, Perfect cleanliness. Wiil not fou! or corrode the gun, nor taint the 
game, Not affected by dampness» or moisture. Escellent for loading shells. size, uniformity, BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON’S JACK LAMPS, | weight and gnality of the‘ EAGLE BRAND” remain as heretofore, but its Rang? and Penetration 
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS, are increased by the bright COM PASS. 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER BURNISHED TIN COATING. paaen 

And a ais ih Re AnEe & ululay ra 
‘s BERIT POG iat rten ae Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead, Hw ~ 

she ; Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead. 
= LBERTON & CO. a ae 

deck wae nT FULTON 8, NY. | HE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M’F’C CO.,NEW YORK. 
a 

essay 

s 

Common-Sense Chairs ; & 
and Rockers- 

EF Peasy A for the Sit- FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

2 : PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 4 
Mi dicg Heo stor tne Fax a ae THI8 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
= Pi 66 99 Brass case and covér; white metal Tace; jewel 

- a ler, for Every Eince, & aim ar bs 4 mounted, ; patent each. The very beat compass 
My Reading and Writing Table is separate from made, As A paoTae ee of excelisnes, a sample 

Rust andl Je eeaked acs ON EY a ere The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of ail dealera in Glass Balls to the fact Gon ofiice. : sent ‘on receipt of $1.8 by post ofa 
Téis easily adjusted to nearly all Kinds ofarni-chalrs, | +, 5¢ the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore wa | Sy0et. 10 ANs, Want of, the Uaitet er tae oe, but should be used on my No. 4,5, or 13, to glye com- | would respectfully caution the dealers againat Jaying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring ‘Trade, agents for the Lon don and New York Compass Co, 
plete satisfaction, Table can be set at any angle | when you can poeee the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

died, ot lowered to good yston for Wink. | aad? ee etl ove iitance when ht Eyal an ieee oag vo prev! wena : = made, will break in every instance when shot, an 
Makes a nice table for an invalid, Putting board for | either py transportation or falling on the grass, ¥ “! WH ITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

the ladies, None of your little 7x9 affairs, but is Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrela of 300, 57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

6x22 inches. Cannot be got ont of order. Send for price list. Specialinducements to the trade 

For sale by the trade, Manufactured by HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sirest, N.Y. Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

13h A. SINCL ATR; H B 0 BD ir peta manilla bol{ rope, wire rope, blocks, 
paints, ofls, ete. 

MOTTYVILLE, N. Y, J \. B G A U S. CABLY STORES. es 

Best Holiday Cift in the World " My Balen ew a ed are now baa ETERS and ieee lls pe ily ESTABLISHED 1840. 
,25) in each barrel, and having a rough surface strengthens the ba p= . 

Send stamp for Illustrated Price List, # ing, aud prevents the anole OF anoe, While the smooth ball has to be made go rors 
unin to break successfully wien hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are H W ALD STEIN 

SHELLS LOADED brsken by shipping, and the feather-illed ballis the same. Now, $ [ a 

aS 1 Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by| Eargs OCULIST & OPTICTAY, 
WHITE’S PATENT LOADER Transportation, 
will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will t 41 Union Square, Broadway. 
crease paper slells, aud is one of the most rapid and will pack 10 extra, J have had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from di7thst t 

loaders inuse. For particulars address Englan®, and used them myself, aid sometimes would not find a ball broken, and an reet, 
never over three or four ina barrel. M* traps are the best to practice from, and 

CRAWFORD & LOVELL, where clabs use them you can readily see which is the hatdest shooring. In | Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's 
Savannah, Ga matches reported in paper-, saying Bogardus’ rules and fraps used, you do not | Sxhibitionsfor the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 

aa si see all the balls broken. Amateur+and young boys who want to learn to shoot | Tuurist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Haroiueters, etc,, ste, 
and will follow the instencyas Jatt Hove in 4 pu ah is ean neo ane Trap Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Snit all eyes, 
hooting,” will become cra:k wing shots, and, furbher, ) f 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls who iu-roduce! this ants to tne public, and who has Hee to Eugland twice and shot and upheld the | The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

USE American flag. My ‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is the only book that haa ever been written and Sole Agent forthe best Human Artificial Byes. 

pubiished by a market hunter and experience’ man. T will return the monvy to ony one who has hoaght | ritwatrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

T h e H u be r T fa p the book and thinka they did not get their money’s worth. Each barre! of balls contains a score book with 
7 Bogardus’ Rules tor Glass Wall Shooting, anil aleo his New Roles for Pigeon Shooting. Cn Ls! 

Price of Balls, 1,00G, $14; by single barrel, $4; '*Ficld, Cover and Trzp Shoottng,”’ $2. Magic Lanterns and Stereoptivans. 

A “f - 2 JAF R BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS, & CO.,1° Platt Street, N. Y_ Clty. Ee Ss FUR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN FE OREN EOE MAT 6 SLOam, Mewabis ty: J. By ee T ANTHONE 202 ba} Brondway, 
GOODS. omit Avdress CAPT A, H. BOG Pe ete Logan Co,, Ill., or can be had from him ae Views; Graphoscopes, i eer “se Pitted 

reve » DISCOUNT TO BTR . homes, FPhotographa of Ce £8, Photographio 
pha natek ies tard fe Tin ae Trangperencies, ore ene, ae apie Mae 

BILLIARD BAEZ. ORDERS BY f terials. Awards ira! [etred ienon an 

Thomson & Sons, ||ygopy eNews | OY (EF. GROTE & CO., | imsseats doe 
201 BROADWAY, N. Y., FARO & POKER CHECKS. f ak FaGy | TURNERS AND DEALERS, SCNT hay oc vans dud 

— SPORTSMEN’S GOODS. TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS) To. ( 114 n.1stusn, New YORE, | GOLD dstatinc” attics tors «'c0,"asgusta,| ane 

1 ——————— —eee— 
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For Forest aud Stream and Roland Gum, | mile through the woods to Denison Ball's, on Spider Lake 
MAXINKUGKERE, (so named from its resemblance), where we arrived at pre- 

cisely 2 P.M. on Sunday, ‘Then we returned three times, 
and finally managed to “pack” all our stuff through, 

ear is a scene Tor a Dent Den (or Dan, us he is always called) had gone oif a day or 
: gleaming and glorified lake, two before with Mr. Ryan, of Megantic, so we helped to 

With its framing of forest and prairie, bring in some wood, and Mrs. Ball got us up a splendid sup- 
Anti its etchings of thicket and brake ; per—partridge, rock buns, tea with milk in it, and a fine 

With ifs grandenr and bo:dness of headland, three-pound trout slightly salted, etc., ete. After tea, at Mrs. 
Where the oats andthe tamaracs grow Ball’s instance, we fired a couple of blank cartridges in quick 

A-leagne with thesunlightof heaven, succession, as a Signal in case Van might be within earshot. 
And the spirit-l'ke shadows below. Not getting any reply: and after wae s couple of hours, we 

made up our minds to turn quietly in. Just at this moment 
hal fi SE ee over the Sader we heard Dan’s signal to his wife—a single blow of the pad- 
noe on i Eh the clear wave; dle against the side of the boat. (Nothing will frighten 

ere the rohins seek out the cool waters, game more quickly than this—not even a gunshot—and great 
And warily venture to lave; care should be taken to avoid its occurrence.) ‘* Whoop! 

Where the sindpiper toys with the plashes, hurrah! here's daddy and Mr. Ryan!” cry the five children ; 
And whistles his passionate note, and going out, there they were after all. They had been de- 

And the water-bugs sail like a navy tained on account of the roughness of the lake, and had 
Of fairies for battle afioat, mace ah the pipe ie go Gort, arriving at about nine 

' ‘ o'clock. It was a beautiful moonlight night, so we went to 

rae sae Ming abt ate the landing to meet them. They had had ‘‘mighty ” poor 
Aaahneiets beaaita ee vase oe luck, and only brought seven musquash, which were handed 
mit : ia oa over to Master Willy, the eldest boy, to skin. Then we had 

mes down from the clouds In the sky; another grub and talked over the prospects, and piled into 
Where the bobolink lights on the flag-blade, bed shortly after. 

But so proudly and prettily sings, Monday morning —up bright and early. Foster and T slept 
OF watches askance the awift minnow like whipping-tops in one of Mrs. Ball’s comfortable beds (in 
That oat of his element springs. a home-made ee ee Dan's handiwork). As Dan had to 

£ goto Myers’ mill for flour and supplies for the house before 
ie shane rib cere a: ig we left for the woods, I decided to accompany him and help 
‘And the tints of the bright cardinalia Y to “pack” things back through the woods from the other 
Frag Lee ia ilaatteatstovEiteee Serene lake, So, after a jolly grub at daybreak—6 A. w.—we started, 

<i eee: Mr. Ryan in bis boat on his way home, Dan and I for the 
ere the mosses aud festoons are hanging mill in one of Dan’s boats. 4 

Pai ae ae ae Rendus la we found three*coves from Vermont, waiting to 
Rianne tee arena af " get Dan to guide them in the way they should go. After 

pavelents of amber and gold. some ‘‘talkee-talkee.”’ they left for Rush Lake, at the head 
of Megantic Lake, and we saw no more of them. I succeed- 
ed in finding and purchasing a stone pitcher, some matches, 
and a piece or two of maple sugar. Mr. Myers had another 
piece of maple sugar, which he would not sell, as he was 
keeping it as a present to the bishop. 

Where the soul of the mortal may worship 
In the freedom of. unwrilten creeds, 

Hearing Many and joyous responses 

In the music that comes from the reeds; 
if 

eas ies ea ee Dan gut his buckwheat flour, 105 lbs., in a bag, making a 
Threaches (rarandéstpediortt eas pretty ‘soggy pack,” as he expressed it. Before crossing we 

’ : rowed up the shore a mile to call upon Mr, Ryan en passant, 
TESS ECR EE Say Ee SA and I had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Ryan for the first 

—T, &. BURNETT, | time in their comfortable home. ‘Their house stands upon a 
= high bluff overlooking Lake Megantic, and the view is grand. 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, | There we were cordially welcomed and entertaincd with vari- 
. aeaeter iibae? which vers suet Becepbivle eae our hot 

, pull. e then rettirned to our boat, recrossed the lake to the 
& i u ee aUceks Among f he Old Pamy Landing, where the road to Balls leaves the lake 

shore. 
2 At Mr, Ryan’s we obtained a crock of most beautiful butter. 

a oas E and 2 eave t < and on making up our packs across the lake we discovered 
that Mrs, Ryan had quietly slipped a huge loaf of home- 

7 made bread into our basket (L take this opportunity of thank- 
N Satarday, the 12th October, 1878, Foster and I started | ing her). We ‘‘toted” our unwieldy packs upon our backs 

from Sherbrooke at 4p. w. At Scotstown we had tea, | through to Spider, had dinner, tied up poor ‘‘ Fee,” as we 
; F took him for partridge .and he would frighten any deer we 

ad there embarked onthe engine of the gravel train to go might see, got our things together and we all three left for 
as far as the end of the iron, our luggage haying been de- Upper Spider at noon; stopped at Dan’s camp on Spider 

posited, dogs, rifles and all, upon the gravel plow. On the | River, took some blankets, etc., of Dan’s, and then proceeded 
same car was an Indian, his squaw and boy, two more dogs, | in the boat as far as the water would permit. Here we de- 

* cided to spend the night, but before dark we carried our 
trapé, a huge basket, nearly large enough to have contained | oie packs up to an old lumber camp about half a mile 
the party, but of which the contents were a mystery, a couple | further up the stream. There we left them and returned, 
of guns anda birch bark canoe. Al. Warner, the engineer, | had supper of baked beans, boiled mutton and toast and a 
behayed like # brick, and after arriving at the gravel pit, and | huge tin cup of tea, and feel better, thank you. 
ae : apes re We are now lollinz around the fire smoking, this find Mon- 

Apiking, out the loaded teat and bringing it back to be refillad, day evening, waitins for the moon to rise ip try for a deer he kindly ran his engine and plow on to Spring Hill, where | gown the stream and pay a visit to a camp of two trappers, 
| we arrived about 11:30 the same eyening. Messrs. Hoytand Nagle. After being out about four hours 

Routing out T. W. Odell, who has charge upon a contract | we returned, colder than charity, Dan with a wet limb which 
: ; £ : he had thrust into the mud. 

at that point for some miles of road construction, we stayed While down near the lake we distinctly heard a moose 
the remainder of the night with him and the ‘hoys.” close to us, near enough to hear his feet making a sucking 
‘Stepping out early in the morning, we saw the Indian | noise as they were withdrawn from the mud. This began to 

family camped by the side of the track. Odell was poing | be exciting. The moon was very bright, but hismajesty was 
; f . among the thick alders and we didn’t get a shot at him, much 

aver the same road as we for some distance; ao after loading to our. chagrin. Wealso heard a deer in the bushes at another 
& wagon with our things, we started ahead to walk six miles point, but did not ses him either. Next morning we were up 
to John Boston’s, where we arrived sbout 8:30, where John | and off betimes, Dan carrying a load of steel traps. This 
‘and his estimable wife got us up a glorious porterhouse steak | looked like business, and so it proved before night, as I shall 

. Pes 1, | relate further on. After trudging about setling traps and 
for breakfast. While we were waiting for our meal, John’s seeing several partridges, aioli Daman tid esha ait c, we 

little daughter came in and sang ‘Pull for the Shore” for | stopped at alikely looking spot for lunch, Dan had seen 
us. Justi as we were going into breakfast our team of gplen- | fresh sign of moose and offered to bet fifty cents that we 
did ‘‘grays” dashed up. We gaye the driver his breakfast would see a moose before night. Had we taken him up we 

é aan should haye lostthe wager. Shortly after lunch we separated; 
with us, and then drove up the Lake Road to Myers’ Mills, Dan and Foster taking one direction) T another by Dan's ad. 
on Lake Megantic, some eight miles froin Boston’s, where we | vice. They kept up the stream ; I went off at right angles 
‘arrived just at noon, watered the horses, paid the driver, and | through a horrible windfall and swamp to 9, clearer place be- 

“hired an immense canoe, into which we got our two boy oars- | ¥ oa Bags q seal for eorre eile parteghly quiet, gaz- 
fe, $: ing about. Soon I fancied 1 saw a dark object among some 

men, another boy, ourselves, Fee—the dog—and our luggage. | 6/4 trees about a third of a mile distant. For a while it re- 
‘It was pretty rough crossing the bay—some three miles. We | mained perfectly stationary, then I thought it had moved a 
tanded at the old ‘*Pamy Camp,” and “toted” our things g | little, then I was sure of it, It was either a bear or a moose; 

and it was some time before I could make out. in what direc~ 
tion it was going. Approaching me it certainly was, as E 
soon saw, and then I perceived the huge antlers of a large 
bull moose—a magnificent old fellow. He was coming leis- 
urély along browsing upon the fireweed. The wind was 
blowing almost direvtly from me to him, and fearful lest he 
should acent me, | made my way as quickly as possible to one 
side, out of the line of the direction of the wind. This in— 
creased the distance between us, and I several times lost sipht 
of him among the rocks and bushes, and hope died within 
me. However, he reappeared, Between me and the pointta 
which he was going was a lot of dead-fall timber, 2 drule 
(rule, ¢. ¢., fallen trees through which fire has run), making 
it Impossible for me to head him off before he should reach 
the heayy woods, and I soon saw I must put faith in my 
sporting Snider for a long shot. Nor had I any time to lose. 
So taking a hasty aim I pulled trigger and had the satisfaction 
of seeing the huge brute give a heavy lurch forward and drop 
in his tracks. Icrept cautiously closer, knowing well how 
formidable a wounded moose is, and found him still breath 
ing and making an effort to rise, but failing in it. I hid my- 
self behind a rock with a spare cartridge in my teeth ready in 
case of acharge, and in one of his huge efforts he managed 
to raise himself half up. At this moment I fired a second 
shot, but he lay tailtoward me and the shot did not kill him 
outright ; he still breathed but did not attempt to rise again. 

It was now just fifteen{minutes past two. I was to meet 
the others at the Beayer Dam at three, and besides it began to 
Tain; so, after deliberating, [made up my mind there was 
nothing for it but to shoot him through the neck at the ‘‘atlas 
joint” next the head and put an end to him. I was loth ta 
have to fire the two latter shots, but at that time I was no& 
aware of how true the aim had been in the first instance. 
This stretched him out lifeless, and 1 then found that hotk 
shots had taken effect immediately behind the shoulder, but a 
couple of inches higher than desirable, just above the heart; 
both were fatal, but not instantaneously. I then went to 
meet the two at the dam. J arrived first, and, as the others 
approached on the other side of the stream, I heard Dan say, 
‘* Hullo! here’s Ned—in first!” In answer to his inquiry 
what had I shot, I pulled out of my pocket some of the bean- 
tiful long mane of the moose and allowed it to fall into the 
water, being careful to avoid showing any feelings of joy or 
excitement, well knowing with what contempt any suck 
weakness is regarded by the trappers. JI mercly remarked, 
“Tye got him, Dan.” 

**So you have, sure enough.” 
And so we then returned to our quarry. Dan cut his thront 

and partially dressed him, and we ‘‘streaked” for camp im . 
order to get in before dark. The others had less exciting: 
sport, though probably more fatiguing. While watching for 
game they saw several partridges in the trees close by. The 
birds seemed to be aware that shooting them was strictly for— 
bidden by our guide. 

Wednesday.—Raining ; started from camp at seven A, M, to 
where our meat lay; skinned the ‘‘critter” and cut him up; 
dined royally on choice moose steak and tenderloin. Then we 
each loaded ourselves with the meat—in all 130 pounds, of 
which Dan shouldered about 70. This we carried by means 
of a thick stick thrust through the enormous lumps and thrown 
over one shoulder. It was rather ‘ta moist, uncomfortable 
body” to have on one’s back, and nothing between to protect 
one’s clothes. However, the guide ‘*toted” his in this way 
and his example was enough. The walking was none of the 
best, and the load seemed double the weight when we arrived 
at the boat, some four miles off. 

Foster and I then went back to camp, and Dan paddled 
home with the meat for the use of his family. 

Next morning, when we two reached the spot where the 
moose lay cut up with the raw skin thrown over it, the day 
had turned out very warm, so we set about carrying the re- 
maining three-fourths of the animal (which weighed some 
1,100 pounds as he walked, so the guide said) down into the 
woods out of the hot sun, fitted up some poles, and prepared 
to smoke him. 

The whiskey-johns kept hopping about as bold as could be, 
picking up pieces of raw meat. These birds resemble the blue— 
jay, and are the very persenification (a terrible word to bring 
out into the woods, as Dan quaintly remarked) of impudence, 
and while Foster and 1 were at work one of them came and 
picked a bit of meat off the former's boot. 

While idle in camp on Sundays the lumbermen amuse them— 
selves by killing these birds in the following way: A pole ig 
thrust through the side of the log camp, leaving but a short 
portion of the pole inside. Upon the end outside is tied a 
picce of meat. In a second or two a bird is sure to alight, 
when the short end of the pole within the camp is struck a 
violent blow with the back of an axe, which kills the birdand 
throws its body high into the sir. This is called ** bird flip.** 

‘At 2:30 Dan returned just as we were preparing {dinner > 
after which, as fast as he slashed out the steaks with the new 
knife I had given him, we bung them over thie fire, and be- 
fore dark our task was completed. A portion of the shoulder 
was useless, having been so mutilated by the bullet, which 
had partially flattened itself in passing through the body of 
the animal, and which we found next the hide on the op- 
posite side. We then brought in wood for the night, had tea, 
and lay talking till eleven p. m. 

Friday opened fine; however, the day turned out showery_ 
We skinned off the hocks and pasterns and then breakfasted, 
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and Dan and Foster started off on an exploring expedition. 
As I had chafed my instep on the previous day, 1 remained to 
smoke the meat. 

It is now dark nd raining, so Dan and Foster won't be 
back this night, Ihave placed the hide upon poles for a roof, 
Midnight—l have just been awakened by a crash, which 
rather startled me. Seizing my rifle I sat, ip, found it still 
raining and the fire nearly ont—'' Cold on the hearth, the last 
faint sparks expire”—and the night as dark asa slack of 
black cats. I tossed on some dry wood whieh 1 had stowed 
under the hide, and, as I was looking at my watch, I heard 
something prowling about and brealcing sticks quite close. Tt 
was probably a bear, and he smelled the fresh meat and the 
bones which lay all around. I was in hapea the beggar would 
come within the circle of light shed by the fire, but he did 
not. 
The morning was showery. We saw arainbow, which made 

& vory flat arch Se we were so high up in the mountains, 
I suppose), and was intensely brilliant. Dan and Foster 
turned np al 8. After breakfast we packed the smoked meat, 
Dan carrying the monstrous head, and off we went en route 
for Dan’s house, miles away, Although Dan’s load waa far 
lighter than our packs, if proved the most difficult to carry, 
as the antlers kept catching in every bush; however, ‘ per 
tol discrimina rerum,” we at length arrived at the boat, and, 
like “Christian,” gladly threw off our burdens. 
Nothing occurred of any moment till our arrival at Dan's, 

where we had supper. Shall 1 ever forget that supper and 
the breakfast next morning. We had fresh fish, potatoes, 
pancakes, ad libitwm, fresh butter, home-made bread, tea and 
milk (sugar was finished, and none could Le obtained at that 
distance from the settlements), pepper, salf, mustard, tomato 
eatchup, hard tack, and last, hut not least by any means, a 
gigantic juicy moose steak, sleaming hot, ‘This, with a dish 
of stewed wild cranberry sauce, composed as rare a meal as it 
has éver my Iuclk to enjoy. I spent the evening in preparing 
the moose head, Dan and Foster repairing rents in boots and 
trousers, Fortunately we had taken a few ‘waxed ends ” 
and ah awl from Sherbrooke. We tured in and slept with- 
out rocking. 

The next day was Sunday. All hands up at 5a. a. Snow- 
ing hard, and blowing from the northwest. ‘The wind wasin 
our favor as weran up the lake. Dan had several musquash 
in his traps. It was just nzht when we reached camp, close 
to the boundary line between the States and Canada, We 
cane upon some fresh tracks of moose, and if this flurry of 
snow continues we look for sport to-morrow. ‘The region 
here is elevated, being near the summit of the water-shed be- 
tween the two countries 

On the way we stopped where we had smoked the meat; 
carried off enough to last us several days. This upper camp 
Dan and Foster built the day before yesterday of boards, 
which they split from the balsam tree (the favorite of hunters 
for this purpose, and for building traps, making paddles and 
stretchers for their furs). It is still snowing as we go to 
sleep. Monday turned out clearand eolder 1 awoke and 
looked at my watch at 4a. M., and we set about preparing 
our breakfast by moonlight and firelight, getting off at 6 (day- 
break), and each taking a different route. Mine lay due 
north. During the morning T flushed and might have bageed 
& large number of partridges at different points, but nothing 
smaller than incose or bear was allowed, so I passed on. 
About noon, strolling up the bank of a mountain stream, T 
suddenly saw start from under my very feet one of the beauti- 
ful swamp grouse (Perdriz de savanne). These birds are a 
little smaller than the two other birds—the wood grouse and 
the ptarmigan—are of # ricb, dark bluish gray, spotted with 
white, reddish brown and black marks, have no ruffs, and are 
specially to be distinguished hy a handsome scarlet comb over 
either eye, So tame are they that they can be caught by a 
noose on the end of a pole, and, knowing the fact, I at once 
cut a long rod, tied a loop on the small end, aud creeping 
cautiously up I ‘‘roped.” the beauty, and beis at this moment 
cosily seated belween me and the fire. Dan turned up shortly 
before dark; saw no moose, but says he has a4 mortgage upon 
abeayer, and promises us beaver liver for supper to-morrow. 
He also had noosed a swamp partridge, buf not upon the 
round as mine was. We had the two birds for our supper. 
cing ta freeze hard to-night. We are off at the crack of 

day to-morrow. 
Tuesday fine. Dan split out some balsam stretchers for his 

furs, and off we stared. Foster going by himself, Dan and 
Ito the beaver dam, In one of the traps we found caught a 
portion of one of the beaver’s feet. Nothing of any moment 
occurred until the evening, when Foster didn’t turn up, so I 
went off in search of him, and at dark, returning unsuccessful 
and thinking he would haye to remain out all night in the 
woods, I found himat camp all right, having heard Dan's axe. 

In the morning we struck camp and returned to Spider 
Lake, bringing down the hide, hocks and hoofs, The latter, 
When properly arranged, make very pretty ink bottles, pin- 
cushions, etc, On the way Dan found several of his mus- 
quash and one (rap carried off by some creature. It began to 
blow hard from the southeast, and that night such a storm 
came up as shook the soiid block house, and the rain poured 
in torrents. We were not sorry to be under Dan's hospitable 
root, 

Thursday it was still raining. Dan and Foster started 
round the Jake, setting traps, and at evening returned, bring- 
ing with them the culprit who had stolen the musquash and 
carried off the steel trap—a magnificent gray horned owl, 
one of the largest size, with eyes that appeared as big ag 
saucers, This they tied by the leg to a stick and placed in a 
dark room. ‘lwo days after he picked the string, smashed 
the window and escaped. lspent my day taking the bones 
out of the hool's, cleaning the moose head, and skinning and 
stretching the jackets of several musquash for Dan. 
Next morning Dan had to repair his house; so, after lend- 
ing a hand til! 9:30, Foster and I went over to Megantic, 
took one of Dan’s boats and pushed on to Rush Lake. Shot a 
snipe and missed another ; saw fresh sign of beaver. Foster 
is al this moment paddling the boat after black duck—a fine 
flock. Whiz! Away they go. We couldn't get a shot; so 
we returned to Spider. I haye Just made my first attempt at 
cutting hair, and fatter myself 1 acquitted miyself well, con- 
Sidering the cirdumstances. Wan’s head of hair was some- 
thing enormous, and made his head ache; so I was made bar- 
ber, and had touse a very blunt pair of scissors to hack off 
his locks. Besides, it was getting almost too dark to sce, 
‘Thal evening we spent in looking over Dlustrated papers and 
chiltiog about hunting. 

Saturday, Oct. 26.—Dan woke me early, We had break- 
fast by Jamplight, and started for the Upper Camp at 5 A a1., 
bidding adieu to Poster, who was to pub in the day fishing 
With the boy Willie, and then return next morning to Sher- 
brooke, lis leaye of absence liwviny expired) On the way 
We stopped at the campot Nagle and Moyt to give them some 

loaves of bread which Mra. Ball had baked for them early in 
the morping, before we had our breakfast. They received us 
cordially and showed us the sking of two beaver ‘'‘ kit- 
tens,” as they ara termed’ by trappers, a sable and a 
smal] mink, all prime furs. We proceeded up the 
stream, leaving our boat at the '‘jam,” several miles up, 
then carrying our packs, guns and traps on our backs 
80me five miles across country to the Upper Camp. Just as 
we approached, three fine partridzes flew up, two of which 
we bagyed (ag it was close to camp, where a shot or two 
would do no harm), and a few steps farther we came upon a 
very large gable, caught and killed in one of the dead-fall 
traps we had set a few days previously. This was a good 
leginning. We made some tea, and went to inspect the 
beaver trsps, oue of which had disappeared. While Dan was 
searching for it I strolled off for moose. On my return to 
camp at dark, there sat Dan stretching his sable skin, and 
hanging on a small birch was 9 splendid beaver, four years 
old, and weighing not far short of ninety pounds, making a 
heavy load for aman to carry for any distance. My eye! 
what a feast we shall haye upon his liver! A beaver’s liver 
is very large for the size of the animal, and is considered a 
tid-bit by trappers. The flesh also is much esteemed. We 
have been feasting every day since we shol the moose on 
smoked venison; tonight we are each haying a partridge 
‘*to his cheek,” as Dan elegantly expressed it, and are to have 
liver for breakfast. As we have had a hurd day I shall bid 
you food-nicht. 

Sunday turned out a lovely warm day. At 5 a.m. we break. 
fasted on smoked venison, bisclits soaked in our cups of tea, 
then popped into the hot frying pan with some salt butter. 
We had not yet dressed the beaver, so the visions of the pre- 
vious evening of liyer suffered a. postponement. While 
strolling about, doing nothing, T came upon one of the larger 
or ‘‘rauffed” prouse, apparently very cold, sitting néar the 
edge of a pool of water. These birds are much more difii- 
cult lo approach than the swamp partridge, but since he pur- 
mitted me to come within a few feet of him, I thought per- 
haps I might noose him. Fumblivg in my pockei, I found g 
piece of soft string; then, retiring a few steps, I cut a long 
alder pole, attaching the noose to the smaller end. To my 
chagrin I found that, although TL could come within yeach of 
the bird, the aggravating noose would not remain open long 
enough for me to pop it over his head, but kept twisting upon 
itself, the string being so limp, After séveral attempts, 
whereby the bird became somewhat alarmed and began toa 
move slowly off, | succeeded in my endeavor, when, giving 
the pole a jerk, the rotten cord broke and the bird flew a 
short distance; but being chilled by the white frost, which 
still lay oa the ground, he permitted me to approach him 4 
second time. now took a piece of deer skin which I wore 
saa watch guard. This answered better, and I had no diffi- 
culty in placing the thong over his head; but, having fast- 
éned it carelessly to the stooth small end of the stick, it 
pulled off, and away flew the bird, nonseand all This was 
tuo aggravating for anything, so I started to return to camp. 
As I -was trying to dispose of my now guardless watch, I 
found a short piece of brass wire (that TI bad vainly looked 
for in the first place) in my trousers pocket, I decided to 
make a third attempt, and followed him up. ‘There 
he sat among the stiff lower dead branches of 
a balsam fir, too high to veach from the ground; 
and this would haye been ans end to the matter, 
but, as luck would haye it, there was another balsam which 
the wind had broken off at the stump and blgwn against the 
tree in which sit) perched the partridge, The bird could only 
be approached from this quarter, and many dead twigs and 
branches intervened, and [ almost gaye up. However, after 
scratching my hands and face, and with a deal of patience, I 
at last managed to pass the noose over the bird's head, he 
pecking at it. There was my watchgnard still about his 
neck, and with a wriggle of glee I gave a jerk. Fora second 
‘times were lively,” according to Dan, among the/ dead 
braaches. For asecond only, however, for the wire became 
kinked and——broke! Ghost of Ciesar! Had yon been 
there, gentle reader, you would hayeseen a disappointed man. 
There was nothing for it but to crawl down and prepare to be 
laughed at by Dan on my return, So much for not going to 
church on Sunday, 
On my return, however, I found that Dan had been there, 

had dressed the beaver and left again. It was now about 8 
Pp, m,, and I began to feel ** the keen demands of appetite,” so 
lighting the fire I made some tea, cooked some beaver tender- 
loin and liver and fried some biscuits. While I sat in the 
camp eating my dinner the wiskey-johns were bolder than 
usual, and I noticed that upon alighting on the careass of the 
beaver they invariably perched upon the same spot, and I 
thought I would catch one by way of a canary to sing for 
Dan on his atrival, so arranging a noose upon the meat I 
had a bird in my hand in lessthan 30 seconds, The voracious 
thing did not seem at all put out by his captivity, but ate 
pieces of meat from my hand the moment he was caught. 

T heard a noise shortly after, and looking up saw Dan ap- 
proaching. He had strolled up the stream looking for signs 
of game for the morrow. Our supper consisted of a ‘* Jana 
satura,” of beaver head, beaver haunch, beaver liver, beaver 
tail and jerked moose meat, all boiled together, and biscuits 
soaked in our hot tea and buttered. I doubt if the gods of 
ald ever enjoyed their nectar more than we did our classic 
dish. Here is the hunter's recipe for cooking beaver tail: 
Hold it in the flame of the fire for a few moments and the 
skin will peel easily; then it must be boiled, not fried, till 
cooked through ; seasoned well with pepper and salt, and 
eaten on hot toast or biscuit. It then resembles marrow 
but is not so fatty, is of a gelatinous nature and ig excellent, 
T cut up the remainder of the beaver, and it now hangs oyer 
the fre to smoke. I am intending to give them a treat at 
home of smoked (or jerked) moose and beaver. 
Monday—W et snow and rain inthe morning. I had hoped 

we should have snow that would remain on the ground in 
order to do a little still hunting, but it soon cleared up and 
turned cold. I accompanied Dan on # trapping tour. We 
sel up 15 traps, and after lunch in the woods and a long 
tramp ‘across the headwaters of several streams, returned to 
camp hungry. We were soon regaling ourselves on fried 
musquash, some of the beaver. tail and a partridge that I 
pinned im the neck with a bullet as we neared camp. I 
am now cleaning the beaver head for the sake of the tevth, 
and boiling dried meat to take with us on a tramp across the 
the boundary line for a couple of days, 

Tuesday, Oct. 29.—We lelt the upper camp just at day- 
break, 6:30 A. aL, en roule for the headwaters of Dead Rivét, 
which dre on the olher water-shed and acrossthe line, As we 
passed through the forest we easily distinguished the bound- 
ary when we came to it, the trees having been cut down fora 
apace of forly feetin width, and the open space haviny since 
it was cleared grown up Wilh a different fcind of wood, pur- 

ticularly noticeable among the spruce timber where wecrossed 
it. The line runs along the height of land, or “divide,” be- 
tween the two countries from peak to péak of the mountains. 
At this point we happened to strike one of the square-tapered 
iron posts which were planted along the Tine in 842, about a 
mile apart in accordance with the Ashburton lreaty, and we 
wrote our names and date on the white paint on the post, 
In block letters, cast in relief, are the following: 
On the east side, Treaty of Washington ; west side, Bound- 

ary, Aug. 9, 1842; north side, Lt. Gol. J. B. B, Estcourt, Hi. 
B. ee Piao eater fa pads ea Smith, U. 8. Gomssr, 

ese posts stand three feet high, and are, as regards shape, 
Bunker Hill Monument in eineattie: : p es 
We stopped for lunch at a place where a mountain stream 

filters through huge split granite boulders which we named 
“The Stramer.” Saw a fine dark mink popping about lower 
down the stream. Visited a small pond to the shores of 
which two years ago we traced 9 deer we had wounded. Then, 
intending to take a shorter route back to Canada, we climbed 
ups, cliff of loose granite rock covered with fallen trees, 
through which the fire had run, a most fatiguing scramble, 
and had the satisfaction of finding we had made # mistake, 
and, like the great Duke of York who with his 40,000 men 
went up the hill, we then went down again, Finally we 
reached a beayer dam upon another stream showing fresh sign, 
and we set two steel traps (visions of liver and tail for break- 
fast). Biscuit and bread alldone. To-night we are sleeping 
a lg, belle @ toile, although there is a fine clean lumber camp 
(built in 1868 by Crosby’s gang’) just near the beaver dam, but 
we dare not remain there for fear of fftightening the wary 
creatures. The night is yery cold and we have left our over- 
coats, blankets and everything we could possibly do withont, 
across the line in Uanada; but we have made a long fire, and 
to prevent more noise than necessary by chopping, are ** nig- 
gering off "some of the larger logs in the mi¢dle, Then, 
hunter fashion, we each take off our coat, lie down behind a 
wind screen of boughs on éach side of the fire, and throw our 
coats over ourselves. Long practice shows this to be the 
warmer way of sleeping when one has no other covering. 

At this point I saw a brown ash tree fifty-one inches in cir- 
cumference actual measurement, which the beavers had re- 
cently gnawed down, The skill and jinesse of these creatures 
is simply astonishing, and although their habits haye been 
often ably discussed by naturalists whose observations haye: 
been read by most people, still I picked up during this trip a 
few interesting details which I can vouch for, and which haye 
never been in print, 

As is well known, they work by night and are extremely 
wary and difficult to trap. Here isan instance which shows 
almost superior intelligence: Dan had had his trap sprung 
one night by an old heaver without catching him, and, think- 
ing to succeed next night, he reset the trap in jhe same place. 
Judge of his surprise in the morning upon visiting the spot 
to find the trap drawn out of the water the whole Tength of 
the chain, high and dry upon the bank, and unsprung, Next 
night was too much for the poor beaver, for Dan set two 
traps. The animal carefully removed the first and covered it 
over with sticks, then, fancying he had got rid of the enemy, 
proceeded holdly down the channel they make in every dam, 
and was caught in the second trap, Poor chap, he deserved 
to escape for his cleverness. 

After cutting their wood, chiefly cherry, poplar and birch, 
and floating it down the canals which they make leading inte 
their dam, they submerge the sticks and poke them into holes 
in the bank in such 4 way as to enable them to reach their 
wood during the winter to eat the bark, and to prevent its 
being frozen into the ics, Another interesting’ feature I no- 
ticed. In one place, evidently regarding their dam as inse- 
cure, the beavers liad built another dam through the pond 
some fifteen feet from the lower (and feeble) dam. This 
dam did not quite reach the surface of the water, nor did it 
affect if inany way, having been put there merely in case 
the lower one should be carried away. 

Their teeth are very peculiar, are very long, and grow far 
back in the head. The upper ones are the most curious, and 
are an exact semi-circle; in fact, placed end to end, they form 
a perfect ring about two inches acd a half across, It is very 
difficult to obtain perfect ones, they break them so ghawing 
at the steel traps. The nail upon the third toe of each hind 
foot is, according tor Buffon, their toothpick, and is of a 
most curious shape. ' 
Wednesday.—How long the nights seem when one cannot 

sleep steadily through, but has to keep building the fire! Six 
A, M.—‘“* Hail, smiling morn!” Dan has just started to visit 
his two beaver traps. Tam getting our breakfast ready, 
which is easily done, as it consists principally in putting on 
the tea-pot. Here comes Dan. As he approaches he sings 
out that something has sprung both his traps. This sounded 
disappointing. owever, he soon appears, carrying 4 beaver 
kitten, both traps and one of the largest musquash, both in 
prime fur, We were not long taking off their jackets, and then 
we rubbed plenty of salf upon the shoulders of the beaver and 
roasted them upon a stick in front of the fire, making a most 
substantial meal in spite of the want of bread or biscuit. ~ 
We struck across a spur of the range of mountains from 

Chain of Ponds, re-crossed the boundary line at a point where 
the wind had made hayoc among the trees, throwing down 
every ons for a long distance and forming an almost impass- 
able barrier, and, by way Of improving matters, it was snow- 
ing and blowing hard at the time. 

On the way back to-day we traveled for hours by compass, 
taking « direction that we thought would strike the head- 
waters of the streamsin Canada, ipon which Dan and T had 
set some traps a few days previonsly—the 29th, 

it is simply wonderful how these old trappers and guides 
can travel with such accuracy through the forest. “At the 
paint where we struck the first stream we came upon one of 
these same traps, We followed up the stream for about filt 
yards, and then took the,‘‘ spotted’ line through the woods 
the rest of the way. : 

Here we are back at the Upper Camp in Her Majesty's da- 
mains, wet and cold, but fast becoming the opposite under 
the united influence of hot tea and a crackling fre. Upon my 
word, this looks like getting back to one’s home. Dan had a 
amoke, rolled himself up in his blanket at 6:30 and is asleep ag 
Iwrite. Lam boiling dried meat for to-morrow. On the way 
to-day we caught two splendid sable, or marten, TI must put 
poe beaver oil on my gun, rifle and boots, and then turn in 

80, , 
Thersdayy—6:30 A, M.—Dan slopt clear round the clock ; | 

nothing but boiled Meat for breakfast dnda dish of tea ; strike 
camp al once for home, On our Way we passed more par- 
tridves, a brace of which I could haye pinned at one shot 
irom my Trifle, as their heads were in line; saw fresh tracks 
of a cow moose and calf, but had no time to follow them, as 
we had «long way lo trayel. Jt taibed/all the way to Dan's, 
whure we had a glorious supper, and home-made bread | 
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Just as we neared the shore I saw a team passing, and I 
shouted to the man to stop and take on my luggage to John 
Boston’s, I then learned that the team was going to my very 
destination at Spring Hill, We had dinner at John’s, and 
then, bidding both Dan and John adieu, away went the team 
over the awiul roads. I followed, ankle-deep in mud, to Me- 
Aulay’s Camp, some six miles, hoping to catch the gravel train 
to bring me into Scotstown; but, after leaying my stuff at 
the Camp and running a couple of miles down the track on 
foot, I found the train had leit. This, in the face of a driv- 
ing snow storm, was anything but encouraging, and I began 
to think I would not geti home before Monday. I turnedinto 
a Frenchman's shanty, made madame cook me some supper, 
while the husband took charge of dete, There was only one 
Toom in tlie house, and seyen occupants—husband, wife and 
seven children, Their stove was broken, so they made a fire 
in the oven, then jook ont the fire and baked in the game 
place. Stayed there till'10:30, hopmp that tha men would re- 
sume work thaf night, but finally gave them up and lay down 
in my ¢lothes ta sleep, Thad not lain long when I heard the 
whistle, aud running out | made a torch of birch bark, 
~“*flageed * the train and got on board the engine. ‘here J 
found the genial superintendent, Mr. McFee, and after un- 
loading: the grayel we ran up to the crossing, took my luggage 
on board and returned to Scotstown in time for a glass of beer 
and to turnin by midnight. In the morning I got away all 
Tight by the seven o'clock train, and arrived at “Sleepy Hol- 
low” by eleven, and haye just had a midshipman’s luxury— 
a tub, a clean shave and a change of raiment—and shall feel 
better still after dinner—and the bell has just rung. 

Sherbraoke, Canada. BE, C. Hatz. 
—_———_—__—_—__ +--+ ____—_ 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rodand Gun 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RAMBLINGS, 

Our Szconp Tre om Norraeeny Dirgorion or Rawniws. 

O* the 18th, 19th and 20th of August we were fully en- 

gaged in buying fresh provisions, some new bedding, 

a8 some of it was burned on the day of the eclipse. On the 

evening of the 18th, oursecond guide, Tip,asked our permission 
to stay away for two or three days. The U. P. R. R, Oo., in 

whose seryice he was before, engaged him and another to 
pursue train robbers that had tried the night before to wreck 

the train by undermining the rails. Tip was well armed with 

& six-shooter and Frank's Sharps rife. He was a yery 
colirageous man, and had no fear of being killed. We should 
never see him again. After ourreturn from our second trip 

we learned that he and his companion were found dead with 
four and cight bullets, respectively, and stripped of rifles and 

clothes. We waited over three days for Tip, but as he did 

not come then we concluded to start for Lanckens ranch, 
about seventy-five miles north of Rawlins, on the Sweetwater 
creek. We had two of our ponies exchanged, one being 
lame and the other haying a sore back; this time we had 
them all shoed, and putting our whole outtit on a wagon we 
Started on the ; 

20th, at about noon, We did not make more than sixteen 
miles, and put camp up at Bell Springs. Toward evening we 
had thunder and lightning, and a very heavy rain storm. 
The rain was driven right through the tent, making the bed- 
clothing very damp, 

2ist. Left camp at seven. The first part of the day was 
pleasant, and we enjoyed, after having made eighteen miles, 
alunch at Sand Springs very much. Refreshed, we got in 
the saddle again and off we went. But now we cane into a 
sandy country, and Lanckin’s team was so poor that they 
could not pull the wagon with only about 700 pounds on. 
We stuck in the sand, and if it had not been for another party 
that came close behind us we would never have seen the 
Sweetwater. ‘They helpéd us at leasi a dezen times, In 
consequence of all these delays we could not get further than 
Whisky Gap, where we arrived in a rainstorm at 7 o'clock, 
Tt was very, unpleasant to cook, eat aud put our tent up while 
it was blowing a gale. Still after all this we slept pretty 
sound, and left this Whisky, or Windy Gap as I should like 
to call it, early in the morning, hoping to reach the rauch 
the same day. But Jack, as well as the driver, both 
pretending to know Lancken’s Ranch, got out of their reckon- 
ing, and at last had to contess that they did not know it at 
all, having nevér been there. At about 2 o'clock we came io 
the Sweetwater, where we saw some ranchers, but could not 
tell us wheré to find L/Ranch. We stopped here while Jack 
and the driver rode out in different directions to hunt after 
the place. Atter thtee or four hours they returned after hay- 
ing tound the ranch only five miles off. The Sweetwater was 
crossed and we arrived at the place ai 7 o'clock, Gus Lanck- 
en ‘was not here, he had Jeft the preyioug day for Rawlins, 
which we regretted yery much; he had taken the shortest 
road else we would have met him. Ail of us were glad to get 
under L's hospitable roof. Itis a real nice little place. A round 
the buildings, and especially alonga small creek, there are about 
twenty or thirty acres of cultivated land where he raises corn, 
barley, oats, etc. Near the house is a large vegetable garden, 
with potatoes, peas, beans, carots, cucumbers, tomatoes, ete., 
ete, The yard was lined on one side by the brook and on the 
other by high, almost perpendicular, rocks. In the centre of 
the yard you see the dwelling-houge, made of loge. The roof of 
it is ornamented with enormous elkhorns, 80 that i bas almost 
thio appearance of a German forester’s house; inside you can 
find the horns of smaller game in # preat number. Besides 
this building there were others for horses, cows, hens, etc., 
and a great hay stack, showing that they were well prepared 
for the winter. Eyerything looked clean, nice and neat, so 
that we felt quile at home right away. Adam Apgar, part- 
ner of L., who had charve of the rach during 1.’s absence, 
invited us yery kindly into the house and to take supper with 
him, ‘This supper—conpiating mostly of fresh eggs, fresh but- 

AND STREAM. 

; ter sud milk, and what we appreciated much, young potatoes, 
etc.—was bout the best supper we had on our trip. Adam 

| did everything {o make his home agreeable to us, and suc- 
ceeded perfectly, so that we feel niuch obliged tohim, We 
had to wait here until the return of Gus, to say at least three 
days. Hunting aroimd the ranch was very poor, as #amo 
was scarce and wild, I Iilled some jack rabbits aud several 
cottontails. One day we tried the mountain sheep, but only 
saw some at a great distance without getting a shot, 

26t7. Prank, Jack and Adam went oul but did not kill apy, 
and toward evening Lanoken returned, having shot an antelope. 
He agreed to go with us on our trip asguide. We hada very 
good supper, consisting of juicy antelope stakes, flapjacks, 
hew potatees and sour milk, which latter was highly 
appreciated by Frank and myself. One day, during our stay 
here, Prank went out on foot to (try the mountain sheep, but 
intended to be back to dinner, He did not come, and was 
not back at three. We felt seared pbout him, and Adam and 
Frenchy went outin search of him. They retiirned without 
having found a trace of him, so that we felt sure he was lost 
in the mountains. Firing our puns several times had no 1e- 
sult. No answer Tesponded, till at about six o'clock we 
heard the report of a giin, to which I answered with a double 
shot. An hour was gone, and still he did not come, when 
we heard three successive shots. Now, knowing that he was 
in distress, Adam saddled two ponies, and in half an hour 
they both returned, but Frank in an awful condition, BP, 
had taken nothing with him but a drop of whisky, and not 
finding water, he got so exhausted that he could scarcely 
walk, A milk punch and a good night’s rest put him all 
right again. 
Tattle Passed in loading shells and preparing for to-morrow’s 

start. 
281). Our pack-horses. were well loaded, and then'we started 

at 9 4. a, and camped at Saze Hen Creel, about fifteen miles 
north. Aiter having taken a late dinner, we tool our guns 
and rifles and tried to bring to camp some meat for nexe 
morning’s breakfast. 1 bagged two cotton-tails and a sazo 
hen, while Frank killed two mallard ducks: Our bed wag 
made up among high sage bush, and soon after we lay down 
a rabbit crossed our bed, running oyer Frank’s face, disturb- 
ing hin in hia soundest sleep. 

20th. Had an early breakfast, and started at 8. Rode abont 
eight miles, where we put camp up on Horse Creel, a nice 
little stream running along the foot of Rattlesnake Mountains. 
The water coming outof the mountains was cold and clear, 
but no fish. Nota living animal was to be seen in it. The 
camping-ground was firat-rate. Very good grass for the po- 
mes, several kinds of ripe berries, as currants, red and black, 
strawberries and gooseberries. The creek was lined on both 
sides with willows and birch, a good hiding-place for deer. 
Although we had taken a good quantity of preserved fruit 
With us, we picked in a [little while two large Gans full of cur- 
tants and gooseberries, which, with sugar, we boiled into a 
fine preserve for onr evening flap-jacks. At about 3 p. m. 
every one of us went on his own hook hunting. I strolled 
down the stream io kill a duck or sage hen. Following a 
trail along the brook, I found fresh tracks of a pony; and 
going a little further, I perceived the head and neck of a 
white horse in the bush, within fifty yards of me. ‘This 
startled me not a little, thinking of a possible Indian camp. 1 
retreated to our camp, and saw Jack at a distance. Gaye him 
asign, and he came down. After I had told him what I saw 
we both went there again, to tind an old white mare, which, 
very likely, was left there by a party, being in such a condi- 
tion that they could not take it along. We drove her fo our 
camp, where she joined our ponies for twenty—four hours, 
only to run off aguin. Jacl left camp again, and came back 
with « black-tail yearling. This evening we turned in yery 
carly, and after a sound and refreshing sleep, we got up in a 
splendid humor on the 

30¢, F. and L. went out in the direction where FP, had seen 
two rams the day before. They saw several herds of sheep, 
but could not get close enough to havea shot. Jack and I 
took ponies and followed the ereek up to the head of it, and 
came through rough country. At the head of the creek, on 
an open plain, we saw seven old buffalo bulls. We iied our 
horses and crept through the grass within about 300 yards, 
We thonght to be close enough to kill one of them, and com- 
menced to fire. Perhaps we wounded one or more, but it 
took no effect, and the buffaloes ran off, the distance being 
too great. Following the trail of the buffalo, we came within 
about 150 yards of an antelope herd with twolarge bucks, I 
succeeded in killing one of them. He had a fine pair of 
horns, which I took to camp. Jack butchered the animal 
and tied the saddle of antelope on his pony. Pretty hungry, 
we reached camp again at three o’clock, to take a hearty din- 
ner. Inthe evening FB. and L. tried the sheep again, but 
with the same resulf as in the morning. 

3ist. Removed our camp to the headwater of the creck, 
where we had found the buffaloes. Two hours had passed 
in riding, When we reached this place. Camp was made near 
a little creek with good water. ‘Ihe little stream divided our 
dining and bed room, preventing our tent from catching fire, 
Alter dinner we took a rest till 4, when Jack and I on horse- 
back followed a buffalo trail, and soon we saw a blacic-tail 
doe with two fawns within ten or twelve yards of us, OF 
course we did nof shoot at. them. After an hour’s ride, we 
saw ata great distance a herd of fifteen or twenty sheep, 
which soon got wind of us and ran, Wollowing them, we 
crossed a high ridge of rocks, and looking down into a-valley 
at the foot of this hill, there was a very large old buffalo bull. 
We crept along the rocks and tried to get as close 

as possible io him, hut coming not nearer than abont 
200 yards. J fired and heard the bullet strike him, and 
while he was looking I gave him another ; then he walked off 
about 100 yards. To get close upto him I had to slide down 
a steep rock, at least 200 feet, over sharp stones, and when I 
arrived below I felt as if all the bones of my back were 
broken. But [didnot mind this much, and creeping from 
rock to rock, I came a little nearer and gave him two more 
bullets, but without killing him, He ran agains hundred 
yards, and this time T crept up to him within seventy or 
eighty yards, and finished him. He wasa monster. I never 
saw a larger one since. Jumping upon his carcass, I felt. 
proud, and thought yea a great hunter, and how easy it is 
io kill buffalo. Now I think it is very poor sport. All we 
sayed of him was the tongue and the mane and whiskers; the 
horns were split, too much and not worth the while ta be 
sayed. Jack estimated his weight close up to two thousand 
pounds. We rode to camp, and halfan hour later F. and L- 
returned, reporting that they had wounded a buffalo fatally, 
but getline so dark they left him with the intention to butcher 
him the next morning. 

Sept. 1, Fo and L. left camp early for the bull, sure to 
bring the tongue and some other meat to camp, but were yery 
much disappointed in no} finding him, He was tickled, but 

, ot to death, and left this country, Jack and I went in 
suother direction, where we found six buffaloes, of which I 
‘illed three, and finally bad to killa fourth that was badly 
wounded. I felt ashamed of what I had done, and made a 
Fledge not to kill any more buffalo, which I kept truly. We 
sived the tongues, ong pair of hong, and whislers and maues, 
‘Phe largest: of these four, which was ogreat deal smallor than 
that one [ killed the previous day, measured as follows : 
Length of this buffalo without tail, 9ft, én. length ground 

the breast (haunch), 8ft. 8in.; length around the hody, 9ft. 
4tin.; length of head, 2ft. O4in.; breadth of front, 1 fp. 4in, 

The afternoon we rested, but toward evening we fook a 
httle ride, and onthe return, being close to calnp, we saw a large 
griaaly coming down the hill toward camp. He must have 
seen us and changed direction, when we heard the report of 
Lancken’s rifle from the camp. He wounded him, but at thig 
treat distance could not kill him. I, and L.were eating 
supper when they saw the ponies rushing around, snorting and 
excited; they looked around and perceived the grizzly at about 
30U yards. 

2d. Fo and L. started early in the morning, at 5 o'clock, 
¥F, very anxious to get in possession of a, big horn. Jaelc and 
T thonght of hunting after grizaly and repay his visit, but as 
three of our ponies had run away, Jack came back too late to 
make qn early start, so we did not leave before 84 o'clock. 
Riding and walking alternately among these steep and rocky 
hills, we found quite frosh tracks of sheep, and, following. 
them, soon got sight of a herd, but very far off. We tied our 
ponies and crept very cautiously from rock torock, coming 
within about 300 or 400 yards. We could not come any 
hearer, 80 we fired at one of them, what we thought a ram, 
and while they were running through 4 yalley ata distance of 
about 300 yards, Jack killed one, butaewe. A young bucls 
took the Jead, and at Jas ha stopped. Now was my 
time to shoot. Ivrested my rifle on a rock, fired, and saw him 
tumbling ; sot up sesin, and finally laid down, stretching his 
legs out. We both thought he was dead. I had to cross a 
deep ditch with high sage bush, and when I came out of it I 
saw my deadram disippearing over the hill. The spot where 
he was lying there was a large pool of blood, T followed hia 
track a short distance, but then I lost it, Sitting down on a 
rock, I looked ip and saw almost aboye me on ahigh rock two 
sheep, one was a.eWe and the other, whose head was behind a 
bush, [thought to be a buek, appearing larger than the other, 
I fired at this one, and rolling down the precipice came a 
large—no ram—but ewe, which disappointed me badly. Jack 
butchered both animals, and we took a good quantity of fine 
mutton to camp, Here [ found Frank very jolly, excited 
about a large mule deer, witha fine pair of antlers, which he 
had killed in the morning. Onur camp was now well stocked 
with the choicest meat, as deer, buifalo, mountain sheep and 
antelope. 

3d. [ went to the same place again, where I wounded 
and perhaps killed the ram, but, not finding him, I saw seye- 
ral herds of sheep without a buck. We returned to camp 
without firing a shot; so did Frank. To-morrow we intend 
to move through the Bad Lands, in northerly direction to the 
Bighorn Mountains; but onr pluns were crossed by Jupiter 
Piuvius, At about 31. a. it commenced to rain, and foward 
midnight we had 4 heavy rain-storm, for which our tent was 
not tight enough; I, haying the weather side, was almost 
floating in my bedding. Of eourse we did not geh much sleep, 
and 9 A, M. we rose with an unpleasant feeling. A steam- 
ing hot cup of frayrant coffee made us all feel very 
conmifortable again. We passed this lung rainy day with eat- 
ing, drinking, smoking and telling stories, in which latter 
Jack was very stronz. Jack has such a wonderful memory 
thati he yery often remembers more than really happens. Ii 
rained all day long, and we Jay down in our damp coverings 
again to find it the next morniog suill raining. In the after- 
noon it cleared up, and Frank and Siancken took their rifles, 
and strolling around the camp they killed an elk with a nice 
httle pair of horns. I staid in camp to have our beddings dried. 
The night was awful cold, and we felt so chilly that we got up 
early in the morning of the 6th of September. We entered the 
Bad Lands, and after baying traveled about sixteen miles we 
pul camp up near alittle creek. Frank had killed an antelope, 

7th, We started early and tried to find another creel 
in a northwesterly direction, Twenty-five miles off we 
found it at last, but no water in it; we had to make a 
dry camp—very hard for our poor ponies. Soon after our ar- 
tival it began to rain, and haying no tent poles, because there 
are no trees in the Bad Lands, we had, after a little supper 
without coffee, to sleep in open uir without tent. Two or 
three hours later we found (hat the rain had turned into snow, 
and in the morning we found ourselyes covered with snow. 
At midnight we were alarmed by the tramping of the ponies f 
they were scared by a large number of coyotes who came 
close to our canip. 

8ti. In the morning it was snowing yet, but we had thesatis- 
faction of making ¢ofice of the melted snow, and the horses 
need not suffer of thirst. If was an nopleasant day. When 
it stopped snowing FP. and L. took a walk up the dry creek, 
but soon Game back for their guns; they had found a large 
elk, 1. succeeded in killing it ; the horns of it were abnor- 
mal, haying on one side a very heavy beam with eight prongs, 
while on the other side were only four short prongs direct out 
of the crown. The weight of the animal was estimated at 
800 or 900 pounds. Toward evening the snow storm com- 
menced again, and we passed a most disagresable might in our 
wet coverings. In the morning of the 9th snow stopped, 
Thermometer showed 324 deg., elevation was 5,600 feet, 
After dinner we packed up, and at half-past tiwo o'clock p.m, 
We left this most nasty camp, We did not: travel yery far 
when we found good water and grass; here we stopped, 
dried our blankets and quilts, and slepta sound sleep, although 
it was so cold thaf we found one-half inch thick ice in our 
water pail. 

10¢. At six o'clock we had only 80$ der Fahr., and after 
breakfast hurried away from this cold place, following the 
creek about twenty miles, where we siopped for this day. As 
Lancken had told us before, we found the water containing a 
great deal of alkali, soda and magnesia. The coffee made out 
of this water did not taste much of alkali, but still we felt 
thirsty after it, and I tried to make lemonade of it with citric 
acid and supar, but it tasted like citrate of magnesia, and no- 
body could drink jt. In the eyening and in the morning of the 

11th, we had concerts perfotined by a large band of coyotes, 
but as they mixed all the time, flat and minor, we did not ap- 
preciate it much. ‘The morning was bright, promising fair 
syeather, We had traveled about fifteen miles when we 
struck the Bad Water Creek; a band of elk driven by an old 
buck came in sight, and Frank, having a fast horse, cut them 
off so that he got within Lwenty-five yands of the buck, He 
fired ten or twelve shots at him and st last killed him in the 
Bad Water Creek, which, the ellx had tried to cross, but stuck 
fast in the mud, The finest snd mos} regular pair of elle 



horns were sayed. We were close to the Wind River, and 
after an hour’s ride we put our camp up on the bank, of the 
siream at last, having crossed the dreaded Bad Lands, Now, 
being in a, country where the Indians, both peaceable and hos- 
tile, roam around, we had to be careful and on the lookout; 
still we slept through the night quietly. 

12%%. Moved camp ten miles to the head of the Big Horn 
Canyon, where the stream ceases to carry the name Wind 
River. Here the Cheyennes killed, sixteen months ago, 
eight trappers. After dinner we had a rest, and then walked 
down the canyon one and a half miles. 

13th. Started at 8 o'clock a. m.; tried to follow the river, 
but when we had made about five miles we had to stop; 
there were on both sides almost perpendicular rocks 800 or 
900 feet high, The stream was narrowed by them to about 
fifty feet, and had a considerable fall. Here we found an old 
camp and two flatboats in good condition, left here, very like- 
ly, by an exploring party from Camp Brown. We had to 
turn to the right and eastward, following a deep canyon, 
which was about the roughest part of our trip. When we 
had reached the summit we followed a game trail leading 
northwest. At three o'clock in the afternoon we stopped for 
this day near a nice little stream, but without any kind of fish 
init. We saw to-day two herds of buffalo—one band of about 
sixty elk and two sheep; we tried to kill one or the other, 
being short of meat, but did nof get a shot. After dinner 
every one of us went on his own hook to bring some game 
home, but without any result, except that Frank reported to 
haye killed a buffalo, but did not save any meat or trophies. 
T saw a large band of sixty-four elk, but could not get near 
enough to kill. 

14th. Had afoggy morning; wind easterly; moyed at, 
eight, and riding 12 miles, we arrived at the Big Horn Basin 
at the foot of the Big Horn Canyon. This canyon, from 15 
to 18 miles long, runs from south to north, On both sides it 
is lined by rocks from 500 to 1,000 feet high, in some places 
almost perpendicular. This was the first great canyon I saw, 
and I must confess that I was astonished at its grandeur. To 
describe it is an impossibility forme; one must go end see. 
The fall of the river is only 300 feet from head to foot, there- 
fore I believe it is navigable for small boats. On account of 
possible Indians we agreed that only one party would hunt 
while the others hadto remain at camp. Jack and I stayed at 
home, while Frank and Lancken went out hunting, without 
killing anything; but they discovered a hot sulphur spring 
four miles north of our camp. When they saw the smoke they 
took it for an Indian camp-fire, but coming near they smelled 
ihe sulphur-hydrogenous gas and found the spring. The 
basin, which appeared to boil, was estimated to be 25 feet in 
diameter and from 40 to 60 feet deep. The water was so hot 
that they could not hold the hand init overa second. The 
spring was so powerful that it formed a stream of six feet 
wide and two feet deep. During their absence[ tried fishing, 
and landed two three-pound cat-fish, which were delicious. 

15th. This was my day, so Jack and I went ont together, 
but soon separated, and I killed two buck antelopes, wounded 
another, and Jack killed another one. OUoming back, we 
found that the other party had also shot a buck antelope. In 
the afternoon I fished with grasshoppers and caught several 
fish ei looked like large salt water herring, but with sharp 
teeth. 

16é%. At ten o'clock left this place, where we had such 
poor shooting, bound homeward. A heayy rain shower of 
half an hour made our traveling unpleasant. A 16-miles ride 
was enough for to-day, and, looking out for a good camping 
ground, we saw some buck elks at a distance. I shot one of 
them and Jack wounded another. The horns were not large, 
but the meat was fine. We saved both tender and sirloins 
and a good deal of tallow. Frank killed on this day’s trip an 
antelope fawn and buck. 

17th, F.and DL. left camp early. F. shot two antelope 
bucks. In the afternoon I succeeded in bagging two pair of 
antelope horn, and toward evening | jumped a large mule- 
deer buck. I got off my pony and advanced, the buck stand- 
ing 60 or 70 yards away, broadside toward me. TI thought he 
was mine, but, trying to cock my rifle, it would not go off. 1 
tried it again and again, and found that there was something 
broken inside. The old buck did not moye, always looking 
at the pony. Irested the rifle on my left knee, took sieht, 
pulled the cock and let go; buck ran only about 50 yards; 
the sume experiment with the same result; never saw him 
again. When I had climbed the hilll saw a large antelope 
buck just below me within 80 yards; fixed my rifle between 
rocks and killed him without trigger. It was nearly dark 
when IJ arrived in camp. 

18¢7:, We started pretty early, and after a tiresome tramp of 
about 24 niles or more we arrived at our old camping ground 
on Wind River. In the evening we saw lightning in the east, 
a bad sign for the next day; and so it was. 

19th. It: rained all day, and we could not moye on—a nasty 
day. 

20%. A cloudy morning ; doubtful about rain; still we 
started back through the Bad Lands, hoping to make it in 
four days. A 20-milesride brought us to an old Indian en- 
campment, where we found good water. The night was cold 
and we found ice half an inch thick in the morning, 

21st, Was a very hot day; rode only 16 miles, and camped a 
second time near the duck pond. In the evening I shot seven 
gray ducks, which were very tender and nice. 

22d. Oloudy morning, sharp wind, at noon rising to a gale. 
At three P. M. we camped at a little creels. 

23d. Cold, icy morning, with sunshine; wind blowing up to 
@gale again. In the afternoon we found ourselves in thu 
old camp of Rattlesnake Mountains, When we left this camp 
we put several of our canned fruits, condensed milk and other 
provisions in 4 bag and hung it pretty high up ina tree; we 
did the same with some antelope, elk and deer horns; 
but now we found all the things spread on the ground; 
the bag was torn to pieces, the fruit cans, milk cans and 
the cans with coffee extracts were all perforated and all almost 
empty. Uncle grizzly had paid a vist to our camp and sucked 
the sweet juice. This time we made our camp up a little 
nearer to the spring. After dinner every-one on his own 
hook went out hunting. I killed 3 very large elk buck thathad 
the largest pair of antlers of all we shotonthe trip. Lancken 
supplied our camp with a fat saddle of a young mule deer, 
while Frank came in with fur, a coyote around his neck, and 
eovered with lots of little jumpers belonging to the pulex 
amily. 
24th. Windy but notcold. Ourgrubis going to anend, and 

meals nearly reduced to meat, very little bread, thin coffee 
without milk. Jn the same condition was the quantity of our 
tobacco. To-day Fred killed an antelope. I saw different 
kinds of game, one of which was an old she bear with two 
cubs, but did not get a chance to shoot. 

2oth. We tried all our skill to kill as much game as possible 
to get enough meat to last us till Rawlins, having httle chance 

> eae To oer ‘ 
to shoot something after we lefi the Rattlesnake Mountains. 
Jack and I were successful, I killed an elk buck and one mule- 
deer doe, and Jack another cue. Our ponies were so heavily 
loaded with the elk horn and the meat that we could not ride 
fast, and it was late when we reached camp. 

26th. We left the Rattlesnake Mountains, and about noon we 
saw at Horse Creek four buck elks, of which Frank and I 
killed one and F. wounded anotherone. That night we camped 
at Sage Creek, 

27th. About noon we reached Lancken’s ranch, having saved 
our scalp. Here I haye to mention that coming back through 
the Bad Lands one morning we found three large fresh 
trails running parallel and made by ponies of Indians on the 
warpath (no lodge poles dragging behind). The guides 
thought that they crossed here only one or two hours before 
us. Atthe ranch we heard that the Bannocks had killed 
several white people on the Wind River the same time. 

287%. I did not like to cit all day long in the log house, and 
with Jack tried my last hunt, but didnot get a shot, although 
a number of sheep and two big rams were seen by us. 

2972. Leaving our ponies at Lancken’s ranch, L. drove us 
with a team of four to Rawlins, Jack, who was riding a pony, 
killed one antelope. This was the lagt piece of game we 
killed on our trip. I have nothing more to tell, only that we 
amir at Rawlins the first of October, but half frozen to 
death. 

After we had taken our mail we went to Fred Wolf's cosy 
little place where we had a glass or more of fine Rhine wine 
and a long talk with the kind-hearted and good humored land- 
lord, Fred. The afternoon we were busy to pack cur trunks, 
pre boxes for our trophies, packed and shipped them. On 
the 

8d Sept, we found ourselves ins, car of U.P. R. R. Jack 
and I stopped at Chicago, while Frank went right through to 
New York. I stayed four days in Chicago and two days at 
Fort Wayne to see some friends. 

Sportsmen intending to hunt in that pari of the Rocky 
Mountains [ advise to write to Gus Lancken, care of Fred. 
Wolf, Rawlins. He is certainly one ot the best guides around 
there, and is reasonable in his charges. He supplies a party 
of two or three with himself and another as guides, four 
or five saddle horses, as many pack horses, all the saddles, 
ete., and tents, for $12 to $14 a day; grub and bedding is not 
included—it does not amount to much. If he should been- 
gaged, take ‘' Tom Gun.” 

P. §.—On this trip I took the elevations as well as on the 
first trip, but did not mention it, the ayerage being only 6,000 
feet, and highest point in Rattlesnake Mountains, 5,100 feet. 
In all, we hunted as gentlemanly as possible; we could have 
killed perhaps ten limes as much. 

Yours truly, ScnMANs. 

Sigh Lrltuarg, 
OaLironm1A Satmon 18s Hortanp.—Capt. J, H. Taat, of 

the Netherlands and American Steam Navigation Co., made 

usa sociable visit last week, bringing from Prof. A. J. Botte- 

mann, the eminent fish culturist of Holland, the information 
that of the 100,000 California salmon Oya recently consigned 
to him at Berzencpzoom by Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian 

Tustitution, 70,000 have hatched out fine young fish. This is 
subject for congratulation, and we hope to hear of further 
results as satisfactory. The ova were sent out by the Nether- 

lands steamer Calland. 
— Ss 

Sarmon-BrEgpine iy Ferse Warer—Hditor Forest and 
Stren: One or more fish breeders haye reported through 
your paper the hatching of the eggs of the tront impregnated 
by the milt of the salmon. Would like them report their suc- 
cess in raising them, and to start the ball rolling, will give 
my experience with them, as also with three different kinds 
of salmon. I have the hybrids, two years old. They have 
not made the prowth that trout of the same age have. The 
male parents were California salmon, They show no signs 
of spawning, and as they are nowas old as their parents 
were when they were bred, think they are going to be barren. 
Am now hatching eggs taken from the California salmon in 
our ponds—this only as an experiment, for I no longer prize 
either them, the Atlantic or Jand-locked salmon (have all 
three) as worth raising in ponds. Think the same food will 
raise double the number of pounds of trout; and while I sell 
them for half the price of trout, seldom get a second order 
from the same customer. Our Atlantic and land-locked 
salmon are now four years old, and buf little larger than 
trout of two years, The California salmon made fine growth, 
and a large bill at the butcher's for offal to feed them on, 
Have not eaten of the land-locked. Think the flesh of the 
pickerel equally as good as the other two. A. PALMER, 

Bascobel, Wis. 
ee 

Sorgens vor OurLers.—forked River, NV. J., Dec. 18.— 
Mr. Hditor + Io your journal of 25th ult. T observe an articl 
in regard to erecting screens at the outlet of lakes which hay 
been stocked the past few years. It is a well known fact tha 
fish of the salmon species (which includes brook trout, lake 
trout, California and land-locked salmon) ara fond of running 
water. If Jakes which contain this species have not a proper 
screen at the outlet, they will toa great extent escape the 
second year. A law should be enacted by each State com- 
pelling every township to have screens erected where such 
lakes exist. The article by Mr. Porter on this subject was 
very timely, and should be enforced, It is a subject which 
all fish commissioners of the several States have neglected. 

OQ. A. Smrre. 

Iczu.—There need be no fear about the supply of ice this 
season. There was a jam oyer twenty feet high on the Pen 
obscot at Bangor, Me,, the other day, 

— 

—Mr, Robt. Bonner, of this city, has in his stables ten 
horses, each of which, with one exception, has trotted its 
mile in 2:20 or better, 

Se 2—__—__——_- 

—With each recurring New Years we all resolve to keep a 
diary, and generally go 80 far in the very commendable doter- 
Mination as to purchase the diary. More people would perse- 
vere in the task if they used the spring back books made by 
Francis & Loutrell, 49 Maiden Lane, New York. 

AN ESSAY UPON RABBITS. 

, By James 8, Bartey, M.D. 
‘HE domestic rabbit is undoubtedly descended from the 

wild breed. Although familiarly known from time 

immemorial, its origin is shrouded in mystery. It seems to 
have been a native of portions of Africa and Europe, but was 
not known in America until introduced by Europeans, In 
our earliest records if is called cony, a name probably derived 
from some root common to most Huropean languages. Varro 
says that his countrymen named it thus on account of its 
dwelling in burrows. The name rabbit was undoubtedly de- 

tived from the Gaelic word 7abaid, signifying fruitful. Pliny 
speaks of their multiplying so rapidly in Spain that the inhab- 
itants were obliged to destroy them in order to protect their 

harvest fields, and to prevent fhem from burrowing and 
undermining their dwellings. They became so great a pest 
that Roman soldiers were sent with ferrets to destroy them 
In England the name rabbit was employed in the translation 
of the Bible before the reign of James I. In the * Privy 

Purse Expenses of Elizabeth of York” (p. 18), May 24, 1502, 

is entered the payment of two shillings ‘‘ to a servant of the 

Abbase of Lyonin, reward for bringing a present of Rabbittes 
and Quayles to the Queeneat Richemont.” During the reign 
of Philip Augustus and Louis VIII., in the early part of the 
Thirteenth Century, some French nobles deyoted certain 

localities to the breeding of wild rabbits. These places they 
called varennes, which in English means warrens, the name 
now employed to designate the place where rabbits are bred 
in an inclosure. 

The rabbits, In their wild state, form winding burrows, in 

which they remain by day, and emerge in the morning and 
evening to feed on vegetation. When domesticated, and they 
regain their freedom, they return to their instinctive habits. 
They are frequently taken in nets and traps; also by ferrets 

and dogs. Their flesh by some is much relished as food. 
There is a strong resemblance betiyeen the rabbit and the 
hare, although there are distinctive characteristics. Their 
habits differ, and so does their flesh ; that of the rabbit is 
white and delicate, while that of the hare is dark and highly 
flavored, Domestication, however, makes a difference in this 

respect. 

. Rabbits are liable to produce varieties in color, in form, and 
in the texture of the hair. It is supposed that the fancy rab- 
bits of the present day originated in this way, and by contin- 
ually mating such specimens, distinct varieties were estab- 
lished. We gather the first account of breeding rabbits in a 

domesticated state from the writings of Fusser in 1580, in 
« Tanuary's Husbandry,” where this sentence occurs: 

“Let doe go to buck, 

Wish copy good luck,” 

In 1631, Gervase Markham writes of a Way to Get,, 
Wealth.” In this treatise the subject of rabbit keeping, feed- 
ing and breeding is given, and in so clear 4 manner that but 
few improyements have been made up to the present day, 

According to M. Mariot Didienx, it was not until 1830 that, 
in France, much attention was puid to the extension and 

profitable breeding of rabbits, At first, fearing opposition, 
the matter was conducted with secrecy, but this was soon dis- 

pensed with, and rabbit culture has made great progress, not 

only in France, but in Belgium and Holland. It is estimated 
from the official returns of the Custom-house statistics that in 
the Ostend market alone, 350,000 are disposed of in «, single 
week ; and notwithstanding this enormous consumption, the 
prices, instead of deteriorating, are constantly increasing. Tp 
the markets of Troyes there are annually sold 150,000 francs’ 
worth of rabbits, which are used as an article of food, while 
in other locations the entire object in breeding them is for the 
profit from their fur. They have also been bred by charita- 
able persons to furnish meat for the poor, as well as employ- 
ment, the sale of the fur being quite sufficient, together with 
the selling of choice specimens for breeding, to pay the ex- 
penses of the same. Among thesé may ba mentioned the 
names of Gount d’ Albertas and Monsieur 1’ Abbe Fisseause. 

The rearing of rabbits, to be successfully practiced, should 
be thoroughly understood, as well as their peculiarities of 
habits and constitution, 

The rabbit belongs to that order of the class Mammalia, or 
suck-giving animals, which 1s called /ncisores,* because they 
cut their food with the front teeth of their upper and lower 
jaws. Some of these ‘* cutters” are carniyorous—or, rather, 
omnivorous, like the rat; others are herbivorous in general, 
but occasionally insectivorous, like the Guinea-pig (which the 
old French writers call connie @’ Inde, or Indian rabbit); 
some, like the hare, feed exclusively on vegetables and grain; 
and the rabbit, unless under exceptional circumstances, is in- 
cluded in thia latter category. ‘The rabbit and the guinea-pig 
are the only ‘cutters’ that have been strictly domesticated 
by man, though he has made pets of the squirre’, dormouse, 
the marmot, the albino mouse, and one or two others. 
The male and the female are designated as the buck and 

the doe. Rabbits are polygamous. One male is capable of 
serving thirty does, though in warrens only one buck ig al- 
lowed to one hundred females. The American wild rabbit 
bears more resemblance in color to the European burrowing 
yabbit, except that the latter changes in color when domesti- 
cated, which the American wild rabbit does uot. It is also 
a little smaller and more slender. Then thereis a cnet 
contrast between the American wild rabbit} and the cultivate 
varieties. ‘ 
Co ee ee ee ee 

* Nore.—The classification usually adopted for these animals at 
present places the rabbits and hares in the family Deporide, witch 6 
the lastof the several families with gnawing teeth—bedgsliogs, rats 
and mice, gophers, prairle-doga, squirrels, beavers and the like—thar, 
grouped together, form the well-detined order, Rodentia. The jook- 
Tabbit of the plains, for example, would be elassified a8 follows; 

Braoch, Fertebrata; class, Manimatia (Diecoldea); order, Radenttes 

(Lagomorpha); family, Leporide:; genus, Depus; species, Campestria 

=the jack-rabbit.—Ep, 

7 Lepus syluatious, 



rows, bul in trying to escape will dig to the depth of a foot 
or more to effect its object. When taken quite youn, and 
freely handled, they become quite fame and contented in do- 
mestication. The gray rabbit is very prolific. In the North- 
ern States it produces about three litters during the season, 
from five to seven at a litter; while in the South it breeds 
‘from February to October." 

Sed 
HABITS OF DEER. 

Hprror Forzst AND STREAM; 
I was raised in Western New York, and can remember 

when the whole western portion of that State was compara- 
tively an unbroken forest, and seemed to be the natural home 
of the deer, the wolf, the panther, the bear and numerous 
other kinds of game, which at that early day were seldom 
disturbed by the crack of the white man's rifle, I have lived 
to see the wilderness disappear, and with it the noble game 
that used to roam there in untold numbers. Northeastern 
Pennsylvania still retains some of its former glory in the way 
of deer hunting and trout fishing, but it is being fast en- 
eroached upon by railroads, coal diggers and oil producers. 
The elk that used to inhabit that portion of the State have 
pone the way of their ancestors, and naught ‘is leit to mark 
the locality of their former favorite haunts, except a few 
half decayed horns that are occasionally found there. I have 
hunted and fished, and feasted and fasted on nearly all the 
sources and tributaries of the Allegheny, Susquehanna and 
Qlarion rivers long before breech-londers were inyented. A. 
breech-loading or ea ee rifle would have been a fortune to 
mein these days. have occasionally hunted the deer in 
Wisconsin, Indiana and here in Tennessee, The deer are 
about one size smaller here than in the Northern States, but 
the venison is of excellent flavor. 

The horns of a deer arethe most heayy and hardest of all 
horns, and yet they are grown and perpetuated in less than 
five months. The horns of a full-grown buck begin to grow 
about the last of April, and by the middle of June they will 
be ten or twelve inches in length with two or more forks, the 
points or ends being large, soft and spongy, and the whole 
horn being covered with a velvety skin with a thin coat of 
short, stiff, hairy or plushy fur of a reddish-gray color. The 
horns then begin to curve, the prongs or snags grow out, 
being the largest and softest at the extreme points, and gradu- 
ally hardening toward the base as they continue to grow in 
len By the middle of August the full-grown horns in 
the yelvet are developed. While this wonderful natural pro- 
cess is going on, the buck has heen strictly non-combative, his 
whole business being to protect his growing horns from in- 
jury. Heis sensitive to the slightest touch and careful not to 
pring his horns in contact with any hard substance, as the 
slightest scratch will cause them to bleed profusely, especially 
if it be near the tefider pulpy substance at the extremities, 
About the first of September the ends of the horns begin to 
flatten and shrink, the skin cracks and peels, the buck begins 
to rub the small saplings, and bloody strips of skin will hang 
like ribbons from nearly every snag. During this month he 
gets his horns cleaved and polished, and the horns of October 
are very different from the horns of August, The nature of 
the animal seems to be suddenly changed ; be knows that he 
has now got the weapons of war, and he isnot slow to use 
them. The horns are so curved that when he curbs his neck 
for a fight every prong points forward and downward instead 
of upward, I remember a case illustrative of this fact, that 
happened many years ago in the State of Ohio. Anold 
hunter being out on a still hunt in the month of November 
(that beimg the rutting season), came suddenly close upon a 
bie buck, and in the excitement of the moment shot 
carelessly and slightly wounded the deer. Before he was 
reully ayare of his danger, the buck made a sudden spring, 
striking him near the hip, ripping down pants, skin and 
flesh us with a Knife, while another prong struck the top of 
his foot, near the instep, penetrating through the foot, thence 
through fhe sole of the shoe, literally pinning him to the 
earth. At that moment his dog (a large cur) came to his re- 
lief, aud eatching the deer by the flank, turned his attention 
in another direction, otherwise it might baye been still worse 
for fhe old hunter. We would uaturally inquire what the 
hunter was doing while all this horrible gashing was being 
done. ‘Reader, please inform me what you could do during 
the time it would take a streak of lightning to run down a 
man’s leg? } 
By the 1st of January most of the old bucks haye shed 

their horns. Some of the young bucks shed a little Inter. I 
am not aware that they ever bury their horns, and I have of- 
ten found them soon after they have been dropped. Tf do not 
believe that they even notice the horn after it falls, 

It is often asserted that deer get up and feed at moonrige, 
and lie down when the moon goes down. I know that deer 
are more likely to get up and feed when the sun goes down 
and lie down at stinrise or soon after, and especially so in the 
months of August, September and October; but in June and 

feed until ten or eleven o'clock 4. m. But in November they 
will run more or less day aud night, thai being the rutting 
season, 

Tt is also said by the oldest deer hunters that fawns leave 
no scent in the track until after the spots are off. I have not 
been filly satisfied on that point, haying never fallen into the 
horrid practice of worrying deer with dogs, unless wounded. 
Wave shot some large bucks during my Lunting days, and do 
not remember that I ever killed more than two that would 
turn the scale at more than 200 pounds each. It is not always 
the lavrest buck that carries the largest horns, anc the age 
cannot be ascertuined by the number of prongs. Anrumr. 

Piney Falls, Rhea Uo., Tenn. 
- -e-—~ + 

ON BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS— 

1718, 

Sauem, Maes,, Nov. 7, 1878. 
EDITOR FOREST AND SPREAM: 

Since reading the ‘‘’Two Bear Stories,’ by ‘' Penobscot,” 
published in your interesting journal, I have, through the 
courtesy of Henry Fitz Waters, Esq,, of Salem, whose anti- 
quarian researches are well known, been allowed ta copy an 
original MS. by Paul Dudley, F. Wi. 's., written about 1718, 
on the ‘* Habits of the Bear and Other Animals.” I give it 
fo you as near verbatim as 1 edn, as follows, 

** Bears sleep from 15th Noy. to April. 
Black Bears—When the show is deep they den, and don’t 

come ouf till the snow is so wasted as they can trail their 
food—anuts, acorns, frogs, berries, crickets, grapes—and preys 
also, Don’t carry food into their dens; generally den alone, 
unless if be a she wilh her cubbs of the first year, sometimes 
in a Hollow Tree, a Hollow Log, under the Root of a Tree, 
cleft of a Rock. Dog scents them & Barks, then they come 
out. But if the snow be deep they won’t stir. Kill them, 
nothing in their gutts but slime; they will put firein the Hole 
of a Tree then the Bear will come Thundering out whether 
they are asleep or only mope, for they easily wake. Bear 
bring forth but once in 3 years. Suckle their young. 

**Racoon—oes to Hed at the Time of the Bears and den as 
the Bear, Bul morein Company from 6 to 7 Come out 
rather sooner, carry in food. 

** Woodchuck-—lyes still in his Borough in the ground 
wholly the same Term of Times, carries nothing. 
‘A striped squirrel will sleep-—-Mr. Lynde. 
‘* 4 Turtle Boroughs in the mud—and so do frogs.” 
Paul Dudley, Fellow of the Royal Socicty, and son of 

Goy, Joseph Dudley, died at Roxbury, Mass,, Jan. 21, 1751, 
aged 75. He was born Sep}. 3, 1675, graduated at Harvard 
College 1690, finished his law studies at the Temple in Lon- 
don, and returned in 1702 with the commission of Attorney 
General of the Province of Massachusetts, which he held 
until 1718, when he succeeded Lynde as Chief Justice. Mr. 
Dudley published a number of articles in the transactions of 
the Royal Society. Am not sure that the above is one of 
them, but the *t Discovery of the Hive of Bees in the Woods ” 
was so published, and Mr. Waters has the original notes, of 
which I will send you a copy next week. 

Yours respectfully, On Ti ds 
——=$_ 

HABITS OF THE SILVER GAR, 

E clip the following correspondence from the Albuny 
Sunduy Press, which was headed ‘*Sword Fish”: 

Editors Sunday Press: Your interesting article upon ‘ Ke- 
centricities of Sword-Fish,” and especially one paragraph in 
which it is said, *‘ Nobody on the American coast, so far as 
reported, ever sav a little sword-fish,” makes one think the 
following circumstance will not be uninteresting: 

Tn the month of August, while crossing the Columbia street 
bridge, a friend (captain of usteam tug) drew my attention to 
a school of sword-fish swimming in the basin. They were 
from six to eight inches in length, including the sword, and 
were very lively, darting with #reat rapidity upon the appear- 
ance of a head over the railing, [ mentioned the cireumstance 
to a gentleman in the habit of fishing in the river opposite the 
lower part of the city, and he said he also had seen one off 
the dock. 

‘When we consider that they ave salt water fish, and that 
this city is something like a hundred miles above brackish 
water, their appearance here is remarkable and worthy of 
being noted. Yours, eéte., + 

Editors Sunday Press: I noticed an article with the above 
heading in a.recent copy of your paper, in which the writer 
speaks of a school of young sword-fish swimming in the 
Albany basin. / ; 
Having spent my youth in Albany, and since given much 

time to the study of ichthyology, 1 may therefore be pardoned 
for presuming to state that the fish in question were not 
sword-tish, although it was by that name they were familiar 
fo me in boyhood. 

I do uot think that the sword-fish proper, the Xiphéas 
gladius, ever enters fresh water. 

The fish in question aré the young of the silver gar or bill- 
fish, Belone longirostris, and are often seen in schools in the 
upper Hudson when from four to ten inches in Jength, and 
appear of a transparent green hie, 
Thaye made some efforts to discover the breeding-place of 

this fish, as I am not aware of the adult ever entering fresh 
water, but so far have not succeeded. 

The adults are perhaps 30 inches in length and are round 
bodied, about two inches in diameter, and are often found in 
New York markets. 

They must not be confounded with the fresh water gar, 
Lepidosteus, whose habitat is the great lake and Mississippi 
basins, but has often been found in the Hudson sinee the Hrie 
Canal was built. 

The latteris a‘ ganoid,” with almost adamantine scales 
in diamond pattern, and belongs to an order now nearly 
extinct. 

T willfeel under obligations for information concerning the 
silver gar, its breeding place, length of stay in fresh water, 
Tepular or casual appearance, in fact anything which will 
throw light on the habits and movements of a fish who is in 
history is little known, Yours, etc., Frep Maraer 
a 

Frogs 1§ Winter QuARTHRS.—Our correspondent, Mr. 
Frank Schley, suthor of *' Partridge and Pheasant Shooting,’ 
gives an interesting account of the finding of a lot of frogs, 

which had retired to the waters of a warm spring to pass the 

winter. Writing from the foothills of Sugar Loaf Mountains, 
Fredetick Go,, Maryland, he says : 

Tiere I found quite as great a curiosity as [ did in beating 

July, the nights being short, they will occasionally trayel and out the first rayine, I came across a small sprlng, and not 
having my drinking cup in my pocket. I got down on my 
hands and knees and took a drink. When drinking, I ob- 
served a little cloudy water ooze out from under aJarge stone 
partly covered with water in the spring, and embedded and 
surrounded with soft mud, nearly covered with leayes. I 
thought it likely there might be a snake under it, as I have 
often found snalces in springs late in autumn, and to satisfy 
my curiosity I got hold of the stone with my hands and 
turned it up, ‘To my surprise, instead of there being a snake, 
as I fully expected, I found thirteen large frogs, all in one 
mess, and in a bed of soft mud, water and leaves. I removed 
the leaves off of them and threw them ont of the water one 
hy one, counted and examined them. Hight of the thirteen 
were large bullfrogs; the balance were of the striped species. 
All were yery thin and semi-torpid, not Jiaying much life 
about them. The spring being the warmest water, all the 
frogs in the branches, no doubt, made their way up there and 
found shelter under this large flat stone for winter quarters, 

—_—_—— = + = 

Tne Kerorr Courteous—M7. Hdilor: T see thai friend 
Garlick objects to my characterization of his name for the 
big-mouth black bass—(frystes megastome as ‘* meaty.” T did 
not intend to use the latter word in the sense of * pertaining 
to meat,” nor yet in the sense of Webster's definition of the 
word, ‘‘fleshy, but not fat,’’ I meant simply that, like a nut 
or an egs, the name was ‘full of meat,” or, in the words of 
Mr. Garlick, it “hit the nail square on the head ;” or, with- 
out metaphor, was very appropriate, inasmuch as it expressed 
the most marked character of the fish, 

Irvington, Ind,, Dec. 12, 1878. 
— 

Davin 8. JonpAn. 

ANIAMLS RECEIVED AT PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS FOR 

THE Wis HNvisc Dec, 21—One parrakeet, trom South America 

presenicd by Jamés M. Moy, Phila.; one gazelle, Gazelle dorcas, from 

North Africa, presented by Capt, Harl English, U. 5, Nayy; one puma, 

Felis concolor, from Argentine Republic, presented by the Smithgontan 

Institute, Washington, D, Cc, Anrapr E, Brown, Gen'l, Supt, 

AVoodland, Harm and Garden, 
THE FLORIDA EVERGLADES, 

EW persons, who haye never yisited the southern portion 
of our peninsula, have any definite conception of what 

is meant by the term “* Hverglades,” or what sort of a country 
it is which is designated by that name in Southern Florida. 

The writer, when a youth, used to look on the map and 
wonder, and dream, and imagine all sorts of weird and fan- 
tastic peculiarities belonging to this region, and now has a 
distinct recollection of making a boyish vow, that when man- 
hood came oné of his first journeys should be a pilgrimage to 
the mystic land of the Everglades. But, like most of the 
dreams of extreme youth, it was soon forgotten in the more 
serious concerns of life, and not until the winter of 1874-5, 
when, Owing to failing health and an anxious désire to escape 
for awhile from business cares, were these dreams recalled 
and the proposed yisitat length made. 

Journeying from Jacksonyille up the St. Johns to Lake 
Harney by steamer, thence across to Sand Point by mule 
power, thence by sail-boat down Indian River to Jupiter, 
where empties a narrow and tortuous stream, known as Jupi- 
ter Creek, the waters of which, though deep, are clear as 
crystal, and abound in # species of fish here called trout, but 
are really the well-known black bass, with which Seth Green, 
the enthusiastic pisiculturist, is stocking Northern waters. 
Up this stream some ten miles, propelled by oars and poles to 
the rapids, and the beginning of the Everglades is reached. 
Tmagine low, flat savanna, a mile or more in width, over 

which the waiter is one to four feet deep, and entirely covered 
with a dense growth of mammoth saw-grass, which some- 
fimes attains an altitude of ten feet or more, through which 
runs a. channel, varying froma mere alligator’s trail, scarce 
large enough to float an Indian canoe, to broad lagoons or 
lakes of unknown depth—the surface covered with floating 
lily-pods or leayes of the dog lily, which here attain about-the 
size and shape of an old-fashioned Quaker sun-bennet, and 
are a serious impediment to navigation, These lakes are the 
natural home of the alligator, hundreds of which may be seen 
On sunny days stretched on the grassy banks or prowling 
lazily about in search of food and amusement, their ugly heads 
and repulsive bodies sometimes in much too close proximity 
to be pleasant or southing to sensitive nerves. Water-snakes, 
including the venomous moccasin, also find in the waste of 
waters and reeds a congenial pleasure-zround, and curious and 
rare birds disport their plumage among the rank grass. 
By dint of much rowitg, poling and pushing, not to 

mention a vigorous use of impolite words, a small boat may 
be forced through the eight or ten miles of this channel, 
finally reaching the Haulover, a sandy ridge, some three 
hundred yards wide, separating this branch of the Everglades 
from Lake Worth, and over which boats and baggage must 
be dragged and carried as best they may. The settlers on 
Lake Worth designate the most prominent difficulties ef this 
route as the ‘* Seven Woes,” each one of which is worse than 
the last. Indeed, it is a curious study—the mixture of 
courage and despair, of patience and profanity, in which 
these navigators of the saw-grass indulge in their frequent 
journeys this way. 

Once fairly across the Haulover, and launched on the 
waters of Lake Worth, and a pleasant scene is reached. A 
beautiful sheet of water, some thirty miles long, by, perhaps, 
one and one-half wide, surrounded by the finest country the 
writer has yet seen in Florida, lies before you, absolutely be- 
low frost line, perpetually fanned by the ocean breeze, a 
temperature ranging from fifty-four to eighty-five degrees 
much of the soil of excellent quality, tropicaland semi-tropical 
fruits can be grown, syhich will not thrive in more Northern 
latitudes, and will make this section of Florida, at no yery 
remote period, one of the richest portions of the State. Tt is 
Claimed that the lake itself was originally fresh and without 
communication with the sea, until some few years since a 
Mr. Long, a German gardener, who had settled on its banks, 
cut a channel into the ocean, since which time the waters 
haye been tinctured with salt. Fish, in myriad forms, 
abound in the luke, and game, such as bears, deerand turkeys 
roam on its banks, or hide in its hammocks, and its ocean 
beach is rich in shells and other curious gems of the sea, 
But, as even the Garden of Eden had its serpent fo destroy 
happiness, 80 Lake Worth has'ils musquitoes, and during its 
summer months the ‘seven plagues of Beypt,”’ were lightly 
borne in comparison with the misery of its musquito bites, 
They swarm in the air, they sail on the water, they ride in 
the breeze, The torments of the damped in ** Dante's In- 
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ferno” may give some idea of misery, but Dante evidently 
had never known Lake Worth musquitoes. 

From the Hauloyer westward as far as Lake Okeechobee, 
and south to the Indian bunting-crounds, a wild waste of 
water and weeds, varied here and there by a dismal swamp 
of oypress and live oak, traversed by few save wandering In- 
dians, inhabited only by wild animals and reptiles, extend the 
Hverglades of Florida. Like the vast prairies of Dlinois, 
stretching as far as the eye can reach, nothing but waving 
grass can be seen, or in the dark fastnesses of cypress swamps, 
ebrouded in gloom and funereally draped with the gray weep- 
ing moss of the South hanging in solemn festoons from every 
bough, while below the deep, dark waters reflect back each 
motion, and cause the multitude of cypress knees to seem 
Jike serried ranks of bristling bayonets; while the gloom is 
heightened by the melancholy hoot of the owl, and the sullen 
plunge of the alligator alone disturbs the death-like stillness 
of the scene. In these are recognized some of the peculiar 
features of the Hyerglades. 

In a season of flood miles and miles of this region are sub- 
merged, and what at other times is 3 wildernéss of grassy 
desert, then becomes a sea of water, and one may journey 
from the St. Lucie River to Lake Okeechobee and to the Big 
Cypress, and thence to Biscayne Bay and back to the St, 
Lucie in a sail-boat. Through all this vast region flowers 
bloom as bright and gay asin the conservatory ; Wirda sing as 
sweetly as when hung in gilded cages; the deer and the pan- 
ther wander at will ; the rattlesnake and moccasin here abound 
undisturbed by civilized man; the crocodile of the Indus and 
Nile dwells unmolested ; and the laws of God are as fixed 
and immutable in the trackless desert of the Everglades of 
PMorida as in smy part of the civilized world,—Mlorida Agri. 
culturist. 
= 

NASHVILLE POULTRY SHOW. 

Wasnyiiue, Dec. 17, 1878. 
Enprror Forrst AND STREAM : 

The second annual show of the Tennessee Poultry Breeders 
Association opened yesterday with a very much finer collec- 
tion of birds than last year. Almost every yariety, with 
some magnificent specimens of each, are on exhibition. Mr. 
5. G. Woods alone exhibits gray dorkins, brown Leghorns, 
white Leghorns, light brahmas, buff Cochins, partridge Cochins, 
black and white Cochins, silver and golden Polish, black 
Spanish, Plymouth Rocks, and black-breasted game. Besides 
these the same breeder exhibits white Pepin ducks. Rowen 
Aylesbury and black Cayuga ducks, while and brown China 
geese, and several beauliful varieties of pigeons such as car- 
riers, pouters, barbs, owls and fan tails. Most of the above 
are yery fine, but Mr. Coleman has some magnificent speci- 
mens of partridge and buff Cochins that will be hard to beat, 
the cock and hen from which his buff Cochins were bred 
scored last year in Buffalo at a show 99 points out of a possi- 
ble 100. Mr, W. 'T. John’s exhibit of Bantams is very fine, 
B. B. R., silver seabrights and golden seabrights, all game. 
are beautiful. A coop of brown China geese, owned by a 
Mr. Williams, was particularly noticeable. The males were 
thoroughbreds, the females only half bred, but the males 
were splendid as to size and color. The white China geese of 
Mr, Woods are also fine birds. Among the pigeons two pairs 
of carriers, one white and the other black, were very hand- 
some, the owl isalsoa beautiful breed. Inone coop I noticed 
an exceedingly large black Cochin. In all there are about 
exhibitors who deserve great credit for the care they haye 
bestowed on so commendable an enterprise as the improve- 
ment of poultry. I came very near forgetting to mention the 
turkeys which were in the show. ‘There are but five conps, 
but one contains a bronze gobbler of enormous size, he turns 
the seale at 42 pounds, in addition to which he is mos‘ symmet- 
tically formed, and his plumage is as bright and brilliant as 
the wild turkey. There is but one hybrid shown this year, 
cross between the Guinea fowl and the Cochin China. Guinea 
pigs and rabbits form part of the collection, but among them 
thére is nothing worth special notice. A Jive ground hog 
draws a number of curious persons around him. 

Tn the award of prizes Mr. 8. G. Wood secured 1st prizes 
for light brahmas, red Spanish chicks, golden Polands, buff 
and white Cochins. My. Coldman ist for Plymouth Rock 
chicks ; Mr. W. T. Johns took several 1st and 2d prizes with 
his bantam game and duckering games; other prizes were 
awarded to Messrs. Watson, Scrages, Talley, Newnan, Harris 
and Dandridge, ‘The only lady competitor was Miss Hila 
Kirkman, she took a 2d prize for gray dorkins. The first 
two days the attendance was quite small, but yesterday being 
a beautiful bright day, quite a number of admirers of fine 
poultry were present. J. D. H. 

ne 

TsFcveNnce or Forusts on Orrmarz.—Many rivers have 
fotally disappeared, or haye been reduced to mere streams by 
an irrational and henious felling of the forests. In the north- 
east of Germany, the Narp and Gold rivers exist only in 
name. ‘The classic lands of antiquity are rich in sad lessons 
of deforestation, The springs and brooks of Palestine are 
dry, and the fruitfuloess of the land has disappeared. The 
Jordan is four fect lower than it was in the New Testament 
days. Greece and Spain suffer severely to this day from the 
effects of destroying their forests. Many parts of the King- 
dom of Wurtemburg have been rendered almost barren hy 
the felling of the trees, In Hungary the periodically return- 
ing drought is universally attributed to the extermination of 
the forest. Weattribnte the present untruitfulmess of Asia 
Minor and Greece to the destruction of the woods; steppes, 
ruling and tombs have taken the place of whut was the high- 
est culture, Sardina and Sicily were once the graineries of 
Italy, but have long since lost the fruitfulness sung of the 
ancient poets. On the other hand, man can improye the 
condition of the land in which he lives, more slowly indeed, 
but as certainly, by cultivating and preserying the forests. 
Tn earlier years reliable authorities have told us that in the 
Delta of Upper Hgypt, there were ouly five or six days of 
rain in the year, but that, since the time when Mehemet Al. 
caused some 20,000,000 trees to be planted, the number of 
days of rain in the year has increased to forty-five or forty- 
six. The Suez Canal has produced remarkable results, 
Ismaila is built on what was a sandy desert, but since the 
ground has )ecome saturated with canal ‘water, trees, bushes, 
and other plants have sprung up as if by magic, and, with 
the reappearance of the yegetalion, the climate has changed. 
Your or five years ago rain was unknown in those regions, 
while from May, 1868, to Muy, 1869, fourteen days were re- 
corded, and once such 4 rain storm that. the natives looked 
upon it a8 & supernatural event, (Facts recorded in the 
Vienna Weue Hreis Presse, May 10, 1869, and in the English 
journals.) 

Austria herself has a very striking instance of @ change of 

down from Heaven by man. Vive hundred years ago, and 
an immense forest stood on the ground where now is nothing 
but asea of stone. Venetians came and hewed down the 
forest in order to procure wood for piles and mercantile pur 
g0pes. 

Ghe Zennel, 

BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW. 

HE nineteenth annual Birmingham Pog Show took place 

during the first week in December. Although the Bir- 
mingham show does not equal in importance, as far as the 
number of entries is concerned, the shows held by the Kennel 

Olub in and near London, yet, owing to its haying been the 

first established in the kingdom, it is looked forward to with 

éyen greater interest, and its awards are held in higher 
esteem than those of the younger show. And as far as entries 

are concerned, were there a place of suitable size, it is proba- 
ble that in this respect also it would be ahead of the London 

shows. The entries have in former years been limited to 

1,000, but this year were further curtailed to 970. The judg- 

ing was done the day preyious to the public opening of the 

show, and the only persons allowed to be present besides the 

judges were the reporters and officials, The entrance fee 
was seyen shillings and six pence sterling for each dog, which 

is about equal to our entrance fees, but we believe that each 

exhibitor was alao compelled to purchase a membership in the 

association. 
The judges were: For pointers, Viscount, Combermere and 

Mr, Tom L]. Brewer; for deerhounds and greyhounds, Lord 

St. Leonards and Mr. Samuel Mallaby; for bloodhounds, 
otter hounds, harriers, beagles, dachshunde, St. Bernards, 

Dalmatians, and foreign non-sporting dogs, the Rev. Gren- 

ville F. Hodson; for fox terriers, the Hon, W. Fitzwilliam 
and the Rev. Cecil Legard; forsetters, retrievers, and forcien 
sporting dogs, Lord St. Leonards and Mr. William Lort; for 
spaniels, Mr, Charles B, Hodgson, Major H. W.- Willett and ! 
the Rev, A. L. Willett; for mastiffs, Newfoundlands and 

sheepdogs, My. Edgar Hanbury ; for bulldogs and bull terriers, 

Mr. John Percival and Mr. James Taylor; for smooth-haired, 
black and tan, and Yorkshire terriers, Pomeranians, pugs, 
Maltese, Italian greyhounds, Blenheim and King Charles 
spaniels and toy terriers, Mr. Matthew Hedley and Mr. John 
Percivall; for Skye terriers, Dandies, Bedlington, Irish, wire 

haired and broken-haired terriers, Mr. John Nisbet. 

Passing over sundry of the non-sporting classes, in which 

our readers cau scarcely be interested, we condense from out 

contemporary, the London /%eld, its account of some of the 

sporting classes : 

Ta Champion Fox Terrier dogs Buffet won. We did not 
seé Rattler or Pepper, though they were both entered. ‘Trim- 
mer was very highly commended, though whatever commend- 
Ing a champion may Mean we are at a loss to explain. In 
bitches Bell was awarded the prize—rightly so, we think. In 
the open large-sized dog class we were sorry to sce Gaffer 
only very highly commended; he is a very neat terrier. 
Ranger is too broad-skulled; Jacko we did not think much 
of, but Bexton isnot a bad one. Nimrod showed wonder- 
fully well, and, we think, should have been first. His kennel 
companion, Buff, however, toolk that place, Bitters makiny 
room for the yeungsters. Ju large bitches Nettle scored 
easily, Jess making her a yery good second. The not excced- 
ing 15lb. dog class had a tremendous lot of rubbish enlisted 
in its ranks, and the whent was easily separated from the 
chaff. Spratt is coarse-headed, however, but he was very 
highly commended notwithstanding. Dorcas, in bitches, was 
followed by Daisy and Nectar as nanied, and we indorse that 
classification; but Juliet, who took a yery highly commend- 
ed, we object to, and consider the award groundless; she has 
nol. a fox terrier’s head, her eyes are indifferent, and she wants 
bone sadly. Nell, also a previous winner, is too broad- 
skulled, and was properly enough unnoticed. 

In Large-sized Champion Pointers (dogs), Wagg once more 
Wwageed himself into the judge's fayor; Burr wants a rib, 
Trent was notin good show form. In large bitches Stella 
won fairly. The open large dog class was large, but not par- 
ticularly good; Faust, as good-looking as he is good in the 
field, took first, most deservedly; Drake is well made, but has 
a poor head; Bang IL had the only commendation awarded, 
though why we are at a Joss to explain, and we could name 
Joker, Hos, and one or two more who should haye been no- 
ticed. In the large bitches, Mr. Geo, Moore's Magpie and 
Moss—the latter a trifle light-honed—were placed as named; 
Blair is square-shouldered, Nell has a fair head, ‘The small 
pointer champion class (dogs) had two entries, Ben and Ge- 
dric; the latter scored, notwithstanding that one of his eyes 
is gone. In hitelies, Lady Pearl was alone, and, of course, 
took the prize, In sma)l dogs (open class) Mr. Fletcher’s 
Joss took first, but we really see nothing wonderful in him; 
he is finely bred, but is suipy, poor bodied, and is lacking 
depth. Byron, who took second, is neat, but somewhat bitch- 
headed; Duke, unnoticed, is not a bad puppy for his age, 
only 9 months; Nero, also unnoticed, is good-bodied, but 
plain-headed. The bitches were a numerous assortment of 
indifferent quality; Juno is poorly topped and slerned, and 
Sappho, belonging to the same owner, is worse. James 
Bishop's Broom, who took second, ‘is a yery pretty bitch, 
likely to sweep the board some day, and a serious and danger- 
ous rivals to pretty Gow Bells, who, as usual, took first. 

The Champion class for English settlers (dogs) had Rock 
and Remus entered, Rock took the eup, but there, we are 
sorry to say, we do not agree: Rock is short-ilagged and 
spanielly behind, whereas Remus (who was in grand feather 
and condition, by the way) has all the grand characteristic of 
a most highly-bred setter. In bitches, Phantom scored over 
her two kennel companions—Puzzle and Princess—a crand 
tio, truly, The open dog class was a good, really good class, 
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ite 4 is a superb + setter nnoticed? 

deserved better, heis anicely bred ‘un ‘Buxton shows quality 
Cearc Friog is a good looking dog, and one of the most lively 
customers we know of; Ranger Lil, looked well ; Prince 
Royal we thought as good as Rocket, who is a fairish dog. 
The Prince, however, was only very highly commended. The 
bitches were a charming Jot. Countess Bear did not show 
herself in her usual form, but Baffle and Novel were “' all 
there.” Minch, highly commended, we did not admire; she 
is too spaniel-headed. Mr. Abbott's Maud should have been 
nolived, and Nellie is 4 fine little bitch, 

The Champion black-and-tan dog clase had two conipelitors, 
Lang and Dnke. Duke won. In tan and in coal he ia 
superior to Lang. The champion bitch class had three entries, 
the best of which was not for competition, unfortunately; so 
Floss won. Nell was catalogued at ten guineas—cheap this for 
achampion! The open dog class might have been better. 
Bicssom won, and Mr. Parson’s Boh was placed next, Marquis. 
taking but a commendation. The bitches formed a poor class. 
Royal is very ragged, and Rose was poor in feather. Duchess 
(passed over) has a good tan and a good coat, but Daphne was 
out of form altogether. In Irish champions, Palmerston in 
his best war pailit, won again, Heis just fit to look at--but he 
is a good one for that. In the open dog class one of his sons, 
Count, won, and §t. Patrick was placed next. Shot was only 
commended, and Dick looked very old. Mr. Abbott's Plunkett 
IL should have been in the list. The bitches were not pre- 
eminently grand. Kitty, however, is a good one; but Belle is 
too wedgy. Parnella has a good frame, but shows too much 
white sbout her—a blaze, a frill and dabbed toes are really too 
much of a good thing in the wrong places. Snipe is hut a 
wiry weed, 

The following is a complete list of the winners in the above 
Classes + 

Fox Terriers—Champion Class—Dogs—lst, W J Hyde, Buffet: 
Yery high com, W A Watson, Trimmer. Bitches—let, J Terry, 
Eell. Open Clase, exceeding 18lbs—Doga—tat and 2d, F Burbidge, 
Boff and Nimrod. Very high com, A A Haaten, Gaffer; W Potts, 
Ranger, and F Burbidge, Bitters. High com, GH Salisbury, 
Jacks, late Trap, and § W Smith, Sexon. Com, W Hulse, Rattler 
If, and Sale, Roger. Exceeding 16lbs—Bitches—Iist, F Burbidge, 
Nettle ; 2d, W Coath, Jess. Very high com, T Kirby, Lill, High 
tom, H Bright, Young Grace, and H Champion, Satire. Com, F 
Hi Potts, Prima Donna, and F J Astbury, Meg. Not DPxceedin 
18lbs—Doge—Ist, A Ford, Billy ; 2d, F Burbidge, Royal ; 3d A 
Clarke, Tip. Very high com, 8 W Smith, Spratt. High com, W 
Hulse, Little John. Com, F J Astbury, Cob; A H Clarke, White 
Twig; 5 W Smith, Squire; and J Terry, Bitters. Not Exceeding 
16lbs—Bitches—lat, ¥ Burbidge, Dorcas ; 2d, ’ Redmond, Daisy = 
8d, T Wootton, Nectar, Very high com, W Hulse, Juliet. High 
com, A H Basten, Bracelet; WW Hodgson, Bly ; F Redmond, Deu- 
son Nettle. Com, W A Watson, Vanity, and H W Walpole, Ruby. 

Pointers, large—Champion Class—Dogs—ist, R J L Price, 
Wage. Very high com, T Sturgeon, Burr, Bitches—lst, GT Bar- 
tram, Stella. Open A pil is G Pilkington, Foust ; ad, 
Sharpe, Drale, High com, A Warden, Prince. Com, R P Leich, 
Bang Il. Bitches, lst and 2d, G Moore, Maggie and Moss. High 
com, J N Clarke, Blair. Com, F N Langham, Nell. Small, Oham- 
pion Class—Dogs—lst, J H Whitehouse, Cedric, Bitches—ist, I 
H Whitehouse, Lady Pearl. Open Class—Dogs—ist, J Fletcher, 
Joss; 2d, G Booth, Byron, High com, J Ii Whitehouse, Sir Mike. 
Com. J Huggins, Sancho, Bitches, Ist, RJ L Price, Bow Bells ; 
2d; J Bishop, Broom, High com, P Davis, Lady, and RP Leuch, 
Alma, Com, RJ L Price (2), Hebe and Juno, 

Setters, English, except Black and Tan—Champion Class—Dogs 
—Oup, J Hetcher, Rock. Bitches—Cup, R Ll Parcell-Liewellin, 
Phantom, Open Class—Dogs—ist. WD Duncan, Royal lV ; 2d, 1 
Pilkington, Rocket. Very high com, RK L) Purcell-Liewellin, Prince 
Royal. High com, G D L Macdona, Ranger IIL, and BR LI! Pureell- 
Llewellin, Count Wind’em, Com, J Bishop, Buxton, and F Jones, 
Roll IL_ Bitches—ist and 2d, R Ll Pureell-Liewellin, Baflle and 
Noye Very high com,J H Platt, Daphne. High com, J A Platt, 
Mines, and W Yan Wart, Nellie, Com, G de IL Macdonn, Mer, 
Black snd Tan, Champion Class—Dogs —Iat, J T Richardson, Dake, 
Bitches—-lat, & L Parsons, Floss. Open Class—Dogs—ist, H 
Mapplebecs, Blossom; 2d, & Li Parsons, Bob. High com, HT 
Herdman, Rajah, Com, ‘lA Negus, Chang, and H Mapplebeok, 
Marquis. Bitches—ist, H Mapplebeck, Mona; 2d, EZ 1 Parsons, 
Jesse. Trish—Champion Class—tst, ' M Hilliard, Palmerston. 
Open Class—Dogs—lst, T M Hilliard, Gount; 2d, C T Abbott, St 
Patrick, Very high com, J Kennedy, Diek. Com, J Waddington, 
Shoot, Bitches—lat, J H O’Brien, Kitty; 2d, A Bird, Belle, 
Very igh com, J E Johnson, Fiirt. High com, G ds L Macdona, 
Pamella. 
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Foy Korest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

BREAKING DOGS ON RUFPFED GROUSE. 

‘HE remarks published in Forest Anp Svrean of Noy, 14 
under the aboye caption were intended to apply to 

young dogs, and were made upon the assumption that those 
dogs which had experienced work upon game, eyen if but 
for one season, were already broken. ‘Therefore the criticism 
of your correspondent ‘* Ruffed Grouse “is. not to the point 
when he refers to the dogs that haye been worked on the 
prairie, 
; First impressions are very likely to be lasting onea; there. 
fore should special attention be given to a young dop's first 
Jessons upon game. For this purpose do not select a covert 
for locality, nor birds that are habitual runners qs the initiag 
tury game, but select an open field where game can be readily 
found and where the dog will be constantly Onder the cye 
and control of its master. If one cannot make a selection of 
locality or game, then give the dog the best possible break- 
ig upon such us may be oblainable’; but in any and every 
case the dog should first be thoroughly yard-broken. Too 
great attention cannot be given to this, and the Jamentable 
lack of it has often taduced the writer to enjoin it upon all 
sportsmen who desire that their dogs shall ever be well broken, 
Many sportsmen shoot over balf-broken or hadly broken dogs 
from yeur to year, dogs of fine natural abilities, perlaps, yet 
never obtain a better dog simply because of neglect in the 
primary lessons. 

I baye met sportsmen who were quite contented if the dogs 
found the game, pointed it staunchly, and never mouthed it 
after it was killed. My own dogs will do ajl this without 
any breaking whatever. No teaching whatever is needed for 
them in pointing and backing, and no caution required as re- 
gards mouthing dead birds. Yet I derive so much more 
pleasure from shooting over thoroughly broken dogs, that I 
am willing to devote the necessary time and patience to leach- 
ing the accomplishments which are such desirable accessories 
to their superior natural qualities. There are sportsmen who, 
from impatience, or because owning but one dog, will take a 
pup of six or eight months into the field for work, which too 
often results in mental and physical detriment to the dog. 

So well convinced am I of the great udvantages to be de- 
rived from having a dog thoroughly yard-broken ere taken 
into the field for work, that I allowed the autumn of last year 
to pass by without once taking into tho fleld » brace of young 
dogs that were eight months old. Yet 1 spent three montlia 
of that year in shooting over dogs. 
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The letter alluded fo as published in Forzsn Ann Sreeaar 
of Nov. 18 was written some months ago, and was suggested 
by the well-known writer on canine matters, Mr. Arnold 
Burges, advocating the ruffed grouse as the best bird io break 
dogs on. I differed in opinion so widely as to make the asser- 
tion that it is the worst bird for the purpose. One cannot al- 
ways select the game, but whatever the game may be upon 
which the young dog receives his initiatory lessons, he should 
first be well yard broken. When well yard-broken he will, 
at command, ‘‘hie on,” drop to sho} and signal, come to heel, 
and retrieve. Everything in addition to this that is taught in 
the yard, such as ‘‘toho,” quartering to hand, etc., sayes 
much patience and more precious time when in the field. 
First, and constantly, teach implicit obedience. The doz 
must fully understand the meaning of a-command, and then 
obey without hesitation or delay on his part, or repetition of 
the command by his master. Teach him not only to drop in- 
stantly, but also in good forni; and he should retrieve without 
mouthing or dropping the bird, always holding to hand until 
receiying the command to deliver. My own dogs are exceed- 
ingly gentle, are very easily taught, and I have obtained great 
perfection in them. Upon seeing them perform in the yard 
Many sportsmen have asked the pertinent question, ‘* Will 
‘they do all thisin the fieid?” I reply, ‘‘ Yes, if they have 
been well taught snd haye learned perfectly the lesson of 
‘obedience, they will do all this and much more after the little 
‘experience Which is needed to teach what cun be learned by 
mo other means. As 4 practical instance of the result of the 
system of breaking that, I adyocate and adopt, I will cite a 
young dog that I have initiated on game the present season. 
He was broken on woodcock and ruffed grouse, but for ihe 
sole reason that I was obliged to give the first field lessons in 
‘covert and on such game, or not ab all until another season 
He had already well learned all that 1 desired to teach him in 
ithe yard, and a few days devoted to his education in the field 
sufficed to render him & very superior dog on the game men- 
tioned, rivaling the older and experienced dozs with which he 
was worked. I shall hope to give hima varied experience in 
the open, another season. Had circumstances permitted, I 
should new be shooting along the banks of the Mississipi 
River, and perhaps in the good company of ‘‘Guido” and his 
friends, who would be well p’eased by the natives in which 
T have the merited pride of breeder, breaker and owner. A 
friend at my side who has shot over dogs for many consecu- 
tive years, and has had much experience with ruffed grouse, 
entirely coincides with me in opinion as regards their filness 
for the breaking of young dogs; and furthermore adds, that 
when cock shooting, if the dogs find ruffed grouse he immedi— 
ately calls them to heel, not allowing them to hunt the birds, 
but walks in and flyshes, And his dogs lave yery superior 
noses and unexcelled staunchness. But after a dog has been 
well broken on.other fame, then break him on ruffed grouse, 
‘and in some localities good sport muy be had without your 
doz acquiring bad habits. I have studied the habits of ruffed 
grouse, not only as a sportsman, but as an ornithologist, and 
syellknow how varied are their habits (as well as those of 
‘other birds) in various localities. Ruffed grouse are very 
‘abundant in Massachusetts, and probably nowhere will they 

e better to dogs. The covert is generally favorable to this 
purpose, and also favorable for fhe sportsman, yet Massachu- 
setts sportsmen will do well to first break their dogs on other 
game, unless they are to be used only in covert shooting. 
And when, Mr. Editor, a correspondent asks what dog to get 
for partridge (ruffed grouse) and rabbit (hare) shooting, do 
mot, {pray you, recommend a setter or pointer for such a 
purpose, ‘Tosuch uses and no other may they never he called 
as long as spaniels exist. vere? SMuru. 

Nov. 30, 1878. 
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THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS. 

Lzetrmn From Hon. Wu, Muciren, Ont or tHe JUDGES. 

Enrroz Forney anp STREAM: 
Having read the statement of Mr, Rowe in his paper regard- 

ing the circumstances wherein I read the rule to him during 
the Minnesota Wield Trials, and said statement being wholly 
nnotrue, I desire in my own hehalf a space in your columns in 
order to give your many readers the true history of the case 
a8 it occurred. 

Nelhe, handled by Mr, Sanborn, and [think Maggie May, 
by Mr. Waddington, were down. Five birds were ilushed 
and settled some distance ahead of the dogs in the edge of a 
dry slough, there being a small patch of hazel brush on the 
right as we approached the locality where the birds went 
down. When we gol into the slough Nellie came to a stand in 
good aover, and after waiting sufficient lime for her to estab— 
lish her point, being next to Mr. Sanborn, who was on my 
right, I requested him to allow Nellie to flush the bird. Mr. 
Sanborn ordered her on, and she worked wpon the trail two or 
three rods, and then, instead of finding a bird, threw up her 
head and commenced roading to the right, making a circle 
and crossing the trail she had been on, came in front of Mi, 
Whitford, who was on the left, Mr. Davidson being in the 
centre. While Nellie was in front of Mr. Whitford Mr. Da- 
yidson, in walking up, flushed a bird some distance from 
Nellie and to the left of the trail where she had been working. 
Nellie, at the time the bird was raised, was roading with head 
up, giving the judges no evidence that she was on a scent. 
Myself and Mr. Davidson at once gaye Nellie a false point, 
whereupon Mr, Whitford dissented in language I do not de- 
sire to repeat. Mr. Whitford and Mr. Sanborn claimed the 
bird that Mr. Davidson flushed was the one that Nellie pointed, 
and we had 4 hot controversy aboutit. At this stage of the 
proceedings Mr, Rowe, who nad been riding in the judges’ 
‘wagon for two days (saying he was placed there |y Mr. 
Lincoln as ‘‘ signal officer"’), said to Mr. Sanborn; ‘‘ Sanborn, 
if that was my dog I would take her up.” 

Tthen asked Mr. Rowe what business he had to interfere 
in the matter, and if he knew the rules governing the field 
trials. The remark he made to me I do not now recollect, but 
it was so ungentlemanly that 1 was compelled by duty to read 
him part of rule 8, which is as follows: ‘‘ No speciators are 
allowed nearer the handler of the dogs than seventy-five yards 
to the rear. ‘No spectators or others shall make any remarks 
about the dogs or judges within hearing of the judges; such 
persons so offending-shall be expelled from the ground by the 
judges, who shall order the special police to eject such per- 
sons Offending.” 3 ; 

After much controversy between the judges it was decided 
to give Nellie a point in order to heal the disturbance, on the 
ground that the bird that Mr. Davidson flushed ‘* might have 
been” the bird she had pointed, while there were four more 
birds known to have gone down in the immediate vicinity, 

Regarding my apology to Mr. Rowe his statement is en- 
tirely outside of the facts, He came to me on Friday evening 

a ey en 
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just before I left the camp and requested me to leave my tent 
on the ground over night for his accommodation, which was 
freely granted. TIthensaidto him: ‘i boped he had no 
hard feelings for what had occurred in the field that morning,” 
and he said he had none. This is the only apology I made, 
and I will qualify it under oath, 

Tt is notoriously known by all who attended the field trials 
that Mr. Rowe was very officious for & reporter, and entirely 
out of his proper place during the whole field trial. When 
not riding with the judges he was arm in arm on more than 
one ogcasion with one of the judges. specially when 
Countess Royal and Nellie were down. 
Tam glad to bear witness that the representative of the 

Forrsr anp Stream knew his place and kept it in such a 
gentlemanly manner that it met the commendations of all who 
saw him tread prairie and stubble. I have endeayored to 
keep out of this field trial controversy, and should haye done 
so had not Mr. Rowe made statements regarding me that are 
utterly false. Wa. Mourinen. 
= 

ACKLEY’S DOG. 

Brprorp, Ohio, Dec. 14, 1878. 
Eniror Forrst AND STREAM: 

The death of ‘*Old Sport,” and the ‘* Law of Trespass," as 
contained in Iste numbers of Forrest anp SrreAm, remind me 
of a sporting incident that occurred many years since to my 
partner, the laie Prof. H, A. Ackley. He was shooting 
ducks in the marshes of Sandusky Bay, and had an excellent 
retriever, that would retrieve all the ducks that fell, no mat- 
ter who shot them. ‘There was another person shooting from 
a point of land not far from where Doctor Ackley was shoot- 
ing. Ackley’s dog beat to Ackley’s pile of ducks all the 
ducks that this fellow knocked down, which so angered bim 
that be informed Ackley, that if his dog took any more of his 
ducks he would shoot the doz, Ackley replied, ‘Ifyou shoot 
my dog I will shoot you; [do not want your ducks, but I 
cannot prevent my dog from retrieving allthe ducks that fall.” 
Pretty soon the fellow dropped another duck, and Ackley’s 
dog * went for him,” and the fellow blazed away at the dog 
and Ackley blazed at the fellow. The manner in which that 
fellow humped himself satistied Ackley that he lad better be 
off ; 80, gathering up his ducks he put out for his buggy and 
horse, which were back a short distance. Ackley delivered 
horse and buggy to the livery man in the town of Sandusky 
and tool the little steamer for Cleyeland. Thenext day after 
a mau called at our office, saying he had been out shooting 
duck the day before with a frvend, who had carelessly shot some 
small shot into his body, and he wished to have themtaken 
out. We took them out, eleven shotinall. ‘* What is your 
charge, gentlemen?” “Twenty dollars.” He paid it, not 
knowiny that one of the firm of Ackley & Garlick, was that 
friend” who had lodged those shot in him. 

Our bill of items was, ten dollars for digging out the shot 
and ten dollars for that scamp shooting, though not killing, 
one of the best, dogs I eyer savy. 
Very truly yours, T. GARIIOR, 

coe ate A ee 

TENNESSEE Fretp Traits ror 1879.—The Tennessee Sports- 

man’s Association have fixed the time of their next Field 

Trials for 1879 for December 1, at Col. Overton's farm, near 
Nashville. i 

Canine Oyantoromy.—Hditor Forest and Stream and Rod 
and Gun: As W: W-.T., in your isaue of Dec. 19, 1878, re- 
fers to a letter written by ‘‘M. B.,” in reference to some 
articles on ovariotomy and had the honor of having printed 
in the Country, [feel called upon to answer him on account 
of my interest in all that relates to canine pathology. ‘To his 
direct question ‘* How to recognize the ovary when you see 
it,” 1 wouldreply: The ovary is a small body ranging trom 
the size of a pea to that of a bean, according to the age of the 
subject, and in shape resembling the latter. W. W. 5. will, 
if he has read the Country carefully, sce that, I rather doubt 
the practibility of ‘‘M. B.'s" procedure, which doubt is 
confirmed by further investigations. To W-. W. 8's. inquiry, 
“‘ What relation of position does it (the ovary) bear to the 
uterus itself?” LT would simply refer him to. my original article 
and suggest that before he sacrifices a well bred pup he 
practicé upon a dead cur of low degree. The operation itself 
is very simple, and provided an opening is not made of suf- 
ficient size to afterward be followed by a hernia or protrusion 
of the bowels is rarely if ever altended by any untoward re- 
sults. If any further information on the subject of spaying is 
desired none will give it with greater pleasure than 

Monday. 
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A. Spanren Suarzie Two Pies.—A correspondent of an 
English contemporary writes: ‘The other day, while walking 
in the country a few miles from MRc<ading, my attention was 
drawn to a most singular incident—namely, a Spaniel bitch 
suckling two young pigs. The owner, living at a small home- 
stead at Knowl Hill, informed me that all the spaniel’s pups 
had recently been destroyed, which appeared to greatly dis- 
tress the mother, It happened about that time that a'sow had 
a litter of pigs, and she shortly afterwards died, consequently 
the little ones would haye shared the same fate had not 
succor come to them by the timely assistance of the spaniel, 
who, of its own accord, took the place of the sow, and is now 
suckling the pigs.” 

oo oo 

Porsonsp.—A liver colored cocker spaniel belonging to 
Tsaac Hl. Folger, Esq., senior editor of the Brockton, Mass., 
Advance, was poisoned Dec, 7th at Nantucket. The dog was 
pure blooded, an excellent retriever, thoroughly trained and 
would perform a yariety of tricks. Mr. Holger has offered a 
reward of fifty dollars for the detection of the poisoner, He 
has also placarded Nantucket wiih dodgers reading as fol— 
lows: 

Dog Potsonenrs ! 

One of them lives in Nantucket. I belieye dogs go to heaven. 
If they do not itis unfortunate for the cur who poisoned Snyder, 
Baturday, Deo. 7, 1878, The poisoner botvays his guilt every time 
he talks about it. Isaac H. Fonerr, 

Brockton, Dev. 21, 1878. 
1 

—Jilt, pure Layerack, property of/A. F. Huston, Coates— 
ville, Pa.; whelped six pups on 17th instant, by Carlowitz, 
two dogs and four bitches. 

—The setter bitch Panny Mlsler (Rob Roy—Pickles), helong- 
ing to H. R. Bostwick, of Atchison, Kansas, whelped, on 
December 15, eight puppies—three dogs and five hitches, by 
Topeka, Kan., Kennel Club Brussells (Leicester—Datt), 

—Dr. Edward J. Forster's Daisy (Shot—Nellie) whelped, 
16th December, 1878, two dogs and four bitches, by Adams’ 
champion field trial winner Drake. 

-—_____ 

—Mr. J. P. Bigelow, of West Boylston, Mass., claims the 
name of Uno for his red Irish setter bitch puppy whelped 
July 12, out of Hosmer’s imported Rose, by Moore's Sancho, 

oo 

—Mr. J. P. Bigelow, of West Boylston, Mass., writes that 
his natiye English setter bitch Rumpus, winner of first prize 
at, Worcester National Dog Show, May, “78, whelped Dec, 

th two dogs and four bitches, sired by Brewster's Don, of 
ther Adams’ Rack stock. 

—e 

—f. Lavislette, of Binghamton, N. Y., claims the name 
Pat for his red Irish setter pup, 

———— 

THE NOM DE PLUME “MOHICAN.” 

~ 

BROOELYN, N. Y., Dec, 13, 1878. 

Eprror Forrsr aNp StRwAn: 
“ Mine ear is open and my heart prepared, 
The worst is worldly loss thon canst unfolii; 

Say, is my kingdom lost?” 

Tn your issue of December 12, 1978, I noticed a communication on 

* Qanine Skin Diseéases—Eezema,” 

Tn regard to the nom de plume of * Mohican,” 1 would say that I have 

had possession, adopted and used ff for the last three years or more, to 

the several articles communivated by me ta the FOREST AND STREAM, 
There appeared in a Chicago paper in the year 1876, a communication 

from me entitled,“ The American Shooter Fifty Years Ago,” aud beara 

hy vom de plume, “Mohican” (the above article appeared in that jour- 

nal for several weeks in succession); also to several communications 

ol express charges on dogs, In which I upheid the American Express 

Company as the only express to be patronized by the sportsmen and 

breeders. These articles drew forth communications favoring my idess 

from M. Von Culin, Hsq., Delaware City, Del,, and several others, 

{ think T have the full right to withhold and adopt the nom de plume 

oft * Mohican,” and shall ese if to any of my futnre articlés whieh shall 

appear from time to time in the sporting papers. But if your vorres- 

pondent, ‘‘ Mohican,” can show and prove his prior right, I am willing 

to forfeit the same, and not before. 

Communications published and signed “ Mohican” are supposed to 

he from me, and if there are more than one by that name it will be apt 
jo lead to misunderstanding, I would request your correspondent, 

‘" Mohican,” in a gentlemanly way, 60 adopt another non de plume, 

“Tf you dany me, fie upon your law t 

There ig no forge in the decrees of Venice— 

T atand for judgment; answer, shall T have it?” 

JOSEPH EB, FisHex (Mohican). 

We haye not the slightest doubt that our correspondent will 
do so-at once.—Ip, 

Hachting and Boating. 
THE BRITISH YACHT FLEET. 

HE wonderful growth as well as the peculiarly prefer- 

ences of popular taste among the British yachting 

public is shown in strong light by some figures recently 

published by the London F%eld. The total number of yachts 

in 1800 was 503, consisting of 372 cutters, only 76 schoon- 

ers, 45 yawls, 7 of other rigs, mostly luggers, and but 3 

steamers. By 1864; the numbers had swelled to a total of 
895, including 574 eculters, 207 schooners, 54 yawls, 27 of 

other rigs, and 38 steamers. In 1878 there were no less than 

1,855 yachts regularly enrolled, and with those of which no 

records are available the fleet may be set down as having 
attained a total of 2,000! These are divided as follows; 
754 cutters, 328 schooners, 328 yawls, 25 of other rig, and 

282 steamers. What is most remarkable, at -least in the 

light of our own experience, is the fact {hat even as far haclc 

as 1850 the average tonnage of all craft was as high as 44. 

tons, er yery nearly as large as that of the modern fleet, 

which is 47. With us the average tonnage would fall yery 

much below these figures, as we still have to draw very 

largely upon the small cat-boats and jib and mainsails for 

the make-up of our flect. No doubt this can be traced to 

the lack of wealth and leisure, as well as the presence along 

our coast of large bodies of sheltered water, rendering pos. 
sible a spirifed devotion to the sport in craff smaller than 

would be of service abroad, where everybody's ambition is 

to go foreign in his yacht. Cutters are the most numerous 
in British waters, and very justly so. With us the+sloop 

cannol supply their place on account of the unhandiness of 

its rig, and we haye therefore made the schooner our ‘‘ na- 
tional rig,” with the sloop relegated only to the smaller 

classes. O! larger sloops there are hardly a dozen in Amer- 
ica, and the tendency seems to be to displace even these by 

the cutter and yawl, leaving the sloop to hold sway among 

the small smooth-water sailers, chiefly on account of its 

cheapness and greater efficiency for short riyer work. The 

schooner does not seem to hold so prominent a position in 

Hurope as here, for the cutter outnumbers her two to one, 

and even the yawlruns her a close race. This latter rig 

has sprung into very sudden popularity for both cruising 

and racing, aud the satisfaction it has given lo those who 

have tried it on this side of the Atlantic assures it an equally 
prosperous future here. Steamers, as a matter of course, 

have increased in a rapid ratio with the spreadofa knowl- 
edge of steam engineering ; but we still fall yery far buhind 
our cousins in respect to sea-going craft of this description, 

there being really only two seu-goiny steam yachts in our 

waters, the Ideal and Vidette. In 1870 there were in Great 
Britain about 160 yachts under 6 tons, 300 from 5 to 10 tons, 
403 from 10,to 20, 180 from 20 to 30, 96 from 30 to 40, 84 
from 40 to 60, 60 from 50 to 60, 88 from 60 to 80, 6 from 
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80 to 100, 87 from 100 to 150,48 from 150 to 200, and 40 
above 200, all exclusive of 282 steamers of various tonnages 
from the launch up to the five and six hundredtonners. But 
whatis of much more import, while almost every Hnglish 

yacht, no matter what her size, represents a strongly built 
fully rigged and decked vessel, fitted out ina most complete 

manner with navigation and cruising implements aboard, 

too many of our craft are still under the influence of that 
neglect and incompleteness arising from a want of intimate 
knowledge with many of those phases of the sport which 
afford much more health, pleasure and instruction than 
merely trimming sheets or may be hauling down a reef and 
bobbing jib. For these evils time is the on'y cure. 

e—_—__—- 
Rougz Cxolx to Cormyraran,—ditor Forest and Stream, 

Dec. 15: ‘'Corinthian” says I ‘‘ evidently found a mare’s 
nest,” in his letter of Oct. 25, as he was not speaking of 
rigs but of types. His words were: ‘‘When the plucky 
Ashbury brought his cutter yacht Cambria to these waters, 
etc.” and if that is not accepted as meaning that Cambria 
was cutter-rigged, all I can say is that every writer on yacht- 
an during the past thirty years has misused the term. 
Schooner yacht, cutter yacht, yawl yacht, sloop yacht—all 
these are terms which haye never been used in any other 
sense than as descriptions of rig’, Oorinthian should not 
lame me for taking him at fis word. Rouen Crorx, 

Our Winyine List.—Says a yachtsman from the North: 
‘‘T want to thank you for the valuable record of this sea- 
son’s racing. It is most creditable to your paper, and fills a 
need long experienced. 

Steam Lavnon Wanrep.—Parties having 30ft. cabin 
steam Jaunch for sale at low price for cash may address 
Yachting Editor, this office. 

— g++ —_ 

THE COMING BOAT, 

Rosryn, L. I., Dee. 10, 1878. 

Horror Forest AND STREAM : 
Tam well aware that there isa deeply-rooted prejudice against 

fiat-bottomed boats, particularly among those would-be boatmen 

who condemn everything concerning which they know nothing, 

and who haye not the capacity to investigate rationally for them- 

selves, To such individuals I have nothing to say, except that it 
won't interest them to read what follows, 

Being interested in the question of heavy draught versus shal- 

low boats I have been led to make inquries concerning the Iair- 
hayen sharpie, and in the light of my own experience during years 

long gone, also from facts kindly furnished by an old-time yacht- 

ing friend, can say that I am convinced that for all the purposes of 

coast cruising, for seaworthiness, economy of construction and for 
speed thereis no boatof equal tonnage that can approach the 

sharpie. 
I am to!d, and haye every reason to believe, that '* one of these 

boats, thirty-two feet in length, ran ten knots off the wind on L. I. 

Sound in thirty-four minutes;” that ‘‘ last summer George Smith’s 

sharpie, of Milford Point, Conn., averaged sixteen knots per hour 

for three hours. 
Minot Smith, whom I well know to be one of the beat boatmen 

on our coast, says that '* Many a time has he lain outside Montauk 

in his sharpie, long afller the deep keel smacks found it uncom- 

fortable and unsafe to stay, their decks being covered with water, 

while his decks wero dry.’’ He also says that he neyer saw the 

time when he was forced to lie to, but that his sharpie would eat 
to windiyard no matter how bad the sea. 

Another man, Mr, Roe, who had liyed in and built these boats 

for thirty years, says that a “‘thirty-fiye foot sharpie will drown ont 

any forty-five foot ordinary boat that sails, and will beat her in any 

weather, either on or off the wind.” Also, that ‘' she will lie at 

anchor, éasy and dry, when a sixty-ton sloop will plunge her bow 

under every fea,” Now, if these be facts, and I haye eyery reason 

to belieys they are, I would ask where can we find the craft that 

for cruising purposes combines more excellent qualities ? 

What do we want a cruising boat to do for us? In the first place, 
she must be able to carry us wherever we desireto go. Suppose, 
for instances, we wish a few hours of coast fishing, or shooting, 

well, our sharpieowill take us just where both are to be found— 
among the rocks, along the meadows, or up the creeks. 

In such places a keel-boat is but a nuisance and an incumbrance ; 
even the centreboard sloop, drawing three or four feet of water, 

will often sorely try our patience by displaying wmphibious pro- 

cliyities just when those tempting snipe-flats heaye in sight. 

Then look at the beautiful simplicity of our sharpie’s rig. Two 

etacefully-tapering masts, no standing rigging and but four lines, 

yyith the same number of single blocks in her entire ruoning gear. 

Just compare it with the cumbersome top-hamper which must go 
with a boat of any other kind. 

Another pointin the sharpie’s fayor is that owing to her form, 

ayery square inch in_-her can be made available. She is also so 
light, from her peculiar construction, that if she should by any 

chance sink she will (to speak in Irish) float. 

The first attempt I eyer madeat yachting was in a sharpie, forty 

feat over all, drawing ten inches of water. At that time I knew 

but little about sailing anything beyond a cat boat of small size, 

and the result proved that I was fortunately experimenting with a 

craft that could take care of herself, for just to the eastward of 

Faulkner Island we encountered a gale. Not knowing what elas 

to do, and being headed for old Long Ieland, I just lowered my 

toainsail and ‘so she drove.” 
the westward of Plum Gut. Not seeing the wished-for haven T put 
her full tilt for the beach, through the breakers. She tried to climb 

over into Orient Harbor, but only succeeded in running two-thirds 

of her longth out on dry land. Could anyboat do more? T. C, 
$< 

A DISSENTING VIEW. 

Boston, Dec. 20, 1878. 

Eprror Forrsr anp STREAM; 
In your issue of Dec. 121 notived the heading ‘' Two Boston 

Craokes.’?’ As [ question their merit I doubt the application. 
{have had the pleasure of a sail in the Hnterprise on one of her 

peverest trialsand though it wasa very heayy sea and strong breeze 

it must ba nothing to what some of the English cutters haye had 

Well, we found some land just to | 

to undergo, from the accounts handed down to posterity, for in 
stance, “coming up to blow” occasionally, or passing through a 
breeze, when some one ‘* will haya to hold your hair on.” 

T also question “ Neptune's” opinion that the Viking is Lhe best 
boat of the two to windward, J 

i think ‘‘ Neptune” is wide of the mark in observing the superi 
ority of [2nterprise over Madeap, and more so in assuming tha 

Viking can go to windward better than Enterprise ; that really 

makes Vishing the best of the threa, which is certainly not genoer- 
ally conceded. 

From my ‘own observation of the 9th of October regatta I fae 

certain that Viking could have done nothing with Shadow had the 
proper canyas beon carried on her. And, atrange to believe, I 

hays lots of company (men who thoroughly understand yachting 

who believe Shadow could discount the Viking in any weather. 

In rough water especially the fair lines of Shadow would tell 
amazingly on Viking’s irregularities, That Viking has power no 
one will deny, that she is roomy and comfortable is also true; that 

she is fast remains to be proved, 
When she piles up the admirable record of Shadow, or wins the 

most races from her we will admit her superiority, without being 
prejudiced. 

Ithink Wiking has got hard lines to straighten with boats of 
her own class before her aspirations tempt her from her sphere. 
To speak bluntly and honestly, the models of both Hntenprise 

and Viking aré objects of criticism and comment, and thay make 
friends yery slowly. Though the ovar-doing of square bilges and 

keels is eyident to me, I do not wish to influence others to my way 

of thinking, but adyisathem to profit by observation and careful 

investigation. 

There is a great deal of talk this way about scientific figuring in 

boats’ modela, but I fail to see the science displayed when the 

model does not sit in the water to a scientific load line, Lalso 

fail to see the science displayed in balancing sail when, after re- 

peated trials, the forward or after sails have to be altered to make 

them steer easy, as circimstances require, I shonld like to see 
Enierprise rigged as an American yessel. I think she wonld de- 

yelop more speed, and be just as comforlable. Although any 

narrow yessel makes a better rough water boatif she is provided 

with sufficient depth to steady her, I doubt the practical use of 

them a8 oruisers—you forfeit too much for weatherliness I claim 

you can make a yacht more seaworthy with 38ft, length, 16ft. 

beam, 6ft. draught, than youjcan one of 38it. Jength, 8ft. bean, 

8ft. dranght. 

We haye a yeritable cutter here, 42x8x7, and I can produce 
a number of small centreboard craft that can go right away from 

her to windward in a rough time, and her only show is a free wind 

and a yery light one, then she skims like a bird. She was import- 
ed from England, 

We are to be treated again to the subject of misrine insanity, 

but although I should not like to go through the undertuking my 
self, I cannot help admiring cottage and wishing success to the 

individual in question, 
Mr. Herbert Burrell, a man about 35 years of age, a nalive of 

Cape Cod, by occupation a painter, now working at Melton, Mass., 

is to make the southern passage of the Atlantic around the Hope 
across the Indian Ocean to fay Australia. When one stops to 

think of days and hours and months of solitary confinement on 

board a miniature life-boat, we shudder to think what humanity 

undergoes for filthy Iucre and unsatisfied ambition. Mr. Burral 

selected Mesars. Hutchings i Pryor as the ones to giye him the 

most satisfactory craft for his perilous adventure, and from obsa- 

yation I should say she was’complete. Sho ia 19/6. over all, 18ft, 

Sin. water line, 5ft. beam, and 2ft. Qin. depth of hold; sho is 

framed of best New Hampshire oak, and planked with picked 

cypress; is timbered and planked heavy on bottom, with lighter 

top ; has excessive crown of deck, withont rail or any obstruction 

to prevent the water from runing off; two masts will be stepped, 

one permanent,tft. from the bow, on which isa boom leg-of-mutton 

gail, 1Oft. hoist, 8{t. Gin. boom. A headstay is carried to stem of 

boat, on which a forestaysail will ba set. On one aide of the stem 
an iron strap will be rigged to push out a jibboom for light weather 
to set a balloon-jib on. The boom of leg-of-mutton sail will be 

rigged with studding-sail irons, to increase the size of sail in light 

weather. Twelve fest from the bow is a small cockpit, 2ft.x20in., 

the Boat aft of which forms a cover to after part of the boat ; aft 
the standing room or cockpit. Her keel, includipg an iron shoo 

of 150lbs., will be Tigin, in depth, and the boat, loaded, will draw 

about 2ft, to 8tt. of water aft. The floor of the stand room is con- 

onyve, and the scupper is in the centre, leading down perpendicu- 

larly, coming out on bottom ono side of keel. About 3ft. from 

sternpost a temporary mast Tit. Gin. high will be stepped fo carry 
a dandy or jigger aail. The boat will bs provided with two rudders 

in case of accident,'two drags for laying to, and all naceasary 
nayigating instraments; scitable cans for atowing will hold the 

water, in all about two barrels, One of the modern kerosene oil 
stoves will do the cooking. I neglected to say that the boat's 

model ie sharp at both ends, snd somewhat of the pinckey atyle. 

When you stop to think of a human being going so many miles 

in such a wee thing, and alone, you must say his courage is stout, 

The boat is to be placed on exhibition, The start will take place 
from the wharf of the builder. December 25, if everything can be 

got in readiness. Mr. Burrell formerly followed the sea for 

a living, having occupied the position of mate for seyen years, If 

he succeeds in his perilous undortaking, he intends putting the 

boat on exhibition on reaching his destination. Keeper, 

= 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

CANOBING ON LAKE SUPERIOR IN 

1840.—No. 3. 

August 3, Teo Heart River—We intended to sail early this 
morning for the Grande Morais, but the wind rose in the night so 

touch that we find ourselyes ‘‘degrade,” as Pierre calls it, and 

compelled to remsin for the present. I took my rod, and followed 
the little river up to the rapids, where the trout rose well, and 

Thad killed half a dozen when my foot length and flies were car- 

ried off by u heavy fish. I had been so engaged in the sport that 
I had not noticed the attack of the sand flies, which stung me to 
Buch a degree as to swell my head to the size of a pumpkin. 

Their sting is poisonous to me, and creates a feyer, which is dis- 
agresabléeenough. I mention this annoyance the more as it is the 
only drawback to the pleasure of our journey. The yoyageurs say 
that nothing but a wet blanket will keep off the “brutons,’’ as 

they call them. 

August 4.—Last night a heavy northwester came up, accompa- 
nied with thunder and rain, which nearly blew away our tent, and 
raised such a sea that we could not make a start this morning. I 
amused myself with making some trout flies, 

August 8.—Still at Two Heart River. For the last six days the 

wind has blown with so much yiolence from the northwest that we 

have not dared to embark, We were encamped upon a narrow 

beach of sand and pebbles, which separated the river from the 
Jake, and during the violence of the storm one night the ground 

actually trembled. We afterward removed our camp across the 
tiyer, and found the site of an old Indian lodge, where we passed 
the time with more comfort. Near the river’s mouth there is a 

picketed inclosure containing the graves oFtiys Frenchmen who were 
drowned in trying to make the mouth of the river in a loaded canoe, 
The tall and gloomy pines and firs form an appropriate canopy 
for these poor fellows, taking their long repose after their weary 

life toils. We haye amused ourselves during this detention by 

hunting and fishing. I have caught a good many trout, some of 

tham up to two pounds weight, and my sompanions haye killed 
pigeons and ruffed grouse—there seems to be no large game on 

the lake shore. ; 

August 9—Ihs wind haying abated, we rose at daylight, and 
after a good breakfast we prepared to leayethe river; but on 

reaching its mouth we foundit so clogged up with sand that there 

was barely water enough tor the canoe, and that ran out like 

# mill-race.. Pierre stood up in the bow of the canos with hie pole, 
his fine black eye gleaming with a vigilant excitement. We shot 

over the rapid like a flash, and surmounted the breakers without 

Bhipping much water. Had we struck, a hole must haye been 
torn in the side of the bark, and we should probably haye filled 

and sunk. With s hearty cheer we bade adieu ta Two Heart 

River, and pulled Instily for the next point. When about half 

way across the bay we thought we heard a man callings from the 
shore, and supposing it might be the party of suryeyors whom we 

had met, on their return with provisions for their men, and ex- 

amining the shore with a glass, wa thought wasaw a boat with 

men. We were aboub makiog for the shore when the cause 

appeared in a loon, which popped up its head and saluted us with 

screams of derision. ‘ Voila l’ arpentier !” said Pierre, and we 

henceforth called these noisy birds ‘' surveyors.” Presently an 
easterly breeze sprang up, and gaily hoisting our sail we ran on at 

4 find rate of speed to ‘Grand Marais,’’ which is a small bay ati 

the ontlet of ariver of the same name. Beyond this bay com- 
mence the ‘' Grandes Sables,” which are high and conical hills of 

sand, more or less bare. Ono of them is estimated by McKenney 
to be 500ft. high, and they seem to be # continuation of the pic- 

tured rocks in a state of abrasion. The country in the rear is 

a anndy desert, interspersed with a scanty growth of evergreens. 
Several miles back there is a beautiful little lake, to which the ex- 

ploring party of Dr. Houghton gaya the name of “ The Diamond 
of the Desert.” We traveled until a late hour in hopes of reaching 

‘La Chapelle,” or tha Doric Rock, ag McKenny calls it; but night 
overtaking us, w6 encamped about three miles from it, having 

“made forty miles this day. 

August 10,—Started at dawn for La Chapelle, and soon after 

leaving camp the pictured rocks commenced, although at first not 

s0 elevated as they ara at the contre, For a couple of miles they 

ayeraged 100ft. in height, of a friable sandstone, and the storms 

have excavated their lower faces into.a thousand fantastic caverns, 
which resemble arches, yaulis and oyens, from which the dashing 
water reverberates with a singular hollow sound, Above these 

caverns, where the face of the rock is more level, if is stained with 
yarious colors, from black to white, by the dripping of water from 

above, where it is saturated with oxid of iron and other minerals, 

and they assume various grotesque figures, The yoyageurs 
pointed out one which they called Manabouzho’s portrait, and 

which certainly might well represent this Indian deity. Turning 

a point, La Chapelle came into yiew. ‘This mass of rocks is the 
most curious freak of nature that I ever saw, Imagine’an arched 

slab of rock resting on pillars of tha most ponderous proportions, 

and the whole fabric washed and rounded off by the action of the 

waves into a general resemblance to the Dorie order of architect- 

ure. ‘The regularity of its appéaranece at the distanca of a few 

hundred yards would almost make one believe that a race of Titans 
had piled up these masses as a temple of worship to some antedi- 

Invian daity. Jutting oyer the lake is a perfsct pulpit of atone. 

Tt is octagonal in shape, and springs from a pillar which supports 

it, and uponit lies a square block of stone, which represents the 

Book, This singular structure is surrounded by a heayy growth 

of evergreens, and from the roof and sides grow pines of large 

size. Near it a small stream finds its way to the lake, und on 

a small piece of pebbly veach at its mouth we encamped tor break- 
fast. Wecoasted along, admiring these manifestations of the 

wayes upon the friable rock, which extends an unbroken precipice 
for nine miles, when it is interrupted by the entrance of the 

Miner’s River, which forms 4 break of half a mile. For this dis- 
tance it is composed of sandstone, except in one spot, where thers 

ia a substratum of conglomerate. Itis notin a regular lina from 

sast to west, but jats ont into points and recedes into bays, like 
salient angles in a fortification. The whole length of the rock is 
alained in streaks of black, brown, blue, red, white and green, 

aniong which the brown predominates. At the Miner’s River we 
stopped, andI went up to the rapids and caught enough trout for 

our supper. Then along the continuation of the pictured rocks, 

similar to those described before, except that they are not so high, 

From the point we made the trayerse to Grand Island, which is 

separated from the main by a channel about a mile in width, On 

this island a man from Illinois, named Williams, has recently 

settled, and we assisted him in raising the frame of his house. He 
and his family suffered much from fever and ague in Fulton Co., 
where he lived, but have regained their health here. There is a 
yast quantity of large and delicious raspberries here, which are 
said to spring up wheyeyer the ground is burned oyer. We set 
our gill-net at night, and the next morning—Aujust 1i—we found 
in it some twenty large suckers, which fish ave yery fine in these 

cold, pure waters. 

August 18.—Wont about twenty miles against a head wind tg 



the fishing station of Mr. Antrim, to whom we were welcome, he 
having heard nothing from the States for months. 
August 16.—We haye been detained hera for three days by 

4 head wind, and employed ourselves in exploring and hunting. 
The latter was not very puccsasfol; the gamois soarce and wild, 
and thé conntry impracticable. Tho wild fruit we found abundant 
—whortleberries as large as hazel nuts, and of fine Aayor; also 

the wild pear, whiet is « fruit wbout the size of a musket ball, of 
a deep purple, and delicious flavor, similar toa pear. The fishing 
here has not yet commenced for the season. 8. G, C. 

Sur's and Grapping. 

Rars To tHe Resouz,—There is no better trap for mink 

tats and small fur-bearing animals than the contrivance known 
asthe ‘‘Hagle Claw,” some time agoadyertised in our columns. 
Tt is also successfully used in catching fish, When set it is 
Wide open with the bait in the centre. A tug at the bait 
springs the claw, which closes with a deadly grip. We set 
one the other night inour cellar for rats, which had become 
bold and troublesome, baiting it with a piece of meat and 

Suspending it four or five inches from the ground by a stout 
cord fastened to an old window blind leaning against the 
wall. We haye never seen that trap since, nor 4 trace of the 

cord lo which it was attached! ‘Traces on the sand showed 
where the trap had been dragged off. Had the trap been 
sprung without catching the rat which seized the bait, the 
rat would have run away and left the trap hanging. Of 
course the rat was caught by the head and transfixed by ihe 
eight or ten sharp points of the claw, and consequentlykilled. 
How then did he get away with trap? Simply enough. 
His rodent friends removed him, They could not cnt the 

cord above its connection with the trap, because it was too 
high for them to reach. Had they done go the portion of the 
cord so cut would haveremained fastened to the blind. They 
merely climbed up the blind, gnawed the cord off, and then 

descending, carried off the corpse, trap, cord and all, leaying 
no traces except the tracks in the sand. There's fidelity for 
you! SBut{the trap cost 75c, Lesson—alwsys fasten your 
trap With a chain, 

a “ 

Goop Country ror TrAarrers.—Zditor Forest and Stream: 
T left West Point, White Co,, Ark., Nov. 5, on horseback, 

deeming it safest to go overland through the different river 
bottoms by private conveyance, it being the most pleasant 

time of the year for that kind of travel, and atthe same time 

allowing me fing opportunity to look up prospects for game 

and trapping in this paradise of the hunter. At Bayou Des- 
arc, at noon, I examined the banks for sign, and can say 
that I saw more coonand mink sign than I eyer saw before. 
I think two good trappers could take at least 100 animals 

there per week, very little otter andno beayer. At1P. m; 

crossed White River. Half mile further brought me to 
“Surrounded Hills” very rich lands, cotton fields white; a 

number of hands in the several fields plucking the fleecy 
staple. They informed me that they received 75 cents per 
hundred, with board, too much for the present price of cot- 
ton. Gumeis plentiful there but no hunting—cotton-pick- 
ing pays better. The “hill” is 4 miles wide, after which 
we descend into Cache River bottom that looks very much 
like from Coldwater to White-oak. Saw plenty of squir- 
rels, and was informed by an old hunter thut bear and deer 
abound there at thisseason of the year, The overflow drives 
them back to the high ground east of Cache, which stream 
I struck about a mile below the ferry. Going up the bank, 
T saw several flocks of ducks, and one lone wild goose crossed 
about sunset. Two and a half miles beyond Maberry’s 
Ferry, 1 stopped with Mr. Fennell (one and a half miles 
from Cotton Plant), whose charges were very light, and ae- 
commadations good. At sunrise Was again on the road, 
passed a small tree on which a dog had two coons at bay. 
Cotton Plant is a nice little place of three or four stores, 
harness, shoe and blacksmith-shop. This village is thirteen 
miles west of Brinkley, at which place I crossed the M. & 
L, B. R. Two miles west of Brinkley is Bayon Deview. 
On prospecting this place IT fonnd coon and mink sign— 
nothing more. ‘Travelling 38 miles further, I stopped at 
Rey. Mr. Henderson’s, three miles from Marvel Station on 
Ark, Cent. R. R., and 24 miles from Helena. Reached 
Helena next day, 1 p. M., ferry ready, just got on in time, 
and was greatly surprised to find A. T. Hudson, the king 
of bear hunters of tha Coldwater regions, After landing on 
the Mississippi side, and as we rode along together to Aus- 
tin, he told me of Intel rappin three fine bears, and kill- 
ing one in this way: Passing through the woods he found 
the carcass of a cow—there had apparently been a bear feed- 
ing on it, 80 going back a little ways he hitched his horse, 
and concealing himself near the carcass, he had only to wait 
a, short time for bruin fomake his appearance, A ballfrom his 
unerring gun killed it, andit proved to be yery fat, cutting 
24 inches of clear fat on the ribs. Lay over at Austin until 
the following day, when I made the balance of the distance, 
148 miles east to Hudson, on the east bank of Coldwater. 

J. M. Linney. 
Hudson, Tate Co., Dec. 5, 1878. 
SO 

Tar Sxunk.—As the trapping season draws around eyery 
aynateur thinks of his traps, and, if not convenient to engage 
in his fayorite sport, naturally delights in hearing something 
relating to the art, or about the haunts and habits of the dif- 
ferent fur-bearing animals so numerous in many parts of onr 
broad land. The skunk is considered a fit subject for the 
steel trap of eyery urchin, the spite of every cur, and he is 
giyen all the room needed when anybody meets him on the 
ublic highway or by chance he crosses their path after night. 
é might appropriately term him a wandering gypsy, as he 

is without any permanent abode, unless by chance he moves 
into a comfurtable woodebuck's hole. If the occupant chooses 
to receive him into the family, which sometimes happens, 
they occupy the fine hole quietly and peaceably; but if, on 
the other hand, the woodchuck is {oo hightoned for such 
miscellaneous company, the skunk allows him to move out 

i  ,  —S 

without any feeling of malice whatever. The skunk is a 
great rambler, preferring dark, rainy or fogey nights, when 
he will frequently visit a hen-roost or make sad havoc among 
the young chickens; or, best of all, if he can find a neat of | 
epes he leaves nothing but the shells. They are quite easily 
talen in the steel trap or choker, and, in the thickly-settled 
communities, form the principal animal for the farmers’ boys 
to catch, A number “0.” Newhouse trap is large enough, and 
should be placed in the month of a woodchuck hole and 
slightly covered with grass or leaves, When placed in like 
manner they need no bait; butif such a place is not conye- 
nient, a pen ean soon he built and the trap set at the entrance, 
baited from within with a piece of dead chicken or other 
fresh meat, and no difficulty will be experienced in his cap- 
ture. Approach him from behind and hit him a sharp stroke 
on the back of the neck, and there will be little trouble. ‘The 
hide should be taken off whole and stretched oyer a board 
aud dried in the shade. They command the best prices gen- 
erally In February or early in March. SHETHAR-BOZNAL 

Auswers fo Worrespoudents. 

No Notloe Taken ot Anonrmont Communications, 

WHERE TO GO rok GAms,—Correspondents who send us 
specific questions as to where to find best lozalities for game 
and fish are referred to our game columns, Al] the news that 

comes to us is there piven. By keeping tliemselyes informed 

from this source our friends will saye themselves and us 
much trouble. Read the paper, 

ENGLISH SNIPE. —See game notice al head of this colamn. 

W. H. 8., Bangor, Me.—Yon wili find your original query answered 
in our Kennel column. 

C. 8. 8., Cincinnati, O,—We cannot express opinions regarding the 
merits of different guns. 

T. M. O., Woodstock, 0.—The New York Price Current {gs published 

at 4 Cedar street, New York, 

R, J. H., Rome, Ga.—What do you understand by a blue belton get- 

fer? Ans. One that is ticked with bine-black spots, 

EB. FP. L,, Fairfield, l.—From your description we cannot, but if you 
send us 4 drawing of his head and tail we probably can. 

A, G., New York.—it is probable that your puppy has worms, ‘Treat 
him with areca mil is recommended to another correspondent. 

Mincrus, Lafayette.—For the rearing and training of game fowls buy 

the very excellent treatise of F. W. McDougal, 64 South Illinois street, 
Indianapolis, Ind, 

H., Cin., O.—Will you please give me the address of principal agent 

of Hdgar Barbless Hook?” Ans. ~Mannfactured by H.W, Aul & Go., 

Bloomburg, Pa, Western trade supplied by W.H. Holabird, Valpar- 
algo, Ind. 

W. A. B., Norfolk, Va.—Can you tell me anything abonfa gunmaker 

named Chas, Bell? whether he is relisble? Ans. There is an Hoplish 

gan dealer by the name of Bell, but we know nothing of the quality of 

the guns stamped with lis name, 

8. 8. N. F., Yellow Bud, Q.—The llttle instrument you mention is 
called a capper and Is very useful witha muvald-loading goo. The 
price is 75 cents for the German and $2.5) for Dixon’s, They can be 

had of almost any gundealer in this city. 

¥F, H, &., San Francisco.—Give your dog twice a week 4402. of gul- 

phate of magnesia, with 10 grains nitre dissolved in suflcient water. If 

the discharge should be in the sheath alone, wash with 10 grains sul- 

phate zinc dissolved in 1 oz. rose water. 

ONEIDA,—Do you know of any place in the city where I cai obtain a 
collection of pictures of fine horses, either photographs, lithographs, 

or steel engravings? Ifnot who would be abletoknow? Ans, <Ad- 

dress Spirit of the Times, 102 Chambers street, New York city, 

OLD SUBSCRIBER, Marysyllle, Cal.—_Where can I obtain '' The Kennel 

Clob Calendar and Stud Book,” yols.1, 2, 3, 4and 57? also, their probable 
cost in this country? Aus, Yvcu will have to send to the office of the 
London Field for them, and they will cost you, lxid down here, about 

$20, 

Cc. VY. B,, Titusville, Pa.—On Saturday last I was challenged to shoot 

for a silver cup at 3 Pp. wm. 1 was op the ground ready to shoot; the other 
parties, six in number, did no} come to time. I claim I wou the cup the 
Becondtime. AmIright? Ans. Ifyou shol at the required number 

of birds you still hold the cup, 

G. F., Glens Falls.—Will you please inform us what is the best pat- 
tern mace by 4 * cylinder-bore” at 6, 5 and 10 rods respectively, with 1 

oz, No. 9 Tatham shot, target 30 inches in diameter? Also, the best 

Made by a “full choke” for same distances respectively, same Charge 

and target? Ans, We have no record of such performances and there- 
fore no means of ascertaining. 

W, M. B., Newark.—A person belongs toa shooting club and joins 

auother in the same county and State, There is a challenge passed be~ 

tween the two clubs atid accepted to shooja match. Does said person 

Shoot in either club, or in both? oris he ruled out from one or both 
@lnbs, and for what reason? Aus, We should say that he should elect 

which club he is to shoot with, and shoot with that lone. 

SUBSCRIBER, New York.—My dog sedis to have lost his spirits ; ap- 

Petite yurlable and offen yomlts. He stands much of the time on fils 

hind legs, with his head on the floor between Nis paws. He does not 

seem tobein pain, Ans, Iiis pussible that yon! dog dog has worms. 
Give him a dose of areca not, or & Naldire’s powder, wich latter can 

be had at Caswell’s, The powder sliould be followed by a dose of cas- 

tor oll, 

J. H. E., Delphi, Ind.—1. Your dog has cliorea. rom tle treatment 

you haye followed he will probably recover. ‘Stonehenge’ recom- 

mendes @ general tonic treatment, with plenty of outdoor exercise and 

Hitrate of silyer In doses of one-sixth of a praln, 2, Your biteh is lable 

to come in heat now at any time, and yon would have to keep her very 
carefully hoysed nntilover it. It would be yery dangerous to have her 

spayed now. 

T BR. K., Wheeling.—i, What is the proper charge of shot and pow- 

der for my Weasley Richards’ muzzle-loader, 12 gauge 42 inch barrels, 

using Hazard’s No.8 or 4 powder? 2. Is the * Dixon” gun made now, 

and where? Is the $44 ‘Chas. Webley” breech-loading gun a reiiable 

one? Ans, 1, Without knowing the weight of (he gh Wé should imagine 
that 844 drs, powder and 1}jo04. shot was about ight, 2, Yes, by 

Dixonin England. #&, We baye no reason to think otherwise. 
| ‘ 

Farmers, Londen, Venn.—The experiments recently made at the 
fowa Agricultural College show that the truuks of trees do not clon. 

gate. ‘Tacks were driven Into the jrunks of yarlous trees and the dis 
fatice between them accurately measured, Ab the end of the season 
they were Tonnd to have neither increased nor decreased thelr diatances_ 
In the ¢xperiment tree trunks were selected of ail ages, from one year 

Up to five or six, and inno case was there any change whatever notice- 
able, 

L, B., New York.—i, What is mercurial olntment, as I read in one 
of your bavk numbers thatif wasa good rust preventer? 2, What 
would a good and complete buckskin suit cost, and where can I procure 

one inthis city? 3. Can the Winchester cartridge be loaded with an 

Express bullet, and af what coat? Ans. 1, Goto the nearestdrng store 
and you will find it. 2. Seé our advertisers. All dealers in sportaman's 

foods keep them. 5. Yes, bul the builel cannot be used in the rife, We 

think the Wittchesters do not use the powder, 

CONSTANT RMADHR, St. Thomas, Ontario,—M is the holder of a, club 

medal and H challenges him to shoot necording to the rules governing 
the medal, ten birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. They Ill 
each. H did tot haye birds to shoot off the ties. M told H where he 

Would get; birds and that he would wait until he came back. H said he 
did not mind shooting off the ties, but in nine days he sends to M to 
cond and shoot. M sald he would not shoot wnotil he hud read the rules, 

After that he-apnointed 2 day, but H did not appear. Who holds the 

medal: the parties challenging had to furnish all the birda? Ans, M 

retains the medal. 

LIyNVILLA, Mariétta, Pa.—My pointer bitch, between seven and eight 

Months old, has been unwell for three weeks past. She is yery thin in 

flesh, has a dry, hacking cough, also troubled with periodical spells of 

Sneezing, and froths at the month after coughing. Appetite not very 
good, and seems to be languld andlazy, What is wrong with her and 

What shall be done to cureher? Ans. Wanless there arg other symp- 
toms which Would indicate worms we should give her a tablespoonfu 

of cod liver oil twice 4 day, together with a tonic composed of 2 grains 

quinine, 2 grains ginger and extract of genetlan enough to form a pill, 

to be given twice a day. 

BIogPs, Goston.—Was it Dr. Stuckupwell (I believe that is his name 
if if, isn’t it Ought to be) who answered * Biceps” in your last issne ? Of 
course if it was he there is no use wasting time replying to him, other- 

wise I will reply to that very clear and apt bit of information, Ans, It 
aur correspondent can do any better he is at liberty to try his hand and 

“biceps”, too, The person, whom we presume is referred to, long ago 

severed lis connection with the Fores? anp StruAM. The one who dic 

write the answer has gone ont as special correspondent to the Anglo- 
Afghan war. Hesailed on the Celtic last Saturday. Address care Ya- 

koot Khan, via Jelalabad, Or, send to us and we will forward yin cable. 

FR. G., Laconia, N.H.—1, Does any maker of brass shells make them 

as small a8 20gauge; if not, can get paper ones that gauge? 2, Regard- 
ing the trout caught jn Lake Winnipisaukie, I have claimed that they 

were the salmon trout, others that they were not; which was 

right? 3%, Js a.35-cal, rifle large enough for deer hunting? Ans. 1. 

There are no shells of that size, either brass or paper, made in this 
country, but you can get them from England, 2. The Winni- 

pisaukie trout, known as Salmo symmetrica, is not suiciently 

tharked In its specific characteristics to indicate a distinct yariety, 

although some scientists have claimed thatitissuch. See Hallock’s 

“| Ganetheer,” page 305, 3, Yes, but the heayler calibre is better, 

NIMROD, Iryington, N. ¥.—1, I have a shepherd dog and would like 

to know if he can be taught to retrieve, and the method of teaching him 
2. Haye also a number 12 breéch-loader and should like to know the 

proper load of powder and shot; also, whether the wad should be 

plessed tightly on the shot, or loose, and which way makes it scatter? 

Ans, 1. We cannot afford space to give directions as to how to make a 

dog retrieve. Yon will find them in the back numbers of the paper, or 

in Dinks, Mayhew, or Hutchiuson, 2, Without knowing the weight of 

your gunit is difficult to tell, but the ordinary charge for 4 12 gauge 

gun is 314 drs. powder and 14g oz, shot. The wad on the sliot should 
be pressed lightly. To make your gun scatter use more powder or Jags 

shot, 

K,, Virginia City, Montana.—I began working my setter poppy on 

chickens when he was five months old, He behaved splendidly from the 
start, aS far as ranging, dropping to shot, stopping ab the command '* To 

ho,” eéte,, failing only in this, that he has never made a voluntary '! suf,’ 

or point on a bird, He is now 10 months old. Will he take to,yoluntary 
pointing his birdsas he grows older? He neyer fails to cometo a 
“stand” at the command and to hold it until he gets the word ta ** Go,” 
Do not young setters rely more upon the eye than the nose? Ans. If 

your dog las never developed any powers of scent ib. is possible that it 

may be deticient jn this quality, but we should not despair for another 

season. Young dogs will point at sight, but when taken on game they 

should acknowledge the scent, 

Boatman, E. M.—A small ice hoat may be built. as follows: ‘Lake & 

(lank 18 feet long, 6or7 Inches deep and 237 thick, Set it on edge. 

One-sixth from forward end runa plank across underneath at right 
angles, The latter may be 9x11yill, and somei3 feetlong, Bolt to 

centre piece, or keel. Run two planks, one on each side from this croxs- 

piece, or runner plank, to after end of keel, their forward end being 

about one-third the way out on each side of ranner plank, Let them 

be avout 8xlizin. They will brave the structure and by laying 34in. slats, 
or boards across the after half wil] form the body, or cockpit of {he 

boat. Around this work a rail of 8x3j stuff. Over the kee), where it 

crossea the runner-plank, run a short piece of thick stuff and bolt dowl 

through rnoner and side planks, putting a chock of hard wood In Lo fill 

up. Use *sin, bolts. On the centre splke a hardwood chock, slightly 

cupped out to receive heelof mast. Bowesprit may be of staif 4x2\7In., 

strapped, lashed, or bolted on top of forward end of keel. It may be 

tapered at end. Place a runner or skate Wnder each end of the ranner_ 
plank, and one aft toattasarudder. The forward two slotild he of 
oak, 3ft, loiig, 141n. thiek; the rndder2ft. long. Round them wp for- 

ward, and shoe them with iron or si¢el, 13¢ deep. Grind them to an 

angle of 90 deg. on the bottom, co that they will run on tle edge, 
Fasten with 44 bolts to the oak portion, and then, bolt right up through 

the runner plank, using large washers on top, The after elioe oy skate 
is clasped by the forked end of a stout iron rod, say 1¢in. diam, a bolt 

being passed through the lugs of the fork, and a collar being forged on 

the rod, just under the keel. Around the vertical hole in the latter 

put an jron plate iin, thick, to take the chafe of the collar. Curve the 

upper end of the rod, so as to serve as 4 tiller. Mast, 1offi. long, 441, 

diam., tapered at head; bowsprit, 10fb. long; mainsail, 10ft. holst, 18 fc, 

foot and Tit. head; boom, 19ft. long, 34gin. in centre, tapered at ends; 

gatf, Sit. log; (in. diam ; Jib, 9ft. 14ft. 6m. on luff This will give a 
moderate rig. Boyspritis staid with a wire bobstay and a shroud exch 

side of 34in, wire, Mast steps In the cap, has Wo shrouds 4 side and a 
headstay leading to bowsprit end. Slugle halllards and sieets for Jib 
of 4¢ manilla. Double purchase for peak and throat, rove all ln one, and 

double sheet of similarrope. Lish light stlek tofoorofjib, Or this 

planiay be simplified to suit, For @ 16ft, boat use simply @ lug sail, 

exrrying headglay down to forward end of keel, and do away with 

bowsprit. In this cuse a shorter boom should be used, and a propor— 

lionately longer yard on the heap, One-quarter o! the sail should he 

kept forward gf the mast. Wor canvas nse light duck, A line of reef 

points may sometimes be useful, 
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CHRISTMAS-TIDE, 

HE antiquarians, those wrinkled and grizzled old fellows 
with great spectacles through which they are constantly 

peering into the past, complain that we do not keep Christmas 
nowadays after ‘“‘the good old way.” No, we have not 
preserved the merry festivities of old Hngland, The yule-log, 

the mistletoe bough, the wassail bow! and the mummers are 

known to us only inthe books. But Forzsr anp Stream is 

not among those who can see good only in what is antiquated. 

We haye changed our mode of celebrating the holidays, it is 

true, but the better spirit of the season we haye not lost, and 

Qhristmas 1878 is hailed with as much true joy in America 
to-day as ever it has been since the time, no one knows exact- 
ly when, that the early fathers made of the old Roman Satur- 

nalia the Christian festival of rejoicing and good. Christmas 

4was never more widely and more heartily observed than it ig 

now, and who shall place a limit to its reign in the future? 
As Forest AND StEHam goes forth to-dayit finds everywhere 
the joy of the Midwinter Holidays, and in accordance with 
the honored custom of the season, it extends to each one of 

its many thousand friends the salutations of cheer and good 
will. r 

—aA yery general snow siorm has prepared our people for 
Ohristmas, verifying the allegory of Santa Claus with his 

sleigh and reindeer team, coursing oyer the country through 

the falling snow. In Montreal on Monday the snow was three 
feet deep and the streetsimpassable. In the northern part of 
this State and through the Northwest generally travel is much 
obstructed by deep snow. In the city of New York, however, 

CANADIAN RIVER LEASES. 

§ all anglers who visit Canada are well aware, there is 
+ really no free salmon fishing in the waters of the Do- 

tin vn. The fisheries are held either by the lessees of the 
Crown or are in the hands of riparian owners. 

Ten years ago, with a view to the protection of Canadian 
waters, which were becoming rapidly depleted, the Govern- 

m2nt assumed jurisdiction over them, established hatcheries 
fc: propagation, set apart close seasons, made regulations as 
to lhe kinds of nets and devices to be used and their disposi- 
tion in estuaries and tide-waters, imposed penalties for viola- 

tions, and exacted large licenses and fees for net and rod 
p-ivileges, with a view to revenue for maintaining the seryice 
of wardens, overseers, superintendents of hatcheries, and 

ar 1 purchases of spawn and breeding fish. As none but 
tas very wealthy could afford to lease whole rivers, or even 

th.rc's of rivers, for the mere purpose of sport with the rod 

(some of the rentals costing as high as $300 per annum), 

thoy set aside sections of available rivers for what is known 

as rod privileges, to be obtained at the rate of $1 per day per 

rod. Applications for river leases had to be made to the 

Chief Fishery Commissioner at Ottawa, while the rod permits 

could be obtained, on request, of any local overseer. To 
facilitate applications, an official list of available rivers—that 

is to say, of such as were in market not rented—has been pub- 

lished early in the spring of each year in Canadian papers, and 
also in Forgst AND Sreeam, the latter journal being regarded 

as the best medium for reaching the American angler. It is 

needless to say that any person securing a lease of the whole 
or a portion of any river, secured the exclusive right to the 
same for the entire fishing season, As the rivers are not 

numerous—the whole number of those accessible not exceed- 
ing thirty—the great body of anglers, rich and impecunious, 

have been crowded together on the $1 per dayreserves. The 
result has been a scramble for precedence and best stands, 
with very small returns in the shape of fish, and a goodly pro- 

portion of disgust and dissatisfaction. We haye seen as 
many as fifty rods together on the six-mile section of the Res- 

tigouche, and the same on the Rough Waters of the Nepissi- 

guit, both New Brunswick streams. In this dilemma re- 
course was often had to riparian owners by gentlemen not 

disposed to forego their favorite sport; and just here a 

vexed question has arisen as to the respective rights of the 
Crown and individuals, especially in the Province of New 
Brunswick. The law at present does not seem yery well set- 

tled. The presumption, however, seems to be as follows: 
“ That where land, bordering on a non-tidal river, is granted 

without the bed of the river being reserved, the grantee has 

the exclusive right of fishing from his own land ad medium 

Jilum aque.” Where, however, the bed had been reserved, 

the majority of the judges held that the Crown had a power 

of leasing ; but the opinion was not an unanimous one, and is 

held by many to be at variance with the consiitution of the 
Province. 

In practice, the $1 per diem system is a complete farce, ag 
the river sections so assigned are systematically fished by 

every loafer who can swing a rod, and who sally forth at 
early dawn and carefully try each pool; but assuming that 
the right of riparian owners to fish from their own land is ¢s- 
tablished, the fishery would lapse into the hands of several 

small proprietors, from whom the right might probably be 
leased. Should this be so, it would well repay hotel keepers 
torent the water and have it properly protected, making a 

fair charge to a limited number of rods, Under some such 

system good sport, especially at the beginning of the season, 
would be obtained; and the fair law-abiding angler would be 

saved the annoyance of haying his sport spoiled by men who 
have no right and title to fish in the water. 

Tt will be apparent, from what has been said, that = great 

deal of vexation must inevitably be experienced, especially by 

Strangers from whatever country, who attempt angling in 

Canada without haying previously informed themselves of the 

conditions which we have explained. Of such class, pre- 
sumably, is one of our correspondents who has had the manly 

courage to prefer his complaint through our columns over his 

own signature. But it is evident that a general sweeping 
charge of ‘‘ unjust discrimination against Americans,” by an 
American who imagines his countrymen the only class ag- 

grieved, If noticed at all, would be promptly and indignantly 

met by a disclaimer of the Chief Commissioner of Fisheries, 
upon whom the responsibility of granting the Government 
leases rests; and we are not surprised therefore to receive 
from that conscientious official the following challenge, which 
we have been requested to publish : 

Orrawa, Dec. 14, 1873, 
Epiror FoRESsT anD STREAM= 

Dear Sir—Mr, Samuel Hanson ts hereby requested to specify in- 

Stances of ungenerous “ discrimination” against Americans “In the 

leasing of salmon rivers,” fo which his letters refer. That any auch 

cases exist, atleast within my knowledge, is diatinctly denied. 

Yours truly, W, F. WHITCHER, 

Commissioner of Fisheries. 

Now, we have no idea that Commissioner Whitcher has 
been guilty of any misfeasance, or even of fayoritism ; nor are 

we willing to believe that our correspondent assumes that he 
has. Our correspondent only declares his grievance in a 
general way, without considering where the force of the aceu- 

Sation strikes. The whole question is in a sad muddle, as we 

have shown, and the only remedy that we can discover lies in 

a complete revision of existing laws or such a judicial con- 

the ground is bare, and the biting cold makes thick glare ice | struction of the same as shall definitely settle where one may 
for the skaters. fish, and from, whom he shall obtain the right, or whether he 

|| shall be permitted to fish at all, Meanwhile 
aac 

all anglers who 
are not wealthy enough to lease whole riyers may as well 
hang up their rods, 

SHALL CREEDMOOR BE ABANDONED? 

St Creedmoor be abandoned, is now the live ques- 
tion among the members of the National Rifle Associa- 

tion, and the one difficulty on which the advocates of a 

change base their demands, is that of access to the range. 

To regular yisitors of Oreedmoor, as well as those who oe- 

casionally enjoy it as a shooting ground, the fact of the in- 

sufficient railroad accommodations must haye strongly im- 
pressed itself. But then the railroad system of Long Island 

is peculiar in this respect, and long before the advent of 
modern rifle shooting this was an established fact, that for 
not doing what a railroad is expected to do the Long Island 
roads were especially noticeable. At present though Creed- 

moor is but thirteen miles from Hunter's Point, the trouble 
exists only on the last 7 miles where the Central Line track 
extends from FJushing to Garden City, and it is rather to 
the removal of the disabilities on these few miles that the 
energy of the directors should tend instead of rushing off to 

solve the problem,a hundred times more difficult, to find a 
new range locale. 

In other words, the Association propose to begin, de novo, 
to throw over everything buf its name, to sacrifice money 

and prestige, to break existing obligstions, implied if not 
specified, and generally to lose almost every advantage gained 
by a half dozen exceptionally prosperous years, to secure 
what canbe gained at Creedmoor by one tithe of the labor 
required for this new turn-over. 

One of the committeeon the selection of the proposed 
new range as secretary of the Association at the time of the 
purchase of the present srounds said in his first annual re- 

port in Jan., 1873, that, ‘‘the work of selecting grounds of 
asufficient extent for arange, which should be at once 

cheap, safe and convenient of access, proved no ensy task,’? 

nor will it prove one whit easier Lo-day. 

The meeting of the incorporators of the Association was 
held on Noy. 24,1871, and on Dec. 5 the first step was taken 
toward the securing of a range by the choice of a Committee 

on New Range, consisting of Alex. Shaler, A. W. Crayen, 
Augustus Funk, F. A. Mason, John Powell, Jr., Henry G. 

Shaw, W. J. Harding, Geo. W. Wingate and Geo. Moore 
Smith. This committee divided itself into sub-committees, 

‘who made a thorough canvass of the whole neighborhood 
about New York, consulted with the leading real estate 
agents, and advertised in the daily papers.” New Jersey, 

Staten Island and Long Island were the localities inquired 
into. The state grant of $25,000 to the purposes.ef the Assa- 
ciation on May 14 shut off New Jersey, and Staten Island 

was abandoned as difficult of access, and also because no suit- 

able grounds were offered there. Land from $1,000 down to 

200 per acre were offered at various points. ‘* After much 

consideration, it was decided to purchase the tract of land 

offered at Creed's Farm, as in all respects the best for the 

purposes of the Association, as well as the most desirable in 

location and the most yaluable for the price.” In July, 1872, 

a contract was accordingly made for the purchase of 70 acres 
at $875 per acre, and this is now held by the Association in 
absolute title, free from all incumbrances, 

To-day, were a sale attempted, itis the opinion of com- 

petent judges that it would not bring within $10,000 of its 
original price of $26,250, and then the loss on permanent 
improvements placed on the range would be even more than 
that. The new butts put up in these cheap latter days cost 
#2, 700, every cent of which would be lost by aremoval. ‘The 
fence about the grounds would be worth nothing for remoy- 

al, and though the grounds are in prime condition for gar- 
dening work, the fall in the price of real estate would more 

than counterbalance this. The great old butt embankment 
into which so many thousands of dollars were recklessly 

poured, would stand only as a monument of somebody's 
mistake, and serve in after years as an antiquarian puzzle, 
or perchance a lead mine. The building on the range, in- 
cluding the hotel now in position could only be left behind 

as hooting places for owls, und the valuation of $100,000, 

which the last annual report put on the plant and property 
of the Association, would shrink away to a few iron target- 

slabs, whose cost, if not their value, would only be increased 
by freightage. 

The Winchester Arms Company, in Sept, 1876, presented 

an admirable donation to the association in the Running 
Deer target, with butts and everything complete. Out of 
the $1,417.17 spent on this, fully $1,000 would stand behind 
as a Monument to the folly of remoyal. It would be well if 
an officer of the association, familiar enough with its peculiar 
book-keeping to get order out of chaos, should make a re- 

port on the moneys sunk in plant and improvements upon 
the range, and which must be lost by removal. 
Asa range per se, independent of the railroad complica- 

tions, the new committee can hardly expect to find anything 
superior. John A, Church, the engineer. who surveyed 
and mapped out the range, says of it: ‘‘ The ground formed a 

perfectly even slope of close upon 20 feet in 3,000, or one 
foot in 150. This is entirely imperceptible to the eye, while 
its effects in placing the targets in relief, if it has any effect 
at all, will be to the benefit of the marksman. Certainly the 

most careful search could not haye resulted in a more happy 
selection of ground in this respect than that which has been 
made by you." The verdict of thousands of riflemen from 



all parts f the world, as of all who haye paid casual yisits 
to the range, have but corroborated this early professional 
opinion, and to-day Creedmoor stands as the model range 
of the world. As to healthfulness, itis fully up to anything 
to be found within the accessible area about New York. It 
has a soil easily drained, and when the irees now set out 
shall add their leafy shade to that already upon the range, it 
will be a not unpleasant summer resort. 

The Association owe it to the life members that there 

shall be no diminution in the privileges offered them. Those 
who joined under the notion that a range was to be forever 

open to them, are not to be put off with someinferior shoot- 

ing ground. 
If themovement has for its motive only a feeling of en- 

_ mity or pique foward the railroad company, it is eyen more 

unwise than it would appear ona firstinspection. A sensible 
business-like treatment of the road and its managers 
would, no doubt, be met ina corresponding way, and a 

policy of mutual helpfulness would be inaugurated to the 
advantage alike of riflemen and railroad men. As certainly 
is it true that a change of base could only injure both classes 

—the range patrons toa large, and the road managers to a 

much smaller extent, To start the move as a sort of ‘*‘ bluff’’ 

game_on the railroad managersis simply ridiculous, since the 
affairs of the Association are known to all; and besides, the 

experience of the railroad people with Creedmoor and 
Creedmoor control is not such as to make them particularly 

anxious for its continuance. 

There is another view of the case which may turn out to 
be a very important one: Creedmoor to-day is one of the 

desiguated State ranges; it has upon its grounds much State 

property, and has received a liberal share of State assistance 

since its first Inception. All this has been done, with the 

unanimous concurrence of legislators, press and public, 
under the impression that it was to benefit the National 

Guard. Such benefit has followed, and there is not one 
word of complaint to be laid as yet; the troops have: been 

abundantly accommodated by special trains on the days set 

apart for their practice on the range. In its appointments, 
in its size, and its easy accessibility, Creedmoor leaves noth- 
ing to be desired for the troop practice of the New York and 

Brooklyn divisions, It would be impertinent therefore, and 
should lead to some very sharp investigation if the N. R. A. 

managers, who are also officers of the National Guard, go to 

Albany with sn application for permission to sell the present 

range. The Adjutant-General has but one interest in the 

matter, beginning and ending in that of the National Guard. 

When the militia are seryed well he can ask no more, and 

to discommode the soldiery for the purpose of furthering 

other aims and ends, or merely as a matter of accommoda- 
tion to subordinate officers, will notjbring upon the Adjutant- 
General many ttterances of praise. 

It may be said, in short, that if the merest fraction of the 

time, money and labor which will he required in fitting up a 
new tange be spent in securing for Creedmoor its one need 
—a good railroad communication with the metropolis, the 
difficulty will be solved, and a vast saving effected. It is 

one of those cases where *‘the more haste the less speed” rule 
ean be properly applied, and whatever is to be done should 
only be after full consideration and discussion. 

=~ e+ 

THE TONE OF SPORTING LITERA-— 
TURE, 

W another column will be found the communication of a 
Boston reader, who takes very decided exception to the 

notion that there is any necessary taint of the whisky flask 

and brandy bottle upoa field sports. In disclaiming any con- 
nection between true sportsmanship and spirituous liquors we 

join our correspondent fully and unconditionally. Such has 
ever been the tone of our editorial utterances. We are as- 

sured that no constant reader of the Formsr AND SvRwam 

could infer from its pages that the enjoyment or success of a 

sporting expedition was to be measured by the amount of 

whisky guzzled upon the trip, or, indeed, that the bottle wag 
at all a necessary adjunct of the sportsman’s outfit. We have 

always opposed any stich notion; how persistently, could be 
appreciated by the general reader only after a review of the 

_ manuscripts which are expurgated as they pass through our 
hands. 

It would be a curious fact, did we not understand the influ- 

ence which induced it, that yery many sportsmen, who sit 
down to pen their reminiscences of camp and field life, feel 

obliged to make the most of what little liquor they may have 
carried with them. Our correspondents persist in doing this, 
despite our repeated excisions of objectionable passages. 
The cause of this it is not difficult to discover. It is found in 
the simple fact that one man’s writings have been more 
thoroughly and widely read hy the American sportsman than 

those of any other author in the same field. Their spirit and 
morals have as & consequence been more generally accepted, 

and amateur wielders of the pen have in large measure mod- 

elled their literary efforts in a similar vein. The sporting 
sketches of “Frank Forrester ” and his school are redolent 
through and through with the fumes of the whisky flask, 
Whateyer Herbert may have meant by ‘ true sportsmanship” 
it is very certain that he did not recognize temperance as one 
of its elements; and that he did not is a matter of very seri 
ous regret, when we note the influence of his popularity, If 
thera be a taint of the bottle upon field sports, ‘‘ Forrester” 
and his school have put it there, and kept it there. An edi. 

. 

tion of these classics with the whisky element carefully ex- 
punged, might be an infinite improvement upon their present 
character, but they would no longer be recognized as ‘' Frank 
Forrester’s.” 

To overcome the effect of stich models is not the work of a 
day. A pure sporting literature is necessarily a thing of slow 
growth. That the tone of what is recognized as characteris- 
tic American sport ig constantly improving must be apparent 

to any one who will take the pains to give the subjebt a little 

careful thought, 

We shall be disappointed, however, if we look for a uni- 
Con- 

Viviality is a feature of the woodland jaunts of very many 

men, whose knowledge of wsodcraft, skill with rod and gun, 
and hearty enjoyment of the pleasures of the field entitle them 

To studiously ignore this feature 
That we do not attempt it must not be construed 

versal ideal plane of morals where such does not, exist. 

to the name of sportsmen. 

were vain. 

by our readers as an indorsement of it. 
a 

COLLEGE HAZING. 

N the January Seritner’s Professor Charles I’, Thwing, 
who has recently contributed to the magazines seyeral in- 

telligent papers on college topics, discusses College Hazing. 

The origin of the custom, Professor Thwing finds, we think 
rightly, in the artificial distinctions of rank which obtained 

in all branches of early American society with a despotic 
sway hardly to be conceived at the present day. Jt was 

natural and inevitable that these distinctions should be strin- 
gently observed inthe institutions of learning. The evil in- 

fluences of such divisions were further fostered. by the adop- 

tion of the English fagging laws, by virtue of which the new 
student was little better than a serf subject to every caprice 

As a direct imitation of European customs 
then, and as an outgrowth of the spirit of the times, it is not 
strange that hazing was grafted upon our American college 

it is more curious that now after the decadence of 

of his elders. 

system. 

the spirit which originated it, and the obliteration of like in- 
stitutions in other branches of society hazing has maintained 
itself. 

To understand its persistency we must remember that the 
college student, who is strictly su¢ generis, neither boy nor 

His life so far has been spent in man, is in a receptive stage. 

hearing and believing. It is his duty to receive what is told 
him by his seniors. 

been for scores of classes before him. 
dicta of his professors are receiyed in the same delightful 

faith with which years before his eyes had widened at the 
story of Jonah and the big fish. And the sophomore he be- 
lieves with a blinder faith than is accorded even to professors 

These same sophomores are tyrants by a sort of divine right ; 

giants In the path to fame, against whom he must wage as 

best he may. Happy freshman if he be not in the fray utter- 

ly consumed! And when a year has rolled around he too 

becomes a tyrant (he knows now it is not by divine right) 

and turns giant, which is but another word for coward. 
“There is nothing so very manly in clubbing together and 
sousing a poor fellow’s head under the pump; everyone 

knows that, but,” reasons the collegian, ‘“‘my head was 

soused, and my father’s head was soused, and his 

father’s head was soused ; it has always been thecustom, ‘The 
thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which 

is done is that which shall be done,’” and our undergraduate 

philosopher says this with something of a different meaning 
from Solomon’s. 

soon be consigned with the practices it perpetuates to where 
they both belong—the slums. But reason or not reason, 

hazing must soon disappear. It isin its very nature coward- 

ly and unjust, in its spirit directly opposed to the age. 

ing if. he time has gone by when men may win a reputa- 

tion as clever fellows by relating their barbarities, euphuisti- 

cally called ‘‘college pranks.” Nor can collegians afford to 
be ruffians and cowards when the newspapers are quick to 

publish their ruffianism and cowarice to the world. Only let 
this be understood and our colleges will be rid of the reproach. 

Amherst long ago abolished hazing, Harvard was next in line, 

and the Yale faculty haye adopted effectual measures for 
suppressing the abuse at New Haven. Other institutions 

toust follow their example. Yen years from now American 

college hazing will be a subject only for the antiquarians, 
—_ ee ee 

Sourn CazorinA Orancrs.— We read much of thie delicions 
quality of Florida oranges, but that fruit equally fine ean be 

grown in South Carolina, is proven to our own satisfaction by 

the boxes of choice oranges and grape fruit. which we annual- 
ly receive as a Christmas gift from our esteemed friend Chas, 
G. Kendall, Esq., of Palmetto Island, near Port Royal. The 
oranges Measure ten inches in circumference, and the grape 
fruit twelye and more. For the latter a taste must be ac- 
quired, and when acquired one becomes passionately fond of 

them as he does for tomatoes, They possess a peculiar dietetic 

quality and act beneficially upon the liyer. Mr, Kendall has 
devoted most careful attention to improving the quality of his 
fruit, and we are convinced that none better can be found in 
Florida. Specimens can be found at the commission house of 

Lichenstein & Co., 83 Barclay street, carefuily picked, with 
Stems and glistening leaves attached, very charming for 

Christmas trees and holiday tables, 

Upon entering college hails the student 
finds his religion even all cut and dried for him, as it has 

In his studies the 

Tf our collegians would only think for 
themselves, as they are learning to do, such reasoning would 

AS 

such its days are numbered. A very potent factor in its 

abolishment is the healthy tone of public sentiment regard- 

Rervgn or Oapr, Boxytoy,—Capt. Paul Boyton, the in- 
trepid swimmer, who has been making am extensive tour in 
Europe, displaying the many excellencies of Captain Merri- 
man’s life saving suit under a great variety of circumstances, 
has recently returned to his home in this city. The tale of 
his adventures during his three years’ stay abroad, the excit- 
ing and often perilous situations while descending rapid 
Tivers Or shooting falls, would form a narrative full of the 
most vivid and thrilling descriptions of skill, daring and en- 
durance. It is needless to say that his life saving dress as 
well as his bravery have been highly appreciated abroad, and 
that he returns Jaden with medals and ensigns of honor be- 
stowed upon him by the crowned heads and dignitaries all 
over Europe, and that his trip has not been without reward of 
& more mercenary sort. He will soonset out again for Europe 
in the fulfillment of contracts undertaken. Let us hope that 
he will have the time to spare, and that his modesty may not 
prevent his giving to the world the history of his exploits at 
an. early date. 

— 

Brooxtyn Arr Assooration.—The winter exhibition of the 
Brooklyn Art Association closed last Saturday, after a season 
of three weeks; but the great majority of the pictures will 
remain on view until after New Year’s. As a whole, the Bx- 
hibition has been a success, although the ageregate of really 
meritorious works was not. as large as usual. Many fine 
pictures have been sold at satisfactory prices, realizin fully 
2,000 altogether, 

—-- = 

Seating, —The ‘ball is up,” and Brooklyn and New Yorl 
are now enjoying such skating as they have seldom had 

before. The thermometer on Tuesday registered 16 eg. 
aboye zero. Great preparations for sport are being made by 
the Curling Clubs. 

+} 

Brap Furr,—This isa Canadian game at which two can 
play. We have ever heard of it before. Tt is described by 
our vivacious correspondent in his article which we print to- 
day, entitled ‘* Among the Moose and Bears.” Perhaps some 
of our youngsters will try “it. 

m+ 

—The Cuvier Club of Cincinnati have issued some tasteful 
and beautifully embellished cards of invitation to their annual 
reception, January 1, 1879. We regret we can’t be there. 
Happy New Year and long life and prospers¢y to the Cuvier 
Club ! 

Sa 

—Texas has been ima chronic state of mud and flood for a 
month past, and the weather is likely {o contimue wet all the 
Winter season through, Sportsmen are disgusted, but the 
game has a better chance. 

Sa col 

—The Erie Railroad has just completed its third (narrow 
gauge rail) from Butfalo to New York, and regular freight 
trains will be put on at the beginning of the year. This will 
give increased facilities for the Hrie’s enormous traflic, 

ee 

GAME PROTECTION 

THE GAME LAWS OF THIS STATE. 

Free several years past we have urged upon those in-au- 
thority the necessity of so amending the game laws of 

this State as to make the dates during: which game is permit- 
ted to be sold to correspond with the open seasons, At 
present quail and grouse can be sold for two months later 
than they can he shot, and the result isthat the market is kept 
supplied with birds that haye been netted or taken in some 
other illegal manner, In addition to the destruction carried 
on in this way the law as it now stands prevents many per- 
sons who desire to do so from turning oul birds, While nets 
and traps are being set in every direction there is very little 
inducement offered to those who have the disposition to send 
West and South for birds with which to keep up the supply 
always made precarious by reason of the uncertain character 
of our winters. The letter of our correspondent, which we 
Print below, is to the point : 

New Yorr, December 20, 1878, 
Mr, Editor—In Forgst np STREAM Of December 19 you state that in 

most of the States the close season for game begins January 1. In this 
State, according to section 33 of the game laws, ay person may sell 
or have In his or her possession prairie chicken and quatl from January 
ito Mareh 1, and ruffed grouse from January 1to Pebroary 1, ang 
shill not be lield liable for any penalty, provided he proves such bitds 
were killed within the period provided by this act, or were killed out 
side the State at some place where the law did not prohibit such killing, 
How absurd these two latter clauses are and what a premium we offer 
to poachers and law-breakers in this and other States by having this 
open market for them. Until the date of selling ends with the date of 
killing, illegal shooting and trapping will go on in this and other States, 
At most there ought only to be a difference of fiye to ten days, to allow 
dealers to clear off their stock. Al! sportsmen throughout the conntry 
could nob but be benelited by the change, 

DE Ly 
—— 

& MIGRATORY QUAIL AT LAST, 

{ts gives us great pleasure to be able to announce ts our 
+ readers that the migratory quail, which we owe so largely 
to the enthusiasm and painstaking efforts of J) udge Everts, of 
Vermont, and Mr, Hapgood, of Boston, seem to be on the in— 
crease, We had the pleasure, a few days since, of receiving 
& fine specimen of a bird of the year from a correspondent, 
G. H. C., of Centre Brook, Conn., for whose thoughtful care 
in preserving the bird and sending it to us we cannot be 
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sufficiently grateful. The bird was no doubt bred in Vermont 
or Massachusetts, and was on its way to the South when found 

by-G. H, ©. Our correspondent’s note, accompanying the 

specimen, is as follows: 
CENTRE BROOK, Conn., Dec, 14, 1878. 

Epiror Forrest AnD STREAM: 
Isend you by maila bird I shot this day, Dec. 14, 1878, for identifica- 

tion. ‘This bird my dog pointed in a stubble field, and as it sprung it 

uttered a peep, like our common quail, and I supposed it to be such till 

my dog retrieved it. You will see it has the markings of our own 
quail, Is it one of the migratory quail? G, Ii, ©. 

The specimen was a young male, and the black markings 

about the throat are just beginning to show. The capture of 

this bird is especially interesting, not only because it is the 

first of the species, so far as we know, which has been killed 

in Connecticut, but also on account of the late date at which 

it was taken. We have been told, by those who haye 
specially interested themselves in the introduction of this fine 
bird to our country, that its migration commenced early in 

September, a state of things which would deprive the sports- 

men of the Northern States—in most of which the close season 
does not end until October 1—of the pleasure to be derived 
from its pursuit. In the case before us, however, the bird 

has lingered almost to the end of the shooting season, and 

this voluntarily, for our specimen was fat and in good order. 

An examination was made of the craw and gizzard of the bird 
sent us, and they were found to be stuffed with the seeds of 

the ragweed. 
We cherish high hopes for the success of the experiment 

which is now being tried, and hope during the winter to 

receive further reports of the occurrence of the European 

quail from various parts of the south. 
We have received from a Georgia correspondent the follow- 

ing letter which explains itself, and we hope that the spirit of 

Mr. Council will infect others, and that all sportsmen will 

watch for the presence of these strangers, and will do all they 

can to protect them, 
Mr. Council, writing from Americus, Ga., under date of 

December 8, says: 
We have been watching carefully for the Messina quail, im case any 

of them should wander this far southwest; but we don’t know where 

or how to look for them. Would they probably come here? Ifso, 

please give us directions for finding them, describe their habits and in 

what sort of places they would be apt to locate, what they feed upon 

etc, Do they go in flocks? and would dogs trained for the native 

quail be apt to point them? From self-interest, or some other philan- 
thropic motive, we feel much interest In this noble enterprise, and wil 
be proud of an opportunity to report anything we can discover. In 

other words, we want all the information about their habits that we 

can obtain, so as to Jet no chance for observation be neglected. While 

others generously bear the trouble and expense, we ought to be will- 

ing to watch. 

We regret that it is not in our power to give our corres- 

pondent the specific information which he desires. The 
Buropean writers speak of this species in very general terms, 
and go but little into detail with regard to its habits. We 

imow that the birds feed mainly on seeds and grain, and that 

in a general way their habits resemble those of our common 

Bob White. We should look for them in the stubble fields 

and among high weeds near water. It is said that they are 

generally found singly or by twos and threes, but that just 

before their migrations they assemble in large flocks; but we 

do not know whether, on reaching their winter home, they 

separate, or remain in flocks until their return to the north. 

Dogs broken on our native birds will point the migratory 

quail, though the birds are said to have a troublesome habit 

of running before the dog. 

[fall our gunning friends would but take the trouble to | 

record their observations on this species, and send reports to 

us for publication, it would not be long before we would have 

the material for a very complete biography of the species. | 

Let us all take pains to do our duty in this matter. 

———_—_—${——__ + 8 
. 

LapornaTion of MussivA Quair.—We print with pleasure 

the appended note for the benefit of such gentlemen as may 

wish for another opportunity to import the yery beautiful 

game bird referred to. ‘The efforts so far made to introduce 

it seem to have received such encouragement as to induce | 

them to be repeated : Boson, Dec. 18, 1878. 
Min. Eprror—I have written to Mr. Braun, at Messina, Sicily, for 

prices and full information in reference to the importation of ssme 

Wiessina quail into Boston, to be released in Plymouth County, Mass. 

ff any others in this geotion are interested, and would like to take this 

opportunity to import for their own localities, I shall be pleased to give 

rnem all the information Irecelye. Address, 
H. P. 'T., P. 0. Box 3,347, Boston. 

—— a 

Muassaonusrrrs.—A party of about seventy interested gen- 

tlemen gather 
purpose of taking action relative to the game laws of the State. 

Mr. J. Fottler, Jr., was chosen chairman, and in taking the 

iy said that the present game law of our State was of no, 

eri rae while it eae much, it accomplished little, and 

the object of the meeting was to propose such amendments 

to the Jaw as would make it easy of enforcement. A draft of 

a bill, amendatory of the law of 1877, had been prepared for 

the consideration of the meeting. This was substantially the 

present law, except that ib prohibited the shooting of all 

marsh, beach or share birds between April 1 and July 15; also 

the taking or killing of all birds on their breeding grounds, 

this being especially directed against the killing of gulls and 

tern on our Coast; and, lastly, the proposed bill contains a 

section making the setting of nets, traps, snares or springs tor 

the taking of game birds a penal offence. The meeting voted 

‘to exempt black-breasted plover, red-breasted piper, turnstone 

and winter yellow-legs from the provisions of the bill. All 

the other proposed amendments were adopted, and a commit- 

fee, consisting of Messrs. J.B. F. Thomas of Boston, William 

Brewster of Cambridge, M. C, Fitch of Melrose, Edward 

ed at Young’s Hotel, Boston, last week for the, 

Reed of South Boston, U. R. Williams of Salem and W. 8S. 
Perry of Worcester, was chosen to present the bill to the 
Legislature and urge its passage. Among those present the 
Kennel, the Tremont and Nuttall Clubs were represented, and 
Mr. Newton represented the game dealers. 

New York—Franklin, NV. ¥., Dec. 20.—Early last fall a 
few sportsmen in this valley saw the necessity of protecting 
and propagating our game and fish and making violators of 
our State game and fish laws live up to the same, so we ac: 
cordingly formed a sportsman’s association or club— The 
Ouleont Sportsman’s Club. We received our charter, and are 
increasing and in good workmg shape now. The following 
ersons are officers of the same; President, Dr. Ira Wilcox ; 
ice-President, Charles A. Douglas; Secretary and Treasurer, 

M. P, McKoon; Executive Committee, Dr. Ira Wilcox, Jas, 
Rutherford and Robert Smith, M. P.M. 

Wisoonstn—Wadison, Dec. 14.—The slaughter of wild ani- 
mals, upon which the State has placed a bounty, is an im- 
portant and growing one. Last year the State paid $9,784 as 
bounty, chiefly in wolves some wild cats and a few lynxes. 

Rovyee. 
Tt has been shrewdly suspected that some enterprising Wis- 

consin farmer has been keeping a private menagerie and sell- 
ing off the surplus stock at a profit. 

The Kite. 
Canapran RivuewEn.—The Canadian rifle team for the 

Wimbledon meeting of 1879 has been determined upon, and 
stands as follows : 
Lient-Col Gibson, Thirteenth Battalion, Hamilton............ 
Private Morris Hamilton.......- weer w ee thee eee 
Wheeler Ogg, Wellington Field Battery.... ites Bat 
Oaptain Todd, Guards, Ottawa, ......ccsseesss se ncee ceeee -- 325 
Sergeant J Mitchell, Thirteenth Battlion, Hamilton....... + 821 
Lieut Adam, Hamilton... 22.15. .62- se cece ss eenee a poe ma ~. 320 
Corporal Gray, Guards, Ottowa............ ~.820 
Capt Anderson, Tenth Royals, Toronto....-- 111890 
Liéut Cruit, Engineers, Toronto .-d19 
Dr Aitken, Ontario........-.. ~-319 
Privy Bell, Tenth Royals, Toron +319 
Capt Thomas, Province of Quebe 
— Pailen, St John, N, B......... 
Sergeant Bishop, Halifax, N. S.. 
Captain Cooper, Tenth Royals, Toronto, . 
Sergeant Riddell, wontreal....... jeesde nace -816 
Lieut Corvin, Halifax........sesscsecsccees eeal4 
Priv Mills, Tenth Royals, Toronto....,.... 312 
Priy Wywin, Montresli ys t2 ee ealig secs ce- cukseumescte 311 
Sergeant Hunter, St Jolin, N. B ... 1... see eet ccc tees sas ncaetes 

Of the thirteen from Ontario, Toronto claims five and 
Hamilton four, As several of the team may not be able to 
attend the competition at Wimbledon, seven of the waiting 
men are given : 
Lieut Ewan, Thirty-fifth Battalion, Barrie, Ont......... 
Lieut Manly, QO R, Torontio...-...0..-2+.+5.0s 
Dr McConky, Thirty-titth Battalion, Barrie............ 
Gapt Gibson, Toronto Field Battery.........,.... 
Staif Sgt Clayton, Guards, Ottawa... ........eceeesseeeeee 
Major Macpherson, Guards, Ottawa... ... apqane . 
Lieut Vaughan, M O A, @oebec............... Ss areavessecsvers ¢ee03% 308 

MassacnuseTts—Pittsfield, Dec. 23.—Riverside Rifle and 
Gun Club regular weekly shoot; the target used 200 yards 
reduced to 100 feet; bull’s-eye, 1} inch; Creedmoor rules; 
ten shots, possible 50: 
WoW Tracy......s.0e HS pecedac 4g 
J H Wood.. i 
FP Farriog’ 
R Burbank..... hase 

Boston, Dec. 21, 1878.—Jackson Rifle Gallery, 25 Beach 

 Leonard...i,.... « 
- 47 DConch.... 

Street.—The regular weekly prize shoot; 75 feet; 10 shots; 
possible 50: 

54454 5 4 5 5d 
64444 5 5 4 5-4 
44446465 4 5—8 
44454 5 4 4 4-49 
448444 5 4 5-49 
445444 5 4 4=41 
4544448 4 da 

ts 6 54444 8 4 4 4-41 
TOPS (= Be Ae earache, en 44883 4 4 5 4 6 4—40 

bi i 

New Yorr—syr'acuse, Dec. 16.—This evening the Blyden- 
berg and German Rifle clubs met for the first time this season 
at the range of the Blydenbergers, and the team match was 
won by them with nine points, Last year the season's shoot- 
ing resulted in a fine high tie. To-day the scores stood; 

Blydeuberg Club. 

W H Wood... cesses setreecsenes- Dd 3 6 56 GF BG BS 4 5 5-45 
p= 84352365 4 4-36 

544422 4 9 4-34 
08065 045 5 4—2) 
56263 5 656 6 6 5-38 
324440 5 4 281 
0383838 00 4 8-19 
44356244 6 4—39 
68555443 4-4 
448 44 8 3 4 3—86—355 

Association, 

Singer... ..++-sveee acereed 5 2464 8 5 5 4—44 
NIcHOlB seecworcesssccbwecseuverccnies 326 45 43 4 3 3—36 
Nicholson... 33444 83 8 8 4 5—36 
Wanner... 3 3 423 6 3 6 3 3 3—35 
Mantel... 838 0 48 3 8 5 5—82 
Grammer 38446565463 8 4-10 
Gileher 34448 35 6 & 3—35 
Young. 3°08 3 24 2 5 3 338 
Brown. 4425508 4 0 420 
Joh.... 23385 43 0 8 5 3—Sl—846 

M Dorler.... 
KR Zimmerma 
H éWisher....- 
} Fabario 
ML Riggs 
D Culhane 
C Judson... 
L Treubte,... 
d Levy.......- 

euecami=sy oree40 
fee een stern wese ee 
rere rete — J 
weeerereteee ey oe 

Mr. Wm. Klein wins the clock by the scores of 47, 49 
and 50. 

The weekly shoot of the club took place on Tuesday, Dec. 
17, 1878 ; ten shots per man on point target ; possible 30 : 
P Fenning +. as G * Schurman 

1 
T Brosdway..... 2.12 

+ Depa Ventre i 
M B Engel..... + PRS ee tek a ee 
H Fs fon pearerMrie A RoRTY FB FAparing.,.ccsercevacercess opht 

Crerpmoor, Jz., Rangn—Comer Broadway and Watren 
Street.—Mid-range rifle match, for teams of five from any mfle 
club or association ; number of shots, ten ; position, standing; 
distance, 100 yard ; rifle, any 22-cal., 3lb. pull, Entrance fee 
$5 each team. One quarter of entrance monéy given to second 
team at each competition ; prize to be won three times before 
becoming the property of winners, More than one team can 
enter from any club, but one man can shoot on but one team. 
On December 21 scores were made as follows : 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

Beng veil Abate. Scansobeestssss.-c4 of 2 ¢.6 5 6 & 4 2-95 
W_ Kletn..esss...-.5. wb £5 £66 4 OG 4—45 
D Miller... 56 66445 4 4 d d=dd 
CG Zattle 66 ¢4 34 45 6 a 
B Zettler...... wf 24564566 4 5 6—t6—20u 

b—Team No. 1, 
WM Farrow eccusstecsecsaceecsened 6 5 2.5 8 4 5 Me 5-47 
Dr Stub........ b Sede sae 444344464 6H 
¥ 4H Holton.... =D 265 5 5 6 4 6 daT 
JW Toed,.... 4445 405 4 6 5—d0 
H Fisher,..... deeeriseecegeesseseast? 6 5 6 £5 & 4 5 4—15—200 

Empire Rifle Clab—Team No. 2, 

HOW Goupley...,..cse.epeceneeeee tt 5 5 2 4 5 5 GH 4-40 
Hi Her. bert,..... 4438-3 4 8 4 4 4 3—37 
Dr. Dolbeare.. “4443 6 4 4 3 4 5-40 
Frank Baker.. e-yiqscecae et 3 of 42 4 8 FS OB dog 

DRUM epee amsdens eed j.1 wot 3 SF £28 S42 432-197 

Oxnto—Cincinnati, Dec. 16.—A portion of the team of the 
Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club opened the winter's 
campaign at Trimpes Range on the above date with the in- 
tention of meeting once a week until the season closes, Our 
late captain, W. Y. Sedam, one of the best shots we ever had, 
has been living for some time in Denver, Colorado. As he 
took his Winchester with him, we are beginning to be afraid 
somebody has put him up a tree. Another off-hand range has 
been started on Prince’s Hill just west of the city, and from 
the preparations being made! anticipate that you will hear 
from this part of the world more frequently in the future, 
The following is the score, 15 shots, 200 yards, off-hand : 
EF HBaum,..... 6456644444 65 4 4 4 405 
W Hall.... #5444 24554545 3 465 
J Weston. -4 3444444244 5 4 4 4 2 60 
W Campbell. wtf 24445 3445 4 4 4 3 3—5Y 

Och, ...... wi? 356 54443 844 # 4 5 4-59 
W Oaldwell........ eset 5d d 4 8 44 34-8 2 4 B 4—-HT 

1 

Micnican—Hast Saginaw, Dec. 21.—Saginaw Amateur 
Rifle Club, seyenth practice, 200-yard target reduced; possi- 
ble 50: 
OO Yankey.... 4454465 5 6—45 
Capt WJ Shaw 5 456 5 5 4 4-49 
RK ¥ Corbyn.......-+- 44543 3 8 5-239 
DeHO WS Vemeistoceit = 4435 3 4 2 4 4-32 

| OFS 16 ant 

Petaluma, Santa Rosa.and Healdsburg, Cal., had a match on 
the last named place, using Winchester rifles (model ’73), at 
200 yards. Six men constituted each team, firing 10 shots 
apiece. The home team were victorious, scoring 237; Santa 
Rosa and Petaluma, 227 each. Petaluma had one miss, which 
gives Santa Rosa the second, and Petaluma the ia place. 

G. 5. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER. 

Moose, Alces malchis, 
Hk or wapitl, Cervus canadensis. 
Hares, brown and gray. 

Red or Va, deer, ©. wirgintanus. 
Sqnirrels, red, black and gray, 
Quail or partridge, Ortyx virginia- 

Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopave, NUS. 
Woodcock, Phitohela minor. Pinnated grouge or prairie chick- 
Ruffled a ets or pheasant, Bondage en, Cupidonia cupido, 

winbellus, Carlbou, Turundus rangifer. 

‘Bay birds” generally, including various spaces of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phaleropes, avocets, 
elc,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds, 

ta- In New York State December 1s a close month for deer, Deer 
shooting is permitted only during the months of September, October 

and Noyember, Sale of venison is permitted until January 1, and not 
after, 

Gergse, BRant aND Duoks NEAR Ansecom.—The article 
under this headin our issue of Dec. 5 was written by Mr. 

James M, Scovel, of Philadelphia, who promises us some ac- 
count of a quail shoot around Malaga. 

CanApa— Quebec, Dec, 16.—The shooting this year has been 
from fair to middling, as the cotton brokers say. The ruffed 
grouse were Tather scarce, and yery wild from being much 
hunted, and 4 good bag of them for a day’s shooting bas heen 
a scarce thing. Managed to pick up seven about Lorettee, 
which I thought good for the season, but my bag oftener 
counted one or two, and sometimes none at all for a day’s 
hunt. I managed to secure a few hares by-the aid of a small 
foxhound, but they, foo, are almost used up anywhere oear 
the city by the system of snaring, which is carried on by the 
French-Canadian habitants, who in the winter bring them to 
the markets by thousands, and sell them for ten cents a piece. 
They also bring in the ruffed grouse by dozens, and I can 
assure you that not one in every dozen is shot, but potted in 
the snares along with the rabbits, thus showing that the game 
law in this partat least of Lower Canada is a dead letter. I 
managed to pick up a few woodcock and alao some snipe on 
Chateau Ricker beach, but while there wasa day now and 
then when the shooting was good there, most of the time it 
was shot to death, and a person had to be content with frora 
five to ten birds. In my best day I managed to secure twenty- 
one, anda black duck, but in four other visits my highest 
number only reached nine snipe. Ducks have been very scarce 
There has been no shooting of any account in this line. I saw 
more within the last two weeks than I saw the whole season. 
Wild geese, too, have been flying up and down the river in 
large numbers, but this last cold snap has driven th m to seek 
pastures new until spring recalls them, Av SAzze. 

West Boylston, Dec. 20.—Game has been quite scarce. here 
this season. Woodticks and snares have effectually cleared 
out our partridgés, and but very few good bags haya been 
brought in. Woodcock shooting, first uf the sedson, was fair, 
but not like a year ago when the birds were yery plenty. 
Rabbits are more plenty than last year, bul are being thinned 
out by ferrets. ‘The sportsmen here are in hopes that the las 
regarding setting of snares as proposed by the Massachusetts 
Kennel Club will be passed, If the penalty was only eels 

AUL. perhaps fewer would be set. 



Cowsnortowr—Contre Brook, Deo. 20,—Shooting, day be- 
fore yesterday, 18th, two of us, and one dog, result ; 25 quail 

partridge. GC 

Watsontwwn, Deo, 21,—R, Grilts, of this placc, has killed 
even out of eleven deer seen by him this season. Qvail shoot- 
ug hag been first rate in this connty. APRS pel: oe 

—Jobn A. Waterman, of Deep River, at a shooting match 
at Rocky Hill on Thanksgiving Day, won ten chickens in 
fifleen shots and was then ruled out as being too successful, 
Mr. Wetherell also, at a match in Deep River the same day, 
won six chickens in seyen shots, purposely missing the 
eventh. Both used Parker breech-loaders. 

Viremi—Aighland, Dec, 19.—A party of huntsmen went 
out to Bull Pasture Mountain last week and captured fcight 
leer, 

FrormsA—Si. Augustine, Dec. 21.—With the opening of 
the hotels, the inrush of visitors, and all the liveliness of the 
winter season, the sporting interests are assuming importance, 
The St. Sebastian bridge is the favorite perch for fishing (it is 
not necessarily perch fishing) and boatmen are looking out to 
a very near rush of business. The old time spots are now de- 
serted, and our anglers must now seek new fields of conquest, 
Indeed, if we did not have the whole ocean here before us, we 
should fear the total extinciont of ourfinny attractions, St, 
Augustine's hunters are not to be sneezed at. Many of them 
have been in the woods six days in the week ever since they 
could shoulder a gun; and when they start out fora deer, as 
afule that deer may as wellcapitulate, J. O. Lopez killed 75 
snipe and 4 quail one day last week. The most foriorn look- 
ing hunter in town isthe man with the trade dollar looking 
for some one to give him one hundred cents for if. 

WHALEN. 

Trunois=- Warsaw, Dec, 15.—There is as great a variety of 
game in this’ vicinity as is usually found in close proximity to 
large towns. A fine buck deer, dmven by dogs a week or so 
ago, made ifs appearance in the Mississippi in front of our city, 
and landed on a large island just opposite here, where it has 
been seen several times since. The undergrowth is very dense 
on the island, and affords fine shelter for came, Two wild 
turkeys were shot there a week ago, at the first snow fall. 1 
went over to look around, and gol: two shots at turkeys, one of 
which I brought down but lost inthe dense thicket, having no 
dog to vetrieve, I kicked out rabbits every few steps in some 
localities, and bagged afew quail. There are a great many 
turkeys across in Missouri, a short distance, soT learn, and 
large flocks of prairie chickens have been seen about seven 
tniles out on the M. J. and N. RR, I saw nine wild geese 
standing on the ice to-day, some 500 yards from the land, but 
there is too much ice running to reach themin a skiff. I saw 
a fine bald eagle pass sixty yagds over my office building yes— 
turday. A. good many ducks are seen daily swimming among 
the cakes of ice, shelldrakes, teal and now and then a flock of 
mud hens and mallards. There were a good many quail in 
some localities not far from the city, previous fo the heavy 
snow we are now blessed with, but the market and pot- 
hunters are just murdering them by firing at coveys clustered 
together in holes and under logs: one man boasted of 
slaughtering fourteen at one shot. A, A. 

TowsA— Vail, Dec. 17.—Yesterday I went out for a rabbit 
hunt and would have been quite successful (haying killed six 
rabbits and two quail in less than an hour) when gome hunt- 
ers ‘* with no regard for my feelings,” drove a deer right into 
the little brush patch where I was hunting and chased the 
rabbits in all directions. After changing cartridges from fine 
to buck shot I sueceeded in bleeding him pretty badly, which 
claim I turned oyer to the parties who had been trailing him 
as they were friends and had been after him all day. Deer 
are getting scarce in these parts, while prairie chickens, quail 
and rabbits are very plentiful. E. B. %. 

Wisconsin— Baraboo, Dee. 17.—The father of all the deer 
was killed on the south bluff of Deyil’s Lake, one day last 
week, This deer has been seen by different parties for the 
last six or seven years, hishind hoofs had grown out about ten 
inches and lopped over, which made a quecr impression in 
the snow, and many a hunter that came across his track 
wondered what it was. He was brought into town and was 
seen by many 8 spectator with curiosity. His horns were 
fourteen pronged. Weighed nearly 300 pounds. 

Brass SHEr1s.—I haye given the Sturtevant Indented Brass 
Shell an honest trial, and find it fills the bill entirely, I 
loaded the right and left hand barrels with 5 drachms powder 
14 oz. shot, used a pink wad (No, 9) overshot; fired 10 loads 
out of right hand barrel, and found that wad over shot in the 
left hand barrel had not budged, You will admit that the 
londs were large; and therefore a rtrong test. Give me the 
Indénted all the time. T, C. Stet. 

Wuaris 4 Goon Parrern,—A correspondent writing from 
Noroton, Ct., says: ‘*In your last issue ‘T. 8. 8.’ wants to 
know how many pellets his Parker will putin @ 24-inch circle 
at 45 yards, but he forgot to tell us if his gun is choked or 
nut. As I have had a good deal of experience with Parkers J 
think I ean answer him. If his sun is an open bore it should 
pattern at 24 in. circle at 45 yards, with 1; 0z. No. 8, 100 to 
120; if medium choke, 150 to 200 ; iffull choke, 250 af least. 
Shooting has béen rey good here this season; baye bageed 
since Oct. 1 48 quail, 2 partridges, 26 woodcock, besides lota 
of rabbits and squirrels, but no ducks, Where are they ? 

Yours truly, Baok Aorion. 

Les Borrus SAUYAGEHS,—A correspondent who has boughta 
pair of French Canadian moceasing, or bottes Sauvages, 
‘writes : : 

i got a pair of them made in Quebec last fall, and they sur- 
pass anything for foot wear or canoeing that I ever tried on. 
They keep ont the watet.as well as India rubber boots as long 
as they are kept oiled, and are both light, easy to weur, 
and, above all, cheap. If any of my American sporting 
brethren would like to get a pair of these articles I 
will get them made for them and send by express at 
the maker's price. AsI do not dealin this kind of goods, or 
in fact any oluer kind, they can address me through you, The 
prices charged by the habitants here are $3 for 4 pair reach- 
ing to the knee and $6 for a pair to strap around the waist. J 
will see that they are well made and sent in good order. Of 
course the buyer pays all expenses, such as express, duty, 
elc., in New York. The only measurement necessury is 
length of foot and girth of instep, allowing room for two Bae 
of socks. d. W. D. 

——————— see 

Waar 4 Sportsman Ouaan vo (airy i His Poocrar,— 
Gditoy Forest and Stream: 1 veccived some weeks ago a 
shooting suit, made expressly for ducking in cold weather, It 
is made of the heaviest duci:, pants and coat lined with flexi- 
ble leather, and, Troms say, a most complete thing it is for 
the purpose, But thereis something about the coat Gn fact 
there is about all shooting conts) that I do not understand, 
Perhaps some of the makera of them would explain it through 
the columns of your paper, J have asked many sportsmen 
why they had so many pockets 1n their coats, and what they 
were all for, and none couldtell. ‘Thoreare seven pockets on 
fhe outside of my coat; the two side pockets are used by some 
to carry shells; the two breast pockets ave a nuisance, as the 
butt of the ay catches on the flap when brought to the 
shoulder, and if you tuck the fap in if catchés the pocket 
when taken down. Now, I claim theta man cannot do good 
shooting with everything stuffed in either of these pockets, 
and ithe less you have in a coat the better you can shoot, and 
fhe less flaps there will be to curl up and make the coat look 
bad after it has once been wet. JAKE. 
New Haven; Dee., 18, 1878. 

Our correspondent writes trom Connecticut, but he is évi- 
dently no Yankee. Any schoolboy in the Nutmeg State 
could fill up those pockets in half an hour, and then, like 
Alexander, sit down and cry for more pocket-room. * What 

are the pockets of your shooting coat for?” Why, for the 
common necessities that would naturally occur to any one 

going out for a half-day’s shooting: Shells, jack-knife, strap, 

pocket cartridge loader, twine, piece of chalk, hem-stitched 
handkerchief, half-dozen tenpenny nails, pocket dictionary, 

shoemalker’s wax, needles, thread, foot-rule, folding scissors, 
gimlet, lead pencil, serew-driver, court-plaster, pipe, tack- 

hammer, tobacco, powder flask, bag of shot, re-loader, piece 
of leather, Dixon measures, crackers and cheese, Bologna 

sausage, bottle of arnica, re-capper, Spratt’s biscuit for the 

dog, do-funny, microscope,‘salyé, compass, screws, some rags, 

aneroid barometer, pedometer, chronometer, postal cards, pin- 

cushion, tourist’?s photographic outfit, field glass, a receipted 

subscription for the Forms7 AND STREAM, bit of candle, pho- 
tograph of your girl, auxiliary rifle barrel, some trade dollars, 

fweezers, microscope, Tennyson’s Poems, bottle of flea 

powder, diary, Haton’s rust preventer, jack-lamp, fruit knife, 

musquito netting, cigarette paper, drinking cup, tooth-pick, 

half-dozen buttons, the grocer’s bill, gun oil, railroad time- 

table, pocket comb.and brush and looking glass, receipt for 
rhenmatism, postage-stamps, ForEsT AND STREAM compilation 
of game seasons, apples, beeswax, watch-key, small bottle 

homcepathic—pills—for- coughs-colds—sore-throats-and hoarse- 
ness—none-genuine—without-trademark—sample-free, license, 
razor, crimping machine, barrel of glass halls, H & T traps, 
man to pull ‘em, bit of rope, celluloid collar, buckskin gloyes, 
brad-awl, match-safe, pocket phonograph, file, birds if you 

shoot any, card with name and address for identification 

when they find your body, unlimited credit, half a dozen— 

but, pshaw! when you come to New York give us a call and 
we'll tell you all about it. 

+ 

Leave Our tar Waisny—Wditor Forest and Stream: 1 

read with sincere pleasure, in your issue of Noy. 28, the re- 
marks of Gol. Burnside in reference to the desirability of 

keeping rifle contests free from “the taint of the gaming 
table and prize ring proclivities {hat are entering into and 

tending to destroy all proper out-door sports.” I wish one 
endowed with equal weight of influence, vigor of language 
and earnestness of purpose, would enter his protest against a 
style of sketch writing which is tending to fasten the ‘* taini; 
oi” the whisky flask and brandy bottle upon the sports of 
the gun androd. Tam one of those who do not think, and 
do not want the public to think, that there is any necessary 
connection between quail shooting and rum-sucking ; or that 
a whisky soak through the day and a drunk at night are ab- 
solutely requisite to the enjoyment of a day’s fishmg. I am 
not a total abstainer, and not inclined to be hypercritical ; 
but I don’t think there is either sufficient interest or sufficient 
novelty in the fact of a man’s taking a drink to warrant its 
proclamation ina paper devoted to field sports, however ap- 
propriate it mighf be in the police news columns of a daily. 
Neither is there anything so meritorious in a man’s getting 
noisily drunk thatit is entitled to a place of especial promi- 
nencé in the deseription of a hunting or fishing expedition. 
Yet, it seems as if many writers thought they would not ap- 
pear to have done up their expeditions in true sportsmanlike 
style if they did not notify their readers how much rum they 
took along and how often they drank of it. One would 
think from some of these writings that there was an insep- 
arable connection between rum and field sports, and I fear 
the general public will arrive at that conclusion too, if such 
literature has its legitimate effect. 

Trespectfully submit to the writers of sporting sketches 
that such details would better be omitted, both because it is 
entirely uninteresting to the reader to know how often the 
narrator drank or how drunk he got, and because such items 
tend to degrade in popular estimation a class of sports which 
need rather 19 have all the support of public opinion that can 
be brought to bear in their fayor, inasmuch as they have al- 
ways had upon them some stigma of reproach in the minds 
of those who have never tasted their pleasures and experi- 
enced their benefits. 
My attention is more particularly drawn to this matter by 

the perusal of your last two numbers—Noy. 28 and Dec. 5—It 
isn’t just the thing to put into articles intended to be read by 
gentlemen im a paper by which the true spirit of sports- 
manship is inculeated. How far away such doings are from 
that spirit will be best shown by a definition of ‘* tfue sports- 
manship,” given by one whose little book eglled ‘‘ Mraual for 
Young Sportsmen” is fragrant with iis very essence. He 
Says: ‘* True sportsmanship consists in the vigor, manhood 
and science displayed—in the ditticulties to be overcome, in 
the pleasurable anxiety for success, and the uncertainty of it, 
and lastly, in the true spirit, the style, tlhe dash, the hand- 
some way of doing what is to be done, and, above all, in the 
inalterable loye of swir play, that first thought of the genu- 
ine sportsman. And that if naver may be degraded into 
aught else is the ardent wish, agit shall ever be the teachme, 
of Frank Forrester,” Amen! H. P. T. 

Boston, December ), 18'78. 
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MAryYLann Winn Oars.—Wiiter Forest and Stream + On 

Monday, December 9th, I was pheasant shooting along the 
foothills of the Sugar Loaf Mowitains, in Frederick County, 
Md., accompanied by my three pointer dogs, Dick, Duke and 
Well, In this locality there are quite s number of springheads 
along the mountain side, and these spring branches and hol- 
lows, extending out from the mountain, are principally the 
favorite resort and haunts of the pheasant. These mountain 
gorges are mostly grown up with forest trées anu bushes of 
ifferent species, and many of them are overrun witli grape 

yine and large masses of cat, or green briers, a thorny, climp- 
ing shrub, and the ground is covered with small vines, briers, 
rank weeds and long grass, I was beating down one of these 
ravines with my three dogs, in the hope of springing a pheas- 
ant, and had gotten almost to the end of the cover without 
finding anything, when all at once I knew there had heen 
something about. J noticed my pointer Dick looked strange, 
He trailed around on the ground, snuffed the air, and sud. 
denly threw up his head, dropped his tail, and tool: off at the 
top of his speed, followed by Nellie, to a piece of wood and 
thick cover about fifty yards away. I knocked both barrela 
of my gun, and stood perfectly quiet, supposing the dogs had 
windéd aredor gray fox, and thought they would bounca 
him from out of the brakes, and I could get a shot at him. 
Away the dogs went, as fast as they could run, and on reach- 
ing the wood they gaye tongue by two or three sharp, quick 
yelps, and I knew they had started their game. TI still stood 
perfectly quiet, expecting every moment to get a shot, bu 
Was disappointed, and fo my surprise T heard bark falling 
from off the side of a tree. I adyanced quickly up within 
range of the spot, and saw thal my dogs had treed a large 
black house cat, and on looking around among the trees, to my 
utter surprise and astonishment [ found they had six full 
frown house cats up trees in a space of ground not more than 
twenty feet square, and all on separate trees; some of them 
were half way up hugging the side of the trunk, others were 
sitting in the forks quietly looking down and watching the 
dogs. Now, to my knowledge, there was not a house within 
amtnile of the spot were these six cats were treed. What 
were they doing there? It is my opinion that these cats he- 
longed to the woods, were born there, and subsisted upon 
young rabbits and birds and the wild game that was found in 
that locality. I did not disturb them, I called my dogs away 
and left them on the trees. DRANE SOHLEY, 

——————————— 

WILD RICE CULTURE—ITS SUCCESS. 

E are pleased to readin the Zurn, Held and Farm the 

experience of one of its Indiana correspondents who 
has been experimenting in wild rice culture. He says that he 
has been altogether successful and his statements seem to 
prove it. We think them of such importance that we are 
glad to reproduce them in our columns, although we Tight 
be accused of some siight feeling of jealousy because having 

first gotten his cue from Forust snp SrreamM as he admits, 
he did not bring his results to us direct. We quote: 

Three years ago my attention was called to an article in 
Forzst anp Stream advising Eastern sportsmen to procure 
wild rice seed from the West, and sow it in their barren lakes 
and ponds; the editor staling as his belief that the intro- 
duction of this favorite food of surface-feeding water-fowl 
would tend to attract them to waters containing it, even 
though not previously frequented by them. This article at. 
tracted wide-spread notice, and no doubt many gentlemen 
profited by it ; but none of them, to my knowledge, haye ever 
given the sporting public any account of their experience in 
the matter. As mine has been quite satisfactory, I hope an 
account of it may interest and benefit others, I live in a 
region over which pass in their yearly migration vast num. 
bers of water-fowl. On my place I haye a shallow pond, 
covering several acres, somewhat overgrown with reeds and 
water-grass, but prior toits introduction by myself containing: 
no food for ducks beyond, perhaps, a few shellfish, ete. J 
am quite certain of this, becanse of the fuct that few ducks 
eyaer visited it, and those only to rest. Inimediately upon 
seeing the article alluded to 1 wrote Mr. Richard Valentine, 
of Janesville, Wis., ordering a barrel of the seed (Fors ani 
Stream recommended that gentlemen), This was in the 
fall, and I yery soon received my wild rice. Mr. Valentine 
directed me to soak it until 1 sank and then sow it that fall 
on ground always covered with water from two inches to five 
feet deep. I followed his directions implicity, covering 
about an acre of my pond with the seed. The following 
spring I watched anxiously for its appearance, and was 
greatly pleased at its appearance above the water, coming up 
quite thickly all over the surface covered by the seed. My 
neighbors, who had been inclined to laugh at my ‘new 
crop,” as they termed it, became as much interested as muy. 
self; and together we watched its progress through the sum. 
mer and the growth of its long, slender seed heads as harvest 
approached. September came and I knew that the early teal 
ducks would soon put in an appearance. Would they partake 
of the feast I had so carefully prepared for them? Imagine 
how anxiously I waited for a practical unswer to the question. 
The first birds to visit me was a large flock of blackbirds, 
They arrived oné afternoon and played havoc while they 
stayed, but myself and neighbors opeied such vigorous war- 
fare that they found the place too warm and left in a body, 
Their coming, howeyer, greately encouraged me, for they 
had never done so before, and Mr. Valentine warned me to 
look out for them. Thereafter I was out early every moin- 
ingin my boat paddling around my pond on the lookont for 
ducks. Mor nearly a week nothing rewarded my search, bit on 
the seventh morning as I was stepping into my boat L heard g 
suspicious quacking up the pond, and paddling slowly down 
the open water my eyes were gladdened by the sieht of a flock 
of teal and woodducks feed:ng on the floating rice which 
the wind had shaken from the stems. ‘Che dicks were m the 
edge of 2 narrow stretch of open water running through the 
rice, and froma safe distance, 1mscen by them, | watched 
their operations with great pleasure. 

After half an hour I paddled toward them, heing careful to 
make no great noise (I had no gun), and, when within a few 
rods, they took flight, but only to circle around and Jieht in 
another part of the pond, evidently thoroughly satisfied with 
the situation. Toward night they flew away, but next day re- 
turned with a considerable addition to their numbers, and that 
evening I killed seyen flying about the pond, My ‘new 
crop” was a success, and J was as pleased as a boy with his 
first pair of boots, During that fall 1 liad many roast ducks 
on my table, and my success stimulated my neighbors to or- 
der some seed for their own ponds. I also bought ouother 
barrel and sowed most of itin my unoeenpied water, But 1 
had an idea that fall sowing was not necessary ; and, to try it, 



saved some seed until the next spring and then sowed it as | barrels, a keg of two, and a cnge for the birds, we now drive a hooked 
8000 as the ice was gone. My idea was correct, for the spring- 
sown seed appeared shortly after the other, and all came to 
maturity together. My neighbor's ponds were also covered 
and we had some fine shooting, the ducks flying from one 
pond to the other. We confined ourselves, however to shoot- 
ing in the evening, when the birds were in motion, not dis- 
turbing their feeding. Now, my water is pretty well covered. 
with the wild rice, which is driving out the other useless 
grasses and weeds. ‘This fall a great many ducks have visit- 
ed mie, and, as I strictly preserve the pond, I have great fun, 

In conclusion, then, I can say that I have been amply re- 
paid for all my trouble and expense, and I believe I was first 
to discover that it is unnecessary to sow the seed in the fall 
—a fact of considerable importance in a cold climate where 
ponds and streams freeze over early. I believe if my example 
was followed by sportsmen generally they would meet with 
a3 good success. 

tS 

SPORT ON THE SUSQUBHANNA FLATS. 

New York, Dec. 14, 1878. 

Error Fornst 4np Sarma: 
Upon reading your issue of Noy, 21, I was fairly made wild by ‘‘ Blue 

Wing's” glowing account of the duck shooting ou the Susquehanna 

Flats, aud I at once said to myself, That's the place for me to go on 

Thanksgiving Day.’ Accordingly I at once wrote to J. Torbert for 
Tull particulars, and anxiously awaited his reply. No answer came, 

and on Wednesday (the day before Thanksgiving), having received no 

letter, I telegraphed, but by 3 Pr. M. I qas still without news from 

Torbert. I had almost determines to try the shooting on the Shinne- 

cock Bay, L.1., and, in fact, I was just avout stepping in the carriage 

to be driven fo the Long Island Railroad depot, when I suddenly turned 

round td my friend, wuo was 1ecompanying mé, and sald: ‘‘ Look here! 

The shopting at Good Ground has never turned out yery good for me, 

what do you say to our going to Elkton, Md , just on the chance of 

finding some one to take us ont shooting?” T myself felt sure that if 

as “Blue Wing” said, there were over forty licensed batteriter and 

half that number of sneak boats, I would be able to hire one for a 

couple of days. My friend was quite ready to take all chances, so in. 

stead of taking the 3:30 p. Mm, train for Good Ground we took the 4 P.M 

train for Philadelphia. Weoarrived at une latter place at about seven 

o'clock, in the midst of a violent rain storm, and were driven at oncs, 

With our Inggage (six times more than we required), to the West End 

Hotel, where, after having eaten a good dinner, we again bundled our- 

Selves and lu¢gage into a cab and drove to the depot of the Philadel- 

phia, Wimington and Baltimore Railroad, Here we discovered that 

no train lefe for Elkton until 11:80 that night. The ticket office, un- 

fortunately, was closed, so, as ourtrunks could not be checked with- 
out our having purchased tickets, we were obliged to mount guard 

over our baggage for three weary houra. In the meantime I again 

telegraphed to Torbert, saying that I was on my way to Elkton, and 
asking him to make wlat arrangements he could for the accommoda- 

tion of myself and friend. At last 11:3) came, and a ride of about two 

hours brought us to the place for our proposed duck slaughter, Con- 
trary to my expectation, Torberfi was at the station awaiting our 

arrival, and now that we had found hin I felt confident that our suc- 

cess on the Morrow was secured. Toroert's first words, however, were, 

“JT am yery sorry, gentlemen, that you camehere.” My spirits at 

once began to fall, “What is the matter?” saldt. ‘*Can’t you go 
with us to-morrow?” “ Most certalnly not to-morrow,” he replied, 

‘tas the State only allows batteries to be used on Mondays, Wednez- 

days and Fridays; and although I could furnish you with my point to- 

morrow, and my battery on Friday, the shooting yon would get would 

really nut amount to anytilng.” He then told us that he had been out 

alooting every day for a week, first in the battery and then on a point, 

and he liad not averaged five birds a day. We asked him if he could 

not find some other man whose point for shooting was perhaps in a 
jaore favorable position than his, but he said that the shooting at other 

points had been no »etter than at his, and, besides that, seemed to 

think that nobody would look at anything 50 small as a twenty dollar 

pill for one day’s nse of a battery, Our spirits were now very fast 

ebbing away, butas ‘‘Blue Wing” had said that qaail shooting was 
good in that nelghborhood, we ventured to question him on that Bub- 

ject, but on this point, too, he off ered us no encouragement. Dis- 

gusted ihorougtly with everything, and—well, not blessing “Blue 

Wing,’ we concluded to get out of Hikton as soon as ws could, Ac- 

sordlogly, Thursday at S.A. x, (just six hours after our arrival at Elkton) 

found us seated In the cars on our way back to New York, where we 
arrived it 2:20 P.M, and thus ended our wild goose chase. That we 

were foolish in going after sport to any piace concerning which we had 

€0 littla knewledge, I will not attempt to deny; but from ‘Blue 

Wing's” letter I think it was natural for us to suppose that the shoot- 

ing at Elkton would atleast be fair. His letter ends thus: * Tf any of 

the Forest anp STREAM’S readers would like to try a day in a hox, let 
them address J. Torbert, Elkton, Cecil County, Md., and their wants 

will be supplied without charge, save actual expsase.” Now, this 
sentence seeins rather ambizuous, but any reader would, I think, 

ynderstand by it that the prices at Elkton were low ; but from our con 

versation with Torbert we did not nndeérstand this to be the ae y 

—_—_—_—_>—+# 

HOW PIGEONS ARE TRAPPED. 

Rarips Crry, Inv., Noy. 16, 1878. 

#prron Forest snp Stream : : 

it was in Jefferson County, Wis., in 1872-3, at a time when wild 

pigeons were 80 numerons as to excite the cupidity and money desire 

5f the hunier. Myself and three companions decide to encer the 

work, snd be three more of the army of men already engaged in the 
sport, We located on ihe farm of a well-to-do Norwegian, and, in con- 

sideration of paying our board, we were accorded permission to place 

our nets on the best places his tarm afforded, We close two places just 

on the eege of some praitie openings, find on ground used for pasiure. 

We first chose & level Spot aboutsi0 yards from the woods, and made a 

ped similar to an Onion (or any garden) bed, 12 by 20 feet, banking it up 

and turning the sod under. Next we drove, about twenty feet beyond 

ft, 2 epring pole, a long, flexible, white oak, second growth bush, about 

46 to 20 feet long, 200 putit wellinto the ground, At the other end of 

onr bed we drove two sioutupright stakes, cleaning them off smooth, 

and leaving them abont eight inches above the surface. Next, one in 

the centre of this same end of the bed, and with a groove cut in it for 
ourrope to workin. This runs over it, ind is tied to a stick about four 

feet long, lying lengthwise with the bed, and just touching it. We are 
now ready for our net, which is a little larger than the bed, and weight- 

ed glong the sides with lead to hold if down. Onr net is now staked 

fast just between the two stakes anil the bed. A rope is attached to a 
lieayy shitk across the oficr end of the net, tue net belng made fast to 

ij, and the rope long enongh to reach from the Other end of the bed to 
the top of the spring pole, where it Is Blanding, Ourrope anEIS short 

stick raus back three or four hundred yards to the “house,” made by 

extling young second growth white oaks, which retain their leayes 

until long into the winter; and driving them around a square about 10 

by 12 feet, capable of holding the trapper, his assistant, three or four 

ie ee eee eee eee a eee 

Stake into the esntre of the bed, tie 2 wild cuptnred pigeot to one end 
of a small fish line, ron if under the hooked stick, and thence back into 
our ‘house; plant the surface of the bed well with whoeut, oats, corn, 

elc., and spring our net, which it takés two of usto do: taking hola 
of the stick across the loose end of the net, drawing it back and the 

Spring pole down at the same time, and fasten it by pushing it down 
behind the two upright, before mentioned, stakes. We are iow ready 
for business, and none to soon, for “ Nels," our “putty,?geea a clond 

coming, and Knows that when it ismear enough to see it will prove to 

be pigeons, Which we want, We hastily get into our Louse for posi- 

tion, take up the slack of ourspring rope, and when the pigeons pet 

80 We Can distinguish them, loosen our “stool” pigeon by a few jerks, 

and up it goes £0 faras we willletit; and then, gradually drawiug it 

down, it will exactly imitate a pigeon settling to light. The ruse is 

successfol, and, seeing the grain, efc., on the hed, the cloud, with one 
Swoop, settle down on the béd nntil a foot deep, when, presto! we pnil 
the trap, The net flies through the air, and in &second we are the 

possessors of a dozen dozen fat, plump, wild beauties. And 50 it goes 
day after day, making cages, shipping and trapping every day, for we 

shipped them alive direct to Chicago, Some days we would have all 
we could do, and others nothing woul be flying—weather damp and 

disagreeable—and we would stay at home and hear Peter tell some of 
his old, wierd Norse stories. Thus we passed a merry month, when, 

the season drawing to a close, und haying made onr little pile, we 

pulled stukes and started for home with many a well wish from Peter 

and his pretty wife, whom we had made fast friends. 

ConYNGHAM, 
—s 

3 PIGEON MATCHES. 

New YorKkK—Franklin, Dec. 20—Match of Ouleont Sportsman's Club; 
Bogardus trups and rules ; shooters had never shot from a trap before: 
M Rutherford TSA) ed th Sts) 
D Harris....... 1°09 0 f° 0 Tt 1 o=2 
J Rutherford,. 0010000 1 -4 
HR Scott...., oouv 00 0 0 0 60-16 

M P MeKoon ft? am 1.4. 0°39 
Robt, Smith. oo 0101 0 0 bas 
Tra Wilvox 00120120010 03 
Q M Hine,.... «20 0 101 I 0 1 4) O=—4—20 

We are about getting a suitable gold badge to be shot for by those of 
the members who desire to compete for the same, upon exch alternate 
month, commencing with the first of January, 1879, and the meuiber 
retaining it one year will be entitled to ils Ownership, so you gee we 
expect a high.time among the boys and ball ne@xt season. aes 

Bocarpus TOURNAMENT.—Crack pigeon shots will test their skill at 
the Brooklyn Driving Park to-day, to-morrow, and the day followlog. 
There ate very liberal prizes in Captain Bogardus’ toornament—both 
medals and cash, 

Founratn Gun CLus—Parkuille, L. I, Dee. 13—Monthly handicap 
contest for Weaver siot-gun ; handicap distance : $0 yards boundary; 
1}¢ 04. of shot; from five ground traps, and the cluy rules to guyern : 

Slane........ 25....1111111-—7 Watts,. 100111-4 
dames....--. 25.0..111110 O10717 0 1—d 
Madison... .27....10111114 » 10011 01-4 
Oarlipn, .45...21...12 11110 0—b Comey ..,...26...111001 0—4 
Conover.....27....1101110—5 Davies.,....06....701110 0-3 
MeMahon, ..25....11* )111—5 W Hunter,..21...1 000 0 0 0-1 
Dorfee ......27....0111011-5 Byrne .......21....00000 0 U—0 
Polhamus ...23..,.1001111—85 

Oxnt0—Waynesville, Dec. 17,—Y esterday, C, B, Anderson, of this place, 
gave an exhibition match of rapid shooting, He succeeded in break- 
ing one hundred glass balis in nine minutes and fourteen seconds, and 
missed thirteen, using one gun and one set of barrels; Bogardns rules 
governing. 

—See Bogardus’ advertisement. 

Sea and Rivey Mishing. 
——0— 

FISH IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER. 

Black Bass, Micropterus salmoides; Pilko ap"Ptekerevatiens ware, 
M, pallidus, Yellow Perch, Perea favescens. 

Sea bass, Scicenops ocellatus. White Perch, Jforone americana. 

PROPER LENGTH FOR SNOODS. 

MANCHESTER, Dac, 18, 1573, 
Tipttor Forest anp Srream: 
Tnvlosed please find two flies. I haye an iden that this length of snel 

ismuch better that any greater length. You notice how nice they go 

in a fiy book, and I don't sce any objection to them. There will be no 
trouble about the “droppers” getting tangled with the leader, IT ask 
your opinion, Ithink it impossible to keep snelis straight (long on es 
ina fy book, The snells must be Just of a length to do if; 

G. F, Orvis. 
REMABIS. 

The snells sent us measure 24 inches from bend of hook 

to bight of loop. As to length of droppers, or rather, ofthe 

snoods attached fo droppers, it is certainly an adyantage to 

have them as short as possible, for the reasons specified by 

our correspondent. As to actual lensth required for use 

while casting, that can be mathematically demonstrated. 
The angler’s rig when the cast is made formsa sphericul 
triangie, the stream, or water line forming the base, the rod 

the leg, or perpendicular, and the line the hypothenuse. 

The shorter the line, the longer should be the snells of the 
droppers, because the snells form an angle to: the line of 
draft more or less acute. In Hy-fishingin still clear water, 

we generally use, say, forty-five feet Gf line. Our object is 

to keep all the flies if we can on the surface of the water. If 
the line is permitted to saz sufficiently to submerge the flies, 
there need be no pains tuken to adjust the snoods toany def- 
inite length. The object in being precise is lost. The longer 

the snoods are the more likely they are to twist around and 

cling to the leaders, when of course they lose their atractive 

imitation of a natural fy, swimming or struggling on the 
surface, Given a line forty-five feet long, if the middle 

dropper be 2} inches long and 2 feet from the stretcher, the 
top or hand snood should be 4 inches long if bent on two 

feet above the middle dropper. A diagram drawn to scale 

will show this. Now reduce the length of line to twenty- 
five feet (from stretcher to butt of rod), and each dropper 

should be lengthened two-tifths, or in proportion as the angle 

fo the line of draft becomes more obtuse. We are, perhaps, 

not mathematically accurate, but sufficiently so to a solution 

ofthe problem. The advantage of a short snood in a fly- 
book is obvious to any one. 7 

Aw Ext Fisnery 1x Matse.—At South Deer Isle there are 
two large ponds, three miles inland, which are connected with 

‘a creek by small rimming st 
ao ee a a ————— ——— — 

ill rinning streams, Tn the autumn the fishron 
‘np through these streams into the ponds, where they pass the 
winter imbedded in the mid. The Tin Wepioa the first of 
September and ends the last of October. In order to capture 
them traps are made and placed in the streams through which 
the eels pass. These traps are wooden boxes ten feet long, 
four feet wide and two feet deep, with ends made of wire net- 
ting. ‘The end in which the fish enter is constructed after the 
style of a lobster pot, so that when a fish enters it cannot 
easily get ont. To make the fish enter the trap a dam is built 
across the stream, the only opening being the month of the 
trap. Some will not enter, bot will bore a hole under- 
neath the dam. ‘This is the fisherman's greatest annoy- 
ance, having more or less of these holes to close every day. 
The fish only travel in the night (ime; not one is to be seen 
after daylight. hey prefer dark, stormy weather, and on 
sueh nights as high as ten barrels are taken from the traps. 
At high water the fisherman visits his traps m a dory and dips 
out the catch, which is taken to floating cars im the creek, 
where the fish are kept alive until wanted. 

_ Movements or ram Fismivc FPirer.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 1 
from the.Banks with 35,000 Ibs. halibut, and 3 from Georges 
With 25,000 Ibs. codfish. The latter are in very light stock 
for the season, ond dealers who carried over large etocks of 
Bank fish last year have about closed out the catch. Other 
fishing ports report a similar condition of things, and the tone 
of the market is firm. The stock of small mackerel on the 
market is quite large. ‘The bullcof the British catch has heen 
disposed of, and the stock in fishing towns ontside of Glou-» 
caster is inconsiderable, sO that a turn in trade will be to our 
dvantage.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Dec. 20. 

Bunker Fisnmye.—Some idea of the extent to which this 
profitable business has grown may be gathered from the letter 
of our Shelter Island correspondent, which we print herewith. 

Of course most of our readers Know that the fish are taken. 
chiefly for their oil; the scraps after having been pressed are 
used as fertilizers. Some few fish are sulted and barreled for 

Western use. They are sweet but bony, and vastly more rank 
and oily than a herring. But for their many bones they would. 
be exccllent if smoked : 

We have before said that the bunker fishing season this 
year has been very successful on the eastern coast of Long 
Island. ‘There have been five stenmers engaged in this busi 
ness in this part of Long Island—chiefly in Gardiner bays, 
and off Montank. These vessels haye taken about forly-seyen 
millions of fish. There are, besides, twenty-four sailing’ 
vessels here in this business, The steamers and sailing vessels 
combined have taken this season 129,550,000 fish. Other 
vessels from Maine and Connecticut haye taken in these 
waters about 50,000,000, otal caught during the year at east 
end of Suffolk County, 179,550,000, and still there is no sign 
of diminution ; indeed it was estimated that more fish went 
out to sea by Montaule Point on the 6th day of Noyember- 
than had been caught during the yeur. Very truly yours, 

Isaac McoCumbrnan. 

New Yorx— Binghamton, Dec. 26,—Thanks to the efforts: 
of eth Green, we have fine bass fishing here, D : * 

Tsynesste—Nashwville, Dec. 18.—FRish in large quantities 
are being brought here from the Gulf and Western lakes, to 
say nothing of the barrels full that are shipped from Reelfoot 
Lake. Emmett & Co. received 240 pounds of perch from 
them a day or two ago. 

FroripaA— Cluster, Dec. 16.—Ocean Pond is located within 
one-half mile of this R. R. station; in size about two hy three 
miles. Yesterday cur party were engaged in sounding sand 
méasuring it. We have not found it to be over 10 feet deep, 
running from south side toward centre oyer one mile. In the: 
fog of the morning ITrana boat within 40 yards of a deer 
quietly feeding on shore. WPriday saw one wild turkey on 
shore of an Island near outlet of pond. From the ameunt of 
rises I should conclude that fish were yery abundant. Quail 
are very plentiful in this locality. The pond is over 160 feet 
above its ontlet, the mouth of St. Mary’s River. The climate 
is very mild, although we have had several white frosts since 
this month came in, Mount Oarey, 44 miles from here, is 
200 feet above the Ocean at the R. R. station. J 
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w HOW TROUT TAKE A FLY. 

Bromfield House, Boston, Dec, 21.—If the question is not 
already decided, and the tail and fly meeting adjourned, E 
would like to say how it looks from my rock. A trout 
may have been known to slap a fly with his tail and then 
dexterously turn and catch it in his mouth, and the angler 
striking just in time holds the fish. All this is possible, but 
Tdon't think it necessary to account for it as being a pre- 
meditated action on the part of the trout. I prefer to reason 
it Out in Some other way. Icould much easier believe the 
trout, had the fly in his mouth before he turned that somer- 
Sault, Or in the other instance of the one that got caught by 
the tail, he might have missed the fly with his mouth. I 
haye not only caught a few trout on the fly, but have bad 
some opportunity to obserye their habits and style when 
breeding, and please notice that they always take food with a 
dash and never halt where they take it, but go along; or, if 
rising from a hiding-place, always return quickly to that 
shelter before swallowing. How common it is for two or 
three trout to start simultanconsly for the same fly und go 
headlong forit; perhaps one secures it, and all in their baste 
to return slap the surface with their tails as they double back 
for the homerun. If the fly was nob secured by either, and 
one happened to get canght by his tail, my brain is not fertile 
enough to have eyer thought the fish were intelligently trying 
to “top the fly” into their mouth with the tail. tis simply 
a difficult and improbable thing fora fish todo. IE proyed 
that they do such a thing in isolated instances, I fail to see in 
it any result of intelligence or reason in the fish, and if it be 
the exception and not the rule it should not be noted asa 
habit. Skeptically yours, M. 

*y see in your recent issues a discussion as to whether trout 
take flies on the surface by knocking them into their mouths 
with their tail. I have never seen anything of the kiad done, 
but I have seen trout baving a frolic. They would jump out 
of water and come down on top of the fly and kill or disable 
it and let it Hoat down stream. I rememberafew times in 
my life to haye taken good baskets when they were in this. 
mood. I will tell you aboutitif you will not tell. I thought 
it pretty cunning when I did it thirty years ago, but now it 
would be considered unsportamanlike, I tigd scyeral small 
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knack 
Rochester, Des. 14, 1873. Sura Green. 

Canava—Wewonsile, Ont., Dec. 18.—Spealking of fly-fishing, 
the richest thing I have read for some time was in your last 
issue about the trout knockiog the fly into his mouth with his 
tail. The author must have been thinking of the old rhyme— 

‘A litte nonacnge now and then, 
Ta relished by the wisest men.” 

Your cut shows where the nonsense comes in, 
Sam'r Winmot, Supt. Hatcheries. 

Beprorp, O1i0.— Dear Hallock : 1 think it all nonsense to 
talk about trout flopping the fly into his mouth with his tail. 
I have repeatedly seen a trout take a fiy in still, clear water 
never using his tail for that purpose cxcept as a propellor to 
move his body. T. Garrick. 

The Game of Chess. 
Norice.—Chess exchanges, communications aud solutions should be 

nidreased ‘Chess Editor WOREST AND STREAM, P. O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn,” 

Problem No. 37- 

Motto: Jusf So, 

Ry 

eS @ me 
am 

2x 8 

ZL. 
White to play and give mate in twomoyes. 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS—NO, 33. 

1—Kf-B4 1—P tks Kt 
2—B5 tks B - 2—Any 
3—B tks Kt mates 

Game No. 90.—QUEEN’S GAMBIT, 

Games in the international match between L, 8, Atkinson, Tilton, N. 
H., and Henry Waight, of England: 

White, Black. White. Black, 
Waight. Atkineon. Waight, Atkinson, 

1—P-Q4 I—P-Q4 19—Kt-R4 19—K-R2 (2) 
gapa Bt 2—P tks P (a) 20—P-Q K3 20—Q-K Rb (bh) 
3—P-K4 (b) B—P-K Bt 21—Kkt-B3 21—-P-K Kt 
4—P-K5 4—B-K3 ms oe P chet nee 2 
5—KtQ R3 56—Kt-Q B3 23—Q-Q: 23—K-K1 
§—b- ‘ §—k a 24—K -B2 24—K-Rt2 
{i—R-Y B R—B-Qa (c) 25—P-K Re (i) 25—P tks P 
8—KLH3 8—P-K3 20—Ki tks P 26—P-K1G (j) 
9—Q KitksP %—B-Kt5 ch 27—Kt-Kt2 27—Kt-B2 (k) 
10—i5-Q2 10—B tks B ch 28—Kt-B4 (1) ¥8—Kt-Kta (m) 
11—@Q tks B 11—Kii tks Kt (d) | 22—R-Ba 28—R-E Ti (u) 
12-1 tks Kt 12-Kt-K2 20—Q-K13 (0) 30—Kt-B2__ 
13—B8 tks B 13—K1 tke B 31—Q tks Kt P(p) 31K tke Kich(q) 
14—Kb-Kr6 (e) 1d4—Q-K2 32—P ths (ry 82 —R-RV cl 
15—P-B4 15—P K R3 33—R-EK (5) 38—Q-Ra ch 
“16—Kt-B3 16—Castles KR | 34—Kk-Q, S4—Q-Ki6 
17—Caetles 35—Q 1s Kt ch 17-9 R-Q Gf Ra. (f) 
1Is—P.K Ky3 1s—P- _| Black announces mate in 8 movs (t) 

NOTES. 

(a) Most authorities recommend Black to decline the gambit by P-K3. 

(b) Until recently this move was considered best, but now P-1<3 is re- 

garded asa better move. 

(c) Q Rach is sometimes played, in which case the reply would be 
P-Q B3, 
a Un to this point the moves were proposed by Mr. Waight and 

accepted by Mi. Atkinson, who knew it was not considered good play 
to accept the Queen’s Gambit. 

(e) This move appears to give White a slight advantage, as it allows 
him to obtain a strong centre with his pawns. 

(7) The game is well developed on both sides. 

(9) The threatening move of the Kt properly answered, 

(i) Preparatory to assuming the defensive in a vigorous manner. 

(@) Of doubtful utility, giving White an isolated P and no advantage 

in position. 
(7) Black’s game is now preferable. If 26—P tks P, 26—R-Kti ch, 

winning 4 P, asthe RK cannot betaken on account of the check with 

he Kt. 
: (&) The Kt was better posted at Q4, and should not have been moved, 

P-B5 was contemplated, but the moves which would have followed 

would haye left Black’s IX badly exposed. 
() This move of the Kt enables White to defend the P, 
(m) A better move than it looks, as ib diverts White's forees from 

the proposed point of attack, which Black's next move develops. 

(a) P-B4 looks like a troublesome move for White, 
(o) Getting too far away from home. 

(p) Just what Black was waiting for: 

(q) A bold sacrifice, md one that shows Black is confident of his 
attack. . 

(v) Equivalent to giving ihe game into Black’s hands by one of the 
two following Variations : 
bs i a2—K-R ch de oe ae C a ch 
Ke 3—Q,R5 ch S—Q internoses ks Po 
ey he de KG ag—K tke hi a9—Q-Ki ch 
86—K-L best $5—Q-K6 ch 40—If moves 40-—Q tks R; wins 

~Kt 35—Q-Q6 ch 
(s) K-B8 looks better. 

t) As follows: 
Y 35—K-Raz aa ee ea g ied ch 
ani 26—K tks 40—K- — 

ae ae eee a Ra 41—O-B5 ch 
B3—K-Kt 88—Q-Q6 ch 42-—K moves 42—-RS mate 

—Hariyord Times. 

— 
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Game No. 91,—RUY LOPEZ., 
White Black. White. Black, 

Atkinson. Wright. Atkinson.” Wiaight. 
1—P-Kh 1—P-k4 14—P-B4 14—B-Q Ket (c) 
2—Itt- 1S BS 2—Kt-Q Bs 15—R-K2 (*) 15—P-K Be 
S-BUS 5—P-Q Rs 16—Kt-Q BS 16—P-Bo (1) 
—B- 4—Ixt-Bs 1i—B-B 17—P-K Kt (2) 

5—Oastles 5—-Kttks KP | 1s—Q- Be (h) 18—K-Kt2 (i) 
6-R-EK | 6—Kt-B3 1f—P-Q5 19—Kt-Q, B4 
7—B tka Kt 7—Q P tks B 20—B-Q3 (j) 20—B-K Bd 
S—P-Qt 8—Kt KS 21—Q- 21—Kt-Q6 (k) 
9—Kii tks P 9—B-Ik2 22--Kt-Q4 22—P tks P 
1U—B ia . 10—(astles (a) 23—Kt tks P (|) 23—Kttks KtP(m 11—Kt- Q, B3 li—P-K 83 2%4—Kttks B¢h 24—R tks Kt 12—K1-133 (b) 19 —B- 3 (i) 25—Q- BY 25—R tke Kp 13—Kt-K4 13—P-K R3 26—P tks R 26—Q-B3 (n} 

NOTES, 
(a) Here the books dismiss the game as eyen; from this point the 

players are thrown upon their own resources, 
(b) Perhaps Kt-Q5 would haye better. 

(c) The object of thls move is not apparent, 

(d) Another move of doubtful utility. 

(e) Kt-B3 should be tried at this juncture. 

(7) The last two moves of Black somewhat paralyze the attack, 
though only temporarily. Itis too early in the game to fight with the 
pawus, 

(g) This leaves the K too much exposed, aud subjects him to com- 
plicated dificnities, 

(h) Threatening a check at Kts, winning two pieces for the R. 
(i) The Queen’s Pawn cannot be taken with safety. 

(7) Why not have stopped on this Square when the B re.reated ? 

(k) Making a sortve into the enemy’s camp without accomplishing 
much. 

() Winning a piece, and bringing the Kts into play with telling effect, 
virtually winning the game, 

(7) Perhaps as 2001 as anything, Black cannot save the wanie, 

(x) White annonnced a mate in eleven moves, as follows: 

27—B tks 6 27—K-Ket 38—B-B3 cht 38—K-K{* 
28—K-KT 23—K-O6 34—Q-Bot 84—R-KS ch 
29—Q tks Kt 29—@ ths R ch 35—B tks K 35—any 
30—B-IK be oe $6—B-B2 36—Any 
3i—R tks Qch $8i—K tks R 5T—Q mates, 
#2—Q-K Bs 32—R-K 

* This moye permits White to mate in nine moves instead of eleven, 

By interposing the R at 14, Biack cau prolong the mate one move, 
which is still one short of the stipulated one—eleyen. 

T Q-Kt6 ch makes the ninth moye mate as stated above.—Hartford 
Times. 

CURSORY JOTTINGS. 

—Answers to Correspondents, Cursory, étc., appeared on page No, 
412 of last week’s issue, We end it this week, —rah! ‘The score in 

the International is even—i5 to 15 and2drawn, If the * boys” can't 

get the lead and keep it, we do hope that they will at least keep the 

Score aS itis. We append a table of games won and drawn up to date: 

; America, Great Britain, 
Wim Olcott, Hartford, Conn, vs H Williams, 

Wexham, WaleS.sc. cs... cans vecacsecesee 0 
TH Koster, Mt Clemons, Mich, ys J Orake, 

PLCLIMCHN a ite dc ek ee ee Ee eee 1 0 
gton, D C, vs H Monck, 

1 1 

1 0 

a 5 0 

gz 1 

SUVAMENy CNS ese uel cue tag tee oan 3 i) 
Eugene Deimar, New York, vs H Brewer, 

Bonrnemouth, BN. ...6... ee cece eee e ee 1 1 
L T Browa, Cranbury, N J, vs Sergeant 

Woods, Chichester, Eng,..... ......eee. 00 2 2 
D Jaeger, New York, vs J Copbing: St Neots, 

Ws ste wececaectae eee itneee seceeteteucece O 1 
FA Boothby, Portland, Me, ya d T Palmer, 

EYrPRtOns We smneaarese ecu pone atte 0 1 
J C Romeyn, Rondout, N ¥, vs Wm Nagh, St 

INC GLS AMIN adele ee ubb aeand taney bs eee 0 2 
i Hime, New Orleans, La, vs E Palmer, 

DEWON Kira eeew cn Peg eee sere a clk. oy 0 1 
J EH Orchard, Cotumbia, § GC, vs J Parker, 

GUUMADY, MDS. tao vas cmey yaa cst ey deen 0 3 
Wm J Berry, Heverly, Maes, vs Rey C © Ran- 

ken, Malvern, EUG, ......0 22s. ee eenscsasse i 0 
F E Brenziger, New York, va J T CG Chatto, 

TOMO HT tiie. souneie eae de J, ek ule 1 0 
HH Cartiss, Almy, WT, ys D M Latta, Leith, 

SOL Tam Ce ee ye ae RT ea Ba ae 3G 3 16 

DODEISY teas aces Saget tte ees bare abs Be lass see 16 16 
This list includes the names of the Wining and losing contestants in 

this International contest. If America wins this match the light artil- 
lery (!) should receive all thé praise. 

—Ciless columns have appeared inthe Boston Globe and La Revue 
des Jeux, des Arts et du Sport, Paris, 

—The Russian Chess Magazine for October, November and December 

has not yet reached us. Le Strategie for November and December ig 

also belated or miscarried, and the Chess Players’ Chroniele is sadly 
missed on our table, Gentlemen, please note this. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

A. E., Germany.—Your inquiry has been answered by mail, Fortu- 
nately, the lost steamship’smail was saved. 

kh. L. W., Brooklyn,—Your postals and solutions were received. 
Stall we not hear from you again? 

éiew Publications. 
THE JANUARY MONTHLIES. 

Appleton's Journal.—s. most noticeable change in our 
monthlies this month is the alteration of Appleton's from an illua- 

trated journal to one which shall depend solely upon the merit of 

its articles without the engrayer’s art, and for the most part the 

papers of foreign writers af that. The editors announce also their 

intention of deyoting’more space to articles bearing upon art and 

literary and social and political topics, and to give less room to 

fiction end descriptive articles. We must express our regret at 

the change from American to foreign authors. We had the Eelec- 
tic and the Living Age already ; they gaye us the cream of the tor- 

eign periodicals.  Appleton?s, however, as it appears now, is full 
of good things, and will in all likelihood hold its place ag apopular 
Journal. 

Harper's Magazine —Mr. William A. Rideing opens the 
number with an illustrated articla on Liverpool, “England's 

Great Seaport,” and Mr. S. G. W. Benjamin’s ‘Rambles in the 
South of France” is: another paper from across the seas; and 
the list is still farther supplomented by Miss Young’s description 
of the manufacture of ‘Cloisonne Hnamel.”’ Col, Geo, ER. War- 
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ing writes of “The Mutiny of the Zoycl on Durhati Down,” 
The gerials are continued, and there is other fiction. 

The Atlantic opens with a paper on ‘‘ Aspects of American 
Life,’ Mr. Goldwin Smith ask and? answers the query: ‘*Tg 
Universal Suffrage a Failure?” One of the best papers in the 
number is Mrs. Harriet W. Preston's “The Latest Song of Chiy- 
alry.”” The poetry is by Whittier, Trowbridge and Kate Putnam 
Osgood. Of course, My, Richard Grant White is present with his 
“ Americanisms.’? 

Sortbner’s has a wealth of illustrations, the most notable 
one atnong them being Mr, Clarence Cook’s paper on Leonardo 
De Vinci. ‘The Tile Club at Work” and “Ola Maryland Man- 
ners” are thé most profusely illustrated of the other articles. 
The number is an admirable one. 

—The. Art Interchange is the official organ of the Sogicty 
of Decorative Arts, 34 Hast Nineteenth dt., New York. Tts aim ia 
the diffusion of a better knowledge of decorative and industrial 
art, an increase of the means of liveliliood for woman, The corps 
of contributors is a most able one. We wish for the new journal 
the highest success. 

Storms Aznour Animas. By Captain Mayne Reid and 
others. New York: James Miller, Publisher. 1878, 

If we may judge from the pictures, the book is sufficiently ex~ 
citing for the most blase young reader of thrilling narratives. The 
cover of tho book represents a trea springing up ont of an illimit- 
able waste of waters ; in the branches threa youthful adventurers 
are taking refuge from a huge denizen of the yasty deep, some- 
thing between an elephant and a whale. The book is full of 
interesting stories, and makes good holiday reading. 

Furvs or Kenrvory, By John Williamson, Louisville, Ky., 
Price $2. 

This brochwre contains sixty etchings, which ara maryala of 
faithful reproduction from nature. The accompanying let- 
ter press is written ina clear and pleasing style and admirably 
supplements the pictures. Itis a complete hand-book of ferns 
for the Middle States. 

BOOKS REGEIVED. 

Tae Sitnven Cnatice AnD OrunR Poums. 

Buckingham, New York: §. R. Wells & Co., 
Price $1. 

Tur SHADow or Hampron Mrap. By Mrs, Elizabeth Van Loon, 
Philadelphia: T. B, Peterson & Bros. 1878. Price $1.50. 
Mapenine; A Love Story. By Jules Sandeau, Phildslphia ; 

T. B. Peterson & Bros. 1878. Price b0c. 

ational glastimes. 
Tue GREAT WaLkiye Maron,—There ara 

hibition at Gilmore’s Garden two examples of perpetual mo- 
tion. Running around the centre of the Garden are’ two nar- row tracks—one a ninth of a mile in length, the other an eighth. In these two rings, going around and around in their endless journey, are the two perpetually moving machines, They are pursuing not only the phantom of fame, but a very 
substantial reward of $2,000, and no one can imagine just 
how much gate-money besides. It is very certain that only one of these moving automata can win the Tace, the fame and the Loney and all NewYork is interested to gee which one it will be. 

Daniel O'Leary, one of these stolidly moving figures, ig 
known all over the world for his pedestrian exploits. He has been on the track since 1875. In that year he walked 500 miles in 156 hours, and again 503 miles in 1494 hours, Tn 1376, at San Francisco, he made 500 miles in 139 hours and 28 minutes; in the same city, 482 miles while his competitor 
was doing 288 miles; and again, in the game year, in New York, he walked 500 miles in 144 hours. Then, in October 1876, he walked 503 miles in 144 hours, while Weston accom. plished 501; miles in the same time. In March, 1877, le again defeated Weston with a record of 520 miles in 140 hours, andin August of the same year defeating two men 
who took the track on alternate days. He scored 518 miles in 144 hours. His last and best known performance was the 
capture of the Astly Gelt in London, when he covered S204 miles in 138 hours 52 minutes. O'Leary is 38 years old, stands 5 feet 85 inches, and weighs 140 pounds. £16 claimed 
to be in excellent condition last Monday. 

Peter Napoleon Campana is not so well known to the gen- eral public, but any one about Fulton Market can tell one all about him. He is a compound of the old fish-market boy, the man who ran with the machine, and the natural born tramp The feat which has brought him into competition with O’Leary was the record of 5214 miles in 1414 hours at Bridgeport Conn. He is 43 years old, 5 feet 10 inches in height and 
weighs 145 pounds, and is ruptured. He Wears on his breast three medals, two of the old fire days and a third given him for saving the life of a Bridgeport woman from a runaway horse. ‘he present contest is for 143 hours, ‘The pedes- trians started amid a throng of 1,500 people at 1 o'clock last Monday morning, and their record at 3 o'clock Tuesday afters noon was: Campana, 125 miles, and 7 lap; O'Leary, 115 miles 
ano 4 laps. ‘ 

By Emma May 
738 Broadway. 

+ just now on ex. 

KNICKERBOCKER AruLETio Cror.—This club will hold their second annual winter games at Gilmoye’s Garden, Jan 6th and 7th. The sports promise to be full of interest, Entries close on the 30th inst. with Mr. J. M. Pollock, No. 104 Broadway. 

New York Aruretic Cuus.— 
the annual meeting of the club 
week Friday and Saturday, Jan. 

verything promises well for at Gilmore’s Garden next 8 and 4, r 

SINOLATR’s Common Sensu CxAin,—To 
laudable an idea Mr. Sinclair has of 
for one of his descriptive circulars. 
a source of real comfort, and as 
more suitable. As a purchase 
warm praise. —A dv, 

—————SSS__ 

—While Dr. Nash, of Bridgeport, Conn,, was calling in his professional capacity upon President W. Dp. Bishop of the ew York, New Haven and Hartford Railruad Company the other day, Mr. Bishop had a handsome new carriage substi- - tuted for the one in which the doctor came, and made hi 
j present of it, , ade him a 

to understand bow 4 satisfactory chair, send His chair ig indisputably 4 present nothing could be for one’s self if will provoke 
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Tur Tennussen *'Man-Wisn.”—Dr. LL. P. 
Yandell was among the medical men who 
took a look at the man-fish of Mr. Whallen, 
mentioned some time since in the Cowrier 
Journal. He gives in the Medical News the 
following interesting statement in regard to 
the wonder : 

A. short time since the Tennessee and Ken- 
tucky newspapers contained a startling ac- 
count of a wild man lately captured, with 
freat difficulty, m the Cumberland Moun- 
tains. He was six feet ten inches high, ex- 
traordinarily fleet of foot and excessively 
sayage. He fed chiefly on raw fish, which he 
captured without artificial aid. He spent 
much of his time in the water, and after being 
captured he had to be frequently bathed. He 
was covered with shining scales, like those of 
afish. His hands and feet were webbed like 
the feet of water-fowls—so the newspaper 
accounts, with many embellishments, ran, 
Tt is scarcely necessary to say that most of 
this story was only showman’s talk, uttered 
to attract the attention of the curious and 
credulous public. 

The physicians of Louisville were invited 
to yisit the monster upon his arrival in the 
city prior to his general exhibition. Among 
others I visited the merman; but before see- 
ing the case I had diagnosed it as one of 
ichthyosis, anda single glance was sufficient to 
verify the correctness of my conjecture. The 
man-fish presents a most magnificent example 
of the form of icthyos’s, or fish-gkin disease, 
called ichthyosis serpentina, or serpent skin; 
and his general effect is more that of a ser- 
pent than of a fish. But upon different parts 
of his body may be found nearly all the vari- 
ties of icthyosis. ‘The resemblance of this 
man’s skin to the shed skin of a boa-con- 
strictor lately brought from the Zoological 
Garden in London is almost perfect. About 
his joints the skin is loose and wrinkled, 
hanging in folds, and the scales are large, 
suggesting the skin of a lizard or alligator 
about their limbs and belly, His arms and 
legs remind one of the skin of the buffalo 
perch, the carp, or other large fish. The 
cuticle éverywhere is dry and harsh, and 
never perspires, There seems to be an abso- 
lute absence of fat, and the man is shrunken 
and withered, of dead ashan-gray appearance, 
except here and there, where he 1s brownish 
or blackish. Though ony about fifty years 
of age, he impresses one as a very old man. 
The skin of the face is red and shining, and 
tightly drawn about the cheeks, pulling the 
lower eye-lids down to such an extent as to per- 
fectly evert them, making a horrible case of 
ectropion. In some cases his scales are sil- 
very, in others dark, and again in others 
small and brinny. His hair is thin and dead- 
looking. The backs of his hands are fissured, 
and on his palms and soles the cuticle is 
ereatly thickened. ‘The fingers and toes seem 
shorter than natural, and the skin is drawn 
tightly back over both feet and hands. The 
septum between the fingers and toes seems to 
extend much farther down than usual, thus 
suggesting the webbed appearance before al- 
luded to. He is considerably over six feet in 
height, and a man of a loworder of intelli- 
gence. He is marriedand is the father of 
seyeral children, none of whom, fortunately, 
inherit his malady, and as ichthyosis is almost 
if not always a congenital disease, they are 
not likely ever to have it. The fish-man fails 
to present but a single yariety of icthyosis, 
and that is the porcupine disease, as it is 
called, In this spines, formed by hardened 
sebacceous material, protrude from the skin, 
closely packed together. Wilson states that 
he has obseryed them a quarter of an inch 
long. Willan reports having encountered 
them of an inch in length. I have never seen 
them longer than an eighth of aninch, Many 
years ago two brothers in England having 
this form of ichthyosis were exhibited in the 
show as porcupine-men- - 

Icthyosis is one of the rarest of skin dis- 
eases. JI am under the impression that it is 
more trequent in Europe than in thiscountry, 
In ten years I have scen less than a dozen 
cages. Its cause, as I stated in my report to 
the American Dermatological Association, in 
1877, is scrofula, according to my observation 
and experience. It is found in all the walks 
of life, Ihave encountered it with equal fre- 
quency among the rich and the poor. It is 
commonly considered incurable, and only 
temporarily and partially mitigable.—Lowis- 
ville Courier-Journal 

—— 

Qugerny Por Togermer.—aA novel exhi- 
bition in anatomy was given yesterday after- 
noon to the students of Rush Medical College. 
At 4o’clock the large amphitheatre lecture- 
yoom was filled with fledged and unfledged 
doctors, and in the arena stood Charles War- 
rep, & man of about thirty years of age, of 
athletic appearance, and apparently jointed 
the same as ordinary mortals. But he soon 
showed that he differed from most men in his 
make-up, for there was hardly a joint in his 
whole hody that he could not throw out of 
place, or at least give that appearance. He 
went through with his distortions, much to 
the amazement as well as the amusement of 
all. He commenced by giving a circulatory 
movement to the scapuls, moving either one 
or both at a time, and without any apparent 
motion of the shoulders. He then fhrew the 
humerus into the axilo, disjointed his elbow, 
wrist and phalanges. This was done merely 
by the contraction of the muscles of the arm, 
and not by the pulling of one member by 
another. In none of his feats was there any 
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such ‘wrench of one joint from another. 
Without touching any part of his body with 
his hands, the joints would move out of posi- 
tion. He foreed ihe femur from the thigh 
bone. This he conld do while standing on 
one or both feet or while reclining. The dis- 
location caused an apparent shortening of the 
limb, Another striking feat was the turning 
of his feet so that he could touch the bottom 
of them while his legs were perfectly straight. 
Perhaps the most remarkable of all his pow- 
ers was the wonderful expansibility of his 
chest. Medical works, upon the strength of 
examinations of thousands of men in the 
army and navy, generally give five inches as 
the maximum of expansion. The exhibitor 
could expand his from nine to twelve inches. 
Those who did not take much interest in 
other performances were wonder-struck at 
this. This feat was performed by the re- 
markable degree of the compressibility of the 
chest and his power to force his heart and 
Jungs into the abdominal cayity, and then of 
the power to force his viscera into his chest. 
The abdomen was hardly less curious when 
the viscera was forced upward by the dia- 
phragm than was the inflated chest. At such 
time there seemed to be an entire absence of 
organs in that part of the body, and to he no 
distance at all from the front walls of the ab- 
domen to the spinal column. 

This .subject proved a fine study in the 
anatomy of the muscles, because he could 
contract them so as to show the position of 
each one from origin to insertion. He had 
this power over the muscles in pairs or separ- 
ately, and could make them as distinct as if 
dissected. 

Mr. Warren concluded with an exhibition 
of his ability to contort his whole body, draw- 
ing himself through rings and performing 
other things, much to the amusement of the 
students and the professors if they had only 
felt at liberty to give way to laughter. Mr. 
Warren has a daughter who takes after him- 
self, and can dislocate her joints with such 
ease that they sound like rattles.—Chicago 
Journal, 
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DisrersaLt Or Szeps.—In relation to the 
means, both natural and artificial, for the dis- 
persal of seeds, Professor Grant Allen gives 
the following in the Popular Science Month- 
ly :—‘' The thistle, the dandelion and the cot- 
ton bush provide their seeds with long tufts 
of light hair, thin and airy as gossamer, by 
which they are carried on the wings of the 
wind to bare spaces, away from the shadow 
of their plant, where they may roof them- 
selves successfully in the yacant soil. The 
maple, the ash and the pine supply their em- 
bryos with flattened wings, which serve them 
in like manner not less effectually. Both 
these we may classify as wind dispersed 
seeds. A. second set of plants have seed ves- 
sels which burst open explosively when ripe, 
and scatter their contents to a considerable 
distance. The balsam forms the commonest 
example in our Huropean gardens; but a well 
known tropical tree, the sand box, displays 
the same peculiarity in a form which is most 
alarming, as its hard, dry capsules fiy apavt 
with the report of a pistol and drive out the 
disk shaped nuts within so forcibly as to 
make a blow on the cheek decidedly unpleas- 
ant. These we may designate as self-dis- 
persed seeds. Yet a third class may be con- 
veniently described as animal dispersed, 
divisible once more into two sub-classes—the 
involuntary and the voluntarily aided. Of 
the former kind we have examples in those 
seeds which, like burs and cleavers, are 
covered with little hooks, by which they at- 
tach themselves to the fur or wool of passers- 
by. The latter, or voluntarily aided sort, are 
exemplified in fruits proper, the subject of 
our present investigation, such as_apples, 
plums, peaches, cherries, haws and bramble 
berries. Every one of these plants are pro- 
yided with hard and indigestible seeds, coated 
or sutrounded by a soft, sweet, pulpy, per- 
fumed, bright colored and nutritious cover- 
ing known us fruit. By all these means the 
plant allures birds or mammals to swallow 
and disperse its undigested seed, giving in as 
it were the pulpy covering as a reward to the 
animal for the service thus conferred.” 
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A. Doe Strar.—The piece was Miss Lina 
Tetterhorn’s sensational drama, ‘‘ Tina, the 
Milk Vender,” which has been rendered with 
some success in English. This time it was 
piven in its original German. In the princi- 
pal scene a large dog is introduced, hanling 
the milk wagon of Hartina, the heroine of the 
play. The dog understands English thor- 
oughly, but, having had only the advantage 
of a single rehearsel in German, he became 
somewhat mixed as to his business,—not un- 
derstanding the language, and of course mis- 
taking his cue. When the comedian comes 
on and says “* Hartina, are you here" it is the 
dog’s cue to stand still until Martina and her 
lover embrace and then sing a duet. ‘Then he 
follows Hartina around the stage with the 
milk-cart, and soon, On this occasion, when 
the words ‘‘ Hartina, bist du hier?” were ut- 
tered, the dog made a jump for the comedian, 
who took fright and ran off the stage. The 
dog followed, barking furiously, and scatter- 
ing the milk-pails all over the stage. Hartina 
screamed and took refuge among the opposite 
wings. The dog presently reappeared, and 
spying the prompter seated in his half-moon 
in front of the footlights, he made a plunge 
for him. The prompter dropped his book 

now thoroughly aroused, went after him, fo 
lowed by the milk-wagon and what was left 
of the cans. Amid the yells of the audience | 
an effort was made to rescue the unhappy 
and affrightened prompter. Seizing the tail- 
board of the cart, some of the people gaye a 
strong pull, and a pull altogether, when up 
came the wagon, and then the dog, and fin- 
ally the prompter—the latter in a helpless 
condition, with the fangs of the infuriated ani- 
mal firmly fastened to that part of his gar- 
ment which was the last to disappear from 
sight. A muzzle was procured, and the dog 
was led from the stage, yelping at the 
prompter, and looking daggers in the direc- 
tion of the comedian. Order was eventually 
Terr and the piece proceeded,—St, Paut 

jobe. 
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Tak WaAutrzine Cuamprox.—The cham- 

pionshbip-of-America craze is making fearful 

havoe among all classes in these days. Here 

is a yictim, whose feat is thus told in the 
New York World : 

William Stiegel stood in Clinton street 
yesterday and proclaimed himself the ‘‘ cham- 
pion American waltzer.” A crowd gathered, 
and he waltzed against time till a policeman 
carried him off. At the Union Market sta- 
tion he offered to bet the Sergeant that he 
could outdance Professor Cartier, the eight- 
hour man, and laying hold of Doorman Perry 
danced him round the room, He was in- 
duced to go into the sitting-room, where he 
spent four hours dancing to his own whistle 
and then fellasleep on a chair, He lives at 
No. 172 Clinton street, 
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Fep sy tas Ravens.—The California 
wood pecker's habit of dropping acorns and 
other nuts into Knot-holes and hollow trees as 
a source of future supply is well Enown, and 
an ingenious Napa armer has turned it to 
good account by knocking out a knot in the 
side of his barn anil placing a trough under- 
neath. As the birds drop their acorns in his 
barn, the hogs seize them, and are thus fat- 
tened at no expence to himself, 
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A Parror’s CAni.—A friend of ours has a 
mocking-bird and a parrot, which are on very 
good terms with each other. Occasionally 
their cages are placed together that, they may 
enjoy a little social intercourse. The parrot 
will then thrust its poll through the bars and 
say, ‘Scratch my head!” whereupon the 
mocking-bird will peck the parrot’s head with 
ifs bill with an air of great gravity. 

> 

—An Towa deacon went into his barn the 
other evening to milk a cow, ang hung the 
lantern on a peg near the cow’s tail. The 
foundation stones of the barn and some of 
the cow's bones were found all right next 
morning, but the deacon has not been heard 
from.—oston Post, 

a 
—When a man gets bald in Colorado, they 

say his head has got aboye the timber line. 
os 

Admirers of Artistic 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY 

& 00. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with noyel marine designs. 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century, 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

flass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent, andl enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

PO UNION SQUARE. 

and dived through the trap door. The dog, 
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ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C, G. GUNTHER’S SONS 
184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 28d St., 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In all Qualities and Sizes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 
CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Paris, and of our own make, 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 
Large assortment, superior styles and make, and at 

Low Prices, 

NEW YORK 

FURS, 

Orders by mail, or Information desired, wlll 
receive apecial and prompt attention. 

Wer 
\ si, Se op 
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MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
(34 and 136 Nassan si¥eet, cor, Beekman 

Sportsman’s Lantern, 
(Patented June 4, 1578), 

Combintag Camp LANTERN 
HAND LANTERN, HAD 

* JAGE," STAPF 
* JACK.” 

FERGUSON'S IMPROVED 

RUST PREVENTSR 
For Fire-Arms, ete, Superiorto allothers, Water- 
proof for Boots, Insect Repellants, Gun Oil, ete, 

Send for descriptive Circular. 

A, Ferausox, Mant, 81 Beekman st., N, Y. 
decd 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS& CO., 
87 BEAVER STREET N. ¥Y. 

movi sm 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 Broapway, Room 30 NEw You: Crry, 

All bualness promptly attended to. Novas 



GRAND INTERNATIONAL 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

January 7, 8,9 & 10, 1879, 
AT 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Prize Lists now ready, and can be had of 

CHAS. LINCOLN, 

Supt. 

Entries close 31st Dec. 
decd 4t 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York, 

Noné are genuine unless ao stamped 

¥F, 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N, ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louls, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms} 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS | 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

‘This Powder js guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is pnt up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
Greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
fall directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Eoih the above are recommended by RoD anp Guy 

aud FOREST AND STREAM. 

W. HOLBERTON. 

oct 12 117 FULTON STREET, 

Dr, Gordon Stables, R, N,, 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends ont dogs of any desired 
breed, fit for the highesr competition. 

WN. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Kennels. 
decig tt 

Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc, 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment, 

Yous River, N. J. 
Splendid kennel aecommodations 5 dogs have daily 

access to salt water. oct tt 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
or 

M. P, MGKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y. 
I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
oung stock. I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
ivery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 

telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcosk shooting andretrieving, Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 

cular, testimonials, etc, jlo it 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once to CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, tecretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Price $15 
each for dog or biteh pups. septla tf 

HH NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB offer for sale 
T two pointer bitch puppies by Dr. Strachan’s 
Pash (sire of Flake and Whiskey) out of the Club’s 
Belle. Very handsome and promising. For par- 
ticulars addresa K., this offive. dec5 4t 

OCKBRS FOR SALE.—Three cocker spaniel 
puppies, six months old, by Witch, winner of 

first prize, N. ¥. is77, and second, 1878,- out of 
Madge, winner of second N. Y,, 1878. Apply to 
FRED, H. HOH, Tarrytown, N. ¥. e019 3b 

1 A, J, WOMELSDORE, Potisville, Pa. 

1820.— _STABLISHED 

AQ 42 Malden Lane, 35 Liberty St 
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ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW GLERK & OO., 

“THE SOUTHSIDE” 
Fly-Book. 

The liundsomest, most convenient, and bestever made, An entirely new pattern. 

the Intest improvements. 

All Sewed; No Pasting, 

FISHING: 

Price, S6. 

TACKLE. 
te a es errr be ese NN 0 kk A Oa TA TP WP WP 

WONDERFULLY SIMPLE, WONDERFULLY 

~ Anen to Lood. 

PATENT 

STRONG. 

‘There never was 2 gun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

the money, 

less liable to get loose or out of order, or one 80 good for 

Prices range from $50 to $300. 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms‘ Co. 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 
Usmping Outfits, Ete. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand. 

Begardns’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Fraps, $7.50 per pair. 

The ‘ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb. 21, 1878, the best con- 
triyance made for the purpose. Hvery sportsman 
should have one. 

Also a cheaper quality rubber pad, stuffed with 
hatr, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS!—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
sold in any quantity. 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the mostartistic manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
& specialty. 
OCUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

{nz Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Caieeys Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 
Btc., Ete. 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHINGITACKLE, 3 pro Ela a be aa 

ge g= eas = = 
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943 BROADWAY, 
Near Trwenty-third Street, 

NEW YORK, 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Joint, with 
extra tip, In case, $18. 

REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of the 
best makers, and with all the latest Improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai 
of every description. 
Would call special attention to my larga yariety 

of tine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES, 

FLIES tied to order from any pattern at shortes 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Ete, 
Walking Cane Rods, 

The “ NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the most 
successful spoons inuse, Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers, 
OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 

Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, ete., etc, 

Also EVERY THING pertaining to the Sporting 
ine. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Ehe Hennel. 

of celebrated dogs; pedi- OR SALH—My pair 
gree guaranteed. 

DASH—A coal-black setter, 4 years old; welght, 
60lbs; thoroughly broken on quail, woodcock and 
grouse; nose unsurpassed; a Splendic retriever ; 
Kind and gentle; by Henderson ; price $69, 
GROUSE—A liver and white (small) pointer; 

weight, 50/bs.; 1st prize winner ; thoroughly broken 
on quail, woodcock and grouse; Al nose; a good re- 
triever; very stylish ; price $60, 

Both of these dogs have been hunted on the game 
named, and have had thousands of birds killed over 
them. Sold for want of use. Price for Pally aa 

ec. 

OR SALE.—One liver-and-whits (very hand- 
some) pointer dog pup, by our champion im- 

ported Snapshot, out of Fanny I1,; full pedigree. 
Price $25, LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Tyetets Lsrge 

ec: 

LUE BLOODS FOR SALE.—Some fine English 
setter pups, five months old, for sale, out of 

imported Kate 1l., by imported Layerack, Pride of 
the Border, Kate II. is a litter sister to Liewellin’s 
Dash I. and Luther Adams’ Dash III. Address KE. 
A, HERZBERG, Yonkers, N.Y. deci9 tf 

OR SALH.—A red Irish setter dog and a liver- 
and-white pointer dog pup. Address N. R. 

BAKHR, Tepéka, Kansas, decid 8t 

Ghe Hennel. 

(BAMPION TRISH SETTER DOG YORK im the 
stud. York is winner of prizes at the follow- 

ing shows: Cork Show, Ireland, 1876; Centennial, 
1876; St. Louis, 18%6; Baltimore, 1876; New York, 
1877 ; Philadelphia, 1878; Baltimore, 1875, where he 
also took prize for the best stud dog. Is sire of both 
Pat and Biddy, who both took ist prize at Baltimore, 
1878. Terms for services reasonable. 
For Sale—t fine red Irish setter dog, 20 months 

old, partly broken. Price $40, One red Irish setter 
pup, 8 months old; sire, Champion York out of Bess; 
very handsome; price $30. Red Irish setter puppies, 
8 months old, sired by Champion York and by prize 
bitches Floss, Maud aud Nora; price reasonable. 
For particulars and pedigree inquire of 0. 2. MILEY, 
Lancaster, Pa. noy28 eot 

OR SALE—A pure Gordon setter, brother to A. 
-.P Pope, Jr.’s, Jule; sire, Belmont’s ‘dog: dam, 
Copeland’s Gyp; he isa beauty, Address FRANK 
ROCHEFORT, Rockland, Mass. Box 60. nee ie 

dec: 

D°% WANTED—A pure blooded Cocker Spaniel 
about a year old, or one two or three years old, 

if well trained as a retriever, Address, stating 
terms, P. O. Box P, Brockton, Mass. dec26 1t 

7\OR SALE —Setter dog, broken, good retriever. 
Price $25. JAS. ROY, Vienna, Trumbull Co,, 

Ohio. deed tf 

fer Sale, 
= 

INNESOTA FARM—For sale, 1,660 acres im- 
proyed land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corm house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroad ; price $18,009. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in Immediate neighborhood. No such bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
show and full specifications given on application 
to CHAS. HALLOOK, office of ForEsT AND STREAM, 

Oct B1it 

LIVE WESTERN QUAIL, 
$1.50 per pair. CHAS, FREDRICKS, 73 Manj 
street, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y. : rage 

OR SALE—An 18-foot sloop-riggea boat, built 
for Florida cruising. Price complete, with 

cedar yawl, $150. BPORTSMEN’S EMPORIUM, 117 
Fulton St., New York. deci it 
eee 

OR SALE CHEAP—One Bussy’s Gyro Pigeon 
Trap in good order, with 100 birds; is batter 

and cheaper to use for a new beginner than glace 
balla; cost $20; price $10. One Shelton Auxiliary 
Rifle, 32 cal., with 159 cartridges for 12 bore; prive 
$10, Address THOMAS J, BEERS, New Haven, 
Conx, e026 It 



ERSONAL—If£ Jim Tomlinson, formerly game- 
keeper at Blooming Grove Park, Pike County, 

Pa., will send his address to this office, he will hear 
of something to his pecuniary advantage, ae 

cdee26 2 

Lotteries, 

Kentucky State Lottery 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY, 

Class A Draws January 11. 

One prize of $15,000, one of $5,000, and one of $5,000. 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
519 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

Royal Havana Lottery. 
Extraordinary Drawing, 

TO TAKE PLACE ON DECEMBER 24, 1878. 

There willbe only 18,000 Tickets, 582 Full Prizes, 
and the amount drawn will be $1,350,000, 

Smallest Prize, $1,000. 
-1 Prize of .... ny wa ope 

cf 
- 500,000 

1 : 100,000 
1 * 5,00) 
1 es, “dd 26,000 

10 a $10,000, + 100,000 
12 ar 5, 000, ~ 60,000 

456 +e PEA Rik Ce dock ete dod 456,000 
9 Approximations of $2,000 each, for the 9 

remaining units of number drawing the 
SOU) PRIA wont shi ome sees ay ah 18,000 

9. Approximations of $1,000 each for the 9 
remaining units of pumber drawing the 
SLOG OOO MIA, see ee ae nes 9,000 

2 Approximations of $1,000 each for the 
numbers preceding and following the 
one drawing the $50,000 prize........, . 2,000 

532 Prizes ami’g to Spanish Doll. ..-...1,352,000 
PRICH IN CURRENCY, 

Whole Tickets, Halves. Quarters, 
$100. $av. $25. 
Fifths, Tenths. Twentleths, 
$20. Sie. BB 

Prizes cashed, orders filled, and information giyen 
free, 

TAYLOR & COG., Eankers, 

11 Wall Street, N. Y. 

a 
z Bs 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WINA 
FORTUNE. FIRST GRAND DISTRIBU- 

TION, CLASS A, AT’ NEW ORLEANS, TUES- 
DAY, JANUARY 14, 1879—104th Monthly Drawing. 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly Incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Hducational and Chari- 
table purposes in 1868, with a capital of $1,000,000, to 
which it has since added a reserve fund of $350,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAWLNGS 
willtake place monthly. Il never scales or postpones, 
Look at the following distribution : 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000, } 
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS BACH, 

HALF TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR, 
List OF PRIZES. 

1 Capital Prize of $30,000............-... $30,006 
1Cuapital Prize of 10.000 amecnesreee 10,000 
I Capital Prize of 5,00)..........., .., 5,000 
2 Prizes of 2,500. . 4 5,000 
5 ff 1,000. se. 6,000 

20 33 500.. 5 10,000 
100 oa 100. see. 10,000 
200 U 60. 10,000 
non Br, 10,000 

10000 ** 10.. Seeveures! 810,000 

APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 
9 Approximation Prizes of $3(0........6 2,700 
9 Approximation Prizes of 200. 7 1,800 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100........ 900 

1857 Prizes amounting to........... ogee $110,400 
Responsible corresponcing agents wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom @ liberal compensation 
will be paid. 

Application for rates to clubs should only be made 
the Home Office in New Orleans. 

Write, clearly stating full address, for farther in- 
formation, or send orders to 

iM. A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0, Bex 692, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

or to H. L. PLUM, 
319 Brondway, New York City. 

Allour Grand Extraordinary Drawings ave under 
the supervision and management of GENERALS G, T. 
BHAUREGARD and JUBAL A. EARLY. 

deci? 2t eow 

duiscellancans, 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Baston, Mass. 

Total cagh assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missloner’s report........-.--...-5. $14,466,920 63 

Total surplus as per Insurance Comis- 
Bioner’s TAPOLb ..c+e...-. +=. ee SS 1,621,075 88 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS. 
EENNY & RATCLIPFH,.... New York Clty. 
V.G. TARBOX,.....'.......-Portinad, Me, 
EF. EMERSON...... Nashan, N. 
MARSTON & WAKELIN....Philedelphia. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON. .Reliinore, Md. 
VERNOR BROTHERS.......Detroit, Mich. 
QO, CRONKATITE..... hicago, Ill. 
J. J. WATSON..... t. Poul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS.... -.. Sc. Louls, Mo, _ 
M. C. RANDALL. + New Orleans, La. 
W, EVERSON................San Francisco, Cal 

eS * 

SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for nse in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can Le removed just a8 expeditiously, There iano wear on the rife barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not get Out of order. _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shotgun can be converted into a most accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 88, or 44, as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, ‘Theshells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.'s 
cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873. Send for Circular and Price List, : 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Messrs. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it will be remembered, received the 

highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the most perfect machinery for Gun making 
ever setup iv any one factoryin England. The result is, that they can now turn out guns perfectly 
uniform in extellence, and in such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, 

Their specialties this year are their BHAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDGE GUNS, Nos. 1 and 2, of which 
the above cut will give a tolerably fair idea, Hyery gun has fine Damascus or Laminated Steel Barrels, 
Rebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, Extension Rib, Lever Forepart, and Treble Bolt, It is anew thing 
to be able to buy a fine breech-loader, with every possible appliauce which can contribute to its 
beauty, conyenience, or excellence in shooting, af the price of ordinary guns. 

In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, wehave on hand about fifty of Webley’s Breech-Loaders, Top 
ard Side Lever, Single and Donbdle Bolt, of various grades, which arrives! last year, after the season was 
over. These guns we are rapidly closing ont at greatly reduced prices, It is fair to say that as re- 
gards soundness, durability, and perfection in shooting, these guna are in no way inferior to the Treble 
Wedge Goons. Many of them are from 8}4 to 11 1bs, weight, and are splendid guus for duck shooting or 
for killing large game at long range, 

The ity guns mentioned above are all that now remain of a much larger number referred to by us in 
the HORE‘T AND STEEAM in October, and as the se3sonis now well adyanced we will allow an addi- 
tional discount upon the few that are left. provided they are ordered in December. ; 

WEBLEY’S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, and do not need any additional choking. 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
P O vox 4,309. 30 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

FOSS BROS. & CO. 
(Suecessors to F, J, ABBEY & CO.), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

OCOHICAGO. 

TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

American Standard. Diameters. 
CREO LAS. 

Gives grenter penctratiou And better pattern than ordinary shot. 
cheke-hoves, modifed chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be fonnd free from shrinkage, more aspherical, mores uniform in size 
harder, heavier snd of brighter aud clenner ‘inish than any other, SAND FOR CLRUDLAR, 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beckman St., 
HEwWw YToaReE. 

Equally well adapted to 

Also, manufacturers of PATHNT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and CO}- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded aint, 

WATERS’ “souvars ORGANS. — . ore 
Dp a4 H Gs te 

These beantifal organs 

Qo 

are remarkable alike for Pn oO R 
purity of tone and perfect 

The oldest, large. 

rk 

GANS.°: 
mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
Sella better instrament at 
& lower price than any 
Other house in the United 
States, 

Waters’Pianos 
1 Grand, Square and Up- 

the BEST 

dz ri li 

ies 5 
S|" 
erty 

bility uneurpassed. 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed. 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACK WATERS & SONS, Manu- 
facturers ald dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York, 

Shoninger Cymbella Organ. 
For sale; entirely new; never used; 5 octaves, 12 

stops, chime of bells, stool, ete. Manufacturer's 
price, $430; will sell for $180, Address on | 
this office, dee26 If 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Eggs, Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

192 DUANE STREET, N. WV: 

noyi tt 
rr er 

Publications, 
eee 

FRANK SCHLEY’S 
AMERIOAN 

: Sarees 
- ee ies = — - “a 

Partridge & Fheasant, Shooting. 
Describing the Haunts, Habits, and Methods of 

Hunting and Shooting the American Partridge—Quall; 
Ruifel Grouse¢—Pheagants, with directions for hand- 
ling the gun, hunting the dog, and shooting on the 
wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
To be had at book stores generally. Also for sale 

one donble-barrel breech-lnading central fire shot- 
gun, 12-gauge, Address, 

Frank Schlev, 
Frederick Gity, Md, 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By Charles 

A.J. Farrar, An amusing account of a trip made 
by 4 party of Boston gentlemen to the Rangeley 
Lakes region, 224 pages, 12 illustrations. Paper 
covers, 5) cents, 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and reliable 
guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, Parma- 
chenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters of Connec- 
ticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and Sandy Riy- 
ae oo pages, 40 illustrations, Paper covers, 50 
cents, 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERN#SS ILLUSTRATED. 
A comprehensive and thorough hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and the sporting resorts of 
Northern Maine. The tours of the Kennebec, 
Penobscot aud St. John rivers, ascent of Katah- 
din, etc,, are plainly treated ; 224 pages, 14 illustra- 
tions. Paper covers, 50 cents. 

FARKAR’S POCKHT MAP of the Richardson and 
Rangeley lakes region and the waters of North- 
western Maine, rinted on tongh linen paper, 
cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S FOCKE) MAP of Moosehead Lake and 
vicinity, andthe famous hunting and fishing re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, also the headwaters of 
the Kennebeu, Penobscot and St. John rivers, 
Printed on tough }inen paper. cloth covers, $1, 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the entire 
Richardson and Kangeley lakes region, Large 
size, each 25 cents. send for catalogue. 
f- Any of the above publications sent by mail, 

post-paid, on receipt of price, Address CHARLES 
A. J. FARRAR, Janigica Plain, Mass, deci? 3t 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
Zac. 

Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 
$2. 

Camp Life in Floida, 
$1.50. 

The Fishing Tourist, 
82. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition. 

$3. 

For sale at office of Forest AND STREAM, 
Fulton street, New York. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[LLLUSTEATED,} 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value. 
yield, ete., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht C)nbs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Lant! Associations, Fish- 
jug and Hunting Grounda, Hotels, many charta from 
official tources, with complete soundings, etc,, etc. 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the country 
gentieman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Address O. P, 
KUNHBARDT, Yachting Editor, FoREST AnD STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 

SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOGARDUS. 
rtp and enlarged edition, Seat aoe oaern onions 

flass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnaon For gile 
this office. Price $2. é 

Oct 11 

111 



FOREST AND STREAM. 435 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsmanand Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blué Ridge Mountuins, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
Awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, saip2, Woodcock, mountain trout, bags, pike, 
pickerel, etc., eto. 
Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sporta- 

Man carried free. ri 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most basuliful and picturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
North and Northwest; and af Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the South. All modern improvements 
i ipment, 
a CONWAY R,. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
~ Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 

Island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Ons couotry of Virginia, Tennessee, efc, Norfolk 
Bteamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday aud Friday at 2 p, m, 
Full information given at ofilce, 197 Greenwich St. 
New York. sep2s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleepin 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Panl 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing aid connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting groundsin the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good eare of. Reduced rates 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids, S 
E. F. WINSLOW, 

General Manager, 

Cars 

roe 

Gen, Passenger Agent. 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferryborts leave New York from James Slip 

{cally except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous 
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (dail\) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, comer Fiat- 
bush and Auantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Long island City (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 9:30 A, M., 
4P.M., and on Saturdays at 3:30 P. Mm. For Patch- 
ogue, etc,, 9:30 A. M., 4:30 and 6P.mM. For Babylon, 
etc., at 9:30 A. M., 4, 4:30,5and6P.m. Wor Port 
Bf efferson, ete., ab 10 A. M, and’ 4:30P.m. For Northi- 

rt, etc., at 10 a, M., 3:30, 4.80 and 6:30PM, For 
cust Valley, at §:30 and 10:00.4. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 

and 6:30 P. u, For Far Rockaway, étc., at 9:30 4. BL, 
4, 4:30, 6,6and7".m, For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, 8:20 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P. M., and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30.4.m., 
1:80 and 6:30 P.M, SUNDAYS.—For Pert Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc,,94.M, Babylon, etc., Gand 7 P. mM, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 4, M. and 6:30 P. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Island ity only 9:30 A. w. and 
5:30 P,M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables, 
Ticket offices In New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warten street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
Street ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Centrai Depot ; in Brooklyn, No. 338 Wash- 

n street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

S. SPENCER, Gen’l Sup’t. 
jet tt J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

MALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA. 

STEAMER . 

WESTERN TEXAS 

WILL SAIL FOR” 

JACKSONVILLE, 

December 27th. January 10th and 24th. 

STEAMER 

GiItyY GF DALLAS, 
WILL SAIL ror 

FERNANDINA, 
December 20th. 

January 2d, 17th and 31st. 

Rillroad and steamboat connections made at each 
Port wd ae | polite in the State. 

@. H, MALLORY & CO., Agente, 
Pier 20; Hast River. New York City. 

Sporlimen’s Routes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.K, CO. 

Respectfully invite attention te the 

Superior Eacilities 
affordea by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROTTING PARES and RACH COURSES in the 
Mitidle States, These lines being CONTINUOUR 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difi- 
culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lentcars which run over the smooth steel tracks an- 
able STOCE 10 BH TRANSPORPED without failure 
or injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the beat lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey, HXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, 

Hunting- 

Also, to 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. GAPE MAY 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER 8PORT APTER FIN 
AND PEATHER, 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 
FRANE THomagon. Gen’l Manager. tebli-f 

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD from 

Chitago to St. Lonis, .1. Ubicago 
to Kansas Crsy 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS, 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
AVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
\ine of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant, 
mail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
ansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buifalo and An- 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen, 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
szeneral Passenger Agent, 

Chicago, Dip 

and Still 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8 AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent, 

Philadelphia und Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ve, Phils. 

Decl4d-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN’S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and,with 
its numerous branches and connections, forms the 
Shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Iinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minuesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LIN is the shortest and best route for all 
pots in Northern Lilinois, lowa, Dakota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST, PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LIN is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Uim and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUET DE LINE is the only 
line. for Janesville, Watertown, Foud du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rior country. Its FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LONE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port aud all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE 1s the old Lake Shore 
Totfe, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now running regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bloifs, on the Catifornia Express Train of 
the OHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leave Chicago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on eyery third Sunday), from the Wella 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. M., and arrive at Council 

juits next morning. 
Hiust-bound t ey leave Conneil Blulfs af 6:30 P. M., 

daily, except Satnrday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon, 
i No otherroads west of Chicago runs Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN. 

This line presents peculiar advantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Towa line to-day offers More favorable polnts 
than avy other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Sear hurting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Piskevel and Basa fishipg, a hundred 
poe on the aig hehe a Northwestern lines of 

A Company W é found GNeurpassed by anythin; 
in 1he Weet, P us oa © 
New York otflee, No. 415 Broadway; Boston ofiice, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or tnformation not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, oe to 
MARVIN HOUGHIT 7, 

W. H, Srennevr, Gen. Manager, Chicago. 
Gen, Pass, Agent, thicago. Neue 

Sportsmen's Rontes. 

FOR : 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C, H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, dally (Sundays ex— 
cepted), st3 P.M. Passeceers go North and Hast at 
P.M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New York 

At 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early Morning trains. : 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York snd Csneda. Apply ut Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PHU, General Agents. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARE AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor foor, without batha, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 
We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 

[ large and as 6 egantly furnixhed rooms as those of 
the SAHRMAN, je20 tr 

McADOO HOUSE, 
GREENSBORO, N, C, 

THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL TN THE CITY, 
A FIRST-CLASS LIVERY CONNECTED 

WITH THE HOUSE, 

Board: per Day, $1.50 to $2; per Week, $10.50; 
per Month, $20 to $25. 
New Hv. use, new Furniture and everything com- 

plete. Sp cialrates to Theatrical Tronpes Sample 
Rooms forSalesmen. Healthy and Delightful Climate 
Winter and Summer, Plenty Quail, Woodcock and 
Snipe, and 2,000 acres land nnposted to hunt on, 

W, D. McADOO, 

Owner and Proprietor. 
decl9 tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L, 
By «8 practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 

always on hand the best of boats, batteries, ete., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-géese decoys on 
the coast, The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM.-N. LANE, G . Good 
Ground, L, I. Noys tf 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “ Electric Powder.?? 

Nos. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazards ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Im 1 1b. canistera anc 
64, lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, foi 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 
guns. 

Hazard’s “* Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 64 and 123g lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranke any other brand, and vt is equally seTviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’a * Kentucky Rifle.” 

*EPC, PRG, and “Ses Shooting FG, in kesa yi 25, 
i275 and 6}¢ ibs, and cans of 5 Jbs.eF FFG 1s also 
packed ia 1 and 4 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FPHG and BFG are févorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting”? B\4 12 
the standard Rifle powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting, Powder. 

SOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES OR #XPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOF, MANU 
FACTURED ''O ORDER. 

The ahove can he bad of deasérs, or of the Com- 
jany’s Agents in every prom‘nent city, or wholesale 
if OUF Office. ‘ fe 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

R. PHOMAS, JR., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% Sonth Clark tireet, Chicago, 7, 

Cc, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALEERY, 

O7 Bowery, New York. 

Gunpowder, 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Duponi’s Guopowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their grea. reputation for 73 years, 
Manufacture the following célebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, — 

Nos. 1 (coarse) fo 4 (fine), unequale! in strength, 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Ball 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S HAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S HAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of yery ine grain 
Tor Pistol shooting. 

DUPONTS RIFLE, ¥G,, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
PFg and FFF g.—The Fe for long-range rifle_shoot- 
ing, the FPg and FRFg for general use, burning 
Strong and moict. 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. &. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof. Agencies in all cities and principal towne 
throughout the U.S. Represented by 

F. I, KNEELAND, 70 Warn St, N. ¥. 
N. 5.—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg or Fre 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Wey 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1107, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
1)b. cani-ters, Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breech-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 ta 
Metal kegs, 64 lbs. each, and canistera of lands 
ibs, each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The pest for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Bizes, FG, FFG and FFRG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal Kegs of 25 lbs., 1214 lbs 
and 6% lbs,, and in canisters of 1 1b. and 4% Ib. 

All of the above give high velocities and less 
vesidnum than any other brands made, and are ve- 
3ommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.’ 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ENG \PEPARATUS. MI‘ ITARY POWDER 
Of all Kinds 2n hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Prictional and 
‘4 Se eae eit fn 

ramphilets, showing sizes 0 e grain by woo! 
Gai, eat Sree on application to the above address, 

Spartsmen’s Goads, 

TRY 
#. Coodman’s 

New American Chemically Prepared 

FELT 
GUN WADS. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICE. 

For sale by all dealeig. Manufactured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn,, and 7 White street, 
New York, octiT 3m 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
The most popular coat in the market. Made of 

velveteen, corduroy, fustian and canvas, Canvas 
suits ay $5, $8 an $12. For sale by all dealers n 
gos aud sportsman’s supplies, 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

F. L. SHELDON, Ranway, N. J, 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 

Dudley’s Patent Instrument {s adopted fo hoth 
paper and metallic shells, It extracts, uncaps, re- 
caps, loads, creases and turns over cartridge cages 
beautifully, and weighs butfour ounces. Sénd for 
circular with directions for using and recommenda- 
tions from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & CO 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. noOvast 

Eaton's Rust Preventer, 
For Guns, Cotle and Surgical Ini z} 

Safe to handle, WILL NoT GUM. and Sif epee any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United States pronounce jt the best pun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: "This 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent ge of guns,” 
Hoey Poppies by ribeye Inanutactnrer, GRO, 

: N, avonia Avenue By 
Heights, N. J. + errey ARS 

Sald by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reau & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B, Kitlredge & Go, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; EB. H. Baton, Chicago, Tl. ; Brown 
& Hilldy , St. Louis, Mo, Thos. W- Parr, Cleveland 
te ee “e Kletbicker, Baltimore, Ma, 8. 
ropley «& Sons, Georgetown, D.C, Jos, 0, 
Co, Philadelphia. inte 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL, 

— | 



136; i FOREST AND STREAM. 
See ———— 

Syortamen’s Goods, S Cartr id g e | Sportsmen's Coda, | Co ee 
W. H. Holabird, HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Athletic and Shooting Medals “AS 
and Jewelry yy THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHIER, oF 

OR VALPARAISO, IND. 

Full setof fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCE 

HOLIDAY PRESENTS. 

W. A. HAYWARD, Coe teres we 

212 BROADWAY, N. Y., ’ LOWELL, MASS. 9 * PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING * 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE.) MANUFACTURERS OF THE being s comprehensive work, treating on the artof 
This house is well known as being the largest BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, breaking the dog for the field, and is espectally Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United AND CARTRIDCES adapted to the wants of amatenr sportsmen. Price 

e Special Designs for Athletic, ShOCung Pets ale q 25c. Serre of es ten kennel of setters and 

FE eee eaten ior omtgustters fae | _Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in nse by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE | 59auiels ana. Write for particulars, 
Club Badges tarnished free. Also Headquarters for | parE iy  anares and eeverel Forign Governments, Kim-fre smmunivion of all kinds Special oval tf Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de- Attentiotigivenito.the auanutachine iat i 
Reription. hoyié 2moa > - Duncklee’s Patent Camping 
ge 4000'S OIL TANNED Cartridges for Target Practice. and Mining Stove. 
; ZZ MOCCASINS, Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Four sizes, welghing from 15 to 70 Ibs. Just 2 BZ 

the thing for any one camping out. Address TAUN- : ZZ Hees she HERI veanipel ity W iW eas Mi ed TON IRON WORKS O., 87 Bilackston street, 
ZA Z snow-ehoeing, etc. They are} WWe, WW a ' Greener 8 Champion Tr eble Wedg e_ Fast, Nees Y : in Goes eae BraseheLosteres on. Dy : t B . a = Sey : 

aoe te ie Shs pee ‘ : ‘ a, Hachting Goods, 
A circular. 

Ce INGS. P.O. Box 303, Dover, N.H. (Succes- “SRE WINNINGICUR. 
sor to Frank Geod.) _ 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an ob; B; @art vained at 
£169, and & money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
Blxty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a fuali-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, Killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 23 yards and 1 foct and 2934 yards, He 
#180 won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds outof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
" rg st guns by whe ee ae Makers, Crore) : a 

8 silver cup, valued at 60 guineas, presente: My. Spree SS 
Jd. Purdey, the gunmaker, 3 =i oe HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT 

ING CLOTHING. The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon eee Inmatch between Capt. Bogardus and | CLUTE BROTHERS & COS PRICE LIST OF 
The largest assortment and best GOODS in the Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using oné barrel only. PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

gales Groat baata anf ant. Aa P ATA Panis Waoek PASE UReEOH DS AUaR thous | BSR IAEA READY. SAND ; ‘eee ‘ rea! ain ard Ireland. : *) iS the strongest FOR COPY. } i eS 
1 scriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period, Patented in the United eR i Are FES 

CEO. Cc. HEN NINC, States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARH OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

WASHINGTON, D.0. | W, W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. LOST 
>= > = ¥ ibe 

H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City. BECAUSE HE HAD NO MNOresmen Ss Fin pPOriy ny; | ae Ae eee Se eran eee aan as See 
— PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED COMPASS. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND > R 0) =) A N BD B i Cc K Ss Hi OT. 

ARCHERY OUTFITS. 
———e / ay ne Y / ai, 4 7 AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. 

Send 10 cents for 63 page Illustrated Cata.ogue (See a Sy 

and Hand-Book, No Black Lead polish used. Perfect cleanliness. Will not foul or corrode the gun, nor taint the 
game. Not affected by dampness or moisture. Excellent for loading shells. size, uniform'ty, eS 

BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON'S JACK LAMPS, | weight and quality of the’ HAGLE BRAND” remain as heretofore, but its Ranges and Penetiation | = = 
CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS, are increased by the bright \ eas aes 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER BURNISHED TIN SCOATING. We 4 ws SS 
GOODS, AMMUNITION, a ALEO a! ; ‘a ~\ 

\ / 
aA Peace notre pote Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead, ue Ng 

f : Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead. 
W. HOLBERTON & CO Fores Cee 

<lecs 117 FULTON ST., N. Y, THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD W’F’C ca., NEW YORK. THIS 18 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 
SO Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compasa 
arb made. An # guarantee of excellence, a sample has 

% | deen left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
GUN Office. Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post office 

. J a order, to any part of the United States or Canada, Common-Sense Chairs WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Wator Street, New York, 
and Rockers- FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

For the Piazza, for the Sit- 
PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1877. 

4 ting-Room, for the Par- . WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

Jor, for Every Pince. The MSE an a ar a. 99 B all. 57 pee ae “i Ryan 
My Reading and Writing Table is separate from 

chair, and ia secured in position by a strong button AGRI: ropesedttbn Tropa) tarred vbonesat Mines 
: S The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

Tris easily adjusted to nearly all kinds of arm-chalrs, | +, .¢'the Paine Patent Fifled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADR TO A SUALE, therefore wa | #0S8iabolt rope, manilia bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 
but should be used on my No. 4,5, or 13, to give com- | sonia respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of ansaleable articles for the Spring Trade, paints, olls, etc, kate 

alls, RES, an be set at any angle hen you Can purchase the Best, Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior 
Bestia ebie. cer St fa Pyle ball affords the PLEASURE of tne Heather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is a8 beantitally jent-ty i i No other 
desired, or lowered to good position for writing. made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suillciently strong to prevent breakage 
‘Makes a nice table for an invalid. Putting board for | either by transportation or falling on the grass, Me # ESTABLISHED 1840. 
the ladies, None of your little 7x9 affairs, but is Every ball is weighed and examined, thea packed with the greatest care, in barrels of 300. 
16x82 inches. Cannot be got out of order, ; Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade 
Morsslenytiotrade, Mantfucturéd by = HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Sireot, N. Y. r H. WALDSTEIN. 

F, A. SINCLAIR; D : S bs A OCULIST & OPTICTAN, 
MOTTVILLE, ie g Ei. BOGAR U a 41 Union Square, Broadway. 

Best Holiday Cift in the World and 17th Street, 
Sa" a My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with : dk. ; . ) Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's Send Stamp for Illustrated Price List, .25!) in each barrel, and by having 4 rough eurface strengthens the ball for ship Exhibitions for the Best Ficld, Marine, Opera and 

# ing, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth bsll has to be made so a i 
‘ chi to break bnecesariliy nerhe hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are | Tourlat’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, eto., ott, 
broken by shipping, and the feather-filled ball is the same. Now, Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Sult all eyes, 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 
I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by] got agent for the best Human Artifelal Eyes. 

SHELLS LOADED 
WITH 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER T ransportation, Tlustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 canta. 

Hades ae ate of tne satee Ta, id a will Kk 10 ext Th had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from Bhella, and is one o 6 m0 plc and will pack 10 extra. ave had § 8 l Zz T 
Poaieee as use, For particulara address menuiead: aga used them myself, and sometimes would not find a ball broken, and ALONZO E. SMI H, 

ns fever Over three or four in ® barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and WAS EET GRGLL New) D jal om R. 
where clubs use them you can readily see which Is the hardest shooting, In 
matches reported in paper-, saying Bogardns' rules and er Pe abe a Rh ISLIP, L. I. 

wa oO ; see allthe balls broken, Amateurs and young boys who Builder of famons yachis Comet, Niantic, Bagitse, 
nd will follow the instructions laid down im my book, “ Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting,” will become crack wing shots, Dade: further, patronize the man | Onward, Windward, and many others. Yachts 
sed thi rt 1o the public, and who has been to Hugland twice and shot and upheld the | built cheap if contracted for immediately. Several 

Rea nae My ield, Cover ond Trap Shooting ” is the only bok that hag ever been written and | fine yachts for sale, Vessels hanled out, and re— 
ublished by # market hunter and experlenced man. I will return the money to any one who has boaght | pairs and alteraiions executed af low rates, 
he book and thinks they aid not get thelr money’s worth, Each barrel of balls contalns a score book with 
Bogaraus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and algo his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. Magic Lanterns and § tereopti 

CRAWFORD & LOVELD, 
decis 8m Savannah, G3, 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 
USE 

The Huber Trap. 
Price ef Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘* Field, Cover and Tr=p Shooting,”’ 82. 

of Th BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS, & CO.,10 Platt Street, N. Y. Clty. & H. T. ANTHONY & ©0O., 591 Broadway, FOR SALE BY aaa IN SPORTIN HEADQUARTERS FOR Bey DAG? A SLOAN, Newark, ed a Te, Nef opposite Metra ae i "Busta pes 

s : pee Frames - 
octit tt Acdresa CAPT, A, H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Lognn Co,, Ill., or can be had from him | 4” "Photo a he pf Celebrities, Phot nia 

wherever he shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, wpoanerencle ier ee rs mean ad 

Awarded Firat Prem: st Vienna and 
Py ORDERS BY Thomson & Sons, IVORY fsesrerce paces. mau {E. GROTE & CO,, | Pscorm, 

SUB ROAD NS aa oes FARO & POKER CHECKS. ( TRTENDED |TURNERS AND DEALERS: Pel aera 
SPORTSMEN’S GOODS. |yen PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS TO, | 114 E, atm gr, NeW YORK, '| GOLD oaihlires* titre teow 4 0p. ‘acguvie,t Btw 
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‘Terms, Four Dollars n Year. 
Ten Cents a Copy. 

NEW YEAR’S CALLS. 

I—12 M. 

s° it's you! I began to be anxious ; 
You said you'd come éarly, you know ; 

Besides, I had counted upon you, 

And it Isnt like you to be slow, 

Is that your new dress? How beconting ! 

- Pray how do you like mine, my dear? 

Ma’s grand in black velvet and diamonds. 

Are youready? Then walk right in here, 

There's the table, Delmonico spread it, 

Pa said it wasn’t worth while; 
But what is the good of his money 

If we don’t haye thinga done up in style! 

Iwish Fanny Harris could see it; 

She'd be awfully jealous, But then 

That's the worst of these New Year's receptions 

Nobody sees things but the men, 

They won't care for the fruit and the flowers, 
Weil, there’s plenty of wine, Iam sure. 

Come, Nell, gét yourself.1n position. 

Be quick! There’sa ring at ihe door, 

Tl.—i2 F. M, 

Bring the card baskets in from the hall, John, 

And put the dead-latch on the door. 

Let Ned in; if any one else comes, 
Just say the reception is o’er, 

Come, Nell, haye some turkey and salud, 

I’m starved, ind I hope you are, too. 

Treally believe everybody 

Has been here that we knew. 

Please count the cards,ma, ‘The reception 
Tias been, I think, a success, 

What a shame it that tipsy Fitznoodle 
To spill claret punch on my dress! 

Then there was young Schumaker Fyndings 

Gould searcely tell his heels from his head, 
Making love to me; it was disgusting, 

He should have been home and in bed, 

What was it you said, ma ?—three hundred ? 

Indeed, that will do pretty well; 

Make pa see that it gets in the papers, 

And be sure that he don’t forget Nell. 

—Silar, 

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 
: . 

Hunting the Sea- Elephant. 
(From a forthcoming volume by Charles,Lanman.) 

46/7 HAT’S a ship from Desolation and she’s full of ele- 
p phant oil!’ The words were spoken by an old skip- 

per, with whom the writer had been upon a fishing cruise in 

Long Island Sound, and it was prompted by the sight of a 
storm-beaten vessel while passing into the beautiful harbor of 

New London. ‘The return of the ship after a long voyage I 
could readily understand, but the place and the commodity al- 

luded to were to me involyed in mystery. The brief explana- 
tion which followed from the skipper only tended fo increase 

my interest in his casual remark; nor was it lessened when he 
told me that the Desolation Islands were more nearly identi- 
fied with New London than with any other seaport in the 
country. In a short time, therefore, after my return from 

fishing I was busy among the ancient mariners of the town, 
asking them questions and recording their replies. 

Jn the South Atlantic or Indian Ocean, about midway be- 
tween the Cape of Good Hope and the western coast of Aus- 

tralia, are located two islands, lonely and inhospitable, and 
nearly three thousand miles from the nearest content. One 

of them bears the name of Kerguelen’s Land and the other 

that of Heard’s Island ; and although not very near neighbors 
they are known to the men * who go downto the sea in ships’ 
as the Desolation Islands. The first mentioned of these was 
discovered by a lieutenant in the French nayy, named Ker- 
guelen, in 1772, and for his service he was promoted to the 
command of a frigate, He revisited the new land in 1773, 

gave it the name of La Fortune and reported to his goyern- 
ment that he had discovered a new continent, in which opin- 
ion he was of course mistaken. Its exact location is lat. 49 8, 

jong 70 E. in 1776 the famous navigator Cook, by direction 
of the English government, also visited this island ; he gave its 
principal bays and headlands the names which they have since 
borne ; and he made the assertion that, if it had not already 

received the name of its discoverer, he would be inclined to 

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 2, 1879. 

to call it the Land of Desolation. The other island to which 

we have alluded lies about 189 miles southeast of Kerguelen’s 
Land, and although actually discovered hy a Boston nayiga- 
tor named Heard in 1853, while on his way to Australia, the 

first man who set foot upon it was Captain B. Darwin Rogers, 
of New London; and the man who brought away from each 

of the two islands in question the first cargoes of oil was Cap- 
tain Frauklin F. Smith, also of New London. ‘The Log 
Books and private journals of these men have been placed in 
my possession, as well as the Journal of Captain Henry Rog- 
ers, who was onc of a small party that first spent a winter up- 
on Heard’s Island; and it is from these original records that 
the following facts have been chiefly compiled. 
The most complete account of Kerguelen’s Land comes to 

me from Captain Smith, and a word or two about the man 
himself should not be omitted in this place, He was born in 
New London in 1804, and before completing his thirteenth 
year became a sailor in a coasting vessel. In 1822 he went 
upon a whaling yoyage to Patagonia: and on being promoted 
to the command of a ship in 1831, he entered upon a series of 
voyages which have been pronounced the most successful in 
the annals of whaling. ‘The namesof his vessels were the 
Florio, Julius Czesar, Tuscarora and the Chelsea; and in the 
course of ten years he made nine voyages, the first seven of 
them yielding 16,154 barrels of whale oil, and 1,147 barrels of 
sperm, the total value of which, according to present prices 
and without counting extras, would amount to about six hun- 
dred and fifty thousand dollars. These voyages were made in 
behalf of N. & W. W. Billings and of Williams & Haven. 
During four of them his wifeaccompanied him in his explora- 
tions around the globe; and his only daughter was born at sea, 
receiving the name of the ship in which the event occurred. 
He also had a number of sons, one of whom acquired distinc- 
tion as a whaleman; and four brothers, who were all whale 
hunters. One of them was killed while fizhting one of the 
ocean monsters in the Pacific ocean; and another was nearly 
as suecess:ul in the same sphere of enterprise. He made a 
number of yoyages to Kerguelen’s Land, and, as already 
stated, he was the first American who brought any oil from 
that remote region in 1837; and now, reserving some other 
particulars about him for another place, I come to his de- 
scription of the island. 

It is about one hundred miles long and perhaps sixty wide, 
and reputed to be the most barren spot in either hemisphere. 
It is of voleanic origin, rises in some places in terraces to the 
height of three thousand feet aboye the sea, with one pointed 
peak said to be nearly six thousand feet high, contains a 
number of lofty and picturesque headiands; is indented with 
bays or fiords. some of which nearly cross the island, and to 
the geologist it is especially interesting, as containing in its 
igneous formations a large amount of fossil wood and coal. 
Small rocky islands, to the number of three hundred, sur- 
round it on allsides; and yet it has several first rate harbors. 
During the entire year, the higher lands are covered with ice 
and snow, whicli, with the fogs and winds, dispute the honor 
of making the place desolate in the extreme. ‘The vegetation, 
which is yery limited, is antarctic; and although scientific 
men have described one hundred and fifty species of plants, 
the ordinary observer -would only be attracted by four—a kind 
of saxafrage, a plant resembling the cabbage, a variety of 
coarse grass, anda plant belonging to the cress family. As to 
frees, there is not one to be found, and it is not probable that 
any ever grew on the island. But the sea-weeds which fringe 
the shores of the entire island, are particularly rich and rare, 
some of them growing to the enormous length of sixty feet. 
Of quadrupeds it is entirely destitute. In the way of birds, it 
is frequented by a few gulls, now and then by an albatross, 
and by penguins in the greatest abundance. In olden times, 
such portions of the coast as were accessible were frequented 
by several kinds of seal, and also by the sea-elephant; but 
they are now becoming scarce. There are no permanent in- 
habitants on the island ; and since it has ceased, for the most 
part, to afford a profitable supply of oil, it is chiefly interest- 
ing to seafaring men in these latter days as a secure rendez- 
yous when overtaken by foul weather in their Jone wander- 
ings around the globe. During the period when England en- 
enjoyed the monopoly of killing seals on this island for their 
furs alone, it was estimated that the yield was about one mil- 
lion skins per annum, 

But 1t is of Heard’s Island that we desire especially to 
speak in thispaper. It is about eighteen miles long and per- 
haps six or seven wide; and by Tight of discovery is an 
American possession. For many years the merchants of New 
London cherished the belief that there was land somewhere 
south of Kerguelen’s Island, for in no other way could their 
captains account for the continuous supply of the sea-ele- 
hant on its shores. As long ago as 1849 Captain Thomas 
iong, then of the Charles Carroll, reported to the owners of 

his ship that he had seen land from the mast-head, while sail- 
ing south of Kerguelen’s Land; but Captain Heard has re- 
ceived the credit of the discovery, although he did not land 
upon theisland. The man who first did this was Captain 5. 
Darwin Rogers. He was on a cruise after sperm whale; hig 
ahip was the Corinthian, and he had three tenders ; and his 
employers were Perkins & Smith—the same Smith heretofore 
mentioned, Qaptain Rogers commemorated his success by 
an onslaught upon the sea-clephants, which he found very 
numerous on the shore; and after securing four hundred bar- 
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rels of oil, improved the first opportunity to inform his em- 
ployers of what he had done, urging them not only to keed 
the information secret, but to dispatch another vessel to the 
newly discovered island. : 
don, Perkins & Smith were without a ship or @ suitable Cap- 

When the news reached New Lon- 

tain for the enterprise. The second member of the firm had 
long before given up the sea and was hoping to spend the re- 
mainder of his days at home in the quiet enjoyment of an 
ample fortune. But the tamptation was strong and he yielded. 
The firm purchased a ship at once, and the moment she was 
equipped, Captain Smith took command, and sailed for 
Heard’s Island. With Captain Darwin Rogers as his right 
hand man he fully explored the island, named all its head- 
lands and bays and other prominent features, made a map of 
if, and succeeded in filling all his vessels with oil. ‘Two ex- 
ploits which he performed with the assistance of his seyeral 
crews, are worth mentioning: At one point, which he called 
the Seal Rookery, they slaughtered five hundred of these ant- 
mals, and as was afterward found, thereby exterminated the 
race in that locality ; and they performed the marvelous labor 
of rolling three thousand barrels of elephant oil a distance of 
three miles, across a neck of the island, from one shore to an- 
other where their vessels were anchored. ‘The ship which he 
himself commanded returned in safety to New London with a 
cargo of oil valued at $180,000, one-half of which was his 
property. On reaching the dock he was warmly congratu- 
lated by his numerous friends; was informed that the books 
of his firm never told a better story than they did then, and 
that good news had been receiyed from all their thirfeen whale 
ships, which were homeward bound from the Pacific and Arc- 
tie seas. In addition to allthis, he found that two farms 
which he owned had increased in value, and that the ten or 
twelve thousand dollars he had invested in erecting the Pe- 
quot Honse, since become famous as a summer resorf, would 
probable pay him a handsome interest ;—but as the wheel of 
fortune would haye it, in six months from the date of his ar- 
rival home from Heard’s Island, he had lost all his entire 
property. ‘The blow was terrible, and a desolation of heart 
fell upon him, which could not but remind him of the Deso- 
lation Islands in the Indian sea. After resting upon his oars 
for a few years, he made one desperate effort in 1862 to re- 
trive his fortunes, but the tide had turned against him, and 
he was unsuccessful. His friends furnished him with a new 
ship and he went upon another yoyage to the Desolation Is- 
lands. Having secured a good cargo of whale and elephant 
oil, the ship was wrecked on a reef off the Sea Shell Islands, 
after which he obtained a passage to the Isle of France and by 
way of London, Liverpool and New York, returned to New 
London, where he subsequently resided a worthy and much re- 
spected, but disappointed man. : 

But it is time that we should be giving our readers an idea 
of the physical characteristics of Heard’s Island, It is in 
reality an ice island, with only enough of solid land visible at 
different points to prove that it is not anice-berg. From the 
centre of it there rises to the height of at least five thousand 
feet a broad breasted mountain, which is known to be perpet- 
nally covered with ice and snow, and its sides and summits 
are so cold and desolate that no living creature has eyer been 
seen to harbor there excepting the albatross. Some of the 
points or head lands which are found along its eastern shore 
rise out of the sea in the form of perpendicular cliffs, and 
Captain Darwin Rogers alleges that he was once at anchor 
near one of these clifis for an entire month without obtaining 
a view of the summit; and also that during that period his 
ship on several occasions was felt to quiver from stem Lo stern 
in a yery frightful manner, the cause of which, as he subse- 
quently ascertained, was the falling of immense blocks of ice 
from the cliffs into the sea. Alternating with those huge bul- 
warks of ice are some of the most beautiful beaches of black 
sand, where the surf perpetually rolls up fresh from the South 
pole. The only fish found along its shores is called the night 
fish and resembles the cod. ‘There is nota tree or shrub on 
the island, and the vegetation is so limited that only two 
varieties are eyer mentioned in the journals before us, viz.: a 
coarse kind of tussock grass and the wild cabbage. The birds 
are about the same as those found on Kergueler’s land, viz.: 
gulls, mollymokes or penguins, cape pigeons, and the alba- 
tross. In the way of mammals it boasts of but one creature 
alone, and that is the searelephant, but for these it is the most 
profitable hunting ground in the world. 

What the lion is to the common cat, the sex-elephant or 
Morunga proboscidea is to the seal—the mammoth representa- 
tive. Though not uniform in size, they nof untrequently at- 
tain a length of thirty feet, and a circumference of fifteen or 
eighteen feet, the blubber of a single individual sometimes 
yielding three hundred gallons of oil, which is considered more 
valuable than that of the whale. The srawn males have an 
elongated snout, which gives them the name they bear; their 
teeth are short and deeply rooted, the molars small and 
pointed and the caverns very large, and the power of their 
jaws so great that an angty male specimen has been known to 
seize a dead comrade weighing a ton and toss him a consider— 
able distance as a dog would a mouse. When quite young 
they are called silver gray pups from their color, but as they 
mature they become brown, the males inclining to a dark blue 
and the females to yellow shade; their home is the sea, but 
they have a fashion of spending much of their time upon the 
shore, occasionally going inland two or three miles and luxu- 
Tiating in fresh water marshes; they are sluggish in their move- 
ments and somewhat stupid, and in certain localities they con— 



gregate in large herds or corrals; their tongues are used by 
the gailois as a welcome delicacy, and by the Yankee boys 
frequently worked into mince pies; the scraps which are left 
after (he blubber has been tried out ure employed as fuel with 
which the irying-out process is conducted ; their food is snp- 
posed fo consist chiefly of cuttle fish and sea weed, and the 
instrument employed in killing them is a sharp lance, which 
penetrates the throat and causes them to bleed to death, In 
sailor parlance the old males are called beach masters and 
bulls, and the females pupping cows and brown cows. Dur- 
ing the season of courtship the bulls fight desperately with 
each other, uttering a kind of roar and inflicting fearful 
wounds, while the lady elephants in groups of from fifteen to 
twenty, look on in signified silence and satisfaction, as if 
ready, with expanded flippers, to welcome the victor into 
their mist. The mothers usually remain in charge of their 
young about two months, and during all that time it is said 
that the lord of each harem occupies a convenient eminence, 
with his head generally toward the sea, and acts as sentinel to 
prevent the mothers from abandoning their young, or to pro- 
tect his faverites from the ungallant assaults of any roving in- 
dividuals. The number of these animals which annually re- 
sort to Heard’s Island, coming from unknownregions, is truly 
immense. In former times the men who hunted them invari- 
ably spared all the cubs they met with, butin these latter 
days the young and old are slaughtered indiscriminately. We 
cau give no figures as to the total yield of elephant oil in this 
Particular locality, but we know that the men who follow the 
business lead a most fatiguing and wild life, and well deserve 
the largest profits they can make. While Kerguelen’s Land 
is the place where the ships of the elephant hunters spend the 
summier months, which season is literally the ‘* winter of their 
discontent,” it isupon Heard’s Island that the mammoth game 
is chiefly, if not exclusively, found. Then it is that gangs of 
anen have the hardihood to build themselyes rude cabins upon 
the island, and there spend fhe entire winter. Among those 
who first exiled themselves to this land of fogs and snow and 

' stormy winds, was one Captain Henry Rogers, then serying as 
first mate, and from his journal, which he kept during this 
period, we may obtain a realizing sense of the loneliness and 
hardships of the life to which Americans, for the love of gain, 
willingly subject themselves in the far off Indian ocean. 

Having taken a glance at the leading men who identified 
themselyes with the Desolation Islands, and also at the 
physical peculiarities of those islands, we propose to conclude 
this paper with a running account of Captain Henry Rogers’ 
adventures during his winter on Heard’s Island. 

He left New London in the brig Zoe, Captain Jas. Rogers, 
master, Oct. 26, 1856, and arrived at their place of destination 
February 18, 1857. For about five weeks after their arrival 
the crew was kept very busyin rafting to the brig several 
hundred barrels of oil, which had already been prepared and 
left over by the crew of a sister vessel, and on the 22d of 
March the wintering gang, with Capt. Henry Rogers as their 
leader, proceeded io move their plunder to the shore, and 
when that work was completed, the brig sailed for the Cape 
of Good Hope, The gang consisted of twenty-five men, and 
afler building their house, which was merely a square excaya- 
tion on the ground, covered with boards and made air tight 
with moss and snow, they proceeded to business, Those who 
were expert wilh the lance did most of the killing; the 
caupers hammered away at their barrels; and, as occasions 
demanded, all hands participated in skinning the huge sea 
elephants, or cutting off the blubber in pieces of about fifteen 
pounds each, and then, on their backs or on rude sledges, 
fransporting it to the trying works, where it was turned into 
the precious oil. Nota day was permitted to pass withou 
“(bringing to bag” a little game, and the number of elephants 
killed ranged from three to as high a figure as forty. Accord- 
ing to the record, if one day cut of thirty happened to be 
bright aud pleasant, the men were thankful; for the regularity 
with which rain followed snow, and the fogs were blown 
about by high winds, was monotonous beyond conception. 
And when night came, andthe monotonous suppers were 
packed away, the stories which followod were monotonous, 
and as the tired men wrapped themselves in their blankets for 
the night, there was a monotony in their very dreams—hbut 

_ they were of home—of wives and children and friends-—far, far 
away, over illimitable sea—and that was a monotony which 
they enjoyed. When one of these men chanced to be wakeful 
at the hour of midnight, and went forth from the pent-up 
cabin to enjoy the fresh air or to commune alone with himeelf, 
hhow must the blackness of darkness and the wild wailing of 
the ocean, mingled with the screams cf the penguins, or the 
moon and stars shining in their marvellous beauly on the 
tranguil deep, have filled him with awe! The great waves, 
perhaps, like beasts of prey, came careering out of the abyss 
‘of space, and as they dashed and perished against the icy clifft 
syould give an unearthly howl, which the winds carried 
entirely across [heisland, only to be welcomed by an answert 
ing roar from the waves on the opposite shore. 
Month after month passes away, nod there is no ces- 

sation im the lsbors of the elephaut hunters. Mist and 
snow and slaughter, the packing of oil, hard bread and sad 
beef, fatigue and heavy slumbers—these’are the burthen 
of their sopg of life. Those who chance to remember 
with pleasure the sound of Sabbath bells, may cherish a Sab- 
hath feeling in their hearts, but, while their children are in at- 
tendance at the Sunday-school, in the far-off New England 
church, stern necessity compels them, with lance in hand, to 
do battle with the sea elephant. Gut when the anniversary 
of their National Independence arrives, they must needs de- 
vole one hour of their precious time to the bidding of their 
patriotism, notwithstanding the fact that their cabin may be 
eoyered with snow anda snow storm raging. With the aid 
of their pistols for muskets, and a hole in a rock for artillery, : 
they fire a national saluje; with atin pan for a kettle-drum, 
antl a piece of wire for a-triangle, they bave an abundant eup- 
ply of music; forming themselves info a procession, they 
march with stately pace in front of a snow-drift, mstead of a 
erand hotel; and wilh the tongue of an elephant for roast 
heef, and some ginger pop for Catawba wine, they have a glo- 
rious feast; and leaving their bunting to fap itself into a wet 
rag over their island home, they pick up their lances and are 
Soon busy again among the elephant herds. Another motith, 
andl perhaps two more haye passed away, when lo! there 
eomes the brig ugsin, with the latest news from the Gape of 
Good Hope, but with nothing new from dear New England. 
The vessel drops her anchor; ina few weeks she is filled to 
the brim, by vatting and boating, with the barrels of oil 
svitich have been collected during the long and tedious winter 
(misnamed suminer), and on the approach of Christmas, the 
saile of the brig areagain prilurled, and away she goes, home- 
ward bound; and at. sunset, on the Sc af April, 1858, the 
keeper of the Montauk Light points to the sontheast, and 
pays to his Hood wile; “! There comes a brig from the Desola- 
ion Islands :” 
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SPORT IN THE SOUTH OF IRELAND. 

E reached London the last week in August, very well 

satisfied with our month's sight-seeing through the 
Continent, and rather pleased that the greater part of the 
last two weeks of our stay in the Old World was to be spent 
in Ireland, among some friends of my traveling companion, 

who were residents of the county where are situated the far- 

famed Lakes of Killarney. 
We had already devoted two weeks to England and Scot— 

land; so, when Fred said, ‘‘ Here's a letter from my friend, 

the Doctor; it has been here a week. What do you say to 

our starling right away, asking him to meet us at Killarney?” 
‘t Horrah for Ireland!” was my reply, and forthwith set 

about completing arrangements to leaye for Molyhead that 
evening. ‘Two days later we reached Killarney, 

Yes; the scenery of Killarney is wondrously beautiful, and 
Wwe énjoyed it to our heart’s content—but I must remember 

that this is to be an account of our sport in Ireland, so I will 

not attempt a description of Irish scenery just now, but move 

right on to the scene of our exploits. 
A vide on an outside jaunting car for about thirty miles 

brought us to the yillaze of Ballyherliby, the Doctor's home; 

and the genuine, hearty welcome we received made us feel 

that our host was a real old Irish gentleman—one of the good 
old style. During the last five miles of our ride, we crossed 
the river Scone three times, and my nerves fairly tingled 
with delight at the prospect of soon throwing a line over 
pools that looked the beau-ideal haunts of trout and salmon. 
However, there were visits fo be made that would occupy the 
next day—and then for some fishing, But Iam very much 
afraid, when Fred and I retired on the first night of our visit, 
it was with a decided mental reservation, that if next day’s 
jollities among our newly-made friends were to equal those we 
had just experienced, fishing would by mutual consent be in- 
definitely postponed. 
My anxiety fo haye a chat with a real, simon-pure, unso- 

phisticated Irishman of the laboring class, who, I felt certain, 
would be found in his most unadulterated state in this wild 
locality, induced me to up and ont very early next morning. 
A short wall brought me on two, who were at work near the 
road. They looked the very game I was after—knee-breeches 
and old hat, and, without doubt, the two coats on the fence 
near by were swallow-tails of ye ancient pattern. 

‘(The top of the morning to your honor,” greeted me the 
moment I¢ame up. I returned the compliment, and immedi- 
ately set my Yankee inquisitiveness to work. The simple 
question '* What are you sowing heve?’ I intended as an 
opener on their agricultural pursuits, but was a little non- 
plussed when I was told that it was cavaway seeds. I had to 
undergo some moments of mental agony to recall what I 
knew about caraway seeds, with the hope of being able to 
disguise my ignorance of agriculture in general, and especially 
of the plant mentioned. Though the name was as familiar 
as oats, I felt that [was entirely innocent of how they grew 
or ranked a8 an article of commerce; so I thotight I liad bet- 
ter change the subject, though my informant looked the very 
picture of willingness to impart information. A house some 
little distance up the road attracted my notice, from its pecu- 
liar situation. Jt was built so that its end faced a pretty 
view of the river and its ivy-clad bridge, while the front 
looked on a rather dismal piece of dwarfed woodland. ‘here 
appeared no justifiable excuse for such want of taste, and to 
my remark to that effect, was answered “‘that he was a quare 
gintleman that built it. But he was dead and gone—Lord 
rest his sowl!—and now the priest lived there; so me and 
the boys, a8 soon as the turf was cut, were going up there to 
twist it around.” To show that this matter was fully settled 
on, he turned to his companion, saying : “ Isn’t that so, Jim 2” 
and was answered, “It’s threw for you, Mickey.” As the 
house happened to be of good size and built of stone, the ap- 
parent ease with which Mickey and the boys went to twist it 
around, made me think, among other things, that perhaps it 
was about time for breakfast; so I wished my two unsophisti- 
cated friends good-day, and was about to retrace my steps, 
when it was mildly suggested that if I went across the fields 
it would be a short cnt to the Doctor's. I accepted the ad- 
vice, and was hardly in the field when Mickey, hat in hand, 
came up and asked if my honor wouldn’t pay his footing. TI 
saw that I was caught, sol complied; yet the expression on 
the face of the recipient caused very grave doubts in my mind 
as to Mickey's being quite up to ideas of the unsophisticated 
Trishman. 

At breakfast I was tempted to find out to what extent cara- 
way seeds were used as an articie of commerce in Ireland. 
The astonishment of my friends was at last relieved by a 
shout of laughter when they discovered my reasons for asir- 
ing. The description of the men i interviewed left little dif- 
ficulty in recognizing who they were. The Doctor simply 
remarked that ‘‘ Mickey Bawn was 4 prime boy, and would 
never die in his bed.” I must say that any information from 
Mickey and his co-freres I received with a large pinch of salt, 
somewhat flavored with caraway seed. 

The day's visiting and sight-seeing Was oyer—a most agree- 
able day in every way, and one that made us decidedly feel 
that we were enjoying Irish hospitality. Arrangements were 
made for an early start up the river next morning, and all 
were ready at the time appointed. The day was rather bright 
and calm for salmon fishing ; s0 we went prepared for salmon 
and trout. When we reached the river it was decided that 
trout fishing was to be the order of the day. Fred and I 
were kindly allowed to take the lead ; the Doctor and Jerry— 
who was the crack fisherman of the place—followed, allowing 
4 sufficient distance between tach. The river looked all that 
an angler could wish it to be: splendid pools at the foot of 
Ihiniature cascades, and not a tree to impede the full sweep 
of the line. I had fished for at least an hour, and had experi- 
enced to its utmost that delicious feeling of expectancy that 
each pool suggested. [might possibly have continued ‘‘some 
more” in thal happy state, if it was not but too true ‘* that 
hope deferred makes the heart grow sick.” Ihad not a trout 
that could turn the scale al six ounces, and only had one or 
two rises that looked at all respectable. J thought it was 
about time to stop, 1 had for the present enough of the fair 
deceiver. I would wait till Fred came up. When he did 
come in yiew I could easily ‘see that he was fishing with 4 
carelessness that betokened a want of confidence in his ability 
to promote 4 nearer acquiantance with the bright denizens of 
the Beone. He had also evidently Jet his angry passions rise, 

for in reply to my ‘+ What Inck 2” I received the emphatic re- 
ply, ‘Damn the Inck!” We decided to halt, and wait till 
the Doctor and Jerry came along. We filled our pipes, and 
as we lay there on the sweet heather of Ireland, deur old 
Rangeley and the Schoodies were not forsotten. 

hen our friends arrived we did feel rather crest-fallen, for 
their baskets contained some fine trout, many of them fully 
two pounds weight, We could not understand how this could 
be, for our flies were abont the same that they were using, 
We flattered ourselVes that we did know soniething about 
fishing ; but alas! the experience we had pained from many 
visits to the streams and lakes of New England, where we 
counted our day’s spoils by the dozen, was not all sufficient 
for the successful fishing of an Irish river. We had to sub- 
nuit with the best grace possible to a lesson from Jerry, and 
then found out that it was absolutely necessary to keep as far 
as possible from the bank, and throw the line with a 
lightness that only the leader would fall on the water. 
Our rather nonchalent manner of fishing nee do yery 
well in the wilds of Maine, but it evidently was not 
the ticket in this old-fashioned country. We had every 
reason to be satisfied with our tackle. It was extremely light 
and finely made, and impressed one with the feeling that yery 
ig ee action would be required ina struggle with a two-. 
pounder, 
The fiusk was passed round, and with renewed spirits and 

hopes for better luck we resumed our old positions. When 
Wwe next came to a halt we had « very different story to tell. 
Fred and I held our own yery fairly with our friends ; indeed 
before w e reached the rendezyous for lunch I had to transfer 
my basket}to the ‘‘gorsoon” who acted as my henchman. Dur- 
ing the afternoon a breeze sprung up, and as we hed renewed 
our strength to its ufmost capacity, we were glad to find that 
the ‘‘gig” that carried the hamper also contained the salmon 
rods, so we decided to try our luck, as some celebrated pools 
were close by, During the hours that followed Fred secured 
an eight-pounder. ‘The Doctor gave a stirring account of 4 
short strugyle he had, but unfortunately the prize escaped, 
and it was pity, for IT have little doubt fram the description 
he gave of the fish, it well deserved tobe stuffed, and hold an 
henored Hee among whe heayy weights of the Salmonida 
family, Jerry and I had to act as audience. We had nothing 
to relate, and could only show a few additional good trout, 
Though the number we secured would not at Rangeley be 
considered a good day’s sport, yet the extreme fineness of the 
tackle made each capture look a prize. 
When we reached the Doctor's that evening we were 

pleased to hear that a fox hunt was to take place two days 
later, and that the meet was to be at the Coomasahrn Pass, 
the very wildest part of this very wild district. A fellow- 
feeling brought mein closé intimacy with a most enthusiastic 
young fisherman, who confided to me the secret that he had an 
otter, wilh which he could catch twenty trout ata time, and 
that if I would go with him on the morniag of the hunt we 
could have two or three hours’ fishing before the ‘‘meet” took 
place. Well, I did go, Master Will was at my windowa. 
little after daylight. Ido not think he was aware that our 
party attended Donnybrook Fair the day previous, and that ~ 
curiosity had induced some individuals of the party to investi- 
gate those canyas-coyered abodes— 

*“ Where people went in to goat half-a-crown, 
To meet with afriend and for Joye knock him down 
With his sprig of shillelal and shamrock so green.” 

I felt that it was useless to pretend that I did not hear him, 
as I could casily sec that his gentle tapping at my window 
lattice would very soon be louder than betore. SoT jumped 
up to ask a respite, but Will’s salutation, ‘‘It'sa glorious 
morning, don't delay! Rattleaway is harnessed,” put ex- 
cuses at an end, I could only say, ** All right,” and hope 
that the bright, fresh morning air would banish from my 
mind the absurd idea that some friend's sprig of shillelah had 
been playing about my head. Raltleaway did credit to his 
name that morning, and spun over the fiye miles in good 
fime; and now, while breakfast is being prepared at the 
farmer’s house at the foot of the mountain, I will describe 
Master Will's *‘otter’’ as he is about torig it here, to save time. 
It is a slate-colored painted board two feet and a half long, 
eight inches wide and one inch thick, beveled at the ends in 
opposite directions, and with a leaded keel on its Jength, so 
that the board will float upright, leaving about three inches 
over the water. Three inches from each end are two holes, 
through which run two endless cords—called the belly-bands 
—which are held in position by pegs; these b, b. when pulled 
tight extend about six inches from the board, To this band 
is fastened a line of 40 feet, to which ate attached 20 flies on 
gut a foot long and working on swivels, so that when the line 
is held taut they hang straight and are not liable to foul, 

Our breakfast of eges and milk] enjoyed, and must say, 
though the house was a yery humble one indeed, I was struck 
with the natural courtesy and kindness of the people and the 
good paced of the charming little Nora Crena who attended 
the table. 

After.a pretty stiff walk up the mountain we reached thelake, 
The ‘otter was placed in the water, head against the wind, 
and immediately started out, when the line was held tight. 
As soon as the fly line was played out its end was attached to 
a line on a strong fishing rod, and Master Will, walking along 
the shore, guided the *‘ otter’s** movements, though it was 
fully 40 yards out. Inless than 80 minutes he worked it in, 
and almost every fly was furnished with a trout, By the time 
he had made four hauls I was not surprised when he said he 
did not wish me to say anything to Mr. 8. about our morn- 
ing’s fishing, as [have some idea that that gentleman was 
officially concerned in the welfare of the fish of the county, 

Master Will bad just put his ‘‘ otter” to keep when, down 
the far end of the glen, came the dogs in fullsong; and what 
glorious notes those fifty harriers sent forth, echoed over and 
over again till the whole valley was fullof music, The run 
was not a very long one, as it was only a hare that was started. 
We had te tramp up hill and down for over two hours before 
the next ‘‘Hark away ” was sounded; but the interest was 
kept up by the varied grandeur ofthe scenery that eath open- 
ing in the hills displayed, We had almost given up hope of 
having another run, when one ol our party interviowed @ 
young herder who happened to come up, and Was asked if be 
saw any foxes around here. The youngster urbanely answer 
ed, Is it any foxes, sur? They dots be bothering me, sur." 
His yeracity was evidently not held in high repute, fort heard 
it distinctly remarked that he was a ‘' notorious’! liar, and in 
no very gentle terms was directed to ‘*go over there and bate 
the eastern side of the brake,” ‘The fellow went, and to our 
astonishment out jumped a lox, who gave asa jolly goud run, 
and fortunately in the direction of home, When the last day 
of our visit arrived we felt that wa had never enjoyed our- 
selves better, or ever met 4 more kind and hospitahle peppis t 
and whew leaving Queenstown ib waa witht an earnest hope 
that thia would not be ourdast glimpse of Erin, B.D, 
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GAME COVERTS OF NEVADA. 

Gop Hit, Nevada, Dec. 12, 1878. 
As your columns are but very rarely intruded upon by com- 

munications from the ‘Silver State,” permit me, for the benefit 
of those who make their home among sage brush and sand, 

and who would fain avail themselves of an opportunity to se- 
cure a few weeks! excellent shooting did they but know where 
togo. Our State is blessed with but little shooting grounds, 
put we have some, and allow me to say when found they are 

excelled by none that I have had the fortune toenjoy. Elk 
County, in the eastern part of the State, affords a better field 
for the sportsman than any in the State, Ido not deny there 
are parts which afford as great a quantity, but not variety. 
For instance, the sink of the Humboldt River, whichis a 
shallow lake of considerable extent, is at this time of year 
covered with myriads of water-fowl of all kinds, including 
ducks of many varieties, honkers, brant, swans, pelican, etc., 
ete,, but that is all. Away from the shore everything is 
parched and dry, and for miles the eye encounters naught but 
sandy hills, alkali plains and a few stunted sage brush, but as 
we go eastward, following the line of the 0. P. R, R., the 
country gradually assumes a more cheering aspect, and upon 
arriving at Elko, a pretty little burg and an cating station, 
you may stop with the assurance that any of the citizens can 
direct you to good shooting grounds. From there east to 
Deeth Station on the river can be found ducks, snipe, prairie 
chickens (or sharp-tailed grouse), sage hens, etc. At Deeth 
Station the river leaves the railroad, and away northward after 
leaying the railroad some thirty miles, until you reach the 
Grouse Creek Mountains, is a hunter's paradise. ‘All is soli- 
tude; no habitation for miles now; no hunters have been 
here; the crack of the yun is like angels’ visits—few and far 
hetween—and the result, abundance of game and yery gentle. 
I was up in this part one season with six companions, and I 
shall never forget those most enjoyable weeks. It was our 
fortune to find a few antelope, three or four of which were se- 
cured by our party, ‘The river toward the head is an insignif- 
icant stream, merely a little brook, but abounding in trout. 
While there the stream was nearly dry and at intervals pools, 
in which a fly was taken as fast as you threw it in; but that 
was Of course tame sport, merely cost you the exertion to pull 
the pretty speckled beauties from the water, ‘The boys were 
banging away all day long in hearing of camp. At times a 
covey of grouse would go thundering over camp, when our 
** Wild Dutchman,” who was acting in the capacity of cook, 
would grasp his six-foot{?) muzzle-loader with a broken grip 
snd blaze away, and get—kicked over about twenty feet, and 
the job of again patching up his stock, which would invari- 
ably go to piecés at every discharge. From the day we first 
pitched camp uniil we started home ‘‘ Dutchy " had a hichly 
ornamented nose from his pet's mulish demonstrations. When 
far away from camp you could hear the ‘‘ boom! boom !” of 
that old ‘‘broken back,” and some one would sing out: 
" There, Dutcky has peeled his smeller again,” I remember 
one eyening returning down stream I shot a skunk and broucht 
it along and deposited it on a little knoll near camp, he 
wind was blowing from camp und all was lovely for the pres- 
ent. During the night the wmd veered and blew directly to- 
wardus. **Dutchy” was tbe first to wake, and with one 
wild leap he was erect and shouting; ‘ Poys, poys, got up.” 
The roar that followed brought him to his senses, and when he 
realized the cau-eof the odor which pervaded the air he 
rusped “old reliable” and went in search of the cause, keep- 

fog up his courage by a string of sulphurous oaths rendered in 
broken English. I guess he found if, for he shortly returned 
With vows of yengeance of who ever ‘put dot d—n smellin’ 
cat out dare.” We were disappointed one morning when 
some yanqueros passed and told us the Piutes had gone on the 
war path near Olierry Creek. ‘‘Dutchy” at oncé made pre- 
parations for a forced march, and we saw him no more until 
our return home, We remained there some time, moving up 
stream every other day, and all the time finding game any 
and everywhere, Parties who desire splendid shooting could 
do no better than to give this locality a trial. I would advise 
them to procure their teams at Diko and a full camping out— 
fit and drive to Deeth Sttaion, and from there go north follow- 
ing Mary’s River. After you get up it some ten or fifteen 
miles you will be surprised to see so much game and of so 
many varieties. You cannot step up to a pool without ducks 
flying up. MHardly a hundred yards of ground is passed over 
without chicken are flushed. But I am intruding upon your 
valuable space. I will, asa parting word, say to the sports- 
men of Nevada, ‘'Do not leave your own State when the 
season opens, buti take a little trouble and you will find many 
such places a3 I speak of. I have found them, why not you? 
Once Tound they are always there to visit each year.” 1 pre- 
sume the western portion must afford some excellent quail 
shooting when the snow drives them down into the foot hills, 
As I have never tried my luck in that vicinity I cannot ex- 
ress any decided opinion. Let us hear from some one else 

in this part of the world to aid me in upholding our ‘‘ deserts” 
and “alkali plains” in the spertsmen at large. J. MB. 
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A DEER DRIVE IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 

WN the 11th of October—t'the brown, the crisp, the bleat”— 
the Old Gang of Aiken County, South Carolina, met 

once more at their time-honored tristing place, the Biy Oak 
on Edisto River; not so much on account of the game, for it 
is yery scarce, bul for the sake of a reunion of the ‘‘ old 
boys.” But what we lacked in game we made up in gun, 
horse and dog talk, andaheapof fun. You may well imagine 

that after an absence of a year the reunion of a get of old rocks 
like ourselyes, the first night, is 2 big one, 

The evenings were growing chilly, which made the light of 
the camp fire doubly attractive. The old spring of living 
water, a few steps down the hill, still rippled over the same 
white pebbles, and invitingly said: ‘Boys of the Old Gang, 
Ones more try me, Vm better far than gin or brandy.” After 
Uncle Stephen, the cook, had given us supper, and the dogs 
had been fed, the camp fire was made big and bright under 
the spreading limbs of a huge oid water oak, where this same 
Old Gang had regaled in many days gone by. Some got seats 
on our ration boxes; the rest spread themselves on the pine 
straw, all in a huddle, to hear the arrangements for the morn- 
ing hunt. Uncle Irvin, s man of sixty summers, was on 
hand, stepping around as lightly as 4 Guinea cock in May. 
A. dozen pipes of all sorts and sizes were lighted, which, under 
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full headway, gave our sitting room the appearance of a 
young tar boiler. ‘Dhe lmnt was soon arranged, old King 
William, as usual, being assigned to the stand known as 
‘* death's door."” Then came the big talk and joke-cracking, 
allhands being called on for a contribution, About ni 
o'clock old Cromona was resurrected and the Old King ga 
us some Of them good old tnnes, such as ‘*I no care how you 
shar um,” ‘Billy in the Low Ground,” '‘ Arkansas Traveler” 
and ** Hell's Broke Loose in Georgia.” The latter name I 
must confess is not very euphonious, but it is nevertheless 
the name of a rousing good old tune with us, and one well 
calculated to make a fellow git up and git if he has any. 
music in his soul. 

The back gate of a wagon was substituted for a dancing 
board, and most of the gang were called on for a jig. Some 
few acquitted themselves with credit, but a majority were 
fairly put to their stumps you may believe, Uncle Stephen, 
the negro cook, was also called on, but respectfully declined, 
saying he had heloiged to a Methodist and Baptist preacher, 
and had exhorted right smart himself; but some of the boys 
who were infor fun had got Uncle Stephen without much 
persuasion to put himself on the outside of a big snorter of 
bug juice, and his *' sperets * soon moved him. He tool the 
board, and such dancing we have hever seen done by a man 
who was at all inclined to the pulpit. When the fiddler got 
to the good places in “‘smarum,” the old fellow fairly glim- 
mered, nnd said, ** Old Boss, play dat avin ; dats de best time 
dis nigger am herd sence freedom.” 

Ahbont that time Uncle Irvin, who had been rolled up in his 
blanket for an hour with a bundle of fodder under his head, 
sung out at the top of his yoice, ** Look er heare, boys, stop 
that confounded foolishness and go to bed. Yon will all be 
heavy to-morrow, you can’t shoot good, and we will have no 
venison for dinner.” We took his suggestion and spread our 
blankets around that same old oak, said our prayers and went 
to rest like a happy family, with twenty fine dogs lying 
around the camp fire, Uncle Stephen, the cook, right in the 
midst of them fustasleep in a box, aad no one to molest or 
make us afraid. 

Next morning, just as old Sol began to show the first tints 
of his pray jacket in the east, Bill Vary sounded a long and 
loud veveil/e on his old horn, which not only made the dogs 
réar and caper, but many of the old boys who did not feel 
much like it had to fling their blankets. Uncle Stephen then 
gave us hot Jaya with toast and scrambled eggs, and we were 
ready forthe first drive. Half of the pack was tied up for 
the second day—we usually ran about fifteen dogs—but in the 
last day we handicap and! turn loose everything, and J tell you, 
sir, they do make things pop end crack, It is just good 
enough to hear twenty-five ring tail roarers baste an old buck 
for an hour in a big bay, and still better to see the old fellow 
come out riding the bushes with hig flag up and horns laid 
back on his shoulders; and then if # fellow is not right good 
grit he dim’t get such meat every time he shoots. ‘The first 
day we did not find one of Uncle Irvin's bucks, but soon 
raised a doeand yearling, Tha doe took the river, but the 
yearling stuck bo tema firma, and after an exciting race for an 
hour snd five shots, Uncle Irvin laid him on the cooling board 
with first barrel, For the next day (Saturday) we made big 
calculations on some old peafield bucks, but how soon can 
one's brightest anticipations be blasted! We awoke in the 
morning to see fhe rain pormg in torrents, which continued 
all day, and we had to return home after two day’s hunt with 
but one little deer to report. But such is hunters’ luck. 
** Many things io this world that look bright only dazzle to 
lead us astray.” ONE oF THE GanG. 

Williston, 8, O., Ost. 16, 1878. 
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TEXAS BILL’S LAST BEAR HUNT. 

of yn now I will tell you about Texas Bill's last bear 

hunt. One evening last fall we were sitting out on 
the pinzza about nine o'clock, when neighbor Ford rode up 

and wanted me to go over to Rock Creek, about three miles, 
and help kill a bear. He said his wife’s mother and a hoy 

about twelve years old had been down on the creck that day 

looking for some bees, and they saw a bearrun into the rocks, 
So I saddled up, took my dogs, and with Charley and Ford 

started for the bear. When we fot nearly to the creel we 
found another man by the name of Russian waiting for us. 
When we got to the cieek we went down about half a mile 
and hitched our horses and began to climb up the bauk among 
ihe rocks and trees, and after fitteen minutes’ hard labor we 
got to where tle woman and boy saw the bear go in. It was 
a wild looking place in asmall ravine with rocks on both 
sides piled up one above the other, and big boulders scattered 
all about. ‘I'he place where the bear went in was large 
enough for a man fio get in easy, and about thirty feet back of 
where he wenti in was 4 large hole that went down, and not 
the one that went straight in. All the time while we were 
building a fira we could hear a noise in the hole lilke a hoarse 
sissing or grunting, and thought perhaps Mr. Bear did not 
like his company. After we got a fire we could not look into 
the hole but a little way, and F. went about a mile and got a 
lamp about as good aga lightning bug. Russian proposed to 
stay all night and have daylight to work in, but I did not 
want to stay till T found out what I was staying for. While 
we were talking I. toolk the lamp and went to the upper hole 
and got down to look in. 

“* H—!" says he, ‘I can see him!" 
Well,” said 1, ‘what is it ?” 

‘*Tt is a bear as sure asthe deyil | 
und see for yourself.” 

I took the lamp and got down and peeked in, and thera he 
was, But I could not see very plain, so J crawled in a litile 
further. Charley wanted me to come back for fear he would 
make e dive at me, but l yentured carefully in a little more 
and then could see bis head and shoulders a little plainer, but 
T could not make out what the deuce it was, Its head seemed 
to be white and snout black, and what I could see of his 
shoulders were black. Finally F, says: 
“What do you mule it?” 
“ Well, [think it is a—hog, and if you will hand me a gun 

I will try to put his eye out.” 
They got my gun, and I yentured in a little more to get a 

good chance to shoot, but I got a little too near and it moyed 
and hissed and grauted fearfully; but when it moved I could 
see it plain and tell what it was, and what do you think I saw? 
A couple cf young buzzards! ‘They stood side by side, their 
necks and wings white, their backs, tails, heads and bills black, 
and in the dim light and the position they were in, looked 
like the head of some large animal. 

Ry, says, “ Why don’t you shoot ?”” 

Come and take the lamp 

<_—_—_$<$—— 

Tsaid nothing but crawled ont, and FP, says, ‘ What are 
you going to da now ?” 

“Well, [ think the best (hing we can do is to go home.” 
R. says, “ Why the deyil don’t you tell us what it is down 

there in the rocks?” 
I bothered them a few minntes and then told them it was 

buzzards, and I don’t believe you eyer heard auch a shout 
from a few mouths as went up through the trees from around 
that dave hole. We blew out our lamp, got into saddles, and 
went home, certainly wiser if not as happy as when we went 
out; and that is the last hunt I have had alter bears, 

W. A. D, 

Kish Culture, 

A MODEL TROUT HATCHERY IN MICHI- 
GAN, 

ee 

AEB trout hatchery of Mr. Charles H. Holt is located at 

Cascade Springs, on the Thornapple River, two mileg 

from Ada siation, in Kent County. The stream is naturally 
formed fora successful trout brook. Right herein this gulch, 
the scene of former boring for gold, a few steps from the 

river, is the first pond.or howl, anew one, the waterin which 
is clear, about eight feet deep, and discharging through a 

narrow slnice-way, first threugh a fine seine and then over a 

narrow board slideway eight feet Ligh. The object of the 

seine ig to keep back the fish, and the object of the board 

slideway just below it is to preserve the proper height of 
of water. ‘‘ Here,’ says Mr. Holt, ‘tis my finished dam. It 
is 25 feet broad, about 40 feet long, about 8 fcet deep, and 
fed hy a.sluice from the brook. In here ace about 300 year. 
lings—thatis, trout hatched a year ago last March. I keep 
the different sizes and ages apart froin each other. T haya 
been obliged to build new dams or reservoirs as the stock 
increases—just as a farmer increases his cleared Jand for 
new crops.” Stepping along the side up we come to a sec- 
ond dam about double the size of (he first. ‘This pond,” 
said the enthusiastic trout-breeder, *‘is the oldest on the 
ereek, and, as you see, the entire water of the creek rung 
through it. In this is part of my young stock or minnows, 
hatched ia February, 1878, und there may be 20,000 of them 
healthy and growing finely.” 
We now mount to the third pond, which is 12x80, four 

feet deep, and coyered. Unlocking the door, and turning 
itup, we here bebolda sight thatis rare in vhis country, 
800 two-year-old trout, the majority of them females that 
spawned about three weeks ago. We dip a finger in 
the water and apparently a hundred speckled beautieg 
fly for it, some seizing it between their sharp teeth. Mr. 
Holt draws his finger across the water, and such a flutter { 
‘That's catching them with s fly!" ‘These will weigh from 
four to twelve ounces. Next we pass on to another covered 
pond, about 12 fest squars and 3 feet deep, and hereis 
another sight worth pbeholding—400 two-year-old male 
trout ! Such beauties! They are calculated for market 
next summer. Now we rise to another covered reservoir 
12x16ft., two feet deep, and here are the queens of this race. 
or 50 female trout, 4 years old, none weighing less than a 
pound, and some weighing two pounds, and many of them 
before spawning weighing three pounds. Says My, Holy 
‘These are difficult to handle ; it takes a strong, broad 
hand to strip them of their eges, and I prefer smaller ones 
but these will do for breeders for many years. They will 
each average say, 2,500e¢es, Wow,’ added he, ‘* you think 
you haye seen some trout, but I will proceed to introduce 
youto some king trout.” 
Then stepping to another coyered pond 12x16ft., and un. 

locking tha door, he says: ‘* These are my pets!” Tere 
were 50 four-years old male trout, the largest we ever he. 
held, and such ‘‘ whoppeérs’ as are not easily beaten any- 
where. These have been fed for market, and about 60 have 
been disposed of, some of them weighing 3% pounds. Next 
came an open pond, ,12x50ft., containing about 200 male 
aod female fish, two years old. Next was open, 12x30, con- 
taining 1,000 of this year’s hatch, and the next was of the 
the same size, probably containing 4,000 of this year’s small. 
fry. 
Fhe next pond, 12x20, contained 500 male and female 

yearlings; the next, about (he sauie size, contained 200 two 
years old, and the laat one, 12x16, contained 200 yearlings of _ 
both sexes. We have passed 13 ponds, containing 30,000 
trout, We now come to the hatching-house, and from thig 
house to the spring, which is the head of the streani there are 
wild trout that haye got away from the ponds lo the number 
of at least several thousands. The fall of this brool: is 901, 
and from the spring, or head, to the Thornapple River, dis- 
tant one-fourth of a mile, there are at least, in cup estima- 
tion, 50,000 troutin brooks anil ponds. Now we ask the 
question, How and when do you feed these fish ? 

‘* About three times a week, on minnews that T catch in 
the Thornapple with hook. I formerly fed on beel's liver 
and thick milk, but I now feed the young ones principally 
on thick milk—or lobbered milk—which I throw in to the 
fish. I don’t belicve in feeding much liver to old trout, 
Young fish are nature’s food, and ihey do best on it. Tealen— 
late to feed regularly. They are a yvorucious fish. When 
first hatched they are perfect cannibals. T have seen one an 
inch in length swallow one one-half that size, and one hat 
was 12 weeks from the ege swallow one thal was six weeks 
from the egg, or one that bad just got its sac off, Put these 
small fish in with those big ones, and the former would suon 
swallow the latter, If you treut them kindly you can keep 
them {ame from the start. They all take food, as you gee, 
from my hand.” 
Now, unlocking the door, we enter the hatching-house, a 

Tough but, 12x16, on each side of which are two rows of 
hatching—hoxes, in which are {he egps, laid in small, uci- 
form-sized gravel, and over which rubs # small, clear stream 
of water, coming from the brook, through & natrow slaiue 
into the rear end of the house. We observe tliat the creat 
object is first to attain the ulmost purily in the water, Thug 
it first passes through a bed of gravelin the eluice-way 
then falls and passes through two strainers of coarse flannel, 
and then one of flac. Lhe hatchins troughs are 16 feet in 
length and 16 inches wide, through which rung steadily a 
half-inch stream of water over fine gravel about an ineh in’ 
depth. In the centre of the house isa basin of water three 
feet wide, one anda half fect deep, and the Jength ot ihe 
house. We have thus the trouglis, the sand, the water, the 
basin, all ready for the spaWuers, 
As the spawning season approaches jhe females are closely i 
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watched, and as they become tipe a fémale and male are 
caught in the Gams belowand brought to the hatching house 
and placed in this basin. When perfectly ripe the female is 
gently and carefully stripped of ler egys into a saucer or 
small busin, and she is thrown back into 4 dam lelow fitted 
for fish in her state, Her eggs are then covered with milt 
stripped from the male, and thus the process of imprecna- 
tion tikes place. The eges are then placed on the gravel in 
the troughs, the eggs of cach female generally by themselves. 
Thus there are from 60,000 to 80,000 eggs in each trough. 
This work of artificial spawns commetices about the mid- 
dle of October, and continues uotil fhe middle of December- 

The batching commences about the first of January and 
continues until about the first of March. The eyes of young 
unborn fish begin to show in 35 days from the time the eros 
are put on the gravel. When first hatched the young trout 
isamost ungainly looking thing, and bears under its chin 
for six weeks a sac which contains its food, and in this Gon- 
dition it presents the figure of a miniafure alderman. After 
this sac is drawn up or absorbed, whichisin about six weeks 
from the egg, the young fishis ready to swim and to eat, 
They are then fed thick sweet creamin the rearing trough 
fora few weeks ; then they are given grated hard-boiled 
eges, when they are turned off into the ponds and fed some 
lobbered milk, ete. 

In reply to an inquiry, Mr. Holt said: ‘‘I began with 50 
nine-montlis eld fish in November, 1874. I bought them in 
Grand Rapids, but they were undoubtedly of Eastern origin. 
Afterwards I procured some Grand Traverse trout, and 
hence you will sce a difference in my fish, as 1 claim that 
there is a difference in ihe size, form and color of the trout 
from the tivo different sections. The head of the Grand 
Traverse trout is wider and Jarger, the spots are larger aud 
less in number, the Eastern trout having twelye rows of red 
spots, while the Grand Traverse haye three or «w much Jess 
number; the dark and light spots on the back and sides are 
larger, and of course lessin number, for the back and sides 
of a trout are all spots. The eggs of the Grand Traverse 
trout are nearly twice the size of the eevs of the Bastern 
trout, but they lay about halfthe number. From actual 
count where I have found the Grand Traverse trout lay 1,200 
eges I have also found the Eastern lrout produce 2,500 ergs, 
From these facts I have made up my mind that there is a 
marked difference between the trout of these two sections, 
and have no doubt the Hastern is the better fish.” As to 
stocking the trout streams of Michigan, Mr. Holt said, **I 
believe it can be done.” —Detrott Post, Dec, 2. 
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Progress in Fish Cunvurn.—Salem, Mass., Dec. 22.—Hd- 
itor Forest ond Stream: While at Gloucester recently Capt. 
Ghester, of the U. 8. F. C., related the following incident 
to me, which is too good to lose. Suid the captain: 
‘Two fellows were inspecting the hatching apparatus 

here a few days ago; they yiewed the live Godin the car 
alongside the wharf and the spawn in process of hatchine 
With much interest. Passing out of the building they saw 
workmen very near by cutting up and packing salt fish, and 
branded ‘Cape Aun, Turkey.’ One said to the other, “ By 
——,, Bill, this “ere is the quickest way of doing as ever I 
geen!" They evidently thought the fish were born and 
cured right in this one small building. R. i, N, 
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Amertoan Oya In New Zeatanp.—Mr. Livingston Stone 

has received from Prof, Spencer F. Baird the following very 
pleasing intelligence : 

IDNITED Spares ComMisston Wish AND FISHBRIES, 
WasHinoton, D. U., Deo, 11, 1873. } 

Dear Wr, Stone—. 7. Cheeseman, Secretary of the Aukland Accll- 

mati#ation Soviety, New Zealand, writes that the eggs forwarded by 

the *Zealendia” in October arrived In excellent condition ; also, that 
young salmon, fifteen incles long, haye beenseen in one of the triou- 

taries of the Upper Thames Rlyer. 
SPencer I. Barnp, Commissioner, 

dlatural History. 
THE STRAYING SHARK. 

. 
Wasninaton, Dec. 26, 1878. 

Eprroz of Forust anp Stream: 
The “ straying shark discovered in the flats at the western 

part of Provincetown (Mass. ) harbor,” concerning which you 
ask in your letter and notice in Forgst Anp Srream for Dec. 
19, has been received at the Smithsonian Institution, and 
Capt. Atwood’s identification proyes to be correct. Itisa 
specimen of the Echinorhinus spinosus, first made known in 
1780 by Broussonet under the name Le chien de Mer bocle, or 
Le boucle, introduced into the binomial nomenclature by 
Gwelinin 1789 as Squalus spinosvs, and considered by De Blair- 
ville in 1816 as the type of a distinct genus to be desig- 
nated Mehinorjinus. It may be at once recognized by the 
position of the fins, the armature of the skin and the form of 
the teeth. ‘There is no anal fin; the ventruls are very far 
back; the two dorsals are also very far back and quite close 
together, tle first being over the ventrals; the skin is mostly 
smooth and not shagreened as usual ; but there are scattered 
oyal or subcireular scutellz with central recurved spines, re- 
minding one of the thorns of a rose bush, and, like them, 
leaving scars behind on removal. The teeth, finally, have 
nearly horizontal cutting edges with points directed sideways. 
Such are the characters by which the newly discovered shark 
can be discriminated from auy other yisitor to the American 
coast. There are equally important anatomical characters, 
and the species is, in fact, so peculiar us to have caused a 
distinct family—Zehinophinide—to he framed for ils recep- 
tion alone. Its discovery in our waters is therefore of great 
interest and importance. Tigo. Grn. 
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DEATH FROM A SKUNK BITE. 

Denver, Gol., Noy. 21, 1878. 
Epiror Forsst anp Stream: 
A young man in the southeastern part of this State, who 

was recently bitten by a skunk, has since died of something 
like hydrophobia, He was herding catile, and, as usual, slept 
in the open air, While asleep a skunk fastened upon lis 
face and held on until removed by force. The wound healed, 
and for some time he suffered no inconvenience from it. Go- 
ing to Texas on business, he was there taken down and died 
as before stated. The event has brought oui numerous others 
of ihe same kind. A gentleman whu spent last winter on the 
Staked Plains of Texas says that one of his party was bitten 
by a skunk and died from the effect In terrible convulsions 
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for want of water. The bringing of water near him, though 
he could not see it, caused frightful apastns, 

Ttscems thaf the animal always attacks ils victim while 
. Sleeping in the open air, Sometimes the subject is bitten 
whiile yet asleep, at others, when roused and striving to drive 
the animal away, it turns and attacks him, The wound is 
generally in the face. In the recent case in Bent Qounty, in 
this State, the skunk fastened to its victim while asleep, and 
held on untilremoyed hy force, In the case referred to on 
the Staked Plains of Texas a gentleman, who was present, 
says the wound was very slight—a mere scratch. Some days 
after the man fell inte spasms and, as my informant said, 
““died absolutely of thirst.”  Perishing, ss his comrades 
thought, for water, Whenever it was brought near him, 
although he could not see or feel if, he fell af once into violent 
spasms. In his agony he dug in the ground with his hands 
until his nails were tor off and his finzers lJacerated. This 
description of death seemed more like hydrophobia than any 
other I have ever heard of from sicunk bite. 
Noy, is it rabies or a natural venom? If rabies, why is 

the animal never seen suffering from. the disease? Why are 
the sknuk’s actions so different from those of a dog with the 
same malady ? 

Yours truly, W.N, B. 
(The questions asked by our correspondent are puzzling 

ones and not to be answered hastily. Our knowledge of the 
subject is as yet only slight, and, until more is known of it, 

such inquiries cannot be answered. The first notice of this 

curious malady was published in the American Journal af 
Science and Arts, and was from the pen of the Rev, M. C. 

Hovey. Mr, Hovey gaye a discription of the disease, and 
dignified it with the name Rabies mephitica to distinguish it 

from abies ;cunina. Ina number of the Medical Record, 
issued shortly after the publication of Mr, THovey's article, 

Dr. Janeway, U. 8. A., who has had great experience in 

treating hydrophobia from the bitea of dogs, wolves and 

skunks, published a paper on the same subject, in which he 
took the ground that death from skunk bite differed in no 

respect from the death following the biteof adog. Dr. 

Janeway holds that the bite of a healthy skunk is not danger- 

ous, and that when skunk bite is followed by death this is 
prima facte evidence that the skunk is rabid. Ile states, too, 
that rabies in skunks is always accompanied by « retention of 

the mephitie odor, usually so characteristic of the animal, A 

very full account of the cases observed by Dr. Janeway ac- 
companied the last-named article, and the accounts here given 

are most valuable and interesting. 

We should be very happy to hear from any physicians 
who may haye had opportunities of observing the phenomena 

by which this disease is marked. The subjeci is of the 
greatest interest to those who travel much on the plains, and 

deserves the most careful attention of those who may have op- 

portunities for investigating it. We have to thank W. N. B. 

for his kindness in reporting the case above mentioned. | 
a yt ee 

QUESTIONS FOR ICHTHYOLOGISTS. 

MontarAr, Dec, 31, 1878. 
Epitor Forsr anp STREAM: 
Now that Jack Frost has doubly Jocked our rivers against 

the knights of the rod, it would be a suitable time for some of 
our gayans who are readers of your journal to give us through 
your columus more light concerning the varieties and habits ot 
that noble tribe of fishes—the Salmonide. The following 
questions have often occurred to me, and any information 
concerning them will be thankfully received: 

ist. How many varieties are there of the Sa’menide known 
and recognized 1nder the cognomen of Salmo salar? 

2d. Do they ascend our rivers eyery year to spawn ? 
3d. If the countless numbers of Salmo salar taken in nets 

eyery year below tide water were allowed to escape nnmo- 
lested, would there be sufficient spawning grounds in our 
rivers to accommodate that Innumerable multitude ? 

4th, Fishermen along the coast of the maritime provinces 
in the fall of the year take out of their mackerel weirs num— 
bers of so-called Salmo salar that are full of ripe spawn and 
apparently on the eve of depositing it. Where are the spawn- 
ing beds of those fish—in salt or fresh water? 

5th. Has there been asingle instance brought to light where 
the Salmo salar has been known to deposit its spawn below 
tide water unless at or nearthe mouth of a swift running 
stream of fresh water? 

fith. What fish is it that deposits its spawn in the salt water, 
and whose ova so closely resembles that of the Salmo salar 
taken from fresh water, that old fishermen could not distin- 
guish the difference between the two kinds; and this fish de- 
posits its spawn in such quantities that tons in weight of it 
have been during a heayy storm casi up on the shores of the 
Bay Chaleur ? STANSTEAD, 

For answers to the first five questions we refer to Hallock’s 
‘' Gazetteer” or to Jordan’s,‘* Vertebrates.” The stalement 

contained in question 6th is most interesting and surprising. 

We should be glad to receive. fuller information on this sub- 
ject, when the ‘‘savans” appealed to may possibly be able to 
give a satisfactory answer.—Ep. F. & B. 
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THE SAGE GROUSE. 

Denyur, Col., Nov. 26, 1878. 
Evrror Yoresr AND STREAM : 

I must take issue with a writer in your paper of 14th inst, 
vespecting the sage grouse, or ** Cock-of-the-Plains.” He 
must haye made its acquaintance in a region of country where 
there is little vegetation except sage. In more than a dozen 
years’ familiarity with it I have not haif-a-dozen times found 
the flesh of that bird, when properly cooked, unpleasantly 
seasoned wih sage. Once only did I find it unfit to cat, and 
that was au ancient cock, of nine or ten pounds weight, that 
had been killed hours and brought to camp without being 
drawn, They shouldbe drawn as soon as killed. Young 
birds do not taste of sage at all, and they are esteemed by 
many as the most delicious among out grouse. I myself con- 
sider them equal to any other. ‘True, most of my acquaint- 
ance with the bird has been in a country of comparatively 
luxuriant -yegetation, wirere there is a variety and great 
abundance of food, and where I know it dogs not feed upon 
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hen the ground isdeeply 
covered wilh snow. If your contributor—vwhose observations 
respecting this yery valuable game bird are m inly correct— 
will report to me uext July or August, Twill find him ‘'Cock- 
of-the-Plain’ that will not taste of sage, or, failing in that, 
will eat His share of the '‘chicks" in addition to my. own, 

- N, B, 

‘sage, except in case of necessily, as when th 

We reeret to }ye obliged to differ from one in whose judg- 
ment and experience we have so much confidence as we have 
in that of “W. N. B.” Our experience with the sage grouse 
lias been in the Great Interior Basin, and in Montuna and 
Dakola, and we have usually found these birds bitter, and 

tasting strongly of sage. Of course the flayor of any animal's 
fiesh depends mainly on its food, and if sage grouse are found 

where there is no sage their flesh may well be quite as good as 

that of any other game bird, A recent note from the same 

correspondent gives us further details of his experience with the 
sage grouse in Middle Park. He says: 

My experience with the sage cock or sage hen has been 
mainly in Middle Park and the country west of that basin, a 
country that differs very materially from the Great Interior, 
or Salt Lake Basin and the arid sage plains of the North 
Platte and others like it, in being more fertile with greater 
variety of vegetation, and especially in fruit bearing plants 
and shrubs, Itis a fact that I have very seldom found this 
brouse tasting perceptibly of sage, and not half a dozen times 
unpleasantly so. As young chicks, we, in the Middle Park, 
consider them the best of our grouse. The best shooting 
grounds for them are along streams and gulches, and around 
upon thickets and the edges of timber. They like the shade 
of willows and tall green grass. When there is snow of any 
depth they are driven to the necessity of eating more or less 
save. Their nests and roosting places are, however, among 
the sage in dry land, where there is little vegetation. 

—_—_—_—_—_—— 8s 

QUERIES ABOUT ALBINISM. 

Bosrox, Mass., Dec, 13, 1878. 
Eviror Forest AnD STREAM > 

Is it necessary to look to the possibility of a cross with the 
domesticated white duck to account for the white mallard 
mentioned in your edition of yesterday? I thought that it 
was generaliy conceded that birds of ail species were not so 
yery infrequently albinos. It seems to me that I have either 
geen or heard of specimens of white individuals of almost all 
the common varieties of birds. Hyerybody has heurd of a 
white blackbird, and I believe white robins sre nof so very 
rare. I myself a few years ago saw in the month of Septem- 
ber, on thé Magalloway River, when the ewallows were flock- 
ing just before starting for the South, a perfectly snow-white 
one in a flock of several hundred. Three or four years ago 
there was a white Mnelish sparrow seen daily on our common 
or in the public garden, which attracted a good deal of atten- 
tion and called forth some correspondence in the daily papers. 
There is One point, however, in this connection that I haye 
never seen referred to, and on which, perhaps, some of your 
pumerous scientific ornithological readers can throw some 
light, and that is that in the specimen of albinoisms in birds 
that I have seen the absence of piginent was confined to the 
plumage, the eyes being of their natural dark color. A per- 
fect albino, of course, shows a total want of pigment, and the 
absence of the coloring matter is most marked and attracts 
most attention in the eyes, or, to be correct, im the iris. The 
white rabbit with its pink eyes is the most familiar example 
of this, and it is only yesterday that I was looking at a snow- 
white gray squirrel in the window of a bird fancier, whose 
eyes were exactly like unose of a white rabbit. It may per- 
haps be necessary, for the suke of the non-scientific reader, to 
state that ihe pink color of the eye in a perfect albino is due to 
the fact of the blood in the numerous small arteries and veins 
giving the eye that hue, when the usual dark coloring matter 
or pigment which gives the blue, black or brown color to the 
eye isabsent. In the white swallow that I saw the eyes were 
black, and owing to the contrast looked like jet beads. In the 
English sparrows a partial albino is not at alluocommon, I 
haye seen a great many where afew feathers in the wings or 
tail, ora patch of them on the back, were white. My object 
in wriling 1s to ask whether albinoism is not more common in 
birds than in other branches of the animal kingdom, and 
whether in eases of albino birds the abnormal deficiency of 
coloring matter is not usually confined fo the plumaye, or at 
least whether the irisin such cases is nof usually normul. 

Miewae, 

[Weagree with our correspondent in thinking that albino- 
ism is more common in birds than in other animals, and are 
disposed to believe that partial albimism, that is to aay cases 
in which the eyes are dark, is much more common thin com- 

plete albinism. The iris is usually normal.—Ep. | 
—_——_— —__—_ + —__—_ 

Tur Late G. Dawson RowLey.—We have received from 
Mr. Ruthven Deane, Secretary of the Nuttall Ornithological 
Club, the subjoined clipping, sent to him by Mr. George 

Fidell Rowley, the son of the Jate naturalist. England 
scientific circles have lost a valuable member in the death of 
Mr. Rowley; we take pleasure in here reproducing the 
tribute which WVuture pays to his life and worth: 

It is with sincere regret that we have to announce the death, 
on the 21st inst., at his house in Brighton, of Mr, George 
Dawson Rowley, the projector of, and principal contributor 
to, the Ornithalogical Miscellany, which he published at his 
own very considerable cost, and author of several pater on 
ornithological and archeological subjects. Educated at Wton 
and Trinity Colleze, Cambridge, where he graduated B. A, in 
1846, he.was the companion, both at school and at the Uniyer- 
sity, of the late John Wolley, whose early passion for natural 
history he shared, In Mr. Rowley, however, the taste fur a 
time gave way to antiquarian studies, and did not return, at 
any rate very strongly, until some years afterward, when he 
had married and was settled at Brighton, where, notwith- 
standing the dictum of Mr. Ruskin that ‘no English gentle- 
man has ever thought of birds except as fyinp targets or fla- 
yorous dishes,”’ he became, so far as the opportunities of the 
place allowed, a very watchful observer of all that was Bie 
ing in the feathered world, while in the spring he yearly re- 
paired to his father’s estate at St. Neot’s in Huntingdonshire, 
the better to study the habits of birds in the breeding-scason. 
He-alzo began fo forma collection of ornithological speci- 
mens of singular yalue, sparing no cost or trouble in the 
acquisition of objects of rarity or peculiar interest, and 
the treasures thus amassed dinally became very numerous, 
The clegign of his Ornithological Miscellany seems to haye 
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chielly been to illustrate this ‘ Rwily Chamber "—for go, 
after the example set by old Ramphius, it might well be. 
called —a considerable number if not most of the specimens 
thercin figured or described being his owa possessions. Yet 
be willingly accorded room in iis pages to worthy contriba- 
tors, among whom may be mentioned Me, Dresser, Dr. Finsch, 
Messrs, Salvin, Sclater, Seebobm and Sharpe, und Lord 
Tweeddale, snd his printine a tragslation of Pejevalsky's im- 
portant work un the birds of Tarkestan, published in Russian, 
with copies of the da was a real beon to those ignorant 
Of that language. Busides this he often wundered into the by- 
Ways of ornithology, which frequently possess a curious kind 
of interest, and he gave views of many places remarkable for 
the birds which fraqnent them. Never did the contents of a 
worl: better justify its title, for anything more miscellaneous 
than they ave cannot well beimigined, Failing health, as he 
hinself only a few months ago siated in hid concluding re— 
marks, brotight it to.an end far sooner than he had intended. 
Setting aside the scientific value of some of the papers, the 
beautiful plates by which nearly all are illustrated make its 
cessation a loss to ornithologists ; aud those who knew that 
Mr, Rowley had fora lone time been gathering information 
bearing on thehistory of the extinct Gare-fow! (Alea tmpenniy) 
had hoped that some result of his labors in this respect, would 
one day make ita appearance, But this was not to be. More 
than @ year ago a violent hemorrhage of the lungs gaye warn- 
ing of serious danger, and the attack was only too quickly 
followed by others of a like tature, under which he sank, in 
his fiffy-seventh year, dyin, by a singular coincidence, on 
tle yery same day as his father, who had long been an invalid) 

SEe ee ee eae: 
Nor Piywatep Grouse.—aA correspondent, “J. M, B.,” 

Who writes tous from Gold Hill, Nevada, persists in holding 
to the opinion that the ‘‘prairie chicken” is found in that 

Btate. He says that these birds are abundant in the eastern 
portion of the State, and are quite different frdm the sage 
hen, Gur correspondent says: 

The sage hens are found upon the table-lands and foot-hills, 
amidst sage brush and stunted willows, generally in the vi- 
cinity ef a spring or little stream. They are larger than 
“chickens,” with a darker plumage—in fact, upon the breast 
almost dark. They have a heavy, Joppy" flight; their flesh 
is dark and coarse, and if not drawn shortly after being 
killed, they taste of sage british and become very bitter, Of 
the other hand, the chickens are found lower down upon the 
Tiyer bottoms and in the grain fields in Star, Ruby, and 
Lamoille valleys, and on the Humboldt River, from Carlin to 
its source, very few being found west of Oarlin; but T be- 
leve they are working west, and cventually we will have 
them here in the western part of the State and in California, 
Utah, Montana, Idaho and Oregon also have them in parts 
Where it is possible for them to exist, 

The second species of gronse to which our correspondent 

refersis not the true prairie chicken, but the sharp-tailed 

grouse (Pedinsctes phusianelius var. Columbianus). As we 

haye many fimes repeated, there is as yet no syidence to 

show that the prairie chicken (Cupidenia eupide) has ever 
been taken west of the Rocky Mountains. Our friend, Mr. 

W. H. Reed, told us once that le had shot a single specimen 
of this species near Como, Wyoming; but as the skin was 

not preservid, it is possible that there may haye been an 
érror in the identification of the bid. A disputed point of 
this kind cainot be decided in the affirmative on the testi- 
mony of non-scientific sportsmen. It requires the dictum of 

some one who is known as a naturalist to finally settle such a 

point. If any one of our friends should kill what they be- 

lieve to be prairie chickens west of the motintains, they can 

haye the question settled by sending us askin of one of the 

birds. 

Woodland, Ham and Garden, 
GRAZING LANDS IN TEXAS. 

[The following correspondence will answer inquiries to 

many persons who have applied to us personally and by letter 
for the same information,—Ep, | 

Austin, Texas, Dec, 18, 1878. 
Eprror Fortsr anp STREAM : 

Loften receive letters of inquiry about Texas; so many 
that I cannot answer all, hence | inclose the within, and may 
reply that others who are seeking homes or information in 
refard to the stock-raising region of ‘Texas may be benefited. 

' 8. B. Buox.ey. 
Prof, 8. B, Buckley, State Geologist, Texas + 

Deéar Sir—Three or fonroi us intend to go lo Texas in January or 
February to look for a large tract of land for stock-raising and tillage, 

but principally the former. My purpose is to get a iract of 10,000 acres, 

more of less, aud fence il in and etock it with improved cathe or pheep, 
or bovh; and we wish to yo po & county that promises well tor improve- 
mont, where we cal tind good soil, water, timber, stone, coal, elc., at 

low prices. You will greatly oblige meif you wlll name u few of the 

counties best adapted to our wants, a healthy location being the frst 

inimporlance. Truly yonre, W. ROgEINS, 
Chicago, Get, 30,1875, 

Austin, Texas, Dec, 18, 1878. 
Mr. Wilkam fobbins: \ 

Dear 8ir—In reply to yours of October 30 [ can only give 
brief answers fo your queries; yetif you visit the region 
specified, or only part of it, you cannot fail to be suited, and 
this you had better do and not trus{\ to the report of any one. 

If you wish for a moderately temperate climate, where 
nearly all the fruits and yegetables of the North ean be grown, 
and also some of the semi-tropicsl, then the counties directly 
north of this as far as the Red River, and-also the counties 
west of said line to the frontier near Fort Concho, all these 
are comprised largely of fertile soils, abounding in hii and 
dale, mostly prairie, clothed with nutritious native grass 
suitable for stock. It is a well-watered country, abounding 
in. never-failing streams, riyers and sprmgs. ‘There is also 
plenty; of wood for fuel besides, the larger portion of that re- 
fion is composed of the regular carboniferous formation, 
where already several. beds of coal at and near the surface, of 
very good quality, have been opened and used extensively by 
the blacksmiths of that region. Limestones and sandstones 
suitable for building purposes also abound. Besides, it is 
decked with fine scenery, presenting charming landscapes, 
amid which comfortable and beautiful homes canbe made. I 
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have tyayeled much and far, and have never seen elsewhere 
£0 much beautiful and picturesque scencry as abounds in 
Calahin and its adjacent counties. Thus I wrote in 1876 to 
Judge Anderson, of Memphis, ‘Teon,, who had written ine 
letter of induity. He and his brother went there and estab- 
lished two stock rauches, being the first settlers of the county; 
bat in Jess {ban one year 100 mora familics were there, and 
we ail the land of that county is owned by settlers.or specu. 
ators, 
But I lived in western New York until in the winter time 

Iwas nearly frozen to death; cams to Texas with im- 
paired health, and nowt am in yigora boy again. IJ still 
dislike cold weather, and lence I prefer a home not north of 
this latitude, 30 deg. in the winter, therefore, I would not start 
& Tanch much north of this, because the countics west and 
southwest of Austin have also good goil and prass. 
The climate is less cold, and hence stock need less 

shelter, care and food in the winter. 
A large portion of this country, indicated aboye, is already 

settled with a good class of people, who are mostly engaged 
in the stock business, people from the Northern and Southern 
States, and from Hurope, Germany and England being largely 
represented. I met an intelligent Englishman with a sheep 
tauch in Parker County, who told me he had dwelt several 
years in Australia in the same business, 

This eutire region is remarkably healthy—no malaria. The 
airis so pure that itis especially beneficial for all lung dis- 
eascs. Austin, San Antonio, and other places in Western 
Texas are largely resorted to inthe winter by Northern people. 
A. Northern gentleman, afew days ago, bought 1,200 acres, 
suitable for either tillage or pasturage, for $1,200, situated 
on Onion Creek, in Hays County, about seventeen miles west 
of Austin, His main business will be the keeping of shevp. 

0. B. Buoy, 
——— 

Miexongerre Ovrture in Wintse,—' Although one of the 
easiest things to grow when properly managed,” says ‘8. 

W. P.” in the London Country, I know of nothing in the 
plant way which gives amateurs so much trouble as winter 

mignonhette, and more particularly is this the case if the 
drainage happens to be at all defective, as no plants are more 
impatient of excessive moisture, Hyen when growing out- 
doors in the open borders I have seen them yo off wholesale 
after heavy rains, or look so wretched for duys as to give but 
little hope of recovery. This unsatisfactory state of things 
ig most frequent during their earlier stages, which is always 
the most critical time for them in pots, and until these be- 
come well filled with roots the only safe way is to keep the 
soil in such a condition as fo prevent the plants from flagging 
or losing their healthy green color. Mignonnette so treated 
makes @ short-jointed, stocky, vigorous growth, and produces 
such flower stems as to be an ornament in any greenhouse or 
window, and a source of delight from the delicious perfume 
the sweet blossoms exhale. When getting toward this ad- 
vanced stage liquid manure is of great assistance, the most 
snituble being clear soot water. 

“Next to judicious watering, sweet pure air and plenty of 
it, wheneyer the weather is favorable, isthe chief requisite 
with winter mignonnette, andif it gets this, with an abundance 
of light at the same time, there is no difficulty in haying it m 
& great state of perfection, The best situation for it is on 
shelyes closé ta the glass ab the ends of a greenhouse, where 
slight currents of air are always passing through between the 
laps, and where it gets an increased quantity by day when- 
ever the yentilators are opened, <A position of this kind suits 
it far better than a pit or frame having walls around, and an 
an atmosphere much closer and damper than that of a 
house, in the latter of which the temperature is less fluctu- 
ating and consequently more favorable, independent of the 
extra amount of light the plants there derive. To enjoy 
mignonnette later on in the spring of the year, another sowing 
should be made at once, and this is best done in the pots it is 
jntended to flower in, as then there is no further disturbance 
in shifting, The handiest and most suitable sized pots are 
those known as 32's, or Gin,, in which five or six patches of 
seed should be sown at equal distances apart, and the plants 
thinned out singly as soon as they are large enough to handle, 
leaving the strongest and most promising when doing so. As 
before observed, drainage is a very important matter foward 
the successful culture of mignonnette, as it is highly essential 
that whenever water is given it should be able to percolate 
through the soil.and find a ready ontlet, instead of lyine in, 
to render it sodden and sour. One crock over the hole, there- 
fore, and a few pieces broken smaller and placed around it, 
is the right thing, and on these, if it can be got, a handful of 
pigeons’ dung should be scattered, on which the roots will 

‘feed just when they most require such assistance—that is, at 
the time the plants are coming into flower. As to. soil, 
nothing suits better than good fibry loam made tolerably free 
and open by using a little leaf mould with it, or a slight por- 
tion of mild decomposed hotbed manure and a sprinkling of 
sand, and if these areincorporated together the mixture will 
he as perfect as need be desired. The finest mignonnette for 
pot culture is the Pyrimidulis grandiflora, a large form of 
the old Reseda odorata, and quite as sweet. In addition to 
ihe first named, there are several other so-called varieties, 
but none sufficiently distinct to make it worth growlog them, 
as the difference in them is very slifht indeed.” 
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How to Preserve Frowers.—L' [alia Agricola gives these 
directions for drying Howers. The great value of the process 
is Unat it preserves the brilliancy of the color: 

An ordinary box of suitable size for the reception of the apeci- 
men or specimens it is desired to preserve having been ob- 
tained, its wooden hottom is removed, anda thin sheet of metal 
loosely attached substituted for if, A quantity of sand, nearly 
sufficient to fill the box, is then taken, carefully washed, dried, 
passed through a sieve, and heated over the fire with a hun- 
dredth part of its weight of stearine (such as is used for the 
manufacture of stearime candles), the mixture being con— 
stantly stirred the while, so as to insure the perfectly uniform 
incorporation of its component parts. A layer of this, about 
1-3d of an inch deep, is placed on the bottom of the box, the 
flower or flowers are then introduced, and more of the pre- 
paration is gradually and gently added till they are com- 
pletely surrounded and covered by it. The box is then filled 
up with sand, covered oyer, and placed in a warm place for 
two or three days. When it is desired to extract: the con- 
tents, the metal sheet which forms the bottom of the box is 
partially detached, and the latter gently raised; the sand 
gradually runs out by the opening at the bottom, and the 
flowers will be recovered dry and perfectly unaltered in color, 
Our contemporary adds that in Germany and France large 
bouquets and garlands are frequently preseryed by this method 
for an almost indefinite length of.time, 
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Tax Bamsoo.—Common as it is, there is no more sraceful 
or beautiful object in nature than the bamboo in ils nativs 
Juxuriance, and nowhere is it seen in greater perfection (han 
by the rivers and creeks of Burmah, As yon round the bend 
of a Burmese river cluster after cluster of bamboo waves a 
graceful salute with its spray-like foliage, and J could tell of 
country roads flanked by a bamboo avenue Jike nolhiny go 
touch as a living Gothic aisle; the smovth pillar-like stems, 
jointed together with perfect regularity, and raising on either 
side of the road almost perpendicularly, so graceful is the are 
described, meeting close overhead at a lofty height, and form- 
ing beneath a stillness which completes the purallel to the 
cathedral aisle. And when you turn to consider the uses ful- 
filled by this fairy-like plant, the wonder is scarcely lesa, 
Whether in his house, or on land, or the boat, in which hale 
the Burman’s life is passed, the bamboo is present eyery— 
where in an infinite variety of forms. The niain siipports of 
the house are commonly of timber, but it is from the bamoo- 
that the beams and rafters of floor and roof are mada, the 
partition walls, the matting on the floor, the very string 
which lashes rafter and beam together, and in many cases the 
mat-thatch which completes tie house; while withia the 
house so built hardly a vessel but is made from, or at least in- 
debted to, the same. On board the boat the bamboo is no 
less important ; it floats the fisherman’s net, it is his shelter 
from the weather, and affords the rough bedding on which ha 
lies; itis the stake to which his boat is movred, the pole 
which thrusts it from the shore, and even the anchor which 
holds it in the stream. Under more elaborate process it forms 
the substances of muitiform vessels of lacquer work, which in 
Burmah takes so Jargely the place of the earthenware in other 
countries. It is the scaffolding of the builder, the laborér's 
basket, the child's toys, and from its branches are woven the 
fantastic structures so dear tothe Burmese, where the moony 
or drama is held, and it forms the fanciful canopy which 
covers the coffin in the funeral procession. 

om + 

** Poussin” wir Herviiizers,—A correspondent wishes 
to know if we don’t think that we were a little hasty in our 
reprobation of the habit which some farmers have of ‘fussing 
with so-called chemical fertilizers, of which they know noth— 
ing,” to the neglect of manure making by utilizing all the 
wastes of the stables and farm-yards. Our friend says very 
truly that on many farms, especially in the older States, where 
fertilizers are most needed, there is not stock enough kept to 
furnish what the lands require, and that it is only a choice be- 
tween commercial fertilizers and starvation of the soil, Very 
well; but it still :emains true that a great; many farmers could 
make fifty loads more than they do of unexcelled fertilizers by 
the use of muck, leaves or other composting material, and the 
liquids and other wastes of their barns. It is true, also, that 
commercial fertilizers are used too much atrandom, and’ there- 
fore extravagantly and foolishly. Some farmers have an idés, 
that everything which is sold under the name of ‘‘ fertilizers" 
is good for their land, provided it hag a bad smell and is la- 
belled with a learned-looking ‘‘ analysis’? and a few lestimo- 
nials on the patent medicine advertising plan, This we call 
“fussing ” of the most foolish sor. A dozen rows of corn, 
orapatch of grain in the corner of (he field, will give a 
farmer an ‘‘ analysis” of any fertilizer that is worth a goo 
deal more to him than any chemist’s report. Nature should 
be the farmer’s consulting ¢ghemist, and the busliel measnye 
h.a maker of certificates. In other words, let him find out 
whether a particular compound is what his land requires hy 
the simple expedient of trying it before he loses money and 
wastes time in applying it wholesale. Hvyery intelligent man‘s 
farm should be an experiment station. The quality, quabtit y 
to be used, and the methods of applying a new fertilizer, can 
be ascertained only by successive and yaried trials, continu- 
ously made and carefully observed. Don’t “go it blind,” 
therefore, on the grab-bag, pig-in-a-poke, happy-go-lucky 
style of farming.— Golden Rule. 

Ghe Equa. 
SPANIELS, 

[° 18 Salisfactory to note that there is a rapidly-growing in_., 
terest in this country in the breeding of spaniels and their 

use in the field, Unfortunately, in England, from whence we 
must.draw our supply for stock purposes, the varions breeds 
have become much mixed of late years, aud with regard to 
cockers in particular it can scatcely be said that they exist as 
a distinct breed. There is little in the earliest records of 
sporting in England to tell us what sort of spaniel was used 
for hawking and netting before fowling-pieces came into use, 
That he was the progenitor of the setter there canbe no doubt, 
and we haye in our possession an old engraying in which js 
depicted what is evidently a spaniel pointing, or “setting,” 
birds, while two wild-looking poachers, with lanterns, are 
about springing a net over dog and the birds aliead of him, 

As a companion, or dog of all work, the spaniel is excelled 
by no other breed, and cons-dering the nature of a large por- 
tion of our country, with its thick swamps filled wilh briars 
and dense alder thickets, we wonder that he has not long be- 
fore this heen more generally adopted for woodcock and ruffed 
grouse shooting. In classifying spaniels ** Stonehenge” di. 
vides them into the Modern cocker, the Sussex and the Clum. 
ber, including in the first named the Norfolk spaniel, which is 
now somewhat rare, the Welch and Devon cockers and in fact 
every kind of field spaniel except the Sussex and Clumber, 
Many of the spaniela which have been sent to this country and 
which are commonly called cockers have undoubtedly a freat 
deal of the Norfolk blood in them, as indicated by their colors, 
which in the old breed is a liver and white, black and white 
and rarely lemon and white. Very many that we now haye 
show a cross with the Irish water spaniel which can easily he 
detected by the tendency of the coat to curl, and sometimes 
even by a topknot, or tuft on top of the head. ‘The old-fash- 
ioned Welsh and Devon cockers are now rarely met with, 
having been crossed so. frequently with other breeds, For- 
merly they weighed not more than 20 to 25 pounds, but the 
crossing has brought them up to 30 pounds. ‘In color they 
were originally liver colored. Some of the beat strains of 
cockers of the present day are all black, and it will therefore 
be seen that every latitude is allowed in the way of color, ‘The 
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Blenheim spaniel was used by a former Duke of Marlborough 
as a cocker, and ‘* Idstone” relates that he once had a genuine 
King Charles which had been used with great succeesin wood- 

cock shooting. The spaniel requires most careful breaking, 
and should always be taught to range close, say within thirty 

or forty yards, and should be taught in this country to come 
to heel at shot and to retrieve from land and water. Being a 
plow dog a brace is better than a single one, and in England it 
is customary in cock shooting to have a *t team’ or ‘' leash.” 

The points of the modern field spaniel, which we must now 
class under the general head of ‘‘ cocker,” as given by ‘*Stone- 
henge” in his latest work, are as follows; 

The head should be long, witha marked brow, but still only 
gradually rising from the nose, and the occipital protuberance 

well defined, Nose long and broad, wilhout any tendency to 

the snipe form. Hye expressive, soit and gentle, but not too 
full or watery. The ear should be set on low down, lobular 
in shape, not over long in the leather or too heavily clothed 

with feather, which should always be wavy and free from 

Tinglets. ‘The neck should be long enough to allow the nose 
to reach the ground easily, strong and arched, coming easily 

out of well-shaped shoulders. he chest should be deep and 

with a good girth, back and loin full of muscle and running 

well into one another, with wide couplings and well-turned 

hind quarters. The length of the spaniel should be rather 
more than twice his height at the shoulder. The legs must 

be full of bone, and straight ; elbows neither in nor out; quat- 
ters full of muscle, and stifles strong but not yery much bent. 
The feet are round and cat-like, well clothed with hair between 

the toes, and the pads furnished with very: thick horn. The 
color preferred is a Lbyilliant black, butin the best strains of 
the dog an occasional liver or red puppy will appear. The 

coat is flat, slightly wavy, soft and gilky; the legs are well 

fringed, or feathered, like the setter, as also are the ears; 
there must be no topknot, or curl, between the eyes, indical- 

ing & cross of the water spaniel, The tail, which is always 

cropped short, must haye a downward carriage, and should 
not be set on too high. 

One or two fair specimens of the Sussex spaniel have been 
imported into this country, but their numbers are not sufficient 

iO WalTant & special class lor them at our shows. They are 

distinguished from the other field spaniels by being larger in 
size and of a beautiful golden liver color. Another peculiarity 

is that in questing for game he gives tongue with a peculiarly 

full and bell-like tongue. He isa dog of hardy disposition, 
but rather difficult to keep under control, 

The Clumber spaniel, of which breed we haye a few fine 

specimens in this country, has been bred and retained in 
greater purity in England than any other sirain of field 

spaniels. This dog takes his name from the seat of the Duke 
of Newcastle in Nottinghamshire, where the breed was first 

established, In appearance he is quite unlike any of the other 
breeds of spaniels, having a heavy head, long body and short 

Jegs. Although slow and a close ranger he hasan excellent 

nose and is easily kept under control. He also improves as he 

grows older, and at an age when your pointer or setter begins 

to fail is in his prime. Asa rule they are difficult to rear, 

from haying been so much inbred, and they are also inclined 
to take on fat too readily, ‘The colors are inyariably lemon, 
or orange and white, and when the former colors are freckled 

over the face and legs the color is perfect. Probably the 

purest Clumbers now in this country, that is with the best au- 
thenticated pedigrees, are ‘Trimbush and Fairy, the former 

imported by Mr. Jonathan Thorne, Jr., from Clumber, and 
the latter bred by him, both dogs being now the property of 
the writer. Some twenty years ago a very fine Clumber was 

imported and passed into the hands of Mr. H. Waldo, of this 
city, who, if we mistake not, sentit up to.our old friend Ethan 
Allin, of Pomfret Centre, Conn, Whether this dog had any- 
thing to do with producing that fine strain of small setters for 
which Mr. Allin is celebrated, and which are said to be perfec- 
tion on ruffed grouse, deponent sayeth not. At all events it 

is our OWn intention to breed Trimbush to some good setter 

bitches in hopes of having a strain of dogs which while having 
superior noses will yet be neither too large aor too fast for 
rulfed grouse and woodcock shooting. Mr. James Gordon 
Bennett some years since imported some Clumbers and their 

progeny was disposed of at his sale two years ago. The dogs 

oftered, however, had, many of them at least, liver-colored 
markings which indicated that the parent stock had been 
crossed with a cocker. 

Of the field spaniels which are now classed as cockers the 
importation has been so rapid that it is difficult to keep track 

of them, Mr. I’, H. Hoe, of Tarrytown, has some fine ones, 
and 80 has Mr, Frank C. Hollins, of Jersey city. Mr. A. Bel- 
mont Purdy, of this city, has exhibited some good ones, 
Messrs. Raymond and Creed, of Jamaica, L. 1, huve « strain 

which they procured from Dundee, Scotland, and there are 
Many good ones scattered throughout the country. We have 

Tepeatedly been applied to for a description ot the cocker and 
‘we believe that all that can be said is embraced above. We 
should make the present standard a dog weighing from 20 to 
30 pounds, of almost any color, with lobe-shaped ears, and 

with a straight, or wavy coat, a curly coat to be rejected. 
SSS eee 

Mn. Jasper N, Dodge, of Detroit, Mich,, has sold one of 
his Leicester—Rose puppiestu A. E, Burr, of Nashville, Tenn., 
and one todno. Mucee, of Chatham, Ont. 

OS 

—Mr, R, 0, K. Martin, of Nashville, Tenn., has purchased 
from G. W. Campbell, a puppy by imp, Erin out of Ida, she 
wae sister to Buck Jr., for which he claims the name of 

WO. 

ALEXANDRA PALACE DOG 

——— 

HE twelfth dog show of the English Kennel Club was 
held at the Alexandra Palace, near London, on the 

12th December and following days. The entries numbered 

1,058, and among them were the best specimens of all known 

breeds. 

Tue judges were: For pointers, Mr. J. H. W. Whitehouse; 
for pugs, Capt, E. Digby Boycott; for setters and retrievers, 
Mr. 8. E. Shirley, M. P.; for poodles, Maltese, Italian gray- 
hounds, and rongh-haired toys, Capt. the Hon Fulke Greville; 
for bloodhounds, mastiffs, St. Bernards, Dandie Dinmonte, 
smooth-haired terriers, black-and-tan terriers, smooth-haired 
toys, and non-sporting puppies (in the pens), Rey. W. J. 
Mellor; for Newlfoundlands and sporting puppies (in the 
pens), Mr. W, Lort; for fox terriers and wire-haired terriers, 
Mr. J. A, Doyle; for sheep dogs, bull terriers, and colley 
puppies (in the pens), Mr, 5. E. Shirley, M. P.; for Dalmatians, 
Sedlingtons, Irish terriers, Skye terriers, Yorkshires and 
Pomeranians, Rey, G. F, Hodson; for foreign dogs, Captain 
Grabam and Rey. G. F, Lovell; for deerhounds and gray— 
hounds, Captain Graham; for dachshunde, Rey. G. F. 
Lovell; for bulldogs, Blenheim spaniels, and J<ing Charles 
spaniels, Mr. J. W. Berrie; and for spaniels, Mr. W- Lort, 

The London Feld comments as follows upon the setters 
and pointers : 

And now topointers. In large champion dogs Wagg—vwell, 
thatis enough. In champion bitches Maud won, over Stella 
and Lady; the latter is but a shadow of her old fair self now. 
In large pointers (dogs) Mr. G. Pilkington’s Faust was again 
unmistakably cock of the walk. He is a grand dog all over, 
and his show ferm does great credit to his keeper. Dick, as 
fresh as paint, was next, Burris tooshort. Es Cymru was 
but very highly commended ; he did not appear at all himself, 
The bitches were cupitally placed. Reine was too thin- 
headed, and Dido looked too rough und old to be noticed. 
Old tramp (Mr. Arkwright's) scored the small-size champion- 
ship in dogs, and pretty Bow Bells that in bitches. Inthe open 
dog class Mr. Veitch’s Don and Mr. Field's Riot were placed 
as named. tex was unnoticed, but he is not bad, though not 
a first-rater, Prude Il, in bitches, went ahead easily, and 
Zeal made an easy second. Lassie was mapgy, we imagine. 

The championship of Huglish setters again went to Rock, 
who showed somehow better than he did at Birmingham. In 
bitches the lovely Phantom again won, The open class for 
dogs was acceptable. Royal 1Y. is a good one; Dante is pig- 
jawed; Rock is not bad ; Bruce has a splendid head; Prince 
Royal isa very fair dog indved; but Count Windem is a 
superb setler, and Ned showed some quality. Puzzle and 
Battle again made their way to the front—a grand brace truly. 
Maud is very pretty. In black-anc-tan setters Duke, the good- 
headed, beat Blossom, Rex II, was only commended, 

in black-and-tans, Jessie, who was placed third, isa bit 
wedgy, but otherwise acceptable. Regalia is very poor in 
feather ; Kate mclines to waye; and the compact Mona won 
well, although Bee was in fair torm. 

In Irish setters (dogs) Count Fosco won; Basto shows age 
a little, and St. Patrick might have been better shown, The 
fair-headed Rover (Mr. Macdons’s) was only commenced. 
Count’s coat is of a good texture, but he isa small dog. In 
bitches Kitty was a good winner. Mina was placed second ; 
her blaze and frid were a detriment to her. Hilie and Lilly 
are too much inclined to curl. Judy is too pale in tint; 
Colleen Oge is well colored, but stumpy-faced. 

In the champion wave-coated retrievers, Loyal had a fair 
win, Incurlies, X. L. should haye wou; mm coat and in curl 
he was superior to King Coffee. The smooth or wayy-coated 
open class for dogs was large one, and a good one, and well 
judged, Ben making a good first. He was shown in tip-to, 
torm and condition, Among the bitches Bramble, who too. 
third, is a very promising young bitch. 

The same reporter comments in such an amusing manner cn 

the class for foreign dogs, that we reprint his remarks : 

The Foreign Dog class was a treat in more senses than one. 
To begin with, would some kind soul enlighten us as to what 
a Roman Maremma is? Because we tuke it to be a mongrel, 
from the specimen we saw—a good-looking mongrel, to be 
sure, bul a mongrel nevertheless. The Russian spaniel who 
Came next was nowliere, because every one knows what a 
Russian spaniel is; but it is not every one who knows what a 
Roman what-do-you-call-it is. Hence the Russian fellow was 
only highly commended. Then wehada real live ulmerhund. 
An ulmerhund is a boarhound simply, but the other name 
sounds betler, hese dogs look very smart, some of them. 
Bismark was one of these, but Barbarossa was totally ignored, 
though he, too, claimed to be an ulmer Kermes, the winning 
braque at the Paris show, was not even looked at twice. Now 
that is very hard of Capt. Graham and Mr. Lovell to thus 
plainly tell the French that they are no judges of sporting 
dogs, since, in their opinion, they (the French) have given a 
gold inedal to what Messrs. Graham and Lovell must consider 
a mongrel pointer. To do them justice, howeyer, we agree 
with them, Braques are droppers, neither more nor less, %.¢., 
mongrels, The Hsquimaux dogs were good ones, but why 
was Garry, one of them, said to haye been bred in the extreme 
north of Lombardy? Lombardy is not noted for its Esqui- 
maux dogs. Moreover, its extreme north is below England's 
extreme south, so what is the meaning of the sentence? If 
it meant to imply that the place is yery cold, then Brighton 
syould be still colder. A boarhound, named Marco, secured 
one of the equal firsts, but he was entered asa “‘ specimen of 
old royal German hunting hound, (Alterveutacher Konigh- 
cher Hatz Rude) (sie), he word boarhound is much sim- 
pler, and it means the same thing; we would, therefore, ad- 
yocate its use. Inthe same foreign division were two bats 
with terrier legs. One was called Garibaldi. We trust the 
valiant ltalian does not boast such a pair of ears as this inter- 
esting specimen did. The other long-eared animal was said 
to be 8 Chinese terrier. We will take it for granted that it 
was s0; but, if so, don’t the Chinese want a terrier club, 
that’s all! ‘Nikko, the Japanese pug, is a curiosity—a long- 
haired pug; being called Nikko, of course there is no doubt— 
except in the minds of those men to whom nothing is sacred 
—that he did come from Japan; but we have seen one years 
ago exactly like it; he was called a Chinese pug (interesting 
variation), but had been bred in the back slums of Seven 
Dials, and was by a pug dog out of a very small cocker bitch 
—both cockneys, whose offspring, hewever, was declared to 

SHOW. | Feta Dick, Very high com,R J 
JL Price, Grog, and T Sturgeon, Burr. i 

G Moore, Moss and Maggie. High com, eet Thyllis. 
Ohampion Clas’—Small--Dogs; Ist, W Arkwright, Tramp. 

Bitches: Ist, R J L Price, Bow Bells. 
Open Clase—Dogs: lat, W Arkwright, Prode Ii; 2d, 8 
ae Zeal, Highcom,R J L Price, Juno. Com, WH Walker, 

a. 
Serrers. 

Champion Class—English—Dogs: Prize, J Fletcher, Rock, 
Bitches: Prize, R Ll P Liewellin, Phantom. 
Open Class —Dogs! 1st, K Ll P Llewallin, Count Windem ; 24, 

WD Duncan, Royal IV; 3d, R Lt P Liewellin, Prince Royal. 
Very high com, Major Ireland, Ned, and G Cartmel, Mars. Higly 
com, @deL Macdona, Ranger Ill. Com, Lient Col J A Cowen, 
Dante; G T Bartram, Duncan, and J T Richardson, Brnee. 
Bitches: 1st and 2d, R Li P Liewellin, Puzzle and Bafilé ; 3d, 
Major Ireland, Ruth. Very high com, C T Abbot, Mand, High 
com, J E Platt (2), Daphine and Daisy. Com, J Fletcher, Daisy. 

Black and Tan—Dogs: ist, J T Richardson, Duke ; 2d, H Map- 
plebeck, Blossom ; 3d, W Allison, Ronald, High eam, E L Par— 
sons, Bob. Com, J H Salter, Rex IT; a good¢lass. Bitches: 1st, 
H Mapplabeck, Mona; 2d, J T Richardson, Bee ; 3d, HL Parsons, 
Jessie, Very high com, © B Hodgson, Regalia. High com, J W 
Morris, Kate, ‘ 
Irish—Dogs: 1st, T M Hilliard, Count; 2d, 0 T Abbott, St 

Patrick ; 3d, G W G M'Hafiie, Basto. Very high com, 0 'T Abbott, 
Plunkett, and F H Bass, Vigo. High com, G W G M’Haftia, Red 
King ; C T Abbott, Redmore, and F. H. Bass.Count. Com, Os- 
borne, Count Fosco ; J H Salter, Whisper, and G de TL: Macdona, 
Rover. Bitches; ist, JH O’Brien, Kitty; 24, G W G M Haitie, 
Mina ; 3d, O'T Abbott, Colleen Oge. Very high com, J © Jobhn- 
son Flirt, and G de L: Macdona, Pamela. Com, G W G M‘Hattie, 
udy, 
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THE TESTIMONIAL TO MR. LORT. 

[From the London Field of Dec. 14.) 

The many years’ services which Mr. Lort has rendered to 
sportsmen by the large experience and great impartiality he 
has brought to bear in the difficult task of judging dogs and 
horses, received a hearty and substantial recognilion yester- 
day at the Alexandra Palace. For some time past there has 
been a subscription on foot with this object, and the 124 sub- 
scribers (headed by the Right Hon. Lord St. Leonards), in- 
cludes the names of many genUlemen well known in the 
canine world. The presentation consists of an oil painting, 
by Mr. ©. Lutyens, K. A., of a moorland ac ne, representing: 
field trials. An excellent full-length portrait of My. Lort in 
the act of judging, with a brace of setters at his feet, occupies 
the foregroun ; while in the half distance is seen the presi- 
dent, Mr. Shirley, mounted ona well-drawn cob. There ia 
also a service of plate, consisting of a soup tureen and side 
dishes, mounted with pointers and fox terriers. 
Mr. Shirley, in making the presentation, said: ‘‘Gentlemen, 

I shall not detain yon more than afew seconds. You all 
know that the object which has brought us here to-day has 
been to do honor to our old and kind friend Mr. Lort, and to 
ask his acceptance of this portrait of himself and this plate. 
The idea was started some three years ago at Manchester; but 
itis only recently that it has taken amore tangible form. 
There have been many reasons for the delay in making the 
psesentation, one of them being the unfortunate failure of the 
Alexandra Palace, which, as you all know, made a postpone- 
ment of the show a necessity, and therefore an occasion we 
had hoped to take advantage of inmaking the presentation 
was lost. However, there is one circumstance which makes 
the present, I think, a most fitting opportunity for us to show 
our high appreciation of Mr. Lort. If any of you ever take 
the trouble to read the American papers you will have learned 
that they have, ina most unwarrantable manner, attacked 
our kind friend after he had been over there aa a guest to 
judge their recent show for them, Mr. Lort wants no defense 
at my hands, and I think ye may well leave these American 
seribblers to the contempt their conduct so amply entitles 
them to. Mr. Lort is, I think, the oldest judge of dogs in 
England. His judging in England, Ireland and Scotland has 
given universal satisfaction. Although differences may at 
times ex st, these are merely on matters of opinion, but his 
integrity is such that no doubt has ever or can ever have 
existed on that head. Formerly the difficulties of judging 
were greater perhaps than at present. We are far from per- 
fect now; but at any rate most of th old exhibitors know 
full well when they are beaten, which they certainly did not 
a few years ago, and the papers were inundated with letters 
on the subject, In the time to which I refer to as well as at 
present, Mr. Lort has borne the bur en of the day.” 

Mr. Shirley then called on Mr. Fletcher, the Hon. Sec., to 
read the illuminated address which accompanied the presenta- 
tion, and which was as follows: 

‘+ Address presented to William Lort, Hsq,, of Yockleton Hall, Yoek- 
leton, Shrewsbury, in recognition of his valuable services in connec- 

tion with Horse and Dog Shows,—Dear Sir: In recent years great at- 

tention has been paid to the breeding of horses and dogs, In furthor- 

ance of this object perlodical shows haye been held in yarious parts of 

the country with novarying success. Koowlng that this snocess Is in 

‘g great measure due to the extensive knowledge and unwearied labor 

which you haye bestowed upon the subject, the undersigned hereby 
desire respectfully to tender to you their sincere acknowledgment and 

the obligations under which your vaiuable services have thus tlald 
them, and they farther reqaest the fayor of your acceptance of the ac- 

companying oll painting, and service of plate, contributed hy noble- 
menand gentlemen interested in horde and dog shows; they olfur 
you this testimonial to mark their high Appreciation of the upright and 

impartialmanner in which you haye exercised the functionsof a judge, 
and in acknowledgment of your self-sacrificing exertions In promoting 

the study of the canine race, which In this country has been greatly 
improved through your labors. While they are fully sensible that your 
highest satisfaction will spring from your own conscionanéss of fhe 

purity of your motives, they nevertheless feel if Incumbent upon them 
tomark in this manner thelr high appreciation of your honvrable con 

dact in connection withthese exhibitions. They trust that this slight 

token of the esteem in which your long and falthfaol servicua are held 

may not be altogether ungcceptable to you, and that when you have 

passed away it may be cherished by your friends as & living memento 
of the affectionate regard in which you are held. While offering you 

thelr aincere congratulations for the success which hws hitherto 

crowned your labors, they wonld express their feryent wishes that you 

may long be spared to aid in the worthy cause you have so mach at 

heart, and ag you enter the ‘ sera and yellow leaf’ of old age, yon may 
experience the happiness resulting from a useful and well-spent jIfe," 

The chairman said,in conclusion : ““Now, Mz, Lort, it is my 
have come from the celestial empire, with enormous success.*) privilege on behalf of the subscribers to ask you to accept this 

Following is @ list of awards in the sporting classes ; 
PorIntTERs. 

Champion Clasa—Large Size—Dogs: Ist, K J L Prico, Wage. 
Bitches: lat, R J L Price, Mend. 

painting and plate. Weare ail of us fully aware ¢f the ser- 
vice you have rendered us, Most of us have annoyed you in 
the past, and, should you condescend to judge for us apain, 
most of us will probably bother you in the future, But this 

Open Class—Large—Dogs; Jet, @ Pilkington, Faust; 24, B | we sincerely trust—that you may feel at least one-third of the 

Jot and 2d 

= 



Blesenré in receiving this presentation ns it has afforded us in 
184 4\\ i 7 

Mr. Lort, in reply, said: *‘Mr. President and gentlemen, J 
would most earnestly and gratefully thank you for the very 
great honor you have done me to day, but words ate 100 poor 
and expressions too tame to"convey one-hundredth part of the 
pleasure T feel at this demonstration of your friendship, I was 
told that in public life I should make many acquaintances, 
but few friends. I can assure you it gladdens my heart to he 
able ta claim, after years of this public life, so many good, 
true, genuine and open hearted friends—ought I not to say 
open handed? For is not the munificence of this day a touch- 
ing proof of if? so touching that it makes me on the yerge of 
breaking down i) my exdeayors to express to you only 4 very 
Small part of what, as a man, I feel, and what I should not be 
aman if I did not feel. I will hasten to say that I have 
rexson to be proud—I am proud—of a testimonial that would 
do honor \o the noblest in the land. As years roll on, if I am 
spared, I may now and then be tempted to look at this por- 
Irait, fo see what manner of man I was in 1878; and if I do, 
Tshall soon lose sight of the unworthy individual there de- 
picted and shall seem to see beyond a crowd of joyous, kindly 
faces—shall seem to hear again the welcome voices of the 
friends I love and yalue. I would say more, but I cannot 
£0 0n. Ican only repeat the words, I thank you—from the 
bottom of my heart 1 thank you.” 

We may mention that the testimonial was subscribed to also 
by gentlemen connected with horse shows. 

—__ ————_ +3 ——____... 

DETROIT DOG SHOW. 

Dnurnorr, Dec. 22, 1878. 
Environ Forast AyD STREAM; 
_ The prospects for our haying a good show are very flatter- 
ing. What the Committee are striving for us is a representa- 
tive one of the best dogs in the country. The judges selected 
hy the Committee are: E, F. Stoddard, Esq., of Dayton, 
Ohio, for setters and pointers, and Dr. J. 8. Niven, of Lon- 
don, Ont., for spaniels, hounds and non-sporting classes. 
Both are gentlemen of high standing, and excellent judges, 
The entries close 3ist Dec, 
Yours truly, Onas. Lincorn, Supt. 
“A prophet is never without honor except in his own 

country.” One would haye supposed that at a Michigan 
dog show, Mr. John Davidson, who has for years past been 
recognized as the leading judge at all the principal shows in 

the country, would haye been invited to judge. Whether he 
would have accepted or not is another question. In passing 
him over without even the barren honor of an invitation the 
msénagers of the Detroit Show have displayed a want of inde- 
pendence, fo use a mild term, of which we would not haye | 

deemed them capable. They have shown that they fear the 
criticism of one or two men, who not being able to use John 

Dayidson as a tool, seek to rninhim. But we believe that as 
sure as the sun risés justice will yet be done m this matter, and 
that the truth will come out. Mr, Lincoln, if he seeks to retain 

his position as Superintendent. cf Shows, should speak. He is 
familiar with the proceedings. 

+ 

From Mr. Davipson.—Hditor Forest and Stream and Rod 
and Gun: In the Chicago Field of December 21 I notice a 
communicalion from R. B. Morgan, wherein he stafes that he 
thought I overstepped my position as judge at Minnesota 
Field Trials, and that such a person ought not to be encour- 
aged. ‘This is the person who quartered on the grounds pre- 
served for the Minnesota Field Trials for a day or so previous 
to their commencement, and who was accused of shooting 
and shipping out game from the Field Trial grounds, and in 
‘whose defence the editor of the Chicago Meld made his little 
address to the people on the morning before the running be- 
gan, stating that he had been requested by Mr. Morgan to say 
that he had not done so. One good turn deserves another, 
and the straws show which way the wind blows. The books 
of the express company at Sauk Centre, also of a prominent 
hotel in St. Pauls, can show whether he did or did not. Had 
I made no objections to every man at Minnesota Wield Trials 
running his dog and giving his score as he pleased, probably 
I might have been a qualified and just judge, but as I did 
make sore objections, then I cannot be so. 

Monroe, Déc, 21, 1878. JOHN Davipson. 
eee 

Wosr ARE Tuey?—Some three weeks ago Dr. W. 8S. 

Webb, Secretary of the W. K.C., received by the Adams Rx- 

press Company a box containing two lemon and white puppies 
about two and ahalf months old,adog anda bitch. The 
charges were all paid, but there was no card or anything by 
which he could tell where they came from or who sent them. 

Any information on the subject would be acceptable to Dr. 
Webb, either through this office or at his own, 22 West 
Thirty-second street. 
SS 

—We understand that Mr, Thos, A, Jerome—brother of 

Mr. Leonard W.—has been the recipient, through the great 
publishing house of Harper Brothers, of a grand picture of his 
prize winning pug bitch Puggy Dear. The picture was passed 

free at the Custom House by order of the Secretary of the U. 

S. Treasury, 1t being a present from a well-known American 
gentlemen now passing the hunting season in Eneland. 

——————Ee 

Fox Hounps.—Hditor Forest and Stream: For our fox 
hunting, or fox shooting as some will have it, we need a slow 
yunving hound, of superior scenting powers, and for those of 
us who like to have our enrs share the sport, a melodious 
voice. ‘Will you please let us Imow whether the qualities are 
to be found united in any of the thoroughbred hounds of Eng. 
land or America, either fox hounds, harriers, beagles ar what 
not, or in any strain of either ? Rh. H.R. 
To Mngland, where hunting is carried on for the most part 

over open country, hounds, of late years, have been brad as 
fast as rage horses, and for that reason are hardly suited for , 

our hunting. There are, however, in Pennsylyania, Mary- 

land 4nd Virginia still remaining many strains of old-fash- 
ioned slow going hounds, with voices like bells and keen of 
nose. ‘he smaller varieties of hounds to which our corres— 

pondent alludes are used principally for huntiny hares,—Hp, 

Enppron Forest aAkp STREAM + 

—Mr. Wm. Vie, of St. Louis, has sold to Wm. Dangerfleli, 
Esq., of Montreal, and O. Hull, Hsq., of Houston, Texas, 
each one of his France-Zita puppies. 

a  E———EEEee 

—Lieutenant'Thomas Perry's'(formerly McClenahan’s) setter 
hitch Fleet whelped, on Dec. 20, ten puppies, seven dogs and 
ae bitches, sited by Margraye's (formerly Clason's) Royal 

e 
oe 

—Mr. L. F. Whitmore’s blue belton English setter bitch 
Mel whelped on the i9jh imst. nine puppies, six dogs and 
three bitches, sired by Mr, Burges’ Druid, 

—_++—__ 

—Mr. Max Wenzel, of Hoboken, N. J., claims the name of 
Yankee and) Wox for two red Irish setter puppies by his Jack 
out of his Doe. 

Hachting and Haating. 
Croup Books.—This being the season of the year when a re- 

yision of books generally takes place, we would like to call the 

attention of committees or Officials having the work in 

charge to certain omissions almost uniformly made in the 

compilation of the official books, and which we trust will no 
longer be permitted to interfere with the value of such very 
necessary works of reference. We haye in mind more 

especially the neglect shown concerning the ‘{pedigrce’? of 

yachts, their modelers, builders and sailmakers, date of 

Jaunching aud alterations, the various dimensions of yachts, 

including depth from underside of beams amidships to top of 
keel, draft with and without board, area of canvas, ballast, 

etc. These mutters, together with a short historical sketch 

of the causes which led to the formation of the club and a re- 

view of its subsequent existence, full information, accompanied 

by small scale charts of courses for matches, and finally the 
location of club houses, secretary’s address and those of other 

prominent officers, would, if Incorporated in the club books, 

render therm of considerably more service than they are for 

the general public as wellas forthe members of the chub, 

SHAWANHAKA YaAcut Cxus.—The series of lectures on 
yacht building which the club has arranged for will take 
place on the following dates: First lecture, on the Construc- 
tiou of Keels, by A. Carey Smith, Esq., Feb. 6; second 
lecture, on the Construction of Centre-Boards, by A. Carey 
Smith, Esq., Feb. 21; third lecture, on Yachts’ Iron Work, 
by Robt. Centre, Hsq., March 8; fourth lecture, on Suils, 
making, trimming and taking care of same, by A, Carey 
Smith, Esq., March 27; fifth lecture, Centre-Boards vs. Keels, 
by Henry Steers, Esq., April 8 The subscription to the 
lectures will be $2, and sre open to gentlemen introduced by 
a member of theclub, The popularity of last year's lectures 
on yacht desigu, and which called forth over a hundred sub- 
seripers, will insure a yery liberal support to the praiseworthy 
attempts of the Seawanhaksa Club to inculcate in the sailing 
fraternity the science underlying their fayorite sport, 

How vo Fir Our.—A correspondent writes: ‘*’The loss of 
my detailed log of former cruises is a serious blow, as I had 
made elaborate and numerous notes with @ view to provision- 
ing and fitting out in the future. I have never yet failed to 
take everything needed, but always have to devote several 
days to thinking on the subject to prevent omissions. ‘To 
ayoid this trouble I had made exhausted notes as to just how 
long everything lasted in the way of proyender, when it 
spoiled, whether satisfactory, etc., whereby 1 fondly im- 
magined I could deduct a bill of fare just in proportion and 
have it engraved on steel and bricked into the wall with the 
face exposed and thus be in condition to start on a cruise by 
a glance at the ‘ writing on the wall.’” 

Yaour Bumping at Istie.—lslip is situated on the South 
shore of Long Island, and readily reached by the South 
Side Railroad in about an hour and a half’s time. The 
Place is probably best known as a yachting port, and 
from the fact that many famous craft have been launched 
there from the building yard of Alonzo BE. Smith. The 
Comet, Sagiita, Onward, Windward and Niantic and many 
others that left his slip haye given a good account of them- 
selves, and both for sound workmanship and neatness of fin- 
ish can compare with the best. Mr. Smith has now a new 
eraft on the stocks for a New York gentleman. She is a 
sloop of some 30ft. long and 124it, beam and is now about 
ready for her planking. At his pier the sloop Sagitta, Col. 
Porter, 22d Reg., N. G. S. N. Y¥., has been berthed for the 
winter. This sloop, though about A8ff. long, was built inthe 
short space of ten weeks, her keel having been laid May 1, 
1878, and by July 15 she was turned over to her owner. Her 
model is one of Smith’s own, and is handsome and easy, es- 
pecially forward, where the old-time flare has been entirely 
done away with, and an easy entrance secured. Her stern is 
eliptical and of a mold peculiar to her builder, and generally 
known as the *! Smith stern.’ The Ofristine lies on the hard 
and with some other boats is offered for sale at lowfigures. As 
stated in his card among the yachting advertisements, Mir. 
Smith is prepared to build anything from the Corinthian up 
to a big schooner, and will furnish estimates, and information 
upon demand. 

Tre 8. I. ¥.—Not all the sailing is done aboard the yachts. 
So one would judge could he cecasionally drop in upon the 
Society of Impecinious Yachtsmen of Brooklyn. Por in its 
parlors, where the members muster strong, you may hear and 
learn more about yachts and yachting in an hour than you 
could elsewhere ina season. And, What is more, facts and 
figures are at hand to back up the arguments there brought 
forth, in quantity enough to make the Iandsman's head swim. 

oo 

A GORINTHIAN CRUISE.—No. 1. 

Han PRAnorsco, Onl., Dea. 6, 1878. 

To the name of good faste, decency, propricty, and all the nanal 

cardinal virtues that cannol we a gensrel thing ba had fur seven 

dollars a month, amen, ‘ let us shake%—and why? Haye you not 

caused teate te flow from my grateful eyes by purifying your 

frontispisce? Hays you nub abolished that obsolete monstrous 

old moose, with his Roman nosé and nnbanudsome mouth? Haye 

you not given greali relies? to my soul by calling in those wooden 

dogs with their machine-made tails? Have you not hollered 
* Whoa" to that solitary desparate horseman destined to break his | 
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neck and another blank fool that is following in his footeteps ? 
And the other one that is lenping the pesks of the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains? Haye younot relieved my mind of the fear that that 

fisherman will break that scantling in his left-handed attempts to 
land that rock he is fast to? And that scared ‘* Buffalo Bill,” that 

vides the bucking horses, and shoots a pistol acroks his horse’s 

neck and his own body at those buffaloes that were going head on, 

and hound to strike that fisherman when and where he least ex- 

pects it. Giving relief to those two men in those shells, making 
one’s back ache to see them forayerin that position for ‘‘Go?P’’ 

Let ont the man with one square shoulder trying to shoot hig 

dog? ITany, hays you not relieved the community and me of all 

those painful nightmares, and then ask me why “shake?” “Go 

to" for a dullard if you don’t se6 the cause of all my rejoicing. 

Asain Tsay, 'Shake,’? If I was in the neighhorhood I wonld in- 

yite you down stairs to the little saloon around thecorner. Tf you 

only knew what a relief ib is to an overcharged son] to seo the da- 

parture of your menagerie you would not wonder at my proposi- 

tion to shake or drink. I do not so much object to those two 

gentlemen wasting their time idling on the rocks when they ought 

to be off. The two deer do not seem to ba very apprehensive of 

the gun. They wear too good clothes tio be bona fide sportamen— 

never Imew chaps with fancy shooting suits ever come home with 

the pockets full of game tinless they atruck a nian shooting for 
the market and bought him ont. The advertisement, or card, of 

Schuyler, Hartley & Groham, that tales the place of your former 

front—that remarkable sportive genius—may not ba so ohar- 

acteristic of the’contents of the paper, but it is more profitable, t 

imagine. 
And now, having hammered you to my heart’s content, I will 

lef you up on your promise never to be again guilty, ete., ate. 

T sat down to write yon an “‘all sorts." My last was centrehoard 

yachts, and going for the scalp of the entter fiend, and to the aid 

of '‘Corinthian;”? but seeing that he haa other assistance, and, 

besides, being protty well able to fight his own battles, I will, by 

way of giving countenance and enconragement to Corinthians, 

give the log of @ ernise I haye just terminated, combining, as it 

did, both yachting and shooting. I want merely to show how 

much quiet enjoyment can be got out of this sort of thing in an 

inexpensive way- 
AsI premised in my former letter, I have been shipmates with 

all sorts and sizes of crafts, from§s0-tonners down, and the bane 

and trouble of my yachting experienca has always been the 

wretched apologies for a crew—composed of, generally, one man 

and a boy: the man, presuthably, combining the duties of sailor 

and cook, performing neither, and the boy asristing him. 

When all ready to start, after hurrying to get everything aboard 

to save tide, to go on board and find nothing ‘‘ stowed,” my crew 

ashore and drunk, was the usual commencement; for be it known 

there never has been a time in all my yachting experience here 

when I could put my hand ona good, reliable man for a craw com- 

bining the necessary qualities, or if he did, the accomplishment 
was offset by a chronic disposition to get drunk before sailing and 

keeping a0 afterwards, if anything’could be had; and I haye yet 

to learn that any locker on a yacht eyer defied the skill and energy 

of the average old, or more particularly young, salt with a morbid 

taste for Schnapps. While you are aboard it may be all right, but 

go ashore toshoot, and come back to find everything snugly locked 

as you left it, apparently, but yourman drunk. On opening 

your locker, the fact being patent that your bottle was low and 

your man high—the one empty and the other full—a high, low 

Jack—suggesting a contradictory problem you do not? always 

pause to work out, such discoveries being succeeded by a phase of 

indiscriminate profanity ;—so, for the salvation of my soul and 

pocket, this season I determined to do my own work, drink my 
own tod, and he generally independent, and proceeded to buya 

condemned craft of 32ft., with a view of patching her up for the 

winter's cruising;in pursnit of'the festive duck. 

I put her on the stocks, and examined her. Her bottom waa 
defective in the garboard strakes, - Concluded to put on new ones. 

'Then the balance of? tha planking looked rongh. Concluded ta 

plank her all oyer. That done, her bulwarks and deck looked 
badly. Put on new material. The centreboard case looked as if 
it would leak, so had a new one pufin. When I examined spara 
found them too shorf—new ones and a new suit of sails. On 

summing up I find thaf, with the sole exception of the skeleton, I 

had built anew boat—and that is my experience generally in fixing 

up an old one; but, nevertheless, she stood me in much less 
money than I had contracted for in a new one ; and for the bens 

fit of Corinthians will explain how it was done—and here is the 

recipe: 

Firstly, strike your boatbuilder when work is a little dull. Say 

that if it would not cost too much to fix her up you would 
buy the Polly Ann. Boatbuilder, in view of a job, says, ‘‘Oh, she 
don’t require much fixing ; won’t cost much ; I will do it ressona- 

bly.” He offers to haul herouton his ways and examine her. 
All tight. Examines, and finds garboard strakes to put in and 

canlking all over, eto. You make a bargain to have it done by the 

job—beware of doing it bythe day. Thatisdons. Say she looks 
rough above; if it did not cost somueh wonld plank her, eto. 

Boatbuilder bites, offers to do it low down; and so you goon 

from item to item, and get your boat rebuilt for a yery reasonable 

amount of monsy—half what the estimate would be if all wers 

named at once. 
Well, behold the Misi rebuilt, rechristened, everything neat and 

new, and the boatbuilder scratches his head, and wonders how 
you managed to get a brand-new boat ont of him for $500 when 
he would not touch such a job for less than $1,000. You leave 
him working up the conundrum, and proceed to ft up, You give 
pront altention to the matter of cooking stove, for you are going 

to do your own cooking for perhaps the first time in yonr Iife— 

going to male it a bona jide Corinthian cruise. You put aboard = 

“Rnby No. 6, a jolly little stove, with its two Gin. openings antl 
a nice oven; blankets ad Whium, and proyisions—and here aames 

in great sclonee, $f you haveit. Che question is submifted at the 

domastio hearth the Gay preyions. Jitn, thea Ohinaman-coolk, i 

called in, and gets his directions as to alot of bissuity, pies, dough- 
nuts, corned beef prassed ; a list is made ont, and it ia astonishing 

how long it is, and how many little articles go to comprize the 
neeessilies of eyen a limited cuisine ; and unless you put a piace 

of paper and pencil at your elbow 4s you sit smoking in your den 

the evening previous, and get them down as they ocour fo fyou, 
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you will forget one-half, and find yourself afloat without oil, can 
dles, matches, or other equally essentials, At last all aboard but 

ths milk, which has been omilted. No time then to getit. Some- 
one suggests condensed milk—and right here let me pause, remoye 

my smoking cap, assume a reyerential attitude, and invoke 

a benediction on the head of Borden, the man whose cans bear 

the legend ihat he is the condensed milk man. Mr. Borden, in 
the name of all yachtsmen, huntsmen, sportsmen, ducksmen, and 

travelers generally and otherwise, I thank thee. Thou art indeed 

a benefaction to thy fellow men—and women, too; for you have 

condensed all our lacteal troubles into one handy little can. On 

your family coat of arms let there be a pyre of milk cans and 

pumps, and the proverbial milkman stirmounting, and all burning; 

on the other side lef there be a dozen kneeling women invoking 

their blessings, and the Goddess of Liberty emptying a large-sized 

cornucopia made of the biggest gunny sack of twenty-dollar gold 

pieces on your devoted head. Borden, long may you waye, and 

continue to condense cows into the brief space you now do, and 

never go back on the quality as you wax rich and greedy. The 

purity of the ballot-box is a secondary cousideration—of none at 

all in comparison with your milk. For years have [I worried with 

cows that clutter up and create noxious odors in o1y stables, and 

regularly dry up—just what I tell my old nig to do when he 

announces the eatastrophe—a regular old-time plantation nig, by 
the way, réjoicing, as he informed me, when he came to run my 

cow department, in the distinguished name of Marshall ‘O’Roberts. 

Through Borden, the present incumbent cow will speedily lose 

her situation, and the old humbug of a nigger be turned out on an 

unfeeling world to dry up, in three weeks, some other man’s brand- 

new sixty-five dollar cow. Pardon the lengthy bubblings of a 

gratefal soul, but I must do Borden justice if the heavens fall, 

which they probably haya no intention of doing, even for Borden 

and his milky way. 
And now let us see if we can got off, for the tide has turned 

flood these two hours. Firstly let us run oyer the list, and ses if 

everything ison board. Guns, cartridges, gum boots, old shooting 

coat, pipes, tobacco, liquids, tea, coffee, sugar, pepper, salt, bread, 

butter, biscnits, doughnuts, cold corned beef, sausages, head 

cheese, mutton chops, beefsteak, canned oysters, potatoes, ham, 

bacon, and lastly, Borden*s compressed cow. 

My companion du voyage—whom I will call Jones for two rea- 

sons: Firstly, because it is customary to doso ; secondly, because 

his name is Jones—iaan amateur in yachting, his knowledge being 

more extensive in shells, pulling stroke oar, ete. We haye agreed 
on the division of duties—I am to sail the yacht and cook ; Jones 

to wash dishes and keep the ship in order, 
Ths wind, although liglit, is fair, and so is the tide. We get 

under way, and head up the bay bound up to the location of our 

floating shooting-box, our scow-house so cosy and comiortable, 

that has done good duty for the last five years. She lies up at 
Sherman Island in the ‘tubes,’ where the mallards and canvas- 

backs congregate to feed on the wild celery and young tube roots, 
The day is warm and sunny. A blue flannel shirt does duty, no 

coat Leing needed. A pleasant breeze fills our mainsail. We take 

slight cold bite, and lighting our pipes ask ourselves if there is 

anything specially the matter with this sort of thing. Popcrrs. 

= 

AND SLOOP. CUTTER 

New Yorx, Noy. 8, 1878. 

Eprror Forest AND STREAM: 
Before commencing our promised eruise, I feel called upon to 

state that the incidents described will, as far as possible, be 
founded upon actual fact. And my intention is simply to compare 

the relative merits of the different types of yessels—the American 

and English—in a spirit of fairness, that the young, enthusiastic 

yachtsman may not be led by fashion into fatal or aggravating 

blunders, and thereby become disgusted with a manly sport; and 

in 20 doing, I will draw upon my imagination as little as possible; 
It is the 15th of May. Onr ideal cruiser has been built, launched, 

sparred and rigged during the winter months. In the same yard 
my friend, who has a mania for everything a U Anglaise, has in- 

sisted, in splte of my friendly remonstrance and ridicule, upon 

building a cutter yacht. She was designed by oneot our celebrated 

yacht designers, resembles, and has all the elements of the cele- 
brated and successful English cutter Lily, and has been pronounced 

by the whole scientitic corps a decided success, and a perfect sea- 

going craft. 
This cutter differs from our yessel as follows: Six feet longer 

on water line, 3ft. narrower, and 4ft. deeper with flush deck ; and 

in bulk is practically the same as our vessel, excepting she has 

her greatest width at or about water line, and wall-sided, as usual 
in that type of veseel ; instead of 3ft. 9in. dranght she draws Tft.; 
instead of our cabin house she bas on deck two low boxer, form- 

ing seats with skylights over, two companion ways—one forward, 

one aft—and a hole afi to sit in and handle the tiller. 

Her owner, my friend, appears on deck, and calls to me: “ Ed., 

come aboard and fake a look. You don’t seem to take much in 

tereat in my ship since you commenced your own.”’ 

“Well, John, old boy, it’s a fact. I have not shown so much in- 
terest in your ship as I ought, considering we have been so many 

ernises together in our old ships; but you know I do not take any 

stock in the cutter typeof vessel. Besides, I have been employed 

on my own yessel, and you know there are s0 many things to be 

looked after. However, I must say you have 2 fine, well-built 

craft. Lexpéctod the rest of my ballast down this afternoon, but 

see it has not come yet.” 
‘*T gay, Ed., speaking of ballast; you've got iron, I believe ; how 

much did it cost you?” 
“Yes, iron is good enongh for me. I got fiye tons for my boat. 

I put on euch a large rig] thought I would get an extra ton for 

cruising, a8 you know it is a good thing to have below sometimes. 

Thayve the billwith me; cost $175, I believe.” 
“Jupiter! Ed., do you know that’s an item I did not take into 

consideration when I started my ship? See the load on my keel, 

besides, Ihave her ron fullof it, Jenkive, my designer, said she 

must have it, that iron would not do, and he knows.” 

“Yes, I see your lead keel: it's a good job.” 
‘“Good job, yes; Jenkins furniehed drawings, showing how it 

was ta be put on and secured; but that little item cost me just 

3900.” 

I « Nine hundred dollars! Cheap, and less than I expected.” 
‘« Well, come aboard, Hd., any how.” 
(He goes aboard.) 

‘John, you're pretty narrow on deck, You must be very care- 

ful, when you fall, to do so fore and aft. I see your eockpit. Do 
you like the idea of getting into that hole to steer ?” 

‘*T must confess I do not like it as wellas Texpected, My deck 

looks cramped, especially after being aboard your ship. Bnt the 
correct thing for s cruise, Ed.; safe. Let's go below. 

(They go below.) 
“'lid,, this is my saloon, this my stateroom, and the W.C. there; 

my sailroom is aft, and I get to it from the hole on deck, as you 

call my cockpit.” 
** Yon’yo considerable more length here, but not much width.” 

“Yes; I confess it does not look so roomy as your cabin, but 
that I suppose is on account of the bulkheads across her, Do 

you know, I expect to carry two men forward, and to get accom- 

modation for them I had to put in folding beds—something like 

those used in prisons, you know—to get room to pass, she is so 

fine forward ; and the sailroom does not amount to much, either, 
for the same reason. I admit she’s a failure as far as genuine 

comfort below goes, but the correct thing after all, you know. 

Bye ihe bye, Ed., I see in your ship no stateroom, although you 

had room for two larger than mine each side of your centreboard, 
besides a good saloon aft, and no W. C., either.” 

"I put in no bulkheads for staterooms, because in a little boat, 

the purpose is just as well obtained by means of curtains. As to 

W. C., I prefer a temporary to a permanent nuisance, as all such 
things are if the pipes cannot be placed above watarline. I sea 

you have a two-legged folding table, but it cccupies scarcely less 

room than my cenireboard case.” 

* Pact, lid., that was one of the delusions. My floor is only 2ft. 

wide, and as my table takes up Gin. of that when folded up, even 
then itis hard to pass; but I have sacrificed comfort below for 

the sake of other good qualities, But, Ed., tell me, what will 
your craft stand you in when finished?” 

“T calenlate abont $1,500, with furniture and fixtures.” 
‘You cautioned me regarding éxpeuse of the eutter, but I 

thought it {some of your usual talk, TI have alroady paid out 
$2,500, and have no rig nor sails yet.” 

‘Yes, my boy, you will find your rig and sails will cost youa 

pretty penny yet.” 
“Do you think so ?” 
‘'Ves, my rig cost me $250; if you get off for $100 you will be 

Incky, provided you make a full fledged cutter of her, which, I 
suppose, is your intention.” 

“Yes, I have gone xo far I will go the whole hog ; besides, every 

body tells me it is the perfect thing.” 

“Yes, John, put the full cutter rig on this craft, forif she goes 
at all, it will be under that rig.” 

“ Ah, Hd., there you go again; always sneering at everything 

English, I think, just for the sake of so doing,” 

‘No, John, I would advise nothing I did not honestly belisye; 

and again say, Put on the cutter rig, for she is not suitable for 

our sloop rig. In the first place you depend upon ballast almost 

entirely for stability, and your ballast, to be of service, must be 

centralized ; consequently, should you place your mast far forward, 

ag in the sloop, its weight on account of your fineness of lines, 

would have to be counterbalanced by weight in your run, and thus 

injure one of your good points. esides, it is necessary that this 

type of vessel haye a low vig, because she will not carry a high 

one. For the English yachtsumen, however much I may differ from 
them in theory or opinion, I haye the greatest respect. They, 

haying this miserable form of yessel thrust upon them by their 

tonnage laws, haye made the very best disposition of material 

possible.’’ 

‘<7 geo, Ed., you, as usual, haye put a whacking rig on your boat. 

You hate to get outssiled. Besides, you have it high and short.” 

‘' My rig has caused me much thought. I mada a dranght of 
rig when I draughted my mode), as you know, and hung it on my 
yessel tosuitme. Then, in considering the matter, and how much 
easier it was to cut down spars and rigging than to enlarge sama, 

I added a few clothes allround, After seeing the vessel in frame, 
added still more canvas. I know it is a whacker, thereby tho 

extra ton of iron I ordered sent down. i made it short and high; 
it’s handy and right for a craft like mine. Besides, speaking of 

quantity, Jenkins, the designer of your vessel, however hand- 
somely he may converse and argue the beauty of an easy veseel 

and small canvas for speed, can go beyond any one I know of; 

and I donot doubt if your vessel is not fast it will not be on account 
of a want of that article.” 

"Yon're right there, Ed.; Jenkins, let him say what he likes, 

knows the yalue of the dimity.’”’ 

‘Yes, and he's not to blame forthat. Do you recollect how 

often We used to wish, before you re-rigged your old vessel, that 

her rig was larger ?” 
‘*Ves; before we used to cruise together I never thought Bella 

was fast, and used to shun boats of my size—although not a ra- 

cing man I disliked to get outsailed, Do you racollect your advis- 

ing me against substituting a keel for centreboard, for fear of 

injuring speed? Since I have put plenty of sail on Bella, and 

found ehe went about as fast as her size can go, I am ashamed of 

no company, big or liitle—in fact, it is the spice of the sport.” 
‘+¥es, and if you had not caught the fashionable mania we 

would have builta vessel and continued to cruise together. I hope 
you aré not disappointed in your cutter.” 

“Well, T am some six feet longer than your craft, and expect to 

outsail you anyway; besides, you must allow me two or three 

minutes by Seawanhaka Clnb Rules.’’ 

‘Yea, John, I know that Club; takes only two dimensions, 

length and breadth, in their rules—Hnglish and the perfect thing, 
you know—only much simplified in their case.’’ 

‘You think it wrong, then ?” 

‘“T fail to see how bulk can be measured by superficial rule. 

Suppose you try to get the contents of your wood pile or coal heap 
by two dimensions? In my opinion ihey practioally rule out any 

vessel except the cutter.” 
“You admit that I cam outaail you, then?” 
“No, I admit nothing of the kind—on the contrary.” 

‘You have too much confidence—always had.” 
‘‘T haya taken every precaution toinsure success; besides, I 

baye 4 sanguine disposition. I got my modal from Elsworth, who 

modeled Comet; besides, I haye seen quite a number of his 
yeasels, and they are, without exception, fast. I dranghted model 
and made calculations myssif; so far, I know eyerything to be 
correct,’? 

‘© Why did you not go to Jenkins, Ed.; you are an old friend of 
his?” 

‘While I respect Jenkins and his services, I did not employ 
him because I had ideas of my own, and would rather take the 
model of a practical man, with what little knowledge I learned 

from Marrett, for my chance of success, than to have quotations 

from Kemp pumped into me by the hour, when I conld argue the 

cutter type of yesael, if s0 disposed, from the same source, Be- 

sides, did it ever strike you thatnone of our speedy vessels were 

designed by scientific men? Take George Steers, for instance, 
who designed the famons yachts America, Julia, Una, and many 

others; also the beautiful ship of war, Viagare. He made no 
failure as to speed. Robert Fish, who gave us Vixen and many 

other fast vessels; Herreschoft, Orion and others; Elsworth, who 

modeled Comet, Walson and others;—none of flicks are what may 

be called other than practical men, with great talent in their way. 

Now, I say, combine talent and practice with science, and you will 

approximate correctness.”? 

“Ed., I know you always, whichever side yon are on, argue in 
a plausible manner. But you canuot convince ms that you hays 

a sea going vessel ; she is good enongh to plug the Sound, I know. 
I expect to launch to-morrow.” 

“Tm for home; expect to se8 you don, Good bye." 
CoRINTHIAN. 

(To be continued.) 
— 

Ghe Game of Chess. 
Norice,—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed “ Chess Editor ForraT AnD Stream, P. O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn." 

Froblem No. 38. 

Motto: Just So. 
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White to play and glve mate in three moves, 

SOLUTIONS TO FROBLEMS—NO. 3+, 

1—B tks Kt P I—Kf th 
2—Kt tks Kt 2—Any 
8—B-K4 mates 

Game No. 92 —GINOCO PIANO, 

The following ia on International Tourney game between Mesers. 

Monck, of Dnblin, and Frech, of Washington, in whick Mr, Frech ane 

nounced a win In twenty-seven moves: 

White. Black, White. Black. 
Monek. Preeh. Monck, Frech. 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 18—P-K KIS 13-—Q K sq (a) 
2—Kt- K B3 2—Kp@ Bs 14—K-K Kia at ~K Ra 
3—B-Q Ba 3—B-() Ba 15—P-K Ret ~-K ES 
4—P-¥ BS t—Kt-K Bs 16—KEt the Kt isle tks B 
5—P-Q4 5—P tks P 17—P tks P 17—B tka Et ch 
6—P- KS f—P-Q4 18—R tks B 18—Q tka Reh 
T—B-@) Ets T—Ktks 19-Q tks Q 19—R tks Q 
8—BiksKtch s8—P1kaB WW—K tke U-—RK-K B sq ch 
9—P tks P 9—B-Q) Kia 21—K-K ts 21—P tks Ke 
10—Casties 10—B- i EUS 2-—PQ Kt (b) 22-RK-K Be 
1i—B-K3 1I—Caatles 28—K-KK eq #3—K-K Ba 
12—Kt-Q 5a 12—P-K Bs 24—R-K Bb aq (¢) 

NOTES. 
(a) An excellent Moye on Black's purt. 

(b) This move almost completely blocked Black’s game, 

(c) This moye gave Black the game, as it permits him to Queena 

Pawn in twenty-seven moves thereafter, But as a problem of twenty- 

seyen moves is equal toan entire game of ordinary length, White's 

ability cannot be called into question by it. 

Black announces a win by ithe Queening of a Pawn in tweuty-seven 

Moyes, The solution: 
UR tka hk #5—E-Q Ke -K-Q Ra 

25-K tks R 5—K-KS S9—K-y K12 39—K-~Q) Eis 
26—P-K Kit 26—P-Q P4 40-K-Q 82 A—P-) BG 
27—P-& Ra vI—P tks B 41—K-( B aq 41—K-Q) KK 
28—P tka P 23—P. @ Bt $9-1-Q Kteq 42—P-Q) BT ch 
29—Q KtP tks P 29—Btus P ds—K-Y Beq 43—K-G Be 
aU—P tks B 30—K tks P 44—P-K 5 H—K-O6 
S1—K-b 2 31—K- Qa 45—P-K Rb 43—K 1ks P 
$2—K-Q2 82—K tks P 45—K [ks 46—K-K B7 
33—K-Q BS #3—P-Q LS 47—K-) 68 47—F-K6 
i4—P-K Kits 24—P-h Kid 45—K-Q4 48—P-K7T 
35—K-Q E13 #5—K-Q Kit Si—K-K4 49—P qneen’s- ch 
36—K-Q 3 s6—-P-Q) Bs 50—K-K BG 50—Q-t) BE oh 
3i—-K-Q Kis aT—P-Q, 15 ch bl—Resigus 

The fact that from the 10th tothe 49th move Black does not make a 

move in a backward direction is evidence of the persistency of hia 
attack.—Hartford Times, 

CURSORY JOTIINGS, 

—Oneof the games in the series in the International Tourney between 

Mr, J. R. Strauger, of North Moulton, Eng., and T, P, Bull, of Detroit, 

Mich., bas been declareda draw. Owing to business engagements Mr, 

Bull was compelled to atandon all of his games, which Mr. Belden, of 
the Times, afterwards conducted with the consent of Mr. Stranger. 

Ths aboye mentioned game was conducted by Mr, Belden from the 

15th move to the declared draw on the 87th move, In our synoptical 
table of the won aud lost gums in this tourney, published last weck, 
the wou games between Messrs. Brenziger and Chatto and Meusars. 

Berry und Ranken, should haye been scored ja favor of Great Britain's 



representatives aforesaid. ‘he Ayr Argus of Dec, 14 snbinits the fol- 
lowing “brief * summary of this tourney: 

Decided games (GB. 14; A, 9; drawn, 2)...05.-..-22.0. 25 
Probable British Wi08......ccerens.ss0esseunnbwans 33 

American wins......... RS tt Eales ae AF: 
Donbiifnl quid givers, £29,000. 4. peed pbaden ceo, Vey sai sey 30 
DBreported a. Tass spvem yin wh teal sesses) ase teen tvatcesscsce oF 

Total number Of FAME. .peceseee jae ee eeece sees 
Tf this is all that they claim we are inclined to recall our previously 

expressed opinion on its probable result. This presentation of British 
claims ' tickles us amazingly.” 

—Mr, Shinkman, one of the foremost problemists of to-day, edits the 

Problem Department of the Holyoke Transcript Cliess Budget. Messrs. 
Teed and Seymour manage the Game and Ripple departments, 

Rational AMastines. 
From Locke’a Nationat Month ly. 

THE DEATH OF THE HERON, 

The brown grouse mules with his drumming 

he footsteps of the archer coming, 

The jay is mute though one trangresses 

Tha frontiers of his wildernesses. 

The sedges Teel their land invaded, 

But leave their lonely guest unaided. 

The rushes hide from all observing 
‘The long bow’s sudden backward curying. 

The lagging wind is slow in bringing 

The twisted sinew’s angry ringing, 

The waves and willows drown togeihar 

The whisper of the arrow-feather, 

The sharp wings shake, the gray throat fintters, 

And strangles with the cry it utters. 

The purple feathers puff and part 

Above the heron’s cloyen heart! 
—Wint H, THOmProN. 

+a 

Tae O'Leany-Campana Matosn,—The contest between 
Daniel O'Leary and Napoleon Campana, at Gilmore’s Garden, 
came to a close at 10:46 o’clock Saturday evening. The result 
was whut had been foreseen from the opening-day—a defeat 
for Campana, or *'Old Sport,” as he chooses to be called. 
O'Leary walked throughout the match with his square heel- 
and-toe stride, moving with machine-like precision, and never 
altering his gait until fle final lap, which he ran amid great 
applause. His record for the I<st miles was as follows : 395, 
12:30 ; 396, 12;80; 397, 14:55 ; 398, 18:50 ; 399, 10:31; 400, 
12:05. His condition upon leaving the track was very bad ; 
his heels are blistered, and the exceedingly injurious dust and 
smoke of the Garden, with a heavy cold, have induced a spit- 
ting of blood. He was in very poor condition when entering 
upon his task, having gone through no preparatory training 
aaeleves? During the 142 hours of the contest he had two 
hours and forty-five minutes’ sleep. His diet has been prin- 
cipally chicken and oysters; 41 quartsof champagne, 44 bottles 
of ale, and an unlimited sea of cider helped him to tide over 
the struggle. But poor ‘‘Old Sport” was a spectacle to excite 
pity in anything less indifferent than the average bipedal 
spectator. His left leg, from the ankle to the knee, was 
very much like raw beef; his ankle was badly inflamed, and 
at the last the man had a general air of being wholly used up. 
He reeled and staggered along the last few laps, occasionally 
propped up into the perpendicular by an attendant upon 
either side, and sustained by a free application o- bay rum. 
Pmulating the example of his rival, he attempted to run, but 
a sorry effort it was. When he had finished the second lap 
of his 358th mile he kissed his hands to the judges, threw up 
his hands with the exclamation, ‘‘7’m done,” and was carried 
into his hut. He had been 3 days 22 hours and 13 minutes on 
the track, and had only spent 1 day and 23 hours in his quar- 
ters. His 358d mile was made in 16:15; his 354th in 16:35 ; 
bis 355th in 17:15; his 356th in 21:45, and his 657th in 10:20, 

Twenty-Sreven Honprep ()carrer-Mites.—Last Monday 
evening at Mozart Garden, Brooklyn, Madame Anderson, an 
Hoglish lady pedestrian, completed, at 9h. 18m. 434s., her 
1,350tL quarter-mile in her 1,850th quarter hour. This was 
just one-half of the task the plucky woman is engaged in; 
her task being 2,700 quarter-miles in 2,700 quarter-hours. 
We shall have more to say about this remarkable pedestrienne 
and her novel undertaking. If no accident happens to her 
there is every reason to expect a successful termination of her 
undertaking. 

Arauetio Mestinags.—The New York Athletic Club 
games to-morrow and Saturday evening will be contested by 
 yery full list of competitors. The Knickerbocker Athletic 
lub hold their tournament next Monday and Tuesday even- 
ings. The programme is a good one, and there will be good 
work done, Both meetings are to be held in Gilmore’s Gar- 
den, 

‘WastcHestzr Hane aNnD Hounps.—The second meet of 
the Westchester Hares and Hounds came off on Christmas 
Day. The hares for the day were W. B. Vosburg and L. A. 
Berte, and L. B. Haviland was master of the hunt. James 
W. Lowe and W- H. B. Du Bois were the whippers-in, The 
hounds were B. Bates, W. LK. Kendrick, George Hilwig, 
W. W. White, J. Lustrade, B. Van Riper, H. Smythe, H. 
B. Fielding, W. J. Duffy, J Brady, HE. Molson, George 
Dolde, N. C. Hamilton and W, 0. Merrill, L. B. Rolston 
acted as starter. The run was of about fifteen miles, and the 
time forthe hares was 7h. 50min,, the hounds bringing in some- 
ywhat later because of the difficulty they found in keeping the 
scent. The wind, which was very strong, blew the paper in 
all kinds of puzzling directions, 

Tron Woon ron Bows.—I think if your friends, the archers, 
would give our iron wood, Ostrya virginica (Thompson), also 
called levee wood, hop hornbeam and hard hack, a trial they 
would find it the best of our native woods at the cost for mak- 
jng bows. Its use for that purpose by our Northern Indians 
ig traditional, and their descendants—at least the Abenakis— 
make bows of it now for their boys andifor sale. In all the 
centuries during which the bow was their chief weapon the 
Indians were likely to make trial of all the woods attainable, 
and their choice may be depended on as the selection of the 
fittest. The Indian bows of our boyhood never broke, but 
whether their rou usage was anything to compare with 
‘what the archery clubs’ bows haye to undergo I do not know. 
They were flut on belly and back, R. B. RB, 

Dp Ae <IND ne, 7 

: OE es id i) AND 
Worrn Tetiiwe.—Mr. Wm. L. Holberton, who is gaining 

some local fame for his skill with the weapons of our ances- 
tors, has been trying his hand on a powder keg. It was set 
up at thirty-six feet distance, and Mr. Holberton aimed at the 
small hole, an inch in diameter, at the end. The first arrow 
struck half an inch from the mark. The second went threngh 
and came partly out of the other head, going through the 
thick hard wood with the force of a bullet. The bow is an 
effective weapon in the bands of an expert, and Mr. Holber- 
ton is fast becoming an expert. 

Prize Bowiive.—Mr, Anton Meyer, of 392 Bowery, is 
holding a grand bowling tournament, in which the prizes ag- 
regate over $400. There are 2,000 tickets in two series. 
‘he competition is lively and some fine exhibitions of bowling 

skill given. Bowling is a very popular sport among our Ger- 
man citizens. The devotees of the game have a little paper 
devoted to their interests, 

HaARvarp Iypex.—The Harvard Index for 1878-79, isa 

most useful compendium of Haryard intelligence. It contains a 

list of the officers and members of the societies of the University, 

a fall record of boating, bass ball playing, catalogues of officers 
and students, and all the practical information in condensed form 

that any one would syer think of looking for. The Index will 
be sent post paid, on reccipt of fifty cents. Address “‘ Harvard 

Index,’ Cambridge, Masa. 
1 

Sus and Grapping. 
How Enerish Lapies Ang Arrayev.—In a late number 

of Land and Water Mr. Prank Uucklaud tells us something 

about the sources from which the ladies obtain their winter 

clogk linings. The most common skin used for the purpose 
is thal of the white rabbit. These come Jrom Ligsa, in Po- 
land, and many thousands of them are imported annually. 
Besides rabbit skins, many cloaks are lined with what are 
called ‘‘ squirrel bellies ;” these are literally bellies of squir- 
rels. ‘These animals are skinned in a peculiar manner, so as 
to make the most of thefur. The squirrels used for this 
purpose are of various kinds and prices. ‘The most expensive 
squirrel is the Siberian squirrel. ‘The genera] colar of this is 
blue—some light blue, some darlx blue; the dark blue are the 
most valuable, particularly if it is void of the red stripe down 
the back. ‘These squirrels are killed by thousands in Siberia ; 
they are mostly shot with a sniall bullet. Those from Swe- 
den and Norway are caught in traps, probably pitfalls baited 
with food; they are also intercepted when in the act of mi- 
grating. The Swedish squitrels are very large. Some of the 
squitrel skins are of a red color; these are the same squirrel 
in the-summer dress. Squirrels are also imporied in large 
numbers, especially from Kasan, in Rusgia, but they are 
tatner inferior to other sorts. There are yarions modes of 
dressing squirrel skins, The Russian skins are pickled in 
salt, and in consequence are apt to feel damp in wet weather. 
They do very well in Russia, as the weather there is always 
dry. In this country the skins are dressed with butter or 
lard, and it is a very remarkable thing that tlre Russian furri- 
ers Gannot use butter-dressed skins, because in uassia the 
skins thus prepared become quite hard in yery cold weather, 
Bor years past the trade of dressias squirrel skins has had 
its headquarters in Saxony, principally at the town of Wei- 
senfelts. Leipsig is celebrated for its fur market, especially 
at Easter, when the great fair takes place. From Leipsiz 
furs are senf to China, Russia, Turkey, Greece, ete., in fact, 
all over the world. Large numbers of common wild rabbit 
skins and silver grays are exported from Fingland for use in 
Ktussia. Cals are largely cultivated in Holland, especially for 
their skins. The fur of the Dutch eat is very lone and soit 
as compared to the English cat, the fur of which is hard and 
wity. There is some secrecy as to how the cats in Hol- 
land are fed; it is possible that they are fed on jish. The 
best, Dutch cats are black. .A good skin of jet-black color is 
worth half a guinea. The Dutch cat-killers haye a most 
peculiar and clever way of killing their cats. Itis a fallacy 
to suppose that cats are skinned alive. In the first place, to 
skin a cat when alive would be utterly impossidle ; and sec- 
ondly, it does not make any difference in the quality of fhe 
skin, The origin of the fallacy is, probably, that a cat is 
easier skinned immediately after death than if allowed to be- 
come rigid, It is very remarkable how fashions set by Eng- 
lish ladies influence wild and tame animals eyen in the most 
distant parts of the world. I am very glad the ladies have 
made cats fashionable, as at last some use is found for these 
animals, which, being untaxed, are so abundant that any 
night and in any weather cats—many of them half starved— 
swarm in the London streets, and the poorer the neighbor- 
hood the more abundant are the cats. 

Aitswers ta Garresyondents, 

No Notios Taken of Anauymous Uommunisatiecns. 

WHERE TO GO ror Game.—Uorrespondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 
and fish are referred to our game columng, All the news that 

comes tous is there given. By keeping themselves informed 

from this source our friends will saye themselyes and us 
much trouble. Read the paper, 

d, P., Paris.—Noy, and Dec. Nog, not al hand, Kindly oblige, 

I. T., Derby.—Will you kindly send us your columu dated April is? 

ADELADE OBSERVER.—We have not received slips containing Prob- 
lems No, 536, 540, 649 and 550, 

HU, G., Hrie.—The class of yacht you inquire about will be shortly il- 

lusirated by 4 set of plansin our columns, 

J, M. M., New Castle, Pa.—We wyould recommend a gun witli 80 inch 
barre.s, une barrel a modified choke and ope cylinder bored. 

BUOKSEIN.—You can {ind buckskin shooting sults of Holberton & Co., 
117 Fulton st., N. ¥., who make a specialty of Indian tanned anvelone, 
buck and doe skims, 

EussORmER, Philadelphia,—Whiat i4 meant by a thirty inch circle as a 
target for making # pattern; is I thirty inches in diamet er, or in cir 
comference? Ans. Diameter, 

H.—Thé autiior’s solution to Tarrytown,” No, 27,18: 1—Koc (8) tks 

P,1—Kt-B6 ch; 2—( tks Kt ch, 2-Kt-; 8—Q-K7 mate. The other 
variations (5) are similar on White's purt. Au. Brigge thinka Kt che 
WIL nleo eOl¥o tteewill {t, or Will 1b Bot Y 

es 
C. 8. P., Lynn.—How much arrow pnil is allowed in testing say a 30 

pound 5 feet lancawood bow? also, % 40 pound 6 feet lancewood bow? 

Ans, A 30 ponnod 5 feet bow, 24 inches ; a 40 pound 4 feet bow, 23 inches, 

N. G.H,, New York,—Will you please inform me where I can buy & 

young staghoulid and whatthey are worth? Ans. Wedonot know 
where you can buy a stughonnd ; possibly from J. B, Miller, Newburgh 
N.Y. 

W. ©. J.,; Proyidence.—Can you, or any of your correspondents or 

readers, give me, through the columnsof your paper, the address of the 

iirm in Boston who mannfacture dog baskets? Aus. Perhaps some of 
your readers can supply this information, 

J. D, A., Collinsyitle, Ct.—During a prize shoot held on Christmas 

Day two scores of three consecutive shots each Were made by two indi- 
vidual contestants as follows: 10, 10, 12, 32; S, 12,12, 32. Mass, target 
ties decided by Creedmoor rules; distance 200 yards, Which of the two 

scores is the best? Ans. The first is the better one. 

B. T., Quekec.—For description of Connecticut “ Sharpie” see our is- 

sue of Dac. 24,1874. In general they resémbleia flat-bottomed boat, 

sharp forward and a slight round fo the bottom, rising up elear of the 

Water aft and no skage. They can be built cheaper than any other kind 
of boat, about 330 per foot complete, according to finish. 

Guy Rivers.—Prof, D. 5. Jordan drops us a line to say that the Can 

tropristis nigricans, Or American black bass of Cuvier and Jardine, con 

cerning which ‘* Gay Rivers” inquires, is the salt wnter fish now called 

Centropristis atrarius, ‘‘ blackfish,” “ black perch,” or “ black sea basa”? 

ofthe fishermen. It idan excellent food-fish, hut does not ascend the 

rivers, 

7. A. H., Raleigh, N. C.—Please send me a list of works on fishes and 

fish coljure. Would like to have Gill & Jordan's’ nomenclatures of 

fishes, Ans. For list see bibliography in “ Hallock’s Sportsman's 

(iizetteer.’ For" Gil’s Nomenclature’ address Smithsonian Institu. 

tion, Washington, D. C.; for * Jordan’s Vertebrates” address Jansen 

MeClurg & Co., Chicago, 

N, G. D,, Schenactady, N. Y—My brown spaniel is infesied with a 

pecnliar species of lice, a little smaller than head lice and of a very 

pale, blue color, They do not seem to have much vitality, as they move 

butlittle, Kerosene seems to kill them, but when one is killed another 

crop appears. What willkillthem? Ans, The lice you describe are 

natural to the dog and can be destroyed by 1ubbing lis coat with whale 
oiL 

PHILADELPHIA.—Your sketch of boat with double board will be pub-= 

lished in connection with some remarks thereon. We cannot approve 

of tio boards, They are & complication of parts whichuo well-designed 

yacht needs. Only tubby boats of short, round body will 1nd some snoh 

AITalgomoni Necessary tomake them steer easily aud prevent them 

spinning around thelr centre, or “yayying” widely, especially when oif 
the wind. 

A. B.C,, Milwaukee,—In the matches at Boston and elsewhere when 

Scores of 24 outof 25 are made at200 yards are they made off-hand, with 

& 3-pound pull of trigger, or are lair triggers allowed? A score 

such as Trefer to was published in the PorEST AND STREAM Of the 19th 
as belng made ab Walnut Hill Range on the 14th snd impressed me aa 

a very tine one if made off-hand, with 4-pound pull, Ans, Scores made 

With a 10 pound rifle, 3-pound pull off-hand, 

Subsciinus, North Hamden, N. Y—A foxhound ia troabled with 

passing much blood with his urine. He is in goud condition ciherwise. 

Willi you please prescribe for him, Ans, Give the dog thick barley 

Water to drink and avold everything in the shape of purgutives and di- 

uretits, Place hot fomentations over the loins, and give two table- 

spoonfuls of the following mixture two or three tities a day: Super. 

acetate of lead, 2) grains; tincture of matico, 44 0%; vinegar, 2drs; 
Water, 744 0ZS. 

HH, 0. T., Leland, Il).—1, Is rice raised or grown in or under water? 

2, Where can T procure the Nicliols & Lefever rans besides at the face 

tory? 3. Ave the Greener hammerless guns of the $150, or cheapest 

grade, good? Are they as good as a Svott or Parker of thé same price? 

Aus. 1, Rice (cultivated) is hooded periodically and a portion of the 

time is growing in water. Wild rice is, asa rule, alwaysin water, 2% 

We have no jist of thelr agencies, but can recommend the firm) at Syra- 

cuse, 3, We cannot express opinions regarding suns, Tha makers you 
name are all first class, : 

Cras, C., New York.—The flood in Hell Gate makes from the W, 

to H,, then Changes and comes in from the B. to W., rising an additional 

foot, The doodmakes nearly six nours. There is no difference he- 

tween Slack water at Hell Gate ferry and Little Hell! Gate. In no part 
of the East Riveris if high and slack water at the same time, for the 

flood continuss ta ran on the surface, while the ebb runs underneath, 

80 that though apparently still running flood the water aciually falls a 

a, Toot before the visible ebb sets ont. High water at the Tenth street 

buoy corresponds preity neariy with high water at New London in re- 
gard to time. 

WADING PANTS, Galveston —Is there an article that will enoase one 

from sole to waist and keep you dry? or are such garments worn in 

connection with a waterproof boot? I wish to obtain something that 
will cover my shoe. The heavy rubber boots are good enough to drown 

in, but for getting through a marsh safety they area mistake? Ang, 

We send you a copy of our paper of Dec. 12 Ulustrating a possible wad- 
ingsuit, ‘There are no wading pants made in America, we bélleve. 

Cording, of London, selis the combination stocking and pants whieh 
come to the armpits, and the same can be bought in this clty of Abhey 

&Tmbrie, 48 Muidien Lane, and perhaps of most dealera in Sportsmen's 

| goods, Price $14. Wor fnli description of quality, utility aud method 
of wearing, 8e¢ our article of Dec, 12, above referred to, 

TRAPreR.—1, What kind of traps do ithe Canadian trappers use, and 

Where can they be procured? 2. Are there any Jaws against Wrapping 
in the uninhabited parts of Canada, especially toward the north ? 3. 

Is trapping slowed arsuid Hucson Bay, or ara the grounds controlled 
by the Hudson Bay Fur Company? 4. How are the trappers armed 

fn Canada? Ans. 1. When trappers use iron traps, which they usually 
do, they almost always use Newhouse traps which cau be bought of 

the Oneida Community, Oneida, N. ¥., which address, 3, Yes, there 

are; but only as respects close seasons, 3, The Northwest and Hudson 

Bay Companies are jeatous of intrusion upon thé lands oyer which they 

claim or exercise jurisdivtiond, You would probably ne hustled off by 
rival trappers. 4. ‘‘ Armed, my lord, from head to foot !? 

J- W., Le Roy, N. Y-—No, Hoyle is not, Staunton’s Handbook and 
Praxis,’ Wormola’s * Chess Openings,” or Goxsip’s ** Chess Manual.” 

Mr. Gosalp is aboat to issue a new work, * ‘Theory of tha Chess Open- 
ings,” aud we will forward your name as a subscriber if you wish ns to 
doso, it will cost from $3 to §6. No good American author an chers. 

White can Oastle after ** being in cheek"—than is, if he js notin ehcek 
f at the time of Oastling and the King @o@s not pats over a square com. 

mandéd by any of the opposing pieces, If tie has been moyead from 

hls square at auy time before, then this privilece is lost, dnd You inst 
move aby plece that you touch, When a Pawn has a free path (so far 

as The Gppolent’s P's are concerned) to the stl, square laa passed 

Pawh, by @ White P on Ka if a passed Pawn if thore is no Blagk e's ne 
BK, Qand B's 2d, Gd or 2th, 

aa 
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Former and Stream TournAuent.—This tournament for 
Gallery Rifle shooting, open to all rifle clubs in the United 

States, will be held at Conlin’s Gallery at 1,222 Broadway 

about the first of February, 1879. Nine clubs were repre- 

sented last year, and this year we hope to see double that 

number of entries. 
++. 

Ton Tram or 1878.—The letter we publish in our rifle 

columns, read by Captain Jackson before his team, should 
rouse the N. R. A, directors to do ata late period what should 

have been attended to along timeago. The Palma has now 

been home from Paris for some months, and in place of being 

Yocked in the Tiffany vaults, it should be in the hands of 
Captain Jackson and hismen, Ifthe directors will but use 
half the energy of the Boston captain a match may be secured 

for the season of 1879, and the old interest in long-range sport 
be revived. Of course should a match come off it will be in a 
measure a Boston show, and this gives the more opportunity 

for the N. R. A. directors to show that it is a national body 
over which they preside, and not 8 mere adjunct to the First 
and Second Divisions N. G. 8. N. Y. 

EE 

Tat TRUE AND THE F'anoroL.—Iit is said that the late Ma- 
jor Whyte-Melville confessed his inability to write anything 
interesting about the fox hunts which he had really attended, 
while we all know that he could give 2 most spirited account 

ofa hunt that had never occurred. Indeed, we suspect that 

yery few persons could write entertaiming sporting sketches 

did they not light up the sober narrative with their own fancy. 

Plain narrations of shooting, fishing or fox hunting, when 
told without embellishment, may be models of truthful 

Biories, but they may go begging for areader. It is ail yery 

well for the captious writers to say, stick to the facts. We 

‘want the facts, but we must have something more with them. 

Needloss exaggeration, willful perversion of truth and misrep- 
resentations are no more desirable in sketches of sporting 
travel and adventure than in any other branch of literature, 

But clothe the dry bones, 

E not only wish our readers a ‘‘ Happy New Year,” but 
can almost promise it. The forecast is auspicious of 

a brighter future thin many past years have enjoyed. With 
a very general adjustment of financial difficulties, the adapta- 

tion of men’s requirements to changed circumstances, and the 

severe lesson of practical economy well learned, prosperity 
seems almost assured; and where prosperity is, there happi— 

ness and content dwell. May these twin blessings be the 
Penates of every household where Forrest anp STream enters 
With its annual greeting. 
Happy New Year! The /orest is as wide as our beloved 

land, redolent with the odor and freshuess of perennial spring; 
the Stream gushes pure and refreshing from its pellucid foun- 
tain, generous in its life-giving properties, “One touch of 

Nature makes the whole world kin.” So does the magic in- 
fluence which emanates from the forest and the stream per- 

vade the wide circle of our devoted patrons, making us all 

homogeneous in our tastes and brotherly in our relations. 

Substantial evidences of the beneficence of this kinship have 

we enjoyed this holiday season; not, we protest, through the 

kind offices of -a mythical Santa Claus (whom we delegate to 

the children), but through and out of the fullness of good will 
of the’givers, on whom may the blessings of the grateful re- 
ceivers forever rest. 

To-day there are evergreens in every household. Hopes 
and promises and good gifts are wound like a wreath of 
brightest flowers around the chain of our life’s servitude, 

concealing the links which so often rust and wear into the 
heart and flesh, and make existence irksome. It will be 

time enough to mourn when we come to the places where 
these looked for flowers lie withered upon ihe inevitable 

finality. The old year is dead, and the ashes of the Yule log, 

which erst cheered his exit with a ruddy blaze, are cold upon 
the hearth, It wasa most happy conceit which designated 

the closing months as the “embers of the dying year.” 
Let us be grateful that Christmas comes, like a last cheerful 
flash, to relieve the chill and gloom of their expirmg. And 

now that the New Year has begun, let us take joy of its aus- 
picious premonitions. Let us at least be happy in the antici- 

pation, though the realization may never come to all of us. 

Many tried and valued friends of this journal haye departed 
this life th: past year. We feel their loss in common with 
friends who claim the right of kinsfolk to do chief honor to 

their memory ; but we cannot withhold a tributary tear for 
some with whom we have followed the field together, and 
others whose sympathy of tastes and close correspondence had 

allied our hearts to theirs. Their footprints are seen in all the 

forest aisles and along the margins of many streams; the old 

dog mourns under the vacant chair, and Rods and Guns are 
hung up forever; butif, in the long hereafter, they find no 

actual realization of the ideal ‘‘ Happy Hunting Grounds,” 
let us hope that they may find grateful rest under the Tree 

of Life, and satisfying draughts from Living Fountains of 
whose waters all are invited to partake freely. 

Of our labors during the past year we have but little to say 

here. The record of our endeavors has been presented to 
our readers weekly, and the increasing favor we receive justi- 

fies us in believing that they have been acceptable. We hope 
we have done some good. The mission which we undertook 
at the outset was to inculoate morality in field sports; to 
studiously endeavor fo promote # healthful interest in out- 
door recreation, and to cultivate a refined taste for natural 

objects. The support given to our enterprise at and since the 

beginning, encourages us to persevere. We believe that 

physical culture is absolutely essential to our manhood and 
well-being, both as individuals and as .a nation; and we also 
believe that by fostering the natural inclination for exercise 
inherent in us, boys and men will not only become more 

scholarly but more Christian. Accordingly, we plant another 

mile-stone here at the beginning of a new year, not only as a 

tally of passing time, but as a stepping-stone of progress; 

and lifting up our eyes over the propitious outlook, gird our 
loins with alacrity for our next long-distance wali, hoping 
that the entrance-money of new subscribers will be large, and 
the reward of accomplishment munificently renumerative. As 

we are not rich enough at present to give each of our 10,000 

subscribers a gold watch anda new suit of clothes, the best 
we can do is to thank them for their good will and valuable 
aid hitherto, and wish them many and abundant returns of 

the ‘‘ Harpy New YzAr.” 
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THE O’LEARY-CAMPANA MATCH, 

ARNUM, we believe, first formulated the proposition 
that Americans not only enjoyed being humbugeed, 

but were willing to pay handsomely for the privilege. Bar- 
num has made several snug fortunes out of his sapient dis- 
covery, but neyer did the hero of the woolly horse himself 

originate a more cunningly-devised and successful catch- 

penny scheme than that just enacted at Gilmore’s Garden. 
The history of the whole thing is briefly this; A newspaper 

reporter heard of Campana’s walk at Bridgeport, Conn. He 
saw in it the chance of a big speculation. The first and only 

necessary thing was to “twrite itup.’’ He wrote it up. 
Others wrote it up. Eyery one read it. Then, as had been 

planned, the O’Leary-Campane match was announced, and 

the anxious public was invited fo pay their shekels and sce 

the show. They paid their shekels and sdw the show. It 

was pretty generally understood in the early part of the Jweek 

TT. Oe en ee i that the whole proceeding was a hippodrome from the word 

— 
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‘«*Gol” (uttered at one o'clock Monday morning); but des- 
pite this, the Garden was daily crowded with people eager to 
see the farce. The returns show a total attendance of 50,000 
people, and the men who pulled the strings pocketed oyer 
$20,000 net. 

To one who was not too blinded and choked by the dust 
and smoke, nor too disgusted with the spectacle of Campana’s 
suffering, there was much of humor—very low humor, to be 

sure--about the walk, There was more that was thoroughly 
disgusting. Itis said that the only way to arouse the South 
African ox from the mire is to roundly swear at him in Dutch. 
‘*Old Sport” was for the time being an ox, or rather a whole 

yoke of oxen. They swore at him in High Dutch; they re- 

vied him in Low Dutch, in English, French, Italian, Chinese, 
Choctaw ; oaths cut @ 7a Chatham street, and ribaldry served 
up in Fulton Market style. The slums sent up their most 
accomplished blackguards, and the blackguards did their 
work thoroughly, conscientiously and with untiring devotion. 
The weary ‘‘lepper” brightened up only when they showered 
upon him the choicest epithets in their extensive repertoire, 
He seemed to gain renewed vigor by heartily returning the — 
unsavory compliments. His whole course was a triumphal 
procession amidst the choicest tributes of Billingsgate. Once, 
indeed, when he was hobbling and staggering along, and some 
one cried out, “Soy, Sport, you old bluefish, cheese em |** 
the old man brightened up immediately, pulled off his red 
shirt, and wanted to swallow the man as a bluefish would 
asquid. Why his attendants should haye objected toa little 
mauling, we are at a loss to conceive. It would certainly 
have been a most fitting episode. Aa it was, the “Old Stag” 
cheered up wonderfully, went on his way rejoicing, rubbing 
his shining poll and swearing with increased strength, 

To discuss the subject with the seriousness it merits, we 
may only say that the exhibition and its surroundings were 
thoroughly disreputable. The audience was for the most part 
& congregation of the coarsest classes. The bar did an 
enormous business. If was an inspiring sight to see the 
wrangling throngs leaving their blackguarding of Sport for a 
fresh clamor at the counter. It was still more inspiring to 
witness the police thrusting the thirsty crowd back that they 
might themselves have a turn at the cheering glass. ‘The ar- 
mosphere was horribly foul and thick with tobacco smoke, 
dust and the exhalations of drunken men. Breathing it ten 
minutes made the average spectator choke and cough. That 
O'Leary and his companion were able to live in the garden 
six days, walking as they did, is simply a marvel of human 
endurance. A fish would die in water half as foul. It is no 
matter of wonder that O'Leary was pitting blood before the 
conclusion of the match. Walking in such a vitiated atmos- 
phere could be no fair test of his real power as a pedestrian, 
The Hippodrome is probably as good a hall as could have 
been secured for the purpose, but at the best it was stifling, 
and fora man to submit to semi-suffocation was only a form 
of slow suicide. O’Leary’s pluck and endurance were under 
these conditions, wonderful. His walk had elasticity to the 
end. But otherwise O'Leary has doue much better walking 
before. We all knew he could accomplish the feat he has 
performed. It has won forhim no new honor. We fail to 
see where it has benefited any one save in a pecuniary way. 

St is for the interest of generous rivalry in sport and the ele- 
vation of the tone of public contests of skill that such exhibi- 
tions as that of last week and all like them should be dis- 
couraged. We would gladly see them done away with. They 
are in no way healthy in their influence; they serve no good 
end; they degrade pedestrian contests below the level of 
prize-fights, and have not one redeeming feature, 
+ 

THE VALUE OF CAPT. BOYTON’S 
EXPERIENCE, 

Ee the restless strife for wealth, ‘the ceaseless toil and strug: 
gle for a foothold in the world of business, our people are 

apt to overlook the merits of many a worthy inyention which 
should redounc to our own fame. But we seem not to have 
the time for other thoughts than those of the ‘almighty dol- 
lar,” and with a fretful wave of the hand pass over to other 
nations the care of developing and applying to their full some 
of the best thoughts of America’s sons. ‘‘Is there money in 

the thing?” ‘Yes, but it will take time and capital to nurse it 
from a small beginning to full blown popularity. Then it is 
not for the American, for unless he can see a fortune in his 
enterprise within the short space of a few years he ia apt to 
toss from him with a shrug as unworthy his attention any 
article, any idea, unless ‘‘ there is money in the thing,” 
This is what has happened to the Merriman Life Saving 

Suit with which the gallant Bayton has been astonishing for 
some years past the ruraland the urban population of Europe 
from the Thames in the dreary north to the Tiber and the 
Bay of Naples under the blue skies of sunny Italy. When 
the new life-saving suit was first brought out in America 
many exhibitions were giyen in ou own waters, and crowds 
of the curious collected to see the sight, the same ag they 
would rally to any other free show; but none had time to 
Spare to give more than a passing thought to the many points 

of excellence which the invention possessed or to its conversion 
to humane purposes, A few cheap medals and a little public 
notoriety was all that the inventor and his agent reaped; so 
they turned their attention to foreign fields, with what succegs 
the rapid rise into popularity and general use of the Merri- 

man suit abroad attests, Much is to be attributed to the 
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daring and indefatigable enterprise of Oapt. Boyton, who has 
now; wa believe, obtained as q fit rewatd 9 large interest in 
the invention which he has'so fully tested. His experiences 
abroad read almost like pages clipped from the ‘ Aratian 
Nights ;” for, closely woven with his deeds of prowess and 
endurance, are the many receptions, public and private, 

which he received at the hands of admiring kings, queens, 
courtiers and such, while the common herd of mayors, gene- 

rals, old sea dogs, alcaldes, and the what-nots of Huarope’s 

ancient civilizations, turned out upon occasions too numerous 
to mention, to do honor to one of America’s brave and self- 
made men, Whether floating down the sluggish tides of old 

Father Thames, or shooting rapids and tumbling down falls 

in the boiling, hissing currents of the Tagus ; whether under 

sail or paddle, working hig tedious passage across the Straits 
of Dover or the Straits of Gibraltar, the tireless energy, the 

success and modesty of Boyton met with a hearty response 
from prince and people alike, and while médals, speeches and 

dinners feil thick upon his shoulders, he has not failed to 
reap and gather in the solid profits of a thriving business, 
Thus fame and wealth have waited upon the man who chose 
to help himself, 

The practical value of Boyton’s experiences lie rather in 
the proof they afford of the reliability of the suit he wears 

and its adaptability to special sevyices than in ils life-saving 
qualities. It would he idle and a waste of money to fit ont 
steamships with the snit, for not one in a hundred persons 
could be expected to acquire the cool head and proficiency 
its use entails. For ordinary avail on board vessels the rig 

has little or nothing to commend itself, but as a means of 
Saving life along the coast, when in the hands of stalwart men 
brought up to efficiency through a systematic course of train- 

ing and practice, the suit will form a most valuable adjunct 

to all life-saving stations. As asafe means of exploring the 
unknown rivers of the West, shooting canyons and rapids 

Where no boat or canoe could live, as an equipment to men- 
of-war for special service in time of need and as an indis- 

pensible accessory to the torpedo service, the suit can haye 
no superior. If it has not yet been appreciated as it should 

by those in authority with us, it is certam that we cannot 

afford much longer to remain in ignorance as to the merits of 
the new method of attack by a brigade of swimmers in the 

Boyton dress and armed with the means of sending an enemy 
to the bottom with all on board in a few seconds. 

years ago, when the rubber suit came out, we were the first to 

suggest and mature a plan of altack by torpedo and the Boy- 

ton suit, and though we are loth to glory in the loss of human 
life, it is flattering to one’s pride to know that the first iron 

clad blown up in the Turco-Russian war was accomplished 
by precisely the methods original with us. 

tt 
SKATES AND CROWNS. 

‘HREB travelers from the Gccident, bent upon seeing the 
wonders of the American world, arrived in this city last 

Saturday. Sunday afternoon they found their way to Ceéen- 
tral Park, and halting on the Balcony Bridge they witnessed 

@ scene for whose equal they may seek the world over in vain. 

They will find neither in America norin Europe a more impres- 
sive sight than that vast concourse of fifteen thousand people 

who were gathered upon the ice, and the thousands more who 

thronged the elevations all about the shores. Between eight 

o'clock in the morning of that day and half-past four o’clock 

in the afternoon, when the ball fell, Superintendent Dawson 

and other experts estimated the number of skaters to be not 

less than fifty thousand, ‘There were one-half as many more 
who yisited the Park and did not go upon the ice, Seventy- 
five thousand pleasure seekers and not a single arrest! “Where 

in the broad world can that be surpassed? If the magnitude 
of the fete be wonderful, surely this universal good spirit is 
equally impressive. But the policemen—good fellows—had 

their hands full, yery full. Wherever was there not a small 
boy bound to see how near the hole with the ‘*Danger” sig- 

nal he could glide without gliding in? And a ‘‘cop” in 
heavy uniform and clumsy brogans is no match for the fleet 
small boy, Yes, the policeman and the superintendents must 

have been rejoiced when the ball finally fell and the merry 

skaters reluctantly departed. New Yorkers may point with 
a yery large degree of pride to the forethought which has pro- 
vided their beautiful park with its drives, walks and boating 
courses 1n summer, and the grand skating grounds in winter. 

It is an institution that affords healthful, invigorating recrea— 
tion to thousands of rich and poor, old and young, men, 

women, boys and girls, day after day and week after week. 
Too much praise cannot be given to the Commissioners and 
their assistants for the very happy way in which they provide 
this entertainment, and the uniform freedom from accident 
which makes it unnecessary for us to record any of the fright- 
ful fatalities which are not unknown elsewhere. Skating is a 
royal sport; the Central Park a royal skating ground, 
and the happy mortal who has a pair of steels under his feet 
may turn his back upon the cares and troubles of his life, and 
for a brief hour at least revel in all the joys of royaliy with- 

outits sorrows. Sweeter the ring of the ice than the plaudits 

of subjects: better a pair of skates under the feet than the 

crown of a Czar upon the head. So, at least, reasons the 
gamin, and so, too, think many who are not gamibs. 

i eee en Se 
Uranive.--This is the most recently discovered, and per- 

haps the most remarkable, of all the coal tar or aniline group 
of coloring substances, now 80 extensively used for the adorn- 

ment of the finest fabrics. Uranine is said, by chemists, to 

be the most highly fluorescent body_known to science. Its 
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had atooth pulled. It is proper to state that this description 
of sunrise is from the New York Star, which deals only in 
reflected light : 

_ The sunrise upon the prairie was one of unsurpassed love- 
liness, Ciimson and gold, and amethyst and violet, pale 
lavender and delicate greens and blues glowed and blended, 
and mantled over all the east. No object interposed to break 
the complete circle of the horizon where the pure porcelain of 
the heavens, like an inverted bowl, shut down upon the brown 
and neutral tinted earth, as though a priceless cup of purest 
proportions and matchless workmanship, molded from the 
finest porcelain, should be placed upon a coarse and care- 
lessly constructed platter of common clay. 

—_———__>—-9- 

HAnpsome Girrs rrom Hannsomz Mrx.—Dr. Robert 

Taylor, of this city, received a very substantial Christmas 

present of a fine Kentucky thoroughbred horse from Mr, 
Henry Reiche, proprietor of the New York Aquariumpon 

Wednesday last; also, a fine carriage from Dr. C. H, 

Sayre, son of the well-known Prof, Lewis A. Sayre. 
A handso me set of hainers from another friend. May hia 
friends live forever, is the docior’s wish. 

Oe oe 

Tan Bennet? PoraAr Expepirion,—The steamer Jeannette 

of the Bennett Polar Expedition, arrived at San Francisco: 

Dec. 27, and hauled alongside at the Mare Island Navy Yard. 
There she will receive the rest of her outfit, before leaying for 
Behring’s Strait. The success of the recent Swedish ex. 
plorations along the northern coast of Asia, may be faken as m 

sign yery favorable to the new route chosen by Mr. J. G.. 
Bennett for his latest attempt to unveil the mysteries of the. 

North Pole, hitherto so securely locked in their impenetrable 
casing of frozen ges. 

REST 
coloring power is astonishing; a single grain will impart a 
matked color to nearly five hundred gallons of water. A 
most interesting experiment, which anybody may try, con- 
sists in sprinkling a few atoms of Uranine upon the surface of 
water in a glass tumbler. Each atom immediately sends 

down through the water what appears to be a bright green 

rootlet; and the tumbler soon looks aa if it were crowded full 

of beautiful plants, The rootlets now begin to enlarge, spread 

and combine, until we have @ mass of soft green-colored 

liquid. Viewed by transmitted light, the color changes to a 

bright golden or amber hue; while a combination of green 

and gold will be realized, according to the position in which 
the glass is held. For day or eyening experiment nothing 
can be prettier than these trials of Uranine, which are especial- 

ly entertaining for the young folks. 
In our issne of Dec. 12,. we referred to most interesting 

scientific experiments which are being made in Europe to de- 
termine the sources of the Danube and other rivers by the use 

of fluorescine. WUranine is only another name for this subtle 
agent, and derives its origin from Uvanua, which means 

Heaven. By the use of fluorescine we suggested how acien- 

tific research might be promoted in yarious ways. We are 

indebted for examples of Uranine to the editors of the Seten- 

tific American, who are sending out specimens, free of charge, 

fo all their readers, The subscription to the paper is $8.20 

for a year, or $1.60 half year; and « better mvestment for 

the money could hardly be named. 
— f+ — 

Tur Monener Goosr.—We sat down to dinner the other 

day to discuss the comestible qualities of a goose, whose 
origin is Indefinite and untimely end certain. The lesson of 

the day is laid down in the following passage from a letter 

received on Christmas : 

— Soe 

From A Canpip Apyertisen.—Mr. Will H. Cruttenden, 
of Cazenovia, who manufactures the Card Rotating Glass 
Ball Trap, sends us the compliments of the season, with the 
following pleasant endorsement : 

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM AND Rop AND GuN: 
Enclosed find check to pay for another three months, While we are 

nob among the first of your patrons we are “Tasters,” well knowlug the 
advantage of advertising in your valuable paper, and we ara going to 
slay With you as long as we can sell enough to pay the ady., and longer; 

50 don’t leave out ady. until we send you word tothateffect. Withour 

improved machinery and experience we are enabled to make our tvap 

more perfect, and it is fast gaining ground with the sportsmen at 
large. Witt UW. Crourrenpey. 

KEESEVILLE, N, Y-, Dee. 25; 1978 
Mr. Charlee Hallock—I send you to-day a goose for your dinner, 

“Only a goose!" say you? That’s all; but said goose has a history, 

A few miles from heré a genfleman has tame native geese, and, mar-— 

yelous to Say, on€ Madame Goose from the selfsame flock has been 

visited yeily for several years by a Mr. Wild Goose, and the result is 

one of four children, raised this year, and which I engaged last spring 

to be sent to yon—and here you have it. I trust it will not only be ac- 

ceptable in memoriam of yours truly, but also prove good eating. I 

regret to add that the Madame has just died, and whether we shalj 

have any More of the some sort remaing jo be seen, 

Yours truly, J. R, Romnyn, M, D. 

“Ye that have tears to shed, prepare to shed them now." 

As a bonne bouche our goose was appreciated; as a gece de 
resistance it ennobled the race which saved ancient Rome, not- 

withstanding its bar sinister; as 4 present from our time- 
honored and beneficent friend, the doctor (who may be re- 

ferred to as the noblest Romeyn of them all), we valued it. 

But while we partook we mourned the probable untimely ex- 

tinction of a race which might he said to have scarcely begun. 

We deplored the short-sighted extravagance of her taking off. 
No basket-full of golden eggs unhatched could compensate 

for such a pitiable Joss. Oh! countrymen and friends! that 
for such a momentary titillation of the palate such great 
sacrifice should haye been made! We cannot recall the past. 
What is done is done; and what has heen, is. Now that the 

‘old goose is dead” to all posterity, all that remains to us of 

rites and duty is to ‘‘go and tell Aunt Susan” and enjoin 
upon her to preserve all the feathers for an old-fashioned bed. 
The scientific world will deplore no less than ourselves the 

great loss which we feel constrained to lament. One can 
hardly realize what results might haye been realized from the 
great expectations excited by the successful crossing of the 
two breeds of birds. But now all hope is dead, and the spirit 
of the old bird has flown. 

’ a 

KimBan1’s Vanity Farr Tosacco.—When the editor of 
Forxst AND Stream first began to smoke “ Vanity Fair,” in 
the year 1873, the tobacco had already taken thehighest award 

for quality at the Vienna Exposition, The verdict of the 
Austrians was subsequently affirmed by the judges atthe U. 

5. Centennial and again at Paris in the present year. After 
due trial and test, the editor is now prepared to approve, en- 
dorse and clinch the decision of the combined commission. 

He has had every facility afforded him to form his opin- 
ion. Each year, for five years past, the Messrs. Kimball, 

of Rochester, have presented him, about Christmas time, 
with a munificent gift of many packages--so many, indeed, 

that the gentlemen must haye supposed either that the editor 

Was an incessant and exhaustive smoker, or that he had le- 

gions of friends, orthat his term of life was guaranteed be- 
yond the age of Methusaleh. The second is probably the cor- 
rect statement. No doubt his friends would multiply ag 
long as the tobacco remained fo be distributed. 

All of our employes smoke (except that office-boy, and he 
is just beginning to learn), and the ‘‘ Vanity Fair” has 
made them happy as Indian bucks. They all bless their 
benefactors, and it would be difficult indeed to induce them 

to go back on the decision of the Vienna, Philadelphia and 

Paris Commissioners. All hold to ‘* Vanity Fair;" their 

pipes hold the tobacco, and the tobacco holds its own. So 
there is peace all around, and we trust a fortune for the con- 
scientions, square-dealing firm who ate content lo give the 
public an honest weed which ‘* won’t bite the tongue.” 

—_——— ee ere 

SUNRISE ON THE PRAIRIHS.—AS a specimen of what may 
be called bathos, the following cannot justly be compared with 
anything written in Hnglish. It is seldom we find things so 
far aboye us brought down to the dead flat low level of this 

earthly plane. ‘The metaphor leaves a dazed impression upon 
the mind, something like the effect of ether after # man has 

a ae 

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS oF 

FRED BEVERLY. 

A Farzwsri—Tue Mysrzrious Oozan Current—Dominr- 

cA AND CoLUMBDs—RoskAv ann AnTHONY TRontope— 
Tux First Camep—Tur Movnrarns, 

A® I observed twenty-two months ago, in that letter which 
neyer reached you, the Doctor and myself safely 

reached the Island of Martinique; also the vessel, captain: 

and all hands. We ran in as close as we dared, and then 

stood off and on for the harbor master and pilot. It was late- 

when he arrived, and we were much incensed, especially the: 

mate, who vented his anger in strange oaths and abuse of our 
negro boy. ‘The harbor master was gentlemanly, but he pos- 
sessed a limited knowledge of the Wnglish language, which 

fact, of course, reduced him to the level of a Warbarian and 
increased the resentment of the mate. 

“How much chain overhaul, sir,” said he, addressing the 
captain. 

“*Seexty faddom,” replied the pilot. 

“Sixty fathom! Sixty devils!” roared the astonished of— 
ficer. “Darn your old Frenchified town anyway; it ain't 
worth the chain we’re sinkin’ here.” 

It was a case of necessity, however, and ere we were se— 

curely moored, like the other vessels of a long line before the 
town, we were obliged to pay out that length of chain, Then, 

with the anchor ahead in the bay and two strong hewsers 

astern, our littie craft lay quietly after her long buffeting with 
wind and wave, and we watched the lights appearing in the 

busy town and the sailors as they furled the sails and cleared 
the deck. 
As Martinique was visited by me eighteen months later for 

a stay of six weeks, I will defer my description of its many 

beautiful scenes until I reach it in the course of events, But; 
the Doctor and myself here enjoyed a few days on shore, pre— 
vious to my departure for Dominica and his for more northern: 
islands. 

Now, the Doctor wasa genius. He had a genius for mak— 
ing money, and a special tact for taking care of number one. 

Leaving New York with but sixty dollars and his stock in 
trade, he landed in the West Indies with his cash greatly aug- 
mented and with the captain, mate, cook, and, in Tact, the 

whole crew, deeply in his debt. That I escaped with a whole 

tooth in my head J attribute to some special interposition of 
Providence, or to the fact that I had but little cash. The 
Doctor's period of sojourn on shipboard may be divided into 
{wo portions—that in which he was pulling ov ‘*fixin’ ” teeth, 

and that in which he was sea-sick. He was happy in the ex- 
ercise of the former and unhappy in that of the latter. When 

the Doctor appeared on deck with a particnlarly happy ex- 
pression on his countenance, and polishing somebody's darling 

molor on the Japel of his coat, beware of him! The whole 

crew would then shudder with apprehension, 

The Doctor and I went on shore. We climbed the paved 

streets and descended again to the beautiful Jardin deg. 

Plantes. On our way the Doetor indulged ima free flow of 

that happy humor peculiar to the Western Yankea (lor we 
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ankcees in those islands). We met boys and boys— 
hoys by dozens and boys by scores, and some girls: but the 

vary first group that drew our attention and provoked an ont- 

burst of the Doctor’s ever ready wit, was of boys. 

‘*T say, young man, pull down your vest!” 

This was addressed to a ragged Jittle darkey with beaming 

face and bright eyes, the centre of a bunch of the raggedest 

and nakedest ganiins we had ever beheld. ‘There was not a 

whole article of clothing furniture among them. If one had 

a shirt he hadn’t any pantaloons, and the fellow that boasted 

the latter had the least of the former. There was not even 

the apology for a single whole garment in the crowd, yet every 

member of it was as blissfully unconscious of the grotesque 
appearance he made as were the Doctor and myself aware of 

it, But the most glaringly conspicuous feature of the collec- 
tion was a huge vest worn hy the brightest and sauciest of 

the five—a very grandfather among vests, which, descending 

to the urchin’s thighs, left but a scanty drapery of shirt: for 
the rest of his belongings. 

You, reader, will now appreciate the keenness of the Doc- 

tor’s thrust at these airy costumes, and be able to enjoy with 

him the exceedingly loud merriment in which the astonish- 

ment of thee unsophisticated natives caused him to indulge. 
The successful termination of this sally of wit encouraged the 

Doctor to hope for niore fun of the same nature, and to the 

next urchin we met he propounded that question which has 

vexed the brains of the talented of all ages, and for I don’t 
know how many ages: ‘‘What time does the half-past six 
train leave?” 

Now the Doctor had reckoned upon this boy being like 
ninety-nine out of every hundred we met, of French extrac- 
tion and incapable of uttering one word in English. Imagine, 
then, his discomfiture when the perfectly c:rrect answer, in 

equally correct English, was; hurled immediately full in his 
face—a reply that silenced him for the rest of the day, and 

not'all the wonders of the enchanted garden could bring him 
again into tune : 

* At ten o'clock to morrow morning, sir.” 
Upon our return to the shore we went on board and made 

preparations for departure. ‘The Doctor had contracted with 
the genial captain of a Down-East schooner for a passage to 

St. Thomas (he subsequently left captain and crew m a tooth- 

less condition), and I entered into negotiation with the owner 

of a crazy sloop for passage fo an adjacent island. 

Along the entire group of the Caribbee Isles, sweeping their 
western shores, flows a strange, mysterious current. Not sub- 

ject, apparently, to the laws that govern the winds and tides 
of this region, it for years puzzled and bafiled the ablest navi- 
gators and oldest sailors, Among the northernmost of 
these islands large ships were often sunk, carried by the force 

of this unseen and unsuspected stream upon sunken reefs or 

barren rocks, Hyen so long ago as when Columbus was 

making his voyages, we have on record that he was detained 
by this very current among these same islands. 

It was not known until 4 comparatively recent period that 

it was the overflow of a mighty river, no less than the great 

Orinoco, that caused all this disturbance of waters, and that, 

dependent upon its different stages, was the force of this river 

through the sea, Though my first experience with this cur- 

rent was in January, when the Orinoco was at its lowest and 

the consequent marine flow/attits weakest stage, Lyet had sufii- 
cient proof of its strength to understand how it was that ves- 

sela of all sizes were sometimes many days in making ports 
put few miles apart. 

We left the port of 8t. Pierre, Martinique, for that of 

Roseau, Dominica, the distance being less than thirty-five 
miles aud the channel separating the islands but twenty in 
width. late in the afternoon we hoisted sail, taking a fair 

land breeze fron the mountains and getling a fresh blow from 

the trade winds drawing through the channel, and at mid- 

night were close under the southern point of Dominica, with 
a fair prospect when I went below of landing early in the 

morning. 
The captain wasa good fellow; he had given up to me, as 

the only white man on board the sloop, the only berth the 

cabin afforded. Into that I crawled, with a Jurking fear of 

centipedes aud scorp‘ons, and fell asleep. Soon the wheezy 

pumps awoke me, and astream of water trickling through 

{he uncaulked deck-planks gave sweet assurance that the 

water in the hold was being abstracted. As this process was 
yepeated every half hour my sleep was not so sound that I did 

not visit the deck frequently, and at each succeeding visit 

note with alarm that the land grew dimmer and more dim. 

Daylight revealed that we were much further away from 
shore than at midnight, surely drifting to the northwest with 

gail flapping idly and rudder useless. 
The sun is late in showing himself, for he has to climb well 

up he heavens ere he can look over the crest of the moun- 

tain ridge that shows in the distance cool and misty. But as 
day advances and the hour of noon arrives, the cool hours of 

morning are more than compensated for by the intensity of 
the heat radiated from the glassy sea, a heat that makes itself 

felt and a glare that causes every one on board to seek earn- 

estly a. shady spot. 
And this is the ‘‘tropic sea,” on which we are drifting; 

the sea so oiten sung by the poet, the sea we have often con- 

templated in our fanciful dreaming in more northern climes, 
Like many an object of the poct’s adoration, it is far pleas- 
anter to look upon through his eyes than through visual 
organs of ycurown, Though the sun and sea make if pain- 
ful to look abroad, there is nothing offensively new and glar- 

jag about the little sloop that wearies the eye with bright 

are all Y: colors. The prevailing color, in fact, is that of the wood of 
which it was built, the native wood of the island. The knees 
are of the natural twist and bend of the native trees; the deck 
planking and sheathing are likewise of the native wood; the 

mast, the boom and.the bowsprit are of the native woods of 

the island; andcaptain and crew are, doubtless, also fresh 
from the woods—natives fresh from the native woods—of 

Dominica, There are more than twenty péople of color 
lounging in various attitudes about the deck, They seem 
wholly indifferent to the fact that the vessel is drifting with 
them away from the island, and when I suggest to the captain 
that he utilize this material at the oars there isa general howl 

of indignation. The captam also gazes at me like one who 

has heard information of a character novel and startling, and 
informs me that what I propose is not only useless, but im- 
possible, 

Struggle against the current of the mighty Orinoco! At- 
tempt to baffle the wiles of a power unseen, that always had 
acted in just such a manner and had carried him over the 
same course every voyage he had made! It would he pre- 
posterous. At night, the land breeze would come down from 

the mountains and he would claw inshore without any trouble 
whatever, 

Late in the afternoon, however, we descried a speck danc- 

ing on the waves, which speck was, of course, a boat; and in 
that boat, when it reached us, I engaged passage for the shore, 

Iny unhappy companions drifting about until the next after- 

noon, sometimes in sight, sometimes lost to yiew for a long 

time. As we neared shore I had time to examine the charac- 
ter of the scenery of the western coast, as one object after 

another was unfolded, and the mass of green and blue re- 

solved itself into wooded hills, narrow yalleys and misty 

mountain tops that reached the clouds. A planter’s house 
gleamed white in a yalley ; a pebbly beach stretched between 

high bluffs, with a grove of cocoa palms half hiding a village 
of rude cabins along its border. 

I was approaching an island of historic interest and scenic 

beauty, of whichthe events of one and the elements of the 
other are little known to the world at large, It is the first 
island upon which Columbus Janded on his second voyage. 
Having been first seen on Sunday, it was called by him Do. 

minica, and this event dates from the 8d of November, 1493. 
Blest isle of the Sabbath Day! Many changes hast thou known 

since the great Navigator first saw thy blue mountains and 

landed upon thy fragrant strand, 

Does it not read like a fairy tale, this second voyage of 

Columbus? With three ships and fourteen carayels, contain- 

ing_,1,800 persons, he set sail from Cadiz, touched at the 

Canary Isles, and then shaped his course for the islands of the 
Caribs—of whose prowess and fierce nature he had heard many 
stories from the mild people of Hispaniola. ‘‘ At the dawn 
of day, Noy. 3, a lofty island was desecried to the west, to 
which he gave the name of Dominica, from haying discovered 

iton Sunday. As the ships moved gently onward, other 

islands roge to sight, one alter another, covered with forests 

and enlivened by flights of parrots and other tropical birds, 
while the whole air was sweetened by the fragrance of the 

breezes which passed over them. They were a part of that 

beautiful cluster of islands called the Lesser Antilles, which 
sweep almost in a semi-circle from the eastern end of Porto 
Rico to the coast of Paria, oc the Southern Continent, form- 
ing a kind of barrier between the main ocean and the Carib- 
bean Sea,” 

Dominica is but thirty miles in length by cleyen in breadth, 

yet presents a greater surface and more obstacles to travel to 
the square mile than any island of similar size in the West 
Indies. Well did Columbus illustrate its crumpled and uneven 

surface when, in answer to his Queen's inquiry to its appear— 
ance, he crushed a sheet of paper in his hand and threw it 

upon the table. 

Tn no other way could he better convey an idea of the fur- 

rowed hills and mountains, deeply cut and rent into ravines 

and hollowed into valleys. 

“Yo my mind,” says Anthony Trollope, ‘‘ Dominica, as 

seen from the sea, is by far the most picturesque of all these 

islands, Indeed, it would be hard to beat it either in color or 
grouping, It fills one with an ardent desire to be off and 
rambling among these mountains—as if one could ramble 
through such wild bush country, or ramble at all with the 

thermometer at 85 deg. But when one has only to think 

of such things, without any idea of doing them, neither the 
bushes nor the thermometer are considered." In this, as in 

all his sketches, Mr. Trollope is right so far as he goes; but he 

does not go far enough, ‘‘ Filled with an ardent desire,” he 

should have given those woods and mountains the months of 
camp life that I did; then would the world be richer in 
pictures of forest lite and mountain scenery that my poor pen 
so feebly tries to portray, 
And of Roseau, the principal town in which I land, the 

same author speaks disparagingly. ‘* It is impossible to con- 
ceive amore distressing sight. DPvery house is in a state of 

decadence. ‘There are no shops that can properly be called 

so; the people wander about chattering, idle and listless. 

The streets are covered with rank grass.” 

Alas! poor Anthony Trollope. Alas! poor Roseau. Didst 

thou not consider, oh, Anthony, the many times this poor 

town has been sacked and burned? that it has passed from 

French to English; from English to French ; and just as it 

began to recover from the evil rule of war it was again pros- 
trated by the flond of blacks let loose by the emancipation ? 
Didst thou think to describe thefeatures of a place in an hour's 
stay ? : 

The island has, unfortunately, few white residents, and, to 
many, this lovely isle is fast approaching Hayti in the black~ 
ness of its population ; but oh, Anthony, if you had hut met 
some of those few white men! 

In the language of your western cousin, Anthony, they are 
white, Had you but tarried among them but a little while 
you would have reversed your verdict upon the people, The 
people of a place, Anthony, are not represented truly by the 
scum that settles in the market-place and wanders about the 
streets, Had you strayed into one of those unprepossessing 
shops you would have found it crowded with the wares of 
Ungland, ‘‘ Old England,” of which you are proud to be called 
ason, asam I to be known as one of its grandchildren. 
Those white people, those people so few in number that it 

almost makes the heart bleed to think of it, they and their 
virtues shine forth from the cloud that envelops them like a 
light ina dark place. Did they not take you, as they did me, 
by the hand, and did they not say to you as they said to me, 
**Come to my house and make it your home?” If they did 
not, it was only because you didn’t give them time to dogo, 

A WEST INDIA TOWN. 

At five o'clock the gun in the fort sets off the bell 
in the cathedral spire. It is an hour before daylight, 
good, and eyen at six the mists of the valleys cover all, 
even to the mountain-tops, The sun climbs steadily, 
though it is eight o’clock hefore he has shown his face 
to Rosean, and darts over the mountain tops to windward his 
scorching rays. It is interesting to watch the changes that 
come over the mountain sides and valleys as the sun dissi- 
pates the morning mists. The Lake Mountain, 4,000 feet in 
height, towers black against the sky ; five miles it is from 
town, yet seems so close as to overshadow it. Its head ig 
yeiled more than half the time in mist. Stretching away 
north and south is a long line of hills, an isolated peak jutting 
up at intervals. Their summits are blue and purple in the 
distance. Within this line is a cordon of hills, with valleys 
deep and dark behind, half encircling the town. These hills 
aie broken and ragged, seamed and furrowed and Scarred, yet 
are covered with a vegetation luxuriant, of eyery shade of 
green; purple of mango and cacao ; golden of cane and lime, 
orange and citron, Palms crown their ridges, cultivated 
grounds infrequently gleam golden brown on their slopes, 
and dense clouds come pouring over their crests from the 
Atlantic. North and south this bulwark of hills ends in huge 
cliffs plunged into the sea. Toseau is seated at the mouth of 
a valley formed by ariver. From the centre of this valley is 
shot up a hill—a mountain it is called here—Morne Bruce, 
From its smoothly-turfed crown the view of town and sea 

is superb, especially at sunset, when the sun sinks beyond 
the Caribbean Sea, and the cool evening breeze plays through 
the trees, La Morne becomes an attractive spot. From it we 
look upon the town ; many palm trees, few houses, a rushing, 

roaring river that meets the seaina surf line like a norllern 

snowdrift ; a picturesque fort, the jail, ihs Government 
House, and the Catholic Cathedral—a building of stone, with 

arched windows and doorways, short, though shapely spire, 
With a palm tall and slender, a priceless gem, to lend grace 

and beauty ; westward, beyond the shore line, the Caribbean 
Sea, its bosom, which glowed so fierily in the sunlicht, now 
cool and inviting in its stillness. 
Looking eastward one can see far into the Roseau Valley, 

to the wall of mountains from which dashes out a great water- 

fall, dwindled to a mere silver thread in the distance, The 
Roseau River emerges into a plain beneath, a valley filled 
with cane, Containing in its centre aplanter’s house and build. 
ings, palm-surrounded, and the river—dashing oyer ilg 
rocky bed with a roar that reaches our ears even at this height 
of several hundred feet—runs at the foot of a high white 
cliff across another plantation into the sea, peaceful enough 
attheend. The streets of Roseau are straight, payed with 
rough stone, and they never echo to the sound of wheels, 
They cross at right angles and dwindle down to three bridle- 
paths leading out of the town, one north and one south, along 
the coast, and one, narrow and tortuous, over the mountains to 
‘the eastward, Most of the houses are one-storied boxes of 
wood, with bonnet roofs, 16 by 20 feet; many ina state of 
decay, with tattered sides, bald spaces without, shingles, and 

dragging doors and shutters. Every street, however, is highly 
picturesque with this rough architecture, Sand cocoa palma 
lining and terminating the yistas. The town is green with 
fruit trees, and over broken roofs and garden walls of roughest, 
masonry hang many strange fruits, Conspicuous are the 
mango, orange, lime, pawpaw, plantain, banana and tamarind, 
Over all tower the cocoz palms, their Jong leayes quivering, 

their dense clusters of gold-green nuts drooping with their 
weight, 
From the mountains, from the ‘Sweet River,” comes the 

purest of water, led in pipes through all the streets, and gush- 

ing out in méver-ceasing flow from the sea wall on the shore, 
The market, near the south-end of the town, a small square 
surrounded by stores, is the centre of attraction on Saturdays, 
when it is densely packed with country people, black and 

yellow, who come, some of them, from points a dozen miles 
distant, each with his bunch of plantains, ayam or fray of 
bread-fruit. Allare chattering, so that there is a yery babel 
of sounds. Little stalls, temporarily erected, contain most 

villainous salt fish for sale, ancient and vile smelling, and 
every few feet is a table, presided over by a contented wench, 
who has forsale cakes and sweetmeats of her own manufacture, 
Near the market is the fort, a low stone structure, pierced 

with loopholes, commanding from its high bluff the road. 
atead, in which, save the trading vessels and the weekly 
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steamer, there are seldom few craft besides the sugar vessels, 
Near the fort is the English church, with a clock in its face, 
and four magnificent palmistes to guard its entrance, Ad— 
joining is the Government house in a garden of flowers, and 
near’, ihe Court House, 6f stone, yellow and low. Opposite, 
on a, bluff overlooking the sea, is the public garden, neatly in- 

closed, tastefully ornamented ; a few large trees, many roses, 
humming-birds, butterflies, and a grand view of the sea, or 
mountain towering soulh, and a circle of shore stretching 

away dowa, terminating in the headland of Scot’s Head—an 
interesting rock, wilh a beacon and the ruins of a fort, The 
toad leads by a broad green savane, near which is a ruinous 
cemetery, ddwn between long rows of lowly cabins, its hed 
freen and grassy, within a stone’s throw of the surf on the 

pebbly beach, 
This is Roseau, which I left one March morning for the 

mountains. Marly came the women, who were sent by a kind 
friend to carry my luggage; heayy boxes and. bales they had 
engaged to tarry to the mounfains for me on their heads. It 

wus all the way ascending, but they faithfully performed their 
duties, nor once complained. Astride an Island colt, the loan 

of another friend, and accompanied by still another friend, 

whom [ knew nof a few days before, I left behind me the 
town, and set my face to the mountains. 
Down the street, past the jail, across the river over an ex- 

cellent bridge, under the cliffs of St. Aromant, into the 
banana and citron proves that lie at the mountain's base; 

then up higher aud higher, the path growing rocky and slip. 

pery, past the lovely valley of Shawford, where the house of 

my friend Stedman, built upon a small plateau, surrounded 
by hills, embowered in limes and plantains, overlooks 4 tropi- 

cal garden, A mile above, we enter a deep rayine, where I see 

the first perfect tree ferns on the trail; the gorge is filled with 
them, and the banks along the path covered with smaller 
ones, infinitely beautiful. JZere I first heard the melody of 

the *solitaire.” Long since the air of the town, hot and 
parching, has given place to cool and delicious breezes. We 
go out under thea shade of trees, passing many a trickling 
stream, wntil nearly an elevation of 2,000 feet is reaclied, 

when we hear voices, and suddenly come upon a party of 

mountaineers (half Carib, half megro), who present a very 

fierce appearance—naked to the waist, hatless and armed, 
each with his machette or ‘* cutlass,” over two feet in length. 

They salute us politely, however, and we pass on until near 
the “high woods,” when we turn to the right and dive down 

a narrow trail under large trees, and reach, finally, a narrow 

gate of bars in a fall hedge of oleander. 
Descending rapidly from the forest was an open sp ce of a 

hundred acres, perhaps, sloping westward, green and smooth 
ag asward of Guinea-grass could make it, Over this were 

scattered volcanic rocks and clumps of trees. This slope ter- 
minated abruptly in a cliff so steep that the people living 
here could not descend except by a long detour. Over this 

cliff fell the waterfall we saw coming up. Deep ravines seam 

ib. at intervals, all tending toward the} valley wall, and on all 
sides but this are nothing but forest and hills. J*rom one of 

the mountaineers I secured a cabin, one of the seyen com- 

prising this little hamlet, and before nightfall had comfortably 
established myself. My companion then left me alone to 
what proved but the first of many camps in tropic forests. 
a 

GAME PROTECTION 

Dinners AnD THe Giane LAws.—A full stomach makes a 
willing ear, It is wise, therefore, to argue with men who 

Taye been well feasted. The merchant makes his bargain 
over the table-cloth; the Alderman secures his Aldermanic 

feasts only after having feasted his constituents; the youth 
pleads with much eloquence, it is true, but the ice cream 

counts more than all bis fine language. Annual dinners are 

time-honored and necessary adjuncts of all social, political, 

literary, religious and benevolent societies. Game protective 
associations follow the custom, and a yearly feast of good 

_ things excites a very commendable degree of transient enthu- 
siasm in the cause. We kaye heard of game associations 

(their headquarters are nearer than at the North Pole), whose 
whole energy was given to these annual festivities with such 
gusto that there was really very little left for any of the 

olher minor interests of the cause—such as securing the 
enactment of proper protective legislation, the introduction 

and protection of new game birds and fish, and the convic— 

tion of offenders against the game laws. There can be no 

possible objection fo a social gathering of sportsmen, but to 
invest such an occasion with the assumed importance and dig- 

nity of what is, in fact, a cause worthy of earnest and de- 

termined effort, strikes the disinterested observer as something 
of afaree. Sportsmen’s associations, whose active labor does 

not; 20 beyond their annual dinners and speeches, accomplish 
yery little in any other way. Hating is not protecting. 

Wey Yorr Strate Assoorarioy.—The New York State 
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game will hold 

iis twenty-first annual convention in Rochester, May, 1879, 
under the auspices of the Monroe County Sportsmen's Club. 

The prize list is now open for contributions from sportsmen 

and dealers in sportsmen's goods. The prize committee hea 
been appointed, and may be addressed through Mr. Edmund 
Redmond, Rochester, N.Y 

Mussina Quam In Pesxsyuyanta.—Mr, A. F, Clapp, of 
the Sunbury American, announces she receipt of a migratory 
quail which was sho! a Trevorton, Pa., in the first part of De- 
cember. The bird was evidently a straggler from the broods 
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get at liberty by the Pottsville Game Club last spring, and 
was, when shot, with a covey of our common quail. 

Vermont Gawe Laws,-—By an act cf our last Legislature 
the close season for woodeack is extended to Sept. 1, which 
is a very good thing for the woodeock, as hardly any are to 
be found here, except perhaps in the southern part of the 
State, after the middle of Angust., The top notch of absurd 
legislation was reached by prohibiting the use of dogs in 
hunting ruffed grouse! It seems a little strange that our 
State Association for the Protection of Game and Fish did 
not prevent the passage of such a silly Jaw, as it is largely 
composed of influential men who could if they would shape 
the legislation on such matters. Now, I understand, ‘it will 
express its disapproval” of some of the fish and game laws 
just passed! R. EB, Ry 

Witp Fown Av Barnegar—Haitor Forest and Stream: 1 
have read the article in last week’s issue in regard to what 
keeps the wild fowl away from our waters. With all dué 
respect for Oscar B. Smith, and approving of some of his 
sugpestions as to the scarcity of fowl, yet I must beg to differ 
with him as to jhe causes of the non-appearance of brant here 
this season, After consulting with some of our oldest gun- 
ners I Jearn that some eighteen years ago there was just such 
a scarcity of brant, only three known to have been killed. 
They (the gunners) haye been letting drive at large bunches 
of brant at 100 yards from time immemorial, and killing 
them at that; yet for the past ten years, | cannot see any 
perceptible decrease of that species. Some years they are 
more plentiful than others, but this year I do not think up 
to date twenty brant have been killed, and not more than one 
dozen bunches made their appearance. Yet we attribute it 
to some other cause than shooting at them at 100 yards. We 
cannot see how it will frighten them any more at that dis 
tance, and knocking a few over, than it would at close quar- 
ters and demolishing two-thirds of the flock. As fo his other 
abuses in our bays, he is right. I learn from some of our sea- 
captains that immense numbers of brant have been seen from 
five to ten miles at sea on their southern tour. 

J. W.. Kinsey. 

Whe Rifle. 

MILITARY PRACTICE IN 1878. 

General G. W. Wingate makes a very complete report for 
1878 of the doings of the Department of Rifle Practice in the 

State of New York, and it is interesting as well to Guards- 

men in this State as to members of the Militia in other States 

and throughout the ranks of riflemen. New York is not only 
the pioneer State in the matter of military rifle practice, but 
in the completeness of its appointments, and in the extent of 
its facilities for ball practice before the butts it is far in ad- 

vance of any Other State. There was a time when in long- 
Tange practice with small-bores New York was also in the 

lead, but that period appears to have gone by, and the 

superiority now exists in the department cf military practice 

only. For 1878 General Wingate finds “ that the progress 
that has been attained in this branch of instruction during 
that period has been more satisfactory than anything that has 

been accomplished in any previous year.” And this improye- 
ment is not alone in an actual Increase of marksmen, but in 

the general careful and systematic manner in which the 

echedule of practice has becn carried out. It has been found 

a good policy to encourage the establishment of many small 

ranges, easily accessible to the men, rather than the opening 

of afew large and elaborately appointed places of shooting, 
By this meaus men are encouraged to take a few hoursnow 

and then, and put in afew shots when they would not find 

it possible to leaye business for a whole day. From 1878 to 

1875 Creedmoor was the only range in the State, now there 
are thirty official ranges used by the National Guard as fol- 
lows: Creedmoor, Yonkers, Sing Sing, Mount Vernon, 
Poughkeepsie, Ellenville, Kingston, Albany, Troy, Malone, 
Whitehall, Port Henry, Glens Falls, Syracuse, Oswego, Utica, 
Watertown, Auburn, Moravia, Oneonta, Binghamton, 
Rochester, Elmira, Buffalo, Westfield, Warsaw, Hlliocott- 
yille, Batayia, Lockport and Jamestown, and seyeral new 
ones are now in process of clearing up and reparing for use. 
Many of these ranges are of limited pretentions, while a few 
are able to accommodate a large force of shooters and are 
put in use for Division and other large matches. The State 
jooks upon a range from a purely military stand-point, and 
does nothing to aid long-range practice. Hach of the State 
Yanges are described in detail from notes taken by Gen. 
Wingate and his assistants during their tours of inspection. 
The change in the manner of recording and reporting the 

work of the troop is commended as a great improyement over 
the old and complex way of working out the regimental 
figure of merit. Hach organization is now divided inte four 
classes. Each man starts in the fourth-class af the opening 
of each season. As soon as he shoots in class firing he passes 
into the third-class without regard to any score he may make, 
he haying necessarily learned more about loading and firing 
his rifle than men who haye neyer visited a range for practice, 
The other classes are the same ag last year, the third-class 
shooting at 100 and 150 yards (standing), the second-class at 
300 yards (kneeling) and at 400 yards (lying), and the first at 
200 yards (standing), and at 500 yards (lying), Each class 
fires fiye shots at each distance, and to qualify, must make at 
léast 25 points in the possible 50, in November of each 
year, and the ‘' figure of merit.” reached by allowing 
Por each mat who has be¢ome a MarKSMlat, sic... peee ee vuneewceeees 100 
“om remaining in tlie 18t clivs.... 7 60 
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These figures are ae@regated and divided by the number on 
the muster rolls at the last annual inspection, and the result 
is the “* figure of merit.” During the past year reports were 
received from organizations numbering 17,623 men as agamst 
18,348 in 1877, 10.946 in 1876 and! 7,670 in 1875. The nium- 
ber of marksmen now entitled to wear the badge is 8,059 as 
against 2,126 in 1877, 918 in 1876 and 683 in 1875. It is 
noteworthy that the fourth-class men, those who neyer visit 
the ranges, number 8,049, or nearly half of the men enrolled. 
As might be anticipated under this way of computation the 
separate companies who cau readily call out their whole 
strength, go to the top of the list and the full highest figures nn a ———— EPR —_—_— 6". 

of merit are made by as many such companies, the Ninth 
Separate Company, practicing on the Whitehall Range, head- 
ing the list with $1.30 points per cent. The Forty-ninth 
Regiment is the head of the regular regimental organizations, 
followed by the Twenty-third Regiment of Brooklyn and the 
Seventh of New York. The Fifth Separate Company foots 
the list with a figure of 04.41, and threa marksmen in 68 
company roll. It has been found that the bronze badge is 
highly valued by the National Guard, and the desire to pos- 
seés it hag induced many to learn to shoot who would not 
otherwise have done so. It is rare that a man who has once 
won this badge will consent to surrender it. Those who fail 
to qualify on the first occasion almost invariably practice at- 
their own expense until they can win it, 

Gen. Wingate hits a vital point, and one which cannot be 
taken loo closely to heart by militia officers anxious to show 
a good record, when he says: ‘*’The fundamental principle 
of our system of rifle practice is that accurate shooting is a 
matter of drill, which should be carried on in the armories dur 
ing the drill season, the ranges being used to test the lessons 
previously taught." The report is very full on the subjcet of 
armory imstruction and yolley firing. This latter, as that 
which the National Guardsman would probably use in case of 
civil disturbance, is valuable as tending to make the men 
steady and accustom them when in ranks to obey commands 
given by an officer in their rear, as they would have to do in 
service. 
Camps of instruction are urged, and the question of how 

to best ecoromize the time taken from business for rifle prac- 
tice. During the year over 700,000 rounds of ball cartridge 
haye been expended, and an annual allowance of sixty rounds 
er man and officer is recommended, or about 1,200,000 

rounds for the total State Quard. The report closes with the 
full scores of the important military matches of the year, in- 
cluding the Inter-State, International Military and the Ne- 
vada Badge scores. The report closes with the encouraging 
announcement that ‘‘the prospects for future improvement 
wore neyer More promising,” 

BIG SCORES. 

Epiror Forrst anp STR¥AM: 
The fairness of yourremarksin your issue of Noy. 25, 

on Mr. Partello's ** big score,” and on the desirability of 
keeping the degrading influence of betting as far aloof as 
possible from all rifle contests, will commend them, I am 
pure, to all your readers. 
You are perfectly correct, also, in your statement that a 

match score ought to have precedence over a practice score 
of the same, or even & greater, number of points. But I can- 
not help thinking that you give a little more importance 
than it really deserves to Mr. Summer's record on the first 
day of the so-called walk-over at Creedmoor, in classing it as 
a match score, thereby giving if the precedence over that of 
Mr. Partello. 

In the first place, there was no match, in the sense that 
previous international contests have been matches—jnas- 
much as no competing team was actually present. It seems 
to me, therefore, that the conditions for making a great 
score were more than usually fayorable on that occasion, 

First, there was none of the excitement and trepidation in- 
cident to the great international matches hitherto shot on the 
same range. 

Second, the weather was all that could be desired. 
Third, every member of each squad, especially the one in 

which Mr. Sumner shot, had the benefit of the experience, 
on matters pertaining to wind and elevation, of eyery other 
member, and of the coach besides. The members of this 
squad knew also from long practice together at ‘ Walnut 
Hill,” that each could rely implicitly on the honest juds- 
ment and watchful helpfulness of the other. 

In short, it would be difficult to conceive of a practice 
score which could by any possibility be made under mora 
favorable circumstances than the walk-over scores referred 
to. 
Ihaye no desire to underrate Mr, Sumner’s score, by any 

meins. It was a great score, and one that will not be 
equalled soon again. My object is to estimate it fairly, and 
at its true yalue. And in doing so, it seems to me unfair to 
classs it’ among match scores in the same sense that Mr. 
Bruce and Mr. Blydenburg’s scores would be classed in the 
great actual contest with the British team. 

Indeed, in whatever light you view it, it!seems evident 
that Mr. Sumner had more and better help from his sur- 
roundings in making 221 in the ‘‘ walk-over” than Mr. Par- 
tellohad in making his score of 224, with no one but « friend 
to coach him. Therefore, can we do otherwise than accord 
Mr. Parteilo’s score, de facto and dé jure, a higher rank than 
that of Mr. Sumner’s. For the samereasons I would consider 
Mr. Jackson's score of 220, made in an individywal match, at 
Walnut Hill, Noy. 27, entitled to fully as much credil 
as Mr. Sumner’s 221. 

While speaking of Mr. Partello whom, by the way, Inever 
saw), what remarkable scores he has made since assuming 
his new position and practicing a more approved method of 
leading ! 

Beginning with 224, his ten consecutive scores haye been 
(asI learn from most reliable authority), as follows: 224, 
214, 207, 214, 207, 217, 213, 218, 217, 218, making a total of 
2,146, and an average of 214.6; or, taking the average of the 
best five, it is 218. 

This is certainly a remarkable record for an amateur who 
had had very little previous practice, and it will bear com- 
parison with that of any expert in the world, 

There has heen no parallel to such sudden and phenome- 
nal excellence, except in the case of Mr. H, Jewell, of the 
American team, who, on assuming a more favorable posi- 
tion, astonished the rifle world with some of the largest 
scores ever before Known, Kner, 

Dec. V7, 1878. 
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THE TEAM OF 1878. 

Communication READ To THE AMERICAN TEAM AT THEIR Migpr- 
Ine, Dec, 17, 1878, 

Boston, Dec. 12, 1878, 
GENTLEMEN OF THE AMERICAN TEAM: 

We answered a call of the National Rifle Association to compete for 

places uponthe American team, and shoot & walk-oyer for the Palma 

We devoted our time and ekill to sustain {he diguity of that association, 

and are recognized as the American team of 1878. It has been the uug- 

tom for the President of the N. R, A. to present the trophy to the cap. 

tain of the team, and he (the captain) becomes the custodian of the 

trophy. Tt is with regrot that 1 have to repeat to you that your captain 
does not know where the trophy is, as the customary presentation has 
been omitted. 

Tfind that in the original conditions of the interautlonal long-range 
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match, ninth paragraph, entitled *Prize,” these words: “Hach member 

ehot ander those conditions, and fulfilled all of our obligations, we are 

desirous that the N. R.A. fulfill their portion, which as yet they have 
Tailed todo, When we shot the walk-over our work was done bat to ix 
the time and place for the next match. Siill we feel under an obliga- 
tion to our brother riflemen, and as we were their exponents before 

the butts, we are their exponents in all pertaining to their interests, 
We, however, do not wish to dictate, but rather to cultivate harmony 

and good feeling between rifle nen and the association which has taken 

the lead In such matters ; but we would like to see that association less 

local and more national in its officers and character, While it is grati- 
Tying to see the militia of the State of New York proficient marksmen, 

the N. R, A. should have a widerrange than the success of a single 

State. Weare aware thatthe general snccess of rifle practice depends 

upon the exertions of riflemen themselves, but we look to the N. R. A. 

0 still lead in these matters, Therefore, 1o Keep up and foster rifie 

practice, if would be desirable to have a match with some foreign 
“onntry, and as the Palma was given to the riflemen of the world 

through the N. KR, A, for the purpose of international competitors, it is 
to be hoped that the President and Directors of the N. R, A, will use 

every exertion to bring about a match in 1879. 

72 in the possible 75 in 16 consecutive shots. As an all-range 
shot Captain Jackson may fairly lay claim to be the best ex- 
emplar of American marksmanship. 

Scorrish Rirtemen.—The second annual dinner of the 
Scottish American Rifle Club drew over seventy Scotsmen 
and Jaddies to Merritt's, on Ninth street, last Thursday even- 
ing, aud with ‘‘ Haggis” and ‘‘feare-brose" and other less 
national but equally palatable dishes, the feast went on far 

} into the morning. The officers of the club for the year 1879 
} are: President, Colonel J. W. Marshall; Vice-President, 
Captain Ross; Secretary, Mr. Robert Hunt; Treasurer, Cap- 
tein William Lindsay. Board of Directors—Lieutenant D. 
Hi. Vannett, Mr. John Booth, Captain W. Clarke and Mr. W. 
Pyle. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
—O— 

FISH IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER 
P —0—— 

Thave further .0 cali your attention to a change contemplated in tho | Black Bass, Micropterus salmotdes; Pike or Pickerel, Feoz lnciua, 
original conditions of the international long-range match. I believe 

that no change can be effected in those conditions hy America without 

the consent ol the nations that have participated in those contests. 

W. H. Jackson, Capt. of the Am, Team. 
a en 

Massacnusurrs—Medford—Christmas Day at Bellevue 
Range was passed yery agreeably by a team shoot at 200 yds. 
by members of the Medford Amateur Rifle Association. The 
scores stood: 

Treland’s Team. 
HA Treland.. 445445 5 56 4 444 
Jd R Teele.. 44445 5 4 4 3 5—3 
C H Rosse 444654444 56 340 
DWN Howerd,. 3844443 5 4 4 4-39 
HA Dayvis-- $4464 4 5 3 38 4—39 
W G i oucey....- w--6 444 65 0 5 4 4 439 
BR WoDADG ccs a poe rt ceerraseeoomes 454324444 

Richardson’a Team, 
BK Richirdson.................... 454545 44 6 5—45 
a} BOabhOrn..... 2c cees eer ererevsae © § 445 5 5 4 4 4—45 
J H Wumes......... 44%44 4 4 4 4-38 
Vanderpilt Gibbs 8425 4 4 8 4 3-3) 
HP Smith... 842256 83 38 38 3—32 
EF Kenaric 2244 38 23 0 0O—20 
J M Goudale. 00 4 0 2 4 2 0 2—18—234 4 

Tn the winter-shed match at 200 yards, 
scores stood in classes: 

First Class. 

Second Class. 

there was an unusually large number of spectators present ; 
in fact, the attendance was larger than on any previous day of 
the match. ‘The weather opened and continued cold through- 
out the shooting, and a stiff easterly breeze, ranging from **9 
to 10 o'clock,” occasionally reminded the marksmen, as they 
stood at the firing points, that Jack Frost was with them. 
The atmosphere was clear as a bell, and the light nearly all 

that could be wished for, though the sun at times shone some- 

‘ 
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what brilliantly. Mr. Tyler came to the front, securing the 
good total of 25 at the distance, 200 yards, the highest that 
could be made. He was closely followed by Messrs. Lowell 
and Osborn, who each made within one point of a clean score, 
Mr. Poland got a total of 69 in his three entries. The scores 
stood, omitting the many excellent re-entry scores: 

Feo Sabet ale] We # C Spofford.......... 5445 4—29 
Bye te a PM Jewell....-..-..4454 4-21 
J B Osborh ...- JN ¥rye.... --445 44 4—21 
J Borden ..........6 i B Parker... 4544 4—2) 
ao H Williams ...< W 5 Guerrie: 4544421 
HB Souther... FS Reynold 8444 5-18 
'D Kirkwood F W stevens 338443-17 
W Poland . W Howard.. 3442417 
NW Arnol 

Whe prize list of the winter shed match was made up 
according to the conditions laid down by the Board of Direct- 
ors. By vote that body authorized the erection of a perma- 
nent shelter at the 200-yards firing point, for the purpose of 
giving comfoxtable facilities to those who desired Keeping up 
practice during the winter. ‘lo meet the expense of this 
structure the executive officer was authorized to arrange a 
match to be shot on successive Saturdays. The terms of the 
match: Open to all comers; distance, 200 yards; rifle and 
position, auy within the rules; rounds, five ; re-entries per- 
mitted, Winners to be determined by the aggregate of two 

best scores made at any time before the close of the match. 
The competitor having the highest aggregate will have first 
choice of the prizes offered. ‘The one having the next high- 

est, the second, andso on. The prizes number twenty-tive 
and are valuable—consisting of valuable silverware, two val- 
uable tifles, carving set in case, opera-glasa, revolvers, etc. 
The value of the prizes is $210, and have been on exhibition 
at the store of William Head & Sons. Following are the 
fortunate prize winners, with their aggregates : 

94 49 J Borde@...-........23 22 45 
a 22 45 
a 2B 45 

OULOED. «.seene 24 
92 44 

FB Osborn <..-+-s2s-24 24 Pri 

D Kirkwood. . att 24 
2 44 

OM Jewell,...++---- ot 3a 44 

Hi Taylor.....-.1--0025 25 ga. odd 

J A Lowell a 388 OB 

WW Frye... 93 a 48 

NW Arnold 23 J L Stevenson, ae $1 42 

H Mortimer, ...--- 23 46 J W Frost,..css..... Roe 

W E Gnerier.........23 S 46 

Onto—Trimpes Range, Cincinnati, Dec. 23.—Rifie team of 

the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club. Weather awk- 
ward: 

Hh4454544454544—66 
ke 46ddddd dO 54449 dol 
DT isney 4445444444554 9-61 
J Weaton. S48 add to 5d45 34460 

stossaeedD 4563934443445 4 4 4d—6S W Caldwell 

A Canpmare vor Fane.—Mr. Richard Ficken, of Brook- 
lyn, E. D., member of the Amateur Rifle Club and the N. R. 
‘A., has been making some fine scores of late, averaging 45 to 
47 with a Ballard at the Creedmoor, dr., range of 300 feet. 
His first practice at the Creedmoor hyutts at 800, 900 and 1,000 

yards resulted in ascore of GY out of a possible 75. Recently, 

overa 2i-foot range, he pierced spot after spot on a seven of 

diamonds with his Ballard parlor rifle, 

4—38—230 | lines below given. 

M. patlidua, Yellow Perch, Perea flanescens, 
Sea bass, Scicenopes ocellatus, ; White Perch, Morone americand. 

Pisa 1x Mabxet—Retam Prices.—Bass, 25 cents; smelts, 1234; 

bluefish, 1214; salmon, 30; mackerel, 20; shad, 75; white perch, 15; 

green turtle, 16; terrapin, $12 per dozen; frostfish, § cents ; hali- 

but, 20; haddock, 6; codfish, 6; blackfish, 15; flounders, 10; eels, 

18; lobsters, 10; scallops, $1 26 per gallon; soft clama, 30 to 60 per 

100; whitefish, 18; pickerel, 18; salmon trout, 18; black bass, 18; 

red-snapper, 18; hard crabs, $2.50 per 100; soft crabs, $1.25 per 
doz. 

Wrapped up in tissue paper, with a sugar trout, came, on 

Christmas Day, to an old Angler, from hia dear wife, the 
The Angler's heart, though old, was 

touched a little. 

He knew yery weli that there was in the verses, no display 

of poetic skill; but somehow he felt in them that artless ad- 

sence of skill which sometimes makes poetry. 

Suppose such simple verses had come (wrapped around a 
seven shots, the ) sugar trout) to Father Izaak himself as a Christmas saluta- 

tion from fs wife, would he not have thought them ‘‘choice- 
3B Osborn..,....5 5 44555—33 HK Richardson,.6 545 65 5 433 | ly good,” and would they not have brought sweetly to his 

temembrunce the fresh air of summer mornings, and the ithington....6444554-31 JW Vining...... 445444499 r : 
ont Pei anaes 45544431 Rufus Rawyer.,-14 5345 44—z9 | Sound of pure waters, and the other simple delights that were 

ve ores 4444455-30 WP Metcalf.....4444 44 495 : : ath 5 
Dr Talod ola 44544 6-80 ILA Irelands..a444444—97 4 Wont to mingle with the play of his gentle craft ? Third Class And might he not afterward have modestly read them 
W G Tousey....-. 4544443—18 Vanderbill Gibbs.4 35345 4—8 | over aloud to Charles Cotton or ‘ Venator,” seated upon 4 
Boston—Christmas Day at Walnut Hill was spent merrily | mossy bank or under » honeysuckle hedge by the margin of 

' by the riflemen who crowded the winter shed during the foré- | .ome prook ? * 
noon, The winter shed match was un for the last time and t 

See him wating down the stream— 
ow for him Jife’s but a dream ; 
See him cast the pretty fly, 

Gently stepping—quick to spy 

All the little pool go dark 

That experlenced eyes would mark, 

There! He has him, sure as Fate!” 

Foollsh trout, to try hia bait! 

Now he plays him swltt as thought, 

Quick upon the bank he's brought; 
See his sides all dappled o'er ; 

Through the stream he'll glide no more. 

IL - 

Fs Gurgling waters round thy feet, 

O’er thy head the branches meet ; 

Round thee Nature—Nature’s God— 
As thy deft hand plies the rod. 

Oh! to thee this sport so dear 

Fills thy heart with peace and cheer; 

May I see thee—years to come— 

Kod on shoulder, trudging home, 

Hear thee calling, ‘‘ Look here, Bess, 

*Tsn't this a pretty mess?” 

New Haven, Deo, 26, 1878. 

AnotuER Erecant fty—-Boox.—Mr., Henry H. Holt, Clerk 
of the U. 8. District Court of Washington Territory, has 
made us a present of s most exquisite fly-book, of the finest 
workmanship, bound in Russia leather. 

choice to take toa stream. Wothing like it, save one, has 

ever come under our observation, and that exception was the 

handiwork of Mr. Hyde of this city, who amused himself for 

one or more years in its construction. The book is Mr. Holts 
own design, and is very different in many respects from shop 

; fly-books. It has some desirable new improvements which 

are worth copying. Mr. Holt is anxious to find some Eastern 
firm to manufacture and sell these books, paying him a small 
royalty. Weshall do what we can to introduce it to the 
notice of our tackle dealers, to whom we shall be pleased to 
show our specimen. 

+ Oanryine Liye Barr.—Bditor Forest and Stream: It ap- 
pears not to be generally known among anglers that minnows 
can be Kept for considerable tims in an air-ticht vessel. I 
have kept them four and five days, and last week carried a lot 
with me to the Cumberland River and used them in that 
stream. ‘The package should not be filled more than two- 
thirds with water, which should occasionally be put in-mo- 
tion, and judgment must be exercised as to the number of 
minnows. If the package is of oak it must be scalded or 
steamed. Very respectfully, Dez Bus, 

Cincinnati, Dec, 24, Riverside, Hamiltou Co., 0, 

Wiscorsin—Ashland, Dec. 23.—Cisco fishing-lime has 
come and huge fun the boys ave having with the fish, 

Crs, 
_ 1 ee. 

Tue Fry Question.—The interest in this mich-discussed 
topic continues unabated. Seldom have seen a question at- 
tract such general attention. We add a few more opinions 
of contributors this week : 

Why should any one think it strange that a trout flirts a 
fiy into his mouth ¥ Analogy would lead us to. expect it. 

—In the winter shed match at 200 yards on Walnut Hill 
of the winning team to receive a medal representing the trophy.” As we | range, December 21, Capt. W. H. Jackson put in a total of 

It is really too 

For does not every ten-year-old country boy know that a 
swallow uges its tail to flip gnats and other insects into its 
mouth? A hawk or eagle uses its claws for the same pur- 
pose, anda monkey its foot. Now, has it not been demon- 
strated by proof as clear as logic can deduce froma conjec- 
ture, that man is the development of a monkey, and a mon- 
key ofa fish. Reasoning from this fact, we would then nat- 
urally expect a trout to use its tail just as a man bis hand, or 
a monkey his foot. The fact thata ravenous, haif-starved 
trout may Tush at his food with open mouth, just as we see 
greedy boys and dogs, is no proof that trout, men or boys 
habitually doso. The solidity of the head unfits it for such 
purpose, while the elasticity of the tail makes it a most 
proper instrument. But there is another view of the ques- 
tion worthy of notice. The trout is a dainty, lordly fish, 
and, like a true sportsman, scorns to take his game in any 
other way than on the wing, unless he be very hungry. 
When he sees a fly lying still or skipping along on the water 
he strikes it with his tail to make itrise (in hunting parlance, 
flushes it), and then catches it. He would no more think of 
catching a fly on the water than a sportsman would of shoot- 
ing a bird on the ground. Besides, the trout isa playful fish. 
Conscious of his power, he likes tohaye a little fun along 
with his work. 80, instead of seizing the fly -with open 
mouth and greedily swallowing it, he, like a cat with a 
mouse, gives the lazy fly a flop with his fail, and as the 
startled, terrified insect is flying for its life, the gay and fes- 
live trout turns a somersault and leapsafter it with al- 
most the velocity of light, Having captured his prey, he 
plunges into the depths of his watery home to continue the 
sport, : 

While IT do not profess to have had as much experience as 
some of the correspondents of the Forzar ann SrreaM, who 
have practiced the ‘* gentle art” for a lifetime or more, still, 
LT have good opportunities for observing the habits of trout. 
Lhave feasted on trout and moose in the wild woods of the 
North; on mule rabbits and tough beef in Utah and Texas; 
on salmon and quail in California; on sand-hill cranes and 
prairie-dogs on the Llano Estacado; on sage hens and ante- 
lopein Nebraska and Dakota; on chili-con-carne and tor- 
tillasin Arizona and Mexico; onthe calfish of the Rio Grande 
and Mississippi. Based upon this quite extensive observa- 
tion aud experience, I confidently affirm that a trout may 
strike the fly with his tail Before he takes it in his month, 
but never «ajYer_ SxHoo Fy. 

Trout Falls, Virginia, Dec, 24, 1878. 

‘Vermont— Manchester, Dec. 23.—I did think I knew a 
little something about fly fishing; have been at it over thirty- 
five years; but I begin to think perhaps I have been working 
on the wrong plan all this time. I suppose the next thing we 
shall be told will be that the true gentleman sportsman scorns 
to hook his fish in the mouth, that the really scientific and ar- 
tistic way is to hook them in the tail and with a ‘‘ needle 
point” hook, and that no gentleman would take such on un- 
fair advantage as to take two chances (head and tail) on the 
poor fish! {had always supposed trout took their * grub 
alive and kicking,” but according to some of the articles I 
have seen it appears they first ‘‘ kill the hare.”” Now please 
allow me to say ‘‘ 1 don’t see it,” and never have. Have looked 
a good many times, and I think if any one who has fished 
wuch with a fly willremember that when he has hooked a 
trout anywhere but in the mouth he has hooked him every 
where in the belly and sides, very seldom in the back, and 
not often in the tail. This proves to me that as the trout 
misses his aim he always passes over or beyond the fly (or 
where it was when he rose at it) for of course he can’t stop 
instantly, and as the fisherman strikes the hook is fastened in 
the belly orsides. Hither the hook the trout leaped at or the 
next one beyond has hooked him just where 1f happened to 
hit. Ihave my doubts abont fish fooling away their time 
playing around in the open air. I think they feed on yery 
much smaller insects than “we suppose, and I don’t believe 
they come out of the water very often unless they see or 
think they see something they want to eat. I had always 
supposed that the story about trout slapping the fly with 
their tails was ‘‘all in the bottle, sir.” Cc, F. Onyais. 

New Yorr—Keeseville, Deo. 20.—I have read with great 
interest letters and remarks indicating experiences of trout, 
etc., especially in regard to trout striking the fly or hook with 
their tail. Twenty-six years I have passed in the Adiron- 
dacks, in annual visits, and have studied with greut care trout 
and their habits ; and after that experience, I must indorse 
What you yourself write in regardtoit. Dx. J. R. Romery. 
we oe 

WEIGHT AND STRUCTURE OF RODS, 

Epirrok Forest AND STREAM ; 

In your issue of November 21, I read with much interest a 
short editorial, calling attention to the extreme lightness of 
modern salmon rods in comparison with those which we can 
almost be pardoned for calling ancient. I think, however, 
that you have not quite done justice to Mitchell’s rod—or 
rather the lightness of it—by. comparing it (being 174 feet 
long) with your section bamboo, which measures only 16: 
feet. Isuppose both rods are without reel-plate, in whic 
case § ounces is not-by any means a great addition in weight, 
when a whole foot is added to the length. Asan increase of 
calibre must be made for every inch added to the length of 
a rod, there is necessarily a great deal to be added for twelve 
inches. Iam a confirmed admirer of section bamboo for any 
and all fly rods—that is, [ think the best six section bamboo 
are incomparably better than any solid wood fly-rod I haya 
ever handled; but, of course, I prefer a good solid wood rod 
to any but the best of the section rods. Still, the question at 
issue is not the comparative merits of any Einds of rods, but 
simply one of calibre and increasing weight in its relation 
to increasing length. 

Tn this connection I cannot refrain from calling your atten- 
tion to a ludicrous mistake made by some one in your issue 
of December 5. An18-foot salmonrod is there mentioned 
weighing 33 ounces, and the weight is explained by the 
statement that the reel-plate weighed nine ounces! I do not 
know which seems worse—-an 18-foot salmon rot weighing 
only 24 ounces (Wwithont the reel-plaie), or any kind of a 
fiy-rod, having a 9-ounes reel-plate. A liltle practice in 
making, and a good denl in using salmon rods give solic 
weight to my opinion on this subject; but for the sake of a 
little laugh, end to confirm my opinion by, adding that of one 
who knows all about such things, T called upon Mr, Hntirle, of 
the firm of Abbey & Imbrie. Inthe course of our conversa- 
tion he stated a great many facts, some of which may be now 
to those of your readers who are not thoroughly posted. _ 

In regard to the weight of section bamboo rods, exclusive 
of reel-plates: The weightof any wood depends upon its 
density, and its density depends almost entirely upon the fine 
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“ness of {ts bres and their closeness one to another. Caloutta 
hollow bamboo, out of which all the best makers manufac- 
ture their Tods,. incregses the density of its fibres and their 
closeness to exch other from the centre to the circumference. 
of the cane. Probably no woud does this in so great a degree, 
for, in less than one-third of an inch, what 1s almost pith be- 
comes an enamel] that offen turns the édge of the best tools. 
Another peculiar feature of Oalcutta bamboo is that one often 
finds several canes, equally strong and elastic and equally 
good for making rods, which yary much in density of struc- 
ture. When | say much, I mean much in the eyes of a fine 
workman. The one thing needful in this matter is that these 
discrepancies must not bappen in any two sections of the 
same rom, All the pieces used in any one rod must haye a 
datural relation to each other in regard to comparative 
weight and elasticity. There must be a natural homo- 
geneily of all the sectious. From this itt follows that 
Tods of the same calibre may be equally good in every respect 
and yet vary aS much as seyen per centumin weight. Pos- 
sibly on the whole there is a slight percentage in favor of the 
quality of the heavier rods, or rather rods that weigh less 
than you expect them to ought tobe scrutinized very care- 
fully. A. perfectly balanced rod will always seem, lighter 
than one of the same weight. that is not correctly calibred; 
but one who is used to handling fiy-rads soon detects a light- 
ness that is not due to delicate adjustment of proportions. 

I said that section bamboo rods which weigh less than one 
expects them to weigh should be regarded with suspicion. 
Some manufacturers make the butts of their section bamboo 
either wholly or partly of cedar. ‘This, of course, reduces the 
weight very materially, but I think it does so at the expense 
of perfect action. There is, in my opinion, no wood thal 
works exactly right with bamboo. Another way of reducing 
the weight of section bamboo rads is by making them hollow, 
nnd mill another by cutting off the hard part which is, of 
course, the part which should be most carefully preserved, To 
sum up in afew words, be extremely careful how you buy a 
yery light section bamboo, and be still more careful whom 
you buy it from. ' 

Inregard to the weight of full s-lid metal reel-plates, The 
thickness of the 1etalis the main element, but of course the 
length and circumference have something todo with compara- 
tiye weight. Asa rule the circumference of the butt of a 
seclion bamboo rod is greater than that of a solid wood rod of 
the same calibre, Many think that this increased swell is made 
maiply for ornament ; but besides adapting the rod to the 
hand, it helps to give that magnificent single action which 
nearly everybody in this country admires so much. The 
weight of the reel-plate, especially in singe-handed rods, is by 
nl means a disadvantage; in fact, it makes the rod seem 
lighter, because it balances the rod. I speak, of course, of 
those rods which have the reel below the casting hand. The 
easy confirmation of the fact may be obtained by any one who 
will use an old-fashioned fly-rod, with the reel above the hand, 
for an hour, and then take up one made with the reel below, 
He will immediately pereeive that the additional ounces really 
seem to deduct themselyes irom, instead of increasing, the 
weighf of the rod. 

The following is a tabulated statement of weights giyen me 
by Mr. Imbrie. They are, for the reasons which [hope I have 
made plain, only approximate: 
Length of Rod. Weight of Reel Pilate, Total Weight. 
TD POET... eae eee weeny eee eens ee ey eee 3Z OUNGEH. 9 ounces, 
Ti feet.e.) i. oye iy ot 
12 met... gy Ke: tt 
14 feet. gigs Tes 
16 feet. Bag tt uB OFF 
Til, feet.... gage ie Bie 
Iv leer ._ 1S totes 85 
1Thh TeGt sess eakue Peete 40 4 

eal gt ap Lee cap dussiupedyessSog “St 440 
ase SgeReSiLy) oda, saz, tt ot 

vialeasetectenen ices act oe ft b4 tt 

Pardon me for taking up-so much of yourspace, but I must 
urgé as my exchse that I believe that what so much interested 
me may prove equally interesting fo some of your subscribers. 

Yours most truly, 

[We feel greatly indebted to our correspondent for opening 
up this important subject ina logical and intelligent manner. 
The facts he gives, and his fable of relative weights are not 

often found in the literature of angling and anglers’ imple- 
ments. V¢ note with pleasure a progressive deyelopment in 

the art of rod-making, asin gin-making. A rod is no longer 
“a stick and string, with a fish at one end a fool at the 
other."—Ep, F. anv §.] 
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THE FISH MORTALITY IN THE GULF. 

JACKSONVILLE, Ha., Dec. 26, 1878. 
EDITOR FoREST AND STREAM: . 

Th reply to your commanication soliciting information regarding the 

Mortality among the fish on the coash and ouean near the Keys, I can 

only say that from personal obsgryation I have none to communicate. 

Through the public press I haye noticed that tish have been dying in 
immense quantities for some time. 

By some the mortality is attributed to the freshness of the water, ag 
Aconsrquence of the heayy raing of the pugh sammer and autumn, 

Bat, 10 my opinion this explanation will not suffice, as the main outlets 

of Ochechobee empty itite the ocean north of Pavillion Key, and thut 
sheephead, tarpum, channel bassand mullet yielt and. live in brackish 

and eyen fresh water By some it tas been atirlbuted to yoleanic ac- 

tion, and by olhers to the breaking forth of a subterranean Stream, the 

wuters of which are polsonous. One fact is positively known, aod 
that 1s that fish in enormous quantities are dying over A large extent 
of the Gulf Irom the eflusts of something contained in the water—be 
that something deleterious gasses, mineral substances held in golti« 
tion, or fungi, 
The fishing interest of Key West is an important one, for it supplies 

thousands with the Means of subsithanue, andif the fish mortality 
should continue if will bring privation and suffering to many a family. 

ii appears tome that the existing mortality among tle fish is a mat- 
ter of scientific lnportaitee, and shomld be thoroughly investigated, 
I wonld suggest the advlsabilijy of the Revenue Department or the 
Smithsonian Institution peuding 4 commissioner to investigate the cange 
ofthe mortality, The Government has a dispatch boat at Eesy Weat 
which conld be spared for the purpose, and fhe expense would (be 
(riling, As 9 matier of scientific Interest, independent of ita com- 
mercial importance, this subject demands investigation, 
Tremsin yours troly, C, J. Kenworvyy. 

We warmly second Dr. Kenworthy’s suggestion, and hope 
the Government, will permit the use of facilities for investiga- 
tion which if appears to have in readiness at Key West, We 
Dave already hinted that the uge of fluorescine in those waters 
of Florida which empty into the Gulf might serve to indicate 
the origin of the boiling spring, whose discovery somewhere 

FOREST 

off the Gulf Coast was announced two months ago. If such 
& volcanic spring exists, the poisoning of the water can easily 
be accounted for; though the remedy to prevent continued 
mortality of the fish is not 80 readily found. ‘he locality of 
this boiling spring was given by the Key West Mey of the 
Gulf, of November 6th, or thereabouts, as along our 
bay coast from two to ten fathoms out.” This is 
not very deinite, but il is the most positive desig— 

nation that we haye seen. No authentic information 
seems to haye been derived from any other source, 
The fishermen whose occupation has been cut short so sud- 
denly should devote their leisure time to efforts to determine 
the locality of the obnoxious cause, wherever or whatever it 

is, and report at once to the revenue station st Key West, 

thereby seconding the efforts of the Government to remedy the 

evil. It willbe a direct way of putting bread in the mouths 
of their now starving families. The polluting substance, 
whatever it may be, is eyidently most subtle, for its influ- 

ence is seen for a. distance of 200 miles, dead fish covering the 
surface of the ocean wherever the eye rests. One proof of its 

yoleanie origin is that the water so polluted is of a ‘red brick 

color,” at a distance of less than a mile from shore, while the 
interval of water along the land is natural in color and taste. 

Of its subaqueous origin there can be no doubt, but whether 

if Has connection with waters in the interior of Florida by 

subterranean passages, or has » deeper and independent 

source and seat, is what we wish to know. The phenomenon 

in itself is not wonderful or incomprehensible, being only-a 
reproduction of boiling springs in al] parts of the globe, both 

in land and ocean, Off Matanzas there ig an immense 
spring, not hot, but of clear, cold, pure water. 

advertisement. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON FOR DECEMBER 

Mocss, dlces malchis, 
Elk or wapitl, Cervus canadensis, 
Hares, brown and gray. 
Wild turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, TA. 
Woodcock, Philchela minor, Pinnated grouse or prairie chick- 
Ruifed grouse or pheasant, Bonasa _ an, Cupidonia cupida, 

umbelites, Caribou, Tarandus rangifer, 

—See Bogardus’ 

Red or Va. deer, C. virginianus, 
Squirrels, red, black and pray. 
Quail or partridge, Ortyx virginta- 

"Bay birds’ generally, including yarlous species of plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curiew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, Avocets, 
etc., coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

t#~ In New York State December is a close month for deer, Deer 
shooting is permitted only during the months of September, October 

and November, Sale of yenison is permitted until J agnuary 1, and not 
atter, 

—_—_——_e+e—____ 

New Srorrsman’s House iv Frorrmpa,—Capt. Wingate, of 
the Cincinnati Rifle Team, has opened a house in the Gulf 

Hammock, seven miles from the Beaver Creek station on the 

Fernandina and Cedar Keys R. R. The house is 40x60, two 
stories high, with accommodations for thirty guests. 

! 

Oawapa—Monitreal, Dec, 20.—Since the shooting began I 
haye hunted over a large portion of the Province of Quebec 
that lies south of the river St. Lawrence, and haye bagged 
but little game, Small game has been_ very scarce in this 
vicinity. In many places where last year I killed full bags of 
muted grouse, thisseason my dogs some days would not flush 
but one or two birds, and they were almost invariably old 
ficocs. The great amount of rain flooded our Swamps. and 
ais kand kept the streams at flood-tide, which spoiled our fun 
in @ great measiire with snipe and ducks, There was, how- 
ever, early in the season an invasion by bears and wolves on 
some of our border settlements, near Thursa, 4 small village 
on the Ottawa. Twenty-two bears have been killed, and fiye 
of this number were brought to grief within the village 
Iimits, and one of them was, in fact, laid low in the door- 
yard of the only hotel of the place. The writer, while cross- 
Ing the river there one night, nearly ran afoul of one; but 
Mr. Brnin made his escape im the darkness. As yet there are 
but few deer here in our markets, though one party claims to 
have shot twenty near one camp on Bear Brook, Ont. The 
ground is now covered with a few inches of snow—enough 
for siill hunting—and we may expect to see some caribou 
brought in by some of our sportsmen soon. I have informa- 
tion that a yard of caribou are within a short ride by rail 
from this city. STANSTEAD, 

New Jessey—Malaga, Dec. 28.—The gunning this season 
has been better than at any time for ten years. Under the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society, all the fiye counties 
comprising West Jersey (New Jersey South and West), have 
been stocked with North Carolina quails, and last winter was 
a favorable one to the young birds. Judge Miller, Secretary 
of the Game Protective Society, spent two days here this 
month and bagged 107 quails, which we think is good shoct- 
ing, The Judge is one of our brightest lawyers and a good 
shot. He tells me that he tilled 65 quails last winter in one 
day at Cape May Court House, Cape May Co, The beach 
near Cape May abounds in rabbits. The best ground for 
ducks is near Leeds Point (mentioned in your paper of Dec. 
5), where Jority Looy will meet parties at Absecom and show 
them some rare sport at geese and ducks. 

Yours, Marnacx, 

PENNSYLYANIA— Williamsport, Lycoming Oo., Dec. 19,—The 
hunting season just closed has been a very uninteresting one 
in this locality, Ruffed grouse, our principal game bird, con- 
trary to all expectations, Were extremely scarce, Having had 
yery little tracking snow, and running deer with hounds be- 
ing unlawful and generally discountenanced, comparatively 
few deer have been killed in the county. Our hunters gene- 
rally are dissatisfied with the present law, as the season end. 
ing Dec. 16 practically prevents tracking in this latitude. 
The law will doubtless be broken more or less, and the ques- 
tion arises, “‘ Will the man who hunts two weeks after season 
by that time not become reckless and demoralized enough to 
hunt even later?’ The most of ua think it would be wise to 
restore the quitting time to Jan. 1, and rather take off two, 
or even four, weeks from the beginning of the season. 

Boxsorm, 

Bourm Carorina—Ofarlesion, Dec. 28,—Our sportsmen 
turned out en masse on Christmas Day, and several fine hage 
of wobdcock, partridge and dicks were brought in. A large 
number of deer and turkey were also killed by different hunt- 
ing parties fromthe city. Our party hunted about twenty 
miles from here, and on Ohbristmas morning started ten deer 
in less than two hours' time, and although several shots were 
had, we succeeded in getting only a fine buck, Deer are 
inore plentiful in some sections of this county this season than 
at any previous time since the war. During a recent freshet 
in the Santee Swamps, about forty miles from the city, a 
hunting party killed sixteen in one day's hunt, It is to be 
hoped that this wholesale slaughter will hot be permitted 
again, or we shall soon be compelled to hunt rabbits for lack 
of larger game. During the recent critical illness of Goy, 
Hampton, an incident occurred which shows his intense fond- 
ness for hunting. It had been raining hard and continuously 
on the Friday preceeding the day fixed for the amputation of 
his leg, and, notwithstanding the depressing influence of the 
weather and thé intense pain that he was suffering, he re- 
maried 1o one of his friends present, that, **As it has been 
raining so heavily all day, the deer will be driven out of the 
swamps, and it would be a famous day for hunting” We 
are happy to report the Goyernor’s daily improvement, and 
trust that it will net be very long before he will again be able 
to indulge in that glorious sport of which he is so fond. 

Yuvors. 

Srraiwine at GNArs.—It is rather remarkable that in such 
# sporting State as Tennessee there should be found parsons 
narrow-ininded enough 1o take Lhe action below, yet such ap- 
pears to be the case. In July last a number of gentlemen of 
Nashville known as the Nashyille Team, and comprised of 
members of the A. H, Bower and Forest and Stream Gun 
Clubs, accepted a challenge from 2 gun club in Murfreesboro 
to shoot them @ match at glass balls: The match was shot, 
the Nashville team being defeated. Now the Sheriff of 
of Rutherford County hag served upon the gentlemen of 
Nashville notices of indictment before the criminal court at 
its next April session to answer to the charge of gaming, 
Our correspondent who gives us these particulars says that he 
has made inquiries into the matter and finds that the teama 
did not gamble in the true sense of gambling; they shot for a 
sweepstakes, the proceeds of which were to defray expenses, 
If such interference on the part of the law continues it will 
naturally affect that class of sport ont here. Glass ball shoot- 
ing is quite an expensive amusement, and if sweepstakes are: 
not allowed, so that a shooter might win a little from time to, 
time, many of them would have to give up shooting. 

Very respectiully, J. D. A. 

Tennesser—WVashwille, Dec. 26.—During Christmas week: 
great quantities of game and fish were offered for sale by the 
different dealers in this city. In the market-house two bears, 
were offered for sale besides a number of deer. J.D. H, 

Guorcra—Americus, Dec, 19.—Hvery year we take one bige 
hont—that is, turn ont fora day to see how many birds we 
can kill. We do this only once a scason, and then arrange- 
ments are made previonsly to preyent wasting birds. We 
tool: the hunt for this season on the 14th. Five guns and five 
dogs all on ground entirely new. To say we did poor shoot- 
ing tells only the truth ; poor as to quality, but for quantity 
rich in profusion. Sportsmen are said to be both punctual 
aod truthful, and J must not go back on the profession. 
There was only one first-class shot among us, and he did 
worse than any, He was shooting Ditmar powder, and con- 
trary to all our hopes and expectations we are forced to at- 
tribute this as the cause. Even at this late day it was our 
first trial of the powder. Perhaps his was not the right grain 
or his shells were improperly loaded. We hope it was some 
such fault as this, and trust to succeed with it yet if we can, 
get it tobe quicker, It is too slow entirely, In watching 
my friend shoot I could absolutely see the shot strike the 
birds. Our greatest trouble has always been the smoke, the 
abominable smuke. spreading in a cloud before us just in time 
to obscure the birds both living and dead. In shooting ducks: 
this evening, the atmosphere was light, and I was unable to 
get in a second barrel a single time on account of the smoke. 
We bagged only 159 all told, every one quail, and every one 
honestly killed, for what lover of a good dog and fine gun 
would have a bird obtained otherwise? One thing that per- 
haps is peculiar to us is that we never shoot a hare. Experi 
ence has taught us that for truthful and handsome work by a 
dog in a country abounding with quail and hares the latter 
should never he shot, and consequently they soon will’ not be 
pointed. Nothing is more provoking than to dismount to 
point and have scamper away from ‘your approach Molly 
cotton tail.” [tis handsome shot, [ admit, but my word 
for it, if spoils your dog. ror. 

Mresissteri--Corinth, Dec. 27.—Weather fearfully cold; two 
inches of snow on the ground. Have had part of one day in 
the field since my return from Nashyille; made quite a fair 
bag of quail over my brace of pointers Kate and Maida. 
Have not been after dicks this winter ; some reported in at 
this writing. Received to-day from Dr. Caldwell, of Texas, 
an immense pair of ears of a jackass rabbit run down with 
his pack of greyhounds. While showing the ears to some 
gentlemen in the street, a negro fellow saw them. “ Great 
golly !” said he, ** See dem yers—ewine rabbit hunting right 
off 1” ' Guron, 

Montana—Virginia City, Dee. 7,—Our hunting’ season ig 
drawing to 2 close. It has been a prolific one, and many fine 
bags haye been made. Geese and duck haye mostly gone to 
their more southern winter quarters, but still there are a tow 
to be found in the open marshes and streams. Chickens are- 
very plentiful, but very wild and hard to approach; will not. 
lie for dog. I have just returned from a two days’ shoot,. 
bringing in a fair bag of chickens and ducks fopped off with 
three fine geese, very fat and weighing from twelve to four 
teen pounds, J had fine sport at jack snipe for an houy or ga. 
one day this fall, killing 51 in the time. Something unusual, 
in this country. A, B, EK. 

SHELLS or Twenty GAvan.—Hditor Forest and Stream 
I see in your answer to correspondent, “ F. it. G,," Laconia, 
N. H., in issue of December 26, you say, ‘No shells of twenty 
gauge are made in this country,” In this you labor under » 
mistake, as" this Company can furnish ghells of their own 
make 1m all sizes—pbrass and paper—from eight to twentrp, 
Tf you can correct you will oblige, 

Yours respectfully, Hoorgr, 
New York, Dec, 26. Winchester RK. A. C., 

Rust Pezventer—Sechenectady, NV, ¥,, Deo. 28.—In anawer: 
to the many inquiries which you have in reference to a rust. 
preventer, allow me to state that in my opinion the most per- 
feot one in existence is cosmoline, It can be obtained at'any, 
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druggist store. Ten or fifteen cents will buy enough to last 
for years forone gun. It does uot become rancid in any 
climate ; it is a perfect protection against rust and coloration. 

Natriay G, Daccerr, M. D. 

Parmrrrye FiLoripaA.—One of ourcorrespondentsis stationed 
at Lake City, Mlorida, engaged in a preliminary suryey of the 
tributaries and available waters of the St, Marys and Suwanee 
rivers, including Okefenokee Swamp, with a view to ultimate- 

ly uniting the two streams by canal. The party notes the 
depth and area of all the inland waters which come within the 
scope of their investigation. One correspondent ‘writes : 

‘On the 19th, guided by a gentleman living two and a 
half miles south of Oluskee, we visited, with portable boat, a 
secluded lake on the south fork of St. Marys Riyer. We 
were informed that it was the first boat ever launched there, 
excepting the apology owned by our guide, and we credit ed 
the information; for, when we had carried our tiny craft 
over the treacherous line of fallen trees, we saw on all sides 
that this beautiful girded outline was unmarred by ax or fires, 
and one could secrete boat and inmates by sailing underneath 
the festooned cypress trees which grow far out from the mar- 
gin on all sides. Our guide informed us there was ‘right 
smart’ of deer and turkey all about the lake, which is two 
and a quarter miles long. Onthe south could be seen from 
the lake large hammocks rising out of the swamp, but being 
engaged in another oceupation we were compelled to return 
after casting a wistful glance at the natural home of the tur- 
key. I have seen the Adirondacks in all their lights and 
shadows, winter and summer, but never beheld caves, niches, 
arches and ¢rottoes, all wafted by a gentle breeze and tinted 
With hues which cannot be imitated in art. If you think me 
to be one of those enthusiasts who haye run wild over the 
mountains of your and my native State, go five and a half 
miles south of Oluskee through the pine woods and see for 
yourself. Epw. Norron. 

a 

LAKE REGIONS OF FLORIDA. 

MELROSE, FLA., Dec, 20, 187s. 
Enrror Forget anv STREAM: 

I happened to come Aown to Florida upon the same steamer, and 

indeed, happened to shiare the same room with “that office boy of 

yours.” I can cheorfally agree with him in his praise of steamer, 

Officers and vrew. It ia a great pity the boy could not have tarried 

awhile under this beautiful southern winter sun, Instead of going di- 
rectly back into cold weather and snow. I think he would haye en. 

joyed a trip down here among these loyely lakes, He could certainly 

wet his fill of the finest shooting 1 know of—quail and duck. A great 
dedi of land around these lakes are old fields, cleared land, and on 
these flelds are many coveys of quails (called partridges by the na- 

tives), Quatl here hardly know what a gun is. In fact, the only dis- 

satisfaction I imagine you would hayeé would be the ease with which 

you could bag them, for I find, which I never found until I came here, 

that there can be too many birds, sometimes, to make quatl shooting 
interesting. But how enjoyable these beautiful winter days are! The 

Warm gunshine ail about you, yet the air just bracing enough to make 
you feel iike tramping or riding ; so different from the hot sun and hot 

Band ofsummer. As I sald, these old ficids abound with quailin, gen- 

erally, Jarge coyeys. They lic yery close, end one can often walk 

through them without flushing. They are strong on the wing, and, as 
far nb I can see, are similarto our Eastern quail. They are as plénty 

in the pine woods, but they fly into the tree tops, and then are hardly 

moved again. In the field there is no cover but grass, and with a dog 

one can have all the shooting he wants, Change No, 9 shot for No, 4 

and tike a row around this lake (Santa We), or any other abont here, 

and you immediately haye a change of sport. The edges of the lake 

aré fringed with grass ind bonnets, with little bays of the same every 

now and then, making a perfect home for the duck. Ask the darkey 

who is leaning against that tree, grinning at you and your gun, to push 

you around in a@ lat-bottom boat among the bonnets and grass. He'll 

do it all day for two bits, but you must look out; don’t let the awkward 

fellow Lil you with the oar or knock your gun overboard, for the water 

ig wet. Inthis way you will again get all the shooting you want, I be- 

lieve; or if you get tired of that, place yourself in some cover or some 
knoll between any two lakes toward sundown, and take them as they 

fly oyer. They are here, and will be until the last of March or the first 
i of April. But shooting at this game grows monotonous after awhile, 

be it eyer so good, and variety isthe spice of life with sportsmen as 

well as with all other classes. To get this variety we will some day 
start for the sand hills for deer, or to the hammock for turkey. We 
will haye to go three, fouror five miles, perhaps, and we had better 
calculate to stay two or three daysand haye a good camp hunt, You 
will have a chance to kill your first deer if you have not already done 

go. lam looking forward to such a hunt, of which I will give you an 
account if you wish, I want to tell you before I stop where one can 

find a good bed and good accommodations, for that is very essential 

after a day’s tramp, We shal] come in with a good appetite and tired 

limbs. What we then want isa good meal and a good bed. Ajlithis 

can be found here right on the banks of beautiful Santa Fe. I shall 
apeak of one family in particular, as I haye been there and so know 
owhereof I speak. Mr. Lambdin’s house is near, and overlooks the 

lake, His churges are moderate, as you see—$5 per week, Here you 

will be sure to receive the best of treatment, and everything 
will be done to make your stay pleasant, and on leavilg you 
wil be glad to haye met him and fo call him ao friend, and I helleve 

will want to come buck again. This is also just the place to make 

headquarters. From here you can go outin almost any direction for 

hunting excursions. Getting of Transit R. R, at Waldo, then eight 

miles’ wagon ride will bring you here. 0. 0. G, 
te 

DUCK SHOOTING AT MORICHES. 

Mr. Editor: On one sunny, frosty Monday morning in Noyember 

last, we left he rallway stutlon at Kast New York for Moriches, L. I, 
A ride of three hours by rall, supplemented by a dusty stage ride of 

three and 4 half miles, brought us to the hospitable house of Mr. David 

Robinson, After we had partaken of dinner we hired 4 half-broken 

setter for the rest of the afternoon (it now being about 2 P, 4,), and re- 

turned to the farm at dark with twelve quail, We had engaged the 

services of Mr, John Bishop, a keen sportsman and crack shot, a3 guide 

for the next day on ducks, and accordingly turned ollt at 34,M., 
hastily partook of breakfust, and by ¢ o’ciouk took our departure. A 
gail of half an hour brought us to a small island lying midway between 
the Great South Beach and the mainland, and, placing onr decoys, we 

lay concenled in boats against the eastern shore, awaiting the arrival 

of the ducks, 
When the sun appeared aboye the horizon, tinting the water with 

resplendent hues, the hitherto dimly-seen decoys appeared duck- 

like as life, Suddenly a rush of wings was heard, anil a fovk of 

whistlera swooped oyer the decoys and were off aguin with the speed 

of the wind ; but not without leaying four of their companions behind 
them. The fights soon became quite frequent. Occasionally a lock 

of black ducks would come quile near, and then yeor olf, not liking the 

vided on Shree. ‘The glasa looks of the decoys; or a bunch of geese conti be seen salline high ‘ball 
previous day was then resume: overhead, as if they knew the rauge of fowlipg pieces, Toward eleven | 

‘champion shot of America. The first prive was $150 and Whe medal, 

o'clock we noticed that the focka invariably sheercd off 16 one side Pit aT Tie t and after pozuling curgelyes to ascertain the ocatikes, discoyered that a - A ce “ “| Ny } : map, with boat and decoys, hayiig taken possession of the western 1 1111196. u shore Of the island, was bulliing a blind by piling up dried drift grass. d Hadson.......12017 12117 i130 ba190 a diel doe So, jubiping out, we hastened to @xpostulate with him, and, having 112i Ad101 ARTA T1919 413114 1 110 1107 induced him to retive, we relurne] to our shelier and commenced busi- vei i 4 ; yy seed SOUR LE ie ei Pee oa, ness again. By dark we had bagged twenty-thrée docks, and returned Taibo: ¢ : bide posed n well satisfied, despite the temporary luterraption of our Sport, Mori- hats fab elo hs” gle y ah ieee H a ie i ay ir H i } i ; 7 ; ches 18 a good place for duck shooting. * GW. FP. ye Re eo 11110 OF712 TILI1 41079 41 
a Et Mi nae =r) ie 11 tt 1 14 101 11417 

1 220 7 1id1241411 TIN-COATED SHOT, Ay fas elias 112017 01711 121412017 O1207 Og 
New Yor, Dee, 28, 1878. Cane ee eC 1 " 1 re a 11 zl 010701,117717 11111 

Eptrrorn Forest Ann Srrvanr: a 2D AOC PEt TA ad Tu answer to your request thal; I should give the Le Roy Tin-Coated Hy ; 4 7 i Ps ae ; eae ener t C aa a and Burnished Shot a trial, f will say that, haying nsed it in my sioot- ESmith.........11110 T1001 01147 11101 11110 ing for the championship of America for both birds and giaes balla, O10t 173011 111710 0011111111 10101 i1tt 
I found ifi very satisfactory for uniformity of size and weight, The i , E A one at DO1002 T1221 10010 o1nta 00 tin coating is 4 finish which has long been looked for by all sportsmen, a ed . ) F ahs f and after shooting it a great number of times T found that my gun was | 74 ‘ceKen i OF i 17 i ity? a4 i i “a ‘ : ‘ f b tf : i not fouled in the least, a3 it would have been had Tused other shot, 1{ & 11111 1101 10100 012701 14111 11001 11 
recommend it to all sportsmen as belng a real good thing. O01 10.0-0'0—-¢8, Ne branstev es Myles Johnson... .00 0 01201 617018 11010 Lili 

» 1.027101 00001 00110 17011 T1414 LOLO0 TL SK  , Ostiads Ee ead Get re) ced Ol dt hea O01171 11100 PIGEON MATCHES. Date Ue als 
Geo Templeton..00211 2721101 1111111711 11010 

Guass BALLS At Gitmozn's GArpEN— Wednesday and 
Thursday, Jan. § and 9, 1879.—Captain Bogardus has made 
two matches, to be shot at Gilmore’s Garden January 8 and 9, 
under the following conditions: He bets $1,000 even that he 
will break 6,000 glass balls out of 6,200, and bets #500 against 
$1,000 that he will break 6,000 ont of 6,100, and he bets $100 
against $1,000 that he will break 6,000 without a miss, and to 
shoot at 3,000 each day; and he has made a match with Mr. 
Abe Kleinman, of Chicago, the ‘* champion pigeon of Ameri- 
ca,” to shoot 500 balls, giving Mr. Kleiuman 100 broken balls 
in 500 cach day, balls to be thrown from Bogardus screen trap, 
1dyards rise. The shooting will commence at 11 a. ac and be 
continued each day until 113 p.m, or until the 3,000 each 
day are shot at, 

a 

The Bogardus Tournament. 

The tournament arranged by Capt, A. H, Bogardus, for the cham- 
Pioush!p-of-America contest, has naturally aroused much interesh 
umong those interested in trap shooting. The first day was devoted to 
the single bird shooting in the contest for a purge of $500 and gold 
medal given by Captain Bogardns, to be hell by the winner as the 

the second prize, $175; the third prize, $100; the fourth prize, $75. 
The competitors, as described by the reporter of the New York Herald 
and FoREST AND STREAM, were the fillowing : 
John A. Nichols, of Syracuse, N. Y,, lias been prominent in several 

contests throughout the country, aud is the proprietor of the Nichols 
& Lefever gun. He shot with a 10-gauge gan of bis own make, which 
weighed 10 lbs. His shells were loaded with five draciums of Orange 
Lightning Powder and 13¢ oz. No. 8 Leroy suft shot. 

5 A. Tucker, of Meriden, Conu,, is among the best shots of the 
country, and has appesred af mos! of the celebrated contests during 
the past three years. Heused a 10-gange Parker fun, 10 lbs,, and 1 
ozs, Leyoy’s tin-coated shot No. 3, 
Abe Kleinman, of Chicago, is well known, having taken part in the 

celebrated match ah Saratoga in the contest for the Lorillard badge, 
also shooting with Bogardus tice for the championship badge, and 
was only defeated by one bird in the last match, He defeated Ward, 
of Canada, at Syracuse, N. ¥., in 186s, and is generally considered one 
Of the best shots in this country, He used a 10-gauge Daly gon, lly 
lbs., With flys drachms of Hazard No. 4 powder and 14¢ ozs, No. & 
Tatham's chilled shot, 

Dr, B. Talbot, of New York city, isa good amateur shot. He used 
a 10-gauge Scott gun, 97¢ Ibs., tiye drachims of Curtis & Harvey's pow- 
der, and 137 ozs, No. 7 Leroy’s soft shot, 

E. J. Hudson, of Syracuse, N. Y., has appeared.at many a lively con- 
test at Chicago, Cleveland, Saratoga and, in fact, at most of the large 
matches during the past five years, He used a 10-gauge Nichols & 
Lefeyer gun, 11 Ibs,, with 6% drachms No. 7 Orange Lightning Powder 
and 1k; ozs. No. 8 Leroy’s Fott shot. 
Myles L. Johnson, of Robbinsyille, N. J.. ig one of the yeterans in the 

shooting line, and has seen more matches and furnished ag any birds 
for them as any man in the country. He isa favorite among shooting 
men. He won the champion badge for double birds in 1872, and held 
it until he sold it. At Mark Rock, in Rhode Island, in 1870, he won the 
championship on single birds, which was wou from him by Paine, and 
won subsequently by Bogardus on the 25th of May, 1871, aud he has 
tince held it against all comers. Johnson was in good condition, 
although a fiffy-year-old man, and nsed s 10-guuge Scott gun, 9 lbs. 7. 
ozs., With five drachms of Hazard powder No, 4, and No. § Tatham's 
chilled shot, 

E. L, Mills, of Washington, D. C., ia an amateur; has done consid- 
erable good shooting at home. He is employed in the Treasnry De- 
partment, and devotes his leisure houra to his favorite pastime, He 
used 2 10-gange Nichola & Lefever gun, weighing 10 1bs., loatled with 
liye draciias of Orange Lightning powder No, 6, and 14 ozs, Leroy’s 
tinned shot No, 8. 

G. F. Gildersleeye, of Brooklyn, N. Y., isa member of both the Long 
Island and Brooklyn gun diubs, ind is chairman of the Long Island 
Committee on Pimance and Executive, He is well known in shooting 
circles, and always ready to take a hand in any contest thal can be 
made, He used a 10-gange Wesley Richards gun, loaded with 43g 
drachms Hazard No. 2 ducking powder, and 144 ozs, No, 8 Tatham’s 
chilled shot, 

v. M. Thornton (shooting onder the name R, Clark), of Des Moines, 
Towa, was shooting merely for pleasure, He used a 10-auge Foster 
& Abbey gun, 10 lbs., which had been used by Bogardns when lie de- 
teated Paine and Kleinman, each in vlogely contended matches. His 
losd was five drachms Dupont powder No, 2, and lif ozs. Tatham’s 
soft shot No. 7. 

E. A, Height, of Allaire, N. J., is an amatenr shot, well mown among 
the Jersey shooting men, He used a Remington 12-gauge, £14 lbs., 
loaded with four drachims Hazard double F powder, and 1'z oz. No, 8 
Tathan's chilled shot 
The judges were F_M, Thompson, of Wew York, aud Leyi Redding, 

of Brooklyn, aud the referee was Captain Bogaydus. 
The weather was intensely cold, & gale blowing during the whole of 

the affernoon, sweeping a blinding dust into the faces of the shooters 
4a they went to the score, The seorednade was: 

Ahe Kleinman,,..........5...11101001111111111011—165 
B Taloot,----...-. ee-¢eeet 100TOO01131101011111tum 
A Tooker...-....-4-e00eee--4.1 0007110011111110011—418 
Myles Johngon.........-..0.2011110101101111000 i 
EE Le MUMS, ces eneeeeeeeeeey pL LI 0001011100101101 1-13 
EB Hndson...,.2, eseeeeeees-sL10101010000111412110 0-11 
J A Nichols....-.- soseseneneaet L1110170010110000000—9 
DR CITK yinweye ss oe fens nn OOOTOLLTITL1OIVV1100010C—H 
HH Heignt -. . 55s... OOO01TTOLTOOT1I1I11100010—9 
¥ Gilderslesye.........¢.....1 LTTOL100110000100000—8 

Time of shooting, three hours and ten minutes, 

The second day there was a stiff breeze from the southwest, and the 
hirds taking the wind frequently went outofbounds. The shooting 
Was at double birds, The acore was: 
Eleinman. 

Mill sessaecseases- 
Nichols... .-.:ass-2<+s soe 

The totals in pigeon shooting for the two days were, therefore: 
Kleinman, 44; Johnson, 27; Talbot, 25; Height, 26; Hudson, 26; Gil- 
dersleeve, 22; Clark, 28; Tucker, 20; Mills, 19; Nichols, 16. 
The third day’a work opened with a*' freeze-out sweepstakes” at 

pigeons, miss and out. Hudson and Eleinman tied on tye and dl- 
yided, wud @ pecond match was won by Hudson and 'Lalbot, who di- 

-se 

111 1 1—withdraws, 

The prized of the tournament were awarded as follows: The Oham- 
plonship Medal to Abe Kleinman of Chicago; first medal for glass ball 
shooting, W. Edmunds of Piiladelphiay Hadson and Talbot divided 
Second glass ball money ; einnian third, and Mills fourth. The 
championship medal was a badge snowing two erossed guns, bésring q 
Scroll on which aré {nserlbed the words, * Champion Barge of Amurica 
for Pigeon Shodting.’ From them, by two Chains, is suspended a 
medal of chased gold, on which is a wreath of laurel in bold relief suv- 
rounding the head of a setter, in whose month ts a wounded bird. The 
Second 15 a plain scroll, from which depend two crossed guns with the 
inscription, ‘“Champion Badge of America for Glags Ball Shooting,” 
Pendant from the guns is a medal bearing a number of balla in relict 
surrounding a glass ball trap. 

MASSACHUSETTS—Quincy, Dec, 26,—The Merry Mount Shooting Club, 
of Quincy, had a pigeon shoot at Quincy Woods yesterday, each man 
shooting at 10 birds at 21 yards rise, The result followa: Walter 
Glover, 9; Hdward S, Souther and Frank Hardwick, $ euch; Charles 
Prescott, Hrank Curtis, Owen Jones, 7; A. O. Studley, Albert Keating, 
dJogepht ‘Norse, 6; Stephen Morse, 5 r,, Charles Colby, 7 D, Hislop, 4, 
The Quintuple Rifle Club also had a goclal shoot, 

Mystic SmootrnG CLuUB—Somervitle, Muss., Dac. 25—Glass ball and 
pigeon match; Card’s revolving trap, 21 yards; 

Glass balls, 
0—2 Johngson......1110111101-8 

1101011011-4% 
H OU11100011—5 
Hsworth ....011100101 1-6 

match. 
Blaworth .... JONDSOD, 4%. 6.0) seee-01 1 0 J La 

/ 

wae 
MOLY ite2 venclecehe «2.1 0101-3 

BROOKLYN GuN CLUB—Cypress Hills, L. T, Dev, 241—Competitive 
shoot of members of the Brooklyn Gun Olub for & Fox gun presented 
by the club; shot foratten birds each from flye ground traps; 35 yards 
tiae (winners handicapped two yards), 80 yards boundary ; Brooklyn 
Gun Club rules: 

B WEBb 04-0 oe cone os20 FOF. os riscneeeset OF LT Ob 1211 t ps 
Gilletocs se. ceansdy AS" Sv. Stues need 20 2D Tw Dp ees 
BrOAGWOYe sence eeBG 9 Sencaceesvesessel O41 0 1 217 1 Tor 
Ruttles,......,....-26 wiyreessasseseeedt 2 LA LOW TT 7 
W Wynn ......2s00-00 Star stipasratee cde Wl 2) 0) ot I Lp eiyaoe 
Eddy..... Sree ei! evecevecessceceeld L1 QO) 00 2 2 hese 
MUDD yc. ceces ecoutd! “sobzyppescadeguel DP 1 1 1 Wo 2 fep 
Elmendorf, ... wenidvscctcasadts 0) OT) 008 to Deen 
AtKINBON. 0.3 seeeee 26 FALE ES eee Leel OO i epee eee, 
Dr Steele..,...+.+,.26 Pit MA eet abe tie aT es) 
# Bntler so sass era sted Vig etd Ll ELON Dest, (Orne eens 
Thompason..... 26 SE Ae ae Mie Eb eT pal Tig Ras 
Bryat....scse eB steaavweseeeeee0 0 D002 WY mae 
ZBUDEL. cecceceses 26 vevvacessesezens? O 11:0 0 0 T 2 ty 

_ ‘Tie on eifht. 
Bo West. .2.Scekss diesen ob 1—9) Gillethy wee odedsa-cesed LD U— 

Dr. Carver ehot at ten birds at 26 yards rise, kKiling ten straight, and 
then shot gt three birds at the aame rise, shooting from lija hip, and 
each felldead, After that exhibition sweepstakes were engaged in 
nntil darkness closed the day’s sport. 

PALISADE GuN CLUR—West Hoboken, N, .J.—Tournament on Christ- 
Tas Day at Tyler Park, N. J. The shooting was at pigeons, 21 yards 
rise, &0 yards bomndary, and the shooting was very good considering 
the state of the weather. The following are the scores: 

Firat sweeputakes : . 

A Anderson, 
F Harrison HO Brazean 
G Belcher . J Lengerk 
JC Corbet, WC Payne 
C Antoine. H Lengerke. 
G Bene .. 

The tles were shot off at three birds each, and B. 8. Payne took frst 
money. WH, Lengerke took second money, and J. . Corbet took third 
money. 
Second sweepstakes: 

1i11—4 J Jontrass.............0 1111-4 
0011—3 A Anderson . 0101-28 
T1118 HE Brazean.. 011-8 

~10110—3 IF Warrison. 111 1=5 
1011 0-8 11d 1—a 

E Colling ...........-..11111—5 J Lengerke. ..........4.0 101 1—¢ 

Tu shoot off, Harrison took lirst money, L, Palmer second, and B.&, 
Payue third. 
Third aweepstakea: 

O HESEEC, oasceeeysecs, sl) 
G@ Benesiay ss. is... od 
LY i is RRS LULL L 

H Lengerke.. «0» J Lengerke..ceseveses+f) 1 1 
C Antoine...... Hat -QBever, vue ssoacgisawlad i—4 
W © Payne,.- 1—8 Dr Talson........s.00000 0 ig 
J © Corbet. ---. 1 

Tn shoot off, B. 5, Payne took first money, C. Antoine secand, and W, 
C. Payne third, 

After this several miss and go ont sweepstakes were decided 2 favor 
of Woods, Palmer, Corbet anu Payne. ur, 

SHREWSBURY GUN CLUB—Red Bank, New Jersey, Dac. 24.—For club 
badges; 15 glas4 balls, 21 yards; Parker's trap, Bogardus’ rules: 
5S W Merford . 12S BeBGrEeM: saeen,s-e5nsacdcsauuall 
Geo A Wild.. It A COIBMAN, . J. ccesusresesseseresit 
Dr G Marsden iL Tenbrook Davigs....+<serr-eeses ae 
L Campbeli...,., 
HOC White,.-...... 

1 Charles StilWell.... steer. eee 
8 S Hendrickson (W)..... wvsees., g 

A Detzorrye Mroroppong.—An lish paper states that 
a gentleman living near Calcutta has discovered a new practi- 
caluige for the microphone, which promises to render it more 
useful] in the detection of crime than our police are ever likely 
to be, Having for some time missed 9il from his go down, lie 
fixed up a microphone near the oil can, cirrying the wire up- 
stairs to his bed room, and, after the house had been closed 
for the night, sat up £0 await the result, He was not loog 
waiting before he heard the clinking of bottles followed by 
the gurgling sound of liquid being ponred from one receptacte 
to another: Hastening down, he caught his bearer Billing 
small bottles with oil for easy conveyance from the premises, 



7 ‘Te Swevien Arona Exreprrioy.—The 
northeast passage expedition in the Vega, 
under Prof. Nordenskjold, reached the 
mouth of the Lena in the latter part of 
August, and we may every day expect news 
of its safe arrival at Yokohama, Meantime, 
Mr. Oscar Dickson of Gottenburg, the gener- 
ous supporter of the expedition, has publish- 
ed a letter from Prof, Nordenskjold, giving 
some of the results obtained in the Novaya 
Zemlya region. While detained at Yugor 
Strat, to the south of Novaya Zemlya, a visit 
was paid to the Samoeide village of Cha- 
barova. Dr. Stuxberg collected many speci- 
meps of the fauna of the Strait, including 
some remarkably Jarge cilicious sponges, 
Many specimens of various kinds of fish were 
bought from the natives. Dr. Kjellman ¢ol- 
lected numerous specimens of the flora of the 
Tegion, and directed his attention specially to 
the morphology and development of the | 
phanerogamous plants of the arctic regions, a 
subject hitherto little studied. Lieut. Nord- 
qvist devoted ettention to insects, while Dr, 
Almavist examined the Samoeides with re- 
gard to their sense of color, and found it 
normally developed in them, Prof. Norden- 
skjold bought some costumes, utensils, etc., 
from the Samoeides, and, after some difficulty, 
Succeeded in obtaining specimems of their 
“‘gods.” They at first evaded his inquiries, 
but at last an old Samoide women consented 
to show him some. She drew them from a 
bag, where they were packed with much care 
in reindeer skins. Prof. Nordenskjold at 
last suceeeded in persuading the old woman 
tosell him several idols at the price of seven 
roubles. Hach of them had a different pur- 
pose and aspect. One, for example, was 
composed of a stone, which fine rags trans- 
formed into a kind of a doll; another was a 
marionetie, with a plate of copper for a face ; 
a third was in fur, adorned with earrings and 
pearls. In general, these objects of venera- 
tion and adoration of the Samoeides resemble 
the rude rag dolls of children who are unable 
to obtain anything better. Chabaroya is in- 
habited in summer by nine Russians, who in 
spring come from Poustosersk, where are their 
Wives and children. ‘Chey depart in autumn. 
Curing their sojourn these Russians carry-on 
a barter traffic with the Samocides and engage 
in fishing and in rearing reindeer. The Rus- 
Sians inhabit little wooden eabins, lew and 
covered with turf, while the indigenes have 
tents of reindeer skin, similar in form to 
those of the Lapps. The Russians have 
formed a company to fish the white dolphin, 
two out of the twenty-two shares of the cum- 
pany being reserved for St. Nicholas, to se- 
cure his blessing, In spite of this, their en- 
terprise has not been very successful, Dr. 
Nordenskjold, guided by one of the Russians, 
visited one of the sacrificial altars of the 
Samoeides, who, although baptised Chris- 
tians, retain many of their old heathen cus- 
toms, 

* 

—A very fat man sent an order to the office 
for two seats in the coach for himself. The 
clerk engaged him one seat outside and the 
other inside. 

Admirers of Artistic 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

‘Exposition, including ; 

New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs, 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Yene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century, 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann, 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica, 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

ESTABLISHED 1820. 

C. G. GUNTHER'S SONS 
184 FIFTH AVENUE, 

BROADWAY and 230St, - - 

EXTRA 

LONG SEAL-SKIN SACQUES, 
In all Qualities and Sizes of English Dye, 

Fur-Lined Circulars, 

CLOAKS AND WRAPS, 

From Paris, and of our own make, 

NEW YORE 

FUR TRIMMINGS, GENTS’ FURS, 

FUR ROBES, 

RUGS AND MATS. 

Large assortment, ised and make, and at 

— 

Orders by mail, or information desired, will 
recéive special and prompt attention. 

Card’s Patent Rotating Glass 
Bali Trap. 

1b 
3 2 
y wl 

kK 

a 
Improved as practice and experience has 

suggested until it is conceded by the most prominent sportsmen to be the only perfect Trap mide. Greene Smith says it is the the kind he ever saw. Also, see *§ Forest nearest to pigeon shooting of anything of and Stream,” Vol. II,, No, 16 

POSSIBLE DIRECTION, or 
in auy desired direction by 

Throws in EVERY 
can be made to throw 
turning thumb-screw. 

ALL METAL, WORKING PARTS WELL 
HITTED. [SEND POR CIRCULAR] 

WILL. H. CRUTTEN DEN, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. Y- 

Sportsman’s Lantern, 
(Patented June 4, 1978), 

Combining Camp LAnrsrn 

HAND LANTERN, HEAD 
“* Jack,” STAPF 

JACK.” 

FERGUSON'S IMPROVED 

a RUST PREVENTER 
Por Fire-Arms, efc. Superior to all others. Water- 
proof for Boots, Insect Kepellants, Gua Oil, etc, 

Send for descriptive Circular, 

ane FERGUSON, Mani’r, 81 Beekman st, N.Y. 

Duncklee’s Patent Camping 
and Mining Stove. 

Four gizes, weighing from 15 to 70 ibs, Just 
the thing for anyone camping out, Address TAUN- 
TON IRON WORKS CO., ST Blackston Btreet, 
Boston, Mass, jyil 

bela e CELE ITE te ttt ht tie tee tt tT Pit Try | 

~STABLISHED 1820,—— 
eoeh 

NEW YCR eG 

igen tana, 35 Litsry St. 

EAM. 

Sportsmen's Caads. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

Ghe Kennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES, 

Twenty-one Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York, 

None are genuine nnless 80 stamped, 

i F, 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agente, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is putup 
in patent hoxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop anp Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 
iy FULTON STREET, oct 12 

Dr, Gordon Stables, R. N., 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

: AUTHOR on THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
begs toinform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired 

breed, fit for the highest: competition, 

N. B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doetor’s Kennels 
deci9 tf 

“THE SETTER,” 
BY LAVERACK, 

For sale at this office. Price $3. 

453, 

Che Rexnel. 

_ Lmperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

aud judgment, 
Address, : 

H. (. GLOVER, 
Toms RIVER, N. Jd. 

Splendid kennel jccommodations ; dogs have dally 
access to salt water, Ootld GE 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock, I guarantee satisfaction and safe de- 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcockshooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrecs, cir- 
cular, testimonials, ete, jlo. 

COCKERS! COCKERS! 
Sportsmen in want of first-class cocker spaniels 

write at once fo CHAS. 8. HITCHCOCK, Secretary 
Ouleout Kennel Club, Franklin, Delaware County, 
N.Y. Stock and delivery guaranteed. Pricé $16 
each for dog or bitch pups. septi2 tf 

OR SALE.—One Jiver-and-white (very hand- 
some) pointer dog pup, by our champion im- 

ported Snapshot, out of Fanny JI.: full pedigree. 
Price $25, LINCOLN & HELLYAR, eo ware 

decl9 

LUE BLOODS FOR SALE.—Some tine English 
setter pups, five months old, for gale, out of 

imported Kate 1I,, by imported Laverack, Pride of 
the Border. Kate IT. is a litter sister to Liewellin’s 
Dash If. and Luther Adams’ Dash IIf, Address i, 
A. HERZBERG, Yonkers, N. Y, decid tf 

OR SALE.—A red Trish setter dog and a liver- 
and-white pointer dog pup. Address N. Tt. 

BAKER, ‘fepeka, Kansas. dec? 36 

OR SALE —Setter dog. broken, good retriever: 
Price $25, JAS, ROY, Vienna, Aron et 

r ecb b 

OR SA LH.—Thoroughbred red Irish setters from 
6 weeksto 1 year old, by Wicho, Rory O’Moore, 

el¢,, and out of bifches coniaming blood of imp. 
Pinnkett, Siells, Buck, Floss and Barges, Rufos and 
Friend. Address E. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
Conn. dec 19 

HAMPION FRANCE’S PUPS.—Puppies, two 
months (Englieh setters), six white ticked, 

out of Zita, she first prize winuer at Syracuse, N. Y. 
Prize $15each, W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 N, Market 
Btreet, Mo, jan? 46 

Ohio. 

jau2 tf 

Shoninger Cymbella Organ. 
For sale; entirely new; never used; 5 octaves, 12 

stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufactnrer’s 
price, $420; will sell for $180. Address MUSIC, 
this office, dec26 1t 

a 

LIVE WESTERN QUAIL, 
$1.50 per pair. CHAS. WREDRICKS, 75 Maujer 
Street, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y. decls tf 

Ay INNESOTA FARW—For fale, 1.660 acres im- 
ii proved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen louse, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o {clear 
Water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux Cily 
Railrozd; price $18,000. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood, No such bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West, Photosrapha 
shown and full epecifications given on application 
to CHAS, HALLOCK, office of ForEsT anp Sree 

oct Slt. 

OR SALE—DPwo fine second-hand guns, breech- 
loaders—a Seott and a Tolley—by HORACH 

SMITH, Chicago Field oflice, 33 Park Row, WN, Y. 

AGanted, 
—— ~ 

ERSONAL—If Jim Tomlinson, formerly game- 
keeper at Biooming Grove Park, Pike County, 

Pa., willsend his address to this office, ie will hear 
of something to his pecuniary advantage. 

dec26 2b 

a a a Gs a a ky ke tS 

eee « ox LVI BRIE, 
pt, 

ela) te 4 Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

fine Goods for Sportsmen 
A SPECIALTY. 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST. 

Importers & Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in 

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

FISHING CL aCe Tia 
SCP ECR SSR EAS SSO SEMA R aS Re AAP SENET OSPR DRO RGEC ot MRS oT ne nee 



A454 
TREAM. 

bli ail’ =a 7 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, — 

The “Nichols & Lefever Gun,” 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

Etifle., 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE. 

Mugiqal Instruments. 

WATERY “22,2? “ORGANS, 
dHiscellaneans. Auxiliary 

SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 
Kentucky State Lottery 

EASTERN AGENCY, 699 BROADWAY, 

Class A Draws January If. 

One prize of $15,000, one of $8,000, and one of $5,000, 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925, 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

SOUVENIR 
These beantiful organs 

aré remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
Inechanism. ‘Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
Sell a better instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States, 

Waters’Pianos WILLIAMSON & COQ., 

right, are the BEST 809 BROADWAY, N. Y. 
MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

— ‘ Workmanship and Dura- 
‘bility unsurpassed. Wartrunied for SIX YEARS, 
Hxtremely w for Cash or on Inetallments. A 
iiberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
‘etc. AGENTS WANTED, Catalogues Mailed, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
‘GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, Manu- 
@acturers and dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

Vf : 
(pe = 

eae "This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in 2 eecond of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ala 
can be removed just as expeditiously, There is m9 wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can~ 
not gét Out of order, ith this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-logding shot-gun can be-Converted into a most accuraterifie, The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibrg—calibre of rifle 82, 88, or 44, as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.’s 
cartridges, No, 22 and 88, extra long, and No. 44, model187% Sendfora Circular and Price List, 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

WEBLEY’S TREBLE WEDCE CUNS. 
A 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Came, Poultry, Ezes, Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. > 

PORCANS. 192 DUANE STREET, N. VY: 
i} The oldest, awe ~sst perfect manufactory in the U.S nov tf 

Publications, 

A Two New Styles Just Out. F BAN K SCHLEY’S 
Send for Price-Lists. CA AMERICAN 

ts} ~- 
e* 

SS BUFFAL®? 

Stliscellaneans, 

NEW ENCLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

WITHOUT A RIVAL. 
Mesars. P. WEBLEY & SONS, Birmingham and London, who, it will be remembered, received the 

highest award at both Vienna and Philadelphia, have secured the most perfect machluery for Gun making 
ever setup in any one factory in England. The result is, that they can now turn ont guns perfectly 
uniform in excellence, and in such increased quantity as to greatly reduce the cost, 

Their specialties this year are thelr BEAUTIFUL TREBLE WEDGE GUNS, Nos. 1 and 2, of which * 
Pee: Aus BOVE S a Eset fair idea. ees oe MSE fine ee aS lamin ee Barecke Pie — 
ebounding Bar Locks, Pistol Grip, Extension Ri ever Forepart, and Treble Bolt. 8 a new toiling 7 < 

to be able to bay a fine breech-londer, with every possible  appliahice which can contribute to its P artridge © Fhedsatt Shooting. 
Boston, Mass, beauty, convenience, or excellence in shooting, ab the priceof ordinary guns. Describing the Haunts abits, and Methods of 

EOP OFce RoReres wer ae In addition to the Treble Wedge Guns, wehave on hand about fifty of Webley’s Breech-Loaders, Top} Aunting and Shooting the American Partridge—Quail; 
Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- and Side Lever, Single and Double Bolt, of various grades, which arrived last year, after the season was} Ruffell Grouse—Pheasants, with directions for hand- 

missioner’s report...-......+-..-.-, $14,466,920 63 | over, These guns we are rapidly closing ont at greatly reduced prices, It is fairtosay that as re-| ling the gun, hunting the dog, and sheoting on the 
Total surplus as per Insurance Commis- gards soundness, durability, and perfection in shooting, these guns are in no way inferior to the Treble} wing. Price, $2. Liberal discount tothe trade. 

BLONET'S TEPOTE neces seen eceenesenee 1,621,078 83 | Wedge Guns. Many of them are from 8% to 11 lbs. weight, and are splendid guns for duek shooting or date? Ee ee eS ea generally, ae for sale 

. spay for killing large game at long range, one double-barrel breech-loading cen tire shot- 
Benjamin F. Stevens, Pr esident. The nity guns mentioned above are all that now remain of a much larger number referredio by usin} gun, 12-gauge. Address, 

J. M. Gibbens, Secretary | the Fores? AND Steam in October, and as the season is now well advanced we will allow an addl- F k Schl 
ENERAL AGENTS tional discount upon the few that are left, provided they are ordered in December. ; ran cniev, 

KENNY &R ATOLL ES Poe eh City. WEBLEY’S GUNS are remarkably Strong, Close Shooters, aud do not need any additional choking. Frederick City, Md. 

V.C, TARBOX..............-Portland, Me. 

SEASONABLE BOOKS. 
i . FOLSO 

E. IF. EWERSON...... ......Nashua, N. H, é 30 fae fied at Salt YORE 
MARSTON & WAKHELIN....Philedelphin. 

1 . jecrina! 

Two Thousand Miles in Texas 
HALL & WORTHINGTON... Baliimore, Md. 

on Horseback; Sheep Rais- 
VERNOR BROTHERS...... -Detroit, Mich. 
,O, CRONEKAITE....... .Chicago, Lil. 

ing, Cattle Ranging and 
Sport, $1.50. 

J. d. WATSON.......-.. ees. St. Paul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS...........+22.,8t- Lenis, Mo, 

Long-Range Rifle Shooting, 
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 25c. 

M. C. RANDALL............-New Orleans, La. 
WW. EVERSON....,...-.......8an Francisco, Cal 

, , : ‘ , Wallace’s Adirondack Guide 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, a 
Camp Life in Floida, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 
£1.50. 

CHICAGO. 

TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

ae 

Oct 11 

PO box 4,309, 

FOSS BROS. & CO. 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & O0., 
37 BEAVER STREET N, Y. 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer, 
Fourth Edition, 

$3. 

For sale at office of FOREST AND STREAM, 111 
Fulton street, New York. 

novi im Useful to Sportsmen and 
Se ee ee American Standard Diameters. 
TABLE AND POCKET ea igen Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
OF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED. ] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 

Gives greater penetration and better pattern than orditary shot. Equally well adapted to 
choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinknge, more apherical, more uniform in slze, 
harder, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other, SEND FOR CIRCULAR, 

CUTLERY: 

Quality Guaranteed. 
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

‘SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 

4134 and 136 Nassau street, cor, Beekman 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

' NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 Boapwar, Room 80, New Youk City, 

shll business promptly attended to, Noysa 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beekman St., 
HZEZw FoRez. 

Also Manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, mere uniform than the ordinary moulded ahot.- 

f. THOMAS, JR., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% South Clark Streat, Chicago, IL, 

0, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

Taxidermy Extraordinary. 
- 

No disappointmenta in getting your Birds and 

Animals preserved TRUE TO LLFE, by 

jan? smos 

A. YEOMAN, 

70 Bowery, N. ¥. 

Interest, Populations, Farm Landa, their valoe 
ield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin ot 
ames, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 

houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Persona! Sketches, Parks, Land Associations. Fisn— 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
offictal cources, with complete sonndings, etc., ete. 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and the conntry 
gentleman. Size, 12x14, Price $7, Address'0. P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editer, FoREsT AND STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOWARDUS, 
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 

for glags ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by Miles Johnson for gale at 
thin eiice, Price $2. 

= 



Byartinen’s Routes, 

Sthiasnpeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Crounds of Virginia and 

J West Virginia: 
‘Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier snd New Rivers, and Kan- 
Awha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
fnd fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
guail, snips, Woodcock, mountain tront, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ute., ete, 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each aporta- 
man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the moat beautiful and picturesque avenery 

of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Ratiroad connections at Cincinnati, with the Weat, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonaville, with the 
North and Northwest; aud at Riclimond and Char- 
lottesville with the South. All modern improvements 
in equipment, 

_ CONWAY KR, HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach somé of the finest 

waterfow] and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
island, and points on the Peninsula. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
Ons country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
steamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at2 rv. mu. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich SL, 
New York, Bep2s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Throngh Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St, Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Pant, 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn. 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BRST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS HACH WAY DAILY, 
between Barlingion, Albert Lea and Minneapolis 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds In the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. C. J. IVES, 
E. F. WINsLow, Gen. Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tf 

lhe G ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Herryboats leave New York from James Slip 

canty except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
‘ourth street, Hast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall atreet, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (daily) 80 minutes pre- 
vious to-departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 4. M., 
4p. M., and on Saturdays at 3:30Pr.u. For Patch- 
ogue, 6tc., 9:30 4. M., 4:30 and 6G P.M. For Babylon, 
etc., af 9:30 A, o,, 4, 4:30,5and6e.™. For Port 
di efferson, etc,, ai 10 A: M. and 4:30e,u, For North- 
ports etc., at10 A. M., 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30P. uM. For 

cust Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00.4. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 
and 6:30 Pr. mM, For Far Rockaway, etc., at 9:30 x. M,, 
4, 4:30, 5,6and 7p.u“. For Garden City and Hemp- 
Btead, 8:30 and 10 A, M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 PF, M,, and 
42:15 night, and from Long Ielana City only 9:30 4. M., 
1:30 and 6:30 P.™, SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc.,9 A.M. Babylon, ete,, Gand 7 P, uM, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 4, mw. and 6:30 P: 21., 
Garden City and Hempstead,9 a, M., 2:30 and 6:36 
P. M,, and from Long Island City only 9:30 4. mM. and 
6:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc,, as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at, 261 roadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip. and Thirty-fourth 
Btreet ferries, at the offices of “The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. $33 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street, By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above Offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

. SPENCER, 
J, CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

MALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA. 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEXAS 

WILL SAIL FOR 

JACKSONVILLE, 

December 27th. January 10th and 24th. 

STEAMER 

Grrr oF BDALLLAZ, 
WILL SAIL For 

FERNANDINA, 
December 20th. 

January 3d, 17th and 31st. 

Railroad and steamboat connections made at each 
port and a 1 points in the State; 

C. H, MALLORY & CO,, Agents, 
‘Pier 20, Guat River. Now York City, 

———— 

Gen'l aie tae 
e 

Spurlgmen’s Hautes, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OQ, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

Superier Facilities 
afforded by their lines for reaching moat of tho 
TROTTING PARKES and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. ‘Dhese lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the diffi- 
culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
Jent cars which run over the smooth eteel tracks en- 
ableSTOCK TO BE TRANSPORFED wWithoutfailure 
or injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lacalities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, EXOURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Coney in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other Well-known centers for 
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, 

Hunting. 

Also, to : 
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, OAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FLY 
SND FEA™HER. 

aud Still 

I. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
PRANE THOMSON, Gen’) Manager, febit-it 

CHICAGO GALTON RAILROAD, 
THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD: from 

Chivago to St. Louis, suc! Ubicago 
fo Kansas City, 

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS. 

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS LN 
EVERYTHING. 

SPORTSMEN will find splendid shooting on the 
{ine of this road; prairie chic sg saiee ducks, brant, 
uail, etc. Connects direct at Kansas City with the 
aneas Pacific Railroad for the great Buftulo and An« 

telope range of Kansas and Colorado, 

Taberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for 
Sportsmen. 

JAMES CHARLTON, 
General bea Apes 

cago, Tig. 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 
on ST. JOHN’S RIVER end interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. €o., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Aven tc, Phila. 

Decl4-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN’S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trank 
Railway Lines of the West aud Northwest, and,with 
itsnumerous braichés and conwections, form- the 
shortesi and qnickestroute between Chicago and all 
points in Iilimois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories. Its OMAHA AND CALI. 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best ronte for all 
points in Northern Nlinois, Iowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minne8ota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in the Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
fer, Owatonna, Mankato, St, Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Mirnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lae, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hxscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rlor country. lis FREBPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Pree- 
port and all points via Freeport. Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
route, and is the only one passiie through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegan Kacine, 
Kenosha to Milwankee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now ronning regularly between Chicaso and 
Council Binifs, ou the Ca'ifornia Express Vrain of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leaye Chizago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on every third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 a. w.,and arrive at Council 
Blois next morning, 
4ast-bound t ey leave Council Bluffs at 5:30 P, M,, 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next ufternoon, 
i" No other roads west of Chicago rans Pullmen 

or any other Torm of Hotel cars. 
w ye TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. Wor 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our lowa line to-day offers more fayorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook ‘Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickweland Bass fishing, a hundred 
pointy on the RAE un Murthweetern lines of 

8 dompany Will be fooud unsurpasssd b in the West eta PB Yy anything 

ew York office, No, 415 Broadway; Boston | 
No.5 State sirect. 7" BEE, 

For rates or information not attainable from your 
home tickel agents, apply to 

MARVIN HOGHITT 
Gen, Manager, 
Jeng, 

“W, H, Srmxyerr; icago. 
Gen, Page, Agent, fed it 

Syortsmen’s Routes. 

FOR 
New haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant stesmer C. H, NORTHAM 

lpayes Pier No, 25, East Rivir, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), ata?. M, Passexgers go North and Haat at 
LP. a f 
NIGH? LINE,—The Continental leaves New York 

af 11 Pp. M., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early morning trains. 
Merchaudl#e forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven throngh to Maszachusetta, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RIGHARD PHCK, General Agents. 

Hotels and Resorts far Sportamen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGU, 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALYIN HULBERT, Prop’r, 
{ We challenge any Hotel inthe World to show as 
large and as elegantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the BHERMAN, je20 tf 

McADOO HOUSE, 
GREENSBORO, N. C. 

THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE CITY, 
A FIRST-CLASS LIVERY CONNECTED 

WITH THE HOUSE, 

Board: per Day, $1.50 to $2; per Week, $10.50; 
per Month, $20 to $25. 
New House, new Furniture and everything com- 

plete. Specialrates to Theatrica! Troupes, 
Rooms forSalesmen. Healthy and Delightful Climate 
Winter and Summer. Plenty Quail, Woodcock and 
Snipe, and 2,000 acres land unposted to hunt on. 

Ww. D. MeADOO, 

Owner and Proprietor, 
decl9 ti 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L, L., 
By 8 practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 

always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the coast. The best ground inthe yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his gnests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Novs tf 

Gangowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CQ 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Beazard’s “ Electric Powder’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed In square canis 
ters of 1 Ib, onli. 

Hagerd’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 Ib. canisters and 
6t/ 1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, fo1 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot. 
guns. 

Huzard’s '' Duck Shooting,” 

Nos. 1 (line) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 64f and 127g 1b. kegs, Burns’ slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. Woy field, forest or water shooting, it 
tanke any other brand, ane 1b ig equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘ Kentucky Rifle,” 

PREG, PRG, and “Sea Shooting? WG, m Kinga a1 25; 
iY and 637 ths, and cans of 5 Ibs.oF FIG 1s also 
packed ia lang 34 1b. canisters. Burne strong and 
moist. "The PELE and EYG are favorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting" BG 
the standard Rive powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

SOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSRET POWDER: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES WOR EXPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, PROOS, MANU- 
FACTURED 10 ORDER, 

The above can be bad of deniers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents in every prom nant city, or wholeaals 
ai our ofce- : 

BS WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEYS 

DiAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 5, 4, 5,6, 7 ands. Superior Rifle, Enfleld 

Ride, and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. SUIT, 16 
Cedar pirevl, N. ¥ Agent forthe United States 

Gunpowder, 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and 3Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupont’s Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
have maintained their greal reputation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nas, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unégqualed in strength 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Glass Bal 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; greab penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of yery fine grain 
Tor Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG., ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 
FFg and FFig.—The F¢ for long-vange rifle, shoot- 
ing, the F¥g and FFFg for general use, burning 
strong and moist, 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of allsizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for export. Musket, Cannon, Mortar and 
Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government standard, 
Powder manufactured to order of any required grain 
or proof. Agencies in all cities aud principal towns 
throughout the U.S. Represented by 

FP. L KNEELAND, 70 Warn St. N. Y. 
N. B,—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg or Fg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting. 

Latlin & Rand Powder Ge. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N, W.5 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1%0 7, strongest and Cl#anest made, in sealed 
1b. canisters. Higher Numbers specially are recom-< 
mended for breecli-loading guns. 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1 to 5 in 
Inetal kegs, 64% Ibs. each, and canisters of land 5 
Tbs. each, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposed. 
Sizes, 'G, FFG and FFFG, the last being the finest. 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 Ibs., 1234 Ibs. 
and 644 lbs., and in canisters of 1 Ib, and 44 Ib, 

All of the above give high velocities and lesa 
residdum than any other brands made, and are re- 
commended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER 
of sll Kinds on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. 

ramphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood 
cut, sent free on application to the aboye address. 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

TRY 

B. Goodman's 
New American Chemically Prepared 

FELT 
GUN wWAaAbBs. 

EQUAL TO ELY’S, AT LESS PRICE, 

For sale by all dealers, 
QUODMAN, Ansonia, 
New York. 

Manufastured by B. 
Conn,, and 7 White street, 

octlT $m 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 
The most popular coat in the market. Made of 

yelveteen, corduroy, fustlati and canyag, Canvas 
suitsa' $5, $8 and $12, For sale by all dealers. n 
¥ons and sportsman's supplies, 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRaDR. 

F. L. SHELDON, Ranway, N. J. 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 

Dudley’s Patent Instrument is ajopted to both 
paper and metallic shelis, It extracts, meaps, re- 
caps, loads, creases and turns over cartridge cases 
beautifully, and weighs butfour ounces. Send for 
clrcular with directions for nsing and recommenda- 
Hous from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & CO,, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. novest 

Eaton's Rust Preventer, 
For Ghuns, Cnilery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe ta handle, WiLL NOT GUM, and will keep in 
any climate. Sportsmen everywhere in tie United 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay Clty, Mich. writes: “This 
fhe beat preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of achive and frequent use of rung,” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GRO. 

B. EATON, o70 Payonla Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N.d. 

Sola'by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Reau & Sons, Bosioh, Muss.; B. Kitwredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Olio; B. i, Baton, Chicago, Il.> Brown 
% Hilder, St. Louis, Mo, Thos, W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio, & Kleibacker, Ballimore, Md. §. 
Oropley «& Sons, Georgetown, 1. G. Jos: OC. Grnbb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATE 
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Sportsmen's Goads, 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Athletic and Shooting Medals 
and Jewelry 

FOR 

HOLIDAY _PRE SENTS, 

W. A. HAYWARD, 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y.,, 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE.) 
This house is well known as being the largest 

Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 
States, , } 
Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Bil- 

liard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police, and all Social 
Club Badges furnished free. Also Headquarters for 
Holiday Presents, consisting of jewelry of every de- 

erates Cartridge Co | Sportsmen's Coods. ; 

"bay W. H. Holabird, 
v. THE POPULAR SPORTSMEN'S CLOTHIER, OF 
Ff VALPARAISO, IND. 

Full et of fine FLEXIBLE WATERPROOF DUCK 
fr $10, sent free of ex. on receipt of price, 
Aine Coat for $5, sent free on receipt vE price, 

“ PRACTICAL HINTS ON DOG BREAKING” MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

being a comprehensive work, treating on the art of BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, | °2%2¢.°™mensivew 
: AND CARTRIDCES. *s | adaptea rliferganta Shape a asaueaae ee 

25c. Prospectus of the finest kennel of setters and 
Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE j E 

UNITED STATES Shanes Foreign Governments. im-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special | SP8¥iels In Indiana. Write for particulars. sneediee 
geription. novid 2moa attention given to the manufacture of 

G00D’S OIL TANNED Cartridges for Target Practice. New York Mailing Agency. 
MOCUASINS. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. * with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 

The best thing in the market iling Machines. 13Spruce St., 4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, Manager and 

W W.@r eene r § Ch ampi on Treble Wedge Fast, Propristor, Opsn day and night. 

Breech-Loader.\ Hachting Goods, 
“THEE WINNING CUN. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art yalued at 
£169, and @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
Alxty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondley Pennell, with s full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W, Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and i foot and 294 yards, He 
#180 won the second event, killing § birds in succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds outof20, This 

§ is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 
| The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, best- 

ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and w ing 
the silver cup, valued at 50 guineas, présented by Mr. 

= J. Purdey, the gunmaker, 
The winning gun aiso at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and 

Mr. South for $500 a side, South Killing 86 birds out of 100, using oné barrel only. 
The winning gun also at the great London Gur Trial, 1875, beating 108 guns by all the best makers of 

Great Britain aud Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAST BREECH-LUADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No, 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s -Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No, 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.” ai 

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED 
DROP AND BUCK SHOT. 

AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. 
No Black Lead polish used, Perfect cleanliness. Will not fonl or corrode the gun, nor taint the 

game. Not affected by dampness or moisture. Excellent for loading shells, size, uniformity, 
weight and quality of the EAGLE BRAND” remain as heretofore, but its Rauge and Penetration 
are increased by the bright 7 

for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
gnow-shoeing, etc, They are 

easy to the feet, and very 
s™ durable. Made to order 

in a variety of styles, and 
. z Wwarxanted EES apt re 

ticle. Send for illustrated circular. 
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H, (Succes- 

‘sor to Frank Geod.) 

HUNTING, FISHING, YACHTING, AND SPORT 
ING CLOTHING, 

The largest assortment and best GOODS in the 
Universe. __ 
D scriptive Circular sent on request. W ite for one 

CLUTE BROTHERS & CO’S PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY, SCHENECTADY, N. ¥, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

CEO. C. HENNING, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Sportsmen’s Emporium, 

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND 
ARCHERY OUTFITS. 320 Ph 

ZX «ilu Le NUIT So y aa hy, 
Send 10 cents for 63 page Illustrated Cata.,ogue 

sud Hand-Book., 

Indian Tanned Buckskin Suits a Specialty. 
BOUDREN'S & FERGUSON'S JACK LAMPS, 

i 
Ks 

\\ 

aN \\i CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS, = 
SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, BLANKETS RUBBER BURNISHED TIN SGOATING. SS 

GOODS, AMMUNITION, Sr als. os . 
v And EVERYTHING required by Sportamen. Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead, Pgs 3 or Se SPLIT BAMBOO BOWS, HACH $15. 

W. HOLBERTON & CO. 
decé 117 FULTON 8t., N. ¥. 

TAKE IT EASY. 
Common-8ense Chairs 

and Rockers- 

For the Plazza, for the Sit- 

Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead. 

THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M’F’G co., NEW YORK. Fea ln ay ek ee Pa ae tk te Se Bet Potala sil 

TRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respecéfally call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Milled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can poe the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls. 

No other hall affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is ag besautifally 
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot,and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grasa. 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 200, 
Send for price list. Specialinducements to the trade |: 

> HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Street, N. ¥. 

A. H. BOGARDUS. 
», My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made eyen, and carefully packed, with 

“4251 in each barrel, aud by having a rough snrface strengthens the ball for ship- 
@ icg, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth hall has to be made go 

shin to break successfully when hit that sometimes uearly oue-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and jhe feather-tilled ballis the same. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra, I haye had 5,009 shipped out West since my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would nor tind a ball broken, and 
never over three or four ina barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you can readily see which ls the hardest shooting. In 
matches reported in paper, saying Bogardus’rules and traps used, yon do not 
see all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot 
aad will follow the instructions !aid down in my book, “ Bleld, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” will become crack wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

who inirdduced this sport to the public, and who has been to Eugland twice aud shot and upheld the 
American fug. My ‘Field, Cover and ‘rap Shooting” is the only book that has ever been written and 
published by a market hunter and experienced man. J willretnrn the money to any One who has boaght 
the book aud thinks they did not get their money’s worth, Each barre! of ba!ls contains a score book with 
Bogardus’ Raies for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,?’ $2. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO ,10 Platt Street, N. ¥_ Clty. 
oe se TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Adress CAPT, A, H. BOGARDUR, Elikhart, Logan Co., Ill,, or can be had from him 
wherever he shoots, DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

IVORY Bagatecne Batis. ie cos ee GROTE & CO., 

THIS 18 AN EXACT FACS . 
Brass casé and cover; white metal face; jawel 

mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made, As a guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the FOREST AnD STREAM AND ROD AND 
GUN office. Sent on renee, of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any, part of the United Statea or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 
57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all alzes, 

Ruesla,bolt rope, manilia bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 
aints, oils, etc. 

2 : CABIN STORES. 

ting-Room; for the Par- 

= lor, for Every Place. 

! My Reading and Writing Table is separate from 

chair, and is secured in position by a strong button, 
Ttis easily adjusted to nearly all kinds of arm-chairs, 

but should be used on my No. 4, 5, or 13, to give com- 

plete satisfaction. Table can be set at any angle 
desired, or lowered to good position for writing. 

Makes a nice table for an invalid. Putting board for 

the ladies, None of your little 7x9 affairs, but is 
16x82 inches. Cannot be got out of order. 

For sale by the trade. Manufactured by 

F, A. SINCLAIR; 
MOTTVILLE, N. Y. 

Best Holiday Ciftin the World 

Send Stamp for Illustrated Price List, 

jeai-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 

and 17th Street, 

Has recelyed the Higheat Awards at all the World’a 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Baroweters, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all ayes, 

The largest stock of Optical Goods mn thia country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Byes. 
Illustrated Catalague on receipt of postage af 4 cents, 

ALONZO E. SMITH, 
Y AGT: -BU ies Bs 

ISLIP, L. 1. 
Builder of famous yechis Comet, Niantic, Sagitta, 

Onward, Windward, and many others. Yachta 
built cheap if contracted for immediately. Several 
One yachts for sale. Vessels hauled ont, and re- 
pairs aiid alterations executed at low rates, 

SHELLS LOADED 
With 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER 
will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will 
crease paper shells, and is one of the most rapid 
loaders intuse. For particulars address 

CRAWFORD & LOVELL, 
decis 3m Savannah, Ga, 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

USE 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GOODS. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. 

OctlT tf 

Thomson & Sons, 
801 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

SPORTSMEN’S GOODS. 

terials. Awarded First Premium at Vienna ang 
Philadelphia. dcess 

FARO & POKER CHECKS. > PROMPTLY }ppNERS AND DEALERS 

TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN PINS TO. { 114 E, 1th ST, NEW YORK. | 
ko di hi 5 GOLD eateries Sates ata aco" agate taaon 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Rantes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia; 
Gomprising those of Central and Viedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
wha Valley, and ineluding in their varieties of game 
and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snips, woodcotk, mountam trout, base, pike, 
pickerel, etc., etc. 

Guns. ishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
Mal carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beatiful and picturesque scenery 
,of the Virginia Mountains to their must famous 
‘Watering places and summer reso)'ts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Sontheast; at Gordonsyille, with the 
‘North and Northwest; and «at Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the Suuth, All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 
' Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

-ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

Waterfowl! and upland shooting sections in the conn- 
“try. Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Tsland, and points on the Peninsula. Ciry Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
~Ong conotry of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
veteamers sail Mond wy, Tuesday, Thursduy and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del., Toésday and Friday at 2 Pp. mu. 
Fali information given at office, 197 Greenwich St., 
“New York. sep25 ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

‘Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

ailway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

‘TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
~crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Towa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducka, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Gronse and Quail. Sportsmen 
Sud their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
“Ou parties of ten or more upon application to Genéral 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids, C. J. IVES, 
E, F. WINsLow, Gen, Passenger Agent. 

General Manager, tf 

1 pees ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybots leave New York from James Slip 

(daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
ourth street, Hash River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (dail ) 30 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
‘bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Isiand City (Hunters Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 A. u., 
4P.M., and on Saturdays at 3:30P.mM. For Patch- 
Ogue, etc., 9:50 A, M., 4:3) and 6 P.M. For Babylon, 
etc., at 9:30 A, M., 4, 4;30,5and6P.M. For Port 
Jefferson, etc., at 10 A.M, and 4:30P,m. For North- 

ort, etc, at10 A.M, 3:30, 430 and 6:30P,u, For 
cust Valley, af 3:30 and 10:00 4. o., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 

Gnd §:30 P.M. For Far Roskaway, etc,, at 9:30 A. M., 
4, 4:30, 5,6and7pP.m, For Garden City and Hemp- 
plead, 8:30 and 10 a. M., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P, M,, and 
12:15 night, and from Long Island City only 9:30 A. o1., 
1:40 and 6:30P.m™. SUNDAYS—For Pcri Jefferson, 
Patchogue, etc,,94.M. Babylon, etc., Gand 7 P.M. 
Worthport and Locust Valley, 94. M, and 6:30 P. ar., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 94. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
¥. M., and from Long Isl:nd Giry ouly 9:30 4. M. and 
5:30 P.M, Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc,, aS per time tables. 
Ticket offices In New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
@ireet ferries, at the offices of‘! The Long Island 
Bxpress,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No, 833 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street, By purchasing 
tickets abany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup’t. 
d. CHITTENDEN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. jet tf 

MIALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA. 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEAS 

WILL SAIL FOR 

JACKSONVILLE, 

Becember 27th. January 10th and 24th, 

STEAMER 

SITY OF PALLAP, 
WILL SAIL FoR 

FERNANDINA, 
Deceniber 20th. 

January 3d, 17th and 31st. 

Hatiroad and steamboat connections made at cach 
port and 4 | points in the State, 

C H, MALLORY & CO,, Agents, 
Pier 20, East River. New York City, 

a ee i 

Spartsmen’s Routes, 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
Respectfully invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 

or injury, 
The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecelities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. 

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, 
uuting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPR MAY. 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 

SALT WATER SPORT AFTER Fist renowned for 
AND FEATHER, 

L. P, FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Ager. 
RANE THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, Teblt-ct 

FOR FLORIDA 
Fo THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by rallroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent. 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 5. Co., 

Pler 22 Sonth Delaware Aven ue, Phila. 

Decls-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN'’S ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern R8. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the West and Northwest, and, with 
its numerous branches and conkections, form the 
shortest and quickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Tlinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, California, ard the 
Western Territories, Jts OMAHA AND GALI- 
FORNIA LINH is the shortest and best route for ail 
pounig in Northern Mlinois, lowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Vyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 

gop, China, Japan and Australia, Its CHICAGO, 
5ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, anu fur 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and ali poinrs 
in the Great Nortiwest. Its WLNONA AND sT, 
PETER LINE is the only route for Winona, Rovhea- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Mirnesota. Is 
GREEN BAY AND MAKQUETTE LINE 1s the ouly 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Foud du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Kscanaba, N; guunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock aud the Lake Sups- 
Tior couniry. Its FREKIORT AND DUGUQWUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeprrt. ts CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shiore 
Tonte, and is the only one passing throu) Evasion, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, Waukegen Rutine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLWAN HUTEL CARS 
are Tow running regularly between Chivazo and 
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'iforaia Express Traln of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY- 
West bound, they leave Chicago aaily, except Sun 
day (and on every third Sunday), fram the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:40 A. M., and arrive sft Council 
Bluffs next morning. 
Hast-boundt ey leave Council Blois at 5:30 P M., 

daily, except Saturday (and on every turd Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next sfiernoon, 
t= No other roads west of Chicago rons Pullman 

orany othe: form of llote! ears, 
TO SrOnTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Towa line to-day offers more fayorabie poluts 
than any other road in the country, while for leer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickere) and Bass fishing a hundred 
points onthe Northern and Northwestern jines of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West, 
New York office, No. 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, ay to 
M2zRVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen, Manager, Chicago. W. 4H. STENNETT, 
jevt tt Gen. Pass, Arent, 7hicago, 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Sprine- 
field and the North. 

The new and elegant steamer C. H, NO. THAM 
leaves Pier No. 25, East Kiver, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), ata P.M, Passengers go North and Hast at 
+1 P.M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continen‘al leaven New York 

at 11 PF. M., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early Morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Maszachusetts, 
Vermont, Western Mew Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PECK, General Agents. 

New York Mailing Agency. 
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and 
Mailing Machines. 18Spruca St.,4th door from 
Tribune Buildings, JAMES BRADY, rand 
Propristor. Open day and night 

THE PENNSYLVANIA RR. OO. 

afforded by their lines for reaching most of tha 
TROTTING PARKS and RACH CUURSES in tha 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUSUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difi- 
culties and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks en— 
able STOOK TO BE TRANSPOR?PED without failnca 

EXCURSION 
TICKWTS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 

MINNEQUA, and 

Wing Shooting, and Siiil 

Hoieis and Resorls for Sportsinen. Gunpowder, 

Sherman House, 
{CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CMICcAGU. 

Rates rrdrced to $2 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor. Without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop'r. 

We challenze any Hotel {n the World to show ag 
Jarge and as e esantly furnished rooms aa those of 
the SU#RMAN, je20 tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 
TREAT. SHINNECOCE BAY, L, 1, 

By 8 practical gunner apd an old bayman. Has 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest Tig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the coast. The hest ground inthe yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shocting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to hie euests, and catis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, 1. Novs tf 

Gunpowder, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDE R, 
Hazard’s “ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
strength and cleanliness, Packed in square canis 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazards “‘Americun Sporting.” 

Nog. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb. canisters anc 
63( lb, kKeps. A tine grain, quick and clean, fol 
upland prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot 
guns. 

Hazgard's “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fue) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 Jv. canisters 
and 64 aud 123g lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably Close and with great 
penetration. For fleld, forest or water shooting, it 
tatke any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle Or breech-loaders, 

Hazard?s “ Kentucky Rifie.” 

SFFG, PEG, and Sea Shooting" ¥G. in kegs of 26, 
12% and 644 lbs, and cans of 5ibs.ef FPG 1s aisc 
packed 15 | ang lb. canisters, Burns strong ané 
moist. The PEPG and FFG are feyorite Erands for 
ordinary. sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG 1g 
the standard ###e powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES «GR EXPORT, Of 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR, BROOD, MANU. 
FPACTURED TO ORDER. 

Phe above can be bail of deaers, er of the Com- 
reny's Agenta in oyery prom*ment city, or wholesals 
at Dur OLIE,, 

§8 WALL STREET, NEW YX, 

GUNPOWDER. 

DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and :Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR PUWDER IN USE 

Dupon 2s Gunpowder Mills, es'ablished in 1801, 
have maistamed their great reputation for 78 years, 
Mannfacture the foilowing celebrated brands of 
Power: 

_ BDUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Wes. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequale| in_ strength 
qnickuess and cleahliness; adapted for Glass Bal 
and Pigeon Sheoting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCEING, 
‘os. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
epee Ganaerations: adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A qnick, sirong and clean Powder of very fine grain 
for Pisto] shooting, 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG., ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
Pe and FF Fe.—tThe Fe for long-range rifle ahoot- 
eet the PFs and FFFg for general use, burning 
strong and moi , 
SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 

ING POWDERS of all sizes andde-criptions, Special 
grades for export. _ Cartridge, Musket, Caunon, 
Mortar and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government 
standard, Powder manufactured to order of any re- 
quired grain or proof. Agencies In all chies and p - 
Gipal towne throughout the U.S. Represented by 

F, L KNEELAND, 70 Watt 81, N, Y- 
WN, B.—Use xonz but DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shootlng. 

Latlin & Rand Powder Go. 
No. 26 MURRAY ST., N, Wey 

Scle Proprietors and Manufacturara of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. ito 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed 
ii. cani-ters, Higher numbers specially are recum- 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No. 1 to 5mm 
metal kegs, ay Ibs. each, and canisters of 1 and & 
ibs. Gach, 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes, 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFPG, thelast being jie finest. 
Packed in wood and metal keys of 25153, , 1942 Ths, 
and 634 lbs., and in canisters of 1 Ib, and 44 Ib, 

All of the abnye give high velocities and lesa 
zesidaum than any other brands made, and are re+ 
commended and used by Capt, A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the *Ohamplen Wing Shot of the World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

LNG APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER 
Of All Kinds gn hand and made toorder, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional and 
Platinum Fuses. 

showing sizes of the grain by wood 
on application to the above rddress, 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

TRY 
2. Coodman’s 

New American Chemical!y Prepared 

FELT 
GU WADS. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICE. 

For sale by all deale-s. Manufactured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, CoLn., aud 7 White street, 
New York. octlT 3m 

NEW YORK 

SHOOTING COAT. 

The most popu'ar coat in the market. Made of 
Velveteen, Corauroy, Nistiad aud canvas. Canvas 
suifsa $5, 88 and $12 For sale by alldeaslers 5 
gons and sport:man’s supplies. 

4 LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TR4Dg, 

F, L, SHELDON, Ranway, N. J. 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 

Dudley’s Patent Instrument 1s adopted to both 
paper and metallic shells. le extracts, nncaps, re- 
caps, loads, creases and turus Gyer cartridge cases 
beautifull, and weighs but four ounces. Send for 
circular with direction: for using and recommenda. 
tions from prominent spor:smen to DUDLEY & UO,, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. novy2st 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
For Guns, Cotlery and Surgical Instroments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NOT GUM, and will keep tn 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere inthe United 
States pronounce jt the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘Tt is 
the best preparation I haye found in_thirty-ive 
years of active ani frequent use of cons.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. HEATON, 570 Pavyon.a Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. d. 

8: 1d by principal New York dealera, and by Wm. 
Rean & Sons, Boston. Muss,; B, Kitwredge & Co., 
Cineiunati, Ohio; EE, Hiton, Chicago, Ll.; Brown 
& Hilder. St. Louis, Mo, hos, W Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohlo. Trimble & Eleibackir, Bahimure. Md. 8, 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. UG. Jus, C. Grnbb 
& Uo., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 
No, 145 BroApwar, Roo™ 30, NEw Youn Crry, 

_ All business promptly attended to, Novaa 



458 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Athletic and Shooting Medals 
and Jewelry 

FOE 

HOLIDAY PRE SENTS, 

W. A. HAYWARD, - 
212 BROADWAY, N. Y,, 

(OVER ENOX'S HAT STORE.) 

' This house is well Known as being the largest 
Badge, Medal and Jewel Manufacturer in the United 
rates, 
Special Designs for Athletic, Shooting, Boat, B I- 

Nard, Ten Pin, Regimental, Police. and all Social 
Club Badges furnistied free, Also Weatiqnarters for 
Holiday Presents, consisting of jeweiry of every de- 
scription. noy14 2mos 

Sportsmen's Emporium. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND 
ARCHERY OUTFITs. 

Serd 10 cenis for (3 page Illustrated Cataogue 
snd Hand-Bobdk, 

Indian Tanned Buckskin Suits a Specialty. 
BOUDREN’S & FERGUSON'S JACK, LAMPS, 

CAMP STOVES, TENTS, FOX GUNS, 

SPLIT BAMEOO RODS, GDLANKETS RUBBER 

GOODS, AMMUNITION, 

And EVERYTHING required by Sportsmen. 
SPLIT BAMPOO EOWS, BACH $13, 

BD. M. ARNOLD, 
. i dees 117 FULTON ST., N. Y. 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Bal! Trap. 

2 ‘aa 
= sch 
is 

Also. see ** Forest 

Greene § mith snys 

nenrest to pigeon shooting of anything of 
Improved as practice and experience lina 

the kind he ever saw, sugaested until tt is conceded by the most prominent sportamen to be the only perfect and Stream,?? Vol. IL, No. 16 Trap made, 

Throws in EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION, or 
canbe made to throw in any desired direction by 
turning thumb-screyw, 

ALL METAL, WORKING PARTS WELL 
FITTED. [SEND FOR CIRCULAR.) 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEWR, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. Y. 

Sportsman's Lantern, 
(Patenteo June 4, 1575), 

Ci mbining Camp LANTERN 

Hanp LANTERN, HEAD 
* Jack,” STAFF 

© JACK.” 

FERGUSON'S IMPROVED 

RUST PREVENTER 
For Fire-Arms, etc, Superiorto all others. Water- 
proof for Boots, Insect Repellants, Gua O.1, etu, 

Send for deseriptive Circular. 

A, FERGUSON, Manf'r, 51 Bsekman st., N. ¥. 
dec5 

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING 
and Fishing Coat by mail on receipt of measure 

SATA ethan se etndi sac nde than ate obine as ceees arene de plOl, 
A complete suit, including cap, for ..... : i. 
Three of the best fish hooks inthe worldfor.. 26 
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphilet . 25 

The finest kennel of settera and spaniels in the 
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent s:amp, 
Address 

HOLABIRD, Sportsmen's Clothier, 

jan$ tf VALPARAISO, IND. 

' SHELLS LOADED 
WITH 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER 
will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will 
crease paper shells, and is one of the most rapid 
loaders inuse. For particulars address 

CRAWFORD & LOVELL, 
Sayannah, Gs. deci9 3m 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS 
AND CARTRIDCES. : 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITHD STATES and several Foreign Governments, Rim-fre amtounition of all kinds. Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Ilustrated Catalogue. 

W.\.W. Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.! | : 

~ 

“SHEE WIKNING cus. 

At the International pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb., 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at 
£169, and @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for af Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the bestshots of all nations, and won by 
Mr. Cholmondley Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards and 1 foot and 293¢ yards. He 
also won the sacond event, killing 8 birdain succession 

- 20 33 yards, making a totalof 19 birdsoutof20, This 
j is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 

= The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
: - ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 

Pa J the ailver cup, valued at 60 gulneas, presented by Mr. 
z as J, Purdey, the gunmaker, 

The winning gun alao at Philadelphia, 1576, in the pigeon shooting match between Capt. Bogardus and 
Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing & birds out of 109, using one barrel only. 

The winning gun also at the great London Gur Trial, 18/5. beating 102 guns by all the best makerg of 
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LUOADER Is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s -Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ - 

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED 
ROP AND BUCK SHOT. 

AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. 
No Black Lead polish ured, Perfect clean'{uess, W.i1 no; foul or corrode the gun, nor taint the 

game, Not affected by dampness or moisture. Excellent for loading shei's oize, uniformity, 
weight and qualiiy of the‘ EAGLE BRAND” remain us heretofore, Dai its Ravg2 and Penetration 
are inciexeéd by the bright 

BURNISHED FIN SeATiINo. 

Chiiled Shet, Lead Pips and Sheet Lead. 

|THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD MPF’C co., NEW YORK. 

IRA A. PAINE’ 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 238, 1877, 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfaolly call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADR TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other infefior balls, 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, aud no other Ball is as beautifally 
made. It will break in every instance when hit by shot, and is suiilciently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass. 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrels of 800, 
\ Bend for price list, Speciaiinducements to the trade 

® HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pesrl Sireet, N, Y. 

A. H. BOGARDUn. 
My PatentRongh Glass Balls are now made eyen, and carefully packed, with 

25) in each barrel, and by having a rough eurface strengthens the ball for ship- 
ping, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth ball has to be made so 
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and (he feather-tlied ball is the same. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra. Ihave had 5,000 shipped out West since my returo from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not find @ ball broken, and 
never oyer three or four ina barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you can readily see which is the hardest shooting. [a 
matches reported in papers, saying Bogardus’ rules and traps used, you do not 
gee all the balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoot 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls. 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 
GooDs. 

octi7 tt 

Thomson & Sons, 
801 BROADWAY, N. Y.,-- 

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS. 
ee Lists 

and will follow the instructions jaid down in my book, ‘ Field, Cover and Trap 
= Shooting,” will become crack wing shots, and, further, patropize the man 

who Tuducei this sport to the public, and who has been to Esgland twice and shot and upheld the 
American flag. My ‘Field, Coyer and Trap Shooting’? isthe only book that has ever heen written and 
published by a market hunter and experienced man. I will return the money to apy one who has hoaght 
the book and thinks they oid not get thelr money's worth. Each barrel of balls contains a score book with 
Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price of Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘Field, Cover and Trxp Shooting,” 32. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BHOS. & CO, 10 Platt Street, N, Y. City. 

ay « TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. ; 
Acdresa CAPT. A, H. BOGARDU®, Elkhart, Logun Co., Ill, or can be kad from him 

wherever he shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

BILLIARD BALLS. ORDERS BY IVORY 1 Sa | BAGATELLE~- BALLS. 
PROMPT. 

625 EO a ol ATTENDED 
TEN PIN BALLS AND TEN P 

F. GROTE & CO., 
TURNERS AND DE 
14 Ea ST. 7 

FARO & POKER CHECKS. 

Ww x ave 

Dachting Goods, 

CLUTE BROTHERS & COJS PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 
B20 Eg Sanyo . Awwiluthah, i; 

Ss 

; YS 
; Sa 4 y WSy iS wis SZ SHIN Ns 

OFF Z 

THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 

Brass ¢ase and cover; white metal face; Jewel 
mounted; patent catch. The very best compass 
made, AS a guarantee of excellence, a sample hea 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND KOD AND 
Gun office, Sent on recéipt of $1.50, by post office 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada. 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London end New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

o7 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 

Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, manila bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc, 
CABIN STORES, 

je2i-I97 

ESTABLISHED 1540. 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OOULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Unicon Square, Broadway. 

and 17th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awards at ail the World’s 
Exhibitions for the Best Hield, Marine, Opera ang 
Tourist's Glasses, Telescopes, Baroweters, ate., atc. 

Spectacles aud Eye-Glassea t0 Sult all eyes, 
The largest stock of Optical Goods In this country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes, 

Tliuatrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 centa. 

ALONZO E. SMITH, 
YAOQHT BUILDER) 

ISLIP, L. I, 

Bultder of yachts Comet, Niantic, Sagitta, Onwari. 
Windward, and many olhers. Vessels filed oot, 
and repairs @nd altera ion4 executed at lowrates. 
Seycral fine yachts for sale cheap, 

WN. G.—Vachts baitc cheap if covtracted fox 
immediately. 

T. DESNIOND, 

YACHT & BOAT BUILDER, 
37 PECK SLIP, NEW YORK. 

Cabin Yachts, Steam Launches, Open Yachts and 
Sailboats of every description for racing or cruising” 
at lowest rates. Also, ow Boats, Shells and Club 
Boats. Boats apd yachts for export a speclulty. 
Oare and sculla of ali kinds, 

THE “SHARPIE” YACHT. 
This style of boat is especially suitable for 

YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING. Is fuly 
as fast, seaworthy and weatherly a5 the ronnd- 
boltom boat; draws but afew inches of water, and 
can be built at sitort notice for much less tham 
yachts or boats of other types. Shipped ro wit 
purts of the country. AdurcEs : 

THOS. CLAPHAM, Roslyn, L. I. 

Magie Lanterns and Stereopticans. 

& H. Ty ANTHONY & ©O.,, 891 Broadwa: 
e _N. Y., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromoa and Frames; 
Photographs of Uelebrities, Photographic 

Transparencies, GOonvex Glass, Photographic Nise 
arded First Premium at Vienva and 

Pitladetphia. 
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THE GEORGES’ BANKS CODFISHERY. 

SmivHsonran Lystirvurion, ?} 

Washington, D, ©., Jan. 2, 1878.5 
Epirorn Forust anp Stream: 

The Georges’ banks are extensive shoals situated to the east 
of Cape Ced, of which they appear to be an extension, which 

for forty years have been a favorite locality for the codfisher- 

men of Cape Ann. About 130 vessels from Gloucester habit- 

ually frequent this region, and the trips are not discontinued 

even in the winter time. Many vessels venture there in Jan- 
uary and February for the purpose of meeting the large 

schools of winter fish which, at that time, come up on the 

shoals to spawn. _ The Georges’ fishery is the most hazardous 
branch of codfishing, and other ports which are not, like Glou- 
cester, forearmed against loss of property and life by a com- 
plete system of mutual insurance, are unable to take part in 
it. One of the chief dangers is that of collision between the 
Schooners. The fish are very apt to congregate in certain lo- 
calities and the fishing vessels then find it necessary to anchor 
together. In case of a storm some of them are almost sure to 
drag their anchors and to collide with their neighbors. When 
two vessels come in contact destruction to both is almo t cer- 
tain. Under ordinary circumstances it would be very easy for 
the other vessels to get out of the way of those which are 
drifting toward them, but this is impossible when, as is usu- 
ally the case, the decks are covered with ice andthe ropes 
and sails are frozen stiff. The following poem, by Captain 
Joseph W. Collins, for forty years skipper of a Gloucester 
schooner, portrays in a vivid manner the incidents and the 
dangers of a winter trip to Georges’. Captain Collins has 
been yery successful in preserving the peculiar dialect of the 
Cape Ann fishermen, and the verses have the salty flavor of a 
Northeastern gale : 

WINTER FISHING. 

When winter’s cold and cheerless storms 

Have covered earth with snow, 

Forth from our harbor’s shelter 

Our little vessels go. . 

Their soow-white sails and trim-built hulls 

Soon dot the distant main ; 

Like seagulls now, but some, alas ! 

May not return again, 

For Georges’ bank these venturous men 

Their little yessels steer ; 

Their courage faila nos when the lead 

Warns them the shoals are near. 

But sailing on, they anchor now, 
Their fortune for to try ; 

The fleet are anchored all around, 
And some are very nigh, 

Like dancing stars the twinkling lights 
Do now appear to sight. 

The watch is set; the rest turn in; 

It is a pleasant night, 

“* Give me an early call, my boys,” 
The skipper he doth aay; 

“ The morning watch will note the time, 

And my commands obey.” 

The morning dawned; the watch calls out: 

* You'd best on deck repair; 
The day has broke ; the fish are here, 

For I have caught & pair,” 

On deck they hurry now, 

No time is to be lost, 

For moderate days are yery rare 
Upon cur wintry cogst. 

With varying fortune each man tries 

His best to make a trip. 

‘They bait their hooks, heave out their lines, 
And pull with steady grip. 

‘Thus pass long days upon the sea, 
The trip is nearly done, 

When o’er the ocean and the sky 
An ominous change has come, 

The murky clouds and bright halo, 
Now circling round the sun, 

And screaming aea birds, sonring high, 

Foretell 2 coming storm, 

With practiced eye they note the signs, 
Butatill the risk they ron; 

For fish they must haye, while they bite, 

Whatever else may come, 

‘Dis night again ; the scene has changed ; 

The wind’s a howllog blaat. 
The snow falls thick and blinding now, 
And ice is making fast. 

All hands on deck now shivering stand, 

A good 160k ont is kept, 
While breaking waves, with giant force, 
Come sweeping o’er the deck. ) 

' 

Each man for safety grasps a rope, 
Or to the rigging clings, 

While high above the tempest’s roar 

The skipper’s yoice loud rings : 
‘A lightahead! There’s one adrift ! 

She'sright athwart our bow, 

Keep cool, my boys. The cable cut, 

Run up the forsail now,” 

One vigorous blow ; the cable parts, 

But cold has done its work, 

The sail, with ice and snow congealed, 

Is firm as any rock, 

Nearer the other vessel comes ; 

Neo power on earth can save. 

If once they strike, then all is o’er— 

The sea will be their grave. 

With firm set Jips, and bated breath, 

They watch her through the gloom. 

They've done their best ; the sail won't start, 

And each expects his doom. 

But, see! The other hoists a sail, 

And now she shoots ahead, 

‘Thank God! We're sayed,” they all exclaim ; 

For even hope had fled, 

That danger past, ‘twas not alone, 

There are others yet to meet; 

For right to leeward, not far off, 

Lay several of the fleet, 

To the foresall, now, they all do spring, 

And work with eager haste, 

To clear the sail; formoments now 
Too precious are to waste. 

With heavy clubs they pound the ice; 

The blows fall thick and fast. 

The sail is clear; they holst it up; 

She’s under way at last. 

They keep her off to clear the fleet, 
Aud run awhile southeast; 

While day, now breaking through the gloom, 
Lights up the dreary waste. 

With joyful exclamation 

They hail the coming light, 

And well they may, for unto them 

Tt’s been a fearful night, 

Bit others worse than they have fared, 
For some lie in the deep— 

Leaving widows, mothers, sisters—all 

In sorrow for to weep. 

Meanwhile the wind, which was northeast, 
Has hauled to nor’ n or’west; 

They heave her to; all but the watch 

Turn in to get some rest. 

Toward night the wind does modefate ; 
The snow has ceased tojfall; 

The sea goes down, while, fore and aft,* 

Ts heard the skipper’s call :— 

‘ Allhands, ahoy! Our reefs shake out. 

Our course once more we'll shape 

For old Cape Ann, where anxious friends 

Our coming now await.” 

Once more in safety they arrive ; 

Kind friends their hands do seize, 

“Right weleoais home !” they all exclaim, 

* How fared you in the breeze ?” 

Tleave them now, while rount the fire 
Hach one relates the tale 

To listening friends ; how wild it was 

On Georges in the gale, 

The fortunes thus of one [ve traced, 

Endeavoring for to show 
The hardships great those do endure 
Who winter tishing go. 

And this, though sad, is not the worst, 
For these are safe on shore, 

While many a noble vessel 
Has sunk to rise no more, 

In vain they strove; in vain they tried; 

Gverwhelmed by many & wave, 

They sink af last; all, all are lost— 
The ocean is their graye. 

That this is true, let those attest 

That now have come to mourn 
*- Bor husbands, sons and brothers dear, 

That neyermore return, 
May God in boundless mercy 

Bind up each bleeding heart 
That from their dearest loved ones 
Haye thus been forced to part. 

J, W. COoLitns. 

At Sea, on bogrd Schooner Marton, Aug. 22, 1873. 

. Bor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun, 

Moose and Cariboo Zunting in 
lew Brunswick. 

FAVORITE pastime with English officers stationed in 
Canada is cariboo hunting, and in winter they endure 

many hardships on the march and iu camp in pursuit of this 

noble game, frequently accompanied by their wives, who 

brave the discomforts of winter in the wouds with a fortitude 
that may well be emulated by the ladies of the United States 
should they seek to rival ‘‘ chaste Diana” and gain renown 

with gun orrod. In March 186-, N. and I arrived at the St. 

Louis Hotel (Quebec) where we fared sumptuously, and ex- 

perienced much kindness from the Russells. After consult- 

ing ‘‘ Bob" and laying in such supplies as were needed, we 

decided to go to Madawaska in New Brunswick to hunt for 

cariboo and moose. Traveling in Canada in winter is un- 

certain business. At St. Jean Chrysostom, a scattered French 
town on the Rivieri du Loup KR. R, we were snowed up, 

returning to Quebec the same night, having lost both time 

and patience. The following day, however, being still, the 

snow did not drift so badly, and we reached R. du Loup at 

evening, thence a night ride of 80 miles in a box sleigh 

brought us to Little Falls, Madawaska, where we found good 

accommodations at ‘‘ Babin’s.” Little Falls 1s on the St. 

John’s River, and boasts a hotel, stcre, and the remains of a 
block fort, On inquiring at Emerson’s store for a suitable 

guide; we were adyised to send for Albert, a French Canadian 

hunter and trapper, living nine miles up the Green River, a 

tributary of the St, Johns. The next day Albert presented 

himself and we arranged with him to act as guide, furnish 

sleds for our traps, etc., also to have his son Placide, a good 

hunter, accompany us, each at 80 cents per day. After a 

night in Albert’s log cabin, which consisted of one room and 3 

loft, the said room containing at night four boys, three girls» 

the old man and his wife, N. and myself, bed, loom, a cook 
ing stove, two dogs, and fleas ad injinitwm, we were up 

and preparing for a tramp at an early hour. Our couch had 

been the floor of the cabin, stretched with our fest to the 

huge square stove. Our party left the clearing, taking the 
course of the Green River, and traveling on the ice, thus 
avoiding the deep snows of the forest. Albert and Placide 
each drew a light sled, while N. and myself burdened our- 
selves with snow-shoes, sticks and hunting pistols. At 
noon we had madg nine miles with comparative case, keeping 
on the river, except where open water, caused by the rapids, 
obliged us to take to the woods and cross short Carries. 
Albert made frequent stops to inspect or gather up his steel 
traps set for beaver, otter, mink and sable. After a hasty 
lunch of white sausage, made of suet and flour, brought from 
home and a tin cup of hot tea, we renewed our march, Cariboo 
tracks were abundant, showing that the game had taken the 
river for the same reason as ourselves, viz., t> avoid the 
deep snows in traveling, and signs were plenty, where they 
had approached the banks to browse on the moss pendant 
from the trees. Although we did not intend to hunt while on 
the march, the temptation to follow a fresh track was irresist- 
ible, and two of the party struck into the woods with the 
dog, a small black and white cur, whose appearance denoted 
anything but the hunter; however, Diamond proved hitmself 
4 valuable assistant. The chase led N. and Placide about two 
miles from the river to the mountain whence they returned 
and joined us, without getting a shot or seeing the game. 
The old man who had gone further up the river soon returned 
and reported that having left the sled, with his pun strapped 
on it, he was coming down to us, when two cariboo appeared 
suddenly near him, and crossing the river disappeared in the 
forest. Later in the afternoon, as we were again on the 
march, being somewhat fatigued with the first tramp on snow- 
shoes, I was taking it easy, expecting to reach the camp be- 
fore dark, when I heard a shot far away up river, and soon, to 
my great astonishment, a buck caribou with splendid antlers, 
appeared coming round a point, and directly toward me, 
followed closely by the dog. , With an awkward pacing gait 
he kept on until within abont 200 yards, when seéing me he 
stopped, and tossing his head, stood staring at what,was 
probably a newapparition to him. However, nothing daunted, 
he advanced slowly toward me, evidently intending to run 
the gauntlet in preference to taking to the deep snow of the 
woods. Unfortunately, my only weapon at hand was a large- 
sized cartridge pistol, with which I gaye him two shots as he 
passed down the river, which only seemed to quicken his pace 
before he disappeared in the woods. Albert and Placide soua 
appeared coming down and seemed to take it asa good joke, 
that the buck had surprised them, and run by so safely. 
‘Placide had hurriedly seized his gun from the sled, and fired 
at long range without eifect. N., more lucky, bad strucis 
the game with a ball from his long bunting pistol, While 



had peppered away without doing serious injury, traces of 
blood showed that he was hit by N.’s first shot, especially when 
he had stood for a moment gazing al me, and hesitating 
whether he should attempt to pass. It being nearly dark, and 
camp to be made, we followed the stream several miles until 
wereached a deserted lumber camp on the bank where a few 
minutes shoyelling with our snow-shoes cleared a space inside 
for beds, and arousing fire made all comfortable for the 
night. Whileregretting being taken off our guard by the 
buck, we decided toresumes the chase on the following day. 
The morning broke bright, clear and cold, a splendid hunting 
day, the crisp snow glistening in the sun, while thé smoke of 
the camp fire ascended in astraight column to the tops of the 
stately spruce and pine trees. Camp duties’ were soon done, 
and snow-shoes strapped on. TI found my feet somewhat 
chated by yesterday's march, and leg muscles stiff and lame. 
Snow-shoeing for pleasure in clubs is very different from a 
day's march or hunt, wearing them for a whole day in deep 
snow; then the thongs will chafe and the ankles get not a 
few severe wrenches while pushing through thickets of spruce 
and undergrowth, climbing over fallen trees or sliding down 
steep banks, ‘lhe usual protectiun for the feet ia the Indian 
Moccasin, Oyer (wo pairs Of thick woolen socks; but whatever 
is worn must be pliable. I have used the moose shanks 
stripped from the hind leg with the hair on, but found them 
LOO Leavy, as they must he kept wet, The most comfortable 
thing IT found to be moccasins, extemporised by cutting down 
4 par of ordinary rubber boots and removing (he heels, these 
are sufficiently pliable, keep the feet dry, and are a perfect 
Protection azainst the constant wear of tbe snow-shoe thongs. 

The following morning weleft camp, and taking only our 
#uns and a day’s rations we followed the river on the ice 
down to the scene of yesterday’s adventure with the buck 
cariboo. 

Placide, Albert and N. took the track of the wounded ani- 
mal and tollowed it into the forest, while [ stationed myself 
on the bank for a chance shot in case the game sought to 
uscape by taking to the ice. But although the track gaye 
evidence that the buck was badly wounded he still had suffi- 
cient vitality to distance his porsuers although the snow was 
fully six feet deep. The cariboo gets over deep snow which 
would impede the movements cf moose or hunters with great 
ease, Owing to the preat spread of his hoofs and a habit of 
placing the hisd shanks horizontally on the snow he makes 
astonishing progress, sinking only # few inches where other 
animals wallow painfolly. By this means the bucle was able 
to escape and the hunters gave up the chase after a Jong and 
Wearisome tramp, and returned to the river and then to camp. 

_ The hide of the cariboo is covered with thick, short and 
velvety hair, except under the neck, where it is long and 
coarse ; in color it is patchy on the flanks, white and brown, 
changing to grayish white under the neck and belly. 

The antlers are fine and beautifullycurved. Tt is very rare 
to find both brow antlers perfectly developed. By compari- 
80H the antlers are jiner than those of the European reindeer, 
an animal which it yery much resembles, and the flesh sweet 
aud juicy, with more flavor than venison and without the 
stringy toughness of moose meat. Our pleasant anticipations 
of delicate stews, juicy steaks and toothsome marrow bones, 
in place of our hitherto meagre fare of salt pork and hard 
bread, were doomed to be postponed for the present. 

The cariboo of Northern Maine, New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia seems to be identical with the reindeer of Lapland, 
where if is almost invaluable to the natives, not only in trayel- 

_ ing, but in furnishing the means of subsistence. Lt yet re- 
inaius for some adyeuturous hunter to rival the fast horses of 
America by appearing in the Central Park with a cariboo 
fuur-in-hand harnessed ica sledge decorated with wolf, moose 
‘and cariboo robes, 

For four days, during which we lived i) (:deserted lumber 
cump, the rain fell persistently, Hunting in such weather is 
out of the question; snow-shoes sink décp in the yielding 
snow and lose their elasticity, and, becoming clogged with 
dump soow, make traveling in the woods laborious and 
fatiguing. ‘Nevertheless, N. and Placide made short excur- 
sions into the woods in search of signs of a moose yard 
ravages, in the Canadian French, showing where the game 
liad browsed during the winter on Spruce or moose-wood 
branches, breaking the limbs and stripping off the buds for 
food. Meanwhile Albert and I supplied the camp with fire— 
wood, caught trout through the ice in ihe Green River withi 
a few rods of camp, or shot partridges and white rabbits, 
which were abundant, and so tame that a pistol shot rarely 
causes them to run; indeed, they furnished no sport except 
pistol practice. At last the weather became cold, the sky 
cleared, and the snow, by freezing, became so stiff as to bear 
Lhe weight or a man without snow-shoes. ‘Taking only our 
uns, snow-shues and a day's rations, with a sled und ax, we 
left the camp one bright niorning, and in single file started 
juto the woods, leaving the river and ascending 10 the high 
Jand, Whether Albert knew of the existence of a moose-yard 
or not, before noon the dog Diamond showed by his uneasi- 
ness and occasional spifling in certain directions that we were 
Tear the game. Adyancing with great caution, we followed 
the Jead of our sagacious dog, peering right and left through 
ile dense spruce thickets for a glimpse of a moose. At first 
the ouly signs were those made months before by the moose 
in browsing vo the low shrubs, then a faint depression in the 
snow showed where he had stood, or indistinctly the form of 
#. bed was Visible beneath some large spruce tree; the tracks 
became more ilistinct as we neared the yard. Many have an 
idea that a moose-yard is beaten down like a pen, but none 
that I huye seen haye that appearance. There are deep holes 
10 the snow where the heavy animals sink, in traveling, to the 
elly, and furrows plowed through by wallowing. Soon the 
Hurling of the dog was heard, and Tushing 20r ward we Saw 
two large bluck objects fast disappearing through the thick 
spruces. The snuw was tlampled and discolored by the 
miuvse, 43 usual when fresh started. Now comes the chase! 
plunging, tripping, catching snow-shoes in twigs, falling and 
wrenching of ankies, up and on again, The hunting party is 
scattered here and there, as each takes his own course. A 
momentary glimpse is all that one may have before the great 
moose speeds away through the forest fo be seen no more; 
but a quick hand with the rile can send a bullet into the 
plungiug brute if fo enyious twig or treacherous hole stops 
the hunter in his haste and brings him headlong in the snow, 
where he buries his rifle arm deep and twists his snow-shoe 
thongs till he cries out with agony, ; 

It is generally supposed that to catch a moose in the snow 
is un easy matter. ‘I'his may be so in some eases, but usually 
the moose gives the hunters a long chase, in which all one's 
musdle, perseverence and witd are severely fried before the 
biz gameistun down and receives his death shot, Unless 
there is a depth of from six to eight feet of snow, a moose is 
parely cauzht by sunning. With less snow still hunting must 
be-zesorted (0, which to me is the most sportsmanlike sud ex- 

_— 

citing method of hunting any game, and requires the greatest 
skill, caution and patience if one would shoot a moose by 
stalking. In several instances haying approached moose by 
still hunting to within a few rods of the thicket where I knew 
them to be standing, they have started and crashed away 
through the spruces without a chance of my seeing them, and 
at such 4 pace as made pursuif useless. But besides the pa- 
tience reqhired in still hunting, the exposure of night damps 
in the snow, wet clothing and the fatiguing tramps through 
the forests, make it the most difficult and hazardous of sport- 
ing, but one that well repays the hunter who is willing to en- 
dure so much to get a shot at the largest and most wary of 
American gamé animals—the moose, 

The term moose-yard, however it originated, has civen an 
€rroneons impression to those who have never hunted this 
animal in winter. A-yard conveys the idea of something 
fenced in, and in quite recent accounts the preposterous story 
is still repeated that moose are accustomed to trample down 
the snow over a large area quite smooth and Jevel, within the 
walls of which they can moye and feed unimpeded. Having 
invaded a score of so-called moose-yards in deep snows, I have 
yet to see more than a single track made by one moose, but 
used, perhaps, by seyerdl, as they move here and there from 
treé fo tree, breaking down or ravaging, as the Canadian 
hunters term it, ie limbs and twigs on which they browse. 
The flavor of the spruce on which they feed impregnates the 
flesh, and the smomsch corlains a mass of green pulverized 
spruce which gives oui.« | iogent odor. 

But to return tothe cuase. Iscon found myself gaining 
on the huge animal andexpecting every moment to get ushob ; 
but still, in spite of the deep snow, he made good progress, 
though often flounderimg badly, 
As this is a straight-away chase, a side shot is impossible, 

80, trusting fo luck, [ pitched up my rifle aud aimed at the 
exposed flank. Still on he goes, but biood in the snow shows 
that the bullet has gone home; still on, now conceuled by hol- 
Jows or thickets of spruce, the huge animal is straining every 
nerve, but in vain. He is evidently losing strength, and 
must soon yield. 

It is no'easy matter to overtake a wounded moose. Snow- 
shoes are inyariably treacherous, and doubly so when follow- 
ing moose tracks, into which they have a must aggravating 
habit of sliding, secompanied with severe wrenchine of ankles, 
and occasion frequent awkward plunges, with difficult re- 
coveries, But at last the moose is at bay, shaking his im- 
mense head af the dog Diamond, snapping viciously at his 
heels, which he can do safely enough, as he springs nimbly 
about on the snow-crust. Ihave just given the coup de grace 
when Placide appears, and the necessary but disagreeable 
duty of the hunters, the ‘‘gralloching’ and dressing the 
game, must be done. 
Meanwhile N. had taken the track of another moose, which, 

after & long chase, he overtook and killed with his twelve- 
inch hunting pistol. This way a young buil, and still carried 
horns, one short one and the stump of another which had 
been broken off, 

Having now secured the moose meat,|hides and heads, the 
day was nearly spent and the question of making a camp was 
considered, 

Old Albert annonuced that we were too far from the river 
camp to think of reaching it before dark ; besides, we should 
redjuire all the following day to haul our game ont to the 
river; so, Selecting a site well protected by spruce and pine 
timber, we soon cleared a space inthe sn0w—using our snow- 
shoes a8 shovels—large enough to allow four persons lying 
side by side, The bottom and sides of the camp were then 
lined with spruce twigs, and a fire built at the end, toward 
which we stretched our feet; then, after a hearty meal of 
moose meéat' broiled on sticks and fried mouse liver, with a 
pull at a flask of Dominion whisky, we were glad to seek rest 
after a fatiguing day. 
To say that one is comfortable lying in a snow liole on 

branches, with wet feet, eyes inflamed with smoke, a ebilled 
spine, feet chafed by snow-shocing, antl aching bones, would 
be far from the truth ; but we slept and wakened at intervals, 
and although the fire melted itself down into the snow, we 
rose refreshed and ready for the hardest day's work yet to 
come, 
Any hunter whohas helped to hnula moose out of the woods 

will admit that the work is beyond question the most laborious 
ever undertaken by hunters. A quarter of moose meat, 
weighing about 250 pounds, is placed on the hide and draryed 
over the snow, with many obstructions, accidents and delays, 
at a rate of perhaps one-half mile an hour, so that hanling out 
the game is the hardest and most disagreeable duty, and 
explains the fact that so many hunters leave the greater part 
of the carcass in |he woods to spoil, and take only the hide 
and the meat they want for present 1190. 

Itis to be hoped that the protection of this noble same 
will be thorough, and that the wardens will allow uo viola- 
tion Mf the provisions of the new laws in Maine and the 
Provinces to pass unnoticed. The laws have been wisely de- 
Signed to allow the moose seyeral years of comparative rest 
and an opportunity to rear their young in peace, and thereby 
preserve this noblest of American game for future generations 
of sportsmen. If thisis not done their total extermination in 
the Bastern States and Canada is only a question of a few 
years, and our descendants will forin their ideas of live moose 
from the caricatures preserved in our museums of natural 
history. 
With considerable trouble we saved all our game, and had 

the satisfaction of sharing with friends at home the trophies 
of onr moose hunt in New Brunswick. 

Joan Avery, Sec. Blooming Groye Park Ass'n, 
He} 

For Forest und Stream and Lod and Gun. 

DUCK SHOOTING ON THE CHOPTANK 

RIVER, MARYLAND. 

BOUT the first of March lasf I visited the Choptank 
River, expeciing a grand time shooting ducks, I did 

not take my decoys with me on go long 2 trip, and found il 
impossible to obtain any in that section, and consequently 
found it rather tame sport. Although that was a failure, 1 

hada good time generally, and was well entertained aud 

cared for at a fine old mansion, beatitifully located by this fine 
water. The weather was 9s war a3 any May day up North. 

Having in contemplation a ducking excursion down the Poto- 
mac from Washington with a gentleman of that tily, who 
would furnish all the Wecoys, etc., necessary for success if we 
should find any game in that suction, Look the small, com- 
fortable steamer at Cambridge, Md., for Baltimore at three 
o'clock P. M,, landing there early the following morning, 

— <a . 

About five miles away from on the Choptank River, I 
began to see ducks, and until dark they kept rising in immense 
flocks in front and on both sides of the steamer, only to soon 
settle down again near some point close by among acres of 
other ducks. Il was a fine sight, andIdid not hear a eun- 
shot on the trip. The points for decoy shooting that T assed 
were grand, and | colild haye had excellent sport if I had had 
my decoys and a house to pul up at, as I could have left the 
steamer at any of the stopping places, which were frequent, 
'The water is very shallow on the broad flats on both sides of 
the river, which is very wide from Cambridge to the mouth of 
Fredhaven Creel. e had to go up this narrow stream about 
soyen miles to Haston, Md., after dark, aston, I believe, is 
the terminus of the steamer’s route from Baltimore. The 
country on either side of the Choptank River from Fredhayen 
Creek to Cambridge is thinly settled, and I learned that there 
was very little shooting done inrthis section. Gunners from 
Philadelphia aod Baltimore go mostly to the Ohesapeake for 
ducks and geese. I doubt if there is s breech-loader used by 
fimy of the residents in this vicinity, and I was surprised to + 
find ducks go plentiful here, when most of the favorite re 
sorts—Currituck and the St. Lawrence River and bays in 
Canada—were so poorly represented by the usual flights last 
fall and winter. I found the captain of this steamer very 
sociable, and capable of giving the best of information toany 
one intending visiting this locality as to where to go and also 
the best time fora good day or week's sport with ducks and 
geese. I was informed by aresident that the latler came 
were rather plenty just then in the small bays letting ont 
from the river, ‘The prices are very moderate in Easton and 
on the steamers, and fare good enough. ‘The train leaving 
New York at twelve o'clock at night arrives at Easton, Md,, 
at about three p, Mm. next day; and at’ Easton livery, at very 
low prices, can be had to transport any party LO any point on 
the Choptank River; distance overland to Cambridge about 
twelve miles,and roads excellent in March, and, Tshould judge, 
at all seasons of the year, It would not bea difficult job to 
vet all the information, as to where to stop and when to be on 
hand for the best of duck shouting in that section from the 
proprietor of the only hotelin Haston. Ifound him a perfect 
gentleman and willing to aid any stranger. A small duck 
boat could be secured and man also at Baston, and the trip of 
a dozen miles could easily be made by water, and good points 
selected on the route, and by that you would haye your boat, 
for L think there are few of them, and poor at that, in the 
vicinity of the best shooting. 
There are any amount of good points here, and at no rental, 

I was ioformed; but you must go prepared to rough it and 
take plain fare, which will cost you only a trifle, 
Dueck shooting is uncerfain sport af best. Any one that 

has followed it with success late years, especially in the East, 
has been fortunate and knew his customers well, for to-day the 
main flocks may be feeding several miles from where you saw 
them yesterday. Any change of direction of wind may sénd 
them to other localities to feed, but generally within a few 
miles you will find them congregated, when a good day’s sport 
may be had with certainty. 

1 was in Canali in October last duck shooting, and, 
although 1 saw thousands of redheads and broadbills at times 
every day on the wing or feeding, I could not get: near them, 
do my best. The wind was fram southeast, finally it shifter 
fo northeast and blew gale, ‘The immense flocks were feed- 
ing just in front of the house Twas stopping at and close to 
shore, and they had it all their own way, as not a gun was 
fired on that day, Sunday, Iwas restless, and fiually took 
my setter ta a short stretch of hard Iand close by and screened 
myself behind a few stones, while I kept my dog retrieving a 
ball which I threw along the shore. I did this about twenty 
minutes, and had un immense flock, covering more than an 
acre of water, close up 10 me, so that, 1 could have slain them 
with a clob as they stretched their long necks and looked so 
wild, almost at my feet. It was a trying time, I agsure you. 
I quietly stole away and patiently waited till next morning, 
Vhe wind had died away durin the night, and after an hours 
work and nearly wearing the legs off my dog Tanly got one 
shot, and secured nine fine redheads. They took another 
favorable place to feed that day, and I had to hunt them u 
again, To Jearn their ways it requires considerable time ao 
patience, also their favorite feeding places in every bay or 
river that one may visit. LEATHER STooKine, 

i 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

LAKE INWNISCANNING, 

OT enjoying my usual good health, owing to Pe close 

office confinement, E was obliged to tale a holiday to 

recruit, An old school chum of mine, who is engaged in the 

lumber business on the upper Ottawa, invited me to accom- 

pany him up to lake Inniseanniog, the source of the Ottawa 

River, where he was taking out a square timber raft, 1 ac- 

cepted the invitation, and left home on the 28d of September, 
and we reached our destination after six days’ traveling, 

The first three were done by steam and the lust three in our 

ewn boats, loaded with the men’s kits and rowed, towed and 

portaged by the gay and light-hearted French Canadian 

shanty-men, who seem not to huvea care in the world to 

shadow their jolly taces except.a passing thought of wives or 

sweothearts left at home and whom they will not see for 
seven or eight months to come. ‘The first few days atter my 
arrival were employed in fitting up a thirty-foolt river hoat 

for the nuvigation of the lake, while my chum busied himself 
jo planting the shanties for the winter’s work. The lake is 

seventy-five miles long, with an ayorage breadth of five miles, 
and, haying plenty of time to do the trip, we started, short- 

handed, for the bead of the lake, trusting to wind for lovo- 
mation. We didnot reach the head uatil the third day, owing 
to contrary winds, but were fully recompensed for our Jong 
up trip by the abundance of geese and tlucks we found there, 
At the huad of the lake there is nine or ten miles of low 
marsh and ricé beds, affordiox good feeding grounds for 
wwater-fowl, and this seems to be their favorite résting-place 
on their joufuey from the fur northern waters to their south- 
ern winter quarters. 
Two or three jiours from daylight each morning were spent 

at the wild geese, which would about that time mass them- 
selyesin V-shaped companies and start on their journey soyth, 
leaving behind them many companions of their previous day’s 
flight to swell the number of our slain. Nine a. mu. generally 
found us with ten or twelve brace each, and cur gtomuchs 



howling for breakfast, which we always had ready, having 

x 
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left, man in camp for that purpose. 
After breakfast we smoked our pipes and loafed around 

camp fortwo or three hours; then, taking a bite, would for 
the remainder of the day harass the ducks which were not in 
such & hurry south as their larger brethren. Por about a week 
each year this seems to be their favorite haunt, affording 
them rest and food on their journey southward, When not 
disturbed they stay a day or two, but as they are coming and 
going by independent flocks there are lots always, and, 
although driven away in the morning, others will come at 
night, aod on quiet nights their incessant squaukings are 
almost deatening. We spent four days after this fashion, and 
my chum and I bagged 137 brace of geese and twice as many 
ducks, when, a g00d north breeze rising, we packed up and 
started south, doing the seventy-five miles in eight hours. We 
gave our French Canadians some good feeds of game, dished 
ip “a (la Shautier,” which wis a ‘welcome relief to the 
monatony of salt pork. 

After lounging svound the shanty for a day or two I ex— 
pressed a wish to have a shot at a moose, which I understevd 
was plentiful in that vicinity. So the shanty boss engaged to 
pilot me to a smal! lake gbout seven miles inland and cover- 
Tears twenty acres, where, he said, th_re were moose. 8a 
I shouldered my Ballard and followed thé heels of my guide. 
We tramped around the lake for some time, but without suc- 
cess, although the shore was tracked like a cattle-yard, The 
lake at one point becomes quite narrow, and {rom the well- 
beaten path leading from the water we concluded it was a 
fording place for them. So, at & short distance from here, wa 
co_structed arude camp and returned to the shanty. The 
next day I packed up my blankets and some provisions and 
started alone for my hunting-ground. 1 tramped around 
until dark with no success, when Lrolled myself up in my 
blankets and went to sleep to dream of moose. 

At the first peep of dawn I was on my feet and took up the 
most favorable position on the runway, thinking thatif any 
were moving they would come my way, as it was a well- 
trodden runway aud the raining season had commenced, 

After keeping quiet for about half an hour, 1 began to 
think that moose hunting wasn’t what il is cracked up to be, 
When my ars were saluted with the sound of a tremendous 
splashing in the lake and at the narrows; so I made for that 
point as fash as I could quietly, and there, swimming streight 
tor ine, were three mooss—in old cow leading, a young cow 
calf next, and an old bull bringing up the rear, I was abont 
twenty paces from the leading cow, when | sent a ball through 
her head, leaving her splashing up the water with her death 
kicks, 1 had reloaded belore the astonished calf thought of 
retreating, and it became an easy victim to my second shot, 
By the time I had again reloaded, the bull had reached the 
opposite side, about sixty paces off, und as be showed a good 
length of back in ascending the bank, I took a good aim and 
pulled, but seemingly without effect. 1, however, had two 
moose that I was sure of, but l was wanting a pair of horns 
48 trophies of my sport; so I went around the luké to see if 
the bull would grant me # second interview, and upon exam- 
ining the tracks leading out of the water, I saw by the blood 
that my last shot had taken effect, and upon fullowing the 
track for about half a mile IT found him lying dead. The 
bail had entered midway down the back, and passing through 
with 3 forward inclination, had touched a vital part. ‘The 
horiis were yery large, being Gt, Bia, al the widest and 4it. 
10in. apart at the tips. 
My chum recéived news from lone that imposed his imime- 

diate departure, and ] was unabie to have any more sport of 
this kind. of which [ am gute there is abundance. We start- 
ed down in a small bark canoe that was barely large enough 
to hold us and our yalises, and which led me to think that the 
Yankee’s description of a bark canoe was very appropriate, 
when he says: '* They are made of a little bit of bark and a 
few chips stuck together with sum, and when you git in 
you must have your hair parted in the very middle and be 
careful in passing your quid from one cheek to the other.” 

T, hawever, arrived safely home, after spending the most 
enjoyable month of my existence, 

OsHAWA. 
~- -  -~ — 

Hor Porest and Stream and Kod and Gun, 

NOTES OF AN GLD-TIME TRAMP, 

AM not prepared to state off-hand what my grandmother's 
grandfather knew about fishing, but in looking over 

what he entitled ‘‘ Journal of My Proceedings in My Excur- 

g.0n in the Coubtry,” I find here and there remarks which 

show that he was as fond of fishing as of fish, and I will 

quote one or two extracts from the worthy old gentleman’s 

diary. He begins thus: 
“ July 26, 1762—In the morning took my departure from 

Philadelphia. Hreakfasted at Copeland’s, in Chester, where I 

eould not help remarking the luxury of the country—six on 

ight lubberly country laborers silting down to tea and bread 

and butter.” 
What would the farm hands of to-day say about such lux- 

ury? Not a word said as fo the toothsome pig or the stiff 
though warm-hearted fried potato, Mr, Benjamin Mifflin 
seems to haye been an early riser or le would hardly have 
thought of riding horseback from Philadelphia to Chester he- 
fore breakfast, I do not intend to follow him on lis journey, 

except io piel out an occasional sentence (hat may interest 
you. He no doubt kuew how to ride, for he ‘ bated at 
Grubb’s aud dined at Wilmington,” ‘ Wated and refreshed at 
Newport,” and from thence reached Oglestown, where he 
writes: “I thought to have pushed on to the head of Hik, 
but the sun being down, myself and horse fatigued, and be- 
ing a stranger to the road, and Ogle telling me he still enter 
tained travelers, concluded to lodge there, but could get 
neither punch nor wine, but good oats and hay for my horse, 
which made amends, as I look of it the most material affair 
in triveling to take good care of one’s horse.” There is 
tayeling for you—neither punch nor wine! Think of that! 
Guod oats and hay, thongh ; take good care of your horse; 
“bate and refresi! Thay refresh sdunds comfortable. 
Taney our worthy traveler spinning along, in the limited ex- 
press, Wilmingtou—ten minutes for refreshmente! Band- 
wich, glass of beer, and bak to the amoking car, Where are 
wenow? Baltimave town! Our manuscript says Baltimore 
had one grist mill and another a-building, and contamed shart 
150) houses, with thirty or forty going np, “*Tt seems to in- 
preage yery fast,” 

Let us get back to our journey. The journal says 

i 
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27ti—Set off early, and breakfasted at Hollingworth's, 
the head of Elk, called so because the lide comes no higher ; 
a pleisant, evol, agreeable situation, the house but mean, but 
good entertainment, Here I fell in with Mr, Keyes, Clerk of 
the County, who resides at Oharlestown, and accompanied 
me thither. Refreshed on our way af Ourrey’s, the head of 
WN. E., where we had a prsspect of Charlestown; distance, 
about four miles. Here I understood that one Hank Rudolph 
put np about 400 bbls, of herrings last season, whieh he sold 
ut twenty shillings a barrel, and expects to put up 500 bbls. 
next season. They say they are little inferior to mackerel, 
and fetch in the West Indies almost as much.” 
What does the Forrest ayp Srrzam know about the her- 

ting fishéry at Charlestown? Our traveler, who reached this 
town—of which, by the way, he seems to haye formed 2 poor 
opinion—at 11 A. M., says: ‘*I set off from thence about 5 
o’¢lock p. a, and arrived at Susquehanna a little before sun- 
seb; but scéing a fine dish of the largest old wives, and best 
that I ever eat, did not choose to pass by such a delicious re- 
past, but made a hearty meal on them, with Indian Johnny 
cake. The people here call them sun perch, and catch what 
quantities they please in a very short time, But we were 
badly off for drink, the house affording nothing but rum, of 
which L ordered a bowl of toddy, but could not drink but very 
little.” Crossing the Susquehanna after dark, he went two 
miles on, reaching the ‘*'Three Turns” aboutS»r,m ‘The 
house afforded wine, of which I had a lullaby, and went to 
bed.” This constant reference to wine, or the want of if— 
for the ingenious narrator seams to have thought the water 
sufficiently taxed to support the ‘ delicious” sun perch, with- 
out man’s takimg any of it—sounds odd nowadays; but. that 
was much more of a wine drinking age than this. The rum 
hints at the West India trade. Yon would be amused at the 
descriptions of Baltimore town and Annapolis, but they baye 
hothing to do with either the forest or the stream. 

While at Annapolis, however, on his way home, Aug. 2, 
he went ‘‘ with Jonas Green to view his printing office,” and 
afterwards ‘took a walkin bis garden, where, among other 
things, observed a tree which he calls « catolpest tree, plant- 
ed about ten years ago, and is pow about nine inches thick, 
about twenty-five feet high, the leaves as large as the water 
beech, and grows in regular, beautiful order, much like the 
Hnglish elm.” I wonder where Green’s tree is now, It 
sounds to me more like an ailanthus tree. The method of 
leaying Annapolis may interest some of your boating readers. 

‘dug. 3—Got up very early; had my horse bated and 
taken uown to the boat, but to my disappointment was 
obliged to stay till one side of her was graved, and about 9 
o'clock A, m. set olf, the wind blowing hard at N. W. About 
two miles down the river the fore sheet tore away the bolt 
rope from the sail, which obliged us to come back, unbend 
and take it to a sailmaker’s—perhaps for the best, as the wind 
was very high and 4 great sea would have run ip crossing the 
bay, which might have endangered our lives in an open boat. 
Ahout 3p. M, set off again with intent to land across the bay, 
at Hutehinson, on Kent Island, but the wind being right 
down the bay, and our boat turning badly to windward, was 
till dusk before we could reach a ferry, three miles below, 
kept by one Capt. Thomas Rimmer, an old skipper of mine, 
where I took up my lodging. From Annapolis across the bay 
is computed about, fourteen miles, four of which is ihe river 
to the entrance of the bay. The price of ferriage for man 
and beast is 12s. Gd. There are several persons who keep 
boats on both sides, so that a traveler need not wait long at 
any time for a passage.” Wemustremember this. Twelve 
and six will take a man and horse by boat from Annapolis to 
Kent Island. On the 4th, passing throuzh “* Queenstown, the 
county town of Queen Anns, about half-past ten,” our tray- 
eler says ‘‘ there are abont five or six dwelling houses in it, 
besides the prison and court-house, built, as appears by the 
date in the gable end,in 1708, The only good dwelling- 
house in it is the tayern where I put up, a new and large 
building, brick.” What sort of a place is Queen Ann’s Court 
House now? Is the building of 1708 in existence yet? 
Only five or six dwellings besides the prison! Nice place 
that lash, no doubt. Still, he prefers the tavern. 

He got to Flowers’, ‘‘ said to be the best house on the road, 
at 4p. M,, and, seeing they had no hay, turned my horse out 
in the pasture, and had hardly got in the house before an im- 
pudent planter demanded my name; but, not choosing to 
satisty his impertinence, helaid hold of me to take meup, and 
but for the landlord, whostepped in, would have had the butt- 
end of my whip, which [had lifted up to give him. his is 
the first insult I have had since I left Philadelphia.” 
his last I quate to show that people who travel after 

sun perch should either hayea whip with» heavy end, or 
should understand how fo make their hands keep their heads. 
On the Gth, at Dover, I findthis entry : ‘‘ Toward the middle 
of the afternoon went back to Dover with V. L., and from 
thence went a fishing in Doyer River in company with The. 
Parks and Theo. Maurice, caught fourteen fine perch, and in 
the evening bargained with VY. L, for fifty pounds tea.” I 
should like to Endw what sort of tackle my ancestors used 
fo ensnare the fine perch! I have no doubt if you had been 
about at that time you would have been asked whether the 
helgramite was not useful as a bait. 
7lk—A sudden fit haying taken V. L. to go to Philadelphia, 

after breakfast borrowed T. Parkes’ chair, and went with my 
tea to Little Greek Landing, and put it on board Lock’s 
shallop. Here I came across a hawk’s-bill turtle which I 
bought and likewise put on board of Lock.’ Having enjoyed 
his lish while traveling, it Would not do to come home empty- 
handed to talk of these delightful messes, but tea and turtle 
must go by shallop to the city home. No express in those 
days, To those who are fond of horseback trayel the last 
day's record of the home journey will be interesting; and, by 
the way, let me here ask something : Why do not some of 
the many people who are always seeking new ways of amus- 
ing themselves, take to the old-fashioned horseback riding ? 
I meat to take horse, saddle bags and gun, if the latter is 
wauted, and take agood long journey, enjoying the thing 
much in the same way that one does a pedestrian excursion. 
] travel hundreds of miles yearly in the saddle, and find it 
very pleasant. Let us see how our old friend traveled and 
took care of his horse. 

“1d¢h—Intending to rise yery early” [he was at Jacquet’s, 
formerly Witherspoon's, twenty-eight; miles from Dover] 
“thismorning, the moon shining bright mistook it for daylight. 
Arose and dressed, but after rousing the family and getting a 
light found it was not two o'clock, Bated and set off at three, 
Bated and refreshed séyven miles from Jacquet’s, and break- 
fasted at the Red Tuyon, eight miles further; arrived at 
Christeen about 10a, m.; bated and refreshed, it being eleven 
miles from (he Red Lyon.” ‘This was doing very well jor a 
quiet middle-aged traveler—twenty-six miles horseback by 10 
Au. “Set off ati twelve, bated and refreshed at Grubb's and 
fot to Chesier about three; dined at Copeland’s, and at five 

set off. Bated and refreshed at Darby, and abont nineo’elock” 
[did what I wish ail readersuf Worms anp Stream who 
tish, sail or ride may do] “arrived at my wished-for port, 
where, through mercy, I'found my family well, myself en- 
joying a better state of health than when I set off.” Let us 
hope he did not mar this by too much turtle. G; C. 

Philadelphia, Nov. 25, 1878. 
he Ae 
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THE OJAL VALLEY, CAL, 

Ses Six Or more Weeks ago my wanderings carrie me 
into one of the prettiest little nooks in all California, 

The Ojai Valley—or valleys rather, for there are two of them 
—commences about a dozen miles directly east of San Buena 

Ventura, on the Pacific coast. It is of the lower valléy that 

I wish tio speak. Itis about six miles long and two wide. 
Through it run two streams that never fail even in the dtiest 

season, while during the rains they are increased to two or 

three times the number, A portion of the yalley, almost one 

mile wide by two in length, is almost as level asa four, and 

is filled with grand old live and white oak trees, givin tue 

appearance of some old and well cared-for park. The whole 
valley is a Colorado park on a very small scale. (n all sides 

tise {he mountains like the sides of a Roman amphitheatre, 

With every hour's motion of the stin, with every passing 

cloud, these mountains have a different color, tone und saude, 

Sometimes they are coyered with heavy, threatening storm 
clouds, and sometimes they are bathed in the most terder and 
delicate shades of green. But it is at sunset that they are 
most strikingly beautiful. While the whole west is tilled 
with living, liquid, golden Jight, the mountains at the western 
end are in dark shade, but those at the eastern end are covered 
witha brilliant amethyst. Often have I watched the sunsets, 
and thought them unequaled by any I had seen elsewhere, 
A true sportsman should be a loyer of uature; bot in this 

happy valley he is. not confined to nature in her iganiinale 
forms. Game abounds in plenty at the proper season. In 
the Ventura River some fine trout are caught, Unfortunately 
my visit was made just before the close of tha season. When 
the water grows low, as it dous hy August, the fish retreat 
far tip the streams to the shades of the nurrow canyons to én- 
joy the cooler waters nearer their source. Owing to this fact 
Ttouk but few fish, But the qnails—the pretty, lively, ue- 
tive little quails—how they did abound! In the morning or 
evening they night be found in immense niinibers almost 
anywhere along the base of the foothills, or at mid-day by; 
thé streams, to which they go with the utimoxt repulariby, 
The middle of the day was usually too hot for walking, and 
so my friend D, fone of the best companions on a hint or 
anywhere else that I have ever had {he good fortune to meet) 
and myself used to go ont about half-past three in the aftei- 
noon and return about half-past five with well filled bags. 
One day we each had twenty ; another day | had twenly-two 
and D. not quite so many. We had quail to our heari's con- 
tent. Just as I was going away English snipe began to make 
their appearance on the lagunas. Rabbils were abundant 
enough, 
Tam not a good shot with a rifle, but had I allowed myself 

a week more in the yalley I would haye tried my hand on 
deer. Just asl was packing up word came to me that the 
deer were beginning to come into the valley in considerable 
numbers. One young man killed two in one morning within 
two miles of where I stayed, Ag I drove away, “Nick,” an 
Italian, a good hunter, called tome as [ passed him on the 
road, *‘ Oh, yout make mistake; you go too soon; deer come 
plenty now.” There isa hotel and a boarding-housé in tha 
little village of Nordhof", about the middle of the valley, at 
either of which one will be comfortably entertained, 

It was with a real reluctance that 1 packed iny trunk, put 
up my gun and turned my face from the Ojai. Pleasant 
hunts with my good friend; pleasant. socisl evenings and 
amusements with the ladies anil other guests at MckKys's 
boarding house, and a new measure of vigor, all combine to 
give the yalley a place among my happyremembrauces. 

Los Angelos, Cal., Nov. 22, 1878. Gd: 

ish Culture, 
Piso Brewprne my Canapa,—lIn his report on Fish Breed- 

ing in the Dominion of Canada, 1877, Mr. Samuel Wilmot, 

Esq,, has prepared 4 yery elaborate document which may 
well serve as a model of such reports. The particular charac- 

ter of the Canadian reports is found in |he extended and gir- 

cumstantial statistics gathered from every part of the broad 

field and so systematically arranged as to alford a clear and 

comprehensive exhibit of the condition of affuirs, IF the sey- 

eral reports of our own States do not show the work of the 
commissioners with the same exactness of figures, they are 

nevertheless scientifically yaluable because of their discussion 
of the various fish cultural methods in use, the natvaral history 
of the subject and its scientific bearings. 

The report now before us shows the work of the previous 
year to have been quite in advance of that of former years, 
both in plants and distributions. The totalnumbers of fry dis- 

tributed in the spring of 1877, from the seven establishments of 

Bedford, Miramichi, Restigouche, Gaspe. ‘Tadoussac, Sand- 

wich and Neweastle, were: salmon, 5,451,000; speckled trout, 

99,000 ; Califorria salmon, 7,000; whitefish, 7,950,000, or a 
total of over 13,500,000. The eggs laid down in the fall of 

the sate year were: Salmon, 6,004,000; salmon trons, 1,000,- 
000; speckled trout, 150,000; Qalifornia salmon, 40,000 
whitefish, 23,500,000, or a total of 30,604,000. 

The educational value of fle report is much enhanced by a 

series of pictorial illustrations, comprising eleven drawings, 

representing different views of the Neweastle Governiwent 
fish breeding institution and of the apparatus there in use, the 

whole deliniating as minutely as possible thu entire provess of 
the work. There are also accurate drawings of the salmon 

from the first development of the head in the oyum to fully- 

groin fishas it appearsat the spawniny season. ‘Che Mirami 
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chi establishment is also represented in a large illustration, | 
accompanying which is a special report. The document con- 
tains many facts of interest, and we shall from time to time 
avail ourselves of the fund of information it contains and lay 
the same before our readers. 

Se gt Se ee 
Abstract of the Biennial Report of the Fish 

Commissioners of the State of Vermont, 
for 1877-8. 

ite their Jast report, now before us, the Vermont Commis- 
sioners join the Massachusetts Commissioners in strongly 

condemning the selfish and unjust attitude assumed by Con- 

necticut in relation to the shad and salmon introduced into 

the Connecticut River. To this complaint of a lack of inter- 

State courtesy we have already referred, The Connecticut 
Lugislature allows the grecdy fishermen of that State to so in- 

terrupt the annual run of shad and salmon that their passage 

ihrough to Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont 
waters is almost wholly cut off. Tt is not to be expected that 

these latter States are 10 expend money year after year for the 
benefit of the fishermen at |he mouth of the river, Even the 
Connecticut Commissioners themselves appear to haye been 

unable to effect any remedy of the abuse. They confess that 
they are powerless to remove the causes of complaints. 

OF the re-st icking of the Merrimack the report speaks more 
encouragingly. Since the fishway at Lawrence, Mass., has 
been remodeled the returning fish have had free passige, and 
everything promises here agreat success, ‘The detailed ob- 
servations of tlie passage of tish has already been recorded in 
the Forgsr anp Srregam. 

Some attention has been given to the introduction of migra- 
tory fish into some of the waters emptying into Lake Cham- 
plain. Further effort here is held in abeyance until the 
necessary co-operation of Canada and New York can be 
secured. 
In previous years some twenty ponds have been stocked 

with black bass. In spite of early depredations upon the 
parent fish by unscrupulous spearmen and netters the fish 
have increased and multiplied, and now the ponds are well 
‘stocked, Although it is still too early to predict with cer— 
tainty fhe result of the plantings of land-locked salmon in 
1876, there is every reason to believe that the experiment will 
be attended with complete success. ‘Their introduction is 
‘still, however, an experiment. 

Stelts have been introduced into the tributaries of Lake 
‘Champlaim, ‘They haye so far done very well, and further 
elfurts in this direction will be made if the results appear to 
justify it. 

, Phe present laws relating to the capture of fish are found 
to be imeiivetual, because they are not properly enforced. 
he Commission suggests that in the public waters of the 
tate there shonld be the greatest possible freedom given to 

_ angling compatible with the efficient reproduction of fish, 
Hishing with nets ad seines should be more stringently regu- 
dated, and contined to October and November. Several statu- 

_ tory regulations, whose importance have long been recognized 
in other States, avé also very sensibly advocated, Whe re- 
port concludes with an advocacy of the present law relating 

trespass, in which the reasons for such a statute are yery 
‘clearly set forth. 

— +p, 

_ —Conmmissioner McDonald, of Virginia, writes: ‘The 
Salmon reported to haye been tuken in the Shenandoah must 
have been one of the ‘jand-locked’ placed by the Virginia 
Commission in the headwaters of the Shenandoah two years 
azo. It is hardly probable that fany of the Californias are 

How in the river.” 

glaiural History, 
THE PARTRIDGE FLY. 

Newarr, N. J., Dec. 23, 1878. 

(This insect is abont athird larger than a common house 
y, is black, a little slimmer in propurtion to size, longer 
nged and smaller; the proboscis or beak is broad at the 

base, about one-sixteenth of an inch long, and tapers to a 
point ; this beak at the base is flat transversely to the long 

axis of the body, consequently is V-shaped. This fly is 
found attending our pheasant or partridge wherever it exists, 

and at all seasons, whether hot or cold, wet or dry. When 

the bird starts to take wing the fly starts also, and, like the 
_ __ pilot-fish to the shark, keeps close to the bird’s head and neck 

until it alights or is shot down, when the fly stops on the bird 

and conceals itself under the feathers. It may also take 

shelter under the feathers of the bird in cold or storm. It is 
said Lo subsist on the excrements of the bird, and some are of 
the opinion that it breeds there also. The Wreeding of these 
insects 1s what mostly interests us, The last year in Penn: 
sylvania, southwestern New York and western New Jersey 
a large number of the young of the ruffed grouse have been 
destroyed by what is called a tick, which is lodged on and 

] eats into the neck, throat and head of young pheasants, and J 
stronly suspect that this tick isa product of this fy for tha 
following reasons: The tick is very tough, and unless greatly 
gorged with blood is hard to mash, and so is the fly ; indeed 
the fly will bear 4 pressure with the thumb-nailon a hard 
substance of ten or fifteen pounds; the beak 1s formed for 
burrowing and so must be that of the tick, and, though they 
are Occasionally found every season, their great number ap- 
pears to be attended with alarger number of ticks anda 
greater destruction of the young birds, ag noted the past 
season. ‘Che reproduction of this fly, probably, is by the in— 
sect depositing the blow (ovum) ou the neck of the young 
bird hetore it feathers, where it hatches and forms thé tick- 

i maggot (larva), as it may be properly called, and where it 
aubsists by eating into the neck of the bird until it develops 
into this peculiar fly. ‘Mhere are rarely more than three or 

J four flies with one bird; often there is but one, and they ap- 
pear mutual friends at this season of the year. 

] On bringing in a number of birds and reinoving them from 
your gaine bag, Meara warm stove, perhaps the first thing 
that will claim your attention will be cone of these flies, re— 

4 solved to alight on your neck. This he will persist in doing, 

AM ihe 

eyen though you may slap at hima dozen times, If you are | in the subjoined letter is one of the most novel, Abou 
not acquainted with the fly, the visitor will pass for a bother- 
some house-fly, and you may never be wiser unless you get 6 
crack at him on some hard substance, when, on giving him a 
good hard slap, you will be surprised to find that he does not 
mind it more than a piece of India-rubber. Until within a 
few weeks I have been accustomed to regard the ticks on the 
partridge as the wood-tick, such as we seé on dogs, foxes, 
minks, rabbits, etc., and it never occurred to me otherwise 
until the fly suggested it; and now, from my memory of the 
partridge tick and wood-tick, Iam persuaded they differ. 

STRAIGHT-BoRE. 
We are under obligations to our friend “ Straight-Bore” 

for the information which his interesting communication con- 
veys, and while we do not think he quite succeeds in estab- 

lishing the connection between the so-called tick and the fly, 

we think that it is by no means unlikely that such a connec- 

tion may exist. The probabilities are more in favor of this 

view of the case, if, as we think, the fly belongs to the family 
LHippeboscide, a group of flies which are parasitic on the deer, 

sheep and some birds. The young of the species of this group 
are not produced from eggs in the usual way, but are brought 

forth alive, and in the pupa state somewhat resémble a wood- 

tick, but haye only six les. They live upon the blood of the 

animal to which they areattyched. Dr, Packard has deseribed 
one from a great horned ow! tiuder the name /Hippabosca 

tubonis. We hope before luug to receive specimens of 

this fly, which we shall submit to a competent entomologist, 
from whom we may expect to receive very full information 

on this subject. Weshall be pleased to receive from Mr, 

Hope, whose note we print below, the specimens to which he 

refers. They can be sent to ns by mail in a small hottle of 
alcohol. We feel confident from the interest taken in this 
subject by sportsmen in general that we shall before iong be 
able lo accumulate some interesting facts with regard to this 

parasite. F 

There can be little doubt that the flies referred to by Straight 

Bore belong to the family Hippoboscidw, and this is the more 

probable from the fact that this family is viviparous, and that 

the young assume a shape not unlike that of a wood tick, but 
having, of course, only six legs, and are parasitic on many 

birds and mammals. Dr. A. 8. Packard has described a 

species (H. dubonis) which was taken from a great horned 

owl, and we would refer our readers to his ‘‘ Guide to the 
Study of Insects” for a figure of the young. Wehope shortly 

to be able to clear this matter up satisfactorily: 

Sommrset, O,, Dec., 28, 1878, 
Eprroz Fores? Anp STREAM: ‘ 

T notice in your issue of Dec. 19 an article on parasites on 
the ruffed grouse and their supposed effect in destroying the 
young birds. I haye noticed these parasites on the adult 
birds for many years, and wondered that no sporting writer 
or naturalist (at least those with whom 1am familiar) should 
have mentioned them. I have never seen the grub, or young, 
of the insect, as I never had a young grouse, or any grouse, 
in my hands in the summer season; but I have noticed five 
or six on One bird in the fall, and have in two or three in- 
stances noticed them on quail. They are about the size of a 
house-ily, with larger wings and a leathery, bat-like uppear- 
ance. : 
You say you have never scen a specimen. I have two, 

preserved in alcohol, which I will send you if you wish it. 
Say how you want them sent. I haye no doubt but that in 
wet seasons, when the young birds cannot readily find dust 
in which to wallow, that these parasites would prove very des- 
tructiye. Yours, Q, H. Hops, 

a 

THE WHIPPOORWILL. 

New York, Dee. 21, 1878. 
EpItToR FOREST AND STREAM AND RoD and GUN; 

Now that the eel question is Settied, please give us juformution re- 

garding the whippoorwill, Webster detines lt as a species of the night- 

huwk. itis doubbed, and by many believed to be a distinct apecies. 
T, HE. P. 

[The whippoorwill is perfectly distinct from the night— 

hawk.—En. } 
es 

Intrrestina Papsrs.—We have recently received from the 

authors two papers issued by the Engineer Department at 

Washington, which are of great interest to naturalists. The 

first of these is a ‘* Report upon the Neptiles and Batrachians 

Collected during the Years of 1875, 1876 and 1877 in Cali- 

fornia, Arizona and Nevada,” by Dr. H. CG. Yarrow and H. 

W. Henshaw, both of whom have been long and favorably 
known both te naturalists and the general public for the ex- 

cellent work which they have done in connection with Lt. G. 

M. Wheeler's Geographical Survey West of the 100th Meri- 
dian. The superb volume on the zoology of this survey, 

which was issued some time since, was in a very considerable 

part, the work of these two writers, and would speak emphati- 
cally enough in their behalf even if they had never done any 
other scientific work, Besides this, their pamphlets and 

shorter publications'in various periodicals have been numer- 

ous and yaluable, 
Tn the paper now under consideration thirty-nine species 

are mentioned, of which one—Bu/fo copei—is new to science. 

Very full synonomy of all the species noticed is given, and 
the notes on the habits and relationships of the various forms 

are extreniely interesting. 
‘A List of Marine Fishes Collected.on the Coast of Cali- 

fornia, near Santa Barbara, in 1875, with Notes,” is by the 
same authors, ‘Twenty species are noticed, one of the most 

interesting of which is the viviparous perch (Cymatogaster 
aggregatus, Gibbons), an account of which was published in 

Forzst anp STREAM some years since. 
——$_$__$__—_- 4 ———_____—_ 

Oare Pigeons ann How ro Carrure THem.—Of all 
modea of capturing birds that described by our correspondent 

the vexed question of the pigeon’s edibility, we confess, 
we are unable to decide. We have visited half a 
dozen ships, and found ever so many men who have ‘* been 

around the Cape,” and, while one spoke high in praise of the 
flavor of the bird, another néyer knew of their being eaten, 

and a third never heard of them. ‘We did not confound the 
Cape pigeon and the albatross. Sailors differ as much as 
other people in their superstitions, and while some tars may 

relish the flesh of a sea bird, others may refrain from it with ~ 

superstitious dread : : 

In your issue of the 28th ult, there is some confusion as to 
the birds alluded to under the caption, ‘* Albatross and Oape 
Pigeon,” the latter being clearly confounded with the stormy 
petrel or Mother Carey's chicken. So far as the sailors being 
superstitious as to the capture of the Cape pigeon, which is of 
a black and white color and about the size of a tame pigeon, 
their catching is looked upon as an amusing recreation for the 
younger passengers on board, and occasionally for the sailors 
themselyes. I have caught many molly mawks, a bird of the 
same description, but of smaller size, but never heard of their 
being edible before, and their rank smell isenough to convince 
most people who have handled them that it would require a 
very good cook indeed to fix them up into an eatable dish. 
The only use I have ever seen them put to has been the pre- 
servation of their pinion bones for pipe.stems. I have never 
seen cne shot, the method ot capture being the dropping over- 
board of a pork-baited hook at the end of a log-line, the bait 
being kept stationary (to the limit of the line) by board floats. 
The albatross is very suspicious, and will touch nothing in mo- 
tion; so as soon as the line has run out it must be reeled up 
and the process begun anew. Hauling a good-sized albatross 
lip & quarter of a mile with wings and flat feet set against the 
water is good work for three or four men. Most are labeled 
and collared and lef go again. 

In Southern latitudes the Cape pigeons follow a ship in 
thousands. They are canght as follows: A common bottle 
cork is tied to the end of along piece of thread and trailed 
behind the stern so that the cork touches the water. This 
gives the required tension or tautness to the thread. As the 
birds fly in clouds from side to side astern, some of them con- 
stantly strike the thread with the wing, and the resistance is 
enough to turn them over it, when the thread is wrapped 
round the wing and the bird is hauled on board, It is no ex- 
ageeration to say that hundreds are thus caughtinaday. I 
remember when sailing to India on board the ship St. Law- 
rence, with troops, in 1861, and a ship full of passengers, that 
on the 1st of September (the opening day of sport in England) 
we first struck pigeons, and sweepstakes as to numbers soon 
took the place of the excitement of hauling a single bird on 
board. As well as I can recollect, wa caught over 600 to half 
a dozen corks, Against such numbers of pigeons I saw but 
one stormy petral caught on that or any other voyage. The 
ship's doctor, a young surgeon named Garner, caught one on 
his thread. He took ito his cabin, where, being an enthu- 
siastic naturalist, he proposed to kill and skin it. It was his 
first voyage, and he was much elated at securing the specimen. 
Half an hour afterward «a deputation from the crew, headed 
by a boatswain’s mate numed Hawes, arrived to beg him to 
let the bird go, or some dira calamity would happen. He 
agreed to do what they wished, but killed and preserved the 
bird as soon as their backs were turned, a fact which came to 
their knowledge later on, when they grumbled exceedingly at 
the risk he had put the whole ship to. I forgot whether it 
was on the following Christmas or New Year's Day, but on 
one of them while the St, Lawrence was at anchor in the 
Hooghly, off Calcutta, the Doctor dropped dead off his chair 
alter dinner from heart disease, and, on w visit which I shortly 
afterward paid the yessel to liquor up those who had brought 
me through a four months’ voyage, the sailors, one and all, 
gravely attributed his death to bis slangher of the Mother 
Carey’s chicken ; and I am conyinced that meddling with 
another on any future yoyage would haye provoked that ship’s 
company almost to mutiny. Umigur. 

-o 

DesTRuoTIveNEss OF AN Orrer.—An instance provin 
that fish otters are able to catch even the largest of the inlan 
water fish has been communicated to the German Fishing 
Gazette as having happened in Norway. ‘The fresh remains 
of an otter meal have been discoveréd a few days ago pon 
the banks of the Lardalsely in Norway, consisting of the 
head and tail-end of salmon. The weight of the head was 
six pounds, and that of the tail-end up to the lowest point 
of the dorsal fin, twenty English pounds. The marks of the 
forepaws of the otter upon the tail-end of the salmon indicated 
clearly that the otter must have caught hold of the fish at the 
tail, and that he had let himself be dragsed along by the 
salmon until the latter's strength had been entirely exhausted, 
when it fell an easy prey to its enemy. To judge from the 
preportions of the discovered remains, the total weight of the 
salmon could not be estimated at leas than fifty pounds ; the 
otter having, therefore, in one single meal, devoured some 
twenty-five pounds of fish-esh.—Az. 

We have had some queer experiences of this kind ourselves 

in the course of many years wanderings. Once on the Nepigon 

River we ran a rope through the gills of two twelve-pound 

lake trout which we had caught by trolling, and left them in 

the water by the riverside with the rope made fast to the 
stem of a sapling, hoping to boil them for next) day's meal. 
In the morning they were missing, with the rope cut, After 
a brief search along the shore we found the head of one of 

them protruding from the bank, and taking hold of it, found 
the body eaten off to the shoulders. A mink had tried to 

drag it into its hole tail foremost, but being too large, it stuck, 
and the mink made the best he conld of his reprisal. ‘The 

fish weighed three times as much as the mink, 
Seals are vastly more destructive to fish than minks or otters, 

During a long cruise on the Labrador coast we observed their 

ravagesevery day. Pound nets are set all along shore for sal- 

mon, many of which are taken and smoked or salted. But twice 

asmany would be caught but for the seals. At almost any time, 
hy silently watching, we could detect the+round bullet heads 
of one or more seals in the water inside or outside of the 
pounds, and on inspecting the net abundant evidence of their 
destructive work could be found. They seldom, if ever, de- 
voured an'entite fish, but contented themselves with a bite at 
this and at that one, mutilating a large number, and almost 
impoverishing the poor fishermen. Once a memberof our 

‘ 
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parly paid a silver dollar for a fine salmon which he laid on 4) at sunset it was 44 and this morning at sunrise it was 84. 
rock nearshore, while he stepped away momentarily on an | Now, 
errand. He came back just in time to sec the seal in the 
water with the sulnion in his mouth, 

Woodlend, Harm and Garden, 

TEXAS CLIMATOLOGY—CUPID AWD 
IONA. 

Vapors, aud clonds, and storms. Bé these my tieme! 
These! That exalt tue soe! to solemn thonghr, 
Aud heavenly musing, 

JAMES THOMPSON. 
Hprron Forest aND Stream : 

Tf such weather as we have been having for some time 
should continue much longer, I guess you will have to write 
me down either asa‘ poic” or a lunatic. I will stake this 
winter of ours, as far as if lias gone in the point of ugliness 
and pure cussedness, against any winter in any country on 
the globe, It was ushered in by a succcession of rains, usually 
accompanied with a entting north wind, filling all the lund 
with slop and confining every fellow reniorselessly within 
doors, No plowing, no planting of trees, no riding, no shoot- 
ing in such weather as this, Nothing to do but to chafe 
around one’s fireside like a hyena or Texas peccary in a cage. 
And I can’t sea where the “heavenly musings” and exalta- 
tion of the soul, which Thompson speake of in the above ex- 
tract as being due to winter's ugliness, camein at. Jam con- 
vinced that’ he never wrote that poem in the winter and did 
not know whathe was talking about. Itis a poetic falsehood 
—and all posts are extraordinary liars—on a par with that de- 
claration of Horace, that if he were placed among the ice- 
bergs of the North Pole, among polar bears, or in the deserts 
of Gaetulia, among lions, he would still sing of Lalage all the 
same asunder his own vinesand olives. As for myself, 1 
feel more like cussing than singing, and [ assure you [ have 
of late done an imimoderate share of that former. In fact, I 
seriously doubted if I could ever go to heaven if the weather 
were always ugly, ; 
Gn Friday morning before Christmas there was a prospect 

that all of this was going to break. ‘The sun peeped out 
from behind the clouds, and the gentle north breezus fell 
asleep. The mockiog-bird, who had not uttered a note fora 
whole month, flew to the tops of the trees and poured forth 
his sonlin a melody of delight. Poor soul, he thought his 
greatness was a-ripening! And so did I think that mine was. 
_I ordered my traps for a trip I had been putting off from day 
to day and week to week for more than a month, and felt 
happy that I would be off on the morrow. But at 4 o'clock 
that evening great blue clouds beganto puif up from the 
north, and quicker then one can say Jack Robinson, a terrific 
Arctic wave rushed down upon us. Ino a few moments the 

~ blue clouds had covered the whole heavens, not even leaving 
a erack whee you could stick a pin. The mercury fell from 
475 to 81, aod my spirits fell from 150 to zero. T ordered iny 
traps to be laid aside, and there they lie yet without much 
prospect of their soon being called for, Soon the blue clouds 
began to precipitate a musty rain, mingled with hailstones 
about as big as mustard seeds, and the devil was to play gen- 
erally, This inordinate and most monstrous state of affairs 
continued unremilttingly till the next Thursday evening, when 
the sun went down io acloudless sky. And now here was a 
spectacle rarely Witnessed in this region. The rain as it fell 
had all turaed to ice on the trees, the grass, the roofs of the 
houses, the fences, and eyen upon the backs of the hogs, cows 
and chickens ; and when the setting sun threw its red rays 
upon all of these, it looked asif the whole world had been 
converted into flaming mirrors. My thres-years-old boy 
Went into raptures and danced until I thought he was likely 
to turn “‘poie™* like his father. Just as the sun disappeared 
the norther ceased, and a night of wonderful beauty came on. 
All the heavens were throbbing with stars, which seemed fen 
times More brilliant than ever, [t was a glory to look upon 
the flashing Sirius and the gaudy Canopus changing the hue 
of his light every second. And there hung the young modu 
close by the great white Jupiter, It was nice, but thougn it 
was cold, Llooked at the thermometer antl 1) showed 20. 
“Now,” said 7, *‘our oranges are gone. ‘The mercury will 
fall ten degrees during the night, and that willslay *em!” £ 
went to bed with a mind perfectly resigned, for what is the 
use of feeling bad over that which cannot be helped ? 

Tt has heen my habit for many years to sleep for the most 
partin the open air. My bed-room has five windows—iwo 
opening on the north, two on the south and one on the east, 
and [ always keep the sash out, closing only the blinds when 
the weather isioclement. But that particular night got away 
with me, though I had three heavy blankets and a quilt piled 
upon me, and after midnight [ crept down stairs into more 
comfortable quarters. I haven't been up into |hat room since. 
When morning broke I hurried to my thermometer, and to 

my surprise found it at 28, the mercury having fallen only 
one degree during the night. J examined my orange trees, 
and some of thém Jooked like the angel of death had been in 
their top limbs, but nowhere else. 1 have watched them ever 
since and am now satisfied that they have receiyed no injury 
whulever; so-the truth is now ascertained, that the orange 
will stand font degrees of frost without injury, I have but} 

Jemon—whieh is considered tnuch more tender than the 
calede sand that also escaped unscathed. I would like to 
know exactly how many degrees of frost the orange will 
stand without injury. Who can tell? Will not some of your 
Florida readers pive us their experience on this pot? 

T have been talking with the oldest citizens about this cold 
Snap, and they say that itis the coldest since 1869, when the 
mercury fell, as some say, to 21 for afew hours. They may 
be right, but 1 was here then and cannot recollect such exces- 
sive cold. ‘hese old citizens also say that years ago our 
winters wer’ Wuite severe, and that they have been steadily 
becoming more moderate, I believe this is tue, Vecause it 
is only within the last three years that we in Houston have 
had bearing oranges. Why is this thus? Is it cultivation 
and the thickening population duing the work? May be the 
Vii Superit tempering the wind to the shorn lamb; gad I 
think some of the Jambs 1 eed it badly enouyn. 

And righ here comes a little thought which I know Dr. 
Draper, whose ‘‘ Oonflict Between Science aud Religion” | 
haye just read with a grea! deal of interest, will laugh at me 
for if he ever seesit. Ido think there is some Power which 
occasionally interrupts the regular operation of His laws to 
preven: harm to His creatures: in other words, that He tem- 
ers the wind to the shorn lamb. 1s not that little fact that 
haye just giyen you an instance of it? T have noticed tor 

years that afinet eyely night in this climate the mercury falls 
from ten to twenty degrees. 

why was il, not 18 tae other morning instead of oniy 
28, when it) was 29 the evening before? I have noticed this 
twice wilbin the last few days. May not this be an interpo- 
sition 10 arrest a regular operation? Suppose the mercury 
Ran fallen ten dewrees or more as usual that night. 1 shudder 
) contemplate the ruin that would have been wrought. Let 

the hard sGientisis say what they choose, but I do believe 
with all. my heart and all my soul that there isa power who 
often inlérvenes to do us good and saye us from harm, 
whether we deserve it or not. Thatis the exercise of a Gad- 
like heart as well as a Godlike power. 

But to return to the muttou. ‘The weather has moderated, 
The thermometer now says 41, but the clouds are again omu- 
nous and the tail end of the gentle north wind is still upon 
us, Ah, me! his tailis far better than his head. There is 
no telling where this thing is going to end. I was very 
anxious to send you a weather report from all portions of 
Texas on our coldest day—-the 26th—bat unfortunately the 
telegraph wires were everywhere obstructed, and theta was 
mo getling thera that day. But yesterday's weather report 
in to-day’s Galveston Vex is curious. At Galveston yester- 
day, at 8:30 Pr, y., the thermometer marked 39, wind north; 
at Denison, about 400 miles north, thermometer 82, wind 
northwest ; at Griffla, 500 or 600 miles northwest, thermome- 
ter 43, wind southeast; at Davis, 700 or 800 miles northwest, 
and further south, thermometer 49, wind southwest ; Fagle 
Pass, On the Rio Grande, thermometer 44, wind southeast; at 
Brownesvillen ar the mouth of the Rio Grande, thermometer, 
50, wind northeast; at Indianola, on the Gulf, about, midway 
between Brownesville and Galveston, thermometer 39, wind 
east. This shows that this singular wind is blow- 
ing in a greai circuit all around the State of Texas. 
With streams shooting out here and there and running every 
which way. or instance, 2 stream seems to leave the great 
current somewhere about Hagle Pass and flow straight north, 
hitting Stockton from the south, while another breaks out be- 
tween Davis and Griflin, flowing dead to the southand hitting 
Mason from the north. When it is considered that Mason and 
Stockton are not very far from the same line of latitude, and 
only about 200 miles apart, this looks singular. The great 
timbered region of Hastern Texas seems to interfere with the 
circuit of the wind, pushing it somewhat to the west, for if 
the circuit was a perfect one ths wind should hit Galveston 
from the northeast instead of the north. But this is now not 
a rue norther. Lt is a beggarly, villainous nondescript, and, 
in my opinion, portends ugly unsettled weather. The true 
norther always hits every pluce from a few points west of 
north. 

OUFID AND IONTA, 
I said [had fo turn ‘‘pote” in self-defense against the in- 

clemency, and now I make you another translation—not this 
fime from Horace, but from an old Portuguese sonneteeér. 
My five-year old girl pronounced it ‘* bootiful,”’ but my three- 
year old boy most positively declares *‘It is not.” In my 
yersiou of it Tagree with the boy, but in the old Portuguese's 
version Lagree with the kind little girl. Idedicate it to any 
pretty girl who may be named Ionia : 

Of late the little god Cupid 

Strayer away from his fir mother's eyes, 

Anu he wept in a manner so stupid , 

Thathe filled all the yale with his cries. 

Te wandered o'er plain and through wood, 

And of all whom he chanced to see, 

He implored that they'd be so sweet-good 

As to tell where dear mamma might be. 

His quiver, so lately his pride, 
Dropt his darts unobserved to the pia; 

And lis bow seemed to say, at his side, 
“T will never shvot arrow again." 

And while in this piteous plight— 

Wilh the tears streaming down his sweet facs— 
He saw, with unbounded selight, 

Toni, 4 maid of much grave, 

When she heard theyeomplaint that he made, 

She told him in words yery sweet, 
While the amiles on her dimpled chesks played, 

‘iat Soon his dear ma he should meet, 

But the Little gol raised up his head ; 

Tier lips with warm kisses he plies, 
And—‘ For Venus T ¢4ré not,’ he said, 
“As long as I look io thine eyes,” 

That reminds me of the frozen alder which the ald farmer 
put Info bis bosom to thas, and which being thawed, stung 
the good farmer. Love is a dangerous thing, Mr. Wditor, 
even for old fellows like you an: me. N. A. T. 

Houston, Teaas, Dec. 28, 1878. 

Che Aennel. 
THE NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL 

CLUB. 

ROM the letters of Mr, Munson, which we print below, 
it will be seen that there has been a reorganization of 

the National American Kennel Olub, with such an abrogation 

of the rules regarding the admission of candidates as should 
result in a very large membership. In the election of Mr. 

Sterling, of the St. Louis Kennel Club, a gentleman of large 
means and an enthusiastic lover of the dog, as president, the 

club has done wisely and well, The immediate publication 
of the ‘* Kennel Stud Book” is a duty which is owed to the 
general public, who haye furnished, in the pedigrees of their 
dog, the material for it; and we may be allowed to remark 
here thatthe bool would have been published two years ago 
if our own Register had not been handed over to the club. 

We huve been accused, by members of the N. A. K. C., of 

being antagonistic to their assogiation, abd if may not be vut 

of place for us here to state our position in the premises. In 

the first place we will say that as faras the members of the 
club are concerned, or, for thai matter, the club itself, we 

have no inlagonistic fevlingzs whatever ; und, moreover, 

when we are asstired that the elu) is about todo anythiog 

that will promote the well being of alk matters pertaining to 
For meatance; Last evening | the dog, or that 1b is able to do so, if will receive our heartiest 

support. What we are opposed to is anything that has for 
its ends or aims the furthering of the interests of professional 
dog breakers, or those who make thejr living solely by dog 

breeding or breaking, as against the interests of sportsmen, or 

those who breed and keep dogs for amusement only. If one 
of the first acts of the National American Kennel Club, pro- 

vided if possesses the power, shall be to so reform field trials 

that gentlemen sportsmen may have equal chances in running 

their dogs wilh the professional breakers, they will already 
have earned the gratitude of all who take, or would take, an 

interest in these events, We might remark kere, en passant, 

that it was perhaps unfortunate that at the important meeting 

of the club noted below the professional breaker of the St. 

Louis Kennel Club—worthy man though he may be—shonld 

have been appointed one of a committee oftwoto form a code 
of rules for Field Trials. 

Our reasons for not haying hitherto given the N. A. K. Gia 

warmer support are as follows: The National Kennel Club 

has been likened—to abbreviate its title—to the National 

Trotting Association; and ifs members and supporters are 
fond of making the similitude. Now, the Trotting Agso- 

ciation is composed of all, or nearly all, the JIocal trot- 
ting associations in the country,each of which sends dele- 

gates to the annual conventions with power to frame 

rules for the guidance of all. It the N. A. K. ©. was organ- 

ized in the same manner, and ifs members were delegates 

from the different clubs and societies under whose auspices 
Dog Shows and Field Trials aré held, then there wonld be 
somé similarity. But the N, A. Kk. C. is composed of private 

individuals who not only frame rules which they would have 

adopted by working associations, but they even arrogate ta 

thems¢élves the right to appoint & “ Board of Appeals’ which 
is to review disputed cases occurring al dog shows held by 

regularly organized corporalions [t 1s extremely improbable 

that any of the large kennel clubs would pay much attention 

to any action taken by this ‘“‘ Board of Appeal” if it offered ta 
interfere with their decisions. In fact, we know that a joint 

committee will be appointed by two of the principal clubs to 

actas a board cf appeals on cases occurring at either of their 

shows, Unfortunately, ‘* National Associations” have not 

been successful in this country, nor do we anticipate that they 

ever will be until they are properly organized in a parliament- 

ary manner. The National Sportsmen's Association may he cited 

as acasein point. We have now explained our position and 

sentiments regarding the N. A. K. ©, If it can show to us 
and the public its ability as well as its inclination to effect re- 

forms it will have the heartiest?support of bof. ta Jegiti- 
mite purpose appears to us to be the publication of the Ken- 

nel Stud Book, and little beyond that. Tf it attempts to in- 

terfere with the work of regularly-incorporated and legitimate. 

ly constructed clubs it will have its hands full. The letters 
of Mr, Munson, the Secretary, are as follows: 

Nationan American Keynun Crop,) 
St. Louis, Dec. 28, 1878. fs 

Eprror Forest aANp StREAM: 
At the annual meeting of the National American Kennel 

Club, held at Nashville, Tenn., on Deéc. 2 anid 6 of this 
month, the following business was transacted : The first edi- 
tion of 750 copies of the stud book was ordered printed at 
once, and the secretary was instructed to receive entries for 
Vol. IL, also to take advertisements for Vol. I. at $25 per 
page. The secretary has charge of the disposal of the stud 
bouk when printed. Section 7 of the coustitution making 
the initiation fee $15 « necessary part of membership was 
suspended for that meeting, and until the next, annual meet- 
ing. The following new members were proposed and elected : 
D, C. Sanborn, Kh. B. Morgan, M. C. Campbell, J. F. Nichol- 
son, M. l, Brown, M. D. Collier, Geo, B. Clason, Gen. W- 
H. Jackson, J. T. ‘Trezevant, R. G. Nesbitt, W. 6. Shattue, 
J. H. Dew, Capt. Patrick Henry, John Fottler, Jr., Ino. W. 
Munson, J. Y. Ross, Gen, ‘I, J. Churchill, £. lL. Martin, 
Joho Nesbitt, Dr. Steele, H. C. Pritchett, E. C. Nichols, 
Anthony Higgins, ©. O. Mafiit, V. L. Kirkman, Dr. Riwlings 
Young, J. V. Cowling, J. M. Taylor, Henry Bishop, A. M, 
Waddell, Samuel B. Duffy. 
The following officers were elected for 1879: President, E. 

C. sterling, St. Louis; 1st Viee—Pres,, Theo. Morford, New- 
ton, N. J.; 2d Vice-Pres., P. HW. Bryson, Memphis; See. J. W, 
Munson, St. Louis; Treas., lL. H. Smith, Strathroy, Canada. 
Executive Committee—Luther Adams, Boston, Chairman: 
M. C. Campbell, Spring Hill Tenn; E. F. Stoddard, Dayton, 
O.; Jno. E. Long, Detroit, Mich.: J. W. Poster, Leesburg, 
Va. E. C, Sterling, J. H. Dew, Luther Adams, Capt. 
Patrick Henry and Li, H. Smith were appointed a Committee 
on Bench Show Rules. \ 

Annual meetings of the club are to be held hereafter on the 
evening of the first day of the field trials. A Board of Ap- 
peals was created, and a section to that effect added to the 
constitution. The board for 1879 is as follows: J. H. Dew, 
Chairman; J. A. Nichols, 1. ¥. Stoddard, HE. C. Nichols, A, 

iggins. 
ais Committee on Field Trial Rules, appointed in May, 
1878, reported, but not being able to agree on anything satis 
factory, a new committee ot two, with the president an ex- 
officio member, was appoiuted to frame a code of rules, 
wiich, when reported, are to be accepted and considered the 
rules of the club for 1879; Capt. Patrick Henry and G. B. 
Whitford appointed on the committee, j 
The bench show rules, as amended, will be sent to the 

papers the first week in Juquary in pamphlet form, The 
élub decided to give field trials on quail some time in the fall 
of 1879, place and time to he decided on hereafter, 

Mr, U, B. Whitford acted as secretary pre tem. during both 
sessions of the club. 

Yours truly, Jno. W. Munson, Sec, 

Eviror Forrs AND STREAM: 
The conslitulion and by-laws, and the bénch show rules of 

the N. A. K. Clab, wili be published in pamphlet form, and 
ready for delivery the first week of January. Copies can be 
had on Application to your paper orto me, The field trial 
rules will be ready by April 1, and will be published promptly. 
New members, for the present, are not balloted for. To be- 
come a member of the National American Kennel Club now 
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it is only neceseary to pay 5, which is the entire expense at 
membership for the year 1879. ‘ 
Respectfully, Joun W. Munson, Sec. 

—-9-— 

THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS. 

Sa. Louis, Dec. 30, 1578, 
Epitor Forrest AND STREAM: 

To replying to the statements of Mr. Mulliken in your issue 
of (he 26th inst., wherein he attempts to whip me over Mr. 
Rowe's back, I would premise by saying that you undoubted- 
ly recognize this matter as a personal fight between the 
judges themselves, and between the judges and the public, 
but would add that | am convinced you will in the interest of 
future shows and fieid trials admit to your columns such eyi- 
dence as is necessary to show the true position of each, 

I do not propose to simply declare some ‘‘ facts” are false, 
but will prove them so by testimony of a character not to be 
impeached, and to show the position of the Hon. gentleman 
on the 27th day of Nov., I offer the following extract from 
his letter to me of that date: ‘I believe allthe judges acted 
on all decisions honestly and according to their best judgment, 
and outsiders have nothing to do with the matter,” and adds: 
** | have the kindest feelings toward you and Mr, Davidson, 
whatever may be said by any one hostile to either.” All of 
which is in strange contrast with his allusions to me in his 
‘statements concerning Mr. Rowe. 
of that gent eman walking arm in arm with one of the judges, 
one would think he considered such an act a crime; it this is 
the case we would like his objections, and as I plead guilty of 
being the judye this is aimed at, I not only acknowlcdge the 
charge, but will say with pleasure, that on more than one occa- 
sion I was so close to the editor of Forms awp Sarmancthat Mr, 
Muiliken could not tell upon oath whether or not we also 
Were *‘ arm iu arm,” and, as many will bear me witness, there 
Were timus during the trial that this Hon, gentleman could 
not have told wheather we were two or a myriad. It is au 
actual fact, Mr, Hditor, thaf, 1 sat on the ground with Mr. 
Hallock while he made a plan of the battle over Nellie, and it 
is with a high appreciation of that gentleman’s worth that J 
take pleasureiu recording the fact that he favored my posi- 
tion and complimented me for haying convinced a Scotch- 
man, 

The version of the controversy in régard to Nellie's point, 
as given by Mr, Mulliken, must appear to those of your 
readers that have ever witnessed a field trial, either a poor at- 
tempt to cover a fraud, or an error of judgment that a school- 

It is easy to see how there boy shou'd blush to commit. 
may be a difference of opinion between a point and a flush, 
or a false point and nothing ; but between a point and a false 
poiit there is no roomfor discussion, as it is positively one 

The one is a point where thing or tthe other beyond a doubt. 
no bird is found, and the other a bona jide point on game, 
which is proven by the presence of a bird within reasunable 

Now, the facts in re- 
lation to the disputed point made by Nellie are strictly as fol- 
disiance of where the point is made. 

lows: She waded a bird jnto 4 slough and for a log distance 
down wind, finally making a firm stand, which Mr, Mulliken 
wes first to accept, saying to me: ‘There, I cull thata 
pint,” to which lagreed. As Mr. Sanborn walked in to put 
up the bird his dog ranged off to the right, having passed the 
bird lying about twenty feet to the left of her point; Mr. 
Mulliken, taking it for granted that there was no bird there, 
proceeded to mark the dog a demerit for a false point, tu 
which Mr. Sanborn objected. Ithen said to give the dog a 
chance to find the bird, and told Mr. Sanborn that unless she 
did find a bird we should be obliged to score her a false point. 
Before I had finished the sentence, Mr. Davidson, who had 
been some distance to the rear and right of us, came up be- 
tween Mr. Mulliken and myself and flushed the bird within 
wenty feet of where the dog had established her point. This 
of course was the necessary proof that the point was not, false, 
aod [at once gaye her credit forit, Mr. Davidson, who evi- 
dently had not seen the whole work, appeared very much 
surprised that J should give a dog a point for a bird he had 
finshed while the dog was in motion, and he became so en- 
razed at the idea that it Was some time before I could make 
him understand that the dog had once established a point on 
the bird and we were looking for it as he came up and flushed 
it, Mr. Mulliken, it would seem, had already scored the 
false point that he expected she would get, and had not changed 
it when the bird was found; so just as Mr. Davidson bean to 
see through the matter he looked over Mr. Mulliken’s score, 
found Nellie charged with a false point and marked the same on 
his own. J endeavored to show Mr. Mulliken how he had 
erred, and about all he had to say was that he had ordered 
the dog to road up the bird, He was willing to acknowledge 
that the dog had established a point, and a bird was found 
that ‘might have been" the one she pointed, but he seemed 
fo haye an idea that this particular dog shonld have walked 
Straight to the bird and put it up. Mr. D. again put 10 his 
oar and gave me to undersiand that it was two against one, 
and in repls I think he uaderstood me to say I saw clearly 
through his little game and did not propose to see the dog 
fraudulently dealt with; and 1 am sorry to say it was only 
after much emphatic languageon my part that he consented 
to see (he matter as it really stood, and changed his score to 
avree with mine Mr. Mulliken’s statement, that the point 
was granted by two judges against one to heal the disturbance, 
would come with a poor grace from him even if it was true; 
for two judges that would so far forget their duty to other 
competitors as to grant what they were positive a dog was 
not entitled to must surely have a poor Opiniva of themselves, 
to say the least of if. And now, to draw as mild a close as 
possible on Mr. Mulliken, I can truly say I fully agreed with 
Mr. Davidson in the early part of thetrial, thatit would not 
do to depend on his judgment, Mr. D. considering him 
wholly uofit for the position. This fact became more ap- 
parent as the trials progressed, which Mr. Dayidson thought 
fo turn to Account by changing his tactics to bidding for his 
yote, hoping thereby, according to the plan of eight to seven, 
to sit down on my score and place bis favorites with the con- 
sent of his colleague. For the damage doneI hold Mr. 
Davidson personally responsible, and pity Mr. Mulliken for 
his weakness. 

On the small target Mr. Davidson set up in a recent issue 
of Foussr anp Sreram, right here let me make a ‘' bull’'s- 
eye ” with shells of his own Inading. He says, and declares 
he can prove if, that his score in the Nursery stakes was 
eopied from mine, but in his manipulations to establish 
another point his right hand so far Joses its cunning that he 
sends for publication in the Chicago #'eld an entirely differ- 
ent seore thet he sweurs is mine, Now, according to his 
statement as recorded in the Forgsr Anp Stream over hig 
own signature, and his other statement as recorded in Chicago 
#iedd wader “Shamrock,” it becomes apparent that he has 

From the way he speaks 

was corroborated by several others as to its eflicacy. 

have never recommended it from personal experience, nor 

soould we ever even suggest it for puppies. 

“FOREST AND STRE 
Jost his little hatchet when we look at the official score; for 
he slearly says his score is from mine, and our scores must, 
according to his showing, be official; and since this score, 
which he paraded at Detroit for the purpose of proving his 
honest capacity to judge their show and afterward sent to 
“Shamrock ” for publication, is not like the official score, he 
no doubt will take back one or the other of his statements 
rather than stand convicted of a falsehood by his own testi- 
mony. I have still another stick of his own rearing, and will 
use it precisely as I found it, additional weight not heing 
necessary to break it to atoms. ‘his is word for word what 
he wrote to a competitor; ‘‘Mr. M, and Tf think you were 
unjustly kept oul of a point which you were entitled to, by 
Mr, Whitford, on his responsibility nlone, without speaking 
anything to the other judges about the matter.” 
He strengthens his statement by assuring the gentleman 

that both himself and Mr. Mulliken saw the whole matter. 
Does Mr, Davidson wish us to believe he was writing what 

he knew to be false, or would he have it stand as aboye 
quoted? Tell me, ye lovers of justice, your opinion of a 
brace of judges that will stand quietly by and permit men 
whom their honor should bind them to protect to be unjustly 
robbed of a point honestly earned! What would our field 
trials come to if this sort of proceeding was permitted to ga 
unnoticed? They would’die an ignoble death, from which 
they could not be resuscitated. And it were better that il 
should he so than to have trials ran as Mr. Davidson attempted 
to run the Minnesota event. 

In conclusion, I beg to assure Mr. Davidson and Mr- Mulli- 
ken that, though they join forces and attempt to kick against 
their fate, that I have still more nuts for them to crack, which 
I will promptly present if they will{give me the opportnnity. 

CO. B. Warrvurn. 

4 
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FROM MR. DAVIDSON, 

Eprror Forest AnD STREAM : 
Tn regard to assertions made in a Chicago paper about the 

score in the Nursery stakes being changed at the Minnesota 
Field Trials so as to place ‘Tempest before Jennie, and that 
such could be proven, the facts in the case are as follows: 
When Mr. Lincoln came into the tent in which we were 
figuring up the scores of the puppies which had run im the 
Nursery stakes and asked for the score, Mr. Whitford stated 
to him that his score was too much crossed np to give him, 
but that if he would pive him another blank he would muke 
out the score for him. Mr. Lincoln then procured for him 
another blank, on which he made out the score und gave it to 
Mr. Lincoln. I was in the tent while this was being done, 
My score was never out of my possession (in the Nursery 
stakes), neither was it changed after being made, and I defy 
any one to prove that it was. [supposed then, as I do now, 
that the duty of a judge was to give each dog the respective 
figures of merit or demerit that he considered him entitled to, 
whether or not it suited an imaginative reporter. To contra- 
dict the impression that those insinuations might lead some to 
entertain that [ had changed my score or that my score was 
the one given to Mr. Lincoln in the Nursery stakes, is my 
reason for again briefly trespassing on your generous columns. 

Like many others, I can testifyto the gentlemanly, unoffi- 
cious and courteous behavior of the representative of the 
Forrst AyD STREAM at the Minnesota Field Trials. 

Monroe, Jan. 3, 1879. Joun Davipson. 
ee ee 

—The managers of the Pittsburgh, Pa., Dog Show, which 

is held in connection with the Eighth Annual Bxhibition of 
the Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society, have invited Mr. 

John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich,, to act as judge. This 
show, which is rapidly growing into importance as a regular 
annual occurrence, commences on the 13th inst., the entries 

having closed on the 3d. 
ee 

Dears oF Patt, Je.—lt is with great pain that we an- 

nounce the daath of the fine black pointer dog Phil, Jr., the 

property of G. G. Barker, Esq. Phil was bred by Mr. A. C. 

Waddell during the time he resided at Newton, N. J., and was 
by Golt’s Old Phil ont of Fanny, a very fine bitch, once 

owned by Mr. Jacob Glahn, of West Meriden, Conn. Ie 
was a splendid field dog, and for several successive years had 

been tuken by his owner to Florida, where he died a few 
weeks since of the congestive disease peculiar to that climate. 
Asa mate for Phil, Mr. Barker aud the writer purchased in 

the spring of '77 from Mr. Chas. Lincoln the fine young black 
pointer bitch Princess, by Dilley’s Ranger out of Columbus 

Kennel Club’s Fan ; and as there are two litters—the result of 
the union—Phil, Jr.'s blood will be perpetuated. It is the 

intention of the Owners of Princess and her puppies to send 

them to England to be entered in the dog shows there, as 
black pointers are extremely rare on that side of the water. 

Aims 

Swron ror Disremper.—A correspondent writes: ‘A 
month ago the writer was the happy owner of two fine Irish 
sebler pups. L 
monia, symptoms a3 described in MHallock’s Gazetteer. 
Thought I would try the Seton remedy, did 3), und both 
puppies fill untimely grayes. 
food. Ama little off on Setons. 

They were taken with distempe: or plu? eo prer- 

They had good ca.c wd proper 
LL. O. Rawson. 

The seton remedy was suggested by a correspondent, who 
We 

——————————o 

Tae Nom pe Puome ‘* Mostcan.'—Hditor Iorest and 
Stream: In regard to the ahove nom de plume, all the articles 
over this name in the Country,as well as the recent articles in 
the Forzst anp Stream on ‘* Breeding for Sex,” issue of Uct. 
24,1878; ‘*A Hint for Breeders,” issue of Nov, 28, 1875; 
“(Canine Skin Diseases—Eczema,” issue of Dec. 12, 1878, and 
‘‘Qanine Ovyarihtomy,” issue of Dec. 26, 1578, were mine. 
With this explanation that they may not be supposed to he 
from your correspondent Mr. Joseph H. Fisher, of Brooklyn, 
and thit he may not on my account have to father anything 
which does not belong to him, | resign any future claim to 
the name of ‘* Mohicun,” and allow him its full use, either to 
write ads, for a nameless Chicago paper, or to cover his indi- 
viduality when trying to defend a powerful corporation, or 
in any way wh’ch may seem to him to bring to it the most 
credit. Yours truly, —_ —. ee 

The blanks above represent the nama of a professional gen- 
tleman well Known to us, who prefers, for reasons of his own, 

for the present to remain incog. Although he resigns the pen 

name over which hs has been writing, we trust. that we shall 
nevertheless still have the pleasure of providing our readers 
with more of the admirable articles with which, as ''Mo- 
hican,” he has enriched our columns.—Ep. 

ln aT 

Higotor.—iditor Horest and Stream: Through your 
columns I would respecifully ask A. Pope, Jr., Esy., to 
change the name Hector, which, in your last week's igsue, he 
claims for his red Trish setter, as the name has already been 
claimed for my black and white setter, whelped Jan. 7, 1878, 
and recorded in the National Kennel Register. I am sorry to 
say that on yesterday I lost hy death my liver and white 
pointer bitch Lady Francis, caused by blood poisoning. 

Yours faithfully. R. G. Haniton. 
The Rectory, Hart's Falls, N. Y¥., Dec, 27, 1878. 

E igine 

Owner or Jgsstz.—Mr. W. H. Bryant, of 1,227 N. Broad 
street, Philadelphia, writes, in answer to the inquiry of ‘' W. 
C. B.,” of Boston, in our issue of Dec. 12, that he bas owned 
for the last four years the imported Irish setter bitch Jessie. 
He also has her pedigree, Is not a member of the Philadel- 
phia Kennel Club. 

OS 

To Keer Fieas prom Docs—Zaitor Forest and Stream: 
T have seen at different times inquiries in your paper how to 
keep dogs free from fleas. I haye ke t dogs all my life, but 
no ficas. ‘lake common tobacco stems, such as you can get, 
at apy cigar factory, and put it in the dog's hed, and you 
will have no fleas. Jn the winter I make beds of equal quan- 
tilies of hay and tobacco stems. In the summer all stems, 

Yours truly, H. W. Bsapiny, 
Romeo, Mich., Dec, 27, 1878. 

+4 

Doe Basrrts.—A corrrespondent recently wrote for in- 
formation regarding the manufacturers of the wicker baskets 
for transporting dogs. They are made by the Wakefield Rat- 
tan Co., 98 Canal street, Boston, or 814 Broadway, this city. 

eS 

Derrorr Norus.—Our Detroit correspondent writes that J. 
N\. Dodge, of that city, has sold to F. W. Savage the pointer 
dog Don, Don is the first dog to win a first prize at a bench 
show in this country, winnings first. prize at the first Deiroit 
bench show. Jos. Hatch lost by death, Dec, 26, the pointer 
bitch Flora. Had she lived until Jan, 1 she would have been 
eleven years of age. She was one of the best stock dogs in 
this section, 

—_. ee 

—Dr. Luke Corcoran’s pointer bitch, Bess (Springfield, 
Mass. ), has been bred to S. B. Dilley’s Champion Ranger. 
This 18 the third time she has made the trip to Lake City, 
Minn., and will remain and be bred in the Lake City Kennel. 
Dr. Corcoran writes that the progeny is the finest and hand— 
somest he has ever seen, Sess is the dam of Psyche, winner 
of first for best bitch and special for brood bitch at the late 
New York Show. 5. B, D. 

+. a 

—Mr. J. W. Muns u, of St. Louis, writes that his large 
lemon and white pointer biteh Queen whelped on Christ- 
mas Day thirteen to Bow. Three dogs and three bitches are 
liver and white, and four dogs and three bitcher are Jemon 
and white. ‘Ihe whelps are large, strong and healthy look= 
ing. “Queen isin splendid condition, and with what help I 
can get for her I want to save the whole litter, as Bow’s pups 
are scarce.” Mr. Munson also writes: ‘*I lost my black and 
white setter bitch Graceful, 10 months old, ont of Rose (Roels- 
Pickles) by Stafford (Rake—Dart) by distemper. She was at 
Kay's Boarding Kennel near this city.” 

_—e——» 

—Mr. W. H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, Ind., writes that his 
Blue Daisy (Betou-Dimple), litter sister to Sunborn’s Nellie, 
was bred to champion Joe, Jr., on the 24th of December. 
This cross will combine the finest field qualities on the conti- 
nent, as Dimple, the dam of my bitch, is sister ta champion 
Drake. 

_———_———__-_ + ___ 

—Mr, P. Dunham’s (of Leeds, Mass.) red setter bitch, 
Belle IL, whelped. Dec, 20, twelve puppies—seven dogs and 
five bitches; sired by Mack (Carrie—Plunkett). 

————(7—_———__ 

—Mr. James Hanley’s red Irish bitch Juno (formerly Ad- 
eock's) whelped, Dec. 21, eight all red pups—six bitches and 
two dogs; sired by Dr. Jarvis’ Champion Elcho. 

————<—$——__ 

-——Mr. T. F, Taylor's, of Richmond, Va., champion Gordon 
setter bitch Fan, bred io Champion Rupert, has whelped 
eleven puppies—eight dogs and three bitches, 

— at 

SAGACITY OF SHEPHERD DOGS, 

Mr. EpIToR—Major Campbell Brown, of Manry County, a noted 

sheep breeder in Tennessee, was telling me some evidences of Sagacity, 
4s shown by hid shepherd doga, which are worthy of notice. On one 

occasion two of his dogs noticed three strange’cattle in among lis herd 

of deracys. Without an order from sany one, these dogs started For 

thé lntroders and attempted to drive them ont. Findirg it impossible 
to get the three together, they drove them oneatatine to the gate, 

aud then attracted attention by barking until some one came to open 

the gate and let them out. He also stated that he had been amused at 

noticing the manner in which one of Nils dogs would attack a stronge 
mule. He would steal up behind him, bite him on the pastern joint, 
800 drop on his belly, thus avoiding the cectain kick, 1; 8 

oe 

RANGER II. 

BRIDGEPORT, Quan, Des. 25, L473. 
Eprror Forisr anp Srruam: 

Mr, William Mallerd'a orange aod white English setier blich Belle 

(sie by Tomblinson’s Dandy out of Mallerd’s Maud) gave birth toa 
iitter of six heantifal orange and wlile puppies, sired by Ranger I, 
(he by Macdona's Ranger ont of hia Wonder). Munger il, is owned by 
Mr, O. W. Donner, wou at present is being kep, ut tle Ashorofe Kennel 
inthis city, Hsowlng full well that you # lite a good dog in the tela 
a8 yell aS of the bench, Wo the formier boan say What Ranger IT, hee 
proven this Sexson One of the (Host stauncl doge I ever shot over: 

is very faat, And since the suoond week Of Le lins nol mude a false 
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point, aud very few flushes. Barring his non-retrieving, he is a dog 
that cannot every day be beaten, The handling of this dog this season 
has been te 08 More as a source Of p'eRsura than labor. He is now 

having some fille tative bitches, all weil feld broken, and being of his 

codlor, We are consequently expecting some tine puppies to exhibit at 

the coming New York Bench Show. 5.5, PEASE. 
— oo 

CANINE OVARIOTOMY. 

THDIANAPOLIS, Jan. ¢, 1879- 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM + 

Permit me to suggest that you would place some of your readers 

under obligations if you would give them & carefully prepared article 

from competent authority on “Canine Ovyariotomy.” The article 
shonld describe the plate and length of the ineislon; what tiseues 

would he cut through when the ovaries sre to be found; character of 

manipulations require to reaun and remoye them; the precautions 
necessary to avoid injuring the intestines or other organs; how the ex- 

ternal wonnd should be dressed; what subseqvent lreatment, if any, 

is required; how Jong before danger from the operation is past, and 

thé best tine as to are and season of the year for the operation. 1 

have the impression that no move dexterity and skill would be required 
to perform thls operation successfully than to spayaplg. If this be 

true, by a iiitle practice, sous to familiarize the operator with the tse 

of instruments, the location of the ovaries and adjacent organs, almost 

any Ohne could perform this operation successfully, and thereby saye 
mavy valuable animals, and introduce a new element of streneth to the 
kennel. H, G, Carey. 

CgoToN Brnwiry.—W. A. Miles & Oo.’s pale and sparkling 

ales are rapidly taking precedence of all others, and very 
justly, 100, as we are able to testify from s mples, There 

can be no better ale for the dinner-table, not excepted the 

celebrated Bass. Office, 55 Chrystie street, New York. 
oe 

—The most complete bowling alley in this city or New 
York is that of Col. Anton Meyer, located at 392 Bowery. 
The building’ was arranged specially for the business, and has 
every convenience for clubs, with meeting rooms and ban- 
queting halls, ‘The alleys are two in number and are un the 
ground floor, The room is large, well lighted, and has a 
cheerful appearance. The Colonel is a jolly, good-natured 
man, and withal a capital bowler as well as a fine shot. In 
connection with the bawling alley there is also a Creedmoor 
ghooting gallery with the most improved rifles, and Colonel 
Meyer takes pride in teaching his patrons how to shoot. He 
is also an importer and dealer in California, Rhine and Huo- 
garian wines, and makes a specialty of American champagne. 
See his advertisement. 

The Game of Chess. 
Norioe,—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed ' Chess Editor ForrsT AnD Stkeam, P. O, box 64, Wolcott- 

ville, Conn.” 

Problem No. 39. 

Motto: A Long Look Ahead, 

White to play and give mate in two moves. 

SOLUTIONS TO PRUBLEMS—HO. 35. 

1—Ki-K5 1—R-Et8 oF Kt 
2—R tks R 2—Any 
28—@ mates; other variations. 

Game No. 93.—GINOCO PIANO. 

Game played in the International Tourney between Mr. F. H. Bren- 

niger, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y., aud Rev. J. T, Chatto, of Trinity 

College, Cambridge, Eng., one of the Cambridge team in the Inter- 

Tintversity annual chess match : 
ite Black, White. Black. 

a B J, VU. 1. Gy F, E, B. Je TITS, 

ae 1—P-K4 14—Kit-B3 14—B-Kts 
eee B3 I—Kt-Q B38 16—Kt-K2 15—P-K B3 (f) 

ae ieee Ba (bo) |IPait ike P WOR tke Kt “ 3 a—Kt- bl — iEH — Ks 
aie @) Fp tks P Is—() tke B 18—Q-Ke 
s—P-Q K4 (ce) —B-Kn3 19—K-Kt3 19—Q)-Kta 

dae es roe BPs (2) Bo OLgt 1K B-Bt 8—Kt-K5 21—P-K15 (2 nk 

op ee. §—B-Q2 22—Q-Ktt 22—Q R-K ({) 

40-—=B tks Kt (dg) 10—B tks B 283—Y-QT (j) 28—b tka Kp (k) 

ji—P-Q Rt 11—P-Q Rs 24—P -Ktti 21--Kt-Q Bé (1) 

i2—Casiles 12—Castles 25 Resigns 

13—K-Ra (2) 13—B-2 (e) 
NOTES. 

{a) This move is that variation of this form of opening known as the 

Ginoco Piano, which was, not many years figs, considered the best tine 

of defence at White’s command; but imolern anyalysis has caused it 

to be regarded a8 a laborious and unprotiiable debul. That modern 

analysis is searching and exhaustlye, we are well aware; nevertheless 

we think that this opening is entitled to its ancient proud position, and 

believe that it will again “come to the front.” 

(b) This the modern anwlyst, we believe, pronounces the beat defens- 

‘tve moye at this juneture, aud thereon erects his castle, 

(o) P'tks P lesda to 2 good attack, but Black’s hestjplay equalizes the 

gamé. Itstrikes us that P-Ks at thls point or on the succeeding moye 

isthe proper line of attack, and should, we think, result in White ot 
taining’ & superior game. 

(d) Perhaps this is the bst line of play, buf we should delay it wottl 
the lastmoment, Til Bb could lave been of use further on, we think. 

(e) ‘The gate Is atleast equal. We, however, prefer White's position. 

Uf) A yery good moye,and one of importance In ylew of White's after 
play. 

(7) A weak move. Black’s position is superior, whieh is, we think 
attributable to White's 16th move. 

(i) A good move. 

() A very tine more. 

(i) Not his Vest move, as the following moves show. The position is 
complicaned, dnd it is notan easy matter to decide on White's best 
move, 

(ie) Again good, 

est order of cliess. 

(2) Decisive, and if 1310 be regretted that Mr. B overlooked this ob- 
yions reply. 
The Derbyshire Advertizer appends the following: ‘ Mr. Chatto here 

flates, ‘It would haye been 2s well to huve tried the effect of 26—B B3 

before resigning.’ He also directs attention to the mate which is 
threatened by the yanqauished Americaa—Q tke Pch, Blacks best and 

winning reply to B-B3isQ tks b, That of Kt tks Q, probably leading 

toadraw. Werecommend our readers to examine this move—Kt tks 

Q. ‘dhe after-play on both s'lea is full of interest, through P tks B and 
threatening to Q.” ' 

Black's play, for the last few moves, is of the high- 

—The December number of the American Chess Journal is readable 
and interesting, Tts tuble of contents is varled, the games good speci- 

mens of chess genius, and the problem department unusually attract. 

ive. Eighteen problems entered in its tourney comprise the p-oblems, 

We suggest that the publisher add one or two small prizes to the ama- 

teurs Who compete for honors in the general tonrney.asan inducement 
to them to enter future competitions of this kind. Our amateur talent 

Deeds considerable encouragement, which our professionals should be 
Willing and anxious to extend to them. 

—Mr. Bull, of the ree Press, calls upon the chess players of Michi- 
al to join hadds in the effort now being made to hold a State tourna- 
ment for playere during the winter, ‘This is a capital scheme, and we 

do not well see why if cannot be made enthusiastically and practically 

a success. Tournaments of this kind awaken an Interest in the game, 

and should receive the envouragement of every chess player. 

answers fo Correspondents. 

No Notice Tuken of Anonymous Communtontions, 

WHERE To GO ror Gams.—Correspondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 

and fish are referred to our game columns. All the news that 

comes lo us is there given. By keeping themselves informed 

from this source our friends will save themselves and us 

much trouble. Read the paper. 

N., Ballimore,—We know nothing of the firm you inquire about, 

B. T., Quehec.—Sharpies cost about $3 per foot, not $3) as misstated. 

P. & G.,Onarleston, 8. C.—For white-booted bantams write to Knapp 
& Van Nostrand, Fnolten Market, New York, 

G., Baltimore.—The trouble with your bitch will probably pass away as 

she grows older. It may be calised by the approach of her first season 

of heat. 

C, H., Blevins, New York.—The statements made in the cutting 

which you send us are largely imaginative. We know of no observa- 

tions which confirm them. 

H. S., Shocks, Pa.—All you can do for your puppy is. to ‘give mu 

plenty of strenghthening food. He will probasly come out all right un- 

less the joints become enlarged. 

Ww. B. B.—Is there any game in the southwestern part of Kansas near 

the Arkansas River, andif so what kind? Ans. Deer, quail and pin- 
nated grouse chiefly, and in abundance. 

W. W., Paris, ILL. 

party you mention had no anthorily to give us as reference, 

writien te US you could have ascertained this. 

We cannot interfere in dog transactions, and the 

Had you 

B, ©. D., Watertown, Mas8.—What book will give me an accurate de- 

scription of * frauk Forester’s” life? Ans. Best biography we know 
of was published in Turf, iield and Farm last year. 

C. B. P., Bostoa.—1 Ts beeswax a good Inbricant for rifle and revolver 

bullets; if not, whatis? 2 Is Smith & Wesson’s new patent revolver 
cousiflered 2 good and safe arm? 3. Would Ballard’s Kentucky rifle, 

cal .46, be large enough for deer? Aus, 1, 2,3. Yes. 

Hi. E. §., Spatta, Mich.—Whatis the best work on the resring and 

breeding of dugs and the best book giving instruction for shooting on 

jhe wing, and price? Ans, “Stonehenge’s’’ ‘* Dogs of the Britich 

Tsland~,” to be had only in Hogland, and Hoga~dus’** Field, Cover and 

Trap Shocting ;” price $2. 

J. H. D., Ponghkeepsie.—Please inform me what a mountain lion is? 

Californians often speak of them, but I can find no description of them 

in any work Ihave. Ans, The mountain lion of the Rocky Mouutains 

and California is the puma, panther, or cougar (Felis concolor), the 

largess feline found in Northern North America. 

G. C.P., Harrison, N. Y.—1. What is the best gun to use for sand-hill 

crane shooting, and what size of shot would yourecommend? 2,What 

Varieties of game would I be likely to tind in the northwestern portion 

of Wisco isin? Ans. 1, Den gauge; No.1or2shot. 2. In Wisconsin, 

deer an bear chiefly; a'so ruffed grouse, squirrels and hares, 

M, Ll. B., Greenville, Pa,—I aye six puppies three months old, They 
are covered with dry scabs whieh make them appear rough, They sre 

kept in a dry kennel, fed on yevelable food and have plenty of exercise. 
What is the caust) and what remedy shalll use? Aus, Anoint them 

carefully and sparingly, ovcaslonally, with crude petroleum, 

7, L. M,, Atlas Centre —Can you tell me where I can get some boots 

that will turn water, thit are not rubber? Please to tell me the trm’s 

name. Ans. Canadian shoepacks, called bottes sanyages, are perhaps 

the best. Any shoedealer in the Province of Quebec sells them ; price 

£3, These were Tully described in our paper three or four weeks ayo, 

G, A. i, Buifalo.—A bird rises from the trap, is slot ab and drops 
syithin the boundary; 4 dog rushes toward the bird before the shooter 

has had a chance to gather him, and the bird gets up aud dies beyond 

the boundary and is Killed by an outsider. Wars the shooter entitled to 

auother bird, or should it baye been decided dead, or lost bird?” 
Aus. ‘lhe shooter should have had another bird, 

G. M, S., Boston, Mass,—In your revised vist of close sea-ons, pub- 

lished Dec. 19, you do not mention any law in New Hampshire agains 

salmon catching, Istherenone? An3, There Is no speotallaw on 

| Sea silmon ; for fresh water or jand-locked salmon the open season 18 

from April to September, There belng no sea salmon, except plabta, 

In the waters of the State, we presume tlie lawmakers thought a law om 

salmon would he superiidus, 

J. A, W., Newcastle, Pa —The symptoms you describe are those of 

chorea, a sequel of distemper, for which there is rarely a cure, 1 18 
possible also, from his voracious appetite, that your dog muy haye 

WOLDS, and we should advise Urst a dose of areca nut followed by one 

of castoroll, If the twitching continues give him two grains of sul- 

phate of zinc three times a day, with plenty of nourishing food, 

ALBATROSS, Phila,—Fésion hus not a reenlar cutter rig and is mot 

qulfe as handy, She simply tas her Jib cut up ints shaysall and jib, 

both rannlog on standing stays; whereas a cuttei’s jib is set up npou 

its own Inff and is ran in, unbent and stowed away wlien not wanted, 

A cutter’a mast steps further aft, diminishing the weight in the bows 

and reducing the length of toom. ‘he yaty] would certainly be an im- 

proyemeut upon her for crnising and for racing in reetliog wealher, 

F. H. W., Elmira, N. Y.—I haye # puppy, sire a pointer and dam a 

Setter; do you think he will Make a8 good a dog as pure sefteror 

pointer; age about three months? Shou'd I begin to train him yet? 

Why are dogs half setter and half pointer called “‘ droppers?” Abr 

He may Make as good a field dog, but not s0 good to breed from. De 

not begin to break him before he is six months old. We presume the 

name “ dropper’ originated from these dogs dropping when on & point. 

G. W, C., Bowling Green, Ky.—I haye a pointer pup whicil is jost get~ 
ting well of the distemper and he is now very weak inthe Joins and lind 

legs; jerks allthe time as though he had the St. Vitua’dance. Whar 
shall [do with himin order to get himeured? Hels about § months 

old, Ans. Your poppy has chorea. Your only chanve ts to giye him 

plenty of fresh air and a tonic, say qninine and iron in one grain pil's 

twice a day, with plenty of strengthening food. If he doesnot improve 

give him nitrite of silver in doses of one-sixth of a grain, 

J,5, Salem, N. ¥Y,—In your answer to “ Nimred” in Dec, 26 yuu say, 

‘'To make you! gun scatter vse more powder or Jess shot." Tn Perker 

& Brother’s circular it is said ‘* The distribution can be incr-asend elther 

by decreasing the quantity of powder Used or increasing the quantity 

of shot. Andto produce better penetration increase the quantity o} 

powder used, or decrease the amount of shot,” Whoisrignt? Ans, 

Messre. Parker Brox’. mode of boring may be such that an increase oF 

powder gives improved pattern, but itis a wel’.known fact thatingreased 

powder or decreased shot gives greater spread to the charge, 

'T. M. 3,, New Bedford,—Permlt me to inquire, through you, of Mr- 

Whitcher, Commissioner of Canadian Fisheries, whether any “dls- 

crimination against Americans” is made in the fishing licenses of ths 

Nepigon Hiver (trout)? Are Americans reqnired to pay for such 

licences? Are Canadians required to pay for such licenses? If suet: 

discrimina'ion exists, hy what authority does it exist? Ans, The 

agent of the Hudson’s Bay Company at Red Hock Landing, Nepigon 

River, is also Dowilnton fishery overseer for thetiver. He jssuex 

special angling permits to foreigners, to cateh trout for pleasure, at 

uniform charge of $1, we believe, British subjects require similar per- 
mits, but are not charged. 

H. H. R., Rockford, Ill.—We send by mail a copy of Apthorpis map of 
Florida, price $150, and also Whitney’s Pathfinder (25 cents), which 
will give you all needed information. The fares from Jacksonyille, up 
river, vary sO much and 80 offen that we cannot tell you. From Gaines. 

yille to Orange Lake is about fifteen miles. Can tit ont at Gainesville. 

ifyou like. Huuting on Orange Lake and creek is good; on the Ockla- 

waha River Done except water turkey,limkins, buzzirds, egrets and 

the like, useless for food, and mo fish. On the upper waters of the Sh, 

John both hunting and fishing are good. Thé Osgood canyas boat la 
large enough and perfectly reliable. 

CANVAS Back, Cleveland.—You will find the sharpie a hardy, safe an 1 

comfortable boat, and aboye alla very cheap one, When decked wits 

cabin she will make a fair substitute for a yacht, and ja to be preferre + 

to an open boat or cat boat for all purposes, <A light-draft boat canna! 
be made as weatherly in rough water as.a deep-keel craft, butthe shar- 

pie is Safe in & seaway owing to her extreme bouyaucy, and the sma 

area of cativas required to drive her makes her stiff aid able ynder 

sail, though of comparatively narrow beam, For hunting, shooting am 

fishing, as wellas for sailing with ladies aboard, we recommend this 

Style of boat to all who need @ emul, cheap aud safe boat for wenera; 

purposes, Fall particulars of thia type will shortly be published in ow 
columns. A general description is to be found in our issue of Des, 24, 
1874, 

J, M., Jr.; Philadelphia.l, fF have a setter dog inst has canker or 
something that makes me think he is deaf or partiallyso. What can 

Idoforhim? 2, Are we to have a bench show In this city soon, and 
what would be the cost of entering a dog? 3. Does the fact of a dog 
receiving a fits pr.ze prevent or hurt his chances im aby eubsequenk 

Snow that he might be placed in? 4. How should a dog ba fed ut this 

Season of the year with little exercise, and what 1s the best food? Ans, 

1 Ifyour dog had canker you would kuow if hy his shaking his head 

and his ears beimg sore. <A blister behind the ear might relieve the 

deafness. 2% The bench show of the Philadelphia Kennel Glyb wilt 

probably shortly be announced. 3. It puts him inthe champion class, 

where he competes with cther dogs of like breed who ive won tirst 
prizes. 4, Twice a day on scraps from the table. 

G, B., Pittsburgh, Pa.—] am anxlous to procure information Telatiya 

to the '‘carp” asa pond isi and their sdaptation to a smalllake (ar- 
tificial) of about three acres, Lhe water of which is alWays free from ic- 

undations und of uniform purity. Can you give we any data as to theis 
prowth and size at certain ages, or can yon put me in communication 

with any intelligent German who can give information of this kind} 

Any infurmation relative to this tish as to its habits of breeding, the 

kind of pond, the prolificness, etc., Will be thankfully recelyved either by 

letter or through tle columns of your valuable paper. My correspond- 
ence with Prof, Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, thus far has nor 
resulted in much valuable data, Ans. The files of Fores? AND STREAM 

are wel filled with explicit information and instruction respecting the 

culthre of carp, Wecan send you the requisite copies containing the 
articles, if you desire, Carp are extensively cultivated in Calforais, 
where they were introduced four or five years ago, 

¥, J. H_, Winoipissiogee—The builder of the Shadow canoe is one of 
Those henighted heathens who does not know enough to #o in ont of 

the rain, and therefore does nob advertise his business, nor will ie 

allow the lines of a Shadow to be published. This canoe is |4{y. in, 

long, 11in. deep, 28in, wide at gunwale amidships, and 3%in, at widest 

part, which is Sin fromthe top To build one, set up the midghip see- 
tion of Whe form given in Harper's Monthly, April, 1878; bend battens 

around to conforin to deck pan shown in sume article, and Others 

lower (Own on the midshlp seciion; round off forefoot und stern ty 

hearly a semicircle, gud you will havea yery close outline of her form, 

Then proceed a8 in bout building—keel, keelson and frames of oar, 
stern and post same or of hackmatack; deck, Spanish cedar; beams 

and carling of yellow pine; white cedar for planking ; puddle of spruce 

Tit, long; 60sq. Tt, of Ginvas, catas shown in the article mentloned, 

See articles on boat building fa I. & §,, and " Canoeing in Kanuckla, 
Harper & Bros., New York; price ic, 



large sum of money Tepresents vast heaps of flesh, feathers ‘ and fur, at the low prices for which these products of the 
Far West are now selling. Quails out there #0 by wholesale 
at fifty-five cents a dozen, while rabbits retail in immense 
quantilies at the astonishing price of five cents apiece, squir- 
Tels at Seven and a half cents, brant and wild seese at titty 
cents apiece, ducks at, Ory and fitty cents a pair, and other 
game at similar figures. Venison, which is retailed at fancy 
prices, is sold, with the hide on, to butchers and packers at 
five cents a pound. ‘The yenison which comes from Minne- 
Sota Is considered the best, but much also comes from Indian 
‘Territory, where the Cherokee nation have an inclosed «ame 
preserve of fifty square miles in which deer and jaok-rabbits 
abound, Out on the plains rabbits are hardly looked upon as 
game worth the notice of professional Nimrods who haye 

FEED THE SUFFERING GAME. 

An APPEAL FOR Foop Anp SnELrEr. 

ars New York Sun is not trespassing upon our preroga- 
{ives when it spreads such facts as the following before 

the public. We sre gratified to haye such an influential co- 
worker in the interest of game protection. We wish the great 

daily journals would oftener lend us valuable assistance of 
this sort. 

We do not know that farmers, pot-hunters, and shippers, 

can be blamed for taking advantage of the mortality which 

stress of weather has brought upon the feathered game of the <A —— = : lived long enough to call themselves grown men; when snaw : SONS 2 great: West, to reap pecuniary profit therefrom. Indeed, we | jg on the ground they are tnuistiered in droves and sold at A WEEKLY JOURNAL, are rather inclined to congratulate ourselves that so much food | the railroad stations by the cord, 
As Hastern markets are well supplied with gam2, Western 

shippers, secking some other outlet for their surplus, have 
been experimenting upon London. Quails principally are 
sent, partly because of the unprecedented numbers of these 
birds which have come to an untimely end this winter, and 
partly because the expected profits on them are larger than 
on any other kind of game. When the quails reach St. Louis 
and Ohicago they are frozen ; they are then packed in barrels, 
tightly wedged in by hydranlic pressure, and placed on fast 
freight trains to New York, where they are transferred to the 
decks of fast ocean steamers for Liverpool. The steamship 
companies agree that the barrels shall remain on deck during 
the voysge, and if the weather keeps cold the quails arrive in 
London as fresh as when they started. Quails cost the West- 
ern shipper fifty-five cents a dozen, the freight to London is 
about twenty-two cents a dozen, and the price in London 
is from $1.50 to $2 dozen. The Western shipper therefore 
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has been preserved and distributed at low prices among poor 

people, to whom such delicacies as gameof any kind is a 

rarity, instead of been suffcred to waste upon the prairies, 
We cannot blame the collectors and shippers of game because 

the elements have been pitiless, and killing cold has had a 

wider range just now than climatic lines generally permit. 

The thermometer at 5° to 18° above zero is a rare pheuome- 

non in the meteorology of the extreme Southern States, and 

ten inches of snow in Texas brings an experience to the birds 

and animals there to which even the occasional bitter “* nor- 
thers” have not accustomed them. We can ouiy deplore a 
dispensation which has destroyed so much of what makes un- 

inhabited and wilderness places attractive to gentlemen sports- 
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=." Any publisher inserting our prospectus as aboye one time, with 
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To us, will receive the FOREST AND STREAM for one year, 

however, some of our Western fellow citizens are grumbling 
at their quail on toast, A sportsman on the Missouri River 
declares that the great quantity of game brought in tomarket 
since the severe cold and heavy snows set in is pretty conclu- 
sive proof of foul play practiced, not upon the game, but upon 
the consumers thereof, Instead of falling an easy prey to the 
trapper and sportsman when the ground is covered with hard 
snow, #8 at present, the quails are neyer more shy and unap- 
proachable than at such seasons, since there is then no cover- 
ing under which they can hide. This winter they are said to 
be wilder than they were eyer known to be hefore. This 
sportsmen is therefore positive that of the quails now on the 
market a very small percentage have died of gunshot wounds, 
Most of them are, he affirms, found dead in the coveys on the 
snow, either frozen, starved or poisoned by the berries and 
other unwonted varieties of food to which they are compelled 
to resart. The belief in such poisonibg, he thinks, is strongly 
supported by the dark color of the flesh and other indications 
of disease presented by many of the birds sold, Wild turkeys 
are also frequently found standing: stark dead in the snow, and 
there seems to be little doubt that in a severe season like this, 
the prowess of huntsmen on the plains is largely supplemented 
by the weather in bringing down the game,” 
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A POWERFUL GAME ASSOCIATION TO 

THE FRONT. 

country can only be appreciated when we examine the mani- 

fests of the express companies, and see the tons which are an- 

nually transported. The destruction of so much game, eyen 
in years not exceptional, like the present, is a severe drain up- 
on the country, which nothing but the most earnest, untiring 

and judicious efforis can replace. It does not so much become 
us conservators of game to sitidly and deplore destruction, be 

it wanton or providential; or to prosecute pot-hunters and 

common carriers; or to arrest chance sportsmen who may 
have inadvertently dropped a bird beyond tte limit of the 

close season ; or to clamor for severe restrictions, because the 

elements have been unpropitious ; as if does to put our wits 
together at once to restore, and by the prompt employment’ 
of scientific or common-sense means, remedy the disastrous 

depletion. To the starving and shivering remnant of cur 
valued game the chief of these means is food and shelter. 
There are four millions of farmers to join in the philanthropic 
work. In wooded localities, let them send their hardy sons 

out with their axes to cuta few armsful of brush to scatter 

here and there in heaps wherever the birds and animals are 

suspected or known to frequent, or where stress of weather 

would he likely to drive them in. The labor is slight, noi half 
what is required to set a suare for partridges or rabbits. The 

time can be easily spared. On the open prairies, where no 

trees grow, ature will second the efforts of the farmers. Let 

them build up their little brush shantiesin the vicinity of 

straw stacks and farm yards. Wxigencies will drive the suf- 
fering creatures to the haunts of men whom their instinct has 

taught them to fear. By the simple processes we suggest my- 
tiads of quail, ruffed and pinnated grouse, rabbits, and other 

small game can be: wintered through. Nature, if not inter- 

rupted, easily recuperates; if is wonderfully prolific. Tt can 

endure not only decimation, but it can survive and replenish 
upon ten per cent. of itself. 

There are some considerations to be looked at in the pur- 

chase and consumption of game so killed. Creatures which 
have perished by freezing are certainly not as wholesome or 

as palatable as those which have heen killed by strangling or 
bleeding ; no more than frozen fruit, or even malt or spiritu- 
ous liquors, retain their best properties and qualities after- 

having been frozen and thawed out, It isa natural law of 
chemistry which we cannot gainssy, Still, we do not think 
that any positive injury to health can result from eating 
drowned, suffocated, or frozengame. letter a pot-pie of 
such viands than hunger and starvation. So, while we la- 

ment the devastation of the woods and fields, we rejoice that 

so much has been added to the sustenance of a multitude of 
impoverished people at a season when bitter cold makes in- 

creased supply so necessary. It is the lives of brutes for lives 

of human beings. On the score of health, the chief objection 
to eating this questionable game lies in the fact that unwonted 

sustenance of any kind is utilized, in place of the wholesome 

varieties of food which are covered and sealed up by snow and 

ice. In wouded districts, these are chiefly the berries of the 

sumac and leaves of the laurel, which not only impart a bitter 

taste to the flesh, but absolutely make it unfit and dangerous 

to eat. On the open prairies there seems no escape from death 
unless the friendly shelter of a farm yard or hay stack is 

within the distance of easy flight. 

We hope out wealthy friends who read this article will not 
quietly turn their toes to their warm blazing fires, but devote 

some little energy and a very little money to sheltering and 

feeding the game. It will be the best pecuniary investment 
they can make, A few bushels of grain and a few brush heaps 
will save a great deal of game, as well as the cost of rust pre- 
ventives {0 useless guns hung np in the idle future: 

“Trappers and hunters are gathering in a marvellous quap- 
tity of game in the country west of the Mississippi River just 
now, and wholesgle dealers in centres like Chicago and St, 
Louis are kept busy receiving and forwarding it. At whole- 
sale prices, the game arriving at each of those points is esti- 
mated to be worth something like $50,000a week, This 
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Toe Navronan Kennet Crus.—The views expressed by 
Kennel Editor in his special department are endorsed by 

management of this paper. Experience has taught us 
at permanent success holds to no enterprise which is’ not 
limately constituted. Assoonas the self-styled ‘‘National” 
nel Club thinks it wise to reorganize in a parliamentary 

5 we will recognize ii and give it our unqualified support ; 
not until then; and so, undoubtedly will the State Ken- 

Olubs. If it had originally been organized by a duly called 

rention, then its jurisdiction would be undoubted, and 

to that reason undisputed and and accepted. We shall take 

anid maintain issue on this point until the principle for which 

we contend triumphs. It must prevail, or the so-called 

National Kennel Club will first make a spurt, then linger for 

awhile, and finally peter out. 
er 

Tue Saort-Rance TourNaMent.—The announcement of | 

the second annual contest between fhe off-hand clubs of this 

city and vicinity for the short-range championship is made in 

our rifle columns. The great success of the meeting of the 

teams at the close of the winter season of 1877-8 was en- 

ehuraging to all connected with the affair. Excellent scores 

were made on all sides, and the nine teams participating, at 

the close of the contest, were satisfied that the first medal had 

gone to the then champiors. A few minor changes will be 

observed in the manner of carrying out the match, the object 

being to leave the match, as far as possible in the hands of the 

several captains. There will be no Jack of prizes, as a num. 

ber of friends of shoulder-shooting have requested opportunity 

of offering trophies in this tournament. Those teams enter- 

ing on or before Teb. 22 will havea voice in the final arrange- 

ments, while those entering after that date, if the captains 

- shall provide for such-entrics, will have to accept such pro- 

visiong as may be determined upon. The Forksr snp 

Stream AND Rop anp GUN will keep its readers informed 

aa to the progress of the match, end will be glad to give any 

information respecting it. ‘The date of shooting will doubt- 

jess be early in March, and at least twenty teams should come 

to the firing point in so interesting a contest. 
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Great Ondracrers or Disrory.—Dr. John Lord, who has 

long been known asa lecturer of great power, will give a 

course of historical lectures, which are intended to present a 

continuous view of the progress of society from the time of 

the Roman Empire to our Own day. Dr. Lord’s lectures ae 

characterized by breadth of thought and a philosophical treat- 

tment of the themes. The tickets may be obtamed of Randolph 

or Brentano, 

wi June ist, 1871, nearly eizht years ago, the editor 
of this paper presented in the following words, 

through the columns of the Brooklyn Hagle, the claims of 
the Blooming Grove Park Association, then recently in- 
corporated, to the consideration of the public : 

“‘Wnogland and the older countries Of Hurope long azo found 
it necessary to adopt means to preserve their wild game and 
fish from tutal extinction. The rapid increase of popula- 
{ion and the spread of settlements not only depopulated the 
forests and streams, but denuded the land of its timber, so 
that eventually plans for restocking and reproduction be- 
came objects of most serious consideration aud carnest 
practical application on the part of scientific and thoughtful 
men. Judicious legislation, combined with the active co- 
operation of landed proprietors and sportsmen, have secured 
results exceedmg the anticipations of the most sanguine, 
results remarsable for the ease with which they were ac- 
complished, and remunerative in every tostange. At pres- 
ent nearly every Kingdom, State, and Province has its game 
laws. Zoological gardens, acclimating societies, public and 
private parks, fish works, and all manner of associations for 
breeding and preserving game and fish are found all over 
the Continent, 

In England alone are no less than 800 parks, chases, , 
and forests. Timber is extensively cultivated, with more 
certain returns and larger assured profits than any other 
agricultural product. Fish culture has become a most 
lucrative branch of business, especially in Germany. The 
surplus stock sold from breeding parks invariably pays the 
running expenses of the preserves. Indeed, the whole sub- 
ject considered in its length and breadth, involves the pose 
perity of communities to a degree that is not dreamed of . 
now, but will be recognized and appreciated in years to 
come. It stands in the same relation 10 mankind as the 
early attempts to domesticate and breed cattle and sheep; 
and just as, at the present day, no branch of industry is 
deemed more praiseworthy than the improving the breed of 
our domestic animals and aiding their increase, so eyentu- 
ally will be the preserving and propagating game animals, 
birds and fish. If we would live, we must produce the 
food that nourishes and sustains life. 
Our own country, though comparatively new, and origin- 

ally teeming with game animals, has already suffered so 
much from reckless and indiscriminate slaughter, that meas- 
ures equally stringent with those of Europe, have become 
necessary to preyent their total extinction here. Exceptin, 
in those wilderness districts not yet penetrated by rail- 
roads, game is now actually scarcer than it is beyond’ the 
Atlantic.” 

Impressed by facts so patent as these, the Blooming Grove 
Park Association procured its 12,000 acres of broken coun- 
tryin Pennsylvania, built a commodious club house, enr 
closed with a fence a breeding paddock one mile square in 
the heart of the forest, stocked it with game, provided 
gamekeepers, and invited membership and co-opera— 
tion. To divest it Of the hard features of dry detail and 
drudgery which simple devotion to the development of a 
principle involves, they made it uttractive by adding club 
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, features and combining all those inducements which render 
our select summer resorts 80 popularandagreeable. Byery- 
thing which could contribute to the amusement and com- 
fort of families, as well as mere sportsmen, was included in 

the plam. If not then actually carried out at the beginning, 
it was because the endeayor was fot warmly supported. 
Candor compels us to state what the public already knows, 
that the enterprise did not mect with that immediate suc- 
cess which its too sanguine promoters anticipated. Lack 

of confidence, a misunderstanding as to its objects, jealous 
interference and misrepresentation, the ensuing panic and 

five years business depression, 2 failure to realize those 

conyiclions of the necessity for propagating and preserving 

our game which others more prescient and provident pro- 

claimed, all combined to defeat the prompt fulfillment of 
an enthusiastic sportsman’s dream of full bags and full 
preserves. Where the association hoped to discover Arcadia 
they found only a mirage. A very considerable outlay for 

outfit and appointments was utterly wasted and wiped out 

dnes were not paid; shares were incontinently forfeited ; 
in vain the board of management proftered most liberal ferms ; 

memberships could scarcely be sold at any price; there- 

fore, the allotted annual income for mainteuance not being 

forthcoming, the Association languished, and was only 

saved by the devotion of an undismayed handful of stead— 
fast members. 

This was the true condition of affairs up to the spring of 

1878, when a new hope dawned. After seven years of 

tough experience the clouds rolled off, and we have now 

merely to exhibit the list of members appended below, (and 

all obtained within a few short months,) to convince the 
most incredulous that the Association is now in a position 

to fo on with the work which it long ago assigned to itself, 

Tt is & guaranty, readily accepted, of its financial integrity 
and high social standing. Such an array of prominent busi- 

ness names was never hefore attached to any non-political 
organization in this country. All have paid their fees and 

dues, and tlle balance in the ireasurer’s hands is far in ex— 

cess of immediate requirements, We have before us the re- 

ports. of several standing committees and sub-committees 
made at the December monthly meeting of the Association, 
of which we had purposed to publish a full abstract, but our 

space will hardly justify it. Certainly no necessities of the 
Association require it. Special pleas in its behalf are no 

longer needed. Its objects and merits alone, backed by its 

cohorts, and led by success, are all the recommendations it 

require’. Suffice it to say, that the Association has now a 
reorganized and efficient Board of Management, a superin- 

tendent, and gamekeepers at remunerative salaries, and all 
club appointments at present required for the entertainment 
of visitors to its grounds, A competent committee has care- 

fully examined the Park lerritory to ascertain what meas- 
ures are necessary to replenish the depleted gamie; and such 
ascertained measures have already been taken to erect suitable 

paddocks for deer and coverts for birds, and to,purchase 
whatever Jive game is névessary to abundantly stock the 
preserves. If circumstances demand, several thousand 
grown quail and several liundred grouse can be turned 
loose into the grounds at short notice. A large number of 

wild turkeys are also available. As soonas the ice breaks 
up in the early spring, the whole tract will be astir with an- 
imated life. Of course all necessary police protection 

against poachers will be afforded, The new Superintendent 
is John M. Stellenwerf, late of the Lake House, at Islip, 
Long Island. 

The following is a list of members of the Blooming Grove 
Park Association, elected during the year 1878: 

Hon. De W. GC. Wheeler, Prof, EK. H, Day, N. H. Wolfe, W. L, Jen- 

King, dr,, N. Y. City; R. A. Packer, Penn; Ronald Thomas, Charles 

Isbell, L, W. Johuson, N. ¥, City; Isaac 8, Gartmer, Utlea, N. ¥.5 J, 
De Rivera, Gol. E. 5. Gowen, J. BH. Beard, C. Alfred Grymes, A, A. 

Drake, John Sickles, N. Y. City; J. E. Meacham, Nevada; A. Patter. 

son, Geo, H. B. Hill, Dr, Morris J, Asch, Major 8. B, Eaton, Jno. Mc- 

Ginnis, Jr., Geo. W. Towuley, D. B, Babcock, H. Durand, }', L, Eames, 
Wayland Trask, W. F. Jones, 8. J. Harriott, N. ¥. Gity; Horace 
White, Chicago, Til; Dr. T. A, McBride, Dr. 5, M. Nash, N. Y. City; 
Wm, Lampson, Le Roy, N. ¥.; Conot D. B. De Mouzilly, T, BH. H, Car- 

fis, N. ¥. City; Joho H. Swoyer, Wilkesbarre, Penn; B.F. Brady, 

Geneva, Switzerland; Alfred Beoar, E, A. Johnson, R. N. 

Hazard, W._S. Andrews, Geo. H. McLean, J. Kearney Warren, 

N. ¥. City; G, D. Clark, Jr., Baltimore, Md.; EH. Sanford, N. Y, chy; 

J. L. Silsoee, Syracuse, N. Y.; Thos. A. Vyse, N. ¥, City; Dr, B. Dodd, 

Brooklyo, L.1; H. A. Gorey, A. Darling, James Benkard, Chas. F. 

Fearing, John W. Balfour, Herman R, Le Roy, Genl, Danl. Butterield, 

Roland Redmond, H. HB. Chase, John Benjamin, Christopher R, Robert, 

Arnold Marcus, N. ¥. Cliy; Willy Bumstead, Boston, Mass.; G. G. 
Coleman, W. B. Williams, Monteford Isaics, Walter B. Lawrence, Leon 

Gluenzer, Major Kinney, Wm, R. Barr, Geni. Jno, J. Anderson, Dr. F, 
J, Bumbtead, H. 1. Carey, Gen’. 4.C. Deas, R. 8. Hiliott, W. A. Mear- 
ing, O. W. Joslyn, 0. Mc¥ivern, Frank Raynolds, Dr. A. Russell 

Strachan, Phoenix Remsen, B. W. Dyer, Louis Siyder, U1. C. De Rivera, 
H. B, Hollins, Geo. W. Hall, N. Y. City ; Prof. Chas, T. Jenkins, Salem, 
Muas.; Joseph Jefferson, Hohokus, N.d. 

Previous members number about ninety. 

Itis hardly necessary to state that the stock of the Asgoci- 
atiun has very materially appreciated since the publication 

of iiscommittees’ reports, The price of membership has 
also advanced. ecent memberships haye been secured 

chiefly by the purchase of forfeited shares at a nominal 
price of $50, When all such shares are disposed of, the 
membership will be large enough to siipport the Associa- 

tion by its annual dues, which are fixed at $35, subsequent 

to April 1, 1879; at which time the price will return to $450, 
as per charter. Lite memberships, exempt from taxation 
and dues, can be purchased for $1,000. 

The congratulations of all persons who foresee the extinc- 

tion of game in our eastern country by the steady advance 
of settlement, are due to thase who have at last succeeded 

in placing this Protective Association on a firm and perma- 
nent footing. It has within itself the elements of great 
strength. It is the pioneer organization of its kind in 

America. The good it can accomplish by its influence and 

direct sid in preserving game aud sport for our sportsmen 
will manifest itself in time; while the fact of its having 

] rescued from the clang of shops and the tramp of multi- 
\itudes one choice spot which it will keep secluded and 
sucred hereafter to Nimrod aud Diana, will at least be ree- 
ognized. Accordingly, we feel it to be the duty of this 

journal, a8 the representative of sporting interests in America, 

and independent of what might be charged as the personal 

considerations of its editor, who Was one of the incorpora- 

tors of the Blooming Grove Park Association, to give this 
enterprise its unqualified support, and to wish all connected 

with it the most eminent success in their efforts to preserve 

the game of the country, 
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TRUE SPORTSMEN AND SPORTING 
LITERATURE. 

PISCATOR—Yon ure well overtaken, gentlemen; a good morning to 

you both. I have stretched my Jegs up Tottenham Hill to overtake 

you, hoping your business may occasion you toward Ware, whither I 

ami going this fine fresh May morning. 

VgeNnATOR—Sir, I for my part shall almost answer your hopes, for my 
purpose is to drink my morning’s draught at the Thateh’d House in 

Hododen, : * a 4 * But now 
we are at it, we'll turn into if; and refresh ourselves with a cup of drink 

and a little rest. 
PiscaATOR—Most gladly, sir; and we'll drink a clyil cup to all the 

Other huntera hat are 19 meet you to morrow. ad ¥ . 

VENATOR—I wiilrequlte a part of your courtesies with a bottle of 

BECK, milk, oranges antl sugar, which, all put together, make & drink 

like nectar; Indeed, too good for anybody but us Anglers. 

Izaak WALTON. 

A true sportsman, says a well known authority, must pos- 

sess 2 combination of virtues which will fill him so full that 

no room can be left for sin to squeeze in. He must be an 
early riser—to be which is the beginning of all virtue—am- 

bitious, temperate, prudent, patient of toil, fatigue and disap- 

pointment ; courageous, watchful, intent upon his business— 

always ready. Confident, cool, kind to his dog, civil to the 
girls and courteous to his brother sportsmen, 

While possessing the above traits the sportsman should be a 

most faithful devotee of the attractions of the universe— 

birds, flowers, woods and streams. He should have sufficient 
control over the various appetites and passions of the mind 

and body as will endow him with the capability of dealing 
moderately in all things, From time immemorial conyiyiality 

has been a prominent feature—yea, the wind up of very many 

jaunts of the angler and fowler, nine of which out of every 

ten are epicures who would as soon think of eating a raw salt 
mackerel as sit down to canvasback and terrapin without an 
accompanying quaff of their fayorite wine. 

Izaak Walton frequently terminated 4 day's fishing with a 

generous libation at the ‘‘Thatched [ouse,” and e’en said 
grace for the refreshing cup of barley malt. 

A man may drink wine, even carry a little with him 

on a fishing or shooting expedition, and be both a pentleman 

and a sportsman, provided he has force of character sufficient 

to stop when he has partaken moderately. Gut he, who to 
every shot at a leatherhead, has three glasses from the whisky 

flask, or he who deems if necessary to provide himself with a 

cask of heer and a hundyed weight of ice for a day's fishing 
or shooting, and who, before the sun is fairly in the meridian, 

is noisily drunk, and then, and then, parades before the pub- 

lic in the columms of a first-clase sporting, journal, over the ap- 

pellation of a Sportsman deserves chastisement, which delicacy 

forbids mentioning in this paper. ‘‘My Shooting Box,” “ The 

Quondon Hounds,” ‘‘ The Warwick Woodlands” and ‘The 

Deer Stalkers” are a series of sporting sketches meant more 

as a literary amusement than an example or lesson te be taught 

or copied. It was against Herbert's will that they have been 
published in hook form, and in no other of his works can the 

reader say dwelis the slightest degree of redolency from the 
whisky flask or brandy bottle. 

Had Herbert failed to note in his peculiar but descriptive 

way those petit sowpers, or the jest at Harry Archers then 

would he have written narrative void of true delineation. 

Macaulay might as well haye omitted the revolution and the 
reign of James II. That the whisky flask should be rigidly 
excluded from 1ifle practice where victory is the. hard-earned | 

restilt of clearheadedness and steady nervesis an indisputable 
fact worthy the co-operation of all organizations competing 

whether with rifle or shot-gun, The great trouble nowadays 

is the want of judicious discrinrination between a sporting 
man and 4 sportsman, ‘The former must as a consequence be 

over just to himself with the bottle, must deal at the pool 

room and consequently visit the gaming table. The latter 
tual be either painter or poet, a {horongh naturalist (Darwin's 

views excepted), must keep the ten commandments, the re- 

vised ‘statutes and the thirty-nine articles of the Episcopal 
Church. 

ris] 

—Keports of the various railroad companies carrying pas- 

sengers {0 Coney Island have been filed in Albany, from 

which it appears that the total number of persons taken to the 
popular resort last season, exclusive of those who went by 
boat, was 2,750,000. Enough went in other ways to swell 
the number to three millions and a half. ‘he averaye number 
carried by the roads. day was 26,000. 

467 

—Wilbur & Hastings, Fulton street, New York, publish 
some very neat aud handsome calendars for 1879. 

ee 
—Sleet in Florida and ten inches of snow in Texas are 

among the rare phenomena of the present winter. Norfolk 

Harbor, in Virginia, is frozen clear across, and the James 
River is blockaded by ice throuzhout its entire Jength. In 

California the srowing oranges have been incased in ice, and 

great quantities of ripening frnit destroyed in great variety. 
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—Our well known correspondent, Oscar B. Smith, sq, 
the author of many pleasant sketches in Forusr anp StRRAM 

during past years, has gone into business with Messrs, Pome- 

roy and Cox, under the firm name of Pomeroy, Gox & Smith, 

bankers and brokers, 37 Broad street, this city. If our friend 

is as earnest in the pursuit Of forhune ag he is in the prosecu- 

tion of the game laws, and the hunting of quail, he will lave 

to hire a stout hoy to carry his bag of shekels as well as his 
bag of game. 

———___—____ 

Goon News rrom Goop Grounp.—Our friend Wun. Lane, 
of Good Grotind, Long Island, well known to all sportsmen 

who visit that region, writes us the cheerful news that Shin- 

necock Bay is once more provided with an inlet. Tt was 

opened on the 17th of December, not on the spot of the last 
futile effort, but further to the westward in the precise loca- 

tion of the old inlet, which remained open for eighteen years? 

The surplus water, and which crossed some of the best fecd- 

ing grounds, was all run off before the bay become frozen 

over. The last day of the shooting Lane killed 181 broad- 

bills and red-heads. The prospects for good shooting in the 

Spring were never better. Lane says that he never in his life 
Saw SO many geese as passed south this fall, and as a very 
large proportion of them were young ones the chances for the 
spring shooting are so much improved. With an open inlet 
there should also be excellent fishing in Shinnecock, as the 
bluefish appear to be particularly fond of the bay, We hope 
to join friend Lane in some ‘* chimming” next summer. 
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[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OF 
PRED BEVERLY, 

Tae CarippeaAn SkA—My Neienrors, 7o2 Mounraineyns 

—Tuae Ievana—A Work or Anv—Mers. Grounpy. 

Mr. Hditor : 

The pictures from my cabin door are all beautiful, but all 
suggest alike the sea. Detached peaks rise to the eastward 

and southward, connected by a continuous chain of hills to 

the sea. Their line is irregular, and yery shapely are those 
mountain peaks, clothed with verdure to their summits, 
The broken slope in front of my cabin slants Tapidly to the 
precipice that borders the valley that contains the river which 
hastens to the sea. Outlined against its silvery surface are 
dark green mountains; a loosely-branched tree stands out 
against it as against thesky; palms, with gracefully spreading 
foliage, show dark against it, Jt spreads so far and wide, and 
seems to climb so high to meet the sky, that it is hardly pos- 
sible to tell where sea leaves off and sky begins. very day 
Tam puzzled to ascertain the horizon line, Every day it 
blends into sky so softly that all seems sky, or all may he sea, 
Is thé sky blue, so is the sea; is it smoky pearl, the sea is 
dim, and hides its face beneath a hazy clond. A. cloudy day, 
with the sun shining on the water from behind the clouds, 
turning the sea to burnished and glistening silver, is as pugz- 
zling as a day with sky ot clearest ether; for the sun, reflect. 
éd from the silver surface of ihe sea, dissipates the line of 
demarkation in the glare of the reflection. 
There are times when the sea does not rise up to meet the 

sky, but spreads out miles and miles, until I almost fancy I 
can see to Aves Island—that solitary islind far west in the 
Caribbean Sea, where a colony of birds breed on the sends 

alone. The best view is obtained at sunset; then, whether 
the bright orb disappears behind the mountains without 
cloud, or whether he leaves a threatening array, clad in armor 
of gold and silver, the horizon line is well defined. At moon- 
light also, when mountains and valleys are but gradations in 
depth of shadow, the sea reposes peacefully beneath moon 
and stars, content to rest itself asa sea, and claiming no af- 
finity with the yault above. 

It seems fo me that it changes every time I look upon it— 
pearl blue, silver shot with gold, hazy depths, from which 
no light is shown, and agajnasea of deepest ether. Th has 
hever beea otherwise than calm and placid, though the fierce 
winds that sometimes sweep down from these mountaing and 
dive into the valleys are enough to rufile the tranquillity of 
any sea, Indeed, it is a well-known fact that vessels are of. 
ten becalmed under the Jee of these Garibbee islands for days 
tuxether, and there is not even a swell to break the monotony 
of @xistence on hoard. I can see white sails, sails of sloops, 
of schooners, of ships, drifting lazily over the placid sen. 
Sometimes the morning will reveal the sail of the evening: 
before—the sail that I watched listlessly as I swung in my 
hammoek. It is one'of the pleasures of existence here that 
[can at any time raise my eyes and look out upon the still, 
dreamy, beautiful sea of the Antilles, Tt is not always that 
itis so peaceful. Tn the “ hurricane Season,’’ when the tem. 
pests devastate these islands, it rises in its wrath—not like the 
miserable Atlantic, though, always in commotion; it is only 
disturbed by a hurricane—nothing less, 
A century ago or thereabouts, when came to this mountain 

retreat (then unbroken wilderness as now it is saye this 
little clearing )—when first came that, sanguine Frenchman 



Jean Baptiste Landat, from his native isle of Martinique or 
Guadeloupe, he looked him about him for a wife. It is more 

probable, though, that he brought her with him asa slave, 

and that she was black; and that there afterward got admixed 
4 soupcon of Carib blood is manifest in the color of these, his 

descendants. They are not yellow, nor bright olive like the 

Carib, but of a rich brown, with long hair, black and wavy. 

That the air of these mountains is conducive to health, their 
size, plumpness and activity prove. 

There are but five families, ruled over by the present Jean 

Baptiste, who inherits his power from his deceased grand- 

father, as eldest son of his son. With him lives his mother, 4 

yellow-skinned old lady of eighty, who hobbles about with a 

cane and is a frequent visitor at the door of my ut. Now, 

this old lady and her Jean can speak what they flatter them- 

selves passes for English, but their native tongue is the per- 

verted French of their white ancestor. To a Parisian their 

perversion of the French verb faire would be sufficient to 
drive him crazy. 

For instance, the old lady strives to make intelligible the 
number of her grandchildren and their respective parents : 

“" My zon, Jean, he make ze enfans seex; Mafille, he make 

huit, and dowd les enfans make seexty.” She passed my door 

One afternoon as I was busy preparing my collections for 

preservation, and told me confidently that she was going to 
**make petif walk,” but a wailfrom the house of her eldest 

sou caused her to hurry her old limbs to soothe the child 

“zat make ze cry.” ‘Me make my sleep,” is 2 common ex- 

pression to make yam, cane, ground provisions, etc. ‘*Moi 

cafait souper, dejeuner,” I go to make supper, breakfast, 

J. B. is full of wise sayings, and gives vent to some very 

strange expressions in his confidences tome. One day I re- 

furned from along hunt in a heavy rain, and my worthy 

friend was greatly exercised that I did not immediately change 

my clothing: ‘* Who drink ze watah,” said he. ‘It is you- 

selfs feet,” meaning that the moisture had been absorbed into 

my system. ‘‘ White man next to God (ze Mon Dieu)” 

‘“ White man not like colored, he no eat ze bones of ze poule.” 

“tT tank ze Mon Dieu ef I speaks ze Engleesh.” Heexercised 
2 sort of paternal sovereignty over me, asthe first white man 

who had honored his little hamlet with his presence, and many 

a day has he staid from his Jabor in the mountains to procure 
something for my table or some new bird. 

The walls of this little cabin, which is a new one, and occu- 

pied by me solely, are covered with writing, from which I 

learn that this ishis journal. Among other things he chroni— 

cles his first visit to the confessional, when he received abso- 

lution from father O'Reilly. 

One day J. 4, brought tomy door an iguana, nearly five 

feet in length and very ugly. Hehad seen it basking on a 

limb beneath the cliff, and had pinned it with a long bamboo 

while his brother secured it with a noose made from a liane. 

J expressed a desire to obtain its skin, and hastened to do so, 
but a woman was already scorching the scales, which she 

afterward scraped off in water. It looked quite repulsive, but 

a piece they later sent me I ate, finding it sweet, tender, white, 

not unlike chicken. This is the season (March and April) 

when the iguana leaves the rocks and precipices and takes to 

the trees. Helives on grass aud leaves, principally, if not 

solely, and only frequents the trees, they say, during the dry 

season; then he is hunted. During the wet season he lives 
in bis hole, or if he comes out he is hard to find. The dogs 

of Laudat are trained to hunt this lizard 

L always held that for daring, pure and simple, our good old 
grandmothers of the good.old times held rank par ewcellence. 

This was conclusively proven one day, when, having made a 

long rent in the leg of an old pair of trowsers, I took them to 

Mrs. Jean Baptiste to be repaired, As I turned to go T was 
arrested by an exclamation, and looking back found her at- 

tentively examining them. Now, they were very old ; how 

they got mixed up with the rest of my wardrobe I do nol 
know; but as they were there I made use of them in the 
woods, intending to leave them there, peradventure they sur- 

vived, Lest any one think they were my only ones, I will 

mention that I had another pair. Years before they had been 

patched by my srandmother—may heaven rest her soul—for 

that maternal relative had a passion for darning perfectly un- 
accountable. Like Alexander, she would shed tears when 

there were n0 more conquests to make in her world of darning, 

and a new pair of pantaloons or a coat without a rent was to 
her a source of grief. How eagerly she would seize upon a 

garment that showedjsigns of dissolution! ‘The fact that the 

early spankings of my boyhood made but little impression 

was owing to the double thickness with which a portion of 

of my pantaloons were lined. 

Like the Dutch girls of carly New York, so graphically de- 
seribed by Irving, [ was impregnable. Jabbering a few hur 

ried words in patois to a garcon who quickly departed, she 

sat down with the garment in her hands to await the arrival, 
as I soon found, of the adult female population of Laudut. 

When they had all arrived she arose and displayed to their 
united view the broadest part of my inoffensive nether habili- 

: ments. At first they were speechless with admiration, but 

goon broke forth into a chorus of Mon Dieus! each one reach- 

ing forward for a closer inspection. 
The stmple explanation of this is they recognized the work 

ofamaster hand. Had some connoisseur of paintings found 

in a garrel—as some one is constantly finding in & garret—a 
painting that, the dust being remoyed, disclosed a Murillo or 
a Van Dyke, he could uot bave been more delighted and sur- 
prised. I say delighted, but sober reflection convinced them 

hat sueb iw should not be shown their lords and 

FOREST AND & 
masters, and {hey grew troubled lest they should see this 
masterpiece, and, becoming dissatisfied with their spouses’ 
needlework, eventually sue for divorce on grounds of incom- 

petency or some kindred cause. Then they desired I should 

teach them ; but I protested that I never had taken lessons in 
that science, and that unless they could puzzle it, out for them- 

selves the art, a8 an art, must bea lost one to them, Mine 

host heard of it, however, and to him I gave the garment. 

And it is said’ that he has caused to be preseryed (by framing 

or some other way) that design in darning, and, having lopped 

off the legs for his youngest son, regards the remainder as an 
art treasure of the highest value. If his wife gets refractory 

he bas but to point with warning gesture at that specimen of 
needlework, and she af once subsides. 

Even in this wild island, in the depths of the deepest 
forest, there exists that fear of Mrs. Grundy that smolders in 
the human breast in town and city. Though the young peo- 
ple of the mountains go about for days and weeks with noth- 
ing on but asingle gown or ragged shirt, when the time 
comes for going to town they must carry with them all they 

possess in the way of a wardrobe; and they will carry on their 

heads a large Indian pannier, or basket, with nothing in it but 

their best clothes. When they reach the banks of the last 

stream nearest town they don their finery and cram their un- 

willing feet into unaccustomed shoes, and then limp painfully 
into the metropolis, conscious they are’ objects of envy and 

admiration. ‘They are tealiy prettier in the mote becoming 

costume of the mountains—a simple dress gathered about the 

hips, reaching to the knees; and men and boys handsomer in 
merely cotton pants with broad breast and muscular arms ex- 

posed. I have seen the policemen, when in secluded country 
districts, walking with their shoes held carefully under their 
arm. Though improvident of time these people are very 
careful Of their clothing, 

Steen teed 

GAME PROTECTION. 
| 

Nzw Hampesnmn Laws.—We are indebted to Mr. Samuel 
Webber, of Manchester, fora copy of the revised Fish and 

Game Laws of New Hampshire. These laws provide, in 
brief, that the Governor shall appoint a board of three com- 

missioners on fish and game, whose duty it shall be to restock 

the waters with fish and enforce the fish and game protective 

statutes. Hvery town or city council shall appoint fish and 

game wardens for its territory, who shall be sworn to enforce 
the laws and prosecute offenders. The State Commissioners 

are also empowered to appoint private detectives for their as- 

sistance. Provision is made for proper posting of streams, 
and fines and penalties affixed for violation. Section 9 pro- 
vides that any town or city may, at a duly notified m eting, 

by the major vote.of the citizens, or if the city government 

prohibit all fishing in the waters of the town for a period of 
three years for the purpose of restocking the same. 

Chapter IL., pertaining to game, protects the usual insectivor- 

ous birds and fixes the close seasons as follows: Plover, yel- 
low-legs, sandpipers, woodcock, duoks and rails, Feb. 1 to 
Aug. 1; ruffed grouse, partridge and quail, Feb. 1 to Sept. 
1. Penalty, $10 or 60 days’ imprisonment for each offence, 
and possession convicts. Snaring grouse, partridge and quail 
is penalized with the same fine. Provision is made for post- 
ing corporation or private property. Moose, deer and cariboo 
are protected fora term of three years, from Sept. 1, 1878, 
with heavy penalties for convictions. It is lawful, however, 
to ki) deer within Coos County between Aug. 1 and Dec. 1, 
and moose and cariboo Sept. 1 to Dec. 1, of each year. Mink, 
beaver, sable, otter, fisher, protected from April 1 to Oct. 15 ; 
raccoons and coons, Jan. 1 to Sept. 1; hares, rabbits and 
muskrats, April 1 to Oct. 1. Railroads and express compa- 
nies haying tor transportation or other purposes any of these 
animals or birds during the close season shall be punished by 
a fine not exceeding $100, unless it can be shown that such 
animals or birds are being transported from without the State. 

Chapter 1V. provides for the protection of ali waters artifi- 
cially prepared for breeding purposes ; for the legal capture 
of salmon, trout, land-locked salmon, grayling, bass, striped 
bass, pike, pike perch, white perch, pickerel, muskalonge 
aud smelts by angling with a single hook and line only; for 
the forfeiture of allimplements illegally employed; for the 
protection of land-locked salmon, luke trout and brook trout 
between the month of Sept. and the month of April follow- 
ing (lake trout may be taken during January, February and 
March); black bass, pike perch and white perch protected 
during May and June; muskalonge, piekerel, pike and gray- 
ling cannot be taken in Apriland May. Fora period of five 
years from the 14th of June, 1876, salmon, parr, smolts, grilse, 
shad, alewives and lamper eels aré prohibited in the Merri- 
mack and Connecticut Rivers and all tributary waters. All 
fish introduced by fish culturists are protected for five years 
from the time of introduction. Owners of dams and weirs 
are subject to fine or action for neglect to provide suitable 
fishways; noris fishing allowed within four hundred yards 
of such fishway. Possession of any fish in the close season 
subjects the possessor to'all penalties provided for the other 
oifences, such possession being deemed prima-fucte evidence. 
Section 22 prohibits the capture or haying in possession any 
brook trout, caught from any waters of the State, of a less 
length than four inches, or of any striped bass of a less Jength 
than teninches, Section 24 provides that owners of privute 
waters may take fish from the same at any tinis for purposes 
of prepagation, dissemination or science, but nob for food 
during the close seasons prescribed. 
The present Commissioners are: Mr. Samuel Webber, 

Manchester; Mr. Luther Hays, South Milton, and Mr. Ajbina 
H. Powers, Plymouth. Free copies of the laws may be ob- 
tained from any of these gentlemen. 

Sl 

Tuav Migratory Quart,—In a recent issue of Forgst 
AND STREAM We noticed [he capture in Centre Brook, Conn., 
of a specimen of this little quail by a correspondent, ‘* G. 
A. G.,” and being anxious t9. uave a more detailed account of 
the circumstances, we wrote to onr correspondent, asking him 
for fuller particulars. In a reply recently received he says: 
The bird I sent to youl found alone. My dog was pet- 

haps two minutes finding and pointing after striking scent, 
following ahout 140 feet, footing it out and came ta a dead 
point, pointing toward myself. I advanced, say 100 feet, 
and sprang the bird. Tt Jay close and sprang quick, and flew 
about the same speed of our ordinary quail I was shooting 
in the town of Westbrook and found this bird 14 miles from 
Long Island Sound, I think there was a possibility there 
were more birds where I shot this, it being a large tract of 
level Jand and light soil. But I only went across one corner. 

Che Kile. 
THE FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD 

AND GUN TOURNAMENT 

For the Short-Range Championship 

of 1879 

And three team medals, which will be awarded to the teams 

making the first, second and third best scores, Other prizes 
wil] be offered also, to take placeat Conlin’s shooting gallery. 
Open to teams from any organized rifle club, 

Conditions—T earis—Hach team shall consist of ten men. The teams 
participating must be comoosed of members of the varions clubs 
Which they represent. Rifles—Limited to ten poundsio weight; mini- 
mum pull of irigger, three pounds; 22-100 cal, ‘Teams may furnish 
their own rifles and gmmunition, oruse those at the gallery, as they 
may desire, Numbérof Shote—Ten by each competitor, Sighting 
Shots—Two shot’ will be allowed each vompetitor. Position—on- 
hand, ‘Targets—200-yards targets, according to the regulations of the 
N. RK, A. reduced in proportion to the range at the gallery. Practiee— 
No practice allowed on the day of the mate, Hntrance Fee—Ten 
dollars to be paid st the ofiice of the Forres? AnD STREAM AND Ron 

AND GUN, No, 111 Fulton street, N. ¥. The match to be governed by 

the roles of the N. R.A. relating 10 teamy, The captains of the several 
tenms entered before 9 o'clock on the evening of February 22, Will meet 

ai Conlin’s Gallery at that Nonr, and fix upon the arrangements for 

carrying out the Match, choose referees, and decide in what order the 
Tespective teams shallshoot, The assemble1 captains shall decide 
Mipou the date of opening the matehes, and the date at which the entries 
shall close, The referees Shall elect an umpire, whose decision in all 
Caséa siiall be final. 
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THE RIFLE CAMPAIGN OF 1879. 

The American Team of 1878 seems determined to secure 
some sort of an international match daring the current year 
and are not disposed to sit down under the somno le nt in 

fluences which seem to have overcome the N. R. A. and its 
officers. They are acting a prudent part in wording every 
opportunity for the national organization to uvite with them, 
and take the lead before coming to & determination to start off 

on an independent course. The Fosesr anp Srream advo- 
cated the walk-over match to gain @ record and take the con- 
trol of the Palma out of the hands. of the wrangling half- 
dozen then in possession; but to keep wp a succession of walk- 

overs would only provoke a succession of broad grins. A live 
match must be brought about by all means, and Capt, Jack- 
son and his associates seem possessed of suflicieht enctgy, 
pluck and skill to bring about such a contest. The following 
letter tothe National Rifle Association and the resolutions 
explain the position of the team of 1878: 

To tak Pausrpenr anp Directors or tHe N. It. A : 

Gentlemen—At a meeting of the American rifle team, held 
in this city on the 17th inst., the following resolution was 
passed, and alsothe accompanying communication. It wag 
voted to respectfully present them to you, hoping that there 
may be unanimity of action for the best interests of rifle 
practice in America : 

RESOLUTIONS. 
Whereas, The original conditions goyerning competitions 

for the ‘‘Palma” Lad beeu authoritatively declared unalter 
able, and had not been altered at the time the American 
Team of 1578 was organized and acquired its standing by 
shooling the niatch or ‘*walk-over,” at, the request, and under 
the direction of the National Rifle Association ; and, whereas, 
said conditions invest the American ‘eam for the time being 
with the custody of the Palma, and with the power to name 
the time and place for the next succeeding competition ; and, 
whereaa, by said conditions the team dre tu receive certain re- 
cognition in the form of badges; and, whereas, three months 
have elapsed since the ‘*walk over,” and not only haye none 
of the conditions which affect the team being fulfilled, but a 
proposition is before the National Iifle Association, apparently 
intended by éx post facto legislation, to deprive the team of 
rights to which they are clearly entitled,— 

ftesolved, That the American Team of 1878 respectfully re- 
quest from the Nutional Rifle Association the recognition to 
which they are entitled, and enter their protest against any 
action based upon the proposed alteration of the conditions 
governing the *‘Palma’ contest, which will curtail their just 
and proper privileges. 

Fiesclved, That with respect to the time and place for the 
competition of 1879, the team believe they can be relied upon 
{o take such action as will inuré to the best advantage of long- 
range rifle-shooting in the country at Jarge, whatever may ta 
their local interests; and whey will be glad to havu seasonable 
conference with the officers of the National Rifle Association, 
with a view of reaching a concurrence of judgment. 

LITTER, 

To THE PRESIDENT AND Dingorors N. R. A.: 
Gentlemen—The American Team of 1878, standing at the 

present time, however worthily, in a posilion which may give 
some weight to their opinions respecting long-range rifle- 
shooting in the United States, take the liberty of expressing 
to you their views upon the measures which seem fo them 
necessary to maintain the interest in thal which, whether re- 
garded simply as a genteel recreation, or as an auxiliary to an 
important element of military instruction, bas claims upon our 
attention. 

There is in the country at Jarge an apparently lethargic feel- 
ing in regard to the matter. It seems to us to result, in a preat 
measure, from the lapse in the series of international compe- 
titions. In our judzment these competitions have been the 
main cause of our las progress; it is these which form the 
general basis of comparisons; and it is these which hold out 
the greatest incentive for emulative practice, local competi- tions, and 8 general diffusion of interest 



We see ereat force inthe suggestion advanced by British 
Tiflemen that such competitions slfould alternate, as to locality, 
between Great Britain and the United States, Whether or not 
the Palma can be shot for out of this country, without being 
previously won by a foreign team, we think there should be, 
each year, some sort of an ‘International Match,” based upon 
fhe same general conditions as (he ‘Palma” Match. If, as 
Tumored, we may expect a foreign team to visit this country 
in 1879, there may be no necessity for immediate action look- 
ing to 1880 and years beyond. nit, if not, it would unques- 
fionably serve to revive the drooping interest for the time 
being, and stimulate it for the future, fo send & team abroad 
the coming year. As to methods and details, we have at 
present no suggestions to offer; but we feel confident that the 
establishment of the rule of biennial contests in each country 
will insure the ready assent of the foreign riflemen. As the 
National Rifle Association is the body which will be looked 
to for the initiation of any movement in this direction, we 
hope it will take early steps to ascertain and carry out the 
ideas of our long-range riflemen in this regard. It is none 
too early to prepare for the campaign of 1879, if there is to be 
one, Respectfully, W. H. Jaoxson, 

Captain of the American ‘eam, 
t SS ISS SS 

MassAcnuserts— Walnut Hill Range, Boston, Deo. 28.— 

Conditions fair, with a strong 11 to 12 o'clock wind. The 
November amateur series was first contested with seventeen 

entries at 200, the best scores standing : 
J Wemyss, Jr....-.....- “Poet orto 445 4 5 5 6 4 4 4-44 
Bry @i isc ass-- ais i -t 44 4 5 4 4 4 5 5-48 

Jd B Parker....- t 664444 4 4 5-43 
NJ Stephens... 3446444 4 5—41 
Wy BE Ma ee ce. pers byes eeveeaggd GO 4 4 4 £ 5 4 2 3-36 

The Ring Target match was next disposed of, twelve gen- 
tlemen entering in the competition. Scores : 
W HGuerrier.......,.35 28 54 JN Prye.,........ 31 628) (69 
W #H Willlama,.....88 27 63 J Wemyss, Jr...<. 1238. JA BF 

Jan. 4.—There was a good assemblage to-day to see the 
opening of the newly-arranged Maynard rifle match. The 

weather conditions were not favorable to good marksmanship, 

and only ordinary scores were made. The wind at times blew 
a perfect gale from 11 o'clock. The terms are as tollows : 

Competitors are classed in three classes; distance, 200 yards; 
Tifle, any within the rules; rounds, ten; re-entries permitited; 
first entry fee $1; re-entries 50 cents; winners to be deter- 
mined by the aggregate of the three best scores made at any 
time during the match; first-class epen to all comers; second 
and third only to members of the association, Any competi- 
tor i the second and third class may enter in the first or 
second, but scores madein such entries must stand in the 
class in which they are made; prizes to be awarded whenever 
the receipts shall equal the yalue of the same and expenses, 
the competitors having the highes aggregates to take first 
choice. The list of prizes include (for the first class) eight of 
ever $100 in value; second class, fifteen prizes, valued at 
$100; third class, seven prizes at $50; prizes were on exhibi- 
tion at the store of William Read & Sons. 
The result in the first day’s contest were as follows : 

OB PAREN. 2. yen css cess eeasaceesr aver 448 54465 4 5 4—42 
+ Wenn dr E 34465645 6 44 4~42 
JT Wiliams. 4444544 4 4 441 
Nd Stephens, 44834444 5 4 5-41 
IN frye... 44434445 4 4-40 
H Mortimer 4444483 4 5 4 4-40 
Jd B Francis 44444443 4 3—38 
W. Doward, 44443 43 4 4 3—8T 
EW MeGoll 438345 8 4 4 4 3-37 
EW Ateher.. 43 5 3 43 4 3 8B 5—27 

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, 
for the choice of officers and otber business, will be held at 
Young’s Hotel, Tuesday, January 14, at 8 o'clock r. m., and 
the Executive Committee have arranged for an association 
dinner to occur at the samme place two hours before the busi- 
ness meeting, in honor of the success which has attended the 
efforts of the Massachussetts Rifle Association to promote 
Tifle practice, 

Gardner.—The Gardner Rifle Club is now holding prize 
shooting matches at its range every Wednesday, Two 
matches have been arranged with a goad list of prizes for 
each, one being open to all and the other only to members of 
fhe club, The matches will be kept open until the entrance 
fees equal the value of the prizes, which will then be awarded. 

Boston, Jan. 1.—Mammoth Rifie Gallery; regular monthly 
prize shoot; 160 feet; possible 40 : 

8 Restarick........-.-....-38 KE W Archer.....-. Weecreri treet.) 
Foun 4 Lowell. -...-.)-- 37 BRS Pinkering.. = apse 30 
D F Small........-s++ ay KK EF Beimzen,..-....-.- peers] 

HC spoftord.. 
gS ae OM Jewell... KEOD. es eae = 
RMRatihersaic es aie anee GW Davidson... ; 

Jackson Rirtr Gatreny, Boston.—Weekly prize, ten 
shots, possible 50, 75 feet, with Ballard rifle, .22 cal.: 

FJ Hogan, .-, .-seanensaunneneees dS 
mt aa bie 43 

ant hase ture Weneeee sai 
DHiwards —~.. $45 04D 
HP Emerson... tecesbasee-4h 
Wi CRW yenccio-p cssesnccceccpeceendS TBOTGCD ..2 cle aisle ee eee 

The first competition for the Markeman’s badge will be shot 
on January 14; open to all comers. Also, a match for a 
Winchester rifie, and two money prizes, open to all comers ; 
entry fee, $1; of re-entries 50 cents, 

Connrorrout—Oollinsville, Dec. 25.—At the prize shoot held 
here to-day, the following were the leading scores made with 
three pound pullon the Massachusetts targets, in three shots, 
out of a possible 36 ; off-hand; 200 yards: 
J D Marks.... 
JH Bidwell. 
O88 Haoil.... 
JD Andrews. 

New Yorke Rircre Croz.—A yery interesting contest 
among the members of the New York Hifle Club was com- 
pleted at Conlin’s Gallery on Thursday evening, Dec. 26. It 
was instituted for the, purpose of determining the twelve men 
who should have the honor of composing the representative 
team of the club for the year 1879. ‘As this team is to meet 
in several important matches which ars to take place shortly, 
riflemen, whose skill and nerve have been tried and found Al., 
the good and the poor points of each contestant were carefully 
watched. The captain, Mr. ‘L. Y. Sone, promised teh band- 
some gold badges to be given the team men. ‘This proved a 
special inducement, and in every instance to ‘‘carry off ” one 
cf the badges ‘’ tall" shooting was necessary. Vhe condi- 
tions of the contest required twelve targets, ten shots per tar- 
get, to he shot: during three evenings, four targets per evening, 
shouting to be done with rifle .22-cal., trigger, three pound 
pull ; position, off-hand; at 200-yards target reduced for the 

a challengeto any team composed of members of the General 
and District Committees of your Assembly District—six or 
eight—to shoot for the championship of the Fifth Senatorial 
District, at 200 or 500 yards range at Hellwig’s Gallery, 
Sixth avenue, near Wifteenth street. 
accepted, then namea date as exrly as practicable for the 
match to take place. “Very respectfully, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Tange; rules of the N. Jk. A. to govern ; highest possible score 
per target fifty points; highest possible aggregate 600 points, 
The following are the names and scores of those who won 
places on lhe team and reserve ; 

TEAM. . 

EV SONE..----eereeed 4S 49 40 47 49 Gh 43 47 49 AD de—57q 
veoceesee 48 48 BO Sh 46 47 47 46 49 46 46 49—HN8 

«49 47 46 49 49 46 4T dT 45 AT 46 ab—nid 
38 Coolin.......-...47 49 42 44 45 43 465 43 47 46 47 50—SaD 
JB Blydenbugh,....46 46 43 47 45 48 47 4S 46 47 453 47—AdG 
FOUN. .sscccase-49 47 47 46 46 47 44 46 44 45 48 47—556 

45 48 47 o6 41 48 47 46 46 43—550 
45 48 46 46 47 4h 4h 42 48 a7—f50 
44°48 dT di di db 46 48 46 44—5u9 
47 45 43 46 47 45 45 46 44 47—A42 

RESERVE, : 

HD Barker,....,....45 44 43 46 42 47 44 SR 48 48 47 46—5an 
D A Davin -..-.,....43 45 45 45 46 44 41 46 45 42 46 43—590 

Grand totial...... wees Aes Supeee shee bibs ance ns vasctee ve 006,637 

Mr. L. V. Sone made the remarkably high average of forty- 
eight points per target, and the teams, 120 targets, averaged 
46 5-12ths per target. This style of shooting is hard to find 
equaled and must be encouraging to the membersof the club 
We much regret not to have received the scores of this in- 

teresting match in season for last week's paper, but it being a 
short week with the printers (holiday week) we put our paper 

to press earlier than usual.—Hp. F. anp $, 

SEPPuNFELDT GALLERY.—Regular club shoot, 200 yards, 
reduced targets, 1{-in. bull’s-eye, ten shets : 
He Holtzmann,.......e-nsee eens 50 dohn MeCay....... 43 
A AH Anderson......- GO Walters.... 
Ang Greeneberg........ Chl Joehne 
TONN SCUNLZ, .ssses eens George Strassner. 
Isaak Gartison.......... Chl Laing......... 
Wm Seppenteldt,. -46 © Decker... sek 
Max Kertl,...... ..46 John Haas - BS 
P Bretinan.. Sed0 UM HONCI by eeeeyebsunnl enna 38 
dohn Rein....... .48 G E Maenrk,., Se) wal <Hb) 
John W Adama.,.. -45 Ohl Colen.,-,... es apeseeskGU 
Louis Bachmann,.. 45 H Rodhenburg. ....-............ 34 
Jacob ChaMberB....e0..-.....0e 44 

Tenth Precinct, second platoon match ; same conditions : 
Pat Brenan. ...-.....000..--5 
J J Ureed,..... 

...48 B Kane... 
---42 FP Fochs....... 

J Maber,... 1... CuPeial SWISLIUie Cb), oeemeet Sokal Leto a poem ees essne 

ILLINOIS Vs. JERSEY.—The meet between teams of the Lake 
View Rifle Club, of Chicago, the champion off-hand club of 
that region, and the Bergen Point Rifle Association, of Bay- 
onne, New Jersey, came off on the Ist inst. It was not ex- 
actly 4 meet, either, for each team shot out its score on its 
ownorange. Hach team was of eight men, and the scores 
when completed were exchanged by telegraph, and there was 
a simullaneous expression of feeling at each end of the wire, 
only in Jersey it was one of rejoicing, while far out in snow- 
bound Chicago it was one of chagrin and disappointment. 
Mr. Charles B, Prouty acted as umpire on the Lake View 
Range, assisted by H. P. Victor as scorer, while on the Ber- 
gen Point Range Abe Kleinman was the umpire and GC. 9. 
Overbough the scorer. This is the eleventh contest which 
the Bergen Point Assocsation have had with other clubs, and 
in every one victory has been with the Jerseymen. They 
may now be recognized at a distance trayeling about, each 
with a rifle over one shoulder anda new broom over the other. 
They will Know their first defeat, perhaps, only when they 
Sher the Forzsr anp Stream Tournament. The full scores 
stood : 

Bergen Point Team. 

Hi Melgs, Jr. 5544444 4 5 4-48 
T J Conroy 44465646 4 4 4-42 
J F Rathyen 64425 6 5 4 445 
A Schoveriin 345465 45 5 543 

4245 5 4 5 3 448 
$4444 5 8 6 4-41 
44446564 5 4 5—43 

4 44445 4 5 4 §—48—343 

Lake View Team. 
HCBradley....-.........., deuswwuh tobe 0 00k 14 2 ide te ge dat 
IH Drury...... 4444 4 6 4 4 4 4-91 
W_H Chenoweth.. 4444444 4 4-40 
Pe BORLET Aes aunt iaetee see sie eae os 44445645 4 4-409 
a7 A Colehour... 34445 3 4 5 4—39 
Chas + atlin... 444456 3 3 4 4-3) 
J Gram..... sede 44444283 44 4-39 
C A Sawyer....-. 338 3 5 0 0 2 0—21—s00 

Onto—A ttiow.—The Attica Rifle Club held their first shoot 
from the new winter shed on the 3ist ult. The clubmen use 
the 14-inch ring target, 2-in. bull’s-eye ; lines alternating; one 
inch margin counts from six to twelve. We use muzzle- 
loaders, manufactured by P. A. Reinhard, of Loudonville, 
Ohio. The following sre the best scores; 200 yards. fiye shota, 
possible 60 points : 
FP Neely. ...e...,10 10 12 13 11—56 TD Sourwin... ..,1011 10 12 10—53 
E Sourwin......10 11 11 11 12—55 W Boyeit.......- 8 8 9 10 12—47 

In the last practice Mr. Neely put in five bull’s-eyes. 
Sram, 

(Our correspondent neglects to give specific information 
about the rifles used. Are they hair-triggzers, have they tele- 

scope sights, and is the shooting strictly off-hand ?] 

Mrontean—Hast Saginaw, Dec. 25.—Amateur Rifle Club; 
ejghth practice, 200 yard target reduced ; possible 50 : 

Captain J W Sliaw.....-,--.eessseenee 44 5—49 
C CYawkey.-.. sssccss.+- 5 4 8—49 
HG Hamilton ............ 4 4 5-39 
KF Corbyn sa ysreee 45 4~—36 
J H Howry..-..-...-- Pits its Ween 4 4 435 

In shooting off the tie between Shaw and Yawkey for the 
club’s medal, the following score was made out of « possible 
20: ? 

excteperS 44 6-18 Yawkeyecuseub & 2 AY ssewaeee 

Porrrrorans vs. Raruzmen.—Colonel Gilon, of the old 
Fifty-tifth Regiment, does not stand long ona challenge to 

try his skill asa marksman, and the following challenge was 
promptly taken up by him » 

Hrangvarrins JAckson Kirn Cuun, ) 
Beyenth Assembly District, - 

New York, December 17, 1878. 

To Hon, Hdward Gilon, Chairman Ninth Assembly District 
Committee - 

On behalf of the above-named clob, I am authorized to issue 

Should this challenge. be’ 

Jas, River. 
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Tt was at once agreed that a team of eight should shoot at 
200 and 500 yards, reduced targets, ten shots at each distance, 

with Mr. Hellwig as referees. Match to be shot on the even- 
ing of Wednesday, Jan. 15, 1879, 

PARTELLO’s SHootmc.—Mr, J. M.'T. Partello, of Wash— 
ington, made # yery good start on his rifle record of 1879 by 
visiting Benuing’s Station Range on New Year's Day, and 
putting in a record of seven consecutive bull's-eyes at 300 
yards. There was a bit of snow flying at the time, but with 
his usual range rifle, with his peep sights, the score was made- 
Jol. J. D, V. Burnside was not far behind with 34 points, 
With a few more such scores at the varions ranges, Mr, Par- 
tello will put himself in a fair way of becoming a professional, 
or at any rate of setting everybody on the anxions seat to see 
himrepeat his fine displays on other ranges and in all-comers’ 
matches, Although the match was decided by the seven shots 
first fired, Col. Burnside was so delightvd by the good reeard 
that he proposed a continuation. Partello's eighth shot was a 
bull’s-eye, got off on the ninth, put another tmllin on the 
tenth. Broke again on the eleventh. The twelfth and thir- 
teenth were bulls, the fourteenth a riffer just off the bull, and 
then with six more bulls the score of twenty shots was closed, 
giving a total of seventeen bulls in the twenty shots fired. 
Col. Burnside also fired twenty shots, his shots off the bull's- 
eye being on the fifth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, thirteenth and 
seventeenth shots, or fourteen in the possible twenty bull’'s- 
eyes. It) would be interesting in view of the sugpestions of 
W. H. J., in this issue, on off-hand positions, to know those 
used by Partello nud Burnside in this very excellent exhibit. 

A Bustyzss OzAnNear.—Mr. A. Alford has succeeded to the 
business of fhe sporting department of E. Remington & Sons, 
and will contimue the same at the old stand, 283 Broadway, 
New York. 

Armory Marones.—The regimental rifle clubs are setting 
out in earnest for their winter work on the Armory ranges. 
Tn the Twelfth Reziment the members are divided into three 
Classes. Wirst, Those who made 36 or over for the marks: 
man’s badge ; second, those who won the badgeon 35 or less, 
and third, those who failed to qualify. The first class prize 
is 4 .45 cal. Sharps special military rifle, to be fired for in four 
matches. The second class shoot for a trophy in seven 
matches, and the third class will compete for a regimental pin 
in five contests, best aggregate score to win in each case. 
The range is fifty yards long. and targets are reHuced for 200 
and 500 yards firing. The rifles in use are the .44 cal, Whit- 
ney rifles, using rim-fire cartridges. The Seventh Regiment 
have five series of matches, usiny the regulation rifle and am- 
munition. The Rifles are shot for standing, seven shots; the 
Diamond Badge, standing and lying; the Senior Armory 
Ohampionsbip Mateh, seven lying and seven standing, The 
Junior Armory Championship match, and a Regimental 
Team match, for teams of three from each coinpany. Thus 
far the Juniors seem to be putting on record better scores than 
the Seniors. 

—— 

A FOOL AND A UUN. 

BRADFORD, Pas, Dec, 25, 1873. 
EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM: 

Having just witnessed a (to me) wonderful exhibition of the strength 

of the breech-action of a Ballard rifle, I give it to you forte benefit of 

those who peraist in saying that breech-loadig rifies are not sate ; and 

the number of men who hold to that opinion is much larger than ig 

generally supplied, as any day in my store would prove. ‘Che facta 

abont the Gallard are as follows: We sold a Ballard to an oll producer, 

He got a rag fast in his rife in trying to clean the same, and not know- 
ing any too Much abontagun, he putin a cartridge and fired it to 

blow the rag cut. He pulled the trigger. No report followed, 

He threw down the lever, when bang weot the gun from the breerh- 

leaving ball, rag and dirt fast wedged mid-way in thé rife; then he 

ijled up the space from the ball to the breeah with No, 3 Orange Rifle 

Powder (full 4dis), put in another cartridge, and fired that. he ball 

did not stir, but the shell was blown to atoms. ‘he rifle was not hurt 

& particle. The man tried that four times, did not blow out the ball 
and when the gun was given to nie I found the breech action in Ber 
fect order—not a thing out of place ; and after taking out the ball aud 

rag, éte., found the gun as good asnew. TI believe that it woulda not be 

possible lo givs agua more severe test, nor dol believe that all 
breech-loading rifes would stand the same jest, 

A. BortLes Sarr. . —+O--= 
OFF-HAND SHOOTING. 

Boston, Jan, 1, 187s, 
Epiron Forest ann Sreram: H ‘ 

TI would like to inyile the opinion of riflemen upon position in off- 

hand practice. 1 think that off-hand practice should be divided 
‘into two Glasses : First, When the man stands erect, left or fird-hanid 
seizing the stock, little finger not less than six inches in front of the 
trigger guard, left or fire elbow clear from the body ; second, When 

the man stands in any position, left or fore-hand and elbow anywhere, 

The first is off-hand pure and simple, the sevond is hip-rest. These 
two classes should not compete upon €qnal terms in our great miuteheg, 
Tam In hopes that the N, ‘R.A. of America wili take this matter voder 
advisement, and give usarule for our guidance. Shoula they think, 
however, thavany rifle may be held in any Way, there is a strong need 
that a tule should be mae for military rifles. The whole School of 
the soldier isto make him erect, tirm upon his feet, and easy in his 
positiou; and yet have you not seen a soldier in uniform shooting a 
military rifle iv 4 military match in anything but 4 military position, 
and his score allowed to count against his nelghbor, who alms as he 
does, any other part of the mannal witha trne soldierly bearing, 1 

hopeiny brother riflemen will give thie matter ine attention whieh I 
think It deserves, und we may udd to our glace as well ag to Our Gkil, 

atthe firing points. W. IL. J, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN JANUARY. 

Hares, brown und gray. Wild (luck, geese, brant, ete. 
FOR FLORIDA. 

Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Sulpe, Ducks and Wild Fowl. 
“Bay birds” geierally, incindiog yarious Species of plover, sand piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, pyocete, 

el., coming Under the group Limacolve or Shore Birds. 

A Worp or Expranarroy.— ur esteemed correspondent, 
“Blue Wing,” of Elkton, Wd., writes that ‘' W. R.,” in his 
communication of Dee, 26, Tas placed him unfairly before 
the readers of this journal. dt writes - 

This party—a sitanger—came here without g ving me 
notice, found shocting poor and myself sick. 1 did all AM 
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could for him; but he was too hard to satisfy, and now 
rushes me inte print in what I think an ungentlemanly 
manner, 

We trust that this may relieve our friend of any unfair 

criticism he may have had at the hands of our readers, as we 
are assured such is undeserved. 

Massacnusetrs—Salem, Jan, 6.—Quail season is over; a 
good lot left fo breed; woods now full of soow; harbor now 
frozen up; men celing on the ice. Pickerel fishing has been 
good about the county. Morgan, of Salem, has done well. 
Mr. Snow and friends also got some fine fish. Some mink 
coucht about Boxford; Thomas Peabody got a fox just before 
the last snow; Messrs. Bailey and Stevens shot sixty-one 
muskrats in four hours on the Artichoke, at West Newbury, 
recently ; Mr. Bailey and one other gunner got ten white 
hares in Maine State recently ; chances now ure good for fox- 
ing in Most any part of the county. Our new Massachusetts 
game luws leave just loopholes enough for unprincipled gun- 
ners to crawl Out and evade detection; but then, I suppose, 
what the wise heads say and do must be right. R. L. N. 

Connecticutr—New Haven, Dec. 30.—Duck shooting at 
Thimble Islands can hardly be called fair, what there is being 
in the bays east and west of the Thimbles, The coot haye 
most all gone. Old squaus in fair numbers. The look-out 
for broad bill shooting for the next two months is good; two 
gunners are now getting eight to a dozen birda a day. Black 
ducks have been scarce but are now on theiucrease. JAKE. 

New Haren, Jam. 4.—Two gunners, on Jan. 1, at Thimble 
Tsland, bagged 34 broad-bill. ‘Chis can’t be done aay aus 

Kentocsy—Hickman, Dec. 28.—The lake is frozen over, 
and the ducks, geese and swan flock in yast numbers to the 
air holes. Sportsmen tind it difficult to get to them sand sport 
is consequently slow. No shipments for this week, 500 ths. 
for last week. Pew turkeys in market for Christmas dinners ; 
sold for fifty cents ench. I believe there is nothing doing at 
the lake; all visitors have gone home for holidays. Follow- 
ing prices for game—Turkeys, 50 cents each; feese, 35 to 40 
cents each; ducks, mallards, $1.50 per doz.; mixed do,, $1 
per doz; quail, 60 to 75 cents per doz ; venison, scarce, 15 
cents per 1b5 swans, $1 each; rabbits, 8 to 10 cents ae 

AL, 

Tennessexr—Nashville, Jan. 1.—Last week we had quite a 
fall of snow, and very cold weather, just the kind to make 

* ood rabbit hunting. Many availed themselves of the oppor- 
tunity, and many were Killed. I beard of two men who 
killed 190 in two days. Quail still continue abundant. Two 
large owls are on exhibition at a fish and game dealer's in the 
city. Ducks in large numbers are being pepe Se the 
streets, D. H. 

Texas-San Antonio, Jan, 1.—Game was never as plenty 
before as now, according to accounts of our old hunters. f 
find quail inside city limits. Bexar County affords good 
cover. Broomweed and Mesgnite are just alive with quail 
and rabbit. -Deer are brought in by the wagon load, and tur- 
key can be counted by the thousand in the live oak eipa be 

LMO. 

Ono—Ozford, Jan. 2.—Game has been plenty here, but 
hard to get. The choke-bore gun is not just the thing for 
quail in coro and the close cover in which they are sure to be 
found. Some of us have resolved that before another season 

we will have an extra puir of cylinder barrels added to our 
guns. The snow has been on for two weeks, and the quail 
are said to he starving. I have succeeded in bagging 112 

quail and 45 rabbits since Noy. 1, and have now oiled my 
gun aud laid it away, J. 5. 

licnican—Detroit, Des, 28.—Dec. 23 and 24, Wm. Smith 
gon friend were out hunting and bagged 16 quail and 2 

partridge. Alex, Whitmer was out in the country for five 

days after rabbits and bagged 98. Wim. O. Lumsdon returned 
to-day from his annual week’s hunting; he went well pre- 

pared for good sport, taking 600 loaded shells with him and had 
exeellent sport, bagging during that time 3 partridge and 1 
quail, James Skuse and Nelson Simpson, of Windsor, Ont., 

were ont on the 24th and 25th and had very fine sport, bag- 
ging 72 quail and 5 partridge. Drom. 

Wiscoxsts—Buraboo, Dec. ae eo deer ee 

is year, thus putting a slop to some excellen 

gate hunters Paigyed so much. Since Nov. 24th to 

date from 200 to 300 deer have been killed in our vicinity. 

Frank Houghton bagged five coons alive some time ago which 

be makes great pets of. He has them trained so they will 

come to him as their names are called. Ep. Honrann. 

A Laren Soore—Zditor Forest and Stream. 1 send you 

the following account of the emount of shooting done by w 

party assembled at his Highness Duleep Singh's, at Blvidon, 

Worfolk. Among the invited guests were the Dukes Man- 

chester and Atbo!, Lords Londesborough, Daree, De Grey, 

Walsingham, and Sir R. Hervey, the average number of guns 

being eight. The shooting differed widely from that to which 

we are secustomed at home, for at times there were 2s many 

as six hundred pheasants on the wing at a time. Conse- 

quently they made a good bag, as the inclosed score shows. 

Phere has been little or no hunting for some time past, on 

account of frost and bad weather, besides several packs being 

mad. ‘The bags made were: Dec. 3, 1,081 pheasants, 9 par- 

iridges, 188 hares, 80 rabbits, 6 woodcock, 2 quail; Dee. 4, 

1,091 pheasants, 10 partridges, 175 hares, 510 rabbits, vi wand. 

cock; Dec. 5, 2,202 pheasants, 16 partridges, 213 hares, 162 

rabbits, 7 woodcock, 46 ducks. ‘The totals were 1,616, 1,798 

and 2,646, or grand total, 6,755. ‘The market value of game 

here jis; Pheasants, 10 shillings per brace; partridges, "I dito; 

hares, 5 shillings each; rabbits, 1 ditto. Wooncock. 

Hastings, Hng., Dec, 25, 1878. 

or Drer.—Putnam, Conn., Dec. 29.—LHiditor forest 

he aati > Fifty years ago deer were abundant in Plymouth 

Woods. Iwasa boy of sixteen. My uncle had given me a 

§ma}! flint-lock fowling piece. Tcleaned out father's cartridge 

box of powder and ball, flattening out the ball and cutting 1 

up for shot, and with our yellow dog was in the woods most 
of my time. Once I went over to @ small woods called Cook's 
Swainp which came up near the door of Widow Cook's cottage, 

the old orebard being partly in the swamp, the dog had treed 

a partridge, which [shot. Soon the dow began to bark and I 
saw a large creature and banged away at. It saw me, and in 

ita fright came directly forme, Tf scrambled up an old apple 

ree and halloed with all my might for help. I soon heard 

the widow coming. Taking up a stick, struck the fawn and 
aid, ‘Go home, Fanny, let the boy alone,” then said to me, 

“You needn't be afraid, boy, she won't hurt you, it's Jane’s 
deer,” GF. W, 

A Doe Snoors a Man.—Oharleston, Coles Co., Tll., Dec. 
31,—Near Stockton, a yailway station five miles west of here, 
on Dec. 14th iust., Elijah Williams was out a hunting and 
training 2 young dog. He had killed a quail and he was 
holding it up with his left hand, so the dog could scent it, 
and at the same time was holding his gun in his right hand 
cocked. The dog was rearing up after the quail and knocked 
the gun out of Williams! hand gnd shot him iv the right arm, 
between the elhow and shoulder. Itisa very bad s\,ot, the 
doctor has taken out several pieces of bone, W. may miss 
amputation if he is careful. B. Dazey. 

Parnn’s Sxoormc.—Mr. Tra A, “Paine has been giving 
glass bull shooting exhibitions in Troy, N. ¥., and Jersey 
City, N. J. Week after next he appears at the London The- 
atre, this city, and afterwards at Harrigan and Hart's, 

ee Sg 

LAWS OF TRESPASS, 

Epiror Forrest anp Srream: 

The question propounded by a correspondent in your issue 

of the 5th inst. has been answered by another in a manner hot 

altogether satisfactory to the writer, and, as the subject is in— 

teresting and a proper decision of it important to sportsmen, 

alittle further discussion may not be out of place. 

Your correspondent, ‘*O, G., Jr.,” in your issue of Decem— 

ber 12 very properly says, *‘ Trespass was undoubtedly com- 

mitted by sending the dog on the neighbor's property to re- 
trieve the bird.” But this gave the neighbor no right to shoot 
the dog, lt was a mere personal trespass of the master, the 
only remedy for which is an action at Jaw. 

Wow as to the right of property in the bird, Your corres. 

pondent says, “If a wild bird flies from my land to the Jand 
of another, and I shoot that bird after if has crossed my line, 

I have up right of property in the bird so shot.” So under the 

common law the correspondent really did not own the bird 
at. all. 

This is not law, either common or statute. On the con- 

trary, we hold that, ‘If the game passed into a neighbor's 

ground the property yanished and became the captor’s, 

although obtained hy trespass, (See Oke’s Game Laws, p. 
34) In England it is established by many early decisions 
that a trespasser killing an animal fer@ nature and carrying 
itaway isnot guilty of larceny. (See Hale's P. C. 510; 7 
Coke, R. 156; 2 Russ. on Cr. 84; 4 Bl. Com. 266.) The 
Treason being that, in order to constitute larceny, the property 
must have previously belénged to some individual. In the 
United States questions of this sort are governed by State 
laws, differing very widely in their scope and operation as 16 
the mere fact of trespass, but the right to the posses— 
sion of the game remains as above stated—in the captor. 
But in England the exact point raised by your first 
correspondent has been settled positively in his fayor, ‘There 
the whole subject is provided for in 1 & 2 Will 4. c. 32, Sec. 
80, which enacts, ‘t That if any person whatsoever shall com- 
mit avy trespass by entering or being in the daytime upon 
any land in search or pursuit of game, or woodcocks, snipes, 
quails, landrails or conies, such person shall, on conviction 
thereof before a justice of the peace, forfeit and pay such 
sum of money, not exceeding two pounds, as to the justice 
shall seem meet. together with the costs of the conviction. 
Under this section the case of Kenyon ys. Hart arose, and it 
was there decided that *‘it is not a trespass within this sec- 
tion to enter on another’s land to pick up game which rose on 
other land, when the shooter had a right to shoot, and which 
was shot while in the air, although the shooting took place 
while the bird was in the air over the other land.” (See 
Kenyon vs. Hart. 34 li. J.—N. §.—M. ©, 87. 11 L. T.—N. 
§.—733.) The distinctions, however, under this law are ex— 
ceedingly nice. In the case of Osbond vs. Meadows it was 
held *' that a person wh», on hisown land, shoots 4 pheasant 
on the land of another, and goes on that land to pick up the 
bird, commits a trespass of entering Jand in pursuit of game 
within 1 & 2 Will, 4c. 32. s, 30"—the shooting and picking 
up the bird being one transaction and not larceny, as it would 
haye been had they been treated as separate offences. In 
that case Mr. Justice Erle said, ‘‘I beg to reserve for another 
time whether the entering the land for the purpose of picking 
up dead game constitutes a trespass within the statute.” 

It is to be noted, however, that it is only in the fresh pur- 
suit of game that the trespassing captor is entitled to its pos— 
session. If sufficient time has elapsed between the killing 
and the taking it wway the law infers that the wrongful pos- 
session has been abandoned, and then (and not till then) it 
becomes the property of the landowner. val 

If this is not a correct view of the law, it will give the 
writer pleasure to be instructed in regard to the matter by 
your legal friends. But we think that though the act of your 
correspondent was a trespass under his State law, yet he was 
entitled to bag his bird, and as many more as he could. 

Norfolk, Va, Dec. 20, 1878. T.5. G., Jr. 

THE 

Eprror Forssr -np Sirream: 
Bro. B—— is a, reader of your paper, and is sometimes 

given to the discussing of lexal quiddits. He called my at- 
tention to the communication of **C, G., Jr.,” in your issue 
of the 12th, wherein “CO. G., Jr.,” answers the question 
“What is Trespasa?” It will not be considered presumption 
in a backwoods lawyer to call in question the oninion of a 
Philadelphia brother. The poiot is, however, one of interest 
to sportsmen, and [ need make no apology for complying 
with Bro. B,’s request to criticise the posilion assumed by 
"“C. G, dr.” 
He says: ‘‘If a wild bird flies from my land to the land of 

another, and I shoot that bird, afterit has crossed the line, I 
haye no right or property in the bird sa shot.” He says that 
the common law sustains this position. Blackstone, whom 
we all consider authority, says: ‘‘If a man starts any game 
within his own grounds and follows it into another's, and 
kills it there, the property remaizs in himself,” 2 BI'k. Com, 
419. In Sutton ys. Moody, Ld. Raymond 250, it was held 
that a man has property in avimals fer@ natura on his land, 
and there are decisions ot the English courts much older, 
He may lose his property in such animals if they voluntarily 
quit bis land, but it seems otherwise ‘'1f they are hunted out 
of the forest or warren.” Jn vour own State this question of 
ownership was inyolv.d in the case of Pierson vs. Post, 3 
Caine’s p's 175, decided in 1805. Again, in 1822, in Bus- | 

ter vs. Newkirk, reported in 20 Johoson, 75, the same question 
arose, and the doctrine lai@ down in Pierson ys. Post ap- 
proyed. In the case of Buster vs. Newkirk the court uses 
this language, after stating that property can be sequired in 
animals fers natura: ** Tt is sufficient if the animal is de- 
prived of his natural liberty, by wounding or otherwise, so 
that he is brought within the power and control of the pur- 
suer.” According to these authorities, then, if I flush a bird 
on my land, and bring it within my control by shooting if 
while it is flying over my neighbor's field, the bird is mine, 

As to the question of trespass in retrieving the bird, that, 
would depend upon my right to go upon my neighbor's land 
fo recover my property. I could not be charged with tres— 
pass for taking ‘away my own property, though I might be 
for going upon my neighbor's land without leave if I cavsed 
him any damage by going upon his land. Practically injurta 
sine damno is not actionable, notwithstanding the sneient 
maxim that wherever there is 2 wrong there is a remedy. I 
should haye no hesitation in going or sending my dog ito 
sense field, under the circumstances, to retrieve my 
ird. 
The Hnglish case of the rifle ball isa trifle thin. Oujus est 

folum, etc.—'! He who possesses land possesses that which is 
above it” —is an ancient maxim bhat must command respect; 
but ‘* He who adheres to the letter of the law will stick in the 
bark” is another maxim demanding grave consideration. 

The balloon case, as your correspondent puts it, is also airy, 
Th was not for sailing through the air, but for descending 
upon and destroying the plaintiff's potato and radish patch 
that the defendant was mulcted in damages. Guille vs. 
Swan, 19 Johnson, 381, F, 

Denver, Col., Dec. 23, 1878. 

Ss 

COOTING OFF SEA VIEW. 

Boston, Dec,,1878. 
Enrtor Forest AND STREAx: r 

The wind which had been blowing for several days from the east, at 

last yeered round to the north and west, and I hastened to drop lL. a 
line that he might have decoys, boat, éte,, ready for a few day's coot 

shooting. Fridsy, Noy. 1, dawned bright and clear, with wind west, 

which I knew would soon beat down the heayy sen cansed by the 

easterly blow. Accordingly I took the 3:30 P. M. train from the Old 
Colony Depot, Boston, And after an hour and a half found myself af 

the Seg View station and 1. there to meet me, Hyeryihing gave 

promise of a fair day for the morrow, and we retired early. At 3:80 in 
the morniug I was awakened by 1, and, hurrying on my clothes, T 

found & hot breakfast waiting. This was soon disposed of, and L., 

seizing the well-Enowa sqaure box divided into compartments for 

powiler, shot, wads, ete., 19 urticle stillnsed by the old coast gunners, 

who fondly cling to the old muzzle-logders, declared himself ready, 

My pockets were soon fillell with +hells charged with No, 4 chilled 
shot (fo my mind the best killing size for sea fowl, ‘loons and geese ex~ 

cepled), and, with my 10-gauge over my shoulder, I followed to the 

river, We pulled ont into the glasay water. The morning was quite j 

‘dark; overhead the stars bright, uot a breath of wind stirring, and 

perfect stillness reigniug, save the dull, regular boom of the surf far 

away om the beath overthesand hills. The air was clear and crisp, 
and @ delicate flim of frost work lay spread over everything, When 

Within a mile of the mooth of the river, the incoming tide hecame too 
Swift to row against with comfort, 80 we landed, and, tying one end of 

the palnter to the bow of the dory, aud making fast the other toa 

row-lock amidships, we proceeded to tow. While plodding along in 
silence near ihe mouth of Sonth River, we were startled by quite a 

large bunch of geese rising 7rom the water with loud honking, We 
caught a glimpse of them as they made out to sea, their bodies being 
darkly outlined against the eastern sky. Soon the»mouth of the river 

waa reached, and after a hard struggie against tide and rollers, we 
passed the bar and pulled out a mile or more, and soon had our de- 

coys(or ‘woos ” as they sre termed along shore) ont and obr dory 

anchored a gan-shot off. Arranging ourselves comfortably in the 

straw covering the bottom of the boat, we waiting for daylight. Hre 

long the stirs grew dim, pale streaks appeared in the east, the shore 

before shrouded in darkness, was slowly revealel to nS as the 

light invreused. Smoke from the chimneys of the honses on shore 
lazily ase-nded fhe still air, and now and then the shrill crowing of 
cocks could be heard above the roar of tle surf. The wolld Was again 

wideawake. Away to the north the Pour Cliffs looked liké islands in 

the still uncertiln light, and to the south Brant Rock could be dig. 
cerned, also the queer collection Of coltages and fishermen’s huts on 

the shore, Then tle sun slowly sailed up from the sea, its golden 

Tilgs lighting up thé rich, autumnal foliage of the Marshdela hills, 
sloping Nearly fo the ocean. So faked op was I in watching the yari- 

ous changes, that [was startled by the reportof L.'s gun as he tambleq 

& black acoter from a pissing Hock. Throwing overboard the buoy 

we bagged the bird, and had hardly reached our berth again when we 

discovered & bunch of three swinging in to our decoys. Two were 

tumbled #t our first discharge, and the third returning was quickly 

turned upon his back, These proved to be young female black scotera 
aud in excelient condition, A large sheep loon passing overhead re- 

ceived 4 salute, bringing him down, but he dived immediately and wag 
seen no more. Then another loon sailed over us, and was tumbled 

by L, in splendid. style, striking the water, as L, said, “like a Jeg oF 
bacon dropped from heaven.” This bird was retrieved, after which 
we took occasion to stan erect and tap ourarms in triumph, and 

thua Testore the Circulation jo our benuinbed hands. For one hour 

the birda flew fairly iu small bunches, and we bagged eight. Then the 
tide turned, compelling ua to return im order to gebupriver, Ip the 
aftermoon we went out again, tisking a smaller bag than in the morn- 

ing, and witnessing a glorious sunset, Durldz the night the wind 
piped up in the north and blew hard nearly all the uext day, sending 
in a heavy sea and rendering it impossible to go ont. Before sunset 

the wind diéd entirely away, aud, ascending the Hill back of Ly, 's house, 
Lobtatned a view repaying me for the whole trip. A tine hotel erected 

upon the hill was burned several years ago, aud owing to the feneral 
depression has not beenrebuilt, I consider the view trom this point 

oue of the finést on the south shore. Seating myself comfortably I 

passed nearly an hour in contemplating the view before me, Below, 

acres of marsh land, bounded on the west by woodlands in all their 
rich, autumnal glory, and protected from the séa by the long Tange of 

snow-white sand hills; beyond the sand hills, the ovean, no longer 
covered with white-caps, but calm and pesceful, Pew sounds als 

turbed the quiet of the Subbath afternoon, save the Tinkling of the 
cow-bells upon the hillside, and the voice of the cow-boy driving the 

cattle home, Out to sea a large flock of guile were tishing, now and 
then their snowy wings showing a dellcate pink hue, the reflection of 
the setting sun; the sound of their discordant voices reaching me 
softened and mellowed by the distance. Twilight soon came on, and I 

reluctantly descended to the house, and Monday returned to Boston, 
* So, then, beach, binff gud ways, farewell! 

Tiyving with me ‘ 
No token, stone or glittering shell, 
‘But long and oft shall memory tell 
Of tls brlef, thoughtful nour of 

Mnsing by the sea,” MERLDNg, 



THE TONE OF SPORTING LITERATURE. 

Puruivetrei, Deo, 5, 1873. 
EprTor FoRESsT AND STREAM : 

Tt seems to me that “HA. P. 'T.,” of Boston, has attempted murder 

(with his pen), and only succeeded in committing suicide, ‘ H.W. P." 
thinks there is not *saufticient interest or sufficient novelty in the fact 
Ofa man’s taking a drink to warrant its proclamaticn in & paper de- 
yoted to field sports, however appropriate it might be in the police 

news columns of a daliy.” Why should taking & drink belong to police 

news 7 

In Black's new novel (by all odds his best), ' Mceod of Dare,” what 
finer bit of writing (gladdening the very heart of the true sportsman) 

than the description of the half-dandy Londoner; how he brought 

down his plieasants in a driving fain every shot, and low he inciat- 

efied his lips frequently from a flask! If “H, BP. 1.7 had been there 

would he haye mojstened his spectacles with fears, or reported the 
accurrence for the Police Gazette? 

Waiter Scott says that no man really loving Neld sports can be wholly 
bid, and it does not occur to us now that the Great Wizard of the 

North ever recommended his healthy game-killing Scot to take * cold 

ten ”’ with him instead of a bottle of Glenlivet. 
The paper of Dec, 5, of which ‘*H. P. 'T." complains, has been widely 

quoted and admired in this State, and would not haye been true to na- 

fore but for its faithful, if minute, account of what was done and 

drank ; what was shot and what was eaid, But yeu, Mr, Hditor, have 

covered the whole ground in your happy editorial on “* The Tone of 

Sporting Literature,” 

Faithfully yours, 
+ 

NOTES FROM NOVA SCOTIA. 

BoanDRGES. 

Yarmovru, C, O., Nova Scotia, Dec. 2, 1878. 
Epyrok Fornst anv STREAM: 
The culling season for moose has long since passed, and still hunting 

is Row the manuer of capture; and soon the law will prevent moose 
hunting until ext season. The snow covers the barrens, and the lakes 
are scaled up withice. Ducks and geese have left us for a more com- 

fortable clime, thongh a few whistlers still linger about opén waters 

at the foot of falls and rapids in theriver, In fact, small flocks of 

whistlers stay with us all winter, lurking about these open spots in 

therivyer. Small game has been about as usual the past season. Iam 

Borry 0 say the law in regard to partridges and other small game is 

but little regarded here. They can be easily taken out of season with. 

out the knowledge of the game warden. But it is difficult to capture 

and dispose of a moose without its being Known and the offender pun- 

ished, I think the moose arein a fair way to increase in our province 
under the present law. I have fallen in with two small flocks of 

Spruce partridges the past season, ‘There is something so beautiful 

about these birds I always feel as though I had done wrong after 
shooting one, 

Wild cats or bay lynx are scarce, owing to the bounty offered for 
{heir ears by the county, inducing many to trap them. Foxes ure as 

plenty is ever, I believe Nova Scotia is the paradise of foxes. Cer- 

tainly thay are very plenty all over the proyince. Going out tomy 

traps of @ morning, after a fall of snow fhe night previous, lean nsually 

count a8 many as elght or ten fox trails erozsing my path in going a 
Inile; but sometimes I get a glimpse of sly reynard as he bounds olf 
through the show-covered evergreens, and sometimes the rifle ball 

which I send after him is fortunate, and gives me a chance to handle 

his heavy orush. They are more plenty about the settlements than 

farther back in the forest. Thomgh they are plenty here, they are as 

cunning as elsewhere, and it requires all the skill man possesses to 

trapthem, But they wonld furnish much sport if hunted with hounds, 

Trapping is Dot As good as ushal this season. Our fur-bearing anl- 

mals need more protection by the law. Our present luw regarding 

them is well enongh, butitis not enforced. Our country is admira- 

bly adapted to the harboring of the various fur-bearing animals, with 
its irreclaimable barrens, numerous chains of lakes, connected by 

rushing streams stocked with tront; Just the place which the mink, 

otter, fisher and beaver delightin, Much of Nova Scotia will probably 

remain unsettled, as its rocky, barren and forest lands are not inviting 
to the settlers, And abour the only thing attractive about these wild 

lands are at present the animals and birds, and they should he pre- 

seryed in their natural abundance. Bub and I commenced trapping 

the first of November along the headwaters of the Tusket and its 

branches. Wemet with but little success, however, taking but four 

beayers, two otters and six minks during the month. Bui we were out 
om the headwaters of a stream flowing through Queens County last 

week, and we noticed many signs of otter and beayer, We shall 

be likely to do something in the trapping line there this winter. We 

expect to take a trip to the headwaters of the Clyde soon, Shelburn 

County, and will thea write you concerning that eection. By the way, 

while off the olher side of the river the other day I started three 

yarded moose, but it was unfavorable for still hunting and ao did not 

follow them up. T. R. 
0 

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE DITTMAR. 

Pomeroy, Towa, Dec, 26, 1878. 
Eprron ToREsT AND STREAM: 
Frompted by a desire to satisfy myself and friends regarding the 

Dittmar powder, I procured a small amount of Mr, H, CG. Sauires 
which he kindly furnished for the purpose, I must own my faith in 
the compound was only limited, as I haye made quite extended trial! 

of it On two or three different occasions, about the first year of its in- 

troduction, aud’ on those occasions my success with it had not been 

such as to warrant a good recommendation to my brother sportsmen, 
Last September I feit somewhat enconraged Tegarding it, ou account 

of Bogarius and Carver using it so successfully in their glass-ball 

shooting, and on opening a can of this lot T received Jast, I noticed a 
marked difference in {ts appeayitice and density, being much harder 

and more compact in texture than other samples which I have had 
heretofore. 

On firat trying it I wis a little cautious, as my. gun is a very fine one 

and I did not care to risk damaging it. So I loaded some shells in the 
ordinary manner, with $17 drachms and one ounce of No. 9 shot, only 

Tamming slightly, I went out a sliort distance to look for game, being 
determined to try it in the field more than at & target. Isoon came to 

#2 Siipe meadow, where the birds were think and rather wild; heret 

shot for abont three-quarters of an hour until the eighteen shells were 

gone, and 1 Had killed fourteen tine fat birds, none of which were 
killed under thirty yards, and many as far as forty-five or fifty yards. 
I found it particularly fine for doubles, on account of its lack of smoke, 

and have found the same advantage in ball shooting, where quickness 

is More essential, perhaps, than in any other place, 

When I came to clean the gun I found its cleanness another larga 

item 5forinstead of the surface being covered by a hard dry orust, ag 
in the case of the black powder Thad been using, there was only 4 
thin brown coloring, not enough to obscure the burnished steel, and 
eaally remoyed by the use of one lightollrag. As T noticed. only a 

light recoil, I ventured to add a quarter of » drachm more of pow- 
der.and an cighth of an ounce more of slot, using for wads tirat one - Penn... 

NS ————————eEeEeEeEeEyEyEEeEE—E—E—————s 

(ee 

Fed fibre wad, on this an aaa black edge, and nother fibre wad on the / 

ATL 

shot, with all well rammed down. TI noticea 8 slight increase of re- 
coil, but not enoughto be unpleasant, With this manner of loading I 
Recured wothing but the best reaulta, killing grouse through Septem- 

ber and October at 40 and 50 yards with my 834 Ib,, 12-gauge Parker. 
Later Lused it largely in duck shooting, and found it excellent, several 

ijmea Making excéptionally long shots and killing very cleanly. I 

also shot large numbers of muskrats while in the ponds for ducks, 

Worthese I used only an ounce of No. 7, 8 or 9 shot, and tousd no 

trou.le Ab all in killing them clean at 30 to 36 yards ia the water; and 

every oné having any experiénce Knows the accorate shooting re- 

quired to bag these little animals with any degree of certainty. In 

closing, | may add thar although my trial may have lacked mathemati- 

cal figures, still I was only prevented from trying at target by a want 

of time; and all must oivn that practical (and not theoretical) work js 

what We fré most to rely of in our judgment of men and inventions, 

Although I commenced its ust with no faith in its merits, fam now 
fully convinced that it fs all its friends claim for it, ad may be used 

with perfect safety, while contributing largely to the pleasure of our 
favorite sport. I will sheerfully answer any inquiries any one may 

Wish to make regarding the above, which muy be addressed to me 
through yonr_ollice, 

Fraterually. 

Bachting and Zoating. 
DOUBLE BOARDS. 

M ULTIPLEX lee-boards and centre-boards are not new. 
As far back as the sixteenth century an Bnglish in- 

ventor called the attention of the British nayal authorities to 

his contrivance for keeping light draft vessels up to their 
course by the introduction of several ‘‘sliding-keels, ’ as they 

were then called. The lee-board is as old as the hills, or, at 

least, a3 oid as China, for {o the Celestial tar the board has 

been familiar when all Europe was still in a state of barbar- 

ous ignorance, Double lee—boards are at this day still in use 
ou certain smack’ and boats along the Holland and North 

German coasts, where the bluff bow and tanned gnils of the 
ald-time galliotts are yet to be seen in all their glory on the 
*‘Hber” of the river Elbe, and on the’ coasting craft of ihe 
Zuyder Zee, in the land of wooden shoes. Double and treble 
boards have proven, like many other plausible arrangements 
of an elementary sort, a prolific field for the amateur inventor, 
and the experimental mind has never ceased from periodically 
re-inyenting, reproducing, and, we may add, writing up 
afresh what has long been an old story, frequently consigned 
to the oblivion that awaits all spasmodic efforts to apply in 
general something fit for special circumstances only, The 
double board, when closely scrutinized, turns out to be only 
a clumsy means of counteracting some sorry fault in the build 
of a vessel, and, with the exception of the case where water 
is scarce under the keel, may be set aside as a needless com- 
plication of parts, which, however pleasant it may act upon 
paper, has never yet commended itself to the public through | 

ABE Dacorag, 
————— 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

QUINNIFIAO GUN CLUB—Fitir Haven, Conn., Jan, 1—Bogardus rules 
anu three traps ; Pal.e's Glass Walls; 

Double Shooting. 
sey eee-21f 10 00 00-2 Bradley 

1i 11 10 10-7 
11 11 12 11—8 

pe ealine! ampeae 12 11 11 10—6 
Burweli,.,..., ......11 10 00 0u—3 

KNICKERBOCK GUN GLUB—Port Morris, N. ¥,, Jan.1—Hirst regular 
club shoot at ofty glass balls, Huber traps, Bogardus rales, divided in 
teams of six, Wm, Potter, Jr., and P, Henshaw, captains, 

Potter’s Side. 
DGaughin,....01011711110111101711111101111]! CHR : . : Stam nak ebsleitiighre mien 1 1—42, its action in practice. At first sight it wonld scem ag 

= EMRE caine ae coher hI Tes aT ete nk ae ae toon though some benefit might be derived from suddenly 
Wu Fulton, dr.0001011111711101111101110110) lifting & board at either f 1117100110011110010104 1% ne tg: PY phd Dry a. ves) lien RColes......,.,.1001100010110110111110111 01] Working ship, but such is hardly the case; for, had the craft 1111010100100101010111 0-90, 
C HBaker......101111111010011000100011190 
1110011001111011010011 0-29, 
‘A Steerické,.....010000111101100011011100101 
000111210111001110010i 1-93. oral, 197, ~ 

Henshaw’s Side, 

W dJacques.......11117111201110111111111111100 
1211111110211011011111 1-43, 
G Danneriein....111100111110111111112110111 

01101101110011111011111-40, 
F Henstaw--...010001111010111091017111101 

1171100101114111111111111—%, 
O Reynoldis..j.0.01100111110100100910010070% 
0110101111111001010113 1-30. 

Nixon).......: 110101011000000000101000723 
1101000010011011110011 0-93, 7 
AEMiller. ...11010001101101011v0100000T10 

01001001000001100y00111—21. ‘Torsi, 194, 
This club has been in existence @ little of one month, and Is com- 

posed of members or the Knickerbocker Yavht Club. Considering that 
the entire practice of some of the club previoua fo this shoot did not 
exceed tifty balls, the club feels quite elated at the creditable showing, 
and hope soon to pot a team in ine field’to try conclueions with some 
of our older and more experienced clubs, A, H, M, 

been well designed in the first place, no such attificial stimu- 
lus would he found necessary to make her go through all eyo- 
lutions with alacrity and gain. If a board be raised forward 
to aid in wearing, it is tantamount to saying that with the 
board down the vessel has too much fore-foot or gripe; ifa 
board aft must be lifted to help her come about, it is evident 
the craft has too much section aft. In either case the vessel 
is simply badly ** hung,” and calls for the aid of an additional 
means to help her through her work. If the board jn the run 

New YorE—Fraaklin, Dec, 29.—In the recent shooting match, re- 
ported from here, you make mé say that none of us bad ever shot {rum 
atfap before. Tam confident tha:T wrote “but one vr two of us liad 
eyer slot irom a trap before.” M, P, McKoon. 

_ THE BogARDUS Marca.—Taptalo Bogardus bezan his featof bresk- 
ing 6,000 glass balls at Gilmore’s yesterday. ‘ne shooting will e on- 
linue to-duy, 

TEX AS—Waco, Jan. 1.—The Tatham Gun Club of our city was ont for 
Hday’s sport at the trap Dec. 25. Wane weather bela very bad, thee wis nota large atiendance. Whe first matuh wus at flye birus 
i and T plunge traps : H 
W S Almond.......... 1110 1—4 J Thompson..... ig suppli id in steeri 2 é WoVEN Outer iee AE, Cee igs pplied to aid in steering to make the yacht easy on her 
SA Gatland.....1...c21 1 1il5 CO Mewullacn._ helm, it may be set down as a certainty that the model is too CORI. 2) hoon) - ont 00 Bales dumpy for her length. A few inches of keel would do more 

good in alleviating the abominable and dangerous ‘ yawing ” 
to which short and chubby ships are always subject, especial- 
ly when running free and in rough water, Centreboard boats 
are especially liable to suffer on this score, as they are pinned 
upon their centre by their board. A little less board and a 
couple of inches of keel will remedy the defect without hav- 

82cond match, three bird 

MGGAll eta es seseene-ss Ld 1-3 
MeCailach..... beblense ee peted Ua 
McCall won shoot off, 

Third teatch, ten glass balls, Bogardus ruies - 

MecCullach,1111111011—9 MeCal..,.. = 
Almond,....11111160011—8 Guarland....., 
Thompson ..1011121101t—8 Fort......... 
Fourth match, forsilver cup, twenty balls Mona: i ing Tesort to any more machinery, which at a critical moment arlene 4 may refuse to act or fail to obtain the attention it requires, and Mevintiag . 1 which is apt in the hurry to interfere with the proper tending TOD se Saas B mia of other gear, especially when beef is scarce or hands not 
Fifth match, ten balls = adept. The annexed sketch, from a correspondent in Phila- MeOuilgahs-1, 1 t 1 a Hi ‘ ‘ ; Bt Abe at Y z ? 1 z 1110—9| delphia, shows the application of two boards to a type of spbineadion, five Halls sraaras +} 111-9! Delaware Bay boats. The boats run about 40ft. long, 14ft. 

MoGullach.»...-.-....1 1110-4 Thompson........+..-.1 1111-5] beam and 6ft, hold, and have a peculiar combination of rigs, MGCaU..-..++-seeeeeeet LL 1LO—4 Almond... 0111115 ee 
Seventh match, five balls ; - 4 

Saree ae esa ge Re q Tee Le eee sseeereel 1101-4 PUNDS FOR HARVARD'S GRE NM AIMONG,....--cseeeceene McCalt,.-4.2..........1111 0-4 Lighth match, five balls : qe The-dansant at Delmonico’s Saturday evening, Jan, qeeOnitschy---—>. , THOEIBAGIE soE 2100-8 | oy oo concluded the series of entertainments in aid of the 
MODG,....+5-08 COATS grasa aees eo Sales ea arvard crew. 

GLABS BALL, Those who had attended the theatricals at the Union League San Antonio,—A few of our sportsmen celebrated New Yeurs by 
breaking giass balls. Bogardug rules; 15 glass balls; $1 entrance; 
entrance fee first prize. 

Theatre were loud in their praises of the amat 
stage and in the orchestra, 

Dancing commenced promptly at nine o'clock, and the young Harvard athletes showed themselves adepts in tha 

eurs both on the 

First muteh > 

g ! i a ‘ i : f : : ree terpsichorean art, The rosy faces and well-rounded forms of Let nla sie Os er te deca ap their fair partners suggested a familiarity with out-door Sports F200 23 21 i 0 O 1 i 1-76] and health-giving occupations. Supper was served at ten Letrich.....¢s2 ee O11 101100014 1 6 7] Pp, M., after which dancing was continued until the earl clos- RE Mt eee aiehe le = 0 r y s 5 j * i 1 i 1110 0-9 ing time of twelve. a 2 
GHACHY.csccctececewecteu) 010T1001 au 7 0 = 1-7 | _ Among those present were the lady patroness Mis. John Second match; same rules; entrance fee $1; entrance fee firs, | Sherwood, Mrs. Paran Stevens, Mrs. H. W. Sanborn, Mrs. price: John Avery, Miss C. Patterson, Miss J- Patterson, Dr. Her- i - g i a 1 O21 0113-21 049 rick, Ronald Thomas, John Avery, Arthur Leary, Mr. Post, beta i , b i ‘ + H Pc and many of the younger membeis of the Harvard Club, QGel errapieecteil Le sc a aye aes How many of us are there who remember the days when we pauidaiid iii i i i468} rowed on the Charlesin the old boats Oneida and Huron, ? seovrerseuet 1 1 U0 0101001 1 0 i-8/'The first club boats were introduced at Cambridge in 1844 Third match ; same rules > the poorest score to pay forrefreahmente: An eight-oared boat—the Star—was purcbased. This boat, POURIAES.- +2 eras Aroaee od i z x ‘ 4 t 4 i : x 4 1 tt afterward named the Oneida, was perhaps the best of her Giunta ch RRR SOE Gh aha PRETO fet ar t eH class ever in Cambridge, From the ‘* Harvard Book” we pathname sth O2212 011 12 7 4 0-j9] Quote: “She was thirty-seven feet long, lapstreak built, elTOLO0T109001121 0 Hg heavy, quite low in the water, with no sheer, and with « Ato, ‘straight stem. Her width was about three feet and half in 

‘ 



her widest part, and tapered gradually toward bow and stern. 
She was floored half-way up to the gunwale with wooden 
strips und had a hard-wood grating in each end. The boat 
had plain, flat wooden thole-pins fitted into the gunwale. 
Her oars were of white ash, and ranged from thirteen feet six 
inches long in the waist to twelve feet in the bow and stern, 
The captain’s gig of a man-of-war will give a very good idea 
of her general fittings. She was painted red for some years, 
and then black, until she was sold in 1857. Down to 1856, 
when regular race-boats were introduced, the college boats 
were used parily for exercise, but principally for pleasure 
parties, and very seldom for racing, except scrub races.” 
“* Catching a crab” was a serious matter in those days, both 
for the unlucky oar and the boat. The rower was sure to be 
knocked stiff in the bottom of the boat and the gunwale split 
or thole-pins broken. 
The friends of Harvard in New York have given substantial 

aid to the Harvard crew. A. 
The theatrical entertainments giyen at the Union League 

Theatre Jan, 2, 8 and 4, were eminently successful and the 

means of adding a goodly sum to the credit of the Haryard 

University crew. So far as finances can affect the issue, 
there is no longer any question but what Harvard can send a 

crew to England next summer. We hope our English cousins 

will not let national prejudices or petty crotchets interfere 

with the posibility of bringing about a race. 
—___ +4 

Sourmuwark Yaour Crus.—Philadelphia, Jan, 1.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: Although the Delaware is closed with ice 
from its source to within a short distance of the northern 
limits of this city, and from thence to the bay filled with large 
fields of floating 1ce, some of our yachtsmen are already mak- 
ing preparations for the coming season. Your correspondent 
paid a visit to the houses of the Southwark Yacht Olub and 
iound some of the members busy at work on their beautiful 
little crafts. ‘hese boats are the handsomest we have, and 
their owners take great pride in keeping them in good order. 
Some of them are so particular that 1¢ is said they will not al- 
low a fly to-alight upon them for tear he would leaye marks of 
dirty feet upon the boat’s white hulls. The metal work upon 
theim is mostly nickel-plated, and flashes in the sunlight like 
burnished silver. ‘The boats are divided into three classes : 
Tirst class, double-enders (16ft, in. long,4ft. Gin. beam); sec- 
ond class, double-enders (1éft. 3in, long, 4ft, 2in. beam), and 
tuckups same size as first-class double-enders, except that they 
have square sterns. Whey carry from forty Lo titty square 
yards of canvas. Among the swiftest of these tiny crafts is 
the Zhomas W, Sparks, built and owned by the commodore 
of the feet, John C. Satmders, who very kindiy opened his 
house and allowed me to inspect his boat. She was built last 
summer, Loo late to enter into the annual regatta in May, but 
took part in the second regatta and was leaving boat coming 
home, when she carried away her throat halliards and came in 
second. ‘I‘he second and third races in which she entered, the 
wind was very light and the time consumed was beyond the 
limits ullowea by the club, and of course were both consid— 
ered off, but sue was leading boat each time. ‘The next re- 
galla in which she entered was between three boats of the 
pouthwark Club aud six boats of the Philadelphia Yacht 
Club, for a purse of seventy dollars, and she proved the vic- 
tor, Weating all the others, She has also been victorious in 
several scrub races. ‘the following description of the Sparks 
will answer for the others, as they are almost fac-similes of 
each other: Length, 15{t., dgin.; beam, 4ft. 6in.; depth, for- 
ward, 2tc. 2in.; uepth, att, 2ft.; centre-board, 4tt. wide, 3tt 
deep; mast, 240. high; length of boom, #4ft.; gail, 13tt. 
Hin,; spread of canvas, 00 yards. The commodore is haying 
anew board made an incu in thickness, as the old boaru, 

which was but five-eighths, was not sufi enough, and caused 
her wo falloff when working to windward. Sheis provided with 
eight life-lines (four on each side) by which the crew can 
hang out to windward to keep her up, as she has no ballast 

- and is kept upon her keel by we agility and ninvbleness ot her 

crew. she is suiled by Capt. Wm, Roach, a very expert 

yachtsman. : C, U. 

Honv’s Macazrye.—The December number of “ Hunt's” 
contains the regular annual summary of aniounts won by the 

racing yachts of Great Britain, one of Capt. Coffin’s semi-hu- 
morous, senii-moral yarns, and a continuation of several yacht- 

ing Cruises, besides some very pertinent remarks in fayor of 

lenyuh over beam as shown by the 1bt0n Maggie walking 

away from an 80-ton beamy schooner im a halt gule off Dari- 

mouth last August. 

Cuangup Hanps.—The schooner Meta has become the 

property of Mr: rank Dexter ot the Eustern Yacht Club, 

and will hereafter hail from Boston ; Jikewise the sloop Addie 

V., bought by Mr. Marshall K. Abbott trom a member of the 

Seawaniuka Y. 0. ‘Phey will not go round to Boston before 

the opening of (he seuson, 
~ G+. 

A SHORT TALK ABOUT CANOEING. 

Broorxyy, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1878. 

Bprroz Forusr AND STREAM: 

Myuly summer is over. A cold northeaster howls about the 

house, slamming shutters and shaking window-sashes, while sharp 

fusiludes of rain-drops rattle on the roof, B-rr-r] how it must 

be sweeping over the bay, chasing the white-caps seaward, hum- 

ming through the tigging of the auchored schooners, driving the 

gpray over the wharves and rocks, I wrap my dressing-gown 

oloxer abour me, pull away at my stubby ola pipe, and try to read, 

putin vain ; my thoughts will wander, and st length i find myself 

blinking through the smoke at the red-bladed paddle in a corner 

of my den. 
‘ . 

itis not nice and pretty any more, as it was last spring ; its 

blades nre dented, the point has been knocked from them in spots, 

and up by the joimt are two dark rings where my bands hays worn 

the varnish away ; but for a’that it could tell many pleasant tales— 

of cuul, misty mornings, and long, warm summer days, and balmy 

Evyentuys when the moun hung low over the water; of hard strny- 

eles against wind and tide, with the spray breaking over the bows 

antl pattering on the apron; of quiet skims before the Wind over 

placid waters, und quick, sharp runs, under shortened sail, over 

Jobe, foam-crestod rollers, with the captain stretching out to wind- 

ward, und the lee washboard all but under; of slimy wharves; 

where the ships lay, and the black water gurgled among the piles; 

of white, sunny beaches, thrashed and pounded by Atlantic break- 

ers ; and of others, nearer home, where the ¢amp-fires blazed, and 

the boatman slept to the murmur of the waves; of blutt: and 

headlands, rocky and wooded ; terraced gardens, green salt mead- 

ows, granite forts and grassy batteties, cheery bay-side taverns ;— 
of the thousand and one things more which join to delight the 
mind and eye of the solitary canoeist. Alas, that that stout piece 
of spruce is tongueless—‘*’tis true, ‘tis pity; and pity “tis, ‘tis 
true”’—else should I léave it to deal with skeptical land-lubbers 
and envious catboatmen, and rest my pen. 

Many were the warnlogs, kindly and sarcastic, which greeted 

my first announcement of the purchase of a Nantilus. I was told 
that I should never get anywhere; I should cartainly neyer go be- 

youd the breakwater; if I went below the Nurrows I'd be blown 

out tosea; she’d turn turtls in the firat blow; 1’d bs run down, 
and swamped, and drowned, and get wet and tired and hungry, 

and haye rheumatism and the chills, and want to sell herina 

month ; that cancea were not suited to tide-water; that I should 
grow heartily sick and tired of paddling abont the bay; that—in 
fact, that I'd made # mistake. 

Doar friends, kind, disinterested advisers, I began to think that 

perhaps you really had a little knowledge whereof you spoke. 

Pardon me ; therein I did mistake, 

“ Jedes. Thaerchen hat sein Plaisirchen”’ they say across the 

water, and these be wise words—“ Every little auimal has its little 

pleasure.” You have yours, and I hayefound mine, I have never 
been upset, nor blown out tosea; nor haye I met with any of 

those other mishaps, barring an occasional touch of hunger and 

wet. Ihave spent many pleasant hours on the bay without grow- 

ing in the-least tired of it; and I have come to the conclusion 

that, to the man of little leisure and light pocket, canoeing affords, 

of all aquatic sports, the greatest pleasure with the least expense 

and trouble, 

I do not, however, seek to rank myself with those enthusiastic 

giants of tlie pen and paddle, whose writings would lead a novice 

to suppose that the sailing canoe combined all the characteristic 

good qualities of the centreboard sloop, cruising cutter and racing 

shell; but will at once confess that she has fauits, as well as yir- 

tues, eminently peculiar to herself, and as I never mix my quinine 

with my whisky, but always take it first, ahall name them without 

delay. 

In the first place, under paddle she is slow, and an ordinary 

light working boat, propelled by a pair of sculls, will slip away 

from her with ease; a fact which will at first chagrin her owner, 

and expese him to considerable chaff. 

In the second place, as the boat must have more or Jess sheer 

in order to be decently dry, the bow will catch the wind, and the 

paddler must occasionally work hard to keep her head straight, 

Under canyas, with the wind anywhere forward of the beam, 

unless provided with a false keel or troublesome lesboard, she will 

drive her owner to the verge of idiocy—in a light breeze by moying 

with the velocity of a canalboat; in a good sailing wind by sliding 

off to leeward like a crab, which is natural enough, as she is de- 

Signedly built with a draught not worth mentioning. 
With a free wind and following Bea, such as rolls up past Coney 

Island Point and thréugh the Narrows when the breeze is from 

the south, she will steer hard, especially if a rudder is used ; for 

a waye will now and then lift her stern clear out of water, and if 

care is not taken she will broach to. 

In really rough water she is h wet boat, and nothingjelae should 
be expected in a craft or her size. Being short and light, she 

rides the seas easily, but their crests will go oyer her, and if 

placed broadside to the wayes, she will fill. 
So much for the canoe’s faults; I can think of no others, and 

pass to a pleasanter theme—her virtues, 

To begin: She’s a pretty boat ; her hull of varnished cedar, with 
its graceful sheer and cambered deck, combining with the slender 
spara and white sails to form # picture that would delight even a 

farmer, Then she certainly is safe. With wator tight compart- 

ments forward and aft she cannot gink; a fact which I have de- 
monstrated by filling the cockpit with water, and indulging in 

refreshing bath while I paddled; and her alleged fondness for 

wantonly capsizing I pronounce purely mythical. Of course, if a 

man chooses to treat hor as though she were a wash-tub—to 

attempt to siton her gunwale; to make her sheets fast; to give 

her the jib of a catamaran and the mainsail of a North River sloop, 

and then carry full sail in a blow, she will probably relieve her 

outraged feelings by promptly spilling him overboard—and serve 

him night. I once kuew a man who shoyed his mainboom to wind- 

ward, and tried to hold it there with his head—he only did it once. 

There ara men who would upset a mud-scow, With a few weeks’ 
experience, however, and reasonable care, there is little more 

danger of vapsizing in acanos than in an oyster-boat. 

When properly built she is also comfortable. The canoeist sits 
on the floor boards, looking forward, and the swinging backboard 
behind him adapta itself to whatever position he may choose to 

take. In the rain, or when the salt water is coming uboard, he 

may cover the cockpit with moveable hatches, or an India-rubber 

apron, aud keep comparatively ary. 

If he desires to sleap in his boat, ha has only to haul her up on 

the beach, remove the after hatch and sliding bulkhead, stretch 

the paioter betwoan the masts and throw his rubber blanket over 

it, and he will have a parfectly dry lodging. 

The canoe’s light draught, which prayents her sailing well on 

the wind, is in all other respects an advantage, as it makes her 

easier'to paddle, enabling her owner to cruise along within a few 

yards of shore, and opens to him numbers of little coves and 
creeks, only accessible to most boats at high tide ; moreover, it of 

corse adds greatly to her speed when sailing free. 
Her slowness under paddle, which I haye mentioned as « fault, 

is due simply to the fact that whereas in sculling two blades thke 
the water simultaneously, in paddling but one bluds can be used 

atatime; and after the canseist has found by experience that a 

paddle of twenty five miles will tire him no more than a pull of 

half the distance, he will not feel disposed to quarrel with his boat 

because she cannot hold her ovn in « race with,a ten-inch shell. 

With the wind over her quarter, and a moderate sea, the canoe 

will show her very beat sailing qualities, skimming gracefully and 

swiftly over the waves, obedicnt to the slightest touch of the rud- 

der, and tilling her owner’s breast with exultation and joy. He 

must be indeed an egotist who, after such an exhibition of her ac- 

complishments, would reffise her the extra touch of varnish, or 
the new stylish cleat, for which she so mutely but touchingly im 
plores. 

‘Last, though by no means least, she is light; when at home 
may be Kept ing eafé boat-house ; when sbrosd can he easily drawo 

up on 3 beach or wharf, or carried to some shed or stable, whore 
she will be out of harm’s way, adyantages not possessed by any 
other sailing boat afloat. 4 

Such, in brief, are the characteristias of the best types of sailing 
canoes 5 but, as Mr. Alden justly remarks, each buat has, in addi- 

tion, her own moral character, and the man who intends running 
one must be prepared for as many surprises as he who marries 
pratty girl of sixteen. In either case he will at first find his hands 

rather full. 

And now as to canoeing on our buy. 
Oh, friendly wisgacres—you, I mean, whose sclemn warnings 

once disturbed my mind's quiet—do you really think that you know 

that splendid shestof water? that you are familiar with its shoree? 

that in your shells and catboats you hayes sean all that is ae 

seeing, and done all that is worth doing? Ab, youdo, Very well- 
But listen a moment to a short tale, which, in the words of the 

immortal Mr. Barlow, ‘‘as you huye never heard, I will now pro- 
ceed to relate,” of a supposititious canosist living—let us say in 

Brooklyn, and then retire to the sanctity of your bost-houses, or 

crawl into the durk, mysterious regions below your half-deek, and 

commune with your hearts. ; 

Let us suppose him an early riser—I like to think well of my 

friends—and that, after a hasty bite and a drink of water, he runa 

down to the boat-house to improve hia wind. His boating togs 

are quickly donned, the canoe launched, and he is off. If the 
water is smooth, well and good; if rough, so much the better, for 
while the shell owners idle about, and gloomily watch the water 
washing over the float, he is driving his boat at the waves, his spir- 

its rising, and blood warming with every paddle-stroke. A mile or 
80 down the shora he finds a quiet spot, lands, and treats himself 

to an inyigorating swim, and then, fresh and glowing, and hungry 
as a hawk, paddles back to breakfast. ~ 

In the evening we find him again in his boal,but the day haa been 

warm and his work hard—altogether he feels somewhat demoral- 
jzed ; so he pipes all hands to make sail, shapes lis course to suit 

the wind, and as the boat slips smoothly along, leans back com 
fortably, stretches his tired legs, and smokes his after-dinner 

cigar, at peace with all the world—eyen those fiendish tugs. 

Bye and bye the sliadows fall, the light on Robbins’ Reef winks 

faintly, then shines clear and bright across the bay, and the moon 

risea over the trees on shore, He is rested now, takes in his tiny 
sails, plies the paddle, and soon floats under the shadow of the 

bluffs. Then the bow is turned homeward, and lazy strokes carry 
boat and man past well-known rocks and trees and honses, look- 
ing new and strange in the white mounlight. Here he finds a 
party of boys bathing, and paddles around and among them amid 

yells of delight and much splashing of water; there he spies & 

spoony coupls out for a moonlight row, and tantalizingly hovers 

about them, just within earshot; stops, perchance, at a waterside 

house of call for a glass of beer, and finally reaches home and 

alseps the sleep of the just. Notso bad, eh? 

On some Saturday afternoon our canosist loads his boat for his 
first cruiee of a nightand day. And this will be her manifést: 
One rubber blanket, 1 air pillow, 1 fishing rod (jointed), 1 Rob 
Roy cuisine, 1 cup, 1 plate, 1 knife, 1 fork, 1 epoon, 1 water can, 

1 coffes pot, 1 frying pan, 1 box pepper, 1 do. salt, 1 do. angar, 1 
do. butter, 1 do. matches, 1 do, tabasco, 1 do. coffee, 1 camp tight, 

1 bottle alchohol, 6 bottles buer, 3 oans soup, 5 Ibs.potatoes, 1 can 

corned beef, 2 loaves bread} 1 frnit cake, 6 oranges, 1 lb, cheese, 1 
roasted chicken, 1 overcoat, 1 extra pair trousers, do. shoes, do. 

socks, 1 boiled shirt with fixings, 1 hair brush, 1 comb, 1 tooth 

brush, 1 looking glass. What, messieurs, yousmile. {I haye been 
there; moi gui wous parle, A week later he will again load her, 

and thus will her manifestread: Onerubber blanket, | pea jacket, 
1 tin box, containing 2 lbs. corned beet’ (pressed), ty 1b. cheese, 2¢ 

Ib. butter, matches and tobacco; 1 can water, 1 loaf bread, 1 flask 

brandy and 1 dirk knife, Hxperienve is syerything. 

And on those Saturday afternoons and Sundays, on the infre- 
quent holidays, and during the week's yacation which he manages 

to secure, his coukle-shell glides and dances and creeps, under 

sail or paddle, oyer the length and breadth of the upper harbor, 

past the forta at the Narrows, through Gravesend Bay; outside 
Coney [sland Beach, with its mammoth hotel, and thonsands of 

jolly bathers frolicking in the surf; and behind it and Barren 
Island, through tortuous, shallow. nameless creeks to Jamaica 
Bay: through Rockaway Inlet, and across the heaving water to 

Sandy Hook; up along through Sandy Hook Bay and the Horse~ 

shoe, past the frowning Highlands, bearing aloft the brown twin 

light-houses ; up and down the North and South Shrewsbury; pas 
long stretches of sand, Port Monniouth and Keyport ; oyer Rari- 

tan Bay, and past the mouth of the river. Or, down along the 
South Shore of Staten Island, past Elm Tree Beacon and Great 
Killa and Prince's Bay, the wharyes of Perth Amboy; and up 

throngh Staten Island Sound, so like a quist Euglish river in its 
low, grassy shores and smooth water and sleepy hamlets, to dirty 

Elizabethport ; over the dreamy surface of Newark Bay, and in 

the heart-breaking tides of the Kills. 

When he is hungry or sleepy, und near an inn, if a wise man, be 

will seek it and eat a hot meal, or creep between cool sheets and 

rejoice ; or if away from civilization, he will munch his cold food, 

and wash it down with water from the can and a sip from the 

flask; or beach his boat and lis down in her, and smoke his pipe 

and be thankful, 
When the yachts are out and the wind fair, he will hoist sail 

and follow them, albeit some distance astern, mildly but firmly 

declining all proffered ‘tows ;" and when tho breeze chops around 

dead ahead, or a flat calm ensues, he will take to his paddle and 
politely return thoge kind offers of assistance, particularly if night 

is falling and a thunder-squall coming up, 
He will occasionally get soaked with rain or apray, and have to 

sleep in a wet jacket, and the suo and vind will burn and tan bim; 
but he will eat like a bear, and sleep like a lop; his lunge will ex- 
pand, his eyes grow bright, his muscles hard, his step light, his 
spirits buoyant. And in a season or two he will know every eddy 
and tide, every coye and creek und inlct, every rock and shoal, 

headland and light, whurl and beach, restaurant and tayern,, 

between Brooklyn and Rockaway, the Battery ‘and the Hook. 
W. M. Cc, 

—_— ee 

Tue AceyTs’ Hararp,—The Ageris't Herald is a pepar 
deyoted to the interesls of active agents wll oyer the country. 
Haying had some experiences with it we can highly commend its- 

value ap an advertising: 4 

—— Ji 
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SOUTHEEN WATERS, 

Pompano, Truchinote scarolinus Grouper, Mpinephelpus nigritua, 
Drom (two species). Fumily Seie- Prout (nlack buss), Centrorpristis 

nudes. atrarius, 
Hingush, Menticirrus nebuloaus. Striped Buss, or Rockish, Recawts 
Sea Bass, Scienape oesllatus. _ lingatur, 
Sheepshead, Archosarguse probato- Tailorfish, Pomatomus saliatriZ. 
cephalus. Liack Bass, Micrepterua saimeider: 

Snupper, Lutjanua blackfordti, AM, paliatis, 

Szinine Coprisn,—Through the efforts of Prof. Spencer F. 
Baird the Norwegian method of seining codfish has been suc- 
cessfully introduced among American seamen. Hitherto the 
hook and line alone has been employed. 

Tue First Saap come early this year. They have been 
abundant iu the Savannah River for seyeral days. 

Tae Fisniwg Finrv Duro 1876.-—The number of arri- 
vals reported at this port the past year was 2,180, averaging 
half a dozen a day trom the more important fishing grounds, 
Georges, the Banks, the Bay St. Lawrence, Newroundland 
Grand Menan, etc. This does not include the boat and dory 
fishermen, the short trips off shore in the winter cod and bad- 
dock fishery, while only a part of the Shore macicerel arrivals 
in summer are reported. ‘Lhe number of Bank trips reported 
was 503; Georges, 1,234; Grand Menan, Bay of undy and 
Hastport, (herring), 30; Newfoundland and Magdalen Islands, 
18; Greenland halibut fishery, 2; Southern and Eastern 
mackerel trips, 280; Bay Sb. Lawrence do., 118. 

The estimated mackerel catch of this port for the year 1878 
is 60,293 bbls., 34,197 bbls. off shore and 26,096 in the Bay 
St. Lawrence. Only a small proportion of the latter could 
have been taken withing the three mile limit, and as (tlouces- 
ter is the principal port sending vessels to the Bay, and this 
the chief privilege for which we were called on tu pay, it will 
be scen that five and a halt million dollars for a dozen years* 
right to the inshore fisheries was ‘* paying dearly lor the 
whistle.” The Gloucester inspection last year was 49,0444 
bbls., showing a gain this year of over 11,000 bbls., but the 
quality of fish is much poorer and the prices obtained consid- 
erably less than last year, and the business has een less re- 
munerative.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Jan, 3. 

Kenruory—Hickman, Dec. 28.—Fishing is froze up; that 
is, the lake and ponds are. ‘Whe river is full of ice and fishing 
in itis inaccessib'e, No shipments this weel:; last week only 
6,085 pounds shipped; was shown two very fine salmon, 
taken trom the river a few days ago. Vatu, 

' 

Tennusser—Vashville, Jan. 1.—Shad, trom Savannah, are 
quite plentiful and at moderate prices. Oysters are brought 
to this’ market from Mobile, as well as New York, Baltimore 
and Norfolik. 
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For Forest and Stream and Rodand Gun, 

CONCERNING STRIPED BASS. 
Py Ms 

Mr. Error: There are in the waters of the United States 
three different fishes properly known as striped bass, inas- 

much as all three are bass and nll three are striped. These 

are: 1. Hocews lineatus, the rock, rockfish or striped bass of 

the Atlantic States, which ascends all suitable stresms from 

~ New Bngland to Florida, and which may perhaps be con- 
sidered as properly a salt-water fish. 2. Roccws chrysops, the 
white bass, or lake bass,of the great lakes and Mississippi 

basin, called also sometimes striped bass, and in Wiscousin 

cisco bass. 3. Morons intertiupta, the yellow bass of the 
lower Mississippi and the rivers of the Gulf States, sometimes 

called in books the short-striped or brassy bass. A near rela- 

jive of these is the so-called white perch of the Atlantic 
States, Morons Americana; hut as that small fish is not 
striped, and is not usually called a bags, it may be omitted in 
the consideration of the kinds of striped bass. 

The three species above enumerated belong to two groups, 
which are considered as distinct genera by most late writers, 
and probably correctly so; but it must be adinitted that foc- 
cus and Morape ate very closely related, and one of them, 
Fioveus, is sili more neatly related to the Huropean genus 
Labras, 10 which genus our species bath of Morvene and LRos- 
cus were formerly referred, ‘Whose who do not admit Morone, 
Ttoccus and Labrae as separate Zenera should notice that of 
the three names Moreneis the oldest and /tvccus next, and 
that a Pacific coast genus of Chzride had received the name 
Labrac before it was given to the bass, 
The skoll of Aaceus is said by Professor Gill to differ con- 

siderably trom that of Morene. I have not veritied uhis dif- 
ference. ‘The principal evident differences between the two 
genera are the following: In /foecws the sealue on the head. 
ure ¢ither~eyloid or iwperfectly ctenvid; the teeth on the 

_ tongue are developed in one or two patches at the pase, 
besides the series along the edge; the two dorsal tins 
are not at all connected, und the second anal s;ineis not so 
large asthe third, The spines in yeneral are less developed 
than in Morone. 
Tn Morone the scales about the head are veryrough on their 

edges; there are no tevth co the tongue except a series along 
its margin ; the dorsal fins are connected bya low niembrane; 
the sécond anal spine is Jooger than in A‘ocows, and usually 
considerably larger than the third. 

Whe first of the \hree species is the striped bass pur exzel- 
lencé, or rockiish, of the Atlantic States. is scienilic name, 
Roceus lineatis, recalls the common names, for ineatus means 
striped and Aucews is rock, taken bodily into Latin, with more 
directness than correctness. This fish reaches a large size, 
and is highly valued a8 food and for its gaminess. It is qsalt- 
‘Water or brackish water fish, ascending all streams, especially 
southward, but usually returning like the salmon and shad to 
the salt water. It has not been taken in the grent lakes nor 
in the Mississippi Valley, and there is no authentic account of 

- its occurrence in the Gulf of Mexico so farasLknow. Lt es- 
pecially delights in the wide mouthed rivers and bays, with 
which our coast is so well supplied. 
The second species, Hoceus chrysops, is not so well known to 

most anglers, bub itis a beautiful fish, and by no means rare. 
It much resembles the rockfish; so much go that you will 

find many anglers who will muintain that they are the same 
thing, and that they haye the real eastern striped bass in Lake 
Michigan or in the eet Kiiver. Whe following are 
some of the more evident differences between them : 

oe 

1. The “ white bass” is 2 chunkier fish than the striped 
bass; its body is shorter and deeper and more compressed— 
more like that of a sunfish. The preatest depth of the body 
is about one-third of the distance trom the snout to the base 
of the caudal fin, instead of nearly one-fourth, asis the dase in 
Roceus ineatus, The back is much indore arched in the white 
aS. 
2. ‘The teeth on ihe base of the tongue are in a single patch. 

In Rocews lineatus there are two patches. 
5. The spines—especially of the anal fin—are longer and 

stronger in the white bass than in the striped bass. 
4. The coloration in the white bass is usually whiter, and 

the black streaks are commonly narrowgr and more freqnently 
interrupted than in the other. : 

5, The maximum length of the white bass is certainly not 
much oyerafoot. Itis therefore a much smaller fish than 
ihe striped bass. 
The white bass is very common in the Great, Lake region, 

notably so in Lake Erie and Lake Michigan. It is also found 
in the Ohio and Mississippi and their principal tributaries 
clear down to the Gulf. Tt does not often ascend small 
streams, and even the young are seldom seen except in large 
rivers and lakes. It takes the hook readily, and is reckoned 
as a gamy fish. Asa food fish itis excellent. It has never 
been found exst of the Alleghenies, except, perhaps, in Lule 
Ohamplain, and, so far ag is Known, it never descends to the 
sea. ‘Thisis the fish termed Labrae multilineatus, allidus, 
notatus, etc., by different writers, but MKafinesque’s name, 
Chrysops (Golden-eye), is the oldest. 
The third species—the yellow bass, Morone tnterrupta—is 

one, the history of which is little known. Ii has somewhat 
the form of ihe white bass, but itis slenderer and Jess com- 
pressed, and its expression is different. i thay be known by 
the following characters: 
cea are no teeth on the tongue, except the band along 

its edge. 
2. The dorsal spines are very strong, and the two dorsal 

fins are connected by a low membrane. 
3. The second spine of the anal is larger and stronger than 

the third. . 
4. The color is decidedly brassy or yellow, and the black 

siripes are broader and more conspicuous than in the other 
species. The lower stripes are usually broken near the mid- 
dle of The body. Hence the name, énterripiu, 

Phe yellow bass is found in the Lower Mississippi and 
Ohio, at least as far upas St. Louis. I have never taken it, 
and I know little of its habits, except that on general princi- 
ples we may suppose that it does not ascend small streams, 
and that itis ‘‘gamy”’ and excellent food. Whether it ever 
descends to the sea.is not known. Anglers from the Gulf 
States will do well to tell us what they know about this fish. 
The largest specimens which | haye seen were something less 
than a toot long. 4 

J have written out this outline of the characters of these 
Species in answer to numerous correspondents of the Editor 
of Fokus? anp Stream. Those who care to study further 
will find a general account of the group, with figures of the 
yellow bass and the white bass, in Prof. Gils Report on the 
schthyology of Capt. Simpson’s Explorations of the Great 
Basin of Utah. The relations of the species were first worked 
out by Prof. Gill in the Proceedings of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences, at Pinladelphia, for 1860 and 1861, 

As throwing further light on the habits of the white bass, I 
subjoin the following extracts from Jeilers received by Mr. 
Hallock, gnd placed by him at my disposal. 
LTyvington, Indiana, Dec. 30. Dayip 8. Jorpan, M. D. 

uf My efforts to settle the question as to the existence of 
strined bass in Our waters have been rewarded by the follow- 
ing proofs, irom statements of two or three reliable persons, 
who are known to be the best fishermen about here, and men 
of intelligence. Captain Stockwell, Ohiet of the Fire Depart- 
‘ment of this city, says that he has frequently, during his 
Many years devotion to the sport of saogling, caught the 
striped bass, both in the Cumberland River and Piney Creek. 
He described the fish ag being of a milky white color with 
several black stripes running longitudinally on the side, from 
tail to head, the latter being # little more tapering than the 
black bass, and in weight abouta pound to a pound and a 
half. He says they apparently go in small schools. He 
makes the above assertion from the fact that each time he 
has ever met with the fish he hus taken several in pretty quick 
succession, The fish is, and has always been, very scarce 
with us. Some four years ago he succeeded in taking five in 
the Cumberland River, using minnow bait. 
Brom another gentleman, who prefaced his remarks by de- 

scribing the fish, f[ heard of several striped bass being taken 
every year in Turnbull. ‘They are found in clear, deep water. 
He also reports them as yery scarce. 

Another person told me that he had occasionally taken the 
striped bass in Big Harpeth with hook and line, and alse with 
séines, but that it was a rare fish. J. D, Hint. 

Nashville, Maz 29, 1878. 

You ask me if T Iknew of the striped bass in the waters of 
Tennessee, and in reply will answer: Yes, lots of ’em; they 
are, however, called white or pond trout (bass) iu this section. 
They live in the deep, still eddies of the mill pond and deep 
holes in the streams, always prefering still water, and next 10 
our black bass itis the most abundant and valuable fish of 
our waters. In general appearance they much resemble what 
is known in Virginia as the ‘‘chub,” or ‘southern chub,” 
prefering still to runoing waters they become larger in size 
than our black bass. 1 have caught them within twenty miles 
of Nashyille, six and a half pounds weight, and have known 
theni to be caught cight and a half ponds, with hook and 
line. They sré nob so game as the black bass, but will take 
every advantage of their prey. Iu ponds he usually livs near 
a Joy or brush pile and will gobble up any size mionow they 
can get into their mouths, hook anc all. 

Very truly, etc., ‘Gro. F. Axges. 
Nashville, Tenn , May 6, 1878. ‘“ 

Striped bass can be found in the Swasbin River, a small 
siream that empties into the Mississippi some twenty-five 
tues below At, Lonis, in Jefferson County. They are not 
large in that stream, but the black and yellow bass are. If 
Striped bass—genuine—are found in any orher Western streams 
than those f have named, I have neyer seen them. ‘They we 
Swi generis indeed. Br. Cat, 

Luwtonville, Georgia. 

Sravep Bass m Iypanp Waters.—‘‘B,” writing from 
Greenville, this State, says '' striped bass are being caugut in 
the Shenango here in ‘e numbers.” “B.” means black 
bass, as there is not a striped base in the Shenango River, 

Sharon, Pa., May 8, 1878. R 
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A DIARY FROM THE BEAVEREILL, 

NEw York, Dec. 30, 1879, 
Eprror Forrst Anp STREAM: 
My Dear Siv—The following extracts from this year’s re- 

port upon our Beaverkill Club may interest you and your 
readers. Bulkley began to keep » record of the thermonieter 
at Weaver's, June 7, 1878. On June 6 it ‘* froze ice; after 
that the temperature at noon was as follows : 

Highest. On Lowest. On Average, 
June 90 deg. 80th 62 deg. 10th it) deg 
July 72° 17th 63“ 22] wee 
August ep 16th 67 220 76 14 
September i8 '* ist & 19th ob 4 260n i} 
October ju * 2d to loth ao 4 1th oy om 
Noy (to i4) 50 ** 1th WG ae Stl By 4S 

I make the following extract from Bulkley’s diary ; 
. On Sept. 28, 1878, saw the first trout on the spawning bed 
in the Beaverkill, ' 

Oct. 5. The first trout ran up the inlet of Balsam Lake. 
Oct. 14, The trout in the Beayerkill are in the height of 

spawning, 
Noy, 4. The trout have all left he inlet at Balsam Lake. 
Noy. 10, ‘The trout are ail off their spawning beds in the 

Beuverkill. 
4 The total number of trout caught on our preserve was 1,284, 
of which 869 were caught by other than members, leaying 
805 trout taken by the club rods. Besides these, members of 
our club took in other waters than our preserve, in accordance 
with our privileges, $55 trout. Total taken by club members, 
ae The total expense to the club was a little less than 
b4.60. 

So far as known to our warden, there were caught in Bal- 
sam Lake this season 1,279 trout, Doubtless many were 
taken of which we have no account. 
On the club preserve the catch by members was in May, 16; 

June, 621; July, 528; April and August, none. 
On Weaver's were caught 986 trout, 
So far as recorded, 384 trout were taken in April and 40 

trout in June, in Beecher’s or Thomas’ Luke. 
In Balsam Brook, outlet of Balsam Lake, Barnhardt took 

79 trout in April, 
Notwithstanding our supposed privileges on Leal’s, but one 

of our members, with a friend, availed himself of their fish- 
ing, and took but 238 fish. . 

In all only seven of our club fished on our preserve during 
1878; and only seventeen persons altogether, of whom four 
were friends of members, united under our rule; three were 
Owners along the stream. ‘The other three men were friends, 
the two owners of Balsam Lake and 4 friend of theirs. Four 
of our members did not visit the stream at all. 
On Snyder’s (above Mead’s) there were caught, so far as 

anew 810 trout. Doubtless many more of them were 
taken. 
On Mead’s and Merwin’s we know of 846 trout, 

many were caught. 
Our warden, Bulkley, is worthy of all praise. Owing to 

an early spring and late winter it was necessary to keep him 
employed from April 5 until Noy. 14. 

The grand total of these figures shows more than 5,427 
trout caught in the upper Beaverkill this past season. 

Yours cordially, G. W. VY. 8. 

——_§_~>+§—. —_____ 

FISHING A LA FLORIDA GULL, 

Of course 

(¥rom & Paper read before the Coadi’s Ford Parmers’ Club.) 

ee following intéresting paper was read hy Joseph Will 

cox at a meeting of the Chadd’s Ford Farmers’ Club, of 
Pennsylvania : 

On the western coast of Florida, at least on that portion be- 
tween Cedar Key and the Homosassa River, about thirty-five 
miles farther south, a level, submerged plain of coral rock ex- 
tends its wide expanse several miles trom the shore, covered 
with only a few inches of water at low tide. A soft, co- 
hesive, slimy ooze, disintegrated by the action of the water 
from the rock beneath, covers the surface to the depth of 
several inches, too unsubstantial to support marine vegetation; 
but where a small patch of rock exists above the surface of 
the mud, and they are of frequent occurrence, there several 
Species of sea weed attach their roots and flourish. Anon, the 
space is shared by the companionship of a friendly sponge, . 
which fastens its strong tentacles to the rough surface of the 
porous rocks, affording shady retreats to multitudes of aquatio 
animals, such as crabs and fishes, and protection tothem from 
the attacks of myriads of birds, which wade and swim and fly 
over this great expanse of shoal water, attracted by the albund- 
ance of animal food subsisting thereia. Quite a number of 
islands may be seen, covered with a dense growth of man 
grove trees, ten or twelve feet high. These odd-looking, am- 
phibious trees, living upon a soft, precarious soil, whichis 
covered with water ut high tide, adapt themselves with wou- 
derful facility to their anomalous, insecure condition, A 
foot or two above the ground they send forth their branching: 
roots In all directions, which interweave among each other, 
affording mutual support, and preventing the soil from being 
washed away. Numerous doous resort to these islands to feast 
upon the oysters which are abundantly exposed to view at 
low tide, and which are not inappropriately called “coon 
oysters,” A dozen of these animals may sometimes be seen 
at once foraging upon the bivalves, and they manifest much 
ingenuity in this occupation. They slyly peep around, and 
when an oyster is observed with open shells, the coon, with 
great ee inserts One of its quasi finger nails therein to 
prevent them from closing. While the oyster, surprised and 
doubtless somewhat discouraged, vainly endeavors to close its 
shells, coony, with much satisfaction, leisurely removes the 
delicious, molluskous morsel, Former experience, directed 
with youthful, impuisive thoughtless vigor, resulting in sundry 
undersirable compressions of the toes, has taught the coong 
how far they may safely ingert their nails between the shells 
of the oyster. A littleinattention on such occasions some- 
times results with serious consequences, as the oysters usually 
grow in clusters which are not easily removed from their beu. 
Several fatal Gases are known where the paw of the coon has 
become fastened between the shells of an oyster. ‘Che tide 
begins torise. Fear, added to the pain, redoubles the be- 
wilderment of the entrameled victim. Deserted by its com- 
rades, which hasten away ia alarm, the unfortunate animal 
suffers, for some time, the terrors of prospective death, wutil 
it is finally submerged by the surging waters. 

Concwrent with the vernul sun, 
Another season has began, 
Now leaves spring forin, tle fowers dilate: 
The feathered sougster courts ib mate. 
Preah plumes upon the birds expand > 
The thine for nestiig is at hand. 

For reasons best known to themselves, countless multitude 



of aquatic birds, such as pelicans, cormorants, cranes, ibises, 
frigate birds, ete., have selected for their nesting-place two of 
these secluded islands, in particular, about fiye miles from the 
Iain land and thickly covered with mangrove wees. Jo 
April every available place on the branches is occupied with » 
nest. During the night, particularly, such un amount of 
quarreling, and scolding, and cawing, and screeching, and 
cackling takes place, as would outriyal ten thousand bedlams. 
I once passed a night ina boat anchored about half a mile 
fram one of these island rookeries; but even at that distance 
the hideous noise was so loud and intolerable as to preclude 
the possibility of sleep until near morning, when tired nature's 
claim 10 rest received at last a scanty, intermittent response. 
But soon is nshered in the carnival of gorging and extermina- 
tion. ‘The spoil is scented from afar by buzzards, crows and 
eagles, which congregate in flocks to revel in the wanton feast 
of eggsand nestling birds. They make flesh quarrels and 
contribute new, uproarious noises to the general clamor and 
confusion. Many young birds, haying escaped from their 
enemies above, find other assailants equally merciless below ; 
for at high tide, when the islands are covered with water, 
sharks and other voracious fish assemble to the entertainment 
and luxuriate in the shade of the trees, surfeited with the feast 
of eggs and young birds, that, in the riotous tumult, are 
hustied out of the nests, 

The following incident was related to me by Mr. Alfred 
Jones, who lives at Homasassa, only a few miles from this 
reukery: With the view of obtaining an assortment of egzs 
for a friend in the North, he once went in his boat to one of 
these islands, accompanied by two assistants. In a couple of 
hours they collected five or six bushels of eggs, which they 
carried home. ‘I'hey were obliged to use cluds to drive many 
of the birds from their nests, especially the pelicans, Before 
proceeding to blow the contents from the eggs, if any was 
discovered to contain a young bird it was at once thrown into 
the Homosassa River. Jt was soon observed that when an 
egg was thrown into the water it was at once gobbled by a 
black bass, which fish grow to a large size in that river. Im- 
mediately advantage was taken of this discovery, and, pro- 
curing fishing lines, they ubrew them into the water baited 
with eggs, which were at once seized by the bass. In this 
novel manner they caught bass large and fast; but they soon 
relinquished the sport from a teeling’ of compassion fur the 
fish. 
When on this coast a stranger might inquire, what means 

that long and solemn line of forms, apparently almost inani- 
mate, standing in close array, soldier-lke, in single file? No 
sign of life isscen save an Occasional spasmodic movement 
like-an uplifted arm, to be as suddenly depressed, when all is 
stil) again, ag if some solemn scene proceeds. “Tis now high 
tide. The fluls and oyster banks are covered, A long and 
narrow cortal reef has raised its crest aboye the surface of the 
water, as rocks are prone to do, in that peculiar coral region, 
The pelicans, haying- completed their labor of foraging, sated 
with their repast, too lazy for further exertion, have selected 
this reef as the only available spot of dry laud on which to 
repose and to digest their food at leisure. ‘Their distended 
pouches, heavy with the freight of finny spoils, hang down 
against their breasts, and their great bills assume a perpen- 
dicular attitude. Whenever a portion of the food is digested 
and a yacancy exists within the stomach the pelican elevates 
its head and pouch to such a degree that, upon opening its 
bill, « fish or two are detached and slip down into the stomach. 
The bill is then closed and depressed to its former position, 
the whole proceeding occupying only two or three seconds of 
time, and tlie operation is extremely ludicrous. Hach pelican 
performs this action in precisely the same manner, and after 
a fish is swallowed the bird remains as tranquil as a statue, 
nntil the recurrence of another vacancy within calls forth the 
repetition of another similar performance without. Mr. 
Jones alzo stated to me that when he was once in Tampa Bay 
he observed, standing on a reef of rocks, alot of pelicans, on 
the head of many of which was perched a gull, in peaceful 
companionship with the former and unmolested by them, 
This strange proceeding excited the curiosity of Mr. Jones, 
and he determined to wateh the course of ‘‘ ornithological 
eyents.” Soon a pelican elevated its head and opened its bill, 
in order toswallow some fish from its pouch, when a gull, ex- 
tending its neck from its position on the head of the pelican, 
thrust its head into the pouch of the latter, seized a Ash from 
within and flew away, screeching with delight, well satisfied 
with having so successfully “ gulled” the pelican, 
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THE FISH MORTALITY IN THE GULF. 

Y JACKSONVILLE, Dee, 27, 1878. 

Eprron Forest Anp Srimant: 
Since my last was written 1 have interviewed Capt, James McKay, 

of Tampa, and he informs me that he has been engaged in the cattle 

trade between Punta Rassa and Hayans during the autumnal months, 

and that he noticed large quantities of sea Ush, either dead orina 

dying condition, from Key West to Punta Rassa. He attributes the 

mortility Lo the freshening Of lhe Water as @ sequence of the heavy 

rains during the summer snd gulumn in southern Florida, Ia forming 

au Opinion regarding the intnence of an excessive rain Tall, we 

must take into consideration the fact that the cuast line of Mlorida, 

from Key West to Punta Rassa, presents a sballow ocean, and that tle 

ten fathom souadmgs are from tienty to forty mies from land. ad- 

jitiing that the ocean along the coast is shallow, 1h scarcely seems 

provable that the rain fall of the past year could so freshen the water 

in the golf as to destroy the ish. 
Yours respecttully, 0. J, Kenwortuy, 

Ziational Pastimes. 

A MEMORY OF INDIAN RIVER. 

1n {he hot summer noon, 

Watchlig the green lagoon, 

i saw the cunning bowmun of the swamp 
Deép in the sedges, crouched upon the damp, 

Sofs hammock, where the lily hosts enc&amp, 

Tn the hot summer noon, 

Waichibe the green lapoun, 

1 sw @ ployer coming down the brink, 

‘Not caring for the orfer orthe mink, 

Stop at ihe weedy waters edge to drink, 

In the Lot summer noon, 
Watching the green lagoon, 

Tsuw along the muddy margip puss 

A solemm bird, sau and companioniess, 

And pitied the blue heron’s loneliness. 

fo the hot summer noon, 
Watching the green lagoon, 

1 Saw an old crane crobp his stately head, 
‘Too indolent to drink oF care to feed 

On spawn of frog or root of water wead, 

In the hot summer noon, 

Watching the green lagoon, 

I saw the conning bowmanh once again, 

Carrying into his camp, across the plain, 
A plover, g blue heron and g crane! 

e BowMan, 

New York Ausierro Crun.—The second annual winter 
handicap games of the New York Athletic Club were held at 
Gilmore's Garden, this city, last Friday and Saturday even- 
ings. The contests were participated in by a large number of 

well-known amateurs; the work done was of a very creditable 
standard, and the tournament was most happily conducted. 

The Garden has come to be regarded as the place for athletic 
winter meetings; every convenience and facility ure afforded 
both contestants and spectators. The programme was as fol- 
lows: 

Seventy-five Yards Nun—First trial heat, four runners, won by 
George E Payne, Short Hills A C, 64% yards start,in 8 1-58; second 
heat; four ruuners, J F Jenkins, Jr, Glenwood A 0, 234 yards, 
5 2-5a ; third heat, A B Wilson, Carman R Asa, 6}4 yards, won in 
7 4-58; 8 Steern, Amateur A GC, 64 yards, walked over for the 
fourth heat ; A Noel, Jr, Short Hills A ©, won the fifth heatin 
81-5s, The final heat, run the second eyening, was won by Payne, 
6} yards start, in 83; Noel, 5 yards, second; Wilson, third. 

Hour hundred and forty yards—First trial heat, three contest- 
ants, won by L 8 Myers, Knickerbocker A OC; 15 yards start, in 
67 1-58. In the sevond heat, with five competitors, W R Hewitt, 
American A O, 35 yards, won in 58 2-58, The third heat was won 
from five othera by Ralph Voorhees, Greenpoint A CO, 18 yards, in 
583-53, In the final heat, the following evening, Hewitt won in 
56 2-58; Meyers, second; Bissell, third; Rommell, third ; Yoor- 
hees, fourth. : 

Ous mile walk—Sixteen walkers appeared in the first heat, and 
William O'Keefe, Yorkville A C, won in 8m 11348; J H Gifford, 
New York, second, In the second heat thirteen appeared; W C 
Howland, New York, won in §m 2ltga; W A Hikes, Port Henry, N 
Y,second. In the final heat, contested thé following eyening, 
O'Keefe won in 8m 148-53; J W Adams, Newark, N J, second, 
and J Cameron, Y M © A, third. : 
Two hundred and twenty yards—Sis started in the first heat; 

the winner was M J Gilligan, Clinton A ©, 18 yards start. LE 
Meyers, Knickerbocker ¥Y G, & yards, won fhe second heat in 27s. 
The third went to William H Douglass, New York, 6 yards, who 
coyered the distance in 27s. Gilligan won the final heat in 26a ; 
Meyer, second; Douglas, third. 
Amateur tug of War—The four teams who appeared for the tug 

of war were the Scottish-Americun, Empirs City Gymnasium, New 
York Athletic and the Ninth Regiment, N G@ 4 N Y, The ropa 
used was J}g inches in diameter, and the side creases 
were twelve feet from the line, The S8cottish-Americans 
easily defeated the Ninth Regiment boys in im 1l3ga. The tug 
between the Empires and the Athletics was cone of the finest ever 
witnessed, The Athletics quickly pulled their opponents six feat 
over the line, where they were obliged to halt. Then the Empires 
regained their ground, and the mark on the rope was once more 
oyer the central crease, When fitteen minutes had clapsed and 
time wes called, the Hmpires had fifteen inches only to their 
credit, and won. ‘The fia! eontest between the two yictorious 
teams Was pulled on the following evening, and was another fine 
display of effort and grit. The Empires pulled their opponents 
slowly, inch by inch, until they hac tive feet to their credit, and 
there they stuck, until the pistol shot announced the close of time, 
here were ten men on gach side, The names of the champion 
amateur team are: James MeCarthy, captain ; Augustus Schnei- 
der, Georges Barry, Clarenee Halpin, William’ Payton, James 
Coughlin, John McGrahan, George Mullen, John Jennings, 
Thomas MeLoughiia. 

One Mile Rou—Among twenty-two ronners, W H Robertson, 
Brooklyn, 55 yds, won in 4m 62845. CG Horton, Scottish-American 
he 95 yds, Was second, and P Noel, Short Hills A O, 60 yds, 
third, 
Regimental Tug of War—The teams were of #ix men each, 

“O"? Company first team yanquished the second team 
from the same company in Im 4137s. ‘The ‘ K?’ Company 
boys had a walk-over, their opponents jfrom ‘fI” not 
appearing. The B"” team defeated the ‘*F” boys in 3m 29}¢8. 
u the tinal tug, Saturday eyening, the “B” team defeated the, 
‘K? team in Im 463, and were in turn vanquished by the OL 
team. “OC” then defeated "Kin 2m 2s, and bore off the 
priza, a stand of colors. ‘the winning team were; Waldo Sprague, 
captain; CH Bruel, James Walden, Johu Gillies, James © Gil- 
lies and J E MeNicol. 

Fuur Hundred and Borty-four Yards HurdleB—Of feur competi- 
tors, Joseph Laton, Mystic B GC, serateh, proved the best man, 
and won in Im 13$¢s. John Kuox, Scottish-American Club, was 
secund. There were 20 hurdles 2tt Gin high. 

Bloycle Kace—The first heat of the two-mile bicycle race was 
contested by William & Pitman, who came in abead in lim 58s, 
RK Yau Nest, New York, ilm 2%s, and Jameu Nolan*second, Io 
the second heat William M Wright, New York, won in Jim 54s ; 
Joseph Lafon, second, lim 36s; and W Addison, Rayenswooa, L 
I, and 8 # Pomeroy, Manhattau A C, beliiud. Wright was pro- 
tested against on the ground that he was entered under a fictitious 
name, lis réealname being Butler, and that he was not/an ama- 
leur, haying competed for money with Stonton, the English cham- 
pion, whe he was m this country. In the final heat batween 
Laton, Pitman and Wright, Laton held the lead for fifteen laps, 
when seat drew up with himt und finally won in 9m 64s, Laton 
second, 

International Tug of War—The American team of Greenpoint 
defeated the Irish team of Greenpointin 3543. The Irish team 
of New York in turn defeated the Americun team. Then the 
two Irish teams pulled and had a hard tug of it. The Green- 
pointers piled their opponents within three inches of the line, 
and there the two opposing forces stuck until the expiration of 
the fifteen minutes. 
Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Hurdle—There were ten hur- 

dles 2ft Gin high, Only two ronners started, and Arthur W An- 
dersonu, New York Athletic Ciub, with 8 yards start, won in 
32 2-58. 
Two Miles Walk—There were eighteen eniries, amorg whom 

William O'Keefe, with 10a start, wou in 17m 24ga, 
Halfmile Run—Twyenty-one contestuots enyuged in this. M 

roa Jr, Beottish Amexivan A GO, with &0 yards start, won in 2m 
1248. 

AyrokerRBooKER Atrsreric Ciop.—The second annual 
winter games of the Knickerbocker Athletic Club were held 

at Gilmore’s Garden last Monday and Tuesday evenings. 
There were a very large number of entries—too large to be 
well managed—and the consequence was some confusion in 

the ring, ‘Lheevents were as follows = 
Seyenty-fiye yards race—Purst heat, WH Swords, Peerless Club, 

time 833; second heat, J S Voorhees, Union Club, 84¢3; third 
heat, W T Livingston, Harlem Club, 843; fourth heat, F Nicholls, 
American Ciub, 837s 5} fifth heat, J F Baker, Brooklyn Club, 548; 
sixth heat, M Mcf'sul, Fanwood Olub, $43 ; seventh heat, G G Me- 
Donald, Brooklyn Club, 88; eighth heat, A B Wilson, Knicker- 
bocker Club, $38; ninth heat, J W Murray, Plainfield Club, &}3; 

tenth heat, W Kendrick, Hare and Hounds Olub, 834s; eleventh 
heat, James King, New York City Club, 8385 telfth heat, EE 
Kittie, New York City Club, $3s; thirteenth heat, J H Wiegand, 
Westchester Club, 83s. J ‘ 

The final heat was won by M McFaul, of the Fanwood Athletic 
Club, in 7s; Joseph King was second. 

One mile walk—Won by F L Lackemacher in 8m $s, E W Mol- 
f0n second; Fred Reinfrank third. 

One mile ran—Mada in 4m 43338 by J F Dobbs ; L Wrangler 
second, H C Romain, third. 
Ronning broad jump—Won by W T Liyingston, who cleared 

| 8in; Geo B Payne, second, with 16ft 1in. 
Two hundred and twenty yards hurdle race—Won by M J Gilli- 

gan, in 3045, with J 8 Voorhees a good second. 
Halt-mile ran—Won by H CG Romel, Triton Boat O)nb, in 2m 

25}¢8, Walter Smith second, and A B Gordon third. 
‘hres mile walk—Won by J B Clark in 26m 38s. 
Bunning high jump—Won by J H Oakes, who cleared 6ft Sin, 

Elliott Marshall coming second with 5ft 2in, ‘ 
Quarter-mile 150—Won by H Ht Morritz in 572gs. 
The fiye mile run ae out a large field, and after a hard 

atruggle, was wou by W H Robertson in 80m 164s; J © Christian 
second, and KO Rupert third. 

Of the forty-seven entries for the championship twenty-five 
miles walk thirty-seven appeared for the start. Charles Con- 
ner, Scottish-Am. A. 0., was ahead until the second mile, 
when T. H. Armstrong, the former champion, went to the 
front and stayed there nutil the fourteenth mile, when he 
sprained his ankle, and was out of the race. Budd How, of 
Philadelphia, then had first place, and kept it until the finish, 
Winning in 4h. 13m. 464s., which is 8m, 274s. behind Arm- 
strong’s record last year. William O’Keefe was second in 
4h, 22m. 9s. A. Varian, third, 

Marz, ANDERSON.—The indomitable lady walker of Brook- 
lyn is now rapidly nearing the successful completion of her 

task of walking 2,700 quarter miles in 2,700 consecutive 

quarter hours. Shortly before midnight Tuesday she had fin. 
ished her 3,128th quarter mile. 

Rouer-Skarine.—The Sixty-third Street Rink has recently 
been transformed by Mr, James L. Plimpton mto a roller— 
skating salon for the fashionable recreation of ‘‘rinking,” asit 
is called by the English nobility, The large hall has been di- 
vided into two compartments, One for beginners and the 
other—the larger one—for experts. There is to be an opening 
invitation reception to the press next week, before the regular 
public opening of the new rink. 

At the Brooklyn Rink the roller-skating is now limited to 
two nights a week, on Monday and Saturday nights. The 
former is for the fashionable assemblage, and Saturday as the 
popular night, the rates being lower. 

How Loes azz Gor Our or Taz Mounrains.—A chute is laid 
from the river's brink up the steep mountain to the railroad, 
and, while we are telling it, the monster logs are rushing, 
thundering, flying, leaping down the declivity. They come 

with the speed of the thunderbolt, and somewhat of its roar. 

A track of fire and smoke follows them—fire struck by their 
friction with the chute logs. They descend the 1,700 feet 
of the chute in fourteen seconds. In doing so they drop 700 
feet perpendicularly. They strike the deep water of the pond 
with areport that can be heard a mile distant, Logs fired 
from acannon could scarcely have greater velocity than they 
have at the foot of the chute, Their average velocity is over 
100 feet in a second throughout the entire distance, and at the 
instant they leap from the mouth their speed must be fully 
200 feet per second. A sugar-pine log sometimes weighs ten 
tons, Whata missile! How the water is dashed into the 
air! Like a grand plume of diamonds and rainbows the 
feathery spray is hurled to the height of a hundred feet, It 
forms the grandest fountain ever beheld. How the waters of 
the pond fosm and seethe and lush against the shore! One 
log, having spent its force by its mad plunge into the deep 
waters, has Hoated so as to be at right angles with the path of 
the descending monsters. The mouth of the chute is, perhaps, 
fifteen feet above the surface of water. A huge log hurled 
from the chute cleaves the air and alights on the floating log. 
You know how a builet glances, but can you imagine a saw- 
log glancing? The end strikes with a heavy shock, but 
plides quickly past for a short distance, then a crash like the 
reverberation of artillery, the falling log springs 150 feet verti- 
cally into the air, and, with a curve like a rocket, falls into 
the pond seventy yards from the log it struck.—Truckee 
(Wev.) Republican. 

$9 — 45-0 ——$—{_— 

Tur Goanr Humursc-Bmp.—The giant humming-bird of 

Ohili is the largest of its family, and besides its size differs 

from all the rest in some very noteworthy respects. Mr. 
Gould describes it as a bold and vigorous flyer, quick in all its 
actions, passing from flower to Hower with the greatest 
rapidity. Unlike other species of its family, it may be fre— 
quently seen perched on some small tree orshrub, It has a 
very extensive distribution over nearly all the more southern 
portions of South America. M. Warszewic collected speci- 
mens in Bolivia at a height of nearly 14,000 feet. ‘The nest is 
a somewhat large, cup-shaped structure, composed of mosses, 
lichens and similar materials put together with cobwebs and 
placed in the fork of alow branch of a tree, generally one 
that overhangs s turbulent stream. Charles Darwin, in his 
uarrative journal of the voyage of the Beagle, refers to this 
species as a resident of central Chili during the breeding sea- 
son, and his account of it differs, in some respects, from those 
of other wrilers, especially that relating to the absence of the 
rapid vibrations of the wings, generally supposed to be a pe- 
euliarity of all humming-birds, without exception. He states 
that this species, when on the wing, presents a very singular 
appearance. Like others of the family, it moves from place 
to place with a rapidity which may be compared to that of 
syrphus among flies, and the sphinx among moths; but while 
hovering over a flower it flaps its wings with a very slow and 
powerful movement, totally different from that vibratory mo- 
tion common to most of the species and which produces the 
humming noise. Mr. Darwin had never seen any other bird 
the force of whose wings appeared (asin a butterfly) so power- 
ful in proportion to the weight of its body. When hovering 
by a flower its tail was constantly being expanded and shut 
like afan, the body being kept in a nearly vertical position. 
This action appeared to steady and support the bird between 
the slow movements of its wings. Although it Hew from 
flower to flower in search of food, its stomac’ h contained 
abundant remains of insects}which Mr. Darwin believed to be 
much more the objects of its search than honey. Its note, 
like that of nearly the whole family, was extremely shrill,— 
Dr, Brewer, in Scribner for December, 
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A Srove is 4 Horse's Jaw.—For a long | tt was Mr. Grandley Berkeley who, un- 
time a lump has been observable in the side of 
the jaw of a horse belonging to Superinten- 
dent Osbiston, of the Gould and Curry and 
Best and Belcher mines. Yesterday a yeter- 

inch in diameter. The stone was of a yellow- 
ish white color, and apparently as hard as 
marble. In order to make sure as to the 
nature of the stone, Mr. Oshiston took it to 
a jewelry store and had it sawed in two 
lengthwise. When it was cut there was scen 
_in ils centre what bad once undoubtedly been 
a grain of barley, half of which was vi-ible in 
€ach piece of the stone, the grain looking as 
though petrified. Around this nucleus the 

- Stones had formed in regular layers or 
growths, the rings of which were distinctly 
to be traced, The material of whieh the 
stone was formed appeared to be the same as 
is found in the incrustrations on the tubes of 
boilers, It is thought that the grain of barley 
pierced the skin of the horse’s mouth aud im. 
bedded itself in the flesh; and that the saliva 
then deposited upon it limy matter. The 
stone is as hard as marble, and the annular 
markings are very distinct,—Virginta Oity 
(Yeo. ) Lnierprise. 

—What a wicked boy that was who slyly 
put a chestnut burr under the saddle of the 
parson’s horse! Up to that moment the ani- 
mal had never played him a single trick; but 
all at once he became a very spirited brute 
and pranced along with a kind of military en- 
thusiasm. Tora single moment the parson 
thought of selling him at a high price to a 
showy colonel of the army. After that his 
attention was so concentrated on the megns of 
holding on that he had only time to wish that 
he had sold him the day before, and to the 
highest bidder. The little boy stood on the 
roadsice with his thumb in his mouth and tears 
of sympathy in his eyes. Lhe parson thought 
the boy had a very tender heart, but when he 
took the saddle off and saw the burr he 
grasped his riding whip and looked around, 
but the buy was gone, 

= 

__ — Great ceremonies are necessary,”’ says 
the Aailroad News, ‘*to get a train off in Ger- 
many. When allis ready a bellrings. Then 
anoth'r bell rings. Then the engine whistles, 
or rather toot-toot-toots gently. Then the 
conductortells the station-master that all is 
ready. Then the station-master looks pla- 
cidly around and says ‘So 2” Then the con- 
ductor shouts ‘Fertig?’ interrogatively. 
Then the station-master replies ‘ Fertig!’ 
positively, Then, the conducter blows a 

_horn; the engine whistles; the bell rings; 
the other bell rings; the station-master says 
*So?’—the passengers swear in various ton- 
gues—and the train starts. That is, unless 
there is a belated fat man—in which case 
they do it all over again.” 

oe 

—Dean Remsey, tells this story. A man 
lost his wife and a cow on the same day. 
His neighbors naturally thinking that the 
greater loss of the two was the loss of his 
wife sympathized with him very deeply, and 
intimated the possibility of a new partner 
who could be had tor the asking. ‘* Ouay,” 
he arswered in contemptuous tones; ‘ you're 
# keen enough to get me anither wife, but no 
one 0’ ye otters to gie me anither coo.” 

=a 

—A Methodist paper beseeches its readers 
to abstain from playing eroquet, because it 
“‘ detracts from the glory of God and the sal- 
vation of souls.” It isa timely warning. It 
is wrong to play croquet after the frost sets 
in and snow begins to fall. That it is at all 
Seasons of the year an immoral play unless 
you haye a good eye and can hit the ball in- 
stead of your own foot we have strong per- 
sonal evidence. 

— 

—Bashful Lover—‘‘ Ah, miss, I—I wanted 
to see your father. I've some important busi- 
mess matters to propose to him.” Benevolent 
Young Lady—* Well, I’m sorry father is not 

in; but can’t you make the proposal to me?” 
The wedding cards were soon ordered. 

« 

FeatxeRs,—Solomion in all his glory wa$ 
not arrayed as will be the St Louis woman 
who wears a feather cloak made of 38,880 
feathers of the quail, prairie-chicken and wild 
duck. It will cost her husband $500. 

— = 

—If anybody wants to know what a jack- 
rabbit looks like let him go down to Coney 
island next summer and take a glance at the 
donkeys on the beach. If he should paint 
the dondey red and do up his tail in cotton- 
batting the illusion would be complete. 

. —A young lady said to her lover: *€ Char- 
Jey, how far is itaround the world?” “* About 
24 inches, my darling,” replied he, as his arm 

————————— 

_ —A gentleman was threatening to beat a 
dog which barked intolerably. ‘* Why,” ex- 
claimed an Irishman, ‘' Would you bate the 
poor dumb animal for spakin out ?” 

4 — z 
ino 

like to 1 
ty Feite 

said, 
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inary surgeon made un incision, and to his 
astonishment brought to light a hard and 
smooth stone, about two inches long and one 

encircled her waist. She was all the world to hi E 

der the skillful cross-examination of Mr. John 
Bright, then on s committee to inquire into 
the operation of the game laws, was made to 
show that the average farmer made $175,000 
a year by the crows on his farm. As, thus: 
Crows kill wire-worms, Where there are no 
crows boys hadto be employed to kill the 
worms al 13d. a hundred. The boys made 
about 9d. a day each. A single crow, Mr. 
Berkely declared, was worth fifty boys at 
such work, or within 4 small fraction of £2 a 
day. Onan average, Mr. Berkely said, there 
were fifty crows on a farm, hence as each 
bird earned £700a year the average farmer 
made $175,000 a year out of his crows, 

Admirers of Artistic) 
¥ 

Pottery and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

cheice examples select- 

ed by Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 

New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs. 

Salyiati's latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century, 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old F.emish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society, 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enamcled Glass and Limoges 

~ Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

CHARLES 
Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

Uamping Outfits, Htc, 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Balls always on hand, 

Bogardus’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $8. 

H and T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair,’ 

The * NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2, Pronounced 
by the “Forest Stream,” Feb. 21, 187, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose. Every sportsman 
should have one, » 
Also a cheaper quality robber pad, stuffed with 

har, $1. 

LOOK AT THIS !—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
gold in any quantity. 

SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 
and Repairing done in the most artistic manner. 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 

CUTLERY. Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Bunt- 
ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
ee Razors, Clasp Knives, Spring-back Knives, 

tc., Ete, 

Che Kennel. Che Rennel. 

SPRATT'S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG GAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Meédals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Olub, aud of Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York. 

————— 

None are ‘genuine anless BO stamped 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

1S South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louls, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms] 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

' A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed fo kili fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money retrrned. It is put up 
{in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, whieh 
greatly facililates ita use. Simple and efticacious, 

Price 50 cents by mull, Postpaid 

AREHCA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes contaiAing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 5@ cents per Box by oinil. 
Goth the above are recommenced by Rop anp Quy 

and MPOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 

det 12 117 FULTON STREET, 

‘Dr, Gordon Stables, R, N., 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desmed 

breed, fit for the highest competition, 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's ¥ennels 
decl9 tf 

= 

LUE BLOODS FOR SALE—Two fine setter 
pups (dog and bitch) by Carluwitz, out of True, 

Own brother und sister to Royal Duke, fonr months 
old. Sold only because owner has no time to handle 
them. Any one wishing the choicest stock can 
secure bargains by addressing C.A.D., Box 335, 
Sing Sing, N. Y. jan? 20 

Fok SALE—A pure Trish setter pup hy Buck, out 
of Quail II. Address OWNER, 171 East S7h 

street, N. Y. 

L r R 

IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 
RIFLES, PISTOLS AND FISHING TACKLE. 

32 63 is Si S= Ss 

a 

j.n9 1t 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty third Street, 

NEW YORK. 

,, Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc, 
Young Dogs handled with ekill 

aud judgment, 
Adres, 

HO. GLOVER, 
Toms liver, N, J. 

Splendid kenne! accommodations; dogs have daity 
access to sait water. actly tt 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y¥,. 

1 keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock, I guarantee satisfaction and sate de~ 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
felligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving, Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigre+s, cir— 
cular, testimonials, ete, jioif 

Dogs For Sale. 

One Gordon sétter biteh and two red Jrist 
Goieons, the latter about one year olf, and just 
from the breaker’. Also one pointer dog thoroughly 
broken, as is also the Gordon bitch, both having: 
been worked in Piorida. Prices very moderate, 
Addresy, or aprly at stable, 153 West Thirty-eight 
Street, this cily. and 1t 

Cee IRISH SETTER DOG YORE in the 
stud, York is winner of prizes at the follow- 

ing shows: Cork Snow, Ireland, 1876; Centennial, 
1876+ St. Lowls, 1876; Baltimore, 1876; New York, 
1577; Philadelphia, 1878; Baltimore, 1878, where he 
also took prize for the best stud dog, Is sire of both 
Pat and Biddy, who both took 1st prize at Baltimore, 
1878. Terms tor services reasonable, 
For Sale—t fine red Irish setrer dog, 20 months 

old, partly broken. Price $40. One red Irish setter 
pup, § months oid; sire, Champion York out of Bess; 
very handsome; price $30, Red trish setter puppies, 
§ months old, aired by Uhampion York and by prize 
bitches Floss, Maud and Nora; price reasonable, 
For particulars and pedigree inquire of 0. Z. MILEY, 
Lancaster, Pa, nloy28 eot 

SOR SALE—Native Engi: ht etrer pups, two dogs 
ana two bitches, ont of my Belle, by Daniel 

Webs'er, winner of firtt p'ize at ihe Mags. KX. 0. ex- 
hibition last March. Color of pups, red and white. 
A. 5. GUILD, P. O, Box 265, Lowell, Mass. 

jacg 16 

UR SALE.—@ue liver-and-whte (very hend- 
Sime} pointer dog pup, by our champion tm- 

ported Suapshot. cat of Pauny 1T.: full pedigree, 
Price $25, LINCOLN & HELLYAR, emer Ser 

ecld t. 

VOR SALE.—Setier dog. broken, goon retriever- 
Price $25, JAS. ROY, Vienna, Tramball Co, 

Ohio. deed tf 

HAMPION FRANCE’S PUPS.—Puppies, two 
months (English setfers), six white ticked, 

out of Zits, she firtt prize winner at Syracuse, N. Y-_ 
Prize $loeach. W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 N, Marker 
Street, Mo, ~ Jan? 46 

ATTLER—In the Stud.—Blue belton, Liewellin 
setter, winner ofthree bench prizes, by cham— 

pion Rob Roy, winner of five English teld trizis, out 
of the pure Laverack bitch, Pi Kles. Will serve 
bitches at $20. Litters warranted. I:quiré of L. F. 
WHITMAN, Detro!t, Mich. jau2 tf 

OR SALE—A foxhound; keen scent; g00d voice ; 
runs wellin pack or alone. Rare elance for 

any one wanting a frat-class hound. W. H. HARTS- 
TLORN, 71 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass, jan? it 

ITZMANN, 
Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-Joint, witlt 

@xtra tip, in case, $13. 

REELS in G rman Siiver, rubber and brass, of th 
best makers, and with ali the latest improvements, 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Bai 
of every description. 

_ Would call special attention to my large variety 
of fine TROUT, BASS andSALMON FLIES. 

FLIES tied to order from any pittern at shortes 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Eraided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, ite. 
Walking Cane Rous. 

The * NEW FLOAT SPOON.” One of the moat 
Buccessiul spoons in use. Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 
BLACE FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per bottle, 

and everything required by fishermen and auglers. 

OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, etc, etc, 

feted EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting” 
Ine, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

(Ss Ciena d KE SOS SSSI NOIRE TORRES R ESA SOs OF OPORTO SSSR SESS OES 

_STABLISHED 1820,— 

: — 

NEW YORK: 

(eg tag re Os a 

48 Maiden Lane, 35 Liber St 

Zeeeeey co Liv bree 
Suceessors to ANDREW CLERK & CO., 

Fins Goods for Sportsmen 
A SPECIALTY, 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST, 

Importers & Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in 

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

FISHING sei eice antes a hms Sada edvéwexeapwandaanmsidemsceck 

le 2s Co Ts Lae 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 

SEND FOR CATALOCUE. 

SOLE MAKER OF 

‘ihe “Wichols & Eaefever Gun,” 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
The Zennel. 

ROYAL PUPPIES. 
“For asle 4 very few handsome, datk red, thorough- 

‘bred Irish setter puppies, sired by Champion Elrho, 
dam Nell If, Elcho’s record on the bench and in 
the stud ig unequalled by any Irish setter in 
America, winning h‘mself wherever exhibited ; his 
-@2t are no less successfol; is the sire of Joe, Jr., 
the champion Nashville field trial winner of 1377, 
sand tleing with Drake in ‘78. Nell Il, (com. Syra- 
-cuse in ’%7) is of good dark color, staunch on point. 
-a fast and stylish tleld worker. Dam, Farrar’s 
Nell, imported by Dr. Goldsmith; sire, imported 
schampicn Plunket, a witner of several field trial 
and bench show prizes. These puppies, combining 
the b ood of these two cnampions, cannot fail in 
Masing a good record in the future. Willi be sold 
low if called for soon, J. R, SCHUYLER, Blooms- 
burg, Penn. Box 316. jan 1t 

OULEOUT KENNELS. 
Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniels 

ean be an; pl ea with either dog or bitch pups, with 
ptock and delivery guaranteed, for $15 each. For 
pedigree, etc., adjress CHAS, & HITOHCOCKE, 
#rsuklin, Del. Co., N. ¥. jarg tl 

Sor Sale. 

Shoninger Cymbella Organ. 
For sale; entirely new ; never used ; 5 octaves, 12 

stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer’s 
price, $430; will sell for $:80, Address MU~IC, 
this offive, dec26 tf 

LIVE QUAIL 
For propagat'ng purposes. For sale by WHITLEY 

& MORRIS, 218 Washington street (near Wushing 
ton Market), New York. jand 3t 

LIVE QUAIL. 
Western, $1.50 per pair ; Southern, $1 per pair. 

Address CHAS. FREDRICKS, 73 Maujer St, Brook- 
lyu, E, D, jan9 if 

INNESOTA FAR‘I—For sale, 1660 acres im- 
proved land in Rock County, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 
Railroad; price $16,009. Only one half mile by rai 
from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest in immediate neighborhood. No such bar- 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
shown and full specitications given on application 
so CHAS. HALLOCK, office of FoREsT AND ae hee 

Oct 81) 

-7yO LET VERY LOW; A BARGAIN—The Osca- 
wana Trout Ponds to let, 35 miles from New 

York, on the Hudson River. Sixty thousand spawn 
-on the screens; 3,090 trout fiom one to four years 
old; capaci y for keeping 10,100 trout growing, and 
1,000,000 hatching. From one to ten acres Jand and 
small hogse. H, P. DeGRAAF, Bowery National 
Baok, N. Y. jand 2t 

OR SALE—Two first-cla s Parker guns, 30in, 
No, 10, 634 t0 9 lbs., and 28 in., No. 12, 734 I'8.5 

-each have substantial solid leather cases, aud nickel 
shells, capper, brush, loader, ete. Guns made to 
order, $160 each, without equipmenis, Also one 
gold-monnted Winchester repeating rifle, never 
used, Hi her gun for $100. and rifle $59, Sold for 
want of use. Address PARKER GUS, oar 

«Jd. jang 2t 

OR SALE OR KRXCHANGE at a bargain, for an 
a improved Winchester or Ballard sporting ritle, a 

first-class Remingion Creedmor rifie; perfect in 
€very respect, with all accoulremeuts, Addrezs 
B. BE. B. KENNEDY, O.naha, Nebraska. siete 

ang 

POR SALE—1 Remington Long-Range Hille; 1 
i Sharps Long Range Rifle; 1 Peabody Long- 
Rimge BR fi-t 1 Whitney Ride; 1 Remington Special 
Miliary; 18 evens, 12-inca barrel; 1 double M, L 
shogun, by Biker, of London; 1 double B. L., ty 
Moore & Co, A‘) Al guos. Tu be sold iow for cash, 
ED. MADISON, 56£ Falton street, Brooklyn, — ag 

jint 

AE UNDERS!GNED BEGS LEAVE Tv CALL 
the attention vf all those in want of light dratt 

buats tor shooting or fishing to his superior SHARPIE 
buut boats, For speed, safety aud comfoith they are 
not excelled by an thing tht floats. Orders sulicit- 
ed. For terms, address D. O, TWITCHELL, 16 Ar- 
thar street, New Haven, Conn. jang lt 

Aiscellaneons, 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

‘Quality Guaranteed. 

"PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
2834 ond 136 Nasenuw street, cor, Beohman 

Auxiliary Etifle., 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

‘his barrel can be piaced in a gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 
can Le removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order, With this Auxiliary Barrel, 
a breech-loading shot gun can be converted into a most accurate rifie. 

which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
The AUXILIARY BARREL will 

fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 22, 38. or 44. as desired. Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,’ 
cartridges, No. 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1873, Send fora Circular and Price List. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FOSS BROS. & CO. 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO), 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

TATHAM & 

BLUE LABEL. AND 

Compressed 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

BROTHERS 

Sabai 
IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

EKED LABEL. 

Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION—REP ORT.—" Exact uniformity of size 

uly spherical form, high degree of finisn sud general excellence.” a 

WATERS’ “sovvaca ORGANS. 
These beantiful organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
Inechanism, ‘Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut, We 
sella hetter Instrument at 
& lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States, 

‘Waters’Pianos 
‘Grand, Square and Up- 

} av=right, are the BEST 
ge WY, MADE, the Tone, Touch, 
SS Workmanship and Dura- 

bility unsurpassed, Warranted for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Tnstallments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc. AGENTS WANTE}), Catalogues Mailed. 
Second-hand Planvws and Crgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS, HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu- 
factorers and dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, 
New York, 

[——— 

A 

eee 
SO R GANS. °\ 

Taxidermy Extraordinary. 

No disappointments in getting your Birds and 

Animals preserved TRUE TO LIFE, by 

A. YEOMAN, 

jan? 3moa 6 Bowery, N. ¥. 

NEW ENGLAND 

MUTUAL 
Life Insurance Comp’v. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
missioner’s report, . . $14,466,920 63 

Total eurplusas per In 
AIONET'S TEPOTh.. peceeseteangece Su esaa 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

GENERAL AGENTS, 
| KENNY & RATCuIFFS.....New York City. 
V.«. TARBOX.......+ 
E. FP. EMERSON...... Nashua, N. H, 
MARSTON & WAKELIN....Philedelphia. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON..Bal imore, Md. 
VERNOR BROTHERS,...... Detruit, Mich. 
O, CRONKAITE..,... .-Ubicago, Ill. 
J.J, WAISON......-+- s-.--8f. Paul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS.......... ....."t- Louis, Mo, 
M,C, RANDALL,,........... New Orleans, In. 
W. EVERSON................an Francisco, Cal 

DUNN & WILBUR. 
———— 

Game, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

Portland, Me, 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

N. Y¥: 
nov tf 

192 DUANE STREET, 

E, THOMAS, JR., : 
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

196% South Clark Street, Chicago, IL. 

C, & B. ZETTLER, 

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, 
07 Bowery, New York. 

° 

dhiscellaneous. 

Kentucky State Lottery 
EASTERN AGENCY, 599 BROADWAY, 

Class A Draws January I1. 

One prize of $15,000, one of $3,000, and one of $5,000. 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
599 BROADWAY, N. Y- . 

A. MEYER, : 
IMPORTER OF AND DEALER IN 

California, Rhine, 
Hungarian Wines, 

AMERICAN CHAMPAGNHS. 

392, BOWERY, 392, 

Near Fourth avenue, NEW YORE. 

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL. 

The longest Rifle Ravge in the city, For Sharp- 
shooters only. 

NAPOLEON’S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & ©O., 
37 BEAVER STREET WN. Y. 

novi 3m 

Publication, 

HALLOCK § 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer 

Is THE 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE 
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERIVAN SPORT, 

ABD THE 

RECOGNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY. 

PRICE $3, POSTAGE PAID. 

4,000 COPIES SOLD. 

For sale at office of ForEsT AND STREAM. 111 Ful- 
ton street, New York. Dealers supped by Orange 
Judd Company, 245 broailway, New York. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED] 

Contains History of the Stale, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, thelr Value, 
yield, ete., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Iniiabitante of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Cinbs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fish— 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sources, with complete soundings, ete., etc, 
Useful to sportsmen and yachismen, and the country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $i, Aduresa d, P, 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, FoREST anp STREAM 
Office, 111 Fulton street, New York, 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP 
SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOUARDUS, 
New and enlarged edition, containing instructions 

for glass ball shooting, and chapter on breeding and 
breaking of dogs by "Miles Jo mo Yor salé at 
this office, Price $2. 

J. Cvpress, Jr.’s, Works, 
TWO VOLUMES. 

PRICE $5 BY MAIL. 

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE, 

“THE SETTER,” 
BY LAVERACK, 

For sa‘e at this office. Price $3. 

——_ 
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Sportsmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia: 
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
@yyha Valley, and including in their varieties of game 
Sud fish, deer, bear, wild torkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snips, Woodcock, mountuin trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, ttc., ete. 

Guus, lishing tackle, usd one dog for cach sporta- 
‘Man carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist 
through the most beautiful and pleturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
‘Watering places and summer resoris, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordoysyille, with the 
North and Northwest; aud st Richmond and Char- 
lottesville with the Scath. All modern improvements 
in equipment. 

CONWAY RK. HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the coun- 
+ Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 

Island, and points on the Peninsnla. City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain— 
ons country of Virginia, Tennessee, ie, Norfolk 
steamers sail Monduy, Tuesday, Thoraday and Sat- 
urday. Lewes, Del,, Tuesday and Friday at 2 ep. ™, 
Fall information given ai office, 197 Greenwich &t., 
Wew York. Bep2s ly 

St. Louis, “inneapolis 
ND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis 

aud St. Paul. 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHHAPHST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EKAOH WAY DAILY, 
between Borlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
erogsing and donnecting with all Kast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running trough some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
and their doga taken good care of. Reduced rates 
on parties of ten or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids, ©. J, TVHS, 
E. F. WINsLow, Gen. Passenger Agent, 

General Manager. tf 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Ferrybosts lenve New York from James Slip 

daily except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
fourth street, Hast River (daily) 15 mmaotes previous 
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (daily) 80 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
bush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn. Trains leave 
Brook!yn and Long Island Cify (Hunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 8:30 4, M., 
4P.M., and on Saturdays at 3:30e.m. For Patch- 
ofue, €tc., 9:30 4, M., 4:30 and6r,.™. For Babylon, 
etc., at 9:30 A. m, 4, 4:30,5and6P.M. For Port 
Jefferson, etc., at 10 4. M. and 4:30P.m. For North- 
port, ete., ab10 A, m., 8:30, 430 and 6:30P, mM. For 

cust Vulley, al.8:30 and 10:00 a. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 
and 6:30 Pp. mM. For Far Rockaway, erc,, at 9:30 A. M., 
4,4:30,5,¢and7Pp.M. For Garden City and Hemp- 
stead, $:30 and 10 A, M,, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30 P. M,, and 
1215 night, and from Long Inaud City only 9:30 a. M., 
1:80 aiid 6:30P.u. SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, efe.,9A,M. Babylon, etc., 6and 7 PF. m, 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9 aA. Mf, and 6:30 P. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A, M,, 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Island bi ny only 9:30 A. M, and 
6:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
Street ferries, at the offices of **The Long Island 
Express,’’3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 333 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street, By purchasing 
tickets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

E 8, SPENCER, Gen’l Sup’t. 
d, CHITTENDEN, Gen’! Passa, Agent, je6 tf 

MALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT SVEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA. 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEXAS 

WILL SAIL FOR 

- JACKSONVILLE, 

December 27th. January 10th and 24th, 

STEAMER 

StrTrYr oF DALLAS, 
WILL SAIL FoR 

FERNANDINA, 
December 20th. 

January 3d, i7th and dist. 

Railroad and steamboat connections made at each 
port and 2 I points in the State., 

C. H, MALLORY & 00., Agents, 

Pier 20, East River. New York City, 

Sportemen’s Zautes. 

10 SPORTSHEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. OO. 

Respectfully invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
afforded ry their lmes for reaching most of tha 
TROTTING PARKS and RACE GOURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
EROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difl- 
onitics and dangersof reshipment, while the excel- 
ientcars which run over the smooth eteel tracks en- 
ye ie TO BE TRANSPOR?PED without fatines 

Tho lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
alse reach the best lecatities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
ii, Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the ae 
all the priptlele cities to KANE, RENOVA, E 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MUNNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Wishing, Wing Shooting, 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BHACH HAVEN, OAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COASt 
Tenowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER FIN 
AND FHATHER, 

L, P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Agent, 
FRANE THOMSo0N. Gen’l Manager, feblf- 

and Still 

FOR FLORIDA 
Fo THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN 
FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings 

on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior pointa in [ 
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence 

by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 
General Agent, 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ue, Phila, 

Decl4-ly 

THE SPORTSMAN’S ROUTE, 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Linés of the West and Northwest, and,with 
its numerous branches and connections, form: the 
shortest and quickestronte between Chicago and all 
points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minuesota, Lowa, Nebraska, Oalifornia, aud the 
Western Territories. Its OMAHA AND CALI- 
FORNIA LINHA is the shortest and best route for all 
joints in Northern Tlinois, lowa, D.kota, Nebraska, 
yoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 

gon, Ching, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northera Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND sT. 
PETER LINE is the only route fot Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Mirnesota. Its 
GREEN Bay AND MAKQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond du Lac, Os- 
Kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Hscanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake eat 
Tior country. Its PREKPORD AND DUBUQ 
LINE is the only route for Higin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE is the old Lake Shore 
ronte, and is the only one passing through Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan Hacine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee, PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are now Tunning regularly between Chicago and 
Council Bluffs, on the Ca'ifornia Wxprees Train of 
the CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY. 
West bound, they leaye Chicago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on eyery third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 aA. M., snd arriye at Council 
Bluffs next morning. 
East-bound t ey leave Council Bloffs at 5:30 P. u., 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
E=— No other roads west of Chicago rnns Pullman 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN. 

This line presents peculiar advantages. For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
our Iowa live to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
and Bear hunting, and for Brook Tront, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing. a hundred 
polnts on the Northern and Northwestern lines of 
eee any, will be found unsurpassed by anything 
nthe West. 
New York office, No. 416 Broadway; Boston office, 

No, 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home ticket agents, apply to 
a MARVIN HUGHITT 

W. A. STHNNETT, Gen, Manager, Chicago. 
Gen. Pass, Agent, thicago, je20 tf 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 
field and the North. 

The new and elegant steamer C,H, NORTHAM 
leayes Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex— 
cepted), at3 P.M. Passengers go North and Hast at 
11 P.M, 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 &. M., arriving in New Haven in time for the 
early morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Canada, Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PEHCK, General Agents, 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

Wo, 145 Baoapway, Room 30, NEw YOuReE Crry, 

All business promptly attended to, Novag 

—- 

Sherman Howse, 
{CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO, 

Rates redneced to $3 per Gay for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day. 

ALYIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Uotel in the World fo show as 
large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN, je2v tt 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSH OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I., 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman. Has 
always on hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the coast. The best gronnd inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself fo his guesta, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address Wh. N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L. I. Noys tt 

Gunpowder. 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Gazard’s ‘‘ Blectric Powder.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of 
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis- 
ters of 1 lb. only. 

Hazari’s ‘American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb, canisters anc 
64( 1b. kegs. <A fine grain, quick and clean, fo 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 
guns. 

Hazard's *' Duck Shooting.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 634¢ and 123g lb. kegs, Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For field, forest or water shooting, it 
ranks any other brand, and it ip equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Wazard’s “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

YEG, FG, and ‘*Sea Shooting” MG, in kegs of 25, 
123g and 634 \bs, and cans of 6 lbs.6T FRG 1s also 
packed in J and 3¢ Ib. cunisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The KEG and EWG are fevorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” IG 1s 
ihe standard fife powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDHE;: 
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES OR #XPORT, OF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OB, PROOF, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDER. 

_ The above can be had of deavers, or of the Com- 
pany's Agents in every prom‘pent city, or whotesals 
3¢ onr office, 

88 WALL STREET, NEW XYOR&. 

GUNPOWDER. 

DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and iBlasting 
Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

DPupont?s Gunpowder Miills, established in 1801, 
have muintaimed their great reputation for 78 years. 
Manufacture the following celebrated brands of 
Powder = 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength 
quickness and Glean}iness; adapted for Glass Bal 
and Pigeon Shoorng, 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) !o 5 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
clean; great penetration; afapted for Glasa Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shootiug, 

DUPON'T'’S HAGLE RIFLE, 

A qnick, strong and clean Powder of yery fine grain 
for Pistol) shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, f'G,, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
PF¢ and FFFg.—The Fy for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the PFg and FEM for general use, burning 
strong and moist. 
SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 

ING POW DEHKS ofall sizes and deseriptions, Special 
grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, Cunnon, 
Mortar and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government 
standard. Powder manufactured to order of any re- 
quired grain or proof. Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the U.S. Represented by 

F. L KNEELAND, 70 Waut Str, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPON’S Fg or EFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting, 

Hotels and Hesontn for Syortamen. 
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Gunpowder, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 
Ne. 26 MURRAY ST., N. Y., 

Sole Proprietors aid Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
strongest and Cleanest made, m sealed 

Higher numbers specially are recom- 
sch-loading guns. 

p ucking Powder, 

NO, 1057s 
Ltb, oani-1cr, 
mended for bi" 

Orange 
~ ,, Na clean. No. ? to Sim 

For water-fowl, stron ® and canisters of Tadd & 
Metal kegs, 04¢ Ibs. eactit, - 
ibs. @ach, , owder. Orange Rifle Px 

purposes, 
Whe oest for rifles and all Ordinary 7%) Peet 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFRG, thela.%t being th. ~~ ypu! 
Packud in wood and metal kegs 0," 25 lbs., 123, , 
and 61/ Ibs., and in canisters of 1 Ib, 3.24 % ID. “ 

All of the above give high veloc: ieS and Jes 
zeslduumthan any other brands made, 3nd are re-~ 
sominended and used by Capt, A. H. BO'GARDUS, 
the ‘Champion Wing Shot of the World.” MS 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BivAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MI) ITARY POWDES 
of all emus on hand and made to order. 

Safety Fuse, Frictions! and wy 
Platinum Fuses, 

showing sizes of the grain by wood 
on application to the above address, 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2, 8 4, 5, 6, 7 ands, Baperiox Rifle, Enfloia 

Rite, and Gol. Hawkers Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar street, NW. ¥ Agent for the United Statea 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

TRY 
B. Goodman's 

New American Chemically Prepared 

GUN Wabs.,. 

EQUAL TO ELY’s, AT LESS PRICE. 

For sale by all dealers, Muanufastured by B. 
GOODMAN, Ansonia, Conn,, and 7 White atreet, 
New York, - octlT 3m 

New York Shooting Coat, 

MADE GF VELVETEEN, CORDUROY, 
FUSTIAN AND CANVAS. 

Ihave just’Imported a Corduroy of the dead grasg 
color, specially adapted as rezards weight, color and 
strength ftor#il kinds of shooting. I will make to 
order : Coat, $15; Vest, $5; Pants, $7; Cap, $2.25 ; or 
Suit complete, $26. Sportsmen will find my Shoot! 
Clothing to have more desirable points than any 
other goods of the kind in the market. Refer to many 
sportsmen who have worn them, Send ior samples 
and rules for measurement. 

F. L. SHELDON, 
Rahway, N. J, 

Pocket Cartridge Loader 

jani6 tf 

Dudley’s Patent Instrument is adopted to both 
paper and metallic shells, It extracts, uncaps, req 
caps, loads, creases and turns over cartridge cases 
heantifully, and weighs but four ounces. Send for 
circular with directions for using and recommenda~ 
tions from prominent sportsmen to DUDLEY & co,, 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. noy2s t 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer, 
For Guns, Cutlery and Surgical Instruments, 

Safe to handle, WILL NO'T GUM, and will keep in 
any climate, Sportsmen everywhere in the United 
States pronounce it the best gun oil in the market, 
Judge Holmes, of Bay City, Mich., writes: “Itia 
the best preparation I have found in thirty-five 
years of active and frequent use of guns,” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GRO. 

B. HEATON, 570 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N, J. : 

Scld by principal Now York dealers, and by Wm. 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio; EK. EH, Baton, Chicago, Ill: Brown 
& Hilder, St. Lonis, Mo, Thos, W. Parr, Cleveland, 
Ohio. Trimble & Kletbacker, FBaliimore, Md. 8, 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D, G, Jos. C, Grabb 
& Co., Philadelphia, 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 
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Sportsmen's Goods, 
at 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Badges and Medals, 

W. A. HAYWARD, 

Manufacturing Jeweler, 

212 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

(OVER KNOX’S HAT STORE.) 

This honse is well known as being the largest 
Badge, Medaland Jewel Manufacturing establish- 
ment in the United States, 

Special Designs will be sent free, upon request, 
for Prize, Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Billiard, Ten 
Pin, Regimental, Police, Firemei or Club Badges of 
every description. jan 16 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

Greene S mith says it is the 

Also, see * Forest 

nearest to pigeon shooting of anything of 

t sportsmen to be the only perfect 

the kind he ever saw. prominen nnd Stream,” Vol. 1, No. 16. 
Improved as practice and experience has 

suggested until it is conceded by the most Trap made. 

Throws in EVERY POSsIBLE DIRECTION, or 
can be made to throw in any desired direction by 
turning thumb-screw. 

ALL METAL, WORKING PARTS WELL 
FITTED. (SEND FOR CIRCULAR] 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. Y. 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 

PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
434 and 136 Nassnu street, cor, Beekman 

Taxidermy Extraordinary. 

No disappointments in getting your Birds and 

Animals preserved TRUE TO LIFE, by 

A. YEOMAN, 
jan? 3mos “6 Bowery, N. Y, 

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING 
; and Fishing Coat by mail on receipt of measure 
ote aes sale bcs isle weenie =te's auldn|ameem (vinden ey 
A complete suit, including cap, for ,.........,. 10 00 
Three of the best fish hooks in the world for .. 25 
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet . 25 

The finest kennel of setters and spaniels in the 
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp. 
Address 

HOLABIRD, Sportsmen’s Clothier, 

Jang tt VALPARAISO, IND. 

Dunckice’s Patent Camping 
and Mining Stove. 

Four sizes, weighing from 15 to 70 Ibs, 
the thing for any oe camping out. 
TON IRON WORKS CO., 
Boston, Mass. 

dust 
Address TAUN- 

87 Blackston street, 
jylt 

SHELLS LOADED 
WITH 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER 
will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will 
ereage paper sliells, and is one of the most rapid 
loaders inuse. For particulars address 

CRAWFORD & LOYELL, 
deci9 3m Savannah, Ga, 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in nse by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES SHAT RESETAL eateierl Governments, Rim-fre ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

W. W..Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.' 

4 

THEE WIntNING cur. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb. 
1878, the Grand Prix de Cagino, an objet dart valued at 
£169, and @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
sixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmond!ey Pennell, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W- Greener, killing 11 birds 
out, of 12 at 28 yards andi foot and 293s yards, He 
#1s0 won the second event, killing 8 birdsin succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birds ont of20, This 
is acknowledged to be the ‘best shooting on record. 
The winning gun at the choke-bore match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 
the silver cop, valned af 50 guineas, presented by Mr, 

= Jd. Purdey, the gunmaker, 
The winning pun also at Philadelphia, 1876, In the pigeon shooting match between Capt, Bogardus and 

Mr, South for $500 a side, South killing 86 birds ont of 100, using one barrel only, 
The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1875, beating 102 guns by all the best makers of 

Great Britain and Ireland, THE PATENT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the periad, Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No. 163,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS. 

‘W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City,’ x 

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED 
DROP AND BUCK SHOT. 

AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. 
No Black Lead polish used, Perfect cleanliness. Will not foul or corrode the gun, nor taint the 

game, Not affected by dampness or moisture. Excellent for loading shells. Size, uniformity, 
weight and quality of the‘ EAGLE BRAND” remain as heretofore, but its Range and Penetration 
are incressed by the bright 

BURNISHED TIN CUATING. 

Drop Shot, Compressed Buck Shot and Balls, Bar Lead, 
Chilled Shot, Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead. 

THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M’F’C CO., NEW YORK. 

IRA A. PAINE’S 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877, 

The “Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUALK, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealera against laying in a stock of unsaleabla articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can parsiase the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beautifully 
made, It will break in every Instance when hit by shot, and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
elther by transportation or falling on the grass, 

Every ball is welghed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, in batrela of 800, 
Send for price list. Spécialinducements to the trade 

™ HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pearl Birest, N. Y. 

A. H. BOGARDUS. 
My PatentRongh Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully packed, with 

250 in each barrel, and by haying a rough surface sirengthens the ball forship- 
= pilg, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth bsll has to be made so 

thin to break successfully when bit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and the feather-filled ballis the same. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra. Ihave had 5,000 shipped ont West since my return from 
England, and uged them myself, and somerimes would n0t tind a ball broken, and 
never oyer threé or four iu a barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 

. Where clubs use them you can readily see which is the hardest sheoting. In 
mutches reported in paper’, saying Bogardus’ rules aud traps used, you do not 
see allihe balls broken. Amateurs and young boys who want to learn to shoob 

For Trap Shooting With Glass Balls 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

; GOODS, 
oct1T tt 

Thomson & Sons, 
301 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

SPORTSMENS GOODS. 

and will follow the instructions laid down in my book, ‘Field, Cover and Trap 
SS Shooting,” will become cravk wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

who introduced this sport to the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and upheld the 
American flag. My ‘* Field, Coyer and Trap Shooting’’ is the only book that has ever been written and 
published by a market hunter and experienced man. I willreturn the money to any oné who has honght 
the book and thinks they Gid not get their money’s worth. Each barre! of balls contains @ score book with 
Bogardus’ Rules for Glaus Vall Shooting, and also his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price of Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘Field, Coyer and Tr<p Shooting,’ $2. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO., 1) Platt Street, N. Y. City. 
i * "TRAPS, HAK'T & SLOAN, Newark, N. J, 

Ardress CAPT, A. H. BUGARDUs, Elkhart, Logan Co,, Tll,, or can be had from bim 
wherever lie shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

BILLIARD, BALLS. ORDERS BY 
iVOR BAGATELLE BALLS. MAIL F, GROTE & cO., 

Fee eee ee eee gia (TURNERS AND BEADEES, 
TEN PIN BALLS AND iTENEPINS.) TO. | U 114 BE. dath 82, NEW YOR 

CLUTE BROTHERS & CO’S PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N. Y, \ 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 

=p 

i 
of 

\S ny A ‘ J 

: 

THIS I8 AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 

Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 
mounted; patent catch, The very best compass 
made, As & guarantee of excellencs, & sample has 
been left af the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office, Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post offica 
order, to any part of the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co. 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all alzes, 

Ruéala,boltrope, Manilla bolt rope, wire rope, blocks, 

paints, oils, etc, 
CABIN STORES. 

Je2i-ly 

ESTABLISHED 1840, 

H,. WALDSTEIN. 
OOULIST & OPTICIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and 17th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’a 
BHxhibitions for the Best Field, Meripe, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barotieters, etv., ate, 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit al) eyes, 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes, 
Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 centa, 

ALONZO E. SMITH, 
YACHT BUILDER 

ISLIP, L. I. 

Builder of yachts Comet, Niantic, Sagitta, Onward, 
Windward, and many others. Vessels hauled out, 
and repairs and aliera ions executed at low rates, 
Seytral fine yachis for sale cheap. 

N. B.—Yachts built cheap if contracted for 
immediately. 

T. DESMOND, 

YACHT & BOAT BUILDER, 
37 PECK SLIP, NEW YORK. 

Cabin Yachts, Steam Launches, Open Yachts and 
Sailboais of every descrpiow for racing or cruisin 
at lowest rates. Also, Row Boats, Shellg and Clo 
Boats, Boats and yachta for export a specialty. 
Vars and sculls of all kmds, 

THE “SHARPIE” YACHT. 
_This style of bost is especially suitsble for 
YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING. Is fully 
as fast, seaworthy aod weatherly 46 the ronnd- 
bottom boat; draws bat afew inches of water, and 
can be built at short notice Tor much less than 
yachts or boals of other types. Shipped to all 
pars of the country. Aduress 

THOS. CLAPHAM, Roslyn, L, I 

Magic Lanterns and Siereopticans. 

& H. 7. ANTHONY & ©O,, 591 Broadway, 
e JN. ¥., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes romos and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of ‘Celebrities, Photographie 
‘Transparencies, Oonvex Glass, Photographic Ma» 
terials, Awarded Firat Premium at Vienua and 
Philadelphia, dcesa 

Avy worker cin mote $124 duy at home, 
GOLD Oust free, address Thve & Ca, Augusta, aR. 
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For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun | height, and far below the solemn roll of the river pives the | aud content we are prepared to believe even that Gim Shank 

THE FLORIDA COAST. 

By Igadc McLELLAN, 

Wild the gale its Majestic trumpet blows, 
Wild the night with intenser darkness grows, 

Aa the sailiig fishing fleet 
Swrugglés on, staggers blindly thro’ the gloom, 
With no light, save the lightnings to iliume, 

To warn them where the tumbling billows boom— 

Where the eddying whirlpools beat! 

But the perils of the sea, ’scap’d at Jast, 
With the reef’d and ragged canvas on the mast, 

Behold the little vessels calling fast 

By the heatilunds of the shore, 
Like & flock of white-wing’d fowl, see they come, 

Like the sea-birds to their nests winging home, 

When the tempests out at sea lash the foam, 
And the ruffian surges pour, 

When they anchor by those shores so serene, 

What a fair, what a soft, delicious scene! 
What rosy hues, what tints of llving green, 

Beam on the fisher’s yiew | 
Not a ripple, not a dimple crisps the deep ; 

So pellucid that the coral groyes that sleep 

Far below are disclos’d in all their sweep, 
Gay with every lovely hue! > 

Far along the curving shores gleams the sand ; 

High aloft the branching evergreens expand, 

And the orange and the lemon o’er the land, 

Wave their globes of spangled gold, 

Like emeralds shine the grasses and the leaves, 

The grape, its fruit and follage interweaves, 

And the rustling corn, with its sheaves, 
Is in ruddy bloom unroll’d. 

White and pure shines the cotton o’er the plain, 
As lf snows, and the sleety, icy rain, 

Their flaky sform had shower'd down amain 

From winter's frosty tirn. 
Soft, soft the odorous land breeze seaward blows, 
Delicious with magnolia and the rose, 

And the spicy air is sweet as it flows, 
Where flowers their incense burn! 

Por Forest and Streanz and Rod and Gun. 

Che Summer Avgadia. 

§ the Eastward bound traveler on the Chesapeake and 
Ohio Railroad steps out of the train at Kanawha Falls 

K 

he finds himself, like the famous ass, hesitating between two |" 
prizes—tfor the tocsin sounds for dinner, the conductor calls 

the number of minutes allowed, and the odor of fragrant 

yiands is wafted from the adjacent hotel; but the eye wanders 
from the cozy-looking inn to the beautiful Jantiscape which 

surrounds it, and at one glance takes in a picture framed in 

blue sky and towering peaks—a clear blue lake at the conflu- 

ence of New River aud the Ganley, anda varied cascade 

tumbling over great boulders and then spreading out over a 
field of shingles in ten thousand little jets of frosty foam. To 

the eastward the sharp peak, that rises abruptly, is crowned 

by the old Indian Fort Defiance, along the face of the 
Southern Mountain winds the road made by Genera] 
Washington, and just beyond the yard of the hotel is the log 

cabin occupied by Col. Rutherford B. Hayes, of the Twenty- 

third Ohio in 1861, when a saucy rebel gun, almost overhead, 

pointed by the ex-Secretary of War, General Floyd, often 

caused the prospective President to trespass with a violent ex. 

pletive on that staid and pious bearing which at present makes 

such a contrast to the cigar of his predecessor. Above this 

charming glen the train foils up a deep narrow canyon, 
through which the New iver comes plunging down over im- 

menee masses of rocks, piled as if to commemorate the battle 
of the fabled ’Ditans, that with earthquake and thunder moved 

enrth and heaven in their giant strifes. On the left hand Jef- 

fergon’a Pillar arises fifteen hundred feet, a gray, jagged tower 
of rock, jutting out from the thick masses of gréen and dis- 
playing from its scarred battlement, like tattered banners, the 
storm-torn cedars, which the unyielding spirit of the wild 

seems to hold there in defiance of nature andman. <A few 

miles aboye here Big Sewall advances two immense clifis like 
gray, grim sentinels rearing their crests to the very sky, 
while opposite the deep wooded mountain rises to an equal 

effect of awe and sublimity, the deep, reverberating monotone 
proclaiming the eyer-rushing flow of time on and on to the 
sea of eternity, 

The face of nature changes abruptly as the train leaves the 
New River and courses directly eastward up the valley of the 
Greenbrier. It isa panorama of sweet, homelike pictures— 
the white farm-houses set in green meadows and clumps of 
orchard trees, and the cow-bells faintly heard along the nar- 
row valleys, making the refrain of that picturesque, quiet and 
happy bucolie life which is nearest to nature andio God. At 
Fort Spring Station we behold what in midsummer to the eye 
of the sentimental rambler is the synonym of all delights—a 
coach and four—representing the old-time pleasures of the 
road, as Cinderella’s chariot typifies the enchantments of 
fairyland; yea, verily, it is the fairy vehicle to take us through 
the ideal olden time, for hath not the learned Dr. Johnson de- 
clared that perfect happiness sits on the box beside the coach- 
man and travels at ten miles an hour behind four spanking 
bays? Therefore, hail to thee, Jehu of the old stage road! 
let thy whip be the enchanter’s wand and thy four steeds like 
the flying coursers of Pheton, spurning the very clouds with 
their glowing hoofs and mounting the steeps of Olympus; 
and we wiil alight presently from the giddy throne of fancy 
and temper the icy draught from yonder erystal fountain with 
the stronger liquid which, in the dialect of Virginia, is yclept 
“Bumgardner,” 
This road from Fort Spring to Union is the ideal turnpike, 

Tunning along the side of a spur range of the Allegheny, 
from which we view an enchanting landscape as from the bal- 
cony of a grand natural theatre. ‘The luxuriant meadows ex- 
tend mile after mile, each farm set with parks of sugar- 
maple, buckeye and cucumber trees, and the rich green turf 
giving an effect of extreme luxuriance. The atmosphere is 
wonderfully exhilarating, even at noontide, imparting the 
sparkle of champagne, and not less delightful to the sight 
than to the lungs, for it is a dreamy and magic Jens, through 
which we behold a beautiful Arcadia—tfanciful, yet real, giv- 
ing body and form to Campbell's magnificent rhapsody and 
exhaling the delicious incense of nature. He who enjoys 
this sight in the first blush of the morning, though his way- 
worn soul be racked with remorse and his future clouded 
with the dark shadow of a creditor, will say ‘‘ Vade retro” 
to both, as his disenthralled spirit drinks the delight of na- 
fure’s virgin beauty. Aurora, with rosy-tipped fingers, pulls 
back the curtain of mist, and unfolding yet finer, the night’s 
dark uncertainty retaining the charm of its mystery, all the 
glorious view comes forth; and as the chorus of feathered 
songsters perform their beautiful pastorals, wrapped in a Sab- 
bath-like purity, peak on peak the mountains rise and descend 
and rise again, until the blue on the horizon blends into 
heaven, and the rose-tinted clouds form into dome and spire, 
battlement and turret, the airy city of our fancy where hope 
leads us through dreamland. 
Tumbling down from our lofty flight, we hear in the dis- 

tance the early Vulcan of the village playing his ringing re- 
frain on the anyil with a ponderous hammer. 

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH, 

Clank! clank! elank! ringing and musical it resounds on 
the morning air, and then you hear the double stroke of the 
small hammer in cadence, and then a single keen spire, tinted 
with gold, marks where the pretty town nestles in the valley, 
embowered in trees and gardens. The blacksmith looks like 
& grim Ogre Or 4 gnome in the glare of the forge, but when he 
comes out of the shop with a red-hot horseshoe in his tongs, 
he is a faif-haired giant, with laughing blue eyes and looking 
like the mythical Vulcan, a proper husband for Venus, He 
is one of the characters of the country, and upon occasion 
can draw a tooth as well as he can shoe your horse. The 
operation is performed by tieing the subject to the anvil, the 
anvil to the forge, and a stout cord to the big sledg¢-hammer. 
He then swings the huge hammer thrice over his head, as 
Thor, the soldier-blacksmith, is supposed to have done, and 
launches it into the street, having first attached the other end 
of the cord to the subject's tooth. The result is certain ; for, 
either the hammer has to stop, which it can no more do than 
the shot from Columbiad, or the tooth must come, unless the 
whole forge and shop give wey, which is impossible. 
The blacksmith is so proud of this branch of his 
profession that he has marked in big charcoal letters over 
his shop door, ** Tuthe ake kured in hear,” And never was 4 
sign more indicative of success in any line of business, for the 
Man in that country who has the malady is told by eyery- 
body else what to do, and if he declines the vialent remedy 
he is pronounced a coward, and if he tries it he 1s not likely 
to confess fo any more ‘‘tuthe ake ” for some time. 

The handsomest man and most talented lawyer in West 
Virginia is Gim Patton, who has a hesutiful mansion in this 
town of Union, and is the only man in the State who can 
have a preacher staying at his house and stay away from 
church, which he properly considers @ moral institution con- 
ducive to virtue and, therefore, opposed to law in the pro- 
fessional sense of the term. Amd certain it is that the pure 
air and natural beauty of the country with the simpler and 
more deyout sort of worship have set the wnprimatur of 
primitive honesty on a people who are the worthy descendants 
of the bold pioneers of the last century. ‘The vague legend of 
a single crime falls on the incredulous ear of the stranger, 
and in the midst of this serene and peaceful land of plenty 

lin, the post-master, dosen’t read the postal cards. 

WALTONIAN. 
Twenty miles south of Union on the main fheight of the 

Alleghany range is the Mountain Lake, a beau iful basin of 
blue limestone water, a mile or so in extent, a pretty cottage © 
inn on the northern shore, and a jagged peak overhead, from 
which you may behold the territories of five States, the Black 
Mountain of North Carolina, cutting the southern horizon, 
and to the southeast the peaks of Otter, the two giant out- 
posts of the Blue Ridge. In the ice cold depths of the lake 
no fish can live, but the tavern keeper can furnish you with & 
mule that can climb, and all you have to do is to makea 
trapeze journey ‘‘ mule back,” as the mountaineer calls it, to 
Booth’s Fall, five miles down the mountain gorge, and the re- 
cluse of these wild solitudes, a scholar of sixty years standing 
whom love and the world outlawed, will show you the deep 
glen with the cascade descending like a sheet of molten silyer 
from a window in the roof of green foilage that canopies the 
narrow valley, As westand on a ledge of rock the glassy 
pool of water mirrors a single star at midday, and, looking 
aloft to see where the fallen gem came from, behold, there it 
is, set in a patch of emeraldsky. A weird, unearthly light 
dances along the walls of green and grey, and all the real 
world is gone. Stand on the dangerous ledge behind the 
sheet of water and the strange solitary spirit of the wild, 
more satiyr than man, gives you a gorgeous colored fly and a 
line like the web of a spider, It dances down and down 
through the glistening light and rising spray into the irosty 
mags Of foam, and then a sudden quiver on your rod and arm 
and a scintillating thing like a gleam of lightning leaps and 
Capers at the end. It is only after the contest is over that the 
strange, wild excitement of the sport and the scene leaves you 
cooler enough to examine the prize, a speckled trout eighteen 
inches long. ‘Let the wild man beside you bestow him in the 
creel and cast again with the same result; no waiting 
for a rise, the only thing is you may slip from 
your dangerous perch, from this’ unreal world into 
still another, for temptation in sport, as in vice, waits like a 
fisher of men. Some Waltonians say they are wearied at 
times by the monotony of success, but when you fish in this 
weird, fascinating elf-land it 1s the high tension on the mind 
and nerves, caused by the strange unreality, that leaves you 
longing to continue, but unable to stand up. ‘Ihe strange 
recluse of the valley helps you down and leads you along the 
ledges of rock, a tortuous path, and there leaves you standing 
on the mountain side alone in the glare of the sunlight with 
a creel full of trout in your hand to attest the reality of what 
seems a dream. 
The old stage road takes the traveler from the mountain 

lake around a circuit of curious and interesting scenes. You 
may behold a giant oak, on which some faint scars represent 
the inscription cut by Daniel Boone; ‘‘ Here Daniel Boone 
killed a bar.” 

The sweet springs in Monroe County, and a little further on © 
Old Crow’s tavern are notable stopping places. At the latter 
Daniel Webster, Clay, Calhoun, snd many other great states- 
men of their time have sat under the trees of a summeér’s 
day, and marked the half hours by juleps brewed by Old 
Crow, the last of the typical innkeepers, and the biggest liar in 
all Virginia, politicians not excepted. His epitaph, cut in the 
pes bark of a big sycamore which shadows the spring, runs ~ 
LAS 5 

* Old Crow is dead, that good old soul, 
Who took his grog from a big stone bowl. 
His face was red and his nose was bine, 
But his hand was strong and hia faith was troe, 
He drank ali day and he drank ali uleht, 
And once on 8 time drank Bacchus tight, 
Aud wheo the devil caught his ghost, 
He played him a game of who'd drink most. 
Though the liquor flamed with a fiery roar, 
Orow drank and drank, and called for more, 
‘Pill the devil swore he had caught 4 monk, 
And staggered back into hell dead drunk, 
While Crow skipped aloft like a shootiug star, 
And asked St. Peter to show him the bar,” 

The. sentimental Waltonian may lounge away his holiday 
along here with delight, and six milesfurther on, at Dry Greek, 
is another pleasant tavern of the same sort, but more modern 
and yery comfortable—honeysuckles at every window, and 
the cottage-house surrounded with pretty yard and flower- 
garden. A mile westward is the White Sulphur, from which 
you may hear the terpsichorean revels of fashion, and a mile 
eastward is ‘Beauregard,’ the benutifnl estate of Mr, Geo. 
Grant Peterkin, now occupied by Mr. MacNeil. Both these 
accomplished gentlemen are Wnglishmen of means snd high 
social rank, and their estate is one of the most berutiful in 
this State. The mansion is surrounded by an extensive pari: 
of magnificent trees—oak, maple and buckeye—and overlooks 
a rich valley, through which meandersa clear stream, spanned 
here and there with rustic bridges. And in the middle of a 
velvety meadow is a spring of mineral water, that sends 
bubbling from a bed of white sand a fountain copious enough 
to turn a dozen’ miil-wheels. 

The sweetest dreams of Arcadian happifess must be broken 
by the dull morning of reality, and as we sat al the table and 
drank good red wine of France, amid good cheer and good 
company, the shrill car-whistle gave the dreadful yevetlle that 
broke the charm and took ns back to the American capital, 
where not even a Congressional scandal delighted the ear ot 
gossip, and helped along the stifling heat, P, Mod, 
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Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

"J. M, S.” SHOOTS QUAIL IN WEST 
JERSEY, 

Moraes anp Raps RKosszau—Camno 
RAsBITS, 

I HAD spent a long day iimtrying at the May's Landing 
Circuit the case of the Baroness Louisa Yon Puchelstein 

against the German Evangelical Lutheran Reformed Zion 
Church. The Baroness boasted the blue blood of the House 

of Hapsburg, or some other *‘ burgh,” and was endowed with 

the qualifications which marks the excellent plaintifi—one 
who goes in to win. 

he Baron Puchelstein, who wore *‘ his wounds and honors 

in front,” as the poet said, from the bird’s-eye view I had of 
him, taken from the widow’s locket, must haye been a jolly 

good fellow who could proye his doctrine orthodox 

“ By apostolic blows and knocks,” 

He looked as if he might be descended from the Burgo- 
masters of fhe daysof William the Silent and the Count 

Hoogstrallen, spoken of by Motley in lis Dntch Republic, 
where he makes the Bitter Badayaro say of the Teuton of that 

period = ‘“‘If by any chance he woke up and found himself 

sober he feared he was sick!” ‘The Baroness claimed that 
her late husband was marvellously successful as a pounder 

and an expounder of the Gospel, and while ministering to 

the spiritual wants of ‘‘the German Evangelical Lutheran 

Reformed Zion Church of Egg Harbor City, N. J.,” he had 
also attended to the temporal wants of the ** cod-ne-gugation,” 
and had the I. 0, U. of the flock for $1,666.67, which, as 
the declaration said, was yet due and owing to the plaintiff, 
and that the defendant, the G. BE. L. R. Z. Cbureh, had 
hitherto wholly neglected and refused to liquidate this small 
indebtedness. +. 

If it is the perfection of art to appear natural, it is perfec- 
tion itself to the mind of the Liber e¢ Legates Homo to haye a 
client who can cry at the right time as the case progresses ; 
30, when I described ‘‘the wild charge they made”—the 
heroic 79th from Egg Harbor City at Chantilly—and how the 
bloody Baron had to be lifted off his horse, and from thence 
(later) into the Egg Harbor pulpit, his interesting relict, the 
Widow Baroness Puchelstein and Gluckstein, wept copiously 
andthe jury too, chiefly from along shore and ranging in the 
latitude of Somer's Point, brought out their red bandanas to 
wipe the glistening tenderness from either eye, and they 
quickly brought ina yerdict for the handsome Baroness of 
$1,686.67 with costs to be taxed, The Baroness dried her 
eyes on her lace mucloir and bowed and smiled at the jury. 
The jury also ‘fsmiled,” but I think it was at Veal’s Hotel 
across the way from May’s Lunding’s antique court house. 
The Baroness recovered her judgment rectus in curte, but I 
fear she will not get her money till the Day of Judgment! 

All this is only a brief prelude to a conversation ‘with his 
Honor Burnett Vansyckle, one of the brightest minds of our 
Supreme Court, who can himself cast a fly secwndem artem, 
or bring down the swift-winged woodcock in mid-air. Our 
excellent Judge Vansyckle, the youngest mian save one on 
our Supreme Bench, was preceded by Judge Vandyke, the 
father of T, 8. Vandyke, Esq., whose pleasant memory while 
among the Jerseys is recalled by his brilliant letters in our own 
Forges axp Steam, which have so recently made his name 
n household word among al! generous lovers of field sports. 
Many were the words of wit and wisdom treasured up from 
the judge’s matiy-sided mind as we sul over our wine and 
walnuts at home, or discussed the red-head or canvas-buck 
duck at the Hotel de Veal. ‘ wa 
Judge Vansyckle was talking about quail-shooting in old 

Hunterdon, near Flemington. I[ insisted that there was no 
county for quail shooting at all comparable to the Vineland 
County (Cumberland County, N. J.). This the judge seemed 
io doubt, and openly proclaimed himseli a skeptic, when I 
told him that my friend, Wm, 5B, Rosenbaum, a glass manu- 
facturer at Malaga, frequently killed a hundred quails in a 
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AND THE 

oF I replied, “Judze, what has been done can he 
done again,” well knowing the Judge’s conscientious Preshy- 
terianism, I did not venture to bet with him as to the num- 
ber of quails to be slaughtered in a day around Vineland, but 
T insisted that I would have made such a bet had I been in 
company outside of the Supreme Court, I promised to re- 
port inside of a week what could be done at Malaga. 

The next day, having folded up ‘* tam on Facts” and 
‘* Sedwwick on the Measure of Damages,” I left for home, 
via. the Hg Harbor Pacific R. R., presided oyer by J. E, P. 
Abbott, a man of note, which the wicked boys say runs only 
a iri-weekly train, so-called because it runs up one day and 
tries al! the next day to get back, I adressed a letter to the 
Hon. Wm. B. Rosenbaum, ex-member of the House, saying 
that I would cheerfully accept his invitation, hitherto given, 
to visit, his hospitable home at Malaga, and test the power of 
his breech-loader, in our promised day’s shooting among the 
rabbits and the quail, W, B, R., prompt ever at the calls of 
hospitality (for his ready toast at dinner wus that of Lord 
Bolingbroke, ‘‘ Friendship and Liberty”) telegraphed back ; 
*‘ Qome Thursday, equipped for a week's sport,” The West 
Jersey R, RB. (which unites in one person a Superintendent 
and a Senator, whose motto seems to be Histo Perpetua— Let 
me be a Senator perpetually ”) soon carried me to the village 
6f Malaga, in Gloucester Co., one of the sporadic settlements 
peculiar lo West Jersey, where patriarchal habits reign, and 
—window glass is manufactured, , . 
“My sweet William,” as I was won't to call my friend W. 

B.R, inthe days when we went gypsing, was at the depot 
with his gray mare, and we were soon seated by a blazing log 
fira in an old frame house, comfortable in all ils appoint- 
ments aglow with light and hospitality, like some of the old 
farm houses in which L see to spend Sunday at ‘Tipton, Ten- 

ce, in the anti-bellum days. i'd 
Beienbeun began to talk of pre-Raphelite painting, but I 
ncontinently snubbed him by suggesting that being hungry, 
noitprandial conversation would better suit my ideas of 
High Art” about that particular hour. ; . 

Tospitable as a prince, Rosenbaum called “ Chimbo,” as 
the much be-kicked and be-cuffed Scipio-Africanus was called, 
and ordered him to put on the dinner. There was an entire 
Jack of ceremony, but no lack of all the substantials and 
delicacies which would have made Rabelais himseli never 
more complain of his ‘‘ bad quarter of an hour.” 

Dinner oyer, we devoted ourselyes to gun talk and congratu- 

\ 

lated West Jersey on the surprising advantages accruing 
from the Game Protective Society under the fosterin, 
care of Major Walker (a regular), and of Judge R. T. 
Miller, who is as familiar with a breechloader as he 
is well yersed in the ginuosities and angularities of Black- 
stone. I suggested to W. B. R. that one of our judges, 
to put it mildly, ‘‘damned with faint praise,” my oft-recur- 
Ting plandits on the ‘‘substantive fact” that he and Rich- 
mond had more than once bagged 100 quailio a single day in 
and around the Vineland tract. 

“‘Trar be it from me,” said the elerant William, ‘to {make 
up 4 Case against the Supreme Court, for they have had more 
or less to do with my affairs for some years, but I’! just bet 
my retriever’s fine head against the Judge’s annual salary 
(say $10,000) that we will bag 100 birds before sunset to- 
morrow.” I saw the Dutch blood of my good friend was up. 
I was pleased and knew there was (bird) music in the air. 
‘“* Sweet William’’ sent Chimbo down the lane after George 
Richman and said that he must rout us out at 5 o’clock in the 
morning and haye the dogs ready, because he meant to let 
them slip and cry ‘thayoc’’ among the partridge in and 
around every buckwheat field between Nat, Chews’ house 
and North Vineland. 
Richmond said everything was ready, and that we must 

breakfast with him, 1 insisted that early rising was never 
invented for sportsmen; that Sancho Panza was correct in 
aaying ** lessed be sleep for it covers me all over like a 
cloak.’ 

But 1 made a tremendous effort to be up with the 
ark, and Chimbe did not call us in yain. We rose 
The country never Jooked more besutiful as we left the vil- 
lage, with three dogs in our open wagon, all of us armed and 
equipped as the law dirvets, with Chimbo at the tail-end of 
the wagon, carrying a huge home-made sack, a cross between 
a hayersack and a knapsack, and a smile reaching from ear to 
ear. 

The country is as level as a barn door, and the piping of 
the quail could be heard in the gray of the dawn along the 
roadside ; but it was no sporadic or nomadic partridge that 
sweet William was gunning for that Noyember day. He 
made the driver strike tor the nearest buckwheat field, for 
well we knew Bob White there most did congregate. 

I was to be taught to slay ‘‘ the partridge in the mountain,” 
for in India, so Stevens says in his ‘‘Travels in the Holy 
Land,” quail have their Aaditat in the mountain, hence the 
soubriquet formerly given to one of our local statesmen, the 
** Mountain Partridge.” 
T had not concealed the fact that I had struck with a Min- 

nie rifle at 200 yards the bounding deer on the banks of the 
Mississippi, and had filled a boat (a big canoe) with wild 
geese on the Arkansas bottoms; but an expert on quail 
(except quail on toast) with that expert swordsman and 
soldier, M. E, F,, at the League, I did not claim to be. 

The dog stood still, a study for Whistler, or some other 
artist, and soon two birds got up from the high grass, and 1 
sighed with inward satisfaction, as 1 blazed away with a 
single barrel, to see one drop twenty yurds away. J was 
saved from absolute disgrace in the sight of my two gunners 
of the period, Richman and W. 6. R., who began to think I 
was DOL so green with a gun as 1 looked. Then the fun grew 
fast_and furious. In a little pateh of woods Richman’s dog 
routed a coyey, ten in number, and it took half an hour tokils 
nine of them; for the other one I begged a cessation of hol- 
tilities, and we left him to the tender mercies of the game 
protective society. And I would here timidly suggest to that 
society, whose directors are my friends, that ‘Lehigh must 
do better” than some of their recalcitrant officers or agents 
have done recently; for one of these took a couple of dozen 
brook trout down to the Eimer Mill Pond to stock it, and 
by some accident or design or obfuscation of the moral or di- 
pestive faculties he had the troutof the W. J. G. Protective 
Society cooked for breakfast! The agent of the W.J. G. P. 
Society stocked his stomach at the expense of the Mill Pond! 
Such conduct as this ought, surely, to be reported to Seth 
Green, Roosevelt, or some other high piscatorial mandarin! 
Richman must have had a spice of a Corkoniun or Far-down 

Celt in him, for his wit was fragrant of the shamrock, and 
he amused himself by humming ‘! A Lady Lived in Leith,” 
etc., while Sweet William was steadily (as a sleuth-hound 
trailing a deer) following through briar and brake each fugi- 
tive quail, 
Woe betide the bird that escaped the Westley Richards 

of the glass manufacturer, and none escaped unless 
it rose in ihe dim woods or from out the crowded saplings, 
thick as gravel in a fountain of July. The bird escaping 
Sweet William’s deadly sim was sure to fall before Richman’s 
breech-logder. He never missed. 

In going from one field to another two birds ran across the 
road. I blazed away; both dropped. 
‘Why in thunder don’t you let ‘em get up?” said W, B. 

R,,, disgustedly. 
“Get up!" said I, “I wanted ’em to get down!” 
By this time my score had reached eight, and we paused a 

few moments to take a light lunch beneath the nearest persim- 
mon tree, and @ square reckoning counted thirty-eight birds. 
It was only high noon, Rosenbaum was alight, wity fellow, 
all sinews, with not an ounce of spare meat, on him, but he 
could travel all day, and like “Old Virgiony Never Tire,” 
His equal in forest or stream or with rod and gun I have 
hever met, whether in the Adirondack woods or among the 
Jersey buckwheats. 
My fighting weight is now 208, was then 200, and I filed a 

demurrer to this perpetual tramp, tramp, and gently urged 
Richman and W. B. R. to move on the cnemy’s works while 
I paused beneath the umbragious persimmon—for repose. _ 

It was a heavenly day. ‘There was that warm, sympathetic 
silence in the air which gives the Indian summer days almost 
a human tenderness of feeling, A delicate haze that seemed 
only the kindly air made visible. It was a philosopher's day, 
and as the enthusiastic gunners disappeared over the brow of 
half a hill—a gentle elevation—I mused while the sun shone. 
The dead birds were spread before me, and gentle Hlias’ lines 
sang themselves in my memory | 

“T have had playmates, T have 
Had companions: 
In my days of childhood 
In my joyful schoo! days ; 
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces. 
Some, they hive died, and some, 
They have left me, 
And some ire taken from me,— 
All are departed, 
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.” 

Rosenbaum rudely broke my revenié, he sitting on the top 
rail of a Free-loyer’s fence in the Vineland Settlement, and [ 
quietly reposing, with Chimbo at my feet, lazily tying the 
quails up with a string. He yelled: 

“Tsay, old boy, get outof that! T thought you came here 

‘to shoot 
case.” 

birds, not to study out a 

Tstunned him with a rejoinder from Rutherford Institute, 
thus: ‘Tsay, Bill! do you think perfect slavery is an obliga- 
tion to give all our Jabor for a supply of the bare necessities of 
life?” 

** Have I not Junched by the side of your frugal knapsack ? 
Q, who would fardels bare or chase the Aying quail on seh a 
day as this—a very bridal of the earth and sky! I seek ze- 
pose. O, mighty Nimrod 1” 

‘‘Bridleé be d—ashed d—ashed!” said Rosenbaum, “‘I 
thought you was a gunner, not a philosopher.” - ’ 

He laughingly shook his finger at me, whistled for his 
retriever, aud was soon over the field and far away, striking 
a fresh covey every ten minutes, for [ never saw such a 
country for birds, and never heard of one as prolitic ; for the 
long-haired denizens of C. IX. Landis’ earthly Paradise (?) are 
more given to trimming the midnight lamp, ameliorating the 
woes of mankind, or teaching the young idea how to shoot, 
than to shooting themselves. They may be vegetarians ; 
gunners they abominate. 

I could not feel the stirring of my wings, and yet I sonred. 
The shooting of the quail became to me the “slaughter of the 
innocents.” Chimbo seemed fascinated with the deep ten- 
derness ,in the atmosphere, or more likely with pure boyish 
African cussedness, and after scooping up a big drink from a 
cool spriog almost at the foot of my persimmon tree, he, 
like Knickerbocker's Mynheer Van Tassel, after a full dinner, 
fell over asleep on & couch kindly Minerva, or some more 
kindly cow, had prepared for him. 

T pulled ont of my shooting-jacket. pocket my London edi—_ 
tion of the ‘ Confessions of J. J. Rosseau, citizen of Geneva,” 
on the fly-leat of which I bad written when a college boy at 
old Hanover, on the banks of the beautiful river, the Ohio, 
the heroic words of the much-suffering, much-enduring, 
much-loving and prophetic citizen and scholar, lover and 
patriot; ‘* This is what I have done and what I abide by.” 

I sat drinking in the air, satisfied with the mere sense of 
-existence—an air as pure and as Italian as n January morning 
on the Ocklawaha, in Florida. I drank in also what Chimbo 
had brought me in acup made of leaves—a draught from 
my little spring, and awaited the coming of my companions, 
who, heated with the chase, had gone far out of sight and 
hearing. - 

BRGH 

On every helglt there lies repose— 
Here was rest, not warfare, 

My gun was forgotten as I read from the ‘* Confessions” 
words so in accord with my mood that Jean Jacques might 
have written them himself here beneath the persimmon tree 
in Cumberland County. te says in the fourth book of the 
‘* Confessions =" 

‘* Although f have for several years past been, frequently 
in the country, I seldom had enjoyed much of its pleasures; 
and these excursions, always mude in company with people 
who considered themselves as persons of consequence and in- 
sipid by constraint, served to increase in me the natural desire 
I had for rustic pleasures. The want of these was the more 
sensible to me, as 1 had the image of them immediately before 
my eyes. 1 was so tired of saloons jets @eaus, groves, par- 
terres, and of the more fatiguing persons by whom they 
were shown; so exhausted with pamphlets, harpsichords, 
trios, unravellings of plots, stupid Zon mots, insipid affecta- 
tion, pitiful story tellers and great suppers, that when I gaye 
a side glance at a poor, simple hawthorne bush, a hedge, a 
barn or a meadow; when in passing through a hamlet 1 
scented a good cheivil omelette and heard at a distance the 
burden of the rustic song of the ésquieres, 1 wished all 
rouge, furbelows and amber at the d—l, and enyying the din- 
ner of the good housewife and the wine of our own vineyard, 
I hvartily wished to give a slap On tie chops to Monsieur le 
Chef and Monsiew' Je Maitre, who made me dine at the 
hour of supper and sup when I should haye been asleep; but 
especiully to Messieurs the lackeys, who deyoured with their 
eyes the morsels I put into miy mouth, and, upon pain of dy- 
ing with thirst, sold me the adulterated wine of their masters, 
ten times dearer than that of a better quality would have 
cost me at a public house ” 

The sun had begun to go down toward the baths of all the 
western stars, when Chimho, forgotten by me, suddenly ex- 
claimed ; 

“Boss! what dat? what dat?’ Through the bushes I 
spied the white tail of a rabbit, and forgetting Erwin, Diderot, 
Rogseau and all his loves and woes, I let drive at the rabhit 
fifty yards away. Chimbo gathered bim in, and gathering up 
our scattered munitions of war, we croased the road into an 
apple orchard, and froin thence into a stubble field which 
promised well. Here I did my best shooting, and by crossing 
and recrossing the field twice, for the birds were very tame, 
J increased my bird count to seventeen, ‘This satisfied me, 
and Chimbe deyoted the balance of the afternoon to rabbits 
in a briar patgh, and without adog. As the sun went down 
the sky we had abundance of sport, rarely missing, and soon 
counted seven rabbits, which made an elegant sufliciency- 
We heard our companions firing nearly a mile up the road. 
Chimbo gathered up the game, his burnished ivory visible at 
every step, hitched up the horses and we turned their heads 
bomeward., Rosenbaum and Richman, wesried at last, sat at, 
the foot of a big oak tree by the roadside. It was a sight to 
sue. When we counted the spoils we had one hundred and 
twenty-cight quail and seven rabbils. How joyfully we drove 
home. How our skipping spirits danced would take an hour 
to tell, and time wanes. osenbaum said his affidavit should 
£0 before the court to detail our day's labor. Richman de- 
olared it his best day. . 

Judge Vansyckle’s circuit was changed to North Jersey, 
and I met him no more till the midsummer vacation, when I 
encountered his smiling face at the Grand Union Hotel, Sara— 
toga. His first salutation was + 

*<J, M. S., you never reported the amount of Malaga quail 
you bagged in November.” 

“Well. Judge," I replied, “we beat the best score ever 
made in that county, We Killed, three of ts, in one day, 
from sunrise to sunset, one hundred and twenty-eight birds, 
and divided them, like ‘all Gaul was divided,’ into three 
arts,” 

j The Judge looked amazed. He was too polite to say so, 
but his looks plainly said: **There seems to be a favor of Bli 
Perkins about this thing!" 

I saw the ‘‘ doubting Thomas” stamped upon the judicial 
face, a reflex from the judicial mind, and I produced the fol- 
lowing affidavit, which forever silenced all cayil on that 
question, and has come to be regarded as good and aufiictent. 
evidence, and as Rabelais says, ‘‘ Oats!" (“' By Mackins ; 
oats is evidence in the case.”) It is as follows; 
" OUNTY, 88.: 
Swilitann, B Rosenbanin (glass THETNEROTUTET of fall age, on hia 

oath saith, that on the fifteenth day of November jast, fhe deponent, to- 
gether with one James M, Scovel and George Richman, did Kill, bag 
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ime from the immediate vieinty 
unty, New Jersey, between the 1 sing and setting of the ann berlal 

on the day aforesaid, seven rabbits one hundred and twenty-elght 
quail; ‘atid further this deponent sai : 

“ Sworn aiid subscribed at Camden, N. 

= 

of North Vineland, Cum- 

Ob. 
igned) 
-d., this 16th day of Noyember, 

before me, Inspector, Justice of tue Peace, Clerk of the District 
Court, Commissioner for all the States and near!y all the Terri- 
Tories, © James M, CASSADY.” 

Ths Judge acknowledged himself convinced, and I cheer- 
fully admitted that I had only bagged seventeen myself, but 

“Wit B. ROSENBAUM. 

insisted that I was like the Western judge who said, ‘‘ Gentle- 
men Of the jury, I don’t know much law, but when you come 
to evi-dence. Jam a clairvoyant on evi-dence/” So I claimed 

. that while I didn’t know much sbout bagging quail in briar 
patches, when it came to rabbits, ‘‘I waa a’ clairvoyant on 
Tabbits !” 

I tarried a while at Saratoga, but the Baden-Baden of 
America and its odor of graceful women, its moonlight and 
music, with allits elegance, did not please me like the breath 
ofthe woods and the repose I felt while gipsying around 
Vineland with Chimbo at my sidé ; and a magnificent dinner 
af the Grand Union, beginning with Julienne soup and broiled 
trout fresh from the Adirondacks, followed by a long line of 
French, Spanish and Chinese dishes, ending with a meringue 
glace, did not fill the corner in my heart so fully filled by the 
blazing log fire at Malaga as we rested from our fruitful labors 
that Noyember day and counted our game as the dogs lay 
lazily at our feet. Dull care, like Sheridan at Winchester, 
was a hundred miles away. But they are gone, all gone, the 
deur familiar faces. Somewhere in the prairies of the far 
West, Rosenbaum carried his household gods, and the wea- 
pons belonging to the mighty hunt r go with him as Ruth went 
with Boaz. He was my beau-ideal of a gunner. He had a 
grace in handling a double-barreled shot-cun of which even 
mourners approved (if 1 may travesty a poet). If these lines 
reach him in some happy hunting ground, let them say to 
him: “Sweet William, thee made that interview with the 
quails a pleasant one.” Yours, J. M.3, 

Sith Galtarg, 
AMERIOAN Fish CULTURAL AssooiaTion.—A meeting of the 

officers and members of the Hxecutive Committee of the 

American Fish Cultural Association will be held in the office 
of the President, R. B. Rooseyelt, 76 Chambers street, on 
Saturday, 18th inst., at one », m. 

————_ + 

Copriss.—The United States Fish Commissioners, at their 
stations in Gloucester, Mass., turned out into the sea about a 

million young codfish week before last. The work is pro- 
fressing satisfactorily. 

a 

Distereuriox or Lanp-Lookep Saimon.—We understand | 

that the crop of eggs of land-locked salmon obtained at the 

Grand Lake Stream Hatching Establishment, in charge of 

Mr. Atkins, has not been so successful as usual, although 

there will be a supply for distribution by the U. 8. Fish Gom- 

missioner. We would suggest the propriety of immediate 

application to Prof. Baird, at Washington, by those who wish 
to obtain eggs of this desirable species. 
Ne 

Marytanp.—The Baltimore American gives the following 
resumé of the work of Mr. T. B. Ferguson, the State Fish 
Commissioner at the Druid Hill Park hatching-house, for 
the month just passed: ‘“‘On the 17th instant, 12,000 Cali- 
fornia salmon were sent off to be placed in the Chester River, 
near Millington, and 1,000 were placed in the tributaries of 
the Little Gunpowder, Baltimore County. On the 19th inst. 
10,000 were sent to stock the waters of Octarara Creek, near 
Liberty Grove. On the 21st instant 20,000 were placed in 
Deer Creck, about eight miles east of Parkton. Besides these 
there were 15,000 sent from the hatching-house that had been 
hatched for Professor Baird, United States Commissioner, for 
the rivers of Georgia; 7,500 of these were placed in the trib- 
utaries of the Ocmulgee Kiver, between Conyers and Cunning- 
ton, and the other 7,500 were equally divided between the 
Oconee, at Milledgeville, and the Ocmulgee, near Macon, Ga. 
Yesterday two messengers started on the 4:85 A. w. train with 
20,000 for the Savannah and: other rivers of Georgia and 
Alabama. These fish are from eggs that were sent to the 
hatching-house by Professor Baird for some of the Southern 
States that have not yet established Commissioners, There 
are left at the hatching—house some 15,000 belonging to the 
United States Commission that will be sent to stock the 
rivers of South Carolina, and about 50,000 more for Mary- 
land waters. The Park Commission are now pathering 
supply of ice from the new carp ponds to fill a large house 
recently constructed, The carp ponds are not only a great 
ornament to the park, and useful for fish culture, but are now 
used for furnishing the ice supply for summer use. 

+. -_=__ 

wy 'TENNESSEE.—In his message to the Tennessee Legislature, 
delivered at Nashville, January 8, Gov. James D. Porter 
urges a liberal appropriation of public funds for the further- 
ance of the efforis of the State Fish Commissiouers. The 
appeal of North Carolina for co-operation in restocking the 
Tennessee River is also recognized, and the necessary appro- 
Pliation recommended. 

Mr. Frank A. Clark, one of the United States Fish Com- 
missioners, has begun the establishment of a fish hatchery at 
Nashville for the propagation of California salmon and other 
fish. Our Nashville correspondent writes : 
«Two muck credit cannot be given to Col. G. F, Akers for 

the zeal he has manifested in the fish interest of this State. 
Although an officer without pay, and obstacles innumerable 
thrown in his way, he has toiled uoremittingly, and it is to be 
hoped he will succeed in getting such protective laws passed 
as will insure us a fine supply of all varieties of game fish 
suited to our waters. J. D. H.” 

a 
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\ Wino Rice 1n Fist Ponps,—#iitor Forest and Stream: Having no- 
{iced in my yarions hunting expeditions to Reel Foot Lake, Tenn., that 
there was no Wild rice growing in it, and as there were doubts as to 

its growing so far south, I sent a Iriend, living al Hickman, Ky., some 
forty pounds of it, obtained from Brainerd, Minn,, to plant in the lake, 
‘Though it was planted late in tle spring of 1577, it has grown so raukly 
that the question among the fishermen now is whether to destroy the 
wild rice, or let it destroy their fishing? Itseems it has taken suena 
growth that they fear it will cover the entire lake, My impression ig 

fi wil not take root or grow beyond six feet depth of water; also, that 

‘it affords great protection to young fish. If so, our friends of the neta 

need be onderno apprehension of impediments to their seining, even 

if they lose some of their water privileges; and as surely wilkthe 

hunters be correspondingly benefited. Am I right? PERDIX, 

It is not probable that the wild rice will spread to deep 

water, We have never seen it growing in water deeper than 

six feet. It has, however, been known to spread over large 

areas, leaving only narrow channel ways and lagoons. As a 

protection of young or old fish, nothing can be better. If the 

water is deep off-shore, we should have little apprehension.— 
Ep. F. and §, 
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Fig. 1 isa perspective view showing way built of timber 
and attached to a wooden dam. 
wood Ta is & longitudinal section through centre on line CD 

ig. 3, ' 
Fig, 2 shows horizontal sections at different leyels, co, dd, 

ee, Fig. 4, and ff Fig. Ta. 
Pig. 3 shows horizontal projection of way, a3 seen from 

above, ' 
Fig. 4 a transverse vertical s on AB Fig. Ta. 
The water is led through ftiéalim by the oblique sluice 

EEE, which has a horizontal bott)m, 18 inches below level of 
water in Gam. The dimensions of this sluice-way are so pro- 
portioned that at the fopfof the incline (at T, Fig. Ta) the 
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THE McDONALD FISHWAY. 

N response to our request for intormation of bis recently 

devised fishway, Prof. M. McDonald, of the Virginia 

Military Institute, Lexington, Va., has kindly furnished us 

With the accompanying illustrations and description. The ex- 

collence of the design will appear at once upon a careful study 

of its principles. The advantages which this design appears 
lo possess are the efficiency with which it will accomplish the 

work for which it is designed, and its adaptability to all 

streams, without regard to the steepness of the ascent or the 

volume of the current. A maximum yelocity of less than 

five miles per hour is not necessary, even for shad, and with a 
slope of one in four would permit the bays (Li M, fig. 3) to be 
eight feet long; on a slope of one in six, twelve feet long. If 
the maximum velocity permitted is fixed at eight miles per 
hour, then for a slope of one in four the bays would be about 
sixteen feet long, and their width and depth would be requ. 
lated by the water supply. Mr. McDonald writes that he has 
consitucted a miniature way in the hatching-house at Lexing 
ton, the slope of which is about thirty degs., the total rise 
being nine inches. Up this the young salmon shoot with such 
rapidity that the eye can scarcely follow them, and they move 
with apparently the ease of a bird rising from cover. ‘The in- 
ventor is sanguine that the time will come when the principles 
developed and applied in his fish-way will be successfully em- 
ployed; not only to pass fish, but boats over the natural and 
artificial obstructions of our rivers. Indeed the dream of the 
mercenary American who would convert Niagara into a saw- 
mill may yet be realized in a different and vastly better way 
when Professor McDonald shall have placed in that mighty 
flood a gigantic fishway and thus open the inland lakes. to 
our migratory fishes, The illustrations given are as followa: 

depth of the current is about 12 inches. The surface is there- 
fore about 6 inches below surfave of water in dum, and the 
velocity of the current at I’ where the ascending fish enter it 
will not exceed three miles per hour. : 

‘The water from the sluice-way escapes laterally at h, Fig. 
3, and may either be caught and worked over avain at lower 
levels, if the water supply is deficient, or may be led by snita- 
ble means and discharged at the foot of the way. The same 
disposition should be made of all the waste, as it will serve to 
lead fish to the mouth of the way. 
From T, the level of the bottom of the sluice-way, a sloping 

platform TU, with an inclination of one in four, leads to the 
level of the water below the dam. Up the centre of this plat- 
form is a slotted opening, the width of which is regulated by 
the water supply. This opening may be adjustable to diiter~ 
ent widths, if desirable, to proyide for a varying water sup- 
ply- The platform or incline forms the top of a boxed 
sluice of sufficient capacity, which communicates freely with 
the water in the dam. When the way is in operation the 
water flows upward through the central slotted opening, and 
is directed up the slope by plates set obliquely and raking up 
the slope. To equalize velocity of efflux at all points of the 
slope, and to feed the current at all levels by water from rest, 
the space below the incline is divided into equal compart- 
ments by transverse curved plates, kk and ec. 
The water enters these compartments from beneath. The 

areas of the openings below being so proportioned as to vary 
inversely as the square roots of the effective heads at the dif- 
ferent levels; consequently the quantity of water entering 
each compattment in equal times will be the same. and tha 
velocity of effiux all along the inciine will be the same, 

When water is turned on the way there will be acentral up- 
ward roll of water from the botLam to the top of the incline ; 
each particle of water will ascend a certain distance, rexulated 
by the velocity of efllax; will then come to vest and roll out- 

| wardly to form on either side lateral descending currents, 
which when the velocity exceeds the established maximum 
ire intercepted and led off the slope either to be used over 
fgain ala lower level or by suitable channels, delivered on 
either side of the mouth of the fahway. The direction of the 
currents in the way are indicated hy the arrow heads, Mig, 2, 



All the devices indicated are of the simplest construction and 
most inexpensive character. j 

The conditions on the incline simulate very closely those 
presented by the rapids cf a river. The ascent 10 be made is 
in an open current of moderate velocity, and almost a direc 
line. At the head of the incline the fish swims into the sluice- 
way leading through the dam, with the current direetly ahead 
atid opposing him with moderate velocity of three miles 
per hour, 

PARASITES IN THE SKINS OF ANT- 

MALS, 

Hpiror Fors AND Stara; 
Lhave had under consideration for some time the larva 

or worms sent by one of your correspondents from Mahoning- 

fon, Pa. I tind on investigation that they are mature layre 
of the genus Cuterebra embraced in the Dipterus order of in- 

sects, to whith belong the bot-fiy, gad-fly, etc., of our domes- 

tic animals. ‘The specimens sent were said to have been 
taken from the neck of a rabbit (Lepus Americanus), protrud- 

ing from each side. ‘These Jaryse belong to the class of para- 

sites known as /pizow or external parasites, inhabiting the 

skin and nostrils of various wild and domestic animals in dis- 

tinction from the ntozoa, which inhabit the internal organs 
of the same, The former pass only a part of their existence 

in this shape, and after a while become perfect insects; the 

latter pass their whole life in this form, and are known as 
annelid helminths or worms, 

Species of this genus Cuterebra have been known for hun 
dreds of years. The species C, bovis is common in cattle 
throughout Europe, and also in this country, and is known as 
the gad-fly. This fly attacks cattle, and, by puncturing the 
skin along the back and neck, deposits its eggs there, which 
gre hatched in a very short time, and the larva: becomes en- 
eysted under the skin 10 the living animal and live upon the 
purulent matter which the irritation of their presence engen- 
ders, Inthis position they are called ‘‘ warbles,” and can 
Fcquently be squeezed fromthelumps often seen on the backs 
of cuttle during the summer by a simple pressure of the hand. 
Their color is at first white, becoming considerably darker as 
the time approaches for their leaving their cell. Having 
passed a period of five or six months in this position, they 
work their way out in the spring and fall to the around, and 
either in the ground or under a sheltermg stone turn into 
clrysalids, and in a short time emerge into the perfect imazo 
or insect, ready to start again their peculiar voyage of life. 

The species C. ovis deposits its eggs in the nosirils of sheep, 
where they are hatched almost immediately and the larva 
make their way through the nostrils into the sinuses of the 
head, where they likewise become encysted, and, when ready 
40 mature, drop out and find shelter in the earth. ‘This species, 
or one closely allied to it, is found likewise in the sinuses of 
the head of goats and deer to a limited extent. Both of these 
insects, CL bovis and ovis, are objects of great terror to the 
animals attacked, causing stampedes, and even abject terror 
when they make their appeurance among them. Cattle seek 
to avoid these living torments by entering the water, and 
sheep by keeping their noses close to the ground and running 
around, 
he third of this genus is known as the bot-fly (0. eqgut), 

and is a source of a great deal of torment and suifering to our 
most useful animal—the horse. ‘These eggs are attached con- 
trary to the usual custom of the genus upon the hair of the 
horse's legs or shoulders within reach of the mouth, whence they 
are licked off and transported to thestomach. There the larwre 
attach themselves by two hooks toits coating and remain un- 
til fully matured. 

The species sent by your correspondent, from the rabbit, is 
a member of this same genus, but has not as yet been specifi- 
cally described, nor am I aware that the imago is known, It 
is quite common in, rabbits throughout the country.* It is 
found along the backand neck, sometimes protruding, or 
entirely encysted. ‘Lhe reason for this protrusion is ap- 
parent. The larvw in the case of the sheep and cattle take 
two days or more in coming out, and where they are found 
in this condition they are just making their way out, All the 
species are of a light color at first, gradually changing to a 
dark brown or black when leaving their cells. This species 
of the rabbit is commonly known as the ‘ wolf,” 
“ornb” or worm. ‘These insects in wild animals are not 
usually discovered by those who term themselves sportsmen, 
for the simple reason that they do not look for them at the 
right time of the year. The majority of these larve have left 
their victims by the time they are killed, or, if they are there, 
they are ina very immature state, having just been hatched 
from the lately deposited egg. These remain in the skin 
through the winter and into the spring, and after about four, 
five, or even six weeks in the pupa state become pertect in- 
sects. Those in the rabbit are most noticeably abundant in 
August and the early part of September. After they leave 
the wound hesls up rapidly, and in a few days no trace of 
them will be noticed, 

Iu this connection I would say a few words in regard to the 
species of this genus, which caused quite a discussion in your 
paper last winter, and which showed that skeplicism on this 
point had not all been cleared away, I refer to . emasonla- 
ior Of the squirrels, which is most emphatically the cause of 
the want of testes in many of these animals where they are 
nob contained in the cavity of the abdomen. I brought the 
question up before the Linnean Society of this city #sbort time 
azo, and if was corroborated by Messrs. Merriam, Bagg and 
oibers who had seen and taken the worms from squirrels. The 
twouble, as 1 have stated above, is that sportsmen have not the 
opportunities to verify these facts, owing to the necessary 
game laws which prevent the destruction of animals when 
these larvee are most likely to be found, namely, in the spring 
and summer. 

There ure yery few who haye any idea of the effect of these 
insects upon (the commercial value of the hides brought to 
this city during the spring. Hides taken in February in Texas 
and the Southwest are found perforated by these grubs, some 
ee 

This istertifed to by the iollowlng named members of the Linnean 
Society, of New York: Mr. UO. H. Merriam reported taking it 1 Lewis 
eo), N. ¥.; Mr. Edgar A. Mearns found It at the Highland Valls, N. Yu; 
Mr, A. K. Fisher, i Indianna; Mr. C. S. Allen, st Huntington, L, 1. 
and your correspondent, Mr, G. K. Andrews, at Mahoumgtoa, Pa, be- 
gided several Outside parties who deal in game. 

skin, and damaging them to che extent of two and a half per 
nt. o£ their value making a difference of nearly « million 

ollars # year in this city alone. 
The skins are not taken from the poorest cattle, either, for 

these insects seek ont as a general thing the sleekest and fat- 
test animal, in whose skin they deposit their eggs. Deatha 
from the presence of these larys: occur rarely, except in the 
case of the horse and the sheep. In the latter they frequently 
are the causa of severe abscesses and ulcers In the head, caus- 
ing great pain and frequently death. 

That they haye any fatal effect upon any of our animals 
designated under the name of game, Iam unable to state ; 
but it leaves a field open for future myestigation. 

FRANKLIN BENNER. 
Sg yy 

PADDLE-FISH OR SHOVEL-NOSE 
‘ STURGEON. 

Eniror FOR&ST AND STREAM: 

Mr. Editor—In a recent nomber of the Scientific American was an 
elaborate and well-executed cut, representing what the author termed 

the paddle-fish of the Mississippi. Here the same fish is called a 

spoon-billcat, It is mosh abundant in the still waters in the old bed of 
the river where cut-offs have been made, and in the larger and deeper 
lakes pubject to overflow, where any moment during the summer 

they may be seen coming up like an arrow out of the water to the 
height of three or four feet, and fajling prone on their sides with a 

splash which can easily be heard froma quarter to half a mile. The 

author of the article accompanying the cut says they have never been 

known to be taken with the hook. In thisheis mistaken. My old 

friend and fermer partner, Mr. 8, W- Bosyell, of this city, has himself 

caught two, in a large lake near here, while fishing with minnows for 

hass, One of them weighed about twenty pounds, and before he was 

jandéd got first his bill or shoyel entangled in the Une and then his tail 
when he came out likea heavy, crooked stick in watrong current. I 

have heard of others being caught with a hook, but [ know these two 

were co Caught, each time taking a minnow quite sick and not very 

active. B, H, Poi, 

This curious fish is quite familiar fo us. We haye a few of 

their discounted ‘‘bills” in our private collection, which 

were taken from Lake Pepin on tae Upper Mississippi. Sci- 
entifically it is known as the shoyel—nose sturgeon, (Scap/it- 

rhynchops nlatyrhynehws,) and belongs to the family Sturioni- 

die, to Which the common rock sturgeon of the Hudson River 
and the great Jakes and all the larger Western waters, be- 
longs. We quote the following description from Hallock’s 
*¢ Sportsman’s Gazetteer” - 

This curious fish is found only in the Mississippi and its 
larger tributaries. It is certainiy a strangée-looking fish. Its 
striking characteristic is its long, homy, spade-like snout, 
which is from eight to eighteen inches in Jength, and from 
two to three inches wide, and its immense toothless mouth. 
In large specimens the mouth is sufficiently large te admit a 
man’s head, The head and shoulders are very large, from 
which the body tapers gradually to the caudal fin, where it is 
not more than two inchesin diameter. The tail is forked, 
wide and betrocereal, one of the yery few fresh water species 
living possessing this paleontological characteristic. In lakes 
Pepin and St. Croix they swarm in countless numbers. How 
far toward the Gulf they extend has not been ascertained. 
They are eaten by Indians and half-breeds generally. The 
whites sometimes smoke and curethem. Whey weigh from 
ten to forty pounds. 

The letter of our Vicksburg correspondent establishes the 

fact that the southward range and habitat of this fish extends 

at least to Vicksburg, and we feel gratified with the informa— 
tion he has so kindly sent us. 

VICKSBURG, Miss,, Jan, §, 1879, 

a 

Wurrant, BoLberm.—One of the most enjoyable presents 

which the New Year brings with itis the Vuttall Bulletin, 
which we found on our table on the second day of January. 
That this admirable journal continues to furnish to its read- 

ere the freshest and most trustworthy news on all ornithologi- 
cal matters goes without saying, for the names of its manag- 

ers and the prestige of the Nuttall Club are enough to guar- 
antee the character of its contents. Besides this, the Budletin 

is constantly improving in its appearance, and the present: 
issue is larger and in all respects more imposing than any 

that we have seen before. It comes to us at this time a large 
pamphlet of sixty-four pages, and is printed on heavy tinted 

paper, ‘while its table of contents is quite as interesling as 
usual, Judging from these and other indications of financial 
prosperity, we are happy to be able to believe that this peri- 
odical is successful from 2 business as well as from a literary 
point of view, a statement which can rarely be made concern- 

ing any young journal in these days. 
Mr. ©. Hart Merriam in the present number continues his 

‘‘Bemarks on Some of the Birds of Lewis County, New 
York,” and his account of some of the habits of the yellow- 
bellied woodpecker is most interesting and thoughtinl, and 
contains several points which will be new to @ majority of 
readers. Following Mr. Merriam’s paper is one by Mr. N. 
CG. Brown, being a continuation of his ‘‘ List of Birds Ob- 
served ab Coosada, Alabama.” ‘‘The Terns of the New 
England Coast,” by Mr. Wm. Brewster, is a perfect gem of 
bird literature, and will interest every one who reads it, 
whether he be an ornithologist or not. The writer's account 
of the persecution to which these charming birds are subject- 
ed during the breeding season is very pathetic, and we join 
with bim in calling upon the Legislature of Massachusetts to 
extend protection to these charming creatures, 
We heartily regret that the demands on our space are such 

that we cannot notice particularly each article in this Bulletin, 
for each ome is in some point particularly interesting and de- 
serving of more than a brief mention, ‘As it 1s we can only 
sive a list of the papers, and recommend all who take &n in- 
terest in ornithology to send for the periodical itself. The re- 

maiuing articles are: ‘‘ On the Coloration of Eggs,” by 8. D. 
Osborne; ‘Nest and Hggs of the Corulean Warbler,” by J. 
A, Allen; ‘Additional Cases of Albihism and Melanism in 
North American Birds,” by Ruthven Deane; ‘‘ List of Birds 
Observed in the Naval Hospital Grounds in Brooklyn City,” 
by George Hughes Coues; ‘ Notes on Some of the Less 
Hardy Winter Residents in the Hudson River Valley,” by 
Edgar A. Mearns; “ Breeding of the Winter Wren at Houl- 
ton, Me.,” by Ruthven Deane; ‘Descriptions of the First 

being found with as many as thirty-five or forty holes in one’ 
yi, rh 
Plumage in Various Species of Nor 
William Brewster; and ‘Notes on the 
tion of the Rufous Crowned Sparrow (Peueea rijicens),” by 
William Brewster. The Department of Recent Literature 
contains notices of a number of valuable works on ornitholo- 
fy which heave recently appeared, of which perhaps the 
most important is Dr. Coues’ ‘ Birds of the Colorado Valley,” 
a work which the writer has not yet seen but which he hopes 
to receive shortly. 

General Notes are, us usual, very full, and contains many 
notices of the capture of wandering birds far from their 
homes, among them the Frigate Pelican (Lachypetes aquilus) 
as far north as Nova Scotia. 

— 

Apropos of Wasrs.—Ir. Hditor: Tam no naturalist, but 
the habits of insects, winged or creeping, interest me greatly. 
About two years ago coming alone a path in my garden I was 
attracted by the rapid motions of a large and fierce-looking 
spider, whose actions indicated terror from some other cause 
than my approach. Halting to understand the cause of his 
manifeat alarm, I observed careering around him in quick, 
Bwift circles a beautiful black wasp, of a kind I do not ré- 
member to have seen before; bright black on body, more 
slender and more agile than the common variety, without a 
speck of yellow near the joint of the wings with the body. 
‘Whenever the wasp would come very near the spider would 
stand on the defensive, with every lez and spine stretched for 
combat, but at every interval when his enemy gaye him the 
chance he would attempt to scurry to shelter, only to be 
halted again by the nearer oncoming of his foe. At last, the 
wasp hovering for an instant at a point where he seemed to 
be stationary in the air, launched himself like a flash on the 
spider. They rolled over together in their deadly embrace, 
and I gaye up my little friend for lost; but to my amazement 
the wasp had alighted where he could strike his sting under 
the scales where the neck of the spider united with the trunk. 
I distinctly saw him thrust his dart into that spot, when, 
presto! Mr. Spider stretched out his legs, and with one con- 
yulsive shudder gave up the ghost. The plucky little wasp 
hovered for an instant over the body of his enemy to be sure 
that lite was extinct and then few rapidly away, making no 
effort to remove the carcase while I remained. The spider 
was large, heavy and powerful in frame, weighing eight or 
ten times as much as his victorious adversary. On, 

—_—_——--o—-——_——_—_—_—_— 

Liyygan Socrmry.—The meeting of December 14 was well 
attended, and several interesting papers wereread, My. Fisher 
reported the following occurrences of several accidental 
visitors at Sing Sing; Opernis agilis, Connecticut warbler, 
taken September 19, 1878; Collurto, species unknown, June 
16, 1877 ; Strix flammen, var. americana, barn owl, January, 
1873, found dead in a barn ; Ardea egretta, great white egret, 
shot at junction of Hudson and Croton Rivers early part of 
September, 1870; Graculus diloplius, double-crested cormo- 
rant, found in fyke in Croton River June 22, 1876, 
where it bad been caught while diving for fish. 
He then spoke of various causes which had caused 
the destruction and disappearance of the army and 
canker worms, and the potato bug. The canker worm 
(Antsopterye vernata), which caused such an excitement 
several years ago by its wholesale destruction of our shade 
trees, and for whose eradication the English sparrows were 
introduced, bas gradually disappeared, but not through the 
sparrow. ‘he lack of food and a parasite of a species of 
Ichneumon (lehnéewmon platygaster) having a distinctive 
effect upon them, ‘This insect enters into the economy of 
nature as a powerful factor in keeping in check the ravages 
of obnoxious insects. The disappearance of the army-worm 
and potato-bug (Doryphyots decemlineatus) fron our potato- 
field, must be attributed to aboul the same cause. he in- 
fluence of birds has little, if any, appreciable effect to this 
end, An interesting letter was read by Mr. Ingersoll, from 
Mr. T, L. Roberts, of Minneapolis, Minn., in which he faye 
amost minute description.of the habits of the shore Jark 
(Hremophila atpesivis). He states that he had taken a nest 
with young about three days old, in Minneapolis, a8 early ns 
March 18, 1878, and several on March 23, with three and four 
ergseach, They raise two, aud not infrequently three broods 
a year. The nests are slightly built and different of construc- 
tion. 

Woodland, farm and Garden, 
Lirg on a Seer Rancus.—Sometimes a rambling family 

letter, such as an absent son writes to ‘‘the old folks at 
home,” conyeys a better idea of the vicissitudes and duties of 
ranche-life than a carefully prepared description for public 

perusal; and we are accordingly pleased to print the follow- 
ing extract from letter of a young man in New Mexico 

which has been kindly handed to us for publication by a rela- 
tive in New Jersey -— 

‘“‘T started fromsthe ranche fhe day before George and his 
pardner arrived at Troyburg, so just missed seeing them; but 
they followed on after me and overtook me about fifty miles 
down. Thad moved camp that day and had gone to a spring 
up on the side of the mesa about fifty yards from camp for 
water, und when I returned I saw the two fellows in 
camp. Of course I was glad to see them. They stopped with 
me four or five days. e all went out after deer one after- 
noon. ded gota shot at a doe and her fawn but did not suc- 
ceed in getting either of them. 1 was sorry to have the boys 
20, but they wanted to get their winter's wood before the 
snow came, and I had to move on with my herds; so we had 
to part. George will come down again this winter; if not, 1 
don't expect to see them again until June, for | am going to 
lamb my herds down on the Rito Blanco and shall not come 
back to the ranche until shearing time, about the 15th of 
June. Ilet George have my pony, and now I fevl lost, for 
whenever I wish to go away from camp I either have to walk 
or work my passage on a burro (jackass). Igentrally prefer 
the former aS the easiest and quickest. Butlam goingdown 
into the buffalo aud Indian country, and can find plenty of 
good ponies which Icun boy cheap in trade. 1 will strike 
some Ute or Comanche who wants a rifle, and 1'l] swap the 
old Perry off for a good horse. Tam now about 60 or 70 
miles down southeast from the ranche. I shall stay here votil 
after bucking time, then move farther and lool for a good’ 
lambing camp. I expect Leonard down on the 12th with his 
bucks and a good supply of grub and grain. 
“We have just passed through the hardest rainstorm of the 

season [Noy. 10], For three days and three nights it has 
rained steadily, but this morning it haa cleared off bright and 
cluar. We hayea good tent, but everything got slightly 

- 



o the bi 3 miorning T have 
fhe bedding. blankets, etc. 

‘froysburg, for I see this morning that old Sierra Grande is 
white. My herds are fat and doing well. I have lost only 
one ont of 4,100 head since starting from the ranche en the 
46th of October, and that was killed by a lion night before 
last. I poisoned (he caveass and watched early all night last 
night, but be did nob geome back. Lshall expect him to- 
night, They are a nuisance and hard to get, for they are as 
cunning as foxes.” 

In a letter dated subsequently Noy, 13th, we learn how the 
lion above referred to fared, We quote: 

“‘Thaye at last succeeded in getting what I have so long 
promised you, a mountain lion (cougar) skin, and a fine speci- 
Men itis, too. It is not as larze as some I have seen, but is 
&n average, is heavily furred, aud without spot or blemish, ex- 
cept the bullet holes, I had quite # tough fight before killing 
him. Thad hrought my herds into this canyon (the Garesoso) 
about the 5th of this month, and knowing that there were 
lots of lions in this part of the conntry bud been very watch- 
ful for tear they would jump the herds. They did not trouble 
me at all until the night of the 10th, when one came into the 
herd and killed one sheep, He had no time to kill more, or 
eyen '‘lug” off the one he had killed, for as soon as the herd 
ran I sprang from the tent, rifle in hand, and in ‘two shakes 
Of a lamb’s tail” was at the place where he had jumped the 

‘herd; found the dead sheep, but it was dark and cloudy, in 
fact raining a little, and be (the lion) got off before I could 
get a climpse of him. Well, the next night I stationed my 
men around the herd and took my position near where he had 
entered the night before. We watched all night loag, but he 
did not come back. The next night Imade the same arrange- 
ments, and secreted myself under an overhanging vock behind 
a bunch of brush, wrapped in a blanket, for it was as cold as 
“blazes” and the wind blew agale. The night was clear 
except Once in a while a wind cloud would obscure the moon, 
which was just past the full. Just after one of these clouds 
had passed [heard the loose stones rattle on the side of a 
blaff just in front of where I was sitting. I just drew my- 
self more into the shadow of the rock, strained my eyes in 
the direction from which the sound came, and held my breath. 
And, behold, there on the sida of the bluff in front of me, 
about 80 yards off, was ‘‘the man I wanted to see.” I wish 
you could have seen him as I did: I tell you it was a 
noble sight, although it made a fellow have a sort of a go. 
down-into-his-boots feeling, He stood with his front feet on 
a rock, broad sidé to me, looking toward the herd. 1 had a 
Springfield rifle in my hani (one of the men had the Perry), 
You know they carry a fifty pall. Well, I asure you I had it 
{oO my face in less than half the time I have been telling this, 
_and had a bead on his fifth rib about half-way up. When the 
ball struck him he jumped into the air and gave one of the 
most unearthly screams I eyer heard, and came tumbliog 
down the bill. By the time he arrived at the botiom I was 
there and stood over him with my six-shooter, He flounced 
and pawed around some, and thinking he might get his ‘‘hooks” 
onto me | gave hima shot from my pistol whieh siruck him 
in the flank and lodged in his back bone. So ended the hat- 
tle. The victory was ecrtainly not to the strong, for he was 
strong enough and biz enough to have ‘‘chawed” me all to 
pieces. I believe about my first thoughts ag [ stood looking 
at him were: *! bet Mort Robinson would give half his hie 
to have killed that ‘yarmint.’” Iskinned him this morning 
and now hav? his hide stretched out to dry, As near as I can 
tell by measuring with my hands the hide was 8ft. 3in. trom 
tip of nose to tip of tail, and 6ft. from front paw to paw as it 
lays stretched on the ground. We must have weighed 350 
pounds at least, for two of us could only just raise him from 
the ground by clasping our hands under his body. A. B. 

——— st Ge 

Bourrato Pourray Snow—Hditor Forest and Siream: The 
Buifalo [oternational Poultry Association give their seventh 
annual exhibition here at the rink, on January 29th, 30th and 
alst and February ist, 3d, 4th and 5th. Your correspondent, 
“J. D. H.," is mistaken in stating that Mr. Coleman's pair 
of bnif Cochins were in the exhibition here last year, as the 
association héld no meeting last year, holding off at the re= 
quest of the Chicago association, this year the Chicago asso- 
ciation returning the courtesy by holding no meeting. ‘The 
people of buffalo always look forward to the ‘Hen Conyen- 
tions” with pleasure, for the management of them has always 
been in the hands of men who have given them their whole 
attention, Probably more is due to tbe President, Mr. Chas, 
A. Sweet, than to any other one of the officers for the great 
success of this society’s meetings. ‘The association is to-day 
the only 1¢ally successful one in America, having given six 
exhibitions and paid more premiums than any three societies 
of the kind in America. One of the most interesting parts 
of the exhibitions is the show of fish, and one in which every 
one wild visits it seems delighted. Jt was in the exhibition 
of 1875, I think, that Mr. Pred Mather showed some Michi- 
gan grayling, the first I had ever seen, and, | believe, the first 
éyer seen in Buffalo. Weare promised something very fine in 
the way of fish this year. I was at one of these exhibitions 
that Isaw for the’ first time a pair of pure white squirrels 
with black eyes. They were the property of Mr. (©. G. 
Trish, of this town, who exhibited a large collection of squir- 
rels, Is it not yery unusual to find albinos with black eyes, 
especially where they are all white? I shot on the 24th of 
December last year (1877) a female red squirrel heayy with 
young. Was not that also very unusual? The weather that 
day was more like September than December, being very 
bright and warm—a slight contrast to the same day of 1878. 
T mail you with this the prize list. and rules of the Poultry 
Asgociation, showing the number of classes, premiums, etc. 
The premiums aggregate about six thousand dollars, Wall 
advise you of any pvint of interest fo your readers when the 
show opens, if desived. Kanu. 

Bujfalo, N. ¥., Jan. 2, 1879, 
+ ++ »—____—__ 

Benoup! a Great Craw!|—A California paper, the Salinas 
Denoovat, mentions the finding of a huge fossil ¢lam-shell on 
the farm of a Mr. Finch, in Tularcitos County. 1 measures 
5 feet S inches in length, 4 feeb S inches wide, and 2 feet 5 
inches deep. And to think that so great a clam should die! 
What a lost opportunity for a most marvelous evolution | 

out a 

pe i pe , 

—aAll that we want now is & new Homer fo write out the 
travels of the modern Ulysses, 

Sa 

2" Forvar Anp Stream will be sent for six months for #2, 
or for thrée months for $1. T clubs of five or more, $2 per 
year, 

i 

n the bushes 
Ithink they had snow at] 

DETROIT DOG SHOW. 

UR ovyer-crowded space will not permit us to print a de- 
tailed list of the entries for the dog show held at Detroit 

Mich., on the 7th, Sth, 9th and 10th of the present month? 
The entries numbered exactly 200, of which a large number 

Canada was also well represented. 
"The most prominent exhibitors were L. H. Smith, of Strath- 

roy, Canada; Arnold Burges, of Michigan, and the St. Louis 

Kennel Glob. The English setter classes, including native, 

imported and puppies, comprised forty-two entries, the most 

weie owned in Detroit. 

noted being Mr, Smith’s Leicester, Temple Bar, Clip, etc., 
and Mr. Burges’ Druid, Rob Roy, Queen Mab, ete. 

Club's Sting Il,, Hicho Il. and Duck; Mr. Waller's Race ; 

Dr. Jarvis’ Rose, etc., quality was not wanting. Gordon sct- 
ters numbered nineteen, including Rupert. 

hell, of Rochester, N. Y., was also a large exhibitor. 

the St. Louis Kennel Club's Bow and Clytie. 

classes were not well filled, as far as numbers were concerned, 
the entries averaging about four in each class. 

five entries of tpxhounds and twelve of beagles. 

terriers (seven) all came from Canada. 

sporting classes were well filled. We append a list of the 

winners and our correspondent’s letter : ’ 
Detroit, Jan. 11, 179, 

Eprvor Forest AND STREAM: 
The great International Dog Show has come and gone and 

the canines are taking a needed rest. The judge of dogs in 
the sporting classes—H, WW. Stoddard, of Dayton, Ohio—zaye 
perfect satisfaction to, 1 think, all of the exhibitors in that 
class. I have not heard a single complaint. Unfortunately, 
the judge of the non-sporting class did not give the same sat- 
istaciion, complaints coming from both exhibitors and visit- 
ors. below I send you a fey comments on the dogs, ete.: 

The imported English setter class was the finest ever ex- 
hibited at any show ever held in this country, and were a 
grand Jot, being represented in force by Arnold Burges’ Rob 
Roy and L. H. Smith's Strathroy Kennels. Mr. Burges’ 
Drnid won ist in dow class and his Queen Mab winning 1st in 
the imported bitch class, and winning the sweepstakes as be- 
ing the best pair of imported setters in the show. Mr. 
Smith’s old-time Leicester won 2d in the dog class. Mr, 
Smith's Temple Bar got a Y, H. 0. Jas, J. Snellenburg’s 
Thunder received an H. C., as also did Rattler and Sport, ex- 
hibited by L. £. Whitman, of this city, In the bitch class 
Armmold Burges’ late importation, Nilsson, and Wm. B. Wells’ 
Star gota VY. Hi. U., . H. Smith’s Lass o’ Gowrie getting an 
H. Q. and J. N. Dodge’s Rose getting a C. The puppies 
shown, bred from imported stock, were a fine lot, Mr, Wm. 
B. Wells’ Mark, by Druid out of Star, winning Ist—a fine 
young dog—the same owner's Dido, from the saime litter as 
Mark, getting a V. H. O. 

‘mn the native English class, Royal Ben, owned by T. T. 
Sawyer, Jr., Boston, Mass,, got 1st, and Don, property of A, 
P. Fellows, Hudson, M., getting 2d. In the bitch class, a 
grand bitch, Mell, owned by L. £. Whitman, of this city, got 
ist, also Winning special for being best native bitch in the 
show, also for being hest native bitch shown with suckling 
projeny, being shown with six handsome puppies by Bur- 
fes’ Druid. Unfortunately three of the whelps died the last 
day of the show. In the English setter class for puppies no— 
der 12 months, Brussels If. entered, won 1st, und he is 
We making of a very fiae dog—a little large, but well put to- 
gether. In the imported Irish class, H, C. Waller's Race won 
ist. Heis a fine dog, but I think it was well for him that 
Berkluy arrived too late to be judged, for I think him the 
finer of the two. The Gordon setter class were a grand lot, 
Qrouse, owned by the Toledo Kennel Club, winning Ist over 
Rtpert, who was supposed to be inyincible, Grouse isa 
grand, good dog. He zrrived in this country on the 13th of 
last August, and was known to be in this country by only a 
few persons. He has won the following prizes: 2d, Bir- 
mingham, Hng., 1874; 1st, same place, 1875; 1st at Alexan- 
dra, 1875; Ist at Crystal Palace, 1876; and champton at Bir- 
mingham in 1877, and now wins ist the first time shown io 
thi¢ country. He seems to be almost perfection itself, if any 
dog can be perfect. loss, owned by the same club, won 1st 
in the bitch class, and is a cracker forthe bench. Ja the 
large pointer class Belle, tle champion, owned by 1. M, Gil- 
lespie, of Colunibus, Ohio, won ist. The Irish water spaniel 
class was small, but very good, 1st and 2d going to Big Point 
Kennel Club, Chatham, Ont. Beagles were an excellent lot, 
J, N. Dodge’s Rattler winning Ist and R. M. Baker's Maud 
Winning 2d, 

The managers of the show were much disappointed on the 
non-appearance of Gen'l Rowett, of Carlinville, 11., with his 
Kennel of beagles (he haying made a number of entries), on 
account of the death of some of his dogs. The Newtound- 
land class was small, and the 1st given to an inferior dog, 
Nell, winner of 2d, being far the best in the class, and should 
haye been giyen 1st, ‘Phe bull terrier class was smal! and not 
38 good as it might have been. The witner of Ist seems to 
have gained bis place on account of having won six battles 
and never haying lost one, ‘The 1st in the black and tan ter- 
riér was yery much inferior to the 8d prize winners, and 
should not have even been placed. In the Skye terrier class 
no award was made, the specimens shown nop being worthy 
of one. The Scotch fervier class was good, but awards mid- 
laced. ‘Phe winner of 1st should haye received no notice, 

he being a red dog, but nicely Wuilt, A much finer dog, 
owned by W. 5. Bullock, did not receive any notico—not get- 
ting an H. ©. In the trick-dog class, a fine little black and 
tan terrier, Lion, owned and handled by Mrs. Armstrong, of 
Wyandotte, M., did some really fine tricks, such as turning 
somersaults, climbing ladders placed in a perpendicular posi- 
tion, and other tricks—forly in number—too numerous ta 
mention. Below [ send you # prize list in full, with the 
awards in the regular and special classes. Daur, 

' 
THE AWARDS. 

Imported English Setter Dogs.—ist, Arnold Burges, Druid ; 2d, 
UL Smith, Leicester, VY bh o, L H Smith, Lemple Bar, He, 
dames J Suellenburg, Vhunder ; L F Whitman, Rattler and Sport, 

Trish 
setters numbered twenty-nine all told, but as the list cluded 

Mr. Pottler’s recent purchase, Berkley ; the St. Louis Kennel 

The Toledo Ken- 

nel Glub was well represented in this class, and Mr. J, Weig- 

Twen- 
ty-two pointers appear on the catalogue, the most noted being 

The spaniel 

There were 

The fox- 

None of the non- 

Imported Moglish Setter Bitches.—1st, Arnold Burges, Queen 
Mab; 2d, LH Smith, Clip, Vhe, Wm B Wells, Star; Arnold 
pares Nilsson, ic, L H Smith, Lass O’Gowrie. C, JN Dodge, 
Koa. 
English Setter Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months.—tsl, 

Win B Wells, Jr, Mark, VY hc, puma owner, Dido, H «, J N 
Dodge, Cush, ©, TW Jackson, Brosh. 

Native Foglish Setter Dogs.—ist, ‘I’ ‘I’ Sawyer, Jr, Royal Ben; 
2d, A P Fellows, Don. Ho, H W Sampson, Juuk, O, J R Cooper, 
Bruno; H W Lord, Bruno. 

Native English Setter Bitehes,.— TF Whitman, Mell; 24, 
Mrs M E Gibson, Katie, V h o Wyckott, Balle. ©, Jno 
Thompson, Belle, 

Nalive English Setter Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months— 
ist, F G Sheldon, Brussels, 
Imported Irish Setter Dogs,—ist, HE C Waller, Race; 2d, St 

Louis Kennel Club, Eleho. Vhe, St Louis Kennel Club, Sting. 
H oc, Toledo Kennel Olnb, Don, 
Imported Ivish Setter Bitches.—ist, 8 Louis Kennel Club, 

Duck ; 2d, Dr Wm Jarvis, Rose. VY h c, AB Sterling, Fora, ©, 
Marshalltown Kennel Club, Map, 

Trish Setter puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months.—Ist, St 
Louis Kennel Club, Red. \V bh ¢, A E Sterling, ,Goun ; Albert 
Hayes, Nelson- ) 

Native Irish Setter Dogs.—1at, Capt Dick Uren, Don; 3d, 8 W 
Griffin, Grouse. Vho, ILG Avnold, Beho. 

Native Irish Setter Bitchos.—No prize awarded. 
Native Irish Setter Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 mouths <a 

Iat, Robt Shanks, Grouse, 
Gordon Setter Dogs.—1st, Toledo Kennel Olub, Grouse ; 2d, 

Goldsmith Kennel, Rupert. VYho, Toledo Kennel Olub, Judge. 
He, Joo Witherspoon, Grouse, O, A R Schulenburg, Jack. 
Gordon Setter Bitches.—Ist, Toledo Kennel Olub, Floss ; 2d, 

EF Mulliken, Nell. V he, Jno Witherspoon, Nell. 
Gordon Setter Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months,—lat, 

Toledo Kennel Clnb, Bob; 2d, Wm 8 Ponnd, Rosa. VY he, Toledo 
Kennel Club, Dock ; W C L Gill, Gypsey, 

Pointer Dogs oyer 55 lhe weight. Ist, St Louis Kennel Club, 
Bow ; 2d, Topeka Kennol Club, Sleaford, 

Poitter Bitches over 50 lbs weight.—lst, HE M Gillespie, Cham- 
ie elie; 2a, WO Lumsden, Rose. VY ho, MV B Saunders, M 

, Nell. 
Pointer Dogs under 556 Ibs weight.—Ist, A § Leonard & JE 

Atherton, Don; 2d, Topeka Kennel Club, Keno. H.C, HR Gay, 
Gonyoy. C, Frank J Springsted, Dan, 

Pointer Bitehes under 60 lbs weight.—1ab, St Lonis Kennel Qlnb, 
Clytie ; 2d. HR Gay, Vic, HC, Topeka Kennel Club, Nell, 

Pointer Puppies (dog or bitch) under 12 months,—ist, # How- 
son, Lord Dutterin. Y he, I’ Howson, Lady Dufferin; EM Gil- 
leapie, King Charlie, 

Irish Water Spaniels.—ist, Big Point Kennel Club, Mile ; 2d, 
Big Point Kennel Club, Bridget. 

Jtetrieving Spaniels (other than pure Trish).—Ist, F A Howe, 
Bnaers 2d, Anthony Vogel, Dick. VY h c, Chas E Miller, Chief 
OP SIH. 
Cocker Spaniele.—Ist, Horbert Grown, Gypsy; 2d, Henry 0 

Wann, Dloss. He, Francis Hewer, Floe. f 
Field Spaniels (other than Cockers),—1st, Gol @ Zowski, Duke; 

2d, J CJames, Track. Vhe, J C James, Train, 
Wox Hounds.—ist, Francis Hawer, Wellington and Wildfire ; 24, 

J N Dodge, Nero and Speed. 
Bergles.—Ist, J W Dodge, Rattler; 2d, h M Baker, Mand, H o, 

W_D Hayes, Ringold; W D Hayes, Riuglet; J W Dodge, Roxy. 
Dachshunde.—No entries. 
Fox Terriers.—Ist, OJ Fox, Young Spot ; 2d, Herbert Brown, 

Boaster. Hc, Herbert Brown, Ponch; CJ Pox, Gypsey. 
Greyhounds.—ist, Herbert Brown, Ariel ; 2d, 2 W Jackson 

Rex. OC, Jas MelKay, Lord Beaconsfield. ‘ 
Newfoundlands,—1st, BF Ranklyn, Dandy Jim ; 2d, Major Wm 

d Lane Milligan, Nell. 
Shepherd or Collie Dogs (rough or smooth coated),—ist, Arm- 

sivong & Crawford, Bruce; Hatvey Ballantine, Jack. 
Bult ‘Perriers.—ist, 6 Helber, Beauty; 2d, Goo W Voorhis 

Jack, Whe, B Melber, New York Harry, 4 
Black and Tan erriers.—lst, Wm Smith, Gypsy; 2d, Wm 

Zeese, Loafer. 
Yorkshire Terriers.—1at, Mra W Wright, Daisy. 
Scotch Terriers.—ist, Herbert Brown, Sandy; 24, Mra w 

Wright. Vho, Robt G Gonvlay, Rough. Me, Miss May Valman 
Topsey ; Mrs W Wright, ‘Toss. - 
Toy Derriers.—Ist, Mis C J Johnson, Pinkie; 2d, A Tao Wil- 

liams, Toy-bterrier, H«¢, Miss Lizzie Horn, Tiny, 
Pogs.—Wm Stewart, Gyp. 
Miscellaneous.—(Ter any breed of dogs that Haye not been as— 

signed a regular class, silyer medals will be awarded.)—1et, h 
C Allen, Jack, Chinese edible dug; Ist, Thos Thorley, Boglish 
Harrier puppies ; ist, Jas Owens, Mack, inip bull dog. i 

Prick Dogs.—ist; Mrs Armstrong, black and tun terrier Leon 
gold medal; 2d, Anthony Vogel, Dick, silyer medal. 5 
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TROY DOG SHOW. 

dog show was held at Troy, N. Y., on the 10th, 11th 
and 18th insts. in connection with the first annual ex 

hibition of the Hudson Valley Poultry and Pet Stock Ageo- 
ciation. Owing toa want of time and due notice to owners 
of dogs, the show was not the success it might haye been 

made, but for a first attempt ij deserves commendation, and 
we have no doubt that 'Proy will yet haye a dog show worthy 
ofa town which not only contains so many good sportsmen 
but is so situated as to be the centre of a district abounding: 
in good dogs and first-class sportsmen. In adilition to the 

dogs competing, a list of which our space will not enable us 

to print, a number of celebrated dogs were entered for exhi- 
bition only. Among them were the splendid English setter 
bitches Rose and Nina, the property of D, ‘T. Charles, Hav, hy 
of Albany, winners at New York and Boston; the Poibters 
Brush and Fannie, owned by Mr. J, Macdonald, Mr. Adolph 
Standes'’ water spaniel and others. Among the competing 

dogs Mr. Sampson's red Irish bitch Nora was a reall y fine 
animal, and did credit to her sire Elcho, so also was Mr, 
King’s Victor by Kory O'Moore. Mr, Jas. T. Walker showed 
a very fine brace of black and tan s¢ttezs, the bitch being: 
particularly noticeable. ‘The Oneida Commanity showed a 
Sensation puppy, which, however, could get no better than 

second. Mr, John Hobart Warren, of Troy, showed some 

splendid collies, two of which were New York winners, and 

Mr. Morgan’s handsome mastiif King Oluf and Miss Burden's 
Yorkshire térrier Tatters, would have done eredit to any show. 

The judge was Mr, W. M. Tileston, Kennel Editor of ‘this 
paper. The following is a list of awards: 

Red or Red and White Setters—Bitches,—1st, A A : 
Troy, N. ¥., Nova, 18 montha; 2d, 0 | Moore, West Te 
Jessie, 3 years, no pedigree. a = 

Dogs,—iat. Alexander King, Lansingburgh, N ¥, Victor, 16 
months; Rory O?Moore-Jennie. 7 7 

Biack and Tan or Black, Pan and White Setters.—ist, James % 
Walker, Albany, N ¥,, Blaok Beas, 2 yrs, Dash-Mub; 2d, same 
owner, Dash, 434 yrs, Colburn’s Dash, Thompson's Bolle. 
Fointers—Dops.—Ist, H B ‘Thomas, Woy, N Y, Shot, 18 mo, na 
ecerve ; 40, Oneida Community, Sensation II, 14 mo, Sonsation- 6g. 



medi vee Rice, Pittsfield, Mass, 1st, Julep, bitch; 2d, 
int, dog. 
Collies—Iist, John Hobart Warren, Troy, N Y, Colin, Qnesn’s 

Kennel, Balmoral; 2d, same owner, Dare; Vic, same owner, 
Dunenn; Hc, Oneida Community, Lulu, 94 mo. 

Coach Dogs,--lst, Geo, Allen, Troy, N Y, Fannie ; 2d, same 
owner, Capt, : 
Groyhounds,—lst, M E Filley, Lansingburgh, N Y, Fannie, 
yrs. 
Mastiffs. Ist, Wm F Morgan, N Y. King Olaf, 
Yorkshire Terriers. —Mias & Borden, Lroy, N Y, Tattera, 5 

71s, imp. ee 
Ssotch Terriers,—Ist, Jolin J" Hooley, Troy, N Y, Fly, yrs, 

imp. 
Tralian Greyhounds.—ist, D O Denison, Greanbnsh, N Y, Ino. 
Pets.—F P Aiken, Greenbush, NY, Pauline; 2d, Thomas Knight, 

Troy, N ¥, Chinese dog. 
Specials.—For best brace of setters, without regard to sex, 

nickel plated couple and pair collars, awarded to James T Waller's 
black and tan setters, Dash and Black Beus. 

For Setter Bitches, any Breed—1st premium, nickel collar; 2d 
premium, wihistle,—lst. A A Sampson’s Nora; 2d, James T 
Walkor’s Black Bexs, 
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THE MINNESOTA FIELD TRIALS, 

a MRE. DAVIDSON HHARD FROM AGAIN. 

Hprror Forest anp Surwan; 
In reply to Mr. Whitford’s attack upon me ina Chicago 

paper of Jan. 4th, which 1 have been longing for, I will 
commence with the beginning of the field trials, The judges 
appointed by the Minnesota Kennel Club were, Mr. Butler, 
Mr, Mulliken and myself. Mr. Butler being unwell when re- 
quired to act, a substitute was necessary to fill the vacancy, 
A prominent sportsman of Sauk Centre was selected to take 
the position, who declined to act, when Mr. Whitford, who 
With Mr, Morgan had been quartered on the grounds pre- 
served 16r ube fidld trials with their dogs for a day or two pre- 
yious, wus suggested by Mr. Sandborn and finaliy selected to 
ill the vacancy caused by the absence of Mr. Butler. It was 
well known at the time that he and Mr. Morgan had been 
shooling together, and that Mr. Morgan had an entry in the 
nursery stakes; but 1 heard no objections made to that, neither 
tomy having been shooting with a promiment St. Paulssports- 
min previous to this, who also had an entry in the nursery 
stakes, which was equally well known. I merely mention this 
to show the difference between shooting wilh one person 
and with another jn the eyes of a certain editor, who made so 
much fuss over my having been shooting with Mr. Whitman, 
The complaint came of cuurse after Mr. Whitman’s bitch had 
wou a place, greatly to the mortification of said editor. 
There was no quarreling with the judges in figuring up the 
BcOres in the nusery stakes. ‘The first quarrel that took place 
between Mir. Whittord and myself was in relation to the back- 
ing of Mr. Sandborn’s dog Dan in the puppy stakes, of which 
I will state the facts. Dan had run out lis score with the ex— 
ception of backing, anc was put down to back Soap, who was 
one of the first that ran in the champion stakes ; he refused to 
back and went deliberately in before Snap and flushed the 
bird, When he did so, Mr. Sandborn remarked to me that he 
hardly expected he would back, and the dog was ordered up. 
Daisy was then down, worked by Mr. Waddington, and a 
bird having flushed a short distance off in the stubble from 
where we stood, Mr. Sandborn said to Mr. Waddington, that 
by going over there’might be more birds, and that he would 
get a point for his bitch. Mr. Waddington went oyer, when 
his bitch made a staunch point; on bewg told to put up the 
bird none could be found, and she got a false point, When 
Daisy had gone on, Mr, Whitford who was a little to my right 
said, give Van a back. T asked him when n¢ backed, as I had 
nol seen him do go, he replied that I ought to have seen him, 
and that he had backed uow. I then said L had heard Mr, 
Sandborn told to take up his dog when le refused to back 
Snap, and that I had not beard him told to put him down 
again for a second trial. He then replied that it did not mat- 
ter whether I hud or not, he was told to put him down and 
that he had backed. Janswered by saying that having seen 
him refuse to back it wus only right and proper in justice to 
Other Uogs running that 1 should see him back, and that if he 
(Whitford) was going to judge the field trials alone that Mr. 
Mulliken and myselt migut us well go home. On inquiring 
of Mr. Mulliken, who was near by, lic also had neither seen 
him back nor heard him again ordered down, and learned 
that he and Mr. Saudborn hud a misunderstanding about the 
dog previous to this, when Sandborn threatened withdrawing 
him. ‘These are the circumstances under which Dan got his 
back, and | resolved then to withdraw from the position of 
judge, as the ring was evidently at work. On mentioning my 
intentivus to a few with dugs there they insisted upon my ¢on- 
tinuing Lo act,and nothing turther occurred unpleasant until the 
trouble about Nellie, which Mr. Mullilsen in his letter to Forzsr 
AND Stream so accurately describes. in that controversy 
I went to the wagon determined to have nothing further to 
do with the field trials, as to question anything about a dog 
of Mr. Sandborn’s with Whittord present was certain cause 
of a quarrel; and only for being reminded that two dogs alone 
Temuimed to ba run atter those duwn, | would not have acted 
any longer aS judge. Another little circumstance in justice 
to a bitea which ran, 1 will here notice. After the contro- 
yersy about Nellie Mr. Dilly’s bite, Countess Royal, was 
down and had established a pointand held it a long time, 
when Mr. Whitford, accompanied by Mr. Rowe, went to him, 
and Whitford said: ** Dilly, Ll can’t allow you a point for 
this.” Mr. Dilly asked him what was the reason he could 
not, Whitford said, “Your bitch was not down.” Mr, 
Dilly replied that he bad wot been ordered to take her up and 
that he considered ber down. Mr, Whitford then said it 
made no difference, Sandborn's was not down (Sandborn at this 
time had voluntarily called his to heel), and that if he had got 
& Hush under the circumstances he would not have given it to 
him, and now he would not give him a point. Mr. Dilley’s 
reply to this was, that it seemed somewhat strange to him, 
and that be could not understand what Sanborn’s dog had to 
do with the running of bis, Mr. Mulliken snd myself were 
in distines hearing uf this conversation, and in plain view of 
the bitch when pointing. In thinking the matter oyer we de- 
cided to say nothing then, she being one of tbe last down and 
@ fresh quarrel the prospective result, and intended bringing 
the matter up at the close of her score, but Mr. Dilly with- 
drew her before running out her score, and she got no credit 
for an excellent point. It is a significant fact that Mr, Whit- 
ford was suggested by Mr.Sandborn to fill the vacancy caused 
by the absence of Mr. Butler, and that all the quarreling at 
the Minnesota Field Trials, and controversy since, has been in 
regard 1) Mr. Sanborn's dogs. It js also tull of signiiiCance 
that Mr. Whitman is the only man who has ever run dogs in a 
field trial with whom it was improper for a judge to go shoot- 
ing previous to the trials, in rhe eyes of a certain editor, who 
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at other trials has nsed his influence to advantage, and whose 
extreme intimacy with Mr. Whitford during the Minnesota 
Field Trials had = yery ominous look. Ishirk no responsi- 
bility as to Tempest’s having gotten second place in the nur- 
sery Stakes at the Minnesota Field Trials, for by Mr, Mulli- 
ken's score and my own she was justly entitled to it, let Mr. 
Whitford’s scores have been one or a dozen. He can find 
nothing over my signature in Forust ayp Stream stating 
that I copied from his score in the nursery stakes. I stated 
in Forest anp StRraM that the scuresin the nursery stakes 
were taken from Whitford’s score, and do so now, and again 
state I can prove it. It might be interesting to Whitford to 
know the opinion of an expert us to the handwriting of the 
mutilated score he speaks of, and a postal card signed C. B. 
Whitford, in which he states that he was willing to divide the 
second prize in the nursery stakes between Tempest and 
Jennie, and therefore append it, And another little interest- 
ing matter to look over, thit the many readers of Forusr anp 
STREAM and the Chicago paper, ‘‘ which is sure to copy it,” 
may judge for themselves which is the shirker, and whether 
he will be as willing to give his gratitude to Forrsr anp 
Scream for showing up fraud as he was to the Chicago paper 
for stating a volume of malicious and unprecedented false- 
hoods. Joun Dayipson. 

Monroe, Jan. 3, 1879. 

APPENDIX. 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I huve seen and ex- 

amined a letter of Chas. Lincoln to John Davidson, dated De- 
troit, Oct. 29, 1878, in which he states, in relation to the 
above contest, that he received the papers in the nursery 
stakes from Whitford, I have also examined a ‘scale of 
points” of the nursery stakes in Davidson's possession, and 
compared the handwriting with a postal card to Davidson, 
dated Pembroke, Ky., Nov. 14, 1878, and signed C. B, Whit- 
ford, and have no hesitstion in saying that the handwriting in 
the two ure the same; and further, that the “scale” has some 
erasures, and the ‘* net total” isincorrectly summed up; that 
when properly added it gives Tempest 484 and Jennie 43. I 
further certify that I have been an attorney at) law for twenty 
years, and consider myself a guod judge of handwriting. 

Monroe, Mich., Jan, 5, 1879, Bram WipLazp. 
——— rr @ 

Jiut—Hditor Forest and Stream: Some weeks back 1 
made mention of my bitch Jilt as being pure Layerack. I 
wish now to correct this. She has some Gildersleeye blood 
in her, which, however, in no way detracts from her yalne. 
She waa sired by Pedigree (pure Laverack), imported by 
Charles Wescott in 1876. Her dam was Orphina, sired by 
the celebrated Bride of the Border, whicd, as is well known, 
was pure Laverack. Orphina'sdam was Nellie, out of Bess 
and Bruce, A. F. Heston, Coatesville, Pa. 

+ - 

—Mr. Jas. H. Clark’s Princess Draco (Rob Roy-Livy) 
whelped, Jan. 5, 1879, ten puppies—six dogs and four bitches 
—by L. Adams’ Champion Drake, late winner at the Nash- 
yille Field Trial, The owner retains a brace for himself, as 
names of which he claims Princess Draco 1L and Drake II, 

a = 

—The St. Louis Kennel Club has purchased from Mr. R. J- 
L. Price the pointer bitches Zeal.and Lizzie, full sisters to his 
celebrated Bow-Bell and half sister to their Bow. Zeal is in 
whelp to her sire, Bang. 

ee a 
—Mr. J. W. Packer, of Philadelphia, claims the following 

names: For his black and white dog puppy, Chester; for 
black and white ticked bitch puppy, Daisy Bell out of his 
Queen by Levering’s Harry. 

Sea and River Sfishing. 
i 

FISH IN SEASON IN+ JANUARY. 
— (1-— 

SOUTHERN WATERS. - 
Pompano, Trachinotu scarolinus Grouper, Zpinephelpus nigritus, 
Drom (fwo species), Family Sci@- ‘rout (Gluck bibs), Centrorpristis 
ne, atrarius, 

Kingnusb, Menticirrus nebulosus. Suiped Bass, or Rockiish, Roceus 
Sea Bass. Scienops ocellatus. lineatua, 
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato— Tatlortish, Pomatomus saltatrix, 
beephalu 8, Black Bass, Jicropterus aaimailes 5 
upper, Lutjanus blackfor dii, HM. paltidus, 

Fisu in MARket—Retaw Prices,—Bass, 20 cents; smelts, 10; 

bluefish, 1234; salmon, 25; mackerel, 20; shad, 20; weakfish, 12 ; 

white perch, 15; green turtle, 16; frostfish, 6; halibut, 18; had- 
dock, 6; codfish, 6; blacktish, 1244; flounders, 8; sea bass, 15 ; 

eels, 18; lobsters, 10; seallops, $1.00 per gallon; whitefish, 18 ; 

pickerel, 15; salmon trout, 16; black bags, 15 ; red-snapper, 12}, ; 

smoked haddock, 10; hard crabs, $3 per 100, 
Se ae ee 

HOW TROUT TAKE THE FLY. 

) 

E have been reading the characteristic sketch of a day's 

sport in the South of Ireland, written by our candid cor- 
respondent, ‘*T.E. L,,” for a late issue, and cannot forbear 

the reflection how far we of America, or at least the majority 
of us, are behind our trans-Atlantic friends in those piscatory 

arts and artifices taught by the good Walton and Madame 

Behner four hundred yearsago! We are told by the relator 
that the shuffling tactics and common-place methods of our 
Rangeley and Schoodie school of angling will not answer for 
the bright streams of the Emerald Isle; that itis ‘‘ absolutely 

necessary to keep as far as possible from the bank and throw 
the line with such lightness that only the leader will fall on 
the water,” and that old resident anglers will fill their creels 
with wary two-pound fish while strangers can scarcely tempt 

an unsophisticated_fingerling. We are impressed by the con- 
viction that the inberent or transmitted intelhgence of the 
trout of the Scone (and other such rivers) are as far beyond 

and out of the range of the puerile approaches of neophyses 

as the belles of St. James are above the limp rag doll imita- 
tions sold in the shops. The trout of the bright waters of 
Ireland are not in the habit of rising, like the hand-fed fish 

of preserves, to every leaf, dry case, or chance bit of rubbish 
which drops on the surface. They don’t dodge when a bull- 

frog plumps into the drink, imagining it the splash of a footfall 
ora stone thrown in. ‘Tremulous shadows on the shore, and 

the arrow-like flights of birds athwart the streams cause no 

—wz 

mae eenly aS 
ed ; over the banks are premonitory finger-points, indeed; while 

the zigzag of a clumsy line in mid air drives them to their 
holes like the play of a lightning flash against the clouds. 
Their intuitive perception has become so developed as to ren- 

der curiosity a superfluous instinct; and therefore the ma- 
neeuvres of the tyro haye no positive interest to them, They 
merely lie perdu and passive until the farce of fishing is oyer, 

and then proceed to habitual pursuit of bona-fide insects—not 
of humbugs. Sometimes they frolic aimlessly in mid stream 
and turn somersaults, just as the huge sturgeons and dolphins 
do when at play: often they amuse themselves by jumping 
at tired or disabled flies which dip and Autter aboye the sur- 
face. Juicy Jarvee which drop from projecting branches along 
the margin are accepted morceaus instantly snapped and swal- 

lowed, while the uncertain flight of a clumsy beetle or butter- 
fly across the broad mid-channel affords opportunities for 
acrobatic practice seldom Jeft unimproved. One of our cor- 
respondents has described this action by a diagram below, 

which contains more of the poetry of motion than is usually 
found in stich simple hard set lines. Entomologists will con- 
firm the artifice of dashing spray after flying insects to knock 
them down within their reach, when they will hesitate to in- 

dorse: the bat-and-ball theory of striking a fly into the mouth 
by a fip of the tail, 

We love to picture these summer scenes of purling, gently 

flowing streams of still waters running deep, into whose dark 
eddying pools, close by the shore, scraggy trees protrade their 

bare and withered roots, that the water may lave them. 
Tussocks of rank grass have slipped down from the abraded 
bank, and on the long filaments which sway in the current 

freat dragon flies poise with outstretched wings of steel-blue 
gossamer. The big trout which sre watching beneath the 

roots seldom molest them, provident, perhaps, of future sup- 

plies of more luscious laryss when the neuropter shall launch 

her egg-boat. But let an ambitious field-mouse atlempt to 

cross the stream, or a top-heavy beetle tumble im, how like a 

shaft from a bow string’will the trout dart straight for the 
prize, seize it, and with a triumphal flirt of the tail, like the 

waving of & victorious battle-flag, diye for the bottom—not 

ouce only, should he miss it, but twice, thrice, yea, many 
times, until the hapless creature is drawn beneath the surface, 

drowned, torn piece-meal and gobbled up! No time lost 

then in useless leaping and by-playing with the tail; for what 

occasion is there to toy and dally with the game? Just so he 

takes the artificial fly which is skillfully trailed upon the sur- 

face. But often he is so positive of the deception that he re- 
fuses to be enticed and lies motionless in the slream, until, 
seeing the lure lift itself naturally off the surface when the 

angler withdraws his line fora fresh cast, he reasons, ‘' By 
Jupiter! that was reality, after all!” and, starting in swift 
pursuit, he leaps, dashes water after the object and employs 
all the strategy which nature has taught him. If successful 
in hooking himself, the angler congratulates himself for 

adroitness instead of blessing his good luck and discounting 
the stupidity of the fish, 

We are writing now in the interest of really good anglers 
who know how to manipulate a fly; who dare attempt the 

wide, smoothly-flowing, sunny stream, where every incautious 

movement is a death-blow to suecess; who can lay out a 

delicate cast of flies so evenly and Jightly that the fish them- 
selyes can scarcely see them fall, the’transparent gut lengths 

touching the distant water first, and the taut, tapering line 

settling gently afterward, to be lifted by the pliant rod-tip, 
leaving scarcely a trace of the feathery ripple which follows 

its motion, Ofsuch character, we are told, is much of the 

angling, and of such the quality of anglers, in most of the 

waters of Great Britain. In times past we have marvelled at 

the diminutiyeness of the trout flies and the fineness of the 
gut snoods which the resident professionals there use. This 
article has no reference to salmon fishing, for its primary ob 

ject isto define the flight of insectsand show ‘‘ how trout 
take the fly.” But alas! how many self-esteemed experts 
there are who are wofully ignorant of both! They betray 
their deficiencies in their written views and opinions. 

They actually believe that, haying delivered an in- 

terminable length of line, vf et armis, their full share of 
the business has been accomplished, no matter in what predi- 

cament of tangled coil and thundering splash the line may 
fail, The belly of the line falls first, and the cast of flies fol- 

lows ‘fallin a heap.” One writer has argued that, in the ad- 

justment of droppers, no specified Jength of snood was required 
because the sag oi the line invariably kept all the flies sub- 

merged! Justso: but Irish anglera don’t cast after that 
fashion in the Scone. Another art our American anglers seem 
not to have learned, viz., that it is “ absolutely necessary to 
keep as far as possible from the bank.” Qur candid corres- 
pondent, to whom we have referred at the beginning of this 
article, admits that ‘‘ our rather nonchalant manner of fishing 
might do very well in the wilds of Maine, but it was evi- 
dently not the ticket in this old-fashioned country " (Ireland), 
The great drawback hitherto to American proficiency has been, 
that our anglers have usually frequented the rapid broken 
water of our narrow, turgid mountain streams, where the play 
of the current has given life and motion to their artificial flies, 
anda multitude of unsophisticated fish has granted success 
to their ‘‘rather nonchalant method of fishing.” The neces- 
sity of fine fishing has not been discovered, In this fact, too, 
lies the secret of their ignorance of the natural history of in- 

secta and of “‘how trout take the fly.’ We thope more of 
them will ‘follow the example of our Rangeley friend, and 



Our gun and dog friends, who take no interest in fishing, 
willexcuse us, we hope, for what may seem to them the 
senseless prolongation of an absurd discussion, when we as- 

sure them that we are gradually evolying by this colloquial 
method a vast deal of information concerning the habits of 
trout which is not found jin works on natural history. The 
letters which we print to-day are extremely insiructive. It 
should be a matter of congratulation fo the profession that the 
score or so of gentlemen who have approached this subject 

have done so over their irue names, and that they are most of 

them widely known to the profession to be well versed in pis- 

catorial matters, We hope others will take a hand in until 
the subject is squeezed dry : 

/ Naw Kuss, N. ¥., Dee. 31, 1878. 
\\ Eprror Forest axp Stream: 

Lhaye been much interested in the discussion in your paper 
of the mannerio which a trout takes a Hy. I think the gen- 
tlemen who have written on the subject do not give the trout 
credit enough for intelligence, The truth is, tront are not 
only game fish, but firsf-class sportsmen. In proof of this 
assertion I will state what I have observed while trout fishing 
in the Adirondacks. 1 inclose sketch. The lower figure shows 
the maneuvers of a trout to gain possession of a miller flut- 
tering along just beyond his reach. The trout jumped at the 
miller twice, 28 high as he could, and failed to catch him; 
then changed his tactics by making sudden darts to the sur- 

face, directly underneath the miller, throwing out his tail 
with u sharp jerk for the ptpose of spattering the insect 
With water, which, of course, wets his wings and brings him 
down where the fish snaps him up at his Ivisure, [ have seen 
trout make two and threes successive shots in this manner he- 
fore bringing down his game. I have seen them catch in- 
sects in this way that were flying eighteen inches above the 
water. Now, as most artificial tes (especially hackles) are 
made to represent buzzing insects, it is very evident that 
tout often think they are aboye the surface, and instead of 
seizing the fly in their mouth, endeavor to throw water with 
their tails to bring if down, The motion of an artificial fly 
being unsteady, they sometimes break water just behind it. 
The other figure shows the maneuver I have seen trout 
make when about to strike an artificial Hy To one who did 
not understand the trick it would seem to strike the fly with 
jts tail—which I do not doubt they sometimes happen to do. 
Tf the gentlemen will carefully observe the motions of a 
trout while hunting flies ina still time they will see why il 
appears to strike at 4 fly with its tail, and, my word for it, 
their respect for the little beauties will be increased. 
| B. Bisior. 
\ 

Omans—Webrasha, Dec. 30.—Well, what next? I have 
been an interested reader of the great variety of communica- 
tions from the genial quills of your sporting correspondents 
upon all the yaried subjects begotten by the manly sports 
with rod and gun, such as the ‘Drumming of the Ruffed 
Grouse,” “ Quails withholding their Scent,” ete., etc., hut the 
last, that the trout tlops the fly with his tail is the champion 
of them all. Thedellow who started this discussion is en- 
‘titled fo a monument in some way expressive of a sentiment 
of originality, and if any one will start a subscription hst 
‘Bob White” will not withhold his cent from the enterprise, 
Until [ emigrated ta this delightfulregion of the sportsman’s 
paradise some years ago my favorite sport was trout fishing 
with the fly in Northwestern Vermont and Northeastern New 
York, Butin Nebraska my Waltonian pastime is confined 
to bass, mieroplerus selmoides, with both fly and spoon; pike, 
eane luctus, commoniy called pickerel, and pike-perch, Sucio- 

The same swirl is noticeable with a, or wall-eyed pike. ib 

De iabs in taking the fly as with the trout, the only difference 
being that the trout is more active. He comes to the fly with 
greater velocity (if Imay use that: term. in this sense) from 
ube bottom upward and as quickly returos to the bovtom 
again, hence the angle he describes is mere acute, and making 
the turn the tail is brought into action necessarily somewbat 
as described in the cut in Foresy ano Srruas of Dec. 
19. Thave seéna trout in its eagerness jump clear of the 
water and pass over the fly. Indeed, I haye taken hundreds 
of them, yes, thousands of all sizes from that of a finger’s 
length to & three-pounder, under all the varied circumstances 
Imown to fly fishing. Yes, [have caught them by the tail 
and by hooking them in yarious parts of the body and head, 
but I have never as yet been expert enough to see one flip a 
fly into its mouth with its {ail Ii our piscatorial friends, 
Van Sicklen and his confreres will observe the slower motion 
of any fish in the act of {urniug about they will not fail to 
observe the same movement of the tail towurd the head when 
there is nothing to flip into its mouth, The tail of the’ fish is 
its rudder to guide it and steer it inany direction, and controls 
a)) its moyements with amazing facility. Bor Wuitk, 

Ronozverts, W. Va., Jan. 8, 187%. 
Epiror Forrst anp STREAM: 

Tn discussing the grave question as to whether a trout knocks. 
into 8 mouth with his tail or simply seizes it with a fi Mi t 

7 thé orthodox way, it seems to me that you will his mouth in 
ave trouble in deciding so as to please both sides. The evi- y¥ 

dence must be merely of & negative character unless the wit- 

nesses should be speaking of the same particular trout. One 

man says he has sveu trout play cricket and, catch themselyes 

out; others say they have not seen any such game played. 

Tn considering the point, therefore, I conceived that the 

ends in Tre 

sf 

He aie ae, Sapeee a. 
weight of evidence on cither side must depend a good deal on 
who givesit. The testimony of a man who has been for 
twenty-five or thirty years fishing for trout in all sorte of 
places and under all kinds of circumstances, whose eye, natur- 
ally quick has been trained by constant use in the woods, on 
the ericket field or in the arduous duty of scouting in active 
service, would be worth more than that of a beginner in the 
art, but it would take the evidence of more fly-fishers than 
read even the Mormsr Anp Stream Lo convince me that any 
trout ever knocks his food about before putting it in his 
mouth, Icaught many hundreds of trout the past season, 
aod caught quite a number by Looking them in various parts 
of the body. One day I caught several in one pool, none 
ljooked in the mouth, inside of five minutes. They jumped 
freely, and in swift water missed tke fly, but were hooked ag 
they went over it. If I were uinpire to decide for mouth or 
tail, [ think my reply to the ** how’s that?” would be, mouth! 
I have never seen the tail-knocking performance in twenty- 
five years successful fishing. Let them keep on writing about 
it, though. One of the great points in making camp life in 
the woods is to keep things lively, never lose temper, be in a 
good humor and keep everybody moving. u. Cray, 

Sygacuse, Dec, 20, 1878. 
Epivor Forest axp STREAM + 

Ihave taken a few trout at different times and places, and 
have seen them strike u fly on the water with their tail, and 
hooked them in the candal appendage by so doing. Now we 
all know this: many flies breed and hatch under water. The 
fly coming ont of its larval state rises to the surface of the 
water, and, flying about four feet, alights on the water for a 
moment’s rest to gain strength before the next flight, which 
usually carries them safely to sbore. Master trout wnder- 
stands this and takes a whack at him with his tail, which 
causes a Whirlpool that draws the fly down into the water 
about four inches, and then turns and takes the fly at his pleas- 
ure, because he knows that the fly being under water is en- 
tirely in his power as is the insect in the gpidei’s web. ‘Then 
he darts quickly to his hiding-place to swallow the sweet 
morsel, after which he is ready for the next object which may 
come in sight, Piscatorially yours, R. Woop. 

Pornam, Vt,, Dec. 30, 1878. 
Eprror Forusr AnD STREAM; 

Ihave been very much amused and entertained by the 
sketches pra and con, about the trout flopping the Hy into its 
mouth with its tail. Now I don’t see anything very remark- 
able about that; but suppose the fly had flopped the trout into 
the fisherman’s mouth, or the fisherman had flopped the trout 
into the fly’s mouth, or the tail had flopped the fly into the 
fisherman’s mouth, or the fly had flopped the tail into the 
tront’s mouth, or the Hop had flied the mouth into the trout’s 
tail, or the tail had flied the flop into the trout's mouth, or the 
fiy had flopped its tail into its own month, or if the flop had 
flipped its head into the trout’s mouth, or the trout had 
flopped its head into the fly’s month, or, or—well, come up to 
the Middle Dam next summer and we will explain more fully. 

: O’VzErtiovs. 
—____.6+@—__—_—_—_- 

Moon-Strocok lisu.—We have received and pondered over 

the following singular letter from a well-known sea-faring 

man who just barely missed shipping on the self-ssme craft 

with the historical *t Ancient Mariner.” 

Mr, Epiror: The ForrEs? AND STREAM, I see, Can explain almost 

yerything, and new I should like to find out the why and wherefore of 

aiact which has always struck.me as very singular, Any sea-faring 

man willtell you that tish left in the moonshine is not fit to eat—that 
Is, dead fish, just canght, Jeff lying ou deck or in a boat, or on the 

beach, or alywhere where the moon can shine upon them, get affected 

somehow, so that when eaten they make one feel very queer. Inever 

heard of anybody dying from such polsoning, but there vertainly Is 
something init, and I can get plenty of men who, like myself, have 

been to sea, and therefore naturally know more than those who atay 

ashore, The moonshine seems to affect all sorts of tish. Weather has 

nothing to do with it; ior a dold moonshiny night in winter is just aa 

affecting a8 a scoreherin summer. The fish ain’t tainted, but just 
poisoned ; and if you don't belleye what I know to be a fact, it’s only 

because you don't know. However, alil want now isto know why this 

thing should be, and would be obliged iz your book-learning wonld 

clear it up, SEA, 

We have often heard the assertions repeated which our cor- 

respondent makes here ; for we ourselyes haye served a three 
months’ apprenticeship as a fisherman, haying embarked in 

June, 1860, on the good schooner Champion, of Newburyport, 

Mass., and returned in September with a full fare of codfish, 

mackerel, and herring. Over Sunday dinners of plum duff, 

and appetizing kids of jo-Hoggers and lobscouse, we have 

heard the stories of mackerel which luid on deck and rotted 
in the moonlight, and of phosphorescent emanations from their 

bodies which drifted about the yard-arms and burnt blue in 

the binnacle, until the man on watch yelled to call ‘* all hands 

up,” a8 Tophet was just in sight, But we never have seen 

these weird effects of moonshine, nor have we perceived any 

suggestive fish-like smell at any time, though the odor of oil, 
gurry, and pickle, was always with us. Why such anopinion 
should prevail with substantial basis is what we wish to 

know. Have not popular assertions come to be accepted as 

popular facts? Is the belief founded on proof, or is it not, it- 

self, all moonshine? In yain we have attempted to fathom 
the question. The log of imagination reels off knots faster 
than we can pay out the lead-line, and there is no way to stop 

headway except to scuttle the craft and let the mystery go to 
the bottom! We have consulted all marine authorities, and 

referred the question to our scientific men, in vain. All, save 

one, have given us no satisfaction, What that one says we 

append, It seems that words of wisdom are contained in his 

rejoinder, although he disclaims that his life associations have 

been such as to bring him much in contact with moon-struck 

fish, The burden of his arguinent is that the asserted fact 
should first be proven before an explanation is demanded : 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
WASHINGTON, D, U., Jima. G6, 1810.5 

‘Mg, Epirog: 1 return herewlih the letter of your friend of the Inquiy- 
ing Talnd, Tewnonly say that 1b secing to me desirable thut the fact 
asserted should be proved true before any explanation of its reason is 
attempted. Personally, I yery much doubt whether mackerel rot 

fuster tn the moonlight than jn the eynshing, thongh I haye for many 

years been familiar with the popular prejudice, and have supposed it 
to be equally worthy of credence with tha popular theory that beef 

taken from cuttle killed during the waning of the moon “ will shrink In 

the pot,” or that, the sailor always dies when the tidela ebbing, If 
there be any truth in the theory of your friend, it may easily be proyed 

by a simple experiment, such as putilug two mackerel on the same 

foof, one of them being protected from the rays of the moon. The 

only ollier requirement would be the co-operation of true lovera of 

truth wh would test the fwo fish cooked in the same manner, I am 
always glad to aid you with any information in my possession, butthis 

burjeut is rather out of wy line. G, Brown Govopg, 

Are our Cape Anners and Down Hast fishermen willing to 

let this matter rest in this indefinite shape?—Hp, F, and 3. 

————_+ + 

New Hanesurre—Dover, Jan, 11.—Vishermen at Great 
Bay, situated five miles from here, report good catches of 
smelts ; also the usual quantity of eels are being taken from 
our river through the ice. A few good strings of pickerel 
have been brought in, mostly taken some distance here, as 
the ponds ave about tished out, being fished so much, 

Movements oF tum Fisuiye Fexnr.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been five— 
oné from Grand Menan and one from Hastport with herring, 
and one from the Banks with 6,000lbs. halibut; two other 
Bankers arrived home yesterday, having first disposed of their 
fares in Boston.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Jan. 10, 

Frortps.—Fishermeu who visit the Halifax River this sea- 
son will find boarding accommodations at the cottage of Bar- 
talo Pacetti, whose name signifies that he knows how to han- 
dle the hook and line. 

Hational Pastimes. 
MADAME ANDERSON’S WALK, 

AST Monday evening Madame Anderson, the English 
pedestrienne, brought to a successful completion ber 

task of walking 2,700 quarter-miles in 2,700 consecutive 

quarter-hours, commencing each quarter-mile within three 
minutes ofgthe beginning of each quarter-hour. 

Madame Anderson is of German and English descent, is 

thirty-six years old, stoutly built, flve feet one inch in height, 

and weighed af the beginning of her task 140 pounds. Her 

history is a checkered one, At first-a contralto singer, she 
became successively a variety actress, a circus clown and a 
manageress, finally evoluting into a pedestrienne. In Sep- 

tember, 1877, she walked 1,000 half-miles in 1,000 half-hours; 

shortly afterward she accomplished 1,250 miles in 1,000 hours, 

making 14 miles at the commencement of each hour. In an 

attempt to walk 100 miles in 23 hours, in a circus ring of 40 

laps to the mile, she fainted on the completion of the 87th 
Mile. Again she walked 1,500 miles in 1,000 hours, 14 miles 

at the commencement of each hour. The last feat before the 
one just finished was doing 2,638 qiarter-miles in 2,688 quar- 
ter-hours, 

The Mozart Garden course measured seyen laps to tha 

quarter-inile. Madame Anderson began her walk on the 16th 

of last December, and has persevered in her terrible task with 

wonderful courage and perseverance, Again and asain it 
scemed to her physicians and friends a physical ianpossibility 
that she could goon. It was not the walking, but the lack 
of sleep from which she suffered. The aggregate of 
sleep for the whole twenty-four hours averaged only 
about two and one-half hours, and even this was taken in 
snatches of a few mioutes. ‘This struggle against nature was 
a severe one and very painful to witness. Her attendants had 
the strictest orders never to yield to her when she was over- 
come by sleep. They never did yield, though at times nature 
asserted itself eyen stronger than her will, and she resisied 
all their efforts to place her on the track. Many a lap was 
made while Madame Anderson was fast asleep, an attendant 
walking with her and guiding her lagging, slow-moving fuot- 
steps. 
The sleepy times were periodical; the walker would re- 

cover from them to speed around the track in a style that 
sorely taxed the most plucky of her attendants. The varied 
accomplishments of the singer and the actress here came in 
good play- Stepping on the stage, Madame Anderson would 
sing a song or make a speech, which the andiences never 
failed to receive with the greatest enthusiasm. 
One noticeable feature of the exhibition was the character 

of the audience. Beginning her walk without attracting 
yery much attention, people were generally incredulous, As 
time went on she became the subject of very wide and marked 
attention, and the character uf the audience which thronzed 
to see her was such as any one might be proud of, and was in 
yery marked contrast to the O’Leary-Campana gatherings. 
Indeed the ladies vied in showing her att ntion. lowers 
and presents of all descriptions poured in upon her. But all 
the good will and respect which she has succeeded in inspi- 
ing are due solely to Madame Anderson herself, The wholy 
undertakiig has been conducted with a frankness, evident 
honesty and unassuming self-confidence worthy of a bettey 
cause. 

At 8 o'clock Monday evening the Garden was packed with 
a tremendous jam, and as many more pevple were gathervd 
outside clamoring for admission. Madame Anderson's course 
around the ring was then a triumphal procession amid the 
wildest cheers and shouts of the enthusiastic spectators. Af- 
ter finishing the 2,698th quarter-mile she ascended the ye- 
porters’ stand and sang ‘‘ Nil Desperandum,” one of her fa- 
vorite songs. After finishing her speech and song she ve- 
aa to the track and made the 2,699th quarter-mile in 3m. 

$8. 
‘Lhe final performance was a scene worthy of an anist, 

Amid one continuous and deafening yell from thousantis of 
human throats, Mrs. Anderson sped around the track, making 

, the first lap in 16 seconds, the second and third in 17 seconds 
each; the fourth in 20% seconds, the fifth in 8 seconda, 
the sixth in 51 seconds, aud the seventh and dust in 28 sec. 
onds—the whole quarter in 2m. 374s , the fastest time during 
the whole walk. ‘Then came a speech, and the plucky woman 
wns driven off to Turkish baths, sleep, and the sulis/action 
of knowing that she had performed the most remarkable 
pedestrian feat ever recorded of a woman. 
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OUR WORK. 

Ann Wa Forrmime Otr Mission? 

the prospectus of ForEst anp StREAM, issued in August, 

- 1878, this proposition was enunciated: ‘A practical 

knowledge of Natural History must of necessity underlie all 
attainments which combine to make a thorough sports- 

biology. It has been well said that he is not far from knowl- 
edge who knows where knowledge can be found, and the 

student of to-day who has his attention called to a fact out 

side of his special department, turns to the literature of the 
subject, and there finds ont what is known aboutit. It has 

been our effort, therefore, to point out to inquirers the stand- 
ard works on the subject which may have been brought for- 

ward, so that each one might, so far as possible, investigate 
for himself. We have always tried to impress upon our 
readers the importance of at once putting in writing all ob- 
servations, so that if new, or of interest, they can be pre- 

sented to other workers in the field, and attention can thus 

be called to novel points. 
Every intelligent man, we care not how unlettered he may 

be, has it in his power to contribute some addition to our 

present knowledge of the mysteries of Nature. Hach one, if 

he will but make the most of his opportunities, can observe 

and report facts which will be of use; for it must be remem- 

bered that in science, as in other matters, it is the little things 
that count, and the sum of observations, each one of which 

by itself may be apparently unimportant, may form a basis 

from which some general principle can be formulated. 
The Natural History columns of Forrsr anp STREAm are 

always open to observers, and we take great pleasure in say- 

ing that they have been freely used by some thousands of our 
readers, who have either had something to communicate or 

some question to ask. It is imperatively necessary that there 

should be some medium through which the general public 

may hold communication with the strictly scientific, and we 
have endeavored to furnish such a medium. From the con- 
gralutory letters which we frequently receive we are led to 

believe that not a few of our friends look upon our course 

with favor and approval, and we are thus encouraged to per- 
severe in our efforts. 

If we have failed in our attempts to render our Natural 

History Department a prominent feature of this journal it has 
not been for the want of able assistance and valuable contri- 
butions from the first scientific men in all countries. With- 

out mentioning the greatarmy of less distinguished writers 
we may point with pride and satisfaction to such names as 
Baird, Marsh, Coues, Gill, Allan, Grote, Yarrow, Jordan, and 

Eaton, which appear on the list of our scientific correspond- 
ents. 

We desire to make Formst anp SrREAM something more 

than a mere “‘sporting paper,” something better than a 
weekly record of hunts, shooting matches and dog shows, It 

should occupy @ higher plane than this. Jt has been our aim 
from the first to make it an educator, and to this work we 

have given thought, labor and time. Have we succeeded? 
Are we fulfilling our mission ? 

a 

THE SHARPIE, 

HE ‘sharpie’ is a boat of peculiar and eminently practi- 
cal construction, known, curiously enough, only to a 

few miles of coast along the Connecticut shore and to a few 
such other ports where some enterprising individual has had 
the good sense to import and popularize this style of craft. 
The sharpie may be said to combine in her form those peculi- 
arities for which the sloop is famous, but toa greater degree 
eyen than in the very best among her prototype and at the same 

time possesses certain Other qualities to which the sloop can lay 

man,” and one of the professed objects of this journal is} no claim. Length for length, or, better still, size for size the 
the ‘‘inculcation in men and women of a healthy interest in 
out-door recreation and study.” After so long an existence as 
five and a half years itis certainly fair to inquire whether 

Fortst AND SrkeAM has fulfilled its aim in this regard; 
whether it has encouraged in its readers aloye for Nature 

and the study of Nature; whether it has striven to teach 

them to observe and to report their observations with some 

degree of accuracy ; whether it has been able to set before 

them the facts of science in an attractive light—to clothe with 
tuddy flesh the dry bones of technical detail ? 

If-we have not done this, it has certainly not been from any 

Jack of material to work upon. Questions of very great interest 

have frequently presented themselves in our columns, which 

we have dealt with more or Jess fully, not hesitating to apply 
for aid on intricate points to the most eminent specialists in the 

various departments of science in this country and Europe. 

We have faithfully endeavored to set before our readers the 

importance of making careful and continued observations of 
the various phenomena of nature, and haye exhorted them to 

take full notes, so that nothing which comes under their eyes 

may be lost. We haye reason to believe that, in many cases, 
our advice has been gladly received and acted upon. 

Opportunities fora study of Nature, and for observation, 
oceur almost constantly, and every intelligent man, who 

passes any time in the open air, often has his attention drawn 

to some interesting point which is new to him, and which he 

would be glad to be able to explain. It is too often the ease, 
however, that lack of time and the want of knowledge of 
how to go to. work at the subject deter the amateur from 

following up his point ana getting at the true facts in the 

case, Often, too, from an idea that it is impossible to learn 

much about nature without making science a profession, the 
observer jets pass, without noting them, interesting matters, 

which, if brought tothe attention of trained naturalists, might 
Jead to important results. 

All this is Wrong, At the present day no naturalist, be his 

attainments what they may, can hope to cover the whole 

sharpie is perhaps in most respects a better boat than the com- 

mon light-draft sloop. Sheis fully as weathery in smeoth 

water, quite as fast, if mot faster, on the wind, while with 

sheets checked her spsed is reported as something astonish- 
ing. She is a comfortable, roomy, and, aboye all things, a 
safe craft in lumpy water. In this latter respect the sharpie 

must be considered as ahead of the shallow sloop, for owing 

to her lightness and extreme buoyancy she is a dry boat in 
the same sense.as a life boat is, and the records of little open 

sharpies riding out heavy weather will substantiate all we 

say so far as their safety, dryness and ease at sea are concerned. 

Moreover, they are not as liable to ‘broach-to,” which, in 

light draft centreboards, is always the most imminent peril 
to which they are exposed in rough water. ‘The sharpie's 

comparative exemption from this danger is to be found in the 

fact that she draws no water forward or aft, and has a con- 
siderable crown or round up to her bottom at each end, with 

hardly any fiat to her section lines, and her great buoyancy is 
against her dipping her nose into a leading sea, and having her 

stern thrown round in consequence of being taken a little on 

the quarter. The sloop, on the contrary, being cut away fine 
and nearly on an even keel, with a rounded bilge, is at all 

times liable to play pranks with the man at the tiller, and if 

suddenly brought ‘‘by” may turn turtle and spill her crew. The 

deeper this class of craft is made, the more hold they are given 

in the water, the safer they become. If we prefer the sharpie 
build for vessels of small size it must not be inferred that this 

predilection is irreconcilable with our advocacy of the deep 
cutter for sea cruising, for, however safe, dry or easy the 

sharpie may be there can be no question but what for regular 
outside work the narrow cutter would carry off the palm over 

any light-draft boat, more particularly in turning to wind- 
ward in lumpy water or when driven hard, owing to her mo- 
mentum, easy form and low canyas then coming into play. 

But for all purposes to which a small boat is likely to be 
put, for shoal water, creeks, inlets and bays, for sportsmen, 
fishing and short cruising, the sharpie may be accepted as 

ground, or fo be acquainted with all the phenomena of | equal to the light-draft sloop, with, it should be added, ons 

‘drawback anil aren vantage. Though pretty to look at from 
afar, when close aboard they seem a little too much on the 
Square for eyes accustomed to delight in the gentle curve of 

the topside, the handsome hollow timber forward, and the 
sharper round of the quarter aft. But custom goes a great, 

ways and fitness will cover up a multitude of sins against the 

laws of beauty, which are afterall more or less empirical in 

their origin. As the cutter man sees no beauty in the ‘* chubby, 

squatty sloop” and the sloop man finds nouzht to admirein the 
“‘wall-sided, half-sunk citter” may not at some future day 
the sharpie, with her graceful sheer, clear run, hollow water- 
lines and admirable adaptability to the needs of a large portion 
of the community be viewed with more fayor than at present? 

No doubt but that she will, for there is one element in this 

Fair Hayen ship that is especially in accord with the times 
and appeals to the sympathies of the many; her cost is one- 
half that of the round timbered type. 

Though the orthodox sharpie is narrow and rigged with 
comparatively small sail, distributed as leg-of-muttons on two 
spars ; the more extensive use of this boat by yachtsmen will 

no doubt lead to a gradual change toward the sloop’s beam 
and her rig, or that of the schooner. Just here let us enforce 
the reminder that the great speed and handiness, as well as 
safety from capsizing, so far as the latter quality can be incor- 

porated in any shallow boat, arise, paradoxical as it may seem, 

from the very fact of narrow beam. No one will dispute the 
superiority of a small, light, narrow form on the score of ‘‘re- 

sistance,” for in such a model both skin and waye-making re- 
sistance are less than in its opposite; it is obviously easier to 

drive such a form through the water with sheets free than 
something approaching more to the bluff and beamy, in which 
perhaps over 50 per cent. more skin is exposed and which 

commences to make waves at a lower speed. Tor this reason 

the sharpie requires less canvas and is a gainer in cost and hand- 
iness by just that much with the wind anywhere from four 

points around the rest of the half circle. On the wind a rather 
large board should make up for her lack of draft, wliile her 
freeboard will enable her to carry a sail area which will be 
found sufficient, and should the lez of mutton be retained 

will send the boat closer in the wind’s eye than any other. 

With an increase in size, however, a different rig must sup- 

plant the pretty oriental style lest the masts become too long 
and springy. Wor ‘‘sharpie waters” there is perhaps nothing 

as handy as the sloop to which the Chinese bamboo system 

may with advantage be applied. ‘The use of the gaff does 

away with the excessive length of mast and carries down the 
centre of effort, and the celestial adjuncts will keep things flat 
and render shortening single-handed an operation easy enough 
to execute, 

The elements, then, which contribute to a successful sharpie 
are: extreme buoyancy and light draft, moderate beam, fair 

round to her bottom, ample freeboard, large centreboard, fine 

lines forward, easy rise to floor aft, flare to sides, pretty full 
on deck all around, no skagg aft, and flatsetting sails. 

These general remarks we propose to follow with more 

Specific information of our own and of our correspondents, 
one of whom has furnished us with the description of a large 
schooner-rigged sharpie of which we may hear more this coms 
ing season. 
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[FROM OUR OWN COREESPONDENT. | 

TERRAPIN. 

How 4nD Waerk THEY srg Cavent—" Dismonn Baoxs’ 
OF THE CuHfSArgake Bay ayp Its TRmuTarms—An Ert- 
cuREAN Disx, 

Wasatneton, D. C., Dec, 28, 1878, 
The cold winds and nipping frosts of November which 

bring the savory canyas back to our section, open the sea- 
son for terrapin also, and all along the Chesapeake Bay and 
its tributaries, in the shallow water beneath the lily-pada, 
among the roots of sweet flag and rushes, where the terra- 
pins hibernate, they are sought more for profit than for plea- 
sure, and quick sale awaits their arrival in the markets of 
Washington and Baltimore. There may be ducks in the 
creeks, and the “honk” of the wild goose may be heard 
in the waters beyond, but the terrapin hunter pays no atten- 
tion to them so long as he can rake the diamond baclk 
(Himys terrapin, which we read of in ‘‘Holbrook’s North 

American Herpetology,” but since more properly named by 
Prof. Cope Malacoclemmys palustris) from their winter abode 

beneath the mud, where they go at the beginning of cold 

weather to await the return of spring,jwhen their torpid con- 
dition ends, and they resume the active duties of life. I 

have written of the juicy canvas back and other toothsome 
wild fowl of many varieties on these waters; the palatable 
sheepshead, always grateful to appetite; the dainty Spanish 
mackerel, a welcome dish to eyery epicurean philosopher; 
the delicious cygnet and necessary accompaniment, a bottle 

of good old port; and now the succulent terrapin, its haunts 
and habits, shail be my theme. 

Naturalists seemed to have slighted our fayorite diamond 

back, and I have been able to find but little of its natural 
history. They have not given the same attention to it that 
they have to some other members of the Aymydw family. 

Away back tn Schoeff, who observed it in this country dur- 
ing the Revolutionary war, he being surgeon to a German 

regiment, I find a yery correct plate of the animal, and an- 

other in ‘*Holbrook’s North American Herpetology,” but 
both haye meagre descriptions. Other works on natural 

history are wanting in their accounts, most authors treating 
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ly rather than asa distinct species. 
A prime specimen, suitable for the table, should measure 

about 64 or 7 inches along the plastron or the lower shell, 
The femules only attain this size, and are therefore the most 
desirable, a female, or “cow” terrapin, as they are called 
by dealers, measuring such Jength, is what istermed a ‘full 
count” in the trade, that is, twelve of them counts dozen. 
Those measuring five or six inches along the lower shell are 
termed ‘ heifers,” and in trade count two for one, or three 

for two, so that’ very often 18 or 24 are given for a dozen, 

according to size and weight. 
The females never exceed nine inches in length, and one 

of that size is seldom caught, a! terrapin measuring nine 

inches will weigh six or eight pounds,,and one measuring 
six inches about three pounds before cooking. ‘Themales or 
‘‘ bulls” have scarcely any marketable value. They are very 
small, ravely measuring over three or four inches, and under 
the new law of Maryland cannot be sold if they measure less 
than five inches ; neither can the heifers be sold when under 

that measurement, This law enacted by the General Assem. 
bly of Maryland af the Jast session prohibits any one from 

taking or catching diamond hack ierrapins}from the waters 
of the State between the 1st day of April and 1st day of No- 
vember in each year, and that no diamond back terrapin of 

less size than five inches in length upon the bottom 
shell shall be taken at any time. The fine for a violation of 
this law is not less than $5 or more than$10 for each terra- 

pin, one-half going to the informer, and possession of the 

terrapin to be deemed prima fie evidence of the violation 

of the law. 
To give the many readers of the Forzer anp S7xman a full 

and readable accolint of the terrapin trade, how and where 

they are caught, ctc., 1 visited Baltimore, in which city ter- 

tapin a (a Marylande is a dish as old as the city itself. I was 
taken in charge by Mr, Robert Rennert, the proprietor of 
the Rennert House on Fayette street, and soon found my- 

self in his cellar among diamond backs fresh from the Hast- 

etn Shore of the Bay, Choptauk River, St. Michaels and 
other Maryland waters, where they arenumerous, First, he 
explained the noticeable marks of difference between a su- 
perior and inferior terrapin; for the genuine diamond back 
1s different from the James River or ‘‘ Slider” specimen, 

commonly known as ‘red belly,” and some other species 
which resemble it closely, but do not compare to it in favor 

the former haying a rough under shellof a dark mud color, 

while the under shell of the latter is as smooth as glass and 
has a red tinge resembling that of the common land tortoise. 

We next visited dealers in this product of the Chesapeake 
Bay and its adjacent waters; for there are men in Baltimore 
who make their living during the winter in this trade, buy- 

ing them from oyster pungies and other vessels arriving at 

Baltimore daily, and disposing of them not only in Balti- 
mort, but forwarding them to Philadelphia and New York. 
«Po what extent do you tradein them?’ 1 inquired of 

one dealer. 
“Why, sir, I have sold as many as 1,000 terrapins here in 

Baltimore in three days. Trus, many of them were small, 

but the small ones are cheaper, and many society people giv- 
ing parties wil! have stewed terrapin on the bill, but they do 

not buy the most expensive ones. The large ones we sell to 
the first-class restaurants, because they haye their reputation 
to mainfain, and will not serve inferior terrapin,” In fur- 
ther reply to my questions the dealer responded as follows : 
‘Wor twenty-five years haye been catching and selling 

them. When J first commenced, if we received six or eight 
flollars a dozen for full counts, we were doing well; now we 
get from $20 to $24 a dozen without trouble, but the terra- 

pin are not as plentiful now as then.” An old fisherman, 

who had devoted many years of his life to catching terrapin 
was so impressed with their yalue that he declared to me, 
‘they is money, sir, they is money. If I had that boat full 
of terrapin (pointing toa pungy near he wharf), 1 would 
never Want any more money-” 

HOW THEY ARE CAUGHT. 
Various methods of capturing them are employed, and 

many of the old negroes residing near the Chesapexke Bay 
acd its tributaries, especially on the Eastern Shore of Mary- 
land, are experts in the manipulation of drags, Takes, and 
tongs by which the terrapin is brought from his winter home 

in the mud, Atl slong the sonthern coast the fishermen cap- 

ture them, but the Chesapeake Bay terrapin seems to have 

the greatest commercial value. I suppose for the reason 
that they are shipped to the markets of Baltimore, Philadel- 

phia and New York, immediately after being caught, and 
are therefore in prime condition. Those caught further 
south, on the South Carolina, Florida and Gulf consts, are 
sold in the Southern markets. ‘Lhe experiment has been 

iried in that section of penning the terrapins caught until a 

sufficient number to ship north could be procured. The pen 

covering an area of some two orthree acres, ina creek of 

shallow water, was composed of siukes driven in the mud, 
and the terrapins as fast as caught were put in the inclosure, 

where they were fed daily with fish, bits of meat and other 
things suited to their taste. Although the best of care was 
{aken of them, it was soon discovered that the impounded 
animal became poor, and its favor, when served at the table, 

did not compare with those taken at large, and served with- 
in a few days thereufler without being impounded. A fact 

easily explained when we consider that the imprisoned terra- 
pin had not the same choice of food as the one at large ; 

ro 

the terrapin in a general mannep with the whole turtle fami- . ; - i e 

neither had it the same exercise, and, besides, the worry of 
imprisonment and constant effort to get out of the inclosure 

eatised the females to drop their eggs prematurely, and lose 
flesh as well as flavor. 

One device for their capture consists of » drag net ar— 
rangement, which serapes off the mud, allowing it to pass 
through the meshes of the nel, but retaining the terrapin, and 

crabs too, many of which are scraped out of the mud at the 

same time. In places where they are closely bedded three 
or four are often caught at one time in this manner. An- 

other method employed is by sounding for them beneath 
the mud with a sharpened stick, and upon striking one to 

rake it up with the tongs. Old fishermen say they can locate 

them by the bubbles which arise from their nostrils at inter- 
vals, 

Whenraked out of their hibernating placethey are of course 

covered with black mud, but they resuire httle or no care ; 
usually they are tossedinto a barrel, and the fishermen claim 

that they thrive better this way than if scattered over the 

hold of a vessel or floor of a cellar. In case of bitter cold 
weather they are coyered with straw to preyent them from 
freezing, 

Terrapin deposit their eggs in the sand on the beach in 

June, and generally after rain, for the reason that the sand 

being moist they cin make the ole without the danger of 
the sides falling in. The hole is always made beyond the 
reach of the tide, and at night, when from twelve to twenty- 

four eggs are deposited in the nest, and left for the sun to 
hatch. The young ones are soon able to cate for themselves, 
and seek the water shortly after they are brought to life. 
The animal is exceedingly timid, hiding itself upon the least 

alarm, Itis arapid swimmer, and, unlike other members of 

ils tribe, makes good progress over Jand, though they rarel y 

leave the water, except to deposit their ergs, They can be 

easily tracked in early morning from the water to the point 

where they deposit their eggs, and their nests are often 

Tobbed not only by man but by various animals. 

The eges found in the female are always seryed with the 
terrapin, but in the winter they are, of course, much smaller 
than in summer when they are deposited in the sand. Ina 

full grown female the eggs now are not as large as marbles. 
They are of a golden yellow, and exceedingly rich. As the 

time approaches for dropping them they increase in rize and 
are covered with a pliant, parchment-like shell. 

When the terrapin first seek winter quarters in the mud, 
they are in prime condition, and do not become poor until 

nearly time for them to deposit their egzsinspring. In this 
respect they resemble the fish creation, growing poor and 
losing flavoz as the eggs ripen, and the time for their deposit 
approaches. A salmon, for instance, is unfit for table use 

when filled with ripe eggs, and so with a terrapin; but after 

attending to the duty of propagating their species they soon 
fatten again. 

The proper cooking of a terrapin is a matter of great im- 

portance, and when served upon a Cchafing-dish with the 
tich eggs, it presents a most tempting appearance. 

“ Cannot the terrapin be dressed nearly ready for table, and 
thenshipped abroad ?”I inquired of Rennert. ‘Oh, yes,” 
he replied, “I have frequently sent them partly cooked in 
cans to New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and even to 
Horope. This may be done in yery cold weather, but care 

must be taken in preparing the meat and canning it. I pre- 
fer to send them alive, however, and have shipred them to 

England and France to customers of mine temporarily so- 
journing in those countries,” 

In olden times terrapin were roasted in hot embers, and 

served with butter, pepper, salt and other seasoning, to 
taste. The old Marylanders always enjoyed the tempting 
dish, and all along the Hastern shore the colored people de- 
light to tell of the festive occasions when roast terrapin was 
an attractive dish upon ‘old massa’s” table. Now they are 

served in a more artistic style, and the cook who has had 

experience in serving terrapin is master of his profession. It 
would be useless for me to give the formal recipes for sery- 
ing them, thongh Rennert gaye them to me—French, Eng- 
liah, and various other styles he mentioned, but terrapin la 

Marylande is the favorite. To him I am indebted for much 
of the information in this letter. His long experience in 

serving them and his acquaintance with the dealers has 
made him quite 4 naturalist so far as terrapin are concerned, 

and there is nothing about the animal, its haunts,Shabits, or 
Inanner of serving it when captured, that he is not familiar 
with, 

Mr. Crosby 8S. Noyes, the yeteran editor of the Washington 
Star, has returned from Europe, where he has been traveling 

since June last. Being a close observer and interesting 
Writer, his letters were of the most readable character, and 

for months have been an attractive feature of the Siar, the 

oldest and ablest newspaper of Washington, R. F. B, 
ge 

A DASTARDLY PRACTICE. 

OW that the Governor in his message has made allusion 

to, and some very sensible suggestions regarding, the 
game laws it may be an appropriate occasion on which to call 

the attention of the committee who may be appointed to take 

charge of the matter to a most outrageous practice which has 
been, if mot initiated, at least carried ont in the waters of 

Shinnecock Bay during this last fall. As is well known this 
bay is a favorite feeding ground for migratory ducks, and un- 
til the waters ave frozen and the great body of ducks driven 

487 
out, it affords not only much sport for amateurs, but a good 
living for the many professional gunners who live along ila 
shores, But it so happens that many of the descendents o 

the man who Killed the goose that Jaid the golden eggs also 
lived in the same vicinity, and one of the number haying 
found an unfortunate broadbill strangled in the meshes of a 
fish net it immediately occurred to him that by setting his ne 
horizontally between the bottom and the surface on the feed- 

ing grounds he might capture mere of them, His venture 

was so successful that all of his connections immediately fol- 

lowed his example, to such an extent that ina short time 
duck could not dive for his food without being entangled in a 

nef, 1,000 was not an uncommon number for them to take 

out in a single night; but this was nothing compared with the 
numbers that were driven out of the bay, and a correspondent 
writes that he has seen 20,000 ducks go out in one day after a 

big haul, By the middle of December there were at least 

1,000 nets set for the purpose of catching ducks. The law 

already provides against taking ducks in nets, but these are 

set ostensibly for fish, and thatis the way the perpetrators 

crawl out of it. Ifa law was passed prohibiting the setting 

of nets in Shinnecock Bay from October 1 until May 1 thera 
might still be some shooting there, otherwise there will not 

be ; and we sincerely trust that during the present session of 
the Legislature something may be done, 

SSS ee ee) 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Hounpixe Derr in Tan AprRoypAcEs.—From a privat, 
letter written by Mr, Chas. Fenton, of Number Four, we are 
permitted to make the following extracts, The destruction 
of deer in the Adirondacks is a subject well werthy of con 

stant and repeated presentation to public notice until the 
abuses shall be rectified : 

Mr. Hayt asserts that I boast of killing two thousand deer. 
This is a false statement, and in reply to the question often 
asked me, how many deer I have killed, Zi have stated that I 
haye killed about one thousand in my life-time, which is very 
near the fact, a8 it would probably not yary fifty from that 
number. As the deer question has been freely discussed 
since my letter to the Herald, and as one would get the idea 
from Mr, Hayt’s letter that a great many deer were slaughtered 
annually by still-hunting, I have taken the pains to ascertain 
the facts in the case, I Know that in this town not more than 
thirty deer altogether are killed in this way. The town of 
Diana, in Lewis Co., always has been one of the best locali- 
ties for sfill-hunting. I find that thirteen of the best atill- 
hunters in Diana average four and a half deer during the 
season. ‘There can be no objection to parties of sportsmen 
who repair to the woods Jate in the season, and by the use of 
hounds killing afew deer. Such parties do not usually kill 
many, But as this mode of hunting’ requires no skill except 
to know how to rowa boat, every one who lives in or near 
the woods have taken to hunting in this way, and I have 
known boys twelve or thirteen years old who haye killed 
twelve or fifteen deer the past fall. 

Fifty deer have been killed at Smith's Lake the past fall by 
driving the deer into the water, and at another lake upward 
of a hundred have been, killed inthis way. At this lake I 
saw 4 rack for jerking venison, which was being made eighty 
feet in length snd capable of holding the flesh of twenty-five 
deerat atime. This man was oue of a party who had twenty- 
five dogs. I had an interview with a most reliable guide 
whose business called him on & tour through the lakes during 
October, and he thinks my statement in the Utica, Herald no 
exaggeration, but if anything underestimated. 1 will not pre 
tend to say whether hunting deer with dogs is sportsmanlike 
or not, but I do know that in a country abounding in lakes, 
as is the Adirondacks, itis extremely destructive to deer. I 
have observed this mode of hunting rapidly on the increase, 
untilit has attained gigantic proportions and threatens the 
speedy extermination of the deer in our great wilderness, and 
occupying the position I do, with a full knowledge of all the 
facts, I deem ita duty to sound the alarm ere it is too late, 
and I shall continue to sound it. 

ns 
PeNNSyYLVANIA.—The annual meeting of the Northwestern 

Pennsylvania Game and Fish Association was held at the 
office of Colonel FE. P, Gould, Easton, Pa., last Thursday. 
The following officers were elected for the year 1879: Pres— 
ident, Hon. Wm. L. Scott; Vice President, Colonel John 8. 
Riddle; Secretary and Attorney, Clark Olds; Treasurer, Col. 
H. P, Gould; Board of Directors, Wm. L. Scott, W. W. Reed, 
Henry Souther, John 8. Riddle, W. W. Derby, All the 
members of the association are yery enthusiastic in the pro. 
tection and propagation of game and fish, andif the citizens 
of Erie wil give the association the necessary assistance, it 
proposes to propagate muscalonge and other game fish 
artificially. 

Y oO 

Tennussrn—Hditon Horest and Stream: I have been yery 
much pleased to see in the columns of your valuable paper 
that there is at last an effort making toward fish protection in 
this State. No one nota resident can fully appreciate how 
much such a move is needed and how much good it can ac- 
complish, In regard to this section of the State especially it 
is easy to give proofs of how much harm has been allowed to 
result from the lack of suitable laws properly administered. 
We haye in this county several streams, tributaries of tho 
Tennessee River, from which, not five years ago, the most 
unscientific angler, proyided with the roughest tackle, was 
sure of taking large strings of bass, pike-perch, hream, black 
and other varieties of perch. Now in these streams, after the 
most faithful fishing, it is rare that one secures anything at all 
approximating a good catch, Inthe language of the lamented 
A. Ward, ‘‘ Why is this thus?” The answeria very easy, 
The mouth of eyery one of these streams in the months of 
March and April, when all of our game fish are seeking their 
spawning beds, are simply full of wing nets, trot lines, fish- 
b skets and other devices of (hat personage, whom I believe 
to hate the disciples of gentle Izaak Walton fully as 
much as heis said to detest holy water. Besides, near the 
head-waters on the very spawning beds themselves, you will 
find the industrious native with his three or four-pronged gig 
assiduously sticking it into the hack of eyery unlucky speci- 
men of the kingdom of pisces that chances to show itself. 
Now, isitany wonder that our waters no longer richly te— 
ward the patient angler’s care? And what encouragement is 
there to attempt to re-stock our depleted streams when such a 



fate is in waiting for every finny denizen? If our Legisla- . 
ture will give us good Jaws, and such that can be promptly 
and effectively executed, there may yet be some hope for the 
“gentle ari” in this part of Wennessee; otherwise ‘ye 
brothers of the angle” may as well turn their Japanese bam- 
boos te account as walking-canes and pipe-stems, and their 
minnow buckets as coolers for buttermilk, for they will soon 
haye to bid asad and long farewell to everything but the 
memory of their former joys. W110. 

Savannah, Jan. 1. 

This is a melancholy picture for the Tennessee angler’s con- 
lemplation. We cannot believe, however, that our friends 

will find their efforts wholly futile if they will actively en- 

gage in the cause of protection and urge the economic, rather 

than the sentimental, reasons therefor. Tennessee subscribers 

of the Forzst ANp Stream, haying imbibed its teachings, 
must now entertain the desirable sentiment; and they sre a 

host in themselves, powerful enough to remedy the eyil of 

which our correspondent complains. Now is an excellent 

time to combine forces and begin the work. 
eS 

A Voice srom AnizonA—Hditor Forest and Stream: In 
this land of Apaches it is not to be supposed that we, know 
what ‘‘close” and ‘‘open" seasons are, and did we, it is not 
possible that we could respect them, nor would they be hon- 
ored by many of the gentlemen whose sensitive natures are 
now so outraged at the untimely ending of a little something 
killed ‘Sout of season;” for so long as this country is, and 
what much of if must ever,remain, an uncultivated waste, 
known only to the wily redskin and adventurous prospector, 
so long must game, be it noble or ignoble, come to the rifle’s 
call, whenever occasion demands or necessity requires. Not 
that I or my companions favor the wanton destruction of any- 
thing, Apaches and rattlesnakes excepted, but the vocation of 
4 prospector is such that it will not permit him to be over- 
scrupulous as to the violation of the various seasons, what- 
ever they may be. Soul-bound to pick and pan through sun- 
shine and storm, subjected without mercy to the yarious 
dangers and privations incident to extreme frontier life—this 
certainly gives him a license to supply his wants, if possible, 
from his surroundings. More game is seldom or never killed 
‘than the necessities or camp require. Opportunities for will- 
ful slaughter are no inducements to men who are liable to be 
called upon to use cartridges for other purposes, and who 
might have occasion to bitterly regret their waste. But 
where there is no law—nature’s excepted—there can be no 
fransgression ; so I do not write this in palliation of my of- 
fence, if such it be, for having learned that young turkeys 
and fat fawns are not to be despised, and that lean buck is 
better than no meat, . B. 

Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, Dec. 16, 1878. 
+ 

Rercy to Mr. Wrircnzr.—The following has been sent 

to us for publication. It relates to the challenge of Fish Com- 

missioner Whitcher, of Canada, to produce witnesses of any 
unjust discrimination against Americans in the granting of 

licenses to fish for salmon. We feel as if the question can find 

a stlitable resting place just here. All conscientious men 

look to the, Dominion Government for needed reforms : 
194 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME., Jan. 7, 1879, 

Tprron Morest AND STREAM : 
Had I not already stated that I did not intend entering into a contro- 

vyersy about salmon fishing, I might feel called upon to reply to the 

communication from Mr. Whitcher, Would that I had known whentl 

wrote my first letter what I had in store for me, I almost think I should 

have preferred to suffer insilence. That I haye grievances, and that 

my friends have grievances, I caunot deny; but that 1 must give my 

triends’ names, and perhaps subject them to such harsh criticism as IT 
recelyed from the chief warden of New Brunswick, [ must respectfully 

refuse, If my first letter has shown that the people of the Dominion 

wealously disclaim avy intention to treat us unfairly, my mission has 

not utterly falled. 
I have hosts of friends In the Dominion; friends who haye sllown 

me the Kindest hospitality, who have shared my feelings in regretting 
the measures the Provincial Goyernment has recently taken; and if 

they and I are assured that we have mistaken the animus of the mena- 

ures, even though they seem unjust, the regret will certainly be les- 

pened. 

Yours very truly, Sam'n HANSON, 

Ghe Rifle. 
Tor SHort-Raner Tournament.—The prospects of the 

tournament for the short-range championship open very 

brightly. ‘The arrangements already made insure the most 

reliable scoring, and every hit will be registered as made, 
preventing the possibility of a doubling of the shots. One or 

two anonymous correspondents have called attention to the 

raising of the entrance fee from $5 to $10. This was done 

as a matter of justice to the gallery where the shooting is 

held, and as a recompense for time and ammunition con- 
sumed. ‘The medals and prizes are of course provided en- 

tirely distinct from the entrance fees. If clubs will send im 
mediate notice of their intention to enter it will accommodate 
us in making arrangements for the contest. There should be 
a liberal representation from among the out-of-town clubs, 
and some of the Boston and Chicago rifle gallery teams will 
find # hospitable reception among the New York marksmen, 

‘Phe privilege of putting in more than one team from the 
_seme club gives the stronger clubs a proper advantage. 

Massaonuserrs Rivne SHoormye.—A member of the Wal- 

mut Hill company of marksmen writes in a jubilant strain oyer 

the close of the year's work, and twits a bif at the expense of 
the high and mighty N. R. A. of Americas, He says: 

The report of our treasurer shows that we are a'real, live 
organization. We have paid our bills and made over $700 
the past senson. We are all very much in earnest, and haye 
jots ot fun. Qur best men are members. No State aid for 
us. Isee that the N. R. A. A. is to become more and more 
a State affair, and not @ small-bore rifleman among its officers. 
They had beiter petition the State to have the last A, turned 
into a Y., and place it after the N., so that it will read sy « 
R. A.; or N. ¥. M. R. A., with its President to receive $3,000 
salary from the State, and most of itsofficers under State pay, 

Massaonuserrs—Borton, Jan, 11.—The second Maynard 
match brought out a good field of marksmen to Walnut ill 
to-day, und the 200-yards firiny points were crowded. A 
good many spectators witnessed the shooting, visitors from 
other rifle organizations being represented in considerable 
numbers. The light was clear and the wind northwest, 
ranging, during a major portion of the sport, from nine to ten 
o'clock. The leading scores stood ; 
DIN SUUVCT sas cal eus beebal veces {oesee’ esx 4446665 4 5 5 5—48 
HK Richardson........ aenceececsesecensD 246 £ 6 46 6 4 5—d6 

5 5 445 6 5 5 5 446 
-455 645 6 5 4 446 
64445 4 5 6 4 5-45 
4545465 465 6 4-45 

Sti 5 544445 6 4 4-44 
Withington... 4445555 45 q4 
B Sonther.... 658446 5 4 6 4-44 
B Parker, .,.se+-.+ 4444656465 4 5 4-49 
‘Tyler Rockwell...... 6 ¢ 4544 44 5 4 43 
HEBTOWo wees chasbae te see bee 44544444 5 4-43 

CW Hicman 3845465 44 4 5 4-42 
D Bennett 6 4 48 4 3 4 3 4 4-85 

~-4 43924444 4 487 
4043 2424 3 5—32 

regular weekly competi- 

Bnurbank,... 
Parker... 

oo AS 

Conneotiout—Aridgeport.—Rifle matters haye been quiet 
since Christmas, but the boys are planning for the spring, and 
some of them keep up practice as often as the weather will 
permit, and others are getting new rifles made, and I suppose 
our old guns will have to look out in the next campaign. 
The Fourth Regiment, C. N. G,, have received their rifles 
from the Quartermaster-General of the State, and turned in 
their old Peabody rifles, which are to have new barrels of the 
government pattern, ‘The ones they now have are the Pea- 
body, with new barrels, .45 calibre, and use the United States 
service cartridge. It is expected that the Fourth will make a 
good showing the next year at the target. Thereis a prow- 
ing interest in rifle practice here, and some independent com. 
panies are going to take strongly to target work as’ soon as 
weather permits. A number ot the boys were out on New 
‘Year's day practicing, and some good scores were made with 
military rifle: Hull, 47 and 44; Nichols, 46 and 44; other 
scores 1bout averaze ; possible 50 points. I understand there 
is fo be a new gun elub organized here this winter, and then 
look out for a consumption of glass balls m this section. We 
must have a change, as walking is played out; in fact we 
haye had an awful attack of this walking fever here this 
winter, but our chief got laid out by Mr. O'Leary in New 
York, and since then it has been conyalescent. I am some- 
what surprised by the statement of one of your advertising 
firms of gundealers that a New York man bas made the 
largest score in ten shots off-hand at 200 yards. I thinlk to 
Mr. 0. Gore, of Denver, Col., belongs the championship of 
the 200-yards range, for he has a record in a match, on Feb 
24, 1878, of making 49 points ont of a possible 50, off-hand, 
and I think he is considered one of the finest and most relia- 
ble shots of the day at 200 yards. 

I take great pleasure in reading my F. & 8. & R. & G., for 
T think unless one does take a paper deyoted to these healthy 
sports they lose some interest in them. Wuitr Disk. 

New Yors—JAuffalo, Ochmig’s Rifle Gallery, Jan. 1.— 
Gold badge shoot, 61 yards, 24-in. bull’s-eye, 32-cal. rifle, 
five shots per man: 
DO WeISM. cele se ceca cew opens aeaeel9 E DG Stocking. .s.00- 
W Ransom..,..........--, e228 CO JOnN,....-5 Waeeapeee a 
CA Kolb... ... -...21 F Bissing..... coh ae 

atesa vid) dh Sivatilicke ss. cease) essesepense ea on. 
C Heinold........ cd 

TwrtrTe Recrmext Armory Marones, Jan. 13.—Second 
class marksmen : 

200 yds, 500 yds, Tl 200-yds, 600 yda, T? 
Priv Shaw. 19 19 38 Maj Jones....,,.16 13 29 
Sergi Ross .. 14 #6 Capt Healey . 13 27 
Priv Beattie..... 15 82 Privy Fraser.. 15 27 
Capt McGowan. .20 12 82 

Creepmoor, JR,, Ranaz.—The* Ballard match at the 100- 
yards tunnel range is very closely fought between the Zettler 
and Empire clubs. At the first match the Zettler team wou 
with 222 points in the possible 250, each of the five men firing 
10 shots with .22-cal. rifles. On the 4th instant, the scores 
stood: Zettler, 222; Hmpire (first), 221; and Empire (second), 
208. At the third match, on the 11th instant, the Empire 
team went to the front with 225 points, with the Zettler team 
223, and the Empire (second) at 206. 

—The New York Rifle Club have sent a challenge to the 
Bergen Point Rifle Club for a match at 200 yards, ten men 
per team, ten shots per man, on the Bergen Point range. 

—The New York Rifle Club challenge team are full of 
fight and wish to have a trial of skill with the Empire Club 
on Feb, 22 at 200 and 300 yards, off-hand, ten men per team, 
ten shots per man at each range. The match will probably 
be fought on the Brinton Range. ; 

—There is much talk about the gallery champion of this 
city. Let the matter be settled by atest of 100 shots per 
man, and let there be less talk. 

—Governor General Lorne, of Canada, has accepted the 
post of Patron to the Dominion Rifle Association of Ottawa, 
Canada. 
—The Bosion Herald says: ‘It is saidthat ihe prospects of 

an Irish team coming over to enter'the lists for the palma 
during the approaching summer are very good. It is under- 
stood that Mr. John Rigby, who stands yery high indeed 
among the Irish riflemen, and who won the Wimbledon 
Cup with an unprecedented score Jast year, is very anxious 
to agam measure the Rigby rifle against the American 
Sharps and Remingtons. 

Oxnro—Collinsvillz, Jan. 1.—The leading scores to-day of 
the Rod and Gun Club, at 200 yards off-hand, were; 

Maas. Oreed. Mass. Creed, 
J Lanbenstein........ 41: J If Bidwell........ 94 43 
OB Hull.-...... 43 JD andrewa.......92 42 

Micuican—Hast Saginaw, Jan. 4.—The ninth practice to- 
day of the Hust Saginaw Amateur Rille Club stood, at 200 
yards + 

sapt.W T Shaw 444544 5 3 4-41 
Oo Yankey.. 44346 5 4 4 5-40 
RF Corbyn - 42465 846 4 4—39 
2 H Houry .. Sveyotesontasened 4 4 8 35 G44 4-89 
HG Hamllton...scacciccisseresseeeeeened 28 4 253 45 GO 5-38 

7 Ta - 

Chicago, Jan. 4.—The cold weather of the las 
few days has made outdoor shooting unpleasant and nearly 
Impossible. The match between the Lake View and Bergen 
Point Rifle clubs came off on the 1st, inst., and resulted in a 
most disastrous licking for us. A snow storm set in about 
ten o'clock, flukes about the ordinary size at the beginning, 
increasing to that of buckwheat flap-jacks at eleven o'clock, 
and gradually tu the size of pillow shams at half-past eleven. 
It was discouraging to the boys to stand at the firing point 
holding their rifles dead on, waiting for an occasional glimpse 
atthe buill’s-eye, and then, after delivering the shot, have 
telegraphed back the exasperating fact that it wasa three, 
ora two, ora gooseezg. In spite of the careful) handling 
of the men by Capt. Macauley, the team succeeded in mak- 
ing the worst score on record. I append the score: 
LH Drury........... a4 444 46 4 4 4 4-4] 
HO Bradley....... 566 44244 4 4-41 
W_H Chenoweth... 4444444 4 4-40 
J Woster........... 44446 4 6 4 3-40 
J A Colehour... #344465 8 ¢ G6 4—8y 
Jd Oram..,.-,., 4444444 4 4-39 
Ohas catiin.. 44446 8 8 4 4—24 
CA Sawyer...... $3833 5 0 b 2 021-300 

It is but justice to Mr. Sawyer, who is one of the most re- 
liable shots we have, to stafe thal, in addition to the effect 
of the snow storm, his shells were off in quality as well as 
the target, the Jubricant which he used haying incorporated 
itself with the powder, If our New Jersey brothers think 
We are going to quietly lie down and squeal under the weigh 
of this crushing. defeat, they strangely underrate the amount 
of sand in the average Western rifleman. When the spring 
time comes they are liable to hear our gentle accents solicit- 
ing the favor of another trial. Mr. Charles Prouty acted as 
umpire for Bergen Point in the absence of Gen, Wm. E. 
Strong, who was chosen by them. 

The rifle range of the Thomas Post Rifle Club is in pro- 
cess of completion, The runge is bounded on the north by 
Madison street, south by Barry Pomt Road, east and west 
by 43d ond 44th streets. It is 220 yards wide by 1,250 yarda 
long. The targets will be in echelon, commencing on the 
east 200 yards south of Madison street, where the first firing 
shed is already located, with the 200 yard target directly 
south of it. The other targets—300, 400 and 500 yards for 
off-hand shooting, and the 800, 900 and 1,000 yards—will 
be erected early in the spring. ‘'be lumbermen abd hard- 
ware dealers of Chicago haye generously donated the ma- 
terial necessary to the completion of our range, and we do 
not doubt but that we shall have as fine a resort as there Js 
in the country when it is completed. 

At Peck’s Gallery on the West Side some remarkably good 
shooting has been done lately. On the 24th ult, Mr, W, 
Lyman chajlenged Eecton Kellogg, both members of the 
‘Thomas Post Club, for a match of 100 shots each, which re- 
sulted in 470 ont of a possible 500 tor Lyman and 469 for 
Kellogg. <A return match was shot by the same gentlemen 
on the evening of the dist, Which resulted in the following 
score, which we don’t believe cam be beaten by any two 
members of Cupt. Sone’s team at 25 yards off-hand, 22 cal. 
rifles, 3lbs. pull. I give the totals of each ten shots; score: 
LYMAD..sceedeeseeeseeseerss 5) 49 47 AD 45 49 43 AT 49 M8479 
RelOgg, -pyee----- preceqeeesyf3 dh 43 47 4d 43 45443 48 re 
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More Patma LeGtsnatron.—The Board of Directors N. 
R. A. at their last session, after seyeral hours’ digcussion, re- 

solved the following. Nothing was said about taking steps 

toward haying another match for the trophy ¢ 
Wurreas, The programme issued by this Association in 

1876 for uonual competition for the International Trophy- 
‘** Palma” neglects to provide for competitions after the year 
1884, the date last engraved upon the medalions of the trophy, 
and also fails to provide any guarantees fora duplication of it 
in the event of its loss or destruction ; and, 
Wuereas, Much of the matter in the paragraph under the 

head of ‘' Prize,” is applicable to the year 1876 only, thereby 
making it necessury and desirable that said paragraph shoulit 
be corrected and republished; therefore, 

Resolved, That the following be substituted for said para- 
graph headed * Prize”: 
Prizz.—The American Centennial Trophy ‘‘ Palma,” to be 

shot for annually in the country of the last winning team 
until the year 1884, After 1584 the Trophy to be always 
held subject to challenge being received from more than one 
Country or Province, in the same year; the competitions 
shall take place at one and the same time, and the Couniry 
or Province whose team makes the highest score shall be en- 
titled to the Trophy. Such Trophy shall be considered for 
the time being the property of the recognized head Rifle 
Organization of the Country or Proyince which the wioning 
team represents; and such head Rifle Organization shall keep 
the Trophy insured and take all needful steps to ensure its 
safe keeping; and, in the event of its loss or destruction, shall 
have it replaced by a counterpart as exact as may be, and 
shall deliver it into the hands of the successful competitors. 

Tt shall be the duty of such head Rifle Organization to ix 
the time and place for holding the next competition, and to 
give at least six months notice of such time and place to the 
rifle organizations of all countries. If no entries for the next 
competition are received by such head rifle organization be- 
fore the date fixed upon for the competition, such rifle organ- 
ization shall require its team to shoot over the distances and. 
have inscribed upon the Trophy the name of its country, the 
total score made and the words *t No other competitors.” 

Resolved, That nothing herein contained shall deprive the 
American Team of 1878 of any and all rights and privileges 
they were entitled to wheu they won the “' Palma” by their 
magnificent shooting in September, 1878. . 

' ———-_-+— 

WATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

SEVENTH ANNUAL Merve, 

The seyenth annual meeting of the National Rifie Associs- 
tion, at the State Arsenal on Tuesday evening last, was xan 

tended by some sixty life members. President Stanton pre-_ 

sided, and reviewed in an annual address the work of the past 
year. 

Treasurer Wylie reported an expenditure of $20,946.45 dur- 

ing the year, and a balance of $146.56. 

The Range Committee reported receipts of $1,256.26 against 
1,440.98 in 1877. The expenses on the range during 1877 

were $5,590.64, and in 1878 they were $4,640.92. 
For Directors, G, 3, Schermerhorn, Jr-; Oapt, W. OC. Casey, 

7th Regiment; Col. J. MH. Cowperthwait, of Gen, Wingate’s 
stall ; Major D. B, Williamson, of the 3d Brigade, and Major 

i 



G ‘Litchfield, of Gen. Hancock's staff, to fill vacancy, 

T) = 2 z ae a ee 
Hd ones the En egimen were elected, with Gol. A. 

The election of officers by the Diyectors resulted in the’choice 
of N. P, Stanton as President, G. W. Wingate as Vice-Presi— 
dent, D. W, Judd as Treasurer, und Gol. H. A, Gildersleeve, 
Gen. Alex, Shaler and Geo. 8, Schermerborn, Jr., a8 members 

of the Dxecutive Committee. 
Secretary Scheymerborn, who declined a re-election ta the 

post, reported as follows on the work of the Association for 
the past year: 

New Yort, January 14, 1879, 

Mr. Presidentand Gentlemen of the National Rifle Association 
af Amirica : 

The seventh annual report of the Secretary embraces the 
year 1878, 
Immediately upon the adjournment of the sixth annual 

meeting of the Association on ‘Tuesday, January 8, 1878, the 
Board of Directors assembled in special session for the purpose 
of organization for the year then opening, At this meeting 
there were present Messrs. Stanton, Wingate, Wylie, Scher- 
merhoro, Scott, Story, Holland, Beebe, Hulton, Woodward, 
Casey and Waters, ‘Che election of officers was at once pro- 
ceeded with, and resulted as follows; Hon. N. P. Stanton, 
re-elected President; Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, Vice-President; 
Geo. 8. Schermerhorn, Jr., Secretary; Gen. Dan’l D. Wylie, 
‘Treasurer, and for members of the Hxecutiye Committee, 19 
addition to the officers above-named, Hon, Hy. A, Gilder- 
sleeve, Gen. Alex. Shaler and Hon. David W. Judd. 

At the October meeting Gen, Geo. W. Wingate, who had 
held the position of director by election, and was also director 
ez-offisio, vesigned his elected directorship. At the regular 
meeting of the Board, held January 7, Mr. Joho P, Waters 
Presented his resignation, slating his inabliity to attend to the 
duties of his position, and the Board reluctantly accepted ib, 
he directors retiring from office by reason of expiration of 

term at this time (January 14; 1879) are: Gen. Geo. W. Win- 
gate (resigned as above), Gen. Iva L, Beebe, Captain William 
Hi. Casey, Geo. Schermerhorn, Jr, and Col. John Bodine, 
élected January, 1878, for one year unexpired term. ‘Lhere 
are, therefore, six vacancies to be tilled at this time, viz., five 
yacancies for full terion, and one to fill unexpired term of two 
years of Mr, J. P. Waters. 

_ Phe term for which General J. F. Rathbone was elected an 
honorary director expired on the 6th April last. 

Mon, Thos. G. Alvord was elected ao honorary director for 
three years on February 6, 1878, 

General Ronald §. Mackenzie, United States Army, was 
elected an honorary director for thtee years April 2, 1878 ; 
Major Morea Morris, M. D. Surgeon N. R. A., was elected 
ai honorary ditector for three years June 4, 1878 ; and on 
September 3, 1878, the Board of Directors, in recognition of 
the liberality of Hon, Henry Wilton, in presenting to the Asso- 
ciation the first prize in the International Military Match, 
Valued at $3,000, elected Judge Hilton an honorary director 
for lite, 

Por the first time in the history of the Association it becomes 
the duty of the Secretary to report the action taken in referenve 
{0 the death of a director while holding office. Shortly after 
the refular meeting of the Board of Directors, in May last, 
information having been received of the death of Major Gen. 
Dakin, a special meeting was held on the 14th May, and upon 
the appearance of a quorum the President announced the ob- 
ject of the meeting to be for the purpose of taking action in 
regard to the sudden death of Gen Dakin, Gen. Shaler 
moved the appointment of a committee of three to draft reso- 
lutions expressive of the sentiments of the Board, whieh was 
immédiately approved, and the chairman appointed ag such 
committee Generals Shaler, Woodward and Wingate. ‘This 
committee shortly reported the following, through its chgir— 
man, who also moved their adoption : 

Wourwas, An inscrutable Providence has sulidenly re- 
moved from our mids! our esteemed friend and companion, 
Major General Thomas Spencer Dakin ; 

Hesolved, That in his deat this association has lost one of 
its most valuable friends aud supporters, and has been de- 
prived of the companionship of a genial and warm-heurted 
gentleman; that we recognize in the career of General Thomas 
Dakin all that is noble and manly, furnishing an example 
worthy wf emulation, and securing to himself by his enthnsi- 
fic devotion to the science of rifle aliooting the honor of being 
recognized throughout the world 23.4 most perfect type of an 
American rifleman, and as furnishimeg to the National Guard 
au incentive to become proficient in the most important part 
of their duties. As a soldier he was braye aud accomplished, 
esteemed and beloved by the officers and soldiers of his com- 
matid, respected and admired by the National Guard of the 
State, his loss will be keenly felt and greatly deplored, As a 
citizen he was upright and sincere in his intercourse, urbane 
and courteous in his demeanor, and faithful to his friends, 
To his death sociely loses one of ils highest ornaments ; 

Hesolwed, That us a token of respect and esteem for the 
memury of our departed comrade, the officersand members of 
This association will attend his funeral in a body, wearing the 
usual badge of mourning upon the left arm; 

Resolved, That these resolutions be entered upon the 
Minutes, and a copy furnished the family of the deceased as 
an expression of our sincere sympathy for them in their great 
bereavement, 
The motion to adopt the report of the committee was duly 

seconded, and after some fedling remarks by Judge Gilder— 
sleeve and General Wingate, and the reading of a telegram 
from Hon, D. W. Judd, who was unable to be present, was 
unanimously carried, and the meeting adjourned after arrang- 
ing toattend the funeral. 

dn accordance with ihe resolutions, the Secretary caused a 
suitably engrossed copy of the resolutious to be duly for- 
warded to the family of General Dakin. The Irish Rifle 
Association also adopted a resolution in regard to the death 
of General Dakin, and forwarded, a copy, accompanied by a 
letter from its honored secretary, Major Arthur B, Leech, 
who stated his desire that the resolution adopted. by his associa 
tion might be forwarded to General Dakin’s family, which was 
promptly done. : j 1 

At the February meeting of the Board the President 
announced the following standing committees for the year 
1878, in addition to the Executive Committee previously 
iyen : 

2 Range Committee—General Geo. W. Wingate, chairman ; 
ol. Geo, D. Scott, Captain Jos. G. Story. 

Finance Committee—Hon. D. W, Judd, chairman; Lieut. 
Col. B. H. Sanford, Captain W. C. Casey, 

Prize Committee—Uol. John Ward, Chairman; Mr, J. 2. 
Waters, Major Jos. Holland. 
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about forty names during the past year, There have been 
twenty-five life members added to onr roll during the same 
period, of whom twenty-two paid the usual fee, two were 
won as prizes in the late tall meeting, and one lad the honor 
conferred by vote of the boaril without expense to him in 
recognition of great services rendered to the association. 
Four of our life membera have died during the past year, viz: 
Gen. T. 5S. Dakin, Col. J. R. Hitcheock, Col. H. Clay Pres- 
ton, Hon. Wm, Walsh, Fifteen silver life membership 
badges have been issued, the numbers running from 71 to 85, 
both inclusive, and in connection with this subject it is re- 
speattully recommended that the size of these badges be 
materially reduced, as it is believed that if this was done 
many who now decline to supply themselves with them, al- 
leging that it is because they are too bulky to wear, would 
purchase them. 
The roll of affiliated organizations has suffered a decrease, 

there haying been only six during the past twelye months, 
viz: Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y. City; Seventh Regiment 
Rifle Club, N. Y. City; Massachusetts Rifle Association, 
Boston, Mass; New Jersey State Rifle Association, Hlizabeth, 
WN. J,; Washington Gray Troop Cavalry, First Division N. G. 
B. a Y., N. Y. City ; Columbia Rifle Association, Washing- 
ton. D, C. 

At an adjourned meeting of the Board of Directors, held 
March 12, a communication from the Adjutant General, S. 
N. Y., approving the new regulations which had been sub- 
rnitted to him for approval, in accordance with the law, was 
read and ordered on file; and at this same meeting the Range 
Qommittee reported that, thongh the range was then prac- 
ticully open fer practice, if, would be formally declared open 
on and after April 1, 1878. 

At the next regular meeting Gen. Wylie (the Treasurer), 
reported that the Long Island Railroad had promised to ruo 
trains from Hunters Point via. L. I. R. BR. at 12 o'clock m, 
and 2, M,, and via Central Road 3 o'clock p,m. with con- 
yenient trains in the forenoon; also that the railroad com- 
pany would sell excursion tickets between Hunters Point and 
Creedmoor to members N. R. A. and N. G. 8. N. Y, in pack- 
ages of 100 at 80 centseach. Jn consequence of this arrange- 
ment the Secretary undertook the supply of these tickets in 
packages of five round-trip tickets t0 our members, and dis- 
tributed daring the season just past 6,000 of them in this 
manner, 

At the same nfeeting General Wingate offered the following 
resvlutions, which were adopted, viz.: 

Resolved, That for the purpose of developing public interest 
in rifle shooting with military weapons, an International rifle 
Taatch be announced to take place at the annual fall prize 
meeting of the association, to be held at Creedmoor in Sep- 
tember next, to be open to teams from ¢ach of the States of 
the Union, the Proyinces of Canada, the kingdom and depend- 
encies of Great Britain, and from all other countries, Hach 
country having a National Guard or Militia distinct from its 
regular army to be entitled to send a separate team to repre- | 
sent each. 

Ztesoloed, That 4 committee of three be appointed for the 
purpose of deciding upon the conditions of the match, with 
pre ORty. to confer with foreign riflemen and those of other 
tates. 
The committee appointed in accordance with the above 

were General Wingate, General Wylie, and Mr, J, P. 
Waters, and this committee shortly afterward prepared a cir- 
cular letter upon the subject of the match, which was very 
widely distributed both at home und abroad, and elicited many 
replies. The committees reported conditions to govern the 
match, which were finally approved by the Board of Directors, 
and the match duly announced for competition at the fall 
meeting. 
Army, commanding the military division of the Atlantic, early 
took an active intersst in the matter, and to his exertions the 
National Rifle Association owes it that the Hon. H. Hilton, 
of New York, made his munificent donation of the first prize, 
valued at $3,000. The Army and Naoy Journal provided 
the silver badges which were presented tio the members of the 
Winning team. For particulars in regard to the match, num- 
berand competition cf teams entered, scores, eic., etc., ref- 
erence is made to the statistical portion of this report. 

It is yery generally the opinion that this match so happily 
inaugurated promises to be one of the most important and in- 
teresting competitions in the future history of rifle practice in 
this country, and in connection with the match for the military 
championship of the United States, established through the un- 
tiring efforts of Lieut.-Col. E. H. Sanford for two years past, 
and competed forat the sama meeting, marks a new éra in the 
practice with the military rifle with us, and has exerted such 
a powerful influence upon riflemen, that it may be said to 
have neutralized the depressing effect of the absence 
from Creedmoor of any foreign team of riflemen to compete 
for the ‘‘Palma” in 1878. 

Early in the year, at a regular meeting of the Board, the 
following was unanimously approved, viz,: 

Waenreas, It has been the aim and purpose of this Associa- 
tion to foster and encourage the organization of Rifle Clubs 
and to disseminate information upon all matters connected 
with rifle shooting ; and, 
Waerzas, Very gratifying results of our efforts in that di- 

rection are shown by the existence to-day of no less than one 
hundred of such Clubs and Associations in various parts of 
the United States ; and, 
Waerzas, It is desirable that such organizations should 

take an active part in ali matters connected with the deyelop- 
mént of this popular amusement, and with questions relating 
to Inter-State and International matches ; and, 

Wuereas, This Association called a Convention of Rifle- 
inen two years ago, which Conyention, owing to the lack of 
interest in rifle shooting at that time, was so slimly attended 
that it was deemed unadvisable to take any steps of import- 
ance in the direction of extending the span of usefulness of 
this Association ; and, 

Waerzas, The present appears to be a peculiarly opportune 
time for a convention, such ss was called two years ago; 
therefore be it 

Resolved, That the President be, and hereby is, requested 
and empowered to inyite, in the name of this Association, the 
officers and members of the yarious Rifle Clubs and Associa- 
tions throughout the country to assemble in Convention at 
Creedmoor, or some suitable place in this city, on the occa- 
sion of our next Spring Prize Meeting, for the purpose of con- 
sidering and determining upon all questions which may be 
Beet relating to rifle shooting and rifle matters gener- 
ally. 

fesolved, That all Clubs and Associations intending to be 
represented jp this Convention be requested to notify the 
Secretary of this Association on or before May ist, next, 
stating the number of members upon their roll. 

The gonual membership roll hag suffered », decrease of | And a circular letter containing a copy of same forwarded 

Major-General W. 8. Hancock, United States | 

to all known rifle associations or clubs in the U.S, The con- 
vention herein provided for met in the President's quartera 
upon the range at Creedmoor on the 24th and 25th days of 
May last during the Spring meeting of the N. KR, A,, and 
adopted the following resolutions unanimously : 

Jtesolved, That the course taken by the National Rifle As- 
sociation of America since its organization, which has made 
rifle shooting an element of national strength and American 
rifles and riflemen renowned throurhout whe world, merits 
and should receive the warmest commendation from all in- 
terested in Tifle practice. It is the opinion of this conyen- 
tion that the interest of the riflemen of America could not be 
in better hands thin it has been by it, and they trust that the 
1iflemen of the various States will unite in giving it an earnest 
and cordial support in its endeavor to develop and extend 
rifle shooting throughout the Union. 

Resolwed, That the riflemen of the different States should 
endeavor to form State Associations, which in tum may be 
represented in the National Association, so as to unite the 
riflemen now divided in local clubs without any bond of 
union, and aid in inducing the military authorities of each 
State to instruct their National Guard how to shoot. 

Lesolved, That while in the judgment of the members 
of this convention it is inexpedient for a body of dele- 
gates, meeting as they do for so short a time, to deal with- 
the difficult and complicated questions in regard to rifle shoot- 
ing as can be done by the experienced officers of the National 
Rifle Association; yet in the absence of any organization in 
the preat majority of States it is desirable that an annual 
convention sould be held at Creedmoor at the fall meeting of’ 
the N. Ri. A., in which each rifle club should be represented 
in the proportion of one yote for each twenty-five active 
members in good standing upon its roll, (to be certified to by 
its secretary, on lionor, and previously forwarded to the Séere-- 
tary N. R. A.,) which convention shall discuss and recom- 
mend to the Directors of the N, R. A. the manner in which, 
the general interests of rifle practice throughout the country 
can best be developed and advanced. 

Resolved, That in all international matches either for the: 
“Palma ” or other trophy, the vicinity of New York City is: 
the locality most conyenient both for the Americans and the: 
foreign teams, 

Resolved, That: in case of competitions being required im tiie: 
future for the selection of a team to represent America eitHer- 
at home or abroad, the conditions of selecting the teams 

| should be made as little onerous to those residing at a dis-- 
tance from New York as is consistent with the certain selec- 
tion of the best team. 

It was further vesolyed that the Secretary of the N, R. A, 
call a meeting of the conyention for the next Fall Meeting of ” 
the N. R. A,, and also, that it be recommended to the Board 
of Directors N. R. A., that they endeayor to obtain for dele- 
gates to the convention and competitors from a distance who 
may have entered for matches at the Fall Meeting N. R. A.,_ 
tickets to‘andfrom New York City at reduced rates. (An. 
earnest effort was made in this direction by correspondence 
with different railway officials, but without success, largely » 
owing to the impracticability of informing the proper officials | 
‘of the nnmbers likely to travel for this purpose oyer their dif- - 
ferent roads.) 

Tn compliance with the resolution to that effect the Secretary - 
N. R, A. issued the following circular letter of invitation: 

x NEW YORE, August 15, 1578. 

Sra: At the Convention of Riflemen held at Creedmoor in May last 

if was resolved that the next meeting of the Conyention be called by 

the Secretary of the National Rifle Association to take place during the 

next Fall Prise Meeting of the Natlonal Rifle Association at Crasd- 

moor, L. 1; 4nd further, hateach Club or Agsovlation shall be en- 

titled to one delegate and one additional delegate for each twenty-five 

Taembers certified by the Seeretary aa in good standing upon the roll 
of the Glob or Association. 

Tp vompliancé with the foregoing, IT haye the honor to inyite your 

Cinb or Association to send a delegate or delegates to the Convention 

to be held af Creedmoor, L, T., during the coming Fall Prize Meeting 

of this Assotiation, commencing Tuesday, September Lith, and lasting 

thronghout the week. A copy of the programme otf the meeting will 

be forwarded to you as g00n as published, and will contain a large 
number of matches open to all comers. 

Very respectfolly yours, Guo. S. SCHERMBRIORN, JR., . 
‘ Secretary N. R, A. of America, 

in 5.—Please notl'y me da soon as practi¢able of the number of Del- 

egates representing your Club or Association that will attend the 
Convention, 

This convention assembled in the President's tent on the 
Tange at Creedmoor, September 20, 1878, during the Sixth 
Anunal Fall Meeting N. R. A., and there were present, Col, 
John Godine, Hudsou River Rifle Ass'n ; Dr. Dudley, Empire 
Ritle Club, N.Y. City,-theSecretary N. BR. A, and Gen, B. 
F. Millen, Irish-American Rifle Club, N. Y. City. After the - 
election of a temporary chairman it was, upon motion, decided, 
as Inany representatives of other associations were at the » 
lime engaged as competitors in matches then progressing, to 
adjourn to the following day, ‘I’here being no attendance on 
this Occasion, no meeting of the convention was held. 
here have been 138 matches in all shot at Creedmoor ditr-. 

ing the past year under the auspices of the Association, in- - 
cluding the Leech Oup Match, shot during the Spring meet- - 
ing, 1878, under the special auspices of the Amateur Rifle Club, , 
this number is exactly double that reported for the year 1877, , 
and by reference to the statistical tables will be found reported | 
as follows: Spring meeting, 42 matches shot, including Leech: 
Cup Match as above; Fall meeting, 28 matches ; monthly or: 
special matches, 68, 

It is to be remembered that in addition to the above there: 
haye been a large number of matches shot upon the Tange ab 
Creedmoor by the members of affiliated and local associations: 
and ¢lubs. 

‘The monthly or special matches have been as follows = 
Spirit of Times Badge No.2: One competition, April 13- 

won by Mr. ©. . Johr, who hayime also won it on the two 
previous competitions in 1877, thus became the final owner, 
Wylic Badge: wo conipetitions, April 24 and May 29; 
finally won by Capt. W. I. Livermore, U, 8. Eng, Ballard 
Rifle Match: Seven competitions, April 17, May 8, June 26, 
July 24, Aug, 21, Sept, 25 and Oct. 23, when it was finally 
wou by Mr. W. M. Marrow. J. P. Waters’ Prize: three com 
petitions, April 24, May 1land June 14, being then finally 
wou by J. L. Allen, Appleton Prive: Right competitions, 
April 17, May 16, June 12, July 10, Aug. 7, Sept. 4, Oct, 16 
and Noy. 13, finully won by Mr. W. M. Farrow. Sharps 
Rite Company Prize, $250 gold : Seven competitions, April 
13, May 4, June 8 and 12, duly 20, Aug. 24, Sept. T and Oct, 
5, when itxyas finally wou by Mr, F. Hyde. in accordance 
with the conditions of this mutch, one-quarter of the entrance 
money received at each competition was added to the capita 
prize, and this amounted in the end to $49. Obampion, 
Markeman’s Badge, 1878: Seven competitions, May 18, June - 
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22, July 27, Aug. 17, Sept. 11, Oct. 12 and Nov. 18, finally 
won wider the conditions by Capt. Jas. L. Price, H Co., 7th 
Tiegt., N. G8. N. ¥. Gildersleeve Medal: Five competi- 
tions, July 17, Aug. 28, Sept. 28, Oct, 30 and Noy. 23; final- 
ly won in accordance with the conditions by Mr, C. H, Haple, 
7th Regt, N. G. 8. N.Y. Soldiers Match: Five compe- 
tilions, May 23, June 22, July 17, Aug. 17 and Sept. 11, and 
failed to fill on one occasion; won four times by Co, G, Tist 
Rest, N.G. S. N.Y. Yurf, Field and Farm Challenge 
Badge No. 2: Hight competitions, April 13, May 4, June 8. 
July 20, Aug. 23, Sept. '7, Oct. 5 and Noy. 23; not yet final- 
ly won, Skirmishers Badge: Ten competitions, April 20, 
May 29, June 1, July 13, Aug. 10, Sept. 14, Oct. 9 and Nov. 
28; not yet finally won. Winchester Rifle Match: One com- 
petition, May 11; has been announced on six other occasions 
and failed to obtain the necessary number of entries to fill. 
Hi Remington & Sons Prize, $300 gold: Two competitions, 
April 20 and Aug. 31, and has failed to fill five times. Na- 
tional Guardsmans Match: ‘lwo competitions, June 15 and 
Aug. 10, and has failed to fill five times. 

The Association has been indebted to the following parties 
for prizes donated during the year, yiz.: Mr. J, H, Steward, 
Optician to the Association, London, a telescope, field glass 
and a barometer, value 135; Mr. J. F. McHugh, a tent, $30; 
Mr. Richard Oliver, 11 John st., silver trophy and gold pin, 
$110 ; Messrs. Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, 19 Maiden Lane, 
a Peabody Martini Rifle, $50; Winchester Arms Co., 245 
Broaitway, two Winchester rifles, $80; Commander-in-Chief 
N. G. 8. N. Y., two trophies, $850; State of New York, two 
trophies and twelve badges, $275; Laflin & Rand Powder 
Co., 26 Murray st., thrée medals, $270; Messrs. Baker & 
MeKennay, 141 Grand st., one badge, $50; Messrs. H. Rem- 
ington & Sons, 281 Broadway, rifle and sewing machine, 
$175; Messrs, Schoverling & Daly, 84 Chamber st., revolver, 
20; Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., 549 Broadway, American 
Cyclopedia, $112; Messrs. Tiflany & ©o., Union Square, 
silver vase, $75; Mr. J. P. Waters, gold, $50 ; Gen. Geo. 
W. Wingate, gold badge, $50; Hon, H. A, Gildersleeve, 
sold badge, $50; Hon. D. W. Judd, dictionary, $10; Army 
and Navy Journal, twelve silver badges, $100; Mr. Homer 
Fisher, 260 Broadway, ammunition case, $15; Mr. J. W. 
Frazier, 28 Dey st., gold, $250; Col. Robt. Olyphant, 31 
Courtlandt st., trophy, $800; National Guardsman, 85 John 
st., Title, $125; Sharps Rifle Company, Bridgeport, Conn,, 
tour rifles, $140; Hon. Hunry Hilton, International Military 
trophy, $3,000. 

Jn addition to the above list of prize donors for the year, 
the Secretary begs to make known his acknowledgments on 
behalf of the Association to the following for contributions to 
the library, viz.; Capt. E. St. John Mildway, Secretary Na- 
tional Ritie Association, London, England, a very valuable 
donation of a complete set (lacking 4 years, now out oz print) of 
the annual reports of his Ass'n., probably the only one in this 
country; Mr, H. A, Buck, a copy of Gildersleeye’s ‘‘ Riflesand 
Marksmanship ;” Gen, $. VY. Benet, Ohief of Ord, U.S. 
Army, Report 1877 and Ordinance Mem, No. 21; Gen. Geo. 
W. Wingate, Insp. Rifle Practice 8. N. ¥., Report 1877 and 
1878; Ospt. E. A. Perry, score book, new edition; Col, J. 
O. P. Burnside, Washington, Map State N. ¥., placed at his 
request at headquarters Creedmoor; Mr. N. P. Stanton, Wire 
‘Laws State N. Y.; Winchester Arms Oo., a frame containing 
a handsomely arranged exhibit of ammunifion manufactured 
by them; Province of Quebee (Canada) Rifle Assoc'n, Report 
1877; and to the Adjutant-General of the following States 
fo copies of their last. annual reports—viz.: Btates of New 
York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Kentucky, Missouri, 
South Carolina, Maine, New Jersey, Nebraska, Michigan, 
Wevadn, Dlinois, lowa, California, Pennsylyania, Connecticut. 
Ata regular meeting of the Board of Directors, held Sept. 

3, it was resolved that any competitor refusing to deliver up 
oy purloining his score ticket in any match of the Association, 
ghall be fined $5 and shall be debarred from further using the 
range until the same is paid. = 

At the November meeting of the Board of Directors a re- 
port and resolution defining the opinion of the Board as to 
the method of deciding ties under Article XII, of the regula- 
tions were adopted. ‘ 

During the month of October a petition to the Post Office 
Department at Washington was prepared and forwarded, ask- 
jng for the establishment Of a pest office at Creedmoor, and 
the application was successtul. The National Rifle Associa- 
tion is indebted to Col. J, O. P. Burnside, Washington, for 
his valuable assistance in the matter. 

Gen. Jolin B. Woodward, the Hxecttive Officer of Spring 
Meeting, 1878, carried into effect a change in the method of 
conducting ihe annual meetings, modeled largely after the 
plan so successful at Wimbledon, and which had been sug- 
gested by him in his Report of the Pifth Annual Pall Meeting, 
and the plan was found to work with so much satisfaction to 
the members of the Association generally, that upon the ap- 
pointment of Capt. Jos. G. Story as Executive Olflicer of the 
Sixth Pall Meeting, he proceeded with his preparations tor 
that mecting upon the same basis, aided by Gen. Woodward's 
experience and assistance, and the result was in every way 
gratifying ; for much valuable information upon this subject 
reference is here made to Capt. Story’s report, which will ap- 
pear in the annual report of the Association in its proper 
Jace. 

7 On the 6th of August the Board of Directors ‘‘resolyed 
that the conditions of the ‘Inter-State Military Match’ he 
modified so that competitors in subsequent matches shall con- 
sist of members of the regularly organized und uniformed 
National Guard or militia of each State or Territory, to be se- 
lected in such manner as shall be prescribed by the military 
authorities thereof.” F 

At ameecting of the Executive Committee, held Sept. 10, 
aletter from Surgéon Morris, N. R. A., was read, in which 
he stated his inability to attend the fall ae and upon 

motion, Gen. W. F. Swalm, Surgeon-Gen. 8, N. ¥., was 
unanimously inyited to act as surgeon to the Association 
during the meeting. Dr. Swalm very kindly consented, and 
was attentive to the duties of the position. 

'Phe following recommendations are respectfully offered for 
considerations ; ; 

1. That at annual meetings all competitors not members 
W. BR. A., who may enter for any competition previous to 
ihe closing of the entry books at the office of the Association, 
tu given a ticket good for admission to the rangeon such days 
4s Uke matches for which they enter are 10 be shot, without 
charge; and to enable competitors from a distance to enter 
thus early, that full programmes of spring and fall meetings 
be issned at least thirty days before ‘opening day.” That 
in all subscription matches at our prize meetings at least 
seventy per cent. of the entrance fees be divided among the 
competitors in at least four prizes, re-entries to. be permitted, 
but no competitory to fake more than one prize in each mateh. 
That at these meetings all prizes provided by the Association 
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be ancounced upon the programmes as trophy or money at 
winner's option. And lastly, that the plan which meets with 
80 much favor at Wimbledon and elsewhere be adopted—of 
accepting and offering prizes in kind—which would result in 
largely increasing the number of prizes in each match. 

2. Itis respectfully suggested that the time has arrived in 
which a change in the regulations governing position in mili- 
tary rifle practice and competition should be adopted; and it 
is urgently recommended that af distances over 300 yards 
“any position,” as in ‘any rifle competitions, should be 
permitted, 

Particular attention is called to the favor shown by mem- 
bers of the National Guard, as exhibited in the large and in- 
creasing number of entries, in the monthly contests for the 
Champion Marksman’s Badge for this year over thatof last, 
as als> in the Gildersleeve Match, shot under similar condi- 
tions ; and itis sugested that, the establishment of any—rifle 
competitions, both for long and short-range, upon some simi- 
lar plan ot low entrance fees and division of money received 
ea Us might meet with fayor among our ' any-rifle ” mem- 
ers. 
Perhaps the announcement of a small additional prize, to 

be awarded at the end of the season to each competitor who 
shall have entered all of the matches shot during the year, 
might prove advantageous, 

he report of the Range Committee for the year will be 
found to be of great interest to our members, and their care— 
ful attention ig myited to It, as also to the several reports of 
the 'Ureasurer, Prize Committee and Executive and Statistical 
officers of the late fall meeting, These several reports, in 
connection with the statistical tables of all matches shot 
during the past year, and presented herewith, give a history 
in detail of the Association for the past year. 

lt has been considered expedient to again prepare a sepa— 
tate report on the International Long-Range Match, although 
the absence of any foreign team this year deprived the com-— 
petition of the greater part of its interest, still it is believed 
that these special reports on this match, furnishing, as they 
do, a complete history, year by year, of all matters and cor- 
Tespondence connected therewith, and the scores made, are 
generally acceptable to our members. 

It is with pleasure the secretary makes his acknowledg- 
ment of thanks to the editors of the following papera (which 
have been rerularly received) for their courtesy in continuing 
fio supply them for the use of the Association, without ex- 
pense t9 our members—viz.: Velunteer Service Gazette Chon- 
don), Turf, Field and Form, Spirit of the Times, Chicago 
Field, FOREST AND STREAM AND Rop Ann Gun, and the Army 
and Navy Journal. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Gzo. S. SoazeMEnnonn, dk., Sec’y N, R. A. 
$i ge—— 

PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN. 

Eprror Forest Ayp STRHAN > 
Like causes proddee iike results, It would be strange, therefore—if 

amateur riflemen generally were to give expression to their feelings — 

if they should not very unanimously agree with the ylews expressed 
by Prof. Dwight In your issue of Des, 14. I have myself, for several 

weeks, been meditating on epletic to Foray AND STRRAM_OU The same 

subject. The lojustice of vompélling amateur rifiemon, In all prize 

meetings of the National Rifle Association and elsewhere (if they 

would enter the lists at all) to compete, on unequal terms, with sémi- 

professional riicmen, and with experts, directly or indirectly in Tae 

employ of rife manufactorios, liad been for a long time apparent. It 

has resulted in # process where you ‘pays your money and don't take 

your choice!” In omer words, I assume that the great majority of 

rifemen—those who furnish thé money for tie support of the various 

Tifle ranges throughout the countty—who compose the majority of 

contestants at prize meetings—sre Smatenrs. 
Now, when these amateurs find that the ehtef prizes, year after year, 

are gobbled up by a few experts who don’t do much elae but shoot, 

they naturally feel some reluctance about making farther contribu- 

tious of money tor thelr bereft, sepecially when the enacess of these 

experts is heralded abroad as the result of 6xtraordicary personal 

abilities and of infinttely superior accuracy in the riflas they shoot, 
when the fact is that there are dozens of amatenrs all over the country 

who, making due aljowance for their lack of thorough and continued 

practice, are greatly their superlirs. 

We would never consider a circus rider entitled to espectal oredit 

because he could perform more antics on horseback than a gentleman 
who rides only for pleasure and recreation. So of a rifle expert ua 

compared with an amateur; the wonder ja, Hot that he shoots so well, 

but that fe doesn’t shoot better than he does. Welther is if a special 
crealt to lis gon thatlt shoots well jn his hands. There are, undonbt- 

edly, sevelal makes of gnus which would do equally well with the 

same skilled use, 
Fei men will find fault with belog beaten when they have had a rea- 

souably fair chance of winning, but pitting an amatear against an ex- 

pert, who sleeps with his gun, chews billets and drinks powder water, 

ig simply u farce, for the doting of which tlhe amateur " pays the shot.” 

Besldes, in allowing this state of things to continue, the rifle com- 

pautes (those whe are responsible for it) are really working againet 

thelr own Inferests. They should do everything in their power to 

foster the {nterest in rifle shooting that has so raptdiy grown up among 

1S, 200 ubstaic from doing anything that will tend to kill it, 

Ibis, I think, @ questionable matter of policy, for instance, for a rifle 

company (o offer prizes, for ;hich amateurs ure the principal competl- 

tora and pay the great bulk of the entrance fees, and then put forward 

their experts to win all ihe principal ones themselves, especially when 

mey interpolate conditions which gre more favorable to themselves 

than to any outside competitor. 
if nmateurs become disgusted with the little tricks, the wire-pullings 

and unserupulons methods used to make a certain gon win in any con- 

test, and ifin consequence Of this growing disguat the enthusiasm be- 

ging to grow cold, aud the great body of amateurs cease frequenting 

the rifle ranges, then We rifle makers will, by 3o much, Cease to sell 

guns, aud they Will tind, ico late, that they have “ killed the goose that 

laid the golden egg!” 
ib Would require much thoaght, undoubtedly, to devise an adequate 

remedy fOr the present state of things, but it would seem tial the Na- 

tloval Rife Association, or a committes of its appointment, might be 

able to gccomplish the desired result, Experts might be handicapped 

in some way, a8 in trap shvotlog, by classifying all conteslants, ac- 

cording to their records, in régard to distance shot ovr, or by causing 

hose (a frat class to allow a certain number of potnts to those in ser- 

ond class, ele, ; or s0mlé Matches might be arranged for amateurs only, 

and others for expert. I{ thought desiraole, Dowever, in order to jno- 

evease the TéVennes of the association, 1b might ba well to allow ama- 

teurs to enter te match jotended for experts, 1 they choose to do so, 

then if they ave found ab the bojtom of the jist in such a contest they 

ean blama no one bul Hlemselves, Por one, I sificerely hope some- 

thing may be done to perpetaate and increase the interest in the manly, 

gentlemanly, healthful and useful sport of rive shooting. It is oneof 

the most sonsibl mothods of recreation ever introduced into this 

it eel © #3. 
country, Ttrequires only a moderate yearly expenditure of money 3 
it takes little time—a lialf day or a day once a week, or once In tivo 
weeks cven, being sufficient to keep an amatear in fair practice. Ivis 
eminently healchfnl; it takes one from sedentary occupations ont inte 
pure air and into tite anunifght; it clears the brain, strengthens the 

lungs, trains the muscles, and requires sirict teniperance in food und 

drink. In short, it supplies that desideratim Of healthful recreation— 

planty of bodily exercise in the open air, combined with 4n absorbing 

and highly pleasurable mental activity. 

Let us do what wo can, then, to increase the number of its yotsriea, 

and, to that end, what we can to rid it of all things objectionable. 

Deo, 21, 1878. EEgE, 

Epiton Forest AND STREAY = New YORK, 
Dear Sir—Jn perusing Prof. Dwight's dignified and timely arilole im 

your number of the 12th uilt., on semi-professionsg! riflemen, some. 

ideas occurred te me which I beg permission to lay befora you. The 

Subject in quesiion, to my certain knowledge, has been deeply agitating 

the amateurs during the season just passed, nud I know it to be qnite a 
general sentiment that this manly sport, in which so many of us haye 
found renewed health and strength, to say nothing of ita fascination, 
or of the duty of every good citimen to give ip whatever sapport lf may 

be in his power to afford It, is threatened with its cowp da grace Irom 

the inaction of the N, R, A.in the matter of barring professionals from 
the short and mid-range matches, It is lamentable that these matches 
should have been left open to any professional rilleman during the lact 

seazon, thongh there is little doubt that the genflemanly officers and 

directors supposed this matter could, with safety, be left to the sense 

of right and wrong of the professionals themselves. The event proves 

to the contrary, and unless action is takeu in this matter before next 

Sencon, short-range rifle sieoting, that which, next to the practice of 

the military, has been the main snppoert of Greedmoor, is in great 

danger, as Prof. Dwight very justly says, of beiug wholly destroyed 

Many of the short-range msn expressed themssiyes to me, during tae 

jast #ummier, as having lost thelr interest in the matches from haying 
to contest against professioual skill, Upon one occasion [ met af the 

range four others who ware there to enter a Match, whe, mpon the ai- 
vent of a professional, shouldered thelr guns and went away. 

Permit me to say that while the svil is yet young it may be very’ 

earily nipped in the bud, but that fo delay doing one’s duty inyarlably 
Tnakes jt dificult, disagreeable, or, sometimes, almost impossible to 

accomplish; and one’s only safe way consists in mecting diMicultics 
beldly and without fear or fuyor as they arrive. It is yery much to ve 

hoped that there may be no tenderness or hesitation on the part of 

the N. R, A, in dealing with this question as the exigenves of the case 
demend, If is their duty to settle it at once and finally, or lf will be- 

come impesalble for them to reacquire the confidence and respect of 

the great body of amateur riflemen. 

Had the convention of ridomen taken place at Creedmoor last 

autumn, this would have been the frat question to be taken up, os the 

delegates seemed to be unanimously and very emphatically in tuvor of 

it. They, however, were mainly giving their attention to preparing for 

the Wimbledon Cup match, and, of the few who were present, ail re- 

garded it an urgent necessity to pasa a resolotion requesting the N. RB. 

A. to take steps in this matter of barring professionwla, By a ''pro- 
fessional,” no one will deny is meant one who finds In shooting (ag in 

any other ayocation) his principal souree of livelihood or jnvuome, If 

such @ one cannot perceive himself to be a** professional,” he must 

vertalnly be called very myopic, howsyer genial end well liked he may 

be. Ido not mean one who rents hia rife gallery or the proprietor of 
Ohne as such, nor yet the agent of a rife making or dealing drm, nov 
indeed the makers, testers or dealirs, but one who, having speut more 

or less of time in making himself thoroughly proficient in using the 

rifle, finds in shooting lt himself hls cole or principal sourde of ltvali- 
hood, Whatshall We say or think of any firm of rife makerg who, 
after furnishing many of Lue rifemen with their guns, then send Welr 

professional to see that these who pktronized them shall not wil_any- 

thing! ‘They shonld be brought up before Dogberry, If they wish to 

Keep their professionala from getting rusty, let them send prises wo 

the ranges he visits, open to all comars, and the amutenrs will not 

then feel il-treated as we do now, bat will, I feel certain, enterin sug 

Match wlth the utmost good nature for the sake of the record, But 

this latter motive, 45 the boysanay, * won'h wash.” It ia joo etherea 

diet to long sustain any One, and no one can be expected to continually 
enter matches who kuows to a certalnty that he can neyer win eny- 

thing, nor make & oreditable showlmg either. Many of us are, per- 

force, reconciled to tie former, but all have hopes of standing at least 

among the leading ones, 

This is really a matter of vory great importance, and the feeling 
with regard to itis widespread and earnest, and that wiich was 80 evl- 

dent to 8 casual yisitor Jike Prof, Dwight had already long beon cis- 

cussed by probably every amateur riflemun In New York and ylcinity, 
Wall feel that our shances of protection are small, but we do know 
that in the PoREST sND STEEAM we have an able enough friend and e- 

fender, whose good offices wo will lose no opportunity of reciprocating, 
Itrost that abler pens than inine will ventilate this subject. Mean- 

while bolleve me, your obsdiant servant, 8. T. G. DUDLEY, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN JANUARY, 

Hares, brown and gray, Wild duck, geesv, brant, ete. 
FOR FLORIDA, 

Deer, Wild Tuorkay, Woodcock, Quuil, Snipe, Docks and Wild Fowl. 

“Bay birds” generally, including varlous species of ployer, sand 
piper, snips, curiew, oyster—catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayocets, 
etc., coming under the group Limacol# or Shore Birda. 

How to LoAp.—A correspondent desires to inform any of 
our readers who may have a gun which scatters too much 

that they can improve both pattern and penetration by pour— 

ing hot tallow on the shot before putting on the last wad. 
The pattern can be made still closer by using a preparation of 
half tallow and half beeswax. 

Braver Kivyez Crus.—The reunion of the Beaver River 
Club at Springfield, Mass., last Friday, was a very enjoyable 
occasion. The club is composed of gentlemen ‘of Springtield, 
Hartford, Pittsfield and North Adams, who spend the gum- 

mer at Beaver River in the Adirondacks. Many pleasant 
stories were told of summer pleasure, and the conversation 
was unflagging. Previous to the supper the club ehot off a 
few targets 2t Mayott's gallery, the two sides making 161 and 
152 out of a possible 200, and at the supper table the leather 

medal for the poorest shot was given to the Wditor of this 
Journal, who had only just been voted in as an honarary 

member of the club, The fact that that gentleman's score wag 
4, while-the lowest other score was 39, only demonstrates the 

phenomenal character of the Springfiold marksmen. The old 

—— 
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, Jr., of Windsor, Gonn., Secretary. 

Norgs From Vermont—Weston, Vt, Jan. 6.—The trap- 
ping season with eis ended, winter Having set in in dead 
earnest, The depth of snow and extreme cold winds haye: 
driven the Tew surviving foxes from the high ranges of my 
Joculity to the valleys antl foothills. My catch is risiag—thirty 
foxes and some minor Isirds; less than half the umount L 
took, with the same number of traps, ina season when I first 
drove my stakes here. Catching off the foxes las resulted in 
an increase of pariridges, very Doticeable till this season, 
when they have been exceptionally scarce, No young ones 
killed. had, in common with al my friends, attributed the 
scarcity to the cold, wet weather of spring; bul recent num— 
bers of Formsy Anp SrReam have accounted for if otherwise, 
I omitted to state that foxes wre in unusual good color this 
season, being a rich, deep red. WAREIELD, 

Lone Isnann—ew York, Jun. 11.—Lhaye just returned 
from a trip to Good Ground, where I found the ducl: shooting 
yery good in holes on the !ve, where the stools are put ont 
and a box or bowt cut into the ice at 2 convenient shooting 
distance. Quite a number of good days’ sport have been 
had in this way since the bay froze over. I had the good for- 
tune to stop at the Bay View, and was made very comforta- 
ble by its venial proprietor, Mr. A. H. Corwin, AxrHnr, 

New Jersty—iinsey’s Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Jan. 
10.— Geese, broadbills and black ducks are thick here just 
now. The cold snap has frozen the bay over, and the only 
open water is in this vicinity. We know what is killed by 
our life station Louse boys; 16 to 20 geese andifrom 75 to 100 
ducks art an every-day occurrence. This must be divided 
among say six gunbers, I also hear of 32. geese being killed 
by two men at North Beach, and of sume of the gunners in 
al-holes scoring as high as 60 broadbills per day, Geese can 
be seen by ie tiousund. Thave rigved a boat for paddling 
in the ice, Tb is 12 feet long by 8} wide, and to give it the 
appearance of floating ice L painted it white, covered it for— 
ward with muslin, with two sideboards coyered with the same 
material, cut scalloped. ‘Lhe only quBorymalty. to test it waa 
yesterday. Jt worlsed to a charm, and if that little ii” had 
not been in the way I think ] would Laye made one of the 
greatest shots at geese known. Sotne 50 of them were sitting 
on the sand-bar with their heads under their wings. I pad- 
died within some 10U yards of them, they never noticing me 
on my boat. ‘he buat struck shoal water, and T succeeded 
by main strength to push her over the sand in about two 
inches of water to within 75 yards of them. When Ifound [ 
could not get any closer your readers can imagine my feelings, 
with gun only loaded with No. 2 shot and no possibility of 
gelting any nearer. Their heads were so thick you could not 
gee Uhrouzh them. I waited some three or four minutes 
watching theiractions and yndetermined what to do. Finally 
I concluded flat I had looked hard enotigh for a shet, and let 
them hayeit. ‘wo dropped wing-broken, two more fell dead 
along distance off; but I have the satisfaction of knowing 
that, with everything favorable, I wil do some big execution 
hefore the icé leaves our bay. ; 

Vireisi4.—Mr. M. D. O'Rorke, a dealer, of Staunton, Va., 
is suid to have had handled 6,000 pounds of yenison during 
tlie seagon, 

Kenryory—Stanjord, Jan. 10.—The goose-bone ranks 
Old Prob, now, #8 results have verified predictions. G. W.’s 
only surviving seryant doesn’t reside here, If he did it is a 
general belier that he couldn't refer to a winter of such pro- 
longed severily. ‘Phree weeks of snow, ice and demoralized 
thermometers haye put an end to sport for remainder of our 
open season, and the pot-hunter with his pot-metal gun has 
full swing. Quails and hares, “thin as wafers” and ‘light 
as feathers,” gint the game markets, and are quoted at figures 
which jaake tramps ashamed to beg cold victuals. Nearly 
every correspondent to surrounding country papers tells of 
some fellow that has bagged half a dozen coveys at as many 
shots, and such wholesale slaughter, together with the con- 
tinued starvation, made sure by last night’s fourteen inches 
fall ol snow, portend a light crop next season. 

KENTUCKIAN, 

Trnnxsseu—Savannah, Dec. 31.—In casting up my game 
record for the past two months I find that I have bagged 127 
quail, 15 mallards, 18 hares and 3 snipe. Under tavorable 
circumstances this would be buba poor bag, but my opportu- 
ities for shooting are limited, nol averaging one day per 
week. The snipe reported as killed are three-fourths of all 
that 1 haye seen, for, as oné may readily imagine, this is not 
a famous sbipe resori. Quail haye been unusually numerous, 
but are wilder than I have ever known them. ‘They do uot 
lie well to the dog, and when they fly alight close together, 
and run or fake to wing asin without giving an opportunity 
for more than two shots. ‘lhe ducks reported are the result 
of two days’ shooting over the snow-covered cornfields. \Ve 
haye none of the appliances of the professed duck hunters, 
such as decoys, sneak boxes, etc. Hully supplied with all the 
appliances for this sport, a good shot could achieve most as- 
tonishing résulls, as our river and Greeks,are at this time simply 
full of ducks. Several geese and a number of ducks have 
been killed by the mapket hunters. Witt. 

InpraAniA—WVew Alvany, Jan. 8.—We have had here the 
coldést weather J have over experienced ; mercury 14 below, 
two mornings in succession, and several mornings of late 4 
below. A light snow fell three weeks ago and sticks tight 
yet. ‘Ll presume every quailin Floyd County and vicinity is 
by this time defunct, So plenty haye they been in Louisville 
(caught in traps and nets by everybody) that they loaded 
them up at the depot in transfer wagous—actually shoveled 
them in, just as they do potatoes. ‘They were frozen stiff us 
a hinge, and were cayted off by the wagon-load. 

KAnsas—Abilene, Jan. §.—Quail shooting has been unu- 
sually good here this fall, and some govd bags have been made 
by the members. ‘The ontlook for next yearis poor. The 
long continned cold and the large number wapped will make 
them scarce. (Quail are now selling ab 40 cents por dozen in 
Kansas City. Deer have been quite plenty, and one member 
has bagged four. We can turn out a8 well un armitd tuum as 
there is in Lhe State. Solry we did not sce you last fall; hope 
io see you next trip West. DiriGo. 

Silver Lake, Jan. 6,—The quail shooting has been superb 
this season, and we haye made some fine bags, The snow has 
been six or eight inches deep for the last month,and has 
driven the quail into the barnyards to fued, Saturday, the 4th 
ins{., I found a quail frozen down, Ji this,weather continues 
much longer our chance of goud sport will be destroyed. 

" ‘ducks, geese and other wild fowl liave teen 
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A— Loe Angeles, Jum, 2—Larze bags of wild 
made near here 

and at Wilmington for come weeks past. The last five duys 
have been ae continuous rainstorm, and it is expected thnt 
wild fowl will be found in grest abundunce on the slreams 
and lagoons throughout the entire country, 

pHeran 

Nor an Anau Sucik.—Next to having one’s huntitig ex- 
ploits bungled there is nothing move distasteful to the 
motlest, simple-minded American, imbued with ihe free-and- 
equal principles of this great and wlorious republic, than the 

assumption of rank, and barbarous rani: at that, A valued 
correspondent, wlio has sufferad in both of these ways, writes 

the following explanation and disclaimer. We hope that such 
of our readers as may have read ihe article in question will 
accept the following ; 

Editor Forest and Stream: An article having appeared in 
the Philadelphia Sunday Timex and other papers, headed 
‘Bear Hunting in the West,” ete,, and many of the state- 
ments therein contained beihe incorrect, Lirust you will allow 
mé an Opportunity of correcting thesame. With veference to 
the bear which fought so long and eventually escaped, I 
would say that with the exception of a little embellishment 
the account is fairly correct, excepting Mat a yery heavy 
snow-storm ended the fight, aud that the bear did not escape, 
but that we left him dying, and that he was found dead the 
following morning. hen asin the shooting of the gray 
pony Thad nothing whateyer to do with, Mr, Lature and his 
companion, the ‘* heroes” of the adventure, haying been al 
the time fully fifty miles from where I was. As to the “ Dx- 
Arab Chieftainship,” with which I am invested, I traveled for 
some time among the Arabs of Morocco, disguised as one of 
themselves, it being necessary to do so in order to trayel there 
atall; but, excepting’thali every one who trayels (here without 
any apparent object and haying a number oi attendants is 
considered by the Arabs to be a greuf man, I can lay no claim 
to anything of the sort. I cannot imagine who could have in. 
serted the article in question, but whoever it was drew some- 
what largely on his imagination, and should be 9 contributor 
to Beadle’s dime literature. C, Mussitir, 

Ruysive Anrenorn iy New Muxico,—Dr. Robinson, of 
Newark, bas favored us with the perusal of a letter from a 

relative in Troyburg, New Mexico, which being by detailing 
some adventures in treeing turkeys, a rather tame kind of 

sport, but remunerative, as game of this land finds a ready 

market at; $1.50 per bird. The letter continues: 

Westarted three buiiches of deer on Monday evening, but had 
no tific. Game is yery abundant this fyll, forall of the Indians 
have been moved off ;und if they only slay away, we will be 
overrnn with game in two years. I venture tosay that; l saw 
500 antelope yesterday between Troysbura and Leonards, 
which are about six miles apart. The country is fullof them, 
They are the prong-horn, light brown, or cinnamon on the 
back, and white belly andrump. ‘The bucks have a coarse 
mane which stands up on their necks like 2 hog’s bristles. 
They are very handsome: and can't they run! Stuyvesant 
found three in his vega fence last week—it is a mile square, 
making four miles of fence. He went in with his pony and 
gave them achase. He would ron them a mile, and then ride 
back slowly to the corner, and by that time they wonld get 
around there, and then he would rum them again. Thus he 
ran them one mile to their four, until they were completely 
tun down. Two gaye out on their tenth round (40 miles) 
and the other on his twelfth, or 48 miles, He killed them all 
with his knife. He bad his rifle and could have shot them, 
but had heard how they could hold their wind, and said he 
never could get a hetler chance to try it. He had a blooded 
horse and eeuldn’t catch them on the mile odds run natil they 
had gone forty miles, He ran them all plum down, and his 
horse pretty near it. Says he don't believe there is a horge 
living that can begin to yun as far as they can. Some horses 
can outrun them fora mile, buf they cannot keep it up.” 

The same writer adds the following little incident by way 
of A snapper : 

“One of the Troysburg boys killed a bie wild cat last Sun- 
day with his de¢f—caught, the cat ont on the prairie, took of 
his boot, and pitched in, and got away with him too,?’ 

Tar BAKER Guy.—Hditor Forest and Stream: I sce you 
desire some information as to the three-barrel Baker gun. 
Those who use them in this section are highly pleased with 
them. I find a 12-gauge, shot barrels and -44 cal. rifle, weight 
10 pounds, a weapon adapted for all shooling in either a 
prairie or wooded section. Mr. Wdwards, firm of Vance & 
Edwards, has one of these guns in use singe 1875. It has 
been 7n use in long camp hunts, and to all appearance is as 
good as ever. Aino. 

San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 30, 

An Avsricious Tirnn.—Hiditor Forest and Siream: We 
organized a shooting club here last Jnly and namedit the Hal- 
lock Sporting and Shooting Club, atter ye editor—shake, 
The club was represented by a team at the State tournament: 
last October, and came out second best in the shoot for the 
State medal. We hope to take it next year. DIREGO. 

Abilene, Kunsas, Jun. 8. 

THe OLp Gane on THE Agukroo—Arien, 8. C., Jan, 6. 
—n the second of December, by invitation of that prince of 
good fellows, Dr. Emanuel Witsell, of Colleton County, the 
King of the Gang sounded his horn, ‘‘all hands reported,” 
and we put out with fourteen hounds and two pointers, with 
“blood as blue as Castile,” to join the Doctor in a hunt at his 
plantation on the Ashepoo River. At 8:40 we took the night 
train at Augusta, per Yamisee, on the Port Royal KR.,which 
place we reachedahout 2 o'clock, when we struck the Gharles- 
ton and Savannah RR., which we took. Twenty miles brought 
us to our destination, and we were soon under the hospitable 
roof of the old Doctor. The first day we got Ho deer, but 
squirrels and quail by the score, and one very small possum, 
‘captured by the Clerk of the Court of Aiken County.” The 
next day we moved camp for better lunting, where wenot only 
made the hairs and feathers fly, bul walked right square into 
the finny tribe. Wecamped in a baronial-looking old mansion, 
sumrounded by enormous live oaks, coyered with graceful cur- 
ldins of flowing nioss, andinterspersed with japonicu, covered 
with blooms, snow while and yariezated. 1t was a mighty 
hig trip for the Piney Wood Boys. We Icilled four fine deer, 
three turkey gobblers, and ducks, quail and squirrel innumer- 
able. Had game at every meal mixed with rock fish and 
mullet by fhe bushel. Our camp was about the head of tide 
water on the Ashepoo, which gave us fine fishing. Our hunt- 
ing-ground was once the land of wealth, luxury end intelli. 
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gence, but the fields that once waved with the enowy fleece 
and (he golden rice, are now the haunts of deer, mirkuy, wild 
vats, fuxes and possum, In the gaue was five fox suns, two 
Parker and one Remington, and nearly everythin that rose 
before us felded their wings foreyer. ONG oF WHE GaNGy 

Fuenrs of Win Gresr.—sheller Inland, Deo. 183 —Dear 
Rditor:-—The wild-fowl are still flying and feeding sbout 
these shores; but the weather has been joo rouph and blowy 
for much sport. The only way to get at them isin ‘* battery- 
boat," but that can only be done in yery light winds and 
smooth water. ‘The boatis made very smiull, like s& natroyy 
coffin—so (hati its deck lies near the surfave of the water, the 
hetter to deceive the wary fowl. I tried my boat a few 
days since, in a.calm morning, but a sudden change of wind 
from (he North nearly swamped me and forced me to pad- 
die back to shore as fast as possible. But few, very few 
pees and brant have passed over these waters. Where ae all 
the geese? They generally fy in good numbers At this eae 
son; butnow they haye been lamentably scarce. Ve hear also. 
that along the Jersey const, especially at Barierat Bay, they 
haye heen very scarce, so far, this season. In former years T 
have always found them there in November and December 
in large flocks, Have they taken another route in their 
Southern misration this year? Do they puss far inland, or 
follow the line of coast far ont at sca? They must hays 
chosen one of these unusual routes, or we would find them 
here and on the coast of Jersey. In former years, the snipe 
and fowl shooting in Shinnecock Bay used to be most ex- 
cellent, but then there was a good, sufficient inlet to allow 
the salt tides to flow in ; but now that the inlet is closed up, 
and the water become brakish, the shooting has become much 
less successful. ‘The flats and bars are flooded with fresher 
waters, the feed is poor and the wild-fow] scarce, as we are 
fold, Lcopy from a local paper some remarks on this sub- 
ject: “Some years ago the natural inlet filled or closed up. 
Since then several attempts have been made to open others, but 
with little or no success; they would run for a short time and 
then again fill up with sand, entirely owing to ignorance as 
to the locality where an inlet would permanently run if 
properly dug, ‘These were not properly dug or located, 
being too far to the east in the Lay, and too narrow, owing 
to the people not haying the money to employ a powerful 
machine digzer; mere man labor proving insufticient for' the 
undertaking, The result is that: this great and mest valuable 
bay is closed in, and has been more or léss so for years. All 
the clams and oysters are dead. Millions and millions of fish 
are dead, and are still dying from the stagnation and fresh- 
ness Of the water, breeding disease and the most putrid odors 
and efiluyia on the shores. From the occasional overflow of 
the ocean and the surplus water, with no outlet, yast and rich 
meadows are destroyed by the covering of sand gud water. 
Not only this, but in places also, filline up the bay with sand, 
cansing Hats where previously was deep water, and thereby 
ruining navigation, Formerly there was some money spent 
by people coming to this bay from our cities tor fishing and 
shooting. Now they have ceased to come, for thereare neither 
fish nor birds, Hotels haye been built for the accommodation 
of visitors, but they do not come, fearful of disease from the 
surTonuding decay of fish and vegetable matter ; consequently 
hotels must be closed, with severe logses On tenants and own- 
ers, ‘The situation and condition of these hardavorking and 
willing people is deplorable inthe extreme.” ‘Ta remedy this, 
if is suggested, either that a canal should be cpened {rom 
Peconic Bay on the north, at Canoe Place, adistauce of one- 
fourth of a mile only, or one from Shinnecock Bay through 
Quantuck Bay, thus connectiug with the Great South Bry. 
One of these plans should be adopted. Issac MoLenpan. 

Since our correspondent’s letter was written an inlet, which 
promises to hecome permanent, has been opened into Shinne~ 
cock Bay., There has also been a large flight of wild FERC, 
as the yeteran gunuer Bill Lane writes us that he has not 
sécn sO many pass South for many yeavs, 

tH 

BOGARDU®S’ BIG SCORE, 

Captain A. H. Bogardus, the champion wins-shot ty) world, {ook upon himself last weelx aie of none Berhiodens feats iv the way of marksmanship, for which he is now sa famous, His match against time at 9,000 glass balls a year ago is familiar to all our readers, and his time then was tar below the common, On several of the hundreds he broke ut the rate of between 18 andy20 a minute, loading at the time his own gun, ‘The match of the Sth and 9th was one of accuracy tather than rapidity, and the conditions re- quired that he should break 6,000 flass balls, thrown al 15 yards rise from a Bogardus trap. The wasers were 1,000 even that less than 6,200 would be tired at= $500 to 1,000 that not more than 6,100 weuld be used, and #100 to ®1000 sho te break Ponts be straight. yy 
6 Captain used his W. & C. Scott & Co. eun wi sets of barrels of 10 and 12 gauge, using 4 and By hea of Dittmar powder respectively, and 14uz, Wo. & Olis Le- Roy & Co.78 tin-coated shot, he match opened at 11 o'clock on the morning of ihe 8th, and all ihe assistanis were af their posts. Dr. B. Talbot was puller, Miles Jobnson, of New Jersey, and Elisha Garrison, of Syracuse, ag vaferses and T. G. Banks, scorer. An active lad kept the trap shp- plied with bails, and im answer tothe * pull” of the cham. pion, ball after ball rose in the air to be shattered instantly. Many expert shots from this and other States watched the perfect work. Now and then there was a frifline dispute shout balls which fell seemingly whole. In one case i bit broken from the neel siiowed the work of the shot, and in another the load had passed completely through the sphere, Without shattering it into the usual fragments, But from first to last of the Match the referees were scrpulously care. ful in their rulings, During the first half hundred shols the thumb-piece of the right hammer broke off, and though fhe Captain did for a time lift the hammer by pressing his fhiinb upon the broken gnd jagged fragment, the effort was Very pxiniul, and the majority of shots fired durinw the day were trom the left barrel, The Caplain shot easily. nob hurrying pephiels ang aa bark vests, and from first lo ash every bull was declared broke, and pb istiro ba oe during the day. UP SRP Stine Bae ‘The last 500 balls shotat on the first day we Watched, for upon them hung a 1,(100 ball ti eae a man, of Chicago, in which Bogardus was io Hive his rival 200 broken balls, and ati 9 o’clock 4 Was announesd that, 3,000 balls had been shattered without a miss, Clivars wera given again andagain. The Captain had then two jon water blisters on lis left thumb, burned by the hot bantale of his gun, and his right arm and shoulder were very very stiff, Kleiman in his 400 shots missed only six bulls, shoot ing, however, very much slower than the Captain, and ubing 
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a Nichols & Lefevre gun with similar charges to those of 
‘Capt, Bogardus. 

On the Morning of Thursday Capt. Bogardus was early at 
his work. The first; ball of the fourth thousand was sprung 
‘on time, and the work for a while was a repetition of that 
-done on the day before. When the Captain’s stiff arm and 
bandaged hand had been warmed to his work he made some 
very quick hundreds, firing for some time at the rate of from. 
‘ten to twelve shotsa minute, At1:05P. M., having broken 
‘3,787 in all from the start, he took a recess for lunch. His. 
next stop was at_3:05 at the 1,330th shot for the day, when 
he could barely distinguish the balls against the white canvas, 
and rested till 4:50, when the garden was lighted up. His 
first miss was the 5,68ist ball, a rapid dropper which he shot 
over. At this time he was evidently suffering considerably, 
but he completed the hundred without another miss. He had 
tested from 8:04 to 8:20, and at 8:50 dropped agsin into a 
chair, where he sat until 9:15, during which time « new cur- 
tain was hung up. He was now gettinginto a very bad shoot-. 
shooting form, but he kept on firing as best he 
sould with the rapidly stiffening arm and fingers. Almost. 
immediately after resuming his work came the next miss. 
In the next to the last hundred shot the misses piled up rapid- 
ly. First, the 5,831st ball went down whoie, then the 5,834th, 
then the 5,847th and 5,855th, 5,860th, 5,863d, 5,866th, 5,867th 
and 6,872d; the marksman’s hands refusing to follow his eye. 
The last hundred was shot with unusual energy; No, 5,920: | 
was the last miss, 

Tt was about 9:30 when the Captain completed the breaking 
of the thirteen extra balls fired at to make up for those lost. 
Donning his ulster, the Captain sat down to see Ileinman | 

H 
finish his 400 shots. The Chicago champion began in good. 
style, making but one miss in his first hundred and two in 
each succeeding hundred, leaving the match a tie. The Cap- 
tain was ready to go on and shoot off tho tie, but Kieinman | 
wus too sore, and the tie wili be ahot off ina short time in | 
Chicazo, whither both the men have gone. 

To any one but the Captain the test would have been a se- 
vere one, since but few others than he could have endured 
the pounding of so long a fusilade. In his style of holding 
and of hitting the Captain waSa model guoner, Hits were 
central, and the balls were not merely winged or clipped, but 
fairly centered, and with the great charges which the cham- 
pion delights to use the glass spheres were blown to powder 
in almost every case. The balis were thrown at random, 
right and left, but the lightning speed with which they were 
covered and brought down made the old shooters presént 
fairly alive with admiration. With a record of 5,000 broken. 
balls in 480 minutes already to his credit, as an exhibition of 
speed, the great wing shot of the world now has the unpre- 
cedented score of 6,000 in 6,018, or 4 run of 5,680 consecu- 
tive breaks; and yet he is not satisfied, but intends to carve 
his mame yet higher on the scroll of shooting fame, and be- 
fore the year is out we shall see what we shall see, and 
further the writer sayeth not. 

ee 

THE CARVER-BOGARDUS MATCH, 

Dr, Carver and Captain Bogardus met on the moraing of 
the 18th, at the Astor House, and determined upon the con- 
ditions of their great match. The 1,000 ball match, at first 
contemplated, was abandoned, and in its place a most severe 
test of combined accuracy and rapidity was substituted. The 
conditions provide that each contestant shall break 20,000 
glass balls within six days, or 144 hours. Bogardus will use 
shot-gun, with balls sprung from two Bogardus traps, at 
fifteen yards rise. The Captain will use both barrels. Carver 
has choice of shot-gun or rifie, the choice 10 be announced be’ 
fore firing the first shot. Ifa shot-gun is used he will shoot 
under the same conditions as Captain Bogardus; if a rifle is 
employed, the balls to be thrown into the air, either by hand 
or trap, at the shooter's choice. 

The match is to be shot between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31, 1879, 
the stakes to be not less than $10,000 per man, and as much 
more as may be mutually agreed upon, ‘The actual time and 
place to be agreed upon between Carver and Bogardus at 
least six weeks before opening of match. 

The two champions have agreed to throw the match open 
to all comers. Each contestant, however, to deposit a sum 
equal to the stakes of Carver and Bogardus. Winner to take 
all gate-money and the aggregate stakes. Each contestant to 

 Joad his weapon during the match, and to have privilege in 
ease the one becomes disabled of using a new one. 

Captain Bogardus was desirous of having the match come 
_ off within a few days, but Dr. Carver had made every arrange- 
ment to sail for Europe on the 18th, with his backer, W. H. 
Huntley, and will not return until !ate in the spring or ¢arly 
in the fall. Both the men are very much in caraest, aud Dr. 
Carver says: *tIf I’m beat Ill slope for the prairies right off.” 
ee 

CAPT. BOGARDUS AND TIN-COATED 
SHOT, 

Waew York, Jan, 1%, 18T¥. 

Eprirok IoxEsT AND STREAM: 

Having been asked by many of your readers\as to the merits of tin- 

coated soft shot, I desire to say that I consider it the best shot I have 

ever used. I have given it a very severe test, having shot my 6,000 

bal] match, Jan. 8 aud 9, with it. In that match IT used two sets of 

double barrels, one of 10 and the other 12-bore, and each single barrel 

was discbarged 1,500 times without being once cleaned, Pha inner 

aurfave of the barrels is bright and free trom scratches, aitihough 1 

shooting I used them until they became so hot that they would not 

peat handling. I cannot imagine any case of ordinary use whlch 

could so severely test the cleanliness und perfection of the tin-coating 

and its freedom trom injury by aby heat which could ever reault fron 

continuous discharges of the gun. A. H. BoGarpus. 
—_—$_ 

MODERATION IN SHOOTING. 

Eiprron WorrsT AND STREAM: 

There is one faulh possessed by Many sportsmen, 7. ¢., of killing 

qmore game than id actually necessary. Freqnenily we read of some 

one killing twenty-five or thirty quailina day. Prien, this is a shame, 

Hight or ten nowadays is a quantwm suficit. This is on6 reason why 

there i# no game in certain localities which formerly swatmed with the 

choicestkinds, Don’t blaze away at everything that gets up. If It may 

he permitted to advance un illustration, I hope no one will throw tit tae 

the slightest bint ofa braggadocio. A few days before ue expiration 

of the game Jaw, I visited a favorite shooting locality ai (he eastero 

end of Long Island, with the aim to be on hehd on the first day. Ke- 

turning from The beach one afternoon, where I had been Watching the 

water-lowl, 1 strayed into the edge of a rather eloyated swamp, and Bat 

me down to rest. Bolly half the leaves had fallen, and the mild 

autumnal sun threw ita rays in @ ilmy shadow through the towering 

su )} ‘ : 41) TRE. 
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! saplings, “Wis atattied by aslightrustie. Atter having collected my- 
self [saw them; thera they satin the hnddle—one npited familly of 
1 alould say, about fourteen or sixteen quail, Across my thighs iay 
the breech-loider. Not a soul waa within a mile ani s half of me. 
Who was to confront me had I (which heaven pardon me if J eyer do) 

blazed away? Surely mine host wonld be silent, Anght else I feared 

not, Darkness would overtake me ere Treached home. 

As small a thing as this may seem, even if the law was not of, 1 

think avery handsome temptation would notforce méto such an act, 

which I hayé always and ever will scrupulously give way to ny con- 

science. Harry FERN Wood. 
Such an instance of conscientious forbearance and self- 

denial is rare jndeed, 
— vo 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

ToRONTO GuN CLUB—Toronte, Jan. 9.—The Toronto Gun Club held a 
snow-bird mitch on tie Don lats on New Year's day, Only a few of 
the club put jm a0 appearance, who, with their friends, made out 
good day's sport. The following ts the scorn, 10 exch, 18 yardas 

Club Side, Strangers’ (though friends) Side. 

TB MGOTB. o.oo es cece nyu v nest DP WMIGHG ie wot aes me ens o eee 4 
J Webster M. Gussells..... ae fi 
H Mitiler, - P Martiu.. 5 
ii Berryma: J ‘Thompso: 5 
J Wisher.... H Porter Ci 
2B Grabam H Bills T 
W Kennedy. R Gray, 5 
Dr Smith. ...., J Davis, wane ‘ « 

Re MOLriB0U. ps cceesec ses wecessd-49 We Anthony... ob .sseee 

FOUNTAIN GUN CLluB—Parkville, 2, F., Jan. 8.—Regular monthly 
shoot for the champlonship medal of thé club, shot for at seven birds 
each from ground traps, hab licappad rise, 89 yards boundary; (les 
shot off at three birds each; Fonutiin Gon Cinb rules: 

Wearney........00 SE pe ok a 8 SOE oe st 
emken..- 123 APP Or ea 

Durtee.-...... OT L021 7 T M5 
Cowenhoyen.. 2 2t 1? 064 1 0-5 
Walith.......0. +25 ses. veas~ sot Pie =a 
Williams, ,...- “3 A012 2°05 
White....c1.. 5 sea UU Yt a oO ts 

ooh 102001 08 
eee Oe Ly Pe, 
010 17 0 1 0-3 

MeMohou , 1 D010 * O-¥ 
W & Hunt rs ) 0 0 060 0 1 1-2 
JONeS..... 28 ; af Oo * 06 @ i O-1 

Ties on en. 
Kéarney,... 25 ydg...... 1 1 0-2 Lemken..,,22 yds...._.. 0 1 6-1 

Pe he tee Sia ii Yagd Club, Camden Schuetzen Park, 
an, 9. 

A Muench..,....097111111—6 G Bentler, -.....10101111—# 
BSpix . »TL1T11111—8 HVoelker.......111111 0 0-6 

Moak.. wUT111101—6 Chr Méfeger.....1 011111 0—6 
H Geiger.........10 111110—§ Ch Mayer,....... 1101110=6 
Bruneti...-----. 11111100-6 Fr Miler........ 91110114-—6 

Same day, double birds: 
AUMMGNICD eee sep csnwsssyecns pre ol Ol il 00 1 11 O1—10 
BIA DIRL =.= bess fi 11 OF 11 10 13 «10 11-18 
M Moak......... ane ao Il dt 61 Th 11 10 M—12 
B Geiger... - 2... 2 2 ov 47 dt dt 11 11 00-10 
BIUnetts es. ++ sss sli 11 00 OL 41 01 10 11—11 
GrBatiors eels ikeee: beamed hele «11 10 1 1 10 00 LW 11—ii 
HE Voelker. .....- 10 01 00 10 Of 10 10 10—6& 
Ch Metager,....... -.1i 10 11 1 i] 10 11 ii—14 
Ch Mayer.... “ ».10 01 Ol 17 GU 11 1 10—9 
2 iva Ty eer eee PE een yan hn 1 1 00 10 11 om 1 ay 9 

HabLoce CLhun—Abilene, Kas., Dec, 27.—Eleven birds each, 25 yards 
Tise, 60 yards boundary, plunge traps: 

IDRALS see -¢7, Wetec estate véese=<eriseeess GOGO LN Det gad sp. 
wo) F tO eo Dw 4 o's 
ieee Tet Oe eo l— 9, 
pies Oe fe a ML De oF os 

Htatinbougn.......- 207 ASO A dle er 
Bidywell.... ete) TO PO oes 
Stevens. i tid @ tt ft tf -1 1 

an Lid t ©-w0o fT ss 
= +} 

—ee Bogardus’ advertisement. 

Machting and Boating. 
Huzonon oy Orricers,— Yacht clubs throughout the country 

desiring to have their officers and prospectus for 1879 placed on 

record in the FOREST AND STREAM will serve their own interesha 

by forwarding lists to this office. 

YACHTING NEWS. 
Brooxtyn Yaort Cuys.—At the meeting of this club, 

Jan. 8, the following officers were elected for the present 
ear; Com,, John $8. Dickerson, echooner Madeleine ; Vice- 

Com., James D. Smith, schooner Hstelle; Rear Com,, R. b, 
Huntley, sloop WViantie: President, Henry W. Turner; Sec- 
retary and ‘Treasurer, William T. Lee; Assist. Sec., W. R. 
Wadsworth ; Measurer, J. M. Sawyer; Judge Advocate, 
Henry ©. Place; Trustees—D. §. Hines, P. W. Ostrander, 
M. T. Davidson, H. 8, Wood and the flag officers. Regatta 
Commiltiee—J. F_ Ames, P. W. Ostrander and A. C. Wash- 
ington. Committee on Membership—J. L. Blood, F. W. 
Jenkins and J. ¥. Ames. ‘This is pretty much 4 new deal all 
around, excepting such indispensable gentlemen as Mr. W. 
'), Lee and J. M. Sawyer, who, as a matter of course, are re- 
elected with the samé repularity that duff-day comes around. 
The Commodore ‘‘has been there before,” and a most efficient 
and enterprising officer he made, so that under the new regime 
we expect to see the Brooklyn Club once more occupy the 
wonted position its fleet and membership entitle it 10 among 
the metropolitan organizations, 
An Ison Stoop.—Mr. J. R. Busk is about having an iron 

racing craft built to sail with the largest class of sloops. Mr. 
A. Carey Smith is the designer, and probably the Harlan & 
Hollingsworth Co., of Wilmington, will lay her down. We 
question the utility or advantage of iron fur sailing yachts of 
the sloop type, and think Mr. Busk may find more trouble 
keeping his sloop’s bottom in racing condition than he expects. 
For cutters of deep draft and high freeboard iron, no doubt, 
presenis the advantages of light topsides and heavy keel and 
garboards, but in the ordinary sloop these elements of success 
disappear to a great extent and smooth skin is lost by the use 
of iran, even though kept well painted. Up to five knots in 
short, wide craft, friction is the main and almost only cause 
of “resistance,” and as light weather is the sloop’s congenial- 
ity, iron is hardly to be regarded as favorable to her best 
weather. 
A Proviar SHARPre.—Aboard the sharpie Quintpiae, of 

New Haven, we learn that no one was ever known to go 
thirsty in spite of these crafts’ proverbial dryness. This) is 
one of those reconciliations of opposites for which these boats 
are famous when in veleran hands. 

Ice Yaoutive.—The two chief clubs which follow this 
sport are in a flourishing condition, and the number of 
‘‘ boats” enrolled on their lists is rapidly increasing, owing to 
the life and vigor infused in the clubs through the instru- 

f offi i 
and Commodore John A. Hoosevelt, ind r 
owns no less than five boats, Mr. 
Mr. Roosevelt tivo, while many others own more than one. 
The Poughkeepsie Club was organized 1861, and New Ham- 
burg C'ub in 1369. The following ig a list of the yachts now 
on the books of both these clubs : 
Poughkeepsie—Avalanohe, 4. Harrison Sandford; Advance, 

B. Harrison Sandford; Cyclone, Henry Bergh, Jr; 2Um, 
‘Theodore VY. Johnston; Hehe, George Collingwood; Fiying 
Dutchmen, Wro. H, Roe; Gracie, John A. Roosevelt; Gipsy, 
James N. Winslow, Haze, Aaron Innis; Hail, Anron Innis; 
Icicle, John A. Roosevelt; Jessie, William H. Roe; Restless, 
Oliver H. Booth; Snow Flake, Charles H. Forrest; Sappho, 
A. EB. Whiting; Snow Bird, Henry Bergh, J:.; Norseman, 
E. Harrison Sandford; Viking, W. Harrison Sandford; Viva, 
ij, Harrison Sandford: Fairy, IE. Harrison Sandford; Zip, 
T. H. Ransom, 
New Hamburgh.—Zephyr, J. R. Lawson; Quickstep, W. 

LeRoy; Zig Zag, J. LeRoy and H. Millard; Flying Cloud, 
Irving Grinnell; Fi Away, Irving Grinnell; Phantom, P. 
A, M. Van Wyck; Scud, J. F. Satterthwnite; Zero, P. Le- 
Roy; Qui Vive, Charles LeRoy; Dart, M. Hughes; Whey, I. 
Grinnell ; Boreas, I. Grinnell; Pugf, 1. Grinnell; Meteor, J. 
F. Satterthwaite ; Comet, J. F, Satterthwaite. 

Mr. Kooseyelt, in his yacht, has made a mile in forty-eight 
seconds. His boat measures, from end of boom to end of bow- 
sprit, GS{t., with a width between runners of 29ft., snd carries 
1,070 square feet of canyas, Mr. Sandford’s Avalanche is 
cat-tizged, and of different construction from the others, 
being in fact a light low box sleigh, mounted on two bogie” 
sleighs, cach haying two runners 7it, long and Oft. apart. 
They are conuected by gearing, so that the boat is turned by 
a combined motion of both bogies moving in opposite direc- 
lions. Lhe box is about 10ft, long and St. wide, forming a 
sort of deck and cockpit in one, The Whi, owned by Copi. 
Grinzell, was exhibited atthe Centennial, ind attracted much 
attention there, She is known to be very fast, Three matches 
are arranged, and will come off at the tirst opportunity, when 
the ice is in good condition; they are the owners, first and 
second class, and non-owners; and a challenge has also heen 
sent for the pennant, now held by the Poushkeepsie Club. 
Officers of the New Hamburgh Club: Com. Irving Grinnell; 
Vice-Com,, J. R. Lawson; Secretary, P. A. M. Van Wyck; 
Treasurer, P. LeRoy, and Measurer, W. Losee. Regatta 
Committee—Phillip Schuyler, John LeRoy and H. Van 
Wyck. Officers of the Poughkeepsie Club : Com. John A. 
Roosevelt ; Vice-Oom., Theo. V. Johnson; Treasurer, Dr. 
Gny C, Bayley, and Secretary, Thos. Ransom. Regutta 
Committee—Hudson Taylor, Henry $8. Frost and William OC. 
Arnold. A description of the ice yacht has been published in 
a former number of this paper, 

Mr, Grinne 
Harrison Sandford six, and 

OAR AND PADDLE, 

The Hanlan Club. 

GREAT deal of nonsense has been written of late eon- 
cerning the internal affairs of this club, From infor- 

mation sent us we learn that none of the statements which 

have appeared of late have any foundation in fact, but are the 

creations of imaginative brains, which for the lack of any 
berter theme have devoted their enervies to the construction of 

fabulous tales, with no better foundation to rest upon than uti- 

authorized and unwarranted rumors. A local Canadian 

journal got itself into a snarl with a contemporary, aud a won- 
derful deal of nonsense was concocted to fill vacant space 
which might much better have been devoted to healthier ends, 
and thus a needless and puerile wrangle has been kept up 
over nothing, to the disgust of the better portion of the public, 
who had already been surfelted with gammon concerning the 
Courtney-Hanlan race, and are nol kindly disposed to having 
the subject prolonred. The attempt to belittle the character 
of the members or officers of the Hanlan Club hns its origin in 
the same motives of jealousy and spite which sought to fasten 
frand upon the two competitors at Lachine, an aim that 
miserably failed. Fuleome praise of the Owasco oarsmen and 
many months’ pay loston his chances, even before it was 
earned, have contributed much toward svuring certain men’s 
dispositions when contemplating the uotarnished career inthe 
past and the bright future of the Canadiun champion. If 
these detractors could only realize the serious inroads their ir- 
responsible yolubility is making into the confidence and esti- 
mation of the great public to whose approval we niust look for 
a continuance of the present popularity of manly out-door 
sports, they would cease their disparaging babble and turn 
their thoughts to some more elevating phase of the oarsmen’s 
art, which they are ‘now doing their best to bring into unde- 
served disrepute. The Hanlan Club can manage their own 
affairs to the satisfaction of the American champion, and that 
is quite enough for the public to know. What scandal- 
mongers may think or write concerns them nob, nor will it 
have the slightest effect in replenishing pockets, emptied 
through indiscretion and over-hasty zeal. e have been led 
to these remarks because even some of our respected English 
contemporaries have tuken up this sensctless hue sud cry, and 
since across the Atlantic our staid cousins are slow to see the 
animus underlying some chapters in American journalism of 
the more reckless sort, we trust these few lines may serve to 
make them see more clearly how much credit to give to the 
pointless tirade against Hanlan and his managers, and to un- 
derstand that rowing in America, professional or amateur, haa 
not sunk to the low level sume of our contemporaries, in their 
hasty insinuations, might lead them to believe. 

oO 

Hanyarp anp Oxrorp.—As might have been expected 
the somewhat wild and unreasonable request of Harvard for 
a race with the Oxford crew on the Thames, England, 
months after the University race, which would require the 
keeping together and training of an Oxford eight long after 
their regular race with Cambridge in March, has met with an 
end unforeseen by none but the most enthusiastic. We can- 
not help but think that sonicthing else besides the lae date 
act. down by Harvard has carried weight in Oxford’s declining 
the offer from America. There has of Jate been an ontspoken 
opinion abroad against international rowing mutches and 
axtinst the undue prominence supposed even now to he given 
to the University races. Though we are far from agreeing 
with any such falsely accepted notions which would ascribe 
to the deep popular interest manifested im college racing the 
shortcomings of students at their books, there can be no ques- 
tion but that the number of races and inatches can be carried 
too far for the convenience and interests of those composing 
the crews, who have other affairs on hand besides continua)ly 
keeping in battle array from one end of the year to the other, 



‘touchy ” in its bearing since its cha Ieuee lo the Cambridge 
aye shown anxiety 

for a reply from Oxford hefore aceerting definitely any other 
challenge on this side, was owing only to the fact that unless 
an English race conld be got the crew proposed to disband 
and could not well compromise itself as long as its very ex- 
istence was in doubt, Cornell has had no just grounds of 
complaint, and has added nothing fo her reputation for good 
sense by taking offence at a silly article from the pen of an 
amateur scribe. 
Tar AmerroAn Hinny —LHaryard has replied to a telegram 

from Mr, Henry W Garfield, Secretary of the N. A. A. O,, 
that they would not be able fo enter a four or an eight for the 
National Association race to meet Oxford or Cambridge, in 
case one of the latter could be induced to cross the ocean, 
We do not believe any Hnglish crew would consent to pull 
in America without some very strong inducements, in the 
present light which university and international racing is re- 
#arded abroad. 
Yate-HARyARD.—A fresh crew will be formed to pull 

Yale, which will be the only outside race Harvard proposes 
to engage in. 

Wannacr Ross.—This St. John sculler hag failed to get on 
a race with Tarryer, of England, and has now challenged 
Liimaden of Nicholson to row for £100 on the Thames. 
Thames. iumsden can pull Ross hull down. 
Harvarp Frrsumen,—The freshmen of Haryard are trying 

to arrange fol & race with Yale or Columbia. 

Frienpsnip Boar Onun.—At a recent meeting at their 
hoal-honse, Twenty-cighth street. and East River, the follow- 
ing officers were elected ; Pres., James 8, Murvay; Vice-Pres., 
Albert G. Sauer; Cor. Sec'y, James J, Fitzimmons; Fin, 
Sec'y, Hugene P. Muore; Treas,, Michael J. Murray; Capt., 
Philip 8. Biglin; Delegates, William Frinke, William Hur- 
ley, Philip §, Biglin. 

Were Boar CLog.—At the annual meeting of the Nereid 
G. G., of Brooklyn, the following officers were elected ; 
Ohas, KR, Hint, Pres.; Louis H. Leonard, Vice-Pres.; A, ©. 
Bunce, Treas.; Heywood ©. Brown, Rec. Sec'y ; F. B. Fiske, 
Cor. Sec’y ; Joseph P, Earle, Gapt.; Ohas. M. Bull, Lieut. 
ArizL Boar Ciuce,—The Ariels, of Newark, have elected 

the following officers for the year: Oom., John M. Ross; 
Pres,, F, Freeman; Vice-Pres., Thumas Austin; Oapt., J. 
Bennett; Lient., J. Quinn; See'y, Thomas Sweeny; Assist- 
ant Sec'y, Robert Cherry; Treas,, W. 5. Baine. 

KoornrRio Boar Croos.—The Hecentric Club, of Newark, 
N. J., elected the following officers for 1879 at their meeting 
held Jan. 6: Pres, 8. 0. Astley; Vice-Pres., R. Hilton; 
Bec’'y, W. H. Smith; Treas., W. 8. McLorinan; Capt., G. R. 
MeUall; Lieut,, 5. A. Day; Log-keeper, J. EH. Evans; Com., 
J. H. Jordon; Board of Trustves, D. Van Volkenburg, F. 
De Bow, W. Schricher and F. Watts. 

N. A. A. O.—At the regular meeting of the Executive 
Committee of the N. A, A. OQ}, at the Metropolitan Hotel, N. 
Y., Jan. 11; the Fairmount Ti. A. was recommended for rein- 
statement. The time and place for holding the American 
Oollege Regatta was referred to a committee consisting of 
Messrs. Keys, Watts and Buermeyer. Vhe regatta will prob- 
ably be fixed for July, only undergraduates who have taken 
their degree during the year of the college race being eligible. 
Dr. Smith, Argonauta B. C., applied to have a rehearing of 
the case in cousequenes of which he was dropped from the 
membership of the N. A. A. O. Referred to the above com- 
mittee. 

Tournzp PRoresstonan.—Courtney has now found a second 
dangerous rival in Mr. Geo, Lee, of the Triton Club, of New- 
ark, N. J., who announces his intention of becoming a pro- 
fessional oarsman. He will begin with the small fry first. 
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CRUISING IN THE CHESAPEAKE. 

Wasuineron, D. 0., Dee, 15, 1878. 
The days of sailing and sunimer saunterings haying passed away 

for a season, atid the diabolical wenther seeming to indicate that 
old Boreas has given us the cold ehoulder, it would seem to be- 

hoove all honest tars to bs aminble, his anto the comforts and re- 

finsments of their dens, and think over the pleasures of events 
just gone, and récali to mind the exhilarating breeze and dashing 

spray of the last cruise, reyel in delightful recollections of solid 
pleasure, mixed with ridiculons mishaps and exasperating accidents 

that befall all sportsmen, and which only sorye to spice and en- 

liven. To this end I hayes been fighting the battle over aguin, and 

grabbed my pen ta gossip about a cruise of 500 miles, made last 
summer, and which may serve to rayive some pleasant experience, 

and saye something from things forgot. 
The dumpy little ship, Fanny Bell, in which we traveled, haa 

won many races, and in her reduced rig is just the thing for inland 

havigation—22ft. long, 83<ft. beam, and 30in- deep; with 23ft. 

boom, 12ft. gail, and 20ft. hoist in the mainsail, which can be 

resfed from the deck, and a jib large enough to keep the tiller 
easy in a breeze, and amall enough to varry a weather helm, 

with a single reef in thamainsail. A peep under the foot-boards 

shows 1S cwt. of iron about her iongitudinal centre, which holds 
her down to biz in a blow, and forces her in style through the 
choppy seas. She is all decked sxospt a small cockpit, which 
allows plenty of breathing room on hot oights—and also a popular 
yeaort for salléy waves. Any serious consequenca from this pre 
dilection of water, however, maybe preyented when desired by a 
panyas cap, fitting snugly around the coaming, and covering the 

cockpit, except a amall portion behind, for the accommodation of 
the ateersman. Itis true, a cabin which must necessarily be yery 
gniall, will keep out the water, but it will not let in the air; and 
petween a certain death from suffocation and the uneertainty of 
drowning, L choose the latter,and thoroughly enjoy the delightful 

uncertainties and Inzurionus inconveniences of # yoyage in a par- 

tially open eraft. 
he dimensions of snils I haye given are for cruising. At home 

for racing and’ general purposes, { have heretofore carried about 

twise the ammonut of canvas, including my light sails. Hxeept for 

especial occasions, I shall not do so any more, for the great ineon- 

venience of reefing every time it blows « sailing breeze, and the 
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constant care Yaquired for manipulating so much rag, is not com- 
penkated for by fle slightly inereaaed speed, which oan only be at 
tained in light naira; for just aa soon as you bogin to trayel with 

the last six cloths of the mainsail, everything shaking from that 

point to the mast is dead weight, causes the boat to labor, and 

holds her beck; whereas your riyal, with proportional sail, has 
everything full, and walks right by you. Since £ cut down my 

sail, every small boat on the river has done the same, and uniyer- 

pal patisfaction is the result. When Laay cub down I do not mean 

to advise any one to attempt sailing under almost bare poles, but 

simply to carry a boom, the outer end of which can be reavhed, 
and still keep a grip on the counter with your big tos, and reef’; 
and thereby ayoid taking your ship under your arm, and going 

ashore to reduce sail, or dangling on the endof a stiwk running 

as far bayond the atern as inboard, and looking like an animated 
frog on the end of a fishing pole. And nothing looks worse, and 

sticks faster af the most inopportune time, than a complicated 

resfing apparatus that forcibly reminds one of a full-rigged man- 

of-war. Neither do I want a bowsprit that samples the bottom 
eyery time w wiye strikes the counter. Tt is, asin all things, the 

happy medium which gives the best resulis and most pleasure, 

The admiral and ornamental man of our ship is Prank MacAr- 

thur, a well-known beau, and whose specialty, says knowing Dick 

Marshall, the proprietor of 2 well-known summer hotel, is widows. 

He coud generally be found reading in the shade of a sail) braced 

up by pillows. The skipper is Oscar Woodward, an old gtager, 

who can go comfortably toslsep on the edge of a three-cent piece, 

and who ulways held the tillerin bad weather. The cook bears 

the name of Wickus, and atill lives, The rest of his name has 

never bean discovered, for fear of faring worse by going further. 

He has reduced the whole science of cookery to one rule, and that 
is fat; hence we more Halially call him the King of Greece. He 
dows all the delicatu work, suth as frying cornmeal and peeling 
potatoes. He has an assistant who does all the manual labor, 
such as wathing dishes and watching him make the fire, 

Tho expedition was advertised to sail Saturday evening, but the 

appearance of the whart at that date indicated otherwise. A pile 
of baggage, provisions and apparatus, apparently tha accumula- 

tion of years—and from ils variety the result of much stndy—had 

to be disposed of aboard the “anny. It was like pitting a house 

with all the domestic arrangements in a cart; bot the skipper, 
remembering the chissical pig that eat a bucketful of dinner and 

then got into the bucket himself, went to work, and with the aid 

of somé darkies—assorted sizes—incorporated eyerything in the 

craft in its proper place, Finally eyerything was fixed, the last 

rites performed, and we started. 

Tt was a beautiful night. The moon was full, and beamed down 

so benignly that we could not help fesling the gentle infiuencs, 

and from joking and talking became silent, and watched its ever 
changirg silvery hues, the grim old wharf, with its dark shadows 

and pleasant recollections, and the serene, blue sky, with its 

sparkling lights. Then we thought of the dear old friends left be- 
lind, and the long journey to come, with its many probsbilitias 

and modest dangers; and then very unsentimoentally thonght we 

were sleepy, wrapped ourselyes up, and son old Morpheus had 

us under his wing. 

We stopped at Alexandria till morning to get an anchor, It 

being Sunday the blackymith-shop wad closed, and we had to go to 
the proprictor’s house. He ceased operations on a sermon, as he 

Was a minister later in the day, and soldus the article. It weighs 

130 1bs., and is intended to be used only oh a leéshore in a gale. 
Tt ie carried in the bottom of the cockpit, with the stock folded, 

the shank alongside, and the fiukes on each side of the well. In 

this position it was not at allin the way, We christened it Baby, 

and the ship always staid whep it was dropped ovér, which was 

more thah once. It ia one of those articles that may neyer be 

used, but when it is wanted, is wanted like everything. 

Attar squaring away from Alexandria, we had headwinds all the 

way to Piney Point, 95 miles, where we arrived withont adventure. 

Dick Marshall keeps a cosy little hotel here, and we stopped over 

seyeral days, Dick is jolly, and treats everybody just right. He 

has a littl schooner, which he thinks oan show anything inside 

the capes over a course, and offered us champagne to beat him, 

The race was an event, and everybody was excited. The wind was 

off shore, and a big woods close to the water’s edge kept the wind 

off the little Fanny, but allowed the top and staysail of the 

schooner to push her ahead. They said we were anchored, and to 

come on; we did so, and to such an extent that when the turn 

was made Fann was a mile ahead. So jolly Dick came to the 

conclusion that he could only beat us in rough weather, and as we 

neyer denied it, everybody is happy, and the goose hangs high. 

But our journey must be completed, and so we bade all good 

bye, cast off the last mooring rope, hoisted sail, and slowly moved 

out toward the great Chesapeake, with the good wishes of all the 

people, and the predictions of the wise ones that they were taking 

theirlast farewell, We reached the bay, and were delighted. Ib 

is true we could only faintly see land, and that only in one direc— 

tion; and the cook remarked that Fanny was small for the ocea- 

gion, and the assistant cook said nothing, but his usual blunk 

countenanes indicated a heap of thinking ; and the Admiral said it 
was the most beautiful sunset he eyer saw; aid the skipper said 

to give him his blanket and pillow to sleép on, and if the wind 
changed to wake him up; and thal wag all that was said for some 

time. In the course of an hour a promontory extending away out 

into the water was approached, and the scens was ons long to ba 
remembered. My single blanket and the hard deok I would not 
haye traded for the moat gorgeous bad of a palace, and an old pair 

of breeches, resting on the fluke of the anchor, was soiter to me 

as a pillow than the finest feathers. Oh, what a lovely night it 
wae, and how happy J felt! I shall never forget it, and shall 

always long to again drift into the shadow of theigreat blufy that 

loomed up with such grand, calm dignity from the depths of night, 

and listen to the sad pines fated to sigh and moan forever. And 

well do I remember the dark, mysterious holes in the mountain 

side, and the fantastic, ever-changing shadows, that seemed like 
evil spirite playing hide anu seek with the jutting rocks and sturdy 

jushes. And how lazily did the little, good-natured waves play 
with the glistening pebbles along the sandy beach, and how cheery. 
the sweeb music of their yoicas, aad how strange they could be 
angered by a storm and rival the thunders of heayen! And then 
Lsaw the twinkling stars, and the deap, pure blue above, and the 

hght oer all nature, which sesmed contented and at rest. Then E 
wished I could live forever, leave all humanity, and drift for an 
elernity on the crystal water, in the shadows of night, and watch 
the moon rise—and just then g spider bit me on the end of the 
nose, and I wished I had them all in a row under a knife ton miles 
long, so that I could cut off all their heads at ones; and with this 

pious wish [ innocently went to sleep. 

The next day we had the first serious accident. We lost one of 

our men overboard, and he must have been drowned, for we neyer 

saw him aby more. We were sithing quietly on the forward deck, 

when we heard the startling splash, and saw hinycome to the sur- 

face twice, but before we could get to him he hud disappenred, 

and that was the last we syar saw of the unfortunate man 

Drowning is said to be an easy death, and so it proyed to be in 

this case ; for he never made s. sonnd, or we could no donbt have: 

sayed him, as we hoye to and waited for him to come up or make: 
4 noise, but nothing was heard but the murmuring water that 
seemed utterly indifferent tothe shocking tragedy it had commit- 

ted. Poor man, though the king of fellows he was a blockhead 

and always in the way, but nevertheless indispensable ; and so we 

out another one out of cork, and continued our game, as ho was, 

after all, only a King in our set of chessmen! 

Tn the courss of time we concluded we should like to catch some 

sheapshead, and ko we went ashore in Great Wicomico River to 
find a man to gét {he bait and show us the most likely place to try 

our lueck—and patience. We were told the yery man we wanted 

lived three miles back in the country; the only way to get to him 
was to walk, arid the proper road was pointed out. ‘Two of us 

started, walked four miles an hour for three hours and 2 halt’ in a 
bes line in the right direction before we scraped together those 

original thres miles. Wecame back in a wagon, and it took four 
hours. Suchis the Virginia ‘idea’ in regard to distance. Such 

economy would be laudable in a Rhode Islander, butin-a Virginian 
it seems entirely unnecessary. 

We finally had our fish, and fine sport it was. There are a preat 

many in the bay, but a guide is indispensable, as {he fish only bite 

in particnlar spots, which are usually far from land, and can only 

be found by a system of triangulation on marks ashore, kuown 
ouly to the initiated. 

We sailed ip the York Riyer as far as Yorktown, and stopped 

a day at that memorable placa where the Revolution was seltled. 

It is a hot, mean little place, with a few frame houses, and one 

brick one, including shot perforations, that existed at the time of 

the famous surrender. We put some corn dodgers in our pock- 

ets, passed up back of thetown,and from thinking of the great 

historical event, of what might haye happened had the siege ter- 
minated otherwise, of the patriotic Americans dying in the cause 

they thought right—giving their life blood for principles, we be- 

came filled with emotion—and corn dodgers, and felt like shedding 

a tear on those hallowed grounds ; for, ss usual, Wickus had used 

tao little meal in the fat, and no one knows how much we suffered 

while thinking of the miseries of the brave men who mado our 

country. After a fewinoments of agony my friend produced an 

electrical apparatus to be usedon such occasions. It was hollow, 
made of dark glass, and had a detachable top. Ih was operated 

by removing the top, placing the exposed apertura to tho lips, 

and giving the deyice « slow, oscillating movement in a yortical 

plane, at right angles to the axis of the shoulder. The theory is 

that if the deyice is in prime order, and nol been tested too much 

by the skeptical, that sufficient electric fiuid will be deyeloped by 
the described movement torun down the throat, and assimilate 

with the system in an adyantageous way. I cannot speak from 

experience, but think there must be something init, as my friend’s 
eyes indicated a result different from the ordinary run. Haying 
finished this place, which nearly finished us, we once mora em- 

barked, and arrived at Norfolk, saw what was to be Seen, and 
started on the back trip. 

While Fanny ia quietly sailing along with an occasional reefing 

breeze and sharp squall, I will observe ong observation in regard 
to proyender. Canned meats and,soups were in abundance, but 
not satisfactory for the main staple, as they were too delicate, and 

do not ‘fill up” right. They some way or other do not seem to 
afford sufficient sustenance to compensate for the energy expend- 

ed in eating them. Boston baked beans, that simply require 

Warming, are the thing, and are palatable oyery day. A man can 

put himself on the ontside of thres boned chickens, and just feel 

like sitting down to dinner; but let him take a couple of table- 

spoontuls of beans, browned just right, and he feels that he has 
something to depend on. 

The Great Wicomico Kiver is honored wilh the most extensive 

fish-oil and guano establishments we came across. Their odor is 
fearful, and they became yery evident about three miles off. This 

odor can tack half a mile dead to windward without effort. We 

had expected to make harbor in this place, buta headwind delayed 

us until after dark, when a very heayy storm arose. The channel 

is narrow but straight, and if you can only strike it all is well} bu 

as there are no lights, the questionjis how to strike the out at 
night, as each sideis-full of shallows. It,was dark as pitch, the sea 

Was runing very ugly,;and we had been running and bumping 

around a good while when the skipper said he was going to run in, 

to look sharp, stand by the halliards, and if she strock, honse sail 

and strike for the shore, <A thrill went through évery man, Yor 

although it was tough work where we were, and the gale increas- 
ing every minute, it seemed perfect folly to dash stem on into the 
breakers which we could not 586 but hear so plain, There is nob 

one chancein a thousand of hitting theright place, we thought, 

and if it’s missed, we'll be churned into eternity. But with human 

thoughts like these the actions are like heroes. Not a word is 
said, but everythingis done. Every,rops is manned. ‘fhe tough 

little ship is turned for shore, and fairly leaps in the darlmesa, the 

quicker to end the suspense. All is dark, Not a thing can ba 
seen, but, oh! what fearful sounds can be heard. ‘The wind 

howls, the rigging shrieks, and the mast groats. The braye little 

cratt ilies to her fate, and the maddened water fairly hisses as it 
rushes by. Eyery man peers into the bafiling darknoss with the 
fiercenoss of desperation, but sees nothing. A fey moments more 

and all will be known; but time has ceased its Hight, or become 

eutangled in our heart-strings, and drags out hfe to fain g second: 

But, hark! The breakers are near! They coma } and the sullen 

throb and methodical rom fall with painin! exactness on the soul, 
and bode destruction. But, thoughts away! for none so yivid as 

moon slowly rise from behind the wooing trees and cast its gentls j ieality, and the breakers, those insatiable tyrants, are quite near, 



and seem to howl for us. They come closer! ‘They are just 
alead! They are here! One trying second more, and we pass 

safely through, while on each side, very near—too near—ihoe 
furious waves, in sseming rage at our escape, dash themselves to 

pieces on the beach, while we pass to the hayen within, and give 
one prolonged, heartfelt shout of joy. 

Boys,” ssid the skipper, ‘‘there was nothing lucky or remark 

able about that; for I sailed by the infernal smell of that fish 

factory, which is as good to reckon from in the dark as a light 
house.’’ 

The best time for a long distance we made was on the back trip, 
from Piney Point to Indian Head, a distance of 69 miles, which we 
made from 10 4. a. to 5 P. u., 7 hours, or nearly 10 miles an hour. 

The wind was blowing a shrieker from the south. We had the jib 

unbent from the forestay and boomed out from the mainstay like 

squaresail, Most of the time we occupied seats behind the 
iller, and held the throat and peak halliards in our fists, ready to 

et the gail drop at any moment. And so ended onr cruise, with a 

run hard to beat, QUEERQUILL FEATHERPEN. 

Chesapeake Bay, with its many inlets, bights and rivers, 

affords delightful cruismg ground for yachts of all classes. 
Many times have we tooled famous America in its upper 
waters, and it is a matter of surprise that our northern craft 
do not seek the pleasant Bay, and ring a change on the regu- 

lation skim up the Sound. 
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A BIG SHARPIE. 

SrauForD, Conn., Jan. 6, 1879. 

Epiror Forrst AND STREAM: 
I haye read with much interest your correspondent’s opinions 

regarding “the coming boat” in your issue of Dec. 26, 2. e, the 

Sharpie. 
Ibelieye during the next season it will bo shown that this style 

of boat will be classed—for purposes either of sporting, pleasure, 

or coast work, in point of economy both in construction and keep- 
ing her in commission after she is built, also as to her safety in 

handling, her speed and heraccommodation—as vastly superior to 

any other class, at least of the same tonnage. 

I give you herewith the dimensions of a schooner sharpie built 

in the fall of 1877 by John Richards, of Norwalk, Conn, Her 

length is 52 feet, her beam 16 feet. She draws 16 inches of water 
in foll ballast; has no centreboard, so that her cabin is not en- 

cumbered with the centreboard trunk. She has six feet and 

one inch clear headroomin her cabin, four large berths, and 

lockers, one State-room, water closet, ice chest, store rooms, kit- 

chen, two bunke in the forecastle and completely fitted out in 
every respect. I mention this because the room that can be ob- 

tained in the sharpie model is simply marvelous and could gcarce- 

ly be credited by any one who had not seen sucha craft. Her 

miainmastis $9 feet, her foremast 38 feet beaches. She carries 
mainsail, foresail and jib. All her sheets trim aft to the cockpit, 
which is large, and she can be easily managed by one man and a 

boy, if her owner desires. 
T think she is the largest pleasure sharpie ever built (in this 

rection of the country) and she has sailed lately on trial, where 

she could lay her course, eight miles in thirty-four minutes ; and 
she has been also out in heayy weather, behaving splendidly. 

This sharpie was built for Mr. Frank Burritt, of Norwalk, 

Gonn., was sailed a few weeks and was recently bought by a gen- 

tleman of this city who is an enthusiastic yachtsman, who is now 

putting topmasta into her, so as to carry topsails and staysail in 

light winds, I am an old man, haye sailed in all sorts of craft, 

from the Dreadnaught down to the saiallest cat boat and want 

now to predict that next summer this schooner sharpie will be a 

hard one to beat by vessels of much larger size that are accounted 

speedy. She is now at anchor in our harbor. Her nameis H. Q. 

Taylor. C.J, R. 

Ghe Gane of Chess. 

Norioz.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should be 

addressed Chess Editor FOREST AND Srzeam, P, O, box 54, Wolcott- 

ville, Conn,” 

Game No, 94. 
7 Black. White. Black. 

R a ebiece ar, J. Mann, R, M, Steele, Jr. J, Maun. 

PH APE) (BRE BUREN) Pag? Q—-Ktk Ba(b) | 29—K tk 29 1B 
hes SOP tks Pu) | 30-K-B (a) EE 
—P-Q: 4—P-Q4! 31—K-B3 31—P-Q 
‘P oe soit eke P (D 32—K-K3 20—P-B Bt3 
-Q-B3 6—Q-K2 en (g) |38-P-K R4 —83--P'Q Ki 
i_wKa 7ARLKG BPR uP 
§—B tks Kt 8—Q tks a (h) see OT (9) re Een 

ee peo.” R17 37—1- R12? (q) W—BitkBQ 10 B- Qs Sia cose 
ch 1—Uastles 35—R-Bu! 38—H-K12 

ee j9-KEBS 39-Rtka P © 39 tka P 
1aok URS 13—Kt-Q3 (1) 40—R-B6! 40—R-Q2 
ttoettkeB  14—P tks Kr aOR BS dImIchia 

KB { 42—1K-Bi 2—=R-KY 
HE aN ie rd 43—K iky P 43—R-K6 ch 

Te kw —B-K3 44—R-B3 | 44 —R-K5 
13—R-K2 18—-Q RE 25—1-G3 2 
92k Re 19—Rt-Bi 46—-K-Kt4 b—IB (1) 
90—P-B8 20—K-Q 41—K-B5 47—K-B? ch 
ries 4 21—-Ki-R? 1S—K-Kts 45-2 
Free et 22—Ki-R¢ (Kk) 49—K-B6 4)—H-R2 
og—P-bA 23—B tks Ke 5D—K-RS BUR? 
24—P tks B 24— Kt ike B bi—RK-ks ch oH . : 

Q5—P tks kt  25—K+Kh 5L—e-GQ 52—R-K 
93—R-KT 26—Q K-Kt 53—P-G5 
91—Q, R-Q7 21-K RQ, 
And White wins. His play jias peen irreproachable, and makes the 

ending an instructive study. Time, five hours, 

NOTES, 

(a) The Jate Mr, Staunton, in his -Pracis, pronounced this the best 

move for White. Philidor also did 80, albeit it is Wot 80 popular now as 

i itacking Kt-K B3. 

EE x Caria wit play B-Bé4, or the Greco Counter Gambit—P-K 

Bs, The text move was, however, recommended by the Russian aula- 

yet, Major Jaenisch, and ip 80 by the German theorisiss and mae great 

English authority, the late Mr. Staunton, in lis posthumous work edited 

by rhe late Mi. Wormold, gave it the chief place when treating upon 

Oi aN preferred Kt-K Ba, converting the game into the 

Petroff, which, he argued, was favorable to the first player. A nia 

aso safely play the Ponzianl Centre Gambit, 3—P-Q4, or he can adop 
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the tamer moves, 5—P-Q6 or 8—Kt-Q BS, Calvi decried the text move, 
but Mr. Staunton showed that it leads to an equal game. 

(@) Bad, Biack should play P-qQ4. : 
(¢) We prefer P-Q4 ex gr. 4—P-Q4,4—Kt ths P; 5—B ths P ch, 5k 

tks B; 6—Q-Ré ch, regaining the next move by Q-@5 ch or K5 ch, 
(7) B- Qa were safe: 
(g) B-K3 was more to our taste, 

(t) This gives up the surplus P at once; butit P tka P, White gets a 
strong attack by 9—Castles. 

(i) A grave Mistake Black makes in allowing the 6xthange of a Kt 
for a B, and isolating a P. 

(j) Black halts in his play in an unusual way, ‘Taking P were safer, 
for if 15—Kt tks Q B P, 16—Q R-B, 16—Kt-Q55; 17—Kt-K7 ch, 1i—K-R, 
threatening Kt-K7 chif White play8 R-K Bd or tks K BP. 

(¢) At last Black is enabled to make the long sought exchange of the 

minor pieces, . 

(2) We don’t like White’s double pair of doubled P's, but his doubled 

F’s on the K’s file prevent Black from profiting by this crevice in his 
Opponent’s armor, 

(m) One of Mr. Mann’s piquant and clever strokes. If White now 

Snatch at the coveted Q P, Black plays K-K%, and White cannot sare 
his R! 

(n) To prevent Black gaining the open file at Q B with his R, 

(0) Mr, Steele plays the whole of this end game with fine judgment. 

Taking the P with P would give employment tothe Black R, If Black 
now take P, White can recover it by K-B3, with a winning position, 

(p) Biack’s tactics from this point are faulty. His only chance lies 
in playing off his P’s to two on the K’s side by P-R4, followed by P-B3 
and P-Kt4.- 

(q)A mistake, Black should play R-Kt, meeting R to Be or Qq, by R 
to Q or Kt2, and drawing if White persists im so playing his R's, 

(7) Winning the Q Kt P by B-Kt2 ch it White K tks P. 

Game No. 95.—KING'S BISHOP'S GAMBIT, 

The following pretty little gambit occurred between Mr. J. Mann 

(Adelaide player in above game) and Mr. Holloway, of Williamstown, 
Australia: 

White Black. White. Black. 
Mr. Holloway. J. Maun. Mr, Holloway. J. Mann, 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 T—P-Q3 7—B tke Kt 
2—P-K Be 2—P tks P 8—Q tks B 8—Q ch 
3—b-B4 3—Kt-K B3 9—K-K2 9—K1t-Q, BS 
4—P-K5 4d—P-Q4 10—Q tks B P 10—KU-G5 oh 
5—B-Q Kts 5—KL-KS 11—K-K3 11—Q-R4 
6—Kt-K 58 6—BL-K Kts 12—P tks Kt 

And Black mates in three moves.—Adelaide Observer, 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 

—The Hartford Times and Ayr Argus have been leisurely plucking 
the feathers of the Derbyshire game cock of late, who, though strange 
it may seem, is disinclined to march, figuratively speaking, On to 
Richmond,” 

—The Hartiord Chess Circle exists no longer. We write its epl- 
taph—o, 

—The following Prologue to the Gentle Game of Chess” we take 
from the Ayr Argus, of Scotland: 

The game of Kings is war, 
Wi dear blood and jurid fame, 

And the tread o’ the hoof on the weary earth 
Is to them a winsome game. 

But here’s a game more fit 
For Kings and Prelates all, 

Where thought rules, as rue it must, 
Thongh stars and planets fall. 

Then round our Queen all gather, 
Gentle Knights and Bishops irue, 

For our game is not a game of shauows, 
But we can think with bayonets, teo, 

The State and Church are cne, 
The Castle and Peasant’s cot 

Beshtew the Knave who meddles, 
Checkmate and let him rot. GIBBOSUS, 

auswers to Correspondents, 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications, 

WHERE TO GO ror GAmeE.—Correspondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 
and fish are referred to our game columns, Al] the news that 

comes to us is there given. By keepiog themselves informed 
from this source our friends will save themselves and us 

much trouble. Read the paper. 

H. Smivs, Monroe, N. C.—Your note of December 4 was recoived, 
but the head, tail and leg of the bird have never come to hand, 

R. B, A., Freehold.—Please tell me the best and cheapest way to get 

4 dog to Towa City, Ans, We know of no other way than.by express, 
and your local agent can post you as to cost, 

J. H. W., Boston.—Your dog has paralysis of the nerve of the eye. 

By giving purging medicines, and using the seton, you may cure him, 
but the chances are much against his ever recovering his sight. 

‘icer, Newark.—Sandy Hook Lightship is 63, nautical miles from 

Navesink lights, Two flxed red lights, fog bell and a Thier’s auto- 

matic fog-horn, Lat., 40 deg,, 25 min,, 61 Bec. ; long,, 73 deg., 51 min., 
53 BEC, 

G, M., Albany.—Can you give me the name and address of some one 

who can psrform the spaying operation, or one that can expluin it to 

me? Ans, In bur issue of last week you will find the operation folly 

described. 

Doctor, Greenville, Pa.—In the 1,000 ball match, where Kogardus 

gives Kleinman 200 bails in 1,000, does Kleimmun have 1,000 shots be- 
sides the 200? Ans, Kleinman shot at but 800 balls, 200 being given 
him as broken, 

A. ¥. H.—Would you have any hesitation in breeding to a dog that 
had the mange? It strives me that mange is not an hereditary diseuse 

but sabject to all dogs when oyerfed, ete, Ans. No, only as far as risk 
of contagion was concermed. ‘ 

W,5B., Wappingers Falls.— Will you please give me the address of Ira 

H, Paine? Ans, A letier addressed lo the care of this office would 
probably reach Mr. Paine, With regard to your second query we have 

no opinion to express on the subject, 

H. R,, Philadelphia —As the symptoms you descrihe indicate no par- 

tloular disease, it is difticuls to prescribe for your dog. We would sug- 
gest a tablespoontal of cod liver oi], with two drops of wine of iron each 
day, which will probably restore her appetite. 

c. P, 5.—The Partello aud Burnside scores at 300 yde. were made, 

according to leLter of Mr. Partello, off-hand, at Creedmoor target, with 

Tifles under 10 lbs, weight, and mot less than 3 Ibs. trigger pull. The 
riflemen here are atraining their faith terribly over these scores. 

D. 3.1. Dood 
on lis breast? 9, Is ihe Dittmar pe 
der? Ans, 1, No, better without it. 
for tt which again may be counterbalanced by advantages possessed by 
the other, 

ecessarily h cra 

arthun common pow- 

J., Baltimore,—-1, My dog has a number of lumps on the end of his 

Nose varying in size irom a large peatoa pin head. hey arered in 

color and‘‘shining.” Please suggest a remedy. 9. Willa bitoh con- 

tinue to come in heat after she has ceased to breed? Ans, 1, Burn 
them off with chustic, 2. Yes, very frequently, 

A. H, R., Red Wing, Minn.—Should a chip broken out of the neck of 

4 glass ballin the air be counted aa a broken ball, proylding the balance 

of the ball remaininfact? Ans, thas been the custom to allow a 

broken ball where & shot markis plainly to be seen, but we think the 

plana badone. <A ‘hit’ pigeon is yery often a * lost” bird. 

Cc. D. H., Columbus, 0,—1, My dog’s eyes run uncetsingly and he 

éats nothing of any acconnt, 2, Is there any difference in the quality 

of guns marked Webley & Son, P. Webley & Go ana P. Webley? Ans, 

1, Your description of symptoms ia toofeeble, 9%, We believe they 

ee different grades, but the agents can inform you more defiulte- 
ys 

E, 8, R., Pottstown, Pa.—Where is the great dog Bismark? Thaye a 

puppy, § mos. old, said to be bred by him, that rakes. How can I pre- 

ventit? Ans, As Bismarck was smothered to death in an express car 

Somme years ago your puppy can scarcely beby him, You will have to 
describe your dog's failing in some other terms, as we don’tkuow what 

you mean by rakes, See our advertising columns for puppies for gale, 

W. H. H,; Boston.—Wil you kindly inform me what is the best book 
on training dogs? Ans, We reply to this same qnestion almost every 

Week. We answered it last week, recommending ‘* Stonehenge,” an 
English work. We may very properly add that the most concise and 

common-sense, practical instractions contained in any American work 
may be found in * Hallock’s Sportsman's Gazetteer.” 

0. H. J,, Boston.—J. G. Wheeler, Wilton House, West Cowes, Isle of 
of Wight, England, and C. Wilson, 151 Leadenhall street, London, E. 

C., England, will send you photos of English yachts upon receipt of 
price. They cost 28, apiece, size 9x7, and 48, 6d. for size 15x12, Hor 
lithographs and chromos write to the latter firm. They will select for 

you if you indicate what class of yachts you prefer. Send money by 

P.O. For American yachts go to Black & Co.) 333 Washington street, 
Boston. 

W. D., Jersey City.—l. Could a pérson (with the aid of some good 
book) tlain a dogif he had neyer trained one before? 4%. Ifso what 

book would you recommend? 3.Where could the said book be bought, 

and at what price? 4. Are 202 and 178 good patterns for a muzzle-load- 

ing gun, weght 8% pounds 12 bore, 3 drs. Dupont’s ducking powder, Ig 

oz, No, 6 shot, at & 30 inch circle, 40 yards? Ans.£1, Easily. 2. See re- 

ply to another inquirer. 8, We can furnish it; price $3 postage paid, 
4, Very good, 

WHEELOOK RmeER, Rochester, N. ¥.—1. Please inform me where I 
can obtain ** A Catalogue of the Birds of St. Vincent,” and * Birds of 

Dominica?” 2, Also “Journal of the Cincinnati Natural History So- 
clety,” and “Papers on Entomology,” by J. A. Lintner. Ans. 1, Ad- 

dross G, N, Lawrence, 45 Kast Twenty-first sireet. 9. “Journal of the 

Cincinnatl Natural History Secicty” can be obfaiued from J, W. Hall, 

Jr., 108 Broadway, Cincinnati, Ohio, and “ Papers on Entomology ” 

from J. A. Lintner, N, Y. State Cabinet of Natural History, Albany, 
New York, 

G. F. W,, Fairport, N. ¥,—You will find general déscription of 
sharple in our editorial this week. Further parliculara in correspond- 
ence, ete., about to be published. For information on boat building, 
see thirteen papers published in Vols, 1X. and X. of this journal. Can 

send them for $1.30, No American work on boats and yachts pub- 

hshed. Best English work for you is “ Kemp's Manual.” Can send it 

upon receipt of $9. If you cannot get cedar, white pine is best; next, 
yellow pine, oak or other hard wood for keel, Kelson, atem, stern-post, 
frames, efc., hackmatack or iron for knees, yellow pine for beams, 
spruce for spars, 

Wine Suor, Marysville, Pa.—i. My dog has tronblein disvharging 

his urine, Can you tell mea method of cura? 2, Does Capt. Bogardus 

use No. 6 shot for pigeons at 20 yards rise, or what No, does he uae? 

a, In shooting pigeons from five traps is there 9 pigeon in each trap, 

and does the gunner know which trap the bird is coming from? Ans, 

1. Give your dog every night and morning # ball composed as follows: 

Nitre 6 grains, digitales 44 grain, ginger 4 grains, with Jinaeed meal and 

water enonghto mix. % Heuses No8, except on certain occasions 

When both barrels ara used, when he might use a size largerfor his 
second, 3, There is, but the shooter is ignorant as to which trap wlll 
be pulled. 

H.C. M,, Exeter, N. 0.—An imported Irish setter bitch js accident- 

ally lined witha white bound. Pups are of course halfhound, The 
next time she is in leatis lined with almost her double, an all Irlah 

gelter dog, consequence one White pup, resi purered, Is it the rule 

or an exceptional case for a pup to take back in this way, provided sha 

has visited none but the two dogs named? Anz, Inthe English Live 

Stock Journal there was recently printed a list of well authenticated 
cases similar tothe one yon name. Wedo not believe by any meana 
that it would cecur in ¢ach instance, aud probably the white poppy 
vould resemble the white hound more in color than snything elas. It 

would be interesting to Keep this pappy and see what it looked like at 
maturity, 

Corvus, Halifax, N. §.—Ts there any very light single breech-loading 
shot-gun, suitable for a naturaliat to carry about without attracting at- 
lention when going through the strests Of a town, Manufactured in the 

States? In England there isa weapon of the kind, capable of Killing 

small birds sb a distance of twenty-ilve yards, or even more, made in 

the form of a walking cane and painted to represent one ; a very handy 

thing, price 2 guineas, If no gun of the kind Is made on this continent 
T think it might repay the trouble and expenses of munutfacture. Ang, 

There is such a cane-gun to blow pellets. Our naturalists use them. 
Dust shot is also used in shooting specimens with guns of very small 
calibre, Both can be bought in New York, 

JACK OURLEW, New York.—Slow down to twenty revolutions, please. 

We mentioned Vision, not Vindez, as haying an approxiinate entier 

rig. Wiaion's fiasco in her attempt to sail a Match with Gracie at sea 

should convince you of the correctuess of onr remarks. If you believe 

a 75-It. boom an easier stick to handle than a 60-ft,, yon are running 
counter to generally accepted lawa of dynamics. If yon imagine 

weights stowed as far forward as possible a benefit to ease and dry- 
ness, you are ont of joint with theory and practice, If you prefer to 

snap a bowesprit off short to reeling if in & sea, you will uo dowbtbe 
welcome aboard the Visto if you will agree to foot her bills. But if 
you do not accept the above yon must owe to the cutter rig in spite of 

your imagined preference for the sloop. We do not think your re- 

marks at all blased, but simply that you do not realize the necessity of 

an easy form and handy rig for a sea-going yaght, which we moat de- 
cidedly do, 

4, Certain advantages ara claimed 



_ ‘Tuk Mowntar | _ or Norra 
Canouma.—The W; are situated 
in Madison County, N. G., in the western 
section of the State, and are surrounded by 
various spurs of the mountains, known in the 
immediate section 8s the Warm Spring 
Mountains. On every side from the springs 
tise acclivilies of yarious shapes and beauty— 
wonderful peaks, cut on either side by deep 
Tavines, from which in early morning large 
squadrons of clouds float off to the adjoining 
ear and gradually vanish in the infinite be- 
ond. 

+ The springs are themsclves a centre of 
trade for the mountaineers of the surrounding 
country, where they come to exchange their 
produce in the way of corn meal, corn on the 
cob and shelled, raw hides, skins of sheep, 
bear, and deer, together with chickens, squir- 
Tels, pheasants, and other game for the luxu- 
ries of coffee, sugar, salt, calico, cloth, pow- 
der and shot, and other things that they can- 
not themselves obtain at home, The stores 
here (two) deal only for trade or cash pay- 
ments, making a discount of 12 to 15 per 
cent. for cash. The parties dealing here 
come from ten to twenty miles, or more, and 
make their trades only after a good deal of 
cautious bargaining, but all seems satisfact- 
ory in theend, Chickens, and tender young 
chickens, at that, sell from 5 to 10 cents 
apiece; e228, warranted sound, bring from 8 
to 12 cents a dozen; butter, with a good fair 
complexion, from 10 to 15 cents a pound; 
pheasants nominally 10 cents apiece, but 
Taised to 25 cents by the aggressiveness of 
the boarders’ appetites ; squirrels are dropped 
from the lofty trees at 5 cents a piece, and 
chestnuts, or ‘‘ children’s fruit” as some peo- 
ple call them, are dealt out at from 4to5 
cents 4 quart. Everything else here is in pro- 
portion, but the parties bringing this produce 
in are much more unique than the prices 
charged for them. ‘They are truly a study. 
They generally come in pairs, threes, fours or 
fives, and carry their goods on their shoul- 
ders, on horseback, in wagons drawn by 
horses, or, as is more usually the case, by 
that primitive and Scriptural vehicle, the ox 
team. There can often be seen here a single 
ox harnesed to a cart or wagon with regular 
horse harness and straw collar, or under sad- 
dle. 
The women and men come tozether, each 

having their packages, which they trade 
separately. There is 8 peculiarity, too, 
about the mountain girls; they are not at all 
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talkative, but come down to the two plain |” 
facts of yes or no. They are more hardy 
than the men, and when your correspondent 
attempted to express sympathy for a couple 
of damsels that had truiged fifteen miles 
parefcoted oyer the rocky roads to reach thi 
place, a venerable mountaineer remarked? 
““Them gals don’t mind them rocks at all, 
but they make the sparks fly outen the flints, 
you bet.” The ‘‘gals” here, as elsewhere, 
are fond of candy, but they only look at it 
with longing, and buy coffee. Of the men, 
“Old Uncle Joe,” a regular in the mountains, 
and calling himself 68 years of age, walked 
here, a twelvye-miles stretch, with two bush- 
éls of potatoes on his shoulder, and bargained 
fora pair of boots to hunt bearsin, ‘ When 
you ‘tack a bar,” Joe says, you must gu 
for him, and never let up till you have him. 
If you do,” says he, ‘‘he’s got yon, or else 
your legs 1s better his'n.”—Baltimore Sun. 
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Epre.k Birps’ Nusts.—Some of the choi- 
cest delicacies of the Chinese kitchen are pre- 
pared from the so-called edible bird’s-nest, 
the nest of the Salangane, (Codlocalia nidifica, ) 
and more than eight millions of these nests 
are annualy imported to China, representing 
a value of about £800,000. The nest, which 
is the size of one-quarter of 2 common hen’s 
egg, consists of a gumlike, white or brownish, 
more or less transparent mass, a salivary se- 
eretion of the bird itself, mixed with sea- 
foam, and, when dissolyed in hot soup, this 
mass imparts to the dish a peculiar flavor, 
which a refined Chinamen cannot withstand. 
What makes this article so expensive (one 
pound generally fetching from $40 to $50, or 
More than twice its weight in silver), is the 
danger connected with its production, The 
bird is found in Farther India and the islands 
of the Malay Archipelagoes, but its principal 
breeding-places are the high, perpendicular 
cliits along the coasts of Java. Here it builds 
iis nest in dark caverns, which it occupies in 
common with a species of huge bats, and the 
caverns are generally so situated that the 
surf closes the entrance whenever it strikes 
the rocks. The gatherers form a peculiar 
corporation. They are all natives, and none 
but he who was born into the corporation can 
be admitted as a member. They worship a 
goddess of their owo—/or0—and inaugurate 
the haryest-time with frightful carousals and 
sacrifices, The Hollanders, who do not feel 
satistied with taxing the harvest, have several 
times attempted to take possession of the field, 
but those Europeans who have entered the 
caverns haye fever come out. ‘Toro has 
taken them,” say the natives, 

——— 

Poisons 4xp Torin Anrmwores.—The fol- 
Towing list of poison-antidotes is now going 
the rounds of the press. It may be worth 
while to euf it out and preserve it: 
Acids,—These cause great heat and sensa 

tion of burning pain from the mouth down to 
the stomach. Remedies—Magnesia, soda- 

——— 
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pearlash or soap dissolved in water. Then 
use the stomach pump or emetic. 

Alkalies.—Best remedy is vinegar. 
Ammonia,—Remedy, lemon juice or vitte- 

ar, 

Aljcohol.—First cleanse out thé stomach by 
an emetic, then dash cold water on the haad, 
and give ammonia (spirits of hartshorn, ) 

Arsenic.—In the first place evacuate the 
stomach, then give the white of eggs, lime 
water or chalk and water, charcoal and the 
preparations of iron, particularly hydrate. 

Lead, white lead and sugar of lead.— 
Remedies, alum, cathartic, such as castor oil 
and epsom salts especially. 

Charcoal.—In poisons by carbonic acid gas, 
remove the patient to open air, dash cold 
water on the head and body and stimulate the 
nostrils and lungs by hartshorn, at the same 
time rubbing the chest briskly. 

Corrosive Sublimate.—Give white of eggs, 
freshly mixed with water, or give wheat flour 
and water or soap and watter ireely. 
Creosote.—W hite of eggs and the emetics, 
Belladonna (night henbane. )—Give emetics 

and then give plenty of water and vinegar on 
lemonade. 
Mushrooms (when poisonous, )—Give emet. 

ics and then plenty of vinegar and water, 
with doses of ether if handy. 

Nitrate of Silver (lunar caustic.)—Give a 
strong solution of common salt and then 
emetics. 

Snake Bites, etc,—Apply immediately 
strong hartshorn, and take it internally; also 
give sweet oil and stimulants freely; apply a 
ligature right above the part bitten and then 
apply a cupping glass. 

Tartar emetics.—Give large doses of tea 
made of galls, Peruvian bark or white oak 
bark. 

Verdigris.—Plenty of white of eggs and 
water. 

White Vitrol—Give the patient plenty of 
milk and water. 
Opium.—First give a strong emetic of 

toustard and water, then strong coffee and 
acid drinks ; dash cold water on the head. 
Nux Vomica.—Virst emetics, then brandy. 
Oxalic Acid (frequently mistaken for epsom 

salts.)—Remedies, chalk, magnesia, or soap 
and water and other soothing drinks, 

Prussic Acid.—When there is time admin- 
ister chlorine in the shape of‘soda or lime, 
Hot brandy and water, hartshorn and turpen- 
tine are also useful. 

= 
—It was a colored preacher who gaid to his 

flock Jast Christmas jay: ‘*We have a col- 
lection to make this morning, and for de 
gloty of Heaben, whichever of you stole Mr. 
Joues’ turkeys, don’t put anything on the 
plate.” One who was there, says ‘“ Hyery 
blessed niggah in de church came down with 
the rocks.” 

— re 

—A. man seldom iinds out that the Bible is 
not true until he discoyers that his course of 
life is condemned by it. After that the Bible 
becomes a book that will not bear the tests of 
the scientific method. 

Admirers of Artistic 

Potterv and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed bv Messrs, TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exvosition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with hovel marine designs, 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt, 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors, 

UNION SQUARE. 
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Sour.—Recipes for cheap soup, distributed 
fo the poor of Liverpool: Meat soup, 400 
quarts—i12 pounds shins of beef, 75 pounds 
split peas (steeped fourteen hours), 14 pounds 
ground black pepper, 1 pound celery seed, 124 
pounds outmesl; salt to taste. Cost, 2 pence 
& quart ; soldat 1 penny a quart. Sago soup, 
800 quarts—76 pounds rice, 44 pounds Sago 
flour, 44 pounds Scotch harley, 40 pounds 
flour, 40 pounds oatmeal, 28 pounds treacle, 
14 pounds pimento, 14 pounds salt. Cost, 1 
penny per quart ; sold at 3 penny, 

' seen) 

A PaRrapox or Justice —The Mayor of 3 
Georgia town, so poor that it possesses no jail, 
had two prisoners put under a wagon box 
turned upside down on the groutid and se- 
cured them by placing two cotton bales on 
top of the box. 

But how could he have his prisoners in a 

box after thus allowing them double bail ! 
ee _ 

—The first news sent by telegraph was the 
nomination of James K, Polk for President, 
in 1544, It was telegraphed from Baltimore 
to Washington over the experimental line 
built from Baltimore to Washington, for 
which Congress appropriated $40,000 on the 
application of Prof. Morse. 

The Fennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE POG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 
Clob, New York. 

Noné are genuine nnless 40 stamped 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. Y¥., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, St. Louis, Western Agente, 

Hoy sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STBADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs, 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up 
in patent boxes with pliding pepper bex top, which 
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Pat up in boxes containing g dozen powders, with 
fall directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended by Rop ann Guy 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

W. HOLBERTON. 

17 FOLTON STREET. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R, N,, 
TWYFORD, BERES, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sefids out dogs of any desired 
breed, fit for the highest competition, 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Kennels 
gecl9 tf 

oct 12 

Fo SALE—Red Irish setter pups, out of im- 
ported K. 1. setter biteh Mollie (litter sister of 

Mr. John BH. Deyelin's Moya, prize broud bitch at New 
York and Boston Bench Shows), by Rattler, by 
Pinnketi, Address DAVID G. HARDT, Soundview 
Kennel, North Port, L, I. Jani6 30 

OR SALE—Thoroughbred red Irieh setters from 
6 weeks to 1 year old, by Eleho, Rory O’ Moore, 

eic., and out of bitches contaming blood of imp. 
Pimnkett, Stella, Buck, Floss and Burges, Rufas and 
Friend. Address EH. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, 
Conn, dec 19 

D°ss for still hunting and atvacking and pulling 
down big game. Dogs possessing immense 

Size, DOBe, courage and speed, bred especially for 
the purpose; also very large bull-dogs can be ob- 
tained from the breeder, RANK A COCK, Shey- 
Ington Hall, W, Wigan, England. Jane 4t 

HAMPION FRANCE’S PUPS.—Puppies, two 
months (English setters), orange and white 

titked, ont of Zits, she first prize winner at Syra- 
Gusc, N.Y. Prize #ibeach. W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 
N. Market street, Mo. jan? 4t 

OR SALE, or will exchange for a good double- 
barreled shotegun, setter dog, broken, good 

retriever. Price $25. JAS. ROY, Vienna, ‘Trum- 
bull Connty, Onio. decs tf 

OR, SALE—One red Irish geeiiter bitch, three 
yéeirs old, and tine red Irish setter dog 40 

months old. Pot particulars address Dr, W. GRAY, 
Bradford, Gaickasaw Uo,, Lowa. Jan 16 Lt 

Address: box 124 S PAYING—Bltches spayed, 
Janié 4; Dediam, Mass, 

Ghe Renyel. 

»~ Amperial Kennel, 
ae Setters aud Pointers boarded, 

’ Broken, ete. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

aud judginent, 
Address, p 

H. &. GLOVER, 
Toms Kiyer, N. J. 

Splendid kennel aecommodations; dogs have dally 
Access to salt water. och tf 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. MCKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N ¥. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sellonly 
young stock, I guarantee satisfaction ana safe de- 
livery to every customer, These beautiful and in- 
telligent doga cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcock shooting and retrieving. Corresponds 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 
cular, testimonials, etc. j10 18 

OULEOUT KENNELS. 

Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniels 
can be sunplied with either dog or bitch paps, with 
stock and delivery guarantead, for $15 each. For 
edigree, ete., addreas CHAS. §.. HITOHCOCK, 
Nranklin, Del. Go., N. ¥- Jang tL 

Stud Spaniel. 

TRIMBUSH (pure Cluniber), imported direct from 
the kennels of the Duke of Newcastle For nose the 
clumbers are unrivalled, and Trimbush is & capital 
dog to breed cockers or small-sized setter bifehes to, 
Fee $20. Address H. C, GLOVER, Toms hiver, 
N. a. janie tf 

ATTLER—In the Stud.—Blue belton, Llewellin 
setter, winter of three bench prizes, by cham— 

pion Rob Roy, winner of five Huglish teld trials, ont 
of the pure Laverack bitch, Pickles. WiIL serve 
bitches at $20. Litters warranted. Inquire of L, WP. 
WHITMAN, Detroit, Mich. jau2 tf 

OR SALH.—One liver-and-white (very hand- 
some} pointer dog pup, by our champion tm- 

orted Suapshot, out of Manny 11; full pedigree, 
"rice $25. LINCOLN & HELLYAR, Ma ea 

ec 

LUE BLOODS FOR SALH—Two fine setter 
LL) pups (dog and bitch) by Carlowitz, out of True, 
Owl brother und sister to Royal Duke, four months 
old, Solid only because owner has no lime to handle 
them. Any one wishing the choicest stock can 
Secure bargains by addressing ©. A. D., Box 335, 
Sing Sing, N, ¥. jan9 2t 

OR SALH—Splendid cocker spaniel pups, from 
: pure imported stock. Address HORACE 
SMITH, 23 Park Row, N.Y. janié 2b 

Sor Sale. 

Shoninger Cymbella Organ. 
For fale; entirely new; never used ; 6 octaves, 12 

stops, chime of bells, stool, etc. Manufacturer's 
price, $420; will sell for $180. Address MUSIC, 
this office. decz6 tf 

LIVE QUAIL 
_ For propagating purposes, For sale by WHITLEY 
& MORRIS, 218 Washington street (near Washing- 
fon Market), New York. jang at 

WV INNESOTA FARM—For salé, 1,660 acres im~ 
proyed land in Rock Connty, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, élevator, 
windmills, wells, grading, running streams o {elear 
Water= directly on line of Si. Paul and Slonx Clty 
Raliroad; price $18,009. Only one half mile by ral 
from colinty seat. Sold only to increase farming 
interest In immediate neighborhood, No such bar= 
giln to be had in the entire West. Photographs 
shown and full specifications given on application 
to CHAS. HALLOCK, office of ForESt AND STREAM, 

Oct 31tt 

ge LET VERY LOW; A BARGAIN—The Oscu- 
waua Trout Ponds to let, 35 miles from New 

York, on the Hudson River, Sixty thousand spawn 
on the screens; 8,09) tront from one to four years 
old; capaci y for keeping 10,000 trout growing, and 
1,000,000 hatching. From one to ten acres land and 
small honse. H. P. DeEGRAAF, Bowery Natloual 
Bank, N. Y. } 7 Jang ate 

OK SALE—Two first-class Parker guns, 30 in., 
No. 10, §3¢ to 9.1bs., and 28 in., No. 12, 734 15a, = 

each have substantial solid leather cases, and nickel 
Shells, capper, brush, loader, etc. Guns made to 
order, $160 each, without equipments. Also one 
gold-mounted Winchester repeating tifle, meyer 
used. Hither gun for $100, and rifle $50, Sold for 
Want of use, Address PARKER GUN Newark, 
N, J. ang 2h 

js SALE OR EXCHANGE at a bargain, for an 
improved Winchester or Ballard sporung rifle, & 

first-class Remington Creedmoor ritie; perfect in 
every respect, with all accoutrements, Address 
B. H, B. KENNEDY, Omaha, Nebraska, 

jan9 tt 

OR SALE—Remington 10=cange. laminated bar- 
rels, 837 pounds, almost new, in fine case, Price 

fun, $55; case, $5, Cost $85. E.L. MILLS, Treas. 
ury Department, Washington, D. 0, janié 1t 

Uanted, 

PORTSMAN’S NOTIGH—WANTED—An experi-~ 
enced man. untersrandivg the practical ase of 

All sporting weapons, the nse of fishing gear of all 
kinda, training and huntiog of dogs, saumy aud rowe 
ing; also, the habits of all game birds, auima's and 
fish, and wheres to Hod them in the United States, 
Would like to engage with some sportaman’s clnb in 
charge ot property of the same, or with some in- 
dividual, to hunt or take charge of hig Place, or with, 
some degler to fell or travel. References fucnighe 
Address PRACTICAL SPORTS sAN, Forssr AND 
STHEAM. Janes, 
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JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SOLE MAKER OF 

‘rhe “RMichols & KLefever Gun,” 
SEND FOR CATALOCUE. SYRACUSE, N. a 

(0 om 8 a ek a a a a a a YT 

STABLISHED 1820.— Fae BB EY & I MN B RI E : 

Successors to ANDREW GLERK & CO., 

Atliscellangous, 

Kentucky State Lottery 
EASTERN AGENCY, 699 BROADWAY, 

Class A Draws February 6. 

One prize of $15,000, one of $3,000, and one of $5,000, 

1894 PRIZES DISTRIBUTING $67,925. 

Whole Ticket, $1. 

WILLIAMSON & CO., 
699 BROADWAY, N. Y. 

Publicationg, 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsman’s Gazetteer 

Fine Goods for Sportsmen 
A SPECIALTY, 

OSES 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST. 

Importers & Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in 

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

NEW YORK: 18 THE 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE 
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN SPORT, LAC hee: 

RE a YS 

EFeifie., 

43 Maiden lane, 35 tiberySt. =F ISSHINCe 
la We 2) SY PY YE 

Auxiliary 

AND THE =~ 

Atliscellaneons. RECOGNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY. 

PRICE $3, POSTAGE PAID, 
SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot-Guns. 

~ 

4,000 COPIES SOLD, 

For sale at office of ForEsT AND STREAM, 111 Ful- 
ton street, New York, Dealers supplied by Orange 
Judd Company, 245 Broadway, New York, 

---1879--- 

Vennor’s Almanac 
b | 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in asecond of time with the same ease as a cartridge, ana 1879 and 1879. 
can ke remoyed just as expeditiously, There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and it can- 
not yet out of order. With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly i 
a breech-loading shot gun can be converted into a most accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of gun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 88, or 44. as desired. Length of W 

noy? 3m teerrets twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arms Co,’s eather Recor d for 1 878 
—_—ad_—_— J —| cartridges, No, 32 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, model 1878, Send fora Circular and Price List, 

MUTUAL =— 
NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

Life Insurance Comp’v. FOSS BROS. & CO. 
(Suecessors to F. J. ABBEY & CO‘), 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 

NAPOLEON’S CABINET 

CHAMPAGNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & ©O.. 
37 BEAVER STREET N. Y. 

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS IN WEATHER 

PREDICTIONS, 

THE WEATHER FOR CANADA AND THE U, 85 
FOR TH& NEXT SIX MJINTHS, 

Old Mother Shipton’s Prophecy—Record of Storms 

of past year—The ‘Heated Term” of 1878—How ~ ee Sure Sie tert stings St 63 
‘otal surplus as per Insurance Commis- ANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

BlONer's TEPOLh sooo eee ween serene 1,621,078 83 aie forecasts are formed, 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. = “ " " 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary| Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

GENERAL AGENTS, 
KENNY & RATCLIFFH.....New York City. 
¥, C. TARBOX,.......-.....Portland, Me. 

CANADIAN PHOSPHATE OF LIME, 

Circulation in Canada 30,000, and increasing. 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, TRADE AGENTS: 
DAWSON BROTHERS, HALL & WORTHINGTON ‘Baliimore, Md. 

VERNOR BROTHERS,.. Detrolt, Mich. CHICAGO. 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 

‘ mechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
Sella better instrument at 

aWAIS Oi Be Baty Minn, MONTREAL. 
W. B. DAVIS...... -...."t- Louis, Mo, 4 

iin comenae| TATHAM & BRO TMER=. vdbseitiua 
NEW . a eed WATERS’ M282,.2° QREANS Shai Useful to Sportsmen and 

Bf These beautiful a Ae IMPROVED ¥ achtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS “CHILLED” 
SHOT 

MANUFACTURERS OF oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED, ] 

a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
Grand, Square and Up- 
night, are the BEST 
MADE, the Tone, Touch, 

=> = Workmanship and Dura- 
bility unsurpassed. Warranied for SIX YEARS, 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mailed. 
Second-hand Pianus and Organs at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACK WATERS & SONS, manu- 

BLUE LABEL. AND 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
FIRST PREMIUM, CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION—REP ORT.—" Exact un!formity of size 

Ned Vor 
RED LABEL, 

uly spherical form, high degree of fnisn wud general excellence.” 

Contains History of the State, ‘Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their value. 
ield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, fight. 
houses, Life-Saving Stations, Yacht Clubs, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Associations, Fish— 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official rources, with complete soundings, ete., etc, 
Usefol to sportsmen and yachtsmen, anitie count 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7. Adiress 0, P 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, PoRestT anp STREAM 
Office, 111 Fuiton street, New York. 

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP facturers and dealers, 40 East Fourteenth Street, 
New York. SHOOTING. 

BY CAPT. BOUARDUS. 
= A. MEYER, DUNN & WILBUR. 

a ESS IMPORTER OF AND DEALER IN 1m 

SS H nar; 
oan 3 4 ame, Pouitry, 5 F. | for beak aheorae ana Cheater on breeding and ° California, Rhine C Poultry, Eggs. Butte Ne g jon, blero instructions 

Ay ON Hungarian Wines, ey Ah ot ae ag a 
<a RCANS.% \ AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 

“st perfect manufactory in the U.S a, Gvpress, Jr.’8, Works. The oldest, larg 392, BOWERY, 392, as 

= rf 0 Nowy Near Fourth avenue, NEW YORK, PROMPT CASH RETURNS. TWO VOLUMES. 
4 PRICE 35 B is a j erp es BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL. te arcane CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE, / The longest Rifle Range in the city. For Sharp- 192 DUANE STREET, N. WV: 

shooters only. : novi tf 
ee 

E. THOMAS, JR., 0, & B. ZETTLER, 
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

186% South Clark Street, Chicago, DL 207 Bowery, New York. * 

“THE SETTER,” 
BY LAVERACK, 

For sale at this office. Price $3. 

Send for Price-Lists. ee: 

Ss 

Ss BUFFALS* 

—_—  — —— 
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Sportsmen's Bontes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds. of Virginia and 

West Virginia: 
‘Momprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Monntuins, Greenbrier and New Kivers, and Kan- 
wha Valley, and invlu(ling in their varieties of game 
2nd fish, deer, bear, Wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
quail, snips, woollcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc., etc. 

Guns. fishing tackle, and one dog for each sports- 
(Man carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist 
throngh the most beautiful and ploturesque scenery 
of the Virginia Mouutalns to their most famous 
watering placea and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Clocinnati, with fie West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
‘North and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lottesvillé with the South, Allmodera improvements 

ulpmert. 
he *? CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ap Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line. 
The steamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

‘Waterfowl! and upland shooting sections In the conn- 
4ry, Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
island, and points on the Peninsula, Ciry Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, aud the mountain- 
ons country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
sieamers sail Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 
vurday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at2 p. M, 
Full information given at office, 1g@ Greenwich St., 
‘New York. Bep8s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

‘TEhrongh Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St, Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Pan 

Burlingten, C. Rapids & N’rth’rn 

Railway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, 
between Barlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis 
crossing And connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of ie finest 
buafing grounds in the Noxtiwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Kuffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
‘ANd their doge taken gooll care of. Reduced rates 
On parties of ten or more upon application to General 
‘Ticket Office, Gedar Rapids, C. J. IVES, 
E. F. Winsrow, Gen, Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tt 

ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1873.— 
Berrybosts leave New York from James Slip 

(aby except Sundays) 30 minutes, and from Thirty- 
Ourth street, East River (daily) 15 minutes previous 

fo departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharine ferries (dail-) 30 minutes pre- 
‘vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner Flat- 
hush and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, Trains leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Aunter’s Point) as 
follows: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc.,$:304.o,, 
“P, o,, 8nd On Saturdays at 3:30P.M. For Patch- 
Ogue, ete. 9:30 A. M., 4:3) and &2P.M, For Babylon, 
etc., at 9:30 A. mw, 4, 4:30,5and6P.mM, For Port 
Jeiferson, efc., at 10 A.M. and 4:30r.u. For North- 

ort, ets., at 10a, a, 3:30, 430 and 6:30Pr.M, For 
Eoonct Valley, at 8:30 and 10:00 4, Bf., 3:30, 4:30, 5:30 
@lid 6:30 Pp. w. For Far Rockaway, ete., at 9:30.4. m,, 
4, 4:30, 6, Hand TP. uM. For Garden City and Demp- 
stead, 8:30 and 10 A. M., 3:80, 4:80, 6:30, 6:30 P. a1., and 
ififnight, and from Long Island City only 9:30 4. a4, 
1:80 and 6:30P,m. SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, ete.,9 A.M, Babylon, ete,, hand 7p. 
Northport and Looust Valley, 9a. M, and 6:30P-. ar,, 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9a. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
P. M., and from Long Island City only 9:30 a. wr. and 
5:30 P.M. Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as per time tables, 
Tieket aifices in New YorkE at) 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
treet ferries, at the offices of The Long Island 
Express,” 3 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
(Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
ington slreet and 79 Fourt’ street. By purchasing 
titkets atany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination. 

8. SPENCER, Gen'l Sun’t. 
0. CHITTENDEN, Gon’) Pass, Agent, je6 tf 

MIALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

Jacksonville & Fernandina 
J FLORIDA. 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEAS 

WILL BAIL FOR 

JACKSONVILLE, 

~Wecember 27th. January 10th and 24th. 

STHAMER. 

©CLrryr or BALLASE, 
WILL SAIL FoR 

FERNANDINA, 
December 20th. 

January dd, {71h and dist. 

Railroad and steamhoat connections made at each 
“Port and 4 } points In the State.: 

- €. H. MALLORY & ©0,, Agents, 

New York city, Fier 20, Bast River. 
i) ' 

: FOREST AND 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO, 

Regpectiully invite attention te the 

Superior Facilities 
aitorded by their lines for reaching moat of tha 
TROTTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayold the dim- 
Gnities and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent cars which run oyer the smooth steel tracka en- 
able STOCK 10 BE TRANSPORPED without failure 
or injury. 
The lites of 

Pennsylvani Railroad Company 
also reach the best lecalities for 

GUNNING AND FISEING 
in Pennaylyania and New Jersey. EXOURSION 
TICKETS aré sold at the offices of the Company ia 
all the principle cities fo KANE, RENOV. : 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 
Trout Vishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

BHunting- 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPR MAY. 
BQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT ARTER FIN 
AND FEATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 
RANE THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. Tebit-a 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, 8S AN 

FORD, ENTERPRISE, aud intermediate landings 
on ST, JOHN'S RIVER «ni interior points in 

FLORIDA, by steamship to RAVANNAE, and thence 

oy rallroad or steamboat, apply te WM. L, JAMES, 
General Agent, 

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Co., 

Pier 22 South Delaware Aven ue, Phils, 

Decls-ly 

THE SPORTSMANS ROUTE. 

Chicago & Northwestern RR. 
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk 
Railway Lines of the: West and Northwest, and, with 
its numerous braiches and connections, forim- the 
shortest ani quickest route between Chicago and all 
points in Mlmois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
Minnesota, [owa, Nebraska, California, and the 
Western Territories, Its OMAHA AND OALI- 
FORNIA LINE is the shortest and best route for all 
points in Northern Mlinois, lowa, Dikota, Nebraska, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- 
gon, China, Japan and Australia. Its CHICAGO, 
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS LINE is the short 
line for Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for 
Martison, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and all points 
in tne Great Northwest. Its WINONA AND ST. 
vETER LINH is the only route for Winona, Roches- 
ter, Owatonna, Mankato, St. Peter, New Ulm and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota, Its 
GREEN BAY AND MARQUETTE LINE is the only 
line for Janesville, Watertown, Foud du Lac, Os- 
kosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaba, Negaunee, 
Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and the Lake Supe- 
rlor country. lis FRESPORT AND DUBUQUE 
LINE is the only route for Elgin, Rockford, Free- 
port and all points via Freeport, Its CHICAGO 
AND MILWAUKEE LINE 1s the old Lake Shore 
route, and ts the only one pases inne Evanston, 
Lake Forest, Highland Park, aukegan. Racine, 
Kenosha to Milwaukee. PULLMAN HOTEL CARS 
are Dow running regularly between Chicago and 
Conneil Bluifs, On the California Express Train of 

-the GHICAGO & NORTILWESTERN RAILWAY, 
West bound, they leaye Chicago daily, except Sun- 
day (and on eyery third Sunday), from the Wells 
Street Depot, at 10:30 aA. M., and arrive at Council) 
Blnffs next morning. 
Hast-bound t ey leaye Council Blois at 5:30 P. u., 

daily, except Saturday (and on every third Saturday), 
and reach Chicago next afternoon. 
&2~ No other roads west of Chicago runs Pullman ' 

or any other form of Hotel cars. 
TO SPORTSMEN, 

This line presents peculiar adyantages, For 
Prairie Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Brant shooting, 
ourlowa liue to-day offers more favorable points 
than any other road in the country, while for Deer 
find Bear hunting, and for Brook Tront, Lake 
Salmon, Pike, Pickerel and Bass fishing, a hundred 
points on the Northern and Northwestern lineg of 
this company will be found unsurpassed by anything 
in the West. 
New York office, No, 415 Broadway ; Boston office, 

No. 5 State street. 
For rates or information not attainable from your 

home tickeb agents, apply fio 
MARVIN HUGHITT, 

Gen, Manager, Chicago, W, F. SrennetTT, 
je20 tt Gen. Pass. Arent, hicago. 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 
field and the North. 

The new and elegant steamer C. H. NORTHAM 
leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), ata P.M, Passengers go North and Hast at 
UP. Mt. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

ft li Pp, M., arrlying in New Haven in time for the 
early morning traina, = 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New 
York and Osnada, Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD. PECK, General Agents, 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 

NOTARY PUBLIO, 

No, 145 Broapway, RooM 30, New Yorr Ciry, 

All business promptly attended to, Novs7 

STREAM. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsiuen. 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGO. 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths, 
Rooms with baths, $3,50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 
large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHRRMAN, je20 tf 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, L, 

By a practical gunner and an old bayman, Has 
always On hand the best of boats, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on 
the const. The best ground in the yicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties, Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction gnaranteed. Address WM, N, LANE, Good 
Ground, L, I. Novs tf 

Gunpowder, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER, 
Bazard’s ** Electric Powder.’ 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed [p point of 
. strength and Cleanliness, Packed im square canis- 
ters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazards “American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb, canisters and 
634 1b. kegs. <A fine grain, quick and clean, fo1 
upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot- 
guns, ‘ 

Kazard’s Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 Ib, canisters 
and 63¢ and 123g Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, Wor field, forest or water shooting, it 
Tanke any other brand, and 1t is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazards “ Kentucky Rifle.” 

GEG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” MG, in keys of 25, 
123g and 64 lbs, and cans of 5lbs,@F FFG 1s also 
packed in lana 3¢ 1b. canisters, Burns strong and 
moist. The PERG and FING are fevorite Erands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG 1g 
the standard Risie powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

SOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 
ALSO, SPECTAL GRADES "OR FXPORT, oF 
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OF, PROOF, MANU- 
FACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can be bad of deaiers, or of the Com- 
peny’s Agents in every prom'pent city, or wholesals 
at Our Office, ' 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

GUNPOWDER. 

DUPONT’S 

Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 
Powder. 

THE MGST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupon’s Gunpowder Viilis, established in.1801, 
have maintained their grea, reputation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following célebrited brands of 
Powder: 7 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos..1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unéquale’ in strength 
quickness and oléanlinéss; adapted for Glass Bal 
and Pigeon Shooung, 

DUFONT"'S EAGLE DUCEING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (ine), bnrning slowly, strong and 
ulean; great penetration; adapted for Glass Ball, 
Pigeon; Duck and ather shooting. 

DUPON'’s EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong and clean Powder of Very fine grain 
Tor Pisto) shooting. 

DUPONT'’S RIFLE, FG., “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFg and FE Fg.—The Fy for long-range rifle shoot- 
ing, the PFg_ and FRFg, for general use, burning 
stiong aud moist, 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING AND BLAST- 
ING POWDERS ofall sizes and descriptions. Special 
grades for exporf. Cajtridge, Musket, Cannon, 
Mortar and Mammoth Powder, U. & Geyarninent 
standard. Powder manufactured to order of any re- 
quired grain or proof, Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towne thronghont the U.S. Represented by 

F. L ENEBLAND, 70 Wane ir. N.Y, 
‘N. B,—Use xyonzn bat DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for \ong-raige ville shooting. | Janis te 
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Gunpowder, 

Latlin & Rand Powder Co. 
No. 26 MURRAY S7., N. Woy 

Bole Proprietors and Manufacturers of 

Orange Lightning Powder, 
No. ito, strongesi and Cleanest made, in sealed 
Lib, cani-ters. Higher numbers 4pevially are recum~ 
mended for breech-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean, No, 1 to 6 m 
al Kegs, Sig Ibs, each, Bnil canisters of land > 

8. 6ach, 

Orange Rifle Powder. - 
The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes 
Sizes, PG, FFG and FFPG, thelaat being the fineat, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 1bs., 1237 Tha, 
and 62y Ibs,, and in canisters of 1 Ib. and 34 1h, 

All of the above give high velocities and lesg 
residuum than any other brands made, and are re= 
zommended and used by “apt. A. H. BOGARDUS, 
the “'Oliampion Wing Shot of the World.’ 
All of the above give high yelocities and less 

Yesidunm than any other hrands made, and are re- 
commenied and used by Cant. A. 1, BOGARDUS, 
the ** Champion Wing Shot of the: World.” 
BLASTING POWDER and RLECTRIGAL BLASTs 

ING APPARATUS, MILITARY POWDER 
of ali kinds on hand and made to oriler, 

Safety Fuse, Frictioual aod 
Pinatinum uses, 

Pamphiets, showing sizes of the grain by wood- 
cul, sent free on application to the aboye address, 

Se 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

Felt ANTIK 

51 GOUT-SCIATICA, |) 
LUMEAGA. 

ANI ALT BaDx PAIN, Hi 

iy PRICE. f 1.00. >| 
Fi FOR. SALE RY 

AY Wit [/7 kG PRAIRIY ONL, Coy 
jj 2 Murray St.NewYorn, 
AND DRUGGISTS * GENERALLYS 

DISHASE, WITH TESTEMONALS, SENT FREN ON. APPLICATION THE ONLY RELIABLE EXTERNAL REMEDY KNOWN TO SCIENCE, PAMPHLET CONTAINING TREATISE DESCRIPTIVE OF THE sees UNM 

_ CAPTAIN BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of 
the world, alter performing the wonde ful feat of 
breaking 5,000 glass Walls in 6h. 18m, 45s , suffered 
{n his right arm, shoulder and back from the re- 
peated concussion, We quote froin his own book 
p. 407. Bogardus’ “Feld, Cover and Trap Shoottug “= 
“il tried various remedies with indifferent sucuess, 
until, acting on the advise ef # friend, 1 used 
Shelley's Prairie Oi), the third application of whieh 
enlirely remoyed all sivelling and pain. My arm ig 
NOW 88 good as new,” 

Gentlemen—I feel ib a duty io suffering humanity 
to bear testimony to the merits of phat most excel- 
lent remedy for rheomatisu), Prairie Oll, Having 
been a silferer, and haying tried every TeMédy sug— 
peated by the most able and ekiliful piiysicians, all 
alled to relleve my suffering until your Prairie OU 
wasused. Ibis the only sure and reliable cure ever 
known to me forrheumatism, C. V, HOGAN, 
Special Detective Bureau, 271 Broadway, New York, 
= ee ee 
New York Shooting Coat, 

MADE OF VELVETEEN, CORDUROY, 
FUSTIAN AND CANVAS. 

T have just*imported a Corduroy of the déad grasa 
eolor, specially adapted as regards weieht, color and 
Strength forad kinds of shooting. I will muke to 
order: Coat, $15; Vest, #6; Panis, $7; Cap, $2.95 ; ar 
Suib complete, $20, Sportsmen will did my Shooting 
Clothing to have more desirable points than any 
other gondsol Lie kind im the market. Refer to many 
Eportsmen who haye Wworu them, Send for samples 
and rules for measurement, 

F. L, SHELDON, 

Rahway, N, Je ai 
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Sportsmen's Goods. 
———— 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Badges and Wiedals, 

W. A. HAYWARD, 

Manufacturing Jeweler, 

212 BROADWAY, N. Y.,, 
(OVER KNOX'S HAT STORE.) 

f This house is well known as being the largest 
Badge, Medaland Jewel Manufactuiiug establish- 
ment in the United States, 

Special Designs will be sent free, upon request, 
for Prize, Athletic, Shooting, Boat, Billiard, Ten 
Pin, Regimental, Police, Firemen or Club Badges of 
every description, an 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 

PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

J. CURLEY & BROTHER, 

134 and 1286 Nassau street, cor, Beekman 

Card’s Patent Rotating Class 
Ball Trap. 

Also, seo *' Forest 

Greene § mith says it is the 

ond Stream,’ Vol, 1f., No. 16, 
Improved is practicé and éxperiencé has 

suggested until [t is conceded by the moat nearest to pigeon sliooting of anything of prominent sportsmen to be the only perfect the kind he ever saw. Trap made. 

Throws in EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION, or 
can be made to throw in auy desired direction by 
turning thumb-screw. 

ALL METAL, WORKING PARTS WELL 
EITTED. [SEND FOR CIRCULAR.) 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, 
5 GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N..Y. 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

The Huber Trap. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GOODS. 
: octi7 ti 

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING 
and Fishing Coat by mail on receipt of measure 

tS te epee feeder a wuaals sepa tincws tas Gepenaea ep OAC 
A complete suit, Including cap, for ............ 10 00 
‘Three of the best fish hooks in the world for .. 25 
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet. 25 

The finest kennel of setters and spaniels in the 
West. Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp. 
Address 

HOLABIRD, Sportsmen’s Clothier, 

jang tf VALPARAISO, IND. 

SHELLS LOADED 
ayeuurs 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER 
will increase the pattern 25 to 50 per cent. Will 
crease paper shells, and is one of the most rapid 
loaders inuse, For particulara address 

CRAWFORD & LOVELL, 
decis 3m Savannah, G3, 

Thomson & Sons, 
301 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

SPORTSMEN S GOODS. 

Parhting Good, 

HE UNDERSIGNED BEGS LEAVE TO. CALL 
T the attention of all those in want of light draft 
boata for shooting or fishing to his superior sHaRPrE 
uilt boats, For speed, safety and comfort they are 
uot excelled by anyihing that foate, Orders aolicit- 
ed, For terms, address D. O. TWITCHELL, 16 Ar- 
thor atreet, New Haven, Conn, jan23 7t 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and sporting rifles and pistols, and in nse by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES aap veer eral Foreigao Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send fer Illustrated Catalogue. 

W.iW.,Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
Breech-Loader.! 2 

\ 
“SRE WINNING*CUR. 

At the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb, 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at 
£169, and @ money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize ever shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
Bixty-six of the bestshots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondley Penneil, with a full-choke bore 
Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 at 28 yards andi foct and 2934 yards, He 
also won the second event, killing S birds in succession 
at 33 yards, making a total of 19 birdsoutof20. This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record. 

j The winting gun at the choke-boré match, 1877, beat- 
ing 17 guns by the best London makers, and winning 

= the silver cup, valued af60 guineas, presented by Mr, 
= J, Purdey, the gunmaker, 

‘The winning gun also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shooting match between Oapt, Bogardus and 
Mr, South for $300 a side, South killing 86 birds ont of 100, using one barrel only, 

The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1975, beating 102 guns by all the best makerg of 
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATENT TREBLE WHDGE FAST BREECH-LOADER is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period. Patented in the United 
States, Oct. 5, 1875; No, 163,328, BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

‘W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s-Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. C. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ * 

PURE TIN-COATED & BURNISHED 

DROP AND BUCK SHOT. 

AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND. 
CAPTAIN SHOT. 

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM? New Yor«, Jan, 13. 1879. 
Ha\iig been asked by inany of your readers as to the merits of TIN-COATHD SOFT SHOD, I desire 

to say that I consider it tae best shot I have everused, I have elven ita yery severe test, having shot my 
6,000 ball mateh, Jau.§ and 9. with it. In that match 1 used wo sets of double barrels, one of 10 and the 
other 12-bore, and each single barrel was discharged 1,500 times without being once cleaned, The inner 
surface of the barrels is bright and free from scratches, although in sliooting I used them notil they 
became so hot that they would not bear handling, I cannot imagine any case of ordinary use whieh could 
so severely test the cleanliness and perfection of the tin-costing and its freedom from injury by any hegy 
which could ever result from continnous discharges of the gun, A, H. BOGARDUS. 

THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M’F’C CO., NEW YORK. 

TRA A. PAINE’ 
FEATHER FILLED CLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

The “Standard” Ball. 
‘The Bohemian Glass Works would réspectfally call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the fact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball is the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SCALE, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dealers againat laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trude, 
when you can pene the Best Ball ever made at prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

Wo other bali affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beantifully 
made. It will bréak in every instance when hit by sliot,and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass. 

Every ball is weighed and examined, then packed with the greatest care, In barrela of 300, 
\, Bend for price list. Special inducements to the trade .» 

® HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS “WORKS, 214 Pearl Sireet, N.Y. , 

_ H. BOGARDUS. 
My PatentRough Glass Balls are now made even, and carefully Bo with 

250 in each barrel, and by having a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship- 
2 ping, aud prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth bali has to be made 60 
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by shipping, and the feather-filled ballis the same. Now, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra. I have had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would not find 4 ball broken, and 
never over three or four in barrel, My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you can readily see which is the hardest shooting. In 
matches reported in papers, saying Bogardus’ rales and traps used, you do not 
see all the balls broken. Amateurs ald young boys who want to learn to shoot 
and will follow the lnstructions laid down in my book, ‘Field, Cover and Trap 

— Shooting,” will become cravk wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 
who introduced this sport to the public, and who has been to England twice and shot and o pheld the 
American flag. My ‘ Field, Cover and Trap Shooting ” is the only book that has eyer been written and 
published by a Market hunter and experienced man, J will return the money to any one who has boaght 
the book aud thinks they did not get thelr money’s worth, Hach barrel of balls contains a acore book with 
Bogardus’ Rales for Glass Ball Shooting, and aleo his New Rules for Pigeon Shooting. 

Price ef Balls, 1,000, $143 by single barrel, $4; ‘‘Field, Cover and Trep Shooting,?? $2. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO., 10 Platt Street, N. ¥. City. 
« TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

Address CAPT, A. H. BOGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., IH., or can be had from him 
wherever he shoots. DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

IVORY Bacstente natrs. on (EF, GROTE & CO., 
FARO & Ppiees CHECKS. PROMPTLY TURNERS AND DEALERS, 

TEN PIN BALLSTAND iTENEPINS.J 114 E,1 4th sT,, NEW YO 

BOGARDUS ON TIN-COATED 

To. 

| Pachting Goods, 

CLUTE BROTHERS & COS PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YACHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENECTADY, N, Y. 

LOST 
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THIS IS AN BXACT FAC-SIMILE, 

Brass ease and cover; white metal face; Jewels 
mounted; patent catch. The very hest compass 
made. Asa gnarantee of excellence, & sample has 
been left at the FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD AND 
Gun office, Sent on receipt of $1.50, by post oMes- 
order, to any. part of,the United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO., 99 Water Street, New York, 
ageuts for the London and New York Compass Co, 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & CO. 

57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK, 

Yacht Supplies. 
Manilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Russia bolt rope, Manilla boltrope, wire rope, blocks,_ 

paints, oils, etc. 
CABIN STORES. 

je27-1Fr 

ESTABLISHED 1S40, 

H. WALDSTEIN.. 
OCULIST & OPTICTAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway.. 

and 17th Street, 
Has received the Highest Awards at all the World’a. 
Exhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and, 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barouieters, 6tc., etc... 

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses to Suit all eyes. 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country, 

Sole Agent for the best Human Artilicial Eyes, 

Tllustrated Catalogue on receipt of postage of 4 cents, 

ALONZO E. SMITH, 
YACHT BUILDER,. 

ISLIP, L. I. 

Bollder of yaehts Comet, Niantic, Sagitta, Onward. 
Windward, and many others. Vessels hauled ont, 
and repairs and altermions executed at low rates. 
Several) fine yachts for sale cheap. 

N. B.—YVachts built cheap if contracted for~ 
immediately. 

T. DESMOND, 

YACHT & BOAT BUILDER, 
37 PECK SLIP: NEW YORK. ' 

Cabin Yachts, Steam Lannchee, Open Yachts and 
Sailboais of every description for racing or cruising” 
at lowest rates. Also, Row Boats, Shells and Club- 
Boats, Bosts and yachts for export a speciulty— 
Oara and sculls of all kinds, . 

THE “SHARPIE” YACHT. 
This style of boet is especially suitable for 

YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING. Is fol 
as fast, seaworthy and weatherly as the round-— 
bottom boat; draws buia few inches of witer, 
can be built at short votive for much less tham 
yachta or boals of other types. Shipped to alh 
Parts of the country. Address 

THOS. CLAPHAM, Roslyn, L. 1. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans. 

E & H. T, ANTHONY & ©O., 091 Broadway, 
« N. Y., opposite Metropolitan, Stereoscoper 

hoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 
ins of Celebrities, Photographia 

ex Glas, Photograpuic Mar 
ded First Premium at Vienna and 

GOLD osetia iia tele ‘contadguna inca 
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(No. 111 Fulton St., N. V2 

Tor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

A MEMORY OF TALLULAH. 

A song in the distant delis, 

A laugh in the ancient vales, 

And dreamily aweet the moan of the land 
As the southweat wind prevails. 

A call from the great green hill, 
‘The voice of one I know, 

The low; long jaugh of a fying shaft, 
And the ringing of a bow! 

Sharp and shrill and clear, 
The cry of a wounded bird, 

Thrilling the sir till the sleepy soul’ 

Of the wilderness is stirred! 

And the bowman, glad of heart, 
Goes on by the rounding flood, 

And the warp and woof of waves and winds 
Are woven through the wood, 

BOWMAN, 

Hor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

Bambles in the Rocky RMoun- 
taing. 

BY J. H. BATTY, 
&¢/OT any cartridges loaded?” “Yes.” “ ANI richt ; 

let's pull out for the mountain for sheep; the ponies 
are in acoule near camp. I saw them a few minutes ago. 

T'll catch ’em and you get our traps together.” 
Such was the salutation I received at daylight one morning 

when poking my head opt from an A tent on the plains of 

Montana. As he finished speaking Chip started off on a trot 
and goon disappeared over a roll in the prairie. In a few 

minutes he returned, bringing our horse Breeze and a long- 
legged, stubborn-looking mule that had probably never worn 
asaddle. ‘‘ What are you going to do with the mule?’I 

asked. ‘*Make him pack me up the mountain; it's better 

than walking. My pony is lame, so I fastened on the first 
animal J could catch,” 

After considerable skirmishing the mule was finally saddled, 
tightly cinched, and mounted, Chip found his seat very un- 
comfortable for a few minutes, buf finally the mule fell in be- 
hind Breeze as I led off up acoule to the mountains. Chip 
Was a philosopher. He started life as a tinsmith in Pennsyl- 
vania, then became an expert at dentistry in St. Panl, Minne- 

sota, where he afterward made considerable prowess as a 
taxidermist and collector. To have seen himin his greasy 
buckskin suit, fur hat and moccasins, with cariridge belt and 
rifle, one would think that he was a regular plainsman. He 
was a good horseman, a crack sho with the rifle, a quicle 
trailer, a successful trapper, a good cook, and as cratty a still 
hunter as ever tramped the woods. 
We hunted together for nearly a year steadily, commencing 

by scouring the dry, treeless plains of Montana and tiie 
Provinces for scattering bands of antelope, thence west: to the 
Rocky Mountains, where we climbed for days over their 
ragged sides when shooting big-horn sheep. September 
found us on the rolling prairies of the Province of Saskatch. 
awau among the buffalo, and the following April we separ- 
ated at a hunter's cabin near Long Prairie, Minnesota. We 
had deserted our old deer camp on the edge of the heavy pine 
timber, haying been completely staryed out after a full 
winter's hunt. 

As we followed the course of the coule about three miles to 
the foot of the mountains, a few Western buck, sandpipers 
and gophers were killed on the way. Wutering a pags, we 
followed it for about a mile, and Were about to separate to 
hunt opposite sides of a mountain, when a band of about sixty 
big-horns was sighted. QOhip had never killed a mountain 
sheep, and I passed my heavy Sharps rife over to him ag he 
skulked away to gain cover. Our riding animals were soon 
Jed under cover of o bluff, ungaddled and picketed. A few 
minutes later the writer was running up a ravine to head the 
band for some running shots, when the sheep stampeded at 
the first fire. Peeping over a knoll to locate the band, I was 
surprised to sea the sheep loping away in an opposite direc— 
tion. Bang! bang! bang! went Chip's rifle, and down went 
a big ram for only a moment, then he jumped up and wen! 
over a hill with the band, with « broken leg dangling after 
him. Twas at a loss to know what had frightened the sheep, 
for Chip surely ought to hayé bagged one in such cover, and 

_ it was strange for him to shoot before I was “fixed,” as we 
. always made if a point to getin two gins at large pame, if 
possible. Chancing to look at the foot of a hill opposite where 
the sheep were sighted, the mystery was explained. There 
was Breeze outin plain view watching Chip, and the mule 
tagging him. The horse had pulled his picket-pin; and the 

mule was bound to pull his and follow, if his neck paid the 
enalty. 

. Chip followed the band, but soon joined me, and the ani- 
mals were led to the saddles, and in five minutes we were 
mounted and riding further up the pass. We finally entered 
a narrow cut, coming ont on a tableland surrounded with 
rolling grassy hills, the natural pastures of sheep, antelope 
and elk, We descended into a bottom to get the best feed, 
and picketed our animals. In addition to the picket pins we 
took two half hitches with the lariats around two loose rocks; 
and to make matters more secure, 1 hobbled old Breeze In- 
dian fashion, 
We then started out to explore and hunt in earnest. Chip 

Went overa mountain to the east and I went to the west. I 
framped for over an hour and my pame footed up two brown 
rattlesnakes anda porcupine, The hedgehog I tied to my 
belt when dressed, and packed it along distance ; but it be- 
care puinfully necessary to discard it, as the quills were but 
half grown and perforated my thick buckskin breeches, and 
several of its smaller quills entered my flesh, one of the points 
of which I carried for nearly a year before it worked 
out. When free from the troublesome burden, the hunt was 
continued, and a small band of big-horns was sighted from 
the top of a bald mountain. They were on the opposite side 
of a ravine, and there was no cover nearer than the bottom. 
Some were feeding and others were watching me. 

After taking in the surroundings, I commenced working my 
way down the hill in a lying position, hitching along with 
elbows and toes, making about two hundred yards, when a 
lot of loose boulders furnished the desired cover. ‘The band 
was then about four hundred yards distant, and the moment I 
disappeared from view the sheep fell into single file and were 
s00n losf from sight among the loose rocks and dwarf pines. 
Knowing it would be folly to follow them when they were 
watching the back trail, the course of the valley was taken, 
which terminated in a rocky gulch. A short cut over the 
rocks brought me into another ravine, which, when followed, 
would interrupt the course of the sheep. A walk of a mile 
brought me into another large pasture, where cover was taken 
and a look-out kept. Every hillside and bottom was scruti- 
nized, and no game sighted. Only those who have hunted 
the big-horns can comprehend how difficult they are to find, 
When lying among the rocks they are easily overlooked, and 
are generally seen when moving or grazing in the bottoms, 

While watching the capers of a gray fox that was hunting 
na bottom, I observed a movement among some rocks: It 
was followed by other moving objects which were at once 
recognized as sheep. Approaching under cover of bushes 
and rocks, I succeeded in getting within fifty yards of the 
neatest, Peeping over a boulder about eighty big horns were 
observed within one hundred yards. A stiff breeze was blow- 
ing, and as the band was to windward and there was no 
danger of the sheep “‘ winding” me, I sat quietly watching 
them for nearly five minutes. 
ly of three and four-year-old rams. Some were grazing, 
others were lying on rocks and ip groups on the ground. 
They were keeping a sharp look-out; occasionally one-would 
fet up, walk to an elevated spot and look carefully around. 
Thinking further delay in shooting would be dangerous to suc- 
cess, | searched the flock for an old ram for the first shot, which 
would be a sure one. There were several large fellows on the 
further side of the band, but they were in such bad positions 
for shooting that a doe and young ram were selected that were 
near and in range, so there was a possibility of getting them 
both the first shot, As I pulled four cartridges from my belt 
and cocked my Sharps rifle T could not help but think of the 
repeating Winchester at camp. 
Drawing # bead on the shoulder of the doe, I pressed the 

trigger, and at the report two sheep dropped, ‘The ram, how- 
ever, regained his feet and went off with a fore-lez broken. 
Tn fen seconds after the shot the whole band was in a mass, 
jostling and crowding in eager haste to get up the steep 
mountain side. ‘Three more shots were sent into the surging 
band in rapid succession, and two more rams were left be- 
hind, apparently in their death struggles. 

aying the rifle actoss the doe, I climbed up the steep 
rocks to roll down the rams. When within a few feet of one 
of them, he jumped up and'ran into some thick dyarf pines, 
with the writer in hot pursuit. He made better time over the 
sharp rocks than I did with the moccasins, and he was soon 
outof sight. Following the bloody trail, he was soon seen 
lying down hehind a hush. Creeping within about five feet 
of the bush, I pounced upon him, seizing him by a foreleg 
and one horn. He could neither buck nor bite, but he suc- 
ceeded in kicking me off from him im abont three seconds. 
Ashe jumped up I caught his fore lez and tipped him, plac- 
ing one knee on his neck and the other on his hind legs, 
While trying to untie a lariat from around my waist to tie his 
legs, he flounced from under my knee and gave me such a 
kick in the throat that I was glad to let him go until my 
bunting knife was regained. Taking the back trail to the 
dead doe the hunting-knife was soon obtained, but on reach— 
ing the battle-ground the enemy had disappeared and the trail 
was not plain enough to be followed in the thick cover. 

In the meantime the other ram had made himself scarce, 
80 [ hurriedly dressed the doe and packed it to the bottom, 
where it could be more easily reached with a horse, and start- 
ed out in search of Chip. 
I found hin where the animals were picketed, and we wete 

soon on jhe way to {get the dead doe, After some uncom- 

few times he came to me for protection. } 
Chip had walloped his mule into submission, and after blind- 
folding both animals, saddles were righted, and we reached 
camp without further adventure. + 

The band was composed most- 

monly rough trayeling—the doe was tied behind my saddle— 
we picked our way through a rocky gulch, over loose stones, 
to the prairie. During the ride Chip had kept his mule out 
of smelling distance from the sheep, but in an unguarded mo- 
ment he rade up to me, and the hybrid got a smell of blood 
and saw the sheep's head flop, That was more than mule 
flesh could stand. The mule came down stiff-legged and 
Chip bounced up. My horse was trembling with fear, and 
on seeing the mule buck he jumped down a cut bank, and [ 
had scarcely slid off the saddle when it turned, and the 
horrible sheep slipped down under his belly. Yortunately I 
had seized the lariat when unhorsed, which brought Breeze 
up in his wild career, and when he had bucked and snorted a 

In the meantime, 

ey 

For Horvest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 

A DEER HUNT IN MARYLAND, 

‘| Away, and away, we'll bound o’er the mountians, 

Over the mountain, over the mountain, 
Over the valley, the hills and the fountains, 

Away to the chase, away, away. 
* 4 * + # 8 a 2 

f See there the wild deer, trembling, panting, 

Trembling, panting, trembling, panting ; 

Fearfully pausing, oné moment standing, 

Then off he speeds, away! away !’’ 
a * * # * * * ‘ 4 

WAS induced to join two or three acquaintances, early in 
November, in a hunting excursion; two of them and 

myself taking the same route, and the fourth, from another 
State, to meet us by appointment where we left the railroad. 
We were all provided with repeating rifles, as well as our 

driver, for neither the rough locality chosen and the absence 
of snow admitted of successful still hunting; hence a resort 
to our dogs to start the game, As Ido not remember to have 
seen an account recently, if at any time, in the Forusr anp 
Stream of a fighting buck, I propose to give youa briefsketch 
of one in our hunt. We killed six deer altogether, averaging 
about one a day—though one day we killed two—and all but 
one, I believe, were killed on the run or swimming in the river 
near where our stands usually were; nor were one-half killed 
that were started, as some took water at other points and were 
lost—at least to us. Two of the six were very large, fat, and 
four or five proug bucks. ‘ 
Two of our party—bachelors—for the fun of the thing, iis 

they stated, preferred to camp in an old unoccupied shanty 
near the hunting-ground and do their own chores—as, [ 
think, the Yankees term it—?. ¢., chop wood, cook their 
meat, wash dishes, etc. ‘The other two, not appreciating this 
kind of fun so highly, had their quarters with an old hunting 
companion and friend of the writer, ‘ 

Aiter killing four deer, our dogs got up the first of the 
large bucks, and after a chase of a mile or two compelled him 
to take to water, but at a point where we had no watcher. 
The driver knowing this followed the chase, and this he could 
do but little hehind the dogs, for he stands six feet three or 
four inches in his stockings, and is as agile and athletic asa 
Comanche Indian. When he reached the river—as I learned, 
for I did not witness this part of the affair—the deer had 
crossed over to another mountain ; but through the indomita- 
ble energy of the driver, who waded the river, icy cold and 
waist deep, followed by the dogs, the buck was again started, 
and when seen by the driver he was swimming at his leisure, 
haying whipped our three dogs and also a neighboring cur, 
which had joined in the sport on his own account. A shot 
or two at long range from the driver soon started the chase 
again, however, and turned his course down siream foward 
our stands, or to mine rather, on the river bank; as only in 
deep water could the buck whip his assailants; but before 
reaching my stand (at which, and near by, I have killed about 
a. score of deer) he passed within range oi a stand a few hun- 
dred yards above me, and received a running shot, breaking a 
hind leg, as my friend thought, which turned him at right 
angles from the river and open ground, Into the forest again ; 
but in making another turn for the riyer below me, the fleet. 
est dog overhauled him—then another, and another joined in 
the fight. For several hundred yards, with a broken hind 
leg, he fought off the dogs, tossing them about seemingly as a 
terrier would so many rats, and still making for the water, 
until I reached a point between them and the river, when 
escape was impossible, haying a dozen shotsin reserve, and 
all could be used in about as many seconds. : 

Fearing he might yet cripple or kill a dog, for it was a life 
and death struggle, and no coward in the lot, I raised my 
rifle, but forbore to fire for a moment or two, as IT might ac- 
cidentally hit a dog in the melée, as none were still a second. 
Just then {he dogs got the advantage, and the buck was 
thrown; when my friend yan up from his stand and shot him 
in the head, Tt was his first deer; and seeing the broken lez 
in the fight, I supposed it was by his previous shot, and that 
he was entitled togive the soup de grace, In my many hunot— 
ing excursions, Aghts have occasionally occurred with the 
dogs and wounded bucks; and I have known the dogs to be 
badly wounddd; and in two cases the dogs killed, with the 



1 li a 
sharp prongs thrust through the body; and in a single in- 
stance, a hunting companion was near losing his life. He 
had wounded a large buck with buek-shot, so that the dogs 
caught him, and while fighting, the hunter approached to 
shoot the deer in the head with his second barrel, but 
only wounded him in the jaw, when the buck broke away 
from the dogs and pitched at the hunter. His 
life was only saved by fallimg backwards as the buck 
Tonged at him. Fortunately, the dogs again seized the buck 
and held on until help arrived, for we heard both shots. 
With continuous fighting we hurried to the scene as fast as 
possible; when reached, he was completely unnerved and un- 
armed; for in falling his gun stuck in the ground filling the 
muzzles with earth, and he could not reload. My friend se- 
cured his buck, weighing over 200 pounds when dressed, but 
was taught a lesson which he neyer forgot in our subsequent 
hunts. After along experience in bunting both bear and 
deer, I would sooner '‘ try conclusions” with the former than 
the latter when wounded. The black bear will always escape 
if practicable when wounded, except possibly to protect the 
cubs, and usually even then; but a wounded buck, when 
harassed by dogs, will at times attack the hunfer as soon if 
cornered 100 closely, while his great activity and strength with 
his formidable antlers is much the more dangerous. But this 
is a digression. 

As we had more yenison than we could use after sending 
seyeral saddles to distant friends, we decided to yary the 
Sport by & bear hunt, as there was a good deal of sign on an 
adjacent mountain, und a bear was killed a day or two pre- 
vious by another party ; but without snow to track them we 
had to rely on trailing. As our dogs preferred a deer trail to 
bear we failed to get any started, or if started the dogs would 
not follow, but went off after deer and left usin the lurch 
among the rocks with no one to watch the crossings. 

After our party separated, and feeling so much improved by 
the trip, I decided to remain until a two day’s rain storm 
ceased, and had another hunt, when we killed tbe second 
large buck, but while swiraming, and no fighting. The river 
was raised eight or ten feel, and no certainty as to the cross— 
ings, while the strong, swift current made it an even chance 
if the game was secured when killed in the river. We only 
secured this buck by the sceidental aid of a boat, after floating 
a long time. BS. 

Maryland, Déc., 1878. 
en 

CRIPPLE SHOOTING IN NEW JERSEY. 

Epirok FoREs? AND STREAM: 
Doring November] and my friend recelyed an invitation from a 

Quaker relative, residing at Mount Luurel, to come up and have a day’s 
shooting, promising plenty of birds and good entertainment for man 

and beast, Of conrse we joyfully accepted, and dropped “ Uncle 
Zebedee” a note to meet us on Thanksgiving morning on the arrival of 

the early tralo at East Moorestown, being the nearest railroad station 

tothe “Cripple.” Atthe time appointed one might haye seen your 

humble seryant wending his way wearily along, in the early morning, 

encased in in immense Ulster coat, and carrying a breech-loader and 

ammunition, accompanied by aa tine a setter dog as one would nuced, 

going to meet his friend Tom and his brother Jobu (who had joined 

our party) at the trysting place, the railroad station. 

We all kept our appointments, and we jeft Camden in the 7710 a. Mw 

train, reaching East Mooreslown half an hourlater. But, alas! man 

proposes, and you can’t most wlyays tell who disposes, Uncle Zebe- 

dee was nonest. After yain inquiries we were sadly obliged to cofass 

the fact that he had not come for us, Nothing daunted we inquired of 
& Dative as to what road we shonld take, and what the distance was to 

Mount Laurel, which elicited the following information, “ Jist take 
this street down to the first road which runs to the left, hen go up that 

to the first road which runs to thé right, then take that right straight 

out four miles until you git thar.” Our native, verifying the customs 

of his country, wanted to know what we wereafter? ‘ Qualls,” we 

replied. ‘Quails,eh? well, you jist won't git any quails there; and 

Vl give you tifiy cents ahead for all you kill, and meer you at jhe rail- 

Toad station to-night to git them.” We concluded the bargain atonce. 

History tells us that men whose names are enrolled on the banner of 

jame overcame, apparently, insurmountable obstacles In the beginning, 

Tradition has it they had their onorsa throst upon them, but we, like 
little Hxcelsior, as he tolled with his little banner up ile weary Alpine 
height, toiled with our little gans and ammunition through four miles 

of mud, through a cold, drizzling rain to our destination, which we 
reached about an hour and « quarter later, Uncle Zebedee gaye us a 

hearty welcome, and immediately sel out tofud his friend Zeke, who 

Knew all about the gunning business, In the meantime Tom went to 

look for & gun for John, which he produced in the shape of an old 

single barrel, made when Adam was # boy, and, jndging from its ap- 

pearance, might haye participated in the John Browa raid, but il was 

warranted to “kill °em" every time and not to kick, which recom- 

mbndation John thought Tom might jast as well investigate, not wish- 

ing to deprive him pf ay chance of success, while he kepl Tom's ine 

Claybrongh for his own use, 
Uncle Zebedee having found Zeke, who signified his willingness to 

show us how to do the gunning business, proceeded to load his own 

gun, which was an old-fashioned double-Sarrel muzzle-loader, but 
with a iirat-class sock on her (he knew, for he madelt himse!f), put on 

a couple of cups to blow ber ont, but she didn't blow ; then ranning his 

ramrud down each barrel, with the remark that he had loaned her toa 

friend and guessed he hadn't cleaned her, which remark was verliled 

by the clouds of dust arising from each barrel, reminding one of a 

wagon on a country road in the summer time. Zeke then thought he 

would put im a couple of fingers of powder to clean her, which he did, 

but she didn’t go worth a cent, Patlence was fast ceasing te bea 

virtue. Zeke rushed into an adjoining house, produced a hair-pin, 
picked out the tubes, again put on his caps, and guessed sie would go 

this time. The writer’ involuntarily selzsd John, who was standing 

dangerously near, fearing the result, but of she went with @ sound 
Btrangely suggestive of tearing innumerable yards of cloth. All was 
now ready, and, Zeke reloading, we started tor the Cripple. We 

finally reached the Cripple, as infamons a combination of cat-briers, 

rag-weed, Scrub-oak and marsh as one could imagine, without the op- 
portunity of seeing its equal, Zeke kuew the birds were there. We 

sent our setter dog Glen out to do his work, which he promptly did by 
mating 2 point. We crowded around himas quietly and quickly as 

possible, flushed the birds, and opened our battery of even barrels 

upon them; bat the birds went on as though, like Mark Twaiu's 
aciass-rabbit, they were on business, Glen looked amazed and could 

not understand why he was not called upon to bring in the dead birds. 

Finally we sent him out again, and in a few moments he was again 

polnting, Zeke was nearest lim, and commenced his encouraging cry 

of “Hi, boy! hi, boy!” The writer then interfered, tlireatening to 

take him away entirely if the encouragement wus persisted in. We 

again crowded around him, tis time with a determination to vo or die, 
We flushed the birds and then fred, with report strongly resembling 
the [osilade of a country military company at & Fourth of July celebra- 

tlon. But the birds, they went away as though they were furnishing 

un for us, and, as {t did not hurt them any, had no objections to the 

entertainment, Glen was now thoroughly disgusted; anit work and 
jaid down, Again we started, and after a wenry tramp of an hour and 
& half, with bleeding hands, ragved clothes and sozking feet, were re- 

warded with another point. We again rallied onr forces, opened our 

batteries, aud a3 uanal (he bird went on its own bualnesa; but Glen 
recognizing the yalue of our skill, marked the bird down, poluted bim, 

and wher again fushed caught jhe bird in his month uniurn 

Ail honor be to whom honor is due, Glen syed our reputation and 

prevented us from reiurnibg empty handed, but, alas! new troubles 

presented themselves. A Qnaker farmer claimed the spoils of the 
hunt a8 having been shot on his property. Weenudeayoread to appease 

theTighteous wrat of onr friend, but failing to do £0, Nually agreed 

upon the following compromise: that |f he would prove how moch 

Epace between heayen and earth his title called for, and prove to ua 

the bird was 1n that space when shot (of course we did not tell him the 

dog caught it), we wonld gladly pay him for it. This was # siunner, 

and the old gentleman finally had to concetie the yietory, and we 
bagged (he spolls. 
This closed the shooting business so far as our friend Zeke was con- 

cerned, 80 wé all returned to Uncle Zebedee's, enjoyed a good dinner, 

and were driven to H. M, depot, whére we abxion-ly looked for our 

quiondam friend who waa to buy our gime at iffy cents a head. We 

spied bim down the street, and with fhe writer's coat-pocketa filled 

with newspapers, dog ahains, eic,, und one little qaaul on top to repre- 

Rent & goodly bunch, started to close the business. Our native imme- 
diately refased his bargaln, but we insisted, and he finally sought 

Safetyin flight; but, altiongh heavily eucumbered, we kept up the 

chase through the streets of this interesting village, Inslsting on the 

consummation of our sale, until tae whistle of Our approaching train 
galled 08 away. 

In coactnslon, we would extend an invitation to all amatetrs who de- 
sire & good doy’s sport, to join us next yeariu our lirlp!o shoot gp 
“ Tnele Zehedee’s Cripple.” W.C.H, 

— ++ 

THE ASCENT OF THE GUADALOUPE 

SOUFFRIERE. 

BY FREDERICK A. OBER, 

A Paper Read Before the Appalachian Club, Boston, Jan. 8, 1879, 

c was in the height of the ‘hurricane season,” in August, 

that I left Isle of Martinique, the birthplace of Joséphine, 
for Guadaloupe. At four o'clock one calm morning we 

steamed into the harbor of Point 4 Pitre, Guadaloupe’s 
metropolis, and fired a gun. It was {very dark; only the 

light-house lamp sent ics gleam abroad; but in an hour the 
water about us was alive with boats. 

Quadaloupe is separated into two islands, one of voleanic 
origin, uneven and mountainous, the other low and flat, with- 

out eyen a hill. A narrow creek divides them—a shallow, 
salt passage called the Rivitre Salée. The banks of this 
creek are lined wilh mangroves; and it is ane of the hottest 

places in the West Indies, as my subsequent shooting exeur- 
sions verified. Point 4 Pitre is situated at the southern 
mouth of this salt river. It is regularly built, with broad, 
straight streets, with a fountain in the centre of a square, a 
fine cathedral and many good houses. Here is, also, one of 
the largest wsines or factories for making sugar in the world, 
second only to the largest known, the Khedive of Hzypt’s: 
What strikes the visitor with surprise is the new. appear- 

ance of all the buildings and the scaruity of trees. The ex- 
planation of this i3 found in the records of the city: it is just 
recovering from the effects Of a destructive fire. Within the 
past four years Point a Pitre has passed through at least four 
trying ordeals by the elements, Wirst, it was shaken down by 
an earthquake ; then all the buildings were of stone, large and 
massive. Rebuilding their city, these indomitable French- 
men (sagacious in a human way) constructed their houses of 
wood. It was not long, not’ many years, before (in the lan— 
guage of my informant) ‘‘ there came along the tallest kind of 
a hurricane and tumbled their wooden houses down." 
To add to the horrors, a fire broke out, which swept their city 
clean, The wise men cogitated: how to build to escape 
earthquake, freand hursicane! The result was the adoption. 
of the present system of construction, with strong iron frame 
filled in with brick or composite. ‘The Joss of life in these 
successive disasters has been fearful, but these courageous 
Creoles have faith in the future of their city; and Tf doubt if 
they once give a thought to the mighty power against which 
they are contending—that they are fighting forces, controlled 
by Nature’s laws, that always will operate in the same way 
and place, without regard to the little doings of mankind. 
But it was not to remain in Point a Pitre that I came here; 
the blue mountains forty miles away beckoned me to their 
cool retreats, and before night I had engaged passage on 
board a little schooner, the Szven, for Basse Terre, at the foot 
of the mountains, I left Point # Pitre in the eyeninz—the 
sea like glass, the mosquitoes like fiends! or many hours 
we drifted aimlessly, ‘he cabin was a black hole, full of 
merchandise, and I was obliged to sleep on deck, which was 
covered with negroes, who made way respectfully, very re- 
spectfully—for the vessel's black hog—but not forme. Witha 
bulwark of fat and garrulons negroes, men and women, on 
either side of me, I stretched myself upon a narrow ledge and 
fell asleep. If that wall of blacks gives way lam lost. To 
its credit, be it suid, it did not break, but sat there the live- 
long night and soothed me to sleép with the musical numbers 
of their patois, The night was dark, the sky black, with 
Stars shining in it a8 through holes ina yaulted roof. In the 
middle of the night there came up a rain storm, driving, piti- 
less. Awakened by the plashing of drops in my face, I drew 
my rubber poncho over me and fell asleep again to the music 
of their patter on the waves. These are historic waters, I 
am coasting a shore along which sailed the caravels of Cohim- 
bus; but éven the consciousness of this fact could not induce 
Ine to go to the rail and peer into the darkness for some 
ancient landmark, Spite of historic reminiscence, and in 
spite of my odorous inclosure of natives, I slept the sleep of 
the just man who is taking his second night’s rest in his 
clothes; thanks to years of camp life! I have said that this 
was historic ground, this island of tuadaloupe, and fraught 
with deeds dear to America’s existence, these waters thal lave 
its shores, 

Let me quote, in confirmation, the words of Irving as he 
describes the second voyage of Columbus: ‘‘The islands 
among which Columbus had arrived were © part cf that beau- 
tiful cluster called by some the Antilles, which sweep almost 
in a semicircle from the eastern end of Porto Rico to the coast 
of Paria on the Southern Continent. * J 5a Wee 
“During the first day that he entered this archipelago, 

Columbus saw no less than six islands of different magnitude. 
They were clothed in tropical vegetation and the breezes from 

a 
them were sweetened by the fi ; s. Aller 
seeking in yain for good anchorage it Dominica, he stood for 
another of the group, to which he gave the name of his ship, 
Marigalante. Here he landed, displayed the royal banner and 
took possession of the archipelago in the name of hissovereigns. 
The island appeared to be uninhabited; a rich and dense 
forest oyerspread it; some of the trees werein blessom, others 
laden with unknown fruits, others possessing spicy odors, 
among which was one with the leaf of the Jaurel and the 
fragrance of the clove. Hence, they made sail for an island 
of larger size, with aremarkable mountain; one peak, which 
proved afterward the erater of a volcano, rose toa great height, 
With streams of water gushing from it. (This is the volcano 
I hope to reach by and by.) 

‘As they approached withia three leagues, they beheld a 
cataract of such height that (Lo use the words of the narrator) 
it seemed to be falling from the sky. As it broke into foam 
in its descent, many at first believed it to be a stratum of 
white rock. To this island, which was called by the nalives 
Turugueira, the admiral gave the name of Guadaloupe, bay- 
ing promised the monks of Our Lady of Guadaloupe, in Bs- 
tremadura, to call some newly discovered place after their 
convent, Landing hereon the4th of November, 1493, they 
visited 4 village near the shore, the inhubitants of which fled 
in affright, leaying their children behind in their terror and 
confusion." te * v7 * * ia ” 

This was the first island in which Columbus saw the won- 
derful Cariis, of whom he heard so much in Hispaniola. The 
account he gaye of their neat villages, of the finding here of 
the Iragment of a vessel, and the first pine-apple, is extremely 
interesting, as are all descriptions of first things—or the dis- 
coyery of things previously unknown to us of the present day. 

Here he first found evidences of cannibalism, as thé author 
goes on torelate; ‘* What struck the Spaniards with horron, 
was the sight of human bones, vestiges, as they supposed, of 
unnatural repasts; and skulls, apparently used as vagea and 
other household utensils, These dismal objects convinced 
them that they were in the abodes of the cannibals, or Caribs, 
whose predatory expeditions and ruthless character rendered 
them the terror of these seus.” Fortunate for Columbus and 
his crew that all the men were absent on the war trail, other. 
wise he would not have carried away women and children 
with such impunity, as he did in all his voyages. 

“The island on this side extended for a distance of five- 
and-twenty leagues, diversificd with lofty mountains and 
broad plains.” 
And this coast, which I later saw in all its grandeur of 

lofty cliffs and towering mountains, in its loveliness of curv. 
ing bays and palm-bordered beaches; this coast was right 
abeam, bidden behind the impenetrable wall of night, A 
second time I seek a landing on Guadaloupe shore at 4 
o'clock in the morning, We sailed into the roadstead of Bagse 
Terre, on the open sea at the southern end of whe island. 
Darkness covered everything, a few cocks commenced crow- 
ing, a few lights gleamed out, At 4, a gun boomed out from 
the fort, and the cathedral bells commenced at once, as if 
from the yibration, tolling for early mass. Daylight crawled 
slowly in and revealed the open market by the landing, already 
crowded with people, the nvise of whose wrangling reached 
as long since. 

Basse ‘Terre is the seat of Government of Guadaloupe as 
Fort de France is of that of Martinique, Like Fort de France, 
also, it is chosen by these far-secing Frenchmen as tha dépobt 
of government property, that other towns like thut of Point 4 
Pitre and St. Pierre of Murtinique, may not, by their superior 
advantages for commerce and trade, draw all the population 
thither. ‘Yo thisend—the distribution of wealth—and the 
better cultivation of the spil, the French have covered both 
their islands with roads, in striking contrast to the rough 
bridle-paths of the English islands equally mountainous, 
The Government buildings are in the upper part of the town 

between two rivers, behind a large stone fort, 'They surround 
tbree sides of a square bordered by mighty palmisies and 
wilb an elegant fountain of bronze as center-pjece, North 
and east of the town tower the mountains, the land commene- 
ing to rise to their sumniils at its very outskiris; ile upper 
streets lead up into the hills, The houses are built of stone, 
but aré not large or pretentious. The sireets are straight, 
parallel with the shore, and at right angles withit, In the 
centre of the town is an open miarket-place, in which is 4 
fountain fed from the mountains, and around which is a tow 
of tamarind trees, All the serving women of the place come 
to this fountain to fill their jars with the cool water that per- 
petually drips from the bronze lips of the basin. The cathe- 
dral, or moré properly the Basiligue, is a good old structure 
of stone dating from the time of Le Pétre Labat. As the 
founder of this town, and an author of note, whose valnable 
book on the Antilles confains the most comprehensive ac. 
count of these islands, this worthy Pére deserves especial 
notice, but which the time at my disposal forbids. Born 
in Paris in 1663, he joined the Dominican friars in 1685, 
and two years later was appointed professor of mathematics 
and philosophy at Nancy. 

In 1698, while in Paris, he saw letters from the Superior 
of that order in Martinique to the Lrothers in France, implor- 
ing them to send out missionaries lo replace those who had 
died from contagious disease. Seizing this opportunity for 
consecrating himself to mission work (and carryiny out a reso- 
lution he had a long time cent he departed for Marti- 
nique, arriving there in January, 1694, Two years later he 
was sent to Guadaloupe. Later, returning to Martimque, he 
found bis place occupied by anotber, and was, asa mark ol Gon- 
fidence, appointed yeur genéralof the mission, In this 
capacity he visited all the isles of the Antilles, Prench, Bn 
lish and Dutch ; but passed the greater portion of bis time in 
Martinique and Guadaloupe. In 1703 he founded the town of 
Basse ‘Terre, and took an active part in the defence of the 
island against Lhe attack of the Eaglish in Mareh of the same 
ear, 

f The Bellicose Pére Blanc, as he was called by the people of 
the island, could not prevent bis monastery from being burned, 
by which disaster he lost all his books, manuscripts and in- 
struments. He returned to France in 1705, resided in Paris 
aod Rome, and in the former city ptepared his different 
voyages for publication. He theredied in 1758. 

His most important work, “Nouveau Voyage aux Iles 
@' Amérique," is as valuable as it is at the ~present Lime rare 
It'was published in Paris in 1722. He wrote, besides, six 
large works of travel, chiefly from the manuscripts of other 
travelers. A genus of plants, containing a species indigenous 
to Cuba and one to Cayenne, was named Ladatio in his honor 
The old Basilique remains, in defiance of earthquakes and 
hurricanes, a monunient to the activity und Zeal OF this good 
father. Its front, however, was rebuilt u few years agu. 
During my stay in Basse Terre I was struck by the numberof 
children fatherless and motherlesg, and upon inquiry was told 
that these orphans, whose sweet faces so appealed to one’s 
sympathy, were survivors of the great cholera plague not 
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8 since, in which some 15,000 persons, I believe, 
wire sweptaway. Outside the town, buta few minutes’ walk 
along the bluff, lies tire cemetery, where crosses and quaint 
Tombs inaek the last resting-place of many poor souls. Be 
youu, below this place of sepulobre, is a depression in the- 
hillside which, T was told, was once a deep ravine, into which 
were cast the bodies of (hose who died of the plague. So 
rapidly were they stricken down that people enough could not 
be found to bury them, and the living hardly sufficed to take 
away the dead, Finally vessels were employed, and, laden 
willl corpses, they would depart one.after the other into the 
offing with their freight of dewth. There was scant ceremony 
in the carrying away of these stricken onts from the place 
where Guce they bad enjoyed life to be given over to the 
dwellers of the deep! Por many months the corpses strewed 
the strand, and fish from the sea were banished from the tables 
of the island for a twelve-month after. 
What is remarkable in this plague is, that 1t extended to 

the higher and ge erally healthy mountain villages, and killed 
ais ruthlessly as along the heated coast. 

The heat in town was intense, and I was glad to be allowed 
to depurt for the mountains, after having been compelled to 
wait for my permit to shoot. Every one desirous of shooting 
in these islands is compelled to pay ten francs for a Permis de 
Chasse, whivh the French official, with characteristic conrtesy 
to a stranger, gave me without the usuai fee. It was 9 
lengthy document, exceeding in size my American passport 
from the Secretary of State. And, in the comparison of the two 
papers, each of which affects to describe me accurately, there 
is much food for reflection upon the fallibility of passport- 
makers. Indeed, were [ furnished with a few more accurate 
descriptions, I should certainly lose my identity and wander 
about in & maze of uncertainty, feeling, like those immortal 
twins, decidedly mined. My American description gives my 
eyes as brown, mouth small and nose straight, hair brown 
aud face oval, To this a justice of the peace has affixed hand 
and seal. A French official, in the name of the Governor, 
positively asseris Lhat eyes and eyebrows ate black, mouth 
large (boudhe yrands), nose aquiline, ‘* aisage ovale,” and com- 
plexion Slanc—which is supposed to be white. To avoid any 
uoploasihiness With the numerous gensdarme who patrol the 
country, I earrieti both papers. 
Armeu, then, with my ‘* Permis de Chasse,” and sped on my 

way with.a hearty bem voyage trom the Chief of Policé, 1 
turned try horse’s head toward the mountains. 

He was & pictureysue animal, that horse; and when [ say 
picturesque, [ use the term in its most artistic sense ; for by 
ho other can 1 du justice td his many projecting puints, bold 
fealires and rough angularities. Ile, indeed, was a borge of 
taaliy poiuts—suud ones, too, perhaps, in 2 Certain sensu. 

Hanging my umbrella trom one of Lis shonlder blades, and 
prasping bis miyne with oue hand, 1 vaulted into the dilapi- 
dared saddle, deeply sunken betsyeen loins and witbers, 
With & grosm he started forward, putting in motion his sonie- 
whit tormidable array of joints, and I ascended the hills to 
the rattle of bones. 
Beyoud the government buildings is the Convent of Ver- 

Siilles, where the girls ot the island are educated; and higher 
wp, occupying » brvat plateau some 1,500 feet above the sen, 
is Lhe sumimec camp of the Goyernorand the troops. Spacious 
buildings, including a hospital, barracks and Governor's 
honse, dé almust bidden by trees, among which the palmiste 
Towers Conspicnons With its gray column and green coronct. 
Passing phase, my road led me io a little hamlet on the moun- 
tain-side overlooking the Oaribbean Sea, called Matouda, 
Wearly all ite tittle thatched houses were full, as the people of 
Basse Teltie—all who can afford it—come up heré at this 
season (the sickly season) to enjoy the baths and the cool air. 
Throuyls the kindnéss of a friend 1 was able to hire 4 small 
room, one of two, ina liltle thatched hut 18 feerby 14. The 
other half, separated by a partition, over which IT could easily 
make a hand-spring, was occupied by the owner of the house, 
his wife, brother, and three children, Contentedly, I swung 
my hammock from two corners of the room, thanking a good 
Providence that 1 eould enjoy all by myself as much room as 
sufficed for the ovher five. For ten days I remained io 
Matouba, roaming over the coffee plantations and climbing 
the hills in quest of birds. Many streams dash hurriedly 
down from the mountain, and there are waterfalls and cas- 
eudes, and high up the hillis the bgin chand, a warm spring 
difficult of access. ‘Tired of the continual rain, and wishing 
for The soviely of some one speaking my own language, I sep 
off oné mornmp, under puidance of my bay ‘'Co-0o,” to find 
the Mayor of a neighboring commune—the commune of Saint 
Glavide—who could, 1 was told, speak Hoglish, Passing 
throngl whe litde village, 1 entered a higher region devoted 
40 cofiee plantations, aud climbed to a spur of the Bouilriére 
Mountain, right beneath the volcano itself, where L found a 
comfortable little country house, was preeted in English by 
(he proprietor, who had heard of me before, and welcomed, 
A delivhtful week was passed here, for my host, Monsieur 
Colardeau, was a graduate of Yale College and had lived in 
America, practicing his profession of physician, for eighteen 
years. Hé was 2 naturalist, withal, and the remainder of 
that day was devoted to the animal life of the mountains, and 
especially the birds, ; 
[swung my hammock tu his office and occupied a seat at 

his table, around which was gathered the first English speak- 
ing family 1 had met in several months. Madame Colardeau 
was 4 alive of Koxbury, Mass., and we could talk of scencs 
which all had visited. 
The * hurricane’ season”’—from July through October—is 

one of calms, lempests and rains, and it was several days 
beloré the weather cleared sufficiently for me to undertake 
the asceut of the Soutiriére. At last, one night, just before 
{lie suo dipped beneath the sea, the jagged outlines of the 
volcano showed against a sky cf blue, and my friend pre- 
dicted a clear day for the morrow. At daybreak the Indian 
provided by my triend came forme. Not an Indian native 
to the island—they were long since extinct—but one from 
the far Hast, the land to which Columbus in his voyages 
thought he was discovering a shorter route: an Indian under 
indenture, a Coolie from Calcutta. He brought a knapsack 
full of provisions which Madame Colardeau had provided 
the night before, and he carried upon his head my photo- 
graphi¢ apparatus, and marched before me into the mists of 
the morning which came pouring down from the mountain 
Lops, 

After drinking my cup of black coffee I seized my gun and 
followed my guide, Behind the house, far up the slope, 
streteuhed = broad area of eoffee trees, an inheritance—this 
colfve estale—lrum tbe ancestors of Monsieur Colardeau, who 
in no particular allowed it to deteriorate from its pristine yigor 
of a century ag0. Coffee trees of many years’ growth grew 
by the side of young plants set out fo replace the aged and 
enfeebled ones. The plantation 19 divided into small squares 
afew hundred feet in length and breadth, by long rowe of a 
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duder, This is to protect the tender coifee plants from the 
wind and from (he hurricanes which sometimes ruvage these 
islands, Thess long rows of high trees pive the coffee es- 
tates a striated appearance al a distance. ‘he coffee tree is 
allowed to grow to a height of but six or eight feet, as this 
insures more perfect berries and renders the pathering easier. 
The younger planta are further protected aid shaded by 
plantalns and bananas, Which atiain w great height in « 
twelyenonth, 
From the glossy green leaves vleamed berries, yellow and 

red, giving a beautiful effect. In one of the squares I ob- 
served 4 large bed of strawberries, the only ones | have seen 
in these islands, Higher up I found a species of rudus, a 
raspberry found only in high allitudes, and the only repre- 
sentative of its family in these wilds. Beyond the |imits of 
the coffee grove we came upon the borders of the high 
woods, where One must ¢0 to see the vegelation of the tropics 
in ils greatest perfection of giant growth and luxuriance. 

There is a suggestiveness of giaut trees and a vefreshing 
thought of cool retreats in the appellation (univerzal through- 
out these islands) bestowed upon these high forests to dis- 
tinguish them from those of the Jowlan(l. As you set foot 
over the sharply—defined line of demarkation you leave the 
sun with his scorching beams behind and enter a gloomy arch 
beneath a canopy of leaves. 
The trail is sinuous und slippery, and winds beneath huge 

trees, which we fvel—for we caonot see their crowns—vear their 
heads aloftin the clouds. Gyerhead is 4 leafy vault, throneh 
which fhe sun cannot send a pleam, save now and then a 
needle ray; and through this vaulted roof are thrust up the 
tronks of mighty trees, with a diameter, from buttress to but- 
{ress, of twenty feet, And these broad buttresses, which spread 
out on every side as supports to the main trunk, are sludies 
in themselves. In the spaces between them there is room to 
pitch a tent. Fifty, sixty feet up, begin the broad-armed 
limbs, which spread over a vast area, and from these litnbs 
depend aitractive and wonderful ropes and cordage of na- 
ture’s making, which descend from out the canopy above as 
from the zenith of beaven, and touching the earth, climb 
figain Into spacé—no one knows whore, no one Knows how. 
They are of all sizes and twisted into every conceivable shape: 
like huge hawsers anc cables, some, and others small as a 
bass line and stretched as straight and taut as the rigging of a 
ship. Surrounded by the net-work of Jianes ani! lialines 
alone, the trunks would be barely visible. Bub this is not 
wl, Up their rouyh circumference creep vines and climbing 
plants, clinging closely and firmly by multituilinous rootlets, 
hung with broutl and pendulous leaves. Attached again to 
the yities and Jianes are groups aud Clusters of epiphytic 
and parasitic plants; some like piueapples, some large ss 
cubbages, some like huge callas, and among them ferns and 
(illandsius, scores of species 1 db not Know, piled plant atter 
plant, one above {he other, in seeniing confusion, exch striv 
ing for a foothold in iis aerial world, Now and then will be 
4 great spike of blossoms—crimson, scarlet or pire white—at 
which a bumming-bird will dart, fluttering up and down, 
éod reminding One—the whole scene—of those linus 
“ Eyangeline,” where the vines 

“ Hune their ladver of ropes alofs, ‘ike the ladder of Jacob, 
On whose penddlous statis the angeis, asventiug, descemling, 
Were the swift humming birds that hited from blossom to blossom,” 

in 

No sound breaks the solemn stiilness of this mountaun forest 
save the cooing of a distant wood pigeon, and nothing shows 
itself execpt an vecasional perdria, ov mountain partridye, as 
if Hits like a ghost across our path. Up anid higher we as- 
eend ; the trees diminish in size, and there comes 10 our Gars 
the murmur of falling water, which we cannot see from tlie 
rankness of the yugetation. Bulisters, or wiid plantains, with 
broad green leaves and spikes of crimson and golden caps. 
now line the trail, and glorious tree ferns, in majesty of 
beauty unsurpassed, spread their lace-like leaves above tiem, 

We reach the stream and fiadit warm, so hot that vapor 
‘irises On this, not tuo cvol, atmosphere. It is sulphur-im- 
pregnated, also, as the discolored Jeuyes abundantly testify, 
and it Hows oyera bituminous bed. The luxuriance of the 
vegetation heré is marvelous, and pen of mine cannot de- 
scribe the beauty of the ferns, orchids and parasites, arches 
and bridges of tropical trees and ferns !hat overhung and 
spanned this tepid stream. A few rods further up we came 
upon a basin of colorless water, walled off wilh blocks of laya, 
the overflow of which formed the stream. At it. I cast a 
wistful glance, but could only stop to feel its warmth with 
my hand and note the beauty of the banks of ferns above il. 
Here we left my apparatus and plunged anew into a depth of 
greenwood, and commenced an ascent that, for sieepness, left 
allformer patus behind We had to lift ourselves up, by sue- 
cessive broad steps, and cling to roots and trees for aid. 
Hmerging from the darkness of this tuunel-like passage, we 
come upon another zone of veretation, where the trees are 
dwarfed to shrubs and so intertwined and malted together that 
a path must be cut with the cutlass. Bvery native laborer of 
these islands carries a large and ugly-looking aachele, or cut- 
Jass, nearly two anda half feet long and two inches broad, 
which serves them ina yariety of ways. There we found the 
path washed into deep, cisterno-like cavities, down which we 
must descend on one side only to climb out at the other. 
After much hard work this rough road was gone oyer and wa 
came abruptly upon 2 plain of small extent, and looking up, 
saw the cone whoze side we fain would climb. Straight be- 
fore us was the trail of former tourists, which climbed directly 
up the mountain sip2, s0 steep it seemed inzpossible to ascend 
it. There wis no vezetation now to obstruct the yiew. All 
about us the plain and steep acclivity was covered with a 
matted carpet of coarse grass. Immediately above us towered 
an immense rock, so delicately poised, aud so far-jutting, that 
it appeared ready to fall. Undoubtedly, the next earthquake 
‘will dislodge and hurl it below, to join its fellows that thickly 
stud the plain beneath. Foran hout and a half, with many 
stops for breath, we mounted upward, and made a final pause 
beneath the rock to gather strength to meet the tempest of 
wind that howled above. Here my taciturn guide pointed 
out a4 narrow ledge where a man died of exhaustion, and was 
found at midnight by my informant (who was sent in search 
of him) on his knees with his face covered with his hands. 

Imagine an immense pyramid, truncated by some internal 
force that has rent the sides at the same time, leaying the 
summit-plane strewn with huge rocks, and reft in twain by a 
mnighty chasm, and you have the Souffritre of Guadaloups at 

‘the présent day. We followed a narrow path oyer sounding 
rocks that told of cayerns beneath, and entered through a 
freat portal formed by two adjacent rocks, upon a plateau 
cuyered with # carpet of sphagnum and sycopodium, spangled 
with pink blossoms, wild henip and yellow trumpet-shaped 
flowers. Narrow trails cross and recrass this little track. fike 
Tiyers Ona map. It was now eleven o'clock, and we slopped 
to lunch at the portal (for, since my coffee, 1 had not tasted 
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quick-srowing tree called the pois donve, pomme yore and ole-| fond that day) then pursued our way across the plafea, We 
reached a dark chasm, made as though some Tilan had rent, 
the solid roek asunder ; so deep that we canrot sce the bot. 
tom of the dark abyss until we stand upon a warrow bridge of 
rock thut spans the central space, The sou\hern end is a per 
pendicular wall, running deep down, farther than I can eee, 
into depths the eye cannof penetrate. Hrom a fissure near its 
base arise blue furnes which stain the face of the cliff a long 
Way lp, a8 though away down in the earth's center, where 
the Vulcans are al. work, there burned 4 very hot esl fire. 
We crossed the bridge and scaled the oppusite oliff, and 

were greeted al the top with loud blasts and snorts, like those 
of a high-pressure steamer. and volumes of yapor blown in our 
face, Following this, 1 found an spertiure in & mound of 
stones, sulphur lined, only &@ few inches in (diameter, through 
whieh was forced a colunin of stream wilh noises s6 loud that 
we could nol hear each other speak, This upearture is in ihe 
centre of a desolate area, haying on its borders numerous 
Openings, whence issue blasts of hot air that tainf the atmos- 
phere for maby feet around. I peered into one, arched Jile 
an oven, wid it was like a climpse into the arcana of nature— 
into the miniature palace of a géata—for the whole interior 
was enerusted with sulphur arystals glistening like yellow 
topaz; anda small black passage led down into unknown 
depths, Whence issued rumblings, groans and prumblipgs. Up 
from this black throat came such blasts of oll Vulewn’s fetid 
bresth that | was lad to escape with only a few erumbling 
crystals formy pains. Ravyines seam the sidus of the cone in 
every direction, some spanned by natural bridges of rocks 
but that to whioh I constantly recurred is that central gorge, 
with its wieked-looking throat, from which there have been 
two eruptions recorded, one in 1797, the other in 1816. 
Doubtless if will again, at some filnre time, ach as the yent 
for thé internal ébullitions of mother earth. 

According to Hymboldt, the summit is over 5,000 feet above 
tlie sea, und the view afforded me, a8 an occasional rift oc- 
curred in the masses of mist, was grand beyond deseviption. 
Climbing to an eleyated rock, Loblained shelter from the 
tertifie gale thit Dearly swept me olf my feet, antl awaited a 
break inthe cloud of mist. Ibcame. I locked upon aseene 
well worth 4 year of common life to view. Beneath me, in 
fall view, are those six islands discovered by Colutnbus ot 
that meniorable Noyeniber day in 1403. Par away, east by 
north, lay Desérady, the first Innd seen by Uolumbus on his 
second yuyage—a low, table-surfaced rock. South by ekst 
Jay Dominica, looking like a glorious vision of cloud-land, 
the first at which Columbus touched of the Caribbecs, and 
cast, rivlt below the Ishin of Marigulante, where first in this 
archiplazgo the royal banuer of Spain was displayed. 1 
looked clown to the eastward, over a sloping plain of verdure, 
pon feres! almost as impenetrable and wide-speqding as on 
that day, nearly four eeoturics awe, when il resounded to the 
Hilests of trivmpels ind the firiog of arquebuses. For, the 
second Uday of hits urrival lieve, one of the captains of Whe great 
auimival’s Heer stwayedl inty rhe forest witli eome men and 
was lost, Jor several days they waridered In trackless lorest, 
so dense as almost to excludy the light of day. ‘Some, 
who were experienced seamen, Climber! the tress to “eb a sight 
Of tle stare by whieh to govern their coursé, bul ihe spréad— 
Ing branches and thiek foliage shat out all view of the 
liivens.”’ A parly seubin search wearterl themselves th wade 
the many streums which nuwtber, ab this day, more than tilly, 

Almost under the cliffs ofthe yoluano lic the Saintus, a 
cluster of rocky islets dizeovered oo All-Saioty’ Day. Ther 
is w signiligance and puelic meabing attached to every name 
bestowed by Columbus 62 these islands, ws witness Lhess 
alréady mentioned. With few exe:plions, doriunately, 
they retain his perfect appellations. Away north is 
the triple crown of Montserrat, ool I fancied [ could 
discover the dim outlines of st. Kitts, an island named 
probably for the good giaut who bore his lord aloft 
rather than for the great navigutor who discovered ib, 
Farther yet, suc forty miles out of sight, lies St. Hustatins, 
where the American flags was first saluted by a foreige power, 
and & few miles beyond is Safa, a single yuleanic peak, ending 
on the novib this ehain of volcanic islands. The Virgin Isles 
—hamed for Si. Ursula and her ten thousand virzins—yet 
farther, lig obscured. Nearer is Antiqha, but low and dim. 
The curtains of mist again Urew together and I prepared to 
descend. : 

This mountain was once the home of a bird of iil gmen— 
the Diabluéin, or * Little Devil "—which lived in holes in the 
rocks and was hunted with dogs hy the planters in the olden 
line. Ls ciscoyvory was my principal motive for ascending 
the Soufiritre; bot Lretarned without finding a trace of its 
existence, Watigued and bathed in perspiratiun, L arrived at 
the hot bath, on the borders of the Ingh woods, and plunged 
into its jimpid waters; Dut half an hour's immersion i its 
tepid current removed every trace of weariness, and I floated 
blissfully, uolil the sinking sun warned me to be on the 
march again. 
Yearsigo—three hundred and sixty-fiye—there landed upon 

tins islandof Guadeloupe Juan Ponce de Leon (noblest and 
gentlest of all those old Conginstadores), fresh from his digaoy- 
éry of Plorida. But two years previously he had sailed in quest 
of that wonderful fountain of youth, lured on by the tales of 
the Indians of Cuba; and who knows but that he was still 
seeking that fountain of rejayeneseence when he essayed to 
explore these wilds and met with disastrous defeat from the 
Caribs. I hive flouted en the glassy surface of the wonderful 
spring of Wakullz, in Florida, and ove winter's day three 
years ago, sailed down the bright waters of Silver Spring, 
and do not, therefure, wonder Lhat ihe simple natives should 
invest these mysterious creations with oceult power, But *t 
is @ pily that the old Spaniird could not have fousd this 
mountain spring, one dip ta whieh were worth a month’s im— 
mursion in those of Florida. 
A velvet bucked humming-bitd came down from fle oder 

ous banks above me—a tiny bird, with a Latin name loo long 
lo mention here—anod danced in (he sunlight, his garnet throat 
plowing like a coal in the departing beams, as I bade farewell 
to this enchanted snot and descended into the deep gloom of 
the high woods. 

BAPANULE.—Aniour the mauy preparations for the bath 
sapanule is rapidly winning great favor because of the uni- 
form good results whieh follow its use. As a cleansing and 
healing avent its effects are marvelous, 

THe MoAnoo toust Ar GREENSBORO, N, G—Dhe New York Hotel 

Gazets, wile 1 The ouly officlal holel paper, aud is well known, wll 

over the couniry as authority oh hy bel matters, says the McAdao Monse, 

of Greenstoro, N, G.,is one of tie best appointed acd ness keplal Whe 

Suu Herd Hitels, Whose prices WE KO ToRsOnAble, 1) 18 a favorite stop- 
pihg-plade for Northern siorteit A, win go to the wilds of North 

Catohab for winter tnullug. ‘Tlie ote! owns a livery, tom Whicle 

food horses may be Wired at a moderate charge—[Adp, 
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Aish Culture, 
Taz AMERICAN Fisnourruntsrs’ AssocraTion.—A meeting 

of the officers and executive committee of the American Fish- 

eulturists’ Association was held on Jan. 18 at the office of 

Robert B. Roosevelt, Esq. It was decided that the cirhth an- 
nual meeting should be held on Wednesday and; Thursday, 
the 25th and 26th of February, at eleven o'clock, in the di- 

rector’s room of the Fulton Market Fishmonger’s Association. 

Maryiann-—filkton, Jan. 14.—Our county is largelyengagep 
in shad and herring fishing. The Susquehanna, Elk, North- 
east, Bohemia and Sassafras Rivers pass through our county. 
Our State Fish Commissioners have been propagating shad 
and herring in our waters for three years next spring. The 
large increase of small male shad last spring (two years after 
they commenced hatching the spawn of shad) I think proves 

Our fishermen think that 
A. W. M. 

that they have been successful. 
the shad matures in one year. 

InterNationat Fisnzry Exursirion.—Following is the 

prospectus of the International Fishery Exposition to be held 
in Berlin, April, 1880: 

OLASS I.—AQUATIO ANIMALS, 
1. Alive or stuffed, preseryed in alcohol or represented in 

pictures, casts, etc. 
2. Prepared or dried, salted, smoked, pulverized, preserved 

in tins, elc.; the various stages of preparation to be shown. 
In particular the following are desired: A, Sponges in their 

natural state and prepared for use, shown according to their 
various species and localities. B. Corals in their natural 
state and prepared for use. ©, Mollusca; oysters, samples of 
shells from the most famous localities, anatomy of the oyster 
in enlarged proportions; shells of all sorts, pearl shells, 
mother of pearl, manufactured; pearls, sorted according to 
their value; imitation of pearl, river pearl shells; mother of 
pearl, from the same. D. Starfish, stella marina, sea urchins. 
H, Worms. 4. Insects (chrysalides of insects, as destroyers 
of spawn or a8 food for fish). G. Crustacea ; various species 
of crawfish. H. Fish of all kinds and of all zones. I, Am- 
phibious animals, tortoises, turtles, terrapins, etc.; tortoise 
shells in different stages of preparation up to the comb or 
poule furniture (for comparison’s sake, also counterfeit tor- 
toise shell); salamanders, frogs (spawn of frogs), snakes 
(skins of snakes). K. Aquatic birds (all sorts of birds detri- 
mental to fishing, sea-gulls, herons, cormorants, ete.) I. 
Mammalia (seals, whaies) and manufactured articles from the 
same; mammalia detrimental to fresh water fish. 

3. All kinds of products manufactured from Aquatic ani- 
mals. 

OLASS Il, —FISUING, 
A. Fishing gear of every kind and from every country, or 

models thereof. B. Fishing craft of all nations, in models 
and representations. C. Fishing tackle and netting in differ- 
ent stages of preparation. D. Machinery and implements 
used for working up the raw material. 

CLASS8 IIl.—-PISOICULTURE, 
A, Hatching apparatus in operation. All kinds of appli- 

ances and implements for the artificial breeding of fish, crabs 
and shells. Boxes for conveyance of fry, etc. LB. Models or 
drawings of well-known breeding institutions. ©. Models or 
drawings of appliances for protecting or perfecting aquatic 
animals (salmon ladders, etc.). D, Aquaria of all sorts. 3, 
Tilustrations of the development of some of the most import- 
ant species, such as oysters, salmon, herring, crawfish, etc., 
sliown in their various periods of growth. 

OLABS IV. 
Appliances in use for keeping and conveying freshly caught 

aquatic animals. Also working models of such appliances. 
Oonyeysnce ol freshly caught fish by railway. 

GLASS IY, 
Models and other representations of appliances in use for 

fhe preparation and preservation, by drying, salting, smok- 
ing, etc., of the produce of fisheries for commercial purposes 
(smoking-houses, etc.), and for household purposes (fish- 
kettles, fish-dishes, etc.) 

OLASS Yi. 
Models of fishermen’s dwellings and costumes; also of fish- 

ing implements not included in the foregoing classes. 
OLASS YI.—SOIENTIFIO INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING THE 

STOCK OF FISH. 
Physico-chemical researches; investigation of the bottom 

of the sea and lakes, shown by samples; aquatic plants in re- 
lation to fishing, herbaria, ete.; researches into aquatic fauna 
(animals of the subordinate classes preserved in alcohol or 
prepared, ete.); apparatus and implements used in researches. 

OLASS VIIL.—HISTORY OW FISHING. 
Implements of fishivg, original or in reproductions, from 

the oldest time downward; also models, pictures, seals, em- 
blems of ancient fishermen’s guilds, etc. 

CLASS IX. 
Literature, statistics of fishery, maps showing the geo- 

graphical distribution of fish. 

Klstnral Bistorn, 
DEATH FROM SKUNK BITE. 

HE recent notes on this subject inthe columns of Forest 

20D Stream have exited a widespread interest among 

its readers, and we have been favored with several communi- 

cations calling attention to Col. R: I. Dodge’s inention of the 
fatal effect of the skunk's bite in his late work, ‘* The Plains 

of the Great West," In 1877, when the above-mentioned 

work appeared, we noticed it at some length and referred 

particularly to this point. Unfortunately for the value of 

Col. Dodge's contribution to the literature of this very inter- 
esting subject, he gives no facts in support of the opinions 

which he there advances, Indeed, he expressly says, ** I 
hive never had the opportunity nor the technical knowledge 

necessary for a careful investigation” (of the subject), and it 
appears fhat he only reports the general opinion of hunters, 
plainsmen, etc,, an opinion which had been brought to the 

Imowledge of the scientific publi¢ three years before by Mr. 

M, C. Hovey (Amer. Jour. Sei. and Art, 3d ser., vol. oti. np. 
477-483, May, 1874). 

Mr, Hovey's article was backed by a number of definite 

which so often follow the bite of the skunk, In the paper 
jusi referred to the author quotes Dr. M. M. Spearer, Surgeon 
Sixth U. 8. Cavalry, and this gentleman’s opinion differs 
wholly from the conclusions reached by Dr. Janeway, to bo 
stated further on. Dr. Spearer says, ‘‘ I regard this virus as 
being as peculiar to the skunk as the yenom of the rattlesnake 

is to that creature ; and not an occasional outbreak of the dis- 
ease, as the estrus veneris of the wolf or the rabies cunina.” 

Asimilar opinion is expressed by Col, Dodge in his book, 

where he says, ‘‘Iam convinced that fhe terrible disease 
(hydrophobia) is the natural result to man of the bite of 
the skunk—in the territory designated; and that while 
inflicting it on the person bitten, it does not follow that the 

skunk is himself afflicted with the malady.” 
Dr. John T. Janeway’s article in the Vew York Medical 

Record (vol. X., pp, 177-180, Mar. 18, 1875) deals with this 

questionin a very conscientious and scientific spirit, and gives 
the fullest and most detailed reasons for the conclusions which 
he arrives at. He cites cases where death followed the bites 

of skunk, wolf and dog, gives the symptoms, treatment and 
resulf in each, and finally concludes that death from skunk 

bite is caused hy 7'adzes which does not differ essentially from 
rabies canina. Dr. Janeway also differs from Mr. Hovey in 

believing that the bite of the skunk is not always fatal, and 
cites one case in support of it. In this instance two herders 

were bitten, one of whom was treated by Dr. J., the wound 

being freely canterized with nitrate of silver, and strichnine 

administered in 1-16th grain doses every three hours. Subse- 

quently the strychnine was gradually increased} to one-half 
grain on the eighteenth day, and it was not until the twenty- 

fourth day that any symptoms of its toxic effects showed 

themselves, The man thus treated recovered, while his com- 

panion, who was not under the Doctor's care, was reported to 
have died ten days after being bitten. Dr. Janeway regards 

this form of hydrophobia as ‘‘ evidently epidemical, no cases 

haying been reported previous to 1870 in this region” 

(Kansas). In further confirmation of his belief that the bite 
is not necessarily fatal, the writer of the article above cited 

mentions eight cases of persons bitten (six hunters and two 

soldiers) who recovered, and states that two dogs in his pos- 
session have been frequently bitten by skunks and have never 
shown any symptoms of rabies. 

This subject, as we have remarked before, is one that de- 
serves investigation, and medical men who are stationed on 
the plains will no doubt see that no opportunities for obsery- 

ing the disease are lost. We haye never heard of a death from 

the bite of a skunk anywhere this side of the Missouri River, 

and we should be glad to receive and print any information 

bearing on the question of the geographical limit, if such there 

be, of the disease, 

We have been led to write thus fully on this subject, not 
only on account of its importance, but also because none of 

those correspondeats who haye written us on the subject 
seemed familiar with the articles from which we have quoted, 
We shall hope at some future time to receive some additional 
reports, which we will gladly present to our readers, 

———— 

ARE WOODCOCK NOCTURNAL ? 

Horianp Parent, N. Y., Dec. 24, 1878. 
Eprror Forrest AND S)REAM: 

My three companions and myself were spending our sum- 
mer yacution at one of the many miniature lakes which so 
materially add to the attractions of the northern wilds of the 
Empire State. Abont sunset One evening we were seated 
outside our shanty, enjoying a quiet smoke, when a sharp 
“tweet, tweet, tweet” issued from the bushes a few rods 
away, and wastaken up and repeated in the shrubbery all 
about us. 

“T say, Bill,” querried the professor, one of our number, 
‘to whom or what are we indebted for this gratuitous sere- 
nade?" 

**Ha! ha! hal” roared our guide, the person addressed. 
** Ain't you been in the woods long enough to know a wood- 
cock when you hear one?” 

“A. woodcock!” exclaimed the professor. ‘ You don’t 
mean to tell me those are woodcocl: making all this racket!” 

“Well, that’s about what it amounts to,” said Bill. ‘If 
you wait ayhile Jonger the air will be full of them.” 

This remark aroused the hunter's instinct in my nature, 
and I lost n0 time in getting out my “ Parker.” I stationed 
myself in the centre of the little clearing in which our shanty 
was located, and prepared myself to improve the first oppor- 
tunity for a wing shot; for although the persistent ‘ tweet, 
tweet, tweet’ apparently issued from every bush, it was too 
dark to diseern any small object on the ground. Suddenly, 
almost from under my feet, a bird rose perpendicularly in the 
air to the height of perhaps two hundred teet and sailed off 
in the darkness. Its position could be followed only by its 
note, in which there seemed fo be an entire change when 
the bird was on the wing. The sound, however, gradually 
came nearer, nud ere I had time to raise my gun the bird 
dropped into the identical bush from which it started and re- 
sumed its monotonous cry. The next bird that arose I was 
somewhat better prepared for, and as the air soon became 
literally alive with them, I succeeded in a short time in bag- 
ping enough to insare us a hearty breakfast of woodcock on 
toast for the next morning. 

While sitting around the camp-fire that evening the conver- 
ssation naturally turned on the habits of the woodeock. The 
majority of our party knew this bird was in the habit of seek- 
ing its food at night, but as we had often hunted them suc- 
cessfully in the daytime and never succeeded in cafching one 
asleep, the question arose as to where they slept and whether 
or not they indulged in this luxury. The question having 
arisen agaim recently, Martin’s Natural History was referred 
to. This work, in describiag the woodeock (Scolopac musti- 
cola), says: **Hyery evening after sunset these birds sally 
forth to seek their food, consisting of larva, slugs and aquatic 
worms, which they find in marshy meadows. Their ery is 
zig-zig-wauk,” 

facts, and the examples cited by him show the terrible effects | ‘The American woodcock (Scolopac 
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q minor), he says, “dif. 
fers from the Buropean species in the temperature of the cli- 
mate they select for their residence. ‘The sensibility of their 
beaks, as in the snipe, is sufficiently acute to enable them to 
collect their food by sense of touch. The snipe (Seolopax 
Gallizago), when flying, mounts high in air and descends ag 
rapidly as it rose.” Now while this works designates cer- 
tain peculiarities in this class of birds, the author leaves ug 
fully as much in the dark as before in regard to the matter 
under discussion, viz: Whether woodecock are, strictly speak- 
ing, night birds. Hoping to receive further information in 
regard to their habits we decided to lay the matter before the 
Forest AND StREAM, for whose opinions we have the utmost 
Tespect. Yours, etc., Ports. 

Woodcock are generally believed to be twilight rather than 
strictly nocturnal birds, though at the mating season their 
sharp note is often heard throughout the night, especially 

during fullmoon. We have never known of their “singmg” 
except in early spring, when, of course, no one would shoot 

them. We should be glad to hear of further observations on 
this point. 

—_———_>—- > ~~. 

Vatusnie Storrep SpromeNs.—We have seen some very 
fine specimens of stuffed birds and animals, preserved by Mr- 
A. Yeomans, of No. 76 Bowery, this city. The truthfulness 
of the posesand the life-like effect of the groups are very 

superior. In an artistic sense the works are of unusual ex- 
cellence. Students of natural history, artists and seekers of 
these articles of household decoration should not miss inspect- 
ing Mr. Yeomans’ work. 

On tHE GoLpEN-Hyz3 oR GARrRors 1x Nova Scorra.— 
We haye received from the author, Mr. J. Bernard Gilpin, 
A, M., M. D., M. R. 0. 8., a very interesting paper with the 
above title. Mr. Gilpin’s essay is devoted principally to the 

discussion of the differences between the common (B.clangula) 

and Barrow's golden-eye (2. istandicws), though he goes into 

the history of 2. albeola quite extensively. His examinations 
of the two first-mentioned species haye brought to light very 

interesting anatomical differences between the males of each, 
which are admirably illustrated by a plate showing the heads 

and windpipes of both birds. The paper is a most interesting 
one, and we only regret that the proofs should have been go 

carelessly read, as seems to haye been the case, The number 
of typographical errors is inexcusably great, 
FH 

Tux Zootoaist.—We are glad to be able to eall to our 

readers’ attention, and to recommend, the Zoologist, a very in- 

teresting monthly magazine of Natural History. It is by Mr. 
J. H. Harting, who is well known to the scientific public by 
his contributions to our knowledge of the Natural History of 
Great Britain. 

The Zoologist numbers among its contributors many of the 

leading naturalists of England, and all who are interested in 
the study of Nature should have it. Its price isso low as to 
bring it within the reach of every student, the annual sub- 

scription, postage prepaid, being only thirteen shillings, In 

the first numbers of the present year will be found a continua- 

tion of Captain Fielden’s interesting ‘‘Arctic Notes,” in which 
a yery complete outline of the observations of the British 
Polar Expedition will be given, and many other articles of 

very great importance. Persons desiring to subscribe to this 
excellent magazine should send a P. O. order for thirtcen 
shillings to Mr. 'T. P. Newman, 56 Hatten Garden, 1, C,, 
London, England. 

———_—<_ + = —__ 

Anotner Migratory Quar~.—We have received from Mr. 
A, F. Clapp, field editor of the Sunbury (Pa.) American a 

specimen of this bird, which was killed in that vicinity some 
weeks since, and a notice of which appeared at that time in 

the American. The specimen had been kept 60 long without 
apparently any attempt having been made to preserve it, that 
dissection failed to reveal its sex. From the plumage, how- 
ever, we take it to be a young male. 

The apparent success which has, up to this time, crowned 

the efforts to naturalize this bird to North America are most 
encouraging. 

= —+o-—<—__.____. 

How Tuex Wear THem.—A correspondent, G. H. W- 
writes us from Titusville, Pa., about the rattles of the rattle- 
snake, saying : 

T have seen and helped kill a good many, all of which carry 
their rattles narrow side down and not the broad side. 

ee ee 

Pare Eaes—Summit, Union Co., N.J., Jan. 6.—Hiitor 
Ferest and Stream : On the 10th of May, 1878, I discovered 
the nest of a robin built flaton the top of a beam under a 
bridge. It was constructed somewhat after the manner vf a 
bridge-pewee's nest, It contained two eggs. During the 
samé month I found a blue-bird’s nest containing six pure 
white eggs. Is not this rather strange, as the eggs of this 
bird are blue? These eggs were much larger than those 
which a blue-bird ordinarily lays. Soon after the discoyery 
of this nest I found a crow’s nest which contained five eggs, 
four of which were colored as they usually are, but the other 
was pure buff. Gzo. Lawrence Niowoas. 

ee 

A Powr Writ Taxen—Rutland, Vt., Jan. 4.—My, 
Editor; T call you to order. In two recent numbers of 
Porrsr AnD SrReaM you have spoken of the migratory quail 
asthe Messina quail. Let us try to call these strangers by 
their right names. There is no reason in the world why they 
should be ealled Messina quail, except that the birds imported 
into this country by myself, Mr. Hapgood and others, were 
purchased in Sicily and shipped from the port of Messina. 
‘There is an American bird known as the Massena quail; it is 
found in Texas, Arizona and New Mexico, rarely, however, 
north of the 85th parallel. They are totally unlike the Huro« 
pean birds, and shonld not be confounded with them, We 
haye confusion of names enough now. The Wilson snipe is 



= vi eee ope es Det kebwa di t parts of the country as Jack snip 
ipe, Bray: snipe, big snipe and h 

Woodedek are called in some parts mud snipe, big headed 
snipe, cic. Ruffed grouse are partridges in some Stutes and 
heasants in others. Wow that we have got a fair start, et 
ch us agree to call these new birds by their right namo, mi- 
Sratory quail, and that is just what they are. 

yours, M, G, Everts. 
[ Pecoavimus.—Ep.] 

— 

Lryxgan Socizry.—The meeting of December 25 was, as 
usual, well attended, and four new memlers were elected, 

Mr. H, B. Bailey read a paper giving a description of ihe 
breeding habits of the various species of the wood warblers, 
genus Dendrwea, as observed by him at the Umbagog Lakes, 
Maine, Their habits there were compared with those in other 
localities. The chestnut-sided warbler, 2), pennsylnuntea, in 
Maine builds in the tops of high trees, while near Boston it 
agsumes more the habils ol the yellow warbler, J. @st/oa, in 
building in low bushes. Mr. Merriam reported this same 
species 48 building on the ends of limbs of young saplings 
only a shart distance from the ground, in Lewis County, N. Y., 
‘where he had taken a number of nesta. ‘Tbe blackpoll war- 
bler, J. strieia, is found there, and it was reported as abund- 
ant and breeding at, Grand Menan by Messrs. Pearsall and 
Osborne, and af the Richardson Lakes, Maine, by Mr. Thos. 
B. Stearns. D, tlachburnia is abundant in Maine, but its nest 
is rarely found, owing to its habit of building im the almost, 
inaccessible tops of the tallest trees, The nesting of the Cape 
May warbler, -D. tigrina, is almost unknown, and is an inter- 
esling subject for investigation to collectors, Mr. Wyckoft 
followed with an interesting article on ‘t Ocean Currents and 
Temperatures,” in which he cifed the different views ex- 
pressed in regard to their effect upon the land cr continents 
lying contiguons to them, The renewed and increased in- 
terest taken during the last few years in the study of meteor- 
ology tended in a great measure to solve the problem of the 
laws of faunal distribution and the migration of animals and 
birds ; a subject which holds a leading place in the present 
study of natural history, The paper was full of interest and 
elicited » great deal of discussion, Dr. Coues’ recent work on 
the ‘* Birds of the Colorado Valley” was examined and dis- 
cussed, and its yalue as a work of reference, both scientifically 
and bibliographically, highly appreciated. 

For ‘‘difficnlt, of construction,” in concluding sentence of 
ast week's report, read “‘difficult of identification.” 

Woodland, Farm and Garden. 

TEXAS LANDS, 

Rariws City, Ill., Jannary 10, 1879. 
Horror Forest AND STREAM ; 

Jn your issue of January 2 Prof. Buckley giyes some very 
interesting information about Texas. Let me also say a good 
word for her. The ‘Lone Star,” and she will go it alone with 
a full hand, when settlers, stock-raisers, etc., ouce find out the 
fine Jands she contains. Mr, Robbins may not know that he 
can buy only every other section of that 10,000 acre ranch at 
a cheap price. The other sections are held at $1.56 per acre 
for the benefit of the schools. ‘Texas owns her own land—all 
of it. No “Government” land; and to get 10,000 acres and 
close it, will cost something for land. Better buy four sections 
of State, and then cight of other at2b5c. to 75c. peracre, and 
petit cheaper. I thought of buying a big lot, but it costs 
money. Best take a trip through there and you will beamply 
repaid, ‘Take a team and camp out; go through two or three 
texas storms and get acclimatized; be able to get wetter 
than a drowned rat, and dry off without making you sick, 
leaving your clothes on and drying off as (he sun comes out. 
Tt can rain down there, even if it is a dry country, and every- 
thing is fresh asa peach after a ram, One must go there ta 
enjoy it, ‘CoNZNGHAM. 

—_—_— 

THE ORANGE IN TEXAS. 

Curoago, January 15, 1879. 
Eprrok Forusr ann STREAM: 

You correspondent, ‘' N, A. T.,” of Houston, Texas, asks 
‘© some Wlorida reader” to inform him how many degrees of 
frost the orange tree will stand without injury, etc. Asno 
resident of Mlorida will be likely to inform him correctly— 

. lest said informant should be driyen from the State for telling 
what might be damaging to the supposed interesls of it—l, 
who liave passed ten winters in Florida, and have sume ex- 
perience in orange growing on both Pacific and Atlantic consis, 
yolunteér to say that there is no cerfain degree of cold above, 
say ten degrevs Farenheit, which can benamed as necessarily 
killing to the free; its effect dependimg—besides other cond 
tions of locality, cultivation and age—upon the slate and 
place of the sap in tree at the time, and upon the temperature 
after, antl especially before, the frost, 

The cold that killed all the orange trees, old and young, in 
Eastern and Middle Morida some thirty-five or forty years 
ago waa fatal to that degree, because it followed a warm spell 
of spring weather, which had moved the sap and swelled the 
buds. Since that lime no frost equally killing has been known, 
although in every winter there of theten mentioned, the ther- 
mometer has been down to 20 degs.; four of them to 16 degs.; 
once 14 degs., at Jacksonvile—low enough to cut down or 
kill most of the young unprotected trees.’ The oli trees, 
however, most generally stood it, though many were nipped, 
and lost branches or leayes. ‘They stand, too, under other- 
wise favorable circumstances, great and sudden extremes of 
temperature, if not too long contimued. On the 18th and 19th 
Jan., 1857, ab Si. Augustine, there was a change of 60 degs, 
of temperature in the thirty hours (the people and books will 
tell you the range of them is only 2 to 80 degs. in the year), 
and this without serious injury to the full grown trees, 
Your Texas friend will have difficulties, and bad better not 

fiye much heart or capilal to the experiment. The orange 
may be grown, with care and good fortine, in a climate liable 
to irosts ; but the tree is only sale, and the fruit fine, in what 
T call banana climates, z. ¢., localities exempt from frost, as 
Western Florida, south of Indian River, and the Balize, La., 
where, if the Creoles and meteorological tables are to be 
trusted, there has been ice but once in forty years, He may 
meet, t00, 2 worse enemy than cold in the coccus or scale in- 
sect found largely on the Oleander, which is now on its travels, 
and which, after killing the groves, made it impossible for 
twenty years before 1862 again to grow the orange a Florida, 

’ * * 
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a dozen other names. | 

Wixvow Frowrr-Goxes,—The care necessary for the suc- 
ceastul cultivation, of pot plants in the house is often go 
irksome ast offset ina measure the pleasure afforded hy 
the Howers. Window-boxes being larger require less care, 
the evaporatian of the mvisiure is not so rapid, and (he 

miniature garden has a.decidedly more pleasing effect than the 
pots, A writerin Wwek's Magazine wives these directions for 

4 Home-made window-box; 

If properly started with a good porous earth, mixed with 
sand or sawdust, they require slight attention, and will con- 
tain a most astonishing number of plants, They have, as 
usually fixed in the windows on brackets, the greal, disad- 
yantage of being unwieldy and taking up too much needed 
space in our few sunny winduws, To utilize every inch of 
this space I have this season devised a stand which seems to 
meét the requirements, furnishing room for box and pots and 
accommodations for upright, trailing, snd climbing plants, 
and, being mounted on castors, it may be readily reversed or 
moved when desired. As the cost is really nothing to one 
who has access to any wood lot, except a few hours rather 
pleasant work, I lave 1hought it might interest some flower 
lovers, It is perfectly simple and easily puf together wilh a 
few ordinary tools, and by any one who can drive a nail and 
use a screw-driver, 

The box 1s made of rouch boards, one-half or three-fourths 
of an inch thick (a very good size being two feet long by nine 
inches wide and eight inches high), nailed tightly together. 
It will be well to put a long screw in each corner, to hold it 
securely against warping. This may be lined with zinc, or 
will do as well if costed over inside with roofing pitch. If 
you cannot compass either of these use it plain, only be care- 
ful to make your earth light and porous. Cover the outside 
of the box with thick, coarse bark, tacked on with brads, and 
sawed off after tacking the top and bottom. If you can pro- 
cure a long woody vine, like the bittersweet, to wrap around 
the box horizontally, it will make a good finish. 
Make the stand high enough to rise about three-fourths of 

the height of the box above the bottom of the window sash, 
proceeding by cutting saplings, say an inch or an inch and a 
half in diameter, selecting straight or moderately straight 
pieces for the fourlegs, Screw to each pair of these, at the 
top, a long cross piece fo reach six inches beyond each end of 
the box, and af about three inches from the bottom other 
pieces of lengths required. The two pieces may now be 
fastened fogether hy temporary cleats, while the cross-bars 
and biaces are adjusted to their places. All should be made 
tight and fine with screwsand nails. About half-way up the 
legs I fasten crotches for baskets, to which I nail long cross 
pieces, and tacking small twigs across these I make « useful 
shelf. ‘Nail twigs also across the braces in the lower part of 
the stand and across the projecting top braces, 

For the trellis, nail an upright to each corner of the box, 
and cross pieces slanting up to the centre, where they are 
fastened in pairs with screws, and braced with a cross piece 
at the top of each npright. With a brad-aw! pass two pieces 
of soft wire through small twigs to make around pot cover or 
holder for a four-inch pot, and secure this With wire between 
the corner pieces of the trellis. Fasten small twigs across the 
trellis with brads. A set of common iron castors should be 
fastened to the legs before the trellis is commenced. 

On such a stand as this I haye on the bottom shelf pots and 
boxes of yine, as English and German ivy, maurandya and 
smilax, to train Over the trellis, which is crowned with a pot 
of that prettiest of all droopers, Coliseumiyy. On the end 
shelyes I have oxalis, etc., and on the front ones carnations, 
young fuchsias, and such like. The box contains a general 
assortment of foliage and flowering plants. 

— 

Tue Nor-Pinz Forests of Nuyapa.—Hvery mountain, 
however far it swells into the sky, seems utterly barren. Ap- 
prouching nearer, alow brushy growth isseen, strangely black 
in aspect, as though it had been burned. This isa nut-pine 
forest, the bountiful orchard of the red man. When you 
ascend into its midst you find the ground beneath the trees, 
and in the openings, also, nearly nuked, aud mostly rough on 
fhe surface. A succession of crumbling Jedges of lava, lime- 
stone, slate and quartzite, coarsly stvewh with soil weathered 
from them by storms and sunshine ; here and there a bunchof 
sage or linosyria, ora purple cluster or tuft of dry bunch 
grass. The harshest mountain sides, hot and waterless, seem 
best adapted to its development. No slope is too steep, none 
too dry; every situation seems to be gratefully chosen, if ouly 
it he sufficiently rocky and firm to afford secure anchorage for 
the tough, grasping roots. It is a sturdy, thick-set little tree, 
nsually about fifteen feet high when full grown, and about ae 
broud as high, holding its knotty branches well ont in every 
direction in sliff zig-zags, but turning them gracefully upward 
at the ends in rounded bosses. Though making so dark a 
mass in the distance, the foilage is a pale grayish green, 
in stiff, awlshnped fasicles. When examined closely 
these rounded needles seem inclined to be two-leaved, but they 
ave mostly held firmly together, as if to guard ayuinst. evapo 
ration, The bark on the older sections is nearly black, so that 
the boles and branches are clearly traced against the prevailing 
gray of the mountains on which they delight to dwell. 

Vhe yalue of this species in Nevada is not eusily overesti 
mated. It furnishes fuel, charcoal, aud timber for the minea, 
and together with the enduring juniper, so generally associ- 
aten with if, supplies the ranches with abundance of firewood 
and fencing. Many asquare mile has already beeu denuded 
insupplying these demands, hut so grentis the area covered by 
it, no appreciable loss has as yet been sustained. Tt is pretty 
generally known that this tree yields edible nuts, but \heir im- 
portance and excellence as human food is infinitely preater 
than is supposed. In fruitful seasons like this one, the pine 
nut crop of Neyada is perhaps greater than the entire wheat 
crop of California, concerning which so much is said and 
felt throughout the food markets of the world. ‘I'he Indians 
alone appreciate thie portion of nature’s bounty, and celebrate 
the harvest home with dancing and feasting. The cones, 
which are a bright grass-green in color and about two inches 
long by one and 4 halfin diameter, are beaten off with poles 
just before the scales open, gathered im heaps of several 
bushels, and lightly scorched by burning a thin covering of 
brashwood over them. The rogin with which the cones are be 
draggled is thus burned off, the nuts slightly roasted, and the 
Scales made to open. Then they are allowed to «ry in the 
Bun, after which the nuts are easily threshed out and are 
ready to be stored away, They are about half an inch lone 
by @ quarter of an inch in diameter, pointed at the npper end, 
Tounded at the base, light brown in general color, and band. 
somely dotted with purple, like birds’ eggs. The shells are 
thin, and may be crushed between the thuml and finger. 
The Kernels ave white and waxy-looking, becoming brown by 
roasting, sweet and delicious to every palate, and ure eaten by 
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birds, squimrels, dogs, horses and men. When the erop is 
abundant the Indians bring in large quantities for sala; then 
they are ealen around Gyory fireside in the Staite, and often. 
limes fed to horses instead of barley. 

Looking over the whole continent, none of nature's boun- 
ties sé¢m LO MG sd frei gs thisin the way of food—none co 
little appreciated. Wortunately for the Indians and wild ani. 
mals that galler around nature's board, this crop is not easily 
harvusted in & monopolizing way. Ifit could be vathered 
like wheat, the whole would be carried away and dissipated 
ia towns, leaving the brave inhabitants of these wilds to 
starve. Long before the harvest time, which is in Septeniber 
and Oc ober, the Indians examine the trees with keen discern-. 
nient, and, inasmuch 9s the cones requiré two years to mutnre 
from the first appearance of the little red rosettes of the ter— 
tile flowers, the scarcity or abundance of the crop may be pre- 
dicted more than a year in advance. Scnirrels and worms 
and Clark crows make haste to begin the harvest. The In— 
dians make ready their lonz heating poles; baskets, bape, 
Tags, mats are gotten together. The squaws, out among the 
scltlers at, service, washing and drudging, assemble at the 
family huts; the men leave their ranch work; all, old and 
young, are mounted on ponies, and set off in great glee to the 
nut lands, forming cavalcades curiously picturesque ; flaming 
scarfs and calico skirts stream loosely over the knotty ponies, 
usually two equaws astride of each, wilh the small baby mid- 
gets bandaged in baskets slung on their backs or balanced on 
the saddle bow, while the nut baskets and water jars project 
from either side, and the long beating poles, like old-fashioned 
lances, angle out in every direction, Arrived at some central 
point already fixed upon, where water and grass are found, 
the squaws with baskets, the men with poles, ascend the 
ridges to the laden trees, followed by the children; beating 
begins with loud noise and clatter; the burrs fly right and 
left, lodzmy against stones and sage brushes; the squawe and 
children gather them with fine natural gladness: smoke 
columns speedily mart the joyful scene of their labors as the 
roasting fires are kindled ; aud, at night, assembled in circlea, 
garrnlous as jays, the first grand nut feast is begun, Sufi- 
cient quantilies are thus obtained in a few weeks to last all 
winter. ‘Uhey also gather several species of berries and dry 
them to vary their stores, and a few deer and grouse are killed 
on the mountains; besides immense numbers of rabbits and 
hares; but the pine nuts are their main dependence—the staff 
of life, their bread.—San Mrancisco Bulletin. 
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TREMANSsBURG PouLrry Suow.—Trumansburg, WV. ¥,, 
Jan, 15.—Hdiior Forest and Stream: In accordance with 
the advertised programme, the Union Poultry and Pet Stock 
Association opened its annual exhibition in Opera Hall, on 
Wednesday, Jan, 1st. The number of entries was much 
larger than had buen even hoped for. The display of Ban- 
tam fowls and fancy pigeons was remarkably fine, the nym- 
ber of entries being larger than is usual outside of the great 
cilies. Of game fowls there were fifty coops, twenty-five of 
them being exhibited by one man, Mr. John Harmeston, of 
Trumansburg. The R. b. red games were a very choice lot, 
Eyeny variety of games was shown, and the whole display 
very excellent, exceeding in number any other class on ex- 
hibition, Ducks and geese were largely represented, among 
them a fine lot of Pekin ducks. The light Brahmas were a 
splendid collection, Mr. F. F. Preston, of Gandon, winning in 
this class Ist_and 2d premiums and all specials. A few 
coops of dark Brahmas were shown, but a fine lot, Messrs, G, 
W. Chidsey, F. F. Preston and John Pailby being the exhibi- 
tors. In white Cochins the display was remarkably fine= a. 
large number of entries. A large and handsome exhibit of 
buff Cochins, by Mr. James Brooks, of ‘Trumansburg, at. 
tracted attention, Vhe white crested, black and white and 
spangled Polish were also a splendid lot. In this class, Mr. 
Amos G. Day, of Ithaca, won ist and 2d and all the specials, 
Of Plymouth Rocks there was a large number, too numerous 
to specify the exhibitors. The display was acredit to {hem 
all, however. he number of entries of Houdans, black 
Spanish, Hamburgs, Javas and Creye Casur was small, but 
the specimens were first-class. There were also a few coopsa 
of white and brown Leghorns, fine birds, Jt seems invidious 
to particularize where there was so much excéllence, abd to a 
lover of fancy poultry the exhibition must have been a_treat 
indeed. The smount of regular premiums offered Wy the: as- 
sacialion was $257, and the citizens of Trumansburg and 
friends of the society contributed in special premiums $202 
more, making in all a total of $409. SASSAGUS. 
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ddachting and Baating. 
YACHTING NEW. 

FroriA Yaorr Civs.—The Florida Yacht Club of Jack. 
sonville, bla, Held # redeption hop to the Commodore 
Wednesday evening, Jannary 15. The gathering was a very 
sociable one, and the occasion a most ayreéable one, 

Le Yaour.—Our esteemed Wrench contemporary Le Fault 
has come out in a new dress for ils second year and has been 
enlarged Irom eight to twelve pages. We conyratulate ig 
istnterpring stafl upon their success in the past, and hope they 
will nob weary of the worthy altemipt they are making to 
popularize and raise to a higher standard the sport in ranao, 

Wankwior (R. 1) Yacur Cruz.—The following officers 
have been elected for 1879: Com., Andrew Robeson; Vice- 
Com., Fred. P. Sands; Rear-Com,, John K, H. Nightingale ; 
Sece., Howard GL, Clark; ‘reas, W, C. Rhodes; Meas., 
James N. Hart; Regatta Committee, 8. O. Blodgett, Jt, W. 
G. Roelker, H. C. Allan, G. V. Chapin, EH. GC. Larned and W. 
©, Tihodes, 

Tae SHarriz, BH, Q, Taxnor.—We are all mortal, and 
Compositors soinelimes too totich 89, They made our eor- 
respondent, **C, J. K.,” say the sharpie Taylor, of Stamford, 
had ze centre-board, when ifi should hayé been doe centre. 
boards, one forward snd the other abait of the cabin, thereby 
leaving the room below entirely clear. Ter foremagt is 33ft, 
Hin. long. 

Yaour Buriping iv Bosron.—There is conyparatively lil- 
fle building going on in the neighborhood of New York, and 
a pleasing contrast 10 the dullness reining hereis afforded by 
the activity amolig the builders in Boston and neizhborhuod, 
Lawley & son, of that cily, are finishing the two schooners 
before noticed in these columus. Pierca Bros. have two ships 
in hand, buth for Mr. Burgess, one of them a keel sloop, 
Sinith, of South Boston, is cetting out the plans for a schoon- 
er for Mr. John Ward, of the Boston Theatre, and other 
builders have a fniy amount of work on hand, Boston may 
claim to baye taken the lead from New York in the matter of 
Corinthian craft and sailors, 

in 
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San Francisco Yacur Crus.—We learn with pleasure 
that the prospects of this club are exceedingly bright for the 
coming season, The new club-house at Saucelito has served 
to unite the bonds of friendship and rivalry closer than be- 
fore, and the influence of the club is being felt in the com- 
munity, The books show 110 members and a fine fleet of 
vessels. Hight schooners—the Cousins, Tift. long; Minnie, 
O8fl.; Agaline, 69ft ; Freda, 80ft.; Consuelo, 59ft. Gin.; Pearl, 
52ft.; Virgin, 82ft., and Lotus, 47ft. Gin. Five sloops— 
Startled pawn, 45t.; Hmerald, 47ft.; General Morgan, 40t.; 
Sapplio, 40ft.; Ariel, 31ft. Gin., and Mist. Two yawls— 
Frolie and Hnid, and three steamers. . For the coming season, 
we believe, a number of the sloops will change to the 
yaw) rig, which has given so much satisfaction in the West. 
The elub-book is au example of completeness, and can be fol- 
lowed to advantage in its make-up by many organizations of 
the Hast. Besides giving the usual matter relating to consti- 
tution, by-laws, sailing regulations, ete., the book furnishes 
the addresses of the officers, the prevailing winds in San Pran- 
cisco Bay, their force and velocity for a number of years 
back, the tides and currents, distances, and a chart of the 
bay and regatta course. Mr. Charles G. Yale, the secretary 
of the club, deserves the thanks of the members for his ef- 
forts in compiling a book which is a credit to the club. 

Luoyn’s Yaour Reeisrgr,—The third supplement has just 
been issued to ‘‘ Lloyd’s Yacht Register.” I) includes a long 
list of addiiional yachts, their dimensions, builders, owners, 
etc., and the classification accorded them. ‘‘ Lloyd’s Yacht 
Register” should receive better support from American 
yachtsmen than accorded it. Its influence upon yacht con— 
struction can only be beneficial, while as a book of reference 
it is invaluable, 

Quaker Ciry Yaout Crus.—At the fourth annual meeting 
of the Quaker City Yacht Club, of Philadelphia, held Jan. 8, 
the following officers were elected for the year: Commodore, 
A. Ff. Baneroft; Vice-Oommodore, Paul Klotz; Rear Com- 
modore, Charles B. Magee; President, William Post; Secre- 
tary, Charles 8. Salin; Treasurer, Robert Baird; Assistant 
Secretary, J. I. Baughman; Measurer, John B. Vanderslice ; 
Regatta Committee, L. Coleman, R. P. Thomp-on, John Me- 
Cormick; Trustees, Alex. Wood, John McQormick, J. H. 
Stark, L. Coleman; Membership Committee, A, F, Bancroft, 
Robert Baird and John F. Loew. The club possesses eight 
first.cless sloops averaging 40ft. long, five second.class sloops 
averaging 50ft., and three fourth-class 25ft. long, A number 
of aduitions are in prospect this season and # good prozramme 
of races is proposed. We congratulate the club upon the ac- 
quisition of true Cormthians for Commodore and Vice-Com- 
ele Their influence will be felt in the future of the 

ub. 

SEAWANHAKA Crvuz.—-The seyenth annual meeting of the 
Seawanhaka Y. C., of Oyster Bay, was held at Delmonico’s 
in this city, Jan. 5. The attendance was large and the 
treasurer's report exceedingly satisfactory, showing a surplus 
of $1,250 cash on hand. ‘I'he club has bad many members 
and yachts added to its lists last year, and now ranks among 
the strongest and most progressive in the country. The fol- 
lowing are the officers elected for 1879: Commodore, 8. J. 
Colgate, schooner Jdler > Vice-Commodore, O. E. Cromwell, 
schooner /ddie; Rear Commodore, Walter L. Suydam, 
sloop Cygnet; Treasurer, W. B. Simonds; Secretary, Chas. 
H. Grundy; Measurer, A. Carey Smith. Chaplains—Wil- 
liam Irving, D. D., and Geo. B. Vandewater, D. D. Re- 
gatta Committee—Mr. Roosevelt Schuyler, James H, Elliott, 
U. Wylls Bets, H. de F, Weeks and Louis P. Bayard. Law 
Committee—John A. Weeks, Gerard Beekman and James M. 
Varnum. House Committee—William Foulke, Jr., Francis 
De Luze and Thomas 8, Young, Jr. Resolutions of condo- 
lence were passed respecting the death of Mr. Fred. G. F. ster, 
an old and respected member. The flag officers’ committee 
reported concerning the changes in the Reyenue Laws io be 
asked at the hands of Congress and the Secretary of the 
Treasury. ‘fhe draft of an application to this end was read 
and approved by the club. A circular letter will shortly be 
addressed to all the yacht clubs in the United States and their 
signatures to the petition solicited. As the committee has 
been toa great deal of pains in compiling the grievances of 
yachtsmen in the form to be presented, we trust that a prompt 
compliance with their circular will be tendered on the part of 
all, as they will be benefited by the modifications proposed. 
Extra meetings should be called if necessary, for the move— 
mént is one in the right direction and concerns owners of 
small craft in particulur. The same committee was requested 
upon motion of Mr. RK. B. ttuyvesant to incorporate a simi- 
Jar petition praying for relief from certain steamboat laws 
which bear heavily upon the owners of steam-yachts. bis 
matter will now be taken in hand, but will be kept separate 
from the petition relating to sailing yachts, ‘Lhe club 
book of the Seawanhakas has also been revised, and the 
changes to the Constitution, etc., will be called up by Mr. 
Robt. Centre for action at ihe next regular meeting, 
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' THE SHARPIE. 

Rostyn, L, L, Jan, 11, 1879. 
Error Forest AND STREAM: 

As there appears to be much interest excited concarning the 

sharpie, I think that perhaps a few lines, showing just what she 
8 and how much she will cost, may be acceptable to some of your 

readers who haye never seen, or who haying seen, passed her by— 

if ghe happened to be anchored—with the average yachtsman‘’s 

contempt for anything differmg from bis type of boat. The sim- 

plest form of sharpié is a sharp-bowed, flat-bottomed boat, built 

by nailing two planks, which form her sides, to s plumb stem at 

the one end, and to a single piece of hardwood plank at the other. 
Thé sides are sprung around a temporary midship section, which 

is to remain in place until her thwarts are in and bottom plank- 
ing secured, The latter are simply nailed athwart ship to the 

lower edge of the boards which form her sides, She should have 
some inches flare amidship, which flare should be carried aft to 

the stern, and her bottom should be sloped up aft from amidship, 

#0 that she will leaye the water easily. She may be decked over 

to amit her owner's taste, and her sheer out to suit his eye. She 

hag no keel or skagof any kind. Her rudder is made fromasingle 

Plank of an elliptic shape, hong on an iron rudder-post which 
passes up through her stern. The rudder should be so hung that 

about one-third of its area is in front of, and two-thirds of it aft 

of the iron post or axle. Such a boat should be 30in, in height at 

stem, 20in. in height amidship, and carry a graceful sheer her en- 

tire length, Beam amidship, 5ft. on deck, 4ft. Sin, at bottom. 

Width at stern to suit the eye. These figures are for a boat 20ft. 

inlength. Centreboard at least 7ft. long by 8ft. wide, No posi 
tion fore and aft oan be assigned the centreboard, az its place will 
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be goyerned by amount of sheer on the boat’s bottom. Rig to bo 
of the triangular or leg-of mutton type, and consists of foremast 

and mainmast, dressed tapering, from Tull size at deck to 2}gin. 
diameter at head. Foremast should be stepped as near to stem as 
is possible. Mainmast 12ft. aft of foremast, the mainmast some- 

what the shorter, thus reversing the naual schooner rig. Tha 

Sails are bent without boom, but with a sprit, which is stretched 
across frum sheet to mast. ‘Width of foresail, 11ft.; do. mainsail, 
9ft. The foregoing is descriptive of the cheapest kind of boat that 
éan be built ; her cost will be governed by local wages und cost of 

material. I can and will build and rig complete such boats, of 
first-class workmanship and material, for one-half the price of 

ordinary boats, or sharpies of superior make and model, any size, 

at proportionate rates. This boast is just what is wanted for coaat 

cruising and sporting, and is well adapted to carrying a cabin if 

desired. Although she is only locally well known, Iam s0 coufi- 

dent of her future popularity that I intend making her coustruc- 

tion a specialty. The sharpie is exceedingly graceful, regarded 

from any position, and I can hardly imagine a prattier sight than 

a fleet of them under way, with their slender triangular sails culting 

cleavly against the eky, and their fine hulls gliding swiftly while 

leaying scarce a ripple to tell where they were but an instant 

before, Tuomas CLAPHAM, 
-— 

DERIVATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE SHARPIE. 

Eprror Forrsr AND STREAM: 

If I remember rightly the first sharpie was built by a Mr. 

Taylor, a carpenter, who, leaving Vermont for his health, came to 

N. H, andtook the Grove House at Five Mile Point, By some 
happy accident he hit upon yery nearly the right shape, and, her 

cheapness and excellence being at ones apparent, he had many 

imitators, and now they are about the only boat used by Fair 

Haven oystermen. They have many peculiarities, both of build 

and rig, and differ much in handling trom any other boat that I 

have ever used. Their name was evidently given from the form 

of the bow, which is upright and very sharp. The dimensions 

most in use now are: Length, 33 to 35it.; breadth, about 5It, 9in. 

to 6ft. on the bottom ; depth amidships, about 24in.; at the stem, 

86in,; and 12in. perpendicularly at the stern. The stemis a solid 

piece of oak, sometimes as much as 15in, wide, fore and aft, apd 

6in., or even 8in., thick at the top. The lower end 18 made thin- 

ner and sharper, so as to give a little flare to the sides. These 

are usually made of wide plank pieced up at the bow and stern to 

get the required sheer. Dhrongh the first third of the length the 

flare is increased as rapidly as possible, to 3}gin. to 1ft. of amid- 

sbip, and more gradually toward the stern, where it is about din, 

to ltt, Of course the flare of the sides, combined with the bend, 

gives a considerable round fora and aft to the bottom; tht 

neglect of which ft, by unaccustomed builders, has caused many 

failures through tho excessive roundness given by shaping the 

lower edge wrong. 

The stern is sometimes square, at others round. When square 
it is sat with @ great rake, not less than 45 deg.; when round it is 

nearly upright, and becomes quite light by being carried further 

oub by the curve. The ceutreboard is long, and, as the boat is 

narrow, should come aboye the top to get the needed surface. 

The forward deck extends to within a foot of the centreboard, 
the interyening space being filled by a thwart, which is notched 

to receive the case, snd fay a mast-hole for using a sail in 

heavy weather. It also affords a convenient step to get up from 

the bottom to the deck. 

The after end is decked some three or four feet, and the inter- 

veuing space has a washboard fin. to Yin. wide, with a combing 

rising two or three inches above, the whole opening being trimmea 

out to an oval form. About a foot from the after end of the cen- 
treboard the mainmast steps, through a very stroug thwart, well 

secured and supported at the ends, Tho rudder is of peculiar 

form; known by some as the balanced rudder, The stock is of 

round iron or steel, passing through # tube flanged at one end to 

the deck, and at the other to the bottom, 60 as to be tight; split 

and spread below to receive a plank from 4ft. to 6ft. jong, and 12in, 
to lin, wide, shaped off on the forward end, which extends 

some 12in, to 18m. by the stook, so as to clear the bottom, and 

rounded on the lower edge to preventestching. Thestock is gen- 

erally made of sufficient length to allow the rudder to be lowered 
some in a sea-way, giving a better hold. Tho head of the stock is 

aquared to receive a corresponding socket on the tiller. The 

usual style of rig ia with two leg-of-mutton sails. The foremast 

is act us near the stem as possible, and for racing the sail is cot 

so as to reach several feet abaft the mainmast, the after corner 

being cut off and a short spar called » chub exlending from the 
leach to the foot. This is done to increase the sail without adding 

to the height. he booms are not attached to the foot of the 

sails, but cross from the clew to aft on the mast about five feat 
up and are shoyed out by a light purchase at the mast. The 

mainesil of courae extends several feet over the stern, Their 

management is very different from that of a cat boat, resembling 
that of a racing boat with large jib. Being narrow they are rather 

crunk and in fresh breezes must be eased by slacking the fore 
sheet, as too sudden easing of the helm elews the stern so swiftly 
as to take in water before the boat rights up in answer to relief 

from pressure. Of course such boats require quickness of judge- 
ment and action in the sailor, but when well handled no boats are 

abler. They go out in all weathers, and have carried racing sails 

in Long Island Sound when the coasters were reefed ; and on one 
occasion, at least, a sharpie went from Branford to the reef off 

that harbor and rescued the crew of a schooner wrecked there dur- 

ing a heavy gale, when neither a smack nor a tug could be found 

in New Haven to yenture out. 

Many think that flat boats are unseaworthy. It is a great mis- 
take when no boat can any longer carry sail and must be hoye to, 

the flat one yielding more readily to the blow of the sea, flies off 

to leeward and is dry, while the deep one, being held fast by the 
bottom, receives the full force o7 it, rolls deeper and is wetter. 

And when worst comes to worst, and both must go ashore, the 

flat one, if crowded with head sail, is much more likely to make a 

safe landing. In view of their many advantages it seems strange 
that their use haz not more widely and rapidly extended. For 

tonging oyaters they are perfect; for the workman, standing on 
the Hat bottom, with the coamings supporting his legs, etands 
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-eréct, and can relieve himself of much weight by drawing his tongs 
over the side, 

Their cost is less than any other boat of the same capacity. 
All the space jnside is available for yachting purposes, what little 

ballast is needed being usually layer of bricks or paying stones. 

The clew of the foresail being necessarily cut high gives room for 
more height of cabio than is usually attained in other boats, and 

every iuch is of such form as to be useful. Their draught of 
water is so light that they can go anywhere, nol exveeding Yin, for 

a 35ft. boat. Owing to their flatness, too, it is Rearcely possible 

to injure them by pounding on the sand, as the water formsa 

cushion. These advantages will be duly appreciated by all who 

have cruised in the shallow waters of the Sound, 
The chief objection is that they are unsafe in unskillful hands 

They suil, like all narrow boats, on the side when it blows, and 

though very fast when properly built, they are never successful in 

the hands of amateur builders. No one should yentura to build 

withont getting accurate drawings. If any definite information 

us to details is desired, the Lest source is Mr. Geo. Graves, the 
most experienced builder in lair Hayen. i. 

We refer readers also to the builders who advertise in onr 

columns as reliable parties who will fnrnish particulars on de- 

mand, 
Sie. 

ROUGH-WEATHER YACHTS. 

EDITOR FOREaT AND STREAM: 

Through the courtesy of your columns I wieh to gratify the re- 
quest of people interested in deep-water sailing as to why the 

match between Gael and Sunbeam is not totake place. In the 

first place it will be necessary fo go back to our first trial, and get 

the minute facts of the speed of both boats. Before wa go into 

such explanation it might be well to state what we are willing to 
admit, and stick to what we believe. Our oft-repeated arguments 

in Sunbeam’s fayor are that going to windward in any water we 

are a mutch for Gael, but she being 4ft. longer on the water line, 

would probably run away from us. Under some circumstances 

we are willing to admit that she can outrun us, but going to wimd- 

ward she cannot touch ons sideof Sunbeam. Some of her backers 

stand ready, and have admitted that they think us the best boat 

of the two inarongh time, and from what we saw in Capt. Weston's 

outside race, under the auspices of the Dorchester Club this Octo- 

ber, we think so ourselyes. As poor a specimen of a sea-going 
craft never heeled her side {o # sea or reaped such wu failure, Sh, 

was drowned out, and did not go over the course, and yet her ad- 

mirers yentured to pit her against ons of the best sea-poing 

boats in Boston bay. Why did they do so, unless, as their actions 

apeak, they knew the race would payer be sailed? Why did they 
put Sunbeam’s folks to the expense of losing time and money in 
making preparations for such a race, when they never even put in 

an appearance on the second day, the day appointed by the judges ? 

Such action alone in sporting circles would cause them the loss of 

the stakes, In the first place we never cared for monay, lint con- 
sidered the hard-earned reputation of our little craft enotigh in- 
centive tocull any yacht of her dimensions ont for a trial of her 
merits. 

Now for our first trial outside the light. Wednesday, Oct, 2 was 
the appointed day, and 9 o'clock 4, m, the hour for both boats to 

meet. A few minutes past the time found Sunbeeém hitched to 
the pilot boat’a mooring off Boston Light. In a short half hour 
Gael bore down in company with steam tug Dolphin. According 

to the rules of our race we must go to leeward to start, and aa the 

wind was southwest, the judges concluded to log off the conras by 

a patent log on board the Dolphin. This was certainly an error 

on the part of the judges, as it proved the longest ten miles that 

ever was sailed. On board our boat was a practical navigator who 

laid out the course on the chart in a proper manner, and when the 

bearings bore right by compass we hove to, and waited to hear 

from the judges, they having stopped the tig. In a short time 
the cutter Lnterprise shot across our stern with the word fo “ go 
about four miles further northeast.” When we arrived at the 

place the judges decided to start us. We were to haye three short 
whistlas to prepare, and two long onesto start. Some little delay 

was caused in getting the flag buoy in position. As the wind was 

not over four knots, we were in a quandery about starting; but 

as we had decided to go if the jadges ruled so, we were ready 
when they gave us the signal, ‘To us it was an anxious period of - 
time, and the race ons never to be forgotten. On the regulis of 

the trial, perhaps, would reat the reputation of our floating friend. 

Wo had beaten our opponentin three fair trials, and were to loge 

all or gain another triumph. Sbortly after 12 ™. we got the siznal 

to start, and Sunbeam crossed the line, standing up to her work 
in splendid atyle. Two and a ball minutes later Gael crosacd, 

looking sasy and saucy, and giving us to understand that we must 

work to win. We tacked to the northward and westward, Gael 

going to the southward. When shé tacked we tacked ; then wa 

found the work Sunbeam was doing. In that one hitch we had 

made over double the distance we had on the start, We out- 

pointed and out-sailed her for nine miles of the ten to windward, 

and but for favored slant that Gael got to the southward, the 

reault would hayé been different. Every one that witneesed the 

race conceded that we were doing the best work, and had the race 

our own way; but how futile one’s efforts when Providonce ruled 

otherwise. Gradually the wind died away, until we lay almost be- 

calmed. In a short time our attention wascalled to Guel, By 

the glass we could see she was getting quite a breeze from the 

eouthward. Shenow was heading almost at right-anyles from us, 

and perceptibly leaving us. In Ices then fiye minutes she tacked 

across ue, and we plainly saw defeat staring us in the face. For 

almost nine of the ten miles to windward we had badly beaten her, 
and now to lose by a shiftof wind! Gael rounded the buoy first, 

and set her huge stadding-sail running before the wind. Three 

minitites later we rounded Point Allerton buoy, and hoisted our 
kites. If we could now hold our own we were sure of the prize, 
provided the race was a five-knot breeze. The water was emooth 
as a mill-pond, and Gael was in her element. She ragged on 

everything she could, and we did the same, and a prettier sight 

never was witnessed. Both boats were smothered in canvas and 
going like birds. The wind kept freshening as we neared the goal, 
but we gradually saw Gael lesying ua. Bhe beat us on the runa 

little less than 3m. Her time was 8m. 43s. better than ours. She 
had to allow for difference in size 7m. 20z,, which left 1m. 188, 

_- 



ov For a Pe ne a eae ; har aS. Pdavollasts may not be 
right, and wa not so learned ax some others, we had nothing to do 
but submit ta an injnstice—an error of judgment. As Gael’s 
actual time was 5h. 553., and the actual sailing distance 25 miles, 
she was 65s. too slow, and the judges decided *‘No race,"’ Wea 
argued that the day was not what was called for, and would like 
the stipulations six knots or more; 80 on agreement the articles 
were altered, By request of the referee wa decided to waive our 
right to start to windward, and if the next time we started the 
race could net be sailed to windward firat, we would willingly go 

to leaward and beat back to suit referee. As Gael's folks had 
drummed this all the time for their own advantage, we hung off, 
and asserted our claims ; but when it began to breed disenssion in 

our judges’ circle, we concluded to keep harmony in the ranks 

even at a logs to ourselves. 

“Tudsday, Oct. 14; same time and place,” was the word sent in 

by the judges for asecond trial. We left our mooring with hardly 

steerage way on to get to our destination, but the case looked 

almost hopeless. The indications were, a breeze to the southward; 

but whether we should get it early enough for the race patient 

waiting only would disclose. 
The steamer Psyche hoya in sight with the sailing master of the 

Gael on board ; he proceeded up along side the judges’ boat, the 

cutter Hnlerprise, and entered into a parley, What the sailing 

master said we didnot know. The judges came on board of us and 

ws seked where the Gael was (this was off City Point, South Bos- 

ton,) and they told us ‘‘ she lay at her moorings, East Boston. We 

asked if they intended to put in an appearance, but could get no 

definite mnawer. They showed plain signs of backing out and, as 
they had the ear of the judges, we made up our minds we should 
not only not handle their money, but would never seo the stakes. 

We offered them if they would go to the appointed place—"! Bos- 

ton Lisht”—to sail them for some prize to pay for going down. 

Sail for fun or marbles, Sail her in any wind or water for the ci- 

gara, or a dinner, and let the other matter rest until we could get 
a favorable chance. 
The judges went on board the steamer with ont requést, came 

back and reported the sailing master would not accept. We stated 

then we would go to the light and wait for our breeze, but were 

thunderstruck when the judges said they decided the race off and 

would refund the mousey. We were indignant at this state of 

affairs aad said we should go to the appointed starting place and 

if we found the wind we wanted should claim the money, ora race, 
but we could not alter the judges’ decision py coaxing or entreaty. 

We wentto Boston Light, found a splendid southeast breeze 

end ahenyy sea. The judges stated that our rules required us to 

startat9a.x. Why did they not think of that on the first trial, 

when we didnot get to the starting place until afternoon? We} 

were at the light before 12 3, sailed over part of the course and 

proved that one of the judges made a mistake when he stated our 

little bout could not sail in such a sea. She was like a duck, shoot- 

ing ip to the top of a heavy ground-swell and sliding down the 

other side, occasionally dipping her beak and shaking the brine 
from her round, smooth sides. We proved her weatherliness. 

Why was the Gael so reluctant to putin anappeazance? Was 
she afraid of the Sunbeam, or the rough water, or both? Why 
did she chellengs us and put us to the expense and loss of time? 

She meyer made an appearance the day appointed hy the judges 

Under tie circumstances who was entitled to the prize? In our’ 

first trial her friends made a great noise and she was presented 

with a consolation prize. We never would have accepted such a 
thing. The Sunbeam has earned all her prizes, and wants no 

others, Our race will never come off because they decided (from 

“ govmer trials) that our claim to beg the fastest boat to wind- 
ward is just and they backed out at last. Kepor. 

Sundeam's skipper certainly makes out a strong statement 

jn his yacht's favor and it will now bein order for Gael and 

the judges to render an accounting. 

——<$$_$_—_——_ > 8 

CORINTHIAN CRUISERS, 

San Francisco, Cal., Dec, 20, 1878. 

Epiror Forms? AND STREAM: 
J am gratified to see that the discussion on Corinthian yachts in 

the Forest Anp SremAmw has brought to the surface such valued 

authority as ‘Hard-a-lee,” and after the arguments pro and con, 

on the question of model and rig have been digested, and the 
yarious good and objectionable points of the ‘‘ broad flats’? and 

‘narrow deeps” duly set forth, the Corinthian contemplating 
building a boat can come to an intelligent conclusion, pay his 
money, and tale his choice, I feel ‘*constrained,” however, 
before abandoning the field, to take up some of the theories ad- 

yanced by “ Hard-a-lee’’ on the question. I will endeayor to ob- 

tain the work he refers to (‘Down Channel”), and see if the expe- 
yienes of the author can carry conviction to my mind on the 

superiority of the nurrow deep cutter in a gale of wind over the 

“troad flat,” haying seen some rough weather myself in the 

latter cratt. 
Firstly—There is a yast difference between a boat ‘lying to’ 

and under way in rough water. It is quite true his cutter may 

hye proved herself an excellent sea boat under such circum- 

stances, inasmuch as she was making no perceptible headway, 
but on the contrary, was constantly receding from the coming 

wave, and therefore less linble to “dive” into it, Again, ib is 
pretty generally the case that boats are modeled and built to suit 
the waters wherein they are used, and ag the Hnglish Channel, 

according to my limited experience, confined to crossing it in 
mail packets. is almost as turbulent and uneasy a sheet of water 
as 1 wish to see, and as yachting in England must almost entirely 

be done in rough water, John Bull has followed in the footsteps of 
his fathers, and built his boats according to the ancient theory 
that what was good enough for his grandfather was good enough 

for him; but as wa cannot very well bring the English Channel 

over to our yachts for a trial of their sea-going qualities, and none 

of ours have been tried there, the comparison loses forca. In 

building & yacht for Corinthian sailing, we necessarily consult 

the character of the water and rveaiannes where she is to be used. 

While the ambitious yachtsman can by a little effort find water 

quite rough enough to satisty him at times by ernising outside of 
Sandy Hook, he, as # general thing, has no great call to poke his 
nose into ib; but should he venture out, as I have often done, 

a dlitiis a 

into the waters of oui broad Pacific, thera would not necessarily 
be any occasion to change tha broad, buoyant boat for a ‘‘diver.” 

T have often tested the very problem ‘‘ Hard-a-lee” suggests, and 
gap answer bis conundrum as to how the flat-bottom behaves ; and 

a8 [am spared to write this, if is presumable that my craft never 
illustrated his fear (hat che might bounce up, by reason of her 
buoyancy, and flop oyer, Onr ‘broad flats” haye no such un- 

seemly habits, ate not given to such gymnastic performances ; on 

the contrary, by reason of {heir buoyancy, are like corks, lively, 

andcome what may, in the way of 4 Bea, they can always be found 

on top, instead of ‘‘sounding.”’ They are safe, for the reason 
that they recede from a sea more rapidly than a deep boat, and 

any boat that will ‘give way” to a sea is always accounted by old 

sailors as a good sea boat, They aré not as likely to *'trip’ aga 

deep boat, inasmuch as the line of immersion is nayer below the 

moving surface of water ; there is nothing for the sea to get hold 

of to causes that uopleasant little caper. ‘* Hard-a-lee” saya he is 

nol convinced that scows, although good for San Francisco Bay, 

would be a-successin the Noglish Channel. Who said they woule 

be? And yet they go outside and cruise on our coast, which is 
quite as rough, cortainly, as our Eastern coast, and do not lay to 

any oftener or sooner than the sharp-bottomed schooners that 

cruise in company. I might ask what kind of a figure his English 

cutter would cut on a Jersey mud flat, or along the Sound harbors 

at low tide, Ho would hayea delightful night’s rest with his boat 

at the angle shea would present. *‘ Hard-a-leo” may have hada 

boat that walloped about in a seaway, but that fact, coupled with 

16ft, beam, does not necessarily imply that it was the fault of the 

beam, but more likely the result of a bad model. I have seen deep 

and narrow boats that did the same thing, and for the same rea- 

son—i. ¢., bad model, The model has quite as much to do with 
a boal’s euse in &seaway as anything else. As to the argument 

offered that the Mohawk carried away her bobstay, that accident 

is likely to happen to any craft, sharp or flat, and either would do 
just what the Wohawi did. 

Take ‘* Hard-a-lee’s” dimensions as his idea of a properly pro- 

portioned boat—36ft. keel, 45 over all, 6to 6}g deep, 12It. Din. ex- 

treme beam ; and I presumably start out with him in my craft— 

of same length, but 14.6 beam, Gin. deadrise, 44¢ deep. He will 

draw 5f6.; my boat will draw about 2.9 or 3ff, I will haye an 

equal amount of freeboard ; my cabin will be ift. 9in,, and conse- 

quently more roomy and comfortable, for a foot in cabin width is 

like that proyerbial inch on a man's nose—counts up amazingly. 

We get out into the Sound with # spanking breeze, and while my 

eraft stands squarely on her bottom, and the decanter and glasses 

stand safely on the table, ‘' Hard-a-lee’s” craft is oyer on her 

side, and unless the crockery has been secured, has gone to general 

dagstruction. TI ‘heel’ over six inches, perhaps, while his lee rig- 

ing is scooping up the water, his freeboard is unusable, and his 

side bacomés the sailing mode]. By virtue of standing up my 

centreboard is much mors effective, and my boat is holding a better 

course. Byeand bye '‘Hard-a-lee” must reef. I go along, carry-— 

ing all sail comfortably. We reach Bridgeport, and run in fora 
harbor for the night, as the weather looks a little nasty. Irunin 

close to the wharf, and anchor, ‘'Hard-a-lee’? must drop his 

anchor a much longer distance off ; or if he runs in with me to be 

sociable, and the tide goes out in the night, I hear a sudden ker— 

chunk as I lay snug inmy wide berth, accompanied by a jingling 

of smashed crockery and smothered imprecations on the cook who 

omitted to stow it away. ‘*Hard-a-lee’ passes a miserable night, 
trying to sleep on the ragged edge, his boat lying Gown on her side. 

{n the morning we turn out fresh and ready for a start, with a fair 

wind, but we must wait for two hours for the incomins tide to float 

off ‘‘Hard-a-lee” from the mud, most of which time he is consum- 

ing in the effort to get breakfast under difficulties, unless I take 

compassion on him, and invite him aboard the ‘‘ broad flat” as an 
act of humanity; and so we go. And so we mentally compare our 

different degrees of comfort all the eruise,‘*Hard-a-lea” stubbornly 
refusing to admit that his sharp bottom, much deadrise, and 
cranky craft is one whitinferior to ours. Winally, westrike rough 

water, where he has been wanting to catch us. We keep right 
along with him, taking no more water on board than he does, 

going just as fast, and if we have to ‘lay to,’’ there we are—very 

buoyant, very dry and very comtortabie. Now, where has he an 

advantage? Motin speed, not in safety, not ir stability, and cer- 

tainly not in comfort ; and if heis a sensible man, he will mentally 

resolve that, when is gets back, if Jones still admires his boat, 

and expresses a wild desira to purchase, ha will oblige Jones, for 

Jones is a good fellow, and ho would like to see him have a good 

boat. The next thing you hear of ‘‘ Hard-a-lee” he is building 

a new boat, with 18in. more beam and less deadrise. Now, sup- 

pose ‘ Hard-a-lee” had starfed off in your blarsted English cutter, 
with its VY shaped bottom and tape-worm dimensions, how far 

would he haye got, and what would his chances of Heaven be after 
the amount of fearful imprecations it wouldcall forth? He would 
leave her stuck in the mud at Bridgeport, and go home by rail, 

damning Corinthian yachting as a fraud and a failure. 

In using the term ‘ broad flat’? I do not intend to imply that I 
advocate a scow bottom; on the contrary, I give my boat a sharp 

entrance, a moderately hollow liné below water, and a correspond- 
ing run, butretain all the floor possible. I will concede eyen 12in. 

deadrise, instead of G, bit carry my breadth well ont, with a sharp 

knuckle, so as to get all the bearings Tecan. The midship floor 
timbers can ba made perfectly straight, as I avoid anything 

approximating to a round or bayrel bottom, in which there is no 

stability. Above water she can ba made ay graceful and present— 
able as any other model. A good sheer makes her dry, and raises 

her bowsprit above the plunging mark ; in fact, it will seldom go 

under, and not as often as the stub straight spar of a cutter. And 
my bowsprit is on w line with the sheer of my forward deck, and 
not “braced down" on a curve to pick up every sea, according lo 
the accepted style of your Mastern small craft,—and some large 

ones, too, for that mutter, 
Thaye a friond, a thorough yachtsman, possessing skill and 

talent for drawing (that I am sadly deficient in unfortunatly,) who 

has promised to make # series of outline drawings that will fully 

iustwate our styles of crafts, and the worthy Secretary of our 

yacht olub, Charles G. Yale, Hsq., will try to find time from his 

arduous editorial duties toget up some diagrams end sketches of 
the modified * dandy rig,?’ as adopted by the yachta of the San 

Francisco Yacht Club, all of which will be forwarded to the Fonzsr 
ane SyutaM os s00n as the aforesaid proverbially Parecascccaaag 
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“old salt? firat mentioned oan be forced up to the effort, from 
which an idea can be formed of such a craft aa I have tried imper- 
factly to describe, all of which will, ont of compassion for your 

benighted condition, be respectfully submitted for your enlighten- 

ment. So, logd up your guns, and get ready to give us a broad- 

side of eriticism, PopGERS, 

Tix-Coatep SHot.—A look through Capt. Bogardus’ shot 
gun af the conclusion would have delighted any old gunner 
who has known what it is to have the gun badly leaded, and 
has experienced something oz the rubbing and serubbing pro- 
cess of cleaning. The shot used by Capt. Bogardus was the 
tin-coated shot of the Leroy Shot and Lead Manufacturing 
Company, 263 Water street, N. Y., and by his direction no 
cleaning of the inside of the barrels was attempted. They 
were inspected, but beyond a few specks of powder dust, 
they were clean at each change, and the duty of his assistant 
was confined to cooling the barrels. The trial was a complete 
success for the Leroy Company, and this with the other ad- 
vantages granted to. tin-coated shot should make it a favorite 
every where. 
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Birttarp CHaAMeionsnip.—The Grand World’s Billiard 
Tournament is now in progress at Cooper Institute, this city 

Ghe Game of Chess, 
Novice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions should he 

addressed ‘Chess Editor FOREST AND SvRwHAM, P, O, box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn.” 

Problem No, 40. 

Motto: A Long Look Abead. 
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White to play and give mate In three moves, 
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SOLUTIONS TO PxuBLEMS—NO. 36. 
Three solutions: ()-B:, Q-K7 and the author's. 

PROBLEM NO, 37. 
1—K tks P 1—An 
2—Mates bs 

Game No. 96.—3COTCH GAMBIT. 

Game in the International Tourney between Don C, Rogers, of 
Detroit, Mich, and Mr. E. H, Heath, of England: 

White. Black, White. Black, 
Heath, Rogers. Heath. Rogers, 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 18—P-K5 (f) 138—Q Kt tka P 
2—Ki-K B3 2—Kt-Q B3 14—Ktiks Kt  14—Q-Q3 
3—P-Qt $—P tka P 15—R tks P 15—Q.-Q3 
4—B-Q Bt 4—B-Q Be | 16—B tke Kt 16—P tks B 
6—Casitles (a) 5—P-I3 (b) 1j7—Q-K Bs th) 
6—P-Q, BS 6—P.Q6 (xv) 18—b ‘tks Bi) 18—Q tks ies () 
i—P-Q BY 7—B-Q Kt3 | 19—B-K B5 19—K RE (k 
Soe §—P-@) R3 20—Q-Q (1) 20—B tks B P ch 
=: ' ie (ay) 9—Q-is9 21—K-R 21—Q tks Q 
Wo Kis 1U—Kt-K B2 22—R tks Q, 22—P-QT 
11—@ Kt. Q2 11—Castles Ww silte resigned, 
12—QRK(e) 12—B-K3 

NOTES, 

(a) Castilng at the 5th move is decludedly inferior to P-Q BS or Kt-Ktm 

(b) Of course. The correct play. 

(ec) Although this move is often made af this point, B-K Kts is vonsid- 
ered better. 

{@) This looks formidable, but Black neatly parries the attack. 

(e) Should have taken Q P with B, and then White has an open and 

attacking game, 

(f) The advance of this P leads to a series of exchanges which prove 

disastrous to White. 

(o) This R to K seems a better move, 

(hk) A good moye. It is hardly possible now for White to avert 
disaster. 

(i) This moyeis forced, He has hardly anything else left. 

(j) Black is skillfully pursuing his advantage. 
(k) ‘The strongest move. 

(1) Although B.tks BP ch looks promising, lb would be of no avall, 
Whiite’s best moye at this juncture would have been Q-Kt, but eyen 

this would not have saved the game.—Hartyfurd Times. 

Game No. 97.—ODDS Q R—REMOVE WHITE'S Q R. 
Another specimen of Australian chess : 

White Black. White. Black. 
H. Charlick. A, J, Loughton, H, Charlick, A.J, Loughton, 

1—P-Ke 1—P-Kt 6—B-Q Bt 6—P- Qe (a) 
2—P-Qet 2—P tks P T—B ks P (—Q-b3 
3_Kt-Ie B38 (xu) 3—B-Kt5 ch (b) S—B-K Kt5 S—Q-Q Kta (a) 
4—P.Q BS 4—P 1ks P White forced mute in threa 
5—P tks P 5—B-b4 moves (&) 

NoTES (F, M, Teed), 

(@) 2—B-Q2 is frequently played when giving 2 plece, and probably 

oilers More chance to the tlrat player than thla move. 

(hb) P-Q3 or K*-Q B3 would be more adyisabie, thongh the moye made 

ia best in even fames, 

(cl Perhaps intending to follow this by 7—P-@ B3, but White could 
then play S—B tks K B P oh. 

(dq) 8—Q-Q3 is the only move, for if 8—-Q-K Kt3, 9—B tks P ch, wine 
ning Q or mating st once, 

{e) 29—BtkaPch 9—K-B! 
10—Q-Q5 ch 10—K tks B 

T1—Kt-Ké ch 
12—Q-Q6 mate 

—Holyoke Transorint, 

11—E-Kts 
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Honors.—Hon, Orville H. Pratt, of Meriden, Conn., who. 

is well known among his many friends as a lover of the sports 
of the field, has been elected to the United States Senate. Mr. 

Pratt is well worthy of the position and wili most certainly 

fill it with credit and ability. 

Toe Frip Trans Conrroyersy.—In onr next issue we 

shall briefly review this little family quarrel, and, now that 
all the judges and parties most directly interested have had 

their say through the columns of our journal, it is possible 

that the editor may deem it worth while to exhibit the facts 

and occurrences in the case as they came under his personal 

observation. 
— 

SAvz THE QUAIL.—Our news columns this week contain 
frequent mention of the fatal effects of the snow upon the 
birds. We have already spoken at length of the necessity of 

giving food and shelter to the birds, and again call the atten- 
tion of our readers to this important subject. We are glad 

to see that several of our most active game clubs are taking 
yery commendable action in the matter. Their trouble will 
be more than repaid. 
ee 

Basinp THE Trues.—Seth Green’s letter concerning eels, 

contributed to this paper, having found its way into the 

‘patent outsides,” is now traveling about the country news- 
papers with the concluding remarks, that ‘‘ The eel question 
is still open.” Keep, up with the day, Mr. Country Editor. 
Don't buy old matter, even ifit is cheap. Read Fonzsr anp 
Srream and the scales will fall from your eyes. 

19+ 

A Most Usconsoronabng Lirzrary Pmarr.—The most 
systematic and unprincipled literary thief we know—and we 
know a good many of them—is the Canadian G'enileman’s 

Journal and Sporting Times, a semi-sporting sheet published 
at Toronto, Canada. ‘Yo prove our assertion we need only 
refer to the scores of articles taken from our own columns 

without the slightest credit being given for their source. A 
paper so utterly deyoid of honor and unsupported by brains 

should suspend. 
i 

= Forzst AND Stream will be sent for six months for $2, 

or for three months for $1, To clubs of five or more, $3 per 

Years 
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THE NATIONAL MILITIA M 

ier convention of gentlemen connected with the regular 
e and volunteer military forces of the country, which 

met in this city during the past week, began in a very quict 

way and with little blowing of trnmpets a task, which, when 
carried out to the extent which even the most moderate- 

minded among its members would hope for, is destined to 

work a great change in the power and prospects of this 
country. These gentlemen propose to carry ouf a plan by 

which the whole country shall be provided with a civic-mili- 
tary force which shall give us as a nation, nof only a defense 
against ourselves in cases of domestic disturbance, but a 
power of resistance in the contingency of a foreign invasion. 

The project is one which no one will object to on its gener- 

al merits, and the only question open for discussion and for 
settlement by deliberation and legislation is the manner of 

carrying it out and the extent to which it should be carried. 

While we have in our conscription laws given to Congress the 

undoubted right to draw every able-bodied citizen into the 
ranks of the army, a yery wise conservatism on the part of 
the people and of respect to private rights on the part of the 
Government will prevent us from plunging into the Prussian 

military system. Such a permanent harassing system would 

be universally distasteful to the American people; nor on the 

other hand do we want a large standing army of professional 
soldiers lolling about army posts living upon the cream of 
the land and growing fat and insolent at the expense of 

the tax-payers. While we have our Indian wards, wha recog- 
nize civilization only at sword’s-point, we may have real work 

for afew professional killers-of-men, and that after, in taking 

care of Federal property, the skeleton of an army may find ser- 

vice as armorers, etc. But the idea of having a regular army suf- 
ficient for all the uses of our vast land, is a preposterous one. 

There neyer was a time when such was the case, and neyer 
should be. Nevertheless, there must be a strong power some- 

wherein the Government or back of it, else our vast, un- 

wieldy continent and nation will become the prey of the other 
nations of the earth. That power is in the people, and how 

best to get it out is the problem. The revolutionary fathers 

saw this necessity, and saw, too, on many a day during the 

dark seyen years which preceded our bir _h as a nation, where 
and how that power was defective ; and the Censtitution pro- 

vides that Congress shall have power “ to provide for organiz- 

ing, arming and disciplining the militia;” and it is to put 
Congress in the way of exercising this power, of making this 
section of the Constitution a living law, that the convention 

spent two days discussing the outlines of a code. The old 
laws of 1792 and 1808 are on the statute books, giving, with 
great particularity, how cach able-bodied male citizen shall be 
enrolled and train, and shall have at hand a good firelock and 
two spare flints, or else a good rifle with shot-pouch, powder- 
horn, twenty balls, and a quarter of a pound of powder, while 

every Officer shall have his hanger and spontoon. If we need 

nothing more we at least need areyamping and moderniza- 

tion of these ancient rules and regulations, or we Should mus- 

ter like a Falstaffian brigade, or a party of mountebanks. We 
need what the framers of the Constitution intended—a 
strata of force spread over the whole country, able to crys- 

talize at the shortest notice into a compact mass ready to give 
and take, to crush or to resist, as if may be called upon. The 

lessons of the Revolution, repeated in the war of 1812 and 

again in the opening days of the Civil War, pointed to the 

want of uniformity, ‘The State troops rushed to the defense 
of the nation more as an armed mob than as the steady ad- 
vance of an intelligent force. They lacked the first requisite 
of an army—organization. ‘There are nice points of law to be 
settled, and the matter is one to be handled with more than 

the average of statesmanlike caution. The Staces are proper- 
ly jealous of throwing themselyes under the great car of 
state to have their individuality crushed out; and, on the 

other hand, the Federal Government cannot afford to unbind 

the girdle which keep us as a nation together by giving to the 
States the power and the incentive to bind themselves up into 
great armed Commonwealths. 

In general outline the bill proposed, despite its haziness in 

general and pettiness in detail, sims very near a serviceable 
act. While laying down the principles of general military 

duty, the act is devoted almost entirely to the encouragement 

of that body of citizens who choose to make of themselves 
soldiers so far as their civic duties will permit. These men 

are to have one commission to devise a manual of discipline, 

another board will fix upon a dress, and then the hand of the 

N. Y¥. State Rifle Inspector is seen in a matter which would 
grow up naturally after the general moyement had taken root, 
and before that it would be but adumb show. ‘‘First catch your 

hare ” is good advice here as elsewhere, and when the national 
militia is established is time enough to offer prizes to eneour- 
age its members in rifle practice. This section is not only 

premature, but its offer of $100 as gifts to State and $1,000 

to National team shooting is petty, and has, as was well said, 
a smack of the premium chromo business about it? What 
the bill will accomplish is the setting in motion of a system of 

direct comparison, which will enable each State to judge itself 

as against other States by an uniform standard. This is now 

impossible, and the weaker States do not have their inferiori- 
ty brought out in the strong light which it would be were 
this exhibit made possible through the legislation proposed. 
Emulation will be sufficiently strong to bring each Stale up 

to a fairly effective condition, and where coaxing fails it is 
pretty certain that the persuasion of force will be of no ayail. 

Public sentiment will swell the ranks fo a million where the 

the law they get, merely the tool, and it will depend on the © 
vigor with which they wield it how great an effect it will 
have, 
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[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

A NEW ROUTE FOR SPORTSMEN. 

| fa past autumn and beginning of winter, until withina 
day or two, has been distinguished in Minnesota by most 

charming weather. Old Boreas, while his dominion has been 
severely felt in the whole middle belt from Kansas to New 
York, has as yet hardly touched us with the tips of his chilly 
fingers. The most glorious Indian summer lingered here un- 

til the beginning of December, then gradually, almost imper- 
ceptibly, transforming into an equally delightful winter ; for 
although the thermometer now often falls as low as zero and 
below, the sunshine is so bright, the air so still, that out-door 
life is most enjoyable. Some migratory birds, at least some 
mallards and jacksnipe, remained in the bottoms and spripg- 
holes up till Christmas, and that notall of the latterhadleft as 
late as yesterday I can myself bear witness; for walking along 
Trout Brook, in the afternoon, I flushed a fenuine Gal. Wil- 
soni, within 800 yards of my house, from a big. spring be- 
tween Hd. Rice’s pond and the railroad. 

Since you were with us last September the Extension Line 
of the St. Paul and Pacific railroad has been completed to its 
terminus at the British boundary line. To the enterprise of 
two business men of St. Paul, Messrs, Norman Kittson and 
James J. Hill, aided by Canadian capital, and to the indomi- 
table energy and push of the general manager and receiver of 
said railroad, I. P. Farley, Minnesota and th whole North- 
west beyond are indebted for successfully carrying through 
this important improvement, which in connection with the 
Pembina branch of the Canadian Pacific, makes a continuous 
line of 483 miles, and binds together by ties of iron the eapi- 
fals of Minnesota and Manitoba. If we consider that this 
line of railroad has opened for settlement in its whole length 
the Red River valley, the very cream of the cream of the great 
Northwestern wheat belt, and that it has made Minnesota the 
gateway for the enormous immigration and carrying-trade 
now pouring into the yast British possessions to the north and 
northwest of us, and making our State the nearest and natural 
market for these new settlements, an’ idea may be formed of 
the importance of this improvement. 
But it is not only to the business man and agriculturist that 

new fields have been opened by this line of Tailroad : it hag 
also made easy of access to the sportsman the most extensive 
hunting grounds on this continent, and stocked with a greater 
variety of game than may be found elsewhere Within the 
limits of a single season's excursion. 

Starting from St. Paul by the main line of the St. Paul and 
Pacific railroad, to the trains of which road elegant sleeping 
cars are attached, the sportsmar-tourist willin less than twenty- 
four hours find himself in the lower Red River valley in the 
northwestern corner of Minnesota, On the prairies anywhere 
in this region the sharptailed grouse is abundant, and in the 
timbered bottom lands of Red River and its bumerous tribu- 
taries there is good woodcock shooting and plenty of ruffed 
grouse! In the immediate vicinity of the railroad a few set- 
tlers haye established themselyes within the last year, but 
towards the enst, for a distance of 250 miles, extends an un- 
broken, almost unexplored wilderness, where the deer, the 
moose, the elk and the bear as yet roam in undisturbed secur- 
ity. 

Getting tired of venison, grouse and woodcock our sports- 
man may again take the northward bound train, anda journey 
of a few hours willland him in Winnipeg, the capital of Man- 
itoba, 
He will here find a city of some 8,000 inhabitants, which in 

the intelligence and cultivation of its people and eubstantial- 
ity and even elegance of its buildings will Jose nothing 
When compar.d with any Western city of equal population 
and much greater pretentions, The city is prosperous, erow- 
ing fast and doing an immense business, being the entrépot of 
the whole British northwest. The hotel accommodations are 
excellent ; and, haying rested here, take steamer down Red 
River and Lake Winnipeg to the mouth of Saskatchewan. 
Here have your traps transferred to one of the several steam- 
boats plying on this great stream. Once on board you may, by 
this means of conveyance, without fatigue or trouble, reach the 

heart of the continent and penetrate, if such should be your de- 
sire, to the foot of the RockyMountains. The valley of the Sas- 
katchewan is one of the finest and largest in America and des. 
fined, at no distant future, to become one of the great grana- 
nies of this country. It isas yet a great game resort, The 
varieties are about the same as those of western Dacotah, 
Montana and Idaho—the buffalo (in untold multitudes), the 
grizzly, black and cinnamon bear, the elk, deer and antelope, 
and feathered game in great variety and abundance. At any 
of the forts or trading-posts of the Hudson Bay Company—at 
Cumberland House, for instance, at Fort Carleton, or at Bat- 
tleford, the new capital of the Northwestern Territory—the 
gentleman-sportsman will find hospitable reception by kin 
dred spirits, good accommodations and offers of every facility 
and assistance. 

Returning to the mouth of the Saskatchewan, if there is 
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: spare, T should recommenda trip Lo the north en 
Of Lake Winnipeg, which is not distant. Our sportsman will 
then find himself in the land of the caribou and the willow 
grouse, ‘The former is very abundant in the timber belt, which 
toward the northwest extends in the direction of Lake Ala- 

basca, and the latter, as I am informed by perfectly reliable 
parties, is swarming on the open barrens, which toward the 
Northeast stretch out all the way to Hudson Bay. Those who 

have tasted the pleasures of partridge shooting in Newfound- 
land or a grouse hunt on the British moors will not hesitate 

{0 £0 a good distance out of their way to enjoy once more this 
delightful sport, and here it can be had to perfection. And 

although the scientist may discover some microscopic differ- 

ences, which might justify him in making different species, 
it is the writer's unscientific and humble opinion that the wil- 
low gvonse of this continent, the partridge of Newfoundland, 

the garcock, or moor-fowl, uf Scotland and the dal-ripa of 
Scandinavia are all one and the same species, the Z%irag luga- 
‘pus of good old father Linnée. If our sportsman-friend is 

not in too great a hurry he may after a while reach thase fa- 
mous grouse resorts in a comfortable sleeping car ; for Inotice 
in the last report of the Surveyor-General of the Dominion, I, 

8, Dennis, that be strongly urges on Parliament the construc- 
{ion of a railway froma point on the Jower Saskatchewan to 
he mouth of Nelson River at, York Factory, on Hudson Bay, 
in order to make an outlet for the enormous quantities of 
wheat and other agricultural products presumed to be raised 
in the near future in the Saskatchewan and other yalleys of 

the British possessions in the Northwest. In his report the 
Surveyor-General states that the length of the road would be 

about 400 miles, that from the magnificent harbor at the aboye 
factory the distance to Scotland is shorter than from New 
Work, that for 200 years the Hudson Bay Company sent all 
their supplies and received all their furs by sailing vessels 

over this route, and that Hudson Bay is freefrom ice from the 

end of June to the beginning of October. 
For bis homeward trip the traveler had better take thesame 

route that brought him within the dominion of Queen Victoria. 
There is, however, from Winnipeg another route, known as 

the ** Dawson road," by way of Lake of the Woods and the 
Kainy Lake Region, along the boundary between Minnesota 

and the Province of Kewatin. But the first 125 miles of this 

road, from Winnipeg, is overland and will entail more hard- 
ship than all the journey from the Atlantic seaboard to the 
outmost post on the Saskatchewan. It is simply horrid, lead- 
ing over corduroyed swamps for a great part of the way. 

Once on the Lake of the Woods, however, you are amply re- 

paid. WNice little steamers provided by the Canadian Govern- 

ment will carry you over the most enchanting lakes, and at 

the several portages are good camping grounds. The banks 

are high and rocky, the waters, clear as crystal, are filled with 

fish—pickerel, pike, black bass, whitefish, elc._—and the sur- 

rounding country is well stocked with game of the same yari- 
ties as aré found in northern Minnesota, excepting the pinnated 
and sharptailed grouse ; but the ruffed grouse is found in 

goodly numbers, and now and then the spruce partridge (0a— 

nan canadensis), Lake Saganaga, near the eastern terminus 
of this remarkable expanse. of water, is onc of the most beau- 

tiful lakes in the whole Northwest, surrounded by enchanting 
scenery. The end of this route will put the traveler down at 
the mouth of Pigeon River on the shore of Lake Ree 

—— 

GAME PROTECTION, 

MassAcuusrrrs,—The new game Jaw, which, a8 we are In- 
formed, the Massachusetts Kennel Club will ask the present 
Legislature to pass, provides that pinnated grouse and quail 
nay be bought, sold and had in possession during January, 
February, March, April and May, if not taken in the State ; 
that is, birds killed over the border can finda market in Mas- 
sachusetts. Such a law would be perfectly monstrous, and 

the citizens of the Old Bay State can never hope to enforce 

close seasons while such a proyiso is in operation. It is really 
putting a premium on Jaw-breaking in neighboring States. By 
this proposed law the birds referred to can appear in the Bos- 

ton market to be sold as food when others of their kind are 

nesting. Of course provision dealers and restaurant keepers 
are well pleased that the State is going to lepislate money in- 
io their pockets in this way, and well they may be. 

We understand that, by the proposed law, all shore birds 
except four species, the golden ployer, the knot, the tura- 

stone and the telltale are protected absolutely from April 1 to 

duly 15; but why should these four be excepted? The fact 

is that the season at which game birds can be bought, sold or 

had in possession, should close on or before the first of Feb- 

rnary each year, and we should only be too glad to have all 
spribg shooting, except at ducks and geese, put an end to. 
We hope that by calling attention to this matter we may 

put the friends of game protection in Massachusetts on their 

suard, The question whether such a law as the one proposed 
is desirable or not, can be answered in five seconds by avy 
person of ordinary intelligence who has given any attention 
ta the subject. We do not helieye that such a Jaw can be 
passed if all sportsmen work against it. 

MAssacHuUsETTS Fish AnD GAmm AssooraTion.—A special 
meocting of the Massachusetts Wish and Game Association was 
held at. their rooms in Boston on Thursday evening, 16th 
inst., for the purpose of giving « reception to His Excellency 
Governor Talbot, first Vice-President of the association, 
Lieut.-Goy, Long and other members of the State Goyern- 
ment, ‘There a a good attendance of members of the 
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ness meting was held, the President, Dr. John P. Ordway, 
presidmg. ‘Three persons were proponsd for membership, 
and their names were referred to the proper committec. The 
seerelary was instructed to cause to be printed 300 lists of 
members of the assaciation, to appear in connection with re- 
vised by-laws. It was also yoted that the Special Committea 
on Wisheries be instructed to petition the Legislature that the 
presenti Mussachusetts law for the protection of trout be 
changed 82 as to fix ihe close time of trout fishing on the 15th 
of Seplember instead of Oct. 1, and to advocate the change 
before the Legislative Committee of Fisheries, 

At nine o’clock Governor Talbot, Lieutenant-Governor 
Long, and several members of the Legislature arrived and 
were cordially received. The president welcomed His Hxcel- 
lency a8 one of the first friends of the association, who had 
been invited to visit them and see for themselves what the 
Association was doing. ’ 
The Governor in reply said that he was gratified at the at- 

tention shown him and the evidences of the suocess of the 
agsociation. He had been greatly interested in the preserya- 
tion cf game and the cultivation of fish. He believed in fish 
and the mun who liked to catch them, and deemed the ob- 
jects of the society—to protect fish and game and to seek 
their more extensive production and culiure—were worthy the 
labors of intelligent men, He believed that much success 
had been obtained in the propagation of salmon and trout, 
and much more promised, and was glad to see that every 
year there is increased interest in the subject. He rolated 
some of his experience as an angler, telling of his mishaps as 
well as his good fortune. He declared that the stocking 
of the streams of the State with shad and salmon and smaller 
fish is a matter of great importauce, noi only in order to se- 
cure a supply for home consumption, but also as a matter of 
comity between States, as, if the streams were full of fish, 
one of New Hampshire's complaints against Massachusetts 
would lose its foree. He expressed an opinion 
that the association seryed a useful purpose, and 
wished it might be successful in all ifs endeavors to in- 
crease the quantity and quality of the game and fish in the 
forests and streams of the Commonwealth. In conclusion, he 
congratulated the members upon the success which had 
already attended their efforts. 4 

His honor Lieut. Goy. Long, on being introduced, recipro- 
cated the kind expressions which the President had not ad- 
dressed to him, and Jooked upon the matter asa joke. Of 
course it was a good thing to stack the streams, as it would 
make the narratives of fishermen more interesting. Legisla- 
tion shifts according to the needs of the times, and this asso- 
ciation was to be congratulated upon its labors for the im- 
provement of the laws in relation to fish and game. He 
claimed that the desire to fish, or ‘go fishin," Was universal 
in the human breast, and he certainly desired to see the Legls- 
lature and this association co-operate in the beneficent worl 
proposed. 

Brief remarks were made by Senator Stockwell and Repre- 
sentatives Bond, Lowther and Locke, after which the mem- 
bers and their invited guests adjourned to the library, where 
they partook of a delicious collation, served by Stephen B. 
Sewell. During the evening two dishes of smelts were ex- 
hibited, in illustration of the benefits derived from the en- 
forcement of the laws. One plate contained a dozen smelts, 
taken in a seine in Maine, which measured about six inches 
in length and weighing one pound in the ageregate, while the 
other plate contained eight smelts, caught through the ice 
with hook and line at Tvavutouth, Mass., weighing three 
pounds and measuring eleven inches in ‘ength and four inches 
incircumference. The arrangements for the reception were 
in the hands of a committee consisting of Dr, John P, Ord- 
way, H, H. Kimball, Weston Lewis and Ivers W, Adams. 

New Hampsnime—Plymouth, Jan. 16.—Wor the last two 
years we haye had sea salmon, Salmo salur, in the Pemige- 
wasset in large numbers, from two feet to forty inches in 
length, nnd the hatching-house at Livermore Falls contains 
eges taken from salmon caught in the river this season, 
There is also a yery stringent law in regard to catching any 
(parr) smolts; or salmon, it being $50 fine for each fish caught 
ab any time, and the close season extends to the 14th of June, 
1880, being five years from the passage of the act. A gentle- 
man fishing for bass near Ooncord last June hooked a salmon, 
and after a hard fight of three hours landed him, and then 
came the question what to do with him? And he did what 
most any one would have done. After looking around, and 
seeing no one in sight, put him under his coat and made 
tracks for home, The salmon weighed 14 Bon =e 

i. B. H. 

Tae Virginia Fish anp Game Laws.—The Forest Anp 
Stream, of New York, an American authority par excellence 
in this line, observes that in no State in the Union are game 
laws better obeyed than in Virginia, Our markets haye never 
in our experience shown such an abundance of game in sea- 
son as they liuve exhibited since these laws became generally 
known. ‘The poorest man may now enjoy a partridge for his 
Sunday breakfast. Th is to be hoped tliat the same may he 
said before long of the fish laws. It is to be hoped that the 
business before the Legislature this session will not be so en- 
grossing as to prevent proper attention to these most jm- 
portant matters. A prominent official in North Carolina 
writes: ‘‘ Our Legislature meets in January, when we are 
going in heayy for game and fish laws, and we hope for a 
hearty co-operation from Virginia with regard to our inter- 
State streams.”—Richenond Dispatch. 

The Virginia Association is ably seconded in its efforts by 
the Richmond papers, which are outspoken in their adyocacy 

of game protection, and by frequently bringing the cause be- 

fore their readers, keep up popular interest in the subject, 
The Dispatch is doing its full share of the work. 

Tnumors Sraru Sporrsmen’s AssooiArion—Headquarters 
Iilinois State Sportsmen's Association, Peoria, Jan. 17.—A. 
special conyention is hereby called of the Minois State Sports- 
men’s Association and all others interested in the protection 
of game and fish, to convene at Springfield, Tll., on Wednes- 
day, February 12, 1879, at two o’G¢lock p. a, for the purpose 
of deyising means to secure the passage of a practical game 
law, one that would secure the objects to be accomplished, 
viz, protection of the game and fish in our State, and to pre. 
vent the same from being exterminated. It is expected that 
each local club in the State will be represented, whether they 
belong to the State Association or not. All sportsmen and 
others not belonging to clubs, who are interested in the pro- 
tection of game and fish and fish culture, are cordially invited 
to mest with us and take part in the convention. It is hoped 
that every county in the State will be well represented, so 

association, Previous to the arrival of the Goyernor, a busi- } that the convention can devise or suggest a new game law to 
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our Legislatire, now in session, for their consideration, that 
can be put into practical effect in ull parts of the State, An 
Opportunity will also be given to local clubs io join the State 
Association. . M. Lixcouy, President, 

Gxzo, W, Barger, Secretary. 

Mrontgan Sporrsmun’s Assoora1ron.—The annual Sess101 
of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association was held at Lansing 
last Tuesday, 

Kiown County Sporvsmen’s Crve.—The Kent County 
Sportsmen’s Club held its annual meeting Jan. 7, and clected 
the following officers; President, Dr. E. 8. Holmes; Vice- 
President, Aaron B. Turner; Secretary, W. ©, Dennis; 
Treasurer, George A. Gould, Vacancies in the executive 
board were filled, and it is now composed of Messrs, W. LH. 
Calkins, James Stewart, H. Widdicomb, Geo. 8. Baars and 
J. C. Parker, 

Coyne Chun or OinoinyAtt.—The Cuvier Club of Cincin- 
nati are giving their attention to the protection of the quail 
during the cold weather, They have issued appeals to the 
farmers for food and shelter for fhe birds, and are enforcing 
yery strictly the law against their capture and sale, 

QoxbEec.—The seyenth annual dinner of the Fish and Game 
Protection Club, of the Province of Quebec, was held with 
the City Olub at Montreal last Tuesday evening. 

Ghe Ritle. 

GOVERNMENT vs. PRIVATE ARMORIES 

Soe weeks ago we presented the views of the private 
manufacturers of small arms, as embodied in the memo- 

rial from the “ Association of Manufacturers of Arms, Aim- 
munition and Equipments,” to Gen. Burnside and the other 
members of the Joint Committea on the Reorganization of 
the Army, A copy was also sent to the Secretary of War, 
who referred it to Gen. 8. V. Benéb, Chief of Ordnance, and 
he in tum presents a report drawn up by Col. Jos. G. Benton, 
U. 8. A., in command of the Springfield Armory. 
The subject was an important one, not alone for the large 

interest immediately involved, but as well from the perplex- 
ing condition in which the government would find ilgelf in an 
emergency should the Government small-arms’ workshop be 
closed and a full and entire reliance be placed on the facilities 
to be got for hire at the armories of private firms and com- 
panies. 

Col. Benton opens his reply by dividing the point of the 
memorial int’ two arguments: First, That itis the proper duty 
and policy of the Government to foster private manufacturers; 
and upon this as one which involves questions of political 
economy, etc., Col, Benton does not pretend to offer ony 
opinions, preferring to leave it to the wisdom assembled in the 
Capitol at Washington. Upon argument Second, The greater 
cost of manufacture at Government, compared with private, 
cetablishments, the reply is long and interesting and backed 
up by an array of figures which seem to set aside ihe startling 
exhibit of the manufacturer's memorial that small arms were 
furned out at Springfield at a cost of $115 each. The extra- 
ordinary factor of interest in this amount was obtained ly 
multiplying $7,000,000 by 10 per cent. and dividing the pro- 
duct by 7,050, the number of rifles and carbines made in the 
year i877. But Springfield Armory is something more than 
asinall-arms’ manufactory. It has founderies, etc., for turn- 
ing out cannon, and it is a great storehouse as well. In the 
seven millions of dollars all these items are included without 
explanation or comment. The number of arms made-in each 
fiscal year since the present model was introduced are as fol- 
lows: 1874, 28,589; 1875, 26,902; 1876, 15,144; 1877, 7,050; 
1878, 13,006; a total of 90,640, or an average of 18,128. Tak- 
ing the actual interest paid by the Government for its money 
and the real taxation of property about the armory Col Ben- 
ton shows that the proper amount to be charged on the 90,640 
arms made since 1873 for taxes and interest was 82.92, The 
balance sheet of the armory for the year ending June 80, 1878, 
shows that the cost of each was $14.18. 'Phis includes cost of 
proo: and inspection, items that do not enter into the price 
paid to private manufacturers. 

Altached to the report are complete statistical exhibits of 
the costs of making arms since the armory was established in 
1795, From 1808 to April 15, 1872, there were issued to the 
tnilitia of ths several States 680,696 muskets, rifles and car- 
bines, and during that time $3,103,484 had been expended jn 
permanent improvements, During the war $05,587 rifle-mus- 
kets were made at an average cost of $11.70 each. ‘The Gost 
of contract arms during the same period was an average of $20 
each, and with the cost of inspection made the rate 89 more 
than the Government arms, or a total saying during the war of 
$7,249,833, or more than twice the cost of the armory paid 
since its establishment. 

— 4+ 

THE MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSO- 
CIATION, 

While the National Rifle Association was holding its 
aeyenth annual meeting in New York, the fourth anoual 
meeting of the Massachusetts was halding at Young’s Hotel, 
in} Boston. Preceding the heavy, or routine, business the 
members sat down to the fitst annual dinner of the associa 
tion. Virst Vice-President Colonel Nathaniel Wales presided. 
Speeches were made from the Chair, and by Captain J. Li, 
Stevenson, Salem Wilder, J. N. Frye, H. 'T. Rockwell, L, hh. 
Hubbard, W. Parkman and others upon the success of the 
Association in the past season and the position it has gained 
us the leading long-range body of the country. One marked 
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feature of the banquet was the entire absence of spirituous 
liquors from the board, the members, one and all, believing 
that a good shot must be a temperate man. 

At the business meeting the Seeretary’s report showed a 

favorable state of affairs for the association, and credits the 

result to the energy and discrimination which haye been 
manifested by the board of directors, and the ready disposi- 
tion of the members to support their efforts, ‘The report of 
the ‘Treasurer showed a balance on hand, January 9, 1878, of 
$4.82; receipts, $3,132.40; total, 8,137.24; expenses, 
$2,783.29; balance on hand January 14, 1879, $353 95. The 
report was accepted. ‘he reports of the range committee 
and statistical officer were also adopted, the latter showing 
that twenty-nine matches for prizes valued at $2,195, were 
shot during the year. ‘The following officers and board of 
directors were chosen for the ensuing year : 

Nathaniel Wales and A. HU. Hardy, Vice-Presidents; A. 
H. Hardy, Treasurer; H.'T. Rockwell, Secretary ; Directors, 
Salem Wilder, James Wemyss, Jr, H. T. Rockwell, 
Albert Hebbard, James N. Frye, F. R. Stattuck, Williani 
Gerrish, W. H. Jackson, William Poland, J. A. Lowell, EB. 
B&B. Souther, LG. L. Hubbard, A. H. Hardy, D. Kirkwood, 
Nathaniel Waies. 

The President of the association will be chosen at the next 
regular meeting of the Board of Directors. 

‘The Secretary reported that arrangements had been made 
at certain ranges for & continuance of the sport at short 
range daring the winter months, yet, with the conclusion of 
the long-range classified match, the principal event of the fall 
season at Walnut Hill, the regular season for 1878 may be 
said to have closed, and the riflemen of Massachusetts may 
contentedly await the spring of 1879, when it is probable a 
revival of the sport will occur commensurate with the progress 
that has been made this year. ‘The erection of winter sheds 
for the protection of marksmen at those ranges is not the 
least of the improvements that have been made, and marks 
an era in the annals of rifle practice in this Stale, which, with 
the consequent appreciation shown by the increased attend- 
ance On ‘short ranse” days, indicates 9 more decided interest 
than has been apparent in former years. That the number of 
entries, in all Classes of competitions at the leading ranges in 
the vicinity of Boston this year, has exceeded previous 
records, is undoubtedly true, with, perhaps, one or two 
trifling exceptions. The membership, too, of the several 
associations has been largely augmented by the admission of 
new aspirants for rifle honors, and this and the preceding re- 
mark may be generally applied to rifie organizationa through- 
out the State. Unquestionably, more popular interest 
attaches to the sport in Massachusetts than ever before, and 
the time is probably not far distant when it will have taken 
the position accorded to if in other States. The poor figure 
cut by the Massachusetts military teaniat Creedmoor last fall, 
where they had nearly everything to contend with in a want of 
proper assistance and encouragement, their preliminary prac- 
ict having been conducted spasmodically under many draw- 
backs, attributable to improper supervision and management, 
contrasted with the marksmanship of the New York, Con- 
necticut and other State teams arrayed against them, would 
seem to demand that a more liberal policy should be pursued 
in the future, ‘he amateurs of Massuchusetts having attained 
s0 high a degree of proficiency as has been evinced this year, 
it is but proper that the military should hold, at least, pro- 
portionate rank in rifle practice with that of other States. 

——_»— +@4—~ 

OFF-HAND POSITIONS. 

Horror Forrest AnD STREAM: 
Relerring to the article on off-hand shooting in your issue 

of Jan. 9, if would seem that doctors disagree; for while 
“WwW. H. J.” thinks the off-hand position, ‘* with lett or fire 
elbow clear from the body,” is at a disadvantage as com- 
pared with what he calls the “‘ hip position,” Judge Gilder- 
sleeve, in his pamphlet on ‘Rifles and Marksmanship,” 
holds the contrary opinion. He says: ‘‘Some men of pecu- 
liar conformation can shoot in no other way; but there is 
hardly any man who, if he will assiduously practice the 
regular position (the left elbow clear from body), will not 
find that he skoots better forit inthe end. ‘The left hand 
well ont controls the piece better, and if if cannot be held so 
long, that is rather an advantage as tending to encourage 
guvkaim, The German position (the elbow to side posi- 
tion is meant), is undoubtedly very attractive for beginners, 
as if seems to tire the left arm less than the regular position, 
but when the latter is well mastered, in my own experience 
it has been found the best for off-hand shooting.” 

So much for the question of advantage to be derived by 
those using the ‘“‘hip” position. In regard to the position 
itself, it seems to me that the word hip is a misnomer. 
When using the twelve or fifteen pound target rifle, witha 
short strut and knob under the stock to be grasped by the 
left hand, itis common to rest the left elbow on the hip, but 
with a ten pound rifle, under Creedmoor rules, the strut and 
knob cannot be used, and it would be an uncommon thing 
to see a4 marksman with such a piece resting the elbow onthe 
hip. On the contrary, the height to which the left elbow is 
raised is not much different from what it is in the regular 
military position, The diiference is that the elbow is hugged 
close to the body instead of clear from it, and the left hand 
grasps the piece nearer the puard. 
Now, while from a military point of view, we may be 

ready to admit that the regular position is more erect, and 
therefore more preferable on drill; yet, when we come to 
actual shooting, it is efficiency we want before alniost every- 
thing else, Consequently if there is anything in the forma- 
tion of the man, or in any other Circumstance, whereby he 
can do better work in off-hand shooting by resting the left 
elbow against the body, why not let him do it? Why 
should off-hand differ from long-rage shooting in allowing 
such individual preference ? 
Artemus Ward once said, in extenuation of some humor- 

ous semarks in an article of his for ‘‘ Vanity Fair," that he 
thought a joke or two would improye a comic paper. So I 
svould reniark that if there is any reasonable position that 
syill improve the marksmanship of the militia, as a whole, 
14 this country, do let them have it, So far as it relates to 
marksmen outside of the militia, it would seem unfair to 
make a rule restricting them to aby oue position in off-hand 
shooling, Ifa rifleman had learned to shoot in the regular 
position, and could shoot better so, he would lave just 
cause for indignation, were the N. R. A. to make a rule 
obliging him to shoot with elbow close to the body. The 
converse of this proposition would be equally true, Lap- 
prehend thatthe danger of competing on unequal terms 
in short or long-range shooting will not spring from differ— 
ences in position so much as from the necessity which com- Beppenfeldt Rifle Club has challenged the New York City . 

pels amateurs (if they would enter the lists af all), to con. 
tend against professionul or semi-professional riflemen. 

Kern. 
One of a party of gentlemen who do considerable off-hand 

shooting in Burlington, Vt., writes on this subject: 
In regard to off-hand shooting we agree with the captain 

of the American ‘Leam, thinking, of conrse, that the opinion 
of such aman ought to bear some weight in such matters,that 
to shoot off-hand the shooter should stand erect, tips of 
fingers of forehand at least six inches forward of trigger- 
guard, and elbow of forearm free tind clear of body. We 
should be inclined to eall all other positions without artifi— 
cial resis second-class off-hand shooting, and join in saying, 
Give us a rule, a rule. 

SS ee 

THAT PARTELLO SCORE. 

Horror Fors snp Stream : 
Noticing the record of Messrs. Partello’s and Burnside’s 

scores in your last issue, 1 am Jed to remark that such a 
wonderful exploit should not be passed by without a more 
extended notice. Let us compare it with our Creedmoor 
record. Three hundred yatd matches have been shot there 
for many seasons, and 43 in the possible 40 is the highest on 
record. Mr. Partello makes 49 in the first ten shots, some- 
thing never yet accomplished in a match eyen atthe 200 
yards range at Creedmoor. Mr. Partello’s record for ten 
shots in the champion match; 200 yards stage, being 38 in 
possible 50, it shows how wonderful must have been his im- 
provement since the fall meeting of the N. R. A. The 
Horust anpD SrreaM says, ‘‘ With his usual range rifle,” 
another paper says, *'Witha rifle of 40 cal.” Would it not be 
more satisfactory to the riflemen at large lo give the partic- 
ulars of a performance from the shoulder that can hardly 
be excelled with the Creedmoor Jong range rifles; in fact, 
a friend of mine that has had a great deal of experience at 
Creedmoor offered to wager with me, or any one else, fifty 
dollars that, wilhout sighting shots, 97 in possible 100 could 
not be made with a long-rauge Creedmoor rifle, lying-down 
position, 300 yards range, at Creedmoor. I wish some of 
our experts at long-range would take my friend up and 
prove to him that Mr. Partello’s score is not an impossibility. 

Rirteman, 

Boston— Walnut Hill, Jam, 18.—A warm day and an over- 
cash sky drew cut a good company of marksmen. The May- 
nard match was the contest of the day, and in this there were 
fifty-seven entries, the leading scores running : 
W TLOHGKAOM cto vcsbe. ccexpeceseseeyek 2 85 bode ae G45 
J Wewyss, Jr.. + 4555 ¢4 6 4 5 4-45 
FA Brown 3445 456 5 4 541 
JB Parker 5 G63 445 4 4 §—44 
HL Lee 466 5 $8 56 4 3 424 
H Vyler 244446 4 4 4 5-43 
JW Frye... 456 44 4 4 4 4—44 
EB Souther. 64445 6 5 ¥ 5-428 
LSaunders,.- 4444444 4 5-41 
Col N Wales..s....7 2... 44465 45 4 4 3-46 
Pe Wa CH GD Se sci o losgut se nce bees B35 44 3 4 4 4 4-38 
W Atthor Po ighesseseieecenent & 4 Baad gs Bei a7 

Mamuors Ririe Gatrery.—The regular monthly shoot 
for January has shown some excellent averaze work. Out of 
a possible 40, in eight rounds, the scores stood : 
PM Harris cuswescicesssc2e0i6s87 Geo T ROCKWEM ...secseeneeee 
DIF Small Fee 36 Amos L Moore... 

33. LW Blake 

Geo E Everett 
Everett Clark, 
E K Knowles. 

HA Drisuoll.. 

Coxnzoriour Rive Assooratioy.—The Connecticut State 
Rifle Association met in annual session at Hartford on the 
afternoon of January 15. The election of officers resulted in 
the following very excellent choice for the year 1879: Presi- 
dent, General J, R. Hawley, Hartford; Vice-President, O. 
Vincent Coffin, Middletown ; Secretary and Treasurer, Wm. 
Parker, New Britain; Executive Committee, 8. A. Hubbard, 
Hartford; Thomas F. Plunkett, Manchester; ©. 8. Davidson, 
Harttord; J. L. Woodbridge, Manchester; William Parker, 
New Britain; Colonel C, P, Graham, Middletown; W. L. 
Palmer, Cromwell. Mr. Parker accepted the post of secre- 
tary on the understanding that the routine work on the range 
was to be performed by assistants as heretofore. In the report 
for the past year that officer made a review of the rifle work 
done, showing a pleasant»and successful season, the report 
closing by saying: “From the exhibit of receipts for entrance 
fees, etc., it will be seen that the range has been liberally 
patronized during the season, and the practice thereby ob- 
tained will teil in increased proficiency during the coming 
ear. If we could add to this report properly collected data 

of military practice in 1878, culminating in the matches with 
the Second Regiment for the Creedmoor prizes, I doubt not 
that we should find the standard of excellence in military rifle 
practice greatly increased ulso. * * * On the whole, the 
association may congratulate itself on the success of its efforts 
for the year. Jt is hoped that the interest in this gentlemanly 
ind beautiful exercise of rifle shooting will not be allowed to 
diminish in 1879.” It was determined to open long-range, 
mid-range, military and all-comers matches for the season of 
1879, leaving details to the Executive Commiitee, as in 
previous years. Special arrangements will also be made for 
gluss ball shooting next season. Members and gentlemen 
present testified to the benefits to health which had re- 
sulted from their rifle practice, it giving them just the kind 
of out-door exercise they needed. ‘They are principally gen- 
Ulemen whose oceupations keep them in-doors, and who have 
taken up the rifle practice as a means of recreation. 

Consxoticur—Collinsville, Jan. 9.—The following scores 
were made at the revular meeting of the Canton Rod and Qun 
Club to-day ; 200 yards off-hand : 

Mass, Creed, 
JD Markg.......<.-103 

Hull....... --- LUO 
J H Bidwell,......4 50) 

Sepranrecbr RirLe Oruz—Headquarters, 177 Bowery, 
N. Y., January 11; Creedmoor rules ; possible 50 : 
Ed HOUAMAUN. .. eee seer enweeedS TOWN Retms s+. .peecnsenes ee se eee 46 
Aug Groneverg..... Fi -2--:-43 J McCoy... 43 
OS Garrigon ...). 4... -..48 L Bachmann... --43 
W Seppenteldt,..... ..46 John Ghambers..... +43 
Johu Schurz....... ..4i EB Dougiass..... reer (1) 
Pp Brenoan,... =,-40 Chl Laing. .s.<e-- sehigakae sah 
J W Adams... +--45 O Decker.....0+-- «13 aea45 0608 
GC Walerg... eeett J Hongland.... 20... ce aecewe enn ST 
G@ >trassner......., $eeatee caret GO MABUPE tins sceae tees pe Seen 
Max Kerns sceses.--.s--- ounwenad5 

‘ae 

‘Sctenetzen Oompa to.shoot e mateh ae an eal ery inthe 
a ve . Woissone. 

January 20.—Tenth Police Precinct Second Platoon Rifle 
Team, at Seppepfeldt’s Gallery, 177 Bowery ; 20 yards re- 
duced; possible 60 points : 
Pat Brenbans...,,.-.ss-ss.en.5.-44 Frank Fucha..........-2-.4.-.- 4) 
JJ Creed,......,.., ts+eeee-d4 MJobuston ... Pe ret 
D Ryan..... «42 OW Stutt-... 1.) Be 
John Maher. #9885 B Kates l icy eevee apeaueee So) 
TOLD HACRETLY casenececscrecaee aa" (Ones. sol. £0e 1 aah es peed 

J. J, Crnep, Secretary. 

Zertcer Rite Gatrery—Weekly shoot January 7; point 
target ; ten shofs; possible 30 ; 
OY BeKngels-eks cll y issn meee 22 G A Shurmany.....-c+-seeeseeee- 18 
( G Zattler....00-- -21 Li Bewtse........5 cectabons prac 
P Feoning...... -20 D Culhane..... oheaigeeenesre 
W M Farrow... fo 15 
(} Judson. o UT, MeL Hip pe oo sey aeleen edd 14 
H Oehl, 17 KR Zimmerman, old 
D Milier le F heyles,.. ld 

Cuanpron Ganitery Snoor—lVew York, January 20,— Editor 
Horestand Stream: A match will take place at Zettler's Gallery, 
207 Bowery, for the championship of the United States, open to 
all comers, entrance fee $5,100 shots per man, ll entries 
must be made on or before February 11, 1879; the match 
will commence Monday, February 17, 1879. The man mak 
ing the highest score will receive the champion medal. Con- 
ditions : Four competitors will shoot on each evening until 
close of the match. fille, .22-cal., 8 lb, pull: each com- 
petitor is allowed to bring his own rifle or use those at the 
gallery. From every entry #2 wil) so toward the medal, $1 
toward the second and third prizes, #2 toward ammunition 
and targets. Wor further information call at Zettler’s Gallery. 

Cc, G. & B. Zerrrer, 

Poxirican Rirtemzn.—On the evening of January 15 a 
very pleasant cUntest Game off at} Hellwig’s Gallery for the 
championship of the Fifth Senatorical District, between two 
teams from different Assembly Districts. (ol. EB. Gilon, of 
the Ninth Assembly District, was challenged by Col. John K. 
Perley, of the Seventh Assembly District, to produce a team 
of eight men to shoot for a championship badge at the aboye 
place under the following stipulations: Twenty shots per man, 
at Creedmoor targets reduced for distance; ren at 200 yards 
standing, and ten at 500 yards; position any ; possible 100 
points each; under N. R. A. rules; Mr. A, G. Hellwig, referee. 
A badge was provided for the winning team; also, a gold: 
medal for the best individual score, and a chromo for the 
poorest score. Col. Gilon’s team won the event easily, 
Alderman Kavanagh the gold medal, who acknowledged it in 
an aldermanic speech, and last, but not least, Col, Perley 
presented the cromo to Mr. J. Reily, of his team, who scored 
56 pointe : 

Ninth Assembly District Team. 

500 yards, Totals 
az ol 
a6 90 
43 ST 
42 od 
36 82 
29 £0 
33 su 
88 (s—b7L 

Seventh Assembly District Team. 
woods a1 4 

4) oI 
46 og 
43 $2 
ry SL 
a0 ‘7a 

- 39 iv 
Jas Reuy...-.. 1... ee eeee 23 56—626 

Empire Cirus--New York Oity.—The first competition for 
a badge presented by the Vice-President of the clu was shot 
at Hartung’s Range, Morrisania, ten shots, off-hand, 10 lbs. 
rifle, 3 1b, pull, 200 yards, at German ring target, was held on 
the 8th ins}, D. F. Davids, with 139, was tbe winner on the 
15, On the second shoot the leading scores were: N. DD. 
Ward, 170; F. H. Holton, 165; J. W, Todd, 163; D, F. 
Davids, 156. 

THose CuroaGo Soorgs.—Hdilor Morest and Stream * Chii- 
cago must haye been very much excited over the very good 
shooting of her gallery champions, Lyman and Kellogg, so 
much so that it seems to have forgotten that we here have 
been doing something in the shooting line, too. “ Lu” 
thinks that Lyman's average of 47 9-10 and Kelloge’s average 
of 47 4-10 will beat any ** two members of Sone’s team.” OG 
and K. fired at 75 yards, 10 scores, while if he will look 
back a week in the Forzst AND SyReam and notice that in 
the selection of Our team,in 12 scores at 33 yards Lhe average 
of Capt. L. Y. Sone was 48, and that of 6. W. Sibley was 
474, so we are 4 little ahead yet. Chicago must ‘‘ pick her 
Hint” and try again. Let her come on and try her skill or 
luck in the Forest anp Sregam Tournament. 

NV. ¥. Rifle Club. A Soxz Man, 

Mronican—Hast Saginaw.—At a meeting of the East Sagi- 
naw Amateur Rifle Club, held on the 10th mmst,, the follow- 
ing officers were elected for 1879: W. J. Shaw, Captain; J. 
H. Howry, Secretary; C. C. Yawkey, Treasurer. ‘She tenth 
weekly practice at 200 yard target reduced ; possble 5v, 
Score : 
Captain W A Shaw 55 45 5 4 4 4 3—4t 
CC Yuwkey,.--.. 468 8 6 45 6 4 fas 
R F vorbyn..... 4482448444 4-83 
Ht Hamilton 344444 4 5 d—x7 
Ol ED Wig roca ip ne pales einipia's «ain s pave == 624483 4 8 4 3-36 

Tn shooting off the tie for the club medal between Shaw 
and Yawkey, Yawkey made 61 and Shaw 60 out of a possible 
76, J. H. Howry, Sec. 

A Lrrttz More Recom—EHditor Forest and Stream: In 
your issue of the 9th inst. is an article headed, *‘A fool and 
a Guo.” ‘The acts mentioned were certainly very fool-hardy, 
but we have already learned from it one valuable lesson with 
reference to the strength and safety of breech-action, the 
Ballard in particular ; anil may we not learn another lesson, 
or at Jeast something about another, viz.: recoil? With the 

{hope of doing so, 1 would ask A. Buttles Smith, first, 
Whether there was any recoil with the first experiment, and 
if so, when did it occur; at the time the powder burned or at 
the time the breech was opened ? second, Whether there was 
any recoil at the time of the other experiment, when four 
drs. of powder were burned in addition to the powder in 
the cartridge, and if so, at what time and in what directi n? 
I think the man who was cool enough to fire that rifle, as 
indicated, ought to be able to answer these questions intelli- 
gently, and thus assist in settling that recoil aa 

Grand Rapids, Mich. OL 



— Te — ee rns. a+ 

Anovr TH Patma.—Boston, Jan. §.—I notice in one of 
Bil a aa that a member of last year’s teani—Mr. 
rice—says ‘* that the team of '77 does nut know where the 

Pulma is in the same sense as that of the team of 1978.” If 
think Mr. Bruce is mistnken ; for Lie tropliy was presented 
to the team of "77 at Gilmore's Garden ; and, furthermore, 
the consent of the team was obtained before Tiffany sent it 
to Paris. Mr. Bruce was secretary of the meeting of ihe 
team held in his office. When the request of Tiffany was 
referred by the N. R. A. to the team Captain Weber wis 
chosen to take the personal custody of the trophy upon the 
death of Gen. Dakin, and the sense of the team was that no 
member could resign his responsibility or trust, It was 
néver expected that the team was to possess the trophy in 
the sense of having it in their rooms or to take it about upon | 
their shoulders. It was understood that the presentation 
wiis a form, as Palma ig simply asymbol; rob it of its halo 
and whatisit! WRiflemen are gentlemen, aud if they are to 
be trusted as such when everything is at stake, is their 
honor worth nothing after the victory ? When the N. R. 
A. call for rifiemen to come forward and protect the Palma, 
do they not require of the gentlemen references thal they 
ate good and true men? If they prove themselves to be 
Such, let the N. R. A. treat them accordingly. Tifiemen 
have the honor of the trophy as much at heart as the N. R- 
A., and have proved it, and they now come forward and 
five their time and money to susiainit when the N. R. A. 
Was it a sorasiraight. The N. R. A. would be nothing 
without the riflemen of America, bul the head of the State 
military practice of New York and the riflemen could do 
nothipg in the great international matches without the head. 
Then Jet each work for the good of the other, and the dis- 
trust (hat was expressed by the change proposed in the orig- 
ina! conditions of the international match Jast September, 
and sprung upon the team at the last moment, will be elim- 
inated {rom owe National Rifle Association, and we will 
all work 1m real earnest for the best good of rifle practice in 
America. HH. J. 

ee 

AGCURACY OF EXPRESS RIFLES, 

Paurucker, BR. L., Dec, 20, 1873. 
Eprror Forrest anp Stream: 

Thavié become somewhat interested of late, throngh reading the 

Tumerons conimonicekious in your paper, on the subjectof Hzpress 

rifles, by which I yuderstaud a rifle hayiug the Benry sy-tem ofrifiing 

ani using an excessive charge of strong powder, with a comparatively 

ight hollow-pointed ball. Now, while I have observed a good deal suid 

bout the straightness of the trajectory of such rifles, I have seen little 

to enlighten me as to their comparative accurdey Iyery one will ad- 
Mit the great advantage of a straight trajectory Tov sporting pnrposes, 

if it can be obtained without impairing avcurary; but if that has lo be 

Bacriiced lo auy great extent, then ohe had better attempt to calculate 
elsyation than to guess in whith direction his eccentric Express ballet’ 

is likely to Ny, and attempt to aim accordingly. 

My observation his led me to believe that in g amall bore rifle, say not 
Over 46-cal., 2 powder charge of one grain to five grains of lead is the 

MHEX|nim Wat can be used without impuwiring Accuracy. I haye # rifie 
grooved on the Henry system, with which | have grouped ten conseaii- 

diye shots in a tres-ineh ring at 200 yards, with a large of 110 grains 

powder, 650 gralns bullet. With the same charge of powder, anil an 

HxXpress bullet of about 275 grains, the group of ten shots required & 

oircle of twenty-eight inches to cover them, 
Tshould iike to know the experience of other riflemen who have 

tested tha Express principlé carefudy. What woold be desirable to 
Imow is what diameter of circle would be required to cover ten or more 

consecutive shots, fired from rest, at say 20) yards, sighting every time 
—the same as near as possible. 

Tt frequentiy happens in testing rifies that a few shots will group 
handsomely together, then one or more wil! diverge considerably, It 

ts ailvisable, therafore) to fire not lesa than ten slots to find the ex- 

irems divergence likely tooccnor IT take no stock In the “compressed 

hit? theory of the explosive qualities of Express bullets. 
There is not suifivient volume of air to cause any explosion. Holjow- 

pointed bullets will undoubtedly turn inside oft and break in pieces 

somewhat on striking an object, but if is du2 to the resistance and 

friction offered to the forward part, which causes solid butt to telescope, 
nod the hollow fcrward part turning outward. This is undoubtedly of 
advantage in killlag large game, as the Shock communicated must be 

yery fauch preater, 

If the Express principle does not impair atcuracy to ton great an ex- 
tent, itis nndoubtedly the best yet devised for sporting purposes. T 

Shall be glad to learn that others have obtained better resulta iu the ap- 
llvation of this principle than I have been able to obtain ihus far, 

Yours faitufully, FP. J, Rausere. 

Ghe Zennel. 
DR STABLES ON CANINE MATTERS IN 

ENGLAND, 

Epiror Forrst AnD STREAM: 
How fare you in America ip the canine world. Here in 

England we are all at sixes and sevens, logger-heads, daggers 
drawn, or any other mild form of expression yon think might 
represent the state of affairs. Ab! but some of us would cut 
each otber’s throats on the sly: don’t we love each other just, 
and don’t we fly into each other’s arms, and don’t we weep tears 
of joy down each other’s backs when we meet. You see we 
refer this form of embrace to any other, because it effectual- 
fy conceals the onions so carefully hidden in the cuffs of our 
coats, 

‘There have been several base attempts at murder here late- 
ly. For instance, they—that is we, of course—haye been 
trying to kill poor too honest old Kingdon of Colyton for the 
last five years, but Kingtlon lives. The weapons they—that 
means we—use¢ are plentiful abuse when his back is turned, 
and plentifui libations of Champagne when he comes smiling, 
es he always does, to the fore. But, Lord bless your honest 
soul, Kingdon doesn’t mind it. Hesurvives, [tell you. Why, 
he even gets fat on it, one more proof of the Darwiniin 
theory of the survival of the fittest. But, look here sir, come 
closer, and lend me your ear. Ahem! the reason I think 
why Kingdon lives is this: He isu gentleman and a scholar, 
hese are synonomous terms, you say. I grant it, but I assure 
you mon ami, there are some among them—?. ¢., us—who 
eouldn’t write a line of fair English if you were to promise 
them—us, you know—a free ticket to the soup kitchen every 
day they—alem! we—lived. _ j 
Now, Mr. Lort is another poor devil against whom a con- 

spiracy to live was got up. But Lort isn’t Keats. ‘The poor 
devil exists, smiles, eats and can go to bed ab night without 
half a gallon of hot Scotch in his stomach. I gay, though, 

wasn't Somebody nicely and neatly howled over the other 

wretch who causes his henchman to wrile under a ro dé 
plume the venom, el¢., he himself had not the munliness Lo in- 
dite. 1 tell you, éir, that effusion on its arrival at a certain 
editorial office found its way into Balaain basket with sur- 
prising telerity. 

Talking about annonymous signatures, do you Yanks use 
that style of going 10 work? TE hot, let me recommend it to 
your notice, The man you dined and drank wine with last 
night don’t know who ealls him a foo! and an ass (English 
terms of endesryrent) in this morning's paper if you sign your- 
self Karaktakuss instead of plain Peter Robertson, ind you 
can meet tim with a calm, unrufiled countenance, and get in- 
yited to dinner igain, which is more pleasant than a ¢>w- 
hiding, 

Sball L tell you how we review books in this country and 
call it honest crilicism. Well, then, 1 could, but I won’t this 
journey, because in the last glaring case of the kind an ex- 
planation was given, which 1am bound to respect, until the 
like thing happens again. Bye and bye perbaps I'll put you 
up to lots of wrinkles in unjust journalism. But here is ove 
which [must tell you now as you may find it come in handy- 
To wit: If (first if) thine enemy—eall him friend if you 

choose—has written a book, and if (No. 2) that. volume is 
likely to become an authority, and if (if 3d) you wish to Lave 
4 stab in the dark af it, and if (4th and last) you happen to be 
the man who answers the queries, then here is how to man- 
age it: Wrile a query yourself undera nom de plume and sign 
the answer Bd, ‘Thusly; 

(). Gan you or any of the numerous readers of your yalu- 
able journal recommend a good book onthe dog? Ihave 
waded through Admiral Seot’s work, but it seems full of 
errors, and I do not think the author knows a dog from a 
donkey. lenoramus. 

Ans, ‘There is sueh a work as you need preparing at the 
office of this journal. We fully agree with you in your esti- 
mate of Hoth the Admiral and his book. 
By the way, 2 certain clique here, whose bones if may bs 

ty unpleasant duty to lay bare another day, has started a 
new paper (buttermen, bless them!) with the intention of set- 
ting the Thames on fire all the way to Sheerness. Perhaps 
it wou't, though, But heve is where the laugh comes in, and 
the pity too. Because its worthy editor once attempted a 
joke at a bacchbanalian party of mixed sex, and because it 
seemed to take—every one being half seas over—he, the per- 
pstrator, has gone in for wit wholesale. He gets the London 
Figaro and the San Francisco JVevsletter by heart every week, 
and when he sits down to his desk he puts his fect in mustard 
and water—that tickles him—ties a wet sheet around his 
temples, rubs his face with buttermilk, and begins. But it 
won't do; a mistaken ayocation. But I ean tell you one 
thing, sir, his atilacks upon your humble servant do make one 
langh. When I sit down to peruse this editor’s jokes 1 have 
lo get aseryaut to steady the chair, lest with backward, cac- 
chination-prompted spring I break my neck, and to order my 
own private piper to play all the while the most heartrending 
and doleful airs, else these sides of mine would simply split, 
That's all. j 

Such is life in the canine world. 
By the way, here’s a good joke—but no; I won't tell it to 

you to-day. Yet I could make you Jaugh, Never mind; 
don’t ery; be good, shun vice and Pll give you all the fun of 
the fair, you bet. Thine, 

Gorpon Srazies, M. D. R. N. 
B.S. I declare! I've been and gone and signed my name, 

and J really meant fo have taken shelter under a nick, But 
down it is, down to it I'l) stick. 

Luyford, Berks, ting., Lec, 30, 1878. 
eo 

A PENNSYLVANIA FOX HUNT, 

West Curster, Pa., Jan. 16, 1879. 
Epiror Fornsr anp Srrran: 

It has become the annual custom fer the fox-hunting or- 
ganizations in this section of the country to hold a meet at 
West Chester some time during the hunting season, and as 
this brings together quite a number of gentlenien whose inter- 
ests are of a mutual nature as regards fox hunting, the result 
has always been that satisfactory and enjoyable reunions 
have taken place. 

The well-known Rose Tree Hunting Club, which has its 
headquarters near the city of Philadelphia, and which in- 
cludes guch prominent sportsmen as the venerable Fairman 
Rogers, H. Hiedekoper, Drs. Harte, Sushe, of Philadelphia, 
and H. E. Saulnier, formerly of New York, but now a resi- 
dent of Delaware County, and many other gentlemen well 
Known to fame in the sporting field ; and it is natural that it 
should take the various clubs which conyene here on this oc- 
casion. 
The members of the Rose Tree Club are all uniformed in 

the regulation English style, hold monthly meetings for busi- 
ness, when a club supper is always partaken of, and ride 
sleek glossy hunters whose leaping qualities bring them fre- 
quently into prominence as successful competitors in hurdle 
races. When these gentlemen arriye in our quiet town on 
the day préyious to the one selected for the hunt to come off, 
great excitement prevails in the more juvenile portion of the 
community, and their scarlet uniforms, staunchly built fox- 
hounds and handsome horses, led by their attendants, the 
cynosure of admiring eyes, and our more soberly attired local 
hunters sink into insignificance for the time being. 

The hunt which took place here on Tuesday and Wedues- 
day was participated in by this club, the West Chester Ulub, 
and delegations from various other fox-hunting organizations, 
whose headquarters extended from the Brandywine to Thorn- 
bury. The Rose Tree pack of fox-hounds, those belonging 
to Jefferson Shaner, of West Chester, which were awarded u 
medal at the Centennial, the pack of Jesse Hickman, Thorn- 
bury, together with numerous stragglers brought in from here 
and there, made an aggregate whose numbers promised dis- 
iruction to any fox whose temerity would induce him to 
venture forth when they were abroad, 

The townships included under the comprehensive title of 
Goshen furnished the scene of the first day’s hunt, and as the 
dogs streamed through the streets at early dawn, followed by 
three score and ten horsemen all bravely equipped and 
mounted, it was a sight glorious to behold and calculated to 
make the blood boil with the yigor of youth in the veins of 
velerans of the chase, whose halting feet brought them to 
their doors to gaze as others bad gazed on them in days of 
ore. 
But little (ime was lost in starting a fox, and a cloudy day 

with the wind in a propitious quarter, presented every indi- 
cation that the occasion should be one such as rarely experi- 
enced eyen by the most successful fox hunters; but alas, thie 
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hopes of all are sometimes fated to disappointment, and after 
day in the Lort business? T for one can't help pilying a | a tedious and baffling run of about a dozen miles, during’ » 

which time the fox was seen several times to seat himself on 
hill tops to await the drawing nigh of the pack, a diversion 
was caused by a beggarly half-dozen of dogs belonging to 
another hunt crossing the treil and so losing the fox to ihe 
hunters from West Chester, who endeavored without success 
to start other foxes, hut were finally compelled at the close of 
the day to return to town with the hopes of better luck on the 
morro W. : 

This disappointment was partly compensated for by a ban- 
queti which ihe West Chester Clnh had prepared for their 
visitors, and the supper hour was pleasantly passed by the 
fired huntersin feasting, speeches and songs, their couches 
being sought atan early hour thot they might be aniply pre- 
pared for the fatigues of the next day. 

The daybreak of Wednesday found them again in the sad- 
dle with fresh reinforcements of men and dogs, the Brandy- 
wine hills being made the objective point this time, the his- 
toric fields of Birmingham soon furnishing a fox, which for 
trickery and aility is said to have equalled if vot surpassed 
the original cause of all earthly trouble. 

Slipping under the fence from one side to the other, he 
baffled the good intentions of the hounds in a manner yery 
annoying to even the best natured, and affer leading the field a 
tiresome hunt, finally left them in the yicinily of Ghad’s Pord, 
after which nothing further was seen of any representatives of 
the Reynard family. 
The combination having been so unsuccessful then dis- 

solved partnership, the different divisions returning to their 
respective places of abode with the hope that at their next 
annual meeting the Fatesshould be more propitious and the 
foxes more unsuspecting. Esounarrus. 

++, 

CANINE OVARIATOMY, 

Artroa, N. Y., Dec. 29, 1878, 
Epirorn Forgst anp STREAM: 

I have been very much interested in the various’ articles 

which have appeared in your journal relative to canine sur- 

gery, and particularly oyarintomy; and while I appreciate 

the necessity for a “* canine surgeon” standing upon his pro- 

fessional dignity in all matters surgical, medical, or pertaining 

to his profession, still it seems Lo me that this matter isa very 
simple one and seldom attended with danger. When we re- 
member the mutilations which dogs undergo for scientific 
purposes, and the almost invariable and rapid recoveries 
which they make, 1am led to remark that the operation of 

ovariatomy. is quite simple and requires but little anatomical 
or surgical knowledge. If you are not familiar with canine. 
surgery, or aré im doubt as to the truth of my statement, 

please call at the physiological Jaboratory of Prof. Flint, Jr., 
at Bellevue Hospital, witness a few operations on the doctor's 

pets, and you will be surprised that dogs can be literally dis- 
sected alive and yet in » few days he entirely well. The 

great plasticity of the blood, the readiness and rapidity with 
which clots will form in the wounds, and the rapid organiza- 

tion of this new material, is a fact well known to scientifie 
men, ‘The cat, rat, wolf, fox and lower order of quadrupeds 
generally, bear operations well. The shock is slight, and if 

the patient be brought well under the influence of an anes 

thetic, so as to prevent strugeling and injury to contizuous 
parts, there is no reason why any intelligent person cannot 
perform the operation suecessfully. I haye removed one of 

the kidneys ftom a dog, and in a few days ile dog was per- 
fectly well. J have cut. down upen the stomach, introduced 
a silver cauula Into the stomach, broughrt the canula through 
the external opening, and in a week the dog was well: and 
with a fistulous opening into the stomach I have removed the 
ealire spleen, with no other effect than to vive the animal a 
Tayenous appetite, or perhaps an unusual furocity of disposi- 
tion. I have performed many operations on the lower ani- 
mals for experimental purposes, and I never have killed bug 
one pup, and he died from strangulation through the caveless- 
ness of my assistant, Long ycdars ago, before I acquired 
any anatomical knowledge of the relation of the diferent 
organs in the pelvis of the dog, or had in any way familiar— 
ived myself with the surgical relations of the various parts. 
I was taught by an old English gentleman how to remove the 
ovary, and I have followed his directions ever since. Tr Ig 
true that we killed a young bitch to verify the truth of the 
old gentleman's statement, but it was nota necessary proce- 
dure. I will give the opinion as demonstrated to me, and J 
will youch for the fact that Inever haye been disappointed in 
the result. First, bring the bitch well under the influence of 
ether; then place her on her back; then spread wide the 
thighs and introduce a large blunt-pointed, curved wire probe 
into the vagina; carry the probe backward and upward to-~ 
ward the merial line, and feel the point of fhe probe about 
two inches above the pubis, then place the finger firmly on 
the point of the probe; now make an incision Uirough the 
abdominal parietes abont one inch and a kalt Jong, and cut; 
down upon the point of a probe; pass the probe through the 
opening and you will find a V-shaped tube projecting; the 
probe is in the lower part of the Y, which is the vagina of 
the bitch. ‘The two lines which pass upward to form the 
upper part of the Y are the fallopian tuhes, and lead directly 
to the ovaries. Seize these tubes, pull them out slizhtly, pass 
a small wire hook into the cavity of the abdomen and around 
the fallopian tube ; follow the tbe lo the ovary, vive the hook 
a twist, and the ovary will be torn from its attachment and 
an then be drawnaway. Follow the same plan with the other 
fallapian tube and ovary. When both tubes and ovaries are- 
out of the abdominal cavity, draw slightly on the yacina and 
cutitoff. Bring the edges of the wound together, make the edges fit locsely, and hold by four or five sutures passed 
through and through, Chain up and muzzle the bitch to pre- 
vent her pulling out the sutures and possibly producing a 
hernia. In a week she will be entirely well, have per- 
formed this operation frequently, and Nave followed in detail 
just as I have givenabove. It is simple, devoid of technicali- 
ties, and any person who ‘will intelligently follow my direc- 
lions will be able to operate sucnessfully. “These are fnatiers 
Mr, Eiitor, in which [ tale mueh interest, aucl as time, int 
clination and opportuniiy presenta, I will look over my Wwell- 
filled, well-kept: record, and if C should find them in subjecte of sufficient interest, I will gladly give them to the public 
through the medium of Worker anp Srream, : 

Oaninely yours, ArTiotvs, 
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THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

HE Pittsburgh Dog Show, January 13 to the 15th inalu- 
sive, held under the auspices of the Western Pennsy]- 

vania Poultry Society, opened with a total of 116 entries in 
all classes. Nearly all varieties of sporting and non-sporting 
dogs were represented. The natiye English setter doy and 
puppy Classes were the largest and best. The latter was con- 
sidered 1o have been superior to any similar class of last year’s 
occurrences, The premiums offered by the society in all 
classes were the same—§6 to first, $3 to second and $2 to 
third, The following are the awards: 
Imported English Setters, Dogs—George F. McLean’s 

American Ranger, first (only entry); bitches, Paul Hucke's 
Dimple first, George . McLean's White Star second (only 
entries). _ 
Natye English Setters, Dogs—J. Von Lengerke & Bro.’s 

Jersey Duke first, and special cash premium of $20 and p10 
tor best setter, and for hest native English setter from Pitts- 
burgh Sportsmen’s Association, and from Dr, H. H, Hostet- 
ter; also Parker gun, value $75, from J. Bowen & Son, for 
best setter; and hunting suit, value $25, from J. J, Snellen- 
burp, for best native Hnglish setter, J, J. Snellenburg’s 
Thunder second, and gpecial Cash premium of $10 from Pitts- 
burg Sportsmen’s Association for second best setter; also 
Clark & Sneider gun, yalue 350, from J. Palmer, O'Neil & 
Oo., for best native setter that has never taken a premium ; 
L. Giyern’s puppy third. Bitches, Philip Wolfender's Vixen 
first and cash special of $5 from 8. George, Jr., for best 
native Hnglish setter bitch; J. R. Hayton’s Floss second ; 
Von Longerke & Bro.’s Jersey Fly third. W. H, Mullin’s 
puppy, V.H. C.; D.D. Evans’ puppy, W. H. Mullin’s puppy, 
and T, $8, Kirk’s Dash, H. 0, There were 19 entries in above 

Eh 
ors Setters, Dogs—No entries; bitches, Edward Gregg’s 
Nellie first and cash specials of $10 from Sportsmen’s Asso- 
ciation for best setter bitch, and $5 from Poullry Society for 
best Irish setter bitch; John Waweett’s Kate second; same 
owner's Nell third (only entries). _ ; ; 

Gordon Setters, Dozs—No entries; bitches, L. R. Lind- 
sey’s Nimble first, Charles Illig's Floss second and cash 
special of $5 from Frank Hutchinson for best native Gordon 
setler bitch. The third and final entry in this class not being 
a true specimen, being liver and white, there was no third 
prize awarded. 

Pointers, Dogs—J. J. Snellenburg’s Button first and cash 
special of $10 from Sportsmen’s Association for best pointer ; 
from Poultry Society, for best native pointers, $5; also 
special from W. HE. Hague of silverware to the value of $50 
for the best native pointer that has never taken a premium; 
John Fawcett’s Joe second and cash special of p10 from Pitts- 
burgh Sportsmen's Association for second best pointer; J. J. 
Snellenburg’s Fisk third. Bitches, J. B. Reno's Topsy first 
and cash special of $10 from Sportsmen’s Association for best 
pointer bitch ; G. H, Long's puppy second, Charles Richard- 
son’s Flora (?) third and cash special of $5 from Society for 
pointer bitches. ‘There were seven entries in above Class, 

Native English Setter Puppies—J. B, Reno’s Count Dan 
first and Sportsmen’s Association cash special of $10 for best 
setter puppy; J. R. Steighton’s Floss IL second, same 
owner's Belton LIL. third; same owner's puppy, J. V. Um- 
stell’s puppy, J. VY. Steiner’s puppy, V. H. 0.; W. A. Given's 
puppy, C. £. Clark’s puppy, G. K. Andrews Daisy, H. C. ; 
John Faweett's Dan, Charles Mlig's Rock (7), A. D, Newell's 
Tom, G. K. Andrews’ Dick, O. Fourteen entries. ' 

Jrish Setter Puppies—William A. McIntosh's Biz first (only 

Soe atee Puppies—John Faweett’s Nellie 8. T. first and 
Sportsmen’s Association special of $10 for best pointer puppy, 
same owner's Josie second, T. A, Long’s puppy, third; Chas. 
Tiliv’s puppy, VY. H. C.; J. J. Snellenburg's puppy, H. C.; 
J. 8. Richardson’s puppy, Kk. M. Day’s puppy, C. Seven 

onthe other sporting and non-sporting classes, for detailed 
account of which we have not space, were up to the average. 
The first and second places in the native Hnglish setter class 
were very closely contested between Jersey Duke and ‘Thun- 
derer, and was decided in favor of the best-conditioned dog. 
Among those dogs deserying special mention is an Bnglish 

bull-dog, one of the most amiable (7) animals we ever wit- 
yessed. He came there ina crate, and went away without 
haying been taken out to wak, They wanted a man from 
the interior to take him out to be judged, but he ** didn’t care 
to," he said; “be was‘afraid some of the other dogs might 
get after it and scare it fo death, it looked so timid!” 

There was on exhibition the imported St, Bernard Bruno, 
owned by J. L. Jones, of Pittsburgh. Bruno is of the true 
eolor and form, is au years ahd weighs 143 pounds, and is 

xceedingly handsome animal. 
a then tifere ae an Irish setter entered by Mr. Gregg, of 
Pittsburgh, that ig deserving of notice on account of having, 
we are told, a coat and color that is seldom equaled. This 
dog, Nellie, who was first in her class, has many other good 
points, and no bad ones, winless it were rather too fine a nose. 

Mr. John Dayidson, assisted by Mr. Robert Walker, of 
Mansfield, acted as judges, and as usual gave almost universal 
satisfaction. ‘These gentlemen, where best known, are known 
to be capable of judging correctly, and incapable of willfully 
judging incorrectly, and are therefore appreciated by that 
glass of sportsmen who predominate hereabouts, _ 

‘Your correspondent, who is a stranger here, is indebted to 
the officers of the society and to Messrs, Snellenburg and Da- 
vidaon for kindly assistance in making above report, which 
hag been unwillingly contracted in order to eeonomize valu- 
able apace, A, 
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THE N. A. K. CLUB. 

Sr, Lours, Jan, 18, 1879. 
Forist AND STARIAM ! : f 

ene criticism and the comments by the managing editor 
on the National American Kennel Club are before me. You 

say that ‘ We have been accused by members of the Wy. A. 

KC. ©. of being antagonistic to the Association, and it may not 

be out of place for us here to state our position in the premi- 
ses. In the first place, we will say, that as far as members of 
the club are concerned, or, for'that matter, the club itself, we 
have no antagonistic feeling whatever; aud moreover, when 
we are assured that the club is about to do anything that will 
promote the well-being of all matters pertaining to the dog, 
or that it is able to do go, it will receive our heartiest sup- 

»” 

an far, so good. That is just what one would expect from 

one of the leading sporting papers of tha country. 1 now re- 
ier you to the “objects” of the National American Kennel 
Club, as published in the pamphlet just issused by the N, A. 

Ke. G., contaiping the constitution, by-laws and bench show 
rules. They are as follows: 

ObIROTS OF THE NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB, 
iL. To promote, encourage and improye the breedlug of a superior 

Class of (logs, Aid their exhibition and competiye trial in the Held. 

2. To poblish a Kennel Register or Stud Book for the registratipn of 
Pedigrees, 

3. To adopt Rules aud Regulations for conducting Mell Trials and 
Bench Shows, ynd to promote uniformity ani concert of action among 
local clubs and associations; tus glying us 2 national uniform stand- 
ard of excellence, both at shows and trials, 

Now, judging the club by its objects.as published, doesit, or 
does it. not, lookas if the club ‘‘was about to do anything 
Hae aii promote the well-being of all matters pertaining to 

e og it 

As to its ability to do so, of that, of course, you will judge 
for yourself. But whether the club is able to accomplish all 
its “objects” or not, one would naturally suppose that when 
4m association of inen were making an honest effort to carry 
out the “objects” as set forth, they would receive the 
hearty encouragement and co-operation of every sporting 
paper that was interested in the dog. I know of no onein 
the club who does nof agree with you fully in being “opposed 
to anything that hasfor its ends or aims the furthering of the 
interests Of professional dog-breakers and dog-breeders, as 
against those who breed and keep dogs for amusement only.” 
l have attended the Tennessee State Field Trials for three 
years, and have seen gentlemen, who were not professionals, 
run their dogs and win, and Ineyer have heard a complaint 
that a professional had any advantages over the non-profes- 
sional. 
You object because Mr. Whitford, a ‘ professional,” was 

appointed one of the Committee on Field Trial Rules. You 
will pardon mé, sir, if I tell you the objection comes from 
ignorance. Why, there are not a dozen men mn the United 
States that are fitted by experience at field tials and long 
practice with field dogs, who will give the time and are com: 
petent to draw up a code of field trial rules. They have been 
working on field trial rules in England and changing them for 
the last dozen years, and still they are not satisfied. We have 
used two or three different sets of rules in this country. 
Now, supposing Mr. Whitford to he a man of intelligence, 
and willing to give the time to it, whom could we get better 
than aman who has run dogs in nearly every trial in this 
country, and been a judge at one of them ? 

As to the resemblance between the National Trotting Asso- 
ciation and the N. A. IC C., the only resemblance that I ever 
knew to be claimed or expected will be found, as stated, in 
Section Iil. of the * Objects” as published—z. «., ‘to pro- 
mote uniformity and concert of action among local clubs and 
associations.” ‘Uhatis claimed and enforced by the National 
Trotting Association among its members. It could not be 
enforced if desired by the N. A. K. C., as it is made up of 
individuals and not of clubs and associations. The N. A. 
K. CG. is formed on a basis similar to that of the English Ken- 
nel Club, and was never intended te be an association of 
clubs. It was formed for the purposes set forth in the ‘*Ob- 
jects ” as published, and I presume that you, Mr. Editor, do 
not question the merits of those objects, or that great good 
would be accomplished by such uniformity of rules and regu- 
lations as set forth. 

Neither does the N, A. K. C. claim any right to supervise 
or interfere with any other club or association, as you seem 
to imply, except when a show or trial is advertised to be held 
or 4 field trial to he run under the auspices of the N. A, K. 
C,; then the association giving the show or trial haye yolun- 
tarily for the time being accepted its rules and regulations. 
What you have to say as to ‘‘ National Associations not 

likely to be a success” bas no bearing that I can see, except, 
as | suppose, you intended it should—z e., to discourage your 
readers from joining the club, Now, will you pleuse ex- 
plain what your Managing Editor means by saying ‘‘ that 
experience has taught us that permanent success holds to no 
enterprise that. is not legitimately constituted. As soon as 
the self-styled National Kennel Club thinks it wise to reor- 
panize in a parlizmentary wey we will recognize it and give 
it Our unqualified support; bul not till then?" How are we 
illegitimately constituted, and in what sense are we organized 
in an Unparliamentary way ? 
Now, supposing, for the sake of argument, the club to be 

illegitimately constituted aud “‘unparliamentary in its organi- 
zation” (all of which I deny), if its objects sre worthy and 
its motives good, why this captious opposition? What better 
have you got to offer in ils stead? 1 

T know all the disadvantages under which I labor in a con- 
troyersy with the owners of a néwspaper, but you will allow 
me to say that, while our club would have liked you 
with us in carrying on the work before us, still we do 
not think our suecess or failure depends upon the ap- 
probation 6f any newspaper, antl we much prefer your 
hearty opposition toa lukewarm approval. You—the Man- 
aging Hditor—are so kind as to prophecy failure, I think I 
amin a position to know whereof I speak, and I not only 
prophecy success, bul go further and propose you this 
wager: J offer you the bet of $100 that the N. A. IX. C, has 
more entries at its field triuls next November than were eyer 
made at any field trial in America, the stakeholder to be in- 
structed to give the loser’s $100 to the Women’s Christian 
Home, in 8t. Louis, or to a similar institution in New York. 

Yours respectfully, EH. U. Steriina, 

Mr, Sterling desires us to judge his club by its ‘objects.’ 

We very much prefer to judge it by its acts, which we shall 

do at a proper time. If we mistake not, it had ‘ objects” 
when it wag established three or four years ago. No one will 

be louder jn its praises than ourselyes when it has ac- 
complished any one of its ‘‘ objects." Mr. Sterling is wrong 

in stating that we have made an objection to Mr. Whitford. 
What we stated was that it was ‘' perhaps unfortunate" that 
he had been selected, and gave our grounds, We can now 
give another, that is, the fact of his being a party to # contro- 

yersy oyer judging at the Minnesota Field Trials. What 
we meant t0 infer by the club not being legitimately consti- 
tuted was, that afew men forming themselves into a body 
and styling themselves a ‘‘ national club were usurping a 

title that by right should belong to a body differently consti- 

tuted, #. ¢., that eyery section of the country or similar body 
should be represented in the organization by accredited dele- 

gates. The easiest way fo re-constitute or reorganize, 16 to 
drop the word * National.” Then the club will stand in the 

same light a8 any and all other clubs. Thon all claims to 
which it is entitled will be recognized and allowed among the 

fraternity of clubs; but it cannot expect any greater latitude 
than the rest, nor to be arbiter for them, As for the 
club not interfering with other clubs or associations, 
it is only necessary to point to a recent editorial in # 
paper controled by a late president of the club, in which 
Owners of dogs are advised not to exhibit at any show not 
held under the auspices of the National American Kennel 
Club. Mr. Sterling need haye no fears regarding a * contro- 
versy,” nor will his $100 ever enrich any of our charitable 
associations, unless indeed we can persuade him to voluntarily 
donate it. 

FROM MR, DAVIDSON AGAIN. 

Ebiror Foret snp Stream: 

In reply to Mr. Morgan’s letter in a Chicago paper of Jan, 
18, if he can tell what Mr. Rowe did not say at the Minnesota 
Field Trials he is possessed of remarkable power, THis ye- 
marks about Prairie Belle and Friend IT pass unnoticed, his 

object evidently being an advertisement for himself, having 
runthem. As for his shooting oyer the grounds preserved 
for the field trials, Ihave yery good authority for stating it 
to be true, and when necessary will giye my authority. He 
speaks of a proposition made by me to him to shoot for the 

market. At St. Paul he asked me what I meant doing after 
the trials were over, and if L was going direct home. I gaid 
T did not care particularly for a week or two, when he told 
me what he had been getting for his game, and that if I had 
no objections we might go together and divide what we' could 
make. Istated that I had no objections, providing we could 
find a place where game was sufticiently plenty to make it 
pay. Circumstances which occurred prevented this, and now 
we are having our little shoot. About the birds which I sold 
on the train: When I came into the baguage car to pay for 
our dogs the baggageman asked me what I intended doing 
with them. I told him I meant to take them home if T could. 
He said they would spoil before going to Chicago, and that 1 
had better sell them to him and he would give me so much 
for them (I don’t remember what). IT told him to take them 
and deduct his charges on our dogs and give me the balance. 
The reason he paid me so little was probably because they 
might not be so good as those reared on preserved grounds. 
We will now attend to this hotel bill he paid for me at 

Memphis. I was boarding a short distance in the country, 
and being in town one evening, Mr. Morgan invited me to go 
and stay with him instead of going oul to my boarding house. 
Tremained at the hotel that night with Mr. Morgan—not an 
expensive one—by his invitation and left in the morning, and 
he paid the bill—at least, had it charged to himself. I 
thought nothing more of if than that. Any man who would 
invite another to his hotel fo stay over night with him, and 
after a lapse of over two years come out in public and state 
that he had paid such u person’s hotel bill, is well qualified fo 
shoot into the huddled covey, and is, no doubt, a true sports- 
man and gentleman. Te also states about paying Mr. Benson 
two dollars for his and Mr. Whitford’s lunch. From this 
it seems he has also been paying a judge’s hotel bill hefore 
the running of the doge. We may again hear of this in the 
apace of a few years. About what he had not paid when le 
Jeff Sauk Centre he is quite silent, and makes no mention 
about the person from whom he and his companions hired the 
horse and buckboard, and after avuging the horse, refused 
even to pay the man his hire. This man drove us several 
days afterward and told us all aboutit. ‘This 1s the pergon, 
you know, *' Dick,” who caught and tied up the Irish bitch 
Duck, belonging to the St. Lonis Kennel Olnb, intending to 
hold on to her until paid for his horse and buckbosard: but 
she escaped, and he was keeping a sharp Jook-out for you and 
her the morning we left Saul Centre. I shot and sold much 
game, but not on grounds preserved for a field trial immedi- 
ately before the running began, During the runnin 
of the field trials I do not recollect of having said [ had 
put my foot in it, but I thought so more than a few times, 
from haying anything whatever to do with then? after the 
first day. Joun Dayipgon. 

Monroe, Mich., Jan. 18, 1879, 

Ontoaco, Jan, 17, 1879, 
Eprror Forzsr AnD SrrEAm ! 

With a desire to get any facts connected with Minnesota 
Field Trials from the parties who charge traud, T have again 
to say afew words. Mr, Whitford has no reason to charge 
anything that appears in papers over the nem de plume of 
“Shamrock” to Mr. Davidson. I consider myself responsi- 
ble for such articles as have uppeared over tbat name in 
Chicago Feld. ‘The statements made regarding the original 
score of Mr. Whitford I consider correct, for the reason tbat 
the score was taken from fhe tent in which the judges made 
their decision, It isnot in tie handwriting of Mr. Davidson, 
nor Mr, Mulliken ; but, not being (horoughly conversint with 
Whitford's handwriting, before I said what I did, 1 compared 
the writing with letters I had received from him And felt § 
was correct, but still thought additional evidence would do no 
harm. I accordingly showed the store to Dr. Rowe, who was 
conversant with Whitfords writing, and he at onee guid it 
was Whitford’s writing, Now, as this score when correnily 
added, gives Tempest 434 points afd Jennie 43, it stands in 
the way of proving fraud in the case of Tempest on Mr, Da- 
vidson, There seems to be a desire to ignore it. But this ia 
not all the evidence at hand. Mr, Lincoln, the manager of 
the Trials, says he made the announcement of the winners in 
Nursery stakes from score receiyed from Whitford. It will 
be noticed the so-called original score memorandum, or what- 
ever it is called, places Tempest and Jennie the same as the 
published score, There is but one-half point difference bhe- 
tween them. Mr. Whitford will probably not deny he did 
hand Mr. Lincoln bis score showing the awards as published. 
How a judge can hand in such a score and then cry fraud is 
more than t can understand, when in a letter to me he suys 
he thinks Jennie got more for speed than she was entitled 10; 
also that one point was scored her to which he hardly con- 
sidered her entitled. Jt has been urged, as one ot the strong 
points in proving fraud, that I went himting with John Da- 
yidson, taking Tempest with me, which I have before admit— 
ted, Now it is an admitted fact that Mr. Whitford and Mr, 
Morgan were quartered and hunted together oyer the dogs 
hunted in the Trials by Mr. Morgan—bPrairie Bell and Friend 
——both witmers; but 1 would not so far sink the character of 
a gentleman as to intimate that their hunting together had 
anything to do with their ing, ag Thaye the same contl- 
dence that they won honestly as I haye that Tempest did. 



or 
these few facts I shall entirely drop the discussion, 

unless publicly assailed, when Lever stand ready to defend 
my position throngh the press ina gentlemanly manner. If 
you consider these remarks worthy of a place in your paper 
please insert. J. A. Wairman, 

SS ee 

BREAEING DOGS ON GROUSE, 

GosnEN, Muss., Jan, 6, 1879. 
Hprtork FoRE:T AND STREAM: 

In your issné of Deo, 26 T notice that your correspondent, Everett, 
Smith, clulms that my reference lo dogs workud on tlre prairie is notto 

the polut, because he says his‘‘remarks were intended to apply to 

young dogs, andl were mide upon the assumption that those dogs whith 

Nad experlensed work tipou gamed, even if but for one season, were al- 

ready broken,” 
And yet in tle final summing up in his first, and also his last article, 

he says, ‘Bul atler a dog has been well broken on other game, then 

‘break him on ruffec) grouse.’ Now, I will leave it to the brethren of 

the sporting Materhity to say whether they would not infer that a dog 

had bad the benefit of one seagon's training, ati least, to entitle him to 
the appellation of ‘+ well broken,” 
Nevertheless, jie siubborn fact remains that open country work 

With all tie liberties usually allowed) sadly unfits a young dog for the 

close, fine work rédquired in awocessful ruffed grouse shooting. While, 

on the other band, a dog that is Dret broken on this bird neyer ceases 
to exhibit, the beneficial effect of the rigid discipline required at the 

Start when afterward worked on other game, Mr, Smith admits that 

hia friend, with dogs of “ superior noses and uuexcelled staunchness,” 

will nof allow them {0 Nunt this bird, but calls themin. Are we to 
infer from this that in & country where three-fourths of the game is 

ruffed grouse we are to dodge them In this way, because a little more 

labor and skill ls required at the outset fo have the dogs capable of 

hunting any and every game bird in good style? f will venture to assert 
tliit those dogs were not iirst thoroughly trained on ruffed grouse, for 

if they had been he need not fear for them on either this or any other 
game bird in the country, As regards the claim that) dogs are apt to 

contract bad habits when first broken on this bird, I do not consider 

that there is the leasi danger of it if they are properly handled atthe 
start. Rurrep Grosz, 

—_—_— + 

BREAKING DOGS. 

Winbom, Minn,, Jan, 6, 1879, 
Bprror Forrsr AND SrrwAt: 

I haye taken much pleasure in perasing Everett Smith’s letier, in 
your iasug of Dad. 26, upon the subject of grouse hunting. My atten- 
tion Was calicd to his letter by the heading, “‘ Breaking Dogs on Ruffed 

Grouse,” and, allhough interesting, ib falls in supplying the informa- 
tion many sportsmen on the prairles of Minnesota desire. Welove to 
read of tle fine feats performed by the intelligent dog. We admire 

his action in tlie fleld, and love his companionship at home, but we 

Jack the knowledge of educating him. Sportsmen here have what 

are Lermed good dogs, aud we can bag plenty of game with them, but 

none are ékillfully trained. They are taught what the sportamen 

jearn by experience muat be done to secure game, but we have ob- 

served thal, & more thorough training would enable us to bag greater 

humbers of chickens, 
No doabt Mr. Smith’s letter would be betier appreciated by those 

familiar with well-trained dogs than by me. Hyidently the gentleman 

is an adept in the training of dogs, and he certainly is a happy writer, 

and he could not more profitably entertain many of the Western read- 

érs of the FOREST AND STREAM than by imparting jhrough its columns 
tuch ideas as would enable sporfsmen to teach their dogs ‘in the way 

they should go,” What should a dog know? How shall we tesoh 
him? Lbelieye Mr, Simith would put mapy sportsmen under obliga- 

tions to him if he would write a letter or two upon the education of 

Certainly there aré many people in Minnesota who would dogs. 
tharls him gratefully Tor tmparting this knowledge. 

We have had a fie hunting season. 

prairie sometimes enjoy a huat early in the morning. 

The Meroury reached forty degrees below zero on Thursday the 24, 

HUGHEON. 
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FIELD TRIALS AND THEIRINFLUENCE 

r NASHVILLE, Jan, 8, 1879. 
HproR FOREST AND STREABL: 

Ifthe result of field trials has been the means of inciting the sport- 
ing fraternity to paying more attention to the breedingand breaking 
of dogs in other parts of the country, as has been the easé in this Slate 

since such trials were iirst held here, there can be no doubt of the ex- 

ceeding usefulness of them. The Southern man has been used to the 
gun from childhood; the sayage nuture of the country, and the great 

abundance of all kinds of game, belng uo doubt the cause of it. ‘This 
very abundance of game has mate him, however, careless about his 

dogs, they being, as ii were, unnecessary to hls sport; bul as the coun- 

try lias become more thickly populated, game is scarcer, cbusequently 

Whe More svience is required to secure it, Selters and pointers are now as 

vomtion as they were uncommon wher I was a boy, and a traimed dog 
is ulmost aS Necessary Lo the Sportshian as his gun. Where the field 

trials must prove so beneliclal is that they bring together large num- 

bers of Lhe best Known breed of dogs, and give an opportunity of see- 
ing the respective merits of each, and in facilitating the crossing and 

propagating of those breeds best suited to the different aections. One 
great point in such trials is to have judges selected Trem among puch 
Men #8 ard aboye suspicion, alid who are practical hunters themaclyes, 

In the ladt fleld trials held here, that lucky choice must have been made. 

T say so becatige thera were dogs of grand repulation here from all 

parts of the country, atid some very clos¢ matches were run—instance 

Luther Adams’ Drake dividing lirst and second honors wiih Mr, Dew's 

Joe, Jr, though one dog was trom Massachuselta tle other from Ten- 
‘fiessee. Mr. Nicholson, of this clty (a thorough sportsman), had two 

dogs entered in (he samc stake, One of which he was confident would 
gevure ons of the three prizes, yet whon he found the judges to have 
decided differently not one murmur was heard, nor did IT hear from 
any ole ofthe many present a solitary word of dissent; this is a8 4 

alonld be, The judges were all practical sporigmen, They enjoyed 
the recreation, and followed the dogs with as Glosé interest as though 
they were the owbers. From the general expression of satisfaction at 

the close of the trials, I have 10 doubt that Lhe meeting to take place 

here in December, 1879, will be attended by the most of those here last 
year, aud 4 preat many more besides, 

Tohn Glihert has been haying some fife sport down in Giles County. 

Mr. Gilbert is & frainer of some considerable reputation about here, 

He has now iu tratning some tine pupples—Mayor Geddes’ red Trish 

setter Clint, Mr, Brooks’ Lark, Mr. Buford's black native setter George. 
Mr, ©, Wainn’s imp, pointer Vige, und J. F. Wicholson’a white and 
orange setter bitch, Mir. G. says bivddare very plentiful and rubbite 
withont Humber. d. D, H, 

Prairie chickens in great nom- 
bers have been kided. Our logdreds of lakes abound in aqvatic fowl, 
and 48 lute pk the lst of December geese and brant were numerous, 

We have but little game in winter. YThere are, however, a great many 

Wolyes and foxes, and Wiose who love to follow a hound over the 

Syow ANp Sanv,—The Boston Board of Health have wisely 

prohibited the usa of salt fo clear the sidewalks and crossings 
from snow and ica, believing that its ise was a prolific cause 
of the conghs and colds so prevalent just now. The aceom— 
panying slips show thal the practice is perhaps as injurious to 
our canine friends as to ourselyes : 

To the Hatton of the London Daily Nets: 
Sir—As a pood dealis being said about the use of salt for 

thawing snow, ete., | thought it might be interesting to re- 
late what effect I myself observed the combined snow 
and galt to haye on two dogs a day or two back. Happening 
to stand still for a few moments on 4 portion of pavement 
where the snow had been tllawed by salt, I noticed that the 
larger of the dogs with me was holding up and licking one 
paw asif in pain, I raised the dog’s paw, but it was unin- 
jured; but directly it was set down the animal began lifting 
one hind and one*fore foot alternately, and seemed with diffi- 
culty to replace fhem on the ground. The smaller dog like- 
wise raised one paw and began yelping piteously. The dogs 
soon recovered the use of their limbs after leaving that part 
of the pavement, though at first they limped along in curious 
fashion. They are hardy dogs, and used to ordinary cold, 
but the excessive cold of the snow and salt seemed to have 
benumbed their feet. 
1am, sir, your obedient servant, Ne Ls 

To the Editor af the Boston Daily Advertiser : 
We need not go to London for testimony in regard ito the 

effect of salted payements ; I can add mine to “N. T.,” as 
reprinted by you yesterday from a London newspaper, 

dog go lame in our streets, about fifteen days ago, He would 
Stop, lift his legs from the ground, lick his feet, and show 
such eyident signs of pain that a by-stander called my atten- 
tion to it, and 1 examined the dog's feet carefully without dis- 
covering the cause, which I now understand. Ti is needless 
to say that this only happened on the salted snow, saya 
not been observed since. 

low ro Apyretise ror A Lost Dod.—There is more than 

he novice writes a 
notice something like this one which appeared in a morning 

one way {0 advertise for a ctolen dog. 

paper last week under the column of 
LOST AND FOUND: 

A SPITZ DOG, OF THE YELLOWISIE CAST, ANSWERING TO 
& the name of‘ Jack,” is missing since Saturday before last. Any- 

body presenting if at 101 West 38th will be properly rewarded, No 
questions, 

Such an advertisement may bring the dog. But the ex- 
perienced owner of a much-stolen doe knows a trick worth 

two of that. When all other methods fail, something like 
this is sure to recover the property. Tnsert: under the column 
of 

REWARDS : 

800 REWARD WILL BE PAID FOR INFORMATION LEAD- 
ing to the conviction of the thieves who stole, Saturday 

before last, a spitz dog, of the yellowish cast, auswering to the name of 
“ Jack,” from 101 West 38(h st. 

That frightens the guilty parties into the belief that they are 

harboring dangerous property, and, quaking in their shoes, 

they soon make oyertures. But the professional dog-thieves 

They are up to are not to be caught with such chaff as this. 
snuif, 

+9 +$<1— 

Breaxine Docs.—All that is really necessary in the break- 
ing of dogs, is a thorough knowledge of what constitutes a 
good dog and the manner in which 1t should work in the field, 

mand strict, and at times, even severe treatment. An abso- 
lute command of temper must be observed by the instructor 
during his teachings so that not an unnecessary blow may be 
given; for work done cheerfully and with a desire to serve 
aud benefit the master, is one hundredfold better than service 
performed grudgingly or only through compulsion. 
A puppy should have but one teacher, no matter how close 

the methods of two trainers may agree; he must learn your 
voice, your manner, your very look; therefore, if you deter— 
mine to break your dog, do it entirely yourself; do not brealx 
down in the midst of your labor and leave it to be finished by 
another; the result will never be favorable, 
From the beginning attend to the feeding of your youngs- 

ters yourself, and if possible, let all food be taken from your 
hands. This is advised that thé puppy may the sooner at- 
tach himself to you alone and look upon you as his master, 
for no dog, sither setter or pointer, should eyer be loaned or 
hunted by others than his trainer; therefore the breaking of 
all field dogs is better done by the sportsman himself, pro- 
yided he possesses the requisite patience, and can devote to 
it the necessary time. 
The check cord will be found of far greater assistance than 

the whip, the most unruly nud headstrong animals being 
readily brought under subjection by it, while at ile same 
time it can be so applied as not to intimidate. Always bear 
in mind that a dog should not be corrected, except it is cer- 
tain he understands the fault for which he is rated. Punish- 
ment becomes absolutely necessary at times with some dispo- 
sitions, and that too of the most seyere character; but you 
must be satisfied that the act which demands it was commit- 
ted with full consciousness of its wrong. Where you see a 
dog responding to command in a cringing and supplicating 
Manner, you may know that his master possesses an ungoy- 
ernable temper, unfitling him for training or managing any 
anima! possessing consciousness, Such a dog has been un- 
mercifully flogzed, perhaps kicked, before he has been taught 
and mace to understand his line of duty, and fearful of a 
repetition of the lash, for what he knows uot, obeys the sum- 
mons crouching and creeping, an object of sympathy to the 
beholder, while his master is viewed wilh disgust. 
From the moment you come into possession of your puppy, 

Say at three or four months of age, lessons of obedience may 
be given at feeding time, before you undertake the more diffi- 
‘cult part of yard or in-door breaking; in fact, wheneyer you 
may choose to offer him food, by placing it before bim and 
not allowing it to be touched until ordered, slightly tapping 
him when greediness or a non-régard of youv command is ob- 
served, persisting until you feel he understands nothing can 
gained by disobedience. 

The first important lesson to be given is that the puppy 
shall charge or drop at command, retaining his posilion until 
perinitted torise by the order ‘hold up,” Very few doga in 

On 
two octasions, each time on a salted payement, I noticed my 

added to such judgment as will enable 2 man to determine 
between the different dispositions and characters he has to 
encounter. Mew can be handled precisely alike; some are 
timid and need encouragment, others are headstrong and de- 

All 

this country are trained to absolutely go down at the report 
of i gun, or as itis called, dvop to shol; most sportsmen are 
Satisfied if their dogs do not break shot and rush for the 
game the moment itis killed, and charge at the word, re- 
mainiog until ecmmanded to fetch, or keep the upright posi- 
tion until the gun is reloaded and they are ordered te moye 
on again, 
Notwithstanding so few dogs are broken to drop to shot 
with 18, if should he done in every ingtance, as it undoubtedly 
fends to give steadiness in every active point, and acts as a 
check on any desire the animal may have to break in and 
mouth game when fallen; for, in the excitement of the 
moment, the sportsman may neglect to give the order to drop 
or charge when he has brought down his bird, and the dog 
being left to act as he chooses, nalurally moyes toward ib 
also, which, if too uften repeated, will certainly unsteady him; 
hence the necessity of teaching to drop to shot, which, with 
very little trouble, may be accomplished by the following 
method : 

Fasten to your dog’s collar a strong cord thirty or forty fect 
long, and take him intoa yard or lot where no one vwill be 
present ; secure the loose end to a short stake firmly driven in 
the ground; place him in a crouching position in front of 
you and keep him there, meantime exclaiming “down!” or 
“charge!” The moment you remoye your hand, he will, of 
course, attempt to rise, but foil him immediately with a sharp 
jerk of the cord and an imperative ‘‘charge}” Until le obeys, 
after which encourage and caress, allowing him to rise, using 
the words ‘hold up!" You may now make use of the cordina 
more forcible manner, as a reminder that your command must 
be obeyed, Take the dog to the stake, and make him cherge 
there, not allowing him to move while you slowly walk from 
him. Goa few steps beyond the distance to which the rope 
will allow him to come, and tell him to hold up, He will 
naturally run toward you, when, just as he reaches the end 
of his tether and receives the jerk, cry “charge.” This 
teaches quick and prompt obedience to the order, 

lt is time now, supposing that you have thoroughly ineul— 
cated (his lesson, to have the dog learn that the holding of 
the hand aloft is equivalent to the yerbal order to drop, and 
from the start it would be decidedly better to always uplift 
the hand when the command is given, practicing him until 
the signal only is required to cause him to charge promptly, 

In the same manner can dropping to shot be taught by 
firing off a pistol and instantly jerking the cord and saying 
“charge ;” put itis best to commence with the cap only, ad- 
yancing to very small loads, and gradually increasing to full 
charges. The dog must fully understand—to be perfectly 
broken in this particular—that the uplifted hand means he 
should charge, no matter how far he may be from you in the 
field ; and likewise that the report of the gun has a similar 
signification, ; 

In these lessons patience must be studied, and the dog for— 
cibly impressed with the necessily of obedience, without be- 
ing cruelly treated ; on the contrary, praise and caress him 
when he does well, but then only.—vom Hallock's Sports- 
man's Gazetteer, 

New Jersey Fox Hunrine—ZHiitor Morest and Stream: 
During holidays there was lively fox. hunting in Morris 
County, just above Berkshire Valley. Mr, Maryland Smith 
killed three one day in front of his dogs, and, by himself and 
neighbors, several were shot during the week. Smith hag 
rattling dogs, that make » fox buzz from the score until the 
gun cracks, His Old Bony, an old black and yellow tan 
bound, is one of the most consummate generals for a fox T 
ever saw. When the scent will lie at all, any time during the 
forenoon, he can ‘‘bounce” the fox in a short time on the 
Tight track, A gray fox, a little fleshy, cannot stand tho 
punishment of the run these dogs will give him more than 
one or two hours be‘ore he will take to tree or hole; put the 
yed ones, this month and next, during rut, the males, can 
accommodate the best dogs living with a two-days’ trot, and 
laugh at them half the time, in rocky, mountain running. 
No country ever raised better fox dogs than Jersey ; and I 
haye seen some of the noted ones run—Jes. Bush’s old Dal, 
Ahe Joraleman’s old Philo, Bloomfield Leard’s old Zac, Jas, 
Campbel’s Boston, Europe and Drive, and many others— 
twenty-five years since, equally renowned for skill; speed and 
endurance; and the entire lot, started at one time at this time 
of year when the fox is thinned down, could catch a red doy- 
fox by fair play, This fox-hunting on Long Island and Mont 
Clair, N. J., amuses old fox hunlers—dragging a amoked 
herring, leading around a tame fox, or perhaps oceasionally 
Ietting a tame one loose, Year before last Joe Donahue and 
““Gim’’ Campbell took the Bennett party up to the Ridge 
west of Moonocky Swamp, with about twenty dogs. After a 
short time Campbell started a little half-grown cub of a red 
fox and got the dogs on. T would not pretend to picture the 
time they had as portrayed by ‘‘Gim,” but suffice it to say 
the fox shook off men and dogs in almost no time. 
Newark, N. J., Jan. 6. StraTcnr-Born, 

As 

Derrorr Norss,—L, H. Smith, who won M.S. Smith & 
Co.’s capital prize—an elegant silver clip—for the best kennel 
of setters at our recent bench show, has donated the cu 
back to the managers to be used as a prize at our next bench 
show. J. N. Dodge, of this city, has sold to John BE. Long 
the Leicester-Rose whelp, Cash. He was shown at our re. 
cent show, with lis dam and sister, in class 4—best' English 
seiter with progeny under eight months old—winning first, 
He is a very elegant white, black and tan, and will make 
some of the older heads take a back seat in the future, Ty, 7. 
Whitman has lost his entire Drwid-Mell litter of puppies, 

Dxutp, 
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Nassav Kennen Cros.—This is the title of a club recently 
organized in St. Lows, and of which A. A. Mellier, Jy,, is 
President and W. G. Mellier is Secretary. The specialty of 
the club will he Gordons, of which breed they already have a 
fine collection, and we are indebted for a picture of their 
champion Nell. 

——_+ $+. 

—The name claimed by Mr, H. A. Wilson, Silvey Lake, 
Kansas, for his back, white and tau setter dog by Pedizrec 
out of France should have been Grouse IIT, instead of simply 
Grouse. 
2 oe 

—My. Fred M. Barnard, of Boston, claims name of Hin- 
doo for his Siberian bloodhound hy Al Watts’ Champion 
Wero ont of Wm. Muller's biteh. 

re 

—The name of Hector having been claimed by some one 
else, Mr. Alex. Pope, Jr,, of Boston, withdtaws his claim to 
it and takes instead the name of Hunter for Lis Dlcho-Roye 
puppy. 

\ 
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ship Muria, of Nantucket, in the South Pacific Ocea 
time ic the year 1848. We had canzht quite a large n 

—Dr. Edward J. Forster, at Bost n, claims the name Pina- 
fore for his fox terrier hitch jp, w elped December 2, 1878, 
by Watts’ Turk (Rag—Vanily) ont of Watts' Vixen. 

a 

—Mr. T. T. Sawyer, Jr.’s (of Boston) Gordon bitch Nellie 
whelped, on the 11th, ten dogs and three bitch puppies. 
Sire, Fred A. Tafts Gordon dog Dorr. 

Oe eel 

—Mr. J. H. Whitman's fox terrier bitch Fashion gave birth 
on the 15th inst. to two whelps; a yery handsome evenly marked 
one, with black and tan head and white body saved. Not- 
withstanding he has withdrawn from exhibitions he will still 
continue his experiments to improve the canine according to 
his own ideas of breeding. 

— ea 
—The celebrated Irish water spaniels, Barney and Judy, 

have been ordered from J. J. Skidmore’s Kennel by a noted 
Western sportsinan, and may soon he expected in this country. 
Judy will be bred to Patsey Uefore leaving Hogland. Patsey 
is brother to my bitch Liffey. 

Prarix Orn —In March, 1878, I received a seyere injury 
by stepping froma Fourth Avenue car while in motion, and 
fhe only remedy used for relief was ‘Prairie Oil,’ which 
acted like a charm, T. C, Banks, 

Sea and Ziver Hishing. 
a 

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY. 

SOUNDERN Wa'THHs, 
aa 

Pompano, Trachinotu scarolinis Grouper, Epinephelpus nigritus, 
Drum (two spevies), Fanitly Seie- “rout (Wiack bass), Centrorpristis 

mide. altrarius. 
Kingush, enticirrus nebuluntus, Stiiped Bass, or Rockfish, Roccus 
Sta Buss. Scioznops oceliatus, (ineatus. 
heépshead, Arelosargus probato- Dailortish, Pomatonaes saliatria, 

Beephatus, Black Bass, Wicroplerus salmoidea , 
apper, Lutjanus blackfirdti. HH. paliiius, 

Fisa 1x Marker—Reract Priczus,—Buse, 25 cents; smelts, 6 to 
10; blnefish,12}¢; salmion, 30; mackerel, 20; shad, 40; wealfish, 

12; white perch, 15; green turtle, 14; terrapin, 18; frostfish, 6 ; 

halibut, 18 ; haddock, 6 ; codfish, 6 ; blacktish, 121g; flounders, 

8; sea bass, 15; eels, 185 lobsters, 10; sheeps’ head, 25; seal- 

lops, $1.50 per gallon; soft clams, 30 to 60; whitefish, 18; 

pickers), 15; salmon trout, 14; black bass, 18; muscallonge, 18; red- 

snapper, 1214; pempana, 50 ; smoked haddcck, 10; smoked sal- 

mou, 18°; dry cod, 7 ; hard crabs, $2.5) per 100. 

There was received in Fulton Market last Wednesday a 

pompano weighing 16 poueds. It was caught by Capt. 

Latham, of the fishiag schooner Lill an, while fishing off the 

reefs of Florida below Fernandina, If was forwarded to the 

Smithsonian by H.G. Blackford. The largest pompano on 
record previous to this one weighed 63 pounds. 

Movements of tHe Fisuise Fisxr.—it has been rather 
a quict week, there having been bit six arrivals, and these 
from the Banks, ninging in 130,000lbs. of halibut. There 
are some thirty sail engaved in the Bank fishery and tweaty- 
five in the Brown's Bank, ba ave and George’s fishery. A 
large Heet of Georgesmen will soon be under way, which will 
give some activity to the husiness,—Cape Ann Advertiser, 
Jan. 1%. 

Massacuusgrms—lVew Bedford, Jan. 17.—It is close season 
with both game and fish, the close in the latler consistiag of au 
iceembargo ou all onr harbers and rivers; no fish in market 
except eels, tom cod anda few codfish. During the severe 
snow storm this week I saw a iluck of the snow bunting, 
rather a rare bird in this locality. Conorna. 

Kenruory—Stanjord, Jan. 10.--An item in a late issue of 
your paper recalls a novel incident which may be deemed de- 
serving publication, especially as it is given on authority of a 
member of the clergy and other truthful individuals. Some 
years since Our veteran slatherer, Dilsey, was fishing near the 

_ Gow Ford, in Rock Castle River, when a whale, atter a Jew 
snuris, carried away bis hook and nearly a foot of his new 

> grass-line. 
Jt was during those days when Dilsey knew no more about 

the sciencé of angling than he does now, and he had neither 
put nor ginip snells, though dabbling in a stream famed for 
jack and salmon. Fortunately for the hero, a phlegmatic 
companion corroborated, in a measure, his extravagancies 
about the encounter, by quietly pronouncing it a good one, 
aud the fame of that particular pool was increased. The fol- 
lowing season old Hopwood, who is a prolessor, was the 
happy capturer of a Jively jack of seven pounds weight, from 
that very rock upon which Dilsey had had a tnssel with the 
biggest one in the river. While dressing his fish a by-stander 
directed atiention to a small tumor on one side, and a carefui 
incision disclosed a hook and two or three inches of Jine still 
attached, neatly sacculuted between skin and ribs. Dilsey’s 
legend was inetantly recalled, and when-the hook and line 
were shown him he immediately recognized them, without 
haying an intimation or a suspicion ay whence they had 
heen brought. Doesn’t the attschment of line prove that the 
hook must have passed through the stomach ? 

KENTUCEIAN. 
Tunwesseu—WVashoille, Jan. 14,—A stranger walking 

through the streets of Nashville would come to the conclusion 
that its cilizens were great fish eaters, judging from the quan- 
tities exposed for sale. Sulzbacher has sulmon trout and 
Mackinaw trout from the North; grouper and red snappers, 
red fish, sbeepshead and lake trout from the Guif. Oysters 
in bulk sell here for about the same price asin Baltimore. 
Besides the above must be mentioned tne fish taken from the 
Cumberland and Reelfoot Lake. J. D, H 

 Srorezon Wuicn Tare a Hoox,—Lake City, Jan. 11.— 
Mr. Editor: Your interrogations at hand, andin reply would 
say that I know of two shovel-nosed sturgeon being caught 
with a hoox and line. Onel took myself, but do not believe 
that either bit at the baited hook, They were simply rooting 
about the boitom and caught foul in the nose, about half-way 
from the mouth to tip of nose. Being hooked in this way 
they gave tremendous play, and it was scarcely possible to 
bring them to gaff. No instance is Known here of their 
bitiug at the hook. We have no record of this singular fish 
occurring io any waters on the globe (as far as 1 can remember) 
exept the Mississippi and its tributaries. 

Respectfully yeurs, Ds. D. CG. Esres. 

\- Moonsrrver Fisn-—ditor Forest and Stream > Moonstruck 
fish are not all mooHshine, as I myself can prove from actual 

was a New York Dutchman too. 
Albany, Jian. 18, 1879. 

But did the moon or the hot weather spoil the fish? We 

are awaiting the test proposed in these columus last week by 
Prof. Goode. Meanwhile, let us bear from others. 

\ Waar Was His Luaper Mavz Ur?—We have received 
the following note from a Lynn, Mags., correspondent, who 

is moved, ib appears, by a double motive—to confine even our 

huniorists to the strictest verity, aud to preserve the lives of 

numerous innocent felines, whose natural term of life might 

be shortened were Mr. Warver’s humor to have full course: 

In Jast his delightful little work, ‘*In the Wilderness,” Mr. 
Charles Dudiey Warner quotes the following words in his 
sketch called A Pight With a Trout :” 

““The ‘leader’ (fam very particular abont my Jeaders) 
had been made to order from a domestic animal with which I 
had been acquainted. The fisherman requires us good a cat- 
gut as the violinist. The interior of the house-cat, it is well 
known, is exceedingly sensitive; but it may not be so well 
kvown (hat the reason why some cats leave the room in dis- 
tréss when @ pianoforte is played is because the two instru- 
ments are not in the sane key, and the vibrations of the 
chords of the one are in discurd with the catent of the 
other, Ono six feet of this superior article I fixed three 
artificial fires * * * * * And Luke shoved cf and slow- 
ly paddled toward some lily pads, while I hegan casting.” 

Mr. Warner isa versatile writer, aod has always been re- 
garded as a (lisseminator of useful aud practical truths aujong 
the youth of America, by whom he is largely reed. Now, 
to have the coming sportsman think, dnd perhaps inform 
some unsophisticated counivyman, whose inquisiliveness 
prompts him to ask the yonne man ‘* What might that be 
made of ?”—as said young man is on his first trip to ‘The 
Lakes,’""—and, as they always do on their first trip, bring ont 
their fiy-books on the steamer or in some country tavern and 
make a grand exhibit of their fies, usually rivalling the fonrih 
plague of Egypt in numbers and a ‘Turkish rug in the brilli- 
ancy, and variety of their colors ; and toa bave him inform this 
inqnirer, as he arranges his gaudy feathers aad distributes 
them along at intervals on bis leader, {hat said leader is made 
of “catgut” is cerlainly too bad. 
Tam not in love with cats, and it is net to saye them from 

destruction and perhaps annihilajion by the young sportsmen 
who have been misled by the author of ** My Summer in a 
Garden,” a work looked upon by the farmers of our Jand as a 
staudard work; neither do l expect the fisherman of to-day 
1o be taken in by any such nonsense, especially if he has ar- 
rived at the supreme felicity of a ** seven ounce split bambno.” 
Iie knows better, But that the rising youth, who will follow 
in our paths and whip our depleted tront brooks, may not 
grow up in ignorance on so imporlunt a matter, | hope Mr, 
Warner will see that future cditions of bis wurk will have 
the correct definition of what a leader is made of, and that in 
the future he will not take so much license for the sake of 
giving his readers a litUe facetiousness. H. J. Tompson. 

“ Viyrearous Pxrca.—Viviparous or sapphire perch are very 
abundant along the Pacific coast, aud will bite at hook baited 
with anything, The #. Jacksoni (Agassiz), is perbaps best 
known, 2 lish from eight to eleyen inches in length. Its body 
is compressed, Oval and covered with scales of medium size, 
which are peculiar in being eyeloid, Another peculiar, aud, 
indeed, unique feature, is that at the base of the long dorsal 
fin are two or three rows of scales separated from those of the 
body by a rather broad and deep scaleless furrow, The an- 
terior part of this fin can be folded back and concealed. ‘The 
femule genital apparatus in a state of preguancy ccusists cf 4 
large violet bag, so transparent that ove can distinguish 
throngh it the shape, color and formation of the small fish 
with whic it is filled. The flah when ready to escape are 
miniatures of their mother in shape aud color, and fitted to 
seek their own livelihood. This genital sac seems to be 
nothing but the widened lower end of the ovary; aud the 
pouches into which itis divided within are mereiy a part of 
the ovary itself. In each of these pouches a young one is 
Wrapped up as in a sheet, and allare packed in tightly. Is 
is, therefore, a normal ovarian gestation. ‘The exterual geni- 
tal opening is situated behind the anus, As inany as nine- 
teen young have been found in one fish. The males are not 
quite as large as the females, either in length or cireumfer- 
ence, 

There is a great variety of these fishes, differing much in 
size and color. The following are the species peneraily met 
with : 
E. webbi. Girard. 2. cassidii. Girard. 
E, lineata. Girard, H.ornata, Girard. 
E. argyrosoma. Girard. EE. perspicabilis. Girard, 
Phanerotonfurcatus, Girard. Damalichthj/s vacca. Girard. 
Ahacochilus toxotes Agassiz, Abeona trowbridgit. Girard, 
Holeonolus rhodoleris. Girard. Hyslerocarpus traskii, Gibbons 
Ennichthys megalops. Girard. Aniphistieus argenteus. Apassiz 
E. heermanni. Girard. Amphisticus similis. Girard, 

The silvery perch (Damalictiiys vacea), never takes bait. 
It is of a grayish olive color; scules have # silvery and a 
golden reflect; fins unicolor. The male carries the sac on the 
anterior third of the anal. 

The golden barred perch (Holeonotus afedoterus), is the 
most abundant species of the family. It has a small mouth, 
sub-conical head, large eyes, and the colors vary from a 

experience. It heppened when I was whaling in the good old ' bluish gray above to a silvery white, with three transverse 

e 1 After the astronc- 
mical observations were finished the party went up the coast 
some distance. On their return to Paris the naturalist of the 
expedition reported that on the coast of California were 
found sea perch which had their young aliye, and when the 
small fish were squeezed out of the parent they would swim 
with great celerity.—¥#rom Hallock's Sportsman's Gazetteers 

| Fisaiye Tarouce tae Ioz.—A Dansville, N. ¥., correce 
pondent, who writes of snow storms and winter blasts, and 
seconds our suggestions as to the precantions for the preser- 
vation of the game birds during the winter months, gives us 
seme account of the sport now in season at Honeoye Luke: 
Notwithstanding the fact that winter is here in earnest and 

the closé season On game has commenced, and we in the 
country are housed up, engaged in the pleasing pastime of 
reading and pitting the children and dogs, we need not fill 
our gun barrels with tallow and put them away, for now is 
just the time for running hares and foxes, and the flesh of 
ihe former js never more delicate than in January, while the 
latter's fur is thick and soft. Brace up; put on Tubber baots, 
fur cap and top coat; call the dogs, and away to the favorite 
rhnway, aud the music of the liounds will soon drive all 
thoughts of snow and cold from your mind. 

But we inland people, particularly those of us living in 
the vicinity of that chain of small lakes straggling through 
central and western New York, have another string 16 our 
gporting tow tat yiekls us jolly fun in winter. I refer to 
fishing through the ite for pickerel. Imayine a load of, say 
four good mea and true, bundling into a pusg, which coc 
tains, besides innumerable wraps and traps, two large mill 
cans weli stored with live minnows for bait. Off we gp to 
the music of ths mellow sleigh bells, enveloped in a traprant 
cloud of ‘Vanity Fyir,” and after a twenty-mile vide across 
the white-robed country, smoke rising from capacious chim- 
peys, speaks of rugzed lads and winsome Jassies gathered 
about the hearth-stonc, discussing nuts, apples, cider and the 
oe Sens, gossip, we arrive at H.’s, on the shore of Hone- 
nye Lake. : 
We haye been expected, as the good man’s hearly welcome 

and the good wife's great pans of doughunts, huge brown 
loaves of home-made bread and solid rows of mince pies 
#rucing the pantry shelves, testify. Ah! she knows us, An 
experience runcing back a half-dozen years has taught her 
tbat Oskermen lave enormous appetites, To say that our 
week’s Sojourn pays a hundredfold is drawing it very mild 
indeed. Up before daylight, our brealsast of hot buckwheat 
cakes, cofiee, ham and stewed- potatoes is soon dispatched, 
and off tothe ice we go. After inspecting night lines and 
cutting out the ice formed in the holes during the night, the 
hooks are freshly baited and business commences. We never 
think of a hot diner, but partake of a cold lunch on the ice 
(and awful cold if gets too) at noon, and work on until dark- 
ness puts a stop to the sport; and fine sport it is watehms for 
the bobbers to ly up, aud hanling out the ereat fellows hand 
over hand. At night « hot supper awaits us; then come 
pipes, cider and ‘*Old Sledge” until bed time. And go it 
goee—this pickerel fishing at Honeoye Lake—one day lieing 
the counterpart of another, varied a little occasionally by a 
few more or legs fish; and when we slart for home, freighted 
down with fishy spoil, we are sorry it is over, and mentally 
calculate how long it will be before we visit old Honeoye 
again. H.W, D. L 

—See Bogardus’ advertisement. 

Game Gag and Bur. 

GAME IN SEASON IN JANUARY. 

Hares, brown aud gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, ete. 
POR FLORIDA, 

Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodeock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks and Wild Fowl, 
“Bay birds” generally, imelading various species of ployer, sand 

piper, suipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, plialaropes, avoueta, 
el,, coming under the group Jamacole or Shore Birds. 

—Mr. J, Shaw Margerum, of Washington, Pa,, would like 

to procure a few dozen live quails for propagation in that dis- 

trict, where the winter has been very severe. If any of our 
correspondents can oblige him they will also oblige ts. 

A Move in the Ricnr Drero1o0n.—We are fgladto pub- 
lish the following, Jt suggests the story of the man who 

‘felt for the heathen,” and “felt” in the right place—his 
pocket. T. M. OQ, writes from Woodstock, Ohio: 

T think I have made a move in the right direction for once 
in my life. Iam doing all can among the farmer hoys to 
have them trap and keep quail during this bard spell af 
weather. As un inducement [ obligate myself to pay do. a 
piece for every quail so caught and cared for until [ order 
them turned loose; snd I further agree to stand between them 
and our State law for the violation of its provisions regarding 
the trapping of quail—the intent of the law as I look atit is 
to protect the birds, and I don’t believe there is any better 
way to protect them than to catch them and place them in 
good warm quarters, and feed and water ther well until we 
are satisfied the severe weather is over. T, M. 0. 

Nova Scor1a—Halifax, Jan, 10.—Game matters are yery 
quiet jusi now. We have only just had our first snow—a 
few inches—so that there bas not been much moose hunting 
as yet. We intend to huve a few alterationg made in our 
laws, cbietiy in detail, a copy of which I will send you when 
passed by the legisluvure. zeke 

Yarmouth, Jan. 9.—The moose increased wonderfully dur- 
ing our three years’ prohibition. The snow is too desp now 
for sport, but there are some butchers among us. 8. K, Ju. 



i ay. Ae et ee en wy 
_ Mase ,cnuserrs—Salem, Jan. 11.—A good many sea fowl 
in the bay, but tley are safe until the ice breaks np in our 
harbors and criwks. Lots of black ducks off Lynn Beach. 
Richardsoa, of Lynn, keeps adding to bis string at Nahant. 
Snow buntings about, Newoome, 

Loxa Istanp—Siélter Island, Jan, 11.—The wild fowl 
shooting is about over, probably, in the eastern coast of Long 
Island, The very severe weather we have lately had has 
filled the bays an(l coves with floating or solid ice, and the 
great body of coot tliat haye made these places their feeding 
grounds have generally disappeared to parts unknown, and 
scarcely 2 flock remains. The chief part of them bave mi- 
grated south, thongh some yet linger in the open seas of 
Montauk. Sut those winter fowl, the whistlers, are still 
here, though not in great force, and numbers of them have 
heen killed by setting out decoys in open air-hole; of the bay; 
and flocks of the tough and shy little old squaws still refuse to 
leave thee shores, But the great body of fowl] will not re- 
appear nutil the opening of the spring. Isao, 

TEnnnssre—Vashville, Jan, 14,—Gennett has hung out at 
his door a beautiful buck, with splendid antlers, six points on 
one and five on the other; cleaned, he weighed 98 pounds. 
He was kilied near Dixon Station on the Northwestern Rail- 
road. ‘They are reported more plentiful in that region this 
year than for years past. J, D. H, 

Savunnah, Jan. 8.—Creeks and ponds are all frozen over, 
and the river is full of floating ice. The greater part of the 
ducks haye left, and only 2 few are fuund among the islands 
and cornfields along the banks. Wae out two or three days 
ayo and bagged eight. ‘The extreme cold haspretty well 
stopped all hunting. Wii. 

-Missounr,—L. D. Dozier, Chas. Wagner and R. N. Alex- 
ander, of St. Louis, Mo., und J. BH. Caven, of the Zimes, 
Kansas City, Mo., left SteLouis Wednesday, January 7, via 
uae) Mountain RK. h., for a four weeks’ bunt near Atlanta, 

exas. 

Onto—Chillicothe, Jan. 11.—The severe cold weather, to- 
gether with the yery great depth of snow, which have been 
Our covstant companions for the past fonr weeks, have 
made terrible onsianght on quail. ‘hey are dying in great 
numbers from starvation and cold. Sport this winter has been 
unusually fine. We have been seduced by the Dittmar powder, 
aud unhesitatingly pronounce itas far superidr to the best 
brands of black as a breech-loader is to a muzzle. No smoke, 
no recoil, no dirt, no noise, and terrible in its execution, 
What more can we ask for? M. M. 

Innrana—Conmersville, Jan. 14.—We haye now about 
twenty inches of snow on a level, and for almost a month 
past the ground has been covered, and a part of the time the 
Weather has been intensely cold. It will undoubtedly result 
in the extermination of the quajlin this section, Several of 
my country friends haye already reported to me the finding 
of dead birds—staryed and irozen to death. The quail shoot- 
ing during the past season has been better than before for 
years. ut the outlook for next season is gloomy. 

Ducx No. 2. 

Tucinois—Charleston, Coles Oo., Dec, 24.—Charles Hughes 
is the champion quail shot of this city. He has killed twebty- 
five dozen from Noy. 1 to Dec. 18. The largest bag in one 
day's shooiing was forty-seven. I believe he said it was 
eighteen days’ shooting that he killed the twenty-tive dozen 
quail; average nearly seventeen a day. Newton Blanken 
Baker was ont for a dsy’s shooting Saturday, 21st, and 
bayeed forty quail; the best. shot he killed eighteen. ix of 
the Tom Dean Mose boys were out for a day’s shooting 23d 
inst. They bageed five dozen quail and twenty-nine rabbits, 

J. B. Dazey. 

Chieago, Jam, 18.—The Tolleston Club are taking measures 
to slock their grounds with quail to give its members the 
opportunity of good field as well as duck shooting. 

_ 

Mioniain—Kewecenanw Oo.—Two black bears killed Jast 
month; deer plenty; partridges plenty in season; pigeons 
do.; bares plenty; killed six last trip, W.G. I. 

Detroit, Jar. 18.--F. A, Apeland A, Kaiser were out for 
rabbits on the 14th inst. and bagged 17. Jno. McEwan 
was out on othe sume day aud bagged 9. 

Wisconsin— Madison, Jan. 13.—The father of all deer has 
heen killed at Devils Luke, forty miles north of this city. 
He bad been sden in the vicinity for many years, His hind 
hools had the grown out about ten inches, so that his track in 
the suow was known to all hunters. Me weighed 288 pounds, 
and his antlers had twelve prongs each, ROvER. 

Pur Burraro Rancz,—From a New Mexico letter we learn 
that straggling Ute Indians report the great buffalo herds two 
hundred miles darther south than usual this winter, in greatly 
diminished numbers from the constant war that is waged Upon 
them in the north. 

CGaprram BoGarnus’ Sournern Trrp.—Capt. Bogardus is 
conlemplaling an extensive Lrip through the South and South- 
west. He will be accompanied by his son Hugene, a true chip 
of the old block as his triumphs with the sbot-gun in Rogland 
slow, an) who now holds the glass-ball championship medal 
of America, Under the auspices of the local guu clubs the 
Captain will give exhibitions of his wonderful shooting skill, 
and hisson will use botli the gun and rifle. Before setting 
out upon his Lour, Captain Bogardus returns to bis home in 
eee Logan County, iil,, where letters may be addressed 
to him, 

Canyer.—Dr. Carver sailed ior Europe last Saturday, 
where he is to give aseries of exhibitions, 

A Pennsyiyants Derr Hont.— Hditer Forest and Stream : 
We lett cur quiet littl: town Sunday night; changed cars at 
Harrisburg. While there a slight snow set in, greatly dis- 
couraging most of the party; but a little persuasion on the 
part of George brought everything in perfect harmony. We 
arrived at ‘ower City, with seven inches of snow. Our 
friend Joho received us with a hunter’s cordiality. The 
evening was spent very pleasantly amid the recital of many a 
hunt. On ihe morrow we found thata heavy rain had set in, 
casting 3 gloom oyer our expectations. Wednesday morning 

a heavy siow-storm set in, blowing into our faces and almost 
blinding us with snow, until we reached the iop of Sideling 
Will. After a little rest and other preliminaries our guide set 
us 10 work. We soon found tracks, aud were at once 
statioued, anxiously awaiting the resuit of the tracker ; but to 
nO purpose. Apvain We were stationed, when, one of the 
party, not used to hunting deer, was passing some timber, 
tive deer emerged from the thicket within one hundred yards. 

At first sight he paid no attention, thinking they were goats, 
when suddenly a shrill sound was heard in another direction, 
causing sorrow in one and arousing,in hima» sense of duty 
that these are the things we are after. 
prosecute our hunt with vigor, anda scene oceurred I shall 
never forget. While trailing a deer, which had lain down in 
the bushes, it bounded away, giving me a driving shot. I 
waited fully seventy-five yards before Ifired. I at once dis- 
covered blood streaming from the deer, still bounding away 
in his gladness, free, a distance of fully five hundred yards. 
Oalling to one of the party, he immediately followed the 
trail while I was reloading, He kept.a close watch when, to | 
his dismay, the wounded beast had turned, coming hack on 
the same track with lightning speed. He first drew his re- 
yvolyer—a five shooter, 82—from his helt, ready cocked, | 
then drawing his rifle to his shoulder, catching ihe move- 
ments, and when wilhin twenty yards he shot. The deer | 
rushed by him and fell dead, the ball eutering the nese and } 
coming out through the ear. 2b was a fine specimen of a five- 
prong buck, weighing 19) pounds. Later in the afternoon | 
Pat shot a young buck, making our total two bucks and one 
doe, for a party of four men and w two days’ hunt. i 
Hummelstown, Jan. 14. Barer & Co. | 

No Mis-Fings.—Visitors to Bogardus’ shoot against lime 
at Gilmore's in Jan., 1878, will recall the number uf mis-fires 
which so frequently annoyed him. Jt was then shown that 
the trouble arose from thé wearing off of the strikiog-pin, and 
was in no way dueto the Union Metallic Company's shells 
and primers used, At the recent trial agninst 6,018 balls, 
but three mis-fires were noted, and in each of these eartiidges 
when moved to the opposite barrel, they wet off in the ordi- 
nary course. Such a test and such » triumph speaks volumes 
for the excellent work and thorough-going quality of the pro- 
duct from the Union Metallic Co.'s factory at Bridgeport, Ct. | 
Those shells were taken out of the ordinary stock, but so | 
thoroughly had they been prepared and inspected that not one 
could fairly be called a defective one, since the mis-iies Were 
attributed to the blocking of the striking-pin, and when sports- 
men are afflicted with mis-fires, the first point of invesliza\ion 
should be the pin, If this strikes freely and uniformly theu 
the cartridges may be looked to. Capt. Bogardus said after 
the match that he desired no better cartridges than thuse he 
hed used in it. 

-——_+i+—< 

HOW WE HUNT AND FISH IN 
AMERICA. 

San Franoisco, December 25, 1878. 
Epitor FOREST AND STREAM! _ 

Some time since you requested me to send you a sketch of 

the craft known as the ‘Tule Bell,”’ called more commonly by 
vulgar small boys and derisive friends the **Mud Hen,” and in- 
asmuch as the organization kuown as “* Tale Shooting Club ” 

has been such a success and source of no inconsiderable com- 

fort and pleasure, I will givé you a brief sketch of its organi- 
zation and workings. 

Tt has always been a weakness of mine, for which 1 bave 
been soundly ridiculed, to endeayor to combite as much com- 

fort as possible-with every pursuit, whether business or pleasure 

and fo surround mysejf with such luxuries as circumstance 

would permit, not being a believer in the principle that it is 

“business-like” to be dirty, severely plain, discarding all ap- 

pearance of refinement—in shert, affecting an utter disregard 

of all that could make life cheerfuland pleasant, This prin- 

ciple of making myself comfortable I try to carry out in 
all pursuits, and especially in shooling, fishing, camping out, 

ete. Ihave been ridiculed, and had lots of fun poked at me 
for having a floor and carpet to my tent in camp, an extra 

“fly,” with a projecting front and rear, a fire-place made of 
mud bricks, and chimney of sticks and mud, or kegs mud- 
lined ; but I noticed that when it came on to blow and rain, 
and be nasty weather, the fellows were very fond of congre- 
gating In my lent and begging for a ‘‘shuke down" on the 
floor instead of going hometo their own water-soaked canvas 

and damp blankets. For two or three yeurs I maintained a 
small yacht, in which I made excursions to the Tule country 

about our bay, duck shooting, and, #etting tired of the con- 

fined quarters to he obtained ina small light-draught boat— 
the latter being a necessity—1 set out to build something on a 
more comfortable scale, still having the merits of light 

draught. I accordingly had construe ted a scow of fifty feet 
long, fourteen feet wide, witha guard of two feet outside for 
passage way, and into the hull I built a house thirty feet long 
and eight feet in the clear, the floor resting on the cross tour 
timbers, which were six inches deep, the body or hull of ibe 
scow being three feet deep, giving mea drop of two and a 
half feet into the hull, and built up five and a half feet, the 
root on deck being crowned suificiently to carry off the 
water, covered with felt and asphalt. The interior was 
fitted up with three tiers of berths, on one side, of six feet in 
length (three lengths, cighteen fevt) on the opposite side, 
cushioned seats the sume jength, and no berths. At one end 
Lhad my kitchen, the entire width; at the other bulkheaded 
off six feet, which, being divided by a partition, madé a state- 
room in which was built a lower double bed and & single berth 
over. On the side on which the cushioned seats were placed 
Lhad three large sliding windows. The space on floor ad- 
mitted a large telescope dining table, capable of seating 
twelve persons. Tho room opposite my slate-room contained 
two berths, for the cook and one extra man, wilh a passage- 
way through. The house beimg thirty feet lous, left 
ten feet of deck at either end for working slip, Hach 
side of the door leading out through the kitchen 
were the closets, one used as a pantry, aud one for 
guns and shelves for ammunition. In one corntr of the kitchen 
the cooking stove is placed, the opposite side being fitted up 
with shelves, flour lockers, and a wide shelf for making bread, 
étc,, the main cabin and statervdm being carpeted, and au 
Open stove at the forward end, as shown in the diagram, The 
craft being rigged as 4 sloop, will ‘lee boards,” enables ns to 
sail her on thé wind as well as off, and | have frequently made 
eight miles the hour with her, Diawing but fitieen inches, 
We can sail in shallow water and run into bayous and creeks 
even at low tide. ‘The total cost of the entire allair being 
about $1,500, 4 club was organized of fifteen persons—iutia- 
tion fee, $100 each. At the beginuing of the shooling season 
we put aboard all necessary provisions, and employ a mau 

On the next day we | a 
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combining the qualifications of a good cook and sailor. As 
isiy as Gan pet away assemble on board, each member adding 
what he pleases in the way of lyxuries, drinkables, ete. On 
Saturday afterndon we lioist sail and head for the shouting 

ground, Arriviog, we ran into acreek or snug harbor, drop 
anchor, hoist out the Jittle light, double-end shooting skiffs— 
capiuble of holding two persons each—and, hauling over the 
bank and into the ponds, proceed to shoot. The first few 
pairs of mallards are despatched to the scow, and when we 
come in at dark, go aboard, have a wash and change our 
clothes, we find u good dinner awaiting us, to which we do. 
ample justice. Then the table is cleared away, pipes are lit, 
and, while some sit in front of the fire or loupge on the 
cushions, the others amuse themselves with cards, etc., until 
Morpheus cluiims them, and they turn m and sleep till day- 
light, when the tocsin sounds for an varly breakfast, after 
which we seatter over the marsh for the morning’s shoot. 

lf We Wish to change our grounds, we get up sail and take 
Up 4 new postion. 
Monday morning, those who must return to business are 

ferried pver to the railroad station, and in two hours they are 
at their offices. 

The scow i8 left in charge of the steward and the members’ 
tun Op by rail Saturday upain, aad so on through the winter. 

The tolal assessment for tbe season amounts to about F20 
per bead, and we get more solid comfort out of the old cyatt 
and more shooting than wa could for five times tle money in 
any olher way: Wehaye had the old craft in commission, 
about five years now, and she is good for a dozen (4) cume. It 
is seldom that more than half a dozen assemble aboard ab any 
one time, ‘There is always, therefore, ample accommodation, 
as we can sleep fourteen, 

Ii is about as comfortable a method of enjoying a day when 
shooling as cowlt be well desired, and muny are the good din- 
ners OF Game aud the accompaniments wehave; and when the 
wind howls woul us and the rain pours down we lie snug in 
our berths ia our secure harbor, enjoying the sensation of 
snugodss, snd know that by morning it will clear up and that 
we shall have a ¢plendid day’s shooting ; and when all come 
in at night with baeir three and fonr dozen brace of fat mal- 
Jards anc canyas-bagks the old scow is festooned with game 
sufficient lo supply a market. And now you have the history 
of the Tule Shooting Club. 

Don't like the piepure? Core out and try it; you will be 
welevome, PopGERs. 

i 

GAME AND FISH IN DAKOTA, 

vi BisMaugE, Dakota Territory, Jan, 6, 1879. 

Epiror Vurkst AND STRBAM : 

Thinking @ lew llaes would not come amiss from this far Western 

point, Ltake the liberty. Weare having quile a cold snap here al the 
present, tine—thermometer has ranged for the past fey Gays between 

twenty and thiny degrees below z-ro—too void for hunting, although 

fame is plenty close by tows, On the train, on the Northern Paciiia 

Trdbrosd, gailg duwito Jamestown the oifier day, 1 saw six herds of 
aniélopes, eauli herd huviog over 100 head in it, im easy rite shot of 

ihe rosd, und ouly ten to tweiily miles from Bismarck, Tle timber 
down by the river (Missour|) is alive with prairie chickens, Dut they 

enjoy a degree of immunity, only tempered by the number of degrees 

Which Lo6 Mereury passes below lhe’. Abou. forty miles southeast of 

Bismarck 18 a large sheetof wrtyr called Lovg lake. A party com- 

[ising Vol, Baker, Quartermaster at Bismaics, aud Messrs. McLean 

MiEwen and your hnmble servunt, cumped out tlere in October lash 

for ih-ee daye, and onr bag was three antelope, two juvk-rabbila, one 

Tox, séven Sih, sixtesn geess, ninety-seven ducks and eight couple 

oi snipe, The lake was literally alive with water fowl vf all duserip- 

Hous, sm we aelually tired of the shooting, If approximatiog tuo eluse 

jU slaiphter, At ithude’s Ranch, about forty-five miles worth from 

tere, on tie Port Berbiold trail, were killed by three hanters, ip three 

days, forty-one d-er and three antelope, The meat was bronght into 

Tow sid suld af fout cents per pound, Two buffaloes were killed 

About SLStESE Hi)les Irom town by some teamsters 4 week ago. They 

had prc bably buen separated from the herd and wandered down trom 

the North, ia October last { was up to Little Knite River, a tributary 

on the north side of the Missouri River, atid about ifty miles abuye 

Fort Gerihole, und discovered the vuffalo there in large nuwbers, but 

they moyed west very shortly aflerward, on account of the persistent 

hunting by the Gros Ventres and Rie Indians, Apropos cf this, it is 

Stated that runners from Sitting Bull's camp tired ihe prairle’s ab the 

time of the disastrous burning last October, to prevent the bnifala 

from coming south, Mr. Megsiter, the Bugish sportsman, passed 

through Lown a sllovi time ayo of his way to lis home neur Uarris- 

burgh, Ga, Ite hud neen in what is called tie Juuith basin, which lies 

between the Yellowst-ne and Missourl Rivers, in Montana, 160 miles 

exst of Fort Benton, Living mountain streams, well stocked with 

ITout, Tow through this sportsmars paradise, aud grizzly bear, buffalo, 

antelope, deer and numerous smali game abound, The pringipy 

sireanl Is Bl» Spring Creek, which never treezes up. It bias for ile 

SuuUre6 & monster spring in vhe Judith Mountains. The Indians call it 

Spotted Mist Creek from the large Humber of béeantiinl trout found in 
it. Wo trouble is found in catching ss many as are wished for, with 

the ordinary tuckle, of from one to four pounds welpht apiece. The 

Fndians have lony used this place as a favorite hunting gronnd, and 

are extremely jealous of the intruding white man, This spice of 

dafger renders the locality peculiarly interesting, as fhe ardent 

Sportsman hus a chance of hustiug or being hunted, Mr, Messiter 

killed three grizzlies on lls trip 10 Lhe Basin iis iast full, besidgsno 

end Of other game. It is stated that a few yeurs ago three men, in 
six weeks, Killed 1,540 detr, In the tear vicinity of the Judith 

Basin, fr thew hides alone, A suecessiu] slaughter in réality, 

There is little doubt of the locality becoming @ most suecesstil cattle 
range i & few years, as very little snow falls, aud the utowlth of 

grass i8 mOstluxuyious, Our market here ia well supplied with gale, 

bear, bulfalo, venison, etc, aud for fish we haye the Luke Superior 

(rout, brought up on ile rallroid from Dnluth aud retglied at twelve 
cents pir poudd. A, RIGEAEUE. 

PIGEON MATCHES, 

CoNNscTrIoUT—SWeepsiakes at pigeons was shot on fhe grounds of 
the Clark's Hill Guu OCwib, Stamiforc, Jad. 215 5 taps, 25 yds rise, 
Hurlingiam 1oles, 5 cnt): 

WEIS, So oes eee ae Et D0) at LO A ey ee ae eet 
AW South - wel Desa Cele dio Ae eee) 
© 8 Hobby... Wee OO We Oe Ei ie oes 
SO SUNT pep adeule qucc* Pp Be 00 Pw 2 2 Pea 6 5 

'TROMARSBURGH GuN OLUL,—TZruniansburylt, VX, Jan. 1—Union 
Pain Grounds; ficst puvlie shooting by Guo; glass balls, Teatuer-tlied; 
free tonal; NV prian. Conditions—ls yards ree; Keyardes rules + 
revolving trap: 

A fl Fowler..... derzerusvgrevl Ll del) Peed goed t bed Urey 
Gilnh Sroge ..,.-. LUPT LPP AL Lidad did ty 
Tey WiEOM a eee ee eee Tete Dele ot Tete 
Stierat Lihiterhon.;,« DTILIIVIVIIOLID111114 se 
JAMO BUN... eeeLLOVDIGOLT1TI1171 07111 it 
Jin Vanoridex =, ALTOLTLILL11V11100110779 G16 
Wd Allvu.. “a ~LOL0OTILI101T0O111111 as 



Coigrove 00211011101011111111—15 
Meatormic OO110070117111111101L1—14 
Frank Kerst.. -011707101110101110110—14 
Sayre..... oenaee eee O01 007011111111100171 1-14 
Fred MeWorter. see 91 0707727211101 001101 11 
QObaries Neill. .ss......0.2.-2 110011701101111110001—18 
COV. ee sacs sweet sueresseceeend 000010110171 01111101—41 
Dave Clark... seesee sete 26 01001000111001110111-11 
Philo Wickes,.... 110710120110000011011-11 
WIveson.. <2. .,,,, 02-0, OL1L00001001T107T11100001—8 
Dan Clark. seqpaeeeeeetL1LQNOOOLILT1L1100000000—7 
H Pell... avesersese» LODOTOOLOLITODDIDNOL0D000—§5 
DLO Eos seers cas ceneeeee OD VOKODOOOND01T000000000—1 

fn shooting off tle Wilson wou. 

Pigeon match; free to all; three prizes; five single rises; plunge 
traps; 18 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; weather cold and birds dull : 

MoCorniio. Wiveson 
yd All 

Po — = So | ot) 
Archer. 011106-3 
Jamea Smi 0110 1-3 
Dave Olark.....- 110013 
Sierm Britkerho 0110 0—2 
Fred Mc Wor, ér.. O10 1 0-2 
Philo Wieker 000104 
Dan Clark, =4 -.0900 10-1 
CONZTOVE.ceexese----ss.0 000 0-0 

ll won, E. it. B. 

New JERsey—West Hoboken, Jan, 13.—Regular medal shoot of the 
Palisade Gun Club: 

DY TAO <cn.geteyeseesesssl VDETOLTILLTLLi11 1111 021:1—18 
TICE AUMGD. oc .. pecs aes -11111000110111111010—14 
W Paine....+0..-.0+-4 10111101011011101010—13 
JT Corbet. ......000-: ooel11111011111101101110—16 
TE Colina. ...s-1 ss=es -.11000110011111111101—%4 
Po Brazean.... ssesveccccseee- 0D O00000000W 

O101000100W 
A Anderson 1101011011,711101000-13 
Hv Lengerke. 1111111111111111110—19 
Tesse....-. 1010011111111100111—5 

BS Payne. 101100011111000100i1—10 

To give eyery shooter an eqial chance they were divided in four 
classes: first-class allowing the second two balls}; second, two balls to 
third; taird, two bal!s to fourth. Dr. Talson won the medal. 

Justus V. LENGEREE, Sec. 

BHREwspuRY Gon CLUB—Asbury Park," N, J., Jun, 21,—Match for 
club gold badge, 18 yds. rise, Bogardus traps: 

SW Morford, Senne soe ne eas Wr eae 

hie 

were yan 

octet rHecrH petor eas 

g' 
Charles siillwell 
Henry White. 
T Davis..... 

PENNSYLVANIA—Philadelphia, Jan, 15.—On the morning of Tuesdayd 
the 14th instant, a large number of sportsmen congregated at the 
house of Alfred Brothers, sitaated on Nicetown Lane, near the Town. 
ship Line, to witness a pigeon match of five birds, twenty-one yards rise, 
eighty yards boundary, Khode Island rules, the contestants being John 
Parks, of Tioga, and Edward Godfrey, the genial host of the Shaffer 
House, Highth and Green strects. The following is the score : 

E Godfrey..........1 1 0 * *—2 J Parks..........0 0 1 1 0-2 

- ‘The tie was shot off, Mr. Godfrey proving the winner, as Mr. Parks 
failed to kill his bird. 

Ionnroi— Warsaw, Jon, 11.—Match on lee of Mississippi River ; Bo- 

ae el el ol hae ots Ore HeHH re 

» &, te 

f@ardus screen trap; 18 yardsrise. Firet match: 

Gen O Hdwards..ec00....----91010100101011110111—12 
Capt J H Finlay.....+..--+-- 1202110111100101011100—12 
dno Worthen .... ..-.-....11111141111111111111—20 
J H Johuston .. : 10010110111001100011-11 

~2-11101411101011111010 0-16 
.11011100111100110111—4 
QLLV0GLLTLILTILILTOLLIOL1IONM 
11100110111111110001—14 

J Breitenstein......0..5-----LIVLTLOO0OLLOODILI11I1idi—ye 

Donbdle balls : 
an O Mdwards....seccssveecnnenes...10 11 11 OL 11 11 11 11—14 

SC Ea ei bk RA 00 00 OO 00 Ww 
MEURTHEN Gc cdeicsn ier hecaasracarsred OM di Cale Tdse atl a9 
J Breitenstein,. netsigials Wale 0 11 00 OL w 

ADOON AROUND. 

NDIANA.—Connersville, Jan, 14.—Yesterday we held a sweepstakes 
bic shooting match, ground trap, 21 yards start, 80 yards boundary, 
oz, sliot. <A circle twelve yards 10 diameter, marked by small fags, 
made around the trap ; gun below the elbow until the rabbit was 

outside of circle and on the go, This was sometiiog new. and attracted 
Milic acrowd. The match was quite exciting, and afforded a great 
Heal ofsport. Below is the score: 

00110—2 W Snyder --01001—2 
1111—5 D Roots...... seen} 111 1—5 
101—8 T Wilson,....-..+5....1 1111-5 APA! 

i ‘eel 1010-3 
Ties, Misi aud go out, Moore and Wilson divided. 
second money ; 

) DOTEsseennneevae sieeve tveeseneseel 
HOBBS sss cseeerangeee soreseeeee - 

Rational Pastimes. 

WituiAMssuRGH ArotEerto CLus.—Athietic interests in the 

vicinity of New York have received a new impetus by the 
organization of the Williamsburgh Athletic Club, of Williams- 
burgh, Long Island. Ata meeting held January 9 this or- 
ganization was perfected, with a strong membership and a list 
of officers, whose activity promises very creditable work for 

the club. The President, pro tem., is Mr. Charles;Gaubert; 

Vice-Pres., Mr, T, V. Forster; Secretary, Mr. J. M. W. Hunt; 

Treasurer, Mr. Charles Haselton. Suitable grounds will be 
secured atan early day, and the first public games of the club 

will probably be held in the spring. All applications for 

membership should be sent by letter, stating age, residence 

and place of business, to the Secretary, Mr. J. M. W. Hunt, 

care of Charles Gaubert, 107 Broadway, Brooklyn, E, D). 

Aronery Goops.-—Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, of 

65 Fulton st,, New York, who are the inventors and paten- 
tees of the celebrated ‘split bamboo bow,” haye secured the 
Services of W. Holberton to take charge of that department 

of their business. Mr. Holberton’s experience as an archer as 
well as an old fly-fisherman for trout and black bass, will un- 
doubtedly make his services valuable. Messrs, Conroy, Bis- 
sett & Malleson also intend supplying sportsmen with full 

camping outfit, including stoves, tents, moccasins, etc., and 

they will haye completed shortly the retail catalogue adyer- 

fised Jast season, but which from press of business they were 

unable to complete. 
Owing to the want of properly seasoned timber, American 

bows have, so far, not been a success. Messrs. Conroy, Bis- 
sett & Malleson have both the skilled labor and well seasoned 
wood on hand, and will be able to produce lancewood self and 

fancy hacked hows equal to any imported goods and at a 
lower price. 
Boston Aranetra Crve.—A new athletic club with the 

above name has been organized at Boston. The following 
officers have been elected; President and Corresponding 
Secretary, Charles P. Huckins ; Vice-President, George H. 
Adams; Treasurer, William Brown; Secretary, John D, 
Wayne; Bxecutive Committee, A. L, Estabrook, William F. 
Brennan, C, A. George, W. F. Goodell. 

dlew Publications. 
Cougs’ Birps or tae Conorapo VAriny.—There is a 

stage in the life of every student of ornithology, when enthusi- 

asm is Gasy, when every bird is a wonderful revelation ; when a 

warbler never seen before is the rich reward of each day's Igbor, 

and eyéry bird’s song isa voice from the unknown land. But 

with time this charm wears away, In your favorite thicket, the 

twitter of the redstart is x» warning to follow no longer, for you 

haye redstarts enough; the cardinal grosbeck may let his clock 

run down, and you not syen look or listen; the plain bird that 

you shoot because you do not know it, turns oub only a red-syed 

vireo or a female indigo-bird, and you would give all your days 
bird-skins if it were again alive in the trea. 

After this time, if you still study birds, and oannot go on to 

frosh fields and pastures new, you must come to something dry 

Take your scalpel and work on the tongues and stomachs, or 
look for ten primaries on the swallow, where only nine grew be 

fore ; or, still worse, you may turn away from birds to the bird 

men of other days, and from their literary bones eyolye synony- 

my; and the thoughts once stirred by the shivering and bodiless 

notes of the first bluebird may never stit again. = 

As with the individual, so with American Ornithology. The period 

of Wilson and Audubon and Nuttall will notcome again. The now 

birds come no longer. The rosy glow of enthusiasm is passed, and 
the serious business of ornithological hair-splitting, or feather-split- 

ting, 18 upon us. And because this is go, all the more heartily do wa 

welcome this last book of Dr. Coues. Its biographical part might 
haye been written by Audubon, had Audubon known enough, and 

could he have weighted his imagination better by facts. Its tech- 

nical part is fully up to 1879, for no ornithologist that ever lived 

has dons such work more faithfally than Dr. Coues, yet every 

page is Juminous with the bright enthusiasm of the earlier times. 
Every bird in Dr. Coues’ pages stands out as a gharp individuality. 
And they are not thrown in to ornament the scene, but each bird 
has his portrait, life-size, out of doors, with itself as the contral 

figure, For many of our birds, this book contains the fullest as 
well as certainly the best biographies ever written. 

The last 240 pages of the work are devoted to a ‘ Bibliography 

of North American Ornithology,” a most yaluable and laborious 

piece of work, of which the English ornithologist, Newton, has 

said itis the most excellent piece of bibliography ‘‘in existence, 

whenever, whereyer or by whomsoever done,’”? We haye little 

apace for quotations, but the following, from the embarrassment 

of riches here, will leave a sweet taste with the reader: 

The bluebird ‘soon returns with its cheery, yoluble warbling, 
inseparable from the associations of spring-time, presaging all the 

hopeful aspitations of the coming year. ‘This song is melody 
withont great power; delightful modulation without exhibition of 
the highest art. It is sweet and charming, lacking great force, 

yet with a touch of such nervous quality that more is left to the 

imagination than is revealed. Like the sunshine of the days, 
when the year is young, and nature seems to pause to gather 

strength for her intended triumphs, this melting music of tha 

bluebird is full of delicious Janguay and dreamy yoluptuousnese, 
suggesting the possibilities of all things, expressing the realities 

of none. It is a promise and a pledge of the future, like the nn- 

conscious yearning of a maiden for what she knows net.” 

i Davm $, Jorpan. 

Anertcan NaTuRALIST,—The first number of the thirteenth yol- 

ume of the American Naturalist contains several articles of mush 

interest. Prof, J. H, Todd writes entertainingly about ‘' Certain 

Contrivances for Cross Fertilization in Flowers,’ Mr. W. J. Hoif- 

man about ‘Curious Aboriginal Customs,” and Tient. A, W. 

Vogdes gives some interesting facts on Florida mounds, entitled 
** Notes on a Lost Race of America.” ‘Tha title of Mr. John A. 
Ryder’s article, ‘The Gemnimle ys. the Plastidule as ths Ultimate 

Physical Unit of Liying Matter,” will prove rather a staggerer to 

the non-scientific reader, but the paper shows much thought and 

carefnl study. Myr. Alfred W. Gonnett’s casay on the “ Absorp- 
tion of Water by the Leaves of Plants”? has a practical value that 

must recommend it toall. Dr. A. 8, Packard presents a yery im- 
portant paper on the ‘! Breeding Habits of the Hel,” but as the 

author is still continuing his inyestigations we postpone a notice 

ofit for the present. “Recent Literature” and ‘‘General Notes ” 

are quite full. Among the latter we observe one on a ‘Singular 
Habit of a Meloid Beetle,” by our friend, Mr. 8. W- Williston, 

and ons on the ‘‘Mode of Drinking of the Red Squirrel,” by 
Judge Caton. 

BOOKS REORIVED. 

‘‘ Zimmerman’s History of Germany,’ parts 31 and 32. Henry 

J. Johnson, 27 Beskman atrect, New York; sole agent, John 

Geaoham, 23 Liberty street, N. Y. 

auswers to Correspondents. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communioatieus, 

WHERE TO GO ror GaAme,—Correspondents who send us 

specific questions as to where to find best lovalities for game 
aud fish are referred to Our game columns, All the news that 

comes to us is there given. By keepiog themselves infozmed 
from this souree our friends will save themselves and us 

much trouble. Read the paper. 

Tr, P. G., Davenport, Towa,—Wotild aryise you to build 4 sligt pie, 

See our present iesues, 

G.M. S§,, Boston, Mass,—See our Fish Department this Week for New 
Hampshire salmon law. 

PuvdHKEEPSIE, N. ¥.—Conrtney never row 
He can undoubtedly beat Morris, 

INQUIRER, Norfolk, Va,—We oan give you no information of our own 
knowledge regarding the person you name. 

W. A. E., Brooklyn.—Wuttal Bulletin, monthly, price $2, Address 
Ruthven Deane, Essex Institute, Salem, Mass, 

foe A 

SUBSCRIBER, Stamford, Conn.—Yeur pattern is agoodone, A good 
Jubricator for bullets is common lard or tallow. 

H. E. S., Sparta, Mich,—Stonehenge costs $7.50. Tor waterproof 

shooting suits send to the makers who advertise in our columns. 

HE. S., Maryland.—Yonr sketeh received and accepted, A neglect to 

give your post office makes it Impossible to write you. Please send it. 

G. T.A., Watsonvillé,—The gun isa very good one, For Gordon set- 

ters in San Francisco write to the presidentof the San Francisco Kenna f 
Club, 

H. B., Middletown.—" Cruise of the Orion" is not to be had in this 
country. Can obtain it for you from England upon recelpt of $2, Time, 
three weeks, I 

d. M,, dr., Philadelphia.—The Union Metallic Cartridge Company 

manufacture gin. shells fori2 pange guns. Yon can have a new pair 
of barrels put on to yourstock. Send to Squires, Courtland st, city. 

C, H. W., Augusta, Me.—For construction of skiff@ and small yachts 

see thirteen papers.on pout-building pnblished in Vols, LX and X. Gan 
Send any one upon receipt of price of paper, 

kh. J. W. K., Philadelphia.—* The Yachtsman’s Handy Book” is not 

to be obtained in America, Can procure it for you from England upon 
receipt of $1,765, Time, thrée weeks, 

¥F, A, T., Dedham, Mass,—Should a pure pair of Gordons throw any 

pups except black and tan; if so, whatcolor? Ans. It is mot at all in- 
usual for a Gordon setter bitch to throw one or more red puppies, 

G. E_P., Allegheny City, Pa.—Captain Bogardus’ gun is a fall choke 
bore. Wecan only refer yeu to the letter of Captain Bogardus con- 
cerning the tin-coated shot which was published last week, 

PARTRIDGE, Dover, N, H.—For Report of the Adjutant General of 

your State 1861-"66, write directly to the present Adjutant General. 

Mor Reports of other States do the same, or your gun use 344 drs, of 
the powder. 

T. W. G., Philadelphia.—For a winter shooting and fishing trip either 

Florida or Texas offer rare advantages, We have already-pnbiished 

80 much concerning both States that you can make your choice. 

H, M. R,, Delphi, Ind.—The design of gun lock epgraving which you 

send us is a very good one, It is faulty in some of the details—not even- 

ly balanced ; too much smoke for gun, ete, A little practice will prob- 
ably make you efficient. 

OANvAS Back, Cleyeland.—Pians of sharpie will shortly be published, 

A 80 foot boat, with aboutS feet beam, would be our choice for your 

purposes. She can stand aheayy sea and has fairaccommodations. See 
letters published this week, ete. 

Grouse, Collamer, Pa,—The hind quarters of a deer are termed the 

saddle, ‘Saddle long” is the saddle with a part of the loin added. The 

reputation of the gunmaker is good, so far as we know. The dew-claw 
in huntibg dogs is a mark of mongreilsm, 

8. I. ¥., Brooklyn.— Will be obliged for any information cf practical 
observations concerhing the epeed of yachta of different clasaes for 

different angles of heel, such as half way down torail, railawush, cabin 

house awash, elec. Any one having made a serics of such observations 
will oblige by sending them to this office. 

G. H. W., Plattsburgh, N. ¥.—If you were buying & Scott gun to be 

used for shooting sl kinds of game fromthe snipe tothe deer what 

gauge, weight, length of barrel, ete,, would you pet? What price 
would you pay? Ans. 19 gange, 8 pound, S0 inch barrel, If our means 
would permit we would bay a Premier, costing $300, 

G. B. H,, Newport, Ky.—If your metal shells have been expanded by 
ase in a gun of Jarger calibre, yon will have to procnre new ahells, 
Poiting a higher rear sight on to your shotgun for auxiliary rife barrel 

will probably remedy preaent defect in sighting. A sight with single 

peep-sight is not objectionable, for with it you really make as troea 
centre as with the other sights. 

Incoa., New York.—1, Are Lewis and Hickman counties, Tennessee, 

prosperous and fertile? 2, Are there any squatters there? &. What 

cereals are best adapted to the soil? 4. Are there apy minerala? 5, 

Would land there be a profitable Investment? 6, What game, fish, 

flesh, or fowl? Ans. 1, No, 2, Population generally poor. %. Corn, 

oats, wheat, etc, but not of fair quality. 4. Soilissandy. 5. Doubtful 

—probably not. Middle Tennessee is better. 6, Deer, turkeys, etc.; 
base, chub, suckers, etc. 

A. F., Wapakonets, 0.—Please give me your opinion on he work 

*Brehm's Thierlebin.” J think if names all animals only in Latin and 

German, Do you know ofa familiar work with as good Guts as Brehm’s 

which would be more practical for this country? Ans, ‘There 1s no 

better work than “ Brehm’s Thierlsbin,” but, 18 you say, itis in Ger- 

man. It has, however, been partially translated in England, we think 

MacMillan & Co., 22 Bond st., New York, would know ; write to them. 
We know of no single work that would take its place, 

G. Hi. C., Atlanta, Ga,—My pointer bitch has pupples, now one month 

old (seven in number). She is growing lean very rapidly, and from her 
actions Ifear sheissick. She has a kind of hitchlug cough similar to 

hiccoughs in a man and, a disposition or tendency to vomit frequent- 

ly, Can you tell me what I shall do for her, ifanything? Also, what 

is fhe best food for tha puppies? Ans. Your biteh probably has 

worms; give her areca nut, Feed the puppies on bread and milk nojtl 

they are old enengh to eat scraps from the table. 

W,. D. L., Poughkeepsie. —There is no Jaw against your brilding a 

paper canoe for yourownnse, Anyone can makes patented artivle 
for his personal use or consumption without paying royalty. Royalty 

must be paid only when you build fora trade or profit. To build » 

paper canoe prepares solid model of seasoned pine, allow for stem and 

Bternpost at ends, fnishing them off with rabbets ; alao, slot in bottom 

of model for keelson, Fit these in their places. Use either beat man- 
illa paper, or that prepared from pure unbleached linen stock, the 

sheets being full length of model, unless you will accept a lap, which 

SF $c 

should be avoided, Dampenthe sheets, tack on firat one, cement oyer 
and pot on next sheet, etc , till required thickness is obtained. If linen 
paper, usé one sheet only. Wher dry, remove modeland subject to 
Waterproofing process, then ingert keelson, inwales, frames, eto; deci 

over and varnish, Or all traming may first be put together and let in 

on the wooden model. Skin 3-16In. thick. For cament, try cedar pitch‘ 
49 parts, hotled oll 40 parts, Iltharge 3 parts ; imix well while hot. Apply 
hotin very emall quantity, using a rubber. Wor varnishing, nse pore 

‘copal. Paton several coats, Allow the cement to soak through the 

i paper, 80 a8 to make the whole waterproof. 

. 



Admirers of Artistic 
Potterv and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed bv Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exvosition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

NEW YORK: 
sill with novel marine designs. 

Salviati’s latest reproductions of the Vene- 

Tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iriGeseent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with Implements, Cartridges, Cases, Shooting Suits 

Uamping Outfits, Etc. 

Paine’s Feather-filled, Bogardus’ Rough, and the 
new Composition Bails always on hand, 

Bogardua’ Glass Ball Traps, $6 and $s. 

Hand T Pigeon Traps, $7.50 per pair. 

The “ NEW RECOIL PAD,” price $2. Pronounced 
by the Forest Stream,” Feb. 21, 1875, the best con- 
trivance made for the purpose, Every sportsman 
shonid haye one, ij 

‘Also a Cheaper quality rubber pad, siuifed with 
hair, $1. j 

LOOK AT THIS!—A central-fire, English Double 
Gun, side snap-action, twist barrels, warranted, $28. 

SPRATT’S DOG BISCUIT always on hand, and 
Bold in any quantity. 
SHELLS loaded to order with the greatest care, 

and Repairing done in the mosi artistic manner, 

GUNS taken in exchange, and Second-hand Guns 
a specialty. 
CUTLERY.—Fine Sportsmen’s Bowie and Hunt- 

ing Knives; also, large assortment of finest Pocket 
Cutlery, Razors, Clasp Kuives, Spring-back Knives, 
Eic., Etc. 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

hy the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

A, RPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WEN A 
FORTUNE. FIRST. GRAND, DISTRIBU- 

TION, CLASS B, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUES- 
DAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1879—105th Monthly Drawing, 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
‘This institution was regularly incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
‘table;purposes in 1868, with a capitalof $1,000,000, to 
which it lias since added a reserve fund of $350,000. 
iTS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
will take place monthly. It never scales or postpones. 
Zook at the following distribution : 

CAPITAL PRIZH, $30,000. 
100,c00 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH, 

HALF TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR, 
LIST OF PRIZES 

1 Capital Prize of $30,000 30,000 
i@apital Prize of 10.00 10,000 
1 Capital Prize of 5,000 5,000 
2% Prizes of 5,000 
5 ‘ 5,000 

20 rr 10,000 

wo | 10,080 
200 10,000 
500 Cn 10,000 

3,000 «=*f secesnneves 20,000 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES. 

9 Approximation Prizes of $300.. 
2 Approximation Prizes of 200,. 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100.. 

- 2,700 
1,800 
900 

857 Prizes AMOUNLINE tO... .+. ces ese ensdaeeees $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

Prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
‘Will be paid. 

Application for rates to clubs should only be made 
The Home Office in New Orleans. 

Write, Clearly stating 1ull address, for farther in- 
Tormation, or send orders to 

M. A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0, Box 692, New preouss Louisiana, 

-L. " 
319 Broadway, New Vork City. 

Allour Grand Extraordinary Drawings are under 
the supervision and management of GENERALS G. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A. HARLY, 

jan23 2t 

The Hennel, 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES, | Ghe Hennel, 

Twenty-one Gold, Silyer and Bronze Medals 
awarded, including Medal of English Keane) 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 

Club, New York, 

| Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms] 
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed to kill feas on dogs or 
any other animals, or money returned. It la put up 
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which 
greatly facilitates ita use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid 

~ & 
Z 

Bed 
Fay 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

anh oP Bich bed ponte iuing a dozen powders, with 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended b: Guy 

and FOREST AND STREAM, ipa omiett 

CONROY, BISSETT & MALLESON, 

oct 12 65 FULTON 8T., N. ¥. | 

* 

None are genuine unless go stamped, 

¥F. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South William Street, N. ¥., Sole Agent. 

BROWN & HILDE, St. Louls, Western Agents, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds. 

4 Mallen Lane, 35 Liberty St. 
yer ce ene a 

) BREECH LOADING SHOT GUN. 

t There neyer was 4 gun easier to handle, easier to clean, 

pe —\less liable to get loose or out of order, or one 80 good for 

”» the money, 

eee ee Lala lacaal a belnlelalealelaaielaninnlad te 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Suecessors to ANDREW GLERKE & CO., 

Fine Goods for Sportsmen 
A SPECIALTY. 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST. 

Importers & Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers 1n 

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

FISHING TACKLE. 
ae eo a YT 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
IMPORTER OF 

Fine Beech-Loading Cuns, 

Six Strip SPLIT BAMBOO RODS, three-joint, with 
extra tip, In case, $18. 

REELS in German silver, rubber and brass, of fh 
best makers, and with all the latest Improyements. 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, Insect, and Spoon Ba i 
of every description. ¥ 
Would call special attention to my larga varlety 

of fine TROUT, BASS and SALMON FLIES, 

FLIES tied to order from any p2ttern at shorted 
notice. 

LINES, waterproof and tapered, oiled, Braided 
Silk, Braided Linen, Grass, Hair and Silk, Kio, 

Walking Cane Rods, 

The NEW FLOAT SPOON,” One of the most 
successful spoons in use, Try one, 

Patent Adjustable Floats and Sinkers. 

BLACK FLY REPELLANTS, 50 cents per botile, 
and everything required by fishermen and anglers. 

OPTICAL GOODS.—Compasses, Field and Marine 
Glasses, Telescopes, Microscopes, ete., etc, 

Also EVERYTHING pertaining to the Sporting 
Line, E 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

943 BROADWAY, 
Near Twenty third Street, 

NEW YORK, 

Quen to Load, 

FOX’S PATENT 

Prices range from $50 to $300. 

WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send stamp for circular to 

The American Arms’ Co. 
BOSTON, MASS, 

Che Fennel. 

$50 REWARD--RED SETTER. 
By Elcho IL, about 17 months old ; full size; | 

erred than usual; gettlug lighter from the back- 
downward; tail docked about one-third off; the 
only white on himis on the top of breast hone, very 
small and has to be Jooked for to be seen—nol & EpOt 
put a strip following the boné about an inch. Has 
same face ag Hicho I. Has been absent since 12 
o’clock, Oct. 18, 1878. Will pay the aboyereward for 
him or information leading \o his recovery. 

A. FONDA & SONS, 
Italian Warehousemen, 

Louisville, Ky. 

The Rennel, | | 

yor Lmperial Kennel. 
AS Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment, 
Address, 

H. C. GLOVER, 
Toms RIVER, N, d. 

Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have daily 
access to salt water. octlo tf 

COCKER SPANIEL 

Breeding Kennel 
OF 

M. P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N Y. 

I keep only cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
Young stock, I guarantee satisfaction ana safe de- 
very to every customer. These beautiful and in- 

telligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruffed grouse 
and woodcockshooting and retrieving, Correspond- 
ents inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, cir— 
cular, testimonials, etc, jlo w 

jan23 1t 
EEE ee See 

OULEOUT KENNELS. | 

Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniels 
can be sunplied with either dog or bitch pups, with 
stock and delivery guaranteed, for $15 each, Woy 
peaieree, éte., address CHAS, 8. HITOHCOC! 
ranklin, Del, Co., N. ¥- ~ Jang te 

PAYING—Bitches spayed. Address box 1 
ree "Yani 4 Dedham, Mase, 
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SEND FOR CATALOCUE. 

hn Che Rennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R, Nw 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

: AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,” &c. 
: legs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

iat he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired 

Greed, fit for the highest competition, 

| IW. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Kennels 
t deci9 t 

Stud Spaniel. 

TRIMBUSH (pure Clumber), imported direct from 
he kennels of the Duke of Newcastle, For nose the 
<iumbers are unrivalled, and Trimbush is a capital 
«log to breed cockers or small-sized setter bitches to. 

a! Wee €20. Address H, C, GLOVER, Toms Hiver, 
t WN, d, jani6 tf 

ATTLER—In the Stud.—Blue belton, Llewellin 
setter, winger ofthree bench prizes, by cham— 

pion Rob Roy, winner of five English fleld trisls, out 
| Of the pure Laverack bitch, Pickles. Will serve 

hitches at $20. Litters warranted. [uquire of L, F. 
| WHITMAN, Detroit, Mich, jau2 tt 

OR SALE—Splendid cocker spaniel pups, from 
J : pure impdried stock, Addre:s HORACE 

SMITH, 33 Park Row, N. Y. janl6 2t 

i HAMPION DRAKE PUPS, out of subscriber’s 
Daisy, black and white, whelped Dec. 16, 1$78. 

5 each, EDWARD J, FORSTER, 2 Dexter Row, 
SHoston, Jau23 4t 

NOR SALEH.—Valuable setter bitch; three years 
E oid; well broken; good retriever, For infor- 
anation address HENKY M, BISSELL, care Bissell 
& Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. jang3 1 

OR SALE.—Two liver and white pointer bitch 
pups, by Champion imported Snap Shot, out of 

Banny Il. Full pedigree. Price, $15each, CHAS, 
W. GABB, Northampton, Mass. jan23 3h 

OR SALE.—A pure Irish setter pup by Back, out 
of Quail IL, both imported, Address OWNER, 

TW. EB, sich st. jan2é 15 

OINTER PUPPIES.—Ready for shipment; two 
dogs; color, liver, white markings; by im- 

worted Champion Snap Shot, outof imported Fannie, 
NOCOLN & HELLYAR, Warren, Mass. jan23 tf 

ANTED.—A pair of Ferrets. adaress J. E. 
HOLDEN, Sherborn, Mass, jan23 1t 

ANTED.—A small pointer bitch, broken on 
¥ yuffed grouse and woodvock, not over three 

4 g old, with good pedigree; also a beagle bitch. 
; Tice must be low. Stamp for reply, ROBERT 

“WALKER, Franklin, Del, Co., N, ¥, jan23 3t 

iOR SALE—Red Irish setter pups, out of im- 
ported R. I. setter bitch Mollie (litter sister of 

‘John E, Develin’s Moya, prize brood bitch at New 
rk and Boston Bench Shows), by Rattler, by 
mnkett, Address DAVID G. HART, Soundview 

‘Hennel, North Port, L. I. jani6 3t 

OGS for still hunting and at‘acking and pulling 
pm down big game. Dogs possessing Immense 
‘Size, Mose, courage and speed, bred especially for 
§he purpose; also very large bull-dogs can be ob- 
tained from the breeder, FRANK ADCOOK, Shev- 
jugton Hall, W. Wigan, England, jani6 4t 

PION FRANCEH’S PUPS.—Puppies, two 
\ Ree nine (Bnglish setters), orange and white 

Sficked, out of Zita, she first prize winner at Syra- 
eusc, N.Y. Prize $iseach. W. VIE, St. Louis, 17 

W:, Market street, Mo. jan2 4t 

for Sale. 

LIVE QUAIL 
ting purposes. Forsaleby WHITLEY 

x MORRIS. 218 F Pashington sireet (dear Washing- 

zou. Market), New York. 
jang 36 ) 

STERN QUAIL.—Per pair, $1.25; per 

z De aauress CHAS, FREDERICKS, 73 
Biaujer st., Williamsburg, N.Y. jan23 tf 

E WHICH, WHEN COMPLETED, MAKES 
A Fa emsaeat binding, For sale at this office, 
Price, 75 cents. 

. ‘ NNESOTA FARM—For sale, 1,660 acres im- 
By . 5 

VM roved land in Rock Connty, Minnesota, with 
1 Ta house, three stables, corn house, hen house, 
serain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 

“windmills, wells, grading, running streams o fclear 

; swater: directly on line of St. Paul and Sioux City 

Bailroad; price $18,009. Only one half mile by ral 

from county seat. Sold only to increase farming 

Snterest in immediate neighborhood, No such bar- 

ain to be had in the entire West. Photographs 

7 Shown and full specifications given on application 

; do CHAS. HALLOOS, office of ForEst AND SrREAn, 
. 

OR EXCHANGE at a {bargain,:for an 

: aE ad Winchester or Ballard sporting rifle, a 

Srst-class Remington Creedmoor ritie; perfect in 

, very respect, with all aecoutrements. Address 

-\ 3.5. B. KENNEDY, Omaha, Nebraska. coe 
\ ita == 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SOLE MAKER OF "The “Richols a& ZE.efever Gum,” 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
Auxiliary Rifle, eet 

SHELTON’S Auxiliary Rifle Barrel for Breech-Loading Shot: 

Gun Clubs Take Notice. 
You will be interested in sending name of your 

Gun Cub, also oMlcers and P. O. address to 

Cc, V. BOUGHTON, 
Titusville, Pa, 

Guns. 

jangs 4t 

PORTSMAN’S NOTICE—WANT&D—An experi- 
enced Man, nnderstandiug the practical use of 

all sporting weapons, the use of fishing gear of alk 
kinds, training and hunting of dogs, salling and row 
ing ; also, the habits of all game birds, animals and 
fish, and where to find them in the United States, 
would like to engage with some sportsman’s club in 
charge of property of the same, or with some in— 
dividual, to hunt or take charge of nig place, or with 
some dealer to sell or trayel. References furnished. 
Address PRACTICAL SPORTS AN, Forsst ana 
STREAM. Jani64at 

‘This barrel can be placed ina gun ready for use in a second of time with the same ease as A cartridge, ana 
can be removed just as expeditiously. There is no wear on the rifle barrel, nor on the shot-gun, and if can- 
not get Out of order. _ With this Auxiliary Barrel, which weighs about one pound, almost instantly 
a breech-loading shot-gun can be conyerted into a most accuraterifie. The AUXILIARY BARREL will 
fit any standard make of pun of 10 or 12-calibre—calibre of rifle 32, 88. or 44, as desired, Length of 
barrel, twenty inches, The shells used with the best advantage are the Winchester Repeating Arma Co,’a 
cartridges, No, 82 and 38, extra long, and No. 44, modelisi3, Send fora Circular and Price List 

> AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FOSS BROS. & CO. 
- (Sueeessors to F. J. ABBEY & CO.), 

eiiscellangous, 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 

CHAMPACNE, 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
37 BEAVER STREET N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. 

TATHAM’S 
IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 

American Standard, Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
Gives greater penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. Baually well ada ted to 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. y Boe > 4 

Our chilled shot will be found free from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform in size 
harder, heavier and of brighter and Cleaner finish than any other, SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

TATHAM & BROS., 82 Beekman St., 
weEW Tork. 

novi 3m 

A,.ME YER, 

IMPORTER OF AND DEALER IN 

California, Rhine, 
Hungarian Wines, 

AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES, 

392, BOWERY, 392, 

Near Fourth ayenue, NEW YORE, 

BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL. 
The longest Rifle Range in the city, For Sharp- 

shooters only, 

Publicationg, 

HALLOCK'S 

Sportsman’s Cazetteer 

is THE 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary monlded shot, 

WATERY “sorvens ORGANS. | NEW ENCLAND 
These beantifal organa 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 

le eS daelrendee - 3 
are all richly finished in Soid black wane. we |Lfe Insurance Comp’v, 
sell a better instrument at a lower price than any Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 

other house in the United | Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
States. i " mules tuner SXBDURE Sua ak fsa ene 63 
Waters’P anos ‘otal eurplusas per Insurance Commis- 

Grand, Square and Up- sioner’s TOPOLb weees.s.eaee eteases 1,621,078 82 

Tent, are ae eae Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
Ee fi , Tou * : 

——<— ee Workmanship and Dura- J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 
bility unsurpassed, Warranied for SIX YEARS, GENERAL AGENTS. 
Extremely Low for Cash or on Installments. A| KENNY & RATCLIPIFEH.....New York City. 
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, | V, C. TARBOX.......--.....Pertland, Me. 
etc, AGENTS WANTED. Catalogues Mafled. | BF. EMERSON...... ......Nashua, N. H, 
Second-hand Pianos and Organs at GREAT BAR-| MARSTON & WAKELIN....Philxdelphia. 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, manu-| HALL & WORTHINGTON... Balimore, Md. 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE 
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN SPORT, 

as 

ASD THE 

RECOGNIZED STANDARD AUTHORITY. 

PRICE $32, POSTAGE PAID. 

4,000 COPIES SOLD. 

For sale af office of Forest anp STREAM, 111 Fal- 
ton street, New York. Dealers supplied by Orange 
Judi Company, #45 Broadway, New York. 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
pacar a dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, | VERNOR BROTHERS....... Bertale, risk. 
ew York. QO. CRONKAITE............-Chicago, : 
: J. WATSON. ..0lss.s seees5t. Paul, Minn. Yachtsmen. 

: We Be UAV ES niea crack -St. Louls, Mo, 
uM . C. RANDALL......,......New Orleans, La. 
W. EVERSON........-.......San Francisco, Cal 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Eggs. Butter. 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. - 
—<—= 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
(ILLUSTRATED. } 

Contains History of the State, Towns and points o 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, their yalue, 
yield, etc., Taxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhab/tante of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Claps, Industr 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Laud Associations, Pish= 
ing and Hunting Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sourees, with complete sonnilings, ete., ete. 
Useful to sportsmen and yachtsmen, and tue country 
gentleman. Size, 12x14. Price $7, Address 0, P. 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editor, PoneS?T anD STREAM 
Ofice, 111 Fulton street, New York. 

> 

SORGANS.°s 
The oldest, larg= > st perfect manufactory in the U.S 

= 

J. Cvpress, Jr.'s, Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

PRICE 85 BY MAIL, 

GAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE, 

“THE SETTER,” 

9%, Send for Price-Lists, SS Ss 
Ss Ss. 

8 Bu FFALO y 192 DUANE STREET, N. Vi 
novi tf 

- . E. THOMAS, JR., 
Taxidermy Extraordinary. GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

No disappointments in getting your Birds end 15844 South Clark Street, Chicago, Dl, 

Animals preserved TRUE TO LIFE, by C, & B. ZETTLER, 

A. YEOMAN, GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY, BY LAVERACK. 
jan? $mo3 76 Bowery, N. ¥. 207 Bowery, New York. For sale at{thisoMce. Price $3, 
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Sportsmen's Zantes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio RR 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler 

to the Best Hunting and Fishing 
Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 
Gomprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia 
Bige Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, Alleghany 
Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers, and Kan- 
awha Valley, and including in thetr varieties of game 
-and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck, grouse, 
Quall, anips, woodcock, mountain trout, bass, pike, 
pickerel, etc., etc. 

Gana, fishing tackle, and one dog for éach sports- 
Mian curried free, 

The Route of the Teurist 
throagh the most beautiful and picturesque scenery 
pf the Virginia Mountains to their most famous 
watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White 
Sulphur Springs. 

Eailroad connections at Cincinnati, with the West, 
Northwest and Southeast; at Gordonsville, with the 
Worth and Northwest; and at Richmond and Char- 
lotteaville with the South, All modern improvements 
‘iy equipment, 

CONWAY BR. HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 

aD Richmond, Va. 

Old Dominion Line, 
‘The &beamers of this Line reach some of the finest 

Waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the conn- 
=F Conneutions direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's 
Ts nd, and points on the Peninsuia, City Point, 
James’ River, Currituck, Florida, and the mountain- 
-ous cohutry of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk 
pteatners sail Monday, Tuesday, horsday and Sat- 
mrday. Lewes, Del., Tuesday and Friday at 2 P. M. 
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich Sr, 
New York. Bep2s ly 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

‘Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C, Rapids & N’rth’rn 

mailway. 
QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

Two PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY DAILY, 
between Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
erossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Zines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
honting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, 
Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen 
gud their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates 
on parties of tex or more upon application to General 
Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. Cc. J. IVES, 
B. F. WONs.ow, Gen, Passenger Agent. 

General Manager, tt 

’ ONG ISLAND RAILROAD, MAY, 27, 1878.— 
Perrybouts leaye New York from James Slip 

{daily exceph Sundays) 30 minutes, aud from Thirty- 
fourth street, Kast River (daily) 15 minutes previous 
to departure of trains, and from South Wall street, 
Fulton and Catharice ferries (dail) 80 minutes pre- 
vious to departure of trains from Depot, corner F'lat- 
bash aod Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn, Traine leaye 
Brooklyn and Long Island City (Hunter's Point) as 
followa: For Greenport, Sag Harbor, etc., 5:30 4, M., 
4P.M., and On Saturdays at 3:30 P.M. Hor Patch- 
ozue, etc., 9:30 4, m., 4:30 and 6r.M. For Babylon, 
ete., at 9:30 A. M., 4, 4:30,5and6Pp.mM,. For Port 
Ji efferson, ete., af 10 A.M. and 4:30P,M. For Nerth- 

ort, etc., af 10 A, M,, 3:30, 4.30 and 6:30 P.M. For 
Factas Valley, at $:30 and 10:00. M., 3:80, 4:30, 5:30 
and 6:30 r. w. For Far Rockaway, 6tc., at 9:30 4, M., 

4:30, 5, 6and7P.™. For Garden City and Hemp- 
fead, G:30 and 10 A. M., 3:30, 4:80, 5:30, 6:30 PF. M., and 

12:15 night, and from Long Taland City only 9:30 A. M., 
1:80 and 6:30Pr.mM., SUNDAYS—For Port Jefferson, 
Patchogue, ete.,9A.mM. Babylon, ete., hand TP. M. 
Northport and Locust Valley, 9A. M, and 6:30 P. m., 
Garden City and Hempstead, 9A. M., 2:30 and 6:30 
>. u., and from Long Island City only 9:30 4. M. and 
5530 P.M, Trains for Rockaway Beach, Flushing, 
College Point, Jamaica, etc., as ee time tables. 
Ticket offices in New York at 261 Broadway, corner 
Warren street, at James Slip and Thirty-fourth 
street ferries, at the offices of ‘The Long Island 
Express,” 8 Park place, 785 and 942 Broadway and 
Grand Central Depot; in Brooklyn, No. 833 Wash- 
ington street and 79 Fourth street. By purchasing 
dicketa abany of the above offices, baggage can be 
checked from residence to destination, 

8. SPENCER, Gen'l Sup’t. 
J. CHITTENDEN, Gen’! Pass, Agent, Jes ti 

MALLORY’S LINE 

DIRECT STEAMERS TO 

-Jacksonville & Fernandina 
FLORIDA. 

STEAMER 

WESTERN TEAS 

WILL SAIL FOR 

JACKSONVILLE, 

December 27th. January 10th and 24th. 

STEAMER 

CIecye OF DALLAS, 
WILL SAT VOR 

FERNANDINA, 
Becember 20th. 

January 3d, 17h and 31st. 

Rajjroad and steamboat connections made at each 
Set and & ) points in the State,. 

C, H. MALLOEY & CO., Agents, 

Pier 20, Bast River. New York City. 

Spartsuen’s Routes, 

10 SPORTSMEN: 
THE PENNSYLVANIA B.R. GO, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

superior Facilities 
their lines for reaching most of the 

TROTTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in tha 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi- 
culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excel- 
lent ears which run oyer the smooth steel tracks en- 
ee te TO BE TRANSPORPED without failars 

The lines of 

Pennsylyani Railroad Company 
Also reach the best lecatities or 

) GUNNING AND FISHING 
m Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXOCURSIO 
TICKNTS art sold at the offices or the Company ih 
Ril the principle citles te KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD; CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-Enown Centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shoottng, 
Hinting. 
Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPR MA 
SQUAN, and points ,on the NEW JERSEY conse 
‘enowned for § J 5PORT Ar 
AND FEATHER. eae 

Li, P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass, Agent 
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, feet 

and Szili 

FOR FLORIDA 
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA 

JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUSTINE, SAN 

FORD, ENTHRPRISH, and i{otermediate jandings 
on ST,-JOHN’S RIVER and interior points in 
FLORIDA, by steaniship to SAVANNAG, and thence 

by railroad or steamborit, apply to WM. L. JAMES, 

General Agent. 
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. 8. Co’, 

Pier 22 Sonth Delaware Aven we, Phila, 

Decl4-ly 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Spring- 

field and the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C. H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No, 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex— 
cépted), at 3 P.M, Passeugers go North and Bast at 
t1P. My 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York 

at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time forthe 
early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Express Freight 

train from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northers New 
York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier or to 
RICHARD PECK, General Agenits. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportsmen, 

Sherman House, 
(CLARK AND RANDOLPH), 

CHICAGNH. 

Rates reduced to $3 per day for all rooms above 
the parlor floor, without baths. 
Rooms with baths, $3.50, $4, and $4.50 per day, 

ALVIN HULBERT, Prop’r. 

We challenge any Hotel in the World to show as 
large and as elegantly furnished rooms as those of 
the SHERMAN. Je20 tt 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S KE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOCK Bay, L. L., 

By a practical gutimer and an old bayman, Hap 
always on hand the best of bouts, batteries, etc., 
with the largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys op 
the coast. The best ground inthe vicinity of New 
York for bay snipe shooting of all varieties. Special 
attention given by himself to his guests, and satis- 
faction guaranteed, Address WM. N. LANE, Good 
Ground, L, I. Noys tf 

(> ee 

THOMAS W. PEYTON, 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No, 145 Broapway, Room 30, New ¥orx Crry, 
Nova 

— 
All business promptly attended to, 

he ok fe your sw. (own, Terme anf Oh ocnih fre 
S66 rein = Eunost Ay Os, Parkland, Mette, 

Gunpowder, 

ae 

Suortsmen’s Goorls, 

THE 

HAZARD POWDER CO 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDE R, 
Hazards ‘ Electric Powder.’ 

Wos, 1 (ine) toG (coarse), Unsurpassed ip point of 
ftrength and cleanliness, Packed ja square canis 
ters of 1 1b. onty. 

Hazards ‘American Sporting,” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1 lb, canisters anc 
64 1b. kegs. A fine gralp, quick and clean, fo1 
upland prairie shooting, Well adapted to shot- 
guns, 

Beznrd’s * Duck Shooting.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 647 and 123 1b, Kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration, For feld, forest or water shooting, it 
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable 
for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Haznard’s *‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

PEIG, PPG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25, 
i2}¢ and 6% lbs, and cans of 5)bs.oF FFG 18 also 
packed in lana 34 Ib. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FPPG and FFG are fevyorite brands for 
ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” DG 18 
the standard Rifle powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER; 

ANP shuren eitale oS, niGuE, Acne. OF, ™ 
FACTURED TO ORDER, ~~ 
The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pays a a in eyery prom‘pent city, or wholesals 

: * 88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

GUNPOWDER. 
———d 

DUPONT’S 
Rifle, Sporting and Blasting 

Powder. 

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE 

Dupenvs Gunpowder Mills, established in 1801, 
haye maintained their grea, reputation for 78 years, 
Manufacture the following célebrated brands of 
Powder: 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nes. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaie? in strength 
quickness and cleanliness; adapted for Giass Bal 
and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong and 
Clean; great penetration; adapted for Glasa Ball, 
Pigeon, Duck and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A qnick, strong and ciean Powder of yery fine grain 
for Pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG., “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFg and FFFg.—The Fg for long-range rifie snoot- 
ing, the PFg and PFFg for general use, burning 
strong and moi-t, 

SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING. AND BLAST- 
ING POWDHRS ofall sizes and descriptions, Special 
frrades for export. Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, 
Mortar and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. Government 
standard. Powder manufactured to order of any re- 
qnired grain or proof, Agencies in all cities and prin- 
cipal towns throughout the U.8. Represented by 

F, L KNEELAND, 70 Warn Sr. N. Y. 
N. B—Use none but DUPONT’S Fg or FFg 

Powder for long-range rifle shooting, 

Laflin & Rand Powder Go. 
Ne. 26 MURRAY ST.,N. V 

fcle Froprietors and Manufacturera of 

Orange Lightning Powder. 
No. 1407, strongest and Cleanest made, im sealed 
1 Ib. caui-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom- 
mended for breechi-loading guns, 

Orange Ducking Powder, 

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No, t to 5m 
metal kegs, 6i¢ lbs. each, and canisters of land 5 
ibs, each. 

Orange Rifle Powder. 
The pest for rifles and all ordinary purposes. 
Sizes, FG, FFG and FENG, thelast being the finest, 
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 1234 ibs; 
and 63¢ Ibs, and in canisters of 1 1b, and 44 Ib. 

All of the abeve give high velocities and less 
yesidnum than any other brands made, and are re- 
sSomimended and used by Capt, A. H. BOGARDUS, 
tie “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” 

‘All of the above give high velocities and less 
residuum than any other brands made, and are re- 
commended and used by Capt, A. H. BOGARD Us, 
the “Champion Wing Shot of the World.” . 
BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLAST- 

ING APPARATUS. MILITARY POWDER, 
of all kinds on hand and made to order, 

Safety Fuse, Frictional aud 
Plitioum Fuses. 

Pamphléta, showing sizes of the gruln by wood- 
cut, sent free on application to the above address, 

English Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos, 2, 3, 4, 6,6, T and 8. Superior R e, Enfield 

Kilile, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. STITT, 16 
Cedar street, N.Y Agent for the United States 

C, & B. ZLYTLER, 
GUNSMITHS AND RIPLE GALLERY, 

207 Bowery, New York. 

GION SJ ji 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats. 

ba 

DISEASE, WITH TESTIMONALS, SENT FREE ON APPLICATIO 

|pecacegO| 
ay RTO RAG 

dope ¢ el sc 

HY cys remnant hh 
| REEUMATTSM || 

|] GOUT-SCIATICA,|| 
LUMBAGA. 

he 

AND A LEBODILY. PAIN, 

PRICE f 1.00. 
r } FOR. SALEBY 

al 

{THe PRAIRIE OL, . 
Hi) OMurray StoNewYor, 

PAN D DRUGG/ST. 

THE ONLY RELIABLE EXTERNAL REMEDY KNOWN TO SCIENCE. PAMPHLET CONTAINING TRHATISK DESCRIPTIVE OF T 

CAPTAIN BOGARDUS, Champion Wing Shot of 
the world, alter performing {he wonderful feat of 
breaking 5,000 glass balis in Gh, 13m, 45s., suffered 
in hls right arm, shonlder and back from the re- 
peated concussion. We quote from his own book 
p.407, Bogardus’ “lela, Cover and Trap Shooting 
‘(T tried various remedies with indifferent success, 
notil, acting on the advice cf a friend, I used 
Shelley's Prairie Ol, the third application of which 
entirely removed all swelling and pain, My armis 
now as good as new,” 

Gentlemen—I feel if a duty to suffering humanity 
to bear testimony to the merits of that most excel- 
lent remedy for rhenmatism, Prairie Oil. Hayine 
been a sufferer, and having tried every remedy sug— 
gested by the most able and rkiliful physicians, ail 
falled to relieye my suffering until your Prairle OL 
was used. Itis the only suz¢ and reliable Cure ever 
known to me forrhetimatism. 3. V. HOGAN, 
Special Detective Bureau, 271 Broadway, New York. 

New York Shooting Coat, 

MADE OF VELVETEEN, CORDROY, 
FUSTIAN AND CANVAS, 

T have just*imported a Corduroy of tne dead grass 
color, Specially adapted as rezards weight, color anu 
strength forall kinds of shooting. I will make to 
order: Coat, $15 ; Vest, $5; Panis, $7; Cap, $2 25 ; or 
Suit complete, $26. Sportsmen will find my Shootine 
Clothing to baye more desirable points than any 
other goodsof the kind in the market. Refer te many 
Rportsmen who have worn them, Send for samples 
and rules for measurement, 

F. L. SHELDON, 
jani6 tf Rahway, N, J. 

FINE WATERPROOF DUCK, SHOOTING 
and Fishing Cout by mail on receipt of measure 

$5 00 JON ne, Bo A EMBO ey oo F ‘ 
A complete suit, including cap, fo . 10 00 
‘Three of the best fish hooks in the w as 25 
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking, a pamphlet . 25 

The Onest kennel of setters and spaniels in the 
West, Catalogue sent on receipt of a 3-cent stamp. 
\ddrezs 

HOLABIED, Sportsmen's Clothier, 

and tf VALPARAIS0, IND, 

SHELLS LOADED 
WITH 

WHITE’S PATENT LOADER 
will increase the pattern’25 to 50 per cenh. Wil 
erease paper shells, and is one of the most rapid 
loaders Inuse. For particulars address 

CRAWFORD & LOVELL, 
Jecl9 8m Savannah, Ga. 

For Trap Shooting With Class Balls 

The Huber Trap. 

POR SALE BY ALE DEALERS IN SPORTIN 

GQ0ODSs, 
ootlT tf 
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FOREST AND STREAM. ti 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

Card’s Patent Rotating Ciass 

Bali Trap. 

suggested until it Is conceded by the most 

Also, see ** Forest. 

Greene S mith says it is the 

and Stream,’ Vol. IZ., Na. L6G. nearest to pigeon shooting of anything of 
Improved as practice nnd experience hns 

the kind he ever saw. prominext sportsmen to be the only perfect Trap made. 

Throws in EVERY POSSIBLE DIRECTION, or 
can be made to throw in any desired direction by 
turning thumb-screw. 

ALL METAL, WORKING PARTS WELL 
FITTED. [SEND FOR CIRCULAR] 

WILL. H. CRUTTENDER, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. Y. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Badges and Medals, 

W. A. HAYWARD, 

Manufacturing Jeweler, 

212 BROADWAY, N. Y.,, 

(OVER KNOX’'S HAT STORE.) 

* ‘This house is well known as being the largest 
Badge, Medaland Jewel Manufacturing establish- 
Ment in the United States, 

Special Designs will be sent free, upon request, 
for Prize, Athlelic, Shooting, Boat, Biliard, Ten 
Pin, Regimental, Police, Firemen or Club Badges of 
eyery description. jan 16 

TABLE AND POCKET 
CUTLERY. 

Quality Guaranteed. 

PRICES AS LOW AS ANY HOUSE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

. wg. CURLEY & BROTHER, 
$34 and 13G Nassau street, cor, Beehman 

Thomson & Sons, 
301 BROADWAY, N. Y., 

SPORTSMEN S GOODS. 

Pachting Goods. 

ESTABLISHED 1640, 

H. WALDSTEIN. 
OCULIST & OPTIOCIAN, 

41 Union Square, Broadway. 

and | 7th Street, 

Has received the Highest Awards at all the World's 
E£xhibitions for the Best Field, Marine, Opera and 
Tourist’s Glasses, Telescopes, Barometers, etc., etc, 

Spectacles and Hye-Glasses to Suit all eyes, 

The largest stock of Optical Goods in this country. 
Sole Agent for the best Human Artificial Eyes, 

Tilustrated Cataloyue on receipt of postage of 4 cents. 

WHITLOCK, SLOVER & Co. 

57 SOUTH STREET, NEW YORK. 

Yacht Supplies. 

Masilla rope, cotton rope, tarred rope all sizes, 

Ruesia bolt rope, manilla boltrope, wire rope, blocks, 
paints, oils, etc, 

CABIN STORES, 
je27-ly 

Magie Lanterns and Sitereopticans. 

& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, 
eo N.Y., opposite: Spt ppalan, Stereoscopes 

and Views; Graphoscopes, Chromos and Frames; 
Albums, Photographs of Celebritlea, Photographic 
Transparencies, Oonyex Glass, ai eee Ma- 
terlals, Awarded Firat Premium st Vienna and 
Philadelphia, acess 

LOWELL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

BRASS, SOLID HEAD, CENTRAL FIRE, RELOADING SHELLS, 
AND CARTRIDCES. 

Adapted to all military and eporting rifies and pistols, and in use by the ARMY AND NAVY OF THE 
UNITED STATES and several Foreign Governments. Rim-fire ammunition of all kinds, Special 
attention given to the manufacture of 

Cartridges for Target Practice. 
Send for Iustrated Catalogue. 

W..W..Greener’s Champion Treble Wedge Fast, 
-Breech-Loader.| : : 

\ 

“SHEE WINNING CUR. 

Af the international pigeon shooting, Monaco, Feb., 
1878, the Grand Prix de Casino, an objet d'art valued at 
£169, aud a money prize of £705, this the greatest 
prize éver shot for at Monaco, was competed for by 
Bixty-six of the best shots of all nations, and won by 
Mr, Cholmondley Pennell, with & full-choke bore 

. Wedge-Fast Gun by W. W. Greener, killing 11 birds 
out of 12 af 28 yards and 1foctand 294 yards, He 
#180 won the secorid event, killing $ birdsin succession 
24,33 yards, making a total of 19 birds out of 20, This 
is acknowledged to be the best shooting on record, 
The winning gut.at the choke-bore match, 1S77, beat- 
ing 17 guus by the best London makers, and winning 

— 7 the silyer cup, valued at 50 guineas, presented by Mr. 
ae J. Purdey, the gunmaker, 

The winning enn also at Philadelphia, 1876, in the pigeon shoot match between Capt, Bogardus and 
Mr, South for $500.4 side, South killing 86 birds out of 100, using one barrel only. 

The winning gun also at the great London Gua Trial, 1815, beating 102 guns by all the beat makers of 
Great Britain and Ireland. THE PATANT TREBLE WEDGE FAS! BREECH-LOADER {is the strongest 
and most durable ever invented, and the most successful gun of the period, Patented in the United 
States, Oct, 5, 1875; No, 169,328. BEWARE OF INFRINGHMENTS OR IMITATIONS, 

W. W. GREENER, St. Mary’s -Works, Birmingham, England. 
H. ©. SQUIRES, Agent, No. 1 Cortlandt Street, New York City.’ x 

PURE TIN-COATED @ BURNISHED 

DROP AND BUCK SHOT. 

AMERICAN STANDARD--EAGLE BRAND, 
CAPTAIN BOGARDUS ON TIN-COATED SHOT. 

EDIzOR FOREST AND STREAM? New York, Jan. 13, 1°79. 
Ha\iig been asked by many of yonr readers as to the merits of TIN-COATED SOFT SHOT, I desire 

to say that 1 consider it tne best shot I have everused, I haye given it a very severe fest, having shot my 
6,000 ball match, Jan, Sand 9, withit. In that mateh I used iwo sets of double barrels, one of 10 and the 
other 12-bore, aud each single barrel was discharged 1,500 times withont being once cleaned. The inner 
surface of the barrels is bright and free from Scratches, although in shooting I used them until they 
became so hot that they would not bear handling. J cannot imacine any case of ordinary use which could 
50 severely Lest the cleanliness and perfection of the tin-coating and ita freedom from injury by any heat 
which could ever reault from continuous discharges of the gun. A.H, BOGARDUS, 

|THE LEROY SHOT AND LEAD M’F’G CO.,NEW YORK. 

IRA A. PAINE’ 
FEATHER FILLED GLASS BALL. 

PATENTED OCTOBER 23, 1877. 

“Standard” Ball. 
The Bohemian Glass Works would respectfully call the attention of all dealers in Glass Balls to the tact 

that the Paine Patent Filled Ball ig the STANDARD AND ONLY BALL MADE TO A SUCALK, therefore we 
would respectfully caution the dedlers against laying in a stock of unsaleable articles for the Spring Trade, 
when you can purchase the Best Ball ever made af prices less than is charged for other inferior balls, 

No other ball affords the PLEASURE of the Feather Filled Ball, and no other Ball is as beantifaily 
made, It will break in every instance when hit by shot,and is sufficiently strong to prevent breakage 
either by transportation or falling on the grass, 

Eyery ball is welghed and examined, then packed with the greateat care, in barrels of 300, 
Send for price list. Special inducements to the trade _- 

“- HEADQUARTERS BOHEMIAN GLASS WORKS, 214 Pesrl Street, N.Y. . 

A. H. BOCARDUS. 
My PatentRough Giass Balls are now made even, and csrefally packed, with 

251 {in each barrel, and by laving a rough surface strengthens the ball for ship~ 
ping, and prevents the glancing of shot, while the smooth hall has to be made s0 
thin to break successfully when hit that sometimes nearly one-third of them are 
broken by stipping, and .he feather-flied ball is the same. Nov, 

I Will Warrant my Balls Against Breakage by 
Transportation, 

and will pack 10 extra, Ihave had 5,000 shipped out West since my return from 
England, and used them myself, and sometimes would mot find a ball broken, and 
never over three or four in a barrel. My traps are the best to practice from, and 
where clubs use them you ean readily see which [6 the hardest shooting. Io 
ina{ ches reported in paper=, saying Bogardus'rules aud traps used, you do not 
see all the balls broken. Atateurs 2ud young hoys who want to learn to shoot 
and will f8llow the instructions laid down in my book, ‘ Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” will become crask wing shots, and, further, patronize the man 

who im:roduced thia rport to the public, and who has been to Eogland twice and shot an? upheld the 
American flag. My ‘* Field, Goyer and Trap Shooting” is the only book that has ever beep written and 
published by a market hunter and experlenced man. I wiilreturn the money to any one who has hoaght 
the book and thinks they aid nof get their money's worth, Each barrel of balls contains a Bcore book with 
Bogardus’ Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, and aleo bis New Rules for Pigeon Shooting, 

Price of Balls, 1,000, $14; by single barrel, $4; ‘‘ Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” $2. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR BALLS, HAGGERTY BROS. & CO, 16 Plate Street, N. ¥. City. 

wy « “TRAPS, HART & SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
Afdress CAPT, A, H. EGGARDUS, Elkhart, Logan Co., Ill., or cun be had from him 

wherever he shoots. DISCOU yn 7)O THE TRADE. * 

lv0 RY BILLIARD BALLS, | eit tons FE. GROTE & Co., 

BAGATELL® BALLS, 

FO OER CC ee te Dey (TURNERS AND) FEALEE, 
TEN PIN BALLS?AND.TEN2PINS./ TO. 114 E, iith ST,, NEW YORI 

Hachting Goods, 

CLUTE BROTHERS & COS PRICE LIST OF 
PROPELLER TUG, AND YACHT ENGINES 

AND YAOHTS NOW READY. SEND 
FOR COPY. SCHENKCTADY, N. Y, 

LOST 
BECAUSE HE HAD NO 

COMPASS. 
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THIS IS AN EXACT FAC-SIMILE, 

Brass case and cover; white metal face; jewel 
mounted; patent vatch. Whe yery best compasa’ 
made, Asa guarantee of excellence, a sample has 
been left at the Fores? AND STREAM AND ROD AN 
Qun office, Sent on receipt of $1.60, by post ote 
order, to any part of tie United States or Canada, 
WILLIAMS & CO,, 99 Water Street, New York, 
agents for the London and New York Compass Co, 

ALONZO E. SMITH, 

WY ACEH, Bel hd was 
ISLIP, L. I. 

Builder of yachts Comet, Niantic, Sagitta, Onward, 
Windward, and many others. Versels hauled ont, 
and repairs and alteraiions executed at low rates. 
Seyerai fine yachts for sale cheap. 

N. B.—Yachts built cheap if contracted for 
immediately. 

T. DESMOND, 

YACHT & BOAT BUILDER, 
37 PECK SLIP; NEW YORK. 

Cabin Yachts, Steam Launcher, Open Yachts ana 
Sallboats of every dercription for racing or ye 
at lowest rates. Also, Row Roats, Shells and Ola 
Boats, Boats and yachts for export a specigity. 
Oara and aculls of all kinds. 

CEORCE ROAHR, 

BOASE 501 Dybneee 
FOOT OF 135TH ST., HARLEM, N. Y-~ 
Bniider of single and donble-cull shells, pair, four 

and eight-oared shells; barges, gigs and club boale 
of all Kinds. Fine oars and sculls. Fine boats al- 
Ways on hand. Orders ex<ented upon short notice 
at lowest rates. Shadow and Nautilus canoes & 
specially. Aocummodations for boats and oa’sien, 

Jan 80 ly 

THE “SHARPIE” YACHT. 
This style of bost is especially suitable for 

YACHTING, FISHING AND HUNTING. Is folly 
as fast, seaworthy and weatherly 48 the round- 
bottom boat; draws but a few ieles of water, and 
can be built at shoit notice for much Jess than. 
yachts or boats of other types, Shipped to njB 
parts of the country. Aduress 

‘THOS. CLAPHAM, Roslyn, L, I. 

THE COMING BOAT. 
The light dranghh ‘slianpie builv’ boat is preciaely 

the thing for shooting, ishing and pleasure aailing, ~ 
and for speed, safety and comforts not exeelied, 

Send for circular. D. 0. LTWITCHELL, 16 Arthar 
Btreet, New Haven, Coun. Jan3so0 

Useful to Sportsmen and 
Yachtsmen. 

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
oF 

NEW JERSEY COAST, 
[ILLUSTRATED.] 

Contains History of the State, Towns and pointe v 
Interest, Populations, Farm Lands, tieir value, 
yleld, etc., Vaxation and Debts, Schools, Origin of 
Names, Inhabitants of the Beaches, Wrecks, Light- 
houses, Life-saving Stations, Yacht Ciuus, Industries, 
Personal Sketches, Parks, Land Asrociations, Pien~ 
ing and Honticg Grounds, Hotels, many charts from 
official sources, with complete soundings, ete., ete, 
Useful to sportsmen aud yachiemen, snd the coun 
gentleman. Sige, 12x14, Price $7. Address c, Py 
KUNHARDT, Yachting Editer, Forist AyD STREAR- 
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THE CROW AND DOVE, 

“\NE day a.crow, 

Black as asloe, 

His breast foul thoughts enslaving, 

Sat by a stream, 
Where, in a beam, 

A -snow-white dove was laying, 

‘Q, dove elate !” 
ile cried with hate, 

And stook with exultation— 

“Dil make you black 

ABS any back. 

In my denomination!” 

From out his breast 

He plucked with zest 

A plume, where he was sitting— 

And fixed the thing 

In the pure wing 

Of the white dove, unwitting. 

And then he few 

The valley through, 

Ani out of grass and willows, 
From fence and rock— 

A graceless flock— 

He culled his dusky fellows. 

Oh, rich the sight! 

With shrill delight 

They charter all together ; 

“« Good neighbors, see ! 

The white dove—she 

Hath got a smutted feather!” 

From out the woos 
They drew the broods 

Of doves with their exclaiming ; 
Disturbed they stood, 
Wo credence showed, 

Wor spake aught to her shaming. 

Loud screeched the crows, 

The victim rose, 

The wind dislodged the feather. 
« We judged aright; 
The dove is white,” 

The fair ones cooed together, 

Iftrae we Jive 

The good will give 

‘Their confidence to cheer us 5 
When eland’rers lie, 
And hope would die, 

Tleayen's searching truth will clear us, 

M, BE. SUTHERLAND im St, Louis Spirit. 
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Zong Lake of GMighigan. 

\ 66 ID you eyer notice,” asked a driver of a street-car, 
D upon whose platform I stood to-night, with my 

overcoit-collar turned up to protect my earsfrom the pierc- 
ing wind, ‘that it is colder in winter than in summer?” I 

replied that I had sometimes thought so. The scientific in- 
quiry furnished a theme for thought, and sitting beside a 

glowing fire this evening, listening to the howling of the 

northwester withont, 1 have lost myself inreverie. Ah! yes, 

it is colder in winter than insummer. The winter of life is 

certainly colder than itssummer. Its frosts chill the dreamy 
and sweet August breezes and turn to ice the murmuring rip- 

ples of the summer joyousness. It stagnates the blood which, 
leaping and bounding in life's spring-Lime, flows so vigorously 

and calmly through its summer. With icy hand it chisels 

wrinkles upon the face and soul. Tis glaciers glide over and 
crush and mangle the tender flowers of the heart. Its breath 
js laden with the moisture of death. Verily, winter is cold 

and gummer is warm. Let us enjoy the warmth while we 

can. 
I think of my pet Jake and wonder how thick the ice 

lies upon its bosom, how deep the snow upon its banks, how 
charming it is in summer, how desolate it must be in winter. 
Tt is a perfect byow of alake, Mr. Hallock missed it bya 
hair's breadth during his rambles in Michigan in the season 
of 1877. It lies about twelvo miles back from Cheboygan in 
the woods, about two miles, I suppose, east of Mullet Lake, 
through which he passed. It is called Long Lake, and lics.so 
off and away by itself that it has been little visited by fisher- 
men. In the summer of 18761 was told at Cheboygan of its 
existence, and itjwas said to be a good place pfor bass. In 

company with two others I visited it, and was more than 
charmed. We found it beautifully located in the ‘‘ forest. pri- 
meyal,” with only one patch ef new clearing upon its banks 
and one small house at its foot, in which lived, the life of a 
recluse, a mild-mannered man, the stray son of a president of 
an Hastern college, disappointed probably in loye or ambition. 
Me had once attempted a trout hatchery upon a small stream 
running from the lake, but his establishment had taken fire 
and burned up and the stream had filled with sand and disap- 
peared ; and when I first saw him he was living alone as a 
sort of hermit, an apparently aimless life, upon the shore of 
this lake, an intelligent, well-educated, gentle gentleman. 
Upon my second visit I partook of his hospitality and slept 
upon the floor of his kitchen. Alas! when I returmed last 
year the grass was growing over his head—consumption hay- 
ing claimed him as its own—and his house was empty. 

So little known were the resources of this Jake that at Che- 
boygan we were told there was only one place in it where 
bass could be caught, which was at a spof where a large tree 
had fallen with its top in the water, and where the minnows 
swarmed. ‘This gentlemanly recluse had a boat which he 
kindly placed at my disposal, and we essayed the tree-top. 
Fastening the boat to a limb, we proceeded to catch a supply 
of minnows. I had rigged my line ready for business before 
we left the shore, and after balf a dozen or so minnows had 
gone into the bucket, 1 thought I would see if there were any 
bass there. On the outside of the boat the water was about 
ten feet deep. I baited my hook and made a cast, and I will 
take my oath that the bait had not sunk three feet before it 
was taken. I made four casts and took in four bass in rapid 
succession, when I was ordered to desist and stop using up 
the minnows until we could lay ina good supply. The long 
and the short of it is that we took eleven goodly bass at the 
tree top and moved on to explore, and we found them almost 
everywhere about the lake. I don’t dare to say just how 
many we caught, as I have some respect for the advice of 
‘* St. Clair,” but we all considered ourselves pretty good bass 
fishers, and we carried away about the middle of the after- 
noon just all we had any use for, and enough to make a de- 
cided sensation at the ‘“‘ Spencer” House, where we drove up, 
and they were lifted out. Last year, when vacation time 
came, a couple of friends and myself placed a large wall 
tent, a well-appointed camp chest, a sheet-iron cooking stove in 
pieces disposed in the camp-chest, and sundry hampers aboard 
a northern transit propeller, and struck a bee line for Che- 
boygan, and on the day following our arrival we were in camp 
on the beach of Long Lake, and had everything in apple-pie 
order, and a man of all work from Cheboygan to do the 
camp drudgery. Right there we remained a fortnight, which 
was alla dream of delight. We had two boats—all that were 
on the lake. We built a small pier ; we built a large floating 
reservoir in which to keep our bass alive, we had a small box 
with wire-gauze ends which we towed behind a boat to 
receive the fish when first caught; we found a pile of 
boards, which some one had taken to the lake intending to 
build a shanty ; we floored our hut with them, and made a 
kitchen and dining-room table, with a canopy of boughs such 
as we used to put up in the old days when we went saldiering ; 
we set up our cooking-stove in the sand, and it worked to a 
charm. There was not a mosquito, black fly or midge, or 
‘no see’em,” as the Indians say, about. The lake was all 
ourown. There wasnot a soul near except an old woodchop- 
per working in the ‘‘clearing,” who occasionally visited us to 
smoke his pipe and tell us bear storiesin the evening. He was 
long, lank, lean and cadaverous, and withalyery ragged. He 
had been 8 good deal troubled with the ‘‘ager,” and looked 
as though it had been the daily companion of his life, and yet 
he was happy, and loved to sit on the bow of a boat and 
swing his long legs and whittle and tell us of his real or 
imaginary woodland experience. His prowess, as exhibited 
in his numerous contests with bears, was ‘‘feartul to behold,” 
His usual and favorite weapon for hunting ‘‘bar”’ was an az, 
and whenever he could get one to stand up to him for a fair 
fight, then good-by bear. He played somewhat upon our 
nervous systems by representing the woods full of the 
animals, that they came to the lake nights to drink, wera very 
fond of fish, and would scent the camp along ways. We 
always hada good laugh after he had shuffled away to his 
clearing for the night. We had only to row fifty or so rods 
from camp to be upon splendid bass and minnow ground: ye 
could catch all the minnows we wanted by enticing them in 
swarms now, and in a landing-net with a bait, and at the same 
time take bassin atthe other side witha perfect looseness. 
They were there in general profusion, so thick that we could 
only fish an hour or so in the day without sheer waste, and we 
usually returned to the river all not weighing over 24 pounds. 
I often saw a second bass follow right up the boat at the tail 
of the one on the hook. They were genuine black, as dis- 
tinguished from the green or Oswego (I am sorry to have 
my conceptions of black and green bass disturbed by the late 
article of Professor Jordan, ag [ have always considered them 
distinct species, and if don’t consort with my convictions of 
the eternal fitness of things to call a green bass a big-mouthed 
black, their general style and habits are so different. I shall 
expect to hear next that a “rocky” is a hump-backed black), 
and they were as gamy as any | ever saw. We caught, also, 
about a dozen pickerel, averaging about 8 pounds, which we 
buried, One incident afforded me an immense satisfaction. 
There were several American eagles, which scemed to live 
about the vicinity of the jake, and we occusionally saw 

them cireling about on the opposite side. One aiternoon 
Thad been in the woods across the lake with my gun for 
pigeons. TI returned to the boat with only two cartridges left, 
one in one barrel with an ounce and a quarter No. 7 shot and 
in the other No.8. Just2as I reached the shore where lay the 
boat I saw an eagle sitting upon the extreme top of a tall 
dead tree. I thought I would amuse or scare hina little, 80 
T crept close up to the tree, He was sitting with his breast 
toward me, looking grandly, and I sent my charge of No, 7 
shot at him, and, as sure as there’s a sun in heaven, he came 
tumbling to my feet dead. ‘To say that I was elated don't 
half express it—an eagle at that distance with No. 7 shot—L 
could hardly believe it. I hurried to the boat with my prize, 
eager to display it on the other side. Ipushed off and had 
got but faizly started when a second eagle, probably the 
first one’s mate, attracted by the report of the gun, came 
whirling about in the air above me. Seizing the gun, 1 sent 
the No. 8's after him, and by all that’s holy I fetched him 
He fluttered down in circles to the water with a broken wing, 
and when I took him in he fought me fiercely with his beak. 
T was almost aghast with astonishment, Whew! two Ameri- 
can eagics, all in five minutes! How do you think I felt? 
How do you think ihe fellow felt who fired the Hphesian 
Dome? I have ‘‘chased the antelope over the plain” and she- 
him with my Winchester rifle, I have hunted deer and ellk in 
the mountain parks of Colorado, I have hunted buffalo on the 
plains of Kansas, but I don’t think that Tever felt quite so ex- 
hilarated with success as I did then. It was so sudden and 
unexpected. I was not hunting for eagles, but pigeons. The 
means seemed so inadequate to the result. It was like a hoy 
fishing for minnows with a pin hook suddenly jerking out a 
three-pound trout. J felt that I must be a wonderful shot, 
and if Bogardus or Dr. Carver had then been around I verily 
believe I should have proposed a friendly match at glass balls. 
T placed the birds side by side in the boat and gazed at them 
with a kind of dazed intoxication. I patted my gun (No. 
10 gauge) and talked to it. ‘*Oh, no, old fellow, you 
can’t shoot—you ain’t worth a cent on eagles, I guess 
not. Perhaps there are some more round that would 
like to come and see you.” ‘Then I hid one in the bow and 
rowed for camp. My head stood straight upon my shoulders, 
but [repressed all appearance of excitement and rowed slowly 
up to our pier. The others were idling about, and one asked 
me if [had shot any pigeon. ‘‘ A few,” I replied, as I tossed 
them out on the sand. ‘‘ By the way, Pve shot an eagle,” I 
remarked, indifferently. ‘The deyil you say!” said Jim, 
‘©¥You mean a hawk,” ‘No, I don’t; I mean an eagle, 
Come and see him,” and I produced number one. Then 
there was excitement. He was admired; the stretch of his 
wings measured ; the tree where he sat pointed out; plans 
made for sending him to town to be stuffed; an extra bottle 
of © Kelly’s Island” produced from the cellar (wet sand) for 
my special benefit. When all had settled down to quiet ayam 
I casually remarked between two puffs of my pipe, “*I shot 
two eagles,” All looked at me as if they thought the wine 
had ‘‘crazed his brain.” ‘‘ You hunt round in the bow of the 
boat awhile and'I guess you'll find the other one,” said TL 
He was dragged forth, and then we did have a time, over 
which I'll draw a veil. I maintained my stolidity just long 
enough to remark that it wasn’t a yery good day for eagles, 
but I should probably have brought ina few more had I not 
run out of cartridges. The next morning Jim declared that 
Twas muttering all night in my sleep, ‘‘American eagles— 
Number seven and eight shot—One flying.” We passed the 
fortnight like a dream of contentment, and my pencil loves 
to linger about it. We were lazy, doubtless, and did not 
travel the woods much for the deer, whose fresh tracks wo 
could find upon the beach any morning. At the end of the 
fortnight we struck our tent with regret and left for pastures 
new. We packed a barrel full of our largest bass—running 
along about four pounds—in ice, and shipped them to our 
friends. If we could have captured Mr. Hallock as he passed 
50 near us I think we could have made him happy for one 
day at least. Unless vandalism has been at work, any one 
visiting the lake may find carved upon the trunk of a large 
white birch, close by where our tent stood, ‘‘M. d.,” ‘J. 
W.,” and ‘*G. @.,” with the date and the following inserip- 
tion: ‘* Forsan et hoe olim meminisse junabit,” GC. 

Chicago, Deo, 't, 1878. 
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AFTER BLACKTAIL (7) IN THE ROCKY 

NUMBBR of progressive spirits, including your humble 

MOUNTAINS. 

A servant, had been figuring for a deer hunt back of 

Cheyenne Mountain for many a day, where we heard that the 

deer were very plentiful. But our great hitch was how to get 

there with any degree of comfort and surety, At this excil- 

ing juncture our esteemed fellow-citizen, Mr. Marsh, appeared, 
and proposed to join us with his outfit of burros, camping 

utensils, etc., ctc., and made such 4 favorable offer that we 

were inclined, and in fact did, accept his proposition. The 

day was then appointed and unanimously agreed upon for 

Friday, November 92. In the interim we two, representing: 

the K, ©, Ranche, got out our 76 Winchesters in order, wt 
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125 rounds of ammunition, and when the morning to leave 
the ranche at last arrived goon made short distance of the ten 
niles from the ranche to town. On our way, about three 
miles from the ranche, we shot at four antelope, but failed to 

bring any to grass. Arriving in town we put up at the 
Colorado Springs Hotel. Next morning we assembled in front; 
of Bacon’s Exchange Stables, and found the whole outfit on 
hand, consisting of three pack burros and six saddles, The 
party consisted of Mr. Sanborn, Dr. Sutherland, Mr. Bacon, 
Sergeant Choate, United States Signal Service officer in 
charge at Pikes Peak, and Mr, Marsh, our guide, commissary- 
general, and major-domo, atc. 

Mr. Bacon presented an affecting spectacle. He was 
arrayed in a wenderful Canadian ulster, which swept the 
ground, and when he imounted it totally obliterated the burro. 
Sergeant Choate was armed to the teeth. He carried a new 
Remington, an angry-looking six-shooter, a butt full of cart- 
ridges, dirk knife, and wore six undershirts as & protection 
against the mountain blasts, which gave him a rotund and 
aldermanic appearance. The Sergeant was mounted on 
Balaam, an experienced mountaineer, of sure foot and fine 
proportions, The Doctor had his trusty Ballard, a earpet-bag 
full of cartridges, overcoat, etc. 
We hunters started off ahead of the pack train, and took the 

old toll road over Cheyenne Mountain. We traveled all day, 
and failed to get around the toll-gate. After the necessary 
formalities here, we started afresh, making, at six o'clock, a 
log tent, where we camped for the night. Here we discovered 
our fatal mistake in going ahead of the pack, for we had 
nothing to eat. We, however, discovered the carcass of a 
bear, as well as some (buck) vension (Sanborn says he can 
taste it still, the liver it was), which we accordingly served up 
in primitiye fashion. Mr, Sanborn, after an exhaustive ex- 
amivation of the premises, discovered an ancient wash-busin, 
which was utilized on the spot as a frying-pan, and did its 
duty nobly. In the morning Sanborn and Bacon repaired to 
fhe spring hard by to ablute, but just as they got to it S. was 
heard to utter in a hoarse whisper, ‘'S-h-h-h! lie down! 
deer!” BG. dropped like a shot, while 5. crept noiselessly back 
to camp on hands and faet for his rifle. Looking back to 
make sure of his game, he discovered, to his evident disgust 
and the general amusement of the camp, that the “deer” were 
none other than two of the jackasses which had strayed into 
the adjoining park, and were quietly grazing. About half-past 
ten o'clock our pack arrived, and we fared sumptuously on 
corned beef and bread. Refreshed, we again started. Up to 
this time we had had a very respectable trail, but here 
Sergeant,Choate proposed the Government road to Pikes Peak. 
Our experiences on this national thoroughfare proyed delecta- 
ble in the extreme. We unanimously concluded that it was 
a “fiat”? road,and the simple fact of the Government deciding it 
was a road, an absolute road, must needs be sufficient. Never- 
theless the balance of the day was consumed by that noble 
tide. Five miles—five Government miles—were scored, and 
we poor fellows at last, hungry, weary, disgusted, dispirited, 
cold and frozen, finally arrived at the Seven Lakes Park 
House at 6 e. m., where we were received by Messrs King 
and Walsh, who entertained us right royally, as becomes the 
custom of the country- 

Messrs. King and Walsh haye erected a block house of 
some twenty rooms and twenty-six windows, the main building 
measuring 42x22 feet, wing 15x20, both of two stories, sawing 
all the boards themselves by hand, The Seyen Lakes are the 
highest in the world, they tell us, their altitude heing 11,400 
above sea level. ‘The largest contains nearly 160 acres, and 
is separated from the next larger by a narrow causway but a 
few rods in width, which furnished the road to the Lake 
House. Thelarger lake being some three feet higher, the water 
is continually running in little streams to the other lake. The 
Seven Lakes as a whole constitute an oval basin, the larger 
lake being nearly circular and seventy feet deep. The spring 
which feeds it is so powerful that it can be easily perceived 
bubbling vigorously to the surface. 

Surrounding the lakes is a beach of white sand resembling 
the shore of the sea, while the mountains luom up perpendic- 
ularly nearly, from 900 tu 1,400 feet. Tothe N. W, is Pike's 
Peak, to the eastward and south are King’s Cone and Bald 
Mountain.4 |The scenery here is simply grand—a lovely park 
sheltered on eyery side by mountains. In season duck abound, 
there being six varieties. There are a few fish (trout), but 
they are not at all plenty. We understood that these gentle- 
men propose to stock the Jakes with trout at an early day. In 
jhe way of game we found sharp-tailed pronse in great num- 

There seemed to be millions of these squirrels, for we 
co some turkeys, chapperal birds, squirrels, both black and 

3a. 
__ gould hear them barking im every direction. 
a Ste Tepresented by the black-tailed deer, cinnamon bear, black 
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The quadrupeds 

bear. bison, mountain lion and wild cats, also a hear locally 
called Silver Tip, a hybrid between the cinnamon and grizzly. 
One of these has lately been shot and brought down into the 
valley. 

To retara tothe hunt: the Doctor and “friend” started 
out with the parting injunction that in case they did not re- 
turn in a day or so no anxiety need he felt on their account, 
Sanborn, in bidding an affectionate adieu to the Dr,, supple- 
mented his parting remarks with the observation that he 
would Jook for them about *‘grub time.” Sanborn and 
‘pard” started South and were joined immediately by Mr. 
Bacon, who brought up the rear with gallant strides, but it 
was soon proyed that the ‘‘coat” was one too many for our 
esteemed friend and fellow sportsman, who was when last 
seenin deep meditation perched on a fallen monarch, eyi- 
dently commmuing with nature, and positively chewing to- 
bacco. That day’s hunt proved fruitless, but sigus were 
plenty. With the crunching of the snow and the want of ex- 
perience on the part of the hunters, the deer were not found 
running to ‘keep shy.” Mr. 8.’s ‘‘pard” was lost, and 

“after a search in vain for the ranche, picked out a place to 
camp, but before giving in entirely, he climbed the nearest 
mountain, from which he discovered the faint glimmering of 
a lamp; Whereupon itis needless to add he went tumbling 
indiscriminately for home. ‘True to prophecy, the Dr. re- 
turned in time for ‘‘ chuck” and related bis experiences. He 
had traveled ‘full thirty miles,” and overmountuins that looked 
clear over Pikes Peak, and through guiches that it would 
haye been madness to attempt to describe. During the day 
Mr, Sanborn, being in the neighborhood of the Dr,, heard 
strange noises resembling the inharmonious grating of a devil's 
fiddle. For some time he was at a loss to account for this, but 
finally the eminent Mr. 8. hoye in sight and explained the 
mystery by saying that mountain climbing was pretty rough 
work on one lung; that a solitary acclimated lung is capable 
of doing such good work speaks highly in fayor of this, our 
‘slorions climate of Colorado.” The roll was called at night 
and all found present or accounted for. The evening was 
passed in a quiet game of whist. For illuminating purposes, 
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and in the absence of an electric light, we filled tin plates 
with lard and used condemned shoe-strings for wicks. 

The following morning opened fine, and all hands started 
out. Other signs of deer, more numerous than ever. At 
night the result scored two deer, a doe and a fine buck. The 
following day ‘‘ Galaam,” the Sergeant and Mr. Bacon re- 
turned to the Springs. The Dr. and Mr. Grant started around 
the point and came on a herd of eight deer. The Dr., judg- 
ing the distance, elevated to a thousand yards, fired three 
shots without any perceptible effect. The deer not having 
shown any disposition to run, Mr. Grant became greatly in- 
censed thereat, And discharged his rifle six times in the sir, 
aia fourth of July, and finally succeeded in scaring them off. 
The deer ran up the side of Buck Mouutain, and Sanborn and 
pard climbed after them. When they got on the other side 
they came upon another herd. Mr. Sanborn fired one shot 
without effect. They then separated, Sanborn followime the 
main herd. ‘*Pard” branched off, and had not gone far 
when a beautiful one came loping by not twelve yards off. 
With deliberate and deadly aim, * Pard” levelled his piece 
and pulled trigger, but, to bis amazement, without consequent 
discharge. Upon refiection he remembered how the night 
previous the Sergeant cautioned him against carrying around 
a loaded Weapon, citing numerous and fatal cases in justifica- 
tion. On examining his piece he discovered the horrible fact 
that in following the Sergeant’s instructions he had removed 
his cartridge and omitied to replace it. Mr. Sanborn, after 
following the main herd, came upon it again at a distance of 
jour hundred yards, and crept up to within shooting distance, 
but, unfortunately, not being familiar with bis arm, he raised 
the sight to four hundred yards, taking deliberate aim at a doe 
in the middle of the herd. He whistled. The doe turned 
and brought herself in full sight. Dang! went the gun, and 
grasping: his knife he rushed upon the foe; but, strange to 
say. no foe was there. He had missed his mark. §8., dis- 
gusted, returned to the ranche, a matter of about three miles, 
‘Reverting to Mr, ‘* Pard,” we find he had followed a trail and 
came on to a fine buck, sighted his head, the only part of his 
body visible, took sure aim and fired. Unfortunately, not 
securing a buck’s-eye, the buck bounded off and was shot five 
minutes later by another gentleman of the parity. The Dostor 
had started off in the morning on a burro as an innovation 
and scored three flying shots not worth mentioning, however, 
as to results. Wednesday we returned home with one buck, 
all we could conveniently carry, Coming down by the beauti- 
ful Pikes Peak trail, the Manitou and the Garden of the 
Gods, we arrived at the Springs safe and sound, Thus ended 
our hunt alter black-tail deer in the Rockies. Ranonzro, 

EK. G. Ranche, Hl Passo Oo., near Colorado Springs, Col,, 
December 3, 1878. 
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FIELD SPORTS IN GERMANY. 

Lriesic, Oct, 27, 1878. 
The surroundings of this city were always celebrated for 

their ubundance of hares and partridges, and the beautiful 

woods were alive with an enormous quantity of roes, the 
most beautiful game at home in Germany. Though each vil- 
lage rents the right to hunt in its fields separately, and such 

districts, therefore, are not yery extensive, the rent is rather 
high, for hares and partridges are Ligh in price notwith 

standing their great number. Forty yearsago, when I lived 
here, I paid fur each hare whichT touk home from a battue 
only 4uarter dollar, anda partridge was only five centg ; 
now we haye to pay one dollar fora hare, and for a partridge 

ubout forty cents. The cause of this rise in the price is not 
the searcily of game, though itis not as abundant as former- 

ly, but the increase of means of communication, whieh per- 

mit one to sell the game in Berlin and other large cities of 
Germany. 

Lremembera battue held about forty years ago in a dis- 
tric where the owners had not held a battue ihe previous 
year. All the invited, about eighty shooters, expected, 
therefore a great number of hares, und provided themselyes 
with a good supply of cartridges, We then used here, pen- 
erally, needle-guns, as a common percussion gun would not 
do, the loading requiring too much time. These needle- 
guns were, however, no breech-loaders yet. The cartridge 
Was put in at the muzzle, slipped down by itself, and was 
held in position by turning a lever, We could load even 
faster than we can do to-day our Lefancheux or any other 
breech-luader, 
Ido not know whether you have a correct idea of the 

manner in which our battues are carried on. It is done in 
two different ways; either by ‘*Standtreiben” or by *' Kes- 
seltreiben.” 

The whole district is divided in a convenient number of 
sections—'Treiben”—not larger than can be inclosed by the 
number of shooters and unarmed men—the ‘ Treiber,” The 
shooters are placed on the border of the selected districts, 
from eighty to a hundred paces distant from each other, 
their whole line forming a semi-circle, On the remaining 
border line are placed the ‘* Treiber.” Where the ground is 
tod open, are not rarely dug two or three-feet-deep pits with 
a low earth wall before them, as hiding-places for the 
shooters. These are placed either by the proprietor or his 
deputy, or very frequently by lot. At the beginning of the 
battue tickets, with numbers printed ou them, are druwo,and 
eyery one has to place one in his cap. 

At a signal piven by a horn or whistle, the Treiber, who 
have either sticks or rattles in their hands, advance toward 
the firmly standing line of shooters, driving all the game 1o- 
wird them and preventing it to pass their own line. Such 
Treiben is called a Standtreiben. In woods this is always 
the rule, as the other kind of Treiben, called Kasselireiben, 
is mostly impossible. 

At such a Kasseltreiben the manager sends off from a cer- 
tai point in the border line of the district two experienced 
shooters who ate acquainted with the grounds, one to the 
right and the other to the left. Both haye to go on to the 
border line until they meet. They are followed at a con— 
venient distance, alternately, by a Treiber and shooter, until 
the whole district is inclosed. On the given signal the 
whole line advauces as regularly us possible, and slowly, to- 
ward lhe centre. Of course by doing so the interval be- 
tween the persons forming the line is gradually diminished. 
Thus the Kessel (caldron) inclosed becomes so narrow that 
it would be dangerous for tle opposite line to shoot inside 
the circle. The whole line makes a halt at a give signal. 
Only the Treibers advance toward the centre with great 
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noise, and the shooters are ouly permitted to fire on hares” 
outside the circle. Y pe ‘PF ee 
The first Treiben at that opportimity of Which I was 

speaking above, was a Standtreiben, You may imagine our 
astonishment on seeing the ares advancing toward us in 
troops of five and six af once, Jeayiug us scarcely time to 
load. The result of this one Treiben was eight hundred 
killed. Thad, on my part, forty-six! All of ns had nearly 
Spent our cartridges, and we had to send to the city for a 
fresh supply. The battnes were continued until dark, two 
consecutive days, und the total of killed liares amounted to a 
little above three thousand. 

Traveling at that time by rail from Halle to Leipsic about 
sunset, it was by no means rure to see more than thirty hares 
sitting or playing in a field of not half an acre. ‘Chese but- 
tues are mere butcheries, and I only attended them as they’ 
offered a good exercise and to oblige the proprietor, as the 
hares had to be shot by some one. Partridges were not lesa 
abundans, and the district of one of the valleys furnished 
Taye thousands during one season, and still there remained 
enough. 
The years 1848 and ’49, when people did not care for any 

law, und, least of all, for came Jaws, great destruction was 
going on, and many parts of Germany never recovered from 
these reyOlutionary times. 

I prefer hunting alone or in a, small company, and witha 
good dog, A friend of mine has rented the adjoining shoot- 
ing-grounds, of about four or five villugus in the Spreewood, 
a district belonging to Prussia and inhabited by the remains 
of an old nation, the Wenden, speaking a language of their 
own and having preserved their old customs and dresses. In 
these parts is to be found still a great variety of game, and 
especially one kind, which is not known in America—the 
greut bustard. It is as large as a turkey andonly to be found 
in the field, especially lurfe plains, never in tlic wood, In 
supimer you may shoot them now and then before the dog; 
but later, when they join in troops from twenty to thirty, 
and even more, they are extremely shy, especially if you ure. 
carrying a gun, Of laborers and horses {ley are not afraid 
at all, and the only means to approachi them is in the dis- 
guise of some laborer, or, still better, of a woman, pushing 
ona wheelbarrow in which is placed the gun. 
approach them, also, ina farm wagon. Such a bustard is a 
most stately bird. They do, however, a good deal of 
damage. My friendarranged last year abatiue for bustards, 
but as an immense district had to be inclosed he had not 
shooters enough. It resulted’ without particular success, 
although about five hundred bhustards were seen. 
Onimy return here jast fall T of conrse found many ac- 

quaintances of olden times. Among them is one who had 
been once my dinner neighbor at table d/jiote. He was 
then only a clerk and representative of a great Prussian firm 
in Leipsic, but he was a yery gentlemanly young man, 
loving the chase, and we became friends, remembering each 
other all these years kindly. Meanwhile his brown hair has 
turned white, he has become a grandfather, and very rich, 
He had retired from business many years ago, and enjoyed 
luis life in a very pleasant manner. He owns a splendid 
mansion in town, but bought already, twenty-five years ago, 
a knightly estate about an hour’s walk from Leipsic. It was 
then a rather neglected concern, rented to a man who held 
there a large restaurant which was much frequented by the 
Leipsic people, a3 it was situated amidst a most beautiful 
wood, Mr. Kelbe spent about half a million of thalers in 
changing this estate Into a most delightful place, in fact to 
a kind of rural paradise, as there are scarcely any many 
miles around. 

The farm buildings were pulled down and replaced by 
splendid solid ones, provided with all modern improvements, 
The dwelling-house was removed algo aud lie erected a rather 
large, beautiful villa in its place. The glass-covered, large 
varanda looked toward the gurden. ‘The marble steps 
leading to this veranda were adorned by beautiful plants 
and two life-sized roe-bucks in brouze. 
The greater change, however, the wood had to nnderpo 

extending in front and to the right of the villa. Before the 
veranda was « lovely lawn screened to tie right and left 
by a belt of beautiful trees, Beyond the lawn stretched a 
very long walk shadud Ly old time trees, leading to the rogd 
to Leipsic. ' : 

Right before the veranda on the luwn a jet of water rises 
and falls back into a large basin, In the centre of the lawn 
has been made an artificial mound the sides of which are coy- 
ered with roses, and on its top stands, on a high pedestal, a 
colossal bronze stag, held at bay by two dogs: a splendid 
work, costing several (housands. 
| To the left of the belt of trees bordering the lawn extends 
alarge square garden, All the beds along the different 
gravel walks are covered with beautiful Howers, and be- 
tween them are standing the finest dwarf fruit-trees. In 
the interior of the squares formed by the walks are beds 
With strawberries, etc., etc. On the side of the square 
garden opposite the aboye mentioned belt of trees is erected 
the very neat villa, It isthe dwelling of the head gardener, 
and to the right and left of it are the hot-houses built of iron 
find glass, containing a splendid palm-house, one filled with 
camellius, another with tropical plants, ete., etc. I assure 
you the hot-houses in Kew ure not kept) in better order than 
these. E 

In the middle of the other side of the square garden, 
which forms a right angle with that mentioned betore, stands 
on a terrace of only two Steps, guarded by two splendid 
dogs mude of green marble, brought both from Florence, a 
lovely little villa—the pheasants’ house—containing a good 
many gold and silver pheasants. nu part of this extremely 
elegant structure are little yards with shrubs, as you see 
them in the zoological gardens ; and close to them, amid a 
nicely arranged group of fine plants and trees, stands «a lable 
and chairs, from whence the whole square garden may be 
overlooked. On the whole terrace are standing in tubs fine 
ovange, laurel and other trees. 
The very large orchard, with nurseries and other hot-loyses, 

is beyond aroad passing belind the pheasants’ house, To 
the right of the screen of trees belting the lawn you enter 
au English park, of no great extent, but of extreme lovell- 
ness, There you see emerald-yreen bowling green, as soft 
as velvet, with flower-beds, blooming shrubs, cte., and the 
finest trees of the original wood which were spared, 

This little park, garden and lawn ane fenced by a fine iron 
railing. Through a gate in ib you enter the wild park, which 
is not fenced, but from which you enter directly the broad 
acres helonging to the estate, Though this rather extensive 
park is valled by its owner wild, it 1s arranged with great 
care and art. ‘he walks are graveled and kept as clean as 
a drawing-room. A little rivulet with bridges is bubbling 
across it, and the shrubberies, everywhere overiopped by 
splendid trees, ure interrupted by fine meadows, otc, 
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sas park is rather far from any other wood, Mr. Kelbe 
has stocked it with wild pheasants, which lave increased 
to several hundreds notwithstanding the inroads made by 
foxes, martens, weasels and cats from the village, of which 
he a this year not less than twenty-six in his traps. He 
formerly kept roes in the park, but finding that the young 
ones did not thrive and the bucks killed them, he got tire 
of them and shot them off. ; 

Last Sunday morning Mr, Kelbe called on me. He was 
quite excited, for his head fardner had reported that a fox 
had inyaded his park. Some laborers saw him kill a hare 
and took it from him, but very soon afterward plaintive 
notes from a phesant proved clearly that he had found a 
substitute for his lost hare. Mr. Kelbe invited me to drive 
over with him to his park next morning and try to shoot the 
bold robber, together with a few pheasant cocks, [ I of 
cow'se accepted with pleasure, for since many years I had 
not had an opportunity of shooting a wild pheasant, There 
are plenty in Bohemia, but in Germany you find them but 
rarely, as they can be kept only in isolated parks and woods 
where the adjoming fields belong to the same proprictor, 
else kind neighbors will shoot them as they fo in summer 
out in the fields to feed. 
Two other gentlemen whom Mr. K. had invited were pre- 

vented from coming, and we two had if all to ourselves. 
About a dozen garden laborers and the coachmano and 
fardner were ordered to act as Treibers, and Mr. Kejbe and 
I placed ourselyes where we thought it most likely that the 
red robber would pass. I took my stand behind an elm 
tree on a narrow dry ditch, from whence I could oyerluok 
an anZle-point of a copse before me and the adjoining 
meadows. Mr. Kelbe told me that he had killed st that 
place two foxes, and that he would probably take a foot- 
path io my left or remain in the ditch, in order to reach the 
Opposite thicket. 
The Treiber formed a line and advanced without making 

much noise, as it is not required to start a fox. Some hares 
anil Yabbits they met on their way took alarm and came out 
of the conse, and two Volker of partridges passed my sland. 
I resisted, however, the temptation. About eighty paces 
before me was a little bridge over the ditch, and looking 
sbarp along the latter my whole attention was at once di- 
rected to something moving underneath the bridge Istood 
as stilias if I were made of stone and my eyes opened to 
double their size. No wild bore or noble stag would have 
excited meso muchas did this red rascal whose pointed 
nose I recognized in the uncertain light under the bndge. 
Tt was amusing to obserye him, ‘The noise behind him did 
not alarm him much, but more attention wis paid by him 
to the space which separated him from the opposite copse. 
The wiud did not teach him anything of my presence, for it 
came from him toward me. The hares and partridges, 
which passed unmolested, seemed at last to satisfy him that 
all was safe. Ile cautiously, and. dragging one foot after 
tlie olher, crept to the brin of the ditch and had a peep 
atthe meadow. LI might have fired at him then; but, as he 
was partly concealed behind a little shrub, I waited for his 
further movements. The result of his reconnoitering seemed 
not satisfactory, for he returned to the ditch, and, making 
himself as small as possible, he came along the ditch toward 
me When he saw me he was not. more than three paces 
from my feet, and he was so surprised that he lost his head. 
Instead of turning round and running back toward the 
bridge along the ditch, he suddenly jumped out of it and 
ran as fast as he could over the meadows. He did not go 
far. At about twenty-five paces I fired, and, struck right in 
the head, he remained on the spot, In the same moment 
the Treibers emerged from ithe wood, and, taught by ex- 
perience, one of the laborers gave him still some blows with 
his stick. 
The object of our expedition being fulfilled we might 

have gone home; but Mr, Kelbe wanted some pheasants, 
and the Treibers re-entered ihe same copse which they had 
just left, knowing very well that plenty of pheasants had re- 
mained. A few of them had passed me, but IL had not taken 
any notice of them. 
The birds must have been alarmed, however, tor when 

the Treibers commenced their noise they rose at once, one 
atter the otber, above the trees and filed off with the velocity 
of a rocket. I dared not fire, as I did not recognize for 
certain the cocks, and was much afraid of killing perhaps a 
hen. Mr. Kelbe, however, shot a cock and two hares. - 

{he Treibers placed themselves now at the border of that 
copse for which the fox had longed to reach, and I took my 
stand at its corner close to the same ditch mentioned before. 
Mr. Kelbu stood about sixty paces to the right of me. 

Very soon I saw something moving inthe ditch. I could 
not make out what it was, and, seeing only something gray- 
ish-brown, Ltood it for a cat, but it was a reconnoitering 
pheasant hen. She ran quickly back and I just saw the 
golden breast of a cock coming toward mein the ditch, 
when Mr. Kelbe called out to me to change my stand for 
one he thought better, ‘Lhe cock turned round and all was 
still for a few minutes. ‘Then I heard the noise of some 
pheasants rising tomy right, Mr, Kelbe fired and a splen- 
did cock fell heavily on the grass. I was.rather envious 
and anxiously hoped my turn would-come next. It came. 
Half a dozen of pheasants rose in the thicket before me, and 
T brought down another cock. Imight have made a doublet 
if Thad not been so much afraid of a mistake. Again a 
noise before me. It wasa beautiful bird, and I shot him be- 
fore he was above the trees. When a third cock passed like 
a rocket I fired, but he went off, and Mr. Kelbe believed 
that I had missed him. I did not think so, and I was right. 
The cock was found dead on the meadow about two hun- 
dred paces from me. Mr, Kelbe fired again. ‘he bird fell 
down, but after a few seconds he got up and ran toward the 
thicket. He had only been winged. Whether the gardener 
found him afterward I do not know. 
We had now one fox, three hares and five pheasant cocks. 

The whole affair lasted about an hour. My friend thought 
this enough for the moment. We returned to the villa and 
hie fetched from his cellar a choice bottle of Rhenish. After 
iaying finished it we returned to Leipsic and were home at 
hali-past twelve, much satisfied with our little ieee a 

: JORVIN, 

Urnrran Sitort Ling.—The new route to Mlorida via the 
Richniond and Danyillée Railroad offers many advantages of 
pleasant scenery, the privilege of extended stays along the 
route and the best of traveling facilities aud conveniences. 
The route is yia Richmond, Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta. 

Ot 

—In all the shots fired in the Brooklyn and Philadelphia 
Gun Olub's match last weels, it is noticeable that there was 
not 2 singlé mis-fire. The Union Metallic Cartridge Com- 
papy’s shells were used. 

- 
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Aish Culture, 
t= Palmer & Sons, of Boscobel, Wis., write that they will 

be able to furnish trout epgs to customers up to April This 
would be remarknble—Noyember being their spawning month 

—only that trout, like other animals, when long domesticated 
extend their breeding season. 

ee 

Tum Sourn Sier Crue as Wise Conruriwts.—Through the. 
efforts of two or three of its members who are well versed in 

fish cultiire, the South Side Club has been most successful in 
the propagation of brook trout; so much so that it has been 

able to contribute large lots to a neighboring club on Long 
Island and to the Blooming Grove Park Association of 

Pike County, Pa. It has also supplied the Messrs. Thompson, 

the fish breeders of New Hope, Pa., with several thousand 

fine fish, 
——-+-_-9 

Kassas Fisn Cvrtrusr.—Thirty years ago what now ap- 

pears upon our maps asthe State of Kansas was a howling 
wilderness, the howling being furnished by the jer natura 

and the jeriores ammant. The hardy adyeuturer who should 
have brayed scalping knife and tomahawk to penetrate its 

trackless wilds and returniug thence should have prophesied 

that before the lapse Of the third decade the intelligent 
citizens of that land should he giving their attention to the 

restocking of the streams with edible fish—this man would 
have saved his head from the Indians only to have it safely 
immured in an insane asylum, [le would haye been no mad- 

man however had he predicted this; for here is the ‘' First 

Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries of the State 

of Kansas, for the years 1877-8.” It is nof the subject mat- 

ter of the report that we wish here to insist upon, for Kansas 

fish culture is yel in its infancy, so much as this fact: that 

here isa State comprising an area greater than all Maine, 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and 

Rhode Island, whose organized history does not antedate the 

life of the average reader of these columns, displaying a de- 

gree of enterprise in one of the advanced economic interests 

of the day that may well serve as an incentive to many older 

States. 
Commissioner D. B. Lone calls attention to a very import- 

ant and remarkable change in the chatacter of the streams 

of Kansas, as noticeable as the alterations which have already 
been noticed im her plains. Lands which not so long ago 
were considered fit only for the savage and the -wild beast 

have been developed into great broad fields of magnificent 

wheat and corn, Many creek beds which were once trickling 
alkali brooks are now full-flowing with pure water ; springs 

and streams have gushed forth from fhe carth where formerly 

there were only barren wastes. All these manifestations may 

be accepted. as auguring well for the efforts of man to intio— 

duce into the waters the valuable species of fish especially 

adapted to them, and we are confident that the libers) mindea 
people of the State will through the Legislature give Lo their 
energetic Commissioners the pecuniary endorsement to ad- 

yance the work, 
~ ——o+— 

Propagation oF LAND-LooKED Saumoy.—Fish breeders 
who are interested in the cultivation of land-locked salmon 

will feel much encouraged by the following report which 

Com. Atkins has been kind enough to furnish. The commu- 

nication also answers several questions which have lately. 
been propounded to us. Increasing interest is deservedly 
felt in the cultivation of this fish, and we hope its presence 

will some day not distant ennoble our inland Jakes. It pos- 
sesses equal game qualities with its step-brother salmo salar, 

which has access to sall) water, and its flesh is almost as tooth- 

some, With our clean inland waters populated with land- 
joeked salmon, we could boast such angling in America as no 

country has ever heard of. The persistent efforts of the U. 5. 

Fishery Commission and the managers of the hatching estab- 

lishment in Maine are most commendable. They will be 
watched with solicitude until the full result is accomplished 

and epicures and anglers are made happy all over the United 

Btates : 
Granp Lake Srrmam, Me., Jan. 21, 1870. 

Horror ForREsT AND STRBAM: © 
The crop of eggs of land-locked salmon obtained here this 

geason is greater than usual instead of less, as indicated by an 
item in your columns of January 16. During the four sea- 
sons of our operations here we have taken the following num- 
bers of eges, viz: 1,077,500 eges in 1875, 543,000 eggs in 
1876, 2,159,000 in 1877, and 1,723,000 in 1878, From which 
it appears that this season’s work has been more successful 
than that of apy other except one (1877). 

Schoodic land-locked salmon are less prolific than sea- 
salmon, and in proportion to the quantity of spawn obtained 
the work involved is far greater. It took 1,617 females, all 
fertile, to produce 1,723,000 ezgs—an average of 1,065 eggs 
per fish. This was a much higher rate than usual, the fish 
being this year larger than usual. Last year (1877) they 
yielded only 985 per fish, and some years it has been less than 
that. The average weight of ihe breeding fish is a trifle less 
than two pounds, average length about seventeen inches, The 
past season they somewhat exceeded these measurements. 

The parties controling these works this year are the United 
States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries and the Commis- 
sioners of the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New 
Hampshire. Cyaries G. ATKINS, 

Ass't, to the U. S. Com. Fisheries. 
——_ —~-—-9-—-—- 

—The mighty brain of an astute Virginia editor evolves 
the argument that the rivers should nof he stocked with fish, 
because, forsooth, that would enconrage idleness among the 

people. With fish al theirdoors they woul ot cultiyst the 
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soil, the pursuits of agriculture would languish, and the idl . 
fish-fed population would degenerate into effeminacy an 1 
semi-barbarism. We commend this sapient reasoning to ouz 

fish culturists, Let them reflect whether they are not heapin y 

up an accountability of sins, which no change of occupatio { 
or diet will ever atone for, 

pee pera 

PaynsyuvantA.—A large number of California salmon have 
just been placed in the small streams about Trout Run, It is 
hoped thus to replenish the streams which have become de- 
pleted of their once abundant trout. 

— 

Potomad Fiseways.—Gov. Hunton is giving his attention 
to the subject of properly supplying the Potomac with fish— 
ways, and it is probable that at an early date that stream will 
he so furnished that there will be an open passage to the Vir- 
ginia counties of Clarke, Loudoun, Shenandoah, Fairfax and 
Warren, and the Potomac counties of Maryland, 

Alatural Historp. 

BIRDS OF THE COLORADO VALLEY, 

Ree wine needs no bush, nor does any work done by 

Dr. Elliott Cones require a single word of commenda- 

tion to the practical student of science. Nevertheless, as 

Forrsr AND STREAM visits each week a very considerable 

number of ornithological readers, many of whom depend upon 

it for their news of current scientific events, it becomes our 

duty to mention, however briefly, the appearance of the first 

part of one of the most important works on ornithology 
which has ever appeared in this country. 

The present volume, Part L., treats of only a small portion 

of the subject as stated in the title, for in the 800 pages be- 

tween its covers only the Passeres to Laniide are ineluded, 
| As far as it goes, however, it is so complete in its synonomy 

and its deseriptions, and so altogether delightful in its account, 

of the habits of the various species considered, as really to 

leave almost nothing to be desired. 

The ornithologist who examines ‘*The Birds of the Colora. 

do Valley” will be especially impressed by the completeness 
of the synonomatic lists, which preface the account of each 

species, and by the ** Bibliography of North American Orni- 

thology,” which constitutes the last 200 pages of the work. 
Although to the untechnical reader these portions of the vol. 

unie will perhaps appear dry and of slight importance, they 

aré in reality its most valuable features, and the amonnt of 

labor which has been expended in compiling them is simply 

enormous, It must be remembered that, except in a few 

Specified cases, no title or reference in the book has been taken 

at second hand, but that in each case the author has gone to 
the original work, and taken his material from that. 

The ‘* Bibliography of North American Ornithology” is in- 

tended to be a complete list of every work, article, or paper 

ever published on the birds of North America. Itis, as Dr. 

Coues remarks, only that very small portion of the great work 

which he has in course of preparation—his ‘* Bibliography of 

Ornitholozgy”—which relates to North American birds as sueh, 
He therefore excludes all titles which refer to any group of 
birds which are treated of as component parts of a genus or 
family, as such works will appear in the final ‘* Bibliography” 
under their proper family or generic headings. The titles 

which Dr. Coues gives us, in the volume under consideration, 
are nearly 1,500 in number, and represent, he says, only about 

unfree or four per cent. of the whole literature of ornithology, 

Ne tells us that he has now in hand for his final work 18,000 
titles 

Tis present list is published at this time mainly for the pur~ 
pose of bringing the subject to the notice of ‘those interest. 

ed,” so that any writers, whose works, or papers, may have 

been omitted, can communicate the fact to the author and the 

error may be rectified in the final work. We observe that Dr. 
Coues has quoted many titles from the columns of Fornrsr anp 

Srream and we call the attention of our correspondents and 
contributors to his note on this subject which we publish to- 
day. We feel sure that any writers whose articles haye been 

quoted will gladly furnish the infermation which Dr. Goues 
desires. 

While to the ornithologist the *‘ Birds of the Colorado Vale 

ley” will prove of the utmost value in all respects, the biogra- 

phies of the’various species will present to the unscientific 
reader the greatest attraction of the volume. Written in Dr, 

Coues’ own inimitable style, they are simply gems of bird lit. 
erature. There isa charm about them that can scarcely be 
characterised, but we venture to predict that no bird lover 

who peruses one of these delightful sketches will care to re 
linguish the volume until he has read it quite through. There 
is a pathos about some of these life-histories that is strangely 

moving, while others are mirth-proyoking to a degree, Dr. 
Coues 80 cunningly blends realism and poetry in his deserip- 
tions of bird habits that we seem to be able to thoroughly ap- 
preciate all their characteristics and to enter, to a certain ex- 
tent at least, into the secrets of their every-day life, 

Our author goes very deeply into a number of curious points 

touching on various phases of bird life. He never hesitates 
to attack beliefs that he thinks are founded on error, and never 

takes anything for granted, His remarks on swallows are ex- 
tremely interesting, and we know of no account of these charm- 
ing filles de late that is halt so full. 

Altogether the present work more nearly approaches the 

ideal ornithology than anything that we know of. Between 

its covers can be found almost everything that one wishes to 
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know on the subject, the list of titles being especially import- 
ant, and supplying a want long fell. The work will he re- 
ceived with equal pleasure by the specialist and the amateur, 
and will be no less useful to the one than entertaining to the 
other, 

_—_—_ OE 

HABITS OF THE MIGRATORY QUATL. 

WL TAMSPOED, Pa., January 6, 1879. 
Epitor Forest AND Stream: 

As many of your readers seem desirous to learn more about 

the migratory quail, I send you a few notes leaned from the 
works of several European authors, 

The quail arrives in Germany in May and migrates in Sep- 

tember, ts fayorite resorts are meadows and grain, particu- 

larly wheat fields. Its food consists of grain, herbs, and hemp, 

poppy and turnip seeds; further, insects and their eggs, and 

larye, The female builds her nest in July; it isa mere de- 
pression in the ground, surrounded by a few straws, and con- 
taining from eight to fourteen whitish-gray eggs, marked with 
large brown spots. The quail does not mate, but is an in- 
corrigible polygamist. And here allow méa slight digression. 
if the naturalization of this little foreignet should prove suc- 
cessful, in a few years a discussion similar to the ‘* Huropean 
Sparrow question * will inevitably arise, and in the heated de- 
bate whether foreigners im general or migratory quail in par- 
ticular should be tolerated or not, the polygamous habits of 
the bird will probably be a leading argument on the negative 
side of the guestion, as demoralizing, pernicious and generally 
injurious to the piety, morality and prosperity of this land of 
the free. Therefore, to anticipate the onslaughts of a certain 
class of patriots who are opposed to all foreigners, human or 
animal, that come to these shores and dare to have habits or 
social customs of their own, would it not be bestto liberate all 
future invoices of quail that may be received—only in Utah? 
In addition to finding congenial company, they would be out 
of the way of the patriots mentioned above, and would be 
under the direct ‘* protection of Congyess and the rest of the 
United States Government.” But to tesume, the song (or 
suhiagen) of the male bird is heard from May to August. Be- 
fore moulting the second time young males have the same 
Plumage as old females. In August and early in September, 
if the young birds are marked down after being flushed, they 
may often be caught with the hand, as they usually squat flat 
upon the ground, They are considered an excellent bird to 
break dogson. ‘This latter statement is directly opposite to 
what has recently been mentioned in Forrst anp Stream, but 
I believe that Bechstein is too careful a naturalist to have 
mude a mistake on this point. 

I next quote vervatim from the “Feathered Tribes of the 
British IJands,” by Robert Mudie, London, 1853 : 

“ Though quails are now both local and rare as British 
birds, yet it is probable that they are more numerous in some 
of the Southern counties than appears to common observation. 
Their extreme closeness during the day appears to be the 
principal cause of this. They are best known to the night 
poachers, who are well acquainted with their cries, and dex- 
terous in catching them; but during the day the birds are as 
silent as they are still, ‘Those which do migrate to Britain— 
which are yery few as compared with the continental mi- 
granis—usually come about the end of April, Their long 
flights are understood to be performed during the night; for 
though, like the other gallinsw, they feed in the morning and 
evening, they, contrary to the practice of most of these, sleep 
at mid-day—indeed, during the greater part of the day. 
They squat at these times, and do not ‘flush’ or take wing 
until a dog is quite among them. The males are polygamous, 
and fight desperately in the early part of the season, so much 
80, that in some countries they are trained in the same man- 
mer as game cocks, ‘The call note of the male is a twice re- 
peated whistie, and makes a pleasant variety among the many 
songs of the active season. The response of the female is 
made use of as a decoy note in catching the males alive, 
though they will come to the male call as if it were a chal- 
lenge to fight. Their nests and number of their eggs are 
néarly the same as those of partridges. Quails are very 
abundant on the continent of Europe, and in most parts of 
Asia. In the former, their summer migrations extend as far 
as Lapland; but in the latter, they do not reach the extreme 
north of Siberia. They linger during the winter in more 

‘Jocalities than almost any other migratory birds, but such is 
ri their. Hroductiveness that they return even to ‘the north of 

‘ Africa in yast flocks, though very many of them are captured 
in the places where they halt by the way. When at rest from 
Mmigraling and not busied with the care of their broods, quail 
get very fat, especially on pastures that afford them a plenti- 
ful supply of oily seeds ; and when in good condition they 
are highly esteemed as food. Their straggling appearance, 
however, and their short stay, render them Jess interesting to 
the ordinary observers of British birds than those genera 
which regularly summer and winter in the country and are 
generally distributed over it.” 
The following is from the German ‘ Lelirbuch der Zoologie," 

by F. 8. Voigt, Stuttgart, 1835: 
** Tt is the ouly migratory bird of this family; arrives in 

Hurope the beginning of May, leayes about the end of fep- 
tember. With us its migrations are supposed to be generally 
undertaken at night, and on foot. About the beginning of 
October their migrations across the Mediterranean Sea com- 
mences, and then large flocks settle down on the islands, and 
offen on ships. On the island of Capri, for instance, they are 
captured in such numbers that the natives become satiated 
with eating them. As they are said to constitute 4 large part 
of the Bishop of Oapri’s revenue, he has been irreverently 
nicknamed ‘der Wachtel Bishop? "Although the wings of the 
quail are short, their sinews and the breast muscles are very 
strong ; still they are largely dependent on the wind in their 
long flights, and if this fails them, large nunibers perish. 
Quite a number linger as far north as near Rome and in Sar- 
dinia. They migrate with the northwest and return with the 
southeast wind. "The male quail is noted for its pugnacity 
and its extreme amorous proclivities, While on its love ex- 
cursions it) will pursue the sky-lark, or, in fact, any other 
sombre-colored bird, Itis said to have been seen jlagranté 
delicto with toads.” 

The above is about all I can find regarding the bird that is 
of interest to sportsmen. It is worthy of note that should 
the acclimatized birds haye the same instincts as them pro- 
#enilors, there will be great danger of their being blown into 
the Atlantic if they start during one of our nor’westers. On 
the other hand, if it is true that they migrate largely on foot, 
why may they not reach South America via Darian? Last— 
hut not least in importance—a great many will probably win- 
ter in Texas, and eyen further north. Bosorine. 

as 
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Tianirs of tum ArtAnzio Sarmon.—The following com- 

munication is from a gentleman whose ayocation affords him 
constant opportunities for observation. It refers to certain 
traits of the salmon not popularly known, 

For a dozen years we have been cognizant of the winter 

tun of salmon in certain rivers of Nova Scotia, notably in the 
Port Medway,—which we often visited during a longresidence 
in that Province,—and we are glad to receive testimony from 

& source so reliable, to show that the Port Medway is not sin- 

fularin this feature of ichthyc economy. We have referred 

to this winter run in the “ Fishing Tourist,” and in other early 
publications of the author. Eyery winter, from January to 

the end of February, until legal restrictions were interposed, 
Saul, the Indian, who isa noted fly-fisherman, used to stand 

on the ice below the lower dam, and take dahon out of the 

open water with his rod ; and well-favored, ruddy-meated fish 

they were. Our impression has always been that these salmon 

were a sort of hody-guard to convoy the young smolts down 
on their first journey to salt water. All the rivyersin Nova 
Scotia are short, say fifteen miles from mouth to head-waters, 

and the Port Medway, like many others, has its primary source 

in large lakes, into which the salmon of the ordinary summer 

Tun find their way and congregate in large numbers for the 

purpose of spawning, affording large profits to the Indians who 
gather there to capture them. But the winter run of salmon 

18 never seen in the lakes—never observed many miles above 

the mouth. They do not go up for the purpose of spawning’; 

but when smolts have dropped down from the places where 

they were hatched, the winter fish meet them in the middle 

waters and conduct them to the sea, just as parent birds teach 

their young to try their maiden flights. Since summer they 

have not gone far out to sea, but have lingered in the estuaries. 

The next year they wil become pelagic, while those which 

have gone down to the depths will alternate with them and 

remain in shore, changing guard, as it were. 

Tt must be borne in mind that salmon spawn but oncein two 

years; that the whole of a hatching does not go down to the 
sea together, but one-half takes to salf water at the end of 

fourtcen months’ growth, and the other half follows at the 
end of the second year, though sometimes a few will remain 

until the fourth year, This quality of dual periodicity dis- 

tinguishes the salmon from any other fish we know of. It ac- 

counts for what seem vagaries and phenomenal freaks to the 

superficial student. It explains why the time (times) of spawn- 

ing seems often to yary in the same river. It is coincident 

with the ascertained fact that the male salmon propagates its 
kind before it is adult. A portion ofa “‘run,”’ being riper 

than others, spawn the sooner, and having fulfilled their mis- 

sion xrelurn to the sea, while the balance are required by na- 
ture to remain longer, 

Our correspondents letter contains several other interesting 
facts which it will be well for the interested reader to note; 

for their production we are indebted to our Montreal corres- 

pondent ‘*Standstead” who has elicited them from the writer 

by a series of questions which he recently propounded through 
our columns : 

MONTREAL, Jan, 15, 1879. 

Eprron Fonrar ANp SrrEAm: 

In reply to Stansteati’s ‘Questions for Ichthyologists,” which ap- 

peured in your former issue, T beg to say: 1. There are just as many 

different varieties of salmon as there are rivers, as the fish frequenting 

each river or tributary of that river are so distinctly marked that tney 

cun be easily (istinguished when caught in the estuary. A Cascapedia 

fish will not come up the Restigouche, neither will a Matepedia tish go 

up the main river. This is a wise provision of Nature, or Providence, 

Which you wil. 2, For two reasons I believe that salmon spawn every 

year: first, the rapid growth of the new ova, if having quite a growth 
in a fortmight after spawning; the fish in the Réesligouche going to sea 

by the middle of November, as they finish laying ova before the first of 

that month, and they are sueceeded by a school of Hsh from sta, who 

ascend our rivers, golug well up at once, not remaining on the way like 

our summer fizh, but getting up fo where the pools are deep, with lithe 

ice to trouble them, where 1 believe they Spawn some time in January, 

T only suppose this from the size of the ova when they pass up. Those 
lish are the kelts who £0 often trouble the angler in June,aud which are 

caught by hnodreds in the tidal nets, Making their way to Saltwater. 

Another reason for thefaith that isin mes In 1872, when boating on this 

river, myeelf and men observed a peculiarly marked fish Naying three 

flistinct spear Marks on one side, each wound, as it healed, leaving a 

visible white sear. We first observed her on a bar, along with a large 

male, hesting. The next year we again saw the same fish within ten 
yards of the same place, this time in company with a grilse, The fol- 

lowing year I am Gertain I saw the same fish at Mr, Haddon’s canning 

establishment at ‘Athol House.’ 8, So far yet, owr rivers here would 
hold all, From 25,000 to 30,000 figh is the outside quantity taken in the 
bay (Chaleurs;, and our rivers could easily have held that quantity, 

along with the supply they had, though there might have been some 

crowding in the Tayorite pools, etc. 

In answer to the fourth quesjion, I am notaware of this, No salmon 
nets are setiin our bay aller August 1, and but few mackerel. Those 

salmon Caitght in them are the winter fish already mentioned, and 

although the ova may look to an inexperienced péraon nearly ripe, it 

may be fally one month, or paérhaps two, before if is ready to be de- 

posited, a3 if must ripsn more slowly with the water at a temperature 

of nearly 82 deg. Fatr. I belicye these fish spawn at the months of 

rivers, or where the water is at least brackish, if they do nob aseend 

them. That sajmon will ripen in sult water is proyed at Taxlousac, 

and if not spawned must deposit in the salt-water pond. 6. I haye 

heard of this phenomenon fram Mr, Jos, Hickson, but have been com- 

pelled to doubt its being salmon spawn. Mr. Hickson promised to visit 

the locality this full and try to seeure and send me & Sample of this 

ova, when there would haye been 4 possibility of 4 fest being made in 

my breeding establishment. However, he has not done so; ‘ perhaps 

there hus béen Done cast Up this year,” + at 

Here is another letter, which fully answers the last question 
relative to the immense quantity of spawn found on the land- 

swash in the Gulf of St Lawrence. The information is alto- 

gether new, and we are glad that the life of our venerable and 
‘ intellizent informant, who is now 74 years old, has been 

spared that he may impart that iviedeatwhteh we should 
probably never have learned from the lethargic matter-of- 
fact fishermen themselves : 

Prxog, Dist. of Gaspé, Canada, Jan, 15, 1879. 
Enitor Forest any SvREAM: 

In reply to Stanstead in your issue of the 2d inst., I beg to 
say, that, without the slightest pretention to being & savant or 
Sir Oracle, I think T can throw some light on his questions. 

ist. I have not sufficiently studied the subject to zo into de- 
tails or scientific dissertation, but I can state a3.a fact that 
‘the salmon bred in the various rivers along this coast are dif- 
ferently marked. 

Yes. 
3d. That is a question which cannot, I think, be satisfac- 

torily answered, But I should say yes, as in days of yore the 
numbers caught by the Indians must have been comparative- 
ly few. The white man has been the great poacher. In the 
eatly part of this century, four and five schooners, loaded 
with pickled salmon, were despatched from the Restigouche 
every season, and I have seen the time when not even a single 
barrel could be obtained at any price. 

Ath. I believe that all salmon spawn in their native rivers, 
to which they invariably return, and remain im the deep pools 
to spawn, which takes place during the month of October, 
say fromthe 14th to the dist. After spawning they return to 
salt water; but some are supposed to winter in the pools, as 
they are seen in the spring. (uery?—Do they feel unequal 
to the task of descending the rapids? Itis a splendid sight— 
one not easily forgotten—when a large pool can be approached 
without disturbing the fish, fo see fifty or sixty fine salmon 
quietly disporting. My friend, Dr. Clarke, of your city (New 
York), the lessee of Grand River, can give a far better de- 
scription of these spawning pools than Ican. The restocking 
of that river, which was almost depleted, being due to that 
devoted disciple of Isaac Walton. 

5th. I donot believe that any salmon spawn out of the 
rivers unless by accident. 

6th. Stanstead has been misinformed as to the deposits of 
spawn in the Bay Chaleur. I came to this District in 1845, 
and I think it was the third summer after I arrived that, 
walking along Bonaventure beach one fine merning, just atter 
the spring tides, I saw a number of men with horses and 
carts, shoveling something off the beach, which, on inquiry, 
Tlearned to be herring spawn, collected to spread on their 
grain crops. I inquired if this took place yearly, and being 
answered in the affirmative, a little reflection convinced me 
that there must be something wrong in this wholesale -de- 
struction of spawn—which J mentioned to these men—but_ 
they assured me that what was thus washed up was waste, efc. 
I determined to inquire further into the matter. The result 
was my ascertaining that the herring always arrive to spawn 
at the spring tide, the epawn being washed up to high water 
mark where it forms a ridge form six to eight inches high, 
and twelve to eighteen inches at the base, where, if not dis- 
turbed, it increases to the size of a small pea, being deposited 
to hatch on the warm sand. The next spring tide clears the 
beach of the entire mass. On close inspection of the ova a 
few days before the high tide, which removes it, two black 
specks are seen, being the eyes of the young fish, Having 
satisfied myself on these points, I called the attention of the 
inhabitants of Bonaventure thereto, aud ultimately induced 
them to cause the Municipal Council to pass a law forbidding 
the removal or destruction of the ova in any way under a 
penalty of twenty dollars, 
The quantity of herring which | haye seen along the Bona- 

venture beaches during the spawning time is something. won- 
derful. They literally roll on the beach. 

Pair Vreertr, 
rat 

Tame Skunx.—A correspondent kindly sends us & clipping 
from the West Chester (Pa.) Village Record, which is rather 

interesting. Wehave once or twice known of fame skunks 
Which were useful pets, buf we have never wanted to own 

one ourselves, The extract reads as follows: 
A fame skunk is the latest thing in the way of pets, 

Hughes Marshall, living at Romansyille, West Bradford, hag 
had a pet pole-cat for the last four years. He caught if When 
it was a kitten and brought if home. It lives in a box under 
the porch, comes out when called by its owner, and Mr. Mar- 
shall picks it up and handles it as he would an ordinary cat. 
In the morning and evening it goes out hunting for insects, 
which form its principal food and is perfectly contended and 
at home. The only time it is unpleasantly scented is when it 
is alarmed by a strange dog or roughly approached by a 
stranger. We don’t covet Mr. Hughes’ pet and we don’t be— 
lieve that he will ever have it stolen. 

eS 

Conorrnina Ware Manarps.—ldiler Forest und 
Stream: Tnuctice in your issue of Dec, 12 an account of & 
white mallard seen in England. I can report one seen several 
times in the marshes at the mouth of Crane Creek, Ottawa 
Co., Ohio, this fall. Iam positive the bird was not a tame 
duel gone astray; he flocked with the mallards, had all their 
peculiar movements, and the call of the drake. He was all 
white, except a little color on the wings. He was seen and 
watched by at least six different people, and shot at once. 
He was as wary as any of his race. <A beautiful ermine wea- 
sel, with his winter coat of pure white, except end of tail—n 
glossy black—was caught on the Ohio River, near Steuhen- 
ville, in November, and was sent here to he mounted. Waa 
it not unusual to find one so far south so dressed ? 

Cleveland, Ohio, 0. RK. 
—— +8 3 

UNDER THE SNOW, 

MONTHEAL, Deo, 26, 1878, 

Hprron Forest AnD BrREAM: 
When out shooting a few days wgo,I saw what resembled a hire 

sitting ou the snow, In the open Held, about twenty-tive yarda trom & 

grove of small cedars, On approaching the spot the hare, for such it 
was, had crouched dows 80 that nothing but its lead was visible, 
When I got quite close to it I endeavored to put jbup, but It paid no ut 

tention tomy movements, except 10 watch me closely. A hotnd that 
I had with me now vaught sight of the hure and made a &piing to 
eatob it. The hare Instead of running, as I expected, now disappeared 

Uiiderthe snow. The dog was unable to fadit, and Tanda fitend who 

Was with meé began trampling about, and shortly started i about fifteen 

or twenty feet from whereit went under the anow, Jt blade for the 
coyer as fast as possible, but I brought it down before if youl thera, 

This took place in the forenoon. The show was very cry ond light, 
twelye or fiftean inches deep, and had all fallen during the previons 
night, There were no tracks in the snow leadiiy to where the hure 
Was sitting, showing that It had ween Inthe same Bpot 4 considerubl 

, —E—— 



time, or lad come all the way from cover under ine enow, No one 
thaf T have spoken fo on the subjeot ever saw or heard of a hare bor- 
towlig in the snow. {St may be worth your while to make a note 
on it.’ H.R, 

Bares sil still wherever as now storm overtakes them, and 

when the snow begins to cover them oyer, they keep crowd- 
iig and pushing gently backward and forward and from side 

to side until they form a little roomy chamber all around them, 
The snow gradually heaps up until a domed arch is formed, 
except where little round holes are left in the top by the warm 

fiw of their breathing—just as the snow houses of the Esqui- 
mauxare made. “There they sit snugly, until hunger impels 
them to vacate, in search of food. No-tracks are visible in 

the wewly fallen snow ; but the quick eye of the young hunter, 
or the keen nose of his dog, as they range over the waste on 

the morning after the snow-fall, soon detects the ‘ forms,” 
4nd i is but an instant's work to jump poor Molly Cotton out 
of her bed; and then all is up with her. 

Ptarmigan (a species of grouse found in the North,) also 
haye the same habit ; and when kicked up out of the snow are 

as lively and strong of wing asin summer, Jn the sub-arctic 
regions where they haye their habitat, the temperature is 80 
Mniformly low that # crust seldom forms ; and they therefore 

escape the common fate of our quail which often perish by 

being snowed under. Deep snows are no detriment to accli- 
mated birds provided they can obtain food, but rather a warm 
Protecting blanket. Lack of food is what they suifer from. 
or this reason we have so strongly urged our friends to scat- 
fer grain for them. Molly Cotton, the hare, who is a good 
forarer and wide awake to the means of subsistenca, is often 
found nestling in those little hollows on the lee side of trees, 
where the eddy and whirl of the snow as it ia driven by the 

wind, has left the ground bare and the dry grass and fallen 
seeds exposed, Our inquiring friend will at once perceive 
that it is anything but unusual to find haves buried under the 
snow. 
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ADVICE UNHEEDED, 

FRAMINGHAM, Mass., Dea, 3, 1878. 
Eprron FOREST AND STREAM : 

Perhaps, ii} your view, ‘one Word more” on the “ Sparrow Ques- 

tion” may be ohe word too many; but I think that wll printed on he 

subject, in your columns and elsewhere, is read with interest by avery 
largé portion of the community, both by those who side with the at_ 
tack” and with the ‘‘(lefense,”” From the yarious testimonies so far, 

to soy mind those opposed laye the best of it, and I send you the fol- 

lowing to show that we were duly forewarned, It is from an old num- 
bet of the Naturalist (1872), In anarticle on the “ Birds of Tndia,” Rey, 
d. H, Bruce sounds this note of warning in regard to our proposed in- 
troduction of Passer domesticus, After giving an account of the noisy 

and impertinent ways of the sparrows native to that country (P. inii- 
evs), aud qnoting Dr, Jerdon as saying, ‘It is one of the greatest pests 

of India,” Mr, B, goes on to say: ‘tI Nave been more particular in 

describing this bird, because of recent attempts to introduce a closely 

allied species into America, I lovk with some apprehension upon 
these efforts, as I belleye them to be ill-advised and inexpedient, The 

European sparrow dos not dilfer essentially from its Indian ally, aud 

so far 4s 1 can learn la very generally regarded as a nuisance wherever 

itubounds.’” Then follows references to it in England, Spain and Syria, 

He coneindes: “If the species is to be introduced into America to 

dostroy the larvse of insects, it should be remembered that it is, for the 

indet part, a feeder on grain, seeds aud buds, doyouring grubs only in 
the breeding season, ‘That season embraces but a small portion of 
Whe year; during the remainder they May cause great destruction, 
Tirnst those who haya to do in (lis matter will act adyisedly, Jest they 
introduce that which may eventually become as grent a noisance In its 

wiy 48 the curcolio and cankerworm.” P, C. Drown, 
—— 4s 

ATTENTION, GONTRIBUTORS, 

OTFICR OW U. 8. GHOLOGIOAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY 
OF THE TERRITORIES, WASHINGTON, Jan 17, 1879, 

Emiror Poresr AND SrREAM: 

Str—Dhe Bibliographicai portion of my late work on the “Birds of 

the Colorado Valley’ contains yery aumerous citationa of titles from 

PorEsT AND STHEAM, Mosty of these, however, are anonymous, or of 
inknown authorship. I bey you fo say through your columns that lf 

the persons interested will furnish the required names the defect will 

be remedied in the final edition of the Bibliography. I wish to add, 
further, that any additions to, or corrections of, this piece of Bibliog- 

raphy will be welcomed and utilized. 
Yours, ELLiort Couxs, 

Woodland, Farm and Garden. 
For Forest and Sh'eam and Rod and Gun, 

SHEEP RAISING IN TEXAS. 

F late years great attention has been paid to the culiure 

of sheep and the production of fine wool in Texas, and 

indeed with marked success, as nearly the entire south and 
southwestern portion of the Staie is monopolized by the sheep 
mat, It was formerly the stronghold of the cattle man, who 
reigned supreme from reasons of long occupation only, not from 

any riglit- or title to the land, as there were scarcely any land- 
owners in this part of the country af thet time, and indeed up 

to the first appearance of sheep. Cattle men, in the choice of 
iheir ranches, had but one thing’ in view, and that was the 

portion of country that: possessed the most attraction for their 
business, a8 they were all squatters, and nejther bought nor 
vented land, In those days the hills and fields were dotted 
in almost every divection with catile, while now it is altos 
gether different, a8 the fields that were once kept. closely crop: 
ped by the cow and her yonng are almost thoroughly deserted 
by them, and in the place we find the dusky Mexican follow- 
iig his woolly flock. Cattle business, iu be carried on suc— 
cessfully, must haye large tracks of unoccupied range, with 
plenty of grass and waler ; and when tlie country was pubiic 
property it was a most lucrative business, but when the 
necessary range must, be rented or bought, the quantity, is: so 
great thati it renders it, much less profitable, in consequence of 
which tattle-men are moving back into the wilder and Jess 
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civilized portion of the State. In their stead we find the 
sheep-man, as he can #fford torent or buy land, for the reason 
that the same amonnt of capital cau be invested and manipu- 
lated on one-tenth the amount of land, with almost, if not 
quite, double the profits. In former years Governfient land 
could he obtamed by the process of location, and the coxt be 
so comparatively insigniticant that a suflicicnt range could pe 
obtained almost for the cost of surveying ; but now itis dif- 
ferent, as moneyed men and corporations have gained possession 
of nearly all of the unlocated land, and it is now necessary to 
either buy or rent from them. Most of the lands, however, 
belong to the railroads of the State, and as these lands are 
exempt from taxation for a term of twenty-five years, they 
can vent lands very reasonably. Their rates of rent per year 
range from half a cent toa cent and a half per acre, and a 
lease is given for aterm of five or ten years to suit the lessee. 
I might state, however, that none of the ratlroad lunds are for 
sale. The sheep business in this State presents a golden face, 
and though it hes been tested for upward of forty years, it 
has not yet proved a failure ; but, on the contrary, where 
fayorable circumstances surround and close attention is paid 
to the business, it is undoubtedly a protituble one. When the 
business was in its infancy, common shvép were raised almost: 
exclusively, but of late years great improyenients haye been 
made in the grades of sheep, till now we can produce samples 
ot wool to compare fayorably with Australian wool, and were 
it not for empty reputation we could commandas high prices; 
The modes of grading sheep are many, but the quickes , best, 
and most profitable way of bringing the common sheep to a 
paying condition is to take the common Mexican ewea, which 
are long-legped, straight-hatred sheep, shearing from a pound 
and a half to four pounds, and use the full-blooded, greasy- 
wouled, wrinkley, short-lezved Merino bucks, and the 
result will be that of shortening of the legs, increasing the 
weight of wool, as well as improving the texture at the same 
time. The lamb will take on the natural hardiness of the mother, 
which is fur gfeater than the Merinoes—in fact full-blooded 
Merinoes do not do ‘well in this climate. After your sheep are 
found to bear a wool sufficiently greasy and heavy, if is then 
time to change the breed of bucks and grade the texture of 
your wool. Imported bucks can be bought for from thirty. to 
one-hundred dollars per head, and one buck is sufficient for 
fifty ewes. Mexican sheep cau be bought for from $1,25 
to $1.75 per head, according to age and time of year, 
The advantages in improved sheep ale many, and 
though it is claimed by some that the remuneration is no 
greater, still it is a lack of judgment and calculation on their 
part, for it needs but a moment's thought to see that the ex- 
pense attached is less in proportion, and the income far 
greater, considering the Increased Humber that must be kept 
of the common ewes. A graded sheep is worth from $2.5 
to $3 per head, just double the cost of the Mexican. A. 
graded sheep will shear from five fo ten pounds of wool, 
which is worth from seventeen to twenty-five cenfs per pound, 
while Mexicans only shear from one and a halfto four pounds, 
and is .worth from ten to thirteen cents per pound ; thus 
showing that while the cost is only double for graded 
sheep, the income irom them is about live times as 
great, and as their amount 0: increase is the samie as in the 
common sheep, that being one lamba year, we arrive at the 
following conclusion : that every improved lamb counts as 
five common Ones in wool producing, and is worth at least 
twice as much to sell, In keeping five times as many com— 
mon sheep as proved it is necessary fo pay and feed five 
times as many shepherds, use five times as much salt, and 
haye a range of five times the extent. Another great item in 
favor of improved sheep is that the muttons are worth double 
that of a common sheep for market, thus leaving no inlet 
for argument on the advisability of handling graded sheep or 
the profits attached thereto. ‘Che averaze amount of increase 
in sheep is from seventy-five jo ninety per cent. annually. 
The process of breeding 1s carried on as follows: The sheep 
are divided into different flocks; in one flock are eyes, in 
another lambs, in another wethers, and in another are the 
bucks. Sometimes, however, if the number of sheep is small 
and insufficient for go many divisions, they are all run to- 
gether with the exception of the bucks, which are kept separ- 
ate except in bucking season, that being in September and Oc- 
tober. by doing the bucking that time of year it brings the 
lambs early in the spring when the grass is green and juicy, 
producing a bountiful supply of milk, and by coming all to- 
gether the period of lambing is definite, and special attention 
and caré can be paid to it, thereby saving all or nearly ail of 
the Jambs. The quality of land necessary for sheep is esti- 
mated differently, but from an acre and a half to two acres is 
about the right amount per head, and in very fine range pos- 
sibly less. ‘Ihe character of range best adapted for shevp is 
slightly rolling land with plenty of fine grass and underbrush; 
though too much underbrush is a detriment, and especially it 
there is much of the famous cat-claw, which is a bush ranging 
in height from three to seven feet, and, unless visited by very 
hard frost, remains preen all winter. ‘The origin of the name 
(cat-claw) and the detriment attached is due to a thorn which 
is the exact shape of a cat-claw and sets with it point toward 
the body of the bush, thus making a regular hook-shaped 
thorn, and in driving sheep through it the logs of wool is 
great. ‘The advantages of underbrush ara undoubted, as it 
serves as food for sheep in the winter when the grass gets dry; 
and as sheep will eat almost anything that is green it takes 
the place of grass, besides being a thorough protection from 
the biting winds that visit Texas in the winter. The choice 
of underbrush would be about one-half wahilla with a small 
quantity of white brush, together with some live oak brush, 
wud a little of other kinds will not hurt. As for grasses, the 
shortest, finest and least bulky of the many grasses are the 
best, as 4 sheep will eat that kind level with the grovnd, and 
thereby get all the nutrition, while of largs, heavy grass he 
will merely nip the tender ends off. In selection and choice 
of range care should be taken to get it well watered, that is to 
get lanc interspersed here and there with water, so that there 
shall be no great distance to drive to water, aud also that grass 
shall be kept in the neighborhood of it that the sheep may 
feed up to and away from watering, thus losing no time and 
preventing a flock from scattering. Sheep, it issaid, can sub- 
sist on Jess water than almost any other animal, a8 we have 
instances here of whole flocks having done without water for 
three or four months. ‘The rule, though, isto water sheep in 
summer every second day, and in winter twice a week. An- 
other matter in which great care and precision should be ex- 
ercised in sheep culbure is the salting of your flocks, as its 
henéfits ire many and as apparent as they are numerous. Ib 
serves tO increase the appetite and causes them to drink whrn 
they would otherwise veluse, at.the same time keeping up the 
general tone of the systeta. In some countries shepherd dogs 
are largely used, while in this country they are wholly un- 
known, ag the main and serious objection Lo them here is that 
they herd the sheep too closely, thereby increasing: the liabil- 

ity to disease and also lessening the scope of ground on which’ 
tofeed. Herding is done in this country almost entirely by 
Mexicans, 4s the life is a rough one and the remuneration 
sinall, and there are but few who will subsist on the wages 
gained and put up with the rough secluded life necessnry to a 
shepherd here. The average wages paid in this State is 
twelve dollars per month and found, and indeed the word 
found implies little, as three words will explain all, viz: Meal, 
bacon and coffee, and a decidedly limited quantity of each, 
Hach man has charge of a flock of sheep, which he follows all 
day on fool, and each flock consists of about a thousand, 
sometimes more; but one thousand is regarded os being about 
the right quantity in each flock for safety in every way. 

Sheep, like men, are heirs to many diseases, and as many 
remedies are recommended for their cure, I will touch, how- 
ever, on those subjects af another time. 

In conclusion, I would say that it is a business which, if 
fiven siflicient attention, which means constant and undi- 
vided attention, and good judgment is displayed in conducting 
it, there isno doubt of its paying qualities. Lf, however, on 
the contrary, careless.and neglectful hands manage it, there 
is no business that will resuli; more disastrously and in so short 
a space of time as the sheep business. J, G 
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Foon ror Horses.—The German army has adopted as a 
food for its horses biscuits ot three parts each of rye flonr, 
oat flour and dextrinated pea flour, ancl one part of linseed 
flour. The biscuits are made with a hole in the middle of 
each, so they can he strung to a string and hung to thie saddle- 
bow or be carried by the trooper around his waist. Fach 
biscuit weighs, when baked dry and hard, about two ounces. 
Seven biscuits are broken up and given to the horse in the 
morning, moistened with water, if convenient, otherwise dry, 
fwwelve at noon and seyen at night. After careful experiment 
in camp, On the march and campuigning, they are reported by 
all the cavalry and artillery officers better than oats. A 
tvouper can easily carry thirty pounds of these biscuits, 
which will furnish his horse with full rations for eight days, 
or will serve, with forage, for twenty days’ hard marching, 

Hachting and aating. 
A CORINTHIAN CUTTER, 

Hii designs for an able little clipper, 30ff, on load line, 

ie which we publish in this issue, are from the plans of 

an experienced amateur, whose extensive practice with minia- 

ture or model yachts gives especial weight to the ideas ex. 

pressed in the little yacht of the Corinthian order; which ac- 
companies *‘Martin Gale’s” letter treating upon the subject. 

The design meets with our approval in all its main features, 

and corresponds closely to the wants felt by many who desire 

to enjoy those heightened charms of the sport only to be ex- 

perieneed by the real sailor when ab2ard a little ship that he 
feels and knows can carry him wherever he listeth; that will 

not prove wanting in times of distress ; that will not inconti- 

nently spill him and his crew into the briny should he carry 
on in a breeze, and fail to luff-out or ery, “[ cave!” The 

design is an exemplification of Collin Archer's wave system, 
in which areas proportional to the ordinates of the cycloidal 

curve are considered in place of only lines themselves, as in 

fhe original theory of Scott Russell. The uniform satisfac. 

tory results which have attended the construction of such 
well-known flyers as the 5-ton Hveda, 15-ton Maggie and 100- 

ton Jullanar in England upon the Archer system is prety 

good guaranty for the performances of the design published 

herewith. Upon inspection it will be found to unite a sreater 

number of desirable qualities than the sloop of the ordinary 

model. Only in one point can the latter lay claim to any ad- 

yantage, and that is in the matter of draft. To this we need 

only say that a deep, sea-going craff has no more business 
poking round mud-flats than a 2:14 trotter has before a Broad- 
way “‘*bus” ora laden dray, Suit your water to the boat 

quile as much as the boat to the water. Very few mdeed are 

so placed that they cannot keep their craft in a fathom good 

and eruise when they want to with a Liverpool liner's water 
under their keels. ‘Those few who for one reason or other 

cannot get beyond a few feet of the needful, have our sym- 

pathies to the fullest extent, for they are debarred 

from one-half the life there is in ‘the sport— 

sailing in deep and open ‘water. The shallow 
centre boarder becomes to them a necessity ; but others more 
fortunate in their opportunities will find in the design pub- 

lished what they have long been looking for: an able, easy, 

roomy, handy, fast, and aboye all, a safe craft, which will 

carry them safely anywhere; in which they can beat off a 

lee-shore in a gale ; in which they can bunk in for a spell be- 
jow and (urn over the trick at the helm to the erew without 

any anxiety of awakening wrong side up. The design has 
more stability than the sloop, and will heel less excepting at 
sinall initial angles, a difference of no moment. She will 

cost very little if anything more thun boats of the ordinary 
type, the excess in cost of a handy sailor-like rig and of some 
wholesome lead on her keel being very nearly covered by the 
less expense on herhull, due to her moderate beam, Slie is 

intended to be flush decked fore and aft, gaining thereby 
something like a third more accommodation below and a.clear 

deck with $£t. of room across to work ship in,\instead of twa 

narrow gangways and a lubberly mansard with a barn door. 

But if a cockpit be considered necessary fo the eage of the 

city bred tars, it may be supplied without otherwise injuring 

(he design than sacrificing cabin comforts under deck and jn- 
creasing somewhat the possibility of haying gorgeous fittings 

bélow make too close an acquaintance with salt water, Wor 

our part we much prefer to see the design carried out im ils 
entirety and would make a tolerably high combing do duty in 

place of the cockpit. 
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YACHTING NEWS. 
Burrato Yaourt Croue.—Yachting in Buffalo took a fresh 

start last fall, when several races were held and reported in 
the Formst AND StRw#Am, and a club was also formed with a 
strong board of officers. The schooner Fleetwing proved her- 
self one of the smartest in the fleet during these matches, and 
as four new craft are now building for racing purposes, the 
coming season is looked forward to with much interest. The 
club races generally take place outside the new breakwater to 
a point up Lake Erie and return and also 10 miles to wind- 
ward and return. The Fleeting made a lengthy cruise and 
did considerable fishing off Point Abino, Canada, a regular 
outfit in the way of guns and tackle being included in her 
stores for the trip. PENNANT. 
Hupsow Riyer Yacur Crup.—Officers elected for the year 

as follows: G. P. H. Geissel, Commodore; J. T. Goodwin, 
Vice-Commodore; ©. Frick, Secretary; G. Heitzman, Treas- 
urer; J. Clark, Steward; J. H. Harrington, Sailing Master ; 
W. Palmer, R, VY. Freeman, J. Stilger, J. Kelly, M. Robin- 
son, Trustees ; G. Tread, E. R. Wilson, 8. T, Lynch, Finance. 

Cruisinc rN Georgian Bay.—Says a correspondent: We 
were up in Georgian Bay, Lake Huron, not lene ago during 
the fall months. We had a light keel boat, 16ft. long, 4ft. 
beam and weighing 230 lbs. We started from Lake St. Clair, 
went up through the river and coasted along old Huron to 
Goderich. From there a schooner took us round to Midland 
at the southern end of the bay. We spent five weeks among 
the islands, the number of which no man can tell. The 
scenery is enchanting, air and water as pure as aby on éarth, 
and the fishing—think of what it must be, for five weeks not 
a single white face was seen to disturb the swarms of bass, 
pickerel and muscalonge ; and as for hunting, there was game 
of many kinds, partridges and ducks in great number, and a 
few bears to give zest to one’shunt. The black fly does not 
bite in these repions, and even the mosquito is almost imoffen- 
sive. The Bay and its shores are a veritable paradise during 
August, September and October, There are no currents nor 
tides, you have open water and sheltered sailing to your 
heart’s content; you can camp on smooth and shelving islands 
of rocks, carpeted with moss, clean, cool and comfortable, 
and if a storm rages, haul up your boat and seek the protec- 
tion of the thickets of cedar and cypress. Wild berries in 
quantity. Georgian Bay offers great inducements for the 
sailor and the sportsman alike, and as it is within easy reach 
of the great cities of the North, the Bay and its shores are 
destined to become in the near future a resort for the multi- 
tude and a chosen cruising ground for the Lake SE ea 

eae Vi 
Boston’s fastust Cars.—During the past season Mancy and 

Psyche had many close and interesting races, Maney coming 
out slightly ahead in the showing for the year as will be seen 
by reference to our List of Winners, published a few weeks 
back. #ancey took 12 prizes and Psyche 11, but the former 
counts in her locker 11 firsts and 1 second against the latter’s 
6 firsts, 4 seconds and 1 fourth. ‘There is some chance of 
Fancy meeting Wanderer of Providence next summer, when 
a series of races will be instituted between these two little 
cracks, 

StramM YaouTs anp Rep Taprs.—Official red-tape now 
compels owners of steam yachts to carry licensed pilots and 
engineers, and subjects them to a great many other annoyan- 
ces which the safety of those afloat does not demand. Our 
steam yachts are generally of such light dratt that they eruise 
in waters to which the regular licensed pilot 1s more of a 
Stranger than the private skipper, and consequently his pres- 
ence is of no value and his recom often more precious than his 
presence A movement is now on foot to have these 
legal restrictions so modified as not to interfere with 
the development of this branch of the sport, and we 

» hope those who can in any way contribute to the success 
of the appeal will do so at once. All builders of engines and 
hulls, as well as the owners of steam yachts, are immediately 
interested in the success of the application to be made to the 
authorities for the much needed modifications, and should 
lend a willing hand in obtaining for the proposed petition to 
Congress and the Secretary of the Treasury as wide a circula- 
tion and as many -signatures as possible, Messrs. Clute 
Brothers & Co., engineers, of Schenectady, N. Y., had taken 
the matter in hand, and now that the flap-oflicers of the Sea- 
wanhaka Y. C. have been instructed to investigate the griev- 
ances of owners, and also to prepare a suitable application for 
the changes desired, we have no doubt but that the combined 
efforts of the two parties will result in an effectrye appeal, 
and that the relief sought for will be granted. 
Exrort Tzave ry Boars.—The superiority of American 

_ ‘woods for boat-building purposes as well as our acknowledged 
* tead in all classes of fine joinerwork requiring skill in fasten- 
ing light material in such a manner as to get the greatest 
amount of strength, combined with lightness, has led to a 
regular export trade in boats, and there seems a new opening 
for the more enterprising and intelligent of our builders. In 
this branch T. Desmond, of Pecl Slip, has long held an emi- 
nent reputation, and only recently he shipped a number of 
six-oared gigs of handsome model and workmanship for 
foreign accoust, while an extension of this business to shells 
and club-boats as well as yachts will follow as the result of 
the excellent workmanship which Desmond makes it a point 
to put into all his work. 
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A SMALL CORINTHIAN. 

BRooxuyN, Jan. 10, 1879, 

Epitor Forust anD STREAM : 
Haying heard a little talk lately about ‘Ttchen boats’ I have 

been persuaded to shed a little ink in that direction myself, as few 

seem to be aware of the merits of these remarkable little vessels. 

They were originally used as fishing boats, but the competition 

arising from the periodical races originated by the fishermen grad- 

ually developed a type of boat whose speed and ability has become 

famous, As these races were not sailed under the confining ton- 

nage rule the type was at liberty to develop in every desirable di- 

rection, and develop it accordingly did into the very beau-ideal 

of a pmallcruiser. Then the yachtsmen took hold of the type, 

racing them on longth, and what was the result? The fishing 

boats, which at first were built with a generous amount of beam 

fo giye them capacity, gradually became narrower and deeper, 
with more and more outside ballast, and each season the wider 

boats were beaten by those of less beam, until from 11 feet or so 

the ayerage beam dwindled down to from 9 to 914 feet on a water- 

line of 80 fect. Let tha yachtsman who, having beam in his own 
eye, pocketh and thrusteth at the eutter, which is prominent in his 

néighbor’s eye, take heed and tremble, for this is stern reality and 

ey 

solid fact, and as such is worth more than all the logic and reason- 
ing which can be advanced to refute it. 

The accompanying drawings are for an ‘‘Ttchen boat? 30 feet on 

the water-line, intended for cruising outside, or any other place 

where there is over 5}¢ feet of water, and algo for racing whenever 

her owner feels so inclined, As she is to carry about 4 tons of lead 

on her keel, besides ballast inside, she is practically uncapsize- 

able; and, being also possessed of comparatively fine lines on ac- 

count of her moderate beam, she will ba capable of very fair speed 

when driven. She is intended to meet the requirements of those 

who, not being able to afford a large yacht, do not wish to restrict 

the length of their cruises on that account, but prefer rather to tie 

down another reef in the maingail and drive ker through than to 

up helm and ingloriously run for the nearest lee. Her dimensions 

were taken as follows, for reasons which will be stated hereafter: 

Length L. W. L., 30 feet ; beam do., 9 feet ; dranght, extreme, 54g 

feet ; displacement, 9 tons ; freeboard amidships, 214 feet. “First, 

in regard to herbeam. Only 9 feet were taken that the boat 

might be able to get out of her own way wlien running free ; and 

haying about 4 tons of lead at a depth of § feet beneath her, she 

will have great stability, and any further additions to her beam 

would be cumbersome and unnecessary, only tanding to make her 

dangerously lively ina seaway. A little less beam might be of ad- 

vantage to her as a racer, should she sail under the tonnage rule, 

but in our cruiser we wish to enlarge our cabin as much ag is com- 

patable with speed and weatherlingss, even if we do ton a little 

heavier for it. 
Tn regard to dranght, all that can be said is, that as the boat is 

intended to sail in open water there will always be plenty of it nn- 

der her, and, as depth is valuable as a lever for the action of her 

ballast, it would hardly be advisable to give her less. 

‘The freeboard was taken at 21¢ feet, for two reasons ; first, be- 

cause it gives her a standing height of over 6 feet under the sky- 

light, which is rather good for a 30 foot finsh deck boat; und second, 
because it allows her to heel to an angle of 30% before her plank- 

sheer becomes immersed. It may be objected that 30° is nnneces- 

sarily large and that no one would ever think of sailing a boat at 

such an angle. But let us assume that she be heeled by a wind- 

foree toa smaller angle and is then struck by a puif, or sudden in- 

crease in the force of the wind, it is eyident that the momentum 
engendered will at first carry the boat oyer toamuch greater angle 

than would be reached by the same force of wind steadily applied. 

It is to supply the needed dynamical stability, of great import in a 

sea cruiser, that a liberal amount of fresboard has been chosen. 

On reference to the plans it will be noticed that the overhang 

aft is 6 feet ; this rather large amount of counter was given be- 
cause it reduced the length of boom outboard, increased deck 

room and diminished the apparent height of freeboard, which 

without it might appear unsightly. 
The accompanying sail plan is for a moderate cruising rig only, 

and is in consequence very low and rather small for racing, or 
summer sailing, and 2 feet or so more all round would not injure 
her. The two sections here giyen are the midahip sections of our 
little cruiger, and of a sloop of about squal water-line length. My 
intention in making this comparison is merely to show where our 

crniser differs from the best typo of centreboard boat and her rel- 

ative amount of cabin room. 

It will be noticed that the sections cross each other a little be- 

low where the bunks would come, the small amount of space thus 

gained by the wider boat being counterbalanced by the room taken 

up by the centreboard box ; hence the width of the bunks and the 
space between them is about the same in each boat. As the only 
available cabin room in the cantreboardor is under her trunk she 
is somewhat limited as to its length, while in our little craft it can 
extend her whole longth under her flush deck if her owner so 

choose, or it can be divided up into an after cabin, main cabin and 
perhaps a little galley forward. Martin GAun. 

Che Game of Chess. 
Novice.—Chess exchanges, communications and solutions shonid ba 

addressed “ Chess Editor Forest anp Stream, P, O. box 54, Wolcott- 
ville, Conn.” 

Yroblem No. 41. 

Motto: Festina Leite, 
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White to play and give mate in threemoyea, 

Game No. 9S, 
A game in the series befween J, Copping, of St. Neots, England, and 

Daniel Jaeger, of New York, in which Mr. Copping announcés a mate 
in Bix moves = 

White. Black. White. Black. 
Jaeger. Copping. Jaeger. Copping. 

1—P-K4 1—P-K4 10—K tka B 10—Kt-K B3 ch 
2—P-K B4 2—P tks P u—K-R il -2 ch 
3—Kt-K B38 3—P-K Kta 12—P-K Kt4 (f) 12—-P-K R+ 
4—P-K R¢ 4—P-Kt5 - | 13—B-K2 18—R-K Kt s 
o—Kt-Ka 5—B-K Kta (a) 14—R-K B sq (g) 144—P-K Be (h 
e—Kt tks Kt P(b) Lage 15—B tks P 15—P tks P co 
i—P tka Q P(c) 7—Q-Ik2 ch (a) -K-R2 16—B-K4 ch 
o—K-Bi (e) 8—B-Q6 ch 17—E-R 1j—P tks B 
i—K- o—B5 tks Kt ch A tks 



NOTES. 

(w) "This defence, We believe, was first introduced by Herr Paulsen, 
and has found great favon with most of the strongesi players. Ttisstill 

considered the best defence in this gambit. 
(hb) P-Q4 we consider the correct moye here, aud have no hesitation 

ih pronouncing it superiot to fhe move in the text. Blackburme sand 
oiler Masfers generally, if not invariably, play it at thisstage, 

(o) We aye no choice, but must pronouave this moye ag very care- 

Jess, especially in a match of such importance, 
(¢) The correst style. Black has now an overwhelming attack, ond 

must at leaat win a piece, ‘ 
(ec) White does not appear co realize the fatal consequences of his Tth 

move; in endeavoring tosave his Kf he gets into 2 worse dilemma, In 

such circumstances we would recommend him at once to submit to the 

Sacrifice and play Kt-K3. i 
(f) The student Will notice that all fhe last moves of White were 

forced. 

(g) In this position if is nearly immaterial whatever White plays, as 

the gamle cannot he retrieved ; both R-K sq and B-Q Kts, however, ap- 

pear to 08 as Offering & beter chance for prolonging the struggle, 

(hi) A very good move and real chess. 

(7) Black has played throughout in a masterly style, and now 
Announces mate in six moves.—Hartford Timea, 

CURSORY JOTTINGS, 
—The Glasgow Herald problem tourney is a decided suecess. Forbty- 

two three-moye positions are entered, two of which, however, & prelim- 
inary examination discloses to be unsound, The Anierican Chess Jour- 

nut simUuraingle-move tourney closed Feb, 1, but we haye not yetiseen 
the list of problems entered init. The problems so far publistied (86) 

are not, ae a whole, a8 fine & collection as we had expected to ser, 

although it contains many fine problems, which we shall probably in- 

dicate when the award is made public, 

—Mr, McKim has escaped! The list of competitors in the late tour- 

ney of the A. O, and P. Association he published recently in the Cleve- 
land Voice, His evasive statement regarding the causes for the long 

flelay in the publication of the names of the competitors is but a poor 
excuse at the best. We pity the poor fellow, who, we doubt not, despite 

a realization of his fauilia and sins, loyes himself still. Appended is 
the list which he'could only make public wt so late a day <= **Around the 

World in Highty Days,” Ben S Wash, St Louis; ‘* Micat Infer Omnes,” 

Geo E Carpenter, Tarrytown ; *‘ Che Sara Sara,” W W Coates, Chelten- 

fam, Eng; ‘air Play,” W A Shinkman, Grand Rapids, Mith; ‘Sic 
Transit, etc,” Dr G G Moore, New York; ‘* Felnt,” G W Frazer, San 
Francisco; “Make Both Ends Meet,” k H Seymour, Holyoke, Mass; 
‘ Tasy Hnough,” Chas Mohie, New York; *ellows, Stand Past,” X 

Hawkins, Woll Crag, Harper’s Ferry, Ky; “Open Locks Whoever 

Knodks,” W A Ballantine, NW ¥; “Anid Lang Syne,"J A Graves, Dela- 

wale Water Gap, Pa; “Leo XI1T,"J C Meyer, Logan, Onio; “ A Fair 

Bield, éte,” Sauuel Loyd, Huzabeth, NJ; “1 Stand at the Door and 

Knock,” Gen Kh Foster, St Louis, Mo; “Respice Finem,” @ § Flynn, 
Brooklyn, NY; “Eyolution,” J G Nix, Tucker’s Cross Roads, Tenn; 
* Gordian Knot,” R Kverper, St Louis; “ Nora,’ Chas While, Brighton, 
Tig; “Quid Vaciendum,” C k Wennberg, Jonkoping, Barnap, Swe- 
den; ‘Field of Cloth of Gold,” D T Brock, Chicago. So far as the 

names of tlie competitors are concerned, it was a fair fleid, and it is 

ouly to ba regretted that the first tourney of the association is likely to 
ba its last, as it now appears as if ils days were o’er, That this or a 
similar association is Hecessary no one will deny, and it is to be deplored 
that One of its officers directly caused ita demise. Give us no more 
secretaries like unto the disgraced McKim! 

—Thompson, of the Derbyshire Advertiser, 1a no longer tha shyer of 
the triumvirate—Belden, Morton and ‘Thompson. Ie has awakened of 

late, ond the indications are that he will pitch into the other two, re- 

gardless of consequences. We'll wazer 2 billiou—that is, if the prom- 
Ised explanation proves safisfactory—on IM'ed, Avenge tle claret, or 

Ipywill in verity [ook like w(h)Mme! 

—The Lowenthal Problem Tourney of the Westminster Papers, in 

which twenty sets were entered, resulted 4s follows; For the West seis, 

« When shall we three meet again” tukes the first prize; the second 

prize falls to set “My Lords, the Judges, etc.,” and the set under the 
qiotto ‘' Many things perplex, etc,” is awarded (he third prize. Messrs, 

Dalty and Pierce acted as judges, and Mr. F. H, Lewis as umpire 

Mr. Medly has placed at the disposal of the Westminster Papers a Tur- 
ther sum of £10 tora second problem tourney—The Lowenthal Problem 

Tourney No.2. Itisopento the world. Motto, sealed envelope, ete., 

together with full solntions; the problems, éete,, to be sent to the Editor 

of the Westminster Papers, 45 Cannon st., London, E. 0., England, by 
‘American composers on or before April 20, 18j9. ‘The prizes are three 

{u number, viz: ist, £5; 2d, £3; 3d, £25 to which the proprietors ofter 

& complete set of the Westininster Papers to the author of the best 
three-moye problem im any of the sets or single problems sent separ- 
ately. A seb mush consist of three problems in two, three or four 

ynoyes, at the option of the author. Daoals will not disqualify a problem 

(if nol on the first move), but will neveriheless be regarded prima 
Jocie as a defect, and will then be considered from the standpoint 

wwhether their occurrence is unavoidable or otherwise, and how far 
+heir existence affected the idea sought to be embodied in the composi- 

tion, The judges will be Messrs, Dully and Abbott, and Mr. Lewis wil! 
again act as umpire, While we cheerfully congratulate the Papers on 

its ood fortune, we can only wonder why Mr. Meily does not place 

& portion of this fund at the disposalof the Chess Players’ Chronicle or 

other chess moniblies. ‘ 

‘Aw AcknowLepemEnt From Capr, BooaRDus.—The fol— 
lowing letter from this noted sportsman carries with it a 
most remarkable statement. People can form their opinion 
of the safety of the Union Metallic Company’s shells, when 
they find that the percentage of miss-fires was only two in 
6,013! The modest statement of the Captaim that he fired 
over 30,000 shells in one year, has a smell of powder about it 
that makes one marvel: 

Astor Housr, Jan, 23, 1879. 

Mrssns, Scuuyner, Hanriey & Gpawanr: 
Gentlemen—It is but falr to state that ihe excellent record Tl have 

Made, both af tle trap and Inthe field, is partially doe to the style of 
shell used. During the past two years I have tired over 30,000 of the 
Union Metallic Cartridge Co.’s paper shells, and consider them far 
Anperior to any in the market, both as regards finish and surety of fire, 

and cordially recommend them to all sportsmen. 

In my late matcii at Gilmore’s Garden T fired 6,018 shots from the U, 
M, 0. shells with only two miss-tires. I haye tried néarly all the other 

makes of shells, both of foreign and home manufacture, and have had 
more miss-fires in 100 than J had In the 6,018 U. M,C. 

Yours respectfully, A. H, BoGArpos, 

—That office boy of ours, who has visited Maine and Plo— 
rida, and reported accordingly, has now been wearing the 
three-dollar watch advertised in our columns, He saya i it 
aib’t any hundred dollar watch, and no one neetl expect it.” 
He can’t see how a watch can be made for three dollars which 
Will keep time as well as his has done for the past four weeks. 
He is determined to try it in the imber next segson, 

re 

Answers to Cowrespondenis. 

fio Notlee Taken of Anonymous Communications, 

Wart ro ao ror Gawe.—Correspondents. who gend us 
specific questions as to where to find best localities for game 
and fish are referred to our gatne columns, All the news that 
comes to us is there given. 

much trouble, Read the paper. 

E. R., Carmansville.—Bathe your puppy’s eyes with lukewarm water 
and treat him for worms, 

KR. A. M., Milwaukee—Plans of @4ft. yacht, wilh speciticationa, will 
cost $10. Can gefup a set for you. 

G. W, G., Girard, Kans—Has any one in the United States walked 

100 miles in one day? Ans, Yes; O'Leary has, 

A. 4, H., Clermont, la,—Can I procure 4 telescope rnn-sight for rifle? 

Ans, From Geo. H, Ferris, of Utica, N. ¥. Do not know cost. 

W. H. N., Philadelphia.—See our game reports for duck shooting. 
The last news from Long Ilsand reported all the game frozen out and 

departed, 

T. B,, Orange Lake, Fia,.—Mesars, Turner & Ross, Water st,, Boston, 
Bells a Cane gun for killing diminutive birds for natural jhistory speci- 

mens. 

IT. L. L., Brooklyn, L. L—The makers you inquire about are not 

known in this market. Fonr drachiis of powder are enough for an ordi- 

nary charge, 

DEXTER, Albany,—Please tell me who Tyler & Boyd, gunmakers, are, 
and how they rank? Where are they? Ans, Gun was made in Boston, 

but has been out of market a long while. 

J. H., Hamilton, Ont,—Price of “ Kemp’s Manual of Yacht and Boat 

Sailing” is $3.50. Can send it upon receipt of price, or send to A, 
Williams & Co,, 288 Washington street, Boston, 

§. W. B, Vicksburg, Miss.—I see that Bogardus in his last great 

match used 814 and 4 dra. Dittmar powder. Are we to understand that 

he used that quantity weighed or measured? Ans, Dixon’s measure, 

WET Fret, Wiadsor.—To waterproaf your boots apply the following 

preparation two or three times, thoroughly rubbing it in: Tallow, 4 
04. rosin, 1 02.3 beeswas, 1 oz.; melf toxether and mix with equal 
bulk of neat’s-foot oil. 

F. B., Milwaukee—Can send yon a design of yacht as wanted, with 
specifications, cic. See back numbers of PorEST_anp Sirmam, where 

you will find much information on yacht building. Wor a model write 

to Alonzo E. Smith, Islip, Long Island, 

§. B. W., Augusta, Ga.—There are 4 pair of setter dogs here, brother 
and sister, which are being bred together. IT would ask if you would 

advocate such breeding, also, if thatis what is called close breeding? 

Ans, We would not advocate such close breeding. 

q. FE. T.—For charts of Lake Erie write to Merrill's Sons, Navigation 
Stores, foot of John st., New York, aud mention ony pame, 

charts merely nominal, 
hoist, 7ft. gaff, and 12ft. boom, Mas 2ft. from bow, 

H, R., Sabattus, Me—What will remove 4 film or white skin from a 
dog’s eye? My dog has one on his eye, cansed by being hit In the 
eye with a twig making him blind in the eye, Ans. There is no 

remedy unless it is an operation performed by a surgeon. 

M. G. W., Chippewa, Can.— Your dog answers the description of a 

maltese terrier except that the spots are objectionable; the color should 

pe clear white and the coat long, soft and silky ; tail curled oyer back 

The rifle you mention would be very suitable for Colorado. 

J. M., Worcester, Mass,—Could you tell me, should I buy some West- 

ern quail if they are easily domesticated, and would they breed should 

I place them in a sultable place (confined)? If so, what food do they 
most desire? Ans, Qnail will not breed in confinement, at least we 

have never known them to, and we haye experimented with them 
many times. 

E. G., Jr, St. Charles, Mo,—], have a Parker, 28in. barrels, 12 gange, 

about 734 lbs. What is good pattern at 30in. circle at 40 yds., and what 
ought I to load for quail and ducks? Ans, Two hundred pellets would 

be a goad pattern unless your gun isa close choke, ‘The load for such 

a gun should be 342 drs, powder, 1 02. shot for quail, and 4 drs, 132 

oz, shot for ducks, 

©, W. R., Priaceville, Ill.—My dog is sore and stiff im the fore- 

shoulders. When lie goes io sleep he whines, and after he wakes he 

can hardly walk until he goes a few rods when he will get all right 

again} has 4 good appetite, will eat anything. Ans, Rub his shoulders 

with the following: Laudanum, liquid ammonia,{spirits of turpentine 

and soap liniment; of each 44 ounce. 

G. W. T., Sandy Hill, N. Y.—On the 17th inst. a friend of mine own- 
ing a valuable fox dog sent him to me by express on the N. Y. and 

Canada railroad. EHHe was delivered me at this place with lis left 

shoulder broken, [am very anxious for the speedy cure of the dog and 

your suggestions will be esteémed a great favor, Ans. We can only 
suggest to you to consult a surgeon, 

KR. W., Franklyn, N. ¥.—1, If a shooter’s gun misses fire he has the 

privilege of another ball. 2. The powder is considered safe, See the 

correspondence in our columns on the subject. 8. The contestant who 

questions the position at the score of another shooter should make his 
complaint tothe referee. 4, A club of course has the right to bar out 

any particular brand of powder, kind of shot, gun, shooter, or anything 
else it desires. 

Pp, A. T., N, ¥.—My setter dog gives me great annoyance by barking 

constantly through the night. What would you advise me to do in order 

to stop this? He also seems to be very fond of meat, a habit which 

seems to be very injurious to him, Te also is frequently attacked with 

Cyslocele. Aus. Repeated application of a whip will soon teach him 

to slop barking, and depriving him of meat is the simplest way to cure 

lim of the effects of eating it. 

J.8., N. Y.—1, How long would it take me to train a setter so that I 

might use him in the field, if I worked hard withhim? 2%, Whatis the 

best age to begin to traina dog? 3, How much would a pair of double~ 

barrels (muzzle-loading) 30-inch 12-pore cost? Ans, 1. So much de- 

pends upon the disposition of the dog that it is impossible to say. 2. 
Six months; yet here again much depends upon the season at which 

the abtalod this age, 3. rom $30 to $100, uccording to material. 

W. T.8., Brownsville, Me.—Do not think water-tight compartments 
necessary in Acanvas canoe, When filled she will still have buoyancy 

enough to hold up a couple of men. Yor life belt, cushion or pillow, 

use ‘*(leér’s Dair” lite preservers. Send to Deei’s Hair Mattress Co,, 

By keeping themselves infozmed 
from this source our friends will saye themselves and us 

Cost of 

Sail Tor boat 16x¢ should be about sft, ein, 

525 "" 

West street, ubove Canal, New York, ov ask Mr, Wesf to procure you 
one, They are cheap and the best thing of the kind, 

Ros, Vienna, O.—Mr. I. J, Kaldenberg, of this city, has this to say 
about meetschanm: ‘The word meerschanum is derived from the Ger- 

man, and its literal translation means (meer) sea, and shaum (foam)y 

Sea-foam, but this is not ifs component paris, 24 many suppose it to be, 
If Is a kind of clay, composed of magnesia combined with silox or flint, 

The name was probably given to if on account of ifs pure whiteness of 

color and lightness of weight. TItis found chiefly in Turkey and Asia 
Minor,’ 

8., New Brunswick.—I hayes bitch about two years old + have kept 

her a maiden till the last time she came In heat, when she escaped 
while I was at business and waa lined by a big mongrel cur. Ofcourse 

Tdon’t want to keep any of the pups. Willit be sate for me to drown 

them 48 soon a8 born and do nothing for the bitch todry wp mUlk? Ang. 

One or two of the puppiea should be kept to suckle the biteh for a few 

weeks and the muUk gradually dried by bathing the teats with waral 
vinegar. 

E. D. 5. Jersey Clty.—l. Can you give me the address of Col, Joho 
Bodine? 2%, One of your correspondents says woodcouk and rnitil 
grouse, in thick cover, are usnally killed at from 15 to 24 yards, What 

should be the spread of a 80 inch breech-loader, 10 gauge, at these d\s~ 
tances, with 4 drs, powder ad i1¢ oz. No.8 shot? Ans, 1, His resin 

dence 1s at Poughkeepsie, New York, 2, Ifa choke-bored gun it would 
put the whole charge inside a 24inchring. If an open bore abont 93 
inch ring. 

A. P. S., Boston.—1, Is the auxilllary rifle barrel safe to shoot with ? - 

2, Does it shoot Wéll as compared with a good breech-loading rifle? 3, 

Is it liable to injurethe shotgun? 4, Are a black back, yellowish- 

brown belly, and white marks on breast the right marks for a Gordon 

Setter? 5. What would be the expense of having one trained, and who 

would do it that you would recommend? Ang, 1. Yes. 2 Worits size 
calibre, yes. %. No, 4. No, black and tan are the recognized colors of 

2 Gordon, although there haye been undoubtedly pure ones black,white 

andtan. §, We cannot recommend trainers, 

G. H. B,, Worcester, Mass.—1. Is the Dittmar powder a safe article 
to use In a muzzle-loader? Does it possess the advantages claimed for 
it by the inventor, and is it used by professionals in préference to 

black powder? 2, I fired forty-three shots at a sheet of paper, 7x3 in., 

at%5 yards, with a Frank Wesson pocket rifle, hitting the paper thirty- 

eight times. Would that be considered good shooting forsucih a rifle 2 

Ans, 1, We believe if to be safe if used according to the manufae- 

turer’s directions, and it is used by professionals in the exhibition shopts 
in preference to black powder, 2. Yes; very good, 

X.Y, Z., Warren, Mass.—1. Setter for a year had canker In ears; ont- 

side sores on back and tips of ears caused partly, no doubt, by shaking 

head; otherwise appears well. Treated with lead water aiid Donoyan’s 
Solution as usually giyenin such cases, without effect. Weed mush, 

With slight quantities of meat. Age,$ years, 2, Bitch with chronie 

sore eyes, Maller and swelled, so for 6months, Ans, 1, Wash thorough- 
ly with Castile soap and touch with nitrate of silver. When eschar is 

detached apply with camel’s hair brush a lotion of tinct. myrrh and 
tinct. arnica in eqnal parts. 2, Seton on the poll, 

d. C, J,, Tuscola, Ills.—My Gordon setter had had distemper bad for 
the past six weeks. Followed your treatment, She has a hacking 
cough, head stopped up and stupid. In good fiesh, appetite good; feed 

heron scraps from table. Ans. If the dog is in good lest wtih good 

appetite it is nol distemper. We shouid give the following expectorant 
and not feed too much. Ipecac powder, 114 grain ; powdered rhubarb, 
3 grains; compound squill pill, 2 grains; powdered opium, 34 grain; }in- 

seed mealand water enough to make a bolus, to be given niglt and 

morning, A setonin the neck might afford immediate relief, 

J. V, 0., Bridgeport, Conn.—Read our back numbers for information. 

on sea-going craft; also see plans in this number of small Corinthian 

cruiser, Best books on naval architecture are “ White’s Manual,” be- 

ing really the only work up to the latest developments in the science, 
and “Iemp’s Yacht Designing,” which, fhough treating of yachts 

only, is, next to White’s book, the only publication which can lay claim 

to being a treatise on really modern naval architeeture, Cost, $25 

Can send upon receipt of money. In it you will find the lines of Myriel, 

(Lilly, 10 tons), For a model can recommend Alonzo Smith, of Islip 
L. I. 

R. H.R., Canton, O.—If a thoroughbred biteh has been lined by acuor 

andin her next litter throws true, or some true and some half breed, 

has it ever been ascertained whether the true puppies have or have nob 

any taintin theirblood? J haye a well bred Trish setter hituh which 
has fulfilled the frst condition and I propose experimenting on the 

question if it has not been done before. Ans, Our opinion is that effect 

of a previous impregnation, as shown in a litter, refers more to color 

than to characteristics. We do not donbt that your “true” puppies are 
without taint, If would be an ilteresting and instructive experiment 
were you to keep some of each, 

J. GB, Mel,, Strasburg, Va.—1, All other things being equal, is there 

any difference in shooting qualities between breech-loading and 
Muzzle-loading double shot-guns? ¥#%, What advantages and disad- 

vantages do choke=bore shot-sung possess over those of the old-fash- 
joned bore? 3, What length of barrel and size of bore do I want for 

hunting squirrels, partridges, pheasants and wild turkeys, especially 

wild turkeys, and what size shot shall I use for each particular kind o 

game mentioned above? 4. What is a proper load for said gun 

(breech or muzzle-loading)? 6. In muzzle-loading shot-guns should 

the powder be rammed, and should as lteayy wad be put on the shot as 
on the powder? 6, For long range, say 75 to 100 yards, will long 

barrels throw shot closer and harder than short ones? 7. Can » gun 
be made to shoot all sizes, from No, 1 to No, 6 shot, equally well? If 

80, please to describe it, 8. Which is preferable, twist or laminatea 
barrels, 9, Most persons seem to ude short barrels; then why are long 

barrels, from, thirty-six to forty-some inches, made? Ang, 1. With egua 

charge of powder and shot, the average muzzle-loader would probably, 
until quite recently, have beaten the average breech-loader; but of 

late years the attention of gunmakers has been given almost entirely 

to breech-loaders, with the result of conferring upon the latter every 
improvement in the way of boring, etc. 2. The advantage Is that they 

shoot closer than the other; the disativantage is that the shooter is Hot 

apt to hold them straight enough? 4%, Hither a 10 or 12-bore and 32-in_ 

barrels. No. 8 stob for all but turkeys, and for them aliout No, 6, 
4, Four drachms powder, 1ys shot; the latter, perhaps, liicjeare to Ig 

for turkeys, but much depends upon how wild the latter are in your 

country, 5, Yes; lighter wad over shot. 6, Longer barrels will burn 

more powder than shorter cues, and hence are apt to be effective af 
longer ranges, 7. No; sums vary very ip shooting qualities 

Some shooting one size of shot much better than they wil anviner 

8. Laminated. 9, Such barrels are only made for duck and goon 
shooting for the reason given in answer 6. 

=i 
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—The entries for the Seventh Annual Poultry Wxhibilicn, 
which opened at Buffalo yesterday, number 1,600 or mote, 
Seth Green is to give a display of fish, 
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ARCHERY AS A PASTIME. 

Aa is making rapid progress in all parts of the 

United States. Clubs are rapidly forming, and butts 

and ranges are being fitted up at large expense if our prin- 
cipal cities. There is promise now that archery will become 

as popular as croquet, if not more so. It is a most genteel 

pastime, in which both sexes can join; it can therefore be 
made most enjoyable. As the season for open air pastimes 
approaches, we shall give especial attention to archery, and 

impart all the information we possess to aid in the organiza- 
tion of cluhs; to assist practice; to give hints as to dress; 

to designate rules, and to print reports of matches and scores. 

We therefore urge all those of our readers who are interested 

in the subject fo send us any reports of scores or announce- 

ments of meets; to forward essays, suggestions, or field notes 

of any kind. We are prepared to make archery as important 

a feature of our pastime department as the character of the 

sport deserves. 

‘We publish elsewhere a special report from Mr. Wakeman 

Holberton, President of the Oritani Archers, of Hackensack, 

New Jersey, who has just returned from an extended tour of 
observation through the country. He has interviewed the 

leading spirits of the archery moyement from Chicago to 

Buffalo, What he has written indicates remarkable progress 
and an earnest of future growth. We have been promised 
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Toe Minnesora Frecp Trraus.—We have received from 
Mr. GC. B. Whitford an instalment of a lengthy review of the 
Minnesota Field Trials and the judges’ decisions, which we 

feel should be printed ; but we prefer to wait for the balance 

s0 as to make a consecutive publication. The article will ap- 

pear next week, Meanwhile the promised statement of the 
editor of this paper is withheld. 

——$+-4) + —a- 

Pir, Ring any Baeaxrast Tanre.—Why do our morn- 
ing papers feel it incumbent upon them to publish full end 

disgusting accounts of every disreputable cock fight, dog 
ht Sha prize fight? There are such things; they lurk in 

~ phek alleys, isolated barns, cellars; they are enacted in the 
“night with closed doors and sentineled approaches. Let 

~ hem remain in the obscurity they covet and deserve, We do 

not want our morning journals filled with descriptions of 

them. The odor of the pit is unsavory, it offends decency ; 
why must it greet decent people st the breakfast table? 

+e 

Sxatina At Grisworz’s.—The entertaining psper, ‘*On 

Skates,” in another column is especially timely at this season 

of the year, when that sport is at its height, There isno 

more exhilarating and thoroughly enjoyable pastime than 

gliding swiftly over the ice in the keen winter weather, and 
skating is deservedly a favorite sport everywhere that the ice 

gives opportunity for ita pursuit. In New York, the lake at 
Central Park, large agit is, has become too limited to accom— 

modate the thousands thronging to its surface. The manag- 

evs of Gilmore’s Garden have transformed the interior of that 
structure into a vast field of artificial ice, and haye made of 

it the finest rink in America, The spectacle presented there 

every evening is a very brilliant one. ‘The arched lights 
above, the rocky cavern in the background, and the throngs 

of swift skaters gliding gracefully through the mazes of the 
course, all this is wortha visit, even if one Pues not put 
on his skates and join in the merriment... Le garden is open 

from ten o'clock in the mornizy tlil ten in the evening, Mr. 

F-ank Switt, the well-known skater, is in attendance to give 

instruction to ladies and gentlemen. Saturday evenings there 

are races for gold and silver medals. 
—— $$$ —_—_—_—_ 

Forusr anp Stream i JarAn.—Mr. Charles I. Orvis, of 

Manchester, Vermont, writes: 
Thad an order the other day for an ontfit—rod, reel, files, etc., cte.— 

from Yokahamia, Japan, The gentleman saw advertisement in ForEsT 

AND STEEAM, 

partment; also that of Mr, Will Thompson, who has already 

supplied our columns largely, and of other toxopolista east 
and west. Mr. Thompson has done more to promote this ex- 

ercise and dissemimate information regarding it than any 
other writer, unless it be his brother Maurice. 

Base ball has been called ‘‘ the American game.” So wide- 

ly popular is it that the number of base ball clubs has already 
reached at least five thousand. Almost every village of any. 
considerable size has its club. But base ball is confined ex- 

clusively tohoys and men. Archery invites the presence of 
women. It is therefore refining in its influence upon men. 
In every village from boundary to boundary of our country 

there are girls, lasses, maidens and women, who are pining 
for some diversion from the drudgery of common-place house- 

hold duties or the routine of society engagements. Seclud- 

ed hamlets are so monotonous in their daily economy that the 

mere advent of a strange cavalier sets all the maidens’ hearts 

in a flutter. They need something to occupy their leisure 

hours in a harmless, helpful, healthful recreation. Archery 

affords that recreation. It affords the ladies opportunities to 

cultivate the acquaintance of desirable gentlemen—for he 

who couris the society of ladies of culture and is ambitious 

to draw the bow in honorable emulation with them, must 

have as fine «xsthetic sensibilities and tastes as he who ad- 

mires a rose, or tunes his soul in unison to music. ‘The prac- 

tice of archery is not difficult to perfect. Some may acquire 
more quickly than others; but let not the most awkward or 

stupid despair. Only place them before the butts, and Cupid 
will teach them to draw the bow. 

Will not our lady readers deign to write us an occasional 

contribution? We prefer a few thoughts on Archery to a 
dozen columns on Bears. 

Be 

HANLAN OFF FOR ENGLAND. 

E had the pleasure of a visit, a few days ago, from Mr. 
Hanlan, America’s champion oarsman, in company 

with his friends Mr. David Ward, of Canada, and Judge Hl- 
liott, the well-Enown boxst builder of Greenpoint, L. I, The 

champion is in excellent health and spirits and will give the 
men he meets in Great Britain a tough pull over any course 

they may select. It is gratifying to our national pride to 
know that he will take with him two boats built by Judge El- 
liott: one the famous ship he sent across the line ahead of 

Courtney in the great mach at Lachine, and the other a new 
boat from the Greenpoint shops. Mr. Hanlan will “take” in 

England, for his innate modesty, good sense and generous esti- 

mate of his rivals will certainly find a responsive feeling 
abroad and insure him a-hearty welcome wherever he goes. 
The baseless, not to say thoroughly insipid charges of fraud 

raised against the results of the Lachine race, and the puerile 
attempts to question and belittle Hanlan’s title to the chum- 
pionship of America, have been so fully exploded and exposed 
as the mere machinations of individuals soured by their losses 
through being on the wrong side of the gambler’s fence, that 

the onslaught against the honesty and character of Hanlan 
and the Hanlan Olub will fail to prejudice the public abroad, 

among whom the champion hopes to add fresh laurels to the 

wreath of victories that now grace his brow. ‘The calumnies 

and aspersions upon the champion and his associates will fall 

flat upon the British ear and will dissolve as yulgar 
slander the moment the great sculler sets foot 

on England’s soil. Hanlan has never yet pulled 
his leyel best, and our cousins will do well not to 
figure too heavily upon his races here, for they may find in 

him stay and power which he has not so far had the chance 
or the need of displaying at home. With the best of training 
and care, and seated in as good a boat as can be got for love 
or lucre, we look forward to the result of his first match with 
Hawdon full -of confidence in the Toronto man’s ability to 

give his wash to his opponent and add victory twenty-seven 
out of twenty-eight races rowed. 

-,'We are pleased to know that Hanlan and his many friends 
appreciate the fairness of the course Forzst ANp SrreAm has 
maintained during the controversy which grew out of Oourt- 

ney’s defeat, and they have our assurance that in the future, 
as in the past, we are prepared to maintain the position as- 

snined pursuant to the dictates of honesty and fair play, and 
for the sake of the good name of professional rowing in 
America. Personal preference we do not permit to interfere 
with the conduct of our columns, nor do we allow a narrow- 

minded spirit to color our reports in compliance with the de- 
mands of a clamorous get blinded by national prejudice or the 
‘loss of precious dollars and cents. 

eee ToS eee ee 

RIP VAN WINKLE. 

HE story of Rip Van Winkle was originally a German 
legend. 

‘Yes, we all know that. But in one important particular, at 
least, Irving’s version of the myth is solely and truly Ameri- 
can. Inno village of the Old World would such a complete 

and bewildering transformation of all familiar surroundings 
greet the returning dreamer as that which our own Rip found 

after his long sleep among the Kaatskills. Do be sure, twenty 

years would leave their traces upon the quiet German burgh. 

The sprightly young host. would be found filling the chair of 
the old innkeeper long gathered to his fathers; but there would 
be the same quaint old sign and the same banner flaunting 
from the flagstaff. The busy tongue of the scolding frau 

would have ceased its earthly jarrings ; and, instead of the prat- 

tling child of twenty years agone, the matronly young woman, 

with child in arms, would greet the old man, but the greeting 

would be at the door of the self-same cottage not at all changed 
in all these twenty years. In short, people would have 

changed ; things would be found the same. Tt is just here 

that Irving’s story is a true picture of American life. The new 
flag, the freshly painted inno sign, the altered village, the 

newspapers, the life and activity and bustle, the broadening 
of thought and interest, all these, much more than the changed 

faces of the children and the old-time cronies, were what puz- 

zled Rip. Twenty years in American life—that means a cen- 
tury, two centuries, of the village life when and where this 

dreamer’s myth first arose. 

And there is something of a moral’in all this; a warning fo 

usall. Itis not absolutely necessary to creep away to the 

mountain recesses to fall behind these busy times. We may 
be in the ranks of the wide-awake workers and still we may 

suddenly fall to rubbing our eyes and wondering if after all 
we have not been drowsing away whilethe winters and springs 

and summers and autumns have been gliding by. ‘* We are 
living ata tremendous pace here in America :” such has be- 

come_the hackneyed common-place; but even as we say it, 

some new phase of enterprise and progress presents itself and 

we mutter the bewildered waking expressions of the confused 
sleepers who even as they speak do not know that they have 

slept. 
+2 ————__<_—— 

THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS. 

(i all ages the migration of birds has occupied the atten- 
tion of the obseryers of Nature, Harly writers among 

the Greeks and Romans mention the arrival and departure of 
various species and often debate gravely as to what these 

movements may portend. These early writers too seem to 

have had, mixed up with a great deal of fable, not a few ideas 

on the subject, which, in the ight of our present knowledge, 
Wwe can pronounce just. 

To later times when the swallows were thought to pass the 

winter peacefully reposing in the mud at the bottoms of lakes 

and marshes, and when it was considered highly probable 
that the rails changed into frogs in the late aututin and sought 

the same refuge, the fact that most birds journeyed sonthward 
at the approach of winter was generally acknowledged, and 

the hybernaters were thought to be the exceptions to the 

rule and that they failed to migrate only because their deli- 
cate organizations or their weak powers of flight rendered 
them unequal to so extended a journey. The larger birds of 

passage, the storks, the swans and the geese,-in their regular 
spring and autumn migrations could scarcely fail to attract 
attention and to lead to a true interpretation of these general 
movements. But the movements of the smaller birds, and 
especially of such as migrate by night, were puzzling enough 

in earlier times, and it is not surprising that our forefathers 
held ideas on this subject which seem to us peculiar. Be- 

sides the fact that the sudden disappearance of certain species 
of birds gaye rise to all sorts of hypotheses to explain their 
absence from localities where just previously they had been 

abundant, there is, as Dr. Cones in his recent admirable work 

on the Birds of the Colorado Valley has shown, a certain 
muss of testimony furnished by people of excellent character 

and standing to the absolute discovery in winter of certain 
birds, usually swallows or swifts, in » torpid condition. This 

testimony, though main)y contributed from Europe, comes in 
part from this country. : 

Tt is certainly a curious fact that little or nothing is known 
of the winter home of the common chimney swift (Chatura 

pelagica), when we are so well informed as to jilat where and 

how the swallows, which so closely resemble it in many of 
their habits, pass the period of cold. In the work above cited 
Dr. Coues discusses this paint at some length. He believes 
that the swifts hybernate in Lollow trees, and no doubt in the 
sueceeding parts of hig work he will give us his reasons for 

this belief. Published observations on this matter are as yet 
too few to enable us to reach any definite conclusions on it, 
The old idea upon the subject of migrations was that they 

were governed almost wholly by temperature, and that these 
long journeys from north to south and back again were un- 

——_ 
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dertaken solely to avoid the cold of winter. At present, 
however, il is yery generally believed that the food supply is 

in the main the governing cause. 
‘The periodical movernents of the various birds which visit 

m8 are to be classed under two distinct heads: the regular 

migrations and the accidental ones, With regard to the 

former we are more or less well informed, of the latter we 

know little or nothing. 
Many of our birds are extremely regular in their times of 

arrival in spring, but the autumnal movement toward the 

south is usually more uncertain, and extends over more 

time. The birds seem loath to leave us, and many, even of 
the more delicate species, linger with us until Jate in the fall. 
At length, however, comes a keen frost which nips them 

sharply, or a snow flurry, warning them ta delay no longer, 

and then, as if feeling that they have trespassed on the good 
nature of the weather as long as they dare, the word is passed 

along the line sawve gui peut, and they are off. When next 

you walk abroad you will find in the fields and hedgerows 

only the tree sparrow and the black cap; in the woodland 
and cedar thicket only the ringlet and the jay. Silence, 

where but a short time since had been heard the chirping 
and rustling of a hundred busy and eager feeders, unbroken 
now save by the shrill scream of the red-tailed hawk or the 

clamorons cawing of a clan of crows. 
The practiced collector knows well just when each species 

among the regular migrants may be expected, and holds him- 
self in readiness at the appointed time. Stress of weather 

may délay the oncoming host for a day or two, scarvely 
longer. It is different with the second class, the accidental 

migrants. They are like the proverbial and scriptural insect. 
They are here to-day and away, no one knows how far, to- 

morrow. ‘There is no dependence whatever to be placed on 

them, and often no cause can be assigned for their presence 

In certain districts. 
In a very important article on the “ Distribution and Migra- 

tion of North American Birds,” published in the American 
Journal of Science and Art, in 1866, Prof. 8. F. Baird brings 
forward some extremely interesting facts which we shali pre— 

sent to our readers in a future number of Forest AnD STREAM 

In continuing our remarks upon this subject. ‘These reflec- 
tions have been called up by the perusal of the yery attractive 
work of M. A, de Bowan'’s on La Migration dea Otseaux, in 
which the author gives.a yery entertaining account of many 

of the more important migratory birds of France. He divides 
them, somewhat arbitrarily, into migrators from the south— 

west, south and southeast, and describes very pleasantly the 

habits of each species, closing with a delightful chapter on 
general migration and the use and protection of birds. The 

book is written for the sportsman rather than the ornith olo- 
gist and we can recommend the lesson which it teaches 
to-all. 

— 

Honors LArzE AND HAriy.—The morning papers last 
Saturday contained two brief news items which however 
diverse in subject haye something of a moral in common. 
One announced the fact that the New Jersey Historical Socie- 

ty having formally expressed its iaith that the bones in the 
Cathedral Church of St. Domingo are the veritable relics of 

Christopher Columbus, makes known its determination to 

' bring before the American historical societies and before 
Congress the belief of the Society—‘‘ that the discoverer of 
the Western World is worthy of a monument suitable to his 
freatness and the expression of the gratitude of a Christian 

continent, and that such monument should be built by the 

joint contributions of the republics of the Western Conti- 
nent.” 
Yes, give him a monument. He is worthy of it. Much 

good may it do him. We have our misgivings—and possibly 
we should keep them to ourselves ; they are ill-natured—that 
Columbus cares very little now whether these wise men who 

have sat in solemn conclaye over his musty old bones gee fit 
to give him a monument or not. If the wise men some hun- 
dreds of years ago had done him honor when he was alive, 
that would have been more to the purpose. No memorial in 
bronze or marble can ever heal the heart wounds of the dun- 

geon and the chains. The praise of after generations is of 
little avail in righting the ingratitude of one’s own age. De 
mortibus nil nist bonwm, is all wellenough; but of the living 

anything and everything. It would make an old time cynic 
Jaugh to see the Nineteenth Century newspaper vituperation, 

abuse and slander heaped upon author and statesman sudden- 

ly change to fulsome praise and adulation when the cable 
brings the message of death. We could name a score of men 

who have died within as many months whose virtues have 

become known and acknowledged only after they have ceased 
to exercise them. ‘ Death hath this also,” says Bacon, ‘* that 
it openeth the gate to good fame, and extinguisheth envy.” 
And it is all one—the monument after the lapse of centuries, 
and the newspaper eulogies which we read in the street cars 
as the hearse passes by. Hach is tardy. 

That, the Government has finally, as our other newspaper 
item announces, awarded some public mark of esteem to 

Ida Lewis the heroine of the Lime Rock Light is tomething 
more to the point. Those who read years ago of the heroism 
of our American Grace Darling will learn with pleasure that 

she has been adyanced to the position of keeper of the Lime 
Rock Light at Newport, the post being assigned to her hy 

Secretary Sherman ‘‘as a mark of appreciation for your 

noble and heroic efiorts in saving hunian lives.” The reward 
is Jate in its coming Nut it is nevertheless vastly better than 
te baye waited 5, hundred years for a paltry marble tablet, 

Tre Princeron Boys av Trenroy.—The Princehon atu- 
dents have again been accorded an unenviable newspaper 

notoriety, This time it is all about a merry sleigh ride down 
to Trenton. Arrived there, the Saturday-evening pleasure- 

seekers were too boisterous in their mirth to suit the staid 

opinions of the policemen. The whole party were nabbed by 

the knights of the club, tried before the justice who, being 
roused from his slumbers, was naturally out of humor, and 

sent home with light pockets, but, lob us hope, with not yery | 

heavy hearts. Wow all this was the most natural thing in ! 

the world. ‘There was never any love lost between the col- 

leginn and the pillar of the locallaw. ‘The former is too full 

of good-natured and thoughtless mischief to neglect any op- 

portunity of aggravating his uniformed foe, and the con- 

stebles, or ‘‘peelers,"" as the case may be, ave always in spirit, 

if not in reality, ‘‘jugging” “them college fellers.” Just 
what was actually done at Trenton it is impossible to judge 

eyen approximately, simply because the sensation scenting 

reporters and newspaper men haye so misreprensented and 

falsified the actual facts. It is this which induces us to notice 

the occurrence. A bit of really harmless and unimportant 

college boys’ adventure has been heralded throughout the 

land as a disgraceful escapade in which the students are re- 

presented as profane ruflians and blackguards. We know 

none of the parties implicated, but we do know enough of 
college students to warrant the assertion that the papers 

which have published the story from the standpoint of the 

Trenton officers, eager to be interviewed and equally eager to 

malign the boys, haye erred. To represent the Princeton 

mén a3 ruilians may make spicy reading im the police news 

sensations of the press, but it is wholly contrary to truth and 

fairness, Collegims are gentlemen, 
ae ee ee 

—We record to-day the death of Mr. Silas Arnold, of Iees- 
ville, N. Y,, who died on the 24th inst. Tor nearly thirty 
years he has been a constant visitor at the Adirondacks, and 

not only highly esteemed by his brother anglers there, but 

also at his place of residence by all who knew him. He was 

a true type of the old school gentlemen, ? 
Eee 

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. | 

THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OF 
FRED BEVERLY. 

CRUISING FOR CRUSTACEANS. 

HAN BAPTISTE came in one day with a bunch of 
“ srives,” or large thrushes, which are excellent eating 

and desirable specimens. At my request he went down into 

the woods and showed me the tree on which, morning and 
afternoon, they could be found feeding. It was then noon, 

and I could not find any; but next morning I started out with 
the intention of bagging a few. Heavy showers came down 
every half hour, but I donned my rubber poncho, and waded 
on through the wet forest with my gun securely covered, 

My course lay down the south rayine. On the hill to the 
right isa tall figuder treo, the fruit of which is liked by the 
birds. ‘This fruit resembles in shape, size and color, s cran- 

berry, and is attached to the twigs in clusters of two and 

three, 

Now, I could hsye sworn to the exact position of that 
tree ; yet, having tramped doggedly through the rain for more 
than half an hour without seeing any familiar tree or shrub, 
I began to look about me sharply. ‘Though I had noted the 
direction in my mind’s eye when J, B. had shown me the 

tree, Lovershof it in my search and got further down. A 

group of tree ferns I remembered } farther on, acrogs a brook, 
was a large rock—all right; but where was the ants’ nest in 

a dead tree that I had especially noted? To understand why 
all my landmarks were small and insignificant, the reader 
must be informed that. in these woods the trees were so large 
and shoot up so high that their crowns afford no means of 
identifying them; and all their trunks are so much alike, en- 

veloped im masses of vines and ferns, that other objects must 

be chosen to guide the hunter in his rambles here. Under 
thick foliage, until the roar of the large waterfall came up to 

me, and I knew I must retrace my steps, as the tree was on 

the ridge between the two streams. 

At once I was stopped by seeing on the ground before me 
scattered shreds of jiguier fruit, and looking up, saw the tree 

above me. Asihad approached from the opposite side to 

that of my first visit, its surroundings had seemed changed. 
The rain came down in torrents, but glanced harmlessly from 

my poncho, It was tiresome waiting, but I secured all I want- 

ed of the grives and went back to the main trail leading 10 

the Boiling Lake and sat Gown on a rock in a more open part 
of the forest to try to secure afew hummuing-birds. 

The rain had ceased, and the sun was shining outside, 
Yielding to the overpowering influence of silence and soli- 
tude, I was indulging in a day dream, when a voice awoke 
m6: 

“ Bon jour, Monsieur Fred |” 

Llooked up, and saw two brown-skinned maidens. One 
was 2 little mulattress, about ten years old; the other was 

Marie—light-haired, sunny Marie—in whose veins flowed the 
blood of three races. The blood of the African showed in 
her wavy hair and full lips, and told what was the original 

stock with whieh that of the Carib was mingled; and the 
blood of the jovial Frenchman who had wandered to these 
wilds years and years ago, gave that roundness and suppie- 
ness of litnh, the quick, merry eye, the oval cheek and little 

a A A 

hands and feet—all combined to form a creation fit to become 

the mother of a new race. 

*“ Bon jour, Mademoiselle Marie; where are you going ?” 

‘© Powr chercher pour les écrevisse —To look for crayfish, 
Orayfish! Why, just what I wanted ; for I had promised 

one of the professors in Washington to make collections of 
these very animals. I glanced up through a hole in the leafy 
roof above me and judged it was about ten o'clock, unless the 

Bun’s rays were refracted in coming through, 
“ Have you anything for me to eat, Marie?” 

Yes, Monsieur.” 

Then I will. go with you.” 
“Tt gives me much plaisir, Monsieur.” 
** Well, lead the way.” 

Reader, if you look in a work on natural history for infor— 
mation regarding the crayfish, you will find it\there piven as 

a **Jong-tailed decapod;” and, pursuing the subject still 

farther, you will see that it is also crustacean—a “ deca- 
pod crustacean.” And thus fyou might follow the author 

up to the branch, articulate, and back again through all its 
divisions and ramifications, and about all you will know about 

it will be that itis a long-tailed decapod and inhabits fresh 
water streams. Long-tailed decapod, forsooth! 

Come with me, reader, and I will show you more of cray- 
fish and their ways than you can learn in a week of books. 

Follow in my wake, or, as the path is slippery, take good 

hold of my hand. Marie won't mind you; she don’t mind 
anybody, The way leads up hill and over rocks, wet and 
smooth, for perhaps a mile. Don’t mind the wet leaves that 
continually flap in your face, nor the yines and creeping 

ferns that vex your feet. Take a good grip and come along, 
In the language of the immortal bard (who, by the way, never 

knew of crayfish like these), ‘‘I prithee, let me bring thee 
where crabs grow.” 

We may have completed a mile, when Marie stopped: 

“Stay there, Monsieur.” I staid there while she went behind 

a large rock and remoyed her shoes. Then I was allowed to 
follow on until the path was left and we entered the deeper 

woods to descend to the river. Opposite another huge rock 

she stopped again. ‘‘ Wait there, Monsieur.” Behind this 
rock she darted with her little companion, and shortly reap- 
peared. Satyrsand wood nymphs! I thought these girls 

about as thinly clad as possible to be when they disappeared 

behind the rock, but I declare, in all seriousness, they had 
left a large bundle of clothes behind. 

‘What a mysterious combination is woman! And there 
they stood, laughing and blushing, in a single dress, exch 
loosely gathered at the shoulders, and at the waist by a girdle. 

This was becoming serious. If there were any more rocks in 

our path I felt morally certain they could dodge behind them, 

And then how would they appear? Jt was very certain they 

could not take off much more. My hair began to bristle. 

What would people say? What would my Sunday-school 
teacher say? I was resolved to stop it at all hazards. 

‘“* Look here, Marie!” 
‘*'Yes, Monsieur.” 

“ Don’t do that any more.” 
“What, Monsieur ?” 

**Don't go behind any more rocks; don’t’take off any more 
garments.” I blushed all over at the thought of it. 
‘Why no, Monsieur ; 1t is impossible.” 

No amount of italicizing or exclamation points can render 
the astonishment in her tone as she thus assured me; and feel- 

ing I could then safely proceed, I gave the order to go on. 

We reached the river—the stream that flows out of the 
mountain lake—broad and with gravelly beach, with immense 

boulders as islands, and a wall of vegetation on either side 

that rose straight up a hundred feet. Here my guides left me 

to my own devices and waded into the stream in search of 

cray-fish. Isaw a bird I ha d not scen before and pursued it 

along the shore until stopped by acascade. It was within 
shot, however, and at the re port of my gun it fell into a little 
pool. The rocks were smooth as glass, and my great hoots, 

though good protection from the yines and thorns, were but 

poor aids in clambering over these rocks. The result was 
that I unexpectedly sat down upon a rock, and very suddenly 

Tcame down, too. There was a stream of waterrushing oyer 
that rock six inches in depth, so that my fall did not hurt me; 

but the rapid-flowing sheet struck my back with great force, 

and climbed up oyer my coat collar so rapidly that I was 

immediately as bloated as a bull-frog, The rain had long ago 
drenched me, but, though wet before, I did not care to get 
wet behind. 

My half smothered yells brought Marie to my assistance, 
and she rescued me and the bird, and then suggested I could 

wade better with my boots off. Happy thought! The boots 

were remoyed. i need not detail, to any one who has had the 

experience, the pleasure of wading barefoot over stones and 

tocks for the first time in years. A little torture was enough 
for me, and in half an hour I was seated quietly drying in the 
sun, watching the girls at their work, ‘Tle stream was 

broad, with deep pools, and it was in these pools the crayfish 
lurked, looking like. miniaturejjlobsters through the clear 
water. I could only see the small ones, buti Marie assured me 

there were large ones out of sight beneath the cascades. T 

was glad of that, for several severe nips from these small ones 
had given me enough of crayfish, and I did not care whether 
my friends in America ever got a specimen. 

Erect upon the rock she stood’a moment, then plunged 
head-foremost into a foaming pool, disappearing from sight. 

A moment later, rising bubbles praceded a round little head 

from which hung long, limp tresses; a pair of shoulders brown 

and bare, and round arms reaching out little hands for a sup. 
port, She had a cray-figh in each hand, and another, with Wrig- 
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gling legs, in her mouth. These she handed to the little girl 
on the rock near me and then climbed out and stood erect, 

with heaying bosom and parted lips, and nonchalantly 

gathered up her skirts and wrong from them the dripping water. 

Untlined against that wonderful background of tropical 
leaves, with its depths of shade and gleams of light, with the 

water dashing against the rock upon which she stood and 

parting in sheets of foam, what a charming Naiad she ap_ 
peared! Naiad she may have been, but she could hardly 
have been called a Dry—ad, as the water had caused her 

garment to cling closely to her shapely figure, and was pour- 
ing from it. 

This was repeated, until the basket carried by the little one 

was half full. Once she came up breathless and excited and 

came to me with an ugly water scorpion between her fingers, 

one of which was red and swollen, where the venomous thing 

had biften it. Thus we went on up the stream until near the 
mountain lake, when our way was stopped by a jam of broken 
limbs. ‘Then we turned down again until halted by a series 

of wells, worn from the rock by the action of the water, 

twenty feet deep, into which the flood plunged wildly, ever de- 

scending, on its way to the grand leap of two hundred feet 

into the yalley below. While my companions searched a side 
_ Stream I remained on the banks by the trail. Daylight waned 

and they came not; the gathering gloom urged me to be up 

and on my way home; but the trail was obscured and I was 

not sure of reaching my hut in the dark without a guide. $o 

I waited, perforce. Everything living seemed to have left 

the river's banks, and the only companion to my solitude was 
‘a gayly-colored lizard, which lay upon a branch and watched 

me. In the interest of science—but against my better feel- 
iings—I held a bottle before his nose, and he walked into it. 

‘Then I put in the cork, and later he was having his fill of 
Tum; not the first victim of the bottle—and of science. 

Their yoices reached me not long after, and none too soon, for 

we bad hardly light enough to reach the main path, Late as 

it was, however, Marie prepared some of the fish when she 

reached her mother’s house, and sent them fo me with some 

fragrant limes anda spicy pepper. The delicate fesh as far 

surpasses that of the coarse garbage-feeding lobster in flavor 

as a ‘‘saddle-rock” does a coon oyster. With dripping of 

lime juice anda dash of West India pepper, some Peak & 
Freans’ biscuit and a bottle of Tennant’s pale ale, I supped 
so delightfully that all my mishaps were forgotten. I eyen 

queried whether crayfish hunting, with a pretty, brown- 

skinned maid of sixteen, who waded bare-legged in open- 

bosomed dress, extended a helping hand when you slipped, 

laughed merrily when you fell, talked musical patois as she 

pattered alone,—I queried if it were not better than hunting 

through musty brooks. 
os 

WHAT [IS THOUGHT OF US. 

WASDINGTON, D. C., Dec, 25, 1878. 

EDITOR FORNST AND STREAM: 
I am so much interested im the sports derived from forest and 

stream, that being now unable to participate in them, becanse of 

duties to perform, I gain all the pleasure I can in reading the maby 

accounts so entertaining published in your puper of hunting and tish- 

ing adventures; and as I read I am reminded of the many pleasant 

times I haye enjoyed in the wilderness, and hopé that I may again tra- 

yerse the forests, gun in hand, for I am still young. 

AsI have just been reading the last number, I felt impelled to write 

to you, and thank yon for the interestand pleasure you alford me 

through your columns, and for the manter in which yon are conducting 

the greatest sporting medium in onr country. Well do I remember 

when the FoREST AND STREAM first made its appearance, and with 

wilat delight I hailed it as being something much needed among sports- 

rmen, I believed itcould not failto prosper. But its success has been 

far in excess of my expectations, and its influence is almost unbounded, 

and in the right direction. What efforts have been made of tate years 

in nearly every State in the country to preserve the game and fish of 

“its tarests and rivers, and to restock rivers depopulated of ish. Tow 

= anueh interest ig taken in rifle matches and shooting contests of every 

“wind. ‘The people are awakening to the great importance of fleld 

| Sports as 2 healthy and innocent amusement, and therefore to the great 

Importance of preserving our game, Bat the Forrsr AND STREAM is 

the trumpet which has been sounding in the ears of the public for the 

;past six or seven years, and has caused this awakening; and it has 

“spoken noné too loudly or emphatically in behalf of our sporting inter- 

vests. Itis surprising how much influence it exerts directly and indi- 

wectly. Its power is felt in every community where ihere are true- 
hearbed sportsmen, I have seen a copy handled and read witl: interest 
in the logging and hunting camps of Maine and Nova Scotia, as well as 

in the richly furnished rooms of city habitations. Thanking you in be- 

hulf of my sporting friends here and myself for the interests your 

paper affords us, for your willingaess and attention in answering our 
inquiries, and for the honest and impartial manner in which the F, & 

8. is conducted, I remain, 0. W. B. 

INDIANAPOLIS, Jan, 21, 1870, 

Wprror FPoREstT AND STREAM: - 
inyour leader of the last number you ask if you have accomplished 

what you set outtodo. Yes, you have done it most auccessfally, I 

took the Naturalist for a number of years, bat found that my business 

wussuch 1 could not deyote the time to those purely scientific subjects. 

In your journal I find practical common sense ; every-day matters pre—- 

sented in such a way that *'he that ronneth may read,” 

Bob White and John Cotton tail haye suffered for the past five weeks. 

Judging from figures given me by Budd & Co., shippers of game and 

ponttry, folly 100,000 quails, and the same numoer of rabbits, lave 

“been received and shipped from this point from December 1. One 

man, iwelve miles west of here, caught over 1,200 rabbits In less {hun 

-amonth. Wefear that the gregter portion of our quails are frozen to 

death, Even rabbits have been found dead when they were out puel- 

ny the elder bushes, Suppose you suggest, In your pleasant way, 

hat the girls a8 well as the boys be taugiii how to handleagun My 

wife is 30 excellent shot, and I have greatly enjoyed her company in 

ptida. In November [thouglt that woull give an oldest daughter, 

not quite eleyen years of age, afew lessons with my No, 12 Dougal, 

oag lbs. The third shot at a tame turkey brongnt it down, Ont lanks- 

giving Day we went out in the country by invitation to dine, My 

nole asked me te “pring aloug my shot-gun and kill the pigeons : 

GE Et? i i ee 

—— 

(tamié Ones) syhich tad become a nuisance in his barns and granaries,. 

T loadail some cartridges with two and a half dracvhms and one ounce 

slot, and decided that Eliza could do the shouting, She never missed 

A ehot, and atone of the “cracks” browsht down three birds] My 

little daughter has been so inspired that she intends Migking a hnoting 

suit for herself, and go with me to my farm this coming fall. I merely 

mention this fact to show that it is not only possible, but a girl will 
grow up to leye nature all the more if she can go with her father to 
the fields and woosls. 

My health is better than for fifteen years, and I attribnte it all, with 
God's blessing, to ny Sweating and wading and roughing in the piney 

woods and evergiades of Florida. J. ¥F. 

Cricaco, Ill., Jan. 16, 1879. 
Epitor Fores anp Brenan: 

Tt is seldom now Ipmt pen to paper, only when I think I ought to do 

50 in the public interasis, It is nearly forty years since 1 nosed to All, 

page ata time, the old Spirit, when Porter and Hichards were in the 

land of the living, and Herbert and Agassiz were my correspondents. 

But though sixty-five and rhenmatic, I keep alive my interest in fleld 

sports, and must thank you for the pleasure your paper gives mo, 

T. D. L. 

PITTSBURG, Pa., Jau. 17, 1879, 

Eprror Forest ayp Srrmam: 
Tn your issue which reached ug yesterday, you ask: “Haye we fal- 

filled our mission?” We answer, You haye instructed, interested and 
elevated the sportsmen of our country; you have created a love for 

outdoor sports ; you have shown that it is wise to make laws to protect 

fish and game, atid you haye educated your readers to respect those 

laws and to Torce others to do fhe same; you are fast teaching the 

farmers that there 1s no conflict between them and the real sportsmen 

of the country ; that trie sportsmen are their friends in place of their 

enemies, J, 3. B. 
er 

GAME PROTECTION, 

Tur Apironpagk Deer Stavenrer.—While it is our de- 
sire to give all parties in a controversy equal privileges of 
presenting their yiews, we must decline to make our columns 

a medium for personal recrimination. We are in receipt of 

further correspondence regarding the slaughter of deer in the 

North Woods, the publication of which we do not consider 

conducive to the correction of the abuse. Thatthere has been 
unlawful and culpable destruction of game in the Adirondacks, 
there is no good reason to doubt, There are officers and so- 

cieties whose duty it is to rectify the evil. The question is: 
Will they do their duty? ‘Newspaper talk cannof fill the place 
of derelict officials. 

ot 

Tre Mawr Trour Law.—Some of the Maine Cescend- 
ants of the original penny-wise pound-foolish fellow are think- 

ing to put money in their purse by extending the open season 

for trout from Sept. 21 to the middle of October. This, they 
reason, will lure late fishing tourists to the easy capture of the 

gravid October fish, while their shekels meanwhile enrich the 

coffers of the inhabitants of the land. This isa genuine case 

of killing the trout that lays the golden eggs. The belated 

tourist would undoubtedly linger for a season or two and 
thereby materially enhance the pecuniary interests of his 

host, but we can hardly conceive how that host could expect 

this blissful condition of affairs to Jasi very long. Nyery one 

who has ever fished in Maine knows that the trout are spawn- 
ing in September and October, and that they are not fit to be 

taken in the spawning period, and that even if they were, it is 
against all reason and common sense to capture them then. 

If the Maine Legislature alter the present law at all they 
might with great advantage set the beginning of the close 

season twenty days earlier than 1t is at present. We trust 

that the intelligent anglers and fish culturists of the State will 
exert their influence against the proposed change. 

eS ee a 
Groomine Grove Park Assoorarton.—A meeting of Direc- 

tors of this Association was held at the Hoffman House on 
Friday, January 24, to fill the vacancies occurring by the re- 
signation of Dudley Field, Col. Sanders D. Bruce, A, H. 

Wellington, and Dr. Geo. H. Glenney. The following gen- 
tlemen were elected in their stead, yiz.: Count E. R. Mouzilly, 

M. B. Brown, Dr. C. Alfred Grimes, and CG. F. Fearing. An 

adjourned meeting of directors was subsequently held at No. 
30 Broad strect on Tuesday afternoon, 28th, to elect a Presi- 

dent in lien of Dudley Field, resigned. John McGinnis, Jr., of 
the banking house of Dean, McGinnis & Co., was so elected. 

John Avery was re-elected Vice-President. The following is 
the full board of officers of the Association as recently recon- 
strneted ; 

President, Join MeGinnls, Jr; 

Treasurer, Cassis H, Reet. 

Executive Committee : 
Join McGlaonis, Jr., M. B, Brown, E. Bradley, M. D. 

Directors = 
Dr. 5, Bradley, Qharles Hallock, John Avery, John McGinnis, 

Jr; C. Alfred Grimes, M, D,; C. F, Fearing, Count E, B, Mouzilly, 

F. A, Giles, Casslos H, Reed, M, B, Brown, Geo, A. Greeue, Jr, 

After the election the following gentlemen were duly 

elected members : 
Messrs. C. K, Vanderbilt, GC. Fellows, H.J. Nicholuy, W.T, Whar- 

ton, Jas, M. Dunbar, aud Martin Van Buren, all of the Union Club; 

W. I. Pendleton, Geyerly Robinson, and KE, @. Field, of the New 

York Hotel. 

The association now numbers 142 liye members, and stands 

financially as strong as auy in the country. It has a large 

balance in the treasury, and its assured receipts from annual 

dues alone are amply sulficient for all current and contingent 
expenses. For the fiscal year beginning April 1, 1879, the 
annual dues have been fixed al $35. The South Side Club, a 
large number of whose members are also members of the 
Blooming Grove Park Association, have offered a donation of 
trout from its own preserves 10 stock the streams at the park, 
while Director M. B. Brown has purchased $100 worth of 

black bass spawners and made a gift of them to the associa— 

Vice-President, John Avery; 

tion; these will be ramen into sin the spring, * 
car load of deer presented by Gen. Harding, from his pre- 
setves in Tennessee, and a large lot of ruffed grouse will also 
be put into the premises after the snow leayes. Under the 
new management, it is confidently believed that all the plans 

of the original projectors will be fully carried out. ‘The club 
house is fully appointed, and is one of the most commodious 
and comfortable in the country, It is now in charge of 

Major John Stellenweef, late of the Lake House at Islip, 
Long Island. — i 

— 

New York ASsocrATion For Tar Prorgorron or GAME.— 

The annual mecting of this association was held at Martinelli’s 
on Monday eyening, Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt, the President, 
in the chair. Among other business under discussion wus the 

action of supervisors in tinkering with the game laws, which 

was strongly condemned. The counsel of the association re- 
minded the members that the amendment of 1876 gives them 
authority only over such .birds and animals as are not men- 
tioned in the law itself This, he said, did notappear to begen- — 

erally known, and had been universally disregarded, The con- — 
sequence was that every county had practically a different law. 
Even Goy. Robinson, in speaking of the matter in his annual — 
message, seemed t0 be under the mpression that Supervisors 
had a right to do as they pleased. The speaker was perfectly — 
satisfied with the law as it stands, and disapproved of any at- 
tempts to tinker it on account of the difficulty the society had 
heretofore experienced in getting the Legislature to act sensi- 
bly in the matter. He suggested that the society should pre- 
pare a condensed edition of the present law, leaving out the 
clauses giving authority to Supervisors, and adding otbers 
making the open season for all game begin and end on the 
same date, and the time for having in possession also end sim- 
nitaneously, instead of haying different dates for different 
kinds of games, asnow. He thought this would simplify 
matters so that everybody could readily understand the law. — 
Another wise amendment would be one prohibiting the use of 
pound nets in any waters of the State of New York. Onmo- 
tion of Dr. Green, President Roosevelt, Counsellor Whitehead 
and Senator Wagstaff were appointed a committes to take 
charge of the subject, and on motion of Mr. Meyer the com- 
mittee were instructed to give particular attention to the evil 
of trapping, which still prevails to a destructiva extent. The 
Treasurer reported receipts during the year of $6,247.65, and 
abalanct on hand of $864.92, besides $4,500 permanently in- 
vested in Government bonds. The following officers were 
elected for the ensuing year; President, Robert B. Roosevelt; 
Vice-President, Clinton Gilbert; Secretary and ‘Treasurer, 
Thomas N. Cuthbert; Counsel, Charles E. Whitehead ; 
Executive Committee—H. T. Carey, William M. Fleiss and 
Wisner H. Townsend. ‘he meeting then adjourned down- 
stairs, where a luxurious supper was enjoyed. After the 
coffee, in the course of the speeches, Mr. Fleissstated that the 
South Side Club have succeeded in raising trout in one year 
of a weight of eight ounces, and they have trout two years 
old that weigh nearly a pound. ‘These facts have never been 
made public before. Mr. Roach told of trout which he had 
seen in Maine weighing three pounds, and which, he had 
been assured by a reliable man, were ouly one yearold. His 
informant ascribed their rapid growth to their extraordinary 
voraciousnéss. Other trout of the same age in the same pond 
were mere fingerlings. 
1 ee 

THe Vermont Srare_Assoortion—Ferrishurg, Jan. 7.— 
I wish you could have been a litfle more pointed in your hit 
at our dinner-eating State Association; not that I have any 
personal spite against itor any of ifs members, but that it 
might be shamed from its inaction, which is disheartening to 
all who really desire the protection of our sadly persecuted 
fish and game, and who hoped for good work from this orga- 
nization. To what extent this hope has been realized you 
can judge when I tell you that the fish laws have heen openly 
violated | eyer since their passage, from one end to the other of 
Vermont, and part of Lake Champlain (except in this town- 
ship, where our little club has done its work faithfully), with- 
out an effort toward their enforcement by the State Associa- 
tion. ‘The same is true of the trout lakes and ponds of the 
northeastern portion of the State, and the illegal killing of 
deer in the northern counties. In one instance, as Secrata 
of our club, I notified the State Association of the illegal sale 
of pike-perch in Burlington. I know that my complaint was 
forwarded to the Secretary of the association, who lived 
where the offence was committed, but no notice was taken of 
it, and the illegal sale of the fish went on as before. All 
praise is due to members of the association for their effort to 
introduce migratory quail and for turning out sundry head of 
deer in the centre of the State, but as a body I believe the 
association has done nothing that was expected of it. I 
firmly believe that our little club, without an influential man 
among its few members, has done more for fish and game 
protection than the State Association, with its judges and 
great men and great dinners. And J also believe, with my 
present light, that the hope of game protection lies notin such 
bodies, but in the earnest work of local organizations of towns 
and counties. Ri. E. Rogtsson, 

—_—_——_+- +> 

BippEroRD AND Saco GAME AND FisH Soomry.—This 
society was formally organized at Biddeford, Me., Jan. 23, 
with a membership of nearly fifty and the following officers; 
Pres., Geo. F. Calef, Esq.; Vice-Pres., Ferguson Haines, 
Esq.; Sec., Dr. Thomas Haley; Treas., O, T. 8. Blake, Eaq.; 
Executive Committee, Dr. H. BE. Hill, Wm. B, Burnham, 
John B. Andrews, Abijah Tarbox, who were unanimously 
elected. The new association haye abundant work before 
them. ‘The Saco once teemed with salmon ; it can be made a 
good fishing ground once more. 

——_--¢- 

Massacuuserrs—Boston, Jan. 25.—Hdilor Forest and 
Stream; I notice in your last issue you call upon Massa— 
Chusetts game people to lool out for their game protection. 
ete. I would say that a committee of the Massachusetts Fish 
and Game Association, of which I am chairman, has this 
matter of game protection in hand, and that we are preparing 
a bill to present to the Legislature, now in session, which we 
trust will be satisfactory to all parties concerned, and afford 
us ample protection. ‘he interest of game dealers and 
sportsmen should je identical. Ivers W. Apams. 

“ 

Nerrine Duos is Sumnzecoox—ditor Foresi,and Stream: 
Is there no course to be taken by sportsmen to put a stop 
to the netting of ducks in Shinnecock Bay? We under- 
stand that large numbers sre being thus catight in the openings — 

il ee 



Of (h6 ié8 hoon the feeding-ground. It seems difficult to 
_enforge the law there, if there is such a law, a¢the bay-men 
‘and ucighbors fear fo complain on each other, and as the trial 
would be before a jury a conyiction would be very uncertain. 
But we appeal to you is there no course 2 sportsman residing, 
say in this city, and io the habit of visiting that section occa- 
sionally for a few days’ wild fowl shooting, can take to pul a 
stop to this nefarious practice? At this rate we shall soon 
haye no duck shooting in the vicinity of Gotham. 

' JAGOBSTARF, 
We editorially called the attention of the authorities to this 

thing two weeks ago. It rest with them to correct the abuse. 

—_—_—— OO 

Sportsman's Assocration of Western PENNSYLVANIA.— 
Pittshurg, Pa., Jun. 15.— Ata meeting yesterday evening the 
following named officials were elected to serve the ensuing 
year: President, Robert Dalzell; Vice-Presidents, D. OC. 
Phillips, Col, B. F. Ruff, F. H. Kennedy; Treasurer, W. C. 
Macrum; Secretary, J. F. Wilcox; Assistant Secretary, 
Howard Haton; Naturalist, H. S. A. Stewart; Directors, Dr. 
W. FP. Fundenherg, J. V. Long, E. A. Myers, Johu O. Brown, 
Toward Hartley ; Mectiye Committee, John Caldwell, Jr., 
Hdward Gregs, N. M. McDowell, Charles Hays, J. H. 
Bughman, B. Bakewell, C. A. Oarpenter. 

————_ > = __—_. 

WILD RICE. 

JANESYILLE, Wis., Jan. 21, 1879, 
Enrtor Fornst anp Stream: 
You may easily believe that I have been a peculiarly inter- 

ested veader of the recent communications in your valuable 
journal concerning the propagation of wild rice, and especially 
sos to the articie of ‘‘ Howard,” copied from the Turf, 
inasmuch ss that gentleman purchased his seed from my 
brother, and his directions and predictions concerning it were 
so fully carried out. I suppose we shall now hear from other 
parties on the same subject. Speak out, gentlemen, and give 
us your experience, good, bad or indifferent. We are all 
comparatively tyros in its culture, and need all the instruc— 
tion we can get. Zam not selfish in this matter, for my ex- 
petience thus far has been that the wild rice trade won't do 
Lo tie f0 &s a specialfy fo be depended upon for the support 
of wife and babies. ‘The dividends are nof enormous as yet, 
Tiind others think the same, for Cantwell writes that his 
stomach is full and this is his last year in the business. In- 
deed, we were rather forced into it by your paper referring 
80 many to us as probably being able to procure seed for 
them. We hadn't any then, but at last getting desperate at 
repeated applications, we ventured in and are stillthere. Our 
Sreatest interest in the matter, however, is that of every 
Sportsman—~v. ¢., ‘* Will it grow successfully and attract wild 
fowl to otherwise barren waters?” 

‘Howard's ” experience has certainly been remarkably flat- 
tering, and his account of his success in spring planting fully 
eatries out my own ideas. I always believed that it could be 
planted in the spring as well as in the fall, and with as certain 
results. ‘The only reason why others thought differently was 
because none had ever tried spring planting, thinking that 
because the seed sowed itself in the fall—as all self-sown 
seed do—ihat must be the proper time. There are many ad- 
vantages in fayor of spring as against fall sowing. In our 
cold climate winter comes on early, and many ponds are frozen 
hy November 1, thus preventing putting in the seed until 
the next fall, Spring sowing not only does away with this, 
but it gives everybody plenty of time to secure the seed, 
Then again, in the spring there are no ducks about to gobble 
up the seed, as, no doubt, they do in the fall. 
However, I intend iio experiment in the matter myself, and 

L hope those who have already done so will give us, through 
the papers, the benefit of their experience. By the way, I 
see that another gentleman—a Tennesseean—gives a favorable 
account of spring planting. He need not fear the destruc- 
tion of his fish-pond; in fact, it’s the most valuable plant he 
can grow there, affording both food and protection for his 
fish. 

Another problem to be solved in connection with this rice 
culture is: *‘ What is the greatest depth of water in which it 
will grow?’ he minimum is already known, as it will 
flourish in only an inch of water. It must, however, be coy- 
ered the year round. This question of depth I shall experi- 
ment upon in some of our small lakes which now contain no 
rice. J have planted some in my aquarium, and am anxiously 
Waiting for it to sprout. We have tound a great difference in 
the weight of seed coming from different poimts—in fact, it 
might be graded like wheat. Our directions to buyers always 
are: ‘*Soak the seed until it sinks.” But all that we have 
now will sink without soaking; indeed, we have sold but lit- 
tle that would not do so. Whether the difference in seed 
Will make any difference in the crop, as in other cereals, is 
also an interesting question. I am inclined to think that light 
seed will beget light sced, and that being the case, but little 
increase can be looked for from auch planting, as if the seed, 
dropping from the stem, floats for any length of time without 
sinking, most of it will be eaten by the birds, and thus the 
wished-for result, will not be attained. However, no doubt 
all these points will soon be solved, now that the sportsmen 
are becoming interested in the matter. Such letters as those 
of “Howard's” and the Tennessee gentleman (his name slips 
my mind) do niuch toward spreading the good work, 

A. M. Varenvine. 
i 

Duzer SrAuGHTER In MionigAy.—We print the following 

communication, not by any means on account of its literary 
inerit, but to show how abundant deer are in some of the 

Michigan wilds, as well aS fo expose the wanton persistence 

with which so-called sportsmen are rapidly exterminating 
them, Tie letter is also interesting in its description of one 
of the favorite crayling streams of Michigan, and of the 
methods of roughing it in the bush by the hardy but incon- 

siderate men who seem to find sport in wholesale slaughter. 

Wooster, O., January 13, 1879. 
Eprror Forest and STREAM: 
Haying received a very interesting letter from my uacle, 

giving the particulars of his fall hunt on the Au Bable River 
in Michisan, I forward it to you for publication, hoping it will 
be of some benefit to those who are interested in the dispute 
Zoing on in the Chieago Mield between the Battle Creel 
pariy and others, Last year (Noy., 1878) 1 wasone of a 
party of four, including my uncle, who made the trip down 
the river in one boat in just four days. Stopped about half- 

ary down for thirteen days, and killed twenty-one deer. It 
is said the distance is 300 miles from Crawford to Au Sable. 

G. W. SxmpEr. 

East SAGreaw, Jaunary 1, 1879. 
Dear Nephew; There were four of ns in the party at first, bunt one 

fellow from Sanduaky got scared out aud left us for home. We built & 

slanty on the old ground, but there were no deer on that side of the 

river, Lynxes hail killed a good many,anil drove the rest acrosa on the 

other side. There we found them thick enough, 80 we moved our 

camp down the river about one mile, and hunted on that side all the 

time we were there. ‘The deer came back on the old ground very 

thick a few days before we left. We killed three over there the last 

day. Welell Sagiraw on the 6th of November at six in the morning 

arrived at, Crawford at one in the afternoon, got our lumber and 

worked on our boat until bed-time, We had a sail for a tent. It 
thundered and rained yery hard, but soon turned cold and snowed 

until morning, <Atfer breakfast we went to work on our boat, finished 

1t about 6 eyun o'clock, packed everything in it, and Khoyed otf about 
half-past\en; weranon uptil dark, pulled up to the hank, landed, 

seruped away the snow, put upour tent, cooked supper, ate and went 
to bed, slept on Gur wet blankets, and had wet ones for covering ; got 

up about four o'clock, built a fire, cooked our bréakfast, and as soon” 

as ib was light enough pulled downothe river, We begin to come to 

the hunters along the banks, and hear the nofes of the hounds, and see 

Oocasionally a deer. We passed West Branch, than Big Creek, and 

about noon came fo some of the Battle Creek fariy watching run- 

ways, We inquired the number of deer killéd, They said they lad 

killed seventy-three, and the party liad all left but six, and they were 
going néxt Sunday. Passed the camp, saw the usual number of dogs 

aronnd the camp, and some deer hanging up. About ive miles 

down we cameé fo another party; inquired the number of deer killed. 

“Thirty-five,” was their answer. The party was small, but they 

hunted with dogs. Passing thelr camp, we saw the suldles of four 

deer in the botfom of the river. Further down saw two whole dead 

ones, which had spoiled. We pulled hard to get through before night, 

Saw a good m any deer signs along the bans, und some bear signs, 

About four o’c lock we turned a bend in che river, and spied the ever- 
welcome habitation of Mr. Cummins. The banka of the river were 

lined with the boats of parties which arrived here aheadofus. We 

werb greeted from the house with a yell. We answered, and passed 

on about three miles, and came to our camp, Went ashore and 

found our old shanty, stoye and éyerything just as we had left it a 

yearago. We had supper and went to bed very tired, haying pulled 

nearly 100 miles from daylight until dark, but ina very rapid stream. 

Next morning we were ready for business; Reeyes and Burns were 
camped in Glenney’s old camp, They told us there were no deer on 

thas side of the river. Brundage and I went back tothe hills and 

found deer signs very scaree. Thereappeared to be nothing but old 

bucks, and they very wild. We found s good many dead deer that the 

Lynx had killed, We hunted abouta week on that side, and then 

moved down the river to hunt on the other side, so we built a new 

cabin ard moved intoit. One evening, as [was down by the swamp 

hunting deer, T shot and killed an old doG and wounded another. She 
ran into the swamp, and as it was getting dark 1 conclnded to let her 
go until morning. Next morning I followed her in and found her 
about half eaten up. A lynx had killed her, He had nad a big 

time doing it, but he had done the job better than half & dozen large 

dogs. Jess, my son, was with me. We went on down the river 

about a mile ; found five deer tracks going into the swamp. ‘The boy 

went in, and I got upon a runway and watched for the deer to come 

out, but they had crossed the river. The boy turned to come out on 

_the back track, and met a lynx going in after the deer, He turned 

and rai. ‘he boy followed him to the edge of the swamp, then lett 

the trackSand came to me. About that time I saw the lynx jump 

out of the swaiip into a fallen tree top, He was about fifteen rods off. 
I drew sight on him and fired, He gave one awful squall, gnd that 

wus the lust of him, He was four feet ten inches from his nose to 

the end of his tall; the tail was about four inches long, He stands 

almost three feet high, has a very large head, with black tassels on 

the polnts of his ears, and a Jarge black rufile around his neck I 

brought him fo Saginaw and sent him to New York, We had very 

good luck hunting on that side of the river; Killed nineteen deer 

there in about two weeks. I did some very bad shooting, but Bron- 

dage did worse, My gun doesnot shoot powder enough, I shot flye 

deer thaf [know I killed, but they ran, and as there was no snow I 

lost them. I shof one old buck, the largest deer I ever saw ; shot 
him through the neck, and he fell. I stood watehing for-another to 

moye into sight, when the old buck began to bawi and kick. At last 

he got up and started off. T thonght he would soon fall again, but 

heran off and Tlost him, The Indians found him. cul: his head off, 
and gold it to Cummins for $2.50. It had one prong growing ont on the 

uuder side of one horn that was oyer a foot long, Tt stnek straight 
down, If 1 had had my traps with me I could have got some fur, 

There are lots of beayer and mink, and now and thenan otter. 

I think the most suitable gun 18 a heavy breech-loatiar, about ten 

or twelve potlads, with two sets of barrels, oue eight and one twelve 

gauge, There was a man in there hunting who had an eleven pound 

Scott gun. He told me he saw two bucks fighting, about twenty-five 

rods off, and he killed one of them with each barrel; they diopped dead 

in theirtracks, We Game out by railroad. We hired Commins to 

take oor stuff out to Roscommon, There were about thirty of us 
came out together, Brundage, Jess and myself walked that fifty 

miles in jush thitteen hours, in from ten to twelve inches of snow. 

How is that for traveling ? Ate but one meal, and kaw but one 

house in the whole fifty miles. There were no bear there this falp 

bnt up the riyer at Ball’s place they were plenty. Ball killed forty_ 
five bear in that section this fall, There were no acorns where we 

were, but there were more hunters than ever were before. There 

were about 160 deer killed at Cummins’ place up to the day we left, 
It is said that 385 deer were shipped from Roscommon, most of them 

killed down the Au Sable. A. C, SCRANTON, 
ee 

RUNNING DEER WITH DOGS. 
er 

QueBEO, Jan. 22, 1999, 
EpiTor FOREST AND STREAM = 

Tsee in your columns frequent discusston about the practice of rnnning 

deer with dogs. The place most referred to In tliese articles is the Adi- 

rondack range, bot [ suppose thut what experience teaches there will 

he applicable to other places. Nearmy old homein Ontario is a very 

louf and wide cedarsawamp, which throughout its whole length of 

forty miles or miore is sellom broken by roads or clearings, and which 

few years ago used to be a famous place for deer and # few beara, 

There is no waiter of any kind near it with the exception of one smull 

river, which is ulmost dry In summer, so that running the deer into the 
water fo Kill is an impossibility, In seversl places along the edge of 

the swamp were small numbers of settlers who had tried their hand at 
clearing, but who had in no casé managed to make a good farm, 

Nearly allot these men during the fall and winter did nothing much 
else than hank, and for this purpose each one kept from one to three 

hounds, They were always in the woods, and any day alter the 1st of 

September the ery of their dogs could be heard night and day. ‘Shey 

managed to kill a good many deer for the market, but they drove away 

many more than they killed, After the legal season for killlng was 

529 

oyer they did no dare to briug any more to matket, bat after kine 

the animal they took the hide anti as much meat aa they reantrat for 
their own use, and the remainder was left in the woods. Of course 
this kind of thiae could not last forever ; still, if they had been confent 

to hunt only in the winter the damage doné would have been bad 

enough, but not so bud agit has been, While aftending to their faring 

in fie spring and sninmer the deer were laff alone as far a9 the mew 

Were concerned, but the dogs were allowed to remain in the woods, 

and from following this kind of life they soon became half wild, and 

only came home to vhe house ab intervals. Affer a month of thls life 

they were as bad or worse than wolves, and the consequence of their 

depredations is now easily seen, Ihave seen a party of sportsmen ge 

ont trom the town fora day or two, aud retura with from Gone to five 
deer; butnow IT would defy the largest party of sportsmen in Canada 

or the States to find a dozen deer in the whole swamp, and this mis- 

Grable result its beon attained in the snort time of abont seven years. 

Tho deer, from the constant persecation, aye been completely driven 

Ont, and this i4 sliowo by the fact that in the large tracts of woodsin 

Muskoka, and alovg the shore of Georgian Bay, where they are seldom 

hunted, they are still very plentiful, in spite of all the wolves to be 

found there; and the swamp I have spoken of is only an extension of 
these same woods, The last deer I saw there Was two years ago, 

While building 2 road through the swamp. One morning, while my 

men were tonnins out on an engine, three deer sprang from the cover 

on One side of Lhe track, and, crossing it, were soon Jost to sight on the 

other side. The men carried the news to the next village, and the 

Same affemoou about twenty men turned out to hunt them; but I re- 

joite fo say they did not get them, and my best wish for fhem is— 

Long may they live. Ag SAUBLE, 

° ?- 

Ghe Rifle. 

THE FOREST AND STREAM AND ROD 
AND GUN TOURNAMENT 

For the Short-Range Championship of 

1879 

And three team medals, which will be awarded to the teams- 

maling the first, second and third best scores, Other prizes 

will be offered also, to take place at Gonlin’s shooting gallery. 

Open to teams from any organized rifle club. 
Conditions—Teams—Hach team shall consist of ten men, The teama; 

patticipating must be composed of members of the yarious clubs 

which they represent. Witles—Limited to ren pounds in weight; minl-- 

tum pull of trigger, three pounds; 22-100 cal. Teams may furnish. 

thei own rifles and ammunition, or use those at the gallery, ns they: 

may desire, Number of Shots—Ten by each competitor. Bightisg: 

Shots—Two shots wili be allowed each competitor. Position—Off- 

hand. Targets—200-yards targets, according to the regulations of ihe 

N.R, A,, reducer! in proportion ta the range at the gallery. Practice— 

No practice allowed on the day of the match. Hntrance Fee—'Teu 

dollars to be paid at the office of the FoREST AND STREAM AND Rop AND 

Gun, No. 111 Whiton street, N. Y. The match to he goyerned by 
the rules of the N. R. A. relating to teams, 

The captains of the seyeral teams, elitered before 9 o'clock on the 

evening Of Feb. 2%, will meet at Conlin’s Gallery at that hour and fix 
upon the arrangements for carrying out the match, choose referees, 

and decide in what order the respective teams shall shoot, Tlie assem- 

bled captains shall decide tipon the date of opening the malches, and 

the date at which the entries shall close. The referees shall elect an 
umpire, whose decision in all cases shall be final. 

The championship team tournament is creating no small 
discussion, and trom the number of letters already received 
there is every indication of a large line of entries. These 

letters come not only from the clubs in town, but’ from Rah- 
way, Gergen, Newark and Elizabeth, in N. J., Boston, and 

even from Chicago, where the team of the Thos, Post, G. A, 
R., are discussing the question of coming on. The South 
Brooklyn Rifle Club will be represented by a team, and such 

clubs as desire to take practice in the gallery may have 

special practice by writing the gallery master. 

Massacnusrrrs—Boston, Walnut Mill, Jun. 25.—The 
bright glistening snow on the range belween the winter-shed 
and the targets did not in any way help the marksmen out to- 
day. During the afternoon a gray light came on, and good- 
scores were made in consequence. ‘The wind was quite 
gentle, coming from the west, and the conditions were fayor- 
able to the sport. There was a large attendance of spectators, 
in fact the largest there has been at any time since the winter 
shed was erected, several ladies gracing the range with their: 
presence, In the Maynard rifle match at 200 yards there: 
were 104 entries. ‘The leading scores were: 

iy a 
"ot _ 

J A Lowell....... 
OM Meiges.. 
W H Jackson 

i 
we eww weetl 

J B Osborn... vene west 5415 
sR SP OrGGr sus alsas da cmizedapersntas sevens tao 
d Wemyss, Jr bbepeeceenes erences i] 4—45 
HS Harris... 2 4 444 
J W Frost,. 4 4—14 
Ti it Jepson..... 4 444 
Col N Wales... 4 444 
EB souther........-..-.....5.. 5 4—ay 
JN Frye.... 3 54 
A.B Archer, 4438 
H Tyler..... 4A 
L Saunders. 5—43 
W Charles ..... 
W_# Guerrier... 
B Bennett,....... 
DF Hunt........ 4—40 
TW A Brown........ 4—t0 
R Davis.... 5—40 
J Briggs... Pets; 4—39 
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Medford, Mass.—The Directors of the Medford Rifle Asso. 
ciation decided upon holding rifle competitions every Wed- 
nesday (if stormy the following Friday), durmg February. 
The matches will be classified, and the conditions are as fol- 
lows: Distance, 200 yards. rounds, seven; the aggregate of 
two individual scores to count; off-hand firing: rifles, any 
within the rules ; non-members to be placed in the first elass.. 
The prizes will consist of 50 per cent. of the entire entry fees 
in cach class, divided as follows: First prize, 25 per cent. ;, 
second, 19 per cent., and third, 10 per cent. 

Coxynnotiour.—In his recent report to the adjutant-genera? 
of Connecticut, Major J. E. Stetson, Brigade Inspector of 
Target Practice, expresses the opinion that, instead of séend- 
ing representatives to Creedmoor, the State should, by the of- 
fering of prizes or assistance in some form, encourage the eg- 
fablishment of an annual State meeting on some central range, 



530 
where competitions can be held by representatives from all | market up to March, 1875. Isoon found that ona tolling 
regiments, companics and members. 

ConsnoriouT— Collinsville, Jan. 23.—At o regular meeting 
of the Canton Kod and Gun Club to-day, the following scores 
were made in ten shots off-hand, 200 yards, in a yery strong 
fish-tail wind : 

Mass. Creed, Mats, Cread, 
J) Marks,.,,....07 48 J Lanbenetein, .79 a7 
if el Bidwell -O4 42 E Fancher......77 37 
Qéo Case,.-. 4) HL Konold,......75 83 
OB intl... oT J D Andrewa...65 sl 

—I. Nichols, of Bridgeport, Conn., writes that he has been 
using Dittmar powder since last fall, and so far I think if is 
the best I can get. I was out this winter, and the score at 
200 yards, off-hand, stood: 564545445 5-46;555 
5 5 4 44 5 4—46, with a Sharps military rife. 

Onuzpmoor, Jr.—The contest for the Ballard rifle at the 
underground gallery was brought to a finish on the 2th inst., 
with teams of five nen each. Five matches have been fought, 
and from first to last it has been a nip-and-tuck struggle be- 
tween the Empire Club’s first team and the Zettler Club’s ex- 
perts. On the 18th inst. these four teams were at the firing 
points, and some close scoring was done as follows: 

Empire Club—Team No. 1, Seppenfeit Club Team. 

oW Todd. 22> ae “eho 243 EH Holzmany,.......22+, 
¥F H Holton. a J Schutz... 
W M Farrow L Qarrison 3 
CP Stokes... P Brennan. 40 
'H Pisher.... . Wm Seppenfelt,............d2—214 

Zettler Glab. Empire Olub—Team No. 2. 

D Miller... D ¥ Davids. 
B Zettler. 
Kisin .... on 43 
“A Fettler.. > cant Ti W Gourley. Ad 
Taro that ee da eek 10-815. CH SOUT, ..-..ceseen>,, 2, 89—211 

This left the score eyen between the Zettler and Empire 
clubs, cach having won two matches. ‘The final score was 
shot on the 25th, when, by an extra effort in running up the 
best score yet shown in the watch, the Zettlers added an- 
other to their list of trophies, the score standing : 

Zettler a eythea e 
WM TGIAIN . sce) spec psec scents. Geen 845 5 6 5B 4-47 
B Zewler..-.--.. tf 45 6656 65 6 4 5 5—al 
U Zettler... 643544465 56 4-4 
D Miller..., 454465 4 5 5 546 
P Fenning.. . 5446 ¢ 5 4 4 4 §H—i4—29T 

Empire Club Team, 
¥ H Holton, ceneeseeeeesD 44 4 4 4 56 5B 4 Badd 
J W todd... 5b 465 444 6 4 4-44 
W M Farrow... 5 44 6 65 5 5 4 FAT 
EL Pisher........ceee ee aeceeeceeeeesd 6 4556 6 4 4 4 G46 
FLW) GOurle yas. c2cce. uiee ne cna eee 6684444 4 4 G—42—295 

Seppenfelt Club Team, 
Max Kern......-... 4s 6566 8 445 4 5 545 
J (earrison,... B44444 5 4 5 441 
J Schmiz.... 44565 45 5 & 4—46 
Heppentelt.. awed 42566 456 4 5 4-42 
KK Holsaman,... at 44 4 44 5 8 5 4 41—215 

The New York Rifie Club and the Bergen Point Rifle Club 
have agreed upon 4 match and will meet on the Bergen Point 
range Heh. 8, in teams of ten men each, ten shots cach man 
at 200 yards. The Bergen Point team will entertain the team 
from Medford, Mass,, on the 22d. The Medfords have a 
match with the Bay View Rifle Club, of Chicago. ‘The pres- 
ent officers of the Bergen Point Rifle Club are: F. G. Payne, 
Pres,; A, Vredenburg, Vice-Pres.; H. Meigs, Jr., Sec’y ; and 
T. Schilling, Treas. 

On1wo— Cincinnati, Jan. 19.—The following is the score of 
the vitle team of the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club, 
made at Trimpe’s range; 15 shots, off-hand: 
W Caldwell..... asterseeccedh es on 4444445546546 4 4 5—f5 
T J Baum.. wssee 3354445454445 44-69 
WV ESL hotels ois ast. bana ence a eeladey ese aans 4544844434544 4 4--f0 
A KOGNIER. Le cece earn ec ceeceereereean bd DALLA 4545493444 4—60 
TT Disney ....0--. sss enenweeeneesreest 4444355435246 4-635 
J Weston..-..- Sots rans esorss P4444 3544443 8 4 3 4-56 

The Germania Glub, at the same place, shot for their gold 
medal, M. Genderlin winning it ‘by the fine score of 145, 
closely followed by U, Fender and G. Heusen with 144 each. 
Target, Massachusetts Oreedmoor; position, off-hand. . 

Micnican—Wust Saginaw, Jan, 18.—At the eleventh regu- 
lar weekly practice to-day of the East Saginaw Amateur Rifle 
Club, the following scores were made; 200-yard targeb re- 
duced, possible 50: 
Capt W J Shaw 5—45 4644550 4 
CC Yawke $5bud ead 4 tA 
Fi Gory, , 5.2 g 4 8-4 dea aay 

34448 8 8 5 3-85 
Be bicyee, pas BOW eke Rok Ae Ae EOE 

A Yrerrme Manxsaaw.—Mr. O. P. Stokes, of Richmond, 
a centleman who is known to the readers of the Pormar 

Ayp Srrvam through his contributions to the rifle depart- 
‘Tent, was in the’city last week and fired in the winning team 
of the Empire Club, at Creedmoor, Jr., in the Ballard Rifle 
Match on the 21st, making the very good score of 44 in the 
possible 50, In practice on the day previous in testing the 
moeriis of a new Ballard, made the three remarkable scores in 
10 shots of 47, 48 and 50, the latter being the third full score 
which has been made on the Range since its opening thres 
years ago, Mr. Sibley, of the N, Y. Ltifle Club, and Mr. Win. 
M. Bays, of Newark, being credited, with the other two. Mr. 
Stokes made many warm friends among the riflemen, and 
nothing would give them more pleasure than fo see him before 
the buits at Creedmoor the coming season, 

Tun Narioxan Rue Assooration's Rerorr.—Acting Sec- 
retary A. H. Weston is making every effort to secure a prompt 
issue of the report of the matches of the Association for the 
past year, and hopes to have the edition in press within a 
yery few days. He gives notice that all affiliated associations 
and clubs that desire to have the record of matches, ctc., ap- 
pear therein, to forward to this office not later than Feb. 15, 
proximo, copy of such matter for publication, accompanied 
by the amount of uffiliation fee, The regular bronze medal 
-will be sent to such associations as may join. 

Tre AuxiiARy Rut Barren.—Attention is called to the 
advertisement this week of Auxiliary Rifle Barrel Company, 
of New Haven, and their improved new sight. 

ULMER Ss Sa oe 

A HUNTING RIFLE. 

Hprron Fortst AND STREAM: 
Tn your paper of December 12 I noticed an article headed, 

“Wanted, a Hunting Rifle.” 
A. man must be fastidious who cannot find a rifle among the 

numerous makes fit for hunting American game. T hunted 
large animals eight years for pleasure and profit, and haye 
packed rifles in the Rocky Mountains, over the plains and in 
the North woods almost daily for thirteen months, During 
that time I tested all of the American rifles which were in 
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prairie, or in timber, a repeater was as far superior (oa single- 
shooter as a breech-loader is superior to a muzzle-luader. In 
the foot-hills and the Rocley Mountains, antelope and sheep 
are found in bands at all seasons, and mule-deer bucks in 
herds on the uplands in warm weather. Blk and white- 
tailed deer band in Octeber, and a hunter will be fortunate if 
he gets more than one animal from a band when first stalking 
with a single-shooter. Lonce killed three big horns in # re- 
treating band out of four shots with a heayy Sharps rifle, and 
three mule deer “straight” from a running band with a 
Ballard, but they were all killed by lucky snap shots, which 
cannot always be depended on at medium range. A heavy 
single-shooter will do the best service only on the level plain 
when still-hunting buffalo and antelope. 

Light projectiles will do well enotigh for small animals or 
for shooting deer at short range in timber, but a heavy slug 
is necessary to penetrate large game with kiliing effect at a 
distance of over two hundred yards. Light explosive balls, 
calibre .56, will not kill as quickly as heavy solid balls, cali- 
bre .44, 1 have tested thom thoroughly on buffalo, ell, deer, 
sheep, antelope, bear, wolves, panthers and seals. A long 
Ad slug shot from a heavy Sharps rifle will go clean through 
a large bull buffalo if it does not strike large bones. It will 
make a small hole in entering and a large one when leaying 
the animal, A .56 explosive slug turns out saucer-like when 
it strikes, and seldom penetrates far into the flesh. I have 
taken one from a grizzly’s head that did not penetrate bunt 
three inches in the muscles when shot but forty yards with 
seventy-seven grains of powder. 

Short rifles with open sights are not the weapons for close 
shooting. They come to the shoulder easily and yhickly 
in shooting at running game, but you cannot tell when you 
are holding on an animal so well as witha long rifle. In 
visiting numerous camps along the buffalo range and in the 
mountains, I haye never seen old hunters have rifles with 
barre]s shorter than thirty inches, except men who were in 
the saddle most of the time, and trappers with repeating rifles 
who hunted in the thick willow cover of the Missouri bot- 
toms in anticipation of a ‘ whoop-up ” from the Indians, 
A heayy rifle or a light one cannot be made to answer every 

purpose, so it is best to select one of medium weight and 
shooting qualities to obtain the best general results. The 
new Winchester repeater, model ‘76, with fine open sights 
and pistol grip, is just the gun for general hunting, It has 
not an equalin extracting shells, it is easily reloaded with 
cold fingers, and for accurate shooting it is second to none. 
Having studied the good qualities of hunting rifles, I have 
had them combined in one of these heayy Winchester repeat- 
érs, and, if I could not obtain another, it would take a fancy 
price to buy it, My rifle weighs 104 pounds; barrel, 32} 
inches; half octagon (to lighten it at-the muzzle}; magazine 
full length; stock, with pistol-grip; hollowed butt-plate, 
chambered to carry wiping-rod in joints; it bas fine open 
sights, twenty-eight inches apart ; buckhorn rear sight, tested 
and marked to shoot from 100 to 1,000 yards; trigger can be 
set’ to any required pull; calibre .45; cartridge, 75 grains 
powder 350 grains lead. This gun looks long, but it handles 
the neatest of any rifle Lhaye used. It can be shot every two 
seconds with suilicient accuracy to stop a running deer at 
short range until the magazine is empty. In conelusion I 
would say that if any of the thousands of sportsmen who 
read Forest anp Sirream want a good hunting rifle, as one 
who appreciates a good gun I would honestly recommend 
them to purchase a weapon of the above description. 

Parkviile, N. ¥., Jun. 17, 1879. Jos. H. Barry. 
ee 

BULLETS FOR HUNTING. 

Epiror Forest AND STREAM: : 
In a former number of Formsr anp STREAM 4 gentleman 

from Georgia asks for my opinion upon *‘ folding bullets.” TI 
have not tried them or even seen them yet, but 1 will venture 
an opinion based upon principles, some of which I think the 
gentleman will freely admit. 
He says they will have a much lower trajectory at 900 yards 

than express bullets. This is probably correct; but for the 
same reason they will also have a much lower trajectory at 
100 yards, which is already a grievous fault in our American 
gporting rifles. Their great weight—800 grains for a .44 
gauge—will so lower the initial velocity that they would 
probably fall some 18 or 20 inches below the line of fire at 100 
yards with any charge of powder that would be endurable for 
BO great a weight of ball. For a sporting rifle the most im- 
portant thing isthe straightest possible trajectory up to 200 
yards; and the heayier the ball in proportion to the caliber, 
the greater the curve it will describe up to that distance, an 
the nearer the point at which game will he missed by 4 slight 
mistake of distance. If the guntleman will try his folding 
ball at something the size of A goose placed at constantly 
varying distances from 75 to 200 yards, und allow himself only 
five seconds to estimate distance and use an open hunting 
sight, he will soon see what Imean, Let him try it also af a 
target and measure the drop of the ball, 

Their killing power would doubtless be immense if they 
did not open too quickly ; but this is exactly what I fear they 
would do, This is the principal fault now of Wxpress bullets 
cast with too large a hole. Over a year ago I pointed out in 
these columms the importance of making the Express ball with 
a small hols tapering to the bottom so that the ball would 
simply expand without flying to pieces. In the long run 
penetration is quite as essential as expansion, and neither 
must be sacrificed too much to the other. It seems to be as- 
sumed by most writers that big game can be hit just where 
you choose to hit it. There was once a time when by picking 
only good shots, one could do this; but game does not now-a- 
days pose as it used to, and, especially when running, must 
be hit just where you can get ashot abit. If you can hit it 
in or just behind the shoulder every time, a solid ball is nearly 
48 good as any, and for all but dangerous game quite as good; 
but if any one has a recipe for getting it there every time he 
would confer a fayor on a few thousands by sending it to this 
aper. 

F The non-observance of this principle is doubtless the cause 
of the failure of the Express halls on bear shot at by Capt. 
Williamson, as mentioned in issue of Noy. 38. Inthe ball 1 
now use, No. .65 cal., 600 grains weight, I cut the plug down 
to the shape of a fine scratch-awl ; and, had our Scotch friend 
been behind that, his bears would have thought something be- 
sides a bumble bee had stung them. When this rifle came the 
mould had two plugs, one the size and shape of 4 .22 long car- 
tridge, and the other bell-shaped so as to makea hole in the Dall 
22-100 at the bottom and about 40-100 at the opening. On the 
atrength of prior ¢xperience I at once decided that the lat- 
ter would be of little use, and used the other entirely. Atter 
killing abont fifteen deer, 1 concluded I would try the one 
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with the bell-shaped hole on deer, This ball would distribute 
the personal assets Of a ten-ponnd hare all over the adjacent 
bushes for twenty feet or more, when if struck fairly in the 
centre of the body, and not enough meat could be picked up 
to make a square meal for a kitten. ‘The first deer I shot at 
with this ball was abont 150 yards off, and came down as if 
hit by asledge-hammer. On going up to it, it jumped up 
when I vot within twenty yards and waltzed down hill 
among the rocks and bushes with as lively a bound as ever. 
The second barrel brought it to the ground at once, but when 
I went up to it its eyes were as bright as ever, and if, raised 
its hair and showed fight so strongly that I dared not touch 
it, and shot it again in the head. 1 found the first ball had 
struck back of the shoulder, but too low, and had torn w bole 
about four inches in diameter; but none of the splinters of 
the ball had penetrated as far a8 the heart or lungs. The sec- 
ond had hit just beside the backbone (this was a down-hill 
shot) and just ahead of the kidneys; had made a hole about 
four inches across, and had made an abominable mess of the 
intestines, but had gone no farther. The third ball bad tora 
the whole upper half of the head completely away. Now 
here was about 550 grains of hardened lead with five drachms 
of the best powder behind it, and yet, if a splinter of the 
second ball had nat touched the backbone, the deer would 
have escaped in the brush. Ont of about thirty hit with the 
other ball—with small hole—in all parts from the shoulder to 
the hips, none would be able to stagger over fifty yards or so, 
and only those shot in the paunch can do even that. Yet that 
ball only cuts a {-inch hole on the striking side and about 24 
inches on the exit side. The failure of this sentleman’s Bx- 
press bullet may also have been due in a measure to smallness 
vf calibre, Solong as all the mind, energy and general re- 
sources of the world are exhausted in endeavoring to find— 
not how game can be killed with the least suffering and the 
Jeast waste, but how the hunter can be saved the trouble of 
carrying A pound or two more of metal and spending a few 
more grains of lead, just so long may we expect such results, 

| The effect of the .44 Express ball is greatly overestimated, I 
can get no such results from it as | have seen stated in this 
paper. Mr. Dayidson seems fully satistied that onein the flank 
of a deer would “ knock it, down in its tracks.” I only wish I 
had Mr. D. here for a few weeks, I could convince him 
very soon that there are some things in this world that are a 
trifle worse than packing a large calibre rifle, and that the 
most momentous question connected with hunting is not to 
diseover just how many hundredths of an inch the calibre of 
a rifle may be wjhittied down. I think he would lose no more 
time or flesh in deciding between .44. and .45—could even 
contemplate a .50 without,feelings of nomingled horror— 
and after seeing my .65 perform a few times on deer in chap- 
paral would eyen condescend to say that after all 1 was not 
the biggest fool in the world for using so big a ball. 

LI doubt very much if any folding bullet can be made that 
for general use’ will equal the Express. But the Express will 
surely fail on shots where penetration is required, nnless made 
80 a8 to open slowly and not fly to piéces, ‘They should be 
hardened as much as possible, and the smaller the calibre the 
smaller and shallower should be the hole, For hip and raking 
shots I do not believe a very small bullet can be as effective 
witha hole as without; but it might be if the hole wore 
small and shallow. But in the long run penetration is just as 
essential ag expansion, and to combine these iwo things the 
ball must have weight, and weight and expansion cannot be 
combined with velocity except by enlarging the calibre beyond 
that magic figure so dear to the average American heurt— 
forty-four hundredths of an inch—which dread calamity may 
heaven avert in the interest of the buzzards, ravens, coyotes 
and blow-flies that now tevel in cripple game, 

San Diego Co., Cal. T. & Van Dyrr. 
ee 

MILITARY SHOOTING. 

General Wingate, at the recent distribution of marksman’s 
badges to the Seventh Regiment, made a speech, in which he 
presented the question of military rifle practice, and said: 

With the exception of a similar badge, recently introduced 
in Connecticut and New Jersey, this badge is, 1 believe, the 
only official decoration existing in the United States. It is 
worn alike by all ranks, from & major-general commanding « 
division to a private, and the names and scores ef those who 
win it are announced alike in general orders. 

Itis presented to you in this public manner, in front of your 
regiment, in presence of your comrades and your friends that 
you may appreciate it, nol for what if is intrinsically worth, 
but asa direct and personal recognition given to each one of 
you by the State of New York, whose soldiers we all are, of 
your having made yourself efficient and valuable as a member 
of its National,Guard. 
The experience of this regiment shows that no one can 

predict how soon that time may come, aiid tke proudest boast 
of the Seventh is that they are always ready to respond to it, 
come when it may. 
When that emergency urises, valuable, nay, indispensable 

as is your knowledge of drill and of the evolutions of the 
tactics, all that it can accomplish is to enable your officers to 
place you in the proper position to use against the enemy the 
Tifles you carry. 

Tf you can do this with skill you sre indeed a formidable 
adversary. Jf you cannot, a8 against an enemy who ean, you 
are helpless, but little better off than if you were armed with 
the old flint-lock musket instead of an improved breech- 
loader. 

The men upon whom commanding officers rely in the hour 
of danger to support the honor of their regiment, to ach as 
skirmishers, to hold important positions, are ita marksmen, 
and that regiment whose members do not understand the use 
of ther rifles is not regarded at the present time by any mili- 
tary critic as being cllicient. 

The practice of rifle shooting is in itself a training for 
actual service. Men who, like many that 1 see belore me, 
can, during an exciting competition and with the rattle of 
musketry around them, keep their blood cool, their nerves 
steady and their judgment unclouded, have alrendy nequired 
some of the most important characteristics of the veleran 
soldier, 

I have much pleasure in congratulating the regiment upon 
the wonderful progress it has made in this particular, lo 
1875 you were the tenth regiment in the State in order of 
merit. In 1878 you were the third. The fifty-eight paarks- 
men you had in 1875 you increased to 107 in 1876, Lo 209 in 
1877, and to 324 in 1878, 

That this improvement will continue in the future there 
can be but little doubt. ; 

All that ia necessary is for each man {o-take to bimsell the 
fact that, if he cauvoi shoot he is nota soldier, and that to be 



in the third or fourth Glass is fo be a recruit, in the awkward 
aquad, here were many mén in thisresiment—no less than 
317 who did not go to Oreedimoor to practice last year. Un- 
doubteilly the weather was disagreeable, yet many, perhaps 
most of them, were men who make if a point of honor to be 
in the rank3 whenever their regiment is ealled upon to per- 
form any duty by which its reputation would be aifected. 
Yet if these men had been present, and had shot cyen though 
poorly, the Seventh to-day would stand the first in order of 
merit, instead of the third. 

Sea and Liver SHishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY. 

—o 
SOUTHERN WATERS. 

Pomprno, Vrachinetu. scaralinus Grouper, Eipinaphelpus nignitus, 
Drum (two species), Family Seie- pont (Mack buss), Centrorpristis 

nadie. alrarius. 
Kinugtish, Mentieirrus nebulosus, aiaues Bags, or Rockfish,, Iocous 

ineatus, Sea Bass, Sie ocellatus, 
heepshead, Archosargua profate- ‘Talloriish, Pomatonvus salatriz, 
Beophalua, Black Bass, Micropterus salmoi dea 
apper, Lutianua blackfordit. HM, pallidus, 
—See Gogardus’ advertisement. 

Pisa my Marker—Ruram Prious.—Bass, 25 cents; amelts, 10; 
biuefish, 1214; salmon, 85; mackerel, 2); shad, 40; wealsfish, 10; 
white perch, 15; Spanish makerel, 50 ; graen turtle, 14; terrapin, 

$18 per doz.; frostfish, 6; halibut, 15 ; haddock, 6 ; kingfish, 15; 
codfish, 6 ; blacktish, 123¢; lownders, 8; soa, bass, 15; eels, 18; 
lobsters, 10; sheepshead, 20; scallops, 35 per quart; whitefish, 
18 ; pickerel, 15; salmon trout, 18; black bass, N. C., 15; red- 

Snapper, 12}, ; pompano, bi) ; smoked haddock, 10; hard crabs, 
$2.50 per 100. 

Tuost FLorma Fis AcAin.—Who is Professor Knapp ? 
We have some curiosity to know because it seems that Pro- 

fessor Knapp once made an awful prediction, The juxta- 
position of certain planets to the earth is such, says the Pro- 
fessor, that one-half of the population of the world, includ- 

Ing man, aninials, fishes and vegetables, must perish hefore 
1880. All this desolation is to begin with the dying of the 

fish in the sea, and pestilence and famine; anda Florida paper 

ealls attention to the fact that the Chinese famine and the 
yellow fever scourge in the South may be put with the fear- 

ful fish pestilence in that State, and—yes, the world, or one- 
half of it at least, is coming to an end. We thought those 
fish were not to waste theiz sweetness on the Mlorida desert 
ail! for nothing. They are filling their place in Professor 
KKnapp’s prophecy. Buf who is Professor Knapp, anyhow? 
Because this is 1879, and next year is 1880, and if Professor 

Knapp is anybody, it’s high time for us to move tO the other 
side of the world. 

First SanmMon of THE Season.—IMhy, E. W, Messenger, of 

the Bromfield House, Boston, informs us that the first 
salmon of the year was exhibited at Shattuck & Jones’, 128 
Faneuil Hall Market, in that city. If came from the Penob- 

scot River, a short distance below Bangor, Me,; weighed 

twenty pounds, aud was a perfect beauty. See article mm 

Natural History department on winter salmon. 

A Karn Fisu.—Professor Spencer FE. Baird has written to 

Mr, HE. G. Blackford, of this city, regarding the large pom- 

pano caught off the Florida coast and mentioned by us last 

week; “Dr. Bean reports that the pompano is a Zyachinotus 

greensis, a species of wide range and originally deseribed, I 
believe, from South Africa, and but very little Known 

in northern waters. Jt is a second specimen only that I 

have ever heard of as being taken in the latitude of the 

United States.” Excellent casts of the fish have been pre- 
paved, one of which Mr. Blackford is to receive. 

—The ‘‘angling catch’ of salmon in the Restigouche di- 

yision during the past year, 1878, were over 1,000 fish, and 
the “‘commercial catch" during the same period 500,000 

pounds, fully 100 per cent. over that of the former year, 1877. 

Canapa—Perce, District of Gaspe,-Jan, '7.—We have had 
aremarkably open season; n6t sullicient snow for traveling ; 
no ice alone the beaches; navigation still open; codfish 
caught here up to the 23d ultimo. Paine YrsErt. 

Movements oF THE Frsnwwe Foeget.—The number of fish- 
ing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 11, 
viz.: four trom the Banks, with 102,000 lbs. halibut ; four 
from Georges, with 128,000 lbs. codfish and about 5,000 Ibs. 
halibut, and three from the Bay of Fundy and Grand Menan 
with fresh herring. Three of fhe Georges men landed good 
fares, showing the presence of fish on the Bank, and the stock 
being reduced and prospect favorable, the early Georges fleet 
will s00n fit away in considerable numbers, The weather has 
been unfavorable for Shore fishing and but few have been 
landed of late.—Cape Anw Advertiser, Jan. 24. 

Frorwsa—Orange Park, Jam, 20.—Plenty of quail, squir- 
rels, larks, a few snipe, ete.; deer and turkey scarce; ducks 
not very plenty. asi week the thermometer for two morn- 
ings stood at 22 and 23 deg., which made orange growers look 
blue. The past season has been very unhealthy. Almost 
everybody lias had fever; mapy have it yet. The river is 
vory low for the season, Navzious. 

Wisconsin—Baraboo, Jan, 23,—Fishing through the ice 
has commenced, Gillson’s slough peems to be the best fishing- 
ground. Walt. Palmer caught, last Monday, twenty-eight 
perch, and Will Harris caught a fine pickerel the same day 
that weighed fourteen pounds. E. H 

A Goop Word For THE Hpcar Barsiess Hoox.—An in- 

telligent correspondent at Twin Lakes, Florida, writes : 
i have seen in the Forms? ann Si@ReAM some commont on 

th edgar barbless jish-hook, and hayé used them bass fish- 
ing, They area No, 1 hook when once you have hooked 
your fish. I have lost none that were hooked, but there is one 
objection to them I think, and that is the ditticulty of putting 
on the live bait (if you hook through the back) without tear- 
ing it, Nevertheless. I had rather suffer delay in doing this 
than haye a fish spit the hook out at meas he comes up to 

| ”C FORE AND STREAM. 
say, “Howdy,” or run ito the bonnets and take a double 
hiteh round a stall with the line, while he repairs to other 
feeding grounds, leaving me to spoil that ground in disentang- 
ling my line. Tried the bass with the fly last year with good 
success, but in these waters one has best success near eriss or 
bonnets in fiytishing, and with a 12-02. rad it is not always 
possible to keep the fish in clear water, so that many fish are 
lost. - 8. 

GF 

EFPECTS OF MOONLIGHT ON FISH, 

X 

EDITOR WoREST AND STREAM: 

While you are awaiting the results of tests proposed by Professor 

Goode, I will give you a bit of my experience in regard to the action 

of mnoonlight on fish. I haye communicated it in person to Prof. 

Goode, aud he thinks the evidence so strong that it should be con- 

tributed to your columng, he reserving his judgment until he becomes 

thoroughly convinced thiat the phenomenon [ described was unmis- 

fakably due to the action of the moon's rays, and nothing else. After 

a day ou & trout brook | obtained lodging utafarmer's house, and his 

wife selected from my basket enough trout for our breakfast, placed 

them in a pan, and the pan on the roof of a little portico to be sate 

from the ¢at; the reminder of my fish, four or five pounds, were 

restered to the basket which was hung up on a nail in a post im the 
wood-lhouse. 
The Osh selected were simply the small ones, with a couple of larger 

tor myself. Inthe morning the trontin the pan (which had not been 

covered) were spolled ; those in my baskets were sound, and remained 

50 until eaten, after & twelye-miles’ wagon ride and twenty-four hours’ 

longer keeping. The farmer atiribttted the spoiling of the fish to the 

moon's effect, aud chided his wife Jor not covering them. I imbibed 

the bellef that the effect was produced as he asserted, and believe so 

yet. I confirm the views of your correspondent, ‘*W. K.,’ as to the 
effect of the moon’s rays upon men sleeping unprotected by awnings, 

for I haye known two instances where sailors have been most singu- 

larly alfected under such vircumstances. In one case a boy, sleeping 

upon lis back in the full glare of the moon, was siupetied to euch an 
extent that vigorous niedical treatment was necessary, his face being 
twisted and distorted as though he had been stricken with paralysis of 

every muscle in ic. Our doctors differed; some attributed it to the 
mioon, others to epilepsy. On the other hand, men frequently sleep 
exposed to the moon’s rays and are not so affected, Nor are fish 

always spolled. Hence, Prof, Goode’s test, while it might prove the 
positive side of the question should the effects take place, would fur- 

nish but negative evidence should it not. Itis probable that there 

May bs other causes or atmospheric infnences which, when combined 

with the moon's rays, produce the deseribed effects, which the rays 
alone are powerless to produce, 1, A. B. 

The foregoing testimony is from a source which makes it 
most yaluable. Perhaps we may be permitted to say that the 

writer is 2 prominent naval officer. Hitherio the question of 
the lrmar effects seems to haye been confined to salt water—to 

fish exposed, or sailors sleeping, on decks of vessels. Now let 

us hear something of its effects on lund. Has not one of the 

inany thousands of emigrants, traders, soldiers, surveyors, 

meteorologists, and travelers, who have crossed the great 

plains and the bare exposed prairies no evidence to bring? 

What of those who lave been stampeded and put afoot, with- 

out wagon-cover or saddle cloth for a shelter? What of the 

hardy trapper who scorns any covering but a blanket—he who 

lies out for weeks at a time on prairies so level that not even 

a sage bush or iron weed breaks the monotony, or offers pro- 

tection to the upturned faces of the sleepers? It is true the 
old hard cases roll themselves in their blankets, Indian fash- 

ion, and drawing the corner flap over their heads, sleep well. 
But do they never kick out with the nightmare? never turn 

over on their backs for a change? ieyer toss in the restless- 

ness of a feyer or the torture of an arrow or bullet wound? 

Have the gentlemen no word of testimony to utter? And if 
they do allow the pernicious effects of the moon’s rays, what 
scientist will account for it? Our paper circulates at thirty 
army posts; will not some of the intelligent officers who read 
it, render us their service ? 

—— ot 

Tae SUBMARINE, VOLOaNO ofr THE Coast of FLorma,— 
The following letter from 4 most intellizent contributor seems 
fo confirm our theory of a submarine volcano off the coast of 

Florida, by whose recent eruptions countless mumbers of fish 

haye uot only heen killed but the business of market fishing, 
upon which so many of the coast dwellers depend for a liveli- 

hood, pul a stop to altogether, The drift of pumice stone along 

fhe shore of the gulf would seem to be almost conclusive evi- 

dence in itself, That these eruptions are intermittent, as in 
other known yoleanoes is proyen by the data pertaining to 
similar occurrences twenty-five years ago in the same locality. 

Inversely, that, there haye been intermittent phenomena of 
precisely the same character, proves the absolute fact of yol- 
canic eruptions. 

Ti we were to be allowed to speculate, we might inquire 

what relation or connection these oceanic disturbances may 
have with the mysterious smoke inland, near St. Mary’s, 

which has been visible for the past three years, and whose lo- 

cality and source so many persons haye made futile efforts to 

discover. The evidences of extreme volcanic action, not very 
remoté, ave visible all over the western part of Texas, while 

volcanoes are still burning in Mexico, localities not so far re- 

moved as to make the disturbances in the Gulf of Mexico un- 
reliable for conclusive data. 

WaAsHineton, D, U,, Jan, 23, 187), 

~ 

Prnsacona, Fus., Jan, 21, 1879. 
Editon Forest and STREAM: 
Noticing that there is at present considerable inquiry being made aa 

to the cause of the discolored waters along the south coast, I herewith 
five my mile of evidence, loping thatit may assist those who are able 

Judges, Although not so well acquainted glong the southern coast as 

about this section, I know the “Jay of the land * well enough to believe 

that if is hardly possible, and not at all probable, that fresh water 

from the interlor could color the eea such distances, and not inuodate 

the land in the yicinity before reaching the sea, 
In April, 1853, there appeared along this coash just stich « band of 

discolored water a3 is now along the southern coast. Tt was tirst acen 

fifteen or twenty miles olf shore, extending all along the bight from 

Gape San Blas to within abous 100 miles of the Mississippi Payses. In 

about a week if had spread inshore, and finally entered the bays 

! 
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Within ifs range, which up to that time had been clenr and pure waters. 
The appearance of jhis so-called poisoned water wie as though colored 

with brick dust, After abont two months from its appearance inshore 

if gradually disappeared ; whether it dritted off or settled I know not. 

Fishing with smacks on the bunks ontsidu was impossible, and the 

Markets of New Orleuns und Mobile were supplied with such fish as 

could ba caught in the bays and bayous where the waters were brack- 

ish, The common kinds of 1ish caught were channel bass, sheepshead 

find salt-water trout, Captain Destin, my informer, is sure there was 
nO nnusial rise of the Misvissippi or Alubama rivers, a8 at thut time he 

caught fish all slong the voust for the New Orleans and Mobile markets, 

and would have known of any heavy freshets while in those ports, 
Any time after a heayy wind on shore a person may pick up on the 

Bea beuch pieces of pumice stone, varying in size from a square ineh 

toa square foot, and almost all colors from black to white. Tsund you 

specimens by mail. Can you tell me where it comes from? 

Yours respectfully, SiA3 STEARNS. 

Since writing the above we have received the following 
letter corroborative of the other testimony : 

TWIN LaKEs, ORANGE CounTr, Fiorlda, Jan, 18, 1879. 
On Sunday night, Jan, 12, we were given cur first dose of earthquake 

at 11:35 o'clock. It was preceded and succeeded by a hoarsé roar, an 

angry rumbling, and I think came from the southeast, vanisling In 

the northwest ; but every person has a different idea of this, owjug to 
their soundness of sleep and amount of*scare. The shock was sever 

enough to rock houses to quite an alarming degree, and Jasted about 
halfininute. Does not this shock prove correct the theory that the 

mortality among fish on the gulf coast arises from stilplhurous gases 

liberated by yolcanic action? I think undoubtedly so. The fresh 

water theory I think Jaughable. 5. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN JANUARY. 

Hares, brown and gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, ete, 
FOR FLORIDA, 

Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks and Wild Fowl. 
“Bay birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand; 

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, plialaropes, fvovets, 
elc., coming under the group Limacol or Shore Birds. 

Movements or SrortsmzN.—Dr. Carver has gone to 

Hurope, and Capt. Bogardus has gone to his home in J}inois 
fora two month’s rest. Hanlan, the oarsman, sailed for 
Europe yesterday. 

Tae Coming Quart Srason.--Our suggestions that the 

suilering game birds be cared for having been go generally 

and heartily received and acted upon by our readers, a word 

for the future may not be amiss. A Pennsylvania corres- 

pondent very pertinently recalls the great cold season twenty 

years ago when the birds were all frozen and the sport de- 

stroyed. Not only were new birds introduced, but wilh a 
far-sighted forbearance and denial of immedixte pleasure, the 
sportsmen refrained from shooting the following seasons until 
the stock had become again replenished. ‘This cotirse should 
be imitated the coming season in those parts of the country 

where the birds have been destroyed this winter. Nature 

must be allowed an opportunity to recuperate. Let the fun 
hang idle fora time. When the season comes again it wiil 
bring with it the reward, 

LYNXEs 1N MaAssaonusarts—Hyamingham, Mass., Jani 26, 
—A wildcat (probably Lynews canadensis) was shot a fey 
miles to the westward of this (Boylston, Mass). He waa 
treed by the hounds in a fox hunt. ‘The last individual of the 
species that I haye heard of in this vicinity was killed in Con- 
cord, fifteen miles north of us, about 1855. F: ©. B: 

New Yorx—JLorvitle, Jan. 26.—A fine bald-headed easle 
has been seen around here for some time, During the freshet; 
in December, two of our sportsmen, $. 8. Raine and 2. J. 
Richardson, shot 101 muskrats in one day on the Black River 
ie near here, Parker guns and chilled shot did the 
usiness. Sie Lie 
Shelter Island, Jan. 22,.—The bays in this region are all 

solid with ice, and the ice-gatherers and eclers are out in full 
force. ‘The wild fowl are not plenty, yet numbers of whistlerg, 
coot, and old squaws have been killed in battery, but the 
birds are-shy and will not come well to stool, though the boat 
is concealed with ice. ~ Meh. 
Burrato Gun Cros.—At the annual meeting at the chib 

rooms, January 13, the following officers were elected for the 
ensuing year: President, Captain B. Hammond; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Richard Edge; Secretary, R. P. ‘Tipton; ‘Treasurer, J, 
G. Gibbons. Board of Managers—R. Edge, Charles Rogers, 
C. G. Strong, W. W. Rancom, W. H. Price. J. GG Te 

_ Tue Frianr or Garsr,—Good Ground, L, L,. Jan, 20.— 
Editor Forest and Stream : T see hy your paper of last week 
thaf your correspondent from Shelter Island, under (he head- 
ing of ‘‘ Flights of Wild Geese,” has made some gross iis- 
takes, as, for instance, he saya ‘we have had no flight of wild 
geese.” Now, I have made a business of shooting in Shinne- 
cock Bay for market for thirty-six years, and I neve have 
seen such a flight of wild geese before as I have seen this fall; 
but your worthy correspondent is twenty miles away. Again, 
he says we have no inlet. We haye a Zood inlet, and it hes 
been running for five weeks, and he has not found it out yet. 
Again, he says we have no shooting at ducks. Now, I have 
heyer seen so many ducks in Shinnecock Bay as there was dur— 
ing the past fall. hey did not make as good shooting as they 
do at times when the feed makes more on shoal water, but 
we had some very fair shooting. Again, he remarks that the 
inlet being closed the feed for the ducks is all killed. Now, 
I will say a small inlet is just what we want for good feed for - 
ducks. Brackish water, as every man knows, is just what 
we want to make good feed for broad-bills, red-heads, caliyas- 
backs, black ducks and geese. I will admit that coats, old 
Squaws, shelldrakes and loons want plenty of tide, and that is 
what your correspondent from Shelter Island govs for. We 
can dispense with these birds without much effort, Your 
correspondent also says that the inlet closing up bas caused all 
the fish, clams and oysters to die. Now, we never had in this 
bay better fish than we had all last summer. I sm on the bay 
every day, and I have not seen the first dead fish yet. Per. 
haps they went over to Shelter Island to die. It is onl ly hwenty 
miles, Clams and oysters never were better, and as for Stag 
nated water, the water never was purer, and it never was 
healthier than last summer. The inlet closed up in April, but 
we have got a good one now, and it looks like a permanent 
one. W. N, Danny 
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Docrine oN THE SusqueHaANNA F'LA1s.—Philadelphia, 
can. 9.—Hditor Forest and Stream : 
eonditions the Susquehanna Plats are an excellent place to 
kill ducks. At other times not worth a button, and in apy 
event not worth the price charged for box, attendants, etc., 
te., unless indeed you arean Astor or Vanderbilt, and even 
then a few days would clean you out. Great bags were made 
at, the opening of the season, noticeably by Messrs. Soule and 
Prosser, of this city, also Hamilton Disstan, Sheriff Wright 
and Register of Wills Neal. All these gentlemen are expert 
wing shots, and have every conceivable appliance and com- 
fort that go to make up successful shooting, They are also 
old stagers at the business and would as soon face a north- 
easter as an oyster supper. The sport at times is immense, 
and so is the cost. H. 

Proriwwa—Tioin Lakes, Jan. 18.—We are now and have 
heen for some time enjoying perfection of weather. Crisp 
nights and clear Indian summer days make a man good-na- 
tured with his mother-inJaw. Most beautiful weather for 
hunting itis. Quail have been very numerous, moderately so 
yet. ‘Turkeys very scarce, the bigh water having overflowed 
the hammocks and scattered them from ‘* Dan to Berrsheba.” 
Very many deer have been killed as they haye come tp on 
the hills to eat acorns at night, and more have been killed 
“driving.” Ihave killed two within five minutes’ walk of 
my door, fire-hunting, and Iam only 44 miles from Sanford, 
on Lake Monroe, with neighbors almost within call. 5. 

Omo—Onford, Jan. 22.—Qnite a number of farmers are 
feeding quail around their barns and hog-pens, This will 
keep the Bob Whites from being totally annihilated in this 
part of Ohio, but we will not have as fine shooting for several 
years as we have had the last season. There are fine prospects 
for plenty of glass ball shooting the coming spring and sum- 
mer, ILL 
Mroniean.—During ten weeks previous to freezing of the 

streams, L. J. Layton, of Layton’s Corners, Jackson County, 
Mich., trapped 644 muskrats, 39 mink, 17 coon, and shot 460 
ducks. His operations were conlined to Portage Lake and 
river, save that a portion of the wild fowl was bagged at Mud 
Lake, 

Turinois-—Chicago, Jan. 22.—The Chicago Sportsman’s 
Olub held their annual meeting last evening at the Sherman 
house, and after the transaction of routine business elected 
the followng officers for the ensuing year: O. A. Orvis, 
President; W. W- Foss, Vice-President; RK. A. Turtle, 
Secretary and Treasurer. Rover. 

Wisconsis—Baraboo, Jan. 23.—Fox hunting is all the rage 
just now, a8 the Jaw prohibits the killing of other game. 
‘Hyery hunter that bas a hound is on the alert since the last 
snow after foxes and wolves. Walles Porter has two very 
fine hounds, and it is a pleasure for any one to follow them 
when they are on the track of a fox or a wolf. Porter and 
his son have killed six foxes and two wolyes within a week. 
James Noland has also some fine hounds, His hunting has 
been profitable. He has killed seven wolves, two wildcat and 
four lynx. ‘The bounty in onr State for wolves is ten dollars. 
Our quail, lam afraid, are gone up; the weather has been 
too severe on them. Mr. McCoy found a bevy of ten quail 
frozen stiff in the woods the other day. H. H. 

Wasuineton Trrritory——lort Lupton, Jan.—I frequent- 
ly see mention in your paper, of fine shooting, but do not 
think the shooting made by a young man who lives on the 
Cascade range between Ashland and Tuckyille, Oregon, can 
be beaten. He killed 14 deer out of 15 shots witha Win- 
chester sporting rifle, and has frequently killed 4, 5 and 6 
deer without missing a shot. The 14 deer were kill din less 
than a half hour out of a band, ashe callsthem. J. P. C. 

A New Frenp or Winter Srort.— Welmington, N. C.— 
Hditor Forest and Siream; After several winters in Florida L 

resolved to investigate a new field for sport, to try some place 

not much wrilten about, so, alter some reflection, decided to 
try Wilmington, N. C., and vicinity. The result has been so 
satisfactory that, coutrary to the old custom among sports- 

men, of not giving avey a good thing when they find it, 1 
make a note of it. ¥ 

mike route from New York is a delightfully quick and easy 

one, The 4 ¥. M, train connects at Baltimore with the ele- 

gant steamers of the Bay Line. Leaving the snow banks in 

New York one evening and waking up next morning in Vir- 

ginia seems like a grand transformation, ‘the route from 

Portsmouth to Wilmington has been greatly improve of Jate, 

has better runing time and brings one to Wilmington for 

supper. Being in time only a day and a night from New 

York, the journey yet affords a change of climate and scene 

greater than can be found in any trip of Lhe length that I 

know of. I have found a great diversity of sport 3a fox 

chase, a day among the quails, a deer hunt and ducking at the 

sound, being included in the programme, the days not com- 

ing fast enough to avail of half the opportunities offered. 
The quail shooting seéms to attract most attention, the 

summer having been dry aud favorable to the hte and growth 

of the young birds. One can hardly go amiss in leaving the 

carsat any of the stations in the vicinity, the planters, as 4 

rule, offering no objection, and often offering every possible 

assistance and courtesy. I am surprised at the number of 

carefully trained bird dogs owned about here ; there being 

also severa! excellent packs of fox hounds. I notice also a 

preat many very fine guns, and they are in the hands of gen- 

flemien who kuow right well how to use them. Finally 1 

would commend all Northern sportsmen to Mr. Howell Cobb, 

of the Purcell House, which, by the away, has greatly im- 

proved under the new management. ‘This gentleman is the 

owner of a fine horse, dog and gua, and has a Wwarny corner ip 

his heart for all of similar tastes. 

Anp Forests or ScoTnanp.—Mr. Winans and 

Bet Beara acotipantod during the last week of the season 

by Lord Lovat, have killed 170 stags in Gale nsieatn ares ale 

verness-shire, In the forests of Olunie and Sieg’ Me 

M. A. Bass, M. P., and friends have shot 70 stags. Awe the 

Reay Forest the Harls Cowper and Brownlow had 114 stags, 

thesheaviest weighing 223 slones. To Strathyaich Forest Lord 

Dacre shot 45 stags. At Dundreggan, Mr. Grant, Jr, » of 

Qlenmoriston, and party shot 25 stags and 7 roe. in the Cea- 

nacroc Forest Mr. Bruce Meux shot to his own rifle, up to 

— October 9, 23 stags. Mr. Horatio Tross has finished his stag 

season im Ben Wyvis Forest, where, with his sons, Messrs. 

Colin Boss and Bdward Koss, 40 stags were shot, the heaviest 

weighing 18 stones 3lbs., and six of the number were a few 

ounds over 16 stones, The Marl of Onwdor left on els 

5 for Wales. During the sepson the party at the Castle oe 

excellent sport, the list of killed (including salmon) amount- 

ine to 4,024 head. ‘This total is made up as follows : Grouse, 

3,062; black game, 17; partridge, 432 5 woodcock, 35 enipe, 

17; duck, 81; roe (bucks), 18; hares, 408; rabbits, #2; sal- 

Under certain con- 
mon, 22; various, 42, Most of the grouse were killed by 
driving. At Brawl Cantle, Caithness, the sport of five gen- 
tlemen from August 13 to October 15 was as follows: Gronse, 
1,739 head; black game, 2; golden ployer, 73; snipe, 203; 
partridge, 128; wild ducks, 2; hares, 46; rabbits, 7; various, 
7; salmon and grilse, 6; trout, 19; total, 2,227 head.—_Land 
and Water, : 

Dittmar Powner— Winous Point Shooting Club—Jan. 11. 
Editor Forest and Stream: | have have seen 9 large amount 
of discussion in your paper over the Dittmar powder; I hard- 
ly pick up one that has no reference to it. All speak well of 
it. I haye used it and have seen it used a good deal. My 
experience lias been, that if fired on the day or the day after 
being loaded it works well, but the longer it stands loaded 
ihe less liable is it to work at all, and when loaded two or 
three weeks it would not throw shot twenty fect. I have 
used it and have seen it used only in duck shooting in a moist 
atmosphere. It may be it gathers moisture more easily than 
the black, But this has been the experience of all I have 
ever seen use it. Has any one kept shells loaded any length 
of time with Dittmar powder and then used them to good ad- 
vantage, has the powder been used in damp places and has it 
been a success when go used? Canvas Baox. 

Witpernrss FrLorma.—The following interesting letter 

written from the very midst of the great Okefenokee Swamp, 

is from a correspondent of this journal who is attached to the 

Government surveying party in quest of the best practicable 

trans-peninsula route for a ship canal, to connect the Atlantic 

with the Gulf of Mexico. The general line of proposed canal 
is up the St. Mary’s River and down the Suwannee, concern- 
ing both of which Mr. Bishop, the canovist, and ‘‘ Al Fresco,” 

the Florida explorer, have written interesting papers which 
we have printed in times past. The labor is by no means 
pleasant, cven in mid winter. <A fall of three inches of snow 

in that latitude is not of frequent occurrence : 
Biohy's ISLAND, OKEFENOKEE Swanr, Jan. 16, 1879. 

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM; 

Our present camping ground is located on what is known as Ham- 

mock Islands, differing from the cypress or bogey islands that are 

abundant throughout this swamp, Even on these we cannot keep the 

fect dry, Much of the cypress lands which are lovated near streams 

or waler courses are now inundated two anu a half feet, as are all open 

prairies, except one near Floyd’s Island, upon which we found two 

large bucks feeding at midday the 14th. ‘They did not start for the 

island, half a mile distant, until they had been fired at three times, and 

then halted to view ua once more. ‘This so-called prairie is always in- 

terspersed with open water, msking « desirable location for ducking, as 

they are connected throughout by water cotirses which are filled with 

bass and any other Kinds offish. Mallards, bufleheads and wood- 

duck are the most abundant, We had three inches of snow a little 

over a Week ago, but the past few days’ warm weather has opered the 

maple blossoms, and the hum of the bee is heard all along the banks oF 

the Suwannee, which drains the greater portion of ihe swamp, andis a 

devided water course at a distance of eighteen miles from its western 

end, Near Mixon’s Ferry, at which place we commenced investiga- 

tions by buat only, leaving it to draw over some sonken log, or walk 

upon the hammock islands to sleep, which is not always easily found, 

and when found is a camping ground for Jarge swarms of mosquitoes, 

which tuke alonch ere one has half completed supper, Alijigators, 
oiters and turtles Keep one anxious, when 4 gun ia on board, by their 
constant plunging, 28 Many of them have not seen a boat since the 

war with the Indians, who undoubtedly availed themselves ul its yine- 

clad water when in quest of game, and to escape their foes, Mounds 

are everywhere plentiful wlien sandy iand appears above water. 

Turkeys are not very plenty, but the quail will endeavor to gather 

erumbs about camp eyery morning, To-night the air is fragrant with 

Spring blossoms aid mosquitoes, Making this an undesirable pastime. 

Morton. 
$$$ tg 

TO RENDER PAPER SHELLS IMPERVI- 
OUS TO DAMPNESS. 

GALVESTON, Texas, Jan. 17, 1879. 

Mr, Eviror: 

As many of your readers have no doubt been deprived of a day's 

shooting from the effect of a sudden shower or wet weather ou paper 
suells, even when thought to be protected by so-called waterproof 

clothing, the object of Unis is to call attention to a cheap aud easy 
way of rentlering them impervious to water with purafiing. ‘The paper 
used in making shells seems to be peculiarly susveptible ta moisture. 

Once wet, the end wnerimps, the body swells and bulzes out of 

proper shape, and is so weakened as to give way in forcing it into the 
gan, yen if successfalin placing it, the result must be but indifer- 

ent, as the cramming must disarrange watls to a certain extent, and 
suinetimes mingles powder and shot together, 

Paraftine can be had at almost any drug store, and is no, costly, Pro- 

vide yourself with a flat pint tin-cop; have a tin cover mace with a 

projection for a handle; perforate this cover, or laale more properly, 
with holes large enough to ullow the shells to pass througl to the 
flange; melt the parafiing in an old can, in whici@ sort of spout has 

betn pinched, and when hot fill your ladle with shells that are loaded 

and crimped. Set them in the tin cup, wad end down, of course, and 

pour in the parafiine until it reaches up to the brass part. It shonld go 
but a trifle above, however, a8 un acclmulation there might interfere 

with ita easy introduvtion in the gun. Let the shelis remain in the 

hot paraiiine six to eight stconds, giving the crimped ends a sight dash 

back ad they are lifted ont to make sure the ioterstices around the 

wide are touched; and afterdripping 4 moment set tiem on 4 news- 
paper, crimped end dowa, to cool, aud the job isdone. If set lead 

down the superitvous hot paraffine mignot Low down aud form a ring on 
the brass part, which 1s to be ayoided fur reasons above stated, 

To claim that this Simple process renders paper shelis absolutely 

waterproof is & strong usserfion, but unless there is some way ior 
water to get in around the primer immersion all night has no effect on 

them; at least I find my own 80 treated surefire. My experiments 

were made with the Union Metallic Cartridge Co,’s paper shell ;—they 
are judeed Orst class. Our club has used some 10,000 of their make 
this winter, aud the most diligent inquiry hus failed fo bring forth a 
single miss-lire. Lately I lave been using well sifted bran to All up 

shella—a Dixon sevopfal between tue two wads over Lhe powder. 
it does not seem to foul the gun any more, and makes an admirable 

ousiion. BEGGAR, 
—— 

PIGEON MATCHES. 

New York—Fort Morris, Jan. 25.—S8econd regular shoot of the 
Koickerbocker Gun Cigb; 60 bulls, Huber traps, 18 yards mse, bo- 
gurdns rules. Owing 10 a yariely of causes the avtendaice was rather 
elim, but those who did put in an appearance took advantage of the 
exceedingly ine weather: 
¥F Henshaw—1 1112101111111110110111111111 

$41101111111011011011—, F 

ohotMPoriLiitiliorgas, eet haz 101220 
PMMA EOTE TES od ag.! 12 21 0uezt 1 110 
PUCK UEVESUECCECESEEOLC™ Gane cacaee 
voonrtrroa tora biden ttauge: teh isnt 
odindaeriiaradiia oes tego ozo etka ta 

CH Baker—0000111010010010117100101111 
11090001001072100000011—%, te 

Next regular shoot will be held Feb. 23. A, E, M. 
BROOKLYN AND PHILDELPHIA GUN CuUBS.—A match between teams 

of the Brooklyn and Ihiladeiphia Gun Cidbs was shot ou the Brooklyn 
club's grounds, Dexter Park, L. 1, last Saturday, The conditions” 
were; 26 yards rise, & traps, 117 oz, shot, 80 yards boundary, The birds 
Wére a good lot and strong ihyers. Following is the ime 

Brooklyn Gun Club, 

GPGildersleeve,.... PL 1 dt ge 21 ipa a i 14 
4D Follemua......01 T11bPairizviwdiidi i ww 
WaWyiititieseressss 2 J) ek eT Jb Ro en, 1 i—i4 
EM Madison.......51 1111001714 16 it 232 
¥ Broadways.ss--5.1 1 2d 1212412 40 *D 2 
A Eimenuort.. ad 11 £t rt tf Poot Tr ee 
A Bddy ...... SAUD Os ae Wea ag oP a os mci Sr) TTT 
EN Woods,-.......1 0 1 11101610411 1 111-100 

Piiladelphia Gun Club. 
Jd Emery....-... eee A OTS rete Je 
HA Burrougis..... ESL OT LL ao A ere 
Dr Bickley .eu0s++s51 OT 1L12014114 i247 1 38 
W Meeditn...... et PLR Bode Ton) Perot 
K Keeve.... . ia Dery 68 Bo oe 
JC Rupee... Uae at OT a eee 
HU Montgomery... 1101024411310 ~0 1-40 
di DUnontas-.....1 100071100 04111 1 ioe 88 

The winning team received 1,000 feather-tled glass balls Irom the 
Bohemian Glass Company, 

Mivway GUN CLUS.—Manalapanville, VY. J, Jan. 24—The Midws 
Guo Club held its regolar monthly shoot tor tlie champion gold med 
yesterday ; Irom ground traps, handicapped mise, s) yards boundary: 

ConOVED,..--ss--- see ee2l YUE eeerseeeeeeel O 1 1 1 1142 ty 
I Lambertson,.......,23 rerecessesenel 1 1 0 11107 jos 
TVLIS) 0.000 oe eee dl er ae aN a ese 
Warn... Piera ae SL a0 02.0) 4 ey 
PLOY Er. swteore cs wees anct Ee? Det Ae ie 
Vanderyeer. .........21 10091110 0 t-6 
S Lambertson Toiovoiio té& 
dinight...... T1r1o216001 0 0-6 
Vanbrack: Oe to Dy 16 Ded 
© Warn. 100 w 
Farringto: + keane 104 w 
Disbrow.....4..-..- BG 100W 

Sweepstakes followed. First match—¥irst money, $10; Beoond, $6. 
First divided between Miles Johnson and I, Lambertson; sécond be- 
tween Haight and Vanbrockle, Second match—First mones, S10; 
second, $6. First won by G. Dye, second won by Johnson & Hight. 

_ The Midway Guo Chub is the pioneet organization of this county, and 
its members are active, Mtelligent and thorough sportamen, Wour or 
tive years ago we hail uo shooting cinbs in vhe county, Thunks to 
your influence we now have five, composed of the best men of the 
country. These clubs are not only organized for the amusement and 
improyement of trap shooting, but for anotuer importaut object, viz. 
the protection and propagation of game, enforcement oF the kame 
laws, el¢. This wiuter we expect to get an act passed by tha Legis|a- 
thre incorporating the ‘Moomouth County Game Protective Associa- 
tlon ;” | believe simular in its chief aspects fo that of tlle West Jersey 
Agssoviation.” With the yak Te of the farmers and spurtemen, ib 
is earnestly hoped to attain the objects of the organization, The Mid- 
way is represented in the Legislature this winter by # thorough Spourta- 
man, aud also in the New Jersey State organization, which vives the 
greatest encouragement to the friends Of true and legitimate sporr in 
our county and State, Actos 

PENNSYLVANIA—Carlisle, Jan. 17,—Match for a 700-Ib, © porker =”? 
glass balls, 21 yards rise, Gogardts rules; bust score for hog; second 
best, special purse: 

J C Rupp (for Rea)....-.----L11111011100171111114419 
JC ROpPPissenmceses. ss IL DEVIOOTOLTATII19 12 1—16 
K Shearer.... wel 112111102111101001 045 
K MeKeeghan. 111110112110011111001-45 
H Wolt..... bern goods covess eked Onl Net! f Ober. pele 0—l4 
D Umholta....cececeeeeeee DTT TILTI110011011007 14 
GD Koller, ,-..--.. 400001 TT 0O001111101011110 pet 
Keller (for Peifer)..... eres lL OT1TO0T7170111000011 4149 
Noble (for Noffsinger. §O10011T011001110114 t—11 

Reed (for Miller)...... seeeel OTLTIT1I00GU000UT011 9-9 
JJ Ringwaull.. cere OLLOLTO00T1IV101009 Og 
Ringwault (for Sipe). .......09111T000001TOOV000110 7 
Boas (for Burguer)..........2 01100000 070000001705 

Jan, 24.—Matech at plgecns at Huntsville, Pa,, on Harrisvurg and 
Potomac KR. K., for a 1,000-th. hog; 21 yards rise, 30 yards botudary, 

TORO DD oe Po ae se narmedeahet tate shtycceeses Lk Med Oi Pee ae 
a) CBW OMT On hhicc eae Car Ee) tea Oe 50k Ae at Seth gs 

J 8 Kingwault.... zal DO) 0 Sha Td S65 
Geo MeKeeghan eel Dt ee 
D Uniholtz.....- OF {5G TRO TiS oda 
Dk Grande a DT Ott OT tos 
HUNDUG sea erres os ea gaeeccees SoSacct ook of OOR DN! Ct, ty hoe 
WDRGA Fy 2s besteaell-lease tava SEY UR a te DR aa aT 
Wiis HUMED. 0-0... cree etree erereeeees een 8 0 0 11 0 0 pg 

ane eet having all been shot, the hog between Rupp and Wolf was 
divided, 

Match at glass balls, Hanteville, Pa., dan. 24; 21 yards rise, BGogardus 
rules to govero, Sweepstakes; 3 purses, J4 #ntrie¢s; 15 balls each: 
J. C. Rupp, 18f purse, broke 15 straiglit; Kaufman, Yd purse, 14; 
Wot, gd purse, 13, SCOELL. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Frankford, Jan. 22.—Maich at Whitehail for double- 
barrelled gun; Long Islsud ruigs, 21 yards rise, 154 oz. slob: 

HAM DIstOD,,.scsevessecssseeersevereeeed T1211 1t1ii2 9g —g 
CURRIE oe. csprcesaccesspenbiaseincenss dt L ts aay 
¥ Marsden.,....... acaapecsecseeel 1 1 OW 
@ Maradém ....5.-..... 
© Marsden, was. 0 
¥ Marsden... tet Jag od Bly poe 
C Soyder..... A LA ea Ly aay 
G Hay wood......«+ 120 
C Snyder............ 1uv 
L Vauhorn......... Ue os ie Ee a oe ei) 
J Oryps..:...-. 0 
ReCOrvell, .evee ste DS ee ey 
OHafer..22 2.235. i ow 
Tt Gcrnell. Ll 0 gs RS 
J Blake... 
‘ Suyder, Vanhorn and Cornell tied on 10 to shoot off at & subsequent 
ate. 

MiNNeSOTA—Redwood Falle, Jan. 21.—Virst mateh of the Redwood 
Falls Sportsmen’s Club; glass balls, 18 yards, Bogardns rules. Many 
of the members had not slot before. Score: 

Bohn....-..1111111111—10 Dornberg..0000000111i—4 
O111—6 Litghlin..,1011011110—-7 
10611—7 O'Hara,, OT11200601: 4 
1111—10 Darks... 10101111—7 
1111—€ Daniels.... 1111111 1—16 
Ties on len—2i yards, 

BOWD, sts verseee- secut TEI O0—4 Daniele, .s-r00.-i---..1 1 0 1 1% 
Paind..+---5s2+-2¢-4,:1 1111-6 

Ties on s6yen—21 yards. 
TENNEY cee es cacesss ot OO LO 0— 2 TATRS denis te yen ad D1 
Langbiin seneeees 0 10 0 G—1L 

Wisconsin—Baraloo, Jan, 20,—Seore at glass balls; 15 ards rige, 
Bogardus trap and rules; six degrees below zero: 7 ' 

Strong. 200 TOCT9P Oa TT i pag 
Warren. OD DD. oy Oo de Tar 9 
Edivtt, Jr... 0001 0-"r tis Pn Bee's 
Whistance. Of FO A ted. ae 7 
Eiliott...... 1/0 2 tbe rin eae yn 
Brewert se. peccugeeseceesese ld ft 0 U9 Ae een 1 p= 9 
FEArLAOK Picncsesede7esa-cegb0 et OL I fe DO Tas 

————— Se ee 

—See Bogardus’ Advertisement. 
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. RICHMOND DOG SHOW. 

4 DOG show was held at Richmond, Va, last week in 
A connection with the Second Annual Exhibition of the 
Virginia Ponltry Association, This being the first attempt at 
a dog show in Richmond, the entries were, of course, not 
numerous, but the quality was very good, and next year, no 
doubt, the show will be largely patronized by breeders. The 
following is the report of the judges, which includes the 
prize list : ' 
To the Managers of the Richmond Bench Show of Dogs: 
Gentlemen—The undersigned, who were requested to act as 

judges at the exhibition, respectfully report as followa: At 10 
o'clock A, u., January 16, 1879, we assembled to discharge our du- 
ties, Onur associate, Dr. Jud. 5. Wood, was prevented from act- 
ing by sickness. We secured the aseistance of 8. G. Tinsley, Msq,, 
in judging setters and hounds. ‘The following are our awards: 

Class 3—Rough-coated &t. Bernard—ist, Mr, Jumes Duke, 
Olass 14—Pointer Dogs—None exhibited were worthy of men- 

tion. " 
Class 19—Pointer Bitches under 60lbs.—Tivo specimens dasery- 

ing mention, but lacking size sufficient to bs awarded. 
Class 21—Pointer Puppies over six and under twelve months 

—Biteh—J. F. Gibson exhibited a very pretty liver and white 
tick. 

Class 26—English Setters—Dogs—ist, T. FP. Taylor, Richmond, 
blue, white and tan dog. 

Class 27—English Butter Bitchou—1st, 'T. PF. Taylor's Queen 
BB. 
Class 28—Hnglish Setter Pups over six months—Dogs—Ist, T. 

F. Taylor's Vidoeq, black and tan. J 
Class 30—English Setter Pups under six months—Dogs—tst, 

William Mabone’s oranges belton, Beppo. 
Class 32—Champion Black and Tan Setters—Dogs—T. PF, Tay- 

lor exhibits Champion King, winner of prize for pupa under 
twelve months old at Ballimore in 1878 We do not think highly 
of this dog. . 

Class Sk pn Paes ead. a Setter—Bitch—ist, Fan, 
with litter of pups by Champion Rupert. 

Class #4—-Black and Tan Ssttersa—Dogs—tist, T. F. Taylor's 
Seott. Very handsome dog. q ; 

Clazs 39—Black and Tan Setter Pups under six months—Bilches 
—lst, C. H. Epps. 

Class 42—Red or Red and White Setters—Dogs—tat, T. I’. Tay- 
lor’s Scout by Plonket. : ; 

Class 43—Ked or Red and White Setters—Bitches—ist, T. F. 
Taylor's biteh Jane, by Rufus. > 

Qlass 46--Red or Red and White Pups under six months—Dogs 
—ist, T. I. Taylor’s pup Hawk; outof Jane by Sout. 

Class 47—Red or Red and White Setters under’ six months— 
Bitches—T. F. Taylor exhibited three gyps of same litter as last 
named. 

Class 60—Foxhounds, best couple—Richniond Hunting Club 
exhibits Brandt aud Joe Johnuscn—a fine pair; also bandsome 
brace of pups; also lovely bitch of very delicate texture, 

Class 62—Beagles—Mr. W. GL. Bradbury exhibits « brace of 
very diminutive beagles, of which we are nob judges, and as to 
which we could secure no vompetent judge. ry 

Class 65—For Terriers—Dogs—Mr. W. L. Bradbury exhibits a 
beautifnl specimen. ¢ 

Class 74—Bull Terriers, dog or bitch—George Ives for dog 
named ——. 

Olass 73—Bulldogs—None worthy of mention, Terriers—Seve- 
ral exhibited ; wanting points of any specilic breed ; pretty, but 
mongrel, 
We cannot eoneluce without saying that we regard the show as 

in all respécts most creditable, considering the short notice given, 
We think it unjust to dog-owners in other portions of this State 
to do more than express that the prize-winners are entitled to the 
awards among those present. We think fuller opportunity for ex- 
hibition showld be giyen dog-owners in other portions of the 
State before any awards attempt to declare a State or other su- 
premacy. We sugegst that the State Fair presents a fine oppor- 

' tunity for a display where the whole State can be represented, 
We doubt, however, whether the State can furnish a haudsomer 
exhibit of Hnglish setter dogs than we had at your exhibition. 
We cannot conclude without expressing the gratification we feel 
at secing in our midst a Kennel of such varied, well selected, ap- 
proved and carefully separated strain of setters as Mr. T. 1 Vaylor 
possesses. Tt has already done much toward restoring the pres- 
tige of Virginia dogs, and, we doubt not, will continue to do great 
good. All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Jonx 8. Wise, W. Kussenn Ropinson, Judges; 8. G. Tisnny. 
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SCOTCH TERRIERS AT DETROIT. 

PHILADELPHIA, Jan, 21, 1879. 
Epiror Forrsy AND STREAM: - 4 
Your correspondent ‘* Druid,” speaking of the Scotch ter- 

riers. ai the Detroit Dog Show, says: ‘‘The winner of the 
first prize should have received no notice, he being a red dog, 
but nicely built.” Ihave no knowledge of the facts of the 
case other than the above words, and am not personally inter- 
ested in this particular case, but Lask for information if the 
fact of a Scotch terrier being red should be against him in 
judging? Mr. Tilcston’s book of points, compiled trom Stone- 
henge and adopted by the Westminster Kennel Olub, gives 
the colors as either pepper or mustard Gyhich I understand to 
include all the shades from red to yellow). At our last show 
here the first prize was given to a dog of the mustard or red 
variety, though there were some pure blue dogs exhibited 
which were nut noticed. The second was taken by a light 
blue dog with buff legs (owned by the writer), and two re- 
markably fine seven-month pups of a red color were marked 
© V. H. G., but too young for prizes.” 1 shall exhibit at our 
Hext show a pup from one of these two and the first prize dog, 
and though I will admit biue or pepper is perhaps a prettier 
color in itselt, 1 think I haye good authority for considering 
that, point for point, a reu or mustard Scotch terrier should 
be judged as high as a blue or pepper colored one, 

Very respectfully yours, RK. 5S. BR. 

Our correspondent is probably confounding a nondescript 
class which has found a place at our shows, known as the 

Scotch terrier class, and which admits any broken haired ter- 
Tier with the true Dandie Dinmont class. If there wasno 

class for Dandies at the Detroit show the judge was quite 

right in placing a red dog first, all other things being equal, as 
cettainly the Dandie has a perfect right among Scotch terriers. 

It is irue that this Scotch class was abolished and a class made 

for broken haired terriers other than those for which specific 
clagses are provided. 

SS 

MR. DAVIDSON TO “DEAD SHOT.” 

MORBOE, Jan, 25, 1879+ 
Eprron Forest anp SrREam + 
To “Dead Shot,” in the Chicago paper of Jan. 25, on “* Why Mr, 

Davidson did not judge at Detroit,” I will merely say that a Dead 

Bhob” who cowardly shoots from behind a screen 1 vonsider unworthy 
of uotics. A ring cannot be either straight or square, 5 
‘ JoHN DayIpsoN. 

all 
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ALLIN ON DOGS FOR RUFFED 
GROUSE. 

POMPRET CaxTHN, Jun, 13, 1879. 
Epiton Forks? Ann STREAM: 

In the PoREST AND STREAM, Of Jan, 2, saw my name mentioned in 

am article cu spaniels, in which the writer infers that my breed of 

setters have been made by crossing the clumber spaniel on the 

setter, To set this matter rizht DT would suy that T nevex bred from a 
clumber spaniel or had one in my kennel, Nor have I ever bred to 

anything buf a pure setter. My breed of setters haye been made from 

different crosses Of sétters thay hive come under my own observalion 
in the field. Ihave always made it a rale to never breed from a dog 

uutil T have first seen him on gamein the field, If all right there, and 

he showed indications of being purely bred, I did not hesitute to breed 

to him. It is by judicious crossing for forty years that I have made 

Tay breed of setters what they aré at tho present day. I have always 

bred for quality, irrespective of color, Aid the result has been color in 

ait varieties: except soit colors. llave always been # stickler for 

white, or part white, in preference to solid colurs, $0 my dogs now are 

invariably part white. Rulfed progse haa always been my favorite 

geme bird, and J have bred my setters with especial reference to thas 

kind of game, snd my success in the mater J leave to those who lave 

Witnessed their feld performance ou that bird. Different writers en- 

tertain different opinions in regard to what constitutes a first class 

ruffed grouse dog, yet all agrée that an obedient, easy controlled dog 

is indispensable to success, Some Glass a tratling, potteriug dos, fnat 

depends on foot scent to find his gameé,as No.1. T adiifi more ruffed 
Grouse Can be shot over such 4 one than over # fast, headlong one, that 

expectato be within ten feet of his game before he points. Ido not 

olass either as No, 1 ruffed grouse dogs, no matter how stauneh they 

may be. A No. t ruffed grouse dog should carry a high head aud have 

Bcenting powers suilicient to carry 2 frésh trail withowh nosing the 
ground, and be able to point his game staunchly al from thirty to fifty 
yards with the wind in lia Tayor, and haye suificient judgment, when 

Toading before the wind, to pulnt before he comes within Oushing dis- 

tance, and unless he can doi T do nofclass hit No, 1. In the Porrst 

AND STREAM, Of Noy. 14, 157s, Mr, Eyereth Smith speaks of the habits 
of ruffed grouse in the wilds of Maine, ind tells of good sport to be 

had with them by riding along wood roaus und shtoting them from a 

wagon, and I do not doubt it Gan be done there; but if he called that 
sport I have yet 10 learn ;whatsportsmen generally call sport, I reckon 

he would have & long ride in this part of Cunneeticut before he would 

make a hig baginthat way. He also classes them as inveterate run- 
ners, but kere I do not think they are as itch inclined to ruusas 

quails. With us they are the most shy game bird to approach we have 

in this part of New England, and it is only the most keen-sceuted, cau 

tious dogs that can be depended on to point them. ‘The idea of the 

priving a fast quail dog of his range that his been instilled into him 

in open fields, and bringing him aown to close work im thick cover as 
an expert on ruifed grouse, is, in my opinion, like putting the cart be- 

fore the horse, and to me seems ridiculous. Would it not be much 

easier to teach a dog to Tange in open than to shorten his range in 

eover after he had learned to rangé in opén, especially ou ruffed 

prouse, where a single word will often tush them; when they searce 

Toind the presence of the dog? Now, in this matter I do not claim tu 

be right, but this is merely my judgment, ETHAN ALLIN, 
He 

JupGiInG av tie Dertrnorr Suow.—Hditor Forest and 

Stream: I see your contemporary is still banging away at 

John Davidson. It only goes io prove what was originally 
asserted by Mr. Whitman, that it is not his reat desire that 

fairness shall be shown at all trials and bench shows, unless a 
slight departure may be occasionally taken in favor of the 
blues. I, by chance, happened lo meet Mr. Davidson at the 

Detroit Show, and he expressed himself well pleased with the 
judging of sporting dogs, and felt highly complimented that 
Mr, Stoddard shouid haye corroborated his opinion regarding 
the metits of those he had formerly judged. I have heard 
that Mr. Dayidson was solicited to judge the Detroit Show, 
but the decision was put off until after the Nashville trials, 
and in the méantime Mr. Dayidson’s article regarding Nellie 
appeared, and he was then informed that that article settled 
it—he could not act as judge. If Mr. Davidson did say the 
show, except in setter classes, showed but few good speci- 
mens, he was correct, a5 worse specimens than were shown 
in several classes one seldom sees. The management was 
good, I think the tirade of abuse heaped on Mr. Davidson 
and others had much todo with there not being a larger show 
than there was, Sportsmen do pot view with favor the rule 
or ruin policy of your contemporary; they believe in justice 
to all. No “rine” for them. Farr Pray. 

Detroit, Jan. 24, 1879. 
$$ =< 

PoisoniIne BY STRYCHNINE.—We are indebted to a corres- 

pondent at York, Maine, for the following account of a suc- 
cessful treatment of a case of poisoning : 

December 15, 1878, Susie was discovered in a telanic con- 
vulsion about +P, Mm. She was taken into the house ina state 
of complete rigidity. From the tetanus-like seizure, and the 
frequent recurrence, as weil as the increasing severity, of the 
spasm, I diagnosed strichnia poisoning. 

In the Pacific Medicaland Surgical Journdl for July,*78, an 
article is copied from the Daily Graphic, which sheet copied 
from Vature, an account of a Skye terrier haying been 
poisoned with strychnia, and rescued by the use of chloral 
hydrate. I determined to try it in thiscase. The experiments 
of the British Medical Association made last year proyed con- 
clusively that a fatal dose of chloral hydrate would neutralize 
a poisonous dose of strychnia, and that the minimum fatal 
dose of the former for a rabbit was twenty-one grains. Tay- 
ing only a syrup of chloral at hand, of course hypedermic 
medication was out of the question I gayeher a tablespoon- 
ful of the syrup (two drachms to the ounce), with the effect 
of relieving the convulsion in afew moments. When there 
were signs of a recurrence I gave her another spoonful, After 
having taken four tablespoonfuls of the syrup she slept qnietly 
for a few minutes, and by 9p. m, she was able to stand, 
although she had not the power of co-ordination. At 11 1. a. 
the action of the heart was at times somewhat irregular, but 
all symptoms of convulsions had disappeared, and the next 
day, except # slight stiffness of the legs and headache, she 
was as wellasusual. Lf twenty-one grains of chloral is a 
poisonous dose for a rabbit, certainly oue hundred grains 
would be a fatal dose tor 4 dog of less than five times the 
weight of a rabbit, and the whole amount taken by Susie 
(about 240 grains) of itself was sufficient to kill her. From 
my experience in this case lam led to the conclusion that 
chloral hyrate is as truly an antidote for strychnia poisoning 
a8 is albumen for the ordinary poisons, ‘lhe main point in 
the treatment seems to give a fatal dose of choral to counter- 
act the fatal dose of sirychnia. J. 0. Strywanr. 
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Sant Anp lor.—Hditer Forest and Stream: Our Board of 
Health has recently passed an ordinance prohibiting the scat(er- 
ing of salt on the side-walks and horse-car tracks, on account 
of the very deleterious influence that this freezing mixture 
has on the feet and boots and shoes of pedestrians and the 
hoofs of horses. Thers have been some letters in the daily 
papers referring to the suffering which this process canses to 
dogs. My setter a few days ago, while following me beau 
the slush on a side-wallk, began to limp in a most extraordi- 
nary manwer, yery much as though he bad a thorn sticking in 
the ball of each of his fore-feet. While I was looking at him 
in astonishment he keeled oyer on his side and began lick— 
ing his paws furiously. On examining I could not see any’ 
out or foreign body in the ball of the paws, but I noticed that. 
they felt very large and stiff, and further examination showed’ 
that between his toes were solid masses of ice, which stuck so: 
hard (he is very thickly furred there), that it was with difti- 
culty that Tremoyed them. I should think that it would not 
require a very long exposure of the feet in that mixture to 
freeze them enough to permanently disable a dog. Of the 
danger to bipeds of this practice this is not the place to speak, 
but I merely mention the fact as showing the advantage, even 
to canine companions, of having a competent board of profes- 
sional men to watch over the health and well-being of a large 
city. Mio Mao, 

Boston, Jam, 17%, 1879. 
+e 

A. New Revrisver.—aA correspondent writes: ‘*A. few 
days since I was out shooting wild duck on a pond some miles 
from Los Angeles, Cal, Some of them fell in the middle of 
ihe pond, which was deep. I had no dog with me and was 
casting about in my mind what I should doin order to get 
them out, when a boy came along from a neighboring ranch- 
house accompanied by a greyhound. I asked him to try 
whether his dog would bring out my ducks. He replied that 
he thought the dog would not do so; but at the same time he 
threw a small stone into the pond near to one of the birds, and! 
immediately the dog started in, made up to the bird, took it. 
into his month, and, without munching it in the slightest de— 
gree, brought it out and laid it at the boy's feet. The boy 
threw in a second stone near another bird, and again the dog 
went in and retreived the bird in the same handsome manner, 
just as though he had been regularly trained to the work. The 
whole performance struck me asa very unusual and remark- 
able one, especially as the dog had no previous training, TI 
wonder whether any one ever used a greyhound as a retriever 
before, C. B, 
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Norn.—We shall feel indebted if persons who desire to 

claim name will give the breed of their dogs and their aze,— 
Tip, 

—Mr. John N. Meyer, of New York, claims the name of 
Brenda for his liver and white pointer bitch pup, out of the 
Westminster Kennel Club's Flirt, by Sensation. 

—Mr. fi, M. Harvey, of Philadelphia, claims the name of 
Cora Black for his black and white bitch by Leyering’s Harry 
out of Levering’s Dot. 

—Mr. H. it. McLay, of Baltimore, claims the name of 
Chance for his Gordon setter by Palmetto out of Belle. 

—Mr. FE, M. Kellum, of Vincennes, Ind., claims the name 
of Rupert, Jr., for his puppy bought of T. F. Paylor, Rich 
mond, Va., born Jan. 2, 1879, out of Champion Foss, lyr 
Champion Rupert. Rupert, Jr., is full Gordon setter, black 
and tan, no white ; exact color of Champion Rupert. 

--Mr, Jacob Eckstein, of Philadelphia, claims the name of 
Roll for his black and white ticked setter puppy out of Pack 
er’3 Queen, by Levering’s Harry; whelped Oct. 14, 1878, also 
my Jane for a red setter bitch out of his Gypsey by Hart’s 
alsy. 

—Mr. Geo. H. Thomson, of Philadelphia, claims the 
name of Diogenes for his red Irish setter pup, but gives no 
pedigree. 

Rational Pastimes. 

Thu Prpestrtn Furore.—Incited by the success of 

Madame Anderson, a host of ambitious pedestrians ave rush- 

ing into the sawdust arena, eager tO surpass the feat of the 

English pedestrienne. In East New York a womanis attempt- 
ing to walk 2,700 quarter miles in 2,700 consecutive periods 
of twelve minutes each; in the Fifth Regiment Armory, this 
city, two men are on the track, one to cover 2,000 half miles 

in 2,000 consecutive twenty minutes, and the other to walk 

2,000 half miles in 2,000 half hours; at the Brewster Build- 

ing, Fifth Avenue and Fourteenth St., Miss Annie Bartel is 
on the way to fame and fortune. Her task in 3,000 quarter 

miles in 3,000 consecutive quarter hours. Washington, D. 

C,, las an exhibition of similar character, and there are 

others throughout the country of which we cannot begin to 
keep track. ‘They are wise women in their day und genera- 

tion who take advantage of the present interest in such ex- 
ploits to wring a generons fortune from the sight-secing pub- 

lic; for the time is coming when that sanie public will be so 

satiated with the spectacle of femininity propelling itself 

around a sawdust track thatit will refuse to put its hand into 

its pocket for the chink; and the homely old proverb has it = 
** Money makes the mare go.” 

—Toward the close of her late walk in Brooklyn Mme. 
Anderson made many laps very fast —asleep. 

—One of the pedestrians who recently undertook a long. 

distance walk was named Trott. Trott ought to be barred 
Why not give Walker, Foote aud Leggett a chance ? 

—A pedestrian who has been attempting to cover 450 miles 
in six days at Mozart Garden, Brooklyn, retired at the expina- 
tion of his time with 411 miles to his credit. Next! 

—G. A. Marriman, who is to meet O'Leary, completed 150 
miles in three days in Brooklyn last week, 

Firry-Hours’ Wauk—The wall of fifty hours between 
Miller and Ross at the Baltimore Academy of Music termi- 
nated Saturday evening. Miller had forced the pace from the 
beginning, and had broken down his oppouent. The score at 
the finish was: Miller, 131 miles; Ross, 105 miles, Miller 
was olf the track 15 hours and Ross 20 hours, 
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ON SKATES. 

1 these degenerate days we have no such skaters as there 

were in the sturdy old times, Notwithstanding the great 
popularity to which it attained only a few years ago, the ayer- 
age skater now requires more territory than eyer in order to 

oxhibit his spasmodic skill. He is yery much such an artist 

as that ambitious academician who ordered a hundred square 
yards of canvas on which to paint a landscape that would 
lave looked much better if reduced to ten feet by seven. In 
skating, aS in many other arts, we do not condense and con- 

eentrate. Ii is only the most perfect among artists who can 

reproduce in perspective upon infinitesimal surface. The 

ability to do so is gained only by constant practice and earnest 

application. The yast area of our country and our lack of 

years seem to lead us into corresponding ideas of doing 
things, and unless we attempt them on a grand scale—like 
Uhat fellow who went ‘around the world on skates’—they 
attract no attention, although to compass the globe on skates 

requires less preparation than fo write one’s name backward 

on the ice with skates, or dance a minuet under the same con- 

ditions. 
No doubt the god Uller, of ancient fame, derived much 

of his reputed beauty by reason of his fondness for skating. 
At all events, with the single exception of walking, there is 
no more natural or healthful exercise than skating. But as 
With dancing, swimming and various olher amusements, we 
are apt to oyerdo it in the attempt to make excess answer for 
frequent and regular practice. It is only the strong, healthy 
man or woman, with plenty of leisure and funds, who can 
undertake long-distance skating. ‘To those in suitable con- 
dition, however, this affords the keenest pleasure imaginable, 
especially if the additional charm of accomplished skating 
has been acquired ; for stretching away upon a frozen lake 
or river, where the ice has no visible limit, is a magnificent 
sport. In Scotland and Ireland, and other extremely cold 
countries, it is not an unusual thing to see parties of three or 
five spending weeks and months on the polished blades, visit- 
ing widely seyeral localities, and making an average of fifty 
or even seventy-five miles a day, 

It is only at rare intervals that such expeditions can be un- 
dertaken in the United States, owing to the extremes of al- 
mospheric changes and frequent heavy snows; therefore, we 
must be content with fine-art skating and a day’s excite- 
ment ‘all along shore,” in pursuit of deer andfox, A 
thrilling adventure of the latter description once came under 
my Observalion, not far from the heatlwaters of the Chenango 
and Susquehanna rivers. I was skating with a friend on the 
former river, about five miles north of Binghamton. It was 
a. clear, cold day, with a bright sun, two feet of snow on the 
ground, including a light crust, yet not a flake on the beanti- 
ful ice, for the swift river had not closed until most of the 
snow fell, and the little that had lain for a day or two had 
melted in the February sun, which came ont genial and kind 
after the long storm. tt was near the close of the mouth, 
and the sun was high, his welcome smile having tempted us 
out in pursuit of ducks, which came, a long distance to one 
of the many coves in that vicinity, where water from several 
living springs kept the cove open, although there was an 
average of five inches of ice in mid-channel. This place was 
onlands belonging to the old half-mile square Indian reser- 
vation, known as ‘‘Glen Castle” and ‘t Cascadel,” the latter 
a beautiful brook, which empties into the river further south. 
he farm then belonged to a gentleman in New York named 
Pierson. The “Castle Farm,” as it was sometimes called, 
contained 800 acres, and had every variety of landscape within 
its bounds. At that time a grove existed near the mouth of 
Oascadel, in which the ring where the Indians danced round 
their camp-fire was plainly marked, as no tree or underbrush 
would grow where so many feet had stamped the sod in days 
and nights gone by. his grove covered an acre or 
two, snd had chesinut, pine, beech and oak within 
it, and several fine beech trees, as well as oak sprouts grew in 
the centre of this camp-fire-ring, as we then called it. This 
was a famous place, for the poor Indians were burried at the 
base of the knoll on which this grove stood, and the brook, 
which comes down from the northwest, makes a graesful 
curve to fhe southward around the knoll, so that during high 

” water it washed out not only flint arrow heads and old Queen 
Amne cents, but bones of the fated red men as well. Asa 
boy L haye picked up many curious relics of the vanished 
race thereabout, and remember reading in Wilkinson's ‘* An- 
nals of Binghamton” the particulars of the sale of the reserva- 
tion which, by means of fire-water and fraud, the Indians 
were induced to part with for our old rifles. 

The cove is formed by setting back of the river upon marshy 
Jand extending southwestward to a circular ridge in the old 
orchard where the Indians had a stockaded or palisaded in- 
closure which they designated as ‘the castle,” and within 
which some twenty or thirty families kept their lodge fires 
burning. ‘The river abounded with fish of many kinds—I 
haye seen very large bass caught there in my time—aud the 
hills were alive with deer and small game of nearly every 
variety. It was a paradise for the braves, and but for the red 
man’s love of the pale-face’s firewater their descendants 
might haye been enjoying it still, On the day described my 
frjend carried a double barreled side and side shot-gun, and [ 
had my splendid little top-and-bottom rifle and shot, huilt by 
Stuart, of Binghamton—a capital gunsmith, by the way, who 
still lives, notwithstanding some terrible adyentures in the 
wilds of South and Central America, Iwasa boy then, and 
our guns were muzzle-loaders, ‘Ihe “ breech-butters,” as we 
named the other kind, were only jusl making their appear- 
ance, and we did not like them, for our old ‘uns would not 
only reach further but shoot more accurately than the breeeh- 
loaders, which have since heen greatly improved, I am glad to 
add, and consequently my prejudice has Ween softened ; but 
do strong is habit within us that if I were going ducking to- 
morrow [ would much prefer the old muzzle-loader, for the 
others have a '‘ measly trick of missing” yet, which I do not 
like or care to get better acquaiited with. 

The traveler coming south over the A. & 8S. or 8. & B. 
branch of the D. L. é& W. may see the cove, as it is in plain 
sight of the iron bridge, a few rods south of Chenango Bridge 
Station, on the latter railway. The viver makes a sharp bend 
to the south werd about half a mile west of the bridge, and in 
the elbow of the curve thus formed is Lhe scene | have de- 
scribed. : 

As my friend and I were skimming of up the riyer with 
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our guus thrown into the hollows ol our left arms and our 
skates making a subdued “cb-17-1"in the hard glare ice, we 
caught sight, almost instantaneously, of two bibeds apparently 
covered with blood from head (a foot. They were half or 
three-quarters of a mile distant np the river and near {he op- 
posite or castern shore. They were on skates and had guns 
like ourselves, and somewhere further jo the eastward, behind 
a strip of weodland, we could hear that long, musical bay of a 
hound, which is unmistakable evidence of a strong scent, 
My friend eleyated hig toes with an exclamation of astonish- 

ment, and as his skates ground into the ice, making a shower 
of its glittering dust fiy right and left, he asked « 
What now? Are the red men returning ?” 
Before I had time to reply aloud shout and yiolent gestien- 

tions from the reds, as we afterward designated them, induced 
us to look down stream where, not more than forty yards 
away, abtring of three foxes were making a beeline for the 
opposite bank, which was about 1,000 feet ahead of them. 
While my friend and I stood looking aj the tempting sicht, 

but withholding our fire, a rifle cracked behind us, and a 
heayy ball passed between us, killing the middle and 
largest fox instantly. We never measured the distance 
between us, but agreed to call it five fect, althouzh my 
impression at that time was, and continues to be, that it 
did not exceed three feet. The free flicht of the ball was not 
less than half a mile, and may have beer a hundred feet more. 
To say that we were frightened does not do the occasion jus— 
tice. I never shall forget the vicious hiss of that long ball if 
Ilive a century. There was nothing to be said and we said 
nothing, but 1 saw my friend’s knees tremble as he turned to 
look at the fellows who were hastening toward us, while the 
rear and leading fox went up the bank like cats, and the 
hound came down across the eastern flats at full speed. Not 
an instant did he lose at the dead fox, put gained the western 
shore and was gone several seconds before the hunters came 
up tous. We could now sce that they wore red flannel un- 
derclothing, and nothing else except boots. I afterward 
learnedjwhat I did not {know at the time, that the flannels 
were double, that is, each man wearing two sets, 

* Was you searte, boys?” asked the larger fellow as they 
came up. 
“No,” said I; ‘but we arenow. Don’t youconsider such 

experiments rather dangerous P” 
hi Fer the fox—yes! Oome down, and we'll lave a look at 

** What’s your name?” asked my friend, as we turned about 
and skated leisurely back. 

* * Ain't any—folks too poor to gin me one.” 
I, was a year or more before we could learn his family 

name, which was Soper. The fox hud an ounce ball through 
his heart, and 1am morally certain that it passed within a 
foot or two of my frieud’s shoulder, as he always assured me 
that he felt the windage, or, more accurately, the quick quiver 
of the air as the ball rushed between us on ifs fatal errand. 
Such experiences are yery much the same as those attending 
earthquakes—the more one has of them the less he wants—for 
the fear increases with the repetition, and there is no such 
thing as getling used to it. 

There were ducks enough that day, but we did not kill 
Inany, a8 we were a long time gelling our nerves quieted, 
_ Weare indebted 10 Holland for the skate—schawt—where it 
is used as we use boots and shoes or horses and steam, for the 
sake of convenience and the economization of time. It is a 
custom so ancient that there are no records of its introduction, 
and yet good skaters are ulmost unknown in Holland. As a 
nation the Dutch are awkward on skates, flinging their arms 
about like the wings of their native wind-mills, Until recent- 
ly it was an unheurd-of feat to skate ten miles continuously, 
They would not do it any more than the average American 
will walk that distance. Several venturies ago the people of 
Edinburgh and London led the world in popularizing the art, 
Strutt records the fact in his “Sports and Pastimes” and de- 
scribes four gentlemen who danced a double minuet on skales 
with a degree of elegance and ease far superior to that dis- 
played in the ball-room. William Hone states that “the ele. 
gance of skaters on that skeet of water is chiefly exhibited in 
quadrilles, which some parties go through with a beauty 
scarcely imaginable by those who have not seen graceful 
skating.” If weexcept a few of the northwest countries of 
Hurope, there is no place in the world where more accom- 
plished skaters abound than in this modern city of New York, 
although many of them are foreigners. Outside the court 
circles of St. Petersburg very little skating is done in Russia. 
Mr. William H. Fuller nowhere met: with greater success and 
attention than duting his tour of Russia. ‘True, most of his 
art was confined to parlor skates, but it was art for all that. 
He was dined and wined by the nobility, especinlly the ladies, 
and more than otce he enjoyed drives with princesses, He 
could only please the Dutch }jy skating with foided arms, 
which was the easiest part of his prosramme. 
Probably one of the finest exhibitions of this description 

ever witnessed was that of the dancers, Dumas and wife, at 
Parijs, in the opera of Propiete, roller skates having been in- 
troduced there as early as 1819, and the long, smooth ayenués 
and boulevards were frequently enlivened by the swilt skaters, 
who also flocked to the public pardens just as we nuw go ‘to 
Canin a ea and Prospect Park to see the crowd and skale 
awhile. 

Mr. Fuller, the athletic gentleman who circumnavigated the 
globe with a pair of roller skates in his yest pocket, giving 
succéssiul exhibitions of his wonderful skill in most af thie 
large cities of Hurope, is a native of Boston, which he left at 
the age of twenty as a seaman, going to Caleulla, thence to 
Liverpool and back to New York, where Le soon became aail- 
ins-master of a yacht. His first allempt at skating since he 
was a boy took place at Central Park subsequent to the events 
already mentioned, whither he went one day to see il he bad 
forgotten his skill. Uneonsciously he attracted instant ulfen- 
tion, and before he realized what, had Nappened to hint the 
thousands around him divided jnio knots and long lines, 
Wwatebing his splendid efforts, ad anon cheering him as he 
performed feat atter feat of the most diffieult description. 

He became the lion of the hour in no time, and throuzhont 
the winter delighted immense crowds who yisited the park 
a parpeey to see him and witness his unsurpassed exhibitions 
Of BEI 
The transition to parlor skates was quite natural, and a little 

practice gave him full command of them; and shortly, con 
bining business with pleasure, he was engaged with the man- 
ufacturer in their sale. A little Jater,he accompanied George 
Coppin, the Barnum of Australia, (a Bydney and Melbourne, 
Where he made his first appearance as Dondreury on ice— 
served hot—with all the side-dashes of that incorrigible char- 
acter. But it did not wholly please the esthetic taste of thal 
bourne ; f these altacks upon tle constitution and raspeetabil- 
ity of the old conatry were not, efter all, just the thing, you 
know,” and he yéntured to returno—to India—alter seven 
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fnonths of popular entertain: 
towns of that auriferous isle. ip ; 
At Calcutta the Nahob of Surat caused a platform, 40x100 

feet, to be lnid in a prove of evergreens, where the skater gave 
a superb exhibition, beginning with a waltz, then varsovienne, — 
which created ereat excitement and applause. A polka and — 
figure skating followed, and Dundreary closed the fun ; for all 
of his falls were there, my countrymen, and ‘were intensely 
amusing, After the entertainment was over an ollicial pre- 
sented our hero with a purse of 700 rupees. 
_ The Nabob gayeno yisible hint of satisfaction or displeasure, 
Dut two or three months after Fuller lefi Surat the Nabol 
sent him a magnificent golden star of the most ingenious 
munufaciure, The points were composed of diamonds, and 
the whole was valued at, $1,200, 
He went to Suez, giving exhibitions of his skill on the deck 

of the steamer which astonished passengers and crew. At the 
hotel in Suez he was inviled to give an ¢ntertainm * whicl 
Was much more elaborate than that on the steamer, and he 
was rewarded with a purse of sillk, which had been filled with 
rupees, to the number of 150, Very likely it was the first 
Skating eyer done in the desert of the Pharaohs. 

At Constantinople our Koight of the Golden Star met with 
another flattering reception, but the countless dogs which in- 
fest that city nearly killed him. 

Odessa was his next objective point, where he has won 
flory and his manager took whe cash. Here he received his 
first bonquet from a princess, People sho>k hands with him 
in the street, and informed him confidentially that he had 
made a decided hit. He concluded such must be the case 
after his second appearance, wlien the same lady who gave 
him the bouquet stopped her carriage in the street, gave him 
aide with her through the suburbs, and invited him to make 
her house—the Governor's official residence—his home while 
in the city. He dined there occasionally during the six weeks 
of his stay, but never with the lady, as that was not inaccord- 
ance with court etiquette. 
He went next fo the handsome cily of Mherson, thence 

overland to Katherinoff. Karkoy, and Poltuya were his next 
stopping places. On again to Orel, where other ladies of rank 
paid him marked attentions, for his fame had marched in 
front, and everywhere his appearauce was a signal for an 
ovation. Jleproceeded to Zula and Moscow, remaining in the. 
latter city three months, and visiting the famous Williams’ 
iron works, He tarried at St. Petersburg seven months, and 
often skated before an audience of a thousand people ; ona 
in the greal national theatre, for which the Government paid 
him ; on the ice of the Neya, with and under the patronage 
of the Russian Noble Club, an organization as famous in its 
way 38 the N, ¥. ¥. 0.; then to Prussia and Germany, and 
finally to the paradise of skaters—Holland. Ue spent the 
ensuing winter in Amsterdam, where heenjoyed only three 
days of ice skating. At Rotterdam he had one fine day, and 
skated in the harbor before thousands of spectators who lined 
the river shores. At the Hague he skated before tha (jueen, 
and there closed his engagements on parlor skates, haying 
been away from home about five years, 

‘The autumn of 1869 saw him once more in his native lao 
for a short visit, alter which he went to Paris und repeated 
his triumphs. — 

Those who haye nothing else to tempt them from the fire 
cannot do better than acquire the avt of skatme. Tt brings 
every muscle into full and natural play, knits the bores and 
cartilages, and stirs the blood with that inspiring @xercise #0 
conducive to health, Besides, it is a reulizution of the poetry 
of motion in its widest sense. “‘Dwm oloimws, pa ga Ms 
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APPROACH OF THE ARCHERY 

SEASON. 

Ma. lipvvon: Wearing there was toa be a convention of 
archers in Ohicago the middle of January, I concluded to 
take tha trip to that city, as I wus anxious to become beter 
acquainted with the already famous members of the Western 
archery clubs. On my arrival, however, I was disappointed 
to find the meeting postponed. My friend, Mr. H. ©. Carver, 
one of the best shots with a bow in the West, and President. 
of the Chicago Archery Club, introduced me to a number of 
{he members of that sasociation, and showed me their arrange- 
tents for shooting in-doors. They are fitting up « 100-yard 
range atthe Exposition building, and will soon pe practicing 
refularly, 
From Ohicago I went to Crawfordsville, the home of the 

brothers Thompson, who have done so much toward creating 
ain interest in archery in this country, Unfortunately, Mr, 
Maurice Thompson, the author of the charming book, 
“Witchery of Archery,” was absent, but I spent a very 
pleasant. evening with his brother Will, who entertained me 
with his hunting exploits with the bow, and with whom I 
talked archery to my heart's content. Mr. Will und Maurice 
Thompson are masters of the subject, and their experience is 
very thorough. They and other members of the Wabash Merry 
Bowmen were very much pleased with the patent spht bam- 
boo bow now being made by Messrs. Conroy, Bissett, & Malle- 
son, ad also were the members of the Chicago Olub, They 
subjected the bow to the most severe tests, but failed to Wrealk 
anything but a few bow-springs; in fact, Mr. Will Thompson 
pronounces them unbreakable, The texture or fibre of bam- 
boo is entirely_different from that of wood, und, as if runs the 
whole length of the cane, it makes the bow much tougher 
and better caleulated to withstand the severe and constant 
straining. ‘They believe these bows will take the place of im- 
ported wood pows and drive them out of the market. Jt 
setms to be the experience of all clubs tbat uo wood bows 
will sland the seyere shooting at long range, and though 1 
eould not believe it possible at first, Dam now satistied that 
even the finest wood bows will give out aftera certain amount 
it epee The heayier the how pulls the sooner it ‘will 
real, 

I stopped oo myreturo at Buffalo, where Tfound the 
archers very much in earnest, ‘Their in-door arrangements 
for shooting are perfect, The City Armory, a well heuted and 
lighted building, affords them a splendid range up to sixty 
yards; The club have a regular practice night, and the ladies 
are frequently found practicing there pleasant afternoons 
This, of course, vives therm a wonderful advantage over us, 
who huye not the facilities, and the Buffalo teum will worey 
the rest of the archers in the great,tournament at Chicago next 
SeagoD. 

{ will be happy to send the plang of thie dutta, ete., naed ty 
the Buitalo archers to any club wishing to use them, The 
Coat is small and they answer perfeetly, Let themsend their 
address to W. Halherton, Prevident Oritani Archers, 63 Pul- 
ton atreet, N.Y, A 
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GECGRAPHICAL DERIVATIVES. 

‘Now,’ in s Chili tone she said, 
‘* T will be Frank, *tig true— 
Altho’ you Arab brilhant catch, 

T do not Caffre you!” 

''O lsdy, Dane to hear my snit— 
This heart is Scot by thee’— 

Nay, sir, [ can not heed your words 
For you Arnaut to me!? 

Tis Welsh,” she added freezingly, © 
‘' Since Siam pressed go far, 
To Hindoo you,no longer here, 

And so, good sir, Tartar!" 

“ What Ottoman like me to do?” 
Bewailed the stricken man ; 

“(ll Pinnikh up my mad career 
And wed the Gallican!” 

—St. Louis Times, 
_—-F 

Srerer or Snake CAARMING.—In India 
the fayorite snake for exhibition is the cobra, 
partly because of its more striking appearance, 
and partly because its deadly character being 
so well known, any trifling with it appears to 
the uninitiated public the more wonderful. 
Wor, indeed, do the performances of the 
Hindoo snake charmer lose, on Wetter ac- 
Quaintance, all their maryelousness, for 
courage of a high order, arising partly from 
the confidence acquired by long practice, is 
manifested in seizing and bagging the dread- 
ful ophidian. 
In most cases the charmertenders the reptiles 

harmless by drawing their poison fangs, and 
the exhibition becomes then merelyone which 
exhibits the snake’s highly trained condition. 
On the other hand it often Gappens that the 
basket contains the veritable death-dealer, 
and a cobra with his fangs undrawn is nearly 
always forth-coming if the temptation in 
money be sufliciently strong, But in the 
-handling of the creatiire when once exposed 
there is no hesitation, for hesitation means 
death, and in the swift seizure and sudden re- 
Jease there is a daring of an exceptional kind. 
A cobra strikes, when it has really made up 

its mind to strike, with lightning rapidity, 
and to dodge lightning successfully requires 
considerable agility. 

‘The snake charmers, however, when put on 
their mettle will grasp the erect cobra with 
impupily, owing solely to the superior speed 
of their moyements, for by a feint they pro- 
voke the reptile to strike, and before it can re- 
cover its attitude seize it below the jaws. Tn 
the same way the ichneumon or mongoose se- 
cures in contest with venomous snakes a com- 
parative immunity. It was for a long time 
an article of faith with writers of popular 
works on natural history that this animal en- 
joyed a complete immunity, but scientific ex- 
periment has corrected this fallacy. A mon- 
Zoose and cobra confined together fought free- 
ly, aud though the latter seemed to the eye to 
Strike his antagonist repeatedly, the mon- 
Zoose, it, being examined after it had killed 
the snake, was found to be untouched. 

Another cobra was then brought on {0 the 
scene and, being made to close its fangs on 
the mongoose’s lez, the animal confessed its 
susceptibility to the poison by dying in about 
four minutes. It was, therefore, by its su- 
perior activity alone that in fair fight with the 
reptile it had escaped unhurt, and to the same 
cause the snake charmer owes the immunity 
that attends his exhibition. But as in the case 
of the mongoose the snake charmer, when ac- 
tually bitten, dies as rapidly as any other 
creature, in spite of all the powers of his 
charms, roots and snake stone. The Hindoo 
spectator refuses to believe this, and enjoys, 
therefore, by his credulity, 2 pleasure denied 
to more intelligent audiences, for if we could 
only accep! as truth the charmer’s statement 
that he has really been bitten and the red 
drops on the bitten spot were actually blood 

_ exuding from the fatal puncture, and could 
then believe that the root he smelt, the stone 
be applied to the wound, and the charms be 
muttered were veritably counteracting the 
magic of the cobra’s poison, the spectacle 
would be of surpassing interest, since it would 
be a miracle.—London Telegraph. 

° re 

PLAntinc TELEGRAPH PoLes BY THE Arp 
OF AN Expnostyz Powprr.—The Titusville 
(Pa.) Herald publishers the following: ‘* A 
new and improved mode of planting tele- 
graph poles has recently been discovered and 
tried with success in this city. The ground 
being staked off at a distance of about 200 
feet apart, a man starts off with a pocketful 
of four-ounce cartridges containing the won- 
derful new explosive known as ‘ electric pow- 
der,’ and witha crowbarinhishand. A holeis 
punched from 4 to 5 feet with the bar in a few 
minules, and a cartridge dropped to the bot- 
tom with a fuse and lighted with a match, 
The operator then walks to the next stake, be- 
fore reaching which a low, dull thud is heard 
behind, a hole about the diameter of a flour 
barrel has been blown in the ground to the 
depth of four or five feet, and the work is fol- 
lowed up by a gang of men who plant the 
poles in the holes thus made, fill in with 
gravel and earth, and the job is complete. 
{ matters not what soil is perforated with 

the bar, wet or dry, loam, clay, gravel, slate 
or bowlders (provided the bar can be in- 
serted), the effect is the same. A gang of 
four men, with the poles delivered on the 
fround—one man to blast and three to erect 
the poles and tamp them—will put up from 
100 to 150 poles a day of ten hours each, 
The cost, therefore, of this new and improved 
rocess, is Enea pee less th ie or- 

dinary method of pla ing eegrep ples 
—mowpracticed, © = iia 

Admirers of Artistic 

Potterv and Glass are 

invited to inspect some 

choice examples select- 

ed bv Messrs. TIFFANY 

& CO. during the Paris 

Exposition, including : 
New Plaques by Minton, decorated by Mus- 

sill with novel marine designs. 

Salviati's latest reproductions of the Vene- 

tian Glass of the Sixteenth century. 

Fac-similes of the Trojan iridescent bronze 

glass exhumed by Dr. Schliemann. 

New Plaques by Copeland, decorated with 

strongly drawn heads by Hewitt. 

Reproductions, by Doulton, of old Flemish 

stone ware. 

Reproductions of the Scinde Pottery made 

by the Bombay Art Society. 

Recent examples of Ginori’s reproductions 

of old Italian majolica. 

Specimens of Capo di Monti ware, Austrian 

iridescent and enameled Glass and Limoges 

Faience of new colors. 

UNION SQUARE. 

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A 
FORTUNE, FIRST GRAND DISTRIBU- 

TION, CLASS B, AT NEW ORLEANS, TUES- 
DAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1879—105th Monthly Drawing. 

Louisiana State Lottery Company. 
This institution was regularly incorporated by the 

Legislature of the State for Educational and Chari- 
table’ purposes in 1863, with # capitalof $1,000,000, to 
which if has since added a reserve fund of $350,000, 
ITS GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
Willtake place monthly. If never scales or postpones. 
Look at the following distribution ; 

CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000, 
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS HACH, 

HALF TICKETS, ONE DOLLAR. 
LIST OF PRIZES. 

Ghe Kennel, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
STEADMAN’S FLEA POWDER for DOGS 

A Bane to Fleas—A Boon te Dogs. 

This Powder is guaranteed to Kill fleas on dogs or 
any other animals, or Money returned. It is pat 1 
In patent boxes with sliding Pepper box top, whic: 
greatly facilitates its use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 

A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 
Both the above are recommended by RoD Anp Gun 

and FOREST AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSETT & MALLESON, 

act 12 65 FULTON ST,, N. ¥. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES. 

Twenty-one Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals 
awarded, inelnding Medal of English Kennel 

Club, and of Westminster Kennel 

Club, New York. 

None are genuine unless so stamped, 

F. 0. De LUZE, 

18 South Wililam Street, N. Y., Sole Agent, 

BROWN & HILDER, 8t, Louis, Western Agenta, 

For sale in cases of 112 pounds, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N,, 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

AUTHOR OF THE 

“Practical Kennel Guide,’’ &c. 
begs tolinform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any desired 
breed, fit for the highest competition, 

N. G.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor's Kennels 
decl9 tf 

, Imperial Kennel. 
Setters and Pointers Boarded, 

Broken, etc. 
Young Dogs handled with skill 

and judgment, 

1 Capital Prize of $30,000..... «++ $30,006 : Address, 
1 @apital Prize of 10.000..... 10,000 _ basen 
1 Capital Prize of 5,000 5, 0U0 OMS RIVER, Nad, 
2 Prizes of 6,000) Splendid kennel accommodations; dogs have daily 
eT eI 5,000 | access to salt water, Octi0 tt 

en tt anes 
000 

200 10/000 COCKER SPANIEL 
: a aa Ssh inr ie ser avin ue ‘ 

Sanaa aware gsen 000 
. APPROXIMATION PRIZES, Breedin 4 Kennel 

9 Approximation Prizes of $300......... 2,700 
9 Sot coaaon Prizes of 200.. on 1,800) OF 
9 Approximation Prizes of 100........ 900 M, P. MoKOON, Franklin, Del, Co., N ¥. 

1857 Prizes amounting tO,........2..ssseseees $110,400 
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all 

prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation 
will be paid, 

Application for rates to clubs should only be made 
the Home Office in New Orleans, 

Write, clearly stating tull address, for farther in- 
formation, or send orders to 

M. A. DAUPHIN, 
P. 0. Box 692, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

or to H, LL. PLUS, 
319 Broadway, New York City. 

Allour Grand Rriracrdinary Drawings are under 
the supervision and management of GENK sq. T. 
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A, BARLY. — a 

jan2% 

I keeponly cockers of the finest strains. Sell only 
young stock. I guarantee satisfaction ana safe de- 
livery to eyery customer. These beautiful and in- 
telligent dogs cannot be beaten for rnffed grouse 
and woodeock shooting and retrieving. Correspond- 
ents Inclosing stamp will get printed pedigrees, eir- 
cular, testimonials, etc, J10 tf 

LUE BLOODS FOR SALE—Two dog pups, four 
Months old, very handsome, by Roybe) (cham- 

pion Rob Roy-velle), out-of Liyy Il. (champion 
Prince-Livy), These puppies combine the best 
winning blood in America. For price and part culars 
adress FP. A. DIFFENDHRYFER, 15 Shippen 
street, Lancaster, Pa. jan30 4b 

Che Kennel, 

GCULEOQUT KENNELS. 
Sportsmen in want of first-class Cocker Spaniela 

can be gu: plied with either dog or bitch pups, with 
Btock and delivery guaranteed, for $10 esch. For 
pedigrees etc., address CHAS, §$ HITCHCOCK, 
ranklin, Del, Go,, N.¥. Jaug tf 

Stud Spaniel. 

TRIMBUSH (pure Clumber), importeé direct from 
fhe kennels of the Duke of Neweastle, For nose tha 
clumbers are unrivulled, and Trimbush is a capital 
dog to breed cockers or smiall-sizea setter bitches to, 
Fee $20, Address H, ©, GLOVER, Toms Hiver, 
Nd. janlé tf 

ATTLER—In the Sfnd.—Blue belton, Llewellin 
setter, winner oftliree bench prizes, by cham— 

pion Rob Roy, winner of five English field trials, out 
of the pure Layerack bitch, Pickies. Will serve 
bitches at $20. Litters warranted. Inquire of L, By 
WHITMAN, Detroit, Mich. jau2 tf 

N THE 8TUD—Champion imported pointer Snap- 
shot; imported red_ Irish setter Desh, tirst New 

York, 1878 ; imported English setter Frank IL, first 
Philadelphia, 1877, LINCOLN & MELLYAR, Warren, 
Mags. jan30 tf 

XCHANGE—A well bred promising setter dog, 
seven months old, for a cockel spaniel pup 

dog, of good stock, Address 8. F., P, O. lock box 
142, Hollidaysburg, Penn, © jan30 16 

{HAMPION DRAKE PUPS, out of subseriber’s 
Daisy, biack and white, whelped Des, 16, 1878, 

$25 each, EDWARD J, FORSTER, 2 Dexter Row, 
Boston, junds 40 

OR SALE.—Two liver and white pointer bitch 
pups, by Champion imported Snap Shot, ont of 

Fanuy I, Full pedigree, Price, $15 each. CHAS, 
WN. GABB, Northampton, Mass. jangz3 36 

\ ANTED,—A small pointer bitch, broken on 
ruffed grouse and woodcock, not oyer three 

years old, with gocd pedigree; also a beagle bitch, 
Price must be lew. Stamp for reply, KOBERD 
WALKER, Franklin, Del. Co., N, Y. Jans Bi 

OR SALE—Red Irish setter pups, out of im- 
ported KR. I, setter bitch Mollie (litter sister of 

Mr.'John E. Develin’s Moya, prize brood bitch at New 
York and Boston Bench Shows), by Rattler, by 
Piunkett, Address DAVID G, HART, Soundview 
Kennel, North Port, L, I. Jani6 3t 

1D ace for still hunting and attacking and pulling 
down big game. Dogs possessing immense 

Size, hose, courage and speed, bred especially for 
tlie purpose; also very Jarge bull-dogs can be abe 
tained from the breeder, FRANK ADCOCK, Shev- 
ington Hall, W. Wigan, England, janié 4b 

PAYING—Bitches spayed. Address box 124 
Dedham, Mass, janlé 4¢ 

fat Bale, 

WANTED TO EXCHANCE, 
A fine W, & C, Scott & Son 12-g¢auge MUZZLE- 

LOADING SHOT-GUN, Gost $75, Is im fine order, 
and is a No, 1 shooter, for a brace of COCKER 
SPANIELS; must b2 over four menihs old, 

Address 

W. H. HOLABIRD, 

Valparaigo, Ind. jan3016 

N INNESOTA FARW—For sale, 1,660 acres im- 
proved land in Rock Connty, Minnesota, with 

farm house, three stables, corn honse, hen house, 
grain house, fences, trees, windbreaks, elevator, 
Windmills, wells, grading, running streams o felear 
water: directly on line of St. Paul and Slonx Git 
Railroad; price $18,009. Only one half mile by rai 
frem county seat. Sold only to increase farminy 
interest in immediate neighborhood, No such bar= 
gain to be had in the entire West. Photoeraphs 
shown and fall specifications given on application 
to CHAS. HALLOCEK, office of FoREST AND STREAM, 

Oct SLtE 

Ko SALE OR EXCHANGE at a bargain, for an 
improved Winchester or Ballard spercing rifle, a 

firet-class Remington Creedmoor rifie; perfect in 
every respect, with all accoutrements. Address 
B. E. B. KENNEDY, Omaha, Nébraska, ne 

jan tf 

OR SALE—Single breech-Joader, 8 gange, 49 
inches, 141bs., made by Holland, of London, 

in case, With shells and implements. The load is 
§ drachms and 2% oz. shot, One of the finest gung 
in country for pointehooting. HENRY C,sQUIRES, 
No. 1 Cortlandt street. New York. jan30 1b 

CSE SSRAS SES PECORARO OAC O NOS Oe Oem aan eee 

~SPABLISHED 1820,—— 

el 

NEW YORE: 

48 Waiden Lane, 35 Liberty St. 
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FISHING 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Successors to ANDREW CLERK & CO., 

fine Goods for Sporismen 
A SPECIALTY, 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICH LIST. 

Importers & Manufacturers of, & Wholesale & Retail Dealers in 

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

PNG Se 
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The 
SEND FOR CATALOGCUE. 

Sor Sale. 

FILE BINDER. 
FILE WHICH, WHEN COMPLETED, MAKES 
a permanent binding. For sale at this office, 

Price, 75 cents. 

IVE WESTERN QUAIL.—Per pair, $1.25; per 
doz., #6. Address CHAS, FREDERICKS, "3 

Maujer st., Williamsbaorg, N. Y. jan23 tf 

avanted. 

Gun Clubs Take Notice. 
You will be interested in sending name of your 

Gun C 1b, also officers and P. O. address to 

Cc. V. BOUGHTON, 

Titusville, Pa. 
jan23 4t 

PORTSMAN’S NOTICE—WANTED—An experi- 
enced man, understanding the practical use of 

all sporting weapons, the use of fishing gear of all \ 
Kinds, training and hunting of dogs, sailing and row- 
ing; also, the habits of all game birds, anima’s and 
fish, and where to find them in the United States, 
would like to engage with some sportaman’s club in 
charge o!f property of the same, or with some in- 
dividual, to hunt or take charge of his place, or with 
Some dealer to sell or travel. References furnished, 
Address PRACTICAL SPORTS WAN, FoREST AND 
STREAM. janié4t 

Amusements. 

ILMORE’S GARDEN. 
SKATING on the RINK of ARTIFICIAL IOE. 

A new sheet as clear as a mirror, 
MUSIC BY GILMORE’S SERENADE BAND. 

OPEN FROM 10 A. M, TO 10 P. M. 
Admission, 59 cents; children, half-price coupo 4 

tickets at lower rates. jan3o © 

atliscellaneous, 

NAPOLEON'S CABINET 
CHARIPACNE. 

BOUCHE FILS & CO., 
31 BEAVER STREET N. Y. 

nov? 3m 

MIRROR TOP WATERS “seavawia ORGANS. 
Thése beautiful organs 

are remarkable alike for 
purity of tone and perfect 
mnechanism. Their cases 
are all richly finished in 
Solid Black Walnut. We 
sella better Instrument at 
a lower price than any 
other house in the United 
States. 

Waters’Pianos 
_ Grand, Square and Up- 

Wetight, are the BEST 
eS asie== MADE, the Tone, Touck, 

i: = = Workmanship and Dura- 
bility unsurpassed, Watranied for SIX YHARS. 

A 

ete, AGENTS 
Second-hand Pianos and Urgans at GREAT BAR- 
GAINS. HORACE WATERS & SONS, Manu- 
facturers and dealers, 40 Hast Fourteenth Street, 
New York. 

SF ORGAN 
+ st perfect manufactory in the U.S The oldest, larg 

, ee eee 

Taxidermy Extraordinary. 

No disappointments in getting your B:rds and 

Aulmals preserved TRUE TO LIFE, by 

A. YEOMAN, 

n2 3mos "6 Bowery, MN. ¥- 

CéRIGChHO 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SOLE MAKER OF 

is @ E:efever Gui 

SYRACUSE, 
Shelton’s Auxiliary Rifle 

COMBINATION SIGHT AND BREECH-LOADING SHOT-CUNS. 

On 

TESTIMONIALS from all parts of the country bear evidence to the 
fact that the SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL, combined 
with the Breech-Loading Shot Gon, makes the best hunting arm in 
the country, affording sportsmen a weapon to meet any emergency 
that may arise in the field, from the smallest game bird to the grizzly. 
Not cumbersome, quickly adjusted, and equal to any rifle for accuracy 
and penetration. No wear or injury to shot-gun or rifle barrel. Cali- 
bres .32, .38, .44, Winchester model, 1873; also .45 U. S. Government 
70 grs. powder, 405 grs, lead. Send stamp for Circular and Price Lint. 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL Co., Fe 
P. O. BOX 715. NEW HAVEN, CONN. i 

FOSS BROS. & CO. 
(Successors to F. J. ABBEY & CO), 

Cuns, Rifles, Pistols and Fishing Tackle, 

43 SOUTH CLARK STREET, 

CHICAGO. , 

TATHARK’S 

IMPROVED CHILLED SHOT. 
American Stendard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.! 
Gives grenter penetration and better pattern than ordinary shot. 

choke-bores, modified chokes and cylinders. 

Our chilled shot will be found free fiom shrinkage, More spherical, more uniform in size, 
harder, henvier and of brighter and cleaner finish than any other. SEND FOR CLRCULAR. 

TATHAN & BROS., 82 Beckman St., 
BREW Toonz. 

Equally well adapted to 

Also, manufacturers of PATENT FINISH, AMERICAN STANDARD DROP SHOT, and COM- 
PRESSED BUCE SHOT, more uniform than the ordinary moulded shot, 

A BANKRUPT STOCK OF WATCHES, 
Warranted for One Year. 

This bankrupt stock of Watches must be closed ont 
in 90days. The former price of these Watches 
was §12.00 each. They are silyered case and open 
face, 21) one style, and of French manufacture, the 
movements of which being well known the world over & 
for their fine finish. They are used on railroads and 
fleambeoats, where aceurate time is required, and & 
give good satisfaction. Think of il, 5 212,00 Watch for 
only $3.00, and warramted ome yenr for time. 

CINCINNATI. O., Ovtaber Ist, 1878. 
The Walters Importing Co. is an eld established and 

very reliable house, and we cheerfully recommend 
them. CINCINNATI Post. 

After the closure of sale of (his bankrupt stock of & 
Watches, Which will continue $0 days from date of this 
paper, no order-will be filled at less than $12.4) cach ; so 
lease send your order at once, With each Watch we 
urnish our special warrantec for oue year for 
accnrate time. We will forward the Watch prompt 
ly on receipt of §3.00, or will send ©.0.D. if customers & 
desire and remit 21.00 on account. 
Address allordersto Walters Importing To., 

180 Ecos SvkerrT, CINCINNATI, O. 
EG TO WATCH SPECULATORS: We call particular & 

attention to these Watches, as they sell readily at from $12.00 
to $20.00 each, Har Cut this Advertisement Out, 

A,MHY ER, 

IMPCRTES OF AND DEALER IN 

Rhine, 
Hungarian Wines, 

AMERICAN CHAMPAGNES. 

392, BOWERY, 392, 

Near Fourth avenue, NEW YORE. 

DUNN & WILBUR. 

Game, Poultry, Eggs, Butter. | California, 
— 

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. 
—— 

PROMPT CASH RETURNS. 
BOWLING AND BILLIARD HALL, 

The lopgest Rifle Range inthe city, For Sharp- 
shooters only, 

N. 
“+5 

YY: 192 DUANE STREET, 

— 

Siscellangan: 

NEW ENG 

MUTU.. 
Life Insurance Com, .. 

Post Office Square, Boston, Masy, 

Total cash assets, as per Insurance Com- 
Missioner’s report. ......,-,--....-. 14,466,920 58 

Total surplus as per Insnrance Commis- 
BIONEL’S TEPOTE sevens yes cs eeecsuende 1,621,078 83 

Benjamin F. Stevens, President. 
J. M. Gibbens, Secretary 

KENNY & RATCLIFFE, New iy eins es New York City. 
V. GC, TARBOX,..... .«.-s0.-Portinnd, ad 
E.F, EWERSON.....- ss00-. Nashna, N. A. 
MARSTON & WAKALIN.... Philadelphin. 
HALL & WORTHINGTON. .Balimore, Md. 
YERNOR BROTHERS,...... Detreit, Mich. 
O, CRONESITE.............-Chlengo, IL. 
J, J. WATSON......... «-...8t. Paul, Minn. 
W. B. DAVIS... .8e. Leuls, Mo, 
M. C, RANDA -New Orleans, La. 
W. EVERSON.....,.........-San Francisce, Cal 

E. THOMAS, JR., 

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS, 

195% Sonth Clark Street, Chicago, Il. 

Publicationg, 

HALLOCK’S 
Sportsman’s Cazetteer 

IS THE 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE 
CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN SPORT, 

AND THE 

RECOGN!Z=D STANDARD AUTHORITY. 

PRICE $3, POSTAGE PAID. 

4,000 COPIES SOLD, 

For sale at office of ForEST AND STREAM, 111 Ful- 
ton street, New York. Dealera supplied by Orange 
Judd Company, 245 Broadway, New York, 

-~-1879--= 

Vennor’s Almanac, 
1879 and 1879. 

Weather Record for 1878 

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS IN WEATHER 

PREDICTIONS, 

w 

THE WEATHER FOR CANADA AND THE UD, 8} 
FOR THs NEXT SIX MJINTHS, 

Old Mother Shipton’s Prophecy—Record of Storma 

of past year—The “Heated Term” of 1873—How 

forecasts are formed, 

CANADIAN PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 

Circulation in Canada 30,000, ang increasing.” 

TRADE AGENTS; 

DAWSON BROTHERS, 

MONTREAL. 
PRICE 20 GENTS. 

“ON THE EBB.” 
BY ‘ 

Cc. F, HOTCHKISS. 

This isa reat little book, portraying the adven- 
tures of an old sporting man, as wellas describin 
the best fishing and hunting grounds in and aronn 
the southern portion of Connecticot, Every one 
should have one. Price 75 cents by mall postpald, 

REGISTER PUBLISHING Co. 

New Haven, Conn, 

J. Cvpress, Jr.’s, Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

PRICE #5 BY MAIL. 

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE, 

“THE SETTER,” 
BY LAVERACK. 

For sate at this offloe, Price $3. 

janz0 3t 
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